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ENCYCLOPEDIA BIBLICA 

E 
EAGLE. The eagle of EV, the GREAT VULTURE 

of RVmg. (le;; ~ E T ~ E ) ,  is identified by Tristram with 
Gyps fuZvus, the Griffon, not a true Eagle but a 
member of the family Vulturidz. Griffons are still very 
common in Palestine, which is about the centre of their 
area of distribution, whence they spread across Asia, 
around the Mediterranean area and through Northern 
Africa.' They are noble birds of large size, and form 
conspicuous objects in the landscape as towards evening 
they perch on the peaks of rocks or cliffs (Job 39 28 29), 
or when soaring. The comparison of invaders to a 
swooping vulture is often employed in the OT (cp Dt. 
2849 Job 926 Hab. 1 5  Jer. 4840 etc.). They are carrion 
feeders and sight their food from afar. Their head and 
neck are bald, a fact which did not escape the notice of the 
prophet Micah (Mi. 116). They nest in colonies, some of 
which contain a hundred pairs of birds. They are said to 
be remarkably long-lived, probably attaining a century or 
more (allusions in Ps. 1035 and perhaps [see 61 in Is. 
4031). The Himyarites had an idol nnsy which was 
in the form of a Vulture (cp ZDMG 296w), and the 
same worship among the Arabs is attested by the Syriac 
Doctrine i f A d d u i  (Phillips, ~ 4 ) . ~  

The Gr. dsrdr may be applied to vultures, and the Romans 
seem to have classed the eagle among the family VuZfuride 
(see Pliny, H N  10 3 13 23). Is there any connection between 
&CT& and (see BIRD, I)? Possibly the bird found on the 
Assyrian sculpttires (see the illustrations in Vigouroux S.V. 
'aigle ') and on the Persian (Xen. Cy?. vii. 14)and Roman)Plin. 
HN 13 23) standards is meant to represent not the true eagle but 
a vulture. I n  Christian art the Egyptian pbmnix appears as  
an  eagle and becomes a symbol of the resurrection (see Wiede- 
mann, ReL of Anc. Egypfiuns, 793). In the fifth century A.D. 
the eagle became an  emblem of John the evangelist (see Dict. 
O ~ C ~ Z Y .  Anfipp., S.V. 'Evangelists'). A. E. s.-s. A. C. 

EAGLE, GIER. See GIER EAGLE. 
EANES (,N\ANHC [BA]), I Esd. 921 = Ezra 1021 

EARNEST ( a p p ~ B w ~ ) ,  the warrant or security for 
the performance of a promise or for the ratification of 
an  engagement, is used thrice in N T  ( z  Cor. 122 55 
Eph. 113J). but always in a figurative sense of the 
gifts of the Holy Spirit bestowed upon the apostles and 
Christians generally, as a pledge that they should 
obtain far greater blessings in the future. See PLEDGE. 

EARRING. For Judg. 824 Prov. 2512 etc. (nu, 
ndzem) and Ezek. 16 12 etc. ( h y ,  'ZgfZ) see RING, 5 2, 
and for Prov. Z.C. cp BASKET. For I s .320  etc. ($n$, 
Zd&i) see AMULETS, RING, 5 2, and MAGIC, § 3 (3). 

The tip of the ear (vim tenukh) was specially protected by 
sacred rites (see SBOT on is. 66 17). 

EARTH AND WORLD.' The conception of 
' universe ' is usually expressed in Or by ' heaven and 
1 For hieroglyphic picture of vulture see EGVPT, § 9, n. 12. 
2 Cp the Syriac name 2 ~ 3 7 ~ 3  (' I' NSR " gave'), and see We. 

Heid. 20 (Ffeid.P) z$, and WRS Kin. 209, ReZ. Senz.P) 226, 
n. 3 ; ZDMG 40 186 [ 861. 

MAASEIAH, ii., 11. 
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earth' (e.g., Gen. 11 21 141g), though there is a 
still more complete expression : ' heaven above, earth 
beneath, and the water under the earth' (Ex. 204, cp 
Gen. 4 9 2 5 ) .  So in Assyrian eZutdti u FupZZz'i 'things 
above and things below,' or (Creation-tablet, i. I$) 
' the heaven above, the earth beneath,' to which 1. 3 
adds ' the ocean.' There is also (Is. 4424 : cp 4 5 7 )  a 
general term 93, ' everything '  hum), corresponding 
to Assyr. RuZZuatu, giniru. 

(I) ~ 1 5  ('&re:), properly the earth, including Sh&3 ; hence 
1. The either the visible surface of our earth (Gen. 26, 

and often) or the nether world (e.g.,  Ex. 1512 
Is. 1412 294) .  ( z )  "824 (ZdZrn~~h) ,  [i.] thesoil 

which is tilled, Gen. 25 317 etc., [ii.] the ground, Gen. 
1 2 5  6 20 etc. (3)  i?,y ( 'Z@&), properly earth as a material 
(Gen. 2 7 ) .  then the earth (Is. 219), then dust (Gen. 
314),  then the nether world (Job17 16 Ps. 309 [IO] etc.). 
d renders (but not universally) all three words by 74. 

Whilst the AV uses ' world ' as a synonym for earth ' 
both in OT and in NT. it is only in N T  (see below, § 3) 

2. The that it occurs in the sense of 'universe.' 
world., The reason is that Jewish writers had adopted 

a much more convenient term than ' heaven 
and earth' to express an expanded conception of the 
' universe. ' 

First, however, let us note the Heb. words rendered 
' world. 

I. lk!, @Zed, Ps. 11 14 49 2 [I]. If  the text is correct, we 
have here a singularly interesting transition from 'lifetime' to 
' the world of living men' ; for the primary sense of &Zed (if 
the word exists a t  all) is ' life-time ' (Ps. 39 6 [5] 89 48 [47] Job 
11 17 and emended text of 10 m).' Unfortunadly &Zed i; Ps. 
17 14 is certainly corrupt. ' From men of the world whose portion 
is in life' is an expression both obscure in itself and unsuitable 
to the context. I n  Is. 38 I I  hebd is read only by critical con- 
jecture ; the text hasfiedel, which means neither ' world ' nor any- 
thing else : there is no such word.2 The true reading is doubtless 
t&L ' world,' and so too we should read in Ps. 492 [I]. Hgmn- 
writers do not generally select the rarest and most doubtful 
words. There is but one pure Hebrew word for 'world' (see 3). 

2. !'ln, &bdeZ, Is. 38 11, on the assumption that ' cessation' 
[the supposed meaning) is equivalent to ' fleeting world.' Many 
zritics, with some MSS, including Cod. Bab., read l)?, @led. 
See, however, no. I. 

3.  5X, f26ZZr 'mother-earth '?-a word of primitive mytho- 
logical origin (Gunkel, Hommel), hence never occurring wit! 
the article. 
:Is. 14 :7) ; but generally it is quite synonymous with 'ins, 
'earth. 

' Earth ' of EV represents three Hebrew words. 

Once it is used in antithesis to nzid6iir, 'desert 

Thus in I S. 2 8  ( R V k  

1 In Job 11 17 it is an improvement to read l l h  'Q:, ' the 
jays of thy lifetime (shall he brighter than noontide),' and in 
LOzo q 5 n ,  'Are not the days of my lifetime few?' hut we 
should most probably read i $ ~ n  and *$x?, ' t hy  fleeting days.' 
:Che. Ex#. Times 10 351 ['qq]). 

2 Cp Ps. 39 5 [4]: where EV has 'how frail I am,' but where 
:he Hebrew has, not 'frail,' but 'ceasing ' (Dr. PuruZZeZPsaZfer). 
711, &ridZZ, too, is probably not a real word. 
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EARTH AND WORLD 
For the pillars of the earth are Yahwe’s, 
And he hath set the world upom them ; 

And Prov. 8 26 (RV), 
While as yet he had not made the earth nor the fields, 
Nor the beginning of the dust of the wdrld.1 

In Job 37 12 R V  we have the strange expression ‘the habitable 
world’ (AV ‘the world in the earth’);  and in Prov. 831 RV 
‘his habitable earth’ (AV ‘ the  habitable part of his earth’). 
The phrases are the same, and are due to corruption of the 
text.2 @ impartially renders both ‘ p ~  and \zn sometimes by 
75 sometimes by $ OiKoVpdVq. 

4. p$y, ‘ d d m ,  a difficult word, meaning ( I )  antiquity, 
(2) indefinite length of time. The etymology is doubt- 
ful. Most connect it with &y, ‘ to hide ’ ; but probably 
D; -dm is a noun-ending (so Barth). Compare Ass. 
diu, ‘remote,’ in the phrase ulttu ulZ& ‘ from of old ’ ; 
uZZdnu ‘far-off time,‘ ;.e., ‘past time’ (Del. Ass. 
H W B  6 4 J ) .  For a less probable view, see Lag. 
Ueders. 115. Twice rendered ‘world‘ in AV: Ps. 
7312, ‘Behold these are the ungodly, who prosper in 
the world,’ RV (better) ‘and  being alway at ease’ 
(o$y >?)gh) ; Eccles. 311 (so also RV), ‘Also he hath 
set the world in their heart ’ (aB, ubp.1~avru rbv u ~ G v u ) ,  
a riddle which admits of more than one solution 
(see Che. Job and SoZoomon, 210). However, even 
if man is a microcosm we cannot expect to find this 
advanced idea in Ecclesiastes, and the occurrence of 
‘5ZZm, ‘ world,’ in Sirach is improbable. Hi‘Z&m 
needs to be emended.3 W e  must give up the micro- 
cosm ’ and the ‘ desiderium aeternitatis’ and take in 
exchange an assurance that the ’ travail ’ of the student of 
God’s works is good : ‘ I have seen the travail which God 
has given to the sons of men to exercise themselves there- 
with. He has made everything beautiful in its time; also 
he has suggested all that travail (];:y&ny ; 6 attests 
52) to the sons of men (read DW 9215 not h b  o&). 

By N T  times the word ‘5&n must have received the 
new meaning ‘world, ’ for ai6v = nhy is used in this sense. 
3. W e  can doubtless trace this new develop- 
of .618m in ment to the rise (under Persian stimulus) 

NT of a belief in ‘new heavens and a new 
earth’ (see ESCHATOLOGY, § 88, and cp 

Che. Zntr. Is. 370; OPs. 405), and the intercourse of 
educated Jews with Greek-speaking neighbours would 
confirm the usage, I t  is true the sense of time’ is not 
entirely lost : hut a new sense has been grafted on the 
old. ‘ This ‘5Zdnz ’ is not merely ‘ this age’ ; but the earth 
which is the theatre of the events of ’ this age,’ and ‘ the 
coming ‘Zdm ’ is not merely the great future period in- 
itiated hy the Divine Advent, but the new earth which 
will be the theatre of the expected great events. Hence 
the author of Hebrews can even say (Heh. 12), ‘ By whom 
also he made the worlds’ (robs alGvas ; Del. and 
Biesenthal nin$y-nE), and again (Heb. 11 3), ‘ we under- 
stand that the wori’ds (ot  aiGves) have been framed by 
the word of God.’ The phrase oi alDves means, not 
the ages of human history (as in Heb. 926, cp I Cor. 
~ O I I ) ,  hut the material worlds which make up the 
universe4 ( ~ d v r a ,  Heb. 12 ; rb  ~ ~ X E ~ ~ L E V O Y ,  11 36). 

On the Jewish references to the two ‘aZ&nim see Dalman, Die 
Wurte Jesu (1898, pp. ..I.$), where it is pointed out that the 
famous saying ascribed to Simeon the Righteous (circa 280 B.c.), 
respecting the three things on which ‘ the  world’ (O$Yg) rests, 
cannot be authentic. Dalman also denies that Enoch 486 
49 1 6 8  71 15, where the creation of ‘ the world’ is referred to, 
belong to the original Book of the Similitudes. As to 71 75 
there can be no question. chap. 71 is <most certainly a later 
addition’ (Charles). At ahy rate, 45 5 refers to the renovation 

The  text needs emendation (see next note). Read probably, 
Ere  he had made the land and the grass (i’yn)) 
And had clothed with green ( ~ ~ 7 ’ 1 )  the clods of mother-earth. 

3 The latest co tkenta tor  (Siegfried, 1898) holds that Dtyg 
means ‘the future’; but this is hardly to be proved by 2 16 3 14 
9 6  125.  Somewhat more plausihle but still ifnprobable, is 
Dalman’s paraphrase, ‘ die unabsehhire Weltzeit. 

4 Note also that oiKov&rq in Heb. 2 5 corresponds to ai& in 
6 5 (Dalman). 
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See Che. /QR Oct. 1897, pp. 16f: 

EARTH (FOUR QUARTERS) 
of the heaven and the earth, on which see above. In 72 T 73 3 8 
82 I 5 7, the conceptiou of the created world no doubt OCCUTS, 
and in 4 Ezra ‘szeculum’ (Syr. Nn\y) occurs frequently. From 
the end of the first century A.D. onwards o\]y is used so often 
in the sense o f ‘  world’ that we cannot doubt its universality. 
I t  has even penetrated into the older Targums. Cp 6 TOG K ~ U ~ L O V  
@amheus ( z  Macc. 79) ; & K ~ ~ L O S  TO$ K ~ U F O V  (2 Macc. 13 14) ; 
~ F U T ~ T I ) ~  ?~Liu~)s T ~ S  K T ~ W S  (3 Macc. 2 2). 
occurs in Enoch 81 9 ; Ass. Mos. 1 11 ; Jubil. 26 23. These and 
similar appellations are never found in N T  (Dalman, 142). 

K d U l S .  

‘ Lord of the world 

In the ”I’ we find ( u )  ;I O I K O U ~ ~ L Q Y V ,  (a) b K ~ U ~ O S ,  ( c )  

(a) $ O ~ K .  is the habitable globe (Mt. 2414 Rom. 1018 etc.). *. Terms for also the Roman Empire (Acts 176); also2 
a& Heb 2 5 see above (B 3). 

‘earth’ and (6)i  ~ 6 & k  the earth, or its inhabitants 
6 in NT. ( eg . ,  Mt. 4 8  5 14, Mk. 16 15, Jn. 129) ; also 

the universe (6 6hov TOGTO, Plat. Gorg. 408 
A), as  in kirb KaTa@Oh<s K ~ U ~ O V  (e.g., Mt. 1335 [not in best 
MSS.] cp 2421) ;  also with o C ~ o ~ = ‘ t h i s  ‘fiZ&iz’ (Jn. 112, opp. 
to <w?’al&os ; so Jn. 18 36 I Cor. 3 19 5 IO and Eph. 2 2, where 
note the strange compound phrase K a h  T ~ V  a l i v a  TOG K ~ U ~ O U  
TO~TOV). b ~ d u p o s  without &os in I Jn. 2 1 5 8  3 17 : and in 
the derived sense of ‘ worldlings’ (cp the phrase, too probably 
incorrect, l\nn D’nn in Ps. 17 14). With &OS in Jn. 1 2  31 
14  30 [not Ti.] 16 11 I Cor. 3 19 : without O ~ O S  in Jn. 7 7 I Cor. 
121 and often. Hence the adjective K O U ~ L K ~ S ;  in Heb. 9 I, 
~b &pov K O U ~ L K ~ V  as opposed to the heavenly antitype of the 
tabernacle : Tit. 2 12. 

(c) K T ~ U L S ,  the universe (cp Wisd. 5 17 196) Mk. 10 6 13 19 ; 
z Pet. 3 4 Col. 1 1 5  Rev. 314. I n  Heb. 9 I I  ‘ tdis KTLULS, ’  aiid in 
Gal. 6 15 2 Cor. 5 17, Ka‘* K T ~ U L F .  The latter phrase, however, is 
applied morally and spiritually (cp Jn. 3 5 7 Rom. 6 4, and the 
phrase r a d s  dvOporos . , Eph. 2 15 4 24). I n  the sense of 
‘the coming ‘aZEwz’ it does’hot occur in N T  (but see Enoch 
72 I Jubil. 1 2 9 .  and cp Bar. 3’76 4 Ezra 7 75). We have the new 
heavens and th; new earth, however, in 2 Pet. 3 13 Rev. 21 I ; and 
if we had to render ;v .ri rrahryyeveulq. (Mt. 19 a8)lnto Aramaic 
or Hebrew we should have to follow Pesh. which gives ‘in the 
new woTld’ (~135~). The  Greek phrase quoted is in Dalman’s 
words the property of the evangelist.’ On ‘ thk elements of 
the w h d ’  (thrice in NT)  see ELEMENTS. 

EARTH (FOUR QUARTERS). Like the Bahy- 
lonians, the Hebrews divided the world ( ; .e . ,  earth 

and heaven) into four parts. We find 
Quadruple the phrase ‘ the four skirts (ni9p.l  

~ ~ C p u y e s )  of the earth,’ Is. 1112 Ezek. 
72, cp Job373 3813 ; and in Rev. 71 2 0 3 ,  ‘ the four 
:orners (ywviar) of the earth.’ Probably, too, ‘ the 
lour ends (nir?) of the earth’ could be said; cp Jer. 
4936, ‘the four ends of the heaven.’ The four quarters 
could be described also as ‘ the four winds ’ (as in 
Ass.) : see Ezek. 379 (especially), Dan. 88 11 4 Zech. 
26 [IO] I Ch. 9 2 4  Mt. 2431. Similarly, ‘ to all winds’ 
means ‘in all directions’ (Jer.4932 Ezek. 51012, etc.). 
The east was called ‘the front’ (q); the west, ‘ the 
back part’ (iinq) ; the south, ‘ the right’ (i%n;; Aq. 
Syni., G&dv [Ps. 89131) ; and the north, ‘ the left’ 
:\do?). The N. is called also pay. which is perhaps 
:o be compared with Ar. ~ u b a n  (from pbuwun, east 
nind, E).2 The S .  is also piig (root uncertain); the 
E. usually n?!?, I the (region of the) sun-rising,’ and the 
W. either n;, ‘ the sea,’ 3 or ZRP, ‘the (region of the) 
sunset ’ ; sometimes also (e.g., I Ch. 9z4), improperly, 
1~1, strictly the ‘d ry ’  S. region of Palestine ; see, 
&her, GEOGRAPHY, 2. W e  now turn to the appli- 
:ation and associations of the several terms. 

T. K. C. 

Divlsions. 

2. North North and south are applied ( u )  to 
So Job 267 ~ n d  south. quarters of the heavens. 

(crit. emend.)- 
1 Cp the Ass. phrase kippat s a d  iy?itim, usually, the ends 

if heaven and earth ’(Del. Ass. HWB, S.V. 113). The  ideogram 
SAG-GUL, however, elsewhere=sikkdru, ‘bar’ (Del.) or possibly 
hinge’ (Stucken). Perhaps the Ass. phrase means ‘the bars 
or hinges) of heaven and earth’ (Stucken, Astraenythen 138) 
md conseouentlv the Darallel Hebrew Dhrase the hLrs (0; 

iinges) of Garth.’- . 
2 So Barth, Etym. Stud 26: K6. Lehyg-. 2128; but cp 

>EOGRAPHY 4 2. At any rate 15s is ‘ to hide ’ not ‘ to be 
iidden.’ ‘East“ in Hebrew ma” mean NE. Thd interchange 
If 3 and 5 is, of course, no difficulty. 

neant. 
3 @ nearly always renders D;, BLAaaua, even where ‘west is 
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EARTH (FOUR QUARTERS) 
(Before him) who had stretched the north region (of the 

Who has suspended the earth upon nothing.1 
heavens) upon space, 

The passage has been well explained (after Del.) by 
Davidson : 2 ‘ The northern region of the heavens, with 
its brilliant constellations, clustering round the pole, 
would naturally attract the eye, and seem to the 
beholder to be stretched out over the “empty place,” 
- i . e . ,  the vast void between earth and heaven.’ 
See DEAD, 5 z ( a )  for an explanation of the context. 
The N. region of the heavens is the ’ station ’ of Bel. 

Also Job379 (crit. emend.), 
From the chambers of the south (comes) the storm, 
And from the north-star cold 
(When) by the breath of God ice is given, 
And the wide waters are stsaitened.3 

There is no ‘ south pole’ in Babylonian astronomy 
corresponding to the north pole (cp Jensen, KosnzoZ. 
2 5 )  ; but there is a region of Ea, and this is called in 
Job ’ the south,’ as the region of BE1 is called ‘ the 
north.’ The constellations in the region (‘path’)  of 
Ea are called ‘ the chambers of the south.’ 

‘North’= 
DtTIn, which Ges. Di. explain (after Kim\:) as ‘ the scattering ’- 
a name for the north winds, which dispel clouds and bring 
cold. Not very natural. We evidently require a constellation. 
The Heb. mlzdrinz may perhaps be the Ass. (kakkub) w&i. 
Read qvn; the corruption was caused by a reminiscence of 
maazd~afh.4 The  (Kakka6) mzTm‘, which we provisionally 
translate with Hommel, the ‘ north-star,’ was associated with 
‘cold ;ail(?), and snow’ by the Babylonians (Jensen, 
Kosvi~ol. 50). Vg. ab Arcturo; QK bwb b ~ p w n ~ p i w v  (read 
BPK7(JlU”). 

N. and S. are applied (6) to quarters of the earth. 
Ps. 89 12, ‘ The north and the south, thou hast created 
them.’ Here ‘ north and south ’ represent all the four 
quarters of the earth. 

The N. was encompassed with awe for the Hebrew. 
( I )  From the N. came the invaders of Palestine, and 
‘ the north ’ is a symbolic term for Assyria (Zeph. 213), or 
Babylonia (Jer. 114  466 IO 20 24 Ezek. 267 Judith 16 4). 
(2) Religious considerations added to the feeling of awe. 
In the mountainous north the people localised the 
‘ mountain of Ekhim,’ of which tradition spoke (Ezek. 
1 4  Is. 1413 ; some would add Ps. 48z[3]) ; and since 
God dwelt there, a poet says that manifestations of 
God‘s glory came from the N. (Job 37 22, crit. emend. : 
see CONGREGATION, MOUNT OF, and cp BAAL- 
ZEPHON, I). According to Ewald (AZterth. 59), this 
was the reason why sacrificial victims were to be slain 
‘before Yahwb’ on the north side of the altar (Lev. 
11:). Yet, according to the older Israelitish view, 
which lasted into post-exilic times, the sacred mountain 
of Yahwb was not in the N. but in the S. The 

mountain of God’ was Horeb (Ex. 31 427, etc.) ; 
YahwB‘s progress into Canaan was from Seir (Judg. 
5 4  cp Dt. 33z), or, as a late Psalmist says, from Teman 
(Hab. 33). See WINDS. 

Of E. and W. less has to be said. East and 
west, in Mt. 8 11, represent all the four quarters of the 

E V  has in v. gb, ‘And cold out of the north.’ 

On Ezek. 1 4  Eccles. 16, see WINDS. 

3. East and earth, like ‘ north and south ’ in Ps. 89 IZ[ I~] .  

‘As far as the east is from the west ’ is a 
symbolic expression for an immense dis- west’ 

tance (Ps. 1031~). When all mankind unite in festivity, 
‘ thou makest the outgoings of morning and evening to 
ring out their joy ’ (Ps. 65 8 [9], Driver). The expression 
has been admired ; but it is only the morning sun that 
‘goes forth.’ The true reading, could we recover it, 
would probably be finer.5 The Babylonians believed 
that the celestial vault had two gates, one by which the 
sun ‘ went forth ’ in the morning, and another by which 

1 nn353 is commonly taken to he a compound (Kii. Le?zyf. 
2418), but without any adequate grounds. The right reading 
must he D’!;:; the plur., to express ‘intense vanity’ (cp 
Eccles. 12). 

2 Budde and Duhm, perhaps unwisely, follow Dillmann. 
3 Che. JBL 17 105J [‘981.. 
4 Ibn Ezra (and so Michaelis) identified mZzzririm with 

5 See Che. Ps.PJ, ad loc. 
MAZZAROTH and MAZZALOTH (4q.v.). Aq. has pacoup. 
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EARTHQUAKE 
he ‘came in ’  in the evening. In the E. was the isle 
of the blessed, with P%r(?)-napigti, the hero of the 
Deluge-story : in the E., too, was the Hebrew paradise 
(Gen. 28). The W. had no such pleasing associations, 
for there was the entrance of the realm of the dead ; 
there, too, the great Lightgiver disappeared. 

Still, a Psalmist in the full confidence of faith can declare 
(Ps. 139 9, crit. emend.), 

If I lifted up the wings of the sun,2 
And alighted a t  the utmost part of the west (9 lit. sea), 
Even there thy hand would seize me,3 
Thy right hand would grasp me. 

H e  does not say (as M T  and AV ,may suggest) ‘would lead 
me to my own peace and happiness. At any rate, it is much 
that he IS not cut away from Yahwk’s hand. H e  whom God 
grasps cannot go to destruction. T. K. C. 

EARTHENWARE. See POTTERY. 

EARTHQUAKE (~&’?, CEICMOC, C~NCEICMOC.  
Syria and Palestine abound in volcanic appearances 
(cp PALESTINE). Between the river Jordan and 
Damascus lies a volcanic tract, and the entire country 
about the Dead Sea presents unmistakable tokens of 
volcanic action and of connected earthquake shocks 
vaster and grander than any that are known, or can be 
imagined, to have occurred in the historic period. 
At the same time, the numerous allusions in the Bible to 
phenomena resembling those of earthquakes show that 
the writers were deeply impressed by the recurrence of 
severe seismic shocks. Not improbably some of these 
were recorded in the lost royal annals. 

i. Real or  supposed histoi*icaZ earthquakes. -(a) 
I S. 1415 ’And there was a terror in the camp, in the 

1. Real or sup- 
posed historical 

earthquakes. 

garrison, and among all the people, 
and the raiders also were terrified.’ * 
This was on account of Jonathan’s 
exploit. Suddenly the earth quaked, 

whence there arose a supernatural ‘terror. ‘ Doubtful. 
(6) Am. 1 I prophecy of Amos, ’ two years before the 
earthquake.’ Doubtful. On this and on (c) see AMOS, §4. 
Josephus (Ant. ix. 104) draws on his imagination. (c) 
Zech. 14s ‘Ye shall flee as ye fled before the earth- 
quake in the days of Uzziih king of Judah.’ A post-exilic 
notice. (d)Am. 411 ‘ I  have wrought an overthrow among 
yon, as at  the overthrow of Sodom and Gomorrah.’ 
Historical. ( e )  Jos. Ant. xv. 5 2. In  the seventh year of 
the reign of Herod, there was an earthquake in Judza,  
‘such as had not happened at any other time, and brought 
great destruction upon the cattle in that country. About 
ten thousand men also perished by the fall of houses.’ 
The calamity encouraged the Arabs to acts of aggression 
(see HEROD). For later catastrophes see Renan, L‘Ante- 
chn’st, 336. 

ii. UnhistoricnZ narratives.-(a) Gen. 1925 ‘ and he 
overthrew those cities. ’ Poss<bly implying a primitive . ~. - 
2. Unhistorical tradition of an earthquake. See, how- 

ever, Dillmann and cp SODOM. ( b )  The 
giving of theLaw(Ex. 1918). (c) Story narratives. 

of Korah (Nu. 1631). ( d )  Elijah at Horeb (1 K.‘1911). 
I t  is the earthquake that the pious imagination constantiy 
associates with a theophany. See ELIJAH, 5 2. ( e )  The  
crucifixion. ‘The earth quaked ; and the rocks were rent ; 
and the tombs were opened,’ when Jesus ‘ yielded up his 
spirit ’ (Mt. 275rf: ). Not in the other gospels. Accord- 
ing to Mk., the cry which Jesus uttered when he gave 
up the ghost so impressed the Roman centurion that he 
exclaimed, ‘ Truly this was a Son of God ’ (Mk. 15 39 
RV”g.). Mt.,  however, explains this confession as the 
result of fear at the earthquake and the accompanying 
phenomena. Similar portents are said to have marked 

MT has l!@, ‘the dawn ’ ; hut of a bird of the dawn we 
know nothing ; and how does the dawn alight in the west? 
Read surely Ill! (Job 9 7), and cp Mal. 3 20 [4 21. 

1 Cp Karppe, Journ. asiat. 9 139 (‘97). 

3 Reading ’!ntF (Gr;., Duhm). 
4 The text is corrupt. See SLING. 
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EAST, CHILDREN O F  THE EBER 
the death of Julius Czesar, revered as a demigod (Virg. 
Georf. 1 4 7 1 8 )  However, the evangelist may have 
thought not only of the divinity of Christ but also of the 
exceptional wickedness of those who put Christ to death. 

Shall not the land tremble for this, and every one mourn 
that dwelleth therein? ' (Am.88). (f) Paul and Silas at 
Philippi (Acts 16 26). The essence of the story is that 
Paul and Silas were praying with such earnestness that 
all in the prison could hear, and that an extraordinary 
answer to prayer was granted. No stress is laid on the 
earthquake. 

The references in prophecy and poetry are imagin- 
ative in character and symbolise the dependence of the 
earth on its Creator : Judg. 64 Am. 88 Hos. 4 3  Is. 296 
Ezek. 381gf: Joel 210 Nah. 1 5  Hab. 3 6  Zech. 1 4 4  Ps. 
187 [8]296 9 7 4  1 1 4 4  Rev. 612 8 5  11131618. 

Jerome.(on Is. 15) writes of an earthquake which, in the time 
of his childhood (circa 315 A.D.), destroyed Rabbath Moab or 

Areopolis (see AR). Mediaval writers also 
3. Later earth- speak of earthquakes in Palestine, stating 

quakes in that they were not only formidable, but also 
palestine. frequent. That  of 1202 (or 1204) was among 

the worst. Ba'alhek, being so near the 
Lebanon and Antilibanus has always suffered much from 
earthquakes; that of 175g'did great damage to the ruins. I n  
1834 an  earthquake shook Jerusalem and injured the chapel of 
the Nativity a t  Bethlehem. The  great earthquake of 1837 
(Jan. I) did little harm a t  Jerusalem, which was not near enough 
to the centre of disturbance. Safed and Tiberias, however, were 
nearly destroyed. Cp Tristram, Land of l srad ,  581. 

T. K.C. 
EAST, CHILDREN OF THE (Q '28; oi yioi 

K ~ A ~ M  [BKAQ]) is a general term for the people, 
whether Bedawin or pastoral tribes, of the country E. 
(or NE., Gen. 291 &N&TO~UN [ADEL]) of Palestine, 
who were regarded by the Israelites as near relations, 
descended from Abraham by Hagar, Keturah, and other 
concubines (Gen. 256 Y7K ; sic r H N  &N&TOAUN 
[ADEL]). For textual criticism see REKEM. 

InEzek.  254 (~[~S]q[(~]rvid.)  10 they appear to the E. of 
Ammon and Moah (cp Is. 11 14) ; in Jer. 49 28 they are men- 
tioned with the Kedarites. In  Judg. 8 IO (dhAo+$?wv [E], viol 
&vamWu [AL]) the phrase has a wider reference, including all 
the Bedouin (Moore), and in Job 1 3  (TGU &$' ljhiov IuamhGv 
[BRA]) I K. 430 [ 5 1 0 1 ( ~ d ~ ~ w ~ d p ~ a i w u d v ~ p r j x w u [ B A L ] ) i t  seems 
to incl;de the Edomites, for the Edomites of Teman were re- 
nowned for their wisdom. Cp MAHOL. T. K. C. 

EAST GATE ( n p ; ?  lg$), Neh. 329. See JERU- 

EASTER (TO nacxb), Acts124 AV. See PASS- 

EASTWIND (WQ-D31), Ex. 1013. See WINDS, 

EBAL (52W ; plausibly connected with Bel by Wi. 

SALEM. 

OVER, and cp FEASTS. 

EARTH (FOUR QUARTERS), and GEOGRAPHY, 3 I. 
~ T. - 

GZ 1120 n. 2 ; Gray, Acad. 20th June 1896; r & l B H A  
[BADEL] ; cp EBAL, MOUNT). 

I. One of the sons of Shohal h. Seir the Horite ; Gen. 3Fz3 
I Ch. 1 4 0  (yaopqh [AI, OWPQA [L]). 

2. A son of Joktan I Ch. 122 (where eleven MSS [Kenn.] and 
Pesh. read 5 2 1 ~  ; om. B, yeptav [AI, qPqh [Ll, Jos. Ant. i. F 4 
m3ahor: HZ~AZ,). In  Gen. 1028 the name amears as OBAL 
($$Y, Sam. 5337, om. ADE ; fuah [MSS ; ;;e KP] ,  y@ah 
[Compl. MSS], ya~pah  [Ll : EBAL). Halevy connects with 
the locai name'A6zZ in  Yemen (MkL 86). Cp Glaser, Skizze, 
2426. The name may be a miswritten form of ji-+n33~, which 
follows (Che.). 

EBAL, MOUNT (5210 lq ; opoc r&iBaA [BAFL] ; 

BOYAH ; MONS NEBAL). Possibly Ebal should be 
Ebel ; -bel may be a divine name, ' .  . . of Bel.' The 
dedication of a mountain to B&l in primitive times would 
not be surprising. Cp Ehal (above), Harbel (Num. 34 TI, 
see RIBLAH). There is of course no connection between 
Ebal (I, above) ben Seir and Mount Ebal. 

Ebal is a mountain 3077 ft. above the sea-level, which, 
with Gerizim (on the south), incloses the fertile valley 
in which Shechem lies. Both the mountains and the 
city were doubtless sacred from remote antiquity. There 
is an indication of this, so far as regards Ebal, in the 
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direction respecting the solemn curse to be deposited 
there, readyto fallon thedisobedient(Dt. 1129 cp 2713-26), 
and respecting the placing of the great stones inscribcd 
with the (Deuteronomic) Law and the erection of an 
altar to Yahwb on the same mountain (Dt.274-8). The 
latter passage is specially important. As Kuenen (Hex. 
128) and Driver (Dt. 295) have pointed out, there was an 
injunction respecting a national sacrifice on Mt. Eball in 
the older work (JE) upon which the late Denteronomic 
writer builds. The view that any disparagement to 
Ebal was intended by Dt. 1129 is therefore in itself 
improbable, nor can it be said that the mountain is 
even now sterile to the degree which a popular prejudice 
demands. 

Maundrell in 1697 observed that ' neither of the mountains 
has much to boast of as to their (its) pleasantness. Corn grows 
on the southern slopes and there are traces of a thorough system 
of irrigation in ancieAt times.2 Mt. Ehal is 228 ft. higher than 
Mt. Gerizim, and commands a more extensive view, which is 
fully described by G. A. Smith (HG 119-123). Its position was 
thoroughly but not unnaturally misunderstood by Eus. and Jer. 
On this and other points, see GERIZIM. In the Pap. Anast. 
(TraueLF of an Egy tian in Syria, Palestine, etc.), Chabas 
and Goodwin render I$. 216) 'Where is the mountain of Ikamx? 
who can master i t? '  (RPP) 2 111). This should rather be, 'Where 
is the mountain of Sakam(B) or Shechem?'-i.e. either Ehal or 
Gerizim (As. u. Eur. 394). In the fourteenth ckntury B.C. the 
latter names do not seem to have been widely known. 

T. IC. C. 
EBED (VqY, Le. ,  servant [of God], 5 0 ;  ABEA 

[ALII. 
I. Father of Gaal (Judg. 926-41, ~ w p ~ h  [Bl w. 31 apd  [AI, 

2.  b: Jonathan of the B'ne ADIN in Ezra's caravan (see EZRA i., 
2 ' I I  $ I j [I] d) Ezra 86 (wPq0 [B], o p t  [AI, [AELLVI asup [Ll)= 

EBED-MELECH ($),Pt:&.', ' servant of the king ' 
[ i e .  God], 41 ; occurs also in Phoen. ; ~ B A ~ M E A ~ X  
[BKAQ]). An Ethiopian eunuch at the court of 
Zedekiah, who obtained leave to draw up Jeremiah from 
the cistern into which he had been cast by the princes 
(Jer, 3 8 7 3 ) .  He was rewarded by a prophetic assur- 
ance that he would be preserved at the capture of Jeru- 
salem (39158).  

Jewish legend reckons Ebed-melech among the nine (or, 
some say, the thirteen) who entered Paradise without passing 
through death (see Gaster in MGW], 1881, p. 413). 

35 uapw [A])according to M T ;  bot see GAAL. 

! E;d:h32 (OBETH, ovpqu [Bl, wPV0 [AI, [A(LLYI asap [LI). 

EBEH (n?&), Job 926 AVLng., RVIng. REED ( g . ~ .  5 ) .  

EBEN-EZER (lT!?-]?Y, ' the stone of help,' & B B N -  

I. The site of the battle in which the Philistines slew 
the sons of Eli and took the a r k  ( I  S. 41 51, uPeuueJLEP 
[A] ; in 5 I, - u q p  [B]). The battle seems to have 
been followed by the destruction of Shiloh (cp Jer. 7 
I Z I ~ ) ,  and the subjugation of central Canaan by the 
invaders. This Eben-ezer was near Aphek, which lay 
in the northern part of the plain of Sharon. 

2. The stone which Samuel set up between the 
Benjamite Mizpah and Shen in conimemoration of his 
victory over the Philistines (I S. 712). This is quite 
a different part of the country from that in which ( I )  
lay, and the two Eben-ezers cannot be made one without 
iiiventing a new Aphek. See APHEK, 3 (c) .  On the 
other hand there is no reason why more than one sacred 
stone should not have borne so appropriate a name as 
' the stone of help ' ; the story of I S. 7 comes from 
a document of no historical value, and is probably an 
dological  legend giving an innocent explanation of 

I .  That Eber is not 
an actual personage, but an ethnological abstraction, 
is shown elsewhere   HEBREW BREW LANGUAGE, § I). 
He is in fact the eponym of all the Hebrew peoples- 

1 The  Samaritan reading 'on Mt. Gerizim,' adopted by 
Kennicott, is obviously a sectarian alteration ofthe text. 

2 See Ea+ Travels i n  Pal., ed. Wright, 433;  Conder 
Teittwovk, 1 6 7  ; Rob. BR 396 ; Grove-Wilson, Smith's D S d  
1828.  
3 Cp Abni1,'stone of El,' RSP), 210, n. I. 

szep [BAL]). 

what was really a rude stone idol. W. R. S. 

EBER ( Y O ,  s ~ s p  [BADEL]). 
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EBEZ ECBATANA 
as well as ivory, and from I Ch. 292 that he was be- 
lieved to have used it in the decoration of the temple. 
If our emendation of Is. 2 16 6 is right (below, 2 e), 
ebony was especially used at Jerusalem in the construc- 
tion of thrones, for Isaiah appears to threaten destruc- 
tion to ' thrones of ebony.' Possibly Solomon's famous 
throne (I K. 10 IS) was made of ivory inlaid with ebony. 
The passage that needs no emendation (below, 2 a)  
occurs in Ezekiel's grand description of Tyrian commerce. 
Ebony, as well as ivory, was brought to Tyre by De- 
danite, or possibly Rhodian, merchants (see DODANIM). 
The uses to which ebony was put by the Egyptians 
are well known. It was employed both for sacred 
and for secular purposes ; shrines, palettes, and many 
objects of furniture were made of it. From the time of 
T i  (tomb at  Sakkara) to that of Ptolemy Philadelphus it 
finds frequent mention in the Egyptian records (Naville, 
Deir el-Bahnri, 1 2 4  ['94]). The Babylonians and 
Assyrians too knew this wood, if Jensen (KB 3 3 7 )  
is right in supposing that it is meant by the term uta, 
which is applied to a precious kind of wood, derived by 
the patesi, or priest-king, Gudea, from Melubba, or NW. 
Arabia. 

There seems no reason to doubt, notwithstanding Sir 
Joseph Hooker's hesitation, that the ' ebony' of Ezeb. 
is the heartwood of Diospyros Bfienurn, a large tree of 
S. India and Ceylon, which has been exported from 
early times, I t  \+as no doubt one of the articles of 
Phcenician commerce through the Red Sea, like so 
many other products mentioned in OT. 

We will now examine the biblical passages in which 
reference is perhaps made to ebony. 
(a) Ezek. 27 15 was understood in very different ways by the 

ancients. @'s b86vras ihe+av7ivovs indeed supports ';I ' p ;  but 
' ~ o i c  &ayopBwoir implies some word beginning 

2. Biblical with 5, and Pesh. reads the whole phrase n inp  
eyidepce. ~ J J X ~ ,  p w ,  'horns of oil and frankincense.' Still . the ordinary text and the ordinary rendering are 

probably correct; Smend, Cornill, and  Bertholet are, 011 this 
point, agreed. 

@BL only 
gives (as its rendering of M T s  o q n i  o'mgr O * X ~ J W )  mi h8ov  
mpavriv  Kai r s h e ~ q r i v  (imh. [Ll)--i.e., it read the first word 
03~1~. This is probably older than the reading substituted for it 
in 65.4 ; but although the Chronicler may have read 0;jb '228 for 
o * p l  [see (c)], M T  is probably nearer the true text. Only, 
following Ezek. 27 15, we should restore O'!;l?) I!#, 'ivory and 
ehony'(see Gesenius and Rodiger, Tltes.). I t  isnotveryprobable, 
however, that is correct, ingenious as the explana- 
tions given of these words elsewhere (APE) certainly are. o"1n 
has probably arisen out of a dittographed O-IXRJ (it is remarkable 
that in Ezek. 27 15 Tg. actually reads o,,Xin instead of MT's 
0*1217). p g i p  may in like manner bare  arisen out of an  early 
scribe's correction of the text : he probably wrote nijip. I f  so, 
we should read the whole phrase o ' i ~ n i  ]m n l n p  qDJ1 331, 
'gold and silver, and horns of ivory and ebony.' 

(c) I n  I Ch. 292 0;lV '>?!, 'onyx-stones,' which does not 
come in very naturally in the list of David's building materials, 
should rather be O'??;! I@. Perhaps a Ch. 9 21 originally made 
the ships of Tarshish bring o w  9 2 ~ ,  not nqn~m.  See Che. 
Ex). 7'. 10 240 (Fell. '99). 

( d )  I n  Cant. 3 IO, where E V  has, absurdly, ' the midst thereof 
being paved with love,' we should certainly read ' i ts  centse 
inlaid with ebony' ( 0 , ~ ~ ~  for 3 2 ~ ~ ) .  

(e) I n  Is. 2 166 1 - 1 - n ~  n y 3 ~  cannot possibly he right. The 
whole verse should. ;'.ohably be read thus (SBOT, Addenda), 

pj;j n i Jpy -52  5Y1, and on all palaces of ivory, 
D'??? nixp& b:, and on all thrones of ebony. 

(6) The present text of I K. 10 22 cannot be correct. 

See LITTER. 

Cp Am. 3 15, and, on thrones of ebony, see above($ I). A similar 
emendation seems to be needed in Ps. 4S7 [SI, whcre ni.;c 
d.rj.ln . i .  should almost certainly be O'$I@? nic!p Cp. OI,IIIIC. 

T. IC. C. 

EBRON ((T;;), Josh. 19&, RV. 

EBRONAH (?iTqF), Nu. 3334 AV, RV ABRONAH. 

ECANUS, RV ETHANES (E'thnnzrs), a scribe (4 Esd. 
1424).  The name possibly represents ETIIAN [4]. 
ECBATANA(EKB~TL,NL,[BSAVL]; Jos. Ant. x. 1 1 7  

xi. 46) is the Gk. form of the name (I Esd. 612 Judith 
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'all the sons of EBer' (Gen. 1021 ; €Pop [E]). Genea- 
logically he is the father of Peleg and Joktan, and the 
grandson of Arpachshad ( L e . ,  the Hebrew peoples 
came from Chaldaea ; see ARPHAXAD), Gen. 1024f: 
I Ch. 11sJ  24f. : cp Gen. 1113-16. The name is 
properly a geographical term =inJn izy, kber han-n8hlr 
-i. e., ' the farther (?) bank of the river '-which appears 
in Ass. in the form ebir  ndri (first indicated by Wi. GI 
1223, n. I ; cp Hommel, AH?" 196, 255, 326),l and, 
Hommel thinks, was originally applied by the Canaanites 
to the region on the W. bank of the Lower and the Middle 
Euphrates, including Uru (or Ur) and Borsippa. The 
designation Eberites or Hebrews would naturally still 
adhere to those tribes which came westwards into 
Canaan. According to this scholar, the name ' Eber ' 
is also used once in the OT (viz., in Nu. 2422-24 : 
2Ppalour [BAFL], € P e p  [Fa mg.]) of Palestine and Syria 
with the exception of Ashur or S. Judah (see ASSHURIM). 
His arguments are, however, not very solid. I t  is 
not certain that e6ir n d n  in the inscription really 
denotes Palestine; Homniel shifts his ground in the 
course of his book (see A H T  196, 326): and after 
all it is not a Canaanitish inscription that he gives us. 
I t  is even more questionable whether Homrnel can 
claim I I<. 424 [54] as proving an early Israelitish use 
of 'Rber hnn-ndhdr as an expression for Palestine. 
This passage, together with I I<. 421 [51], seems to 
belong to a late idealistic editor, who lived at  a time 
when 'Eber Ann-ndhdr ('AdnrnahrZ), or, in old Persian, 
Arhiya, was the constant phrase for the region between 
the Euphrates and Gaza (see C~:LESYR!A, § I ) .  

Honimel's restoration of Nu. Z.c, may be sought in his book 
( A H T  2453). H e  is not wrong in supposing that the text 
needs emendation ; but in deference to a n  archaeological theory 
he has unfortunately neglected the most importaat recent 
suggestion-viz., that of D. H. M i i l l e r ( s e e B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  8 &)-which 
makes Nu. 24 231: an oracle on the kingdom of &m'B1 (NE. of 
the gulf of Antiocb). Starting from this, it will be plain that 
Assyria and Eber must be referred to in the little,poem a s  the 
enemies of the N. Syrian kingdom.2 

The sense of Eber has to be obtained from the 
context. I t  may mean either the region beyond the 
Euphrates, or that on this side the river, near Aleppo 
(Ass. Halvan). In  defence of the rival theory (that of 
Hommel) it is urged that the phrase 'fbr-nnhnrdn 
(ria1 m u )  in a MinEan inscription means ' the region 
E. and N. of 'ASur, practically therefore the trans- 
Jordanic country and Syria ' (Glaser). Winckler, how- 
ever ( A O P  1337/1: ; G I 1  174, n. 2, and 192), thinks that 
the Minzan 'Eber han-n%h5r was the land of Muyi  
{see MIZRAIM, § za), which received a second name 
from the stream that formed its frontier, whilst 
Marquart (Fund. 75) is of opinion that 'Ibr-naharan 
can only be the Persian province, 'Abar nahrl (see 
above). 

2. b. Elpaal, in a genealogy of BENJAMIN (5 9 ii. p), one of 
the founders of Ono and Lod and its dependencies, I Ch. 8 12 

( 4 q S  [BAj a@.p [Ll). 
3. A prikst, the head of Amok, temp. Joiakim (EZRA ii., 

' ",AV HEBER (RV EBER), in a genealogy of GAD, I Ch. 5 13 
(4$ [Bl 4. [AI). 

5. AV HEBER (RV EBER), b. Shashak, a Benjamite, I C ~ .  
S 22 ( o p 8 ~  [Bl, w i W  [AI, 4 f p  [Ll). 

EBEZ (y??), Josh. 1920 RV, AV ABEZ. 

EBIASAPR (qQ:?t$), I Ch. 623 [SI, etc. See ABI- 

EBONY (Kt. is3217 ; Isr. b'??; 1, true vocalisation 
uncertain : Egypt. M e n  [Lieblein, A Z ,  1886, p. 131, 
1. Its use. E B E N O C  (not in 6, but in Symm. Ezek. 

27 I!), HEBENUM; a loan-word). The 
word occurs in M T  only once (Ezek. 27 IS) ; 
but there are traces of it in perhaps four other 
passages (see below, 3 2). From I I<. 1022 we may 
almost certainly learn that Solomon imported ebon5 

II), Neh. 12zo(a@s8 [NC'"'"Y'inf' Ll, om. BN"A). 

T. IC. C. 

ASAPH. 

1 Cp also Wi. Muyi,  Mel:Ihha,,Ma'tn, pp. 5 1 8  ['981. 
2 See Che. E.@. T. 8520 (&g. g7), and 10 309 (June '99). 



ECCLESIASTES 
118 z Macc. 93 Tob. 37) which appears in Aramaic 
(Ezra 5 17) as ACHMETHA. Its modern equivalent 
is Hurnaddn. See further GBOGRAPHY, 5 22, and 
PERSIA. 

ECCLESIASTES 
Name ( S  I ) .  
General Character (5  .A). 
System of Thought ($8 4-8). 
Character of Author (5 gx) .  

Date ($5 11-13). 
Integrlty (I 14). 
Canonicity ( 5  15). 
Literature (§ 16). 

!(dhCleth, EV Ecclesiastes or the Preacher' (Heb. 

1. Name, etc. cionator), is a word of rather uncertain 
meaning, being the fern. participle (in 

the simple form) of a verb usually employed in the 
causative and signifying ' to gather together an assem- 
bly. ' It possibly means ' he who addresses an assembly,' 
as English, ' the Preacher.' It was taken in' this sense 
by the Greek translator and by Jerome. The name 
is applied to Solomon (1112).  The fern. form of the 
word has been variously explained. By some it is 
supposed that KdhCleth is wisdom (which isfern.) per- 
sonified; but, KdhClcth is construed as a rnasc. (727  
should be read 'drnar hak-KChdZeth, as 12S), and wisdom 
would hardly say ' I applied my heari to search out by 
wisdom ' (1 13 ; cp 117 23). It is easier to suppose that 
the fern. is to be understood in a neuter ;ense, the subject 
which exercises the activity being generalised, that which 
addresses, with no reference to its actual gender (Ezra 
25557), the form having possibly an intensive sense, as 
in Arabic. The book is written in prose, though inter- 
spersed all through with poetical fragments, when the 
author's language becomes more condensed and elevated. 

I t  is only in comparatively modern times that any 
real progress has been made in the interpretation of 

The ancients were 
too timid to allow the Preacher to 

speak his mind. Modern interpreters recognise a strong 
individuality in the book, and are more ready to accept 
its natural meaning, though a certain desire to tone 
down the thoughts of the Preacher is still discernible in 
some English works. One thing which has greatly con- 
tributed to the misunderstanding of the book and the 
character of the Preacher is the introduction of Solomon. 
T o  consider all those passages where the Preacher refers 
to himself as 'king in Jerusalem ' and the like to be in- 
terpolations (with Bickell) may be unnecessary ; but it 
is necessary to understand that, as in all later literature, 
Solomon is merely the ideal of wisdom and magnificence. 
I t  is in this character alone that he is introduced. 
Neither his idolatry nor his supposed licentiousness (the 
term shiddah, 2 8, RV concubines, is of uncertain 
meaning)' is alluded to ; nor is his penitence. The con- 
ception of a Solomon in his old age, a sated and 
effete voluptuary, looking back in penitence upon a life 
of pleasure, and exclaiming Vunity! is wholly unlike 
the Preacher of the book. There is not a word of 
penitence in the book. The Preacher is anything but 
weary of life. He has the intensest desire for it and en- 
joyment of it (117), and the deepest horror of death and 
the decay of nature (1228:) .  Far from being outworn 
and exhausted, he complains throughout the book that 
the powers of man have no scope : he is cabined, cribbed, 
confined by a superior power on all sides of him. Neither 
his natural nor his moral being has free play. Indeed, 
in his consciousness of power the Preacher appears to 
demand a freedom for man nothing short of that prom- 
ised in the words ' Ye shall be as God.' 

Amid all the peculiarities of the book certain things ate 
clear. I. The book has a general idea running through 

n t ,  np K -  , Ohkkth, EKKhHClACTHC[BKAC],JCrome, Con- 

2. Interpretation. Ecclesiastes. 

ECCLESIASTES 
loose,-the author was not a literary artist,-but there 
is in his mind a general idea, which all his musings and 
examples illustrate. 

2. From the name which the author assumes it is 
evident that he desires to play the part of an instructor. 
He has his fellow-men before him, and feels that he 
has a lesson to convey to them. True, there is a large 
personal clement in the book-it is the author's con- 
fessions, and he takes his readers largely into his con- 
fidence ;-but he is not solitary in his perplexities, and 
he has social and religious considerations which he de- 
sires to address to his contemporaries. 

3. Further, the author is everywhere in earnest. He 
is not a mere clever dialectician playing intellectually 
with great problems or human interests, setting up 
opinions only to overturn them, or broaching theories 
only to reduce them ad adsu~durn. If he sometimes 
appears to speak on both sides of a question it is due to 
this, that the conditions and stations of human life-such 
as poverty or riches, servitude or ownership, royalty or 
the place of subjects-have two sides, and in his prac- 
tical philosophy, which consists in inculcating a spirit 
of equanimity, he sometimes seeks to show the good 
that there is even in things evil, and on the other hand 
the drawbacks incident to those things which men covet 
most. He has also, perhaps, different moods. He is. 
so overcome by the thought of the miseries that oppress 
human life that he thinks it better to die than to live, or 
best of all never to have lived ; but at other times his 
mood brightens, and he counsels men to throw them- 
selves into whatever activity offers itself to their band and 
to pursue it with their might, and to seize whatever enjoy- 
ment is yielded by the labour or by its reward. T h e  
ground-tone of his mind is certainly sombre. He is 
oppressed by the intellectual and the practical limita- 
tions to which human life is subject. Man caniiot under- 
stand either the world in which he lives or the work of 
God amid which he is set ; neither can he by his efforts 
accomplish anything which is a permanent gain ci:her 
to himself or to the world, nor break the fixed and in- 
exorable order of all things, of which order he himself 
is part. His chain is very short, permitting only the 
narrowest range of work or of enjoyment, and all he 
knows is that this work and enjoyment is the portion 
which God has assigned to him. This is the funda- 
mental idea of the book, repeated many times, and the 
author's position appears to remain the same throughout. 
Although his mood varies, his verdict or judgment is 
stable (128). There is no evidence of a struggle in his 
mind between faith and doubt, in which faith achieves 
a victory ; much less are the apparent discrepancies of 
view in the book to be explained on the assumption 
that it contains the utterances of ' two voices,' one 
doubting and the other believing. 

The book consists of what might be called the author's 
two philosophies, his theoretical philosophy and his. 
4. Main practical. The theoretical principle is : All 

principles. !S vanity: what gain, result, is there to man 
The practical prin- 

ciple is really all that is left possible by the theo- 
retical one : Life has no gain ; but God has given life 
to man, and he has to live it. Therefore, there is nothing 
better than that a man cat and drink and let himself 
enjoy good, for this is God's gift to him. Natnrally 
there is a third thing. This enjoyment of good is the 
only sphere in which a man has a certain freedom : 
it partly depends upon himself and his own demeanonr. 
Some principle to regulate his conduct and mind in life 
is therefore necessary. This regulating principle the 
Preacher calls wisdom. As a mental quality it is prac- 
tical sagacity, insight into things and situations, enabling 
a man to act prudently ; as a temper it is equanimity 
and moderation. These three ideas or conclusions had 
already been arrived at  before the author sat down to. 
write his book ; they arc constantly present to his own 
mind, and much of the obscurity of the book arises. 
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in his labour or life? 

3. General it, and is no mere collection of fragments 
character. or of occasional thoughts. The connec- 

tion of the reflections sometimes seems 
1 [Many analogies suggest that nhg! mg is only a mis. 

written repetition of nil?) 07$, ' men-singers and women- 
singers.'] 
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from his insisting upon them not separately but simul- 
taneously. 

Without circumlocution the Preacher states his funda- 
mental idea : ' All is vanity : what gain is there to man 

all the labour in which he labours 
In other words, 

philosophy' human life is without result. In this 
fnder the sun? ' 

it is like the whole order of things, w-hich goes on in an 
eternal round, accomplishing nothing. All things recur, 
and there is nothing new under the sun (1 1-11), Then, 
in chap. 13, he gives an account of the experiments 
which led to this conclusion. He inquired into 'a l l  
that is done under the sun,'-by which he means not 
merely the whole variety of human activity, but also all 
the events that happen to man in his life,-and he found 
that all was without result. He found, too, that the 
knowledge gained during the enquiry was equally result- 
less : ' In  much wisdom is much grief' (1 12-18). Then 
he tried pleasure-not as a sensualist, for his wisdom 
remained with him (23-9). but as an experimental 
philosopher,,and he found pleasure equally barren of 
result: I said of laughter, I t  is mad, and of mirth, 
What doethit?' (22). Wisdom, indeed, carries acertain 
advantage with it ; but it is no permanent gain to a man, 
' for as the fool dieth, so dieth the wise man.' There- 
fore, there being no profit or permanent gain in life, 
howsoever it be lived, the practical conclusion is, Let 
yourself.enjoy good (224). 

Such is the author's meaning when he says that all 
is 'vanity.' I t  is not, as we are apt to suppose, that 
the world is unsatisfying and that the human soul craves 
something higher than the world can give. All is 
vanity because man is confined by a fixed determination 
of everything on all sides of him by God. All the 
events of human life are in the hand of God : man has 
no power over them more than he has over the wind 
(88). There is a time to be born, and a time to die ; 
a time to weep, and a time to laugh; a time to love 
and a time to hate. All is ' in the hand of God ; whether 
it be love or hatred man knoweth it not-all is before 
them ' (3 1-9 9 I). It is absurd to suppose that this means 
that there is a proper or suitable time for everything ; 
it means that there is a time fixed by God for every- 
thing, a time, not when things should be done, but 
when they must be done. Even the injustice in the 
judgment seat and the oppressions against which men 
are helpless are ordinations of God. There may be a 
time for judging them-there is a time for everything ; 
-but their object in God's hand is to bring home to 
man a true idea of what he is-that he is nothing 
and that God is all. Their object is to prove men and 
teach them to fear God, and that they may learn that 
they are but beasts ; for one event happeneth to them 
and to the beasts : all go to one place, all arc of the 
dnst, and all turn to dust again (3  16-zo)-'Who knoweth 
the spirit of man whether it goeth upward, and the 
spirit of the beast whether it goeth downward to the 6. Practical earth?' (327 RV). Obviously nothing 
philosophy., is left to man but to take what joy out 

of life is possible, for that is his portion 
(224 31222 518-20 8 1 5  9;-IO 1198). Even over this 
man has no power : it also is in the determination 
of God ( 7 1 3 3 ) .  Power to enjoy life is the gift of 
God (224,f 313 519) ; and, though it may generally be 
assumed that he desires men to have this enjoyment 
(97), there arc instances where he denies them the gift 
(226 62-8). The Preacher is, of course, no sensualist. 
The 'good,' enjoyment of which he recommends, consists 
of the simple pleasures of life : eating and drinking, the 
consolations and supports of wedlock, the pleasure to 
be derived from activity in work or in business (97-10 11 
1-6910). How could the pleasures recommended be 
those of riot and exce~s when they are ' the gift of God,' 
the ' portion' he has given to man in the life which he 
spends as a shadow? It is just in these enjoyments that 
man comes nearest to God : he meets God in them, feels 
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his favour, and knows that in them God is ' responding 
to the joy of his heart ' ( 5 2 0 ) .  This is the old view of 
the Hebrew mind, which looked on prosperity and the 
blessings of life as in a sense sacramental, as the seal 
of God's favour. The Preacher is a God-fearing man 
(56,f 8 I,), a man of righteous life (8 13).  thoughtful, and 
dwelling by preference on the serious side of life (7 1-6). 
He believes in God, and in a moral rule of God, who 
'judges ' the righteous and the wicked. No doubt this 
rule is incomprehensible and full of what seem moral 
anomalies. It appears arbitrary (226) : under it all 
things happen alike to all, to the godly and to the 
ungodly (91-3) : the race is not to the swift nor the 
battle to the strong (911): there be righteous men 
unto whom it happeneth according to the work of the 
wicked, and the contrary (8  14). Nevertheless, the 
Preacher will not abandon the general idea of such a 
moral rule ( S I Z , ~ ) ,  though he laments that the delay 
and uncertainty of Gods 'judgment ' encourages men 
in their wickedness (SII ) ,  and increases the evil and 
madness which are in their hearts (9 3 )  ; for, though God 
made man upright, man has sought out many inven- 
tions (7 ~ q ) .  Such anomalies in Providence, however, 
always drive the Preacher back to his practical counsel : 
'Wherefore I commend mirth; for a man hath no 
better thing under the sun than to eat and drink and 
to be merry ' (8 15). 

Man is speculatively unable to comprehend the world 
(311 724  817), and practically helpless to obviate its 
evils ; he is bound within an iron system which is un- 
alterable. From a modern point of view it might be 
asked, Does the Preacher acknowledge the possibility of 
a progress of the individual mind within the bounds of 
the system which fetters him, of a culture or discipline 
within the limitations imposed on him by God? H e  
does so in a certain sense. The evil of life, man's 
ignorance of what is to befall him, teaches him to fear 
God (314) ; and in his survey of the work that is done 
under the sun he acquires ' wisdom,' or, to use a common 
phrase, ' culture.' But the ' vanity,' the resultlessness 

7. Death. of life, lies here : in that a man can neither 
retain these gains nor transmit them, and, 

after all, life is without profit. ( I )  Man cannot retain 
his gains, for death surprises him : the wise man dieth 
even as the fool, and there is no remembrance of either 
of them for ever (216 ; cp 217-23) ; in the grave there 
is no work, no knowledge, no wisdom (910) : the dead 
know not anything, neither have they any more a 
reward (95). The Preacher strikes here the saddest 
note of his feeling. It is obvious that his complaint 
that life has no ' profit' because man cannot retain its 
gains is a complaint that man cannot retain himself- 
' What shall it profit a man if he gain the world and 
lose himself? ' The Preacher's cry is for continuity of 
the individual life, that he may still carry with him the 
gains which his spirit has accumulated. He appears 
to be aware that iminortality of the individual spirit is 
believed in by some ; but either the ground-tone of his 
own mind is too sombre for him to accept the idea, or 
the evidence for it seems insufficient (319-27 91.6). 
His book is unintelligible if this belief formed part of his 
creed. Hence he has been called a ' sceptic.' The word 
is relative. All the O T  'saints, if they lived now, might 
be called sceptics. The belief in immortality was not 
until very late times an assured doctrine of the O T  (cp 
ESCHATOLOGY, 5 33). W e  observe it in the process 
3f arising, as the necessary issue of two things--the 
living fellowship of man with God here, of which it is the 
sontinuance ; and the anomalies of providence, of which 
:t is the reconciliation. The Preacher is unable to reach 
.t on either line.2 (2) Further, life is without result 

Probably we should render a difficult phrase thus with 

Life- and the continiiance of life 
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because the wise man cannot transmit the fruits of his 
labour or of his wisdom : the man that cometh after him 
may be a fool. The idea of an advance of the race 
through the accumulated gains contributed to it by 
individuals does not occur to the Preacher. The tide 
of personal life flows too strong in his heart to permit 
him to acquiesce in his own absorption into the race, 
even if the race had a great destiny before it. Of this, 
moreover, he sees no evidence. T o  his mind, in the 
mood in which we find him, mankind has neither a pro- 
gress nor a goal. The analogy of nature oppresses him. 
Its monotonous daily round of sunrise and sunset, of 
veering winds and rushing streams, produces no result. 
The history of mankind is the same-one generation 
goeth and another generation cometh. The universe has 
no goal; God has 110 purpose, and mankind no destiny. 
This general scope of the Preacher’s logic (howsoever his 
heart recoils from it) defines the sense in which he 
speaks of Gods ‘judgment.’ H e  hardly has the idea of 
a general judgment, such as that of the ‘day of the Lord ’ 
of the prophets, when God brings in his perfect kingdom 
and bestows eternal blessedness on his people. The 
Preacher’s ‘ individualism,’ common to him with all the 
writers of the Wisdom, makes this unlikely. Neither 
could he have spoken of the universe as a continuous 
flux without a point of attainment if he had thought of 
i t  as moving towards this great goal. The ‘judgment ’ 
is to him merely part of the moral government of God, 
which he maintains, howsoever imperfectly he is able to 
perceive it. 

W e  have seen already that besides his theoretical 
and his practical philosophy the Preacher had a regula- . .  

8. 
of conduct. wisdom. 

tive principle of conduct, which he called 
Much of the book is devoted 

to showing the advantage of this prin- 
ciple. I t  tenches a mcn how to bear himself before 
God. Even in religion a man ought to be calm and 
meditative, and to restrain over-impulsiveness (5 1-7 
716f.). So in regard to rulers : even if despotic and 
evil, a wise man will not act hastily, seeing that power 
is on the side of the ruler; nor will he rashly enter into 
plots or conspiracies. Discretion is the better part of 
valour. He who digs a pit may fall into it. Skill is 
better than force. If you have trees to fell, grind your 
axe rather than put to more strength ’ (8 1-9 10 1-11). 
And be not surprised if you are oppressed and plun- 
.dered. Society, or at least government, is an organised 
.oppression : those who oppress you are oppressed by 
those above them, and these again by their superiors, 
and so on to the top of the pyramid (58). Wisdom, how- 
ever, perceives the ‘ vanity’ of all this : for example, he 
that loveth money will not be satisfied with money, and 
he that increaseth his substance increaseth those who eat 
it (510-69) .  Wisdom, on the contrary, is as good as an 
inheritance, or better than that ; for it preserves the life 
of him who has it (7  12) ; it supplements the defects of 
righteousness, and avoids ‘ the falsehood of extremes ’ 
(7 1 5 . ~ 2 )  ; it is stronger than ten rulers in a city (7 I?) ; 
and preserves men both from sentimental dreaming 
over, the good old days and from over-anxious fore- 
casting how their business ventures will turn out (11 1-6). 
There is much, however, that wisdom is not equal to 
even in human things (724), and no wisdom can find 
out the ‘work of God ’ (8 17). Moreover, the wisdom 
of the poor nian is neglected or forgotten (913-16), and 
a little folly is stronger than much wisdom, even as a 
dead fly will cause a pot of ointment to stink (101). 
are the effect of a divine influence ; the cessation of life is the 
withdrawal of this influence. The ‘spirit’ in this sense is 
nothing but an effect. All questions where this ‘spirit’ goes 
when ‘taken away’ by God are irrelevant. I t  goes-nowhere : 
the ‘taking away’ of it is merely the cessation of the divine 
influence of which it is the effect. (3) , I t  is the immaterial 
subiect (not substance) in man. which lives. The  boundarv 
lines het‘ween (2) and ( 3 )  are confused.. The  passage 3 21 seems 
to incline to (3), though without firmness (5  19), whilst 12 7 prob- 
ably goes back to ( z ) ,  being on a line with Ps. 104 zgf: Job 34 1.1. 
Cp, further, ESCHATOLOGY, $ qf.’, and SPlBIT. 
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Occasionally the author uses the term ‘ wisdom ’ in the 
sense of comprehension of the universe or work of God. 
For this man is altogether incompetent (cp Job 28). 

The above analysis shows the Preacher’s main ideas. 
The Preacher himself is more difficult to ex&in. The 
9. The man. difference between him and earlier writers 

To catch 
this truly would be to find the key to his book. The 
existence of the book is evidence of dissatisfaction, of a 
sense of want. The Preacher is driven to acknowledge 
that man is like a. heast with lower pleasures’: he could 
not have added ‘with lower pains. ’ His book all 
through is a cry of pain--just that he has no portion 
but lower pleasures. His conclusions are in a way 
positivist; but his whole book is a protest against his 
conclusions-not against the truth of them, but against 
the fact that they should be true. Job flung himself 
against the morub iniquities of Providence; to the 
Preacher the ’ crookedness ’ of things is universal. Job 
raged ; the Preacher only moans and moralises. Job IS 
an untamed eagle, dashing himself against the bars of 
his cage ; the Preacher looks out with a lustreless eye 
on the glorious heavens, where, if he were free, he 
might soar. H e  knows it cannot be, and he ventures 
also to murmur some advice to men : Enjoy good ; do not 
think ( 5  20) .  His admonitions to himself and others are 
quite sincere, not ironical ; they are the human soul’s 
efforts to ancesthetise itself-dull narcotics numbing 
pain. The F’reacher’s mood may be a complex thing : 
partly temperament, partly a mode of religion, and 
partly due to the wretched conditions of human life in 
his time. I t  was an evil time. Judges were corrupt, 
rulers despotic and debauched, the people oppressed ; 
lo. Aproduct of and society was disintegrated. It is 

unnecessary to have reconrse to Greek 
philosophy to explain the Preacher’s 

ideas and feelings (cp HELLENISM, 3 6, and see below, 
The practical ‘ wisdom’ which he recommends 

may have a certain resemblance to the ‘unperturbed- 
ness,’ the mean,‘ and the ‘ nothing .too much ’ of the 
philosophers; but both it and all other things in the 
Preacher are a natural development of the native 
Hebrew Wisdom. There is nothing in Ecclesiastes 
which is not already in Job and the older Wisdom. 
Indeed, one may say that the O T  religion was bound to 
produce, at some time and in some cases, a phenomenon 
like the Preacher. The O T  religion consists of two 
things : first, ideas about God; and, secondly, a living 
faith towards him and sense of fellowship with him. 
Without the latter the former brings little comfort to 
thc human mind, even though certain fundamental 
beliefs-such as the personality of God and the moral 
being of man-be still retained. For, first, the 
fundamental principle of Hebrew religion that God is 
in all things that happen, whilst in times of prosperity 
and well-being it gave unspeakable joy to the pious 
mind, with a vivid sense of its fellowship in life with 
God, when the times were evil and articles of a creed 
had taken the place of an emotional piety, gave rise to 
a sense of impotency in the mind. Man felt environed 
on all sides by a fixed order which he could do nothing 
to ameliorate. God became a mere transcendeut 
force outside of human life, pressing upon it and 
limiting it on every side. The different feeling which 
the same conception of God produced in the pious 
mind and in the reflective mind, respectively, will appear 
if Ps. 139 be compared with Ecclesiastes. It would be 
false to say that ‘God’  to the Preacher was nothing 
more than what the ‘ world ’ or ‘ nature,’ or that which 
is outside a man, is to many minds now. His faith in 
a personal God is never shaken ; atheism or materialism 
is not conceivable in an ancient Oriental mind. At the 
same time, his faith is no more suffused with the life- 
colours of an emotional confidence, and he could uot 
have said with the Psalmist, ‘ Nevertheless I am con- 
tinually with thee’ (Ps. 7323).  nor with Job, ’ I kiioiv 
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that niy Redeemer liveth, and that I shall see God' 
(1925). Secondly, it was from 'piety,' the sense 
of fellowship with God, not from reflection, that all the 
great religious hopes in regard to man's future arose. 
They mere projections, corollaries, of an emotional 
personal religion-such as the hope of immortality, the 
faith in a reign of righteousness, and the incoming of a 
kingdom of God upon the earth. When piety declined, 
and reflection took its place, these hopes of the futnre 
could not sustain themselves. They survived in the coni- 
munity, whose life was perennial ; but the ' individual- 
ism ' of the Preacher felt them slipping from its grasp. 

The date of Ecclesiastes cannot be determined with 
certainty. It is later than Malachi, for the priest called 
ll. Date. in Malachi ' messenger of the Lord ' (Mal. 

2 7) is simply named ' the messenger ' in 
56. I t  is probably earlier than Ecclesiasticus (circa 
zoo), for, though many of the coincidences usually 
cited have little relevancy, Ecclus. 186 seems certainly 
a reminiscence of Eccles. 314, and Ecclus. 4 2 2 4  of 
Eccles. 7 14. The. book may belong to the oppressive 
times of the later Persian rule, or it may be a product of 
the Greek period. Perhaps the language would rather 
suggest the later date (see next I). In the beginning 
of the book the experiments on life are represented as 
being made by Solomon ; but this transparent disguise 
is speedily abandoned. Solonion is merely the ideal of 
one who has unbounded wisdom and unlimited resources 
with which to experiment on human life-a man whose 
verdict of 'vanity,' therefore, is infallible. In the 
1:pilogue the Preacher is merely one of the wise 
The state of society amid which the author lived has 
no resemblance to the state of society in the times 
of Solomon. There was corruption in the judgment 
seat (316) ,  cruel oppression from which there was no 
redress (41 z), and a hierarchy of official plunderers 
one above another (58), with a system of espionage 
which made the most private speech dangerous (1020). 
The author had witnessed revolutionary changes in 
society and strange reversals of fortune-slaves riding 
on horses and princes walking on foot (104-7).  

Such a time niight be the late Persian period. I t  
could not well be the early Greek period when the Jews 
enjoyed the beneficent rule of the early Ptolemies. I t  
might, however, be the more advanced Greek period, 
when Palestine became the stake played for by Antioch 
and Alexandria, a time when the people suffered severe 
hardships, and when the upper classes, especially the 
religious leaders, were deeply denioralised and self-seek- 
ing. On the other hand, the bosk must be earlier than 
the uprising of the national spirit in the time of the 
Maccabees. Gratz indeed places the book in the time 
of Hcrod (8  R. C. ) ; but the date is part of his theory of 
the book, which has no probability. The most probable 
date perhaps is the latter part of the third century B.C. 
(cp, however, Che. Jew. ReL L f e ,  ch. v.) .  

Both the language and the modes of religious thought 
in Ecclesiastes suggest that it is one of the latest books 
12. in the canon. The language has the 

peculiarities of such late books as 
Chronicles - Ezra- Nehemiah, and Esthey. Indeed, it 
belongs to a much more degraded stage of Hebrew 
than either of those books exhibits ; and in the forms of 
words, in the new senses in which older words are used, 
and in the many new words employed, it has many 
similarities to the Targums and Syriac, especially to the 
Mishna (circa zoo A. D. ). 

T h e  characteristic forms of Hebrew syntax, such as the m u  
conversive have almost disappeared : constructions of classical 
Hebrew have given place to those of Aramaic ; and in general 
the language has lost its old condensed character, and become 
analytic, with a multitude of new particles. Details may be 
seen in Driver's Introd., and in the commentaries of Delitzsch, 
Nowack, or Wright. 

The ideas and the mode of religious thought in the 
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13. Ideas. book also bear witness to the lateness of its 
In the Preacher the religious spirit of 

Israel is seen to be completely exhausted. It can no 
date. 

more, as in Job and Ps. 49 and 73, use the problems of 
life in order to rise to lofty intuitions of its relation to 
God. It sinks back defeated, able only to offer a few 
practical rules for ordinary life. The idea of Tyler, 
who is followed by Plumptre, that the book is a blend of 
the Stoic and Epicurean philosophies, seems extra- 
ordinarily superficial, and is supported mainly by what 
appears misinterpretation of its language. 

The passage 3 13, ' there is R time to he boru' (etc.), does not 
inculcate the doctrine of living ' conformably to nature or teach 
that there is a fit time for doing everything : it tejches tha t  
there is a necessary time, for the time of everything has been 
determined by God. Even the most astute opportunist w-ould 
have difficulty in securing that he should be horn and should die 
a t  the fitting time. Arain the passages 1 9  3 15 and many others 
certainlv teach that ther; is nothine 'new' under the sun. iio 
progress in nature or history, that thTlngs recur; but they teach 
nothing about recurrent 'cycles.' Determinism is, of course, a 
prevailing idea in the hook. That, however, is just the funda- 
mental idea of the Wisdom, or indeed of the Hehrew mind-that 
God is the causality in all things-with the inevitable develop; 
ment which time gave it. 
in the sense of 'to see good,' to enjoy life (3 IZ), has a startling 
resemblance to the Gk. e% + T T F C Y ;  hut, after all, the senses 
of the two phrases are somewhat different, and there is no 
reason to suppose the Hebrew expression to he an  imitation ; 
though not occurring elsewhere, its opposite, ' to do badly' (i.e., 
6e sad), is used in early literature ( 2  S. 12 18, and perhaps Eccles. 
5 I [417 (5 I)]), and possibly the phrase itself may be ancient. 
(H. Zirkel, Unters. 726. den Prediger, 1792. was the first to dis- 
cover Graxisms in Ecclesiastes.) 

There have been attempts to identify the 'old and 
foolish king ' (413 8) and the city the siege of which 
was raised by < t h e  poor wise man'  ( 9 1 3 8 ) ,  and to 
verify the possible historical reference in the passage 
(104- 7)  about slaves on horseback and princes walking 
on foot, and in such passages as 810, with a view to 
fixing the date of the book more accurately; but nothing 
has resulted beyond cpnjectures more or less plausible. 

The ingenious theory of Bickell that the apparent 
want of connection in many parts of Ecclesiastes is the 
14. Integrity. resnlt of an accident which befell the 

book at some early time, and threw the 
sheets into confusion, has little probability : the want 
of connection complained of disappears in many cases 
before a more careful study of the author's line of 
thought. In a book such as Ecclesiastes, however,-the 
line of thought and (particularly) the tone of which 
diverge so greatly from the other OT writings-it was 
to be expected that there would be some interpola- 
tions : guaZzjfcations which the reader or scribe felt 
constrained to add to the author's somewhat strong 
statements. The probability that 1 1 9 6  is an addition 
rests not so much on the idea expressed as on its 
unnaturalness in the context ; for the view of some that 
the passage means that God ' will bring into judgment ' 
any one who neglects to enjoy the natural pleasures of 
life is too absurd. There is less objection to 3 1 7  
(perhaps the last word of the verse should be read s d m ,  
' hath appointed'), 8 IO 1.f. also are in some way 
corrupt. So,  certainly, 121, Remember thy creator.' 
The words disturb the connection between 11 IO and the 
rest of 121. The reading suggested by Gratz, 'Re-  
member thy fountain ' ( = thy wife. Prov. 5 15-19), strikes 
a lower note than is heard anywhere in the book, and is 
to be rejected. 

The Epilogue falls into two parts, 129-12 and 1213f: : 
and it is questionable diether either part (especially the 
second) is originaL2 On the one hand, the book reaches 
its natural conclusion in 128, where the burden of it is 
restated: 'All is Vanity'; and, secondly, whilst in the 
rest of the book the author speaks in the first person, 
in uv. 9-12 he is spoken about. On the other hand, 
though the verses contain some peculiar expressions, 
their general style agrees with that of the rest of the 
book, and it is quite possible that the author, dropping 

1 The theory of dislocation \vas first proposed by J. G. van 
der Palm in his Ecclesiastes philologice e t  cn'tice iJZurtratas, 
Leyden, 1784. The theory and arran,gemeiit of Bicbeli is repro- 
duced in Dillon, Sceptics of the  O T ,  05. 

2 On interpolations in Eccles., see dso CANON, 8 55,  col. 671, 
n. 4. 
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his literary disguise of Solomon, might have added some 
account of himself in his actual character. The picture 
is certainly not just that which would have suggested 
itself to a mere reader of the book : it implies a fuller 
acquaintance with the author than could be got from 
his work. In vn. 13f: the whole matter is said to be : 
' Fear God and keep his commandments, for this is the 
whole of man.' The last words may mean, This absorbs 
or should absorb man : all his powers should be directed 
toward this ; or they may mean, This exhausts man : his 
powers reach no further-e.g., to understand the ' work 
of God ' (Job 28). Verse 14, which says that God ' will 
bring every work into judgment,' attaches itself better 
to the first sense. The 'judgment ' also seems a larger 
and more general one than that seen in God's ordinary 
moral rule of the world. Possibly, therefore, vu, 13 f: 
come from the same hand as 1196. If the verses be 
an addition, they are still comparatively early, for they 
are referred to in the disputes of the Jewish teachers 
15. aanonicity. over the canonicity of the book. 

Ecclesiastes is not quoted in the N T ,  
and even in the second century A.D. i ts  right to a place 
in the collection of sacred books was a subject of 
controversy in the Jewish schools. The exact state of 
the dispute appears to be this : Practically the book had 
long been combined with the other ' sacred writings '; 
but voices which expressed doubt of the propriety 
of this combination continued to be heard. That this 
is the state of the case appears from the facts ( I )  that 
Ecclesiastes must be included in the twenty-four books 
of 4 Esdras, and in the twenty-two of Josephus, toward 
the end of the first century A.D. ; and (2) that in the 
time of Herod,the Great and of Gamaliel it is quoted 
as ' scripture ' (Bub. Buthru, 4a, Shabb. 30b), whilst the 
objections to it continued to be heard 100-120 A.D. 
( Yad. 35).  The school of Hillel held that it ' defiled 
the hands' (was canonical) ; that of Shammai rejected it. 
The former opinion finally prevailed. See CANON, 9 55 .  

In addition to general works such as Driver's rntrod. and 
Kue.'s Ond. (2) iii. may he named the comms. of Ew. Dichfer 

des ALt. Bundes; Hitzig, Exeg. Hand. 
16. Literature. '47, ('?, by Now. 83; Ginshurg, Cohe! 

leth 6 1 ;  Gratz, Koheleth 1871' Del. 
HohesZied u. Kohekth '1875 (translated); Plumptie, EccZhastes 
o r  the Premher(Camdridge Bible), 1881 ' Renan L'Ecclhiaste 
1882 ; Wright, The Book of CoheZeth, i883 ' V)olck Kur%& 
Komwz. (Strack u. Zackler), 1889 ; Sam. Cox: in E.r.'Bib., 1890. 
Helps of a more general kind : NolJ. Die A T Lit 1868 : Bloch 
Uvspyung, efc.,  des Buches Koh., 1872 ; Tyler;) Ecclesiastes: 
:874 [(4 'gg] ; Taylor, Dilge of Kohekth, 1874 ; Engelhard, 
Ueber den Epilog des, Koh.' SI. Kr., 1875 ; Kleinert, 'Sind 

in B. Koh. ausserheb. Einfliisse anzuerkennen?' Sf. Kr., 1883. 
Bickell, Der Prediger, 1884 ; Schiffer, Das B. Koh. nach de; 
Auflasswng der Weisen des TaZmud, etc., 1884 ; Bradley, L e d .  
on Eccles., 1885 : Pfleiderer, Die Phiios. de.? HerakZ2, 1886 ; A. 
Palm, DieQoheletLiteratur, 1886 : Che./obandSoZomon, 1887; 
/ n u .  IZeL Life, Lect. vi.  1898 ; S. Euringer, Der Masorahtext 
des Koh., 1890; Wildehoer (in K H C  '98). On the Gr. text, Di. 
.SBA W, 1892 ; E. Kiostermann, De Lib. Coh. Vcrs. AZex. 1892 ; 
Tyler, Koh. 1899. 

[GrP. IWGCVJ 1885, pp. 7 4 8  1 2 7 8  a defence of the reign 
of Herod as th; date of Eccldiastes, k i th  special reference to 
the Talmudic passages cited in C. H. H. Wright's Ecclssiastes: 
Kuenen, 'The  tendency, integrity, and age of Ecclesiastes,' 
(hz'.tJ) 8% 104, 105 ('93 ;Germ. transl. Einl., '93): note especially 
the discussion of proposed ?ate, later than 200 B.C. ; Haupt 
'The  Book of Ecclesiastes, Oriental Studies (Or. Club 4 
Philadelphia '94), pp. 242-278, holds that the contents have 
heen deliheritely disarranged, and that many glosses have in. 
truded into the text ; he gives a translation of the final section 
as  restored by himself. 

KO. enZ. ('93), 4 3 2 8 ,  and Leirndarfer (Pas heil. Schnyf- 
werk A ohelet, 92) ably plead for a date in the reign of Alex- 
ander Jannieus. 

Siegfried (in HK. '93) also thinks that Eccles. is full of con- 
tradictions, indicating the work of a t  least five writers. A 
redactor attempted, with little success, to bring order out of 
chaos. H e  gave the superscription (1 I) and a concluding word 
(128); 129.19 is due to three epilogists. The date of the 
original book is placed soon after 200 B.C. The glossators may 
have gone on till nearly 100 B.C. ; allusions to the Essenes (see 
e.g., 926) also point to this period. The kernel of the wor; 
may have been known to Ren-Sira (after 170 B.c.). 

Che. Jew. ReZ. Lzye ('98) 183.208 favours Grstz's hypo- 
thesis, and while admitting t i a t  the d&e of Ecclesia3tes needs 
further examination, he finds no period which so fully illus 

A. B. D. 
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trates the hook as that of Herod the Great. H e  admits great 
disarrangement and interpolations. 

I t  may he added that the text of Eccles. is in a bad state. 
There are still gleanings to be had in some of the most difficult 
passages, which may considerably affect the criticism of the 
book (see Critica Biblica, and cp KOHELETH). Bickeli's 
emendations have hardly heen appreciated enough. H e  has 
further done good service, not only by his suggestive rearrange. 
ment, but also by his attention to the poetical passages, e.=., no 
one has made so clear to the eye the most probable meaning of 
11 roa and 12 Ia (cp Che. /ew. Rei. Life, 192). 

Wi.'s essay on ' Date and Author of Koheleth' (AOF(2I 743- 
159) gives a general sanction to Siegfried's analysis, and as- 
cribes the kernel to ALCIMUS [q .~ . ] .  The 'old and foolish 
king'  is Antiochus Epiphanes. The statement on p. 146 that 
the author must have been either one of the kings of the 
Herodian house or else one of the heretical high priests before 
the Hasmonaean dynasty is a valuable recognition of the period 
within which, as more and more critics think, the date of the 
original book must be placed.-T. K. c.] 

ECCLESIASTICUS 

teligious teaching ($5 
Ethical (0 e3). 

Structure (a rif.') Greek thought (5  24). 
Literature ($ 26). 

Ecclesiasticus (abbrev. Ecclus. ) is the usual Latin 
and English name of one of the deuterocanonical books 
of the O T  (see APOCRYPHA, It is not probable 
that the author himself gave his book a title ; later it is 

In the 
Talmud it is cited simply by the name of 

the author, as ' Ben-Sira' ( ~ 1 7 ~  p), or by the formula 
' the sages say' (though this last may point not im- 
mediately to our book, but to material from which it 
drew). Jerome (Pro$ in Libr. Sal.) declares that he 
had seen a Hebrew copy entitled ' Parabolz ' (ohon) ,  
and this designation, natural and appropriate, is 
employed also by Saadia.l 

In the LXX the book is called 'Wisdom of Jesus, 
Son of Sirach' (2o+ia IvuoD ut00 Z [ e ] r p c i ~  [KAC] ; B 
incorrectly 2. 2. ; but in the subscription B agrees with 
KA. The title of the Prologue in C is ?rpbXoyos Zipax). 

This form (found also in the Syriac Versions and in some MSS 
of the Vet. Lat.) was the one generally used by the Greek writers, 
as,!: expressly stated by Rufinus (Vers. Or. Hum. in Nu. 
xvii~. 2). The  title %+a occurs also in other combinations: 
in the onorary name ' All-virtuous Wisdom '($ T ~ Y ~ ~ E T O F  Zo@a) 
given to the book in patristic writings (Jer. Pref.' in Lib. Sal.), 
as also to Proverbs (ClemRom. I Cor. 57 ; Clem.Alex. i. 1085 ; 
Ens. HE iv. 22) and to Wisd. of Sol.2 (Epiph. iii. 244) ; and 
in the more general designations ' Wisdom'(0rig. In Matt. 134) 
and 'Wisdom of Solomon' (Cypr. 7kst .  iii. 20). 

With regard to the term ;1mn applied in the Talmud 
to the work of Ben-Sira it is uncertain whether it is 
used as a title ; but it appears to have been employed 
as a descriptive term. Possibly it was an old Jewish 
designation, which was adopted by the Greek Christians 
as a title ; in the case of the Book of Proverbs Hege- 
sippus (in Eus. HE422) refers the term to unwritten 
Jewish traditions. 

On the Talmudic use cp Blau (in REJ 35 21)) who c i t y  Jer. 
Sofa, 24c: 'after the death of R. Elipzer the nn3nil D was 
buried (1>12).' It s e e m  probable that the expression '8 '0 
includes Ben-Sira. 

Whilst the Greeks thus named the work from the 
nature of its material, the Latins preferred a title descrip- 
tive of its relation to the Church services. The term 
PxKX~uiauriKbs is used by the Greeks of the ~ a v 6 v  of 
the Church (Clem. Alex. Str. 6 IZ~), and generally of \vhat 
was in accord with the Church. Adopted by the Latins, 
the term was employed by them in a like general way 
(pacem eccZesiasticam, Tert. De Pudicif. 22), and came to 
be used especially of books which, though not canonical, 
were regarded as edifying and proper to be read in 
the churches (Ruf. Comm. in Symb., 38, Vers. Orig. 
1 The Oxford editors of the Hebrew Fragments (see below, 
4) refer (Preface, ix, u. 4) to a statement of Saadia (S'adyah) 

(+~;1 Y ~ D ,  ed. Harkavy, p. 151, Z. I I ~ ) ,  that Ben-Sira wrote a 
Book of Instmcctzon ( 1 ~ 1 ~  19~). This expression, however, 
seems to he rather a description than a title. 

2 Probably given first to Proverbs, and then to all the supposed 
Solomonic wisdom-books. 

2 8). 

1. Title. referred to under various names. 
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in Num. 18 3 ; Ath. E$. Pest., su6pne). So high was 
the esteem in which our book was held that it was 
termed Ecclesiasticus,’ the ’ liber ecclesiasticus ’ par  cx- 
ceZlence (Cypr. Test. 2 I 31  ; Aug. De Doct. Ciir. 213). 

The name of the author is given variously. 
The  Hebrew text has. in 5027, ‘Shim’on b. Yeshua‘ b. 

Eliezer b. Sira’ (so also Saadia, -i’?,n’o. 151) and in 51 30 the 
same formula and also S h i k o n  h. Y., called 

2. Author. h. Sira’ ; @B’5017 q u o u s  U. mipax (orpax [A], . .  .~ 
U E C ~ F K  [N]) rhca<ap [in other MSS -,nos or -poul; 

Slag subscription : Yeshda‘ h. Shimeon, who is cal!ed Bar 
Asira’ [in some MSS ‘ Sirak’], and in the title ‘ Barsira . Swat 
title : Y. h. Shim‘on Asira,’ and also ‘ Bar Asira’ ; Book’of fh; 
Bee (Anecd. Oxon Sem. Series i. 279): ‘Shim’on h. Sira’;  
Talmud, ‘ Ben-Sira:’ 

In  this medley of readings two things seem clear. The 
author’s name proper was Yeshiid (Jesus) : so he is called 
by the Greek translator in his prologue ; and his familiar 
surname was Ben-Sira, as all ancient authorities attest. 
The significance of the other names is less clear. 

The Hebrew text and Saadia must be changed so as to read 
‘Yeshua‘ b. Shim’on’ (c Znnz, GVioG), and the whole name, 
as  given by them, may tfen he accepted (so Harkavy, Sfud. u. 
MitfheiZ. 5 zoo ; Hlau in REJ35 20, and Kautzsch). In that 
case we may suppose that @ and S have abridged the genealogy, 
and that the form in the Book of the Bee is defective. This 
seems to he the most natural construction of the data. I t  is 
less probable that ‘ Shim‘on ’ (Simon) and ‘ Eleazar ’ are scribal 
additions, the former made in order to connect the author with 
the famous high priest of that name (50 1),1 the latter in order 
to connect him with the high priest (the brother and successo: 
of Simon I.) to whom, according to the ‘Letter of Aristeas, 
Ptolemy Philadelphus sent his request for the translation of the 
Torah (Fritzsche). This sort of invention of a genealogy would 
be very bold, and would hardly he called for by BenSra’s 
position as a sage. Nor is it likely that ‘Eleazar’ is another 
name of Sira (Krauss, in 3QR Oct. 1898). It is simpler to 
suppose that Simon and Eleazar’(the names are common) were 
men otherwise unknown-father and grandfather of the author.2 

W e  may thus assume that the name of the author 
in the Greek Version, YEshiia‘ Ben-Sira, rests on a good 
tradition. The origin and signification of the ‘Ben- 
Sira’ are not clear ; the most probable view is that it is 
a family name, though we know nothing of how it arose. 

Blan (in RE] 35 20) refers to the family names B&ni f lezir  
(Chwolson, Cor#. Inscr. He& 65) and Bine? Hashmanai. Of 
‘ Sira ’ nothing is known. the word (apparently Aram.)niay mean 
‘coat of mail ’ or ‘ thorn”; it does not occllr elsewhere in this form ’ 
as a proper name. The ‘Asira’ of Pesh. seems to be a scribal 
error (cp the ‘ Barsira’ of the title in Slag). Krauss however 
(in JQR, Oct. 1898), holds ‘ Sira’ to he an abhreviahon of an 
original ‘Asira’=Heb. ~ > D N  ‘bound,’ which occurs in lists of 
priests (Ex. 624 I Ch. 317). ’This is possible (Krauss cites ex- 
amples of similar abridgments); but the testimony of the primary 
Vss. is against it ; and the Ar. Vs.‘(as Edersheim points out), 
which commonly follows Syr., has {esii‘ h. S!rach. The Gk. 
form with final x (or K )  is best exp ained as intended to show 
that ;he foreign word islindeclinable (see Dalm. Gram. 161, n. 
6); cp a.ch&apaX=Nni $pn (ACZLDAMA, 5 I). 

The genealogies in 5027 51 30 have only the authority 
of tradition-they are not from the hand of the author. 
He is described in 5 0 2 7  in the Greek and Latin Vss. 
as a ‘ Jerusalemite,’ a statement in itself not improbable 
-it is in keeping with the detailed description of the 
high-priestly ritual in 50 ; but since it is not found in 
the H. and S .  it cannot be regarded as certain. One Gk. 
MS calls him a ‘ priest’ ; but this is merely a scribal error. 

Instead of r~potrohvpsm~qs N* has repcup o wah. This error seems 
to have given rise to further unwarranted statements (see below). 
C p  the argument of Krauss in/QR, Oct. 1858. 

As to Ben-Sira’s life we have only the general conclu- 
sions which may be drawn from the nature of his thought 
and from a few references which he makes to his ex- 
periences. He seems to have been a Palestinian sage, 
a philosophical observer of life, an ardent Israelite and 
devoted lover of the Torah, but probably neither a priest 

1 So Bar-Hebrzus. 
2 On the Eleazar b. Irai (Iri) from whom Saadia (v$jn‘o 

ed. Hark. 178) quotes a saying which is attributed in the Talmud 
to Ben-Sira and is found in our Greek (3213) see Bacher, 
Agad. d. paZ. Amor. 2 11 n. 5, C. and N., Edes . ’ r r ,  and Blan, in REY3524. I t  seems likely that ‘Irai’  is a corruption of 

Sira’ (see the full name in the Hebrew); the work cited by 
Saadia was possibly a different recension of Ben-Sira (Blau). 
But this Eleazar cannot he the Talmudic doctor Eleazar h. 
Pedat, who frequently cites Ben-Sira (Harkavy, Bacher). 

3 Schiir. (Hist. 5 zj), referring to the erroneous statement of 
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(Zunz, Noldeke) nor a s@r (Fritzsche) (see SCRIBE), 
unless that term be understood in a very wide sense (see 
§ 21). He had too wide a circle of interests to be easily 
identified with either of those classes, though he was in 
close relation with them both ; and he may perhaps be 
best described as one who sympathised with that mode 
of thought which after his time developed into Saddu- 
ceeism. H e  early devoted himself to the pursuit of 
wisdom, travelled much, was often exposed to danger, 
and sometimes near to death (3411f: 51), and his book 
was probably composed in his riper years. 

Until quite recently the work was known to modern 
scholars only in scanty citations and in translations (Gk., 

3. Lat., Syr., and versions derived from 
them). According to the Greek trans- 

language* lator’s preface, it was originally written in 
’Hebiew,’ a term which might mean either Hebrew 
proper or Aramaic. On this point the citations of 
Rabbinical writers (Pirke Ad&, Pirke of R. Nuthun, 
etc.)-sometimes without acknowledgment, sometimes 
under the name of Ben-Sira, sometimes in Hebrew, 
sometimes in Aramaic or debased form-were not de- 
cisive, since it was not certain that they came from a 
Hebrew original; and even the quotations of Saadia 
(10th cent.), which are in classical Hebrew, were 
similarly open to suspicion. After this the traces of a 
Hebrew text of Ecclesiasticus become indistinct, and 
knowledge of such a book did not reach the Christian 
world (see Cowley and Neubauer’s Ecclesiustictis). Still, 
that its language was Hebrew, not Aramaic, had been 
inferred by critics from certain obvious errors in the 
Greek Version-for example, 24 27, ‘ light ’ for ’ Nile ’ 
( iw) ; 25 15, ‘ head ’ for ‘ poison ’ ( w i )  ; 46 18, ‘ Tyrians ‘ 
for ‘enemies’ (Oqis). It was thought probable, also, 
that, since the Palestinian vernacular of the time was 
Aramaic, and Hebrew was a learned language, the 
author’s vocabulary, whilst based on the Hebrew Sacred 
Writings (with which he was familiar), would contain 
late-Hebrew and Aramaic words and expressions. 

Under these circumstances it was natural that the 
discoverv of a Hebrew text of Dart of the book should 
4. Rebrew MSS. awaken keen interest. One leaf 

(containine 39 15-40 7 ,  with a hint of 
v. 8)  was brought‘ from the Eas; to.Cambridge by 
Mrs. Lewis,l and in a box of fragments acquired for 
the Bodleian Library (through Sayce) Cowley and Neu- 
bauer found nine leaves, apparently of the same MS 
( 4 0 9 - 4 9 1 1 )  ; eleven2 leaves ( 3 6 6 - 7 2 g u  11 346 122-1626 
of a second MS [A], 3011-3111 3 2 1 6 ~ - 3 3 3  359-20 361-21 
3727-31 38 1-27 49 12-51 30 of the first MS [B]) were dis- 
covered by Schechter in the fragments brought by him 
from the Cairo gZizizuh; and in matter recently acquired 
by the British Museum other fragments (of MS B) were 
found (31 12-31 36 22-37 26) ; these all together give the 
greater part of chaps. 3-7 12-16 30-32 35-51,-about 
one-half of the book.8 

The texts discovered down to the end of 1899 * appear 
to belong to at  least two different MSS, A and B. 
Syncellus (Chron. ed. Dindorf, 1, 525) that Ben-Sira was high 
priest remarks that it mnst have arisen from the fact that in the 
Chroiicle of Eus. (ad 01 137f) which Syncellus used, Ben-Sira 
is mentioned (though only as ;de author of Supienfia)just after 
the high priest Simon 11. Other untenable opinions are that 
he is the unworthy Jason (=Jesus, hi h priest 175-172 B.c.), or 
that he was a physician (inferred by Cfrotms from 38 1-15). See 
Wette, Spez. Einl. in d. deuterokan. BucA., Edersheim. 
1 T h e  recognition of this text is due to S. Schechter, Reader 

in Talmudic a t  the University of Cambridge, now also Professor 
of Hebrew in University College, London. 

2 On the two leaves discovered later, see below, n. 4a. 
3 The first Cambridge leaf and the Oxford leaves were pub- 

lished by Cowley and Neubauer, with the Gk., Lat. and Syr. 
texts (‘g~), the eleven Genizah fragments by Schechter and Taylor 
(‘99) and the Brit. Mus. fragments by G. Margoliouth (in/QR, 
Oct.”gg). See below, S z6a.  

4 [a. Early in 1900 Schechter found two leaves (a.-4236 30f: 
54-7  9-13 36 19a: ,E--2586 7 3  17-24 26 I za) of, apparently, a 
third M S  (CScherh. : published in /QR 1 2  456-465 IAp. ~gool). 

d. About the same time I. Levi discovered fragments of two 
MSS : (i.) apparently a third leaf of the MS just spoken of, 
Schechter’sC (Levi calls it D), containing G 18-7 25 in arecension 
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T h e  one A (chaps. 3.16), is written without metrical division 

of lines, it8 marginal notes, corrections of obvious scribal errors, 
are few (only four, besides the insertion of an  omitted verse), and 
its abbreviation of the divine name is triangular ((9,) ; the other, 
B (chaps. 30-51), is written stichometrically (except 46 17-20) 
part of it (to 45 8) has numerous glosses (among them four i i  
Persian), and lrs abbreviation of the divine name is horizontal 
(w). I n  A there is predominant agreement with the Syriac ; 
in B (except in chaps. 5 0 J )  the agreements with the Greek 
against the Syriac are more numerous ; in chap. 51, after v. 12 
is inserted a hymn which is not found in the Vss.1 

The MSS (assigned by Cowley and Neubauer, and 
by Schechter, provisionally, to the 11th cent. ), with the 
exception of a few passages, are very carelessly written, 
abounding in errors, not all of which are corrected. 

The scribes appear to have been not very well acquainted 
with Hebrew; they sometimes make several futile attempts a t  
the correction of particular words or expressions. In the glossed 
portion the annotator seems to have been a man whose ver- 
nacular was Persian ; a t  35 20 he notes in Persian the omission 
of a verse ; a t  40 22, where the margin gives a saying ascribed 
in the B. Talmud (Sank. rc06) to Ben-Sira h e  remarks that 
this was probably not in the original copy [of ken-Sira] : and at 
the point where the glosses cease (458) he explains that this 
&IS reached thus far. This last remark appears to mean that 
the MS which he was copying ended here; and in that case i t  
is probable that the remainder (through chap. 51) belongs to 
another MS. With the supposition that the copyist or 
annotator lived where Arabic was spoken accords the fact that 
several Arahisms occur in the MS : p i n  in the sense of 'create,' 
31;3 (doublet), 31 33 (doublet), 38 I 39 25 40 I : perhaps nyy a s  
= honour,' 35 I ; in 43 8d yiyn = G p  ' presenting one's self,' 
is a n  explanation or correction of the word in the text, qno; 
Hi. of ~1~ as='sbine,'43g (marg.); perhaps in 421re a scribe 
understood QaD a s  Arabic ('lattice '). The hfS has evidently 
not only suffered from the ordinary carelessness of copyists, but 
also passed through the hands of an  ignorant Arabic-speaking 
man who freely inserted terms of his Arabic vocabulary. 

If we omit Arabisnis and other scribal faults, the 
diction of the text is that of a man who, while his 
vernacular is that of an incipient late-Hebrew, similar 
to that of K8hBleth (Eccles. ), is familiar with the greater 
part of the Hebrew OT, and freely quotes or imitates 
its language.a According to Bacher (/QR, 1897) and 
Schechter (op.  cit. 28) the text exhibits post-Talmudical 
mosaic (pnitanic) features, that is to say, a number of 
ready-made expressions and phrases borrowed from the 
OT. This, however, seems to be too strong a state- 
ment-the language of Ben-Sira rarely produces the 
impression of being artificial or lacking in spontaneity. 
Nor can it be said to contain midrashic elements (so 
Schechter, op. tit., z g f l ) ,  if by 'midrash' is meant the 
style of the Talmud. 

As examples of mosaic work Bacher cites 45 11 (cp Is. 54 12) 
46q(cp Dt.2329)3927 (cp JobO5)47zo(cpGen.494)44~1 (cp 
Ps. 728) 45 2 (cp Lev. 2626), etc. ; Schechter, 428 (cp Ex. 14 14) 
14 23 (cp Judg. 5 28) 35 15 (cp Lam. 1 2 )  49 16 (cp Is. 44 73) etc. 
These are cases of adoption and adaptation ; but they hArdly 
deserve to he called mosaic work. 

T h e  
confession of intellectual or religious limitations in 3 18-24 is not 
necessarily an  adaptation of Ps. 131 I (in which the reference is 
political)-it may be based on Job 43 3 ; puns (G 176 a, 22 I) are 
common in OT : 15 9 (cp Ps. 33 I) and 47 22c (cp Ps. 145 20) are 
'commonplace' inferences ; in 1 G  7 the allusion (Gen. 6 1.4) is 
not to the sons of the Elohim' but to the ' Nephilim' (cp Ezek. 
32 27) ; the lesson derived in 38 5 from Ex. 15 24 is very simnle- 
there are many soch interpretations in W X .  cf Sd, and SJ 

Schechter's instances of midrash are not convincing. 

different from that in Camb. MS A : the text is abridged by the 
omission of 6 20.27 29-34 36f: 7 3 5 6c-16 17-19 22 . (ii.) a leaf of, 
apparently, a fourth MS (CLIv.), containing36 2i-38 I : it is thus 
parallel to most of the second Brit. Mus. fragment (of MS B) and 
the upper part of the following Camh. leaf (of B). I t  gives in 
its text some of the glosses on the margin of the Camh. B and 
has one verse (37 3) punctuated and accentuated. 

Both Levi's fragments are published (with facsimile of the new 
AfS [ii.]) in RE/ 40 1-30 [antedated Jan.-Mar. 19ooI. 

c. Lastly, E. N.  Adler discovered the two leaves of MS A 
missing hetween Az" and A3'-viz., 7 29-12 I ( S a  showing Kr. 
and Kt. and several vv. being supplied with vowels and accents) : 
published (with facsimile) in I Q / i  12 466.480 (Ap. ~ 9 ~ ~ ) . ]  

1 For detailed descriptions of MS B see Cowley and Neu- 
hmer, Smend, Levi (below, S 26 a i.) ; for description of MSS 
A and B, Schechter and Taylor (below, I 26 u ii.). [For the 
other AISS see preceding note.] 

2 Schechter, in his Ben Sira 1 3 8  cives a long list of paral- 
lelisms, some of which hodever, :re common expressions 
familiar to every educatid Jew. I n  the prologue Ben-Sira is 
said to have been a diligent student of the Scriptures. 
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of the legend possihly alluded to in the obscure statement in 
44 16 ; the borrowing, in 45 15c, of the expressions of Ps. SO 30 
is not remarkable; that Samuel was a Nazirite (4Gr3c) is a 
natural inference from I S. 1 11-there is no heed of the formal 
Rabbinical rule 310 ;n,iA-and the simile in 47 2 (cp Ps. 89 20 
Lev.48) is equally natural for a man interested in the temple- 
ritual ; text and translation of 47 TOG are doubtful (the couplet is 
lacking in S.) and the comparison with the Talmudic legend (of 
David awakilig a t  midnight, Bey. 3 6) is precarious ; 4g I may 
be based on Cant. 1 3  (so Schechter), or, what is equally probahlc 
it may come from the same literary tendency that produced th; 
simile in Canticles. The passages above cited may he taken to 
show the beginning of the mode of thought that later proluced 
the Talmudic midrash. I n  this sense only can we adopt 
Schechter's conclusion : ' if he thought like a Rabbi he wrote 
like a I'aitan.'l 

Over and above these characteristics of the Hebrew 
MSS the question has been raised whether the test is 

5. Relation substantially the original Hebrew or 
to Original. only a translation, and both views are 

strenuously maintained by competent 
critics. Those who regard it as a translation refer it 
either (i. ) to a Persian or (ii. ) to a Syriac source. 

i. The opinion that it is the rendering of a Persian 
version (which itself is held to have been derived from 
the Syriac and the Greek) is based partly on the 
presence of Persian glosses, partly on the supposition 
that certain doubtful or incorrect expressions result from 
the misunderstanding of Persian words ; the hypothesis 
is that the Syriac version used was revised from the 
Greek, and this revised text was rendered from Persian 
into Hebrew by an unintelligent Persian Jew who knew 
neither Syriac nor Greek. This theory is incompatible 
with the known facts : the agreements (often literal) 
and the disagreements of  the Hebrew with the primary 
Versions make it practically inconceivable that it could 
have arisen in the way described. The alleged explan- 
ations of obscure Hebrew expressions as misunder- 
standings of Persian terms must be regarded as 
accidental coincidences, or, possibly, as in some cases 
due to a Persian-speaking scribe. So far as the theory 
supposes a Syriac-Greek basis for the Persian version it 
falls in with the other view that the Hebrew is a 
translation of the Syriac, on which see below. 

The argument for a Persian,origin of the Hebrew is made by 
D. S. ,Margoliouth in his ?essay The origin of the 'ovigind 
He6rew' ofEcclesiusticzcs (1849). His  pointsare not convincing. 
T h e  Persian glosses merely show the hand of a Persian copyist 
or annotator, who was a critic, as appears from his remark on 
the addition a t  4022 (see above $ 4). The absurd or impossible 
Hebrew words cited by Margohouth are scribal errors, and may 
be got rid of by emendation ( e g .  40 26c 16 43 6 r7c 22 42 14 41 12 
4 7 3  46 11); cp Smend and Kautzsch. Prof. Margoliouth does 
not distinguish between author and copyist ; the latter may 
have used Arabic words (43 9 Sd+). T h e  most striking case of 
apparent rendering from Persian IS in 43 13, where G has 'snow' 
(Pers. u i )  and H 2 'lightning' (Pers. si!) - obviously, 
says Margoliouth, H misunderstood the Persian ; hut the force 
of this argument is practically destroyed by Margolionth's 
remark that @ is corrupt and should read 'storm,' which may 
represent an  original Hebrew ?-I>. Other such cases cited are 
forced (43 2 6 r7c 22). Nov. 1899) 
that the Cnirene text cannot be genuine, since it \;as known to 
no mediieval author hut Saadia;J in reply Konig, Schechter, 
and Abraham point out (Ex#. T. Dec. 1899) that such 
ignorance of a book is no proof that it 'did not exist (e ,g . ,  Rashi 
seems not to have known the Jer. Talmud), and that Ben-Sirn 
was probably used by the Synagogal hymnologists (f iaifmhz).  

ii. The apparent dependence of the Hebrew on the 
Syriac presents a more serious problem. There are 
certain cases in which the reading of H seems inexplic- 
able except as a misunderstanding of S. The cases are 
few in chaps. 1-16 (which are written as prose), more 
numerous in 30-51 (written stichometrically). On the 
other hand H sonietimcs agrees with G against S ,  
sometimes differs from both, sometimes appears to 
account for one or both. Further, in a considerable 
number of cases certain Greek MSS (especially p, 
and No. 248 of Holmes and Parsons) agrec with H 
(and often with S and L) against the Vatican Greek 
1 On the puitans, the late Jewish hymn-writers, see Zimz 

GWI,  393, Gratz, Gesrh. [Hi.ct. of U e / e w s l ,  vol. 3, chap. 4 .  
2 In the following discussion H =  ' Hehrew,' S= '  Syriac' ( S d  

=Walton's text, Sk=Lagarde ' s ,  SH=Hexaplar text), G=Gk. 
3 Even this he nnw questions (/QX 12 502.531 [Ap. 19001, The 

Sepher/ra.Gdziy'). 

Margoliouth adds (Exj .  T 

Cp Noldeke in ZA TW20 81-94. 
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text. Add to this that not a few citations in the 
Talinud and in Saadia agree with H (sometimes against 
@ and S), and it becomes probable that tI represents 
a genuine Hebrew text of Ben-Sira, which, however, 
has been altered in some places so as to agree with the 
Syriac, and bristles, besides, with errors of copyists. 
The result is that many passages present perplexing 
problems, and the details of the history of the text have 
yet to be made out. 

The following are examples of passages in which H 
seems to follow S :- 

3 1 3  3>iy=‘pardon,‘ after S 7 3 ~  (unless ‘y be late Heh.); 
31 15, H=O nearly (for nulv read n,i..y), and douhlet of 15n= 
S-to this last is attached the line=@ S r6a with marginal 
variant nearly=S 166; of 5 16 there is a doublet verycorrupt. 
Margoliouth (Origin, etc., IS/)  cites 4 2 1 q  where H 3 3 ~ ~  
‘lattice’) may he a misunderstanding of S p 3 ~  (in Arab.= 
‘lattice’), and 43 2, H no as misunderstanding of S (hut H 
may be merely a scribal error). LBvi (REj, July 1899) regards 
the  acrostic in chap. 51 as translated from S : v. 28 the unintel- 
ligible p 3 7  is a misunderstanding of S 9 2 0  (v. 27), and is 
transposed so as to obscure the initial iu of 7,. 28 and v. 14=S 
which is composed of lines belonging to two difierent couplets. 
there are doublets in which one verse=G, the other S (30 17 20: 

etc.); and in 30 20 H p j = ‘ f a i t h f u I ’  (a sense here inapposite) 
is a reproduction of S ~ln’nn ‘eunuch’ (which the connection 
requires). Rickell (in WZICM, 1325’-256 [‘99]) takes the same 
view of the acrostic as L h ,  and further instances 12 11, where H 
n ~ ~ y  ‘jealousy,’ he holds, is a misunderstanding of S nNJ,y ‘has  
made black’ (from xva‘vaa~). 

These examples (to which others might he added) 
appear to show, not that H is a translation of S ,  but 
that it has passed through the hands of a man or of 
men (of some of whom Arabic was the vernacular) 
familiar with S ,  and in places has been conformed 
thereto in text or margin. 

Where the three (HGS) agree, no conclusion as t o  priority 
can be drawn. Where only two agree, the third may be 
preferable, as in 6 zz where S ‘fools’ snits the connection better. 
than H G  ‘many. The numerous cases, however in which H 
agrees, wholly or in part, with G against S indicjte a Hebrew 
text independent of S:  see, for example, 5 5 6 a  7 4  1310 18 
14 IO 17 15 zf: 17 166 32 3 T j 30 16. I t  is possible in such cases 
to suppose a correction of H after G ;  but the hypothesis of 
emendations derived from both S and G is a complicated one. 
AIoreover, in some passages H seems to be better than G and 
S : c p  4 6  IOC 1426 f. 15 1419 16 14. 

On the inferences to be drawn from the still (March, 
1900) unpublished fragments (see above col. 1166, n. 
4), see SIRACH. 

Of the ancient Versions the Greek and the Syriac are 
6. Versions. renderings of Hebrew texts, the Latin is 

a translation from the Greek. 
Critical editions of the Greek and Syriac texts are still 

desiderata, though valuable remarks are made by Fritzsche, 
Edersheim, LBvi, Bacher, and others. 

The Hebrew, soon after its composition. was translated 
into Greek by the author’s grancison (see his prologue), 
who had gone to live in Egypt, and desired to make 
the work accessible to his Greek-speaking fellow-citizens. 
H e  was clearly a man of piety and good general culture, 
with a fair command of Hebrew and Greek-a consistent 
Jew, yet probably not unaffected by Greek influenms. 
His translation is not seldom obscure from its literalness 
and compression ; in the prologue his style is freer and 
more ambitious. 

By Epiphanius (2.c.) he is called ‘Jesus,’ and in a second pro- 
logue or preface found in the Synoj. Scn’pt. Sancf. of Pseudo- 
Athanasius (and’in Cod. 248 and Comp. Polygl.), ‘ Jesus son of 
Sirach. Neither Epiphaiiius nor the confessedly late second 
proloque (see Fritzsche’s Comm.) can be considered authoritative 
on this point. The  statement may be true, but is more probably 
a guess, or based on a misunderstanding of Ecclus. 50 27. 

The Greek represents a faithful translation of the 
original; but its text is not in good condition, and in 
many cases it is hardly possible to do more than give a 
conjectural emendation. A similar remark applies to 
the Syriac, which likewise is based on the Hebrew, but 
may in some places have been influenced by the Gree1c.l 

1 The book has been translated into Heb. by J. L. Ben-Zeeb 
(Breslau 1708 . Vienna 1828) [by Joshua b. Sam. Hesel from 
German’(W&w 1842):~ and by S. J.,Fraenkel (Leipsic, ’30) ; 
chap. 24 by Bishhdp Lowth(reproduced in Fritzsch’s Comm.) and 
by Wessely; chap. 51 by Bi., and some verses hy D. S. Mar. 
goliouth (Place of Ecclus. in Sem. Lit., Oxf., ’go). 
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His name and history are unknown. 

For an  account of the MSS of G see Fritzsche Edersheim, 
Hatch, Schlatter, Nestle (in PA‘EW, S.O. B ~ ~ ~ Z ~ b J n . i f z u r ~ ~ ~ ~ ’ ) ,  
and Kautzsch (below, W 26). A11 appear to go back to one 
archetypal text, for the displacement of chapters (see below) is 
found in all except No. 248, and this has probably been cor- 
rected. (a) The great uncials, %, N, C, and partly A, though 
comparatively free from glosses, give an  inferior text ; (a) the 
better form is preserved in V (Cod. Venetus=No. 23 of Holmcs 
and I’arsons), in ,+a, in part of A, and in certain cursives of 
which the most remarkable are Nos. 248 (followed in Combl., 
Poly. and Eng. AV) and 253 (which agrees strikingly with 
SH), though these have many glosses. The history of these 
two subdivisions is obscure; the,  first (a) has been called 
Palestinian, the second (p)  Alexandrian ; but this is not certain.1 
With the second agree largely L and S. These Vss. then appear 
to represent a text earlier than that of the Greek uncials ; and 
our Hebrew fragments, which so often accord with S, may have 
a history like that of the Greek cursives-they may represent 
a n  early text which has been greatly corrupted by glosses, 
thpugh ,they have suffered more than the Greek from scribal 
miswriting. The Gk. glosses resemble those of B in Proverbs ; 
they are expansions of the thought or Hellenizing interpreta- 
tions, or additions from current codctions of gnomic sayings. 

T h e  Peshitta Syriac is now considered by scholars, with 
scarcely an  exception, to be a translation from the Hebrew ; 
see especially Edersheim. I t  is a generally faithful and 
intelligent rendering, not without misconceptions, expansions, 
condensations, and glosses but on the whole simple and intel- 
ligible. I n  some cases (a: in 432J) it agrees curiously with 
the Greek ; but it is a question whether in such cases S follows 
G or the two follow the same Hebrew. 

TheVss. derived from B arevaluableprimarilyfor the establish- 
ment of the Gk. text sometimes also for the Heb. For particular 
discussions (Old Lit . ,  Copt., Eth., Hexapl. Syr., Arm.), and 
for Pesh. Syr. see Edersheim, Nestle, and Kautzsch. 

In the body of the work there is only one mark of 
date : the list of great men (44-50) closes with the name ,. Date: Simon. of the high priest Simon, son of Onias, 

who, because he stands last and is 
described at  great length and with great enthusiasm, 
may be supposed to have lived somewhere near the 
author’s time. There were two high priests of this 
name: Simon I., son of Onias I. (circa R.C. ~ I O - Z ~ O ) ,  and 
Simon II., son of Onias 11. (c i rca 218-198) : lack of 
material makes it hard to determine from the name 
which of the two is here meant. 
(a) Oftbe first, Josephus relates(Ant. xii. 2 5) that, on account 

of his piety and kindliness, he was surnamed ‘the Just’;  the 
second (Ant. xii. 4 IO$) intervened in the quarrel of the sons 
of Tobias and the banished Hyrcanus, though it does not follow 
that he was friendly to the worse side of the party.2 ( B )  Another datum is found in the Mishna-tract Adoth, T 2, in 
which it is said that Simon the Just was one of the last members 
(v,‘on)3of theGreat Synagogue ; the Talmud, further, surrounds 
this Simon with a halo of legend. Though the ‘Great Synagogue 
is largely or wholly legendary (cp CANON, 0 18) the high priest, 
Simon the Just is douhtlessa historical and impdrtant personage ; 
but is he to be {dentified with Simon 1. or with Simon 11.1 Jose- 
phus favours the former possibility; but the authority ofJosephus 
on such a point is by no means unimpeachable. I n  the Talmudic 
tradition Simon seems to represent a turning-point in the national 
fortunes : after him, it is said, the signs of divine favour in the 
temple service began to fail ; hut this condition of things may be 
referred not without probability either to Simon I. (Edersheim) 
or to SiAon 11. (Derenbourg). i n  the list of bearers of the tradi- 
tion in Aboth Simon is followed by Antigonos of Soko, and he by 
the two named Jose, who belonged in the second cent. B.C. ; this 
would point clearly t o  Simon 11. as ‘the Just,’if the chronology 
of the tract could be relied on ; this however, is not the case- 
the Jewish chronology of the period’is of the vaguest sort.4 

(c) Further in Ecclus. Simon is lauded for having repaired the 
temple and iortified it and the city;  Uerenbourg, referring to 
the letter of Antiochus the Great (Jos. Ant .  xii. 13 3) concerning 
the finishing of the temple, thinks that this identifies Ben-Sira’s 
Simon with Simon XI. ; Edersheim answers that the city needed 
fortifying in the time of Simon I., hut not under Simon 11. ; and 
Bois insists that though the temple may t a v e  been finished 
under Simon II.,’it may none the less have been repaired under 
Simon I. Compare Halevy (Rm. 5’4972. July, ’99) and Kautzsch. 
(d) Haltvy (Lc.) argues for Simon I. on the ground that a 

considerable time between author and translator is required in 

1 I n  fifty.& quotations b y  Clem.Alex. from Ben-Sira 
Edersheim found five which corresponded markedly with the 
text of No. 248. 

2 The story of him in 2 Macc. 3 is obviously a legend, but may 
oerhavs bear witness to the esteem in which he was held in later 
iimes: 

3 Cp A. Geiger, Nachxelmsene Schrz~ fen ,  4 286. 
4 Simon is not called ‘the Just’ in the present text of Ecclus., 

perhaps (Bois) because the epithet had not yet been applied to 
him. Gritz, however, discovers the term in 507.4, following the 
Syriac (‘ with Simon ’ instead of 
for n,cn (Gesch. der/uden, 2235 11.). 

with us ’), only reading 
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.order to account for the errors in the Greek text and for the 
fact that the translator had lost the tradition of the meaning of 
the Hebrew. This ground is not decisive. Whether in the 
translator’s t i n e  the exegetical tradition had been lost cannot 
he determined till we have a correct Hebrew text ; and the 
scribal errors of @ are due to copyists after the translator’s time. 
Further, on Halevy’s own ground, an interval of fifty or sixty 
years would account for much. 

(e)  Finally, the connection of Ben-Sira’s discourse may seem 
to point to the earlier high priest for Simon (50) really follows on 
Nehemiah (49 13), the intervenink verses interrupting the chrono- 
logical order,l and we should then naturally think of Simon I. ; 
hut here, again, the Jewish conception of chronology makes the 
conclusion uncertain : the author may easily have passed on a 
century later. 

Of these data the most that can be said is that 
they slightly favour the second Simon as the hero of 
Ben-Sira’s chap. 50. 

A more definite sign of date is found in the preface 
of the Greek translator, who says that he came to Ecypt 

‘ in the thirty - eighth year i r l  -;oG 
Euergetes’ Etkpy&ou flaurXQws.’ This, it is true, 

may mean either the thirty-eighth year of the life of the 
writer or the thirty-eighth regnal year of Energetes ; but 
there seems to be no reason why the translator should 
here give his own age, whilst the mention of the king’s 
year (the common O T  chronological datum) is natural.2 

If this interpretation be adopted, the date of the 
translation is approximately given. Of the two Ptolemies 
called Euergetes, the first reigned only twenty-five years 
( z 4 7 - z ~ ~ )  and is thus excluded ; the second, surnamed 
Physcon, reigned fifty-four years in all, partly as co- 
regent (170-145) and partly as sole king (145-116). It 
appears that in his thirty-eighth year, 132 B.c., the 
translator reached Egypt, and the translation was in that 
case made a few years later. The author’s date may 
thence be fixed; for in the prologue the translator calls the 
author his r d r r o s ,  a term which is here most naturally 
taken in its ordinary sense of ‘ grandfather.’3 The com- 
position of the book would thus fall in the first quarter 
of the second century-a date which agrees with that of 
the high priest Simon 11. 

This date is further favoured by indications (I) in the 
book itself : by the picture of national oppression given in 

233 331-13 3616-22 (EV361-17) (up to the 
’* Internal end of the third century the Jews enjoyed 

comparative quiet, and for the Maccabean 
period we should expect a more poignant tone of suffer- 
ing) ; by the traces of Greek influence on the thought- 
as in the personifications of wisdom in chaps. 1 24-and 
by the acquaintance with Greek customs, as the having 
music at feasts, 353-6 ; (2)  in the translation, by signs of 
acquaintance with the LXX version of the Torah, as in 
1717 (after theGreek of Dt. 3 2 8 J ) ,  4416~ (6 Gen. 5 2 4 )  ; 
and (3) in the translator’s preface by the reference to  
three divisions or canons of the Hebrew Scriutures.6 

evidence’ 

1 Thesection4914-16seems tobeanadditionbyascribeorbyan 
editor (possibly by the translator) for the purpose of introducing 
names(Enoch, Joseph, Shem, Seth, Adam)omitted by the author. 
Chap. 44 16 (Enoch) wanting in the Syr., may be a late addition. 
I n  the Hebrew a &he has repeated 17a in r 6 a ;  in the rest @= 
H except that for n y ~  (perhaps taken as  =‘thought ’) it has 
&volar (perhaps an error for fvvoias).  166 seems to be in part 
copied from 49 1 4  in part a repetition from 4414. The expression 
‘an example of inowledge (or thought) to all generations’ is 
strange ; we should in any case omit ‘knowledge ’ (with 6253 SH). 

2 The Greek construction (ahsence of article before ;d) has 
been ohiected to as  hard : but Hac. 1 I 2 I. Zech. 1 7  7 I.  I Macc. 

3 I t  sometimes means ‘ancestor’ : but in such cases the con- 

4 Ecclus. 44 16 is. however. Drobablv an  interDolation (see 
nection usually indicates the wider sense (Seligmann). 

. .  
above, 5 7, last n.). ’ 

5 See also 2 0 z g ( D t . 1 6 1 9 ) 4 4 1 ~ ~ 1  (Gen.69 174 2218) 458f: 
(Ex .583~f :? )497(Jer . l~0)4619(r  S.123 cpGen.1423). 

6 This of course, does not imply that the canons were com- 
pleted ikh is  time. The omission of the names of Ezra, Daniel, 
and Mordecai in the list of great men is to be noted. Daniel, if 
he had been known to the author, would certainly have been 
mentioned iust before or after Ezekiel ( 4 9 8 ~ 9 :  4912 f .  near 
which we should expect the other two td appea;, are nbt’found 
in our Hebrew fragments hut the versions show no sign of a loit 
passage. If the three hadheen inadvertently omitted, they would 
probably have been added, as are Enoch, Joseph, Shem, Seth, and 
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(4)  Another note of date might be drawn from the relation 
of Ecclus. to the books of Proverbs and Ecclesiastes ; 
but to exhibit it clearly would require a detailed examina- 
tion of those two books. The three appear, by their 
thought (Proverbs in its latest recension), to be the pro- 
duct of a well-advanced stage of Grzco-Jewish cu1ture.l 

The book was never admitted into the Jewish and 
Christian canons (CANON, 66 19, 47). Among other _ _  - _  .. , - 

Fortunes of reasons it is enough to mention that, nn- 
likesome other late books (Cant., Prov., 
Dan., Eccles. ), it was not issued undcr the book. 

the authority of a great natibnal name : the schools 
accepted from Solomon what they would not accept from 
Joshua ben-Sira. The work, though not canonised, was 
highly esteemed, and is frequently cited in Talmud and 
Midrash, sometimes by name, sometimes anonymously. 
There are also many coincidences of thought between 
ECC~LIS. and the Talmud, which, however, do not neces- 
sarily show that the latter borrowed dircctly from the 
former. Further, not all the citations in the Talmud 
are now to be found in our text and versions of Ecclus. : 
these latter are perhaps incomplete, or perhaps Ben-Sira 
became a name to which anonymous proverbs were 
attached. Later he is cited by Nathan (9th cent.) and 
Saadia (10th cent. ). There is a second collection, en- 
titled ‘ The Alphabet of Ben-Sira,’3 apparently compiled 
late in the Talmudic period, in which, along with genuine 
material (cited in the Talmud), there are sayings that 
seem not to belong to Ben-Sira. The translation of 
some of his proverbs into Aramaic and the spurious 
additions to his work show the estimation in which he 
was held by his co- religionist^.^ He was not less 
esteemed by the early Christians. I t  is not clear that 
he is cited in the N T  ; but he is frequently appealed to 
in post-biblical Christian writers, under a variety of 
names, or anonymously, and with different introductory 
formulas. Though his book was never formally recog- 
nised as canonical (it is found in no canonical list), it 
is quoted as ‘scripture,’ ‘divine scripture,’ ‘prophetical,’ 
and was appealed to in support of church doctrine. 

The  first example of its use is found in the Ep. of Barnahas, 
I9  ; cp Ecclus. 4 31. After this it is quoted by ClemAlex., 
Orig. Cypr. August., Jer., Greg.Naz. Greg.Nyss., Chrys 
Cyr.Alex., Jban.Damasc. Theophyl., L ~ O  the Great, Greg. 1:: 
Alcuin though not by Juktin, Iren., or Eus. Athan. (E#. F e d  
39) diitinguishes it from the books called ‘apocryphal,’ and 
August. (Civ. Dei 17  20) declares that only the unlearned ascribed 
it to Solomon. Jer. seems to have been the first to draw the line 
sharply between it and the canonical hooks. Aelfric Archbishop 
of Canterbury (see Westcott, Bi6Ze in the Church, zdg), speaks of 
the book as read in the churches. By Luther and other Protestant 
writers of the sixteenth cent. i t  was treated with great respect.6 

The book naturally divides itself, according to the 
subject-matter, into sections. Chap. 1 is a general 

Adam, in 49 14-16. The natural inference is that our books of 
Daniel Esther and Ezra did not exist in Ben-Sira’s time. 
N6ldece ( Z A  T’W 20 88ef:) would add to these Chron. 

1 For further dikcussions of the date of Ecclus. see Fritzsche’s 
Comm. (in KGH), Derenbourg (Giogr.), Seligmann (Wash. d. 
Jes. Sir ) Edersheim(Comm. on EccZm. in Wace’s Apocr.), Bois, 
0 ~ 2 .  & >a &Z. $d!o-alex: Kautzsch (Apoku.) HalCvy ( R e a  
Shz., 99); and, for the relatidn between Ecclus. aAd Proverbs, 0. 
Holtzmann in GVl(0ncken’s series), 2 292 ; Che. Job and Sol. 184. 

2 For a list of quotations from Ecclus. in Talm. and Rabb. 
literature see EccZuus. ed. Cowley and Neuh., where also are 
given references to sacher, Gaster, Schechter, and others. Cp, 
further, Dukes, Ra66in. BZwnenZese, Geiger, Aboth (in his Nach- 
eelass. S c h z ~ .  iv.). In  his Secrets Charles cites passages in that 
work which appear to he taken from or based on Ecclus. : cp 
Ecclus. 1 z with Secrets, 47 5 ; 2 4  with 51 3 ; 7 3 32 with 42 II 
51 I : 14 19 with 65 TI, etc. 

3 See Zunz Goftesd. i‘orfr: Dukes, rrt suj . ;  Cowley and 
Neuh EccZds. ; Steinwhneidlr A@haGct. Simc. u2ramgue. 
Thew~rkconsistsoftwoalphabetjcal lists ofproverhs, one Aram., 
the other Hebrew, with commentary. Another late collection 
is given by J. Drusius, Prouerbia Ben Sira, Franeker; 1507. 

4 The Talmud seems not quite sure of the work, placing it 
sometimes among the external and forbidden books, sometimes 
among the p ~ i n 3  (citing it with the formula i ~ ~ j u ) .  

5 Among the more promising passages are Ja. 1 n-q(cp Ecclus. 
2 I-s), Lk. 1 2  1 9 8  (cp Ecclus. 29 12$) and Ja. 119 (cp Ecclus. 
5 11). 

6 On the attitude of modern churches towards the O T  Apocr. 
see Bissell, Aporr. (Gen. Introd.), and Znckler, EM. in vol. ix. 
3f Strack and Z6ckler’s Kurzgeef: Komm. 
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introduction ; 35 (36 1-17)  is a prayer for Israel ; 4215- 
5026 is a separate discourse (praise of great men) ; 
ll. Structure. 5027-29 is a colophon (probably by an 

editor) ; and 51 is an appended prayer 
and exhortation. In the body of the work new starting- 
points are indicated at 1624[22] 241 and 3912, and there 
are further paragraphal divisions (marked by the address 
' my son ' )  at 2 I 3 17 4 I 6 18 23 32, etc., besides the sub- 
divisions obvious in the subject matter (see the headings 
in the Greek Version). Beyond this paragraphal 
and sectional arrangement it seems impossible to dis- 
cover any plan in the book.' I t  consists, like Proverbs, 
of a mass of observations on life, put together in the 
interests not of logical order but of edification. 

A curious arrangement of material is found in most 
12. Dislocation. Gyeek MSS (in all hitherto examined 

on this Doint exceDt No. 248 of Holmes 
and Parsons) : the sectiok 31 16-36 1.1 is placed after 3 0 ~ 4 . ~  

The  right order is given in the Pesh. the Latin the Armenian 
and the G MS No. 248 (which is foldwed by Cbmplut., as  thi; 
last is followed in EV). The cause of the derangement was prob- 
ably the displacement of rolls of the G MS from which most 
existing MSS are derived 3 or possibly of the Heb. MS from 
which the Gk. translation k a s  made. Similar instances of dis- 
placement are mentioned hy Fritzsche (Comm. 170) and 
Edersheim (Comm. 154).J The Pesh. was made from an inde- 
pendent Heh. MS, which had the right order. The Latin may 
have been made from a G MS earlier than that from which our 
present G texts are derived; it may have been corrected after 
the Heh. ; i t  may come from a corrected G text like that of 
No. 248. 

As to the author's sources nothing very precise can 
be said. Whilst his own experience and observation 

probably furnished a great part of his 
13* Sources* material, it is Dossible that he drew also 

from books or from unpublished discourses of sages. 
There are not a few resemblances between him and 
Proverbs ; but the most of these are best explained as 
independent treatment of common material. The same 
thing is true of the points of contact between Ecclesiasticus 
and Ecclesiastes.5 If our author quotes those two books, 
he apparently treats them as wisdom-books having no 
more authority than he himself claims. There was, 
no doubt, much that might be considered common 
property, which different moralists would use each in 
his own way : the maxim, for example, that the bc- 
ginning (or root, or completion, or crown) of wisdom is 
the fear of God must have been an axiom in the teach- 
ing of the Palestinian sages. A comparison betwcen 
Ecclus. 24 and Prov. 8 shows how differently the two 
books treat the same general conception. 

The traditional account, which represents the book 
as composed by one man, seems on the whole to be 
supported by the character of the contents. There are, 
indeed, differences of tone, as in various paragraphs on 
14. unity. women (25  and 26), and on the happiness 

andmiseryoflife(39635and40I-n), and 
in general there is a contrast betwcen the geniality of 
some passages and the cynicism of others, and between 
the conceptions of wisdom, on the one hand as a 
universal divine influence, and on the other as common- 
sense shrewdness. The diversities, however, do not go 
beyond the bounds of a single experience, and in the 
book as a whole there is an evident unity of tone-the 
attitude toward God, life, wisdom, the Torah, is the same 
throughout.6 The authenticity of chap. 51 has 

1 For proposed plans see Eichhorn (EinZ.) Ew. (Gesch. 4300), 
Fritzsche (EinL in his Comm.), Deane (Exjds. 1883), Edersheim 
([%trod. in his Comm.), and cp remarks of Herbst in his E i d  

2 Or according to the verse-numbering in Swete'sSept., the 
two sedtions 3025.33 r3a and 33 136-36 r6a have changed places. 

8 This, Fritzsche's suggestion, is now ganerally accepted. 
See Deane, Expos. 1883, and Swete, Sept. vol. ii. p. vii. 

4 Tisch. retains the Greek order; Swete gives the Latin. 
5 The comparison between Ecclus. and Proverbs is made most 

fully by Seligmann (HJeisheii d. yes. Sz?.), and that between 
Ecclus. and Eccles. by Wright (Kohekfh).  See also Montefiore, 
in/QR 2 4 3 0 3 ,  and Toy, ' Proverbs'(inInfevrraf. Crit. Coiit.). 
The difference between Ben-Sira and Pir& Abdth in form and 
style indicates an earlier date for the former. 

6 On the enigmatical Eleazar ben-Irai, n possible double of 
Ben-Sira, see above, 5 z (n. 2). 
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been questioned; but the case has not been made 
out. 

There seems to be nothing out of keeping with the rest of the 
hook, and as to the insertion of a prayer, we may compare the 
one (verybifferent in tone from this) in Wisd. Sol. (9). There 
is, indeed, a striking resemblance between Ecclus. 51 13-30 and 
Wisd. Sol. 7 1-14 ; but if there be imitation here, it is not clear 
that it is on the part of the passage in Ecclesiasticus. 

The psalm (an imitation of Ps. 136) which is fonnd in the 
Hebrew after z). 12, and does not appear in the Vss., may he 
doubtful. Schechter suggests that it was omitted in the Greek 
because the mention of the Zadokite priestly line was considered 
to be inappropriate under the Maccabees. This consideration, 
however, would not apply a t  all to the Syriac Vs., and the 
omission of a single couplet would have suficed in the Greek. 

How far the author's work has been added to by 
scribes and editors is a more difficult question. It 
15. Integrity. is clear that the Hebrew and the versions 

have suffered in the process of trans- 
mission (see above, § 4). In various passages one or 
another of the texts shows additions or omissions ; each 
case must be treated by itself. In general, as between 
a Greek conception in one text and a Jewish in another, 
the preference is to be given to the latter ; though it is 
obvious that this rule must be applied carefully, so as 
not to prejudge the question of a Greek infloence on the 
author. When the final text obtainable by MS. evidence 
has been reached, there will still remain the question 
whether this gives the author's thought accurately, or 
has itself been coloured by editors. By some the Greek 
translator is supposed to have made additions to his text 
in the interests of Jewish Alexandrian philosophy; others 
see evidence of Christian interpolation. The evidence 
for those conclusions is not distinct. 

Alexandrian passages need not he additions of the translator, 
and of the cases cited by Edersheim (Comm. 23), 13f: and 24 31 
are not non-Jewish, whilst to call 26 z forgive and thou shalt be 
forgiven ')a Christian addition on internal grounds is to prejudge 
the question. The  evidence is stronger in the case of 4327 
(5>> ~73, ~b miv I m w  a 6 ~ 6 ~ )  and 4416 (Enoch is called niN 
ny, 6 ~ 6 6 ~ r y p a  ~ W U Y O ~ U P  [dvvoia~l), both omitted by Pesh. The  
firs; expression is Hellenising and map be an  addition by the 
author or by a Hebrew scribe: or it map have been made first 
in @. i n d  thence transferred to H ; the second, something like 
a parallel to which is found in Philo (De $rem. et pm., 
Mangey 24rof where 'Enoch ' i s  explained to be true man- 
hood, h&d on'hope in God), may he Jewish (see Siegfried, 
Drummond, Bois), or may be a Hellenising expression of the 
author or an allegorising remark by a scribe. (The expressions 
' was fhund perfect ' and 'knowledge ' appear to be scribal addi- 
tions.) After the omission of all probable additions, however 
there remains enough to fix the author's relation to Greek though; 
(see below, 8 24). 

The book is arranged in short discourses or para- 
graphs, each of which consists in general of distichs or 
16. Literary tetrastichs ; the lines are mostly ternary 

(with three ictus) or quaternary, though 
in this respect there is considerable 

variety. The paallelism is less antithetic and looser, 
and the discourse more flowing than in Proverbs. 
Bickell (Zt. f. Knth. Theol 1882) regards 51 1-20 (in the 
Heb.) as forming an alphabetic psa1m.l The attempt 
to discover metre in the work (Bickell, Margoliouth) 
mnst be pronounced unsuccessful.% 

An irregular strophic arrangement results from the 
author's method of dividing his material by subjects (cp 
Prov. 1-9 22-20).3 

Ecclesiasticus belongs to the category of Wisdom- 
literature (Hokma), which, in contrast with the prophetic, 
priestly, and legal points of view (for all of which the 

form* 

- .  
l,. Contents.-na~on Israel is the 'centre), gives a uni- 

versal moral-religious criticism of life. 
The history of thegenesis and development of the Hokma 
demands a separate treatment. (See W l S D O M  LITERA- 
TURE.) The nationalistic tone of a few passages in 

1 Bickell worked with his translation into Hebrew from the 
Greek ; Taylor (in Schechter and Taylor's Beiz S i m )  goes over 
the lately discovered Hebrew text, and discusses the initial 
letters of the couplets, in support of Bickell. The  acrostic 
form is in itself not improbable (Prov. ends with an  alphabetic 
poem), but it is not yet clearly made out. 

2 On metre in O T  Heb. see the works of Ley, Bickell, Briggs, 
Gunkel, D. H. Miiller, and the art. of Grimme in ZDR4G, 504.  
3 For an attempt to make out a regular division into groups 

of 50 or 100 couplets see Schlatter (below, $ 26 a, i.). 
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Ecclesiasticus does not affect the general character of the 
book. The inaterial is so varied and so loosely arranged 
that a table of contents would take more space than can 
here be given. It deals with all the ordinary social and 
religious duties (cp Che. Job and Sol. 190-193). The 
style is for the most part bright and vigorous, and not 
without a gleam of humour. The author shows wide 
acquaintance with men and things, and his advice is 
usually full of good sense. Without claiming for him- 
self special inspiration, he speaks as an independent 
teacher of religion and morals, citing no external 
authority for what he says, but, like the sages in Pro- 
verbs, assuming its truth and obligation, and making 
his appeal to reason and conscience. 

In  accordance with the tone of the later Judaism, Ec- 
clesiasticus regards God as the lord of the whole world of 

ECCLESIASTICUS 

Y 

18. A ,  Religious things and men, the absolute, righteous 
teaching. God. ludge, the author of all conditions 

andchances oflife (cham. 16-1833 f. 1. 
\ I  d ,  

It has not the full conception of divine fatherhood ; but 
it gives a description of divine forbearance toward men 
(1810-13) which is identical in spirit with that of Ps. 103. 

Concerning itself with the visible facts of life, Ecclesi- 
asticus (like Prov. ) takes little account of subordinate 
19. Angels. supernatural beings. Angels are not 

mentioned in the Hebrew (not in 4326), 
and in the Greek only in citations from 'the OT. In 
38 14a the intercession that in Job 3326 is ascribed to a 
heavenly being is ascribed to a physician. In 4821 (a 
statement taken from z K.1935), in which the Clc 
(followed by Lat.) has &yyeXos, the Heb. has n~; ; : ,  
'plague,' and the Syr. Jhsi I l w ,  ' a  heavy 
blow.' In another passage (1717), quoted freely from 
Dt. 328f. as in 6,' the term 'ruler '  (f iyodpeuou) sccnis 
to be substituted for d ' angel ' ( K a d  dpr0pbv dyyCXwv) 
-here a divine (angelic?) head of every nation except 
Israel, whose guardian is Yahw.8. ' Spirits,' good or evil, 
are nowhere Whkther there is mcntion of 
Satan is doubtful. In 21 27, where ($3 has ' The ungodly, 
when he curses T ~ Y  ua.ravEv, curses himself,' the context 
(see v. 28) and Syr. favour the sense, ' adversary,' or a 
reading, ' neighbour,' for ua~avEv (and for ' ungodly ' 
we should probably read ' fool '). Further, the author, 
if (as Cheyne thinks) he means Satan, seems to identify 
him with the man's own evil impulse, a conception 
foreign to the whole pre-Christian time3 as well as to 
the NT. In  general, Ecclus. may be said to anticipate 
Sadduceeism in holding aloof from angels and demons, 
whose agency in actual life it does not recognise. 

The central moral-religious idea of the book is 
wisdom, in the conception of which Ben-Sira is sub- 
stantially at  one with Proverbs. He treats sometimes 
20. ,Wisdom., the human attribute, sometimes the 

As  a quality of man it is theo- divine. 
retical knowledge of the right an> abikty to embody it in 
life. Nothing is said of the origin of this capacity (it 
is treated as an ultimate fact); but it is identified with 
the ' fear of God ' (1 14, etc. )-that is, the wise life is 
directed according to the divine commandments, or, as 
it may perhaps be put, human wisdom comes from the 
communion between the mind of man and the mind of 
God. The unity of the divine and the human attributes 
(implicitly contained in the book) appears to involve the 
conception that the divine wisdom fills and controls all 
things, including man's mind, and thus manifests itself 
in human thought. 

1 M T  has s::-,u? *:I, Cor which QBAL reads p&q *:>, clearly 
the right rending. 

2 The T V C J ~ T X T ~  of 3028 (Syr. ', Heb. almost obliter- 
ated) are 'winds' (so Fritzsche) : 717). 29f: give, not the definition 
of the term 'spirits,' but a pnrallel list of natural agencies. 

Sol .  180, cp 297) and Edersheim (Cornnr.) 
refcr to a Talmudic passage (B'nbaBaihm, 16a) which identilies 
Satan with the yi is,; cp also Weber, Systmz der aZts?/it. 
TheoZ. 228f The y i  ~ 5 3  appears to be personified ( ~ o v q p b v  
&OJ+pan) in 6 37 3 ; hut H and S are here very different, and 
the text seems to be corrupt beyond recovery. 
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8 Cheyne (106 

As a quality of God, wisdom is almost always personi- 
fied. It is called eternal ( l r ) ,  universal (2461, un- 
searchable (1 6),  the formative creative power in the 
world (243), yet created ( 1 4  249) and estabiislicd in 
the midst of YahwKs people in Jcriisaleni (2410,%), 
where alone there was obedience to YahwFs law. This 
nationalistic conception of wisdom (involved, but not 
explicitly stated, in Proverbs) iS noteworthy, but not 
unexpected : the pions J e w  of that time could hardly 
fail to find the highest expression of the divine wisdom 
in the guidance of Israel through the Law. Ben-Sira's 
treatment of divine wisdom is personification (as in Prov. 
and Wisd. Sol.), not hppostatisation. In one passage 
(243, I . . . covered the earth as a mist ' )  there 
appcars to be an approach to this position : wisdom is 
identified with the creative word, as Wisd. Sol. further 
identifies it with the Stoic Logos. Lilic Wisd., Sol., and 
Philo, however, Ben-Sira larked a historical figure wi th  
which to identify his philosophical conception. 

Greater prominence is given to the Law of Moses in  
our book than in Proverbs. It is glorified in the per- 

21. The Law. sons of Moses and Aaron (45 I-,,) and 
The author was by n o  

means indifferent to the ritual of sacrifice and song. 
He dwells with enthusiasm on the details of the high 
priest's costly dress, on the offering3 and the singers ; 
he counsels men to come with full hands to the altar 
( 3 2 [ 3 5 ]  1-11), though he adds a warning against attempt- 
ing to bribe God with unrighteous gifts (.. 12). His philo- 
sophical view of life does not prevent his taking joyous 
part in the outward service of God, which he possibly 
regarded as being a symbol as well as a prescribed duty. 
He shows similar friendliness toward the scribes (38 24-34 
~ ~ I - I I ) ,  who, in contrast with handicraftsmen, devote 
themselves to the study of the law, the prophets, and 
parceiniac sayings (a reference to parts of onr book of 
Proverbs?), listen to the discourses of famous Inen 
(teachers in the lcgal schools). travel in foreign lands to 
find out good and evil among men, open their months 
in prayer, and ask forgiveness for their sins. This, the 
earliest extant description of the life of a s@r, givcs a 
picture of wide activity, and shows that the law-students 
of that time did not confine themselves to Palestine. 
With such scribes, not hagglers over words and letters, 
but cultivated and liberal students of the earlier 
literature, our author would naturally find himself in 
hearty sympathy. As to the term 'law,' it appears 
that, when used of the Israelitish code, it may stand for 
all the Jewish sacred books ; bnt it is sometimes em- 
ployed for law in general. as in 35[32] 24 36 [33] 1-3. 

The preceding citations show Ben-Sira's w-arm national 
feeling. This is expressed most distinctly in chap. 33[36], 
in which he bemoans the aftiicted state of Israel, and 
prays that, in fulfilment of his promise, God would 

gather all the tribes of Jacob and make the 
people possess its land as in times of old ( cp  
4421 47 IT 48 IO). He looks for no special 

deliverer (not even in 44-50), and hopes only, in general 
accordance with the earlier prophets, for national quiet 
and prosperity.4 He is so much absorbed in this desire 
that he does not think of the conversion of foreign nations 
to the worship of Yahwb. W e  have no right to take 
him as the representative of the whole nation in this 
regard : but we may fairly suppose that he expresses a 
current opinion. 5 

1 Wisdom seems not to be exactly identified with the Mosaic 
Law. The Greek text of 24 23 is difficult (Taika ndvra in app. 
with pYahos) and we should perhaps read, with Pesh., ' in the 
book. On 'the other hand, cp Ihr .  3 36 4 I, and see notes of 
Edersheim (on Ecclus. 24 2-1) and Bois (On''. zoox). 

2 Ecclus. 24 3-6 is an imytation of Prov. S zzij?,  from which 
L here introduces additional matter. The  'mist ' may be taken 

Simon (50 1-21). 

22. 
tions. 

from Gen. 2 6 ,  or it may be an  independent figure. 

my lord' (cp Ps. 110 r), is erroneous. 

century B.C 
expectation'bf a special interposition of God in their behalf. 

3 The sin-offering is not mentioned. 
4 I n  51 TO H and S show that the reading of Qa, ' the father of 

5 I n  the generally peaceful and prosperous life of the third 
the Jews seem for the time to have given up the 
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Ben-Sira's scheme of life, liffe that of Proverbs, or 

Ecclesiastes, of the Law, and of the prophets, is confined 
to the present world. In 17221: he repeats the senti- 
ment of Is. 38 1Sf: He speaks neither of the resurrection 
of the body1 nor of the immortality of the soul (1416 
2110 414, etc.). H e  belonged to the conservative 
priestly party (though probably not himself a priest) 
which adopted the social but not the religious ideas of 
Gentile neighbours. He retained the old Hebrew con- 
ception of She61 (see SHEOL), whilst the progressive 
portion of the nation (represented later by the book of 
Daniel) adopted or developed the idea of resurrection. 

Ben-Sira's ethical scheme is that of the greater part 
of the O T  (if we omit, that is, such passages as Jer. 3133 

Sin is the transgres- 

and social sion of the divine law ; righteousness is 
ideas. conformity thereto. The moral life is 

considered in its external aspect as a 
mass of acts. Nothing is said of the inward life, of 
disposition of mind, of motives, ideals, aspirations, 
struggles. Those were, doubtless, not absent from the 
author's thought ; bnt he does not regard them as practi- 
cally important. What is important is the outcome : men 
are known by their fruits. Sin is accepted as a fact, 
which began historically with the first woman (the same 
view is given in I Tim. 2 14 in contrast with that of Rom. 
5 )  ; but there is no attempt to explain its psychological 
origin. Conscience, freedom, and responsibility are 
assumed (1511-17 andFass.). On the other hand (as 
throughout OT and NT) ,  the absolute control of man by 
God is everywhere taken for granted, and in one place 
(33 13) distinctly affirmed. The motive for righteous 
living is the well-being it secures : the good man prospers, 
the bad man suffers, in this life. There is no reference 
to inward peace, consciousness of rectitude, and com- 
munion of soul with God. Ben-Sira's point of view 
(sometimes called hedonistic or utilitarian) is that of 
Proverbs and the OT generally. I t  is determined partly 
by the old Semitic external conception of life, partly by 
the absence of belief in ethical immortality (cp Wisd. Sol. 
2-5). The old nationalism of the prophets it rejects in 
favour of a pronounced individualism : it does not recog- 
nise the well-being of humanity as an aim of life. The 
moral code of the book is that of the O T  : it inculcates 
honesty, truthfulness, purity, sympathy, kindness 2-all 
the virtues of the civilised society of that time. The limit- 
ations are either those of the time (national narrowness, 
24 ; treatment of slaves as chattels, 33 24-31) or those of 
all time (selfish prudence, 121-5). Pride is denounced 
(107 I Z J )  as in Proverbs, and humility (3 18) and forgive- 
ness (282) are enjoined. Almsgiving (as in Tob. 49-11 
Dan. 4 2 7 [ 4  Mt. S r )  is identified with righteousness--a 
conception that naturally arose when the care of the 
persecuted poor became t$e most pressing moral-religious 
duty; 4-but this does not exclude in Ben-Sira the higher 
idea of righteousness. His treatment of social relations 
and dnties is fuller than that of Proverbs. He lived in 
the midst of a highly developed civilisation, and is in- 
terested in all sides of life. ' He gives directions for the 
governing of the household, the training of wife, children, 
and servants, dealing with debtors and creditors, deport- 
ment in society(dai1y interconrse, feasts), bearing towards 
rulers and rich men-he recognises many distinctions 
and classes of men-he is familiar with the temptations 
of city-life, and praises agriculture. He gives special 
warnings against sexual licentiousness, against becoming 
security for other men's debts, against involving one's 
self in other people's affairs ; in general he counsels an 
attitude of caution toward men, on the ground of personal 
1 The raising of the dead by Elijah (48 5) has nothing to do 

with the doctrine of resurrection, and 1 D  19, which speaks of 
immortality, occurs in a paragraph (v. 18x) which is found 
only in No. 248 of 6, and appears to he an interpolation. 

2 On its ethical-religious vocabulary see Merguet and Hatch 
(as below, 26). . The  golden rule does not occur. 
3 50 2 5 J  (though in HBS) is probably an interpolation. 
4 So the position assigned to almsgiving bv Mohammed was 

suggested by the conditions of the Arabian society of his time. 

23. B. Ethical F. 3626 Ps. 51). 
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comfort (32zzf.). On the same ground, he advises the 
observance of the social proprieties, such as a decent 
show of mourning for the dead, failure in which brings 
one into ill repute (38 16f: ). He is friendly to physicians 
-seems, indeed, to defend them against doubts and 
objections-and approvcs of music and the temperate 
use of wine. See especially chaps. 7 13 18 31J 38, and 
Seligmann, Deane, and Cheyne. He is generally acute. 
sometimes a little cynical, never pessimistic. 

A real, though not very well defined, Greek influence 
is to be recocrnised in the book. The author does not - 
24. Relation accept the Greek philosophy (his thought 

1s in the main of the practical unphilo- 
sophic Jewish type); but he is affected by 
general Greek culture. In this resoect he 

to Greek 
thought. 

stands betwee; Proverbs and U'isd. Sol., bn; much 
nearer to the former than to the latter. Palestine was 
at this time (c. 180 U.C.) not without a Greek atmo- 
sphere, and Ben-Sira had travelled in Greek-speaking 
countries (cp Che.). The traces of Greek influence are 
found in certain general conceptions in his book. He 
does not, it is true, go so far as Wisd. Sol. and Philo ; 
he does not allegorise, as they do, nor make so near an 
approach to hypostatisation. His conception of human 
liberty and divine predetermination and his reference to 
Enoch (44 16). if it be genuine, are probably Jewish. W e  
cannot adduce particular words and phrases in proof of 
Grkek influence, for these may bc scribal additions. The 
expression in 4327, for example (53n uin, ~b a i v  E'UTLV 
u ~ T ~ s ) ,  found in the Heb. and the Gk., though not in the 
Syriac, might be regarded as of doubtful genuineness, and 
in general the possibility of editorial modification must be 
admitted. After we allow for such a possibility, however, 
there remain broad touches which cannot well be re- 
garded as spurious, and which have a Greek tone. The 
most marked is theidentification of virtue with knowledge 
(a point for the full treatment of which see WISDOM 
LITERATURE). This conception, though not without 
roots in the older thought, has here been developed 
nnder the stimulus of Greek philosophy, with, however, 
a marked Jewish colonring. There are, according to 
Ben-Sira, only two classes in society, wise men and 
fools. These arc often identified with the righteous and 
the wicked ; but the intellectual basis of men's natures 
and judgments is constantly insisted on. The divine law 
is recognised as the rule of action ; but it is not different 
from the wise man's thought. Hence the importance 
attached to instruction, the one thing necessary for men 
being discipline in the art of right thinking; and all 
God's dealings with men may be viewed as divine train- 
ing in the perception of moral truth. Similarly, the 
stress laid on moderation in action (321-24 31 $)  reminds 
us of the p$&v dyav of IiohCleth and of the Greeks. 
In  another direction we have the conception of wisdom 
in chap. 24 (nearly identical with that of Prov. 8) ,  which 
contains the Greek ideas of the cosmos and the logos 
(cp d~bup~uev,  1627  4221 ; in 4221 Heb. has 13"). 

A complete critical edition is yet in the distance. 
Only about a half of the Hebrew text being known, we 

25. critical are largely dependent on the Vss., the 
edition. texts of which are not in good condition. 

A selection of works on Ecclesiasticus is all that can he given. 
(a) For the text of the Hebrew fragments : (i.) The Oxford 

fragments and first Cambridge leaf: Cowley and Neubauer, The 
original Hebrew of a portion of Ecclesi- 

26. Literature. asticus, etc. r971 (also collotype facsimile 
ed. [ T I ) ,  and K. Smend Dash&: Ei-ar- 

ntent a'. Weisireit d. 12 [ 971 ; Schlatter has nez&mdge 
Neb. Shlck dm Sirach ['97] ; cp Israel Livi  L'EcciPsiastipe, 
iezte  oyiginal IrPhmr ['981; and see the hitical remarks ou 
the text in RE/, Jam-Mar. ' 9 7 .  the Expositov May '97 ; 
W Z K M 1 1  [)97]; cp the literaturk cited in A / S i ,  1542 n. z 
['98]; Kan. A j o k ~ .  1257-9. (ii.) The 1897 eleven Cambridge 
leaves : S. Schechter and C. Taylor, The W~isrZom ofBen-Sira, 
Portions of the Book of Ecclesiasticus from Wed. MSS in 
the Cairo Genizdz ['gg]; two new leaves, JQR 12456-465 [Ap. 
19001. (iii.) The two British Museum leaves : G. Margoliouth, 
/QR 12 1-33 [Oct. '091 (also separately [Williams and Norgatel). 
(iv.) The two Paris [eaves : I. LBvi IzEj40 1-30[rgoo]. (v.) The 
two Adler leaves: E. N. Adler, j b R  12 466.480 [Ap. I~OO]. 
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ECLIPSE EDER, THE TOWER O F  
most significant words In vv. 5 8 appear to be corrupt,l 
and the illustrative material derived from Babylonian 
mythology is inconsistent with the view that the Hebrews 
(like the Indians) believed in a cloud-dragon which 
seeks to swallow up the sun and moon. What we 
have before us, as Gunkel was the first to show fully, 
is one of the current applications of the myth of Tiamat. 
The text of Job 3 is a matter for critical discussion. 
See Dillniann and Budde (on the conservative side), and 
see further DRAGON, 5, BEHEMOTH, 2J 

Most of the N T  references (Mt. 2429 Acts 220 Rev. 
612 812) are sufficiently explained as the conventional 
3. NT references. phraseology of prophetic writers. 

Nor would most persons hesitate to 
explain the ' darkness over the whole earth ' z  (or ' land,' 
Mk. 1 5 3 3  Mt. 2 7 4 5 )  as an addition to plain historical 
facts involuntarily made by men brought up on the 
prophetic Scriptures, and liable, too, to the innocent 
superstitions of the people. When YahwB was sore 
displeased with his people, the prophets constantly 
described universal nature as awestruck, and poets like 
David had a similar sense of the sympathy of nature 
when great men died ( 2  S. 121). It is Lk., a non- 
Israelite, who involuntarily rationalises the poetic tra- 
dition of a sudden darkness over the earth at the 
Crucifixion. In Lk. 2345f: we read (in RV) according 
to the best form of the Greek text, ' A  darkness came 
over the whole land [or earth] until the ninth hour, the 
sun's light failing' ( T O G  4Xlou .!KXEITOVTOS). No doubt 
the evangelist believed that a solar eclipse was the cause 
of this naively supposed phenomenon, though, according 
to his own narrative, Jesus died at  the Passover season 
when, there being a full moon, a solar eclipse was im- 
possible. Origen indeed ( <  Comm. in Matth.,' Opera, 
ed. Delarue, 3 9 2 3 )  rejected the reading now adopted 
by the Revisers on this very ground, regarding it a6 a 
falsification of the text. Lauth (TSBA,  4245) frankly 
admits that 110 ordinary eclipse can be meant, and 
thinks that the ' darkness ' was probably caused by the 

ED ( l y ,  ' witness '), the name of an altar of the 
eastern tribes in EV of Josh. 2 2 3 4  (not in M T  or 6). 
The text being imperfect, and the choice of a name 
partly open, Dillmann would supply GALEED (q.v., z)., 

I t  is a t  any rate impossible to identify the 'Witness Altar 
with Jcarn Sartabeh,-(I) because this bold bluff is on the 
western side of'the Jordan, and (2) because it  is not certain 
whether any part of the story of the altar belongs to either of 
the great narrators J and E. 

extinction of the 'star ' of the Magi. T. K. C. 

See GALEED, 2. 

See EDER, TOWER OF. EDAR, TOWER OF. 
EDDIAS ( I E A A I A C  [A]), I Esd. 926 AV=Ezra 1025 

AV, JEZIAH. 

AV JEDUTHUN. 
EDEN (17l). A Levite, temp. Hezekiah (2 Ch. 29 12, 

t w d ~  [BA], -was.  [L]; 31 15,08op[BA],  ia8av[L]). The 

For Gen. 2 8 ,  etc. (Garden of Eden) 

EDDINUS ( E A A L E ~ I N I J Y C  [BA]), I Esd. 1 1 5  RV, 

right form is,probably JEHOADDAN (4.w.). 
EDEN (t7l). 

see PARADISE. 
EULN (so RVmg.). 

EDER ( Y l V ,  ' f lock'; APLZ[RI, E A P A I  [AI, EBEP [LI), 
a city in the S. of Judah, close to Edom (Josh. 1521) ; 
probably no more than a village with a 'tower of the 
flock ' (see below) ; cp Nu. 13 19 z K. 18 8 z Ch. 26 IO. 

i.e., 'tower of the flock'), a place (perhaps a village) 
to the S. of Ephrath 3 (see BETHLEHEM, 5 3). ' beyond ' 
which Jacob pitched his tent after the death and burial 
of Rachel (Gen. 3521). It was so called from a watch- 

1 yy,, is improbahle, because there is no genuine root '103 
to be black ' ; 01') because the parallelism requires 0) ' sea,' 

'ocean ' (cp Ps. 74 13f: Is. 27 I.  See Che. Exjos., '97 a,  p. 404x) .  
2 The rendering 'earth ' is to be preferred : the crucifixion 

had a significance for more than the little country of Judiea. 
3 See, however, EPHRATH. 

T. K. C. 

For Amos 1 5 ('House of Eden ' EV) see BETH- 
For Ezek. 27 23 see CANNLH. 

EDER (AV Edar), THE TOWER OF (l ly-h;r?,  
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(8) Among commentaries, those of Fritzsche (Xurzgef: Ex. 
Hdbuch.) and Edersheim (in Wace's Apocrypha) are especially 
to be commended; Bretschneider (1806) is full of material 
and surrestion. 

(c) F%-text-criticism, see Horowitz in MGWJ 1 4 ;  Dyser. 
inck De Spreuken van 3. den Zoon v. Sir. ['70]; Hatch 
Ess& in Bi6L. Grk. ['@I ; Bickell in ZKT, '82 ; D. S. Mar! 
goliouth PInce o f  EccLes&znsticus etc. ['90] (criticisms of Mar- 
goliouth's position by Dr. in OxfohMap.,  Che. in Acad. Schur. 
in TLZ and reply by Margoliouth in Expos., all in 1840) ; H. 
Bois. E & '  SUY L'ovik d. I. ahiL.-iud. aLex. I'ool : I .  Levi. 
L'E&?esiastipue rg8lOand art. :n A'kJ, July '99' 'MM';;rgoli%h' 
The origin of the 'oviginal He6rew' of EccZediasficus ['g9] 
reply by Kli. Erp. T. 10J (Aug.-Nov. '99) and separately JJre 
Sivach-frare ; Bickell in WZIiM 13 2 5 ;  Nbldeke in Z A  TrY 
20 81-94-(19&). 
(d) General works : Hody, De BibL. text. ovig. [17051; A. T. 

Hartmann, Die enre Yer6ind. d. A T  ?nit d. iVruen ['311; 
Zunz, GoftcsdienstL Vo,?y. d. Juden ['32], new ed. 1'921 ; Del. 
Gesch. d. lebv. Poesie r36] ; Derenbourg, Nisi. et GPog. de la 
pn7 r'fi7i L1,,. 

(e) Special works : Ew. in /ah&. 3 1'511 Horowitz Jes. 
S i rad  ['65]; Gratz in MGlVJ, ' 7 2 ;  Illerquet, GLuu6ks 14. 
Sittenlehre des 6. yes. Sir. r741; Seligmann Weisheit d. Jes. 
Sohn d. Sir. in s. Vevh&lt. zu d. SaZmzon. S p h m z ,  et:. ['a31 ; 
Deane in Expositor, '83 : Che. Job and Sol. ['87] (sections on 
Sirrtch). - . 
cf) On Greek especially Alexandrian elements in Ben-Sira : 

GfrBrer, Philo ('311 ; Dihne, DnvsfeL k jud.-alex. Religions- 
+hiL 1'141 : 1. F. Bruch. Weisheitslehre d. H d .  I'qrl : Frankel. 
~in$u&b"paLLst. Exeg. auf h alex. Nen~zeu&~k ['54] . A: 
Geiger, U+schrif% ['57J ' Nicolas Doctr. d ig .  d. /u$c(z) ['66] ; 
Siegfried, Philo v. A le;. als Aukeger d. A T ['75] ; Drummond, 
PhiZoykd. [%SI ; Bois, Ovig., etc. ['90]. 

(g).On other versions : H. Herkenne, De vet. Zntince Bccclesi- 
mtzcz capit. i.-xliii. Una cum rtofis e x  ejusdem L;6n' translaif. 
A t h .  Arm., Copt., Lat., aLt. Syro-Hexaplavi dejqpYonzpti,r. 
Dr. Norbert Peters, ,I Die Sahidisch-Koptische Uebersetzung 
des Buches Ecclesiasticus,' Bi6Lisihe Studien ['98]. 

C. H. T. 

ECLIPSE. I t  is possible that the words of Amos 
(84). ' To cause the sun to go down at  noon. and to 
I ,,. 
1. Historical darken the e>rth while it is yet day,' 

eclipses, Am. 8 9  refer to a total eclipse of the sun on 
15th June, 763 B.C. (see AMOS, § 4, 

If  so, the prophet, in reproducing from memory the discourses 
which he had delivered in N. Israel, introduced a reference to 
n subsequent event, which seemed like the beginning of the 
' end ' snoken of in 8 2. Amos. who is so fond of references to 

Jer* 159? ASSYRIA, 19). 

contemporary circumstances, may very well have referred to 
this particular eclipse, which is also specially recorded by the 
Assyrians. Possibly, too, one of the details in Jer. 159 may be 
suggested by the famous solar 'eclipse of Thales' in 585 B.C. 
(Herod. 1 5 4  Pliny24 253). V v  66-gmay have been written (by 
whom we cannot venture to sa$2) in the year after the fall of 
Jerusalem. 

No other prophetic passages can safely be taken to 
relate to any particular eclipses. The phenomenon of . -  

2. Figurative an eclipse Gas a periodically recurring 
excitement to the unscientific mind, 
and Am. 5 18 20 Mic. 3 8 Zeph. 1 I 5 Ezek. language. 

3 0 1 8  3 2 7 J  Is. 1310 2 4 2 3  Joel 27037 3;5 Zech. 1 4 6  
cannot with any probability be connccted with historical 
eclipses. The language is conventional. It pre- 
supposes the phenomena of eclipses, but is merely 
symbolic, and such as naturally suggested itself in 
descriptions of judgments. Is. 38 8 (in a late report of 
a supposed prophecy of Isaiah) has been much mis- 
understood by Bosanquet. To his theory that the solar 
eclipse of 689 B.C. is referred to there are strong 
chronological as well as text -critical and exegetical 
objections (see Che. Zntr. Zsn. 227, and DIAL). 

Almost all modern scholars have found a reference 
to the phenomena of eclipses in Job 3 5 8 31 13. Thus 
Davidson paraphrases ' the blackness of the day' (Job 
3 5 AV; ' all that maketh black the day,' RV) ' eclipses, 
supernatural obscurations, and the like,' and remarks 
on v. 8 and 26 '3 that ' there is an allusion to the popular 
n~ythology, according to which the darkening or eclipse 
of the sun and moon was caused by the serpent throw- 
ing its folds around them, and swallowing them up'  
(106, 19f. ; similarly 185). Unfortunately the two 

Reading Pi' l i Y ?  (cp Jer. 15 9). See Che. Ezp. T. 10336 

2 Giesebrecht, too, doubts Jeremiah's authorship of vv. 66.9~.  
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EDER 
tower built for the protection of the flocks against robbers 
(see EDER i., and cp CATTLE, 5 6), and according to 
Jerome ( O S  101 19) was about I K. ni. from Bethlehem. 
The same phrase is rendered in Mic. 48  ’ tower of the 
flock,’ no actually existing tower being referred to. The 
description is symbolical. Either Jerusalem ’ is in siege, 
standing alone in the land, like one of those solitary 
towers with folds round them ’ (GASm. ; cp Is. 18). or, 
on the analogy of Is. 3214, we have before us a picture 
of the desolation of the already captured Jerusalem, 
which is no longer a city but a hill on whose slopes 
flocks may, lie down. The latter view is preferable, 
even if, with G. A. Smith, we assign Mic. 48 to 
Micah as its author (see Che. Micah(’) [Camb. Bib.]. 
1882, p. 38 ; cp p. 33f.). Micah has previously said, 
not ‘Zion shall become like a tower of the flock, 
like a besieged city’ (cp Is. Z.C.) .  but ‘Zion shall be 

EDOM 

ploughed as a field. ’ 
In Gen. 3516 

(the notice is transferred thither from v. 21 ‘ see Di.) we have 
(&&wa) 70; d p  ow ydSsp [BDL], . . . y&p [El  ; in Mic. 48 
~ C p y o p  lroipviou [JAQ]. 

I n  6 there is a similar variety of rendering. 

EDER (17Ys ~ A e p  [,&I). 
I. Apparently a post-exilic Benjamite se t mentioned along 

with Arad and many others; I Ch. 8 1st ( ~ N J A M I N ,  5 g ii. 8) : 
AV ADER (119 ; OS$ [BI, wSsp [AI, asap [Ll). 

The 
name may be derived from EDER i. 

2. A Levite : I Ch. 2323 (a&O [BI) 2430 (+a [Bl). 

EDES, RVEDOS ( H A W  [B]), I Esd. 935=Ezra 1 0 4 3 ,  
RV IDDO (ii. ). 

EDNA (€ANA [BAKI-Le., n!?q ; A N N A ) ,  the wife 
of Raguel and mother of Sara Tobias’s bride (Tob. 
7 2 ,  etc.). 

E D O M  
Name and origin ($5 1-4). 
Country (I 5). 

History ($I 6-10). 
Civilisation, etc. (§I 11-13). 

Edom ( n i y  ; EAWM [BAL], I A O Y M A I A  [BKAQI’l,l 
whence AV IDUMEA in Is. 34 5f: Ez. 35 15 36 5) ,  arid E V  
1. Name. IDUMmA in Mk.38 [Ti. WH, IhOyMAlA] ) ,  

from an older form ndiim, may possibly be 
rightly treated by Baethgen2 as a variation of dd im 

# mankind ’ (originally ndnm) ; similar terms have, in 
fact, often been nsed as national names. As applied to 
the nation, Edom always has a collective sense, the only 
exception being the somewhat late passage (Ps. 137 7 )  in 
which the Edomites w e  called ‘sons of Edom.’ The 
resemblance between the national name Edom and the 
name of the god contained in niNizy (traditionally read 
OBED-EDOM [4.v.], but of uncertain pronunciation) is 
probably an accident. On early traces of a name equiva- 
lent to Edom, see below, § 3. 

The Edomites, according to the OT, were descend- 
ants of Esau, who is represented as identical with 

Edom, the eponym of the nation, just 
2‘ Affinities Of as Jacob is represented as identical 
story Of with Israel. The story of the rival 

brothers Esau and Jacob symbolises the- history of the 
peoples of Edom and Israel respectively, in their varying 
relations to each other (cp ESAU, 2 ) .  In form it is 
purely legendary, and Esau, with whom we are here 
specially concerned, has been identified by T ide  ( Verge- 
Zijk Gesch. 447) and many others with the Phcenician 
mythic hero Usdos (OGu&s ; Philo Bybl., ap. Eus. 
Prep. Ev. i. lo7). The statements of Philo must, no 
doubt, be received with caution. His work, as far as 
we know it, is by no means purely Phcenician in origin, 
though he claims for it the authority of the ancient 
writer SanchBniathdn. I t  is a medley of Phcenician 
and Hellenic myths, combined with theoretical inter- 
pretations and arbitrary fancies of his own. Never- 
theless, it appears certain that Usdos was borrowed by 
Philo not from the OT but from Phcenician tradition, 
and several parallelisms in the story of Esau and in 

1 In  several places and in more than one MS ‘Iov8aia and 
‘IGowpaia are confmed in 6. 

2 Beifr. IO ; cp ZDMG 42 470 [‘88]. 
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that of Us6os seem to the present writer to point to a 
common origin of the two 1egends.l 111 this case the 
origical form of joy or UsOos will probably have bccu 
ipb, ‘Osau (cp ESAU, § I ,  HOSAH). Anvther suggestion 
has been made by W. M. Muller. He connects Esau 
with the desert-goddess Asiti, a Semitic name mentiouc<L 
in two Egyptian inscriptions (As .  u. Eur. 3 1 6 J ) .  It 
is, a t  all events, probable that Esau was originally a god 
whom the Edomites regarded as their ancestor ; Israelite 
patriarchs, Abraham and Jacob, also seem to have 
been gods at a very early period (cp ABRAHAM, 5 2, 
JACOB). 

According to an Egyptian papyrus, some of the Sasu 
(a term nearly equivalent to ’ Bedouins ’ )  belonging to 

I 

(the land of) Aduma l i e . ,  Edok) 3* traces received permission, in the twelfth 
Of Or centurv B. c., to Pasture their cattle in 

a distrkt on the-Egyptian frontier (see 
WMM As. u. Bur: 135)-precisely what happened in 
the case of the Israelites according to the tradition 
contained in the OT. About 1200 B.C. the Sasu of 
Sa‘aira were defeated (id. 136). Here Sa‘aTra is, of 
course, Seir 3 (Heb. S2‘ir) ; but whether the Edomites 
or some older inhabitants of those mountains are meant 
is uncertain. In any case, it is not permissible to 
infer (with WMM 09. cit. 137) that the Edomites took 
possession of the district in question only a short time 
before the period of the Israelite kings : the list of 
Edoniite kings (see § 4),  with the names of places con- 
tained in it, bears witness to the contrary. 

It is true that, according to Gen. 1 4 6  3620 Dt. 21222, 
the mountains of Seir were occupied, before the time of 

1 In  both stories we have a strife between two brothers. 
Usbos, like Esau, is a hunter ; his brother is rapqppoSpor b iaL 
S+owpivros, where the former name is obviously O i l p  ’QW. The  
myth of the stone of Jacob (Gen. 25 12 17) may perhaps here be 
compared. The stone lies a t  the foot of the heavenly ladder, 
and may thus represent the ‘gate’ or entrance of heaven. 

2 [Name ofEdonz.-The equationEdom=(the land of)Udumu 
or Udumi (for Assyrian references see KAT(2) rgo=CO?‘ 1 136) 
is undisputed. But it is unwise, wherever a name resembling 
Edom occurs in the Assyrian or the Egyptian inscriptions, to  
insist on identifying the two names. In  the Amarna tablets 
(15th cent. B.c.) we find a city in the ‘ land of Gar’  called Udumu 
(Wi. 237 [L 841 24).- I t  would be bold, however, to speak of this 
city as the ‘cityofhdom’(so Sayce, Pat. Pal. 153; cpWi. below), 
and to proceed to a further combination of both names with 
Adumu, the capital of mat A d i ,  conquered by Sennacherib 
(see DunrAH, I ) .  Ynkiit, the Arabic geographer, knew of several 
places called Diima, and it is probable that a similar name had 
several references in antiquity. Even in the famous passage, 
Pup. Anast. vi. 4 14, where a high official (temp. Merneptah 11.) 
asks permission for the entrance into Egypt  of tribes of Sasu 
(Bedouin) from the land of Aduma (Brugsch, GA 202; W M M  
As. u. Ezrr. 135), there is still a doubt as to the reference of 
Aduma (Wi. Gf 1189). More reason is there to question 
the identification proposed by Chabas, Brugsch, and Maspero 
of the land of Adim or Atuma (so read by these scholars in the 
story of Senuhyt ; X P R  2 1.5) with the land of Edom. As 
E. Meyer ( G i  182) and other good judzes (including Mnspero 
himself) now assure us, the right reading of the name is not 
Adim but Kdm (see KEDEMAH), and Prof. Sayce has, therefore, 
in Pat. Par. 206 ?ilently retracted what he said in his earlier 
attack on critici;m (Cvit. Mon. 203). Winckler (Z.C.) thinks it 
not impossible that the Edomites may have derived their name 
from the region of the city of Udumu (he calls it here Adumn), 
where they may by degrees have formed settlements. This he 
illustrates by the often-quoted passage in the Harris Papyrus 
where Rameses JII .  claims to have ‘destroyed the Saira amon; 
the tribes of the Sasn ’ (Brugsch, 203 ; WMM 1 3 5 3 ;  cp 240). 
Here the name Saira is evidently later than the name (Mount) 
Seir. Winckler does not, however, adhere to his own suggestion 
and thinks the two names Adumu and Udumu are more probabl; 
unconnected. It only needs to be added here that in 1879 
Mr. Baker Greene brought the passage in the Anastasi Papyrus 
into connection with the settlement of Hebrew tribes, such 
as the Josephites and, as he thinks, the Kenites, in Egypt 
(Hebrew Mzk~ai ion , ,37 ,  117, 199, 310); and that W. M. Muller 
considers that the Saira of the Harris Papyrus are a race distinct 
from the Edomites. According to this scholar, the Saira are 
the same as the Horites-the aboriginal inhabitants of the land 
of Seir. This involves bringing down the conquest of Seir by 
the Edomites much later than is consistent with Dt. 3 Nu. 20.- 

3 According to Zimmern ( Z A  6251), Seir seems to occur in 
the Amarna tablets in the expression mat &i, 

T. K .C.] 
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EDOM EDOM 
the Edomites, by the sons of Seir the Horite' or tlie 
I-Iorites. ' W. M. Miiller (Lc .  ), however, rightly observes 
that the word g5rL-i. e . ,  Troglodyte (cp Job 30 6)-is 
not properly the name of a nation, and serves only to 
express the idea entertained by later generations con- 
cerning their predecessors. In like manner, ' the sons 
of Seir ' can scarcely be regarded as a national name, 
since Seir denotes nothing more than the mountain 
range in question. W e  must, however, suppose that 
among the Edomites, as among the Israezes, there 
survived remnants of older peoples ; and the lists 
in Gen. 36 5eem clearly to indicate that, after the 
analogy of what happened in Israel, the ' Horites' 
frequently mingled with the Edomites-just as, on the 
other hand, we find manifold traces of a mingling of 
Edomites and Horites with the neighbouring Israelite 
tribes (see Nold. Unters. 178x  and We. De gent. zg. 
38 J ) .  I t  should he noticed, in particular, that 
remnants of the small nation known as Kenaz were to 
he found both among the Edomites and among the 
Israelites (see KENAZ). Similarly, a portion of the 
Amalekites was merged in the Edomite people (see 
AMALEK, 5 4). 

It is shown elsewhere (see Esau, § z )  that the Israel- 
ites had a consciousness of their lateness as a people 

in comparison with the Edomites. The 

Tribes, tradition, which was sound, illustrates 
the statements in Gen. 36 37-39. Even 

if the first four of the kings there enumerated are 
mythical (see Nold. Uniers. 87 n.), the last four 
are certainly historical. There is, however, a doubt 
whether they are arranged in strict chronological 
sequence, and whether all of thcm ruled over the whole 
nation (see BELA ii., I). The other lists in the same 
chapter also are of great historical valiie, though the 
details are often obscure.1 That inconsistencies occa- 
sionally appear is quite in accordance with what we 
should expect in lists drawn up at  various times or 
under the influence of conflicting notions ; for it would 
he a great mistake to suppose that the tribes and 
families were separated, by absolutely rigid limits, one 
from another. So far as we can judge, however, there 
is no reason to believe that the traditions embodied in 
thc lists above mentioned are later than the overthrow 
of the kingdom of Judah. Of the localities enumerated 
in Gen. 36, either in the form of tribal names or as 
possessions of the various chieftains (see especially vu. 
40-43), all those which can be identified are situated in 
the ancient territory of Edoni, not in the region occupied 
by the Edomites after the fall of Judah. The antiquity 
of the title (qib,v, 'aZZzph, EV ' DUKE'  [ q . ~ . ] )  given to the 
Edomite princes in this chapter appears to the present 
writer to be proved by Ex. 15 15. % 

In  the OT the territory of Edom (properly speaking) 
is Mount SEIR (4.7~. , I ) .  I t  is, of course, to besupposed, 

5. Country however, that the Edomite country 
(Mount Seir). spread out both to the east and to the 

west of the mountains, and probably 
varied in dimensions at  different periods. The sites of 
a very few Edomite towns can be determined with pre- 
cision ; the sites of others (for example, that of Teman- 
i. e . ,  'south,' 'southern place'-which is often mentioned, 
and appears also as a grandson of Edom) can be deter- 
mined at least approximately. In general, howcver, 
the country of Edoin is still very imperfectly known. 

The name Seir, applied to the mountain-range, signifies 
' hairy,' a meaning to which the narratives in Gen. allude 
on several occasions (Gen. 2525 2711 23). If we may 
judge by analogy, ' hairy ' must here be equivalent to 
' wooded,' or at least ' covered with brush-wood ' : in 
Arabia there are two distinct localities where we find a 
mountain called by the equivalent name al-AS'ar, ' t h e  
hairy,' whilst a neighbouring mountain is known as 
al-Al!ra' or al-Ajrad ' the hare' (cp the mountain called 
&'rd-n in Assyria). 

1 [Cp W R S ~ P h i L  9 8 9 3 ;  N81d. ZDMG40168.j?('86).1 
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4. Kings 

At the present day the region of Seir is, for the most 
part, barren ; hut it contains some fruitful valleys, and 
in the country immediately to the E. of it are to be 
found districts covered with luxuriant vegetation, as both 
ancient and modern authorities attest (see Buhl, Bdomi- 
ter, 15f: ['93]). It is, therefore, hardly necessary to take 
the prophetic utterance on Edom in Gen. 27 jg  (see ESAU. 
$ 2 )  as anything other than a blessing-which is the most 
obvioiis interpretation. Nor is the benediction incon- 
sistent with the fact (which agrees with the conditions of 
life to-day in some mountainous districts of Arabia) 
that the Edomites were largely dependent upon the 
chase for their sustenance. 

According to Gen. 324 368, Esau took up his abode 
on Mount Seir. Hence it is that in one uassace Tacob. 

I " ,  . 
6. Edam and when on his journey from Gilead to 

Israel : earlier Shechem, passes southward over the 
Jabbok, although in reality he had 
nothing to do in that repion and would times. 

" 0 

gladly have avoided Esau; the story, however, requires 
that the two brothers should meet. See JABBOK, 2. 

What were the relations between the Israelites and 
the Edomites at the time of the Exodus is a mai:er 
about which the narratives of the Pentateuch leave us 
in doubt. According to one story, the Israelites 
marched straight through the Edomite territory (cp 
Nu. 3337f: 4 z J )  ; according to a more detailed account, 
they avoided it altogether by performing a circuit to 
the south (cp WANDERINGS, § 13). It must be re- 
membered, however, ( I )  that it is quite uncertain 
whether at  that time the Edomites were already in 
possession of the country which they afterwards occupied, 
and ( 2 )  that the immigration of the Israelite tribes was 
probably not a single united movemebt, but a series of 
separate undertakings which followed different lines of 
march (see ISRAEL, 7). 

One of the ancient kings of Edom is said to have 
defeated the Midianites on the Moabite table-land (Gen. 
30 35 ; see MIDIAN, and cp BELA ii . ,  I ) .  Whether the 
brief mention of Saul's victory over the Edomites in, I S. 
1447 is historical we cannot determine : the fact that 
his chief herdman was DOEG the Edomite ( I  S.' 21 7 [ E ]  
22 [EA, 6 uupos] ; cp Ps. 522) does not, of course, imply 
any dominion of Israel over Eclom. David, however, 
subdued the Edomites after a severe contest. 

A short account of this war may be obtained by  combining 
2 S. 8 r3f: (where the text is in part very corrupt ; cp 6) with 
I Ch. 18 11-13 and Ps. GOz (6 omits 'Edom'), to which we 
should add r K. 11 15 f: ; but much still remains obscure. A 
Treat battle was fought in the Valley of Salt, by which is proh- 
ably meant the northern extremity of the vast barren lowland 
usually called the Arabah (cp Buhl, Edonriier, 20; but for 
another view see SALT, VALLEV OF). Joab, David's general, 
is said to have extirpated all the male Edomites in the course 
of six months. This is unquestionably a gross exaggeration, 
for had such been tlie case the nation could never have re- 
appeared in history. There can be little doubt, however, that 
David's conquest gave rise to the deadly hatred afterwards 
manifested between Edom and Israel or a t  least between Edom 
and Judah. 

A prince of the royal house contrived to escape to 
Egypt (on o w n ,  cp HADAD i . ,  2 ) ,  and his son GENU- 
BATH (4.". ) regained the sovereignty of Edom after 
David's death ( I  I<. 1114-22, to which last verse gBL 
rightly appends the second half of v. 25, with the read- 
ing Edom [~ ix  or 01x1 instead of ' Aram ' [oix]). The 
statement that Solomon included Edomite womeq among 
his wives ( I  K. 11 I )  does not seem irreconcilable with 
the foregoing account ; but the extensive traffic which he 
carried on with Ophir from the port of Elath (at the 
NE. extremity of the Red Sea) certainly implies that he 
was master of the intervening territory. W e  may 
suppose that the kingdom of Genubath included only a 
part of the Edomite country, or else that the new king 
recognised the king of Judah as his superior. In 
any case, the Edomite state cannot, at this time, have 
been really powerful : a few generations later we find the 
same seaport in the hands of Jehoshaphat king of Jurlah, 
and it is expressly stated that the Edomites were then 
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without a king ( I  K. 22 47 [48] J ) .  I t  would, ,. Time of therefore, seem that the narrative of the 

campaign undertaken by Jehoram and 
Jehoshaphat against Mesha king of Moab 

monarchy’ can scarcely be correct in representing a 
king of Edom as taking part in the expedition ( z  K. 3). 
This story, as a whole, doubtless rests on genuine 
tradition; but it contains much that is fabulous (cp 
JEHORAM, § 3J). The utmost that can be conceded is 
that the ‘king of Edoni.’ was a prince subject to Judah. 
Moreover, the statement in I K. 2 2 4 7  [48] must be 
taken .in connection with another, according to which 
the Edomites rebelled in the time of Jehoshaphat’s son 
Joram and set up a king of their own. The attempt to 
subdue them afresh proved a failure. (The details of 
the narrative in 2 K. 820-22=2 Ch. 21 8-10 again present 
difficulties of interpretation. ) The Blessing upon 
Esau (Gen. 2739J) ,  at least in its present form, probably 
dates from this period of independence-Esau will serve 
Jacob [cp Gen. 25 231-but the following words, presuni- 
ably added somewhat later, state that if he makes an effort 
he will shake off the yoke. The narratives of Genesis 
assign the pre-eminence to Jacob, nor do they fail to re- 
cognise the enmity between the two brothers ; but, a t  the 
same time, the character of Esau is treated with respect, 
and much stress is laid upon the final reconciliation. 
All this seems to represent the feeling of those who 
desired to see peace permanently established between 
the two peoples; or, possibly, the sentiments here 
expressed may proceed rather from subjects of the 
Ephraimite kingdom, to whom the dominion of Judah 
over Edom appeared a matter of no great importance. 
On the other hand, the Judahite prophets Joel and 
Amos-of whom the first is now usually regarded as 
post-exilic, whilst the second undoubtedly belongs to 
the period which we are at  present considering-threaten 
the Edomites with a severe chastisement from God 
on account of their crimes against Israel (Joel3 [4]19 
Am. 1 TI J ). The view that the latter passage is not 
really by Amos (see AMOS, 9) does not commend 
itself to the present writer : but, with regard to Am. 
9 11-15, which predicts, among other things, that 
Judah is to dispossess ‘ the reinnant of Edoin’ (@*a 
d v  drOpdjxwv), it is plain that there is grave cause for 
doubt. This was the period of the war in which 
the hostile Moabites burned the bones of a certain 
king of Edom ‘ to  lime’ (Am. 21). There is reason to 
believe that a great trade in slaves was then carried on 
by the Edomites : we rend of whole troops of exiles 
being delivered over to Edoni by the inhabitants of 
Gaza and Tyre (see We. on Am. 169) .  

Amaziah king of Judah again subdued Edom and 
captured the town of Sela-ie., ‘ Rock’ (see AMAZIAII, 
I, JO’KTHEEL, 2). Buhl‘s denial of the equivalence of 
Selaand Petra is hardly justified (see PETRA). Whether 
this conquest was maintained-and, if so, by what 
means-through all the disturbances which soon after- 
wards arose in Judah we cannot say. In the reign 

8. Later of Ahaz, Rezin king of Damascus restored 
days of Elath to the Edomites ( z  K. 1 6 6 ,  where 

monarchy. we should read ‘ Edom ’ [OX] and ‘ Edom- 
ites’ [ o + n i i ~ ]  with a): hence we may conclude 

that till then the men of Judah had been in possession not 
only of the town in question but also of the country to 
the N. of i t ,  or at least of some route whereby it could be 
safely reached, a route which perhaps lay partly outside 
of the Edomite territory. The statement in 2 Ch. 28 17 
seems to be a modified form of the tradition relating 
to those events. T o  the same (or possibly to a much 
earlier) period we may assign the ancient fragment which 
is found in Ps. 608-11 [IO-131 (=Ps. 1088-11 [IO-rg]), em- 
bedded among quite late pieces : here occur the scornful 
words, ‘ Over Edom will I cast my shoe’ (see SHOES, 
4 [ b ] ) ,  and ’ Who will lead me to Edom ? ’ Moreover, 
1 In  the critical analysis of Ps. GO the present writer acrees 

in the main, with Ew., who assigns vv. 1-5 IO (except ‘wilt no; 

divided 
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several of the discourses uttered by the prophets against 
Edom appear to date from about this time, after the 
nation had recovered its independence-e.g., the piece 
which (as Ew. pointed out) is partially reproduced by the 
post-exilic prophet OBADIAH (p.v., ii. ), as well as by his 
predecessor Jeremiah (ch. 497-22). The details of the 
prophecy, however, are no longer intelligible. Similar 
utterances are found in Is. 1114 Jer. 925 2521 497-22 (cp 
Jer. 273).  On the other hand, the author of Deuteronomy 
emphatically teaches that Israel has no right to the ter- 
ritory of Edom, and likewise recommends a friendly 
treatment of the kindred nation (Dt. 25-8 2 3 7  [8],f). 

In the Assyrian inscriptions KauS-malak king of Edom 
appears, together with his contemporary, Ahaz king of 
Judah, as a tributary of Tiglath-pileser 111. (745.727 
B.c.) ; see KB ii. 21. Similarly, Malik-ram king of 
Edom (i6. 291) paid tribute to Sennacherib (705-681 
B. c. ), and ICauS-gabr king of Edoin, as well as Manasseh 
king of Judah, paid tribute to Esarhaddon (681-668 
B. c. ) and to AIur-bani-pal (668-626 B. c. ) : i6. 149 and 
239 ; cp Del. Par. 295, Schr. KAT(‘) I@$ 

At the approach of Nebuchadrczzar, the nations 
bordering on Judah- the Edomites among them- 

9. Exilic sent envoys to Jerusalem to consult 
together (Jer. 273).  After the destriic- :::is. tion of their royal city, many Jews sought 
refuee in Edom (Jer. 4011) : but the 

Edomites, as was natural, hailed with delight the over- 
throw of the kingdom of Judah (Obad. 11-14 Lam. 421 
Ps. 1377) .  They seized the opportunity to occupy part 
of the territory of Judah (Ezek. 363) ,  though perhaps 
another partial cause for the migration may be suggested 
(see NABATRANS). At n later period we find them in 
possession of S. Judza,  to which the special name of 
Idumxa was given ; this term occurs as early as 312 
B.C. (Diod. Sic. xix. 98, a passage based upon the 
contemporaneous testimony of Hieronymus of Kardia). 
Hebron, the ancient capital of the tribe of Judah, 
within an ordinary day’s march of Jerusalem, became 
an Edomite city (I  Macc. 565 Jos. BJ iv. 9 7).l  MTe 
can scarcely doubt that from the time of the Babylonian 
Exile the Edqmites held this territory, which, though 
for the most part not very fertile, was preferable to 
their original home. 

The exilic and the post-exilic prophets and poets of 
the Israelites, as we might have expected, denounce the 
Edomites in no measured terms (see Ezek. 25 12-14 :35 14 
3 6 3  Obad. Lam. 421 Is. 34 631-6 Ps. 1377 Mal. 12.5). 
Similar were the sentiments of Jesus Ben-Sira (who wrote 
about the year 190 B.c.) ; in 5026 the Cairo Hebrew 
fragment (see ECCLESIASTICUS, § 4) has l y w  r ~ v ; ~  
we must suppose the author to have made use of an 
antiquated phrase no longer applicable to the Edomites 
of his own time. The author of the book of Daniel 
(167 or 166 B . c . ) ~  appears, on the contrary, to have 
been less unfriendly to Edom, as well as to Moab and 
Ammon, following in this the example of his predecessor, 
the Deuteronomist (see Dan. 1141). There is, it may 
be remarked, no ground for the assumption that the 
Edomites had, during the intervening period, retired 
from S. Jndxa and had afterwards taken possession of 
it a second time (see Buhl, Edomiter, 77). The list of 
places in Neh: 11 25-36 is, at any rate, not contemporary 
with Nehemiah, and if authentic in any sense must be 
borrowed from a pre-exilic s o ~ r c e . ~  

thou 0 God which,’ RV mg.) I I ~ :  (EV’s numeration) to a 
psa lks t  shortly before Nehemiah, and m. 6.9, and the 0penjn.g 
of 71. IO, to David (warridg against the Aramreans). The Davldlc 
origin of those words is, however, highly questionable. (Cp 
PSALMS.) 

1 Ion  the Edomites in Tudah in the earlv oost-exilic Deriod 
I .  

see kxey. En&. 114fi l  

were fully justified in reading ‘Seir ’ (us.+). 
2 It has now heen proved therefore that Fritzsche and others 

3 [See Nald. A TLit. 223 (‘68); but cp DANIEL ii., 5 18.1 
4 [Several critics-e.p., Torrev. Francis Brown, and E. hleyer 

-have lately come to The concl&ion that the catalogue in ques- 
tion is a fiction of the Chronicler.] 
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Judas the Maccabee fought against the Edomites on 

the territory which had formerly belonged to the tribe 
of Jndah (I  Macc. 5365). They are mentioned as 
enemies in Ps. 837 [6], which was composed about this 
time. 

John 
Hyrcanns first wrested ADORA (4.71.) and MARESHAH 

End (4.71.) out of the hands of the Edomites 
(Jos. Ant. xiii. 91, B J i .  26). About the 
end of the second century B. C. he compelled 

the whole Edomite nation, it is said, to adopt the practice 
of circumcision, and the Jewish Law (Ant. xiii. 9 I xv. i 9). 
Henceforth they were included among the Jews ( zd . ,  
Strabo, 760). Idumza is several times mentioned as a 
district belonging to Jndza  (e.,. , Jos. B/ iii. 35). 

The conquest, however, did not prove a blessing to 
the Jews ; for, in consequence of those events, it came 
about that the ill-starred family of Antipas, the dynasty 
of the Herods, whom we should no doubt regard, in 
accordance with the common opinion, as of Edomite 
origin (see Jos. Ant. xiv. 103, BJ i. 62 ; cp Mishna, 
Sotu, vii. 8 ) ,  made themselves masters of Judzea and of 
all Palestine, and thus were enabled to plunge the Jews 
into great misfortune. The Edomites also had reason 
to regret their union with their former rivals. Consider- 
ing themselves Jews in the fullest sense, the fierce and 
turbulent inhabitants of IdumEa (Jos. BJ iv. 41 61) 
eagerly joined in the rebellion against the Romans, and 
played a prominent part both in the intestine struggles 
and in the heroic but altogether hopeless resistance to 
the enemy (i6. iv. 4f: 81 95f: v. 92 vi. 26 82). Thus 
Edom was laid waste with fire and sword, and the 
nation as such ceased to be. Even the fact that the 
Edomites had at length become Jews was soon completely 
forgotten by the exponents of Jewish tradition. The 
frequent denunciations of Edom in the O T  caused the 
name to be remembered only as an object of hatred, 
and hence the Jews came at an early date to employ it 
as a term indicating Rome, the most abhorred of all 
their enemies. And yet many of the Jews, it would 
seem, must have had Edomite blood in their veins ; for 
we may reasonably assume not only that the Edomitcs, 
after they had adopted Judaism, intermarried largely 
with their co-religionists, but also that those Edomites 
who survived the final catastrophe, whether in the con- 
dition of slaves or otherwise, were regarded as Jews both 
by themselves and by the outer world (cp CHUZA). 

With'respect to the habits and intellectual culture of 
the Edomites we Dossess scarcelv anv information. In 

Cp Judith 7 8 18 of the same period. 
At length Judah gained the victory over Edom. 

Of 

EDREI . 

2 ,  

lI. civilisation. spite of their ferocity, to which the 
OT writings as well as the accounts 

of the closing struggle bear testimony, the Edomites, 
and especially Teman, appear, strangely enough, to 
have enjoyed a reputation for great wisdom (Obad. 8 = 
Jer. 497). It is not without reason that in the Book of 
Job the sage who occupies the foremost place among 
Job's friends is called Eliphaz of Teman, after two of 
the most important clans of Edom, Eliphaz being the 
first-born of Esau and Teman the first-born of Eliphaz. 
Perhaps Job himself also is, to be regarded as an 
Eclomite, since his country, the land of Uz (4.v. ; see 
also JOB [BOOK], 5 4), is mentioned in connection with 
Edom (Lam. 4 21 [@ omits Uz], cp Gen. 3628). At all 
events, we may conclude that at a tolerably early period 
some portion at  least of this people acquired a certain 
civilisation, as was the case with the later occupants of 
the same district, the NARATEANS (4.v.) .  In all 
probability this was largely due to the fact that the 
trade route from Yemen to Palestine and Syria passed 
through the country in question. 

Of the ancient religion of the Edomites nothing 
definite is known. Whatever legends they may have 
12. Religion. possessed concerning their ancestors, 

Abraham, Sarah, and Esau, have wholly 
perished. Josephus (Ant. xv. 79) mentions Koze as an 
Edomite deity ; the name has been identified with that 
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of the Arabian god / iozn l  sacrificed to in the neighbour- 
hood of Mecca, after whom the rainbow was called by 
the Arabs ' the bow of <ozab' (cp WRS, Kin. 296). 
Nothing more has been ascertained respecting him. 
Still less do we know about the god who figures 
in several Edomite proper names under the Assyrian 
form Kaz& in KauS-?iznZaaL and Z<auf-gabr, and the Greek 
form Kos, in Kostodnros (Jos. Ant. xv. 79)  and some 
other names, which, however, are not actually stated to 
be Edomite; the same god appears in the Nabatajan 
inscriptions at aZ-@egr as cp in '~,:DY, I<oavd~avor ( L e . ,  
' Kos has given ' )  whilst in the dindtic inscriptions the 
name is spelt ~ ; p ,  in i iyoip (i.e.. 'Kos has helped'). 
Malik, ' king,' in the proper name Malikram (see ahove, 

The heathen 
feast celebrated at RiIamre near Hebron, at length sup- 
pressed by Constantine (see the interesting account in 
Sozom. HE24),  was perhaps mainly of Edomite origin. 
It is even possible that on this soil, hallowed by patri- 
archal legend, there may have survived some rites which 
had been practised long before in ancient Israel, rites 
which might well seem heathenish both to the later 
Jews and to the Christians. 

From the statement that the practice of circunicision 
was imposed upon the Edomites by John Hyrcanus 
(Jos. Ant. xiii. 91) it might be concluded that there was 
no such custom among them previously. This, however, 
is extremely improbable. The O T  assumes that all 
descendants of Abraham were circumcised, and since, in 
later times at  least, this practice was universal, among 
the Arabs, we can hardly believe that the whole Edomite 
nation had abandoned it in the course of ages. Prob- 
ably Josephus was here misled by a statement that the 
Edomites had adopted the religious customs of the 
Jews, and himself added, with his usual inaccuracy, the 
special reference to circumcision, which was considercd 
the most important characteristic of Judaism. Or per- 
haps we are to understand that the Jewish rite of circum- 
cision shortly after birth was substituted for the rite in use 
among the kindred peoples, namely circumcision shortly 
before puberty (cp CIRCUMCISION, 5 4f:), the former 
alone being recognised as real circumcision by the Jews. 

How thoroughly the Edomites were at length trans- 
formed into Jews is shown, for example, by the fact 
that among the very few names which are mentioned as 
having been borne by Edomites in those times, that of 
Jacob (the brother and rival of Esau!) occurs twice 
(Jos. BJiv. 96 v. 6 I vi. 26  83). W e  find, moreover, 
the characteristically Jewish names, Simon (i6. v. 6 I 
vi. 26), John (ib. v. 6 s), and Phinehas (i6. iv. 4 2). 

The language of the ancient Edomites probably 
resembled that of Israel a t  least as closely as did the 
13. Language. language of the Moabites. It is pos- 

sible that the discovery of some in- 
scription may throw further light on the subject ; at 
present our information is derived solely from a few 
proper names of persons and places. In the later 
period of their history the Edomites, like the Jews, 
doubtless spoke the Aramaic language, which was in 

8 ) ,  is a general title of Semitic deities. 

common use throughout all Syria. T. N. 

EDOS (HAOC [E]), I Esd. 935 RV, AV EDES. 
, deriv. uncert+iii ; cp Arab. m i d h i * ,  

land between desert and cultivated soil ; also Aram. 
y l t  to sow, as if analogous to 7 N Y l P ;  cp Bedawi 
name below ; ~ A p b a i ~  [B], -M [AI. ahpai or ah. [L]). 

( I )  A chief city of Bashan, one of the residences 
of Og ' who dwelt at Ashtaroth and at Edrei ' (Josh. 
124 131231 ; cp also Dt. 1 4 ,  ' i n  Ashtaroth at  Edrei.' 
where probably 'and' has fallen out). Along with Salcah, 
which lay far to the E., it is given as the frontier of Og's 
kingdom (Dt. 310). According to the deuteronomist, 
Israel reached it on the way to Bashan, and found Og 
and all his people planted there to meet them (Dt. 31 
Nu. 2133-35 Josh. 1312); Og was defeated and slain. 
'The town fell to the half-tribe of Manasseh (Josh. 1331 P), 
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but is not mentioned again. I t  appears to be the 'Otara'a 
of the Egyptian inscriptions (WMM As. u; Bur. 159). 

Edrei was the "AGpa of Ptolemy, the 'AGpaa or Adra 
of Eusebius and Jerome, and the Adraha of the Peutinger 
Tables. The position to which it is assigned by all 
these (Ptolemy puts it due E. of Gadara, Eus. 24 or 
z j  R. m. from Bosra, and the Tab. Pent. 16 m. from 
Capitolias, the modern Beit-er-Ras) closely agrees with 
that of the modern 'Edra 'd t  ('A&'&, Der'it, Der'd,  
Uevci'ri; in the Bedawi dialect Azru 'dt ) ,  about 22 m. 
NW. from Basra, 6 m. SE. from el-Mnzeirib, and 15 
NE. of Beit-er-RBs. The site is strong, on the S. of 
the deep gorge that forms the S. boundary of the plain 
of Hauri.11, 6 m. E. from the present Hajj road. This 
agrees with the data given above, that it was a frontier 
town, and on the way into Bashan. The gorge winds, 
and, with a tributary ravine, isolates the present city 
on all sides but the S. The citadel is completely cut 
off, on a hill which projects into the gorge and may 
have held the whole ancient town. The ruins, probably 
from Roman times, cover a circuit of two miles. 

The most prominent are those of a large reservoir, fed by the 
great aqueduct (Kannt Fir'aun, Pharaoh's aqueduct) which runs 
from a small lake near YBbis in Haurzn via  Edrei to Gadara, a 
distance as the crow fliesof 40 m.; but the aqueduct winds. There 
is a building, 44 yards by 31, with a double colonnade, evidently 
the Christian cathedral of BoFra, but now a mosque. Some 
Greek inscriptions are given by Le Bas and Waddington : the 
present writer found another of the year 165 A.D. (HG 606, n. I). 

The most notable remains, however, are the caves 
beneath the citadel. They form a subterranean city, a 
labyrinth of streets with shops and houses, and a 
market place (Wetzstein, ReiseberiLht, 47f: : cp Porter, 
Five Years in Damascus). 

Wetzstein says, ' T h e  present city, which, judging from its 
walls, must have been one of great extent, lies for the most part 
directly over the old subterranean city and I 'believe that now 
in case of a devastating war, the inhaditants would retire to th; 
latter for safety.' 

The OT makes no mention of so great a marvel, 
which probably dates, in its present elaborate form, from 
Greek times ; but such refuges must have been always 
a feature of a laud so swept by Arab raids. 

I t  is puzzling that Edrei appears neither in the E. campaign 
of Judas the Maccabee (I Macc. 5); nor is it in Pliny's list of the 
original DECAPOLIS (r.w.). However it was early colonised 
by Greeks, and (on the evidence of a coin) De Saulcy dates its 
independence from as far back as 83 B.C. (Numism. de Za Ter-re 
Sainte, 3745). .After Pompey it belonged to the Roman 
province of Syria, and after Trajan to that of Arabia. Its 
inhabitants worshipped Astarte and the Nabatzean god Dusara. 
Eus. and Jer., who describe it  as a notable town of Arabia (OS 
1184 21337), place it in Ba~avaia.  Its bishop sat a t  the Councils 
of Seleucia, Constantinople (381) and Chalcedon (4 51). 'l'he 
Crusaders who besieged it (Will. Tyr. 1610) called it  Adyafuvz.  
Other authorities are : Porter, Five Years in Damascas, whose 
theory ((1),2221f. (2) z I$), that Og's city is the modern Ezra 
or Zorawa on ti; W. kmit of the LejZ, is unfounded. Schu- 
macher, AcrossJovdan (I 368); Wright, P a h y r a  alzd.?enobia, 
7848; Merrill, East of/ovdan, 3498: A. G. Wright, PEFQ, 
95, P. 7 2 8 ;  CP. ZDMG 29431 435. 

2. An unidentified site, one of the fenced cities of 
Naphtali (Josh. 1937: auuaper [B], cGpaer [A], as. 
[L]). Conder suggests Ydtir (PEFMem. 1203 205). 

G. A. S. 

EDUCATION 
I. Before Ezra ($5 1-4). 

Synagogue (5 6). 
'Scribes' and the 'Wise' 

Prov. and Ecclus. (5 95).  
Greek influence (8 IT). 
Details1 (8 IZ). 

111. To  end of Jewish state 
11. Ezra to ben-Shetach (%$ ($8' 13-23). 

5-12). i. Elementary ($8 14-20). 
Teachers, etc. (8% 15-17). 
Studies, etc. ($8 18-20). 

(5 7 A .  ii. Scribes' College ( 8  21). 
Education of girls (8 22). 

Conclusion (8 23). 
Bibliography (8 24). 

Systematic education among the Jews may be traced 
to the influence of Hellenism. The foundation of 
1. Periods. Alexandria was an event as important 

for education as for the development 
and enrichment of Jewish thought. Consequently 
there are, properly, two periods in the history of Jewish 
education in biblical times, the first lasting to the end 

1 For Xebrew terms see 9 3. 
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of the Persian rule, the second beginning with the 
Greek and continuing into the Roman. Within the 
first period there are two notable breaks, the one 
caused by the growth of commerce and luxury among 
the pre-exilic Israelites, the other by the rise of Judaism 
as a book-religion ; within the second there is but 
one break, marked by the reported introduction of 
compulsory education by Simon ben-Shefach (nu&;). 
W e  have so little definite knowledge, however, about 
the early part of the first period that we may con- 
veniently group the facts which we can collect undcr 
three heads, viz.: ( I . )  down to the time of Ezra; (11.) 
from Ezra to Simon ben-Shetach; and (111.) from 
Simon ben-Shefach to the end of the Jewish State. 

On oral instruction see below, $5 3, IZ, 20. 

I. Before Ezra. --In primitive times education was 
purely a domestic and family concern (see FAMILY, § 13) .  

2. Earliest The home was the only school and the 
practice. parents the ouly teachers. 'The parental 

authority and claim to .reverence forms 
part of the earliest legislation (Ex. 2012, cp also 211517 
i;i the ' Book of the Covenant ' )  an* reiterated in the 
later literature (Prov. 1926 2020 and often). In the 
purely agricultural stage it must have been a primary 
objcct with fathers to train up their children to share 
the labours of husbandry, or to carry on the skill in 
useful arts which had become hereditary in certain 
families. W e  may be sure, however, that even such 
instruction was given in a religious spirit. Among 
the Israelites, as among other early peoples, tradi- 
tional methods of work were traced to a divine origin ' 
(cp AGRICULTURE, 14). For this idea we may 
compare the parable of the ploughman, Is. 28 23 8 
(which, whatever be its date, is antique in feeling'), 
and the evidently primitive stories in Genesis about 
the rise of civilisation (see CAINITES, 

The religious sense, however, was no doubt specially 
cultivated in the minds of the children. The boys 
would in due time be initiated (yjn) in religious rites 
(cp Ex. 138 Dt. 49, etc. ; see CATECHISE, and cp DEDI- 
CATE), and all children would be instructed by the 
mother in the primary moral, as distinguished from the 
ritual and institutional, elements in the old religion 
.(e.$., reverence for elders, and the like). At a later 
time the mother is expressly mentioned as the giver of 
nioral instruction (see below, 5 )  ; this is clcnrly a 
survival of a more ancient custom. The 'i?m?z ( p k  ; 
RV 'nursing father') or aatGaywy6s (tutor) bas also 
no donbt an instructor of the children under his charge2 

(see NURSE). 
The introduction of commerce with its attendant 

luxury brought about great social changes by the time 
3. Higher of the earliest prophets whose discourses 

According to Isaiah 
grave social evils had arisen (WRS 

Proph.('), 204 ; OTJCP), 349 $)  : but we may venture 
to assume that the high culture of which this prophet 
is himself an example was not unconnected with the 
inrushing of new ideas and habits caused by an in- 
creased knowledge of other peoples (see WRITING). 
A knowledge of books, it is true, is not now, and never 
has been, essential to culture in the East. ' The ideal 
of instruction is ora( teaching, and the worthiest shrine 
of truths that must not die is the memory and heart of 
a faithful disciple,' and the term Torah, which ultimately 
came to be applied to the Written Law, was originally 
applied to an oral decision (OT/C(2)  2993). Cp 

33). 

culturj. are preserved to us. 

ISRAEL, 61 ; LAW AND JUSTICE, I ; LAW LITERA- 
T U R E ,  PRIESTS. 

Not much can be said here on the specialised training 
1 That the ancient sentiment lingered late may he seen from 

the fact that several treatises of the Mishna deal with agriculture 
(cp Vogelstein Die Lalzdwiythckaft  in PaZastina ZUY Zeit d. 
Mischna, i. '9:). 

2 Cp the later identification nar8aywy6c ( ~ i ~ i d = p a w = w i s d o m  
=Torah (Buxtf., 16?8), which illustrates Gal. 324 (see Taylor, 
Pir& AbatlrP), 173). 
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the phrase oyy~n,~ ‘caused [the people] to under- 
stand.’) 

As to what constituted the new popular education, we 
may safely say that it led up to an accurate liriowledge 
of the sacred history and the Law. 

It may be regarded as highly probable also that. 
however prominent was the part taken by the father 2 
in the earlyreligious instruction of the child, the mother, 
as in the earlier period (see above, z) ,  and always, 
exercised an important influence. 

’ My son ’ (;.e., my disciple) says a wise man, .‘keep the 
commandment of thy father, i n d  forsake iiot the instruction 
(nvn) of thy mother’ (Prov. 0 2 0 ;  other passages speaking of 
the iomk  of the mother are 1 8  6 23 ; cp 31 1-9, which seeins to 
he a poetical embodiment of such). A N T  writer refers (2 Tim. 
15) to the religious influence exercised on Timothy by his inother 
and grandmother. 

Throughout, it is oral instruction that is presupposed 
(see esp. Dt. 67). No doubt reading, and in a less 
degree writing, became increasingly important and inore 
widely diffused as time went on (see below, 

The importance of the synagogue, from the edu- 
cational point of view, lies in its character as a teaching 

19). 

of certain persons, such as craftsmen, prophets, and 
priests (see HANDICRAFTS, PROPHETS, PKmsrs). It 
is enough to remark that prophets and priests were in a 
very true sense ‘stays’ (Is. 31) of the social structure, 
not only on account of the awe they inspired but also 
because of the teaching which they gave to their disciples 
and hearers. 

I t  is well known that in Mishnic Hehrew the characteristic 
word for both ‘ t o  learn’ and ‘ to  teach’ is ?ju, SZnrik, ‘ t o  
repeat ’; whilst >]do, wziJ?nnk (prop. ‘repetition’) is ‘instruc- 
tion’ (see further below, $ 20). I t  is noticeable that in Bib. 
Hehrew ajv does not occur in this special sense. The  biblical 
words are -&, Zriwzadh, ‘to learn’ (Pi. ‘ to  teach’); i”*, 
s‘innin, ‘ to inculcate’ ; ;nrn, hLinih (z/;n*), ‘to instruct ’ (;rlc,o, 
mdreh, “teacher ’); ),la, hibhin (i,3~, ?nZbhx, ‘ teacher ’) ; 
$,u,-,, hiiki!, also meaning ‘ to  teach.’ I n  this connexion the 
following quotation from the final tablet of the Babylonian epic 
of Creation (Reverse 1. zz$) is interesting :- 
Let them stand forth (?)-let the elder enlighten ; 
Let the wise, the learned, meditate together ! 
Let the father rehearse (Ziinz2, &nna2=n]V), make the son 

Open be the ears of Shepherd and Flockmaster (ie., the king).l 

The publication of the Rook of Deuteronomy (621 

apprehend I 

B. C. ) had far-reaching consequences for popular educa- 
The public recognition by king 

‘which was intended to cover the whole 
life of a citizen, both on its religious 

and secular side ’ (C. G. Montefiore, Nib&. Lect.-188) 
involved a conception of life which was akin to, and 
prepared the way for, the later Judaism. Under its 
influence, some time in the seventh century, an attempt 
was perhaps made to enforce upon each Israelite ’ the 
necessity of instilling right religion and morality into his 
children and household ’ (Che. few. ReL Life, 130, citing 
Gem 18 17-19 which probably belongs to this period). 
The exhortations in D to instruct children in the sacred 
history and law (49  6720 11 19) point in the same 
direction, though the date of these passages may be 
later than 621 B. c., apd the ideal which they set forth 
was not fully carried out till after the time of Ezra. 
There were also in the pre-exilic period some anticipa- 
tions of the ‘ wisdom ’ ideas, first expressed by Isaiah 
(3la),.which later played so important a part in the 
development of the educational system (see further Che. 
03. eit. 130J). 

11. From Ezra io Simon den-She;ach (75 n.c.).- 
The period which extends from the fall of Jerusalem 
to the arrival of Ezra was a period of extLaordinary 

5. Second activity, both moral and intellectuai, 
period: Ezra in the choicest part of the Jewish 
I. _ _  - I people. ‘The  task which now de- ’” .‘’ kX& iolved on the nation was the inventory- 

ing of the spiritual property of Israel ’ (Cornill, Pro@. 
Zsr. 125). Hence quite naturally there arose a 
Uterury class, the SCRIBES ( y . ~ . ) ,  who were not only 
students but also teachers of law and sacred literature, 
and may perhaps he connected with the growth of an 
institution closely identified at a Iater time with the 
educational movement-viz., the SYNAGOGUE (4.v. ). 
Henceforth the Jess  became emphatically ‘ the people 
of the book.’ The sacred writings became the spell- 
ing hook, the community a school, religion an 
affair of teaching and learning. Piety and education 
were inseparable ; whoever could not read was no true 
Jew ( Wellhausen). Surely we may say that we are now 
assisting at  the birth of a truly popular education, rooted 
and grounded in morality and religion. Even if the ac- 
count of Ezra’s introduction of the Law in Neh. 8 is not, 
as it stands, historical (see EZRA i., 8) ,  it may serve as 
a record of the beginnings on Palestinian soil of the 
syna,aogue, of which Ezra is the traditional founder. 
(Note the description of the reading and exposition of 
the Torah by Ezra and the Levite teachers, especially 

1 Ball, L&ht f r o m  the East, 17. T h e  opening expression is 
uncertain (Del. Weltschiipf: 160). 

2 C p  Montefiore, op. c!t. 230. 
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6. The institution. Schurer remarks ( G J V 2 3  j7f- 
ET453J), that ‘the main odject of the 

Synagogue’ sabbath day assemblages in the synagogue 
was not publicworship in its stricter sense-ie. ,not‘beyro- 
tion-but religious instruction, and this for an Israelite 
was, above all, instruction in the Law.’ With this agrees 
the evidence both of Philo and of the NT. The former 
calls synagogues ’ houses of instruction ’ in which the 
native philosophy ’ was studied and every kind of virtue 
taught (Et .  MPS. 327) ; whilst in the latter a character- 
istic word.applied to the activities centred in the s p a -  
goFue is &B&UKELY (Mt. 4 23 and often). 

The scribes (o* i3 i~ ,  siphci-im-i. e. , honzines Ziterati) 
were,from theMaccabean timesonward, ‘ thereal teachers 
7. The Scribes. of the people,’ and what coniplete sway 

they bore over the people’s life may be 
seen from the W T .  Vl’e must remember, indeed, that 
the scribes of the Herodian age were in some respects 
very unlike the earlier scribes ; but the point in which 
the scribes of all ages agreed was their character as 
teachers. 

‘l’eachers’ and ‘scholars’ are proverhially opposed in I Ch. 
25 8 b (cp DISCIPLE, § 1). ‘Teachers of the people ’ (Le >$’:FzE) 
-Le., probably, scrihes-are mentioned in Daniel(1133 35 12 3 )  
and a ‘company of scribes’ (vvvzywy$ -pppa.r iov)  in I hlacc: 
712: For the references to the scribes in Ecclus. see next 
section. 

Were the ‘scribes,’ then, the only teachers? The 
wise men of Proverbs, who cultivated the art of teach- *. The ,Wise., ing with so much enthusiasm and in 

Prov. 5 13 are actually called ’ teachers ’ 
(p& y s ) ,  were hardly ‘ scribes.’ They were ear- 
nestly religious men, who, feeling that ‘wisdom’ wiis 
a practical thing, devoted their energy to instilling’ it 
into the minds of the young. 

The disciples are to them as their own children (Prov. 1 8  2 I 
31 4 r ,  and often; cp Ps. 34 1r[12]);  and the teaching which 
they impart is called ‘the words of the wise ’ (o%n,n 9731, Pror. 
1 6  22 17 [cp 24 231, Eccles. 9 17 12 11 ; cp the Mishnic q x i  
nqg>o, applied to the dicta of scribes of a former age. 

These sages, no less than the scribes, seem to he 
regarded as a special guild (Prov. 1 6  1314 2217 2423 
Eccles. 1211), though ‘we  are left almost entirely in 
the dark as to the formation and constitution of these 
societies, the extent and the methods of their investiga- 
tion ’ (Kautzsch, Onthine qf Hist. qf Lit. # O T  151 ; 
cp also BDB Lex., S.V. om).  On the other hand, the 
guild of the ‘ wise ’ was already organised in pre-exilic 
times (see Che. Job and Solomon, 123, and elsewhere) ; 

1 Neh. 7 7. T h e  same phrase is rendered ‘teachers’ in Ezra 
s 15 RV. 

2 According t o  the later enactments, as soon as a child could 
speak (i,e., in his third year) he was to he instructed in the 
Torah hy his father (Szdkha, 42 a). I n  the Talmudic period the 
child did not attend the elementary school before his sixth year 
(Ktit/iiibbU, 50 a ; see further below, 5 18). 
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in the later period their attitude to the Law, though 
by no means unsympathetic (see Che. Jew. Eel. Lzye, 
138 y) ,  was hardly that which wou13 characterise the 
disciples of E2ra.l On the whole it is best, perhaps, 
to snppose that Fhe sSp/iEi-im and the ‘wise’ formed 
two distinct bu t  allied classes in the Persian and the 
early Greek periods, but that by the time of Ben-Sira 
the distinction had largely disappeared (so We. I/G(’) 
154, n. I ; sage and scribe are identified in Ecclus. 
3824f.; cp 633f. 914f: 14zof:). 

Though distinct, however, the earlier s5jOhei.im cannot 
have been uninfluenced by the ‘ wise ’ ; they may even 
sometimes have adopted their literary style (see Che. 
OPs. 348), and in any case were saved from the barren 
literalisni which begins to characterise the scribes of 
the post-Maccabean age. For the victory of the Law 
which crowned the Maccabean struggle foreshadowed 
the close of the OT literature. Contrast, from a literary 
point of view, the Pharisaic Psalms of Solomon (written 
63 B. c. ?) with the canonical Psalms. 

Whatever be the true view as to the mutual relation be- 
tween ‘ scribes ’ and ‘ wise.’ the latter played a meat part 

L ,  I ~ 

9. Pedagogic in educational matters during the period 
wisdom: under review. Some of the results of 

their uaedaeoeic exuerience are enshrined - 
rrov* in thk Book-of Proverbs. These can 

only be summed up briefly here. 
The idea of life as a dixcz$lim (J72?LS8?’, lm?n, thirty times in 

Prov.) is fundamental in the book ; ‘ God educaies men and men 
educate each other’ (Holtzmann, quoted in Driver ??&od.(G) 
404). The  foundation of all  instruction is emphadsed in the 
precept ‘The  fear of Yahwi: is the beginning-or the chief parr 
(RVmc.)-of knowledge (1 7)’; the instructors of the child are 
his parents, reverence towards whom is again enforced (1 8 4 1-4 
6 20 13 I 30 17). 

The development of the child’s character is to be 
studied (20 I , ) ,  and the educational means employed are 
to  be adjusted accordingly. 

Among these means the use of the ‘rod’ is constantly recom- 
mended (1324, ‘ h e  that spareth the rod hateth his son’;  ,cp 
2313f: 2915 ‘7);  but the correction is not to be too strict 
(19rs RV), and it is recognised that to an intelligent child a 
rebuke is of more avail than ‘ a hundred stripes’ (17 IO). Thq: sovereign remedy however, for expelling the innate ‘foolishness 
of children is th; ‘rod’ (22 15). A ‘fool’ who does not prove 
amenable to this treatment seems to have been considered hope- 
less by the Jewish teachers [ 2 i  22 ‘even if thou pound a fool in 
the midst of his fellows thou wilt Aot remove his foolishness from 
him’(crit. emend.); see Che.]ew. ReZ. Lzfe, 1361. 

The importance of a good education is repeatedly 
emphasised. A well-educated child is a joy to his 
parents (101 2324 ; cp 1725). In wealthier families (cp 
Ecclus. 5128) the child, if he aspired to ‘wisdom,’ 
would pass from the parents to professional teachers 
(5 13)-viz., the sages-who would inculcate the higher 
teaching current in the circles of the ‘wise’ (for an 
account of this see Che. Jew. Re(. Life, 13 

The other great manual of pEdagogic pr 
work of BP. ..%a (zoo-180 B.C.), who in spite of his 

.te and cosmopolitan training seems to 
lo* Ecclus* have been comparatively uninfluenced by 
the surrounding Hellenism (for which see below, 5 11). 
As is the case in Proverbs (on which his book is 
modelled) ‘ the wisdom of Joshua ben-Sira’ or ‘ Ecclesi- 
asticus’ is an ethical manual. The same points are 
insisted upon as in the earlier book, sometimes with 
added emphasis. 

Thus, c g . ,  the ‘ fear of the Lord ’ is not only ‘the beginning 
of wisdom’ (1 14). hut also wisdom’s fulness (1 16) and crown 
(1 IS). Again, the old reverence for parents is enforced with 
unmistakable vigour (3 2.9 7 273 etc.). ‘Wisdom‘ is to be 
sought after diligently (6 36 ; ‘ I f  thou seest a man of under- 
standing, get thee hejimes unto him, and let thy foot wear out 
the steps of his doors. 

Though perhaps there are more direct references to 
organised religion (e.&, 7 29 : ’ Fear the Lord with all 
thy soul ; and reverence his priests,’ cp 2423) than in 
Proverbs, the religious and ethical tone of Ecclesi- 
asticus is distinctly lower. Of this the unbending 
1 On the priestly character of the earliest sijkerisr see We. 

Sketch ojHisi. of Isr. andJrrd. (‘gx), 131, 
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Cp FOOL. 

C p  8 8f: 9 15, etc., and Aboih 14). 

severity recommended towards sons and daughters is an 
instance (723f. 301-13). Among other points that call 
for mention here are the interesting reference to oral 
instruction ( 4  246 : ’ instruction by the word of the 
tongue ’), and the disparagement of manual labonr, as 
bcing inconsistent with the pursuit of knowledge, which 
1 cometh by opportunity of leisure’ (3824 ; with 3825, 
homever, ‘how shall he become wise that holdeth the 
plough ’ ? contrast 7 15). Among the subjects of his dis- 
course is the etiquette of dining (4116-x).  The im- 
portant references to the scribes have already been 
pointed out ( $  8). 

The Greek period, which commenced with Alexander 
the Great’s conquest of the Persian empire (332 1’.C.) 
ll. Greek marks the rise of wholly new educational 
in8uence. influences. The Palestinian Jews were, how- 

ever, affected by this far less than their 
brethren abroad, especially those who became citizens 
of the new Greek city of Alexandria. Still the rcflex 
influence of the Greek-Egyptian capital (not to speak of 
the Greek towns that began to grow up on Palestinian 
soil) must, for nearly a century and a half aftcr 332, 
have been considerable even in Jndaea. Slon71y but 
surely Hellenic ideas penetrated to the centre of Judaism 
till the crisis that precipitated the Maccabean revolt 
\vas reached. In the reaction that followed, Hellenism 
was so far overcome that it ceased to be dangerous to 
to the root-ideas of Judaism (see ISRAEL, $§ 6 8 8 ) .  

There is good reason to suppose that during this 
critical time Greek educational methods found their way 
to Jerusalem. This may be inferred from the fact that 
just before the Maccabean rising there was there a 
eymnasium ep/zebeum (I L h c .  1 1 4 J  z Macc. 4912). 
Doubtless, too, the education afforded to his children 
by the notorious Joseph, son of Tobias (Jos. Azt. 
xii, 46), was of the Greek type. At a later time Herod 
also probably attended a school of similar character (see 
below, 5 14). A good instance of the ultimate extent 
and limitations of Greek influence can be seen in the 
author of Ecclesiasticus, who wrote when Hellenising 
influence was at  its highest in Judzea. In essentials he 
is untouched by it. Still his emphasizing of leisure as 
the condition of wisdom (3824) is distinctly Greek, no 
less than his comprehensive view of a wise man’s culture 

T o  the questions as to practical details that suggest 
themselves only hesitating answers can be given. The 
12. Practical scribes, doubtless, gave instruction in the 

synagogues ; the Talmud speaks of the 
bells which were rung at  the beginning of 

the lessons (Low, Die Ledensaitev, 287, 421 [‘75], 
quotes Shabb. 58 6). From Prov. 1 .of. we might infer 
that the city-gates or the adjacent city-squares or 
o broad places’ on which the streets converged, were 
the places where the wise men awaited their disciples. 
Perhaps, however, it was in private houses that instrnc- 
tion, both by scribe and by sage, was most often given 
(cp Ecclus.626 quoted above, $ IO, and the other re- 
ferences there given). Regarding the methods employed 
there is greater uncertainty. . Oral instruction (Ecclus. 
4246) and, probably, frequent repetition, would be in 
vogue. The use of acrostic (Ps. 119, etc.) and other 
mnemonic devices, such as Athbashl (cp Jer. 2526 51 I )  

and the ‘numerical’ proverbs (Prov. 3011-31, cpA6oth 5 )  
also may be assigned to this period.2 That reading 
was a widespread accomplishment at  the beginning of 
the Maccabean age (167 B. C. ) appears from I Macc. 157. 

111. Simon 6en-SheCach (75 B.c.) to End offewish 
Sfate (70 A.D.).-The ideal of education is well ex- 

(391-5). 

details. 

pressed by Josephus. Contrasting 
13‘ Third period the Israelitish system of culture with 

76 B’c’-70 *”* that of the Spartans, on the one 
1 The reader substitutes for each Hebrew letter in a word a 

letter from the other half of the alphabet, the letters inter- 
changed being equidistant from the extremes. Thus in English 
A and Z, B and Y would interchange. 

2 So Kennedy, as cited, $ 24. 
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hand, who educated by custom, not by theoretic in- 
struction (EBwtv i ~ a i 8 e u o v .  oh XLyo~r), and, on the other, 
with that of the Athenians and the rest of the Greeks, 
who contented theniselves with theoretic instruction, and 
neglected practice, he says : ' But our law-giver very care- 
fully combined the two. For he neither left the practice 
of morals silent, nor the teaching of law unperformed ' 
(c. Ap. 216 f: quoted by Schiirer). The knowledge 
and practice of the Law thus set forth was to be the 
common possession of the whole nation, and the life- 
work of every Israelite. I t  began in early youth in the 
fami& circle, was carried (as we shall see) a stage 
further in the sckod, and continued in the synagogue, 
to which was also attached (for higher studies) the 
scrida' colZege (Beth harn-midrash ; see 5 211.~ 

W e  have already seen that the necessity of (orally) 
instructing the children in the written Law was insisted 

14. The 

school.2 

upon comparatively early (see the exhorta- 
elementary tions in D enumerated above, 5 4). This, 

as has been pointed out, would be, as a 
rule, the duty of the parents. From the 

great importance attached to the ear@ education of 
children, however, even in Proverbs (e.$. 226) -and 
this would naturally be enhanced with the elaboration 
of scribal tradition-it was inevitable that some system 
of popuZunr elementary education should be organised. 
When, then, was this effected? According to the 
Jcrusaleni Talmud (KZthuhith, 811, p. 326)  it was the 
work of the famous scribe Simon ben-Shetach, the 
brother of Queen Alexandra (reigned 78-69 B. c.). 

Simon's ordinance runs thus : 'That the children shall attend 
the elementary school' haan n*& p h n . n i p r m n  r-nw). I t  
has been pointed out (e.g., b y  Kennedy, as cited 5 24) that 
fhe meaning of the regulation is not free from arnbiguity. I t  
may also he interpreted to mean that attendance on schools 

already existing was henceforth to be compulsory.' 

In  view of the fact that Simon's enactment is the 
second of three (apparently closely connected) marriage 
regulations added by him to the statute-book (see 
the passage in full in Derenbourg, Hist. 108), it is 
natural to suppose that it refers to attendance at  existing 
schools rather than to the institution of such schools for 
the first time. The context certainly suggests that a 
hitherto neglected or half-performed duty was to be 
henceforth rigidly enforced. If, as is possible, for 
the higher (professional) teaching of the scribes, colleges 
(mmn m x ;  see below, 5 21) had already come into 
existence, it is hard to suppose that preparatory schools 
for these had not been organised already, especially when 
it is remembered that schools of the Greek type had been 
established in Jerusalem for a long time (see above, § I I ) .  
It is quite in accordance, also, with the forward movement 
of the Pharisaic party in the reign of Alexandra that 
measures should have been taken for extending the 
scope of these schools, and thus more widely diffusing 
Pharisaic principles among thepeople (cp ISRAEL, 5 8 0 3 ) .  
May it not, too, have been designed by means of them 
to check and counteract the more extreme forms of the 
surrounding Greek education ? There seems, therefore, 
no good reason for rejecting the tradition respecting 
Simon's efforts on behalf of popular education, though 
Schurer dismisses the famous scribe's claims with un- 
usual curtness. 'This Simon ben Shetach,' we are 
told, ' is quite a meeting-point for all kinds of myths ' 
(UJ' 2 3 5 3  =ET 449). The same scholar following the 
tradition of the Babylonian Talmud (Blibli Hathni 21 u )  
ascribes the complete organisation of the elementary 
school to Joshua hen-Gamla (Gamaliel), who was high 
priest about 63-65 A.D. 

1 Unfortunately the earliest Hebrew literature dealing with 
these subjects (the Mishna), though it contains earlier material, 
was not as a whole compiled and written down till the second 
century A.D. T h e  quotations from the Mishnic treatise Piyke 
&Jfh (cited as A6oth) are numbered in this article according t o  
Strack's edition of the Hebrew text. 
2 Heb. nv,, &fh  hass@hev= House of the Book.' For 

other names see 5 17 end. 
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T h e  passage runs as follows: 'Truly may it be remembered 
to this man's credit ! If he 
had not lived, the Law would have been forgotten in Israel. 
For a t  first, he who had a father was taught the Law by him, be 
who had none did not learn the Law. . . . Afterwards it was 

teachers of boys should be appointed in Jcru- 
ut (even this did not suffice, for) he who had a 
t to school by him, he who had none did not go 
t was ordained that teachers should he ai'pointed 

in every province and that boys of the age of sixteen or seventeen 
should he sent t d  them. But he whose teacher was angry with 
him ran away, till Joshua hen-Gamla came and enacted that 
teachers should he appointed in every pro:ince and in every 
town ( ~ y l  1.y h r  ni.m ni'in h), and children of six or 
seven years old brought to them.' 

As the measures of Joshna obviously presuppose that 
there had been boys' schools for some time (Schiirer, 
ibid.) the two traditions are not really inconsistent. 
It is not unreasonable to suppose that Simon's earlier 
efforts, especially as regards the provincial schools, had 
been attended with only partial success, owing to the 
political and religious troubles of the time. Certainly 
if Josephus's statement regarding Herod's attendance 
at  school (Ant. xv. 105) be correct-though doubtlezs 
the school in question conformed to the Greek rather 
than to the Jewish type-we may fairly infer that some- 
time before 40 B.C. schools had been instituted, at any 
rate in the larger towns. That they existed in the time 
of Jesus, 'though not as a general and established 
institution,' is admitted by Schiirer. I t  is decidedly 
curious that the word ' school ' should not occur before 
the NT,  and in the NT only once-viz., of the lecture 
room of a Greek rhetorician at  Ephesus ( ~ ~ 0 x 4 ,  Acts 
199) . l  The explanation, probably, is that the school 
(in both its elementary and its higher forms) was so 
intimately associated with the synagogue that in ordinary 
speech the two were not distinguished. The term 
' synagogue ' included its schools.2 

Thus it is said (/a&zit /es., $ 257) that the synagogues in 
Jerusalem had each a Bifh Sijlzevand a b'efh Y'aZ?mzd(i.e., the 
lower and the upper divisions of the school). 

The  statement that Jerusalem was destroyed because schools 
and school children ceased t o  be there (Shabbrifh,119), is 
obvious1 only a rhetorical way of emphasising the importance 
a t t a c h e x t o  the school in the Talmudic period; as also the 
similar one : 'Jerusalem was destroyed because the instructors 
were not respected ' (ihid.). According to the / a l& i t / es .  (Lc.) 
Jerusalem, about the same period, possessed 480 schools ! 

There is no doubt that during the period under 
review either the synagogue proper (which was to be 
found in every Jewish town and village of any import- 
ance) or a room within its precincts was used for school 
purposes (the references are BPnikhcith, 17u, with Rashi, 
Ta'iinith, 236, KiddGshin, 3oa). 

the name N T E  n'g 'teacher's house '-2.e , school: Hamburger). 
Special buildings also were built as children's schools, but how 
early is quite uncertain. According to the Targum (Jerus. i. 
Gen. 53 17) the patriarch Jacob erected a college (Nwi ln  q) in 
Succoth ! 

The classical passage for determining the gradations 
of the teaching profession is found in the Mishnic 

15. Teachers, treatise 9 15 (ed. Surenh. 3 3 0 8 ;  
the passage can be seen also in Buxtorf, 

Lex. ,  ed. Fischer, 378 u) .  
I t  runs as follows : ' R. Eliezer the Great says: Since the 

destruction of the Temple the sages ("n3n) have hegun to he 
like the scribes (N~DO),  and the scribes like the master (of the 
school, ~31n), and the master like the uneducated.' I t  has been 
usual to identify the hazzrin (master) of the school with the 
4azzrin (minister) of the synagogue (nmn;r = 6nqphss 
'minister,' Lk. 420). Thus Buxtorf (Z.C.) renders th: second 
clause of the above 'et  scrihre sicut minister synagogre. I t  has 
been pointed out, however, by the latest writer on the subject 

Joshua ben-Gamla is his name. 

The teacher's house also was sometimes requ 

1 The 'schoolmaster ' (rrarSsvmjr, Rom. 2 20) is however men; 

2 'Curiously enough in the Latin documents of the Middle 
Ages the synagogue was also termed Scola (school)'; J. Jacobs, 
Jewish Year Book So also J. Simon (L'ddzza- 
tion chez ZesJufi) k h o  speaking of the synagogue as it existed 
in France in the early Middle Ages, says : 'La synagogue Ctait 
une &cole autant qu'un lieu de cuke. :.a prikre n'avait d'ef- 
ficacite que si elle Btait accompagnee d e  1 etude.' 

tioned, as well as the 'tutor' (rradaywy6s), and the 'teacher 
(6r8doKahoS). 

'96, p. r91. 
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(Kennedy) that ‘ is a word of genera! application, meaning 
ir overseer ” “inspector,” or the like ; and its exact significance 
has to he hecided by the context.’l The  context of the above 
passage, as also of the other Mishna passage usually cited in 
this connection (Shab626rith 13), in the absence of the qualifying 
word n~]3;1 (‘synagogue’), requires us to render ‘overseer’ or 
‘master (of the school). That  the two offices were not identical 
further appears from the fact that, whereas the &zzz&n of the 
synagogue occupied a low position in the social scale (he was a 
kind of sexton, and his duties included such menial offices as 
the whipping of criminals [Makk5th 3 121), the 6azzrin of the 
school, being a teacher, would share the social prestige attaching 
to the teaching profession. 

The three grades of teachers, then, are sage and 
scribe (who taught in the scribes’ college), and the 
elementary school teacher officially designated (zuzzBn 
(the general term is nr?ij*n inin or &n alone). From 
the manner in which the three classes are connected in 
the above-cited passage Kennedy infers that the /iuzzBn, 
no less than the scribe and the sage, belonged to the 
powerful guild of the scribes, called in the N T  ‘ doctors 
Of the law,’ vopo8l~auKahol. 

This would help to explain the fact that ‘doctors of the law’ 
or  teachers were according to Lk. ( 5  17); to he found in ‘ every 
village (~ i ) pq )  Af Galilee and Judza. Whilst every village 
would, with its synagogue, possess an  elementary school, it is 
impossible to suppose that there were colleges for higher 
teaching in equally large numbers. 

The extraordinarv honour in which the teachins 
0 

16. Their profession was held in this period is shown 
by the respectful form of address employed 
bv the Deoule. status. 
~, ~~ 1~~ I 

T h e  usual formula was ‘ Rabbi ’(,mi, ra66i, never a title in NT)  
‘my great one’=’my master’ (see furthe; under RABBI). Ra6 
gradually acquired the meaning ‘teacher. I t  is thus used in a 
saying attrihuted to JSshfia ben-Psrachiah (2nd cent. B.c.) : 
‘ make unto thyself a Ra6’ (-460th 16). I n  the Mishna Rad 
and Talmrid are was ter  and scholar (see eg., the passage cited 
below). 

In the interview with Nicodemus, Jesus himself 
recognises the high distinction of the teachei‘s office 
(Jn. 3 IO) : ‘ Art thou the teacher (6 8tGdumXos = 03n, 
t!ie highest grade) in Israel? ’ 

I n  later times this was carried to a n  even greater extent. 
Thus R. Eliezer (2nd cent. A.D.) says : ‘Let the honour of thy 
disciple (Talinid) be dear unto thee a s  the honour of thine 
associate and the honour of thine associate a s  the fear of thy 
master (Ra6) ; and the fear of thy master as the fear of Heaven 
(A6oth 412). The  honour to he paid t o a  teacher even exceeded 
that due to parents (h’&+Gth 13 a). [See further on this 
suhject the notes in C. Taylor, A6othP) 71, or Spiers, School 
.System of the TaZmnd, 16f: (‘9~3.1 

The later rules regarding thepersonal 
Qualifica- quuZ@cutions and competency of the 

teacher are elaborate (see Spiers, op. cit. .~ 
1 3 f : ) .  

For our purpose little can he quoted. According to a saying 
ascribed to Hillel, piety and learning go  together ; and a n  even 
temper is essential t o  a teacher (A6oth 25). So according to 
I Tim. 3 z z Tim. 2 24 Tit. 1 7  an  ; ~ U K O ~ O S  should be &daxw& 
and not 6pyiAos (Taylor op. cit. 31). The  former of Hillel‘s 
yaxims may be illustrated also from XdBth de Ka66i N&th&n ii. : 
Woe to him who is occupied with the Torah and has no ’fear 

of God.’ According to a dictum ascribed to R. Eliezer a n  
unmarried man was not permitted to teach in the schools (’3 
n ’ i D i ~  in$ ~5 ~ W N  i ’NW Mishna, qiddzishin 4 13). A woman 
also was ineligible (ik!). 

According to the rule of the profession all the work 
of the scribes, both educational and judicial, was to be 
gj’atuitous.2 ‘ Make not them (the words of Torah) a 
crown to glory in ; nor an axe to live by ’ (Ahoth 4 sa), 
well expresses the principle. In practice its observance 
was difficult-perhaps possible only in the case of 

judicialwork (cp Mishna, BZKhfrcith 4 6). I t  is impossible 
to suppose that the elementary school teachers in the 
provinces can have laboured without fee or reward. 

Paul (I Cor. 9 3 . ~ 8  etc.) certainly claimed the right of mainten- 
ance from those to whom he preached, though he preferred to 
live by practising his trade. Similarly the teachers of the Law 

1 I n  the inscriptions of Tiglath-pileser 111. haz&zu is the 
regular official designation of the governor of a Gty. Similarly 
in the Amarna letters i t  is a n  official title of honour (= 
‘governor ’). 

Azharl. (Che.Job andSoL 124.) 
2 ‘So, the modern teachersat the great Cairo “university” [el- 

-especially erhaps some of the rich doctors in Jerusalem- 
may have sbietinies’taught gratuitously. This however can 
hardly have been the rule, though the rabbis, like Paul,’ had 
usually learned and practised a trade. T h e  combination of 
study with a handicraft is strongly enforced (A6o fA  2 a : 
‘ Excellent is Torah study together with worldly business, for 
the practice of them both puts iniquity out of remembrance.’ 
Contrast Ecclus. 38 z5f: : ‘ How shall he become wise that 
holdeth the plough,’ etc.). See HANDICRAFTS. 

I n  the Aramaic of the period N!?: (=Heh. l ? i D  ‘scribe’) 
probably already means ‘teacher,’ since ~ 1 5 0  n , l  (i.8., ‘house of 
the teacher’) is one of the early names of the elementary school. 
C p  also I Ch. 25 8 Targ. Another-apparently a general and 
later-name for school is ,5i3i3~= q o b f .  The supposed mention 
of ‘schools ’ in Satri9 g (Surenh. 3 291) rests upon a mistake. 
T h e  passagestates that since the time of Jose (? 140.130 B.c.) the 
ni\i2oN ceased ; but n i h m  here can hardly mean ‘schools.’ 
See Schurer, G /W)  2, $5 25 n. 135 [ = E T 4  357 n. q5],(3) $5 25,  
iv. n. 16. 

( u )  Entrance-ufe and previous tmininf. -As to 
ls. Organiza- entrance-age the available evidence is 

unfortunately of too late a date to be A:-- 

of much value for our purpose. LIUl l .  

T h e  passage usually cited here forms an  appendix to Aboth 
(521)~ and belongs to the post-Talmudic period (Schurer). I t  
runs as follows:-‘At five years old, Scripture ( ~ i p n ) :  a t  ten, 
Mishna ; a t  thirteen, the coymandments ; a t  fifteen Talmud ; 
a t  eighteen, the bridal, etc. The  universal Talmuhic rule is 
expressed in the advice of Rah (Ahbl F k l ,  begin. 3rd cent. 
A.D.) to the elementary schoolmaster : Do not receive a boy 
into school before his s ix th  year’ (KZthabath pa).  

A certain amount of instruction had, however, been 
given in the earlier period by the father, from whom 
the child would learn to repeat the first verse of the 
ShZm.2‘ (Dt. 6 4 ) ,  and other short sentences of Scripture 
(Bdbd ButhrB 21 a ,  Sukkd 42 u) .  Though the Law was 
not in the strict sense binding upon children they were 
accustomed to its requirements from an early age. 

Thus, according to the Mishna, the elders were to enjoin upon 
children sabbath observance (Shn66Eth lG6) ; one or two years 
before the legal age fasting preparatory to the requirements of 
the Day  of Atonement was to he hegun (Y&n&84). Children 
were hound to the usual prayer(an earlier form of the ShZnzfineh 
*Esdh), and to grace a t  table (fiip? ml?, B+&khath 3 3). 

The utilisation of certain rites, within the domestic 
circle, for educating the child’s religious consciousness 
is already a feature of the pentateuchal precepts (Ex. 
12,263 138,  passover; cp. Dt. 6-20, Josh. 46)’ This 
was also extended to public worship. Boys had to be 
present a t  the tenderest age in the Temple at the chief 
festivals (Chug. 1 I )  ; a boy ‘who no longer needs his 
mother’ must observe the feast of tabernacles (Sukdd 
2 8). At the first signs of puberty (Niddd 6 11) the young 
Israelite was bound to the strict observance of the Law, 
and henceforth was (what in the later period was called) 
a Bur-mi:vnh ( n i m  ’12, ; .e. ,  subject to [son of] legal 
requirements [the commands]). 

As knowledge of the Law was the chief thing, and as 
great importance was attached to the public reading 
19. SUbjects of it in the synagogue-a privilege which 

of Study. was open to any competent Israelite (cp 
Lk. 4 16f.)-it follows that reading was 

one of the principal subjects of instruction in the 
elementary school (cp Acts 1521). Writing also was 
taught. 

With this agrees the testimony of Josephus, who says : ‘ H e  
(Moses) commanded to instruct children in the elements of 
knowledge (ypa‘ppam= the elements of knowledge, reading and 
writing),S to teach them to walk according to the laws, and to 
know the deeds of their forefathers’ (c. Aj.112;  for other 
passages see Schurer, op. cit. 2357 [ E T  44731). 

I t  must be remembered, however, that writing, being 
a much more difficult art than reading, would be less 
widely diffused. 

1 The questioning by the child, only in an expanded form is 
Cp The Revised Hafa&, still n feature of the Passover rite. 

ed. A. A. Green 27. 
2 I t  may be idferred from Lk. 242  that those who dwelt a t  a 

+stance from Jerusalem would not take part in the pilgrimages 
till their twelfth year. 

3 I n  Ju. 7 15 y p k p p a ~ a  means(sacrett) 600k Larning(especial1y 
as pursued by the scribes; cp ypapparsv’r) rather than the 
elements of learning. C p  Acts 2624. 
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The ‘ swift writer’ of the Psalmist (y-nn Y ~ J D ,  Ps. 45 I [ z ] )  no 

doubt belonged to,a learned class. In the period of the Mishna 
also the writers evidently formed a special guild, something 
like’that of the ‘scriveners’ of the Middle Ages (cp S h a d 6 E t h  
1 z where ‘the writer’ [l~gb;r=ZideZZuriusl ‘with his reed’ 
[ i ~ i n $ i i ~ ~ = ~ a ‘ X ~ p ~ ]  is mentioned. Sucha  statement, therefore, 
as thst  during the Bar-Iiokhba revolt the cry of the school 
youth in Bethar was : ‘ I f  the enemy comes against us we will 
go up against them with thcse writing styli in order to poke out 
their eyes’ ( C i t t i n  60 u), must he read critically. 

Probably the elements of arithmetic also were taught 
in the elementary school. 

See Ginsburg in Kitto Bi6Z. Cyc art. ‘Education,’ and note 
that a knowledge of th;arithme&Z method of exeeesis called 

Y 

geiizuiria1 [ u ’ q ~ n l = y m p q d a ]  is presupposed on the part of his 
readers by the writer of Rev. 13 17f: See N u h i u ~ a s .  

AS the name House of t% nook implies, the one 
text-book of the schools was the sacred writings ; and 
this to a Jew meant-and means-above all else the 
Pentateuch, which has always enjoyed a primacy of 
honour in the Jewish canon. That the rest of the OT 
also was read and studied is shown (to take an in- 
stance) by the large use made of the prophetic literature 
and of the Psalms, for popular purposes, in the pages 
of the NT. 

Not improbably instruction in the Law at this period 
(as later) commenced with Leviticus, acquaintance with 
which would be important to every Jew when the 
Temple sacrifices were actually offered. When these 
had ceased the reason given for beginning with Leviticus 
was. a fancifql one ( ‘  Sacrifices are pure, and children 
are pure [from sins] ; let the pure be occupied with that 
which is pure ’ Ac?j&iish Rubhi).  

Great care was evidently taken that the texts used- 
at  any rate of the Pentateuch-should be as accurate 
as possible (cp Mt. 518, P?siichi?n, 112 n ; and note 
that the LXX conforms to the received Hebrew text in 
the Pentateuch more strictly than elsewhere). This care 
would extend, too, to the reading aloud of the Sacred 
Books, accuracy of pronunciation, etc., being insisted 
on ; the books themselves were, of course, read (as in 
the public services) in the original ‘sacred tongue’ 
(Hebrew). though the language of everyday life in 
Palestine was already Aramaic, which was employed 
(in the synagogues) in interpreting the sections of 
Scripture there read (see TEXT). 

Though it is evident from the statements of Jose- 
phus (Ani. xx. 11 z )  that the systematic study of foreign 
languages formed no part of a Palestinian Jew’s regular 
education, the fact that, during this period, the popula- 
tion of Palestine outside Judza  was without exception 
of a mixed character, consisting of Jews, Syrians, and 
Greeks intermingled, whilst Jerusalem itself was con- 
stantly being visited by foreign- speaking Jews and 
proselytes (cp Acts 2 5 3  ), who even had their own syna- 
gogues in the Holy City (Acts69), makes it practically 
certain that Greek at least cannot have been altogether 
unfamiliar to the (Aramaic - speaking) Judaeans (cp 
EIELLENISM, § 3). 

For the abounding indications of indirect Greek influence on 
Jewish life of the N T  and earlier period see Schiirer 2 263 (ET 
3293). On the question discussed above, his conclusion is, ‘ it 
is probable that a slight acquaintance with Greek was pretty 
widely diffused, and that the more educated classes used i t  
without difficulty.’ I t  should he noted that the inscription on 
the cross was written in Hebrew, Latin, and Greek (Jn. 10 19s). 
According. to tradition (Sunh. 17a) a knowledge of Greek was 
essential in order to qualify for membership of the Sanhedrin. 
Possibly Hebrew with an  admixture of Greek words (cp the 
language of the Mishna) was still spohen in learned circles. To 
illustrate the later estimation of Greek two quotations must 
suffice : ‘What need,’ says Rabbi (i.e., Judah the Holy, Compiler 
of the Mishna, 2nd cent. A.D.), ‘has one in Palestine to learn 
Syriac (i.e. Aramaic the language of the country)? One 
should lear; either Hebrew or Greek’ (SitZ49u). ‘The Torah 
may be translated only into Greek because only by Greek can 
it he adequately rendered ’ (Jerus. ’Megillah 18). 

Both the extent and the limits of Greek influence on 

1 T h e  reader substitutes for a word another the sum of the 
numerical values of whose letters is the same. Thus 666- 
Caesar Nero ( p i 3  i ~ p ) .  
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Palestinian Jewish life can be very well illustrated by 
the Jewish view of games, gymnastics, etc. (see 
HELLENISM, § 5 ) .  It is well known that the erection 
of a gymnasium in Jerusalem by the Hellenisers in the 
Maccabean period called forth the indignant protest of 
the strict party (see above, 3 11). This  continued to 
be the attitude of lcgal Judaism, even Josephus de- 
nouncing the theatre and amphitheatre as un-Jewish 
(Ant. xv. 81). In time, however, even the most pious 
modified this rigid puritanism, and tales are actually 
told of the gymnastic skill of famous Rabbis (e.,n, Simon 
ben-Gamaliel, Sukkii, 58 a) .  The bath, originally a 
Greek institution, became entirely naturalized, and was 
given a Hebrew name (rn>,>). W e  even find a Talmudic 
precept enjoining every father to teach his son swimming 
(4-icidrishin. 29 a) .  

The characteristic method both of teaching and of - 
20. of learningwas constunt repetition. Hence 

,nu, prop. to repeat, comes to mean both 
to tench and to b u r n  (see above. S 2). Study, 

. ”, 
The following dictum is ascribed to R. ‘Akiba (2nd cent. A.D.): 

‘ Th: teacher should strive to make the lesson agreeable to the 
pupils by clear reasons, as well as hyfkqueni reprtitiom until 
they thoroughly undecstand the matter, and are able to rekte it 
with great flueycy ’ (‘Brzi6in 54 6). The pupil was t o  repeat the 
lesson aloud : Open thy mouth that the subject of thy study 
may abide with thee and live’ ( ‘Emi6ia ,  54 a). 

Oral instruction is often referred to in NT--e.g., in 
Rom. 218; cp Lk. I4 (cp CATECHISE). In Jerome’s 
time (4th cent. A . D . )  Jewish children in Palestine had 
to learn by heart the alphabet in the regular and the 
reverse order. He reproaches the Pharisees with always 
repeating, never reflecting. 

Jerome notes the remarkable powers of memory thus de- 
veloped : ‘ I n  childhood they acquire the complete vocabulary 
of their language, and learn to recite all the generations fro? 
Adam to Zeruhbabel with as much accuracy and facility as If 
they were simply giving their names’ (see S. Krauss in’/Ql$ 
G231.f  where the reff. are given). T h e  ‘endless genealogies 
of I Ti&. 1 4  may be a fiirther illustration (but see GENEALOGIES 
i., $ 4, second note). Repetition with fellow scholars is rerom- 
mended (Ta‘cinith 7 a). I n  teaching, mechanical devices fir  
assisting the memory were used (meimn’a iecitnica : cp Mishna, 
Sh2&linz v., and elsewhere, and Buxt. Lex. [ed. Fischer, 677 61, 

The idiosyncrasy of the pupil was to be considered 
(Prov. 226, ‘A-bidd Zdrii 19n). Instruction was to be 
methodical and given with a high sense of responsibility 
(PZsiichim 3 a ,  and A-bith 3 11). 

Regarding schooldiscipline the later rules are elaborate. 
Perhaps the following may he mentioned. Partiality on 

the part of the teacher was to he avoided (Tu‘iinifhz4a). 
Punctuality is insisted upon (ZC<tha6ith I I T  6). Punishments 
were mild, the Rabbinical rules in this respect showing a marked 
advance on the ideas of Ben-Sira. Thus reliance in the case of 
older scholars who proved refractory was placed in the chastening 
effect of the public opinion of class-fellows ( B E 6 6  Bathr6 21 a). 
I n  the case of young children, when punishment was necessary 
it was to he administered with as t rap  (i6id.). 

The pedagogic ideal of the period was realised in R. Eliezer- 
a preceptor of R. ‘Akiha-who is compared to ‘a plastered 
cistern that loseth not a drop’ ( A 6 8 i h  286). 

That the usual position of the scholar was on the 
ground, facing the teacher, appears from Acts 22 3 

C Lk. 246 1039 and the saying ascribed t R. Jose: ‘Let 
thy gouse be a mekng-place for the wise ; an%powrier thy@ 
in fhedusf of theirfeet ’ ( A 6 8 t h  14). Benches(.ID~D=su~~eZlia) 
were a later innovation (B<rEKh8ih, 28a). I n  some cases it 
would be convenient for teacher or taught to stand (Acts 13 16 
Mt. 132); but this was not the rule. These remarks largely 
apply to the scribal college. 

Besides the elementary school there were also colleges 
for higher training, where those who were to devote 
21. Scribes, themselves to the study of the Law (both 

Colleges. written and oral) attended (w i~on  nq, 
Bith ham-midriish, ‘ house of study’ ; 

another name is 7121*3, MegiZIE 2 8 n ) .  These, too, 
were usually attached (at any rate when the system had 
been developed) to the synagogues. No doubt they 
grew out of assemblies in private houses (cp A6iih 1 4  
cited above), which probably still continued to be used 
in some cases for this purpose. In Jerusalem the 
temple (it., the colonnades or some other space of the 

s.0. ] l ~ l B U ) .  

( rap& 703s r ~ a s  rapuic4i). 
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outer court) was often so utilised (Lk. 246 Mt. 2 1 2 3  
etc.). Thus the famous scribes and 'doctors of the 
law ' taught, their instruction being chiefly catechetical 
-:L mcthod which has left its impress upon the style of 
the Mishna. Questions, asked and answered by teacher 
and disciple alike, counter-questions, parables, debates, 
allegories, riddles, stories-such were the methods em- 
ployed. They throw an interesting light on N T  forms 
of teaching. 

Thus (for instance) the Rabbinic parables, like those of the,NT, 
arecommonlyintroducedbyso.nesuchformulaas' Towhst  15th- 
mitter like?' (~''nns). The fuller consideration of these a n 1  
other points (e.<., the extent of the studies pursued in the Beth 
Hammidrash) belongi to the article SCRIBES ( q . ~ . ) .  

What has been said above applies exclusively to boys. 
For the education of girls no public provision was made. 

EGLATH-SHELIBHIYAH 
useful and interesting) ; to which may now he added A. R. S. 
Kennedy's art. ' Education,' cited above, in Hastings' DB. 
Lane's Modein Egyjtians, chap. 2, 'Infancy and Early 
Education,' contains valuable illustrative matter. The  suhject 
is also discussed in Edersheim, Sketches of Jewish Soc<uZ 
Lifi ,  etc. (cliaps. 7 f.), Lffe and Times ofJesus. etc. 17,253, 
and History of the Je70ish A'afio7~ (ed. White), 277J ['961 
(Jewish philosophy, art, and science are also fully discussed i i  
this volume) : Laurie, Hisforical Sun,ey of Pre-Chistian 
Education, 69.105 [ 'g j l ;  L. Liiw, Die Le6ensalter b d. @d. 
Litemfur,  13of: ['751 ; and S. Schechter, Studies ix /ndaa,sm, 
313f: The relevant sections in Benzinger and Nowaik (HA), 
also, should not be overlooked. 

Of monographs and special treatises the following are the 
most important :-J. Lewit, Darstcli74ng d. thearetischcn u. 
praktischen Pttiirfagogik in j'ua'. Alttrtu7n, '96 ; E. v y  Gelder 
Die Voihschule d. jli<i. AIfertnms, '92 ; J. Simon, L'Educatinit 
et ?instruction des Enfaids chez I t s  Ancie:rs 12423<(3 ) ,  '81 ; 
Seidel, Ueber die PAdqog-ih d. Provevbien 75 (with which 
compare Che. Jew.  Eel. L$) : M. Duschak, kchu&esetz&mg 
r~ad Methodik d. alien Israeliten, '72. 

For the Talmudic period (in English) Spiers, The SchooZ 
System of the Tal~tud(2), '98, may be mentioned. There are 
many books on Jewizh education of this later period(see Strack, 
EinL in den ThaimurZ(2t, 128 titles). Other references have heen 
given in the body of the present article. 

4, SCORPION. 

68 ; hrhA [AL] : in 
2 S. a l rhh  [B], -rbc [A] : in I Ch. ~ A A  [Bl, q-. [L] ; 

z S. 35 I Ch. 33. It is doubtful whether 'wife of 
David' in z S. 35 is correct or not. ' David' might be 
a scribe's error for some other name : Abigail (a. 3 )  is 
called ' wife of Nabal ' (her first husband). So Well- 
hausen, Driver, Budde. According to a late exegetical 
tradition, however (see Jer. Quest. He&. on z S. 35 
623, and Lag. Proph. Chald. p. xviii.), Eglah was 
Michal, daughter of Saul, David's first wife. 'I'his 
view is also that of Thcnius and I<lostermann, and is 
plausible. T o  stop short here, however, would be 
impossible. No early writer would have written 
Eglah meaning Michal. The most probable explnna- 
tion is suggested by z Ch. 11 18. nhy is a corruption of 
$ n q ~ ,  'Abihail,' the name given to the mother of 
JERIMOTH (q,v.), or rather Ithream. ben David, i n  
z Ch. Lc. W e  now understand BB's reading aryaA 
( a r ~ a h ? )  in z S .  35 ,  and can do justice to the late 

5 3 , ~  ( '  Michal') also is a corruption of !snrm, ' Abihail.' 

EGLAIM (n!$#, probably ' place of a reservoir ' ? 
-or a softened form of n h y ?  on form of name see 
NAMES, 1 0 7 - A r A h S I M  [HI. - h A [ E I I M  [KAQI, 
G A L L I M ) ,  a town of Moab (Is. 158), mentioned together 
with BEER-ELIM in such a way as to suggest that it lay 
on the S. frontier. Beer-elim, however, should rather 
be read ' in Elealeh ' (close to the N. frontier). Eglaim 
must therefore have been on the S .  border, and Eusebius 
and Jerome identify it with uyaAA~rp (Agallim), a village 
8 R. m. S. from .4reopolis (OS, 22861 9810). T. IC. C. 

G. H. B. 

EGG (ny's), Deut. 226 ; see FOJVLS, 

EGLAH (n?;?, ' young cow,' 

r A h &  [JOS. 1). Mother Of David's sol1 ITHREAM (q.  EJ. ), 

Jewish tradition respccting Eglah .  

See ITHREAM, MICHAL. 

For a lmost  certainly 

T. K. C. 

EGLATH-SHELISHIYAH (&$ nhp) ,  me:]- 
tioned in the RV of the prophecy against Moab. Is. 

(ArrEhlAN CAAACEIA [Bl, om. K", h. €IC C A A I C A  

The rendering adopted by Graf and others ' the 
third Eglath' implies that there were three places of 
this name near together. Whether such a title as 
' the third Eglath ' is probable in a poem the reader 
may judge. Duhm and Marti take the urords to be an 
insertion from Jer. Z.C. ; Cheyne, however (see LUHITH), 
snpposes n * w h ~  n h y  to be a corruption of 0.52~ nyy'vo, 
' the ascent of EGLAIM [?.",I,' cancelling as a dittogram 
' the ascent of LUHITH [q.v,].' According to the 
rendering of AV and of RV"W ( ' a n  heifer of three 
years ' )  the crying of Moab is compared to a thwarted 
heifer, one which in its third year is on the point of 
being broken in ; others regard ' heifer' as a meta- 
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1 5 s  ( A A M A ~ I C  . . . TPIGTHC [ExAQrl) Jer. 4824 

[ X ' 3  - A i &  [AQ], C A ~ I C I A  [A]. CAAACIA [QI). 

From birth to marriage they remained 
With their 

brothers they would learn those simple 
22' Educ'tion under the mother's care. 

Of 

lessons in morality and religion which a mother knows 
so well liow to instil. Special care would, of course, be 
given to their training in the domestic ar ts ;  but the 
higher studies (both sacred and secular) were considered 
to be outside a woman's sphere. Reading, however, 
and perhaps writing, were taught to girls, and they 
were made familiar with the written, but not the oral, 
Law. Strangely enough, too, they were apparently 
encouraged to acquire a foreign language, especially 
Greek (J .  PZih 26) .  That great importance %-as 
attached to girls' education from an early period appears 
from Ecclus. 7 24 , f . ,  26 IO$, 4291: 

Above all, the ideal of Jewish womanhood was that of 
the virtuous (or capable) wife, actively engaged in the 
management of her household, and in the moral and 
religious training of her children (Prov. 31 IO-19). 

It must not be supposed that the system of education 
sketched above was the only one to be found in Palestine 
23. Conclusion. during the period. As has already 

been pointed out, there were doubtless 
Jewish as well as Greek-speaking centres within the 
Holy Land where schools of the Greek type flourished. 
Among the Jewish communities abroad, too, which 
doubtless possessed schools with their synagogues, 
Greek influence would be especially felt. Still, in all 
Jewish centres the dominant note was the same. Educn- 
tion was almost exclusively religious. Its foundation 
was the text of Scripture, and its highest aim to train 
up its disciples in the fear of God which is based 
upon a detailed knowledge of the Law. The noblp 
precept ' Train up a child in the way he should go, and 
even when he,is old he will not depart from it ' (Prov. 
2 2 6 )  is re-echoed, in more prosaic language, in the 
Talmud: ' I f  we do not keep our children to religion 
while they are young, we shall certainly not be able to 
do so in later years ' ( Yimi 82 a). The means by which 
this could be accomplished-as the Jewish teachers were 
the first to perceive-was a system of definite religious 
training in the schools. 

In th i s  endowing its children with a possession which 
lived in intellect, conscience, and heart, Judaism en- 
trenched itself within an impregnable stronghold. For 
it is undoubtedly the love of sacred study, instilled in 
school and synagogue, that has saved the Jewish race 
from extinction. 'The beautiful saying, attributed to 
R. Judah the Holy: 'The world exists only by the 
breath of school-children,' has its justification-at any 
rate as regards the Jewish world-in the later history of 
the Jewish people. 

On the subject Renerally the following works may be referred 
to :  Ozhler, 'Padagogik d. AT, '  in Schmid's EncycZojopiidie 

a'., Kesammten Bmiehungs- und Unter- 
24. Bibliography. rzchlruescn, vol. 5 ; Hamburger, REJ,  

'96 (reprint), vol. 1, art. 'Erziehnng'; 
2 ' Lehrer ' ' Lehrhaus,' Schule,' ' Schiiler,' ' Unterricht,' etc. (A mine df information, hut mainly for the later p,eriod); 
Schiirer, G J W )  2 305,fl, ' Die Schriftgelehrsamkeit (ET, 
Div. ii. vol. 1 '5 2s) 2419fl. 'Schule und Synaqoce' ( E T  
Div. ii. vol. 2,' $ 27, hhere the literature is given); Ginsbur4 
in Kitto's Bi6Z. CycZop.P), art. ' Education ' (conservative, but 
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phorical description of Zoar (cp Hos. 1011) ; but one 
.expects nt>$ a i i y ,  cp Gen. 1 5 9 . ’  

[BAL]), the king of Moab, who oppressed Israel for 
,eighteen years. H e  was finally killed by the Ben- 
jamite EHUD [P.v., i. (I)], who at the head of his 
tribesmen destroyed all the Moabites W. of Jordan 
(Judg. 3 12-30). That Moab was aided by Ammon and 
Amalek is probably an exaggeration due to D ; cp Bu. 
Ri.Su. 99. From the fact that Eglon seized Jericho 
.(v. 13) it is often assumed (cp e.g., Jos. ) that this was 
the scene of his assassination. This, however, does not 
agree with the finale, and since Gilgal lies between 
Jericho and the fords of Moab, we must assume from 
vv. 18f. 26 that his residence was E. of Gilgal, most 
probably in Moab. See JUDGES, 5s 6,16(beg.); SEIRATH. 

EGLON (]l??V ; @BAL commonly OAOAAAM ; 6“ in 
Josh. 1 0 3 6  1212 1 5 3 9 ,  ErhWN) ,  a town in the ShGphelah 
of Judah, mentioned with Lachish and Bozkath (Josh. 
1 6 3 9  IAEAAAAEA [BA]): Debir, its king, joined the 
league against Joshua which was headed by ADONIZEDEK 

EGLON (iiiq, s 77 : cp EGLAH, EGLAIM, €rhCdM 

[P.v.], and perished Kith the other kings (Josh. 1 0 1 - 3 7  
[v. 5 o 8 o h h a ~  (A) ; v. 36 BA 0111.1 ; cp 12 12 a~Xap [B], 
e y h w  [F], -p [A]). That Adullam takes its place in @ 
of Josh. 10 is plainly a mistake, which has led Eusebius 
and Jerome astray ( O S 2 5 3 4 5  11821). The name of 
Eglon survives in that of Kh. ‘A,ditz,l  16 m. NE. 
of Gaza, and 2 m. N. of Tell el-Hesy (LACHISH). 
On this site, however, ‘there is very little extent of 
artificial soil, very little pottery, and what there is shows 
Roman age.’ On the other hand, there is a t d Z ,  3+ ni. 
S. of Tell el-Hesy, the site of which Petrie considers 
only second in importance to that of Tell el-I?esy, and, 
though he has not explored it, he pronounces it to be 
the ancient Eglon. So far as can be seen on the 
surface, TeZZ Nejdeh (so it is called) is of the same age 
as  Tell el-Hesy, though it may have been ruined earlier 
(PEFQ, ’90, p. 162). Unluckily, however, it is wholly 
covered with an Arab cemetery (Flinders Petrie PEPQ, 
‘90, p. 226). Tell ‘AjlBn may represent the ruins of 
a later town, built after the overthrow of the ancient 
city; this is a suggestion which may or may not be 
confirmed by excavation. T. K. C. 
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MAPS 

1. Egypt proper (after col. 1240). 
2. Oases (see Nos. I and 4). 

3. Courseof Nile (after col. 1208, No. I). 
4. Nile and Euphrates (ib., No. 2). 

5. Geological (after col. 7208 No. 3) 
6. Egypt and Sinai, pluvial pkod (col. 1205). 

The name used by us, after the example of the 
classic  nation^,^ for the country on the banks of the 
1, Name. Nile, seems to have been really the designa- 

tion of the capital Memphis-~u(t)-~u;atu~,  
cuneiform uikubta (An. Tub. nos. 53, 37) ,  translated 
‘H+aroda = Egypt-and more primitively that of its 

1 S P P  Dietrich in Merx. Archiu. 1 x 6 2  f l  
3 Repertories for Egypt in gekrai &e Jolowicz, Bi6Ziofh. 

Aeg. 1858-61, and Prince Ihrahim Hilmy, The Lit .  of Egyjt 
and the Sudan, 1886.88. The current literature is given in the 
Orientalische Bi6Ziogra)hie. For scientific investigations, the 

.following journals must be consulted : Zt. f: Aeg. Spraclte u. 
Altevfumshunde (Leipsic), RecueiZ de lrav. reZ. ri laphilol. e l  
nvrh. Erv6t. et Assvr. (here cited as Rec. lrau.>. and Rm. 
&jtr&ris), and kphzkz (Upsala). In Englaid, scattered 
contributions, especially in TSBA and PSBA and Arckeoloyia, 
etc. On the monuments of Egypt, the memoirs of the Mission 
Franqaise au Caire, of the Egypt Exploration Fund (through 
which aho the admirable ‘Archaeologlcal Survey of Egypt’ has 
been set on foot), and Prof. Flinders Petrie’s Egypt Research 
Accounts as also the Catalogue des Monuments et Znsca$tions, 
begun re)cently by the Egyptian Government (edited by De 
Morgan) are in progress of publication. Of older works, 
Lepsius,’DenhmAler aus Aeg. u. Aeth. (1849-58, a large and 
beautiful publication), Rosellini, Monumenti deZZ’ Egiito, etc. 
(1842.44, faithful), Champollion, Monuments, etc. (1835.45, with 
Notices Manuscrits as supplement), also the publications of the 
Museums at London (Select Pajryri, etc. ed. by Birch) Leiden 
(hy Leemans, 1839, foll.), Berlin, Turin (Papyri by Pliyte and 
Rossi), Bulak (Mariette), are most useful for illustrations and 
inscriptions ; the Descr. de Z‘Egypte of Napoleon’s expedition is 
in part quite antiquated, and, generally, hardly anything earlier 
than Champollion continues to he of use. Philological studies 
very quickly become antiquated owing to the rapid progress of 
the young science. So far, none of the popular hooks on Egypt 
in relation to the Bible can he reconimended (this is true of 
Biugsch, Steininschrift und Bi6elwort. 1891). Ebers, Aeg. 11. 
die BzZclter Mosis, 1868 (antiquated), was never completed. A n  
Egyptological counterpart to K A  T is promised. Here only 
a selection from the immense mass of literature can be made, 
preference often being given to the less highly specialised 
works, and those written in English or translated into it. 
3 A?YVTTOS (Lat. &gy)ius) occurs first in Homer, where it 

denotes, as a feminine noun, the country, as a masculine, the 
river Nile. 
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chief temple (see NoPH) .~  On the Semitic name3 see 
MIzRaIM, I. Poetical names in the O T  are Rahab 
and ‘ land of Ham ’ (see RAHAB, HAM, i. ). 

The Egyptians themselves called their country 
K Z ~ z e t , ~  Coptic KHME or - X H M S ~  (Northern Coptic 
K H M I ) - ~ . ~ .  , ‘ the black country-from its black soil 
of Nile mud, in contrast with the surrounding deserts, 
the deSret or ‘ red country. ’ This etymology is given 
correctly by Plutarch (De Zside 3 3 ,  X~pfa=pehdyyero~  : 
see also ‘Eppo~dpros, Steph. Byz., by the side of pehdp- 
PwXos). Poetic names were, e.g., (P)-to-mere, ‘(the) land 
of inundation’ (Steph. Byz. IInpupcs, equal to AChm), 
in later time &&et (perhaps ‘land of the &&et 
shrub’). The most common designation was, how- 
ever, simply ’ the two countries,’ referring to  the 
division of Egypt into S. and N. country (see below, 

Egypt is situated in the NE. corner of Africa; hut 
the ancients reckoned it more frequently to Asia than 
a. Land. to ‘ Libya ‘--i.e., Africa. It lies between N. 

lat. 31’ 35’ (the Mediterranean) and 24’ 
4’ 23” (the first cataract at ASuin). Longitudinally 
its limits may he given as from Solum, 28” 50’ E.,  to 
Rhinocolura, the modern el-‘Arish (see EGYPT, RIVER 
OF), 33’ 50’ E. : but the limits of cultivable ground 

1 The mod. ‘Ajlin occurs frequently to the E. of Jordan (cp 
EGLAIM). 

2 First proposed hy Brugscb Geog. Inschrifien, 1 7 3  83. For 
the manifold senseless etymol&ies from Greek Semitic etc. 
see the classical dictionaries, s . ~ .  Cp also Reihisch, S h A &  
30 397 36 47, ‘On the names of Egypt. 

3 It occurs in hieroglyphics only in names of foreigners, such 
as Mu-za-,v-i.e., M e y a i  (Rec. de Trau. 14 62). 
a. Brugsch‘s Did.  G&. (rE77-80) contains the 

names of Egypt, its divisions, cities, etc. (to be * @. used with caution ; his Geogyajhische Inschvflen, 

143).  

1867, is antiquated). 
5 Ahsolutely unconnected with Noah‘s son HAM (q.u. I). 
6 C- 
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would rather fix the frontier at about 32" 32' (the site 
of ancient Pelusium). It is not correct to include in 
Egypt the large deserts of stone and sand lying on both 
sides, or even the N. parts of the Sinaitic peninsula- 
regions of more than I,OOO,OOO sq. m., which are 
wandered over by only a few foreign nomads. Egypt 
is, strictly, only the country using Nile water, N. of 
SycnA (A~uiin), as it was correctly defined even by 
Herodotus (2 18). If we reckon only cultivable ground 
( ~ i l ~  valley alld ~ ~ l ~ ~ ) ,  E~~~~ has an area of not much 
more than 13,000 square miles.' 

The  extent of land really under cultivation changes continn- 
ally. Under the bad government of the Mamloks in 1791, i t  

EGYPT 
Nile, is correct (see the accompanying sketch-map: 
fig. I )  ; but it is an exaggeration to place this process 
within historic time.1 As far as our historical know- 
ledge goes, the country has always been the same ; the 
yearly deposits have raised the bed of the Nile slightly. 
(On exaggerations of the fact that the river had formerly 
a greater volume of w-ater than now, see below, 7, 
note.) 

The fact that the level, e.g., of ancient Alexandria is now 
below that of the sea is to be ascribed to a sinking of the sandy 
nmth coast. The Burlus and Menzaleh Lakes are indeed, in 
part, recent formations, caused by the influx of the sea, although 
the Edku and Maryo! (Mareotis) lakes are old, and ancient 
inscriptions speak continually of the 'swamp-lands,' n-ai i 'd; .~ 

r 

was estimated a t  5469 sq. m. : recently over II ooo were assumed 
as cultivable, of which 9460 were really in 'cultivation. The 
census of 1887 gave 20,842 sq. I d .  (12,943 sq. m.) as arable, of 
which Upper Egypt (some parts of Nubia even being included) 
has the smaller half. In antiquity, the amount was certainly 
not more, probably less. 

The surrounding deserts make access to Egypt 
discult, and explain its somcwhat isolated history. 
The shape of the country may be likened to that of 
a fan with a long handle. The handle, Upper Egypt, 
from Memphis to SycnB, is a narrow valley, averaging 
12 m. in width (near Thebes, only 24-4 m.). 

The view of ancient writers that Egypt north of 
Memphis, the so-called Delta (from its form, like an 

Nab% (Herod.) N t 6 w  (Pto1.j 
in the N. Strabo knows the 
Ba1.Q lakes. 

3. inverted Gr. A ) ,  was originally a gulf of the 
sea and was filled in by the deposits of the 

1 The total area of Belgium is 11,373 square miles, of the 
Netherlands 12,648, and of Switzerland 15.976. See the 
Statesman's Year Book. 
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The substratum of the 
Northern Nile valley and 
the characteristic stone 
of the tableland of the 
Libyan (Western)2 desert 
is limestone in different 
formations ; the material 
of the great pyramids is 
tertiary nummulitic lime- 
stone. The valley is shut 
in by limestone crags, 
about 300 ft. in height, 
which sometimes come 
very near to the riyer. 
Above Edfu, the sand- 
stone formation that pre- 
vails through Nubia. bc- 
gins, forming also the 
first natural frontier of 
Egypt, the mountain-bar 
at Silslleh. This quartzy 
stone furnished the excei- 
lent material used for most 
of the ancient temples. 
The first cataract at 
Aswan is the result of the 
river being crossed by a 
bar of red granite, syenite, 
and other rock, from 
which the famous obelisks 
were taken. The 
Eastern (Arabian) desert 
is of varying formation, 
full of mountains which 
rise in part to a height 
of over 6000 ft. (The 
highest point is Jebel 
Ghiirib. ) See geological 
map (no. 3) facing col. 
1207J 

These mountains furnished 
the rich material for the finer 
sculptures of the ancient Eg yp- 
tians-diorite (near Harnma- 

mzt), dark red porphyry( Jebel Dokhan, 6qoo ft.), black granite, 
alabaster (near AsyQ), and basalt. Emeralds (Jebel ZahPra) 
and gold (WPdy 'Alkiki) also were found there, hut few iiseful 
nistals (there were somb iron and insipilicant copper mines in 
Nu&). I n  antiquity, therefore, metals were imported. Other 

I [Cp ' Report on Boring Operations in the Nile Delta,' Proc. 
Roy. SOC. '97, p. 32. The Royal Society carried out borings in 
the Delta to try to get down to the bed rock. At ZakPzik they 
reached 345 feet or 319 feet below sea-level without striking 
solid rock. At 715 feet there was anoteworthy change. Below 
that depth was a mass of coarse sahd and shingle, with one 
band of yellow clay at  151 feet; above 115 feet it was blown 
sand and alluvial mud. Totally different conditions must have 
prevailed when these shingle beds were laid down. They are 
the product of ordinary fluviatile action. The geological age 
of these shingle beds is not yet determined. The pebbles of 
which they are composed all belong to the rocks found in situ 
in the Nile Valley. The coast a t  the mouths of the Nile 
appears to be sinking, the coasts in the Gulf of Cuez to he 
rising.] 

2 Cp Zittel, GeoZ. der Zi6yschen Wz2ste, '83. 
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minerals, such 3s ralt, alum, natron (this from the Nagrnn 
valley S. of Alexandria), come inore from the Libyan desert. 

The Oases (aliausrs, Egyptian wn&, modern Arabic 

4.. Oases. wnh, meaning unknown) of the Libyan 
desert are depressions in this bnrrcii t a lk -  

land where the water can conic to the surface and create 
vegetation. 

Their present names (from N. to S.) are : ( I )  Siwah (Oasis of 
Amon ; perhaps.also called sekhct niim ' date-field ; but this is 
qSfe doubtful), very far to the \vest (2) Bahriye the small 
oasis ; (3) Farxfi-a ( To-&, ' cowland ' j ; (4) D i k h d a  (Ztszei j ; 
(5) The Great Oasis, now called ' the  exterior oasis,' el- 
lihnr(ijgeh (anciently Heb, Hibis, or the Southern Oniis). 

In ancient times these islands in the drsert be- 
longed politically to Egypt (from Dyn. 18?) ; but their 
inhabitants were Libyans and became Egyptianised only 
later. The population of the remote oasis of Anion, 
however, althouzh it adopted the Egyptian cult of 
Amon, remained purely Libyan. and has retained to 
the present day the Libyan (Berber) language. 

The Fa(i)yom also (see below, 0 50) is really an  oasis. 
WSdy TGniilSt, see GOSHEN i.; on the Fa(i)yilm, below, 

See maps after cols. 1240 and 1208. 

T h e  population of these five oases is, at  present, about 58,000. 
On the 

50. 
The climate is~extremely hot, but has great changes, 

especially during the night. The ancient Egyptians 
5. Climate.prayed that after death, as in life, they 

might have the ' cool north wind,' consider- 
ing this the greatest comfort. This wind blows in 
summer for six months. On the othcr hand, at intervals 
during the fifty days preceding the summer solstice, 
there blows a terrible hot wind, now cnllcd @nnzsin 
( i .e . ,  'fifty'), full of sand from the Western desert. 
At most other times, proximity to the deserts renders 
the air very dry and salubrious. The yearly inundation 
has dangers which explain why so frequently, from the 
time of Moses onwards, the plague has found a home in 
Egypt (Am. 4 IO). Eye diseases caused by the abundant 
dust were, and are, very common. 

The Nile, the only river of Egypt, seems to have its 
prcseiit iiame (Gk. NeiXos) from the Semitic nnbnl 

6. Nile. (h;), ' stream,' this designation ( " n e e d )  
being probably due to the Phoenicians. 

The Egyptians called it Ha'pi ( w @ ,  of uncertain ety- 
mology),% in poetry ut?% ( '  the great one') ; but in the 
vernacular language it was simply ' the river ' yetor 
(Inter-after 2000 B.C.-pronounced ye-ov, yo'or),  or 
else ' the great river' ye(++-'o, ya'r-'o, Coptic slspo. 
Of the last two expressions the former became in 
Hebrew ik:, whilst the second, according to the N.  
Egyptian pronunciation (lapo), is found in the Assyrian 
Ynru'li, ' Nile.' On the Heb. name Shihor, and on the 
phrase 'the river of Egypt,' see SHIHOR, and EGYPT, 

(its 
source now being assumed at 3's. lat. ; for the whole 
course of the river see map 2, on opposite page), 
although not so majestic and voluminous (1300 ft. 
wide at Thebes, 2600 at Asyiif) as some shorter rivers. 
I t  forms the principal characteristic of Egypt, ' the gift 
of the Nile' (Herod.). The Egyptiaus believed that 
it sprang from four sources at the twelfth gate of the 
nether-world, at a place described in ch. 146 of the Book 
of the Dead, and that it came to light at the two whirl- 
pools of the first cataract, the so-called Kerti (Kp&$x and 
p&@, Herod.). Even in the latest times, when they 
knew the course of the river beyond K h a r p ~ n , ~  their 
theology still held that primitive view. 

The Nile divides N. of Memphis. Of the seven 
branches, however, which once formed the Delta (see 
large map after col. 1240), only two5 are really 

RIVER OF. 
This river is the second longest in the world 

. 

1 The asterisk indicates a conjectural form. 
2 Later theology combined i t  with the Apis (Hapi) boll. 

was allowed to drink only from wells, not from the Nile. 
3 Perthes, Tnschen-Atlas, statistical tables. 
4 Rut hardly the source from the 'mountain of the moon,' 

known in Roman times. 
5 Viz., the first and the third, counting from the west-con- 

tinued, however, in their lower portions, in the channels of the 
second and the fourth respectively. The  latter, the Colbinitic 

He 
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left, tlie rest being more or less dried up. ' A branch 
(uow called liahr-Yusuf),' losiug itself in the Libyan 
desei-t, foriiis the oasis of the Fa(i)yiim in ivIiddlc Egj-pt. 

The annual inundation is produced by the spring 
rains in the Abyssinian highlands and the melting of the 
7. Water- mountain snow, which cause an immense 

increase of the Easteru or Blue Nile (now 
supp1y' el-Bahr el-Azrak, from its turbid water), 

whilst the principal stream, the XYhite Kilc (el-Ual!r el 
Abya?, from its clearness), has a more steady volumc of 
water. In Egypt the increase is fclt in June; July 
brings rapid swelling of tlie reddening turbid streani ; 
the slow subsidence of the waters bcgins in October. 
During winter, the stagnant water remaiiiing on the 
fields dries up, and the Nile mud, origiunlly the dust 
washed from the Abyssinian mountains, settles upon 
the soil, acting as a valuable fertilizer. Thus in course 
of innnmcrable years the sand or stone of the valley has 
been covered with from 30 to over 40 feet of black soil. 
This shows, usually, an astonishing fertility : Egypt 
looks like one great garden (Gen. 13 IO) ; but a ' small 
Nile ' - L e . ,  an insufficient inundation-has always 
brought years of Even a 'great Nile,'3 
however, caunot cover the whole valley and reach all 
fields. Dykes have to be built, and canals dug, in 
order that the water may be distributed. A good 
government has to give great cai-e to such public con- 
structions, the neglect of which will make thc dcsert 
reconquer vast regions. Higher fields always had to be 
watered by (primitive) machinery, such as the eon- 
trivance called at present sh8dCif. (On Dt. 1110 see 
below, col. 1225, n. I O . )  

After all, Egypt had much more regular harvests than 
Palestine and Syria, where the only irrigation, by rain, 
very often failed. The abundant inundation of Egypt 
was proverbial among the Hebrews: cp Am. 88 ,  and, 
as some think, Is. 5919 .b (SnOT) .  W e  repeatedly 
find Egypt's Asiatic neighbours depending upon its 
abundance of grain. The Egyptians knew quite w.ell 
that their country owed its existence entirely to the good 
god Nile, whom they represented as a fat androgynous 
blue or green figure.4 Being nearly (but not 
completely) rainless, Egypt depends upon the Nile not 
only for the irrigation of its fields, but also for its drink- 
ing-water (which is very palatable, and was kept cool, 
then as now, in porous vessels). The O?' prophets know 
no worse way of threatening Egypt with complete ruin 
than using the symbolical expression, 'The  Nile will 
be dried up.' The river was also the chief highway 
of the country. 

Ancient Egypt had 
not such a cosmopolitan vegetation as the modern. 

Besides fruit- 
trees-viz., the date-, d6m- (now only above 

Asyii!) and argiin-palm, fig, sycomore, nabal: (Zizy$hus 
Spina Chuisti, the so-called Lotus-tree), and pomegran- 

The flora5 was poor in species. 

8. Flora. Forests were quite unknown. 

and the Bucolic mouths, are said to have been artificial canals (?). 
The Bucolic of Herodotus (3 17) is called Phatnitic-or rather 
Pathmetic(thus Ptol. and Pomp. &Iela)-i.e., the Northern(#a-fo 
trr/ziti)-by other writers. 

1 Not from the biblical Joseph. 
2 Such calamities. sometimes in several successive years are 

mentioned repeatedly. A legend from the Ptolemaic p k o d  
(inscription a t  the first cataract, found by Wilbour, translated by 
Brugsch Die Bihlischen 7 jahre der Hungersnof 1891, and 
by Pleyie) reports seven years of famine before 300: B.C. The  
strange water-marks on the rocks of Nubia. z i  ft. above the 
mode% level, are difficult to explain. Thgy &mot  well be 
used as a proof that former inundations were so much higher, 
for that would involve our assuming that all ruins now existing 
were, in antiquity, under water. 

3 Of the so-called Nilometers-wells with measures marked 
for use in official estimates of the rise-that of Phil= remains 
from antiquity. q-( wearins water flowers on the head, and offering 

5 See especially Loret, La  Flow I",%avnon;qur(2) ['921 ; 
Woenig, Die J~Aanzefz i7n alt. A L ~ .  [ '86] ; and various essays 
by Schweinfurth. 
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MAPS OF (i.) ' COURSE OF NILE,' AND (ii.) NILE AND EUPHRATES' 

INDEX TO NAMES 

Parentheses indicating artic2es that r&er to the pZace-names are in certain cases added. The aZphn6eticaZ arrange- 
ment ignorespre/Ezer: el  (' the'),  1. ( /e6el ,  ' mt.'),  L. (Zaake), t d l  ( '  mound'), wady ( '  vazley '). 

Abu Hamed, i. B4 
Abu Simbel, i. A3 (EGYPT, $37) 
Abydos, i. Az (EGYPT, $ 4 4 )  
AlaSia, ii. Az (CYPRUS, S I) 
L. Albert, ii. A5 
Alexandria, i. AI 
tell el-'Anx%rna, i. Az 
Amor, ii. Az (CANAAN, $ 8) 
(Anti), i. B 3 (ETHIOPIA, $ 4) 
Ark5 (Island), i. A4 
Aswiin, i. A3 
Asyiit, i. Az (EGYPT, $5 3, 6) 
'Atbara (river), i. B4 

Babil, ii. Bz 
Bahr el-GhazZl. ii. As  
BahrEn I., ii. B3 
jebel Barl$al, i. A4 
el-Behneseh, i. Az 
Beni Hasan, i. Az (EGYPT, $50) 
Berber, i. B4 
Bitter Lakes, i. AI 
Blue Nile, ii.. A4 

Cairo, i. AI 
I" Cataract, i. A3 
zo Cataract, i. A3 
3 O  Cataract, i. A4 
4- Cataract, i. A4 
so Cataract, i. B4 
6" Cataract, i. B4 (ETHIOPIA, $ 4 )  

Dakke, i. A3 
Damietta, i. AI 

L. Demba'a, ii. A4 
Dendera, i. Az 
ed-Derr, i. A3 

Edfu, i. Az 

Ekhmim, i. Az 
el-Faiyum, i. Az (EGYPT, $5 6, 50) 
el-Far%fra, ii. A3 

FHshoda, ii. A4 

Gutu, ii. Bz 

w%dy Halfa, i. A3 
w%dy HammZmBt, i. Bz 
el-HejZz, ii. B3 
Heta, ii. Az (HITTITES) 
Hierasycaminus, i. A3 

Ibrim, i. A3 

el-Khartum, i. A4 (ETHIOPIA, $5 4, 5 a) 
Khdr, ii. Az 
Kordofan, ii. A4 (ETHIOPIA, B 5 a) 
Korosko, i. A3 
Korti, i. A3 
KO's, ii. A3 (EGYPT, 8 50) 
Kummeh, i. A3 (EGYPT. 5 50) 
el-Icurneh (Pyramid), i. A4 

Libyans, ii. Az, 3 
Lullu, ii. Bz 

Mallus, ii. Az 
Mazay, i. B4, ii. A4 (ETHIOPIA) 
Mecca, ii. B3 
el-Medina, ii. B3 
MEdCim (Pyramid), i. Az 
Memphis, i. Az 
Meroe, i. B4 (ETHIOPIA, $ 56) 
Mittani, ii. Bz 

Naharin, ii. B2 (ARAM-NAHARAIM) 

Negroes, ii. A4, 5 
Nuri (Pyramid), i. A4 

Oases (five), ii. A3 (EGYPT, $ 4) 

h u b s ,  i. A3 
Port Said, i. AI 
Punt, i. B3, ii. A3, 4 (EGYPT, 5 48) 
Pselchis, i. A3 

Rosetta, i. AI 
Ruins, i. A4 
Ruins. i. A4 
Ruins, i. A4 
Ruins, i. B4 
Ruins, i. B4 

Semneh, i. A3 (EGYPT, 5 5 0 ;  ETHIOPIA, 

SennXr, ii. 4 4  (ETHIOPIA, $ 4) 
Shaba, ii. B4 
J. Silsileh, i. A3 
Soleb, i. A3 
SornZli, ii. B4 (EGYPT, $ 48) 
nahr SiibZt, ii. A5 
Suez, i. Az 

B 4) 

Tankassi (Pyramid), i. A4 
Thebae. i. Az 
Timsgh (L.), i. AI 

Troglodytze, i. Bz, 

L. Victoria, ii. A5 

Wawat, i. A3, ii. 
ETHIOPIA, $ 2) 

White Nile, ii. A4 

Zahi, ii. Az 

3 (ETHIOPIA, $ 4) 

A3 (EGYPT, § so, 
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atel-only a few tamarisks (ose[lj, cp i ~ ~ ) ,  willows, 
and, especially, various kinds of acacias (Sonzct ( ~ N T E  ; 
cp reg, Egyptian loan-word ; see SHITTAH) grew. 
Timber had mostly to he imported from Nubia and 
Syria. As principal fuel, dung was used, as now. The 
vine was always cultivated ; but the national beverage 
was a kind of bcer. The chief cereals were barley (y i t ) ,  
most importaut of all, wheat ( suu ) ,  and the African millet 
or sorghum, now called dura (bu'det). Cp Ex. 9;1f. 'flax, 
barley, wheat, spelt' (this perhaps for d i m ? ) .  The 
principal food-stuffs of the modern inhabitants, legumin- 
ous plants-viz., lentils (Egyptian ' a r k n ) ,  and beans 
(Egyptianpiil), perhaps also peas (Coptic d p ~ ) .  lupines, 
and chick-peas-have Semitic names, and were declared 
unclean by the priests even in Roman times; but 
among the peasants they had already become popular 
as early as the 14th century B. C. Of vegetables, onions, 
leeks, and garlic were as much in demand then as now ; 
there were also radishes, melons, gourds, cucumbers, 
bnmia (Hibiscus escuzentzis; resembles American okra), 
meluhiya (Corchorzrs oZitorius; 'a mucilaginous vegetable 
[somewhat] resembling spinage '), etc. (Cp the lamenta- 
tion of the Israelites over the lost delicacies of Egypt, 
Nu. 115 . )  Of oily plants, sesame and olives were not 
very popular, olive oil being mostly imported from Asia. 
Unguents were taken from several balsam-shrubs, espcci- 
ally the baket;  for cooking and burning, castor oil (see 
GOURD) was most commonly in use, as now among the 
Chinese. The cultivation of flax was very extensive ; 
whether cotton also was grown is quite doubtful. 

Wild vegetation grew only in the many marshes-the 
common reed (see REED, FLAG). the papyrus (see 
PAPYRUS), and the beautiful blue or white lotus-flower 
(so[?]&n, from which Hebrew pit; see LILY). The 
papyrus and the lotus-flower are now found only in the 
SLidBn.2 All these wild plants were utilised-even the 
lotus, the seed of which was eaten. The papyrus,3 in 
particular, was of the greatest importauce for ancient 
Egypt, furnishing the material, not only for writing on, 
but also for making ropes, mats, sandals, baskets, and 
small ships (cp Ex. 2 3 ; Is. 18 z ; Job 9 26). The desert 
vegetation consists mostly of a few thorny shrubs. 

Of domestic animals, the ass, an African animal, was 
used more as a beast of burden than for riding. Horses 

se~rnet,~ later &toy), introduced by the '* z00'0m'4 (Hyksos after 1800 B. c., for chariots of 
war and of pleasure. were never very common, pasture 
being scarce ; but thcir race was good. Cp Dt. 17 16 
I I<. 1 0 z S j  (but see MIzRaIM, 8 z ; HORSE, § 3). The 
biblical passages which speak of the camel in Egypt 
(Gen. 1216 Ex. 93)  seem to need criticism, for this un- 
clean animal was, to all appearance, foreign to ancient 
Egypt and became a domestic animal only after the 
Christian era (see CAMEL, 5 2). Cattle, of a hump- 
backed race, were inore common than now ; likewise 
goats ; but sheep (es'ou, Sem. word, ab, Arab. E') were 
rare. Swine (?+re), the most unclean of animals, ' offen- 
sive to the Sun-god,' seem to have been kept, in biblical 
times, only in the nomos of Eileithyia (now el-IGb), 
perhaps because of Nubian elements in the population. 
In the earliest period they seem to have been more 
generally bred. The dog was held in estcem. Strong 
greyhounds for hunting were imported from the southern 

1 That this tree, a t  least, was an  importation from Syria 
inhistoric times is shown by the name (R)cnnnn--i.e., j&l. The 
persea (Hu&t ; Coptic, .Foire[Pe], ~f imrcsojs  Sclzintj~ri, after 
Schweinfurth) and other trees may bave had a similar history. 

2 Whether the P:'magrostis abyssinicn, a species of grain, 
called tef in Abyssinia, the poisonous 'oskar (Cat'oti-ojis $YO- 

cera), and other plants of modern times were known is uncertain, 
but probable, as they are African plants. 

3 'Pa$-yoor,' ' the (plant) of the river.' Cp Bondi, in ZA 
3064 [192]. 

4 Not much investigated. Hartmann's studies, Zz 1864, 

5 The word is related to D)D(Assyriansisli, Aram. szZsya, etc.); 
were not continued. 

but the relationship is not quite clear. 
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countries. The cat became a domestic animal first in 
Egypt (but rather late), perhaps by the side of the weasel 
and 1chneumon.l 

Noblemen undertook hunting expeditions into the desert 
where most wild animals of Africa were found. The various 
antelopes of the steppe (especially the gazelle), the oryx,s the 
ibex,z etc., were caught and then domesticatccl, or, a t  least 
fattened a t  home. It is not certain whether the hare was eaten: 

Of wild animals the jackal, the fox, the hyzena, and the 
ichneumon reached Egypt ; in the earliest times also (but 
only occasionally) the lion, the lynx, and the leopard. 
The tusks of the elephant and of the rhinoceros (both 
called YZbu ") were only imported from Nubia-Y&(zr), 
' Elephantinb ' (i. e., ' ivory p!xe '), on the first cataract, 
being the emporium for this important trade. The Nile 
was infested by malicious hippopotamuses and 
crocodiles, both now extinct. That the name BChEmoth 
(Job 40 15) is by no means a Hebraised Egyptian word, 
as bas frequently been asserted, may be noted in passing 
(so, independently, BEHEMOTH, 5 I). 

T h e  marshes were covered with innumerable birds in winter- 
especially wild geese, cranes, fishing birds (such as the pelican,6 
the ibis,7 and others), and smaller birds of passage from Europe. 
T h e  pursuit of these was both a favourite sport and a useful 
occupation; they were fattened a t  home, but (with the exception 
of the pigeon) not domesticated. The domestic fowl became 
known, it would seem, only in Greek times-Diod. (174) and 
Pliny (IO 54) describe hatching-ovens as in common use in their 
day. Of rapacious birds, the bald-headed vulture8 was most 
common. 

Many kinds of fish (as also the soft tortoise, trionyx) were 
obtained from the Nile, and were incredibly c h e a p c p  D:;, 'for 
nothing' (Nu.115; cp Is.l98);-hut they are not praised by 
modern travellers. Some-eg., the oxyrhynchus Y (i.e., 'sharp- 
snouted '), and the na'rU (a silurus)-were unclean. The Inter 
theology, a t  least in Bthiopia, tried (though without success) t o  
declare all fish unclean.11 Air-dried fish were much eaten. 

Multitudes of frogs, lice, flies, scorpions, and locusts remind us 
of the 'ten plagues. Of poisonousserpcnts, the uraxs  ('nr'ni)lZ 
enjoyed special veneration (sLe SERPENT, 

Owing to the fertility of the country, it has always 
been very thickly peoplcd : the present population 
lo. People. amounts to six millions-Le., it exceeds 

even that of Belgium in density (cp 0 z).  
The ancient writers who spcak of 30,000 towns (!), and 
seven (or even seven and a half: Jos. BJ ii. 16 4) millions 
of people, somewhat exaggerate. 

The race of the ancient Egyptians, who called them- 
selves riiize_t,-i.e., ' inen '-is admiralAy deternmined in 
the Table of Nations (Gen. 106) ,  where thry are 
classified with the Hamites-ie., the light-colourcd 
Africans. They were consequently relations ( I )  of the 
Libyans (see LKJBIM, LEHABIM), extending from the 
Senegal to the Oasis of Siivah, a t  present interrupted 
by many Arab immigrants; ( z )  of the Cushites (in 
linguistic, not in biblical, sense), who now extend from 
the desert of Upper Egypt to the equator, comprising 
( a )  the Bisharin and Hadendoa, (6) the Afar (Danakil), 
and Saho on the coast of Abyssinia, (c) the Agau tribes 
of Abyssinia (Bogos or Bilin, Khamir, Quam), in the 
S. called Siddama (Kafa, Kullo, etc.), and ( d )  the 
Somali and Galla. 

Anthropologically, the Egyptians seem to have been 
more closely akin to the Cushites-who all show a slight 
admixture of Negro blood, received at a very remote 
date-than to the purely white Libyans. They were 

1 hn;, later Hebrew for 'weasel' (TSBA, 9161, and see 
CAT), Egyptian ya tu l ,  s)aeoyA, ' ichneumon' (cp PSBA, 7 194 

Bats in immense numbers filled the mountain clefts. 

3). 

r'8ni). . 

zh 
s Q  ge410@ 

4 Compared by some scholars, followin.; crroneons transcrip- 
Etymological tions, such as 'abzr,' with Ileb. D*In(;e;) 'ivory.' 

connection is not probable. 

11 Worshippers were always advised to abstain 
from fish some time before appearing before the 
gods to sacrifice. See below (8 ~ g ) ,  on the laws 
of purity. See FISH, 8 8 3  
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tall and lean, with strong bones, small hands, thin. 
ankles, reddish-brown skin (coloured, on their own 
paintings, in the case of men, dark red, and in the case 
of women, yellow). with long but slightly curled black 
hair, scanty beard, very slightly prognathous chin, full 
lips, almond-shaped black eyes, and long (?) skulls. 

Linguistically, Egyptian is not the bridge between 
Libyan and Cushitic, as one might expect it to be : it 
forms, rather, an independent branch. The Libyan- 
Cushitic and the Egyptian branches both show affinity 
with Semitic, apart from the strong Semitic influence 
upon both, an influence which dates partly from prc- 
historic periods, partly from about 1000 B. c., and partly 
from Islamic times1 Which branch separated itself 
first from the Proto-Semites (in Arabia?) remains to be 
shown. (In Egypt, however, no Asiatic immigration 
can be found in historical times : see § 43. ) Some 
Egyptian traditions point correctly SE., not to Nubia 
(erroneous traditions of Greek time), but to the coasts 
of the Red Sea-;.e., Punt (see below, 5 @-and 
indicate affinity with the Hamitic Trog(1)odytes. On 
the other neighbours in the South-viz., the Nigritic 
Nubians-see l!XHIOPIA, 2 3  

The language2 was, therefore, by no means a 
primitive stammering, or a monosyllabic language 

like the Chinese, as was asserted by ’“ Language* earlier scholars who derived false con- 
ceptions from the writing. Egyptian has preserved 
something of the vocalic flexibility of the Libyan and 
Semitic against the agglutinative tendencies of the 
Southern Hamitic languages. It shows the system of 
triliterality more clearly than any other Hamitic branch. 
The assertion that it contains elements from Negro 
languages is unfounded : the Hamito-Semitic roots 
only underwent great changes. The sounds (e.g., ‘Ain, 
4 ,  &, s) confirm the view of the relation of Egyptian 
here adopted. The vernacular dialect used from 
1400 to 1000 n. c. in letters, etc., is called by modern 
scholars Neo-Egyptian. The inscriptions tried more or 
less to preserve the archaic style of the earliest periods 
-not always successfully, after 500 B. c. wretchedly. 
For the rest, even the earliest language is less concise 
and much less obscure than, e.g., Hebrew. On  the 
many loan-words from semi ti^,^ see below, § 39 (end). 

Coptic-Le., the language of Christian Egypt (Arabic 
Fib;, Kobf)-is the same language as that which used 
to be written in hieroglyphics, but much changed (many 
forms, e.g., being shortened), as might be expected, 
after a development of 3000 years5 

1 Nothing trustworthy has been written on these relations, 
nothing a t  all on the position within the Hamitic family. I t  
is to be wished that the only competent scholar Prof. 
Reinisch of Vienna, would address himself to this duestion 
soon. Ethnographers (e.g., Hartmann, Die Nigritier) generally 
exaggerate the fact that all white Africans pass gradually 
over into the Negroes, with whom they are more or less mixed. 

2 The  latest and best grammar, although very brief, is that of 
Erman, 1894 (in the series, Porta Linguarum Orienialiunr, 
German and English). Brugsch’s Hieroglypisch-DentotiscA~s 
Worterbzch, 1867.80, is the leading dictionary, but must he 
used with the greatest possible caution. Those of Birch (in 
Bunsen, vol. 5), Pierret, and S. Levi, cannot be recomniended. 
A Thesaurus ve,dorrrrn Bgyfltiacorunr by Erman and other 
scholars is in preparation. The stage reached by Egyptian 
philology is best characterised by the statement (after Erman] 
that ‘the age of deciphering is at an end, we [begin to] read. 
It is, however, a great exaggeration to state, as some have done 
that we read Egyptian as a Latinist reads his Cicero. See e.g.: 
below (col. 1232, note I), on the difficulties of translitedtion. 
A better analogy would be the way in which good Phaenician 
inscriptions are read ; but the greater excellence and abundance 
of his material gives the advantage, to a considerable extent, 
to the Egyptologist. 
3 See Erman, NeuZgyjfische Grarnnza/ik (‘So), who has also 

published a treatise on the earlier vernacular style, Die Spruch 
des P a p y w  Westcar (‘89). 

4 A small collection by Bondi, Dem he6raisch~h6nizischen 
Sprackzweige angeh8n& LehnwiTrier, etc., 1886. An exhaus. 
tive dictionary by the present writer is in preparation. 

5 The standard grammar is Stern Koptisclre Gram. (1880). 
(Steindorf‘s small grammar in the h r t a  series [’941 may alsc 
be used : no older book). The best dictionary is still that 01 
Peyron, Le$. Lingua Cogfice, 1835 (reprinted r896); but a new 
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Coptic has four principal dialects (Sahidic-i.e., Ja‘idi o r  

Jpper Egyptian--Mid$le Egyptian, represented best by the 
lapyri of Akhniim r’a(l)yumlc-formerly wrongly called Bash- 
,iuric-and Boheiric or Lower Egyptian), diverging aometinles 
trongly ; already about 1300 B.C. a payrus states that a man from 
he N. frontier cannot well understand an Egyptian from Ele- 
,hailtin$. 

As the vowels in ancient Egyptian were in general 
lot indicated, their determination, though it is sometimes 

(On Coptic dialects, see further Txxr,  $ 37). 

12a. Phonetics. possible through late Egyptian (Cop- 
tic), and, in the case of some proper 

lames (see below, col. 1232, n. I ) ,  through Greek and 
)ther authors, cannot usually be eflected with precision. 

Certain grammatical terminations (u and 3, however, were 
,ometimes indicated by the signs for the consonants wand  y, and 
ntpr the ideographic sign for the dual assumed a vocalic value 
i or i). 

Foreign words, however, demanded exceptionally 
:omplete representation of the rowels. 

In the Middle Empire, accordingly, sprang up  the practice of 
ising the symbols for w K and 9 and the signs for certain 
iyllables ending in the& cbnsonants, to indicate the vowels 
n the transliteration of foreign words, often in direct imitation of 
.he cuneiform vowels. This has been called the syllabic system.1 

The 24 consonants distinguished in the script were 
xiginally the following : 

3 (N, not always consonantal, never=‘ain), Z (better 3, to ex- 
press both 9 and [later] N ; the Middle Empire created a special 
v), , w, 6, p , f ,  m, n, Y (distinguished from I only in Demotic), 
b h h A (from very early times not distinguished from &), I (from 
&l;tkes not distinguished from s), s, S, &, k,g, t, _t (an unknown 
sibilant), d (not, as sometimes maintained, originally = ~ ) , 2  d 
:better z or .s), similar to Semitic y (cp the Ethiopians later ts’). 

The principles of transliteration of Semitic names 
in the New Empire have not been completely explained 
yet (see As. u. Bur. chap. 5 ) ;  but the following 
are the commonest equivalences that are not obvious. 
K is represented by the i; 3 b y g  (A) or 8;  1 by,d; 1 by i, s; 
by t (or d); D byd(rare1ys); g by# or (never [in early texts] 

initial1y)f; y by d (Z or s) ; b by s (S) ; and by S or (before two 
consonants, etc.) s. 

The hieroglyphics which constitute the national system 
of writing (called ‘ the scripture of sacred words,’ and 

12b. Writing, said to have been invented by the god 
Dhouti B w i h - a  name less correctly 

written Thot) have arisen from a pictographic system 
very much like that of the Mexicans, just as did the 
Babylonian (to which it is very strikingly analogous) 
and the Chinese writing. Our ‘rebus’ is based upon 
the same principles. 

A man @ (ramet), a ‘head’ @ (de)), or a ‘tree’ 

(urn) can easily be painted entirely. Wood’ (&et) can be 
represented by a twig M, ‘ water ’ (RIOU) by three water lines 
NVVV\I\, and-here we pass over more and more to symbolism- 
‘night’ by ‘ s t a r - o n - h e a v e n ’ T ,  ‘ to go‘  by legs A, ‘to 

bring’ (;net) by a vessel +going , ‘to give’ (dy) by a 

-,.. sacrificial cake (?) in a hand b, ‘ to fight’ (‘g) by weapons 

in use @), ‘to,write’ (ss‘) by the writing material 
Thus a great many ideas may be symbolised. 

This would lead, however, to too many camhinations, besides 
leaving it uncertain how to read signs which admit synonymous 
translations, and providing no means for the expression of any 
inflection. Some fiirther contrivances therefore, were necessary. 
Hence, just as an English pictograph’might perhaps express ‘ I’  
by an  ‘eye’ -, homophonous words are expressed by one 

, e.g., standing also for &Tzu ‘(to be) 

turbulent.’ Thus this symbol becomes a syllabic sign, $n. 
Similarly a hap, ‘claw,’ is used also for kop ‘ to hide,’ 

hope ‘to fumigate,’ etc.-i.e. as a syllabic sign=hp, etc. 
Finally, some of these syilabic signs, consisting of only one 

firm consonant,S came to be used for single consonants. I n  this 
way, e.g., ~ f i y  (three consonants, but two of them semi- 
vowels; in Heb. letters something like *,qg), ‘slug’ (originally 

one is a crying need (those of Tattam and Parthey are un- 
trustworthy). 

1 Cp WMM, As. u. Eur. 58-91. 
a Finally all sonant consonants were confounded. 
3 The oAy exception is --fc s, from scs c?) ‘bar of a door.’ 

The popular explanation by an acrophonic prindiple is incorrect. 
I212 
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‘bearer’), became the simple f; A, 6ay, ‘high ground’ (repre- 
senting a declivity) became the letter &, p,; and so on. By such 
letters (from 24 to :6 ; Plutarch, 25) ,  all inflections, and m m y  
words, were written. (On the treatment of the vowels see above, 
5 12a.) 

As an additional safeguard a syllabic sign, such as 

mentioned above, is commonly followed (sometimes preceded) 
by an  alphabetic sign (in this case ann) for the sake of clearness 

(thus .$ En + n). This is the so-called phonetic complement. 

The  last element of the system consists of what are called dc- 
terminatives, the method of employing which will appear from 

N V W  

the following examples :-Thus, e.g.,  

Followed by the deterniinative ‘man,’ thus 14 @ , ir 
writer-i.e., ‘scrihe.‘ If we place after i t  a ‘book,’ , thus 14 1, itrneanswriting-i.e., ‘book’(hothwordsfromastemsS, 

se&a, nno, but differentlyvocalised). Again 

a n  elephant + a piece of skin (where the second sixn, the de- 
terminative, could also he omitted), means ‘elephant’ C y F C . . ) ;  

but in @ the sign of a city indicates that YEhu, the  

F1 ‘ 

L ’ 

great help to the reader, and compensates somewhat for the 
absence of vowels. 

Thus a very perfect system was formed whereby, by 
the employment of several thousand signs (of which, 

EGYPT 

P 

m 

k 

M? 

S> 

H I ERATI C. 
I I 

FIG. z.-To illustrate the development of Egyptian writing. 
Partly after Erman and Krebs. 

however, only a few hundred were in common use), 
anything whatever might be exprcssed-a complicated 
system, it is true, but not so complicated and ambiguous 
as, e.g., the later Babylonian cuneiform writing. The 
accomplishments of reading and writing were not rarc.’ 

The hieroglyphs, or sculptured writing-signs, were 
admirably suited for monumental and ornamental 
purposes; but when used for writing books upon 
papyrus, they had to be abridged and adapted to the 
pen, exactly as our written letters differ from the printed 
forms. (i.) Thus the picture of a lion 

1 Such papyri of non-magic character as are found in the 
tombs are mostly old copy-books used by the deceased in 
their schoolboy days. The  mention of women bringing the 
meals for their sons to the school proves that the poor also 
as ired to the advantages of education. g This word may be taken as an  illustration of the old con- 
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became in cursive w r i t i n g g ,  the man 3, &, and  

so on. This is called Hieratic writing-so called as 
being, like the hieroglyphic, a sacred script, though not, 
like it, designed for monumental use. (ii.) In course 
of time was developed, by the progress of abridgment, 
a regular shorthand, called by the Greeks Demotic 
or popular, because in their time it was the style of 
writing used in drtily 1ife.l It is also called epis- 
tolographic, or letter-style (Egyptian s&ay-m-Su>). In 

this script the lion becomes /or/. The illustration 

(fig. z) gives three letter signs and two word signs : in 
hieroglyphs, in five forms of hieratic, and in demotic. 

All cursive writing runs from right to left (like 
Heh. etc. ), hieroglyphics in both directions (though 
ncver bustrophedon) ; hut originally both ran mostly 
from top to bottom, like the oldest Babylonian and like 
Chinese. The opinion that the Semitic (Phcenician) 
letters were derived from the hieratic script has become 
very popular, but is in every way improbable. The 
latest hieroglyphic inscription is one at Esneh, giving 
the name of the Roman emperor Decius (250 A. D. ) ; the 
latest demotic text is one at Phil=, dated 453 A.D. If 
the earliest translations of the Christian Scriptures into 
Coptic-ie., Egyptian in its latest form-were made, as 
is usually assumed, about zoo A . D . , 3  there should be 
a continuous tradition. As a living language, Coptic 
died out about 1500 A.D. ; at present only a very few, 
even of the Coptic priests, possess any understanding of 
the Coptic liturgic service. Coptic is written with 
Greek letters and six demotic signs (q f, 5 6, 
8 d, +, 6- ,g’ [a palatal sound of docbtful 

value, later pronounced like ts’ or ?], 
T h e  knowledge of the earlier systems of writing was com- 

pletely I o s ~ , ~  after the whole country was subjected ta 
Christianity. The  key to the decipherment of the hiero- 
glyphic and demotic was a t  last recovered by’F. Champollion 6 
in 1822 by the help of the Rosetta stone with its trilingual 
inscripdon (a decree of Ptolemy V. Epiphanes in Egyptian [in 
hieroglyphicand demoticcharactersl and inGreek. found in 1-59 
now in the Brit. Mus.). 
consequence of Napoleon’s expedition to Egypt in 1798. 

The chief writing material of ancient Egypt was papyrus, 
a kind of paper made from papyrus stalks, which were sliced 
beaten and pasted together. I t s  colour was brown OI? 
yellowjsh brown. The chief defect was its brittleness; ncver- 
theless, the writing was often washed off and the papyrus 
used again. Red ink marked 
divisions and corrections, as in medireval MSS. Books were 
in roll form. (Among the Hebrews the same writing material was 
in common use : cp Jer. 3623.) Documents of great importance 
were written on leather, drafts mostly on potsherds (osfruca). 

The religion‘ of Ancient Egypt, always retaining so 
many remnants of barbarous primitive times, stands in 

ti).4 

Thusthe decipherment $as inclirecily 

Both sides could be written on. 

13. Primitive striking contrast to the high civilisation 
religion. of that country. Originally it was not 

very different from the low animism 01- 

nection between Hamitic and Semitic (cp 0 11); it is prehistoric 
in Egyptianand may have sounded l a ~ c ( ) ~  Cp 1lami:ic I z ~ d r i J ~  
(Saho and Afar), Zib@ (Somali), with Semitic hlu ‘lion ’(which 
migrsted back to Egypt a s  AABOl), Heh. W?>. 
1 The Demotlrche G r a m  of H. Brugsch ( ‘55)  is quite ant,i- 

quated. The scholar who has paid niost attention to dcmotic 
lately i s  E. Revillout (Chratomnfhie Demotipwe, etc. ; to be 
used with caution). 
Ef2 Expressed first b y  D e  Rouge, MLm. sur I’Origine 

gyjiienne de ?Alphalet PhLnicien, [‘741. Still more un- 
tenable is Halevy’s attempt to derive the Semitic from the 
hieroglyphic letters. See WRITING. 

3 See, however, TEXT, %% 36,j8, where a later date (circa 300) 
is argued for. 

4 Dialects preserve the ancient 4 g+-= a s  8 
5 The few traditions ahout the hierodyphics found in Greek 

writers (especially Horapallo Hieroglyjhica) are now recognised 
a s  being all more or less c o r r h  ; hut for the decipherment they 
were in various respects insufficient. 

6 The attempts of Th. Young (1819), which came near finding 
the key but nevertheless missed it have been well estimated by 
Le Pa& Renouf, PSRA 19 188 (.&I. 

7 Le Page Renouf, Lect. on the Origin and Growth of 
Religion [%I ; IViedemann, Die ReL der d f e n  &jfm (‘93, 
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fetishism of the negro races. 
own spirit haunting it. 

Every locality had its 

Such a demon appeared here as a jackal, there as a lion, bird 
frog or snake or in a tree or a rock. We can understand why, i; 
the fakes of t i e  Fa(i)yOm and in the whirlpool of the first cataract 
a t  Elephantins, acrocodile was the local deity(Sohk and Hnumu) . 
why the god Anup(u), leading the dead to Hades orighally (i; 
would seem) in the Memphitic (?) necropolis, was t ie  black jackal 
of the desert ; and so on. We cannot easily understand however 
why, at  Busiris, awooden fetishofstrangeform,l theDa2, signified 
the highest$calgod, and why a t  a later dateahe-goatrepresented 
there the soul(d of the Dedi '  (Bi-n-ded[i], M$vSqr-'Dedi' 
meaning 'inhabitant of the Dad') ,  or why the earliest symbol of 
Osiris was a wine(?)-skin on a pole 2 (which caused the Greeks 
t o  identify this dead god with their joyful Bacchus), and so on. 

Originally, sun, moon, and s t x s  were consiclered to 
be divine ; but, with the exception of the sun-god 
the local gods had more temples aud enjoyed more 
worship and sacrifices. At Memphis, the chief god was 
Pta4,* styled by his own priests the master-artisan,' 
and, therefore, the creator, mho with his hammer opened 
the chaotic egg-shaped world ; but even the western 
suburb of the city belonged to a different god, Sokari, 
a hawk sitting in a sledge shaped like a ship.5 Thus 
the gods were almost innumerable in the earliest times. 
Their forms (human, animal, or mixed), colours (Keith 
is green, Amon blue, and so on), symbols, etc., are of 
perplexing variety. 

Fortunately, the superior splendour of the deities in the 
large cities, with their great temples, led to the worship 

14. Changes. of the tutelary gods of the villages and 
small towns being more and more 

abandoned. Am( m)on,6 e.g., the god of the later capital 
Thebes (called NO-AMON [ q . ~ . ] ,  'Amon's city,' in the 
OT),  thus became the official god, and so the highest 
in the whole kingdom, circa 1600 R.C.  (sacred animal 
the ram). The Egyptians themselves, indeed, seem to 
have been puzzled by their endless pantheon. They tried 
to reduce it by identifying minor divinities with great 
and popular ones, treating them as one being under 
differcnt appearances--e.'?. , the lion-headed Sobmet 
(wrongly called Sebet or Pa&) 7 of Leontopolis and the 
cat of Bubastus were identified, the one being explained 
as the warlike, the other as the benevolent, form. Very 
old is the system of uniting seyeral local gods into a 
family, usually as father, mother, and child (in Tliebrs, 
e.$. , the solar Anzon and Mut, and the lunar &7onsu). 
Siibsequently, out of such triads, circles-especially of 
nine divinities (enneads) - were formed, and whole 
genealogies elaborated. 

Even in prehistoric times, the progress of thought 
showed itself in the tendency to make forces of nature, 
especially solar divinities, out of the old meaningless 
fetishes; but these attempts did not lead to a reason- 
able, complete system. 

T o  enumerate some of the earliest results : Osirise of Abvdos 
becomes, as the setting sun, the god of the lower world, king 
and judge of the dead. In this function he is assisted by the 
Moon-godThont (Dbouti), an ibis or an  ibis-headed godQ-origin- 

ET '96; useful), brief; also Brugsch, X e l  n. Myih. [1884-88] 
(the fullest but labouring under the great defect of following by 
preference 'the systems of the latest Egyptian theology) ; Lie- 
blein Fgyjtian Rel. ['E.+] ; Maspero, La nzyfh. &yjiienne 1'89 ; 
critichj. Petrie ReLigion a n d  Conscience in Anr. Egypt 
['@I; L jnge  in 'Chantepie de la Saussaye, Xel.-gesch.(z), vol. i. 
For pictures the best work ofreference is Lanzone, Dizionario a? 

and Apis as 'qm in Jer. 46 15. 
in I-Ieb. edition of SBOT. 
APIS, HWR, HARNEPHER. and NAMES, 8 68. 

On these readings see notes 
c p  also AHIRA, PHINEHAS, ASSIR, 

g &  d 

ally,god of Hermopolis-who becomes a god of wisdom and 
writing. Anubisl assists, leading the dead to Osiris, like 
Hermes Psychopompos. Osiris himself (son of the goddcss 
Nut) had been sent down to thedark region--i.e., murdered-by 
his wicked hrother Set, PqB (Typhon in Greek), the local god of 
N.  Omhos 2 who is figured as a poorly-sculptured ass ( 0 3  'I his 
malicious )god, who eventually (though only very late) became 
a kind of Satan, was explained as god of thunder and clouds 
(thSrefore identified with the cloud (?)-serpent ' A j o j ) ,  in the latest 
period also as the sea or the desert-i.e. all nature hostile to 
man. H e  is punished hy Hor(us)4 (of E h ) ,  the young son of 
Isis (HCE),5 the wife of Osiris (worshipped especially a t  Phil= 
often identified with Sothis the Dog-star) who rcunites the bod; 
of Osiris (the sun), hewn i; pieces (the s t k )  by Sot. The form 
of the myth which makes Isis go  to Phrenicia in search of Osiris' 
body, carried to Byblos b y  the Nile and the Ocean, is evidently 
quite late, identifying her with Beltis-Astarte. She educates 
Hor, hiding herself from SEt and his seventy-two followers (later 
explained as the seventy-two hottest i ays )  in the Delta-marshes. 
Her  sister NephthysG (Nebt-!zdt) is the wife of Set and the 
mother of Anubis (hy Osiris). 

It was this circle of divinities that gained most 
popularity and became known even outside of Egypt. 
Possibly it is simply by accident (?) that we possess only 
fragments of the myths that grew up, representing those 
connected with the Osirian circle ; the rest of the gods 
might not look quite so lifeless if we knew the mythology 
referring to them. 

W e  can see under what difficulties Egyptian theology laboured. 
Not only had it to admit that in the morning the sun was callcd 
t fcpre7 (a beetle rolling its egg across the heavens) later [ f o r  (a 
aeity of whom there are seven forms), a t  noon Re',8-both Hor 
and Re' being hawks and evidently representing the sun fl& 
across the heavens,-and in the evening Atum (at Heliopolis, 
where he was represented in human form sailing in a ship across 
the heavenly ocean) ;-hut it had also to acknowlerlge that 
other solar divinities were appearances of the same being. 

Some were cosmical gods- 
Nun (No&) or Nzm is the ahyss from whom all gods and 

things cam-chaos. The earth is the god Seb(orGibi);  the 
heaven or celestial ocean bows herself over him as a goddess,g 
Nut;lO their child is the sun (=Osiris). The space between 
them is the god Su (sow, Boc), a lion. His companion, TCjj,uf, 
represents, perhaps, the celestial moisture. 

Other gods assume other special functions- 
On Thout (Dhouti, moon) and Ptabasprotectorsof scribes and 

scholarsandofartisnnsandbuilders, seeahove(5ffid I ) Inihote 
of Memphis was the god of physicians. Ithyp'hiliic i\lin1? 
became a harvest deity, like the serpent Remute(t), and as god 
of Coptos, the master of the Trog(1)odytes in the Nnbian desert, 
just as Neit of Says12 ruled over the Libyans. The cow Hut- 
hou(i.e. abode of the Sun-god)ls became mistress of love and'joy, 
but shohed her solar nature in ruling all Eastern conntries. 
Warlike gods were Onhur of This, Mon_ta of Hermonthis, and 
above all, the malicious Set, whose worship was abandoned more 
and more after IMO B.C. (see above [first small type passage 
io this section]). This distribution of functions, however, 
is so contradictory that nowhere does an  intelligent system 
result. 

The sacred animals belonged to two categories- 
Some, such as the black bull calledApisl4 (Hapi) at Memphis, 

that called htnevis at Heliopolis, and the crocddile Sobk (Eouxos), 
were considered miraculous incarnations of the local god !pure 
fetishism); but at other places every cat was sacred (as at 
Hubastus),l5 or every letos-fish (as a t  Letopolis), and so forth 
(totemism?). So, while the crocodile was worshipped a t  some 
places (e.g Ombos), it was sometimes persecuted from a sense 
of religious)duty, even in a neighhonring city (as, e g . ,  a t  Edfu). 

2 He must have played a most important 
part in prehistoric times. The sceptre 
which all divinities hold in their hands 

/, or jJ seems to hear his head. His sacred colour was red, 
hnd red-haired men were despised as 'typhonic.' 

3 3 3 
9 The heaven is, besides, frequently represented as a cow, 

because the ahvss on which the earth in its chaotic state floated 
was the cow Meht-wEret. 

lo 

14 On a probable OT ref. to Apis see above, col. 1215, n. 3. 
15 Hence the large cat cemetery near the modern Zakizik (now 

(fetish +ob). 12 Symbol C 

commercially exploited for manure). 
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The great mass of the people never advanced beyond 

the traditional worship of the local idol (the ‘ town god ’ )  
Among the priests, 

the most advanced thinkers came, it 
is true, to the result that all gods are only different forms 
of the same divine energy,-a conclusion which, how- 
ever, did not lead them to monotheism, as might have 
been expected, but to a kind of pantheism. Such ad- 
vanced thought remained, of course, the property of afew 
educated persons, though it was not treated as a mystery. 
Other rationalists followcd somewhat euhemeristic lines, 
treating all gods as deified pharaohs of the earliest period. 
On early traces of the deluge- and the paradise-traditions, 
see DELUGE, PARADISE ; of borrowing from Asia there 
is here no question. 

In  the sphere of cosmogony no reasoned system was 
ever developed : besides Piah, the potter gnzlm(u) of 
Elephantink,‘ as well as other gods, claimed to have 
been creator. Nowhere can any uniform dogma be 
found (cp CREATION, 8). 

It is interesting that, after 1600, the Egyptiatls had 
a strong tendency to increase their already end- 

15. Pantheism. or sacred animal. 

- 
16. Foreign less pantheon by adding foreign divini- 

tles, especially gods of a warlike char- 
acter.2 cults. 

We find the god Suteb3 of the Hittites (not of the Hyksps, : 
see 5 5 2 )  so popular as almost to displace Set. The  Semitic 
god RaHpu (‘lightning,’ It:), the goddesses ‘An%, ‘Astart 
(@?p), Kedesh (‘the holy one,’ dip), Beltis of Byblus-Gebal, 
‘Asit, Adam, etc. were recognised. Ba‘al and Astarte had their 
temples a t  Thehes and Memphis. Whether the strangely figured 
B e d  was a foreign (Babylonian 7 Arabian?) divinity IS doubtful. 
This protector against wild animals and serpents, and patron of 
dancing, music, and the cosmetic art, had a t  least a much earlier 
cult.6 

If we find various accounts of the creation of the 
world and of man. various exdanations of the dailv 

l,. after course of the sun, etc., we need not 
wonder that the belief in life after 
death was never reduced to a dogma. death. 

u 
According to the opinion of later times, the dead went 
down to the dark lower world (Amentet, ’ApLhvBqs-Le., 
the west), passed obstacles of every kind, opened many 
closed gates, and satisfied various guardians of monstrous 
form by the use of magic formulas previously placed in 
the coffins for this purpose. Finally the dead man 
reached the great judgment hall (wesbet) of Osiris, into 
which he was introduced by Anubis. His moral life was 
tested in a cross-examination by the forty-two monstrous 
judges (the answers denying the forty-two cardinal sins 7 
were ready prepared in his magic book), and hy the 
weighing of his heart in the balance of ME‘it, the 
goddess of justice.8 Those who were declared to be 
wicked were sent to a hell full of flames, and were 
tortured by evil spirits (some seem to have supposed 
that they assumed the form of unclean animals). The 
good were admitted to ‘ the fields of Aaru- (or Yunru?) 
plants,’ where they sowed and reaped on fields irrigated 
by the Nile of Hades. Small figures of slaves, or rather 
substitutes for the dead, made of porcelain or other 
material, were placed in the coffin to assist the deceased 
in this peasant life. Originally it may have been only 
persons belonging to the highest classes who claimed 
to ascend to heaven upon the ladder of the Sun-god, 
and to become companions of the sun during his daily 
voyage over the heavenly ocean ; but, later, this was 
anticipated for every one who should be ‘found pure.’ 

2 See Ed. Meyer, ZDMG 31 717 [‘77] ; W M M  

3 On his representations see Griffith, PSBA 
As. u. Azw. 3 0 9 8  

1687 1’941. 

have sometimes asserted. 

E A. W. Budge etc. 

of the dead, sacrilege, etc. 
7 Murder, aduitery, slander, theft, fraud, robbery 

Every deceased person was even expected to become 
Osiris himself, and is addressed as ‘ Osiris So-and-So.’ 
The dead were allowed to visit the earth occasionally- 
not at night but in the day-time-assuming the form of 
different animals.‘ At night they returned to their 
tombs, or to the lower world,-places which are rarely 
distinguished in a clear way. 

Various conflicting doctrines are intermingled-eg., the belief 
that the souls of the departed are the stars or dwell in the stars 
(which are by others explaincd as the dispersed members of the 
slain Sun-god Osiris : see above, 5 14), that all shadows2 must 
live in darkness and misery in the nether-world, persecuted by 
evil spirits, so that it is best for the dead person to become, by 
witchcraft, one of these evil monsters himself, and that the soul, 
in the form of a half-human hird3, (64, lives in or near the 
grave, hungry, and dependent entlrely upon the offerings of 
food and drink deposited a t  the tomb. Sometimes the oases of 
the Western desert are identified with the fields of the dead. 
The Egyptian priests never put themselves to any trouble to 
harmonise these and other contradictory traditions ; they con- 
tented themselves rather with providing that magic formula: 
and prayers adapted to each of them were made and collected. 
On these collections, see below, § 20. 

The care bestowed upon the worship of the dead is 
very remarkable. The huge pyramids of the most . .. 
18. worship ancient kings, the detached tombs of 
of the dead. their officials (now called by Egypto- 

logists mastilbas-an Arabic word), the 
interior of which-was co;&ed with sculptures, and the 
long rock-galleries, especially at  Thebes, testify that the 
Egyptians devoted greater zeal than any other nation on 
earth to the abodes and the memory of their dead, and 
to the sustenance of their souls by sacrifices. This 
care is shown also in the practice of embalming ; cp 
EMBALMING. 

Originally only the nobles w-ere able to pay f?r dummifica- 
tion, with its costly spices (and natron) and its skllful wrapping 
in layers of linen, by which means some mummies have sur- 
vived 4000 years without great change. Later however, 
cheaper methods, such as dipping the body into hbt asphalt, 
made the custom almost universal. The ‘forty days of enibalm- 
ing’ (Gen.503) after removal of the intestines (which were thcn 
placed in the four jars, erroneously called canopes, representing 
often four tutelary demons) and the brain, and the ‘seventy da3-s 
of lamenting,’ are usual. The face was frequently gilt ; the 
wrapped body was put in one or two cases of wood or carton. 
nage, of human form, more or less painted and ornamented ; 
wealthy people enclosed these, again, in large stone sarcophagi. 

All this seems to point to a primitive belief that the 
soul would live only as long as the body existed, though 
this is indeed nowhere expressly stated. Later, the 
reason was given that the soul liked to be near the 
body, and would sometimes even return into it or into 
a statue of the dead. The distinction between the soul 
(64, the shadow (&&et), and the double (Rn) which 
always accompanies a man in life and seems to receive 
the soul after death, was by no means clear even to 
Egyptian dogmatists, and is quite obscure for us. 

‘The tombs had annexed to them a chapel for offering 
to the statue of the Ku.6 which stood in an adjoining 
small, dark room, the latter connected with the chapel 
by a small window or hole in order to let the smell of 
incense, etc., penetrate to the soul in the statue. 

Besides real offerings, pictures of food were given; these 
had the advantage of durability, and were, by the help of 
magic, as ellicacious as real bread and meat. Often a basin 
of water hefore the tomb furnished drink for the soul, and 
trees were plant$ round it, ‘ that the soul might sit under their 
shady branches. T+ sarcophagus was deposited in a pit, 
which was filled up with stones and sand (except in the case of 
rock tombs already safe enough). The poor were of course, 
less l u x u r i h y  housed. They were massed in kmple pits 
leased hy undertakers. All tombs were situated in the desert, 
the arable land being much too scarce and costly. 

Whilst it can hardly be proved that the religious ideas 
of the Egyptians ever influenced the belief of the Hebrews 
19. Ritual. (the so-called ‘ goldeu calves’ [see C.4LF, 

5 21 were certainly no imitation of the 
Apis cult, all kinds of animals being sacred at one place 
or another in Egypt), it cannot well be denied that the 

A migration of 
souls in the Indian sense was unknown to the Egyptians. 

4 See The Mwnmy, by E. A. Wallis 

1 This was misunderstood by the Greeks. 
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ritual laws and laws of purity of the Hebrews often 
seem to follow the analogy of the later Egyptian customs. 
The priests had to observe scrupulous cleanliness, to 
shave all hair (hence their bald heads, imitated in the 
Roman tonsure), to wear only linen, and to abstain 
from all unclean food, this being very much the same as 
among the Hebrews.' See above (§ 9)  on the unclean- 
ness (especially) of the swine. 

Eggs 
were not to be eaten. Contact with dead bodies defiled, notwith- 
standing the cult of the dead. Embalmers therefore were 
unclean. Circumcision for which as for ali ritual pu;poses, 
only stone knives w e d  to be used (cp Josh. 5 2) was genFral 
for both sexes from time immemorial (see CIRCUM~ISION). T h e  
method of killing and offering animals, the burning of incense 
(upon bronze censers of ladle form%), the ablutions, and many 
other ritualistic details, were similar to those practised among the 
Israelites. Human sacrifices occurred in the earlier times (see 
ISAAC); later, cakes in human form seem to have been suh- 
stituted. 

The priests, called ' the pure,'3 u'&(u), formed a 
well- organised hierarchy in four (later five) classes 
(@uhal), with many degrees, from the common priest 
to the high-priest ruling over the principal temple of 
the nomos or over the temples of several nomes. The 
priestly career seems to have been open, theoretically, to 
every boy of Egyptian descent who studied the canon of 
sacred books (forty-two, according to Greek tradition) in 
the temple-school ; whether this was the case in practice 
we do not know. The highest dignities at least were 
more or less in the hands of certain families of the 
a r i s t~cracy .~  Women were not admitted to the regular 
priesthood. Priestesses appear later only under the title 
of ' singers ' of the divinity. 

The religious literature was not so rich as the niasses 
of manuscripts fromthe tombs might lead one to suppose. 

Some parts of every animal (the head?) were forbidden. 

They formed the choirs. 

The catalogue of the library of the 
large temple at Edfu enumerates only 

literature' thirty- six books, mostly ritualistic. 
'O' 

The earliest texts would be the old books from which 
come the inscriptions (of about 3000 lines) in five 
pyramids belonging to dynasties 5 and 6 (see below, 
5 46) which were opened in 1881. More than any other 
religious texts, they bear a magical character. After 
2000 B.C. another large collection came into use, the 
' Book of going out in daytime,' now commonly called 
the 'Book of the dead.'6 This is not a theological 
compendium, ' the Bible of the Ancient Egyptians,' as 
it has been very unsuitably designated. It contains 
mostly magic formulz, often of a very nonsensical 
character, for the protection and guidance of the dead 
in the lower world, and the confusion of doctrines of 
which we spoke above. Thousands of copies-some 
over a hundred feet long and with very elaborate pictures, 
and others brief extracts, giving one or two of the 
chapters - are among the chief attractions of our 
museums of antiquities7 

1 These laws were less scrupulously observed in earlier times. 
See above (I 9 n.) on the restrictions with regard to fish. Those 
offering sacrifices had to abstain also from game, evidently be- 
cause h was not properly bled. 

2 0  

. -  

4 The Ptolemaic documents and Clem.Alex Strom. VI., 
wonld give us the following classification : high'-;riest, pro,phet 
stolist(superintending the clothing of the idols and the offeringsf 
two classes of 'sacred scribes' (the higher one being that of th; 
rrrapo+cipor or feather- wearers) the horoscopist (the name has 
been wrongly explained as melning 'astronomer' ; the correct 
meaning seems to he 'a priest officiating only occasionally'), the 
singer. This classification is neither exhaustive nor applicable 
to earlier times. 

5 The fact of the king officiating as priest a t  sacrifices confirms 
the view that there was no priestly caste. 

6 D e  Rouge incorrectly called it ' le  rituel funeraire.' 
7 T h e  text was puhlished after very late and bad copies b y  

1,epsius and D e  Rouge (both reprinted by Davis, :94). Of fac- 
similes in colonrs the Papyrus of Ani in the Brit. Mus. ('93, 
ctc.) is best known (also Deveria Pap. Sutimes a copy in 
Leemans, Monuiizenfs: Pap. NehkLd, etc.). The  &eat edition 
of Naville ('86) has shown the immense textual corruption of 
all manuscripts, which leaves much work to future scholars. 
Best translation by Le Page Renouf, The Egyptian Book of the 
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The Book of respiration (Fay n somen) the book May m y  
name jZourish and the Book ofpassing t h b o q h  etewzify 1 are  
shorter imitatidns. The  large Book ofthat which is i , ~  the nither- 
world(arni-duat, Lanzone 1,791 %)-a very fanciful and mysterious 
book, more of pictures than of texts, which ornaments many sar- 
cophagi-still awaits a critical edition (abridg. version, Jbquier). 

The scientific side of theology is represented by a 
fragment of a commentary (Berlin); other commentaries, 
consisting of symbolical expositions, form part of the 
Book of the Dead (ch. 17). Sacred geography was a 
favourite study (Pap. of Tanis and of Lake Moeris).* 
Rituals-such as that for burial (ed. Schiaparelli, '&), 
that for embalming (Maspero), and that for the cult of 
Amon and Mut (Berlin)-are found, and many hymns in 
praise of gods or temples. They are of little originality." 
On contemplative and speculative religion not one line 
has been preserved, and certainlytherewas not much of it. 
The priests were too content with the old traditions. 

The didactic literature bears a practical character and 
is entirely secular. The Exhortations of Any ' (Pap. 
21. Didactic Bulak 4, transl. by Chabas in L'kgypto- 
literature. Logie; also by AmClineau in La Morale 

kgypt. ) are a really beautiful collection 
of moral rules. Small demotic ethical papyri have been 
published by Pierret and Revillout.6 

The Pvaise of SchoZastic Studies (Pap. Sallier 2 ,  
Anast. 7)6  is full of sarcastic humour, but too prosy for 
modern taste ; the ' Papyrus Prisse ' (Chabas, Virey,. 
partly Griffith ; see IVorZds Best Lit. 5327) is of stilted 
obscurity. All these works belong to the classical 
period of the Middle Empire. 

Several later imitations of the Praise of Scholastic Stzdies 
were frequently used as copying exercises for schoolboys, in 
order to instil love of studv. For the rest. the manv school- 
books contain exercises of .rhetorical aim. ' The 'StoGy of tliq 
Eloquent Peasant' (Grilfith a), and ' T h e  Mail tired of Life 
(Erman ['96]) belong to this category. 

W e  see from inscriptions and other representations 
that the Egyptians had a tolerable knowledge of 
22. Science. astronomy-the high priest of Heliopolis 

was called the 'chief astronomer.' We 
owe to them our modern (Julia.) calendar ; but they 
themselves used in common life a year of twelve months 
(of thirty days each) and five ejagonzene, or additional 
days (without any intercalation). The astronomical 
year, called Sothic because marked by the ' rising ' of 
Sothis (Sirius), was known, but not in popular use.' 

Ptolemy 111. found a reform of the calendar to be an  urgent 
need. His  attempt to effect it, however, in 238 B.c., proved a 
failure. Much sunerstition in reeard to these matters is diq 
cernible ; ,cp the CkZendar of Zuc& and unlucky days (transl. 
Chabas 70). T h e  hours were determined by observing the 
positiod of the celestial bodies with the instrument figured 
below.8 No scientific astronomical work has come down 
to u s ;  but we have a mathematical handbook (London, ed. 
Eisenlohr) which shows that the Egyptians were not so far 
advanced in mathematics a s  e.g., the Bahy1onians.g High 
admiration of Revntian medkne  mas shown throughout the ~ ~~ ~~~~ .~ ~ 

ancient world, a& 'even medikval medicine is full of-Egyptian 
elenients.lo The medical papyri (Berlin ed. Brugsch ; un- 

Dead, 's6 (those by Birch '67, and Pierret, 82, are antiquated ; 
Budge, '98, is less critical?. 

1 These three books have been edited bv Bruesch. Lieblein. ~- 
and Von Beremann resoectivelv. 

2 Also in -Bonomi, karcophhgus of Uiitzeneptah ('64), and 
(from the walls of the royal tombs) Jlission FyanF. 11. and 111. 
3 Petrie and Mariette ; the second discussed by Brugsch and 

Pleyte. 
4 That on Amon translated b y  Grebaut, is considered the 

best. I t  is, howevir, anything but an  original composition. I t  
is reprinted in X P  2121. (This English work gives translations 
of almost the whole literature of Egypt ; hut in the first series 
these are often of very questionahle character. T h e  second 
series shows improvement in this respect. Excellent translations 
by Grirfith of a large part of the Egyptian literature have just 
appeared in The World's Best Literature [18971, p. 5 2 ~ 5 8  [the 
hymn in question, p. 53091. 

5 I n  Rec. de Traz'. 1, and Rey. ggyjf. 1. 
6 Transl. by Maspero in his Etudes sur Zegenre JpistoZaire. 
7 The astronomical and the common year coincided every 

1460 years-a so-called Sothic period (see CHRONOLOGY, 5 I?). 
9 Arithmetical fragments also in Griffith's 

10 Shown first by Le  Page Renouf, 22 11 123 
How this came (through the Arabs?) is discussed by G. 

Kahunpapyri. 

['73]. 
Ebers, 22 33 I [ ' ~ 5 ] .  
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published MSS or Berlin and London: treatises on female 
diseases and veterinary art  iu Griffith‘s Kahun pagyyi; ahove 
all the greatpapyrus Ehers a t  Leipsic, written about 1600 B.c.) 
shAw, however, little practical knowledge, and a surprising 
ignorance of anatomy, as  against an  abundance of superstition 
and silly sorcery.1 

There are a good many books of magic (with many 
religious and some medical elements)-partly lawful 

pap. M ~ @ ~ ~ ~  
’ 5 7 ) ~  Partly forbidden witchcraft 

The latter was threatened with capital punish- 

magic (cp, e,g., chabas, 23‘ Magic* 
(Leyden). 

EGYPT 
’ of Kadesh, won by Ramses 11. ; for modern taste it 

lacks vigour and is too long‘ The Other do 
not come Up to it. 

A satirical poem on bad minstrels 1 and a collection of stories 
on animals embodying Esopic  fablis (which seems to show that 
these fahds originated, possibly in Egypt) are to he found 
only in demotic copies. All oe;ry followed’ the parallelism of 
members (like Hebrew poetryyand certain rude rhythms (count- 
ing only words with full accent, and disregarding the number of 
syllables) ; it sometimes observed alliteration, but never rhyme. 
Much more may be expected from recent finds. 

ment (cp pap. Lee). Thus we see that the country of 
Jannes and Jamhres ( 2  Tim. 3 8)  was the true home of all 
kinds of magic (Is. 193). I t  would be quite wrong, 
however, to ascribe the miracles performed by the 
pharaoh’s magicians (Ex. 7, etc.) to anything else than 
jugglery (see SERPENT, 3a), for there was far less 
knowledge of natural science in Egypt than, e.g., in 
Greece. 

Even historiography was not highly developed. 
There were chronicles of single reigns-a panegyric 
24. History, specimen has been preserved in the great 

papyrus Harris I., referring to Ramses 111. 
(about the largest papyrus in existence ; 

ed. Birch); on the lists of kings see below, § 41 ; but 

Of the music connected with this poetry we cannot say much. 
All oriental instruments were known-the simple monochord,Z 
the large harp,S the flute, the tambourine etc. Clapping of 

bands and shaking of the kistrum ( U E L U T ~ O Y ,  a 
nietal rattle)4 accompanied the simple tunes. 

The  professional musicians were mostly blind men. See Music. 
26. ~ ~ ~ i ~ .  

The government was the most absolute monarchy 
The despotic power of the king 

27. Govern- was greatest in dynasties 4 to 5 and 18 
to 20 (also 26)-the periods of complete 
centralisation. On the decentralising 

tendencies of the counts or nomarchs (hereditary under 
weaker dynasties), and on the changing royal residences 
etc., see below, 5 41 8 The most influcntial officer of 
the kingdom, the administrator of the whole empire, or 

known to antiquity. 

merit, 

no larger works of 
scientific character were 
in the hands of ManEtho 
when he undertook to 
compose a history of 
Egypt for the Greeks 
(see below, 3 41). The 
poverty of his material 
forced him to use even 
popular novels as 
sources. Nor was 
grammar ever studied 
in a scientific way, or  
textual criticism ap- 
plied to the sacred 
writings. All literary 
works wxe,  accord- 
ingly, more exposed to 
corruption than they 
were in any other 
country of antiquity. 

If we find all ancient 
nations filled with bound- 
less admiration for Egyp- 
tian science,z we can ac- 
count for this only hy the 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , l ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~  
secrets of which a foreigner 
could rarely penetrate. 
I n  fact the Babylonians as well as  the Greeks were far superior 
to the hayptians in everything that required serious thinking. 

FIG. s.-Asiatics bringing tribute : a painting (fragment) in the 
British Museum. 

-. . . -  I 

What Egypt produced, however, in the way of litera- 
ture designed to amuse and entertain is worthy of our 
25. Tales and highest admiration. The number of 

fanciful tales, very similar to those of 
the Arabian N’hts, and of historical poetry. 

novels (with much imagination and little true history) is 
~onsiderable,~ and some-e.&, that of ‘ The Doomed 
Prince’ (a papyrus in London)-are of charming form. 
Moreover, in their popular poetry, especially in their 
love songs, the Egyptians come much nearer to our 
taste than do most oriental peoples.* Many hymns 
in praise of kings and their deeds have survived. The 
only attempt at an epic, however, is the song, inscribed 
upon so many temple walls, commemorating the battle 

1 They seem to show that Herodotus’s assertion about special- 
ists for every part of the body is exaggerated. 

2 Some find evidence of this also in the apparent pride with 
which it is stated that Joseph had married a priest’s daughter 
from On. 

3 They need not he enumerated here, as they can be consulted 
See also I K. 430 [5 101 Actsi’m. 

easily in the collections of Maspero Conies pop. de I&pte 
anc. r8zI and Petrie Egyptian Tails [‘gs]. 
4 Collected by Mkpero,  lourn.  As. [‘E?], and bv WMM. 

Die LiebesPoesie der nifen &y$fer [‘gg]. 
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grand-vizier, was the 
erpn‘ti. The ta’ti had 
the general adminis- 
tration of justice. 

Among the titles of 
courtiers that of ‘Fan-  
bearer a t  the left of the 
king’ carried with it the 
greatest honour. Aftcr 
dynasty 18 the ‘cup-bear- 
ers (wa6e’ u6a) of the 
king ‘althdugh often only 
foreign slaves, becanie as 
influential as the Mamlnks 
of the Middle Ages, be- 
cause they were charged 
with the ,most confidential 
commissions. The titles 
of the court and of the 
officials of the royal 
palace harem, stable, 
kitcheh, brewery, etc., are 
just as abundant as the 
offices for the administra- 
tion of the country and 
its counties @.E., royal 
scribes, inspectors of the 
granaries, clerks of the 
soldiers, scribe of the 
nomos etc.). Most of 
these &ribes were a t  the 
same time priests. T h e  
king- generally gave aud- 
iences from a balconv of 
the palace. 

Of the laws we do not know much. W e  have 
sufficient material in the shape of legal documents only 

28. Law. in demotic papyri from dynasty 26 down- 
These documents are bascd upon 

the code of laws given or collected by the great legislator 
Bocchoris (about 730 B. c. ; see below, 0 65). 

W e  find (only 
after 2000 B. c. ) the remarkable institution of the jury,‘ 
a committee of officers and priests-Le., educated men 
-appointed by the government for every day to sit in 
judgment. They were paid by the litigants. 

On criminal laws we possess acts relating to spoliations of 

wards5 

Former institutions are less known.G 

1 Ed. -Revillout and Bruqnch. The satirical vein o f T e  
Egyptian- is often discernible in art  (see caricatures in the 
papyri o i  Turin, partlygiven in Lepsius, Auswahl) and literature. 

6 Several works of E. Revillout on these-Chvestonrathie 
D6nzofipae (‘80), h-ououueile Chrest. D6#fofipue, etc. The de- 
cipherment is in part much disputed‘ cp $ 12. For some 
earlier material, see Griffith, Kahun P&yui. 

6 What Diod. writes about Egyptian laws is not all certain. 
On those of the Greek period, see Wessely, SWAW, Bd. 124, 
Abh. 9. 
7 Earlier inscriptions speak of thirty judges for the country. 
8 SpiegelLerg, Stud. u. Mat. zum Rechtmesen (‘92). 
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tombs, to conspiracy against the king, and to forbidden sorcery. 
Criminals were examined by means of torture and blows. l h e  
rod was used as much as the knrbzj is a t  present. Bastinado (up 
t o  100 strokes) upon hands and feet, cutting off the nose and 
the ears, deportation t o  frontier places (Khinocolina, eg.,-see 
EGVPT, RIVER OF, 8 I-had its name from the exiles with 'muti- 
lated noses'), to the oases, or to the gold mines in the glowing 
Nuhian desert, and impalement ('hanged,' E V  of Gen. 4022 is 
incorrect), were the punishments. I n  the case ofpersons ofhigher 
rank suicide was allowed to take the place of capital punishment. 

In civil law, we are struck with the fact that woman 
was on a perfect equality with man and occupied a higher 
position than she did in almost any other country of the 
ancient world. For example, a married woman could 
hold property of her own, and might lend from it to her 
husband upon good security, such as his house. 

In marriage, the greatest divergence from later Hebrew 
custom was in sister-marriage, which in Egypt was as 
29. Marriage. common as marrying the cousin is among 

The majority had their 
sisters as wives : there seem to have been no forbidden 
degrees of relationship. Polygamy was permitted, but 
occurred rarely. Marriage was usually concluded on 
the basis of a financial agreement, such high indemnities 
being fixed for the wife in case of divorce or polygamy 

the Semites. 

judge by the many complaints, the great host of officers 
in the service of the king or the temples were evcn 
more corrupt than the bureaucracy of other orientaI 
states. Speaking generally, neither bravery nor honesty 
seems to have been a national virtue.1 

Even in the cult of the dead strange contradictions a re  
visihle. Paupers, ofwhom there were many, broke into most of 
the tombs of the wealthy soon after burial, and n o  military 
protection could prevent even the royal tombs from bci::g 
ransacked. Even the educated, who expected t o  be examined 
by Osiris if they ever disturbed the rest of any dead person 
would often appropriate for their own mummies the property: 
tomb, or eqnipment of a deceased person who was unprotected. 
Foundations of real estate for the support of the dead-i.e., for 
furnishing the sacrifices-never lasted long. 

The best part of the population, undoubtedly, was 
to be found, not in the haughty 'scribes' and priests 
(ideas for the most part coinciding), but in the peasants. 
These were just as simple in their habits, just as laborious, 
just as poor, and just as patient under their continual 
oppression, as the modernfeZZ@iz. Most of them were 
serfs-of the king, or of temples, or of landowners. 
Theirworst oppression was the hard taskwork described in 
Ex. 1. Serfs were branded with the owner's name. The  
cities held a large proletariate-the free 'working men.'* 

that expelling her without the most serious reasons 
should have become impossible. A wife with such 
legal security was called 'mistress of the house,' and 
well distinguished from the concubine (called ' sister '). 
Nobles maintained secluded harems in the Asiaticmanner; 
but the 'wife' always enjoyed as much liberty inside 
and outside of the house as our women, as is shown by 
the story of Potiphar's wife.l Veiling the face vas  
unknown. Adultery was followed by capital punish- 
ment for both offenders (contrast Gen. 3920, J). 

I t  will be seen, especially from our review of the 
literature, that the prevalent views with regard to the 
30. Character. national character of the Egyptians are 

erroneous. They were quite religious 
( L e . ,  superstitious) according to the views of such super- 
stitious nations as the Greeks and the Romans. Far 
from being contemplative, however, they were rather 
superficial-not only in religion, but also in science, 
literature, etc.-and more inclined to the gay side of 
things. W e  nowhere find deep thinking, everywhere 
full enjoyment of life. Their art is full of humour : 
even the walls of their ' eternal abodes ' or tombs are 
partly covered with drinking and playing scenes and 
with jokes for inscriptions. Their morality was rather 
lax. Drunkenness seems to have been not rare. T o  

1 Accordingly, no evidence has been found, thus far, that 
eunuchs were kept. Lepsius, Denksz. 2 126 etc., represents 
fat  old men, not eunuchs. This fact has not y;t been considered 
in itsrelation to thedesignation of Potiphar a s  p y ~  in Gen. 30 I. 
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It was formerly assumed that there were castes. 
This is, however, a mistake. The sons of the many 
priests would naturally acquire more easily than 
31. classes. others the learning which distinguished 

their fathers. The eldest son, too, of a 
soldier inherited, with the field of his father, which was a 
fief from the government, also the duty of serving as 
p d x ~ p - z ' .  e . ,  soldier, or policeman. The tombstones, 
however, frequently represent families of whom one 
member was a soldier, another a priest, another an 
artisan, and so on. If, in the time of H e r o d o t ~ s , ~  the 
shepherds were despised and did not intermarry with the 
rest of the pcople, the explanation lies in their unclean 
foreign descent ( 'Aml ,  'Asiatic,' was synonymous with 
' shepherd ' ; cp Gen. 43 32). Swineherds had a still 
lower position. The same may hold good of the 
sailors, merchants, and interpreters of foreign origin ; at 
that time, too, the soldiers were mostly descendants of 
foreigners (Libyans). 

Formerly, when foreign elements in the country were 
few, the distinctions just referred to were less marked ; 
32. only the soldiers always had a strong foreign 

element. The Egyptians were not warlike, 

1 C p  the characteristic explanation in Steph. Byz. aiyvrn&v 

a Interesting acconnts of great strikes of the working men 
CD 

=.r& liavoirpya K& 66hra K a t  Gnovha T ~ ~ T T B L Y .  

ernnloved bv the eovernment have come down to our time. 
Sp:eeghberg Arb&ev U. Ar6eiterbeztrepng ('95). 

3 H e  giv& seven classes ; Plato and Diodorus, five. 
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tith simple machinery.l Harvesting (in March-with 
ome growths two harvests are possible), treading out 
he grain by cattle (rarely threshing with the threshing. 
fain, Aiio), winnowing, etc., were carried out very much 
1 the same way as in Palestine (cp also AGRICULTURE, 
5 2-10). 

The renowned 
Sgyptian linen (the best kinds being called ~ 3 ,  phucos- 
15. Industries. a Semitic word it would seem-and 

dd, Egyptian&$; see L1NEN)wasmanu- 
ictured especially by the poor bondsmen of the templcs, 
hut up at certain times in an athz or ' workhouse ' for 
yeaving. The temples drew a large portion of their 
ricome from this linen manufacture. Cp Is. 199 (and 
J. IO, where read 2-7v with 6, see SBOT, ad loc.), Pr. 
'16 Ezek. 277. In pottery only the more common 
vare was made. Glass seems to have been not a 
'hccnician but an Egyptian invention (cp PHCENICIA, 
;LASS, I ) .  The so-called Egyptian porcelain or glazed 
)ottery (faknce), mostly green or blue, in imitation of 
he two most precious stones (malachite and lapis lazuli), 
urnished the material for small figures, amulets (especi- 
illy in the form of scarabs-beetles that were supposed 
o bring good luck), and other ornaments, which found 
heir way, through the Phccnicians, westwards even to 
Spain. The products of the goldsmiths, who also em- 
Iloyed enamel very sliilfully, are admirable ; the ivory- 
:arvings were renowned. In general, the smaller articles 
utensils, ornaments, etc.) display the best taste; all 
ninute ornamentation was the delight of the Egyptians. 

The art of Egypt exercised a most powerful influence 
ipon all surrounding countries, especially upon Phcenicia, 
36. Art. where an imitation of the Egyptian style 

Solomon's temple 
was in Egyptian style. The Egyptian ornaments, derived 
iom the plants and flowers of the country, especially the 

On the granaries2 see PITHOM. 
The industries were highly developed. 

became the national art. 

and, even in the earliest times, they employed by prefer- 
ence mercenaries. 

The first to be employed were negroes and brown Africans (the 
name of the Mazoy archers from the Red Sea became synonymous 
with 'police:); after 1500 n.c. Syrians and Europeans; after 
=zoo B.c., in Increasing numbers, pbyans  (MaSawaSa, etc.), who 
became the privileged mercenaries, and rebelled continually 
against the competition of Carians and Greeks after 650 B.C. 
(cp the mixed armies of Egypt, Jer. 469 EFek. 2710, etc.). The 
charioteers 1 however, were mostly Egyptians.2 Besides small 
fiefs of grdund, the native soldiers seem to have received a t  
least their maintenance during active service. The mercenaries 
had agricultural holdings also as part of their pay. Horses 
and equipnient were lent by the government. The officers passed 
through a training school (zahadr4, Semitic?) as youths. 

The national weapons were bow, throwing - stick 
(only before 16oo), war- axe, club,4 scythe - formed 
sword,6 short spear (rarely javelin), and straight sword.6 
Apart from the shield,7 not much armonr (coats- 
of-mail-of leather, or thick linen, sometimes with 
metal scales) was used, except in the case of the 
charioteers. In sieges, the testudo and the battering-ram 
of the ancients appcar, but none of the complicated war- 
machines used by the Assyrians. The soldiers marched 
to the sound of long hand-drums and at trumpet-signals. 
They were divided into regiments, each with its own 
standard, usually a god or divine symbol upon 

Lack of personal courage made the sea-trade of the 
Egyptians also very insignificant. 

The import of olive oil (from Palestine), wine (from Phcenicia), 
bcer (Asia Minor), wood metal wool, etc., and the export of 

grain Iusuall; monopolised by the go\'ern- 
53. Commerce. ment), linen, papyrus, sma!l works of art in 

glass, porcelain metal and Ivory were mostly 
i.1 the hands of the Phcenicians. &aval lxpeditions) on the Red 

Sea for incense were 
rare, owing (partly) to 
the great scarcity ofwood 
in Egypt and on the 
desert coast of the Red 
Sea, where the ships had 
to beconstructed. 

Not till Persian 
times did the import- 
ant commercial posi- 
tion of Egypt- as 
forming the connect- 
ing link between the 
Red and the Mediter- 
ranean Seas, and be- 
tween Europe, Asia, 
and Africa-begin to 
be realised. 

The majority of the 
people always had 
agricultural occupa- 
tions. Originally, the 
holdings of the pricsts 
(and soldiers) were 

felling trees for Sethos I. After exempt fronltheheavy 
Rosellini. taxation of one-fifth 

(Gen. 4720 j? ; see 
JOSEPH ii., 9)  ; later this irnmunlty was interfered with 
because it withdrew too much from the income of the 

34. Agri- government. In agriculture, the most primi- 
cultuye. tive implements were always used, such 

as wooden hoes,* and ploughs9 drawn by 
oxen or by men. Such simple appliances presupposed 
the softening of the ground by the yearly inundation. 
The irrigation of the higher fields was likewise effected 

2 Riding on horseback was unknown- 
as among most nations of ancient Western 

7. 

FIG. S.-Syrian princes on Lebanon 

1 .  
u 

<clubandaxe. This combines 5 $ 0 j 

rzzg 

otus and papyrus, 
3enetrated the whole 
mcient world. The 
3aintings4 (preseryed 
nostly as wall deco- 
.ation) have a very 
:hildish appearance, 
Yom their lack of 
2erspective and of 
ihading;b but they 
2ossess the merit of 
great faithfulness - 
?.g., in all represent- 
Ltions of animals, 
loreign nations, etc. 
{compare Fig. 3). 
The decorativescnlp- 
tures (rarely in 
relief, mostly incised 
or in a sunk relief, 
always painted) ex- 
hibit the same odd 
principles of per- 
spective, in accord- 
ance with which, e.g., FIG. &-Statue of Ramses 11. at 

Turin. After Riehm-Lepsius. the face was always 
represented in profile, but the eye as though seen from the 
front, the shoulders from the front, the legs in profile, 
and so on. This was not awkwardness, but a principle 
traditionally handed down from the childhood of art ; 
1 Cp 5 7. Water-wheels cannot be proved to have been 

known. The explanation of Dt. 11 IO as referring to such wheels 
turned with the foot is questionable ; most probably 'watering 
with the foot' means carrying water. 

3 Consult Perrot and Chipiez, Nist. o j f A r t  
in Alsc. Egyjt (ET), 2 VOIs. ,883 ; bfaspcro, 
Egyjtiait A~-c,'~reology (ET), '93 ; Fl. Petrie, 

4 'The colours are in part made of ground glass (blue and 

5 P e k e ,  Awzarnn, pls. I, 12, is no exception, but an imitation 

JJlJ 
Exyjtian Decorutiwe Art, '95. 

green) and are all very durable. 

in painting of sunk relief. 
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and we can still observe ho\v some sculptors struggled 
against this strait-jacket. In spite of this disad- 
vantage, some artists of the earliest times (dyns. 4-6) 
drew scenes full of vivacity and of delicate execution, 
much superior to the similar Assyrio- Babylonian and 
archaic Greek scuiptures (which all had, by the way, 
siniilar perspective). Later, art became more and 
more conventionalised. The superiority of the earliest 
period appears also in the statues. The realism of some 
of the earliest portraits was never again attained. As 
early as 1600 B.C. the portraits began to lose in vigour 
and to betray a suspicious similarity one to another. 
The New Empire, in marked contrast with the Middle 
Empire (dyn. IZ), looked more to quantity than to 
quality. After dynasty 26, u t  sank to a very low 
level. (On the realism of the ‘Reformation period,’ 
and the archaic renaissance in dynasty 26, see below, 

67. ) Of course, the statues (almost invariably painted) 
have only a few conventional positions. The technical 

FIG. T.-Kamses 11,’s Great Rock Temple 

perfection, however, was always great (see Fig. 6), and 
it was for a long time a mystery how diorite and basalt 
could have been cut and polished with copper, bronze, 
and flint instruments. I t  seems that for the hardest 
work diamond or corundum cutters were used (see 
DIAMOND, 9 I). (On the excellent material available for 
sculptors, see above, § 3. ) I t  may be mentioned here that 
in daily life flint instruments were, for reasons of economy, 
used long after 2000 B.C. The stone and the bronze ages, 
therefore, coincided, and touched upon the iron age (iron 
prevailing after 1000 B. c., copper preceding the bronze).l 

The architecture is well known for its massiveness. 
This was relieved by the abundance of ornaments upon 
walls and pillars, and by the polychromy. 

That  the ornamentation was originally derived from the forms 
of certain plants is seen especially in  the ornamental columns2 
37. Archi- with capitals.3 They represent the lotus- 

flower both in full bloom and in bud, bundles 
of DaDvrus. and nalm-trees (often strongly con- tectllre. 

1 Bronze was called hesmen, a word connected with k V F  
3 After the manner of the caryatides of 

Greek art figures of Osiris are frequently 
used ; but)these always lean against a pillar. 

T h e  head of Harbor (with cow’s ears) (perhaps origin- 
ally an  ox-skull) as a capital for columns is the only other ancient 
instance of the human form bein= employed in architecture. 

(Spgsch), which may be an  Egyptian loan-word (cp METALS). 
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ventionalised), andbetraythattheiroriginis tobesought inancient 
woodenconstructions.1 Thesloping walls show that originally Nile 
mud was another material in general use for all kinds of buildings. 
Thearchwas knownfromtheearliest times(dyn,6?),butwasrarely 
used for stone structures. The  elliptic arch was preferred in the 
caseofbuildings ofbrick. l l i e  founclationsoftemples, threatened 
by infiltration of ground water, were laid on thick layers of sand. 

Some characteristic features of temple architecture 
may be mentioned. 

A pair of obelisks2 stood at the entrance (the surface often 
gilt, the pyramidal top frequently of metal : their religious- 
probably solar-;caning was forgotten ; but they remind us of 
the ma&m of the Semites : cp Is. 19 19 Jer. 43 13 3) ; galleries 
of sphinxes4-the symbol of wisdom--and of similar sacred 
beings led to the gate which was crowned by the symbol of the 
winged disk ; 5  broad ‘pylons’ 6 resembling fortress-walls pro- 
tected the entrance on either side. 

The largest existing temple, that of Karnak, was 
originally only a modest building of dynasty 12. Every 
great king added a new court or a ball, and the entrance 
pylons finally came to stand in the interior of the 
complex. Many temples had a similar growth. The 

divinity, however, dwelt 
not in these corn.$ or 
halls, but in a small dark 
chapel in the centre, 
where it usually sat in 
a sacred boat. Sacred 
lakes near the temples 
were frequent. 

The principal templeruins 
are a t  Karnak, Luxor, 
Kiirna, Medinet HHbii (all 
included in ancient The- 
bes) Abydos Edfu Esneh 
Ombos, Phi(=; in’ Nuhi; 
a t  DabBd, Kal$hsheli, Bet 
el - Wali, Dendiir, Gerf 
Hiisen Dakkeh Scbila, 
‘Amldk, Abil-Simbel, Solcb. 
Jehel-Bar@ (Napita) and 
Mew& are imitations by 
Ethiopian kings. 

I Secular architecture 
was much lighter, the 
only materials used be- 
ing wood, and Kile mud 
mixed with stubble (Ex. 
5 11) made into sun-dried 
bricks. The many royal 
palaces have 011 this ac- 
count all disappeared, 
although some of their 

1 sumptuous ornamenta- 
Abu-Simhel. tions (mosaicsandglazed 

tiles) have remained. 
Wealthy subjects had the same kind of house (with an 
open court in the centre) that we still find in the’modern 
East ; the poor dwelt in mere clay huts, such as those 
occupied by the modern feZl@in. 

T h e  tombs had an  architecture of their own. Where possible, 
they were long galleries hewn in the rock (especially at Thehes). 
T h e  pyramid 7 was the characteristic form of royal tomhs from 
dyn. 3 to dyn. 12, and was frequently imitated by private persons 
on a smaller scale, and in brick instead of stone. 

The question has very often been asked how the 
Egyptians erected edifices of such stupendous size, and 
monolithic monuments* that would tax the skill even of 
our age of improved mechanical appliances. It would 
be very wrong to ascribe these achievements to the use 
of complicated machinery. Everything was done in 
the simplest possible way, by an unlimited command of 

1 This can be said also of the famous fluted columns of Beni- 
basan, which remind one strongly of the Doric columii. 

3 s o  Wi. See BETH-SHEMESH, 4 ;  and n te&en. cp MA~SEBAH. 

4 u  Female, sphinxes (re- 6 & presenting queens) 
are rare. 

8 For example, an  obelisk at  Thebes 108 feet 
high, or the colossui of Memnon (height 64 feet, 
weight 1175 tons). Fragments of a statue found at 
Tanis indicate a figure originally 80-90 feet high. 

Each of these objects was sculptured from one stone. 
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The shape of garments constantly varied, according to fashion: 

hut we can observe that in the earliest times men were satisfied 
with simple raiment, a short skirt beiug sufficient even for noble. 
men. Later, these wore several suits, one over another skilfully 
plaited. The fanciful and archaic dress of the king 'with his 
nianifold double and triple symbolical crowns 1 would require a 
chapter for itself. Dignitaries were diitinguisied by their stnffs,z 
also by the flagellum,~ the signet-ring,'J and the necklace.5 

For men and women alike the commonest adornment 
was the wearing of ornaments of precious metal, or at 
least flowers,6 round the neck. Such collars of gold 
were the principal decoration given by the king as a 
reward to faithful officers or brave soldiers. Princes 
and some priests had their hair tied in a tress 7 on one 
side of the head. Painting of the eyelids, which in 
Syria was reserved for women (2 I<. 930)~ was practised 
by both sexes. A black stripe, formed by the so-called 
stibium (see PAINT), outlined the eyes above, a green 
stripe below.8 Unguents for the hair and body played 
a great part. Sandals (especially of papyrus) were 
common ; shoes were rare. At night, the African head- 
rest s was used (originally in order not to disarrange the 
artificial head-dress), and the face covered. 

The Egyptians were just as ceremonious as other 
Orientals. The common mode of salutation was by 

human forces ; and we have to admire far more the 
energy than the engineering skill. Pictures show how 
immense monolithic monuments were moved over wooden 
rollers, smaller stones on a sledge (see Fig. 8). 

The influence of Egyptiancivilisationupon Syriaappears 
strongly in its metrology. For example, the Egyptian 
3s. Measures. corn-measure Ephah (@oi@, Egyptian 

cipe[t]--i.e., measure') and the liquid 
measure Hin (Egyptian hainju), 'pot ' )  were adopted by 
the Hebrews. The weight system ( I  deben-Le., 90-96 
grammes or fr 1b.-had I O  kidet of 140 grains) was 
decimal, in opposition to the Babylonian sexagesimal 
system. The cubits, however,-the large or royal cubit 
of 0.525 metres (about 204 inches), and the small cubit 
of 0.450 metres (about 17% inches), which existed side 
by side (subdivisions being the span, palm, finger, etc.) 
-are said to be borrowed from Babylonia (?). The 
subject is very complicated, and some measures-such 
as the largest measure of area, the u ~ o i v o s  (said to 
contain IZ,OOO cubits ?)-present great difficulties. 

On the other hand, it is certain that in Egypt a form 
of money very similar to our present coin was used- 
rings or thick wire in spiral form (deben) originally of 

dropping the arms ; lo 
prostration ( ' kissing the 
ground ') marked highest 
respect; in prayer the 
hands were lifted up.11 

Of their amusements the 
following may be men- 
tioned :-fowling (with the 
snare, or with the boomerang 
or throwing-stick) fishing, 
and various gaAes, such 
as that called mora by the 
modern Italians and a kind 
of checkers, of 'which they 
were so fond thatthev soueht 
to  secure it by magi; for The 
souls of the dead. Dancing 
was left chiefly to women, 
for the delight of spectators. 

Although religion de- 
clared all foreigners un- 

FIG. 8.-Dragging a statue of Dhnt-hotep. After Lepsius. clean, the Egyptians were 

influ- 
ences. In dynasties 18- 
20, indeed, imitation of 

became 

The  statue, resting on a sledge, is being dragged by four rows of men supposed to  he in parallel not to 
and lines on the ground. Ahove them are ' the whole population of the city 'come out to do homage. The associations 

man standing on the knee of the statue gives the signal to the men below ; the man on its foot pours 
water on the ground in front of the sledge. Above the latter is Her-heb with a vessel of incense c?). 
Below the statue are men with water-buckets and wood, also three overseers ; behind the statue the Asiatic 
retinue of the governor. 

copper, later also of gold, finally of silver. This metal, 
I white gold,' not being found in Africa, had originally 
highervalue than gold, but after 1600 B.C. it became more 
frequent, and soon was the common standard of money. 

The manners and customs of Ancient Egypt,3 which 
the Greeks found to be in as direct opposition as possible 
39. Dress, etc. to their own, were less different from 

those of the settled Semites. The 
Egyptians prided themselves on their great cleanliness 
(cp Gen. 4114). They shaved their faces and clipped 
their hair (the priests shaved it off), wearing artificial 
beards4 (at least at religious ceremonies) and wigs. 
Indeed, the chief decoration of the upper classes 
consisted of wigs of enormous size. Garments were 
made not, as with the Semites, of wool, but mostly of 
cleanly white linen. 

2 This is what the hieroglyphic expression 
means. I t  would seem that 'electron,' gold with 
an admixture of silver, called wesein (the initial is 
doubtful, the connection with a"qpos improbable) 

also had higher value than gold. 
3 On this and most of the preceding subjects see Erman, 

lQ-'rp,&un LzYe (ET 1894). The admirable pioneer work of 
Wdkinson, Manners and Customs ('36), is, in its text at least, 
completely antiquated ; as also is the second edition, by Birch 
('78). Very conci?e, and (in part) very readable, is Brugsch, 
Die Agy$tolo& ('81) ; but he is too much aver5e from Erman's 
critical division of periods. It would be out of place 
here to attempt to trace the various developments of 
Egyptian manners during 3000 years ; the biblical period 
(1600 to 5w n.c.) is what chiefly concerns US. 

__________. 

such a fashion that the 
educated had to a large extent Semitic names and spoke 
a mixture of Egyptian and Canaanitish. A strong re- 
action, however, seems to have set in especially after 

The names used by the Ancient Egyptians12 were less 
poetic than those of the civilised Semites. Simple 
40. Names. names, such as 'little' (&%y)-sometimes 

even'dwarf'(nm,d[n]rg')--'fairface,' 'big 
headed' (:;soy), ' cross-eyed ' (hornen), prevail, especially 
in theearlier period. ' I  wished,' ' I  saw,' 'he cried,' etc. 
refer to circumstances of birth,etc. 'Maternal uncle' (sen- 
mau[et], ' mother's brother ' )  is not uncommon (see KIN- 
SHIP). Some names are intended for good omens or to 
express parental pride : -huu nofer, ' the good day '; 
nej'er- (or was-)hazc. ' good (or prosperous) circum- 

800 B.C. 

1 

hovhood). . .  
8 e. The  Asiatic custom of painting the nails red with 

bennah was also known. y x  j 
12 The material is collected in Lieblein, Dict. de noms ('71 

'The fullest discussion, comparatively speaking, will be and '92). 
found in Erman, Egypt. 
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had no eras, but reckoned by the years of their kings. stances '; usertesen, ' their wealth' ( i . e . ,  of the parents) ; 

'mother's ornament' (bes-n-muuet), ' the  land in joy' 
(tu-m-refout), 'gold in Heliopolis,' 'gold on the way,' 
' coming in peace ' (or ' luck,' y-nz-(zotep). Names 
of animals of all sorts are used : not only <lion,' 
' monkey,' 'dog,' 'frog' (@ur), ' tadpole' ((zefenzi), etc., 
but also names of unclean animals : ' mouse ' ( p i n )  and 
' pig ' (rived) are favourite girls' names. Comical 
names, such as we should have expected a superstitious 
nation to dread as ill-omened, aremet with. Thus, e.g. 
(Liebl. 1784), an unfortunate infant retained for life the 
designation ' offal-swallower' ( 'm4wd') .  The Egyptians 
evidently attached less importance to the name than 
was usual with other nations. The many senseless 
syllables-mere babblings, such as Ay, Ata, Teye- 
which can be explained only as pet names (like the 
English Bob, Tom, and Dick)-confirm this. 

Names with a religions signification were, of course, 
quite frequent. They praise a god (Ptah is beautiful, 
powerful, etc.)-e.g., Set-nuhtje) ' S. (is?) strong.' 
Amen-e?n-&i't, 'Amon in the first place,' extols a 
local god over the others. ' Beloved by ' or ' loving ' 
a god (,mer [vulgar, mey-, mi-] Amun,' me(r)-en(e)- 
&'tu&), Amon is satisfied ' (+men -(zutej), etc., are 
common ; even ' dog of Horus occurs. Subk-em-sauf, 
' the  god S. (stands) behind him,' and the like, boast 
of divine protection. The ' sons ' and ' daughters ' of 
all possible gods are very comnion ; but of ' brothers' 
of a god only two or three doubtful examples are known. 
dvzeny, Setoy, 'of Amon, of Set,' ns(i)-Bi-n-&de, 
' belonging to Mendes,' and the thankful p-ed-Anzun, 
whom 'Anion gave,' belong to the same category. 'Anion 
in (his) ship, in (his) festival (cp Hur-enz-&ebe, of Horus), 
xid in (his) rising,' may be intended as comparisons. 
In ' Isis in the marshes ' and ' Horns in the lake ' we 
have examples of mythological allusions - Rn'-mes-su 
( ' P u ~ L E u u I ) ~ ) ,  ' the sun begot him,' D(zut(i)-mose, ' the 
god Thout born' ( i . e . ,  incarnate), say a good deal. 
Very remarkable is the late usage of employing the 
name of the divinity itself-e,g, , Isis, fZur (not Osiris, 
which would be too ill-omened). Hur-pe-hrad (H.  the 
child), Nar-si-Ese (H. the son of Isis), gons(u)-deities of 
the Osirian circle and the goddess of love eut-hor, 
(paraphrased in 'mistress of Byblos'; cp 5 14) being, in 
particular, very common.2 

The more complicated names were introduced, for 
the most part, by the kings (e.g., Nefer-he-r2,  'fine 
is the double of the Sun,' etc.), who, from dynasty 
5 onwards, always had two names; these and the 
various regular titles and surnames were imitated or 
exaggerated by loyal subjects. Loyalty is frequently 
expressed by names such as ' King X. is satisfied, well, 
powerful,' which were regarded as specially suitable for 
holders of office. Sometimes these names are as long 
as Babylonian names. Of foreign names, Semitic 
formations were quite popular from dynasty 18 onwa+ds 
(see § 39), Libyan names even before dynasty 2 2 ;  later 
we meet with Ethiopic and other names. 

In  treating the history3 of Egypt, we find the 
greatest difficulty in the chronology. The Egyptians 

1 Standing alone, or a t  the end of a compound name, the 
god's name was probably pronounced Amon, later Amun (Copt. 
AMOYN); elsewhere (cp Heb. construct state) Amen. 

2 I n  the earliest examples, however, the pAssessive -ending 
-y may be supplied. This could he suppressed in writing, as 
was the case in the earliest Hebrew orthography. 

3 Maspero's huge History of the Ancient Orient (three 
volumes, 1895 to 1Sq9) is perhaps best np  to date, and specially 
valuable for its ample references; but its system of trans- 
literation of names will be found confusing. Petrie's History 
of Egypt still [I 001 incomplete, is a very useful collection of 
material dnd the %,st available work in Eiiglish. An English 
Meyer, however -Le. a readable history-by the side of the 
English Wiedernann ( h i e ) ,  is still a desideratum. 

4 Another great difficulty is the transcription of names. The  
reader must hear in mind that Egyptian was written (like primi- 
tive Hehrew, only still more 'defectively') without vowels. I t  
is full of abbreviations ; letters (especially liquid consonants) are 
often suppressed; and some confusion of 7 and N,  r and I, etc., is 
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41. Sources 
of History. 

extracts from 

For practical use long lists of kings 
had to be kept. The only list preserved 
(at Turin) is very fragmentary, and the 

Manstho (MareOdv; MuveOds in Euseb. ), 
a priest of Sebennytos,'about 270 B. c., the only Egyptian 
historian in the Greek language, have corne down in a 
greatly corrupted state.2 Besides, even in their original 
state, both sources (especially Manttho) seem to have 
been far from the attainment of absolute correctness. 
For convenience sake, we retain Manstho's reckoning of 
thirty-one dynasties (down to the Ptolemies), although his 
dynasties are not always correctly divided, and his 

FIG. 9.-Part of Sety 1,'s tablet of kings a t  Ahydos. The king, 
preceded by his son Ramses 11. wearing the princely lock 
of hair over his ear, advances, censer in hand, to present 
offerings to Ptah-sokar-Osiris on behalf of 76 famous 
ancestors. 

First line : Mny, Tty, etc. 
Second line : Mereme'-Meht-m-saf, Neterkare', etc. 
Third line : Sety I. repeated. 

chronological data cannot be safely used without a 
searching criticism. The attempts to use astrological 
dates-e.8, the fixed or Sothis year (see CHRONOLOGY, 
5 ~g)-have been, so far, not very suc~essful.~ 

Champoilion placed the beginning of dynasty I in 5867 8 .C  
Boeckh in 5702, Mariette in 5004; Petrie has placed it in 477;; 
Lepsius brought it down to 3892 ; and some have tried to bring 
i t  down much lower than 3000 B.C. 

An accurate chronology for Egypt is possible, 
accordingly, only after 700 R.C. (CHRONOLOGY, 20). 

Approximate dates can be given-thanks to the 
synchronism afforded by the 'AmBrna tablets-hack 
to about 1600 ( ib. ,  § 22). Thus far, there is no hope 
that the gaps in the Hyksos period and the preceding 

allowed. The Coptic forms are our greatest help towards re- 
covering the pronunciation ; hut they frequently differ from the 
ancient language as much as might he expected after a develop. 
ment of 3000 years. Hence the greatest confusion reigns in 
Egyptological literature, some names being current in as many 
as a dozen forms. Every change of philological theory brings 
about a change of transliteration, and those who see the 
trouble which this causes are returning, as much as  possible, to 
the Greek transliterations, where there are such, of Herodotus, 
ManZtho etc. Where, as often, there are none, this way of 
escaping 'the difficulties of wild guessing at thz pronunciation 
fails. [How a different theory, which has the same ohject, works 
out may he seen from Petrie's Histovyalreadyreferred to.] The 
preient writer has tried to he as conkervative ofcustomary forms 
as possible. 

1 Hardly 'high priest of Heliopolis,' as later sources state. 
His dynasties are arbitrary groups of kings disagreeing with 
those,, e.g., of the Turin papyrus. 

2 Extracted by Julius Africanus, Ens., and Sync. (also partly 
in Jos.). Handy editions in C. Muller (Hisfwici  Greci 
Finoves, ii:) and Bunsen, Efyjt 's Place in Univevsal Historj., 
1. The Turin fragments are hest edited by Wilkinson 1'511. 
Selections of kings'names in the 'tablets' of Abydiis (2) (Seti I. ; 
see above, fig. 9), Sakkzrah (private, temp. Ramses 11.) and 
Karnak (Thutmosis 111.). Cp De Rough, Recharches sur Zes 6 
pvenriers dyiznsfies [ '66]. Also Brugsch and Bouriant, L e  Lvre 
des Kois ['E71 (Lepsius, K8nigshuch ['SEI, antiquated). 

3 Lepsius. Clt,wzolo,oie der &yfher ('49), etc., all antiquated. 
Recent attempts by Mahler, ZA', '89 8, are followed by some, 
e.s.,  by Petrie, hut disputed by others ; cp $$ 50, 56. 
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dynasties (13 and 14) will ever be filled up so as to 
allow similar certainty for the earliest times, although, 
e.g., dynasty 12 is fairly well known now [but see 
col. 1237, n. 31. Modcrn writers have therefore, for the 
most part, given up trying to form complete chrono- 
logical systems. The material at command is in- 
sufficient. At present the efforts of scholars are directed 
to finding minimum approximate dates. 

Apart from the division into thirty-one dynasties 
(down to Alexander, according to Manetho), Egyptian , _. . 
42. Periods. history is commonly divided into three 

great periods: i. the Ancient Empire 
(Memphitic), Gnasties 1-6 ; dynasties 7-10 may already 
be reckoned to ii. the Middle Empire : dynasties 11-13 
(Theba.n period) ; the New Empire, from dynasty 17-18 
to the end (Theban, Bubastide, Saytic, etc. periods). 

The earliest history (before King Menes ; see below) is 
filled by Egyptian tradition thus : first with the successive 
reigns on earth of the various gods (on the chronology 
the Egyptians, of course, disagreed very greatly), and 
then for 13,400 years with those of the Semsu-Hor, 
' followers of (the Sun-god) Ilorus '-an expression 
absolute!jr equivalent to ' ancestors ' (Manetho renders 
it awkwardly by V ~ K U E S  or #pwer). Egyptologists are 
agreed that most probably this long period of kings too 
obscure to be enumerated, was the time during which 
Egypt was still divided, and that the first historic king 
was the ruler who united the two kingdoms ; but see 
below on MENES, 5 44. 

The Egyptian traditions are unanimous that originally 
there were two kingdoms. The first was that of ' the 

43. Southern Land,' tu -~ t%( i ) ,  Diiq?, with 
the twin cities Ne;Zhet (Eileithyia, now 

El-KLb) and Neben ( Hieraconpolis, opposite Eileithyia) 
for capital, and a king styled s(u?)tni, who wore the 
white crown.' The 
second kingdom, whose rulers3 wore the red c r o ~ n , ~  
ancl resided in Buto (anciently A), was tu-em&yyt(i), ' the 
Northern Land,' which had as its emblem the lotus(?) 
plant.G Even the Roman emperors were still styled 
'king of the Upper and the Lower country," and were 
represented as such with the two crowns combined.s It 
is unlikely, however, that any monument yet discovered 
goes back to the period of the separate kingdoms. 

Still older is the division of Egypt into forty-two 
vopol or counties (thirty-six to forty-seven in Roman 
times after many changes), twenty-one of Upper and 
twenty-one of Lower Egypt. Each nomos had its own 
god (and totem?) and its own capital, and kept its dis- 
tinct frontiers, its coat of arms, etc. down to vcry recent 
times. W e  may see in these counties, accordingly, 
traces of prehistoric kingdoms or tribes. 

The beginnings of Egyptian civilisation reach back 
to this remote period. On the other hand, some 
.barbarous survivals from it may be found in the later 
religion (see above, 5 13), as also, among other things, 
in the decoration of the king, who always wore a leather 
appendage fastened to his short skirt (the whole re- 
minding one of a lion's skin with tail). The recent 
attempts, especially those of Honimel, to prove the proto- 
Babylonian ( '  Sumerian ') origin of the whole primeval 
ciilture of Egypt, imply, at least, great exaggerations. 
Some Semitic (n-ot Sumerian) elements of culture seem 
to be noticeable in prehistoric times, and one or another 
trace of indirect Be1)ylonian influence (through the 
Semites) might be admitted; but all these influences 
are very insignificant in comparison with the elements 
of native origin. Thus the general conception of 

It had as emblem a kind of rush.2 

' 4 & , g, or 1 8 They were 
called 

(pronounce approximately ebyati). $ f 5 See Griffith in Beni/iasan 3, g (Arch. Survey, v.). 

pictographic writing might perhaps be borrowed from 
the Euphrates valley; but not a single sign taken 
from the Babylonian system can be found. Egyptian 
writing bears a thoroughly African stamp, no less than 
Egyptian art, manners, etc. 

Recent investigations have revealed many traces of 
the earliest population-that of about the time of the first . .  
44. First historical dynasty. The Egyptians 

were more pastoral then than later ; their 
Dynasties' food, their burial customs, and so forth 

were still barbarous.% Already, however, they posscssed 
the art of writing (greatly differing in detail, indeed, from 
the later system), and, a t  least at the courts of the kings, 
most arts were practised (though not as highly developed 
as in dyn. 3). It is still an open question whether the 
tomb (not the burning-place) of the first historical king 
Meny (Men& of the Greeks) has recently been discovered 
at NakH~Ieh,~ near the old city of Nuh t  (or Nehut, the 
same name as Ombos), the abode of the god Set (cp 
5 15 ; fig. 9 shows a tablet found at the same place 
bearing in archaic writing the word mn).( 'I'ombs of 

a d 
FIG. io.-So-called Tablet of Men& 

An ivory plate found by D e  Morgan a t  Naksdeh : a from a 
photograph; 6, outlined from a photograph (b After L. 
Eorchardt, Sitzun&cricl'rz'e der Beuliniscl'ren A kademie 
de? Wissensciznften. 33 1o54f: 1,971). I t  figures and de- 
scribes the funereal outfit of the deceased king. 

eight kings (of about dyn. I )  have been excavated near 
Abydos (at Umm el-Ga'ab) and the names of several 
other Icings found there.5 W e  see now why ManEtho 
said that dynasty I proceeded from This (Egyptian 
Tini, modern Girgeh?), near Abydos. That would 
explain the superiority of Upper Egypt over the northern 
country, perhaps also the spread of the Osiris-worship 
of Abydos over all Egypt. As regards the unification 
of Egypt see 42, although it niay be that the later 

1 See (with reserve) n e  Morgan, Iicclrevckes SUY Zes ouigines 
de I k f y j f e  ('96 and '97). H e  correctlyrefers Petrie's excavations 
in ' Nagnda and Eallas' ('96) here. 

The  
cannibalism that some have alleged however seems to he only 
the second burial (i.e., reburial after)cleaning ;he bones of flesh) 
a practice that is still to be found, eg., in New Guinea, and i6 
to be connected with the first attempts a t  embalming. Cutting 
the dead in pieces in imitation of the fate of Osiris (cp 5 14) 
was also customary during the first dynasties. That  several 
early kings were burned with their whole tomb, although the 
later Egyptians dreaded nothing more than incineration, is a 
theory that has not been confirmed. Most of the citiesof Egypt 
go hack to this primeval period ; within it, Heliopolis (On) was, 
evidently, the most important city ; a t  least, its relisious author- 

2 For example, even'the hyana  was fattened and eaten. 

ity reached far. 
3 De Morgan, Recherckes, ii. ('97), and SBAW, '97, p. 1054. 
4 The word mn seems (so Wiedemann) to designate the tomb, 

not the  kinr. .~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ 

5 Andlin&u, FouilZes cFAhydos ( ' 968 )  ; more exhaustively, 
uibell'sfinds at Hieraconpolis, 1900 Petrie, Royal Tombs. k a.%urate arrangement and chronolo&cal determination of 

the earliest names of kings is not yet possible ; neither can their 
names be transliterated with certainty. 
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Egyptian scholars, in beginning history with Men% 
acted arbitrarily or on unknown grounds, omitting those 
of MenEs' predecessors whom they w-ere unable to 
classify. It is not impossible that some of the ancient 
kings of This precede him. On the tradition that 
Men& built Memphis. and on the great sphinx near that 
city, cp MEMPHIS. 

Of dynasty z (six to nine kings) we knew before 
only that the temple and worship of the kings Sendy 
(Sethenes in ManZtho) and Per-eb-sen are mentioned 
perhaps a century later. 

From dynasty - (nine kings) we have on monuments (hardly 
contemporary) the" cult of Neb-ka or NeBkau-re'. King Zoser 
built the remarkable stepped (i.e,, unfinished) pyramid a t  
SakkZrah. (The pyramid as aform of royal tomb does not seem 
to hive been known in dynasties r and 2 . )  His name has been 
found engraved upon the mountains of the Sinaitic peninsula. 
W e  may conclude that the copper-mines of the Sinaitic desert, 
from which the Egyptians drew almost all the copper so neces- 
sary for tools in the copper age, were already in the hands even 
of more ancient pharaohs. Later, various stories were carried 
back to the kings of the first three dynasties ; sacred books were 
reported to have been written by them, or found by, or under, 
them ; but all these traditions seem to be apocryphal. 

The lists of kings drawn up in the fourteenth century 
R. c., upon which we have to rely for many names, are 
mere selections (not trustworthy even for the succession 
of the names). The whole period of dynasties I to 3, 
therefore, probably included at least 600 years (779, 
Manetho), possibly double that time. Thus Men% 
might be placed near 4000 B. c. 

Dynasty 4 lies in the full light of history (soon after 
3000 B.C.?). Icing Snefruji), who founded it, seems 

4 ~ .  4th Dyn. to have been a great ruler. Later 
stories report that he had to fight 

with Asiatic tribes attacking Egypt near Memphis, 
where already earlier pharaohs had to build a large 
fortification, ' the king's wall,' against raids through 
Goshen. Some places founded there by Snefru(i) 
confirm the essentially historical character of these 
reports. At Wiidy MaghHrah in the Sinaitic peninsula, 
he opened a new mine for copper and greenstone 
{malachite, which the Egyptians held in strange esteem). 
His tomb is the irregular pyramid of Meidiim. 

The next kings, the Cheops, Chephren, and Mycerinus 
of Herodotus (Hufu(i), Ha'f-re', and Men-ka(u)-re' of 
the monuments), are the builders of the three largest 
pyramids at Gizeh, stupendous works which were never 
surpassed (see MEMPHIS). Evidently the strength of 
Egypt was overtaxed by these gigantic constructions, 
for the pyramids of all subsequent kings (Ru'-ded$, 
&pses-Ra-f,' etc. ) show a considerable falling-off. 

Dynasty 5 is called Elephantink by Manetho. This 
would indicate that the warlike Nubians, already em- 

46. 5th Dyn, ployed as mercenaries in that early 
time, acquired sufficient influence to 

This dynasty (nine to establish their leaders as kings2 
eleven kings, reigning about 150 years) marks the zenith 
of Egyptian art (see above, 5 36). The last king, Unus 
( Wenys; Onnos, Mandtho), built the earliest of the five 
pyramids at SakkZrah which have preserved in the in- 
scriptions on the walls of their burial chambers so valu- 
able a collection of religious and magical texts (see 
above, 5 20).  texts dating in part from prehistoric times, 
and already in dynasty 5 not all perfectly intelligible.3 

Unas has left, in the so-called Mastabat-el-Far'aun (Pharaoh's 
bench), near Sakkarah, the basis of &e of those strange colossal 

1 T h e  romantic queen Nitacris of Herodotus is legendary. 

a The hypothesis that Egypt was ever conquered by Nubianr 
She  is a disfigured princess of dynasty 26. 

or Trog(1)odytes a s  a nation cannot be upheld. l h e  soldiery oi 
Egypt, however, was derived mostly from the southernmost 
counties, where the people, from the mountain range of Silsileh, 
were of somewhat mixed character (exactly as now), and therefore 
more warlike. 
3 Maspero, Les Inscriptions des pyramides de Sagqarak, 

1894 (reprinted from Recueil, 3 to 14), gives these texts along 
with meritorious attempts a t  full translations. The  grammar 
of the pyramid-texts remains to be written. Their archaic style 
has preserved many inflections lost in later Egyptian. 
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uonuments of ha1f.pyramidal character 1 which were erected 
)y many of the kings of that time. Their purpose is obscure; 
ve only know that they were, like the obelisks, for the cult of 
he Sun-god. 

Dynasty 6 (five kings, about 140 years, beginning 
Nith TeQ or Atoty) had powerful rulers, especially Pepy 

47. 6th Dyn. (read Apopy?) I., a great builder, 
He 

,vaged war, not only with the ' sand-dwelling ' nomads 
if the Sinaitic desert, but also in Palestine, which he 
ieems to have been the first (?) to claim as tributary terri- 
ory.2 The kingdom, however, was more and more 
lecentralised, and at the end of dynasty 6 went to pieces. 
[ t  must be mentioned that under Pepy (Apopy) ZZ. Ne,feer- 
in-ri' (reigning, according to the best traditions, ninety- 
bur years, perhaps the longcst reign in the world's 
iistory) we find records of,a great commercial expedition, 
t nomarch of Elephantink being sent by the king to the 
3fidZn near Khartiim to obtain one of the dwarfs from 
he woods of Central Africa for the sacred dances.' 

Most kings of dynasties 3-6 (Manetho calls dynasty 
z as well as dynasty I Thinitic, dynasties 3, 4, and 6 
Memphitic) had their residences near Memphis, though 
lot at the same place; many kings built 'their city' 
%fresh, a work rendered easy by the light inaterial 

the founder of Memphis proper. 

. .  
sniployed. 

The practice was for each king to build his pyramid west of 
lis own city, in the desert; it is this alone, in fact, that enables 
IS to guess the site of the city. Gradually Memphis proper 
Jecame the permanent capital. 

Dynasties 7 to 11 form an obscure period (onlyabout 
twenty-five kings known, many more lost), full of the 
p8. Dyns. 7-11. struggles of the Nomarchs, the princes 

of the small counties. 
Dynasties 7 and 8 are called Memphitic, g and IO came from 

Heracleopolis in Middle Egypt (see HANES). 'These Heracleo- 
politans had unceasing wars with rival kings in Thebes, whoin 
they seem never to have completely subdued. ManZtho mentions 
only one great king among the Heracleopolitan kings, Achthoes 
(Egyptian, g t y  ; pronounce Ebtoy), whom be describes ascruel- 
ie., a powerful warrior. 

Finally, the Theban rulers from whom the eleventh 
dynasty descended gained the superiority. 

Almost all these kings, whose number is doubtful (Petrie nine, 
others five or six) had the name Antefor that of Mentulrotcp. 
Of the last king of this dynasty, S'an&-kn-rZ, we know that he 
sent an  expedition through the desert east of Koptos to build a 
ship on the Red Sea and to sail to Punt for incense. Such ex- 
peditions to Punt (the Abyssinian and Somali coast of our days) 
occur under several kings of the next (twelfth) dynasty : the 
earliest nientioned is one under Assa (Yssy) of dynasty 5. 

The new line, of seven kings, was founded by Amen- 
ern-he't I., who subdued the rebel nomarchs after hard 

49! 12th Dyn. fighting. One of the classic books, 'the 
instructions of Amenemhe't ' ( i . e . ,  in- 

structions how to rule),4 professes to have been written 
by him when, tired of reigning, he abdicated after 
escaping a conspiracy against his life. His son Usertesen 
(Wesertesen) Z. erected the temple of which the obelisk 
of Heliopolis is the only trace. He !vas buriccl in 
the pyramid of Lisht. Usertesen ZZ., who succeeded 
Amenemhe't II., built the pyramid of Illahfin. His 
workers inhabited the city on the spot now called Kahun. 
where Petrie found valuable antiquities. 

Usertesen 11. seems to have begun to favour the part of 
Egypt now called Fa(i)yiim--:'.e., ' the lake,' in antiquity 
50. Fa(i)yam, to-fei, ' the lake-country '-the Arsinoite 

nome of the Ptolemies. This is a de- 
pression in the Libyan desert into which the branch of 
the Nile now called Bahr-Yiisuf flows, forming a lake, 
now called Birket-Kariin, and irrigating one of the most 
fruitful parts of Egypt (properly an oasis ; see above, 

1 A A similar monument from dynasty 5 has been found 
LZ- l  near Riga. 

2 See the so-called inscription of Una, X P P )  2 1-10. For the 
reference to Palestine, see WMM, As. a. Eur. 33. Petrie found 
in Deshgsheh pictures from a similar war, which seem to belong 
to the same tim- (OLZ 1248). 
3 Tomb at AawPn ; inscription first published by Schiaparelli. 
4 Best translation, Griffith, ZA', '97, p. 35 ; World's Best Lit. 

5323. 

'y7), to which we have so often to refer. 
5 The collection of the 'Petrie or Kahun papyri' (ed. Griffith, 
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4). , The Nile had been flowing into this depression 

even in prehistoric times ; ' but some improvements must 
have been made in irrigation by the kings of dynasty 12, 
especially by Amenembe't ZZZ., who succeeded Usertesen 
111. At least he is the king Moeris to whom Herodotus 
erroneously ascribed even the digging ( ! )  of ' Lake 
Moeris' (thirty-five miles long even now, much more in 
antiquity); his ' two pyramids ' (i.,e., large bases), with 
colossal statues of 'king Moeris, were discovered by 
Petrie near Biahmu.2 The pyramid of Ainenemhe't 111. 
stands at HawBra, where only insignificant remains 
betray the site of the labyrinth built by the same king. 
The classical writers descrihe it as a gigantic structure 
equal to the pyramids of Gizeh. Amenem/ie't ZV. and 
a queen Sebk-nofm (or -nefroo?.) close this dynasty (194 
years, beginning about 2100 B.C.?),3 which the Egyp- 
tians, not without justice, considered as the greatest of all. 
The land was flourishing, art well developed, and 
literature in its golden age,-at least according to 
Egyptian taste. Most of the works used as classics in 
the schools were written while this dynasty reigned (see 
above, § 21).  Many temples and public constrnc- 
tions were erected. Conquests were made in Nubia (not 
in Syria ; only the old copper mines near Sinai were 
used). All kings were active in subduing Wawat (N.  of 
Nubia) and Kdsh (Cnsh of the Bible, in the S. ) for the 
sake of the gold mines of that country ; Usertesen 111. 
finally fixed his frontier south of the second cataract 
and fortified it by two large fortresses (now called 
Semneh and Kummeh) on the two banks of the Nile. 

For the student of the O T  the most interesting monument of 
this period is the famous wall-painting of Beni Hasan (part of 
i t  given in colours in Riehm, H W N I )  which was formerly ex- 
plained as representing the immigration of Abraham or Jacob (cp 
JOSEPH ii., 5 8). The  inscriptions that accompany the painting 
inform us, however, that a caravan of '37  Asiatics from the 
desert-country' came, not as immigrants, hut as traders5 with 
metallic eye-paint (mesdenzet; cp 5 39), evidently from the 
copper mines near Sinai. The  chief, Ah-s'a(y) (;.e., ABISHAI?) 
gesents  two ibexes to his customer the nornarch. In Middl; 

gypt such direct comniercial relatiins seem to have been less 
frequent than in the north. The  illustration of the costumes 
of the age of Hebrew immigration is most valuable(observe the 
weapons, the war-axe, the boomerang-an elaborate one, as the 
sign of the chief-the travelling shoes, the lyre, etc.). 

Dynasties 13 and 14 again show the consequences of 
decentralisation-anarchy, wars of nomarchs competing 
61. 13th and for the crown, some kings ruling only a 
14th Dyns. few months,altogether at least 140 princes, 

many evidently contemporaneous. The 
names of many kings, which imitate thenames of dynasty 
12,  or at least point to the Faiytim and its god Sobk 
(such names as Sebk-snuf, Spdk-@tep), show that they 
claimed descent from dynasty 12. Dynasty 14 is said 
to have come from Xois, in the W. Delta, and perhaps 
shows us Libyan elements penetrating into Egypt. 
. At the height of this confusion (about 1800 B.c .?)  
came the foreign invasion of the so-called Hvksos (or 

Y a >  

62. Hyksos. F?), who overran Egypt easily. 
uch has been coniectured as to the 

origin of these mysterious strangers ; but nothing certain 

1 Maspero Dawn of Ciu. 447. 
2 Petrie (llZahzZn) thinks, with Major Brown, that the special 

merit of these kings consisted, not in digging hasins, but in 
dyking off ground from the lake. The inscriptions furnish no 
evidence one way or the other. At present, the surface of the 
lake is considerably below the level of the sea. Some urge 
that this is due to the hollowing out of the bed, and that, in 
antiquity, it may have been high enough to allow use of the 
lake as a reservoir for the irrigation of the country with the 
help of sluices, as described by classical writers (Straho, etc.). 
This view, however, is now more and more abandoned. 

3 Recently discovered papyri seem to furnish (by a dated 
rising of Sirius) an  exact astronomical date for Usertesen 111. 
According to this the beginning of his reign fell between 1876 
and 1871 R.C. This would assign to the 12th dvnastv the Deriod _ . _  
19 6 9; i o  1786.83. 1 it is very questionable whether the story of the Egyptian 
nobleman Se-nuhyt (spelt also Sanehat etc ) who, under User- 
tesen I. fled to Palestine and as advehturer became a prince 
there dnta ins  any consid;rable historical element. I t  is trans- 
lated'in XPPI 2 11. 

5 See WMM, As.  IC. Euv. 36. 

can be stated. It seems that they were not Semites (the 
etymology Hyk[u]-sos, ' shepherd- kings,' is probably 
not from Manetho himself), but Mitannians, Hittites, or 
similar intruders from Eastern Asia Minor, who con- 
quered Syria and then Egypt.' The Hyksos kings 
geydn,  etc. (seven mutilated names in h.ln&tho) ruled 
over all Egypt and northwards as far as N. Meso- 
potamia. Later, they permitted Upper Egypt to have 
its own viceroys of Egyptian blood. These viceroys 
of Thebes (dynasty 17, three to five kings) finally threw 
off the yoke of the Hyksos Apopy ZZ. The kings S@enez- 
Y$ (HI.?) and Kn-nses (or - R Z O S ~ )  died (the former, it 
would seem, in battle) during the long war; finally 
Amusis I. ('Ah- or Y'ab-mose) took the last stronghold 
of the foreigners, their large fortress 'Auuptr ( f la[ t]wa re t ) ,  
on the eastern frontier S. of Pelnsium, somewhat after 
1600 B.C. (Mahler-Petrie, 1583). 

The duration of the Hyksos period is very uncertain ; 
it seems necessary to abandon Manstho's corrupted 
traditions (500  to 800 years in three dynasties) and to 
estimate it at about 200 years(?).2 The foreigners are said 
to have worshipped their own (?)  war-god ; in all other 
respects they were soon Egyptianised. The immigra- 
tion of Israel has been assumed by patristic writers 
and many modern scholars (partly on very feeble grounds) 
to have occurred during their rule (under an"ATw@rs). 

Amosis I. (see above), the founder of dynasty 18, 
begins the New Empire, a period in which Egypt shows -. . 
53. 18th Dyn, her power as a conquering nation. 

The warlike spirit had been aroused 
by the long war of independence ; an army had been 
created ; and the country was thoroughly centralised (the 
hereditary monarchs having given place to royal officers). 
All energy turned outwards, especially towards Asia. 
Amosis pursued the Hyksos, and conquered Palestine 
and Phoenicia. Amenophis I. (Amenhotep, cimz 1570 
B.C. ; Mahler-Petrie, 1562) occupied Nubia again, at 
least to the third cataract. This king and his mother 
Nufret-nri (or -ere) became, later, divine protectors of a 
part of the necropolis of Thebes, and are, therefore, 
frequently painted black as divinities of the nether- 
world. Thutmosis I. (Dhut[i]-mo-se ; the transliteration 
Thothmes found in many books is not correct), circa 
1560 B. c . ,  completed the conquest of Nubia and pene- 
trated into Syria as far as to the Euphrates. We may, 
however, doubt whether he gained lasting results in the 
North. Even during his lifetime, the princess &a'.?- 
Sepsut (or Sepsewet, but not Hatnsu, as was formerly 
read) or Mn'kari' came into power, and, after his 
death, she reigned, recognising her co-regents Thut- 
mosis 11. and III.4 at best as puppets. 

Alter her death Tkutmosis IlI., in fierce hatred, tried to blot 
out her memory. Many monuments show her as a male 
king (with beard, etc.), a fact which has been explained perhaps 
too seriously. Formerly Egyptologists concluded that she had 
an  unusually strong and active mind : she may have been only 
an  instrument in the hands of a court-party. She built the 
magnificent temple of Amon a t  ed-DSr el-Bahri, commemorating 
in it, as one of the greatest events, the sending of several chips 
to the 'divine country,' the frankincense coast of Punt (cp $48). 

1 The only inscription referring t o  their nationality (Scabl- 
'AntHr, Rec. irav. 6) states that they hrougbt with them many 
'arne-ie. Syrians or Palestinians-but were themselves 
' foreigners)'---Le. of a different race. All alleged sculptures 
with Hyksos p v h a i t s  really belong to earlier periods: no 
Hyksos type has yet been found. The Kassite invasion of 
Babylonia hardly reached so far west. See on these questions, 
WMM Mitt. Vordevas. Ges. '98, p. 1073 

2 I f  &e adopt the recently proposed date for the 12th dynasty 
(5 5 0  n.) we can assign the Hyksos only about IOV years, or 
even less, beginning about 1680 B.C. 
3 We have, however, no evidence that they tried to force this 

cult as a monotheism upon the Egyptians. The  later tradition, 
that their god had the Hittite name Suteh, seems erroneous: he 
was nothing but the Egyptian form of Set worshipped in Auaris. 

4 The succession and relationship of these three regents have 
recently been much disputed. According to some, they were 
all children of Thutmosis I., and Ha't-Sepsut, the legal heiress 
to the crown, was married to Thutmosis 111. More probably 
she was the wife of Thutmosis 11. and the aunt of his son (hy 
a concubine), Thutmosis 111. 
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Thutmosis 111. (who reigned alone from about 1515 

B.C. [Mahler, 14801, his official 23rd year) was, of the 
He de- 

feated an alliance of the Syrians at 
Megiddo and made Syria as far as the 

Euphrates tri- 
butary, taking 
C a r c h e m  i s h ,  
and ravaging 
even  n o r t h -  
western Meso- 

54. Thuth- pharaohs, the greatest warrior. 

mosis III. 

ASSYRIA, § 28, 
and M~soro-  

s u b j u g a t e d  
P a l e s t i n i a n  
cities,2 of em- 

a r e  v a l u a b l e  
sources of in- 
formation on 

FIG. II.-Amenhotep IV. Supposed head of ancient West- 
The 

enormous spoils 
and the tribute he commanded enabled him to be a n  
active builder, especially in Karnak. 

dmenophis 11. (about 1485. Petrie, 1449) maintained his 
Syrian dominion, which reacded to the city of Ni (on the 
Euphrates or Orontes?), subduing revolts ; so did Thutnrosis 
LV., who also fought in Nubia. T h e  latter, in consequence of 

the 'mask'  that covered the mummy(?). ern Asia. 
(After Petrie.) 

EGYPT 
Amenophis (A?x.c7z-+olep) I Z L  (1450?) is remark- 

able for the love shown by him everywhere to his 
fair wife Teye, a (Libyan ?) woman not of royal blood. 
The great find of Tell el-'AmHrna, an archive of 
66, Amarna cuneiform tablets containing despatches 

from princes of N. Syria, Assyria, Baby- 
lonia, Cyprus (Ala%), and from Amen- 

hotep's vassal-kings in Jerusalem, Megiddo, etc., gives 
us a wonderful insight into his diplomatic relations, and 
into his marriages--e.g., with two princesses of Mitanni 
(Osroene, capital probably Harrsnj-but also shows a 
growing neglect of his Syrian provinces, which fell to 
pieces under his successor. Amenophis 111. built a 
large temple, before which were erected the famous 
colossal statues one of which became the 'singing 
image of Memnon ' of the Greeks. 

As we may conclude even from his portraits (figs. 10 

and II), ilnzenophir ZV. (1415~ R . C . )  was no ordin- 
56, Amen- ary man. Being dissatisfied with the 
hotep Iv. confused religion of Egypt, he had the 

amazing boldness to introduce the wor- 
ship of the sun-disk as the only god,3 

persecuting espccially the worship of Amon, whose 
name he tried to have erased from all monuments 
where it occurrcd. He changed his own name, in 
consequence, into A[&L - n -aten (or l'e&(u) - in - d e n ) ,  
'splcndour (or spirit) of the sun-disk.' This great 
religious reform was accompanied by a revolt against 
the traditional conventionalism in art, which was 
supplanted by a bold and ugly realisin. The change 
in religious literature is not less remarkable. The 
hymns now composed in praise of the Snii-god are the 
best productions of Egyptian religious literature. 
Amenophis even gave up his palaces at Amon's city of 
'I'hebes, and built a new capital (at the modern el- 
'Amirna in Middle Egypt), called 'horizon of the 
sun-disk.' All these changes met with much resistance, 
and hardly had he died (about 1397) when all the results 
of his life-work were lost. His successor, Ay, had to 
return to the old traditions ; the teniplcs of the sun-disk 
and the monuments of the heretical king were razed 
to the foundations, and Egyptian religion became more 
than ever mummified. 

Amenhotep IV.'s son-in-law Sinen&- (others read Sa-)  An-re', 
the former priest ('divine father,' a low rank) Ay, and Tuet- 
.ait&-mnun did not reign long in this turbulent time : [lnr-on- 
dedi  (r3ao B.c.?), formerly general and governor, eitahlished 
peace and a firm governmei:t. To the delight of the priests, 
he completed the religious reaction. 

With Rarnscs (Ra'messu) I. we begin dynasty 19 
(about 1355 ; ht r i e ,  1327). S e t h  I. (often c a k d  

%ti, Egyptian Sefoy, 1350 B.C.),  like 
"' 'yn' 19' his father, did not reign very long ; but 
he was active as a builder (Abydos, Thebes) and 
in foreign politics. He drove nomadic tribes (rc- 
minding one of the Midianites and Amale1;ites of 
the OT) away from S. Palestine, and tried to 
regain Middle Syria. The Hittites (Heta of the 

1 Eestand most complete translations in liB5 byWi. ('96). 
Knudtzon has published the results of a fresh collation of the 
tablets in Beitr. zu Ass. 4 lor-154 ['99]. The langnnge of tl.ese 
letters is Babylonian (the pharaoh's own foreign despatches wcre 
written in this language of diplomacy), mixed with Canaanitish 
words or phrases often in a very faulty style. Some spccimens 
of the non-Seniitk languages of Mitanni and Cyprus occur. 

a This approximate date, serving as a basis for our chronology 
ofdynasties 18 and 19, is inferred from the Babylonian rynchran- 
ism (see CHRONOLOGY, 5 2 2 ) .  BurnahuriaS 11. and Amcnhptep 
IV. seem to have come to the throne about the same time. 
Assyriolooists must obtain a better agreement on GumaburiaB 
11. and Iyis predecessor Knddman-Bel. From an  exclusively 
Egyptological standpnint, the present writer would determine 
about 1380 (Petrie, 1383) as the miyimum date. 1415 may he n 
trifle too high hut not niuch. Wi. c date for Burnabnria4 (1456 
R.c.) seems decidedly too high; likewise R o d s  date (.lZitt. 
Voyderas. Ges. 2 228) 1438. 

Although 
the Syrians were advanced enough to recngnise the forces of 
nature in their gods more clearly than the Egyptians, the 
monotheistic idea was entirely a new creation. 

Tablets. 

Circa 1415. 

3 This must not be'ascribed to Asiatic influences. 
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FIG. 12.-Amenhotep IV. (and his wife) worshipping the solar 
(After disk; the ra$s proceeding from which end in hands. 

Errnan-Lepsius.) 

a dream dug out from the sand which covered it the great 
sphinx dear the pyramids-a pious act which was, of course, 
useless. 

1 Translations RPP) 2 17 (doubtful); Griffith in Petrie's 
History. 

2 See RPM 525, hut with caution. The editors are not 
Egyptologists. Masprro treated parts in Trans. Vict. Inst. 
and Z A  1881, p. 119. The present writer hopes to publish a 
detailed )study. 
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MAP OF EGYPT 
INDEX TO NAMES (A-Ka) 

Abodu, D6 jebel 'AtBka, E3 (BAAL-ZEPHON) 
Abii GBr el-Kibli, Fg Atfih, D3 
tell Abu IslSmHn, Dz (EXODUS, $ IO) Athribis, Dz 
tell. Abii Sefeh, Ez Aun, Dz 
Abii Sir, Dz 
Abukir, CI Babylon, D3 (EXODUS, $ 12) 
Abutig', Dg Bahr bel5 M51, C3, B3-7 (NILE) 
Abydos, D6 (EGYPT, $§ 44, 5;) Bahr Yiisef, C3,4,5 (EGYPT, $8 6 ,  so) 
Aelanitic Gulf, G3, 4 el-BalBh (L.), E z  (EXODUS, 8 15) 
Ahnas el-Medineh, C3 (HANES) Ball&, E7 
Abt-aten, Cg lake Barallus, CI (EGYPT, 5 3 )  
gulf of 'Akaba, G3, 4 (EXODUS, I 4 )  tell Basta, Dz 
el-Aksur, E 7  Behbit el-HigLrah, D I  

Alabaster Quarries, Dg el-Behneseh, C4 (GOSPE~S, $86) 
Alexandria, BI (EGYPT, 7 2 )  Beni-Hasan, Cg (EGYPT, § 50) 
tell el-'Amsrna, c 5  (EGYPT, 6 55) Beniswef, D3 (HANES) 
Amet, Dz el-Bersheh, Cg 
Anas el-Wo&d (I.), E8 Bilbeis, Dz (GOSHEN, 5 5) 
Antzopolis, D6 Bir (Abii) Rak, Ez 
(Anti?), E7 el-BirbH, D6 
Aphroditespolis Pathyris, E7 Bir es-Seba', GI (BEER-SHEBA) 
Aphroditopolis, D3 Bitter Lakes, Ez (EXODUS, $ 1 4  ; EGYPT, 
Aphroditopolis, D6 $ 6 8 )  
ApoIltSnopolis Magna, E8 Bolbitinic Mouth, CI  (EGYPT, $ 6, 

ApollBnopolis Parva, E7 n. 5 )  

ApothSkC? Dg Bubastus, Dz (GOSHFN, $9 z, 5) 

'Arab Hetam, Dg Bucolic Mouth, DI  (EGYPr, $ 6 ,  n. 5) 

el-'Arish, FI (EGYPT, RIVER  OF^ Bukiris. CI 

w&dy el-'Arish, FI, 2. Gz (EGYPT, Busiris, D2 

Ashmiinen, Cg Cairo, Dz 

, ArBbat el-Madfiineh, D6 el-Buhera, CI 

. R I V E R  OF) 

swHn, E8 (EGYPT, 0 z) 

syW D s  (EGYPT, $5 3 ,  6) 

Canopic Mouth, CI (EGYPT, 8 6, n. 5 )  

Canopus, CI 

Chenoboskion, EG 
Cynopolis, C4 

DBhtSd, E9 (EGYPT, $ 37)  
Dahshiir, D3  
Dakke, E9 (EGYPT, $ 37)  
Damanhiir, CI 

Damietta, DI 

DamyBt, DI  

Daphnae, Ez (EXODU~,  § 13) 
(Darius Stele), E z  
tell Defennii, Ez 
Dendereh, E6 
ed-Der el-Bahri, E7 (EGYPI, 8 53)  
DeshBsha, C4 (EcurJr, $ 47, n. z )  

Dime-n-Hor, CI 

Diniii, C3 
Dioiiysias, C3 
Diospolis Magna. E7 
Diospolis Parva, E6 
Dodeca Schenus, E9 
jebel DokhBn, FS (EGYPT, 8 3)  

Du-kau, D6 

Edfii, E8 (EGYPT, § 37) 

L. Edku, CI (EGYPT, I 3 )  
(E)hn&s, C3 
Eileithyiaspolis, E7 (EGYPT, $ 4 3 )  
Ekhmim, D6 
Elath, G3 
Elephantine, E8 (EGYPT, $3 47) 
Enet [teniBre?], E6 
En-Mont, E7 
Ernient, E7 
Esneh, E~,(EGYPT. F, 37) 

Etb6t, E8 
tell Etrib, Dz 

tell el-Fa@a, Ez 
el-Faiyiim, C3 (EGYPT, s 50) 
medinet el-Faiyiim, C3 

el-FarBfra, As, 6, margin (Ec, 
tell FaramL, Ez 
Farshiit, E6 
tell el-FerBh, Cr  
FostBt, D3 

Gaza, GI 

Gazat, GI 

Gebelen, E7 

FBkCS, DZ (GObHEN, 8 3 )  

Henu, E8 
Ilerakleopolis, (1; (Hxms, ELYPT 

Hermonthis, E7 ( E L x P ~ ,  0 14) 
Hermopolis Magna, C5 (EGYPT. $ 1 4 )  
Hermopolis Parva, CI  

yPT, 8 4 )  Heroonpohs, E z  (BAAL-ZEPHON) 
tell el-Hesy, GI (LACHISH) 
Hierak6npolis, Dg 
HierakBnpolis, E7 (EwPr, $ 47)  

tell el-Hir, Ez 
Hmunu, Cs 
HE, E6 
Hypsele, Dg 

$ 4 8 )  

Geziret ez-Zahir (I.), E8 
J. Ghiirib. E4 
Ghazza, GI Iseum, DI 

kirgeh, D6 (EGYPT, $ 4 4 )  

Gizeh, D3 (EGYPT, $ 45)  

Gosu, C g  

niedinet Haba, E7 (EGYPT, $ 6 1 )  

tell Ibii es-Salsm, Dz 
el-IbrLhiiniyeh (canal), Cg 

Iskanderiyeh, €31 
Itfii, D6 

Jerusalem, H I  

HalwBn, D3 
W. HammBmBt, EF7 
Hanesi?), C3 (HANES) 
Hat-hri-(e)be, Dz 
Ha(t)-ka-ptah, D3 
Hat-niib, D5 
Hat-sehein, E6 
Hawlra, C3 (EGYPT, $ 50)  
Hebet, DI  

Hebron, H I  

Heliopolis, Dz (EGYPT, I§ 14, 

Henen-seten, C3 

el-KBb, E7 (EGYPT, 8 43) 

ain Kndis, Gz (KADESH, $ I )  

Kainepolis, E6 
KalBbsheh, E9 (EGYPT, $ 3 7 )  
Kal'at el-'Akaba, G3 (Di-ZAHAB) 
el-Karnak, E7 (EcYP1, $9 37, 54) 

Kariin, Birket, C3 (EGYPI, § 50) 

Kasion, FI (EXODUS, 8 13) 
Kasr es-SaiyBd, E6 
Kasrun, RES el-, FI 

49) iebel Katrina, F4  
KHu, D6 

INDEX T O  NAMES IN MAP-Contznued (Ke.2) 

Tahpanhes ? Ez 

Tanis, Dz (EXODUS, 5 13 ; Ecwi ,  $$ 6 2 ,  

Tanitic Mouth, E1 

et-tell el-Kebir, Dz Mellawi, C j Pa-gat (Kahi-n-nab?), CI er-Ruhebeh, GI (RERED) 
Kebtby(u), E7 Memphis, D3 (EGYPT, § 47)  Panopolis, D6 
Kene, E6 Mendes, Dz (Ecwi ,  $ 7 0 )  Pathmetic Mouth, 1) (EGYI'~,  $ 6, 
Kertassi, E9 Men'et-Hufii, C5 n. 5) Sft el-Hagar, Cz 7 0 )  

P-Atuui, Ez (EXODU~,  $ I O ;  GO>HEN, Sabkhet Bardarwil, EFI el-Khahsa, GI (BEKED, IbAAC, 8 I) 
el-Khalil, H I  (HERROA) Men-nofer, D3 § 4 )  Saft el-Henneh, Dz (GOSHEN, $ 3 )  Teb-nuter, D~ 
Khesout-Xois ? CI el-Menshiyeh, D6 Sai, Cz Tentyra, E 6  Pr-hbeyt, DI 

Klysma, E3  (Exouus, $ 1 1 )  L. Meiualeh, DEI  (EGYPI $ 3) Mouth' Sals, Cz (EGYPT, $6 14 ,  6 6 6 )  jebel et-T&r, C4 
el-K6m el-Ahmar, E7 Mines, Egyptian, F3 SakhB, CI Te-met, E7 Pelusiuni, Ez (EGYPT, $8 z,  52) 

€'(e)-sapdu, Dz (Gowsr;, § 3)  KBm-$-Kulzurn, E3 el-Minya, C 1  
I<6m O n i b ,  E8 Mit RahEneh, D3 Phakusa Dz, (GObHEN, 8 3 )  SaniSliit, C4 This, D6 (EGYPT, $ 44) 

Pharbzethus, Dz . Sari, Dz Koptos, E7 (EGYPT, I 14) 

jebel er-RukhLni, Dg Talmis, E9 

Menfe, D3 

Thebze, E7 (EGYPT, 56$) 

Thmuis, Dz 
wHdy et-Tih D3 (EXODUS, $ 12) 
et-Timskh (I,.), Ez (EUODUS, $$ 1 4 -1 6 ;  

Tini, D6 (EGYPT, $ 44)  

SakkBrah, D3 (EGYPT, $ 46) 

(L  Moeris, C3 (Echr ,  f 50) 
rHs Mohammed, Gg (DI-ZAHAB) 
el-jebel el-Mokattain, D3 (GOSHEN, § Pi-beseth' Dz 

Sa'ne, Dz 
Satbaf el-KhHdim, F3 

Sebeniiytos, Dz (EGYPT, § 70)  

' 37)  

Kroltodilopolis-Arsinoe, C 3 4 ;  EXODUS, I 12) Pithom-Etham, $22 (ExoDtJs, 8 10) Sebennytic Mouth, CI (Ewirr, 5 6.11. 5 )  BAAL.LEPHON) 
P-neb-dCd, Dz 
Port Said, EI SehCl (I .) ,  E8 Tmai el-Amdid, Dz el-Kurneh, E7 (EGYPT, $ 37) 

K O ? ,  E7 el-Muntiila (Pass), Ez (EXODUS, § 12) Dz Sehein, C z  To-schei, C3 
pusre, c 5  jebel Miisa, F4  (?) (Di-ZAHAB) Pselchis, E9 sei-serk, E z  Tiikh, E7 

el-Kii$yeh, Cg 

el-Lahiin, CD3 (EGYPT, § 49) Nakiideh, E7 (EGYPT, 0 44)  P-ubaste, Dz S(et)-behdeti, E8  
Latopolis, E7 wady en-Napfin, BCz (ECIYPT, $ 3) Pi-lak, E8 jebel Silsileh, E8 (EGYPT, § 3 )  Tnrra, D3  

Usim, Dz Leont6npolis, Dz (EGYPT, 5 7 2 )  Naucratis, c2 Silsihs, E8 
Letopohs, Dz 
Limns, C3 Nebishe, Dz Rafah, GI  Shedet, C3 Vicus Judaeorum, Dz 
Lisht, U3 (EGYPT, $ 49)  Nebut, E7 (EGYPT, I 44)  Ra-h6ne, CD3 Sheikh HanB'idik, Ez (EXODUS, 15 ; 

Rakoti, BI (ALEXANDRIA, $ 1) Luxor, E7 (EGYPT, $ 37) 

Ranises ? Dz (EXODUS, B 10' Lykopolis. Dg 
canal of Ramses, Dz, E2 wady MaghBra, F3, 4 JEGYPT, 5 45) 
Raphia, GI (EGYPi, I 6 6  a) bir Maktal, Ez 
Rapih. GI Mandesic Mouth, E I  Net, E7 
er-Rashid, CI L. Mareotis, BI (ALEXANDRIA, 0 I) 

[valley of] Rehenu, EF7 jebel Maryam, E2 (EXODUS, 0 IS) 
Rhinocolura, FI (EGYPT, (I$ 2, 28) bahr Maryiit, BI (EGYPT, 0 3 )  
Rifeh, Dg SiihHg', D6 tell el-Yehiid. Dz tell el-MasBOfa, Ez (EXODUS, 81 8, I O  ; 
River of Egypt, F1. 2, Gz 

M e r  el-KBhireh, Dz On, Dz Rosetta, CI Swenet, E8 
tell RotLb(e), D2 SyEne, E8 

Mediiin, D3 (EGYPT, 8 45) Oxyrhynchus, C4 tell Rub', Dz Syout, Ds 

Kuft, E7 (MOP% D3 
el wBdy el-Mukattab, F4 

Myos Hormos, Fg (ALEXARDRIA, I) psoy9 D6 Semenniid, Dz Tuku, Ez (EXODU~, $3 I O )  

W. et-Tumiliit, Dz (GOSHEL, $1 2, 4 , 5 ,  Ptolemais Hermiu, D6 jebd SerbHl, Fq 
EXODUS, § 16) 

Nebire, Cz Sirbonis Lake, EFI (EXODUS, $ 13) 

(EGYPT, li 4)  1 
el-WGBt el-Bahriye or 

Nebut, E8 (see Ombos) Sbem, D6 es-Sughra, AB4 
el-W&hBt ed-DBkhila, Nefisheh, Ez (EXODUS, § IS) 

Nebbet, E7 (EGv~T, 43)  

Neben, E7 el-WBhHt el-KhHrija, 

No-Ammon, E7 (EGYPT, $ 14)  

Noph, D3 
Nubt, E8 (see Ombos) 

Ombos, E8 (EGYPT, §S 37, 44) 

BAAL-ZEPHON) 

Southern Opet, E7 
Speos Artemidos, Cg 
Stab1 'Antar, C5 
es-Sues, E3  (EXODUS, § 12) 

bir es-Sues, E3  
(Suez), E3  

es-SiihBgiyeh (canal), Dg. 6 

AB7 

c 7  
Weset, E7 

Yebu, E8 

tell el-Yehadiyeh, Dz 

jebel ZabBra, G8 ( E G Y P ~ ,  B 3) 
Zoan, Dz (EXODUS, 8 13 ; EGYPT, 8 6r) 

GOSHEN, $8 2, 4 )  

el-Matarieh, Dz O p t ,  E7 

, 
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et-tell el-Kebir, Dz 
Kebt6y(u), E7 
Kene, E6 
Kertassi, E9 
el-Khalasa, GI (BEKED, ISAAC, 8 I) 
el-Khalil. H I  (HERROX) 
Khesout-Xois ? CI 

Klysma, E3 (EXODUS, $ 11) 
el-Kbm el-Ahmar, E7 
K6m-el-Kulzum, E3 
l t6m &bo, E8 
Koptos, E7 (EGYPT, 3 14) 

el-Koseir, G6 
old K e e i r ,  G6 
Krokodilopolis-Avsinoe, C3 
Kuft, E7 
el-Kurneh, E: (EGYPT, B 37) 

K&, E7 

el-Ktisiyeh, Cg 

el-Lahiin, CD3 (EGYPT, $ 49) 
Latopolis, E7 
Leontanpoiis, Dz (EGYPT, yi 72) 

Letopolis, Dz 
LimnE, C3 
Lisht, D3 (EGYPT, 0 49) 

Luxor, E7 (EGYFT, J 37) 
Lykopolis, D5 

wady Maghiira, F3, q  EGYPT, 8 45) 
bir Maktal, Ez 
Mandesic Mouth, EI 

jebel Maryam, Ez (EXODUS, 5 15) 
bahr Maryiit, BI (EGYPT, S 3) 

Kusz:, c 5  

L. MareOtiS, RI  (ALEXANDRIA, $ I) 

IYDEX-TO NAMES IN MAP-Continued (Ke-2) 

Mellawi, C j  Pa-gut (Kahi-n-nub?), CI  er-RuhEbeh, GI (RERED) Tahpanhes ? Ez 
Meniphis, D3 (EGYPT, 5 47) 
Mendes, Dz (EGYPT, 8 70) Pathmetic Mouth, D (EGYPT, 8 6, 
Men‘et-Bufu, Cg 11. 5) S R  el-Hagar, Cz 70) 

Menfe, D3 
Men-nofer, D3 6.4) Saft el-Henneh, Dz (GOSHEN, 5 3) Teb-nuter, Dz 
el-Vlenshiyeh, D6 
L. Merlzaleh, DEI  (EGYPT; $ 3 )  

Mines, Egyptian, F3 
el-Minya, Cq 
Mit Raheneh, D3 
#I2. Moeris, C3 (EGYPT, 5 so) 
riis Mohammed, G5 (DI-ZAHAB) E8 (EGYPT> 37)  Sa‘ne, Dz 

el-jebel e l -Mokapm,  D3 (GOSHEN, 8 Pi-beseth’ Dz 

(MOPh)? D3 Port Said, EI el wiidy.el-Mukattab, F4 
el-MuntiiIa (Pass), Ez  (EXUD~S,  $3 12) D2 Sebem, Cz 
jebel Musa, F4 (?) (DJ-ZAHAB) Pselchis, E9 Sei-serk, EZ ‘riikh, E7 
Myos Hormos, Fg (ALEXASURIA, 8 I) 

Ptolemais Hermiu, D6 
NakRdeh, E7 (EGYPT, $44) P-ubaste, Dz S(et)-behdeti, E8 Exouus, $ 16) 
wldy e n - N a f r h ,  BCz (EGYPT, $ 3)  Pi-lak E8 
Naucratis, Cz Silsilis, E8 
Nebire, C z  

Kafah, GI Nebishe, Dz 
Ra-hane, CD3 Nebut, E7 (EGYPT, $44) 
Rakoti, BI (ALEXANDRIA, F, 1) Nebut, E8 (see Ombos) 
Ranises ? Dz (EXODUS, 9 10’ Nefisheh, Ez (EXODUS, $15) 
canal of Kamses, Dz, Ez Nehbet, E7 (EGYPT, $43) 
Raphia, GI  (EGYPT, J 66 a) Nehen, E7 
Rapih, GI  Stab1 ‘Xntar, C5 Net, E7 
er-Rashid, CI No-Ammon, E7 (EGYPT, 8 14) 
[valley of] Rehenu, EF7 

Talmis, Eg 
Tanis, D2 (EXODUS, F, 13 ; EGYPT, $5 62, 

Tanitic Mouth, E1 

Panopolis, D6 I jebel er-Rukhiini, D5 

P-Atum, Ez (EXODUS, 5 IO; GUSHEN, Sabkhet Bardarwil, EFm 

Pe-hbeyt, DI  

Pelusiac Mouth, E I  

Pelusiuni, Ez (Ecwr, $5 2, 52) 

P(e)-sapdu, Dz (GUSHEN, $ 3) 

Phalrusa Dz, (GOSHEN, $ 3) 

Pharbzethus, Dz . Sari, Dz 

Sai, Cz Tentyra, E6  
jebel et-T&r, Cq Says, Cz (EGYPT, $5 14. 666) 

Te-met, E7 Sakhii. CI 

Thebe,  E7 (EGYPT, 0 565) SakkZrah, D3 (EGYPT, 5 46) 
SaniBlCi!, C4 This, D6 (EGYPT, J 44) 

Thniuis, Dz 
wHdy et-Tih D3 (EXODUS, S 12) 
et-‘Iimsiih (L . ) ,  E2 (EXODUS, 8s 14-16: +a!bCg el-KhHdim, F3  

Pithom-Etham, E2 (Exo~us, B 10) Sebennytic Mouth, CI (EGYPT, B 6 ;  11.5) 

P-neb-ded, Dz Sebennytos, D2 (EGYPT, 5 70) Tini, D6 (EGYPT, 44) 
Sehel (I. ), E8 

4; EXODUS, $ TZ) R ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ’ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  

Tmai el-Amdid, Dz 
To-schei’, C3 

Tuku, E2 (EXODVS, 0 IO) 

W. et-TumiEt, D2 (GOSHEK, $8 2, 4.5 : 

l.’iirra, D3 

Usim, Dz 

Semenniid, Dz 
jebel SerbH1, F4 

jebel Silsileh, E8 (EGYPT, 0 3) 

Sirbonis Lake, EFI  (EXODUS, J 13) 
Shedet, C3 Vicus Judzorum, Dz 
Sheikh Hang’idik, Ez (EXODW, $ 15 ; 

Shem, D6 
Southern Opet, E7 
Speos Artemidos, C5 

es-Sues. E3 (Exoutis, J 12) 
bir es-Sues, E3 

D6 

1 (EGYPT, P 4) 

el-wiihiit el-Bahriye or 

el-Wiihiit ed-Dskhila, 

el-WiihZt el-Khiirija, 

Weset, E7 

BAAL-ZEPHON) 
es-Sughra, AB4 

AB7 

c 7  

Noph, D3 
Nubt. E8 (see Ombos) Rhinocolura, FI (EGYPT, 8s 2, 28) (Suez), E3 Whii. E8 ___ - ,  __  , I  

tell el-Yehtid, Dz 
tell el-Yehiidiyeh, Dz 

jebel ZabHra, G8 (Ecupr, $ 3) 
Zoan, Dz (EXODUS, P 13 ; EGYPT, $62) 

tell el-Mas@ta, Ez (EXODUS, 98 8, IO; Rifeh, Dg Siihsg, D6 
es-SFihHgiyeh (canal), Dg, 6 River of Egypt, FI,  2 ,  Gz 

M a y  el-KZhireh. D2 On, Dz Rosetta, CI Swenet, E8 
Syene, E8 el-Matarieh, Dz Opet, E7 tell RotLb(e), D2 

Medilin, D3 (EGYPT, $ 45) Oxyrhynchus, C4 tell Rnb‘, D2 Syout, D5 

GOSHEN, 80 2, 4) Ombos, E8 (EGYPT, $$ 37, 44) 



MAP OF EGYPT 
INDEX TO NAMES (A-Ha) 

Parentheses indicating articicles that refeer to the pZuce-names are in certain cases. added to non-bi6ZicaZ names having no diblical equiualent. The o@habeticul ayranse.ment llsualiy iA,nore., 
r ~ v e r ~ ) ,  K ,  (river), pr@zes: ‘Ain (‘spring’) ,  Bakr ( ‘ sea’  etc.) ,  Bir (‘weZZ’), el ( ‘ the ’ ) ,  GuK I. (JebeZ, ‘mt.’) ,  Kh. (Khirbat, ‘ w i n ’ ) ,  L. ( b k e ) ,  iMedinet ( ( t o w n ’ ) .  Mt., N.  (hrahr, 

h’cis (‘promontory’), TelZ ( ‘  mound’), W. ( Widy, vaZZey’). 

Abodu, D6 
Abii GHr el-Kibli, F5 
tell Abu Isleman, Dz (EXODUS, § IO) 

tell Abii Sefeh, Ez 
Abii Sir, D2 

Abut$, Dg 
Abydos, D6 (EGYPT, §§ 44, 5;) 

Aelanitic Gulf, G3, 4 
AhnHs el-Medineh, C3 (HANES) 
e t - a t e n ,  Cg 
gulf of ‘Akaba, G3, 4 (EXODUS, 8 4) 

el-Aksur, E 7  
Alabaster Quarries, D5 
Alexandria, Br (EGYPT, § 72) 
tell el-’AmHrna, Cg (EGYPT, § 55) 
Amet, Dz 
Anas el-Wogud (I.  ), E8 
Antzeopolis, D6 
(Anti?), E7 
Aphroditespolis Pathyris, E7 
Aphroditopolis, D3 
Aphroditopolis, D6 
ApollGnopolis Magna, E8 
Apollc?nopolis Parva, E7 
ApothSkE? D5 
‘Arab Hetam, D5 
Ariibat el-Madfiineh, D6 
el-‘Arish, FI (EGYPT, RIVER O F ;  

Abukir, CI 

jebel ‘Atgka, E3 (BAAL-ZEPHON) 
Atfih, D3 
Athribis, Dz 
Aun, Dz 

Babylon, D3 (EXCDUS, § 12) 

Bahr belH MB, C3, B3-7 (NILE) 
Bahr Yiisef, C3,4.5 (EGYPT, $8 6, 50) 
el-BalHh (L. j, E:! (EXODUS, $3 IS) 

Ball%, E7 
lake Barallus, CI (EGYPT, $ 3 )  
tell Basta, Dz 
Behbit el-HigZrah, DI 
el-Behneseh, C4 (GOSPELS, § 86) 
Beni-Hasan, C5 (EGYPT, Q 50) 
BeniswEf, D3 (HANES) 
el-Bersheh, C5 
Bilbeis, D2 (GOSHEN, 5 5 )  
Bir (Abii) RBk, Ez 
el-BirbH, 136 

Bitter Lakes, Ez (EXODUS, 0 14 ; EGYPT 

&r es-Seba‘, GI  (BEER-SHEB.4) 

B 68) 

ChEnoboskion, E6 
Cynopolis, C4 

DBbed, Eg (EGYPT, B 37) 
Dahshkr, D3  
Dakke, Eg (EGYPT, 5 37) 
Damanhiir, CI 

Damietta, DI  

DamyHt, DI  

Daphnze, Ez (Exoous, B 13) 

(Darius Stele), E z  
tell Defennii. Ez 
Deudereh, E6 
ed-DBr el-Bahri, E7 (EGYPT, § 53) 
DeshLsha, Cq (EGYPT, 5 47, n. 2) 
Dime-n-Hor, CI 

Diniii, C3 
Diouysias, C3 
Diospolis Magna, E7 
Diospolis Parva, E6 
Dodeca Schcenus, Eg 
jebel DokhZn, F j (EGYPT, 0 3) 
Du-kau, D6 

Bolbitinic Mouth, Cr  (EGYPT, 8 6, Edfii, E8 (EGYPT, S 37) 

Bubastus, Dz (GOSHEN, $5 2, 5) 
Bucolic Mouth, DI  (EGYPT, § 6. n. 5) 
el-Buhera. CI Ekhmim, D6 
Bukiris. CI Elath, G? 

n. 5 )  L. Edlcu, Cr  (EGYPT, 5 3) 
(Ejhnes, C3 
Eileithyiaspolis. E7 (EGYPT, 5 43) 

wHdy el-’Arish, F I ,  2. G z  <EGYPT, Busiris, Dz 

AshmiinEn, C5 Cairo, Dz En-Mont, E7 
A~wHu, E8 (EGYPT, § z) Canopic Mouth, Cr (EGYPT, § 6, n. 5) Ernient, E7 
As*!, Ds (EGYPT, I§ 3, 6) Canopus, CI Esneh, E7 (EGYPT, 5 37) 

Elephantine, E8 (EGYPT, § 47) 
RIVEN OF) Enet (tenitire?], E6 

tell FaramH, Ez 
Farshiit, E6 
tell el-FerH‘in, CI 
Fosfgt, D3 

Gam, GI 

Gazat, GI 

Gebelen, E 7  
Geziret ez-Zahir (I. j, E8 
J. GhHrih, E4 
Ghazza, GI  
hirkeh, D6 (EGYPT, S 44) 

Gizeh, D3 (EGYPT, § 45) 
Gosu, Cg 

niedinet Habii, E 7  (EGYPT, § 61) 
HalwHn, D3 
W. HanimBmlt, EF7 
Hanesi?), C3 (HANES) 
Hat-hri-(e)be, Dz 
Hait)-ka-ptah, D3 
Hat-niib, D j  
Hat-sebem, E6 
HawHra, C3 (EGYPT, $ 5 0 )  
Hebet, DI 

Hebron, H I  

Heliopolis, Dz (EGYPT, 8 14, 49) 
Henen-seten, C3 

Etbdt, E8  Henu, E8 
tell Etrib, Dz Herakleopolis, Cs (HANES, JGIYPT. 

tell el-Fai&la, Ez § 48) 
el-Faiyiim, C3 (EGYPT, 5 50) Hermonthis, E7 (E<;vr.r, 14) 

medinet el-Faiykm, C3 
FHkiis, Dz (GOSHEN, 8 3) 
el-Fargfra, A5, 6, margin ( E ~ ~ , ~ ~ ,  g 4) Heroonpolis, 

Harniopolis Magna, Cg (EGYPT. s 14) 
Hermopolis Parva, CI 

tell el-Hesy, GI (LACHISH) 
(BA-~L-ZEPHON) 

Hierakdnpolis, D5 
Hierakonpolis, E7 (EGYPT, 43) 

tell el-Hir, Ez 
Hmunu, C5 
Hii, E6 
Hypsele, D5 

tell Ibn es-Salsm, Dz 
el-IbrHhimiyeh (canal), C5 
Iseum, DI  

Iskanderiyeh, Rr 
ItKi, D6 

Jerusalem, H I  

el-KHb, E7 (EGYPT, 0 43) 
ain Kadis, Gz (KADESH, 8 I )  

Kainepolis, E6 
Kaliibsheh, Eg (EGYPT, Q 37) 
Kal‘at el-‘@jaba, G3 (DI-ZAHAH) 
el-Karnak, E7 (EGYPT, 37, 54) 
Karen, Birket, C3 (EGYPT, I so) 

Kasion, F r  (EXODUS, s 13) 
KaSr es-SaiyHd, E6 
KaSriin, R l s  el-, F r  
iebel Katrina, Fq 
@u, D6 
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The recent discovery of Meneptah’s inscriptions 

mentioning Israel as defeated, and evidently dwelling 
Egyptians, Hatte of the Assyrians) from E. Asia 
Minor (Cappadocia) had conquered N. Syria,- 
beginning in the reign of Amenophis IV. when 
Egypt was too weak to resist them. Their influence 
reached even to Palestine, And Sethos became en- 
tangled with them in a war, waged in the Lebanon u - 
58. Ramses 11, region south of Kadesh. This war 

was taken up more energetically by 
his son Rrm(e)ses ZZ. (Sesostris, circa circa 1340-1273. 

1340-1273 B.C.; see figs. 6, 12, and 4). He reconquered 
Phcenicia as far as Beiriit in his 
second year, and in his fifth at- 
tacked the most important city 
of central Syria-Kadesh ‘in the 
Amorite country’ (; .e. ,  near the 
N. endoftheLebanon,ontheOr- 
ontes). His victory there over 
the Hittite force of war-chariots 
became (greatly exaggerated) 
the subject of many pictures 
and inscriptions (on the epic, 
see above, 1 2 5 ) ,  because the 
king was (against his will) per- 
sonally engaged in the fight. 
The war went on, however, till 
his twenty-first year, and Egypt 
was not always victorious- 
otherwise all Palestine would 
not have revolted. Ramses 
had to take the strongmountain- 
cities of Galilee (year 8), to 
punish the territory of Ephraim 
and Dan, and even to storm 
Askaluna (Askelon) and Gezer 
in the S. The treaty of peace 
(engraved upon a silver plate 
and preserved in a copy) was, 
however, favourable, leaving 
Palestine (inscriptions of Ram- 
ses have lately been found east 
of the Jordan)l and half of 
Phcenicia to Egypt. Ramses 
married a daughter of Hetaser 
the ‘ great king ’ of the Hittites. 
The rest of his’long reign 
(sixty-seven years altogether) 
was peaceful. The conquests 
from Scythia to India, there- 
fore, ascribed to him (Sesos- 

FIG*13.-MummYofRam. tris) by the Greeks, are pure 
After a photo. fiction-a mere inference from 

As a .builder (temples of Luxor, the Ramesseum, 
Abydos, etc. ) Ramses surpassed all other pharaohs, 
although the amazing multitude of nionuments bearing 
his name is largely due to his erasure of the names of 
the ancient builders and usurpation of their works. 
Nubia also, which as far as Ben-Naga, S.  of Kharpim, 
had long before his time become an Egyptian pro- 
vince, was favoured with many constructions-e.g., 
the huge rock-temple at  Rbii-Simbel (see fig. 7). The 
special favour of this great king, however, was directed 
towards ’ the land of Rameses’ or Goshen (see GOSHEN, 
i. 4). This desert-valley, which was formerly reached 
only very irregularly by the Nile, he rendered fruitful 
by a canal, colonised it (with Syrians, too, and among 
them the ‘Apuri, frequently alleged to have been 
Hebrews), and built several cities in it, including a 
royal residence, the city of Rameses. Thus he would 
seem to be, according to Ex. 1 11, the pharaoh of the 
oppression ; and his son Menephthes (Me[e[r]nepta&, 
see fig. 13 ; about 1273 B.c.) has, thus far, been 
generally assumed to he the pharaoh of the Exodus. 

1 The  so-called ‘stone of Job ’ ZDPV,  ’92, p. 206, ZA‘ 31 100 
(‘93). An Egyptian officer wo;shipped a Canaanitish ioddess 
(called approximately ELkunu(?)-z(or ;r)upanf) on this spot. 

I‘ 
graph. 

his many buildings. 
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- 
Palestine, makes this &ew veri 

69’ Israel* :uestionable. It is the opinion of the 
present writer -that any chronological system of the 
Exodus must, at least, 
sacrifice Ex. 1 I I  (Pithorn 
and Raamses), which 
might be a gloss, and 
other details. Attempts 
to discover the name 
of Moses (the alleged 
‘Mesu’) in the time of 
Rameses 11. have failed. 
There are indications 
that the Israelitish nation 
Or, a t  least, Some tribes FIG. q.-Head of Meneptab, from - c.g., ASHER ( q . ~ . ,  a bas-relief a t  Thebes. After 
5 I)-were resident in LePsius. 
Palestine at the beginning of dynasty 19, perhaps earlier 
(ep ISRAEL, § 2). It must be left to future excavations 
to determine how far the biblical accounts need a critical 
revision, and whether the Exodus can be referred to 
earlier peri0ds.l That the Habiri of the Amarna 
tablets (under Amenophis 111. and IV., see above, 
§ 55x) are identical with the immigrating Hebrews 
does not, however, seem to be satisfactorily proved (cp 
ISRAEL, 3). 

Me(r)neptalJ had for long to fight hard both with 
Libyans, who plundered the western part of the Delta, 
60. Nleneptah, and with pirates who ravagcd the 

coasts of Egypt and Syria. Finally 
these pirates from Asia Minor (Sakarda 

and Lulm-;.e., LTcians) and Europe (Sardena, Akai- 
waHa and Tur(u)sa-Le., Sardinians, Achzans, and 
Etruscans,)2 joincd the Libyans and marched against 
Memphis, in sight of which they met with a crushing 
defeat. 

The  reigns of kings SeUos ZI., Amen-nlzesse, Menejfah ZI. 
or SipfarL were short and inglorious. One of them is called a 
Syrian isurper, which points to his being a royal oliicer who 
had originally been a Syrian slave or mercenary. Perhaps the 
reference is to Meneptah 11. who became king by marrying 
queen T-usoret. After ‘ye& of anarchy,’ dynasty 20 united 
the country again, under King .Sef%u&f(e) and his son 
Rum(e)ses 111. 

Ram(e)ses 111. (somewhat before 1200 B. c.) cleared 
the Western Delta of the Libyans, who had settled 

Several attacks were repelled, the 
Syrlan provinces maintained, and the 
territory of the Amorites and of petty 
Hittite kings N. of Palestine ravaged. 

(The great kingdom of the Hittites had broken up.) 
H e  fought also against the piratical Pulaste or Philistines 
who had settled in Palestine4 (in the territory of the 
Avvim, Dt. 223), and ravaged Phccnicia as well as the 
Egyptian coasts. 

61. Ramsss there. 
III., etc. 

cima 1200. 

Ramses 111. sought to imitate also the architectural achieve- 
ments of Ranises 11. during his reign of thirty-two years; but 
his buildings (especially Medinet Habu in Western Thebes) 
cannot be compared with those of his predecessor. The  kings 
who followed-Ram(e)ses 1V.-XII., the so-called Ramessides- 
were short-lived and weak rulers (they ruled hardly over eighty 
years). 

For 
400 or 500 years, with small intermissions, Palestine 
had been tributary to the pharaohs, and Egyptian 
garrisons had occupied several fortified cities (e.&, 

1 Manetho’s Exodus-narrative is a worthless distortion of the 
Hebrew account. 

2 The  of Gen. 102 (read ~ i r n ,  Turs). They are no- 
where ~ 1 - e  mentioned in MT. IPerhans. however. the name 

The Egyptian possessions in Syria were lost. 

or ig i ia i i i i t iod  also in Ezek.BS 2 59 I.  Sek ROSH, i.1 
3 Me(r)neptars wars with Palestinian revolters do not seem 

to have been important. The  ‘Israel inscription’ speak? of 
Ashkelon Gezer and Yenu‘ama. The last mentioned place 
seems to have be& in S. Lebanon (but cp ANOAH, 2). There 
is another new text (R., frav. 17 isg), w k h  speaks of him 
as ‘forcing down Ge7er. This looks as if S. Palestine was 
at  the head of a rebellion against the Egyptian dominion. 
4 See now MVG, 1900, I. 
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Zaratuna ; see ZARETHAN). It must not, however, be 
assumed that this loose relation influenced the in- 
habitants of Palestine in any considerable measure. 
The Egyptians did not often interfere in the continual 
feuds of the many petty kings. For evidence of this 
and the unsafe character of the land, see the Amarua 
letters. 

A fact of importance for the Exodus question is that 
the' Apuri, for whom a connection with the Hebrews ( m y  
='>xy) has so often been claimed, still appear in great 
numbers in Egypt under these kings, Under R ~ ~ ( ~ ) ~ ~ ~  
111, they inhabited whole towns near Ileliopolis-i,e,, at 
the western opening Of Goshen. The last word on this 
question has, evidently, still to be said, and it is not 
safe to decide either for or against the Hebrew 
records. 

In  this period, the paupers of Thebes began systematically 
to plunder the royal tombs, as is shown by many documents 
referring to spoliations and the measures taken to repress them. 

, ,  Y 

By these kings, all that remained of the mummies of the kings 
of dynasties 18-20 were finally hidden in the hole near Der-el-hahri 
where they were discovered in 1881-so powerless were they to  
protect the royal necropolis. 'To their prudence we thus owe 
the preservation of the bodies of Rani(e)ses 11. and III., Thut- 
mosis III., etc.3 

After the time of Ramses 111. the immigration of 
Libyans began again, and Libyan 'mercenary troops 
had now become so numerous that the ' generals of the 
MaSawaSa' (a Libyan tribe) came next to the king in 
power. About 950, one family of Libyan officers had 
become so influential (also by intermarriage with the 
high uriests of Memphis) that they could venture to 

Solomon's empire he made an expedition agaillst both 
Judah and Israel (perhaps to secure the throne to 
Jeroboam?), an expedition recorded in I K. 1425 and 
on the monuments of Icarnak (see the extract given 
in Fig. 14). Cp SHISHAK. 

I t  is very doubtful whether the other kings of the 
64. Dyn. 22, Libyan, or twenty-second, dynasty (from 

Bubastus ?') retained a hold on Palestine. 
They hear for the most art Libyan names-SoSenk (the l,alue 

of four kings altogether? Osorkon (Wasarken t w o  or three 
kings), l'ikelii(ore?)ti (Grekk Takelothis : two kinks), Pemay (one 
king)-and the whole dynasty seems to have reigned (nominally) 
about zoo years. 

They first marli a tolerably quiet period of  ti^^ 
history ~ but about 8oo B,C, their dominion begall to 
become we&, The generals conlmanding the large 
garrisons of Libyan soldiers in the great cities assumed 
the Of the ancient nomarchs Or Counts, and the 
pharaoh had little power over them. 

On the Zerah of Chronicles cp ZEKAH, 5. 

. /  

63. fiosenk I. put one of themselves upon the throne, 
circa 950. SoSenl: I. This pharaoh, the con- 

temuorarv of Solomon and his son (see 
I~ 

SHISI-IAK), who reigned at least twenty-one years, was 
more energetic, and again exercised influence upon 
Syria. He seems to have assisted Israel against the 
Philistines, who evidently still raided the Egyptian 
coasts (see I I<. 916 and cp DAVID, 7) ; possibly 
he was the pharaoh (it was hardly his predecessor 
P-szi-&z'-m-ne'or Psusennes 11. ) who gave his 'daughter' 
to Solomon as wife (see, however, GEZER, 9 I). A 
less friendly attitude is shown in I K. 1118 (but see 
HADAD i., 3 ; TAHPENES) ; and after the division of 

1 For a suppressed 'rebellion of the high priest' against 
Ram(e)ses IX. or his predecessors, see Spiegelberg, Rec. Truv. 
1'391. 

2 The papyrus Golenischeff (WMM As. u. Sur. 395) reports 
the adventures of an embassy sent by Herihor to king Zakarba'al 
of Byhlus (to buy 'Lebanon wood'), whichiisited also Dor, Tyre, 
and the queen of Cyprus. [See nowRec. trau. 2 76 MVG 1900.1 
3 On this great find see Maspero, ' Les Mommies ;oyalei' 1889, 

Mim. Miss. Franc. i. pt. 4. 
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This weakness of the kingdom caused the Ethiopians 
Ethiouia (0 .u. )  had been an Emp- to attack Egypt. 

Y I  I I I- I 

65. Ethiopian tian province down to the beginning 
Supremacy. of dynasty 21. Since that time, owing 

to the strussle between the secular 
rulers and the high priests E? Thebes, it had become 
an independent kingdom. The kings of Napata 
were able to take possession of Thebes. Middle and 
Lower Egypt were, nominally, under the dominion of 
dynasty 23, the successors, or rather the contemporaries, 
of the last members of the twenty-second (Bubastid)2 
dynasty. Really the country was divided among about 
twenty petty rulers of Libyan descent. About 75o(?) 
B.C. the Ethiopian king P(i)'anhy triccl to subdue them. 
He met with little resistance from the nominal ruler, 
Osorkon 111. of Bubastus ; but the prince Tefnahtje) of 
Sais, who had already subjugated central Egypt, was a 
formidable enemy. He submitted nominally to the 
Ethiopian, after the latter had taken Memphis ; but the 
Delta remained in his hands, and Tefnaht(e)'s son Bok- 
en-renf (Bocchoris of the Greeks) was able to extend his 
power again southwards. Bocchoris left the reputation 
of having been a great legislator (cp above, 28). The 
new Saitic Dynasty 24 (consisting, in ManEtho, only of 

They 
r?igned in Bubastus. His  enumeration of four kings must he 
viewed with suspicion. The third ( h p + o v c )  and the fourth 
(ZST ; read ETT) seem to be simply the Ethiopians P'anhy and 
his son K%a (or Kezta), contemporaneous with dynasty 24, 
Consequently, only Peduhast (reigning a t  least nineteen years) 
and Osorkon 111. remain, apparently belonging to a branch of 
dynasty 22. Their chronological relation to these kings (SoSenk 
IV.) is not certain. 
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1 Naville, Budastis, questions their being from this city. 
2 Manetho seems to he wrong in calling them Tanitic. 
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Bocchoris), however," was shortlived. The Ethiopian 
66n. sabako. king Sabako, the son of KeSta, invaded 

the country N. of Thebes, and took 
Bocchoris prisoner (according to one tradition he had 
him burned alive) about 706(?). Now, for the first 
time, the Palestinians and Phoenicians, who observed 
the approaching Assyrian colossus with growing anxiety, 
saw in the new dynasty of Egypt (25th) a power 
equal to the Assyrian, to which they could appeal 
for help.' On the ambassadors sent by Hoshea (to 
the governor of Lower Egypt), and on the governor 
Seve, who appeared in Syria to assist king Hanno 
(Hanunu) of Gam, but was defeated at Raphia, S.  of 
Gaza (ISRAEL, 34, SARGON), see, however,  SO.^ 
About 696 Sabako3 seems to have been followed by 
Sabatako (the Sebichos of ManPtho?). who in 691 was 
66b. Tahik6. supplanted by the usurper T(a)harkd (see 

At first the new TIRHAKAH) in Naoata. 
king was chmpellid to be passive as far 

as northern affairs were concerned. This was the time 
of the revolt of the Philistines and of Hezekiah from 
Assyria (702) ; see ISRAEL, 34. Whether the kings 
of Musri who came in 701 to save Ekron from the 
Assyrians and met with a complete defeat at AltakE 
(Eltekeh) were Ethiopian vassals from the Delta (or 
Arabs?) is again doubtful. On the plague in Sen- 
nacheribs army, by which, according to z K. 1 9 3 5 ,  
Jerusalem, and consequently also Egypt, were saved, 
and on the distorted Egyptian tradition in Herodotus 
(214r), see I~EZEKIAH,  2. The tranquillity of Egypt, 
however, was soon to be disturbed. In 671 or 670 
B. c., after Taharl:6 had instigated the Phcenicians (Ba'al 
of Tyre) to a new but fruitless revolt, the Assyrian king 
Esarhaddon marched against Egypt ; in his passage 
through the arid desert west of the 'brook of Egypt,' 
which always formed Egypt's best protection, he was 
supplied with water by the Arabs. I t  seems that an 
earlier attack upon Egypt (in 673) had failed. Now, 
however, the Assyrians had a complete success. Taharl:6 
was driven into Nubia; Memphis was stormed; and 
Egypt was parcelled out among twenty kings, descend- 
ants of those Libyan nobles whom we have already met 
(§ 6 3 8 ) .  Among them Necho (Nikc1) of Says, of the 
family of the princes forming the twenty-fourth dynasty, 
again stood first. Thus Manetho dates the twenty- 
sixth dynasty even from his grandfather Stephinates 
( =Tefna@e; see 65). Tahark6 invaded Egypt again 
about 669 or 668 (see TIRHAKAH), and his nephew 
and successor Tan(u)tamon (in cuneiform writing Tan- 
damani, ,not Urdamani) in 667 ; but the Assyrians on 
both occasions maintained the Delta, quelled revolts of 
the Egyptians in Says, Mendes, and Tanis, and finally 
drove the Cushites back to Nubia. The reason was that 
the Ethiopian kingdom alone, with its scanty population, 
was unable to raise armies equal to those of Assyria, 
as it had always been powerless against united Egypt. 

began his 
reign (66s) as a vassal of the Assvrian king ASur-bani- 

091. 

Necho's son Psa(m)efik (Psammetichus) 
u > I, 

67. Psametik. pal. It may h k e  been- about 660 
(but this is uncertain) that he felt strong 
enough to renounce his allegiance. As- circa 660, 

Syria was, in fact, sincng. The rival king; the Dodec- 

1 Whether the 1000 soldiers from Muyi,  who assisted the 
allied Syrian powers a t  Karkar in 854, were Egyptians (sent by 
SoSenk 11. ?) is however, very questionable ; later the small 
kingdoms had ;lo power to meddle in Syria. See' MIZRAIM, 

2 Wi. MVG, 1891, p. 28, assumes with prohability that the 
governor S i 8 i - S ~  represented an  Arab kingdom. The usual 
chronology (Sabako 728 T(a)harkO 704) is certainly improbable. 

3 The  chronology i i  not clear in every detail. (Cp Wi. 
Unlevs. 9 1 8  and see CHRONOLOGY, 8 21). 

4 Wi. AOF 1481. 
5 The name is written lvaD5, with Aramaic letters (CIS 2 no. 

148). I t  is of Libyan (not Ethiopian) derivation. On the alleged 
intermarriages between the Saytes and the Ethiopians see Z i  
35 29 ['971* 
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archs of Herodotus, had, of course, been previously 
subjugated by him, with the help (it would seem) of 
Carian troops, sent to him, perhaps, by Gyges of Lydia. 
He strengthened unmilitary Egypt by introducing a great 
quantity of Greek and Carian mercenaries. The terrible 
Cimmerian invasion was warded off by bribes and 
presents (about 620)). 

The new (26th) dynasty is a period remarkable for 
the revival of art (largely following archaistic tendencies) 
and architecture. In general, this last period of 
Egyptian independence seems to have been flourishing. 
The days of Egypt as a conquering power, were, how- 
ever, past. Nekau or Nek6 11. (the Pharaoh-Necoh of 
68. Necho 11, 2 K. 23zg),  who succeeded Psammefik in 

609, tried to profit by the distress of the 
Assyrian empire during the ravages of 

the northern barbarians (see ASSYRIA, 5 34). It was 
easy for Necho to occupy Syria as far as the Euphrates 
in 608. On his victories over king Josiah2 (and the 
Assyrian governors), and on the taxation which followed 
the victory, see JOSIAH I, § 2 ,f ; JEHOIAKIM. T h c  
Egyptian conquest, however, lasted only to 604. 
Defeated at Carchemish by Nebuchadrezzar, the 
Egyptians were driven back for good ( z  K. 247) ,  and 
had no better policy than that of first instigating thc 
Syrians to rebel, and then letting them suffer through 
Egypt's remissness. 

The  most important construction undertaken by Necho was 
his digging the canal (completed : not, as Herodotus believed, 
abandoned) through Goshen to the Red Sea, partly on thc 
track of the canal which Iiamses 11. had led from the Nile 
only to the Bitter Lakes. In connection with this, he sent 
Phcenician ships to circumnavigate Africa. H e  was followed 
by his less energetic son Psam(m)e&ik 11. 594-588 B.C. Whether 
the second or the first Psammerik led an expedition against 
the weak Ethiopian kingdom is uncertain (Greek inscriptions at 
Ahii Simbel).3 

Apries (Uah-eb-rE'), 588-569, took the last active steps 
to check the Babylonians, by aiding the Tyrians and the 

69. 
Jews in their resistance to Nebuchadrezzar 
(cp BABYLONIA, 5 66). An interruption 
was thus caused in the siege of Jerusalem 

(Jer. 375).  The revolt against GEDALIAH ( g . ~ . ,  I )  
also must have been instigated from Egypt, whither so 
many Jews fled. From a fragment of his records it 
would appear that Nebuchadrezzar was still a t  war with 
the Egyptians in his thirty-seventh year (560-567). 
Whether he attacked Egypt herself is not quite certain ; 
at  any rate, the expectation of the prophets that he 
would punish faithless and insolent Egypt was not 
fulfilled in the measure expected. Defeated and 
humbled everywhere, Egypt maintained her independ- 
ence. One more reign has to be chronicled, and 
then follows the catastrophe. Amasis 11. ('Ahmose), 

1 That he besieged Azotus (Ashdod?) in Philistia for twenty- 
nine years (Herod.2157) is a statement of very suspicious 
character. 

2 At present the preference is mostly given to the MagdiilGn 
of Herodotus (2159) over the Megiddo of the Hebrew text 
(Wi. and already Mannert and Rosenmiiller). At any rate, 
Migdal could not be the Egyptian town. Josiah was unable 
to penetrate through Idumaea and the desert and to invade 
Egypt. The  scene of the struggle would be one of the many 
Palestinian Migdals, -probably the Migdal-gad of Judiea in 
the plain. See, however, the present writer's essay in MVG 
1898, p. 163. Josiah fought (it would seem) at Megiddo a; 
subject of the Assyrian governor. 

3 The report of the migration of 240,000 (!)warriors to Ethiopia 
under Psammeiik I. must be greatly exaggerated (Herod. 2 30). 
Still, desertions on a moderate scale are known to have occurred 
(see 22, 228693 r841 ; the garrison of Elephantins, for 
example, deserted to a port on the Red Sea under Apries). The  
Sembridre, mentioned by Greek writers as living near Khartiim 
do not seem to have been EEvDtian colonists (rather Kushiti: 

609, 

588-569' 

I_ L 

Hamites). 
4 The fragment (published by Pinches TSBA 7 218 : better by 

Strassmaier Nahuchodunossor 194) has been discussed in 
greatest de& by Wi. ( A O F 1  {II). I t  seems to speak only of 
the preparations for war by king (Am)Bsu. The hypothesis of 
Wiedemann (Gesch. Aeg. von Psanimetiih 1. etc., 169), that 
Nehuchadrezzar conauered EevDt as far as SvenS. is now -_ ~ ~, 

generally rejected (cp Maspero, 22, 2287-90, Brugsch, i6. 
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who dethroned Apries in 569, was a man of low birth, 
who obtained the crown through a rising of the native 
warriors against the Greek mercenaries. Amasis placed 
restrictions both on the mercenaries and on Greek 
commerce, but very prudently left Naucr&tis to the 
Greek merchants as a port and settlement. He closed 
a prosperous reign in 526, and was succeeded by his 
son Psammetik III., who did not reign one full year. 

In 525, after the battle of Pelusium, Cambyses con- 
quered Egypt. Apart from the (possibly unhistorical) 

70. Persians. cruelties of Cambyses, the treatment of 
the province of Egypt by the Persians 

was at first not unfair. In particular, Darius I. (521- 
486) built temples (the largest in the S. Oasis, which 
he-or Cambyses?-seems to have conquered) ; he 
repaired Necho’s canal to the Red Sea, in order to 
make Egypt more accessible. Under Xerxes (see 
AHASUERUS, I )  the Libyan class of warriors, led by 
Khab(b)ash, rebelled for the first time in 487, and 
drove the Persians from Egypt. They could not, 
however, long hold out against Xerxes ; the country 
was again reduced to submission. A new revolution 
was set on foot (460-450) by Inarus, a Libyan of 
Marea (near Alexandria), who was aided by the 
Athenians. A more successful rebellion was that of 
Amyrtzus in 404, which made Egypt independent down 
to 342. This period was filled not only with hard 
fighting against the Persians (Artaxerxes 11. Mnemon 
[4,05-362] and 111. [362-338]), who continually tried to 
win Egypt back, but also with internal discord. Three 
dynasties (28-30 ; from Tanis, Mendes, and Sebennytus). 
and at  least nine kings, of whom only Nectanebus I. 
(better -nebis ; Egyptian Ne@-gar-geb) and Nectanebus 
11. (Negte-neJf) are remarkable, are mentioned. The  
Greek soldiers constantly made their influence felt, and 
showed their bad faith during these troublous times. 
Because of the incapacity of Nectanebus IL2  (360-343). 
Artaxerxes 111. Ochus (362-338) conquered Egypt 
again, and punished her cruelly. I t  is not surprising 
71. Greeks. that the destroyer of the Persian Empire, 

Alexander (336-323), was welcomed in 
332. Egypt (332 B .c . )  as a deliverer. The 

history of Egypt after Ptolemy I. the son of Lagns had 
in 305 become a king instead of a Macedonian governor 
or &sittrapnn--i.e., (satrap’ (as he is styled in an 
Egyptian inscription of 314 B.C.)-belongs to that of 
the Hellenistic world. Under the Macedonian kings 
or Ptolemies,s the Egyptians were perhaps less op- 
pressed than they were under the later Persians; but 
as a class they were always treated as inferior in legal 
position to Macedonians and Greeks. They were never, 
therefore, completely Hellenised. They were also 
severely taxed. The great contrast between the native 
people and the foreign rulers-who, for the most 
part, did not condescend even to learn the language 
of their subjects, and from Alexandria, their Hellenic 
capital, followed anything but an Egyptian policy- 
was but little mitigated during the rule of this last 
dynasty. Hence the various revolts. 

The great revolution ofthe native soldier-classagainst Ptolemies 
IV. and V. deserves special mention. It lasted twenty years 
(206-186) and, for the last time, p!aced nominal kings of Egyptian 
speech on the throne of the ancient pharaohs. Those who held 
their ground the longest ruled in the Thebaid. This revolution 
was quenched in torrents of blood in 186 B.C. As a punish- 
ment for assistance sent by the Ethiopians to the rebels the 
N. of Nubia was occupied. Previously, the kingdom of Meroe 
(Napata was abandoned as capital some time before) had been 
ongood terms with the Ptolemies; economically weak, it naturally 
fell under Egyptian influence. 

Ptolemy 11. caused a marvellous development of the 

1 The theory that the battle at Momemphis only forced Apries 
to accept Amasis as co-regent (Wiedemann, Gfsch. Aeg. von 
Psum. 120) is successfully attacked by Piehl, Z A  25 9 [’go]. 

2 Said to have fled to Ethiopia. Cp, however (on his tomb 
near Memphis), Rec. t m v .  10 142. 
3 On the succession and chronology of the Ptolemies, see 

below 8 7 3  * Mahaffy, The Empire of the Ptaienzies, 1895 ; 
Petri4 Hist.’v.: Strack, Die Dynnstie der Ptolemaer (‘97). 
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trade on the Red Sea, exploring and coloriising the 
African coasts. The growing commercial importance 

72. Jews. of Egypt increased the immigration of Jews 
and Samaritans. They gathered especially 

at  Alexandria and on the Eastern frontier, in the ancient 
Goshen.‘ Under Ptolemy VI. they even built at Leon- 
topolis a great Jewish temple (see DISPERSION, § 8). 
In Alexandria they became strongly Hellenised : hence 
the Alexandrian version of the Scriptures ; hence too 
the gnostic tendencies in Judaism. See ALEXANDRIA. 
§ 2 ; DISPERSION, 7, 1 5 8  ; HELLENISM, IO ; 
TEXT. 

The Ptolemies possessed Palestine from 320 down 
to 198 B .c . ,  when Ptolemy V. Epiphanes lost it to 
Antiochus III. ,  the Great, of Syria. Already his father 
had defended it against the Syrians with difficulty, and 
had kept it only by winning the battle of Raphia 
(216 B.c.) ,  whilst Ptolemy 111. Euergetes had been 
able to conquer the whole Syrian empire for a short 
time in 238. 

The succession is as follows :-Ptolemy I. Soter (323-284). 
Ptolemy 11. Philadelphus (so called because, after the Egyptian 

custom, he married his own sister Arsinoe), 
73. Ptolemies. to whom the exploratiun of Eastern Africa 

was due (255.247). Ptolemy 111. Euergetes, 
the husband of the famous Berenike (a princess of Cyrene), 
the conqueror among the Ptolemies (247-222). Ptolemy IV. 
Philopator (222.205) waged war with Antiochus the Great. It  
was under this dissolute, cruel, and incompetent ruler that the 
great revolution began. Ptolemy V. Epiphanes came to the 
throne at the age of five, in 205, under the tutorship of the 
dissolute Agathocles. After the murder of his guardian by the 
Alexandrian mob other generals held the post.2 The Asiatic 
provinces were ali lost, although Ptolemy retained their revenue 
by marrying Cleopatra, the daughter of Antiochus III., the 
Great, of Syria. After subjugating the rebellious Egyptians, 
Ptolemy became more and more dissolute; he was poisoned 
while preparing war against the Syrians. Ptolemy VII.3 
Phiiomctor (181.146) was a nobler personality, but unfortunate. 
Antiochus IV. E iphanes, of Syria, took him captive at 
Pelusium, and woupd have conquered Egypt had it not been for 
the brusque intervention of the Romans (171). Ptolemy Philo- 
metor had to accept as co-regent his younger brother (Euergetes, 
ironically called Kakergetes or Physcon) by whom he was 
exiled in 163. the Romans however, brou)ght him back. The 
ambitious Eiergetes becamk the ruler of Cyrene. After the 
death of his brother Philometor (killed while intervening in 
the struggles of Syrian princes) and after the short reign of 
Ptolemy VIII. Neos Philopator, the restless Euergetes came back 
to Egypt as king. In 130 however he was expelled and his wife 
Cleopatra (widow and sis;er of Phifornetor) assumed the supreme 
power. In 127 Euergetes(Pto1. IX.)returned from Cyprus. After 
his death (117) ensued a long period of ceaseless struggle, which 
strengthened the influence of Rome. Ptolemy X. Soter 11. ruled 
fromrr7-81,his brotherPtol. XI.AlexanderI.(againsthim)106-88, 
Ptol. XII. Alexander 11. 81-80 Ptol. XIII. Neos Dionysos (or 
Auletes) 80-51. The history df all these rulers is complicated 
and repulsive. The famous Cleopatraruled fiist with her brother 
Ptol. XIV. under the guardianship of the Roman senate ; ex- 
pelled by Ptolemy in 48, she was brought hack by Caesar in 47. 
Her younger brother Ptol. XV co-regent 47-45 was murdered 
by her and Ptol. XVI. Caesa;ion her son by’Caesar became 
her noknal co-regent. For ten yiars (41.3~) she captikated the 
Roman triumvir Antony, and thus maintained her kingdom as a 

typical Ptolemaic ruler, not less able than wicked. 
74. Rome. The sea-fight at Actium and Cleopatra’s tragic 

death brought Egypt’s independence to an end. 
It nowbecame a Roman province under prefects (urparqyo0 and 
its history4 is devoid of interest, till the Arab conquest in 64o)~n. 
(preceded by a Persian conquest in 619-629). Many, but insig- 
nificant, rebellions (one as early as 30-29 B.c.), chiefly directed 
against the excessive taxation could be enumerated. On the 
popularity of Egyptian seligion) in Western countries, see § 14. 

On the introduction and progress of Christianity, and 
on the Egyptian or Coptic versions of the Bible, see 
TEXT. In 62 Annianus was bishop of Alexandria 
(Mark was the legendary first bishop). The last 
remnants of heathenism were suppressed by Justinian 
(527-565) on the island of Philze, where the rapacious 
Ethiopian barbarians (the Blemmyans and Nobates) 
had maintained the worship of Isis. 

1 On Jewish settlers in the Fayfim and the Thebaid, see 
Mahaffv. 86 : on Samaritans. 178 ; on their infreauencv in 

W. M. M. 

, . .  -~ 
Mempl&, 358. 

seem to he a historical fact. 

documents. 

2 The alleged guardianship of the Roman senate does not 

3 Here Ptolemy Eupator is inserted as sixth king in official 

4 Compare J. G. Milne in Petrie, Hist. V. (‘98 ; very readable). 
He does not seem to have reigned. 
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EGYPT, RIVER OF EKRON 
in later Jewish times is certain; but does it correctly 
represent the original meaning of that phrase? This 
question cannot be answered without considering the 
Assyriological data. That the nu&Z M u p r  of inscrip- 
tions of Sargon and Esarhaddon' means, not the 
Egyptian widy, but the widy which runs through the 
N. Arabian land of Mugri, seems to us beyond doubt, 
unless, indeed, it can be shown that the extended use 
of the term Musri or Mugur had gone out in that king's 
time. To  assert this, however, would be entirely 
contrary to the evidence. ' Mizraim ' should rather t e  
' Mizrim '. The land of Mugri or Mugur in N. Arabia 
was repeatedly referred to by the OT writers ; but the 
references were misunderstood by the later scribes. 

-€IN [DI, aaxac [LI), in 
thegenealogyofBenjamin (Gen. 4621f) ; SeeAHIRAM, I, 
and BENJAMIN, I Ch. 86 has lVW, EHUD, ii. 

ERUD (7838, [BAL]), a Benjamite name, 
which, according to We. (GGN, 1893, p. 480; cp Gray, N P N ,  
26, n. 4) is from TI'?! Ahihud (also Benjamite). Probably 
lrfi'! should he read ; cp Pesh. 'Zhhlir I Ch. 7 IO ; 'abih~r ,  i6. 86 
and ' I I ~ N  for i ~ y m  

I. b. GERA [4.v.],  a Benjamite, the champion of 
Israel against Moab (Judg. 312-30 ; auu8 [superscr. u] 
Ba.b in 330 41). The story is thoroughly archaic in 
tone, and is a popular tradition (so Moore, Bu.). It  
tells how Ehud, with a sword concealed under his 
garment, came bearing tribute to Eglon, king of Moab, 
a t  his residence E. of the Jordan, and sought a private 
audience. Being left-handed he was able to get hold 
of his sword without exciting the king's suspicions. 
In this way he quickly wrought Israel's vengeance, and 
made good his escape. Fleeing by way of Gilgal and 
the pillars there (see QUARRIES) he called the Israelites 
to arms and, by seizing the Jordan fords, cut off the 
retreat of the Moabites on the W. of the river, and 
slew them every one. 

N6. 
(Uniersuch. 17g), mainly on the ground that bot and 
Gera are clan-names (cp 2, below). More recently Wi. (Gesch. 
1158) has drawn attention to the improbability ofla Benjamite 
havinq been tribute-bearer for Ephraim, and points out that 
there IS little to support the existence of Benjamin before the 
time of Saul. But the mention of Ehud's origin is due, it 
would seem, to R, (so Moore, SBOT), and may very probably 
be a later trait. That the kernel of the story itself is not 
homogeneous has been shown by Wi. (AZffesf. Unt. 55 8) ; 
a satisfactory analysis has yet to he made. Cp BENJAMIN, $ 4. 
2. h. Bilhan, in a genealogy of BENJAMIN (p.u. 0 g ii. a) I Ch. 

710  ( a d  [BL], aped [AI, 'ihQr [Pesh.]). 
EHTJD (lmK, awA [BL], wA [A] ; Abihud[Pesh.]), 

in genealogy of Benjamin (I Ch. 86f). Gen. 462 
ias EHI, on which see AHIRAM, and BENJAMIN, 9, i. 
The name is doubtless the same as i r n ~  (see above). 

EKER (Y jW,  the pointing is uncertain ; Pesh. reads o 
n the first syllable ; a ~ o p  [BA], i ~ a p  [L]), ben Ram, 
L Jerahmeelite (I Ch. 227). 

EKREBEL (€rp€BHA [B]), Judith 718f. See AKRA- 

EKRON (Ih?!; ~ K K A ~ ~ N  [BAL]; SO JOS. also 
\ (K)K&PWN ; these [cp the Assyr.] suggest the pro- 
iunciation p i p ,  'Akkir6n). 

The gentilic is Ekronite ('$l?v?) : Josh. 13 3 ( a ~ ~ a p o v [ ~ l r ~ ? s  
BAL]), I Sam. 510 (av~ahwv[r]qs [BAL] : see below, 5 2). 

Ekron, the most northerly of the five cities of the 
?hilistines, was first identified by Robinson with the 
1. Site. modern 'A-Kir, in 31'51.5' N. lat., 44 m. E. 

from Yednd (JABNEEL, I )  and 9 m. from the 
,ea ; in a pass which breaks the low hills that form the 
lorthern boundary of the Philistine plain (PEP map, 
jh. xvi.). Its position, inland, and not on the trunk, 
)ut on a branch, of the great line of traffic northwards, 
s probably the explanation of the fact that its name 

1 See Del. Par .  310 ; Wi. Muyi ,  Melu!zja, Ma'in ['gal, 5A 
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See MIZRAIM, 1 2 (d). T. K. C.-S. A. C. 

EHI ('QK ; errxeic 

g, i. 

See EGLON. 
The historicity of the narrative was ques&mdsin 

SATTINE (end). 

EGYPT, RIVER OF. The 'Widy  (or 'Torrent': 
of Mizraim ' (W>yD >nl ; AV RIVER, or [Is. 27 12- . -  ~ 

. .  
1. Identification. STREAM, O F  EGYPT ; RC BROOK 

OF E G Y P T :  but both versions ol 
are misleading), or simply ' the Widy ' (nkn!, 

with n7 of direction ; AV RIVER ; RV BROOK), Ezek. 
4719 4828 (see RV, and cp Toy, 'Ezekiel,' SBOT), is 
frequently mentioned as marking the boundary 01 
Canaan towards the SW. 

See Josh. 154 [PI +ap&yyo~ alyjrnou [BAL] : 1547 ~erp6ppou 
[BAL] ; Nu. 345 [PI -ppov aiy. [AI, -ppouv aiy. [BFLI : ?g. 865 &OF T O T ~ ~ O ?  aiy. [BA], Z. &p;ou TOT. aly. [L] ; 2 K. 247 

&rb 706 xecpa'ppou [BAL]; 2Ch. 7 8  a& x. aly .  [BAL]; Is. 
27 12 bws ~ L V O K O ~ O U ~ W  [BbRAQF]. 

The identification suggested by d * in the last-cited 
passage and adopted by Saadiah in his version of Isaiah 
is manifestly correct. The Wady of Egypt is not the 
Wddy Ghazza (the ' torrens Bgypt i '  of William of 
Tyre, and perhaps Milton's 'stream that parts Egypt 
from Syrian ground') but the Widy eZ-'Arish, which 
with its deep water-course (only filled after heavy rains) 
starts from ahout the centre of the Sinaitic peninsula 
(near the Jebel et-Tih), and after running N. and NW. 
finally reaches the sea at the Egyptian fort and town of 
el-'Arish. Here, in late classical times, was an emporium 
of Nabataean traffic, to which the name Rhinocorura or 
Rhinocolura was given. Here, too, travellers halted 
on the route from Gaza to Pelusiurn. Titus rested here 
on his way to Jerusalem (Jos. B/ iv. 11 5) and as late as 
the fourteenth century A.D. the place was much visited 
by travellers (Ibn Bapita). Owing to the fact that as 
the boundary of Egypt and Canaan we find in two OT 
passages (Josh. 133 I Ch. 135 ; see SHIHOR OF EGYPT) 
an arm of the Nile (the Pelusiac), and in a third passage 
(Gen. 1518) the 'river (173) of Egypt' (which surely 
must mean the Widy el-'Arish), some (following Abul- 
feda, Descu. Bg.. ed. Michaelis, 1776, p. 34, no. 68)a 
have supposed that the Widy eZ-'ArisJz was taken 
for an intermittent channel of the Nile (cp Jer. on Am. 
6 I ; Reland, Pal. 2853 9698) .  Niebuhr the traveller, 
on the other hand, seeks the Torrent of Egypt in the 
largest of three small streams that run into the 
Mediterranean from the large lake (buheire) which, he 
says, extended from Damietta eastwards towards Gaza 
(Descu. de Z'drudie, 3608) .  All this speculation is need- 
less. If a stream in the neighhourhood of eZJArish is 
referred to, it can only be the wild torrent-stream that in 
December suddenly covers the banks of the W2dy el- 
'Arish with verdure (cp Haynes, Pulmer Search-expedi- 
tion, 262). which could never have been confounded 
with a channel of the Nile (so also Ebers). As for the 
expression ' the river of Mizraim ' ('n i?J) in Gen. 15 18, 

either the original reading was h? 'wady, torrent' 
(Lagarde, Ball), which was altered into i~;, ' river (of ),' 
by an idealistic editor, who placed the SW. boundary 
of Canaan at the Nile, or else, if Winckler's inference 
from a Minaean inscription (Hal. 535) is correct, in] 
was applied in N. Arabia and its Palestinian neighhour- 
hood to the W2dy el-'Arish, which historically at any 
rate was not undeserving of the name. The latter view 
seems preferable. It  seems to derive support from 
Gen. 3637 Nu. 225 when emended (see REHOBOTH, 
PETHOR ). 

We have still to account for the name ( '  The Widy  
[or Torrent] of Mizraim '). The ordinary explanation 

2. Name. makes it equivalent to ' the  wiidy which 
At the mouth 

of the wZdy lay an Egyptian fortress, which might seem 
to neutralise the fact that the wiidy belongs geographic- 
ally to N. Arabia. That this explanation was prevalent 

1 Cp Epiphan. Her. 2 83, PwoKopoupa y2p 6ppsvdrrac Ncrh 

2 See Ritter, Erdkunde, xiv. 3 1 4 1 3  ; Gukrin, 3ud/e, 2 240- 

' 

parts Canaan from Egypt.' 

(h. 
" 4 2  

AOFl36 337; GI1174, n. 2. 
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EKRON ELAH, VALLEY OF 
paid tribute to the great king ( C O T  241 KB 2 749 240). 
Soon after this a Hebrew prophet declares that Ekron 
‘ shall be rooted up,’ suggesting an etymology natural 
from an Israelite point of view, names being taken as  
prophetic of the fortunes of their bearers. The modern 
name ‘A$ir suggests the far more probable meaning 
‘ sterile’ (so Guthe ; cp Ar. ‘a&ara, Heb. ‘d&ar). The 
dreary nature of the plain close to Ekron may serve to 
acconnt for the name. G. A. s., ~f: ; ‘r. K .  c., 3. 

EL ($&), ELOHIM (Pf ih) .  See NAMES, 1148 

ELA. I. (&a) I K. 418 RV, AV ELAH, (g.w. 6). 
2. (?ha [BA]) I Esd. 9 27 :=Ezra 10 26 ELAM ii., I. 

ELADAH, RV ELEADAH (?l$\F 35 ; A A A A A  [B], 
EAEAAA [A], -A [L]), a clan-name in a genealogy of 
EPHRAIM ( 9 . w .  i . ,  12) individualised ( I  Ch. 720). On 
the story of an ancient border contest in which Eladah 
fell, see BERIAH, 2. 

Other forms of the name are found : ELEAD, v. 21 (@! ; om. 

B, &a8 [A], haaG [L]) and LADAN 7). 26 RV (]:Y>, for QY\y ; 
AaSGav [E], yaAaaSa [A], ha8av [L]); cp  also ERAN, EZER 
i.., 3. 

ELAH (ilh, and I K. 418 K h ,  an abbreviation of 
some name beginning with X;  5 51 ; H A &  [BAL], 
H A A N O C  [Jos.]). 

I An Edomite duke or perhaps clan (Gen. 3641 qhas [ADEL] 
I dh. 152 qhas [BA]); no doubt it is the well-known ELATE; 
(AiZa), cp EL-PARAN (wilderness of Paran, Gen.S46; see 
PARAN) and ELOTH (I K .  926 2 K. 166;  see ELATH). See Di. 
Gen ad Zoc and Tuch ZDMG 1170. 

After little more 
than a year he way killed by Zimri ; his armed men and captains 
were busied a t  the time in the siece of Gihbethon. n Philistine 

See further, EPHRAIM i., $ 12. 

,.”Son of Gaasha, kin’g of Israel in Tirzah. 

is found in the early Egyptian records of conquest and 
travel only once (Lists of Thutmes 111. RPN, 550) as 
Aqar. Not 25 m. from Jerusalem as the crow flies, 
it lay nearer Israel than did any of its sister towns ; but, 
though it was assigned to Judah, ‘ with its towns and 
villages from Ekron to the sea’ (Josh. 1545f. [PI), and 
again to Dan (i6. 1943 [PI), we find (2‘6. 132 [D, but 
probably from older sources]) ’ all the regions of the 
Philistines as far as the north border of Ekron which is 
counted to the Canaanite ’ specified as part of the ‘ much 
land’ that still remained to be possessed after the 
conquest, and this last representation best accords with 
all the known facts. 

Like her sisters Ekron possessed, along with a market, 
the shrine and oracle of a deity-BAALLEBUB (g.~.) ,  

2. History. 2 K. 12. In I S.  510 612 f: 16 it is said 
that from Ekron the ark was returned to 

the Israelites by the level road up the Vale of Sorek 
to Beth-shemesh, not 12 m. distant. @EL, however, 
in this passage reads AUKUXWV in each case for Ekron 
(cp 6 17 and see Dr., H. P. Sm., ad Zuc. ). Padi, king of 
Ekron, remained aloof from the general revolt of 
Philistia in 704 B. c. against Sennacherib, whose 
prism-inscription gives the name as Am-kar-ru-na. 
Padi’s subjects delivered him to Hezekiah ; but 
Sennacherib in 701 restored him to his throne. 
The next notices of the town are by Esar-haddon 
(KA TPJ, 164) and ASur-bani-pal (Del., Par. 289) ; and 
the next (apart from the general history of Philistia, Jer. 
2520 Zeph. 24)  not till I Macc. 1089 (cp Jos. Ant. xiii. 
44), where it is said to have been given in 147 B.C. by 
King Alexander Balas to Jonathan the Maccabee for 
services against Apollonius the general of Demetrius II. ,  
an incident supposed by some, but on insufficient 
grounds, to be referred to in Zech. 95-7 (see, however, 
ZECHARIAH, BOOK OF). 

After the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans Jews settled 
ir;g‘Ekron, See OS (91 6 218 57) where it is spoken of as a large 
(‘graridis,’ p p / i ~ q )  village between Azotns and Janinia, Jerome 
adding that some identified Accaron with Turris Stratonis 
(Cresarea). In  1100 A.D. King Baldwin marched from Jerusalem 
to Ascalon by Ashdod inter quam et Jamniam, quae super mare 
sita est, Accaron dimisimus’(Fn1ch. Carnot, 23, in Gest. Dei404 
qnote<hg‘Rohinson ; cp Brocardus 10 186 : Marin. Sannt. 165): 

Whenvisited bythepresentwriteAn 1891‘A~irwasasmall  hut 
thriving village. I t  lies in a slight hollow by a well. Petrie 
doubts whether the ancient city can have been of m k h  size 
(PEFQ, ’go, p. 245). Built of mud, like most of the towns on the 
plain, it contains hardly any ancient remains (Robinson and 
PEFM 2408). The plain about it is fertile but only partially 
cultivated ; the railway from Jaffa to Jerusalem passes to the 
north. G. A. S. 

The connection between Hezekiah and Eltron has 
Sennacherib, 

3. Rezekiah whose reference to Padi, king of Ekron, 
and Ekron. has been already mentioned, states in the 

same inscription that as a punishment for 
,Hezekiah’s revolt he cut off parts of his territory and 
gave them to certain Philistine kings, one of whom was 
the king of Ekron. This statement has been taken by 
M‘Curdy to refer to certain towns and villages originally 
Philistine which Uzziah had taken from the Philistines 
(as the Chronicler probably means to assert in 2 Ch. 
266) ,  which Ahaz had lost ( 2  Ch. 2813) and which, as 
we may infer from 2 K. 188 were retaken by Hezekiah. 
The earlier statement respecting the surrender of Padi 
implies, according to the same scholar, that Hezekiah 
was recognised by the people of Ekron as their suzerain 
(Ezpos.,  1891 6, 389f:). So much at least appears to 
be highly probable,-that in the early part of the reign 
of Hezekiah the king of Ekron was a vassal of the king 
of Judah, and that he regained his independence only 
through the humiliation inflicted on Hezekiah by Sen- 
nacherib. Hezekiah, however, might console himself 
by the reflection that Ekron had been captured by the 
Assyrians and Jerusalem had not. 

In the reigns of Esarhaddon and A?mr-b&ni-pal we 
hear of a king of Ekron called Ikausu (with which 
WMM compares the name Achish), or Ikasamsu, who 
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long attracted the attention of students. 

city: I K. 166 8 13f: (qhaav [X v. 8 Jos. ApCi.~%.’ lZq).-~.-~- 
3. Father of Hoshea, king of Israel (z K. 1530 171 181 9). 
4. A son of CALEB @.u.) : I Ch. 415 dis (aha [A], aGaL, aGa . .  

[B]). See KENAZ. 
5. h. Uzzi in list of Benjamite inhabitants of Jerusalem (see 

EZRA, ii. B 5 [I1 B 15 [I] a), I Ch. 98 (om. B. $ha [AI, qhau [L]) ; 
not mentioned in I[ Neh. 11. 

6. Father of S H I M E I  [31 (I K. 418 N$ RV ELA). His name 
should be restored in 2 S. 23 11 in place of the M T  reading N J ~  

(see AGEE) and possibly also in v. 33 for Shammah. Cp the 
ingenious dscussion in Marq. (Fwnd. zo$). 

ELAFi, VALLEY OF (il$&? PpU, ‘ Valley of the 
Terebinth,’ cp the scene of the combat between 
David and Goliath (I S. 172), and of the rout of the 
Philistines (21  IO]). 

@‘s readings are : in T S .  172 BY n) Korhasr aurorl [BA], vs 
6puos OWOL KaL OUTDL [Ll, K .  4s Gpubs [Aq. Theod.] ; in v. 19 
ev q I(. rqs  Gpuos [AL, om. Bl ; in 2Sg[101 K .  qha [BAL]. 

Assuming that ‘ in  Ephes-dammim’ and ‘in the 
valley of Elah’ mean the same thing, we have the 
names Socoh and Azekah ( 5 1 )  to guide us in de- 
termining the locality, also the implied fact that the 
valley ran westward. No doubt the valley meant is the 
Wddy es-San?, one of the landmarks of the country, 
which begins near Hebron, runs northward as far as 
Shuweikeh, and thence westward by Gath and Ashdod, 
to the sea, joining the N. Sukerer. On the positions 
of the opposed armies, see EPHESDAMMIM. Accord- 
ing to W. Miller,2 who has made a special study 
of the country, the valley of Elah, or ‘ of the terebinth,‘ 
is the gentle ascent with a watercourse which leads 
up from a break in the line of heights to Bet Nettif 
(nearly opposite Shuweikeh, but more eastward). 
‘ I n  the valley beneath barley is already ripening. 
The torrent is nearly dried up (see EPHESDAMMIM), 
its bed is strewn with smooth white pebbles, and 
the red sides of the bed are in places so steep that 
you might call it a valley “within a valley.” It is 
this torrent-bed which the narrator, with perfect know- 
ledge of the country, refers to under the name of the 
ravine : “ the ravine ” ( w y ) ,  he says, “ was between 
them.” ’ The suggestion for the explanation of N ’ J ~  

1 Read oihoi? (&) 
2 The Least of aZZlands, 1 3 0 8  ; so Che. Ai&: 85/: 

3 Che. Aids, 85J 
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ELAM 
is due to Conder (PEFQ, '75, 193). Some of his 
other identifications are hardly correct (see EPHES- 
DAMMIM, SHAARAIM, I) ; but he has here thrown great 
light on the narrative. See also GASm. HG 2 2 6 8  

One advantage in Miller's theory of the valley of Elah (see 
above) is that it offers a simple explanation of the twofold name 
of the valley which was the seat of war. A very fine specimen 
of the bufm-tree (terebinth) grows on the slope leading up to 
Bet Nettif. It is conceivable that the name of the great valley 
as a whole was, even in antiquity, 'valley ot the acacias ' (sanf= 
acacia, or rather mimosa). Wellhausen supposes the WBdy es- 
Sa$ to be meant by the Valley of Shittim in Joel 3[4]18. It is 
a pity that we can hardly explain p'n, in pni DDN as a corrup- 
tionof pc)w.  See EPHES-DAMMIM. T. K. C. 

ELAM (Db&' ; ~ I A L M  [BKADQL]). Geographically, 
the name describes the meat Dlain E. of the lower 

ELATH 
ruled in Babylonia in 1726 - II 59 B.C. -a reference 
which would only be in point if P were pre-exilic ; but 
rather by the undoubted fact that Elam was repeatedly 
chastised by the Assyrians, and that parts of it were 
annexed by Sargon ( K B 2 7 3 ) .  P was enough of a 
historian to know this; he may indeed have inferred 
it from Is. 226.  The view of De Goeje (Th. T., 
'70, p. 151) that Elam in Gen. 1022 is the Persian 
Empire is therefore to be rejected. As De Goeje 
himself remarks, it is strange that, if Elam has this 
meaning, Media should be a son of Japheth (0. 2). It  
is true, however, that the prominence of Elam In the 
Persian empire explains the precedence which it has 
among the sons of Shem, and the insertion of Lud ( L e . ,  
probably Lydia) after Arphaxad may receive a similar 
explanation (see LUD, I). 

The history of Elam is closely interwoven with that 
of primitive Babylonia, and subsequently with that of 
the Assyrian, the Babylonian, and the Persian empires. 
See ARIOCH, 3 ; ASUR-BANI-PAL, 5 6 ;  BABYLONIA, 
5 42 8; CHEDORLAOMER, CYRUS, NANEA, PERSIA, 
SHUSHAN. T. K. C. 

ELAM (&V, HAAM [B11Iv AIA. PI). 
I. The h'ne Elam were a family, 1254 in number in the great 

post-exilic list (see EZRA ii., $I 9, $ Bc), Ezra 2;(pahap [Bl, 
a d .  [AL])=Neh. 7 1 2  (.ha* [K], a A  [BAL])=r Esd. 5172 
(rohapog [B]). In a passage from the 'memoirs of Ezra'  (Ezra 
727-834; see EZRA ii 5 5 )  the number of those in Ezra's 
caravan (see EZRA i. { ' z .  ii s 15 [I] c i )  is given as seventy, 
Ezra 8 7  (qha [B])=I 'Esd.)83; (aap [SI, rh. [AI). One of the 
best known members of this clan was SHECANIAH (q.u., 4), p 102 (@sly ktb . but &.y, kre.; cupaqh [Ll in I1 I Esd. 892 

Various 
members are mentioned in the list of those with foreign wives 
(see EZRA i., § 5 ,  end), Ezra1026=1 Esd. 927 (qha [BA]); and 
the clan was represented among the signatories to the covenant 
(see EZRA i., $7) ,  Neh.2014[15]. 

The name ' Elam ' for a Jewish family or temple-guild 
is highly improbable. There is abundant evidence that 
names containing the root-letters &y were Benjaniite. 
One of these is n&y (Alemeth) which may have been 
written '&y. If the mark of abbreviation were over- 
looked it would be natural to insert * or 1 after y. 
Alemeth is identical with Almon, the name of a priestly 
city in Benjamin (Josh. 21 18 P). Notice also the 
occurrence of the name in 3 below. 

2. The children of the 'other Elam' (YnN p$yj in Ezra 2 31 
=Neh. 7 34 (Ezra, qhapap [BA], Neh. qhapaap [BAI ; [UCOLI 
arhap I.ripou [L]) are unmentioned in 11 I Esd. 5, and seem to 
have arisen from a needless repetition of v. 7 ; the numbers are 
identical (cp Be..Ry. 18). 

3. b. Shashak, in a genealogy of BENJAMIN (g.v., 5 9, ii.) : 
I Ch. 8 24 (achap [Bl aqh. [AI, qh. [Ll). 

4 .  A Korahite doorkeeper. I Ch. 163 (rohap) [BAI). 
5. A priest in the proceskon a t  the dedication of the wall 

Israel' rupaqi [BXL] occurs instead of 'Elam'). 

(see EZRA ii. 5 13g), Neh. 1242 (om. BN*A, aihap [Nc.a ?"&I). 
T. K. C. 

ELASA ( ~ A A C A  [A]), I Macc. 95 RV. see BEREA,I. 

ELASAH (@&, 'God hath made,' 5 31 ; cp 
Asahel ; EAEACA [ALQI). 

I. b. PASHUR (g.v., 3) in list of those with foreign wives (see 
EZRA i., 5 j, end) Ezra lOzz (qhaua)=~  Esd. 9 22 (TALSAS, RV 
SALOAS ; uahOas iB1, - h a s  IAI): 

2. b. Shaphan togetherwith GEMARTAH (I), wassent by Zede- 
kiah to NebuchAdrezzar, king of Babylon and bore also at the 
same time Jeremiah's letter to those in exile there; Jer. 293 
[@ 36 31 (ehsauav [B*b], -cap [Bamg. *I, -map [AI). 

3. E V  ELEASAH, b. Helez, a Jerahmeehte, I Ch. 2 3 9 5  
(was [BI). 

4. EV ELEASAH, a descendant of Saul mentioned in a gene- 
alogy of BENJAMIN ($ 9, ii. 8); I Ch. 837 (euqh [B])=943 
(euaqh [B], wqh [A]). 

ELATH (&re, cp nS*K in the Sinaitic Inscr. [Eut. 
5511; A I A A ~  [BAL]; Dt. 28 A I ~ N  [BAFL]; 2 K. 
1 4 2 2 - w  [B], [A]; 166 NAAM [A]), also EI.OTII 

( n h ,  I K. 926 2 K. 166 AIAAM [A]; 2 Ch. 8 1 7  
262, AIAAM [B]). an important Edomite town, whose 
connection with Elah the phylarch or clan in Gen. 
364r  is fairly obvious. Elath or Eloth @.e.,  great 
trees, perhaps date-palms?) is probably but a later 
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Cp LAISHAH. 

Tigris agd N.A of the Persian Gulf, 
Geography* topether with the mountain districts ~~ ~ 0 ~~~ ~ 

which enclose it on the N. and E., and to which the 
Hebrew name Elam and the Assyrian Elamtul (note 
fem. ending) refer. It  is nearly equivalent to the Susiana 
and Elymais of the Greeks, and the mod. KhBzistHn. 
The native kings of this country called themselves lords 
of AnSan'(or Anzan) ; so late a king as Cyrus still calls 
himself king of AnSan. This name was originally 
borne by a city, the conquest of which by Gudea, ' vice- 
gerent ' (patesi) of Lagas, between 3 500 and 3000 B. c., 
is recorded in an inscription (KB 339) ; it afterwards 
designated a district in Elam (see CYKUS, I). Leav- 
ing the geography of this region, which has been fully 
treated from cuneiform sources by Fried. Delitzsch (Par. 
320-3zg), we pass to the references to Elam in the Or. 

The earliest of these is that in Is. 2 2 6  (~ha~[e ] r . ra i  
rBAKO1). where Elam and Kir are mentioned together 
L -2,. D 

2. Biblical as entrusted with the duty of blockading 
references. pusalem.  The difficulty in this passage 

is that the Elamites were never loyal 
subjects of the Assyrians, and are never mentioned in 
the inscriptions as serving in an Assyrian army, but 
often as allies of the Babylonians. (Del., Par. 137;  
Che. Zntr. Zs. 133 ; cp Proph. Is. 113zf.). Inter: 
polation has been suspected ; but this is not the only 
admissible theory (see ' Isaiah,' SBOT). The next 
certainly dated passage is Ezek. 3224 (chap [Q]), where 
' Elam and all her multitude ' are mentioned m a grand 
description of the inhabitants of ShB61. The fate of 
Elam preoccupied more than one of the prophets ; ' all 
the kings of Elam' are referred to in Jer. 252, (om. 
K*A") immediately before 'all the kings of Media,' 
and a special prophecy against Elam is given in Jer. 
4934-39 (a. 36 chap [K"]); but we cannot with any 
certainty ascribe these to Jeremiah (see JEREMIAH, 
BOOK OF). In Is. 212 (~Xap[e]i.rai [BAKQ], late 
exilic) Elam is named with Media as the destroyer 
of Babylon, and a plausible emendation introduces 
Elam ( '  go up, 0 Elam ' )  into a passage of similar 
purport in Jer. 5021 (late). In Dan. 82 (arhap [BAQG 
Theod.], eXupaiGr [87]) Shushan is referred to as in 
Elam, though in Ezra 4 9  (qhaparor [BA], arhaprmi 
[L]) it is seemingly distinguished from it ; and according 
to Is. 1 1 1 1  (arhap[e]r.rwv [BA], ehap. [ K Q ] ,  late), 
Esth. 9613 (Shushan) Acts 2 9  (ehapei.rai [Ti. WH]), 
Jewish exiles resided in Elam in the post-exilic period. 

We come lastly to Gen. 1022 [PI (aiXaG [E]), where 
Elam is mentioned immediately before Asshnr as a 
'son' of Shem. How is this to be accounted for? 
Not by the supposition that the Elamites were Semitic 
(as we now use the word) either in language or in 
physical type, or that at least a primitive Semitic popn- 
lation was settled in the lower parts of Elam. Not 
by referring to the early conquest of Babylonia by the 
Elamites; this might account for the description of 
Babylonia as a ' son of '  Japheth, but not for the case 
before us : nor yet by the fact that a Kassite dyncsty 

1 Jensen connects Ehrntu (Elam) with illanru, 'front,' and 
explains ' east region ' (ZA , '96, p. 3 jr). 
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EL-BERITH ELEAZAR 
(Kue. Hex. 247f:). The names Eldad and Medad 
(which perhaps do not belong to the original narrative) 
were probably selected from a store of old traditional 
names for the sake of assonance (cp Bera, Birshn; 
Jabal, Jubal, etc). It is not at all certain that the names 
are almost iden.ica1. See APOCRYPHA, 23. 

In its present form the prominent feature of the story is that 
these two men (alone of the seventy elders) for some unknown 
reason remained behind, and prophesied without going into the 
tent. Moses’ answer shows clearly that the real point is that 
prophecy is not to be restricted to the few. In o. 26 the words 

designation of EL-PARAN (see PAR AN)-^.^. , Elath 
which lies on the desert of Paran. It was situated on 
the NE. arm of the Red Sea, in the Elanitic Gulf 
(which has derived its name from the place itself), and 
was close to EZION-GEBER ( q . ~ . ) .  

According to Pliny v. 11 12) it was situated IO m. E. of Petra 
and 150 m. SE. of Gaza. The region has always been famous 
for its date-palms (cp Strabo, 16;76); and Mukaddasi Ihn 
el-Benn8 (row A.D.) in his geography says that Waila (Elath) 
is ‘ the harbour of Palestine and the granary of Hi&-rich in 
palms and fishes’ (cp ZDPTr7 171, and Wetzstein in Del. Huh. 
u. Koh. 168). Owing to its commanding situation and central 
position the possession of Elath has in all ages been fiercely 
contested. According to Hommel (AHT 195)~ the ancient 
town and port Mair mentioned upon old Bah. contract-tahiets, 
which gave its name to ships and textile fabrics, is the same as  
Elath. 

Apart from its occurrence under the form EL-PARAN 
(see PARAN) (Gen. 1 4 6 ) ,  it is mentioned as one of the 
last stages of the Israelites (Dt. 2 8  ; see WANDERINGS, 
$54, 11, 13). It ismentionedalsoin~ K . 9 2 6  zCh.817, 
in order to mark the position of EZION-GEBER (g .v . ) .  
It passed through various vicissitudes. I t  was repaired 
by Azariah (2 K. 1422 ; see UZZIAH, I,), but was at  a 
late? time recovered by Edom (2  K. 1 6 6  : with Kloster- 
mann cancel ‘ Rezin’ and read ‘Edom’ for ‘Aram,’ 
and ‘ Edomites’ [kr.] for ‘ Aramites ’ [kt.] : but cp 
EDOM, § 8). Jerome and Eusebius state that Elath 
(Ailath, arhap) in their time was a place of commercial 
importance, and the seat of a Roman legion (OSM 8425 
21075). It was renowned for its trading with India 
(Theod. Quest. in Jeuenz. 10049  ; Procop. BeU Pers. 

Elath was the residence of a Christian bishop and of a Jewish 
colony. After suffering a t  the hands of Saladin it dwindled 
away. Abulfeda (1300) knows of it only as  a place deserted 
save for a castle which was built to protect the pilgrims who 
journeyed along by Elath between Cairo and Mecca on the road 
made hy Ahmad ihn-Talon, who reigned in Egypt in the latter 
half of the ninth century.1 It is known now as ‘Akaba (‘de- 
clivity’). Little is left of the former ‘gate of A;ahin’ hut 
some heaps of ruins, and the castle, which is still occupied by a 
fewsoldiers.2 

1.9). 

EL-BERITH (n’3I $s), Judg. 946  RV. See BAAL- 

EL-BETHEL ($83’2 $8, ‘ the god of Bethel’), 
the name given by Jacob to the sacred spot at  Luz 
where he had built an altar (Gen. 357). @*DEL, Vg., 
Pesh. read simply ‘ Bethel’; but this is against Gen. 
28 19. Perhaps we should read El-berith ( I  covenant- 
God ’), or El-berith-Israel, ’ Israel‘s covenant-God. ’ 

BERITH. 

T. K. C. 

E L c I A ( e h ~ e l a  [BSA]), Judith 8 1  AV, RV ELKIAH. 
ELDAAH (??>IF ‘God calls’? cp the Sab. form 

h y i . ,  ZDMG 27648 37399), a son of MIDIAN (Gen. 
2 5 4  : I Ch. 133). 

@’s readings are : in Gen., Bepyapa [AI, Le. ,  Togarmah : 
( r l h n a d a )  IBI, pnapa IDh rescr.1, p y a  [Ll, ap. [E*], cap. 
[EaLl ; and in Ch. ehhasa [B], ehsaa [AL]. 

ELDAD (l>$y, § 28 ; E A A ~ A  [BAPL] : see ELIDAD 
and cp DOD, NAMES WITH) and Medad (lT’D, Sam. 
'nib, cp M ~ A A A  [BAFL], whence rend l> \D,  ‘ loved 
one’ ? $ 56 ; cp ALMODAD) were two Israelites who 
prophesied without being locally in contact with Yahwe 
in the Tent of Meeting (or Revelation) where Yahwk 
was present in the cloud (Nu. 11 26-29). Moses rejoiced 
at  the favour accorded to them, and longed that, not 
only the guides and directors of Israel, but uZZ Yahwe‘s 
people might become prophets. The story (which is 
related to Ex. 337-11 Nu. 11 16f: 121-15 ; see MIRIAM, 
$ I )  was written by one of the latest members of the 
Elohistic school, whose aspirations are most nearly 
paralleled by Jer. 3134 Ezek. 111gJ  Joel 228J[31J] 

1 Cp Rob. BR 1 237 241 ; Niebuhr, Beschreibungen von 
Aru6ien, 400 : Buhl, Edonziter, 39 f: ; and for an illustration of 
this castle see Ruppel, Re& in Nubien, 248. 

2 According to Jos. (Ant. viii. 64, rhamw, ix. 12 I, qhaOovo 
ed. Niese), Elath in former times was called Berenice. T h l  
ordinary editions, it will be noticed, refer this remark to Ezion- 
geber, which is less suitable. 
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>$kn ~ N S ?  ~ $ 1  o y i n m  mill are probably a gloss.1 A late 
scribe took exception to the idea that the power of prophecy 
could he given to anyone outside the seventy elect and so in- 
serted the gloss with the ahove effect. The inclusidn of Eldad 
and Medad among ‘those that were written down does not 
seem, therefore, to belong to the original form of the story. 

ELDERS (D’JPT), Ex. 316. See GOVERNMENT, §$16, 
19; LAW AND JUSTICE, $ 8 ; and (for the Christian 
eldership) PRESBYTER. 

ELEAD ($?$), x Ch. 721. 
E’LEADAH (ny?$$), I Ch. 7 2 0  RV, AV ELADAH. 

ELEALEH (n$&, and N $ h K  NIL 3237, ‘God is 
high‘ ; ~ A & , H  [BKAL]), a Moabite town always 
associated with Heshbon (Is. 1 5 4  1 6 9 ,  E A A A H C ~ N  
[gab AQ cp Sw. ad JOG.] ; Jer. 4834  om. BK, e h e a h ~  
[AQ]),, and assigned in Nu. 3 2 3  37 to the Reubenites. 
Eusebius (OS2) 25333)  places it I R. m. N. from 
Heshbon. 

Probably Elealeh should be restored for the questionable 
n+N y ~ [ 3 1  in Is.158. To invent a place-name Erelayim 
(Perles, Marti) is imprudent. I t  is quite true, however, that 
the initial 3 ought to be the preposition. 

Elealeh seems to be the modern eZ-‘Al( ‘ the lofty ’ ), an 
isolated hill, with ruins, 4 hr. NNE. of Heshbon. See 
SEP 116-19 ; Tristr. iZloa6, 339J ; J3ad.P) 174. 

See ELADAH. 

T. K. C.  

ELEASA, RV Elasa (&hac& [AI, eh. [KV] ; w), 
EZesa [It.], Lnisa [Vg.]), an unknown locality in the 
neighbourhood of Jerusalem, where Judas the Maccabee 
encamped before the encounter which resulted in his 
defeat and death (I Macc. 95). Josephus (An t .  xii. 11 I )  

places Judas’s camp in Berzetho (the readings vary : 
{VOW, pip&Bw, pap. and p ~ p . ) ;  bot this may be in 
error for the Syrian camp which ( I  Macc. 9 4) was at  
BEREA [I] (Syr. Birath). A suggested identification is 
Kh. Zl‘asd between the Beth-horons (PEF.44 3 115). 
Reland, however, suggests ADASA (g.”.). 

ELEASAH (fi@$y) I Ch. 2 3 9 3  837 EV. See 
ELASAH, 3, 4. 

ELEAZAR (Y&K, ‘ God has helped’ $0 23, 28, 84 ; 
~Aeazap [BAFL]; cp Eliezer, Lazarus, and Phcen. 
VY>DVK, YTY7Y3, etc., Sin. YlYblp, etc. ). BothEleazar 
and Eliezer are very common names, especially in post- 
exilic times and in lists of priests; with regard to the 
authenticity of the latter see EZRA i. I, 2,  5 end ; ii. 

I. The third son of Aaron and Elisheba (Ex. 623  
[PI) is mentioned often in P, but only twice in JE, 
according to Driver-viz., in Dt. 1 0 6  and Josh. 2433.f  
What we learn of him is to this effect. He discharged 
priestly functions together with Aaron and his brothers 
Nadab, Abihu, and Ithamar (Ex.  SI), and after the 
two elder brothers had died childless Ithamar and he 
were left to carry on the duties alone (Nu. 34) ,  Elenzar 
himself becoming the ‘prince of the princes of the 
Levites ’ and superintending those that had the charge 
Jf looking after the sanctuary (Nu. 332 ; cp 1 6 3 7 8  
1 1 7 ~ 8 1  1 9 3 3 ) .  His special duty with respect to the 

1 D’?Vlg? applied to persons is a late expression, and the 
words 3Snh.n 1xy’ & are omitted in H-P 16, 52, 73, 77 and io 
:he first hand of 131. 
2 From Dt. 106 Di. and Dr. infer that JE as well as P knows 

If Aaron as a priest and of Eleazar a; Aaron’s su&essor. 
Robertson Smith, ho\;ever, holds (OTJC(’4, 405, n. 2) that Dt 
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ELEAZAR 
things necessary for the sanctuaxy and its service is de- 
tailed in Nu. 416. Shortly before Aaron's death he 
was invested on Mt. Hor with his father's garments of 
authority (Nu. 2 0 2 5 3  ; cp Dt. 106 [D]). He now 
appears as Moses' coadjutor, taking the place of Aaron ; 
together they took the census of the people (Nu. 2663), 
and divided the spoil of the Midianites (Nu. 31 123). It 
was to them that the daughters of Zelophehad came 
to sue for an inheritance (Nu.2718) ,  and the b'ne 
Reuben and b'ne Gad for a pasture-land for their 
flocks (Nu. 3223). '  The charge was given to Joshua 
in the presence of Eleazar, who was ' to inquire for him 
by the judgment of Urim before Yahwe ' (Nu. 2 7 1 8 8 )  ; 
just as his son Phinehas is said to have done, previous 
to the assault on Gibeah (Judg. 2 0 ~ 8 ) . ~  Henceforth in 
the accounts of the dividing of the land etc. Eleazar 
is mentioned before Joshua (Nu. 3228 3417 Josh. 141 
1 7 4  1951 2 l 1 ) . ~  At his death be was buried at Gibeah 
of Phinehas (Josh. 2433 [E]), which had been given to 
his son in Mt. Ephraim. He married 'one of the 
daughters of Putiel ' (Ex. 6 25) .  and the priesthood is said 
to have remained in his family till the time of Eli, and 
again from Zadok till the time of the Maccahees-state- 
ments which need a strictly critical examination. See 
ZADOK, I. s. A. c. 

According to 
a comparatively late story the ark was deposited for 
twenty years in the house of Abinadab at Kirjath-jearim 
under the guardianship of his son Eleazar (I S .  7 I$ ). 
Eleazar in this ' idealisation ' of history is intended as 
a contrast to that other son of Abinadab (Uzza) who 
proved wanting in the reverence essential to a minister 
of the ark (2 S. 63 6). His name is probably meant 
to suggest this contrast. Observe that Eleazar was 
specially sanctified ' for his functions. See ARK, J 5. 

2. Son of Abinadab, temp. Samuel. 

T. K. C. 
3. b. Dodo the Ahohite (I Ch. 1112). or b. Dodai 

b. Ahohi (2 S. 239  ; but see AHOHITE [z]), one of 
David's ' three ' heroes. His great exploit (which was in 
the valley of ' Kephaim ' : see PAS-DAMMIM) is recorded 
in z S .  23gf: (aB, however. has eXeuvuv) and I Ch. 
11 13f: In both passages the text has to be emended ; 
but there is much difference among critics (cp Klo., 
Marq. Fund. 16, and H. P. Smith). The name of 
Eleazar does not appear in I Ch. 274. though we 
expect to find him, not Dodai, in high command in 
David's army. Compare, however, DODAI, and note 
that an Eliezer b. Dodavdhu occurs in 2 Ch. 2037. 
See ELIEZER (3). 

4. A Merarite : I Ch. 23zrf: ( A a < a p  v. 21 [AI) 2428. 
5. I Erd. 843= Ezra e 16 ELIEZER [IO]. 
6. In  Ezra833 an Eleakr, son of Phinehas, is mentioned as  

superintending the weighing out of gold and silver in the 
temple : I Esd. 863 and ( o n  BN*A, but eAea<ap mg. L) 
Neh. 1242. 

7. A priest in the list of those witheforeign wives (see EZRA i 
0 5 end), I Esd. 919 (eAsa<apos [BA])=Ezra1018, ELIEZRR (7):' 

8. An Israelite (Le.,  a layman), son of Parosh: Ezra1025 
I Esd. 9 26. 

9. The fourth son of Mattathias (I Macc. 2 5 )  who bore the 
surname Avaran (cp AURANUS).I According to Macc. S Z ~ &  

ELEMENTS 

1066 (the words after ' Moserah') is plainlya late and unauthor- 
ised gloss ; he refers to u. 8, where the institution of the Levitical 
priesthood is assigned to a later stage of the wanderings. I t  is 
of ELIEZER that the older tradition speaks, as a son, however, 
not of Aaron, hut (together with Gershom) of Moses. In fact, 
in JE Moses has the prior claim to the priestly office, and in J 
Aaroi originally is not mentioned at  all. In the genealogies of 
P even one main branch of the tribe of Levi is still called 
Gersho6, and another important member is called Mnshi-ie., 
the Mosalte(see We. ProL(4) 138 f ET 142J). 

1 321-17 is of composite origin:' How much belongs to P 
(more precisely P2) is disputed ; but the mention of Eleazar the 
priest' beyond question comes from this source (see Dr., Zntr. 
64. Holzinger Einl.., 'Tabellen,' IO). 
i Judg. 20 i; its present form is post-exilic, and vv. 276, 28a 

are no doubt glosses (see Moore, Judges, 434 ; Kue. Einl. $ 20, 
n. IO). 

3 All in P ; in J E  on the contrary Joshua isalways represented 
as  acting alone; cp 146 1714 etc. 

4 eB [BUV] auapav, Jos. (Ant. xii. 61) aupav, apavand aaapav; 
Syr. ],in. In  6 4 3  48 gives uaupav which is probably a mistake 
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his brother Judas appointed him to read aloud the sacred hook, 
and with a variation of his own name as watchword (' the HelD 
of God ') he led the first hand of the army against Nicanor ana 
completely defeated him ; in z Macc. 1315 this is credited to 
Judas himself. In  the fight near Beth-Zacharias against An- 
tiochiis Eupator (163 B.c.) Eleazar nobly sacrificed his life (see 
I Macc. 643). 

IO. A learned scribe, who a t  the age of ninety years suffered 
torture and martyrdom at  the hands of Antiochus Epiphanes, 
z Macc. 618-21 (ehaafoooc IVAl). H e  was desiznated bv the 
early Christ&n'fath&s 
' foundation of martyrdom ' (Chrys. Horn. 3 in Macc. e t  al.). 

protd:martyr of the old covekant,' 

The narrative in 3 Macc. G has apparently borrowed the name 
Eleazar from this scribe. See APOCALYPTIC, # 66. 

11. Father of JASON (q.v., 3), I Macc.817. 
12. Sirach Eleazar, father of Jesus (Ecclus. 5027): see ., , 

ECCLESIASTICUS, $ z. 
13. b. Eliud, placed three generations above Joseph (Mt. 115). 

S. A. C., I, 3 3 ;  T. K. C., 2. 

ELEAZURUS, RV ELIA~IFJUS (EAIACIBOC [A]), 

ELECTRUM (h$n), Ezek. 1 4  RVmg., EV AMBER. 

EL-ELORE-ISRAEL ($e?!! Vf?? 58, 'God, the 
God of Israel'), the name given by Jacob to the altar 
which he had built at Shechem (Gen. 33 20).  Perhaps 
we should read ' God of the tents ($;y:) of Israel ' ; 

EL ELYON (fi')g $e), Gen. 1418. See NAMES, 
5 118. 

ELEMENTS (CTOIXEIA; elmentu). Zroixeiov, from 
UTOLXOS, ' a row,' ' a  line,' ' a rank.' means literally what 
1, General belongs to a row or line, a member of a 
histoq of series, a part of an organism. This funda- 

mental meaning gives the key to the ex- 
ceedingly interesting history of the word from 

its use in Plato down to Modern Greek. All the special 
senses in which it is employed,' whether 'usual' or 
' occasional ''-some of them very remarkable-can be 
carried back to this, though between the meanings ' one 
of a row ' and ' demon ' is a long way. It conduces to 
clearness if we keep in mind its three special concrete 
applications. 

( u )  It denotes a 'letter,' as one of the series of letters 
constituting a word or even a syllable-Le., not a 
written sign (ypoippa) but a speech-sound (Plato, De3 
414 E : UTOLXE~OY +wv?js (bwvb daliveeros : similarly 
Arist. Poet. 20). Thus, for example, the letter p is ~b 
)D  ~b urorxeiov (Plat. Crut. 426 D), the alphabet is ~b 
uroixeia, and ' alphabetical ' is K U T ~  U T O L X E ~ O Y .  

This concrete meaning explains the metonymy by which the 
plural is so frequently used to denote the beginnings, rudiments 
or 'elements' of a science or art-the ABC as we say; cp thk 
by-name Ahecedarians given to a group of Anabaptists a t  the 
Reformation, and see the OxfodBzgl. Dirt., S.V. I t  is enough 
to recall the title of Euclid's work (urorX&) on the Elements 
of Geometry. Many other examples are to be found in the 
Lexicons. 

In this sense the word is met with only once in the 
Bible, ye have need again that some one teach you the 
rudiments of the first principles of the oracles of God ( T &  
aTorXEia 75s b p ~ i j s  TDY Xoylwv TOO &oF),' Heb. 512, 
where the words T?~E bpx?js intensify the idea, ' the be- 
ginnings of the elements.' 
(6) Shadow of the sundial (e.g., Aristoph. EccL 652 : 

I'rav $ Ge~d?rouv ~b U T O L X E ~ O V ,  'when the shadow 
measures ten feet'). The shadow is here doubtless 
thought of as a line which hour by hour grows longer 
3r shorter and by degrees marks the progress of the 
jay. Z T O C X E ~ O Y ,  properly speaking, is a fraction of this 
ine, and then by synecdoche becomes the line itself. 
rhis meaning is not met with in the Bible. 

(c) ' Groundstuff,' ' element,' as constituent part of 
in organism. In this sense it was not used (so ancient 

I Esd. Sz4=EzralOzr ELIASHIB, 4. 

'his tent ' ( precedes in n. 19. T. K. C. 

word. 

br sAca<apas aupav; C3KV corrects to aupav. The meaning 
s doubtful. Some connect with Tin 'he white' and refer it to 
Eleazar's white complexion ; others understand it to mean 
beast-sticker . see Stanley Jewish Church 3 318. 
1 On this dstinction se; H Paul Pn&z)ien d. Spruch- 

resch.l?, 1898, p. 6 8 s  ; cp ET df 2nd Ld. (Strong, 'go, p. 6 5 8 ) .  
2 Crerneris), 909. 
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tradition has it) before Plato ; but from his time onward 
it became a current meaning. The early philosophers 
assumed sometimes one, sometimes more than one, 
primary constituent element of the universe. Em- 
pedocles reckoned four-fire, water, earth, and air. 
Many citations from non-biblical writers will be found 
in the Lexicons ; and Philo and Josephus also use the 
word in this sense. In the Greek Bible the following 
examples occur :-Wisd. 7 17, ‘ For he himself gave me 
an unerring knowledge of the things that are ; to know 
the constitution of the world and the operation of the 
elements (udurauiv K ~ U ~ O U  Kai 6vdpyetav urorxefwv) ’ ; 
19rS, ‘the elements changing their order one with 
another (81’ gaur& ybp r b  uroixeia ,ueOapporbpeva) ’ ; 
4 Macc. 1213 ‘[the tongues of men] of like passions 
with yourself, and composed of the same elements’ 
( rods  QotorraOeis ~ a l  t~ r3v a h &  yeyovbras uroixehv ; 
cp z Macc. 7.2, ‘ the first elements [ U ~ O L X E ~ W U ~ ~ ]  of 
each one of you’) ; and, according to most exegetes, 
2 Pet. 310, ‘the day of the Lord will conie as a 
thief ; in the which the heavens shall pass away with a 
great noise (urorxeia Kauuolipeva X U B + S F T ~ L  [.4KL. 
etc., AuOfjaovrar]), and the earth and the ,works that 
are therein shall be burned up’ : also v. 12, ‘ the day 
of God by reason of which the heavens being on fire 
shall be dissolved, and the elements shall melt with 
fervent heat’ (81’ 4; obpavoi aupo6,uevor XuEfiuovrar 
~ a l  uroixeia Kauuovpwa n$Kerai). The rendering 
‘ elements ’ here gives an excellent sense, and it would 
be mere pedantry to ask why the elements are named 
along with the heavens and the earth ; the writer’s 
purpose is to depict the last day in the boldest colonrs, 
and he seeks to heighten the effect of his picture by 
bringing in the .sroLxeia. At the same time the inter- 
pretation which takes the word here to refer to demonic 
life-spirits (see below, z )  is entitled to attention. Though 
the sense of ‘rudiments’ or ‘beginnings,’ alluded to 
above, is hardly to be traced to this last concrete 
application of the word, the very usual metonymic sense 
of fundamental condition,’ ‘thesis,’ ‘ principle,’ ‘ rule’ 
-of which there is no example in the Bible-is doubt- 
less to be taken from this meaning. On the other hand, 
the biblical passages receive much light from another 
part of the history of the word : the concrete sense in 
which in late Greek the word uroixeia is specialised to 
mean the planets (as being the ‘elements’ and so to 
say ‘ supports ’ of the heavens) and, more widely, 
the stars.2 

so also every star. 
In the Orphic Hymns the personified ether is called the 
‘ noblest element,’ uroixeiov tlpiurov (54), Hephzestus 
is called the ’ perfect element,’ CrrorXEiov &pep+& (654), 
in the great Paris magic-papyrus v. 1303 the moon- 
goddess is the ‘ immortal element,’ morxeiov tl+Oaprov, 
and in the so-called ‘nymph of the world,’ the K6p7 
K ~ U ~ O U  of Hernies Trismegistus (ap. Stob. Ecl  i. 
3851zfi)), the uroixeia come as gods before the supreme 
God, and make their complaint of the arrogance of 

Conceptions such as these perhaps owe their 
origin to eastern influences ; but at any rate they have 
their analogues in the Jewish idea that all things-as, for 
example, fire, wind, clouds, stars-have their proper 
angels or  spirit^,^ a thought which is operative in 
primitive Christian literature also ; see Rev. 7 I (four 
angels standing at the four corners of the earth, holding 
the four winds of the earth), 141s (another angel . . . 
which hath power over fire), 16 5 (the angel of the waters ; 

The present writer regards as much less 
probable the conjecture (see Pape’s W8rter6nch) that the planets 
are so called as having a controlling influence upon the affairs 
of men. 

2 It is further applied to the signs of the zodiac, and even to 
the entire heaven with its system of stars ; t h e  metonymic signi- 
fication ‘great stars’= ‘great men,’ also occurs. 
3 DiLterich, 57, 61. 
4 All the above examples are taken from Dieterich, 60s 
5 Spitta, Der zweite B&f des Petws  und der Grief des 

Now every element has its god ; 

1 Dieterich, 61. 

~ 

Judas, 1885, p\ 2 6 5 8  ; Everling, 7 0 8  

12.59 

cp Jn. 5 4 ) ,  1917 (an angel standing in the sun). I t  is 
from these notions probably that we ought to explain 
the peculiar meaning of uroixeiov, in which it stands, 
by synecdoche, for ‘ divine being,’ ‘ spirit,’ ‘ demon,’ 
‘ genius.’ At what period this use first arose is obscure ; 
bui doubtless it is comparatively old. Our main ex- 
amples are found in the Testamentum Salomonis (see 
APOCRYPHA, 14), which in its present form bears 
evidence of Christian editing, and by F. A. Bornemann 
is attributed to the time of Lactantius.2 

Seven female spirits (nva6para )  come to Solomon and 
questioned, reply : ’Weare some of the thirty-three genii of th: 
ruler of the underworld . . . and our stars are in heaven . . . 
and- we are inyoked as goddesses’ (+is Zup& Z K  ri)v rpLdmvTa 
rpiov U T O ~ X ~ L W V  rou K O U ~ O K P ~ T O P O T  708 U K ~ T O U P  . . . K a l  r& 
B m p a  ip;v Zv o;pav& e b i v  ’. . . K a t  i s  Oeal ~ahoJpcOa’ 
Fleck,3 I Z O J ) .  Afterwads come six and thirty spirits (lruclipara$ 
to Solomon, and, questioned make answer : ‘We are the thirty- 
six genii, the rulers of this’underworld, . . . since the Lord 
God has given thee power over every spirit in the air upon 
the earth and below the earth therefore w,‘ also like the rest 
of the spirits stand before thee’ (ipeis &up& r i  rpcdtcovm P$ 
uroixeia ot K O U ~ O K ~ ~ T O ~ E S  700 U K ~ T O U S  T O ~ T O U  . . . Bne& 
K J ~ L O S  b &bs EGod UOL .;lv Ztovuiau Zlrt lravrbr avsl iparop 
drpiou re K a ;  Zn~yslou a a i  xaraXBoviov, &d r&o K a i  +p& 
lraprur~psOa Z v J m 6 v  uou i s  r i  horri aveJpara). The first 
calls himself the ‘first decan of the zodiac circle’ (npiuros 
Gcravbr 705 <@L~KoB KJKAOU ; Fleck, 129f.). Plainly stoicheion 
here is absolutely synonymous with ‘god’ and ‘spirit,’ and we 
are here dealing, in part, with star-gods. Further, the usage 
of writers of the Byzantine period has to be noticed. Sophocles 
(Gyeek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine periods memorial 
edition 1888, p. 1012) gives under U T O L X ~ ~ O V  ‘geiius ‘the 
spirit Luarding a particular place or person,’ also ‘talisman, 
Theoph. Cont. 37914, Leo Gram. 287, Anon. Byz. 1209 C. 
Cp the same Lexicon also, S.W. urorXeLohdrpqs. urorp6o (‘to 
perform talismanic operations upon anything ’), u r o i x s m p a r d s  
(‘talismanic’) u7oLXeiours (‘ the performing of talismanic opera- 
tions upon anything ’), and U T O C X C L W T L K ~ S  (‘talismanic ’). Most 
instructive of all, however is the usage of modern popular 
Greek. The ordinary nam: by which the local tutelary spirits 
are designated in modern Greece is uroiyci6 (T6 t i . e . ,  U T O L X B ~ O V ,  
‘element.’4 Skarlatos de.$K6U . . :, gives the meaning ‘Karoc- 
ri&a 6aLp6vra ij r#mvr&&ara’(i6.). All sorts of urocxsia occur. 
the U T O L X E L ~  of the threshing-floor, the rock, the river, the bridge’ 
and so on (i6. 187-9); uroixaop&os may mean ‘one under th; 
protection of a uroixeid ’ (i6. 196). This employment of the 
word for ‘tutelary spirit’ is a specialisation of the more general 
meaning of ‘spirit ’ and speaks for the relative antiquity of the 
latter use ; in the ’ideas and vocabulary of the common people 
as Jacob Grimm among others has shown, the conception of a’ 
remote antiquity will often be found to survive. 

Here then is the historical line of progression from 
the original meaning of the word to that of tutelary 
spirit : member of a series, element, elemental deity, 
deity (demon, spirit), tutelary deity. 

In Gal. 43, where Paul says : I .  . . so we also, when 
we were children, were held in bondage under the ele- 
2. Gal. 439 ments of the world’ ( h r 8  78 uroixeia 700 

~bupou), and in v. g, where he says, But 

(and Pet. now that ye have come to know God, . . . 
how turn ye back again to the weak 
and beggarly elements (e‘d T& do&+ Kal 

mwx8 uroixeia) whereunto ye desire to be in bondage 
over again,’ uroixeia is taken by most interpreters as 
meaning ‘rudiments’ (so RV) in the sense indicated 
above (I a )  ; Paul is supposed to mean the crude first 
beginnings of religion in those who belong to the K ~ U ~ O S .  

Others, however, start from the meaning given in I c 
and take Paul to be speakirrg of the elements of the 
world, ‘world’ being here taken in its well-known 
ethical sense ; kosmos is the central idea ; ‘under the 
elements of the world’ ( b d  rb uTocxeia 700 K ~ U ~ O U )  

1 Dieterich (Adraxas, 61) holds that in  Wisd. 7 17 (see ahove) 
‘demon ’ is a possible rendering as well as ‘element’ ; this, how- 
ever, is not probable, the nvolirara (not ‘winds’ but ‘s~irits’) 

col. 28zo 

3 IO 12). 

. .  . I  being namedin v. 20. 
An edition 

and discussion of this hitherto much-neglected writing would 
be very welcome and, in view of recent discoveries in the field of 
xiental Greek magic most opportune. 

3 F. F. Flecki Anehota(Leipsic, 1837)=F. F. Fleck, Wissen- 
rcka ftliche Raise durch das sa2dZ. DeutscltZand. ZtaZien. SiciZien. 

2 Ztschr. f i r  die List. TheoL, 1844, Hft. 3, 15. 

Frankreich, 2 3. 

heZZenische AZterthum, 1 183 (‘71). 
Schmidt refers to Korais, ”AraKra, iii. 2 549. 

4 Bernh. Schmidt, Das VolRsIeden der Neu,Yriecken u. das 
For the history of the word 
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is merely an amplification for ‘ under the world ’ ( h r b  
7 b V  KbUpOV) .  

This last interpretation is certainly open to  the objection that 
in v. 9 only wrorxeia are mentioned whereas if K ~ U ~ O S  had been 
the main idea, we should have expdcted the shortened phrase to 
run Snb rbv . . . K ~ U , L O Y  and not i d  rk . . . wrorxeca. The  
first interpretation also, however, is not free from difficulty. In 
v. 3 it is the law, in one sense or another, that is being spoken 
o f :  this is shown by the context (cp especially v. 5 : Snb v6pov) ; 
but in v. 9 the topic is the gods of the Gentile Galatians. I t  is 
not easy to understand how Paul can here he speaking of the 
law as ‘rudiments’ after he had so shortly before been referring 
to it (324) as a ‘tutor’ (narSayoy6s) and likening it (42) to 
‘guardians and stewards’ ( M r p o n o ~  and O;KOV~,LOC) ;  nor is it 
e&;y to se,e hpw he can say of ‘rudiments’ that they are BwO~svrj 
Lac a r w p  ; a weak and beggarly ABC ’ is not a very happy 
phrase. Further, the whole context in both places points less 
to conceptions of material objects than to personal beings; see 
especially w. 9. 

In view of these difficulties, there is much to he said 
for the interpretation which takes the word in the other 
sense (see $j IC, end) of ‘ spirit,’ ‘ demon.’ Paul, in this 
view, is speaking of cosmic spiritual beings, and by them 
he understands, in v. 3 the angels by whom, according 
to 319, the law was ‘ordained,’ and in v. 9 the heathen 
,deities whom the Galatians had formerly served. Jewish 
’bondage to the law, as being bondage to angels, and 
,Gentile service of strange gods as being bondage to 
demons, are alike slavery to the powers of the world 
(die kosmischen Machte). This interpretation, the 
essence of which consists in taking u7oiXeiu as meaning 
personal powers (personliche Miichte) has been upheld 
.with a large variety of modifications by HiIgenfeld,l A. 
Ritschl,2 H ~ l s t e n , ~  K1opper.l Spitta,6 Everling,6 A. 
Dieterich,’whose allusion to ‘ all the modern theological 
commentators ’ seems hardly called for. 

It may fairly be conjectured that the phrase the ‘elements 
.of the world’ ( w r o q f i a  TO$ K ~ W ~ O V )  is a technical expression 
which does not owe its origin to Paul. ’ That it was a current 
.one seems to be indicated also by the turn of phrase in the 
Tesfamenfum Salowzonis ‘the elements, the rulers ’ (rk urorxeia 
oi K O W ~ O K ~ ~ T O ~ S F ) ,  or ‘ the elements of the ruler ’ (71 w ~ o ~ p i a  708 
K O W ~ O K ~ ~ T O ~ O ~ ) .  

In Col. 28 20, also, this last interpretation seems 
preferable to the rendering ‘elements of the world’ 
or ‘rudiments of the world.’ The context is in both 
places sjmilar to that in Gal. 43. By the u ~ o t ~ e i u  TOO 
K ~ U ~ ~ O U ,  which he brings into sharp contrast with Christ, 
Paul intends in one sense or another the law ; but he 
mentions, instead of the law, the personal cosmic powers 
standing behind the law, the angels ; whom indeed, he 
goes on expressly to name in Col. 215  as the ‘ princi- 
palities and the powers ’ ( ~ b s  dpxbs K U ~  7bs ~.$ouuius). 
We thus obtain a surprising light upon the much- 
disputed passage in Col. 218, where mention is made 
.of a ‘ worship of angels ’ (Bp?pmdu T& dyy4hwv) : by 
the ‘ angel service ’ of the Colossians he means their ‘ law 
,service ’ (cp Gal. 3 19) ; all the learned discussions about 
one particular kind of angel worship or another now 
become superfluous. 

That in z Pet. 3 IO 12 the rendering ‘ elements ’ is an 
adequate one has already been shown (5 I c). Yet it is 
not impossible that personal powers might he meant 
here also, as Spitta8 and Kuhlg suppose. The main 
,objection-that the expressions ‘ dissolve ’ and ‘ melt ’ 
*(huB7jae7ur, 7 4 K w u i )  could hardly be used of personal 
,spirits-is well met by Spitta, by a reference to the 
Test. rii. Pat?., Levi, 4 (ed. Sinker, 140). vbkre, in a 

similar way, in the description of the judgment day, it 
is said ‘the whole creation being agitated and the 
invisible spirits melting ’ ( K U ~  ? r d q s  K T ~ U ~ W S  K X O V O U ~ Q V T ~  
.KUl 7 D V  dOpd7WV ?rV€updTUV T?JKO,U&VUV). 

Literafure.-Besides the commentaries on Gal. and Col., and 
-various occasional contributions on the subject, cp Schnecken- 
burger, TheoL Jahrbb. 7 (‘48), 445-453; Kienlen, Beitr. z. d. 
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1 DerGalater6r., 1852, p. 66; ZWTh., 1858, p. gg ;  1860, p. 

2 ChrisfL Lehre von der Rechffeerfigungl3!, 2 252f. ( 89). 
3 Das E~iangeZ. des Paa lus  i 1 168f: (‘80). 
4 Der BY. a n  die KoZosseu, ;6:8 (‘82). 
6 As ahove 2 6 5 8  6 p. 70s 7 p. 61f: 

,208: 1866, p. 314. 

As above; 265fl 9 Meyer’s Komm.(6) 12 45of; (‘97). 

1 De 
,208: 1866, p. 314. 

2 ChrisfL Lehre von der Rechffeerfigungl3!, 2 252f. ( 89). 
3 Das E~iangeZ. des Paalus ,  i. 1 168f: (‘80). 

6 As ahove 2 6 5 8  6 p. 70s 7 p. 61f: 
3 6 0 8  (‘82). 

As above; 265fl 9 Meyer’s Komm.(6) 12 45of; (‘97). 
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theoZ. Wissenschaften, ed. Reuss and Cunitz (‘51) 2 133-143 ; 
Schaubach, Commentaatio qua exjonitur guid a]rocxeia 703 
K ~ W ~ O V  in NTsibioeZint, 1862; Blom, Th.T, 1883, 18 ; Ever. 
ling, Die paulinische Angelologre u. DZwzonoZogie (‘88) 6 6 8 .  
Albrecht Dieterich, Abraxas; Studien zur ReZ.-ge&k. de: 
spiifeuen AZie~fums(‘91), 6 0 8 ;  Cremer, BiM-fhed Wd~terb.(i.(B! 
[‘$, 9 0 7 8  ; E. V. Hincks, ‘The meaning of rk uroLX&a 703 
KOWWIIOV in JBL 15 (‘96) 1 8 3 8  ; Hermann Diels, Etemenfunz: 
?ne Vouarbeit z u n  piechischen und Zafeinischen Thesaums 
99. This work provides abundant material for the history .f 

UTOLXE;OY and eZemenfuin if it does not contribute anything 
really new bearing on the hblical passages. The present article 
was written before the appearance of Diel’s book ; hut, on the 
whole, it represents-as far as it comes into touch with this far 
more comprehensive work-the same ideas. 

ELEPH (q&g, Ha-eleph, ;.e., ‘ thethousand,’ Josh. 
18 28) is supposed to be a Benjamite town, and, according 
to Conder and Henderson, is the modern L i f Z ;  see, 
however, NEPHTOAH. 

E6 reads K a i  wljhsha+ [AI K .  wdasharp [L] to which apparently 
corresponds B’s wehilxav ’(variants from k-P are w$aheha$ 
q h a h e p ,  W C A ~ A ~ K  u+aAftJ ~ d a  ds$) ; Pesh. has ~ y % l > ,  perhaps 
punctuating as ‘ a  chieftain’? 

Before ‘identifying,’ it would have been well to 
examine the text. The two names before ‘Jehus’ 
in bB are K u i  U E ~ V K U V  Kui Bupeqhu-i.e. &in1 yisi  ; 
KUV is a duplication of KUL ; u e h ~  corresponds to ysy, 
Zela and Taralah therefore answer in 6” to Zelah and 
Ha-eleph in MT. Ha-eleph (which is an impossible 
name) must he a corruption of Tar’alah or rather (see 
TARALAH) of Irpeel (h~i,) ; 15~ comes straight from 

ELEPHANT (eAe&ac). The word ‘elephant’ occurs, 
outside the Auocrvuha, onlv in the AVmg. of Tab 4015 

G. A, D. 

iNB. T. K. C.  

&; BEHEMOTH [p.v., § I] and in the 
AVmg. of I I(. 1022 2 Ch. 921 (‘ele- 

references’ uhant’s teeth’) for IVORY ro.v.1. It is 
’’ 

L 1  _. 
an elephant of the Indian species that appears on the 
Black Obelisk (see below) ; but the African elephant also 
was no doubt known. 

The two species, EZejhas indicus (maximus) and E. afn-  
canus, together with such fossil forms as the Mammoth (name 
probably from Behemoth),l the Mastodon, and others, consti- 
tute the Mammalian order Proboscidea. The Indian elephant 
is now found in a state of nature, in India Burmah the Malay 
Peninsula, Akam, Cochin China, Ceylon, aAd Sumatia, frequent- 
ing the wooded districts ; its African congener lives throughout 
Africa south of the Sahara desert, but is retreating before the 
approach of civilised man. In  Pleistocene times it spread as far 
north as Europe. 

The Indian species has been domesticated since pre- 
historic times and is still largely used in the service 
of man. The male alone as a rule has tusks. The 
African elephant is, in the male, larger than the Indian, 
the ear-flaps and the eyes are larger and the forehead 
more convex, there are two finger-like processes on the 
trunk instead of one, and the pattern on the teeth is 
different ; both sexes have tusks. In temper this species 
is usually fiercer and the animal is undoubtedly more 
powerful and active than its Indian relative. 

It is certain that elephants were known to the old 
inhabitants of Egypt and Assyria, by whom they were 
sometimes hunted for the sake of their ivory and their 
hides (KB 139, Tiglath-pileser I. ; As. u. Eur. 263, 
Thotnies 111. ; Houghton, TSBA 8 7 2 3 3 ) .  There is an 
elephant among theanimals figured on the Black Obeliska 
of Shalmaneser 11. (858-824). Of course there may 
have been more than one elephant in the tribute from 
the land of Mugri ; but one was enough for the purpose 
of representation. 

Elephants in warfare first appear among the Persians. 
Darius at Arbela (331 B.c . )  employed 15 of them. 
2. Use in They were often used by the Seleucids, 
warfare frequent mention of them being made in 

the Maccabean wars (cp I Macc. 334  6 3 0  
86  1156 2 Macc. 1 1 4  1375  etc.). These elephants, 
1 The 6 may have hecome 771 through Slavonic influence. 
2 The term used for ‘elephant’in S h a h  Obel. Epigr. 111; 

Houkhton suggests the wild 
is baziafi. 
not ‘ elephant’ (Wi. KB 1151). 
buffalo. Cp IVORY. 

The word aZ-aj also occurs but in the sense of ‘ox 
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ELEUTHEROPOLIS ELHANAN 
spoken of above, besides Robinson and Porter, compare 
Lucien Gautier (Souvenir de h Terre-Sa&te, 63-67). 
He  is of opinion that such caves have been in use for 
different purposes at many periods. Elsewhere a refer- 
ence to them has been traced in a corrupt name in I K. 
410, in the original text of w-hich Mareshah may have 
been designated Beth-Horim (see BEN-HESED, § 2). 

T. K. c. 
ELEUTHERUS (eheyespoc [AKV]), a river of 

See 

ELHANAN (I?&& ' El is gracious.' § 28 ; cp Baal- 

Syria (I Macc. 117), the mod. Nahr aCKebir. 
PHOENICIA. 

hanan and Palm. j l l T h ,  IllY+v2; EACANAN 
In Sam. PA] ,  ~ A A A N A N  [LI ; Jos. &AN par .  

NE@AN]). ( I )  The slayer of Gohath ; 
one of David's warriors (ben-Jair). The M T  of z S.  
2119 reads (RV), 'And there was again war with the 
Philistines at Gob;  and Elhanan the son of Jair the 
Bethlehemite slew Goliath the Gittite, the staff of whose 
spear was like a weaver's beam.' The document to 
which the passage belongs (2 S. 2115-22, and 238-39) 
is an extract from an ancient Israelite ' roll of honour,' 
and deserves more credit than the later story which 
ascribes the slaying of Goliath to the youthful David. 

It is scarcely necessary to criticise the theory of Sayce (Mod. 
Rev. 5 1698) which is a development of Bottcher's that David 
and Elhanan &e the same person (cp Solomon-Jedi6iah). This 
is in fact precritical in its origin. The Targ. on 2 S. 21 19 states 
that Elhanan was 'David the son os Jesse, who wove the curtains 
(cp Jaare-oregim) of the sanctuary ; cp also the Targ. on I Ch. 
205 (Ehhau [B]). 

We  have next to remark that definite information as 
to the time when Elhanan slew Goliath is wanting ; in 
fact the meagreness of tradition as to the details of the 
Philistine war has excited a very natural surprise (see 
DAVID, 5 7). All that is certain is :hat David was no 
longer in the prime of life, for an exploit similar to that 
of Elhanan was performed by the king's nephew Jonathan 
( 2  S. 21 ZI), and in another episode of the same struggle 
David's warriors vowed that he should no longer en- 
counter the risk of a single combat (.. 17). 

The place where Elhanan fought is mentioned ; but 
the reading is uncertain. M T  says that it mas at GOB 
(q.v.) ; but the first of the three combats related (v. 18) 
was possibly, and the third certainly (v. zo), at Gath. 
W e  may feel sure that Gob in v. 19 is a false reading. 

The name of Elhanan's father also is slightly un- 
certain. In 2 S .  2324 I Ch. 1126 we read of ' Elhanan 
ben-Dodo, of Bethlehem.' It is true, this Elhanan is 
sometimes (e.g. in BDB ; but not in SS) distinguished 
from the slayer of Goliath: but the grounds do not 
seem to he conclusive. DODO is certainly a personal, 
JAIR (q..., ii.) may be a clan-name. It is tempting to 
suppose that the circumstance that, according to one 
tradition, Elhanan's father bore the name DODO (i.), 
facilitated the transference of Elhanan's exploit to the 
youthful David. 

The description of three out of the four single combats 
related in 2 S. 2115.22 recurs in nearly the same form 

It  is to this version (see 
v. 5) that we are indebted for a correction 

of the impossible name Jaare-oregini in 2 S .  21 19 ; the 
name should undoubtedly be read Jair ( i e .  not ? i y *  but 
?by>). The surprising appendage oregi?n ( i . e .  ' weavers ') 
IS an accidental repetition of the closing word of the verse. 
The statement of Chronicles that Elhanan ' slew Lahmi 
the brother of Goliath ' need give us no trouble. The 
words *nK .ani (Lahmi the brother of) have been intro- 
duced by the Chronicler to harmonise this passage with 
the story of David and Goliath.' At the same time the 
Chronicler omitted the statement that Elhanan was a 
Bethlehemite (beth-haZZa/zmz). Naturally enough ; for 
from the latter part of this designation he obtained the 
name which he affixed to Elhanan's giant. He would 
not however deny that the giant had some connection 

1 This, however, is denied by Klostermann 
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2. In Ch. in I Ch. 204-8. 

some of which carried towers ( I  Macc. 637f:), were 
almost certainly.of the Indian species. Special mention is 
made of the Indian driver (d ivSbs, I Macc. ib.). The 
war elephants were placed under the c,ve of a special 
officer (2 Macc. 1412). In  classical times the African 
species was tamed by the Egyptians and took part 
both in the Carthaginian wars and in the Roman shows. 
Since in recent times the natives of Africa have not 
shown sufficient ability to tame this somewhat restive 
animal it has been suggested that the Carthaginians 
imported their animals from the East; but there is 
little reason to doubt that the true E. africanus was 
employed in the Punic wars and even accompanied 
Hannihal's army across the Alps. The presence of 
African elephants in modern menageries proves that 
this species is capable of domestication and education 
in the hands of competent trainers. The elephant 
rarely breeds in captivity. 

ELEUTHEROPOLIS (EAEy&porrpAlc, ' free city,' 
with play on double meaning of P'?n, ' Horites ' and 

' free men ' ? cp Ber. rad8a, 42), the name 
bestowed about A.D. zoo by the emperor 

Septimius Severus on Betogabra, now Beit Jibrin, an 
important place in Judaea, mentioned already (see BEN- 
HESED, § 2). How central it was  appears from the fact 
that Eusebius in the Onom. often reckons the distances of 
other towns with reference to it. I t  was in fact the capital 
of a large province during the fourth and the fifth cen- 
turies of our era. It was also an episcopal city of 
Pahstina Prima (Notiti@ Ecclesiastic@, 6). In the 
Talmudic period it had a large Jewish population, and 
produced some eminent Rabbins. 

The Talmudic name is Beth-gubrin (Neuh. Ghg. IZZ&). 
The 'Doctrine of Addai' (3rd cent. A.D.) expressly refers to 
Eleutheropolis as called Bstgubrin in the Aramaic tongue 
(Nestle, PEFQ, '79, p. 138,' see ELKOSHITE, 3). The name 
Betogabra (parroyap a) is giien to it by Ptolemy (v. 16 6). It 
also appears in the du t inge r  Tables as  Betogubri and we can 
hardly he wrong in correcting, in Niese's text of Jds. BJ iv. 8 r, 
Bvrappw into Bvrayapprv. Whether the name alludes to pre- 
historic 'giants,' is beyond our knowledge. 

For some centuries the Grzco-Roman name sup- 
planted the older designation ; but when, 150 years after 
the Saracenic conquest, the city was destroyed, the latter 
revived (Reland, Pal. 222, 227 ; Gesfa Deiper Francos, 

On this site, which they called ' Gibelin' (a corruption of Ar. 
[Beth-lgehrim), the Crusaders in the twelfrh century huil! a 
castle. After the battle of Hattin (1187 A.n.), it fell for a time 
into the hands of Saladin. Retaken by Richard of England it 
was finally captured hy Bibars and remained in possession'of 
the Saracens until its destructidn in the sixteenth century; ruins 
of it still remain (see Porter, Syria and Pal., 2563). 

The site of Eleutheropolis, in spite of the minute 
definitions of early writers, passed so completely out of 
2. site. mind that Robinson had to discover it. All 

the early statements point to Beit Jibrin, 
which is now a large village, N. of Mer'ash, situated in 
a little nook or glen in the side of a long green valley. 
Near it hegin the famous caverns, to the excavation of 
which the limestone of the adjoining ridges was very 
favourable. W e  may not follow the Midrash which 
ascribes their origin to the HORITES [q...]; but the 
antiquity of their use can hardly be doubted. 

Jerome already noticed their wide extent (Comm. in 
06ad. l), in which indeed they rival the catacombs of 
Rome and Malta. They have been explored by Robin- 
son, and more fully by Porter, who compares them to 
' subterranean villages.' 

Eleutheropolis, or Beth-gubrin, stands in close histori- 
cal connection with MARESHAH ( q . ~ . ) .  G. A. Smith 
has put this in a very forcible way (HG 233). If from 
the first to the sixteenth centuries Beit Jibrin ( = Eleu- 
theropolis) has been prominent, and Mareshah forgotten, 
we may infer that the population moved under com- 
pulsion from the one site to the other. On the caves 

1 At all events there seems a close resemblance between nu k 
and n&u the Ethiopic and Indian words respectively 6r 
elephan; (Meyer, GA 1226). 
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ELI ELIAB 
who is the only link to connect Eli with Ithamar, is an 
ambiguous personage, whose name has arisen from a 
textual corruption (see ABIATHAR, end), and it is evident 
that the priestly genealogy in I Ch. 5 f: merely en- 
deavours to show that the sons of Zadok derived their 
origin in an unbroken line of descent from Aaron. The 
book of Chronicles wholly ignores the priesthood of Eli. 

[So much at.any rate is indisputable-that in the 
pre-regal period the family of Eli discharged priestly 
functions at the sanctuary of Shiloh. That it had a 
levitical connection is implied in the name of Phinehas 
borne by one of Eli's sons (HOPHNI is only a variation 
of this), and also in I S. 227-36. Eli's sons, however, 
do not appear to have entered into the original tradition ; 
they are only introduced in the interests of later theory. 
That Eli belonged to the family of Moses is at any rate not 
impossible. The explanation of HOPHNI as an outgrowth 
Of PHINEHAS leads to the suggestion that for ?Sy, ' Eli,' we 
should perhaps read iiysw, ' Eliezer '=iy\t ,  ' Eleazar.' 
Eleazar and Eliezer are both Levite names, though the 
former is the ordinary name of the father of Phinehas.] 
See further LEVITES, PRIEST, ZADOK, 5 2s As HELI 
( I )  Eli comes into the genealogy of Ezra (2  Esd. 1 I ) .  

W. R. S.-T. K. C .  

ELI, ELI, LAMA SABACHTHANI, and Eloi, 
Eloi, Lama Sabachthani. The last words of Jesus 
(=  Ps. 22 I [z]) according to Mt. 27 46, Mk. 15 34 ; 
followed by a translation, ' My God, my God, why hast 
thou forsaken me.' Evang. Pet., however, gives (ch. 5 ) ,  
[' And the Lord cried out. saying] My power, my power, 
thou hast forsaken me '  (4 Gltvapis pou, + Gltraprs, 
Ka7EIXer$(is p ~ ) , ~  which is quite different. The number 
of various readings of the text of Mt. and Mk. is sur- 

with Goliath and so he (or his authority) made Lahmi 
Goliath's brother. All this is to be regarded not as 
consbious depravation of the text, but as a supposed 
restoration of what must have been the historical fact. 
The only way to avoid this conclusion would be to 
assume that Lahmi was derived from the names of the 
gods Lahamu. L a m u ,  mentioned at the beginning of 
the Babylonian epic of creation (Jensen, KosmoZogie, 
268, 274 ; cp RP(2), 1133). already brought into con- 
nection (not unplausibly) with the name Bethlehem by 
Tomkins (PEFQ, 1885, p. 112). For other discussions 
of this subject see Ewald, Hist. 3 70 ; Stade, Gescfz. 1228 ; 
Kohler, BiJL Gercfz. ii. 1294 ; Che. Aids t o  Criticism, 
IO 81 125. Compare Driver, TBS, 272 ; Budde and 
Kittel in SBOT. See also GOLIATH. 

2. One of David's ' thirty'  heroes ; mentioned second on the 
list (ben Dodo). 2 S. 23 24 T Ch. 11 26. Perhaps the same as  
no. I above. It'is very improbable that David had two warriors 
of equal rank, both named Elhanan, and both Bethlehemites. 
Compare the case of SIBBECHAI (the slayer of Saph), also given 
in the list of the 'thirty' ; cp Jos. A d .  vii. 122. 

ELI (hg, 'high,' 5 49 ; cp Palm. thy, and Nab. 
?&, ' El is high,' and the numerous Sab. names com- 

T. K. c. 

pounded with 959 [cp Ges. ('l) ad Zoc.] ; the 
History* un-Hebraic character of the nanies Eli, 

Hophni, and Phinehas may be remarked ; H A E I  [BAL], 
but HAEI ,  I S. 19 [A], 411 [A* vid], and heyel, 143 
LBA]), priest of Yahw& at the temple of Shiloh, the 
sanctuary of the ark, and at the same time judge over 
Israel-an unusual combination of offices, which must 
have been won, by signal services to the nation in his 
earlier years, though in the account preserved to u s  he 
appears in the weakness of extreme old age, unable to 
control the petulance and rapacity of his sons, Hophni 
and Phinehas ( I  S. 1-4 143 I I<. 227). While the central 
authority was thus weakened, the Philistines advanced 
against Israel, and gained a complete victory in the great 
battle of EBENEZER [p.v., I], where the ark was taken, 
and Hophni and Phinehas slain. On hearing the news 
Eli fell from his seat and died. According to MT be 
was ninety-eight years old, and had judged Israel for 
forty years ( I  S. 4 1518). 6 gives but twenty years in 
v. 18, and seems not to have read v. 15, which is either 
a gloss or the addition of a redactor (cp SBOT, ad Zoc. ). 

After these events the sanctuary of Shiloh appears 
to have been de'stroyed by the Philistines (cp Jer. 7, and 
see SHILOH), and the descendants of Eli with the whole 
of their clan or e father's house ' subsequently appear 
as settled at NOB (I S. 211 [z], 22118, cp 143). The 
massacre of the clan by Saul, with the subsequent de- 
position of the survivor Abiathar from the priestly office 
( I  I<. 2 27), is referred to in a prophetic passage of deuter- 
onomistic origin, such as might (the narrator thought) 
have been uttered in the days of Eli ( I  S. 2 2 7 8  3 1 1 8 ;  
see Bu. SSOT).  

Now Zadok (from whom the later high priests claimed 
descent), who appears in I Ch. 6 r 2  [538] as the lineal 

descendant of Aaron through Eleazar and 
p r ~ s ~ ~ o d ,  Phinehas, was not of the house of Eli 

( I  K. 2 27-35) ; and in I Ch. 24 Ahime- 
lech, son of Abiathar, is reckoned to the sons of Ithamar, 
the younger branch of the house of Aaron. Hence the 
traditional view that in the person of Eli the high-priest- 
hood was temporarily diverted from the line of Eleazar 
and Phinehas into that of Ithamar (cp Jos. Ant. v. 115  
viii. 13, and for the fancies of the Rabbins on the cause 
of this diversion, Selden, De Succ. in Pontzs, lib. i. 
cap. 2). This view, however, is at direct variance with 
the passage in I S. 2 which represents Eli's 'father's 
house' or clan as the original priestly family, and pre- 
dicts the destruction or degradation to an inferior 
pOSiti6n of the whole of this ' father's house,' not merely 
the direct descendants of Eli. Ahimelech, moreover, 

1 The place-names of Palestine must in many cases have an 
origin very different from what the later inhabitants supposed, 
and a primitive divine name, famous in Babylonian mythology, 
is likely to have found a record in Palestine. 
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Jve 
eAwi: Treg. prefers ~ A L ;  in Mt., rho1 in Mk.; Ti. and Zahn 
prefer q A a  in Mt., sAor in Mk. For the verb all agree in adopt- 
ing uaSax0avei (Zahn - V L .  an unimportant variation). 

Epiphanius (Haw. 6968) remarks on Mt. 2746 that 
the words TAL TAL were spoken by Jesus in Hebrew, the 
rest of the passage in Syrian. 

Lagarde, too (GGA, '81, 3?g), referred to this passage as 
proving the systematic correction to which even our oldest MSS 
had been subjected. Certainly eAwL (or, more completely 
Aramaic, shai', or aAai') is what we should have expected : but 
in citing a passage like this it was not unnatural to use the well- 
known Hebrew term !7! '&? 

Dalman, who holds this 'word from the cross' to be 
historical, thinks that Jesus most probably used the 
Hebrew form ('e%), just because it is a little less obvious. 

The variation {a+Oaver3 in D Lat. both in Mt. and in Mk. 
is very singular. uapaXOavac is good Aramaic = 3?e?qV. 
<a+Oavsi, or rather a<a+tJavec, is a Hebrew substitute for the 
Aramaic verb, due to one who wished to make the whole 
passage a quotation from the Hebrew. The original reading 
a<aqMavet was presumably altered into {a+tJavrr = ,Jn>p(rendered 
AvelG~ualF p e  in cod. D., Mk. 1534) by scribes who only uuder- 
stood Syriac. See Chase, Syvo-Lat. Text o f t h e  Gospels, 107, 
1Th.S 1278, and Exp. T 11 334J 

ELIAB (IY'iF, ' God,' or I my God is father,' 3 25 ; 

I. b. Helon, prince of Zebulun (Nu. 1 9  2 7  72429 
10 16). 

2. b. PALLU (p .v . ) ,  father of Nemuel, Dathan, and 
Abiram (Nu. 16  I 12 2 6 8  Dt. 11 6). 

3. Son of Jesse and brother of David. According to 
I S. 1 6 6  I Ch. 213 he was'the eldest son of Jesse (:p 
1713 28). In I Ch. 2718 mention is made of a certain 
ELIHU (p .v . ,  2)  as one of the brethren of David (this 
name is inserted by Pesh. in I Ch. 2 13 and occupies the 
seventh place, David being eighth). Elihu, however, is 

1 In  Mt. 8.6 pow Bed pow,  h a d  [2va T;, WH] ps &fra'r6Aiaer 
[Ti. WH] ; in Mk. 6 Beos pow b BE& pov,  ELF ~i ;yxaT6Ahrrri pe  
[Ti. WH]. 

2 Syriac (Pesh., Sin Hcl.) in Mt. gives the words of the 
exclamation alone, but'!" Mk. adds a translation as in the Gk. 

3 The transliteration of 3 by + before 0 is analogous to that 
0f.p by ,y In uapa,yOaveL. 

T. K. C. 

CP 5cPt?y ; eh[~] ibB  [BANI,]). 

See Dalm. Gmnz. 304. 
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ELIADA 
undoubtedly a variant for Eliab; so @BAL and Jer. 
Quast., ad Zoc. His daughter ABIHAIL (q.v., 4) is 
mentioned in 2 Ch. 1118 (Ehrav [B]), where, however, 
' Eliab b. Jesse ' may be incorrect (see ITHREAM, 
MICHAL). 

4. b. Nahath, a Kohathite, a descendant of Korah (I Ch.6 27 
[m] BAL). In o. 34 1191 the name appears as  ELIEL (T.u., 5), 
and in I S. 1 I as  ELIHU ( g . ~ . ,  2). 

5.  One of David's warriors ; I Ch. 129 (see DAVID, 5 TI [dl 
iii.). 

6. A Levite porter and singer; I Ch. 1518 (sh'apa [BNP)], 
ehrpa [N*I), 15 20 16 5. 

7. b. Nathaniel, an  ancestor of JUDITH, Jud. 81 (cvap 
IN]). 

ELIADA (yT$& J 32, God knows,' or ' whom El 
deposits,' see BEELIADA ; also a Sabean name [Halkvy] ; 
E A E I A A  [Bl, -hiah. [AL]). 

I. A son of DAVID [q.v. S II d(p)], 2 S. 5 16 (paahatpa0 [BA], 
-hiha@ [Ll); I Ch. 38 (ehrda [A]). In  I Ch. 147 he is called 
BEELIADA (g.v.)-his true name. 

2. A Benjamite captain, temp. Jehoshaphat (2 Ch. 17 17). 
3. AV Eliadah, father of REZON, I K. 11 23 (AraSae [AI 

om. BL). 
Hebrew translation of the Aram. name &xu, TABEEL (I). 

Winckler ( A l f .  Unt. 74) sup oses that the name is A 

ELIADAS (ahiaAac [BA]), I Esd. 928=Ezra 1027, 

ELIADUN, RV ILIADUN ([€]ihlaAoy~ [BAL]), 

ELIAH (?I$%). I. Ezra 1 0 ~ 6  AV, RV ELIJAH, 3. 
2. I Ch. 827 AV, RV ELIJAH, 4. 

ELIAHBA (K??!)& ' God hides ' or ' protects,' 5 30 ; 
cp HABAIAH, JEHUBBAH ; but compound names where 
an imperf. follows a divine name are rare and chiefly 
late : cp Gray, HPNzr7,  who suggests K7Q$W), the 
Shaalbonite (see SHAALBIM), one of David's 'thirty' ( 2  S. 
1332 EMACoy [B], E A I A B  [AI, cahaBaf3 [L]; I Ch. 
1133 C ~ M A B A  [Bl, EAM. [HI, aAiaBa [AI, -AiB. [L1).2 

ELIAKIM (P9?$v, 'God establishes,' $3 31, 52 ; 
G~IAK[E] IM CBKAQrLl). 

ELIOENAI, 5. 

I Esd. 558. See MADIABUN. 

I. h. Hilkiah, a governor of the palace, and 'grand vizier' 
under Hezekiah (2 K. 18 18 19 2 Is. 36 q 22 37 2). See RAB- 

ELIEL 
*eturns ' (or ' turns ') ; cp Is. 528, and prop. name 
  AS HUB, old Aram. 2nlDK, 'Assur returns,' CZS 3, 

SHAKEH SHERNA; 
2. b. josiah ( z  K. 23 34 2 Ch. 364). 
3. A priest in the procession at  the dedication of the wall (see 

See JEHOIALIM. 

EZRA, ii. 5 13 g), Neh. 12 41 (ehcaKip [Nc.a ma.], om. BN*A). 
4. h. Ahiud ' Mt. 113 (&hiaKalp [Ti. WH]) and 
5.  b. Meleal (Lk. 330), in the genealogy'of Joseph. 

GENEALOGIES ii., § 3. 
See 

ELIALI ( E A I A A E I C  [BIZ ~AiaAsi [AI. CP ElieL I Ch. 
820?), I Esd. 934=Ezra 1038, BINNUI, 5. 

ELIAM (Pg 9 ,  5vz K ,  J 46, ' God is kinsman' ; cp AMMIEL 
and Phoen. P Y h  YCIS 11, no. 147, Z. 161; ~ A I A B  
[BAL]). 
I. h. Ahithophel the Gilonite (see GILOH); one of David's 

heroes; 2 S. 23 34 (oufhaQ [AI, o Bahaap [Ll)=r Ch. 11 34 
(where 'Eliam the son of' is omitted before 'Ahijah the Pelonite, 
itself a corrupt reading ; see AHITHOPHEL, end), and perhaps 
the same as z (below). 

2. Father of Bathsheba (2 S. 11 3 ; called in I Ch. 3 5 AMMIEL, 
apiqh [BA], qha [Ll). See AHITHOPHEL. 

3. Possibly to be restored for ANIAM (4.v.). 

ELIAONIAS ( ~ A I ~ U N I A C  [A]), I Esd. 831=Ezra 

ELIAS ( H A E I M ) ,  Mt. 1 1 1 4  AV, RV ELIJAH ( p . ~ . ) .  
ELIASAPH (qB)y, ' God increases ' [;.e., the 

I. b. DEUEL or REUEL (2); chief of Gad ; Nu. 114 (-Qav [Ll), 

2. b. LAEL; chief of Gershon (Nu. 324). 

ELIASHIB (2'!$!?4, ; .e. ,  'God brings back,' JJ 31, 
62, 82 ; but QSL except in no. I reads 2IE">K, ' God 

1 In all the Aramaic inscriptions only two examples of this 
form occur, viz. p*& and i"&y>, hoth Palrnyrene. 

2 For these forms cp Marq. Fund. 20 who shows that the 
initial u is in each case due to the foliowing uahapavr, and 
that the p) is a corruption from ha ( M = h A ) ;  thus fpauov, 
uapapa, etc., stand for fhaapou (=~j&), ahaapa, etc. 
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843 ELIEHOENAI, 2. 

family'l, §I 27. 44 ; aA[~]icp@ [BAFL]). 

2 14 (-+[ad [Ll), 742 47 1020. 

[IO. 36, and Sab. ? K i l n ,  Hal. 485;  sAiacoyB [L], 
E A [ E I I ~ C E I B  [AKBI). 

I. A descendant of Zerubbabel : I Ch. 324 ( a u 4  rB1. . . . - - .  
~hrau. [L]). 

[duapisr [B]). 
2. Eponym of one of the priestly courses : I Ch. 2412 

3. High priest in list of wall-builders (see NEHEMIAH, $ 13, 
EZRA, ii. $5 16111, 15 d),  Neh. 31 (Eh(f)Luoup [BNA]); 3203 
[~qb ' -d ( s )~uovp  [B], -arhsmov and -aLhLuou,B [N], -<ha auuaup 
and -ehiauou@ [AI ah- [Ll) mentioned in pedigree of Jaddua 
(see EZRA, ii. $ 6 6) 12  TO (shcaurp [HI). In Neh. 10 he is not 
mentioned among t i e  signatories t o  the covenant. 

4, 5 ,  and 6. A singer, Ezra 1024 (sh(e)rua+ [BNA]).=I Esd. 
924, AV ELEAZURUS, RV Eliasibus (ehiauepos [Bl, - L ~ O F  [AI); 
one of the b'ne Zattu, Ezra 1027 (d(e))~voup [BA], F ~ L U O U  [N]) 
= I  Esd. 928 ELISIMUS, RV Eliasimus (ch(c)'au(s)qms [BA]); 
and one of the B'ne Bani, Ezra 1036 (eharaua+ [B])=r Esd. 
934, ENASIBUS (wau(e)$os [BA], Xfhiauovp [I.]); all in list of 
those with foreign wives (see EZRA I., $! 5, end). 

ELIASIS (~Aiacsic [BA]), I Esd. 934=Ezra 1037, 

ELIATHAH (3&$, in I Ch. 2527 3$$ ; § 35 ; 
JAASAIJ. 

cp, however, HEMAN ; Hhiea [L]). 
A 'son of Heman,' the name of the twentieth of the classes of 

temple singers, I Ch. 254 (qhida0 [B], fAhraBa [A]), also o. 27 
(arpaBa [Bl, EchaB [AI; Pesh. c&, i.e., Elia6; Jerome, 
Qurpst., Eliba); but see HEMAN. 

ELIDAD (T$?V, J 2 8 ;  ~ A A A A  [BAFL]), a Ben- 
jnmite prince, Nu. 3421,f P). The name seems 
traditional (cp ELDAD) ; its meaning is disputed. 
Some connect it, like BILDAD and BEDAD, with the 
divine name Dad ( = Ramman) ; thus it would mean 
' Dad is (the clan's) god' : the name Dad-ilu is borne 
by a king bf the land of Kaska (Schr. COT1244f: ; 
Del. Pay. 298). However, Elidad may also mean ' God 
has loved I ; cp Sab. ~ R T T ~ ,  D. H. Muller, ZDMG, 1883, 
p. 15 ; and see NAMES, J 28. Incidentally this avoids 
the apparent incongruity of giving a heathen name to 
an Israelite ; but heathen names such as Elidad, Hur, 
Ash-hur, Ash-bel(?), may have been borne by men 
who knew nothing of the heathen gods whose names 
entered into their own, or who at any rate did not 
worship them (cp MORDECAI, I). Gray's explanation 
(Hi", 61) ' a  kinsman (uncle) is God' seems less 

P I  

probable ; see DOD [NAMES WITH]. T. K .  C. 

ELIEHOENAI (so RV ; yyinhy ; also written 
'JWh ; the spelling in MT may be intended to 
emphasise a particular view of the meaning of the 
name ; for the [probably] true name see ELIOENAI). 

I. AV ELIOENAI (ehrova's [Bl -oqvaL [AI -ova' [LI). A 
Korahite Levite, one of the doorkgepers of the )sanctuary, I Ch. 
26 3. 

2. AV ELIHOENAI (ehava [BL], -6aav. [AI) one of the 
b'ne Pahath-Moah in Ezra's caravan (see EZRA i.', $ z ; ii., 5 15 
[I] d); Ezra 84=1Esd. 831, ELIAONIAS (ehcahwvcas [Bl, -awu. 
[A], chava [L]). Compare ELIOENAI. 

ELIEL (hh, E A [ E ] L ~ A  [BAL]); a man's name 
somewhat frequent in Chronicles, but not found else- 
where in the OT. It  means ' My God is El,' § 38 ; or, 
perhaps, ' E l  is God.' In I Ch. 634[19] Eliel is sub- 
stituted for Elihu ( =  ' He [Yahw&] IS God '). Both 
names are virtually identical with Elijah ( '  Yahwk is 
God,' or, 'my God'). Compare the royal name 
Iluma-ilu, ' Ilu is god,' where the second ilu takes 
the place of this king's special deity (KB 384, Hommel, 
AHT 1 . 9 3 ) .  

I .  'The Mahavite' [p.o.] (0'!7.?:! ; h[elcqh [BNI, iehcqh [AI, 
csqh [L]), one of David's warriors (I Ch. 1146t), and 

2. Another of David's warriors (6aheqh [Bl, ahrqh [AI), 
I Ch. 1147.t 

3. A Manassite prince (I Ch. i2 and st). 
4 .  In a genealogy of BENJAMIN (57.7,., 5 g ii. 8) : h. Shimei, 

I Ch. 8, and ( f h ~ ~ h [ f ] c  [BA]), v. 2o.t b. Shashak (ehqh 
[BAN 22 t 

5. A Kohathite (chcap [L]), I Ch. 634 [19]. Cp ELIAB [+I, 
ELIHU 2. 

6. A'Gadite, one of David's warriors; perhaps identical with 

See DAVID 5 II a ii. 
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2. b. Tohu, in the genealogy of Samuel (I  S. 11 

+LOU [B], E ~ X L  [L]). Samuel’s pedigree, however, is coni- 
posite (see JEROHAM [I], TOHU), and Elihu of the clan 
of Tahan (so, for Tohu ; cp EPHRAIMi., § 12) corresponds 
to ELKANAH [q. v . ,  I] of the clan of Jerahmeel (so for 
Jeroham). In I Ch. 627[12] Elihu is called ELIAB 
(P.v. ,  4) and in I Ch. 634 [19] Eliel ( q . ~ . ,  6 )  ; whilst 
conversely ELIAB (q.v., 3 ) ,  David‘s eldest brother, 
seems to be called Elihu in I Ch. 2718, where @5*I- 

reads Eliab. Perhaps some early divine name has 
been excised (in various ways) by editors ; the name, 
e.g., may have been Elimelech (cp REGEM-MELECH 
beside KAAMIAH), and it is probable that this, rather 
than Elkanah, was the true name of Samuel’s father. 
So Marq. Fund. I Z J  

3. A Manassite, one of David‘s warriors; I Ch. 1220 [zr] 
(dhrgov8 [BNI, E ~ L O U ~  [AI). See DAVID 5 11, a iii. 

4. A porter of the temple, I Ch. 26 7 (WYOV 161). 

ELIJAH, in Mt. 11 14 AV, ELIAS (9 il$ > K ,_ [sixty-three 
times], 5 38, or, as in 2 K. 1 3  4 8 rz  and in  Mal. 3 23 

(45) ,  n:>? ; i.e., ‘ Yahwi: is God,’ cp Joel ; ~A[e]l&c 
[BAL, Ti. WH]) was among the greatest and most 
original of the Hebrew prophets ; indeed it is in him that 
Hebrew prophecy first appears as a great spiritual and 
ethical power, deeply affecting the destiny and religious 
character of the nation. He lived and worked under 
Ahab (circa 875-853), contending with heroic courage 
for Yahwi: as the sole god of Israel, and refusing to 
make any terms with plans favoured at the royal court 
for uniting the worship of the national god with that of 
the Tyrian Baal. Thus he’vindicated the true character 
of the religion of Israel, and is not unworthy of a place 
by the side of Moses. We  shall be better able to appre- 
ciate his position, however, when we have examined the 
legendary narratives in which his history is enshrined. 

I. In I K. 17-19 we have a varied and singularly 
vivid account of his conflict with the foreign Baal- 

It is from the hand of one who =. 17-19. was a subject of the northern kingdom, 
and must therefore have written before the 

conquest of Samaria in 722 B.C. Otherwise in mention- 
ing Beer-sheba (193) he would scarcely have taken the 
pains to tell his readers that it belonged to Judah, or at 
least would not have expressed himself in that way. 
Again the type of his religious thought is clearly older 
than that of Hosea or even Amos. Not only does he 
speak, or make his hero speak, with reverence of 
YahwB’s altars in N. Israel (1910), but, in spite of 
abundant occasion, he makes no protest against that 
worship of Yahwi: under the accepted symbol of an ox, 
which provoked Hosea’s bitter scorn. Accordingly, we 
may acquiesce in Kuenen’s suggestion (Und. i. 225)  
that he may have flourished in the ninth century, within 
a generation or two at furthest from the lifetime of 
Elijah. Only we must allow time for the creative work 
of popular fancy and the rise of partial misconception 
as to the points at issue in the deadly struggle. 

The narrative has been mutilated at the beginning, 
and hence the abruptness with which the prophet 
appears on the scene : otherwise we might have attri- 
buted to dramatic art the sudden introduction, adapted 
as it is to the meteor-like character which Elijahs appear- 
ances preserve throughout. The story must have begun 
with some account of the quarrel and its origin in 
Ahab’s religious innovations ; but the editor of the Book 
of Kings had already given an account of Ahabs de- 
fection (1629-34) in his own way and naturally refrained 
from explaining the matter over again in the words of 
the older document which he used. Hence Elijah of 
Tishbeh in Gilead 171 : but cp JABESH [i.]) 
is brought at once before us as if we were already familiar 
with him and with his cause.l H e  confronts the king 

1 [The statement that Elijah was ‘of the inhabitants (rather 
‘sojourners’) of Gilead’ is vague and improbable. Either w; 
must read ‘of Tishbeh in Gilead,’or else (cp JABESH i., I) the 

1. Date of worship. 
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or ( 2 ) ;  hut the name is rh[~]~afl in BA though chi+ in L 
8. k son of Hebron, one of David’s Levites (svvp, -vh [B], 

9. One of Hezekiah‘s Levites (~f[f]cqh [BA]), z Ch. 31 13.t 

ELIENAI(’3’!j’$F ; otherwisevocalisedas ELIOENAI), 

9, ii. p) ; 
I Ch. 8 2 0  (eAiwAiaa [B], -WENAI [A], H A I U N ~ I  [L]). 

ELIEZER (?Tig*!Y, ‘God of help,’ or ‘God (or, 
‘my God’) is a helper’ ; see ELEAZAR ; eA[e]lezep 
[BAKL]). 

I. Abraham’s chief slave and steward (Gen. 152). 
The clause in which he is referred to is a piece of 
E’s work and perhaps originally followed v. 3a (Bu.). 
It  states that Abram’s most trusted servant, in lieu 
of a son, would inherit his property (cp I Ch. 2345) .  
It  should be noticed, however, that the other narrator 
(J) does not give the name Eliezer (see 24z), and the 
text is evidently in some disorder. The most probable 
way of emending seems to be to read 2 1 ~  * h ~  
‘ and my tent-dwelling will be deserted ’ (see Che. Ex$. 

( I C ~  12rr).t 

-vA, avahqp [NIX I C ~ .  159 1I. t  

Cp ELIAB, and see DAVIU, $ TI a iii. 

b. Shimei in a genealogy of BENJAMIN (q.v.,  

T., 1147 [oct. ,991). 
Kalisch thought that the full name of the steward was 

Dammesek Eliezer and RV implies the same theory. Gram- 
matically the rendering ‘is Dammesek Eliezer’ (BDL, ? d ~ o s  
AapacKbs Ehrf<fp) is no doubt inevitable ; but how absurd I t  is I 
The text, therefore, must be incorrect. The words ?et! Nla, 
‘he (or it) is Damascus,’ are taken by some to be an intrusive 
marginal gloss on the word ?VQ which the glossator misunder- 
stood (although it is difficult to see how he would have construed 
+nq p w m  u>a). So, long ago, Hitzig and Tuch; unfortunately 
the existence of a word pwn (or Tun) ‘possession’ is extremely 
doubtful. Ball’s rendering ‘and he who will possess my house 
is a Damascene-Eliezer,’ is not much more plausible than 
that of Hitzig. See Ex$. T., Z.C. T. K. C .  

2. Second son of Moses and Zipporah (Ex. ~ z z ) ,  so 
called because ‘ the God of my father was niy help ’ 
(184).  The Chronicler assigns him an only son 
Rehabiah (I Ch.2315 17 26255) .  See ELEAZAR ( I ) ,  n. 

3 A prophet b. Dodavah of Mareshah temp. Jehoshaphat : 
z dh. 2037 ( r h r h a  [R]). Gray (HPN 2;s) suggests that the 
name may have been derived from a good historical record; 
but the prophets of Chronicles are often of such doubtful 
historicity that the suggestion seems hazardous. Was not thq 
name more probably suggested by ‘ Eleazar b. Dodai (or Dodo) 
in 2s. 239 rCh. l l r z ?  SeeEiEnzA~(3) .  

4. A Reubenite ‘prince’(1 Ch. 2716). 
5.  A Benjamite (BENJAMIN, 5 g, ii. a), I Ch. 78. 
6. A Levite (I Ch. 1524). 
7, 8, and 9. A priest, Ezra 10rs=1  Esd. 919, ELEAZAR [7] 

(&a<apos [BA]); a Levite, Ezra IO23 (ehmcap [Nl)=~Esd. 923 
JONAS [zl (Lwavas [Bl, iwvas [AI); and an Israelite, b. Harim : 
Ezra lO31=1 Esd. 932 ELIONAS [z ]  (dio8as [B], -was [A]), in 
list of those with foreign wives (see EZRA i., 5 5 end). 

IO. Headoffamily, temp. Ezra(seeEmAi., $ z ;  ii., 8 ~ ~ [ r l d ) ,  
Ezra 8x6 (&a<ap [BA])=I Esd. 843, ELEAZAR [SI (-pas). 

11. Son of Jorim, in the genealogy of Jesus (Lk. 329 ehre<rp 
[Ti. WH]). See GENEALOGIES ii., § 3. 

ELIHOENAI (+>*u\il;$$), Ezra 8 4  AV, RV ELIE- 

ELIHOREPH (l$?a ; eAia@ [Bl. ~ N A ~ E @  [AI, 
eAi&B [L] ; true name perhaps Elihaph [cp @I, L e . ,  
‘ God is Haph ’ [ =Apis, see ApIs1, of which Elihoreph 
may be an alteration on religious grounds; cp Ahi- 
shahar, from Ahi-hur? so Marquart), one of Solomon’s 
‘scribes,’ son of Shisha ( I  K. 43). The text of 
vv. 1-20, however, is in much disorder, and v. 3 needs 
emendation. Y; z promises a list of ‘ princes.‘ The 
first prince (v. z) is Azariah, son of the priest Zadok. 
The next should be ‘ Elihoreph’ (Elihaph?) and Ahijah 
sons of Shavsha the secretary ’ (Klost. ). See SHAVSHA. 

ELIHU (K$?(e , l  ‘God is He’  [Yahwe]; eAloy 

I. One of the interlocutors of the Book’ of JOB 

HOENAI ( 2 ) .  

T. K. C. 

[AL],,-in Job -c [BK.4C]). 

(6V.B § 9). 

1 The final N is omitted in I Ch. 267 (Kt.), 2718 (Kt.), and 
once or twice in JOB. 
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with a message from YahwB ' before whom he stands ' in 
constant service. No rain or dew is to fall for ' these 
years ' save at the prophet's will or declaration. Straight- 
way the scene changes to a lonely wstdy called Cherith (?) 
(so most ; hut see CHERITH). Here, in or near the wild 
and pastoral land of his birth, Elijah is shielded for a 
time from the famine which followed the drought. 
Ravens, forgetting their natural voracity, bring him 
bread and flesh morning and evening. Thus his supply 
of food was constant and beyond the needs of life in the 
East, where flesh is eaten only on festal occasions. In 
time, however, the stream of water fails, and Elijah at 
the bidding of his God passes beyond YahwB's land to 
Zarephath, a Phcenician city to the S. of Sidon (but 
here again the name and sitnation of Elijah's place of 
refuge is disputable : see ZAREPHATH). At the gate 
of the city, where markets were held and remnants 
might be strewed about, a widow, who worshipped 
YahwB' (I K. 17 12 24). was gathering sticks. Water 
she gives at the prophet's request, but being asked 
for bread, protests that she has but a handful of meal 
and a little oil, with which she is about to prepare for 
her son and herself the last food they will ever eat. 
Finally, however, she does the prophet's bidding and is 
rewarded by the fulfilment of his promise that neither 
meal nor oil shall fail while the drought lasts. Nay, 
when her son dies, not of famine but of natural sickness, 
the ' &an of God ' bending over the corpse brings back 
by his prayer the life which had fled. 

Elijah returns to Israel at the divine command and 
meets the prefect of the palace, Obadiah. This courtier, 

' feared YahwB' and had saved the 
2' The 'Ontest ::heos of a hundred prophets from the 

fury of Ahab's queen, was engaged like 
his royal master in seeking fodder for Ahab's horses and 
mules. He falls down in reverence before the prophet, 
but refuses to consent to let Ahab know where Elijah is, 
till the prophet has sworn that he will keep his tryst, 
instead of suffering himself, after his work is finished, to 
be carried away by the spirit of YahwB and thus leave 
Obadiah to bear the brunt of Ahab's disappointment. 
' Is it thou,' says Ahab, ' thou troubler of Israel? ' ' I 
have not troubled Israel,' is the fearless answer, 'hut 
thou and thy father's house, in that ye have forsaken 
YahwB and thou hast followed the Baalim.' Thereupon 
Elijah, the solitary champion of YahwA, challenges the 
450 prophets of Baal ( '  the 400 prophets of the Asherah ' 
have been added by an interpolator in 18 19 and in the 
BRL text of z. 22) to a memorable contest (see CARMEL, 
5 3 ; DANCING, One bullock is to be laid on the 
wood for Baal, another for YahwA, and the god who 
without human aid kindles the fire of his sacrifice is to 
be ' the God '-Le.,  the sole recognised God of Israel. 
In vain Baal's prophets invoke him with wild dances 
and cries, and gash themselves with knives to appease 
the burning fury of the sun-god, while Elijah mocks 
their pains. Then they desist and at Elijah's prayer 
the lightning of YahwB consumes the victim on his 
altar and 'licks up ' the water which had been poured 
over and round the altar to enhance the marvel. Baal's 
prophets are slain by the Kishon, and now that the 
heart of the people is ' turned back,' the rain will come. 

Already the prophet listens in spirit to its welcome splash. 
As yet in spirit only. H e  crouches down on Carmel with his 
face between his knees, and his servant, sent to look seawards 
from the highest point, returns six times, and can but report 
that 'there i s  nothing.,' The seventh time he sees a cloud 'as 
small as a man's hand. Soon the heavens are black the king 
drives at full speed to Jezreel, fleeing before the te&or of the 
storm. Borne bv YahwB's hand. Eliiah runs on foot the whole 

with *habe 

5). 

whole description must he read thus 'Elijah the Jaheshite, of 
Jabqsh in Gilead' (Klost.). The l a t td i s  the more probable view. 
I n  either case, the second part of the description seems to be a 
gloss.] 
1 [It is usual to suppose that the widow was of a strange 

religion ; so e.g. Strachan in Hastings DB 1688 h. This, a t  
any rate, cannot be proved by her wAds 'Yahwi: thy God,' 
which are merely an acknowledgment of the superior religious 
standing of the prophet (I S. 1630 2 K. 194).] 
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distance of something like 16 m. but, true to his Bedouin in- 
stincts, refrains from entering the &. 

The momentary triumph at Carmel does but fan the 
persecuting zeal of Jezebel; and Elijah sets out for 
Horeb, as if YahwB had forsaken his land and with- 
drawn to his ancient dwelling-place. In the wilderness 
beyond Beersheba (see MIZRAIM, 26) ,  weary and 
desperate, he sits down under one of the retem bushes 
(the retem is a species of broom ; see JUNIPER) common 
in that region and prays for death. The angel of YahwB, 
however, bids him rise and eat. He finds at his head 
a cruse of water and a cake baked on the coals, and in 
the strength of that he travels for forty days and nights 
to Horeb, the mountain of God. 
the narrator i s  remarkably vague here, for the distance 
between the southern boundary of Palestine and the 
Sinaitic peninsula is only about 50 geographical in., and 
the earlier view of Horeb made it not very far from the 
S. border of Canaan.) Here on the sacred mount, when 
hurricane, earthquake, and lightning have cooled the air, 
Elijah in the rustling of a gentle breeze discerns YahwB's 
presence. He had believed that the cause which he had 
held dearer than life was lost, and that he had better cease 
the unavailing struggle and die. Not so. He is to 
anoint new kings and inaugurate new dynasties for 
Damascus and Samaria. He is to anoint Elisha as his 
own successor. Each of these changes is to hasten the 
calamity which hangs over Israel, and only the 7000 who 
have not bowed the knee to Baal are to escape. Here, 
as at the beginning, the narrative fails us a second time. 
We  do indeed learn how Elijah calls Elisha to the 
prophetic office ; 'but in the text of the Book of Kings 
as it has come down to us, Elisha takes no part in the 
deeds of violence which brought Hazael and Jehu to the 
throne. On the early and very striking story of Elijah's 
ascent (2 K. 2) see ELISHA, 3 ;  and on the true 
scene of the legendary narrative in I K. 17 1-7 8-24 
194-18, see CHERITH, ZAREPHATH, JUNIPER. 

2. Little need be said concerning the prediction of 
Ahaziah's death when he consulted Baal-zEbCib of Ekron 

3. Other in his sickness, and the fire froin heaven 

stories. which consumed two companies of soldiers 
sent to arrest the prophet. The story 

(2 K. 12-17) with its perverse supernaturalism and 
sanguinary spirit may safely be assigned to a period when 
the true notion of prophecy had grown confused and 
dim. The portrait of Elijah with his robe of goat's or 
camel's hair and his leathern girdle is, perhaps, the 
solitary fragment of genuine tradition which it contains. 
Very different in value and in date is the striking history 
of Naboth's judicial murder in I K. 211-18 20 (to be 
compared with and partially corrected by 2 K. 9 zsf: ). 
Naboth, probably on religious grounds, refused to sell 
his ancestral vineyard at the king's desire. He was 
condemned, 011 a false charge of treason against the 
god and the king of Israel, by the elders of his city; 
for the kingly power in Israel was no Oriental despotism, 
and the authority of the city sheiks, who had replaced 
the sheiks of the tribes, had to be respected (cp 
GOVERNMENT, Q 24). Death was the penalty, and it 
fell, according to the custom of the time, not only on 
himself but also on his family. There was a judgment, 
however, higher than that of the earthly court. In after- 
days Jehu remembered how he heard the divine sentence 
pronounced against the unrighteous king : ' I have seen 
yesterday the blood of Naboth and his sons-it is the 
oracle of YahwB-and I will requite thee on this plat.' 

3. Such in brief outline are the early legends of the 
prophet's life, but we have still to estimate the residuum 
of authentic history and through the mist of tradition 
to see the prophet as he was. We must not charge 

1 [Wi. (GI 1 29 n.) plausibly suggests that 'forty days and 
forty nights' are a later insertion. A later glossator who may 
have had a different view of the general situation of'Sinai, can 
more eai.ily he accused of geographical vagueness than the 
xiginal narrator.] 
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Ahab with conscious apostasy from YahwB. He had 
great merits as well as great faults. He was a chival- 
rous and patriotic king, and in the very names which he 
gave to his children he professed his allegiance to the 
god of his people. Nor can % e  believe that evcu 
Jezebel seriously endeavoured to exterminate YahwB's 
prophets. Some four hundred of them gathered round 
her husband at the muster for his last aiid fatal cam- 
paign (I K. 226) ,  and the success of Jchu's revolution 
proves that only a very small minority of Israelites could 
have devoted themselves to the foreign worship. Ahab, 
however, did build a temple of Baal in his capital. No 
doubt it seemed to him the natural and fitting aclcnow- 
ledgment and consecration of the alliance between 
Israel and Tyre. Elijah would brook no such 
amalgam of worships radically diverse. He was not 
indeed a monotheist after the fashion of the later 
prophets. To him Yahwi? was the sole god of Israel, 
in whose land Yahwb was all or nothing. No wonder 
then that he looked on the drought as a sign of YahwB's 
anger. Here by the way we are on firm ground. The fact 
of the drought is attested independently by Menander 
of Ephesus (a?. Jos. Ant. viii. 132), according to whom, 
however, it lasted only one year and was stayed by a 
procession of Phenician priests (cp HISTORICAL LIT., 

hlijah's devotion to Yahwe was something infinitely 
higher than mere patriotic attachment to hereditary 
religion. T o  him YahwB and Baal represented two 
principles-viz., worship of national righteousness and 
the sensual worship of nature. Again, the 'sons of 
the prophets,' like bands of dervishes, stirred the 
enthusiasm of the people, and encouraged them to 
believe that Yahwb must fight for Israel. Elijah, in the 
best and earliest accounts, stands alone or with a single 
disciple. He saw YahwB's work not so much in national 
victory as in national calamity. He was able to believe 
that Hazael, the scourge of Israel, had been raised to 
power by Yahwb himself. Thus he opened a new era 
in t b  religion of Israel. Malachi speaks of him, 323 
[45]. as the minister of judgment and purification within 
Israel, the herald of ' YahwB's great and terrible day.' 
Jesus beheld the spirit of Elijah revived in the stern 
and solitary Baptist, and on ' the holy mount' Moses 
and Elijhh. representing the law and the prophets, bore 
conjoint testimony to the transfigured Christ. For the 
closing scene of Elijah's life, see ELISHA, J 3. 

A few words, supplementary to the article KINGS 
( 5  8),may be added on recent criticism of the Elijah- 

§ 5t. 

.- . - 
4. The Elijah- narratives. The late character o f  the 

narrative in 2 K. 12-17aa is generally 
admitted; but Kautzsch in his essay narratives. 

on the Book of Kings in Ersch and Gruber (A/Zgem. 
Encyk. ) attributes the rest of the biography to one writer. 
On the other hand Wellhausen and Kueneu separate 
I K. 17-19 2 1 ,  where the prophet stands alone, from 
z K. 21-r8 (which, however, Kueuen observes, can 
hardly be much later than I K. 17-19) where, instead of 
being a wanderer, he has a home with Elisha at Gilgal, 
and where, too, he is associated with ' the sons of the 
prophets.' Further, Kuenen separates I K. 17-19, where 
Elijah contends against Baal-worship, from 21 where the 
contest turns upon a judicial murder without so much 
as a passing allusion to foreign idolatry. The reason 
is far from cogent, and there is a similarity of language 
between 1717 and 21 I, 181 and 21 17 (cp Benzinger, p. 
106). In St. Kr., 1892, Rosch has endeavoured to 
show (cp Stade, GVZP) 1522, n.) that all the narratives 
are post-exilic, a theory which in the face of the reasons 
given above seems absolutely untenable (cp KINGS, 5 
8 ; Konig, Einbitung, 266). 

[In Moslem traditions Elijah is identified with the mythical 
personage el-Hadir-i.e the evergreen or youthful prophet (for 
fables see Weiland Lkgelzden, 177) who has become the 
guardian of the seas' but was a t  an earlier time spoken of as 
dwelling 'a t  the conkuence of two seas (rivers ?),' as the guide 
of the Israelites a t  the Exodus (equivalent therefore to the 

42 I273 

pillar of Ere and cloud). Originally he was probably the rescued 
hero of the Deluge-story. See DELUGE, 8 15 (col. 1062), and 
cp Clermont-tianneau Rev.  arch. 223988]  

His life 
and character are given from a critical point of view in the recent 

Histories of Israel by Stade (vol. i.), Kittel 
6. Literature. (vol. ii.) and Wellhausen ' also in Smcnd's 

A T  A &g. (152 8 ~ )  ; 1;s 8). See also 
Cheyne's HaZZowing of C,iticisnz ('E@, and Gunkel's article on 
Elijah, Preuss.jahrb. '98? pp. 18-51. On theapocryphal Apoca- 
lypse of Elijah and its interesting connection with I Cor. 29 
and Eph. 5 14, see Harnack's AZtchvistZiche Lift. 8 5 3 8 ,  and 
APOCRYPHA, 8 20. Fabricius, C d .  Pseude$ig?-a$h. K", 1o70$, 
has illustrated the place of Elijah in Jewish folklore. 

2 A priest, temp. Ezra;  Ezra 1021 (eh[r]ra [BA], -5 [Ll). 
Omitted in I Esd. 921 ; @L, however, has ehaas. 
3. A layman, temp. Ezra ; Ezra 10 26 (AV ELIAH : qhra [AB], 

-s [Ll), called in T Esd. 927 AEDIAS (aqB[e]rap [BA], qhws [Ll). 
4. A Benjamite (BENJAMIN, 5 g ii., p), I Ch. 827 (AV ELIAH,  

+La [BAL]). W. E. A. 

ELIHA ( R $ g  ; probably corrupt). In the first 
of the two lists of David's ' thirty' we find (z S. 2325 
MT) ' Elika the Harodite (rather, Aradite).' This item 
IS absent from BBL (but BA gives E V U K U ) ,  and from 
the list in I Ch. 11. Hence Driver (note on 2 S. 2339)  
would omit it, thus making the number of David's 
minor heroes exactly thirty, but reducing the total 
of the heroes (including in this the five major ones) 
to thirty-five. The total given in 21. 39 may be due 
to a late editor. Marquart PFund. 19) agrees, regarding 
' Elika the Harodite ' as an (incorrect) gloss on v. 33b. 
Wellhausen and Budde, however, retain ' Elika the 
Harodite,' remarking that the framer of the list likes, 
when he can, to couple two warriors from the same 
district. (Arad and Beth-palet, however, may very 
well be combined.) Another name, it is true, is still 
wanting to produce a total of thirty-seven. See 
ELIPHELET, 2, and Cp DAVID, § I1 a ,  i. 

ELIM (P$V; A ~ A E I M  [BAL]; E Z h ;  Ex. 1527,  
Nu.  339) ,  the second station of the Israelites after 
crossing the sea, where there were twelve fountains 
and seventy palms (the term ' Elim ' covers palm-trees ; 
see ELATH). On the usual theory of the route of the 
Israelites, Elim is now generally identified with the 
beautiful oasis in Wiidy Gharandel, 63 m. from Suez, 
7 from 'Ain Hawwiira (Ordnance Survey of Sinai, 1151). 

ELIMELECH (T>t&, 'God (or, 'my God') isking,' 
JJ 24, 36, cp Malchiel; AAIMEAEK [A], ABEIMEAEX 
[E], €Ai. [L]), a Bethlehemite, husband of Naomi 
(Ruth 12) .  See RUTH. 

ELIOENAI (+Jrp\+\pand $&'Q, J 34, &e.,  towards 
God are mine eyes,' or [We.] Elioeni [Eliaueni], ' God 
brought me forth' [from Aram. k W ~ = R ~ ~ ] ,  but 
analogy suggests that the word is corrupt. The true 
name may be pi$a (Che.)--.p coming from w ,  and 
91 from n (cp JUSHAB-HESED) ; ~ A I U H N A I  [A]. -UNAI 

I. h. Neariah, I Ch. 3 2 3 J  (shedava, .Y [El, v. 24 Ehrwvvar 

[Ai!! A prince of SIMEON I Ch. 4 36 (chrwvar [Bl - v q ~  [AI).,. 
3 .  b. BECHER in a genealogy of BENJAMIN (9.v. 8 g, 11. a), 

I Ch. 78 (aherBaLvav [B]). 
4. One of the b'ne PASHHUR (9.v. 3) among the priests in the 

list of those with foreign wives-(see E Z R A  i., 8 5, end), Ezra 
1022 (ch'wva [B], -iawvaL [L])=I Esd. 9 2 2 ,  ELJONAS (ehrwvais 
[BI -as [AI). 

5: One of the b'ne ZATTU in list of those with foreign wives 
(EZRA i. 8 5, end), Ezra l o 2 7  (&ova [B], chiwvav [N])= 
I Esd. 9 :E ELIADAS ( e h d a s  [BA]). 

6. A priest in the procession at the dedication of the wall 
(see E ZRA ii., $ 13 E), perhaps the same as (4). Neh. 1241 (om. 
B). See ELIEHOENAI,  ELIENAI. 

7. I Ch. 263 AV, RV ELIEHOENAI.  

The monographs 0; Elijah are mostly out of date. 

T. K. C. 

[LI). 

ELIONAS ,(EAIGJNAC [AI). 

ELIPHAL (5p 9 .  5.;: K), I Ch. 1135 ; ilVmg. ELIPHELET 

I. I Esd. 9 zz=Ezra 10 22, E LIOENAI,  4. 
2. I Esd. 932=Ezra 1031, ELIEZER, 9. 

(q ..., 2). 
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his prophetic work, and for about half a century 
the ' father ' and guide of the northern kingdom in its 
struggle for national life and independence. We 
have in the books of Kings a considerable collection 
of anecdotes illustrating his history. We cannot be 
surprised that much of this material from which we have 
to construct our view of the manner of man he was, 
bears clear marks of its legendary nature. In this 
respect the traditions about Elisha do not differ froin 
those about hi; master (cp HISTORICAL LITERATURE, 
5 5). Unfortunately, however, in the case of Elisha it 
is much harder to recover the kernel of literal fact, 
and we miss the clear and bold lines in which the 
portrait of the true Elijah stands out on the canvas. 
The difference springs from the vastly superior origin- 
ality of Elijah. The ideas which came straight to the 
master's heart were taught to the disciple by outward 
word and example. He learnt as others might learn. 
Moreover, he sympathised more than Elijah had done 
with the natural thoughts and desires of his countrymen, 
and was much more on a level nith them. For these 
reasons there is great difficulty in distinguishing the 
genuine history of Elisha from the overgrowth of 
popular imagination. 

Reference is made elsewhere (see KINGS, BOOKS 
OF, a 8) to the disorder and chronological confusion 

ELIPHALAT. I. I Esd. 933 ( ehe i@ah&~ P A ] )  
=Ezra 1033 ELIPHELET, 5. 

2. I Esd. 6 39 KV (shsr+ahu [El)=Ezra 8 13, ELIPHELET, 4. 

ELIPHALET. 

2. I Esd. 8 39 AV= Ezra 8 13, ELIPHELET (4). 

ELIPHAZ (TQ 9 ),: h, probably a corruption of an old 
name, but see 38 ; s),(s)l@ac [AL in Gen., B in 
Ch.], -AZ [AL in Ch., E in Gen.] ; z rarely becomes c) .  

I. Son of Esau and father of Teman Omar Zepho, Gatam, 
Kenaz and Amaiek (Gen. 364 [-+a< Lj IO.& [v. IT -$aO, E ;  
IU. 15 -ba< D], I Ch. 135d).  

2. A Tbmanite, one of Job's friends d o h  '2 II  [akelr$a<, 
BNAC], and often). 

I. (a$&) 2 S. 516, RV ELI- 
PHELET, 1. 

See A ~ A L ~ K  8 4 EDOM 8 11. 

See JOB i. and ii. 

ELIPHELEH, RV Eliphelehu (S3$&, J 2 7 ;  
A Levite name, I Ch. 1513  ( ~ A ~ I @ E N ~  

P H I ,  Ehi@aha [A]); 21 (€N@AN[Al lAC [BK], €hi- 

ELIPHELET (a?&, ' God is a deliverance,' 5 30 ; 
sh[s ] i@aAs~  [AKL]. According to Cheyne a similar 
name, Ahiphelet, was borne by ' the Gilonite,' David's 
treacherous counsellor, $e&', ' deliverance,' being altered 
by tradition into topheZ-i.e., lit., ' brother of insipidity ' 
or 'folly'; cp 2 S. 1531). 

I. A son of David born to him in Jerusalem (z S. 
5 16 I Ch. 3 8 147). According to z S., David had eleven 
sons born to him in Jerusalem ; but by a textual error 
(which occurs also in 4BBL of S: ) this number is increased 
to thirteen, by the addition of NOGAH and another 
Eliphelet: I Ch. 36 145 (D$&, ELPALET [AV], 
ELPELET [RV]). The latter is omitted by Bertheau, 
Thenius, and Wellhausen ( G e ~ c h . ( ~ ) ,  216, ET i6.). 
6 , s  readings are 2 S. 516 eh[e]r+aaO [BA his] oh+aha~ 

[BA], -&T, chr+aha& [Ll ; 1 I Ch. 3 8 d s ~ + r u \ a  [Bl, eh:+aa8 [ L ]  ; 
I Ch. 14 7 c p + a h s ~  [B], 6". [N], ahi+ahaT [L] ; I Ch. 36 rher+o.h@ 
[B], &+a0 [Ll : I Ch. 14 5 ehsr+ahd [B]. See DAVID, $ T I  (d).  

2. One of David's ' thirty' (2  S. 2334  ; in I Ch. 1135 
the name is given by error without the last letter : M T  
Eliphal, syh) .  The name of his father is variously 
given as Ahasbai (2  S. in MT) and as Ur ( I  Ch. in 
MT) ; see DAVID, 5 11 (a )  i. f: 

Both forms however, are evidently corrupt. and to recover 
the original ;am, we must not (with We.) omit 'the son of' 
before ' the Maachathite.' 12 and nx, nx and n o  were easily 
confounded; the words which now follow qDnN, 'Ahashai,' 
in M T  should probably be read (according to Klo.) *n?!y:T?g-n%!, 
' a  man of Beth-maachah.' And, if Klo. is right in 
supplying HEPHER (ii., I) before the gentilic noun, we can 
hardly doubt that he is right also in regarding -2DnN 13 (EV 
'son of Ahashai') as  a corruption of a gentilic noun formed 
similarly to +n>ynn-nq. If so, the originirl list ran thus 'Eli; 
phelet a man of Beth-; Hepher a man of Beth-maichah. 
ThenAmber thirty-seven in 2 S. 23 39 is thus accounted for (Che.). 
The ' U r '  of I Ch. might be a corrupt fragment of the lost 
place-name. For a more tentative view see Driver Sam. 264 
and for a bolder but very ingenious view Marqua;, Funk 22: 
The versions are equally obscure ( z  S. 2334; ahar+ahcO [B], 
o+ehhc [L] ; I Ch. 11 35 fh+T [BN], rAr+aah [A], -+ad [L]). 

3. b. Eshek in a genealogy of BENJAMIN (q."., $ g, ii. p), 
I Ch. 6 39 (ehr+ahcrs [Bl). 

4. One of the b'ne ADONIKAM (q.28.) in Ezra's caravan (see 
EZRA i., 0 2 ; ii., $ 15 ti.] d), Ezra 8 13 (ahsr4a~ [Bl, &+aha- 
Baqh, for Eliphelet and Jeuel [A] &+aXa~ [L])=I Esd. 8 39 
ELIPHALET, RV ELIPHALAT (ehe~$aha [Bl dr+aha~os  [AI). 

5.  Oneoftheh'neHAsHuM(q.?).)inthelis;ofthosewith foreign 
wives (see EZRA i., $ 5, end); Ezra 1033 (Asr+avd [E], -+an 
[BabN], dq5aher  [Ll)= I Esd. 9 33, ELIPHALAT (ahcr+aha~). 

ELISABETH (BAEIC&BET [Ti. WH] : ie., ELISHEBA 
[g .~.] ) ,  the righteous and blameless wife of Zacharias, 
and mother of John the Baptist (Lk. 158). 

ELISHA (@)a : ' God is salvation,' 28; the name 
PVk" occurs on a seal from 'AmmHn, prob. of seventh 

~ h i @ ~ h  [L]). 

@AAAIAC [AI). 

1 See also DAVID 8 I I  (a), col. 1032. The copy upon which 
L based his translition seems to have been corrected to agree 
with Ch. 
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. .  
2. Disordev of which characterise the bundle of anec- 

dotes on Elisha's life. It may be 
the Anecdotes' well to add a few details. 

In 2 K. 5 the story of Naaman's cure implies that the rela- 
tions between the Aramzean and the Israelite kingdoms were 
ostensibly peaceable. Then, without any explanation of the 
change, we are introduced in 68-23 to the very midst of the 
warfare between the nations. In the closing verse of this section 
we are told that the Aramaeans made no further invasion of 
Israelite territory, whereupon in 624 we find the Aramaean king 
besieging Samaria. In 5 z 6 f :  GehHzi, Elisha's servant, is said 
to have been struck with life-long leprosy, which, however., 
does not offer any obstacle to his famihar intercourse with the 
king in 8 1-6. 

There is no unity therefore in the stories as a whole, 
though some of them are, no doubt, connected with each 
other (so 816  48-37 38-41 42-44. See also KINGS, 5 8). 
Further, it is uncertain whether the editor made his 
selection on any definite principle, for the assertion that 
he hak related twelve and only tu-elve miracles of 
Elisha cannot be maintained save on an arbitrary 
method of reckoning. In any case he failed to under- 
stand Elisha's connection with contemporary events. 
By placing all the anecdotes, with one exception, before 
Jehu's revolt, he has reduced the greater part of Elisha's 
public life to a mere blank. Yet how energetic and 
fruitful in result that life was, we learn with unimpeach- 
able evidence from the exclamation of the king who 
stood by the aged prophet's death-bed (2  K. 13 14). 

Nevertheless the stories, despite their legendary char- 
acter, are early in date. They belong to the literature 
of the Northern Kingdom and to the eighth century 
B.C. Thus, even when they cannot claim to be treated 
as sober history, they are of great value for the light 
they throw on the manners and beliefs which prevailed 
at the time when they were written ; and sometimes at 
least we are justified in the confidence that we have 
before us fragments of tradition which will bear the 
test of criticism. 

Elisha was the son of Shaphat and belonged to ABEL- 
MEHOLAH (P.v.) : it was there that Elijah found him. 
3. Elisha's call. The meeting occurred some time after 

Elijah's return from Horeb; for the 
route from Horeb to Damascus ( I  K .  19 15) would not 
lead through Abel-meholah, and the word ' thence ' in 
v. 19 must refer to some place mentioned in a section of 
the narrative which stood between ZV. 18 and 19, but has 
been omitted by the editor. Elisha had twelve pair of 
oxen ploughing in the field before him, and was himself 
driving the twelfth pair. This implies that he was a 
man of substance, and far (therefore) from the common 
temptation to ' prophesy for a piece of bread ' (Ani. 
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712). Still, when Elijah threw his mantle upon him, he 
was ready to leave all and only asked leave to bid his 
parents farewell. The leave was given, but with the 
added warning to remember the sacred service to which 
he was now bound by the fact that Elijah had thrown 
his mantle over him (for this seems to be the meaning 
of the obscure words in I K. 19 ZO). Returning, Elisha 
slew the oxen, kindled a fire with the wood of the 
plough, and made a sacrificial meal for the people about 
him. From that time forth he was known as Elijah's 
disciple, as one who had ' poured water on his hands ' 
(z K. 311). His call had come mediately, through 
Elijah, not immediately from YahwB. So also by 
Elijahs instrumentality he was perfected for the graver 
and more independent duties which awaited him when 
his master was gone. 

H e  is said to have followed his master, when his end was 
near, from Gilgal in the centre of Palestinel to the sanctuary 
of Bethel and thence to Jericho. Elijah smites the Jordan 
with his mantle and the two comrades cross dry-shod. 'Ask 
what, I shall do for thee,' says Elijah 'before I am taken from 
thee. The disciple indulges noidle Lope of becoming a second 
Elijah : hut he would receive 'a double portion ' of his master's 
spirit--i.e the portion of the first-horn, comparing himself with 
other ' so& of the prophets,' not with his and their mighty 
father. Even that is a 'hard thing ' to ask ; hut he is to gain 
this pre-eminence if he is enabled to behold the parting form, 
as it is borne upward in the storm and lightning. H e  sees the 
wondrous ascent; he gazes on his 'father' till he vanishes in 
the height, and rends his clothes in grief for his bereavement. 
Then he lifts the mantle which had fallen from the ascending 
prophet's shoulders, smites the river with it and divides the 
waters in the strength of Elijah's God. Other members of the 
prophetic guild seek anxiously for their lost leader in hill and 
dale. Elisha has the calm assurance that Elijah is gone and 
that he is the heir. 

The ascension of Elijah introduces a group of miracles. 
One miracle is stern and cruel ; he curses the youths at 
4. Miracles. Bethel who mock him, and forty-two of 

them are devoured by two she-bears 
(213-25). Another has at least a penal character; 
GEh&zi is struck with life-long leprosy for his covetous- 
mess ( 5 2 0 8 ) .  

Elisha heals with salt the waters of ericho (2 19-22), makes 
poisonous gourds (see GOURDS [WI=Dl{wholesome hy sprink- 
ling meal upon them in time of famine (438-41), multiplies bread 
to feed a hundreLguests (442-44) and oil to save the poor 
widow of a prophet from the creditor whowould have seized her 
sons for debt and made them slaves (4 1.7); he brings the bor- 
rowed axe up from the river-bed and makes it swim on the 
water (6 1.7). With exquisite tact he enters into the sorrows 
of the Shunamite woman who had,given him hospitable enter- 
tainment, and restores the life of the son whose very birth had 
been a token of the prophet's power and gratitude (48-37). H e  
cleanses the leprosy of NAAMAN 6 .v . )  the Aramaan statesman 
(chap. 5 ) ;  and even after he has heed laid in the grave the 
touch of his hones restores a dead man to life (13 Z O J )  

It may be noted that these miracles are in part 
connected with the prophetic colonies, that they are 
modelled to some extent on the wonders ascribed to 
Elijah (cp z K. 214 with v. 8 ; z K. 41 $? with I K. 
17148 ; z K. 4 3 2 3  with I K. 1 7 1 7 3  ; z K. 8108 with 
14), and that sofaras theyembodythe spirit ofactive love, 
they contribute a Christ-like element (which is missed, 
however, in Ecclus. 48 12-14) to the ideal of prophecy. 

Though both Elisha and his master were wonder- 
workers and champions of YahwB's exclusive worship, 

5. Elisha's career presents points of marked 
Instead of 

appearing and disappearing like a meteor 
flash, Elisha could be found readily enough by the people 
who consulted him in the leisure of New Moons and 
Sabbaths (z K. 423), or by princes who sought him in 
person ( z  K. 312 633). The strife with Baal was over 
and Elisha exercised decisive power in court and camp. 

Thus, Elisha accompanied the combined armies of Israel 
Jud,ah and Edom, then a vassal state under Judah in an ex! 
pedition acainst Moab, and saved them from DerishiAe of thirst. 

The rest are deeds of beneficence. 

influence. contrast to that of Elijah. 

1 2 K. 2 I. We have assumed that the Gilgal here intended 
is Jiljilia SW. of Shiloh. See further GILGAL B 4. If we 
identify Elisha's Gilgal with the fadous sandtuary by the 
Jordan, then we must suppose that there is some confusion in 
the text, and make Elisha start from his home in Samaria. 
Robertson Smith (KINGS, BOOKS OF, in EB) held this to be the 
original intention of the narrator (see v. 25). 
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The story is historical in substance (cp JEHORAM, B 3 J ) .  The  
allied army marched round the Dead Sea and crossing the 
Nahal hS-'Arihim (see ARABAH ii.) attacked Moah from the 
S. 'This was just the course which would suggest itself. Moab, 
as we now know from Mesha's altar-stone, had recovered and 
fortified cities on the N. the Arnon presented an obstacle to 
invasion from that quart;, and the Aramaeans farther N.  still 
might have cut off all possibility of retreat. 'Dig trenches on 
trenches in this valley,'said the prophet, a rational method of 
reaching the water which filters through the sand to the rock 
beneath, and one which still gives its name to the WZdy el- 
AhsZ at  the S. end of the Dead Sea (see W. K. Smith, OTJCI"! 
147). We may perhaps doubt whether the Moahites really 
mistook the water under the sun for blood shed in the quarrel 
of the allies among themselves, though Stade (GVI 1 536) sees 
no reason to question the truth of even this feature in the 
narrative. 

For his political influence, however, Elisha paid a 
heavy penalty. He felt, and was sometimes worsted by, 
the temptation to use means which his predecessor would 
surely have disdained. We may, indeed, on consider- 
ing the relations between Samaria and Damascus, 
question the representation in 87-15 that he was largely 
responsible for the murder of Ben-hadad by Hazael; 
but he certainly was a prime mover in the revolt by 
which the crafty and murderous Jehu, a man with no 
character for religion (note especially 1018), seized the 
throne of Israel (see JEHU). He bore a nobler part 
under other kings of Jehu's line. 

If we follow Kuenen's plausible conjecture (Ondevzoek, 1 2, 

25, n. 12, hut see JEHORAM, 5 z), it was in the time of 
jehqahaz that the Aramaeans besieged Samaria, till the famine 
within the walls made women devour their children, and the 
king, despairing of help from Yahwi: and attrihuting the evil t o  
Elisha's supernatural power, sought the prophet's life. Elisha, 
we are told, with a confidence like that of Isaiah, predicted 
victory and plenty. His prophecy was fulfilled. the Arameans 
terrified by a rumour that their own land $as invaded (sed 
JEHORAM, 5 z) ,  fled and left their supplies behind. 

There came a turn in the tide. The Aramreans, 
struggling for life against Rammgn-nirari III. ,  could 
no longer hope to subjugate Israel; and Elisha, now 
stricken in years, saw in spirit the dawn of a brighter 
day. 

I t  is said that on his death-bed he hade king Joash stand hy  
the open window and shoot an arrow eastward. The prophet 
laid his own aged hands on the hands of the young king and 
cried, as the arrow sped : 'An arrow of Yahwe's victory ('yea, 
an arrow of victory over Aram. Moreover he told the king to 
strike the ground with the arrows and when he did so declared 
it was the sign of three battles to he won, chiding him, however, 
because he did not double the strokes and so double his success 
against the foe. 

Well might Joash lament over Elisha : ' My father, 
my father ! Israel's chariots and horsemen (art thou) ' ! 
His guiding and animating spirit had been worth 
many a troop to his people. Here lay Elisha's 
strength and here also its limitations. No new idea 
came to the birth through him. He was a faithful 
disciple, a true patriot, a man of loving heart. H e  
worked for Israel, scarcely through Israel for the world ; 
and it is not, perhaps, by mere accident that in the 
N T  he is mentioned only once (Lk. 427). 

All the modern histories of Israel-especially those of Stade, 
Kittel and Wellhausen--treat of Elisha ; Smend, A T  Re&., 
also d a y  he consulted. W. E. A. 

ELISRAR (?I@)# ; eA[e]ica [BADEL], in bL of 
Gen. 104, ~Aicca),  a son of Javan, occurs elsewhere 
only in the combination 'K '!e, Ezek. 277, ' coast-lands 
of Elishah' ( N H C W N  eA[s]lcal [BAQ]), whence violet 
and purple stuffs were brought to Tyre. The two most 
plausible identifications are that with S. Italy and 
Sicily, where were Greek colonies (Kiepert, Lag., Di., 
Kau. ; cp TIRAS, end), and that with Carthage or, 
more widely, the N. African coast (Schulthess, Stade, 
E. Meyer [ G A ,  12821). Both regions were famous for 
the purple dye (cp PURPLE). The latter is favoured by 
the name ; Elissa, princess of Tyre, was the legendary 
founder of Carthage, which was perhaps originally called 
Elissa. On the other side Dillmann quotes the gloss in 
Syncellus, ' Elissa, whence the Sicelots ' (Qhraah 65 09 
U L K ~ X O ~  ; Eus. Chron. Amzen. 2 13) ; but this seems 
to tell against the identification of Elishah and Sicily. 
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Dillmann urges that Carthage, being a Phcenician 
colony, would not be represented as descended 
from Japheth; but this would have as much force 
against Tarshish or Tartessus (cp TIRAS). It  may 
be granted, however, that ’N y, ‘ coast-lands of Elishah,’ 
would be perhaps more natural of S. Italy and Sicily ; 
Tg. on Ezek. 277 indeed explains this phrase by ‘the 
province of Italy.’ A decision is difficult ; but perhaps 

ELISHAMA (V?$h@, ‘ my God hath heard,’ 5 32 ; 

I. b. Ammihud, prince of EPHRAIM @.a, i.) (Nu. 1 IO 218 
f 48 53 10 zz), I Ch. 726 (chsrpauab [Bl). 

2. Son of David (2s. 516 cavae uapup [L]; I C ~ .  3s 147, 
ehsiuapes [HI), and ~ 

3. Another son of David, mentioned in 1Ch.36 (eherua 
[B]) = zS. 515 I Ch. 145, EIJSHUA, which name should be 
restored here as it is scarcely conceivable that two of David‘s sons 
should bear {he same name. 

4. A Judahite, son of Jekamiah, I Ch. b41, identified by some 
with 

5. Grandfather of the royal prince ISHMAEL [z], 2 K. a525 
jehiuapav [Ll) Jer. 411 (@, 48 T ; ehaua [Bl, -eua [N], daaua 
IQI). Cp.Sayce, Cril. Mun. 380f: 

6.  Jehoiakim’s scribe in whose chamber Jeremiah’s roll was 
laid up, Jer. 3612 2021 ?@ 43, daua m. 2021 [B]). 

7. A Levitical priest introduced, by the Chronicler, into his 
life of Jehoshaphat, a Ch. 178. 

ELISHAPHAT (@ha, ‘ God [or, my God] hath 
judged,’ § 3 5 ;  cp Jehoshaphat and Ph. DDVh9; 
E A ~ I C A ? A N  [BI, ehica$a~ [ALI), b. Zichri, a 
captain In the time of Jehoiada (2 Ch. 23 I). 

ELISHEBA (YJ? 9 ),:: K, ‘God is an oath,’ or perhaps 
rather ‘God is health’ (Che.), see ABISHUA, ELISHUA, 
and cp BATHSHEBA, BATHSHUA ; similarly ELISABETH, 
JEHOSHEBA, 55 33, 50 ; EA[EIICABEB [BL], -BET [AI, 
-BE [A*F]), wife of Aaron and daughter of Amminadab 
(Ex. 623fP). She is also styled ‘sister of NAHSHON,’ 
and ‘ Nahshon b. Amminadab ’ in P is the well-known 
chief of Judah in the desert march. P hardly derived 
the Aaronids from a Judahite mother. ‘Sister of 
Nahshon ’ is, therefore, most probably a gloss ( RI,) 
which has arisen from a confusion of Elisheba’s father 
with the Judahite. It  was, possibly, to avoid this con- 
fusion that the writer of I ch.  622 [7] mentions a son 
of Kohath (Aaron’s grandfather) named Amminadab, 
whose place, however, is elsewhere taken by Izhar (cp 
i6. 28). The tribal connection of Aaron’s wife, there- 
fore, is as obscure as that of the wife of his famous son 
ELEAZAR [ q . ~ . ,  I]. 

The name Elisheba may well be pre-exilic (see Gray, HPN, 
206), and with regard to the difficult question of the origin of 
Levitical names it may be pointed out that in this case a name 
of parallel formation is borne by a devout follower of Yahwb, 
the wife of the priest Jehoiada of Judah. 

ELISHUA (&Whg, ‘God is a help,’ 5 28; cp 
Elisha; ~Alcoye[L]), ‘asonof  David’[‘.u., § I I ~ ( / ? ) ]  
(2 S. 515, ~A[s]icoyc [BA] ; I Ch. 145, EKTAE [B], 
&,lc~y [A]). In I Ch. 36 for ELISHAMA (q.v ., 3) 
Elishua should be restored (so bB ehaua). 

ELISIMUS, RV ELIASIMU~ (E~[€ ] IC[E] IMOC [BA]), 
I Esd. 9z8=AV Ezra 1027 ELIASHIB, 5. 

BLIU ( H A E I O Y  [BHA], H A I O Y  [BCl, ;.e., N.ln9$g, 
ELIHU), a forefather of Judith (Judith SI). 

ELIUD (EAIOYA [Ti. WH], L e . ,  14?Ib$ ‘God’ [or 
‘ my God ’1 is glorious ’ ; cp Ammihud, Abihud), sixth 
from Zerubbabel in the ancestry of Joseph (Mt. 1x4). 
See GENEALOGIES ii., 5 2 (c). 

shelters’ ; cp Elzaphan ; ~ ) , [ s ] l c ~ @ a ~  [BAL]). 
I. A Kohathite prince according to Nu. 330 P : but in I Ch. 

158- his name is co-ordiiated with that of Kohath (ehftua$aT 
[B]). See GENEALOGIES i., 

See PARNACH. 
,ELIZUR (YlP)4, ‘God’ [or my God’] is a rock,’ 
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Carthage has the more in its favour. F. B. 

€A[E]lCAMA [BAL]). 

Cp TRIBES. 

See DAVID 5 II (d). 

See JEHOSHEBA. 

ELIZAPHAN ()Fy9?& i.e., ‘God [or, my God] 

He  is also named in 2 Ch. 29 13. 

2. A prince of ZEBULUN, Nu. 3425 P. 
0 5 (i.). 

ELKOSHITE 
5 29 ; cp ZURIEL, PEDAHZUR; sh[s]icoyp [BAL]), a 
Reubenite prince (Nu. 1 5  2 TO 730 35 10 1st). See 

ELKANAH (YI?!i;$$, ‘ God hath created (him) ’ or 
‘God hath bought him,’ 5 36 ; EAKANA [BAL]). 

I. The father of the prophet Samuel ( I  S. 11). H e  
was the son of Jerahmeel (see JEROHAM [I]) according 
to one form of the genealogy of Samuel ; but the name 
of Samuel’s father is also traditionally given (it would 
seem) as Elihu or rather (see ELIHU, z )  Elimelech. 

2. Eponym of one of the three divisions of the Kora- 
hite Levites (Ex. 624 ;  see KORAH [3]), the others being 
ASSIR ( I )  and ABIASAPH. In I Ch. 6 the genealogy 
of the sons of Korah is given in two forms, both difler- 
ing from that of Exodus, and Samuel’s father is repre- 
sented as a descendant of the Korahite Elkanah. This 
may mean either that the descendants of Samuel were 
actually incorporated after the exile in the Korahite 
guild under the name of sons of Elkanah, and that an 
older Ellcanah, son of Korah, was inserted to give 
symmetry to the genealogical tree, or simply that the 
Korahite guild of Elkanah was led by its name to 
claim kinship with the prophet Samuel and incorporate 
his ancestors in its genealogy. See GENEALOGIES i., 

ZUR, NAMES WITH. 

7 (iii. ). 
3. A Levite : I Ch. 9 16 (+kava [B]). 
4 .  One of David’s warriors, I Ch. 12 6 (?kava  [BAL]). See 

5.  A Levitical door-keeper for the ark: rCh. 1523 (?A- 

6. A Judahite noble : z Ch. 287 (eihava [B]). 
ELKIAH (BAKE!& [BHA]; AV ELcIA-i.e., Hill~iah), 

an ancestor of Judith (Judith 8 I). 

ELKOSHITE, THE (9gjp\ao, Ginsb., with most 
MSS and editions ; IMj7)ag, Baer, with the small MS 
Massora; V @ $ ? ~ ~  and 9p\j7-$$a also are found in 
MSS.; ~ A K E C A ~ O C  [BHAQ]), a gentilic noun, derived 
from Elkosh, the name of the town to which the prophet 
Nahum belonged (Nah. 1 I). 

According to Peiser [ZA TU‘, 7 349 ((g7)lr the word contains 
the name of the deity, d , ~  [cp KISH] which he finds likcwise in 
the name Kushaiah [I Ch. 15 171, add in Prov. 3031 [he reads 
~ 9 ~ 5 ~  for P+EI). 

DAVID, $ I T  (a). 

Kava [RNA]).. 
w. R. s. 

Three sites have been proposed. 
a. There is an el-KiiS not far from the left bank of the 

Tigris, two days’ journey N. of the ancient Nineveh, 
where the grave of the prophet Nahum is poirhed out. 
According to Friedrich Delitzsch and A. Jeremias,l this is 
the place referred to in Nah. 1 I. This theory involves 
the assumption that Nahum belonged to the ’ ten tribes ’ 
and was born in exile, and has been thought to be 
favoured by the prophet’s (presumed) accurate know- 
ledge of local details respecting Nineveh. On the one 
hand, however, the N. Israelitish exiles were not settled 
in Assyria proper ( z  K. 176  18 I,), and we find no trace 
in Nahum of any hope of a return home such as an 
exile would certainly have expressed somewhere (cp 
Kue., 0nd.M ii., 5 75. n. 4) ; and, on the other, quite 
enough was known of Assyria in Palestine in the time 
of Nahum to enable a prophet of such power to 
sketch the picture that we have in chap. 2. We must 
rather suppose that it was at a later day that the graves 
of the two prophets who prophesied against h‘ineveh 
were sought in the neighbourhood of that city. Whilst 
a resting-place for Jonah was found in Nineveh itself 
(Nebi Yiinus), the village called el-KiiS seemed, in view 
of Nah. 1 I ,  to be appropriate for the grave of Nahum. 
That there was a village there, however, in the seventh 
century E. c. cannot be shown. The earliest reference 
to it, according to Jeremias, is in the eighth century 
A.D. ; nor is the grave mentioned before the sixteenth. 

6.  A ruined site in Galilee, Elcese, was shown to 
Jerome as the birthplace of the prophet, and is attested, 

1 See the treatise by Billerbeck and Jeremias cited under 
NAHUM (beg.). 
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ELLASAR 
with slight variations, as E ~ K E G E  also by the Greek 
fathers. As E ~ K E U U ~ O S  is also the form of the name 
in Nah. 11 ( E X K U L G E O U  [R"], -KEGEOU [Kc.b]) it is 
possible that &$ was a collateral form by the side of 
1 5 i , & ~  (Kue.), or, rather, that the name of Nahum's 
birthplace was n@,Y\y, not .'pia Indeed, since the 
1 of the scriptiopbna is in no case binding, *o?\an might 
itself be read >@,h; and derived from n@,$~. In this 
case the name would have nothing to do with the deity 
liiip. If, then, the tradition reported by Jerome be cor- 
rect, we must suppose that Nahum, assuming that he 
lived in the seventh century (see NAHUM, § z), was born 
in Galilee amongst the Israelites left there in 722, and 
then, as the book itself refers us to Judzea, removed 
thither at a later date (cp further CAPERNAUM, 08 I ,  5). 

c. Against the statement of Jerome, however, is to be 
set that of the Vita Prophetarzm of Pseudo-Epiphanius. 
The text of the latter is indeed unfortunately very un- 
settled, and in its common form the EXKEGEL of Nahum 
is located E. of the Jordan. Nestle, however, has made 
it very probable that 'IopSdvou E I S  is due to a corruption 
of the text, and that t h e  genuine text says that Elkese 
lay 'beyond Betogabra' ( =  ELEUTHEROPOLIS, the mod. 
Bet Jibrin) in the tribe of Simeon (ZDPV 1 2 2 2 3  

['78] ; transl. in PEFQ, 1879, pp. r36-138 ; cp Marg. a. 
Mat. 226f., 4 3 3  ['g3]). Beyond question a place in 
Judah would be much more in harmony with the age 
and contents of the book (cp We. KZ. Pmph. 155 
[PI, 1581, who asserts that Nahum was ' at all events a 
Judzan from Judah'), and it should likewise be con- 
sidered that all similar names of places point to the 
S.-viz., n,?&, lip)$, i$& to the kingdom of Judah ; 
a$!\$ to the S. part of the trans-Jordanic district, 
Certainty is, however, unattainable. K. B. 

ELLASAR (l?$& EAAACAP [DI, csAA. [AI, ~ A A .  
[L], &?, P o d  [gen.]), the land or city and district 
ruled over by ARIOCH (Gen. 141). I t  was natural to 
think, with Menant and others, of AHur, the old capital 
of Assyria, and its territory. Ellasar might very well 
be a Hebrew transliteration of the Assyrian u& A b -  
(city cf ASnr) ; Assyrian (not Babylonian) S ( d )  is re- 
presented in Hebrew by s (a). Most scholars, however, 
have rightly adopted Sir H. Rawlinson's view that Ellasar 
means Larsa or Larsam, the ancient Babylonian city of 
the sun-god, the ruins of which are still to be seen at  
Senkereh (cp BABYLONIA, 3), because the name 
(Arioch) of the king is identified with Eri-aku, son 
of Kudnr-mabuk, and vassal-king of Larsa. This, no 
doubt, requires one to assume either a slip on the part 
of the writer or a corruption of the text ; but, since 
the narrator speaks of allies or vassals of the Elamitic 
over-king Chedorlaomer, it is clear that he must mean, 
not Alnr, but Larsa. See Del. Par. 224, and, on the 
historical value of the account, CHEDORLAOMER, 4f. 

ELM, a misleading rendering of h f r  in Has. 413 
AV, for TEREBINTH [g.v.]. Palestine is too warm for 
elms. 

ELMQDAM or better RV Elmadam (BAMAAAM 
[Ti. WH]),  six generations above Zerubbabel in the 
genealogy of Joseph (Lk. 3 2 8 ) .  

Pesh. (cp Arm.)gives Elmodad ; cp. ALMODAD (Cen. 1026), a 
poor early conjecture. Read Elmatham-i.c. Elnathan (see 05.4 
z K. 248) ; d and th were confounded, s e i  B's readings of 
ELZABAD. Cp GENEALOGIES ii., $3. 

ELNAAM (n&$, ' God is graciousness,' 9 38, cp 
Phcen. PL'm CIS 1 no. 383)  in David's army Iist ( I  Ch. 

1 Ordinary processes will not account for the change of 
Larsa to Ellasar. If it were a Greek document, w e  could 
understand such a change better, as the Greeks take great 
liberties in the transcriptionof Semitic names; but the Hebrews 
are more accurate. [Ball (SAOT) suggests as the original -IZ 
Lana%, ' the city of Larsa.'] 

e. P. T. 
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EL-PARAN 
1146; EAAAAM [Bl, -AM [HVid.l, BANAAM [AI, BAN. 
[L]). Cp JOSHAVIAH, and see DAVID, 11 ( a )  ii. 

ELNATHAN (lc;$F, 'God has given,' §§ 24, 27, 
EhNAeAN [BAQ"'s,l). 

I. Grandfather (on the maternal side) of Jehoiachin ; 
designated, ' Elnathan of Jerusalem ' ; z I<. 24 8 (eAAa- 
vuRup [B], -pa.Bap [A], -eaRav [L]). Most probably 
the same as Elnathan b. Achbor, Jer. 3612 ([a 44121, 
LwvaRav [B], Y. [AQ"]), who was sent by Jehoiakim 
to fetch Uriah ont of Egypt, Jer. 2622-24 ([33zz-z4], 
om. B), and is mentioned again in connection with the 
burning of Jeremiah's roll (5625 va6'av [.A]). 

Two 
were ' c h i ~ f  men' ( D ' B N ~ )  and the third, one of the n q * ~ , y  or 
'teachers, RV (ahwvap, ehuaOav, eav. [HA], F ~ L Y . ,  shv. [L, 
who gives only two]). In T Esd. 8 4 4  there are only two names, 
ALNATHAN, KV ELNATHAN (cvaa-~av [B]), and EUNATAN, 
a misprint which is corrected in the RV ENNATAN (evwamw). 

2. Three men of this name are mentioned in Ezra816. 

ELOHIM ( P  'n ,'$? U), : see NAMES, 0 11-l.f: 

ELQI ( B A ~ I ) ,  Mk. 1534. See ELI, ELI. 
ELON (lh9&, L e . ,  '[sacred] oak,' § 69 ; cp ALLON). 

I. One of the cities assigned to Dan in Josh. 1943 ,  
where it is mentioned along with Shaalabbin, Aijalon, 
Timnah, and Ekron. (6 has : aihwv [B], E X .  [A], L U X .  
[L], but @'- EXWV for ' Aijalon ' in n. 42-a case of 
transposition, ) 'The site has not been identified ; but it 
is obviously to be looked for in or near the Valley of 
Sorek ( C.V. Sardr). The same Elon is referred to in 
I K. 4 9  (crit. emend.), where it follows Shaalbim and 
Bethshemesh. See ELON-BETH-HANAN (where @'s 
readings are given). 

2. See AIJALON, 2 ; and cp below, ELON ii., if: 

ELON ($78, Gin. Ba. ; &,!AWN [BAL]). I. A son, 
that is, family or clan, of ZEBULUN : Gen. 4614 (ampwv 
[B])=Nu. 2626 (aXwv [L]) ; perhaps the same as 

2. One of the six 'minor' judges, most of whose 
names 'appear to be those of clans rather than of 
individnals ' (Moore, /u@es, xxviii. ) : Jndg. 12 11 f. 
(Gin. ])$ti, Ba. r 5 ~ ,  aAmp [BL], -Y [A]; AhiaZoon). 
Elon is really the heros eponyms of Aijalon (or rather 
Elon ; see AIJALON, z ) ,  in the land of Zebulun. The 
gentilic is Elonite, ?$\! ; Nu. 2626 ( a X h w v [ ~ ] ~  [BAF], 
aXwv1 [L]). 

3. ( i l i ' ~ ,  Gin. BB. ; properly a place-name ; see NAMES, 569), 
a Hictite, father of BASHEMATH (I), one of Esau'sforeign wives : 
Gen. 2634 ( a d w p  [AL], -6op [U]), called father of ADAH, z : 
Gen. 362 (FAWLL lh.1. arhr r .  ID1. -hov [El. -a [Ll). See BASHE- 
MATH, I, BEERI;I:I ' -' ~' ' 

ELQN-BETH-HANAN ( p p q  f i $ q  ; but some 
MSS have 12 for n'2, and others prefix 1 ; EAWM BWC 

B H e h A M b N  [B], A I ~ A W M  B W C  BHBANAN [AI, ~ I A W N  
EWC BAIBNAAM [L]). A name, or rather names, at  
the end of the description of Solomon's second prefec- 
ture ( I  I<. 49). Q is probably right in reading ' . . . 
and Elon as far as B.' (cp n, 12, end). Elon is prob- 
ably the first ELON (i., I )  mentioned above, though it 
is also possible to read Aijalon. 'Beth-hanan,' if a 
frontier town is meant, can hardly be right ; some 
wel1-known name is wanted. 

Possibly we should, with Klostermann, read BETH-HORON, a n  
important place, marked out by nature for a frontier-town. 
Conder's suggestion of &it 'Anin (Socin, BPI 'Enin a villase 
8+ m. from Jerusalem, on the road to J i ? m z Z  (P&M 3 I;), 
Beit @anzin, 2 h. NE.  of Gaza ( B R  2 371)~ may be mentioned. 

ELOTH (nib&), I IC. 926 2 Ch. s17. See ELATH. 

ELPAAL (h&, § 31; A A @ A A A ,  B A X A A A  [Bl, 
A A ~ A A ,  -A., EA@. [AI, sAai@. [LIh a name in a 
genedogy of BENJAMIN (q. v . ,  
f: 18. See IQR 11 1 0 2 8 ,  § I. Cp EPHLAL. 

ELPALET ( D ~ ~ $ $ ) ,  I Ch. 1 4 s ;  or RV Elpelet 
( I  Ch. 145) see ELIPHELET ( I ) .  

EL-PARANJIYHF? $8, i .e . ,  'the tree [@'terebinth'; 
better, 'palm-tree'lofparan'; FWCTHC T ~ ~ G M I N ~ O Y  
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EL-ROI EMBALMING 
THC @ApAN [(A) (D)1, B. T. TEpMIN0OY T. $. [El, 
E. TepeBiNeqy T. @. [L] Gen. 146).  See PARAN. 
[Onk., Sam. plain [ ~ i i m ]  of Paran' ; see MOREH, 
LAANAIM. ) 

EL-ROI ('v? h), Gen. 1613, RV'"g. ; see NAMES, 
5 116, and cp ISAAC, 5 2. 

EL-SHADDAI (?@ be), Gen. 171; see NAMES, 

ELTEKE or ELTEKEH (K 
§ 117. 

A.?-ta-@u-u, EheEKm [A]), a t 
land, mentioned with Ekron and Timnah, in the book 
of Joshua (1944, ahKaeb [Bl, €he€KEiN .[L]), \vas 
(2123 EhKWBAlM [B], Bh0BKa [L]) a Levitical City in 
the inheritance of Dan. It was taken and destroyed by 
Sennacherih on his way to Timnah and Ekron after his 
defeat of the Egyptian forces that had come to the help 
of the Ekronites (see his ' prism ' inscription, Schrader, 
KAT(z), 171$, 289, 2gz[ET, 15gf., 282, 2851). The 
army overthrown by Sennacherib probably consisted of 
Jews as well as Ekronites and Egyptians, and a likely spot 
for them to unite and take their stand would be up the 
WSdy Sar8r (Vale of Sorek) on the high road between 
Ekron and Jerusalem, at the foot of the hills-a position 
which equally suits the data in Joshua. Sennacherib 
might reach it from the coast and the neighbourhood of 
Joppa (where he was previously), by the vale of Aijalon 
and the easy pass, from the latter to the Vale of Sorek. 
No trace of the name, however, has been discovered here 
or elsewhere. Kliidet Lez@li, 7 m. SW. of Ekron and 
near the great N. road (PEP map, Sh. xvi. ; see map to 
J U D ~ A )  suits the data of Sennacherib's inscription, but 
seems incompatible with those of Joshua. Beit Li@i& 
in Aijalon (Conder) is too far N. (cp Guthe, Zukunfts- 
bild d. Jesaia, 48). See CHRONOLOGY, 5 21. 

G. A. S. 

: OBKOYM [Bl, Ehe€K€N [AL]), 
a town in the hill-country of Judah (Josh. 1559), 
mentioned in a small group of six along with Halhul 
(Ha!htil), Beth-zur (Burj Stir) and Gedor (Jedtir). The 
site IS therefore to be sought, most probably, somewhere 
on or near the route from Hehron to Jerusalem. The 
reading E E K O U ~  of bB suggests that the element SN in 
this name was sometimes taken to represent the definite 
article (cp ELTOLAD). Some have thought of this 
Eltekon as the site of Sennacherib's victory of Altaku, 
and indeed, in spite of what Schrader says (KATP), 
171f.), the spelling of the latter is nearer Eltekon than 
Eltekeh ; but the geographical reasons he gives in 
favour of Eltekeh are well grounded. 

ELTOLAD (lhhy), one of the cities of Judah in 
the Negeh near the border of Edom (Josh. 1530, 
EhecdAaA [AI, -whaA [L], G A B ~ N A A A  P I ) ,  but in 
Josh. 194 (sh0oyAaA [AI, -AaA [LIZ -ha P I )  assigned 
to Simeon. In  I Ch. 429 the name is TOLAD (i$n ; 
BwXa8 [A], BouXuELp [B], BoXaO [L]), the prefixed 
Arabic article 5~ being omitted (so at least Kon. 2 ~ 7 ,  
but apparently not Ges. -K. 5 35 m; cp ELTEKON, above). 

ELUL ($959, ~ A o y h  [BbKAvid] ; in Assyr. UZulu; 
see Schr. KA T 380, and cp $lh! in Palm. [de VogiiB, 
Syr. Cent. no. 791) occurs in Neh. 615 (EAOYA [B], 
ahoyA [L]) and I Macc. 14.27 ( ~ A o y h  [VA], om. K) as 
the name of a MONTH (p .n. ,  5 5). 

ELUZAI (91W$y, i.e., 'God is my refuge?' 5 29 ; 
azai [Bl, shiwzi [A], E A I B Z E P  [L]), one of David's 
warriors, I Ch. 125t.  

I. In I Macc; 6rf: 
AV has, 'king Antiochus, travelling through the high 
countries, heard say that Elymais in the country of 
Persia was a city greatly renowned for riches, silver, 
and gold, and that there was in it a very rich temple,' 
etc. (cp NANEA). RV, however, reads, '. . . that in 
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See ELTEKE. 

See DAVID, 5 11 ( a )  iii. 

ELYMAIS (€A[A]y~&ic [B]). 

Elymais in Persia there was a city,' etc. AV follows 
TR ; RV represents 6v 'Ehupat8i <v r$ Dtpui& ; 6'' 
reads E P  ehupars (~huper [A]) EV r e p .  Whether RV 
is justified in adopting this text seems doubtful ; EV 

before ehupars may be the correction of a scribe who 
knew that there was no city bearing the name of 
1-lymais. Polybius ( 3 1 r r ) ,  it is true, states that the 
temple on which Antiochus had designs was in Elymais ; 
but 2 Macc. 92 places it at Persepolis, which was not in 
Elymais, but in Persia proper. 

G. Hoffmann ( A  usziig-e aus Syr. Akten Pers. Miirtyrer, 
,323)) quoting a passage ~b ~ r ) s  'Ap.rkp~8os ispbv 7h 'Acapa 
assumes that ' A t p a  is the city referred to, and identifies 'A<api 
with the Ar. Azar, which is in Khnsistsn, SE.  of Susa, one day's 
journey on the road from RBm-hormuz to el-rlhwnz (cp al- 
Mukaddasi, ed. de Goeje, 41913). Possibly, however, the real 
name was one which admitted of being mutilated and corrupted 
so as to produce 0)'y Elam. Gratz (MGWJ, 1883, p. 241 
fi) seeks a clue in the obscure passage Dan. 1145 ; but it 
seems hazardous to assume that ~ ~ T B N  (EV 'his palace,' which 
does not suit $ 5 7 ~  ' the tents of') is equivalent to ArrQasava, the 
name of an Elamite city in Ptolemy, for Gratz himself holds 
that the rest of the clause is deeply corrupt. Compare, how- 
ever, Vg. aid Aq. in Dan. Z.C. ; both take 'M to b e a  proper name. 

' Elymak ' recurs in Toh. 2 IO, where RVmg. certainly 
adopts the correct reading. For the statement that 
ACHIACHAKUS went to Elymais ( E E S  T S P  'EX(X)upa~8a 
iBKA]-possibly E ~ S  y ) v  'E. ) support has been found in 
the semi-apocryphal romance which bears his name 
(Rendel Harris, Story ofAhi@ur, lii. ). Dillon, however, 
ingeniously suggests that the name has arisen from the 
underground cell - the original narrative had some 
derivative of &-in which Ahikar hides himself from 
the wrath of Sennacherib and Nadan (Contern?. Review, 
March 1898). It is to he noted that the allusion to  
Achiacharus has little bearing upon Tobit-at least in 
its present form (see TOBIT). 

ELYMAS ( ~ A Y M A C  [Ti. WH]), Actsl38. See 
BARJESUS. 

ELYON (I\*$), Gen. 1418 RVmg. See NAMES, 
5 118. 

ELZABAD (l;!$v, ' God has given,' 5 27 ; cp Palm. 
711123, de VoguB, Syr. Centr. no, 73. Ili-zabadu, a 
Jewish name of fifth 'century B. c. ,  has been found on  
a tablet from Nippur [Hilprecht]). 

I. One of David's warriors ; I Ch. 1212 ( ~ X r u f e p  [B]. 
probably only a scribe's error, ~hefapas [A], ehuapa8 
[L]). 

2. h. Shemaiah, a Korahite door-keeper,l I Ch. 267 
(eAq@&zO [B] ; ~Xfupa8 [A] ; LE{. [L]). 

ELZAPHAN (]@&'e, ' El conceals' or I defends,' 
30 ; cp Zephaniah ; ~ A I C A @ A N  [BAL]), h. Uzziel, a 

Kohathite Levite (Ex. 622 Lev. lo4).  Cp ELIZAPHAN. 

EMADABUN (HMAAABOYN [BA]), I Esd. 558 RV, 
AV MADIABUN. 

EMATHEIS (EM&I~IC [A]), I Esd. 929 RV=Ezra 
1028,  ATHLAI. 

EMBALMING. The Egyptian belief in the con- 
tinued existence after death of the hnman Ka (see 
EGYPT, 5 18) seems to he of very great antiquity. T o  
make this existence happy precautions of every Bind were 
taken; food and drink were placed in the grave that 
the Ka might not starve; his favourite movables in 
like manner were buried with him; hut above all 
the body had to be preserved so that the Ka could 
resume possession at  pleasure. Hence the very ancient 
practice of embalming. 

A minute description of the methods employed in his 
own time is given by Herodotus ( 2 8 6 8 )  ; with this may 
be compared the account of Diodorus Siculus (191). 
According to Herodotus embalming was the business 
of a special guild. 

See DAVID, 5 11 (u )  iii. 

He distinguishes three methods. 

1 Read 'and Elzabad and his brothers' with 'I5 and some 
Heb. MSS (Ki.). 
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EMBROIDERY 
Italian (ricamare) and Spanish (recanzar). @ has I rorxrAal ,  
6 W X K C A ~ ~  705 ,jar$r8euroB, gpyov BOLKLATO~,  W O L K ~ A O S .  In  Ex. 
28 4 AV has ' a broidered coat ' for pen  "$I? ; RV ' a coat cf 
chequer work.' See TUNIC, and observe that, though in Ps. 
45 15 [4 nio,?!? (RV 'in, or upon, broidered work') is plainly 
corrupt the reference to brocade-work in v. 14 [13l is un- 
questio;ied (see Che. Ps.W. 

Embroidery was regarded by the Romans as peculiarly 
a Phrygian art (vestis Ph?yp'a; opzrs Phrygiunz). 

2. Home of Pliny (8  48) even states that embroidery 
with the needle was invented by the 
Phrygians. More probably the Phrygians 

derived the art indirectly from Babylonia. According 
to Perrot and Chipiez (Ar t  in ChaZdea and Assyria, 
2 363) the Chaldwans first set the example of wearing 
richly embroidered stuffs, 'as we know from the most 
ancient cylinders, from the Telloh (Tell Lah?)  nionu- 
ments, and from the stele of Marduk-nadin-a@.' 
Should this statement be correct, it practically decides 
the question as to the origin of the art of embroidery. 
The Latin expression for an embroidering-needle (aczls 
BudyZonia) would seem to point in the same direction. 

It  is true, the ancient Babylonian cylinder-seals 
hardly supply any confirmation of the statement of 
historians. In the magnificent records of De Sarzec's 
excavations, however, there is (pl. I. bis, fig. l a )  a 
representation of a standing figure clothed in a garment 
covered with diagonal lines which form lozenges. In 
this we may most probably see an example of exceed- 
ingly early embroidery (3000 or 4000 B.c.), which 
would naturally assume a very simple form. Our next 
important example is that of Mardnk-nadin-abi (about 
1120 B.c.), in which the robe of the king is very 
elaborately wrought. The finest specimens of all, 
however, are the designs on the robe of the Assyrian 
king Agnr-nasir-apli (885 B.c.), which are most 
interesting and instructive with regard to this subject. 
The sculptures representing him show that his dress 
was embroidered with most varied designs, representing 
men, deities, and animals, as well as the king himself 
performing ceremonies before the sacred tree, etc. 
The borders and ornaments (generally floral, the chief 
subject being the sacred tree) are extremely good (see 
Layard, Monuments of Nineveh, and Perrot and 
Chipiez; ClzaZdaa, figs. 253-259, and text). 

In the inscriptions we cannot at present say with 
certainty that either needlework or woven embroidery 
is spoken of. Garments and woven .stuffs are indeed 
referred to : we even have lists of garments ; but the 
precise signification of the words employed is often 
obscure. Very possibly, however, the phrases (sudatu) 
fa ina afagi barru and (~udatu)  Sa ina kunsilZi darru 
refer not to garments 'torn with thorns,' or other 
objects of that kind, but to cloth ornamented' or 
'embroidered with a thorn ', (? needle) and ' with a 
shuttle (?) ' respectively. 

Egyptian embroidery is known only through late 
specimens; brit from these we can safely infer the 
production of similar fabrics in earlier times. Herodotns 
(347)  mentions that Amasis (570 B.c . )  sent to theAthena 
(Minerva) of Lindos a linen corslet inwoven with figures 
and embroidered with gold and cotton; and Ezekiel 
(27 7), addressing Tyre, says ' Of embroidered byssus 
from Egypt was thy sail.' Lucan (10 141-143) speaks of 
Egyptian embroidery. The thread is called Sidonian, 
the silk is from the Seres, the needle is Egyptian 
(Nilotis). 

In Greece the invention of the art was ascribed to 
Athena : hence the offerings of foreign work of this kind 
to her temple (see above). Embroidery with the needle 
cannot be shown to be mentioned in the Homeric 
poems. Almost always the terms used are those ap- 
plicable to weaving (ZZ. 3 1 2 5 8  22 440J ; Od. 19 2 2 5 8 ) .  
1 I t  is said that the togapicta worn by the emperor on festal 

occasions, by the consuls on entering office by the magistrates 
when giving public games. and by the Romkn generals on their 
triumphs, was of Phrygian embroidery. 
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EMBROIDERY 
I. In the costliest of the three the brain was with- 

drawn through the nose with an iron hook and the 
cavity filled with spices. Then an incision was made 
in the abdomen on the left side with an ' Ethiopic 
stone' (flint knife), the bowels removed and washed 
with palm wine, the cavity filled with myrrh, cassia, 
and other drugs, and the opening sewed up. Next 
the body was kept for seventy days in natron (ac- 
cording to modern analysis, sub-carbonate of soda), 
then finally washed and skilfully swathed in long strips 
of byssus smeared with gum. The mummy was usually 
enclosed in a sort of case which showed the outlines of 
the body, and lastly in a wooden coffin of human shape, 
occasionally also in a stone sarcophagus. 

2. The second method was simpler, and correspond- 
ingly cheaper. Cedar oil was introduced into the body 
and removed after it had decomposed the viscera ; the 
body was then laid in natron, which, according to Hero- 
dotus, wholly consumed the flesh, leaving nothing but 
the skin and bones. 

3. The third and cheapest method substituted for the 
cedar oil of the second some less expensive material. 

Broadly speaking, the statements of Herodotus are 
confirmed by what we learn from Egyptian sources and 
from examination of the mummies themse1ves.l Ex- 
tant mummies, however, exhibit more methods of em- 
balming than the three just described. In particular 
those of the New Empire show a marked advance in the 
art, as compared with those of the Old. According to 
Erman, however (Egyjt, 315), accurate details as to 
this are still wanting. One of the main innovations was 
in the treatment of the viscera. In the New Empire 
these were removed ; the heart was replaced by a stone 
scarabzeus (the scarabwns, as a peculiarly mysterious 
and holy creature, was supposed likely to be of essential 
use to the dead). The heart, lungs, liver, and other 
remaining viscera were set aside in four vases, usually 
(from an old misunderstanding) called Canopic. Each 
vase was under the protection of a special dEmon-all 
four dwmons being sons of Osiris-and the lid of each 
took the form of the head of that dwmon: man, 
jackal, hawk, cynocephalus. The special function of 
the dwmon was to ward off hunger. 

This custom of embalming was specifically Egyptian. 
The Hebrews did not practise it. It  is only as being 
an Egyptian custom that the narrator speaks of it as 
applied in the cases of Jacob and Joseph (Gen. 502J 
[JJ, 5026 [E]). With his statement that the embalming 
lasted forty days (50 3) may be compared that of Diodorns 
(191) which makes it at least thirty days. Ordinarily, 
however, it seems to have taken seventy days. There 
is a statement of Josephus (Ant. xiv. 74), referring to 
a later period-a statement which stands by itself-that 
the body of Aristobulns was embalmed with honey so as 
to allow of its being afterwards removed to Jerusalem. 

See Wilkinson, Anc. E.. ii. 2 451$ : Maspero, M h .  SUY 
q d g u e s  papyrus du Lo&re, Zl. : k d u e l  de Pemdaunze- 
nzzitt: J. Czermak (as in note); articles in Winer, Riehm, and 
PREP) ; Erman, Egypt, chap. 13. I. B. 

EMBROIDERY. RV's substitute for the ' needle- 
work ' of AV in Judg. 5 30 Ps.45 14 [IS] ("?el ' broidered work '), 

and virtually in Ex. 26 36 27 16 28 39 36 37 38 18 
Hebrew 39 zg (DE1 ??@gp). E V  gives 'broidered work' 

in Ezek. 16 IO 13 (?Q?iJl), 'their broidered gar- 

ments' in 26 16 (D?,??? 'l!?). The Heb. word (rikmuh) isused 
metaphorically in Ezek. 17 3 (feathers of an eagle) and I Ch. 
29 2 (ornamental stones, or mosaic work). The cognates of m y 1  
are Eth. rekern, Ar. rukavna ' to embroider,' also ' to  write' ( ' io  
make points '), with which the Targ. N???? ' coloured spots,' and 
theSyr. tarkemdthd 'red pimples,'may he compared, fromwhich 
it seems to f h o w  that the first step towards embroidery was mak- 
ing points, or little strokes ; diversity of hue would be sought for 
in the next stage. In its usual specialised sense of needlework- 
ornamentation of woven fragments, Ar. rabama has passed into 

terms. 

1 Compare especially the results of Czermak's physiological 
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EMEK-KEZIZ EMERODB 
To the value set on embroidery in ancient Palestine 

Judg. 5 30 supplies an eloquent testimony ; it is presum- 

3. Biblical 
references. 

the account 

ably Babylonian work that the poet 
refers to. At any rate, Achan’s mantle 
was Babylonian (Josh. 7 21 24). In 
of Hezeliiahs tribute (Taylor cylinder, 

334fl) ,  there is no mention of embroidered garments ; 
hut, though we may perhaps assume that the veil of the 
temple (see below) was not Jewish work, it is probable 
(especially if P is late) that the art of embroidery was 
practised in Judza. The account of the process of 
preparing the gold thread for the embroiderer, in Ex. 
39 3, deserves notice. ‘ And they beat out the plates of 
gold, so that he could cut them into wires, to work 
these into the blue, and the purple, and the scarlet, and 
the fine linen, the work of an artist.’ In  this passage 
the word 3@n, &if&? (EV ‘cunning workman’) takes 
the place of qj, ri&z (EV ‘embroiderer’) ; another 
similar but perhaps higher class of work may be meant. 

According to the Talmudists 30~1, or embroidery, was when 
the design was attached to  the stuff by being sewn on, and 
visible, therefore, on one side only, and the work of the 3wn 
was that in which the design was worked in by the loom 
appearing on both sides.1 The correctness of this, however: 
may he doubted, for the statement that the 3wn worked golden 
threads and also cherubim into the fabric (Ex. 26 I 31 368 39 ,  
implies that he, too, was a needle-worker (cherubim being 
probably much too difficult for a loom-worker a t  that period), 
and moreover an ‘artist,’ not only on acconnt of the more com- 
plicated nature of the work he executed, but also because he 
worked from new and much more varied designs than the 037. 

Josephus (Ant. xii. 5 4 B/ v. 5 4) speaks of the 
wonderful veils both of the first and of the second 
(Herod‘s) temple. Clermont-Ganneau has suggested 
that the veil of the first, which Antiochus Epiphanes 
certainly took away, was the curtain of the sanctuary 
of Olympia, of Assyrian workmanship, dyed with 
‘Phoenician purple, and given by Antiochus. Josephus’s 
description of the highly artistic veil in Herod‘s temple, 
sets us wondering where it was made. He calls it 
a Babylonian curtain. It is doubtful whether any hut 
priests’ families remained on the site of ancient Babylon ; 
but of course the art of embroidery may have been 

EMEK-KEZIZ, AV ‘The  valley of Keziz’ (3@ 
Y’Y?: A M E K A C E I C  P I  - K K A .  [AI, EM. [LI), 
an unidentified city in the territory of Benjamin (Josh. 
18 ZI), enumerated between BETH-HOGLAH and BETH- 
ARABAH, 2. The name &?:is sounds like the word 
f(esrF:, another name of the W. @ngise/z, between 
Telroa and En-gedi (see ZIZ) ;  but this Wiidy could 
not belong to Benjamin. If bB is right in reading 
Beth-abarah in Josh. L.c., we may conjecturally identify 
Emelr- keziz with the broad and deep WZdy en- 
Nnwi‘inzeh, NW. of the modern Jericho, which 
Robinson explored on his way from Jericho to Bethel. 
The place intended was possibly near the springs of 

ElERALD (CMbpbrAoC, smuragdzrs) represents 
in 6 (see, however, PRECIOUS STONES) the Heb. n p a ,  
6rF?*t?&eth (Ex. 28 17 39 10) or ng??, hire&% (Ezek. 28 13). 

It, is also the rendering of RVmE. ; EV, 
wrongly, has CARBUNCLE. Targg. and 

Pesh. retain the Heb. word : NC~J?? [Jerus. Jon.], ]jp 
[Onk.], bSs [Pesh.]). The Gk. name, which occurs 
also without the initial letter, seems to be the same as 
the Hebrew ; but the ultimate origin of the word is un- 
known. The Semitic root hayak, ‘ to lighten,’ readily 
suggests itself; but cp Sans. mnrakatu, mnmktn. In 
Arabic two varieties of emerald are distingnished, 
8nrSnrjnd and zzmmrrud. 

practised in other cities of Babylonia. T. G. P. 

‘ A h  ed-Dzik (see Docus). T. K. C. 

1. Name. 

1 I n  Phaen. jWn=weaver (Ges.P3).Bu.P)). 
a PEFQ 1878, pp. 79-81, 
3 Whence ejnerard, through (presumably) smavuldus. 

Cp WEAVING. 
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The emerald is classed mineralogically with the beryl (see 
BERYL), from which, however it differs in having a fine green 

colour, attkbuted to the preseuce in it of 
2. Description. chromium sesquioxide ; i t  also never presents 

the internal strizz often seen in the beryl.1 
I t  occurs in six-sided prismatic crystals of the hexagonal system 
the edges of which not unfrequently show various modificni 
tions. The emerald is tramparent or translucent, and has a 
vitreous rarely resinous lustre. I t  was highly valued by the 
ancients)(see Pliny, ”37 5 ) .  Various virtues were ascribed to 
it ; it was said to be good for the eyes, to colour water green, to 
assist women in childbirth and to drive away evil spirits; 
in the Fast it is still credited with talismanic and mediciml 
propemes. 

Besides being mentioned in Ezek. 28 13 as one of the 
precious stones with n.hich the king of Tyre was decked, 

3. Biblical and in Ex. 28 17 39 IO as among the gems 
References. ni the high priest’s breastplate, the 

emerald is allnded to in Tobit 1 3 1 6  
Judith 1021 Ecclus. 3 2 6  Rev. 43 (upapdy8rvos, of the 
rainbow), and Rev. 21 19. 

2. In Ex. 2818  39x1 Ezek. 2 7 1 6  2813.T EV has 
‘emerald’ for 753, n@zck, but RVW. renders carbuncle.’ 

The resemblance hetween the letters of Heb. ncijhek a d  
Egypt. m~%(t), or, as commonly written, mafkat, may be urged 
in favour of ‘ emefald as  a t  any rate a better rendering of nijhrh 
than ‘ carbuncle. The Egyptian word represents, according 
to WMM a wreen stone, not however the emerald, but malachite. 
I t  is not iesFplausible to identify naj-phek and nzafkat with the 
Zwjakku-stones in the Amarna Tablets (202, I6), sent by the 
prince of Ashkelon to the king of Egypt. In  S. Philistia, where 
the roads from Sinai terminated, it would be easy to obtain 
mafkat from the Eg-yptian mines. If we follow Q3 in Ezek. 
2776 and read ‘Edom’ (01~) for MT’s ‘Aram’ (mid, it will 
appear that n@?zek as  well as other precious stones came from 
Edom This too is quite consistent with the equation n3zhhek= 
majkit  (so WMM, OLZ,  Feb. 1899, q. 3 9 3 ) .  Maspero, how- 
ever, interprets nzafkat as ‘ turquoise. 

EMERODS,2 RV ‘turnours,’ except in Dt. 2827; 
but see mg. (tI’$?$!, ‘&Li-nz; @BAL H chpa, A I  chphi : 
in I S. 56  EIC TAC ~ A p b c  [A] NAYC [B]; both 
renderings combined in L), mentioned with other 
diseases in Dt. 2Sa7 [EV] and in the account of the 
affliction of the Philistines ( I  S. 5 6  Q IZ  6 4 j :  IT 17) .  
According to the ordinary view, ‘ViZinz became at length 
a vulgar word, and Kre therefore substitutes the more 
seemly word r7+, <t!@yinz, which is also to be found 
in the late insertions I S. 6116 17-18a (see Bndde, Sam. 
SDOT). Since, however, ?t&WZnz is no eupheniism at  
all,s and analogous IQt: readings (see Husris) have 
been argued to be corrupt, it has been proposed to 
read for the impi-obable and unpleasant word vim, 
o’nm (=o-i’nu, ‘ulcers).’ Kre is therefore not a 
euphemism but a gloss (Che. ). 

The reading @ci~2n~ must, it is true, have been an early one, 
for i t  seems to he implied in the 3pac of 0.6, not, however in Ps. 
7866 where a small corruption has obscured the true sense.4 
Tradition has in fact radically misunderstood themeaning of ‘Cj7tZ- 
Z i m  which (like the gloss rithd&n) must be r7 descriptive term 
for ;he disease, and probably means ‘tl(niours’(so RV ; cp ‘@;6hcl, 
‘hill’). This suits the (almost certainly correct) reading, 
mm, of the verb in I S. 596( for MT’s ?l~@,’~).~ According to 
th;’ernended text the passage runs thus-‘and he smote the 
men of the city, both small and great, and tumours broke out 
upon them.’G 

That hzmorrhoidal swellings i?z uno are referred to 
is rendered possible by the usage of the Ar. ‘a$ (see Ges. 

1 The chemical composition of the emerald may be represented 
by the formula 6Si02 Ale,Oa,3GfO. I t  has an uneven and con- 
choidal fracture, a. hgrdness of 7.5-8, and a specific gravity of 

The nearest approach to 
the form is ‘erneraudes,’ Mid. Eng. in the Pvomnjto7~iunz 
Paru~doonrnz of 1440 which is nearly the same as old Fr. ‘ emeroides ’-i.e., hrehiorrhoids (or piles). 
3 See UDB and Ges.-Buhl, S.V.  ma. 
4 For 9:: read 3[@!, ‘And made his foemen turn back.’ Re- 

treating and ignominy are constantly connected in the Psalms 
(e.g., 6 10 [III). 

5 Cp Ex. 9 9f: ; 3 and D, nand n were confounded (Che.). 
6 This happens to he H. P. Smith’s redeFiug, but it is put 

forward by him as a mere conjecture. The lex~cograaphers on the 
other hand, seek to justify the sense of ‘break out’ (cleave) 
by comparing Ar. Eatara (i to have a cracked eyelid ’). ?yq?;l 
would have been more natural. 

2.670 to 2.732. 
2 ‘ Emerods ’ is found only in AV. 
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EMIM ENAIM 
[A]). Emmaus, mod. ‘Anzzviis, was situated 22 R. m. 
from Jernsalem on the road to Joppa, and I O  m. SSE. 
from Lydda. In Roman times it was the seat of a 
toparchy, and frequently enters into the history of that 
period (cp Jos. Ant. xiv. 112; BJ i. 112, ii. 51 204, 
iv. 81, v. 16) .  From the third century it bears the 
name Nicopolis, the origin of which is variously ex- 
plained (see Schiirer, GVZ 1 5 3 7 8 ,  ET, 2253f.), and 
in Christian times it was an episcopal see. Emmaus 
was renowned for a spring believed to be endowed with 
miraculous powers (cp Mid. &ht?Zeeth 7 7) ,  from the exist- 
ence of which it may have derived its name. Eusebius 
and Jerome( OS257 21 121 6), whomearlywritersfollowed, 
agreed in identifying Emmaus-Nicopolis with 2. 

2. The Emmaus of Lk. 2413 (referred to, but un- 
named, in Mk. 161z), a ‘village’ ( ~ i p v ) ,  60 ( K  and 
some others read 160) stadia from Jerusalem. The 
identification has found supporters in modern times 
(notably Robinson LRR 1 4 7 8 ) ,  but is unlikely. 
Emmaus was too important a city to be called K&,I.c~ ; 
and, not to mention other reasons, the supposition that 
the disciples accomplished so long a journey (for 110 

specific purpose) is at variance with the narrative. It is 
very evident that the reading 160 is an intentional 
alteration to harmonise with the tradition shared by 
Ensebius and Jerome. Emmaus is to be sought for in the 
immediate neighbourhood of Jerusalem, and it is agreed 
that it can be no other than the Emmaus of Josephus 
(B/ vii. 66)  30 (so Niese ; others read 60) stadia from 
Jerusalem, which Vespasian colonised by assigning to it 
800 discharged veterans. Now about 34-35 stadia to 
the NW. of Jerusalem lies &-uZ8?ziyeh, a little village, 
which derives its name, it woiild appear, from 
‘colonia’ and reminds us of the 800 veterans above.’ 
In close proximity is the ruined BZt iWizzu?, probably the 
Benjamite ?+? of Josh. 1826, which according to the 
Gdmgra on Sukk. 4 5  was also a ‘ colonia’ (see MOZAH). 
The close resemblance between the names +;I (Wt 
Mizzu?) and Emmaus is sufficiently striking, and since it 
is almost the required distance from Jerusalem, there 
can be little doubt as to the identity of KuZitLiyeh and 
the Emmaus of Josephus. The further identification of 
Kuliniyeh and the Emmaus of Lk. becomes equally 
probable, and is accepted by most moderns (Hi., Caspari, 
Buhl, Pal. 186, Schultz, PRE(2) 11769 771, Wolff in 
Riehm HWB, Wilson in Smiths DBP); see also Sepp, 
fer .  u. d. heil Land, 15.+-73).2 

By those who adopt the less accredited distance of60 stadia, 
several sites have been proposed for Emmaus. (a) Conder (Hi3 
3268, PEFM336fi)finds it in the name el-Kh?masa (according 
to him=Emmaus), SW. of Bittir (see BITHER I.): the antiquity 
of the place is vouched for by the existence of rock-hewn tombs. 
El-Khamasa, however, is 72 stadia from Jerusalem direct, and 
the distance is even greater by road. (6) el-KubSbeh about 64 
stadia from Jerusalem, W. of Neby Samwil. Further support 
for this is claimed in the tradition (which however ic not older 
than the 14th cent.) associating this placd with Chrk;‘s appear- 
ance (cp l3aed.P) 16 115, and esp. Zscho,kke D. newtest. 
Einiizaus [’65]). (c) &riet el-‘Enab (or Ahii Gash)) to the S. of 
el-Kuhebeh, about 66 stadia from Jerusalenr (cp Wiiliams Dict. 
Gk: and z?‘onz. Geo,~.., Thomson LBPI 534, 666f:; and seLJPh, 
4262). Cp KIRJATH-JEARIM, 5 2. S. A. C. 

EMBIER (EMMHP [A]), I Esd. 921 = Ezra 1020, 
IMMER n. 

EMMERUTH (EMM,HPOY~ [A], etc.), I Esd. 5 2 4  
RV=Ezra 237, IMMER n., I. 

EMMOR (EMMWP [Ti. WH]),  Acts 7 1 6  AV, RV 
HAMOR. 

ENAIM p J ’ U - i . e . ,  probably ’ place of a fountain,’ 
$6 IO!, 107, cp E N A N ;  &INAN [ADEL]), mentioned 
snly in Gen. 381421 RV (AVmf3 Enajim), where AV 
Following Pesh., Vg., and Targ. (see Spurrell‘s note) 

1 See Kllr.nN. A little to the WSW. is KastaL whose name 

Tlres.), and by the case of the alleged punishment of 
the Athenians for dishonour done to Dionysos (schol. 
ad Aristoph. Acharn. 243). The sense of ‘plague- 
boil’ (RV’s second rend., Dt. 2827 mg.) is favoured- 
not indeed by the (imaginary) symbolism of the mouse 
-but by the statement of the rapid spread of the 
disease among the Philistines. The most decisive 
passage is I S. 512, ‘And the sick (n>+?m;!?, Klo.) that 
died not were smitten with the tumours, and the cry 
of the city went up to heaven ’ ;-i. e . ,  as soon as the 
ark reached Ekron there came on the whole population 
a plague which killed some at once, while the rest were 
afflicted with painful tumours, so that a cry of mourning 
and of pain resounded through the city. ‘ Plague-boils ’ 
in the technical sense of the expression, however, occur 
only in the groins, the armpits, and the sides of the neck ; 
?i&7rim therefore cannot be so rendered. Plainly a 
thorough treatment of the text is a necessary preliminary 
to a consistent and natural explanation of the narrative 
in I S. 5. As the text of I S. 64f: 17f. now stands, 
‘ golden tumours,’ as well as ‘ golden mice,’ were sent by’ 
the Philistines as a votive offering to Yahwk. H. P. 
Smith however thinks that the original narrative men- 
tioned only ‘ golden tumours,’ the mice wherever they 
appear being the result of late redactional insertion. This 
view is certainly preferable to that of Hitzig, who thought 
that the only golden objects sent were symbols of the 
pestilence which had devastated the Philistine cities 
(Ashdod, Gath, and Ekron) in the form of mice, a 
theory which, being so widely accepted, ought to be 
correct, but is unfortunately indefensible. The idea 
of ‘ golden tumours ’ is very strange, however. Votive 
offerings, both in ancient and in modern times, re- 
present not the disease from which the sick man has 
suffered but the part of the body affected. ‘ Indeed it 
could hardly be otherwise ; for most morbid conditions 
do not admit of plastic representation so as to be dis- 
tinguishable by untrained eyes.’ So Dr. c. Creighton, 
who proposes to interpret ‘ q d i m  in I S.  64f: and &8?l-im 
in a. 17 of the anatomical part of the body affected, and to 
make the disease dysentery ; but it is plain from @ that 
the narrative in I S. 5 f. has been interpolated, and 
it would seem that not only I S. 6 17 18a but also the 
references to ‘ golden tumours ’ in ZJV. 4f: must be late 
insertions.’ q$~]y and h y  are not very unlike ; out of 
a false reading a false statement may have developed. 

T.  K. C. 

EMIM, THE (P+)?’&?, ‘DK3, as if ‘the terrors’ ; 
probably corrupted from P’?23);l, ‘ the strong’ ; cp 
ZUZIM; in Gen. 1-oyc COM&IOYC [AI, COMM. [El, 
EMM. [Ll ;  in Dt. 0 1  OMMEIN [BFLI, OOMMEIN, 
OMMIBI N [A]), prehistoric inhabitants of Moab (Gen. 
1 4 5  Dt. 21of.f). See SHAVEH-KIRIATHAIM, REPHAIM 
(i.). 

Schwally(2A TW18 135 [‘981)comparesAr. ’ayyim, ‘serpent,’ 
as if ‘serpent-spirits’ were meant (cp ADAM AND EVE, col. 61, 
n. 3);  but the text is more probably corrupt. The  parallel 
names all admit of simple explanations. T. IC. C. 

EMINENT PLACE (X), Ezek. 1624. See HIGH 
PLACE, 6. 

EMMANUEL (EMMANOYHA [Ti. WH]), Mt. 1 2 3  
AV ; RV IMMANUEL. 

EMMAUS (EMM&OYC [Ti. WH] ; deriv. uncertain ; 
cp n?3n, ‘ hot [spring],’ see HAMMATH ; or ;I?M?, 
‘spring, fmnt,’  see MOZAH and cp below, no. 2). 

I. A city in the ’ plain,’ at the base of the mountains 
of Judzea, near which was the scene of the defeat of 
Gorgias at the hands of Judas, 164 R.C. ( I  Macc. 340, 
appu[o]u[u] [AKV]; 57. appuoup [A],-s[K]. cppuous [VI); 
4 3 ,  epfiaoup [AWa c.b], va,i+aauu [K”], app. [VI). I t  
was among the strongholds afterwards fortified by 
Bacchides (i6. 950 appuous [K”], appuoup [Wa VI, cpp. 

1 Possibly the original reading in I S. 6 17 was *\py, which 
was displaced by the &eu& 
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ilso bears a trace of R former Roman encampmint: 
2 It is interesting to recall that, according to Wilson, 

‘Kul&iyeh was, and still is, a place to which the inhabitants of 
ernsalem went out for recreatibn.’ ’ The apoc. Book of Jubilees (chap. 41) omits the uame. OSM 

:03 18 221 18) follows @, aninr, aveiQ. 
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ENAN 
treat the word as an appellative, ' an open place.' 
Enaim, however, is obviously a place; it lay between 
Adullam and Tininah, and is the Enam ( n p  ; ~ ~ u e r p  
[AL], puraver [e]) named in Josh. 15 34 in the first group 
of towns in the lowland of Jndah. The fuller form of the 
name in Gen. and Josh. is probably Tappuah of Enairn 
(or, of Enam) ; see TAPPUAH, I, and NEPHTOAH. The 
Talmud mentions a place called Kefar Enaim (PesiR. 
Nab. 23), and here and elsewhere distinctly states that 
Enaim is a place-name, on the authority of Rab (Sofa ,  
IO a) .  Conder's identification with Kh. WZdy 'Alin 
does not suit the reference in Genesis. T. K. C .  

ENAN (]3:y, 5 101, cp ENAIM, HAZAR-ENAN; 
A I N ~ N  [BAFL]). 

I. Father of AHIRA (Nu. 1 15 2 29 [arpav A] 7 78 83 10 27, P). 
See ANER, I.  

ENASIBUS (ENhC[€]I&OC [BA]), I Esd. 934=Ezra 

ENCAMPMENT (nJW), Gen. 25 16 Ezek. 254 etc., 
1036,  ELIASHIB, 6. 

RV ; see CAMP, 5 I ; CATTLE, 5 I, n. 2. 

See MAGIC, 5 3 ; DIVINATION, 5 3. 

ENDIRONS ( D l n Q q ) ,  Ezek. 4043 AVmg. See 
HOOK (7). 

ENDOR (d7 t'u [Josh. IS.], 7 t h  [Ps.], 
A G N A U ~  [BKARTL; Euseh.1, ENAWPON Jos.). (f) 
Endor appears in Josh. 17 11 (MT)among those Manassite 
towns within the territory of Issachar from which the 
Manassites were unable to expel the Canaanite inhabit- 
ants ; but it is not msntioned in & P A L  (unless e6wp 
[Ba.b W.1 is a trace of the name) nor in the /I Judg. 127, 
and has evidently slipped into MT through the simi- 
larity of the name to that of Dor (cp Bennett, SBOT, 
Josh., ad Zoc.). 

(6) Saul's visit to the witch of Endor before the 
battle of Gilboa is related in I S. 285-25 (aehswp [B], 
vqvGwp [A]). Although the name Endor was recog- 
nised in the fourth century A.D. as attaching to a 
large village 4 R. m. S. of Tabor (OS 25970 ; 226q) ,  
and though this fourth-century name still lingers at  
Endnr, a miserable village on the N. slope of the 
Nabi Dahi, the question arises whether the narrator of 
I S. 287-25 did not mean a village called En-harod, 
close to the fountain spoken of in Judg. 7 I.  The true 
order of events in these narratives probably is : ( I )  the 
Philistines muster,their troops at Aphek (in Sharon), and 
Achish promises to take David with him, while Saul 
mlpsters at %n Hgrdd (28 13 291) ; (2) Israel encamps in 
the plain of Jezreel, and the Philistines send David 
away, etc. (292-11 ) ; (3) the Philistines penetrate as far 
as Shunem ( 2 8 4 ) ;  (4) Saul seeks an oracle and finds 
it by night at  Endor (28 3-25 ; so Budde). Note that in 
I S. 285 it is said that Saul's heart 'trembled exceed- 
ingly' (i.rn?i ; cp H5r6d) ; how naturally after this, if 
our conjecture is right, comes the speech of the servants 
of Saul in v. 7 respecting the wise woman at  the Well 
of Trembling (En-Harod) ! Almost certainly ' En-dor ' 
in I S. 28 7 should be emended as proposed. 

(c) In  Ps. 83 IO [II], ' they perished at Endor ' does not 
accord with the mention of Sisera and Jabin. 'At Endor ' 
(l~l-~*p) is obviously corrupt. The context requires 
'without survivors,' and we should probably read 
i?$-]y : w and N are liable to be confounded (Che. 
2's. W). Gratz's conjecture I at the fountain of Harod ' 
(if! I*ya),adopted byWincltler and Wellhausen, only re- 
moves a part of the difficulty. It is suggestive, however. 
Formerly Gratz read ' En-dor ' for ' En-harod ' in Judg. 
71, and 'Endor '  in I S. 291 may come from 
' En-harod' (see HAROD, WELL OF, 2). 

The village of EndGr (not 'EndGr) is ' 7 or 8 m. from 
the slopes of Gilboa, partly over difficult ground ' (Grove- 
Wilson). Nor is it qnite beyond question that there 
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ENCHANTER, ENCHANTMENTS (dn$p, etc. ). 

EN-GANNIM 
was a place called Endor in pre-exilic times. There 
may perfectly well have been two spots called En-harod. 
The fourth-century village of Endor may have owed its 
name to a corruption of the text of I Samuel. 

The meaning of i~i is by no means perspicuous, and the con. 
fusion of i ~ i  and i i n  was easy. At any rate we need not 
speculate as to whether one of the caves in the calcareous cliff 
on the slope of which Endar stands, was the scene of the visit 
of the unhappy Saul to the wise woman (so J. L. Porter, in 
Kitto's B i d .  Cyc. S.V. ' Endor '). What ' Harad ' really means is 
uncertain (cp HARODITE). Perhaps we should read Adar ( T ~ N ) ,  
from which i~i [cp ' Dor '1 would come even more easily than 
from Tin .  T. K. C. 

EN-EGLAIM (P!$:q )W, ' fountain of Eglaim ' = 
Eglam,-Le., 'calf-place'? on form of name, see 
NAMES, $5 101, 1-04? 107); E N h r h h G l M  [BA], 
a l N a r A ~ € l M  [Q]; ENGALLIM), one of the two points 
between which fishing in the former ' Salt Sea' was to 
be carried on when Ezekiel's vision was fulfilled (Ezek. 
4710). Since the vision relates to the land W. of the 
Jordan, and the other point mentioned is En-gedi, we 
naturally look for En-eglaim near the influx of the 
Jordan into the Dead Sea. At present, the salt water 
and the fresh intermingle some way above the mouth of 
the river, and fish that are carried down are thrown up 
dead on the beach (cp DEAD SEA. § 4). I t  will there- 
fore be in the spirit of the vision if, with Tristram 
( B i b k  Places, p. 93) we identify En-eglaim with ',4in 
qajleh about I hr. from the N. shore of the Dead Sea, 
which is regarded by the Bedouins as the best fountain 
in the Ghir. It is hardly too bold to emend the text 
and read for Eglaim, Hoglah (h) ; see BETH-HOGLAH. 

ENEMESSAR (ENGMECCbp[OC] [BKA], SALMAN- 
ASAR, Tob. 1 2 13 1 5 f .  ; a corruption of SHALMANESER 
(which the Syr. reads). 

ENENIUS, RV Eneneus ( G N H N I O C  [BA]) I Esd. 
5 8 = Neh. 7 7, NAHAMANI. 

ENGADDI (Ecclus. 2414, AV). 
EN-GANNIM (P 'JJ ] V , - i . e . ,  ' fountain of gardens,' 

I. A city in the first group of towns in the lowland 
of Judah (Josh. 1534 a8ia6'uerp [A], if we follow the 
Hebrew order ; but this really represents n;"?? of v,  36 ; 
r)yovverp EL], @= apparently thouOwO, unless this form 
represents Tappuah) ; according to Clermont-Ganneau, 
the modern Umnz /inn, W. of Beth-shemesh. Jerome 
and Eusebius ( O S  121 26, Engunninz; 259 66, Hvyav- 
vcp) say ' now a village near Bethel.' 

2. A Levitical town of Issachar (Josh. 1921, LEWY 

K a i  Toppav [B], qvyavvrp [A], rayuvveip [L] ; 2129, 
?r~yi]v ypuppcirwv [BAL],' r~yhv yavvcp [Aq. Sm. 
Th.]). The parallel passage in I Ch. 673  [58] has 
ANEM (nay, uvup [A], aivav [L], B om. v.) which 
seems to be a mere corruption (Be., Ki.). There is 
mentioned in Egyptian texts a place called Kina (WMM 
As. u. Eur. 174), which Budde (differing frog Muller) 
would identify with En-gannim (see HEBER, I). In 
Am. Ta6. 1641721, we find a district called Gina. 
En-gannim is the FtvdV, I'Spa, or rwala of Josephus 
(BJiii. 34  and elsewhere), on the frontier of Galilee, 
and, though no ruins of the ancient place are still left, 
we can hardly doubt that it is the modern Jenin.2 
This is a large and picturesque village 17 m. N. from 
Shechem, at the entrance of a valley which opens into 
the plain of Esdraelon. The slopes at the foot of which 
it lies are covered with plantations of olive trees and 
fig trees, and the houses of the village are surrounded 
with gardens fenced by hedges of cactus. A few palm 
trees add to the charm of the place. The secret of this 

1 Apparently reading i ? D  ]'E. Compare 7r6hir ypappchv 

2 Stade's spelling Jennin is less accurate, and his doubt as to 

T. K. C. 

See EN-GEDI, n. 

J 101. 

(?.e., ~ B D  nq?) in Josh. 1549 for KIRJATH-SANNAH. 

the reading En-gannim seems unnecessary (GVl154~). 
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EN-GEDI ENOCH 
During the Crusades there were vineyards held by a 
convent under Hebron (Rey, Colonies Frurryues en 
Syrie, 384), and to these times probably belong most 
of the ruins. The site was recovered by Robinson in 
1838 ; it is held and cultivated by the Kushaideh Arabs ; 
but there are now neither palms nor vines. The great 
staircase-for no other name adequately expresses the 
steepness of the ascent from.the spring to the plateau- 
is hard for beasts of burden, and the camel-drivers who 
bring salt from Jebel Usduni prefer to go farther N. 
before turning up to Jerusalem. 

For further description see Robinson Bh’ 2 4 3 9 8  . Lynch 
Nary., 282. Tristram Landoflsrael ~ $ 6 .  Conder, Tekf WOY?( 
new ed. 26;J ; B a d h ,  2w ; GASm.’HG: 2 6 9 3  

ENGINE (]\>&I, lit. ‘invention,’ from mn, see 
Eccles. 729), in the expression ‘engines invented by 
cunning men’ (1~13 nqyp nbiyjn, MHXANAC 

M e M H X A N E Y M E N A C  horrcToy [BA], M. M. horic- 
MOIC [L]), diversigenevis muchinus), to denote contriv- 
ances for hurling stones and arrows, 2 Ch. 261s ; see 
SIEGE. 

For the r h p  *nn (AV ‘engines of war,’ RV ‘battering 
:ngines’) of Ezek.26gt and the n 5 $ ~  (EV ‘mount,’ AVms 

engine of shot ’) of Jer. 6 6 32 24 Ezek. 26 8 ( z  S. 20 15, AV 
‘bank’), see also SIEGE. 

ENGRAVE (ilne, Ex. 2811 Zech. 39, etc., ~ V T U T ~ W ,  

z Cor. 3 7) ; Engraver (It? d:’?p Ex. 28 TI, etc.) ; Engraving 
@ Ex.2811, etc.); or GRAVE (nm,  I K. 7 3 6  zCh. 2 1 4 3  7, 
E V  : Jyn, Job 19 24 ; npn, Is. 49 16 ; ppn, Is. 22 16 ; din, Jer. 
17 I ; mn, EX. 32 16 [all EV]); GRAVING (nlng, EX. 39 6 AV, 
Zech. 3 9 z Ch. 2 14 EV ; niy)?? [plu.], I K. 7 31 EV) ; GRAVING 

TOOL (Bl?), Ex. 334. See HANDICRAFTS, SEAL, WRIT. 
ING, and on GRAVEN IMAGE (!XI?), see IDOL, 6 I a‘. 

EN-HADDAH (V!n IC!.!, §§ 99, 101 : H N A A A A  [A], 
AN. [L], A I M A P ~ K  [B]), in the territory of Issachar 
(Josh. 19  21 f ) ,  apparently not far from En-gannim 
(Yeniiz). The identifications with the mod. Kefr Adhan, 
to the W. of Jenin (Conder), or with‘Ain Judeide, on the 
E. side of Mt. Gilboa (Kn.),  assnme the accuracy of 
MT. For spring of Haddah ’ we should perhaps read 
‘Spring of Harod’ ( T i n  for m n ) ,  the most probable 
site of which, ‘Ain Ja‘Zzid, is nearly IO m. NNE. from 

G. A. s. 

Jenin. See HAROD. S. A. C. 

EN-HAKKORE ( N ~ ~ o - I ’ P ,  ~5 101, 104-i.e. ,  
‘ spring of the partridge,’ but, in the legend, ‘ spring of 
the caller’; n H r H  TOY ~ I T I K A ~ O Y M E N O Y  [ R I ,  IT. 
~ ~ ~ K A H T O C  [AL]), t e  name of a fountain in Lehi 
(Judg. 1518 19). Identifications of the site are fanciful 
(see LEHI). 

101 : n H r H  acop [BA], 
- u p  KAI iecwp [L]), a fenced city of Naphtali (Josh. 
1937), possibly to be identified with Nusireh to the W. 
of Kedesh (but see Guerin, GnZiZ. 2118). The name, 
Hazor, however, is not uncommon in Upper Galilce ; 
see HAZOR, I. 

EN-MISHPAT (U?@p I’Y, IOI), Gen. 147. See 
KADESH i., 5 2. 

ENNATAN (ENNATAN [BA]), I Esd. 844 RV= 
Ezra8 16, ELNATHAN, 2. 

ENOCH ($34, ?(In ; ENWX [ADEL and Ti. WH], 
HENOCH). The name of the best-known Enoch seems 
to be distinct from the names of 2 and 3. It has 
probably a Babylonian origin (see CAINITES, § 6), 
though to a Hebrew ear it suggested the meanings of 
‘ dedication ’ and ‘ instruction.’ 

I. A hero or patriarch mentioned in Gen. 417J 
[L E V W S  in both UU.] 518 rg21-jl4 ( I  Ch. 13) ; also in 
Ezekiel (emended text), in the Apocrypha, and in the 
1 Gesenius’s interpretation of ”?, ‘ sharp ’-i.e., ‘ rapid ’- 

mist be deemed improhable. 
2 See CATECKISE, DEDICATE. Tin and its derivatives, how- 

ever, are found only in late passages. 

EN-HAZOR (-I\!q j’u, 

I294 

luxuriance is a spring, or rather torrent, which rises in 
the hills behind the village and sends its waters in 
many rivulets to fertilise the gardens and meadows, and 
at last disappears in the undulating plain of Esdraelon. 
The name of the place was therefore well chosen, and 
the author of the ancient song (Cant. 412-15) might 
almost have been thinking of En-gannim when he made 
the newly-married husband liken his fair young wife to 
B ‘garden’ and a ‘fountain of gardens’ (nq?  la^), 
The historical associations of Jenin are scanty. It is 
hardly probable that the ‘ fonntain in Jezreel ’ referred 
to in I S. 291 is the great fountain of En-gannim, 
‘ Jezreel ’ being intended for the whole district (GASm. 
HG, 402) ; see HAROD, z ; but most scholars (not, 
however, Conder) agree in identifying BETH-HAGGAN 
( p . ~ . ) ,  in the direction of which Ahaziah fled from Jehu, 
with Jenin, and therefore with En-gannim. Josephus 
(Ant. xx. 6 I BY ii. 12 3) describes a fatal dispute 
between the Galilzan pilgrims to Jerusalem and the 
Samaritans which took place at I‘ivdv, ’ a village of the 
Samaritans,’ and thereby illustrates the unfriendly re- 
ception accorded to Jesus in just such a village (Lk. 

EN-GEDI (’73 I’u [so also outside pause, Ezek. 
4710 for ’?! ’Y],--i.e., ‘fountainofthekid,’§$ror, 104; 
G N ~ A A A [ E ] I  [BWAC]), the modern ‘,4in Jidi (overlook- 
ing the western shore of the Dead Sea), 680 ft. below 
sea-level, and 612 ft. above that of the lake. ‘The  
beautiful fountain bursts forth at once a fine stream 
upon a narrow terrace or shelf of the mountain.’ It 
was, and is, a spot of rich vegetation in a severely 
desolate wilderness. Its vineyards and henna flowers 
are referred to in Cant. 1 1 4 ,  whilst an allusion to its 
palm-trees is preserved in its alternative name, 
HAZAZON-TAMAK (4.v.)  in Gen. 147 z Ch. 202, and 
also in Ecclus. 2414 ( ‘ I was exalted like a palm tree in 
Engaddi’).l Hazazon may be connected with the 
modern W2dy flu:2& up which runs one of the main 
roads from Engedi to the interior (cp 2 Ch. 20 16, and 
see ZIZ, ASCENT OF). Engedi was one of the scenes 
of the wanderings of David ( I  S. 23 29 [24 I] ya88i [L]). 
The cave which plays a part in this narrative is de- 
scribed as being not at Engedi, but somewhere in the 
wilderness. In the oasis itself the present writer found 
only insignificant caves ; but Tristram mentions in the 
neighbourhood ‘ a  fairy grotto of vast size.’ The 
‘ strongholds ’ which David and his men inhabited 
must have lain about the fountain ; the narrow shelf 
could be easily made impregnable, and it is here that 
most of the ruins are scattered. Solomon appears to 
have fortified Engedi ; for the MT of I K. 9x8 reads 
‘ Tamar ’ [Kt.] (not Tadmor [Kr.]) ‘ in the wilderness in 
the land(?)’ (cp Josh. 1561f. U V K U ~ ~ S  [B], vvya86i [A], 
ayya88ei [L], ‘ in the wilderness . . . En-gedi ’). It was 
worthy of fortification, for it commands one of the roads 
from the Dead Sea Valley to the interior of Judah, and 
by it the Edomite invasion of Judah seems to have been 
made in the reign of Jehoshaphat (z Ch. 20, evya8er 
[B], eyya88i[L]). It is mentioned once, if not thrice, in 
Ezekiel’s vision of the renovated land (Ezek. 47 IO, ivyas- 
eiv [B], ~vya88.  [A], arvya8aip [Q]; see TAMAR, i.). 
Josephus praises its fertility, especially its palms and 
balsam (Ant. ix. 1 z ) ,  and says it was the centre of a top- 
archy under the Romans (BY%. 3 s) ; but Pliny omits it in 
his list of the toparchies ( H N 5  14 70). To Pliny it was 
known as Engadda, a place supplied with palm-groves 
and a centre of the Essenes (HN515[r7]). It  is 
mentioned by Ptolemy (v. 168). In the fourth century, 
according to Eusebius and Jerome, it was still ‘ a very 
large village, whence opobalsamum was obtained ’ 
OS 119 15 25467) ‘ and with vines ’ (Epit. Paul=, xii. ). 

1 This particularly apt parallel is spoilt by RV, which follows 
@A inreading ev aiyiahoip (as against CY e v y a 8 8 0 ~  E(-, Pesh. 
and presupposed by Vg.), and renders ‘ I  was exalted like 
palm tree on the sea shore.’ 

952fl). T. K. C. 
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ENOCH 
NT. It is shown elsewhere (see CAINITES, 6, NOAH) 
that Enoch played a great part in a legend of which 
fragments alone remain. Confirmations of this view 
will be supplied presently. 

The Genesis - passages need no further comment ; 
but the restoration of Enoch in passages of Ezekiel is 

ENQB 

- -  
1. Biblical too interesting to be passed over. In 

M T  of Ezek. 1414 20, Noah, Daniel, and 
references’ Tob aupear as proverbial for their 

righteousness, -and in -Ezek. 28 3 ihe prince of Tyre is 
said, poetically, to be wiser, and to have more insight 
into secrets, than Daniel. This strikes one as strange. 
The personage referred to should be a hero of legend, 
and would most naturally be of the same cycle as Noah. 
The name Daniel, however, is not at all suggestive of this. 
The type is not ancient, in spite of the occurrence of 
Daniel in I Ch. 3 I as the name of a son of David (the 
reading is corrupt, see DANIEL i. 4). It is .extremely 
probable that the name was introduced into Ezekiel by 
a mistake similar to that which has been conjectured in 
Gen. 222 (see ISAAC, § 2 ; MORIAH). The name is spelt 
not hwi but hm ; this must surely be a misreading of 
7 ~ 3 n - i . e . ~  Haniik (Enoch). This acute suggestion 
is due to Halevy ( R E 3 1 4 z o f . ) .  I t  is supported by 
the discovery of the true text of Ecclus. 441.4 (see 
below), and supplies fresh material for the criticism of 
Daniel and Job, and the exegesis of Ezekiel(cp Expositor, 

The notice in 
the genealogy in Lk. 337, and the description of Enoch 
as the ‘seventh froin Adam ’ in Jude 14. need not 
detain us. Note, however, that the description in Jude 
is borrowed from Enoch 60 8, and is followed by a quota- 
tion (n. 14 $ )  from Enoch 1 9  5 4 27 2. Heb. 11 5 
mentions Enoch‘s ‘ translation ‘  ETET ET^^? ; transzaatus 
est), and refers to Gen. 5 2224 in aADEL’s rendering 
e d q p & u ~ ? p  74 €kc as by implication a testimony to 
Enoch‘s faith, ‘for without faith it is impossible to 
please [God].’ The translation of Enoch is also twice 
mentioned by Sirach (Ecclus. 44 16 np5P11,   ET ET^^'? ; 
4 9 1 4  dveX?jp@Bq [A ~ E T E T ~ ~ T ]  d ~ b  7 6 s  y+js : cp aiBAL, 
2 K. 2 1 0  duaXapLpaulpEuov = I-,?\, ‘o. 11 dveh+$Oq = 
5y;], also Mk. 16 19 etc). Ecclus. 4914 merely extols the 
unique destiny of Enoch ; but 4416, after stating that 
he was ‘taken,’ adds the notable phrase ny? niK. 
The Syriac version omits the whole verse, the Greek 
instead of ‘ an example of knowledge’ gives J~68eiypct 
p~rauoiar ‘an  example of repentance,’ as if 3 3 s ‘ ~  nifc 
(cp Heb. 411,  dm58eiypa dncr8elas). Noldeke suggests 
reading euvolas for pETauoiar (see also ECCLESIASTICUS, 

7 ( e ) ,  n. ) ; but the Greek translator may have drawn the 
same uncritical inference from Gen. 522  ( ‘ Enoch walked 
withGod after he begat Methuselah’) which was drawn by 
some of the later Rabbis (see the sayings quoted in Ber. 
Ro6ba, 25 ; Wiinsche, 1123 ), and seems to have arisen 
ont of hostility to the Rook of Enoch. nyq, however, 
seems to mean ‘wisdom’ (Prov. 1727) ; the writer 
must surely have heard the tradition of Enoch‘s wisdom 
alluded to (as  has been shown) in Ezek. 2 8 3 ,  and largely 
developed by subsequent writers. 

We  have thus found that the later belief in Enoch‘s 
wisdom is traceable in Ecclesiasticus and even in 
Ezekiel. The ‘ Secrets of Enoch ’ (a phrase used as the 

July 1897s P. 23). 
W e  pass now to the N T  passages. 

1 For parallels see Exos (i., end), NOAH (end). The Alex- 
andriauscholars seem tohave interprcted Enoch’s supposed moral 
crisis in a good sense (cp Philo, De Abuah., F, 2); those of 
Palestine (so Frankel) in a had, as if Enoch were on the point 
of repenting of his former pious life when God in mercy ‘ took’ 
him. In Wisd. 4 10-14, however, nothing is said of Enoch’s 
repentance or change of life ; ‘ h e  was caught away ($p&yq), 
lest wickedness should change his understanding ’ (rv’vcmv), 
where the ‘ wickedness’ is that of Enoch‘s contemporaries. See 
Edersheim on Ecclus. Z.C. ; FrBnkel, Einfluss der paZZstin. 
Exegese (‘SI), 44 3 ; Geiger, Urschrzj?, 198 ; Drummond 
Philo Judmus, 2 323 ; and, on the connection of the antipath; 
of certain rahhis to Enoch, Hal. REI, 14 21. Cp also 
APOCALYPTIC, B IO n. I. 
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title of an apocryphal book, see APOCALYPTIC, 3 3 3 )  
receive their first record in an exilic prophet, and the 

2. Later prophetic recorder even takes it for granted 
belief. that Enoch’s story is well known in 

Phcenicia. That the later belief is not a 
mere accretion on the older Enoch-story will be plain 
to those who recognise the solar origin of the original 
hero ; a child of the all-seeing’ sun must be wise as 
well as pious. At the same time speculative inferences 
must be largely responsible for the details of the later 
beliefs. 

I t  was the belief 
of the later Jews, adopted by Christians and Mohammedans 
(Ens. Prej. E% 9 17 ; d’Herhelot Or. Bibl. 1624,?), that Enoch 
invented writing arithmetic aAd astronomy. The Book of 
]ndiLees says ‘ H’, was the first among men who learned writing 
and knowledke and wisdom, and who wrote down the signs of 
heaven according to the order of the months in a book. And 
he was with the angels of God these six jubilees of years, and 
they showed him-everything on earth and in the heavens. And 
he was taken from among the children of men, and we conducted 
him into the Garden of Eden in majesty and honour’ (Chap. 4, 
Charles’s transl.). Very similar statements are made in Enoch 
(nqte the phrase ‘scribe of righteousness,’ 124); probably the 
writers of hoth books drew from, and amplified, a still living 
tradition (see CAINITES, 5s z,6).  It will be noticed that Enoch’s 
translation, according to jubilees (cp Enoch 701 608; cp 
Charles’s note), is to Paradise. This reminds us of the story 
of Par(?)-napiStim (DELUGE, 5 2). The Palestinian Targum, 
however, says that Enoch ‘ascended to the firmament. This 
agrees with the story of the hero Etana, who was carried to the 
heaven of Ann by an  eagle (ETHAN, I). The Targum also 
states that Enoch’s name was called ‘Metatron, the great 
writer.’ Now the Mefatron,l a5 the divine secretary, sits in 
God’s inner chamber, where, acccording to Enoch 14143,  not 
eve? Enocb can presume to enter. Enoch, then, grew in honour 
as time went on. Mohammed, too, declares of Idris (the ‘ i n -  
structed’) that he was ‘ a confessor, a prophet,’ and that God 
‘raised him to a lofty place’ (Koran, Sur. 1957). 

The early Church was not behindhand in its respect 
for the patriarch. It regarded him, for instance, as 
one of the two witnesses of whom such great things are 
said in Rev. 11, who finally e went up to heaven in the 
cloud.’ That some share in the accomplishment of 
God’s purposes should be allotted to those who had 
left the earth long ago without tasting death, seemed 
natural. The other ‘ witness ’ was Elijah, and in Bnoch 
70 I the ‘translation ’ of Enoch is described in terms 
suggested by 2 K. 211. In fact, the same idea underlies 
the traditions of the disappearance of both personages 
(cp Che. OPs. 383). Why Noah, who was equal in 
piety to Enoch, was not also said to have been translated, 
is a problem on which criticism has been able to throw 
some light (see CAINITES, § 6 ;  NOAH). On the 
composite Rook of Enoch, see APocALYP’rIC LITERA- 
T U R E ,  $18& 

2. The third son of Midian, Gen. 254 (EV ‘Hanoch’), I Ch. 
133 (AV ‘ Henoch,’ R V  ‘ Hanoch ’). 

3. The eldest son of Reuben (EV ‘Hanoch’), Gen.469 Ex. 
6 14 Nu. 26 5 I Ch. 53. Not improbably offshoots of the Midian- 
itish clan of Enoch became Israelitish. l h e  name can hardly 
be connected with (I). Kn. compares that of the sillage called 
Hanikiya hy Burckhardt (Trau. in Arab. 2 396) and Hena- 
Liyeh by Doughty ( A r .  Des. 2 183 r85), which hrmerly be- 
longed, says the latter, to the great nomad tribe of el-‘Anezy. 
I t  is not far to the NE. of Medina. 

T o  this subject we now address ourselves. 

T. K. C. 
ENOS, or rather (so RV) Enosh (diJ5, ‘man’ ; ENWC 

[BADEL]). Son of Seth, and grandson of Adam (Gen. 
4 26 5 7 9-11 I Ch. 1 I Lk. 3&), ‘ It was he who began t o  
call on the name of Yaliwe’ (6, Vg., B. Jub. : so We., 
reading i n?  ni)---i.e., Enos introduced forms ofworship. 
He is thus represented as the first and greatest of 
founders, worthy to be the father of a city-builder (see 
CAINITES. 0 3). This tradition cannot, however, be 
very ancient. Early myths always ascribe forms of 
worship to the teaching of a god ; cp the statement (see 
CAINITES, 0 3) that Marduk erected the temples, and 
the epithet given to the Moon-god, mukin nindat66 
‘appointer of sacrifices’ ( 4  R. 9 33; see Del. Ass. 
H WB, s. n. ‘nindabii’). Enos, therefore ( a  name that is 
merely a synonym of Adam, ‘ man ’ ) ,  which Hommel 

1 See Weber AILsyna-. Pal. TheoZ., 172J (ed. 2 ,  p. 178J). 
2 See e.g., jerome, &. ad MarceZZaanr; Aug. De Geiz. ad 

Zit. 9 6. 
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EN-RIMMON 
traces to the Amelon ( =Bab. amZ, ‘ man ’ )  of BEr6ssus, 
must have been substituted for some other name. On 
the original position of Gen. 4 2 5 3  see CAINITES, 12. 

The MT reading, $193 15, is ‘possibly’(Di.), if not certainly, 
to be rendered ‘Then was profaned,’ the object being to avoid 
contradiction of the statement in Ex. 4 3  (P). Such a phrase, 
however, as $817 with i~ isunparalleled in the Genesis narratives. 
h, ‘began,’ occurs again in 9 20 10 8, where, it is true, accord- 
ing to R. Simon (Ber. radda 23), it has the sense of profanation. 
The alteration of sn? into $1>3 involved a disparagement of 
Enos similar to that inflicted upon ENOCH (5 I, end) and NOAH 
(i., end) in certain circles. According :o an Aggada, in the 
time of this patriarch, and in that of Cain, the sea flooded a 
great tract of land (Be?. radba, as above). The same extra- 
ordinary view of 5pC7 is implied in Tg. Onk. and Jon. and is 
adopted by Rashi. 

EN-RIMMON (OM? ]W, 1 95, ‘ fountain of Rimmon ’ 
--i.e., the god RammLn [see RIMMON i.] ; PBMMWN 
[BAL]), mentioned in a list of Judahite villages (E ZRA ii. 
1 5  [6], § 15 [I] a ) ,  Neh. 11 29 (PBMMION [Mc.a(mgJj, 
BA omit), but also referred to in Josh. 15 32 (.4in and 

(EPEMMWN P I ,  hlN KAl pGMMu0 [A]) and I Ch. 432 
(Ain, Rimmon, ENP. [L]), Zech. 1410 (‘from Geba to 
Rimmon, south of Jerusalem’). En-rinimon is the 
’Epeppwv or Eremmon of Eusebius and Jerome ( O S  
256gz;, 1206), described by them as a ‘very large 
village 16 m. S. from Eleutheropolis. I t  is usually 
identified with modern Urnnz er-rumZmin, 9 m. N. 
of Beersheba. Zech. 14 IO, however, suggests that it 
lay farther to the S. Elsewhere (HAZAR-ADAR) it is 
suggested that Azmon, a place on the extreme S. ,of 
Judah (Nu. 344f: Josh. 154) is a corruption of En- 
rimmon, and that this is represented by the once highly 
cultivated el-‘Aujeh in the W2dy RIanein, called by Arab 
tradition a ‘ valley of gardens ’ (E. H. Palmer). 

EN-BOGEL (5fl I’!!, 1 101; T r H r H  pwrHh [BAL], 
H p. [Bin 1 K. 191, H U H Y H  TOY p. [L in 2 s. I K.]), 
a famous land-mark near Jerusalem. I t  was the hiding- 
place of David‘s spies, Jonathan and Ahimaaz (2 S.  
1717), and lay close to the stone ZOHELETH where 
Adonijah held a sacrificial feast when he attempted to 
assert his claims to the throne ( I  K. 19). I n  later 
times it was one of the boundary marks between Judah 
and Benjamin (Josh. 15 7 18 16). The obdionsly sacred 
character of the spring (cp also GIHON [I], I K. 1 3 8 )  
snggests that it is the same as the Dragon Well of 
Neh.213 (cp DRAGON, § 4g; but see ZOHELETH). 
There can be little doubt of its antiquity, and it may 
well have been a sacred place in pre-Israelite times. 
The meaning of the name and its identification are 
uncertain. 

Fuller’s Well ’ does not bear the mark 
of antiquity, and is rightly omitted in Ges.W; Sil, ‘fuller,’ 
is nowhere else found in biblical Hebrew (see FULLER, 
ROGELIM). I t  is probable that, like Zaheleth, the original 
name had some sacred or mythic significance. 
, Two identifications of the place have met with considerable 
favour : (I) the Virgin’s fountain(‘Ain Sitti Maryam), now ‘Ai! 
Umm ed-Deraj, ‘the only real spring close to Jerusalem, 
exactly opposite to which lies ez-Ze&wiZeh, perhaps Zoheleth 
(Clermont-Ganneau, PEFQ r869-70, p. 253) ; and(z) Bir-Eyviib, 
otherwise known as the Well of Nehemiah, at the junctidn of 
the W. er-Rabshi and Kedron (Robinson BE(? 1332). Against 
(2) (which has found recent support in &. P. Smith, Sam., and 
Benz Kines) it is urged that Bir-EyyOb is a well, not a spring 1 
that i; liesatoo far from ez-Zel?weleh, that it is in full view Af 
the city, and does not snit the context of z S. 17 r7, and that 
its antiquity is uncertain. The chief points in favour of (I) 
(which Baed.Pi identifies with G ~ H O N  [I]) are : its antiquity (cp 
CONDUITS, 5 4) and the evidence of 50s. (Ani. vii. 14 4), who 
places the well in the royal gardens.2 Other arguments based 
upon the fact that in later times the well was used by fullers 
are necessarilv precarious. S. A.  C .  

T. K. C. 

Rinlmon ; EpWMWe [e], A lN  KAl P E M M O N  [L]), 197 

The interpretation 

1 H. P. Smith however observes that water flows into the 
well, sonletinies ;oming o<er the top, so that it might readily 
be called a spring (Sam. 354). 

e The identification of En-rogel with spw q (Ant. ix. 10 4 
see Grove, Snzifh’s DBPi) seems difficult : txe reading is sub: 
stantially the same in all MSS (see Niese), and appears to be 
based upon bnopp$yvvp~ which follows. 
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ENSIGNS AND STANDARDS 
ENROLMENT ( a r r o r p A @ H ,  Lk. 22 Acts 537, AV 

‘taxing’) ; ‘ to be enrolled ’ ( ~ ~ o , - p a @ e c 0 ~ 1  ;, Lk. 
2 1 3 5 ,  AV ‘taxed’ ; Heb. 1223, AV ‘written ; cp 
3 Macc. 415). 

RV has ‘enrolled’ also in I Tim. 59 (mndgyyopar,  AV ‘taken 
into the number’) and in -Tim. 24, u.rpa.rohoyCw (‘enrolled him 
as a soldier,’ AV ‘ chosen him to be a soldier ’). 

EN-SHEMESH (rsjt# I’V, ‘fountain of the sun , ’ l  
$5 9, IS ; Josh. 157 [ r r ~ l r ~ c  H A I O Y  [BAL]; 1817 
T r H r H N  B A l 0 C A M y C  [B], Tr. C A M E  [AI, [ T r H I r H N  
CAMEC [I2]), on the border of Benjamin, between EN- 
ROGEL and ADUMMIM. The favourite identification 
with the modern ‘Ain el-@@ or ‘ Apostles’ shrine’ near 
Bethany is questioned by Baed.Pi 149, who seems to 
prefer the tradition which identifies the Well of the Sun 
and the Dragon’s Well with ‘Ain Sitti &fmyam (see EN- 
ROGEL). Van Kasteren, however (ZDPV 13116 ; see 
also Buhl, Pal. 98) ,  would find En-shemesh in ‘ Ai72 er- 
Rnwd6i in an offshoot of the WLdy of the same name, 
situated on the ancient road to Jericho. 

ENSIGNS AND STANDARDS. Two questions 
have to be considered here: ( I )  how are the Hebrew 
terms to be rendered, and (2) what inferences are to be 
drawn from the historical passages containing these 
terms ? 

(a) D?., nis (u~peiov,  rbuavpov; also q p u l a  and 
U T ~ L E I W ~ ~ S  [BMAL etc.]). 

In  Is. 526  11 10 (@ Ilp,yew) 12 183 30 17 31 g (text corrupt : see 
SBOT) DJ is rendered bv EV ‘ensign.’ but in Ter. 46 (@ 

See QUIRINIUS, TAXATION. 

I .. 
++cT~) 21 (@ +dyovraq)  50 2 51 12 27 ‘stand- 

1. Renderings. ard’; AV also gives the latter in Is. 4922 
62x0 and RV in Nu. Zlaf: ‘Banner’ is 

adopted by AV in Is. 13’2 (KV ‘ensign’) and by EV in Pi. G O 4  
[6] (see below), also by EVmg. in Ex. 17 1,s (@ KaTa+uy):). In 
Nu. 21 8 f: AV eives ‘ Dole,’ RV ‘ standard. 

‘ Banner,’ being still in common use, seems the best 
rendering for D! except in Nu. 218f:, whcre ‘pde’  is 
more natural. ‘ Banner ’ is required also in Ex. 17 1 5 4 ,  
where Moses is said to have named an altar Yahwe- 
Nissi, ‘ YahwB is my banner’ (see JEHOVAH-NISSI), and 
to have broken into this piece of song :- 
Yea (lifting up) the hand towards Yahwk’s banner 
(I ,&ear that) Yahw& will give battle to Arnalek e&rlastingly. 

Here, .too, we must not pass over four disputed passages 
in which AV (and in some cases RV) assumes the 
existence of a denom. verb from 01, viz., ( u )  Ps. 6 0 4  [ G I  
( ’  a banner . . . that it may be displayed ’); ( p )  Is. 10  18 
(opj, EV ‘ standard-bearer,’ RVmg. ‘ sick man ‘ ; (7) Is. 
59 19 ( I  lift up a standard,’ so RVmg. ; but RV ‘ [which] 
. . . driveth,’ AVmg. ‘ p u t  to flight’) ; (8) Zech. 916 
(‘lifted up as an ensign,’ but RV ‘lifted up on high,’ 
RVmS ‘ glittering ’). All these four passages must be 
regarded as corrupt. ( u )  Ps. 6 0 4 [ 6 ]  should probably 
be read thus, ‘ Thou hast given a cup [of judgment] to 
thy worshippers that they may be frenzied because of 
the bow’ (5h;mnS) ; cp Jer. 25 16. In compensation 
Ps. 11613 becomes, ’ I will raise the banner (02 for ab) 
of victory.’ (p )  Is. 1018 D p j ( b  $edywv)should apparently 
be pup, ‘ a thorn-bush. ’ (y) Is. 59 19, jz m D j  should 
probably be ja (IClo., Che.), when Yahwci’s breath 
6Zows upon it.’ ( 6 )  The text of Zech. 9153 needs some 
rearrangement (see Che. J@R 10582). ‘Stones of a 
diadem lifting themselves up over his land’ is nonsense. 
I n  nroolJno probably D should be u. Glittering stones, 
used as amnlets (see PRECIOUS STONES), are meant. 

(6) h:, dd@, is rendered by EV ‘banner ’ in Cant. 24, 
(T T U ~ U T E ) ,  by ‘standard’ in Nu. 1 5 2  22, etc. (all P; 
T U ~ ~ U  [UAFI,]). EV also finds a denom. verb from h~ 
in Ps. 20 5 [6] Cant. 5 IO 6 4  IO. Gray thinks (JQR 11 923) 

1 Schick (ZDPV, 19157) observes that the name ‘ A h  esh- 
shenzs, ‘eye of the sun,’ is popularly given to holes in prominent 
rocks. 

2 The name dates from the fifteenth century. I t  is the last well 
on the road from Jerusalem to Jericho before the dry desert is 
reached, and it is therefore assumed that the apostles must have 
drunk from it on their journey. 
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ENSIGNS AND STANDARDS 
that the context of all the passages in Nu. is fully 
satisfied by the meaning ‘ company,’ whilst in some of 
them the sense ‘ standard ’ is plainly unsuitable. The 
sense of ‘ company,’ however, is even more difficult to 
justify than that of ‘banner.’ 511 in Nu. 1 2 10 is 
probably a corruption of lql?, ‘ troop ’ or ‘ band ’ ; the 
sense of the word in I Ch. 7 4  zCh.  2611 is strikingly 
parallel. No other course is open, for all the other 
passages adduced for the sense of ‘ banner ’ are, with 
the possible exception of those in Numbers, corrupt. 
This applies not only to Cant. 24, but also to the 
passages in which a denom. verb is assumed (@ 
rmrypPvai, Cant. 6410). For an examination of these 
passages see Che. JQR 11 232-236. 

In Cant. 24 read, ‘Bring me (so @) into the garden-house 
,(]??-n’9); I am sick from love. Stay me, etc.’ As to Ps. 
205 [6l, it is safe to say that ‘to set u banners in the name 
of Yahwb’ is an unnatural phrase (read T ’ X ,  ‘we exult’). The 
bridegroom in Canticles (510 etc.) is not ‘marked out by a 
banner above ten thousand’ ( R p s . ) ;  he may perhaps be 
called ‘one looked up to, admired ; but more probably he was 
,described in the original text as s’)? ‘perfect (in beauty).’ 
The bride on her side is not called ‘terrible as bannered [hosts] ’ 
but ‘awe-inspiring as towers’; so at least a scribe, but not thk 
poet himself, wrote. The corruption was a very early one. 
The scribe, seeking to make sense of half-effaced letters which 
he misread ”;E, ‘ terrihle,’bethought him of the figure in 8 IO, 

and inserted ni$pp ‘as towers.’ 
(c) nia, ’it& is rendered ‘ensign’ by EV in Nu. 22 

(uqpela or uqpuia [BAF], uqpuuia [L]), Ps. 744 (uqpeiov 
[Ba.bmg. inf. KRT]). I n  the latter passage the ‘ ensigns ’ 
have been supposed to be military standards with 
heathen emblems upon them,2 which reminds us of a 
similar theory respecting the ‘ abomination of desola- 
t ion’ in Mt. 2415. The context of the passage in Ps., 
however, is very c o r r ~ p t . ~  

Of all the above passages there are only two which 
a re  a t  once old and free from corruption-viz.. Ex. 

EPHAH 
and two other devices apparently representing flies. 
The standard of the Heta-fortress of Dapuru which 
fignres in a representation of a siege consists of a shield 
upon a pole pierced with arrows (see EGYPT, fig. 4, 
col. 1223). Reference is made elsewhere (ISRAEL, 5 90) 
to the courtesy with which the Roman procurators, 
in deference to Jewish prejudice, removed from the 
ensigns (uvpuiar) the ‘ eEfigies ’ (rporopcal) of the 
emperor. It was not the ensigns themselves but the 
presence of the additional rporopui that was the cause 
of the Jewish sedition against Pilate (cp Jos. Ant. xviii. 
31, Bli i .  9aJf). See further, art. ‘Signa Militaria’ 
in Smiths  CZuss. Dict., and art. ‘ Flag ’ in EL@’). 

T. I<. C.-S. A. C. 

EN-TAPPUAH (n?E’n-]’g; I T H r H N  ea@&& [B”], 
etc.), Josh. 177. 

EPENETUS (€mal NETOC [Ti. WH]), ‘ my beloved, 
the first-fruits of Asia unto Christ,’ as he is described 
in the salutation sent to him in Rom. 165, appears to 
have been Paul’s first convert in Ephesus, as Stephanas 
and his household were in Corinth ( I  Cor. 16 15). From 
his not being designated ‘ kinsman ’ it has been inferred 
that he was a Gentile. The  name is of not uncommon 
occurrence in the East ; cp CZG, 2953 (Ephesus), 3903 
(Phrygia). For the bearing which this name has upon 
the criticism of the epistle, see ROMANS, 4, IO. Cp 
COLOSSIANS, § 4. 

In the lists of ‘the seventydisciples’by the Pseudo-Dorotheus 
and Pseudo-Hippolytus (see DISCIPLE, 5 3), Epanetus figures 
as Bishop of Carthage or Carthagena (KapBayduqs, Curtuginis). 
In the Greek Church he is commemorated with Crescens, 
Silas, and Andronicus on 30th July. 

EPAPHRAS (errb@pac [Ti. WH], an abbreviate! 
form of EPAPHRODITUS [q .~ . ] ) ,  a faithful ‘minister 
&&avos) ,  and ‘ bond-servant ’ (dofihos) of Christ (Col. 
1 7  41z ) ,  founder of the church a t  COLOSSE [q.”., 
§ 21, and teacher in the neighbouring towns of Laodicea 
and Hierapolis (see 473). Epaphras visited Paul in his 
captivity, and it is probable that the outbreak of false 
teaching in the Colossian church may have led him to 
seek Paul’s aid with the result that the epistle to the 
COLOSSIANS (see 5 5 , J )  was written. Did Epaphras 
share Paul’s imprisonment during the writing of the 
epistle, or does ‘ fellow-prisoner ‘ ( 6  uuva~xpdhwros ; 
Philem. 23) refer to merely a spiritual captivity? Cp 
the term ’ fellow-soldier ’ (art. EPAPHRODXTUS) below, 
and see Milligan in Hastings‘ DB. 

‘charming’), the delegate (d?r6urohosI see APOSTLE, 
$9 I n., 3) of the Philippians, visited Paul during his 
imprisonment a t  Rome and remained with him- to 
the detriment of his health (Phil. 2 2 5 8  418). Paul’s 
estimate of him is summed up in the eulogy ‘my brother 
and fellow - worker and fellow - soldier ’ ( d & h q / h  Kal 
uuvepybv Kal uuvurparidrqv pou : 225). On his return 
Epaphroditus no doubt took with him the epistle to 
the PHILIPPIANS, the grave warnings of which (32) 
may have been due to the report he had brought (cp 
EPAPHRAS). It is by no means necessary to identify 
Epaphras and Epaphroditus : indeed, though they have 
several features in common (note, e.g., ‘ fellow-soldier ’ 
and ‘ fellow-prisoner ’) these are far outweighed by 
the points of difference. Epaphroditus is a common 
name in the Roman p e r i ~ d . ~  

EPHAH(?$’Ps4 r A l @ A  [B.4LQmg.13 r~i@ap[KAQl). 
I. Perhaps rather mty or   ID^, a Midianite clan ; 

Gen. 254 (yeqhp [A], yai@ [ D f L ] ) ;  I Ch. 133 (-yu@ep 
[B], yarq5ap [A]). With Midian it is mentioned in Is. 

1 Can one compare the mysterious ‘hornet‘ which paved the 
way for the entrance of the tribes into Canaan (see HORNET)? 

a TR ’A~aias (cp AV) is certainly wrong ; see ACHAIA (end). 
3 Notably the one to whom Josephus dedicated his ‘Antiqui- 

ties ’ (Vita, $ 76 ; Ant. Pref., 5 2 ; c. A$. i. I). 
4 According to Halevy (Journ. As. 7th ser. 10 394,0, noy 

occurs as a personal name in the safa inscriptions. 

See TAPPUAH, 2. 

EPAPHRODITUS ( ~ I T A @ ~ O A I T O C  [Ti. WH.], 
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2. Historical 171sf. Nu. 21SJ The  pole in the 
interpretation. latter passage was probably such as 

was commonly used for signals to 
collect the Israelites when scattered ; the banner in the 
former was a pole with some kind of (coloured ?) cloth 4 
upon it to attract attention. 

Other terms which might be used for ‘banner ’ were 
@, tiren (Is. SOIT), and nF$p, m d i t h  (Jer. 61, RV 
‘signal’). That  h y  also was so used in early times is 
more than can be stated safely, nor can we tell what 
distinction there may have been between ’5th and nZs.6 
Tg. Jerus. (pseudo-Jon.) tells us that the standards were 
of silk of three colours, and had pictured upon them a 
lion, a stag, a young man, or a cerastes respectively. 
History to the writer of this Targum was not essentially 

Banners are frequently found on the Egyptian and 
Apart from the royal banner, 

3. Parallels. each battalion or even each company in 
Egypt had its own particular emblem, 

which took the form of a monarch’s name, a sacred 
boat, an animal, or some symbol the meaning of which 
is moreor less doubtfuL6 The standard was borne aloft 
npon a spear or staff, and carried by an officer who 
wore as an  emblem two lions (to symbolise courage) 

different from poetry. T. K. C. 

the Assyrian monuments. 

1 I t  maybe mentioned that Friedr. Del. (He& Lang. 40 ; TroL 
59-61) went too far in rendering Assyr. &ln ‘banner ; it 
simply means as his own Ass. HWB states the’object of gaze, 
or of attentior;’ (on the Arabic and Syriac dots cp Gray Z.C.). 

2 The Jews certainly regarded the r p o r o p t  on the Roman 
standards as idols ; see below. B 3. 

3 For an attempted restoration, see Che. Ps.P). 
4 In Is. 3323 EV rightly renders DJ ‘sail‘; a coloured, 

decorated’sail is meant (Ezek. 277). 
5 Mr. S. A. Cook suggests that the nink in Nu. 22 may 

refer to clan-marks (cp CUTTINGS, $ 6). 
6 See Goblet d’Alviellas’s Migration of Syi~bols 2 2 0 8  In 

some cases the symbols may have been mere iotems; for 
analogies cp Frazer, Totemism, 30. 
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EPHAH 
606 as being rich in camels, and as bringing gold and 
incense from Sheba. See MIDIAN. 

2. and 3. Calehite names ; I Ch. 2 46 (yadaqh [rahha~ql [&*I, 
ya4a [II r.1 [&''AI, v ya~Qa b . 1  [Ll) ; u. 47. 

EPHAH (?le(')&; OI@[E]I [Lev. 511 620 Nu. 515 
285 Judg. 6'1s Ruth 217  I S. 124 1717 Ezek. 4513b], 
M B T ~ O N  [u t .  25qJ Pr. 2010, Am., Zech., Ezek., 
etc.]). See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. 

IW& [B], -8 [Qmg.subs'ut V'd.1, o p m ,  Syr. Hex.mS. 
~ d p . ) ,  according to MT,  a man of Netophah, whose 
sons were among the adherents of Gedaliah (Jer. 408Jy). 
I n  the parallel text, 2 K. 2523, y y  mi is not found. 
Apparently ' sons of . . . ' (3nym) is a corruption of 
a duplication of the following word ' Netophathite,' 
'ng1~3n (Che.) ;  note the warning PBsEk which pre- 
cedes. The Netophathite meant is SEXAIAH (q .v. , 3 ) .  

EPHER (7&, 'gazelle,' § 68, cp EPHRON;  a@p 

EPKAI ('Q'g, Kr. ; QiU, Ict. ; (346 [K], -T [A], 

EPHESUS 
not improbably be inserted by the redactor from 2'. $9, which 
verse seems to have come from another version of the tradition 
(see Klo.). 

The present writer, who prefers the former of the 
alternatives suggested above, supposes ( I )  that ' in the 
valley of Rephaim ' (or Ephraim) is a discrepant state- 
ment of the scene of the fight with Goliath, and (2) 
that it is the correct statement. Others may have an 
insuperable objection to this, and for their benefit 
another suggestion is made. It is not inconceivable 
that ' Valley of the Terebinth ' (&:) was the name of 
that part of the valley in which David won his victory, 
whilst a larger section of the valley was called ' Valley 
of the red-brown [lands]' ; cp ' the ascent of thc red- 
brown [hills],' Josh. 15 7 ; red-brown in each case is 
nm?& ' Large patches of it (the ploughed land in the 
valley of Elah) were of tl deep red colour, exceptional, 
and therefore remarkable' (Miller, The Least qf al l  
Lands, 125). From D'DTN to ~9n-i is an easy step. 
H. P. Smith is hardly decisive enough in his rejection 
of Lagarde's D'nn ~ 3 ~ 1 , ~  The torrent was of course 
dried up, and no longer a landmark. See ELAH, 

EPHESIANS. See COLOSSIANS AND EPHESIANS. 
EPHESUS (s@ecoc [Ti. WH] ; gent. 'E+haios, 

EPHESIAN) lay on the left bank of the Cayster (mod. 
1. Early Kuchuk Mendem, Little Meander), about 6 
history, m. from the sea, nearly opposite the island 

of Samos. Long before the Ionian im- 
migration the port a t  the month of the river had 
attracted settlers, who are called Carians (Paus. vii. 2 6 ) ,  
but were probably the Hittites whose centre of power 
lay a t  Pteria in Cappadocia ; see HITTITES, 5 11 fl To 
the E. of Mt. Koressos, in the plain between the 
isolated height of Prion (or Pion) and the eminence 
at the foot of which the modern village stands, there 
arose a shrine of the many-breasted Nature-goddess 
identified by the Greeks with their own Artemis (see 
DIANA). The population lived, in the primitive 
Anatolian fashion, in village groups (KGpui) round the 
shrine, on land belonging to it wholly or in part, com- 
pletely dominated by the priests. With the coming of 
the Ionians, who, after long conflict, established them- 
selves on the spur of Mt. Koressos now shown as the 
place of Paul's prison (ancient Athenzum), began an 
obstinate struggle between the Oriental hierarchy and 
Hellenic political ideas, which were based upon the 
conception of the city ( ~ 6 X i s ) .  The early struggles of 
the immigrants with the armed priestesses perhaps gave 
rise to the Greek Amazon-legends. Even after actual 
hostilities had ceased, and the two communities had 
agreed to live side by side, this dualism continued to be 
the'key to Ephesian history. The power of the priestly 
community remained co-ordinate with, or only partially 
2. Govern- subordinate to, that of the civic authorities ; 

the city and the temple continued to bc 
formally distinct centres of life and govern- 

ment (cp Curtius, Beitr. s. Gesch. u. Top. Kleinas., 14). 
The  situation of the shrine, near one of the oldest ports 
of Asia Minor, at the very gateway of the East (Strabo, 
663) brought the worship into contact with allied Semitic 
cults. These and similar influences gave the Ephesian 
worship that aecumenic character which was its greatest 
boast (Acts 1927  ; Paus. iv. 318 ; Hicks, Z n s c ~ .  Brit. 
Mus. 482, see Ramsay, Class. Rev. 1893, p. 78 J ) .  
15yen apart from the existence of the hieron, the greatness 
of Ephesus was assured ; for, admirably placed as were 
all the Ionic cities (Herod. 1142), none were so fortunate 
as Ephesus, lying as she did midway between the Hermos 
on the N .  (at the mouth of which was Smyrna) and the 
Mzeander on the S. (port, Miletus). On the downfall 
of Smyrna, before the Lydians, about 58 j B. c., and 

1 See BN76, and cp Uhevs. 76. For the grounds of this 
reading see Dr. TBS lxxviii., 292, and note Dr.'s criticism on 
Lag. 
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merit. 

[BADEL]. 
I. A Midianite clan, Gen. 254 ( u + q  [L]) ; I Ch. 

1 3 3  (o@p [BA],.yo. [L]). Knobel and Delitzsch com- 
pare the Banu GiEr of the stem of K i n b a  in HijZz ; 
but if HANOCH (z .v . ,  I )  has been rightly identified, 
Epher may very possibly be the modern 'Ofr,  which is 
near Haniikiya, between the Tihzma mountain range 
and AbZn (so Wetzstein; see Di.). Glaser (SKizze, 
2449), however, prefers to connect the name with the 
Apparz of the inscriptions of Ah-bBni-pal (KB 2223). 
From its mention in connection with Judah, E. 
Manasseh, and Reuben (see below), it is possible that 
various layers of the tribe of Epher were incorporated 
with the Israelites at a later time (cp Nold. in Schenkel, 
BL 4218. See MIDIAN). 

2. b. Emah, of JUDAH, I Ch. 417 (yu.$cp [AI, E+ep [Ll) ; Cp 
EPHRON I., 3. 

3. A head of a subdivision of MANASSEH, I Cb. 5 24 (o+ep 
[SA]) ; cp EPHBON i., 2. ~ S. A. C. 

EPHES-DAMMIM (D')?T D$q ; E ~ E P M E M  [B]. 

A@ECAOMMEIN 1-41! a@€c[ha]~€lN [L. ; 
[Pesh.] ; EN ~ E ~ A T I  AOMEIM [Aq.], in 6nibus dommim 
[Vg.] ; cp O S  35 IT, 9623, 226 18), or, if ephes be 
tzken to mean 'end [ofl,' Dammim is, according to 
MT,  the name of a spot where the Philistines encamped, 
between SocOH I, and AZEKAH ( I  S. 17 I).  By Van 
d e  Velde (who is followed in Riehm's H W B )  it is 
identified with DnmzZn, on the N. side of the W2dy 
es-San;, E. of the Roman road to Bet Nettif; but a 
,different name for this ruin was obtained in the 
Ordnance Survey, and the name Damfin, if it occurs 
a t  all, seems to belong to a site nearer the high hills. 
Conder (PEFQ, 1875. p. 193), on the other hand, finds 
a n  echo of the name in BZt PaTed ( '  a place of bleeding '), 
which is close to Socoh (Shuweikeh) on the SE. This 
will not do for the site of the encampment-for the 
reason given in Che. Aids, 85, n. I-but Conder's 
view is not that Bet Fased represents the site (Buhl, 
Geogr. 90, n. gz), but that it is an echo of a name of 
the great valley of Elah (see ELAH, VALLEY OF) which 
arose out of the sanguinary conflicts that frequently 
occurred there. This is too fanciful a conjecture. 
W e  must, it would seem, either regard ' in Ephes- 
dammim' in I S. 171 as (on the analogy of PASDAM- 
MIM) a corruption of ~ 3 ~ 2 7  pnyx ' i n  the valley of 
Rephaim' (or Ephraim; see REPHAIM), or else take 
-dammzm to be a corruption of some proper name, 
ephes being in this case also a corruption of pny, ' valley.' 
The  latter view is less probable, but hirdly impossible. 

The Philistines appear to have encamped on the southern, 
and the Israelites on the northern side of the valley of Elah (see 
Che. Aids, 85), and, considering how often the same valley has 
more than one name, we may conjecture that the site of the 
Philistine encampment was described as ' in  the valley of X'= 
'in the valley of Elah' (or 'terebinth-valley'). In I S. 1 7 2  
some point i n  the valley of klah is mentioned as the site of the- 
encanipment of the Israelites ; but ' in the valley of Elah ' would 
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the ruin of Pholiaia and Miletus by the Persians in 494 
B. c., she inherited the trade of the Hermos and MEander 
valleys. The port had always suffered from the alluvium 
of the Cayster, and its ultimate destruction from that 
cause had been rendered inevitable by an unfortunate 
engineering scheme of Attalus 11. Philadelphus, about 
a century and a half before Strabo wrote ; yet in Strabo's 
time and in that of Paul the city was the greatest em- 
porium of Asia (Str. 641, 8 p d p r o v  o8ua pLeycurov rGu 
Kurd. r+v 'Adav r?)v 8vrbs 703 Tadpou ; reflected in Rev. 
1811-14). Shortly after Paul's visit the proconsul 
Barea Soranus tried to dredge the port (61 A.D. ; 
Tac. Ann. 1625). Its commercial relations are illus- 
trated by the fact that even the minium (pihros) of 
Cappadocia was shipped from Ephesus, not froin Sinope 
(Str. 540), and by the travels of Paul himself (Acts 18 
19-21 19 I ; cp 1824). Ephesus was the centre of Roman 
administration in Asia. The  narrative in Acts reveals 
an  intimate acquaintance with the special features of its 
position. As the Province of Asia was senatorial (Str. 
840), the governor is rightly called proconsu1.l Being 
a free city, Ephesus had assemblies and magistrates, 
senate (@ouX?i), and popular assembly ( ~ K K ~ T U ~ U )  of its 
own;  but orderliness in the exercise of civic functions 
was jealously demanded by the imperial system (Acts 
1940; cp BdZ. Cow. HeZZ., 1883, p. 506). The  
theatre, which was probably the usual place of meeting 
for the assembly,2 is still visible. Owing to the decay 
of popular government under the empire, the 'public 
clerk ' ( y p ~ p p ~ ~ d ~  roc G 4 p u )  became the most import- 
ant of the three 'recorders,' and the picture in Acts 
of the ' town-clerk's ' consciousness of responsibility, and 
his influence with the mob is true to the inscriptions 
(e.z., ClG 2894, 2966, etc.). From its devotion to 
Artemis the city appropriated the title ' Neokoros' (Acts 
1935 : Y E W K ~ ~ O S ,  Zit. ' temple-sweeper '), and, as the 
town-clerk said, its right to the title was notorious. 

The word Neokoros was 'an old religious term adopted and 
developed in the imperial cultus,'--i.e., under theempire the title 
Neokoros, or Neokoros of the Emperors was conferred by the 
Senate's decree at Rome, and was coincident with the erection 
of a temple and the establishment of games in honour of an 
Emperor. When a second temple and periodical games were, 
by leave of the Senate, established, in honour of a later Emperor 
the city became Sis N C U K ~ ~ ~ S  ('twice Neokoros'), and eve; 
(rpis N.) 'thrice Neokoros in inscriptions and on coins. 
Hence under the empire not only Ephesns hut also Laodiceia 
and other Asiatic cities boasted the title. See Rams. Hisf. 
Phryc. 158 ; Buchner, de Neocoria. 

Naturally Ephesus was the head of a conventus,-Le., 
it was an  assize town (Plin. 527, ' Ephesuni vero, alterum 
3. Importance. lumen A s k ,  remotiores conveniunt ' )  : 

hence in Acts 19 38 ' t he  courts are 
open' (cp Jos. Ant. xiv. 1021, Strabo, 629). From its 
position as the metropolis of Roman Asia Ephesus was 
naturally a meeting-point of the great roads. 

On the one side a road crossing Mt. Tmalos ran north-east- 
wards to Sardis, and so into Galatia (cp GALATIA). More 
important was that which ran southwards into the Maeander 
valley. Ephesus was, therefore, the western terminus of the 
' back-bone of the Roman road system '-the great trade route 
to the Euphrates by way of Laodiceia and Colossre (Rams. 
Hist. Geop. of AM 49), and the ' sea-end of the road along 
which most of the criminals sent to Rome from the province of 
Asia would be led' (Rams. CA. in R. Em#. 318) ; hence Ignatius, 
writing to the church there, says, 'ye are a high road of them 
that are on their way to die unto God' (Ejla. 12, wcipoSis & n e  
r i )v  cis Oebv dvarpoupdvwv; cp Rev. 176). 

I t  was, in part, by the route just described, that 
Paul on his Third journey reached Ephesus from the 
interior, avoiding, however, the towns of the Lycus 
valley by taking the more northerly horse-path over the 
Duz-bel pass, by way of Seiblia (Acts 191, ~ L E ~ ~ & V T U  r d  

1 Acts 19 38, bvOJmror : the plural is generic, although other.; 
take it to allude to P. Celer, imperial procurator, and the frecd. 
man Helius, who may have remained in Asia with joint pro. 
consular power after murdering the proconsul Junius Silanus at 
the instigationof Agrippina, in 54 A.D.-Tac. Ann. 13 I ; Lewin, 
Fasfi Sncri. 

a Cp Jos. Ant. xix. S z Agrippa at Cresarea ; Tac. Hist. 2 so, 
'tum Antiochensium theitrum ingressus, ubi illis consultare mos 
est. . .' : Jos. B/ vii. 3 3 ; Cic. Pro FZucc 7, 8 16 ; Philostr. V i f .  
ApoZZ. 4 10 (p. 147), qysv$h~Klav?r&rav &ri rb Bdarpov, of Ephesus. 
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~ U W T E P L K ~  pCpg. See Rams. Ch. in X. Emnp. 94). 
True to his principle, Paul went to the centre of Roman. 
life ; and along the great lines of communication, with- 
out his personal intervcntion. his message spread east-~ 
wards into the Lycus valley (see COLOSSE, HIERAPOLIS, 
LAODICEA). All the ' seven churches' of Rev. 1-3 
were probably founded at this period, for all wcre grcat 
trade centres and in communication with Ephesus. The 
labours of subordinates were largely responsible for their 
foundation, perhaps in all cases, though it is only in one 
group that evidence is forthcoming (Col. 17 412-17). 
The  position of Ephesus as the metropolis of Asia is. 
clearly reflected in her primacy in the list (Rev. 1 TI 21). 
In this way, 'a l l  they which dwelt in Asia heard the 
word . . . both Jews and Greeks' (Acts 1910). 

Jews we should expect to find in great numbers at 
Ephesus. As early as 44 B. c., Dolabella in his consul- 
ship had granted them toleration for their rites and 
Sabbath observance, and safe conduct in their pilgrimage 
to Jerusalem (Jos. Ant. xiv. 10 12) ; they must then have 
been a rich community to have been able to buy these- 
favours. Their privileges were confirmed by the city p, l O z 5 ) ,  and subsequently by Augustus (id., xvi. 

27) .  To them, as usual (cp ACTS, 4), was Paul's 
first message on both visits (Acts 18 19 198) ; but the 
good-will with which he had been welcomed on his 
4. Attitude to first appearance (Acts 18zo )  cooled, 
Christianity. and he was compelled a t  last to take 

his teaching from the synagogue to the 
philosophical 'school of one Tyrannus' (Acts 19 g, 
~ L U ~ E ~ ~ ~ E V O S  6v r i  uxohi Tuptivvou--' from the  fifth^ 
to the tenth hour' added by D-i.e., after the usual. 
teaching hours ; cp BUZZ. Col-u. HeZZ., 1887, p. 400 ; 
Rams. Expos. March, 1893, p. 223). 

practices peculiar to the place in a twofold manner. 
Soon Paul came into collision with the beliefs and. 

Ephesus was a centre of the magical arts of the East. 
I t  is significant that the earliest Ephesian document extant 

deals with the rules of augury (6th cent. B.C. ; rnscr. Brit. 17426s. 
678). The so-called 'Ephesian letters'('E~iuraypa'ppara)were- 
mysticsynibols engraved upon thestatue of the goddess(Eustath. 
Od. 14)' they were inscribed upon tablets of terra-cotta or other 
materiai and used as amulets (Athen. 12548, & uKuTaplois- 
Parro;u~ qk'pwv 'E+ca<la  ypa'ppara ~aha') .  When pronounced 
they were regarded as powerful charms, especially efective in 
cases of possession by evil spirits (cp Plut. Sjwrj. vii. 54: oi 
pdyoc, TOGS S a ~ p o v ~ < o p ~ v o u ~  KehfdOUul rk  'E+E'ura ypcip/*ara 
K ~ T ~ A ~ ~ C L V   ai bvop&v). The study of these symbols was an 
elaborate pseudo-science. 

The  miracles ascribed to Paul were therefore clearly- 
designed to meet the circumstances; they were. 
' special' (Acts 1911 : 06 rbs ruXodaus)-the expulsion 
of diseases and of evil spirits by nieans of 'hand-. 
kerchiefs or aprons ' (uou8dpra +) U L ~ ~ K ~ V B K L )  which- 
are, possibly, to be connected with Paul's own daily 
labour for his living (I Cor. 412 : KO+UW 6ppyu{6p~vor 
rais i8iais x ~ p u l v  ; I Thess. 29). Especially was his. 
power brought into comparison with that claimed by 
the Jewish cxorcists (see EXORCISTS), as previously in 
Paphos (Acts 336)  ; although in the story of the sons 
of Sceva and the burning of the treatises on magic 
there are considerable difficulties-' the writer is here 
rather a picker-up of current gossip, like Herodotus, 
than a real historian ' (Rams. Sf. PauZ, 273). 

I n  the second place, the new teaching came  into^ 
collision with the popular worship. Even before 
the great outbreak, fierce opposition must have 
been encountered from the populace ( I  Cor. 15 32 : 
~ B T ~ L O ~ ~ ~ X V G C L ,  ' I fought with beasts '-a word which 
contains a mixture of Roman and Greek ideas : the 
Platonic comparison of the mob to a beast, Rep. 493, 
and the death of criminals in the circus ; cp I Cor. 49 : 
6 B E ~ S  $pas robs ciroorbhous 6uxcdrous d?rtSsrf~v,  &s 
&rrQuva.rlous, and v,  13) .  In the conviction that ' a  
great door and effectual' was opened in the province, 
in spite of there being 'many adversaries' ( I  Cor. 

1 [' From the seven letters, chap. I$, w e  see how carefully 
the author had studied the situation in the Christian com- 
munities accessible to him.'-Julicher, Einl. iit dns NT, 16g.j 
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168f:), the apostle had resolved to remain at Ephesus 
until Pentecost (of 57 AD. probably). The great festival 
of the goddess occurred in the month Artemision (CZG, 
zg54)~Mar.- .4pr .  ; but whether it must be brought into 
connection with the riot or not is uncertain. The 
opposition did not originate with the priests, but was 
organised by the associated tradesmen engaged in the 
manufacture of ' shrines ' (vao i ) ,  led by Demetrius who 
was one of the chief employers of labour (Acts 19  24 ; 
see DIANA, 2). Such trade-guilds (Fpya, $ppyauiai) 
were common in Asia Minor.' I t  is clear, however, that 
the riot was badly orgdnised (see Acts 1932). 

The watchword, 'Great is Artemis' ( M E ~ ~ X T ~  $ 
'Aprepcs) raised by the workmen, diverted the excite- 
ment of the populace, and the demonstration became 
anti-Jewish (a. 34) rather than directly and especially 
anti-Christian. The  nationality of Gaius and Aristarchus 
(Macedonians, AV ; Aristarchus alone Macedonian 
according to some few MSS, Gains in that case being 
the Gains of Derbe of Acts 204 ; cp GAIUS, z)would tend 
in the same direction so long as Paul remained invisible 
(a. 30), as, apart from the Romans, the Jews formed the 
only conspicuous foreign element in the city, and one 
notoriously hostile to the popular cult. The  solicitude 
of ' certain Asiarchs ' (a. 31 ; cp Euseb. HE 4 15 ; see 
ASIARCH) for the apostle is significant, as they were 
the heads of the politico-religious organisation of 
the province in the cult of Rome and the Emperor ; 
whence we must infer that neither the imperial 
policy nor the feeling of the educated classes was 
opposed to the new teaching as yet. The town-clerk's 
speech is virtually an apoZogia for the Christians. 
I t  is true that a very different view has been 
suggested (Hicks, Expos. June 1890; cp Rams. 
Expos. July 189o), in which Demetrius the silversmith 
is identified with the Demetrius named as President of 
the Board of Neopoioi ( '  temple-wardens,' Znscr. Brit. 
Mus. 578). Hicks supposes that the priests persuaded 
the Board to organise the riot, and that the honour voted 
in the inscription to Demetrius and his colleagues was 
in recognition of their services in the cause of the god- 
dess. Apart from the doubt attaching to the restoration 
N[eorrotoi],  and to the date of the decree, the theory 
does not show why the priests acted by intermediaries 
who were civil not religious magistrates ; nor how trade 
interests were affected-;. e . ,  it involves the assumption 
that the author of Acts misconceived the situation, and 
in recasting his authority altered veorrocds 'Apdpc8os into 
?roeGv vaobs dpyupoijs 'Apr4pi8os. Further, in order to 
explain the difference between the friendly attitude of 
the Asiarchs and the supposed hostility of the priests, it 
is necessary to assume that the Asiarchs represented a 
different point of view from that of the native hierarchy. 
There is no evidence that they represented the point of 
view of the Roman governors, and probibly they had 
themselves previously held priesthoods of local cults 
before becoming Asiarchs : they represented the view 
of the upper classes generally, one which prevailed out- 
side Jewish circles wherever Paul preached (for com- 
plete discussion, see Rams. Ch. in Rorn. Em$. 1123). 

The  short visit during the voyage from Corinth to 
Czsarea a t  the close of the Second journey, and the two 
and a half years' labour there during the Third journey, 
together with the interview with the Ephesian elders a t  
Miletus on the return voyage (Acts 2017), form the 
only record of Paul's personal contact with Ephesus, 
unless we admit the inferences drawn from the Pastoral 
Epistles.2 

1 Cp CIG3208: ol  EIu 'E++ Zpyirab ,rpomAe?raL. See 
especially Thyatira, where we have, among others, ~ a h ~ e k ,  
XahKordror. Possibly classification by trade was pre-Greek- 
Herod. 193-the tribe being a Greekintroduction ; Rams. Hist. 
Phryc. 1 105. Cp Oxyrhyncus Papyri, vol. i. p. 85-returns of 
stock in trade by Egyptian guilds, K O L V ~ V  TGV X ~ K O K O A A + ~ V ,  
TGU <uOoawhGv, etc. 

2 [The Pastoral Epistles, though they may possibly contain 
fragments of genuine letters of Paul (worked up with freedom), 

See Menadier, Ephes. 28. 
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Philem. 22 ('prepare me also a lodging'. cp Phil. 2 24) 

expresses an expectation of visiting Co1os.a' which inevitably 
implied a vihit to Ephesus. I Tim. 1 3 imblies that this in- 
tention was realised, and perhaps there are hints also of a fourth 
visit : some reconstruct the fragmentary picture of these years 
so as to give even a fifth or a sixth visit (Conybeare and Howson 
2 547f.) before the final departure for Nicopolis by way of 
Miletus and Corinth ( 2  Tim. 4 20). 

On the destruction of Jernsalem the surviving apostles 
and leading members of the church found refuge in 

5,  Post- Asia, and for a time Ephesus became virtu- 
Christian ally the centre of the Christian world. 

ANDREW and PHILIP, with Aristion and 
. ~ H N  the Elder, had their abode here ; in 

this circle Polycarp passed his youth. 
The modern name of Ephesos (AymaZuh) is a corruption of 

Ayos Theol6gos (IAYLOF @eah6yos), the town being named in 
By,zantine times from the great Church of St. John the Divine 
built by Justinian on the site of an earlier edifice : its ruins ar6 
visible on the height above the modern village (cp Procop. de 
&d. I, I ; Rams. H i s t .  G e o w  A M ,  110). This church became 
the centre of a town, Ephetus itself being gradually abandoned. 
The plain has thus reverted to its original condition, the miserable 
remnant of the population now occupying the site of the sanc- 
tuary of Artemis founded by the prehistoric settlers, whilst the 
site of the Greek and Roman Ephesus is a desert (Rev. 2 5). 

See Wood, Discoveries at Ephesus, 1877, for the excavations 
(now resumed in the town by the Vienna Arch. Inst.; CI) 

times. 

6. Bib,iography. Athenreu?lz, no. 3677 ; Class. Rev. Aprii, 
For history, Curtius, Britr. z. 

Gesch. u. Top. ICZeinaszms 1872 ' but Guhl's Ephesiaca, 1843 
is still valuable. The epigLaphic'results of Wood's labours ar6 
given in Greek Inscr. of Brit. Mus. 3. Consult also Zimmer- 
mann, E$hesos im ersten Christ .  Jahrhundert; Weber, Guide 
du Voyageur d Ephdse (Smyma, 1891), with good maps (plan of 
Ephesus after Weber in Handbook t o  Asia Minov, Murray, 
1895, p. 96); good article, with good views and maps, by Benn- 
dorf (' Topographische Urkunde aus Ephesos '), in Festschmytfiir 
H. Kiepert, 1898. 

EPHLAL ($ha,  meaning ?), a Jerahmeelite name, 
I Ch.237. The M T  is virtually supported by d (ar#Japvh, 
-78 [B], o@Xa8 [A]-A, M from A) ,  but the namewas per- 
haps originally theophorous. Read, therefore, hh, an 
abbreviated form of B>?*~,F (see ELIPHELET), or, more 
probably, h \ y  (cp 6 . L  ehr#Jaeh). See ELPAAL, and 

1900). 

W. J. W. 

cp @'s readings there cited. S .  A. C. 
EPHOD ( T i m ,  158; in Pent. @BAL, E ~ W M I C ,  

Vg. superhurnerak; in Judg. and I S. s@oyA, E @ w A ,  
ephod; in z S. 614 I Ch. 1527 CTOAH, but s@oyA [L] 
in I Ch. ; Hos. 34 IEPATE~A [BAQ]), a Hebrew word 
(L'phJd) which the English translators have taken over as 
a technical term. The word is used in the historical 
books in two meanings, the connection between which 
is not clear. 

The boy Samuel ministered before Yahwk, ' girt with 
a linen ephod ' (12 i i ~ x  i i jn, I S. 218) ; in the same 

garb. David, when he brought the ark up 
to Jerusalem, danced before Yahwb with 
all his might (z S. 614 ; in I Ch. 1527b 

the words are a gloss). It was long the accepted 
opinion that the linen ephod was the common vestment 
of the priests ; but in I S. 2218 'linen' (bad) is a 
gloss (see a", as also in I S. 218), and the other 
passages usually alleged in support of the theory speak 
of denring or can-ying the ephod, not of wearing it (see 
below, § 2 ) .  This ephod was manifestly a scanty gar- 
ment, for Michal taunts David with indecently exposing 
himself like any lewd fellow. It was probably not a 
short tunic, as is generally thought, but a loin-cloth 
(rrepifwpa) about the waist ; Samuel's tunic ( 5 . y ~ )  is 
mentioned separately, and the verb rendered 'gird '  (un) 
is used in Hebrew not of belting in an outer garment, 
but only of binding something (girdle, sword-belt, loin- 
cloth) about the loins ; additional support is given to 
this view by the shape of the high priest's ephod (see 
below, 3 ) .  David's assumption of this meagre garb 
on an occasion of high religious ceremony may perhaps 
have been a return to a primitive costume which anti- 
quity had rendered sacred, as the pilgrims to Mecca 

1. As a 
garment. 

are un-Pauline in language and in theological position, nor can 
they he fitted into a chronology of the life of Paul. See 
Julicher (0). cit., $ 13), and cp PASTORAL EPISTLES.-ED.] 
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EPHOD EPHOD 
to-day must wear the simple loin-cloth ('izcW; see 
GIRDLE, I), which was once the common dress of the 
Arabs. 

The ephod was used in divining or consulting YahwB. 
Of this -there is frequent mention in the history of 
2. The ephod- Saul and David ( I  S. 1 4  18 bis [e] : 

cp v. 3 236 g 307) ; see also Hos. 84.  
From the passages in I S. it appears 

that the ephod was carried by the priest ( 1 4 3 1 8  6, 
cp 236) ; to carry the ephod is the distinction of 
the priesthood ( 2 2 1 8  a), one of its chief prerogatives 
(228). When Saul or David wishes to consult Yahwb, 
the priest brings the ephod to him ; he puts an inter- 
rogatory which can be answered categorically (1437 
2310 -12  308), or a simple alternative, or a series of 
alternatives narrowing the question by successive exclu- 
sion (1436-42, cp 1020-22). The priest manipulated the 
ephod in some way ; Saul breaks off a consultation by 
ordering the priest to take his hand away (1419) .  The 
response, as we should surmise from the form of the 
interrogatory, was given by lot ; in 1 4 4 1 3  (6, cp 18) the 
lot is cast with two objects, named respectively Urim 
and Thummim (see URIM). That  the ephod was part 
of the apparatus of divination may be inferred also 
from its frequent association with the TERAPHIM [q. v.] 
(Judg. 173 Hos. 3 4  ; cp Ezek. 2121 [26] Zech. 102). 

The  passages in Samuel, whilst leaving no doubt 
concerning the use of the ephod, throw little light upon 
its nature. They show, however, that it was not a 
part of the priests' apparel ; it was carried, not worn 
( N ~ J  never means ' wear ' a garment ; cp also 236, ' in 
his hand ' ) ,  and brought ( ~ s n ,  'bring near') to the 
person who desired to consult the oracle. Other pass- 
ages seem to lead to a more positive conclusion. At 
Nob the sword of Goliath, which had been deposited in 
the temple as a trophy, was kept wrapped up in a 
mantle 'behind the ephod,' which must, therefore, be 
imagined as standing free ( I S. 2 1   IO]).^ In Judg. 173 
ephod and teraphim in one version of the story are 
parallel topeseZ and massZkEh (idol) in the other. It is 
natural, though not necessary, to suppose that the ephod 
was something of the same kind, and the association of 
ephod with teraphim elsewhere (Hos. 3 4 )  is thought to 
confirm this view. Gideon's ephod (made of 1700 
shekels of gold) set np (''I?, cp I S. 5 2  z S. 617 [of the 
ark]; cp ifipdetv) at Ophrah, where, according to the 
deuteronomistic editor, it became the object of idolatrous 
worship Jndg. 827), was plainly an idol, or, more pre- 
cisely, an agalma, of some kind. Many scholars infer 
that the ephod in Judg. 827 17J and I S. 219 was an 
image of Yahwi: ; and some think that a similar 
image is meant in all the places cited above where the 
ephod is used in divining.4 W e  should then imagine 
a portable idol before which the lots were cast. See 
below, §I 3 (end), 4. 

In  P the ephod is one of the ceremonial vestments of 
the high Driest enumerated in Ex. 284. The  Dattern - .  

3, The high for the ephod is given in 286%;  the 
priest's2phod fabrication is recorded in 39 2 j? ( = @ 

360 K ) .  the investiture of Aaron in , ,. 
ln k'' 29 c: Lev. 87. The  descriDtion is not - 

altogether clear ; nor do the accounts of those who had 
(probably) seen the high priest in his robes afford much 
additional light.6 

1 MT (so 6 4 )  substitutes the ark (p), as in I K. 226. See 
ARK, col. 3oj, n. 

2 It is possible, however, that Zjhrid has here been substituted 
for another word (perhaps &an, 'ark'), for reasons similar to 
those which led d to omit the words altogether (they have been 
introduced in many codd. from Theodotion). 

3 See Moore, Juees ,  381. 
4 If the words 'before me' e,&) in IS. 228 are original, they 

exclude this nypothesis ; see however @.BAL and Pesh. 
5 Ecclus. 45 IO Heh.; E$. Arist.: ed. Schmidt, in Merx, 

Archiw, 1 271f . Philo De Monarch. 2 5 f: (ii. 2 2 5 8  Mangey) 
Vit. Mosis, 3 1';8 (ii: 151 3); Jos. BJ v. 5 7 ; Ant.  iii. 7 5: 
See also Jerome, A d  Fadiolam, ep. 64 15 ; A d  Marcellam, 
ep. 29. 
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Braun (De uestitu sacerdotuin 1698, p. 4 6 2 3 )  whom most 
scholars since his day have follo$ed held that tde ephod con- 
sisted of two pieces, one covering the'front of the body to a little 
below the waist, the other the hack; two shoulder straps (nlanz) 
ran up from the front piece on either side of the breastplate 
and were attached to the back by clasps on the shoulders ; 
hand, woven in one piece with the front of the ephod, passed 
around the body under the arms and secured the whole. 

Others conceive of the ephod as an outer garment covering 
the body from the arm-pits to the hips, firmly hound on by its 
girdle, and supported by straps over the shoulders, something 
like a waistcoat with a square opening in front for the insertion 
of the hreastplate.1 This view is incompatible with the descrip- 
tions in Exodus, especially with the directions for the making 
and the use of the hand (28 8 27 29 5) ; against Braun's theory it 
mnst he noted that nothing is said in the text about a back piece 
nor is there anything to suggest that the ephod was made in tw; 
parts ; 28 8 again seems to exclude such a construction. 

As far as we can now understand the description, 
the high priest's ephod appears to have been a kind 
of apron, tied around the waist by a band or girth 

two broad shoulder-straps (nlsn3) were carried up to 
the shoulders, and there fastened (to the robe, $yo) by 
two brooches set with onyx stones.z The  oracle-pouch 
(EWD vn, EV 'breastplate of judgment ' ; cp BREAST- 
PLATE'ii. col. 607) was permanently attached by its 
corners to the shoulder-straps, filling the space between 
them, and on its lower border meeting the upper edge of 
the ephod proper. The high priest's ephod may then be 
regarded as a ceremonial survival of the primitive loin- 
cloth ( @ h d  bad; see above, § I) worn by Samuel and 
David,s precisely as a Christian bishop at one time wore 
-as the Pope does still-over his alb a succinctorium 
with its zona, the two ends falling at  his left side.4 

The  fact that the apparatus of the high-priestly 
oracle, the bsvn p n ,  with the sacred lots, was per- 
manently attached to the ephod recalls the use of the 
ephod by the priests of Saul and David in divining (see 
U RIM)  ; and the most natural explanation is that it 
also is a survival. This is, of course, impossible if the 
ephod in Samuel was an image (see above, § 2)  ; but 
the latter conjecture i s  not so certainly established that 
the evidence of P may not be put into the scales against 
it.5 

Various hypotheses have been proposed to connect 
the different meanings and uses of eDhod in the OT. 

(:.< ,!n - - v ~ n ,  # '  cinguZuum) ; from the corners of the apron 

4. Attempted 
explanations. 
the lots, from 

- 
It is possible that the primitive ephod 
-a corner of which was the earliest 
pocket-was used as a receptacle for 

which they were drawn, or into which 
they were cast (see Prov. 1633)  ; and that when it was 
no longer a common piece of raiment it was perpetuated 
in this sacred use, not worn, but carried by the priest ; 
the ephod and oracle-pouch of the high priest would 
then preserve this ancient association. The  ephod of 
Gideon-perhaps also the ephod in the temple at Nob 
--was, however, an agalma of an entirely different 
character; what relation there may be between the 
ephod-garment and the ephod-idol, it is not easy to 
imatrine.6 In both cases we must admit the possibility 
I 

1 Dillmann Ex. I. Leu. (3) 334: Nowack, HA 2 118f:; 
Driver in Histings' DB s.v.; cp Saadia, Ahulwalid. The 
figures in Lepsius' Denkmker (3 224 n d, 222 h, 274 h), in which 
Ancessi, followed by Dillm. and others, would see an Egyptian 
ephod of this form, represent not a ceremonial dress, hut simply 
body armour of two familiar iypes. 

2 The interpretation 'shoulder-cape ' ' Schulterkleid,' found 
in some recent works is a mechanicai mistranslation (through 
Old Latin and Vg. sz6jerhwnwaZe) of d imwpir,  which is not 
a garment covering the shoulders, but one open on the shoulders 
and supported by brooches or shoulder-straps ( ~ r m p i S ~ s ) .  

3 Rashi (on Ex, 28 4 3  40 end) likens the ephod of the 
high priest to a woman's surceint, two pieces of cloth, in front 
and behind, on a band or belt. 

4 See Marriott, Vestiariunz Christianum, 153, 165f: ; that 
the original use of the succinctorium was not forgotten, see 
Innocent 111. De sacro aZtaris inysferio lib. I ,  e. 51.  

5 The alterrkve is that the union of thb ephod with the Urim 
and Thummim is an artificial combination suggested to the 
author of P by the passages in Samuel themselves. P, it is 
thought, knew nothing about the true nature of the old ephod 
or the Urim and Thummim. 

6 For the etymological explanation by J. D. Michaelis, see 
below ; cp also Smend. A T ReLgesch. 41 n. 
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EPHPHATHA 
that Zphd has supplanted a more offensive word, 
possibly &hi% ; cp the substitution of &in, ‘ ark,’ 
for iph8d in I S. 1418 I K. 226. 6, n. I. 

The  etymology of 2phid is obscure; the verb l a x  
(Ex. 29 5 Lev. 8 7 )  is generally regarded as denominative. 
Lagarde’s derivation from a root 191 is formally un- 
impeachable ; but his explanation, ’ garment of ap- 
proach to God,’ is inadmissible (Ue6ers. 178). J. D. 
Michaelis conjectured that Gideon’s ephod-idol was so 
called because it had a ’ coating ’ (nm5;cp Ex. 288 392) 
of gold over a wooden core (cp Is. 302z) . l  This theory 
has been widely accepted, and extended to the whoie 
class of supposed oracular ephod-idols : but the com- 
bination is very doubtful. Even in Isaiah it is quite 
possible that an actual garment may be meant. 

See the authors cited above in the notes, and in Moore, 
Older monographs : R. D. Carpzov,, ;De Ponti- 

ficum Hebrzeorum vestitu sacro, in Ugolini, 
6. Literature. Thfsaurus, 1.2 785 8 ; Ugolinus ‘ Sacdr- 

dotium Hebraicum,’ Thes. 13 r35$\opinions 
of Jewish scholars in extenso) ; cp Maimonides (K& hanzip- 
ddsh 0 9$) ,  ib. 8 1002 8 : especially Braun, De Vestitu 
Sacerdotum, ii. 6 : Spencer, De Leg. lib. iii. diss. 7, c. 3 ; further, 
Ancessi, Annales de jhiZos. chrdtienne, 1872 ; Konig, ReZ. 
Hisf. of Zsrael, 1 o 7 8  ; Sellin, BeiLr. zur is?. u.yud. ReZ. ii. 
1 iqf: ; van Hoonacker, Le sacerdoce Ldvitipe, 370H. (‘99). 

EPHPHATHA (e@+@& [Ti. WH]) ,  an Araniaisni 
used by Jesus according to Mk. 734f .  I t  is glossed by 
6rasoiX81/n, and is properly the passive (Ethpe’el or 
Ethpa’al-opinions differ) of np?, ‘ to open.’ 

The assimilation of the n before 9 can be paralleled in later 
Aramaic; but it would perhaps be simpler to suppose that 
the older readin.: was (correctly) €0@&0A. See Kau. Gram. 
io, D a h .  Granz. 202, 222. 

See ARK, 

Judges, 381. 

G. F. M. 

EPHBAIM 

EPHRAIM 

Ephraim (0!135 ; § 100 ; on meaning of name see 
below, 2 ; EC~PAIM.  occasionally AI& or -EM ; on . .  . 
1. Application gentilic Ephraimite, Ephrathite see 

below, I [end], 5 i.), the common 
designation in Hosea (originally oftener 

than now) of the northern kingdom of Israel. This usage 

Of names* 

was not confined, however, tonorthern writers. It occuk 
also in Isaiah and Jeremiah and in post-exilic prophets 
and poets4 There is no evidence that the name was used 
by other nations. The Moabites called the northern 
kingdom ‘ Israel ’ ( M I ,  I 5) ; the Assyrians called it Bit 
Humri (cp O M R I ) ,  or Israel (cp Ahabbu Sir’ilai). Nor 
does ‘ Ephraim’ in this sense occur in the earlier 
historical The explanation probably is that it 
was not a correct, formal style. An orator may speak 
of ‘ England ’ ; a diplomatist must say ‘ Great Britain.’ 

The form of the name suggests that it is really geo- 
graphical (cp the many place-names ending in aim 
[NAMES, 1071, and, for the prefixed K ,  such names as 
Ahlab, Achshaph ; cp also Achzib). 

‘ Land of Ephraim’ ( p , i g ~  p), it is true occurs only once 
late (Judg. 1 2  IS), and ‘Wood of Ephraid’ may be corrup; 
(see EPHRAIM [WOOD OF]) : but ‘Mount Ephraim’(p,?gF ~ $ 6  
occurs over thirty times (cp Mt. Gilead), and it is significant 
that we never hear of ‘house of Ephraim’ (as we do of ‘ house 
of juseph’).7 

1 See IDOL 5. 
2 The folldwing forms occur in Josephus : for the eponym 

+palp ; for the tribe a+pa+s ; variants c+paqs, -aSq, -0.87, -avq, 
-sun_ -sum 

5 ‘kzedigl is uncertain. 
4 Cp Ecclus. 47 21, ‘ out of Ephraim a kingdom of violence ’ 

(mn n25n.n n*i%n; and v. 231. 
I 

5 Statistics as to the oc urrence of the name may now he 
found conveniently collecte2 in W. Staerk, Sfudien, 184.86. 

6 For ‘x i n  we have in Ohad. 19 ’x nib. If the text of these 
two words is correct (see NEGEB), we must give nib the mean- 
ing it has in Assyrian (Sa&), viz. ‘ mountain ’ (for other cases see 
FIELD, I). 

7 The late passage Jndg. l o 9  cannot he considered an 
exception. The phraie is artificiai, modelled after others. C P  
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Against the view that Ephraim is the name of 
district the absence of such a place-name from the 
Egyptian records is of no significance. They mention, 
on the whole, towns rather than districts. Nor need 
we consider seriously the suggestion (Niebuhr, Gesch. 
1251) that there may be in Egypt a trace of Ephraim 
as the name of a people-viz. in the ‘(A)pury, repeatedly 
discussed in relation to Israel (the ‘ Hebrews ’ ; cp 
HEBREW, § I ) ,  since Chabas called attention to them, 
in 1862 (&I& i?gyppt. 4 9 J f ) . 1  The objections to such 
a view-initial ‘uzn for aleph and certain facts about 
the ‘(A)pury-are obvious (so, strongly, WMM). 

The occurrence in a document of Egyptian h.in 3 for initial 
Semitic ’alejh, is not indeed impossible, as is proved by the 
singular case of the similar name Achshaph (see above) ; 4  hut 
that must be regarded simply as a blunder of the scribe who 
wrote the papyrus(WMM As. u. Bur. 173). The name ‘(Alpury 
occurs too often for there to be any uncertainty about its 
spelling and it is always with ‘uin.5 

Nor ,is 
there in favour of it any positive argument. We find ‘(A)pury In 
the time of liamses 11. (cp EGYPT, $ 58) in the (eastern) borders 
of Egypt where a persistent tradition says that Joseph, which, 
as we shall see, is practically equivalent to Ephraim, was 
settled (cp JOSEPH i.); hut ‘(A)pury are mentioned as early as 
the thirteenth and as late as the twentieth dynasty,( and there 
is nothing to suggest their being connected with a special 
movement towards Canaan. 

It is most probable, therefore, that ‘Ephraim’ is 
strictly the name of the central highlands of W. 
Palestine. The people took the name of the tract in 
which they dwelt, just as their neighbours towards the 
S. were called ‘ men of the south,’ ‘ SOUS of the south ’ 
(see BENJAMIN, I). Ephraim would thus be simply 
the country of Joseph : called his son, as Gilead is called 
the son of Machir. It is just possible that Machir, too, 
was at one time used in a wider sense, more nearly 
equal to Joseph : J’s story says (Gen. 37286; cp 4 5 4 )  
that it was because Joseph was sold ( ~ D V  n~ 1im.r) that 
he was found living in Egypt (i’313, Machir= ‘ sold ’ ) . I  
When Josephwas regardedas consisting definitelyof three 
collections of clans-Machir (Manasseh), Ephraim, and 
Benjamin-the main body retained the name Ephraim. 

The gentilic occurs seldom (Judg. 12 5 I S. 1 I I K. 11 26) in 
MT, and the text is doubtful (see below, I 5, i.). Analogy would 
lead us to expect Epbrite (’l?u*; cp -po from o . 1 ~ ~ ;  ,>in 
from p n n ) ;  but the form used 1s Ephrathite (?nip,$, as If from 
a noun Ephrah. ‘Eehraimite’ (Josh. 16 IO [AV] Jndg. 12 46  
[AV], w. 5 [EV]) is an invention of EV. ‘Ephrathite’ in Judg. 
12 5 is probably genuine (s+pa&Lnp [Bl, m :ov s$,oparp [AL]) 
in the sense of ‘ belonging to Mount Ephraim. 

i. From the days of Hosea (13 15, N ~ W )  and the Bless- 
ings.of Jacob (Gen. 49) and of Moses (ut. 33) men 
2. Meaning have seen in the name Ephraim a fitting 

designation for the central district of 
Palestine,8 ‘ fair and open,’ fertile and 

well-watered : and modern scholars (e.g. ,  We., A h i s s  
d. Gesch. 5 )  regard the name as originally a Hebrew 
omits ‘house of.’ The Chronicler speaks of the ‘sons of 
E hraim’(” 931) 2 Ch. 2812. 7 For the 1itera;ure see reff. in Kittel, Gesch. 1166 n. 2, Marq. 
Chronologische Untersuch. 57 n. 124. 

2 Another phonetic objection, that medial g is normally repre- 
sented by f not j (so WMM, As. u. Eur. 93), is not decisive. 
P also appears, for example, Bai-ti-tu-pajra=ipD n.2 (pap. 
Anast. i. 22 3). 

3 Brugsch compared the Midianite ‘Epher, yay (22 ’76, p. 71). 
4 Achshaph occurs in the list of towns in Upper Rgnu of 

Thotmes 111. (no. 40) normally as ‘-K-sap; but in pap. Anast. 
i. 21 4 it appears as ‘-K-sa-ju (initial y). 

5 As the Egyptian pronunciation of ‘ain was less emphatic 
than the Canaanite it might be thought possible that an emphatic 
Semitic ’alejh should sometimes be represented in Egyptian by 
azn. What is found, however, is the converse effect-Egyptian 
’alcjh for Semitic 'sin,-and it is hardly possible to believe that 
in the case of people for many centuries in the employment of 
the Egyptians a name which was spelled by the Egyptians 

al y invariably really began with p 
s even been ariued that ‘(A)pury is never a race name 

(Mcyer, GA, 297, n. 2 ; Maspero, Hist. anc. 2 443, n. 3 ; but 
not so Erman W. M. Miiller). 

7 The place) of the incident of the sale in the life of Joseph is 
referred to elsewhere. See JOSEFH ii. § 3. 

8 E applies the etymology differently (Gen. 41 52 : ‘fruitful 
in the land of my affliction’ [3qy]); and again, Josepbus (Alzt. 
ii. 6 I [§ 921): ‘restoring’ (&~a8~Solis) ,  ‘because of the restoration 
(&?a ~b Qlro800i jva~) ‘to the freedom of his forefathers.‘ 
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EPHRAIM EPHRAIM 
appellative meaning ‘ fertile tract.’ Formally this is 
plausible (see above, ’$ I), and, as we shall see (0 3 J ) ,  
such a name is fitting- it would be eminently 
fitting on the lips of Hebrew immigrants from the 
Steppes. The Arabs called the beautiful plain of 
Damascus2 the .@?a, and this has become a proper 
name (el-Ghiita). Compare the (very different) name 
given to the parched tract S. of Judah (see NEGEU).  
Other possible explanations, however, should not be 
overlooked. 

ii. If 12F means ‘earth,‘3 Geseuius in connecting ‘Ephraim’ 
with 7 9 ~  may have been wrong only in interpreting the termina- 
tion aim as a dual ending, and ‘ Ephraim ’ may have meant ‘ the 
loamy tract.’ 

iii. A slightly diKerent explanation would be reached if we 
followed the hint of the Mishnic Hebrew 1DN (Euxt. 125); cp 
B e s ~  5 7 : ‘Domestic animals (jw,n,x) are such as pass the 
night in the city (yyx), pastoral animals ( n 1 q l T n )  are such as 
pass the night in the open ( y a ~ x ) ; ’  also Pesikta 8 6 :  ‘[Exod. 
34 241 teaches that thy cow may pasture in the open e la^^).' 
If this sense for yg,y was old ‘Ephraim’ might mean the 
country where the earlier settiers in Palestine had not yet 
built (many)citie: (cp below, $ 7 ii.). ,yyg,y, ~ W N  in the Talmud 
means ‘meadow. 

On the other hand, the interpretation of geographical 
names is proverbially precarious (cp CANAAN, 6, 
ARAM, 0 I) ; we must take into consideration the possi- 
bility that the name Ephraim as it has reached us may 
owe its precise form in part to popular etymology such 
as, it is thought, has turned (conversely) Chdteau vert 
into Shotover (hill). 

Ephraim is generally called ‘ Mount Ephraim ’ 
(‘x m)--i.e., ‘ mountainous-country 6 of Ephraim.’ 

The Assyrian epru may he >9,yI not 1 9 ~ ~  

3. Character This was no mere form of speech. From 
the plain of Megiddo to Beersheba is a 
great mountainous mass, ninety miles in and 

length, called ‘ the mountain.’ ‘ Mountain of Ephraim ’ 
will mean that part of this great mountain mass which 
lies within the (fertile) tract called Ephraim-viz. the 
northern part. I t  is impossible not to see that Ephraim 
differs from the less ferti:e tract that extends down to Beer- 
sheba. The change is patent. It is more difficult, how- 
ever, to say where it occurs (see, further, end of this §). 
In  fact, there is not really a definite physical line of sec- 
tion, any more than there was a stable political boundary. 
I t  has been suggested elsewhere (BENJAMIN, 0 I$) that 
this made easier the formation of an  intermediate canton 
called ‘ the southern [Ephraim] ‘-z‘.e., Benjamin. The  
O T  nowhere defines the extent of Ephraim. It is likely 
that there was always a certain vagueness about its 
southern limits. There can be little doubt, however, 
that it included Benjamin (see BENJAMIN, 0 I). All 
that follows the word ‘ even ’ in Judg. 19 16 is probably 
a n  interpolation (to magnify the wickedness of the Ben- 
jamites? ; so Bu. ad Zoc.). The  northern boundary is 
clearer. When Josephus tells us (A7zt. v. 122 [83]) that 
Ephraim reached (from Bethel) to ‘ the great plain ’ (d 
&a rre8iov) he may mean the plain not of Megiddo 
but of the Makhneh (see below, 0 4) ; but he is spealc- 
ing of the seat of the smaller Ephraim tribe. The 
general character of the O T  references and the cities 
assigned to Mt. Ephraim (see helow, 13) make it 
probable that it reached to the plain of Megiddo. 

The only serious argument against it is the rather obscure 
passage Josh. 1714.~8 (on the text of which see Che. Cri f .  Bib., 

1 On the view of Gesenius see later (§ z ii.). G. H. Skipwith 
suggests (3QR 11 247 [’gg]) that ni9,y is the masculine equivalent 
of (n)nia,y, an appellation of Rachel, signifying ‘her that 
maketh fruitful (see RACHEL). 

Cheyne has conjectured that the plain below Jerusalem 
similarly received the name ‘Ephraim,’ corrupted by transposi- 
tion of letters into REPHAIM [q.v.l. Bethlehem (or a place 
near it), only two or three miles distant, seems to have been 

-___ ~ 

called Ephrath. 
3 So Barth, Efynz. Stud. Z O J ,  comparing Ar. &Uddr, which, 

however, means ‘dust . also Ges.il”-Bu.PJ 
4 Twice ‘mount Isiael,’ Josh. 11 1621 [Dl; on Ezekiel’s 

frequent ‘mountains of Israel’ (‘7 $in), see HIGH PLACE, $ 2. 
Looked at from the sea indeed or from across the Jordan, 

it ,‘presents the aspect,’ as 6. A. S k t h  says, ‘of a single mom. 
tam masszx’ 
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md cp REPHAIM). The house of Joseph, complaining that Mt. 
Kphraim is too small for them, are told to clear for themselves 
L settlement in the wood in the land of the Rephaim and the 
?erizzites. It has been supposed that this refers to the northern 
]art of the western highlands from Shechem to Jenin (:o Stade, 
iteuernagel, van Kasteren, MDPY’95, p. z8,O; but lt is more 
ikely that the passage is to be connected with the stury of 
losephire colonies settling E. of the  Jordan (cp JAIR,  etc.; 
~ E I ~ U A I M  [WOOD]); SO BLl. RiSn, 34 $ 87 ; K>?c ad LOC., 
Buhl, PaZ. 7 2 1  n. 265). See M A c m z ,  MINASSEH, and, on the 
dation of Ephraim to other tribes, hclow, 5 5. 

The places expressly said to be in Mount Ephraim 
we : in the south, Ramath(aini), perhaps BZt Rimi (see 
RAMATHAIM), Zuph, and Timnath-heres (Josh. 19 50 
21 30 Judg. Z g ) ,  perhaps et-Tibnah (see TIMNATEI-  
HERES) ; in the centre, Shechem (Josh. 207 2121 I IC. 
12 25 I Ch. 6 67 [p]) ; in the N., SHAMIR [p.v. ; Judg. 
10 I )  ; also the hills ZEMARAIM, S.  of Bethel (2 Ch. 
134), and GAASH, near Timnath-heres (Judg. 29, etc. ). 

The Ephraim highlands differ from those of Judah 
in several respects. In Judah we have a compact and 
fairly regular tableland deeply cut by steep defiles, 
bounded on the E. by the precipices that overlook the 
depths of the Dead Sea, and separated on the W. from 
the maritime plain by the isolated ‘ lowland district ’ of 
the ShEphelah (see JUDAH). I n  Ephraim thisgives place 
to a confused complex of heights communicating on 
the E. by great valleys with the Jordan plain, and letting 
itself down by steps on the W. directly on to the plain 
of Sharon, cut across the middle by a great cleft (see 
helow, 4, end) and elsewhere by deep valleys, and en- 
closing here and there upland plains surrounded by hills. 

The change in the western border occurs about WHdy 
MalBlia, directly west of Bethel; the change in the 
character of the surface not till the Bethel plateau ends 
(some 5 or 6 m. farther N.) a t  the base of the highest 
peak of Ephrain- on which the ruins of Tell-‘ASEr 
probably mark the site of BAAL-HAZOR-whose waters 
running east through the W. Siimiya and west through 
the W. en-Nimr and the W. Der BallEt empty thcm- 
selves into the Jordan and the Mediterranean by the 
two ‘Anjas. 

Geographically, as well as historically, the heart and 
centre of the land is Shechem. ‘ Embosomed in a 

4. 
forest of fruit gardens’ in a fair vale 
sheltered by the heights of Ebal and 
Gerizim, it sends out its roads, like 

arteries, over the whole land, distributing the impulse 
of its contact with foreign culture. 

I. Northwestwards the W. esh-Sha‘ir winds past the 
open end of the %maria plain down to Sharon. 

From the plain of Eamaria, whose island city-fortress the 
sagacity of Omri made for centuries the capital, one gets by the 
valley up to near Yii,id and then down the W. Ahu Kaslan, or 
by a road over the saddle of Reyiizid, into the upland plains 
of Fandakfimiyeh and Marj el-Gar& and on to Sahl ‘Arriiheh, 
Dothan, and the plain of Megiddo. 

2. The E. end of the vale of Shechem is the plain of 
‘Askar. 

wadysJ 

If one turns to the left, the steep, rugged gorge of W. BedLn 
(with its precipitous cliffs, surmounted by Ehal on the left and 
by Neby BeIan on the right) tales one down northwards to the 
great crumpled hasin which collects the waters of the W. Fiiri’a, 
the main avenue of access from Gilead2 by the ford of ed- 
DRmieh less than 20 m. off .  

Straight on (NE.) 
past ‘Ain FBri‘a is the road to Beisin in the Jordan plain, 
passing by the large village of Tab% (identified by some with 
THEBEZ, q . ~ . )  which lies (IO m. from hTiihlus) looking down 
the W. Euke:‘,’hy TeyB?ir (identified by some with ASHER [T.U., 
ii.]) in a secluded and fertile open valley near the head of the W. 
Malih and by Kh. Ihzik (BEZEK), and through the W. Khashneh, 
with ‘its hills thickly clothed with wild olives. 

On the left all along the road is the watershed, with the 
heights of TalltizB (1940 ft. ; a village on a knoll commanding 

fine view of W. FRri‘a), the ‘barren rounded top’ of RRs el- 
Akra (2230 ft.), and RBs Ibzik (2404 ft.), which rises 1400 ft. 

above TeyRsir. 
3. Straight in front of the E. exit from Shechem the plain 

W. Fkri’a turns o f f  to the right (SE). 

1 When Josephus says loosely that they do not direr at all 
(B3 iii. 3 4 [68 J] ; k a ~ ’  o6SZv S~hgapos) he explains his meauing 
thus: they are made up of hilly country and level country ‘ k Note that it is just opposite the W. Zerlgi, that great cleft 
in the Gilead plateau. 
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MAP OF EPHWAIM 

INDEX TO NAMES 

Parentheses indicating artides that refer io  the place-names are in certain cases added to non-biblicat names having no biblical 
equivaknt. The a&habetical arrangemenf usual4 ignores prqZxes: abu ( ' father of'), 'ain ( '  spring '), beit ( 'house ' ) ,  
beni ( '  sons'), birket ('pool '), dahret ( '  summit ' ) ,  d ir  ( monastery'), e l  ( '  the '), ghUr ( I  holZow '), jehir ( l  doze')'), karn 
( ' h r n ' ) ,  &asr ( 'cas t le ' ) ,  kejr ( 'v i l lage ' ) ,  khan ('inn'), khirbet ( ' m i n ' ) ,  makhddet ('ford'), mejdel ( 'castze') ,  meyi 
( ,meadow'),  neby ('prophet'), 76s ( ' summit  '), sheikh ( ' s a i n t ' ) ,  (al'at ( 'ascent ' ) ,  te l i ( 'mozlnd ' ) ,  thoghret ( ' pas s ' ) ,  wudy 
( ' valley '). 

Abel-Meholah, CD3 
wady el-Abyad, D3 
Adamah or Adam, D3 
wZdy el-'Adeimeh, D4 
Adummim, C4 
khan el-Ahmar. C4 (ADUM- 

MIM) ' ' . . 
Ai C4 
Aijalon, and valley, B4 
kal'at r8s el-'Ah, A3 
'Ainiin, c z  
W. 'Ajliin Dz 3 (BITH-RON) 
18s el-"&, Cz (EPHRAIM, 

'Akrabeh, C3 (EKREBEL) 
jehir 'Akrabeh, C3 (EPH- 

R A W  4) 
Alemeth, C4 
tell dtr 'Alla, D3 (GILEAD, 

'Almi!, C4 
Amateh, D3 
'Amwas A4 
beit 'inan, B4 (ELON- 

§ 4) 

§ 7) 

BETHHANAN) ' 

Ananiah B4 
'AnXtH and Anathoth, C4 
'Annribeh, A4 
Antipatris, A3 
Aphek A3 
Archi ind 'ain 'Arik, B4 
'Arrabeh, Bz (DOTHAN) 
'Artiif, A4 (ETAM, ROCK 

Arumah, C3 
Asher, Cz 
'A$ret (el.Ha@b), C3 
'Askar, C3 (EPHRAIM, 8 4) 
tell 'Ayir, C4 
'AtBrB, B4 
Ataroth-addar, B4 
Kh. 'Atiif, Cz 
W. el-'Aujeh CD4 
'Awarta, c 3  (GIBEAH, $ 2) 
wad3 'Ayiin Miisi, D4 
el-'Azariyeh, B4 
Azmaveth, C4 

OF) 

Baal-Hazor C4 
Baal-shalisda. B3 
W. der Balliit, B3 (EPH- 

RAIM, §$ 4, 7) 
18s el-Bedd Cz 
W. BeidHn: C3 (EPHRAIM, 

s "b 
Bd& B4 
esh-shkikh Beiygzid, Bz and 

neby Belln, C3(EPHRAIM, 
g: 4) 

Bethany1 B4 
Beth-aven' C4 
Bethel B i  
Beth-daccerem, B4 
Beth hoglah C4 
the Beth-hor&s. Ba 
Beth-nimra. DA' ' 
Beth.shem.&h, h 4  
Bethulia, Cz 
Bezek Cz 
el-Birih B4 (BEEROTH) 
W. el-6ukE'. CD? (EPH- 

RAI_M, $4)' - . 
Burka, BC4 

Chephirah, B4 
Chesalon, B4 

W. abu Dab' C4 (ZEBOIM) 
tal'at ed-'Dam C4 
kd-Dsmieh, 6 3  
thoehret ed-Debr. Ca (DE- 

I . .  
BiR) 

beit Dejan, C3 (DAGON) 
der Diwiin, C4 
Docus, C4 
Dothan and tell DathBn, Ba 
'ain ed-Diik, C4 
Mt. Ebal, C3 
Eleasa, B4 
Emmaus I, A4 ; 2, B4 
Ephraim z, C4 
Ephron I, C4 
Eriha C4 
Kh.' h m a ,  B4 .(KIRJATH- 

JEARIM) 
Esora, C3 
Eshtaol, B4 
Eshii', C4 
mejdel-beni-Fri$el, C3 and 

Fandakiimiyeh, Bz (Emi- 
R A W  $ 4) 

'ain Fara, Kh. Fiira, and 

'ain el-Fiirh, Cz (EPHRAIM) 
W. Fsri'a, C3 (BETH- 

w. Fara C4(EUPHRATES) 

BARAH) 
wxdy FaTail, C3 

Fer ata, B3 
tell el-Fiil, B4 

Fejjn, p 3  

Geba, C4 
eastern Gederoth, A4 
Mt. Gerizim, C3 
Gezer, A4 
merj el-Gharak, Cz (EPH- 

Gibeah' B4 
Gibeah'of Phinebas B4 
el-Ghar, DI, 2, 3 ( J ~ R D A N )  
wridy Ghuweir, D4 
Gibeon, B4 

Gimzo: A4 

RAIM 5 4) 

G i l d  (§ 4), B3 ; ( 0 z) ,  C4 ; 
(S 5) c 3  

'ain el-Habs, B4 (JOHN THE 
BAPTIST) 

Hadid, A4 
Haditheh A4 
Kh. Hai& C4 
tell ei-Haja; C4 
'ain Hijla, 5 4  
k q r  Hajla, C4 
makhadet Hajla, D4 
tell Hammim, D4 
beit Hanina B4 w. bdt  aanina, B4(ISRAEL, 

kefr Hiiris, B3 (GAASH) 
Hazor z B4 
Kh. Hakir,  B4 
W. HesbZn, D4 (BETH- 

0 7) 

PEOR). - . 
wZdy el-Himar, D2 
el-Hizmeh, C4 
el-Ijod, D4 

'ain el-gad, C4 (ENSHE- 

wldy el-Humr, C3 
MESH) 

wiidy Ibten GhazHI, D3 
Kh. Ibzik and r8s Ibzik, Cz 

WI el-Ifjim, C3 (EPHRAIM, 
(EPHRAIM, § 4 [A) 

R 4) 
Kh. Il'asa, B4 
W. Imeish, B4 (BETH- 

H-ORON) ' 

0 4) 

el-'IsZwiyeh B4 
w;idyIsh'rir,)BC3(EPH~~lM, 

w2dy Ishkar, A3 (KANAH) 
jebel Isbmiyeh, C3 

Jabbok, D 3  
Jabesh Gilead, Dz 
rBs Jhdir, C2 
Janohah, C3 
Jeba' BZ(GEBA 2) 
Jeba"C4 (GEBA 'I) 
Kh. Jedireh, A i  
Jericho Crusaders', C4 
Jerkhiof OT, C4 
Jerusalem, B4 
Jeshanah, B4 
tell Jezer & 
el-Jib, B; 
widy el-Jib, B3, 4 
Jibis B4 
Jiljili, B3 (GILGAL, 5 4) 
Jiljiilieh, A3 (GILGAL, 8 6 a) 
birket Jiljiiliyeh, C4 
Jimzii, A4 
Jordan, DI-4 
widy el- Jorfeh D4 
W. el. Jazeleh, b 3  
Juleijil, C3 

esh-sheikh Kamil, C3 
Kanah AB3 
W. Kinah, AB3 
J. Karantel, C4 (JERICHO) 
K.ararBwH, CD3 (JERICHO) 
k i n  K%fim, 64 
Isaryat el-'Inab 8 4  
W. abii KaslBn,'BCz (EPH- 

jebel el-Kebir, C3 
Kefira E4 
tell el-kefrein D4 
W. el-Kefrei;, D4 (ABEL- 

SHITTIM) 
wady el-Kelt, C4 
W. ekKerid, C3 (EPHRAIM, 

I 4) 
Kesla B4 
W. ellKhashneh, Cz (EPH- 

ulaiiiyeh B4 
iizah, B;(CHUSI) 

Laishah, B4 
Lebonah, B3 
Liftri, B4 

el.Lubban, B3 (EPHRAIM, 
84 141) 

Ludd, A4 
Lydda, A4 

Madmenah, B4 
Makhmhs. CI 
el-Makhna, XC3 
W. Malakeh 54 (EPHRAIM) 
'ain Malih, ahd W. el->lilih, 

Cz (ABEL-MEHOLAH) 
W. el-Miilih, AB2 
W. el-MatyPh, C4(At) 
Mazra'at, C3 
W. nahr el-Mefjir, Az 

(KANAH) 
W. Meidan, D4 . 
Meithaliin, Cz (ARBELA) 
W. el-Mell%ha, CD3, 4 
Meselieh, C; 
Michmash, C4 
Michmethah BC3 
Midieh, AB4 
Kh. heit Mizza, B4 . .  Mozah, B4 
W. Mukelik, C4 

Naarath, C4 
Niiblus C3 
W. abii'Niir, Bz (APHEK, 3) 
W. Nawii'imeh, CD4 

beit Neb& A4 
Nehallat, A i  
Nephtoah, B4 
W. en-Nimr, BC4 (EPH. 

RAIM $4) 
tell Ni&in and W. Nimrin, 

beit Niibii B4(ISHBIBENOB) 
nebi Nun'  C3 (JANOAH) 
nebi Niin: Cz (JOSEPH) 

(EM=) 

D4 

Ophrah, 3, R3 ; 2, C4 
Kh. el- Ormeh, C3 

Parah, C4 

RZbX Cz 
Rabdith, Cz 
er-Ram, B4 
Ramah I, B4; 2, B3 
RZmallah, B4 
er-RZmeh, Bz 
tell er-RSmeh, D4 
r5s er-Rammali, C2 
'ain er-Rawabi and W. er- 

Rawsby, C4 (ENSHEM- 
ESH) 

wady er-Retem, D3, 4 
heit Rima, B3 
er-RujCb, D3 
wLdy er-Rujeb D3 (ARGOB) 
Riijih, C3 (EPARAIM, $4) 

kefr S8b8:- A3 (ANTIPATRIS) 
tell es-Sa rdiyeh, Dz 
'ain es-SHkiit, Dz 
Siilim, C3 (EPHRAIM, $i 4) 
Samaria, Bz 
'ain Saniieh, C4 
wiidy Ssmieh, C4 (EPHRAIM) 
nebi Samwil, B4 

W. es-Sant B4 
Saiir, BZ.(BETHULIA) 
Sar'a A4 w. &-Sar%r, AB4 (MAK- 

KEDAH) 
karn Sartabeh C3 
Sebu&y;h. LA 
Seiliin, C3 
ghar es-Seisehn, D4(GETH- 

PEOR) 
W Se1ha.b BC (DOTIIAN) 
W: Selman, AC4 (GETII- 

HORON) 
Sha'fst, B4 
W. esh-Sha'ir (EPIIXAIM, 

§- 4) and 'ain eah-Lham. 
siyeh Bz 

Fhechek ain She& C3 A4 

Sheri'at el-Kehireh, DI-4 
Shiloh, C3 
wady Shiibash CDz 
abii wady Shiisheh es-Sid: k 4  D3 (GEZER) 

wady ab8 Sihreh, D3 
'ain Sinia, B4 
Sinjil, C3 (EPHRAIM, F: 4) 
beit Sira, B~(BETH-HOKON) 
Kh. Sirisiii, B3 
'ai, es-Sulpn, C4 
'ain Suwemeh, D4 
khirbet Suwemeh, Dq 
W. es-Suwenit, C4 (GEBA) 

Taanath-Shiloh. Cs 
epTaiyibeh, C i  ~ " 
jebel Tammiin, Cz 
Ta'nP, C3 
wZdy abii TZra D4 
et;TawZinik, C; (EPHRAIM, 

I 4) 
et-Tell, C4 
Tey22ir and Thebez C2 
Kh. SHALISHA) kefr Thilth, B;(BAAL. 

Tibneh, B3 
Timnath-heres, B3 
W. et-Tin, AB2 
et-Tireh, A3 (ANTIPATRIS) 
jebel e!-Tar, C3 
TiibBs, Cz 

merj ibn 'Umtr AB4 
Umm el-'Amd$n, Dz 
rPs Umm el-Kbarriibeh, C3 
dahret Umm el-Kuheish, Cz 
;as Umm Zaka D z  
beit 'Ur el-F&l& B4 
beit 'Dr et-Tahth, B4 

wndy YHbis, Dz 
Yak, B4 
Kh. Yinfin, C3 
Yasid Cz (EPHRAIM, 5 4) 
Ya&<B3 (JOSEPH) 
Yerzeh, Cz (EPHRAIM, 5 7) 

Zarethan, C3 
Valley of Zeboim C4 
bir ez-Zeit B4 (AZOTUS) 
W. Z<mir,'ABz 
N. ez-ZerG-, D3 
Zorah, A4 



EPHRAIM EPHRAIM 
of ‘Askar connects with the plain of Snlim leading on to Ta‘na 
(TAANATH-SHILOH) at the head of W. el-KerZd, which leads 
through the steep W. Ifjim down to the Jordan. 

4. On the right the plain of ‘Askar (see SVCHAR) leads S. 
into the nlain of Riiiib and the nlain of Makhneh. the route to 
the S. passing on a&oss ridges-and valleys throigh the deep 
plain of Lubhan, round the heights of Sinjil-leaving up on the 
left, shut in hetween high bare mountains, theancient temple- 
city of Shiloh (near it the open plain of Merj el-‘Id)-on through 
the W. el-Jib, under the heights of Tell ‘A701 (E. of which is 
the enclosed plain of Merj Sia), up to the plateau of Hetin 
(Bethel) and el-Bireh, and so on to Jerusalem and the south. 

5. West of the line just described, leading south from 
the plain of ‘Askar, a maze of valleys gradually simpli- 
fies itself into the great arterial wZdys that lead down to 
the maritime plain and finally unite in the lower course 
of the ‘Auja. 

These are the W. KZnah the W. Deir Ballot and the W. 
Malikeh : the Deir Balliic,’ with its two  [or thike] great con- 
verging branches (the straight W. Ish’& beginning in a little 
plain south of the village of ‘Akraba upon the main watershed 
and the deep W. en-Nimr); the W. Malakeh, with its dee; 
head valleys beginning below el-Bireh. South of the W. 
MalSkeh is the W. SelmBn, the country drained by which is 
enclosed in the great sweep of the W. Sarzr, which, beginning 
just below el-Bireh, describes a semicircle and enters the sea 
as N. Riibin due W. of er-Ramleh. 

6. South of Gerizim the watershed lies east of the 
traveller’s route. Just as, north of the W. FZri‘a, 
we have seen, there runs along the watershed a suc- 
cession of valleys or plains, so from the S. foot of 
et-TawZnik (2847) the Jehir ‘Akrabah runs S.  as far 
as Mejdel-beni-FZdel (2146), overlooked by YHnEn 
{JANOAIi) in the northern part, and by the modern 
village of ‘Alsrabeh (2045) about midway. Then, 
however, the system becomes more complex, till at  
Tell ‘ASEr we reach the Bethel plateau. 

7. The district of the open .valley of FandakCimiye 
and the enclosed plain Marj el-Garak is, we saw, partly 
separated from the Samaria valley by the BayZzid range. 
Farther north are the plains of Dothan, ‘ArrBbeh, and 
the W. Selhab. If the W. FZri‘a was the route of the 
invasions from the east (Nomads, Aramzans, Assyrians), 
the upland plain of Dothan was the great route across 
from Sharon to the east end of_ the plain of Megiddo. 
There were other routes (W.  ‘Ara, etc.) farther NW. 
By these routes the armies of Egypt and the other great 
states passed and repassed for centuries and centuries. 
The  low hill-land beyond the plain of Dothan culmin- 
ates in the height of Sheikh Iskander, north of which 
the W. ‘Ara divides it from the still lower hill-land 
called Bilgd Riiha which stretches across to W. el- 
Milh, beyond which rises the range of CARMEL [r. w. ] .  

Mt. Ephraim is thus divided across the middle (by 
the great valleys that continue the vale of Shechem) 
into a northern and a southern half. The  northern of 
these again is divided by the great line of plains and 
valleys that reaches from the Jordan plain near Gilboa 
southwestwards to the Makhneh. The NW. quarter 
is remarkable for ‘its plains; the NE.  for its series 
of parallel valleys (especially the great W.  FZri‘a) 
running down SE. to the Gh6r. In the southern half 
the SW. is remarkable for its maze of wgdys (note the 
long straight W. Ish‘Hr that runs down thirteen miles 
without a bend SW. from ‘Akrabe) coagulating at the 
base of Tell ‘ASiir and below el-Bireh, and its great 
valleys converging into the ‘AujZ; the SE. for its 
heights, plains, and plateaus, and the series of deep 
rugged wZdys (note in particular the deep W. el-‘Aujah 
leading up to Tell ‘Asiir and the W. Kelt-SuwEnit 
leading up to the Benjamin plateau) that furrow its 
eastern declivity. 

Such is Ephraim ; a land well watered and fertile, a 
land of valleys, plains, and heights, a land open to 
the commerce, the culture, and the armies of the world. 

i. Rehtion to Manasseh.-Not all the Ephraim 
district, however, was regarded as belonging to the 

Ephraim tribe; part was peopled by ’’ Inhabitants‘ men of Machir-Manasseh (see MANAS-  
SEH). Their towns were apparently chiefly in the 
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N. A writer of disputed date tried to delimit a 
northern portion to be assigned to Manasseh (see 
below, 11); but from the fragments of another 
account (i6.) it would seem that there was in reality no 
geographical boundary. The whole highland country 
was Ephraim : certain towns were specially Manassite. 
The fact that in the whole O T  there is scarcely a case 
of a man being called an Ephraimite suggests that 
Ephraini was hardly ever a tribe name in the ordinary 
sense : the leading men were men of Ephraini unless 
they were otherwise described. 

The two cases occurring in the MT are those of (u) Jerohoam 
and (h) Elkanah the ‘father’ of Samuel. 

(a) Jeroboam is called ‘an Ephrathite’ (~$pa8[61~ [BAL]) in 
I K. 1126 (= MT); but in @L 1228=@B 12248, in the other 
recension of the story (see KINGS, 0 3),  he is only ‘ a  man of 
Mount Ephraim’ (it apour E+pacp [BL]).1 

(h) The ‘genealogy’ of Samuel (I S. 1 I) is corrupt (see ELIHU, 
2. ELKANAH I). @A follows M T  ( d o 0  Zovrr E$pa8aros);  but 
d B L  read Eplkim (“la0 Eo$ 6 [  dpouc E+parp [L] ; Bv Naoaq9 
E+paip=’N i * s ~ > ,  i e . ,  ‘K 11% ix, ‘son ofZuph ofEphraim’ [B]). 

The mutual relations of the branches of Joseph 
are somewhat perplexing (see MANASSEH, and cp 
JOSEPH i. ). 

J, E, and P appear to agree in representing Ephraim as the 
younger (Gen. 48 18 [J], 41 51 [El, Josh. 17 I [PI): but whilst J 
and E lay stress on the preeminence attributed by Jacob-Israel 
to the younger (Gen. 48 14 196 [Jl, ZI. 206 [E]), P usually speaks 
of Manasseh and Ephraim.2 

The significance of the distinctions just referred to has 
been explained in various ways. 

It has been supposed that in the seniority of Manasseh lay 
a reference to early attempts at nionarchy (GIDEON JEPHTHAH 
ABIMELECH) ; whilst in the blessing of Ephraim la; a referenci 
to the undisputed preeminence of the monarchy established by 
Jeroboam I. Of this latter reference there can be no doubt. 
The meaning of the seniority of Manasseh is not so certain 
especially when we bear in mind how in Israelitish legend 
preference of the younger is almost universal. Jacobs has 
acutely argued that this preference is simply a survival of the 
forgotten custom of junior birthright, which the later legend- 
moulders misunderstood. 

There is a rather obscure allusion in Is. 921 r.01 to 
discord between Ephraim and Manasseh. The reference 
may be to conflict between rival factions in the last years 
of the northern kingdom. Legend told’of rivalries also 
in the pre-historic period (see JEPHTHAII, GIDEON). 

The currents that stirred the troubled waters of Samarian 
politics cannot now be fully traced : Shallum and Pekah may 
have been Gileadites (see JABESH, z ; ARGOB, z), Menahem was 
perhaps a Gadite3 (see GALI, 8 10). The family of Jehu may 
have belonged to Ephraim (see, however, ISSACHAR, 

ii. ReZantion to 3oseph. -If there is some difference 
of usage in regard to the order of the tribes Ephraim 
and Manasseh, there is agreement as to their being 
brothers. Still there is at  times a tendency to regard 
them as a single tribe (see JOSEPH i.). The question 
therefore arises whether their distinctness was on the 
increase or on the decrease. Did they unite to form 
Joseph, or did Joseph split up into Ephraim and 
Manasseh (for a similar question see BENJAMIN, 13 ) ? 

In the ‘Blessing’ of Jacob as we find it in our 
Genesis, Ephraini and Manasseh do not appear ; 5 they 
are represented by Joseph. There is indeed a play on 
the name Ephraim (u. 22) ; but as there is no reference 
to Manasseh, Ephraim might be not part but the whole 
of Joseph. On the other hand the 
Song of Deborah already recognises two tribes ; Ephraim 

Both are doubtful. 

4).4 

This may be so. 

1 See, further, Cheyne’s theory of Jeroboam’s origin on the 
mother’s side (JEROBOAM I). 

2 Sometimes, however: P gives the other order. See, es- 
pecially, Gen. 4s 5. 

3 Baasha was an Issacharite; Tibni may have been a 
Naphtalite (see GINATH). I t  was, according to Cheyne against 
the Ephraimite city of Tappuah that Menahem took s&h cruel 
vengeance (see TIPHSAH). I t  has been conjectured that Omri 
also was of Issachar (Guthe GVZ 138). 
4 It is to henoted that in this fanhy the name Jeroboakrecnrs. 
6 The same is true of the ‘ Blessing. ’ of Moses (Dt. 33). Z‘. 176 

See, more fully, M A N A s s E H .  

Cp ISSACHAR $ 4. 

. .  is a .gloss. 
C. J. Ball, however, would 

transfer the word nlo to the saying on Naphtali (PSBA 17 173 
951). For other views see Di.’s commentary. Cheyne’s sug- 

Sested restoration of the passage is mentioned in the next note. 
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EPHRAIM 
and Machir seem (already) to be found side by side 
W. of the J0rdan.l 

Whether the designation of Benjamin as a brother, 
and of Ephraim and Manasseh as SOUS of Joseph implies 
a popular belief that when Benjamin definitely separated 
from Joseph, Manasseh was not yet distinguished clearly 
from Ephraim we cannot say ; nor yet whether such a 
belief, if it existed, was based on any real tradition (cp 
MANASSEH). 

The general result is : on the whole, Joseph was in 
early times equated with Ephraim, which included 
Machir-Manasseh and Benjamin (cp above, § 3 ;  
JOSEPH i.). On the other hand, it must not be forgotten 
that ' Joseph ' was doubtless originally a group of clans. 

There seems to have been much speculation as to 
how EDhraim came to be settled where he was. The 

EPHRAIM 

6,  Legends great sanctuaries would have their legends. 
about their At GILG~L [p.~.] in the plain of Jericho 
Settlement. which, though not in the highlands, 

belonged to N. Israel. Driests mav have u . I  

told how a great Ephrainiitish hero, after erecting their 
sacred circle of stones (Josh. 4 20, E) and leading the 
immigrant clans from Gilead against JERICHO and other 
places, had encamped for long by their sanctuary (Josh. 
1015=43: 6 om. ; perhaps late), and how there 
Yahw& had instructed the tribes to what part of the 
highlands they were to ascend to find a home (Judg. 
11). Up on the plateau, a t  the royal sanctuary of 
Bethel, it was told how their fathers had effected 
an entrance into the city (Judg. lq), and how the 
mound that now stood two miles off in the direction 
of Jericho had once been a royal Canaanite city, 
till their fathers, with much difficulty, had stormed 
it and made it the ' heap '  it now was (Josh. 828). 
At the great natural centre of the land, home of many 
stocks, conflicting stories were told of quiet settlements, 
of treaties, of treacherous attacks, of a legal purchase 
(cp DINAH, § 3), of a great assembly gathered to hear 
the last admonition of the veteran Ephraimite leader 
(Josh. 24), and how he had set up the great stone under 
the terebinth (v. 26). Shiloh, too, must have had its 
settlement stories to tell, especially how the great 
Ephraimitic shrine (see ARK) had been there; but 
these stories have perished (for a possible trace of a late 
story see MELCHIZEDEK, 3). When its temple was 
lying in ruins there was written (in circles of students 
who had never seen Shiloh) a book which explained 
that after Israel had conquered the whole of Canaan, 
they were assembled there by the successors of Moses 
and Aaron to set up a wonderful sacred tent and to 
distribute by lot the holy land (Josh. 18 I 14 I). 
Tininath-heres boasted that it was the resting-place of 
the great leader of Ephraim (see below). Shechem 
even claimed that near a t  hand were buried the bones of 
the great eponym of the house of Joseph (Josh. '2432, E). 

The  legendary history was carried back still farther. 
Joseph, though he entered b way of Gilead, came from Egypt 

where Ephraim and Manassex were born.2 In fact they we,; 
really Egyptian ; but Jacob-Israel had adopted them (Gen. 48 
E).8 Even before that, Joseph had heen at Shechem and 
Dothan (JOSEPH i. F, 3), Jacob-Israel had founded the royal 
sanctuary at  Bethel (Gen. 35 14 [J] and 28 18 [E]) and reared 
the sacred pillar at Shechem4 (Gen. 53 20 [E]) and iibraham had 
built altars at Shechem (Gen. 127  [J]), and a i  Bethel (v. 8 [J]). 

It is pretty clear that Ephraim had forgotten how he 
came there. Some seem to have thought that before 
the Israelites known to history settled in Ephraim there 
were others, who eventually moved southward (see 
SIMEON, LEVI, DINAH, JUDAH). It was remembered 
that there had been more Danites on the western slopes 
of Ephraim than there were in later times (DAN, 2 3 ) .  
I t  is unlikely that it was believed that there had been a 
1 It has been suggested that in an earlier form of the text the 

'Blessing' of Jacob also perhaps mentioned not Joseph but 
Ephraim and Manasseh (Che. PSBA 21 243f: [,'g91). 

2 This, however, may he merely an incident in the story, un- 
avoidable since Joseph, the hero, never left Egypt. 

3 Cp Bertholet Stelhung, 50. 
4 On 'Jacob's bell ' see SYCHARI 
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settlement of Ama1ekites.l On the other hand, it has  
been suggested that there may be a trace of an ancient 
tribe in the neighbourhood of Shechem (see GIRZITE). 
The evidence for the preponderating Canaanite element 
in Shechem has been referred to already. The  ancient 
Canaanite city of Gezer, once an Egyptian fortress, 
which, we are told, became Israelite in the days of 
Solomon, was hardly in Mt. Ephraim ; but it belonged 
to Ephraim (see GEZER). Issachar may have been re- 
presented on Mt. Ephraim's NE. slopes (see ISSACHAR, 

There were late Israelitish writers who thought 
that Asher, too, had its claims, and it has recently 
been suggested that there may really be traces of a n  
early stay of people of Asher south of Carmel (see 
ASHlrR,  § 3). Timnath-heres is said to have been 
settled by Joshua (see JOSHUA i.). Of a clan of this 
name in historic times we have no evidence, and the 
same is true of RAHAB [ p . ~ . ] .  On the extraordinarily 
meagre Ephraimite ' genealogy ' in Chronicles and on 
its points of contact with other tribes, see below (I 12). 

The extra-biblical hints are vague in the extreme 
and difficult to turn to account. 

i. The long list of places conquered bi&:ztgta. by Thotmes 111. probably contains some 

Flinders Petrie (Hist. Egy.bd 2 323-332) proposes a consider- 
able number of identifications, including, e.g., Shechem and 
several places near it ; Yerzeh, TeyaTir, and &ha in the N E  ; 
and not a few places in the SW, from W. Der Balln; southwards. 

When the land of Haru was added to the Egyptian 
Empire it can hardly have snfficed to seize the towns 
on the margin : Y-ra-la (?), Mi-k-ti-ra (Mejdel YXba? 
so WMM),  Gezer (Ica-c&rv, 104). Even if we could 
identify with certainty, however, many names of towns, 
we should still know nothing about the people who 
occupied them. Special interest and importance, 
however, attaches to two unidentified sites which, it 
would seem, must be in Ephraim-the much-discussed 
' Jacob-el ' and ' Joseph-el. ' The reading ' Jacob ' may 
be treated as fairly sure ; but that of Joseph' is 
questionable (see JOSEPH i. I). For the interpreta- 
tion of these names we must be content to wait for 
more light (see, for a suggestion, JACOB, I ) .  W e  may 
hope, however, that they have something to tell 11s of 
the origin of Ephraim. 

ii.' As the report of the early expedition of Amen- 
hotep 11. contains nothing that casts light on our 
present problems,2 our next data belong to the time of 
Anienhotep IV. Unfortunately, though the Amarna 
correspondence tells us a good deal about the fortified 
towns in Palestine8 and their conflicts, it sheds little 
light on the central highlands. Knudtzon's proposal 
to read ~&-aR-mi for Winckler's mat-su Zu-a(?)-mi in 
letter 185, Z. IO, however, brings the Habiri into 
connection with ' the land of Shechem ' in a very 
interesting way.5 Moreover, we must remember that 
the tablets rescued from destruction are only some 
of those that were found a t  Tell el-Amarna. Those 
that were allowed to perish may have referred t o  
other Ephraimite places. If, however, there really 
were few (if any) Egyptian fortresses in that tract, 

1 On Judg. 514 see below, 8 ; on Judg. 12 15 mountain 
of the Amalekite'), see PIRATHON, I.  

2 We have no details of Syrian expeditions of Thotmes IV. 
Amenhotep 111. was engaged in other concerns. 
3 Ahkelon, Bit-Ninih (see IR-HERES), Aijalon, Zorah, Gimti 

(see GATH), Gezer, pFrhaps Beth-shean (see Knudtzon, Bcitr. 
z. Assyr. 4111) Megiddo. 
4 The passag6 remainsobscure. Knudtzon (Lc.) says thattablet 

185 is a continuation of 182. In addition to reading n~~Sa&nri 
for mat-sa Lz-a(?)-mi he reads ma-say-ttl for Winckler's ma-ku-ut 
in Z. 7, and provisionally renders lines 6 6-rr  (KB 5 no. 185) thus: 
and the people of Ginti are a garrison in Bitsani, and, indeed, 
we have to do (in the same way?) after Labaya and Sakrni have 
contributed (cp no. 180 l. 16) to the Hahiri (so Knudtzon kindly 
informs the present writer). 

Accord- 
ing to Marquart (PhiZoZogus, suppl. bd. 7 680#:), the Habiri 
immigration is to be brought into connection with the settlement 
of the Leah-tribes : Joseph came later. Cp Steuernagel, Iosua, 
151 (in HK). See JUDAK. 

8). 

towns in central Ephraim. 

5 Are we to compare with this the story of Gen. 34? 
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the Habiri might be already settling there without our 
hearing of them.l 

iii. The contests of Seti I. were in S. I’hcenicia and 
Galilee. When we again get a glimpse of Palestine in 
the time of Ram(e)ses 11. it is once“ more the border 
towns that are named : Heres, Luz, Sa-ma-Sa-na.2 

iv. T o  Ram(e)ses’ snccessor we owe what is perhaps 
the most interesting statement of all. ‘ Israel,’ says 
Merenptah, is devastated ; and ’ Israel,’ it is to be 
noted, is not a place but a people. If we assunie that 
the people referred to were settled in Ephraim, nothing 
very definite can be urged against the assumption- 
or for i t8 (cp ISRAEL, § 7 ; EGYPT, § 59).  

The cities mentioned in Rani(e)ses 111.’~ list seem to 
be Amorite, north of Galilee (As .  u. Bur. 227). 

Until hieroglyphic or cuneiform (or Hittite) records 
shed some more light on the scene, accordingly, we 
must remain without definite information as to the 
early history of Ephraim. It is clear, however, that 
the girdle of Canaanite cities was of remote antiquity 
and practically certain that there were already towns up  
in the highlands-Shechem, perhaps Luz, and others. 
The  population was no doubt mixed ; Habiri, although 
we have no certain mention of them, may have immi- 
grated there also. 

The  earliest incontestable fact that Ephraim remem- 
bered was the great fight with Sisera ; but they may 
8. Earliest have known no more about who he was 

Memories. than we do (see SISERA). What  part 
Ephraim played in the great conflict, the 

condition of the text in Judg. 5 14 does not enable us to 
say with certainty.5 Perhaps we should read : ‘ Out of 
Ephraim they went down into the plain.’ It is not 
likely that Ephraim supplied the leader (see DEBORAH). 

It was not only along its northern border that Ephraim 
was exposed to attack. The open valleys and easy 
fords,6 which, when circumstancesfavoured, united it with 
Gilead, exposed it to the inroads’ of the still nomadic 
peoples of the east. Stories were told at OPHKAH 
[ q . ~ . ]  and elsewhere of heroic fights (see GIDEON), 
and of spirited colonies sent out (see MANASSEH). 
P I R A T H O N ~  and SHAMIR, an unidentified place in 
Mount Ephraim, seem to have boasted that they had 
produced heroes in the time of old (see ABDON, TOLA). 
The Shechemites even told of how they came, for a time, 
to have a tyraanos, and how they got rid of him again 
(ABIMELECH, 2). 

Of greatest historical importance was the life-and- 
death struggle with hated non-Semitic rivals (see PHILIS- 

North Ephraim claimed 
Transition’ ?:::!e in the glory of the struggle 

of those dark days;  but when the cloud lifts the 
1 C. Niebuhr also suggests that the Habiri were already 

settled in Mt. Ephraim (Der nlte Orient1 zo). 
2 The pap. Anast. I., however, appears to mention again ‘the 

mountain of Shechem’ (As.  u. E w .  394, note to pp. 172-175). 
3 It has even been suggested that Yi-si-ra-a1 may be not really 

Israel at all (see JEZREEI. i. 5 r). On the other hand Marquart 
(1.c.) inclines to explain the name as referring to the Leah-tribes, 
ssfposed to be still resident in central Palestine (see JUDAH). 

S. A. Fries (Spl,inx 1214 [Upsala 971) ,and Hommel 
(AHT,  p. xiii n. 3) find a ienuine traditio; ofa  ;till earlier event 
in the quaint story in I Ch. 721d-25. See, however, below, 5 IZ 
(towards end) and cp BERIAH. 

5 J. Marquart (Fz~nd. 6 [‘961), following Winckler (AOF 
1193) reads, 

m y 1  nu P’TBK 
pppna ni* ~ J D  vn 

‘Out of Ephraim they descended into the plain 
Out of Machir went down leaders. 

So also Budde, KHC ad lor. P. Ruben (JQR 10550J) reads 

6 There are said to he, between the Lake of Galilee and the 
Dead Sea 54 fords: 5 near Jericho, the rest between 
W. ez-Zerk and the Lake of Galilee (Gnthe GVZ47). 

7 We read of attacks by Ammon, Moab, Midian, and Assyha, 
in addition to the Philistines and the Egyptians. Judah often 
escaped. 

8 Even if the view advocated in the article PIRATHON be 
adopted, Abdon may perhaps be claimed for Mt. Ephraim. 
Abdon is Benjamite. 

y ’ m y ?  p i m  3 7 n  [ N X  1bl ~ ’ i 9 t i  *m . , . 
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hegemony is passing to Benjamin. If the monarchy 
thus involved a loss to N. Ephraim, there was also a 
gain ; Gilead and Ephraim were bound together more 
closely (on earlier relations see JBPHTHAH, $5 3, 5 
[end] ; GAD, z ; MACHIK). Indeed when the 
disaster of Gilboa laid Israel once more at the feet of 
the Philistines, the connection with Gilead was found 
to be very valuable (see ISHBAAL, I). How, exactly, 
Ephraini was brought under the sway of the state that 
was rising beyond the belt of Canaanite cities to the S.,  
is not very clear (see DAVID, 6, ISHBAAL. I ,  ABNER, 
ISRAEL, 163). The skill and energy of David 
must have been great. It is difficult to believe, however, 
that he effected in Ephraim all that has been attributed 
to him by Winckler. Still the change must have becn 
profound. How far there may have been an influx of 
people from the S. we cannot tell. Others besides 
Absalom (2 S. 1323) may have acquired possessions in 
Mt. Ephraim. Although we must on general grounds 
assume that there were dialectical difrerences, chiefly in 
pronunciation, between the various Hebrew-speaking, 
as between other, communities-peculiarities of the 
Shibboleth type are universal-they cannot have had 
any effect on freedom of interconrse. The fixing of 
the capital at Jerusalem was most politic. I t  was 
perhaps in a belt hitherto unclaimed, scarcely ten miles 
from Bethel. Ephraini might regard it and the other 
Canaanite cities annexed as a gain in territory. The 
fairs a t  the great Ephraimite sanctuaries would now be 
open to people from Mt. Judah and the Negeb in a 
way that would hardly have been possible before. 
Ephraimite legend became enriched. Abraham, c.g., it 
came to be said, had built an altar a t  Shechem (Gen. 
1 2 7  [J]) and at Bethel (u. 8 [J]). 

Many interesting questions arise. 
When did the general interweaving of legends take place? 

How was it possible to deposit the great Ephraimite shrine 
in Jerusalem? (see ARK). How did Ephraim act in the 
Ahsalom rebellion and in that of Sheba? How was Solomon’s 
‘overseer of the whole house of Joseph’ related to his prefect 
of Ephraim? The former, of course, had his official residence 
at  the natural centre of the land, Shechem. The latter, whether 
or not he was a son of Zadok and of Beth-horon (see BEN-HuR), 
may have resided nearer Jerusalem (see also below, 5 12). 

The final schism cannot have taken anyone by 
surprise (TEROBOAM, I I : SOLOMON, 6 z: ISRAEL, I - ,_ 
lo. Monarchy. 28). ‘The old royal &y of Shechem 

was naturallv the scene of the nepotia- 
tions and the first seat of thk monarchy of Ephkim.l  
The links between Gilead and Ephraim, geographical 
and historical, were too close to be severed now. The 
kingdom of Ephraim included Gilead. That  is to 
say, Gilead, if it befriended David (against Judah? see 
MAHANAIM), would not go out of its way to help 
his sons. For two eventful centuries Ephraim main- 
tained a real or nominal independence. How it sub- 
ordinated Judah, contended with Aram, allied itself 
with Phmnicia, was distracted by constant dynastic 
changes and yet reached a high level of civilization 
and produced a wonderful literature, is told elsewhere. 

Shechem, indeed, centre of the land though it was, 
was not able to maintain itself as the capital. I t  may 
not have been quite suitable from a military point of 
view. I t  bad to yield to Tirzah (an important but 
somewhat tantalising place-name, see TIRZAH) and then 
to Samaria, which was well able to stand even a regular 
siege. In historical times the great sanctuaries were 
Bethel and Gilgal. See also GIBEON, SHILOII. That 
any attempt was made to centralise religious festivals a t  
one sanctuary in Ephraim there is no evidence. 

A. Duff, however has propounded2 the interesting theory 
that such a project hLd been conceived,-that indeed the kernel 
of the book of Deuteronomy originated in Ephraim, and that the 
(now) unnamed sanctuary meant in it was originally that of 
Shechem (see now TFzeol. o f O T ,  2 2 5  39 n., 50 n., 5 9 ~ 3 .  

1 On the Egyptian incursion see SHISHAK. 
2 In a paper read before the Society of Historical Theology, 

Oxford (‘96). 
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However that may be, there must have bceii other 

great thinkers besides Hosea. Ephraim produced a 
DECALOGUE and a longer code (see E x o o ~ s  ii. 

3), and must have had otherwise a share in 
the development of that mass of ritualistic prescrip- 
tion which was ultimately codified in Judah (see 
LAW LITERATURE). If it had its Elis,l Samuels, 
and  Elishas, whom legend loved to glorify, we must 
not forget the men of name unknown whose only 
memorial is their work : the work of its story-tellers, 
annalists, poets, and other representatives of social or  
religious movements, whose achievements are dealt 
with elsewhere. W e  probably under-estimate rather 
than over-estimate the debt of Judah to Ephraim.2 

See HISTORICAL LITERATURE ; POETICAL LITERATURE ; 
ELlsnA ; ELIJAH ; PROPHET ; IUOLATRY. 

The  accessibility to the outer world, however, to 
which Ephraim owed its rapid advance, occasioned also 
its fall. In the struggle with Aram, it lost much ; and 
when Aram was swamped in the advancing tide of 
Assyrian conquest another great turning-point in 
Ephraim’s history was at hand. How, precisely, it was 
affected by the Assyrian conquest, how it fared when the 
Semitic Empire passed to Persia, what befel it during 
the long struggles between Ptolemy and Seleucid, 
Seleucid and Maccabee, Palestinian and Roman, will be 
discussed elsewhere (see SAMARIA, and cp ISRAEL). 

On the late notion of a Messiah called ‘Ephraim,’3 or ‘son of 
Ephraini,’4 or ‘son of Joseph,’ etc., alongiide of the ‘son of 
David’ (111 2 n,so) see Hamburger, RE, artt. ‘Messias- 
leiden ’ and Messias Sohn Joseph’ ; cp MESSIAH : JOSEPH 
[husband of Mary]. 

Great difficulty in the way of a true knowledge of the 
history of Ephraim is occasioned by its rivalry with 

ll. & boun&ry. Judah. 
This gas distorted the 

perspective, broken the outlines, and 
tinged the colour, bf t6e picture that has reached us. 
A. Rernstein tried to show how Ephraimite patriotism 
might account for many points in the patriarch stories. 
It is certain that Ephraim has suffered at the hands of 
the writers of Judah. The account of the occupation 
of the Ephraim highlands in Joshua is snrprisingly 
meagre. All that lies N. of Bethel is passed over in 
silence (cp JOSHUA ii. 9 9). The indications of the 
boundary of Ephraim as they appear in the post-exilic 
book are very incomplete and only partly intelligible. 
The  critical analysis is still disputed. Great confusion 
prevails, and the text is bad. Apparently the southern 
border is represented as reaching from the Jordan 
a t  Jericho np to Bethel (BZtiz), to Ataroth Addar 
( ‘ d p i ?  ; see ARCHITES, ATAROTH, 2),  down west- 
wards to the territory of the Japhletite (PALTI) and of 
the BETH-HORONS (BZt ‘or), and on to GEZER (TeZZ 
de%er) and the sea. The northern boundary is given 
eastwards and westwards from [the plain of] MICH- 
METHATH (eCMnkhnn ?). Eastward it reaches to 
TAANATH-SHILOH (Tn‘nn),  on to JANOHAH (Kh. 
Ydnzin), Ataroth (unidentified), NAARA’TH ( ‘Ain 
Sdmieh?) ,  Jericho and the Jordan; westwards it pro- 
ceeds from ‘ Asher of the Michmethath ’ (see ASHER ii. ) 
east of Shechem southwards to EN-TAPPUAH, and the 
course of the KANAH ( W. KEnnh?), and on to the 
sea (177-9). One of the writers who have contributed 
t o  the account just sketched, however, is aware that this 
representation is somewhat arbitrary (cp above, 5, i. ), 
and  so he proposes (Josh. 169) to give a list of 
Ephraimite cities beyond the Manassite border. Some 
editor has unfortunately removed the list. The list of 
Ephraimite cities, too, that E must have given has been 
removed. 

P’s ‘ genealogy’ of Ephraim is not only very meagre 

1 Are we to add Mose*? Guthe says pes (GVTzz). 
2 A. Duff throws out the suggestion that Nahum may have 

3 ’31s n3un O*>~)N. See thestatements in Pesikta Rn66atAi 
been of northern descent (a#. cit. 2 36 46). 

(ed Friedmann 161 6). 4‘ Targ. Jon. bn Ex. 40 11. 

(cp above, § 11) but also somewhat obscure. We  have 
it in two forms in Nu. 2 G 3 5 , f  and, 
as reproduced by the Chronicler, in 12’ 

I Ch. 720-25. 
A study of the variants in 63 and Pesh. and of the re- 

petitions (noticed by A. C. Hervey)2 in MT,  leads to 
the following hypothetical results (reached independently 
of Hervey ; see further / Q X  vol. 13, Oct. [ I~oo]) .  

Uered (2,. 20) should be deleted as a corruption of 13BciIER 
[p.7~.] which has strayed hither from the genealogy of 1len;amin. 
Znhah is simply a duplicate of Yered, and Ezer of Elead. The 
middle letter (sh) of Resheph (v. 25) belongs really to the next 
name Telah. What is left-Reph-is a duplicate of Rephah 
(see delow). Thus emended the list stands 

I. (z. 20) Shuthelah, Tahath, Eleadah. 
2.3 (7). 21) Tahath Shuthelah, Elead (or Ezer). 
3. (u. 25) Shutheiah Tahan Ladan. 

We have thus simply a tAplet writt& thrice. The third name 
may be really Eleadah or (so Pesh. in w. 21) Eleazer : Azariah, 
Klostermann has suggested may have been the name of 
Solomon’s prefect over Ephiaim, perhaps of Beth-horon (cp 
BEN-HUR) ; see below and above $ g (end). 

The middle name &ears here) and elsewhere (in the gene- 
alogy of Samuel ; and in that of Reuel the Midianite) in many 
forms : Tahath, Tohu, Tahan, Nahath. The last may he what 
the Chronicler wrote : note the story of the Ephraimites who 
dacended against Gath ‘descend ’). 

The triplet is followed by an appendix-the ‘prince’ of 
Ephraimand its great hero. 

The Ephraimite clans mentioned in the historical hooks are 
few : Nahath OK Tahath, Zuph (in one genealogy of Samuel ; 
the first also a ‘son of Reuel,’ Gen. 3ti 13 17), Nehat (cp JEKO- 
BOAM i.). 

Between the recurring triplets and the genealogical appendix 
there is a list of towns : the Beth-horons (see above fi. TI) and . . . and Hepher (?), founded perhaps by Eleazar.4 In’the blank, 
MT has Uzzen-sheerah. Perhaps we should read Ir-serah (cp 
@L) or !r-heres. The degree of probability of the suggestions in 
$ 12 vanes. 

‘Io the ’ genealogical ’ list are appended two geogra- 
phical lists : z. 28, a pentad of Ephrainiite border towns 

On the story in -m. 21 6-23 see RERIAH, 2f: 

Several seem almost certain. 

13. Town Lists.mentioned in Joshua, with the addition 
of A i ;  and v. 29, a pentad of towns 

which Manasseh was unable to occupy ( = Josh. 17 II = .. , . 
Judg. 127) .  

Of other towns that must have been in Ephraim we 
find mention of MIGRON (il inknZn), GIBEAH of Phinehas 

Ramah (e7--Rdm) was fortified by Baasha against Judah. 
I t  has been suggested that Jericho was fortified by Jehu 
against the Aramzeans (JEHU, § 3). 

Many of the most famous Ephraimite sanctuaries 
were in the part of Ephraim that was called BENJAMIN 
( q . ~ . ,  § 6) ; but the holy mountains EBAL, GITHIZIM, 
and  CABMEL must always have had a high place in 
the regard of Israel. Ramah (UeiGKinzd), Shiloh, 
Shechem, Ophrah, Timnath-heres, and Samai-ia must ail 
have had important sanctuaries. W e  perhaps learn 
incidentally of the destruction of some unnamed 
Ephraimite sanctuary in the story of the founding of 

EPHRAIM (b!?BY. $8 100, 107;  &UIM PA], 
ro@p. [L]), R city near Baal-Hazor (,see HAZOR, 2)& 

mentioned in the story of Absalom ( 2  S. 1323 ; see 
Dr. TBS, ad Zoc.). Possibly the name should be 
‘Ephraini, with ‘nin for nZe?h ( n w y  ; cp @L) ,  and the 
place identified with Ephron in 2 Ch. 13 19 (see EPHRON, 
1. I). So, cautiously, Buhl (p. 177), who also thinks 
the same city may be meant ( I )  in I Macc. 1134  (where 
the governments of APHEREMA [ p . ~ . ] ,  Lydda, and 
Ramathem are said to have been added to J u d z a  from 
Samaria) ; (2)  in Jn. 11 54 (where Jesus is said to have 
‘withdrawn to the country near the wilderness, to a 
city called Ephraim ‘ [@@pparp, all editors, but KL, Vet. 
Lat., Vg., Memph. qbp~p] )  ; and (3) in Jos. H i v .  99  

1 The omission of it in Gen. 46 [MT] may be due to P’s 

2 The Genealogies of our Lord arzd Saz’iour /ems Christ, 

3 GL gives the names in line 2 in the same order as in I and 3. 
4 For n i ~ v  inn : read perhaps ftrn W N  : inq OK rather 

(Ifbid), GIBIiEATH - H A  - ARALOTH, BAAL - HAZOR. 

Dan. H. W. H. 

mentioning only ‘grandsons’ of Jacob (cp MANASSEH). 

351-364 [‘531. 

i r ~  uin: in’>. 
6 On the proverb about ‘bringing straw to “Ephraim”’ 

(oqsyi), see JANNES. 
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EPHRAIM, GATE O F  
(Bethel and ’E@puip, two ‘small cities’ taken by 
Veswasianl . .~ 

A‘village‘ called Efyevt is defined by Jerome (OS947)  as 
being 5 R. m. E. of Bethel. Ens. (222 40) writes the name 
a+ph(?). We also hear (118)30) of an Efrsea, 20 R. m. N. of 
Olia. This Dosition aerees well with that of the modern ef-  
Taiyibeh, which occugies a splendid (and no douht ancient) 
site crowning a conical hill on a high ridge 4 rn. NE. of Bethel 
(BR 2 121 427). 

These identifications, however, are by no means all 
certain. The site of Baal-hazor, and therefore also of 
Ephraim in 2 S. Lc., cannot be said to be fixed. 
Indeed, the reading may perhaps be questioned (for 
analogies see MAHANAIM) ; Gratz would read ’ in the 
valley ( p ~ y z )  of Rephaim. ‘ The  ‘ city ’ in Jn. 11 54 also 
is very doubtful (for different views see Keim, Jesu 
non Nazara, 37, n. 2). I t  is even possible that the 
Greek text is corrupt, and that e+puip arose out of an 
indistinctly written iqmXw. l  By this hypothesis we 
can reconnect Jn. with the Synoptic tradition. Keim’s 
remarks (Jesus non Nazura, 3 7 )  may be compared with 
those of Ewald in Gesch. Christus, 416. The ‘ round- 
about journey’ of which Ewald speaks may be 
avoided by the view here proposed. There is nothing 
in the context of Jn. 1 1 5 4  to favour the view that the 
evangelist is a t  all influenced by Lk.’s statement 
(9s.f.) that Jesus took the route by Samaria to Jeru- 
Salem. Cp  JERICHO. T. K. C. 

See OPHIZAH. 

EPHRAIM, GATE OF (n:?ge l y e ) ,  2 IC. 1 4 1 3  
Neh. 816. See JERUSALEM. 

EPHRAIM, WOOD OF; or (RV) FOREST OF 
(a!>?@ lP). The  scene of the battle between ‘ t h e  
people of Israel’ and the ‘ servants of David ’ (2 S. 
186f). For ‘ Ephraim ’ (C+puip [BA]) BL has puutvuv 
‘ Mahanaim,’ which Klostermann adopts. Certainly it 
is not very probable that Ephraim should have given its 
name to ‘ a wood or jungle on the eastern side ‘ (GASm. 
HG 335)  ; the reference to Jndg. 124 implies a doubtful 
view of that passage (see Moore, ad Ioc.). ‘Maha- 
naim,’ however. has the appearance of an  attempt a t  
correction. More probably the original reading was 
O ’ K I ) ~ ,  ‘ Rephaim.’ Where should we more naturally 
expect to find tliis name ? The converse error has been 
pointed out in Is. 1 7 5  (SBOT, ‘Isaiah,‘ Heb. 195). 
‘Jungle’ (so H. P. Smith) seems hardly the best word 
(cp Tristram’s and Oliphant’s descriptions of the forest of 
‘Ajliin). The site cannot be determined without a study 
of the whole narrative. See MAHANAIM. T. K. c. 

EPHRAIN (\!y?&f), 2 Ch. 1 3 1 9  AV RVmg., RV 
EPHRON i. I. 

EPRRATH (n?F$?, Gen. 48 7f) or Ephrathah 
(n??!$& AV Ephratah; & m a  [BENAL]). 

I. The place near which Rachel died and was buried 
is called in M T  Ephrath (Gen. 3516 19 4 8 7 )  ; but we 
should probably read Beeroth (n7~3). See RACHEL, 
5 2 ; JOSEPH i. 

2. Another name of BETHLEHEM [q.v., § 31, or per- 
haps rather a name of the district of Bethlehem, Ps. 1 3 2 6  
(eu+pu8u [A] -TU [Rvid.]), Mic. 5 1  Ru. 411 Josh. 1 5 5 9  
(only B. e@ppaRa [BAL]) ; ethnic Ephrathite ( t n m ~ ,  

In Ps. 2.6. and Mic. IC. the reading is uncertain. On 
I S. 1 I I K. 11 26 Judg. 1 2 5 ,  see EPHRAIM i. 8 5, i. 

3.  ‘Wife’ of Caleb, I Ch. 2 1 9  (~@pu8 [BL], @PUR 
[A]) 24 (See CALEB-EPHRATHAH) 50 4 4 .  The  passages 
reflect the post-exilic age, when the Calebites had 
migrated from the Negeb of ‘Judah to the districts sur- 
rounding Jerusalem. Was Ephrath a clan-name? See 
CALEB, § 3. 
1 The phrase ‘the Jews’ in Jn. 11 54, as usually in the Fourth 

Gospel (so Plummer, St. john, 72), means ‘the opponents of 
Jesus among the Jews’ (cp JEW). The people of Jericho seem 
to have been to a large extent friendly to Jesus and yere there- 
fore in so far ‘ Israelites indeed ’ rather than ’ Jews. 
too (Ed, speaks of thg mixed population of Jericho, like that 0: 
Galilee and Samaria. 

3. 

E + ~ U B U L O S  [BAL]), Ru. 1 2  IS. 1712 ( e + p ~ R ~ i .  ou [A]). 

Strabo 

EPICUREANS 
EPHRON (filB4(, Kt.;  )’?&’, Kr.;  €@PUN [BAL]).. 
I. One of the places won by Abijah, king of Judah, 

from Jeroboani, king of Israel (2 Ch. 13x9  RV, AV 
EPHRAIN). Since the ending -aim or -ain sometimes, 
interchanges with -on, and since Ephron or Ephrain 
(RVIW) was near Bethel, some critics identify it with 
the city of Ephraim (although Ephraim in M T  begins, 
with ,y not y ; see EPHRAIM ii. ). 

2. Ephron (E@PWV [ A N ]  ; cp the Manassite EPHER, 
3 ) ,  a city on the E. of Jordan, between Carnaim and 
Scythopolis, attacked and destroyed by Judas the Mac- 
cabee in his expedition to Gilead ( I Macc. 5 46-53 2 Macc. 
l227f:  ; cp Jos. Ant. xii. 8 5 )  is probably the y~@poU^s 
or ye@potv (cp ye+upoDv, 2 Macc. 1213) of Polybius 
(v. 7012). W e  are told that it lay in a narrow pass 
which it dominated in such a manner that the Jews 
‘must needs pass through the midst of it.’ This 
description will not suit Kal’at er-Rabarj with which 
Seetzen identified it, but agrees perfectly with the wntch- 
tower called Kasr WHdy el-Ghafr, which completely 
commands the road at a certain point of the deep 
W2dy el-Ghafr (W. of Irbid, towards the W2dy el- 
‘Arab), on which see Schumacher, Northern AjcZn, 
pp. 179, 181. So first Buhl, Gag. p. 256; Tupogr. 
d. N O  /ordanZandeses, 17f: 

3. MOUNT EPHRON (jii-fy i g  ; egpwv [BAL]), a dis- 
trict on the northern frontier of Judah (Josh. 1 5 9 )  
between Nephtoah and Kirjath-jearim (cp the Judahite 
name EPHER, 2). If the latter places are Lift2 and 
Karyat el-‘Enab respectively, Mt. Ephron should be 
the range of hills on the W. side of the WBdy Bet- 
HaninL, opposite LiftL, which is on the E. side (see, 
however, NEPHTOAH). Conder, however, thinks (in 
accordance with his identifications of Nephtoah and 
Kirjath-jearim) of the ridge W. of Bethlehem, and (in 
Hastings’ DA) does not even mention any rival view. 

’>Y, is 
supported by @L [&A +as 6pous Z4p.I and apparently by @A 
Iopouc e$p.] ) ;  but * iy  m$y be a dittogram of 7 3  (Che.); @B 
does not express ‘cities. Two other (probable) mentions of 
‘mount Ephron’ should be noticed. One is in Josh. 15 IO (see 
JEARIM, MOUNT); the other is Judg. 12 15 (see PIRATHON). 

68, 77 ; €@PUN [BADEFL]), b. Zohar, a Hittite, the 
seller of the cave of Machpelah, Gen. 2 3 8 8  2 5 9 4 9 2 9 3  
[PI. As to the question in what sense, or with how 
much justice, he is called a Hittite, see HITTITES, 5 IJ 

EPICUREANS ( 0 1  ~ IT IKOYPIOI  [Ti. WH]), Acts 
1718. What  opinions the Epicureans really held d o  
not now concern us, but only what faithful Jews or 
Jewish Christians believed them to hold. This is how 
Josephus describes the Epicureans, -‘ who cast provid- 
ence out of life, and deny that God takes care of human 
affairs, and hold. that the universe is not directed with a 
view to the continuance of the whole by the blessed and 
incorruptible Being, but that it is carried along auto- 
matically and heedlessly’ (Ant .  x.117). Some, both in 
ancient and in modern times, have thought that the 
system, thus ungently characterized, is referred to in 
ECCLESIASTES [ q . ~ . ,  5 131. Jeromeremarks (on Eccles. 
97-9), ‘ E t  h e c ,  inquit aliqnis, loquatur Epicurus, et 

‘Aristippus et Cyrenaici et ceterzs pecudes Philoso- 
phornm. Ego autem, mecum diligenter retractans, 
invenio,’ etc. According to Jerome, then, the author 
of Ecclesiastes only mentions the ideas of these 
‘ brutish‘ philosophers in order to refute them. I n  
later times certainly the leaders of Judaism could find 
no more reproachful designation for an apostate than 
Dlll?’m Epikzros. The author of Ecclesiastes, how- 
ever, is not a sufficiently fervent Jew to justify us in 
assuming that he would altogether reject Epicurean 
ideas, if they came before him. A fervent Christian, 
like Paul, doubtless did reject them, if he ever came into 
contact with them. Did he, then, encounter these ideas? 

1 Opera, ii. (1699), Comm. in Eccles. 
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See CAMON, GEPHYRON. 

According to MT the district in question bad ‘cities.’ 

EPHRON ( f i ~ ! $ g ,  8 young gazelle ’ ? see EPHER ; 
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EPILEPTIC 
From Acts 17 18 (if the narrative is historical) we only 
learn that certain Epicurean and Stoic philosophers met 
with him (ovv4@hhov ah4)  '-observe in passing the 
precedence given to the Epicureans. There is nothing 
in the sequel to suggest that he held any conferences 
with them ; the speech beginning 'Men of Athens ' 
("Avspcs 'ABvvaioL) is plainly not intended for them. 
I t  looks as if the reference to the philosophers were 
merely a touch suggested by the writer's imagination, 
which he did not permit to exercise any influence on 
the following narrative. That  Paul had examined and 
rejected Epicureanism elsewhere, is probable enough. 
See ATHENS, 0 2, HELLENISM, 5 9. 

EPILEPTIC (CE~HNIAZOMENOC),  Mt. 4 2 4  1715 

EPIPHANES ( ~ ~ I @ A N H c ) ,  I Macc. 1 x 0 .  See 

T. K. C. 

RV. See MEDICINE. 

ANTIOCHUS, 2. 

EPISTOLARY LITERATURE 
'Letters'and 'Epistles'(§§ 1-3). Letters(5 6J). 
Extra-biblical (8 4). 
OT terms (9 5). 

Epistles (5 8 3 ) .  
Literature (9 IO). 

For the understanding of any document a knowledge 
of its true character and object is essential. Thus, 
1. The problem. for example, if Egyptian exploration 

brings to light a papyrus fragment 
containing a negotiaGon between a- Roman emperor 
and an Alexandrian gymnasiarch,2 we cannot under- 
stand or appreciate it accurately until we know the 
general character of the writing to which it presumably 
belonged. If it is a fragment from the record of an 
actual negotiation in which a Roman emperor took 
part, it becomes a historical document of first iniport- 
ance ; if it is merely a scrap from a work by a writer of 
fiction, it falls into a wholly different category. 

The N T  contains a large number of writings which 
are usually referred to as Epistles.' The  designation 
seems so plain and self-evident that to many scholars 
it has suggested no problem at all. A problem, 
nevertheless, there is, of great literary and historical 
interest, underlying this seemingly simple word. W e  
cannot go far in the study of the history of literature 
before we become aware that alongside of the real 
' letter,' which in its essential nature is non-literary, 
there is a product of art, the literary letter, which may 
for convenience be called the epistle. The  problem is 
in each case to determine the category to which such 
writings belong : are they all ' letters ' ?  or are they all 
' epistles ' ? or are both classes represented? First, let 
us realise the distinction more clearly. 

The  function of the letter is to maintain intercourse, in 
writing, between persons who are separated by distance. 
2. Meaning Essentially intimate, individual, and per- 

of word sonal, the letter is intended exclusively 

,letter., for the eyes of the person (or persans) 
to whom it is addressed, not for publica- 

tion. I t  is non-literary, as a lease, a will, a day-book 
are non-literary. I t  differs in no essential particular from 
a spoken conversation : it might be called an anticipation 
of telephonic communication. I t  concerns no  one but 
the writer and the correspondent to whom it is addressed. 
So far as others are concerned, it is supposed to be 
secret and sacred. As with life itself, its contents 
are infinitely varied. The form also exhibits endless 
variety, although many forms have specialised them- 
selves in the course of the ages and are not unfrequently 
met with in civilisations widely separated and seemingly 
quite independent of each other. Neither contents nor 
form, however, are the determining factors in deciding 

1 EV's rendering 'encountered him' is to, he preferred to 
Ranaay's 'engaged in discussions with him. Cp Acts2014; 
Jos. Ant.i.123. Would not 'discussed with him' be UVVC 
Bahhov r bp ah& (see Acts 4 q)? 

2 Cp &enfell and Hunt, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri', pt. i., 
p. 6 2 8 ,  no. xxxiii. verso [ '98], with Deissmann's observations 
in Z Z Z  23 6 0 2 3  ('98). 
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EPISTOLARY LITERATURE 
whether a given writing is to be considered a letter or 
not. Equally immaterial is it whether the document 
be written on clay or on stone, on papyrus or on parch- 
ment, on wax or on palm-leaves, on scented note-paper 
or on an international post-card ; whether it be couched 
in the conventional forms of the period ; whether it be 
written by a prophet or by a beggar ; all such con- 
siderations leave its special character unaffected.1 The 
one essential matter is the purpose it is intended to 
serve-frank intercourse between distant persons. 
Every letter, however short' and poor, will from its 
very nature be a fragment of the vie intime of mankind. 
The non-literary, personal, intimate character of the 
letter must constantly be borne in mind. 

There is a sharp distinction between the letter as thus 
understood and the ' literary ' letter which we find it 
3. Me&ning convenient to designate by the more 

of word technical word ' epistle.' The epistle is 

,epistle., a literary form, an expression of the 
artistic faculty, just as are the drama, 

the dialogue, the oration. All that it has in common 
with the letter is its form ; in other respects they differ 
so wi?ely that we might almost resort to paradox and 
say that the epistle is the exact opposite of the letter. 
The matter of the epistle is destined for publicity. If 
the letter is always more or less private and confidential 
the epistle is meant for the market-place : every one 
may and ought to read i t ;  the larger the number 
of the readers, the more completely has it fulfilled its 
purpose. All that in the letter-address and so forth 
-is of primary importance, becomes in the epistle 
ornamental detail, merely added to maintain the illusion 
D f  this particular literary form. A real letter is seldom 
wholly intelligible to us until we know to whom it is 
addressed and the special circumstances for which it 
was written. T o  the understanding of most epistles 
this is by no means essential. The epistle differs from 
the letter as the historical play differs from a chapter 
3f actual history, as the carefully composed funeral 
>ration in honour of a king differs from the stammering 
words of comfort a father speaks to his motherless child, 
IS the Platonic dialogue differs from the unrestrained 
:onfidential talk of friend with friend-in a word, as 
trt differs from nature. The  one is a product of 
iterary art, the other is a bit of life. 

Of course intermediate forms will occur; such as the professed 
etter in which the writer is no longer unrestrained free from 
;elf-c&sciousness in which with some latent feeling 'that he is 
i great man, he has the public eye in view and coquettes with 
.he publicity which his words may perhaps attain. Such 
etters are no letters, and with their artificiality and insin- 
:erity exemplify exactly what real letters should never he. 

A great variety alike of letters and of epistles has 
:ome down to us from antiquity. The survival of a 
4. Ancient letter is, strictly speaking, non-normal 
letters and and exceptional. The  true letter is from 

epistles. its very nature ephemeral-ephemeral 
as the hand which wrote it or the eye 

or which it was meant. I t  is to piety or to chance 
hat we owe the preservation of such letters. The 
iractice of collecting the written remains of great men 
tfter their death is indeed an old one. 

In Greek literature the earliest instance of publication of 
nch a collection is hhd to be that of the letters of Aristotle 
d. 322 B.c.) which was made soon after his death. Whether 
he still extah Letters of AristotDa contain any fragments of 
he genuine collection is indeed a question. On the other hand 
he letters of Isocrates (06. 338 B.c.) which have come down3 to 
s are nrobablv eenuine in Dart: and we have also genuine . ,  
:Iter$ if Epic~ru'~ (ob. 270 ~I.C.), among them t h e  frnrnikt ofn 
erfectlycharming litrlc note to his child,4 wLir ihyto IJC csmpnrcrl 

Am ?!.K Gli I.ntlicr's Ictter t o  his little boy H<inrchcm.~ 
ne Romans it will be enough to refer to the multitude of letters 

1 See Deissmann Bi6elstudien 190. 
2 Published by Hercher (1F+thgra$hi Greci, 172.174 ['731). 
3 See Hercher ob. <.it. 319-336. 
4 See Usener,'E$icuvea, 154 ('87); also Deissmann, BibeL 

5 See .Luthw-L?m>fe in Ausurahl und Uedersetzung, herausg. 
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EPISTOLARY 
of Cicero (06. 43 B.c.) of which four collections, brought together 
and published after his death, have come down to us. 

As compared with such letters of famous men a value 
in  some respects still greater attaches to the numerous 
letters of obscure men and women, dating from the 
third century B.C. to the eighth A.D., which have 
become known to us through recent papyrus finds in 
Egypt.1 They have, to begin with, the inestimable 
advantage that the originals themselves have reached 
us. Nor is this all. The writers had absolutely no 
thought of publication, so we may take it that their 
self-portraiture is wholly unconscious and sincere. The 
light they throw upon the essence and the form of the 
letter in ancient times is important, and is of value in 
the investigation of the letters found in the OT or the 
NT. 

That ancient epistles have survived in large numbers 
is not surprising. The literary epistle is not intended 
to be ephemeral. From the outset it is published in 
several copies and so has less chance of disappearing 
than the private letter. The  epistle, moreover, is a 
comparatively easy form of literary effort. It is subject 
to no severe laws of style or strict rules of prosody ; all 
that the essay needs is to be fitted with the requisite 
formulz of the letter and to be provided with an 
address. Any dabbler could write an epistle, and 
thus the epistle became one of the favourite forms of 
literature, and remains so even at the present day. 

Among ancient 'Epistolographers ' we have, for example, 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus and Plutarch in Greek and L. 
Annaeus Seneca and the younger Pliny in Roman, iiterature, 
not to speak of the poetical epistles of a Lucilius, a Horace, or 
an Ovid. 

Specially common was the epistle in the literature of 
magic and religion. 

Another fact of literary history requires notice here : 
t h e  rise of pseudonymous epistolography. In the early 
period of the empire, especially, epistles under names 
,other than those of the real authors were written in 
.great numbers, not by impostors, but by unknown 
literati who for various honest reasons did not care to  
.give their own names3 They wrote ' Epistles ' of Plato 
and  Demosthenes, Aristotle and Alexander, Cicero and 
Brutus ; it would be perverse to brand offhand as frauds 
such products of a certainly not very original literary 
.activity. Absolute forgeries undoubtedly there were ; 
but it is equally certain that the majority of the ' pseud- 
onymous '. epistles of antiquity are products of a widely 
spread, and in itself inoffensive, literary custom.4 

W e  now come to the question whether the biblical 
' epistles ' admit of being separated into the two distinct 

dassesjust  mentioned. 
The immense masses of cuneiform w-riting which have 

-recently been brought to light abundantly show that 
epistolary correspondence was exten- 
sively practised by the people using 

that script from very early times. I t  is not surprising, 
therefore, to find frequent mention of letters in the OT. 

The Hebrew terms so rendered are (I) : 130, s&her, z S. 11 14 
-2 K. 5 5 Jer. 29 I ; in Is. 37 14 39 I, where MT gives D q a D ,  the 
text is corrupt (see SBOT, 'Isaiah,' Heb.); 'letters'=n'??P, 

.srghdrinr, I K. 21 8 Esth. 122, etc. 
(2) n p a ,  j i t&Zm, Esth. 1 zo(see Meyer, Entst. 23); in Bibl. 

Aram. Ezra4 17 5 7 Dan. 4 74 ['TI, etc. 
(3) I:???, niXwdn, Ezra 4 7  7 II (see Meyer, op. tit. 22): 
Bihl. Aram. Ezra4 18, etc. 

(4) "?:E(, '&&refh, Neh. 2 7  Esth.926, etc. (see Meyer, op. tit. 

5. OT terms. 

22); in Bihl. Aram. N?gK, Ezra4 8 TI 56. . . .  
1 A selection of such papyrus-letters will he found in Ueis,- 

mann, Bi6.-dud., 009-216. 
2 There is thus a promise of good results in the theme pro- 

posed for its prize essay by the Heidelberg Facultyof Philosophy 
i n  1898-99 : 'On the basis of a chronological survey of the Greek 
private letters which have been brought to light in recent 
papyrus finds, to characterise,and set forth historically the forms 
of the Greek epistolary style. 
3 Cp Deissmann, Bi6.-stud. 1 9 9 8  
4 A well-known modern instance is that of the famous r' Letters of Junius.' 

LITERATURE 
The Ass. terms for 'letter' are dujpu(tahlet: cp Syr. dajjri), 

whence dw.zGarm (Heb. l q p ) ,  'scribe,' and egirtu (cp no. q 
above). In  Am. Tad. 50 rev.30 &j&m 'message' or 'missive' 
is virtually d w j j w  ' letter' (rev. 17). This suggests that s~jhlier 
(see I )  may be a loan-word: cp SCRIBE. In 6, besides &W 
uroA?j, we find pi@hiov ( z  S. 11 14), piphor (Jzr. 29 I), ,h+s 
(Ezra57), Sdmypa(EzraT IT), gopoh6yor(Ezra4~8), andyp&F.pa; 
cp Acts28 21 (pi.). 

Suecial interest attaches to the cases in which the 
actual text of the letters is professedly given, as in 

6. OT letters. z S. 11 15 (David's letter to Joab about 
Uriah), I K. 2 1 9 3  (Jezebel to the 

elders about Naboth), z K. 5 5 3  (king of Aram to king 
of Israel), 2 K. l0zJ 6 (Jehu to the authorities of 
Samaria). 

On the letter of Jeremiah in Jer.29 see JEREMIAH ii.; on 
that of Elijah in zChr. 2112-15, See'JmoRAM, a ;  on the 
official letters in E z r a 4 9 3  1 7 8  5 7 8 ,  see EZRA ii. 6 6 ;  and 
on the letter of Nebuchadrezzar in Dan. 4, see D.&I&.'ii. 

Many instances occur also in the apocryphal and 
pseudepigraphic books of the OT,  especially in Macca- 
bees. In the last-named books in particular, we find, 
exactly as in Greek and Roman literature,l letters, 
mostly official, embodied word for word in the historical 
narrative. I t  would be wrong to cast doubt on the 
genuineness of such insertions on this ground alone. 
In many cases, it is true, they are in all likelihood 
spurious (cp MACCABEES, FIRST, IO) ; but in some 
instances we are constrained to accept them. The de- 
cision must rest in each case on internal evidence alone. 

Turning now to the N T ,  we find in Acts two 
letters which, like those in Maccabees, are introduced 
7. NT letters. into a professedly historical narrative : 

the letter of the apostles and elders to 
the Gentile Christian brethren in Antioch, Syria, and 
Cilicia (1623-2g), and that of Claudius Lysias to Felix 
(2326-30). The question of their genuineness must be 
decided by the same rules of criticism as apply to the 
cases mentioned in the preceding section (see, for 
example, COMMUNITY OR, GOODS, § 163). In both 
cases the documents, at  any rate, claim to be true letters. 

Turning next to the other writings which frankly bear 
the designation epis toh  in the N T ,  we must again 
bear in mind the distinction already established between 
' letters ' and ' epistles.' It is accordingly not enough 
if we are able merely to establish the existence of a 
group of epistole; the question as to their definite 
character remains. The answer must be supplied in 
each case by the writing itself. In some cases not 
much reading between the lines is necessary for this ; 
and even in those cases where the answer is not quite 
obvious, it is, for the most part, possible to arrive at  
something more than a mere non liguet. 

( u )  To begin with, the Epistle to PHILEMON stands 
out unmistakably as a letter, and it is as a self-revelation 
of the great apostle that it possesses a unique value for 
all time. If (as seems very probable) Rom. 16 is to be 
taken as being in reality a separate letter, addressed by 
Paul to Ephesus, it also is an unmistakable example of 
that class of writing. (6) PHIIRPPIANS also is a true 
letter ; it becomes intelligible only when referred to a 
perfectly definite and unique epistolary situation. The  
same remark applies to THESSALONIANS, GALATIANS, 
COLOSSIANS (and EPHESIANS). They are indeed more 
didactic and general than those previously mentioned ; 
but they too are missives occasioned by perfectly definite 
needs of the Pauline churches, not fugitive pieces com- 
posed for Christendom at large, or even for publicity in 
a still larger sense of the word. T o  the same class in 
like manner belong the first and the second extant epistles 
to the CORINTHIANS. What is it in fact that makes 
2 Corinthians everywhere so difficult? I t  is that it is 
throughout a true letter, full of allusions to which we, 
for the most part, have not the key. Paul wrote it 
with all his personality ; in deep emotion and thankful- 
ness, and yet full of reforming passion, of irony, and of 

1 Cp Deissmann, 03. fit .  220. 
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stinging frankness. I Corinthians is quieter in tone ; 
but it too is a real letter, being in part, at least, an 
answer to one from the Church of C0rinth.l 

( c )  In the case of ROMANS, one might perhaps at first 
hesitate to pronounce. Its character as a letter is un- 
deniably much less conspicuously marked, much less 
palpable, than in the case of 2 Corinthians. Still, 
neither is it an epistle written for the public, nor for 
Christendom at large, designed to set forth in com- 
pendious form the apos,tle’s dogmatic and ethical system. 
In it Paul has a definite object-to prepare the way for 
his visit to  the church in Rome;  such is his aim in 
writing, and it is that of an individual letter-writer. 
He  does not yet know the church to which he writes, 
and he himself is known to it only by hearsay. The 
letter, therefore, from the nature of the case, cannot be 
so full of personal detail as those he wrote to com- 
munities with which he had long been familiar, such 
as Corinth and Philippi. Our first impression of 
Romans, perhaps, may be that it is an  epistle ; but this 
judgment will not stand scrutiny. 

We need not hesitate longer then, to lay down the 
broad thesis that all the Pauline epistles hitherto 
enumerated (the genuineness of none of them is donbtcd 
by the present writer) are real letters.2 P a d  is a true 
letter-writer, not an ‘ epistolographer.’ Nor yet is he a 
man of letters. His letters became literary products 
only after the piety of the churches had made a collection 
of them and had multiplied copies indefinitely till they 
had become accessible to all Christendom. At a later 
date still they became Holy Scripture when they were 
received into the ‘ New’ Testament, then in process of 
formation. As an integral part of the New Testa- 
ment they have exercised a literary influence that 
is incalculable. All these later vicissitudes, however, 
cannot alter their original and essential character. 
Paul, who with ardent longings expected the coming 
of the Lord, and with it the final judgment and the life 
of the coming age-Paul, who reckoned the future of 
this present world, not by millennia or centuries, but 
by a few short years, had not the faintest surmise of the 
part his letters were destined to play in the providential 
ordering of the world. I t  is precisely in this untram- 
melled freedom that the chief value of his letters consists ; 
their absolute trustworthiness and supremely authorita- 
tive character as historical records, are guaranteed there- 
by. The letters of Paul are the (alas, only too frag- 
mentary) remains of what wouldhave been the immediate 
records of his mission. Each one of them is a piece of 
his biography ; in many passages we feel that the writer 
has dipped his pen in his own heart’s blood. 

(d) ,  Two other real letters in the N T  remain to be 
mentioned-the SECOND and the THIRD EPISTLE OF 
 JOHN.^ Of 3 John we may say with Wilamowitz- 
Moellendorff, ‘ I t  was a quite private note, and 
must have been preserved from the papers of Gains 
as a relic of the great presbyter.’ 2 John does not 
present so many of &he features of a letter in detail ; 
but it also has a particular object in view just as a 
letter has, even if we do not find ourselves able to say 
with complete confidence who the ‘ lady’ addressed 
may have been-whether a church or some distinguished 
individual Christian. That the letter was addressed to 
the Church a t  large seems hardly admissible. Both 
writings are in point of form interesting, as in many 
respects clearly exhibiting the ancient epistolary style of 
their period. 

N o  instance of an epistle is met with in the canonical 
books of the O T  ; but we have several in the Apocrypha 
and the Pseudepigrapha. i. The most instructive ex- 

1 Cp. Toh. Weiss, ‘Der Eingang des ersten Korintherhriefs, _ -  
Si.  k->. ;goo, pp. 125-130. 

2 The Pastoral Enistles. also. mav DerhaDs contain fraaments 
from genuine Ietteriof PiuI. ’ . . 
3 Cp U. yon Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, ‘Lesefriichte’ in 

Hemes, 33 p g f i  (‘98), (specially instructive on the question 

- 

of form). 

ample is undoubtedly the (Greek) Enistle of Teremiah. 
8. ~pocryphal appended‘to Lamelitations (& in 

Epistles. or to Baruch (in Vg. as Baruch 6). 
This short composition, which ccrtainlv 

was originally written in Greek,2 contains a warning 
against idolatry, which is held up to scam and refuted 
by every kind of argument. A comparison of this 
epistle with the genuine letter of Jeremiah (Jer. 29) to 
the Jews in Babylon furnishes an excellent illustration 
of the difference between a letter and an epistle. 

In  the Greek epistle we observe that the address is adven- 
titious, and that ‘Jeremiah’ has been chosen as a covering 
name merely at the pleasure of the undoubtedly Alexandrian 
author. This by no means constitutes a ‘forgery” the author 
is simply availing himself of a generally current liteiary artifice. 
His intention is to put his co-religionists on their guard against 
idolatry and he therefore makes Jeremiah the speaker. Five 
hundred years after the lifetime of Jeremiah3 it could not occur 
to any one to suppose that the writer was seeking to represent 
himself as editor of a newly discovered writing of the ancient 
prophet. 

ii. Another epistle in the category now under con- 
sideration is the (Greek) Epistle of Aristeas, which 
contains the well-known legend as to the origin of the 
LXX version ; it also was the work of an Alexandrian of 
the time of the Ptolemies.“ iii. The Epistle of Baruch 
to the nine and a half tribes in exile (appcnded to the 
Apocalypse of Baruch) also ought to be mentioned here 
-unless indeed we are to regard it (which is quite 
possible) as a Christian writing.5 iv. Finally, that epis- 
tolography was a favourite form of literary activity with 
Grecian Jews is shown perhaps by the 28th ’ Epistle of 
Diogenes,’6 and by some of the epistles that pass current 
under the name of Heraclitus.7 

W e  can define certain writings in the N T  as epistles 
with just as great security as we have been able to call - 
9. NT Epistles. the writings of Paul real letters. Most 

clearly of all do the so-called ‘ catholic’ 
epistles of JAMES, PETER, and JUDE belong to this 
category. 

That they cannot be real letters is evident from the outset 
by their addresses; a letter to the ‘ twelve tribes scattered 
abroad’ could not he forwarded as a letter. The author of the 
epistle of James writes after the manner of the Epistle of Baruch 
(see above $ 8 iii.) addressed ‘to the nine and a half tribes, 
which weie adross the Euphrates.’ In  both cases it is an 
ideal ‘catholic’ circle of readers that the authors have in view; 
each dispatched his Irrrmoh< not, as we may presume Paul to 
have dispatched the letter to the Philippians, in a single copy, 
hut in many. 

The Epistle of James is essentially a piece of literature, 
an occasional writing intended for all Christendom-an 
epistle. In accord with this are its entire contents : 
nothing of that detail of unique situations which meets 
us in the letters of Paul ;  nothing but purely general 
questions such as, for the most part, might be still con- 
ceivable in the ecclesiastical problems of the present 
day. So with the Epistles of Peter and Jude. They 
too bear purely ideal addresses ; all that they have of 
the nature of a letter is the form. 

At this point we find ourselves standing at the very 
beginning of Christian literature in the strict sense of 
that word. The problem of the ’ genuineness ’ of these 
epistles becomes from this point of view much lcss 
important than it would undoubtedly be on the assump- 
tion of their being letters. In them the personality of 
the writer falls entirely into the background. It is a 
great cause that addresses itself to us, not a clearly 
distinguishable personality as in the letters of Paul. 

1 Swete 3379-384. 
2 Schiik GV/(31 3 344 (‘98). 
3 The epihe most probably belongs to the second or to the 

last century B.C. 
4 Latest edition by M. Schmidt in Illerx’s Arckiu, 1 (‘69). A 

new edition founded on material collected by L. Mendelssohn 
is in preparkon by P. Wendland, for the Bibliotheca Teuhneril 
ana. A German translation of this has alreadv aoueared in 

~ ._ 
Kau. Ajokr.  u. Pseudejigr. 2 1-31. 

5 Greek text in Fritzsche Li6n’ VTgseudepigrajki s e k t i  
(‘71)~ n z f i  ; for Syriac text,’ with ET, see Charles, AjocaZyjse 
of B a w d  124fi (‘96). 

6 Cp J. bernays Lucian u. die Kyrriker, 9 6 8  (‘7 ). 
7 J. Bernays, D$ herakZitischen Briefe, 6 1 8  (‘6gp. 
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Whether we know with certainty the name of the author 
of each of these epistles is of no decisive importance for 
our understanding of them. I n  this connection it 
deserves to be noticed that the longest of all the N T  
epistles, that to the Hebrews, has come down to us 
without any name a t  all, and even its address has dis- 
appeared. Indeed, were it not for the word 67rCc~7erha 
( < I  have written a letter') in 1 3 1 2  and a few slight 
touches of epistolary detail in 13 23J ,  it would never 
occur to us to call the writing an epistle at all. It 
might equally well be a discourse or an essay ; its own 
designation of itself is hbyos ~ ? j s  .rrapaKh+oews ( '  a word 
of exhortafion,' 1322) ; all that seems epistolary in its 
character is manifestly only ornament, and the essential 
na:ui-e of the whole is not changed though part of the 
ornament may have fallen away. 

The so-called First Epistle of JOHN has none of the 
specific character of an epistle, and still less is it a letter. 
Though classified among the epistles it would be more 
appropriately described as a religious tract in which a 
series of religious meditations designed for publicity are 
somewhat loosely strung together. 

The so-called pastoral epistles to TIMOTHY and TITUS 
are in their present form certainly epistles. It is probable, 
however, as already indicated (above, col. 1327, n. z ) ,  
that some portions of them are derived from genuine 
letters of Paul. As we now have them they are mani- 
festly designed to lay down principles of law for the 
Church in process of consolidation, and thus they mark 
the beginnings of a literature of ecclesiastical law. 

T o  speak strictly, the APOCALYPSE of John also is an 
epistle ; the address and salutation are obvious in 1 4 ,  
and 2221 constitutes a fitting close for an epistle. This 
epistle in turn contains a t  the beginning seven smaller 
missives addressed to seven churches of Asia-Ephesus, 
Smyrna, Pergamuni, Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia, 
Laodicea. These also are no real letters such as we 
might suppose to have been actually sent to each of 
the churches named and to have been afterwards brought 
together into a single collection. On the contrary, 
they are all of them constructed with great art on a 
uniform plan, and are' intended to he read and laid to 
heart by all the churches, not only by that named in 
the address of each. They seem to the present writer 
to represent a somewhat different kind of epistle from 
any we have been considering. Their writer has 
definite ends in view as regards each of the individual 
churches ; but he wishes a t  the same time to produce an  
effect in the Christian world as a whole, or at any rate 
on th'at of Asia. In spite of the intimate character they 
formally possess, they serve a public literary purpose, 
and therefore ought to be classed among the epistles, 
rather than among the letters, of ancient Christianity. 

In judging the numerous ej is tole  which havebeen handed down 
in the Christian church outside of or later in'date than, the N T  
canon, it is equally necessary to iettle in each case the question 
whether the writing ought to he classed as an epistleor a letter ; 
but this investigation lies beyond the limits of the present work. 

G. A. Deissmann Bibelsfudien : h'eitrrige, zumeist aus den 
Papyri I. Inschr&en, zur Geschichte der Spraclte, des Schm9- 

tuins u. der Religion des hellenistischen 
10. Literature. lidenturns u. des Urchrisfenturns ('95) ; 

Abh.  5 : Prolegomena zu den hi6Zischen 
Briefen u. Epistdn,; K. Dziatzko, art. 'Brief' in Pauly's Real- 
eitcyklopri'die der classischen Alfertuiitswissenscltaft ed. Wis- 
sowa. F. Zimmer in ZKWL, 7 ('86), 4438; J. Rend;] Ha+, 
'A dudy in Letter-Writing,'Ex$. 'gab, 1 6 1 8  ; see also Christ. 
Johnston, The Epistolary Lit. ofthc Ass. and Ba6. ('98). 

G. A. D. 
ER (YU, HP [BADEFL]). I. A Judahite subdivision 

of Canaanite ( L e , ,  non-Israelite) origin, which at a 
later time became merged in the more important 
brother-clan SHELAH [I] (the genealogical details in 
Gen. 383-7 [J], Gen. 4612 Nu. 2619 {PI, I Ch. 23 [in the 
second occurrence a u ~ p  (A)] 421)  ; see JUDAH. 

2. A name in the Eenealogyof Joseph(Lk. 3 28 ; qp [Ti. WH]); 
see GENEALOGIES ii. 5 3. 

ERAN (]TU, 3 77), the Eranites ('::u?), an Eph- 
raimite clan, in the one case individualised, in the other 
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regarded as a tribal group, Nu. 2636. The name re- 
minds us of the Judahite ER (see above) ; but m the 
parallel Ephrainiite list, I Ch. 7 20.~7, it isELADAH (.-&a, 
a. m), of which another form is LADAN (];vi, a. 26). 

Probably the list in Nu. 26 originally had neither 
nor EEdBh,  but La'dBn, and we should read iiys and  
31y5,i. 

The initial 5 in p y s  may have been mistaken for a preposition, 
just as in I Ch. 23 7-9, @B has e6av for i i y $  throughout. The 7 
is vouched for by Sam. Pesh. py, and also by @ (dw, b 6 8 4 ~ 1 ~  
[BAFL]), cp Gen. 4F 20 (&p [AD], -wp [L] ; om. MT). 

Ladan is doubtless shortened from Elad(d)an (py;a ; 
CP iyin;). S. A. C .  

ERASTUS ( E ~ A C T O C  [Ti. WH]),  ' the treasurer 
(OIKONOMOC) of the city [of Cormthl ' l  (Kom. 1623 ; 
cp z Tim. 4-20), is probably mentioned as one of those 
that 'ministered' to Paul (Acts 1922) and as having 
been sent by him with Timothy from Ephesus on some 
errand into Macedonia. This combination of passages, 
however, is plausible only if Roni. 16 was originally a 
letter to the church of Ephesus. 

ERECH opsx [ADEL], ARACH, classical 
'0~x07, Ass. Arku, Urz&) is named in Gen. 1010 a s  
one of the four cities originally founded by Nimrod in 
Babylonia. The explorations of Loftus ( TmveZs in 
ChnZden and Susinrzn, 1623) established its site at the 
mod. Wurkn, halfway between vi l la  and Icorna. T h e  
enormous mounds and ruins scattered over an  area six 
miles in circuit testified to a large population in ancient 
times ; but the discoveries did little to restore the history 
of the city. The earliest inscriptions recovered were 
those of Dungi, Ur-Bau, and Gudea, kings of Ur (which 
lay 30 m. SW.). The next in date were those of Sin- 
galicl and another, kings of Erech as a n  independent 
state. Erech was then capital of the kingdom of 
Aninanu. The  later kings of Babylon (Merodach- 
baladan) also left traces of their buildings and restora- 
tions. Many commercial documents of all periods 
down to zoo B. c. attest the continuous prosperity of the 
city. As if to make up for the lack of historical docu- 
ments furnished by the site itself, we have perpetual 
reference to the place in the Assyrian and Babylonian 
literature. No place had a greater hold on the affection 
and imagination of the literati. The author of the 
Creation Tablets (non-Semitic version) ascribes its 
foundation to the god Marduk. I t  is the theatre of the 
Gilgame: or Nimrod epic (see DELUGE, § 2). Its poetical 
names ( 3  R. 41 q 3) show how often it was the theme 
of story and legend. Some of them--e.g., the 'en- 
closure ' (szrburu), ' the seven districts '-seem justified 
by its ruins. Surrounded completely by a wall, inter- 
sected by many canals,. flanked by two large streams, and 
probably then, as  now, almost inaccessible for most of 
the year, it was a secure refuge. Later in its history- 
perhaps in Assyrian times, certainly in the Parthian 
period-it became a sort of national necropolis. 

The city deity was the goddess Nan% whose statue 
had such strange vicissitudes (see NANEA). - During 
her absence a goddess, IStar, whose temple was E-ulma3, 
seems to have taken her place. Continual reference is 
made to Uruk even by Assyrian kings (KB i. and ii., 
passim). Their correspondence (Harper, ABLpnssim), 
when fully published, will throw much light on the city 
life of Uruk during the Sargonid period. At present it 
would be premature to attempt to write its municipal 

ERI ('li), surely not 'watcher,' & A A ( e ) l  [BAFL, cp  
Samar. Pent.]), a subdivision of GAD (I 13), Gen. 4616 
( A H A ( E ) I C  ADL]), Nu. 2616 [a 251); ethnic Erites 
('WJ Nu. Z.C.; o a A A ( s ) i  [BAFLI). 

ESAIAS ( H C A ~ A C ,  ISAIAS), 4Esd.218 E V ;  Mt.33, 
etc., AV, RV ISAIAH (g.v. ,  I. ). 

See further, EPHRAIM, § 12. 

history. C .  H. W. J. 

1 Notice that Cenchrese is mentioned in v. 2. 
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ESARHADDON 
ESARHADDON (/'?n-lDK, M O ~ A A N  [BA], AXO. 

{L] ; A C A ~ A X O A A A C ,  Jos. ; C A X E ~ A O N O C ,  Ptol. ; 
1, Early ~ c ~ p l A l ~ o c  ; Ass. ABur-ah-iddina,--i.e., 

'ASur has given a brother'), son and 
History* successor of Sennacherib on the throne of 

AsSyria (2K.1937; Is. 3738,  AXOPAAN [PI, N$X. 
&KiiQng.], &cop. [Wb a:]). His brother Asur-nadin- 
sum, who had been made king of Babylon by Sennacherib, 
was carried away captive after a reign of six years by 
HalluSu king of Elam 694 B. c. (KB2 278). Ardi-Belit was 
then regarded as crown-prince (mar S u r ~ i )  in Nineveh, as  
appears from a contract tablet dated Sept.-Oct. 694 B. c. 
For another son, ASur-munik, Sennacherib built a palace 
in the suburbsof Nineveh (see ADRAMMELECH, 2). The 
so-called ' Will of Sennacherib ' ( 3  R. 16, No. 3) records 
some rich gifts to Esarhaddon and the wish that his 
name should be changed to ASur-edil-ukin-apla ( ASur- 
the-hero has established the son). I n  the HTbrew 
notice of Sennacherib's murder, two sons of Sennacherib, 
named ADRAMMELECH ( 2 ,  p . ~ .  ) and SHAREZER ( I, p . ~ .  ) , 
.are referred to, occasioning a historical difficulty, which 
is dealt with elsewhere. The expressions of the Baby- 
lonian Chronicle have led some to think that Esarhaddon 
himself was the parricide2 (Edwards, The Witness of 
Assyrin, 149). It is certainly singular that in no in- 
scription set up in Assyria (yet published) does Esar- 
haddon refer to the event. On the stele found a t  Sani- 
alla, however, he distinctly calls himself the ' avenger of 
the father who begat him ' (mztirgimiLZi a6i ~ZiidiSu).~ 

Sennacherib died on the 20th of TebBtu, B.c. 682, 
.and Esarhaddon was crowned on the 28th of Adar, 

The chief sources for the history of Esarhaddon's reign 
'are his cylinders (KB 21208). The  opening paragraph 
of the broken prism (KB 21413) has usually been taken 
to refer to his struggle with his brother for the throne. 
I t  is a very fragmentary account, as remarkable for its 
gaps and omissions as for its information. From i t  we 
learn that, presumably early in his reign, Esarhaddon, 
who was evidently away from Nineveh, was called to 
face a formidable foe. He  could not take all his troops 
with him. The march was made 'hastily and under 
difficulty ' in the winter-month of Sabrifn. His enemy 
met him at Hanirabbat and was signally defeated. 
That  it was a fight for the throne is clear from the fact 
that  the enemy said of their leader, ' This is o m  king.' 

On a more or less plausible combination of this account with 
the biblical data it has been asserted that Esarhaddon was in 
command of an expedition to Armenia. The time of year is 
against this supposition. Hanirabbat was near Malacya, and 
therefore a great distance from both Nineveh and Armenia (see 
map in KB 2 and in vol. i. of this work between cols. 352 and 
353). If Esarhaddon had left the hulk of his forces behind 
on the confines of.Armenia it is not easy to see how the rebels 
could have escaped thither. Winckler (GBA 259) argues better 
that Esarhaddon was in Babylon at ' the time of his father's 
death.4 The Babylonian Chronicle states that on the 2nd of 
Adar the revolt in Nineveh was at an end. This gives six 
weeks for Esarhaddon's receipt of the news and march to 
Nineveh. On his arrival the regicides and their party must 
have retreated and, doubtless with reinforcements, he pursued 
them at once. They made their stand at Hanirabhat, and on 
their defeat escaped to Armenia. Esarhaddon seems then to 
have returned to Nineveh and ascended the throne on the 28th 
of Adar (682-1 B.c.), about eight months after the murder of his 
father. 

Esarhaddon's residence in Babylon before his accession 
m;ly account for his friendly treatment of the fallen 

capital. He  made good the damagc 
2* Adminis- caused by SENNACHERIB [g. 3.1, brought 

back the gods, and repeopled the city. 
During the reign of Merodach-baladan Chaldean sup- 
porters of that king had dispossessed the native Baby- 
lonians ; after Babylon had been rendered helpless, the 
Chaldeans continued to encroach. Esarhaddon expelled 

1 This document is not dated, but has been used to support 
the contention that Esarhaddon was the favuurite son. 

2 Cp the Hebrew version of Tobit (PSBA l8260), which 
ascrihes the murder to 'Esarhaddon and Sharezer.' 
3 A ~ i s g m J o n : ~ ~  in SexdschrZi, 36. 
4 He was appointed regent there by his father in 681 B.C. 

B.C. 682-1. 
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the Chaldeans from the neighbourhood of Babylon and 
Borsippa, and crippled their power. 

At Nineveh 
too, the king built a great palace (cp Layard, Nin. and l i d .  
634); also palaces at Kalab and Tarbisi, the last for his son 
Ah-bilni-pal (I R. 48, Nos. 4 and 5 ; K B  2 1 5 0 ;  cp Lay. o j .  
cit. IS). Throughout Assyria and Mesopotamia he rebuilt some 
thirty temples. 

I t  was perhaps due to this antiquarian taste, so 
strongly developed in his son ABur-bHni-pal, that Esar- 
haddon, first of the Sargonids, lays claim to ancient 
royal lineage. He  calls himself the descendant of 
BF1-bani, son of Adasi, king of Assyria, and offspring 
of ASur (KB 2120, n. I). 

As a fighting king Esarhaddon was not behind 
any of his race. At the very beginning of his reign he 
was threatened by the Gimirrai (see GOMER, I). His oft- 
sent requests to the sun-god SaniaS (Knudtzon, Gehete, 
72-264) mention his fears of Kastarit of Karkassi. 
Mamiti-arsu the Mede, the Mannai (see MINNI), and 
other branches or forerunners of the great Manda 
horde. The peril culminated in an actual invasion of 
Assyria by the Gimirrai, who were, however, defeated 
before the fourth year of this reign (KB 2282). 'The 
next year was a busy one. An expedition penetrated 
the Arabian desert, conquering eight rulers in the 
districts of Bazti and HazCi (cp BWL, I ; HAZO). Sidon 
having revolted was taken and destroyed, a new city 
Kar-Esarhaddon being built to overshadow it. The  
kiiig of Sidon, Abdi-Milknti, and Sanduarri a Cilician 
prince who had sided with him, were captured and 
beheaded. 

Following up this success, the Apsyrian king 
received the submission of all Syria and Palestine. 
Of the vassal kings who then paid him homage Esar- 
haddon has left us a very important list (KB 2 148). 
Among them are Baal king of Tyre, and MANASSEH 
[ g . ~ . ] ,  king of the city of Judah. The terms of the 
agreement between Esarhaddon and Baal king of Tyre 
are recorded on the tablet K. 3500 from which Hominel 
gives some extracts ( A H T 1 9 6  ; the full text is now given 
by Winclrler, A O F 2  IO). These events occurred in 
677-6 B. c. The  Chronicler also tells us of a colonisa- 
tion of Samaria by Esarhaddon, Ezra 42 (auapeaOwv 
[B], ,-paMwv [A], v a ~ o p 6 a v  [L]); but the accuracy 
of this statement has been questioned (see SAMARIA, 
SAimmmms). Being now in full possession of the 
route to Egypt, Esarhaddon made a reconnaissance of 
it in 675 B. c. In 
672 B. c. he lost his queen and seems to have remained 
a year or more at home. In 670 B.C.,  leaving the 
government in the hands of his mother,l he departed 
for a supreme struggle with Egypt, in which he was 
completely victorious (see EGYPT, 5 66). As a 'hard 
lord ' he ruled over the Egyptians,2 garrisoning some 
cities with ilssyrian troops, and in  others installing 
native dependent rulers. He  returned home by way of 
Samalla, where he set np the stele mentioned above. 

Esarhaddon was not allowed to rest long. A 
revolt broke ont in Egypt, and he set ont to repress 
it. However, he never saw Egypt again. On the way 
he fell ill and died ; it was on Arahsamna (November ; 
see MONTH, 3 5)  the loth,  669 B.C. (not, as usually 
stated, 668). He  divided his kingdom, giving ASur- 
kn i -pa l  Assyria and the Empire, but making SaniaS- 
Sum-nliin king of Babylon under him. A third son, 
ASur-mukin-palia, was raised to the high-priesthood ; 
the youngest, ABur -edil -Same-u- ersitim, was made 
priest of Sin at Harran. Another son, Sin-iddin-aplu, 
seems to have died before his father. W e  find the 
names of a daughter, SerBa-efirat, and a sister, Matti. 

The name of Esarhaddon's mother is best read Nalsia, 
1 To this lady Nakia are addressed many letters from the 

provincial governors '(Harper, ABL). During her regency 
occurred the Elamite invasion of 675 B.C. whlch threatened 
Si para. 8 See Is. 192, according to one interpretation (see Che. Zntr. 

This policy of restoration extended to Erech. 

He  returned next year to the attack. 

The gods of Agad8 were carried dff by the Elamites. 

Is. 114~). 
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which is rendered in Assyrian by Zakutu, and seems to 
be Hebrew, ‘ the  pure one.’ She survived her son, 
and on his death issued a proclamation to the Empire, 
demanding its allegiance to the princes ASur-bBni-pal 
and SamaS-Sum-ukin. C.  H. W. J. 

ESAU (@&’; HCAY [BAL]). 
I. A popular etymology, which may, however, be 

correct, is suggested in Gen. 2 5 2 5  (J) : ‘And the first 
1. Name. came out tawny, all over like a hairy mantle ; 

and his name was called Esau.’ 
As Budde (Uvgesch. 217, n. 2, incorrectly reported by Di.) 

has pointed out, ‘tawny ‘ (‘!hlN, adnzbni)z cannot have been 
the original word. Budde’s own conjecture, however (that it 
displaced some rare word meaning ‘hairy’) is not probable. 
It may have arisen out of n*DINnr ‘twins,’ which intruded from 
the margin where it stood as a correction of n’n1n (3.24). 
Miswritten as pDin,q, it would he easily changed into ’31nlN 
(n and 3 are frequently confounded) ; cp v. 30. 

and regard w y  ‘ the shaggy,’ a s  the equivalent of Seir 
‘ the hairy’ (iyc=i+y$, Gen. 27 II) ,  which appears to 
have been regarded by J as a synonym for hunter (Gen. 
2 5 2 5 ,  cp v. 27). In this, as in the former case, J really 
appears to have hit upon a sound interpretation. 
It seems impossible to show that the mountain district 
of Seir (whether E. or even W. of the ArBbBh) was 
‘ hairy’ in the sense of wooded,’ nor would the sense 
‘wooded’ accord with the gloomy oracle of Isaac. 
The probability is that Esau and Seir are names of a 
hunter-god;J  and though the hero Usoos in Philo 
of Byblus (Eus. I’ruep. Ev. i. 107) may conceivably be 
simply the personification of U3u (Pa l ae ty r~s ) ,~  it seems 
more probable, since his brother Samernrumos is a 
divine hero of culture, that Usoos represents a hunter- 
god,E after whom the city of USu was named. Certainly 
Philo of Byblus describes Usoos as entering into con- 
flict with wild beasts, though also as the first who 
ventured on the sea (as if a personification of Old Tyre). 
However this may be, Esan never displaced Edom a s  
the Hebrew name for the people of Mount Seir. T h e  
phrase ‘ sons of Esau’ is found only in late writers 
(Ut. 24  Obad. 18) ; ‘Esau the father of Edom’ (Gen. 
3 6 9 4 3 )  also is late (see Holzinger’s analysis). 

The early traditions on Esau are given in Gen. 
2521-34 271-45 314-22 3 3 1 - 1 7 ;  these belong to TE. 

W e  must assume a root nby, ‘ to have thick hair,’ 

2. 
The  editor has done his best to  cull 
the finest Darts from both T and E. 

At the beginning he depends solely on J ,  unless we may 
assume with Dillmann and Bacon (Gene&, 152) that 
the udm8nni (‘ tawny’) of Gen. 2 5 2 5  (see above) was 
taken by the editor from E, who, however, surely knew 
and had to account for the name Esau. The  fore- 
shadowing which J E  gives of the differences of national 
fortunes (cp Mal. 123) and national character in the 
story of the two tribal ancestors is most effective. Tha t  
1 See Johns Assyr. Deeds and Documents, vol. 2. 
a This verd gives J’s explanation of the name Edom. ‘ Let 

me quickly eat some of that Zdbm, for I am faint ; therefore his 
name was called &8m. For ni?; 0’9; read 0i.N; ; cp Ar. 
’idrim, ‘a  by-dish, as vegetables, etc.’ So T. D. Anderson, 
with the assent of Dillmann. 
3 I t  is diffiylt not to compare Ar. ‘athiya,, ‘ to have thick or 

matted hair, a’thd, ‘having thick hair (Lane), though 
Fleischer (in Levy, NNWB 3 732) points out that this com- 
parison violates the ordinary laws of phonetic changes. 
4 PrGek assents to this view (Forsch. z. Gesch. d. A&. [’981 

i3kee HOSAH, and cp note in Z A  TW 1897, p. 189. The 
present article including the above view ‘is of older date than 
that note. Th‘e writer has since found tiat the identification of 
UHu belongs to Pr5Hek and that Halevy has already connected 
Usiios and UZu, tho<gh in conjunction with the improbable 
theory that UHu=the ~ u i ~  of the Talmud, which he identifies 
with Umm el ‘AwZmid (see HAMMON, I). Enough remains to 
justify the writer’s claim to have advanced the investigation by 
a new suggestion. 

6 Whether the Syrian desert goddess ‘Asit whose name is 
connected by W. M. Miiller with that of Esau’(cp EnOM, 8 z)  is 
a female form of this hunter god, we can hardly venture to say. 
Nor can we make any use of the divine name Esu, apparently 
of foreign origin, found in a cuneiform text (Pinches, PSBA 
18 255). 

the two brothers strove in the womb is a purely etymo- 
logical myth (see JACOB,  5 I)  ; Edom is an independent 
people when tradition first brings it into contact with 
Israel. That the older people was gradually eclipsed 
by the younger, however, and that nevertheless the 
older people at length achieved its liberation, are facts 
which agree exactly with the legend. How naturally, 
too, ahd with what regard to primitive sentiment, that 
legend (cp ISAAC, 5 5)  is told ! Of conscious purpose 
on the narrator’s part there is not a trace. I t  seems as 
if by a kind of fate the course of future history were 
prescribed by the forefathers, who in their blessings 
and cursings discharged divine functions. 

That writers like J and E, who have infused so much of the 
pure prophetic religion into the traditional material should not 
he without traces of primitive superstition, will startlk only those 
who are fettered by an abstract supernaturalism. J and E UE- 
hesitatingly believe that by his blessing or his curse a father 
may determine the fate of his children ; at any rate the fore- 
fathers of Israel could do this. These writers certainly mean us 
to regard the oracles in Gen. 2728f: and 39-L (which are im- 
aginative reproductions of what Isaac would be likely to have 
said) as creating history. The latter oracle has often been mis- 
understood. It should run thus ‘Surely, far from fruitful 
ground shall be thy dwelling, and Lntouched by the dew of the 
heaven above ; by thy sword shalt thou live, and thou shalt 
serve thy brother; hut when thou shalt revolt,z thou shalt shake 
off his yoke from thy neck.’ For another view of the blessing 
(shared by Vg. and AV) see EDOM, $ 5. 

Most readers sympathise more with Esau than with 
Jacob. This may perhaps be to some extent in accord- 
ance with the wishes of the narrators. Surely J and E 
must have condemned the fraud practised by Jacob at  
his mother’s bidding upon his aged father. Whether they 
would have condemned Jacob’s shiftiness (apart from 
the special circumstances) as immoral, may, however, be 
doubted. The later prophets, it is true, denounce 
shiftiness in no measured terms ; 3  but the contemporaries 
of J and E were not so far from the old nomadic period, 
and not so open to new moral ideas, as to do the same 
(see Che. Aids, 35). To them the quiet, cautious, 
calculating character of Jacob seemed to be more praise- 
worthy than the careless, unaspiring, good-natured, 
passionate character of Esau ; Jacob, they said, ‘ was a 
blameless4 man (m), dwelling in tents ’ (Gen. 2 5 2 7  [J]). 
What P thought of these stories does not appear ; he 
confines his attention to Esau’s marriages (Gen. 2 6 3 4 J  
Ep 2746,(R)], 286-?),  and to geographical and statistical 
informationrespectmg the Edomites (chap. 36 ; but how 
much is P’s, is uncertain). 

The author of the Epistle to the Hebrews presents Esau as 
the type of a ‘ profane ’ person, on the ground that he sacrificed 
his birthright ‘ for one mess of food’ (Heh. 12 16). He addresses 
Hebrews who were tempted to barter their privileges in the 
church for the external satisfactions of the temple services. As 
a matter of fact, however, it is only J who makes Esau willingly 
resign his birthright ; E apparently knows only the second 
of the two accounts of the loss of the rrpoTOr6Kla.  It is 
obvious that J despises Esau for his conduct (see 25 34 in the 
Hebrew). To him Esau represents Edom. To the later Jews 
Esau becomes the symbol of the heathen world (see a striking 
Haggada in Weber, Iiid. TheoZ. 401). 

2. I Esd. 52q (*Tau [BA]). See ZIHA, I. T. K. C. 
~~ 

1 See BLESSINGS AND CURSINGS. Robertson Smith points 
ont that Jacob when seeking the paternal benediction, wears 
the skins of sLcrificia1 animals. His father is a quasi-divine 
being. So the priests in Egypt wore the skins of sacred 
anunals (cp LEOPARD), and several examples of this can he indi- 
cated within the Semitic field (ReZ. Senz.(z) 437 ; cp 467). The 
antique flavonr of the narrative in Genesis now becomes much 
more perceptible. (Sayce has already connected the dress of 
Jacob with the ‘robe of goat’s skin, the sacred dress of the 
Babylonian priests,’ Hidd.  Lect. ’87, p. 285). 

2 For the impossible i7in read i i n ,  of which another cor- 
ruption is 1lNn (‘Rook of Jubilees,’ JQR 6734). It may he 
added that 1; in Hos. 12 I, 1112 in Jer. 231, and l’?! in Ps. 
55 are also demonstrably due to corruption. 2 Hosea does not indeed mention this action hut he accuses 
the Israelites of a deceitfulness which he trace; back to Jacob‘s 
overreaching of his brother in the womb (Hos. 12 [314 ; cp 
JACOB $2). 

It was said of 
Esau, ‘By thy sword shalt thou live.’ Cc may have begun to 
acquire a specialized sense in popular use. In Job 9 22 D F  and 
y$: are opposed. 

See DRESS, $ 8. 

4 Or!, harmless (innocent of acts of violence). 
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A. HEBREW OLD TESTAMENT. 

In  studying a great religion the inquirer naturally 
seeks to trace an organic connection between its central 

Y 

1. Primitive conceptions and the most remote portions 
He expects to find a 

certain decree of logical coherence be- Eschatology. of its system. - - 
tween all its parts. In  dealing with such religions as 
Christianity, Mohammedanism, or Buddhism, his ex- 
pectations are not disappointed. In  these religions the 
eschatology or teaching on the final condition of man 
and of the world follows in the main from the funda- 
mental doctrines. The early religion of Israel, however, 
must not be approached with such an expectation. 
There is an organic connection between its theology 
and that portion of its eschatology which deals with the 
nation as a whole ; but this connection does not extend 
to the eschatology concerning the individual. 

I. THE INDIvIDuaL.-The ideas about the future 
life which prevailed in the earliest times and were current 
indeed in some degree down to the second century 
B. c., were in many respects common to Israel and to 
some other Semitic nations. They were not the out- 
come of any revelation. They were survivals. With 
these antiqiie elements advancing thought was at strife 
centuries before it succeeded in completely expelling 
them and in furnishing in their stead a doctrine of the 
future life in harmony with its own character. Such a 
doctrine, though foreshadowed in the earlier literature, 
was not definitely taught till the fourth century R.C. 

The antique elements belong in all probability to the 
system of belief and practice known as ancestor worship. 
2. Ancestor At first this phase of religion dominated 

to a great degree the life of the Israelite. 
The religion of YahwB, however, as it 

developed, engaged with i t  in irreconcilable strife. 
Still, for several centuries, many of those primitive 
tenets and usages were left unaffected. Early Ynhwism 
had no distinctive eschatology regarding the problem 
of the individual ; it concerned itself only with the nation. 
The individual, accordingly, was left to his hereditary 
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beliefs, which, as we have said, were connected with 
ancestor worship.1 

In this system the departed were not regarded as in a 
full sense dead. They shared in all the vicissitudes of 
their posterity, and possessed superhuman powet s to 
benefit or injure. With a view to propitiating these 
powers the living offered sacrifices. The vitality of the 
dead was thus preserved, and their honour in the next 
world upheld. A man made sacrifice naturally only 
to his own ancestors ; these with their living descendants 
formed one family. 

That such beliefs prevailed in Israel is shown by 
3. Proved by customs observed with regard to the 

mourning dead.2 The mourning usages have a 
customs. religious, not merely a psychological 

significance. They indicate reverence for 
the dead and a confession of dependence upon them. 

T. The mourner girt himself with sackcloth(a S. 331 I K. 2031 
Is. 324 153 2212 Jer, 626), or laid it on his loiiis (Gem 3,734 
Je? 4837). This practice expresses submission to a superlor; 
it is thus that the servants of Benhadad go forth from Aphek to 
Ahab (I K. 2031-,E). 

2. The mourner put off his shoes (2s. 1530 Ezek. 2417). 
This is exnlained hv the removal of the shoes required in 
approachink holy pIa& (Ex. 35f :  Josh. 5 15). 

3. Mourners cut off the hair (Is. 2212 Jer. 729 Am. 610 
Mic. 116 Ezek. 7 1 ~ 2 7 3 1 )  orthebeard(Jcr. 415). or both (Is. 1 5 2  
Jer. 4817) ; and made hildnesses between the eyes (Dt. 14 13). 
The hair was desiened as an offerina to the dead (see CUTTINGS 
OF THE F ~ E S H  3 3,,and SACRIFICE). These rites are con- 
demned as idol&ous in Dt. 1 4 1 3  ; hut they are mentioned by 
the prophets of the eighth century without any consciousness of 
their impropriety (cp Am. 8 r o  Mic. 116 Is. 152 2.212). They 
appear still to have been the universal custom (Jer. 41 5). 

4: Mourners made cuttings in their flesh for the dead. Such 
incisions were regarded as making 'an enduring covenant with 
the dead ' (WKS ReL Scm.P) 322f:). They were made by the 
priests of Baal (IK. 1828). They were forbidden by the 
Hebrew law (Dt. 14 I Lev. 19 2s) on the same grounds as in the 
case of 3. 

1 Cp Schwally, Das Le&% Each denz Tode, chap. 1, 'Der 
alte Glauhe';  Stade, GVl  1 3 8 7 8  ; Ma+, Gesch. d. i sme / .  
ReZ.(3) 22-26, 30~40.43, 48, 103. The conclusionsof thesescholars 
are attacked by Frey, Tod, Seelenglaube una! SeeZencuZf in; 
aZten Israel 1898 but on the whole without success: 

2 See Stade, GfiI  1 3 8 7 8  ; Schwally, op. cit. 9-16. 
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5.  The covering of the head by the mourners (z S. 15 30 Esth. 

612 Jer. 143) is probnhly to be regarded as a substitute for 
cutting off the hair ; similarly the covering of the beard r e  
presents its removal (Ezek. 24 17). This practice expresser 
reverence for the dead. The saine custom was observed by the 
worshipper in approaching God (cp the case of Elijah at Horeb) 
.and is universal in the synagogue and the mosque a t  the presen; 
day. 

6. The mourner offered sacrifices to the dead (Ezek. 24 17 2 2  

zCh. 1614 2119). They are probably implied iii Is. S r g  193;  
for when a man wished to consult the dead, he would naturally 
present an  offering. Their object is clear from Dt. 2614 Jer. 
I F ,  (?); it was to give sustenance to the dead and to win their 
favour. I n  later times they came to be regarded as mere 
funeral feasts. This had not come about in the second century 
B c. however. for sacrifices to the dead appear to be commended 
in kcclus. 73)3 ('For a dead man withhold not a gift' [ b r i  
v ~ p B  p? b ~ o ~ w h v ' ~ ? ~  X & ~ I P L Y ] )  and in Tob. 4 17 (' Pour out thy 
bread on the bur id  of the juqt ' ) ,  though they are derided in 
Ecclus. 30rsf: Ep. Jer. 31f: Wisd. 1415 193 Or. Sibyl. 8 3 8 2 8  
I n  Jubilees 22 i7 they are referred to  as prevailing among the 

'Gentiles. 
The tEr8phim mentioned in Gen. 35 were household 

.gods.l' They are called 'strange gods,' and their 
4. By the worship is regarded as incompatible with 

.worship of that of YahwB. Their sacred character 
TBrsphim. appears from their being buried under a 

sacred tree, the terebinth. An earlier 
mention is in Gen. 31 19 30-35, where Rachel steals the 
tergphim of her father. In  Ex. 21 2-6 we have another 
pnssage attesting their worship. According to this 

-section there was in private houses a god close to the 
dmr ,  to which the slave who desired enrolment in his 
master's family had to be byought. Originally this 
nizant admission to the family cult with all its obliga- 
tions and privileges (see statement of Eliezer's position 
bolow, 1 5). Later the tErZphim, which were of human 
-forin ( I  S. 1913), were regarded as images of Yahwb 
(cp Judg. 175, and 1817.8 ; see also IS. 1913-16); for 
it is difficult to believe that David, the champion of the 
religion of YahwB, would have worshipped the tergphim 
in their original character as household gods. In  
Hos. 34  and Zech. 102, hMever, they seem to retain 
their original character as images of ancestors (cp 
TERAPHIM). 

In Dt. 1512-18 the rite of initiation mentioned in 
Ex. 21 is, by the omission of the term 'god, '  robbed 
of all its primitive religious significance, and given a 
wholly secular character. 

It is ancestor worship that explains the importance 
.of male offspring. The honour and wellbeing of the 

5. By import- dead depended on the worship rendered 
~ c e  of male and the sacrifices offered by their male 

descendants. Even in the after life, 
therefore, men copld be punished by 

YahwA by the destruction of their posterity (Ex. 205 
317 Nu. 1418 Dt. 59) ; for the sacrifices then ceased to 
be made. If a man failed to have male offspring, the 
difficulty could be surmounted by adoption. The 
adopted man passed from his own clan to that of his 
adopted father, and thereby took upon himself all the 
obligations attaching to the latter. Even a slave could 
be so adopted (see FAMILY, § 2). Eliezer is regarded as 
Abraham's heir in default of inale issue (Gen. 15zf.). 
It is to be presumed that he had already been adopted 
into the family cult. The right of inheritance is thus 
derived in  principle from ancestor worship; only the 
son and heir could fulfil its rites (see LAW AND 
JUSTICE, 18). Illegitimate sons, therefore, could not 
inherit (Stade, GYZI 391) : their mother had not been 
.admitted by marriage into the cult (ep Judg. 1 1 2 ) .  

A 
daughter is allowed to inherit if she has married a man be- 
longing to her father's family or tribe. In  Athens, on the other 
hand, the property descended to the next male heir. but he 
was obliged to marry the daughter of the deceased (Stahe, 2.). 

In  Nu. 3G the law has already undergone a change. 

1 On Stade's and Schwally's identification of the Graphin1 with 
an ancestor image (accepted by Budde on Judg. 17 5 ,  Holzinger 
,011 Gen. 31 19, Nowack on Hos. 3 4, etc.), see TERAPHIBI. 

2 On the same principle a man destroyed his enemy and all 
his sons with the object of depriving him of respect and worship 
i n  the lower world. 
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It is thus clear that the living and the dead formed 
one family, and the departed participated in all the 
vicissitudes of their living descendants. Rachel in  her 
grave shared in the troubles of her children in northern 
Israel (Jer. 31 15). 

The necessity of a son who should perform the 
family ancestor worshin Pave birth 'to the levirate 

~Y 

A man must marry the childless '* By levirate % k v  of his deceased brother. Wheie 
the deceased had no brother, the duty 

nature Of fell on the nearest male relation. The 
law and 

firstborn son of such a marriage was registered as the 
son of the deceased, who was thus secured the respect 
and the sacrifices which could be rendered only by a son 
legitimately begotten or adopted. This law appears 
to be assumed as in force in Gen. 382G ; but its 
significance is forgotten in Dt. 255-10. According to 
old Israelitish views, Tamar fulfilled a duty of piety 
towards ht-r dead husband (Stade 1394) ; similarly 
Ruth. Even the daughters of Lot may have had the 
same end in view. 

The fact that, even in David's time, the clan consti- 
tuted a sacramentally united corporation ( I  S. 20 29) 
points back to an earlier worship of ancestors. 

The customs just considered (0s 3-6) regulate the 
conduct of the living. W e  have now to consider more 

I ,. Beliefs a~out  directly the beliefs regarding the dead 
themselves, their place of abode and 
the nature of their existence there. the dead, 

~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~ ~ 

These beliefs are no less essentially connected with 
ancestor worship ; but they had a much more extended 
lease of life. Long after the practices we have described 
had become unintelligible or sunk into complete abcy- 
ance, the beliefs flourished in the high places of Judaism ; 
they claimed the adherence of no small portion of the 
priesthood down to the destruction of the temple by 
Titus. 

As in the religions of Greece and Rome, burial was 
8. Importance held to be indispensable to the com- 

of burial. fort of the departed. I t  was hardly 

Criminals who were hanged (Dt. 2 1 1 . J )  or stoned (Josh. 
were accorded 

ever withheld. 

7 24-26), and suicides (J os. Bel!. Iud. 111. 6 5) 
burial ; as were even the most hostile of foes (Gzek. 59 19). 

Of the calamities that could befall a man the lack of 
burial was one of the most grievous. 

Such was the sentence of punishment pronounced on Jezebel I. K. 9 IO). It was the fate that awaited the enemies of Yahwi- 
&Jer. 25 33). Even the materialistic writer of Ecclesiastes (G 3), 
if the text is correct regards such a misfortune as outweighing 
% whole lifetime of &aterial hlessings.1 

This horror at the thought of being unburied cannot 
be explained in the same way as in the religions of 
3reece and Rome, where it involved exclusion from 
Hades : according to Hebrew views all without excep- 
tion descended to ShEX It may be explained on two, 
:rounds. ( I )  In  earlier times unless the dead had 
zceived burial no sacrifice could be offered to them. 
The grave, in ancestor worship, was in some measure 
.he temple. (2) In  later times, when such conceptions 
,vere forgotten, to be deprived of burial entailed a 
asting dishonour and subjected the dead in She81 to 
mending reproach (Ezek. 2810 3221). 

Not simply burial, however, but also burial in the 
amily grave, was the desire of every Israelite. Hence . _  

9. In the the frequent statement that a man was 
gathered to his fathers (Gen. 15 15 Jiidg. 

'amily grave* 2 101 or to his neonle (Gen. 49 za-21 Nu. , "I 

17 13). The departed must 'beA intkduced into the 
;ociety of his ancestors. In the earliest times the 
tbode of this society was conceived to be the family 
:rave or its immediate neighbourhood. Evcryone 
vished to be buried with his father and mother 

1 [The context is against this reference to the loss of burial. 
iVe must perhaps either strike out the entire phrase 'and niore- 
)ver he have no burial' (with Ilitzig), or else the negative (with 
Vildcboer).] 
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(2 S. 1723 1937 [38]). Jacob and Joseph are said to have 
directed that their bodies should be carried back to 
Canaan to be buried in the family grave (Gen. 4730 
5025 Ex. 13 19). This was originally in the house. I t  
was there, e . 8 ,  that Samuel was buried ( I  S. 25 I )  ; 
similarly Joab (I K. 234). As no family stood in 
isolation, however, but was closely united with others, 
and as these together made up the clan or tribe, 
and these tribes in due time were consolidated into the 
nation, a new conception arose ; all the graves of the 
tribe or nation were regarded as united in one. It was 
this new conception that received the designation of 
Shbd. 

In  all probability, therefore, the Hebrew ShE61 was 
originally conceived as a combination of the graves of 

origin the clan or nation, and thus as its final 
In due course this conception was 

naturally extended till it embraced the de- 
parted of all nations, and became the final abode of all 
mankind. It has already reached this stage in Ezek. 32 
Is. 14 Job 3023. Strictly regarded, the conceptions of 
an abode of the dead in the grave and of one in ShE6l 
are mutually exclusive. Being popular notions, however, 
they do not admit of scientific definition, and their 
characteristics are treated at times as interchangeable. 
The family grave, with its associations of ancestor wor- 
ship, is of course the older conception. As burial in 
the family grave enabled a man to join the circle of his 
ancestors, so burial with honour was a condition of his 
attaining an honourable place in ShE6l--i.e., joining 
his people there. Otherwise he is thrust into the 
lowest and outermost parts of the pit (Ezek. 3223). 
When, however, Shddl is said to have distinct divisions 
(Prov. 727), the statement may be merely poetical. 

Regarding the condition of the dead in Shb61 (on 
which see below, $1 15-18) it will here be sufficient to 
point out two main characteristics. 

( u )  In early times (and down to the fourth century 
ll. Two char- B.C. there was little change') She61 

acteristics. was quite independent of Yahwi: and 
outside the sphere of his rule. 

Yahwb was originally the god of the tribe or nation, and his 
sway for long after the settlement in Canaan was conceived to 
extend, not to the whole upper world, much less to the lower 
(Shed) but only to his own people and land. The persistence 
of this'conceptton of Sh&l for several centuries side by side 
with the monotheistic conception of Yahwi: as creator and 
ruler of the world is, for the Western mind, hard to understand, 
the conceptions being mutually exclusive. It is clear, however, 
that Israel believed that when a man died he was removed from 
the jurisdiction of Yahwb (Ps. 885 [6] 31 zz [23]), and relations 
between them ceased (Is. 38 18). 

(6) As independent of YahwB, She61 knew nothing 
of the moral distinctions that prevailed on earth. 

According to the O T  death means an end of the 
earthly life, not the cessation of all existence: the 
v12. ,soul,, person still subsists. As the nature of this 

,blood., continued existence depends on the OT 
theory of man's composite personality, it 

will be necessary at this point to make a study of that 
' theory. In its most primitive form it regards man as 

consisting of two elements, ' soul' (nephesh) and ' body' 
( b i i d r ) .  What was thought of the body does not con- 
cern us here (see, however, § 18). 

of ShB61. abode. 

I 

Regarding the soul we may note four points. 
I. The soul is identified with the blood. 
As the shedding of blood causcd death the 'soul' was con- 

ceived to be in the blood (Lev. 17 XI a), or'it was actually iden- 
tified with it (Dt. 12 23 Gen. 0 43).  Hence men avoided eating 
blood; they offered it to God. Hence, too, blood unjustly 
spilt on the earth-the 'soul'-cried to heaven for vengeance 
(Gen. 4 IO). 

Again, since the ' soul '  was the blood and the 
central seat of the blood was the heart, the heart was 
reearded as the organ of thought. A man without 

1 Though God's power is conceived from the eighth century 
onward(cp Anr.9, Job2G6 Prov.1511 Ps.13973) toextend to 
Shial, yet Shdal maintains its primitive character. In the 
earlier centuries the powers that bore sway in Sh31 were the 
ancestors of the living. 
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intelligence was a 'heartless' man (Hos. 7x1) ; when 
a man thought, he was said to 'speak in his heart.' 
Thought is not ascribed directly to the ' soul," however, 
though a certain limited intelligence is. 

2. To the ' soul '  are attributed not only purely 
animal functions, such as hunger (Prov. l o &  thirst 

(Prov. 2525), sexual desire (Jer. 2 2 4 ) ,  but 
also psychical affections such as love (Is. 

421), joy (Ps. 864), fear (Is. 154), trust (Ps. 571[2]), 
hate (Is. l r q ) ,  contempt (Ezek. 365).l 'To it are 
ascribed also wish and desire (Gen.238 z K. 9 1 5  I Ch. 
289), and likewise, but very rarely, memory (Lam. 
320 Dt. 49) and knowledge (Ps. 13914). As the seat 
of feeling and desire (and, in a limited degree, of in- 
telligence) it becomes an expression for the individual 
conscions life. Thus ' my soul ' (.hi) means ' I, ' ' thy 
soul' means 'thou,' etc. (Hos. 9 4  Ps. 32[3],72[3] 111). 

So ' many souls' means so many ' persons (Gen. 46 18 
Ex. 1 5 ) .  This designation of the personality by ' soul ' 
(nephesh) shows how meagre a conception of personality 
prevailed in Israel. 'n)i ( ' m y  spirit') was never so 
used in the OT. 

3. The soul leaves the body in death (Gen. 3518  
I K. 17 21 z S. 1 g Jn. 4 3), not necessarily immediately, 

14. soul but (apparently) at least on the appearance 
departs. of corruption. In certain cases, after out- 

ward death the soul was regarded as still in 
some sense either in or near the body ; a dead person 
was called a nephesh (Lev. 1928 211 224 Nu. 9 6 7  IO 
Hag. 213) or a dead n e $ h k  (nn &> ; Nu. 66 Lev. 21 1 1 ) .  

4. The soul therefore ais0 dies. Its death, how- 
ever, is not absolute. Moreover, we must note the 
15. Its condition prevalence in Israel of two incon- 

sistent views-a fact (not hitherto 
fullv brought to light)2 that has in death' 

forced its recognition on thk preseny &iter in the 
course of the present study-(a) an older view, which 
attributes to the departed a certain degree of knowledge 
and power in reference to the living and their affairs ; 
( a )  a later view, which denies this3 

( a )  According to the older view the departed possessed 
a certain degree of self-consciousness and the power of 
16. Earlier speech and movement (Is. 14) ; a large 

view of measure of knowledge - hence their 

death. name, p91iy13, ' the knowing ones ' (Lev. 
19 31 20 6 IS. 19 3 ; cp DIVINATION, $ 4, 

iii. ) ; acquaintance with the affairs of their living 
descendants and a keen interest in their fortunes-thus 
Rachel mourns from her grave for her captive children 
(Jer. 31 15) ;-ability to forecast the future (whence they 
were consulted about it by the living; I S. 28 13-20 
[where observe that the dead person invoked is called 
Elohim] Is. 8 19 294) ; whence the practice of incuba- 
tion* (Is. 654). As we have already seen that the 
departed were believed to have the power of helping or 
injuring their descendants (see § z), we need only ob- 
serve here that it follows from Is. 6316 that Abraham 
and Israel were conceived as protectors (see Cheyne 
and Duhm, etc., in Zoc. ). 

The relations and customs of earth were reproduced 
in ShEal. 

The prophet was distinguished by his mantle (15.2814), 
kings by their crowns and thrones (Is. 14), the uncircumcised by 
his foreskin (Ezek. 32). Each nation preserved its individuality 
and no doubt its national garb and customs (Ezek. 32). Those 
slain with the sword bore for ever the tokens of a violent death 
(Ezek. 32 25), as likewise those who died from grief (Gen. 42 38). 
Indeed the departed were regarded as possessing exactly the 
same features as marked them at the moment of death. We 
can appreciate, accordingly, the terrible significance of David's 

1 These are so essentially affections bf the 'soul' that they 
are hardly ever attributed to the 'spirit' (mi); yet see 0 q. 

2 Only Stade appears to have apprehended the fact, and that 
but partially-as far as we may judge from his published works. 

It follows logically from the doctrine of man's nature, 
unknown in pre-prophetic times, which is set forth in Gen. 2 3; 
see below, 16. 

4 i.c.. the practice of sleeping in a temple in the hope of r e  
ceiving a communication or a visit from the god. 
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departing counsel to Solomon touching Joab ; ‘ Let not his hoar 
head go down to ShZI in peace’ (I K. 26) .  

In many respects the view just sketched is identical 
with that which underlies ancestor worship. This 
worship had withdrawn entirely into the background 
before the prophetic period; but, as we have said 
(§ 7), many of its presuppositions maintained themselves 
in the popular belief till late in the post-exilic period. 
The most significant fact to observe is the comparatively 
large measure of life, movement, knowledge, and power 
attributed to the departed in ShE51. How important 
this is becomes obvious when the earlier view is con- 
trasted with the later and antagonistic view. 

(6) The later view follows logically from the account 
in Gen. 246-3,  according to which it was when animated 
1,, Later view by the- ‘ spirit ’ that the material form 

became a living ’ soul ’ : the life of the 
‘soul‘ is due to the presence of the of death. 

‘ spirit,’ death ensues on its remova1.l Death, however, 
even here does not imply annihilation, though it logic- 
ally should imply it : the soul’ still subsists in some 
sense. The subsistence, however, is purely shadowy 
and negative : all the faculties are suspended. 

ShFd the abode of the shades is thus almost a synonym for 
abaddo; or destruction (Job266hrov. 15 11) .  In  opposition to 
the older view that in Shed there iz a certain degree of life 
movement. and remembrance. the later view teaches that it i; 
the land of forgetfulness (Ps. 88 12) of silence (Ps. 94 17 115 77) 
of destruction (Job 26 6 28 22) ; in bpposition to the belief tha; 
the dead return to counsel the living, the later teaches that the 
dead cannot return (Job79 1412) .  in opposition to the belief 
that thev are acquainted with thk affairs of their livine de- 
scendant; the later teaches that they no longer know -what 
befalls on’earth (Job1421); in opposition to the belief in their 
superhuman knowledge of the future-as the ‘knowing ones’- 
the later teaches that all knowledge has forsaken them (Eccles. 
95), that they have neither device nor knowledgs nor wisdom 
(Eccles. 9 IO). Whereas the older view permitted their being 
invoked as ‘ElOhim, the later view regards them as ‘dead 
ones’ ( n > n ~ )  (Is. 26 74 Ps. 88 10 [XI]).~ 

Finally the relations of the upper world appear to be 
reproduced, if a t  all, more faintly ; the inhabitants of 
ShE61, king and slave, oppressor and oppressed, good 
and bad, are all buried in a profound sleep (Job3 14-19). 
All existence seems to be a t  an end. 

See DEAD, g 2. 

Thus we read in Ps. 39 13, ‘ 0 spare me,, that I may recover 
strength, before I go hence and be no more ; and in Job 14 7 TO, 
‘There is hope of a tree,’if it be cut down, that it will sprout 
again-but-man giveth up the ghost, and where is he?’$ 

r;. Though in death the ‘ soul’ leaves the bodv and 
de&&, t& 

18. Shadowy 
body. 

departed in Sh661 are never designated 
simply ’ souls.’4 The  early Israelites were 
nietaphysically unable to conceive the 
body without psychical functions, or the 

soul without a certain corporeity. The departed were 
conceived, accordingly, as possessing not only a soul 
but also a shadowy body. This appears in the use of 
the term ‘ shades ’ (r&ha‘im), which was current in all 
ages (see REPHAIM i.). Elbhim, the title by which in 
earlier times the shades were addressed, passed out of 
use. In later times, when such a doctrine of man’s 
being as that underlying Gen. 2 46-3, became current, 
1 This view strikes at the root of the worship of ancestors. 

The deceased can have no vitality or power ; for the ‘spirit’ is 
the spring of life, and the departed are only ‘souls’ that are 
dead-i.e., ‘souls’ in which every faculty is dormant. Gen. 
2 46-3, which did not originate till the prophetic period is the 
outcome of monotheism, whether we regard it as biing of 
Hebrew or of foreign origin. It is needless to add that, when 
monotheism emerged, for various reasons ancestor worship 
became impossible. 

2 The term ‘shades’ n*KE)i (used also in the Phcenician 
religion) was applied to the departed in both systems; hut 
possibly with a difference (contrast Is. 149 f: 26 14 19 with 
Ps. 88 IO l r r l  Prov. 2 18 9 18 etc.. where it is svnonvmous with .~ 
thedeadj. 

3 It will be observed that the currency of the later view is 
attested by the second Isaiah, by Ezekiel. Job, and Ecclesiastes. 
In these books the teaching in Gen. 2 46-3 has reached its logical 
consequence. That teaching is implied in Is. 42 5 Ezek. 37 8 3  
Job273 334 Eccles. 127 ‘the spirit shall return to God who 
gave it’ (vet it is doubtful if thisverse belones to the text: 

the 
? 

attested by the second Isaiah by Ezekiel. job, and Ecclesiastes. 
In these books the teaching ih Gen. 2 46-3 has reached its logical 

.zek. 37 8 6 

I 

Cp 3 21). 
4 We seem to find in Job 14 zz Ps. 16 IO such a use, or at all 

events the preparation for it. 
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the epithet ‘ dead ones ’ was employed. To designate 
‘ the dead ’ simply ‘ souls ’ without any qualification 
would hardly have been possible ; according to the- 
later view, souls in Shed were bereft of all their natural 
psychical functions. 

The Hebrew writers speak, however, of a ‘ spirit ’ as 
well as of a ‘soul,’ and we must consider briefly the 

19. Spirit: relation of the terms to each other. 
earlier view : Originally they were synonyms meaning 

‘ breath ‘ or ‘wind.’ The primitive con- 
d i ~ o f o ~ y ,  ception was arrived at by observation. 

When the breath-;.e., the nkjhesh or 
rG&-left the body, the body died. The nL‘phesh or 
ruiih was, therefore, regarded as the principle of life. 
As Stade has remarked ( G  VZW 1 q g ) ,  rziZh probably 
designated specially the stronger and stormier emotions : 
the custom of personifying the psychical affections 
generally as ndphesh, ouce introduced, led to the practice 
of naming the stronger expressions of this personification 
nZ&. Thus anger is an affection of the ruiih (Judg. 8 3 ,  
see below). So long as a niau was wholly master of 
his powers, he possessed his rzZZ+; but when he became 
lost in amazement ( I  K. 10 5) or despair (Josh. 2 11), or 
when he fainted ( I  S. 30 12 Judg. 151g) ,  his rzidh left 
him. 

In keeping with this view of the ‘spirit’ (fig&) it is said to 
be the subject of trouble (Gen. 41 8), anguish (Job 7 II), grief 
(Gen. 26 35 Is. 54 6) contrition (Ps. 51 17 [19] Is. 66 2) heaviness 
(Is. 61 3). It is thk seat of energetic volition and &tion-the 
‘haughty spirit’ (Prov. 16 IS), the ‘ lowly spirit’ (29 q), the 
impatient spirit (Prov. 142g), etc. 

AS its departure Bntaiis a paralysis of voluntary ower (see 
above) the rfih expresses the impiilse of the will ?Ex. 35 21). 

Thepurposesofman are ‘ . . . of the rtilh’nii nisyn(Ezek.115); 
the false prophets follow their own ‘spirit ’ rather, than that of  
P h y S  (Ezek. 133) ;  God tries men’s ‘spirits (Prov. 162). 
RzZn& ’ seems also to express character,-the result of will-iu 

Nu. 14 24, ‘ Caleb . . . had another “spirit” with him.’ By this 
development in the application of the term m.Gh it has become 
the seat of man’s highest spiritual functions. 

On his reviving it returned (Geu. 4527); 

T o  sum up : ‘ soul ’ and ‘ spirit : are a t  this early stage 
identical in essence and origin ; the distinction is one of 
function. 

(6) This primitive view was in part superseded by a 
later doctrine (later from the point of view of the 
genesis of ideas), taught in Gen. 2 4 6 - 3 . l  

The most complete story of the creation of man2 represents 
that Yahwb ElOhim formed man of earth from the ground, and 

blew into his nostrils ‘breath’ (neshzmii) of 
20‘ Spirit ’ life ( p n  rind,) so that man became a living 

man a 2 7 is called rziii& ( n q  nil) in 6 17 7 15. 
trichotomy. There are therefore in man three elements : 

‘soul’ (nkjhesh), ‘body’ (6ri~‘cZ~), and ‘spirit’ or 
nZ& (nil), which last, in the later theory, is simply that which 
gives life to the  soul.'^ This ‘spirit’ of life ( p n  nil) is in 
the lower creation as well (Gen. 6 17 7 15 zz Ps. 10430), and by 
virtue of it they too become living ‘souls.’ 

According to the story worked up by a late priestly 
writer (Gen. 124)  the brute creation is only indirectly 
the product of divine creation; whereas man is so 
directly. Angels, however, are never, either in the 
canonical or in the apocryphal books, said to  have 
‘ souls,’ though occasionally the term is used in regard 
to God : he swears by his ‘soul’ (Am. 6 8  ; cp Is. 421 
Lev. 26 11 30 cp below, § 63). I n  the account of the 
relation of ‘ soul’ to ‘ body’ and spirit,’ in Gen. 2,f 
the ’spirit ’ has become quite distinct from the ‘soul ’ 
in essence and origin. It  is the divine element in man. 
According to the older view the difference was one of 

1 [Into the historical relation of this doctrine to the Hebrew 
conceptions of CREATION [T.v.] we cannot here enter at 
length. It cannot be denied that the statement in Gen. 2 7 is of 
early origin. That remains a fact, even if the narrative in Gen. 
246-3 has passed through more than one literary phase. Critics 
are of opinion, however, that the myth of creation utilized for 
didactic purposes in that narrative was not very widely spread 
among the Israelites, and that the religious ideas attached to 
the myth but slowly became operative in the popular mind.] 

2 [On the references to creation, whether In narratives or in 
other forms see CREATION; on the question as to the early 
or late date bf the ideas in Gen. 2 7 3 see preceding note.] 

3 Cp below, B 81 (I). 

later view : ‘ SOUI (nijlteslt), Gen. 2 7. The neshrimz of 
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1412-20). Righteousness raises him above the sweep 
of the dooms that befall the sinful individual or the 
sinful nati0n.l Since the achievement of this righteous- 
ness is possible for him, he possesses moral freedom, 
and his destiny is the shaping of his own will (18303). 
'rhere is, therefore, a strictly individual retribution, and 
the outward lot of the individual is exactly proportioned 
to his moral deserts. 

This doctrine rooted itself firmly in the national 
consciousness. It is taught and applied in detail in 
those great popular handbooks, the Psalter and the 
Book of Proverbs. Though the righteous may have 
many arflictions, YahwB delivers him out of them all ; 
all his bones are kept, not one of them is broken ; but 
evil slays the wicked (Ps. 34 18 [19]8, see also 3728  etc.). 
The righteous and the wicked are to he recompensed 
on earth (Prov. 11 31).  Life is the outcome of righteous- 
ness; death, ofwickedness (Prov. 2215 102 l l r g  15z4f: 
19 16 etc. ). 

Such a doctrine was, naturally, a continual stumhling- 
block to the righteous when trouble came. Doubts as 

function, hardly of cssence, certainly not of origin. Now 
' spirit ' is the life-giving power in the body. When it 
enters the material form the man becomes a living soul. 
Without rzirE@ there is no life (Ilab. 2 19). In death the 
' soul,' robbed of every vital function, descends into Shed 
and  practically ceases to exist. The ' spirit ' (rzirE4) never 
dies;  it merely leaves the body and returns to God 
who gave it (Ps. 1 4 6 4  Eccles. 127).' Of this view the 
logical result is the scepticism of Ecclesiastes and of the 
Sadducees . 

W e  have found that the Israelite derived from the 
circle of ideas underlvina ancestor worship his views as 

, I  

21. RBsum6, to the nature of ' soul' and 'spirit,' and 
of Shed and the condition of the deuarted 

there. On these questions no light was thrown for 
many centuries by anything distinctive of the religion of 
YahwB, which had originally no eschatology of its own 
relating to the individual. Looking back, however, on 
the far-off days of the origins of the religion of YahwB, 
we can see that the beliefs connected with ancestor 
worship were doomed to extinction by their inconsistency 
with that religion, though centuries had to elapse 
before the doom was fully accomplished. 

The preparation for a higher doctrine of the future 
life was made essentially when a new value came to be 

set on the individual. The early i$;z:al Israelite was not alarmed by the 
retribution. prosperity of the wicked man or the 

calamities of the righteous : YahwB 
was supposed to concern himself only with the well- 
being of the people as a whole, no? with that of its 
individual members. I t  seemed natural and reasonable 
that he should visit the virtues and vices of the fathers 
on  the children (Ex. 2 0 5  Lev. 205 Josh. 7 2 4  I S. 813), 
of an individual on his community or tribe (Gen. 1 2 1 7  
2018 Ex. 1%9). Indeed, in postponing the punishment 
of the sinner till after death and allowing it to fall on 
his son,2 Yahw8 showed his mercy (I K. 11 12 21 29). 

Toyards the close of the kingdom of Judah, the 
popular sentiment expressed itself in the proverb, ' The  
fathers have eaten sour grapes, and the children's teeth 
are set on edge ' (Jer. 3129). Explicitly this denied the 
responsibility of the people for the overthrow of the 
nation-a view that naturally paralysed all personal 
effort after righteousness and made men the victims of 
despair. Implicitly it expressed, not a humble sub- 
mission to the divine judgments, but rather an 
arraignment of the divine method of government. 

In opposition to this popular statement Jeremiah 
answered as follows : - I  In those davs thev shall no 
23. Jeremiah,s more say, The fathers have eaten sour 
individualism. grapes, and the children's teeth are 

set on edge: but everv one shall die 
D I  

for his own iniquity' (Jer. 3129  J ) .  At an earlier date 
the same prophet had delivered a divine oracle of 
a very different import, ' I will cause them to be tossed 
to  and fro among all the kingdoms of the earth, because 
of Maiiasseh the son of Hezekiah' (Jer. 1 6 4 ) .  The new 
departure in his teaching recorded in <the later passage 
is to be explained by the ' new covenant ' described in 
Jer. 31 31-34 (see COVENANT, § 6 (v.)). Jeremiah foresaw 
a new relation between YahwB and his worshippers-a 
relation determined by two great facts : man's incapacity 
to reform himself, and God's repugnance to any but a 
spiritual worship (see JEREMIAH i . ,  

Jeremiah's idea was further developed by Ezekiel. 
Every soul is God's and is in direct and immediate 
24. !elation to him (Ezek. 18 4). If the 

retribution . individual is faithful in this relation, 
Ezekiel an; he is unaffected by his own past 

(1821-28), or by the sins or the 
Others' righteousness of his fathers (1820 

4). 

1 Cp below, 5 102 (I) d note. 
2 Rewards and punishments were necessarily conceived as 

limited to the earthlv life : for ShBd was regarded as outside 
Yahws's jurisdiction.. ' 
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28. Criticism. to its truth were freely expressed, 
notably in the Psalms. Nor was it to 

the sufferer alone that this difficult view was an impedi- 
ment, The doctrine of an adequate retribution in this 
life blocked the way that led to a true solution of the 
problem of prosperity and adversity. Indeed it denied 
the existence of any problem to solve ; the righteous as 
such could not suffer. As long as this was regarded as 
the orthodox doctrine, the doctrine of a future life could 
not emerge, and progress was impossible. 

I t  was only some of the elements in Ezekiel's teaching 
that were sanctioned by subsequent religious thought ; 
others were opposed. It is his  undying merit that he 
asserted the independent worth of the individual ; but 
he fell into two errors. He taught ( a )  that the individual 
suffers not for the sins of his fathers, but for his own, 
and (6) that the individual's experiences are in perfect 
keeping with his deserts. In other words, sin and 
suffering, righteousness and wellbeing are, according to 
Ezekiel, always connected ; the outward lot of the 
individual is God's judgment in concrcte form.2 

Now as regards a,  the experience of the nation 
must have run counter to this statement. It vas  
evident that the elements in a man's lot which l ie  out- 
side the sphere of his eolition are shaped for better or for 
worse in accordance with the merits or demerits of his 
father and people. The older view accordingly continues 
to be attested in Jewish literature (see Ps. 1 0 9 1 3  F l u s .  
2 3 2 5  4015 416, and especially Dan. 9 7 5 ,  Judlth 7 2 8 ,  
Tob. 3 3 ,  Ass. Mos. 3 5 ,  Baruch 118-21 226 38 ,  Apoc. 
Bar. 77 3 4 IO) : it is freely acknowledged that men are 
punished for the sins of their fathers and brethren. 

Ezekiel's second error ( a ) ,  that the individual's 
experience agrees with his deserts, is the corollary of 
a. It gave birth to a long controversy, of which two 
notable memorials have come down to us in Job and 
Ecclesiastes. Eccles. is niuch the later ; but we will for 
convenience sake deal with it first. 

Against the statement (6 )  that the experience of the 
26. Protest individual is in perfect keeping with his 

deserts, the writer of Ecclesiastes enters a 
decided nepative. H e  declares, in fact, of Eccles. 

that there is no retribution at  a l l3  
He asserts that sometimes evil prolongs a man's days, and 

righteousness curtails them (7 15)' that  the destinies of the wise 
man and of the fool (2 14) of the iighteous and the wicked (9 z )  
are identical. that the kicked attain to the honour of burial, 
whilst this is'often denied to the righteous (810). If any one 

1 That there is an inconsistency between Ezek. 93-6 and 
21 3f: cannot however be denied. 

2 Both n a)nd 6 seeAed to Ezekiel to follow logically from 
God's righteousness, and rightly, if there was no retribution 
beyond the grave. 

3 The passages where judgment is threatened (3 17 1198 1214) 
are, according to an increasing unmher of critics, intrusions in 
the text, being at variance with the entire thought of the writer. 
8 12 is no longer in its original form. 
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complains of the shallowness of Ecclesiastes,l is not Ezekiel on 
the opposite side equally shallow? 

In the book of Job the principal elements of Ezekiel’s 
teaching reappear. The doctrines of man’s individual 

27. Of Job, worth and of a strictly individual retribu- 
tion, however, are shown to be really irre- 

concilable (see JOB, BOOK OF, 5s 5-8). Conscious in 
the highest degree of his own worth and rectitude, Job 
claims that God should deal with him in accordance 
ivith his deserts. Like his contemporaries his belief is 
(for Job and the author of the dialogues may be 
identified) that every event that befalls a man reflects 
God’s disposition towards him ; misfortune betokens 
God’s anger, prosperity his favour. This belief, how- 
ever, is not confirmed by the fortunes of other men 
(211-15), and, with the added insight derived from a 
sad personal experience, Job concludes that, as the 
world is governed, righteousness may even be awarded 
the meed of wickedness. Faith, in order to be s i re  of 
its own reality, claims its attestation by the outward 
judgments of God, and Job’s faith receives no such 
attestation. Still it does not entirely give way; from 
the God of circumstance, of outer providence, Job 
appeals to the God of faith (by Job, as we have said, 
we mean the author). 

The fact that Job does not seek to solve the problem 
by taking into his argument the idea of a future life, 

of shows that this idea or belief had not 
yet won acceptance among the religious 
thinkers of Israel. The main views 

and conclusions of Job, however, point in that direction. 
The emphasis laid on man’s individual worth, with his 
consequent claims upon a righteous God-claims which 
are during life. entirely unsatisfied-should lead to the 
conclusion that a t  some future time all these wrongs 
will be righted by the God of faith. Such a conclusion, 
however, is never explicitly drawn. 

The poem of Job cannot be said to teach the doctrine 
of a future life. Still, the idea seems for a moment to 
have glcamed on Jobs  mind, and the fancy expressed in 
1413f: became the accepted doctrine of later times. If 
the Hebrew text of 1925-29 is sound, perhaps there also 
Sh66l is conceived as only an intermediate place. At 
any rate Job declares in this great passage that God 
will appear for his vindication, and that at some time 
after his death he will enjoy the divine vision face to 
face. I t  is not indeed stated that this vision will endure 
beyond the moment of Job’s justification by God. Never- 
theless the importance of the spiritual advance here made 
cannot be exaggerated. The soul is no longer regarded as 
cut off from God and shorn of all its powers by death, 
but as still capable of the highest spiritual activities 
thozigh without the body. A belief in the continuance 
of this higher life is certainly in the line of many of 
Job’s reasonings. On the other hand, if Job had not 
merely wished but also been convinced that this idea 
was sound, would it have been possible for him to 
ignore such an all-important conviction throughout the 
rest of the book ? There are likewise textual difficulties. 
which recent critics have considered to justify a very 
radical treatment of the text. 

The words rendered in RV ‘And after my skin hath been thus 
destroyed, yet from my flesh shall I see God,’z are specially 
doubted. R V w .  gives two alternative marginal renderings for 
the first part of this passage and for ‘from my flesh ’ suggests 
the widely different renderin; ‘ without my flesh,’ which is that 

28. 
future life. 

Something different must have stoud where our present o. z s f :  
stands, and it is the work of the textual critic to trace its relics. 
See also Uudde, ad Zoc., and Che.’s criticism, Expos., 1897~2, 
P. 4 1 0 3 1  

In spite of this criticism it is true to say that this 
great poem szggests the doctrine of a future life. Later 
students may or may not have found it in  1413-1s 
1925-29 ; but in any case the rest of the book presents 
the antinomies of the present so forcibly that thinkers 
who assimilated its contents could not avoid taking up 
a definite attitude towards the ‘ higher theology.’ Some 
made a venture of faith, and postulated the doctrine of 
a future life; others, like the writer of Ecclesiastes, 
made the ‘ great refusal’ and fell back on unbelief and 
materialism. W e  have arrived at the parting of the 
ways. 

I t  remains to consider whether there is evidence of a 
belief in the immortality of the individual in the Psalter. 

It is unfortunate that the text of this book 
29‘ In the should be so far from accurateas(fromtextua1 

criticism) it appears to be. The psalms 
that chiefly have to be considered are 16, 17,  49, and 
78. Here we find one of the most recent critics receding 
from his original conclusion (in favour of the existence 
of the hope of immortality), on the ground that ‘ a  
searching textual revision ’ is adverse to it. As regards 
the first two, at  any rate, of the psalms just referred to, 
the evidence, eveu if we assume the trustworthiness of 
all that the nnemended text contains, is inadequate to 
prove the point. 

In  Ps. 16 there is nothing that necessarily relates to an indi- 
vidual future life. The psalm appears t o  express the fears and 

hopes, not of the individual, but of the community. 
30. In PSS: I n  Ps. 17 likewise the Psalmist speaks not as a n  

individual (cp the plurals, ow. ~ I I ) ,  hut as the 
mouthpiece ofthe Jewish people, who are to Yahwb 

as  the apple of the eye (u. 8) ; in fear of a foreign invader (vu. 
9 13) the Psalmist prays for help. This being so, however, in- 
stead of ‘ I shall be satisfied, when I awake, with thy likeness,’ 
w e  should expect some reference to God‘s help. In any case the 
context does not admit o f a  reference to a future life.2 

In  
D. q[q]f: the speaker announces speedy destruction for the 

wicked but complete redemption from death 
for himself; hut who is the speaker? Does 
the ‘ I ’ here denote the Psalmist a s  a repre- 

sentative pious Israelite, or the righteous community? I n  
favour of the collective meaning it is argued that those for 
whom the Psalmist speaks are the righteous poor who are 
oppressed by the wicked rich; that v. IO [II] states that ‘all 
die, alike the wise man ( i a . ,  the righteous) and the fool ; and 
that wheu the individual is undoubtedly intended (TI. 16 [ 1 7 ] )  he 
is addressed as ‘ thou. The escape from death is therefore, on 
this interpretation, that of the righteous community.3 On the 
other hand, it seems to be in favour of a reference to immortality 
that, as Cheyne has pointed out, ShEd appears in o. 14 [IS] as 
a place ofpunishment for the wicked rich.4 As such it could 
never become the abode of the righteous. I t  is reasonable 
therefore to expect that the speaker should somewhere state 
his own consciousness (as a representative pious Israelite) of 
exemption from this fate. This seems to give us the key to the 
words ‘ Surely my soul God will set free ; for from the hand 
of Sh$d will he take me.’5 

W e  must, therefore, lay stress on the naturalness 
1 On the belief in retribution in early Judaism, see especially 

Che. OPs. 381-452 ; JCW. Rel. Lzj%, 229.~47. For translntions 
from the psalms, ,cp Wellh.’s and Driver’s recent works. A 
complete translation from a critical text of Job is still a 
desideratum. 

2 So Smend, ZA TW8 95 [‘88] ; Che. Jaw.  RaZ. Lzfc, 2 4 0 3  
3 So Smend Schwally and now Cheyne. 
4 This is 0.e of the r h s  reached in OPs. by Cheyne, who 

(going much beyond previous writers) regards Ps. 49 as incident- 
ally a protest against the old Hebrew notion of ShZOl, with its 
disregard of moral distinctions, and confirms this view by the 
parallelisms between Ps. 49 and chap. lOZl: of Enoch (written 
probablybetween Igeandgq R.c.). The rich man holdsthat neither 
in life nor in death has he to fear a judgment ; hut all the details 
of this pleasant dream the psalmist contradicts. The moral 
significance of the descent of the rich into SlrZGl is still more 
visible in Cheyne’s attractively emended text (Jew. RFL Lifi, 
238). This conception of the penal character of ShEd is all the 
more credible from the reference made in the OT to two othef 
places of punishment for special offenders-the so-c:dlcd ‘pit 
(Is. 242r$), and a place strikingly resemhling Gehenna for 
Jewish apostates (Is. 6624). 

5 The present writer is of opinion that to the authors of Pss. 
49 and 73 ShEal is the future abode of the wicked alone, heaven 
that of the righteous. 

16-17. 

I n  Ps. 49 the present text admits of two interpretations. 

31. In PS. 49. 
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logical ideas that concern the nation as a whole we ccn of our own interpretation, that there is in Ps. 49 a 

reference to immortality, an interpretation which is in 
fact that maintained, with fulness of atgument. by 
Cheyne himself in his Origin of the PsaZteter. 

In  Ps. 73, as in Ps. 49, the wicked enjoy prosperity ; 
but they are speedily to meet with unexpected retribution ~. 

32. In ,,,. 73. (18-20). 
As for the- righteous, their 

highest good and blessedness consist 
in communion with-God. In comparison with God the 
whole world is to them as nothing (22-25). He is their 
portion. Despite deadly perils they can safely trust in 
him ( 2 5 ) ,  and all the more assuredly that he destroys 
the wicked (27). A new thought, however, emerges in 
v. 24. God, we are told, 'will guide the righteous 
with his counsel, and afterwards take him to (or, with) 
glory.'1 In  the latter phrase, if we may acquiesce in 
the received text, there must be a reference to the story 
of Enoch (Gen. 5 q ) ,  which was very popular in post- 
exilic times (see ENOCH, I), and the whole passage 
is an assertion of individual immortality (so Delitzsch, 
Davidson, Baethgen, and originally Cheyne), for the 
text would be unfairly treated if we restricted the 
reference to this present life. On grounds which he 
has not yet fully stated, but which, from the note of 
Wellhausen on the passage,a we may assume to be 
partly grammatical, Cheyne now regards n. 24 6 as 
corrupt, and reads, 'And wilt make known to me the 
path of glory.'3 Assuming, however, with Konig" 
that the grammatical difficulties can be overcome, can 
we show that the new thought of which we have spoken 
is thoroughly consistent with what follows16 To  the 
present writer no incongruity is visible. He would 
venture to rest his case on the impassioned words of 
v. 25a, which prove that the speaker felt assured of the 
continuance of his union with God not only on earth 
but also in heaven. For themselves the righteous make 
no claim to material prosperity either here or hereafter ; 
they look for and indeed possess something far higher. 
As a cprollary of the truth of the justice of God, how- 
ever, they do expect retribution for the wicked, both 
here (nn. 18-21 2 7 )  and (apparently) hereafter (n. ~ g f . ) .  

W e  have now done with the question of individual 
immortality so far as it is dealt with in the OT. In 

33. Result &B Job it emerges merely as an aspiration. 
to individual Only in Pss. 49 and 73 (if our interpre- 
immortality. tation is valid) does it rise to the stage 

of conviction. The evidence, there- 
fore, in favour of an origin not later than 400 B.C. is far 
from strong. Even were it wholly wanting, however, we 
should be obliged, by the logical necessities of thought, 
to postulate the doctrine. The doctrine of an individual 
immortality of the righteous, and the doctrine of the 
Messianic kingdom are presupposed as the chief factors 
of the complex doctrine of the Resurrection which was 
developed towards the close of the fourth century or at  
latest early in the third century. With the evolution of 
this resurrection hope, however, the entire doctrine of 
individual immortality falls absolutely into the back- 
ground, and is not again attested, till the growing 
dualism of the times leads to the disintegration of the 
resurrection hope into its original elements about 100 

B.C. (see § 64). Indeed, never in Palestinian Judaism 
down to the Christian era did the doctrine of a merely 
individual immortality appeal to any but a few isolated 
thinkers. The faithful looked forward to a blessed 
future only as members of a holy people, as citizens of a 
righteous kingdom that should embrace their brethren. 

11. THE NATION.-when we turn to the eschato- 

1 H. Schultz (AT  TAeoZ. 760) rejects these translations. 
'With glory' is that adopted by Driver (Pay. A. 2 1 1 )  and 
formerly by Che. (Psabts). 2 PsaZms SBOT (Heh.) 88. 

3 i.e., the glory of God and of Israel and its members in the 
Messianic age (Jew. Xel .  Lye, 240). 

4 Syntax, 319 (pointed out to the writer by Prof. Cheyne). 
5 Schwally (Dar Le6an, etc., rz8J) denies this. For a much 

fuller statement of the present writer's view see his Doctrine of 
a Future Lifr, 73-77. 
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34. Eschatology hardly venture to go beyond the 
regarding the facts and hopes contained in the pro- 

--A:-- phecies. In  the main these cluster 
a t  the outset round the familiar con- 

ception of ' the day of Yahwi!.' The day of Yahwi! in 
itself, however, constitutes not the blessed future, but 
only the divine act of judgment which inaugurates it. 
Hence the eschatology of the nation centres in the fufure 
national blessedness introduced by the day of Yahwk. 

According to  
the popular conception down to the eighth century, it 
was merely a period of material and unbroken pros- 
perity which the nation should enjoy through Yahwk's 
overthrow of Israel's national foes. This conception 
gave place, however, in the eighth century, to the pro- 
phetic doctrine of the coming kingdom, for the realisa- 
tion of which two factors, and only two, were indis- 
pensable. This kingdom was to be a community of 
Israelites first and chiefly, and in the next place a 
community in which Gods wiZl shouZd be fuZ$ZZed. 
Whether this kingdom was constituted under monarchi- 
cal, hierarchical, or purely theocratic forms was in itself 
a matter of indifference. Since the Messiah formed no 
organic part of the conception, he was sometimes con- 
ceived as present a t  its head, sometimes as absent. 
How far the eighth century prophets foretold this 
kingdom is still an unsettled question. As regards the 
day of Yahwi! there is no such critical difficulty. Our 
study of the eschatology of the nation will begin with 
this unquestioned element in Israel's expectations. It is 
with a development of some complexity that we shall 
have to deal-a complexity most marked in exilic and 
post-exilic times, where, as we have seen, the individual 
no less than the nation began to maintain his claims to 
righteous treatment. Ezekiel's attempt to satisfy these 
claims will demand our attention afterwards. Some 
centuries later what he had essayed to do was achieved 
in a true synthesis of the eschatologies relating to the 
nation and to the, individual respectively (see 1 49). 

The day of Yahwi! concerns the people as a whole, 
not the individual. I t  is essentially the day on which 

35. Day of Yahwb manifests himself in victory over 
yahwe. qis foes. Amongst the Hebrews, as 

popular idea. sometimes among the Arabs, ' day ' had 
the definite signification of 'day of 

battle' (e.g., Is. 93[4] ' the day of Midian' ; see WRS 
ProjhetsM, 397). The belief in this ' day '  was older 
than any written prophecy. In the time of Amos it 
was a popular expectation. Unethical and nationalistic, 
it was adopted by the prophets and transformed into a 
conception of thoroughly ethical and universal signifi- 
cance. 

(i.) PopuZanr conception; a judgment on Israel's 
enemies. This conception originated, no doubt, in the 
old limited view of Yahwi! as merely the national god 
of Israel. W e  can distinguish two stages. 

( a )  In its earlier form it was held by the contem- 
poraries of Amos (8th century B.C.). The relation of 
YahwB to Israel in their minds was not ethical; to a 
large extent it was national (Am. 32). Israel's duty 
was to worship YahwB and Yahwb's was to protect 
Israel. As the Israelites were punctual in the perform- 
ance of ceremonial duties (45 552r f . ) ,  they not only 
confidently looked forward to, but also earnestly prayed 
for, ' the day of Yahwi!' as the time of his vindication 
of them against their enemies1 Not so, says the 
prophet. It is a day in which, not the claims of Israel, 
but the righteousness of Yahwb, will be vindicated 
against wrong-doing whether in Israel or in its enemies. 

(6)  The primitive conception of the day of YahwB 
36. Revived was revived by Nahum and Habak- 

kuk : there was to be a judgment of 
the Gentiles 

1 This belief that Yahwe must save his people survived, 

Jl&lrlUU. 

This future was variously conceived. 

I t  assumed the following forms. 

by Nab' Hab' Israel's enemies - i.e., 

despite the prophets, till the captivity of Judah in 586 B.c. 

13.48 
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(650-600 B. c. ). It was the bitterness and resentment en- 
gendered by the sufferings of the Israelites at the hands 
of their oppressors that led to this revival. The grounds, 
however, on which the expectation of the intervention 
of Yahwb was based were somewhat different. Accord- 
ing to the primitive view Yahwe was bound to intervene 
on behalf of his people because of the natural affinities 
between them. According to Nahum and Habakkuk,l 
the affinities are ethical. In fact, such was the self- 
righteousness generated by Josiah's reforms that neither 
Nahum nor Habakkuk makes any mention of Israel's 
sin. In this they represent their people, who felt them- 
selves, in contrast with the wickedness of the Gentiles, 
relatively righteous (see Hab. 1 4  13). Hence the im- 
pending judgment will strike not righteous Israel, but 
the godless Gentiles. Here we have the beginnings of 
the thought that Israel is right, regarded as over against 
the world-the beginning, for in Nahum and Habakkuk 
this view is applied only to a single nation, not, as in 
later times, to all Gentiles. The  later usage of designat- 
ing the Gentiles absolutely as the godless (pydi) and 
Judah as the righteous ( n ~ i s )  is only the legitimate fruit 
of Habakkuk's example. Cp Is. 26 IO Pss. 9 5 [6] 16 [IT]$ 
102-4 6810[11] SSz[3]J 1253.  In most subsequent 
representations of the future the destruction of the 
Gentiles stands as a central thought. 

(ii. ) Prophetic pye-exilic conception. -The prophetic 
conception also passed through several stages. 

(a )  A day of judgment directed main& against ZwueZ. 
For Amos, as we have seen, the day of Yahwe2 is the 
3,. Early day in which Yahwh intervenes to vindicate 
~r,rophsfic himself and his righteous purposes. I t  

appears in this prophet only in its darker 
side (cp 518). Other nations will feel it in 

proportion to their unrighteousness ; but unrighteous 
Israel, being specially related to Yahwe, will experience 
the severest judgments (32). Hosea is of one mind 
with Amos3 He does not use the phrase ' the day of 
Yahwe' ; but he describes in awful terms the irreversible- 
ness of the judgment (Hos. 1312-14 [II-131). (AMOS, 

ideas. 
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crowned with brushwood ' (Mic. 3 12 ; see Nowack). Cp 
ISAIAH i., MICAH ii. 

(c) Afainst  the whde work-resulting in a survival 
of a righteous remnant of Israel, the Messianic Kingdoirz. 
39. Later; In the prophets with whom we have dealt 

(except Nah. and Hab.) the judgment of the 
Gentiles is never conceived independently of 

the judgment on Israel or Judah. In Zephaniah for the 
first time it appears to be universal. It deals with the 
whole earth, including the brute creation ( 1 z J )  : with 
Jerusalem (1 8-13) ; with Philistia, Ethiopia, and Assyria. 
(21-6) ; with all nations (38)  ; with all the inhabitants 
of the earth (1 16). There is, however, a certain incon- 
sistency in the picture. The instruments of judgment 
are a mysterious people, called ' the guests ' of YaliwB 
(1 7 ; probably the Scythiaqs), who do not themselves 
come within the scope of the judgment. 

The conception is thus wanting in definiteness and 
clearness. Zephaniah moves in the footsteps of Isaiah 
in the account of the impending judgment ; but wherc-s, 
in Isaiah, judgment on Israel and the nations stands in 
inner connection with the prophet's conception of the 
divine character and purposes, in Zephaniah it is with- 
out definite aim ; a its various constituents appear to 
represent eschatological expectations already current, 
while its wide sweep shows the operation of the prevail- 
ing monotheism. One point in the description is th-t, 
in order that YahwB's anger may destroy them, the 
nations are to be assembled (3 2 ) .  W e  meet with tics 
idea here for the first time. 

Later prophets make it very prominent (Ezek. 381: Is. 4520 
636 6616341-3 Zech. 123f: 14zJ): earlier prophets are want I O  
mention definite and present foes (P.E. the Assyrians in I-. 
1712,f). In later prophets, the scene o i  this judgment on the 
Gentiles is Jerusalem (Zech. 142 12-18; Joel 3 [41z Is. 6615). 
A small righteous remnant will be left in Israel (3 11-14). 

(iii. ) ExiZic conception; judgment of Israel, man by 
man, and of the Gentiles collectively ; restoration 
40. At the of a new Israel in the Messianic kingdom 

Exile, and destruction of  gentile^.^ The indi- 
vidualising of religion in Jeremiah and 

Ezekiel (see above, 5 2 3 J )  was the precondition of tile 
restoration of Israel after the fall of Jerusalem. 
According to Ezekiel, in God's visitations only the 
wicked in Israel should be destroyed. When a new 
Israel was thus created, Yahwb would further intervene 
to vindicate his honour and his sole sovereignty over 
the world, Israel should be restored to its own land, 
and the Gentiles be destroyed. 

A synthesis of the eschatologies of the nation and the 
individual was in this way attempted wholly within the 
sphere of this life. We are thus entering on a nrw 
period in the development of eschatological thought. 
Israel is already in exile or on the eve of exile; but 
Yahwb's thoughts are thoughts of peace, not of evil 
(Jer. 29 11) : the exile will he temporary. The day of 
Yahwb assumes a favourable aspect almost unrecogniscd 
in pre-exilic prophecy. Israel shall be converted and 
brought back to its own land and an everlasting Mcs- 
sianic kingdom established. This kingdom will lie 
ruled over by Yahwe or by his servant the Messiah, 
who is apparently mentioned here for the first time. 

Zeph. 

1 This idea of the destruction of the nations hostile to Judah 
thus appears first in the prophets of the Chaldea? age ; cp Jer. 
25 15-24. In the earlier prophets it is the destruction of definite 
oresent or Dast foes that is announced. In the later it is that of 

. ~. 
$$ 18J, HOSEA, 3 7f.). 

(a) Mui7tly afainst Jzdah.-In Isaiah and Micah 
the day of Yahwh receives a new application ; it is 
38. Later ; directed against Judah. Not that warnings 

of judgment against Israel are neglected 
(26-21 81-4 9 8  [7]$ 176-11 281-4). The 

prophet takes all the chief surrounding nations within 
his range ; but he does so only in relation to the judg- 
mcnt on his own people. Although he declares that 
Y~hwB's  purpose of ' breaking Assyria' concerns all 
the nations (14z5f:), there is no evidence to show that 
he arrived at the conception of a universal or world 
judgment. In 3 13, where there appears to be a reference 
to it, the text is corrupt.5 The idea of its universality 
seems to be given in 211-21 ; but the language is 
poetical. 

Isaiah had now and then gleams of hope, and at all 
times believed in a remnant, however minute. In 
124-26 he even anticipates a second and happier Jewish 
state. Micah, on the other hand, as far as the evidence 
goes, was persistently hopeless. Jerusalem was to 
become a ruin, and the temple-hill like ' a  height 

Isa. etc. 

1 On the interpolations in these prophets, see NAHUM,  
HAHAKKUK. 
2 This day of Yahwe, in its double character as  a day of 

piinishment and a day of blessing, is also spoken of as ' that 
day '  (Is.1773023265 291s Hos. 21s Mic. 24  46 5ro[9]  Zech. 
016 14469)  ' that time' (Jer.311 33r5 504 Zeph. 3rgf: Joel 
3[4]1), 'th6day'(Ezek. 71oMic. 36), ' thetime'(Ezek. 712). 

3 On ths interpolated pasTages, see AMOS, 5 8 3 ,  HOSEA, 5 4. 
4The present article builds on the critical results of the 

article ISAIAH [the book]; see also ISAIAH [the prophet]. 
Hence the following passages which deal with the Messianic age 
and the Messiah are reiected as interoolations fthev are assigned 
to the exilic or post-exilic,period by Cheyne; genzrjiy also by 
Duhrn Hackminn Marti and Volz); Is. 2 2-4 42-6 714-r6 9 7-7 
[Sz?-9k] 11 IF; 19 is-zj 25'6-9 26 16 29 17-24 35 1-10. On the ape 
of che conception of world-judgment, cp Che. latr. Is., 53 zq6. 

1349 
6 For o'ny read, with @, iny (see SBOT, Heb., adZoc.). 

;he nations generally : cp the Jewish reviser's addition in Jer. 
25 3zf: Ezek. 38J, fifth-century passages in Is. 34 63 1-6 Zech. 
12 I - ? ,  and the much later writings Is. 6616 18-24 Zech. 14 1-3 
12-15. 
2 Intervolations must be carefullv seoarated (see ZEPHANIAH. 

~1 

BOOK oFj. 
There is nothing in the 

genuine Jeremiah about the destruction of the Gentiles as a 
whole, and there is probably in 16 19 (but not in Y 17) a genuine 
prophecy of the ultimate conversion of the nations. See also 
12 12 15. Only the impenitent Gentiles will bedestroyed (12 17). 
Jeremiah and Ezekiel are here fundamentally a t  issue. I t  is 
their agreement on other points that led to their joint treatment 

3 This is true only of Ezekiel. 

here. 
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The same thought 

See 2227-31 [28-32] 867 and note the fine expressions 'thou 
confidence of all the ends of the earth's (65 5 [6]), and ' to thee 
doth all flesh come ' as to one who hears pimyer,(G(65z[3]).3 In  
Ps. 87 we have a noble conception which sums up in itself all the 
noblest thought of the past in this direction. J,erusalem is to be 
the mother city of all nations, ' the metropolis of an ideally 
Catholic Church '(Che.). Whole nations shall enter the Jewish 
Church (874). So shall also individuals (v. 5). 

Only two more passages, Is. 1916-25 and Mal. 111 
call for attention ; but these are beyond measure re- 
markable. In Is. 19 16-25 (275 B. c. ; Che. ) the hopes of 
Ps. 87 reappear but are far surpassed in universality. 
Jerusalem, though the source of spiritual blessedness to 
Egypt and Assyria (Syria), is neither nationally nor 
spiritually paramount ; rather do these nations form a 
spiritual and national confederacy in which Israel holds 
not the first but the third place. 

The widest universalism of all, however, is found in 
Mal. 1 1 1 ,  where in regard to the surrounding nations 
the prophet declares ' From the rising of the sun even 
unto the going down of the same my name is great 
among the Gentiles ; and in every place incense is 
offered unto my name, and a pure offering. ' Here, as 
most critics recognise. we have a testimony to the work- 
ing of the one divine spirit in non-Jewish religions (cp 
MALACHI, 5 3). Similar universalism had already, it 
appears, been expressed by Zoroastrianism.4 

(v. ) Narrow NationaZistic Conception @ fhe Ki?igdom 
(about 520 to 300 B.c.) ; deliverance and Messianic 

is set forth in the Psalms. Although the judgment of Israel is not strictly 
individualistic in Jeremiah as it is in Ezekiel, we shall 
give the eschatological views of the two together ; they 
can hardly be considered apart ; Ezekiel's are built on 
Jeremiah's. In Jeremiah the day of Yahwi: is directed 
41. In Jere- first and chiefly against Judah - the 

enemy will come upon it from the north 
(111-16) ; the city and temple shall be miah, 

destroyed (376-1o)-although -account is- taken also 
of other nations (25 15-24 ; cp 1 1 8 ) .  There is, however, 
a hopeful outlook; Israel shall be restored ( 2 3 7  J 
245 f.). The restoration is to be preceded by 
repentance (313 19-25), and accompanied by a change 
of heart ( 3 1 3 3 J ) .  Restored to its own land, Israel 
shall receive from Yahwi: a king, a righteous Branch of 
the house of David, who shall deal wisely and execute 
judgment and justice ( 2 3 ~ J ) . ~  

The individualism appearing in Jeremiah is developed 
in Ezekiel to an extreme demee. Tudmient on Israel 

'3 . I o  

42. In Ezekiel. shall proceed individually (only on 
the Gentiles is it to be collective). 

Yahwe will give Israel a new heart (1117-21 3625-32) 
and restore Israel and Judah to their own land, where, 
in the Messianic kingdom (1722-q) ,  they shall be ruled 
by the Messiah (21 27), by one ' king, namely ' David ' 
(3423.31 3721-28). As for the Gentiles, referred to as 
Gog, they shall be stirred up to march against Jerusalem 
and shall there be destroyed ( 3 8 ) .  On the surviving 
Gentiles no gleam of divine compassion shall ever light.* 
Monotheism has become a barren dogma. Particular- 
ism and Jewish hatred of the Gentiles are allowed free 
scope. 

(iv. ) UniversnZisistic Conception of the I<in&oom (550- 
275 B. c. ) ; redemption and earthly Messianic blessed- 
43. Second ness for Israel and thus for the Gentiles.s 

W e  are now to consider ( u )  the second 
Isaiah and (6) later writers. 

( a )  According to the second Isaiah (Is. 40-48) and 
his expander (Is. 49-55) there is in store for Israel not 
punishment but mercy. 

Cyrus 
shall overthrow Babylon (4125 4314 45-47 4814f:), and the 
exiles shall return (403-5 432-7 4620-22 498). Jerusalem shall 
he gloriously rebuilt (54rr f:), and its inhabitants become (like 
the prophetic writer, 504) disciples of the divine teacher (5413). 
Never niore shall it be assailed (4924-26 548-10 14-17). 

Further, the salvation of Israel does not end in itsel[. 
T h e  author of the Songs of the Servant6 reaches the 
great conception of Israel as the Servant of Yahwb 
(42 3f: 49 1-6 504 -9  52 13-53 I,) ,  through whom all nations 
shall come to know the true religion. In these writers 
the legitimate consequences of monotheism in relation 
to the Gentiles are acceptcd. 

(6)  A somewhat similar representation of the future 
amears  in the Dost-exilic Dassaze Mic. 4 1-7 ( =Is. 2 2-4) 

Isaiah, 

Already she h3s received double for all her sins (402). 

_ _  . I  . . >  

44. Other later and the later additions in Jer. 3 1 7 J ,  
according to which all nations, laying 
aside wars and enmities. are to be con- writers. 

verted and to form under Yahwi: one grear spiritual 
empire with Jerusalem as its centre.' 

1 See JEREMIAH [Book of], and JEREMIAH [the prophet]. 
Interpolations must be separated, before Jeremiah can be 
properly understood. 

2 On this passage, as well as on other late Messianic prophecies, 
see Che. Jew. ReL. Lye, Lect. iii. 

3 The Messiah is not conceived here as  an individual but as 
a series of successive kings : cp 458 46 16. 
4 Some scholars find in 17 23 a promise that the Gentiles will 

seek refuge under the rule of the Messiah ; but l T z 4  shows that 
this interpretation is unsound. The Gentiles are symbolized, 
not by the 'birds of various wings' in 1723, but by ' the trees of 
the field' (17 24). As ' the cedar' (17 23) represents the kingdom 
of Israel so the trees of the field' represent the Gentile 
kingdom;. The only object with which the latter seem to be 
spared is that they may recognise the omnipptence of Yahwit. 

5 See Che. Jew. ReL &ye, lect. iii. and vi. 
6 A like conception is probably a t  the base of the post-exilic 

Is. 11 9 =  Hah. 2 14 (both editorial additions?), which declare that 
the earth shall he filled with the true religion. 

7 See ISAIAH ii., $ 5, and cp  Che. Jew. ReZ. Lye, lect. iii. 
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Cp also MESSIAH. 

45. National- blessedness for Israel : ( a )  ministry or 
istic Concep- bondage, or (6) destruction (partial or 

complete) for the Gentiles.6- Concur- +:-- 
rently with the large-hearted universalism 

(of the post-exilic writers) just described, there were 
narrow one-sided views, which held more or less closely to 
the particularism that originated with Ezekiel. Such were 
the views most widely current in Judaism. According to 
these the future world, the Messianic age, belonged to 
Israel-to Judah and Israel reunited (Hos. 3 5 Mic. 5 3 [ z ] b  
post-exilic)-under the Messianic descendant of David 
(Is. 91-6 [823-951 111-8 Mic. 52 -4  [ r - 3 ] ;  all exilic or 
later) ; the Gentiles had either no share at  all, or only 
a subordinate share as dependents or servants of Israel. 
Their destiny was subjection or destruction-generally 
the latter, always so in the case of those that had been 
hostile to Israel. 
(a) The Gentiles are to escort the returning Israelites to 

Jerusalem and become their servants and handmaids Is. 141.37 
(cp 8612-20). They shall build up the city walls (60 I;), how and 
he subject to Israel, 6014 (or perish, ~OIZ), becoming Israel's 
herdsmen and ploughmen and vinedressers (61 5).S 

(6) Still more frequently what is predicted for the Gentiles is 
destruction. In  34f: (450-430 B.C. ; Che.) there is described a 
universal judgment in which all of them are thus involved 
(341-3).9 I n  the fifth-century fragment 59 ~ g d - z o  those hostile 
to Yahwit and Israel10 are singled out, whilst those that fear the 
name of Yahwi: are spared 5918 I: G616 qf: (686.16 186-22 
belong to the age of Nehemiah and Ezra);11 but in another 

U I U U .  

1 Cp also the addition in Zeph. 39f: 
2 Cp also 256 in the small apocalypse in Is.24 25 6-8 26 zof: 

27 I IZ f: This Che. assigns to the fourth century Duhm to 
the second. The later date would help to explaih the very 
advanced eschatology appearing in 24 21-23, which speaks of a 
preliminary judgment and then after a long interval of the final 
iudament. On the latter judgment follows the theocratic .~ 
kingdom (24 23). 

and CD STRANGEIIS. PROSELYTE. 
3 On the expectation of proselytes see also Is. 14 I 25 6 6536 

4 &e. OPS. zpr'305f: 
5 There are many passages in the post-exilic additions to Is. 

which speak of Israel only in relation to the Messianic age ; cp 
4 2-6 ?9 16-24 35 1-10. 

6 The only exception is Malachi. 
7 Cheyne regards these verses as alien to 132-1421. 
8 These passages are post-exilic ; 60 and 61 about 432 B.C. 

(Che.). 
9 We have a world-judgment described in 136-13, though the 

judgment is there directed primarily against Babylon (cp 
13. 11) 'uqt as in 34 it is specially directed against Edom. 

Id :he post-exilic (?) passage 9r-7 it is the Messiah who 
destroys the oppressors of Israel (2,. 4). This active r6le of the 
Messiah is rare in the OT. 

11 Cp the world-judgment in the fourth-century apocalypse in 
Is. 24 256.8, where, after the judgment (24 18-23), the surviving 
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fragment of the same date (63 1-6), which closely resembles the 
preceding pnssnge in subject and phraseology, only destruction 
1s announced for all. 

In Haggai and Zechariah, where the establishment of 
the Messianic kingdom is expected on the completion 
of the temple' (Zech. 8 ~ j ) ,  to be rebuilt bythe Messiah,2 
a pre-condition is the destruction of the Gentile powers. 
W e  have, thus, a further development of that opposition 
between the kingdom of God and the world-kingdoms 
which appears in Ezekiel and is presented in its sharpest 
features in Daniel., See, e.g., Zech. 119-21 [22-4] 6 1-8, 

In Joel (4th Cent.; cp JOEL, 4)  the enemies of 
Judah who are not present foes but the nationsgeneraZ&, 
46. In Joel, etc. are to be gathered together in order to 

be annihilated ( 3  [ 4 ]  1-6). Even the 
place of judgment is mentioned-the valley of Jehosha- 
phat, the choice being obviously determined by the 
etymological meaning of the name. YahwB will sit in 
judgment (3[4] rz)  and all the Gentiles shall be destroyed. 
This is a nearer approximation to the ideaof a final 
world-judgment than there is elsewhere in the O T  save 
in Dan. 7 9  f. Still the judgment is one-sided. The  
'day of Yahwk' does not, as in the pre-exilic and 
some exilic prophets and the exceptional post-exilic 
Mal. 32-5 41-3 5 [3 19-21 231, morally sift Israel ; it serves 
to justify Israel (225.27 316 f i )  against the world (cp 
the interpolation in the Second Isaiah,-Le., 4525). See 
JOEL, Q 6. 

With Joel and his successors prophecy is beginning 
to change into apocalypse. The forecasts do not, as 
a rule, stand in a living relation with the present ; 
frequently they are the results of literary reflection on 
earlier prophecies. This lack of organic relation with 
the present, such as we find in the earlier prophets, is 
specially clear in Joel's ' day of YahwB.' 

According to the late post-exilic fragment Zech. 121- 
136,3 all the Gentiles while making an attack on 
Jerusalem shall be destroyed before it ( 123J g), whereas 
in the still later fragment, chap. 14, it is only the hostile 
nations that are to be annihilated (Zech. 1412 J ) ,  the 
remnant being converted to Judaism and led to attend 
the yearly feast of Tabernacles (Zech. 147 16-21). This 
fragment is peculiar also in postponing divine intervention 
till Jerusalem is in the hands of the Gentiles (14J ). 

In the apocalypse of Daniel there is a great advance 
on the eschatological ideas of its predecessors. When 

the need of the saints is greatest (7z.f: 
121 in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes) 

the Ancient of Days will intervene ; his tribunal shall be 
set up (79) ; the powers of this world shall be over- 
thrown (71r$) ,  and everlasting dominion given to his 
holy ones (7 14 22 27). These will destroy all rival powers 
(244), and become lords of all the surviving nations 
(714). T o  the contrasted fates of the faithful and the 
unfaithful in Israel who have deceased (121-3) we 
shall return (§ 59). 

In defiance of historical sequence we have reserved 
to the last the consideration of the composite chapters 

48. In Is. 65J Is. 6 5 3  They call for special treat- 
ment because they seem to present a 

new development as regards the scene of the Messianic 
kingdom-there are to be new heavens and a new earth. 

Hag. 2 2 1 J  

47' In 

Gentiles shall be admitted to the worship of Yahwh 256. It is 
very remarkable that in 2421f: we read of an iizfemzediafe 
place ofpmisliment. The  judgment, therefore, appears to he 
conceived as consisting of two distinct acts. The clause %sa 
d.ec'larin- the annihilation of death appears to be an interpola- 
t im.  I; is against the general drift of the content, and wholly 
alien to the thought-development of the period. 

1 For Yahwh the temple is indi5pensable as hisdwelling-place. 
This thought is apocalyptic. I t  is not through moral reforma- 
tion bot through divine intervention that the kingdom is to be 
introduced. 

2 After the example of Jer. 23 5 33 15  Zechariah names him 
'the Branch'(61z 3 8 ~ 3 .  Heidentifies himwith Zeruhbahel(cp 
Hag.26-4 23). 

3 See ZECHARIAH ii 
4 Cp Che. OPs. 404% 

§ 3 3  
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W e  must not be misled by appearances, however. 
When, in chap. 65, Jerusalem is to be especially blessed 
-it is to be transformed into a blessing (6516)-the 
reference is apparently not to a New Jerusalem. I t  
is the same material Jerusalem as before, but super- 
naturally blessed ; men still build houses and plant 
vineyards (65~1f . ) ,  sinners are still found (6520),' and 
death still prevails. 65 17, therefore, where the creation 
of new heavens and a new earth is proclaimed, seems 
out of place. In the Messianic times here foreshadowed 
men live to a patriarchal age, and the animal world, as 
in an earlier prophecy (116-9), loses its ferocity and 
shares in the prevailing peace and blessedness (65 25).  
In 666-16 186 f: we have a fragmentary apocalypse (see 
Che. Zntr. Zs. 374-385) which describes the judgment 
of the hostile nations (6616 166 f.). 

Those of the Gentiles who escape are to go to the more 
distant peoples and declare the divine glory (66 19). Thereupon 
the latter are to go u p  to Jerusalem, escorting the returning 
exiles. 

This apocalypse concludes with a remarkable reference to the 
new heavens and the new earth, which is all but unintelligible. 
Does the new creation take place at the beginning of the 
Messianic kingdom? or at its close? By neither supposition can 
we overcome the inherent difiiculties of the text. I f  the new 
creation is to be taken literally, it can only he supposed to be 
carried out a t  the close of the Messianic kingdom; but this 
kingdom has apparently no close. Either, then the expression 
is used loosely and vaguely or-and the presen; writer inclines 
to this view-6622 is a 1ater)intrusion.z 

111. SYNTHEsxs.-Concurrently with the establishment 
if the Messianic hope in the national consciousness (see 
49. Synthesis. 5 34) the claims of the individual had, 

as we have seen, pressed themselves 
irresistibly on the notice of religious thinkers-so irre- 
sistibly in fact that no representation of the future 
which failed to render them adequate satisfaction could 
hope for ultimate acceptance. The two questions 
naturally came to be regarded as essentially related. 
The righteous individual and the righteous nation must 
be blessed together-or rather the righteous man must 
ultimately be recompensed, not with a solitary im- 
mortality in heaven or elsewhere but with a blessed 
resurrection life with his brethren in the coming 
Messianic kingdom. If, as we have seen, the doctrine 
of an individual immortality failed to establish itself in 
the OT, the grounds of such a failure were not far to 
seek, and the very objections against the belief in a 
blessed immortality of the righteous man apart from 
the righteous community are actual arguments in favour 
of the resurrection of the righteous to a share in the 
Messianic kingdom. 

The doctrine of a resurrection is clearly enunciated in 
two passages of great interest, (a)  as a spiritual concep- 
tion in Is. 26 1-19, and (6) as a mechanical conception in 

Dan. 12. ( a )  Is. 26 1-19 forms an inde- 
pendent writing composed, according to 

The writer, 
'O' 

26 Cheyne, about 334 B. c. 
who speaks in the name of the people, uau. LA. 

looks forward to the setting up of the kingdom,- wiih a 
strong city, whose walls and bulwarks are salvation, and 
whose gates will be entered by ' the righteous nation' 
(26 I$ ) ; and since the nation is but few, the righteous 
dead shall rise and share the blessedness of the regenerate 
nation (26 ' 9 ) .  This notable verse should, with Duhm 
and Cheyne, be read as follows :-'Thy dead men 
(Israel) shall arise : the inhabitants of the dust shall 

1 Unless 652o6 is a gloss, a s  Haupt thinks (SBOT, Heh. 
ad loc.). 

2 Is. 51 16 and 6019 can hardly be quoted in support of6517 
6622 for in the last two passages the language is obviously meant 
to hd literal, whereas in the former it is metaphorical. 

A synthesis of these two eschatologies, of the individual and 
of the nation, was attenipted by Ezekiel wholly within the sphere 
of this life. The  reconciliation, however, was achieved only 
through a misconception and misrepresentation of the facts of 
the problem. Still this doctrine of retribution gave such general 
satisfaction that the need of a theory that would do justice to 
the facts of the problem was not experienced save by isolated 
thinkers till the close of the fourth century B.C. 
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.. . 
and instead of ‘1971 %’?? they read ?I?!! Wp”. 

3 See Che. Intr. Is. 158, and cp OPs. 403s  
4 Cp ‘the inhabitants of the dust shall awake’ and ‘many that 

sleep in the land of dust shall awake. 
6 This resurrection to punishment, or a belief perfectly akin, 

is found in contemporary work; 24 256-8 20za.f: 271 1-25, a 
frngmentaryapocalypse of 334 B.C. (Che.). Thus in 24z1J, the 
‘host of heaven -i.e., angelic rulers of the nation and the kings 
of the earth-are to he imprisoned in the ‘pit ’ and, ‘after many 
days,’ to be visited with punishment. Cp Eth. En. 549025. 
According to later views God does not pnnish a nation until he 
has first humiliated its angelic patron (Shir-ra6bd 276). More- 
over the future judgment of the Gentile nations will be preceded 
by the judgment of their angelic chiefs (Beshallach 13 [see Weber, 
L. d. Talmud 1651). 
6 The ‘man;’ who are condemned here are Jewish apostates. 

The  place into which they are cast is evidently Gehenna, though 
the term does not appear in O T  with this special penal sense. 
The  place is referred to also in Is. 6624 and probably in 5011. 
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awake] and shout for joy;  for a dew of lights is 
thy dew, and the earth shall bring to life the shades.’3 

This positive belief in the resurrection of the right- 
eous did not win its way into acceptance, however, 
till  over a century later. Still, that it gained some 
currency and underwent some development in the 
interval is obvious from the next and only remaining 
passage which attests it in the OT. 

(6)  In Dan. 122 (168 B. c. ), which seems to be based on 
Is. 2 6 1 9 , ~  there is an extension of the statement. The 
resurrection here is not only of the righteous but also 
of the ~ i c k e d , ~  who are to rise in order to receive their 
due reward-shame and everlasting contempt. The 
resurrection moreover ushers in the Messianic kingdom 
(121). This spiritual form of the resurrection doctrine 
is the genuine product of Jewish inspiration ; for all its 
factors are indigenous to Jewish thought. 

Between the rise of the doctrine enunciated in Is. 26 
and Dan. 12 a considerable period must have elapsed, 
sufficiently long to account for the loss of the original 
significance of the resurrection as a restoration, in the 
next world, of the life of communion with God which 
had been broken off by death. During this interval the 
spiritual doctrine passed into a lifeless dogma. In Is. 26 
it was the sole prerogative of the righteous Israelite, 
now it is extended to the pre-eminently good and the 
pre-eminently bad in Israel. Without any consciousness 
of impropriety the writer of Daniel can speak of the 
resurrection of the wicked. Thus severed from the 
spiritual root from which it grew the resurrection is trans- 
formed into a sort of eschatological property, a device 
by means of which the members of the nation are pre- 
sented before God to receive their final award. The 
doctrine must therefore have been familiar to the Jews 
for several generations before Daniel. 

B. APOCRYPHAL AND APOCALYPTIC 
LITERATURE (zoo B.c.-100 A.D.) 

Before entering on the further development of Jewish 
eschatology, it will be helpful to sum up shortly the 

results arrived at by the writers whom we 
have already considered. W e  find in 

them an eschatology that to u Zarge extent takes its 
character from the conception of Yahwe. As long as  
his jurisdiction was conceived as limited to this life, 
there could be no such eschatology with reference to 
the individual. When at last, however, Israel reached 
real monotheism, the way was prepared for the moral- 
isation of the future no less than of the present. The 
exile contributed to this development by making possible 
a truer conception of the individual. The individual, 
not the nation, became the religious unit. Step by step 
through the slow processes of the religious life, the 

1 The designation of death as  a ‘sleep’ did not arise from the 
resurrection hope. I t  is found in books that are unacquainted 
with that hope. Death is described as ‘sleep’ in Gen. 4730 
Dt.3116Job721 1412, as ‘theeternalsleep’in Jer.513957. In 
the later period therefore in which the belief in the resurrection 
was finally esthlished, ’when the state of the departed is 
described as a ‘sleep,’ the word must in no case be taken in its 
literal meaning. 

2 vm and m h ,  areomitted hvthese scholars as interpolations, 

61. 

religious thinkers of Israel were led to a moral concep- 
tion of the future life and to the certainty of their share 
therein. These beliefs were reached, not through 
deductions of reason, as in Greece, but through spiritual 
crises deep as the human personality and wide as 
human life. 

[At this point a caution must beoffered to the student. 
The study of the religious content of eschatological 
62. Cornpara- ideas is to some extent distinct from 

Eschat- that of its form, nor can either religious 
or literary criticism (to the latter of 
which special attention is given here) 

enable us to dispense with the help of the comparative 
historical study of the religious ideas of those peoples 
which came most into contact with the Jewish. Some 
excellent introductions to ‘ Biblical Theology ’ are based, 
consciously or unconsciously, on the principle that the 
movement of religious thought in Israel was completely 
independent of external stimulus. There can be no 
greater mistake. Students of Jewish religion can no 
longer avoid acquainting themselves with Babylonio- 
Assyrian, Egyptian, Zoroastrian, and Greek religion, 
and using any further collateral information that they 
can get.l The abundance of fresh literary material for 
the study of eschatology as it took form in Jewish minds 
is our excuse for not, in this article, bringing Jewish 
eschatology into relation to other eschatologies, more 
especially Babylonian and Persian. The article would 
have become disproportionately long if we had adopted 
the course which is theoretically the only right one. I t  
must also be remembered that the ’ spiritual crises ’ 
referred to above were conditioned by crises in the 
history of the nation. We are far from denying that 
‘the spirit ’ as well as the wind, ‘ breatheth where it 
listeth.’ Even the spirit of revelation, however, cannot 
work on unprepared minds. Jewish eschatology there- 
fore can be fully sketched only on a canvas larger than 
is here at our disposal, and this article must be supple- 
mented by reference to a group of other articles, includ- 
ing especially ANTICHRIST and PERSIA (the part dealing 
with religion). On the narrative in Gen. 246-3 which 
influenced directly or indirectly so many later writers, 
reference should be made, for the mythic form of the 
ideas, to CREATION, 5 20 (c).-ED.] 

In the writings (Apocryphal, Apocalyptic, etc. ) that 
we are now to consider, the eschatological ideas of the 
53. Outline later prophets are reproduced and further 

of Method. developed. We shall find it convenient 
to deal with this literature in three chrono- 

logical periods ; I. zoo-100 (55 51-63), 11. 100-1 B.C. 
(5s 64-70), 111. 1-100 A.D. ($5 71-81). In treating 
each of these periods, after (u) a general account of its 
thought and (6) an account of the various works it pro- 
duced, we shall show in detail (c) the development of 
certain special conceptions-viz. (I) Soul and spirit, (z) 
Judgment, (3) Places of abode for the departed, (4) 
Resurrection, (5)  Messianic kingdom, Messiah, Gentiles. 

Unlike the rest of the apocalyptic and apocryphal 
books, Ecclus. and Tobit, instead of reproducing and 
54. Ecclus. developing the ideas we have just summar- 
and Tobit. ised, represent the older and more conser- 

As lying off the main path 
3f religious development and witnessing to still surviving 
primitive elements in Judaism, we shall consider them 
:ogether at the outset. 

In  Ecclus. the problem of retribution takes a peculiar 
brm. On the one hand it is purely conservative. All 

ology. 

vative views. 

55. Ecclus. retribution without exception is confined 
to this life : there is no inquisition of life ’ 

1 See Charles, Doctrine ofa Future Life,  pp. 24-25 m., 33 n., 
$4 n., 57 n., on the relation of the religion of Babylonia to that 
,f ancient Israel : pp. 116 n., 134-136, on the relation of Zoroas- 
rianism to Judaism; pp. 24 n.) 26-27 n., 34 n., 40 n., 57 n., on 
he analogies between the primitive religion of Israel and that 
)f Greece; and pp. 79 n 137-151, on the development of the 
loctrine of immortality ih Greece as contrasted with that in 
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corded in history that much of the eschatological thought 
of this century was built up. In order to encourage the 
faithful, various religious thinkers consolidated and devel- 
oped into more or less consistent theodicies the scattered 
statements and intimations of an eschatological nature 
in the OT. In these theodicies there is no vagueness or 
doubt as to the ultimate destinies of the righteous and 
the wicked. Faith rests in the reasonable axiom that the 
essential distinctions between these classes must one 
day be realised outwardly. The certainty of judgment 
on the advent of the Messianic kingdom, accordingly, is 
preached in the most emphatic tones, and the doctrine 
is taught that at death men enter immediately in ShGl 
on a state of bliss or woe which is but the prelude of 
their final destiny. The righteous, both living and 
dead, shall be recompensed to the full in the eternal 
Messianic kingdom established on earth with its centre 
at Jerusalem. Within the sphere of Judaism it is in 
this second century B.C. that the eschatologies of the 
individual and of the nation attain their most complete 
synthesis (cp below, 82). The firm lines in which 
these eschatological hopes are delineated mark the great 
advance achieved in this period by religious thought. 

( a )  The theodicies of the several wn‘ters-Eth. En. 
1-36 has been described in detail elsewhere (see APOCA- 
69. Eth. En. LYPTIC, § 27). With regard to Daniel, 
1-36 Daniel. as the right point of view for studying it 

has been given elsewhere (DANIEL ii.), 
and we have already noticed its main eschatological 
conceptions (above, § 47), we need only observe that 
in it, as in Eth. En. 1-36, the Messianic kingdom is 
eternal, its scene is the earth, and all the Gentiles are 
subject (714) .  There is no Messiah. Those Jews who 
are ‘ found written in the book’ [of life] shall be 
‘ delivered ’ during the period of the Messianic woes. 
At the resurrection only those Jews who are pre-eminently 
righteous and wicked shall rise from the ‘ land of dust ’2 
(Le. ,  Shi.61) to receive their deserts : the righteous to 
inherit ‘ aeonian life,’ the wicked to be cast into Gehenna 
(12 2). For the pre-eminently righteous in Israel, there- 
fore, Shad has become an intermediate abode, though 
for the Gentiles it continues to be final. The risen body 
seems to possess its natural appetites (as in Eth. En. 
1-36). The Messianic kingdom of which the righteous 
are members is one that bears sway over peoples. 

The writer of Daniel makes a very special use of the belief in 
angelic patrons of nations, of which another application will he 
found in the almost contemporaneous work to which we turn 
next-viz., Eth. En. 33-90. 

The author of Ethiopic Enoch 83-90, which was 
written a few years later than Eth. En. 1-36 (on which 

in ShCd ( 4 1 4 ) .  On the other hand it supplements 
Ezekiel’s theory of exact individual retribution with the 
older view which he attacked, and seeks to cover its 
obvious defects with the doctrine of the solidarity of the 
family. 

A man’s conduct must receive its recompense in this life 
(see especially 2 103 and cp 23-9 9 12 12 zf: also 11 26). Obvi- 
ously, however, all men do not meet with their deserts. Hence 
a man’s sins are visited through the evil remembrance of his 
name and in the misfortunes of his children after him (1128 
23 24-26 40 15 41 5-8). Similarly the posterity of the righteous is 
blessed (44 15) ShGl is the abode of the shades and the region 
of death1 61, i 4 1 2  16 414 485) where is no delight (1416), no 
praise of God (171y&):  man ’is plunged in an eternal sleep 
(4619 2211 3017 3 3 4 . 2  As  regards the future of the nation, 
the writer looks forward to the Messianic kingdom of which 
Elijah is to be the forerunner ( ~ S I O ) ,  when Israel shall be 
delivered from evil (50235) the scattered tribes restored (33 13= 
A V  3611), the heathen nahons duly punished (3222-24=AV 
35183). This kingdom of Israel will last for ever (3725 
[so Gk. and Eth. hut wanting in Syr.]) 4413 [so Gk. and Eth.; 
Heb. and Syr. read ‘memorial ’ instead of seed ’I). 

The eschatology of Tobit is very slight. Like the 
earlier books, it entertains high hopes for the Jewish 

Jerusalem and the temple shall be 
rebuilt with gold and precious stones, the 

scattered tribes shall be restored, and the heathen, for- 
saking their idols, shall worship the God of Israel 
(1310-18 144-6).  ShC61 is taken in the traditional sense 
‘ eternal place,’ b ai&os T ~ H O S ,  3 6. As in Job and in 
Ecclesiastes, Hades (cp 310 132) is a place where exist- 
ence is practically at an end. 

Sarah, the daughter of Raguel, prays : ‘Command my spirit 
to be taken from me that I may . . . become earth . . . and 
go to the everlastiiig &e’ (36). This description is accounted 
far by the writer’s acceptance of the later doctrine of the spirit 
(s 17). 

W e  now’ pass to the writings of the HHsids or Assi- 
deans, a small but imuortant bodv of zealous Tews. first 

B6. Tobit, people. 

87. Assideans. referred to as a religious organisation 
in Eth. En. 906 (see note in Charles’s 

ed. ). Its rise may be placed at ;bout zoo B . C . ~  The 
H,Hsids first appear as the champions of the law against 
the Hellenizing Sadducees ; but they were still more the 
representatives of advanced forms of doctrine about the 
Messianic kingdom and the resurrection. The arrange- 
ment we shall adopt has been explained already (§ 53). 
68. Second I. SECOND CENTURY B.C. 

Ethionic Enoch 1-36 (APOCA- Sibvlline Oracles - Prooem- 
Cent. B.C. Authorities. 

LYP’TIC 5 27). f u m  and 3 97813.4 
Test. xii. Patriarchs-Some of 

itsapocalyptic sections($ 61). 
Tudith (?) (5 62). 

Daniel ( i59). 
Ethiopic Enoch 83-90 ($ 60). 

.. .. . 
(a) General eschatdogical deveZopme?zt.--It was under 

the pressure of one of the most merciless persecutions re- 
1 In  21 IO thoughts of the penal character of Sh&l do not 

seem to be quite absent. 
2 The reference to Gehenna in 7’17 ( ~ K S ~ K ~ U L S  buq3oOs m?p 

~d u~6Aqg) is probably corrupt (om. Syr. Eth. [best MSSI). 
The Hebrew has mi e i ! ~  ,nip ’3: 

3 On the earlier association of pious Jews called n9qy (the 
humbled or humiliated), iyi]y (the humble), o ~ o n  (the pious, 
covenant-keepers) cp PSALMS ; and on the ‘AuiGa2or of Macc. cp 
ASSIDEANS ; ISRAEL $ 73. 

4 This, the oldest, ;ortion of the Sibylline oracles dates from 
the latter half of the second century B.C. Since, however, it 
helongs to Hellenistic Judaism its evidence is not of primary 
interest in the story of Palestikan eschatology, and may ad- 
vantageously be relegated to a note. Broadly speaking, we may 
say that it combines, though not always consistently, various 
earlier descriptions of the future. I t  shows no trace of original 
thought. Its rschatological forecasts are confined to this world. 
Though so limited, it gives a vivid account of the Messianic 
kingdom. Very soon the people of the Mighty God will grow 
strong (3 194-198), and God will send from the east the Messiah 
who will put an end to evil war, slaying some and fulfilling th; 
oromises in behalf of others. and he will be euided in all things 
by God. The temple shali be resplendent h h  glory, and tge 
earth teem with fruitfulness (3652.660) [cp Che. OPs. 231. 
Then the nations shall miister their forces and attack Palestine 
(3660.668); but God will destroy them, and their judgment 
shall be accompanied by fearful portents (2669-697). Israel, how- 
ever shall dwell safely under the divine protection (3  702-709) : 
and \he rest of the cities and the islands shall be converted, and 
unite with Israel in praising God (3710.731). The blessings of 
the Messianic age are recounted (3 744-7 j4 ; cp also 3 367.380, 

I357 

60. Eth. En, see APOCALYPTIC, § 27),  was a HHsid 
and a supporter of the Maccabean 

H i s  eschatology is de- 
veloped at greater length than that of 

83-90 
(B.D. 166-161). movement. 

the Daniel apocalypse, to which in many respects it is 
so closely allied. The belief in angelic patrons of 
nations is common, as we have seen, to both writings ; 
but our author applies it in a peculiar way. 

601-724. The kinas of the earth shall he a t  ueace with one 
anoiher (3 755-759)- 

In the later section of this book the forecast is somewhat 
different. Though in the earlier part, as we have seen above 
it was the Messiah that conducted the war against the hostid 
nations in this it is the prophets of God. Thus God will 
establish a universal kingdom over all mankind, with Jerusalem 
as centre (3767-771), and the prophets of God shall lay down the 
sword and become judges and kings of the earth (3 781J), and 
men shall bring offerings to the temple from all parts of the 
earth ( 3 7 7 2 ~ 3 .  
1 On thiseschatological term see Charles, EitocR 131-133. , In  

the earlier passages in which it occurs it stands in connection 
with temporal blessings only. 

2 We assume that the reading l?V,  ng l?  is correct. For this 
description of Shed cp Job 17 16, Ps. 2’2 15 with Cheyne’s note 
refzrring to a similar Assyrian phrase. If ;his interpretation is 
correct She61 though it has become a temporary abode for the 
ngnteo;s, stili retains its traditional character. 

8 Cp Che. OPs. 406. 
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The undue severities that have befallen Israel are not from 

God's hand ; they are the doing of the seventy shepherds (i.e. 
angels) into whose care God bad committed Israel (8959) fo: 
the destruction of its faithless mentbers. These angels have not 
wronged Israel with impunity, however; for judgment is at hand. 
When their oppression is at its worst there shall be formed a 
righteous league (;.e., the HLidim;  906), out of one of the 
families of which shall come forth Jiidas the Maccabee(90 7-16), 
who shall war victoriously against all the enemies of Israel. 

While the struggle is still raging, God will intervene 
in person. 

The earth shall swallow the adversaries of the righteous 
(9018). The wicked shepherds and the fallen watchers shall 
then be cast into an abyss of fire &e., Tartarus ; 9020.25)~ and 
the blinded sheep-ie., the apostate(Jews)-into Gehenna(9Oz6). 
Whether the apostate Jews already dead are to be transfei-red 
from She61 does not appear. 

Then God himself will set up the new Jerusalem 
(9028f. ). The surviving Gentiles shall be converted and 
serve Israel (9030), the dispersion be brought back, 
and the righteous Israelites be raised to take part in 
the kingdom (9033). When all is accomplished, the 
Messiah, whose rdle is a passive one, shall appear 
(9037). and all shall be transformed into his likeness. 

Until a critical edition of the XII. Patriarchs is 
published, that composite work cannot be quoted as an 
61. Test..authority. I t  belongs to very different 
xii. periods. I t  contains apocalyptic sections 

that appear to belong to the second century 
B.C. ; but the body of the work seems to have been 
written about the beginning of the Christian era. 
There are, moreover, numerous (Christian) interpola- 
tions. Many of the apocalyptic sections appear to have 
constituted originally a defence of the warlike Macm- 
bean high priests of the latter half of the second century 
B.c., whilst others' seem to attack the later chiefs of 
that family, in the last century B.C. 

I t  is hardly possible to interpret otherwise such a statement 
regarding Levi as that in Reub. 6 ad$% : ' H e  shall die for us 
in wars visible and invisible ' ; cp Sim. 5. 

Whilst one or more of these sections may be of an 
earlier date, many of them may belong to the, last 
century B. C. Since, however, their eschatological 
thought in some respects belongs to the second century 
B.c., we shall for the sake of convenience deal with it 
here, though in no case shall we build upon it as a 
foundation.2 

Levi has been chosen by God to rule all the Gentiles with 
supreme sovereignty (Reub. 6) .  The Messiah of the tribe of 
Levi, who will appear at the close of the seventh jubilee, will 
possess an eternal priesthood3 (Levi 18; apoc. sections of Levi= 
2-5 8 10 14-18). This will endure till God comes and restores 
Jerusalem and dwells in Israel (Levi 5). This Messiah will 
judge as a king ; he will hind Belinr, open the gates of Paradise 
and give his saints to eat of the tree of life (Levi 18 cp  Eth. En. 
254-6). T o  the Messianic kingdom on earth, all the righteous 
patriarchs shall rise (Sim. 64 Zeb. 10 Jud. 25). Then the spirits 
of deceit shall be trodden under foot (Sim. 6 Zeb. 9) and Beliar 
destroyed (Levi 18 Jud. 25). There shall be only one people 
and one tongue (Jud. 25). The surviving Gentiles are in all cases 
to be converted, save in Sim. 6 where they are doomed to anni- 
hilation. According to Benj. 10 there is to he a resurrection, 
first of the O T  heroes aud patriarchs, and next of the righteous 
and of the wicked. Thereupon is to follow judgment, first of 
Israel and then of the Gentiles. It is doubtful whether we are 
to regard this resurrection as embracing Israel only or all man- 
kind. 

The designation of Michael in Dan. 6 (cp Lev. 5 
Judith 25) as ' a  mediator between God and man'  is 
noteworthy. 

It may be permitted in conclusion to refer to the 
book of Judith. The words in which the Gentile 
62. Judith. enemies of Israel are threatened (1617) 

obviously refer to Gehenna, and remind us 
of the very late appendix to Is. 66 ( w .  23 J ) ,  which 
however refers to unfaithful Jews. The view of 
Gehenna as the final abode of the Gentiles is not again 
attested till the first century of the Christian era (in Ass. 

1 Cp Levi 14 16 (beg.). These passages resemble the Psalms 

2 I n  the references here made we shall use the better readines 
of Solomon that assail the Sadducean priesthood. 

of the A-/illEnian Version. 
3 Sometimes a Messiah of the tribe of Judah is spoken of. 

There is nothing against the Jewish origin of such passages ; 
but others which combine the two ideas are Christian. 

Y 

Mos. 1010 4 Ezra736). In so far, the date (circa 63 
B.c.) given elsewhere for this book (see JUDITH, 5 5 )  
seems preferable to the earlier one advocated by Schurer. 

(c) Dezdopnzent of special conceptio~zs iz second century 
B. C. I. Sunland Spirit.-The later view of the spirit ' 
63. Special (see Q 20) as the divine breath of lice 
conceptions, probably'underlies Ecclus. 3823 Bar. 2 17 

( '  the dead also who are in Hades, whnse 
spirit is taken from their bodies ' ) ; see also Tob. 3 6  1 
Judith 1013. Elsewhere in the second century we 
can trace only the older Semitic view (above, 5 IS) ,  
according to which ' soul' and f spirit ' are practically 
identical. The apocalyptic use, however, diverges 
from the more primitive ; what is predicated of ' soul ' 
can be predicated also of ' spirit.' In Daniel indeed we 
always find, not ' soul ' but ' spirit,' even where ' soul' 
could have been used with perfect propriety.2 

In  Enoch 1-36 the inhabitants of She61 are spoken of 
as ' souls ' in 22 3 (cp 9 3 ) ,  but generally as ' spirits ' 
(225-7 g 11-13). W e  even find the strange expression 
'spirits of the souls of the dead '3 (910). Here also, 
therefore, ' soul ' and ' spirit ' are practically identical. 
Fallen angels and demons are always spoken of as 
'spirits' (the former in 136 1 5 4  6 f:, the latter in 
159 I I  161). Indeed ' soul' is never in Jewish litera- 
ture used of angels, fallen or otherwise (cp above, § 20). 

2. 3udgment.-The judgment, which is preliminary 
and final, involves all men living and dead, the faithless 
angelic rulers, and the impure angels. I t  will be on the 
advent of the Messianic kingdom. These points mark the 
development of the second century B. C. upon the past. 
There is the further development that the jiidgment is 
sometimes (?) conceived as setting in, immediately after 
aeath, in an intermediate abode of the soul. In Eth. En. 
1-36 there is a preliminary judgment on the angels who 
married the daughters of men, and likewise on all men 
who were alive at the deluge (101-12): The  final judg- 
ment before the advent of the Messiah s kingdom will 
involve the impure angels ( ~ O I Z J ) ,  the demons who 
have hitherto gone unpunished (16 I ) ,  and all Israel with 
the exception of a certain class of sinners. In Daniel 
there is a preliminary judgment of the sword executed 
by the saints (244 ~ z z ) ,  as well as the final world-judg- 
ment (7 g I IJ  ), which will introduce the Messianic king- 
dom by God himself. There is no mention of judgment 
of angels ; but judgment of the angelic patrons of Persia 
and Greece may be assumed., In Eth. En. 83-90 there 
is the first world-judgment of the deluge (89), the judg- 
ment of the sword executed under Judas the Maccabee 
(9019 16). and the final judgment on the impure angels 
and on the faithless angelic patrons (9020-25). The last 
serves to introduce the Messianic kingdom on theprese7zt 
earth. 

ShEM 
undergoes complete transformation in the second 
century B.C. and becomes an intermediate place of 
moral retribution for the righteous and the wicked. 
(The traditional sense probably survives in Dan. 122, 
but not in Eth. En. 22. ) All the dead who die before 
the final judgment have to go to Shed. It has four 
divisions ; two for the righteous and two for the wicked. 
From three of them there is a resurrection to final juclg- 
ment ; but from the fourth, where are the wicked who. 
met with violent death, there is no rising. S h 6 l  has in 
this last case become hell. 

ii. Paradise. In the second century only two men, 
Enoch and Elijah, were conceived as having beem 

1 How thoroughly life was identified with the presence of the 
spirit appears from this verse ; ' Command my spirit, to be taken. 
from me that I may be released and become earth. 

a In  6an .  715 it has generall; been thought that the spirit is. 
spoken of as enclosed in the ' sheath ' (3313) of the body ; but we 
should no doubt. with Buhl and htarti. read 331 1'23 'because 

3. PZaces of a6ode for the departed.-i. Shed. 

T :  I . I  

of this.' 
3 In these references the Gizeh Greek text h'a's been kollowed. 

In  the Ethiopic text the term 'soul' is used instead of 'spirit' i n  

@a7 which gives Av T O ~ T O L F  and Vg imply -17 123. 

223 9 II&, but corruptly. 
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admitted to Paradise on leaving this world (Eth. En. 
873J 8 9 5 ~ ) . ~  The cause is manifest. See ENOCH, I. 

iii. Gehenna. Gehenna is definitely conceived in 
Dan. 122 Eth. En. 271f: and 9026f: ( ? )  as the final, 
not the immediate, abode of apostates in the next 
world. 

This is the final place of 
punishment for the faithless angelic rulers and for the 
impure angels (Eth. En. 1811-19 21 ~ O Z I - Z ~ ) .  In Eth. 
En. 18 11-16 21 1-6 the fiery abyss for the impure angels 
is distingdishecl from another fiery abyss mentianed in 
217-10. This latter may be for the faithless angelic 
rulers. 

4. Resurrection.-In Eth. En. 83-90 (see 9033) there 
is a resurrection only of the righteous ; in Dan. 122f:, 
of those who are righteous and wicked in a pre-eminent 
degree; and in Eth. En. 22 of the righteous and of 
such of the wicked as had not met with retribution in  
life. Thus in Eth. En. 83-90 the older and spiritual 
form of the doctrine is preserved. In all cases the 
righteous rise to participate in the Messianic kingdom. 

5. Messianic kingdorn.-In Dan. and Eth. En. 1-36 
the scene of the Messianic kingdom is the earth. In 
Eth. En. 83-90 its centre is to be, not the earthly 
Jerusalem, but the new Jerusalem brought down from 
heaven. This is the first trace in the second century 
B.C. of a sense of the unfitness of the present world for 
Messianic glory. The kingdom is to be eternal. Its 
members are to enjoy a life of patriarchal length (Eth. 
En. 5 g 256) ,  or to live for ever (9033): In Dan. 122J 
the point is left doubtful. Besides the Messiah in Sibyll. 
Or. 3 652-654 there is no mention of the Messiah in the 
second centuryB.c. except in Eth. En. 83-90 (see 9 0 3 ~ ) ~  
where, however, his introduction seems due merely to 
literary reminiscence. 

6. Gentiles.-According to Eth. En. 1021, all the 
Gentiles are to become righteons and worship God. 
Only the hostile Gentiles are to be destroyed (Dan. 2244 
7 r ~ f -  Eth. En. 909-16 18). The rest will be converted (I) 
and serve Israel (Dan-714 Eth. En. 9030). 

Cent. B.C. 

, iv. The abyss of fire.2 

64. Last 11. LAST CEXTURY B.C. 
Authorities for 104-1 B.C. 

ESCHATOLOGY 
(i i . )  Quite another line of thought, however, was 

possible. The present earth could not, it is true, be 
regarded as the scene of an eternal Messianic kingdom ; 
but a renewed and transformed earth could. The 
scene of the eternal Messianic kingdom would be such 
a new earth, and a new heaven, and to share in this 
eternal kingdom the righteous should rise (Eth. En. 
37-70). Here the idea of a new heaven and a new 
earth, which appeared illogically in Is. 65 f: (0  48), is 
applied with reasonable consistency. 

It is further to be observed that writers of the former 
class (i.) anticipated a resurrection only of the righteous, 
a resurrection of the spirit not of the body (Eth. En. 
91-104 Pss. Sol.) ; but writers of the latter class ( i i . )  
looked forward to a resurrection of all Israel (Eth. En. 
37-70) at the close of the temporary, and the beginning 
of the eternal, Messianic kingdom. In z Macc., which 
diverges in some respects fi-om both classes, a bodily 
resurrection of the righteous, and possibly of all Israel, 
is expected. 

Again, in contradistinction to the preceding century 
there is now developed a vigorous, indeed a unique. 
doctrine of the Messiah, the doctrine of the supernatural 
Son of Man (Eth. En. 37-70). 

Finally, the present sufferings of Israel a t  the hands 
of the Gentiles are explained as disciplinary ( z  Macc. 
6 12-17 cp Jud. 827 Wisd. 1222). 

Israel is chastened for its sins lest they should come to a 
head ; hut  the Gentiles are allowed to fill up the cup of their 
iniquity (cp Gen. 15 16 Dan. 8 23 0 26). 

(6) EschatoZogies ofthe several writers. -We have said 
that the eschatology of the last century B. c. introduces 

Ethiopic Enoch 91-104 (8 65). 
Ethiopic Enoch 37-70 (I 66). 
I Maccabees ( 5  66, end). 

Psalms of Solomon ($, 67). 
Sibylline Oracles3 1-62 ($ 68). 
z Maccabees (B 69). .~ . . .. -. 

( a )  General eschatoZogical deuelopment. -A great 
gulf divides the eschatology of the last century B.C. as 
a whole from that of its predecessor. The hope of an 
eternal Messianic kingdom on the present earth is all 
but universally a b a n d ~ n e d . ~  The earth as it is, is mani- 
festly regarded as wholly unfit for the manifestation of 
the kingdom. The dualism which had begun to assert 
itself in the preceding century is therefore now the 
preponderating dogma. This new attitude compels 
writers to advance to new conceptions concerning the 
kingdom. 

( i . )  Some boldly declare (Eth. En. 91-104), or else 
imply (Pss. Sol. 1-16 z Macc. [?I), that the Messianic 
kingdom is only temporary, and that the goal of the 
risen righteous is not this transitory kingdom but heaven 
itself. In the thoughts of these writers the belief in  a 
personal immortality has disassociated itself from the 
doctrine of ihe Messianic kingdom, and the synthesis .f 
the t w o  eschatologies achieved in the preceding century 
(see 0 5 8 )  is anew resoZved into its elements.4 This is a 
natural consequence, as we have said, of the growing 
dualism of the times. 

1 Cp Che. OPs. 414. 
2 Cp PERSIA (the part dealing with religion). 
3 Only in Pss. Sol. 17’3 of this century does the Messianic 

kingdom seem to he of eternal duration on the present earth 
(cp 174). Since the Messiah himself, however is only a man, 
his kingdom is probably of only temporary durltion (see below, 
8 67 fi.], and APOCALYPTIC, $, 85). 

4 On the synthesis effected in the NT 4ee § 82; on the 
exceptional anticipation of this in Eth. En. ;7 : iO,  see § 66. 
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65. Eth. En. us into a world of new conceptions ((i 70). 
Whilst in the writings of the preceding 
century the resurrection and the final jiidg- 91-104. 

ment were the prelude to an everlasting Messianic king- 
dom, in Ethiopic Enoch 91-104 they are adjourned 
to the close. The Messianic kingdom is thus, for the 
first time, conceived as temporary. It is therefore no 
longer the goal of the hopes of the righteous. Their 
soul finds its satisfaction only in a Messed immortality 
in heaven. The author acknowledges that the wicked 
seem to sin with impunity ; but he believes that this is 
not so in truth ; their evil deeds are recorded every day 
(104 7),  and they will suffer endless retribution in Shed  
(9911), a place of darkness and flame (for Shedl is here 
conceived as hell), from which there is no escape (98310 
1037J). 

In the eighth week the Messianic kingdom (but without a 
Messiah) shall be established, and the righteous shall slay the 
wicked with the sword (9lrz 957 961 9812 9946). To this 
kingdom the righteous who have departed this life shall not 
rise. At its close, in the tenth week, shall be held the final 
judgment; the former heaven and earth shall be destroyed 
and a new heaven created (91 14-16). The righteous dead wh; 
have hitherto been guarded by angels (100 5), in a depariment 
of ShGl (? cp 4 Ezra 441) shall be raised, 91 IO 92 3 (not 
however, in the body, but a; spirits ; 103 3J), and the portal; 
of heaven shall be opened to them (104 2); they shall joy as 
the angels (1044), becoming companions of the heavenly host 
loas), and shining as the stars for ever (104 2). 

The interest of the author of Eth. En. 37-70 is in the 
This is manifest 

66. Eth. En. even in his usual name for God, ‘ the  
Lord of Spirits,’ and in the peculiar tnrn 
that he gives to the trisagion in  3912 
‘ Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of spirits : 

he filleth the earth with spirits.’ His views are strongly 
apocalyptic and follow closely in the wake of Daniel. 
Unlike the writer of chaps. 91-104 (3 65), however, he 
clings fast to a future kingdom of (righteous) Israel, 
destined to endure for ever, to which the righteous shall 
rise. The righteous individual will thus find his con- 
summation in the righteous communitv. 

sphere of the moral and spiritual. 

37-,o and 
Mace. 

Y 

In addition to the eschatological details given elsewhere 
(APOCALYPTIC, S 30) we should observe the following points :- 
The Son of Man is to judge all angels, uafallen and fallen (G18 
554), and men-righteous and sinners (62 z d ) ,  kings and mighty 
(623.11 63 1-411). The Messiah is for t h e  first time represented 
as a supernatural being, Judge of men and angels. The fallen 
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angels are to be cast into a fiery furnace (546) the kings and 
the mighty to he tortured in Gehenna by the dngel of punish- 
ment (53 3.5 54 IJ), and the remaining sinnets and godless to be 
driven from the face of the earth (383 412 456); the Son of 
Man shall slay them by the word of his mouth (62 2). Heaven 
and earth shall be transformed (45439 the righteous shall have 
their mansions therein (396 41 z), and five in the light of eternal 
life (583). The elect one shall dwell amongst them (444), and 
they shall eat and lie down and rise up with him for ever (62 14). 
They shall he clad in garments of life (6215J) and become 
angels in heaven (51 4) ; and they shall seek after iight and find 
righteousness (58 3 ~ 3 ,  and grow in knowledge and righteousness 
(58 5). 

I Macc. is quite without eschatological teaching, if 
we except the writer’s expectation of a prophet in 446 

In considering the Psalms of Solomon the eschato- 
logical system of the last two psalms (17 f: j ,  which 
differs in many important respects from that of Pss. 
1-16, may be taken first. 

i. The eschatology of Ps. Sol. 173 is marked by a 
singular want of originality. 

There is hardly a statement relative to the hopes of Israel 
that could not be explained as  a literary reminiscence. Where 

these psalms are a t  all original their influence 
psalms is distinctly hurtful ; the proof that the popular 

Of SOlOmOll. aspirations with which they connect the Messiah 
B.Q. 70-40. were injurious to the best interests of the nation 

was ‘written in fire and blood’ (see MESSIAH). 

The following is the account of the Messiah (who is 

1441.’ 

sDecificallv so called in 1726 1 8 6  8). 
H e  is to he descended from David (17 23), a righteous king 

( 1 1 3 ~ ) ~  pure from sin (174r). H e  will gather the dispersed 
trihes together and make Jerusalem holy as in the days of old. 
No Gentile shall he suffered to sojourn there, nor any one that 
knows wickedness. The ungodly nations he shall destroy with 
the word of his month (1727 cp 173941). The remaining 
Gentiles shall become subject to him (1731J): he  will have 
mercv on all the nations that come before him in fear (17 as). 
The; shall come from the ends of the world to see his ’g&, 
and bring their sons as gifts to Zion (17 34). 

The Messianic kingdom is apparently of temporary 
duration. There is no hint of the rising of the righteous 
who have died; only the surviving righteous are to 
share in it (cp 1750). We might infer the transitory 
nature of the Messianic kingdom from the fact that the 
Messiah is a single person, not a series of kings. The 
duration of his kingdom is to be regarded as conter- 
minous with that of its ruler. 

ii. In Pss. Sol. 1-16 there is hardly a single reference to 
the future kingdom and none to the Messiah. Since, 
however, they paint in glowing colours the restoration of 
the tribe$ (8 34 11 3-8), they look for a Messianic kingdom 
-at all events a period of prosperity, when God‘s help 
should be enjoyed ( 7 9 ) .  Beyond prophesying vengeance 
on the hostile nations and on sinners, however, the 
psalmists do not dwell on this coming time. For them 
the real recompense of the righteous is not bound up  
with an earthly kingdom. The righteous rise, not to 
any kingdom of temporal prosperity, but to eternal life 
(316 1 3 9 )  ; they inherit life in gladness (146), and live 
in the righteousness of their God (1515). There seems 
to be no resurrection of the body. As for the wicked, 
‘ their inheritance is Hades (here=hell), and darkness 
and destruction’ (146  cp 151I), whither they go 
immediately on dying (162). The eschatology of Pss. 
1-16 thus agrees in nearly every point with that of 
Eth. En. 91-104 (I 6 ~ ) . ~  

In Sibylline Oracles 31-62, written before 31 B.C. 
(see APOCALYPTIC, 6 8<\, Gods kingdom is exDected - I, - 

68. Sibylline and the advent of a holy king who 
shall sway the sceptre of every land3 
(3aol.  This Messianic kine is to reign O_racles. 
: fo;‘aIl the apes ’ ( 3  <o\. fhese  woryds is 1-62. 

Y > “ I  

must not be pressed, however ; for, a few lines later, a 
universal judgment on all men is foretold (353-56 60f:). 
For a similar limitation cp Apoc. Bar. $03 731. 

1 Cp Che. OPs. 40 n. 
a Cp APOCALVPTIC, 3 85. 

3 i j & ~  6’ iyvbs chat miuqs yes urTjr . rpa K p a r i j u w v .  

The sketch there given is merely 
to justify dividing Pss. 1-16 from 17j: 
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There is in z Macc. only one direct reference to a 
Messianic kingdom : the youngest of the seven brethren 

Mace, prays that ’ God may speedily be gracious 
The hope of  it is 

implied, however, in the expectation of the restoration 
of the tribes (218). The righteous rise in the body to 
share in the kingdom where they will renew the common 
life with their brethren (729) .  The kingdom is to be 
eternal; for God has established his people for ever 
(14 15). There is certainly no hint of a Messiah. Thus 
the eschatology is really that of the second century B. c. 

69. to the nation’ (7 37). 

-. 
(§ 58fi). 

Since the Messianic kingdom here implied is to be of a 
material character and therefore presumably on earth-for the 
righteous rise to an eternal life (7 g  36), in a body constituted as 
the present earthly body (711 Z Z J  1 4 4 a t w e  may reasonably 
infer that the eternal kingdom thus expected was to he upon the 
present earth, as  in Eth. En. 83-90 ($ 60). Thus the eschatology 
of this hook belongs really to the second century B.C. as the 
epitomizer claims. 

On the other hand the doctrine of retribution, present 
and future, plays a significant r6le. Present retribution 
follows sin, for Israel and for the Gentiles. In the case 
of Israel its purpose is corrective; but in that of the 
Gentiles it is vindictive (6  q , f i ) .  To enforce his doctrine 
the writer reconstructs history, and corrects the im- 
perfect assignment of destiny to the heathen oppressors, 
Epiphanes (717 95-12) and Nicanor (1532-35), and to the 
Hellenising Jews, Jason (57-10) and Menelaus (138). 

Even the martyrs confess their sufferings to he due to sin 
(7 18 33 37) and pray that their sufferings may ‘ stay the wrath 
of the Aldighty ’ (7 38). Immediate retribution is a token of 
God‘s goodness (6 13). Our present concern however, is mainly 
with retrihution beyond the grave. The’righteous and the 
wicked in Israel enter after death the intermediate state (Hades) 
(623), where they have a foretaste of their final doom (626), 
which takes effect after the resurrection. There is to he a 
resurrection of the righteous (7 g II  14 23 29 36). perhaps even of 
allJews (1243J), but not of the Gentiles. These remain in 
Shed. Possibly its torments are referred to in 7 77. When the 
heathen die they enter a t  once on their eternal doom (7 14). 

( c )  DeveZopment of specialconceptions in  the Zastcentzcry 
B.C. I. Souland Spirit.-As in the preceding century, 

‘o. Special so also in this, t h e  doctrine of soul 
Conceptions. and spirit follows, almost without ex- 

ception, the older Semitic view (above, 
19). The exceptions are in z Macc. 7z.J ’ 
In v. 22 the mother of the seven martyred brethren declares : 

‘ I  did not give you spirit and life’ ( ~ b  rrvei&a lcat .;I” <wQv). 
Here as  in Gen. 246-3 (above $3 20) the sv+a is the life-giving 
principle of which tke <w< ;h the ’product. The same phrase 
recurs inn. 23 and in 1446. The withdrawal of thisspirit, how- 
ever, does not lead to unconsciousness in S h e d ;  the departed 
are still conscious (6 26). The writer is, thus, inconsistent; for 
the ordinary dichotomy of soul and body is found in 6 30 7 37 
14 38 15 30. 

In all the remaining literature of this century there is 
only a dichotomy-either spirit and body, or soul and 
body. Some writers use one of these pairs, some use 
both ; in none is the spirit conceived as in Gen. 248.3. 

In the oldest writing of the century the departed in ShZJ ar: 
spoken of as ‘spirits’ (Eth. En.9810 103348) or as  ‘souls 
(102 5 TI 103 7). On the other hand, in the Similitudes and the 
Pss. Sol. (nearly contemporaneous works), the term ‘spirit is 
not used of man a t  all. only ‘soul : see Eth.En.453 6310 
Pss. Sol. passim hut pakicularly 9 7 and 9 g  where the highes; 
spiritual functiohs are ascribed to the ‘soul.’ Finally in the 
Noachic interpolations (see APOCALYPTIC, $24) only the term 
‘spirit’ is used of man (cp 41 8 604 67 8s 71 I), and likewise i n  
the Essenic appendix to this book, where we read of ‘ the spirits 
of the wicked’(10836)and ‘oftherighteous’(vu.7 g  11). 

2. /ndgment.-The judgment is final and involves 
all rational beings, human and angelic. It will be 
either at the advent of the Messianic kingdom, or (and 
this is the common view) at its close. 

It is only in Eth. En. 37-70 that it is regarded as  introducing 
the Messianic kingdom, and here it differs from the conception 
which prevailed in the second century, in that it ushers in the 
Messianic kingdom, not on the present earth, but in a new 
heaven and a new earth. 

The main difference, however, between the judgment in the 
eschatologies of the last century and in those of the second is 
that all (p) other writers of the last century, except Eth. En. 

1 In  Eth. En. 15 4 the antithesis between the spiritual and the 
fleshly is strongly emphasized ; but the contrast is not between 
two parts of man but between the nature of angels and of men. 
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37-70 conceived it as forming the close of the temporary Mes- 
siani: kingdom (so clearly in Eth. En. 91-104 and Pss. Sol. 1-16, 
probably also in Ps. Sol. 1 7 3  and 2 Macc. ; see above $55 65 
67). There is, however, in Eth. En. 91 12 957 96 I 98 m,’etc., a 
preliminary judgment of the sword which (as in Dan. 2 44) is 
executed by the saints. In Ps. Sol. 17f: this Messianic judg. 
ment is executed forensically by the Messiah. 

3. PZaces of a6ode of the depurted.-i. Paradise. 
Paradise, which in the preceding century had been 
Tegarded as the abode of only two men (5 63 [3] ii.), 
has come to be regarded as the intermediate abode of 
all the righteous and elect; Eth. En. 6112 702 8 
(Noachic Fragment, 608). In the Similitudes the 
righteous pass from Paradise to the Messianic kingdom. 

For the first time in apocalyptic litera- 
ture heaven becomes, after the final judgment, the 
abode of the righteous as spirits (Eth. En. 1 0 4 2 4  
1033f:). 

There is a considerable variety in the 
views entertained about Shed ; but most of them have 
been met with earlier. 

(a) I t  is the intermediate abode of the departed 
whence all Israel (?) rises to judgment (Eth. En. 511).* 

In z Macc. this is the only sense (6  23). I t  is noteworthy that 
the  writer regards a moral change as  possible in S h i d  (see 
12  42-45). According to Eth. En. 100 5 the souls of the righteous 
a r e  preserved in a special part of Shiol (? cp 4Ezra441). 

ii. Heaven. 

iii. Shbbl. 

(6 )  Shb61 is Hell. 
Eth. En. 63 IO 568 9911 1037 and always in Pss. Sol. [I46 

1 5  II 1821. Note how in Pss. Sol. Shid  is associated with fire 
and  darkness. it has drawn to itself attributes of Gehenna. In  
the  Simi1itud;s Shed is an intermediate abode for all that die 
before the advent of the Messianic kingdom (51 I). The wicked 
tha t  are living on its advent shall be cast into S h S l ;  but 
S h i d  then becomes a final abode of fire (63 IO). ~, ~ ~~~ ~ 

(6) Shb61 is Gehenna in the interpolated passage, 
Eth. En. 568. 

iv. Gehenna. Two new developments of this idea 
appear in the last century B. C. 
(a) The first is referred to in Eth. En. 489 5413 6212f: 

According to the prevailing view of the second century B.c., 
Gehenna was to be the final abode of Jewish apostates whose 
sufferings were to form a n  everpresent spectacle to the righteous ; 
but in  the Similitudes (37-70) Gehenna is specially designed for 
kings and the mighty and it is forthwith to vanish for ever with 
its victims from the sight of the righteous. This latter idea is 
due to the fact that in the Similitudes there were to be, after the 
judgment, new heavens and a new earth. 

(6) The second development is attested in Eth. En. 91-104, 
where Gehenua is a place only of spiritual punishment, whereas 
hitherto it had been a place of spiritual and also of corporal 
punishment’ in 983 we read of ‘spirits’ being ‘cast into the 
furnace of fi;e ’ (cp also 103 8). In  this writer S h i d  and Gehenna 
have become equivalent terms (see 99 II  103 7, also 100 9). The 
same conception is found in the Essene writing Eth. En. 105 6. 

In Eth. En. 546 (cp 1811-16 
21 1-6) the final abode of the fallen angels is a burning 
furnace. 

4. Resur>-ection.-The views of the last century B.C. 
on the resurrection show a great development on those 
of the preceding century. In Eth. En. 91-104 (§ 65) and 
the Pss. Sol. (§ 67) the resurrection is still only spiritual : 
but 2 Macc. puts forward a very definite resurrection of 
the body (7 II 1446) ,  as does also Eth. En. 37-70. Only, 
the body is a garment of light (62 I S ~ :  ), and those who 
possess it are angelic ( 5 1 4 ) .  Similarly Eth. En. 91-104 
and Pss. Sol. agree in representing the resurrection as 
involving only the righteous, and Eth. En.37-70 and 
z Macc. (?) in extending it to all Israel. 

v. Burning furnace. 

5. ( u )  Messianic Kingdom. See 64. 
(6) Messiah.-In the preceding century the Messianic 

Under Judas and 
In the 

Both Shidl and hell (:.e., htaguaZ 
=destruction) are said to give up their inhabitants for judgment. 
Are we therefore to regard Shial and hell as mere parallels here 
or is She61 the temporary abode of the righteous and hell tha; 
of the wicked? The fact that Paradke is the intermediate 
abode of the righteous in the Similitudes (see above, i.) would 
favour the former alternative. Shea1 would then in all cases be 
a place of punishment intermediate or final in the Similitudes. 
The connotation of Shidl, however, in this section may not be 
fixed. The second alternative, therefore, seems the true one; 
for Sh31  and hell appear to hold both good and evil souls. 

hope was practically non-existent. 
Simon the need of a Messiah was hardly felt. 

1 Eth. En. 51 I is difficult. 
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first half of the last century B.C. it was very different. 
Subject to ruthless oppressions, the righteous were in 
sore need of help. As their princes were the leaders in 
this oppression, the pious were forced to look for aid to 
God. The bold and original thinker to whom we owe 
the Similitudes conceived the Messiah as the super- 
natural Son of Man, who should enjoy universal 
dominion and execute judgment on men and angels 
(cp MESSIAH, SON OF MAN). Other religious 
thinkers, returning afresh to the study of the earlier 
literature, revived (as in Pss. Sol.) the expectation of 
the prophetic Messiah, sprung from the house and 
lineage of David (1723). See above (J 6 7 ) ;  also 
APOCALYPTIC, 5 32. These very divergent concep- 
tions took such a firm hold of the national consciousness 
that henceforth the Messiah becomes generally, but not 
universally, the chief figure in the Messianic kingdom. 

6. Gentiles.-The favourable view of the second 
century B.c., as to the future of the Gentiles, has all 
but disappeared. In Eth. En. 37-70 annihilation ap- 
pears to await them. In Ps. Sol. 1732 they are to be 
spared to serve Israel in the temporary Messianic king- 
dom. This may have been the view of the other 
writers of this centnry who looked forward to a merely 
temporary Messianic kingdom. 
71. First 111. THE FIRST CENTURY A.D. 
Cent. A.D. Authorities. 
Book of Jubilees (5 72). 
Assumption of Moses (5 73). Book of Baruch1 (see APOC- 

Slavonic Enoch (5 75). 
Book of Wisdom (5 76). 
4 Maccabees (5  77). 

(a) Generul eschutologzcal deveZo$ment.-The growth 
of dualism which was so vigorous in the last century B. c. 
now attains its final development. The Messianic 
kingdom is not to be everlasting ; in one work it is to 
last 1000 years (see below, 5 75).;  in some writings it 
is even wholly despaired of (Apoc. Bar. 13 z 4, Salathiel 
Apoc. [§ 79, e], 4 Macc.). According to another work 
some of the saints will rise to share in it (‘ the first 
resurrection ‘). The breach between the eschatologies 
of the individual and of the nation which had begun to 
appear in the last century B.C. (1 64) has been widened, 
and the differences of the two eschatologies have been 
developed to their utmost limits. The pation has no 
blessed future at all, or, at best, one of only temporary 
duration. This, however, is a matter with which the 
individual has no essential concern. His interest centres 
round his own soul and his own lot in the after-life. 
The great thought of the divine kingdom has been 
surrendered in despair. 

The transcendent view of the risen righteous which 
was sometimes entertained in the preceding century 
( p  65) becomes more generally prevalent. The resur- 
rection involves the ‘ spirit ’ alone (Jubilees, Ass. Mos., 
Philo, Wisd., 4 Macc.) : or, the righteous are to rise 
vestured with the glory of God (Slav. En.), or with 
their former body, which is forthwith to be trans- 
formed and made like that of the angels (Apoc. Bar., 
4 Esdras ; see also the Pharisaic doctrine in Jos. BY 
8 14). 

Several writers reveal a new development in regard 
to the resurrection of the ‘ spirit. ’ Instead of being 
preceded by a stay in Shiidl till after the final 
judgment, the entrance of the righteous spirit on a 
blessed immortality is to follow on death immediately. 
This view, however, is held only by Alexandrian writers 
(Philo, Wisdom 3 1-4 42 7 IO, etc., 4 Macc. ) or by the 
Essenes (see Jos. B12811, cp ESSENES, 3 7).  The 
only exception is Jubilees (see chap. 23). The older 
view survives in the first century A.D. in Ass. Moses 
109, in Slav. En. and (partly) in Eth. En. 108. 

Finally, the scope of the resurrection, which in thepast 

1 The earlier part of this work may be as old as the second 

Apocalypse of Baruch ($78). 

4 Esdras 15  79). 
Josephus (5 So). 

I’hilo ( 5  74). RYPHA 56). 

century B.C. 
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life in the body is death, for the body is the sepulchre 
of the soul (Quod Deus immut. 32) ; our ~ i p ~  is o w  
u?jp.a (Leg. AZZeg. 133) .  

According to the Slavonic Enochl (1-50 A . D . ) ,  as. 
the earth was created in six days, its history will be 
75. Slavonic accomplished in 6000 years ; and as the 

six days of creation were followed by one- 
of rest, so the 6000 years of the world’s 
history will be followed by a rest of IOOO,, 

years-the Milleniiiuni or Messianic kingdom. Here for 
the first time the Messianic kingdom is limited to 1000. 

years (whence the later Christian view of the Millennium), 
at the expiration of which time will pass into eternity- 
( 3 2 ~ - 3 3 z ) ,  and then will be the final judgment. 

That event is variously called ‘the day of judgment’ (39, 
51 3) ‘the great $y of the Lord’ (166), ‘the great judgment’. 
(52 I; 565  667), ‘the 
eternal judgment’ (7 I), ‘the great judgment for ever’ ’(GO.+), 
‘the terrible judgment’ (468), ‘the immeasurable judgment” 
(40 12). 

are in intermediate places. 
The rebellious angels awaiting judgment in torment are con-. 

fined to the second heaven (7 1-3). The fallen lustful angels are 
kept in durance under the earth (167). Satan, hurled down 
from heaven, has as his habitation the air (29 4 s ) .  For the souls. 
of men which were created before the creation of the world 
(23 5), f k i r e  places of abode have been separately preparrd (40 2- 
58 7). The context of 56 5 amears to imolv that thev are the. 

Enoch, 
1-50 *.=. 

the day of the great judgment’ (504) 

Before the final judgment the souls of the departed. 

was limited to Israel, is extended in some books to all 
mankind (Apoc. Bar. 31 z 4 Ezrai  32 37). For the Gen- 
tiles, however, this is hut a sorry boon. They are 
raised only to be condemned for ever with a condemna- 
tion severer than that which they had endured before.’ 
(6) Eschatolo~ies of the Jeueral writers.-In the Book . .  

72, Jubilees. bf Jubilees there is not much eschato- 
Levi is given a special logical thought. 

blessing ; from him a.re to proceed princ& and j;dges 
and chiefs’ ( 3 1 ~ 5 ) .  From Judah there seems to be 
expected a Messiah. 

Isaac blesses Judah thus : ‘ Be thou a prince-thou and one 
oj tky  sons over the sons of Jacoh . . . in thee shall there be 
the help of Jacob,’ etc. (31 IS$). There is a detailed description 
of the Messianic woes (23 13 19 2.). These will be followed by 
an invasion of Palestine by the Gentiles (2323s) .  Then Israel 
will ‘begin to study the laws,’and repent (2326). As the nation 
becomes faithful, human life will gradually be lengthened till 
it  approaches one thousand years (23 27 ; cp 23 26). This period 
is the ‘great day of peace’ (2510). Whether the blessings 
granted to the Gentiles through Israel (IS 16 20 IO 2 i  23) how- 
ever, are to be referred to the Messianic age, is doibtful. 
Finally, when the righteous die, their spirits will enter into a 
blessed immortality (23 31). ‘And their bones shall rest in the 
earth and their spirits shall have much joy, and they shall know 
that it is the Lord who executes judgment,’ etc. 

The ‘day of the great judgment’ (2311) seems to 

Mastema and the demons subject to him shall be judged 
(10 8). On the restriction of the resurrection to the spirit (23 31), 
see above (§ 71, a). The question arises, Where do the spirits of 
the righteous who die before the final judgment go? I t  cannot 
be to Sh31, for ShEbl is ordinarily conceived in this book as 
‘the place of condemnation’ into which are cast eaters of blood 
and idolaters (7 29 22 22). It must be either as  in the Simili- 
tudes, to an intermediate abode of the r i g h t e k ,  such as  Para- 
dise or else to heaven. All Palestinian Jewish tradition 
favdurs an intermediate abode. 

The Assumption of Moses (7-29 A. D. ) is closely allied 

follow on the close of the.Messianic kingdom. 

73. dssumpti~n to Jubilees in many respects. Where- 
as Jubilees, however, is a manifesto -- . - in favour of the priesthood, the As- of Moses, 
sumption, proceedkg from a Pharisaic \ 7 - a Y  a.lJ.1. 

quietist, contains a hitter attick on th& (7 ) .  
The preparation for the advent of the theocratic or Me&anic 

kingdom will he a period of repentance (1 16). 1750 years-after 
the death of Moses (101.) God will intervene in behalf of Israel 
(10 7) and the ten tribes shall return. There is no Messiah’; ‘ the 
eternal God alone . . . will punish the Gentiles’ (107). In this 
respect the Assumption differs from Jubilees. The idealisation 
of Moses leaves no room for a Messiah. During the temporary 
Messianic kingdom Israel shall destroy its national enemies 
(108), and finally he exalted to heaven(lOg), whence it shall see 
its enemies in Gehenna (IO IO). 

It is noteworthy that the conception of Gehenna, 
which was originally the specific place of punishment 
for apostate Jews, is here extended, so that it becomes 
the final abode of the wicked generally. Finally, there 
seems to be no resurrection of the body, only of the 
spirit. 

Philo.-We shall only touch on the main points of 
74. Philo, the eschatology of Philo. He looked 

25B.8.-50a,D.forward to the return of the tribes from 
captivity, to the establishment of a Messi- 

anic kingdom of temporal prosperity, and even to a 
Messiah. 

The loci chzssici on this subject are De Execrat. 8 3  (ed. 
Mang. 2435 3) and De Proewz. e t  Poen. 15-20 (rd. Mang. 
2421-428). The former passage foretells the restoration of a 
converted Israel to the Holy Land. The latter describes the 
Messianic kingdom. The Messiah isa  manof war--l,$dev’meraL 
y i p  dv8po?roc, + ~ u b  b ~ p q u p d ~  (Nu. 24 17), xaraurpa.rapXGw K a i  
1 ~ o A q ~ G v  Z 8 q .  

The inclusion of the Messiah and the Messianic king- 
dom, though really foreign to his system, in Philo’s 
eschatology, is strong evidence as to the prevalence of 
these expectations even in Hellenistic Judaism. Appar- 
ently Philo did not look forward to a general and final 
judgment. All enter after death into their final abode. 
The punishment of the wicked is everlnsting (De  
Cherub. I )  ; even the wicked Jews are committed to 
Tartarus (De Brecmt .  6). As matter is incurably evil, 
there can be no resurrection of the body. Our present 

1 So Eth. En. 22 19 Apoc. Bar. 304f: 36 11 4 Esd. 7 87. 
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intermediate place for human souls. In 22’1 Adam (s sent to. 
this receptacle of souls on his death, and is transferred from it 
to paradise in the third heaven after the great judgment (425). 
Even the souls of beasts are preserved till the final judgment in. 
order to testify against the ill-usage of men (56 5 6). 

The righteous shall escape the final jndgnient and 
enter paradise as their eternal inheritance (8 9 4 2 3  5 61 3 
65 IO). The wicked are cast into hell in the third heaven 
where their torment will be for everlasting (10 40 12 412 
42 I$ 61 3). There is apparently no resurrection of the 
body-the righteous are clothed with the garments of 
Gods glory ( 2 2 6  ; cp Eth. En. 62 16 108 12). The seventh 
heaven is the final abode of Enoch ( 5 5 2  672) ; but this. 
is an exception. 

In the Alexandrian ‘ Wisdom of Solomon ’ there is no. 
Messiah; but there is to be a theocratic kingdom, in 
76. ~ i s d o m .  which the surviving righteous shall judge- 

the nations (378), forensically (cp I Cor. 
62), not by the sword. Here’is a mark bf’irogress. 
The body does not rise again ; it is a mere burden taken. 
up for a time by the pre-existent soul (cp Slav. En.). 
I t  is the soul that is immortal (31-4 etc.). The wicked 
shall be (destroyed’ (419), though not annihilated (419 
51). The true judgment of the individual sets in at 
death (41014). For further details see WISDOM O F  
SOLOMON, 17. 

4 Maccabees is a philosophical treatise on the supre-. 
macy of reason.2 The writer adopts, as far as possible, 

77. Mace. the tenets of stoicism. He teaches the  
eternal existence of all souls, good and. 

bad, but no resurrection of the body. The good shalL 
enjoy eternal blessedness in heaven3 ( 9 6  152 1 7 5 )  ;. 
but the wicked shall be tormented in fire for ever (99, 
1 0 1 5  1212). 

On the composite Book of Baruch see BARUCH ii. ,, 
and cp APOCR~THA, 1 6, i. Here we only note that 

78. Baruch in 2 1 7  Hades still possesses its OT con- 

and Apoc notation. TheApoca&pse of Baruch also 
of Baruch: (50-80 A. D. ) is a composite work (APOCA- 

LYPTIC. $j I O f: ; for a summary of 
contents see ib. $j 8),” the six or more independect 
constituents of which may, when treated from the stand-- 
point of their eschatology, be ranged in three classes. 

i. The Messiah Apocalypses A,, A,, A, (27-301, 36-- 
40, 53-74). This part differs from the rest of the book 
in being written before 70 A.D. and in teaching the. 

1 For further details see Morfill and Charles’s editioprinceps 
of this book; also APOCALYPTIC, 38 33-41. 

2 See MACCAHEES (FOURTH), $1 2, 7, and cp Che. OPs. 29. 
8 Cp Che. UPS. 414, 443. 
4 For a fuller treatment see Charles, Apocalypse ofBanrck 
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doctrine of a personal Messiah. In A,, however, his 
r6le is a passive one, whereas in A, and A, he is a 
warrior who slays the enemies of Israel with his own 
hand. In all three apocalypses the Messiah-kingdom .~ 
is of temporary duration. 

In  A, the Messiah's ' principate will stand "for ever" until 
the world of corruption is at an end ' (403) ; in A3 his reign is 
described as ' the consummation of that which is corruptible and 
the beginning of that which is incorruptible' (742). During it 
there will he no sorrow nor anguish nor untimely death (73 23). 
The animal world will change its nature and minister unto man 
(73 6). I n  A, and As the kingdom is inaugurated with the judg- 
ment of the sword (39 7-40 2, 73 2-6). The Gentiles that have 
ruled or oppressed Israel shall be destroyed ; but those that have 
not done so shall be spared in order to be subject to Israel 
(72 2-6). 

The final judgment and the resurrection follow on the 
close of these kingdoms. 

ii. In B, (1-91 4 3 - 4 4 7  4 5 - 4 6 6  77-82 86J) the 
writer (who is optimistic) looks forward (69)  to Jeru- 
salem's being rebuilt (after it has been destroyed by 
angels) lest the enemy should boast ( 7 r ) ,  to the restora- 
tion of the exiles (77 6 78 7 ) ,  and to a Messianic kingdom 
(1 5 4 6 6  7712) ; but he does not expect a Messiah. 
Little consideration is shown for the Gentiles (822-7) .  

iii. In B, (13-25 302.35 41f: 448.15 47-52 7 5 J  8 3 ) ,  
written after 70 A. D., the writer has relinquished all 
expectation of national restoration and all hope for the 
present corruptible world. He  is mainly concerned with 
theological problems and the question of the incorruptible 
world that is to be. 

The world shall be renewed (326): from being transitory 
(4850 8510) i t  shall become undying (513) and everlasting 
(48 50) ; from being a world of corruption (21 19 31 5 ; cp 40 3 74 2) 
it shall hecome incorruptible and invisible (51 8 44 12). Full of 
world-despair, the writer looks for no Messiah or Messianic 
kingdom, but only for the last day when he will testify against 
the Gentile oppressors of Israel (13 3). 

In the meantime, as men die they enter in some degree 
on their reward in ShE61, the intermediate abode of the 
departed ( 2 3 5  4 8 1 6  5 2 2 ;  cp 5 6 6 ) ,  in which there are 
already certain degrees of happiness or torment. 

For the wicked ShEal is an abode of pain (30 5 36 TI), still not to 
be compared with their torments after the final judgment. The 
righteous are preserved in certain 'chambers' or 'treasuries' in 
ShGl  (4 Ezra 441), where they enjoy rest and peace, guarded 
by angels (Eth. En. 100 5 ; 4 Ezra 7 rs). 

At the final judgment the righteous issue forth to 

As regards the resurrection B, teaches as follows :- 
In  answer to the question, Wilt thou perchance change these 

things [Le., man's material body] which have been in the world, 
as also the world? [49 31, he shows in chap. 50 that the dead shall 
be raised with bodies absolutely unchanged, with a view to their 
recognition by those who knew them. This completed, the 
bodies of the righteous shall be transformed, with a view to an 
unending spiritual existence (51 I 3 7-9). They shall he made 
like the angels and equal to  the stars and changed from beauty 
into loveliness, and from light into t h i  splendour of glory(5l io); 
they shall even surpass the angels (51 12). 

The Pauline teaching in I Cor. 1535-50 is thus in 
some respects a developed and more spiritual expression 
of ideas already current in Judaism. 

In B, (chap. 85) there is the same despair of a national 
restoration as in R,, and only spiritual blessedness is 
looked for in the world of incorruption (85 4 f . ) .  

In dealing with 4 Esd. we shall adopt provisionally 
some of the critical results attained bv Kabisch (CU 

receive their everlasting reward (302). 

79. Esdras. ESDRAS [FOURTH]). oi the five inhe- 
uendent writings which he discovers in it. " 

two were written before 70 A. u. and three after. 
i. The two former he designates respectively an Ezra 

Apocalypse and a Son of Man Vision. 
a. The Exzm Apocabpse consists of 452-513a 613-25 

726-44 863-9 12 and is largely eschatological. 
The signs of the last times are recounted a t  great length(5 1-12 

6213 9 1-3 6), the destruction of Rome (53), and the advent of 
the Messiah the Son of God (56 726). Certain saints shall 
accompany the Messiah (72x)l-here we seem to have the idea 
ot a first resurrection of the saints to the temporary Messianic 
kingdom, the general resurrection taking place at its close 
(7 31,%-and all the faithful who have survived the troubles 

, t h a t  preceded the kingdom shall rejoice together with the 

1 The same idea is probably to be found in 13 52. 
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Messiah 400 years.1 Then the Messiah and all men shall die 
(7 29)? and in the course of seven days the world shall return to 
its primeval silence even as in the conrse of seven days it was 
created (7 30). ThLn the next world shall awake the corruptible 
perish (7 31) all mankind he raised from the head (7 32) and 
appear a t  thk last judgment (7 3-) and Paradise (the final abode 
of the righteous) and Gehennab: ievealed (7 36). The judgment 
shall last seven years (7 43). 

6. The Son of Man Vision (chap. 13) was composed 
probably before 70 A. D. 

Many signs are to precede the advent of the Messiah (13 32), 
who will appear in the clouds of heaven (13 3 32). The nations, 
' a  multitude without number,' shall assemble from the four 
winds of heaven to attack him (13 5 34) ; but the Messiah will 
destroy them-not with spear or weapon of war (13 g s), hut 
' hy a flood of fire out of his mouth and a flaming breath out of his 
lips' (13 ro27), and 'by the law which is like fire' (133849). 
The 'new Jerusalem' shall be set up (1336). The Messiah 
shall restore the tcn tribes (1340 47) and preserve the residue of 
God's people that are in Palestine (1348). 

ii. The other three constituents of 4 Esd. were com- 
posed between 70 and roo A. D. 
C. The EaxZe P'Gion (1060-12 35). Here is predicted (12 33)  

the destruction of Rome through the agency of the Davidic 
Messiah (1232 ; so Vv. except Lat.), who will save the remnant 
of God's people in Palestine, and fill them with joy to the end, 
the day of judgment (12 34). 

Ezra is to be 
translated and to live with the Messiah till the twelve times are 
ended (14 9). Ten and a half have elapsed already (14 11). Great 
woes have befallen. but the worst are yet to come (14163) .  
Does 149 imply tha; when ' the times are ended' there will be a 
Messianic kingdom like that in the Ezra Apocalypse discussed 
ahove (a)? This is not improbable if we compare 149 with 7 28. 
The parts of chap. 14 under consideration, therefore, may belong 

d. A n  Ewa Fragment (14 I-17a 18-27 36-47). 

, .  - 
to t h k  apocalydse. 

e. The Ajocal'ypse of Salathie l  (3 1-31 4 1-51 5 136-6 IO G 30- 
7 25 '7 45-8 62 9 13-10 57 12 40-48 14 28-35). , The world is nearly at 
a n  end (4 44-50). As it was created, so it is to be judged, by God 
alone (5 56 66). Very few shall be saved (7 47-61 S .I;). Judg- 
ment and all things relating to it were prepared before the 
creation (770). It will come when the number of the righteous 
is completed (4 36) ' the sins of earth will not retard it (4 39-42). 
In  the meantime, 'retribution sets in immediately after death 
(769 75 8086 95 1435). The souls of the righteous who are 
allowed seven days to see what will hefall them (7 & j.), are 
guarded by angels in ' chambers '(7 75 85 95 1.21) till the final 
judgment, when glory and transfiguration await them (7 95 97). 
The souls of the wicked in torment roam to and fro in seven 
'ways' (vias) which answer to  the seven 'ways' of joy for the 
righteoas(7 80-87 93). After the judgment their torments become 
still more grievous (7 84), and intercession, permissible now 
(7 I&-III), can no longer he allowed (7 IOZ-IO~),  all things being 
then finally determined (7 113.115). This world now ends, 
and the next (7 713), which will be a new creation (7 75), begins. 
I t  is the time of the great reward of the righteous, who shall be 
bright as stars (7 97) ; yea, even brighter (7 125)~ for they shall 
shine as the sun. and be immortal (7 97). Paradise shall be their . _.. 
final abode (7 123). 

The teaching of this book is closely allied to that of 
Apoc. Bar. B,. 

Josephus, a Pharisee, gives a fairly trustworthy 
Pharisaic eschatology in Ant. xviii. 1; (cp SCRIBES)., -_ - . -  

Josephus, The account in BJiii. 8 5  is in a high 
3,-101 A.D. degree misleading. In reality, Josephus 

believed in an intermediate state for the 
righteous, and (see Ant. iv. 65)  in a future Messianic 
age. 3 

(c) Development of special conceptions in$& century 
A.D.  I. Soul and Spirit.-There is 

"' hardly a trace of what we havc called 
conceptions* (§ 20) the Liter doctrine of the soul and 

the spirit in the Jewish literature of the first century A.  D .  

1 This number has orieinated as follows:-According to Gen. - - 
18 13 Israel was to be oppressed 400 years in Egypt. Ps. 90 15 
contains the prayer, 'Give us joy . . . for as many years of 
misfortune as we have lived through ' (We. SROT). From a 
combination of these passages it was inferred that the Messianic 
kingdom would last 400 years. Compare this view with that of 
the 1000 years broached in Slav. En. ; see 5 75. 
3 A treatment of this passage of Josephus with regard to its 

eschatoloeical contents will be found also 'in Chevne's OPs. 
4 1 6 8  p4 ;8  

3 It IS Josephus the courtier who speaks in By vi. 5 4. 
4 In  Baruch 1-38, which belongs in eschatological character 

to the OT, this teaching appears, and the term 'spirit ' is used 
in its later sense in 217 'The  dead that are in Hades whose 
soirit is taken from their'bodies.' Still in 3 T 'snirit and 'soul 
;!e treated as synonymous according to the pdpular and older 
view. This part of Baruch may belong to the second or the 
last century B.C. 
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In  Jubilees 23 31 the departed are spoken of as ‘spirits.’ So 

likewise in Ass. Mos. (see Origen, In ]os. homil. 2 I). On the 
other hand Slav. En. speaks only of ‘ souls’; see 235 5 8 5 .  
Again, whereas Apoc. Bar. uses in reference to the departed 
only the term ‘soul -cp 303 4 (51 15)-the sister work 4 Esd. 
uses both ‘ soul ’ (7 75 93 9 9 3 )  and ‘spirit ’ (7 78 BO). 

The author of Wisdom was clearly influenced by Gen. 
246-3 ; but his psychology is independent, and more 
nearly agrees with the popular dichotomy ( 1 4  S q f ,  
915). In  the next life the soul constitutes the entire 
personality ( 3  I )  ; spirit ’ is clearly a synonym (cp 1 5  8 
and 1516; also 1614). There is, therefore, no trichotomy 
in 15 11. The difference between ‘ an active soul ’ ($uxily 
&qyoOuav) and ‘ a  vital spirit’ (?rreOpa { W T I K ~ V )  lies 
not in the substantives but in the epithets.l The soul 
here is not the result of the inbreathing of the divine 
breath into the body but an independent entity, synony- 
mous with the spirit derived directly from God. 

2. /udgment.-This century witnesses but little change 
in the current beliefs on this head. There is to be a 
preliminary judgment in all cases where a Messianic 
lcingdom is expected (in Jub., Ass. Mos., Wisdom, and 
all the different constituents of Apoc. Bar. and 4 Esdras 
save B:! and B, of the former and the Apoc. Salathiel of 
the latter). The final judgment is to be executed on 
men and angels (Tub., Slav. En. and Apoc. Bar. ) at the 
close of the Messianic kingdom, or, u-here no such 
kingdom is expected, at the close of the age (Apoc. 
Bar., B, B3), or when the number of the righteous is 
completed ( 4  Esdras, Apoc. Sal.). In  2 Macc. and 
Philo, however, no final judgment is spoken of. Each 
soul apparently enters at death on its final destiny. In 
this last respect alone is there a definite divergence from 
the beliefs of the last century B.C. 

3. Places of abode ofthe &paited.-There are many; 
but they have, for the most part, their roots in the past. 

i. Heaven (or Paradise). The final abode of the righteous 
(Jub. 2331, Ass. Mos. 109, Apoc. Ear. 51). 

ii. Paradise. (a) The final abode of the righteous (Slav. En. 
8f: 423 5 etc.: 4 Ezra7 36 123). (6) The intermediate ahode of 
the righteous (Jub.?). 

iii. S h 3 l  or Hades. (u) The abode of all departed souls till 
the final judgment (Apoc. Bar. 23 5 43 16 52 2 ; 4 Eua 4 47 ; 
Josephus [see above]). ShGl  thus conceived, however, had 
two divisions-a place of pain for the wicked (Apoc. Bar. 30s 
36rr), and a lace of rest and  blessedness for the righteous (cp 
4 Ezra 441).8 This was called the ‘treasuries’(cp Apoc. Bar. 
302: 4Ezra775859j). (6) Hell (Jnb.7292222; 4Ezra853). 

This is now generally conceived as the final 
place of punishment for all the wicked, not for apostate Jews as  
heretofore (Ass. Mos. 10 IO : 4 Ezra 7 36). I t  seems to be referred 
to in Wisdom (cp 419). In Slav. En. it is in the third heaven 
(cp 10 40 12 4lz)., 

4. Resuwection.-(a) Resurrection of the saints to 
the Messianic kingdom. This is apparently the teaching 
of 4 Esdras 728. (6) General resurrection. According 
to all the authorities of this century as enumerated above 
(except Apoc. Bar. and 4 Esdras), there is to be a 
resurrection of the righteous alone. In  B, of Apoc. 
Bar. (302-5 SO$) and in the Ezra Apoc. in 4 Esd. 
(73237) the resurrection involves all men. A resurrec- 
tion or an immortality only of the soul is found in 
Jubilees, Ass. Mos., Philo, Wisdom and 4 Macc. 

5. ( a )  Messianic Kiizgdom.-See above (§ 71). 
(b) Messinh.-We remarked above (§ 70 5)  that from 

about 50 B.C. the Messianic hope rooted itself so firmly 
that henceforth the Messiah became, on the whole, the 
central figure in the theocratic kingdom. It may startle 
some to find that onlv five of the books we have 
dealt with express this hope (cp MESSIAH). The ex- 
planation, however, is not far to seek. Against the 
secularisation of the hope of the Messiah, favoured (see 
APOCALYPTIC, 85) by the Psalms of Solomon, an 

1 Thus the resemblance to Gen. 2 7 is merely verba!. 
2 The statement that “ the  treasuries” are a department of 

Shed is based on the Latinversion of 4 Esdras 4 41. The 
present writer however is now inclined to regard this statement 
as false on vakons grobnds, one reason being the fact that the 
Syr. and Eth. versions of the passage agree against the Latin. 
3 In the fragmentary Christian apocalypse in the Ahccnsion 

of Isaiah (313.432) Gehenna is regarded as the final abode of 
Beliar. See 414 and cp ANTICHRIST, 5 13. 

iv. Gehenna. 
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emphatic protest was raised by a strong body of Phari- 
sees, Quietists like the ancient HBsids (above, 57), who 
felt it to be their sole duty to observe the law, leaving i t  
to God to intervene and defend them. This standpoint 
is represented by Ass. Mos., and later by the Salathiel 
Apoc. in 4 Esdras. Among the Jews of the dispersion, 
too, this view naturally gained large acceptance. Hence 
we find no hint of the ideas it protested against in the 
Slav. En., the Book of Wisdom, and 4 Macc. ’Ihis 
opposition to the hope of the Messiah from the severely 
legal wing of Pharisaism at  length gave way, however, 
and in -4poc. Bar. 53-74 ( L e . ,  A,) we have literary 
evidence of the fusion of early Kabbinism and the 
popular Messianic expectation. How widespread was 
the hope of the Messiah in the first century of the 
Christian era may be seen not only from Jubilees (?), 
Philo, Josephus and the various independent writings 
in the Apoc. Bar. and 4 Esdras, but also from the N T  
and the notice taken of this expectation in Tacitus 
(Hisf. 513) and Snetonius ( Vesp. 4). 

Since in all cases only a transitory Messianic kingdom 
is expected in this century, the Messiah‘s reign is natur- 
ally conceived as likewise transitory. 

The Messiah is to be of the tribe of Judah (Jub. 31 18 f:, 
4 Esd. 12 32). According to Apoc. Bar. 27-30 I and 4 Esd. 7 28 
(ie., Ezra Apoc., see above § 79, a) he is to play a pasive par!. 
In  the former passage he is to appear at the close of the Mes-rantc 
woes : in the latter, at the time of the first resurrection. H e  is not 
usually passive however ; in Apoc. Bar. 36-40 53-70 and 4 Esd. 
1060-1‘2 35 he is! a warrior who slays his enemies with the sword. 
Other writers, more loftily, substitute for a sword the invisible 
word of his mouth (4 Erd. 13 I O ;  cp Ps. Sol. 17). 

6. Gentiles.-In most works written before the fall of 
Jerusalem only the hostile nations are destroyed (see 
e.g., Apoc. Bar. 401 f: 72 4-6) ; but in later works (see 
4 Esd. 13) this fate is suffered by all Gentiles. In no 
case have they any hope of a future life. They descend 
for ever either into ShGI or into Gehenna. If, any- 
where, they are represented as having part in the resur- 
rection, it is only that they may be committed to severer 
and never-ending torment ( 4  Esd. 7 36-38). 

C. N E W  TESTAMENT 
In  entering the field of the N T  we find at  once a dis- 

The ideas inherited from the tinguishing peculiarity. 

82. NT past are not in a state of constant flux 
in which each idea in turn appeals for 

acceptance, and enjoys through the system- which it 
generates a brief career. The ideas are subordinated 
to the central force of the Christian movement. 

In  the next place we have to note that the teaching of 
Christ and of Christianity at  last furnished a synthesis 
of the eschatologies of the race and the individual. 

The true Messianic kingdom begun on earth is to be consum- 
mated in heaven ; it is not temporary but eternal ; it is not 
limited to one people but embraces the righteous of all nations 
and of all times. I t  forms a divine society1 in which the 
position and significance of each member is determined by his 
endowments and his blessedness conditioned by the blessedness 
of the whole. Religious individualism becomes an impossibility. 
The individual can have no part in the kingdom except throuFh a 
living relation to its head ; hut this relation cannot be maintained 
and developed save through life in and for the brethren, and so 
closely is the individual life hound to that of the brethren that 
no soul can reach its consummation apart. 

Of the large body of Jewish ideas retained in the 
system of Christian thonght many undergo a partial or 
complete transformation, and it is important at the out- 
set to place this relation in a clear light. W e  cannot 
expect Christianity to be free from inherited conceptions 
of a mechanical and highly unethical character,2 when 
we remember that in the Hebrew religion there were 
for centuries large survivals of primitive Semitic religion. 

1 The joyous nature of the fellowship of this kingdom is set 
forth in the gospels in the figurative terms of a feast ; but all 
idea of the satisfaction of sensuous needs in the consummated 
kingdom of God is excluded by the only account of the risen life 
of the righteous which comes from the triple tradition. 

2 Among those in Christianity which historical criticism com- 
pels us to assign to this class are the generally accepted doctrine 
of Hades, an3 the doctrine of eternal damnation. 
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Nor can we be surprised to find ideas which belong to 
different stages of development, not only in the N T  as a 
whole, but also in the mind of the same N T  writer. The 
fundamental teaching of Jesus, assimilated (it may be) 
more by one writer than by another, could not all at 
once transform the body of inherited eschatological 
ideas. The development of Paul will, if our results are 
correct, supply an instructive commentary on this 
axiomatic truth. 

In what follows we shall deal first (5s 83-101) with 
the books and gronps of books in the order that will 
best bring to light the eschatological development. W e  
shall then (I I O Z J ) ,  as before, deal with the develop- 
ment of special conceptions. 

chatology of the Synoptic Gospels deals with the consum- 
83. The mation of the kingdom of God. This 
Synoptic kingdom is represented under two aspects, 
Gospels, now as present, now as future ; now as in- 

ward and spiritual, now as external and 
manifest. 

Thus in aft. 633 7 13 11 12 12 28 21 31 Lk. 17 21 it is already 
present, whereas in Mt. 1310 8 II 2629 Mk. 9 1  Lk. 927 1328f: 
1 4  I j it is expressly conceived as still to be realised. 

The two views are organically related, and are com- 
bined in a well-known saying of Jesus (Mk. 1 0 1 5 ) ,  
which declares that entrance into the kingdom as it 
shall be is dependent on a man’s right attitude to the 
kingdom as it now is. 

We shall deal next with the three great events which 
are to bring about the consummation of the kingdom : 
( a )  the parusia (I 84J) ,  (6) the final judgment ( 5  86) ,  
and (6) the resurrection (§ 87). 

a. The parusia‘or second advent introduces the con- 
summationof the divine kingdom founded by the Messiah. 

I t  is certainly to take place at the ‘close of 
84‘ The theage’ ( u v v r ~ X e t a ~ o 0 a J D ~ o s ) ,  Mt. 1 3 3 9 J . 4 9  

When we seek a more precise parusia 24 
at hand’ definition of time, however, we find in the 
Gospels two apparently conflicting accounts. 

(i. ) The parusia is within the current generation and 
preceded by certain signs. This was very natural, 
because in the O T  the foundation and the consummation 
of the kingdom are closely connected. Hence Jesus 
declared that ’ this generation ’ (5 yeueb ah?)  should 
not ‘ pass away ’ till the prophetic description had been 
realised (Mt. 2434) .  The description referred to (see 
Mt. 24 and Mk. 13 ; Lk. 21 5-35) is no doubt full ; but 
these chapters appear to be derived in part from Jesus 
and in part from a Judaistic source. They identify two 
distinct occurrences, the destruction of Jerusalem and 
the end of the world.2 

This is sometimes explained by the well-known theory of 
prophetic perspective (see PROPHECY). but the explanation 
is unsatisfactory. Illusions of the hodily eye are gradually 
corrected by experience until at last they cease to mislead ; but 
it is not so with prophecy as  regards either the prophet or those 
who accept his prophecy : both are deceived. That Jesus did 
expect to return during the existing generation (Mt. 10 23 
16 2 7 3  Mk. 9 I Lk. 9 263) is proved beyond question by the 
universal hopes of the apostolic age. T o  speak of error in this 
rezard, however, is to misconceive the essence of prophecy. So 

I. THE BOOKS AND GROUPS OF BOOKS.-I. The es- 

3 2820. 

1 The idea of the parusia could not hut arise in the mind of 
Je,sqs when he saw clearly the approaching violent end of his 
ministry. As a fact, it is first expressed in connection with 
Christ’s first prophecy of this great event (Mk. 838 Mt. 1627 

2 Among attempts to analyse the chapters that of Wendt 
(Die Lehvejesu, 1o-zI)deservesattention. H e  traces Mt. 2-1 1-5 
23-259-1332f: 36-4z(i.e.,Mk.13 1-6zr-z39-13 zaJ32-37) to Jesus 
and the rest of this chapter to a Jewish Christian apocalyps; 

The present writer is of opinion that the solution of the difficulty 
must be found in some such theory as  that of Wendt, which is 
a modification of that of Colani (/ism Christ ci! Zes Croyunces 
Messiunipues de son Temps, p. 2 0 1 8  [‘64l). According to the 
Jewish apocalypse just referred to, the parusia was to he 
heralded by unniistakeahle signs, but this view is irreconcilable 
with another which teaches that the parusia will take the world 
by surprise (Mk. 13 33-36 Mt. 2442-44 Lk. 1235-40). This latter 
doctrine goes hack undoubtedly t o  Jesus ; the former is derived 
from traditional Judaism. 
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Lk. 9 26). 

IVritten before 70 A.D. Cp akOABOMINATION OF DESOLATION. 

far as relates to fulfilment, it  is always conditioned by the course 
of human development. 01’ prophecy and Jesus’ own inner 
consciousness as God‘s Messiah Dointed to the immediate con- 
suitiii,ation of the kiiigdmi ; hut  ilieie nas .till pusihility tlt;.t 
i t  iiiight he long delayed (>It.  2 l . p  Lk. I‘L+.i, also hlk. 133s 1.1;. 
1138  Xl t .  !?55), and Iiu exprewly dccl:ircd that the day and i l ie  
hour of his return was known only to God (Mk. 1332). This 
determination God had withheld from him because it was 
dependent not on the divine will alone but also on the course of 
human development. H e  could indicate, however, the ‘signs 
of his coming,’ such as the appearance of many false Messiahs 
(Mt. 24 j Mk. 13 22)) ‘deceived ’ by whom the nation would 
finally arise in arms against Rome, complete the national guilt 
and entail on themselves destruction (see also ABOMINA~ ION o; 
DESOLATION) (Mt. 2336). These things would be as  cer- 
tainly prophetic as the growing greenness of the fig-tree (Mt. 
2432). The return of the Son of Man to judgment would he 
imminent (2429-31). I t  should be noted, however, that docu- 
ments from two very different sources appear to be combined 
here. See note 2 below. 

The same expectation is attested in Mt. 1023, where 
Jesus declares to his disciples that they will not have 
gone through the cities of Israel before the coming of 
the Son of Man, and likewise in Mt. 1627f.  Mk. 838  
91 Lk. 9 2 6 J ,  where it is said that some shall not taste 
of death before that time. I t  must be abundantly clear 
from the evidence that the expectation of the nearness 
of the end formed a real factor in Jesus‘ views of the 
future. There are, on the other hand, many passages 
a hich just as clearly present us with a different forecast of 
the future, and this view demands as careful attention. 

(ii.) The parusia will not take place till the process 
of human development has run its course, and the 
Gospel has been preached to Jew and Gentile. 

The kingdom must spread extensively and intensively : exten- 
sively, till its final expansion is out of all proportion to its 

original smallness (cp the parable of the 
86. At the end. mustard seed); intensively, till it transforms 

and regenerates the life of the nation, or 
rather of the world (cp the parable of the leaven Mt. 1331,-33). 
This process has its parallel in the gradual growth of a grain of 
corn ; the ripe fruit is the sign for harvest (Mk. 4 268). The  
preaching of the Gospel too must extend to the non-Israelites 
(Mt. ZZsf:). T o  the Jews, who were on their last trial it  would 
appeal in vain (Lk. 13 33). In the coming days the’kingdom 
of God should be taken from them and given tu others who 
would bear appropriate fruits (Mk.129 Mt. 21 41 43 Lk. 20 16)’ 
their city should be destroyed (Mt.‘227) the ‘times of th; 
nations ’ should come in (Lk. 21 24 only), arid the glad tidings of 
the kingdom should be carried to all nations before the end 
should come (Mk. 13 IO and Mt. 24 141 [cp 2491 Mt. 28 19). 

This representation of the future obviously presupposes 
a long period of development. No less thau that 
of the near parusia, it goes back to Jesus. The con- 
tingency that the more sanguine view, which is derived 
from O T  prophecy, might not be realised, is acknow- 
ledged in Mt. 2448 Lk. 1245,’ also in Mk. 1 3 3 5  where 
the possibility of an indefinitely long night of history 
preceding the final advent is clearly contemplated. I t  
is hardly possible to avoid the conclusion that discourses 
relating to different events and from absolutely different 
sources are confused together in Mk. 13=Mt. 24=Lk. 
21 (see § 84, n. ). 

1 It is possible as Weiss (Marcus.ev 417) thinks that the 
original form of ;his statement is to he”found in Mt: 10 18 and 
that its nresent form is due to Mk. 

2 Be<schlFg (NT Theology ET 1 1g7J) points out that 
the words of that day or tdat hour knoweth no man, etc.‘ 
(Mk. 13 32 Mt. 24 36) cannot be reconciled with the words that 
precede them ‘ This generation shall not pass away till all these 
things be aclomplished.’ Accordingly he refers ;he latter to 
the destruction of Jerusalem (cp Mt. 23 36) and the former to the 
final judgment of the world: An interesting discussion of these 
chapters is given by Briggs (Messiuh of the GospeZs, 132.165). 
Weiffenbach (Wiederkunftsgzdunke /mu, 1873)~ like Colani, 
Pfleiderer, and Keim, seeks to show that in Mk. 13 (=Mt.  24= 
Lk. 21) there is a Jewish-Christian apocalypse interwoven with 
the genuine words of Jesus. This apocalypse consisted of three 
parts--(r) Mk. 13 7 f: giving the beginning of woes, ( 2 )  Mk. 13 
14-20 giving the tribulation, (3) Mk. 1324-27 giving the parusia. 
Wendt’s modification of this theory has been referred to already. 
H e  and other scholars think that this is the oracle referred 
to by Eusebius (Hist. Eccl. iii. 5 3). It is impossible to treat 
seriously the statement of Weiss(NT TkeoZogu 1 148) that there 
is no contradiction between Mk. 13 32 and l g 3 0  because ‘ the 
time of the current generation presented a very considerable 
margin for the determining of the day and hour. This would 
be tantamount to saying, ‘It will he within the next thirty or 
forty,years; but I am not acquainted with the exact day or 
hour. 
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6. The parusia was to be likewise the I day of judgment’ 

(Mt. 101s 11 22 24 1236),  also called ‘that day’ (Mt. 722 
2436 Lk. 623 1012 2134). 

Christ himself will be judge; l  for all things have been 
delivered by the Father into his hand 

86. The (Mt. 11 27). A411 nations shall be gathered 
judgment. before him (Mt. 2532). H e  will reward 

every man according to his works (Mt. 
1341-43 49/2 1627 2 2  11-14). 

Amongst the judged appear his own serva:ts (Lk. 1,Q 22 f: 
Mt. 25 14-30), the Israelites (Mt. 19z8), the nations (Mt. 
25 3z), not only the contemporaries of Jesus, hut also all the 
nations of the past, Nineveh, the Queen of Sheba (Mt. 1241f: 
Lk. 11 313)  Sodomand Gomorrah (Mt. I1 20 24). The demons 
probably ar6 judged a t  the same time (Mt. S $9). 

c. The kingdom is consummated, comes with power’ 
{Mk. 91), on the advent of Christ. The elect are _ _  _. gathered in from the four winds (Mt. 

‘Ine &31), and now, after being, we must 
resurrection. assume, spiritually transformed, enter 

on their eternal inheritance (Mt. 2534), equivalent to 
eternal life (Mk. 1017). The kingdom, therefore, is of 
a heavenly, not of an earthly character: the present 
heaven and earth shall pass away on its coming (Mt. 
5 18 24 35). The righteous rise to share in it ; but only 
the righteous : the resurrection is only to life. Those 
who share in it are ‘as angels in heaven’ (Mt. 2230 
Mk. l 2 ~ 5 ) ,  ‘ are equal to the angels and sons of God, 
being sons of the resurrection ’ (Lk. 20 36). Only those, 
therefore, attain to the resurrection who ‘ are accounted 
worthy to attain to thst world, and the resurrection from 
the dead’ (Lk. 2035). Elsewhere the third evangelist 
speaks’ of ‘ the resurrection of the just ’ (14 14). The 
entire context of Mt. 2223-33 (= Mlr. 1218-27 Lk. 2027-40) 
points clearly to the conclusion that the resurrection 
is conceived as springing from life in God. In  such 
communion man is brought to the perfection to which 
he was destined. The righteous thus in an especial 
sense become ‘sons of God,’ inasmuch as they are 
‘sons of the resurrection ’ (Lk. 2036). 

In the resurrection, therefore, the wicked have no 
part. I t  has been said by some scholars that there 
must be a resurrection of all men in the body because 
all must appear at  the final judgment ; but the final 
judgment and the resurrection have no necessary con- 
nection. 

In  Jubilees there is a final judgment but no resurrection of the 
body, and in Eth. En. 91-104 there is a final judgment, hut a 
resurrection only of the spirits of the righteous (91 IO 92 3 103 3-4). 
The fact that demons and other disembodied spirits (Mt. 6 2 9 )  
are conceived falling under the last judgment is further evi- 
dence in the same direction. 

As the righteous are raised to the perfected kingdom of 
God, the wicked, on the other hand, are cast down into 
Gehenna (Mt. 529 ,f l O z 8  Mk. 943 45 47J ). The fire 
spoken of in this connection (Mt. 5 2 2 )  is not to be con- 
ceived sensuously ; it is a vivid symbol of the terrible 
wrath of God. The place or state of punishment is also 
described as ‘the outcr darkness’ (Mt. 8 I,) ,  the place 
of those who are excluded from the light of the kingdom. 
The torment appears to be a torment of the soul or 
disembodied spirit. 

Though in conformity with Jewish tradition the 
punishment is generally conceived in the Gospels as 
everlasting, there are not wanting passages which 
appear to fix a finite and limited punishment for certain 
offenders, and hence recognise the possibility of moral 
change in the intermediate state. 

Thus some are to he beaten with few, others with many stripes 
(Lk. 1246-48). I t  is not possible to conceive eternal torment 
under the figure of a few stripes. Again, with regard only to one 
sin is it said that ‘neither in this world (a&) nor in that which is 
to come’ can it be forgiven (Mt. 12  32). Such a statement would 
he not only meaningless, but also in the highest degree misleati- 
ing, if forgiveness in the next life were regarded as a thing 
impossible. I t  may not be amiss to find signs of a belief in the 
possibility of moral improvement after death in the rich man in 
Hades who appeals to Ahrzham on behalf of his five brethren 
still on earth (Lk. 16 27-31). 

See above, 5 70 ( 3  iv. ). 

1 In  the parables sometimes God himself is judge (Mt. 1832 
208 2211 Lk. IS?), sometimes the Messiah (Alt. 1330 2450 
25 IZ 19). 
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2. In considering the Apocalypse, the whole of which 
(see APOCALYPSE) is eschatological, our attention must 

. 88. The ‘be confined to a few of its character- 
istic doctrines, the obvious meaning of 
which is independent of the various Apocalypse. 

conflicting methods of interpretation that have becn 
applied to the book. The book is remarkable for the 
large survivals of traditional Judaism which it attests. 
Its main object appears to be to encourage the perse- 
cuted church to face martyrdom. With this purpose its 
editor draws freely on current Jewish eschatology, some 
elements of which we shall notice in the sequel. W e  
shall deal with its teaching under four heads. 

( n )  Pnrusia nnd Messinnic judgment.-Every visit- 
ation of the churches, every divine judgment in regard 
to them is regarded as a spiritual advent of the Messiah 
(2 5 16 3 3  zo) ; but this invisible conling ends in a final 
advent, visible to all. Its date is not revealed ; but it 
is close at  hand (311 2212 20). 

, At Messiah‘s coming all families of men shall wail (1 7). I n  
chap. 14 his coming is in the clouds of heaven, and the judg- 
ment appears under various symbolical figures. Thus he reaps 
the great harvest with a sharp sickle(14q-16)’ he treads the 
winepressofthewrathofGod(14 17-20; cp 19 IS).’ Thejudgment 
of the great day-‘the great day of God’ (1614)-is presented 
under the image of illimitable slaughter before the beginning of 
which the birds of prey are summoneb. to feast on the bodies 
and blood of men (19 17-19 ZI  cp 1 4  20). At ARMAGEDDON (q.v.) 
 ANTICHRIST^ [q.u.] and his allies are annihilated (1616) the 
beast and the false prophet are cast into the lake of fire (16 zo), 
and all their followers slain with the sword (19 21). 

( a )  First Resurrection, MiZZennizlm, uprising and de- 
struction of Gog nnd Magog (cp GoG). 

With the overthrow of the earthly powers Satan--‘ the old 
dragon, the old serpent -is stripped of all his Light and c&t in 
chains into the abyss where he is imprisoned fur’a thousand 
years2 (20 1-3). Thereupon ensues the Millennium 3 when the 
martyrs4(and the martyrs only) are raised in the fikt resurrec- 
tion and become priests of God (cp Is. G16) and Christ, and 
reign with Christ personally on earth for a thousand years 
(204-6) with Jerusalem as the centre of the kingdom. At the 
close of this period Satan is loosed, and the nations Gog and 
hIagog-the idea is, with certain changes, derived from Ezek. 
38 2 39 16 (see GoG)-are set up to make a last assault on the 
kingdom of Christ. In  this attack they are destroyed by God 
himself, who sends down fire from heaven (20 9). The devil is 
then (as in the fully developed Zoroastrian belief) finally cast 
into the lake of fire (20 IO). 

(6) General resurrection and judgment.-These follow 
the Millennium, the destruction of the heathen powers, 
and the final overthrow of Satan. 

Contemporaneously the present heaven and earth pass away 
(20 II ; cp 21 I). God is judge ; but in some respects the Messiah 
also (22 12 ; cp also 6 1 6 3 ) .  All are judged according to their 
works which stand revealed in the heavenly books (2012). 
The &ked are cast into the lake of fire (21 8 .  see also 10 20 
20 IO). This is the 
second death b: (20 14 21 8). 

So likewise are Death and Hades5 (20 1;). 
(See also 2 I T  206.) 

1 Observe that, whereas in the Johannine epistles Antichrist 
denotes the false teachers and prophets, in the Apocalypse it 
designates Rome. In  z ‘J‘hess on the other hand Rome is a 
beneficent power which hinders‘ihe manifestation of Antichrist. 

2 On the origin of the conquest of ‘the dragon’ (ANTICHRIST, 
5 14, PERSIA [Religion]), and on the older Jewish view (of myth- 
ical origin) that this and other sea monsters were overcome in 
primeval times by God (cp Prayer ofManasses, 2-4), see DRAGON, 
SERPENT BEHEMOTH, with references there given. 

3 The ihea of a temporary Messianic kingdom first emerged 
a t  the beginuing of the last century B.C. (see above, $ 643). I ts  
limitation to a thousand years is first found in Slav. En. 32 (see 
above $ 75). 

I n  Is. 2F 19 the reference 
may perhaps be to the hodies of Jews who had died for 
their religion in the trnuhlous times of Artaxerxes (so Che. 
I ~ Y .  Is. 158; fsaiak, Sh’OT, ad roc.). In  4 Ezra728 the 
saints who accompany the Messiah on his advent probably 
include the martyrs. In  Rev. 234 it is said with reference t: 
these saints ‘ ( I  saw) the sow& of them that had been beheaded. 

5 Hades keems to be the intermediate abode of the wicked 
only ; for i t  is always combined with death (5ee 1 18 6 8 20 13J). 
The soills of the martyrs have as their immediate abode the 
place beneath the altar (Fg-TI). ,The rest of the righteous were 
probably conceived as in Paradise or in the Treasuries of the 
righteous (see 4 Ezra). 

6 The second death is the death of the soul, as the first is the 
death of the body. It is the endless torment, not the annit+- 
tion, of the wicked that is here meant. The exprcssioii is a 
familiar Rabbinic one’ see Tg. Jer. vu Dt.336. The occupa- 
tion of the martyred sduis in the intermediate state reminds one 

4 This idea also is mainly Jewish. 
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(d) Finat consummation of the ri&teous. -The scene 

of this consummation is the new world-the new heaven 
and the new earth (21 I 5), the heavenly Jerusalem 
(21 10-21).1 

The ideal kingdom of God becomes actual. The city needs 
no temple ; God and Christ (the Lamb) dwell in it(2122). The 
citizens dwell in perfect fellowship with God (224),.and are as 
kings unto God (285). The Messiah does not resign his 
mediatorial functions as in the Pauline eschatology. See ’i 17 
21 2.J). 

3. z Peter and Jude.--2 Peter is closely related to 
Jude-in fact presupposes it. 

Like Jude, 2 Peter recounts various temporal judgments which 
theanthor treats as warnings to the godless of his own day. Thus 

he adduces the condemnation of the fallen 
89. 2 Peter. angels to TARTAKUS [q.v.l (where they were to 

be resewed till the jud ment) (2 4), the Deluge 
(2 5 3 6), the destruction of Sodom and Eomorrah (2 6). These, 
however, were hut preliminary acts of judgment. The final 
‘ day of judgment’ (2 9 3 7) is impending. Meantime the un- 
righteous are kept under punishment (roha<obpdvow-i.e., in 
Hades (2 9). The ultimate doom of the wicked false teachers 
and their followers will he destruction (&hAeta, 37)’  i t  IS 
coming speedily upon them (2 3) .  they have brought ‘it on 
themselves (2 I). they shall assure)dly be destroyed (2 12). At 
the final judgment the world as i t  is shall perish by fire (3 7 io), 
as formerly by water (2 5 3 6), and new heavens and a new earth 
shall arise (3 12 J). All this, however, shall not be till Christ’s 
parusia (1 16 3 4  12). The last days are already come (34), and 
the parusia is postponed only through the longsnffering of God 
with a view to the repentance of the faithless (39) and their 
salvation (3 12). By holy living and godliness Chr i shns  could 
prevent any further postponement of the parusia (3 12). With 
the parusia the eternal kingdom of Christ (1 T I )  begins in the 
new heavens and the new earth, wherein the perfect life of 
righteousness shall be realised (3 13). 

In Jude, the divine judgments in the history of the 
past are but types of the final judgment (e.g., Israelites 

in the desert, Sodom, Korah, and the 
Jude’ angels who were guilty of unnatural crime). 

‘Everlasting bonds under darkness ’ (v. 6), ‘punishment of 
eternal fire’ (u. 7) are the terms employed for the preliminary 
piinishments of signers. The ‘judgment of thegreat day’ (u. 6) 
is described in the well-known quotation from the patriarch 
Enoch. The extension of it to the angels is found also in 2 Pet. 
and in I Cor. 6 3:  but for at least 300 years it had already been 
an accepted doctrine of Judaism. At this final judgment with 
which Jude menaces the godless lihertines of his own day the 
faithful will obtain eternal life, through the mercy of Christ 
(v. 21). 

4. James.-James is a production of primitive Jewish 
Christianity in which Christ’s religion is conceived as 

the fulfilment of the perfect law, promi- 
” ‘  James’ nence being given to the doctrine of 

recompense. 
Hence, whilst the fulfilment of the law under testingafflictions 

(rrsipau+oi) led to a recompense of blessing (I 12 5 II), failure 
for those who are subjects of ‘ the perfect law, the law of liberty,’ 
entails an agqravated punishment (2  12 ; cp 125). None how- 
ever, can fulfil the law perfectly (3 .), and so claim ‘ the)crown 
of life’ as their reward. Men who need forgiveness now (5 15)  
must need a merciful judge hereafter. By the law of recompense 
only the merciful will find God to be such ( 213 ;  cp Ps. 
18 25). Moreover the judgment is close a t  hand. It is a 
day of slaughter for the godless rich (5 5). The advent of the 
Messiah who will judge the world is close at hand (5 8s) .  He 
alone can save or destroy(4 12). As faithful endurance receives 
life (1 12), so the issue of sin is death (1 15). A fire will consume 
the wicked 5 3 (does this mean Gehenna?). Nor is it only to a 
death of t<e body that they will be delivered ; i t  is a death of 
the soul (520 ) .  The faithful will enter into the promised 
kingdom (2 5). 

5. There is a large eschatological element in Hebrews. 
The final judgment ( ‘ the  day’)  is nigh at hand (1025). 

92. Hebrews. It is introduced by the final shaking of 
heaven and earth (1226 compared with 

1225 29) and by the parusia. God is judge ( l O 3 0 f : ) ,  
the judge of all ( 1223 ) .  The second coming of Christ 
is coincident with this judgment : hut he does not . -  
judge j 921$ .1037 ) .  

Retrihutnn IS reserved unto this judgment (10 30), which will 
he terrible (1031) and inevitable (I2 25). The righteous expect 
Christ to appear not for judgment but for salvation (9 28). Their 
recompense is to he in heaven (Gr9fi) ,  where they have an  

of the departed spirits in Eth. En. 91.104 : their mhole prayer is 
for the destruction of their persecutors. 

1 Quite’ hconsistently with the idea of a new heav-n a71d a 
new earth the writer represents Gentile nations as dwelling out- 
side the gates : cp 22 15. 
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eternal inheritance (9 15) a better country (11 16) a city which 
is to come (1314)~ w h d e  builder and maker is)God (1195). 
Then the present visible world (11 3), which is already growing 
old (1 10-12)~ will be removed, and the kingdom which cannot be 
shaken will remain (12 26-28). Into this new world the righteous 
will pass through the resurrection. There is apparently to be a 
resurrection of the righteous only.1 This follows from 11 35 : 
‘that they might obtain a better resurrection.’ These words, 
which refer to the Maccahean martyrs (z Macc. 7), set the 
resurrection in contrast with a merely temporary deliverance 
from death, and represent it as a prize to be striven for, not as 
the common lot of all. The blessedness of the righteous is 
described as a participation in the glory of God (2 IO) and in the 
divine vision (12 14). 

As regards the wicked, their doom is ‘destruction’ (1039). 
This is something far worse than mere bodily death (9 27). It 
is represented as a consuming fire (10 27 12 29 ; cp 68). The 
destiny of the wicked2 seems to he annihilation. 

6. The sources for the Johannine eschatology are the 
_n mL- Fourth Gospel and the epistles. The 
YO. A l l 0  

Johannine Apocalypse-(#§ 14-17) springs from a 
Eschatology. different author, and belongs to a differ- 

ent school of eschatological thought. 
Though these writings do not present us wich any 

fresh teaching about hades and hell, their author 
furnishes us with principles which in themselves necessi- 
tate a transformation of the inherited views regarding the 
immediate and the final abodes of the departed. Thus 
when he teaches that God so loved the world as to give 
his only son to redeem it (Jn. 3 16), that ‘ God is love ’ 
( I  Jn. 48), that he is light, and in him is no darkness 
at all, hades, which is wholly under his sway, must 
surely he a place where moral growth is possible. The 
conception of a final eternal abode of the damned 
seems to find no place in a cosn~os ruled by such a 
God as this writer conceives. 

Whilst in a certain sense in the Johannine teaching 
the kingdom has already come, the Christ is already 
present, the faithful already risen, and the judgment 
already in fulfilment, we have to deal here not with these 
present aspects, but with their future consummation. 

The salient points of the Johannine eschatology may 
be shortly put as follows. ( a )  The parusia is close at 
hand. (6) It ushers in the resurrection of the dead and 
the final judgment. (c) Thereupon believers enter into 
the perfect life of heavenly blessedness and through the 
vision of God are transformed into his likeness. 

( a )  The parusia is foretold in Jn. 143, where Jesus 
promises that he will return from heaven and take the 
disciples unto himself that they may be with him where 
he is-i. e.,  in heaven. 

That  14zJ  cannot be interpreted ofhis coming to  receive his 
disciples individually on death is shown by 21 22. According 
to  the N T  writers death translates believers to Christ (2 Cor. 
5 8 Phil. 123  Acts 7 59); he  is nowhere said to come and fetch 
them. This parusia is a t  hand ; for some of his disciples are 
expected to survive till i t  appears (21 zz) ,  though Peter must first 
be martyred (21 IS$). Even in exfreme old age the apostle 
still hopes to witness i t  together with his disciples, whom he 
exhorts to abide in Christ that they may not he ashamed before 
him a t  his coming ( I  Jn. 228). The close approach of the 
parusia is likewise shown by the appearance of false prophets 
and teachers who deny the fundamental truths of Christianity. 
In  these the Antichrist manifests himself. Such a manifestation 
must precede the parusia (I Jn. 2 18 22 4 I 3). Hence this is the 
 lasth hour'(^ Jn.218). 

1 In D 2 we have set forth the alternatives awaiting all men- 
on the one hand resurrection for the righteous, on the other 
eternal judgment (Kplbpa akhvtov) for the wicked. 

2 In  the above the traditional views ofscholars have in the main 
been followed ; hut this has not been done withoiit some hesita- 
tion. The eschatology might be differently construed. J.udg- 
ment sets in immediately after death in the case ofeach individpal 
(9 27). In  6 2 11 35, as in Pss. Sol. and elsewhere, the resurrectlon 
may he not only confined to the righteous hut also confined to the 
spirits of the righteous. Observe that God is spoken of as  ‘the 
Father of spirits’ (12 9). An Alexandrian origin for the epistle 
would favour this view. The expression ‘spirits of just men 
made perfect’ (1223) points in the same direction; for if the 
perfection meant is moral, these spirits must have already 
reached their consnmniation. If they have reached their con- 
summation as spirits, however, the writer (as an Alexandrian) 
seems to teach only a spiritual resurrection. The chief obstacle 
in the way of this interpretation is the meaning of the words ‘ to  
pxfect ’ and ‘perfection.’ 

3 In  a spiritual sense Christ ha: come already (I Jn. 5 1 2 ) :  

‘he  that hath the Son hath the life. 

See Weiss, Bi6. 7%eoL nfArT 123. 
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(a)  On the last day Jesus himself, as the resurrection 

and the life (Jn. 1125) ,  raises his own to the resurrecrion- 
life (639f. 44 54 1 1 ~ 5 ) ,  a life that believers indeed al- 
ready possess’ (524f: 8 5 1  ; cp 3 15f:). Resurrection of 
all the dead is taught in 5 zSf: 

It is clear, however from the leading thougqts of the Fourth 
Gospel that a resurredtion of the wicked-Le., a resurrection of 
ju?gment’-can be nothing more than a deliverance of the 
wicked to eternal death at the last day. 5 2 8 3  which teach 
a general resurrection of the dead are most probably interpolated 
(see Wendt, Lehre Jesu, 1249-251 ; Charles, Doctrine of a 
Future L y e ,  370~372): In the Fourth Gospel the resurrection 
is synonymous with life. Hence in some form the resurrection 
life follows immediately on death, though its perfect consumma- 
tion cannot be attained till the final consummation of all things. 
It is Jesus also who executes the final judgment. This is the 
result of his unique mediatorial significance. The Father 
judgeth no man but has committed all judgment to the Son 
( 5  22 27).2 In a certain sense believers do not incur judgment 
(3 18 5 24) ; but this judgment is that which is present’and sub- 
jective,3 and in this respect the world is judged already (3 18 
12 3r). The final result of this daily secret judgment must how- 
ever one day become manifest ; believers must appear at the 
final judgment. They shall however, have boldness there 
(I Jn. 228 417). A man’s atiitude to Christ determines nnw 
and will determine finally, his relation to God and his desthi; 
(Jn. 3 1 8 3  939). 

(c) The final consummation is one of heavenly 
blessedness. 

After the resurrection and the final judgment the present world 
shall pass away (I Jn. 2 17), and Christ will take his own to 
heaven (Jn. 1 4 2 3 ) ‘  for they are to be with him where he is 
(12 26 17 24). Begun 
essentially on earth, it  is now realised in itsfulness and perfected. 
The faithful now obtain their ‘full reward’ (2 Jn. 5). As 
children of God’ they shall, through enjoyment of the divine 

vision, be transformed into the divine likeness (I Jn. 3 23). 

7. Acts 3 12-26 may be accepted provisionally as repre- 
senting the teaching of Peter (cp, however, Acrs, 14) ; 

Eter& life is then truly consummated. 

94. The Petrine nor do we see any reason at all 
for hesitating to receive I Peter as 
full7 Petrine (cp, however, PETER Eschatology. 

[EPISTLES], 5 ) .  Thk passage in Acts is, a t  any rate, 
of great historical value as embodying a highly Judaistic 
view, and as showing how much in this view had eventu- 
ally to yield in the Christian church to distinctively 
Christian principles. The speech ascribed to Petrr 
anticipates that the kingdom of God will be realised 
in the forms of the Jewish theocracy (cp Acts 16) ,  and 
t!iat the non-Israelites will participate in its blessings 
only through conversion to Judaism (326). Hence also 
Jesus is conceived, not as the world-Messiah, but as the 
predestined Messiah of the Jews, 320 ( T A P  r rpoKqecpiu-  
pLcvov fip% X ~ C U T ~  ’I?p.~oi?v). W e  now see clearly what 
the much-tortured phrase ‘ the times of the restoration 
(&soKaTduTaurs) of all things’ in 321 cannot be. It 
has nothing to do with such a specnlative question as 
the ultimate and universal destiny of man. Acts 10, 
if it proves anything, proves this-that Peter was un- 
acquainted with the destination of the Gospel to the 
Gentiles. ‘ The restoration ’ must mean either the 
renewal of the world, or else, much more probably, 
the moral regeneration of Israel (see Mal. 4 6 ,  and 
Jesus’ application of the passage in Mt. 1711). 

Jewish hearers are urged to repent that they may he forgiven, 
and so hasten the parusia. The parusia and ‘the seasons of 
refreshing ’ (3 19) are connected. Either the daara7duraurs is 
preparatory to the parusia or else it is synonymous with ‘ the 
seasons of refreshing,’ and if so it would appear to belong to an 
earthly Messianic kingdom.4 

1 Eternal life is a t  times described as a present jossession : ‘ he 
that believeth hath eternal life,’Jn. 647, cp 5 2 4 3  This divine 
life cannot be affected by death. He that possesses it can 
never truly die, 8 51 11 25f: This phrase is used of the future 
heavenly life in 4 14 6 27 12 25. Cp ETERNAL, 8 + 

a In 8 50 there is a reference to God as  executing judgment : 
but in 5 22 it is said that the Father judgeth no man. Wendt 
(Teading of Jesus, 2 3053)  rejects as interpolations in an 
original Johannine source 5 2 8 x  as well as portions of 6 39f: 
44 54. and 1248 relating tn the Messianic judgment. 

3 The judgment besides being future and objective is also 
present andsubjective. I t  is no arbitrary process but the work- 
ing out of an absolute law, whereby the unbelieviGg world is self- 
condemned. 

4 The phrase KaLpai Aua$d&or is hardly intelligible on any 
other theory : but the word Q U & + U ~ L S  should probably here be 
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Cp 3 17-19 5 24 12 47.L 

In I Peter, as in Acts 3 ,  believing Israelites still form 
the real substance of the Christian church ; but-here 

Peter. note the step in advance-this church 
embraces all who come to believe in 

Christ, non-Israelites equally with Israelites, in this 
world or the next (319 46) .  Further, it is not an 
earthly consummation of the theocracy, but one re- 
served in heaven, that is looked for ( 1 4 ) .  The goal, 
then, of the Christian hope is this ‘salvation ready to 
be revealed at  the last time ’ (1 5), which salvation or 
consummation is initiated by the revelation of Jesns 
Christ and the judgment of the world. Though God 
is declared in general terms to be the judge ( 1 1 7  223 ) ,  
this final judgment is expressly assigned to Christ ( 4  5).  
Still the ‘ end of all things ’ is near ( 4 7 ) ,  for judgment 
has already begun with the ‘house of God’-ie., the 
church of believing Israel (417). 

Persecution is sifting the true from the false members of thq 
Church. 
(1 6 5 IO). Then Christ dill be revealed (1 7 5 4), to judge both 
the living and the dead (4 5), both the righteous and the wicked 
(4 17J’l). Th,e approved disciples will share with their lord in 
‘eternal glory (5 IO), they will ‘receive the crown of glory’ 
(5 4), and live such a life as  that of God (4 6). 

The question of chief importance in the Petrine 
eschatoloev has still to be discussed. It centres in 

95. 

Such afflictions however, will last but ‘a little while 

‘7, 

96. ,spirits in the two difficult passages which describe 
etc. the preaching to the spirits in prison 

(319-ZI) ,  and the preaching of the 
gospel to the dead (45 f . ) . ’  The interpretations are 
multitudinous. The majority attribute a false sense 
to the phrase ‘ the spirits in prison.’ This phrase can 
be interpreted only in two ways. The spirits in question 
are either those of men in ShG1, or the fallen angels 
mentioned in z Pet. 2 4  Jude 6. In the next place the 
words ‘in prison’ denote the local condition of the 
spirits a t  the time of preaching. Hence, according to 
the text, Christ ‘ in  the spirit’ (ie., between his death 
and his resurrection) preached the gospel of redemption 
(for so only can we render ~ K . ~ ~ P I J & V )  to human or angelic 
spirits in the underworld. 

With tbemore exact determination ofthe ohjects of this mission 
we are not here concerned ; for, however it be decided, wc have 
here a clear statement that, in the case of certain individuals 
human or angelic, the scope of redemption is not limited to this 
life. 

We have now to‘deal with 4 5 $ ,  ‘ . . . who will 
have to give account to him that is ready to judge the 
living and the dead. For with this purpose was the 
gospel preached even to the dead, that they might be 
judged according to men in the flesh (body), but live 
according to God in the spirit.’ The doctrine we found 
stated above in 3 19-21 is here substantiated, as being 
part of the larger truth now enunciated. Christ is ready 
to judge the living and the dead-the latter no less than 
the former; for even to the dead was the gospel 
preached2 in order that though they were judged in 
the body they might live the life of God in the spirit. 
Thus it is taught that when the last judgment takes 
place the evun,oZium will already have been preached 
to all. As to how far this preaching of redemption 
succeeds, there is no hint in the Petrine teaching. 

rendered ‘rest’ or ‘relief’; for it is @‘s rendering of ~p,:i 
in Ex. S 15. If it is taken so, it finds a perfect parallel in 
2 Thess. 1 7  where Paul uses Bueuis in the same connectioi~. 
This ‘ rest ’ is promised also in Asc. Is. 4 15. 
1 For the various conflicting interpretations that have been 

assigned to these passages from the earliest times, see Dietel- 
maier, Historia Dogmatis de Descensz Christi ad lnferos 
litteraria (1741 and 1762); Giider Die L e ’ r e  van d. 81; 
scheinung Christi unter den Tote; (‘53); Zeyschwitz, De 
Christi ad Znfeuos Descensu (‘57) ; Usteri, Hi%ahgefahren zur 
HMe; Schweitzer, Hinnbgefahren ZUY HClle; Hofmann, 
Schriyf6ezveis 2 335 -341 ; Salmond, Christian Doctr. of 
lianzort. q50-;86 (‘96) ; Spitta, Christi Predigt an die Geisteu; 
Bruston, L a  Descente du Christ aux  Enzeus (‘97), as well as 
the Commentators in Zoc. 

This 
preaching is regardeJ as a completed act in the past because, 
as 4 7 declares ‘the end of all things is at hand.’ E\:en if this 
were not so, the aorist can be used of a continuous practice (cp 
I Cor. 9 20 Jas. 2 6). 
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These passages in I Peter are of extreme value. 

They attest the achievement of the final stage in the 
moralisation of ShEd. The first step in this moralisa- 
tion was taken early in the second century B.C., when it 
was transformed into a place of moral distinctions ($ 3 [3]) 
having been originally one of merely social or national dis- 
tinctions (§SIO-I~).  This moralisation, however,was very 
inadequately carried out. According to the Jndaistic 
conception souls in Shedl were conceived as insusceptible 
of ethical progress. What they were on entering ShE61, 
that they continued to be till the final judgment. From 
the standpoint of a true theism can we avoid pro- 
nouncing this conception mechanical and unethical ? 
It precludes moral change in moral beings who are 
under the rule of a perfectly moral being. 

8. In the writings of Paul we find no single eschato- 
logical system. His ideas in this resuect were in a 

. . <  

97. The state of development. He  began with 
Eschatology. an expectation of the future inherited 

lareelv from traditional Tudaism : but 
0 ,  

under the influence of great fundamental Christian con- 
ceptions he parted gradually from this and entered on a 
process of development in the course of which the 
heterogeneous elements were silently dropped. 

Even in the last Paul 
does not seem to have attained finality, though he was 
still working towards it. It is permissible, therefore, 
for his readers to develop his thoughts in symmetrical 
completeness and carry to its conclusion his chain of 
reasoning. 

The various stages are attested by (i. ) I and 2 Thcss. 
(S 98) ;  ( i i . )  I Cor. (I 9 9 ) ;  (iii.) z Cor. and Rom. 
( 8  100) ; (iv.) Phil., Col., Eph. (I 101). 

( i .  ) The Epistles to the Thessalonians (on the criticism 
and contents of which cp THESSALONIANS) present us 

and with the earliest form of the Pauline teaching 
They constitute, in fact, 

In this apocalypse 
the salient points are ( a )  the great apostasy and the 
antichrist ; (6) the parusia and final judgment ; ( 6 )  the 
resurrection and blessed consummation of the faithful. 
In his teaching on these qnestions Paul appeals to 
the authority of Christ. What he puts before .his 
readers in I Thess. 4 15-17 is derived from the Lord (see 
z. 15). There is, however, a fixity and rigidity in the 
teaching of the apostle which is not to be found in that 
of Jesus. 

(u) The apostasy and the antichrist.-Paul starts from 
the fundamental thought of Jewish apocalyptic. When 
the forces of good and evil in the world have reached 
their limit of development, God will intervene. There 
will therefore be nothing sudden, nothing unethical in 
this. The conditions of the crisis are moral, and those 
who, morally speaking, can, and those who cannot be 
saved, will be distinguished gradually and surely. Th- 
day of the Lord cannot come till the antichrist ( a  figure 
found only in the early Paulinism) and the drrousada 
have become facts. 

The antichrist is described as ‘the man OF sin, the son of 
perdition, whose coming is according to the working of Satan 
-or, as is also said ‘with all unrighteous (untruthful) deceit for 
those who are perishing ’ ( z  Thess. 2 3 9 A). The &&a which 
‘already works’ (2Thess. 2 7) must reach its climax in a persnn 
-in the antichrist whose manifestation or parusia(z Thess. 2 9) is 
the satanic counterfeit of the true Messiah‘s. This person is also 
described as the antithesis of every known divine form, because 
he places his throne in the temple in Jerusalem ‘setting himself 
forth as God ’ (? Thess. 2 4). Now, the time of ;he end is come ; 
the Lord will at once descend and ‘slay him with the breath of 
his mouth, and consume him with the manifestation of his 
parusia’ (2 Thess. 2s). 

Whence antichrist was to proceed-whether from 
Judaism or heathenism ’--it is dificult to determine, 

See’ ANTICHRIST. Weiss (Theol. of NT,  E T  1305-311) 
maintains the Jewish origin of antichrist. H e  argues that an 
apostasy, in strictness, was impossible in heathenism, The 
real obstacle to the spread of the teaching of Christ lnv in 
fanatical lcws the ‘ unreasonable and evil men’ of 2 Thess. 3 
(cp also IThesk. 2 IS), who having mostly remained ‘unbelieving 
(Acts 186 z Thess. 18), had always pursued Paul with persecution 

Four stages are marked out. 

98. Thess. and eschatology. 
the Pauline apocalypse. 

That the apostle did not conceive him as proceeding- 
from Rome is clear ; for 6 K U T ~ X W V  is none other than 
Rome1 (see ANTICHRIST, $ 7 ) .  

( a )  Parusia and $nul judgmeni -We have seen 
when Christ’s parusia (I Thess. 3 13 z Thess. 2 I )  is t o  
come. The precise day is uncertain : it ‘comes as a 
thief in the night ’ (I  Thess. 5.2 ; cp Mt. 2443) ; but the 
apostle expects it in his own time ( I  Thess. 415 17). 

With what vividness and emphasis he must have preached 
the impending advent of Christ is clear from I Thess. 5 1-3, as 
,well as from zThess., where he has to quiet an excitement 
almost hordering on fanaticism. When Christ descends from 
heaven (I Thess. 1 IO 4 16 2 Thess. 17), angels will accompany 
him as his ministers (z Thess. 17), and his glory will then first 
be fully revealed. 

The parusia is likewise the day ofjudgment, as the 
designations applied to it show. It is beyond doubt 
meant by the phrases the day of the Lord,’ ‘ the day,’ 
‘ that day ’ ( I  Thess. 5 z 4 z Thess. 1 IO). This judgment 
deals with antichrist and all the wicked, whether Jews 
or Gentiles, whether simply careless or actively hostile. 
The doom of the wicked is ‘eternal destruction’ 
(,8heOpos aidvtos, 2 Thess. lg, cp I Thess. 53; cp 
arrdheta, 2 Thess. 210). 

We see here the intolerance of the inherited eschatology. 
Later it is not the consummation of human evil but the triumph 
of Christianity that ushers in the fulness of the times and the 
advent of Christ. T o  the apostle’s maturer mind God so shapes 
the varying destinies of Jew and Gentile ‘that he may extend 
his mercy unto all ’ (Rom. 11 32). 

( 6 )  The resurrection and fhe bZessed consummation of 
thefuithfzd. -There was an apprehension among Paul’s 
young converts that those who died before the parusia 
would fail to share in its blessedness. Hence the 
apostle refers them to a special statement of Christ 
on this subject (I Thess. 415). The dead in Christ 
are to rise first (I Thess. 416 ; but the teaching on 
this point is not quite clear),% by which is meant a 
contrast, not between a first and a second resurrection, 
but rather between two classes of the righteous who 
share in the resurrection. The first are those who have 
died before the parusia ; the second, those who survive 
to meet it. Both are ‘caught up to meet the Lord in 
the air.’ Thus the elect are gathered together to Christ 
( z  Thess. 21 ; cp Mt. 2 4 3 1 ) .  There is no reference to 
a resurrection of the wicked in these two epistles3 It is 

and calumny (Acts 9 23f. zg 13 845) and stirred up the heathen 
against him (13 50 14 2 5 19 17 5 13). These men, who had slain 
Christ and the prophets were now the relentless persecutors of 
his Church. When we iurther observe that the false Messiah or 
antichrist regards the temple at Jerusalem as the dwelling-place 
of God (zThess. 24), the Jewish origin of the antichristian 
principle seems in a very high degree probable. Sabatier, The 
Ajosfle PauZ (ET II~-IZI), however, is now less confident 
than formerly of the correctness of this view. His present 
opinion reminds us somewhat of Beyschlag’s (NT Tlteolozy, 
ET 2 z57J). 
1 The power of Rome had repeatedly protected the a p o d e  

against the attacks of the Jews(Actsl7 5-9 JS 12-16; cp, ACTS,, 
8 5). 
Later, this distinction between the power of Rome and anti- 
Christ disappeared. Thus the emperor is the Beast, and Rome 
the ‘mystery of &vopla’ in Rev. 13 17. 

2 According to I Thess. 3 13 the dead are to accompany Chris! 
a t  his parusia-that is if we take Z y m  here as ‘the faithful 
(usage suggests this) and not as ‘the angels.’ z Thess. 1 7  
speaks of angels, hut purely as agents of the divine judgment. 
That we are to understand T Thess. 3 13 of men not of angels, 
is clear from I Thess. 4 14. According to 3 13 i 14, therefore, 
the resurrection ofthe faithful dead is coincident with the advent ; 
hut according to 4 16 it is subsequent to the advent. 

3 Indeed there could not be a resurrection of the wicked 
according to Paul’s views (see (i 99 [6]). Thestatement attributed 
to Paul in Acts24 15 that there shall be a resurrection both of  
the just and of the unjust cannot therefore he regarded as an 
accurate report. T o  share in the resurrection according to the 
all but universal teaching of the N T  writers is the privilege 
only of those who are spiritually one with Christ and draw 
their life from the Holy Spirit. There are two passages-In. 
5 2 8 f :  and Rev. 20 11-that attest the opposite view : but the 
latter is hardly here admissible as evidence of diqtinctively 
Christian doctrine, and the former contradicts the entire drift of 
the Fourth Gospel in this respect. In  all Jewish hooks that 
teach a resurrection of the wicked, the resurrection is cnnceived 
not as a resnlt of spiritual oneness with God but merely as an 
eschatological arrangement for the furtherance of divine justice 
or some other divine end. 

In Rom. 13 4 the Roman magistracy is ‘ God’s minister. 
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to be inferred that after the resurrection the world, from 
which the righteous have been removed, is given over 
to destruction, whilst, for the righteous, there is now 
the final boon of being for ever with the Lord’ ( I  
Thess. 417). Christ’s people, who are organically 
connected with him, will be I-aised even as he ( I  Thess. 
414), and therefore not to an earthly life, but to ’ the 
obtaining of the glory of our Lord Jesus Christ’ ( z  
Thess. 2 14) in the completed kingdom of God (I  Thess. 
2 72 2 Thess. 15) .  

(ii.) The second stage in the development of the 
Pauline eschatology is to be found in I Corinthians. 

99. Cor. In ,many respects the teaching of this epistle 
is in harmony with that of the epistles to 

the Thessalonians ; but it is without antichrist. Other 
divergencies will appear in the sequel. Three subjects 
are prominent : ( a )  the parusia and the final judgment ; 
( b )  the resurrection ; and (c) the consummation of the 
blessed. 

( a )  The puru& and $nul judgment.-Paul looks 
forward to the paivsia of Christ1 (I Cor. 45  1 1 2 6  
1551 l622), which will be preceded by severe trials 
( 7 2 6 ~ 8 ) . ~  The interval preceding the parusia will be 
shortened in order that the faithful may keep themselves 
free from the entanglements of this life (729, cp Mt. 
24 22). This second coming will immediately manifest 
Christ’s glory and bring the world to a close (1 7$, 
cp 2 Cor. 113$ ). With it is connected the final judg- 
ment, at which the judge will be Christ (44$).3 

That  the second coming is conceived as one of judgment is 
5een also in the designations elsewhere applied to  it (‘the day 
of our Lord Jesus Christ ’ 18 .  ‘ the day,’ 3 13 ; ‘the day of the 
Lord,’55). From the LhoG facts it follows that Paul did 
not expect the intervention of a millennia1 period between the 
parusia and the final judgment as some have inferred from 
I Cor. 1522-24. According to th:s passage every power hostile 
to God in the world is stripped of its influence by the time of the 
parusia. With the resurrection which ensues thereupon is 
involved the destruction of the last enemy, death (1526). Thus 
the  parusia, accompanied by the final judgment and the resur- 
rection, marks the end of the present age and the beginning of 
the  new. The angels are to be judged ; hut their judges are the 
righteous (I Cor. (i 3; see, on Bk. of Wisd., above, 5 76). 

(8) The resurrection. -The resurrection of man is 
connected organically with that of Christ. As God has 
raised up Christ, so also he will raise us ( I  Cor. 614, cp 
z Cor. 4I4). 

The  doctrine of man’s resurrection had been denied by certain 
members of the church of Corinth, who did not question the 
resurrection of Jesus. To  these the apostle rejoined that both 
,were indissolubly united and stood or fell together. The ground 
of man’s resurrection-hope was his living fellowship with Christ 
(1522). As The relation manifestlv in each case is the same. 
i t  cannot be natural and geneilogical it must of necessity be 
ethical and spiritual. Furthermore, from the position of the 
words (6v T@ ’AShg rra‘vyc cbro8mjurouuru) the ‘in Adam’ must 
he connected,with ‘all. Hence it is equivalent to ‘all who 
are  in Adam. Similarly ‘all in Christ’=all who are in Christ.4 
Thus the verse means : ‘ as all who are ethically in fellowship 
with Adam die, so all who are spiritually in fellowship with 
Christ shall be made alive.’ This being made spiritually alive5 
(<oorro&mRab) involves the ‘being raised’ (cp Rom. 811). 
There can he no resurrection but in Christ. 

That the righteous alone are raised we shall be forced 
to conclude also from Paul’s teaching on the origin of 
the resurrection body in 1535-49. 

In answer to the question how the dead are raised, Paul 
rejoins: ‘thou witless one, that which thou sowest is not 
brought to life, except it die’ (1536). That is, a nian’s own 
experience should overturn the objection that is raised. The 
death pf the seed consists in the decomposition of its material 
wrappings. By this process the living principle within i t  is set 

~~~~ 

1 So also in Phil. 3203, yet he had always before him the 
This is perhaps the case in I Cor. 

2 This is the nearest approach to the terrible pictnre of the 

3 As in Thessalonians (see above, 5 98). This doctrine appears 
The judgment 

Cp also 
In  Kom. 216 the two views are recon- 

possibility of meeting death. 
153rf: 

future troubles in Thess. 

also in 2 Cor. 5 IO ‘ the judgment seat of Christ.’ 
is also spoken of as the judgment of God (Rom. 1410). 
Rom.2sJ  36 1412. 
ciled : God will judge the world through Jesus Christ. 

4 For similar constructions see 15 18 I Thess. 4 16. 
5 That  this is the meaning of <mrroreTuRar appears to follow 

from its nse in 1536, where, as in 1522 the reference is to the 
fresh inward development of life, not to ’its outer manifestation. 
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free and seizes hold of the matter around it wherewith it forms 
for itself a new body.1 I n  like manner the resurrection is 
effected through death itself. What appears as the obstacle is 
actually the means. The spirit of man must free itself hom the 
body which contains it before it fashions for itself a body that 
is incorruptible. 

W e  are next instructed as to the glorious nature of 
the resurrection body (1542-44). The sowing here 
cannot mean the burying of the body in the grave : such 
a meaning of ‘sow’ (ureiparv) is wholly unattested : it 
is rather the placing the vital principle or spirit in its 
material environment here on earth, where the spirit of 
man, like a seed, gathers and fashions its body from the 
materials around it. The life of man in this world from 
its first appearance to the obsequies that attest its de- 
parting is analogous to the sowing of the seed in the 
earth. 

Thzt this is Paul’s meaning will become clearer if we con- 
sider the opposing members in the various contrasts drawn in 
1542-44. Thus, i t  is sown in corruption (1542). This descrip- 
tion is no doubt applicable to the interment of the body; but 
the first members of the following antithesis are quite inap- 
plicable. The phrase ‘in corruption is especially Pauline in 
reference to  the present life of man. This life is in ‘the bondage 
of corruption’ (Rom. SZI), and the living body is undergoing 
corruption (2 Cor. 4 16). Furthermore ‘flesh and blood,’ the 
constituents of the present living body, are declared in I Cor. 
15>0 to be ‘corruption.’ ‘ I n  dishonour’denotes the miseries of 
this earthly life, which we experience in this ‘body of our 
humiliation ’ (Phil. 321). ‘Weakness’ is another fitting descrip- 
tion of the body as an agent of the spirit-‘the spirit is willing 
but the flesh is weak.’ See also I Cor.23f: 2 Cor. 129J for the 
contrast ‘weakness ’ and ‘power’ as here. T o  apply such a term 
as weakness to the dead body would be absurd. Finally, 
this present body i s  psychical as  an organ of the psyche or ‘soul,’ 
just as the risen or spiritual body is an organ of the ‘spirit.’ 
Thus as the psychical body is corruptible, and clothed.with 
humiliation an.d weakness, the spiritual body will enjoy incor- 
fuptibility, honour,, and power. Hence between the bodies there 
IS no exact continuity. The existence of the one depends on the 
death of the other. Nevertheless rhere is some essential likeness 
hetween them. The essential likeness proceeds from the fact that 
they are successive expressions of the same personality, though 
in different spheres. I t  is the same individual vital principle 
that organises both. 

From this description of the resurrection body, it is 
obvious that only the righteous can share in the resur- 
rection. 

W e  have dealt with the characteristics of the risen 
body and its relation to the present body. The question 
now arises, When does this resurrection of the body 
occur? In conformity with the universal Jewish tradi- 
tion Paul makes it to follow on the parusia. Such a 
time-determination, however, fails to establish an 
organic connection with the doctrine of the risen body 
stated above. 

Unless our interpretation of that doctrine is wholly wrong, 
its entire trend points not to a period externally determined and 
a t  some possibly remote age but to  the hour of departure of the 
individual believer. The ahalogy of the seed points in this 
direction. Seeing that with the corruption of the material husk 
the vital principle is set free to form a new body or expression 
of itself, the analogy urged hy Paul ought to lead to the 
inference that with the death of the present body the energies 
of the human spirit are set free to organise from its new envil-on- 
ment a spiritual body-a body adapted to that environment. 
Thus in a certain sense the resurrection of the faithful would 
folloy immediately on death, and not be adjourned to the 
parusia. Of this variance between his living and growing 
thought and his inherited view, Paul does not seem conscious 
in I Cor. 

In z Cor. we shall find that he has beco’me conscious 
of the inherent inconsistencies in his former view, which 
he is deserting in favour of the doctrine of a resurrection 
of the righteous following immediately on death. 

(6) The $naZ consummation. -With the resurrection 
of the righteous dead and the transfiguration of the 
righteous living, death is finally overcome ( I  Cor. 1526 
51-54). The end has come (1524 1 8 ) ,  when the Son 
‘ will surrender to God, to the Father, the kingdom ’ 
which he has ruled since his exaltation. The resurrec- 

1 The Pauline way of stating this formation of the new body 
is noteworthy, ‘God gives it a body. We moderns say, the 
new body is the result of the vital principle in the grain acting 
on its environment in conformity with God’s law in the natural 
world. Paul says in such a case, ‘ God gives it a body’ (15 38). 
Thisisimportant torememher inconnectionwith.zCor. 5 ( 5  IOO,~). 
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tion‘ of the righteous dead will take place in a moment, 
at the last trump (1552). 

Then will follow the transfiguration of the righteous living, 
when the corruptible shall put on incorruption and’the mortal 
immortality (15 53), and the institution of the perfected kingdom 
of God2 in a new and glorious world that has taken the place 
of the present, which is already passing away (I Cor. 7 31). 
That which is perfect has then come (13ro), and the blessed, in 
immediate communion, see God face to face (13 12). 

In this perfected kingdom God has become ‘all in all’ (1528). 
This statement is limited to the blessed. I t  does not apply to 
the Dowers in 152; 28. These have been reduced to unwilline 
obedience. 

(iii.) In z Corinthians and Romans we arrive at  
the third stage in the development of the Pauline 

The development is ap- 
and Ram. parent mainly in a change of view 

as to the time of the resurrection and 
in enlarged conceptions as to the universal spread and 
comprehensiveness of Christ’s kingdom on earth. W e  
shall range our evidence under four heads. 

(u) Parusia and judgment.-The parusia is ‘ the day 
of our Lord Jesus Christ’ (?.Cor. 114; cp Phil. 1 6  IO 2 16). 
The judge will be Christ (z Cor. 51o)-likewise God 
(Rom. 1410; see col. 1383, n. 3). All men must appear 
before the judgment seat (Rom. 1410, cp 12). The judg- 
ment will proceed according to works (Rom. 26) ; for if 
faith is operative it can be only in the sphere of works. 

The purpose of the mission of Christ is ‘that the righteous 
demands of the law might he fulfilled in us who live according 
to the spirit, not the flesh’ (Rom.84). We are what we make 
ourselves. Destiny is related to character as harvest to seed- 
time (Gal. 6 73). Every man hears in his character his own 
reward and his own punishment (2 Cor. 5 IO). Hence, since 
character is the creation of will arises the all-importance of the 
principle that rules the will. ’Retribution, present and future, 
follows in the line of a man’s works (2 Cor. 11 15).3 

( 6 )  Universal spread of Christ’s Kingdom on earth.- 
Between the writing of I and z Thessalonians and that 
of Romans we have to place a great crisis of thought. 
In the earlier epistles, as we have seen, Paul looks 
forward to a great apostasy and the revelation of the 
‘ man of sin’ as the immediate precursor of the parusia. 
In Rom. 11, on the other band, he proclaims the inner 
and progressive transformation of mankind through the 
Gospel; the conversion of the entire Jewish and non- 
Jewish worlds is the immediate prelude of the advent of 
Christ. 

The,‘unbelieving’ Jews of to-day are indeed as ‘vessels of 
wrath (922) hastening to destruction. This temporary 
destruction o i  the race however has brought about the ‘coni- 
pletion (rrbjpopa) of tAe nation:,’ and when the ‘nations’ have 
enteredchrist’s kingdom then ‘all Israelshall be saved‘(llz5J). 
God has thus shaped th; history of both Jew and Gentile ‘ in 
order that he might have mercy upon all’ (Rom. 11 32). 

(c)  Thz resurrection-the inmediate seyuel of de- 
parture f rom this Zzjk-We have discovered in the 
earlier epistles certain inconsistencies in regard to the 
time of the resurrection. Although Paul formally 
adjourns this event to the parusia, his teaching with 
regard to the resurrection body is implicitly at  variance 
with such a belief (§ 99, 6). By the time when he wrote 
the second of the epistles to Corinth he had come to a 
conscious breach with the older view. The main 
evidence for this is found in z Cor. 5 1-8 (where a specially 
careful translation is required ; see e.g., Weizsacker’s). 
In v. 4 Paul declares his wish to live till the parusia in 
order that he may escape the dissolution of the earthly 
body and be transformed alive. In other verses he 
faces the possibility of death, and comforts himself and 
his readers with the prospect before them. When we 
die we have (PXopw)-we come into possession of-an 
immortal body in heaven. 
1 Since the resurrection is possible only through living fellow- 

ship with Christ, there can be no resurrection of the wicked. 
2 The phrase ‘kingdom of God’ is used by Paul to denote the 

kingdom of the consummation. In a few cases, however, he 
applies it to the kingdom as it  is a t  present being realised on 
earth (I Cor. 420 Rom. 14 17). Even here Weiss argues that 
the passages refer to the kingdom not in its realisation but in its 
essence. In Col. 1 x 3  ,the present kingdom is called ‘the 
kingdom of his dear son. 
3 The retributive character of the judgment is expressed in 

still sharper ternis in the later epistles (see Col. 3 25 Eph. 68). 

- 

Cor. eschatology. 
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That this is a real, not an ideal possession to be realised at 

the parusia, follows from the date assigned for our becoming 
Ideally, the faithful receive their immortal 

godies a t  the time of their election (Kom. 8 29) ; actually Paul 
now declares a t  death. This idea of the future body d i n g  a 
divine gift i nho  way contradicts the teaching in I Cor. 15 35-49; 
it forms its complement and completion. We have already seen 
(S 99, col. 1384, n.) that whereas, regarded from our usual stand- 
point, the new body is the result of a secret vital process, re- 
garded from Paul’s standpoint it may be called a divine gift. 
Similarly the glorified body is, in one aspect, the result of the 
action of the human spirit itselfdivinely quickened, in another an 
independent gift of God. 

I n  I Cor. 1535-49 the view that the resurrection follows 
immediately on the death of the faithful is implied ; 
in z Cor. 51-8 it is categorically stated. 

Of Paul’s change of view we naturally expect to find 
further evidence in his references to the experiences of 
the faithful a t  the parusia, and such surely we find in 
Rorn. 8 19 : ‘ the earnest longing of the created world 
waiteth for the revelation of the sons of God.’ At the 
second coming, just as there will be a revelation of Christ 
( I  Cor. 1 7  z Thess. 17)-that is, a manifestation of the 
glory he already possesses-so there will be a manifesta- 
tion of the glory already possessed by the faithful. 

Thus Paul speaks no longer of a resurrection of the faithful 
to glory at  the parusia, but of a manifestation of the glory 
they already possess. In  
Co1.34 the manifestation of Christ and that of his people a t  
his parusia are expressly connected. 

we 
have the final stage in the development of the Pauline 

eschatology, that which deals with the 
In the 

earlier epistles, whilst the creation of 
the world was effected through the Son ( I  Cor. 8 6 ) ,  its 
consummation was to be realised in the Father, when 
the Son had resigned to him his mediatorial kingdom 
( I  Cor. 1524-28). In these epistles not only is the 
Son the creative agent and the principle of cohesion 
( U U Y C U T ~ R E Y ,  Col. 117) and unity in the cosmos ; he is 
also the end to which it moves ( C I S  a1376u, Col. l16) ,  
the head in which it is to be summed up (Eph. 1 IO), 

From the above Christology follow two conclusions. 
( a )  The everbsting duration of the Kingdom of Chvist. 
Whereas, according to I Cor. 1528, God alone is ‘ all 
in all’ in the final consummation, in the epistles we are 
now dealing with Christ also is conceived as ‘ all in all ’ 
(Eph. 123  Col. 311). Thus the goal of the universe is 
no longer, as in I Cor. 1524-28, the completed kingdom 
of God in which God is ‘all in all,’ in contrast to the 
mediatorial kingdom of Christ ; it is the ‘kingdom of 
Christ and God ’ (Eph. 5 5). 

(6). The extension of Christ’s redemption to the worZZ 
of spzrztuaZ beings. Since all things, in heaven and 
on earth, visible and invisible (whether thrones or 
dominions or principalities or powers), were created by 
Christ (Col. 1 1 6 ) ,  and were (according to the same 
passage) to find their consummation in him (cis U ~ T ~ V  

~ K T L U T U L ) ,  they must come within the sphere of his 
mediatorial activity ; they must ultimately be summed 
up in him as their head ( d v a ~ ~ ~ a X a ~ h u a u O a c  T B  ~ V T C ~  

6u TO XpiuTG, Eph. 110). Hence, in the world of 
spiritual beings, since some have sinned or apostatised, 
they too must share in the atonement of the cross of 
Christ, and so obtain reconciliation2 (Col. lzo), and 
join in  the universal worship of the Son (Phil. 2 IO). 

How successful this ministry of reconciliation in the spiritual 
world is, Paul does not inform us, nor yet whether it wiil 
embrace the entire world and therefore the angels of Satan. 
Since however, all thing; must he reconciled and summed up 
in Cdrist there can be no room finally in the universe for a 
wicked deing whether human or angelic. Thus the Pauline 
eschatologypoints3 obviously in its ultimate issues either to the 
1 To justify the inclusion of both Colossians and Ephesians 

see COLOSSIANS AND EPHESIANS. 
2 ‘ Reconciliation ’ necessarily presupposes previous enmity ; 

cp Eph. 2 16 and Sanday on Rom. 8 38. 
8 In  these lat’er epistles, no less than in the earlier, Paul 

appears not to have- arrived at  final and consistent views on 
these questions. Though he speaks of the reconciliation of 
hostile spirits, he does not seem to have included Satan‘s angels 
imorigst them. His leading principles, however, involve this. 
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ossessed of it. 

Glory (ad&) is to be their clothing. 

(iv. ) In Philippians, Colossians, and Ephesians 

lol. Phil,, Gal., and Eph, cosmic significance of Christ. 



ESCHATOLOGY 
Bnal redemption of all created personal beings or to the 
destruction of the finally impenitent. 

11. DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIAL CONCEPTIONS.-It 

ESCHATOLOGY 
With him the ‘sou1 ’ is the vital principle of the flesh 1 
(mi&), and is never conceived, as it is in all the other 
N’T writers, as the bearer of the higher spiritual life. 
It has thus a very low connotation. The ‘ soulish’ 
man ( ~ U X L K ~ S  B v B p w ~ o s ,  I Cor. 214) is incapable of 
receiving the things of the ‘ spirit. ’ 

The Pauline doctrine of the ’ spirit ’ is difficult. Only 
a brief treatment of the subject can be given here. The 
term spirit has, in the Pauline epistles, three distinct 
applications. The spiritual side of nian may be regarded 
as ( u )  the intellectual and moral part of man ; ( b )  the 
immaterial personality which survives death ; (6) the 
immaterial part of man’s nature which is capable of 
direct communion with the ‘ Spirit ’ of God-not, how- 
ever, this faculty as it exists in itself, but as it is re- 
created by God. 

In order to express ( u )  Paul has recourse both 
to Hellenistic and to Palestinian Judaism. From the 
former he borrows the phrase ‘ the inner man ’ (6 Euw 
ItvOpwaos, Rom. 722). From the same source headopts 
fhe term ‘mind’ ( Y O D S ,  Rom. 7 2 3 ~ 5 ) ~  which belongs to 
‘ the inner man ’ and signifies the higher nature of man 
as man. In the same sense he borrows from Palestinian 
Judaism the term ‘ spirit.’ Thus we have the ordinary 
synthesis ‘ spirit and body ’ ( I  Cor. 5 3), ‘ spirit and 
flesh’ (Col. 25)’ Compare also I Cor. 211, z Cor. 
7 1 3 .  Now this higher side of man’s nature may fall 
under the power of the flesh. Hence ‘ the mind’ may 
become ‘corrupt’ (Roni. Id), ‘the spirit’ may be 
‘ defiled ’ (2 Cor. 7 I). 

T o  express (6) the immaterial personality which sur- 
vives death Paul uses the term ‘ spirit ’ in I Cor. 5 5. 

I n  the third sense (c) the term ‘ spirit ’ has a distinct- 
ively Pauline use. I n  this sense the ‘ spirit ’ is no longer 
synonymous with the ‘ mind ’ as in (a), but is its suzerain. 
They are clearly distinguished in I Cor. 14 14f: The 
renewed spirit is ‘ our spirit,’ and lives in communion 
with the Spirit of God (Rom. 8 16). By virtue of it man 
becomes spiritual ( I  Cor. 215, 31),  and ‘ a new creation ’ 
(Gal. 315), as opposed to the psychical creation in Gen. 
2 46-3.3 ‘The mind’ or ‘the inner man’ remains in 
the Christian as the sphere of human judgment (Rom. 
1 4 ~ ) . ~  

Thus the Pauline psychology stands apart from that 
of the O T  and the rest of the NT. 

Judgment. -This has been dealt with separately 
under the different hooks. 

Places of a60de of the depa>ted.-i. Paradise is ( u )  
the abode of the blessed in Sh&I (Lk. 2343 Acts231). 

( b )  A division of the third heaven-being 
likewise an intermediate abode of the 

Of abode* righteous ( z  Cor. 124).  (c) Apparently 
a final abode of the righteous (Rev. 27). 

2. Hades is (a) an intermediate abode of the 
departed containing two divisions, for the righteous 
( = ‘ Abraham’s bosom ’) and for the wicked respectively 
(Lk. 1623) ; (6) an intermediate abode of the wicked 
only (?) (Rev. 118 6a 2013f:) ; and (6) an intermediate 
abode of further moral probation ( I  Pet. 319 46 ; see 

3. Tartarus is the intermediate place of punishment, 

1 The ‘sou!’ is the bearer of the bodily life in the Pauline 
epistles as in the rest of the NT. Cp Rorn. 164 2 Cor. 12 15 
Phil. 2 30. I t  is menaced when a man’s life is sought (Rom. 
113). I t  is the bearer of the personality in a general sense 
(Rom. 13 I 29). Since the ‘soul’ is the vital principle of the 

flesh,’ and the latter has no part in the next life, there does 
not seem to he any place in the next life for the soul as that 
life is to be essentially spiritual. Here ?an bas a ‘sou!ish 
body but there he is to have a ‘spiritual. According to the 
Pauline teaching the ‘soul’ seems to have its existence limited 
to this world. 

2 Peculiar instances of the Pauline use of the ‘ spirit’ are to 
be found in 2 Cor. 2 13, where we find the same feeling ascribed 
to it as to the ‘flesh’ in 75. In  Phil.127 there seems to be 
little difference between the ‘spirit’ and the ‘soul.’ 

3 Cp T Cor. 1546. 
4 Observe that the ‘spirit’ of the Christian is expressly 

contrasted with the ‘ mind‘ (voJs) in I Cor. 14 14f: 

s 96). 

for the fallen angels ( z  Pet. 24). 
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102. Special is the conceptions ‘ soul ’ and ‘ spirit ’ 

I. Oiitside the PauZim EfiistZes.- 
that chiefly need consideration here. cofce?tio?s ’ 
The meaning attached to the concep- 
tions ‘ sonl ’ and ‘ spirit ’ throughout 

the  NT, except in the Pauline epistles, is in the main 
dhat which prevailed among the people. 

( u )  The Sod- The ‘ soul ‘ is conceived as the bearer 
hoth of the bodily-sensuous life and of the higher 
spiritual life. 

(i.) I n  the former capacity the ‘sou!’ is sustained by food 
<Mt. 6 2 9 ,  is capable of sensuous impressions (Mk. 1434), of 
suffering (I Pet. 4 I), of sensuality (I Pet. 2 I I  2 Pet. 2 14). I t  
is from this conception of the soul that the adjective ($UXLK&, 
E V  ‘sensual ’) derives its bad signification in James 3 15 Jude 19. 
I f  the blood is shed the soul departs (Mt. 2335 Mk. 1424 
Acts 22 20) : &$d,yiXEiv= ‘ to die ’ (Acts 5 5 IO 12 23). Further as 
in the OT, the ‘soul’ is identified with the personality:’ so 
many souls=so many persons (Acts 2 41 7 14 27 37 I Pet. 3 20). 

(ii.) As in the Judaism of this time, the ‘soul’is theseat also of 
t h e  higher spiritual life : it is the subject of anxiety (Jn. 10 24), 
of grief (Mt. 2638 Mk. 1434 Lk. 2 35) of trouble (Jn. 12 27) of 
pleasure (Lk. 12 19 Heb. 1038), of lovi (Mt. 22371, of hate ( A h  
14 2). In a spiritual sense it can become stronger (Acts 14 m), 
o r  suffer exhaustion (Heb. 12 3) can be subverted by heresy 
(Acts15q), protected (I Pet.4;g Heb. 1317) cleansed (I Pet. 
122) .  As the bearer of the personality, it suivives death (Mt. 
lO39), and passes first to an intermediate abode of the departed, 
t o  Hades (Acts 2 27 Lk. 16 23), or to Abraham’s bosom (‘Lk. 16 23), 
o r  Paradise (Lk. 2343). The departed are called souls’ in 
Rev. 6 g 20 4. 

( b )  The S p i d - I n  the case of the ‘ spirit,’ as in that 
of the ‘soul,’ we find-with possibly two or three excep- 
tions-no fresh developments ; only the acknowledged 
and popular conceptions of Judaism. The ‘ spirit ‘ is the 
higher side of the soul. 

Like the soul the ‘spirit ’ is the subject of grief (Mk. 8 IZ), 
o f  trouble (Jn. 13 ZI), of joy (Lk. 146 10 ZI), of Indignation (Jn. 
11 33 Acts 17 16) of zeal (Acts 18 25) of meekness (I Pet. 3 4). 
I t  is the seat of burpose and volition’(Acts19ar 2021). Again, 
as with the soul, if the spirit departs, death ensues (Mt. 27 50 
Lk. 28 46 Acts 7 59); the body apart from it is dead (James 
‘2 25) ; hut if it returns so does life (Lk. 8 55). Thus i ~ a v e i u  in 
N k .  15 37 39 Lk. 23 46 is synonymous with &+6Xf tv .  

The ‘ spirit ’ which so departs exists independently as 
the bearer of the personality. Hence, though the same 
or similar diction is found in the OT and in a few of 
the later books, the idea conveyed in either case is 
absolutely different. The N T  usage is that of the 
current Judaism.l In the next life the departed are 
called ‘ spirits ’ ( I  Pet. 3 19 46 Heb. 1223) as elsewhere 
they are called ‘ souls. ’ 

The ‘ spirit ’ is the seat also of the higher spiritual life, 
a n d  forms the antithesis of the flesh (udpt) Mk. 143a.2 
‘Thus growth in the ‘ spirit ’ is set over against growth 
i n  the body (Lk. 180 240). The spirit’ which God 
has placed in man ‘longs’ for man’s salvation (Jas. 
45).  I t  discerns that which is not manifest to the 
:senses (Mk. 28). In these cases we have approaches to 
the Pauline use. Thus in the N T  there is no trichotomy 
except in the Pauline epistles-if such a term as tricho- 
tomy can be rightly used at all of the Pauline psych- 
ology. The only doubtful passage is Heb. 4 12. 

2. ra the PuuZine Epistles.-Paul breaks with the 
entire traditional use of the terms ‘ soul ’ and ’ body ’ 
a n d  gives them a connotation in keeping with his 
theological system. He appears to teach a trichotomy 
i n  I Thess. 523  ; but the enumeration ‘ spirit, soul, and 
body ’ is no real expression of Pauline anthropology. 
At times indeed he describes man popularly as a 
synthesis of ‘ spirit and flesh ’ (Col. 2 5), ‘ spirit and 
body’ ( I  Cor. 53). I t  is to be observed, however, that 
he never uses the quite as popular expression ‘ soul and 
body ’ ; his view of the ‘ soul ’ precluded its employment. 

1 According to Gen. 246-3 the spirit is a breath of life 
from God, which on death returns to God the fount of life 
,(Eccles. 12 7). As such it has no individual or personal exist- 
ence. In Rev. 11 I I  13 15 the idea of Gen. 2 46-3:s reproduced. 

2 I n  Mt. 10 28 man is described as a synthesls of body and 
soul. 
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ESCHATOLOGY ESCHATOLOGY 
4. Gehenna is t he  final place of punishment for the 

wicked. 
In  Lk. 12 5 the punishment is clearly a punishment of the 

soul . the body is first destroyed on earth : ‘ Fear hi,m who 
after’he has killed has power to cast into Gehenna. The 
passage has in Mt. 10 28-a different form : ‘Fear him who is 
ahle to destroy both soul and body in Gehenna ; hut Lk. 12 5 
seems to be more original. Mt. 5 2 9 8  does not necessarily imply 
a punishment of the body : since ‘ eye ‘ and ‘ hand ’ mean certain 
desires, the phrase ‘ the whole body’ also must he symbolical. 

F rom the  above considerations Gehenna  appears  to 
b e  a place no t  of corporal but of spiritual punish- 
ment. 

Biblioeraohv. i. He6rew Eschatolom. -For the older litera- 
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in apocalyptic literature- 
almost identical with sDiri t .  

Soul in NT- I identical with the spirit. - .  
702 I Pauline=mere functions of 
body, 102 

ESDRAELON, or, rather, as RV, Esdrelon, or 
Esre1on.l a place ‘ nigh unto Dotaea [Dothan], which is 
over against the great ridge2 of Judaea’ (Jndith3g), and 
‘ over against ’ which was Cyamon (7 3 RV). Esrelon 
is the Grzcised form of ‘ Jezreel,’ the name of the well- 
known city at the E. end of the great central plain of 
Palestine. In modern hooks ‘ Esdraelon ’ is sometimes 
used for the ’ plain of Esdraelon,’ a phrase which is not 
exactly accurate (see JEZREEL i., 0 2), but can hardly 
now be set aside. 

The  phrases the great plain ’ ( ~ b  &a lrsSiou E., Judith 1 8  ; 
ri) lresiav 76 &a, I Macc. 12 49) and ‘ the great plain of E.’ occur 
in the Apocrypha for the region called elsewhere ‘the hgci of 
Megiddo’ A 
nygx a+‘& (from y p  ‘to cleave ’) is a level tract surrounded 
by hills (see VALE 2). the term accurately describes this central 
plain, which is lik; a i reat  gap ‘cleft asunder’ among the bills. 

Esdraelon (now called Mcrj  i6n ‘Amir, or ‘ meadow 
of the son of ‘Amir ’ )  is, in form, triangular ; the base on 
the east extending fifteen miles, from Jenin to Tabor ; 
one side, formed by the hills of Galilee, is 12 m. long, 
and the other, formed by the mountains of Samaria, 
18 m. The apex is a narrow pass opening into the 
plain of Acre. (On the five gateways of Esdraelon, 
see GASm. HG 3gof:). This broad plain has for 
centuries attracted, as if by a spell, both nomad tribes 
and civilized hosts, who have coveted the rich lands of 
Palestine. See GALILEE (map of Galilee and Esdraeloni. 

nyiJ8, 2 Ch. 3522 ; 111’” ‘3, Zech. 12 11). 

l h r e e  eloquent pages ard dek ted  by G. A. Smith4 to the 
historic scenes of Esdraelon, with the object of conveying, not so 
much the dry historic facts, as  the impression which this pageant 
of embattled hosts is fitted to produce. T o  the biblical student, 
however, two memories dwarf all the others. 

I t  was in this plain that Baralc won his famous 
victory (Judg. 4 3 ) ;  here, too, that Josiah received 
his mortal wound (2 K. 23 29). Whether the apocalyptic 
seer expected the kings of the earth to assemble in the 
latter days on the mountains of Megiddo, is a difficult 
problem. See ARMAGEDDON. Let it bealso noticed 
that one whose conquests were moral, not material, 
was no stranger to Esdraelon ; the ‘ city called NAIN ’ 
(Lk. 7 11) was situated to the NE. of the great plain. 

Esdraelon lies 250 feet below the sea-level, and is 
extremely fertile. The rich, coarse grass gives a pleas- 
ing aspect to the plain in spring-time, and yet the land 
is for the most part untouched by husbandry. What it 
might yield under better agricultural conditions is shown 
by the tall stalks of grain which spring up wherever corn 
is cultivated (W. Ewing, in Hastings, DB 1757 6. ). 

The only important stream is the Kishon, the 
southern affluents of which come from near Jenin, whilst 
the northern branch rises near el-Mezra‘a, SW of Mt. 
Tabor (cp ‘ the torrent-course of Kishon,’ Judg. 413).  
This drains the Great Plain, and falls into the sea at  
Haifa. There are numerous springs on the N E  and W. 
The most noteworthy is that of Jenin (SeeEN-GANNIM, 2); 

1 6 a d p q h w v  : but in Judith 18 cup[pIqp [El,  eu6pqp [AI, in 
3 9  eu8paqhov [B], -6qph. IN*], in 46 sapqhwv [Bl, eu.ep?XQ [AI, in 
’7 3 c d p q h w f i  [A] ‘ Vg. Esdrelon (Hesdrahelon, -ahelom, -aelon). 

2 703 rpiovos rk ,.c+Aov ; r p i w v ,  a sierra, or serrated ridge 7 
So at  any rate Grotius. 

3 The expression is accurate : see GALILEE (map of Galilee 
and Esdraelon). 

4 HG4o6-408 
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not=soul, 63 
in NT- 

=soul, 102 
Pauline ; immaterial per. 

sonality ; deserves death, 
102 

Tartarus, 89 
Teraphim, 4 

I 
Wisdom, Book 

early 
1) 

Zechariah, 45 
Zephaniah, 39 

of, 76 

religion, 17 

those at and near Jezreel (cp HAROD, 2), and those 
of Lejjiin. Among the places on the borders of the 
plain were Jokneam (the CYAMON of Judith 73),  Me- 
giddo, En-gannim, Jezreel (the city of Ahab), Shuneni, 
Nain, and Endor (the last three on the slopes of the 
Little Herman). No important town was situated on 
the plain itself. Cp PALEsrmE. 

ESDRAS, FOURTH BOOK OF (or Second Book 
of). This iniportant apocalypse is included in the 
Apocrypha of the EV. For this reason it is better 
known, by name at least, to the English-reading public 
than any similar book; although it is not now, and 
never has been, read in church. The Roman Church 
does not regard it as Scripture ; but it is printed as an 
appendix to the authorised edition of the Vulgate, along 
with I Esdras ( = 3 Esdras) and the Prayer of Manasses. 

Probably the Greek text bore some such name as 
’ A H O K ~ ~ V ~ L S  ”EuGpa (Westcott), “Eu8pas 6 r p o $ r j ~ q s  

(Hilgenfeld) or BiPXos”EuGpa TOO rpo$rjrou. ’‘ In almost all the versions in which we have 
Language’ it a number forms part of the title, in order 
Versions’ that it may be distinguished from the can- 

onical Ezra or from the Greek form of that book known 
to us as I Esdras. These numbers range from ‘ First ’ 
to  ‘ Fourth ’ Book. The title ‘ Second Book ‘ is found 
only in some late Latin MSS, and in the Genevan 
Bible, whence the AV took it. I t  is now commonly 
referred to as 4 Esdras. 

All the versions of the book are derived from a Greek 
text which has been lost. Of late years the view has 
begun to find favour (e.g. with Wellhausen, Gnnkel, 
and Charles) that the original text was in Hebrew. 
W e  have the following versions :-(I) Latin : from 
this the EV is made. (2) Syriac: extant only in 
the great Peshitta MS in the Ambrosian Library at  
h4ilan. ( 3 )  Arabic : two independent versions from 
the Greek (Ar.W Ar.W). (4) Ethiopic. ( 5 )  Armenian: 
perhaps made from the Syriac. 

iven in Hil- 
genfeld‘s Messias j u r f ~ o r u w ,  Leipsic, 1869. Ar.8) was edited 
separately by Gildemeister in 1877. (See APocRvrHA, B z z  [rg].) 
Hilgenfeld has made a retranslation into Greek (in Mess. jud. )  
which is of great value. 

The fullest form of the hook is given in the Latin 
version, which alone contains four additional chapters 
2. Contents. (1J, 153) which formed no part of the 

original work. They may be treated 
separately. The real apocalypse thus consists of chapters 
3-14 of the book found in our Apocrypha. The general 
complexion and arrangement remind the reader of the 
apocalyptic portion of Daniel, to which indeed reference 
is made in 12 TI. The apocalypse falls into seven sec- 
tions containing separate revelations or visions. 

In  the thirtieth year of the spoiling 
of the city, Esdras, ‘who is also Salathiel,’ is disturbed by the 
thought of the desolation of Sion and the prosperity of Babylon. 
In a long prayer he reminds God of his special choosing of 
Israel, and of their present misery and asks where is the justice 
of this dealing? The angel Urief is sent to him and sets forth 
the unsearchahleness of God’s ways and the inability of man to 
judge them. Esdras asks how much time remains before the 
filling up of the number of the righteous. A vision shews him 
that a very short time remains. He asks, and is told, what will 
be the’signs of the end. 

Second Vision: 5 14.634. In  a kind of interlude (5  14.19). 

Latin translations of nos. 2-5 (except Ar.(2) are 

Firsf Vision: 3 1-5 13. 
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ESDRAS ESDRIS 
Phaltiel the chief of the people comes to reproach Esdras for 
foriaking his flock. Esdras after fasting seven days (as Uriel 
had bidden him) addresses God again on his dealings with 
Israel Uriel consoles him with thoughts which are very 
much like those of the First Vision : the weakness of man's 
judgment, the nearness of the end, and the signs of its 
approach, 

A fast of seven days is followed 
by an address of the'seer to God, and a return of Uriel. This 
time the main discussion is on the fewness of the saved, and the 
main revelation is a long description of the final judgment and 
the future state of the righteous and the wicked.1 The inter- 
cession of Esdras for the human race is carried on a t  great 
length, and he is promised further visions after a period of seven 

Third Visioz : 6 75-0 2;. 

days. 
Poiaurth Vision: 926-1059. The interval is spent in the 

'plain of Ardat' (see AKDATH) and after it Esdras as usual 
pleads with God. H e  sees a mburning woman, who tells hini 
how she has lost her only son. H e  tries to comfort her by 
reminding her of the greater desolation of Son.  When he has 
ended, she suddenly becomes transfigured and vanishes, and in 
the place where she was he beholds a city. Uriel now comes to 
him and explains that this woman represented Sion ; and further 
visions are promised. 

Fzyth Vision: 11 1-12 39. Two nights afterwards, Esdras 
dreams of a monstrous .eagle with three heads, twelve wings, 
and certain supplementary winglets. This creature is rebuked 
and destroyed by a lion. The eagle is explained to be the fourth 
kingdom seen by Daniel, and the lion is the Messiah. Esdras 
is hidden to wait seven days more. 

In  a second interlude (12 40.51) 
the people come en masse and beg Esdras to return. H e  sends 
them away. H e  sees a vision of a wondrous man who first 
annihilates all his enemies and then welcomes to himself a 

Six t i  Vision: 12 40-13 58. 

peaceful multitude. The man is the Messiah. In  the peacefu! 
multitude whom he receives we recognise the ' Lost Ten Tribes, 
whose history is shortly given. Esdras is commanded to wait 
three days more. 

After the three days Esdras, sitting 
under an oak (Abraham's oak is no doubt meant), is addressed 
oxt of a bush by the voice of God, which warns him that he 
is shortly to he translated from the earth, and that the end is 
near. H e  pleads for the people who are left without teacher 
or law. God bids him procure writing materials and five scribes 
(who are named), and bid the people not approach for forty 
days. Next day he receives a wonderful drink in a cup, and 
thereafter he dictates continuouslv for fortv davs. Thus are 

Seventh Vision: 14 1-48. 

written ninety-four books, of whi6h sevent); a r e  to be hidden 
and twenty-four (i.e., the Books of the Hebrew canon) pub- 
lished. According to the Oriental Versions Esdras is then 
'taken up'  or translated. 

In the Latin Version the words describing the 'translation' of 
Esdras have been cut out because two other chapters (153)  
have been added (see above). 

In  the episode just described Ezra appears as the second 
Moses ; like the lawgiver he is addressed by God out of a hush, 
like him he writes the law, and like him he disappears in a 
mysterious manner from among men. On this famous legend 
of the restoration of the law by Ezra see, furthek, CANON, 

In considering the origin of Fourth Esdras the chief 
passage that comes into question is the Fifth or Eagle 

Vision. That Rome is represented by 
3' Date' 'lace' the eagle is not doubtful ; but what 

particular persons are signified by the 
various heads, wings, and feathers it is much harder 
to say. The vision has been held by several critics 
either to be wholly an interpolation (an untenable 
view) or to have been altered in order to make it fit 
in with the events of later times. On the whole, the 
theory that the heads stand for Vespasian, Titus, and 
Domitian has been most widely accepted. I t  is also 
generally held that the destruction of Jerusalem, to which 
such constant reference is made, can be none other than 
that by Titus i n  70 A.D., though Hilgenfeld pleads 
strongly for a date nearer 30 B.C. On the whole, a 
majority of critics are in favour of placing the book 
between 81 and 96 A.D. 

The book is possibly quoted in the Epistle of 
Barnabas (end of 1st cent.), certainly by Clement of 
Alexandria and by Hippolytus ( r e p i  TOG T C X V T ~ S ) .  In  
Latin, perhaps by Cyprian, and very copiously by 
Ambrose. 

A theory that Fourth Esdras is a composite work, 
made o,ut of several earlier apocalypses, has been set 

14, 17. 

History' 

1 Of this a great part-7 36-1ogLwas missing in the Latin 
Version (and consequently in the AV) until Professor R. I,. 
Bensly discovered at Amiens a MS which contained the complete 
text. 
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brth with great ingenuity by R. Icabisch (Das g fe  - 
Buch Esra auf seine Quellen unter- 

He postulates 
five documents ranging in date from 20 

*' Integrity Of sucht, Gottingen, '89). chaps' 3-14' _ _  
B.C. to IOO A.D., and a redactor of 120 A.D. : see 
Zharles (Apoc. of Baruch, pp. xxxix. -xli. ; ESCHATOLOGY. 
3 79), who has carried the analysis still farther. Dill- 
rnniin has advanced the proposition that the Eagle 
Vision has been manipulated by a Christian editor. 
His hypothesis has found more support than Icabisch's ; 
but neither can yet be regarded as proved. 

The additions in the Latin versions (If: 1 5 J )  are 
translated from a Greek original ; but they have no con- 
nection with the original book of Esdras. 

Their principal topic is 
the rejection of the Jewish people in favour of Gentile 

B. Additions Christians. They probably date from 

in Latin the second century, and seem to be con- 

Versions. nected with the apocalypse of Zephaniah 
(APOCRYPHA, ZI), of which we have 

The only Greek quotation from theni as yet known is in the 
Acts of St. SiIGester. I t  is from 2 34f: that the name Requiem 
[requiem aeternitatis dabit vobis . . . lux perpetua lucebit 
vobis) as applied to the Office for the Dead IS derived. The 
Latin text is preserved in two forms, of which the best is that 
contained in a group of Spanish MSS. 

They consist of a long 
monotonous invective against sinners, with predictions 
of wars and tribulations modelled principally on the 
prophecies of Jeremiah. They refer probably to the 
conquests of Sapor I., and the rebellion of Zenobia and 
Odenathus (242-273 A.D. ). See CARMANIANS. The 
first certain quotation is in the works of Ambrose. 
Gildas, the first of British writers, quotes from them 
copiously. 

The Fourth Book of Esdras (3-14) is one of the most 
interesting of all auocalvnses. Unsuccessfd as its 

( a )  Chaps. If: are Christian. 

fragments in Coptic. 

(6) Chaps. 15f: are Jewish. 

.. L I .  

6. Character attempted solutions of the problems of 
life are, it is marked by a noble confidence 
in God's iustice. The writer shows him- of Book. 

self in his best light whkn he addresses God and dwells 
upon his power and mercy. The thought which is 
present to him throughout in this connection is well put 
in 8 47. ' Thou lackest much before thou canst love my 
creature more than I. '  On the other hand it is im- 
possible to deny that the book is exceedingly prolix in 
form and exclusive in spirit, and that the apocalyptic 
portion, the Eagle Vision and the like, are tedious and 
obscure, not possessing in any way the imaginative 
power of the Johannine Apocalypse. 

The general complexion of the book so nearly 
resembles the Apoca&pse of Baruch, that an identity of 
authorship has been asserted ; though it is allowed that 
as a whole BarucL is somewhat later than Esdras (see 
APOCALYPTIC, 133). 

The relation of 4 Esdras to Christianity is a principal 
point of interest. Its Messianic ideas (see MESSIAH) 
are highly developed; and its eschatology has much 
in conmlon with conceptions early current in the 
church (see ESCHATOLOGY, 1 79). Hilgenfeld has 
collected a number of passages which, on his hypo- 
thesis of the date, are quotations of 4 Esdras by N T  
writers ; but the greater part of them do not suffice to 
show anything like a literary connection. One passage, 
however (435f:), so closely resembles Rev. 69,f that we 
must suppose either a borrowing by Esdras from the 
Johannine Apocalypse or the use of a common source. 

Hilgenfeld Messias /udreorum (Versions and Greek re- 
translation) ;' Bensly and James Foarth Book of Esdras in 

Texts andSiZdies, 3 2 (Latin text); Lupton 
7 .  Literature. in S#eake#s Comm. (English text and com- 

mentary) ; Schiirer, GJVP) 3 232 f (ET, 
5 9 5 8 )  and literature there referred to. Also Rende Harri4, 
Rest ofthe Words of Baruch; Carl Clemen, St. Kr., '98, ii. A 
critical and annotated German version by Gunkel in Kautzsch's 
Ajohr. has recently (1899) been published. M. R. J. 

ESDRIS ( E C A P I C  [AV], esdrin [Vg.], 3&.1 [Syr.]; 
cp EZRI), a corrupt name in the account of a fight 
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ESEBON ESSENES 
Eshii' is 878 feet above sea-level and 29 m. NE. from Zorah 

fqar'a) in the W. Sarar. I t  has so;, Roman remains. Eshu'al, 
hithout the characteristic t of Eshtaol, would he like es-SeiemS' 
for ESHTEMOA (p.~.). 

ESHTEMOAl (~f2?$$ ; sceaMw [A] ; Josh. 
2114 I.S. 3028 I Ch. 41719  6 4 2  [ST]) or EShtemoh 
(?bTp$, Josh. 1550). 

auOcpw [Ll . 
Josh. 21 14, Tepa [Bl, LuOrpwE [Ll ; I S. 3028, W&LE [Bl, d s p &  
[AI voOop [?Ll ; I Ch. 4 17, euOarpwv [&I, - O w .  [AI, auOapa [L] ; 
I Ch. 4 19 EuOarpwq [Bl, LsuOfpwq [A], euOapa (L) ; I Ch. 6 57 
[42], suOahw [BA, 1 om. Ll. 

A city in the hill-country of Judah (Josh. 1550), 
Levitical according to the priestly theory (Josh. 21x4 
[PI), now es-Semzi', a large village W. of Ma'in, W. 
by S. of YutfZi, and about 9 m. in a direct line W. by 
S. of Hebron. It  is ' situated on a low hill with broad 
valleys round about, not susceptible of much tillage, 
but full of flocks and herds all in fine order' (Rob. BR 
2626). In several places there are remains of walls 
built of very large bevelled stones, marking it as the 
site of an important and very ancient town (cp GuBrin, 
fudt?e, 3173). The ruins of its castle are most likely of 
Saracenic or Turkish origin. The place is mentioned 
as a ' very large village ' by Eusebius and Jerome ( O S  
25470 9316). 

ESHTON (@&, scarcely 1 effeminate 2 [BDB 
doubtfully]; accaewN [BA, but om. B, v. 121, ECC. 
[L]), b. Mehir, a Calibbite ( I  Ch. 4 1 r J ) .  

form of the name ah!?!, ESHTEMOH (see above). 

T. K. C .  

@'s readings are : Josh. 15 50, .cuKacpav [Bl 

Most probably a corruption of p i?pk,  Eshtemon, another 
Cp IR- 

ESLI (EC&I [Ti. WH]),  father of Naum, in the 
genealogy of Joseph (Lk. 325). See GENEALOGIES 
ii. 5 3. 

ESORA, RVA~SORA (aicwpa [BKC,a?AI, apacoyci~ 
[w*1, aicwpa, -pa& [KC.a?], \j%hcl [Syr.]) is men- 
tioned between CHOBA and the Valley of SALEM in 
connection with the preparations of the Jews against 
Holofernes (Judith 4 4 f ) .  Tell 'ASiir, NE. of Bethel 
(see HAZOR, z )  lies perhaps too much to the S. ; a 
more probable identification would be 'Asireh, a little 
to the N. of Shechem (PEF Mu$). On the strength 
of the reading auaapwv, found in some MSS, Zockler 
has suggested iii$o, the plain of Sharon. 

I .  Used of the bridegroom, il$??Q, 
&ithnnnah (Cant. 311) .  See MARRIAGE, 5 3, also 
CROWN, 5 3. 

See 
In z S. 614 and Mt. 1 1 8  Lk. 1 2 7  25, RV 

NAHASH. 

ESPOUSALS. 

2. Used of the bride, nibs?, KZZziZ8th, Jer. 22. 
as above. 
rightly has ' betroth. 

between Judas the Maccabee and GORCIAS ( z  Macc. 
1236 RV). It is natural to think that [oil mppl T L ~  

eu@v at the beginning of the long sentence corresponds 
to [oil rep1  T ~ Y  yopyiav at the end, and to change eu8pw 
into ~ o p ~ i a v .  This is in fact the reading of Ald. and 
of some MSS, followed by AV, and, even if only a 
copyist's conjecture, is possibly correct. 

ESEBON (ECBBWN [HA]), Judith 51; AV, RV 
HESHBON (4.v.). 

ESEK ($@ ; d translates : a h i ~ i a  [ADEL], CYKO- 

Q A N T ~ ~  [Aq.]), the name of one of the contested wells 
in the story of ISAAC, g.v., 5 5, and Abimelech, Gen. 
2620. 

(AV Esebrias) = Ezra 8 18 SHEREBIAH. 
ESEREBIAS (~cspeBiac PA]) ,  I Esd. 854 RV 

ESHAN (\@e), Josh. 1552 RV, AV ESHEAN. 
ESH-BAAL ($#a!&), I Ch. 8 3 3  939f.  See ISH- 

ESHBAN (]$@a, 5 45, in formation analogous to 
tan&, a Jerahmeelite name), a Horite clan-name ; Gen. 
,3626 ( ~ C B A N  [ADEL]); I Ch. 1 4 1  (ACBBON [B], 
~ C E B A N  [ALI). CP DISHON. 

ESHCOL (9[1DE&, 'cluster of grapes,' 8 69, cp 

BAAL. 

3 103 ; scxwA [ADLI). 
I. A wadv near Hebron, so called from the un- 

rivalled fruit'of its vineyards; Nu. 1 3 2 3  25 329; Dt. 1 24f 
(q5dpayf P ~ T ~ U O S  [BAFL]). NW. of HEBRON (p.v.) is 
a wady called Bet IskZihil (Baed.(3) 137), if the name 
may be trusted. But we can hardly expect to find such 
a name preserved (Conder does not recognise it). The 
vine still flourishes there (see HEBRON i., 5 3 ,  and cp 
Thomson, LB ['g4], 596J ). Cp, however, NEGEB, 5 7. 

2. The brother of ANER ( I )  and MAMRE, Abram's 
Amorite allies (Gen. 14 13 24 ; in 24 eruxwh [A]). Note 
that in v. 24 Eschol is placed first by d (cp Jos. Ant. 
i. 102) but second in MT. 

ESHEAN, RV better ESHAN (I&?&$ ; ECAN [AL], 
COMA [B]), a site in the hill country of Judah, to the 
S. or SW. of Hebron (Josh. 1552). Perhaps a cor- 
ruption of Beer-sheba (cp dB, and IR-NAHASH). 

ESHEK (?@), a name in a genealogy of BENJAMIN 
(P.v., 5 g, ii. @) (I Ch. 8 3 9 t ;  ACHA [Bl, GCEAEK [A], 
ACEK [L]). See JQR 11 IIO 112 f : ,  5s g, IZ. 

ESHKALONITES ($?p@yp), Josh. 1 3 3  AV. See 
ASIIKELON. 

ESHTAOL (5.[11Hi7@8 ; for form cp ESHTEMOA, n. ). 
In @ eo8aoh [BA], -oh or -oh [Ll ; Josh. 1041 auu [Bl, J u d g  

1325 d a d  [A], Judg. 1631 182 eu8aOa [Bb]. The ethnic 
Eshtaulites cj?~";'s;;r, I Ch. 2 53, RV Eshtaolites ; d o l  euOaap 
[B] a l  cdawhaior [A] b euOaohr [Ll)presupposes a form Eshtxd 
(sed Ka. Lehrgeb. 2 1,'s 131 p). 

A town in the lowland of Judah, Josh. 1 5 3 3  
( ~ C T A ~ A  [Bl, . . . ea. [LI, sceaohi [AI), or more 
strictly in the northern hill-country lmmedlately under 
the Judzean plateau (cp GASm. HG, Z I S J ) .  It 
stands first in the first group of cities, and is followed 
by ZORAH (g.".), with which indeed it is usually men- 
tioned. In Josh. 1 9 4 1  it is Danite; cp Judg. 1325 
18 2 8 11, and see SAMSON, 5 1.l Eusebius and Jerome 
describe it as eutlaoX of the tribe of Dan, I O  R. m. 
N. of Eleutheropolis towards Nicopolis (OS 2 5 5 8 7  
11932), and distinguish from it an auBawX of the tribe 
of Judah (OS 22099  9226), between Ashdod and As- 
calon, which was called in their time autlw (asto). The 
former description agrees accurately with the position 
of the small village of Eshzi', which, Gu6rin says, was, 
according to tradition, originally called Eshu'al or 
Eshthu'al (Jzdde, 2 12-14). The latter statement needs 
confirmation. 

1 Cp also Bu. Ri. Sa. 1 3 8 8 ;  GASm. HG 220, n. 4. 
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ESRIL ( E Z P ( E ) I ~  [BA]), I Esdr. 934=Ezra10+1, 
AZAREEL, 5. 

ESROM (ECPWM [Ti. WH] Mt. 1 3  ; ECPWM [Ti.] 
-N [WH] Lk. 333) .  RV HEZRON, 4.v. (ii,, I ) .  

ESSENES. It  has been customary to follow 
Josephus in regarding the Essenes as forming a third 
1. Meagre Jewish party, the Pharisees and the Saddu- 

cees being the other two ; so far as we know, 
accounts' however, they were not a party in any sense, 

but a Jewish brotherhood, a kind of monastic order.8 
Our only authorities who speak of them from personal know- 

ledge are the Roman Pliny ( H N 5  I ) and (with greater detail) 
his Jewish contemporary Josephus (Bkii. 8 2-13 ; Ant. xviii. 15), 
who, in the second passage cited, plalnly depends on the most 
important witness of all, the Alexandrian Phllo, who flourished 

1 The name, with which compare ESHTAOL, is of importance. 
In form it resembles the inf. of the eighth conj. in Arabic; 
is/i,nd' would mean 'attention, obedience. Is this a vestige 
of the influence of Arabic-speaking tribes in S. Judah? Cp 
Olshausen, Lehrb. 367; Kampffmeyer, articles in ZDPY 15f: 

2 For the form cp ESHTEMOA, ESHTAOL (so-called Ifta'al 
forms), or [5@, ihwp?. 
3 For a Jewish view of the Essenes, see S 2, n. 

See NAMES, 0 107, end. 
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some fifty years earlier. Philo discourses of the Essenes in two 
passages; in his Quod omnis jro6us C&Y I Z J  and in a no 
longer extant ApoZogy from which all tdat is’important in 
Euseb. Praj. Ev. VIII. ii. isdoubtless derived. 

They are nowhere mentioned, either in the Bible or 
in Rabbinical literature. It  may safely be taken for 
granted that their origin does not go further back than 
the second century B.C. . Josephus first mentions them 
(Ant. xiii. 5 9 )  in Maccabean times; the earliest incident in 
connection with N-hich an Essene is spoken of by name 
belongs to the year 105 B.C. In the second century 
A.D. they disappear from history, though J. B. Light- 
foot‘s attractive conjecture makes it probable that 
certain later Christian sects in the East, such as the 
Sampszeans, were somehow connected with Essenism. 

The derivation of the name is obscure ; most probably 
it means ‘ the pious.’ ’ Philo estimates their number 
2. to at 4000. They are not met with out- 

side Palestine ; the Egyptian Thera- 
peutae, described by Philo in his De 

Vita ContempZa&a, are certainly n-ot to be regarded‘ 
as  merely an Alexandrian variety of Essenes. The 
‘ Essenes’ who-so many interpreters infer from the 
Pauline epistles-were to be found in Colossze and Rome, 
can be much more simply explained if it is remembered 
that certain tendencies and views, strongly represented 
in Essenism, were characteristic of the whole religion 
of that time and hence make their appearance in many 
directions in a great variety of shades and combinations. 

What most struck thle outside observer in the Essenes 
was the strictness of their organisation and their thorough- 

3. Organisation. going asceticism. In villages and 
towns--as, for example, in Jerusalem 

-they settled around a central house of their- order, in 
which they followed their religious observances together, 
of which one was the common meal. There was no 
such thing as private property; whatever any one 
earned by rigorously regulated labour in the field or 
at a handicraft came into the common purse, out of 
which the common expenses were defrayed and doles of 
charity-not confined to members of the order-could 
be dispensed. Elected ‘ stewards ’ managed the funds 
and took the general oversight of affairs ; the proper 
preparation of foods had to be attended to by priests. 
A three years’ novitiate was necessary before admission 
to the order ; the entrant was pledged by oaths of the 
most solemn kind to obedience and reticence. 

All that we have described, however, constituted a 
means to an end-the attainment of holiness. This 

*, was sought in the highest possible purity ; 
abstinence from all sexual intercourse, ex- 

clusion of women, countless washings, avoidance even 
of that degree of impurity which resulted to members of 
the brotherhood from contact with a novice, and elabor- 
ate scrupulosity in reference to all bodily secretions and 
excretions were prescribed. Every object of sense 
(dm SinnZiche) they held to be ungodly, and yet, on 
the other hand, every sin they regarded as a trans- 
gression of nature’s law. In their view of nature 
the soul of man formed no part of the present world, 
in which falsehood, egoism, greed and lust bear sway. 
When a man has freed himself betimes from these evil 
inclinations, his soul will at death pass into a bright 

1 [From NDn, ‘pious’ (Ewald, Hita., Scbiirer). Another 
plausible derivation is from ’Qt, NDn, N:PK, ‘physician’ (&pa- 
aeunjs?) a designation applied in the Talmud to certain men who 
have been supposed t o  be true Essenes. Lightfoot derives from 
p x ~ n ,  ‘silent ones ’-i.e. those who would not reveal their 
secrets. Both these Aames: according to Hamburger, belonged 
to classes of persons who formed part of the large brotherhood 
or order (?) of Essenes. This scholar mentions ten other groups 
of probable Essenes including the YZthikin the morally 
strong, who said the lhorning prayer a t  the fi& dtreak of dawn, 
the T 8 Q  Shahrzth, or morning bathers, the Bannriim, or 
builders, who dwelt much on the construction of the world 
and on the cleanness of their garments, and the Zina‘inz, or 
secretly pious ones, who kept their books secret, and had other 
striking points of affinity to the Essenes. See ‘Essaer’ in 
Hamburger, RE, Abtheil. 2 (‘96).] 
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paradise in the farthest west ; the souls of the wicked, 
on the other hand, fall into a dark and dreary abode of 
never-ending punishment. As the Essenes lived entirely 
for the life hereafter, their interest largely centred in 
the attempt to penetrate the secrets of the future in every 
detail ; angelology and eschatology, doubtless, formed 
the main themes of their esoteric writings; as fore- 
tellers of the future they were held in high repute, and 
when Josephus tells to their credit that they had in- 
vestigated to good purpose, in the interests of medicine, 
the healing virtues of roots and stones, we may be sure 
that this was done by them, not with a view to the good 
of the body, but as a special department of their 
apocalyptic gnosis. 

The relation of Essenism to the religion of the OT 
seems difficult to determine. Hitherto scholars have 
1. Relation reached no unanimity on the subject. 

to Judaism. On the one hand, some-notably Ritschl 
and Lucius-regard it as a purely internal 

development of Judaism, Lucius in particular calling 
attention to its close kinship with Pharisaisni. Others, 
on the other hand, find it impossible to explain it except 
by assuming the introduction into Judaism of foreign 
elements from Parseeism, Buddhism, or Greek Philosophy 
-the Orphic- Pythagorean in particular. M. Fried- 
lander,’ in fact, see‘s in Essenism the fruit of an anti- 
Pharisaic movement, a reaction against the post-Macca- 
bean anti-Hellenic Judaism of Palestine. Exaggeration 
in either direction is to be guarded against, 

Beyond question the Essenes represented a purely 
Jewish piety. 

The members were recruited from Jews alone nowhere 
were the law and the lawgiver held in higher reveience than 
with them. their Sabbath observance and their rites of purifica- 
tion had tdeir origin in an ultra-Pharisaic legalism, and if they 
repudiated. bloody sacrifice they did not on that account 
sever their connection with ’the temple; probably their action 
was determined by an allegorising interpretation of the laws 
relating to animal sacrifice.2 The foreign element in their 
system cannot have been conspicuous when they so power- 
fully impressed a Pharisaic contemporary like Josephus. In  
their ascetic practices and prescriptions, as well as in their 
sincerity and hospitality, it  was possible for the best people in 
Israel t o  see simply a fulfilment of what the law indeed points 
to, but does not venture to impose on every one as obligatory. 
Details, such as their worship of the sun,3 are not handed down 
with sufficient clearness to warrant us in drawing deductions 

ligion ; their communistic ideal 
n ofmarriage and ofslave-holding) 
set up by Jews without externai 

suggestion. 
The anthropology of the Essenes, their doctrine of 

the life beyond the grave, their effort after a life 
6. Foreign emancipated as far as possible from all 
in~uence. needs, and lived in conformity to nature, 

have no analogies on Jewish soil, but are, 
on the other hand, conspicuous in the Pythagoreanising 

1 Zur Entsfehungsgesch. des Christenthums (‘94) pp. 98-142. 
2 [It is difficult to consider the non-sacrificial &tern of the 

Essenes apart from the non-sacrificial religion of certain 
psalmists of the school of Jeremiah (Jer. 7 z z J ;  cp 88). ‘The 
Essener did not, it  is true, reject the principle of a single 
national sanctuary, for they sent bv&jpa7a to the temple. 
But they do appear to have gone beyond those psalmists 
whose spirit (cp Ps. 15 with the oath of the Essenes, Jos. B/ 
ii. 87) they had so thoroughly imbibed, in giving practical 
expression to their dislike of animal sacrifices. No such were 
offeredby them(Jos. Ant. xviii.15) “byreasonofthe”superiority 
of their own “purifications ” (&yvcZa‘). The “ sacrifices ” which 
they performed ‘ I  by themselves” (+‘ a h G v )  were probably these 
purifications which were symbolic (cp Ps. 26 4-7) of the psalmists’ 
favourite sacrifice of obedience and praise’ (Cbe. OPs. 375).] 

3 rpiu ydp & v a q & u  rbv ijhov o+& QBCyyoviac 7Gv ~ E ~ + W V ,  
aa~plous 6e nuas e;s a + d u  c+,yds G u m p  ~ K S T ~ O V T E S  &ua&hac 
(BJ ii. 85) .  [This passage Lightfoot compares with BJ ii. 8 g, 

the Essenes are said to bury polluting substances, i~ p? 
y i s  Jppl<aisu 705 ecOs. Cheyne, however (OPs. 447) 

criticises a t  some length Lightfoot’s use of the passages: 
Josephus is not to be held responsible for every detail of Greek 
phraseology. No genuinely Jewish sect could have worshipped 
the sun ; in any case, there would have been some indignant 
reference to this in the Gospels and the Talmud. Later 
heretical sects should not be adduced here (see Epiphanius). 
I t  is very possible, however, that the Essenes ado ted the custom 
of saying the first prayer a t  daybreak with speciafzest, the dawn 
being to them symbolic of the expected appearance of the 
divine judge.] 
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philosophp,l the form which the religion of the Greek 
world at that time was so ready to take; and if the 
kinship is admitted at  one point it becomes natural 
and easy to regard a dualistic-and thus thoroughly 
anti-Jewish-view of the world as having powerfully 
influenced both their ethics and their religious principles. 
Essenisni may have been a gradual development, much 
that was foreign may have come into it in conrse of 
time, and the Hellenistic colouring may here and 
there be due simply to our informants; Pliny may 
possibly not have been wrong when he represents 
’ dissatisfaction with life ’ (vitn p ~ n i t e z t i a )  as having 
been the principle which had brought and kept them 
together ; this dissatisfaction with life, or rather enmity 
to the world, is as un-Jewish as it is un-Christian. 
Essenism, then, may be described as having been a 
religious growth within the Judaism of the last century 
B. c. which arose under the influence of certain tendencies 
and ideas that lay outside of Judaism, or, perhaps 
rather, at an early date admitted such influences. 
This is why Essenisni disappeared ; of Judaism the 
only form capable of retaining life was Pharisaism; 
no mediating forms were able to survive the catastrophe 
which overthrew the popular religion. 

[In spite of the favour with which the theory of 
Pvthacorean influence has been received. some scholars , u  

7. Traces of donbt whether it is correct. The 
that Josephus compares the 

Zoroastrianism* 2;:enian mode of life with the 
Pythagorean is, at  any rate, not in its favour ; Josephus 
had an object in throwing a Greek colouring over the 
views of Jewish ‘ sects. ’ Besides, neo-Pythagoreanism 
has itself too foreign an air to be fitly appealed to as the 
source of any Oriental system. There is much in 
Josephus’s account of the Essenes which can be ex- 
plained either from native Jewish or from Oriental 
(Zoroastrian) ideas. He says, for instance, that the 
Essenes, or rather some of them, neglect marriage 
(BJii. 8 2  ; cp 13). There is no occasion to ascribe this 
to Pythagorean influence ; it is a part of the asceticism 
which naturally sprang from the belief in secret com- 
munications from the Deity (see Enoch 832, and cp 
I Cor. 7 5 ) .  Nor is it at  all necessary to explain the 
Essenian doctrine of the soul from neo-Pythagoreanism. 
Lightfoot (Colossians) and Hilgenfeld (Die Ketzer- 
geschichte des UrcJzristenthums) have done well to 
suggest the possibility of Zoroastrian influences. Light- 
foot’s remarks deserve special attention, even though 
he ascribes to Essenism some things (e.g., sun-worship) 
which can hardly have belonged to it.2 The truth prob- 
ably is that the Essenian doctrine of the soul (if Josephus 
may be trusted) combined t\ro elements-a Babylonian 
and a Persian-both Hebraized. 

The  happy island is a part of the tradition of the Assyrio- 
Babylonian poets. The description of Hades, on the other 
hand, is distinctly Zoroastrian, and so too is the second descrip- 
tion in Josephus of thelot of good souls according to Essenism. 
‘ W e  have, in fact, in the first sentence of Jos. BJii. 8 IT a re- 
flexion of the Zoroastrian view respecting thefrauashis, those 
“guardian angels” which were so linked to men as to form 
virtually a part of human nature, and which were practicably 
indistinguishable from souls’ (Che. UPS. 420; see the whole 
passage for a full examination of theaffinities between Essenism 
and Zoroastrianism). 

Essenism, therefore, if at  all correctly described by 
Josephus, is not a purely Jewish product, and yet need 
not be ascribed in any degree to neo-Pythagorean 
influence. Persian and Babylonian influence, on the 
other hand, may reasonably be admitted. Unless we 
go further in critical andacity than L u ~ i u s , ~  and reject 
the accounts of Essenism in our text of Josephus as 

1 [The essentially neo-Pythagorean character of many parts 
of Essenism has been widely accepted on the authority of 
Zeller (see reference below).] 

2 See Che. OPs. 447f: That  the Essenes showed special 
zeal in saying the first prayer a t  dawn is probable. Cp  
col. 1397 n. with reference to the VZthikh. 

3 See especially his D w  Essenismus in seincm Verhahiss 
zumJudenflrum (‘81). 
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spurious, we can hardly venture to maintain that 
Essenism is of purely indigenous origin. From a con- 
servative text-critical point of view, Lightfoot is right 
against Frankel. Ohle,’ however, repairs the onlission 
of Lucius ; he leaves nothing to Josephus but a few 
scattered notices of a very simple Essenism. which 
may be sufficiently explained as an exaggeration of 
Pharisaism. It must be confessed that Ohle’s result 
R ould be historically convenient. In particular, it 
would explain why there is no reference to such a 
remarkable organization as that of the Essenes of 
Josephus, either in the Gospels or in the Talmud. I t  
is more probable, however, that the text of Josephus 
has not, so far as the beliefs of the Essenes are con- 
cerned, been interpolated; that, at  any rate in the 
main, Josephus’s account of the Essenes is based on 
facts. Oriental influences were, so to speak, in the 
air, and it is not probable that the belief in the re- 
surrection was the only great debt which Jewish re- 
ligionists owed to Zoroastrians.-T. K .  c.] 

We  sometimes find John the Baptist, and even Jesus 
and his disciples, claimed for Essenism. Jesus, how- *. was John ever, little concerned as he was about cere- 
the Baptist monial observances, the Sabbath, and 

the like, who ate and drank with sinners, an may have been quite as well a Pharisee 
as an Essene, and if Philo (Quod omnisprohus liber, 13) 
is able to affirm so emphatically as he does that, in spite 
of the variety of rulers who governed Palestine, the 
Essenes never came into conflict with any of them, but, 
on the contrary, were held in high regard by all, 
the movement associated with the name of John, ending 
as it did so tragically, cannot be regarded as a chapter 
from the history of the order of the Essenes. I t  is only 
among the number of those who prepared the way for 
the new world-religion that we can reckon these Jewish 
monastic brotherhoods. They not only placed love to 
God, to goodness, and to man, as articles in their 
programme, but also sought with wonderful energy 
according to their lights to realise them in their life. 
This was the very reason of their disappearance-Chris- 
tianity dissolved them, reconciling Judaism and Hel- 
lenism in a form of knowledge and ethics that was 
accessible to all, not to a few aristocrats merely. 

The  literature is immense. More immediately important are : 
J. B. Lightfoot, EjistZes fo Cofossians a n d  to PhilenzonPJ, 

82-98, 349.415 (‘76); Zeller, Die Phil. der 
9. Literature. Griecken, iii. 2277-338 (‘81); E. Scliiirer 

GVlP),  5 3 0 ;  Wellhausen, IJGP) (‘97), ch: 
19. See also PERSIA. A.  J. 

ESTHER 
Unhistorical (I 13). 
I ts  proper names ( 5  3). 
Moral tone (0 4). 
Date, etc. ( 5  5). 
Purpose ($ 6). 

Purim (S 7). 
Unity (5  8). 
Greek version (5 9). 
Additions ($0 10-12). 
Canonicity (5 13). 

The Book of Esther (V!D& ‘ IStBr,’ see below, 8 6 ; 
E C e H p  [BKAL], &IC. [A in 2113) relates how, in 
the time of the Persian king Ahasuerus, the Jews were 
doomed to destruction in consequence of the intrigues 
of Haman, how they were delivered by the Jewish 
queen Esther and her uncle Mordecai, how they 
avenged themselves by a massacre of their enemies, and 
finally how the Feast of Purim was instituted among 
the Jews in order to perpetuate the memory of the 
aforesaid events. 

The book opens with the phrase 9 8 9 1 ,  ‘And it came 
to pass,’ thereby claiming to he a continuation of the 
1. Impossi- historical books of the OT. The precise 

dates and the numerous proper names 
give the narrative an air of historical 
accuracy, and at the close we actually 

find a reference made to ‘ the chronicles of the kings of 
Media and Persia.’ Unfortunately all these pretensions 
to veracity are belied by the nature of the contents : 

1 See his “Die  Essener; eine kritische Untersuchung der 
Angaben des Josephus” in]PT 14 (‘88). 

bility of 
story. 
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the story is, in fact, a tissue of improbabilities and 
impossibilities. 

It is now generally admitted that in Esther, as also in Ezra 
46 and Dan. 9 I Ahasuerus (wiiiwnx, AKhashzoilcash) must be 
identical with ;he king who is called Khs/rayrirsiu in the 
Persian inscriptions, w i x ' w n  in an Aramaic inscription from 
Egypt, and E6pEqs by the Greeks (see AHASUERUS). In former 
,days it was usual to identify Esther with Amasti-is (or, in the 
Ionic form, Amestris), who was the wife of Xerxes a t  the very 
time when Esther, according to 2 16, became the queen of 
Ahasuerus @.e. in December 479 B.C. or January 478 E.c.). It 
is true that the coarseness and cruelty of Ainastris (see Herod. 
7 I T A  9 1x0 6) answer in some measure to the vindictive character ~~ ~~ ~ 

.of Esther .'b& not to mention the difficulty of explaining the 
disappearance bf the syllable dm, AmHstris was the daughter 
of a Persian grandee, not a Jewess (see Herod. 7 61 and Ktesias 

excerpted by Photins [Bekkerl 38b). 
One of the main points in the narrative, namely the 

.decree for the massacre of all the Jews in the Persian 
Empire on a day fixed eleven months beforehand, 
would alone suffice to invalidate the historical character 
.of the book. 

Still more extravagant is the contrary edict, issued by the 
king soon afterwards, whereby the Jews are authorized to 
butcher, on the same day, vast numbers of their fellow-subjects. 
Nor is it possible to believe in the two days' slaughter which 

-the king sanctions in his own capital. What meaning can we 
.attach to the solemn decree that every man is to be master in 
his own house and speak the language of his own nation? 

Further, notwithstanding the dates which he gives 
.us, the author had in reality no notion of chronology. 

He represents Mordecai as having been transported to  
nabylon with king Jeconiah-i.e., in the year 597 n.c.-and a s  
becoming prime minister in the rnth year of Xerses-ie., in 
474 n.c. That  Xerxes had already returned to Susa by the 
tcnth month of the seventh year of his reign (<.e., by December 
479 B.C. or January 478 B.c.), when Esther became his consort 

~ ( 2  16), is not altogether impossible ; if such were the case, he 
must have quitted Sardis after the battle of Mykale (early in 
the autnmn of 479 n.c.) and marched to Susa without delay. 
IIowever, the author of Esther betrays no knowledge of the 
fact that the king had visited Greece in the interval. 

Further, it is contrary to all that we know of those 
-times for an Achemenian sovereign to choose a Jewess 
far his quecn, an Amalekite (Haman) and afterwards 

-a Jew for his chie? minister.-measures which would 
never have been tolerated by the proud aristocracy of 
Persia. 

It is still harder to believe that royal edicts were issued in the 
language and writing of each one of the numerous peoples who 
inhabited the empire (122 312). l h a t  Mordecai is able to 
communicate freely with his niece in the harem must he pro- 
nounced altogether contrary to the itsage of Oriental courts. 
On the other hand the queen i s  represented as unable to send 
even a message to her husband, in order that the writer may 
.hnve an opportunity of magnifying the courage of his heroine ; 
snch restrictions it is needless to say, there can never have been 
in reality. A sinxilar attempt t o  exalt the character of Esther 

:appears in the fact that her petition 011 behalf of the Jews is 
brought forward not a t  the first banquet but a t  the second 
.although Mordecai, who had meanwhile become prime minister: 
might naturally have intervened for the purpose. Mordecai, 
while openly proiessing to he a Jew, forbids his niece to reveal 
her origin, for no reason except that the plot of the hook requires 
I t .  Yet those who observed Mordecai's communications with 
Esther could not fail, one might think, to have some suspicion 
.of her nationality. It is not often that a n  Oriental minister has 
-heen so wretchedly served by his spies as was the case with 
Haman who never discovered the near relationship between 
Morde& and the queen. 

The fabulous character of the work shows itself likewise in a 
fondness for pomp and high figures. Note for example the 
feast of 180 days, supplemented by another of seven days (14K). 
the twelve months which the maidens spend in adorning and 
perfuming themselves before they enter the king's presence, the 
127 provinces of the Empire (an idea suggested rather by the 
smaller provinces of the Hellenistic period than by the great 
satrapies of the Achmnenidae) 1 the gallows 50 cubits iii height, 
.the ten sons of Haman, the ro:ooo talents (3 g).2 

There is something fantastic, but not altogether 
unskilful, in the touch whereby Mordecai and Haman, 
.as ha: long ago been observed, are made to inherit an 

1 Marq. Fzmd. 68, compares Dan. 6 I [zl. 
2 This sum is perhaps based upon a definite calculation. If, 

'in accordance with the statements in the Pentateuch, the total 
of thk adult males in Israel be estimated a s  600,000 in round 
numbers, and if a single drachm, the ordinary unit of value, 
be reckoned for each man, we reach the sum of IO ooo talents. 
This thoroughly Rabhinical calculation, which is fbund in the 

(second) Targ. (39 4 I), quite suits the character of the book. 
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ancient feud, the former being a member of the family 
of king haul. the latter a descendant of Agag, Xing of 
Amalelc (see AGAGITE). However, though some of 
the details are undoubtedly effective, the book, as n 
whole, cannot be pronounced a well-written romance. 
As a work of art it is inferior even to the Book of Judith, 
which, like Esther, contains a profusion of dates and 
names. 

That the Book of Esther cannot be regarded as a 
genuine historical work is avowed even by many - 
2. No histori- adherents of ecclesiastical tradition. 

  ern el. Since, however, the most essential 
parts of the story, namely the deliver- 

ance of the Jews from complete extermination and their 
murderous reprisals by means of the Jewish queen and 
the Jewish minister, are altogether unhistorical, it is 
impossible to treat the book as an embellished version 
of some real event-a 'historical romance' like the 
Persian tale of Bahrgm Ch6bin and the novels of Scott 
or Manzoni-and we are forced to the conclusion that 
the whole narrative is fictitious. 

This would still be the case even if it were discovered(a thing 
scarcely probable) that a few historical facts are interwoven 
with the story. For it is obvious that the mere name of the 
king of the Persians and Medes, and similar details, must not 
he taken to prove a historical foundation, or we might pronounce 
many of the stories in the Aru6ian Nights to be founded on 
fact simply because the Caliph Hgriiu and other historical 
persons are mentioned in them. 

Nor would those who believe in the authenticity of 
the book greatly strengthen their cause if they could 
3. Proper demonstrate that all the proper names 

which appear in the story were really 
current among the Persians, since even in 

the Hellenistic period a native of Palestine or of any 
other country inhabited by Jews might without difficulty 
have collected a large number of Persian names. As 
a matter of fact, however. most of the names in Esther 
do not by any means present the appearance of genuine 
Persian formations. 

names' 

genious deciphcrer he finds in Esther scarcely one of the 
Persian names known to us-which are by no means few-and 
from these the names which he professes to have discovered 
differ, for the most part, very essentially. Moreover, when, to 
cite oiie example, he interprets in)?" as equivalent to Wahu- 
man (the modern Persian Bahman) he fails to consider that 
the practice of naming human beings after lzedhs-a class of 
heavenly spirits to which Wahuinan belongs-did not arise till 
several centuries after the fall of the Achzwneniaii Empire. 

Nor is it legitimate to suppose that the names in 
Esther have suffered to any great extent through errors 
of transcription, for the Hebrew (as contrasted with the 
Greek) text of this book is on the whole well preserved, 
and hence there is a reasonable presimption that the 
forms of the names have been accurately transmitted. 

It may be added that several of the subordinate persons are 
mentioned more than once and that the spelling in snch cases, 
remains constant or undergoes merely some insiinificant change 
-proof t h a t  there has been no artificial assimilation of the 
forms. Thus we find ,v>ilin 1 IO and n > ) ~ i n  7 9  (HARBONA); 
),)na 174 n r  and i2n)a 116 Kt. (MEMUCAN); w i n )  in.'> 2 21 
and win) ~ > n > x  G z  (BIGTHAN, TERESH): ~ 3 3  2 3  and 2 8  
15 (HEGAI); ~n,y 4 5 3  gf: (HATHACH); w i i  51014 6 1 3  
(ZERESH). In  the lists of seven names (1 IC 14) and in the list 
of ten (0 7-9) some of the forms are suspiciously like one another. 
This, however, is probably due not to the copyist hut to the 
author, who exercised no great care in the invention of the 
narnes.2 

It is certain that everyone would long ago have 
rejected the book as unhistorical hut for its position in 
4. Moral tone. the Jewish and therefore in the Christian 

canon. Under no other circumstances 
could the moral tone of the work have escaped general 

1 See his RccFzcrches BibZipes (Versailles, 'g+), reprinted from 
X E J  25. 

2 [On these names see Marq. Fund. 68-73. After noticing the 
connection between Esther 2nd Daniel he reduces the seven 
princes in Est lkr  1 14 to three (as in Dan. G +viz., (a) Carshena, 
(6) Sarsathai (?) (in Shethar, Tarshisli), and (c) Manisara (in 
Meres, Marsena).] 
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condemnation. It  has been well remarked by A. H. 
Niemeyer, a theologian of Halle, that the most respect- 
able character in the book is Vashti, the queen, who 
declines to exhibit her charms before the crowd of revel- 
lers.’ Esther, it is true, risks her life on behalf of her 
people : but the vindictive ferocity which both she and 
Mordecai display excites our aversion. 

The craving for vengeance-natural enough in a people 
surrounded by enemies and exposed to cruel oppression-per- 
vades the whole work, as it pervades the so-called Third Book 
of the Maccabees (cp MACCABEES, THIRD, B 2 )  which appears 
to have been written in imitation of Esther. Whilst other books 
of the OT, including even Judith ascribe the deliverance of 
Israel to God, everything in Esthe: is done by men. 

It was long ago observed that this book, though 
canonical, contains no mention of God. The omission 
is certainly not intentional. It  is due to the coarse and 
worldly spirit of the author. The only reference to re- 
ligion is the mention of fasting ( 4  16 9 31). 

Moreover, it  cannot be accidental that ‘ Israel,’ the idea1,name 
of the nation, is never employed-we read only of ‘ the Jews. The  
author dwells with peculiar pleasure on the worldly splendour 
of his heroes, and he seems quite unconscious of the miserable 
character of the king. I t  is a curious fact that in this book, 
afterwards so highly esteemed, the word nnuD, ‘banquet,’ occurs 
no less than twenty times.2 

Mordecai’s refusal to prostrate himself before Haman may 
possibly appear to Europeans a proof of manly self-respect ; 
but among the Hebrews prostration implied no degradation and 
had long been customary not only in the presence of soverdgns, 
but also in the presence of ordinary men (see SALUTATIONS). 
The behaviour of Mordecai is therefore mere wanton insolence, 
and accordingly Jewish interpreters, as well as some early 
Christian authorities, have spent much labour in the attempt to 
devise a justification for it (cp also B IOU). 

In the Book of Esther the Persian empire is treated 
as a thing of the past, already invested with a halo of 

~. Date and romance. The writer must therefore 
authorship. ly lived some considerable time after 

lexander the Great, not earlier than the 
third, probably in the second, century before Christ. 
The book presupposes moreover that the Jews had long 
been ‘scattered abroad and dispersed’ among the 
nations ( 3 8 )  : this idea of  a ‘dispersion’ (8tamropd) 
points to the time when large Jewish settlements were 
to be found within the domain of Greek civilisation (see 
DISPERSION, 5 IZ~.). The same period is indicated by 
the passage about the conversion of vast multitudes to 
Judaism (9q), for such a conception would have been 
impossible even in a romance, until Jewish proselytes 
had become numerous. The most important point, 
however, is that the Gentile hatred towards the Jews 
of the dispersion in consequence of their religious and 
social exclusiveness-a hatred which the Jews fully 
reciprocated-was especially a product of the Hellenistic 
period ; this mutual enmity, which is not to be con- 
founded with the older feud between the Palestinian 
Jews and the neighbouring peoples, forms in Esther the 
basis of the whole narrative. Whether it be necessary 
on this account to place the composition of the book 
later than the time of Antiochus Epiphanes is a question 
which we may leave open. 

The language of the work also favours a late date. 
The fact that it contains many Aramaic words, several 
of which were borrowed by the Aramzans from the 
Persians, might be compatible with a somewhat earlier 
origin: but the whole nature of the style, which is 
characterised by a certain lack of ease, seems to show 
that the author spoke and thought in Aramaic, and 
had learned Hebrew merely as a literary language. 

If, for example, we compare his diction with the pure and 
simple Hebrew style of the Book of Ruth, the enormous 
difference cannot fail to strike us, and is such as to suggest that 
these writings must be separated by,an interval of three 
centuries or more. 

The author of Esther was, of course, acquainted with 
the older sacred literature. In particular, as has been 
shown by L. A. Rosenthal ( Z A T W  15 278 J? [ ‘95 ] ) ,  

1 Characterisistiken der Bi6elP) (Halle, ’31) 5 165. 
2 Exactly as often as it happkns to occur in all the other 

books of the OT put together-if we exclude five passages 
where it signifies ‘drink. 
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he made use of the story of Joseph who, like Haman,. 
was chief minister of an ancient empire, and borrowed 
from it not only many isolated expressions but sometimes 
even half a sentence. 

From the fact that Mordecai and Esther are of the 
family of Saul, who was not a favonrite with the later 
Jews, we may perhaps infer that the author belonged to 
the tribe of Benjamin ; a member of the tribe of Judah 
would have been more inclined to represent his hero 
and heroine as descendants of David. 

It  has long ago been recognised that the purpose of 
the book is to encourage the observance of the feast 

The fabulous 
narrative is merely a means to this end ; 

since the end was attained and the story was, at the 
same time, extremely flattering to the national vanity, 
the Book of Esther, in the capacity of a l epbs  Xlyos 
authorising the feast in question, found a place in the: 
Jewish canon. 

In reality the origin of the feast is not explained b y  
the book and remains altogether obscure. That it was 
primitively not a Jewish feast is shown by the name 
Purim ( D ~ D ) ,  a word unknown in Hebrew. Unfortu- 
nately the meaning is a matter of conjecture. 

According to Esther 3 7jzirsignifies ‘lot,’ in favour of which 
interpretation it may be urged that, considered as an element 
in the story it is of no importance whatever. No such word, 
however, wiih the meaning required, has yet been found in a n y  
of the languages from which the name is likely to have been 
borrowed ; nor has any other explanation been offered that i: a t  
all sa!isfactory. With respect to this point even the investiga- 
tions of Lagarde have led to no definite result 1 (see Pi lRi ix) .  

On the other hand Prof. Jensen’s essay ’ Elaniitische 
Eigennamen’2 seems to throw some light upon the 

This ingenious scholar 
clearly proves that Hamman (or Humman, 

not to mention other variations of spelling) was the 
principal deity of the Elamites, in whose capital (Sxa )  
the scene of the Rook of Esther is laid, and that Ma,:?xk 
occupied a similar position among the deities of Babylon. 
As the Elamite Hamman is represented by Haman, the 
Babylonian Marduk is represented by Mordecai, a name 
unquestionably derived from Marduk. In Ezra 22 
(=Neh. 7 7 )  we find the name actually borne by a 
Babylonian Jew.& In close contrast with the god 
Marduk stood the great goddess Zs’ar, who was wor- 
shipped by other Semitic peoples under the name of 
‘Athtar, ‘Attar or ‘Af tar t ,  and is often identified with 
Aphrodite. The later Babylonian form ”mm, Est~li ,  
(with the Aramaic termination) was used by the Syrians 
and Mandaites as a synonym of Aphrodite or of  the 
planet Venus; here we have the exact counterpart of 
Y ~ D K ,  HADASSAH. the other name of Esther 
( 2 7 ) .  which is mentioned quite incidentally and therefore 
seems to be no mere invention of the writer, corre- 
sponds to the older Babylonian form HadaSatu, signify- 
ing ‘ myrtle’ and also ‘ bride,’ as Jensen has shown. 
Since another word for ‘ bride ‘ is commonly used as the 
title of another Babylonian goddess, we may hazard the 
conjecture that IStar was also called HadaSatu. Fur- 
thermore Yashti is an Elamite deity, probably a goddess. 
Thus Vashti and Haman on the one side, Mordecai and 
Esther-Hadassah on the other, represent, it would seem, 

1 Art. ‘Purim’ in the Adha?uZlu%fen d. Ges. d. Wiss. 
Giittingen (‘87). Jensen in a letter suggests to the writer of  
this article that piir or Bar seems to be an old Assyrian word 
for ‘stone’ and that therefore it is possible that the word was 
also used to signify ‘lot’ like the Hebrew 523, ‘lot,’ which 
originally, no doubt, meant ‘little stone.’ 

The writer of the present article 
has moreover made &e of some private information from Prof. 
Jensen, but wishes to state explicitly that he has himself no  
independent knowledge of the cuneiform inscriptions. 

3 The Greek form, Mardocheus (MapSoXaior), prol1abl.y 
comes nearer to the original pronunciation than the Massoretlc 

4 In  the Thousand and One Nights the famous Shahraz2.d-a 
Jewess according to Mas‘iidi-is, according to De Goeje (c‘:E(9) 
23 316$), no other than Esther. 
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6. Purpose. of Purim among the Jews. 

7. Purim. story of Esther. 

2 WZKM 6 47  f: zog f: 
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the antagonism between the gods of Elam and the gods 
of Babylon. 

Whether Jensen be justified in identifying Haman's wife Zeresh 
((UT) with Kiriga, who appears in connection with Hamman and 
is presumably his female partner, seems open to doubt ; the 
difference of the initial consonants would not be easy to explain. 
It should be remembered, however, that Zeresh is, after all, 
only a subordinate figure. The other names mentioned above 
agree so closely that the resemblances can hardly be accidental. 

It is therefore possible that we here have to do with 
a feast whereby the Babylonians commemorated a 
victory gained by their gods over the gods of their 
neighhours the Elatnites, against whom they had so 
often waged war.l The Jewish feast of Purim is an 
annual merrymaking of a wholly secular kind, and it is 
known that there were similsr feasts among the Baby- 
lonians. That the Jews in Babylonia should have 
adopted a festival of this sort cannot be deemed im- 
probable, since in modern Germany, to cite an analogous 
case, many Jews celebrate Christmas after the manner of 
their Christian fellow-countrymen, in so far at least as <t 
is a secular institution. It is true that hitherto no 
Babylonian feast coinciding, like Purim, with the full 
moon of the twellth month has been discovered; but 
our knowledge of the Babylonian feasts is derived from 
documents of an earlier period. Possibly the calendar 
may have undergone some change by the time when 
the Jewish feast of Purim was established. Or it may 
be that the Jews intentionally shifted the date of the 
festival which they had borrowed from the heathen 
(see PURIM). We may hope that future discoverics 
will throw further light upon this ,obscure subject.2 

Hitherto we have treated the book as a literary unity. 
Certain scholars however-e.g., Bertheau and Ryssel- 

8. vnit;y. hold that the two epistles in the last chapter 
but one, as well as the verses connected 

with them (that is to say, 920-28 29-32) are additions by 
a later hand. This view the writer of the present article 
is unable to accept. 

The former piece contains, it  is true, a short recapitulation of 
the story; but this is sufficiently explained by the author's desire 
to inculcate the observance of Purim in the strongest terms 
possible ; a later scribe would have had no object to serve by 
the repetition. Nor is it likely that an interpolator would have 
contented himself, in 926, with an implicit allusion to 3 7. 
Similarly in 9 25 the phrase > ~ l 3  'when she came'-for no 
other interpretation is possible-sekms natural enough if the 
author of the book is referring to his heroine; but knother 
writer would, surely, in this case, have written the name. 
Had these two pieces been originally independent of the book 
the name Purim would surely not have occurred in them (see 
ZIZI. 26 3rJ); that it does occur must appear decisive. When 
isolated from the context, the pieces in question become 
meaningless, and to suppose that they are borrowed from 
another Book of Esther verges on the extravagant. In vocabu- 
lary and style they so closely resemble the rest of the book that 
the insignificant deviations which occur (e.g., in D. 28) must be 
ascribed to a difference in the subject matter. The mode of 
expression is doubtless somewhat awkward ; but the same may 
be said of the strange verse, 3 7,  which is nevertheless indispens- 
able and forms, so to speak, the nucleus of the whole work. 

As early as the year 114 B . C .  the Book of Esther 
reached Egypt in a Greek translation. This fact is 

9. 
attested by the concluding sentence in the 

version. best MSS of the Greek test;  nor have we 
any reason to doubt the truth of the state- 

ment, as has been done for example by B. Jacob.3 It 
is impossible to see for what purpose such a story could 
have been invented. 

The chief objection brought forward by Jacob, namely that 
the passage above mentioned represents the translation as  
having come from Jerusalem, has no real force; it is indeed 
said to have been made at Jerusalem: but the name of the 
translator (ilvuipaps ILrohspaiav) at once suggests an Egyptian 
Jew. That the translator was an Egyptian Jew bas been elabor- 
ately proved by Jacob himself, though his arguments are not 
all equally conclusive. 

1 [Cp Toy, 'Esther as  a Babylonian goddess,' New World, 
6 130.145.1 

2 Cp Br. Meissner in ZDMG 50 2 9 6 s  HPmZn the chief the 
father of the gods worshipped by the heathen of Harr in  0; the 
27th of the month Tammiiz (Fihrist, 323, ( . I )  has hardly any 
connection with the Haman of Esther. 

3 Das Buch Esther bei den LXX. (Giessen, 'go), p. 4 3 8  (= 
ZA 1'W 10 2798:) .  

The Greek test is found in two forms which we shall 
here call A and B (the p and a respectively of Lagarde); 
they diverge considerably from one another, but the 
text of B [a] is, as a rule, derived from that of A [PI, 
the changes being due to careless and arbitrary copyists. 

Only in a few cases does B [a] appear to have preserved older 
readings than the existing MSS of A [PI. Here as in other 
books of @ we occasionally find corrections i; accordance 
with the Hebrew text, which were introduced by scribes a t  an 
early period e.g., 'Au[u]lu'qpos (B) from viiiwnK, instead of the 
doubtless in;xact 'Apra@&s of the translator, and Oirauriv (B) 
from *n(u), instead of 'Aurh. 

The tendency, so common at the present day, to 
overestimate the importance of 6 for purposes of text- 
ual criticism is nowhere more to be deprecated than 
in the Book of Esther. It may be doubted whether 
even in a single passage of the book the Greek MSS 
enable us to emend the Hebrew text, which, as has been 
mentioned above, is singularly well preserved. 

A very small number of such passages might perhaps be 
adduced if the Greek translation had come down to 11s in its 
original ?or, ; but, as  a matter of fact, the text underwent early 
and extensive corruption, so that now it is possibly worse than 
that of any other canonical book in the OT. 

Of great importance are the additions. They fall 
into two classes-(a) Hebraistic pieces, intended to 

Its ad- supply the lack of religious sentiment (a 

ditions. lack which must have been felt at an early 
period ; cp above, 5 4) or to explain diffi- 

culties--e.g., Mordecai's refusal to prostrate himself 
before Haman. 

Thus we read, in glaring contrast to the original sense of the 
book, that Esther consented with great reluctance to become 
the wife of the uncircumcised king. To this class belong the 
following pieces-the prayer of Mordecai (31) the prayer of 
Esther (4), the expansion of the first interview Letween Esther 
and the king (5), the dream of Mordecai (1) and its interpretation 
(7). All this may once have been in Hebrew ; but the hypothesis 
is not probable. 

(a )  Pieces written in the Greek rhetorical style--viz., 
the two epistles of the king ( 2  and 6). 

Here it is stated, among other things, that Haman was a 
Macedonian and desired to transfer the supremacy from the 
Persians to the Macedonians (6 13 ' cp 6 9). From this passage 
the term Macedonians' has foun6 its way into other parts of 
the book ; the allusion doubtless is to the hitter enmity which 
there was between the Jews and their Graeco-Macedonian neigh- 
bours, especially at Alexandria. 

In  addition to these, we find a few shorter interpolations. 
The form of the book which lay before Josephus 

(about go A. D. ) was mainly identical with A [p] ; but it 
ll. Josephus,s contained a few older readings, some 

text. of which may be traced in B [a]. All 
the longer interpolations except two 

were known to Josephus. 
Had he heenncquainted with the two which refer to Mordecai's 

dream he would have had little difficulty in adapting them to 
the taste of his educated readers. However it would not of 
course be legitimate to conclude from their'absence from'the 
text used by Josephus that the two pieces were necessarily 
lacking in all other MSS of the same period. Moreover there 
are In osephus's account some small additional details. A 
few of ,lese he may himself have invented, in order to point the 
moral of the story; but since there is a t  least one (relating to 
Esther 2 2 2 ;  cp Ant. xi. 6 4  [Niese, fj 2071) which does not 
appear in our texts of the LXX., and yet can scarcely have 
originated with him, we may infer, with tolerable certainty 
that the copy of Esther used by Josephus contained somi 
passages which are found in no extant Greek MS. 

All these materials Josephus treats with his usual 
freedom, softening down or omitting whatever was 
calculated to give offence to educated Greeks and 
Romans. 

Such arbitrary transformations were quite in keeping 
with the unhistorical character of the book. Very 
12, Additions similar tendencies showed themselves 
in Targums. among those Jews who spoke Semitic 

dialects : but as the original test of 
Esther was here preserved from alterationby reason of 
the place which it occupied in the sacred canon, the 
Ldditions and embellishments were confined to the 
Aramaic translation, or else formed matter for separate 

1 Large Arabic numerals are here used to denote the chapters 
,f the additional pieces, as distinguished from the original book. 
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works. The additions to the original and literal Targum 
sometitnes refer to the same subjects that are treated in 
the additions to the Greek text, though neither work 
has borrowed anything from the other. Some of these 
pieces are of considerable interest, and they are all very 
chtvacteristic of Rabbinical Judaism. 

Not infrequently the interpolations violate our notions of good 
taste and contain much that is a t  variance with the original 
book. There are moreover lengthy digressions which have no 
real connection with the subject. 

In the so-called Second Targum such digressions are 

The two Targums sometimes differ substantially from one 
another in matters of detail (thus ]I>””, 116, is, according to the 
one, the wicked Haman, according to the other, the wise Daniel, 
which latter view appears also in the Talmud, MeE. 12 6) ; but 
they have very much in common. The relation between them 
cannot be accurately determined until more is known of the 
MSS, which are said to offer great variations of text. Some 
interesting embellishments of the story of Esther, similar to 
those in the Targums and sometimes exactly agreeing with them, 
a re  tu be found in Bab. Talm. Meg. 1ofl.1 

The reception of the Book of Esther into the canon 
occasioned so much dixussion that a few words may 

,especially common, but they occur in the First also. 

ETERNAL, ETERNITY 

13. Canonicity. be allowed on the subject in addition 
to what has been said under CANON 

(5 45f.). So late as the second century after Christ a 
distinguished teacher, Rabbi Samuel, pronounced Esther 
apocryphal (Meg, 7 a).  These theoretical objections 
had no practical effect ; indeed among the mass of the 
Jews the story of the Jewish queen and the Jewish 
prime minister has always enjoyed a special reputation 
for sanctity. With respect to Greek-speaking Christians 
it may be mentioned that Melito of Sardis, for example, 
does not reckon Esther among the canonical books (see 
Eus. HE 426). The Latin Church, since the time of 
Jeiome, has rejected at  least the later additions. The 
majority of the Syrian Christians went further still. 
Jacob of Edessa (about 700 A.D.) treats Esther as 
apocryphal (Wright, Catalogue of Syr. iMSS in the 
Brit. dlus . ,  598 b). The lists drawn up by the Syrian 
Monophysites do not include it in the canon ; hut. we 
have no right to infer that the book was never read 
or used by the Christians of Syria. Aphraates (about 
350 A.D.) regards it as an authority, and it is also 
found in ancient MSS, such as the famous Codex Am- 
brosinnus (edited by Ceriani), which, however, includes 
several other books universally reckoned uncanonical. 

The Nestorians alone appear to have had, down to modern 
times no knowledge of the book whatsoever. (Luther formed a 
very just opinion of the Book of Esther ; but whilst freely ex- 
pressing his disapproval of it he retained it in the canon. Since 
that time it has been regarded as canonical by Protestant as  
well as Roman Catholic nations.) See Jaub. 0). rif. 241 8 
(‘90): Kuenen Und.Pi, 5 5 1 3  ; Zimmern, ZAT‘W, 10241& 
(‘go); Wildebo;:, Esther, in Nowack’s HK; Toy, Esther as a 
Bahyl. Goddess, New Would, G 130-145. See also references 
above, and cp PURIM. 

~ W H A  [L]), I Esd. 1 8  RV=z Ch. 358 JEHIEL, 7. 

Th. N. 

ESYELUS (HCYHAOC [B“Al; H CYNOAOC [Ba?bI, 

ETAM (DQ’U.AITAN [BAI-M [L]). 
I. A town of Judah, mentioned by the Chronicler 

( z  Ch. 11 6 ; airan [A] UTUY [ P I )  as one of the cities 
of defence built by Rehoboam. In the order of enu- 
meration it is placed between Bethlehem and Tekoa. 
It also occurs in @ of Josh. 1559n ( a r ~ a p  [A]; cp Di. in 
Zuc.) with Tekoa, Ephrath or Bethlehem, and Phagor 
(mod. Fighzir between Bethlehem and Hebron). Ac- 
cording to Josephiis (An t .  viii. 7 3 )  it wasat Etam (@ap), 
two schoeni from Jerusalem, that Solomon had his well- 
watered gardens (cp BATH-RABBIM). This points to the 
neighbourhood of the modern village of Artis, half-an- 
hour S. from Bethlehem, where on the south siae of the 
WHdy Artas there are some ruins. The lowest of the 
so-called Pools of Solomon, not far off, is fed from 

1 Sal. Posner, Das Taugrcrn nischon zu dem 6ihlischen 
Buche Esther (‘95) gives no great results but (p. 5) a useful 
review of the midrashic literature. Cp W. Bacher, ‘Eine 
siidarabische Midrasch compilation zu Esth.’ (MGWJ, 41 4508) 
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a source that is still known as ‘Ain ‘Atan. See CON- 
DUITS, § 3 ; ETAM ii. 

2. A Simeonite town, grouped with AIN (g.v., I), 
Rimmon, Tochen, and Ashan ( I  Ch. 432), which Conder 
would identify with Khirbet ‘Aitfin, 8 or 9 m. S .  of 
Bet Jibrin. It is not 
given in Josh. 197, and is probably a corruption of a 
partly effaced p i  yy ; if so, En Rimmon, which follows, 
is an unintentional dittogram, inserted by a corrector 
(Che.). (Pesh. in Ch. gives \?do -0 )LA--) 
Bertheau takes a different view (see ETHER).  

3. Etam is again mentioned in an obscure genealogy 
in I Ch. 43  (am+ [A], 77. [L] ; the name Jezreel alone 
is familiar) where post-exilic families living around the 
Judxan Etam (see above, I )  are apparently referred to. 

For the M T  OD‘y $ 1 ~  &N (08roi aartppes ?Tap. [L]) various 
emendations have been proposed : (a) to read ,311 instead of 3 1 ~  

(after B B A ) ,  (6) to read . 3 ~  3 3 1  (so RV), or (c) to restore nsft 
nn,y $ 1 ~  i in  qx (see Ki. SBOT). A simpler reading is ;sw 
on~y 3 2 ~  ; see SHELAH, I. 

But is the name Duty correct? 

S. A. C. 

ETAM, ROCK OF (DpU &’D, HTAM [BA],’ IT. [L], 
AITAN [Jos. Ant. v. 881). It was ‘in the fissure of the 
rock of Etam ’ that Samson is said to have dwelt after 
burning the fields of the Philistines (Judg. 15 8 11). The 
place was evidently in Judah, and was farther from 
the Philistine border than Lehi (v. 9). Since there was 
a Judahite town of the same name (see ETAM, I) it is 
reasonable to suppose (with Stanley, GuBrin, Wilson, 
etc.) that the narrator located Samson’s rock there. It 
does not follow that more precipitous cliffs may not be 
found elsewhere. We  have no right to begin with 
selecting the most striking rock, and then to identify 
this rock with Etam. 

I t  is not likely that there were two Judahite places called 
Etam. We therefore reject the claims of the great rock near 
‘Artof known as the ‘Arik Isma‘in (in a wgdy which is the upper 
continuation of the WZdy es-SarZr) though the physical con- 
ditions perfectly fit the requi;ehents)of the story (PEFQ, April 
1896, pp. 162.164; Schick ZDPY 1887 pp. 1 3 1 8 ) .  ‘The 
cave is approached by descending tdrough‘ a crack or fissure in 
the very edge of the cliffs overhanging the chasm of Widy  
Isma‘in. The crack is scarcely wide enough to allow one person 
to squeeze through a t  a time. I t  leads down to the topmost of 
a long series of rudimentary steps, or small artificial foot-ledges 
cut in the face of the cliff, and descending to a narrow roc6 
terrace running along the front of the cave, and between it and 
the fragments of massive wall (belonging to an ancient Christian 
ccenobium).’ So writes Hanauer (PEP@, April 1896, p. 163) 
who in October 1885 guided Schick, the well-known architect: 
to the spot. Such descriptions help us to understand how 
legends like that before us grew up. 

See also Hanauer (PEFQ Jan. 1886, p. 25) and especially 
Schick ZDPV 1887, p. 1 3 1 8  Against Cond&s identification 
of E t a k  with Beif ‘A@ (cp Raed.PJ 161) see Wilson, Smith’s 
DBP) 11004, and Schick, 0). cit. 

ETERNAL, ETERNITY. For the abstract term 
‘ eternity ’ there is no word either in O’T Hebrew or in 
N T  Greek.2 Four times, however, the word occurs in 
AV ; and thrice in RV. 
(a) I S. 1529, ‘Also the eternity(ny!) of Israel will not lie’ 

The rendering of E V  is ‘ strength ; on the renderings 
of the Vss. see Driver’s note. EV suggests 

1. OT ‘victory,’ to which R V w .  adds ‘glory.’ The 
References. Tg. suggests that the text is corrupt (see Cbe. 

(6) Is. 5715, ‘the h$b and lofty One that inhabiteth eternity’ 
(EV after @ [ b  ~ a i a ~ r Q v  ~ b v  alQva1 Vg.); lp ]28. This vaguely 
grand idea lies outside the biblical conceptions. Most scholars 
(including Del. Di.) prefer ‘that dwelleth for ever’-ie., who 
is not subject to change (cp Ps. 10227). 

(c) Jer. 10 IO, ‘he is the living God, king of eternity ’ (AVmE.) ; 
O$y ?,in (Theodot. paurhe3g alivras).  Here the true sense is 

Cp LEHI. T. K. C .  

(AVmg.). 

JQR April 1899). 

. . .  
‘an everlasting king ’(EV). Jer. 10 1-16 is a post-exilic insertion ; 
the belief in the eternity of God’s kingdom was the foundation 
of the belief in the eternity of the people of Israel. 

1 @ A  substitutes in v. 8 (for 2v rpupahL4 6 s  w&pas) rap& rd 
xe~pri@y E-v r i  uaghaiy  ; cp Ens. q r a p  aapd r+ ~ e ~ p d l j ; ?  (OS 
25983, cp 1229). 

2 In MH there aye two terms worthy of mention : - n V p ?  
and il?J?s ( e g . ,  D>Un nlDlp, the eternity of the world, a 
philosophical tenet rejected by the Jewish teachers)., 
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can he used of a state of things which may some day be altered 
(e.g., Is. 32 14f: : cp 42 14, where RV renders &iyD ‘ long time ’). 

(c) nr; or ns;?, too, need not mean 6 for ever.’ We can some- 
times render ‘ uninterruptedly.’ as  when the psalmist, expostu- 
lating with Yahws, says, ‘ How long wilt thou forget me (”I) 
uninterruptedly 1 (Ps. 13 I [z]). 
(d) O’p; $lk ‘length of days,’ is of course ambiguous. 

In  Ps. 214 [SI 9116 the context shows that ‘everlasting life’ is 
really meant ; whether for the pious community or for the 
pious individual is a question for exegesis. So in Ps. 236 the 
‘dwelling in the‘ house of Yahwh’ spoken of is an endless one: 
where would he the happiness if death or the ‘foot of pride’ 
(Ps. 3611) could one day work a sad change? 

(e) i i p  iii! ‘for successive generations or ages,’ II o$y\ (PS. 
891 [z] 4 [5] 10212 1131 14610 etc.). 

In the NT we have aidvros (often), with which d s  
rbv aiGva and E ~ S  rods aiGvas are to be erouned.’ and 

(d) Mi. 5 2 [I], ‘whose goings forth have been frcm of old, from 
the days of eternity’ (AVIW. ; cp Q <pepGv aL3uos) ; + y  ’4’p. 
R V  substitutes in the mg. ‘from ancient days’ : both AV and 
RV give ‘from everlastin;’ in the text. The old interpreters 
connected this with the ‘eternal generation of the Son’ ’ Keil 
while rejecting this view, still sought to maintain the ess’entialk 
of orthodox tradition, and found a reference to the pre-existence 
of Christ and the revelations of Christ to primitive men. His- 
torical sense compels us to assent to RVmg. 

(e) Is. 96 [5] ‘ Father of Eternity’ ( R V w . ) ,  lv 34. In the 

text RV (like AV) has ‘Everlasting Father.’ (Nc.aA ?ra+ 703 
~6AAovror a&os, Sym. “a+ a h a s ,  Aq. aa& h). If this 
IS correct, it must mean not ‘possessor of the quality of ever- 
lastingness’ (an nn-Hebraic use of the term ‘father’), but ‘one 
who cares perpetually for his people, like a father’ (cp Is. 22 21). 
The reading may, however, be incorrect (cp FATHER, and see 
SBOTIs .  210; Heb. text notes 89 195). 
v) Eccles. 3 11 ‘he bath set :teriity in their heart’ ( R V w . ) .  

On this rendering: which is hardly natural, see EARTH i. 2 (4). 
Though, however, there is no abstract word for 

eternity, the conception of the endlessness of God 
2. OT Con- and of persons or objects protected by 
ceptions. him is not wanting. Earlier genera- 

tions did not dwell on the thought ; l the 
catastrophe of the exile forced men to ponder upon it ; 
theyfound it not onlya source of comfort but also the basis 
of an eschatology. From the far-off past to the far-off 
future (nsy-iy n$yn Ps. 902 ; cp. 4 1 1 3  [14]). YahwB 
was their God. So Dt. 3.327 ( 0 7 ~  > c , 5 ~  ‘the ancient 
God ’ ; in the 11 line, n$y nyi! everlasting arms ’ ; cp 
Dr. in hoc. ). So too Is. 4028, o$y 9 7 . 5 ~  ’ an everlast- 
ing God’-an instructive passage. because it shows how 
concrete the Jewish conception of eternity was,--‘ He 
faints not, neither is weary.‘ Eternity meant the most 
intense life. Hence later, ‘life’ and ‘eternal life’ 
came, in the mouth of Jesus, to be synonymous (see 
e.g., Mt. 19  161: ). Thus, havihg Yahwb as a shepherd, 
the faithful community could look forward to a perpetual 
duration for itself; ‘ this God is our God for ever and ever ’ 
(Ps. 48 14), to which, unfortunately enough, MT gives as 
a 11 line, ‘ he will be our guide unto death ’ (nm-5y).z Or, 
to put it in another form, God’s loving-kindness (the 
bond between him and his people) would never fail 
(Ps. lo6  I and often). 

It is a poetical extravagance, however, when the mountains 
and hillsarecalled ‘everlasting’(Gen. 40 26 where l&J +?in should 
he lg ’715 [Di. etc.] II to o$v ”7:’) : so Dt. 3315, Hah. 36. 
Is. 54 IO assures us that ‘the mountains may depart, and the hills 
be removed’ (cp Ps. 46 2 [3]). So in Ps. 89 28 [4f: Yahwe‘s 
covenant with David, and in Ecclus.4515 his covenant with 
Aaron are,said to be ‘for ever,’ and also ‘(as lasting) as the days 
of heaven. I t  was no secret however that the heavens would 
pass away (Is. 344516, Ps. 1)(1226[271f It is only God whose 
years can absolutely ‘have no end ’ (Ps. 102 27 [28]). 

Thus we get two Heb. termsfor endlessduration : (a) n$y[\l 

and (8) l&J[)l. The two terms are combined in lp ‘L$y-lp 
3. ~ ~ b .  T ~ ~ ~ ~ .  (1s. 45 17), ‘ to  ages of continuance ’a= ‘world 

T o  these we must add 
(c) n?: and (d) DV3; qlk. (a) O$Y, ‘age,’ can be used in a 
limited sense, as when a slave who refuses to leave his master is 
said to become his servant ‘for ever,’ &p5, 61s rbv a h a )  or 
when a loyal subject says to the king, Let my lord live for 
ever. ‘ 4  So, in strongly emotional passages, &iy5 ‘ for ever,’ 

1 In  Gen. 2133 ( 2) we read that in Beersheha Abraham 
invoked Yahw& as CI’J’ 8sbs aliuros, EV ‘the Everlasting 
God’). If the text is right, this should mean ‘the ancient God’ 
(BL, von Gall) and the writer will imply a reproof to some of his 
contemporaries (cp Dt. 29 26 [25] 32 17). ‘ Everlasting God ’ is in- 
ap  ropriate here. Most probably, however o$y ‘8Zrinz should be 
]i’{Y, ‘&Bt (Gen. 14rB-zo~i .e . ,  ‘Most High.’ So Renan. [A 
similar emendation, fi,!y ’n?? ‘ gatesofthe Most High, maybe 
suggested for Ps. 247 9. The phrase ‘everlasting (or, eternal) 
God ’, however, is certainly right in Is. 40 28 (o$y *&$, 8ebs 
aliuias), and Rom. 1626 (706 alwuiou Beoir, uniqne in NT)]. 

2 See ALAMOTH. 
3 Q, however, has simply Zw? TOG aEGvos. Perhaps we should 

read Dm$Y-iY. 
4 Prohably however, such a phrase includes a reference to the 

dynasty of t i e  king. Not impossibly, too, it implies a popular 
belief that kings were privileged after death to join the company 
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without end’ (EV). 

4, NT twice (Rom. 120 Jude 6 )  ctL66ros. RV 
prefers ‘ eternal ’ to ‘ everlasting ’ for 
aidvios : for &L66ror (AV ‘eternal’ in and Ideas. 

- 5  

Rorn., ‘ everlasting’ in Jude) it gives ‘ everlasting.’ 
This arises from a sense that J’w3 aidvros in the N T  is 
or may be more than ‘endless life.’ o$y yn,  EV 
‘everlasting life’ (Dan. 122 d rw+ aibrros), comes to 
mean ‘life of (the Messianic) age,’ and includes all 
Messianic blessings (so e,z., Jn. 3 15 ; cp vu. 35). The 
later Jewish literature preferred the expression ‘ the life 
of the coming age’ because of its clear-cut distinction 
between the n.p o$iy--i.e., the present dispensation-and 
the tan iy$y-i.e., the Messianic ‘age’ (cp Mk. 1030  

Lk. 1830, Heb. 25 65).  See ESCHATOLOGY, S.82 8,  
also EARTH i. § 3. 

Among the notable phrases of N T  are K ~ A U U ~ S  albvros 
Mt. 2546 ,  RV eternal punishment ’ ; liXEepos u i d v m ,  
z Thess. 1 9 ,  RV ‘eternal destruction’ ; and 6rb 
~ v ~ f i p u r o s  alwvlou, Heb. 9 14, RV ‘ through the eternal 
Spirit.’ On the first two compare ESCHATOLOGY, 98. 
The phrase rueijpua a l iv iov  has to be taken in connection 
with the preceding phrase (a. 1 2 )  alwvla A h p a r s .  The 
high priest could, according to the Law, obtain for the 
Jewish people only a temporary ‘ redemption,‘ for the 
bulls and goats whose blood he offered had but a 
temporary life ; but Christ ‘ entered in once for all by 
means of his own blood,‘ and his life is not temporary, 
but eternal, or, which is the same thing, his ‘ spirit ’- 
his wan nn-is unlimited by time, is eternal. For 
Christ ‘has been made (high priest) according to the 
power of an indissoluble life,’ K U T ~  8dvaprv {wirrqs 
dKaTaAdrou (Heb. 7 16). 

Thus the word commonly used for ‘ eternal ’ in N T  
means (I )  endless (2) Messianic. In the Fourth Gospel 
and in the First Epistle of John, however, we find a 
noteworthy development in the sense of aidvtos. The 
word seems there to refuse to be limited by time- 
conditions altogether. rdj aidvros is represented, some- 
times indeed as future (Jn. 627 1225 4 r 4  36), but more 
generally as already present (Jn. 17 3 and other pass- 
ages ; cp 1 1 z 6 f .  851). This is akin to the view ex- 
pressed in the Epistle to the Hebrews, according to 
which the Buvkpas p4AAovro~ aiDvos may be ‘ tasted’ 
even now (Heb. 6 5). ‘ Eternal life,’ thus viewed, is 
indeed 4 ~ V T W S  J’w4 ‘ the life which is [life] indeed’ 
( I  Tim. 6 19 RV). It is one of the most noteworthy faults 
of TR that it substitutes for this fine reading the 
ordinary term aiivros,  ‘ everlasting,’ ’ eternal.‘ 

.- 

._ . 

T. K. C. 
ETHAM (Pi%; Syr. Athdm, Ar. nh im ,  Copt. 

OeOH and 6OYeAN [Var. BOyeAl]; E T H d M ) .  
e ’ s  readings are : in Ex. 13 20, 080p [BAFL], 48au [j?’!], Aq. 

Sym. Theod., etc.; in Nu. 336f: pou8av [BAFL] for original 

of the divine ones ( D , J ~ N  3 1 3 ,  lit. ‘sons of Elohim’). Our 
knowledge of the popular Israelitish beliefs is too slight to permit 
us ever to dogmatize about them. The influence of the neigh- 
bouring nations must however have tended to the production 
of a belief in the quasi-divinity bf kings. 

1 Note also the deeply felt expression sic ?rdras &S yevchs 705 
a&or r 3 v a L ~ u w v  (Eph. 321). See R V w .  
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ETHAN ETHBAAL 
Ps. 89 (arOav [RK], arpar [R], aidup [TI), ascribed the 
composition of that psalm. It is much more natural 
to assume that he meant the eponym of the post-exilic 
Ethan-guild of temple-singers (see 2). 

Jastrow, (Beit. z. Ass. 3 Heft 9 ’ cp ReL Ba6. artd Ass. 
519) identifies the Ethan df I K. 4(31 [ 5  111 with the mythic 
Babylonian Etana (the hero with whom the mythic eagle allied 
itself, and who took flight for heaven clinging to the eagle’s 
breast but fell to earth with the eagle and died-unlike the 
El i ja iof  the noble Hebrew legend).l H e  assumes this largely 
on the ground that the names of Ethan’s companions in I K. 
431 [5~r]-viz.,-Heman, Calcol, and Darda-appear to be non- 
Hebraic, and suspects that Babylonian references may also be 
found to these three names. I t  is ;f. part of this theory that 
Etana, like Ethan, means ‘strong. Etana is not, however, 
renowned for his wisdom, and ‘Ethan in I K. Z.C. may be due 
to corruption (see MAHOL). 

2. (urdap  in I Ch. 15 171, acOav [Bin I Ch. 15 1719, 
and K in I Ch. 1519]), son of Kishi or KUSIIAIAH 
(g.~.) ,  the head of one of the ’ families’ which had the 
hereditary office of temple musicians and singers (I Ch. 
6 4 4  [ ~ g ]  151719) also called JEDUTHUN (g .~ . ) .  In 
appearance this is an altogether different Ethan from 
the preceding ; but the appearance is illusory. From 
a critical inspection of the narratives the truth appears 
to be this. On a re-organisation of the guilds of singers 
in late post-exilic times the authorities of the temple 
looked out for nominal founders of those guilds belong- 
ing to Davidic and Solomonic times. One older name 
-that of ASAPH (q.u., 3)-was retained ; to this two 
fresh ones-viz. Heman and Ethan (or Jeduthi1n)-were 
added. These names were derived from I K. 4 3 1  [511]. 

A threefold assumption wa5 made : (I)  that the persons so 
called were Israelites, (2) that they were singers, and (3) that 
they were contemporaries of David. As to (I), ni iK has no 
doubt the meaning of ‘native’ (Lev. 16 zg), and in the headings 
of Pss. 88 and 89 BJBNART renders ‘ Ezrahite ’ by bpa+[s]i- 
VF (cp of I K. 427). As to (2) if Solomon sang to perfection 
Heman and Ethan who vied with dim must, it seemed, have heel; 
eminent singers. As to (3), a possible interpretation of I K., Z.C., 
no doubt favours the view that all three were contemporaries. 
We have seen already that it was one great object of the circle 
to which the Chronicler belonged to make the past a reflectiou 
of the present. 

A little earlier it would have sufficed to make Heman 
and Ethan Israelites. In post - Nehemian times it 
was thought a matter of course that these two great 
singers should have been Levites. Hence Ethan is 
placed by the Chronicler among the Merarite Levites 
(I Ch. 644). The one psalm,2 however (891, which is 
ascribed to Ethan (or to the guild named after him) 
describes him simply as ‘ the Ezrahite.’ Either this is 
a slip of the memory, or the old name was still regarded 
as the highest title (see I). See GENEALOGIES i. 7. 

3. Son of ZIMMAH and father of Adaiah in the second gene- 
alogy of AsAPH,’~,  I Ch. 6 42 [z7l Jarffav [Bl, owpr [AI, TffaP [L]). 
In  the firstgenealogy the name 15 JOAH (3). I t  is noticeable 
that in the second pedigree a certain ETHNI (4.v.) b. Zerah 
is mentioned. This gives a new view of the relation between 
Ethan and Asaph. As Wellhausen remarks, the same elements 
occur again and again in these chapters of Chronicles in 
different connections ; consistency would have been too great 
a hindrance to the idealism of the writer (ProZ.(4), zzofi). 

T. K. c.-s. A. c. 4. See ECANUS. 

ETHANIM (P’J?&G, i.e. ‘ [month of] perennial 
streams’ : cp P3nK nl’ in Ph.; a e A M E i N  [Bl, -NEIM 
[A], -N [L]), I K. 82. See MONTH, 2, 5. 

ETHANUS (BTHANUJ), 4Esd. 1 4 2 4  RV, AV ECANUS. 
ETHBAAL ($gJ,.?& ‘with Baal,’ 5 zz ; cp Itti-Bel, 

‘with Bel,’ the name of the father of the first Sargon, 
and ,ElemBAAoC, below, =!Wl\nK, ‘with him is 
Baal ; isI3sBAaA [B], IAB.  [A], IsBB. [L]), king of 
the Sidonians, and father of Jezebel the wife of Ahab 
( I  K. l631f) .  

According to Jdsephus (6. A$. 1 1 8  ; quoting Men- 
ander), Eithobal (EiOhPahos), a priest of Astarte, placed 
himself on the throne of Tyre by murder, 50 or 60 
years after the time of Etpwpos or HIRAM (g.u., I). 

1 See Maspero, Dawn of Civ., 698 &; Harper, Beif. z. Ass. 
2 3 9 1 8 ’  Acnd. Jan. 17 March 21 1891. 

2 @A ;scribe; Ps. 88 [&I also to Ethan (a&& 
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j3owffap [cod. 58 in v. 61 ; in Nu. 33 8 BAL om., but BabAF read 
a h o i  (see below). 

The second station of the Israelites at the Exodus, 
situated at the ‘ end (asp)  of the wilderness ’ (Ex. 
1320 Nu. 336). Thus it was the last city on properly 
Egyptian ground, and therefore (being also near the 
straight road to Philistia: Ex. 1317) to be sought at 
the E. end of the Wady TiimilHt and near the (North- 
ern ?) shore of the Crocodile (Tims84) Lake. There 
is 110 proof whatever of the various identifications with 
Bir Abii-RQk (Schleiden), Bir Maktal (Ebers ; spelled 
Bir Mahda1,’in Bzd. ), Hir Sues (Hengstenberg), places 
which are, besides, all situated in the desert, partly E. 
of the Red Sea. Why Daphnze-Tahpanhes (Brugsch), 
cannot be Etham, is shown elsewhere (EXODUS i. 13). 
The name ne! reminds us strongly of oh? (see PITHOM), 
and if we follow 6 ’ s  text in Num. [* = ~ n i g ]  the identity 
is very plausible (Sharpe, Wellh.). If Pithom is the 
same as modern Tell el-MashEta, it was indeed the 
lait city of Gosheu, which has, at the E., room only for a 
few villages and fortifications (about IO miles to Lake 
Tims&h).2 This identification therefore is highly prob- 
able. Otherwise, we might suppose a neighbouring 
place called after the same local god, Atrim, E t I ~ 5 m . ~  
The name of this place might also have been abridged. 
This, hogever, is less probable, and unnecessary. Other 
Egyptological explanations cannot be ~ p h e l d . ~  See 
EXODUS i. § IO$, GOSHEN i. 2, SUCCOTH, PITHOM. 

ETHAN (fQ’& ; ‘ lasting, strong ’ ; A ~ ~ A M  [BL], 
& l e A N  [A]): 

I. A n  kzrahite, whose wisdom was excelled by 
Solomon’s, I K. 431 [511] (yardav [BA], 427 ; so also. 
in bB of Jer. 50 (27)44) .  The true reading of the 
passage, which of course determines the explanation, 
is considered elsewhere (see MAHOL, HEMAN). b B ,  

which calls Ethan T& .+/T~v (aA ~ { p ~ q h ~ ~ q v ,  cp 
Pss. 88 f.), very possibly considered him to be an 
Edomite (cp Job 42176, b B N c ) ,  Edom being renowned 
for its wise men (Jer. 497). To the Chronicler, however, 
this view was unacceptable. Ethan (and not only he, but 
also the wise men who in I K. 431 [SII] are mentioned 
with him) must be of an Israelitish stock. The question 
of his age, too, must be cleared up. Hence in I Ch. 26 
not only Zimri (or Zabdi), but also Ethan, Heman, Cal- 
col, and Dara are sons of Zerah, the son of Judah. Thus 
I K. 431 [511] receives a thoroughly new interpretation. 
T o  this Judahite Ethan it is possible-possible but 
hardly probable-that the author of the heading of 

1 The  prefixed #would not be the Egyptian article (Knobel- 
Dillmann) but $(el) ‘house, place’ (cp PITHOM, PI-BESETH). 
B’s transliteration ’ p  conforms to the rule that Egyptian 
p+.w is rendered by Gk. 6 .  This $ (‘house’) is sometimes 
omitted, like the Hebrew equivalent BeU. [As another ex- 
planation of the @ of j3ovBav, H. A. Redpath suggests that perhaps 
it is a reproduction of the prep. 3 on the first occurrence of the 
name repeated in the second verse.] 

2 No argument can be drawn from the fact that the adjoining 
desert is called ‘desert of Etham’ in Nu. 338 (P), but ‘desert 
of Shur’ in Ex. 15 12 (E). The two frontier places are different. 
Note especially that the strange ‘of Etham’ is omitted by @ B  

(but BabAFL read a6.roi-i.e., 02). 
3 Pap. Anast. vi. 4 15 speaks of the fort (htmu)ofking Merrzep- 

tah which is@?) T(u)-Ku, ‘E. of Petom 6fMerneptah which is 
(at?) TuKu.’ It is not however, clear whether this would be 
another Pithom, or, as is more natural, that built by Rameses 
11. (see WMM. As. u. Eur. 135) which would, as a royal city, 
change itsname. On theThou(?)of the Itin. A r z t . , s e e P t ~ ~ ~ ~ ;  
4 The comparison with Egyptian htm (closing) ‘fortress, fort 

from the root which in Coptic becoGes Satem ‘ to shut,’ is q d e  
impossible. Anast. v. 20 I mentions a ‘ fortress’ @tnzu) near 
T(u)-Ku (cp preceding note); but no city with this name can 
6e found. We are equally precluded from comparing the 
p p t i c  fcim, ‘,to close’; with the article this would be j - t sm,  

Naville (Pithom, ZB 8) compares the name 
A-du-ma of the ‘Bedawi-tribes‘ mentioned in Anast. vi. 4 14, 
in which all recent writers have rightly seen the name Edom. 
The dental forbids the identification with Etham. (The alleged 
name Adima reads Fad-ma; see KEDEMAH.) Besides Ethan1 
must be an Egyptian place,-not several journeys E: in the 
wilderness. 
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ETHER . 

With the same writer (Ant. viii. 132) we may safely 
identify this king with the Ethbaal of I K. 

' Sidonians' is used in the wider sense for ' Phmnicians.' The 
name also occurs on the Taylor-cylinder as Tuba'lu (king of 
Sidon), KB2gr  ; cp M'Curdy, Hist., Pro@., Mon. 2276. See 
PHCENICIA. T. I<. C. 

ETHER (Toy), a place in the Negeb of Judah, men- 
tioned between Libnah and Ashan (Josh. 1542 ,  i e h K  
[B, see below], &ep [AL]), but also assigned to Simeon 
(197, ieeop [E], Be. [A], ocsp [L]). It is evidently 
the Athach to which, according to MT of I S. 3030, 
David sent a part of the spoil of Ziklag, and 6" actually 
reads tOah-=lny in Josh. I .c .  

In I1 
list of Simeonite villages in T Ch. 4 32 Eertheau is of opinion that 
Ether (which he prefers to Athach) is represented by Etnm. 
This, however, is probably a mistake (see ETAM i., 2). Ether 
i s  a corru tion of Athach, which is most certainly represented in 
I Ch. (Z.c.yby Tochen, and Etam can be accounted for otherwise. 

Possibly both Athach and Tochen are corruptions of 

In Josh. 197, however, 6, like MT,  supports 'Ether.' 

a third word-Anaboth. See ANAB, ATHACH. 
T. K. C. 

ETHIOPIA in EV is the equivalent of D k ,  repre- 

1. F~~~ 'dusky-faced ones') of a, and the ~Ethi&iu o? 
Vg. ; as rendering the name of the son of Ham 

Of name* (Gen. 106-8 I Ch. 18-10), w),isalways transliterated 
(CUSH ; XOUF, XouO [E Gen. 1071, Chus) ; 'WC,  'Ethiopian,' 
Jer.1323, etc., RV 'Cushite'in Nu.12 ~(@AAIff~dirruua),etc.; see 
CUSH i., $ z, CUSHI 5. The Hebrew name i i  found also in Ass. 
Kiisrc; 1 in Persian hilingual inscriptions, Bah. KSfu is rendered 
by Pers. ICzc&i, ' the Cushites.' The Semites, evidently, bor- 
rowed the name from Egypt. There the earliest form is in dyn. 
12, K??(like &,)2; later the defective orthography KS, KE,3 is 
common, but even the Coptic form e60ogj~ ~ 6 a 9  (Boh. 
eealq), written 'kJin Demotic and later hieroglyphics ( I IEKVULP 

in Gk?ransliteration as  proper name), 'Ethiopian,' betrays the 
middle consonant by the euphonic Aleph protheticum, pointing 
to .Ek'&i). The Semitic form comes from a late vulgar pro- 
nunciation &if, which omits the middle radical.4 

In the time of dynasty IZ the name Kush seems to 
have designated a tribe occupying southern Nubia. 

senting the Aiffroirla or Aiffiolrar (originally burnt ' ;.e. 

ETHIOPIA 

2. Meaning As far as we can determine the territory 
of name of the tribe in q ~ e s t i o n , ~  it began some- 

what N. of the second cataract. About 
in Egypt* 1500, the annals of Thotmes 111. still 

retain the traditconal distinction of N. and S. Nubia as 
Wawat (a name not much known after 1000 B.c.) and 
K(0)Si; but K55 the larger part of the country, then 
commonly gives its name to Nubia in general. 

Later, Etz(')oYi, ' Kushite,' completely displaced the earlier 
term n$@i (i.e., Eastern-African, including Hamites as well 
as Negroes, although used by preference of the most character- 
istic African race-ie., the Negro-exactly as  the Gk. AlQlqb). 

The Hebrew writers too knew that Kush was the 
country S. of Egypt (Judith 1&), beginning at SYENE 
3. Inpalestine. [ q . ~ . ] ,  or, more exactly, above the 

island of Philae. How far S. it ex- 
tended in the vast regions on the White and the Blue 
Nile, they knew of course as little as the Egyptians. 
Whilst the Greeks, however (e.g., Homer), had the most 
erroneous ideas on the position and extent of Ethiopia 
(sometimes they extended it as far as India !), the Pales- 
tinians, like the Egyptians, clearly distinguished Kush 
from the African coasts of the Red Sea (Punt or PUT,  
q . ~ ,  ). The list' of provinces of Darius I. even dis- 
tinguished KuS, Put, and the Mariya tribes (Egyptian 
Mamy) named between these two. Kush, therefore, 
must be limited to the Nile valley and not be identified 
geographically with the vague Greek tern] AiOtorrh6 

Once Ka&, Knudtzon, Gebeie an den Sonnengofi, no. 68. 
L - L D  2 122. Petrie, Season, 34o-k??f, 

Adyd. 3 926, etc. 

3- \\ 
mlvvl 

4 A hamzeh to adopt the terminology of Arabic grammar. 

G To apply thb term to Abyssinia is strikingly erroneous, for 
Abyssinia was never subject-and hardly even known-ro the 
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Cp Brngs:h AZ '82, p. 30. 

[Themeaning of 'beyond the rivers ofCnsh' (Is. 18 T Zeph. 3 IO) 
is not altogether clear. Both passages appear to he very late ; 
they cannot be used as authorities for the geographical views of 
Isaiah and Zephaniah. In  Zeph., Z.C., we must render lp, 
fvom beyond ' implying that the region beyond the streams of 
Cush was on: of the most distant points from which the dis- 
persed Jews would be restored to Palestine. We rannot how- 
ever, say that Cush is always distinctly represented as bne of 
the remotest countries. It is mentioned quite naturally in con- 
nection with Egypt in Ps. G8 31 [32] Is. 20 3 5 Ezek. 30 4 Nah. 3 9. 
(W,hether Ps. 67 4 Is. 43 3 45 14 may be added, is matter for in- 
quiry.) Great caution is necessary in discussing the references 
to Cush (see CUSH i., $ 2, CUSHAN, CUSHI, 3). More than one 
ethnic name seems to have been written ~ 3 :  hence the distrers- 
b g  confusions which have arisen. On the difficult prophecy in 
which the Ethiopian Cnshites appear to be described (Is. 18) 
there is difference of opinion ; cp Che. SBOT (IsuW, Heb.), 
who recognises the corruptness of the text and seeks to correct 
it ; see also CUSH i., $ 21. 

The Egyptians knew the country in earliest times 
under the name grit, ' the Soiith' (also Knst?), using 

4. History. IWawat originally of a central district. 
t was not exactly tribntary;l but the 

pharaohs sent trading expeditions thither--e.g., one with 
300 asses of burden to Ama(m), near, or S. of, Khartfim 
(EGYPT,, § 47). They derived much of their timber for 
large ships from the forests of central or S. Nubia, or 
even had the ships built on the spot with the assistance 

FIG. 1.-Head-dress of Ethiopian king. After Lepsius. 

of the Nubian chiefs. In war-time these chiefs furnished 
thousands of archers to the pharaoh. This barbarous 
Negro country, therefore, seems to have been completely 
under Egyptian influence. I t s  conquest was undertaken 
by the kings of dyn. IZ (EGYPT, § 50). The K'6SSi 
people, now first mentioned, seem to have been more 
warlike than the tribes of the N. ( Wawat) ,  so that 
Usertesen 111. had to fix his strongly fortified frontier 
at Semneh (about 21' 32' N. lat.). Though apparently 
independent dnring the Hylisos period, Nubia was again 
made subject after 1600 B.C. by 'Ahniose (Ahmes) I. 
and his successors, and remained so down to about 
1100 B.C. The southernmost traces of an Egyptian mili- 
tarypost have been found at Ben Naga (NakX), near the 
sixth cataract (see EGYPT, after col. 1208, map no. I); 
and slave-hunting expeditions may have extended even 
more to the S. The Nile valley seems to have been con- 
tent to remain tributary without giving Egypt trouble. 
The many wars in ' vile Nubia' (KSEst)  were probably 
merely slave-hunting expeditions in the S., or punitive 
raids upon the rapacious desert-tribes (the Anti or 
Trog(1)odytes in the N.,  the Mazoy (or Masoy) near 
Senngr (see above)). The banks of the Nile, therefore, 
were covered not only with military forts bnt also with 
temples and Egyptian colonies. Although the Egyptian 
elements were absorbed without leaving many traces in 
the language or the racial type, the country became to a 
certain extent civilized. The government was in the 
hands of a viceroy (residing ' at the holy mountain ' in 

kings of Egypt or of Napata-KBE. Thegeneral Greek expression 
(rendered Ite@$eyii) was limited to Abyssinia by the scholars of 
Aksnm, a 'limitation that has caused very great confusion in 
modern literature. 
1 An official says, ' Never could any work be done (before me? 

in the region around Elephantine with only one war-vessel 
(inscr. of 'Una,' 1.41). The earliest expedition recorded is that 
of king Snefrn(i) of dyn. 4, who is said, on the stone of Palermo, 
to have brought 7000 men and zco,ow animals as booty from 
Ethiopia. 

2 Mariette's results, however, in his Listes GJo@u$hiques, 
rest on absurd identifications of the names recorded by Thut- 
mosis 111. 
3 ' Trogodytes' seems better attested than 'Troglodytes.' 
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ETHIOPIA 
Napata)l who had the title ‘royal son of K O ~ . ’ ~  
The tribute and products of the country mere chiefly 
gold (rarely, wrought gold), precious red stones, ostrich 
feathers, leopard skins, cattle, livc monkeys, ivory, ebony, 
some incense, etc. (cp Herod. 3 97114). 

We find Nubia an independent kingdom in dyn. 22. 
It  seems that the high-priestly family at Thebes when 
yielding to the power of the Tanitic pharaohs (EGYPT, § 

61f: ) had fled to the southern provinces 
k ~ ~ ; d ~ ~ o f  and there founded an independent state. 

In few countries of antiquity was the 
Ethiopia’ theocratic ideal of thepriesthoodrealised 

as completely as in this new ecclesiastical kingdom of 

ETHIOPIA 
with Thebes soon after 800 B.c., and king P‘anby could 
wen attempt to subjugate the rest of the disunited 
Eounties, about 750 (see EGYPT, 65 ; on the moresuc- 
cessful conquest by Sabaka, on hbatako [or Sebichos?] 
and T(a)hark6 [see TIRHAKAH], ib., 66 u). Nah. 39 
refers to this period; Jer. 469 Ezek. 304 (885,  very 
strange) refer to Ethiopian mercenaries in Egypt rather 
than to the past period of the 25th dynasty. ZERAH (5) 
and So (gq.”.) do not belong here. The strange 
anonialy of Nubia as a great empire, which even tried 
to stop the progress of Assyria in Asia, did not last 
very long. For the Ethiopians to hold even Egypt 
was too hard a task. The last attempt to regain it 
was made by Tantamen in 667. He tells us in a long 
inscription how, encouraged by a dream, he easily 
conquered Egypt to Memphis; but he does not tell 
of his subsequent defeat. The ascendancy of dyn. 
26 shut the Ethiopians out completely. 

On several cases of unfriendly contact with the Ethiopians 
onder Psametik (I. and II.?) and Apries, see EGVPT, I$ 67-69. 
The kings Atirunras, Asparuta (circa 600 B.c.) and several 
named P’anhy are mentioned. One surnamed Arura was 
dethroned hy”Harsi6t(ef) ; these two kings and their successor 
Nastasen(n), who records great victories over the southern 
peoples, reigned about 400. During the whole Persian period 
the kingdom of Knsh was tributary to the Persian kings (cp 
Esth. 1 T SA), having been subjugated by Cambyses in 524. 
The Ptolemies also had a t  least a strong influence in Napata.2 
Under Ptolemy IV.8 king Erkamen(‘EpyaP&qv) had the courage 
to refuse the abdication demanded of him by the piiests, and 
broke the power of the clergy by a great slaughter in Napata. 

The southern residence Meroe (Eth. originally 
Bemu ; cp mod. Begernule?) came more into pro- 

sb. lerol minence from the time of Ergamenes 
(who was not, however, the founder). 

as capita1* O m  the loss of the Dodekaschoenus dis- 
to Ptolemy trict (ending at Pnubs or Hierasycaminus) 

- 
FIG. a.-Ethiopian queen, Roman period. After Lepsius. 

Napata. Every affair of state was directed by oracles 
of Anion ; even the king was elected from certain royal 
descendants in a way very similar to that described in 
I S. 10 19, and if the priests were dissatisfied with the king, 
they simplycommunicated to him an oracle that he should 
leave the throne (or even commit s ~ i c i d e ) . ~  The priest- 
hood seems to have enjoyed a wea:th quite dispropor- 
tionate to the resources of the country. No  wonder 
that the discontented Egyptian priests of later times 
described pious Ethiopia to the Greeks (especially 
Herodotus) as  the most ideal of lands, where people 
lived in unexcelled orthodoxy, and, consequently, in 
Utopian wealth and power. This new kingdom does 
not seem to have extended very far up the White Nile ; 
its frontiers in N. Kordofan and Senniir are unknown ; 
the nomadic desert-tribes between the Nile and the Red 
Sea could not be tractable subjects. Thus it does no* 
seem to have included much outside of the narrow Nile 
valley from Phil= to Khartum, which is a poor country, 
not admitting of much agriculture. With such meagre 
resources, Itush could never hold its own against united 
Egypt. The unfavourable political conditions of Egypt 
however, allowed the king of It85 to occupy S.  Egypt 

1 flp, N,y, a name me3nin.g in, the lanquage of the country 
something like ‘hank of the river. For the incorrect identifi. 
cation with j, see hrEMPHIS. 

a Strangely his province seems sometimes to have included 
the frontier districts of Egypt as far as Eileithyia (el-KZb). 
3 The best account, with a few exaggerations, of this strange 

state of things is found in Diodorus. A singular fact is that the 
king’s mother’was for the most part co-regent-a trace of the 
matriarchy so prevalent in E. Africa. 
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1 .  

FIG. 3.-One 01 the pyramids of Meroe. After Hoskins. 

V. Epiphanes (fragmentary report of the war in Agath- 
archides), see Egypt, 71. The kingdom now sank 
more and more in culture (art, architecture, hiero- 

1 Written Tanwati-Amen ; in Assyrian pronunciation, Tan- 
damani ’ ina Greek tradition disfigured to Tementhes. Kipkip, 
where he fled according to A9ur-hZni-pal caniiot he identified. 

2 The war of Ptol. I. Soter with the Biemmyans (Diod. iii. 5 2 
is a strange confusion of the interior and the coaqt of Ethiopia), 
the Nuhian tribute (?) a t  the coronation of Ptol. II., the imitation 
of Ptol. 111 . ’~  name by Erkamen and his successbr Azabramen 
prove this. 
3 See Mahaffy, Em). of fhe PfoL 273, on the emendation of 

“Ptolemy 11.” 
4 This district paid tithe to the Isis of Phila: and seems to 

have formed, sometimes, a kind of neutral zone between Ethiopia 
and Egypt. 
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ETH-KAZIN EUCHARIST 
Nabatzeans being 'primarily tribal (Schur. St. Kr. 'gg i. ; 
cp DISTRICT, I). The head of the Jewish community 
in Alexandria also had the title of Ethnarch (10s. Ant. 
xiv. 72), and Origen (E?. ad Afric., ap. Schur. GVZl534 
2150) speaks of the Jewish Ethnarch in Palestine in his 
own day as 'differing in nothing from a king.' See 
ISRAEL, 77; GOVERNMENT, § 29; DISPERSION, $5 
7-9. 

ETHNI ('qgF), a Gershonite Levite, I Ch. 641 [z6] 
( A e A N € l  [BAI H e A N l A  [L]) = JEATERAI, RV JEA- 
THERAI, I Ch. 621 [6] ('?ne: ;' iaf~p[o]l [BAaL]). 
See ETHAN, 3. 

EUBULUS (ayBoyAoc [Ti. WH]) joins Paul in his 
greeting to Timothy (2  Tim. 421). The name is not 
met with again ; it is somewhat unaccountably absent 
even from the lists of the ' seventy disciples' compiled 
by Pseudo-Dorotheus and Pseudo-Hippolytus. 

EUCHARIST 
I. Accounts of Institution 111. Early Christian usage 

tss.1-3). (% 14). 
11. Significance in accounts 

Other (5s 7.10). views in N T  

Non-canonical writings ($8 11.13). 

Greek parallels (8 15). 

Development ist ($5 17-19), of Euchar- 

I. Accounts of Znstitzltion. -Two distinct narratives 
of the institution of the Lord's Suuuer or Holv Eucharist 

($0 4-6). ($0 16, 18). 

glyphic inscriptions, become indescribably barbarous) 
and in power. An attack on Egypt' by the one-eyed 
queen Kandake (see CANDACE) caused her defeat by 
C. Petronius in 24 B.c., the Roman occupation of the 
Dodecaschmnus, and the destruction of Napata. This 
shattered the weak empire, and although Nero's spies 
exaggerated in reporting that Meroe was in ruins (some 
later buildings are found there), only a shadowy remnant 
of the old kingdom seems to have subsisted on the Blue 
Nile. 

I t  may be mentioned that the Egyptiansfigured the inhabitants 
of Kush as negroes-among them a minority of reddish-brown 

(ie., Hamitic?) tribes. The settled Cushites 
6. E t h d o g y  of the independent eriod seem to have been 

rather pure negroesf(c0ntrast Gen. IO@, most 
probably akin (but not all directly) to the modern 

N u b i  (not to the Hamitic Bedja or Beda), who speak a language 
of the Nilotics type. The population of the southern part may 
have been somewhat different. Certainty as  to this depends on 
the decipherment of some inscriptions in as  yet unknown char- 
acters,4 and representing evidently the vernacular language 111 
opposition to the Egyptian writing of the priests. The Romans 
after Augustus, speak only of tlie independent tribes of th; 
Nnba: or Nobades on the Nile, the rapacious Blemmyes and 
Megabari in the East. They gave much trouble to the Romans, 
who had to subsidise the Nobadians. Beginning with the latter 
they were converted to Christianity only in the sixth century: 
In  the district around the ruins of Meroe arose the Christian 
kingdom of Aloa.5 This and the Nobadian kingdom held their 
own against the Mohammedans down to the Middle Ages. 

of Nubia. 

W. M. M. 
ETH-RAZIN, AV ITTAH-KAZIN (]'?? n p  ; ~ O A I N  

KATACEM [PI, n. KACIM [A], KPI C I N  EL]), alandmark 
of the frontier of Zebulun, mentioned after Gath-hepher 
and before Rimmon-methoar (Josh. 1913). If AV is 
right in taking the final letter in m y  as radical, we might 
with Halevy ( /As. ,  6th ser., 8 552) render ' Ath6 is lord ' 
(cp the deity Ath6 in ATARGATIS) ; but the form of the 
Hebrew name is open to suspicion (cp 65). The ;m in 
any may be due to the neighbourhood of nni. Most 
probably we should read i y  ' city (of),' following @B* ; 
perhaps too ~ 3 s p ;  ' magistrate,' should rather be pyp,- 
Le . ,  Kasizl, an old divine name.6 The same name may 
be probably found in Hirata-Icazai' (or Kasai') mentioned 
by ASur-bani-pal in his celebrated campaign into 
Arabia ; see Gottheil, JBL 17210J ('98). For traces 
of deities in place-names cp BENE-BERAK, and see 

ETHMA (OOMA [B]), I Esd. 935 AV=Ezra 1043 
NEBO (4). 

ETHNAN(/J?Y. 5 10; C E N N W N ~ [ B ] ~  s e N A h l  [AI, 
€ @ N A N  [L]), 'son' of Ashhur, a Judahite ( I Ch. 47). per- 
haps representing the Judean city ITHAAN (Josh. 15 23). 

ETHNARCH, (&N+pXHc), EV 'governor,' lit. 
'ruler of a nation,' a title applied to Simon the Mac- 
cabee ( I  Macc.1447 151J ; cp Jos. Ant .  xiii. 66), also to 
ARCHELAUS [q .~ . ] ,  and in 2 Cor.1132 to the ' governor ' 
of DAMASCUS [ q . ~ . ,  § 131 under ARETAS. In the last 
case the tt'vdpxqs is really the head of the tribal territory 
bordering on Damascus,8 the political organisation of the 
1 Caused most Drobablv bv the interference of the Roman 

NAMES, 5 9 8  T. K. C.-S. A. C. 

governor in Ethioiian affak.. The first governor of Egypt, C .  
Cornelius Gallus, in an inscription of 29 B.C. (SBAW, 1896, 
p. 476) boasts 'recepicse in tutelam' (the Greek version only 

in alliance'). the king of Ethiopia and to have established a 
ruler (fyrmcnus) of the Triacontasctkenus in Ethiopia-ie., of 
the paLt reaching to about the second cataract. 

2 See W. M. Miiller in OrientaZSfrriies of the Orz'enfaZCZulrb 
of Philadeljhia ('94) ; Schaefer, A t  33 114 ('95). 
3 The nearest linguistic relatives of the Nub2 are the 

mountain negrnes in E. K o r d o h  ; then come the Barea and 
KunZma on the Abyssinian frontier. 

4 Some inscriptions in a simplified hieroglyphic system are so 
barbarous that it is still disputed whether they are to be con- 
sidered as  Meroitic in language or merely as bad Egyptian. 

5 Formed by Bedja elements-to judge by some fragmentary 
inscriptions. 

6 T h e  Nab. iq> is well known as  a personal name; that i t  was 
also a divilte namk appears from the Ar. %Ihd-Ku:ai (cited by 

7 Perhaps an instance of the pronunciation E=u; cp Del. 
Assyr. GY. 43 (Ki. SBOT). 

8 For actual examples of df?va'px$r in this sense from Gk. 
inscriptions in the Haurin, etc., see Schiir. St. KY., Z.C. 

We. GGA, 99, P. 245). 
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A I  

are found in the Synoptic Gospels. 
We may take first the account given 
by Mk., setting beside it the modified Mk. and Mt. 

reproduction of it in Mt. 

And as they were eating 
H e  took bread blessed Jesus took hread and bdssed 

and brake and giving to 
the disciples said : 

Take : Take ea t :  
this is my body. 
And taking a cup he gave And taking a cup he gave 

thanks thanks 
and gave to them. 
and they all drani  of it : 
and he said to them : 
This is my blood of the for thiz is my blood of the 

covenant which for many is 
shed for remission of sins. 

The inserrion of the command 'eat, '  after ' take,' is 
probably due to a desire to lessen the abruptness. The 
change of the statement ' they all drank of it ' into the 
command 'Drink ye all of i t '  is parallel with this. 
Both changes may be due to liturgical use, as also the 
addition of ' for remission of sins.' 

Mk. 1422. Mt. ZF26. 
Now as  they were eating 

and brake and  gave to 
them and said : 

this ii my body. 

and.gave to them, 
saying : 
Drink ye all of it : 

covenant, which is shed on 
behalf cifmpy. 

We may next compare the nar- 
rative of Lk., setting it side by side 2' Lk' and 

with that of Paul. 
Lk. 82 17. 

And he received a cup and 

Take this and divide it among 

I Cor. 11 23, 

gave thanks and said : 

yourselves; for I say unto 
you, I will not drink from 
now of the fruit of the vine, 
until the kingdom of God 
come. 

And he took bread and gave He took bread and gave 
thanks and brake and gave thanks and brake and 
to them saying : 

This is my body 

do this unto niy remembrance. 
Also the cup likewise after 

supper, saying : supper saying : 
This cup (is) the new covenant 

in my blood (this) which on 
your behalf :s shed]]. 

said : 
This is my body 

do this unto my remembrance. 
Likewise alsq the cup after 

This cup'is the new covenant 

do this, as oft as ye drink (it), 

The words in double brackets are regarded by 
Westcott and Hort as no part of the original text of Lk. 
They are termed by them a 'western non-interpolation,' as  
having been interpolated into all texts except the western. 
They are absent from Codex Beza: and several old Latin MSS 
(a,& i, 6) ; others (6, e), as well as the Old Syriac(cu sin), show 

1 Apparently a conflation of *in* and *inK. 
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EUCHARIST 
a dislocation of the passage which points to original omission. 
Internal evidence supports the omission. The words spoken over 
the second cup contain an awkward jnxtapositipn %f yords,from 
I Cor. with words from Mk. (rb aorqprov . . . ev TO a ~ p a n  pov 
~b Sa+ 3pGv d ~ ~ ~ v v 6 p e v o v ) :  it is difficult to ascr:he this to s6 
careful a writer as Lk. l'he interpolation of these clauses into 
all Greek MSS (except D) is doubtless due to harmonistic 
tendencies, and was perhaps facilitated hy liturgical usage(cp the 
harmony in the English Prayer Book of words from the three 
Gospels and I Cor.). 

A remarkable accession of evidence has come to us 
from the Teaching of the Apostles; for there the order is 
the same as in the shorter text of Lk. ( I  first, concern- 
ing the cup' chap. 9). The cup is mentioned before 
the bread in I Cor. 10 16 ; but we cannot lay stress on this 
in face of Paul's formal statement in 1125. 

We must accordingly regard the accounts in Lk. 
and in I Cor. as wholly independent of each other. 
W e  have thus three lines of tradition : (I ) that of Mk. ; 
(2) that of Paul, in which the words both for the bread 
and for the cup are somewhat varied, and the command 
is added : ' Do this in remembrance of me ' ; (3)  that of 
Lk., in which the blessing of the cup comes first, with 
variations in the words spoken, whereas for the bread 
the words (apart from the omission of ' Take ') are the 
same as in Mk. 

The Fourth Gospel does not record the institution of 
the Eucharist ; but its chronology of the Passion differs 
3. Fourth from that of the Synoptic Gospels in a 

point which has an important bearing 
upon the Last Supper. In this Gospel the 

death of Jesus synchronises with the killing of the 
paschal lamb ' towards evening' on the fourteenth day 
of Nisan: so that the Last Supper falls on the day 
before the Passover. According to Mk. (=  Mt. Lk.) 
it was ' on the first day of unleavened bread, when they 
sacrificed the Passover' (1412) that Jesus sent two dis- 
ciples to make preparation for the paschal meal ; and, 
,' when evening was come,' he sat down with the twelve. 
With regard to this discrepancy we inay perhaps be con- 
tent, for the purpose of the present discussion, to accept 
the position defended by writers so divergent as Westcott 
(Zntrod. to Gosp., 3 4 0 8 )  and Spitta (Zw Gesch. a. Litt. 
des Llrchrist. 12108 r93]), and regard the Last Supper 
as taking place on the day before the Passover (cp 
CHRONOLOGY, § 548). We have early evidence to show 
that the Eucharist was soon regarded as a commemora- 
tion of the redemption effected by the death of Christ 
(I Cor. 11 26), and that Christ himself was spoken of 
as  the Christian's paschal lamb ( I  Cor. 57). Such 
interpretations may have led to the actual identification 
of the Last Supper with the paschal meal, and so 
have affected the chronological notices of the Passion. 
But it is hard to feel confidence in an explanation which 
sets aside the chronological statement of the Synoptic 
Gospels for that of the Fourth Gospel only. 

11. Sign@zfice.-In view of this uncertainty, and 
for other reasons, our conception of the orifinal institu- 

EUCHARIST 

*, Thanksgiving tion must not be dominated by the 
consideration of the elaborate cere- 
monial of the Passover celebration. at ~ 

Such a consideration belongs rather to the subsequent 
development of the Eucharist as a Christian rite. 
Here we must confine ourselves to the simpler formulae 
which are known to have accompanied the ordinary 
Jewish meals. Thus at the present day (Da ib  Prayer 
Book, with transl. by C. Singer: 287 ['91]) the following 
blessing is said over the bread : ' Blessed art thou, 0 
Lord our God, King of the, Universe, who bringest 
forth Bread from the earth,' and before drinking wine : 
'Blessed art Thou, . . . who createst the fruit of the 
vine. ' It  is probable that such words as these are implied 
in the statements ' He took bread and blessed,' and ' H e  
took the cup and gave thanks.' 

This supposition is confirmed by the earliest extant formulie 
of the Christian Eucharist. In the Teachin.. of U e  Ajostles 
(chap. 9$) we find certain thanksgivings which are clearly of 
earlier date than the manual in which the; are embodied. Two 
of these are respectively 'concerning the cup' and 'concerning 
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the broken bread'. the third is to be said at the conclusion of 
the meal. Thei; language suggests that they are Christian 
zdaptations of Jewish graces ; and it is worthy of note that they 
survived as Christian graces, after the Eucharist had ceased to 
be a meal, and had become a distinct act of worship with an 
elaborate liturgy in which these primitive formulre have left but 
scanty traces (Ps. Athan. de viyf. 12-14). 

We see then that the Eucharist had, in its earliest 
form, an element in common with the ordinary Jewish 
meal, which was sanctified by thanksgivings uttered 
over the bread and over the cup. This element is 
expressly recognised in all the narratives of the institu- 
tion. The chief point of distinction is that here these 
acts of thanksgiving came, not at the beginning of the 
meal, but during its progress and at its close ; and that 
they were accompanied by utterances prompted by the 
unique circumstances of the Last Supper. 

If we take merely those portions of the words of 
institution which are certainly common to two or more 
of the three lines of tradition, we see that, whereas the 
bread is interpreted simply as the body of Christ with 
no further explanation, the cup is directly explained of 
the ' covenant ' made by Christ's death. The words of 
institution, even apart from premonitory warnings, in 
themselves pointed to death-' my body . . . my 
blood' ; and the more clearly, in that the blood of a 
covenant was not life-blood flowing in the veins of the 
living,'but life-blood shed in sacrificial death. If the 
first utterance, then, signified: At this moment of 
parting I give you in the fullest sense myself; the 
second further signified : My blood is .being shed to 
unite you in a covenant with God. 

The second utterance as it stands in Mk. (70Gr6 Burw 
6. 1dea of TO b l M A  P:'J T H C  P l A e H K H C )  Clearly 
covenant. recalls the covenant recorded in Ex. 

246-8 : _ _  
' Moses took the blood, and sprinkled it on the people, and 

said : Behold the blood of the covenant (&A rb alpa ~ $ 5  
S ~ a # r j ~ v ~ ) ,  which the Lord hath covenanted with you concerning 
all these words' (c Therefore, just as in 
Mt. 1618 Jesus empfmticaliy adapts to his own use a familiar 
term-' I will build my Ecclesia ' (see CHURCH, 5 z)-so here, 
in reference to the Mosaic covenant on Mount Sinai, not in 
reference to the Passover in Egypt, he declares : ' This is my 
blood of the covenant.' 

Accordingly we are justified in accepting the words 
in Mk. as more nearly original than those in I Cor. 
( 'This is the new covenant in my blood'). The 
Pauline phrase introduces the word 'new' into the 
place already filled by the emphatii: pronoun 'my, '  
the ' new covenant ' being perhaps an interpretation 
necessary for Gentile Christians. 

The symbolism of eating and drinking is accordingly 
combined with the symbolism of a covenant made by 

Heb 920 1029). 

8. lYIessianic sacrificial blood- shedding. Thus are 
referenoe. brought into combination two character- 

istics of the Messianic idea : the feast of 
the Messianic kingdom, and the sacrificial death of the 
Messiah himself. The feast appears in many passages 
of OT prophecy; and there is reason to think that it 
had received a spiritual, not merely a literal, interpre- 
tation; even as the manna and the water in the 
wilderness were regarded as symbols of the Messiah. 
Moreover, the popular conception of the Messianic 
kingdom included a marvellously fruitful vine and an 
extraordinary abundance of corn (cp Fragm. of Papias 
in Iren. v. 333 which rests on earlier Jewish tradition ; 
see Apoc. of Baruch, 29, ed. Charles, 54). If then, at 
the moment, the death of Jesus was beyond the com- 
prehension of the disciples in spite of his frequent 
references to it, yet there may have been a side of 
his strange action and utterances which appealed to 
them then, -the conception, namely, of the Messianic 
feast, in which they should spiritually feed upon the 
Messiah himself, the spiritual corn and the spiritual 
vine. It is certain, at any rate, that Jesus added in 
reference to the cup an allusion to his drinking the new 
wine of the kingdom of God. The Teaching of the 
Apostles embodies a similar thought in the significant 
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courses. This being so, the controversy above referred 
to sinks to a position of secondary importance. 

We may take it, then, that to the evangelist the 
special signification of the Eucharist lay in the intimate 
union with Christ himself, which we have already seen 
to be involved in the words-and particularly in the 
first word-of the institution. The saying ‘ I  am the 
bread of life ‘ is the converse of the saying ‘ This (i. e . ,  
this bread) is my body.’ In each case the meaning is : 
You shall feed upon myself: you shall enter into a 
union, which is nothing less than identification, with me. 

If Paul is, as always, impressed with the corporate 
aspect of truth, the Fourth Gospel is concerned with 

The two the mystical union of the individual with 
his Lord : ‘ He that eateth my flesh and 

views ‘On- drinketh my blood dwelleth in me, and 
I in him ’ (Jn. 656). 

T o  Paul ‘This is my body’ is almost inseparable from the 
thought ‘ His body are we. In Paul’s narrative ‘This is my 
blood of the covenant * appears as ‘ This cup is the new covenant 
in my blood.’ The thought of the new people of God is each 
time uppermost in his mind. H e  finds its unity in, the body: 
he finds it again in the new and universal ‘covenant. 

In  the Fourth Gospel the interpretation of the Eucharist is the 
same as  if its words had actually run : ‘This is my flesh ’ ‘This 
is my blood.’ The flesh and blood are the full life : thdir com- 
munication is the communication of eternal life (Jn. 6 5 4 5 ) .  

Paul is practical and sees truth in his effort after corporate 
unity. The Fourth Gospel is contemplative : the writer is 
interpreting a past of half a century ago, which yet to him is an 
eternal present ; but he is thereby in a sense isolated. 

The two sides of truth are not opposed but com- 
plementary-the mysticism of the individual and the 
mysticism of the corporate life. They both alike find 
their full expression and realisation in the sacrament 
of the body and blood of the Lord. 

The Church of the post-apostolic age shows strangely 
little indication in its dogmatic teachings of the influence 

trasted* 

expression in which it gives thanks for ‘the holy vine oi 
David ’ (chap. 9). 

Whatever conception these acts and words conveyed 
to the disciples at the time, the events of the following 
7. The ,,,& days may have helped them to see in 

enigmatic. them the gift of a personal union with 
their Lord at the very moment of partinE, 

and the gift of a union with his sacrifice of himself. 
That the acts and words are capable of yet further interpreta- 

tions must have been part of the intention with which they were 
spoken; for had their meaning ended here, they would have 
been spoken otherwise, so as to exclude the possibility of 
interminable disputations. As it is the very diversity of their 
interpretation in the history of the 6hurch seems to be a token 
that they were so framed as  to wait for a fuller comprehension. 
Something of that comprehension is found in Paul ; something 
too in John. 

Paul, in this as in so many other instances, arrived 
at his interpretation through the exigencies of his *. view special mission. His task of welding into 

of Paul. one the Jewish and Gentile elements led 
him to develop the conception of the 

corporate unity of all Christians. Food has ever been 
the token of unity-the bond of equal intercourse. 
Refusal to take food together is the symbol of exclusive- 
ness and caste distinction. The Jew could not, by the 
later Pharisaic ordinances, eat with the Gentile. If 
Christ were for Jew and Gentile alike, the Eucharist, 
the feast of the new and all-inclusive ‘ covenant,’ must 
be the common meal of Jew and Gentile. This in 
itself must have given it to Paul a special significance. 

Again, to Paul with his doctrine of the one man- 
the one body with many members-a new vista of 
thought lies open. The one body is the whole Christ : 
‘ so also is the Christ ’ ( I  Cor. 12 12) : ‘ we are members 
of his body ’ (Eph. 5 30). Now the word of the Eucharist 
was: ‘This is my body’ (not ‘This is my flesh’). 
Thus the Eucharist was the sacrament of corporate 
unity in Christ. The single loaf, broken into fragments 
and distributed among the faithful, was the pledge and 
the means of their intimate union : We are one body : 
for we all partake of the one loaf’ (I Cor. 1017). 

The sin of the Corinthian church lay specially in 
their scranibling over the Supper of the Lord, each 
making it ‘ his own ’ supper, and not waiting for others : 
note in I Cor. 11 20 J the contrast between ‘ the Lord’s’ 
( K U ~ ~ C C K ~ )  and ‘ his own ’ (YGrov). They wholly failed to 
grasp the truth of the one body : thus, in a real sense 
(even if this does not exhaust the meaning of the 
words), ‘ not discerning the body.’ 

That to Paul the body is a t  one moment the Church, and at 
the next the Christ, is no contradiction in his thought, but 
rather a kind of refusal to distinguish : the Church and Christ 
are  to him ‘not twain, but one’ (cp Eph. 5 31f). Augustine is 
truly Pauline when he says of the Eucharist, Be what you see, 
and receive what you are’ (Serm. adhfanfes,  272). 

Paul‘s conception comes out strikingly in the sequence of 
verses in I Cor. 10 16f: : ‘ The loaf which we break, is it not the 
communion (or fellowship) of the body of Christ 1 For one loaf, 
one body, we the many are : for we all of us partake of thy one 
loaf.’ That is his practical comment on ‘This is my body. 

When we turn to the Fourth Gospel, the much- 
debated question arises whether the sixth chapter has 

9, Of the any direct reference to the Eucharist, either 

Fourth by way of anticipation on the part of Jesus 
himself, or in the reflective exhibition of his 
teaching by the writer. 

The absence of all mention of the institution of Christian 
baptism or of the Eucharist stands side by side with the emphasis 
laid in the third chapter on the absolute necessity of a new 
birth by water and the Spirit, and in the sixth on the absolute 
necessity of feeding on the flesh and blood of Christ. In  each 
case the answer to the enquiry, How can this be? is a simple 
reassertion of the necessity without any explanation to guide 
the inquirer : and in each case words are spoken of the ascension 
of Christ into heaven, and of the need of faith if these things 
are to be grasped at  all. 

We may securely say that the two discourses deal 
with the same spiritual things as underlie respectively 
baptism and the Eucharist : and we cannot doubt that 
the evangelist’s own interpretation of the two sacraments 
must have followed the lines laid down in these dis- 
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ll. Other 

.~lement. 

of the peculiar conceptions of Pauline 
This is 

true generally, and the history of the 
doctrine of the Eucharist presents no 

early writers : or of Johannine teaching. 

exception. The words of the institution, constantly 
repeated as  they probably were, formed the only 
comment on the significance of the sacrament. There 
was no attempt to explain them : they were as simple 
as  words could be-‘ This is my body,’ This is my 
blood.’ They were the formula which expressed the 
fact : no metaphysical questioning arose ; no need was 
felt of a philosophy of explanation. 

Paul’s special position as the uniter of Jew and 
Gentile had ceased to need justification or even assertion. 
The Church-so far as its literature has survived to us 
-was a Church of Gentile Christians. Jews indeed 
formed apart of it, butan insignificant part, not destined 
to influence directly its future development. John’s 
special position was necessarily peculiar to himself: 
there could be none after him who had ‘seen and 
handled’ as he had. A new age had begun, with its 
own situations and exigencies : and it was not an age 
which called forth developments of Christian philosophy. 

The EpistZe of CZeement does not employ the Eucharist, 
as Paul had employed it, as the starting-point of an 
argument for unity. The spiritual significance of the 
Eucharist is not emphasised; but the way is being 
prepared for its becoming the central act of Christian 
worship, and so comparable with the sacrifices of 
Judaism. It is regarded as ‘ the offering of the gifts’ 
of the Church (chap. 44), and it is surrounded already, 
it would seem, with liturgical accompaniments of prayer 
and praise (chap. 5 9 8 ) .  

In the DidaJd the Eucharistic formulze (chap. 9 J )  
differ in thought and phraseology from anything else in 

la .  DidachB. the book: their colour is probably 
derived mainly from Jewish ritual, 

though their language is in several points Johannine. 
The three thanksgivings are addressed to the Father : 
the only reference to Christ is in the phrases ‘ through 
Jesus thy servant ’ (thrice), through thy servant,’ and 
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' through Jesus Christ.' It is noteworthy that none of 
these names occur in the rest of the book, where Christ 
is always (except in the baptismal formula) spoken of 
as ' the Lord,'-a title reserved in the thanksgivings for 
the Father. 

Thus, negatively, there is no expression of any 
feeding on Christ : there is not even a mention of 
' body,' or ' flesh,' or ' blood.' There is no sense of 
the Eucharist as a means of corporate unity. The 
future union of the now scattered ecclesia is prayed for 
with an allusion to the gathering together of the scattered 
particles of wheat into one loaf. This is a conception 
radically different from Paul's teaching of the unity of 
believers as partakers of the one loaf. 

Positively, we note the prominence of the idea of 
thanksgiving : its subject-matter being ' that which has 
been made known through Jesus Christ '-viz., the vine 
of David, life, knowledge, faith, immortality. The 
nearest thing to any positive blessing in the Eucharist 
itself is in the clause: 'Food and drink thou hast 
given to men . . . and to us thou hast granted spiritual 
food and drink and life eternal through thy servant.' 
From this we may perhaps conclude that the Eucharistic 
elements were already regarded as spiritually nourishing 
and so producing immortality. 

I t  is convenient to notice a t  this point the view of the 
Eucharist which belongs to the later period of the composition 
of the Didad2 itself. The Eucharist is that 'holy thing' which 
may not be given to ' the dogs'-i.e., the unbaptized (chap. 9). 

Confession of sins and a forgiving spirit are essential pre- 
liminaries, ' th;tt your sacrifice may be pure ' 'that your sacrifice 
be not. defiled : 'for it is that which wis  spoken of by thq 
Lord ; In every place and time to offer to me a pure sacrifice 
(chap.4). Though the word 'sacrifice' is thus used, however, 
there is no exposition of a sacrificial view of the Eucharist-no 
indication that the 'elements' were regarded as forming a 
sacrificial offering, or that the Eucharist was in any way con- 
nected with the sacrifice of Christ. Indeed this last conception 
would be wholly foreign to the atmosphere of the Didachb 
Yet the language both of this hook and of Clement's epistle was 
preparing the way for an interpretation of the Eucharist in the 
ight of the sacrificial worship of the Old Testament. 

The Epistles of Zgnutius emphasise the Godhead and 
the manhood of Christ in face of a docetism which 

Thus 
Ignatius' whole view of life is sacra- 

mental : everywhere he finds the spiritual in closest 
conjunction with the material. W e  are accordingly 
prepared to find in him a mystical exposition of the 
Eucharist. 

The second main stress of his teaching is laid on the 
threefold order of the ministry. As the Eucharist is 
the central function of the bishop's ministration, it 
stands out as the symbol and means of the Church's 
unity. 

Thus we find in Ignatius something of the Johannine 
and something of the Pauline conception of the meaning 
of the Eucharist. In each case, however, there are 
serious limitations : Ignatius grasps only so much as 
the needs of his time make him feel the want of. 

Taking first the thought of the Church's unity, we have in 
PhiZad. 4 ' Be ye careful therefore to observe one Eucharist : for 
there is one flesh of our Lord Jesus Christ, and one cup for the 
unity of his blood : one altar precinct, as there is one bishop 
together with the presbytery and the deacons.' We miss here 
the Pauline conception of union through partaking of the 
broken pieces of a single loaf. The centre of unity is the one 
Eucharistic service of the one bishop with his presbyters and 
deacons, making the one altar precinct. The connection of the 
bishop with the Eucharist is elsewhere strongly emphasised : 
a.R., Smyvn. 8: 'Let  that beaccountedavalid(@q?aia)Eucharist 
which takes place under the bishop, or him to whom he ma$ 
give commission,' etc. 

The mystical meaning of the Eucharist comes out in such a 
passage as  Smym.  7 : ' They abstain from Eucharist (or thanks- 
giving) and prayer because they allow not that the Eucharist is 
the flesh of our Sahour Jesus Christ, (that flesh) which suffered 
for our sins which the Father raised up. The? therefore that 
gainsay the'gift of God die in their disputings. The thought 
of the Eucharist as  counteracting death comes out still more 
plainly in Ejhes. 20 : ' Breaking one bread, which is the medicine 
of immortality, a preventive remedy that we should not die but 
live in Jesus Christ for ever. In  Row. 7 we read : ' I  dksire 
the bread of God (cp Ejhes. j) which is the flesh of Jesus 
Christ . . . and as drink I desire )his blood, which is love Incor- 
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13. Ignatius. practically denied the latter. 

ruptihle.' In TYuZZ. 8 : 'in faith, which is the flesh of the Lord, 
and in love which is the blood of Jesus Christ.' These 
last two paisages are characteristic of the manner in which 
Ignatius keeps interchanging abstract and concrete ideas. 

The parallel with Jn. comes out especially in the terms 'the 
bread of God' and ' the  flesh (not the body) and blood'; but 
the 'life eternal' of Jn. is here limited to immortality. 

111. Bur& usage.-In the 'first description of the 
believers after Pentecost we are told that 'they sted- 
14, Earliest fastly continued in the teaching of the 

practice. apostles and the fellowship, the breaking 
of bread, and the prayers' (Acts 242 ) .  

Here ' the breaking of bread ' is a part of the expression 
of the fellowship ' which charncterised the new society. 
Immediately afterwards (v. 46) we read : ' day by day, 
continuing steadfastly with one accord in the temple, 
and breaking bread house by house (or ' at home,' KUT' 
O ~ K O V ) . '  The numbers were already so large as to make 
a single united Eucharistic supper out of the question. 
I t  is probable that in these earliest days every meal a t  
which Christians met would be hallowed by Eucharistic 
acts : and we can scarcely doubt that such would be the 
case with the daily common meal by which the Church 
supplied the needs of her poorer members (Acts61 ; on 
this subject see COMMUNITY OF GOODS, 5). I t  may 
be right to distinguish, however, between the Eucharistic 
acts which lent a sacredness to such conlnlon meals, 
and the formal Eucharists for which the Church as- 
sembled at stated times. 

Of the more formal Eucharists we have an example 
in Acts 207 at Troas, where the Christians ' came to- 
gether on the first day of the week to break bread.' 
Their Eucharist was preceded by a long discourse from 
Paul and followed by yet more speaking 'until the 
dawn' (v .  I,), as the apostle was bidding farewell to  
the church. In I Cor. 11 17 8 we have again the 
Eucharist proper-' when ye come together 6v ~ K K ~ T J U ~ $ , '  

;.e., solemnly assembled as the Church. The fault of 
the Corinthian Eucharist was, as we have seen ( 5  8), 
that each made it ' his own supper' (76 G6rov G E ~ T V O V )  
rather than 'the Lord's Sopper' ( K U ~ L U K ~ V  G E ~ T V O V ) ,  
by greedily scrambling for more than his share. Paul 
does not suggest any change in the method by which 
the Eucharist is attached to a public meal; he only 
calls for orderliness. Yet the possibility of such abuses 
must have led the way to change, even if other elements 
had not soon begun to work in this direction (see 
below, 9 17). 

The Corinthian Eucharist had parallels on its social 
side in the Greek world. Guilds and burial clubs had 
15. Greek their stated suppers; and the wealthier 
parallels. townsmen found Inany occasions of invit- 

ing their poorer neighbours to a feast, as, 
for example, at the time of a funeral and on fixed days 
after the death. From such public entertainments 
Christians were debarred by reason of their connection 
with idolatrous worship ; but it is likely that the Chris- 
tians themselves in a Greek city would have similar 
suppers on somewhat similar occasions; and the 
wealthier members of the Church would thus entertain 
the poorer from time to time. Such snppers, though 
not Eucharists in the strict sense, would be accompanied 
by eucharistic acts. 

Hence would appear to have originated the Agujrp. 
or charity suppers, which are not always distinguislinhle 

~ - -  
from Eucharists. They are refeked to in 

*gapz' Tude 12 (cp z Pet. 2 13) : and some light , _  -, . 
is thrown up& the reference by the custom, mentioged 
in the Diducht (chap. ll), of allowing the prophets ' to 
order a table ' ( i ) p I @ ~ v  TpCL?re<uv)-a custom sometimes 
misused for selfish ends. 

In Ignatius, Snzym. 8, it is forbidden ' to hap+ or to hold 
an agape ( lydrrqv T O L ~ L V )  apart from the bishop. I t  does not 
follow from this passage that agape and Eucharist were with 
Ignatius convertible terms ; if the aqapi: required the presence 
or sanction of the bishop, a far&wi this was true of the 
Eucharist. 

It is commonly said that the separation of the 
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Thus the original institution underwent a twofold 

development, according as the liturgical or the social 
character of it came to predominate. In the one case, 
the supper itself disappeared, or was but symbolically 
represented by the consumption of small portions of 
bread and wine ; the spiritual significance was empha- 
sised, and the Eucharist became the centre of the 
Church’s worship. In the other case, the supper was 
everything, and the eucharistic acts which accompanied 
it were little more than graces before and after meat ; 
the spiritual significance had passed elsewhere, and, 
though under favourable conditions the agapk still had 
its value and lingered long, it had no principle of vitality 
left, and its place was filled in time by more appropriate 
methods of charitable assistance. 

Among recent critical monographs may be mentioned : Har- 
nack‘s Brad und Wasser ( re<& u. Untet-s. vii. [192]).. 
Julicher’s ‘Znr Gesch. d. Abendm. (in Theol. AbAandL dedi: 
cated to C. V. Weizsicker, ’92); Spitta’s %ur Gesclt. u. Lift. 
d. UrcArist. lzo5&, (’53); Percy Gardner’s Oriuilt of the 
Lords Supper (‘93); H. Thayer’s ‘Recent 6iscnssions 
respecting the Lord‘s 4;pper’ in / E L  1811o-r31 (‘9y) (with 
further references). J. A. R. 

EUERGETES ( fYEprETHC. ‘benefactor’ ; cp Lk. 
2225). In the Prologue to Ecclesiasticus reference is 
made by this title (originally conferred by states on 
special benefactors) to one of the Egyptian Ptolemies 
(see EGYPT, J 73). Of the two Ptolemies who bore it- 
viz., Ptolemy 111. (247-222 B.c.), more commonly 
known as Euergetes, and Ptolemy VI1.-it is the latter 
who is meant (ECCLESIASTICUS, $ 8 ) .  Ptolemy VII., 
Euergetes I I . ,  more commonly called Physcon ( @ ~ u K w Y ) ,  

began to reign jointly with his elder brother (Ptolemy 
VI., Philometor) in 170 B.c., became sole king in 146 
B.c., and died in 117 B.C. In spite of the attempt of 
Willrich (Izrden u. Griechen) to prove that Physcon was 
a friend of the Jews, it appears that this king’s attitude 
towards them was consistently inimical, not on any 
religious grounds, but from political motives, hecause 
of the support they had given to Cleopatra. T o  his 
reign belongs probably the main part of the Sibylline 
Oracles; see APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE, J 94. For 
the well-known story of the elephants (Jos. c. Ap. 25). 
which the author of 3 Macc. places in the reign of 
Ptolemy IV., Philopator, see MACCABEES, THIRD, J 5. 

EUMENES (EYMENHC [AKV] ‘,well-disposed ’). 
Eumenes II., son of Attalus I., and king of Pergamos 
(197-158 B.c.), allied with the Romans during their 
war with ANTIOCHUS (p.. ., I ),  in recognition of which 
they added to his territory all that was taken from the 
Syrians. The statement in I Macc. 8 8  that Eumenes 
received India, Media, Lydia, and the goodliest of 
their (the Seleucidean) countries ’ is clearly inaccurate 
Apart from the improbability of the mention of Lydia 
by the side of India and Media, neither India nor Media 
ever belonged to the Seleucidae or to the Romans. Both 
Livy (375;) and Strabo (xiii. 42 [624]) agree that the 
territory added to Eumenes extended only to the Taurus, 
and the latter especially notes that previous to this 
accession there had not been under the power of Per- 
gamos ’ many places which reached to the sea at the 
ElaYtic and the Adramytene Gulfs ’ (rrohhb p p i a  ,uCxpi 
T+P BahtiTrvs T ~ S  Karh rbv ’EXaAvv K ~ A U O V  Kai ri)v 
’AGpapurry3v). Hence it is probable that ‘ Media ’ is 
an error for ‘Mysia’ (Michaelis), and ‘India’ for ‘ Ionia’ 
(Grotius %). For the life of Eumenes see Smith’s Did .  
CZass. Biog. 

EUNATAN, a misprint in AV for ENNATAN of RV 
(ENNAT~N[BA]) ~ E s d .  8 4 4 =  Ezra816, ELNATHAN,~.  

1 In his account of the power and policy of the Romans, the 
writer of I Macc. 8 does not appear to have followed very trust- 
worthv sonrces : CD vu. 4 7  4 1 5  f .  and see Catrib. €32.  ad Zoc., 

Eucharist from the agap8, or (if they were already 

17. separated) the discontinuance of the 
latter, was made, in Bithynia at any 
rate, in consequence of an edict of of eucharist. 

Trajan forbidding clubs ; but Pliny’s letter to Trajan 
(E$ 96) does not bear this out. 

T+ renegades who described to him what their practice as  
Christians had been, had not merely desisted from attendance 
at the Christian common meal ; they had abandoned the faith 
altogether. The faithful, on the other hand, had desisted from 
nothing, as far as we know ; there is no proof that they had 
abandoned the later meeting and retained the earlier. Accnrd- 
ingly this correspondence throws no light on the relation between 
the Eucharist and the agape. 

The causes which tended to separate the Eucharist 
from a common meal were mainly four. 
(a) The increase of numbers made the common supper more 

and more difficult in itself, and less and less suitable for the 
solemn celebration of the united Eucharist. 

(6) Disorders, such as  those a t  Corinth, were always liable to 
recur where a large number of persons partook freely of food 
and drink. Theordinances made at a later time(see the Canons 
ofHippo@tus; ed. Achelis, pp. 10;-rrr) for the quiet conduct 
of the anm& show that there were dancers of this sort to be 
guardedagainst. 

(c) The liturgical accompaniments of the Eucharist underwent 
a great expansion. Even in the time of Clement of Rome (c.?ra 
96 A.D.) we find an elaborated intercession and a long form of 
thanksgiving in use. 
(4, As the symbol of the Church’s unity the Eucharist became 

restricted to occasions when the bishop or his deputy was 
present to celebrate it. I n  this, and in every way, it increased 
in formal solemnity, and became less compatible with a common 
meal. 

These causes were doubtless at  work to varying 
extents in different localities; in one place the issue 
would be reached more quickly than in another. 

It is noteworthy that Clement’s epistle makes no mention at 
all of the supper; and the next notice that we have of a Roman 
Eucharist clearlyleaves no place for it. This is Justin Martyr’s 
fill1 description (APBI. 16;-67), which shows a ritual already 
developed and containing all the main elements of the later use. 

If we seek the grounds of the liturgical development 
of the Eucharist, we must begin from the mention of 

’the covenant,’ which, as we have 
seen,,is found in both the Synoptic 
and the Pauline narratives of the in- 

Is‘ 

stitution. Here we have at  once a link with the sacri- 
ficial ideas of Judaism. Although it is to the ‘ covenant ’ 
of Ex. 24, not to the Passover, that reference in the 
first instance is made, the Passover associations also 
probably attached themselves to the Eucharist at a very 
early date. Moreover, before the first century had 
closed, a Roman writer could speak of the Christian 
ministers as ‘offering the gifts’ (Clem. Bp. 44), and 
the passage of Malachi about the ’ pure sacrifice’ was 
soon interpreted of the Eucharist (Did. 14 ; Just. Dial. 
1 8 ,  41 ; Iren., Tert., Clem. Alex.). Paul had received 
as a tradition coming ultiniately from Christ himself the 
command, ‘Do this in remembrance of me,’ and had 
declared that in the Eucharist Christians ‘ showed forth 
the death of the Lord.’ 

Thus the conception of a solemn remembrance of 
Christ’s death held a foremost place in the earliest 
times, and the interpretation of that death as sacrificial 
gave a second sacrificial aspect to the Eucharist. The 
word ‘ remembrance ’ ( c i v ( i p u ~ ~ i s )  was afterwards in- 
terpreted in a ritual sense of ‘memorial’ in view of 
certain passages in which it was so used in the LXX. 

It was a natural consequence that, when the Jewish 
ritual system was annulled at the destruction of the 
temple, a Christian ritual was developed with the 
Eucharist as its centre. 

The agapze, on the other hand, lost more and more 
their semi-eucharistic character. They became in some 
19. Fate of places occasions of unseemly riot or mere 

excuses for wealthy banqueting ; and 
Clement of Alexandria, at  the close of 

the second century, is already indignant that so lofty a 
name should he given to them, and complains that 

Charity has fallen from heaven into the soups ’ (Ped .  
ii. 15) .  
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agapse* 
also LNTIOCHUS I.  ‘ ‘ . -“ ’ 

2 This is morkprobable than the suggested identification with 
the Paphlagonian Eneti (cp also Hom. 11.2 852). By the writer 
of I Macc. 8 8 ‘ India’  may have been possibly conceived in as 
limited a sense as ‘ Asia in v,  6. 
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unite at Kebben Maden, where they form a river 120 
yards wide. Thence a south course takes the river 
towards the Mediterranean till the Amanus range and 
Lebanon bar the way and the stream follows a SE. 
course to the Persian Gulf. It is this portion, from Hit 
to the Gulf, about 1000 miles through a low. flat, alluvial 
plain, that is the historical river. 

Its whole course is about 1780 miles, for 1200 miles navigable 
for small vessels. Below its junction with the HBbiir still 700 
miles from its mouth, it attains a width of 400 y&ds, bht gradu- 
ally decreases to about 120 at its mouth. Its depth is only 18 
feet by the UZbfir and still less at  its mouth. It was always 
depleted by canals, now it loses itself in marshes. 

In May the melting of the snows in Armenia causes 
the yearly inundation. In the time of Nebuchadrezzar, 
and to a less extent before, this flood was skilfully 
applied to purposes of irrigation. The amount of 
traffic was always considerable, the river forming a 
main artery of commerce from the Gulf to the Mediter- 
ranean (Herod. 1185). The boats were of wicker, 
coated with bitumen. Trade was brisk between all the 
cities on the route, and the ships took names from their 
ports (see a list of them in z R. 46, No. I, cols. v. 
and vi., and duplicates in Bezold‘s Catalogue of Kou- 
yunjik Collection B.M. sub. K. 4 3 3 8 ~ ) .  Ships from 
Mair, ASur, Ur, Dilmun (an island down the Gulf), 
Makan, Melubba, etc. are named. 

The Euphrates is first named (Gen. 214) as one of the 
four rivers of Eden (see PARADISE). The promise of 
dominion from the river of Egypt to the Euphrates 
(Gen. 1518) defines the ideal boundaries of the Israelite 
power ( z S . 8 3  I C h . 1 8 3  I K.421[51]). According to 
I Ch. 5 9  the tribe of Reuben actually extended itself 
to the Euphrates before the time of Saul, there meeting 
the Hagarites whom Tiglath-pileser 111. names as in 
that quarter (ZCB ii. IOro),-a still greater idealisatiou 
of history, according to critics. 

Whatever passages there may have been across the 
Euphrates in its upper course, it is clear that the great 
route by which the armies of Assyria came into Syria 
and beyond to Palestine and on to Egypt must have 
been commanded by the strong city CARCHEMISH. 
Till that fell no permanent hold was possible on the 
west. The army of Necho there met the forces of 
Nebuchadrezzar in the time of JOSIAH [I]. The 
exiled Jews became very familiar with the river, and there 
are frequent references to it in the political and pro- 
phetic books. At the mouth of the river on its left bank 
lay the country of CHALDEA ( q .~ . ) ,  inhabited byaSemitic 
race carefully distinguished from Assyrians, Babylonians, 
Arabs, and Arameans. Their land was known properly 
as the ‘ sea-land ’ (see MERATHAIM). Above it was 
BARYLONIA ; then comes ASSYRIA (4.v.). 

In Assyrian times the Euphrates did not join the 
Tigris, and Sennacherib, when pursuing Merodach 
Baladan and his followers, made a long sea voyage 
after sailing out of the mouth of the Tigris before 
he reached their seat. The growth of the delta at 
the mouths of the Euphrates and Tigris seems to 
have early excited remark. Pliny ( N H  631) states 
that Charax (mod. Mo&mmzerah) was built by Alex- 
ander the Great I O  stadia from the sea; and that in 
the days of Juba 11. it was 50 ,  and in his own time 120 
from the coast. Loftus estimated that since the be- 
ginning of our era the rate of growth was about a mile 
in 70 years. The very ancient city of Eridu (mod. A h  
Shahrein) was originally a seaport. This process of 
silting up of course gave rise to extensive salt marshes, 
called Marratu in the inscriptions (see MERATHAIM). 

The tributaries of the Euphrates were ( I )  the Arzania 
which joined the E. branch before the river left the 
mountains ; (2) the small stream which ran in from the 
west below Tul-Barsip (mod. Berejih) ; (3) the Balib, 
BclXqa, BiXy~a ,  Belias of the ancients (mod. Belihh), 
that came direct S. from Uarrzin into the Euphrates 
here flowing E.; (4) by far the most important, the 
Habur, mod. KhBdzir (see HAROR), which has several 
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EUNICE (EYNIKH [Ti. WH]), the mother of 
Timothy (2 Tim. 1 s), ‘ a Jewess who believed ’ (Acts 
16 I). See TIMOTHY. 

EUNUCH (D’l?, C T T & A ~ N  [Gen. 3736, Is. 3971, 
~ Y N O Y X O C  [usually] ; in N T  EYNOYXOC in Mt. 1912. 
Acts 8 2 7 8 ;  also the verb EYNOYXIZW, Mt 1912). 
That eunuchs mere much employed in Oriental courts, 
is well known ; Babylonian and Persian history is full 
of examples of their political influence (cp Herod. viii. 
105). We have no positive evidence, however, that the 
kings of Israel and Judah employed eunuchs. The 
reference in the law in Dt. 23 I [ z ]  is to those who, for a 
religious purpose, had voluntarily undergone mutilation 
(WRS 09. Dr. Deut. ad Zoc.). Still it is a mistake to 
suppose that the Hebrew word sdris was used both of 
eunuchs and of persons not emasculated. It has been 
overlooked that ancient Hebrew possessed two distinct 
words o?!Q-one meaning ‘ eunuch,’ the other (more 
frequent in OT) meaning ‘ captain ’ or ‘high officer.’ 
For the former the usual etymology suffices (see Ges.- 
Buhl); the latter is the Ass. Tu-rif (see RAR-SARIS). 
Another form of the second ~*!p seems to be &$, Idif, 
the still current explanation of which (see CHARIOT, 5 IO, 
mp. 730) is open to objection (see Di. on Ex. 14 7). 

By a piece of remarkable good fortune we have in 2 K. 9 32 
positive proof that the equation D’?Q = d ’ !-‘ W is correct. The  
closing words of this verse are, properly, TW!$ ’JW (@L N o  
cltvaiipc a6+; @B Sv’o &.)-;.e., ‘two of her captains.’ To 
$*$!$ there was a marginal gloss tp”? which in course of 
time intruded into the text, the consequence of which was that 
~ ? K J  became corrupted into ?$W, and so the text came to 
be rendered (as in EV) ‘two dr thregeunuchs ‘ (nearly so Klo.). 

In Jer.292 ‘eunuchs’ (EV) should rather be ‘officers’ (i.e. 
‘court officers’). So EV, probably correctly, in Gen.3736 39 11 
1S.815 xK.22gzK.86 241215 251grCh.281 zCh.188 Img. 
‘eunuch’]. I n  one passage [ z  K. 25 191 such an ‘ officer’ holds a 
high military post. (See GOVERNMENT, $j 21.) In two other 
passages (Gen.3736,391) he is married. In z K. 18 17 E V  
leaves RAB-SARIS [g.~.] untranslated. 

The Herods, however, no doubt had eunuchs in 
their courts (Jos. Ant. xv. 74; xvi. SI), and this 
suggested Jesus’ reference in Mt. 19 1 2 . ~  He gives the 
expression ‘ eunuch ’ a symbolical turn, and says that 
those who have entirely devoted themselves to the 
interests of the kingdom of heaven cannot satisfy the 
claims of married life. Perhaps, as Keim thinks, he 
refers to himself and to John the Baptist. See Clem. 

EUODIA (eyoA1~ [Ti. WH]) and SYNTYCHE 
(CYNTYXH [Ti. WH]), two women in the Philippian 
church specially saluted by Paul (Phil. 42). In the 
early days of Christianity at Philippi these women had 
struggled, likeathletes, side by sidewith Paul (uuv.i)Okqudv 
poc), and on this ground he appeals to a certain Synzygus 
(EV. ‘ yoke-fellow ’-i.e., fellow-labourer) to help them, 
but In what way is not stated. From the exhortation 
‘ to be of the same mind in the Lord ’ it has been con- 
jectured (Schwegler, NaJu@t. Zeifalter, 2 zgf: 134f. ) 
that the women may have represented two parties 
inclining to the Jewish and to the Gentile type of Chris- 
tianity respectively, whilst the ‘ yoke-fellow ‘ is supposed 
to be the apostle Peter. The name Euodia, however, 
at any rate, is justified by ’Euo&os, the name of the 
first bishop of Antioch (cp Eus. HE, 322 ; Ap. Const. 
746). AV Euodias erroneously derives ebo8lav (in the 
acc.) from the masc. eboblaa. See Zahn, Einleit. 
1396f: and cp PHILIPPIANS. 

EUPHRATES (n??, E Y @ ~ A T H C  [BADEFL], Ass. 
Pzwattu. For derivations see Del. Pay. 169f.) This, 
by far the greatest river of Western Asia, rises in the 
Armenian mountains. It has there two chief sources, 
one at Domli, NE. of Erzeroum, the other close to Mt. 
Ararat. Both branches trend W. or SW. till they 

Alex. Ped. iii. 4 ; Sfrom. iii. I. T. K. C .  

1 Cp EGYPT B zg n. 
9 Cp Dalm., Wo~$e /e& 1100. 
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EUPHRATES 
ramifications on its upper course. (See map in KB ii. 
and compare map after col. 352 of the present work.) 

For a fuller account of its physical characteristics see Chesney 
Euphrates Expedition, 1. On the antiquities add Loftus: 
Chaldea and Slcsiuna, and Layard. On the inscriptional 
.material specially Del. Par. (passim). 

Accord- 
-ing to Jer. 134-7  ,RV Jeremiah was directed to take his 
inner garment (IliK, ‘Zm?r=Ar. ‘izur, ‘ waist-wrapper,’ 
Lane ; see GIRDLE, I ) , ~  and hide it ’ by Euphrates ’ 

,(Perdh), in a ‘hole of the rock.’ There are three diffi- 
a l t i e s  in this view of the narrative. ( I )  The common 
prefix ‘the river’ is wanting; ( 2 )  the shores of the 
Euphrates are not rocky ; and (3 )  it is most improbable 
that Jeremiah went (and went twice) from Jerusalem to 
-the Euphrates. 

The third difficulty is the least. the narrative might be only 
-based on a vision (cp Jer. 1 r 1  The other two difficulties 
appear insurmountable. Bochart suggested reading Ephrith 
for PerBth, EphrZth being another name for Bethlehem (so Che. 
3er. P) 333 [‘83-’851 ; Ball, /e?. 284 [‘go]). The landscape of 
Bethlehem suits, and the play on Ephrath, as  if the name pro- 
phesied of Perath (Euphrates and the Exile) is in the Hebrew 
.manner. 

The right course is with Marti (ZDPY ~ I I ) ,  Cheyne 
, i L q e  and Times o f3e r .  r88] I ~ I ) ,  and Birch (PEFQ 
’ 80, p. 236) to alter one vowel point, and read z~;? 
‘ to Parah.’ The prophet means, however, not the town 

,of that name (see PARAH), but (probab1y)some point in 
-the wild and rocky WLdy FSra (3  m. NE. of ‘AnBtZ 
.or Anathoth), near the abundant spring called the ‘Ain 
FHra. 

EUPOLEMUS (EYTKIA~MOC [AKV]), b. John, b. 
Accos (and of priestly descent, see HAKKOZ, 3). one of 

-the envoys of Judas the Maccabee to Rome ( I  Macc. 
8:7 ; cp 2 Macc. 4tr). He is possibly to be identified 
with the Hellenistic writer of that name (author of 
the fragment on David and Solomon in Eus. PE 9 30-34) 
,quoted by Alex. Polyhist. See Schur. Hist. 5 33, iii. 2 .  

EUROCLYDON, RV Euraquilo (EYPOKAYAWN 
l[TR 611, ~ Y P A K Y A U N  [KAB” Treg. Ti. WH] ; sypy- 
K A Y A W N  [B3]), the name of a typhoon or hurricane 
.(Acts 2714) .  ‘The crew and the passengers thought 
themselves out of their trouble, when all at once one 
of those hurricanes from the E., which the sailors of 
the Mediterranean call Euraquilon, fell upon the island 
[Crete]. The Gregalia of the Levantines is this very 
word, just as Egripou has been produced from Euripus ’ 
(Renan, St. PuzrZ, 551. and n. I). These words sum 
up in a nutshell the general conclusion of scholars. 
Renan adopts the reading E C ~ U K ~ X W V ,  and the very 
plausible view of Conybeare and Howson that the nar- 
rator uses a name given to the wind by the sailors (St. 
PuuZ, 2 402 n. ), supporting this view by the usage of 
Levantine sailors at the present day (Gregalia is their 
word). 

If we accept this theory we cannot be surprised a t  the large 
number of variants (see Tregelles)‘ the form cupaxvhov was 
not in common use, and so was easi1;corrupted into ~upu+Au8wv, 
aupo~hu8wv ruparhdov, euporhu8w, € u p a K + o V ,  EU7paKqhWv,  
ruparrxhwv: suspaao8ov, while Vg. substitutes the form which, 

-on the analogy of Euronotus and Euroauster was to have been 
expected-viz., Euroaquilo. The earlier Edg. versions (Wyc., 
Tyn., Cran., Gen.) considerately translate ‘ North-east ; the 
Rhemish Version (1582) and the AV (1611) prefer to reproduce 
the reading of their respective Gk. texts, Euroaquilo and Euro- 
clydon. ‘East by north’ would be a more exact rendering of 
aupaxuhwv or Euroaquilo. That this was in fact the wind 
.appears from the account of the effects of tlte storm. 

As to the meaning of TR’s reading E U ~ O K X U S W V ,  
scholars have been divided, some rendering ‘ Eurus 
fluctus excitans,’ others ‘ fluctus Euro excitatus.’ T o  
adopt the second view involves of course the rejection 
of the reading as unsuitable. 

BWs reading ~ U ~ U K ~ V ~ U V ,  ‘(a wind) raising a broad surge,’ 
is obviously too vasue. We do not want a second merely de- 

C. H. W. J. 

EUPHRATES (n?? ; EYC$PATHC [BAQ]). 

There is, however, a better solution. 

EVIL-MERODACH 
scriptive epithet after T U + W Y L K ~ F  (EV ‘tempestuous’) - i e . ,  
marked by those ‘sudden eddying squalls’ (Rnmsay) which are 
common in the autumnal storms of the Mediterranean. 

See Dissertation in Jordan Smith, Voyar eandShi#wreckofSt. 
P a d  287-292 and against Burgon and Miller(who vehemently 
rejec; euparuh;uv), bickson in Hastings’ DB, S.U. 

EUTYCHUS (EYTYXOC [Ti. WH]. ‘fortunate’), the 
young man of Troas, whose story is told in Acts 205-12. 

EVANGELIST. The designation given to Philip, 
‘ one of the seven,’ with whom Paul stayed in Caesarea 
(Acts 2 1 8 ) .  

The Gk. word ‘evangelist’ (chayyehwnjs) is formed from 
‘evangelize ’ (~iayyehi<euBar)--a favourite word in Lk.’s writings 
(although s6ay MLOU occurs only in Acts 15 7, speech of Peter; 
2024, speech or Paul), which he uses five times in connection 
with the work of Philip and others immediately after the death 
of Stephen, when the Gospel began to spread beyond the limits 
of Judaism (Acts 5 4  12 25 35 40). From this we see plainly what 
the function of an evangelist was in the earliest time. 

The evangelist was the man who brought the first 
news of the Gospel message. Timothy was charged 
by Paul not to neglect this duty: ‘Do the work of 
an evangelist’ (z Tim. 4 5 ) .  In Eph. 411 evangelists 
are spoken of after apostles and prophets, but before 
shepherds and teachers, as among the gifts of the 
ascended Christ to his Church ; but we must not con- 
clude from this that the term evangelist, any more than 
that of shepherd, was the stereotyped title of an official 
class. 

It is noticeable that the word is not found in the 
Apostolic Fathers, nor in the Didachd; in the latter the 
function in question appears to be discharged by apostles. 
In the time of Eusebius the word is still used in its 
earliest sense, and without reference to a particular 
office or class (e.g., Eus. HE iii. 372. and of Pantaenus 
Y. 102 f.); but already another use was current, ac- 
cording to which an evangelist was the writer of a 
‘ Gospel’ in the sense of a narrative of the life of Christ: 
e g., in Hippolytus, Julius Africanus, and Origen. 

T. K. c. 

The word denotes function rather than office. 

EVE (?l!n), Gen. 320 ; see ADAM AND EVE, 5 3 (J).~ 

EVENING SACRIFICE (17qJ nD3p); Ezra 94.  
See SACRIFICE. 

EVERLASTING. See ETERNAL, and cp ESCHA- 

EVI (’13), one of the five chiefs of Midian, slain 
after the ‘ matter of Peor’ ; Nu. 3 1 8  ( E Y E I N  [BA], 
E Y H P 6  [L]) ; Josh. 1321 (EY[E]I [BAL]), both P. See 
MIDIAN. 

EVIL-MERQDACH (T?lF $$!& EYE I AAMAPWA E K 
[B in 2 K.1, O Y A A I M A ~ A A A X  .[A in Jer.1, $ y e i A ~ ~ p ~ -  

TOLOGY, § 8 2 8  

Aoyxoc [Jos. c. A$. 120]), in Bab. A d - M a r u d u k ,  
‘ man of Marduk,’ the son and snccessor of Nebuchad- 
rezzar, king of Babylon, after a short reign (561-560 
B . c . , ~  see CHRONOLOGY, z ~ ) ,  was put to death by 
his brother Nergal-Sar-uSur (Berdssus, cited by Jos. 
c. A$. 120). Apart from a few contract-tablets (see 
KB 4200 J?), no inscriptions of his reign have as yet 
been brought to light. One of his earliest acts was the 
liberation of Jehoiachin in the thirty-seventh year of 
his captivity, z K. 2 5 2 7  (cueravapw8aX [A], eu iXa8ppw-  
Sax [L]) = Jer. 5 2 3 1  (ouXarpu8a~ap [B], -pax [Q], 
- X e & ~ p a ~ a p  [HI). According to BErCJssus, Evil-Mero- 
dach reigned dv6pws K U L  du~XyGs, which hardly accords 
with his benevolence in 2 I(. (unless [see Wi. AOF 
2198  (‘9911 he had a political purpose in view),3 and 
hence Tiele ( B A G  457 464J) suspects that the true 
rescuer of Jehoiachin was Nergal-Sar-usur. ‘ All the 

1 Cp in Ass. Aram. n k N  (fern.), ‘servant,‘ CIS 2, no. 64, and 
i i i n  (Bab. equivalent has Marduk-rimmannz’), i6. no. 68. 

2 ‘ 18 years ‘ in Jos. Ant .  x. 11 2 (a@fiatLdaxos) is more 
likely a mistake for months. 

3 Jerome (on Is. 14 19) mentions a tradition that Evil-Mero- 
dach had been thrown into prison by Nehuchadrezzar and had 
there become friendly with Jehoiachin ; cp with this ’the tradi- 
tion in Jos. (Ant.  x. 11 2) where Evil-Merodach releases and 
honours Jehoiachin to atoAe for his father’s bad faith. 
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1 See the,luminons paper on this word by W R S  3QR 1892, 
The main points had already been &“en i; Che. 

Giesqbrecht, /e?. 77 (‘94), goes back to the 
pp. 289-292. 
J C Y . ( ~ )  333 (‘83). 
wrong rendering ‘girdle. 
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EXACT 
days of his life’ (z K. 25296, Jer. 52336) would cer- 
tainly apply better to a king who relgned four years 
than to one who reigned scarcely two. 

EXACT, EXACTOR, EXACTION. 
(,I) ‘Exactor’ is the usual Vg. rendering of the Heb. part. 

b?3, na@i ( J O J J ,  cp Ass. nugdk, ‘to overpower ’). I t  is found 
also in Is. 60 17 E V  (RVmg. ‘taskmaster ’ QI & T ~ U K O T T O S ) ,  Job 
39 7 AVmg. (EV ‘ driver ’ ; +opoh6yyos), ’Dan. 11 20 RV (AV 
‘raiser of taxes’ ; T ~ ~ T O Y  [6d& @ a u ~ k i w s  cod. 871 rppduuwv [6.  
, 8 a ~ r k s i a ~  BAQ]) Zech. 98 1 0 4  RVmg.’ and RV (AV ‘op- 
pressor A $ ~ k a d u ~ v ) .  In Ex,  37, etc., no@ is rfndered ‘ t a s k  
master’ ( ;pyoB~i)~,qs) ,  in Is. 3 12 9 4 [ 3 ]  142 4 (aparrwp, araLrwv 
[8r.s~9Sv KC.”],  mprsduas, 8 r a ~ r S v )  E V  has ‘oppressor ’ in Job 
3 18 AV ‘oppressor,’ RV ‘ taskmaster’ (gopoMyos, a;in 39 7). 
See TASKWORK, TAXArION. 

(2) For nVy, gwzifafh, Ezek. 45 gt, E V  ‘exaction,‘ E V w  
has, tefter, ‘-‘Heb. expulsions,’ i.e., evictions. Q has Kara- 
B U V ~ U T P L ~ V .  

(3) On N$Q mu)&i, and U$, nd& (Dt. 15 13 Neh. 5 7 103 
10 31 [p])  cp USURY and LAW A N D  JUSTICE. 

(4) 0n”mpb~~we  (65 in Is.31:; E V  ‘oppressor’), Lk. 1258 
(RVlw. exactor EV ‘officer ; cp Lk. 313, I F ~ ~ C U ~ T E ,  AV 

EXCOMMUNICATION. This Latin word of late 
origin (it is not found in the Vulgate) is conveniently used 
1. Meaning to denote (temporary or permanent) exclu- 

sion from the ecclesiastical community as  in distinguished from civil penalties of an  
analogous character. It  need hardly be said that the 
later procedure of church excommunication developed 
out of N T  germs, though Roman theologians give ex- 
positions of fundamental biblical passages which are not 
always critically sound. It is equally obvious that the 
N T  germs of later usages stand in close relation to the 
practice of excommunication among the Jews in the time 
of Christ. It is to this Jewish practice that reference i s  
made in Lk. 6 8 2 ,  where from the useof threedistinct terms 
(d@opiuwutv, duet6iuwutv, d ~ p r i h w ~ ~  ~ i )  b’vopa) some have 
found a reference to as many different grades of ex- 
communication,l but where really (see Weiss) only one 
is intended, viz., exclusion from religious and soqial 
intercourse ; see Jn. 922 1242 162 (&~ouurdywyor)  and 
cp SYNAGOGUE. In Mt. 1815-17, too, only one kind 
of ban is presupposed ; its application, however, is to be 
preceded first by a gentler, then by a graver admonition, 
which reminds us forcibly of the similar procedure 
customary among the later Jews (see ‘Jnikhfa, 166; 
Mishna, Mq?&th, 1 IO). 

It is noteworthy that this passage stands just before the 
much-discnssed passage on BINDING AND LOUSING (v. 18). We 
can, however, more easily imagine Jesus actually uttering v. 18 
than uv. 15-17, which seem plainly to represent the later practice 
of Jewish Christians. ‘ Let him be to thee as  the ~ B V L K ~ S  (RV 
the Gentile) and the publican ’are the words which describe the 
punishment of the convicted sinner. Here there is a possibility 
that the sense of the original saying has been missed. In the 
Palestinian Aramaic the term used would be Pj’p, which may 
no doubt he rendered ‘ Gentiles,’but only because Gentiles were 
misbelievers ; the word really means ‘ heretics ’ or ‘ infidels ’ (cp 
Levy’s and Jastrow’s Lexx. ; Schurer, TLZ ’gg, col. 1688). 

Passing to the undoubtedly Pauline epistles we find 
most urobablv two recorded instances of church disci- 

exact,’ RV ‘ex tk ’ ) ,  see TAXATION. 

EXODUS 

In I Cor. 53-5 we read that $:: had resolved, as representing 
Christ’s soirit. to give over a certain 

2’ In 
Epp’ 

offender against morality ‘io Satan’ &Illuding apparently 
to Job 2 6 )  in the presence of the assembled church, he 
himself being spiritually present among them. Physical 
death he expects to be the consequence of this act (cp 
I Cor. 1130) ; but the object is the good of the offender, 
‘ that the spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord.’ 
In  z Cor. 2 6-11, it has been customary to suppose that 
exclusion from church privileges was all that the offender 

1 On the three Jewish grades of excommunication see Hani- 
burger, R E  desjudenthums, S.V. ‘Bann ; and cp Weber, ,I&. 
TheoL 142f: 

2 See Redpath, Expos., 1898 d., pp. 287-29a-Ramsay’s 
illustration of I Cor. 5 5 by the language of cnrses by which 
pagan Corinthians consigned their enemies ‘ to  destruction by 
the powers of the world of death ’(Ex).  T. 10 59) is hardly to the 
point, for Satan was noC an independent supernatural being. 
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xtually suffered,, and that this was not permanent.. 
Weizsaclter’s exposition of the circumstances,l however, 
naltes it extremely probable that an entirely different 
:ase is referred to, and that the offence was of a totally 
3ifferent order. T h e  Church  had at first sympathised 
with the offender, who had in some way injured the. 
apostle ; but in consequence of a letter from Paul the- 
majority resolved to rebuke the offender. It  was no 
doubt some question of party intrigues against the- 
zpostle. There is no reason to think that the expression 
ivrL8epu papava8a ( I  Cor. 1622) is a formula of excom- 
munication as was supposed by Calvin and other 
reformers (the words were held to be synonyms, like 
dpp2 6 rranjp). 

It is contradicted by the. 
prayer at the end of chap. 10 of the Didachi: :- 

The view need not be discussed. 

‘Eke& &is ~ a \  r a p f k 0 h w  6 & ~ O S  ~ % O S .  
‘ l luavva TB ul; AaPL6. 

Mapavalla. ’A&qv. 
E; TLS +&, ii;x~uewst TLS O ~ K  &TL, p s a v o s l r w .  

Still no doubt the prayer for the Lord’s parousia did suggest to, 
the apostle a thought of vengeance. To refuse to love the 
Lord Jesus made a man ‘anathema ; when the Lord came, this. 
sentence would he executed. 

The Gk. dv60epa (anathema) is not to be taken as suggesting 
excommunication (this would be importing later ideas [see: 
Snicer Thes. s % I ;  observe that in Gal. 186 it is an angel that. 

spoLen of).’ T h e  same remark applies to Rum. 9 3 I Cor. 12 3.. 
Avpddepa is synonymous with K ~ T ~ ~ P C Z  and ~m~a~pdparos .  

In the Pastoral Epistles the rules of exclusion from 
fellowship have become more precise. and the offences. 
3. In Pastoral punished by it are no longer merely- 

Again we hear of offenders. 
Epp* ‘delivered to Satan’ (I Tim. 120) : 

moral. 

but it is that they may be taught not to blaspheme (dp, 
2 Tim. 32 2 Pet. 210-18). The rights of a presbyter are. 
defined ; an accusation against him is not to be received, 
unless there be two or three witnesses ; but there is to be: 
public reproof of all who sin (I Tim. 5 19f.). In ‘tit. 
3 IO a man that is ’ heretical ’ (see HERESY, J z )  is to be- 
avoided (rrupar.rou^; so render in 2 Tim. 2 2 3 ;  cp RV- 
z Macc. 231), but only after ‘ a  first and second ad-. 
monition.’ That the alpiuers or factions referred to. 
had a theological colouring, is clear from z Jn. IO, and. 
that they might even be dangerous appears from 
3 Jn. 9f.,  where Diotrephes ‘who affects pre-eminence” 
(6 + A o T ~ ~ ~ T ~ w )  is said not to admit the writer to fellow-. 
ship ; fit punishment is threatened for him. 

The OT has no special word tot 
denote the person who executes the sentence of capital 
punishment. The words rendered ‘ executioner ‘ in. 
EV refer more naturally to (royal) bodyguards. 

I. “2s ( a 6 6 4  (from n3r, Ass. &76&&, ‘ to  slaughter ’), is. 
in I S. 9 2 3 3  rendered ‘cook‘; cp COOKING, 5 I). 

37 36 391 403f: 41 IO 12, the D9n?Dg ’I$ of the Pharaoh, and in. 
z K. 25 8 8  Jer. 30 9 8 ,  the D’n?u-II? of Nebuchadrezzar is in, 
E V  ‘captain of the guard.’ So also ~ : ~ ? p ~ > ( A r i o c h )  in Dan. 
2 14 (EVmg. ‘chief of the execntioners,’ except in Jer. ‘chief 
marshal’); cp WRS, OTJClcn. 262, n. I.  0 in these passages 
has dljXipciyerpor, &pp~~&upogdha& QppSsufiELd~qr. 

T. K. c. 
EXECUTIONER. 

In Gen. 

2. ‘??, X&i, z K. 1 1 4  19t, RVms 
3. U T T C K O V ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~  (Lat. speccrlafor or s)icu/atov, a pikeman, 

EXILE (Is. 2 0 4  RV, Ezek. 1 2 4  II RV, Ezra 835, 

See CARITES. 

halberdier), Mk. 6 27 RV ‘soldier of the guard.‘ 
found also in late Hebrew. 

The word is. 

RV). See CSPTIVITY. 
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The interest of a legend which has long been 
mistaken for history and which has coloured the  
1. Two rival life and thoughts of a great people is 
hypotheses, hardly less than that of the facts theni- 

Evcn if it were certain i n )  that selvcs. 



EXODUS 
only a section of the Israelites (the Rachel-tribes) 
sojourned in the land of Egypt, and made its Exodus 
from it, or ( b )  that the true land of ositn from which 
the Israelitish Exodus occurred, was not Egypt 
{M+aim) at all, but a N. Arabian land called M u y  
or Mu+ (so Wi. ; see MIZRAIM, 2 a) ,  it would still, 
on acconnt of the generations that have fed their 
inner life upon it, be a thrilling tale which tells of the 
hardened heart of the Pharaoh, of the escape of the 
Hebrew bondmen, of the passage of the Red Sea, of the 
purifying trials in the wilderness. In this article we shall 
call the former ( a )  the conservative, the latter ( h )  the 
advanced hypothesis. Cp ISRAEL, zf: The con- 
servative hypothesis is at present that most favoured by 
biblical critics. There is thought to be an antecedent 

EXODUS 

- 
2. Conservative probability that the Israelites, as well 

as other Hebrews, found temporary ad- 
mission into the N E  of the EwDtian hypothesis. 

-, . 
territory. They would, of course, come from Canaan. 
That there were Israelites in that country at an early date 
we now know from the ‘ Israel-stele’discovered in 1896 by 
Flinders Petrie. It  may have been in Merueptays time, 
or it may have been even earlier, that the catastrophe 
poetically described by the Egyptian king occurred, 
when ‘ the people of Zsiraalwas laid waste,’ so that their 
‘ crops were not,’ and so that, various cities of Canaan 
also having been punished, g a m  (Palestine) became 
‘ a widow ’-4 e . ,  helpless-‘ for Egypt.’ The names 
‘Ishpal and Yakbal ( F-iSa-p-’a-ra and Y-‘-$-b-’8-ra2) 
in the name-list of Thotmes 111. (nos. 78, 102) also 
appear to some critics to show that before that king’s 
reign tribes having these names (which certainly look like 
Joseph-el and Jacob-el) had lived in Palestine, and 
given their own names to localities. It is conceivable 
that these Israelites, Josephites, or Jacobites, or some 
portion of them, being nomads, had sought admission 
into Egypt under pressure of famine, and had sojourned 
there, and had been treated at length with severity by 
the Pharaoh, though the statement respecting Pithom 
and Raamses (Ex. 1116) is not without difficulty. It  
must be admitted, however, that references to Mer- 
neptah’s stele and to the names ‘ Ishpal ’ and ‘ Yakbal ’ 
can be made only with much reserve. The phrase ‘ the 
people of Zsiraal’ is very difficult (one would like to be 
able to read ’ Joseph-el’ or ‘ Jezreel’), and the meaning 
of ‘Ishpal’ and ‘Yalibal’ i s  by no means free from 
doubt (see JOSEPH i. and ii., 3 I ; and JACOB, 

According to Stade ( ‘  Die Entsteh. des Volkes Israel,’ 
ARad. Reden and AbhandZzlngen, r99], 97-122) it is 
3. Stade,s likely that the Hebrew tribes had sought 

pasture for their flocks to the S. of the 
ady Tarnilat, and that so a part of them 

had come under the power of the Egyptian authori- 
ties; likely too that the Israelites had cause to com- 
plain of a misuse of this power. The Egyptian 
authorities may, of course, have imposed a co&& 
upon them. The part of the Hebrew tribes which 
remained free from Egyptian oppression probably 
wandered as far as the true Sinai (E. of the Elanitic 
Gulf), and these Sinaitic nomads formed a confederacy 
under the protection of the god of Sinai ; the liberated 
Israelites joined them at Kadesh. To the Kadesh 
tradition (see KADESH i. § 3) Stade attaches great im- 
portance. 

In the OLZ (May, June, July, ’gg), Winckler criticises this 
view as mere theological rationalism. The charge might equally 
well be brought against C.  Niebuhr who is no theologian. 
Experience; however, has again and a& proved that popular 
traditions are sometimes more truthful than critics had supposed. 
‘Rationalistic’ conjecture is not out of place in the prolegomena 
of history, and here it has the advantage of keeping the student 

1 See Six TempZes at Threes (Flinders Petrie) 1897 which 
contains a chapter with a translation of the Merniptah jnscrip; 
tion by Spieg:lberg. 
and Navi!le, Les derniirres lignes de la stele mentionnant I& 
Israelites (an attempt to reconcile the stele with Exodus), 
Rec. de tvau. xx. (‘98). 

I). 

theory. w- 

See also W. M. Miiller, ‘Anme;kungen 

2 WMM As. i ~ .  Etcr. 1 6 2 8  
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in some degree of sympathy with the Israelitish writers and the 
Jewish readers of the narrative of the Exodus. 

Winckler’s theory mentioned above in ,§  I has an 
additional claim to consideration from the fact that the 
4. Winckler EnglishmanDr. C. T. Beke, in his Origines 

and Beke. BibLice, vol. i . ,  maintained as long ago as 
1834that the Misraim ofthe Hebrew tradi- 

tion of the Exodus was not Egypt, but some district lying 
to the N. of the Sinaitic peninsula. He also held that 
the Red Sea crossed by the Israelites was the Gulf of 
‘Alsaba, and that Horeb or Sinai lay to the NE. of the 
head of that Gulf. His work did not escape the notice 
of Ewald, but failed to exert any deep influence. 
Winckler’s kindred theory, proposed in 1893, was 
formed in complete independence of Dr. Beke. To  
accept it, as it stands, is hardly possible ; but a modifica- 
tion of it, which will suit the requirements of biblical 
criticism, lies close at hand.l The existing evidence 
(which cannot here be discussed) leads to the conclusion 
that the N. Arabian Muszl7- coincided with or included 
the district of Kadesh, and this is just the district which 
forms the scene of some of the most important patri- 
archal legends, though later scribes disguised MiSrim 
(Musur) as Misraim (Egypt), or even fell into deeper 
error still (see KADESH i. 5 I ; MIZRAIM, 1 2 ( a ) ;  cp 
MORIAH). We  cannot avoid the impression that there 
were Israelitish tribes in the N. Arabian Musur who 
were never in the Mugur of Egypt. What were the 
relations between the Rachel-tribes in Egypt and the 
Israelites in Musur, and any other kindred associations 
that there may have been elsewhere, we are at present 
unable to say definitely. We do, however, seem to see 
that an Egypt-tradition and a Musri-tradition have been 

We  now turn to.consider certain suggestive points in 
There is a remarkable 

5. JE,s parallelism between J E s  narrative of the 
account. journey from the Red Sea to Sinai (Ex. 

1522-1827), and the continuation of the 
march from Sinai to Kadesh (Nu. 1029-20). ‘The visit 
of JETHRO (q...) and the appointment of the judges to 
lighten the labours of Moses were probably once placed 
later (by E) in connection with the legislation at 
Horeb. The defeat of Amalek in Ex. 17 has geo- 
graphical difficulties, and the account seems to be based 
upon Nu. 1 4 4 0 3 ,  where it is obviously more original 
(see Bacon, Tr+. Trad. 93). Similarly the gift of 
Manna (Ex. 16) and the striking of the rock at 
the waters of Meribah (2. 17) are probably connected, 
in the one case, with Massah (between Taberah and 
Kibroth-hattaavah), and, in the other, with Kadesh 
(see MANNA, § 3 ; MASSAH AND MERIBAH). In 
every instance the episodes bear the appearance of 
having been inserted from later stages of the journey 
where they more naturally belong. Ex. 1622-27 is the 
only old fragment remaining, and here the covenant, 
zfter a journey of three days, reminds us of the ‘ three 
days’ journey ’ in the request to Pharaoh (Ex. 3 18 53), 
and finds a parallel in the three days’ journey in Nu. 
1033.3 The oZdest accozlnt of the journey from the Red 
Sea to Sinai is thus reduced to a minimum. 

Passing over the Decalogue and Covenant at Sinai 
we resume JE at chaps. 24, 32-34. Now the episode of 

fused together. T. K. C. 

JEs account of the Exodus. 

6. musrite. the golden calf ‘cannot well be older 
tradition. than the reign of Hezekiah, and points 

indeed to a date later than 7 2 2 ’  (Addis) ; 
t may with considerable probability be ascribed to E, 
lcp EXODUS ii., § 3 [viii.]). There was therefore no 

1 Not, however, such a modification as Jensen’s (TLZ, 4th 
Feb. 1899). The  region S. of Palestine may have been called 
y y r ; ~ ,  thinks this scholar, because it was often under Egyptian 
.de. This fails to do justice alike to the biblical and to the 
2ssyriological data. 

2 After leaving the yawzt-Sufih (RED SEA) Israel journeyed 
it once to the wilderness of SHUR (4.v.). Note that in v.  25 

and b?Vp remind us of Massah and Kadesh (En-Mishpat); 
.ice MARAH. 
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EXODUS EXODUS 
the time of Rameses 11. when Egyptian influences pre- 
dominated in Syria, and that the Exodus really took place 
under Amenhotep 111. This indeed cannot be granted ; 
but it is at any rate possible that the Hebrew tradition 
of the Exodus underwent a profound modification at  
that period, and even that in its original form the 
Misrim referred to meant, not Egypt ( m y n ) ,  but the 
N. Arabian land of MuSr or Musri. All that the 
Egyptian monuments discovered and studied by Naville 
prove is that the biblical narrative in its present form 
comes from a writer who had good archeological 
information. In the second part of this article an 
independent attempt will be made to trace the route 
assigned to the B'ne Israel on their departure from 
Egypt to keep a festival to Yahw& in the wilderness 
(Ex. 716 81 [7z6!  1 0 9 ;  cp 1235). 

The literature is Immense. Besides the Histories of Israel by 
Stsde, Klostermann Kittel C. Niehuhr an,d Wellhausen, see 

espekally $hers, Durch koscn sum Sinai(' Der 
9. Historical Aufbruch' and 'Der Ausrue der Hebrier '):  

need in the old narrative for any renewal of the cove- 
nant, or for the intercession of Moses in 33f. 

That chap. 33f: is composite is generally admitted, 
and it remains to consider the fragments that are left 
after the omission of those passages which are necessarily 
of an editorial nature. I t  is highly probable that we 
have here the traces of an old theophany and law-giving 
of greater antiquity than the theophany and law-giving 
at  Sinai-Horeb ( 3 f l  2 0 8 )  the scene of which was not 
Sinai, but Kadesh (see KADESH i. f j  2). Fortunately 
this old tradition is not quite a torso. Although we can 
find no narrative of which it may be the continuation 
(see above, § 5 end), it seems possible to trace it further 
step by step to Hormah and Beer (ie., Beer-sheba, 
or Beer-lahai-roi ?), and finally (in Judg. 116) to the ' city 
of palm-trees' (cp the S. Judzan name Tamar) ; see 
KADESH i. 5 3. Details of this journey are missing,' 
with the exception, perhaps, of the oldest features in 
Nu. 16, where the revolt against the authority of Moses 
(n. 13) presupposes a very early stage in the journey 
of the Israelites. It at once suggests itself that this 
tradition is of Calebite origin (cp EXODUS [BOOK], 
1 3 ,[v.]), and this is borne out by (u) the prominence 
ascribed to Caleb in the oldest passages of Nu. 13/:, 
and (6) the close relationship which, as the genealogies 
reveal, subsisted between Judah, Caleb, the Kenites, 
etc.-one tradition (a late one, it is true) actually con- 
nects Moses' family with Caleb (see MIRIAM, 2). We 
seem to have, therefore, distinct traces of a Calebite 
wandering from Kadesh northwards into Judah, the 
commencement, perhaps, of that northerly migra- 
tion which took place in the time of David, and was 
continued, still later, in exilic times (see CALEB, f j  3/: ) . 2  
The evidence, however (see KADESH i. I ) ,  leads to 
the conclusion that the limits of MuSri and the district of 
Icadesh coincided. The Calebite tradition, therefore, 
knew of an ' Exodus ' from the land of Mugri. 

Reference has often been made by writers to ManEtho's 
s. A. c. 

narrative of the expulsion of the lepers under a priest of 
Heliopolis called Osarsiph (cp. Jos. c. 

The critical value of this lEanetho' A$. 1 2 6  /: ). 
narrative, however, is very slight. The reserve expressed 
by Kittel (Hist. 1 2 6  /: ) is judicious ; the present writer 
prefers to leave ManEtho's story entirely on one side. 
Not only is it manifestly influenced by the Jewish 
narrative, but it seems to imply an absurd confusion 
between Moses and the reforming Egyptian king 
commonly known as Khuen-aten (Amenhotep IV. ). 
As Meyer has pointed out, the name Me(r)ueptah can 
never have become 'A,UEVW$CS (the name mentioned in 
Josephus), and since the king called Amenophis by 
Mantitho (Jos. ) does really correspond superficially, in 
a religious respect, to Amenhotep IV., it seems arbitrary 
to prefer the [A]pevs$Bgr of Julius Africanus and 
Syncellus. 

I t  was not unnatural for Naville6 to hope that 
the view which places the Exodus under Me(r)neptah *. Naville. had been made approximately certain by 

He has in fact shown 
that Rameses II., SeSonk I., and Osorkon 11. have all 

his excvavations. 

left their names at  Tell el-MashUta, the true site of 
Pithom. The language of Me(r)nept&'s inscription 
referred to above cannot, however, without a rather 
violent hypothesis, be reconciled with Waville's view. 
1,ieblein is of opinion7 that the biblical narrative of the 
Exodus and the events connected with it was redacted in 

1 I t  is improbable that Nu. 11 can in any way belong to it. 
2 Was David himself a Musrite? He was, a t  any rate, 

hardlv a Bethlehemite. as the' later tradition SuDDosed (see 
DAV;D 8 I col. 1020 n 2. cp also JUDAH). 
3 If Mu& hordere6 upoi  Edom, so did the district of Kadesh. 

Cp Nu. 20 166 ' Kadesh . . . in $he uttermost of thy (Edom's) 

~ 

border. ' 
4 Meyer, GA, 1270 ('$ 226, end). 
5 Cp, however, Ki., Hist. 1261. 
6 In  The Store City of Pithom 

7 ' L'Exode des Hkbreux, PSBA 
Exodus (Victoria Institute, : g ~ ) :  
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! ('85); The Route 

20 277-288 ['98]. 

of the 

Literature. Maspero Struffle of the Yn'aLions, 444 (h; 
retains his opinion that the years following the 

reign of Seti I. offered favourable conditions for the Israelites to 
break away from their servitude, if the ' Israel' of Me(r)neptah's 
description represents a tribe left behind in Canaan, after the 
majority of the Israelites had emiqrated to Egypt ; otherwise 
the Israel of Mefrbnentah will be the" bondmen' who had escaved 
from Egypt in M;(ryneptat,h.s reign); Petrie, 'Egypt and Israel,' 
Contemp. Rev., May 1896, and Six Tenzples of Thebes ('97); 
M'Curdy, Hist., Proph. and Mon., 1204 (the Exodus cannot 
have been till the time of the feeble successors of Rameses 111. 
similarly Sir H. Howorth); Wiedeniann, Le Museon, 17 ('98); 
on the Israel-stele (the stele only proves that a t  some time 
or other there existed a people of Israel which was in distress 
and bad no [corn]); Orr 'Israel in Egypt and the Exodus,' 
Expositor 18975 pp. 16:-177 (Amenhotep II., the Pharaoh of 
the Exodds Hatsepsut daughter of Thotmes I., the protector of 
the child htoses); cp k. Niebuhr's view that the accession of 
Thotmes I. is the latest ternbus  a quo for the oppression of 
the Hebrews [Gesch. 12021. 

Thanks to the progress of Egyptology, we now know 
something of the topography of GOSHEN (q.n. ), although 

T. K. C. 

lo. S&posed it is not yet easy to harmonise our 
with the biblical data. 

The route, however, to the S., near the starting-point. knowledge 

sea, remains hopelessly obscure. The OT narratives, un- 
fortunately, presuppose that all geographical names are 
familiar to the reader. True, the eastern regions of N. 
Egypt must always have been well known to natives of 
Palestine ; the geographical statements of the narratives 
must therefore be expected to be trustworthy. However, 
is  the narratives now stand-a mosaic of passages from 
various sources-they give evidence of the confusion 
which inevitably arose in the process of weaving the 
passages together. 

The Israelites began their march at (the city of) 
Ram[e]ses (Ex. 1237), which seems to mean the capital 
of Goshen where there was then a royal residence. Of 
the site of this RAMESES (4.z.) we know nothing. 
The ruins of the modern Tell Abti Islemftn at the 
western entrance to the valley of Tiimilat would be the 
most suitable starting-point, since this has to be sought 
in the W. of Goshen. Succoth is"mentioned as the 
first halting place (Ex. 1237 1320 Nu. 3 3 5 3 )  ; it seems 
to be the Egyptian Tuhzi. Whether Tulm signifies 
a city near P-atum, or a region near it, or the city 
P-atum itself, is a difficult question. If we could 
take Snccoth as the name of the tract of land 
round Pithom which the Israelites would enter on the 
second day, or as that of a place in the neighbourhood 
of that Egyptian colony, the reference to it would cause 
no difficulty; but the inscriptions on the sacred 
geography of Egypt dating from Ptolemaic times seem 
to identify Tuku and P-atum altogether. Now, Tuku 
Eertainly was situated where Naville excavated at Tell 
:l-Mas$iita. If this be so, we must suspect a mis- 
understanding of the original source or sources, which 
would seem to have given Succoth and Pithom-Ethan1 
as names of the same place-we say Pithom-Etham 
because PITHOM (q.".) is probably identical with the 
station called ETHAM ( q . ~ . ) ,  which was at the edge of 
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EXODUS EXODUS 
the wilderness' (Ex. 13m-i.e., at the E. end of Goshen. 
The distance from the entrance of Goshen to Tuku or 
P-atum would be 26 m. (following the present line of 
railway). An average march of 13 m. a day would be 
all that could be ass:imed of a host hampered with 
much ,cattle. All highways run directly E. along the 
canal of Goshen. 

Afterwards, God 'led the people about' (1318) and 
' they turned (back)' to encamp ' before Pihahiruth, 
ll. Pihahiroth, between Migdol and the sea, before 

Baal-Zephon' (142). Here the diffi- 
cult:es increase. The sites of Migdol (certainly not the 
large fortress so called in the NE. of the Delta) and 
EAAL-ZEPHON (p."., 2)  are quite unknown. As to 
Pihalpoth, we may venture 
to guess that, being near 
the 'Sea,' it may corre- 
spond to the Serapiu of the 
ltinerarium Antonini,- 
apparently the only city in 
that region (apart from the 
later Arsinoe and Clysma). 
A11 identifications, however, 
depend upon the locality of 
the passage through the 
'sea.' A southerly direc- 
tion is implied by the ' turn- 
ing' ; but how far S. the 
locality is to he sought we 
have no means of determin- 
ing, since it is not stated 
that the encampment ' by 
the sea' marked a day's 
journey. 

I. Shall we, with most 
commentators, place the 
12. Sea- passage near the 

p re sen t  Suez  passage 
~"~ Suez ? (better Suwnis 

[es - S u w i s ] ) ,  
where the gulf is only two- 
thirds of a mile wide?l 
Those who do so usually lay 
great stress on the fact that 
the straits are shallow, and 
are passable (it is said) at  
a very low tide, especially 
when there is also a N. 
wind. Certainly this would 
permit a *rational' ex- 
planation of the passage. 
I t  is doubtful, however, 
whether such arguments 
can be used.* Josephus 
gives us no help. In his 
time all conception of the 
situation of Goshen had 
been lost. 

Hence to explain how the Is- 
raelites could 'reach the Red 

far N. and leads the Israelites from Tanis-Zoan ( ; .e . ,  
Ramescs, he belicves, for which equation he appeals 
to Ps. 7812 43) to Daphnz (=Etham=Hetam, accord- 
ing to him). Pihal?ir6th he explains (translating as the 
Peshitta' and pcrhaps also the Targum did) as the 
' mouth of the depths ' (/3dpCrOpa)-i.c., of the Sirbonian 
bog. Migdol he identifies with the Migdol mentioned 
in Jer. and Ezek., which was 12 R. m. S. from Pelusium 
according to the itineraries, and Baal-zephon with the 
temple of Zeus Kasios on the Casius promontory, so 
that the Israelites would have passed through the bog 
to the dunes N. of the Sirbonis. (So, before Brugsch, 
Schleiden, who, however, placed Succoth and Etham 
correctly.) This theory is wholly destitute of any solid 

Sea in three days,' he made them 
march through Letopolis-Gshy- 
Ion (Ant. ii. 15 I)--~.c., round the S. side of the Jehel Mokattam, 
the mountain on which the citadel of Cairo is hnilt, on the most 
direct road to Suez through the WLdi et-Tih and through the 
Miintula pass. Nothing could be more at  variance with the 
hihlidal data, especially as  the 'turning hack' to the 'edge of 
the wilderness,' and other details, are overlooked. Yet several 
scholars (Lengerke, Kutscheit, von Raumer, Shaw)have followed 
Josephus. 

2. Another view has been strongly urged by Schleiden 
(Die Landenge won Suis, '58) and Brugsch (L'Exode 
13, Or et Zes monum. &gy$t., '75). Both make 

? the Israelites march along the shore of the 
Mediterranean. Brugsch places Goshen too 

1 Of course the recent traditions about the well of Moses (see 

2 50 to 55 m. from the supposed site of Etham would he at 
MARAH) do not cnme into consideration. 

least three days' journey. 

basis : the expression ~ ' D - D : ,  ' Reedy Sea,' occurs too 
often for the RED SEA ( q . ~ . )  toadmit a new application 
to the Sirbonis.* The modern discoveries which have 
determined the position of Goshen, decide against it. 

3. Recently, another view has begun to make way- 
the view, namely, that the passage through the sea is to 

14. Or be sought for nearer to the eastern end of 
Goshen. Du Bois AymB, Stickel, and 

midway ? Knobel, in a rationalising interest, thought 

1 Later he tried to find in the name an Egyptian wordpau t ,  
' depths ' ; but there is no such word. 

2 The expressioii 'desert of Shur,' Ex. 15 22 (E), i? very vaque 
and cannot he used as an argument either for the N, direction 
of the march or for the identification of ETHAhl with the fron. 
tier fortress Shur in the extreme NE, 
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EXODUS 
of a point between the Bitter Lakes and the Gulf of 
Suez. They assumed that this sandy tract dried up 
quite recently, and that, in the time of Moses, it must 
have been very shallow, in parts even marshy. Dillmann 
and others admit a similar shallow connection between 
the Crocodile (Timsah) Lake and the Bitter Lakes. 
Naville (followed by Strack) assumed the Timsiih lake 
itself. 

All these modifications of the same theory are built 
upon the view that the ancient condition of the isthmus 

15. Early of Suez was very different from the present. 
physical There is no doubt among geologists that 

the Red Sea once extended not only to the 
geography’ Crocodile Lake but even to the BalBh Lake, 
so that the Red Sea and the Mediterranean were com- 
pletely connected (see map, cols. 1437J ). There is no 
evidence, however, that this state of matters continued 
down to historic times. The Egyptian inscriptions dating 
from the time of the Pyramids speak of the ‘Great 
Black Water ’ (kern-uEr l) in connection with the fortifi- 
cations at the E. end of Goshen,2--i.e., it seems to have 
reached as far as the present Crocodile Lake. In dyn. 
XII. this ‘Great Black Water’ is spoken of as an undrinlc- 
able (Le . ,  salt) h k e ’  (&), so that there cannot have been 
a connectedgulf: Under Ptolemy 11. Philadelphus, the 
inscription of Pithom (ed. Naville) speaks of the ‘ Great 
Black Lake’ and the ‘Scorpion Lake’ near Pithom as 
navigable and as connected with the Red Sea by the 
canal of Ptolemy II., which, evidently, was a mere 
restoration of the canal of Necho (EGYPT, 5 68) and 
Darius. The extant traces of this latter canal and the 
monuments of Darius along it (see GOSHEN, map) seem 
to show that about 500 B.C. the extent of the various 
lakes was not very different from what it is now (so 
Lepsius), and that the Timsiih Lake was separated 
(under the name ‘Scorpion Lake’ according to the 
Pithom stele, etc. ) from the larger salt lake in the S. 
The passage of Strabo (804) proves the existence of 
several ‘ bitter lakes,’-Le., confirms the view that there 
was no connection with the Red Sea3 Consequently, 
other passages stating that it was at Heroonpolis that 
the Arabian Gulf began (Strabo, 836, Qv pux@ TOG 
’Apap~oO K ~ ~ T O U )  seem to be based upon the artificial 
connections throughwhich this harbour became accessible 
(cp Strabo, ~ 6 9 j . ~  

The possibiiity, indeed, that at an  earlier period, such 
as the time of Rameses II., the lakes covered a larger 
area, or that they were even all connected with one 
another, is not to be denied. As we have already seen, 
however, the one ‘ Great Black Water’ mentioned circa 
3000 B. c., had long ceased to be a part of the Arabian 
Gulf. Naville then supposes the camp of the Israelites to 
have been at Pe-kerhet (?),5 or the place called the 
Itineraries Serapiu, which he seeks at the modern Gebel 
Maryam near the  S.  end of the Timsgh Lake opposite 
Seih-Hana’idik (Naville’s Baal-Zephon). He places 
Migdol at the ruins, W. of the railway station, mis- 

2 Full references in WMM As. u. Eur. 39. a Cp also Naville, Pilhonz(3), 26. See 

3 Linant and Naville (26) claimed that  these must have been 
mere ponds, different from the present lakes which were too large 
to be made ‘sweet’ by the canal. Strabo’s vague statement, 
however, is not to be pressed too literally. H e  speaks of several 
‘lakes’; a t  present also there are two different basins. Pliny 
(6 165)calk them nmarosfontes(!) but describes them as navigable. 
1 Naville insists upon taking these expressions literally, 

without consideration of the canal. The vagueness e.g., of 
Josephus (BJ iv. 10 5 ‘ the Red Sea extends to Koptds’ !) has, 
however, to be remembered, and certainly we ought not to use 
thestatement of Agathemerus (Geop-. GY. Min., ed. C. Muller, 
2 475), who merely copies from Eratosthenes (see Strabo, 768) 
but changes the words descrihing the city of Heroaupolis as the 
place where navigation begins, making it the beginning of the 
Ava6ian Gulj: This misunderstanding cannot count as an 
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called ‘ Serapeuni ’ by French engineers. All this is prob- 
lematical ; but undoubtedly it would hardly be natural 
for the biblical narrative to pass over in complete silence 
the lake shutting off Goshen from the E. and interrupt- 
ing the march of the Israelites. This theory of Naville 
would allow the ‘ turning aside’ of the march, Chough 
on a very limited scale. It would be more rationalising 
than any other theory, inasmuch as the Crocodile Lake, 
which is 5 to 6 miles wide in the N. near the modern 
Bir Nefishe, is in the S.. on the spot fixed upon by 
Naville, not more (in parts) than 4 of a mile wide.. It 
was only a marsh before the Suez Canal changed its 
character, and it must always have been marshy, 
because the Nile reached it only irregularly. Whilst 
the salt-water of the other lakes does not allow the 
growth of reeds, the brackish water of this is covered 
with them, so that the riame ‘ sea of reeds ’ would be 
quite appropriate.‘ 

After all, the probabilities seem most in favour of the 
Lake TimsFih, although it would certainly rob the place 
16. Lake of passage of all sea character. It  is most 
TimsL1?. reasonable to look for all the localities of 

the Exodus on or near Egyptian ground, 
and in the same narrow district in or near the valley of 
Ttimiliit; but as long as the last three geographical 
names of the biblical narrative cannot be determined 
with certainty, this remains hypothetical. 

T. K. c.,  55 1-4, 7-9 ; s. A. c., $53 ; w. M. M., I$ 10-16. 

argument. 
‘House’ 

()e) or ‘seat’ (st) of the (serpent) &%&(el) was the chief temple 
of TuKu at  Tell el-Masbiqa. 

5 I t  is most probable that there was no such city. 

EXODUS (BOOK) 
I. Name($? I). Primitive version (ix.). 
2. Narrative. 3. Laws. 

4. Of P ( 5  2). 
a. J If s JE decalogue. (5 4). 

Chaps. 21-23 (8 4 iii..v.), 

A .  The Ode. Ex. 15 1-18 (5 6). 
6. In P (§ 5). 

’. ?:i%3?i 3 i.-iii.). 
-vi.). 
vii. L). .I , -Bibliography (5 7). ‘ 

Jour%+ (6. 
Lawgiving ( 

The second book of the Pentateuch, which narrates 
the deliverance of Israel from Egypt, appropriately 
1. Name and bears in the Greek Bible the title Exodos 

Contents. ( ~ f o A o c )  or more fully ‘ Exodos from 
Egypt’ (eIoAoc airyrrToy ; see Ex. 

191 ejSB*rL).3 This passed over into the old Latin, and 
through the Vulgate into our own version. In Hebrew 
the book is commonly designated by its opening words, 
nlnw n $ ~ r , ~  or more briefly nvw ; sometimes it is cited 
simply by number, 9 3 ~  vnin (S@, 36 d. ). 

The Book of Genesis closes with the death of Joseph 
at an advanced age;  Exodus continues the history 
from the same point (Ex. 1 6  7 8 ) .  The grandsons of 
Ephraim and Manasseh (Gen. 50 23) are contempor- 
aries of Moses, the great grandson (Ex. 6168), or 
grandson (Ex. 21 Nu. 2659),  of 1,evi. But though 
no great interval of time is supposed to elapse be- 
tween the death of Joseph and the beginning of the 
oppression.5 the character of the history undergoes a 
complete change. The twelve sons of Jacob with their 
children who went down into Egypt ( ‘ seventy souls ’) 
have so increased in numbers as to be a cause of alarm 
to the Egyptians ; the narrative, which throughout 
Genesis preserves the form of a family chronicle,6 now 
at once becomes the history of a people. 

The contents of Exodus may be briefly summarised as follows : 
-The oppression, the youth and call of Moses, 1 -7 7 ;  the 

1 From these lakes the strange name might have heen trans- 
ferred to the sea. S i c  RED SEA for the dificulty of explaining 
the name. However, it is otherwise used only of the se3, never 
of the lakes (although the expression ‘sea’ is known to be used 
of such small lakes as that of Galilee). 

2 Philo Qais rev. din. heres § 4, and elsewhere ; see Ryle, 
Philo and HoZy Scripure, p. Jxii. 

3 Title of book in cod. A. The subscription in the same MS 
is ; ~ O ~ O F  ~ i ) v  u&v Iqmlh  26 A+?TTOU. 

4 Origen in Euseb. HE 6 25. 
5 On Ex. 12 40J, see below, 5 2, and n. 5. 
8 See GENESIS. 

See above. 
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Egyptian plagues 78-12. the escape of Israel from Egypt, 
13-15 21. the w a i  throuih the desert to Sinai 15 22-18 ; the 
covenan;, with its fundamental laws, 19-24 ; di;ections for the 
construction of the tabernacle and the consecration of the 
priests 25 31 ' the sin of the golden calf renewal of the broken 
tables 'of the 'Law, 32-34 ; the making'of the tabernacle and 
its furniture, 35-40. The hook ends with the entrance of the 
glory of Yahwe the visible manifestatiou of his presence, into 
the dwelling pdce which had been prepared for him (4034-38). 

The sources and the method of combination remain 
2. Sources: p. substantially the same as in Genesis 

( q . ~  ., 21:). Here also the Priestly 
stratum is easily recognised and separated. 

To it belong:* Ex. 1 1-5 7* 13 14* 2z3ap-25 Gz-rz (13-30) 
71-13 1g2oaa 216 zz 85-7 1gu*6 16-19 [8 1-3 Ira*b 12-15] 98-IZ 

16-18 z Iaa6  22 f: 26 27" 28* 23 16 1-3 6f: (8) 9-13a 16-24 (in the 
main), 37-36 17 r a  191 za 2 4 1 5 ~  16-18aa 25 1-31 18a 34 ~ 9 . ~ 5  
35-40. 

The characteristics of P appear throughout (see 

( I lgJRp) ,  1 2 1 - ~ ~ 2 8 3 7 * 4 0 f : 4 3 - ~ 1  1 3 1 2 ~ 0  14124*8ghrg* 

GENESIS, 2f:). 
The narrative begins, by way of recapitulation,2 with a list of 

the sons of Israel who went down into Egypt (1 1.5); in Gx4-2j 
a long genealogy is introduced to exhibit the lineage of Moses 
and Aaron (cp 26J3.3 A very brief account of the oppression 
(1 7 13 14 2 23ap-25) is followed by the call of Moses (in Egypt) 
the revelation of the name YahwS (6 2-12), and the appointmen; 
of Aaron to he Moses' prophet (7 1-7). The wonders wrought 
before Pharaoh by Aaron a t  Moses' command ( P  in 7-9) assume 
the form of a trial of skill with the native magicians, who at  
first are able to do the same things by their arts, hut in the end 
are completely defeated. The announcement of the last stroke, 
the death of the first-horn, gives occasion to introduce directions 
for the observance of the Passover (121-13), to which are 
attached the ritual for the annual celebration of the Feast of 
Unleavened Bread (14.20)~ supplementary regulations for the 
annual Passover (43-51), and the law requiring the consecration 
of the first-born (13 IJ). This is a good example of the method 
of the author, who always endeavours to connect the legislation 
with some occasion or circumstance in the history.4 so that 
in its primitive form and intention, P was not a ' Priksts' Code,' 
but a history of the origin of the sacred institutions of Israel. 
The beginning of the migration (12 37*) leads to a chronological 
digression on the length of the sojourn in Egypt (4of:).5 The 
march to the shores of the Red Sea is next narrated (13 20 14 I$), 
and the miraculous deliverance there, the Israelites passing 
safely between walls of water on either hand, whilst the 
Egyptians pursuing them are overwhelmed (P in 14). Of the 
journey from the sea to Sinai we are told nothing except the 
names of the halting-places (16 I 17 I 19 rf:).R 

Arrived at  Sinai, Moses ascends the mountain (24 15-18), where 
the plans for the tabernacle and its furnishings, and the ritual 
for the consecration of priests, are revealed to him 05-31 17). 
H e  returns to the people collects the necessary materials and 
constructs the tabernacle 'in exact accordance with the spechica- 
tions given him (34 29-40).7 

In combining P with the other sources, R does not 
appear to have omitted anything of consequence from 
this narrative, though he was constrained to make some 
transpositions.8 W e  observe here, as in Genesis, the 
disposition to reduce to a skeleton the narrative of 
ordinary events (the migration, e.g., to a list of stations), 
and to enlarge upon everything connected with religion 
and the religious institutions (see 12J 2 5 3  358). 
Here also the existence of other and fuller historical 

1 In this tahle as  in the corresponding one in Genesis the 
additions of XP' are not in general distinguished fro; P. 
An asterisk indicates contamiuation or redactional changes. 
Noldeke's analysis, Unters. z. Kriiik des A T's 3 5 3  ('69), has 
been modified by subsequent critics (esp. Di., Jiil., and Kue.) 
only in minor particulars. 

2 Cp Gen. 5 ~ f :  6 !o 11 27 Nu. 3 2-4 etc. 
3 The present position of this genealogy is highly unsuitable ; 

wv. 76-25 probably stood in P at  an earlier point, perhaps before 
6 2 ; vu. 14f: seem to he taken from another catalogue, perhaps 
that in Gen. 46. 

4 So i ?  Geiiesis, the Sabbath, the Noachian injunctions, 
circumcision. 

' P's account of the murmuring of the people and the giving 
of the manna, which now stands in chap. 16, must originally have 
had a later place in the narrative, since it supposes theexistence 
of the tabernacle (10 34). 

7 These chapters have been much ehpanded by later hands ; 
See MANNA g 3. 

see below $ 5. 
8 The Living of the Decalogue, which is now related in 20 1-17 

from another source, must in P have followed 25-31 (see 25 16 21). 
A fragment of this account seems to he preserved in 31 18, to 
which the sequel is 34 zg,$ 
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narratives is to be inferred from the epitomes of P (see 
GENESIS, 25). The dependence of P upon these 
narratives is especially manifest in the account of the 
plagues, and of the crossing of the Red Sea. 

The prophetic history which remains after the 
elimination of P is macle up of the same two main 

3. JE. strands, J and E, that criticism discovers in 
The analysis, 

however, is more difficult in Exodus than in the 
patriarchal stories. 

The use of the divine names loses much of its value as a 
criterion, since after Ex. 3 13-15 the name Y a h G  is employe&- 
though not uniformly-in E as well as in J ; clues derived from 
the uarrative deny us their guidance in the Laws. whilst other 
evidences of origin are often lacking. It is clear'also that the 
author who united J and E (RJE), not only fused his sources 
much more completely than the last redactor of the Hexateuch 
(Rp) hut also otherwise treated his material with a freer hand ; 
this is peculiarly evident in Ex. 4 8 1  In Exodus, moreover 
the work of later editors of the Deuteronomistic school is mor; 
frequently to he recognised or suspected. 

An exhaustive analysis which would assign every 
clause or verse to its author, leaving no insoluble 
remainders, is impossible. The utmost that we can 
expect to accomplish is to distinguish the main features 
of the parallel narratives ; and even in regard to these 
great uncertainty often remains2 

i. EarZier Chupters.-In 1-3, E is the chief source 
(J in 168-12 215-22 3 7 3  16-18-the last two passages 
transposed and nnich amplified by R,,, who also added 
319 f : ) . 3  Ch. 41-16 is by most critics regarded as 
substantially from J (136-16 R,rE). To J belong also 
419-zou 24-26, which probably followed 223u (E in 18 
and perhaps other verses ; R,, in 27-31). Ch. 5-61 is 
in the main from J (manifest duplication in 5 1-5). 

ii. The 'PZagues.'--a. (J). In the history of the 
plagues also J is the principal source ; in the plagues of 
frogs (8 1-4 8-15n [jz6-29 8 4-1rn]), of insects (8 20-32 

[r6-28]), and of murrain (91-7) ,  there is no contamina- 
tion ; in the turning of the Nile to blood (7rq-z4), the 
hail and tempest (913-35), and the plague of locusts 
(101-zo), E's version of  the story has been united with 
that of J ; the plagoe of darkness alone (1021-23) is 
entirely from E. 

go to the 
Pharaoh, and demand in his name that Israel be 
allowed to go to worship him in the desert ; if the king 
refuses, Moses is to announce that at  a certain time 
(the next day, 9 5  18 1 0 1 3  ; cp 822) YahwA will send a 
specified plague.6 When this comes to pass, the 
Pharaoh sends for Moses and begs him to intercede 
with his God ; but as soon as the scourge is removed 
his fatuity returns--;?yib 35 ix,) is the standing phrase 
-and he refuses to let Israel go.6 The plagues fall 
upon the Egyptians only ; YahwA does not suffer any evil 
to come near the Israelites, who dwell apart in the 
land of Goshen ( S z z  9 4  6 26). 

p. (E). Compared with J, whose narrative is pre- 
served in relative completeness,-doubtless because it 
was the fuller and more .vivid,-the remains of E 
in these chapters are fragmentary. In E, the plagues 
are not merely announced by Moses and on the follow- 
ing day brought to pass by YahwB, bot are wrought 
on the spot, under the eyes of the Pharaoh and his court, 

I We. CH 65f: 69 72 ; Jiil. 3PT 8 94 106: Kue. Hex. $ 8, 
n. TI. 

2 For a survey of the analyses of the leading recent critics, 
see the tables appended to Holeinger, Bid. i. d. HexutezcA, 

8 i n  J the call of Moses probably followed his return to 

4 Aaron, who accompanies Moses hut neither says nor does 
anything, was introduced by RJE from E. 

6 The interview takes place in the palace : the meeting on the 
hanks of the Nile comes from E. 

6 From J is probably derived the series of passages which 
represent the Pharaoh as trying to compromise with Moses, yield- 
ing one point after another hut always stopping short of the un- 
conditional permission which Moses demands (825 ft: [ZI ,$I 
107-11 24-26). So Bacon, JBL 9 1 6 6 8  ; Jiil. and Di. ascribe 
them to E. 

Genesis (see GENESIS, 8 4$). 

In  J's representation, YahwA bids Moses 

18 3 

Egypt. 
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by Moses with his wonderful rod (7206 923 1012 130 
mf. ).I This difference leads to striking confusion 
where the two sources are combined, as in 7 1 4 8  9 z z x  
(cp 18), and especially in 10x2 13n by the side of 136. 
E thinks of the Israelites, not as occupying a district 
apart, but as dwelling in the midst of Egyptian neigh- 
bours (321 102: l l n f .  1235f.). 

iii. The First6orn.-The slaughter of the firstborn of 
the Egyptians is made the occasion, as in P, for the intro- 
duction of directions for the observance of the Passover 
(l221-27), the Feast of Unleavened Bread (133-10), and 
the dedication of the firstborn (13211-16). These laws, 
though strongly deuteronomistic in conception and 
expression, seem to be based upon J. It may be 
conjectured that the same hand which amplified the pre- 
scriptions transposed to this place laws which in J stood 
in a different connection (Eudde). If this hypothesis be 
correct, J will have had in his account of the last plague 
only the command to the Israelites to mark their houses 
with the blood of a sheep or goat, that they might be 
passed over by the destroyer (l221-23).~ The death of 
the Egyptian firstborn, and the vehemence with which 
king and people-now urge the Israelites to hasten their 
departure, aredescribed in the words of J (1229-34 38,f ); 
of E is preserved only 12353, the last words of 37, then 
13 17-19. 

iv. Crossinfthe Sea.-In the account of the miraculous 
deliverance of Israel at the Red Sea, the beginning of 
the narrative is from J ( 1 4 5 3  10-14; RJE in 13na a), 
who characteristically represcnts the passage as made 
possible by a strong east wind driving out the water 
(1421 from ih-I). In the last watch of the night YahwvB 
looks down upon the Egyptians and makes their chariot 
wheels stick ; seeing that God is fighting against them, 
they turn to flee (qf:), but perish in the midst of the 
sea (z76 286). In E, on the contrary, whose version is 
followed by P, Moses with his rod divides the waters of 
the sea, which stand as a wall on either hand. The 
angel of God takes his station in the rear to protect the 
Israelites from their pursuers. When they have crossed 
in safety, Moses stretches out his rod and the waters 
close over the Egyptians (16* rga, perhaps part of 20). 

The song of Miriam (1520) also is from E.S 
v. To the Mount.-In J E  as in P, Moses leads the 

people from the shores of the sea to the Mount of Cod 
(SINAI, q . ~ . ) ,  where Yahwi: gives them laws and makes 
a covenant with them. In the composite narrative, 
however, there are traces of a different representation, 
according to which the Israelites went directly to 
Kadesh on the south of Palestine ( 1 5 2 ~ - ~ 5 u ) . ~  

In 172-7 we find them already at Meribah that is KADESH 
(q.v., I, $2).5 Amalekalso ( l?RJ?)  is to besought in the region 
of Kadesh rather than among the mountains of the Sinaitic 
penmsula (Nu. 1443 45 I S. 15 30). Perhaps we may recpg- 
nise in this a more primitive form of Judssan (or Caleblte) 
tradition. our oldest written sources, as is very clearly to be 
seen in Genesis unite materials of diverse origin, whose dis- 
crepant or con)flicting representations they harmonise only 
superficially, if a t  a11.6 

It is not certain that J or E related anything which 
occurred between the crossing of the sea and the arrival 
at Sinai ; a redactor has filled this gap with doublets from 
a later point in the history (see EXODUS i., § 5 ; cp the 
miracle at Meribah in 17 2 8  with Nu. 20 18 ; the appoint- 
ment of judges in 18 with Nu. 1116 &).' We may 

1 This rod is used also a t  the crossing of the Red Sea (14 16), 
the smiting of the rock at Meribah (17 5 8  Nu. 20 11) and the 
defeat of Amalek ( 1 7 8 8 ,  cp 5 ) a l l  from E. In P th; rod is in 
the hands of Aaron, who wields it a t  the bidding of Moses. 
2 Observe that no directions are given for the eating of a 

paschal meal ; and contrast this with the very detailed directions 

. , 

See EXODUS i., $ 6 .  

for the use of the blood. 

'Israel,' in EN!,  399f:; cp Holzinger, EinL 74f: 

a t  Sinai is derived from J (HLx. 0 8, and n. 18). 

position of P in If, noted above, $ 2, n.'6 (col. 1441). 

3 On the greater Ode of Victory 15 I-IR, see below, I 6. 
4 See We. Pr0Z.M 348J=Hisf: of Israel, 342f: r851; art. 

6 Horeb 176 IS a gloss. but see MASSAH AND MERIBAH. 
e Kuendn doAbts wheth;r any part of the narrative of events 

7 ( )n these chapters see NUMBERS 0 2. Cp also the trans- 
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ascribe to J, 1522-2513 17 I (the last words), 2 4, 5 and 6 
in part, 7 ; to E the rest of 172-7 8-13 18 (with editorial 
additions, but not contamination from the other source). 

vi. At Si~a i .~ - JE ' s  account of the giving of the 
law at Sinai and the events connected with it fills Ex. 
1926-24 (except a few versesin 24), 31 186-3428. In con- 
sequence of repeated and complicated redaction, these 
chapters present to criticism problems of extreme 
difficulty, for which we can hardly expect to find a 
complete solution.2 In 19 the impressive prelude to 
the legislation, 36-8, is from the hand of an editor ; 3 
3n 9-19, though not free from editorial amplification 
and perhaps contamination, are in the main from E ;  
while 20-22 25 belong to the parallel narrative of J (qf: 
is a harmonistic addition by R,E).4 

vii. 7 s  Legidation.-The sequel of J's account is to 
be found, not in 21-24,6 but, with most recent critics, 
in 31. This chapter stands in a very unsuitable place ; 
after 3234 331-3 (the peremptory command in both J 
and E to leave the Mount of God) nothing is in place 
but the actual departure from Horeb which both sources 
narrate in Nu. 10. Least of all do we expect fresh 
legislation such as is found in 34. On other grounds 
also it is certain that the present position of the chapter 
is due to one of the later redactors of the Hexateuch 
(see below, 4). In its original connection in J, the 
giving of the law was probably followed immediately 
by the command to take up the march to the promised 
land (32 34a) ; Moses beseeches Y h w B  to accompany 
his people in person (331x2 349a 33156 16) and his 
request is granted; thereupon Moses seeks a guide 
through the desert (Nu. 102g$), and they set out.8 

viii. E's Legishtiox--E's narrative in 19 (:a 9-19 in 
the main) is also preliminary to the revelation of Cod's 
law; the solemn ratification of the Law is described 
in 243-8. As we have found the legislation of J else- 
where, it is natural to infer that 20-23 as a whole is the 
corresponding legislation of E ; and this inference 
seems to be confirmed by the fact that various indica- 
tions of affinity with E are discovered throughout these 
chapters (see below, § 4). Closer examination shows, 
however, that the problem is much more complicated 
than. at first appears. Ex. 20-23 contains two distinct 
bodies oflaws: the Decalogue (001-17), and the so-called 
Covenant Book (21-23). These are not incompatible. 
W e  can readily conceive that the revelation of the 
fundamental precepts of religion and morals in the Ten 
Commandments should be followed by a more minute 
regulation of the civil, social, and religious life of Israel 
such as we find in 21-23 ; in the history of the law- 
giving, however, no connection is established between 
them.lo Chap. 21 I is without any antecedents in 20. 
Chap. 20 18-26 is composed of very disparate elements : 
18-21 belong to the Decalogue narrative, but should prob- 
ably stand before the Decalogue, immediately following 
19 19 ; I1 24-26 is a fragment relating to the regulation of 
the cultus, and, from whatever source it may have 
come, has nothing to do either with the Decalogue 
which precedes or with the civil and penal code which 
follows ; 22 a3-superfluous after 4-seem to be from 

1 On the subiect of uaramaohs vi. -viii.. CD also LAW - - .  . .  
LITERATURE. 

ff. ('81). We. C H  84 f . Eruston Quafre sources, 18 
2 On the difficulties in these chapters see h e .  Th. T 15 176 

3 Perhaps with a ba& of E (Vie.). 
4 The thread is broken off a t  the end o f q .  
5 Sghelin, Schrader, Kayser, We. (formerly), Del., West- 

phal, Ur. 
6 So Kue. (Th. T 15 164 8 [%I]), We. ( C f l ,  Nachfrace, 

3 ~ 7 8 ) ~  Di., Bu., Co., etc. 
7 Ch. 33 12-16 has been considerably enlarged by editorial 

hands . cp also 33 3 5 32 9 34 96. 
8 T i e  passages in which Moses begs to be shown the glory of 

Yahw.2 (33 18-23 34 5-8) are perhaps secondary in J, or redactional. 
9 So. with earlier critics. Di.. Tiil.. Ki. : see also Montefiore. 

I , _ .  I 3QR 328r 283. 

Bundemorsfellung, 7rf: 

8 3 1 2 8  ( '82) ;  the conjecture halbeen generally accepted. 

10 For a synopsis of the critical argument, see Kraetzschmar, 

11 So Kue. Th.T 15190 ('81). and independently Jiil. 3PT 
i ,  
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the hand of an editor ; in all these verses there is no 
reference to the .Covenant Book, or to any further 
legislation. In 24 the continuation of the Decalogue 
narrative (12-14) and the ratificatim of the Covenant 
Book (3-8) stand side by side without any attempt to 
connect them.' In the subsequent narrative of J E  
(32-34) there is no mention of the laws of 21-23 or of 
the covenant of 243-8. Finally, Dt.-even in its later 
strata-knows no law given to Israel at Horeb except 
the Decalogue, which alone it recognises as the basis of 
the covenant (5 G I J  ; cp 410-14 97-105) ; while Josh. 
24 (E)  makes no reference to any earlier covenant or 
law. The inference that the Covenant Book did not 
originally form part of E's history of the transactions 
a t  Horeb seems inevitable. a 

There remains, then, the Decalogue and that strand 
of the following narrative which depends upon it, viz., 
20 18-21 (connecting with 19  19) 1-17 2412-14 18' 31 18" ; 
the lapse into the idolatry of the golden calf, and its 
consequences, 321-63 15-20 (21-241) 30-33 (perhaps partly 
secondary). Yahwe then in anger orders Israel to 
leave the holy mountain, and declares that he will not 
go with them (331a 36 4-6*). That this was the form 
in which E was current at the end of the seventh century, 
B.c., and in the first half of the sixth, is proved by 
Deuteronomy. As has been already observed, D 
knows no law given to Israel at Horeb but the Deca- 
logue. The author of the comparatively late inter- 
polation, Dt. 98-17 (18-2o)zr l01oJ (the story of the 
golden calf and the broken tables of the law), read 
Ex. 2412-14 18 3118 3 2 7 8  (3428?)-that is, E with the 
additions of RJE-mbstantially as we do. 

ix. More Primztive Version. -There are, however, 
in E fragmentary remains of another, it would seem 
more primitive, representation. The most remarkable 
of these is 337-11, which tells us how Moses took a 
tent, which he called t he ,  Meeting Tent ( i e . ,  the 
appointed place to meet God), and set it up outside 
the camp at some distance. T o  this tent Moses r e  
paired from time to time, and God spoke to him there 
out of the column of cloud which descended at  its door. 
Thither others also resorted to consult the oracle. 
Joshua, Moses' youthful assistant, remained constantly 
in the tent, as its keeper. In the narrative from which 
these verses are taken they must have been preceded by 
a description of the making of this simple tent, which 
was omitted by RP when he put in its place the great 
tabernacle of P ;  Dt. 1035 still shows us where the 
passage stood. In the same connection, doubtless, 
stood an account of the making of the ark, to shelter 
which the tent was required (cp Nu. 1033-36 1444 [E], Dt. 
10 3 5 )  ; this also RP was constrained to omit in favour 
of P's Ark of the Testimony (Ex. 25 1 0 8  2718) .  The 
directions for the construction of the altar of rude stones 
or earth, 2024-26, to which Dt. 276J perhaps belongs, 
seem to be derived from the same source. These frag- 
ments suffice to show that E once contained a fuller 
account of the origin of the Israelitesacra, and laws regu- 
lating religious worship ; and it may safely be assumed 
that these things had in the narrative a place befitting 
their importance. That so little of this now remains 
is to he attributed in part, as we have seen, to its 
displacement by P in the final redaction of the Hexa- 
tench ; but it is a not improbable hypothesis that it had 
been in considerable part supplanted at  an earlier date 
by the Decalogue and the cognate narrative (the golden 
calf, Zetc. ), which in this case must be regarded as a 
secondary stratum in E (E2). To this question we 
shall return below (5  4). 

i. Ceremonial DecaZogue. -Ex. 34 10+28 contains, as 
1 Contamination of the text in both uassages has resulted onlv . -  

in conflict. 
2 Kue. TkT 15 I~IX (cp I~z), Hex. B 13, n. 32 : We., Bu., 

Co., Baentsch, etc. 
a Chapter 32 7-14 RJE ; 25-29 a later hand. Some scholars 

ascribe the story of the golden calf to J ;  so Di., Ki., and 
others. 

we have seen, the legislation of 1. Its injunctions are *, Lawe in JE2 exclusively reliiious : it forbids the 
worship of any.other deity and the 

making of molten idols ; commands the ibservance 
of the three annual feasts and of the Sabbath, the 
sacrifice of firstlings and the offering of first fruits; 
and prohibits certain rites which were probably associ- 
ated with other cults. These laws are set forth as the 
terms of the covenant which Yahwe makes with Moses 
as the representative of Israel, and as such they are com- 
mitted to writing by Moses (IO 2 7 3  ). Ch. 34 10-26 thus 
presents itself as a counterpart to the 'Book of the 
Covenant' (247) which is contained in 21-23. In 
3428, however, we read that Moses remained forty 
days with Yahwb on the mountain, ' and he wrote upon 
the tables the words of the covenant, the ten words.'2 
From this it would seem that the commandments in 
14-26 constituted J's decalogue, an older counterpart to 
the Ten Commandments in Ex. 201-17 Dt. 56-213 (see 
DECALOGUE). Upon this theory, 3 4 1 8  contains J's 
account of the origin of the two tables of the law; I 6, and 
the words ' like the first ' in Ia and 4a, which represent 
these tables as designed to take the place of the tables 
which Moses had broken (321g), are harmonistic addi- 
tions by the redactor who introduced 34 in this place. 
Kuenen, on the other hand, contends that I 4 28 b had 
originally nothing to do with 10-27 ; they formed part of 
E's narrative, and the ten words are no other than E's 
decalogue (201-17).* Whatever view be taken of the 
relation of 28 to 27. the phrase ' the ten words,' which 
collides with the preceding ' the words of the covenant,' 
seems to be a gloss, introduced under the influence of 
the deuteronomistic theory that the covenant was made 
upon the Decalogue alone (cp esp. Dt. 413).~ If this 
be the case, there is no direct evidence that the laws in 
34 10-26 were originally just ten in number. It may be 
suspected that the words ' upon the tables ' which con- 
nect 28 with 1-4 are also secondary, and that the original 
sequel of 27 was closely similar to 244a 7 J ,  if, indeed, 
it be not contained in those verses (Valeton). . On the 
other hand, 3446, 'taking in his hand two tables of 
stone' ( n - i ~ ~ p (  nns  'JW, indefinite), seems to be original ; 
and it is perhaps on the whole more probable that the 
commandments of J also were inscribed on stone. 
Whether this is the oldest representation, and whether 
in the oldest Judzean tradition the commandments were 
given at  Sinai or at some other place-perhaps at  
Kadesh-are questions to which no certain answer can 
be given.6 

ii. Character and om'gin.-The laws in Ex. 34 10-28 
are certainly older than the setting which represents them 
as the terms of a covenant made by Yahwe with Moses 
at  Sinai; and are the earliest attempt with which we 
are acquainted to embody in a series of brief injunctions 
formulated as divine commands the essential obser- 
vances of the religion of Yahwh. We  may safely assume 
that this collection of sacred laws was made at  a Judaean 
sanctuary, and that it represents the ancient usage of 
the region. The age of the collection can only be 
inferred from its contents. 

The three annual feasts which occupy the central place in the 
cultus are agricultural festivals 7 and presume a people which 
has passed over to a settled dfe to whom tillage is a chief 
concern. On the other hand the 'idea of religion to which such 
laws as those that forbid th; seething of a kid in its mother's 
milk, or the keeping of part of a sacrifice till the next morning, 
appear fundamental, is very primitive.8 A still stronger in- 

(literature). 

(ten words) is found onlv in this verse and in Dt. 4 11 10 A. 
5 Meissner, Kraetzschmar, and others. The name decalogue 

" ,  
' 6 [See KADESH i. 5 3.'] 

7 The Sabbath also is an institution of a settled people. 
8 I t '  must be remembered, however, that such survivals of 

primitive religion, regarded as positive divine commands, are 
often carried along into much more advanced stages of develop 
ment, as Judaism itself best illustrates. 
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dication of the antiquity of this legislation is the fact that the 
demands of Yahwe all have reference to the way in which he is 
to be worshipped. Religion seems to be as yet untouched by 
the prophetic movement whose burden was that what God 
demands is not worship but righteousness. 

In the strongest contrast to the fundamental revelation 
of YahwB’s will in J is the decalogue of Ex. 201-17. 
On the Deuteronomistic elements in this document 
and on its relation to Ex. 34 108, see DECALOGUE, § 2. 
The narrative in Ex. 32 (golden calf) is inseparable 
from it, and is aimed at  the religion of the kingdom 
of Israel ; the repudiation of its idolatrous cult which 
we find in Hosea is carried back to Horeb. This 
narrative, therefore, also belongs to the prophetic 
edition of E (E2). The Decalogue seems to have 
supplanted the law given at  Horeb in E,. We  may 
safely assume that this law was similar in character to 
that of J in 3 4 1 0 8  : and it is not improbable that 
fragments of it are preserved in 23148  Whether it 
constituted a decalogue must remain uncertain.l 

iii. Chapters 21-23. -A Izw-book of a different 
character is contained in 21-23.2 By its superscription 
it is a collection of mij’p@im, that is ‘judgments, 
judicial decisions, or norms ’ ; and accordingly we find 
in 21 2-23 17 various titles of civil and penal law ; viz., 
slavery and manumission (21 2-11), homicide (12-ZI), 

torts (22-36 225$), theft, burglary, etc. (2Z1-4), the 
liability of a borrower or bailee (7.15)~ seduction ( 1 6 $ ) . ~  
In  those titles which remain intact the laws are 
methodically arranged and formulated : first the general 
rule is given, then the particular cases which may arise 
under it, e.g.- 

When (93) thou buyest a Hebrew slave he shall serve six 
years, and in the seventh he shall go frke, without ransom. 
If (OK) he was single when he came into hii master’s possession 
he shall go free alone. If he was married, his wife shall go with 
him. If his master gives him a wife and she bear him children, 
the woman and the children belong to the master; the slave 
shall go free alone ; etc. (11 2 3  ; cp also z8fi). 

This  book of mi@iipz (nwsdo) has unfortunately 
not been completely preserved ; some of the paragraphs 
are much mutilated, whilst other titles which u’e have 
every reason to believe were once contained in it are 
wanting altogether. Additions also have been made 
to it, which are recognised by their departure from the 
systematic form of the original work, in part also by 
the different nature of their contents. The character 
of this little code indicates considerable progress in 
civilization and in jurisprudence. It may be compared 
with the Laws of the Twelve Tables, and especially 
with the legislation of Solon (Plutarch, Solon), to which 
it is probably not much anterior in time.4 

Chap. 23, which contains only moral precepts and 
religious ordinances, is not covered by the title mi.f$@im 
in 211. Most scholars are of the opinion that 23, 
together with the kindred verses in the latter part of 22, 
originally constituted a distinct part of the Covenant 
Book, which, like the laws in 34 and the decalogue in 
20, was entitled simply The Words (debdrim) ; cp also 
196. In 243-8, in the ratification of the law, we read 
that Moses recited to the people ‘all the Words of 
Yahwe (debirim) and all the Judgments (.zi@Etim)’ ; 
the two together ( f u s  and&.) cover the whole field of 
the divine law. I t  is not quite certain, however, that 
243 is the conclusion of 21-23 ; if 2078-21 originally 
preceded 201-17, as is now generally believed, 243 
would naturally refer to the promulgation of the 
decalogue (the Words of YahwB); ‘and all the mir- 
pitim’ would then be a redactional addition.6 The 

Attempts to restore the oriqinnl decalogue of E 
have been made by Stnerk, Deut. 4 0 8 ,  and Meissner, Dekalq, 
33 ’ cp Co. Einl. (3, 4), 40. 

1 See below. 

i For the literature on the Covenant Book, see $7 .  
3 For a more detailed analysis, see Baentsch, Bundes6uclt, 

12 fi 
4 See also Mosaicurrtm et Romanarum legum collatio (early 

fifth ceneury A.D.), ed. Th. Mominsen, in Colleciio li6r?mm 
juris antejustininni 3 (‘go). 

5 No trace of this h e  remains in 21-23. 
6 Bacon, JBL 1232; Baentsch, 77f: : IIolzinger, Kraetz- 

schmar, and others. 
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question whether 21-23 was originally one collection of 
laws under the two heads, Civil and Penal (mi$@Tm), 
and Moral and Religious (debZvim), can therefore be 
decided only on internal grounds. In 23 74-19 we find 
a group of laws relating to worship and religious 
festivals which are in the main verbally identical with 
those of J in 34 ; cp especially 2315-19 with 3418-26. 
Closer examination shows that they are in situ in 34, 
and were brought over thence into 23 by a redactor.’ 
This redactor, it must be supposed, having incorporated 
the substance of J’s legislation in 23, omitted 34 from 
his compilation; its restoration is to be ascribed to a 
later editor.Z In 2320-33, which is as a whole the 
composition of a redactor, remains of an older text are 
preserved in 28-31 (cp Jos. 2412 Dt. 720-22); and the 
same source perhaps underlies 20-22 25 26. In  22 18-23 13 
we can recognise diverse elements : first, a few civil 
and penal laws, which differ from the mi@d<im by 
their categorical form 3--e.g., 22 18, ‘ Thou shalt not 
suffer a witch to live,’ 19, ‘Whosoever is guilty of 
bestiality shall be put to death,’ etc. Second, a collection 
of moral injunctions, which from their nature cannot 
have the sanctions of human law (2220-24 231-34f. 6f. 
89). Some of these resemble in form and content the 
second table of the decalogue ; others are manifestly 
akin to the deuteronomic legislation. Finally, inter- 
spersed with these are religious ordinances (222gf: 31 [?] 
2310-13). The different character of these laws, and 
still more the disorder in which they are, points to 
compilation ; the prominence of precepts of charity, 
and the deuteronomic motives and phraseology, indicate 
that the recension, if not the compilation itself, dates 
from the seventh century. 

These facts make it very doubtful whether the author 
of the mi$‘pdtinr in 212-2217 is also the author of a 
corresponding collection of moral and religious precepts 
(d*b&im) which form the basis of 2217-2333. A more 
probable hypothesis is that 21-23 is the result of a 
process of accretion : to what was originally a hand- 
book of civil and penal laws was added, first, perhaps 
from E’s Horeb legislation, the main stock of 2218- 
2313 ; then (probably hy the same editor who added 
the parznetic close) 2314-19, from 34 1 4 8  (J). 

Many attempts have been made to reconstruct the Covenant 
Book, eliminating interpolations, restoring by more or less 
extensive transpositions the order of the deddrim and the 
mi+%fim, and even supplying some of the gaps by comparison 
with Ex. 34 and Dt.4 In  this work of restoration several 
scholars have sought a formal regulative in the supposition that 
the laws were originally grouped in homologous decads and 
pentads.5 This theory finds some support in certain paragraphs 
of the IiziSpdfinr; but the results hitherto attained by this 
method are not less widely divergent than those reached without 
such a criterion. 

iv. Rnt@cntion.-Chap. 243-8 is the ratification by 
solemn covenant (see COVENANT, 5 6 [ii.]) of the legisla- 
tion in 21-23,6 which on this account is often called the 
Covenant Book. By most critics these verses, with the 
Covenant Book itself, are ascribed to E. They appear, 
however, to be composite ; ‘ 3 may have belonged to 
the decalogue narrative in its original form (see above, 
iii.) ; in 4 the altar at  the foot of the mountain and the 
twelve mn@bu’th seem to be doublets ; the nza$j?bith 
and perhaps the young men of Israel who act as 
sacrificers may be derived from the oldest stratum of E 
(akin to 337-11), in which, it may be surmised, these 
stones rather than a book were the monument of the 
adoption of the religion of Ynhwe at  Iloreb (cp Jos. 
2426f: ) ; while 4n 7 8 seems to I;c a later representation 

1 For a comparison of the two see Jiil. JPTS3oof:; Briggs, 

2 Rudde, ZATW 1 1 2 1 7 8  [‘91l. 
3 Regularly in 2 sing. : others in 2 pl. may he interpolations. 
4 See Stade, GVI 1 6 3 6 / ,  n. ; Rothstein, Bundmbuch (‘92); 

5 So Bertheau, $&s, L. B. Pnton, JBL 12 79.6 [‘93]. 
6 P?. I f .  from whatever source thev mav come. obviouslv 

Hichrr Criticismid), , g o 8  2293 

Staerk, Deut. (‘94) 2 . 6  

~~ 

intrude he;e.’ 

Staerk, Deut. 4 1  n. ; Kraetzschmar, Bu?&wmtellung, 79. 
7 Di., Bruston, Baentsch ; Valeton ZATW 12  2 4 2 8 : ;  
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more nearly parallel. to 3427 with its original sequel, 
and may be attributed to a later recension of E as the 
close of its Covenant Book, or to RJE. As a whole, 
243-8 seems to be meant to follow 21-23, and to be the 
work of the editor who incorporated J's commandments 
from 34, and gave these chapters their present form. 
Ch. 2 4 1 3  9-11 are derived from a very ancient sGurce ; 
there seems to be no decisive reason why this may not 
be E,.I 

v. Origin of Covenant Book.-The language of the 
Covenant Book shows some affinity to E ;  and most 
recent critics think that it was incorporated in that 
work.2 It cannot, however, have occupied in E its 
present position as a law given at Horeb (see above, 

Kuenen conjectured that it was originally the 
law given by Moses just before the crossing of the 
Jordan; it filled in E the place which Dt. has in the 
present Pentateuch ; and when supplanted by Dt. was 
removed by an editor (R,) to this earlier point in the 
history of the legi~lation.~ 

If the view of the composition of these chapters taken 
above be correct, the problem assumes a somewhat 
different form : it would be the simplest hypothesis, 
that the redactor who inserted the Covenant Book here 
was also its compiler ; and the question for the critic 
would be, what were the sources from which this redactor 
drew his materials. For 23 1 4 8  this question is already 
answered ; for the nzi@ifinz we may hazard the surmise 
that in E they constituted a book of instructions for 
judges, which stood in immediate connection with 18 ; 4 
for other parts of 2218 8 23 it is probable that the 
original Horeb legislation of E (E,) which was sup- 
planted by the Decalogue, has been laid under con- 
tribution; in particular, it may be inferred that the 
group of laws noticed above (which in substance and 
form resemble the second table of the decalogue) are of 
this origin. Traces of this parallel legislation may 
perhaps also be discovered in 2 3 1 4 8 ,  where the text of 
J sometimes shows signs of contamination (Budde, 
ZA TW 1 1 ~ 1 8 J  ). 

In § z above, P was separated as a whole from JE. 
The more closely P is examined, however, the more 

plainly it appears that it is not the work of a 
posite.5 single author.6 I t  is rather to be compared 

to a stratum, the deposit of a considerable 
period, in which distinct layers are to be seen. This 
is nowhere more evident than in chaps. 25-31 35-40. 
Ex. 25-3117 contain the plans for the tabernacle and 
its furnishings, and directions for the consecration of 
priests; 3429-40 Lev. 8 f: relate, in almost the same 
words, the carrying out of these instructions. Such 
repetition is not found elsewhere, even in P, and would 
of itself lead us to suspect that the mechanical con- 
formation of the execution to the command was the 
work of an editor rather than of the author. Critical 
investigation not only fully confirms this surmise, but 
also proves that even 25-31 is not all from one hand, 
or of one age. 

i. Chaps. 25-31.-Chaps. 25-2937 belong, with in- 
considerable exceptions,7 to the main stem of P ; 2943-46 
is a formal close. Chaps. 30f: contain a series of 
paragraphs supplementary to 25-29 and demonstrably 
of later date. 

of incense (30 1-10). 

3, viii.). 

5. 

The first of these paragraphs givesdirectionsformaking an altar 
If the author of 25-29 had provided for such 
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an altar, it would have been introduced with the other furniture 
of the Holy Place in 25, and must have been mentioned in 
2637-37 ;1 furthermore, the altar described in 2 7 1 3  must then 
have been in some way distinguished from the altar of incense, 
and could not be spoken of simply as the altar. This internal 
evidence is confirmed by the fact that in the ritual laws of P 
there is a stratum which ignores or excludes the altar of incense ; 
this is the case even in the liturgy for the day of atonement 
(Lev. 16 ; cp also Ezek. 4122 4416), and in  certain rituals for the 
sin-offering (Ex. 29 Lev. 8f; ; see also 10163 Nu. 16f;).2 The 
incense altar thus becomes an important criterion in the further 
analysis of P. 

In a similar way and with equal conclusiveness it is shown 
that the half-shekel poll-tax (3011-16),3 the anointing oil and 
unction of all the priests (zz-33), the bronze laver (17.21); and 
the formula for compounding tlie incense (34-38), are secondary. 
Chap. 31 1-11 presupposes the parts of 30 which are proved not 
to be original, and fails with them. 

The injunction to observe the Sabbath (31 12-17) seems to be 
introduced here to teach that even sacred labours such as the 
building of the tabernacle do not suspend the Sabbath law-a 
kind of reflection which itsAif suggests a late date. The language 
is not altogether like that of P, and has some suggestions of H ; 
the editor who inserted the paragraph here may have made use 
of a law which he found in another connection. 

1 Kuenen etc. 
2 Kue. Hk,. 

Others ascribe the verses to J (Di.) or to P. 
JUI. /PT 8305J, BJ. Z A  T W  

Ki ' Kraekgmar, etc. ; see esp. Holzinper, 
Other: assign the chapters to J ; so Kayser, We. 

3 Hex. \ 13, n. 32; so do. EinZ.(3.4) 68, etc. For a different 

f Chapter 18 itself originally occupied a later position in the 

8 n. 12. Di 
ll215f Co 
EinL 1;7. 
(formerly) Del., Westphal Dr. 

hy othesis, see Holzinger, BinL 179. 
- .  

narrative. 
5 On this subject compare also LAW LITERATURE. 
6 For the literature, see 5 7. 
7 The passages suspected are 27zof: 2813f: 41 42f: 2935-37 

38-41 42-46. 
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ii. Chaps. 35-40.-1n the account of the making of 
the tabernacle in 35-40, the paragraphs in 30f. which 
we have recognised as later additions are all included, 
and are inserted in their natural and proper connection, 
-the altar of incense with the other furniture of the 
Holy Place (3725-28), the laver with the great altar in 
the court (388f.), etc. Chaps. 35-40 are, therefore, not 
older than 3 0 3  Other indications make it probable 
that the whole detailed account of the construction of 
the tabernacle in exact accordance with the plans in 
2 5 8  is a still later addition to the original text of P. 
Chaps. 35-40 were not translated into Greek by the 
same hand as the rest of the book ; and material differ- 
ences in content-the altar of incense, e.g.,  is still lack- 
ing in @-and order4 seem to prove that the final 
recension of these chapters was not yet completed when 
the Alexandrian Version was niade. In its original 
form P probably related very briefly that Moses did in 
all respects as God had bidden him. 

The historian tells us in his introduction (151) that 
the ode preserved in chap. 15 was sung by the Israelites 
B. Triumphal on the shores of the Red Sea;  and 

until recent times it has been believed 
without question that - Moses was its 
author. The poem celebrates, how- 

ever, not only the destruction of the pharaoh's hosts in 
the sea (,-I,), but also the safe guidance of Israel to 
the land of Canaan (13-18) 176-which there is no  
formal reason for regarding as an interpolation-speaks 
of the building of the temple (cp also 136). It is 
evident, therefore, that the poem was composed after 
Israel was established in Palestine. Some critics 
(Ew., H. Schultz, Di., Riehm) ascribe it to the age 
of David and Solomon, or even to the period of the 
Judges ; but the linguistic evidence, which is what is 
chiefly relied on as a proof of antiquity (see especially 
Di.), is far from decisive. It is possible with greater 
probability to draw from it an opposite conclusion.7 
The other evidence is all against so early a date. The 
prose narrative in 14 is not dependent on 15, but the 
converse. The ode has no resemblance to the really 
old poems in the historical books (e.g., Judg. 5 z S. 1 
Nu. 21). Its affinities are with Is. 12 and a group of 
historical psalms (78 105 106 114 7711-20 118), and 

Ode : Ex. 
151-18.5 

1 The Samaritan recension actually inserts it after 2635. 
2 On the other side see Del. ZKW 1880, pp. 113.122. 
3 Cp Neh. 1033 [32] z Ch. 246, from which it has been inferred 

that Ex. 3011-16 is a novel later than 444 B.C. 
4 A tabular exhibit of these differences in order may be found 

in Kue. Hex. $3 6, n. 15 ,  reproduced in Dr. Introd.(8) 40f: 
On the character of the Greek translations of these chapters cp 
Popper, and, on the other side, Klostermann, Nelre kirchl. Z. 

"age De Wette, Beif?. 2 216 1'071; Reuss Gesch. d. AT,  
8 171 ; We. CH(4 79, cp PvoL(4) 2 2 3 ,  359,J ; 'Kue. HEX.,$. 13, 
n. 15 ; Jiil. /PT8  1 2 4 8  ; for a synopsis of recent opinion, 
Holzinger, Eid .  2 3 3 s  

6 The tenses in 13 are preterites (RV), not futures (AV). 
7 Jiil. JPT 8 125. 
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there seems to be no reason for regarding it as older 
than these.’ Some scholars think that the poem in its 
present form is the amplification of an older brief, and 
probably genuine, song of Moses, which maybe preserved 
in 15 16-3 ; others, with greater probability, regard it 
as the development of the motive suggested in 71. 2 1 . ~  

It  has been thought by many that the song was found 
in an old collection of poetry,-perhaps the ‘ Rook of 
the WARS OF YAHWE’ (q.v.),-and was incorporated 
by E in his history (Schr., Di., Ki., etc.). The latter 
hypothesis can hardly be accepted; E’s song at the 
crosiing of the sea is v. z o f :  ;. 1-18 is a rival composi- 
tion. The references to Jerusalem and the temple are 
also against the supposition that the poem was in- 
cluded in E. More probably it was inserted by RJa or 
a later editor. It  is possible that it was taken from a 
poetical collection; but equally possible that it was 
written for its present position (Jiilicher). 

(a) Coynmentaries :-(See F. Brown ‘Commentaries on 
Exodus, Old Testament Student, Niv. 1886, pp. 84-92). 

M..Kalisch (‘55); A. Knobel (‘57); C. F. 
7. LiteratUI’e. Keil (‘61 (3) ’78 E T  ‘66); J. P. Lange 

T, ’76); A. billmhnn(‘8o, (3) V. Ryssel, 

history of criticism see HEXATEUCH. 
i. General. E. Bertheau Die sie6en Glrrppen mosaischer Gesetzc 
in  den drei mitfleren’Bz2ch. d. Pent. (‘40)’ J. W. Colenso, 
The Pentahuch and Book ofyoshua Par; VI. ((72). Th. 
Naldeke, Llnters. z. Krit, d. A T  (:69); A. Kayser,’ D a s  
uorexilische Buch der Urgeschichte Zsraels und seine Er- 
weiterungen (‘74) ; J. Wellhausen, Die Composition des Hexa-  
feuchs und der  historischen Bz2cher des A T ,  ’89 (JPT,  
’76J); A. Kuenen ThT 14 (‘80) 281-302 (Ex.16); &id. 15 
(‘81) 164-223 (Israel’at Sinai, Ex.19-24 32-34) ; A. Jiilicher, Die 
Quellen von Exodus 1-77 (‘80); ‘Die Quellen von Exodus 
78-2411,’JPT 8 79-127, 272-315 (182); B. W. Bacon, ‘ JE in 
the Middle Books of the Pentateuch,’ 3 B L 9 a  (‘go), 161-zoo 
(Ex. 7-12); i6id. 106(‘g1), 107-130(Ex. 1-7); i6id. 116 (‘gz), 177- 
z w  (Ex. 123717 16); &i. 1 2 a  (‘93), 23-46 (Ex. 18-34): The 
T r i p e  Tradifion of the Exodzu(‘94); K. Budde, ‘Die Gesetzge- 
bung der mittleren, Biicher del Pentateuchs, insbesondere der 
Quellen J und E ZATW 11 1g3;z34 (‘91). Bruston Les 
fuafre, sources de; lois de PExode (83); Les h u x  yihhis ies  

85) ; Les cinq documents de la Loi mosaique,’ ZA T W  12 177- 
211 (‘92); Kittel, Gesch. der  He6riier, 1 (‘88), ET, Hisfory of 
the He6rews (‘95). 

ii. On fhe Laws. I. Ex. 1 2 3  : J. F. L. George Die lilferen 
jadischen Feste (‘35); W. H. Green, The He6red Feasts (‘85, 
where references to the other literature will be found).-z. On the 
Decalogue :-E. Meier, Die urs#riinglithe Fomn des Dekalogs 
(‘46); Datema, Der Decaloog(‘76); 0. Meissner, D e r  Dekalog 
(‘Inaug. Diss.’), 1893; C. A. Briggs, Higher Cn’t. of fhe 
Hex.(s 1 8 1 8  (‘97); C. Montefiore ‘Recent Criticism upon 
Moses and the Pentateuchal Narrati:es of the Decalogue,’/QR 
11 251-291 (‘91). 3. On the Covenant Book:-J. W. Rothstein, 
Das Bundesbuch (‘88) : K. Budde ‘ Bemerkungen zum Bundes- 
buch,’ ZA T W l l  99.114 (‘91); B: Baentsch, Das Bundesbuch 
(192); W. Staerk, Das Deuteronomium 32-57 (‘94); C. A. 
Briggs, Higher CriticismP), 211 -232- L. B. Paton ‘The  
Original Form of the Book of the Coven&t,’/BL 12 79-43 (193); 
R. Kraetzschmar, Die Bundemorsfdlung im A T  70.99 (‘96). 
Steuernagel, ‘Der jehovistische Bericht iib. d. Bundeschluss am 
Sinai (Ex. 19-2431 18-84 z8),’Sf. Kr. 1899,3198 4. On Ex. 25-31 
35-40 :-Popper, D e r  ii6lische Benkkf C6er die S t i  ftshutte 
(‘62): Wellhausen, CH(4 1 3 7 8  ; Kuenen, Hex. $ 6, n. I Z ~ :  
15  ; Dillmann, Ex. u. Leu. 3.54JT9 (3) 3 9 2 8  ; cp Num. Deut. 
u. /os. 635; W. H. Green, ‘Critical Views respecting the Mosaic 
Tabernacle,’ Presb. a n d  R8J Rar. 5 69-88 (‘94) ; A. Klostermann 
Neue kirchl. 2. 8 48-77 228-253 298-328 353-383 (‘97). 

See also J. Estlin Carpenter and G. Harford-Battersby, The 
Hexafeuch, Oxford, 1900 (Analysis, syno tical tables of laws, 
etc.), and works on Introduction to the Ofd Testament, especi- 
ally those of Kuenen, Holzinger, Driver, Cornill, K6niL ;.and 
on the History of Israel, especially Stade (1 634.&), and Kittel. 

G. F. M. 
EXORCISTS ( ~ f o p ~ l c ~ ~ l )  were found by Paul a t  

Ephesus (Acts 19 13 t). 
&%p&& in @ renders yxw twice (Gen. 243, EV ‘make to 

swear,’Vg.a&urare; I K. 22 16, EV ‘adjure,’Vg. adjurare)and 
Z ~ N  once [AL] (Judg. 17 2, AV ‘cursedst,’ RV ‘didst utter a 
curse,’ RVmS ‘didst utter an adjuration ’). 

The practice of casting out demons by spells is of 
remote antiquity. It  was common both in and after 
the time of Jesus Christ, who undoubtedly cast out 
demons himself. There was this strong distinction, 

1 We. ProL(4) 359 n. ; Che. OPs. 31 ; Co. EinLP, 4) 61: 
2 Ew. Di Del. etc. Dr. thinks that the greater part of the 

song is Mos& thd expansion being limited to the closing verses. 
3 Otmar, De  Wette, Co., Wildeboer, Che., Ki. 
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however, between the procedure of Jesus and that of his 
conteniporaries that, whereas the latter were careful to 
use the names of supernatural beings to gain their end 
with the demons, Jesus ‘ cast out the spirits with a word,’ 
‘ by the spirit of God,’ ‘by the finger of God ’ ; how he 
suffered in consequence, is told in the synoptic 
gospels. In Mt. 108 Mk. 315 6 7  13 Lk. 91 Mk. I617  
it is further said that both before and after his 
resurrection he gave authority to his disciples to cast 
out demons, and in Mk.1617 (the address previous 
to his ascension) the great deeds which he prophesies 
are ascribed to the power of his name (bv TG 6v6pad 
uou). If Jesus Christ made it a condition of successful 
sxorcism that it should be performed ‘ in his name,’ he 
certainly did not mean the recitation of the name of 
Jesus as a spell. This however, was the procedure of 
the ‘ sons ’ or disciples’ of a certain Jew of high rank at 
Ephesus (see %EVA) according to the narrative in Acts 
1913, who tried the plan (&rex~lpguav) of using this 
potent name (cp Eph. 121) as a spell in preference to 
the strings of names of gods and demigods and angels 
which were common in exorcisms both in Asia Minor 
and elsewhere. What they are reported to have said 
was simple enough, and contrasts very favourably with 
the ordinary medley in Jewish and even sometimes 
Christian exorcising formulz. It was this, ‘ I  adjure 
you ( 6 p ~ l r ~ ,  not 6 p ~ l r 0 p v )  by Jesus whom Paul 
preaches.’ Demons probably did not often address the 
2xorcists in the tone adopted by the demon on this 
xcasion. ‘Jesus I recognise’ ( Y C Y U ~ U K W ) ,  he said, 
‘ and Paul I know (Plrlurapar) ; but who are ye?’ 

The passage stands in connection with a reference to 
certain miracles wrought by or through Paul which 
hardly come up to our expectations (see 2 Cor. 12 12). 

The narrative rightly assumes that Paul did perform 
wonderful deeds, but certainly imagines wrong ones ; it 
is only ‘ accidental fancy‘s guardian sheath’ of a belief 
in Paul’s thaumaturgic powers (cp Acts 515). This 
juxtaposition is unfavourable to the historical accuracy 
of the account of the Jewish exorcists. Still, even if 
unhistorical, this account enables us to realise better the 
historical situation. Gal. 5 20 and indirectly 2 Tim. 3 13 
show how prevalent magic was among the populations 
evangelised by Christ‘s disciples, and the whole para- 
graph, Acts 1913-20, gives a vivid, even if partly im- 
aginary, picture of this. The works of Justin Martyr 
further illustrate what we may call the two contending 
types of exorcism. Unfortunately there is not much 
difference between these types. Justin (ApoZ. 245)  says 
that ‘ by the name of Jesus Christ who was crucified 
under Pontius Pilate’ demons who resist all other 
exorcism are cast out. He does not deny that a Jew 
may perhaps successfully exorcise a demon in the name 
of the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God 
of Jacob (Karb TOG BEoG ’A/3pp. K . T . X .  ; Dial 311 c.); 
but he says that Jewish exorcists as a class had sunk to 
the level of the superstitious exorcists of the heathen 
(Apol. 245 B),  and the stories in Josephus (Ant. viii. 2 5  
and B3vii. 63) seem to confirm this statement. 

Josephus asserts that king Solomon left behind an account 
of the various forms of exorcism, and in connection with this 
relates the strange story of Eleazar’s cure of certain demoniacs 
in the presence of Vespasian : he also says wonderful things 
res ecting the herb Baaras. A book called the ‘Testament of 
Sol%non,’full of marvellous demonology, still exists; see M. R. 
James’s paper in Guardian, 15th March 1899. 

It was an age of universal credulity ; but the influence 
of the life of Jesus Christ tended to preserve the early 
Christians from the worst failings of their Jewish neigh- 
bours. Origen expressly says that not a few plain 
Christians ( I G ~ T u L ) ,  without any acquaintance with 
magical formulse, by prayer alone and simple adjur- 
ations (p6uy edx?j K U ~  ~ ~ K ~ U E U L Y  B ~ X o ~ ~ d p a r s )  had 
proved the power of Christ over the demons (c. Cels. 

1 The epithet mpprepX6+evoL ‘strolling’ (Jews), suggests that 

2 Browning, Asolando. 
they were little better than travelling mountebanks. 
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EXPIATION 
7 334). Babylonian and ecclesiastical formulz of exor- 
cism would he only indirectly illustrative, and need not 
be quoted. 

See further, MAGIC, $5 2 6, 4 ;  Jastrow, ReL of Bad. and 
Ass. 269-273; Wessely, Ejhesia Grammafa ('86); and cp 
DEMON, 0 g, etc. 

The rendering of nKDn in Nu. 8 7  
RV (AV ' water of expiation'), and of 183 ( '  to make 
expiation ' )  in Nu. 35 33 Dt. 3243.  

Dark, fiery eyes have always been to orientals 
an  essential part of feminine beauty. An Arabian poet 
likens the glance of a beautiful woman to lightning 
from a heavy rain-cloud (@umZsu, 558). Leah is less 
attractive than Rachel (Gen. 2917) ,  because she has 
' lustreless eyes ' (so Kautzsch ; EV ' tender ' ; nisi, 
7akhtth ; daOw&). In Canticles, the eyes of bride and 
bridegroom alike are compared to doves (4 I 5 12 ; on 1 15 
see Budde). The iris with the pupil is the dove ; the 
' water-brooks ' spoken of in 5 12 (where the figure is 
developed) are the whites of the eyes. The doves which 
the poet has in his mind are probably rock-pigeons (cp 
Cant. 2 1 4 )  ; these are gray or blue with black bands. 
The lover considers his passion the effect of the bright 
eyes of his beloved (Cant. 4 9 )  ; compare the Arabian 
poem already referred to, where it is said that if an 
armed man met such a glance as the poet has met he 
would he wounded mortally as by an arrow. 

The power of an ' evil eye ' is not directly referred to. 
The  evil eye' (d+BaXpbs T O P - ~ ~ ~ S )  of Mk. 722 (cp Mt. 
20 15) means no doubt either niggardliness, or envy, or 
(cp Ps. 35 19) malicious joy at the misfortunes of another, 
o r  lustfulness (cp Mt. 5 28). The 'ogling' women in Is. 3 16 
(niipbn, m*su&&eutih) certainly had evil eyes. So, too, 
when Saul ' eyed ' David, it was not in order consciously 
to exert a baleful influence on the favourite of the people ; 
i t  was the involuntary expression of. his jealousy and ill- 
will. The use of amulets (o$dn\, Z?zifim), it is true, can 
hardly be doubted, and one of the chief objects of an 
amulet was to guard the wearer against an 'evil eye.' 
I t  was not, however, one of the aims of the biblical 
writers to contribute to Hebrew archaeology, and they 
and the editors of their works perhaps shrank from too 
much reference to popular superstitions. In Ecclus. 
148-10 (RV) we have a full description of the ' evil eye,' 
i n  the sense of jealousy and ill-will,- 

T. K. C .  

EXPIATION. 

See SACRIFICE. 
EYE. 

Evil !s he that envieth with his eye,l 
Turning away the face, and despising the souls [of men]. 
A covetous man's eye is not satisfied with his portion ; 
And wicked injustice drieth up his soul. 
An evil eye is grudging of bread, 
And he is miserly a t  his table. 

According to Hatch,a 'evil eye' should rather be 
' grudging eye,' and this is his striking rendering of Mt. 
,622J- 

The  lamp of the body is the eye. 
If therefore thine eye he liberal 
Thy whole body shall be full of light, 
But if thine eye be grudging 
Thy whole body shall be f d o f  darkness. 

The  rendering ' liberal' for ciyyaOds is in accordance with EV's 
Tendering of Prov. 229 ' H e  that hatha bountiful eye (]-)-xi& t&h 
'aria) shall be blessed ' ; hut, as we have seen, it is not necessary 
to restrict the reference of an 'evil eye' to niggardliness. That 
fine passage Mt.62zJ is quite independent of the passages 
which precede and foll& it ; indeed the Sermon on the Mount 
cannot critically he said to form a rhetorical or literary whole. 
The ' evil eye ' is really the 'harmful eye,' and the passage is a 
warning against a spirit of self-absorption, unfriendliness, harm- 
fulness. We also read of ' eyes full of adultery' (2 Pet. 2 14) 
:and of 'lofty'-Le., proud-eyes (Ps. 131 I Prov. 6 17 30 13). 

Painting the eyes, or rather the eyelids, is severxl 
times referred to. Jezebel ' painted her eyes ' (lit. ' set 
her eyes in paint ') in order to receive Jehu in full state 
(2 K. 930)  ; AV unfortunately substitutes 'face.' The 
.effect is strikingly described by Jeremiah : ' Though 
thou enlargest (Heb. ' rendest ') thine eyes with paint ' 
(Jer. 430 RV). Ezekiel, too, represents this as a part 
.of the full feminine toilette (Ezek. 2340)  ; cp PAINT. 

1 i, patrKabov 6+8ahp$. 2 Bi6ZicaZ Greek, 80. 
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EYE, DISEASES O F  THE 
Prov. 6 2 5 ,  however, ' Let her not take thee with her eye- 
lids,' probably refers to a winking with the eyes to attract 
the attention. 

'Eyelids' and 'eyes' can in fact be used synonymously. 
The expression ' Eyelids of the dawn ' (if ' dawn ' should 
not rather he read ' sun 'I) in Job39 41 IO [IS] is surely 
only a poetical variation of ' eyes of the dawn ' ; and in 
Prov. 4 2 5  ' let thine eyelids look straight before thee ' is 
plainly synonymous with ' let thine eyes look right on. ' 
We cannot, however, quite so easily account for these 
words of Ps. 11 4 : 

Yahwi. is in his holy palace ; Yahwh's throne is in heaven ; 
His eyes behold, his eyelids try, the sons of men. 
It  is improbable that even the ' eyes ' could be said 

to ' try' the moral state of men ; still less could the 
' eyelids ' he said to do so. We must therefore look 
closely into the text, which may not have been accu- 
rately transmitted. It is only a slight improvement to 
read in 2. 2 with Baethgen, 
His  eyes behold [the world] ;2 his eyelids try the sons of men ; 
for the difficulty connected with the word ' eyelids ' still 
remains, nor has even Duhm grappled with it. After 
a consideration of all the points involved, we decide 
to read thus : p - 3 ~  '311 n i m n  n i m n  mi1 vyy- i .e . ,  ' his 
eyes watch the crushed, they view the race of the 
poor.' 

In the later literature the ' eye' or ' eyes' of God 
become the symbol of his providence and judicial 
watchfulness (Ps. 3318  Prov. 153 Ezra 55) .  The same 
emblem suggests the beautiful words of Ps. 121 4 
' Behold the keeper of Israel neither slumbers nor sleeps,' 
side by side with which n e  may put the words of Dt. 
3210 ' He guarded him [Israel] as the apple of his eye' 
( ~ y y  ] ~ W N J  ; the 'apple of the eye' being regarded as 
the most precious of possessions [see also Ps. 178  

EYE, DISEASES OF THE. Egyptian, Greek, and 
Brahmanical medical writings show the chief eye- 

Prov. 7 21). T. K. C. 

1, General diseases to have been ophthalmia (in- 

references. cluding all chronic effects to the lids, 
tear-ducts, etc., under the name of 

trachoma), cataract, and glaucoma. 
There are niceties of diagnosis (e.g. ripe and unripe cataract), 

as  well as various treatments. Jewkh references are a s  usual 
meagre. The Bah. Talmud (Skaddrith, 1086-109a) heats sori 
eyes by applying wine, or fasting saliva (not on the Sabbath, 
unless to complete a cure begun the day before). 

The biblical references are to the protection of the 
blind (Lev. 19 14 Dt. 27 IS), or to persons or companies 
(Dt.2828f.) struck blind as a punishment (cp Herod. 
~ I X I ) ,  or to cures of blindness. The strict criticism of 
ancient references by Hirschberg (Geschichtl. Reise eines 
Augenavetes, Leips. 1890) warns us against measuring 
the ancient prevalence of ophthalmia (trachoma) by its 
present extent, which is enormous in Egypt, and con- 
siderable in other N. African countries and in Syria. 

In  Syria, Pruner (Krank. des Orients, 1847) found it most 
prevalent in all the coast towns, but also in Antioch and a t  
Homs and Baalbek. In Jerusalem there is now a charity speci- 
i l ly  for ophthalmic cases. See further P. J. Baldensperger, 

The Jewish case most fully narrated is that of Tobit. 
The texts (especially Jerome's in Vulg. ) differ so widely 

as to leave no doubt of variations and ac- 
cretions in the telling of a folk tale. They 

agree that the malady was whiteness, Xed~upu (albugo), 
kucoma being the third ancient degree of, opacities of 
the cornea, of which the lesser were mucuZa and nudecula. 

I t  had lasted four years ac/ordinq to most texts seven in 
another, eight in another ; 'kobit is said to have heen kfty-eight 
when it began. The cause assigned, droppings of a bird, when 

PEFQ, Apr., '99, P. 154. 

2. 

1 ind miswritten for B i n  (Che.). Note the Arabic phrase 
' eyelids of the sun ' (Ges. Thes. 1003 a). 

a Inserting ih> ; @u, Theodoret, and Syr. Hex: have els * v  
olxovp6iqv; the common text of @, however, gives cls rbv 
a&qra, i.e., 3271, which in 9x0 1018 7421 is worn down into 
17. See Che. Ps.P) ad Zoc. ; Duhm's criticism is tentative and 
unsatisfactory. 
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EYE, DISEASES OF THE EZEKIEL 
he was asleep out of doors, is merely a picturesque explana- 
tion of the whiteness ; ophthalmia is the common cause. The 
leucomata are dwelt upon pathetically as an affliction incurred 
in doing a pions deed ; actual or total blindness may be implied 
in Tobit’s stumbling (11 IO), hut is not expressly mentioned in 
all texts. 

Opacities of the cornea interfere with vision in pro- 
portion to their central position opposite the pupil, 
their extent, density, kind of margins, presence in one 
or both eyes, etc. The whiteness is that of new scar- 
tissue, which is not homogeneous with the transparent 
tissue of the natural structure. 

Krankh. der Cornea,’ Nan&. 4 306) says that it is 
not rare to find a veryslow spontaneous clearing of recent corneal 
opacities, especially in children, but that all applications to 
dispel the opacity of old scars are useless ; Beer, of Vienna 
(1847)~ claimed many good results in treating white flecks as  
distinguished from true scars. 

There is a treatment which might pass popularly as 
an actual cure, especially in the many cases where 
the vision is only impaired-viz., to darken the white 
spots by a pigment so that they are no longer seen (as 
a blemish) against the black of the pupil or the coloured 
iris. The modern method is to tattoo the spot or 
spots with Indian ink. Hirsch (Gesch. der AugenheiZk. 
276) has found in Galen a treatment having the same 
object, viz., producing by a heated probe an eschar of 
the surface, rubbing in powder of oak-galls, and apply- 
ing a weak solution of copper salt ; the copper ink so 
made on the spot would sink into the white tissue and 
render it permanently dark. Tobit’s cure was probably 
of the nature of pigmentation. 

The text does not claim a miracle, Raphael’s aid being given 
through ordinary means ; a radical cure by the medicinal action 
of gall (or anything else) is out of the question (Saemisch) ; and 
the actual removal or exfoliation of the white tissue, which the 
text may seem to claim, would only have resulted in leaving 
other white scars behind. 

From a fish of the Tigris, perhaps a sturgeon, the 
heart, the liver (not in all texts), and the gall are to be 
taken and preserved (65  : O h  du@ahGs) ; it is probable, 
from the subsequent use of the two former to make a 
smoke with aromatics added, that they had been 
calcined to charcoal (616 S z )  ; the gall would keep 
only as evaporated and dried to a resinous mass, in 
which state it will keep for years.l The gall of a fresh- 
water fish(sturgeon) differs from ox-gall in having its bile- 
acid nearly all taurocholic and its alkaline base soda. 
Whilst Raphael is sent to cure both Tobit and his 
future daughter-in-law, and the materials for both cures 
are taken from the same fish, the gall alone is for the 
one, and the smoke of the heart and liver (probably 
calcined) for the other. The collocation of the text is 
so far snggestive, however, that one may read into it 
the omitted detail, viz., that the charcoal had been 
used with the gall to make a permanent pigment, as 
Indian ink may be made, and that the ‘ cure ’ had been 
of the same kind as that which is now effected by tattoo- 
ing, the pigment having been applied either in that way 
or as in Galen’s copper ink. (The K U ~  67x8~2s &aTpi+ei, 
‘being pricked therewith, he shall rub,’ of 118 may 
imply either needle puncture or a preliminary eschar. ) 
I t  is said that fish-gall has been used in Persia in 
modern times to ‘ cure’ corneal opacities (Bissell in 
Lange, ad Zoc. ) ; but the folk-lore is again fragmentary, 
and the scientific explanation wanting. 

The other cases of blindness cured are miraculous 
(Tn.91 Mk. S z z  Mt. 927. and the case or cases at 

Saemisch 

See TOBIT. 

’Ha In Gospels. Jericho.in the Synoptics). In the first 
two use is made of saliva. in the third 

there is only the touch of’ the hand, in the fourth 
only the word spoken (in two accounts). The use of 
fasting saliva (which is the more alkaline) for sore eyes 
occurs in all folk-lore, ancient and modern. 

1 Ox-gall is so prepared for the use of water-colour artists, its 
effect being to make an emulsion of the carbon particles of lead 
pencil and fix them in the tissue of the paper. The emulsifying 
effect of adding ox-gall to lamp black in water is easily shown 
in a watchglass, a serviceable sepia being produced. There is 
also a physiological experiment which shows that ox-gall added 
to oil causes it to soak through a moist animal membrane. 
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In the case at  Alexandria given hy Tacitus (Hist. 4xr)  
Vespasian took the precaution to learn from his physician; 
whether the man who solicited the exercise of imperial virtue 
were actually a curable subject. 

In the circumstantially narrated case of Jn. 91, the 
man w-as born blind. Strictly, that should mean some 
congenital defect of structure in the eyes, of which the 
varieties are many; but one who had suffered from 
ophthalmia at birth, and had retained the more or less 
serious effects of i t ,  would be classed also as born blind. 

The bodily infirmity of Paul, referred to by himself 
in Gal.413-r5, is best explained as an acute attack of 

We  may safely follow Weiz- 
sacker (A$. Zeit. iii., 2, I )  in assuming 

that he would not have written, ‘ ye would have dug out 
your own eyes to give to me,’ had not his infirmity bcen 
of theeyes.l The compliment to the Galatians, that they 
‘neither set at naught nor abhorred my bodily trial’ 
(mrpauph,  which is commonly used for a temptation 
or volitional trial), implies some malady at  once exter- 
nally shown, and repulsive in its nature. Ophthalmia 
might well be repulsive-the eyes red, swollen, and 
rendering a whitish filmy matter, the tears overflowing, 
the eyelids blinking from the intolerance of light, and 
the face contorted by spasms of pain in the eyeballs and 
in the forehead and temples. All the while it is un- 
attended by general fever (Pruner, Z.C.). The medical 
diagnosis involves a point of grammar,-the use of GrtC 
in 6r’du0&erav U U ~ K ~ S .  In poetry (see the Lexicons) 
it is nsed for duration-e.g., 6rh. VdKTU-and if it were 
allowable to give 6td this sense in N T  the text of 
Gal. 413 would have the intelligible meaning ‘ right 
through bodily infirmity I preached etc. ,’ which would 
also be in keeping with the apostle’s known zeal. 
The diagnosis of an acute attack of ophthalmia, 
throughout which he had preached (as it was not im- 
possible to do), would enable us to assume some 
permanent after-effect (trachoma), such as would ex- 
plain the references to his ‘weak’ or contemptible 
‘presence,’ and perhaps his inability to recognise the 
high priest (Acts 235). I t  is singular also that the 
F K ~ X O $  TG U U ~ K ~  of z Cor. 1 2 7  is the same word that is 
nsed of eyes as tormented, in Nu. 3355 B-UK~XOT~S Bu 
ToiE b@8ahpois. 

*. Paul ? ophthalmia. 

For Eyesalve, Rev. 3 18 (KOMOG~LOV), see MEDICINE. 

EZAR (lye), I Ch. 138 AV, RV EZER (q .v . ,  i.). 

EZBAI (’ZTY; azwBal -wBs [HI, AZBI [AI, 
ACEAHA [L], I Ch. 1137). A faulty reading. See 
PAARAI. 

c. c. 

EZBON (fi3’38, Sam. JWIYH) .  
I. In  genealogy of GAD, 5 13 ; Gen. 46 16 (8auoPav [ADl,-p [L]). 

I n  Nu.2616 the name has been corrupted to OZNI, and the 
family is knownas the OZNITEs(‘!!~[$ ; D. 25, a&wt [B*], - a v 6 ~  

[Bab], -CLLYL [AF], a<av, 6 .<am [Ljj. ‘ 

7 7 (aq9Bwv [BA], wu6. [Ll). 
2. b. Bela in genealogy of BENJAMIN ( q . ~ . ,  S 9, ii. a) ;  I Ch. 

See BELA ii., 2. 

EZECHIAS, RV Ezekias (EZEKIAC [A]), I Esd. 914 
=Ezra 10 15, JAHAZIAH. 

EZECIAS, RV Ezekias ( E Z E K I A C  [RA]). ( I )  I Esd. 
9 43’ HILKIAH, 7. 

EZEKIEL (hp jQ:  =!’& PTn;, ‘ El makes strong,‘ 
I E Z ~ K I H A  [BAQ], EZECHIEL), one of the four ‘greater’ 
1. Training. prophets. The only trustworthy notice 

of Ezekiel from another writer is that in 
the editorial title to his prophecy (13), in which he is 
described (probably) as ‘the priest, the son of Buzi.’ 

(2) Ecclns. 48 17, RV HEZEKIAH [I]. 

1 [Lightfoot’s final opinion is that the disease was epilepsy a 
view held also by Krenkel and Schmiedel(GaL, in HC). Ramiay 
(Hist. Comnz. on Gal. 422 A: ; cp St. Paul U e  Tyaucller. 07 f )  
assents to all Lightfoot’s 66ncluGons except this final resuit-in 
place of which he proposes the view that Paul was afflicted’by 
seizures of malarial fever which as  the inscriptions show was 
regarded in Asia Minor addue to ;he immediate action of Gdd (cp 
z Cor. 127); its intermissions would have enabled him to preach 
from time to time and from place to place. Cp GALATIA, $27.1, 
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EZEKIEL EZEKIEL 
Here Buzi possibly points for the origin of the prophet's 
family to some district near N. Arabia, or to the region 
of Gad (see Buz).l His priestly character comes 
out clearly enough in his book; he was, in fact, a 
member of that Zadokite clan which toward the close 
of the seventh century was on the point of getting 
complete control of the worship of Yahwh in Palestine 
(see ZADOK, I )  ; his whole tone is that of a man who 
belonged to the governing sacerdotal body. 

The prophet's youth was probably spent in the temple 
at Jerusalem, where his education would consist chiefly 
in training in the ritual and moral law and in the 
history of his people ; whether the priestly youth then 
received specific literary training, we do not know. 
The two chief educational influences of his time were 
doubtless the cultus-centralisation of Josiah (see ISRAEL, 
$5 3 7 3 )  and the teaching of Jeremiah ; Josiah's reform 
must have heightened the esprit de corps of the Jerusalem 
priestly college, and have paved the way for the com- 
plete organisation of the temple-ministers, the new 
law-book (contained in Deuteronomy) furnishing the 
starting- point for detailed codification ; Jeremiah's 
teaching suggested broad prophetic views of the ethical- 
religious condition and n$eds of the nation. Ezekiel's 
writings show how greatly he was influenced by his older 
contemporary. 

His home career was cut short in the year 597 by the 
Chaldean capture of Jerusalem and deportation of a 
large number of the people to Babylonia. In the 
account in Rings (2  K. 2410-16) it is said that with 
king Jehoiachin and his household all the princes, 
wvarriors, and crafrsmen were carried to Babylon. 
This statement cannot be taken literally, since i t  
appears, from the book of Jeremiah, that a consider- 
able number of princes and fighting men were in 
Jerusalem in Zedekiahs time; but no doubt the 
deportation included many of the best people (Jer. 
5228; cp ISRAEL, 5 41). There is no menl.ion, either 
in Kings or in the book of Ezekiel, of priests among 
the exiles. The omission may be accidental ; Ezekiel 
at any rate was among those carried away. This 
appears from the fact that he dates his prophecies 
from the deportation of Jehoiachin (everywhere except 
in 11) and that he calls it 'our captivity' (3321). 
Possibly he was singled out by Nebuchadrezzar as a 
chief man among the priests, or as the representative 
of a prominent priestly family, though he was certainly 
neither ' chief priest' nor ' second priest' (cp 2 K. 25 18). 

Ezekiel's age when he left Judzea can only be guessed 
at. His call to the prophetic office came in the fifth 
2. Chronology. year of Jehoiachin's captivity (1 z ) ,  592 

B.c., when he was possibly about thirty 
years old.2 In this case his birth-year would be ap- 
proximately 622 ; he may, however, have been older. 

The 'thirtieth year' of 1 I, given by him as  the date of his 
prophetic call cannot as  the text stands, refer to his age 
(Origen) : th i t  would' be expressed in Hehrew differently 
(see Kings, passim). Nor was it the custom of the prophets or 
their editors to give the writer's age (see the prophetic books, 
jassim) ; the epoch is always a political or a national one-the 
accession of a king, or an earthquake (Am. 1 r), or there .is 
simply mention of the kings under whom the rophet prophesied. 
In Ezek. 1 T, then, the epoch is in all probahi ty  political or in 
some way national. The only event in Israelitish history of 
this date (622) is the introduction of the moral and ritual reform 
(Deuteronomy) by Josiah (z K. 22). This is adopted by Targ.. 
and Jerome. There is no reason, however, to suppose that it 
was a generally recognised epoch. Still less is there ground for 
taking the Jubilee year as  the starting-point (see CHRONOLOGY, 
5 I, end); it was, as  far as  we know, never so used except for 
land-transactions. For other explanations see Carpzov, fntrod. 
The supposition of a Babylonian reckoning (Scaliger) is in itself 
not unnatural if we consider Ezekiel's fondness for Babylonian 
ideas and customs, and the fact that the Jews after a while 
adopted the Babylonian names of months (see MONTH, 8 3). 
No appropriate Babylonian date, however, has yet been found ; 

1 Whether the Ezekiel mentioned in I Ch. 24 16 has any con- 
nection with our prophet is uncertain (see JEHEZEKEL). 

a Josephus (Ant. x. 7 3) says that he was a boy when he was 
carried away; but this is either a guess, or an unsupported 
tradition. 
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he era of Nabopolassar if it be a real era begins accordin- 
o the Canon of Ptolem; in 62s not  thirt; but thirty-thrz 
gears before 592. I t  is possihle'that the lumber thilirty in 
Ezek. 1 I is a very early corruption of 'five, or conceivably 
he alteration of ascrihe who wished to bring Ezeiiel'sfijbriy(46j 
nto accord with Jeremiah's sezmzty (Jer. 25 II), and therefore 
nakes the prophet's writing begin in the thirtieth year of the cap. 
.ivity (see Duhm, Bertholer).l Cp CHKOKOLOGY, g I, col. 7745 

We must leave the question unsettled till the Baby- 
lonian history and the Hebrew text have been cleared 
up. However this point may be decided, we may re- 
gard it as reasonably certain that the prophet's active 
tareer extended from the fifth to the twenty-seventh 
year of Jehoiachin's captivity (29 77) ,  592-570 B. c. 

Ezekiel's life in Babylonia appears to have been 
outwardly quiet and comfortable. The captives were 

settled at Tel-abib on the river Kebar, not 
far from the city of Babylon (see CHEBAR, 

TEL-ARIB). They formed a separate community, had 
their elders (SI), engaged in agriculture (Jer. 295-7). 
and were probably left undisturbed on condition of 
paying a tax to the Babylonian government (cp Wilde- 
boer, Let&>-kzmde, 206). Ezekiel was married, and had 
his own house (8 I )  ; the death of his wife was made the 
occasion of a symbolical act of warning to the people 
(2415.24) ; there seems no reason to doubt the reality 
of the procedure. 

After his call as prophet his life was spent in the 
endeavour to open the eyes of the exiles to the 
significance of current events, to make them see what 
the captivity meant, and to what a future they were 
destined. He had to struggle against the moral and 
religious levity of the mass of the people (3330-32), 
the torpor and idolatry even of the principal men (141-5), 
and the evil influence of the morally blind prophets and 
prophetesses (13). He was respected by the people as 
a predicter, and perhaps admired as an orator ; but the 
moral side of his teaching was not generally com- 
prehended (81 141 3332). There was, however, a 
sympathetic kernel (2033-38) .  

In his last years, when Jerusalem had been destroyed 
and the popular excitement of struggle and hope had 
given place to the quiet of acknowledged defeat, 
Ezekiel gave himself up to contemplation of the new 
organisation of the nation, to whose speedy return to 
its land he ardently looked forward (chaps. 40-48). 
This is the only indication of development of thought 
in his prophetic career ; he began as denouncer, he 
ended as consoler and organiser of his people. The 
turning-point in his work was the destruction of 
Jerusalem ; the worst accomplished, he set himself to 
build up. This general unity of thought may suggest 
that he was already a mature man when he began his 
prophetic work. When and how he died we do not 
know.a 

Ezekiel is a particularly interesting and important 
figure in the history of the O T  religion, for the reason 

3. 

4. Historical that he represents the transition from the 
place. prophetic to the priestly period. Both a 

prophet and a priest, he sympathised 
with, and did- justice to, both-tendencies of thought. 
In this respect he differs from Jeremiah, ,who, though a 
priest, felt little interest in the ritual. Ezekiel, a s  
prophet, was alive to the dependence of the people on 
the immediate word of God, to the necessity, that is, 
of a constant living contact between the mind of God 
and the mind of man ; but, as priest, he also saw that 
the people had reached a stage which demanded a more 
precise formulation of the law of worship. He lived on 
the verge of a great religious revolution-the abolition, 
namely, of idolatry, and the establishment of the sole 

1 I t  is clear that the editor who inserted v. a3,thought that 
the datum in n. I required explanation. Cornill prefers to 
regard v. T as  a scribe's addition ; but the use of the 1st pers. 
in w. I 4, and the ohviously explanatory. tone of v. z,L, make 
the supposition improbable. 

a For traditions of his genealogy, miracles, tomb, etc., see 
Pseudo-Epiphan. De ?)it. pvojh. ; Benj. of Tudela, I f in . ;  
Carpzov, Intvod. ; Hamburger, RE. 
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woqhip of Yahw& in Israel. The religious leaders of 
Josiahs time, both priests and prophets, had with true 
insight insisted on the necessity of centralising the 
worship at Jerusalem in order to destroy the corrupt 
local cults. Ezekiel carries on the fight for ethical 
monotheism, not only by denouncing the worship of 
other gods than Yahw& as the source of the national 
misfortunes, hut also, more effectively, by furthering 
that strict organisation of the cultus which alone could 
train the people to the purer worship of the oqe God 
of Israel. 

I t  would perhaps be going too far to say that Ezekiel 
saw the full historical significance of the principles which 
he maintained, or that he was wholly uninfluenced by 
desire to increase the importance and power of his 
order; but it is fair to assume that, as a man of 
genius, he saw both the evil of his time and its remedy. 
He thus paved the way for the next great movement of 
Israelitish society. He was the last of the prophets- 
prophetism accomplished its work in securing sub- 
stantially the victory of monotheism. The writers who 
are massed under the name of the Second Isaiah are 
seers rather than prophets, and the post-exilian pro- 
phetic hooks are only the last strains of an expiring 
impulse, without the spontaneity and power of their 
predecessors, and largely dominated by the priestly 
spirit. Ezekiel is both true prophet and true priest, 
and harmonises the two vocations : in insisting on the 
ritual he does not cease to he a preacher of righteous- 
ness, and he thus enables us to see that the priestly 
period is not antagonistic to, hut only the continuation 
of, the prophetic period. 

Ezekiel seems to have been a bold, determined man, 
well fitted to deal with the humours of an obstinate ~. Character people (3 4-11), showing no tenderness 

for his nation (his only exhibition of 
tender feeling is on the occasion of his 
wife’s death, 2416). vigorous and strong 

in word and deed (326 141-3 2120[25] and the play on 
his name in 38$), lacking in fineness and discrimina- 
tion. His favourite designation of himself as ‘son of 
man ’ (2 I and passim) is intended to mark his sense of 
his own insignificance in the presence of the divine 
majesty, and, because he regarded himself as simply 
the mouthpiece of God, he was unflinching before men. 
He seems, however, to have been profoundly discour- 
aged at the outset ; for six years he did not speak in 
public, and at a later time he interpreted his silence as 
the result of a divine command (3 26). 

Ezekiel’s literary style resembles his character-it is 
rich and vigorous, hut lacking in simplicity and grace ; he 
produces striking effects by the heaping up of particulars 
(16 20 23 27 29 etc.) and is especially powerful in 
denunciation (26 31f. etc.). His imagination is im- 
petuous and titanic, hut unchastened. There is great 
variety in the form of his presentation : he abounds 
in vision, parable, and allegory, has some of the finest 
examples of the Hebrew sinli (‘lamentation,’ see 
LAMENTATION), and is fond of geographical detail. 
H e  has preserved several mythic figures. Some of 
his discourses certainly were written, not pronounced 
( 3 2 6 ) .  They all give evidence of careful literary com- 
position ; in him the old prophetic oratory‘is rapidly 
disappearing. 

Ezekiel shows a marked friendliness toward Baby- 
lonia. He is the staunch advocate of Nebuchsdrezzar 
(notwithstanding the king’s idolatry) against Israel, 
Egypt, and Tyre. He borrows imagery (the cherub) 
from Babylonian architecture, and literary (and prob- 
ably geographical) material from Babylonian hooks or 
men. It is not unlikely that his great scheme of templa- 
organisation was influenced by what he saw around him 
in Babylonia. and he possibly began the adoption of a 
part of the Babylonian material which is now found in 

and 
sty1e* 

Gen. 1-11. C. H. T. 
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Authorship, etc. (5 I$). 
Visions (5 3). 
Text and canon (5 4x ) .  

Division and contents ($$ 8-14). 
Ethics, theology, etc. (51 15-20). 
Ritual (8 zr$). 4 eremiah _: (5 6). Other writers ($ 23). 

ohtics and ethics ($ 7). New constitution (B 24). 
Bibliography (8  15). 

Ezekiel’s prophecies have come down to us in a 
They contain relatively good state of preservation. 

1. Authorship scribes’ errors and expansions, and 
were probably revised by the prophet 
in his later years ; hut there is no good and date. 

reason to doubt that the hook is from his pen. On 
this point no important doubts were expressed before 
the present centu;y.l 

Zunz (Goitesd. Vodr .  18x2 : ZDMG. 1872) olaces the work in 
the  P&an period (in the”5th centuiy B:<.’)’on the ground of 
the non-mention of Ezekiel by Jeremiah its non-prophetic 
specific predictions (Zedekiah [12 1 2 ~ 3 ,  Z e h b a b e l  117 223)], 
the improbability of a prophet’s drawing up a new constitution 
(40-48) soon after the destruction of the temole. the existence of 
material belonging to the post-exilic period (treatment of angels, 
9J ; mention of the late non-Jewish personages Noah, Daniel, 
Job : use of the name Persia’), imitation of Jeremiah, employ. 
ment of the era of the exile, linguistic resemblances to Job 
and later hooks, use of Pentateuch words, and Aramaisms.a 

These and similar considerations are by no means 
decisive. The nature of Hebrew prophetic and his- 
torical writing makes the silence of Jeremiah intel- 
ligible (Jeremiah himself is not mentioned in Kings), 
and Ezekiel was perhaps little known in Jerusalem in 
Jeremiah’s time ; the reference to Zedekiahs blindness 
is not dated and may have been inserted in the revision, 
and Zerubbabel is not mentioned; only before the 
Second Temple could such a constitution as Ezekiel’s 
have been drawn up : the angels in chap. 9 (if the 
personages in v. 2 he so considered) act much as those 
of Zechariah sixty years later ; Noah, Daniel, and Job 
were doubtless old-Israelitish heroes of tradition ; the 
name ‘ Persia’ may have been known in Babylonia in 
Nebuchadrezzar’s time, though it is doubtful whether 
Ezekiel’s Paras is our Persia (see P A R A S ) ;  and the 
vocabulary of the book of Ezekiel does not differ from 
that of Jeremiah more than the different surroundings 
of the two men may naturally account The Ara- 
maisms are probably due to later scribes. On the 
other hand, the general tone of the book is different from 
that of the post-exilic prophets and particularly from that 
of Daniel-it has nothing in common with them hut an 
incipient apocalypse : Israel is struggling with idolatry, 
is to he chastised and purified, is in definite historical 
relations with certain nations. The religious and politi- 
cal situations are the same in Ezekiel as in Jeremiah. 

Some peculiarities of form and expression in the 
book are most easily explained by the supposition that 
2. Supposed the prophet in his last years revised his 

discourses, making alterations and addi- 
tions suggested by subsequent events. 

I t  is distinctly stated that the section 2917-20 is such an 
I t  is not impossible that the whole of the first part 

revision. 

addition. 

1 On the Talmudic tradition (Bab. Bafltr. 14b) that ‘thq 
men of the Great Synagogue wrote Ezekiel’ (where ‘wrote 
may hint a t  editorial work by later scholars) see CANON, $ igf- 

a Zunz’s arguments are repeated, with abditions, hy others. 
Seinecke (GVI, 1876) fixes the date of the book at 164 B.C. on 
the ground of imitation of Daniel C Son of man ’), and from the 
$30 (390+40) of Ezek. 4, which he reckons onward from 594 
(5th year of the captivity of Jehoiachin). The  390 of M T  is, 
hobever, to be corrected, after @, to rgo. Geiger (Urschr. 
p. 23, and Nachgelnss. Schr. 2 83) adopts Zunz’s conclusions. 
M. Vernes (Du #r!tend. #o&U. des Wdr.) ,  exaggerating the 
arguments of Reuss, regards our book as  a collertion of 
fragments edited about z w  B.C. E. Havet (La modevnzt! des 
pro#h.) identifies Gog with the Parthians, 4 0  B.c., and thinks 
that chaps. 40-48 were composed at the time when Herod con- 
ceived the plan of reconstructing the temple. Chaps. 383 are 
assigned by Wi. (AOF 2 1603.) to B.C. 334.333, and 27 96-25a is 
considered by Manchot (JPT 14 4 2 3 8 : )  and Bertholet (Hesek. 
to be an interpolation. 

czt.), Smend 
(EzecltieZ,, Delitzsch (in the Baer-Delitzsch e$.. of. the Heb. 
text), Driver (Introd.). 
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(chaps. 1-24, which precedes the fall. of the city) is colonred by 
the (later acquired) knowledge of the capture of Jerusalem 
though the general announcements of impending destructio; 
(chaps. 4-7 12 etc.) may be simply proofs of the prophet’s 
wise reading of the signs of the times. Specific predictions, 
as in 12 13 24 2, may he regarded as later insertions. 

The unity of style may suggest a complete final 
revision. 

The section above referred to, 29 17.20 (which recognises 
error in the preceding prediction, 213 IZ), shows, however, that 
the prophet was not greatly concerned to remove discrepancies 
from his text (Cornill), else he would have erased 26 12. How 
much of the earlier matter (chaps. 1-24) was spoken or written it 
k difficult to say. The prophet declares that he was dumb fdm 
his call till the reception of the news of the capture of the city 
(326f: 3322), yet he is also said to speak to the captives 
.(11z5 215 [2049] 3330,f). The ‘dumbness’ may mean that 
he did not address the people in public, hut confined himself to 
conversation or discourse in his own house. 

Ezekiel may have written notes of his discourses and 
afterwards expanded them. I t  is not necessary to 
suppose that he was very highly esteemed before the 
fall of the city ; with his greater fame and authority in 
his later years would come the occasion of careful 
literary revision. There seems no necessity to suppose 
thgt he really composed the book at  the end of his life 
(Reuss, Kuenen). Whether the dates given to the 
various groups of predictions are trustworthy is disputed 
( Kuenen). 

Some of the inscriptions in MT are clearly scribes‘ errors. 
Kuenen observes that chap. 17 cannot belong to the sixth year 
of Zedekiah (such is the date given in 8 7 )  since Zedekiah had 
not then revolted, and that the reference to Egypt is not borne 
out hy Jer. 27 3. This remark is pertinent if the date given at 
8 I be held to reach to the next mention of date (20 I) ;  and if 
the date does not go on, then chap. 17 and other sections must 
be regarded as undated. Kuenen would take the inscriptions 
as merely a setting inserted long afterwards by the prophet. 

I t  is perhaps better to say that they represent a real 
chronology, but have suffered from scribal and other 
errors. 

Most of Ezekiel’s visions seem to be without the 
definite psychological basis which may be recognised in 
3, The visions. such experiences as those of Amos7 1-8. 

The pictures given in chaps. 1 8-10 
40-48 are too elaborate for a moment of ecstasy-they 
are, in their present form, the product of careful study 
and composition, based on Is.6, on the prophet’s 
knowledge of the Jerusalem temple, and on Babylonian 
monuments. Ezekiel in these cases used the vision as 
a mere literary form. For this reason doubt must 
attach also to the psychological reality of the vision of 
dry bones (chap. 37), though this falls more nearly in 
the region of possibility. It seems impossible to decide 
whether all the symbolical actions described by him 
were really performed. Some (121-7,  going into 
exile, and 2418 ,  behaviour on the death of his wife) 
are simple enough for performance ; that of 41-8 (siege 
of Jerusalem) presents serious difficulties (see the 
commentaries). 

It is full of scribes’ 
4. Text. changes and additions, and is in some places 

Examples are chap. 1 (which must be compared with and 
corrected by 10) 4 5  9 (390 for 190) 7 1-4, doublet of 75.9 12 1-10 
13 20 19 21 8-17 24 1-13 26 1 7 3  27 23 11-16 3217.32 39 11-& 40-48 
and many other passages. 

For the correction of the text the most important instrument 
is B, which, though itself abounding in errors, often offers 
or suggests the true reading. The Pesh. and Vg. are of less 
nse, and the Targum is almost worthless for text-criticism. 
The other versions (Copt., Ethiop., Arab.) have some value for 
the establishment of the Greek and Syriac texts. For an 
excellent account of the versions see Cornill, EzeclrieL 

One reason for the thoroughgoing revision which 
late ‘Hebrew scribes made of the text of this book is 
probably to be found in the boldness of Ezekiel’s 
expressions, which, it was felt, needed to be toned 
down .or explained; and there is, in addition, the 
general tendency of scribes to modify a much-read book 
in accordance with the ideas of their own times. The 

1 On the conjecture that Ezekiel was subject to epileptic 
attacks see Klostermann in St. Kr., 1377; but cp Valeton, 
Viertal Voorl., and Kueien, Ondem. 

The MT is in bad condition. 

unintelligible. 
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corruption of the text, however, while it obscures cectain 
passages, does not affect the general t bugh t  of the 
book. 

The book of Ezekiel was no doubt canonised along with 
the other prophetical books (see Ecclus. 49 3 and cp the 

6, Admission prologue) when the second canon was 
made up (probably in the 3rd century 
B.C. ; see CANON, 3 9 8 ) ,  and its to Canon. 

canonical authority has since been generally recognised 
by Jews and Christians. It is not directly quoted in the 
NT,  but its imageryand its pictureof ;he future are in part 
adopted in the Apocalypse (Rev. 4zf. 6 5  2 0 3  21 1.5 16 
2213) .  It did not, however, in early times entirely 
escape suspicion. 

When in the first century of our era the necessityof fixing the 
canonled toasevere examinationofthe traditionally sacred books 
the attention of Jewish scholars was directed to the obscurity and 
apparent mysteriousness of Ezekiel’s opening’ and closing 
sections (chap. 1, called marki6ri ‘ the chariot,’ and 40-45), and 
these, as we learn from Jerome (Pref. letter to his Comm. on 
Ezek) it was forbidden the Jewish youth to read till they 
reacded the age of thirty years. More serious difficulty was 
occasioned by the discrepancies between Ezekiel’s ritual scheme 
(chaps. 40-48) and that of the Pentateuch (Mincich. 45 a); but 
these were satisfactorily explained it is said (Slrab. 13 6 Hac. 
13 a), by a certain Hananiah, who’appears to have lived in the 
first half of the first century of our era. 

Doubtless it was felt that difficulties of the kind just 
mentioned must not be allowed to set aside the strong 
evidence for Ezekiel’s prophetic authority.$ 

Ezekiel shows many points of contact with Jeremiah. 
This is Drobablv in Dart the result of identitv of sur- 

. .  

. .  
6. roundings and education ; but there 
on Jeremiah. seems also to be direct dependence. 

Ezekiel mav well have been a hearer 
of Jeremiah in his youth, and have seen his writings 
or heard of his discourses after the deportation to 
Babylonia. He has in fact expanded certain of 
Jeremiah’s texts ; possibly, however, the two prophets 
borrowed from a common source. 

C p . E . 3 3 J . 1 5 1 6 , E . 3 1 7 J . 6 1 7 , E . 7 1 ~ 2 7 J . 4 5 - 9 , E . 1 3 J .  
1413-16, E .1310  J.614, E .1651  J .311 ,  E. 18 J .31zgX,  E.20 
J. 11 3-8 E. 24 16-23 J. 16 3-9 E. 29-31 J. 46, E. 34 J. 23 1-4, E. 
36 26 J. !24 7, E. 37 24 J. 309, %. 35 15 J. 6 za. 

Contents of the book.-The central thought of the 
book is that Jerusalem (which at this time substantially 

7. Po,itics comprised the nation in Judrea) was 
and ethics. hopelessly bad and doomed to destruc- 

tion, and that the future of the people 
lay with the exiles in Babylon. This view (which was 
held by Jeremiah also) had a double basis, political and 
moral-religious. Politically, the two great prophets 
held that it was insane folly to oppose Babylon, and, 
in fact, it may seen1 to us absurd in a city like Jerusalem 
to defy the conqueror of Western Asia. A similar 
position was taken by the party which, in the siege by 
Titus, counselled submission to the Romans ; and the 
conduct of Jeremiah in this regard was not different 
from that of Josephus. The princes of Ezekiel’s time 
took the same position as the Zealots of the Roman 
siege. In  both cases the war-party denounced the 
advocates of submission as traitors : Jeremiah suffered 
for his opinion, Ezekiel was too far off to be assailed,- 
more precisely, it does not appear from his book that 
the exiles took sides with one or the other party. At 
this distance of time it is hard to judge of the situation. 
The war-sentiment may have been really patriotic, and, 
:onsidering the strength of Jerusalem (it had successfully 
resisted Sennacherib, z K. 1936) ,  not necessarily mad, 
and it may be doubted whether the prophet is justified 
117 16) in regarding Zedekiah as a traitor. 

As to themoral and religious side, there was, no doubt, 
1 Chap. 1 furnished part of the machinery of the Kabbxlah. 
2 The statement of Josephns (Ant. X. 5 I) that Ezekiel wrote 

two books may be based on a division of the present work into 
parts (1-39 and 40-48, or 25-32 may have been a separate book), 
)r may possibly refer to an apocryphal work. The citations in 
Clem.Al. (Ped. 1 IO) and Tertullian (De Carne Chrisli) point 
perhaps to an apocryphal Ezekiel-book, or to some collection of 
the sayings of the prophets. See Fabric. Psez&+.; Carpzov, 
rnfrod. ; Wildehoer, Letterkunde. 
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ground for the dark picture of the city drawn by the 
prophets, though it is not to be inferred that Jerusalem 
was worse thkn other cities. From Amos downwards the 
prophets had held that the idolatry and the moral 
depravity of the people must call down punishment 
from the righteous God of Israel. In Ezekiel's time a 
catastrophe was plainly imminent-it was looked on as 
the retributive dispensation of YahwB. In that case, 
the withdrawal of a part of the people, their safe 
establishment in ,the conqueror's land, was to be 
regarded as an act of mercy-from this saved remnant 
would come the renewed nation whose future was held 
to be guaranteed by the promise of YahwB. Such is 
Ezekiel's position. Yet in the morally dull body of 
exiles around him he found much to condemn, and he 
therefore expected a sifting of this mass before the 
return to Canaan (2037f:). Apart from this particular 
view his aim is the establishment of moral and religious 
purity in the nation. 

The book may be divided into two parts : the body of 
8. Division prophetic discourses (1-39), and the new 

of book, constitution (40-48) ; or into the mina- 
tory (1-32) and the consolatory (33-48). 

If we omit chaps. 40-48 the discourses fall into three 
divisions : (i.) those delivered np to the beginning of the 
siege (1-24) ; (ii, ) those directed against foreign nations, 
apparently while the siege was going on (25-32) ; and 
(iii.) the consolatory pictures of the future (33-39). 

i. The first of these groups is (a few sentences 
excepted) wholly minatory. We  have first, as general 
9. Chaps. 1-24. introduction, the history of the pro- 

phet's call (1-3). There is a magnificent 
theophany. 

Yahwk appears seated on a celestial chariot-throne which is 
supported and moved by four creatures, each with four h n g s  and 
four faces (man, lion, ox, eagle), the whole surrounded by  a 
rainbow-like brightness ; the composite creatures (called cherubs 
in chap. 10) probably partly of Babylonian origin or suggested 
by  Babylonku~ forms (a survival of priniitive beast-worship) here 
symbolise the completeness of the divine attributes ; the whole 
appearance sets forth the majesty of Yahwb, and its presence 
in Babylonia is intended to indicate that the God of Israel had 
now taken up his abode in Babylonia with the exiles. 

From the mouth of God the prophet receives his 
commission to act as moral and religious guide of the 
people. 

His  message is symbolised by a book-roll which he is ordered 
to eat (2 1-3 21) ' and in view of the moral dulness of the exiles 
(cp Is. 6 7 IO), hk is firther commanded to be dumb, that is, not 
to address the people orally (322-27) till permission shall be 
given him to speak (see 24 27 33 22) ; his discourses were to be 
written, but not delivered.1 

His prophetic work begins with a series of symbolical 
actions (41-5 4), in which are dramatically represented 
the siege of the city, the famine, and the destruction or 
dispersion of its inhabitants ; in the following discourse 
against Jerusalem (55-17) this threat is stated and 
explained in literal terms. Similar pimishment is pre- 
dicted (6) for the mountains of Israel, with special 
reference to the rural idolatry, and a passionate 
denunciation (7) closes with the declaration that Yahwe 
will abandon the land to its enemies. 

At this point the discourses are interrupted by a 
theophanic vision the object of which is to set forth 
clearly the fact that Yahw& no longer dwelt in his 
temple at Jerusalem, but had withdrawn himself so 
that it might be given over to destruction. 

First comes (8) a striking picture (in vision) of the idolatrous 
cults of Jerusalem, including the worship of the image of 
jealousy (see IDOL, 8s I (c), $, of Adonis (see TAMMUZ), ?cd 
of the sun, this last cult being probably of Assyrian origin 
(in v. 17, instead of ' they put the branch to their nose' read 
'they are a stench in my nostrils ') ; then follows the vision of 
the smiting of the city (9); the prophet, or perhaps a scribe, 
here pauses (10) in order to identify the creatures of chap. 1 with 
cherubs (the text of the chapter is corrupt and difficult), the 
pyrpose being to point out that the divine presence of the 
vision was identical with that of the inner shrine of the temple ; 
and the vision closes (11) with a denunciation of the war-party 

1 The  section 3 22-27 may be a late addition by the prophet, a 
summing-up of his experiences a s  preacher ; but this supposition 
is not necessary. 
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in the city (vu. 1-13) and a promise of restoration to the exiles 
(uu. 14-25). 

With chap. 12  the minatory predictions are resumed. 
The prophet represents in symbols the exile of the people and 

the king (7m. 1-16), and the famine of the siege (uv. 17-20), and 
adds the assurance that the fulfilment of the threat is near a t  
hand (TU. 21-28). Next comes a denunciation (13) of the 
prophets and prophetesses who divined for pay without regard 
to moral-religious principle, speaking false words of comfort to 
the people. To certain elders of Israel the prophet declares that 
idolaters and deceived prophets (men deceived by Yahwi: himself) 
shall be destroyed (cp Dt. 13 1-5 [z-61) ; and that good men in a n  
evil land shall save oidy themselves by their righteousness (14) 
-that is, there is no hope for Jerusalem. Alter comparing 
Jerusaleni to a worthless wild vine (15), the prophet in an 
elabrrate and striking allegory (16) a n  historical review. 
describes the city as an unfaithful wifq'worse than Samaria and 
Sodom, yet ultimately to he united with them in the fear of 
Yahwk; the crime of Sodom is said to be pride. This city 
which he here in imagination exhumes, seems to represent foi 
him the southern region, which had natural connections with 
Judah. H e  adds a denunciation of what he calls the treachery 
of king Zedekiah in turning from Babylon to Egypt, and 
appends a promise of national restoration (17). I n  connection 
with this promise, in order that the exiles may not he deceived 
by false expectations, he declares, against the popular notion 
of the moral solidarity of the family that they shall be judged 
individually, each man standing or 'falling for himself (18 ; cp  
Jer. 3.1 zg f: Dt. 24 16). A couple of laments follow (19), one 
for kings Jehoahaz and Jehoiachin, the other for the nation 
after which comes a remarkable review of the national histor; 
(Heb. 20, E V  20 1-44), the prophet making the charge that from 
the hegin,ning Israel had been rebellious (a different view in 
Hos. 2 17 [15] Jer. 2 z).' As theendapproaches, hiswordsbecome 
fiercer : a prediction of the desolation of Judah and Jerusalem 
(Heb. 21 1-12, E V  2045-21 7), a dithyrambic (textually corrupt) 
ode of the avenging sword (Heb. 21 13-22, E V  21 8-17), a descrip- 
tion of the march of the king of Babylon to  Jerusalem, and the 
overthrow of Zedekiah (Heb. 21 23-32, E V  21 18-27), with a n  
appended prediction of the destruction of the Ammonites who 
had gloried over Israel (Heb. 21 33-37, E V  21 28-32) and a 
detailed indictment of Jerusalem for her moral and ieligious 
crimes (22), the ethical and ritual being curiously mingled. A 
second elaborate allegory (23) describes the religious debauchery 
of Samaria and Jerusalem; the careers of the two cities are 
represented as parallel, only Jerusalem is said to have excelled 
her sister in evil (a proof that the prophet saw no great difference 
between the religious constitutions of the northern and southern 
kingdoms). Finally he announces (24) that the king of Babylon 
has begun the siege of Jerusalem and sings a song of vengeance 
on the city; a t  this juncture his &fe dies, and he is commanded 
as a sign, to make no mourning for her-so shall the people'; 
terrible punishment crush them into deadness of feeling. 

The prophet is waiting for the Here comes a pause. . .  
lo. Chaps. 25-32: news of the fall of the city, and 
Foreign nations. In this interval is placed the second 

group. 
ii. The prophecies against foreign nations (25-32). 

Whether these were all (except 29 17-20) uttered a t  this time 
(as the prefixed dates declare), or were merely here massed for 
convenience of arrangement, we have no means of determining 
(see Kuenen, 0ndeeuz.Pl ii., B 62). We may compare the arrange- 
ments of similar prophecies in Isa. and Jer. (MT and a) ; it is 
perhaps intended to represent the humiliation of foreign nations 
as a natural antecedent to the exaltation of Israel (cp 35). 

First to be dealt with are the Palestinian peoples- 
Ammonites, Moabites, Edomites, Philistines-(25, in 
v.8 omit ' and  Seir'). The charge against them is 
purely political-hostility to Israel--and they are all 
threatened with destruction. The prophet speaks not 
from an ethical but from a simply national point of 
vicw, there being no reason to suppose that these 
peoples were morally inferior to the Babylonians or the 
Israelites. 

Next comes one of the most splendid 
11' Tyre' passages of the Old Testament, the prophecy 

against Tyre (26 1-28 q), consisting of several discourses. 
The ground of Ezekiel's fierce hatred of the great city 

is not clear-hardly commercial rivalry, as 262 has 
been understood to say, for Jerusalem had no great 
commercial ambition. A pytial explanation is perhaps 
given in Jer. 27 1-11, in which Tyre, along with other 

1 Hosea and Jeremiah follow a tradition (not in accordance 
with the present Pentateuch narrative) which represents Israel 
as obedient in the wilderness (a sort of Golden Age). Jer. (2 7) 
makes the defection begin with the entrance into Canaan. 
Ezekiel (16 20) takes a unitary view of the history; he finds 
the explanation of the nation's present hardness of heart in 
the fact that it had heen rebellious from the beginning (cp. 
Acts 7 51). 
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powers, appears as trying to entice Zedekiah into a 
revolt against Babylon-a heinous crinie in the eyes of 
both Jeremiah and Ezekiel. The point of view 
of these prophets was a twofold one ; on the one hand, 
they thought submission to Babylon the condition of 
peace for Judah (Jer. 2711) ; but, on the other hand, 
they held the destruction of the existing Judzan r6gime 
to be necessary for the national future of prosperity- 
and revolt was the necessary antecedent to this destruc- 
tion. How they harmoniscd thcse two points of view 
does not appear. A more general explanation 
of Ezekiel's position is that he regarded the rich and 
splendid Tyre as embodying an anti-Yahwistic cult and 
.an anti-Israelitish civilisation, dangerously seductive for 
Judah ; a central prophetic principle was the untainted 

"development of the native civilisation. We  should 
naturally suppose that Babylon would be thought 
,equally dangerous. It was not so. Babylon is only 
honoured and defended, and the reason of this is that 
.every other consideration was swallowed up in the con- 
viction that Nebuchadrezzar was the only hope of 
.deliverance from the present evil. A few years later 
(Is. 471) the circumstances changed, and with them the 
tone of the prophets toward Babylon. 

Ezekiel first describes the siege and capture of Tyre (26 ; cp 
.29 17-20), introducing an exquisite little hznri or lament (v. 1 7 3 ) .  
On this follows the historically valuable description of the Tyrian 

.commerce (27), the text of which is unfortunately in very had 
,condition.l Turning to the prince of Tyre(28), the prophet first 
taunts him for his inordinate pride, and predicts for him a 
shameful death (vu. 1-10), then represents hini as having dwelt 
in the divine garden of Eden, under the protection of the cherub 
'(so the Heb. text must be corrected), whence he was expelled 
for his pride. We apparently have here the Babylonian Eden- 
story, out of which that of Gen. 2J  was shaped by  monotheistic 
transformation (see CHERUB, 5 2). A prediction of destruction 

against Sidon is added, with a word of promise to Israel (28 20-26). 
The next section (29-32) is devoted to Egypt, which, 

like Tyre, was an anti-Yahwistic power (opposed by the 
prophets from Hoseaonwards) andanenemy 

12* Egypt' of Babylon. The coining desolation of 
the land is describeh, with promise of-partial restora- 
tion, yet so that it should never again be a powerful 
-kingdom (29 1-16),-a prediction which was literally ful- 
filled ; and it is added that Egypt should compensate 
Nebuchadrezzar for his ill-success with Tyre (29 17-20), 
which he may have captured (on this point we have not 
certain information), but certainly did not spoil (for early 
sexplanations see Jos. Ant. x. 111, Cont. A$. 1 21, and 
Jerome on this passage of Ezekiel). Here again the 
prophet interjects a word of hope for his people (2921). 

The picture of desolation is repeated in the next discourse 
(30) with interesting geographical details. The king is then 
represented (31) as a noble tree destined to be felled (in 2,. 3, 
read : ' hehold, there was a cedar in Lebanon,' etc.), and as the 
Nile monster a t  whose death darkness shall cover the land 

r(32 1-16 ; but see DRAGON, §§ I 4). Finally, in an eloquent dis- 
course (32 17-32)the Pharaoh is brought down to ShGl, where he 
dies among the outcasts, those who had not received burial rites. 

Turning now to Israel, after having announced 

3" "' 
iii. The new-subject is the future restoration; the 

'occasion is the reception of the news of the fall of the 
city (33). 

First comes a repetition of Ezekiel's commission as watchman 
(33 1-g=3 17-2r)and ofthe principle of individual retribution (uv. 
ro-zo=18); this latter is for the enconragement of the exiles 
who were oppressed by the fear that they were doomed to 
destruction on account of their sins (9. IO), against which the 
prophet declares (looking to the return) that repentance will 
save them. When the news comes from the city, he points out 
the moral necessity of the desolation of the land, and deplores 
the levity of the exiles. 

The first consolatory discourse (34)denounces under the figure 
.of a flock the nerlirence and rapacity of the Tudean leaders, _ _  . .  

1 Chap. 2796-25n ic regarded bv some critic? a s  the insertion 
.of an editor. Cerrainly, if this section be omitted, theremainder 
.of the chapter will form a satisfactory unity (picture of Tyre as a 
lordly vessel which suffers shipwreck) ; yet the geographical 
situation deLicted is exilian, and the details are in Ezekiel's 
manner. The section was perhaps inserted by the prophet 
biniaelf. 
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and promises the people safe ahode in a fruitful land united 
under a king of the Davidic dynasty (this was the natural ex- 
pectation of the time, though the circunistances of the return 
made it impossible). The national feeling of the time comes out 
curiously in the appended announcement of the desolation Gf 
Edom (35)-the destruction of Israel's hostile and hated neigh- 
bour was held to be a n  essential feature of the restoration. 

Xext is promised a blessing on the soil (36Fthe  land should 
suffer no more under the evil renown of famine-Yahw& for his 
own sake would restore them ; for their unfaithfulness to him 
(worship of other gods) he had scattered them and bad thus lost 
honour among the nations, being seemingly &b!e to provide 
for his own people--now he would show his power, his name 
should be accordingly revered among the nations, and he would 
give his people a new spirit of obedience which should save 
them from idolatrous defection. 

The prophet goes on(37) todepict the national restorationunder 
the figure of revivified dry bones (wv. 1-14), and the everlasting 
union of the two hranches of the nation, Judah and Ephraini, 
by  the uniting of two pieces of wood into &e piece (~y. -15~28). 

T h e  concluding discourse (383)  is a senii-apocalyptic picture 
of invasion and victory. At  that time (circa 580) the Scythians 
had overrun north-western Asia. and an invasion of the Mediter- 

GOG (by command of Yahwb, vu. 4-8, according to  the correct 
translation), their attack on Israel (vv. 9-77) and their overthrow 
(vu. 18-23), wherehy YahwYs power should be made known to  
manv Deonles. The defeat is then described in detail (39) : the 
land'slkuid be filled with their weapons and corpses, tAei; head 
should all be buried in the valley of 'Abarim, in the mountains 
of Moab E. of the Dead Sea (v. 11, emended text), the event 
should bl a lesson to the nations, and for Israel there should be 
no more captivity. 

iv. The last series of discourses (40-48) belongs to the 
picture of restoration ; but by its character it separates 

It is the 
constitution of the reconstructed state, the 
temple service being the central feature. 

Ezekiel spends no time on the political and moral sides 
of the national life-these both were fixed by tradition ; 
he is concerned with the ordering of the public rites of 
religion, in which he sees possibilities of reform, his 
special point being to destroy the old royal control of 
the cnltus, and make temple and temple-ministers 
absolutely independent. 

H e  gives first a plan of the new temple (40-42), apparently a 
reproduction of the temple of Solonion (I I\. FJ 2 Ch. 8 3 )  with 
the details of which he, as priest, would he familiar ; th; text 
is unfortunately, very corrupt. The vision of the Kebar here 
rlappears (43 ~ - g ) ,  the glory of Yahwe fills the temple (uv. ~ - j ) ,  
retnrning after having abandoned the old temple(8-10) ; and the 
royal practice of building sepulchres by the temple (natural when 
this was a royal chapel) is forbidden (436-9). l h e  divinely 
given form of the temple and its service is declared to he the 
essence of public religion (vu. 10-12)) and the altar and it: cpn- 
secrated offerings are described (vu. 13-27). After mentioning 
the peculiar use of the eastern outer gate (44 1-3) the prophet 
announces that the idolatrous priests of the rural shrines are 
degraded to the rank of subordinate non-sacerdotal ministers 
(henceforth known distinctively as 'Levites'),2 and gives the 
law of the priests proper (vu. 4-31). A sacred territory is then 
marked off (45 1-5) in the middle of the land, 25,000 by 20,ooo 
cubits (ahont 7) by  6 miles or 12 by IO kilometres) for temple 
priests, and Levites ; south of this is the city (about I$ miles o i  
z t  kilometres square, with territory on the E. and the W.), and 
on the E .  and W. sides the domain of the prince. Various pre- 
scriptions follow : the oblations to be furnished by the people to 
the prince, and by  him to the temple (45 9-17), the offeriiig for 
cleansing the sanctuary (7m. 18-20), and for the Passover and the 
Feast of Tabernacles (vu. 21-a5), the fimction of the prince in 
the public service (4F 1-15 ; in v. 1 3 3  read 'he '  for 'thou'), 
the prince's control of his own property (reference to the d&8r 
or Jubilee-law) (vv. 16-18), places for boiling and baking the 
offerings (vu. 19-24). Further, the blot on the land, the sterility 
of the Dead Sea, is to he removed ; the prophet (47 1-12) sees a 
stream issue from the eastern front of the temple ; it runs into 
the sea whose waters are then healed and abound in fish (only 
certain'marshes remain for the production of salt) ; on the banks 
of the river grow fruit-bearing trees. There is nothing in the 
text to indicate that this was not intended in the literal sense. 
T h e  boundaries of the land are then given (47 13-21), agreeing 
in general with Nu. 34 9-12 (cp Josh. 15.10) ; the Jordan forms 
part of the eastern boundary. It i- added that resident 
foreigners (of course, worshippers of Yabwt) are to have a share 
in the 1a-,d (47 *.,E') : this is an advance in liberality and in 
social organisation. The last chapter (4s) gives the territories 

14. Chaps. itself from the rest of the book. 

40-48. 

1 This section is regarded by Winckler as a Composition of 
13 the time of Alexander the Great ; see above, col. 1460, n. 2. 

that case, however, Alexander would he called ' King of Greece 
and would he treated not as an enemy but a s  a friend. 

2 See LEWTES. 
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(1 28 10 19) and goes to Babylonia to remain till the new 
untainted temple shall be built (43 7). Yahwk is specific- 
ally the God of Israel, ana has no friendlyrelations with 
other nations (3430) ; he dwells in the land of Israel 
(3726f:), and particularly in the temple ( lo ) ,  of his sole 
proprietorship of which he is jealous (437f.). 

The coexistence in Ezekiel’s mind of these unhar- 
monious ideas is explained by the historical develop- 
ment ; it was only gradually that Israel purified its 
religious conceptiom, and Ezekiel’s theology contains 
the germ of the later more spiritual view. The prophet 
probably thought of YahwB as having definite human 
form (1 26) ; this pure physical anthropomorphism was 
an advance on the earlier theriomorphism (as in Egypt 
and Babylon) and formed the transition to the higher 
conception. 

The ethical character ascribed by Ezekiel to Yahw& 
also shows diverse elements. In his relations with 
17. Yahwgs rsrael YahwB is represented as inflexibly 
character. just, and as basing his judgments on 

moral grounds-he punishes his own 
people for their sins. This is the prophetic view which, 
though not confined to Israel, was most clearly an- 
nounced by the Israelitish thinkers (An]. 32),  and by them 
made a part of the world’s religious thought. On the 
other hand, the YahwB of Ezekiel lays great stress on 
ritual. In his dealings with other nations he has not 
risen entirely above the level of the old national god 
who cares only for his own people ; his treatment of 
Egypt, Tyre, and the other peoples is not morally 
discriminating. The curious statement of 2 O ~ 5 f : ,  that 
he gave Israel evil, deadly, and polluting laws, is 
apparently intended to account for the presence, in the 
earlier legislation, of prescriptions (as that of Ex. 13 1 2 )  

to which objection was taken in the prophet’s time; 
these, says Ezekiel (in accordance with his conception of 
the divine absoluteness), were given by YahwB as punish- 
ment for the people’s disobedience (cp Mt. 19 8). Ezekiel 
(differing in this respect from Hosea and Jeremiah) does 
not ascribe to Yahwit tenderness. He generally repre- 
sents him as animated against Israel and Jerusalem by 
fierce anger (see especially chaps. 5 and 20). Still, he 
says of him (1832) that he has no pleasure in inflicting 
death, but desires that sinners turn and live; that is, 
he desires his people’s good (34), but is angry at and 
rigorously punishes defection. A primitive feature in 
Ezekiel’s portraiture of YahwB‘s character is the desire 
for renown which he ascribes to him (359 3622f: Z 8 2 3  

etc.) : YahwA acts ‘for his name’s sake,’ that is, that 
his name (himself) may be revered by the nations. 

In this representation there is a well-developed con- 
ception of divine absoluteness-it is not for man but for 
himself that God acts (cp. the similar, yet discrepant, 
statements in Dt. 9 4-6 7 7f. ) : and there is also the germ 
of a great moral and religious idea-the conviction that 
the truth of the worship of YahwB will be the salvation 
of the nations ; but in the prophet’s mind this iden is 
obscured by excessive nationalism, the desire to esalt 
the national deity above all other deities, and so the 
nation above all other nations : he expresses no hope 
for the moral-religious reform of foreign peoples. In 
short, his conception of God has noble features dimmed 
by narrow national and low anthropomorphic elements. 

He makes no mention of angels (unless the persons 
18. Other who are introduced in 92 are so to be re- 

garded), of sersphim, or of evil spirits; 
beings' hut the non-mention is probably accidental. 

. 
The ‘spirit’ which enters into him (22) and lifts him u p  

(3 12 14 8 3  11 24) is (as in Judg. 14 19 I K. 22 21 2 K. 2 16) a 
member of the heavenly court, sent by God to do certain things 
beyond ordinary human power; in 3929 its function is to im- 
plant a new disposition in the mind (and here the expression 
‘pour out’ indicates the besinning of a transition to the sense of 
‘mfluence’for the term ‘spirit’). The cherub, to which Ezekiel 
several times refers, is of course no angel, but a figure of mythic 
origin, derived directly or indirectly from Rabylonia. On the 
different representations of the cherub see CHERUB. 

Ezekiel has the old-Israelitish view of the nature and 
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of the several tribes in parallel slips, seven on the N. and five 
on the S. of the cpntral reserved territory (nu. 1-29), and the 
measurements and gates of the city (vu. 30.35) the sacred name 
of which is to be Yuhw2 s;lnzmuh, ‘Yahwe ’is there’ (cp Jer. 
236 33 16). 

Moral axd reZ<ig.ious position. -Ezekiel‘s writings state 
the principal ethical and religious problems and ideas 

15. Ethics. of his time. His o w n  opinions we may 
suppose to have been those of the most 

advanced priestly circle, though it may not always be 
possible to distinguish his individual views from the 
current opinion. 

Ezekiel’s ethical code is that of the prophets-of 
high character as far as regards the relations between 
Israelites, or, we may probably say, between in- 
dividuals (of whatever nationalities). All the main 
social duties are insisted on in 18 and 22. As to foreign 
nations, the prophetic code says nothing of duties 
toward them-the social relations of the time had not 
created an international code. Ezekiel regards all 
nations hostile to Israel as morally bad and to be hated 
and given over to destruction. That his standard of 
judgment is not ethical, but political, is shown by the 
fact that he denounces Egypt and favours Babylon, the 
only difference between the two kingdoms being in their 
different relations to Israel. 

It seems remarkable that the prophet shows no recognition of 
the greatness of the Egyptian and Phcenician civilisations. 
Another defect of his ethical scheme is his mingling of the moral 
and the ritual a s  in 18 11-13 (where read ‘has eaten [flesh] with 
the blood’), i26-12, in which the ‘contempt of sacred things 
probably mean5 a violation of the ritual law, and the ‘humbling 
of an unclean woman’ is purely a matter of ritual. I n  22 10s 
reference is made to certain marriages-namely with the wife of 
one’s father, and with one’s half-sister-which, formerly legal 
(z S. 16 22 Gen. 20 12) had been condemned b the advancing 
moral feeling in Ezekjel’s time (cp Lev. 20 II 17{ These things 
were wrong as violations of existing law ; but we demand a 
clear distinction between them and purely moral offences. 

On the other hand the prophet’s sharp exposition of 
individual responsibility (18) is an advance on the older 
view which held men responsible for the sins of their 
fathers or their social chiefs. This principle did not 
originate with Ezekiel : it is found in Dt. 2416 and Jer. 
31zgJ  ; but he elaborates it distinctly, and no doubt 
did much to give it currency. It must be added that 
he seems to give it a special application to the exiles, 
on whom he wished (on the eve, he supposed, of 
departure from Babylon) to impress the necessity of 
individual preparedness ; nevertheless his words contain 
the universal principle. 

As regards purity of religious conceptions Ezekicl 
occupies a position midway between the old Israelit- 

See ESCHATOLOGY, $24f. 

16. Idea of ism and the later Judaism or the 
God. New Testament. With his higher pro- 

phetic thought are mingled survivals 
of the old ideas, and this admixture gives a curiously 
varied and picturesque character to his writing. In 
this respect he appears to fall below Amos, Isaiah, and 
Jeremiah-a result for which his priestly training was 
doubtless in part responsible. His conception of God 
is in the main that of all the prophets. He is practically 
monotheistic ; he recognises no deity but the God of 
Israel, though from the paucity of his statements on 
this point (see, e.g., chap. 8) it is impossible to say 
whether he regarded other deities as having a real 
existence ; it is perhaps significant that in such passages 
as 3429 3615 21 3921, in which demonstration of Yahwb‘s 
power to other peoples is spoken of, nothing is said of 
their gods. It seems probable that his opinion was 
that of Jer. 211, that these gods were ‘not gods.’ 

Though Ezekiel has no  definite formula of absolute 
divine omnipresence, omniscience, and omnipotence, 
YahwP is for him practically unlimited in place, time, 
knowledge, and power, the universal lord and judge, 
fashioning the fortunes of all men and peoples, using, 
and putting up and down whom he will. This seem- 
ingly universal conception is held along with the old 
tribal idea that the deity is attached to a definite place ; 
YahwB, however, abandons for a time his doomed temple 
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destiny of man. He regards him as  a free agent, 

capable of changing from bad to good, or 
from good to bad (18);  of the conditions 

which may determine a man to be good or bad he says 
nothing, except that it is open to any one to consider 
the outcome of his ways (1828). ShB61, the world of 
the dead (see 2620 31 14-17 32 17-32), is still without any 
trace of local division between the good and the bad 
(cp ESCHATOLOGY, 5 IO$ ) ; nor can it be said that any 
reference is made to the resurrection of the body, the 
description in 37 1-14 being figurative of the restoration of 
the nation to national life (so, explicitly, ZJ. 11). Man, 
according to the prophet, works out his destiny and 
finds his happiness or unhappiness in this world ; here 
God distributes rewards and punishments, awarding to 
nations prosperity or adversity, and inflicting on the 
wicked man the greatest calamity, premature death (18). 
Righteousness and sin are obedience and disobedience 
to the divine law, moral and ritual. Of the inward 
life, struggle against sin, love to God, the prophet says 
nothing (on 3626 see below); it is the outward side 
that is considered. The chief reason for this is that 
the nation, not individual man, was the religious unit 
of the prophets (as of antiquity in general), and for the 
nation there could be only the external test of goodness. 
Salvation was thus, both for the nation and for the 
individual, deliverance from the outward ills of life, and 
endowment with all things good. It includes forgive- 
ness of sins, and its condition is obedience to the law. 
For obedience there is needed a disposition or deter- 
mination of mind. Israel, having been rebellious, must 
have implanted in it a new purpose and will, a 'new 
heart,' a heart of flesh ' (3626), yielding, sensitive to 
the divine will. Yahwb himself will do this. The 
same thing the prophet expresses by saying (3627) 
that Yahwb will put within the nation his spirit, a new 
spirit (v. 26), the reference being to the idea expressed 
in Gen. 27 that man's vital breath is breathed into him 
by God (cp 18, above). ' Heart' and ' spirit' are in 
the O T  sometimes practically identical ; each expresses 
the whole inward being (cp ESCHATOLOGY, 12 rgf.). 
The prophet thus declares that Israel's inward nature 
shall be transformed in the respect that it shall hereafter 
have the will to obey. Though he has in mind directly 
only the statement of the fact that Israel will cease to 
be disobedient and become obedient (of which statement 
a natural Heb. form is that of 3626 f. ), yet in his con- 
ception of transformation (as in Jer. 31 33) we must see 
the germ of the N T  idea of regeneration. 

Ezekiel's representation of the future of Israel does 
not differ substantially from that of his predecessors. 

He expects the nation to be restored in 
peace to its own land, in which (after the 
struggle with Gog) it shall dwell for ever 

in prosperity under its kings. He says nothing of an 
individual human deliverer, there having been apparently 
at that time no prominent political figure either among 
the exiles or a t  home. He expects not an absolute 
theocracy but a royal government which shall respect 
and support the temple. A decided advance over 
earlier prophetic representations of the future is the 
more definite formulation of the idea of moral regenera- 
tion mentioned in the preceding paragraph. The 
hope for the union of Ephraim and Jndah into one 
kingdom under a Davidic king (37 15-28) was a natural 
one at the time-the northern kingdom had long teased 
to have a political existence; the fulfilment of this 
hope was made impossible by political conditions which 
the prophet could not foresee, since in his day Persia 
had not yet come to the front. The ' messianic ' ex- 
pectation proper did not arise till after his time. On his 
new constitution for the future kingdom see below, § 24. 

PZace in ihe histovy of the YituaL-The development 
of the sacrificial ritual which had been going on from 
the beginning of the national history received a special 
impulse toward the end of the seventh century. This 

19. 

20* 
Of Israel' 
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was, in the first place, the result of that general growth 
in culture which is, as a rule, attended by growth in 
organisation. Israel, with its high religious endowment, 

naturally advanced slowly and surely in 
21' Interest the ordering of its outward religious life, 

as Rome did in the establishment of 
political principles. There were, besides, two facts, 
one internal, one external, that probably helped on 
the movement in the generation preceding Ezekiel's 
active life. The first of these was that the practical 
triumph of monotheism gave the leading men leisure 
to turn their attention more fully to the needs of the 
national worship ; and some of these were accordingly 
not slow to take advantage of the favourable disposition 
of the young king Josiah, and to set on foot an attempt 
at centralisation. The other fact was the closer social 
contact with Assyria during the seventh centnry. Jndah 
was an Assyrian vassal kingdom, the relation between 
the two powers was a peaceful one, and the less ad- 
vanced in general culture would naturally borrow frcni 
the more advanced, especially as the Assyrians were 
Semites, and the Jndzeans felt nearer to them than to 
such a country as Egypt. Manasseh and his party 
adopted astral worship from Assyria (2 K. 213 235), 
and the Y a h d -  party, while protesting against these 
innovations, might get from their suzerain kingdom 
valuable suggestions for the better regulation of worship. 
Ezekiel belonged to the circle most interested in this 
movement, and from his writings we may form an idea 
of the changes which were proposed in his time ; these, 
we may assume, represent not only his individual 
opinions, but also the views of his circle. 

The first efforts of the reform party were directed 
toward the suppression of the rural shrines; its pro- 
22. Central- gramme is embodied in Dt. 12-26-a 

work which doubtless represents the ideas 
of the leading men of the year 621. The 

next step would naturally be the further organisation of 
the sacrificial cultus, a point on which D has very little 
to say (181-8). Its provisions were probably known 
to and accepted by Ezekiel ; the book may have been 
regarded as an authoritative hut not a final statement 
of sacred law, and it forms the starting-point for the 
work of the succeeding generation. Little seems to 
have been done in the interval between the year 621 
and the destruction of the city in 586 ; the energies of 
Jerusalem were absorbed by the political situation, and 
the leading prophet, Jeremiah, was not interested in 
the ritual (Jer. 722). It  was in the quiet of the exile 
that the development of the ritual was carried on ; to 
this work Ezekiel seems to have devoted himself in the 
last years of his life. 

The book of Ezekiel stands between Deuteronomy 
23. Ezekiel and (=D)  and the final priestly legislation 

other works (Lev. 1-16 27 Nu. Ex. 25-31 35-40= 
P), and is in nearest relation with Lev. 
17-26 (Law of Holiness=H).' 

With,18-20 of this last section (which is'composite and of 
various dates) he agrees in the general conception of the position 
of the priest, the special sanctity of the sabbath (Ezek. 2012 
Lev. 19 30), and the marriage law (Ezek. 22 IO$ Lev. 188 15 19 
20 II f: 17 f: cr; D-t. 23 I [2? 301). On the other hand the sub- 
sections Lev. 1 21 26 in their recognition of priests as Aaronides 
(21 I), in their greater elaboration of the ceremonies of the feasts 
(25), and in their development of the jubilee (25), appear to be 
later than Ezekiel; the earlier parts of H are probably con- 
temporaneous with him, but they were added to in succeeding 
times. 

The more particular relation between D, Ezek., and 
H is as follows :- 

i. Levifes.--In D (181-8) all Levites are priests, in Ezek 
(4.jr5) only Zadokites are priests, in H (21 I) only Aaronides. 

ii. Priests.-As to their general conduct, all the provisions of 
Ezek. (44 17-27) are found in H (Lev. 21 22 4-16) except the 
prohibition of woollen clothes and wine, and the command to 
act as judges, and H has many details not found in Ezek. . D 
has nothing on this point except (179) the recognition of Levites 
as judges (an old institution). As to their support, D (18 1-4) 

in 

isation. 

Cp LAW LITERATURE. 

on ritual. 

1 See LAW LITERATURE. 
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1843‘ Hitzio 1847’ P. Fairbairn 1851. Ewald 1868’ Rems 
1876 ’ CurriDe)(in S’eaher’s Comn;.), rX;6 ; F. W. J. S’chriider: 
7873 f Smend 1880’ Keil 2nd ed. 1882 ‘ A. B. Davidson 1882. 
Orelli 1888 zbd ed.’1896 ; hertholet in kHK 1897 ‘ Toy kBOT: 
Eng. Ld., &g ; R. Kraetzschmar in Nowack’s H k ( ~ g b o ) .  

iii. Othev rriticalaids.-Gratz M W G ]  (‘74). Duhm Theol. 
d. Projhzefen (‘75); Klo. in Sf .  IC;. (‘77); Graf, Gksch. Bdcheydes 
A B  (‘66) ; Kuenen, Proplzefs and P?-ojhecy(‘77), and his art. in 
Modem Review (‘84); Valeton, Jr., Viertaluooulez. overjrojhct. 
des OV(’86) ;  Arndt, Die sfrZlungEz. inderd TProjketie(‘86); 
L.  Gantier, La nrissiondzcprop/idfe~z. (‘91); Montefiore, NiU. 
Lect. (‘92); Skinner, Ezek. (Ezjos. Bi6te) (‘95) ; Bertholet, Die 
Veufassungsentwxrf des Hes. (‘96). To these should be added, 
on Ezekiel’s elegies, Bu. in Z A  TW, ’82 and’or-’93 ; and, on the 
prophet’s plan of a temple, Perrot and Chip&, H i s t .  de Z’a7-t, 
etc., where, however, Chipiez’s restoration is highly imaginative. 

EZEL ($it$? [with art.]), aname which has intruded 
itself by a misunderstanding into the narrative of David’s 
parting from Jonathan, I S. 2019 (Vg., Luther, EV). 
GB presents the unintelligible word E ~ g d  (aaph r b  
epya/3 ~ K E ~ Y O ) , ~  which reappears as Argnb in v. 41 (A. 
d v Q u ~ q  dab TOU^ upyap); M T  in w. 19 has 1 2 ~ 3 ,  and in 

Not 
less evidently the true reading (instead of h n ,  EV 
‘ Ezel’ ) is preserved by @. Hence Wellhausen and most 
critics restore & xnvc in v. 19 and ~$?t++ in w. 41 ; 
but there is no word 2 2 1 ~  (see below). 
I$?!, ’a%&, has been held to mean ‘cairn’ (WRS, OT]CP), 

81 ,  and most critics) or ‘heap of earth’ (Kittel in Kau. HS Dr. 
Sam. 132, and Deut. 48). The latter sense is the more defenhle ,  
though it is scarcely appropriate. The existence of the word, 
however is undernonstrated. I t  is true the word epyap occurs 
again in’i S. 611 ~5 [Bl, where, howevir, it is a corruption of 
upyo< [A], pacppya< [L], which is simply a gloss from the margin, 
(see COFFER), and in I K. 413 [A], where it represents >9?N. 

Almost certainly the true reading is lyiyn--i.e., the juniper-tree. 
Render uz. x 9 J ,  ‘. . . and thou shalt sit down beside yonder 
juniper-tree,; and I will choose ( 7 ~ 1 ~ )  the three rocks as a mark 
to shoot at. Cp HEATH. T. K. C. 

EZEM (nyp, 5 106 ; ACOM [BAL]), an unidentified 
site in the Negeb of Judah toward the Edomite border, 
Josh. 1529 (AV AZEM ; U U ~ , U  [A] a8ep [L]). 

C .  H. T. 

W. 41 2 D 2  
Evidently 12~3, $IN>, and 222 are all wrong. 

In Josh. 193 (AV AZEM ’ a u o v  [B] -p [L]) and in I Ch. 429 
(Boouah [B] Boauop [A]) it’is one of the towns ‘in the midst of 
the inheritance of Judah’ (Josh. 191) assigned to Simeon 

name. 
AZMON (pq)  may be another form of the same 

EZER (778; acap[DsilEL], caap[A]), asonofseir  
the Horite (Gen. 3Gzr ; I Ch. 138, AV EZAR, auap [A], om. B), 
whose sons are mentioned in Gen. 86 27 (ravap [Dl), I Ch. 142 
(auap [A], wuap [B]). More strictly Ezer was a Horite clau 
(q)$, not q?bK), Gen.3630 (map  [Dl, aua [El). The name 
appears in I S. 15 33 @L ( a q p )  as that of Agag’s father; see H. 
P. Smith, ad loc. 

shortened theophorous name). 
I. One of the B’ne HVR, I Ch. 44 (a<qp [B]) probably the 

sameas EzRA(KV E2RAH)OfD. I ~ ( W ~ P F L  [Bl, e{p;o~ (A], rs<pau[LI). 
2. A priest in the procession a t  the dedication of the wall (see 

EZRA ii., § r3g), Neh. 1242 (om. BN*A, r&vp [Xc.a”’g. I,]). 
3. In genealogy of EPHRA~M (e 12). I Ch. 721 (&p [B], 

jLLh, for l & K )  l iy [Pesh.]), perhaps a corruption of the 
name Elead (see ELADAH). 

4. One of David‘s warriors, I Ch. 129 (a<a [BN], a<sp [A]). 
See DAVID, $ 11 c. 

EZERIAS (azspioy [A]), I Esd. 81 = Ezra 7 I, 
AZARIAH, 3. 

EZIAS. I. (oz(s)loy [BL], EZ. [A]), I Esd. 8 z =  
Ezra73, AZARIAH, 3. 
2. (B<EL(LS [B]) I Esd.914 RVmg.=Ezra 1015, JAHAZIAB. 

EZER and 7TP, ‘help,’ § 50; e z ~ p  [AL] a 

EZION-GEBER (EV) or EZION-GABER (AV) 
(174. \[ll’y?, hardly ‘ back-bone of the giant ’ [as, e.g., 
Smith’s OH2)] ; perhaps, like the Ar. gadyd, a .place 
where the treein& grows in abundance [Lag., U6ers. 
1571, cp NAMES, 103; yaurwv ya,&p [BAL], 

1 @A has FP OY for apyap 46L rrapk 7; hL8w ; K S ~ O .  
2 @Alas  VITYOV fo; upyag: @L bpyop. 
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is substantially reproduced in Ezek. (44993 )  hut the latter 
adds a large gift of land for priests and Lev& (4.5 48)’ this 
land-provision is peculiar to Ezek., but in  Nu. 85 1-8 fortyIeight 
cities are assigned to the whole tribe of Levi, and of these 
thirteen (Josh. 21 4) were for the priests ; Ezek.’s proposed 
arrangement proved, in fact, to be impracticable. H alone 
mentions the high priest (21 IO). 

iii. Oferingf.-D has no details. The offerings are of the 
same kind as in Ezek. and H, except that the latter does not 
mention the &iwr (‘guilt-offering,’ 2 K. 12 16 [17]); neither has 
the elaborate sin-offering of Lev. 16. H is more detailed than 
Ezek. in the description (22 17-2s) of sacrificial animals. 

iv. Feasts.-D (16) has th3 three great festivals-Passover 
Weeks, Booths-without sacrificial details ; Ezek. (4.5 21 - 253 
mentions only the first and the third of these, but with details 
of the materials (the omission of the feast of weeks is no doubt 
due to an oversight), and adds a special ceremony of purification 
of the sanctuary on the first day of the first and the seventh 
months (4518-20, according to the Gk. text). H (23) gives, 
besides the three, the ceremony of the sheaf of first-fruits, the 
feast of trumpets, and the day of atonement (the ritual details 
are given more fully in Nu. 283). 

The impression made by comparison of Ezekiel and H 
is that the latter represents in general a more advanced 
ritualistic stage ; but the differences between them are 
not so great as to require us to suppose that they are 
separated by a great interval of time. The main point 
is that Ezekiel expands the Deuteronomic scheme by a 
more precise formulation of the ritual. 

The function assigned to the prince (peculiar to Ezekiel and 
never carried out ; see PRINCE, 2) is to be noted. The omission of 
mention of furniture (ark and cherubs) in the most holy place is 
strange, especially as the cherub and the palm tree are introduced 
as  ornaments; the omission is perhaps due to scribal error. Cp 
I K. 6 ~3-29, and the omission of the bronze altar in I K. 7 3  

Though the scheme given in 40-48 is put in the form 
of a vision, its minuteness of detail shows that the prophct 

24. New had in mind a plan of organisation to be 
constitution. actually carried out on the return of the 

people to their land. It is all to be taken 
literally, even 47 1-12 for there is no exegetical ground 
for making a distinction between this section and the 
rest. The plan is an admirable one. Without en- 
croaching on the proper functions of the state, it secures 
the absolute independence of the temple. The ministers 
of the sanctuary are to have their own lands and houses 
and revenues assured them by organic law ; the prince 
is a servant of the temple, subordinate in this sphere 
to the priests ; it is a genuine separation of Church and 
State, a provision which for that time was a necessity, 
if public religion was to have free course. The temple, 
the dwelling-place of YahwB, is the centre of the national 
life (cp Hag. 27 Zech. 1 15 Mal. 31) ; the people are to 
be morally and ritually righteous, but the full concep- 
tion of ritual sanctity (as in Zech. 1 4 z o J )  is not ex- 
pressed. The other features of the scheme are less im- 
portant. 

The prophet reproduces the details of the temple of Solomon 
with a fidelity which shows not only that he attached great im- 
portance to the visible centre of worship but also that he had 
closely studied its architecture and its ’service. It is hardly 
possible to restore the temple completely after his indications ; 
but there is enough to show that the whole structure, includ- 
ing the enclosure, was pleasing and possibly imposing (see 
TEMPLE). The physical changes in the land expected by the 
prophet (47; cp Zech. 144-10 Is. 65 17-25 116-9)are not essential 
to his religious plan. 

I t  is sometimes said that the measurements of the temple (42 
15-20) and of the sacred territory (45 I) are geographically im- 
possible and that the prophet thus means to indicate that his 
scheme ’is an ideal one. The difficulty disappears when (with 
@) we read ‘cubit’ instead of ‘reed’ in 42 15-20, and, in accord- 
ance with this, supply ‘cubit’ in 45 1-6. The temple-enclosure 
will then he about 250 yards (or 225 metres) square, and might 
easily stand on the top of the hill, and the whole central reserved 
district (including the land of the priests and of the Levites and 
the territory of the city) will he about 7) miles (or 12  kilometres) 
square. The physical changes descrihed in 47 are not greater 
than those contemplated elsewhere in OT, and were not un- 
natural according to the ideas which prevailed in Ezekiel’s time. 

i. Criticism of He;. text.-Cornill, Ezechiel (‘86) (rich in 
material ; bold, sometimes rash in emendation ; often happy 

in suggestio;; see $ 4 above) ; Siegfried in 
25. Literature. Kau. HS (critical notes to his translation) ; 

Gratz Enze?tdationes I!. (‘93)’ D. H.  
Miiller, Ezechiel-Studii% (‘95) ; Rerthoiet i n  Now.’; Toy in 
;BOT (‘99). [See also many articles on archznlogical points 
In the present work.] 

ii. Coi?zmentaries.-Among modern writers see Hivernick, 
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EZNITE 
y. yaP~hor [Jos. Ant. viii. 641. It has been suggested, 
however, that the true name was XESib- Gddm-z’. e . ,  
‘ Column of (the god) Edom.’ See JEHOSHAPHAT, I ) . *  
One of the last stations where the Israelites encamped 
(NIL 3335f:, yeuarwv y. [B*], -ELTL.  y. [BabA] [PJ, Dt. 
2 8  [D]); see WANDERINGS, § I Z ~ .  It was here that 
Solomon made a ship (or a navy of ships) to fetch gold 
from Ophir ( I  I<. 926, epaeuerwv y. [B], yeuiwv y. [L], cp 
z Ch. 8 17 yearwv y. [L]) ; and at  a later time Jehoshaphat 
made Tarshish-ships (cp our ‘ Indiamen ’), which were 
broken up by a storm (I K. 2248  ; UUEWV y. [A]=1628 f 
in B [yaurwv y.] and L [ye. 7.1 ; z Ch. 2036  ~pyautwv 
[ = Z v  7.1 y. [.4], 2vyeurwv y. [L], see JEHOSHAPHAT. I ) .  
To judge by I 1<. 9 zg e n - g e b e r m u s t  have been situated 
near (m) to ELATH ; 11s precise situation is unknown, but 
on the supposition that the mud-flats which now form the 
lower end of the WBdy el-‘Arabah were once coyered by 
the sea, it is identified by Robinson with‘Ain eZ-Ghudyydn, 
a valley with brackish water some 15 m. N. of the present 
estremity of the gulf (see Dr. Deut. 35 f: ). Others 
would place it in the small bay N. of the mouth of the 
WBdy Mariikh, opposite to which at a short distance 
from the land is the islet of el-I(ur5ya. ‘The identifica- 
tion of Ezion-geber with the modern Dah& proposed by 
Wellsted (ii. ch. 9153) rests on the old legends common 
among the Sinaitic monks. This place is situated too 
far N., and its name (‘gold’), which may have given 
rise to the legends, arose probably from the shining 
appearance of the place, rather than from any legends 
of gold-laden transport-ships from Ophir. 

Ezion-geber soon seems to have lost its importance 
and to have given way to Elath. In I K. 9 2 9  its 
position has to be defined by means of the latter place, 
whilst in z K. 1422 1 6 6  it is unmentioned. 

According to Jer. and Eus. Ezion-geher (Asion-ga6eer ~ U L W Y -  

yapsp) is said to have been called Essia, LILULLI (dS 97qr  
1257 22744 24153). At a much later time the Egyptian 
historian Makrizi ( r j t h  cent.) mentions as  hearsay that in early 
times hard h> Aila (Elath) wiks a great and important town 
called ‘Asyim ’ but whether his information was based on hiblical 
sources dr arb, from an independent sonrce, cannot be said. 
.It the present day it has totally disappeared. (Cp Burckhardt, 
831, Buhl, Gesch. d. Zdomiter, 39f:) See ELATH. 

EZNITE, THE (’;yJ.’p ; Kf. UYYi l ) ,  z S. 238 .  See 
ADINO. 

EZORA ( ~ z w p a  [BA]: ~aAaBoy?,[L]),  a post-exilic 
family in list of those with foreign wives (see EZRA i., 
5 5 end), I Esd. 934 RV, AV Ozo~a.  According to 
Be. -Rys. =family of Ater in Ezra 2 16 ; but see MACHNA- 

EZRA [NYfU : DerhaDS abbreviated from AZARIAH. 

S. A. C. 

DEBAI. 

Tvhose memoirs, written by himself, some portions un- 
altered and others very considerably modified have come 
down to ns in the books of Ezra and Nehemiah% (Ezra 
1 According to Jos. (Lc.) it was knownhythenameofBfpcvk~ .  
2 [The author of this article stands between the extreme 

negative criticism of Torrey in his COWZ$QS. and Hiat. Value of 
Ezra-Neh., and the much more conservative criticism of E. 
Meyer in his Enfsfehung- desJudenthztums. For a fuller state- 
ment of the author’s criticism and its results see his Het Herstel 
van IsraZZ (which has been translated into German) and the 
articles referred to helow (EZRA ii., 18). Meyer’s work is a 
very thorough and instructive historical and arch;eological 
study; but it is not as keen in its criticism as could be wished. 
Torrey, on the other hand, is sometimes almost hypercritical. 
H e  thinks that the older documents incorporated by the 
Chronicler are of much less extent than has generally been 
supposed, and denies the historical character of all the 
supposed official documents inserted in our Book of Ezra. H e  
regards the story of Ezra as the best exemplification of the 
qualities of the Chronicler as a writer of fiction and of his 
mistaken idea of the history of Israel. Marquart’s essay (Fund. 
28-68) on the organisation of the Jewish community after the 
so-called Exile is learned and acute ; it  should he read in corn* 
hination with Meyer’s work which it preceded. Che in Jewish 
Religious Life a/.er the ExiZe (‘98) adopts a view a;proaching 
that of Rosters, hut much affectid by more recent critics 
e.g., Marquart, Torrey, Wellhausen, and Meyer. Winckler’; 
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EZRA 
7-10 Neh. 8-10), lived as a Jewish exile in Babylon in 
the reign of Artaxerxes Longimanus, and w- a younger 
contemporary of Nehemiah. Of his antecedents other- 
mise nothing certain is known. 

We are told indeed in Ezra 7 1-5 that Ezra belonged to the 
high-priestly order (in I Esd. 940 49 he is even called high 
priest) ; but no credit deserves to be given to the statement, 
which is taken from the fictitious genealogy in I Ch. 63-15 
[ 5  29-41] (see EZRA ii., 5 14), and makes Ezra a son of Seraiah, 
the priest who, according to 2 K. 25 18-21, was put to death by 
Nehuchadrezzar in 586. If we accept the date given in Ezra 
i7 f :  (see § z), Seraiah died almost 130 years before Ezra arrived 
in Jerusalem, and therefore of course cannot have been his 
hther. The statement moi&over, is p/lainly not derived from 
Ezra’s own memoirs wlkch would hardly have passed over his 
immediate ancestor: in silence ; it  comes from the hand of the 
redactor. There is even some reason for questioning whether 
Ezra was a priest a t  all. H e  is called ‘priest’ or ‘the priest, 
the scribe’ only in those places which have been worked over 
by the redactor (Ez ra7 r r f :  2 1 ;  l o r n  16; Neh. 8 2  9, and cp 
Neh. 1 2  26) ; Ezra himself sometimes refers to ‘ our priests ’ (Ezra 
0 7  ; Neh. 932 34), in a way that implies he did not reckon 
himself as  belonging to the number. Cp GENEALOGIES i., 
§ 7 (iv.). 

After the thirty-third year of Artaxerxes’ (Neh. 136 ;  
see EZRA-NEHEMIAH. 6 16) Ezra set out from Babvlon . ”  I 

2. Expedition for Jerusalem with a band of 1496 men 
(Ezra 8 1-14= I Esdras 828-40, where the to ‘ number amounts to 16go), besides 

I t  was by the 
favour and liberality ‘of Artaxerxes that 

Chronicler’s women and children. account’ 
he was able to undertake this expedition, for which it is 
not unlikely that Nehemiah during his stay at the court 
of the Persian king (to which reference is made in Neh. 
1 3 6 )  had paved the way (see EZRA-NEHEMIAH, 3). 
According to Ezra 711-26, which purports to give the 
words of the firman, Artaxerxes not only permitted 
all the exiles without exception to return, if so minded, 
to the landof Judah, but also, along with his ‘counsellors,’ 
supplied them on a generous scale with the means of 
purchasing animals and otherwise providing for the 
temple sacrifices ; it would also appear that Ezra was 
authorized to draw upon the royal exchequer to a con- 
siderable amount for further necessities of the temple 
worship. Moreover, the king freed all those employed 
in the service of the temple from all taxes (see EZRA- 
NEHEMIAH, $ 3, n.), and gave Ezra full powers to 
order everything in Judzea and Jerusalem in accordance 
with the law of God which he carried with him ; even 
the Jews outside of Palestine were made subject to the 
jurisdiction of the authorities at  Jerusalem, on whom 
an almost unlimited power of punishment was conferred. 
This representation, however, is obviously a highly 
exaggerated one, and the firman of Artaxerxes un- 
questionably spurious, for he speaks there as if he 
were a believing Jew, recognising Yahw8 as the God of 
heaven,2 holding himself bound to care for his service, 
and in case of remissness holding himself and his 
posterity liable to the consequences (see further EZRA- 
NEHEMIAH. § 3). 

I t  is only in passages which have been worked Over by the 
redactor that we find any mention of this firmanor of the copies 
made from it by the king’s officials (cp Ezra 8 36) ’ all that Ezra 
himself tells us is that the king and his nobles Lave gold and 
vessels for the temple, and that God inclined the heart of the 
sovereign in his favour (Ezra i 2 7 3  ; 825); he also believes that 
had he chosen he could have obtained a safe-conduct for his 

articles on the time of the restoration of Jndah, and on the 
reform of Nehemiah (AOF 2210-236, cp z41-z44), attach too 
much weight to disputable corrections of names of Persian 
kings. See also GOVERNMENT B 288’; ISRAEL, §B 50-64.1 

1 [This suggests an ernend&n of ‘seventh’ in Ezra77 
into thirty- seventh,’ see Mara. (Fund. 39). Cheyne, who 
places Ezra’s arrival between Nehemiah‘s two governorships, 
and shortens the time of Nehemiah’s first period 9f office, would 
prefPr to correct ‘seventh’ to ‘twenty-seventh. In fact, the 
date of Ezra and his chronological relation to Nehemiah ?re 
hotly disputed. Meyer has shown strong reasons for adherlng 
to the view that the Artaxerxes of Ezra is Artaxerxes I., hut 
Drobablv inverts the right order when he makes Ezra Drecede 
hehem<ah (Die Enfst.go). 

tion. 
a different context would have been less surprising. 
Persian authorities really sanction v. q?] 

On these points cp NEHE&AH. 
2 [Meyer (Die Entst. 63) seems to misunderstand this ohje? 

The use of the phrase ‘the god of heaven’ for Yahwt In 
Did the 
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band from Artaxerxes . but this he had refrained from doing 
because he had expresskd so unreservedly his confidence in the 
help of his God. 

Again, it seems doubtful whether, as the redactor 
represents (Ezra 7 I O) ,  the object of Ezra’s expedition 
3,-Its real aim. was to establish in Israel the- law of 

YahwB, and whether he thus arrived 
in Jerusalem with the law of his God already in his 
hand (Ezra 714). From his own words we gather 
rather that his aim was, by bringing back its exiles, to 
restore Israel and re-establish the twelve tribes once 
more in the land of their fathers : the company he 
brings with him consists, in addition to one Davidic 
and two priestly familiks, of twelve clans ; the gifts 
received are entrusted to twelve priests and twelve 
Levites ; the number of sacrificial victims offered by the 
exiles on their arrival in Jerusalem is twelve of each 
kind or a multiple of twelve (if, at least, following 
I Esd. 866, we read 72 for 77 in Ezra 835). The aim 
he had in the whole expedition was to bring back the 
twelve tribes to their fatherland and to restore the 
temple to its pristine glory. 

By the banks of the AHAVA [q. ZJ. ] which flowed past 
a town of the same name, Ezra assembled his company. 

After three days’ stay, discovering that he 4’ had no Levites with him, he sent messengers 
to a certain IDDO [i.] at Casiphia, apparently an 
influen~ial compatriot, from whom some Levites and 
NETHINIM [~ .zJ. ]  were obtained. Prayer was then 
offered, with fasting, for a successful journey, the 
temple vessels which accompanied the expedition were 
handed over to the charge of certain priests and Levites, 
and on the 12th of the first month the company set out 
on its journey. If we are rightly informed by the 
redactor (Ezra 79) that Ezra left Babylon on the first of 
the same month, and if by the three days of 81s we 
are to understand the first three of the month, the en- 
listment of the Levites thus involved a delay of only 
nine days. The journey, probably at first in a NW. 
direction along the Euphrates towards Thapsacus or 
Carchemish, and then SW. down the valley of the 
Orontes, occupied more than 34 months ; on the first 
of the fifth month, we are told, Jerusalem was reached, 
and there, after an  interval of three days, the silver, the 
gold, and the vessels were handed over to a commission 
of priests and Levites in the temple, and thank-offerings 
made. 

Not long after his arrival Ezra heard of the serious 
‘ defilement ’ which the Jewish population of Palestine, 
5. Mixed priests and Levites included, had contracted 
marriages, by mixed marriages [a trouble to which 

most scholars have also found a reference 
in Mal. 211 ; see, however, MALACHI, § 26. What 
actually happened may, or may not, be correctly repre- 
sented in the extracts from Ezra‘s memoirs (Ezra 9 J )  ; 
this is a matter which calls for keen criticism. It  is 
possible that some admirer of Ezra wrote in Ezra’s 
name. Or, as Volz suggests, we may distinguish 
between an original Ezra-document and a drastic 
recension of the same by the Chronicler, especially in 
the ‘ I ’ section. He notices that I Esd. 81-7 betrays 
the work of two hands ; also 9 3 9 8  ; even the original 
Ezra-document can have been of but slight historical 
value, since it was mainly an imitation of the memoirs 
of Nehemiah. Cp also Che. Jew. ReL Life, 5 8 $ ,  who 
agrees with Torrey that the story in Ezra 9f: is full of 
improbability, and that the ascription of Ezra 9 to 
Ezra does not make it more plausible. According to 
the story, for which we need not hold Ezra himself 
responsible,] Ezra’s distress on learning this was such 
that he rent his clothes, tore his hair and beard, and 
sat for hours as one astonied on the plateau in front of 
the temple, until the time. of the evening sacrifice. He 
then rose up, and renewing the outward expressions of 
his grief poured out his heart in a passionate confession 
of guilt. 
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Meanwhile ‘a verygreat congregation ofmen, women, 
and children’ (101) had been gathering around Ezra. 
A certain SHECHANIAH (4), recognising the guilt that 
had heen incurred, urged Ezra to take measures to extir- 
pate the evil, assuring him of the snpport of all right- 
thinking persons. Ezra lays all present under an oath 
to stand by him, and then passes the night in fasting 
and humiliation in the chamber of Johanan, Eliashibs 
son or grandson1 (cp Neh. 12rof.  23). Undoubtedly 
this branch of the high-priestly family was favourably 
disposed to Ezra’s schemes, and Ezra was able by 
its help to get an assembly of the whole people of 
Judah and Benjamin summoned to Jerusalem. 

Three days after, on the 30th of Kisleu, probably in 
the same year as Ezra’s arrival, the assembly met. 
The outcome was, from Ezra’s point of view, hardly 
satisfactory ; the proposal that all mixed marriages 
should be dissolved and the alien wives sent away, 
though not unsupported, provoked strong opposition 
(see Ezra1015 RV). This and the violent rain which 
prevented any prolonged meeting-they were assembled 
on the plateau eastward of the temple, in front of the 
Water-gate-caused the assembly to break up without 
determining on more than the appointment of an 
authoritative commission of inquiry. Their task, begun 
on the first of the tenth month, was completed on the 
first day of the following year ; and the list of persons 
implicated, drawn up by them, still lies before us in 
Ezra 10’8-43. No further progress, however, was 
made. 

We read indeed that, in cases where the offenders belonged to 
the high-priestly family, promises to send their foreign wives 
away were made; but that these promises were fulfilled is 
nowhere said. As for the other offenders, i t  is not so much as 
alleged that either by  word or deed any concession whatever was 
made to Ezra’sdemand. The  narrative ends (Ezra,IO++) with 
the statement : ‘These all had married foreign wives ; followed 
by  some words now unintelligible. Ezra’s own memoirs doubt- 
less went on to tell the sequel, which the redactor-prohahly 
from a desire to conceal the failure of the measure5 taken hy 
Ezra-afterwards struck out and in place of which for the same 
reapon, the author of T Esd. R 36 substituted the )clause : ‘and 
they sent them together with their children away.’Z 

The impossibility of cleansing the people at large 
from their defilement in this fashion once auuarent. it _. . 
6. Formation of became necessary to try some other 

method. If the old Israel refused to 
be reformed. then the like-minded congregation’ 

with Ezra must unite themselves in a new society and 
so restore the true Israel. This scheme offered some 
prospect of success, for it had the support of the power- 
ful Nehemiah, and the high-priestly functions were, in 
consequence of Nehemiah‘s radical reforms (Neh. 
1328f.), in friendly hands. In these circumstances 
it was that, at the call and under the leadership 
of Nehemiah, certain Israelites met in solemn assembly 
to separate themselves from the heathen and all their 
heathen connections, and so to form the true Israel, 
henceforth to be known as ‘ the congregation ’ (Neh. 
9f: 1 3 1 - 3 ) ~  See ASSEMBLY. 

They met in a spirit of the deepest contrition; fasting and 
with earth sprinkled on their beads, they stood and confessed 
their sins and the iniquity of their fathers and joined in the 
humble prayer made by Ezra (Ezra 9 6), in which Yahwb’s favour 
shown to the fathers is celebrated and Israel’s guilt (by which 
that favour had been constantly fGrfeited) is acknowledged and 
the downfall of the nation is recognised to be a righteous chastise- 
ment of Yahwh, but a t  the same time prayer is made that the 
chastisement may now come to an end. 

Hereupon Nehemiah and the heads of clans drew up 
a sealed document containing a vow of fidelity to 
7. Covenant. Yahwh, to which the rest of the people 

gave their adhesion by oath and impreca- 
1 [Or had Eliashib hothasonand a grandson named Johanan? 

See JOHANAN ( z ) . ]  
2 [See however, Guthe, SBOT. I Esd. 936 runs, I I d v w s  

O ~ L  $:vdrmav y v v a k a s  dhhoysvak, ~ a l  da6Ahucav ah& 

,3 [ In  the list of names, Neh. 1Oz-z8, which though old in 
o r q n  has been modified and expanded by the editor, we find 
names of families and of individuals side by side (see Smend, 
Pie Lisfen der 61’3. Esr. I. Neh. 13 ; Kosters, Net Hersfel, 

UD“ Tkvor;.]  
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,tion. The undertaking was to observe ‘the law of 
YabwA‘ (as contained in the Book of the Covenant [Ex. 
a - 2 3  ; see EXODUS ii.. 31 and Deuteronomy) along 
with the following special pledges : not to allow their 
children to intermarry with foreigners ; not to trade with 
‘ the peoples of the land ’ on the sabbath day ; to let the 
land lie fallow every seventh year ; not to exact payment 
of debts; and to contribute yearly a third of a shekel 
for the support of the tcmple worship. Regulations 
were fixed for the supply of wood for the altar ; 
promise was made to bring the first fruits of field and 
orchard and the best of all that was produced from 
these as well as the firstlings, to the temple to be handed 
over to the priests; the tithe was to be paid to the 
Levites, who in turn had again to hand over a tenth to 
the priests. On such terms the ‘congregation.’ now 
freed from all foreign contamination and filled with zeal 
for the service of their God, could confidently rely on 
the divine help hencef0rward.l 

On yet one other occasion do we find Ezra coming 
forward publiclv alongside of Nehemiah 2-at the bring- 

EZRA-NEHEMIAH 

* ing in -of a new law (Neh. 8). Alreadi, 
prieft’y at the assemblv in which Israel was *. 
law*- rehabilitated, thk people, besides engag- 

ing themselves to  an observance of the law of YahwB, 
had pledged themselves to a variety of matters on which 
the written law was silent or prescribed otherwise. 
There was a sense that in the new circumstances the 
needs of Israel were not sufficiently met by the old law, 
and that a new one was required. This law was given 
to  the congregation by Ezra and Nehemiah. 

I t  was on the first of Tishri (71. 2 ; cp v. 13fl)-the 
year is not known-that Ezra, in a great gathering held 
on the plateau before the Water Gate, first brought 
forward the Book of the Law. Standing on a wooden 
pulpit high above his hearers he unrolled the book, the 
whole congregation meanwhile reverently rising to 
their feet, and proceeded to read aloud from it from 
daylight till noon. The congregation, signifying with 
its loud amen its acceptance of what was being 
read as the word of Yahwe, was deeply moved. If 
this was the law of YahwA which had been given to 
Moses, how great had been their shortcomings in fulfil- 
ling the divine will ! However, hlehemiah and Ezra (so 
our Hebrew text states) comforted the people : this was 
in truth a joyous day, the people ought to hold festival 
and give presents one to another. Thus the day was 
turned to a feast. The new law, the so-called priestly law- 
book that constitutes an important part of our present 
Hexateuch, became henceforth, along with the older 
laws, the sacred writing which regulated the life of every 
Israelite (see CANON, § 23J). [Torrey’s criticism of the 
narrative, however, is very forcible. It looks very much 
like an imitation of the account of the introduction of 
the older law-book under Josiah. It also appears 
intrinsically improbable. A new scripture differing so 
widely as this from the older law-book could not, it 
would seem, have been at  once accepted. Only a small 
kernel of fact can safely be admitted. Cp 3ew. ReL 
Life, 56-58.] The first feast celebrated in accordance 
with its enactments after its promulgation-and within 
the same month-was the feast of tabernacles (vv. 13-18 ; 
see FEASTS, § 11) ; since the days of Joshua the son of 
Nun, never had the Israelites so observed it. Where 
and by whom this law was written we do not know. 

[The firman of Ezra, indeed, ie.,  virtually] the redactor 
informs us that Ezra came from Babylon with the law of his 
God in his hand (Ezm7rq ) ;  but i t  is in the highest degree 

1 [ C p j e w .  Rel. Lye ,  62f: ‘The scene in the foreground of the 
picture may still be correct. The Babylonian Jews who came 
up with Ezra certainly regarded themselves as the true Israel- 
ites, and i t  was only natural that they should form themselves 
into what claimed to be  a national ecclesia or assembly.’] 

See I Esd. 98, and cp  
TIRSHAT~A. Koskrs’ view thar the lawbook was introduced 
durinq Nehemiah’s second governorship is criticised by We. 
CGN, ’95, 172, and by Meyer, Die Esfsf .  201. In fact, Ezra’s 
failure seems to have caused Nehemiah’s second visit.] 

2 [This however is very doubtful. 
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improbable that our present law was committed to writing so 
early, for in the assembly of Neh. 9 3  the congregation is still 
bound only to the older law and moreover our present law con- 
tains precepts respecting thd worship and servants of the temple, 
which certainly must have been written by some one acquainted 
with the temple service and with the actual circumstances in 
Judza. That  Ezra indeed had a large share in its compilation 
is very likely, and so it is not without reason thar by the 
redactor of Ezra-Nehemiah, he is coustantly called ‘the scribe.’l 
(Ezra 7 1 1 3  21 Neh. 8 9 12 26). But Jewish tradition-as we 
learn from 2 Esd a writing belonging to the close of the first 
Christian centuri lgoes much further than this and tells us 
that not merely the entire law, which had perished in the 
destiuction of Jerusalem in 586, hut the contents of all the 
twenty-four books of the OT, were anew or for the first time 
revealed to Ezra and thus that the whole of the sacred Canon 
of the Jews is in’the last instance due to him (see CANON, E 17). 

2. One of the priests who came with Zerubbabel out of Babylon 
(Neh. 12 2 ; FuGpa [BK] e<pb [Ll) and after whom (v. 13) one of 
the priestly clans wai  named. In  the list (102) AZAIUAH 
(q.v., 4) takes the place of !&a. See EZRA ii., $ 8 (e). 

3. A priest, contemporary with Nehemiah (Neh. 1233;  

4. I Ch. 417, RV EZRAH. 
w a p a  [ND. 

See EZER ii. (I). 
W. H. K.-T. K. C. 

EZRA-NEHEMI A H  
Text (8 I). 
Contents and authorship 

($5 2-4). 
Sources (B 5 3 ) .  
T h e  Return ($ 7). 
The list in Ezra2 ($ 8J). 
The  walls ($ IO). 

The books of Ezra and Nehemiah in the Jewish 
Canon were originally one (cp CAXON, 5s I O  [ z ] ,  13). 

They still are one in a, where they hear the name of z Esd. 
or lapads [AI, whilst what is called I Esd. contains, in addition 

t o  our present Book of Ezra (with numerous 
1. One Book ; variations, especially in the arrangement of 

the latter portion), the last two chapters of 
Chronicles. Neh. 7 73-8 12, and a legend about 

Zeruhbabel at the court of Darins. In  the Latin Ezra is 
called I Esdras ; Nehemiah, z Esdras, and also Nehekah .  I n  
the Christian Church, Ezra and Nehemiah gradually came to  
be treated as two books. The Jews followed the Christians in 
this, so that now they appear as separate books in the Hebrew 
printed text also. 

In  conformity with the old tradition they will here be 
treated as one book, as not only are they drawn from 
the same sources, but they have also been compiled 
by the same redactor (cp HISTORICAL LITERATURE, 

[On the text of I Esdras, which rests on a recension 
of the Hebrew superior in some points to MT, see 
also EZRA, GREEK, § 6. 

There is an admirable conspectus and critical discussion of the 
textual phenomena of the Hebrew text and the versions by 
Klostermann, in PREP15 5 0 1 3  ; but there is still scope for 
a n  analytic treatment of the same material. The present work, 
too, offers not a few contributions to the correction of the text 
especially in proper names; I Esd. bas been found helpfni 
(see e.g. BXLSHAN). Guthe’s treatment of Ezra and Nehemiah 
in i B O $ ,  is perhaps too cautious; but so far as it goes it i i  
excellent, and not least in its critical use of the versions and 
of I Esdras. A good specimen of the emendations due t o  these 
helps is to be found in Ezra 10 6, where ?):> (‘and went ’) should 
be 

Ezra, so named from the man who, from chap. 7 
onwards, is its leading figure, naturally falls into two 

2. Contents main divisions. The first, 1-6 (48-618 
being in Aramaic), deals with the fortunes 
of the Jews in Palestine from the first 

year of Cyrus as king of Babylon down to the sixth year 
of Darius Hystaspis (538-515). 

The  contents are : the return of the exiles in consequence of the 
edict of Cyrus (1) ; a list (apparently) of those who thus returned 
(2 ; but see B 7); the setting up of the altar of burnt offering and 
the restoration of the daily services (3 1.6) ; the preparation 
for and the beginning of the rebuilding of the temple (37-13); 
the opposition of the Samaritans in consequence of the refusal 
of the Jews to allow them a share in this work (41-5); repeated 
complaints raised against the Jews on account of the rebuilding 
of the walls (46-23) ; the stoppage of the building of the temple 
(4 24) ; the rebuilding, hegun in the second year of Darius, and 
completed in his sixth (5 1-6 18) ; the celebration of the feast of 
the passover (6 19-22). 

The list in Neh. 12 12-26 (8 11). 
The ‘congregation’ (B 12). 
Other adjustments (8 13f;). 
Dislocations (5 15). 
Real order (8 16). 
Editor’s motives (8 17). 
Bibliography ($ 18). 

the text. 

§ 1 1 8 ) .  

(‘ and lodged ’); so Pesh., and I Esd. 9 2.1 

Of Ezra’ 

1 [CpJew. ReL Llfe, 70-72.1 
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The second division of the book, 7-10 ( 7  12-26 being in 

Aramaic), which transports us to the seventh year of 
Artaxerxes, describes the return of Ezra and his fellow- 
egiles to Jerusalem (if.), and the measures taken by 
him with reference to mixed marriages (Sf.). 

The book called after Nehemiah relates the origin 
3. Contents of of that Jewish courtier’s mission to 

Jerusalem as governor, with the object 
of restorinE the walls, and describes Nehemiah. 

the measures which he took, in spite of Sanballat, to 
accomplish this. 

Chaps. 1-6 include an inserted list of the builders (3 1-32) ; 
also the episode of the governor’s dealings with the hard-hearted 
usurers (5) .  Next are described the final efforts of Sanballat 
and his friends to ruin Nehemiah (chap. 6 )  also some special 
administrative measures of the latter ’ another copy is given of 
the important list in Ezra2. This concludes Part I. (chaps. 1-7). 

Next follows an account of the reading of the law and the 
celebration of the feast of Tabernacles (a), and of the great 
assenihly for Israel’s dedication of itself tp Yahwk (93) ; a short 
account of the increase of the opulation of Jerusalem (11 13)‘ 
a list 6f the inhabitants of $rusalem, Judah, and Benjamid 
(11 3-19 21-24 25-36); lists of heads of priestly and Levitical 
families dating from various periods (12 1-26) ; an account of the 
dedication of the wall (1227-43) and of the appointment of 
goardians of the temple chambers (1244-47) ; and a brief state- 
ment about the expulsion of strangers from Israel (13 1-3). The  
book closes with an account of Nehemiah’s second visit to 
Jerusalem and of his reforms (13 4-31). 

W e  see from the fact that the opening verses of Ezra 
(Ezra 11-3a) are attached to Chronicles ( z  Ch. 362231:) 
4. Authorship. that our Ezra is the immediate sequel 

to Chronicles, and had already been 
written when the ‘last-named book was composed. In 
fact, whenever the contents of our Ezra and Nehemiah 
are not taken from earlier sources, the style and habits 
of thought are those of the Chronicler, who must be re- 
garded as the compiler of our Ezra and Nehemiah. 
That this writer used 4 variety of documents in pro- 
ducing his work is manifest. Here and there he 
reproduced his authorities verbatim ; but he also often 
used great freedom of treatment, and did not scruple to 
expand or abridge, to alter or transpose. 

The most important of the authorities used by the 
compiler are two works which, after their authors, we 

5. Memoirs. may call the Memoirs of Ezra and of 
Nehemiah, respectively : (a) from the first 

is taken Ezra 727-834 9 ; from the second, Neh. 1 I- 
7 5 a  134-31 ; in which passages Ezra and Nehemiah are 
themselves the speakers, the compiler having only here 
and there made slight alterations. (d )  There are other 
passages from the same memoirs ; but in them the first 
person is almost wholly absent, and they have been 
considerably modified by the Chronicler. 

To this class belong Ezra 7 1-26 8 35f: 10 [between Ezra 10 g 
and IO we should perhaps insert Neh. 13 1311 founded on the 
Memoirs of Ezra ; and Neh. 11 ~ f :  [20] also 3119 21-242 [cp 7 51 
31 2j-36 12 27-43 44-47 13 1-3 [?I, founded [unless 11 25-36 be an 
addition of the Chronicler] 3 on those of Nehemiah. 

(6.) Neh. 76-1039 also,.in its original form, was Dart 
of the memoirs ; but we cannot make out whether it is 
derived from those of Ezra or from those of Nehemiah. 

[It is doubtful whether the passages assigned directly 
or indirectly to the memoirs of Ezra can really claim 
the authority of Ezra. That authentic utterances of 
Ezra are to be found in them may be allowed (see, e.g., 
Ezra 7 2 7 3  ) ; but the passages in which Ezra appears to 
speak in the first person contain some statements too 
im7robable for us to assign them without compunction to 
the great scribe himself. I t  is allowed that a redactor 
had to do with the passages in which ‘ the first person 
is almost wholly absent’ ; the same concession must 
almost certainly be made with regard to the passages 

1 Robertson Smith OTJCP), 427 n. 
2 On Neh. 11 3-19 A1-21 cp Meyer Entst. IOOJ?, 1 8 6 3  
3 [Neh. 11 25-36 should’perhaps ndver be referred to without 

an expression of reserve. The tendency of the most thorough 
recent criticism is to regard this passage as  an insertion of the 
Chronicler, and not as an authentic statement of the territory 
occupied after the so-called Return by the ‘sons of Judah’ and 
the ‘sons of Benjaniin.’] 
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in which Ezra himself appears to be the speaker. Even 
the royal firman in Ezra 7 11-26 cannot be authentic. 

Meyer himself admits (p. 65) that the firman lacks &e 
Persian colouring which appears to characterise the other 
supposed official documents, and proves that, if fictions, they 
are not unskilful fictions ; a strict criticism of the contents 
shows that the firman too is of Jewish origin. Meyer‘s answer 
(p. 64) is altogether inadequate. That the Persian court was 
favourable to the maintenance of the religions of subject races 
a t  any rate of such religions as  that of Yahwh, is recognised f 
the missions of Sheshbazzar and Nehemiah, in so far as they 
had religious objects are perfectly in accordance with Persian 
policy. But for the ;iolent interference with the religion of the 
people of Judah, and even as  the supposed firman says of the 
people 1 of the province W. of the Euphrates in general ;here is 
no parallel-certainly that adduced by Meyera (p. ;I) is no 
parallel a t  all. Meyer thinks that the Persian court simply 
adopted the terms of the petition laid before it by Ezra in 
the name of the Babylonian Jewry; but it could not have 
acceded to a petition for which there was no precedent, nor 
could the Babylonian Jewry have been so unwise as to ask 
leave for something that was unattainable. The firman 
declares ‘that Ezra the priest and scribe is sent by the king 
and his counsellors to institute an inquiry into Judaean re- 
ligion on the hasis of the law which is in his hand. I t  even 
empowers Ezra to appoint magistrates and judges to judge the 
people of the province W. of the Euphrates in accordance with 
this law, and should there be any who presume to disobey, or 
refuse to he taught, a strict sentence is to be passed upon them, 
ranging irom simple im risonment to confiscation of goods, 
banishment, and death.’g As a matter of fact, Ezra is not 
reported to have attempted to carry out this firman, which is 
evidently the work of a partisan of Ezra with but slight 
historical sense. The one thing which is credible in the firman 
is that the Persian court was willing to grant freedom from 
taxes to the Jewish priests, a parallel for which is supplied by 
the rescript of Darius I. to the Persian official Gadatas a t  
Magnesia (on the river Maeandrr).4 What the real object for 
which Ezra desired the royal permission was, has been pointed 
out elsewhere (see EZRA, $ 3); it was by no means what the 
supposed firman represents. I t  is not permissible, therefore, 
to say that the pious exclamation of Ezra in Ezra 7 27 proves 
that the firman must have been inserted by Ezra in his memoirs; 
the point to which it refers is only incidentally mentioned in the 
firman and is not that for which Ezra is specially sent by the 
king Lnd his ‘seven counsellors. In  fact, to carry silver and 
gold to Jerusalem to beautify the temple, required no firman 
a t  all (Zech. G 103). 

Those who can bring themselves to hold that, in 
spite of the objections raised. the firman must be 
genuine, might do well to identify the Artaxerxes who 
was the patron of Nehemiah and Ezra with Artaxerxes 
11. Mnemon (404-359). simply because this k ing  did 
not scruple to force the acceptance of religious innova- 
tions on his own people, so that he might conceivably 
have permitted Ezra to use force in introducing his law- 
book at Jerusalem. It would, however, be the re- 
source of despair. The objections which, if space 
permitted, could be raised to this proposal of Marq. 
(Fund. 37), are weighty, and, it seems, insuperable. 
Kosters, Wellhausen, and Meyer are probably right in 
identifying the Artaxerxes of Nehemiah and Ezra with 
Artaxerxes I., and a political motive for that king’s 
generosity to the Jews can be divined (see Jm. ReL 
LiJ, 38f.). The view assumed by most on the basis 
of Ezra 7 11-26 seems to the present writer historically 
inconceivable, and a warning to the student was 
necessary. ] 

The Memoirs of Ezra and of Nehemiah are not the 
only documents to which our author is indebted. 

(a) For example, he has used an account of the building 

1 [Marq., it is true, would read ‘thy people’ for N?V 
‘ the people ’ in Ezra 7 25.1 

2 [The interesting story of Uza-hor (an Egyptian who became 
chief physician to the king of Persia: see Brugsch, Gesch. &. 
784fi:) is considered in /em.  Rei. Lzyc, 40-43.1 

4 [Marq. (Fund. 37), referring to BuZlefin de cowesp. keZldn., 
1889, p. 530. This scholar (1”Lnd. 37, 39) and ,Meyer (Entst. 
19-21) have done good service in calling attention to this im- 
portant piece of evidence for the attitude of the Persian court 
towards the religions of subject peoples. The fact that a copy 
of this rescript has been found near the very place to which 
Gadatas beloneed as  an official. shows that Persian documents 

IJezv. RcZ. L;fe, 55.1 

may well havexbeen preserved i; the archives a t  Jerusalem. It 
is therefore reasonable to suppose that some part of the supposed 
official documents in Ezra is genuine. Indeed, the presence of 
fictitious documents in Ezra may perhaps be taken to imply tho 
existence of genuine ones.] 
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of the temple in the reign of Darius (Ezra5r-615). 
This is made up out of two accounts (a and p)  as is 

EZRA-NEHEMIAH 

6. Other at once apparent ( I )  from its inconiecutive- 
ness : in 66-12 ( u )  we find the close of a 
letter of Darius (the beginning is wanting), 

given as the sequel of a decree of-Cyrus contained -in 
63-5 (p) ; (2)  from its contradictions : according to 
5 2  ( u )  it is Zerubbabel and Jeshua who begin to 
build the temple, whereas, according to 516 (p), the 
foundations had already been. laid by Sheshbazzar in 
the time of Cyrus; according to 611: the decree of 
Cyrus which is sought for at  Babylon is found at 
Achmetha (Ecbatana), without any notice of the search 
being abandoned at the one place and resumed at  the 
other. 

We are unahle, however, to separate the two portions with 
certainty, chiefly because only parts of each of the two accounts 
have been taken. We may perhaps say that 51-10 6 1 3  (in 
part), and 6-15 belong to the one (a) and 5 11-17 6 ~ f :  (in part), 
and 3-5 to the other ( p ) .  Probady the Chronicler had the 
story before him already in its composite form. 

[Against Kosters' attempt to separate the report of 
the satrap Tattenai (UBtanni?') into two parts derived 
from different sources, see Wellhausen, GGN, '95,  p. 
176; Meyer, Eztst. 42, n. 4. It is not probable, 
however, that the document has reached us in its 
original form. 

The answer of the Jewish elders in Ezra 5 r r j :  is plainly 
fictitious; so also the last clause of the imprecation which 
concludes the answer of Darius appears to be either a Jewish 
addition, or altered in a Jewish spirit from the original passaqe 
which may have referred to Ahura-mazda. The Statement, hdw: 
ever that Tattenai complained to the great king ofthe attempt to 
rehuhd the temple, and at the same time referred to the mission 
of Sheshbazzar is probable enough, and the mention of the 
discovery at Erhafana of the roll ( i e . ,  the cuneiform tahlet) 
containing the decree of Cyrus, which, as Meyer plausibly 
supposes, entered into the answer of Darius,2 is self-evidently 
authentic.] 

( h )  Again, in Neh. 121-26 we have a list of heads of 
priestly and levitical families dating, it would appear, 
from the time of the high priest Jaddua, a contemporary 
of Alexander the Great, originally compiled as a su;nPZe- 
ment to the register which we find in Neh. 113-36. 

[It  might perhaps be better to modify this statement thus : 
'Neh; 12 12-21 may have been intended as a supplement to the 
register in 11 1-24.' I t  
is plain a t  a glance that oqsn has come into 12 22 by  error from 
v. 23 (it is a synonym of '?> 'I,?), and that 1 before D'JX3 should 
be cancelled. Winckler's attempted explanation (AOF2 221) 
recognises this, but is too devoid of plausihility to he con- 
sidered here.] 

(c) The author may have made use of a written source 
also in Ezra46-23. For Ezra1 3 4 1 - 5 2 4  616-22, it does 
not appear that he consulted other writings. 

On the passage see Meyer, Enfst. 103. 

[On Ezra 3 1-4 5 see Driver, Intr.P), 54731 
Such portions of the books of Ezra and Nehemiah as 

have been simply transferred from the memoirs, have 
7. Historicity : great historical value ; but the re- 

dactor's own contributipns are largely 
inventions. Particularly is this true the return. 

of what he tells about the return of the exiles, the 
foundation of the temple, and the suspension of the 
work in the reign ofpyrus (Ezra 1 31-4524). At least, 
the prophets Haggai and Zechariah, who lived when 
the temple was being built under Darius, know of no 
other founding of the temple than that which took 
place in their own time (Hag. 219[18]), and presuppose 
no return from exile; according to them the time of 
chastisement is still present, and that of redemption is 
1 So Meissner ; see TATNAI. 
2 [Meyer (Enfsf.  47) thus restores the opening of the royal 

rescript : ' Ring Darius to the satrap Sisines (Tattenai), etc. 
The decree of Cyrus has been found in a roll in the treasury of 
Echatana, and thereiu is the following record.'] 
3 [Cp col. 1473 note 2.1 
4 [At any rate' no considerable hand of exiles can have re- 

turned-none that w a s  ahle materially to influence the Jewish 
community; so much must be inferred from Hag. and Zech. ; 
cp Che. lntr. (sa. p. xxxv; 3e7u. Rel. Life, 6f: The mere 
circumstance that no allusion is made hp  Hag. and Zech. to 
the arrival of Sheshbazzar does not disprove the actuality of 
his return.] 
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all in the future (sec Zech. 12): 12 2 6 s  69-15 87 .6)  ; 
above all, a prophecy of Zechariah ( 6 1 s )  spoken to 
encourage the Jews to accept certain gifts from Raby- 
lonia, to the effect that Jews from a distance would takc 
part in the building of the temple, shows that up till 
then no band of exiles had returned or taken a part in 
the restoration of the sanctuary. 

Our faith in the historicity of the return in the time of Cyrus 
is shaken by the testimony of 1st Esdras. In  that hook we 
have, in the remarkable pericope 3 1-5 6, an account of the 
return of the exiles and the rebuilding of the temple (442-56) 
that is in irreconcilable conflict with the representation of 
Ezral .  At least we are told in I Esd. that not Cyrus but 
Darius sent Zeruhbahel with the returning exiles and restored 
the temple vessels which Cyrus had already set apart to he 
handed over, when he made the vow to destroy Babylon. Is it 
conceivable that this representation has groun out of that of 
Ezra17 that the writer of I Esd. 4 transferred the original 
restoration of Israel by Cvrus, the deliverer mentioned in 
Yahwe's name by Deutero-Isaiah, to Darius who is nowhere 
mentioned in any prophecy? that if the return and the restoration 
of the temple vessels had really taken place under Cyrus, a later 
writer should have transformed this into a mere promise and 
intention on the part of Cyrus afterwards fulfilled by his 
successor Darius? This is incdnceivahle. Ezra 1 eviL ently 
contains a form of the tradition later than I Ecd. 442-56, and 
its account is therefore not to he accepted. Cp  EZRA, GI,EEK, 
8 6. 

Nor does either of the two narratives of which 
Ezra5 1-6 15 is made up, presuppose a return of exiles 
in the time of Cyrus. Both representations of the 
temple rebuilding vary from that given by the redactor. 
According to the one ( u ) ,  a bcginning with this was 
made not in Cyrus's reign but in that of Darius (5 2 )  ; 
according to the other ( p ) ,  Cyrus was well disposed to 
the undertaking, and, with a view to it, sent to Judtra, 
not indeed Jewish exiles, but an oflicial of high rank, 
Sheshbazzar,' of course to co-operate in the work with 
the Jews in Palestine-a work which was carried on 
without interruption until Darins's time, 5 14-16 [p]) : 
neither account has a single word about returning 
exiles. 

Nor does the list of those who returned, which we 
find in Ezra2 (Neh. 76-73). prove anything for the 
8. The great list : credibility of the Chronicler's way 
Ezra 2=Neh. = pf representing matters. Originally 

it had no reference to the time of 
Cyrus. In its present form it,cer- 

tainly has, as is evident ( I )  from the place which has 
been assigned to it, (2) from ZJ. 2 ,  where Zerubbabel 
and Jeshua are enumerated among the twelve leaders 
of the Jews, and (3)  from ZJ. 68f., which carries us 
back to the period before the restoration of the temple. 

To take the last-mentioned point first : ( a )  a conipari- 
son with Neh. 770-72 [BL. 69-71] shows that the narrative 
here originally related, not to gifts for the building of 
the temple, but to gifts to the treasury out of which 
' the work ' - i . e . ,  the temple-service-was defrayed ; 
whilst, that the representation in Ezra 2681: according 
to which ' the work' is taken to mean the building of 
the temple is incorrect, is further evident fi-om the fact 
that the gifts consisted in part of priests' garments, 
which could of course come into requisition for the 
establishment and maintenance of public worship, but 
not for a re-building of the temple. Above all, (6) the 
number of those who, according to this list, returned 
to Jud~ea  (w. 64) presents great difficulty. It  is much 
larger than the total number of Jews who, according to 
z I<. 24 1 4 8  Jer. 62288 ,  were carried into captivity in 
597, 586, and 581. If, in addition to this, we bear 
in mind that, according to Ezra7 f. (cp the Book of 
1 [That Sheshhazzar was a Persian official may he admitted. 

By nationality, however, he was a Jew ; we niay infer this fi-om 
the phrase in Ezra l  8 2!ln3> iV+?, ' the (legitimate) Judzan 
prince' (based perhaps on an earlier document), and from the 
Statement in the genealogy of the Davidites that among the 
sons of Jechoniah was SHENAZZAR (I Ch. 3 18 RV), whose name 
111 M T  seems to he a corruption of the Babylonian name of 
which another corrupt form is SHESHBAZZAR [q.o.l. That  the 
Jewish ndsi  'prince' (if the term may be accepted as genuine) 
went up to Jerusalem unattended, is not  to be supposed. Cp 
lew. ReZ. Li fe ,  6; ISRAEL, $ 51.1 

Esd. 5, 
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Esther), a large number of the Jewish exiles remained 
behind in Babylonia, the figures in the list in question 
cannot be accepted as representing returning families. 
Moreover (c) the list includes names not only of out- 
standing families (nu. 3-19 3 0 8 )  but also (vv. 20-28 3 3 8 )  
of common people (contrast 2K.2415 2512)~ and ( d )  
these last consist, according to v. I b ,  of returned exiles 
who have recently settled again in the homes of their 
ancestors ; which cannot have been the case. 

We can indeed, if need he, suppose that the exiles had pre- 
served the' memory of the places from which their ancestors had 
been taken and that in the land of their exile community of 
origin constituted a b&d of union among those who had formerly 
belonged to the same town or village; hut we can hardly 
suppose that they all were able to settle again in the places 
from which they had sprung. During their absence aliens had 
established themselves in Judaea, and in the case of many towns 
the earlier population must have remained hehind in Babylonia ; 
one locality would therefore, if things were as the author sup- 
poses have received too reat a population, whilst another was 
insufficiently supplied. &cumstances must thus have com- 
pelled many to take up their abode elsewhere than in their 
ancient homes. 

If then v. I b  gives an inaccurate representation of the 
character of the citizens, the conjecture at  once arises 
that the statement is to be ascribed to a redactor, and 
that the original list dealt with the population of the 
places mentioned as a whole, not exclusively with those 
who returned. 

Lastly ( e ) ,  let us take the second of the three points 
mentioned above (beginning of 5 8). I t  would seem 
that the list of the twelve leaders (Neh. 7 7  ; in Ezra 22 
only eleven are named) is by no means free from 
suspicion,' partly on account of the names Nehemiah 
and Azariah (so Neh. 7 7  ; Seraiah in Ezra 22) of which 
the second, especially in Hebrew, closely resembles that 
of Ezra, with which indeed it is confused (cp Neh. 121 
-Seraiah, Jeremiah, Ezra-with Neh. 10 2-Seraiah, 
Azariah, Jeremiah), and partly also because it names 
Zerubbabel and Jeshna as leaders of the return, which 
they are not [if MT may be trusted] in the writings 
of their contemporaries Haggai and Zechariah,2 who 
nevertheless frequently refer to them; the writer of 
I Esd. 31-56 knows them as leaders of the return in 
the time of Darius. 

There can be no doubt, therefore, that this list at one 
time possessed a character quite different from that in 
9. original which it here comes before us. Per- 

haps it was originally a complete 
register of the clans and citizens con- meaning' 

stituting the restored Israel-the ' congregation ' the 
origin of which is related in Neh. 9f: The compiler 
of Ezra-Nehemiah subsequently, by placing it immedi- 
ately after Ezra 1, by the interpolation of v. 16 2, and 
by v. 68/, made it serve as a list of the exiles who 
returned in the reign of Cyrus. [On this list see also 
below, § 15 1 (u) . ]  

The account, in Ezra 1 31-45 24, of the return from 
the captivity, of the laying of the foundation of the 
temple, and of the arrest laid on the work of rebuilding 
by the hostility of the Samaritans, is thus unhistorical. 

Equally unhistorical is the narrative according to 
which a beginning had already been made with the res- 

toration of the walls of Jerusalem long 
10'%~$'y before Nehemiah's time (Ezra 46-23), 

This narrative includes letters from 
Persian officials to Xerxes (485-466) and Artaxerxes(465- 
424), reporting that the Jews were rebuilding the walls 
of Jerusalem; also a letter from Artaxerxes giving 

1 [Whether Prof. Kosters would have adhered to this view, 
may he doubted. To Meyer (Entsf. 193) the names have a 
credible appearance. In this we must agree with him, though 
he too hastily adds that Zerubbabel and Jeshua are the only 
leaders of whom we have any definite knowledge. It has been 
shown elsewhere (BILSHAN, REGEMMELECH, TIRSHATHA) that 
of three of the 'heads' we possess definite information. On the 
'heads' cp GOVERNMENT 5 2 5 .  Jew. ReL LzYe 6 IO 16.1 
2 [Prof. Kosters here 6hows'himself a consdrhie textual 

critic. See RRGEM-MELECH for the text of Zech. 7 2, where it 
appears that two of the leaders are referred to;  see also pre- 
ceding note.] 
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orders for the stoppage of the work. The unhistorical 
character of the passage appears from the following 
considerations. 

( u )  I t  comes in between the account of the hostility 
to the building of the temple shown by the Samaritans 
(41-5) and the statement that the work was accordingly 
suspended until the second year (519) of Darius (Ezra 
424) ; as if this snspension of the temple building had 
been the consequence of the letter of Artaxerxes about 
the building of the wall.. The passage thus cannot, at  
all events, originally, have belonged to the place where 
we now find it ; perhaps the redactor transferred it here 
in order to signify to the reader that the building of the 
temple had been interrupted by accusations similar to 
those which, under Xerxes and Artaxerxes, had inter- 
fered with the building of the wall. 

( 6 )  Quite apart from its connection, it is not in itself 
probable that the story is historical. Nehemiah's 
account of the restoration of the wall (Neh. 1-6) does 
not leave the impression that any others before him had 
already addressed themselves to this work. 

Is it likely that the enemies of the Jews, who were bold 
enough to set themselves against the royal governor Nehemiah 
even when addressing himself to the work with the expres; 
permission of the king, would at an earlierperiod have hesitated 
until they had received in writing the orders of the king, td 
interfere with the Jews when these were addressing themselves 
to the work of building without permission? 

Further (c) [even after certain errors in the text have 
been removed] the letters themselves bcar internal 
marks of non-originality. [The question is no doubt a 
complicated one. W e  may admit that the facts pre- 
supposed by the letters are not always incorrect ; or 
again that in one case or another there may be a 
genuine RerneZ; or again that the letters are in some 
respects skilfully composed ; but that they are genuine 
in their present form, and can be used without criticism 
for historical purposes, must unhesitatingly be denied. 
Notice that Rehum's letter of complaint (Ezra 48-16) is 
addressed immediately to the king of Persia, passing 
over the satrap of the province through whom it ought 
to have been sent. This points to the period when 
Syria was under the rule of the Ptolemies or the 
SeleucidE, and was divided into small administrative 
districts (Marq. ), and it is difficult (see below) not to 
trace the Zater antagonism of Jews and Samaritans in 
the prominence given to the alien population of Samaria. 
Notice further that] Artaxerxes states in his answer 
(vv. 17-22) that an examination of royal records showed 
that there had been mighty kings of Jerusalem who had 
ruled over all the lands to the W. of the Euphrates and 
received toll, tribute, and custom. This is a manifest 
reference to David and Solomon [as Winckler (AOP 
2231) has also, since Kosters' death, pointed out], and 
betrays the hand of a Jewish writer. It cannot be 
shown that Assyria or Babylon ever had relations with 
these kings of Israel or with their dominions ; a com- 
plete silence respecting them is preserved in the inscrip- 
tions. [In spite of the particularity of the statement, 
' written in Assyrian (Le . ,  in cuneiform) and interpreted 
in Aramaic'l (Ezra 47, emended. text), the document 
is certainly fictitious. The motive of the fiction was 
probably to show that Nehemiah's rebuilding of the 
walls was no arbitrary innovation, the same work 
having been taken in hand before the reign of Darius, 
and only hindered by the malice of the Samaritans, 
whose opposition to the Jews the redactor antedates. 
That the writer confounds Cambyses with Artaxerxes * 
(cp Jos. Ant. xi. 2126) need not surprise us;  he may 
have thought of Darius 11. or Darius 111. who did 
succeed an Artaxerxe~.~] 
1 [Reading n'??! for the first n'm4 (Klo. PREP) 55x4). 

To read nm? (Meyer : cp Marq., 63) is more difficult.] 
2 [w,irwnu, Ahasuerus, in Eira 4 6, is probably a scribe's error 

for unw,ann,u Artaxerxes . w. 6 and 7 should be fused. For 
Bishlam Mithredath and'Tabnl, we should as Marq. (62) 
suggests: read Rehum and Samlai (see SHALMLI).] 

Klo. F'Zi'Z(3) 5 516, thinks that Ezra 46-6 18 3 [So Marq., 61. 
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The redactor's view of the fortunes of Israel in the 

time of Cyrus rendered it necessary that he should here 
ll. The list and there introduce alterations even into 

of Neb. the documents taken over by him. We  
12 12-26 have already seen how this has been done 

misplaced, in, Ezra 2. Something similar happened 
with Neh. 1212-26, where priests of the 

time of Darius and the high priest Joiakim (vn. 12 26), 
and Levites of the time of Nehemiah and Ezra (vv. 
22-26), are named as patriarchal heads of priestly and 
levitical houses ; by prefixing vv. 1-11 he carried the list 
back to the time of Cyrus. 

According to Neh. 9f:, after Ezra and his exiles had 
come to know that the ueoDle of TudEa had intermarried 

~~ I 

12. Formation with aliens, the true Israel separated 
of , congrega- itself from ' the peoples of the land' 

and so had constituted itself into 'the 
According to the re- tion' misrepre- congregation.I 

dactor. who had made a seoaration and 
formation of a congregation take place already soon 
after the return of the exiles in the time of Cyrus (Ezra 
621), the alien marriages of which Ezra complained 
could only have reference to the congregation already 
thus separated. He therefore introduced into Ezra 9f. 
certain corrections, with the effect of making it appear 
that the contaminating alliances which Ezra met with in 
Jewish territory had occurred in the case of certain 
exiles who had united themselves into a ' congregation ' 
( 9 4  1 0 6  8 12 14). The narrativeitself (Neh. 9 3 )  which 
described the formation of the congregation in the time 
of Ezra and Nehemiah he has thus failed to appreciate 
in its true significance, and he partly mutilates it by re- 
moving a portion (Neh. 131-3), partly makes it almost 
unintelligible by placing it in a connection to which it 
does not belong (after Neh. 8) and by making interpo- 
lations (.g. 9 3 8 )  which obscure the scope of the 
narrative. 

Other more or less considerable corrections, made by 
the comDiler in the Dassaces he took over. were due to his 

I O  

13. Editorial conviction that, throughout the entire 
adjustment period with which he was dealing, not 

+r only the regulations affecting priests 
and Levites (which according to I Ch. 

23-26 had been established by David), but also the pre- 
scriptions of the law, which according to Neh. 8 had 
been introduced by Ezra, were valid. The last-named 
law (what is now known as the Priestly law) he regarded 
.as dating from the time of Moses, so that apparently he 
did not regard Neh. 8 as describing the introduction of 
.a new law-which in fact it was. 

Consequently in the portions composed by himself the redactor 
represents everything as happening in accordance with the law 

.and the ordinances of David ; (a) the feasts are observed (Ezra 
34f: 6 1 9 3 )  in accordance with Ex. 126 Lev. 2 3 5 8  33-43 
Nu. 29 12-38 ; (6)  the priests have trumpets (Ezra 3 IO) in ac- 
cordance with Nu. 10 1-10; the Levitical years of service 
(Ezra 3 8) are those which, according to I Ch. 23 24 27, had heen 
fixed by David. (c) the Levites have the oversight of the build- 
ing of the temble (Ezra 38f:) in accordance with I Ch. 234;  
(d) the singers are Levites (Ezra 3  of:) as  enjoined in I Ch. 
23 5 25, though they are not so, as yet, in Ezra 2 4 0 3  * (e)  
priests and Levites are divided into classes (Ezra 6 18) ai'laid 

.down in I Ch. 24. For the same reasou he introduced correc- 
tions into the narratives he took over. cf) In  Neh. S j :  he 

U" s. 

is a great apology for the Judiean communi y by a person 
.officially competent for the task, whose name in Aramaic was 
Tab'el, and had the sanction (&z?) of the Persian governor 
Mithredath. The cause of the apology wag the accusation 
brought by Rehum which Tab'el prefixes to his work. This 
accounts, he thinks, not only for the singular IC?, and the sing. 
suffix in in>>> hut also for the 'suggestive' chronological 
statements ' u h  the reign of Darius ' (4 5) ,  ' at  the beginning 
of his [Ahasuerus'] reign' (46), etc. Kautzsch too (Abriss 109) 
takes a very favourahle view of 48.6 IX : the compiler has 'good 
information hut inserts 46-23 out of chronological order. 
Evidently Kautzsch has been moved by Meyer's somewhat 
excessive expression of his confidence in his own historical 
results, and perceives that earlier critics laid too much stress on 
.one class of evidence to the neglect of other important pheno- 
mena to which Meyer seems (unduly) to limit the term 
'historical.'] 
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has inserted some verses which not a little confuse the course 
of the narrative (846 7 5  II 9 3-5) because he thought it impos- 
sible to dispense with the services of the Levites as interpreters 
of the law and leaders of the congregation in the cerenioiiies 
described. (E)  In Neh. 12 27-43 the account of the dedication 
of the wall is exceedinglyconfused hecause the redactor missed 
in the description of the feast dhich lay before him, thing; 
which he thought he ought to have found, and thus regardrd 
corrections and interpolations as necessary ; he made the singers 
Levites, provided them with the musical instruments of David 
(v. 36), supplied the priests with trumpets (zw. 35, PI),, and 
inserted lists of names, so that even Judah and Benjamin, in 
the original narrative designating tlie people, became priestly 
names (a. 34). 

Elsewhere he has made corrections 
14' Other ad- in the accounts given in the older nar- 

See BENJAMIN, 8 5. 

Justments' ratives for other reasons. 
(a) Ezra's genealogy (Ezra? 1-5) he has conformed to I Ch. 

63-14 [5 29-40] so as thereby to make his hero a member of the 
high-priestly family (cp also EZRA i., § I); (4 the account of the 
measures taken by Ezra against the mixed marriages he has so 
modified and altered in Ezra10 that we cannot make out what 
the result of the attempt u a s  ; probably he intended to disguise 
its failure as much as possible. 

Above all, the author has allowed himself great 
freedom in the arrangement of the materials at his 

Cp EZRA, $ 5.  

u 

15. Dislocation disposal. At least, the events cannot 
ofmaterials. all have followed each other in the 

order in which he describes them. 
I. During the interval between the completion (Neh. 6 15) 

and the dedication of the walls (12 2 7 8 )  it is impossible that all 
the things which stand in his account can have taken place. 

(a) The list of those who returned occupies, neither in Ezra 
nor in Nehemiah (Neh. 7 6-73), the place to which it rightly 
belongs ; after 7 I-sa what we should expect to find would be 
some particulars regarding the population of erusalem, hut for 
this we look in vain in the list here introduced, though the case 
is different with the list in Neh. 11, which probably once occupied 
this place. (@,Inasmuch as the law, the introduction of 
which is described in Neh. 8 was the so-called Priestly law of 
the Hexatench,l its introduckon must have occurred after the 
assembly of Neh. 9f: for here the people, besides pledging 
themselves to fidelity tb the law (10 30[29]), bound themselves to 
observe certain precepts(uv. 36-40 [35-3g]) which are found for the 
most part in the Priestly law ; had these been integral parts of 
the law which the people had just sworn to obey, there would 
have been no reason for special vows of observance in the case 
of these particular precepts.2 Further, (c) all that is related 
in Neh. 8-10 must have taken place after what we read in Neh. 
134.31. At all events, the enactment of the c6ngiegation in 
Neh. 10 38-40 [37-39], that the Levites shall themselves collect 
the tithes and then bring the tenth part of these to the temple 
treasury for the priests transports ns to a period when the 
method by which, acco;ding to Neh. 13 10-13, Nehemiah pro- 
posed to secure the Levites in their revenues was regarded as 
insufficient. Finally, (d) the redactor has erroneously made 
the narrative regarding Ezra (Ezra7-10) anterior to that regard- 
ing Nehemiah. Whilst Ezra and a considerable band of exiles 
have, according to the narrative in its present form, already 
returned to the land of their fathers, there is not in Neh. 1 1-75 
134-31 a single hint of these or of any earlier return, and among 
the names of those who took part in the building of the wall 
(Neh. 3) we seek in vain for those of Ezra's companions (Ezra 
8 2-14). 

2. Another strange thing is that after Ezra had already 
demanded separation from, and dismissal of, the alien wives 
(Ezra103 XI 19), Nehemiah should have rested content with a 
much smaller concession-with an undertaking, namely, that 
neither the men themselves nor their children should in future 
contract mixed marriages (Neh. 13 z3;q). 

3. Further, in the narrative of Ezra s arrival and first measures 
in Jerusalem we meet with at  least one circumstance whlch 
transports us to Nehemiah's latest period ; namely, that Ezra, 
shortly after his arrival a t  Jerusalem takes up his quarters 
with a son of the high priest Eliaihjb (Ezra106 cp Neh. 
12 io$ 22) ; as Eliashib was still high priest in the thirty-second 
year of Artaxerxes (Neh. 136), it is improbable that a son of his 
should already have been a prominent personage in the seventh 
year of that monarch, which according to Ezra7 7f: was the 
date of Ezra's coming. What is related must thus have oc- 
curred most probably after Eliashib's death and certainly after 
the events of Neh.134-31. W h y  the redactor reversed the 
original order 'Nehemiah-Ezra which is still met with in 
Neh. 1226, he also moved back (he date of Ezra's coming and 
then further inserted the name of Ezra at  least once, in a rather 
inappropriate place, in the account of the building of the wall 
(Neh. 12 36). 

The order in which the events related in the books 
now before us actually occurred was probably the 
following. 

I. After the temple had been rebuilt (519-515) by 
1 See HEXATEUCH, $29J, HISTORICAL LITERATUKL, $9. 
2 [See further the pages devoted to this subject in Kosters' 

Hei Hers fez.] 
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Jews who had been left behind in Judah and Jerusalem 
16. Actual (Ezra 51-615) Nehemiah came to Jeru- 

salem in 445 and rebuilt and consecrated 
the city wall (Neh. 11-75 1227-43). 

2. On a second visit, in 433, on his 
order of 
events* 

retnrn from a journey to court, he came forward as an 
ecclesiastical reformer (Neh. 13 4-31). 

3. Not long afterwards, the date in Ezra77 being 
incorrect, Ezra arrived in Jerusalem with his band of 
exiles and, perceiving that his compatriots had been 
intermarrying with their heathen neighbours, endeav- 
outed, but in vain, to dissolve the mixed marriages 
(Ezra7-I 0). 

4. Upon this, under the joint leadership of Nehemiah 
and Ezra, was held the great assembly at which the 
Jews separated themselves from the people of the 
nations, and thus ‘ the congregation ’ was constituted 
{ Neh. 9f: 13 1-3). 

5. Into the congregation thus formed, the new law 
was shortly afterwards introduced (Neh. 8). 

The reason that induced our author to invent a 
return of exiles in the time of Cyrus and to give to the 
l,. Motives events of Nehemiah’s and Ezra’s time a 

different order from that which he found fz::y in his sources, was perhaps this. 
(a) According to his view ( z  Ch. 3620) 

all Israel had been carried into captivity, no Israelites 
at all having been left behind in Palestine. Israel’s 
restoration, which began with the rebuilding of the 
temple, thus became possible only with the return of 
the exiles. This must accordingly have already occurred 
before the time of Darius. When, then, in one of 
his sources (Ezra5 13-16) our author came across a 
tradition (apparently resting on Is. 4428-45 8) which 
ascribed the founding of the temple to Cyrus, he sup-  
posed that the return of the exiles also had occurred 
under that king. 

(6) Just as the temple had been rebuilt and a begin- 
ning made with the restoration of Israel by those who 
returned in the reign of Cyrus, so in like manner, 
according to our author, the honour of rebuilding the 
walls of Jerusalem, the second great step in the restora- 
tion of Israel, fell to the lot of the exiles who returned 
with Ezra. In this view he placed Ezra7-10 before the 
account of the restoration of the wall by Nehemiah, 
and gave as the date of Ezra’s arrival the seventh year 
of Artaxerxes; and more than this, in Ezra46-23 he 
gives it to be clearly understaod that already before 
Nehemiah’s time a beginning had been made with the 
rebuilding of the walls by the people of Ezra’s company. 
Thus the restoration of Israel had been begun by 
returned exiles, and by returned exiles also had it been 
brought to a successful issue. 

(c) The author’s reason for placing Neh. 9f: after 
Neh. 8 is obvious. In the last-named chapter he saw 
no introduction of a new law-book-all laws were by his 
time laws of Moses,-but the reading of the old law 
which had for centuries possessed validity for Israel, 
though often transgressed ; as, then, Neh. 9 f: spoke 
of an assembly at which those present came under 
obligation to observe the law, this must have been 
preceded by the public reading of the law. That this 
was the engagement he had in view appears not 
obscurely in the verses (Neh. 93f: ) interpolated by him, 
by which he makes the people’s pledge of fidelity to the 
law to be preceded by a public reading by the Levites, 
and so makes the assembly of chap. 9 f: become in a 
certain sense a continuation of that of chap. 8. 

See besides the Introductions of Dr., Co.,.KBnig, and especially 
Kue. 0nd.P) 1495.517 (‘87); Berth., D i e  BB. Esra, Neh. u. 

Esther ed. Ryssel (‘87) ’ Smend D i e  Listen 
IS. Literature. der S i .  Esra I. iVeh.’(‘81); H. E. Ryle, 

Ezra and Neh., in Cambr. Bi4. (‘93); A. 
v. Hoonacker, Neh. et Esd. (‘go) : Kue., De Chronol. van het 

1 [It is a question, however, whether Ezra’s arrival should not 
rather he placed between Nehemiah’s first and second visits to 
Jerusalem. See NEHEMIAH, $ 5.1 
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P e a  Tzj’dzrak derloodsche Gesch. ; A. v. Hoouacker Neh. elz 
?an 20 BArtax. Z., Esd. en. ran 7 BArtax. I I .  (‘92)) and 
Zorobub. et  le scc. Teemnjle (‘92) ; W. H. Kosters, Het Herste l  
van Israel in het Pem. Tgdz-ak (‘94), German tr. (‘95); We. 
‘Die Riickkehr der Juden aus dem bab. Exil’ in GGN (‘95 
heft 2); J. Marquart ‘Die Organisatioo der jiid. Gemeinde sei; 
dem sogenannten Exil’ (dated Aug. 29 ’95), Fund. (‘96) 28-68 i 
W. H. Kosters ‘ Het Tijdvak van Israels Herstel i., ii., i nd  iii. 
in Th T2977-:0230489-50431518.554(‘956();C. C. Torrey, T,& 
Cortzpos. nnd Hist. Value ofEzra-Neh. ( ‘96); A. v. Hoonacker. 
Nouvelles &des sur la Restawration juive (‘96) ; E. Meyer 
Die Entsteh. d. /z!-denthunzs (‘96); We., critique of Meyer’i 
book in GGA (Feb. ’97),; E. Meyer, /ul ixs Wellhausen u. nreine 
Schrift ‘Die Entsteh., etc. (‘97): H. Guthe, Ezra and Neh., in 
SBOT: Cheyne, Jew. REL LzYe after the Exile (‘98), Germ. 
tr. by H. Stocks (‘99); ‘The Times of Neh. and Ezra,’ Biblical 
World, Nov. ’99 ; A. Klostermann,‘ ‘Esra und Neh.,’ PREP), 
5 (‘98), 500-523’ Sir H. Howorth, A criticism of the sources 
and relative imGortance and value of the canonical Book of Ezra 
and the apocryphal book known as  Esdras 1.; in Tram. ofgth 
International Con.ress of Ovientalists (‘93), 2 68-85 ; and series 
of articles in Acad. ’93. 

The Greek, the Latin (before 
Jerome’s time), the Syriac, and the English Bible 
1. Name. from 1560 onwards, designate the book as 

Esd. A, or I Esd. (the canonical books Ezra- 
Neh. being in d Esd. B), either because its narrator 
begins at a chronologically earlier date than does the 
Hebrew, or because it is not a mere translation into 
Greek like Esd. B, but a free redaction made at a date 
earlier than Esd. B. 

W. H. K.-T. I<. C. 

EZRA, THE GREEK. 

The Latin Bibles, since the time of Jerome have called i t  
3 Esd. (2 Esd. being Nehemiah) ; in a Florentiie MS (cp Pitra 
Anal. sac. 2635) it  is called 3 Paralip. ; others again cite it a; 
z Esd. (Ezra-Nehemiah being regarded as  one hook) ; cp Isidor 
Or. ci 3. In @A it hears, like the other book of the sami name: 
the illscription ( 0 )  rcppeus (= Ezra T?i13 ; but Nestle, Mars‘%. 29, 
conjectures Erpas a LBPIUC, Ecpas ,3 csprvs to have been the oldest 
superscriptions); and the subscription E<p;lap a (@EA) ; perhaps 
also the name Pastor, used by Jerome in Prol. Gal., refers to. 
our book.’ 

Modern writers call the book the apocryphal Ezra ; 
the Greek Ezra would be better (see APOCRYPHA, 
5 4 ,  ii.). 

The best tradition of the text is given in codd. B and 
A ;  the book has dropped out from K ; the recension 
of Lucian is peculiar. 

There is a double Latin translation-an older (of which 
Sabatier in Bibl. Sacr. Latinre vwsiones antipre, 1751, gives 

two versions, one of them from cod. Colbertinus 
2. MSS and 3703), and a later (admitted into the Vg.), .f 

which the intentioil was to improve the older 
Latin translation and make it more intelligible. 

See also the fragment of a third Latin translation in Lagarde 
(Sejfzfag. Stadien, 2, ’92). The Peshitla does not contain the 
book; on the other hand, it is found in the Syro-Hexaplar of 
Paul of Tella (616 A.D.; see Walton, Smr. Poiycl., ~ 6 5 7 ) ~  
doubtless from a strongly corrected Greek text. there is also a n  
Ethiopic version (Dillm. Bib1 Vet. Test. ,Ethi&ica, 5, ’94), and 
an Armenian (this last, worthless critically, is to be found in 
Holmes, Sergii Malere codd. Annenz). 

3. contents. The contents of the book are as  

Josiah‘s passover, his death, and 
his successors down tn the destruction of Jerrisalem. 

2 1-14 (‘2 Ch. 362zf: Ezra 11-11). The so-called edict 
of Cyrus. 

216-30 [15-26]2 (=Esra47-24). The building of the 
temple (wall) interrupted by Samaritans in time of 
Artaxerxes. 

3-53. Triumph of the Jewish youth in the contest be- 
tween the pages-in-waiting before Darius. Leave for 
the return to Jerusalem given. 

54-6. Beginning of a list of those who returned under 
Joshua and Zerubbabel. 

5 7-73 [70] (=Ezra 2 1-4 5 24 Neh. 76-73). List of those 
who returnedwith Zerubbahel. Labours on the temple. 
Their suspension under Cyrus until the time of Darius. 

6 1 - 7 9  (=Ezra 5 14 18). Application by Sisinnes the 
governor to Darius with reference to the building of 
the temple. Darius gives permission to build. Com- 
pletion of the work by Zerubbabel in the sixth year of 
%rius. 

Celebration of the completion 
of the temple. 

Ezra’s work : the 
return of the pxiles. The struggle against mixed 
marriages. 

Versions. 

follows :- 
Chap. 1 (=zCh.  353G1-21). 

7 10-15 (=Ezra G 19-22). 

8 1-9 55 (=Ezra 7-10 Neh. 7 73-8 12). 

The reading of the law. 

1 In @L, the Greek Ezra appears as z Esdras, I Esd. being 

2 The verses iti brackets refer to the Greek text. 
Ezra-Nehemiah. 
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Thus, apart from the section 31-53 with the account 
of the pages' competition, which is peculiar to the 
Greek Ezra, the contents of the book are a doublet 
of the Hebrew Ezra, with portions of Chronicles and 
Nehemiah. The opening is very abrupt ( ' And Josiah 
held the Passover'); cp 125, where the last scene in 
Josiah's life is introduced not less abruptly. The present 
conclusion, too, is mutilated ; originally, we may suppose, 
the narrative went beyond Neh. 812, perhaps coming as 
far down as to Neh. 818 or 1039.  Any considerable 
departure from the Hebrew Ezra is found only in the 
position of 216-30 and in the fact that 937  8 (=Neh.  
7 7 3 8 )  comes immediately after 936 (=Ezra1044). 

Josephus in his Antipities follows I Esd. (the Greek 
Ezra). The whole arrangement of his narrative. the - *. Josephus. story of the pages' competition, the agree- 

ment of many of his names with the Greek 
against the Hebrew Ezra, i l l  abundantly show that this 
was the book he had before him, not the Hebrew or its 
Greek rendering in Esd. B. The only question is as to 
what parts Josephus copied from our I Esd. 

What is related in chap. 1 Josephus takes np  in Ant. x. 453:, 
though there, so far as we can judge, he seems to depend more on 
the M T  of Ch. or rather on the LXX of Ch. On the other hand 
he begins Am'. xi. 1 I with OUT I Esd. 2 1.1 j [14] and continues t; 
use it throughout down to Ant.  xi. 5 5. After I Esd. 2 12 [TI] he 
introduces from chap. 6 a n  edict of Cgrus to Sisinnes and 
Sarabasanes; and after 7 15 he introduces an account of intrigues 
of the Samaritans which is wanting in the present Greek text. 
From chap. 8 onwards there are many shortenings; the story 
ends with 0 55, hut mention is added of the feast of tabernacles 
(cp Neb. 6 13-16), the return of the people to their inheritance, 
and the death of Ezra. 

Certain variations from the text make it evident that 
Josephus used not only a Greek text similar to that 
which now lies before us, but also the source upon which 
it is based; cp, for example, Anf .  xi. 4 4  with I Esd. 
64, and the more skilful phrasing of A d  xi. 32 with 
I Esd. 3 3 8  

The facts (I )  that in the best MSS (BA) the Greek 
Ezra stands beside the canonical books of Ezra and 
6. Claims to Neh. ; (2) that Josephus uses the Greek 
canonicity. Ezra, not the Hebrew ; ( 3 )  that the Greek 

and the Latin fathers frequently quote 
from it, especially from the portion that is peculiar to 
it-chap. 3f: (cp Pohlmann) '-lead to the conclusion 
that originally the same value was attached to I Esd. 
as to the Hebrew Ezra. 

Augustine, for example, sees in the praise of truth in chap. 4 a 
prophecy of Christ, and in one of his lists of canonical books (De 
doctr. Christ. 2 8) enumerates two books of Ezra, of which our 
I Esd. was certainly one. 
TheChurch'sunfavourablejudgmenton ~ E s d .  isdueto Jerome 

whose firm attachment to the Hebrew O T  led him to refrain, i i  
the first instance, from translating this and the other Apocrypha, 
remarking in his preface to Ezra: 'nec qnemquam moveat quod 
nnus a nobis editus liber est ; nec apocryphorum tertii et quarti 
somniis delectetur ; quia et apud Hebr;eos Esdrae Nehemiieque 
sermoues in unum volumen coarctantur. This became a ruling 
decision for the Church, and the Tridentine edition of the Vg. 
prints I Esd., as i t  prints the Apocalypse of Ezra (4 Esd.) and 
the Prayer of Manasseh after the NT in a small-typeappendix 
quippe qui a nonnn1lis)sanctis Patridus interdum citantur et i; 

aliqujhus Bjbliis latinis . . . (not in Greek we are to infer) 
reperiuntur. The  Protestant Church folldwed in the same 
course. Karlstadt (De cunonicis scripttrris ZiJ., 1520) places 
the book among the 'plane apocryphi'; Luther translated 
neither I Esd. nor z 111 Esd. 'since thev contain absolutelv 
nothing which one coujd-not much more easily find in &sop dr 
in even more trivial books' (Erlangen ed. 63 103J).  

In  the EV I Esd. heads the list of the Apocrypha. 
Formerly I Esd. used to be regarded as afree handling 

of EuGms i3. the LXX version of the canonical Ezra (so 
3 , .  

Keil, Bissell, and others; see on the 
Of ca:F::F$ra. more critical views, three have to be 

mentioned. (al Some (e.P.. Trende- 

'' Origin and other side. Nestle, Maq? 23 8). 

/ I  \ " l  

lenburg and Fritzsche) consider it to have been taken 
directly from the Hebrew. ( 6 )  Others (e .$. ,  Ewald, 
Hist. 5165 ; Thackeray in Hastings, DB) assume a no 
longer extant Greek version of the canonical Ch. -Ezra- 
Neh. from which were taken, in the first instance, the 

1 0). cit., fj 13. 
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present Greek Ezra as a free redaction, and afterwards 
the more scrupulously careful rendering of LXX. ( L )  
Sir H. H. Howorth (Acad. ; see § 13) sees in I Esd. the 
original and genuine LXX translation, the present LXX 
text of EuGpas p being perhaps that of Theodotion (cp 
the case of Daniel ; in the present case, however, both 
versions found admission alongside of each other into 
the Greek canon). This would explain how it came 
about that o u r  book, as being of greater age, took thc 
place of precedence as Eu8pas a in the MSS of our 
present LXX. That it came closer to the original than 
Eu8pus p would seem to be supported by the fact that 
it is used by Josephus, as also by the better condition, 
from a text-critical point of view, of many passages when 
compared with EuGpas p (see Thackeray, Hastings' 
DB1760). What strikes the present writer as of 
primary importance to the discussion is the observation 
that the text of I Esd. is of very unequal value and 
of varying degre'es of excellence when compared with 
the various parts of the parallel Hebrew. 

Chap. 1 is quite manifestly inferior to 2 Ch. 3 5 J ;  cp, for ex- 
ample, 1 5  IOJ 25 [23] (Pharaoh), 126 [zS] 34 [32] (Jechoniah), 1 35 
[33] (Israel) 13843 [36 411 (Jehoiakim), 156 [j3]. On the o!l.er 
hand, the r'ext of chap. G is good-perhaps still better than in 
the parallel Ezra 5 I& ; e.g., observe the names in 83  the fori3 
of the superscription of the letter in 67. the omissidn of ' t l i e  
Great God' of Ezra 58  in 68, the mention of the names in 6 27 ; 
according to G zgf: the royal treasury makes merely a grant of 
the sacrifices to be offered for the life of the king, in Ezra G 8 f: 
i t  is a grant of all the temple expenses. In  2 16-30 [15-26] the 
relative value of the two texts is not so clear ; the superscripticn 
and exordium of the letter, as also the names, come down to 
us better in I Esd. ; on the other band, the rest of the passage 
shows many misunderstandings. 

This varying quality of the text excludes the supposi- 
tion that the Greek version can have been produccd czcs 
eine7n Guss. It thus becomes necessary to treat it as a 
compilation and to analyse it as such into its component 
parts :- 

I. Ch. 3 1-5 3 relating to the pages' competition, is an inde- 
pendent piece df narrative that IS also found standing by  itself 
in a MS of the Vg. (Eerger Hisf. de la Vulgate, '93, p. 97, 
n. 5). To all appearance th:s piece is itself also a composite 
production, the mise of truth being an addition. The whole 
seems to  have {=en originally written in Greek, and shows 
affinity with the epistle of Aristeas (Ew.Hist. 5r65); the writer 
appears to have knowledge of the court history of Persia 
( 4 2 9 8 ) .  The hero of the story (6 V W V ~ V K W ,  458) was not 
originally Zeruhhabel. 

Fragment of an Aramaic his- 
torical writing (the parallel portions of Ezra are written in 
Aramaic). It is worthy of notice that Jos. Ant. xi. 4 9  intro- 
duces immediately after our 7 15 an expansion in which Samaritan 
intrigues are described. This leads to  the inference that 
something of the same kind must hare fallen out betwecn 8 
and 2 15-26. The Greek translation of this Aramaic fragmrnt 
here goes back perhaps to a better text recension than we have 
in the case of the canonical Ezra. 

3. Ch. BJ is from the Ezra document (=Ezra 7-10 Neh. 7 73 
8 18). What the present writer thinks of that document is es- 
pressed elsewhere (see EZRA, P 5); he now speaks only of thc 
text of the Greek Ezra. which here seems to rest upon a different 
Hebrew text from M T ;  observe the designation of Ezra as tcp& 
K ~ L  I v a y v r j c ~ q s  70; v6p,ou (apart from 6325 [A] where he 
i s  ypappa~ev's as in the Chronicler) a s  compared with the 
aja; nisn 'p, 1sD of MT ; the connection of 9 3 j - f .  with 
9 36 ; thg name Theras (641) ; and the like. 

4. 2 1-15 5 7-73 7 2-4 6-15. Sections taken from the Chronicler. 
5. Ch. 1 is a defective, and in many places, incorrect transla- 

tion of the Hebrew of z Ch. 353, Esd. B havingbeen a t  the same 
time before the translator. Of this, a s  well as of the hurried 
manner of this translator, we have a specially instructive illus- 
tration in 123  [ z r ] J ,  which has been condensed froni 2 Ch. 
35 rgu-igd l5 (notice also the confusion in w. 24). 

Our book, then, we may venture to suppose, arose 
somewhat as follows :- 

( a )  In  the first place an Egyptian Jew combined the 
story of 3 1-5 3 with the Aramaic fi-agnient 6 1-7 15 . . . 
216-30a which he translated into Greek. He made the 
storyrefer to Zerubbabel (413 56) ,  and after 53 interpo- 
lated a section which has reached us only in a mutilated 
form (some words have also fallen out before Zerubbabel 
in w. 5). It contained originally the names (the names, 
be it observed ; not the numbers) of the heads of families 
of the returning exiles, especially of their leaders. 

(6) Next, a later writer, whose readers were acquainted 

2. 61-715 216-3oa [15-26a]. 
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with the first collection or composition (u), just spoken 
of, addressed himself, with the entire work of the  
Chronicler before him, to the task of translating that 
portion of Ch. which we now know as the book of Ezra. 

He began with 2 1-15, and in order to explain Zerubbabel’s 
petition to Daiius for the restoration of the temple (notwith- 
standing the edict of Cyrns), transferred 2 16-30 from its later 
position in the hook to its present place the result being that 
what had originally followed 715 was 10s;. in the further course 
of his translating he introduced into ’his work from the 
Chronicler, all that he did not already find in Lis original. 
Finally chap. 1 came to he prefixed ; perhaps it owes its position 
here to a mere oversight (similar to that which has placed I Ch. 
3622 f: at  the end of Ch.+possibly remaining attached to 
I Esd. when that book was transferred from its connection in a 
(bad) Greek translation of Ch.-Ezra-Neh., to find admission into 
the present Greek canon. 

The purpose of the book has been estimated variously, 
and indeed, in the case of so complex a compilation, is 

The subscription 
of Vetns Itala--‘ de Templi Restitntione’ 

7. Purpose. difficult to determine. 

-is appropriate enough : in point of fact, the various 
restorations of the Jewish worship and religious organi- 
sation under Josiah, Zerubbabel, and Ezra are substan- 
tially the theme of the book. The political interest is in 
the background : the rebuilding of the wall becomes a 
rebuilding of the temple ; the restitution of the sacred 
vessels, the cleansing of the congregation, the regulation 
of the religions festivals figure as the main things. The 
book, accordingly, in its present form, bears throughout 
the impress of the religious and ecclesiastical temper 
which characterised the Jewish people of the late post- 
exilic period ; and this becomes all the clearer by com- 
parison with the history we find in Josephus. Perhaps 
the Greek-reading public for whom the work was 
published included others besides Jews. Note the 
remarks in 8 3  939 and compare also 23 (6 d p r o s  T O O  
’Iupa+h, Klipros 6 8$ruros ; also 946) ; the same thing is 
suggested by the good Greek style, which is much 
superior to that of Esd. B. At the same time we are 
hardly inclined to think that the book, either as a whole 
o r  in any of its parts, was designed to influence any 
Gentile power in favour of the Jews1 It  is enough to 
suppose a purely historical intention--that the book is 
designed to set forth, for the benefit of readers who 
have received a Grecian education, the restoration of 
the post-exilic Jewish community. 

(Cp Bertholdt, Einl. 3 1011 (‘rz-’xg), in whoseview the purpose 
was to compile from older works a history of the temple from 
the time when its regular services ceased down to its rebuilding 
and  the re-establishment of the ritual.) 

As we now have it, the book is full of repetitions, 
The reDeated narratives of errors. and inconsistencies. 

8, Historical opposition offered to the building of the 
temple (2163, 566-73, 6)  cannot all of 
them be historical : 566-73 leaves the im- value, 

pression of being an imitation of pure fiction ; 2 1 6 3  
,dealt originally with the building of the wall but was 
made by the compiler to refer to the building of the 
temple ; ch. 6 on the other hand speaks from the outset 
of the building of the temple. The list of positive errors 
would be long. 

Take as examples 125 [ZJ (Pharaoh for Pharaoh-Necho) 1 4 
[3z](Jechoniah for Joahaz), 135 [33] (Israel): 152 [4g](j3a&&j; 
2 16 [IS] (oyr, 5 ~ 1  as a name); 5 40 (Nehemiah and Attharias), 
573 [701 (two years until the reign of Darius), 74 (Artaxerxes); 
7 15 (King of the Assyrians) ; 9 40 49 (Ezra a high priest) ; 9 49 
(Attharates as a proper name). 

Of these errors some are to be charged to the 
Chronicler, others to the latest compiler. Finally, the 
chronological scheme is quite wrong. Artaxerxes is 
placed before Darius (but contrast 7 4  BBA) ; Zerubbabel 
returns, according to the connection in ch. 5, under 
Darius (cp EZRA-NEHEMIAH, $$ 7) ; but, according to 
the original scheme of 5 7 z ,  which also reappears in 
w. 71 73, under Cyrns. Thus the narrative actually 
proceeds backwards ; 2 15-26 happens under Artaxerxes, 
3 f .  under Darius, 5 7 8  under Cynis. Manifold were the 
attempts to introduce order into this chaos. Josephus 

1 So Ew. Hist. 5 165, Bissell, Comm. 63, Lupton, Comw. IO 
(see $ 13, ‘Literature’). 
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makes out the Artaxerxes of 216 to be Cambyses, re- 
presents Zerubbabel as having returned to the court 
of Darius after having come up to Jerusalem in the 
reign of Cyrus, adds Darius to Cyrus in 5 7’ and makes 
the special point of the complaint of Sisinnes to be that 
the temple buildings were assuming too large dimen- 
sions. Howorth (Acnd. 173) seeks to remedy matters 
by substituting Darius Nothns (423-404) for Darius 
Hystaspis. The view of the origin of the book set 
forth in the preceding paragraphs adequately explains 
the contradictions: the compiler, as we have seen, 
introduced between 2 15 [14] and 3 I, the incident of the 
interruption of the building of the temple (the wall) 
under Artaxerxes in order to supply a motive for 
Zerubbabel’s petition to Darins ; and, the story of 3 f .  
having once broken the true historical connection, it 
became necessary to transfer to Darius’s time events 
which in the document before the compiler were brought 
into the reign of Cyrus (57-73). 

I t  is our duty as critics to distinguish between the 
historical value of the original elements and that of the 
present compilation. As it stands, the compilation 
bears the impress of the genuine Jewish spirit, which, 
without any feeling for history, writes stories for the 
honour and glory of Judaism, and regards the kings of 
the alien world-power purely as instruments for bringing 
to realisation the greatness of Israel. On the other 
hand, in the opinion of the present writer, the Aramaic 
source of ch. 6 is entitled to be regarded as historical ; 
also what we read in 2 1 6 3  of the interruption of the 
building of the wall, even if we cannot be sure under 
whose reign it occurred. Chap. 3f., however, have of 
conrse no similar claim to our respect. Cp EZRA- 
NEHEMIAH. 

In praise of the text of I Esd. as an aid to the student 
of the MT, enough has been said elsewhere (EZKA- 
9. value for NEHEMIAH, 5 I). It is of its usefulness 

for literary criticism that we have to speak 
here supplementing the article already 

The question to be raised 
is this, How did Neh. 11-772 come to be interpolated 
between Ezra 10 44 and Neh. 773 (or conversely Neh. 
7 73-1039, which plainly belongs to the Ezra-document, 
between Neh. 772 and 11) whilst yet, in I Esd., 937 (=  
Neh. 773) follows 936 (=Ezra lo++)? It  should be 
borne in mind that I Esd. 937 is plainly out of place 
in its present position, and that 937J corresponds ex- 
actly to 546f. (Neh. 773J to Ezra270J). To sup- 
plement EZRA-NEHEMIAH ($5 8, 15), we may suggest 
that what happened may have been somewhat like this. 

The lists as well as the accounts of the contributions to the 
building and of the settlement are in their original place in Ezra 2 
(=1 Esd. 5) perhaps taken from a source that lay hefore the 
Chronicler; Neh. 7 5 suggested to the Chronicler the idea of 
bringing forward the lists again, and accordingly he introduces 
them at  7 6  along with 7 70-73’Ezra 2 68-70. Further, the original 
Nehemiah-document,(see EZnA ii., $ 6) contained an account 
of the popular assembly in Jerusalem (75), of which traces still 
survive in I Esd. 949(Attharates [see TIRSHATHA] the speaker 1) 
951J 54; but the Chronicler had before him only fragments 
of this, and accordingly he substituted, from the Ezra-document, 
the account of the assembly for the reading of the law, worked 
over by himself and prefaced with the words Y,??;! d!h;l Y!:!. 
Thus the narrative came to disappear from its original place 
in the Ezra-document (let us say before Ezra9 I = I Esd. 6 68). 
Everything else (Neh. 8 13-10 36) is embellishment by the 
Chronicler and is to some extent parallel with Ezra 8 35-10 44 
(= T Esd. 65-9 36). Later still Ezra3 I ( = I  Esd. 547), which 
has nothing to do with its present connection, was introduced 
from Neh. 7736, SI ,  in order to bring Ezra 268 and Neh. 
7 7 0 s  into complete correspondence with each other. When, 
finally, I Esd. came to be completed in agreement with the 
work of the Chronicler and translated (see above, B 6 end) 
the translator added after I Esd. 9 36 from Neh. 8 ever;thini 
relating to Ezra that he found in that work. 

The style of the book is genuinely Greek ; fluent and 
lo. Style. easy, it betrays none of 6 ’ s  slavish depend- 

Perhaps the elegance 

1 Note that the name ‘Zerubbabel’ in 618 must be due to the 
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Dahnel  points to the use of 6 ;+nos as  a Divine name-a 

feature by which I Esd. (2 3 6 31 E301 8 19 21 9 46) is distinguished 
from the Hebrew-as an example of its Hellenistic habit of 
thought. Note also the 6 &$iuros Bsbs ua8aoB of 946  @ A ;  
and on the worship of 6% ~;$LUTOS and of uapa<Los-uapawB see 
TLZ,  '97, p. 506. 

(a) Text andBxegesis: Ball notes to I Esd. in The Vuriorwn 
Apocrypha: Guthe, translation in Kau. Apokr., 98 ; Fritzsche 

in KGH, '51.  Bissell in I.ange-Schaff's 
13. Literature. Conznr. '80 (rephnt from BibL Sacr. 209-228 

r771) ; Lupton in Speaker's Commentary: 
'83. Zlickler in KGK, '91 : Reuss, Das A Tubersetzf, eingefeitet 
a<. h i r r t e r t ,  436-40 6417 8 cgz-'94). (6) Introdrrction, etc. I 
Trendelenhurg, ' Apocr. Esra ' in Eichhorn's Allgenz. Bidl. der 
biM. L i f t .  178-232 (1787)' Dahne Geschichtliche Darstelfwzgder 
&f. -alex. I~eligionsph~Zosophi~ 2 I 15 - 125 ('34) ' Treuenfels 
' Ueber das apocr. Buch Esra,' in Fiirst's Litier&hfatt de; 

P. v. 
EZRAH (il?lp) I Ch. 417 RV, AV EZRA. See EZER 

(ii., I). 
EZRAHITE ('n-114, a patronymic, meaning descend- 

ant of ZERAH [q.v., I]), an epithet applied to ETHAN 

(q."., I) in I K. 4 3 1  [5111 ( O  ZAPEITHC P I ,  o ~ Z P A -  
H ~ I T H C  [A], o I C P A H ~ I T H C  ELI) Ps.89 title; and to 
HEMAN ( Y . v . )  in PS. 88 htle (0 ICpAHh[€] lTHC 

[BAKRT]. Pesh. in K. has L s d ~ w  'of eastern 
origin. ' 

EPLI (?IS! '[YahwB is] my help ' ;  ECAPEI [B], 
e z p ~ l  [AL]), b. Chelub, according to the Chronicler 
the overseer of tillage in David's time ( I  Ch. 2726 ) .  

EZRIL (ezp[e]lA [BA]) 1 Esd.934 RV=EzralOqr 
AZAREEL, 5. 

of its Greek was one of the reasons Josephus had for 
using I Esd. 

Eichhorn (EinZ. 346, t'g51) detects in its style a likenesq to the 
style of Symmachns : Gwynn (Dicf .  CAY. B iop .  S.V. Theo- 
dotion,' 977) calls attention to its similarity to th& of Daniel in 
@, which suggests (cp Thackeray, Hastings' DB, 761) that both 
.I Esd. and Dan. (LXX) may he renderings by the same hand. 
Sometimes the translator finds himself unahle to make anything 
of his Aramaic original ; see, for example, 6 4 (mi T6Ma wa'ura), 
220 6 24, and so forth. 

As regards the date of the compilation all that can be 
said is that the book in its present form, or perhaps 
ll. Date. still without ch. 1, was already in the hands 

of Josephus (100 A.D.) .  The affinities 
between I Esd. 3 I 8 and Esther 11-3,  as also between 
I Esd. and Dan. (LXX). give our nearest indications 

-for any approximate determination of date. 
Theview of Lupton (Comm. 17-14) that the book was designed 

to prepare the way for the building of the temple of Onias for 
the Jews of Alexandria (170 B.c.) is insufficiently supported. 

The place of composition of the book, or of its 
,constituent Dortions. is not known. There is at Dresent 
12. Place. a disposition to assume an Egyptian author- 

The mention of cis .;lv edhauuav nheiv Kak noiapotk in 4 23. 
and the use of the exoression Evnoia (or K o h  Zvoia) K a i  @orvLn 

ship (cp Lupton, 108)). 
, ,  I 

for ?I!l)-l?t may be noticed (cp CCELESVRIA). 
The most important point to be considered is whether 

3 3  betokens contact with the religious philosophy of 
Alexandria. Such a contact certainly is disclosed in 
the praise of truth. 

See especially the personification in 438-40, where we read that 
while all else perishes Truth lives and conquers for evermore. 
With her there is no iartiality in accepting of persons ; all else 

'is unrighteous, but in her and herjudgments there is never any 
wrong; and all men who do well like her works. Hers is the 
strength and the sovereignty and the power and the majesty of 
all ages (Mt. 6 13 RVmg.). 

Even granting the Alexandrian origin of this section, 
however, especially if it be only a later addition, we are 
still very largely in ignorance of the origin of the work 
as a whole. 

FAIR-HAVENS (Acts278 : €1) ~ 6 r r o u  T L V Z L  K U X O ~ ~ ~ E U O V  
KaXobs Arp5as [Ti. WH]), at some point on the S. 

:.shore of Crete near Lasea. Paul's ship was detained 
l here for some time, owing apparently to continued NW 
 winds. Precisely according with this is the situation of 
the small port still known as the Fair Havens ('s robs 
KaXoh ArpeGvas), two hours W. of C. Leonda. It is 

.open to the east but protected from SW. winds by two 
.rocky islets. The coast projects W. in C. Lithinos 
or C. Matala (anc. Lissen or Lisses ; Arau?jv, Str. 479), 

. and then bends N. for mary miles. The vessel would 
' therefore be compelled to wait at Kahol Atpdves for a 
. change of wind to enable her to get round the point. 
This small anchorage, however, might well be regarded 

-a s  not commodious to winter in.' Hence the attempt 
to work to Phenice. Paul himself was averse from 
taking the risks of a passage across the Gulf of Messara, 
and the event proved that his caution was sound (v .  IO, 

' where TBV rho% signifies, not the entire voyage, but 
the crossing from Fair Havens to Phenice), 

(See Pococke, 2 250 ; Bursian Geop'. v. Gnkch. 2 566 ; Jas. 
:Smith Voyage andShipwreck 0)s. Paul(*), 82f:, with view and 
charts(; cp Spratt, Trave& and Reseurches in Crete, vol. ii. 

frontis. and p. I& 
FAIRS (P'!hlP) Ezek. 2712 etc. AV, RV ' wares.' 

FAITH. (a) 'Faith' (LXX and NT TTICTIC) in the 

W. J. W. 

, See TRADE AND COMMERCE. 

' sense of ' good faith ' or ' faithfulness ' occurs in the E\' of 0 

Dt. 3220 ()lDR, 'ZmmQn) Mt. 2 3 2 3  Rom. 
3 3 Gal. 5 22 (RV faithfulness ' ) I Tim. 

Of the term* l s r o  27 zTim. 222 3 10 47 Tit. 210 
*(EV 'fidelity') Rev. 2 ;9  1310. W e  must not add 
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Hab. 2 4 ,  because the translators have here evidently 
been influenced by the Pauline use of the words (see 
below, § 4). Nor need we deny that in some of these 
passages faithfulness to God is included; all that has 
to be emphasised is that ' faithfulness' (cp TRUTH) 
is used as a general term without exclusive refer- 
ence either to God or to man as its object. So, 
too, in Ecclus. 46 15, 6v riarsr ah03 means ' b y  his 
honesty,' or ' by his veracity' ; the Hebrew text no 
doubt had in3qnN3, though the 2 alone is now legible in 
the Oxford fragment. 

( b )  Of the term 'faith' with exclusive reference to 
God-ie., trust or belief, ' the subjective condition of 
salvation' (H. Schultz; cp I Pet. l;), no example can 
be cited from the OT. The famous passage, Hab. 2 4 ,  
should probably be rendered ' but the righteous-by 
his faithfulness will he remain alive.' There is nothing 
in the context to prove that a p ~ ,  'Zrninlindh, here means 
faithful performance of promises made to God ; elsewhere 
the test of righteousness is the faithful performance of 
moral duties towards fellow- Israelites or fellow -men 
(see Jer. 5 2 ) .  Delitzsch, who, in deference to tradition, 
retains the rendering, ' by his faith will he live,' fully 
admits that ? ~ p ? ~ u  has a passive, not an active, sense, 
and that the fork  has nothing to do with I'M;, hflrniiz, 
' to believe. 

the active sense. 
I t  is true, however, that Jewish and Christian tradition favour 

The Gk. Vss. render by Iriuris-the L X X  

1 Gesch. Daysfell., etc., 1 2 0 5  (see 0 13) 
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strangely ;K ~ i m &  pou; l  ilIoses and David I$imhi gloss 
n i i m  by ]in$?, diff.i@n, 'trust.' 

In fact, there is no word equivalent to ' faith ' in the 
active sense in biblical Hebrew : Talmudic Hebrew has 
~~nun 'o ( f romjp .o=i '~g ,  ' t o  believe') and n p ~  On the 
other hand, p:, ' to believe,' followed by m n r ~  (liter- 
ally ' in YahwB') is of frequent occurrence. A notable 
pssage  is Gen. 156,% where E V  gives, 'and he believed 
111 the LORD ; and he [YahwB] counted it to him for 
righteousness.' The idiom rendered ' he believed in' 
(? Imm) is a very striking one ; the belief intended is, 
not merely a crediting of a testimony concerning a 
person or a thing (this would be expressed by $]*ma),  
biit a laying firm hold morally on a person or a thing, 
without the help of any intermediate agency (cp the 
phrase, ' t o  cleave to YahwB,' '91 pi, Dt. 1020 1122, 
etc.). Abraham has a sure confidence in God that, in 
spite of natural conditions, he'will give him a son as 
an heir, and Yahwk reckons this as righteousness, 
because the first obligation of the truly righteous niaii 
is to trust God. 

Thisrelation oftrust torighteousness is specially Deuteronomic; 
trust or belief is obedience; both $ ) 'DM and ?] 'ma are found 
(see Dt. 923 132). 

Though, however, the phrase, ' to believe (in) God,' 
occurs only once in the story of Abraham, the idea of 
the phrase pervades the narrative. Abraham is the 
hero of faith (see Heb. 118-12, and ABRAHAM, 2 ) .  

It is this that made his life so precious to pious 
Jews, for faith, they knew, was the quality which alone 
could prescrve them as a people, and of faith they 
hnd a perfect example in Abraham (cp Gal. 3 9 ) ,  whose 
spirit, unlike that of his descendants (Ps. 788), was 
' constant ' or ' steadfast ' towards God. The idea 
must surely have been derived from some great religious 
teacher ; was it perhaps Isaiah? Such is Duhm's 
opinion. According to him, the supreme importance 
of believing in God was first expressed by Isaiah in his 
interview with Ahaz, when he said, ' If ye take not hold 
[of God], ye shall not keep hold [of your life] ; ' d i  ny 
umn d i  '? rmsn  (Is. 79). Again, in zCh.  2020 the 
Chronicler puts these deeply-felt words into the mouth 
of King Jehoshaphat, 'Hear  me, 0 Judah, and ye 
inhabitants of Jerusalem ; take hold of Yahwi: your 
God,3 so shall ye keep hold (of your life); take hold 
of his prophets, so shall ye prosper.' The Psalmists, 
too, use the phrase, though not very frequently (Ps. 
782232 1061224 11966), and it so happens that the 
only passage of the Psalter quoted by Paul to illustrate 
the importance of faith ( ~ U T L S )  is Ps. 11610, of which 
he adopts e's version, Q B ~ U T E U U ~  arb 6hdhvua, which 
cannot represent the right text.' 

The Second Gospel surprises us by the statement that 
the first sermons of Jesus contained the exhortation, 
2. Its usB ' believe in (rriu.relisTe 8v) the Gospel '(MIL 
by the 1 1 5 ) .  The phrase ?rcu.rdsiu 8v (a I -o~n)  is 

Jn. 3 15 Eph. 113 have indeed been referred to as 
containing it ; but the reference implies an interpretation which 
is certainly not to be preferred (see RV). In Gal. 326, however, 
and in I Tim. 3 13 we have t$e phrase [$I a b n s  [+] ;u XprrrrG 
'11~03, 'faith in Christ Jesus. 

Possibly ' in (Gv) the gospel' was not in MIL'S original 
source ; this writer often introduces superfluous 
words from an excessive striving after clearness. 

1 Bishop Lightfoot (GnZatinns(2), I 54) conjectures that the 
translator may have meant this to he understood, 'by faith in 
me ' ; but surely ' n l l ~ ~ ,  most naturally means, 'by my fidelity 
to my promise' (cp PsiF033 [341&:), and 2% rrlur& pow can 
certainly mean this. ightfoot himself quotes nom. 33, T+J 
TiUT'V 7073 060s .  

believe in the LORD your &d,' 
but, 'believe his prophets,' though the Hebrew idiom i b  the same 
in both cases. 
4 I t  is true, MT is as corrupt as the text presupposed by Q 

{see Che. Ps.(%i). 

Synoptists.unique in the NT. 

2 Usually assigned to J or J? (but see Holz. E i d  95). 
3 EV inconsistently renders, 
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' Repent and believe' would be quite sufficient (for 
the absolute use of m u ~ ~ t k i v ,  see Mk. 942 1532 Lk. 

Certainly the statement in Mk. 115 may be well 
ounded so far as ' Licicve ' is concerned. It is credible 
:hat Jesus used the words ' believe,' ' faith,' very early 
11 his ministry, and that he quickly drew the eyes of 
nen upon himself, without having occasion to use the 
,vords ' Believe in me.' He spoke < a s  one having 
mthority ' (Mt. 7 29 Mk. 1 z z ) ,  and such an one produces 
Bith in himself without having occasion to ask for it. 
[n the Sermon on the Mount (Mt. 630) we meet with 
.he phrase dXry l? r ru~o i ,  'men of little faith,' which 
s not classical Greek ; it is equivalent to the 
Talmudic phrase a p ~  v q  'small in faith.' After 
the 'rebuke' of the wind and the waves Jesus said 
{Mk. 440 tells us), ' W h y  are ye fearful? have ye not 
yet faith ? ' Again, in the narrative of the healing of the 
2entnrion's servant we read of Jesus expressing surprise 
It the centurion's faith, which exceeded any faith that 
he had as yet found among Israelites (Mt. 810). The 
scarcity of 'faith'  in his native district was such that 
he 'did not many mighty works there' (Mt. 1353), and 
to his own disciples he had to give the exhortation, 
' Have faith in God' ( Z X E T ~  rrtunv BE&),  Mk. 1122, 
whilst they on their side had to ask for help against 
inbelief (Mk. 9 2 4  ; cp Lk. l'is)--i.e., for his efficacious. 
ntercessory prayers (Lk. 2232). This all-important 
3ossession-what is it ? 

12. ) 

'Di', huon Cristiano, fatti manifesto; 

[t is not an intellectual assent and consent to dogmatic 
lccrees ; it needs not ' proofs physic and metaphysic,' 
lor phraseological suggestions ' rained ' throughout the 
Scriptures. It is the assent and consent of the human 
?ersonality-the recognition ' with heart, and mind, and 
soul, and strength' of the truth that God is not only 
'King  of Israel,' and therefore of each Israelite, but 
ilso de jure sovereign of the world which he made, 
and that anything necessary for the establishment of 
his sovereignty de facto over the world and its in- 
liabitants will be granted to those of the true Israel 
who ask it. Not only if the opposition of heathen 
rulers require signs and wonders in order that it may 
be quelled ( '  Re thou removed, 0 mountain ')! but if it 
be necessary for the production in any irdkurlzinl of a 
filial feeling towards God, the sickness which oppresses, 
or the physical danger which threatens that individuaI 
will be removed, if he ask for this in 'faith.' For 
himself, Jesus demands unconditional trust ; for God, 
he requires undoubting belief or ' faith.' 

The distinction' is not an idle one. In  the Psalms, 
' trust' is the characteristic attitude of the soul towards 
God. When, however, the Son had come, some new 
phrase, or at any rate some old phrase which could be 
invested with a new dignity, seemed to be required to  
express the joyous and undoubting confidence which 
Jesus sought to cultivate in his disciples; that phrase 
was 'faith.' For himself, as we have seen, he asked 
not faith, but trust ; the distinction can, however, best 
be expressed in German, One has Vert>-men on God, 
Zztnzuen to Jesus ' (Holtzmann). Jesus is one ' greater 
than the prophets ' ; in teaching his disciples how to  
pray, he implies that though they are his brethren, h e  
is in a fuller sense ' Son of God ' than they are. They 
must therefore trust him, see with his eyes, hear with 
his ears ; then they will believe in God as he does, and 
be able to do the wonderful things which he hinisclf, 
in the service of the kingdom, is enabled to do. 

In the Fourth Gospel the noun ( d u m  : eight times 
in Mt., five in Mk., eleven in Lk . , )  does not occur 
once. The verb, ( T ~ U T E ~ )  occurs ninety-nine times, and 
niight therefore be expected to convey a prominent 

1 Dante Pnrndiso 2452. 
2 ' Anc; la verith :he quinci piowe,' etc. (PararElio, 2413jJ ; 

E'edeche&?'l 

cp I. 91). 
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FALCON 
idea of the evangelist. 
to be the case. 

Such, however, cannot be said 
' To know God ' is, in this Gospel, a 

FAMILY 
FAMILIAR SPIRIT (IjK), Lev. 20 27. See DIVINA- 

TION, 4 (ii.). 

FAMILY 
Importance ($ 1 3 ) .  
The woman ($8 3-6). 
The child ($ 7 ~ 3 .  

Birth (0s 9-11). 
Parental authority, etc. ($ 1.3). 
Adoption (8 14). 

Literature (8 15). 

[The present article is introductory. Affinity, 
whether by marriage (this is the special sensc in 
which the word occurs in EV of I I<. 3 I z Ch. 18 I 
Ezra 914) or by blood, and the terms expressing 
relatioiiship, will be considered under KINSHIP. The 
range of subjects covered by the word 'family' is too 
large to be treated in a single article.] 

The importance of the family in ancient Israel is 
apparent from the nature of the social conditions then 

3. In the much deeper and fuller idea than ' to believe 
fourth in (?rim. CIS)  God,' or ' in  the Son.' The 

best spiritual blessings can be had now; 
' belief' in the God who will shortly redeem 

Israel gives place to joyous, personal communion with 
the God who has redeemed his own from the power ofevil 
by manifesting himself to them ; such persons ' know ' 
God. ' Believing ' is no doubt a necessary prc-requisite 
of knowledge. Those who do not believe have had 
their sentence already (487 K ~ K P L T U L ,  Ju. 318), because 
they do not receive the testimony of Jesus. If there are 
those who cannot believe-Le., who have no spiritual 
susceptibility-it is because a demoniacal power ( ' the 
prince of this world ' ) has blinded them (Jn. 1239f:), or 
bccause they are entirely absorbed in giving and receiving 
honour as members of a close corporation, the existence 
of which is imperilled by the claims of Jesus (Jn. 544). 
Cp GNOSIS, § 2, TRUTH. 

Paul's conception of faith needs to be considered in 
connection with his own inward personal history, and in 
4. In other NT combination with his conception of 

writings. RIGHTEOUSNESS [q.v.]. The 'faith' 
of the Epistle of Tames is also excluded 

from consideration here, -because -it is neither clear nor 
homogeneous. So  much, however, may be suggested, 
that the view of the intention of Jas. 2 14-26 sometimes 
put forward-viz., that the author is controverting a 
prevalent misuse of Paul's doctrine of faith-is possible 
only if the work belongs to the post-apostolic age1 
icp JAMES, EPISTLE OF). 

The idea of faith in the Epistle to the Hebrews is not 
open to the same objection. It is neither mystical nor 
metaphysical : but it satisfies the fundamental require- 
ments of spiritual religion. ' Faith ' is obedience, just 
as unbelief is equivalent to disobedience (Heb. 3 r 8 f . )  
hence, 'without faith it is impossible to please God 
(Heb. 116).  I t  is brightened, however, by a strong tinge 
of hope (cp Ecclus. 49 IO, 6v dum1 PhdGos 2, ; faith, like 
hope (Heb. 619), is an anchor of the soul ; it enables 
a man to move about while on earth as if already in 
the heavenly Jerusalem (Heb. 1222). Hence the 
heavenly-minded writer of the great eulogy of faith 
in this epistle (Heb. 111-122) defines it as ' the firm 
expectation (Jrr&nauts) of things hoped for, the con- 
viction (&-yxos)of things not seen': Dante's 'syllogisms' 
(Parad. 2494) are not needed here. I t  is true, however, 
that in the Pastoral Epistles and in Jude3 we find 
traces of a nascent conception of faith which ultimately 
took full form in the theology of the old Catholic 
Church. 

Besides the numerous works on the teaching of the different 
hooks of the NT,  see Schlatter, Der G l a d e  im NTP) ['95] (note 
especially the discussion of the OT conceptions 'imfth and 
'&minrih and their Aramaic equivalents, and of the linguistic 
usage of Greek philosophers, historians, and jurists) ; also 
Lightfoot GaZaiiansP), 152-156 ; Hatch, BiUical Greek, 83-88. 

On the'different views of faith in the Pauline Ep and in 
James respectively, see von Soden, JPT, '84, p. 1 3 7 2 ;  Holtz- 
mann, NI' Tlreol. 2 3 3 0 s  

FALCON (3:K ; d L ' K T L S ;  in Job, y6p), Lev. 11 14 
Dt. 14  13 RV (AV 'kite '), Job 28 7 RV (AV ' vulture '). 
The only clue to the identification of the Ayynlz is the 
keenness of sight alluded to in Job (Z.C.). The refer- 
ence might therefore be to the Mihus ictinus (Tristram ; 
see KITE). Of the genus FaZco, however, nine species 
are enumerated in Palestine. 

T. K. C. 

FALLOW-DEER (VD,?:, Dt. 1 4 5  P O ~ P U X O S  [AFL ; 
B om.], I K. 4 2 3  [53]  [@ om.]?), RV ROEBUCK 

iP."., 4). 

1 So H. von Soden, HC iii. 6. 176;  Holtzmann, Neuiest. 

2 It is not clear, however what the Hebrew equivalent of this 
Thi Hebrew text is defective ; the word 

3 Cp PASTORAL EPISTLES ; JUDE, EPISTLE OF. 

Thenl. 2 337. 

phrase can have been. 
for T ~ U T L F  does not seem to have been ~>>DN.  
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_ _  
1. Importance. prevailing, which are discussed with 

some detail elsewhere (see GOVERN- 
MENT,  § 3 $). Other factors no doubt 'there were i n  
the tribal constitution of the oldest period with which 
the OT deals ; but none of them played a larger part 
than the family. Indeed, the clan and the tribe were 
regarded by the Hebrews themselves simply as extensions 
of the family, which thus had a special prominence 
given to it. By it, right and wrong are determined; 
it makes law, administers justice (see LAW AND JUSTICE, 
15 I ,  8 ) ,  and maintains divine worship (see below, § 2). 
All public affairs are, up to a certain point, family 
matters ; they are regulated by the ' elders,' the heads 
of families and clans. This condition of things con- 
tinued long after the settlement in Canaan. 

The importance of the family in ancient Israel was 
partly due, further, to the fact that in those days it was 

What has to be 
religion. said of the tribe (see GOVERNMENT, 8) 

holds good also of the family, and of the 
family in the first instance,-viz., that community of 
worship is the bond which keeps the family and the 
clan together. 

The same thing was true of various Indo-Germanic peoples 
notably the Greeks and the Romans. There too the family w d  
the oldest society of worship. The house-father was in primitive 
h i e s  the priest who had charge of the relations between the 
members of the household and the god. The right of sacrificing, 
in particular was his alone. This is clearly shown in the case 
of the Israeliie house-father, in the Passover ritual (Ex. 12 13 83). 
The transference of the designation 'father' to the priest in thls 
connection is also worth noting. Accordingly, within historical 
time in Israel we still find clans celebrating special sacrificial 
feasts of their own, feasts that had an important place in the 
social scheme. The members of the family were under the 
strictest obligation to assemble at  the family sanctuary (I S. 
2029 )-an obligation which clearly points to an original family 
cultus(see FEASTS, 0 I). The same familycharacter shows itself 
in the social position of the slave. H e  is a member of the 
family; hut he becomes so (and shows that he is so) by joining; 
in the family worship. 
(Gen. 24 12). Foreign slaves are received into the religious 
fellowship of the house by the rite of circnmcision-an ancient 
custom although no direct precept relating to it that has 
come down is of earlier date than P (see CIRCUMCISION, 6: 3). 
Lastly, reference may be made to all the indications from 
various sources which make it probable that, until ne11 within 
historical times, ancestor-worship was practised, and that this 
worship may therefore be regarded as representing one of the 
earlier intermediate stages of Israelitic religion. Ancestor- 
worship it need hardly he said is a family worship. How 
profounh was the influence of this family character of religion 
upon the family life will appear from the details which have 
been preserved. 

woman. 

2. Place in a society of worship. 

Eliezer prays to ' the  god of his master 

See further ESCHATOLOGV, 0 2-15 
The family takes its character from the position of 

As to this nothing could be more instructive 
than the form of speech in which the 

3' Marriage' husband is called 6ri'nZ, the wife 
6e"zihih: the man is the owner, the woman the chattel. 
Such at least was the custom as far back as our sources 
carry us (see, however, KINSHIP, 8). In accordance 
with the classification of Robertson Smith, this type of 
marriage and family is therefore usually spoken of now 
as b8aZ marriage. The married woman is completely 
under the power of her husband ; the husband has over 
her a proprietary right. Precisely similar is the form 
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FAMILY FAMILY 
of marriage that chiefly prevailed in old Arabia. The 
husband acquires his property by purchase. The 
m5hdr paid by the ancient Hebrews, as by the ancient 
Arabs, and by the Syrian fellahin of the present day, 
on betrothal, is simply the purchase-money paid to the 
former proprietor-the father or guardian (cp MAR- 
RIAGE, § I). With the payment of this purchase- 
money the marriage becomes legally valid, and all 
rights over the bride pass to the purchaser. 

This is seen most clearly in the terms of the law relating to 
the seduction of a betrothed virgin, that is, one who has alrcady 
been purchased by her future husband. The compensation to 
be paid was fixed exactly on the same scale as for a married 
woman (Dt. 22 233); looked at  from the present point of view 
i t  made no difference whether the marriage had been consum: 
mated or not ; the violation of the rights of private property 
was equally great in both cases. 

Originally, as Robertson Smith (Kin., 7 2 8 )  rightly 
observes, such a 6a'aZ marriage must have been a 
marriage by capture. Before a daughter of the tribe 
could be sold into such slavery, the slavery of woman 
must have become fixed as a firmly rooted usage in 
virtue of the established fact that ordinarily wives were 
obtained by plunder from abroad or as captives in war. 
Such women were of course, in the strictest sense, the 
property of the husband, the slaves of their master. 
W e  know that down to Mohammed's time marriage by 
capture was extremely prevalent ; and, as was only to 
be expected, we have clear traces that it was not 
unknown in ancient Israel. In this way, we are told, 
the Benjamites who had escaped extermination were 
provided with wives (Judg. 21). Here (the date of the 
narrative is immaterial) capture in war (v .  108) stands 
alongside of capture (in peace) at  the annual harvest 
festival at Shiloh (v. 1 9 8  ; cp DANCE, It is safe to 
infer that at the festival in question there survived 
ancient customs which owed their existence to a 
reminiscence of marriage by capture in the strict sense 
of the word. Such customs belong to the same 
category as those found among the Arabs, which plainly 
are designed, after the wife has ceased to be captured 
really, to represent the practice figuratively (see MAR- 
RIAGE, § 3). D, moreover (Dt. 21,mj?), has special 
regulations (whatever we may choose to make of them) 
as to the manner of entering into a valid marriage with 
a prisoner of war-regulations which certainly have 
relation to an ancient custom. By the fact of becoming 
the lawful married wife of her master, the captive 
woman passes into the ranks of the free women (as far 
as it is possible for any woman to be free ; see § 4) ; 
she is no longer liable to be sold as a slave by her 
master ; if he divorces her she becomes free. The rule 
of old Arabia was precisely similar. Obviously, 
however, a certain stigma attached to marriage by 
capture as soon as it had been supplanted in general 
usage by marriage (by purchase) with a tribeswoman. 
Laban reproaches Jacob for his stealthy flight on the 
ground that he had carried off his daughters with him 
as if they had been captives taken in war (Gen. 31 26). 

Though the wife at marriage passes into the power 
of her husband, her position is not otherwise changed- 

4, Legal at least for the worse-and accordingly 
The unmarried 

woman in the house of her parents, also woman' is under tutelage ; she is the property of 
her father or guardian. Amongst the Arabs, for 
example, her guardian can make her his wife or marry 
her to his sou without having to pay any mfihci?: In 
like manner, to take another instance, two fathers can 
exchange daughters as wives for their sons. 

The seduction of an unbetrothed virgin is from this point of 
view regarded as an injury to property, and, very significantly 
is dealt with by the law in that connection only. A virgin ik 
valued a t  a higher figure than a widow or a divorcee. The 
seducer has to pay to the father, as  compensation, the amonnt 
of m8hltlr which the father would otherwise have been entitled 
to a t  her marriage (Ex. 22 15 [16]). The father, however, is under 
no compulsion to give the girl in marriage to the seducer; 
otherwise the way to force a marriage would be only too plain. 
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position of she feels no degradation. 

Such an encroachment on his rights he is entitled to resist ; so 
also in old Arabia. 

Whilst thus treated as a valuable chattel, woman was 
not originally at all regarded from the point of view of 
working efficiency. The ancient Semites never appraised 
her SO low. Women were looked upon rather as 
potential mothers, destined to give the tribe the most 
priceless of all gifts-namely, sons. On the number of 
its spears depended in those primitive times the whole 
power and dignity of clan and tribe. Therefore it was 
that the tribe did not willingly allow its women to pass 
by marriage into another tribe so as to enrich it with 
children. Later, indeed, when a sedentary life had 
been adopted, views changed and at the present time 
what the fellahin grudge is the working efficiency which 
by marriage is transferred from their own to another 
family. 

The onesidedness of the marriage relation comes into 
5. Special prominence especially at three points : 

points. ( a )  where there is polygamy, (6) where there 
is divorce, and (c) where there is inheritance. 

( a )  In a condition of society where the husband is 
regarded as owner of the wife, naturally no limit is set 
to his powers of acquisition. H e  can own as many 
wives as his means allow him to purchase and maintain. 
H e  can also acquire secondary wives and make his 
female slaves his concubines at his pleasure. In this 
there is felt to be so little of reproach to the first legal 
wife that instances are not wanting in which she 
herself promotes the arrangement (as in the cases of 
Sarah, Leah, and Rachel). The great antiquity of 
this custom (and thus also of the patriarchal system, 
see KINSHIP, § 9) is shown by the fact that the word 
(22%) for a secondary wife is common to all the Semitic 
languages (see ADVERSARY). 

On the other hand the wife is very zealously guarded. 
Though she is hy no means shut up as  in the Islam of to-day 
the custom of veiling-which doubtless originated in the circld 
of ideas that we have been considering-is very ancient (Gen. 
24 65 20 25). Adultery is punished with death, and if the 
husband has suspicions he can subject his wife to the ordeal of 
jealousy (Nu. 5 11-30; see JEALOUSY, ORDEAL OF). Under 
such conditions the only case in which the husband can he guilty 
of adultery is when he seduces the wife of another man. Cp  
MARRIAGE, 4. 

(6) The right of divorce is equally onesided in favour 
of the man. I t  .is always in his power to forgo his 
rights of property and to send his wife back to her 
home, if only he is prepared at  the same time to send 
back the mfihir. The wife, on the other hand, has no 
means of obtaining a separation from her husband, or 
of forcing a divorce. 

(c) Neither the unmarried nor the married woman is 
capable of inheriting. In 6a'aZ marriages and under 
the patriarchal system the tendency to limit women's 
power of ownership and inheritance is easily intelligible. 
What belongs to the woman goes out of the family at  
her marriage. Thus in Israel daughters had no right 
of inheriting along with sons (see LAW AND JUSTICE, 
18), and women's right of property was confined to 

what they had received as a gift; the wife of good 
position retains at  her marriage (for example) the right 
to the female slaves who have been given to her as her 
personal attendants on leaving her father's house (Gem 
1 6 2 6  3049). Even these, however, in the last resort, 
rank as part of the husband's property disposable by 
inheritance. Numerous indications tend to show that 
in ancient Israel when a man died his womenkind 
passed to the heir in the same way as the rest of his 
property (cp MARRIAGE. 8). 

Strictly, however, this right of property over the 
wife is not a right over her person : it is a right to 
enjoy her society and have children by her. The 
husband cannot, for example, sell his wife (though he 
can sell his children) into slavery (Ex. 217). He 
cannot sell even the concubine whom he Has bought as 
a slave, or gained as a prize of war. Thus, even from 
a purely legal point of view, the position of a woman 
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who has become a wife of any sort differs from that of 
a mere slave. There are other aspects also in which 
she is by no means absolutely without resource against 
her husband ; she can always fall back on her blood- 
relations, who are ever ready-as they are also under 
obligation-to support her whenever she has just cause 
for complaint. Her position is, therefore, in the 
last resort, essentially dependent on the dignity and 
influence of her own family. This being so, it is easily 
intelligible why men were unwilling to let their daughters 
pass into the possession of a foreign tribe or (later) to a 
distant home, where they would, to a great extent, lose 
the protecting influence of their kin. Conversely, we 
meet in Arabian literature, on occasion, the exhortation 
not to marry too near one's own camp if one wishes to 
avoid the continual interference of one's wife's relations 

It would be a great mistake, then, to draw immediate 
conclusions as to the personal relations of the wife to 

6. Real her husband and household from the mere 
In the lower 

classes of society, no doubt, the lot of a 
wife may well have been hard on the whole, inasmuch 
as (just as among the bedouin and felkhin of to-day) 
upon her fell a very large share indeed of the most 
arduous labours of the domestic establishment-water- 
carrying, corn-grinding, baking and the like-besides, 
as far as circunistances allowed, field labour and the 
task of tending the flocks and herds. That she owed 
the master of the house unconditional obedience hardly 
needs to be said. This, however, held good of her 
sons as well. If we can draw any conclusion from 
what we read of the wives of the patriarchs we cannot 
regard the Hebrew wife as having been unduly sub- 
ordinate and dependent. 

According to custom and right she was entitled to claim her 
n. fely dues, her food and clothing, and general good treatment. 
Cises of cruelty to wives may be presumed to have occurred no 
oftener, if n o  seldomer, than they have always occurred in East 
and West.alike. Women of rank and wealth, who could have 
personal attendants of their own, had a much easier lot. It 
need hardly be added that the amount of influence the wife 
possessed in the household would always depend upon her own 
character and her attractions for her husband. As a consequence 
of the comparatively large amonnt of freedom enjoyed by the 
ITebrew girl, she never as a wife became the (intellectually and 
morally) stunted creature which is now the prevalent type of 
woman in Mohammedan towns. 

In  the O T  stories we are continually meeting with 
women of energy, capable of wielding great influence 
in household affairs and of taking independent action, 
worthy to be commended for their ability no less than 
for their beauty (Gen. 1 6 5 5  2713f: 4 2 8  Judg. 4 4 8  
1 7 8  1 6 6 8  I S. 2 5 1 4 8  etc.). See, also, MARRIAGE, 

Though the legal status of the wife renlained un- 
changed, it is evident that her actual position improved 
as time went on. More and more did she cease to L e  
regarded as a mere chattel. The original meaning of 
the m#uir was gradually lost sight of. In Gen. 31 15 
the narrator (E) makes it a matter of reproach against 
Laban that he had sold his daughters and entirely 
devoured the price received. The story of the creation 
in J (Gen. 218) gives the woman a far higher place in 
relation to man-that of a ' helper, matching him,' as 
one part of a whole matches another (is?:,? yp). A no 
less lofty conception of the marriage" relation finds 
expression in the prophets who represent the relation of 
YahwB to his people under this figure. If, in the songs 
of Canticles, the beauty and love of women are repre- 
sented with frank sensuousness and in glowing colours, 
this is supplemented in Proverbs by the praise of the 
virtuous wife which reveals a lofty ideal of the sex. I t  
may always of course remain a question how far such 
theoretical reflections had penetrated into the conscious- 
ness of the people or practically affected the position of 
women in everyday life. 

To have a numerous progeny was the desire of every 

(We. G G N 4 3 7 ,  '93). 

position. facts of her legal position. 
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one in ancient Israel. ' Give me children, or I die' was 
be 

thou the mother of countless thousands ' 
summed up the good wishes of parents 

over a departing daughter (Gem 2460). Barrenness 
was a dire misfortune, nay, a divine judgment ( I  S. 
1 sf.) ; for it was not iintil she had become mother of 
a son that the wife attained her full dignity in the house- 
hold (IS.  1 6 5 ;  cp Gen. 164 3015). Still worse was 
it for the husband to have no son ;  his house was 
threatened with extinction. In the last analysis the 
dread of childlessness had its root in ancestor worship ; 
the man who is childless will have no one to pay the 
needful dues to his manes after his death (cp ESCHA- 
TOLOGY, sf.). This was often the true reason why 
a second wife or a concubine was taken, and it was 
the essential consideration in levirate marriages (see 
MARRIAGE, 5 8, ESCHATOLOGY, 6). 

It is remarkable in this connection that we have absolutely no 
instance of resort to the means that would appear to us thc most 
obvious-the adoption of a child from without ; in Gen. 48 and 
parallel cases i t  is a son of the house-father not an outsider, who 
is spoken of (see below, 8 14). The inherkance in the last resort 
fell to the slave, who had already been participator in the family 
worship, rather than to the mere outsider (Gen. 15 3). 

By 
them alone is the family continued ; daughters marry 
and go elsewhere. Sons alone, not daughters, keep u p  
the family worship ; sons alone belong to the k E h i l  (see 
SYNAGOGUE), the aggregate of persons capable of bear- 
ing arms. The preference accorded to sons  shows itself 
above all in the fact that they alone can inherit (see LAW 
AND JUSTICE, 18). In all this we are dealing with 
views not specifically Israelite ; they are fully shared by 
the ancient Arabs. A much lower value was set on 
daughters ; but it was not forgotten that a mihi r  could 
be demanded for them at  their marriage, and nowhere 
in the O T  is there any trace of the contempt for girls 
which characterises so many nations past and present. 

Amongst the ancient Arabs female infanticide seems to have 
been not very uncommon, the motives being not merely desire 
to he rid of the trouble of rearing female children, but also 
resentment against the disgrace of having become father of a 
dxughter (We. GGD, 7893, p. 458). No such practice, as far as 
our records go, was known among the Hebrews. 

Any distinction between legitimate and illegitimate 
children in the modern sense of these words was un- 

7. Desire of the heart's cry of the wife (Gen. 30 I) ; 

The desire was, in the first instance, for sons. 

Legitimacy depended, of 
on fatherhood, and amongst 8' Legitimacy' 

the Hebrews, as amongst the Arabs, the claims of the 
man will originally have rested not on the presumption of 
his paternity but on the fact that the mother was his 
property. Similarly, the children of the slave of the 
mistress belong to the mistress and are reckoned as hers, 
inasmuch as their mother belongs to her (Gen. 16.J 
30 13). At all cvents, wherever the paternity is certain 
all childreu are legitimate, those of the secondary as. 
much as of the principal wife ; all are children of the- 
paterfamilias, and all, therefore, are capable of inheriting 
(Gen. 21 IO). 

Even Jephthah, thongh (as son of a harlot) illegitimate in the 
stridesf sense of the word, was brought up in his father's house 
along with the children born in wedlock, and if these afterwards 
drove him away it was a case ofmight against right (Judg. 11 rf 
cp 21.7). No doubt the right to inherit may not, in such a cas: 
have been exactly the same as in the case of sons of a principai 
wife-in this respect mnch seems to have depended on the father's 
goodwill, and a definitely fixed usage cannot be discovered-but 
this does not alter the fact that the legitimacyof the children did 
not depend on the form of the marriage. 

In Ex. 1 1 5 3  we read of the ease with which, accord- 
ing to Shiphrah and Puah, the Hebrew women delivered 

9. Birth themselves. Nevertheless the office of the 
recognition. midwife must have been an ancient one 

(Gen. 3517 3828 Ex. 1158)). Stade has 
tried to make out ( Z A  TW 6 1 4 3 3  [ ' 86 ] )  that among the 
Hebrews the wife brought forth 'on the knees' of her 
husband ; but this is hardly likely. 

I n  Gen. 30 3 it is proposed that the handmaid bear 'upon the 
knees' of her mistress so that the child may come to be regarded 
as the mistress's own. In  this case it is easy to see how the 
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practice arose, and how the very expression became a synonym 
for adoption. Custom and expression alike can have arisen only 
under the matriarchal system where a woman adopted, in other 
words, received into her kindred and clan, a child of really alien 
birth. The transference of the expression to denote adoption by 
the father represents therefore, at best, only a secondary sense. 
Moreover it is far frbm certain that the phrase has this meaning 
at all or ;hat the symbolical action of placing the child upon the 
knee; at adoption on the father's part was actually used. There 
is no mention of it at the adoption of Ephraim and Manasseh 
(Gen. 48), and in Gen. 50 23 the expression is very doubtful (see 
Holzinger, Conzm. ad Zoc.). 

From Job 3 12 all we can infer is that at that time the 
mother brought forth upon the knees of another person. 
This need not, however, have been the father ; it may 
have been the midwife or some other female friend. In 
Jeremiah's time (Jer. 2O15), a t  the birth of a child, the 
father was not present. ' Some interpreters have found 
in the passage already cited from Job an instance of a 
symbolical act analogous to that in use among the 
ancient Romans, whereby the father by raising the child 
from the ground signified that he recognised it and 
wished it to live ; but if so it would be a reminiqcence 
of an earlier custom of infanticide of which we have in 
the whole O T  no further evidence even in the case of 
female children, not to speak of males (see above). 

The newly-born infant was bathed, salted, and 
swaddled (Ezek. 164). The use of salt in this connection 

Infancy. seems to have been somewhat widely 
diffused in the ancient East, and it is still 

kept up to the present day. The fellHlpi consider that 
it strengthens the child (ZDPV463). This, we may 
be certain, was not the original reason for the custom ; 
doubtless it had a religious significance. The mother 
usnally suckled her own children (Gen. 217 I S. l z x f .  
I K. 321 etc.), resort being had to a nurse (n2;m) only 
in exceptional cases (Gen. 2459 358), though afterwards 
this seenis to have become the practice more and more 
among the wealthier classes (2 S. 4 4 2  2 I<. 112. cp 
Ex. 29). Weaning was late. At present the child in 
Palestine is kept at the breast for two or three years, 
and the case wns nearly the same in antiquity (cp 
2 Macc. 7 2 7  ; the Rabbins give two years). The wean- 
ing was made the occasion for a family festival, with 
sacrifices and joyous feasting (Gen. 21  8 I S.  124). 

The birth of the child made the mother unclean. 
This idea was shared by practically all the nations of 
ll. Ceremonial antiquity, and is held still by all nations 

uncleanness. living in a state of nature; we must 
not, therefore, in seeking to explain it, 

appeal to religious and ethical conceptions peculiar to 
the Hebrews or even to later Israel-as, for example, 
to the notion that the sexual life from first to last was 
sinful, defiling alike to body and soul. Just as little 
should we be justified in regarding the whole arrange- 
ment as 'a primitive quarantine, the first step towards 
a public hygiene ' (Ploss, Dns Kind in Brauch u. Sitte 
der KiZkKei-, 161). More probably the original idea was 
that the sickness of childbirth, like any other sickness, lay 
under the influence of certain demons, or that this, like 
other events in the sexual life, was under the protection 
of a special spirit (see Stn. G VI1 483J ). The conscious- 
ness of any such origin of the practice had, needless to 
say, become entirely obliterated before historical times. 

The priestly law (Lev. 12) distinguished two degrees of un- 
cleanness the first lasting (in the case of a boy) seven daya, or 
(in that gf a girl) fourteen days; the second lasting for other 
thirty-three days in the first case and sixty-six in the second- 
thus making total periods of forty and eighty days respectively. 
Only after the expiration of the term of uncleanness could the 
offering of purification be made. Though we have no evidence 
of such a graduation of periods for the older time, it is possible 
tha! the totals of forty and eighty days may go back to very 
ancient Custom. Amongst the Greeks also the woman was usually 
held to be unclean for forty days, and according to Zoroaster she 
had to live in a separate place for forty days and only after the 
lapse of another forty days might she resume the society of her 
husband. Among the ancient Arabs also the woman had to live 
for some time in a separate tent, and according to Islam she is 
unclean for forty days. That the uncleanness arising from child- 
birth lasts longer in the case of a girl than in that of a boy is 
also a widely diffused belief. The Greeks, for example, held 
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pregnancy in the first case to be more troublesome and birth 
more painful ; the purificarion after birth had to last only thirty 
days in case of a boy, hut  forty-two in that of a girl (Hippocr. 
De nat. puwi; ed. Kiihn, 1392). 

On circumcision and the naming of the child see 
CIRCUMCISION, $ I ; NAME. 

Growing children were kept in the most rigorous sub- 
jection to their parents. Good morals forbade the 
12. Parental father to kill his child ; but otherwise his 

H e  
could sell his daughters into marriage, 

and even into slavery, though not to foreigners (Ex. 
21 7 5 ) .  Disobedience to parents, or cursing them, \%-as 
punishable with death (Ex. 21 15 17 ; cp for the later 
time Lev. 209 Prov. 2020 Mt. 154). Custom gave to 
the father the broad general right to put to death the 
worthless dissipated prodigal or heedless son, or the 
daughter who had gone astray (cp Gen. 38 24). As the 
legal system developed, the father's right of personally 
punishing was transferred to the regular courts ; but in 
substance this changed nothing ; on the complaint of the 
father the court would pronounce sentence of death. 
No limit of age at  which the father's full power came to 
an end is ever mentioned. In practice, no doubt, it 
would terminate generally as soou as the son came to be 
independent and to have a house of his own. 

The children's upbringing was, in the first years of 
their life, the duty of the mother. Boys and girls re- 
13. Education. mained together in the harem (Pror. 

The girl continued there till her 
marriage ; but boys comparatively soon passed under 
the superintendence and guidance of the father, or in 
the wealthier families were handed over to special 
guardians (Nu. 111: Is. 4923 K. 101 5 LCh. 2732, and 
perhaps 2 S .  1 2  2 5 ) .  Attention would of course be paid 
to their initiation intotheworship handed down from their 
ancestors (Ex. 138 Dt. 4 9 3  etc.). Hardly less im- 
portant was their practical instruction in the cultivation 
of the field and the vineyard, in the tending of cattle, 
or in the exercise of their father's trade. The wealthier 
classes also learned to read and write, arts which in 
Isaiah's time (probably even earlier) were, it would 
seem, fairly widely diffused (Is. 10  19 8 I, cp Judg. 8 14). 
Of schools no mention is made in the OT ; it was not 
till a much later date that education was systematized 
(see Jos. Ant. xv. 105, and cp EDUCATION). 

[We have now to refer to the act by which the privilege 
of virtual sonshiD was conferred on one who was not a 

See CLEAN, $3 14. 

authority. power over it was almost absolute. 

31 r ) .  

I. B. 

14. Adoption. son by birth (cp above, 7). Three 
cases of infornix1 adODtion mav Dlaus- , I  

ibly be said to occur in the OT. One is the adoption 
of Moses by Pharaoh's daughter (Ex. 210) ; a second, 
that of GENUBATH (g .v . )  by an Egyptian or rather N. 
Arabian princess ( I  Ki. 1 1 2 0 )  ; a third, that of Esther 
by Mordecai her father's nephew (Esth. 27, ii?). The 
first two, however, appear to be survivals of the 
matriarchal system among the Semites (Ex. 2 1-10 comes 
to us from a Semitic writer), and the third exhibits the 
influence of non-Semitic surroundings on a post-exilic 
Hebrew writer. 

In the Pauline epistles we meet five times with the 
technical legal term uioOeuia (Gal. 45 Rom. 815 23 94 
Eph. 15). Here, too, except in Eph. 1 5 ,  we notice the 
influence of non-Semitic social usages-usages which in 
Galatians are probably of the Greek type, in Romans of 
the Roman type, while in Ephesians (see below) 
'adoption' seems to be used merely as a symbolic 
term, specially intelligible to Greek but by no means 
obscure to Jewish readers. Archzeologically, therefore, 
the passages in Galatians and Romans are the more 
interesting, but to rest in their archzological aspects 
(on this subject see GALATIA, $ 21) would show 
strange blindness to their highest significance. The 
writer of Galatians and Romans knows that ' all things 
are [his],' and scruples not to use law as an illustration 
of the highest truth. T o  faithful Christians he says 
that the 'spirit of adoption' is possessed already 
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(Roni. 8 I:), but the ’ inheritance ’ is according 
to’ promise (Gal. 3 zg), and till the promise is fulfilled 
perfect happiness is impossible. Hence ‘ adoption ’ 
itself can be described as something for which we ‘ wait ’ ; 
it will be enjoyed when the ‘ body,’ and with it the entire 
sympathising creation ( L e . ,  the whole world apart from 
man), is ’ delivered from the bondagc of corruption ’ 
(Rom. 821 23). Thus the ‘ spirit of adoption’ resembles 
the ‘ spirit of bondage ’ in so far as it refers to the future, 
but differs from it in so far as its characteristic is, not 
fear, but sure confidence in God’s fatherly attitude 
towards us (Roni. 81s). Those who are ‘under the 
law’ are not properly ‘sons,‘ but ‘servants’ (Gal. 4 7 J ) .  
It is true that in the context of this very passage (Gal. 
4 1 - 3 )  men in this position are likened to children under 
age ; but children under age are virtually servants, and 
so may in some sense be ‘redeemed.’ The use of this 
term redeem’ (bfayopdug) in Gal. 4 5  (cp 313)  has 
been illustrated by the Roman practice in adoption, 
which was virtually a sale by the natural father, and a 
buying out by the new father. Apart, however, from 
the question whether the Greek or the Roman type of 
adoption is implied, we must not press the preposition, 
considering the late Greek tendency to use verbs 
compounded with prepositions without increase of 
meaning.l The last passage (Eph. 1 j) is remark- 
able because ’adoption’ there appears to be closcly 
akin to moral and spiritual likeness to God;  cp 
Jn. 112, where those who ‘ receive ’ ( L e . ,  believe on) the 
eternal word ( i e . ,  virtually Jesus Christ) are said to 
have ‘ authority’ (hfouuiaw) given them ‘ to become sons 
of God.’ The next verse explains that such persons 
have been ‘begotten ’ (RV’W), not in the natural way, but 
‘ of God.‘ The ‘adoption ‘ which is in the writer’s 
mind, though he does not use the term, is a recognition 
by God of a certain spiritual character in those who 
have ‘received’ Christ, and this must also be the idea 
of uioOeuia in Eph. 1s. 

We are a long way here from the ulo6eala of Rom. 9 4,  where 
the ‘adoption’ is that referred to in Ex. 421, Has. 111 etc. 
Still the insistence of Hosea on the moral conditions of 1s:ael’s 
sonship (cp LOPINGKINDNESS) shows that the ‘adoption’ of 
Israel intended by the OT writers is really a recognition of a 
degree of likeness to God in the lsraelitish people. We are 
also still separated by a considerable interval from the 
ecclesiastical use of v l o Q e u b  recorded by Suicer (s.71.). 
Hesychius, says this writer, defines the term thus, Ssaw r w  
Q ~ r b w  v;bv hafiP&.vq m i  s b  Byrow Bdrrnupa. Photius too 
(E). 97 ad Basiliuk; Macedoizem), makes a strong appial to 
Basilid in the name of their old friendship and various other 
still more sacred things, last among which is ‘ the bond by which 
the adoption, of the fair boy (4 mi? ~ah09 rrarsbr uloQsula) bound 
us together. The reference is to a child of Basilius whose 
sponsor Photius had been. v;o@sula has become a synonym for 
baptism, for which we have a parallel in the phrase ‘the laver of 
regeneration’ in Tit. 3 5 (RVw.).] 

For the older literature see Ugolini, Thes. 30 ; Selden, 1 J . n ~  
Xdraica, 1673; J. D. Michaelis, Mosaisches Recht, 11. ; Sad- 

schutz, MosaQches Recht, 7 2 j 3  See also, 
16. Literature. besides the archzological handbooks : W. R. 

Smith, Kinship and Marriage in Endy 
Ara6ia (‘89, and ‘Animal Worship and Animal Tribes ’ etc. 
J o w n .  PhiZ. 9 7 5 3  ; NBldeke in ZDMG 40 148& : Wilken’ 
Das Matnu;chat dei den aZten ArabEm’(‘84); Chr. Stubhe; 
Die Eire i v z  A T  (‘86) ; Wellhausen, ‘ Die ?he bei den Araber;, 
GGN 1893,. p. 4 3 1 3  ; Benzinger, art. Familie u. Ehe, in 
PREW Simon, L’Education des Enfants chez les anciens 
Juf i  479); Strassburger, Gesc7z. d. Erziehung bei den 
Israehten (‘85). 

FAN (a?!??, mizreh, Is. 3 0 2 4  Jer. 157, cp ‘fanners’ 
See 

FARTHING (E*CC&PION, Mt. 1029 Lk. 126  [Amer. 
See 

FASTING,2 FASTS. Fasting (Pay, fern ; later 

I. B., 8s 1-13, 15 ; T. K. C., § 14. 

XTYON Mt. 312 Lk. 317).  Jer. 512 AV RVmg, ; 
AGRICULTURE, 9. 

RV ‘penny’] ; KOAPANTHC, Mt. 526 Mk. 1242). 
MONEY. 

FASTING, FASTS 

1 Ramsay, HistoricaZConzn~estary on t i e  Gaktians,  337-344. 
2 The fact that violent emotions such as anger, jealousy, or 

grief find one of their natural and appropriate expressio:ls in 
abstinence from food (I S. 17 20 34 I K. 214J) need not he 
further dwelt on here. The present article deals with fasting in 
its religious aspects. 

150.5 

de? a;V, ‘inmih n@hei, see below, 5), to the Hebrews, 
1. Duration meant, as amongst other Orientals it 

still means, total abstinence from meat 
and drink. Such abstinence lasted as a 

rule from sunrise to sunset, when it ended in a meal 
(cp e.g. ,  Judg.2026 I S. 1424 z S.112 335). When a 
fast of more days than one is spoken of ( I S. 31 13 ‘ seven 
days’ fast’) the expression is to be understood in the 
sense that meat and drink were taken each day after 
sundown just as at present in the Mohammedan fast of 
Rania$in. If, as in Esther 4 16, a prolonged fast 
extending over a specified number of days and nights 
is spoken of, this is to be regarded as exceptional. 
The weakened form of fasting which consists in ab- 
stinence from certain kinds of food and drink appears 
only as a development of later Judaism. Of Daniel we 
are told (Dan. l O z J )  that he drank no wine, ate no 
flesh or dainty food, and abstained from anointing 
himself. It is a fast of this sort that we are to suppose 
in the case of Judith (Judith 86 ; see below, 8 6). 

On the object of fasting the only express ’ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ’  utterance of the OT occurs in z S. 3 2 22 : 
‘While the child was yet alive, I fasted and 

wept for methought, Who knows whether Yahwt will not have 
com&ssion upon me, that the child may live? But n o r  he is 
dead, why should I fast? Can 1 bring him back again? 

David is here said to have fasted in order to raise 
YahwB‘s pity, and so make him inclined to listen to his 
prayer (see below, § 3). 

W e  may well doubt, however, whether we have here 
the original meaning of the act of fasting. For we 
could not thus explain how fasting became one of the 
most prevalent and widely diffused of mourning customs ; 
the passage merely suggests the uselessness of fasting 
as an element of mourning for the dead. It was well, 
therefore, to try another explanation, and that of 
Robertson Smith ( X e l .  Sem.P) 434) seems likely to be 
correct. This scholar points out that sacrifice, being 
essentially a sacrificial meal, needed to be carefully 
prepared for ; this preparation was  obtained by fasting. 

In addition to numerous parallels for such a preparation, he 
notices the fact that abstinence though in another direction, 
was certainly a preparative for eHting of the consecrated bread 
and sacrificial food (I S. 21 j [6]J). This is of much weight. 
We must, it  is true, concede that fasting is nowhere mentioned 
as one of the details of preparation for a sacrifice, or ‘sanctifying 
oneself’ for a festal celebration. Rather is it represented every. 
where as a religious act of independent value. This, however, 
provqs nothing against the possibility of such an origin of fast- 
ing ; i t  only shows that even in the earliest historical period the 
Hebrews had already lost this custom of fasting before sacrifice. 
And yet perhaps there may be a trace of the view of fasting 
which is here advocated in the rcports in Exodus (3428 [ J1; cp 
Dt. 99) that Moses on Mount Sinai neither ate nor drank for 
forty days and after that received from God the tables of the 
law. Daniel, too, received his revelations after a long fast 
(Dan. 9 3 10 zj’). 

The  cases of Moses and Daniel prove that fasting 
was a means by which man was brought into such a 
condition that it was possible for God to have coni- 
munion with him. Perhaps also a similar thought 
underlies and has had an influence on the report that 
Elijah passed forty doys and forty nights in Horeb 
without meat or drink (cp also the fasting of Jesus, 
Mt. 42). Fasting in mourning for the dead is sufficiently 
esplained in the same way ; the funeral meal is in its 
origin not different from a sacrificial meal, except in the 
fact that the offering is in the former case macle, not to 
Yahwh but to the deceased. 

Fasting in sign of mourning finds express mention in the O T  
only twice ; the men of Jabesh fnst for Saul scven days (I S. 
31 13 I Ch. 10 12)) and David and his people fast for Saul and 
Jonathan on the day of the arrival of the news of their death 
( z  S. 112). z S. 12 21, however, warrants the conclusion that 
fasting in mourning was a pretty general custom; David’s 
courtiers wonder that the king ceases to fast after the dcath of 
his child, since, in their view---i.e., according to ordinary cubtom 
--that was the very time when he ought to have fasted. 

The explanation of the origin of fasting now given 
conics nowhere clearly to light in the O T ;  no con- 
sciousness of it remained, at least when the narratives 
came to be written. The custom itself, however, sur- 
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FASTING, FASTS 
vived like so many other mourning usages (such as 

3. New rending of the garments) as a universally 
significance. prevalent expression of sorrow. 

Fasting, therefore, is frequently mentioned in 
this connection ( z  S. 1 IIJ 3 35 12 16 20 I K. 21 27 Is. 58 5 Joel 
2 1 2 3  J o n a h 3 5 3  Ezra106 Neh. 91 Dan.93 Esther43 I Macc. 
3 47 Judith 4 73 86 ; cp MOURNING CUSTOMS). 

As we have seen already, fasting gradually came to 
have a significance that raised it above all other 
mourning customs, being considered as a specially 
efficacious means of influencing the deity-a pain which 
man brought upon himself and which must awaken the 
divine pity. Thus it falls into the same category as 
sacrifice proper, which also in process of time came 
to be regarded as a surrender of property-a gift made 
to God (Jer. 1412). The suppliant fasted in order to 
give special emphasis to his prayer. Of course it is 
always some impending or actually present calamity 
which is the occasion of the act;  there can be no 
fasting in times of prosperity, least of all on festivals 
(Judith 8 6). How deeply rooted was this conception of 
the purpose of fasting can be seen from z S. 1 2 1 6 8 ,  
where David is represented as holding fasting to be 
useless except where it reinforces a prayer ; or from 
Is. 5 8 3  (post-exilic), where the people think that they 
have just canse for complaint because Yahwi: pays no 
heed to their fasting. 

In practice, of course, there were all kinds of 
4. Occasions occasions for fasting, and these remained 
for fasting. the same, though the frequency of fasting 

(a) Pviuafe.-Like David (2 S. 12  16 8) the pious Israelitz 
fasted when his friends were sick (Ps. 3513j. Ahah fasted, and 
not in vain, when Elijah predicted his downfall (I K. 21 2 7 3 : ) ;  
Nehemiah bewails with fasting the sad condition of the Jews in 
Jerusalem (Neh. 14) ; Ezra and his companions before their 
journey to Palestine fast in order to secure the d i v k  protection 
(Ezra8 21)) and EstGer does the same before her perilous visit to 
the king (Esth. 4 16). 

(b)  PabZic.-In cases of public danger or disaster such as  a 
plague of locusts (Joel 1 r3J), or a reverse in war (Judg. 20 26 
2 Ch. 203 I Macc. 3 4 j )  the entire community or people fasted. 
It is true, the passaies cited are all post-exilic; but such 
passages as I K. 21 9 8  Is. 1 135 (@), Jer. 366 8 show that 
public fasts were known also in the older period (see below). 

The idea of exciting the compassion of Yahwe by 
such self-mortification had at first, as we might expect, 

varied (see below). 

5. spiritual a very realistic form. The  deity, it was 
thought could not bear to look on while 

conception’ his s e r k t  had such acute suffering ; 
he became a fellow-sufferer and was moved to com- 
passion. With the spiritualising of the conception of 
God there came a gradual refinement of this idea. 
Fasting was no longer a self-inflicted chastisement, but 
a humbling of oneself before God ; thus the act assumed 
a spiritual complexion. 

When this change of view came ahout, we know not ; a 
notable saying in one of the Elijah-narratives marks it a s  
already complete. ‘Seest thou ’ says Yahw& to Elijah, ‘how 
Ahab has humbled himself befor)e me? Because he has humbled 
himself before me, I will not bring the disaster in his days,’ et$. 
(I K. 21 29 ; cp also Dt. 8 3). In this connection a heightened 
interest attaches to the remark that the ancient expression 
nly slim, after the exile is pushed into the hackground by 
andtLer, not known to have been used in pre-exilic times 
$31 nay, ‘innZh +zejhe< ‘ to humble, or mortify oneself’ (e.g., 
Lev. 16 zg 31 Nu. 29 7 Is. 58 3 5,  and often, and, with the addition 
of nix? 1 6a;;bm, Ps. 35 13). The derivative IT?p, fa‘iinifh, is 
a very frequent word for fasting in the post-biblical literature. 

All this makes it easy to understand the close relation 
of fasting and peniten‘ce. Great calamities were 
always regarded as manifestations of the divine anger, 
and supplication for their removal involved as a matter 
of course the penitent confession of guilt. In particular, 
general and public fasts must early have assumed the 
character of days of penitence. 

This seems to he the only satisfactory explanation of I K. 
21 9 8 ,  and may be safely assumed for the fast days of Jeremiah’s 
time (Jer. 36 6 9). Fasting is expressly associated with a con- 
fession of sin in the following passages (post-exilic) :--I S. ? 6 

7 [According to Che. Ps.P), ad Zoc., ~ i y x  is an interpolation 
suggested possibly by 69 IO [II].] 
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Neh. 9 I Joel 2 1 2 8  ; similarly the great day of atonement is a t  
the same time a fast day (Lev. 16 zg 31). 

It  was in the period immediately before the exile that 
fasting began to acquire special importance. It was 

6.-Later one -of the expedients to which the 
development. Jewish people resorted for averting the 

dreaded calamity; the opinion that it 
had any intrinsic value is combated by firemiah (Jer. 
14 12). The popular estimation of it went on increasing 
during and after the exile. This may be ascribed, 
partly at least, to a feeling of the need of religions 
exercises to take the place of the suspended temple 
services. The post-exilic differs from the pre-exilic 
period not only in the increased frequency of fasting, 
but still more in the adoption of this usage as one of 
those universally practised religious exercises which 
needed no extraordinary or specially definite occasion. 
This deprives fasting of much of its religions value. It 
becomes simply, at least in the eyes of the multitude, a 
meritorious work. Against this view the later prophets 
struggled (Is. 5 8 3 8  Zech. 7 5 5 )  ; but in vain. The 
picture of Judith ( 8 4 8 )  fasting every day ‘except the 
eves of the sabbaths, and the sabbaths, and the eves of 
the new moons, and the new moons, and the feasts and 
joyful days of the house of Israel’ shows us the ideal of 
piety prevalent in the later period. Fasting and prayer 
now becomes a constant combination of words (Judith 
4911 Tobit128 Ecclns. 3426 Lk. 237). The special 
days of the week devoted to public or private fasting. 
were the second and the fifth (Monday and Thursday) ; 
very pious persons fasted on these days all the year 
through(Lk. 1812 ; Tu‘iinith. I Z ~ ) .  It  was forbidden to 
fast on Sabbaths, new moons, and feast days (also on 
the eves ; see Judith 8 6, as  above). Two degrees of- 
fasting were distinguished. The less stringent form 
required abstinence from food and drink between 
sunrise and sunset; in the stricter, the fast lasted 
twenty-four hours, and abstinence from washing, anoint- 
ing, sleep, and work, were added. 

Public fasting too became much more frequent in 
post-exilic times. During theexile had arisen the custom 
of observing four yearly fast - days to commemorate 
the calamities of Jerusalem. That of the fourth month 
had reference to the capture of the city by the Chaldzans 
(Jer. 526J), that of the fifth to the destruction of the- 
city and temple (Jer. 5212f.), that of the seventh to the 
murder of Gedaliah (Jer. 4118), that of the tenth to 
the commencement of the siege (Jer. 524). These fast- 
days were not taken into the law, and disappeared after 
the time of Zechariah. They were revived after the 
destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans ; according to 
Dalman, however (PREP) 716f.), in Palestine only the 
ninth of the fifth month (Ab) was observed in coni- 
memoration of the destruction of Jerusalem first by the 
Chaldzeans and afterwards by the Romans, both of 
which events, according to Josephus ( B l v i .  5 8) ,  happened 
on the same day of the year. In Babylonia the other- 
three anniversaries also were permanent public fast days. 
The law itself enjoins rigorous fasting for the great day 
of atonement only (see ATONEMENT, DAY OF). On the. 
(very late) fast of the thirteenth of Adar, which professed 
to commemorate the counsel of Haman that all the Jews. 
shonld be put to death, see PURIM. 

Over add above these regular public fasts it was 
competent for the community at any time of trouble or 
distress to enjoin a fast. Special public fasts of this. 
kind were very common. Among such occasions one 
of the most frequent was the failure of the autumn rains. 
If by new moon of Chisleu no rain had fallen, three fast 
days were held ; if the drought still continued, the fasts. 
were renewed and intensified. 

Keil, Hand6. d. E X .  Arch. 453,f ; Nowack, H A  2270; 
Benzinger, HA 165, 484, 47.7 ‘ art. Fasten’ in Riehm’s NWB 

and Buhl m’PRE(‘4 5 768 8 ; Smend A T R e i  
19 ; WRS ReZ. Sem.P) 433 f: 

Schiirer, G J h d  2 489$ ; Dalman, art. ‘Gottes-. 
Literature. Gesch.(S 142 

dienst, Synagogaler ’ in P R E P )  7 16s I. B. 
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FAT 
%AT (5qR), ~ x . 2 9 1 3 .  See FOOD, 5 Io, LIVER, 

SACRIFICE. 
FATE. See F O R T U N E  AND DESTINY. 
FATHER (X, etymologyunknown ; T T A T H ~ ) .  We 

shall treat this subject here only in so far as it can be 
treated independently of ‘ sonship ’ (see SON). The 
following are special uses of the term .‘ father.’ 

(I) A title of respect, I S. 2411 (David calkSaul ‘my father’). 
(2) A near or distant ancestor e.g., Gen. 28 13 (Abraham the 
‘father’ of Jacob); Dt. 26 5 and Is. 4327 (the patriarch Jacob); 
Mt. 3 g Jn. 8 56 (Abraham) ; Lk. 132 (David). So especially in 
the plural : Ex. 3 13 I K. S 21 Mt. 23 30 Jn. 4 20 6 31 I Cor. 10 I. 
Cp WRS Kin. 117J 

Usage naturally permitted the same word to be used 
of the ancestors of a tribe and of those of an individual, 
for the tribe was viewed as an organism (see GENE- 
ALOGIES i., § z ; GOVERNMENT, § 2). For ‘ father’s ’ or 
’ fathers’ house ’ ( 3 ~  n-1, ni3N nq), cp FAMILY, 5 2. 

(3) The reputed founder of a city, Gen. 33 19 I Ch. 2 5 1 J  4 4  
etc.; or (4) of a guild or class of men, Gen. 4 zoJ (5) An 
honorific title of priests, Judg. 17 I O ;  or (6) prophets, z K. 2 12 
5 13 6 21 13 14 ; 1 or (7) teachers, Mt. 23 g (cp in later times, Abha 
Shaul, Ahba Eleazar). (8) An official title of the chief adminis- 
trator or vizier Gen. 45 8,2 perhaps also Is. 22 21 (Duhm) ; cp 
Qi’s additiontoksth. 313, andthecommentators on I Macc. 1132. 

In  Is. 9 5  [6] iy q u  (see ABIHUD) we should perhaps 
read $?!, I glorious father’ ( i e . ,  governor), parallel 
to ai$$ ig, ‘ prosperous prince ’ ; but ( 5 ~ p )  i y  
‘ Mighty one (of Israel) ’ is much better (for details see 
Che. in Crit. Bid. ). The difficulties of all the ordinary 
explanations of M T  may be seen from the commentaries 
( e . 6 ,  Del. and Duhm). 

(9) Applied to Yahwe as the creator or producer of the  people 
of Israel, of mankind in general, and of all natural phenomena, 
Dt. 326 Is. 63 16 648 [7] Mal. 2 TO Job 35 28. Tg. renders Is. 
63 16 64 7 pnraphrastically, ‘ thou w h y e  compassion for us is as 
great as that of a father for children. 

Note also the use of 6 Tar+, ‘ the Father,’ as a title 
of God in Acts 1 7  ( 6  rrar+p alone), Mt. 1127  2436 2819 
and I] passages, where 6 rrar$p and 6 ui6r occur together ; 
6 var+p=Ao~A [px~.]. On the other N T  phrases, ‘ my 
Father,’ ’your Father,’ sometimes with the addition of 
’who is in heaven,’ also ‘ our Father who is in heaven,’ 
and on the whole conception of I the heavenly Father,’ 
see Dalman, Die Won2 Jew ,  1150-162. 

FATHOM (opryla ; Acts 2728). See WEIGHTS 
AND MEASURES. 

FATLING, an animal fattened for slaughter; see 
CATTLE, 5. 

In  EV it represents (I) pn’n, m+lziwz, Ps. 6615t, for which 
read O’!’??, so Che. on Is. 517, SBOT ‘Isa.’ Heb. 8 3 ;  (2) 

N q n ,  meri’, zS.613, etc., see CATTLE, 8 z (5), and cp uqz, 
&&, Ezek. 343 R V  ; (3) pjnun, IS. 159, for which 0,j3dar 
/’ra3mZnnim, should be read ; see Dr. ad loc. ; 3 (4) C L T L U T ~ ,  
Mt. ~ ~ ~ = C L T W U T ~  of LXX. 

FAUCHION (AKINAKHC),  Judith136 1 6 9  AV, RV 

FAWN (799, Cant. 4 5 7 3 [4] RV) ; see ROE, 3. 

FEASTS 

SCIMITAR. See WEAPONS. 

Character (0 I). 
Earlier stages ($5 2-5). 
Tone ( $ 6 3 ) .  Latepadditions (§ 133). 

Minor feasts ( 5  8). 
Chanres ($$ 9-12). 

Literature (5  IS). 
Amongst the ancient Hebrews, as amongst all other 

ancient peoples, there was no distinction betu-een 
1. Their social religious and secular feasts ; there was 

character. no feast without a sacrifice, and there 
was no sacrifice that was not a feast4 

1 Tg. substitutes 9 2  for *?! where Israelites, and ’!Q where 

2 Onk. renders Abrech (Gen. 41 43). ‘father of the king.’ See, 

3 EV might suggest the reading O’?ph, cp Neh. 8 IO. 

4 [‘Feast.’ For >bWn, On> (Eccles. 10 19 cp Dan 5 I), 

iopr6, etc., see MEALS ; for lpin (cp 2 Ch. 30 22 Lam. 2 -), see 
ASSEMRLY, 2 ;  and for 2!, see below, $$ 4, 6, g, 11;  cp 
DANCE, 5 3 . 1  

non-Israelites are the speakers. 

however, JOSEPH ii., $6 .  
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Nor was there any sharp line of demarcation, as there 
is amongst modern nations, between social and religious 
life ; religious observances formed one department of 
social duty. A close bond of union and of intercourse, 
originally conceived as physical, connected the members 
of a clan with their god. If the clan was celebrating a 
joyful festival, their god must participate in it. For the 
Israelitish nomads in particular, no festival was complete 
without the eating of meat, whilst the slaughtering of an 
animal for food was always at the same time a sacrifice. 
On the other hand, a sacrifice in the most ancient 
periods had, as a rule, the character of a public feast. 
The deity stood in direct relation not so much to the 
individual man as to the clan or tribe as a whole. Ac- 
cordingly, sacrifice was originally an affair of the clan. 

Sacrifices offered by a private individual were the exception, 
and even in later times they betray something of the character 
of a public feast, inasmuch a s  the members of the same tribe 
were always welcome as guests. ‘Even a private offering was 
not complete without guests and the srirplus of sacrificial flesh 
was not sold hut distributed with an open hand’ (WRS ReZ. 
5‘enz.P) 264). 

W e  find only a few traces in the OT of regularly 
recurring feasts celebrated by the Hebrews in their 
2. In the nomadic state before the immigration into 

nomadic Canaan. 
The three great annual feasts, so 

important at alater date,-Mas:oth, Pente- 
cost, and the Feast of Tabernacles,-are the 

festivals of an agricultural people, which were first 
adopted by the Hebrews in Canaan. On the other 
hand, one portion of the Feast of MaSS6th-the Pass- 
over-goes back to the nomadic life of the Hebrews. 
Even Jewish tradition has preserved the correct view, 
that the foundation of the Passover is earlier than the 
Exodus-that even before Moses the Hebraic pastoral 
tribes were accustomed to celebrate a spring festival 
with offerings from their herds (Ex. 716  1024fl, etc.). 
This is confirmed by the fact that the ancient Arabians 
also observed a similar festival in the spring. The old 
Hebrew feast, however, like that of the Arabians, had 
not the same meaning as the later Passover, which 
represented the offering of the tribute due to the deity 
from the herd. The peculiar ritual of the Passover 
points more particularly to the view that the feast, like 
all sacrifices, was originally intended, by means of the. 
sacramental acts of eating the sacrificial meat and 
partaking of the blood of the victim, to strengthen the 
union of the members of the tribe both with each other 
and with the deity. In this way they thought to insure 
themselves against every harm and danger. Besides 
the feast of Passover, the festival of the New Moon 
also appears to go back to a period before the 
conquest of Canaan : it was originally simply astro- 
nomical and quite unconnected with agriculture. Its 
wide prevalence among the Semites, its great im- 
portance, and above all, its connection with the 
ancient family sacrifices ( I  S. 205fl), speak for its high 
antiquity. The Sabbath, on the other hand, may very 
probably have had its origin in agriculture. A third 
feast, which the Hebrews may have brought over with 
them from their nomadic life, is the feast of sheep- 
shearing ( I S. 25 z z S. 13 23 ; cp Gen. 38 12). See further, 

The introduction of the worship of YahwB among all 
the Hebrew tribes, so far as we can judge from the 

oldest sources, appears to have altered 
the character of these feasts only in so 

in far that they were now all celebrated 
in honour of the common God YahwB, 

and no longer of the several tribal deities. Very import- 
ant, on the other hand, were the alterations in these, as 
in other departments of religion, brought about by the 
settlement in the land of Canaan. Those feasts which 
were connected with pastoral life immediately fell very 
decidedly into the background. 

The feast of shcep-shearing for example, was important only 
for those districts of the counby in which the nature of the land 
made cattle.breeding play an important part-e.g., in the S. of 
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Canaan. There i t  retained its position as a local feast down to 
the time of the kings (I S. 25 z z S. 13 23) ; but as early as the 
oldest legislation it waS no longer reckoned as one of the universal 
feasts. The same thing seems to have happened in the case of 
the Passover. This feast also fell very decidedly into the 
background and was subordinated to the countryman's spring- 
festival, the offering of the first-fruits of the harvest; and in the 
earliest legislation relating to feasts it is not counted as an 
independent feast at all (in Ex. 3425 the namepissa& is a later 
insertion). Probably in particular districts, where there was 
little cattle-breediug, it fell out of observance entircly (cp 
z K. 23 21 $). Where i t  was cclehrated it coalesced more and 
more with the feast of the beginning of harvest, as mig.;t 
easily happen since both harvests fell approximately about the 
same time. Lastly, the feast of the New \loon retained its 
hiqh position among feasts in popular usage(r S. 2 0 4 8  Am. 8 5 
Hos. 2 13 [XI] Is. 113); but this fea-t also is entirely, and, it 
appears, purposely ignored in the legislation. 

When the Israelites became settled. the old feasts 
were displaced by a new cycle closely connected with 

4. Become agriculture.. In  the spring ' when the 
agricultural. sickle is first put to the corn' ( n t .  

1691, the first-fruits of the new crou 
were offered at  the' feast of ' unleavened bread ' (& 
hmz-mm+iith, nimn in). Seven weeks later the ' feast of 
weeks or ' harvest-feast (niyxd In, t u g  S d z i  '6th or i n  
l 'spn, /zngha&-&iJir: Ex. 3422 2316) marked the end 
of the harvest. * Between these two feasts was contained 
a great seven-weelcs' harvest-festival (Is. 9 z [ 3 ] ) .  The 
end of the cycle of feasts in the autumn was marked 
by the feast of Tabernacles, termed in the old legislation 
' the feast of ingathering at the year's end ' ( F/*DKR Jn, 
&a,b hii'iisiph: Ex. 34 zz  2316). In the old law of 
feasts all three stood side by side as of equal 
authority and importance, all requiring a visit to the 
sanctuary. This can hardly have been the case in 
practice. At all events the historical books only testify 
to the autumn feast (Judg. 927 I S. 11 3 I I<. 1232 
638). I t  is called merely ' the feast' or ' the feast of 
YahwB' ( 3 x 1 ,  iic+u,b, or mn' in ,  (mg Ynhwd : I K. 92 
12 32 Judg. 21 19 Lev. 25 39 41 Ezek. 45 25 Neh. 8 14 
Zech. 14 163). Its pre-eminence over the other 
feasts is easily intelligible: it was the concluding 
festival of thanksgiving for the whole of the harvest. 
The spring feasts, however, also came into existence 
fairly early, alongside of the Feast of Tabernacles, 
as is proved by the law aiid also by Isaiah ( 9 2  291 
etc. ). The other feasts, as Wellhausen remarks 
(PYoZ.(~) 94), were celebrated only in local circles, a t  
home and not a t  the famous sanctuaries. 

The harvest feasts were connected with the land of 
Canaan. Nothing exhibits more clearly than this fact 
the natural foundation of the ancient religious beliefs and 
observances of Israel. These feasts were connected, not 
with historical acts of deliverance by YahwB, but with 
the products of the earth, whiLh were YahwB's gifts. 
Hence it clearly follows that they cannot have had 
their origin with a nomadic people of the desert, 
but must have sprung up io the country itself. We 
shall not he wrong in assuming that they were originally 
Canaanite feasts, which in common with so many other 
portions of the Israelitish worship of Baal were sub- 
sequently transferred to YahwB. 

There is direct evidence for the Canaanite origin of the 
autumn feast: every autumn the citizens of Shechem celebrated 
their feast of h i l Z z Z R n z  (Judg. 9 27). The rites of this festival 
were in themselves neither gentile nor Israeliti-h : they only 
became one or the other when they were connected with n 
definite deity. The Canaanites regarded their god RS lord of 
the country and the dispenser of its fruits, and accordingly gave 
him the tribute doe therefrom. For the Ismelitec, Yahwk was 
the 'Baal'  of Canaan, to whom they owed their country and all 
that it contained; accordingly they kept the feasts in his 
honour. 

The attitude of mind which dominated these agri- 
cultural festivals has thus already been indicated : the 

5. Viewed festal gifts and sacrifices were the tribute 
as tribute. owed and paid to the lord of the country. 

Robertson Smith (ReZ. Sem.(2J 1 1 1 8  244 
4 5 8 $ )  has conclusively proved that this was not the 
genuine Semitic conception of sacrifices and feasts. 
Nevertheless it was a conception that was continually 
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coming more and more into prominence. Even the 
old legislation extended the demand for tribute to the 
increase of the flock, and required that the first-born of 
cattle should be sacrificed on the eighth day after birth 
(Ex. 34 Ig  2229). Further, after this conception had 
once become prominent, the Passover also was conformed 
to i t ,  although its peculiar ritual was entirely contrary 
thereto. In Ex. 13 and 1 2  the narrative of J E  is based 
on the conception that YnhwB took the first-born of 
men and cattle aniong the Egyptians as a compensation, 
because Pharaoh had not allowed the Israelites to 
sacrifice the firstlings of their cattle due to YnhwvB. 
Hence the conception of a tribute from the hcrd had 
already found its way into the feast in ancient 
times, and this moclification of the old feast may 
have considerably aided its coalescence with the feast of 
Massath. The firstlings of the flock corresponded to 
the first-fruits of the field ; the essence or foundation of 
either feast was now the same. Still it must be noticed, 
in contrast with the law in Deuteronomy, that the 
amount of the gifts was left to the freewill of the giver. 
Tithe was first required in Deuteronomy (cp TAXATION) ; 
before that nothing wzs specifically required except the 
firstborn. Further, in contrast to the festal ordinance 
of the Priestly Code, in ancient times and down to 
Deuteronomy the offerings and tributes coincide with 
each other. Nothing is said of any other offerings a t  
the feasts except those which consisted of the tribute. 

Corresponding to this natural foundation of the whole 
religion, an entirely cheerful tone characterises all 6. Their the fe-asts. 'Thou shalt rejoice before 

YnhwB' is continually repeated in D. 
joyousness' The main feature of the festivals was 

unquestionably the joyous sacrificial meal ; that this 
was not always particularly solemn is proved by Eli's 
suspicion about Hannah (i S. 1'4 cp Am. 28 Is. 28 71: ). 
Dancing aiid processions also formcd a not unimportant 
part of the festival, as is indicated by the name In ( l ing) 
(see DANCE, $5 3, 5 f:). At the autumn feast in the 
vineyards of Shiloh the young maidens performed 
choral dances (Jndg. 21 Ig,f ). Nowhcre else is it more 
clearly secn that the key-notc of the picty of the earlier 
Israclites was a feeling of joyful security. The ancient 
Israelite was contented with his God, and knew that 
his God was contented with him. This was attcsted to 
him by the gifts of the field and of the flock, by the 
prosperity of the community. On the other hand, the 
misfortune of a single individual could not come into 
account when compared with the wellbeing of the 
community as a whole. Thus there could not have been 
any permanent feeling of a need for atonement-apart 
from exceptional manifestations of divine wrath in the 
shape of drought, pestilence, or other national calamities ; 
much less could there have been room for regular 
festivals of atonement. 

The important part played by the feasts in the religion 
of ancient Israel is bcst seen from the renrcsentatioiis of 

,. Place in Amos, Hosea, and Isaiah. These 
religious life. prophets give the impression that the 

entire religious observances of the 
nation were contained in these feasts. Special cases 
apart, the individual Israelite saved up his offering for 
these feasts ( I  S. 1 3  ZI), ' satisfying the religious feelings 
in the interval by vows to he discharged when the 
festal season came round' (Re l .  Sem.('4 254). Were 
the feasts allowed to drop, the whole of the divine 
worship would fall with them ; this it is that gives 
the prophetic threat of exlle its sting (Hos. 2 1 3  [.I] 

Ip: 91-6 Is. 32gf:). On this account a high estimate 
must also be set upon the influence of these feasts 
on the religious and national development of the 
people. Such feasts were continually reviving not 
only the religious life but also, and at the same time, 
the national feeling. If the pilgrims from the different 
tribes coming in this way from far and near to a famous 
sanctuary found themselves united in commoii festal 
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rejoicings and common thanksgivings to YahwB, these 
meetings must have continually given fresh strength 
to the feeling of unity, which in Israel rested mainly on 
the basis of the common religion. The feasts brought 
home to each man's consciousness the fact that all 
Israel owed the produce of its land to one God. 
Besides this, various kinds of business and of trade no 
doubt attached themselves to these feasts (Dt. 3318$), 
as was the case among the ancient Arabians. On the 
other hand it is most important to observe-and this 
makes a substantial difference between the early feasts 
and those of the period after the Exile-that in ancient 
times there is no one vast and united festal community 
that offers its common sacrifices, but the separate 
sacrificial communities, households and families, unite 
for the sacrificial meal (cp I S. 1). 
The three great annual festivals were not the only feasts of the 

ancient Israelites. Even the old law of feasts (Ex. 23 IZ) recog- 
nised the Sabbath a s  a day of rest from the busy 

8. Minor toil of the workin- days and also as a day of glad 
and joyful festivyty (cp Hos. 2 13 [II] z K. 423 
etc.). It has already been mentioned that the 

feast of the New Moon was celebrated universally, the passover 
and the feast of sheep-shearing in particular districts. A merely 
local importance also attached to the feast which the daughters 
of Israel celebrated in memory of Jephthah's ill-fated daughter 
(Judg. 1140), a festival the original significance of which is 
obscure (see JEPHTHAH $ 6). The  local cults up and down the 
country may have shdwn many instances of similar feasts 
celebrated in memory of some historical or legendary event. 

The introduction of Deuteronomy as the law of the 
state in the time of Josiah gave the impulse to a 

feasts. 

9. Deutero- complete transformation of the ancient 

nomic laws. feasts. The author of D himself, it is 
true, neither intended nor was conscious 

of any such revolution. His injunction to celebrate 
all feasts in Jerusalem is designed to effect an altera- 
tion only in form, leaving the substance of the feasts 
untouched. Apart from this one requirement, D's 
attitude towards the ancient religious customs is 
throughout conservative. Like the old law of feasts, 
it ignores the new moon, and leaves the Sabbath 
what it had been hitherto, a day of rejoicing and 
gladness. Nor does it interfere with the three great 
feasts, at which all had to appear before YahwB. 
Their connection with agriculture remains undis- 
turbed, except. in the case of the feast of Passover 
(see below). On account of this connection also, 
no alteration was made in the manner of determin- 
ing the dates of the feasts (Dt. 16913) which had 
hitherto prevailed, though this was really demanded by 
their centralisation. The feast of weeks and the 
autumn feast continued to be as before the cheerful 
festivals, at which men ate and drank and made merry 
before Yahwb (Dt.1218 1426 161114 2611). The 
celebration of the feast consisted, as hitherto, solely in 
the offering up of the first-fruits of the earth and the 
firstlings of the flock. D goes beyond the old legislation 
in fixing the Passover and the Feast of Tabernacles to 
last for seven days, and Pentecost for one day : this 
however is hardly to be considered as an innovation, 
but rather as fixing the custom that had developed 
itself in the course of time. 

Nor is there any real innovation in the fact that D employs 
fresh names ; besides Ma@fh it uses the designation Pdsu!, 
(nos, $&a&, Dt. 16 18 16); for the autumn feast it employs the 
designation &ug hassukkdfh, nj>Dn jn, 'feast of tabernacles' (Dt. 
16138). The latter is t o  be traced simply to the old cnstom 
(Is. 1 E) of living out in the gardens and vineyards in huts made 
of boughs during the vintage and olive-gathering. In  the 
spring feast, however, we meet for the first time, a t  all events 
in D, the completed combination of the Passover and Ma.>siith 
(16 I), but in all probability it had already by degrees become fully 
established as a religious custom (see above, E. 5). The connection 
of this feast with the Exodus also, the most important alteration 
in D (see below), finds a t  least some countenance in the old 
tradition (Ex. 12 34 39) according to which the Israelites a t  their 
exodus had no time to provide themselves with provisions for 
the journey, but were obliged to take away the dough unleavened 
and to make themselves cakes of it. On the other hand, the 
loss of the ritual peculiar to the passover appears to be a n  
innovation (Dt. 16 18); this it is to be explained as a necessary 
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consequence of its being celebrated no longer a t  home but in 
the temple a t  Jerusalem. 

Although D thus spared the ancient religious customs 
in as far as this could be done consistentlv with 

Further its fundamental idea of the centraliza- 
developments. tion of religious observances, it was 

eventuallv inevitable that this centraliza- 
tion should carry with it train of consequences which 
the author of Deuteronomy had never thought of. 
The immediate result of .the transference of the cultus 
to Jerusalem was the detachment of the feast from its 
natural basis. The common celebration of the feast on 
one day, which certainly was not originally required to 
be the same every year, severed its close connection 
with the harvest, since the latter in the various districts, 
differing so widely in climate, could not have been fixed 
in advance for one particular date. The ancient in- 
terpretation of the feast was gradually lost sight of by 
explanations (already begun in D) from historical events 
(above, 9 ) .  'History is not, like the harvest, an 
experience of the separate households, but rather an 
experience of the nation as a whole ' (We. Pd. (4) IOI  ). 
Further, if the feasts lost their individual character in 
this way, and gradually became days of commemoration 
of events in the religious history of the nation, there 
was no longer any reason for their retaining any peculiar 
ritual. The characteristic sacrifice of the firstlings, 
which moreover became impossible at the central 
sanctuary (as is already recognised in Dt. 1424-26),  
came to be unnecessary, and could give place to the 
regular sacrificial service. With all this, and particularly 
with the decay of the old festival customs, disappeared 
also the old feeling in connection with them. 

To celebrate a feast a t  the beginning and the end of harvest 
a t  home in the narrow circle of a sacrificial society, and there to 
eat the first-fruits before Yahws, was a very different thing 
from the head of the family's taking with him to Jerusalem the 
proper tribute in money or in kind, there to deliver it a t  the 
temple, or to barter it for the things necessary for a sacrificial 
meal-a proceeding that has to be permitted as early a s  D 
(Dt. 14 24-26). I n  Jerusalem a sacrificial meal properly so  
called was no longer possible ; only in the rarest cases could the 
gilgrim to a feast a t  Jerusalem have around him there his family, 

is relatives, and his friends, and all who formed the small 
religious society a t  home and a t  the sanctuaries scattered over 
the country (I S. 1). H e  himself was completely lost in the vast 
national assembly of persons otherwise strangers to him. Thus 
the joyous character of the ancient nature-festival gave place 
to the seriousness suitable to days of commemoration of epochs 
in the religious history of the people, and nothing further 
prevented the attitude of mind that later dominated the whole 
divine service-penitent consciousness of sin-from making its 
way into the feast also. 

The legislation in P boldly carried out these con- 
sequences to their last results. The feasts were 

ll. Ths unalterably fixed by month and day 
(Lev. 235 $ Nu. 28 3). The new 
moon, as all the feasts were thus 

regulated by reference to it, acquired a new importance, 
and was itself also accordingly adopted into the cycle 
of feasts (Nu. 28 1.8). The Sabbath rest, from being 
recreation after labour, became inactivity pure and 
simple, and thus from being a pleasure became an 
ascetic service (Ex. 1 6 ~ 7 8  3 1 1 2 8  etc., see SABBATH). 
The Exile more than anything else contributed to the 
increase of its importance ; after the sacrificial service 
had fallen out of use, the Sabbath and circumcision 
remained the two sole ' signs of the covenant ' (Ex. 31 13 
cp Neh. lO3of.). A further extension of the sabbatical 
scheme led to the institution of the sabbatical year and 
of the year of Jubilee, which must be held to have been 
purely theoretical developments of the idea of the 
Sabbath, quite incapable of realisation in practice. 
The transformation of nature-festivals into festivals of 
religious history had not yet been achieved in the case 
of the feast of Pentecost, which therefore, on this 
account, was treated as more or Iess of secondary 
importance; only one day was given to it, whilst the 
Passover and the feast of Tabernacles had eight (Lev. 
23168  Nu.2826fl) .  The feast of Tabernacles was 
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cp ESTHER, 5 7) : (2)  the feast of the Dedication of the 
Temple ( I  Macc. 459 Jo. lOzz ) ,  in commemoration of 
the reconsecration of the temple by Judas the Maccabee 
(see DEDICATION, FEAST OF) ; (3) the feast of Nicanor 
( ~ M a c c .  749 zMacc.I536),celebrated on thergthofAdar 
to commemorate the victory of Judas the Maccabee over 
NICANOR (g.v., I)  at Beth-horon in 161 B.C. This 
feast was still kept in the time of Josephus (Ant. xii. 105); 
later it passed completely into oblivion and the fast of 
Esther (im? n9)gc) was transposed to its day (see 
PURIM). (4) The feast of the Capture of the Citadel 
(I Macc. 1350-5z), instituted by Simon the Maccabee 
in memory of the recovery of the Akra, the Syrian 
citadel in Jerusalem, on the 23rd of Iyyar, 171 Sel. era 
( =  May 142 B.c.). This feast is not mentioned by 
Josephus ; apparently it had already been forgotten. 
(cp silence of Meg. Ta'a'nith). (5) The  feast of the 
Wood-Bringing (4 rLjv .$uAo@oprGv hoprlj, Jos. BJ ii. 
176), according to Josephus celebrated on the 14th of 
Laos (=the Jewish Ab:  cp Blii.  177).  The date of 
its origin is unknown. 

As early as Nehemiah are recorded regulations in reference 
to the deliveries of wood to be made by 'the houses of our 
fathers'for the altar of burnt-offering(Neh. 10 34 13 31). In the 
Mishna nine days in the year are appointed for these deliveries 
3f wood . the chief day was the 15th of Ab, on which the priests 
and Levftes brought their wood : this seems to have given that day 
in some degree the character of a feast (Ta'rinifh 4 5 ; see Schiir. 
G V 1 P )  2~0819 26of: [ET3 =52] and cp  CANTICLE^ 8). 

(6)  To the period subsequen; to the destruction ;f Jerusalem 
belones the reintroduction of two fast davs. Of the four fast 

now interpreted as commemorating the fact that the 
Israelites dwelt in tents in the wilderness ; there was no 
longer any word about the first-fruits of the harvest 
(Lev. 2333 8 39 8 Num. 2912). In the case of the 
Passover this tendency actually went so far that the 
festival came to be not merely the echo of a divine act 
of deliverance, but itself such an act ; it was now 
explained as instituted before the Exodus in order that 
Yahwk m&ht spare the firstborn of the Israelites, not 
h a u s e  he had spared them (Ex. 121-20). Finally, two 
new feast-days of purely ecclesiastical significance were 
introduced : the ecclesiastical new year and the feast of 
atonement on the 1st and 10th days respectively of the 
7th month, that is, immediately before the feast of 
Tabernacles. That  these feasts, of so wholly different 
a character, should have been placed on a level with 
the others shows in a striking manner how completely 
the meaning of the old feasts had faded out of memory. 

I t  is easy to understand that the transformation of these 
$agqinr (dances) into feasts of atonement was never completely 
carried out, and therefore for the new and altered time a special 
feast of atonement came to be rcquired. None the less the 
ritual of the several feasts betrays that all alike were reduced 
to the condition of purely ecclesiastical services. Only the 
Passover must, in accordance with its new interpretation, have 
the ancient rite of the sprinkling with blood restored to it (Ex. 
12  I$), however ill-suited to the new conditions. The ritual 
of the other feasts was perfectly uniform : a wearisome monotony 
of countless burnt-offerings and sin-offerings combined with 
Sabbath rest and vast gatherings at the sanctuary (Nu. 2 S s f ) .  
Besides, these offerings are not, as formerly, voluntary gifts, 
but legally fixed dues paid by the community at large in which 
the individual has no direct share, but which are efficacioiis, 
ex opere operato, as acts of the priest, for the benefit of the whole. 

So far as the old feasts had any further development 
at all in the later times after the Exile, this took place 
12. Burther absolutely on the lines laid down by 

P. This is particularly obvious in the 
case of the Sabbath and of the feast of 

Pentecost. The  idea of the Sabbath embodied in P 
became ever more predominant, and led to a number of 
statutory regulations, which prescribed down to the 
minutest detail what was to be done and what left undone 
on the Sabbath. Moreover, just as P had already 
transferred the idea of the Sabbath to the other feasts 
also, so strict Sabbath rest came more and more to be 
a n  essential part of all festivals. The feast of Pentecost 
became-after the destruction of Jerusalem and of the 
temple-a feast of commemoration of the giving of the 
h w  on Sinai, thus completing the process of trans- 
formation of the nature-feasts that has been already 
indicated. In other respects the work of later Judaism 
was in the main confined to minute elaboration of the 
ritual of the feasts. I n  this respect alone did the law 
still admit (and require) any supplement. The rise of 
a double Celebration of the principal feast-days (with 
the exception of the day of ATONEMENT) among the 
Jews of the Diaspora, is characteristic of the spirit of 
legality that governed their celebration. Owing to the 
manner in which the new moon was fixed by direct 
observation (see NEW MOON), it was not possible to 
give the Jews of the Diaspora due notice beforehand of 
the dates of the feasts which were determined by it. On 
this account they celebrated the more important feasts 
twice over, in order that on one at all events of the 
two days the feast might be celebrated in common by 
all. The  feast of the NEW YEAR (4.v.) could come 
to be celebrated twice over even in Jerusalem itself. 
I n  the case of Purim it might happen in the intercalary 
years that it had to be repeated in the second month 
Adar (Meg. 1 4  ; cp PURIM). There could be no clearer 
proof of the importance now set upon the exact date of 
the celebration. 

To these ancient feasts, in the Maccabean period and 

13. ~e~ festivals later, 
were added the following 

of the Macca- new feasts : ( I )  the feast of Purim 
in commemoration of the abortive 
machinations of Haman against the bean period. 

Jews ofthe Persian empire (Esth. 923-32 : see PURIM, and 
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- 
days which were obser;ed during the Exile 
and immediately after it (Zech. 1 3 5   SI^) 

destruction Of those of the fourth and fifth months acquirei 
14. After 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ .  a new meaning: on the 17th of the fourth 
month the city was stormed by the Romans 

under Titus: in the fifth month, on the loth day, according to 
Josephus (BJvi. 45), or on the gth, according to the Talmud, 
the Romans destroyed the temple. Both days were observed ; 
at a much later date the feast of the Rejoicing of the Law 
with feasting and mourning. 

(7),Lastly, there was instituted a 'feast of rejoicing for the 
Law (mini nnnb In $ag iimhath hattarah). It was 
celebratbd du the 23rd'of Tishri inimediately after the eight 
days of the feast of Tabernacles: It  is on the Sabbath after 
the feast of Tabernacles that the reading in the synagogue 
of the fifty-four great prirrishiw into which the Pentateuch is 
divided begins. As for the antiquity of the feast, all that can 
be said' is that the present cycle of pirishinr was already an 
institution of very old standing in the first half of the eighth 
century (cp Zunz, Gotfesdiensfl. Vortr., 37). 

The foregoing sketch aims at giving a general picture of the 
character and development of the Hebrew feasts. For details 
i s  to their ritual, reference must he made to the special articles: 
ATONEMENT, DAY OF ; DEDICATION, FEAST OF ; NEW MOON 

SABBATH. 
The most imoortant recent works are :-We. Prol.($ Cod. 

NEW YEAR, PASSOVER, PENTECOST, P U R I M ,  TABERNACLES: 
Cp also HEXATEUCH, 5 2 1 f :  

32-117 ; Stride, >GVt 1 ('87), 4973 ; Benzinger, HA 
464-478' Nowack, H A  ('g4), 2 138-203' 

16. Literature. Kue. Rdigiois of ZsraeZ: WRS O T J C f  
Buhl, art. ' Gottesdienstliche Zeiten im AT.' 

'n PREP)7ig&, etc. These all accept the Grafian view of 
.he post-exilic date of P. For the attitude of the opponents of 
.his theory, who represent the traditional views, Oehler's art. 
' Feste,' PlZE (3) 4 538 3, and his Theol. d. A T, may he con- 
sulted ; also Green, The Jfebrew Feasts in their relation to 
7iecenf C r i t i c a Z H y p o f h e ~ e s c c e y ~ i ~ f h e  Pentafeuch('85). For 
'urther references see separate articles mentioned above. I. B. 

Antonius Felix, of the 
:ourt of Claudius, probably, like his brother Pallas, a 
[reedman of Antonia (the mother of Claudius), succeeded 
h n a n u s  as procurator of Palestine (52-60 A. D. ) ; see 
[SRAEL, 99. His whole career eminently befitted his 
xigin and is thus tersely summed up by Tacitus (Hist. 
5 9 )  : 9er  omnem snevitiam ac Zihidinem jus regium 
rerviZi ingenio exercuii. It  is a striking illustration of 
:he importance of freedmen a t  the court of Claudius 
:hat besides obtaining the procuratorship he was actually 
ihrice married into royal families.2 His tenure of office 

1 On the dates see CHRONOLOGY s 66. According to Tacitus 
'Ann. 1254) Felix had been admiktering Samaria and Judrea 
whilst Cumanns was procurator of Galilee; see on this the 
literature cited by Schiir. Hist. 2173, n. 14. 

2 Of his two wives who are known to us, one was a grand- 
3aughter of Mark Antony and Cleopatra; the other, Drusilla, 
was the daughter of Agrippa I. (see HERODIAN FAMILY, IO). 

FELIX (&+Alf [Ti. WH]). 
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FERRET FIERY FLYING SERPENT 
there were no great blots on his character. Paul, who 
had been left in prison at Cmarea, was brought to 
judgment first before Festus, and then before Agrippa 
and Festus, and only on his appeal to Cizsar was sent 
to Italy (Acts 2 5 J ) ;  see PAUL. The conflict, also 
at Cizsarea, between the Jews and the Syrians, had been 
settled in favour of the latter (see FELIX), and the 
hostile feeling thereby excited among the Jews was 
destined to play an important part in the disasters which 
began a few years later. The disturbed state of the 
popular mind still continued, and is reflected in the 
frequent troubles with the Sicarii (see ZEALOT), The 
only remaining incident of importance during the pro- 
curatorship of Festus concerns the quarrel between 
Agrippa 11. and the priests of Jerusalem ; see HERODIAN 
FAMILY, 8. 

On the date of the arrival of Festus, see CHRONOLOGV, 
5 65f:; and on the discrepancies between Jos. Ant. xx. S j :  and 
03. ii. 144, see Schiir. H&. 2185, n. 41. 

FETTERS (EV rendering of 533, K&heZ[in plu.], Ps. 
105 18 ; n’p,  zik&m, Job 36 8 ; nyxjn~,  ne4uftdyim, 
Judg. 1621, and ~ E A H ,  Mk. 54).  

FEVER (nnqp), Dt. 2822 (ITYPSTOC, rrypeccw). 
Mt. 814 , f  Mk. l 3 0 J  Lk. 438J Jn. 452Acts 288(plur.). 
See DISEASES, 6 ,  and cp MEDICINE. 

FIELD. I. Sideh, ?la&’ (Phmn. ’la): (a) the 
land outside of towns ( e . 8 ,  Mic. 4 IO) : (6) tilled land 
as opposed to the desert (e.g., Josh.824); also ( 6 )  of 
special localities, e.g.,  the fuller’s field (Is. 7 3 362); 
(d) hill-country, probably the old meaning of ma 
(=Ass. ;a&)-see Judg. 518 Dt. 3 2 1 3  Jer. 173 1 8 1 4  
and especially Judg. 5 4 ’ hiZZkountry of Edom, Gen. 
3 6 3 5  ‘highZand of Moab’;  2 S. 121 ( 1 1  Gilboa; see 
JASHAR, BOOK OF, 2). The transition to ‘country’ 
was easy, because the ancestors of the Hebrews and 
Assyrians came from a mountainous country. The 
character (y ) representing fa& in Assyrian can also 
be read mdtu ‘ country.’ See Peters, JBL, 1893, p. 54 
8 ; Barth, Etym. Stud. 66 ; Wi. AOF 192. 

2. niaqd, &?d&Jz6t/t (once in sing. Is. 37 27 ; hut see z K. 19 2% 
an imaginary word arising out of errors of the text. The fact, 
however that it occurs in M T  five times (not counting Is. 37 27) 
shows that scribes supposed such a word to exist. Dt. 32 32 
‘fields of Gomorrah (6 KA$wa&s aG&v ;K I’. [RAFL] ; KA$J*aTis 
also in Is. 18 5) ; 2 K. 23 4 (uaA?,~wO [El, una. [AI, TY ;J*auprup+ 
705 xapa‘ppou [L]) ; Is. 16 8 ( ~ b  mesin [BNAQI’], Aq. dpoupar, 
Sym. aA$J*a.ra, Theod. AypopOi Oav&ou [Qw.]); Hah.3 17 (T& 

mesin); Jer. 31 40 Kt. nlmw (see KIDRON i., $2). For emenda- 
tions of some of these passages see GRAPE, 3. 

3. ffelkrih n p h ,  2 S.  14 30 f: Am. 4 7 (CP niim n p h  
4elkafh hbiikdelt, Gen. 33 rg ;  [see no. g below], also the 
place-names HELKATH HELKATH-HAZZURIM). ‘Portion ’ in 
2 ~ . 9 1 0 3 6 f : ;  ‘plat’ i,’ 2 ~ ~ 9 2 6 ;  ‘wall’ in 1 ~ . 2 1 2 3  (MT’s 
\n, .@Z, should be p5n, @Ze@) Klo. emends into ‘field.’ On psn, 
&dle@, ‘field,’ see Ges.-Buhl, s.v., and cp ACELDAMA, 5 I. 

4. 13, Z ~ Y ,  ‘open country,’ Job394, RV ‘open field’; Dan. 
238, etc. (Aram.). 

5. n q y ,  yi&hiwr [pl.], Jer. 39 rot ( 6 S p d p a m  [Theod. 
in Qnig.]). Though supported by p*>$, y6&6him, in Jer. 52 I6 
2 K. 25 12, the word does not seem to be quite correct. Prohably 

See CHAINS. 

was marked by interminable revolts and dissensions. 
The disturbances of the Zealots had been followed by 
the excesses of the Sicarii (see ZEALOT). Religious 
fanatics ‘ not so impure in their deeds but more wicked 
in their intentions,’ fired by Messianic hopes and ex- 
pectations, were ruthlessly put to the sword. Of such 
was the Egyptian prophet of Acts 2138  (see Jos. BY 
ii. 135, Ant. xx. 86). The latter period of his pro- 
curatorship was marked by two prominent events at 
CATSAREA (9.. ., I). Paul, who had been accused 
of defiling the temple (Acts 2 1 2 8 ) ,  and of preaching the 
resurrection from the dead (i6. 2 2 3  J? ; cp 2 3 6 6  24zr ) ,  
was sent hither for safety’s sake by CLAUDIUS LPSIAS, 
and was accused in the presence of Felix (Acts 2-1). 
One hesitates to estimate the character of Felix from 
account of the trial: w. ma is notably difficult, and 
it is not easy to decide whether the procurator already 
knew something of the teaching of Jesus, or whether 
he recognised the inner significance of Paul’s speech. 
I t  is probable that to Felix Paul was no more than one 
of the many fanatics who had arisen in the past years, 
and it agrees with the general tendency of Acts to infer 
that the writer’s aim was to indicate the neutral attitude 
of Rome to the new faith (cp ACTS, 

At CEsarea, again, a conflict arose between the 
Jewish and the Syrian inhabitants respecting equality of 
civic privileges. Felix interposed on behalf of the latter 
and silenced the Jews by military force. Deputations 
were sent to Rome, one demanding a speedy settlement 
of the question, the other, from the Jews, denouncing 
the conduct of the procurator. Felix was recalled and 
his place taken by FESTUS [p.w.]. Through the in- 
fluence of Pallas, Felix escaped punishment, and the 
Syrian party, by bribing Nero’s ,secretary Beryllus,l 
ensured the annulling of the privileges of the Jews of 
Caesarea. See FESTUS, and cp Schiir. Hist. 2174-183. 

I. gadh, 34, I K. 733 RV, AV ‘nave’ ; 
Ezek. 118 10 12 RVmg., E V  ‘ring’ ; seeWHEEL, I (a). 2.  &i&&, 
pw~, I K. 7 33t AV, R V  ‘ spoke.’ 

FERRET. The Heb. &zd&ihV ?lp% (Targ. KnDpN ; 
cp Pesh. ima/Zt/zu), thus translated in Lev. 1130T AV, 
is in RV rendered ‘gecko,’ and from the context it 
certainly looks as if some kind of lizard were intended. 
@BAFL, however, has puya)l?j (a shrew mouse, Soyex). 
The Rabbinical writers regard the animal as the hedge- 
hog;  but the latter is commonly taken to be the 
equivalent of the kippdh (see BITTERN, 

Six species of Gecko are described from Palestine, of which 
the Egyptian species RyodacfyZus Zo6atus is perhaps the most 
abundant. The peculiar conformation of their feet by means of 
which they are able to walk on walls and ceilings is well known. 
Geckos are commonly but erroneously regarded as poisonous. 
They are nocturnal in habit, concealinc themselves during the 
day ; and when more than one species lives in or around a house 
they keep separate and apart from one another. They utter 
curious clicking sounds, from which perhaps they derive their 
name. Cp LIZARD. A. E. S. 

FERRY BOAT, but RV’W CONT‘OY (?l???), zS. 
19 18 [19]. Neither rendering is strictly justifiable. See 
FORD. 

FESTIVAL (Wisd. 1512 RVmg. naNHryp lCMOC 
[BKAC]). On the subject of festivals generally see 
FEASTS. 
‘ Closing festival ’ (@ ;&GLov) is the rendering of RVmg. for 

msy, ‘+&ah (see ASSEMBLY, I) in Lev. 23 36 Nu. 29 35 Neh. 8 18 
(feast of tabernacles), Dt. 168 (the passover), z Ch. 7 9  (dedica- 
tion of temple). For ‘festival rc&es’ (Is. 322 RV, njssnn, 
ma/iaZri#h), cp DRESS, 5 8 (beg.), and see MANTLE. 

FESTUS ( ~ H C T O C  [Ti. WH]). Porcius Festus 
succeeded FELIX as procurator of Palestine (60-62 
A. D. ). Since Josephus remarks on the contrast between 
him and his successor Albinus, we may assume that 

5 ) .  

S. A. C. 

FELLOE. 

I). 

1 Jos. Ant. xx. S g  &pvAAos(Niese), ~ u l g o ~ o u p p o r  ; see Schiir. 
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Hist. 2 184, 11. 4. 

we should read nq j ,  gannim, ‘gardens,’ and O’J]~, g8m%irim 
(a new w e d .  denom.), ‘gardeners.’ 

p and nib (see I) 
are equivalent (cp Gen. 1 2 4  with 3 I). 

Cp‘the‘lilies of the 
field,’ Mt. 6 28 ; the potter’s 
field.’ Mt. 2’11. 

6. p, dye$, Ezek. 295, RV ‘earth.’ 

I n N T :  7. Aypds=mb[r (a ) ;  cp. (c)] .  
the fields and villages,’ Mk. 6 36 ; 

, -. 
,8. X i p a ,  ‘ fobk on the fields,’ Jn. 4 35 : cp Lk. 12 16. X i p a  and 

9. xu iov, ‘an enclosed piece of ground’ (RV of Mt. Mk. 
fudas ‘Durchased a field’-ie.. ACELDAMA la.v.1. Acts 

moArr are often opposed in Polybius. 

me.). ._ .. 
11~8>).- In xop iov  represents ny>,’k&wn, ‘vineyard’ (e.g., 
I Ch. 27 27, 2 Macc. 11 5 12  7 21 4 Macc. 15 zo), which illustrates 
Mt. 2636 Mk. 1432. In  Jn. 4 5  E V  has ‘parcel of ground’ to 
produce a connection wit! Gen. 33 19 (AV ‘a  parcel of a field,’ 
RV the parcel of ground ; see no. 3 above). Cp GETHSEMANE, 
B 1. 

FIERY SERPENT (qW, j E ~ d P h ) ,  . Nu. 21 8 ; and 
FIERY FLYING SERPENT (qaiyo q w ,  i rn*‘ciphqh), 
Is. 1429. See SERPENT, § I (9) .  
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FIG TREE FIG TREE 
FIG TREE (Dt. 88 Judg. 91oJ I K. 4 2 5  [ 5 5 ] ,  etc.) 

and FIG (Nu. 1323 205 etc.) are both denoted by 
the same Heb. word t t h ih ,  ?i!&n (pl. 
P’JKg), whereas Greek distinguishes 
them as CYKH and CYKON. Accord- 

ing to Lagarde (MittheiZ. 158-75), thesemitic naniefor the 
fig tree means properly the tree near which another is 
planted or to which another is j0ined.l 

Lagarde contends that the tree’s oldest Semitic name was 
ti’n and discussing its modification into Heb. tcinrih, Aram. 
i i fh ,  a n i  Arab. fin, he argues that the initial f is the same as  
the preformative of 3 s. f. imppf., and hence that a derivation 
from a root a 3 ~  is probable. This root occurs,frequently as a 
verb Arabic with the meaning ‘it is time, ‘the time hag 
come ; and probably the original sense was that of ‘bringing 
near ’ or ‘joining. 

The name is explained by the practice of planting 
wild fig trees by the side of the cultivated trees, or of 
placing branches of the wild fig in flower upon the 
trees--a practice described by Aristotle ( H A  532), Pliny 
(HN xv. 19 79), and others, and called by the Greeks 
Ipivaupbs and by the Latins capricafio. The wild fig, 
which does not itself produce an edible fruit, is useful 
as harbouring hymenopterous insects which migrate to 
the cultivated tree and enter the receptacles within the 
figs. The object is to carry the pollen to the female 
flowers ; but the irritation produced by the gall-insects 
in attempting to deposit their eggs in them hastens the 
maturity of the fruit. Linnaeus rightly held that the 
fig has two sexes, the male being the ‘ caprifig ’ or wild 
fig, while the female is the cultivated fig. 

This view was opposed by Miquel (who held the two plants 
to he different species), and by Gasparrini (who made them 
different genera). Graf 28.1 Solms-Laubach maintained that the 
‘ caprifig’ was the wild stock from which the cultivated fig had 
developed. Fritz Muller reasserted the opinion of Linnzns, and 
Solms-Laubach made a journey to Java to re-examine the 
question in the genus Ficus generally, and as  a result gave his 
adhesion to the Linnzan view. The ‘caprifig’ produces in its 
receptacles ‘ga1lflowers’-i.e. female flowers which have become 
the nidus of the insects. Certiinly, from early times the Hebrews 
seem to have known the process of artificial stimulation as 
applied to figs (Am. 7 14, see below). 

Dimcious plants occasionally revert functionally ; possibly 
we have an instance of this in the barren fig-tree (Lk. xiii. 6.9). 
There is reason to think that the normal ‘fruit-bearing’ fig may 
sometimes revert to the caprifig condition. In  that case its 
‘ figs’ would not swell hut would drop off early and (apparently) 
immature. Any one visiting such a tree would be disappointed 
(see, however, below, $ 5 ) . 2  

Lagarde maintains, moreover, that the name is not 
one of those which from the first belonged to all the 

2. Original Semitic languages-in other words, that 
the fig was probably unknown to the 
Semites in their original home. The same 

conclusion had, on quite different grounds, been reached 
by Guidi (DeZZa sedeprimitiva deipopoZi Scmitici, 35J: ), 
and is generally accepted.3 

home. 

On somewhat doubtful philological grounds Lagarde argues 
that the name was borrowed alike by Heb ArLm. and classical 
Arab. from the dialect of the clan BahrZ, Gho had’their original 
home in SE. Arabia. However, as Halevy shows (Mil. Cri f .  
zoo), almost equally good reasons could be given for holding 
the word to be originally Hebrew or Aramaic. Although it 
must be admitted that Lagarde’s argument is weakened by 
baseless philological assumptions,4 his etymology has fair prob- 
ability, and if accepted throws an interesting light on the great 
antiquity of the art of fig cultivation. 

The original home of the fig is said by De Candolle 
( O r i s ,  238) to have been the Southern Mediterranean 
shore, westwards from Syria. Thence the fig spread 
northwards and eastwards. Like the vine and olive, it 
must have been long an inhabitant of Palestine ; we see 
this especially in such early references as Judg. 910 

1 T?n havine the same relation to n3K as i>R has to 312 - I Y Y 77 

(though this latter etymology is doubtful). 

for July 7 1883 (p. Z Z J )  by W. E. Hemsley, F.R.S. 
2 The point is elahorately discussed in the Gardener’s ChronicZe 

3 Gnidi)’holds that Arabic probably borrowed the word from 
Aramaic. 

Lagarde holds, for in- 
stance, that original f i n  Arab. must answer to original th in 
Aram. and sk in Heb., whereas there areundoubted instances of 
t remaining all through. 
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4 See D. H. Muller in WZKM 126. 

Kic. 44. At the present day it is found wild in all parts 
If the country (Tristram, N H B  351). 

Guidi (DeZZa d e ,  35) cites a passage from an Arabic 
3oet in which, as in the parable of Jotham (Jndg. 9), the 
3. Culture. olive, the fig, and the vine as typical of 

cultivated trees are opposed to the bramble. 
The fact that these three can be traced so far back in 
Hebrew literature is interesting for the history of fruit 
x l ture ;  and it is specially significant that the old 
phrase for possession of a country was that ‘ every man 
should sit under his own vine and fig-tree.’ The  
nedicinal use of the 3\37, debh&ih, or cake of figs, 
IS a poultice (Is. 3821 z K. 207) is known both to 
:lassical (Pliny, HNxxiii. 7122) and to Arabic writers 
:Di. nd 106.). 

The meaning of the expression n*a+ &j3, b 5 s  
Fikmim, in Amos ( 7 1 4 )  is still uncertain. The verb 
353 does not occur elsewhere in Hebrew or in any 
Ither Semitic language (6 Kv@ov, Aq. .?psuvGv, Sym. 
Fxxwv, Theod. Xapduuwv) ; but 6aZas is a common name 
If the fig in Arabic and Bthiopic and is held by 
Lagarde (MittheiZ., Z.C.) to be the oldest Semitic name 
b r  the fruit, though even he thinks it may have been 
xiginally borrowed, perhaps from an Indian source. 
This being so, the reference is most probably to the 
xltivation of sycamore figs (the fruit of Ficus Syco- 
~ O Y Z L S )  hy incisions made in the immature fruit. See 
ilso SYCOMORE. 

The early unripe fruits which first appear on the fig tree in 
;pring are in Cant. 2 ‘3 denoted by p ;~,1  pug-g-zm, where 
? W A C  has bMvfJour, a word which occurs once in the N T   rev. 6 13). F$Y in Ar. may denote any kind of immature fruit ; 
Syr. puggri or pZg-ri (see BETHPHAGE) is the unripe fig. So 
$AuvOop is explained by Hesychius as ~b pb wmapdvav uGrou. 
On the other hand, the early ripe fig, which was (and is). 
highly esteemed on account both of‘its peculiarly fine flavour 
tnd of its early appearance is denoted by aii32, bikkziriih 
,Is. 28 4 Jer. 21-2 Hos. 9 IO Mk.  7 It). 

aprons ’ in Gen. 3 7 
has given rise to unnecessary difficulty, on the ground 
4. Gen. 7. of the softness of the leaves and the clifficulty 

of sewing them together into a continuous 
covering. Lagarde, who justly remarks that the 
mention of fig leaves must have been an element in 
the originnZ form of the story,2 has discovered for them 
an allegorical and religious meaning which would (as 
Dillmann remarks) have done honour to Philo. Celsius, 
Gesenius, Knobel, and others suppose that the banana 
or Musa is referred to, as this plant is called a fig by 
the natives of Malabar; it is urged that its leaves, 
which may be ten feet long, would provide an effective 
covering. It is quite inadmissible, however, to suppose 
that the Hebrew narrator had a Malayan plant in his 
mind;  the banana was not known to the Egyptians, 
and its introduction into India (whence it was 
known to the Greeks and Arabs) was more recent 
(cp De Candolle, l,c. 245). Though later this plant 
became somehow associated with the Eden narrative 
(witness Linnzeus’s name for it, Musa pamdisiaca) 
there is no ground for supposing that could have 
its meaning extended to cover a plant totally different 
from the fig. Probably the use-of fig leaves seemed 
natural because these are among the largest to be 
found on any Palestinian tree. 

The N T  references to the fig tree are of great interest. 
When Jesus, according to the Fourth Gospel, speaks of 

5. NT. having seen Nathanael ‘under the fig tree’ 
(Jn. 1 4 8  5o), it is natural to think, in the first 

instance, of some prominent fig tree such as those which 
in Palestine often overshadow the wells beside which 
travellers halt, e.g., ‘Ain et-Tin, by Khan Minyeh (see, 
however, NATHANAEL). No tree is so widely spread 
in Syria and Palestine as the fig tree. Hence we cannot 

1 The Arab. verb correspondinp ty 239 signifies. ‘to spread 
apart (the feet)’ and hence ‘to hasten. 

2 Hehn (KuZi+urjfluanzan U. Hnusflzieie(6). 96) brings it into 
connection with the Ficus ~ u w z i i z ~ l i s  of Roman legend ; but 
little can be made of such a comparison. 

The  use of ‘ fig leaves ‘ to make 

N. M.-W. ’r. T. -D. 
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record a parable of a vineyard (Mt. 21 33-46 Mk. 12  1-12) 
which is similar in its tendency, though it does not 
represent the vineyard as destroyed. It may be added 
that by giving up this difficult story we can the better 
appreciate the husbandman's loving intercession for the 
symbolic fig tree in the parable. I t  is not merely the 
accuracy of a detail in a narrative-it is the consistency of 
the character of the Saviour hiinself-that is in ciuestion. 

be surprised that on two recorded occasions Jesus drew 
a parable from it-(a) Mt. 2432-35 Mk. 1328-32 Lk. 
2129-33 ; (6) Lli. 136-9. The letter of these parables is 
clear ; the briefest reference to it is sufficient. (a) The 
fig tree is one of the first trees to shoot, though the time 
of its coming into leaf varies according to the situation, 
and when the leaves appear there must already be 
immature fruit, and summer cannot be far off. (6) A 
fig tree that had borne no fruit for three years would 
seem to its owner (destitute of the practical knowledge 
of a gardener) to be useless, or even worse than useless. 
He would therefore at once cut it down, unless his 
gardener could persuade him that cultural treatment 
would be likely to restore the tree to normal fruit- 
bearing. The application of the parables is equally 
unmistakable. The first has reference to the speedy 
advent of the Messiah in glory; the second to the 
danger of destruction for the Jewish people. 

A great difficulty, however, remains, and we must be 
careful to meet it in an unprejudiced spirit. There 
is a well-known story (Mt. 21 17-22 Mk. 11 12-14 20-23) 
placed immediately after the triumphal entry into Jeru- 
salem, which irresistibly reminds us of the second 
of these parables. Is the association of ideas purely 
accidental, or does it point to some misunderstanding 
on the part of Mt. and Mk.? The improb- 
abilities of the story are obvious, and cannot be explained 
away. Jesus, being hungry, came to a fig tree near 
Bethany, just before the passover, before the season for 
figs had come, and finding only leaves, cursed the tree, 
which immediately (~apa~p+jp iz )  withered away (Mt. ), 
or at  any rate was seen to be withered on the following 
morning (Mk.). With this act, Jesus, according to the 
evangelists, connected an exhortation to the disciples to 
have faith in God, since even mountains (a proverbial 
expression) may be moved by prayer. 

One inaccuracy in the report is too plain to be over- 
looked. Any exhortation which Jesus may have con- 
nected with this action must have related to the fate of 
the Jewish people, of which the fig tree is an image (Joel 
1 7 )  ; the saying on faith is indeed genuine, but has 
received a wrong setting. Passing to the story itself, 
we cannot help being surprised at the curse ascribed to 
Jesus, for which there is no parallel in his life, arid 
which, if interpreted symbolically, is diametrically 
opposed to the statement in M t . 2 l 4 1  Mk. 129.l This 
is the first difficulty. The  second may be best expressed 
in the words of Augustine, ' Quid arbor fecerat fructum 
non afferendo ? Quae culpa arboris infecunditas? '2 

What was the offence of the fig tree? Was it the not 
having preserved one or two figs from the last season? 
Or was it the not having produced one or two precocious 
figs before the time ? Neither alternative appears 
reasonable, nor is it at all natural to suppose-as a 
last expedient-that what Jesus required was green, 
unripe fruit.3 Surely there is a better explanation, 
and a slight acquaintance with human nature will show 
how reasonable it is. Parables and history are easily 
confounded, so that even Sir Philip Sidney speaks with 
mild surprise of theologians of his time who denied the 
historicity of the parable of the good Samaritan. In  
just the same way some early Christian must have 
misunderstood the parable preserved in Lk. 136-9, and 
transformed it into a narrative of an act of Jesus, giving 
the circumstances a somewhat different form in order to 
bring the story as near as possible to the death of Jesus, 
but forgetting (see below) that the passover season was 
not the time for figs. 

It is a confirmation of this view that neither Mt. nor 
Mk. gives the parable in question, though they do 
1 The anger of Jesus is not with Israel, but with its rulers. 
2 Sewn. 98 3 (Trench, Mirnctes, 445 ,n.). 
3 So Post, Hastings, DB 2 6a. Weiss (Le6enJesn, 2 451) is 

singularly meagre, and thinks it enough to suggest that the 
action asrribed to Jesus was analogous to symbolic actions of 
the old prophets (cp z K. 221). H e  does not, however, quote 
a parallel. 

The chapter on the withering of the fruitless fig tree in 
Trench's Miracles may still be read with profit for its subtlety 
and the abundance of its exegetical information. We learn there 
that D. Heinsius proposed to read (Mk. 11 13) 08 y i p  $Y Karpbs 
ov'rov, ' for where he was [in Judaeal it was the season of ,figs.' 
Trench also refers to the reading (adoired by Ti. and WH) o y i p  
Kaipbs O ~ K  $u UJKOV (instead of 06 y i p  $u Kaipbs &KOV), which 
though very well attested, is not probable. The truth probabl; 
is that the Fords are a comment of an early reader which has 
made its way into the text (so first Toup). 

N. M.-W. T. T.-D., 1-4; T. K. c . ,  5 5. 
FIGURED STONE (n'?Dp), Lev. 261 AVW and 

RV. 

'pictures,' RV 'baskets' ; cp Nu. 3352 Lev. 26r 
Ezek. 812). 

FILLET in the AV occurs only as a technical term 
in architecture to render man, &if (Jer. 52 ZI), D'Fdn, &f7i&i77zb 

etc.. for which see PILLAR. On the use of 'fillets' for the 
purpose of binding the hair, see CHAPLET, D I A D E M ,  TURBAN& 
B I. 

FINE (E$v, z K .  2 3 3 3  RVmg. ; cp 2 Ch. 363;  see 
TRZBUTE). On pecuniary fines or compensations for injuries 
,Ex. 2122 Dt.2219 Ezra726 ['confiscation of goods'=I Esd. 
3 24 'penalty of money ; cp T Esd. 632 'all  his goods seized for 
the king '=Ezra G II ' let his house be made a dunghill 'I), see. 
LAW AND JUSTICE. 

FINGER (as a measure of length, Jer. 5221 ,  LQPP). 

FIR, FIR-TREE, RV"g. CYPRESS ('b\ihg, 2 S. 6 j. 
I I<. 5810[2224] 61534 ,  etc.). 

GwZ, which once (Cant. 1 17) occurs in an Aramaised form as 
lh?, is also found in Assyrian (hnrZ&) and Syriac (deydihri), 

and has probably passed through Phaenician 
into Greek as j3p&?eu, and into Latin as bratns. 

See IDOL, § I (f.). 
FILIGREE WORK (ni$?@g, Prov. 2511 Rvmg., AV 

See BASKETS and cp IDOL, 3 I ( J )  

%e WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. 

'* Name* 
The ancient interpretations are very varied. 
Thus @ bas KVTQLUUOS six times ' T F ~ K ~  or T&WOS five times. 

rCSpos or K B ~ W O S ,  d p x e v h s  [AI 0; bpasliQivos, and rims, eacg 
wice; and thrice an indeterminate rendering. Pesh. a!so IS 
lot altogether consistent, but generally renders shamninZ-i.e. 
cypress'; whereas in Vg. the rendering abies greatly pre: 

iooderates. Again, some Jewish authorities, as Maimonides 
md Kimhi, are quoted in favour of the 'box' (Cels. 1761;). 
See Box TREE. 

The OT references show that the dCr8f was a 
:haracteristic forest tree of large stature and spreading 

boughs (2  I<. 1 9 2 3  Ezek. 318), evergreen 
(Hos. 148[9]), a chief element in the 
'glory of Lebanon' (IS. 6013; cp 4119 

5513)~ and specially associated with the cedar (Ps. 
10417 Is. 1 4 8  Zech. 112). Its timber ranked with that 
)f the cedar as the best that could be employed in the 
iuilding of houses and of ships ( I  K. 5 8 IO [ z z  241 6 15 34 

Clearly then d e r G  is one of the large conifers-prob- 
TI Cant. 117  Ezek. 27 5). 

rblv either (I) the cmress. or ( 2 )  the fir or Dine. 
\ ,  

(1)- ?he meaning ' cypress ' has been 
accepted by most modern authorities, and 
might be regarded as established. were it 

'* 
- Y 

roved that the equivalent in Phcenician meant the 
typress. This is assumed, however, rather than proved 
n most cases-e.g. in the argument of Baudissin (Stud. 
! 192-198 ; cp Hal. iWd. Crit. 30). 

Even if it be granted that the representation on Phmnician 
oins and othbr monuments can be identified as the cypress and 
:istinguished from other conifers (which in some cases Baudissin 
llows to be doubtful), the association of the tree with any 
,articular deity such as the &pow8 or the @aQu of Phl!o 
3yhlius is evidently precarious (cp ReL Se??z.(Z) Z O G J ) ,  and stdl 
core so is thff inference that these Phcenician names denote the 
ypress. The identification is possibly better supported (Ges. 
'Xes.) by the fact that in Gk. f3p& (Diosc. 1104)  and in Lat. 
,ratus (PI. H N  xii. 17 78 xxiv. 11 102) denoted the savin (/u72i- 
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FIRE FIRE 
gems  Sadina, L.), of which one sort, according to Pliny, 
resemhles a cypress; hut even this is not much to build on. 
Moreover, whilst the ancients are known to have highly prized 
cypress wood for its durability and its usefulness in building 
houses and ships (Bliimner TechnoL bei Grieclzen u. RJmentern 
2 257 8) almost equal prkise is bestowed by them on the fi; 
and pine’in these respects (ib. 2 8 3 3 ) .  

(2) More decisive arguments in favour of thefir  are 
those adduced by Robertson Smith (Pro,z%..i“) 413f: ). 

‘(I) Ebusus, the modern Iviza, is, according to the coins, 
D D ~  y y = p w i i l  *N, and what this means appears from the Gk. 
I h v o h a r  (see Schroder, PA&. S’r. 99). (2) The is 
according to the OT, the characteristic tree of Lebanon d o n i  
with the cedar. Now the cypress is (at any rate at present) not 
indigenous on Lebanon, hut a species of A6ies is very 
characteristic of these mountains, and to judEe from its present 
frequency, must have always been a prominent feature in the 
forests.’ 

Doubt may indeed remain whether 6e777J is a fir or a 
pine,‘ since, as Tristram tells us (NHB 353), the 
Aleppo pine is one of the most characteristic trees 
of Lower Lebanon, whilst Pinas muritima occurs 
occasionally on the coast and in the sandy plains. 

In some passages the occurrence of d i p  may be due 
to transcriptional error ; in others it should possibly be 
restored. 

(I) In  z S. 6 5  we have the strange phrase ‘playing before 
Yahwi: on all kinds of fir wood; and on harps etc.’ The parallel 

passage, however (‘with all their might and with 
.4. Doubtful songs, and with harps,’ I Ch. 13 8) supplies a better 
passages. reading (most after We., so 0 Z ; L q & ) .  (2) The 

phrase h;?? O’Cp? in the battle-picture of 
Nah. 2 3 [4] will hardly bear to be rendered ‘the spears are 
shaken terribly’ (RV). 0 has ot inrmis Oopvp$J+ovm= 
;5??! O’t$Z? (Che.), though We. keeps the dnr. hey. hyln, 
a n d  renders the clause the horses prance.’ (3) Iu Ps. 72 16, for 
wyi* p i n  ~ ~ 1 2 ,  ‘on the top of the mountains shall it (the corn?) 
make a rushing noise,’ Che. (Ps.P)) reads ~ l $  n’?? dil;l?, 
‘like the pine of the mountains let it  (justice) strike root.’ 

N. M. 

FIRE (de,  7.1K ; nyp).  No material phenomenon 
seemed to primitive man to be so plainly divine as fire 

1. OT - (cp Tylor, Prim. Cub. 22i13). 
( u )  There was a flaming sword at the 

conceptions’ gate of Paradise (see CHERUB, 6 7). and 
in the storm,- flashes of divine fire (‘fire of ‘God,‘ 
z K. 1 I Z  Job 116) still lightened the world, betokening 
the passage of the divinity (Hab. 311 Ps. 7718 rIg]). 
I t  was also believed that in the olden time no human 
hand lighted the sacrificial flame, but fire from a well- 
pleased God (see Judg. 6 ZI I K. 18 24 38, and cp 
SACRIFICE). 

(6) Not only, then, did Ere become an essential element 
in the ritual (see INCENSE, 55 I, 8, SACRIFICE, and cp 
ALTAR), and in imaginative descriptions of theophanies 
(see BUSH, § 2 ;  THEOPHANY, 5 5). but also a conception 
of God’s nature was derived, partly at least, from the 
characteristics of fire. ‘ Yahw-6 is a devouring fire ’ to 
those who provoke him (see Dt. 424 93 3222 Is. 3027 
Mt. 311 Heb. 1229) ; he is a cheering light to those 
who obey him (Ps. 46[7] 271 Is. 25). These two 
manward aspects of God’s nature are combined in 
Is. 1017, ‘ The light of Israel shall be for a fire, and his 
Holy One for a flame.’ 

(c) From the parallelism of the two expressions 
‘light ’ and ‘ Holy One ’ we see that the appearance 
.of ‘fire’ or ‘light’ is the outward manifestation of 
the divine ‘holiness’ (cp CLEAN, § I). ’ To those 
who are not ’holy’ the sense of God’s nearness 
must be oppressive. When he approaches for judg- 
ment, such persons (who have hitherto been practically 
atheists) realise what he is, and exclaim, ‘Who can 
dwell safely in the neighbourhood of the avenging God ? ’ 

Such at least is the usual interpretation of that remarkahle 
passage Is. 33 14. Prof. Skinner, for instance, remarks, ‘The 
word “dwell” means strictly “sojourn as a protected guest, 
and is the same as that used in Ps. 15 I.’ 

No one, however, has been able to make the’phrase 
WN 115 %). ‘ Who shall sojourn to us devouring 
1 Unless it were sufficiently general to include both. 
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fire’ (so it is literally) appear quite natural as Hebrew. 
The whole passage is so striking that even a faint gleam 
of fresh light may be welcome. In  accordance with 
the newer style of textual criticism, which recognises 
the imperfections of MT more fully than used to be 
possible, we should most probably (with SBOT ‘ Isa.’ 
Heb., 196) restore the original text thus, 

‘Who will re6uke for us ()I$ 1YJ: ’p) the devouring fire? 
Who will rehke for us the everlasting burnings?’ 

T o  rebuke is to ‘curb, quell,’ or (nhen used of God) 
to ‘annihilate’ by an angry word; cp Ps. 1069, He 
rebuked the Red Sea, and it dried up.’ 

Another difficulty, however, remains : and glad as one would 
be to recommend some explanation with confidence, it is not 
possible to do so. 

(I) Comparing the description of the bush which burned and 
yet was not consumed (Ex. 3 s), some critics understand ‘ever- 
lasting ’ as equivalent to ‘divine ’ divine fire being necessarily 
eternal. This is plausible,l and ki th  a different context would 
be admissible. Here, however, we require a word which s eaks 
for itself without exegetical subtlety. Besides, if ‘ rebufe’ is 
right, ‘divine’ must of course be wrong. 

(2) ‘Everlasting’ might, it is said, mean ‘continual.’ This 
view. however, seems to confound n5y ‘&m with nsl n?;a& 
(see ETERNAL), and is rightly rejected by Kittel in his revision 
of Dillmann’s commentary. Perhaps we should correct @$y 
into D’t& ‘peoples.’ I t  is no ordinary siege of Jerusalem 
that Is.33 presupposes but a judgment upon the nations 
which will assenible (thdlater prophets say) to besiege Jerusalem 
a t  the close of the present age. Hence in v. 12 we read ‘And 
the peoples will become burned to lime : like thorns &t off, 
which are kindled with fire.’ Where this fire comes from we 
learn from a neighhoiiring prophecy : it  comes from Yahw; 
‘who has a fire in Zion, and a,furnacez in Jerusalem’ (31 9): 
I t  is not the usual word for ‘fire . the word ’zZr was according 
to some critics,s selected to suggdst Ariel (‘ Altar-h;arth’), the 
name given by Isaiah to Jerusalem in 29 I ; see ARIEL, 2. ‘ The 
fire is ejidently that of the altar, not, however, of the visible 
but of the invisible altar, which Isaiah knows from his vision 
(chap. 6 )  to be really existent in thesanctuary’(SBOT‘Isa.’q4). 

Fire, however, was not merely a destroying agent. 
( I t )  In the hand of a refiner it separated the pure 

2. Refining metal from the dross-a type of God’s 
influence. purifying judgments. I t  is said indeed 

once that the effect was not produced in 
the case of Israel ; affliction brought no noble elements 
into view :- 

‘Surely, I have refined thee, hut without gain of silver: I 
have tried thee in the furnace in vain’4 ( [ s .  45 IO, SBOT). 
However, the writer of these words is hardly the Prophet 
of Consolation ; they appear to be an interpolation. The 
true Second Isaiah is an optimist, as the First Isaiah 
himself was when he wrote the words, ‘ I  will smelt 
out in the furnace6 thy dross ’ (Is. 1 2 5 ) ,  and as Malachi 
was, when he said, ‘ He is like a refiner’s fire ’ (Mal. 32). 
and another late prophet who declares, ‘ I (Yahwb) will 
bring the third part through the fire . . . they shall 
call on my name, and I will hear them ’ (Zech. 13 9). 

(6)  Of the purgatorial fire there is no trace in the 
Bible ; an appeal was made at the Council of Florence 
(1139 A. D. ) to I Cor. 3 15, ‘ he himself shall be saved ; 
yet so as by fire ’ ; but the fire mentioned is the same as 
that in 2,. 13, which is plainly the fire of destruction. 
As in I Pet. 3 zo it is said that ‘ few persons were saved 
(passing) through the water’ (Si’ Mums), so the unwise 
builder referred to will escape through the midst of the 
fire, safe himself, though with the loss of his work.0 

On the unquerichable Gehenna (out of which the notion of a 
purgatorial fire grew among the later Jews), see ESCHATOLOGY, 
$5 10 83 3 70 3 (also iii.f.). 

Two special laws respecting the use of fire may be 

There are two current explanations. 

1 See Duhm ad Zoc. and cp Che. Znfv. Is. 169J 

3 Such at least is the best of the usual views. 
Lit. ‘an o:eu’(see)FuKNAcE, 5). 

For another 
theory (&., thatkriel in 29 I zu should be Uriel). see ARIEL. 2. 

4 Reading O?n (Klo., Che.). 
6 Reading l ?B (Lowth, Budde, etc.). 
6 The &is n h  comparative, but like the Heb. Ka$?z veritntis : 

6s SL& 7up6s means ‘flying, as he does, through the midst of  
the fire. 
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FIREBRAND FISH 
victim was required it was a firstborn that was preferred 
( z  K. 327). Just as the fruit of a new orchard remained 
' uncircumcised' for three years (Lev. 19238 ,  see FRUIT, 

z) ,  and was dedicated to Yahwb before it could be 
eaten with impunity, so the firstlings possessed a specific 
character until they had been sanctified. Similarly we 
find that the eighth day after birth is set apart for the 
dedication of the firstling, and is at the same time a 
turning-point in the life of the firstborn. In the case of 
the firstborn the evidence is shrouded in obscurity. 
Certain features, however, deserve consideration. I t  
appears that the laws regulating the redemption of the 
firstling (see SACRIFICE) find an analogy in the re- 
demption of the firstborn, which P, in some way, con- 
nects with the consecration of the Levites. It would 
certainly be rash to infer that at one time the Hebrews 
habitually sacrificed their firstborn sons, although the 
valuable testimony of Mic. 6 7  shows that in Manasseh's 
time the offering of the firstborn for the sin of the 
father was not a novelty in the worship of Yahw&.l 

Although the association of the offering of the first- 
born with the PASSOVER is probably a late develop- 
ment (see EXODUS, § 3 iii. ; FEASTS, § z )  certain features 
merit attention. Here the law (Ex. 1312 2228 [~g] )  un- 
ambiguously assigns the ~ n ;  i;~, whether of man or 
beast, to Yahw&,2 but commands that the firstborn of 
man shall be redeemed (Ex. 1 3  13 156 34 zo Nu. 18 15f: ). 
The fact that in P the redemption is made by the 
Levites makes it probable that in later times the dedi- 
cation was understood to be for the temple-service 
(cp Smend, ATReL-gesch.(*) 281, n. 3) .  This is also 
the view of later Judaism (Targ. on Ex. 245, Mish. 
Zebach. 144), but is scarcely ancient. 

No doubt, strictly, the offering of the firstborn to 
Yahwk was at one time considered to be as binding 
as  the offering of firstlings and first-fruits, and, 
indeed, the evidence goes to show that in exceptional 
cases the offering was actually made. However, just 
as the first-fruits were offered as a part of the whole, it is 
conceivable that originally the rite of circumcision was 
instituted upon the same principle to typify the offering 
of the firstborn.s That in later times the rite was ex- 
tended to aN males, and was looked upon as a tribal 
mark (see CIRCUMCISION, 5 s), does not preclude this 
theorv. 

mentioned. ( I )  According to Ex. 353, not even the 
3. Laws. work of lighting a fire was permissible on 

the Sabbath-a prohibition which agrees 
with the statement in Ex. 1623 that the manna in the 
wilderness might not be baked 011 The Sabbath. It is 
dilficult to believe that this ascetic injunction which made 
household arrangements so difficult, was of early origin ; 
in fact, critical analysis assigns it to P. (See Jos. BI ii. S g, 
and cp SABBATH.) ( z )  Another special law impressed 
on herdmen the necessity of caution in the use of fire. 
If a fire, starting among thorns which were troublesome 
and had to be consumed (Is. 33126), should spread to 
another man's cornfield or orchard and damage it, res- 
titution was to be made by the man who kindled the 
fire (Ex. 226 [5] ; cp Judg. 915 155)-a most useful 
law in such a country as Palestine where the summers 
are so hot. In consequence of the material employed in 
the construction of houses no law was needed with re- 
gard to conflagrations in cities (see HOUSE, § I). 

2 .  
COAL, COOKING (cp 8 3 A) FOOD. On 'passing throuih thd 
fire' see MOLECH. On 
f i e  in metallurgy, see METALLURGY. 

On the use of fire for domestic purposes see BREAD 

On th; 'pillar of fire' see PILLAR. 
T. K. C. 

FIREBRAND. I. 'ad, iw ,  Is. 7 4  Am. 411 ; also 

2. zi&+Dn, p - p  (of fire missiles), Prov. 26 IS; also Is. 50 11 

3. Zapjjd, i$, Jndg. 1 5 4 5  See LAMP, TORCH. 
4. m@Zd, i?)~, Ps. 102 4 [3] RV (AV 'hearth'). See 

Zech. 32 (EV 'brand'). 

RV (AV ' sparks '). 

HEARTH, 3. 

FIRE-PAN. (I) mabtah, nnnD. (cp CENSER, 2 ; 
ALTAR, $3 g), and ( 2 )  

HEARTH, 2). 
'25, WK ?)$> (cp COAL, $3 3 ;  

See COOKING, 0 4. 

FIRKIN (MBTPHTHC, Jn. 26). See WEIGHTS AND 
ME AS u R E s . 

FIRMAMENT (p'j??p CTEPBUMA [ADEL]), Gen. 
See STARS, $3 I, and cp CREATION. 16, RVmS 'expansion.' 

HEAVEN. 

FIRSTBORN, FIRSTLING, etc. That the first- 
fruits of the body-particularly the male-possessed 
an intrinsic sanctity was a belief which the ancient 
Hebrews shared with other divisions of the Semitic 
stock. The firstborn male enjoyed privileges of which 
he was not to be deprived (Dt. 2116), and to barter 
away his birthright (ni13, &%ruh, Gen. 2523/), or to 
be deprived of it ( I  Ch. 5 I) ,  was deemed a disgrace ; 
see LAW AND JUSTICE, 18. ' Firstborn ' ( 7 r p W 7 6 T O K O S )  

thus becomes an honourable title applied to Israel (Ex. 
422) and Ephraim (Jer. 3 1 g ) ,  and, through the Jewish 
interpretation of Ps. 8927 [&I, designates also the 
Messiah (Heb. 1 6  Col. 115 Roni. 829). This character 
of the male firstborn finds analogies in the treatment of 
firstlings among a nomadic folk, and of the first-fruits of 
the field among a community which is essentially agri- 
cultural. The Hebrews, however, as we find them in 
the OT, had passed from the nomad to the agricultural 
state with the inevitable result that observances, primarily 
distinct, were inextricably fused together. See SACRI- 
FICE, TITHES. 

I t  is noteworthy that the Sem. .v'i3>, drikar('t0 break forth ') 
is not confined to the animal world, but can include the first-fruit; 
of trees or of the produce of the field. Thus, besides 6ikcir 

(Ass. dukru, Syr. Zzikrri), used of individuals (Gen. 25 13 
etc.) and animals (Ex. 115),1 is found bikkzirim, p q 1 2 ,  first- 
fruits in general (Ex. 23 16), and Bikkzircih, nil32,,specifically 
the 'early fig' (Mic. 7 I etc., see FIG, 5 3). A similar root- 
meaning is possessed by the Heb. pegev, i b ~  (./ to cleave,' cp 
Ass. pa@tw) 'firstling ' or fully pefer re&%, oni '3 ( & L C I Y O ~ ~ O Y  
p j ~ p a v ) ,  \"high is limitid td man Lnd beast (Ex. 13 z 1 2 3  15 34 19 
Nu. 3 12 8 15 Ezek. 20 26). Finally, rdtith, nyjx i  (the first or 
best, Q5 & ~ r a p x ~ )  does not exclude the firstborn male (Geh 49 3, 
'>i~'i II qi~>), but is commonly applied to grain, fruit, etc. (Ex. 
23 19 34 26 Dt. 26 2 IO). 

Not only were the first-fruits as  acceptable an offering 
as the firstlings, but when (in exceptional cases) a human 

1 a?!?: is fem. only, Gen. 1931-37 2926 IS. 1449t. For 
a???, specifically 'young camel,' see CAMEL, 8 I, n. I .  
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See WRS ReL Senr.(zJ 4 5 8 ~ 7 ,  and cp TAXATION AND 
TRIBUTE. S. A. C. 

FISH. Of freshwater fish from the Holy Land 
Tristram enumerates forty-three species, only eight of 
1. Species. Zhich are common to the more westerly 

editerranean rivers and lakes. Of the 
thirty-six species found in the Jordan and its system, 
but one (BZennius Zupdus) is found in the ordinary 
Mediterranean freshwater fauna ; two occur in the 
Nile, seven in the Tigris, Euphrates, and adjacent rivers, 
ten in other parts of Syria, and sjxteen are peculiar 
to the basin of the Jordan. I t  thus appears, as Tristram 
points out, that the fish fauna is very isolated ; it shows 
affinities, however, to that of the Ethiopian zoo-geo- 
graphical region, and probably dates from a geological 
time when the Jordan and the rivers of NE. Africa 
belonged to the same system. 

The 
blenny (BZennizm- two species-and four species of gray 
mullet (Mu&) are found in the inland lakes and rivers B. 
U U ~ U S  being very abundant in the Sea of Galilee, which is 
unusually well stocked with fish. The members of the family 
Chvoinidre are very many and are characteristic of this inland 

A few of the more interesting forms may be mentioned. 

1 Cp especially Ezek. 20 26. For human sacrifices generally 
see z K. 16 3 17 17 21 6 23 IO Jer. 7 31 Ezek. 16 ZOJ 23 37, and 
cp ISAAC JEPHTHAH. 

2 Accdding to Ex. 132 (P) the firstborn is 'taboo ' to Yahwk 
(the verb is &ia'dS, cp CLEAN, $$ I); note also the remarkable 
use of i q y n  in v. 12, compared with Ezek. 20 26. 

3 According to the old writer in Ex. 424R Yahws not only 
was appeased by a victim in the person of ';he firstborn? but 
further, was satisfied by the offering of a part (the 'orlrih) fo; 
the whole. 
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FISH FISH 
According to Tristram (1VH.B 292) ' the  fish spear is much 
used in the smaller streams and the northern rivers of the 
Lebanon.' 

2. A second m@de of fishing was by means of a 
line and hook, with or without a rod (the latter prob- 
ably Mt. 17 27), of which many illustrations have 
been preserved 011 the monuments of Egypt and Assyria. 
These ancient anglers (cp o'~", Is. 1 9 8 )  used bait- 
never, so far as is knpwn, the fly. That angling was 
familiar to the Hebrews is evident from its frequent 
use as a telling metaphor in the OT. The line ( 5 2 ~ )  is 
mentioned only in Job 411 [4025]. The HOOK {;.v.) 
receives various names, 

3. Professional fishermen, however, had at all times 
recourse to nets. ?'he Egyptian nets were made of 
threads prepared from flax,l and were of various kinds- 
all explained and illustrated by Wilkinson (see 1 2 g 2 / ,  
2~173). Most or all of these were. no doubt, em- 
ployed by the fishermen of Phcenicia and Palestine. 
Of the many Hcbrew words for ' net'  the most usual, 
r&th (nL.ii), is confined in the OT to the hunter's and 
the fowler's nets (see FOWL, 8 ) ;  but this is probably 
an accident. It is most probably the best equivnlcnt 
of the general term EKTIJOY, rete (Mt. 420 Lk. 5 4  8 
Jn. 2 1 6 3 ) ,  applicable to a net of any description. 

On the other hand, two special varieties of fishing 
nets are found in the NT certainly, and in the O T  
very probably. 

( a )  The one is the hand-net or casting-net (ab@- 
PXTuTpov), still used on the Phcenician coast and on 
the sea of Galilee (ZDPV, 1886, p. 102). 
' The net is in shape like the top of a tent, with a long cord 

fastendd to the apex. This is tied to the arm, and the net so 
folded ;hat, when it is thrown (cp P M A o v r ~ s ,  hft.418), it ex- 
pands to its utmost circumference, around which are strung 
beads of lead to make i t  drop suddenly to the bottom. Now 
, . . he spies his game. . . . Away goes the net expanding as 
it flies, and its leaded circumference strikes the bottom ere the 
silly fish knows that its meshes have closed around him. By the 
lid of his cord the fisherman leisurely draws np  the net, and the 
fish with i t '  (Thomson, LB 402). Cp Wetzstein's description in 
Delitzsch, Ein Tag- in Kapenzaunz, 146J 

This net corresponded to the fuizda of the Romans 
(for classical references see Smith's Dirt. Ant., ' Rete '). 
'Twenty-eight large fish were caught with a small hand- 
net at a single cast near Tiberias in 1884 (ZDPL', Z.C.). 

(6)  The second net mentioned (uccy'y,) is the large 
drag, draw-net, or seine (from Lat. rqena) .  See an ex- 
cellent representation of the drag-net at work in Wil- 
kinson (1291, also in Erman, op. d., 238, 401). 

It was similar in form and construction to the drag still in use,, 
'with wooden floats on the upper, and leads on the lower side 
and was worked in preciscly the same way.2 The net of thk 
parable in Mt. 13 4 7 3  was of this sort. With the two nets just 
described, it has been usual to identify the nln (dp+iPAquspov, 

Is. 198 pointed n?b?p--O u'ayjvr), or 
,' of Ilab. 115 3 i see NET, 3. The 

Lasket or reed ti-ap (see Kluiizinger, Ujjer Ecyjf, 307). in the 
Mishna p p  (Kelirn, 12 2 23 s), and the stake-net (Tristrani, 03. 
cif.  292) are not mentioned in OT or NT. 

The most favourable time for fishing was the night 
(before sunrise and after sunset, according to Aristotlc) ; 

.r - 

water. Chromis ti6eriaZis is peculiar to the basin of the Jordan 
and very abundant. Numbers of this fish are carried down by 
the river and perish in the salt waters of the Dead Sea thus 
affording food to the numerous fish-eating birds which cong;egate 
along the shores. In the larger expan.ses of water these hshes 
collect together in enormous shoals and are captured by the 
fishermen in thousands, often burstin)g the nets by their weight. 
Other species of the same genus are also peculiar to the district 
but are less abundant. C. niioiiczcs occurs in the Jordan basin 
and in the Nile, as does Neinichromis sacra, and these two 
genera are confined to the fresh waters of Palestine and Africa. 
When fish take any care of their eggs and young it is almost 
always the male that performs these functions ; in the species 
C. simonis and H. sacra, and possibly in others, the male takes 
the ova into his mouth and they develop in large cheek pouches 
which swell to such an extent that the fish is unable to close 
its mouth. Even when hatched the young fry remain in the 
buccal cavity of their parent or amongst his gills until they are 
ahout four inches long. 

Another remarkable fish described by Canon Tristram, CZaarias 
macracanthus, is found in muddy bottoms in the Lakes of 
Gennesaret and Huleh and in the Upper Nile. Members of this 
species are in the habit of migrating up the small and dwindling 
streams to deposit their eggs in the upper pools, and in their 
course often have to traverse stretches where the water is in- 
sufficient to cover them or is absent altogether. They are able 
to live a t  least two days out of water,-a fact which may be 
correlated with the existence of a n  accessory branchial organ 
which stretches from the second and the fourth gill arch and is 
received into a cavity behind the gills. When out of water the 
fish makes a squeakiug or hissing sound. I ts  flesh is considered 
excellent. 

Four species of Cyjrinodon are found in the marshes and 
salt springs of Palestine ; they are small fish capable of living 
a t  high temperatures (up to 91' F.) and in very concentrated 
saline pools. The  waters of the Dead Sea, however, are fatal 
to them, probably because some salts are present which are 
injurious to life, as they live freely in water of equal density 
hut of different composition. The  males are very much smaller 
than the females, in fact are perhaps the  smallest fishes known. 

AuguiLia uuigaris, the common European eel (it also occurs 
. in N. America), is abundant in the Lake of Antioch and in 

some rivers, but Canon 'l'ristram did not find it in the Jordan ; 
it reaches a length of 44 feet and is much appreciated as a n  
article of food. 

The  remaining twenty-three species of fish found in Palestine 
belong to the Cyprinid= or Carp family. A few may be men- 
tioned. Cajmia danmascika is common iu the Jordan, which 
carries them down to the Dead Sea where they perish in large 
numbers. C.frafcrcda is a sacred fish to the b1ohammedans of 
N. Africa. I t s  flesh is said to be excellent. Barhis caiiis 
(Barbel) is the most abundant of the many fish ip the Sea 
of Galilee. Tristram speaks of having seen 'thousands of these 
fishes in the Jordan, when a n  army of locusts has been attempt- 
ing to cross the river, standing almost upright in the stream 
with their heads partially out of the water, and their mouths 
wide open, devouring the locusts with inconceivahle rapidity.' 
B. Zeddomii is confined to the Sea of Galilee, and rare. B. lo&- 
ceps is peculiar to the same lake hut extends into the Jordan. 
It is abundant. Several species of the genera Leuciscus (White 
fish), Allurnus (Bleak), and ,of i.enzachiZzs (Loach) occur in 
the lakes and rivers, and many of them form articles of diet. 

In  Hebrew aquatic animals are comprehensively de- 
fined by the expression in Gen. 121 :--'every living 

, 

terms* 

m:, cp also 0:s 
however, for ' fish ' is d@, di&ih ( I ; ,  

Gen. 92 ; D>D n?,, ib. 12628), from 
which is derived the denominative 317*, ' to fish' (Jer. 
16 16), and possibly y, to multiply (Gen. 48 16). Strange 
to say, neither the O T  nor the N T  furnishes us with the 
specific name of a single fish. There are, however, 
many references to fishing. 

The art of fishing ( y s ,  Am. 42) was 
3' Fishing* pursued all the world over in three differ- 

ent ways. 
I. The first and historically the oldest method was 

spearing, of which a full description is given by Wilkin- 
son (Am.  Ef., ed. Birch [ '78],  2120'J). 

'The  hident was a spear with two barbed points which was 
either thrust at the fish with one or both hands as they passed 
by or was darted to a short distance, a long line fastened to it 
preventing its being lost and serving to secure the fish when 
struck. . . . Sometimes a common spear was used for the pur- 
pose' (2 121). At  other times the spear was furnished with 
feathers, like a n  arrow (as in the illustration, o j .  cit. 2 '07). 
I n  most cases, however, it resembled the modern harpoon, and 
in hippopotamus-hunting was even furnished with a reel (see 
illustration, 2 1z8J) .  This is the instrument mentioned in 
Job 417 110311 as D'J: s&y, 'fish-harpoon' (EV 'fish spears'). 
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this illustrates Lk. 55 and Jn. 213. 
4. Fishermen' On returning to land, the fishernien 

collected the marketable fish into baskets (W. 1348). 
washed (Lk. 5 2) and mended their nets (Mt. 4 21 M k .  1 19), 
and spread them out on the shore to dry (Ezek. 265 14 
47 IO, 0 3 ~ y  npwn, ' a place for the spreading of nets '). 
Fishermen seem to have formed a partnership among 
themselves either for some temporary purpose, or on a 
more pcrmanerit basis as a guild. Thus we read in the 
O T  of the partners (o . ! !~ ,  bands of fishermm, Job416 
[40 30]), and in the N T  we are told that James and John 
were partners ( K O L Y W Y O ~ )  with Simon (Lk. 510; in v. 7 
they or others are called ~ L ~ ; o x o [ ) .  

. T-: 

1 For illustration of mode of spinning a t  the present day see 

2 Pieces of the ancient Egyptian draFncts may be seen in the 
Klunzinger, U j h r  Eg-y$t, 305. 

British and Berlin Museums. 
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FISH 
The wealthy Egyptian under the Pharaohs, like the 

wealthy Roman of a later day, had a pixinu or fish- 

FISH 
that comes in baskets (or barrels?) ’ and of the Spanish 
colias ( o h p ,  ~ohlar)  or tunny (cp Sh‘ndb. 224).1 

Fish preserved in hrine (OwTo, 7 n b i k s )  was also an important 
article of commerce (‘Ab6dd Zdni, 26, Ked. 64), especially the 
fish called in the Talmud W?p, which some identify with the 
tunny, others with the anchovy or the sardine(Herzfeld of. cit. 
Io5 J, and note on p. 3 0 5 ~ ) .  Other preparations dom tis11 
were 1’3, often mentioned along with D”l1D, and 8;Ql;?, which 
was kept in apo t  (Bd6d bath. 1 4 4 ~ )  ; hut their precise nature is 
unknown. 

Fresh fish’was prepared for the table in a variety of 
ways. One passage of the Talmud (Ned. 206) mentions 
four methods : it may be eaten pickled (see above), 
roasted, baked, or boiled. The most common of these 
methods was probably roasting or grilling. The ancient 
Egyptims roasted their fish by means of a spit through 
the tall (Ernian, 189). The fish might also be laid 
directly on the charcoal (Jn. 21 9). Fish was also boiled 
(Ned. 64), and might be eaten with eggs atop (np$gl 17 
?&, &{E, 21). Compare the riddle, from Mi‘e?z‘~’@in, 
I I U ,  cited by Hamburger (vol. i . ,  ‘ Fisch’). 

by the Noachic covenant (Gen. 92 P), limitations are 
put upon it in Deuteronomy and 

8. and Leviticus. ’ A11 that have fins ( l * ? ~ l p )  
fish‘ and scales (nppFp) ye may eat ; but of 

those that have not fins and scales ye may eat none ; 
they are unclean ( m g )  unto you’ (ut. 1 4 9 3  ; cp Lev. 
119-12, where the forbidden fish are styled ‘ a n  
abomination ’). By this provision no distinction is 
made between salt-water and fresh-water fish-‘ in 
the seas and in the rivers‘ (Lev. llg)-provided the 
necessary criteria are present. Excluded, on the other 
hand, are all scaleless fishes, such as the important 
group of the siluridz or sheat-fish-the flesh of which is 
said to be ‘ excellent eating, firm and rich like an eel’s ’ 
(Tristram, FFP, 170, 17g)-skates, lampreys, and, ‘of 
course, eels, and every variety of shellfish.2 Similarly 
the author,of the epistle to Barnabas (chap. 10) men- 
tions as forbidden the u,uLLdparva (lamprey). ~ o h d r r o s  and 
q r l a  ; and Jer. Epist. 151, Qumt. IO, besides the Sepia 
adds the Luligu (a kind of cuttle), dhurena, and An- 
piZZu (eel). The fundamental requisite of fins and 
scales specified in the Law was somewhat simplified in 
later times. Thus in Mish. k7huZL. 3 7  end, we read : 
Rabbi Yehudn says, ‘ At least two scales and one fin.’ 
Experience, however, having proved that all fish with 
scales have also fins, it was permitted to use as food 
part of a fish on which only scales were visible ( Aiidda, 
516).3 A. R. S .  K. 

Analogies for the prohibition of certain fish are met 
with elsewhere. The distinction between fishes with and 
9. Ichthyolatry. without scales was made in Egypt and 

survived in  certain rites of early Rome 
(cp Pliny, HiVxxiii. 210). In Egyljt the oxyrhynchus, 
phagrus (eel), and lepidotus were not only forbidden in 
certain districts (Plut. de Isid. IS) ,  but were actually 
loolied upon as sacred. Similarly Hyginus ( A s k  2 4 1 )  
states that the Syrians look upon fish as holy, and 
abstain from eating them (i6. 230) ; and according to 
Xenophon (Annb.  i. 4 9) the fish in the Chalus near 
Aleppo were regarded as gods. Ichthyolatry was 
issociated especially with the cnlt of Derceto (see ATAR- 
:ATIS), who, in spite of the euhemeristic attempts of later 
legends, seems to have been partly a fish goddess. 
[n a pool at the temple at Hierapolis were sacred fish 

:‘94). 

Although the use of fish as an article of diet is allowed, 

1 For these fish see Herzfeld, FfaadcE(s,.r:dz. d jziden(2), p. 121 

2 The distinction made (Mt. 1318) betnwii good and bad 
‘varrpd) fish proceeds on different lines, the ‘had’  fish including 
lot merely the legally unclean, hut also those for which, from 
heir size and condition, or fiom the prevailing taste in these 
natters, the,-e was no demand in the market. 

3 For this and other authoritative de-isions regarding clean 
ind unclean fish-of these last there wele 700 species according 
o the Talmud-see Hamburger, vol. i., art. ‘ Fisch’ ; Wiener, 
Die jiirlischefz Speisegesetze (‘95), 3103: 
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5. Fish-ponds. pond attached to his residence, where 
fish were fed for the table and where the 

.owner was wont to amuse himse!f by angling or spear- 
ing the fish (Willtinson, 2 1 5  with illustration ; Erman, 
Ancient E,y$t, 196, 239). The name by which these 
fish-ponds are known in the Talmud (i?~?, ,y??q, 
,&3dprov, vivuriwm) shows the late date at which the 
institution became known to the Jews. 

I t  is true, AV (but not RT?) speaks of ‘ponds for fish’ (TnJN 
~31, Is. 19  IO) and of ‘fish-pools’ (Cant. 7 4 [SI); on the former 

,error see Del. on Is. I.c. ; on the latter BATH-RABBIIN. In Job 
-41 2 [40 261 the question ‘canst thou put a bulrush (iitxy, RV 
‘rope’) into (leviathan’s) nose?’ is sufficiently explained’by the 
ordinary procedure of anglers in carrying their fish (Wilk. 
2 ITS). The crocodile, a s  Budde explains,] is no small fish which 

.call be slung upon a rush. 
With regard to the sources of the fish supply, Egypt 

has in all periods of its history been noted for the fish 
6. supply of that abound in its waters. Fish was the 

cheapest of all foods, and it was always 
the great desire of the poor that the price 

.of corn should be as low as that of fish (Erman, op. cit. 
239). Compare the complaint of Israel (Nu. 11 5) .  ‘ we 
remember the fish, which we ate in Egyptfoi-nozght 
(o?~) . ’  In the so-called ‘Blessing of Moses’ (on the 
.date of which see DEUTERONOMY, § 26) we seem to 
have a reference to the fishing industry on the coast of 
the Mediterranean carried on by Zebulun and Issachar 
,(Dt. 3318 f.). At a later period we find that a con- 
siderable trade in fish-no doubt cured. not fresh (see 
below)-was carried on by Tyrian merchants with Jeru- 
.salem (Neh. 13 16). There must have been a fish-market, 
which may have dated even from pre-exilic times, iti the 
northern part of the city. It gave its name to a neigh- 
bouring gate (Neb. 3 3 3 )  ; see JERUSALEM. 

In the time of Jesus there were still thriving fisheries 
from the Dog river to the Bay of Acre,--‘ to carry coals 

fish. 

,. Fish as food to Newcastle’ is in later Hebrew ‘ to 
take fish to i\cco,’-but more especi- 
ally by the Sea of Galilee (cp Mk. in NT times. 

3 5 3  Lk. 9 1 3 8  Jn.219). Much of the fish caught on 
the lake must have been used in a fresh state by the 
thriving populations on its western and northern 
.shores; but at the pedod in question there was also 
a large export trade in cured or salted fish. From 
this industry the town of Tarichez ( ~ a p r p i a ~ ,  salting- 
places) received its name. The process of curing 
by cutting open the fish, removing the viscera, salting 

-thoroughly, and exposing to the sun, was much in vogue 
in ancient Egypt (see illustration in Wilkinson, 2 r18, and 
‘cp Herod.292). The fishes of the two well-known 
miracles, were in all probability of this sort, fish cured 
in the way indicated (?&.prxor, Herod. 9 120, Heb. &p-- 
,opp. &?p, Nedurinz, 64-or 12 SW &!), already half- 
cooked in the sun, being in great aemand for 2rrrurnupbs 
.or provisions for the journey (Lk. 9 1 2 8 ) .  Cured fish 
was also imported from Egypt (where there were several 
places named T U ~ L X E ~ U L ) ,  and from Spain. Thus in 
Mish. Mukhshiriz, 63, mention is,niade of ‘Egyptian fish 

1 [Budde’s view of Leviathan has been controverted (see 
EEHEMOTH A N D  LEVIATFIAN, 5 3). His  interpretation of iS,tj 
in Job 41 z [40 261 differs from that of Dnhm who rcnders (cq 
RV) ‘Canst thou lay a rush (k, a rope of ruihes) to his nose? 
Gunkel (Sch@J 49), however, is afraid that leviathan would 
soon bite through such a rope, and thinks that Theod. (~ (p imv) ,  
Vg. (circzthnz), and Tg. (n5plx) presuppose a different reading. 
Che., agreeing with this, would read 011 (11 gin); I and i, 1 a n d .  
J, confounded. This would give a perfect parallelism, ‘a rinz 
in his nose,’ ‘his jaw with a hook.’ 

2 Cp the paraphrase of Ps.-Jon. quoted by Dr. Lc . ;  aiirl 
notice the coinridence hetween the meanings of TOLA and PUAH 
[ q q . ~ . ] ,  and the trade they are here represented as carrying on. 
[Di., howeyer, hesitates to define the reference exactly, and the 
correctness of the text has been disputed on critical grounds ; 
cp GLASS, B 2.1 

So too Beer.] 
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FISH FLAG 
which wore ornaments of gold (cp Lucian, Dea Syr. 45), 
like the eels of Zeus at Labraunda in Caria. Another 
pool at Ascalon contained fish sacred to Atargatis, which 
were daily fed, but never eaten, since it was believed 
that any one who ate of them (the sprat and anchovy 
are especially mentioned, Selden, de Dis Syr. 2 3 )  would 
be afflicted with ulcers. On the other hand, Mnaseas 
(ap. Athen. 837) states that fish was daily cooked and 
eaten by the priests of the goddess, the idea doubtless 
being to bring deity and servant into closer relationship. 
In connection with this it is interesting to notice that a 
practical identification of deity, servant, and fish, takes 
place in the representations on Assyrian cylinders where 
the priest, clothed in a large fish-skin, stands before the 
fish which is laid upon an altar (cp Menant, GZyptique, 
253) .  Examples of the sacred character of the fish 
could be easily multiplied. Mummified fishes have been 
found in Egypt (Budge, iMummy, 357). The Egyptian 
abtu and ant are mythological fishes which accompanied 
the boat of the sun, and similar mythical fish perhaps 
survive in the stories of JONAH and TOBIT ( p p . ~ . ) . ~  
Nor are traces of ichthyolatry wanting at the present 
day. Sacred fish are still to be found in consecrated 
fountains in Syria (Thomson, LB 5 4 7 ) ,  the most import- 
ant being at the mosques of Tripolis and Edessa 
(Sachau. Xeise, 197). 

The origin of ichthyolatry must be sought in a primi- 
tive state of totemism. The Egyptian Oxyrhynchites, 

Its origin. and the nomes and cities of Oxyrhyn- 
chus, as well as those of Phagroriopolis 

and Latopolis, derive their names clearly from the 
sacred Egyptian fishes (cp Wilk. 3 3 4 0 8 ) .  The penalty 
for eating a sprat or anchovy mentioned above (8 9 j finds 
analogy in Samoa where the cuttle-fish clan avoid eating 
the cuttle-fish, in the belief that if they did so one of the 
species would grow in the stomach and cause dcath 
(Frazer, Totemism, 18). The dressing of the worshipper 
in a fish-skin is in accordance with the habits of all tote- 
mistic clans. A member will assimilate himself to his 
totem by disguising himself so as to resemble i t 2  

That a fish believed to be unwholesome was forthwith 
invested with a sacred character so as to prevent, in the 
most effectual method possible, its use as food, will not 
account for the prohibition of such fish as eels, lampreys, 
and others. Such a theory completely reverses the 
facts, since the evidence above adduced shows that it is 
the sanctity of the fish (which may have arisen from 
its being a totem, or else from its association with a 
deity) that makes it prohibited, and thus accounts for 
the (apparently) arbitrary taboo upon various fishes. 

In Israel nothing is said of sacrificial fish (see CLEAN, 
§ 11); but that certain fish were sacred among them 
ll. Israelite can hardly bc denied. That Dagon was 

a fish-god is doubtful (see DAGON), and 
the name of Toshua's father admits of analogies. 

another explanation than ' f i ih  ' (see Still the 
law in Dt. 418 (cp also Ex.204 and see DECALOGUE) 
against the making of images of fish shows how pre- 
valent the custom must have been. Such a cult, how- 
ever, would not be likely to spring up among desert- 
people or nomads ; it was doubtless of Canaanite origin 
and adopted by the Israelite immigrants. 

Finally may he noticed the frequent occurrence of the fish in 
early Christian inscriptions ; whatever may have been the true 
meaning of its introduction, it was always popular from the 
accidental circumytance that the word l x W s  is composed of the 
initial letters of the words 'IymoOs xptm& 8soP uibs oorv . see 
APOCALVPTIC $ 91 I .  and cp Hans Achelis Das S y r n h  des 
Fisches u. d. hischa'ehniiler d. rfimischen katakorn6en ('88). 

1 For the zodiacal ' pisces ' cp the Hal,. nunu, fish of ia, and 
see Jenqen, KosrnoZ. 81. For further evidence of the sanctity of 
fish cp W R S  ReL Sem.P), 1 7 3 8 ,  2 9 2 8 ,  Usener, Rei-gesch. 
Unf., 3 138-180. 

2 Numerous examples of this custom will he found in Frazer, 
o#. cil. 2 6 x  . see generally CUTTINGS $6 .  

3 On the'dther hand the father o? Bardesanes was called 
~-SX~W,.I w (so with Hoffm. Auszzge, etc., p. 137)-i.e., 'my  
fish is mother,' the reference being to Atargatis; cp W R S  K z n .  
304. 
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For FISH-HOOK see HOOK ; for FISH-POOL see above, $ 5 ;. 
for FISH-GATE, cp above, $ 6  (end), and see JLRUSALEM. 

A.E.S., 0 I ; A.R.S.K., § 2 8 ;  S.A.C., § gf. 

FITCHES. I. This word in Is. 2825 27 stands for 

however, prefers 'black cummin' (Nigella sativa, L.), 
the seeds of which, like those of cummin, are used in 
the East, as they anciently were used by the Greeks 
and Romans, as condiments, not only in sauces,. but 
a'so in bread. The cognate noun in Arabic is &zk, 
and the verb &aza/zu means ' to  use as a savoury in 
food. ' 

2. In Ezek. 4 9 ,  AV gives 'fitches' for ~ $ 3 ~ 2 ,  Russt%zim, 
pl. of Kussdmeth, nnD3 (a &pa, Aq.. Sym. {&a). 
' SPELT,' however, is RV's rendering, which is prefer- 
able (Triticum SpeZtu, L.).l The same Heb. word 
occurs in Ex. 9 3 2  (iihupa [Aq. Sym. {&a]) and Is. 2825, 
where AV has ' RIE,' RV ' spelt.' 

k&Snh, (MEhhNeION [@BWAQr] ; gith). RVmg., 

Theverbsn~z,(Ezek. 44zo)anditscongenerp~iz,(P:. 8013[141)' 
each occur once in OT in the sense of ' crop ' or ' shear ; the grain 
may have its name from its comparative smoothness as  com- 
pared with other kinds(Ges.). Whatever be its origin, Busshnefh 
is certainly to be distinguished (Low, 1048,  Fleischer in Levy, 
NHIVB 2 450) from Arab. karsana vetch '-a word prohably 
of Indo-hump. origin, and still the nime of the vetch in Palestine 
(ZDPV 9 Ir)-with which Lagarde (GA 59, Amr. Sf. 2367) 
and Wetzstein (Del. 1sa.P) 707) have confounded it. This 
latter word answers in meaning to Syr. La, whereas n 
answers to ]kr~ca. Jewish tradition even so late as Mai::ion:- 
ides correctly distinguished the two words (Low, 10s). 

In Ex. 9 32 spelt is mentioned along with wheat as a 
later crop than flax and barley. In 
Ezek. 49 it appears with wheat, barley, beans, lentils, 
and millet, as a constituent in the symbolic bread ahich 
the prophet was commanded to bake. In Is. 281s the 
husbandman is described as sowing spelt in the boi-der- 
round wheat and barley. 

De Candolle (Or&., z g ~ ) ,  following Vilmorin classifies together 
three species of Triticumz-viz. T. Spelta,' L., T. dicocczmz, 
Schrank. 
peculiariiy that when ripe they ;re tightly held in their shenth 
which has to he removed by a special operation. He isarains; 
the identification of Kussdmefh with 2". Spelta (i6. 292), which 
was a plant of temperate countries. T. dicoccunr he rerards . 
as an ancient cultivated race of T. S p e h  (i6. 293). T. 
~ O ~ O C O C C U ~  wasLa plant of Asia Minor; Schliemann found' 
at Issarlik a grain which Wittmack identified as T. monococclrlrz, 
var. flavescens; he says-<que j'avais pris d'ahord pour un I 
petit T(riticumn) dumm ou dicoccrcin' (yourn. de la SOC. -1 at. 
dIlort. de France ['g7] 157). np!? may then well have heen 
T. nzonococcuvz. 

See EGYPT, 5 8. 

and T. rnonococcwrz ' L.-as having the conunon . 

N. M. -W. T. T. -D. 

FLAG. 
I. q?D, su$k (Ex. 2 3 5 Is. 196 Jon. 2 5 [Glt) i s  in EV rendered 

'flags' in Ex. and Is., and 'weeds' in Jon. ; @ has lhos (.lq. 
rrarrvpech) in Ex. and r6rrvpos in Is.; in Jon. @ Sym. (Aq. 
rpuepd) have wrongly connected the word with ?D, s@h, 'end.' 
Vg. has the renderings curecturrt (Ex. 2 3) pujyrioa (ih. s), . 
h n c r s  (Is.), pelagus (Jon.). According l o  W. M. Miiller 
(As. u. EUY. IOI) and Steindorff (in Beitr. z. Ass. 1603) r.D= 
Eg iw$. Muller, however, thinks that it is more probaLly a ,  
S e k t i c  i o r d  borrowed by Egyptian than the converse. It is 
sufficiently general to denote both the freshwater reed-growths 
along the Nile hanks and the sea plants 'wrapped aboyt the - 
head ' of one cast into ' the deep, in the heart of the seas. O n ,  
p - D !  as a proper name, see RED SEA. 

2. mi,  'E& (+p, d,y~ : Gen. 41 2 18 ; poliropov : Job 8 IIt) is I 
rendered by AV 'meadow' in Gen. and 'flag' in Job:  RV 
has 'reed-grass' in the former and 'flag' (with mg. 'reed- 
grass ') in the latter. The word is Egyptian and derived from a .  
root denoting greenness ; the Egyptlan noun was specially 
applied to the reed-meadows on the banks of the Nile (Ehers, 
Ap unddie Bz2cJacrMos. 3 3 8 J ;  Wiedernann, Sanzrizlung, 16). 

AXL also occurs in the Greek of Is. 19 7 and Ecclus. 40 16. In  
the formerplacerb & r b  xhwpdvrenders nhy 'drath(prob. 'open 
meadows'), in the latter the newly discodred Heh. text has, 
corruptly, n)n11?, axes. Following the Syr., Cowley and Neuh. 
would read n>,&a, 'reed-stalks' (see Levi's note, and cp Low, 
Aranz. PJ..-narnen, 202). This has suggested an emendation of". 

Two Hebrew words call for consideration : 

~~ 

1 This is the <& or &pa of the Greeks (for distinction see 
Theophrastns H P  viii. 1 3), and prodably thefar of the Romans ., 
(hut on the laker see De Candolle, Orig. d. PZ.,Culf. 291). 

2 He says, hywever, that this classification is 'plus agricole: 
que hotanique. 
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the difficult passage, Ps. 3 5 1 4 ,  where in the letters Y l p n N ,  
Che. (Ps.(V) detects n r r q n  ; in the parallel clause he finds 
inN in the mutilated form nK. 

Like bulrushes by the river’s bank [ so did I bend the head 
Like reeds by the streams, I (so) bbwed down I went along. 

The whole verse becomes- 

For ‘ flag ’ in the sense of ‘ standard,’ see ENSIGNS. N. M. 

FLAGON. I. ‘ Flagon ’ (Fr. $aeon), or large bottle, 
occurs five times in AV, viz., z S. 6 19 I Ch. 16 3 Is. 22 24 Hos. 
3: ,Ca:t. 25.  RV however, substitutes ‘cake (or cakes) of 
raisins or (in Cait.) ‘raisins,’ except in Is. 2224, where it 
retains ‘all the vessels of flagons.’ RV’s rendering ‘cake of 
raisins’ (for i l w w ~ )  is, however, probably not less incorrect than 
‘flagon’ ; the passages with nw’w! appear toneedcritical emend- 
ation (see FRUIT, $ 5). In Is. 2224 the ‘flagons’ of E V  
corresponds to &> ne6hilim ; earthenware bottles are meant. 
(See BOTTLE 9 2 [6i and cp POTTERY.) 
2. In two &xes h V  has introduce! ‘flagons,’ contrary to 

AV Gz., Ex. 25 zg 37 76 (AV ‘covers ; rrrovS[s]ra [BAFL]). 
Th(s sense is confirmed by the cognate dialects (see Ges.-Buhl, 
S.W. ; and Di. b loc.), also by @, and by Nu. 4 7  (RV ‘cups ’ 
AV ‘covers’), where the same vessels are expressly termeh 

niiip,?--i.e., libation-flagons. For representations of these 
or similar flagons on Jewish coins of the first and second revolts, 
see Madden, Coins o f t h e J e w ,  1 9 8 8  

FLAX (nv@,’$eFeth, or ny$3, $is’&, pl. @L&, 
gzFtim). The Hebrew word rendered ‘flax’ in Ex. 931 
Josh. 2 6  Judg. 1514 Prov. 31 13 Is. 1 9 9  423  (quoted 
Mt. 1220, with hiuov) Ezek. 403  Hos. 2 5 9  [7 1.1 is 
translated ‘linen’ in Lev. 1347f: 5259 Dt. 2211  Jer. 
13 I Ezek. 44 1 7 3 ,  and ‘ tow’ (RV ‘ flax ’) in Is. 4317. 

C3 has generally Alvou but once, hrvorahipq (Josh.26), once 
orlnsuov(Judg. 15 14), and twice U T L ~ J L V O S  [etc.] (Lev. 1347 59). 
In Ezek. 40 3 C3 reads o&o&dpov, in Hos. bOdvra. 

Ex. 931 mentions the growing plant as budding or 
flowering (see BOLLED) at the time that barley comes 
into ear (“p Wilkinson, Anc. Bg. 2 398) ; but in most 
places the reference is to a finished product, flax (Linum 
usitatissimum, L. ) or linen, which is often coupled or 
contrasted with wool ; in Is. 423 4 3 1 7  Mt. l a n o  the use 
of flaxen wicks for lighting is probably alluded to. 

The cultivation of flax in Egypt is referred to in 
Is. 1 9 9 ,  ‘ those that dress combed flax’ (nip?b ~ 3 ~ ~ 9 ) -  

an expression which is ilhstrated by the two combs for 
parting and cleansing the fibres of the flax referred to 
by Wilkinson (op. cit. 2 174). The phrase yp,i *n&, pi& 
hi‘&, in Josh. 2 6  has by some been taken to mean 
cotton (sc. ’ tree flax’), but is obviously ‘flax in stalk,’ 
as opposed to ‘flax that has been beaten’ ; thus @ 
X L V O K C C X ~ ~ ~ .  

De Candolle (OY&. 9 5 8 )  maintains that  of the two best dis- 
tinguishable species of flax, the annual (Lieurn usifatissimuwt) 
had its original home in Asia, while the perennial (L. angusfi- 

folium) was that which first grew in Europe. 
however, he thinks, reached Europe from Mesopotamia and 
Persia a t  a very early prehistoric period, and was, almost 
certainly, the flax cultivated by the Egyptians. 

See also LINEN ; and on the use of flax for nets, see FISH, 8 3. 

The  former 

N. M. 

FLEA (&13: YYAAOC). In I s. 2414 [IS] 2ezO ,  
according to Smiths BLIP) (s.n. ‘ Flea’), ‘ David, ad- 
dressing Saul, compares himself to [the flea], as the most 
insignificant and contemptible of living things.’ The 
statement is incredible, and the reports of travellers 
among the Bedouin do but make it more so. For 
these insects (Pub irritans, Linn. ) swarm in the dust of 
caves. That David should refer to hunting ‘ a single 
flea’ is absurd. Did he wish to preach resignation to 
king Saul? The question suggests itself whether the 
text is coryect. Considering that the Flea-clan turns 
out to be imaginary (see PAROSH), we may well doubt it. 

An explanation lies close a t  hand. For w p  we should 
read mln N!?, ‘wild ass of the desert’; cp Job 24 5, and especi- 
ally Gen. 16 12 (where D ~ N  should be n i r ~  NYD [Gratzl). 
David asks if Saul has come out to chase a wild pariah dog (see 
DOG, $ 3 )  or a still wilder desert-ass. In I S. 26 20 the reference 

FLESH 
to the ‘ flea ‘ is due to a misreading ; Q D A  has $ux$v pow, * W @  
(see Dr. ad roc.). The word ‘ fleas ’ blur.) occurs in R V w .  of 
Ex. 8 16 for O’??. See LICE. T. K. C. 

FLESH. i. OT ?~suge.-The Hebrew 6Gir (7b3)‘ 
in the most literal sense signifies flesh as distinct from the 

1 This form is inferred (see Ges. Tltes.)from the twice occurring 
(Hos. 2 5 g [7 111) 
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1. Meaning outer skin (Lev. ~ I I ) ,  the living flesh of 
human beings (Lev. 13 IO) and of brutes 
(Gen. 4131, as well as the dead flesh of Baiar,r. 

in the one case (Gen. 168)  and in the other (Gen. 
4019). Hence by a natural extension of meaning 
’ flesh ’ is used for the whole body (Lev. 1 4 9  and so 
frequently in P ; but cp also I K. 2127). Further, 
although the Hebrews from ancient times distinguished 
between flesh and soul (h) they did not at first draw 
any sharp line of demarcation between the two ; much 
less were they conscious of painful contrast between the 
flesh in its weakness and sinfulness on the one hand, 
and the eternal, holy God upon the other. Naturally, 
therefore, ‘ flesh’ is employed to signify not only the 
whole body, but. also the whole man as a personal 
being ; at least in Neh. 5 5 Job 21 6 Ps. 632 we appear t o  
meet with the survival of this usage. 

I t  is also used of the male alSo;a (Ezek. 16 26 23 20 Lev. 15 2 

4). Ag+, marriage is said to make the man and woman 
’:ne flesh. Kinsfolk and even compatriots have the same 
‘bone and flesh’ (Gel. 29 14 3727 I S. 5 I 19 :3&), and it is of 
the bond of common lineage in Israel that the later Isaiah is 
thinking when he exhorts his countrymen (Is. 58 7) nc? ‘ to hide 
themselves from their own flesh. Indeed ‘flesh, like the 
Arabic dnSav~<=, becomes a synonym for mankind (Ps. 65 3 Jer. 
12 IZ), or may include all creatures that live and feel (so P in 
Gen. 7 15 etc.). 

Next, ‘ flesh ’ is regarded as united in the case of the 
living ma< with soul, so that the whole man con- 
sists of flesh and soul (Ps. 1 6 9  632),  though in one 
passage-where, however, both text and meaning are 
uncertain-the book of Job (14 zz) apparently ascribes 
some dull feeling even to the flesh separated by death 
from the soul. The flesh, moreover, and especially the 
heart, is the receptacle of the spirit (Gen. 63) which is 
the principle of physical and spiritual life, or in a more 
special sense the endowment of YahwB’s chosen servants 
and in the Messianic age of all Israel (Joel 3:). There- 
fore when Yahwi: recalls his people from their disobedi- 
ence, he begins, according to Ezekiel (1119 3626) ,  by 
giving them a heart of flesh-Le., one which is human 
and susceptible-instead of a heart of stone-Le., 
one which is hard and inhuman. 

Lastly, in the prophetic writings, man as flesh is 
contrasted with God as spirit. This opposition first 

appears in Isaiah (313, written, as 
2’ Asasynonym seems most likely, in 702, with a view 
Of ‘mankind*’ to the Egyptian alliance ; see ISAIAH 

i., 5 14) : ‘The  Egyptians are men and not God, and 
their horses are flesh and not spirit ; and Yahwi: will 
stretch out his hand, so that the helper shall stumble 
and the helped fall, and both of them perish together.’ 
In this passage, the nearest approach to a dogmatic 
conception of God in the prophetic writings, God is 
represented as the absolute spirit, who exists without 
dependence on creatures, unaffected by national disaster. 
All else is flesh ; the same God who gives them breath 
at his will withdraws it. The heathen gods are simply 
ignored, and it is apparent that the Divine Spirit must 
in the end conquer that which is mere flesh. Like 
thoughts recur in subsequent literature. ‘ Cursed is the 
man,’ says Jeremiah ( 1 7 5 ) ,  ‘who trusts in human 
beings and makes flesh his arm, Rhile his heart with- 
draws from Yahwh. ’ All flesh, according to Zechariah 
( 1 1 1 7 ) ,  is to be hushed into silence before Yahwi: in his 
temple. Job asks  if God has ‘ eyes of flesh ’ (lO4)-i .e. ,  
whether he is really ignorant and impatient like short- 

1 Cp Ar. 6a&wm ‘the external skin,’ with the Syriac besvE, 
‘flesh ’ and with th6 Assyr. disr26, used of relations by blood. 
Probably the Arabic word best preserves the original meanir.g, 
6 6 % ~  being the outer, as opposed to 18F (=Ar. U E r ) ,  the 
inner flesh. See Hoffm. ZA TW 3 107. 
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sighted and short-lived men. So, on the contrary, God 
is said in Ps. 78 39 to remember that his people ' are 
but flesh '-it, weak and fleeting. Here we reach the 
threshold of the N T  idea of udpf. The theological use 
of this word is confined to Paul's employment of it to 
denote the seat of sin in man. Outside of this, it is 
used in a merely popular sense to designate the material 
part of man in its various contrasts with the spirit (see 

ii. NT mage.-Paul's use, however, becomes part 
of a system of theological thought which is carried 

3. usB through the subject of sin and redemption 
of the word. (instances are so frequent and familiar as 

scarcely to need citation : the most obvious 
are Rom. 7 5  18 25 ; 86-13 ; Gal. 513-24). This system, 
therefore, milst be briefly described. 

In the first place, since the seat of sin is in.the flesh, 
the punishment of sin is mainly, not wholly, physical 
death. The final redemption of ma.n, of which the spirit 
is only the pledge, is therefore the restoration of the 
body (Rom. 810J 23). Moreover, since sin has its 
seat in the flesh, the resurrection is not only a re-creation 
of the body, but a change from a body of sin and 
death to one fitted for the higher spiritual part of man, 
and incorruptible ( I  Cor. 1542-49). 

This localising, not only of sin hut also of the punishment 
of sin, in the body, explains hot; it is that, in the apostle's 
thought, redemption is through Christ's death and resurrection. 
As long as both punishment and cure were thought of as purely 
spiritual these physical means of the cure in the apostle's thought 
were inexplicable. It is incongruous to make Christ's physical 
death in some way take the place of man's spiritual death, or 
Christ's resurrection effect man's spiritual resurrection (Rom. 
510). If however, physical death is the main element in 
punishme&, then the physical death of Christ can take the 
place of that of the sinner ; and if resurrection is essentially 
corpore+, the physical resurrection of Jesus may become its 
appropriate cause. 

Again, the placing of sin in the flesh, in the body and 
its members, makes it superficial, not identified with 
the essential man, which is in subjection to the law 
of God. 

It is not the ego, the human personality, that sins, but sin 
seated in the man as an alien principle, penetrating only th; 
flesh not the spirit of the man (Rorn. 714.25). At the same 
time: since sin dwells in the flesh, and the flesh is resolved into 
the body and the members which are the executive parts, it is 
sinthatgetsitselfdone ins&te ofthe protest ofthe innerman(i6.). 

This does not mean, of course, that it is not the man 
himself that sins, but that it is the man dominated, not 
by his inner real self, but by an alien principle of sin, 
in a way external to himself. ' T h e  remedy is to be 
found in the first place in the displacement of sin as the 
dominant principle in the man, by the spirit. The  
apostle represents the dominion of sin as amounting to 
a law to which the man is subject, but from which he is 
freed by the law of the spirit of life. Sin is dispossessed, 
not of power, but of supreme power in the very flesh 
which has been its stronghold (Rom. 8 1-10). 

If it were, there would be 
a state of strife incompatible with the apostle's idea of 

ESCHATOLOGY, $ 102). W. E. A. 

This, however, is not all. 

4. Resurrection the completeness of the work of Christ. 
T o  be sure, sin is no longer the dom- 
inating urinciple even in the flesh : it of the body. 

I_ - 
is met and overcome by the stronger spirit. However, 
it is there still, and keeps up its fight against the spirit 
(Gal. 5 16-36) ; the flesh being the part of man which is 
vulnerable to sin, the final act of redemption must be 
the deliverance of the man from the flesh itself. This 
occurs, accordingly, a t  the resurrection, when the 
body of another sort, another material, fitted for the 
higher part of the man, is substituted for this body of 
flesh ( I  Cor. 1542-49). An analysis of the statement 
will show that the flesli of which this is said is simply 
the flesh itself in its primary meaning. 

In the first place, the resolution of the flesh into body and 
members, which we find commonly in Paul, is enough to show 
this, unless we find rebutting testimony (Rom. 7 5  z j J ) .  Then 
the apostle's account of the way in whirh his good will is 
frustrated points to the same conclusion. He himself wills the 
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good, hut does not find any way to bring it to pass ; because the 
members which accomplish things have within them a principle 
of evil iistead of good (Rom. 7&,). The final remedy for 
this state of things is the redemption of the body. The pledge 
of this is the spirit which helps the situation as long as the flesh 
complicates it ; bdt the final cure is the chnnge of material of 
the body into something befitting the spirit instead of clogging 
it (Rom. 82-). This it is that achieves for man at last the con- 
dition of sodhip. 

W e  must now seek the rationale of this theory of sin. 
In  the present state of this question, it is enough to say 
6. Rationale of that it is- probably not the Gre& 

theory. dualism, which affirms evil of mattcr 
as such. 

( I )  The Jewish philosophy which mediates between 
Judaism and Hellenism is Alexandrian, and Paul was 
not an Alexandrian (cp HELLENISM, $9) .  He says 
of himself that he was excessively zealous for the 
ancestral traditions. That is to say, he was a Pharisee ; 
and Pharisaism and Alexandrianism do not coalesce : 
they are opposites (Gal. 1 1 4  Phil. 35). 

( 2 )  The apostle's doctrine of the resurrection of the 
body involves for it a change of material, not the 
substitution of a body that is immaterial. 

When Paul says that the resurrection body is spiritual, he is 
not speaking of its material (if one may speak of 'spiritual 
material') but of its adaptation. The contrast is with the 
psychical body, the psychs being the lower spiritual part of 
man ; not of course the material of the present body but its 
inhabitant. In the same way, the pneuma, which is tie higher 
spiritual part would be, not the material of the future body, but 
its spiritual brinciple. In 2 Cor. 51-8, the apostle expresses a 
dread of the disembodied state-what he calls its ' nakedness'-a 
dread that is repugnant to the essential spirit of Alexandrianism, 
which regards the body as a clog to the spirit, not as a covering 
for its shivering nakedness. 

( 3 )  Finally, Paul deprecates Greek wisdom or philo- 
sophy, speaking of it as worldly and opposed to the 
foolishness of the cross ( I  Cor. 117-31). 

This, again, can scarcely refer to anything else than Alex- 
andrianism : that Jewish adaptation of Platonisni is the onl,y 
form of Greek thought familiar to the Jews. When a Pharisaic 

Paul, in a controversy with an Alexandrian Jew, 
JAedvoilos, speaks in this way of Greek wisdom, the reference 
is plain. This applies generally to the attempt to make Paul 
cover the Alexandrian as well as the Jewish tracts of thought in 
traditional Paulinism. 

The apostle shared, however, the 'depreciation of the 
body common to all races, which is due to its actual 
seductions and misdemeanours. The grosser and more 
obvious sins have there not only their scat but also their 
occasion. I t  is the side of man which is vulnerable ; 
not actually evil, but susceptible to appetites which run 
easily to evil (Gal. 519-21 24). Then, not only is it the 
seat of the most obvious sins, but also in it are located 
the most apparent and obtrusive results of sin. The 
mind reacts within itself, and the moral nature in its 
own sphere, and in these cases the reactions of trans- 
gression are subtle; but in the case of physical trans- 
gression they are visible. This is sufficient to account 
for Paul's use, which is not singular except as its 
peculiarities are emphasised by their place in the system 
he has wrought out. 

W . E . A . , $ l f . ;  E . P . G . , $ 3 8  

FLESHHOOK (2$n) Ex. 273, etc. See COOKING 
UTENSILS, $ 5 (ii.). 
FLINT. So much of Palestine consists of cretaceous 

strata that we are not surprised to find flint often IC- 

ferred to. 
I. ik, sdr(Ex. 4 2 5  [+q+ov], Josh. 5 zf: [rrerpa dK,DOTOJ*OSI, Job 

22 24 [mrpa], Ps. 8944 1431, where M1 ' s  79s is corrupt [a T$Y 
porjOr~av ; see Che. ad 20c.1, Ezek. 3 g [ m ~ p a ] ) .  In Is. 5 28 rcad 
'IS for 1s [wmppsa m ~ p a ] .  Plainly generic=rock, stone. On 
Josh. 5 2 see KNIFE. 

2. d&, (caZLimG (arporopac, ~ m p .  mr. On Tg. see 
ADhLlANT $ 4) flint and with 13s rocky flint and flinty rock 
(Dt. 8 15, iuotid in h s d .  11 41 D;. 32 13 Job 289 Ps. 1048 Is. 
50 7). Emhlem othardness or unfruitfulness; hence the marvel 
of ' oil ' or ' water from the flinty rock (see OIL). Also of moral 
stedfastness (Is. 507 Ezek. 39). 

ffalZmxiE is etymologically identical with Ass. eZw& or 
eb&u, the hardest and costliest of precious stones, the name of 
which probably underlies a corrupt Hebrew name of a precious 
stone (5ee TARSWISH, STONE OF). See Del. Prol. 86, and cp 

The terms nsed for it are :-- 

Cp also HAMMER, 2. 
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FLOCK, TOWER OF THE 
ITommel, PSBA,. May ‘93, p. 291, who connects el%& (= 
aIgaa&u) with ~.r/gn??zi~orgzbilgnmiS, according to him a name 
of the Fire-god. 

3. K 6 X h a 6 ,  I Macc. 1073 EV, ‘in the plain, where is neither 
stone nor flint’ (rather, ‘pebbles’). On 
both passages see SLING. 

FLOCK, TOWER OF THE (17$)-$!$2) Mi. 4 8 .  
See EDER, THE TOWER OF. 

FLOOD (hag), Gen. 617. 

FLOOR (1181, Gen. 50 IT. 
FLOUR. ( I )  ng?, Judg. 6 r 9  RV ‘ meal ’ ; (2) n$b, 

Ex. 292;  (3) p z ,  z S. 138 RV, ‘dough.’ See BREAD, 5 I, 
FOOD, B if: 

FLOWERS. Four Hebrew words for ‘ flower ’ or 
e blossom ’ correspond to the single Greek word &vOos 
(taking the LXX forour guide). The N T  therefore could 
not (even if the love of flowers were more percep- 
tible in it than it is) be expected to do justice to the 
floral beauty of the landscape of Palestine in spring 
(Cant. 212). It is true, the neighbourhood of Jerusalem 
has not a rich flora. Still, all the hills of Judah have 
bright though small spring-flowers ; nor, since Isaiah 
( I f  II 1 8 5  see SBOT) refers to it, must the vine-blossom 
(see GRAPE) he iorgotten. Samaria was probably 
better favoured (cp Is. 28 I).  Two of the most beautiful of 
the flowers of Palestine compete for the honour of being 
referred to by Jesus in his saying on the lilies (see 
LILY). The tulip, poppy, hyacinth, cyclamen, asphodel, 
star of Bethlehem, crocus, and mallow may also be 
mentioned among the many attractive flowers. Wild 
roses and wild jasmine also perfume the air in some 
parts. Lebanon and the deserts have floral beauties of 
their own. Delitzsch, though he. had never been in 
Palestine, fully realised this variety in the flora of that 
country ( Z ~ i s ,  18). That flowers should be an emblem 
of evanescence is.natura1 (Job 142 Ps. 1 0 3 1 5  Is. 406 
Jas. 110). 

I. n?g,$km&, Ex. 2 5 3 1 3  (6 KplVOV)  Is. 185(AV ‘bud,’ RV 
‘hlossom ’ ;.e. of the vine), expresses an early stage of inflores- 
cence. 

2. Y‘H FQ, i l s 3  si& Nu. 17s [23] I s . 2 8 1 4  406 Job 142 
etc. 

3. i l p ~  ni?Fcik, Is. 185 Job 1533, of the early crude berries 
of the vine and olive respectively. 

4. I:!, ni?@n, Cant. 2 12, of the spring flowers. 
On the ‘ sweet flowers ’ of AV (RV ‘ hanks of sweet herbs ’) in 

I(. also in 6 I S. 14 14. 

See DELUGE. 

See AGRICULTURE, § 8. 

Cp ALMOND, CANDLESTICK, 5 2. 

Root-meaning ‘ to glitter’ ; cp MITRE, $ 3.f 

See GRAPE, 2. 

Cant. 613, see SPICE. 
FLUE NET ( n ? r p ) ,  Hab. 1 15 AVnlg. See NET, 3. 

FLUTE (N?’$?@D), Dan. 3 5 7 13 IS+. See MUSIC, 

FLUX, BLOODY (AYCENTEPION), Acts288. See 

FLY. 
I. 2927, zlbazib (puiu, musca), cp Ass. zzlnzh [see 

LICE, end]. Everyone knows thedivinename Baalzebub, 
according to some so called as being a god who averts 
flies (cp the fly-god Myiodes. in Plin. xxix. 6 34) ; see, 
however, BAAL- ZEBUB. Elsewhere the word only 
occurs in Is. 7 13 Eccles. 10 I. In Isaiah ‘ fly’ and ‘ bee ’ 
(the Assyrians) are parallel ; the fly is an apt emblem 
of the dwellers in the Nile valley where noxious 
insects abound. Can the fly intended be identified? 
Perhaps, at  least if Delitzsch and Cheyne (in Pruph. Zs.) 
are right in connecting the n:qm? h > y  (Del. ‘ land of the 
whirring of wings ’) of Is. 18 T with the tsetse-fly. The 
tsetse-fly (GZussina mursitans) is the most dreaded 
insect of S. and Central Africa ; it was described by the 
tra\-eller Bruce as long ago as 1790. 

It conveys a blood para- 
site from one animal to another and the parasite causes the 
disease or death of most cattle. We know of no evidence that 
this disease ever visited Egypt. 

We might also think of the seroot fly of Upper Egypt 
and Nubia, which is apparently a species of Pangunia 
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§ 4 (8). 

DISEASES, 9. 
Two Hebrew words are rendered ’ fly’ : 

This fly acts as a carrier of disease. 

FOOD 
! Tadanide), and allied to our horse-flies. This insect 
IS about the size of a wasp, with an orange-coloured 
body striped with black and white. Its very powerful 
mouth-organs inflict a painful wound from which blood 
flows freely, and in which other flies attempt to lay 
their eggs. During the rainy season in Upper Egypt, 
Nubia, etc., it is a plague both to man and to beast. At 
any rate, the seroot may be taken as exemplifying the 
category to which the dreaded insects referred to belong. 

roverb about ‘dead flies’ 
in Eccles. 10 T (EV) is well emended f y  Siegfried, ‘A  poisonous 
fly brings corruption to the perfumer’s ointment ; (so) a little folly 
destroys the worth of wisdom. @ ( O a v a m i b a c )  at any rate 
supports the sense of ‘ deadly ’ or ‘poisonous ’ 1 though like MT 
it, has ‘ flies ’ (plur.). Flies in Egypt and Syha are indeed per- 
nicious. They propagate diseases such as ophthalmia, and 
transmit some of the parasites which live in blood, etc. 

2. >iyv ‘ir5b ( ~ v v 6 p u r a ) ,  the name of the insect or 
insects of the plague of Egypt (Ex. 821 [17]8 Ps. 7845 
1 0 5 3 1 ,  EV swarms of flies). It is impossible to specify 
what particular insect is intended. 

The rendering ‘dog-flies’ (6, Ge. Kn.) implies a derivation 
from ~ y ,  ‘to suck.’ These flies have a reputation for their 
voracity. The rival rendering ‘swarms’ (cp RV) suggests a 
connection with xiy, ‘to mix.’ So Pesh. &&,a ; other early 
interpretations (see Ges. Thts.) need not be cited. 

The obscure and rather lengthy 

A. E. S.-S. A. C .  

FODDER ($?+), Job65 See CATTLE, 5. 

FOLD (7]2), 1 3 . 6 5 1 0 ,  or Folds (nkll),  Nu.3224. 
See CATTLE, § 5. 

FOOD 
A .  VEGETABLE KINGDOM. ~~ 

Cereals, $0 1-3. Vegetables, $5 4.6. 
Condiments, $ 7. 

B. ANIMAL KINGDOM. 
Restrictions, $1 Other 8-13. details, Cattle $ 16f: as food, 8 14f: 

A historical treatment of the food of the Hebrews 
would eventually shape itself into a history of their 
social and economic progress from the condition of 
nomads in prehistoric times, through centuries of agri- 
cultural and pastoral life in Canaan, to the latest days 
of Jewish independence, when the choicest products of 
neighbouring countries found a ready market in the 
cities of Palestine. I t  suits our present purpose better, 
however, to treat the subject of food in Old and New 
Testament times with reference to the natural kingdom 
to which the various food-stuffs belong. Of the three 
familiar divisions, the vegeta6b kingdom ($3 1.7) sup- 
plied the inhabitants of Palestine, as it still supplies the 
peoples of Eastern lands, with all but an insignificant 
proportion of the ordinary daily food. T o  this day the 
SyrianfeZZi&in are practically vegetarians, tasting meat 
(@8-16) only on the occasion of some religious or 
social festival. 

A.  VEGETABLE KINGDOM. 

(On the price of food see $j 17. ) 

I. CereaZs.-In every period of Hebrew history the 
1. Wheat, most important food-stuffs were those 

classed by Hebrew writers under the 
general name digin (in), corn, which comprised the 
grains of a number of common cereals. 

i. In the Mishna treatise ChaZZa 1 2  (cp P Z s d d .  25), 
whoso takes a vow to abstain from digin has to abstain 
only from the following five kinds : wheat, barley, spelt 
(n*nDn), ‘ fox-ears ’ ( ’ y d  r&), and jiphin (l ive), of 
which only the first three are mentioned in the OT.3 

1 The analogy of phrases like n!? ’\?, ‘a deadlyweapon,’ is 
decisive. 

2 This treatise deals with the various contents of the kneading- 
trough, subject or not suhject to the dough dues ()& ; see Nu. 

professional bakers one forty-eighth of the whole. 

in Ezek. 4 9. 
3 For the two remaining grains see below, $ 3, and cp the list 
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(c) The third of the cereals mentioned above as 

included under corn (d6gdn) in Mishnic times (Chal l i ,  
1 z PLsich. 2 5) is KussLmeth (nnm ; hardly 3* Spelt' ' rie,' as AV except in Ezek. 49). See 

FITCHES. From Ezekiel (49, plur. AV 'fitches') we 
learn that it was, at least occasionally, employed by his 
countrymen to make bread. In the Mishna it is re- 
peatedly mentioned with wheat and barley. 

The two remaining cereals are not mentioned in the 
OT. 
(d) The ?i66ileth Szi'dl (lit. 'fox's ear ' )  has been 

identified by the Jewish scholars (Rashi, etc.) with oats ; 
by Low (129) with the @lops, a grass closely allied 
to wheat (cp Post, FZora of Syria, etc., 899). 

( e )  The f qh in  is probably a species of oats (the Avena 
6ar6ata of Post, 871, which by the Arabs is called 
?ezJ%n). From the frequent mention in the Mishna, 
both ( d  and e )  must have been cultivated and used as food 
by the Jews of Palestine in the first and second centuries 
of our era. 

ii. In the Mishna treatise (Chalhi, 14, cp .Sh&'.Tth 
27) cited above (I I, beginning), mention is made of 
four food-stuffs that were not subject to the dough dues. 
Three of them may be identified with certainty as the 
rice plant, millet, and sesame. (u) Rice, '&e# (111~ 
cipu(u), was introduced into Palestine in the Greek period 
(see Hehn, KuZtur$$.(6) 485 8). ( p )  Millet, d&zn 
(pi, Ar. du/in; see MILLET), is mentioned in,Ezekiel's 
list (49), where d has KE'YXPOS, by which d ( BQmg.) also 
represents the obscure and perhaps corrupt of Is. 
2825. (y) Sesame is still largely cultivated in Syria, 
mainly for the oil-producing quality of its seeds (see 
OIL). The seeds are used also like carraway seeds in 
western lands, sprinkled on the housewife's bread, and 
even mixed with sugar and flour of rice, to produce 
a species of confection. (6) The remaining plant of 
the four may be the familiar dura of the Syrian plains 
(cp Low, pp. 101-3), which in the present day supplies 
the black bread of the peasant. Mixed with wheaten 
flour, it is said to keep longer soft (ZDPY98). It is 
not mentioned in the O T  or NT. 

11. Other vegetable products. ( u )  The p u h  fami&- 
-We pass now to another important group of food- *. Leguminos~. stuffs, the Legurninom or pulse family. 

It is somewhat remarkable that out 
of the many hundreds of species belonging to the 
natural order Leguminosa? which are found at the present 
day in Syria (see Post, op. cit. 208-299) only two are  
mentioned in the O T  or the NT, ( I )  the lentil, and (2) 

the bean. Still, we way be sure that the pulse plants 
in all periods furnished an important part' of the 
Hebrews' diet. If EV rightlyrenders nvyii, s2ri'im, and 
p3li-17, zZr'8nint (Dan. 1 12 16), the diet preferred by 
Daniel and his companions was confined to PULSE [q. n.]. 
Probably, however, ' herbs ' (as RVmg.) is a more ac- 
curate rendering ; the context suggests a contrast between 
vegetable food- products generally, and the sacrificial 
and therefore unclean meat (flesh) from the royal 
kitchen. Various designations of the products we a re  
now to consider occur in the OT, the most precise 
being the general term yEr6k (pi?, in the Mishna nipi', 
[Ab. Zar. 381); thus 3;: (AV 'garden of herbs') is. 
the equivalent of our vegetable or kitchen garden (Dt. 
11 IO I I<. 212 ; cp p:; n??K, ' a  vegetable diet,' Prov. 
15 17). Like Daniel, Judas Maccabaeus and his associ- 
ates are said to have lived on a vegetable diet (T+V 

x o p ~ 3 6 y  TPO$$Y, 2 Macc. 5 2 7 ;  cp 4 Esd. 926 1251). 
For the same reason-the avoidance of food ceremom- 
ally unclean- Josephus and his fellow-deputies lived a t  
Pome on figs and nuts ( Vit. 3). 

1 In  the Aramaic inscription of Panamu from Zenjirli (Z. 6) 
occur the names nNWr nllW (cp n?b, Is. 2s 25), nun, ;npW. 
Sachau in his edition of the inscription proposes to identify zi)~ 
with, the modern grain called dura. So also Dr. AuUorify 
anddrchceol. 132. See, however, Che. ' Isa.' (Heb. SBOT 99). 
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The most highly esteemed of these cereals, universally 
used by rich and poor, was wheat. 
(a) Wheat,l &i((dh (?An, more often n$an), appears 

in the OT as a food-stuff under various forms. The 
most primitive custom-the only method practised in 
Rome, tradition says, till the days of Numa (see 
' Cibaria' in Daremberg and Saglio's Dict. des Antiq. 
11426)-was to pluck the ears (nzeZi16h, '66ib) when 
filled but not fully ripe, to remove the husk by simply 
rubbing the ears in the hand, and to eat the still juicy 
kernel. 

This the Hebrews were allowed to do in passing through a 
field of standing corn (Dt. 23 25 [26]). It was disallowed on the 
Sabbath, however (Mt. 12 T Mk. 2 23 Lk. 6 I), inasmuch as 
plucking and rubbing were legally regarded as special forms of 
reaping and winnowing (cp Shab. 7 2). Ears, whether of wheat 
or of barley, eaten in this way seem to have been known as  
ka%eZ(521>, R V  ' fresh ears ' ; Lev. 23 14 P K. 4 42).2 

The same ' fresh ears,' crushed in a mortar or other- 
wise, produced the 5niIb11, glrei Karnzel, of Lev. 
2 14 16 (RV ' bruised corn of the fresh ear '). Much 
more common was the method of roasting the ears, 
before they had hardened, on an iron plate or pan. 

This parched corn ((5E-more fully '752 I..$, Lev. 2 14; 
'isg alone Josh. 5 11) is repeatedly mentioned in the OT as an 
article of diet common among all classes of the people (Lev. 23 14 
I S. 17 17 25 18 2 S. 17 28 Ruth 2 14), and is largely eaten at the 
present day in the East (cp Kob. BR 2394 ['41]; ZDPP93). 
This mode of rendering the grains of the cereals more alatable 
everywhere preceded the use of the mortar and pestle f y  which 
the grains were crushed, just as the latter method preceded, and 
was eventually superseded by the hand-mill or quern (see 
MILL). On the main use of wheat in the Hebrew food-supply 
see, further, BAKEMEATS, BREAD. 

Among the modern Syrians the favourite mode of 
cooking wheat is as follows :- 

The grain is boiled after it bas been thoroughly cleaned (hence 
O T  13, see CORN, 3) by the female members of the family (see 
@, 2 S. 46, and cp SBOT) and freed from the impurities unre- 
moved by the process of winnowing; it is then spread on the 
housetop to dry (cp P S. 17 19) after which it is ground and boiled 
to a thick paste. A similar'dish seems to be intended by the 
obscure 'ZrZsZh, n ~ q y  (Nu. 15 2 0 8  Neh. 10 37 [381, Ezek. 44 30). 
E V  renders 'dough' (6 $+aka in Nu. &rov in Neh om. 
in Ezek. ; other authorities kneading-;rough'), but '&isZh 
is more probably to be identified with the Talmudic 'nrsrin, 
a porridge or paste, made from the meal of barley or 
wheat (see mod. Lexx. and especially Lag. GGN 1889, p. 
301). Wheat sodden and crushed as above desgribed the 
modern bur& added to mutton which has heen poundld to 
shreds with a pistle and mortar, forms kibbeh, the national dish 
of Syria (see COOKING 0 3). The modern smid the finest of 
the wheat meal, got 6y  bolting the ordinary hour (&emn&, 
nap, RV 'meal') with a fine sieve (cp Pi+ Abofh, 5 IS), corre- 
sponds to the Hebrew dlefh (,& ; @ cx,dLISaXc~ ; RV 'fine 
flour'). A poetical designation of this fine flour is ' the kidney 
fat of wheat' (Dt. 32 14 Ps. 81 16 [IT] 147 14).3 Its price was a t  
one period, twice that of barley (2 K. 7 I 16 18). The distinciion 
between these two kinds of Syrian flour (&mz/i and so'lefh) was 
familiar to the Egyptians of the New Empire, who made 
soldiers' bread from the former, and princes' bread from the 
latter (Erman, Anc. Egypt, 188). 

( a )  The second place among the food grains of the 
Hebrews was occupied by barley. A brief summary of 

what is more fully stated elsewhere (see 
'* BARLEY) will suffice. In the list of foods 

offered to David and his friends (2s. 1728) we find 
wheat and barley not only in the grain but also ground 
and parched (>)e; np?). Commonly, however, barley, 
like wheat, was consumed in the form of bread (Judg. 7 13 
2 I<. 442 Ezek. 4912) ; it formed the bread of the 
peasantry, and the low esteem in which it was held 
seems to be the ground for the sole instance of the 
admission of barley meal anioug the sacred offerings 
(Nu. 515s). In N T  times barley bread was still in 
use (Jn. 6 9  73, and Mishna passim), and it is common 
among the Bedouin of N. Arabia now. 
1 In AV Nu. 1s 12 and Jer. 31 12 the rendering 'wheat' is too 

special for 127, RV ' cxn, 'but  Amer. Revision ' grain'(so always 

2 AV here, ' full ears of corn in the husk thereof' @5??7) ; 
3 Also probably in the orig'inal text of Ecclus. 39 26 (Bacher 

for ill). 

RV, with the best authorities 'fresh ears of corn in his sack. 

in/QR, July 1897). 
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popular modern dish is prepared by removing the seeds 
of the &sa and stuffing with rice, minced mutton, and 
other ingredients. For the ‘ wild gourds ’ of 2 K. 439 
see GOURDS, WILD. Post (FZora, 324). with some older 
authorities, suggests that the colocynth may be intended 
by the gall [ d ~ j l i n  Dt. 2918 [17] Ps. 6921, etc.’ See 
GALL, I. 
(y) Leeks, etc. -Conspicuous among the vegetables 

enjoyed by Israel in Egypt were ‘the leeks, the onions, 
6. The genus and the garlic ’ (Nu. 11 5), all three 

familiar members of the genus AZZium. 
Marcus Aurelius’s description of the 

garlic - smelling Jews (fcetentium Judzeorum) whom he 
met in Palestine has often been quoted (Amm. Marcell. 
xxii. 55).  The leek, &ir (ivitn, Nu. 1 1 5 ;  in the 
Mishna generally ne??), was at all times highly esteemed 
in Egypt (cp Pliny’s laudatissimus porrus in Atgypto,’ 
1933) and Syria. ONIONS, b&iZint (@&I), and garlic, 
Szim (md) ,  Herodotus was told (2125), held a chief 
place among the food supplied to the builders of the 
pyramids, and their universal cultivation in later times 
is attested by contemporary monuments. All three 
species were usually eaten raw as a relish (&,bo.) to  
bread, occasionally as now, no  doubt, roasted or boiled 
with meat to form a stew (cp Palmer, Desert of the 
Exodus, 1184). In Syria onions are also preserved 
like cucumbers (ZDPV914). For a more ambitious 
treatment of the onion, see Landberg, 09. cit. 77-79. 

In times of famine, no doubt, recourse was also had 
to other and less familiar herbs. Such was the plant 
(&p, maZZ@&. AV mallows,’ RV ‘ salt-wort ‘ ; see 
MALLOWS) mentioned in Job 304.l  Though this plant, 
from its etymology, is more likely to be the saltwort 
than the mallow, it is true that, according to Conder, 
the mallow-in Syria Khuddeizi (so called from its 
fruit resembling in shape the native bread, Khuba; cp 
Low, 360)-is enteu in time of scarcity ‘ cooked in sour 
milk or oil’ ( TentworR, 317). 

This probably exhausts the greens (p::) mentioned by name 
in the O T  as articles of food.2 A glance however at any of 
the Mishna treatises dealing with the le& requireAents as to 
the sowing, tithing, etc., of the fruits of the soil, shows that 
those above enumerated are but a fraction of the plants culti- 
vated for food in Palestine in the first century A.D. Here we 
can mention only a few of the commoner greens, such as lettuce 
(il>ic), various species of chicory and endive (j’@$Y), which 
furnished the main ingredients of the bitter herbs (o’?ip, Ex. 
l28)at the Passover,-as is shown by the list in PZs&h. 26-  
the lupine, still known by its Grzco-Hebrew name furmus 
[@inyin, Bippo~) ,  expressly stated to have been a food of the 
poor (Shal6.18 I) ; the (zoZ(zus ( D Q V i J ,  colocasia), still extensively 
cultivated as food (Post, up. c i f .  8?9), and the Zz?f ( )$), both 
members of the Arum family, and used, with mustard Aid lupine 
together, to form a pickle (see LSw, 240) ; the turnip (id?, nfodern 
lzyf), the radish (ply), the cabbage (.?la), and the asparagus 
[Di>??yK). 

Most of the vegetables we have discussed were not 
only used in the fresh state (,>)-or in some cases dried 
[ d?;)-but also laid in vinegar or in brine and used as 
pickles. Such preserved vegetables were called 
(ShZdE‘Eth, 9 5 )  or @~@?>g (PZsEch. 26). 

Of the remaining contributions of the vegetable king- 
dom to the Hebrew kitchen and table, the fruits are 
7. Condiments. of sufficient importance to claim an 

article for themselves (see FKUIT), 
leaving only the various condiments for brief mention 
here. (For fuller treatment of these see the separate 
irticles.3) Hehn (09. cit. 205)  has rightly emphasised 
:he fact that ‘before pepper was discovered or came 
nto general use, seeds like cummin, black cummin, 
NigeZZu sativa, the coriander, Kopiavvov, etc., naturally 

1 On this verse ,as a whole see Rndde, and in opposition to the 
:urrent explanations of 2). 4 6, see JUNIPER. 

2 RVmg. introduces the purslain into Job 66 ;but see PURSLAIN. 
8 Salt, the prince of condiments, belongs elsewhere, and 

must, in any case, receive special notice (SALT). 

A,,ium, 

Cp, further, HUSKS. 
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Regarding the antiquity of the pulse group of foods and 
its importance among the peoples of Eastern and classical 
countries-with the curious exception, noted by Plutarch 
(Zs. §§ 5 ,  8), of the Egyptian priests ‘-we may refer to 
Hehn s great work (KZLZLUY~JZ. u. Hauslh. (‘j) 2 0 8 8  [‘g4]). 

I. The first place in the group may be assigned to 
ZentiZs, ‘aduiim ( phg ) .  The staple diet of the Egyptian 
pyramid- builders, according to Strabo (xvii. 134 ; cp 
Wilkinson, 2 q ) ,  lentils were cooked by the Hebrews 
from the earliest times to the latest (see LENTILES).~ 
Now, as in Ezekiel’s time (49), they are sometimes 
ground and mixed with wheat flour to make bread ; but 
they are ‘more generally used as a pottage or cooked 
as the Spaniards cook haricot beans, stewed with oil 
and.flavoured with red pepper’ (Tristram, NHB 462). 

2. The bean, ptZ (ks), occurs only in 2 S. 1728,  and 
as one of the numerous ingredients of Ezekiel’s bread 
( 4 9 ) .  Several different species of bean were cultivated 
in Palestine for consumption in the first two centuries 
of our era. For example, in chap. 1 alone of the 
Mishna treatise Kil‘dim, at least four varieties are men- 
tioned ; among these is the Egyptian bean, at present 
one of the most extensively cultivated leguminous plants 
of Syria. Next, indeed, to the preparations of wheat 
we may place the bean in its various forms (fa& Zzidiyah, 
etc.) as the most useful food-stuff in the Syria and 
Egypt of to-day (cp ZDPV94, Landberg, Prover6es e t  
Dictons, etc. 250). Either the pods are boiled and 
eaten entire, like our French beans, or the seeds alone 
are eaten after being roasted, or are boiled to a thick 
soup. Bean meal, painfully ground in the handmill, 
is sometimes mixed with wheat flour and baked into 
bread. Landberg (09. cit. 77-88) gives various native 
recipes for favourite Syrian dishes in which lentils and 
beans are the main ingredients. 

3. Another popular food is the chick-pea (Cicey urietinum, 
Arab. &mwn?q), known in early Talmudic times as D’PB53 
(PZh 3 3, etc.). I t  is cooked in the same manner as the bean. 
Roasted, the /inmmu$ furnishes an esteemed delicacy, called 
4udimi.4 4. Here, too, may be  mentioned the vetch (Viciu eruiZiu), the 
modern kirsenneh, which is sometimes identified with the 
hrcssheth of Is. 2825  (RV and SBOT ‘spelt’. see $ 3 [cl). 
It is now, as doubtless it was formerly rown as fidder ; only in 
times of scarcity, according to Pliny, &:s it usedasfood by  man. 

(p )  The gourd fami&.-The principal members of 
the gourd family (Cucur6itacee) have at  all times been 

Next to the ’’ cucur- fish of the Delta, the Hebrews looked back 
bitacesea with regret to Egypt’s ‘ cucumbers and 

melons’ (Nu. 1 1 5  ; see CUCUMBER, MELON). At the 
present day bread and melons or cucumbers form the 
main food of the poorest class in the large cities, from 
Constantinople to Damascus and Cairo, for months 
together. The cucumber (Mish. nibli? ; Nu. 11 5 a?+$) 
is largely consumed in the raw state, but also prepared 
with vinegar as a salad. Equally popular at  all times 
was the water-melon, a‘bha?;i2h (nqm5 ; plur. Nu. 115), 
the modern 6a&%Rh, now cultivated by the acre in 
certain parts of the East, besides which we frequently 
find in the Mishna the sugar-melon (iis&, p$mr&rwv), 
which came to the Jews, as its name shows, from the 
Greeks. The seeds of the melon are roasted and eaten 
like those of the chick-pea. Various gourds are in- 
cluded under the o?y,$? of the Mishna, among them 
perhaps the favourite &sa or vegetable-marrow.5 A 

1 Cp Herodotus’ statement about their special abhorrence of 
the bean (Kjapos),  237. The ,&mea diuZis a t  Rome, also, 
according to Aulus Gellius, was forbidden to touch the bean. 

2 They have been found in the lake-dwellings of Switzerland. 
3 Vg. inserts it at the end of 2 S. 17 28 for the intrusive ,>p 

(see Bu. in SBOr). 
4 In the strfets of Damascus this delicacy is thus praised by  

its vendors : 
0 Barmecide ! !’ (Wetzstein, Der Markt in Damaskus,’ ZDMd 
11 519). 

5 Low and Post give the following eqiiations :-n& Cncrr- 
bifa Pepo (Low) ; Squash, Kdsa, Cucwhifu Pepo (Post,’PEFQ, 
1881, p. 119). 
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food. For the origin and significancc of this distinction, 
as well as for parallels among othcr ancient peoples, see 
CLEAN AND UNCLEAN, FISH, ~ ~ ~ ~ S A C R I F I C I : .  For our 
present purpose, the following summary will suffice. 
Of Mammals the locus clnssicus Dt. 1 4 3 8  names ten 
species as clean : viz., the ox, the sheep and the goat, 
the hart, and the gazclle, and the roebuck, and the 
wild goat, and the pygarg, and the antelope, and 
the chamois ' (so the RV ; on the identifications scc 
the separate articles) ; whilst the camel, the hare, 
the rock-badger (EV CONEY [g .~ . ] ) ,  and the sn-ine, 
are similarly named as unclean. As regards birds the 
enumeration proceeds by thc mcthod of exclusion (Lev. 
11 1 3 8  Dt. 1 4 n f ) ,  various birds, chiefly birds of prey- 
among them the bat-being specified as forbidden or 
taboo (to adopt the cnrrcnt scientific term), in Hebrew 
technically S@e; (r?@, a detestation, objcct of abhorrence 

Of fishes only those having both scalcs and fins were 
regarded as clean ( FISH, 5 S s ) ,  whilst, from tlie inverte- 
brates, a few species of the locust family alone are 
admitted as food. 

(6)  Of equal antiquity, probably, is thc prohibition 
as food (taboo) of the blood of the clean, unr.m-dZooded. 

[sce ABOMINATION','Q] ; Dt. 7 26 IXV. 7 21 11  of, FtC. ). 

played a more important rDle ' in the coolcery of anti- 
quity. Of these, the first which meets us in the O'l' 
is the coriander (19, Ex. 1631 Kn. 1 1 7  ; K6piou ; also 
Ex. l614), to the greyish-xvhite seeds of which the 
manna is conipared. Under the uanie of i?pis the 
coriander was cultivated in later times both for its seed 
and for its leaves (&hz'&ZY, 45) ; the seeds are still very 
largely used ' as a spice to mix with bread in the East, 
as well as to give an aromatic flavour to sweetmeats' 
(Tristram, IVHB, 440). Black ciimmin (so R F p .  for 
nyp ; 0 pcXdui3iov) occurs in Is. 2825. Its black seeds 
are still used in Syria to sprinkle over bread. In the 
N r  mint, anise, cummin, and rue are associated with 
Jesus' denunciatioii of the Pharisees. Of these cumniin 
-the ' fastidiis cuniminum amicissimum ' of Pliny- 
was held in the highest esteem by the classical peoples. 
J,ilce salt it was used proverbially as a symbol of friend- 
ship ; the phrase, oi rep i  &ha K U ~  K L ~ L Y O Y ,  is synonymous 
with ' confidential friends ' (Plutarch, quoted by Hehn). 
'The textual variation of @ in Is. 2827, 'and the cummin 
shall be eaten with bread,' is interesting in the light of 
l'liny's observation that cunimin seeds were so used by 
the Alexandrians of his day (1947). The anise of Mt. 
23 23 is undoubtedly the Anethrmz graveoZens or ' dill ' 
(so RV'"g. ; Mish. n x i ,  .. .. modern shifiith). The tithe 
was levied on the seeds, leaves, and capsules (p:;~ y y  

) of this plant ( M n ' i i Z ~ ,  45)- i .e . ,  'when its seeds 
collected, or when its leaves are used as vegetable. 

or when its pods are eaten' (Jastrow, Dicf., S . W .  v). 
I ts  use as a condiment is attested by' ok:in, 34. Accord- 
ing to the Ivfishna (Sh8Zc5fh, 91) no tithe was levied 
on the rue (a??, mjyavov, Lk. lip), which seems to 
show that the form given to Jesus' words by the first 
( 'Jewish')  evangelist (Mt. 2 3 2 2 )  is the more accurate 
of the two. To the category of condiments must also 
be reckoned the mustard (&am,  5;-1n), which, according 
to a recent authority (see Condimenta ' in Daremb. and 
Saglio), does not appear to have been used in the form 
with which we are familiar ; rather the leaves 'were 
cut up and mixed with the dish to be seasoned' (Athen. 
9366 a) .  TVe have already found that the mustard leaf 
was used in making pickles. The best mustard, accord- 
ing to Pliriy (1954), came from Egypt, the *??? $:,! of 
l iZ 'L 'dim,  1 5 .  

Ginger ( Z i q i b e r  q j k i n a k )  does not seem to have 
been known in Palestine within our period (for npc, 
'o&in, 35, which Jost reads D?? and renders 'ginger,' 
see SPICE); pepper ($&?), on the other hand, had 
found its way into common use during the Roman 
period. The esteem in which this familiar condiment 
was held at a later date is shown by the Talmudic 
saying, 'As the world cannot exist without salt and 
pepper, neither can it exist without the Bible, the 
Mishna, and the Talmud' (Low, 318). Pepper, 
carried in the mouth, is nientioncd along with a grain 
of salt (n ip  5@ in]), apparently as a cure for toothache 
(Shn66. 65). It was ground in a metal hand-mill 
(BZ>rZ, 2 5 ) ,  and was used not only to season the ordinary 
table food, but also as a spice in the concoction of 
mead (j+my~, o ~ v d p k i ;  see WINE AND STRONG 
DRINK). 

8. ANIMAL KINGDOM. 
Whilst the Hebrews were free to make full and 

onrestricted use of the products of the vegetable kingdom, *, Animal they were liniitecl as regards thc nninzaZ 
kingdom . Kii~fd071~ by various restrictions, most of 

restriction;. them, in principle and origin at least, 
traccable to very early times. 

(a) The most importantwas that by which thc members 
of the animal kingdom w-cre raiigcd under the two cnte- 
gories of ' clean ' arid ' unclean,'those under the former, 
the so-called ' clcan ' animnls, alone being available as 
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. .  
9. Prohibition animals (hence ?zotof the blood of fish). 

This taboo holds a foremost place in 
the Hebrew dietary legislation (cp Dt. of blood. 

12162325 1523  Lev. 1 7 1 0 3  LHj Gin. 94 Le;,. 317 
7 z 6 f .  [PI, etc. ), whilst its antiquity is historically 
attested at a period much earlier than the promulgation 
of any of the codes now referred to (see I S.  1432-34). 
The discussion of the idea or ideas ultimately under- 
lying this prohibition-one by no means confined to 
the Hebrews-belongs elsewhcre (see SACRIFICE). In  
the above passages of the OT the prohibition is mainly 
based on the gronnd that the blood was the seat of the 
'soul '  or nt'phei ( d s ~  properly the vital, sentient 
principle ; cp E S C H A T O ~ ~ Y ,  § 12). It was therefore too 
sacred for ordinary use, and was to be reserved for, 
and restored to God, the author of all life. In early 
times among the Hebreu-s, when as yet ' all slaughter 
was sacrifice,' this dedication of the blood was a iiiatter 
of course; but when, on the suppression of the local 
sanctuaries, as the result of the Deuteronomic legisla- 
tion, it became necessary to anthorise slaughter for 
domestic purposes elsewhere than at the sanctuary, it 
was expressly enacted that the blood of the animal 
slaughtered should be allowed to flow away (Dt. 12 IS$ ; 
see Dr. in Zoc. and cp 0T/Cl2) ,  2 4 9 8 ) .  The same 
held good of the ' beast or fowl ' taken in the chase ; 
the hunter shall even pour out the blood thereof and 
cover it with dust ' (Lev. 1713). To this abstention 
from blood the Hebrews have at all times remained 
faithful (cp Mohammed's prohibition : Isuran, SZLY.~ 
2 1 6 7 ) .  Only on an occasion such as that in the time 
of Saul referrcd to above ( I  S. 1 4 3 2 8  ; cp the in- 
teresting addition of the Old Lat. and the Vulg. in 
Judith 11 12, ' to lay hands upon their cattle t o  drink 
their blood'), and in a period of great religions declension, 
did they imitate their neighbours the Philistines (Zech. 
97)  and 'eat with the blood' (Ezek. 3325). The 
attltude of the early Christian Church and of the later 
Jews to this part of the dietary laws will be referred to 
later. 

Another restriction, closely associatcd in  P with that 
now discussed. had to do with the intcstinal fat of the 
lo. Prohibition three sacrificial species, the ox, sheep, 

of intestinal fat. and goat i r k  29 1322 Lev. 3 3 8 . 7  Z Z ~  ; 
cn 10s. Am!. iii. 9 2  f i. to which was 

L i  _ I /  

added ' the fat tail ' ( n h ,  'u&yliiz, Ex. 2922 Lev. 39  RV) 
of the sheep of the country (see  SHEEP).^ Deuteronomy 

1 On the ouestion whether the Israelitcs in time of famine 
ever ate ass's flesh ( z  R. G sj), see HUSKS. 

2 The custom of fitting this tail in extreme cases to a sinall 
wheeled cart, which has often lieen ridiculed, is referred to in 
the Mishna ; see Shadbatk, b4, and cp Herod. 3 113. 
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FOOD FOOD 
have this other definition;,"' every animal in si%!ar circum. 
stances that cannot live is (erzjhrih. 

By means of this casuistry the original prohibition of 
the flesh of an animal dying of itself has now been 
transferred to the flesh of one not slaughtered according 
to rabbinic prescription. In the present work it would 
be out of place to enter into the minuti= of the Jewish 
laws of SZ@ih or ritual slaughter, even were this, for 
an outsider, possible. One other reference to the Mishna, 
however, may be permitted, because of its bearing on 
an important passage of the NT. In the same treatise 
( ChuZZin, 1 z )  we read, ' Any one may slaughter and at 
any time and with any instrument except a harvest- 
sickle, a saw, etc., became these strangk '-i. e., they 
do not make the clean incision required for the proper 
slaughter. We  have here the explanation of the 
' things strangled ' (TOO T V C K T O ~ ) ,  from which, we are told, 
the first Gentile Christians were advised to abstain (Acts 
152029 2125 ; see COUNCIL OF JERUSALEM). They 
were to abstain not only 'from blood,' that is from 
meat killed by any method other than that of blood- 
letting (see [6] above), but also from the flesh of anima's 
fiom which the blood had been drawn in any way othcr 
than that sanctioned by the Jewish authorities of the 
time.1 

A word must suffice for a last limitation implied, not 
formallv enioined. in the oldest legislation. The  

is silent with regard to this taboo ; but its antiquity is 
vouched for by the incidents of I S. 2155  The prohibi- 
tion, it should be observed, has reference only to the 15", 
tZlebR, ' the fat of the omentum and the organs that lie 
in or near it ' (ReZ. Sem.(2), 3795  which see for probable 
reason of this abstinence ; cp SACRIFICE), and not to the 
fatty deposits (probably the ~ * @ g  or ' tit-bits ' of Neh. 
8 IO) in other parts of the animal, about which there 
was no restriction. I t  is important also, in view of 
later usage, to note that this abstinence from the fat of 
the intestines applies only to the case of an ox, sheep, 
or goat offered in sacrifice. The inference is that if 
any of these were slaughtered privately the ' fat ' might 
be eaten ; in any case the prohibition does not extend 
to the fat of non-sacrificial animals (game, etc.), pro- 
vided these are 'clean' and duly slaughtered. On 
the other hand the ' fat ' of animals coming under the 
two categories of NZbhiZah and TEi-@hah (see next 
paragraph) might be used for any domestic purpose other 
than that of food (Lev. 724). The eating of the 'fat, '  
as of the blood, entailed the death penalty (Lev. 725 ; 
for details see treatise Kei-ihoth, especially chap. 3 ; 
for blood, chap. 5 ) .  

Of more importance is the taboo placed by the 
Pentateuchal legislation on two kinds of meat known 

ll. technically as ( a )  NZbhZih ( n h ,  Lev. 
724 1715  228 Dt. 1421; cp Ezek. 

and TBrephLh. 414 4 4 3 1 )  and (6) TZyqhdh (nom. Ex. 
2231 [30] Lev. 724 17 15 228 ; cp Ezek. 

Z.C.). In  view of the extensive development of later 
Jewish jurisprudence with regard to these two categories 
of forbidden meat, it is essential to understand clearly 
the original significance of the terms. 

( a )  The first, NtWdLih, denotes the dead body of a 
person ( I  K. 1 3 2 4 8 )  or the carcase of an animal ; in its 
technical sense it means the$& of an animal that has 
succiimbed to an organic diseaseand dieda naturaldeath. 
In this sense it is opposed to the carcase of an animal 
that has been properly slaughtered and the blood drawn 
Off.2 (6) The second, TZyZphdh, as its etymology 
shows, denotes an animal that has died through being 
torn ( i n  Gen. 3 1 3 9 )  by wild beasts, in other words 
6 torn les i .  '3 Of these, Ttr2phdh was forbidden 
even by the earliest code (Ex. 2231 [30]), which requires 
that it shall be cast ' unto the dogs ' ; the prevalence of 
this custom near the time of Jesus is confirmed by the 
lines of the Pseudo-Phocylides (148 f: , X ~ i ~ a v a  X&re 
rruuiv BqpLjv d n b  B?jpes EGovTar). NZbhZZLih appears first 
in the legislation of D (Dt. 1 4 z 1 ) ,  which allows it to be 
given away to the 'stranger' or to be sold to the 
foreigner. By the later regulations of P (H), however, 
its use is forbidden to native-born Israelite and stranger 
alike (Lev. 17 15). 

With the increasing attention to the requirements of 
the Levitical legislation in matters of ceremonial purity 
that marked the later pre-Christian period, and the 
ever-growing eagerness of the Scribes to ' make a fence 
round the Torah' (266% 1 I ) ,  the two termini technic; 
under discussion gradually assumed other significations 
widely different from those originally belonging to 
them. Hence we may assume that in N T  times 
tliey already possess the significance assigned to them 
respectively by the authoritative definition of the Mishna. 

'Every animal that has to be rejected (technical term D$?>= 
h) on account of (a defect in) the method of slaughter 
(;?'fld) is AGWzZZEh; every one slaughtered according to rule 
but rejected for some other cause is T&$hrih' (Mish. ChnZ&n 
2 4). In the same treatise (3 I) we find the TirZjhdh category SA 
estended as to include meat vitiated by  the animal snffering 
from any one of a large numher of fatal ailments, so that we 

OfNBbhelah 

1 This was certainly not due to any thought of  these portions 
being prejudicial to health still less to the fantastic notion of 
Mkhaelis that the fat was ;orbidden in order to encourage the 
culture of the olive ! 

2 Cp 0 ' s  Bv7mpa;ov throughout ; Vg. cadaver tnorticini: 
E V  'that which dieth of itself.' 
3 Cp b ' s  Bqprdhorov ; E V  ' that which is torn of beasts.' 
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12. Of heathen,s ?brews, on the ground of Ex. 34 15, 

in later times at least, consistcntly 
abstained from meat that had formed food. 

part of an offering to a foreign deity, or might be cven 
suspected of such an origin. We  have seen (above, 4) 
how Daniel, Judas the Maccabee, Josephus, and their 
respective companions preferred a modest vegetable 
diet to the risk of defilement by heathen food. On the 
recommendation of this form .of abstention attributcd 
to the Council of Jerusalem (Acts, Lc.) by which the 
eating of ' meats offered to idols ' and of blood is classed 
with 'fornication,' precisely as in an earlier age the 
eating of the blood is ranked in the same category with 
murder and idolatry (Ezek. 33 z5),  see COUNCIL ii., I I. 

Having examined in detail the restrictions which the 
Hebrew dietary laws placed on the use of animal foods, 
we proceed to another interesting taboo. 

At the close of the early narrative (J)  of Jacob's 
experience at  Penuel, the redactor (RJE) has added, 

' Therefore the children of Israel eat not 
13' The hip- of the nwjan 1.9 (RV ' the sinew of the hip,' 

AV ' the sinew that shrank' ; cp 6, ~b 
V E O ~ O V  S ~ V ~ P K ~ U E V )  which is upon the hollow of the 
thigh zmto this day' (Gen. 3232[33]). W e  have here 
the first reference to a popular taboo of (evidently) 
great antiquity, which, strangely enough, has not found 
a place in the dietary legislation of the Pentateuch. 
The sinew in question is the great muscle of the leg 
known to anatomists as the nervns ischiadicus. What- 
ever may have been the original significance of the 
abstinence here referred to (cp KeL Sem.W 380), it is 
given by the writer as use and wont merely.. It must 
soon afterwards have been raised to a formal prohibition. 

The Greek translators appear to have so regardedit, rendering 
the narrative tense of the original by OB p i  + & ~ W L T L V ,  'are by I:" 
means to eat '  (cp Lk. 115, 04 p$ r i g  'shall by no means 
drink'). The next witness is Josephus, &ho, after informing us 
that Jacob himself abstained from the flesh of this muscle, adds 
and for this sake it is taboo for us ' (0%' $ p b  ;ShS~pov, Ant: 

i. 20 2). This is confirmed by the Mishnic lerislation. bv which 

sinew. I T - 

- , _  ____ 
1 The whole ritual minutia: of 'slaughter' are referred in 

the Talmud to God himself, on the ground of Dt. 1 2  21, where 
the true reference is of course to v. F5. Details of the process 
by  which 'kosher' meat ( i k ,  le?, 'meat prepared according to 
prescription,'theopposite of ha) is secured a t  the present day 
would be out of place here ; suffice it to say that the custom of 
rubbing salt into the newly-killed meat in order to remove as 
much as possible of the venous blood is said on good authority 
to have been introduced by a Babylonian doctor of the name o f  
Samuel in the early Talmudic period (circa 220 a.D.--i.e., later 
than the Mishna). See Wiener, Die jadischen Speisegesetze, 
206 ; Strack, Das Blut, 87f: (1900). 
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FOOD FOOD 
The goat and (especially) the kid were held in more 

esteem in former times in Syria (Gen. 2 7 9  Judg. 6 q  
the nemus &chiau'kus ' of domestic animals and wild animals, 
of the right leg and the left leg' is formally forbidden (Chzcilin, 
7 I) and the minimum punishment of forty stripes decreed for the 
transgressor (3. 3). 

This taboo is still faithfully observed by orthodox 
Jews. For the important dietary law against seething 
the kid in its mother's milk (Ex. 2319 .  etc.), see 
COOKING, § 8 ; MAGIC, 5 2. 

From this study of the more important laws by which 
the use of animal food generally was regulated in O T  

14. Cattle as and N T  times, we proceed to review in 
detail the evidence of the O T  regard- 
ing the individual animals. W e  have 

adverted to the fact that the enjoyment of animal 
food was much less frequent among the Hebrews than 
among ourselves, more especially in the more primitive 
times when meat was available only on the occasion of 
a sacrifice. Such occasions might be offered not only 
by the recurring family and tribal festivals (a@n ns!, 
I S. 2 0 2 9 :  cp l 3 f :  ZI), but also by the arrival of an 
honoured guest (Gen. 1 8 1 8 ,  and often), or by some 
event of more than usual significance ( I  K. 1921). 
Only at the tables of royalty and of the great bobles, we 
may suppose, was meat a daily luxury ( I  K. 423  [53] 
Am. 6 4 ;  cp Neh. 518). In the Greek period and 
onwards, however, the standard of living rose with 
the growth of commerce ; indeed the table of a wealthy 
'Jew of the first century would astonish us by the variety 
and elegance of its dishes. 

The source of the ordinary meat supply was at  all 
periods the domestic animals-cattle (ip), sheep, and 
goats. The minimum age at which any of these species 
was available for sacrifice, and therefore for food, was 
eight days (Lev. 2227). Sacrificial meat, ifnot previously 
consumed, had to be destroyed on the third day at latest 
(Lev. 716J  196f.),-probably because in the warm 
climate of Syria decomposition sets in rapidly. The 
dam and her offspring must not he killed on the same 
day (Lev. 2228 ; cp the similar humanitarian legislation 
of Dt. 2 2 6 5 ) .  From this passage and others (e.g., 
I S. 162) we see that the cow, as well as the ox, 
was eaten by the Hebrews, whilst their neighbours the 
Egyptians and the Phenicians 'would as soon have 
eaten human flesh as that of the cow ' (Rel. Sem.('J 280). 

The animals slaughtered might be taken directly from 
the herd (Gen. 187)-these are the y 122 (pSa vo,ud&s). 
'oxen from the pasture,' of I K. 4 2 3  [53]-but the 
custom of specially fattening them for the table also was 
in vogne (Prov. 15  17). These ' fatlings ' were known as 
win, mPri' (2 S. 6 13 I K. 1 9  etc. ), or wix,  6ti-f' ( I  K. 423 
[5 3] Ezek. 34 3 20 Zech. 11 16). A more expressive term 
is derived from the fact that the creatures were tied up 
(pi) and doubtless fed with special fattening stuffs, as 
was the case with the'oxen and geese of Egypt (Erman, 
Egypt, 438, 444) ; this term is pmp h x  (Jer. 4621-65 
2621, p 6 q o r  ULTEUT~E =the 'fatted calf' of Lk. 1523, 
and the umu7d of Mt. 224-1 S. 2 8 2 4  Am. 6 4  Mal. 42 
[3 201). ' The method of slaughtering for the 
table probably differed little from that practised by the 
Egyptians as illustrated by Wilkinson (op. cit. 2 2 6 5 ) .  
The throat of the animal was cut in such a manner as 
completely to sever the great arteries and veins of the 
neck, in order that the blood might flow as freely as 
possible (see fj 9). The choicest portions (see I S. 
924) .  and those probably first removed (cp Wilkinson, 
Z.C.), were the right hind-quarter ( p i i ,  KWXBU,  AV 
'shoulder,' RV ' thigh '), and the 'shin' or upper portion 
of the right fore-leg (vir, zt?ro'a, Dt. 183 Nu. 619  [PI ; cp 
Ezek. 2 4 4 ) ,  both of which, in the case of sacrificial 
victims, were the perquisites of the priests (Lev. 7325). 

1TheMTof1S.l5g, g. 'of the second sort '), 
is explained in Jewish tra leged popular belief that 
the young of the second bearing are superior to the firstlings. 
Modern editors, however, read D'gFg, 'the fat ones' (cp Ezek. 
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food. 

84 16). 

. - .  
131s 19 I S. 1620 etc.) than at  present, 

Of sheep when mutton is the principal animal food. 
and goats' Yet the variety of lambs known as 0.73, 

Kririm, is mentioned with special honour (Dt. 3214 I S. 
15 g Am. 64).  Both Syrians and Arabs now set great store 
by the fat tail of the native sheep, ' a swagging foot-lap 
wide' (Doughty, Ar. Des. lgoz), which was no doubt 
equally relished by the Hebrews. If the sheep was 
offered in sacrifice, however, the tail, as we learned 
above (§ IO beg.), was consumed on' the altar. The 
ancient Egyptians, on the other hand, had a decided 
prejudice against mutton (see Wilkinson, op. cit . ,  1878, 
2 jo, with Birch's note). At the present day the goat is 
prized chiefly for its milk. The flesh of the kid is said 
to be 'tender and delicate, especially when boiled in 
milk ' (Van Lennep) ; but this favourite Arab dish (see 
especially Thomson, LB, 94J) was forbidden to the 
Hebrews (see COOKING, 5 8 end). A special article 
will be devoted to MILK and its preparations, butter, 
cheese, etc. 

The daily supply of meat for Solomon's table included, 
we are told; be&d& ' ten fat oxen, and twenty oxen out of 
the pastures, and an hundred sheep, harts, and gazellcs, 
and roebucks, and fatted fowl' ( I  I(. 4 2 3  [53]), f3r 
which see VENISON and FOWL respectively. The catc- 
gory 'fowl ' included at least the following :-pigeons, 
turtle-doves, quails, perhaps also geese-the national 
food-bird of Egypt-and in later times the domestic fowl 
and the sparrow. For the prominent place occupied by 
FISH in the Hebrew food supply, and for the methods of 
catching and cooking them, as also for the preparation 
of the LOCUST and the use of HONEY, see the separate 
articles. For EGGS see FOWL, 4. 

Of the tabooed or unclean animals by far the most 
important is the pig. The Jews' abhorrence of swine's 
16. Tabooed flesh, which is mentioned by many of the 

classicalwriters (see references in 'Cibaria,' 
Daremberg and Saglio, 1159 a ,  n. 537). 

more than anything else brought them into contempt with 
their heathen neighbours. The martyrs of z Macc. 6 7 8 8  
preferred death to eating the loathsome food. It is 
apparently inconsistent with this feeling that swine's flesh 
was eaten sacramentally, though doubtless in secret, 
when Is. 6 5 4  and 6617 were written. See SWINE, and 
on the mystic eating of 'mice' see MOUSE. I t  was 
not, however, an obscure religious tradition, but the 
pressure of famine that led to the eating of the un- 
heard-of foods mentioned in 2 K. 6 25 29. 

A few observations regarding the price of provisions, 
more particularly in the N T  period, would form an 

Unfortu- 
nately the data at command-incidental 
statements, for the most part, in OT and 

NT. in Josephus and the Mishna-are so conflicting, 
not to dwell on the uncertainty as to the measures and 
moneys, that, beyond a few ~elat ive  values, no certain 
results can be secured. Thus all we may safely infer 
from 2 K. 71 16 is that when the siege of Samaria was 
raised, the price of flour stood to that of barley in the 
ratio of z : I. The ratio of wheat to barley at a 
later period was 3 : I (Rev. 6 6 ) .  Similarly, from 
MtnZchiZh, 138 we gather that the relative values of 
ox, calf, ram, and lamb were 100, 20, 8, and 4 denarii. 
Josephus, again, supplies some details, which are diffi- 
cult to reconcile, regarding the price of oil in his day 
( Vit. 13, BY ii. 21 z), whilst the familiar words of Jesus 
have made the cheapness of sparrows proverbial (Mt. 
1 0 2 9  Lk. 1 2 6 ) . 3  

1 See the passages from Greek and Roman authors collected 
by Wiener, Skeisegesetze 6 2 8 ,  and Reinach, Les /uz&?s chez 
des auteursgrecs e t  r o m ~ B s .  

2 See however DOVE'S DUNG. 
3 A Ikrge amoht of material regarding rices generally in 

Talmudic times has been collected by Herzgld in an appendix 
to his Handelsgesch. devJuden(2) ['g4]. 

animals. 

17. Price appropriate close to this article. 

of food, 
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FOOL, FOLLY . FOREST 
(7) 0‘ ’WB,  . : jithd’im, Prov. 9 6, hut elsewhere ‘the simple’ 

(prop., the open ’), and so uniformly RV. 
(E) ’7g, td$hZ(prop. ‘insipid’), Lam. 2 14, and n)??, Job 1 22 

(AV ‘foolishly’; RV ‘with foolishness’), 2412 ; both these 
passages are corrupt.1 

On the idea involved in this group of ethical terms, 
cp ECCLESIASTICUS, 

Passing to the NT,  we find in E V  ‘ fool ’ for (9) ~ Y ~ ~ T O F  Lk. 
2425, cp &ora z Tim. 39, (IO) duo+or Eph. 5 15 (KV ‘unwise’), 
(TI) Q U ~ V C T O S  Rom. 1-21 (RV ‘senseless’), (Iz)rrapa+poviuv 2 Cor. 
11 23 (;p RY); (13) d+pwv, a strong term, I Cor. 15 36 2 Cor. 11 
16 19 126 11,  cp a+poudvq 2 Cor. 11 I. and finally (14) pwpds 
Mt. 7 26 23 17 h w p o i  .ai ru+hoQ 19 (Ti.’ W H  om.) 2 5 2 8  I Cor. 
3 18 4 IO etc. . cp pwpohoy ia  Eph. 5 4 (betwee: a luXp6rqs  and 
s6rparrahia ’ dp Col. 3 8) ‘unedifying discourse ; pwpa lvw Rom. 
1 22 (in a different s e d e  Mt. 5 13 etc.). pop6 (Vg.fatue) Mt. 
5 22 also belongs here ; it is not, as Alford supposed, the Heb. 
mjq mJYe-4. In Mishnic Heb. min, nniD, min represent 
pwpos, pope; ‘Never call any one mord, that is, fool,’ says a 
certain king, in entrusting his son to a pedagogue (Pesik. 
Shim‘s. 118). We cannot indeed prove that the word was 
already common in the time of Jesus ; but such colloquial ex- 
pressions would become naturalised first. (On the exegesis of 
Mt. 5 22, see RACA.) See, further, HYPOCRISY. 

23 ; WISDOM LITERATURE. 

T. K. C.-S. A. C. 

FOOTMAN (+A), 1 S. 410 154, see ARMY, I 1 ; ( ~ 7 )  

FOOTSTOOL. (1) bq?, 2ch.918;  (2) 522 njt?, 
I S. 22 17, RV GUARD, cp ARMY, § 4,and see RUNNEKS. 

Is. 661 ; (3) ynonoh io~ ,  Mt. 535. 

FOOT-WASHING. See MEALS, 4, and WASHINGS. 

FORAY (lalg), 2 S. 322 RV, AV ‘[pursuing] a 
troop.’ See WAR and cp ARMY, 3. 

FORD, the equivalent of l?&, ma‘Zbhdr, 77???3,. 
ma‘Z6hdrdh (a generally AlaBaclc) in EV of Geu. 
3222 [23] Josh. 2 7  Judg.328 Is. 162, also in RV of 2 S. 
1528 1716 (a apapw0) and in Kau. HS (with which 
We., Dr., H. P. Sm. agree) of il???, ‘Zbhdrdh, in i S. 
1918 [IS]. 

The last three passages are of great interest ; they come into 
the narrative of David‘s flight and subsequent return from 
Ahsalom. Inall, the text needs some emendation. In 1528 and 
17 16 neither AV’s ‘the plain [plains] of the wilderness ’ (=&.) 
nor RV’s ‘ the fords of the wilderness ’ (= Kt,) is a nahri’kphrase. 
Read probably m p s  n’p the house of the wilderness’(a local 
name like Beth-arabah). In  1918f: read 7 h 8  ’155 W!fi:! 
in’ii-n“N ?kii nrrnN myn$. The closing words (except n.1) 
are dittographed in n. 16 (end) ; i?zyn$ (v. 19) is written three 
times over and each time incorrectly ; probably the closing 
words of G. 16 originally stood in the margin as a correction. 
Render ‘ And they relieved one another (in going) before tbq 
king to escort the household of the king across the Jordan. 
The ford was presumably the well.known one not far from 
Gilgal(2 S. 19 15 [16]); cp JORDAN, I$ 2, 7. 

See THRONE. 

T. K. C. 

FORECOURT ( n p o a y h ~ o ~ ) ,  Mk. 14681. RVmg,, EV 
PORCH. See TEMPLE. 

FOREIGNER (’’7??, Dt. 15 3 ; 3y;h, Ex. 1 2 4 5 ) .  
See STRANGER. 

12 8. The phrase $>a> pl  (6 , ~ ~ ‘ P O T ~ ~ X X E L Y )  is used of one who 
‘runs before’ a chariot (r S. 8 IT 2 S. 15 I [ ? r a p a ~ p d x ~ ~ v ]  ; see 
CHARIOT, 5 IO), or of a member of the royal body-guard (I K. 
1 5  [aaparp+v] ; see ARMY, $ 4). In T Macc. lG 21 the Gk. 
equivalent is used of a messenger (see RUNNERS). 

@BA‘FL in Nu. 1321 gives rrpp6dpopo~ for D’!U? (see FRUIT, 

FORE-RUNNER ( n p o A p o ~ o c ) ,  Heb. 620 Wisd. 

5 4 1x1). 
FORESHIP (npwpa)  Acts2730 EV. See SHIP. 

FORESKINS, HILL OF THE (ni$?q? n u p )  
Josh. 53. See CIRCUMCISION, 2 ; GILGAL ; HELKATH- 
HAZZURIM (end). 

FOREST. The first of the three words represented 
by ‘ forest ’ is unfortunately very doubtful. 

I. &a, t8reT; 6pupbr, in’ 2 Ch., also given for 

1 In Job 122 n k n  should probably be n$nt cp Is. 32 6 (Che.) ; 
Dn 24 12 see Budde and Duhm. As a compensation 2$:8?, Job 
4 18, should probably be (so Hupf. ; but cp Dillm.). 
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All that requires to be said under the head of beverages will 
be found in the articles MILK, VINEGAR, WATER, WINE A N D  
STRONG DRINK. For some remarks on the methods of pre- 
paring food mentioned in OT or NT, see COOKING ; on the mode 
of serving and the etiquette of the table, see MEALS ; and on 
the facilities for purchasing the necessaries of life, either in the 
natural state or prepared as  food, see SHAMBLES. Besides the 
articles already named, see BREAD, MANNA, OIL, SALT. 

A. R. S. K. 
FOOL, FOLLY. The antithesis of wisdom and folly 

is characteristic of the late ethical or humanistic move- 
ment. Of the numerous words rendered a fool ’ in EV 
it ought to be noticed that for two of them ‘ fool ’ is not 
an exact equivalent. Take especially ( I )  511, ndbhdl,  
which, as Driver (on Dt. 2221 I S. 2525) agrees, ought 
not to be translated ‘fool’ ; for an examination of 
passages see Cheyne (PsaZmsP)), on Ps. 141. The case 
is analogous to that of ‘ men of Belial,’ a phrase which 
is generally taken as equivalent to ‘ unprincipled, good- 
for-nothing men,’ but which really expresses reckless 
wickedness (see BELIAL). 

533 and $ y * h  W * N  are in fact synonymous, as  Abigail’s 
speech in I S. 25 25 shows. The origin and meaning- of 51, are 
treated elsewhere (see NABAL) ; here, therefore, we need only 
caution the reader against rendering $21, ‘fool,’ though this 
interpretation is as  old as E4 (&+pwv; Pesh. Ps. 141 531 [ z ] ,  
awwdd). The nri6hdZ is not adepuafely described even as one 

who has ‘moral and religious insensibility’ (Driver, Dt. 256); 
he  is a dangerously bad man, violent, destructive, or-a render- 
ing which suits well in Ps. 14 I (53 I 171) 398 [?] 1418 22-an 
‘impious’ man. See also Dt. 326 (pop&) 21 ( a u w w o s ) ,  I S. 
2525 2 S. 3 33 13 13 Is. 32 sf: &wp6s), Jer.’l7 11 Ezek. 133 (6 
om.) Prov. 17 7 21 3022 Job 2 IO 308 (hut h, Prov. 3032. is 
corrupt).l The denom. verb $?? means ‘to treat as a $2; 
is treated’ (Nah. 36 Mic. 76 Jer. 1421 Dt. 32 15).2 The noun 
8)hI also expresses the same disregard of moral and religious 
law the same nihilism we might almost call it (see NABAL on 
derhation); it is used, eg . ,  in speaking of sexual offences (Dt. 
2221 Judg. 206[jl 8L?!I, 2 S. 1312 Job 428 Is. 9 1 7  [16]). 

(2) The other word misrendered ‘fools,’ ‘foolish,‘ is 
&$in. hiZiZZm (Ps. 5 5  [6] 7 3 3  755). RV better, ‘the 
arrogant ’ ; but the ‘mad ’ or ‘raging ones ’ (see I S. 
2113 [I,+]) can also be defended (see on the respective 
renderings, BDB, S.V. $53, and Che.P) on Ps. 56). 

Certainly nh9n and d98 in Eccles. mean neither arro- 
ance, nor mere folly, but madness (see EV), and in Job 12 17 

The other terms generally (as in EV) rendered ‘fool,’ 
‘folly,’ ‘foolishness,’ do not imply more than an in- 
veterate moral and religious insensibility, which issues 
in disorderly actions (cp Che. Jew. ReL Life, 136). 

(3) $’DP, &si2 (root idea, fatness or thickness), often in Prov. 
and Eccles. thrice in Pss.; Ksil, the constellation, may be 
connected (Gut cp STARS, $ 3 ;  ORION). See especially Prov. 261 
3-11 ; also Ps. 49 XI [IO] 927 [6] 948 (I1 1 ~ 2 ,  ‘brute’) Prov. 
8 5 (11 pNn5, ‘s<mple ’). The verb 503 in Jer. 108 (I1 iyx ; late 

 pa^^^^^^, sdkhdl (root idea, stopped up?  cp ’130 with Ass. 
saklu, sakku, ‘deaf’-&?., stopped u p ;  see Del. Ass. 
NWB), Jer. 422 5 2 1  Eccles. 2 r g  717 etc., whence nrhp, 
n+ in Eccles. only (syn. n h ? ,  &in); \ap! (2 S. 24 To) 

and h D 7  (I S. 26 ZI), ‘to play the fool’ ; $?D, ‘ to  befool,’ Is. 
44 25 ; h D ,  ‘ folly,’ Eccles. 10 6, and, by emendation, 7 25 3 (MT 

(5) h, ’iwwiZ(samerootideaasin b), ofteninprov.; alsoHos. 
9 7 (11 Y>dp) Jer. 4 22 Is. 19 11, but not Ps. 107 17 (see We., Che.); 
probab$too h N  in Job 53,4 and 0 ’ .W 5 ._: in Is. 358 should be 
hJ, n+)y=hy, n ’hy ;  the noun is n>hF, ‘folly,’ Prov. 523.6 

(6) lp, M’ar (prop. brutishness ’), Ps. 49 10 [I I] 73 22 92 6 [7] 
(11 $,a,), Prov. 12  I 302. 

’-‘he deprives of reason.’ 

5 

1 Here and in Dt. 326 we should perhaps read $pp, 5;?p. 
2 $?![>I should perhaps be read also in Is. 28 3 (Ruben, Che.) ; 

the word now appears mispointed ($23) and misplaced (in v. 4). 

3 Ps. 49 13 [14] (&) and 85 8 ( ii ) D3) :, are also corrupt (see Che. 
PsaZmsPi). 
4 Job 5 3 is probably a later insertion ; it interrupts the con- 

text (see Bickell ; Che. /QR 9575 [’g7]). 
6 Cp also the verb hi) Is. 19 13 Jer. 5 4 Nu. 12 XI. 
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FOREST 
HAROSHETH ; cp Ass. &urIu, ‘ mountain,’ NH ciain= 
Aram. ~ $ m ,  ‘wood, thicket.’ The readings in 
z Ch. 274 Is. 1 7 9  Ezek. 313, however, are a11 prob- 
ably corrupt. In z Ch. read nii??, ‘ level country’ 
(see PERIZZITES) ; in Is. probably ,+v?, ‘ the Girshite’ 
(see GIRZITES) ; in Ezek. 31 3 h a  w i n  (eB om. ; EV 
‘with a shadowing shroud’) should be ’D i v g  ‘a 
shadowing fir tree ’ (a variant to i i x  mm). On I S. 
2 3 1 5 8 ,  see HORESH. 

2. p n ? ,  pard&, rapd8eroos, Neh. 28 (RVmg. ‘park’), 
Eccles. 2 5  (AV ‘ orchard,’ RV ‘ park ’), Cant. 4 ‘ 3  (EV 
‘ orchard,’ RV‘W ‘ a paradise ’). A rare and late word, 
see GARDEN. 

3. ig, yd‘ar, 8pup6r ; Ass. dru, Aram. ;ny+ ; usually 
rendered ‘forest,’ occasionally ‘wood’ ; ,&, to be 
rugged, difficult. 

Some of the many references to forests, bushes, 
and thickets are mentioned here, partly because EV 
has not always preserved the colouring of the original. 

(a) The phrase ‘ theforesf  in Arabia’ (Is. 21 13. in RV ; Q 
Zu 73 SpvpQ Burrbas) is infelicitous ; probably ‘thickets in the 
desert cou lky ’  \;auld he a better rendering (see Del. ad Zoc., 
and cp SSOr). The thorns and stunted trees and shrubs of 
the desert are to supply the only shelter for the fugitives. C? 

FORTRESS 

Aram. niy,. 
(6) For ‘ forest of Carmel,’ z K. 19 23 Is. 37 24, read with RV 

‘the forest of his fruitful field’-i.e., paraphrasing (with SBO I‘ 
“Isa.’), ‘where its rich woods are thickest (a cis iiijlos fi/ppovs 

(c) In  Jer. 5 6  ‘A lion out of the forest shall slay them,’ and 
128 ‘mine heritage is (become) unto me as a lion in the forest, 
are slightly misleading-. I t  is the taiigled jungle on the banks 

‘702 8pUpOo).’ 

of the Jordan that meant (see Tzstram, $H 118); ig! is 
often not ‘forest’ but ‘ thickets.’l 

(61) The ‘,forest in the midst of Carmel’ (Mic. 7 14 RV : AV 
‘the wood . . . ), is due to an exegetical error. The Jews 
cannot have described their ideal hope in such terms as RV 
presents (cp Keil). To live in a forest would mean being 
constantly surrounded with the greatest hindrances to comfort. 
It is a picture not of future happiness hut of present misery. 
Faithful Israel which is now (in post-exilic times) condemned to 
make shift with the wildest and least productive parts of 
Palestine will in the great coming day occupy Bashan and 
Gilead as  before. The heathen will have been cast out, and 
Palestine will be the Holy Land (so Wellh., Nowack). 

(e)  Part of the royal palace built by Solomon at  Jerusalem 
and used as  an armoury was called the ‘house of the forest ok 
Lebanon’ (I K. 7zf: 16 1 7 . ~ 1  2 Ch. 9 16-20), Entering it, one 
seemed to be in the midst of the cedar-groves of Lebanon. The 
house had ‘four rows of cedar pillars, with cedar beams upon 
the pillars, and it was covered with cedar above upon the 
beams.’ 
cf) In  Jer. 429 (EV) we read of ‘thickets’ so dense and 

larcre that the population of a city could take refuge in them 
fro; an inva&er. This view of the text implies perhaps 
too high an estimate of the woodland in S. Palestine. Ewald 
seems to be right in reading ‘the whole land’ (@ a k a  [$] ,,$pa? 
for ‘ the whole citv.’ and Gk. in substituting ‘into the caves 

Hence, in all probability, its name. 

I I  - 
( n i i p )  for ‘into the thickets’ (o’qm).z For a similar mistake 
see T S. 136, where EV following MT,  says that the Hebrews 
fled before the Phililtines into icaves and thickets, but 
‘thickets’ (nvvi) should be ‘holes’ (0’7in). See Bu. SBOT, 
ad Zoc. 

( r )  In  Zech. 11 z AV’s ‘forest of the vintage’ is most enig- 
matical. Vineyards and Bashan can hardly have been mentioned 
tonether. RV substitutes ‘strong forest.’ The Revisers, how- 
ever, were sensible of the difficulty of the phrase, and retain 
the mg. ‘defenced forest ’ (6 Gpufibs b mfp+vros, saltils munitus). 
Probably the true reading is ‘the forest shall come down by the 
axe’ (ie., Kt. >1y2;1 and Kr. 7 7 y 3 7  are both wrong; read y7ps with Che. (Ex]. T., March 1899); cp Duhm’s emenda- 
tio.1 of 737yn3 in Is. 10 33. 

(A) For ‘ forest of Ephraim,’ see EPHRAIM, WOOD OF. 
( I ]  For ‘forest of Hareth,’ see HARETH. 
Possibly some writers have exaggerated the woodland 

in ancient Palestine. The country was too well peopled 
for thick forests, except in the mountains and in parts 
of the Plain of Sharon. There is only one solitarygrove 
of cedars on Lebanon ; but fir trees are still abundant. 
Forests of oak may be seen in Gilead, and parlelike 
woods in Bashan. In Carmel and in the N. and E. of 

1 Cp Jer.125 Zech. 113 (‘pride of Jordan’ EV in Zech., 

2 @ cis T& urrjha‘a K a i  €is ~b dhuq (a conflate reading). 
R V  in Jer.) I”;, $ p 6 a y a ,  sujer6ia. 
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Sharon oaks are abundant, and even elsewhere one 
still meets with a solitary oak or terebinth of huge 
dimensions, as at  Hebroti, valley of Elah, Shiloh, and 
Dan. Cp PALESTINE, 15 ; CARMEL, 2 ; LEBANON, 

FORFEITURE, the penalty for sowing divers seeds 
(d???; Dt.229 R V ;  see CLEAN A N D  UNCLEAN, # I). For- 
feiture of substance (07~:) is threatened in Ezra108 (11 I Esd. 
94). 

FORKS, the EV reading of Ilw$ V h  in I S. 1321, 
taken apparently as meaning ‘ three-pronged ’ ; but the 
text is certainly corrupt. Between om! and one 
expects a?+@ (Ps. 746)--i.e., ‘ hatcxets. ’ The word 
was written twice and twice corrupted. 

SHARON. T. E. C. 

See BAN ; cp also CONFISCATION. 

See AXE. 
.r. K. c. 

FORNICATION (nlljTn, Ezek. 1629 ;  TIO~NEIA, Mt. 
532). See MARRIAGE, 4 ;  also COUNCIL OF JERU- 

FORTRESS meant as a general rule a town sur- 
rounded by a defensivc wall (npln) ; cp CITY, VILLAGE. 

The Hebrew terms are : ix ln  mi6pdr, ‘fortress’ (Is. 173 
2512 Dan. 11 39 AV), ‘strong hold’iNu. 13 19 2 K. 8 TZ Jer. 4s 18 
E V  Dan. 1139RV); i i rn i>y ,  ‘ irmdsbr,  ‘strong city’ (Ps.GOg 
[TI] EV);  1-y, ‘i? mibpi77 ‘fenced city’ (Nu. 32 17 Josh. 
10 20 19 35 I S. 6 18 EV). There also occur. m u 2  wip, Biryah 
6 b a n i A  ‘ a  defenced city’ (Is. 252 EV), and ni isx ’iy, ‘rirt 
&+ir&2, ‘a well fenced city’ (Dan. 11 15 EV). 

SALEM, 5 11. 

\ 

FIG. I.-Plan and illustration of an ancient wall a t  Hazor. 
After De Saulcy. 

Fort represents various Hebrew terms : (I) j y ~ ,  &y@ (prop- 
a ‘look out’?, cp Smend ad Ezek. 42) ,  2 IC 25 I (11 Jer. 82 4) 
Ezek. 4 2  17 ‘ 7  21 zz [27] 268t ; (2) oqryo (pl.), ?znri‘zizaim (lit. 
‘place of refuge’), Dan. 11 19 AV (RV ‘fortress’); ( 3 )  Zxn, 
m i q j d d ,  Is. 2 9 3  RV (AV ‘mount’); (4) niisD (PI.), 7m5-&2‘dtA, 
Ezek. 33 27 (RV ‘strong holds ’); (5) niiwn (PI.), ?n$?WotA, Is. 
203 AV, RV better ‘siege works’; (6),33bn, 7nii&, Is. 25 12 
(elsewhere ‘high tower,’ ‘refuge,’ etc., cp Ps. 09  [IO] 18z[31 
40 7 181 RVmz-.) ; (7) i?Y, ‘ $ A d ,  I Is. 32 14 AV, RV ‘hill ’ ; cp 
OPHEL, and see TOWER. 

Defensive walls, at an early stage in the history of 
Canaanite civilisation, consisted of great unhewn stone 

1. Of the blocks ; specimens of these may, it has 
been suggested, still be seen in PeraEn 

The illustration1 (fig. I )  
Canaanites. and Galilee, 

represents a fragment of an ancient wall at Hazor (Bal?r 
el-Hilleh) in Upper Galilee, and is borrowed from De 

1 From Perrot and Chipiez, Hist. of Art in Sar<finia, j d e a ,  
and Syna. 
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FORTRESS FORTRESS 
us to conclude).l It is essentially a mountain city 
and stands on the southern extremity of a spur cr  
plateau enclosed by two ravines, Kedron and I-Iinnom. 
A third ravine joins the Kedron at the pool of Siloam 
to the SE. NW. between the 'I'yropceon and Hinnom 
valleys is the steep hill of Zion (see Perrot and Chipiez). 
This fortress, strong by nature, was regarded by the 
Egyptians as forming with Saniaria and Ashdod im- 
portant strategical outposts against Assyrian aggres- 
sion. That Sargon and Sennacherib regarded them in 
the same light is obvious. 

During the strong military rule of Azariah (Uzziah), 
Judah uas well provided with fortresses. The state- 
ments in z Ch. 2669 are sustained by the Taylor- 
cylinder recording Sennacherib's invasion of Palestine 
in 701 B. c. In col. 3 13 we read that forty-six of these 
fortified towns (7rza/i&zzi dannuti  [ditu] dun&) were 
reduced by Sennacherib's officers. From line zz  
we learn that the fortified city of Jerusalem was 
provided (as we might expect) with a gateway which 
was probably of massive masonry. Egress from this 
was barred, as we gather from this passage, by the 
intrenchments which enclosed the beleaguered town.2 
These strong gateways were furnished with doors of 
great strength provided with bolts of iron and bronze 
( I  'I<. 4 13 ; cp Dt. 3 5 3325). Occasionally the gates 
may have been plated with bronze, as were the gates 
of BalawZt erected by Shalmaneser 11. (cp Is. 452) .  
Shalmaneser's plates contained representations of his 
military expeditions. 

It must be confessed that the lack of monumental 
records and figures having direct reference to I)h!estine 

Sanlcy's /ourney 'round the Dead Sea. It is not easy 
to say whether the walled towns or fortresses that 
confronted the Israelites when they entered Canaan 
were of this primitive character; it is possible that 
sone at  least may have had walls of hewn stone 
analogous to those depicted on Assyrian and Egyptian 
monuments. Babylonian influence had already been 
long prevalent in Palestine when the Amarna letters 
were written by the prefects of the Canaanite towns 
to the Egyptian Pharaoh (1400 B.C.) ; weshould therefore 
have a right to assume that such places as Byblus 
(Gebal), of which Rib Adda was governor, as well ns 
Zemar (Sumur), Ashdod, Jerusalem (Urusalim), and 
Lachish, were provided with fortifications of a more 
finished character. 

This assumption has been thoroughly justified by the excava- 
tions conducted by Bliss a t  Lachish (Tell el-Hesy) which hare 
brought to light a cuneiform document contemporaneous (as the 
contents clearly prove) with the Amarna despatches. 

The LACHISH of this period had crude brick walls 
9 or IO ft. in thickness; the words ascribed by J 
to the Israelite spies were therefore. justified : the 
cities of the southland were ' fenced and very great ' 
(Nu. 13  281:; cp Dt. 1 2 8  Nu. 32 36 Josh. 102935). Fort- 
resses such as Lachish the nomadic Hebrews could 
hardly take by storm, not possessing the arms and 
engines of war requisite for the purpose. Consequently 
they must havc remained encamped in open spots, and 
when pressed by overwhelming numbers or disciplined 
troops must have betaken themselves tocaves and hollows 
in therocks, as we find they did (IS. 136) when they were 
confronted by the better-equipped Philistines. I t  was 
only by an act of supreme daring, and probablywith great 
loss of life, that such a stronghold as Jerusalem, the 
citadel of which was Zion (ji: m y p ) ,  was captured by 
David (2 S. 5 6f. ). 

The reigns of David and Solomon marked an onward 
step in Hebrew civilization. From z S. 511 (cp I K. 
2. Ofthe 5 1  [IS] 713-51) we should infer that the 
Hebrews. fortifications erected around Millo ( z  S. 59 

I I<. 3 I 9 15 11 27) were built by Phcenician 
-most probably Tyrian-workmen. For many genera- 
tions the Phcenicians had the reputat7on of being the most 
skilful craftsmen in the world. Compare Herodotus' 
tribute of admiration to their skill in the construction 
of the canal near Mount Athos (Herod. 7 23). During 
the regal period the Hebrews became thoroughly 
grounded in the arts of Canaanite civilization.' Whilst 
the fortifications of Gezer, Beth-horon, Baalath, Hazor, 
and Megiddo were probably erected by Solomon with 
the aid of foreign (especially Phcenician) labour (cp 
I K. 915 17 J ) ,  we may assume that the fortresses 
erected in the Southern Kingdom by Asa-viz., Geba 
and Mizpah ( I  K. 15z1J )-to resist Northern aggres- 
sions were built by the Hebrews themselves, and the 
same thing might perhaps be said of Shechem and 
Penuel which Jeroboam fortified ( I  K. 1225). 

I t  would seem that Moab in the time of king Mesha likewise 
was dominated by this advancing civilization; we may infer 
this from the ruins of Rahbath Moab which exhibit floral forms 
of ornameutation like those of the sacred plant of Assyria.2 

The most notable fortress in the Northern Kingdom 
was Samaria, built by one of its greatest kings, Omri, 
whose name the Assyrians attached, as we learn from 
the annals of Tiglath-pileser and Sargon (Schrader, KB 
232 42), to the Northern Kingdom (bit Humri[a]). 
This renowned fortress withstood all the assaults of the 
Assyrian armies-equipped (as we know they were) with 
engiueering appliances, battering rams, and towers- 
for upwards of two years (724-722). 

Among the fortified towns of the Southern Kingdom, 
Jerusalem occupied the most prominent place from a 
very early period (so the Amarna despatches would lead 

1 I n  proof of this statement note the contrast between the 
zation as depicted in I S. 13 19 and in 2 K. 24 16. 

2 Perrot and Chipiez, Hist. ofArt ix Sardinia,]ir&a, Syyia, 
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3. Assyrian re- renders it impossible to give as vivid 
presentations. and precise details respecting its fort- 

resses as could be desired. W e  can 
only derive illustrative materials from the copious stores 
of graphic Assyrian representations furnished by its 
monurncntal portrayals and the ruins of KhorsabZd and 
Nineveh. The illustration, fig. z (next page), taken 
from the reliefs belonging to the reign of Tiglath-pilcser 
111. (745-727) preserved in the British Museum, repre- 
sents the general type of fortification of the towns of 
Western Asia. 

It is hardly possible to accept the high figures given 
by Herodotus in his description of the walls of Babylon 
(1 1 7 8 3  ). 

Still. thev mav not have been so far in excess as we micht 
imaFiie. 'Herddotus' measurements (178 ad ,&.), zoo r&al 
cubits for the height and 50  for the hreadth-i.e., over 380 ft. for 
the former and over 80 ft. for the latter, are probably excessive ; 
but Layard excavated one of the chief gates of ancient Nineveh, 
and according to the scale of his plan the walls were about 
110 ft. thick. Probably however the strength of the walls a t  
special points (and esp;cially n e t  the gateways) was excep- 
tional. The Nineveh gateway was built by Sennacherib. 
Two pairs of winged bulls were placed by it-one pair looking 
toward the city and the other facing the exterior. 

The extraordinary thickness and solidity of the walls 
were doubtless designed to neutralist: the effect of the 
battering rams. 

arrukin 
or Sargon's town, was considerably smaller than 
Nineveh. It stood upon a parallelogram, two sides of 
which measured 1950 yards, whilst the other two 
measured 1870 yards. As there was no proper akro- 
poZz's, the king's palace with its massive gates and 
dominating towers formed a quasi-citadel into which 
the inhabitants could fly for refuge when the outer walls 
were captured or a breach was made through them. 
Perrot and Chipiez in their description of this interesting 
fortress give the following details :- 

'The parapets of the towers were corbelled out from their 
walls and pierced with loopholes, as we can gather from the 

1 See the letters of Abd-hiha of Jerusalem in ICD 5, no. 18o.f: 
2 Nulsi elis'tc urukkis, the current expression, which again 

occuk in ASur-bhi-pal's description of the siege of Baal of Tyre 
(Rassam cyl., col. 2 52). 

3 See The Bronze Omanzents oft7zeGates ofBaZawat, edited 
with introduction by Samuel Birch, and descriptions and transln- 
tions by T. G. Pinches (SOL. BihL AYcheol., 1883). 
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reliefs. Each doorway was flanked by a pair of towers, the wall 
between them being only wide enough for the entrance. We 
have no trace of a ditch, though it might easily have been supplied 
by the two mountain streams that flow past the mound 1 . . . 

Owing to the massive thickness of the walls in the 
more important fortresses, such as Nineveh, their 
summit would afford ample room for a large number of 
defenders. According to Place (Aiinive, 1165 ; 211), 
throughout the circumference of the enceinte the curtain 
was strengthened by recta.ngular flanking towers separ- 
ated by intervals of go feet or double the front of a 
tower. 

From ancient Egypt we have a useful store of 
illustrative material, one of the most valuable is the 

4. Egyptian re- fortress Semneh in Nubias  

FIG. 3.-Assyrian fortress. 
From a slab in the British Museum. 

From the scale of the figures in the sculptures we conclude 
that the head of the towers averages one-fourth or one-fifth the 
height of the curtain. Place gives to the towers a total height 
of 105 feet 2 to the top of their crenellations. 

1 The great defensive value of trenches filled with water was, 
however thoroughly understood. In Sargon's description (great 
Khorsadad inscr. 1 2 7 s )  of his siege of Merodach-haladan in 
Diir-YZkin he narrates how Merodach-baladan made a formid 
able trench zoo cubits wide in front of the wall and filled it with 
water from the Euphrates. 

2 This is nearly the same height as  that assigned by Xenophon 
(And .  iii. 47) to the walls of Larissa (the Assyrian Resen 
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wall bhen-the o$er one was broken 
through. The towers like the rest of the walls consisted of a 
rampart and parapet, which last was crowned by the usual round- 
headed battlements . . The fortress was usually square with 
one or occasionally two entrances: but generally with one and 
a sally-port or a water-gate if near the river . . . One great 
pTinciple in'the large fortresses was to have a long wall on the 
side most exposed to attack, projecting from 70 to IOO ft. a t  
right angles from and at the same height as the main wall upon 
which the besieged were enabled to run out and sweep thk faces 
or curtain by what we should call ' aflanking fire. In order to 
keep the enemy as  far from the main wall as possible, it was 
raised on a broad terrace or basement, or had an outer low 
wall of circnmvallation parallel to the main wall a t  a distance of 
from 13 to 20 feet.'l 

That many of the details in the above descriptions 
hold good of the Palestinian fortresses during the 
5. Palestinian royal period is undoubtedly true. Both 

Babylonian and Egyptian civilization 
cop1es* exercised considerable influence in 

Canaan from very early times. The impress of the 
Babylonian, however, was deeper and more permanent.% 
We should, therefore, expect to find a closer approxi- 
mation to the Babylonian-Assyrian model. Thus the 
Migdal or TOWER Lq.v.1 was a charactcristic feature of 
Palestine from the earliest times. There were small, 
simple towers, and there were others of great size, solid 
and durable, such as would serve as landmarks and 
give their names to places (see MIGDAL-EL, MIGDAL- 
GAD). These erections in some cases go back as far as 
the fifteenth century B.C. at least. Compare'(ob or 
ma&aau) Magdali in the Amarna de~patches ,~  the de- 
terminative clearly showing that it was the name of a 
place (in one case Migdol on the NE  Egyptian frontier). 
Moreover, we have frequent references to strong doors 
or gates in Canaanite fortified towns (Judg. 16zf. I S. 
237 z S. 1324 33 [19 I] z Ch. 1 4 6  171 Neh. 2 8  3 3 6  
I Macc. 1 3 3 3  1 5 3 9 ) .  From z S. 1824 we gather a few 
picturesque details. The gateway of the town had an 
inner and also an outer gate, and the king was sitting 
near Nimriid). Xenophon's measurements are : height IOO ft., 
thickness 25 ft., stone foundation (~pvm'r) 20 ft. in height, the 
circuit of the walls 2 parasangs (or ahout 6' m.)' the walls 
themselves were built of clay bricks. In the;ase ;If Mespila, 
described by him in 5  IO^, the dimensions are considerably 
greater. 

Respecting the fortifications of Nineveh proper and Kuyunjik 
consult Layard, Nin. and Bad. (abr. ed. '74), 3 9 5 8  

1 Wilk. Anc. Eg. 1 9 6 8 3  ('78). 
2 Nowack, HA 1 8 8 ,  2 0 0 8 ,  2068 

KB v., 159 28 23? 26 281 14. 
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FORTUNATUS FOWL 
in Ned. 56a, Sank. 2 0 1  N?.’: N,DlN means the couch of state 
reserved for the Luck of the house, and covered douhtless with 
foods in his honour (cp Ball‘s note on Bel and the Dragon, 8. 3). 
This refers to the fourth and fifth centuries A.D.; but we may 
absume that the same custom was in vogue in the fifth century 
B.C. when Is. 65 was written. 

The people accused of worshipping Gad and MEni are 
most probably the half-Jews commonly called Samaritans 
and those in the Jewish community who sympathised 
withthem(see Duhm’slesaia; Che. Zntr. Zsa. 3648) .  T o  
emend (MEni) into 911 (Nani or Naiiai ; see NANEA) 
with Lagarde (Ges. AbhandZ. 16), is arbitrary (see 

FOUNDATIONS (nl lDlD, m5s<d5th, P”IDlD, nz8& 

7J. 12). T. IC. C. 

between the two in the shade. There was a porter to 
the gate and a watchman on the roof above the gateway, 
who announced to the king the approach of messengers. 

With these fortified gates we may compare bit hillani (places 
.of windows, see LATTICE 5 2 [zl)-the name given by the 
Assyrians to the two towe& in front of the city gate, connected 
by an open porch with two pillars or sphinxes, which they 
adopted from Syrian models in the time of Tiglath-pileser 111. 
On the bit-hillani, the ruins of which have been found at Zenjirli, 
see Ansgrudungen in Se?~g?rli, Heft II., 1898, and Rost’s 
review, OLZ 1 1 9 7 8  

In front of the main wall there was frequently a lower 
rampart (5>il, &Z), or glacis called in Syriac bar SuriE 
and in Greek m p h e i x o s  or npodx iupu  (Is. 261 2 S. 
2015 I K. 2123 I?]). Moreover, battlements were 
erected on the walls‘ (nim pinnith, z Ch. 2615 Zeph. 
116 ; nycnd, SemdS8th, Is. 5412 [AV ‘windows,’ RV 
“ pinnacles ’I). Of course, migdiiZim (see TOWER), 

-rendered rrdpyoi in I Mace. 565 Judith 1 3 .  formed a 
characteristic feature of Hebrew (as  they did of other) 
fortified towns in Western Asia (Ezek. 2 6 4  2711). 
Ezek. 2711 and Cant. 4 4  (cp AKMOURY) may perhaps 
:suggest that it was customary to affix shields (n*&i, 
3Zdgim) to the walls for greater protection against the 
missiles of the enemy. On the methods by which 
.fortresses were stormed, see SIEGE. 

,member of the Corinthian Church. Along with 
Stephanus and Achaicus he brought news of the Cor- 
inthians to Paul at Ephesus which gladdened and 
refreshed him (I Cor. 16 17J). See CORINTHIANS, 

FORTUNE (14 ; TO AAIMONION [BAT o AAIMUN 
:[KQ] ; fortuna), and DESTINY (*!p 3 76x7 [BKAQ] ; 
super ea%; Pesh. unites the two as gad&, ‘ the  
-fortunes ’). Two deities (Gad and MEni) worshipped 
by Jews who had ‘forsaken Yahwh and forgotten his 
holy mountain ’ (Is. 6511f). Obviously, though both 
.are male deities, they form a pair, and if Gad be early 
Canaanitish, MEni can hardly be a late variation of an 
important iVabatzean god Manet ( =the Arabian ManBt, 
Koran, 53 19-23. 

The antiquity of the worship of Gad is shown by the names 
BAAL-GAD MIGDAL-GAD, the one localised in the far north, the 
sother in t i e  territory of Judah ; lesscertainly by the exclamation 
.of Leah (Gen. 3011 J), for 12 in 1;g. or 12 N? is perhaps 
more naturally taken as an appellative (so the same word often 
in Syriac [Baethg.]) than as  a divine name(see however Ball in 
SHOT). The tribal name GAD is also prodably a bbrrowed 
divine name. Of the prevalence of the cultus of Gad or Tyche in 
Syria in later times there are abundant proofs (see Mordtmann, 
ZDMGSlgg- lor  ; Naldeke id.  52474, 4 7 8 s .  Baethg. 6.ei.fr. 
77J),,nor canwedoubt that’it waspart ofthepiimitive Aramaean 
worship. Of the Syrian cultus of MEni we have only the 
evidence of some Arafnaeo-Persian coins of the Achremenidz 
.(Ges. Thes., ‘Addenda, 97 6); hut if tberewas reallya Babylonian 
god Manu,2 we may assume that it was not less ancient than 
that of Gad. 

It  has often been held that Gad and Mdni are the 
planetary gods, Jupiter and Venus. This view is 
supported from Arabic usage, in which Jupiter is called 
‘the great fortune,’ and Venus ‘the little fortune,’ but 
lacks further confirmation. There were no donbt 
several varieties of Gad or Fortune (and consequently 
of Mdni or Destiny). Thus in early times there was one 
at a well-known point of the Hermon range (Baal-gad), 
and a Christian writer (Jacob of Serfig) tells us that in 
his time many mountain-tops were crowned with temples 
of Fortune (Mordtmann). Moreover, there was also 
the domestic Fortune or good genius. 

I n  Bey. Radha, par. 71, Leah’s joyful cry is explained, ‘The 
Fortune of the house-the Fortune of the world-is come,’ and 

0. c. w. 
FORTUNATUS (@OPTOYNATOC [Ti.WH]), a 

4§ 3, 13. 

1 I t  is uncertain whether nis? and i’~kjt.$ are quite syn- 
onymous, or whether the latter word denoted a special form of 
battlements, of pointed shape, to resemble solar rays. [On ?I$? 
see CORNER-STONE.] 

2 Lenormant, La Magic 110. Davis Pvesd. and Ref: Rev., 
Qct. ’92, p. 773 ; Johns, See how. 
ever Hommel, EXp. T. 10 5 6 6 5  (Sept. ’99). 

?. 10yd (Aug. ’99). 
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dim, etc., BEMEAIOI). 
(a) Of the earth : n S. 22 16 (11 Ps. 18 15 [16]), Ps. 242etc. Mic. 

6 2  Is. 13 13 etc. Job 384 Ecclus. 10 16 10 19. (Cp passage from 
legend of Istar on the ocean-foundations of the earth ; Karppe, 
Joum.  Asiat. 9 101.) a and 6 (see below) are practically synony- 
mous. This usage may be connected with the primitive Eaby- 
lonian idea of the earth as a huge mountain. 

( d )  Of the mountains: Ps. 187 [8] (I1 2 S. 228 wrongly ‘of 
heaven’), Dt. 32 22 Job 184 (@BNC 6pv [@A 4 r i l  ;K tkpehiwv: 
see Duhm). 

(c) Of the temple : I K. 6 IJ 7 9 Ezra 3 IO. 
(4 Of Jerusalem : Ps. 87 I (or less probzibly of the temple, 

Aq. Jer. Ba. ?), Is. 14 32 etc. 
(e) Of the wall of the new Jerusalem : Rev. 21 19. 

See TEMPLE. 

Laying the foundation of a new building was a sacred 
rite ; how else could the presence and favour of the 
divinity be secured? Hence a foundation-stone was to 
be goodly and valuable. This is set forth with great 
fulness in the later Babylonian inscriptions. Together 
with the stone, we are told that gold, silver, and stones of 
the mountains and the sea were deposited (KB 36, p. 5 ) ;  
a cylinder (temenu) containing a written record of the 
foundation was also indispensable. The most interest- 
ing account is that given by Nabu-nahid (Nabonidus), 
the last of the kings of Babylon (556-538 B.C.).  After 
a long search for the foundation-stone of the ancient 
temple of IStar of Agade built by Sargon I. (3800 8. C. ), 
he found it (KB 38, p. 87). Such discoveries were 
common; they gave confidence to later builders who 
knew that a spot once sacred was always sacred, and 
that the divine power did not love changed altars. 
The foundation-stone might in fact be called an altar, 
as the primitive rite of laying the foundation in blood 
(see HIEL, s 3) sufficiently shows. According to Hil- 
precht, the cylinders and deposits in primitive Babylonia 
were at first placed under the threshold, and afterwards 
under the four corners of the bui1ding.l There is 
therefore a close connection between the sacredness 
of the threshold-stone and that of the corner-stone ; 
and one remembers that ‘ corner-stone ’ and ’ founda- 
tion-stone’ are synonymous terms in the Hebrew 
Scriptures (see CORNER-STONE). 

We can now understand better why the foundation- 
stones of Solomon’s temple and of the wall of the New 
Jerusalem are so carefully described. Also the reference 
in Is. 5411 Rev. 21 19 to precious stones, and the 
description of YahwB‘s self-manifestation in Zion as a 
‘ precious foundation corner-stone ’ (Is. 28 16). It  is note- 
worthy that the Israelites avoided such fantastic titles 
for their temple as I foundation-stone of heaven and 
earth ’ (E-temen-an-ki), borne by one of the Babylonian 
zikkurrats (Jastrow, Bab. and Ass.  639). 

Attention was drawn long ago to a curious use of +pLAhro~ in 
I Tim. 6 19. Men do not ‘lay up a good foundation. Clericus 
suggested ~ e r p l j h ~ o v ,  which must surely be right. In  the Epistle 
to Hero attributed to Ignatius we read T&F mzp0bowr f$whaTTaTe 
&F X p r m o 8  ~ r ~ & h r a .  A comkon word among church writers. 

Laying np a fair jewel ’ is a natural expression. T. K. C. 

FOUNTAIN(G?P), Gen. 711 etc. 

FOWL (AND FOWLING). 

See SPRINGS. 

Under this head it is 
proposed to group those members of the family Aves 
1. Edible. .(Birds) which are mentioned in the OT or 

the N T  as usedfor food (5s I-s), and to add 
some observations on the methods then in vogue of 

1 Trumbull, The Threshold Cozrnant, 22. 
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FOWL FOWL 
was so used in Palestine. For the strict Jews, the egg, 
like the flesh, was doubtless taboo ( r~e ) .  This objection 
did not apply to the eggs of, the partridge, which also 
are eagerly collected for food by the Arabs ; Jer. 1711 
may point to a similar custom among the Hebrews 
(cp PARTRIDGE). The eggs most in nse (Lk. 1112) 
were, as among ourselves, those of the domestic fowl 
(n$mn).  
who have revived the traditional interpretation, draws 
(Job G 6 )  from the white of anegg figure to express the 
strange unreasonableness of his affliction ; Dillniann, 
however,l prefers the rendering, ‘ Is there any taste in 
the juice of purslain’ (or some other plant)? [The text 
needs emendation ; see PURSLAIN.] 

There are frequent references in the hlishna-one of the 
treatises of which bears the name B@i (eggz)-to the use of eggs 
as food and to various methods of cooking them. They might 
be boiled (Sha66. 9 5) or broken and fried (&, ib. 1 IO), or mixed 
up with oil and friec! in a saucepan ( 2 .  8 5).  A favourite dish 
(B~Tu,  2 I) consisted of eggs (perhaps poached) spread upon 
fish.3 

The law of D-from motives purely humanitarian or 
partly humanitarian and partly utilitarian--required that 
when the eggs were taken from under a wild bird the 
mother should not be interfered with (Dt. 2261: ) .  

11. SzLpp&.-The requisite supply of fowls, in the 
wider sense of the word, was obtained (a) by the com- 

Job, according to Bickell, Budde, and Duhni 

catching the wild ($1 7-12) and of rearing the domestic 
fowl 6 51: 1. 

I. Food.--‘Of all clean birds ye may eat‘ (Dt. 
1411, see CLEAN A N D  UNCLEAN; § g, -and FOOD, 
0 8). The Pentateuchal legislation contains no list of 
the birds allowed as food ; it gives, instead, two lists, 
practically identical, of the species tabooed (Lev. 11 13-19 
Dt. 141r-18) ,  prominent among which are the birds of 
prey ( m y ?  Gen. 1511). Of the birds that remain, 
‘clean’ and available for food, the first place belongs 
to the CoZmndidn or pigeon family, comprising the 
turtle-dove and the pigeon (as to the originally sacro- 
sanct character of which see DOVE, SACRIFICE). 
The various species of PARTRIDGE (x,p) were hunted 
for the same purpose (I S. 26 20 ; cp Ecclus. 11 30, for 
which see below). The use of the nearly allied QUAIL 
($if), we may be sure, was not confined to the period of 
the desert wanderings (Ex. 1 6 1 3 1  Nu. 1131, cp Ps. 
7827 [ z 6 ]  10540). In  N T  times, and doubtless for long 
before, the SPARROW (g...) was caught and sold at  an 
exceedingly low price (Mt. IOzgfl Lk. 1 2 6 8 ) .  

In  I K .  423 [ 5 3 ]  the list of provisions furnished daily 
for Solomon’s table closes with n’~133 o ’ i j i >  (dpul8wu . -- ... :. . . 
2. Domestic [ 6 K h € K T b ]  ~ K ~ E K T ~ ~ c T L T E U T ~  [Bk], dp. 6 K .  K a L  

fowl. uopd8wu [L], aves aZLiZcses, whence our EV 
‘fatted fowl’; cp Kimchi’s ‘capons’), a 

phrase of uncertain meaning, and not free from critical 
suspicion (see FOWL, FATTED). If the reading is 
correct are we to take the phrase as including various 
species of food-birds, or as denoting only a particular 
species? In  the latter case, the idcntification of the 
bird with the goose (so Targ. Jer. ) has perhaps most in 
its favour. The goose (ne) was certainly a conimoii 
domestic bird in N T  times, since it is several times 
mentioned in the Mishna with poultry and housc- 
pigeons (S labd.  243 ChuZZ. 121). Like the duck, of 
which also mention is made in the Talmud, the goose, 
from the nature of its food, can scarcely have been a 
popular food-bird with the more punctilious of the 
Jews. It was quite otherwise with theancicnt Egyptians ; 
the flesh of the goose has been called their ‘national 
dish. ’ 

The introduction of the domestic fowl into Palestine 
can hardly be dated beyond the Persian period, evcn 
should the ancients be right (see COCK) in identifying 
the obscure iv?! of Prov. 3031 with the cock (a Aq. 
Theod. & X d K r w p  ; but cp COCK). By the first century, 
at  all events, fowls had long been domesticated (see 
below, J 4). The touching words in Mt. 2337 need no 
quoting ; cp 2 Esd. 130. 

We have no express indication of the favourite 
methods of cooking fowls. Both roasting and stewing 
3. Method of were doubtless in vogue among the 

Hebrews as among the Egypti,ans. 
Among the latter the goose was either 

roasted on a primitive spit ’ stuck through the beak and 
neck of the bird’ (Ernian, Egypt, 189), or stewed in a 
pan, as pourtrayed on the monuments (see Wilk. 
Anc. Eg. 235). Roasting probably remained the 
popular mode of cooking the smaller birds such as 
sparrows, which at the present day are roasted on 
skewers, like the gobbets of nicat called kebdb (see 
COOKING, $ 6). 

The eggs ( n v x )  of several of the birds named above, 

cooking‘ 

in particular those of the domestic fowl, entered largely 
The egg of 

4* Eggs‘ the ostrich (Job 3914) which ‘ dressed with 
into the diet of the Hebrews. 

salizn and flour in a pan savoured as a well-tasting 
omelette ‘ (Doughty, Amb. Des. 1132) is much relished 
by the Arabs of to-day; but beyond the fact that a 
portion of a shell was found by Bliss in the mound of Tell- 
el-Hesy (Lachish) there seems to be no evidence that it 
1 The so-called Targum of Jonathan has converted the niode5t 

quails into pheasants ( l y $ ’ i ~ ? ,  +uuiavoq I Cp  Targ. Ps. 105 40. 
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5. Domestic plete or partial domestication of pigeons 
and poultry on the one hand, and, on the 
other hand, (1.) by the skill of the fowler, pigeons* 

amateur or professional. 
( a )  The partial domestication of the pigeon was 

already accomplished when Is. GO8 was written, where 
the reference in the ‘ windows’ spoken of is clearly to 
the lattice-like apertures (niais) of the dovecote (see 
LATTICE, $ 2). The fodZ (n3mS) prepared far 
Nehemiah’s table were probably pigeons and the smaller 
species of edible birds (Neh. 518 ; cp Ps. 843 [4] and 
?’ob. 210).  

The usual name of the pigeon-house in later times was $!‘d 
(Sha66. 243, BE6. bath. 1 6  and often). Another name was 
h+? (lit. ‘tower’), which suggests the pigeon-towers, so Lommon 
in certain parts of the East a t  the present day. The Jews, i t  
would seem, recognised a distinction between the semi-domesti- 
cated pigeon, which had its home in the dovecote or pigeon- 
house, and the more completely domesticated house-pigeon. 
The  house-pigeons were called nr*nqi? or n v D y n  after Herod, 
who is said to have introduced them into Judiea. It was pc r. 
mitted on the Sabbath to provide them (along with the geese 
and poultry) with water, whilst less completely domesticated 
pigeons, like the bees were supposed to be able to find water 
for themselves(Skab6.’24 3). These Herndian pigeons evident!y 
shared the living-room with the family as is very often the cas? 
in the present day, and had their ne& in the house (Chull. 
12 I). 

The art of fattening artificinlly the goose and other 
birds used for food was widely practised in ancient 

6. Fattening. Egypt. ’ The -bi;ds were fattened in 
the same way as the cattle ; the fatten- 

ing bolus was pushed down ihe throat of the goose in 
spite of its struggles’ (Ernian, Efypt, 442). The process 
here described was not unknown to the Jews, as we 
see from Shii66. 243. 

I t  was forbidden on the Sabbath, however, to feed the poultry 
in this way. Water might be poured over their bran (TQlaD), bxt 
kneading or mixing was forbidden, and the animals wcre to lie 
allowed to feed in the ordinary way (ibid., cp for Passover t i i x  
PErach. 2 7). 

Hens then as now had the habit of laying outside their 
proper houses (Chuil. 12 I). 

The Talmudic precept (Ba6a l i n i n w z t ,  7 7) that poultry may 
not be reared in Jerusalem ‘ on akcouiit of the holy things’ (or 
‘on account of the sanctuary’) must be regarded as a pious 
dream in view of the express and repeated testimony of the NT. 
I t  is just possible, however, that the accoinpaiiying prohib tion 

1 ‘The  white of an egg was hardly familiar to the ancient 
Hebrews. who did not keeo fowls’ (Di.). * For the curious discuision to &hiGh this treatise owes its 

3 On a hen’s eyg  as a pretended unit of the Hebrew measure 
name see Delitzsch, Jesus und HiZleZ, 2 2 8  

of capacity, see Nowack, HA 1206. 
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FOWL FOWL, FATTED 
Thejafz, on the other hand, we take to be a general 

name for any form of bird-trap. 
I t  need not therefore, he identified (so Driver, as above) with 

the special f o h  of trap so frequently depicted on the Egyptian 
monuments, and explained and illustrated by Wilkinson and 
Erman. 

The most widely distributed form of bird-trap is 
probably that in which the native elasticity of a twig is 

‘nor by prie:ts throughout the land of Israel because of (possible) 
uncleanness (i6id.) may have been observed by the more 
scrupulous of the priesthood. 

(6) For the supply of the non-domesticated birds, the 
Jews, like every other ancient people, were dependent 

The wide popu- 
larity of fowling may be inferred from the 

number and variety of the metaphors borrowed from it. 
The psalmists liken the evil machinations of enemies to 
the fowler’s snare (cp Ps. 1405 [ 6 ]  141gJ etc.), and the 
author of Job (e.g., in 187J) describes the end of the 
wicked in metaphors borrowed from fowling and the 
chase. Indeed, Jesus himself emphasizes the sudden- 
ness of his parousia by a simile drawn from the same 
source (Lk. 2134f. ; see below, 

With regard to the fowler’s equipment, the bow and 
the sling (y>p)-the latter especially in such capable 
hands as those of the left-handed Benjamites (Judg. 
20 16)-at once suggest themselves as possible weapons : 
but according to Wilkinson the Egyptian fowler used 
them but se1dom.l 

The most effective, however, of all the fowler’s ap- 
paratus was the NET (ne!, Prov.117 Hos. 712 and 

8. Nets. often). 
Fowling nets are of four kinds : the 

flight-net, which is hung up in a perpendi- 
cular position to intercept the birds in their flight ; the 
drag-net (well-known to poachers), which is dragged 
across the ground where the birds are resting,-Ezekiel 
probably refers to this species of net (1213 1720 323) ; 
the bag-net, which is hung loosely between two poles, 
and is still in use in Syria ( ‘The  birds alarmed by a 
lantern held in front of their roosting places at once fall 
into it’ ; Tristram, NHB 163); and the most elaborate, 
and, to judge from the Egyptian practice, the most 
popular form of fowler’s net, the clap-net. 

The clap-net was in daily use for securing the geeseand other 
wild-fowl frequenting the marshes of the Delta, and was ‘from 
IO to TZ ft. long, and about 5 ft. wide. It was closed a t  the 
right moment by means of a rope pulled vigorously, a t  a signal 
from the fowler, by four or five attendants (for further details 
nd life-like illustrations see Wilk. 2 rog 8, Ermau 2 6 5). 

%he modern reversible horizontal fowler’s net of which’a kinute  
and hicid description with detailed illustratibn will be found in 
Payne-Gallwey’s The FowZer in Ireland, does not differ in 
principle from the nncient Egyptian, and presumably the Pales- 
tinian, ckap.net. 

The art of trapping birds was doubtless practised by 
the ancestors of the Hebrews long before the latter 

,. Fowling. on the art of fowling. 

IO). 

L 

9. Snares. entered Caanan. In historic times we 
find a variety of traps and snares (cp 
especially Ps. 1 4 0 5  Job 188-10) ; but and 

two stand out as the trapper’s special companions, the 
m@G ( tup) and the pa& (m). It is usual to describe 
the m@8 as the trigger (the uKdu8ahov or uKav8d- 
kTt7pov [not in @] of the Greek) on which the bait was 
placed and by which the spring of the pa@ was released 
(see Hoffmann, ZA T W 3  101). 

This view, however, is dependent on the M T  of Amos3 5a, 
which is here inferior to @ (Le., n5 in ja is an intrusion 
from 5b). Scarcely less dubious, in the present writer’s opinion, 
is the view adopted in BDB (cp also F ive r ,  /oeZ azd Amos, 
158) that mcikGoriginally signifies ‘bait. 

A carefui examinationbf the biblical data in the light 
of the practice of fowling among primitive peoples leads 
to the view that m i k 2  is the Hebrew name for the 
noose or snare known to bird-catchers, young and old, 
all the world over. 

It is thus synonymous with s ? ~ ,  @6AeZ (cord) in Ps. 1405 [61 
which may have been used for iarger birds-with the l$‘? of 
Mish. KZm,  235 (see Levy, Lex. s.w.), and with the of 
BZha Kammri, 7 7. The last was clearly a snare by which 
pigeon; were caught, although it could not be set within 30 
stadia of an inhabited place, and, according to the Talmud, was 
made of hair from the tails of horses and cows (Levy, op. cit.). 

1 The use of the sling was almost confined to gardeners and 
peasants who thus frightened the birds from the vineyards and 
fields (A&. Eg. 1381). The favourite weapon of the Egyptian 
sportsman was the throw-stick, a species of boomerang (id. 
2 105). 
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lo, Other bird- utilized (naturally with almost infinite 
variety of detail) to draw a noose 
tight round the lees or head of the traps. 

unwary bird. The-free end of the &g, to which the 
noose is attached, is bent down till it reaches the ground 
or some other suitable support, to which it is held fast 
by varying devices. The touch of the bird releases the 
twig, which rebounds, carrying with it noose and bird 
through the air. Some such springe was in Amos’ 
mind when he asked : ‘ Does a bird fall to the ground 
when there is no snare (set) for him? Does a springe 
fly up from the ground and take nothing at all ? ’ (3  5). 
A still simpler form of trap is also in universal use, and 
receives in the Mishna the name of q:g or clap-board. 
It  consists of a sloping hoard resting on two or more 
slender supports, the adjusting of which suits the verb 
(n.yie n?m) in the difficult verse, Jer. 526.  When the 
bird, in search of the bait spread beneath, touches the 
supports, the board falls and maims or kills the bird 
(cp the Arab boys‘ method of trapping partridges in 
Doughty, Ar. Des. 1433). Since the success of such an 
instrument depends on the almost instantaneous fall of 
the clap-board, the aptness of Jesus’ words : that day 
[shall] come upon you szdden& as a snare’ (Lk. 2134) 
is at once apparent.l Other forms of trap, such as the 
basket-trap, with its funnel-shaped entrance precluding 
egress, and the trap-cage, in which the bird on alight- 
ing frees a spring and shuts itself in, can only be men- 
tioned, as there is no reference to them in OT or NT. 
We find, however, a solitary reference to the crate (see 
CAGE) in which the fowler collected the birds which he 
had netted, trapped, or snared (Jer. 527). @ in Am. 
8 I J: has dyyos i & u ~ o D  (fowler’s cage ?) instead of ‘ a 
basket of summer fruit.’ 

The fowlers of the ancient world early learned the 
value of decoy birds. It would be out of place here 
ll. Decoybirds. to enlarge on their use as valuable 

auxiliaries to the methods of fowling 
already explained. In the Syria of to-day ‘larks, 
linnets, pigeons, quails, and especially partridges ’ are 
employed as decoys (see for details Tristram, NHB 
163J). The only mention in the older Jewish litera- 
ture of this mode of fowling is in Ecclesiasticus : ’ As a 
decoy partridge in a cage, so is the heart of a proud 
man’ (1130 KV). 

No fowler’s equipment, however, can have been com- 
plete without the universal bird-lime (Mishna pi dL6e4). 
12. Bird-lime. It  was probably made from the cactus 

Pliny gives a recipe for 
making it from the berries of the mistletoe ( H N  
1694). The Jewish fowler smeared with his lime the 
end of a long rod (n.@n@), and with this he cautiously 
approached the birds as they rested, touching them 
with the point of the rod, to which, of course, they 
adhered (Shabd. 8 4). 

It  only remains to add that by the Jewish Law the 
fowler, no less than the hunter, when he had brought 
down a bird that was intended for food, was required 
to ‘ pour out the blood thereof and cover it with dust’ 
(Lev. 1 7 1 3 J ) .  
FOWL, FATTED (D’D.13.K D’l273), or more plaus- 

ibly ‘geese’ (cp Ass. dirhirrzc ‘brilliange’) I K. 423 1531. See 
FOWL, 5 2. When, howede;, we consider (I)  that no other 
food-animal‘s name is given in the sing., and (2) that O’!!?, 
which occurs earlier in the list (in apposition to l@, and 

or the fig. 

. .  . 

A. R. S. K. 

1 Note especially the alternative punctuation & aaylp y&p 
lmweheduerar lai &was K . T . ~ .  and the recurring preposition. 
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FOX FRIEND 
BoswelZia.’ These are now met with chiefly in Somali- 
land about Cape Guardafui ; but the most famous growth 
in ancient times was in the central district of Haaramaut 
in S. Arabia. The Heb. ZeHz8n‘nrih, which denotes white- 
ness, appropriately refers to the form of milky exudation 
in which the gum issues from the tree ; the same.word 
is found in Arabic (Zubdn) and has passed into Greek. 

Of the two forms in Greek, Lagarde (Mitt. 2357) holds that A[- 
Bavor=a supposed Hebrew p> 126hdn, and Araauw7dp= nil?? 
Ze6hdnath: he infers that the word had its origin in Hebrew 
rather than in any of the cognate languages ; hut it seems more 
likely that the name arose in the dialect of a people who were 
acquainted with the tree itself. 

Pliny’s interesting account of the manner in which 
the gum is obtained from the tree ( 1 2 1 4 )  may be com- 
pared with the following modern description of the 
operation as carried out in the Somali country.* 

‘Ahoutthe endof Februaryor beginning of March the Bedouins 
visit all the trees in succession and make a keep incision 
in each, peeling off a narrow strip of bark for about five inches 
helow the wound. This is left for a month when a fresh incision 
is made in the same place, but deeper. A third month elapses 
and the operation is again repeated after which the gum is 
supposed to have attained a proper digree of consistency. The 
mountain sides are immediatelycovered with parties of men and 
boys who scrape off the large clear globules into a basket, whilst 
the Inferiof quality that has run down the tree is packed 
separately. 

This mention of two kinds differing in quality reminds 
us that the frankincense employed in making the holy 
incense and in connection with the shewbread was a 
specially ‘ pure ’ kind-221 &J (Zebh8ndh zukkdh). 

Wellhausen (PYoZ.(~) 65) and Nowack (HA 2247) point 
out the comparative lateness of all the passages where 
frankincense is mentioned in OT. Still the Egyptians 
at an early period imported fragrant resins-and among 
them probably myrrh and frankincense-from the land 
of ‘ Punt,’-i.e. (as most scholars agree), Somaliland. 
Thus in some of the paintings of Deir al-Bahri (see 
Memoir, EHpt Expbmtion Fund), trees of the sort that 
yields these gums are portrayed as being brought to 
Egypt about the seventeenth century B. c. 

In the developed Levitical ritual, frankincense appears 
with stacte, onycha, and galbanum, as a constituent of 
the holy incense (Ex. 3 0 3 4 ) ,  and is also placed upon 
the shewbread (Lev. 24 7), but is oftenest mentioned as 
an accompaniment of the ” J p ,  nzinbdh, or cereal offer- 
ing (Lev. 2 etc.), with which also it is repeatedly 
associated in the language of the prophets (Is. 4 3 2 3  6 6 3  
Jer. 17 26 41 5). The offering of which it forms a part, 
and in one place (Lev. 2 4 7 )  the frankincense itself, is 
called an m z i ~ ,  ’azkcirdh (EV ‘ memorial,’ but the root 
idea may be that of fragrance; see SACRIFICE). 
The S. Arabian origin of the frankincense known to the 
Hebrews is indicated in Is. 6 0 6  Jer. 620.  Naturally 
frankincense and myrrh are often mentioned together 
(Cant. 36 46 Mt. 211 etc.). Cp MYRRH. N. If. 

FRIEND (ilg?; d E T A I ~ O C ) ,  a title applied to 
Ahuzzfth, a courtier of Abimelech, Gen. 2 6 2 6  (Il1.Q 11 
R 2 y  -@’ ; 6 vufi@aywy6r) ; to Hushai the Archite (con- 
stantly), zS.  1 5 3 7  1 6 1 6  (?lg?), I ch.  2 7 3 3  (gl, @iBA 
@iAoc : but see HUSHAI) ; and to Zabud ben.Nathan, 
I K. 4 5  (il?), who was also$robab& called ]?D, ‘ chief 
minister ’ or ‘ administrator ’ (see MINISTER, CHIEF). 

In Gen. 2626 (and elsewhere) plp should probably he Y?b, 
‘kinsman.’ The title ‘friend’ often occurs in I and z Macc.- 
e g . ,  I Macc. 2 18 ‘ so shalt thou and thy house be in the number 
of the king’s Friends’ (cp a Macc. 7 24). This is a bribe held out 
to Mattathias. I Macc. 1065  : ‘ And the king gave him honour, 
and entered him among his Chief Friends’ ( G v  V P ~ T W U  $ihwv)’ 
Jonathan is referred to. I t  was a title in use a t  the courts of thd 
Ptolemies and the Selencidz (cp Polyb. xxxi. 3 7);  @ thought 

D’pJS are synonymous, it is not improbable that the true 
reading is ‘3-i D ’ K R ,  and that the words are a gloss, and should 
be rendered ‘for O’N?? read 0’672E’(a rare word, which the 

FOX. The Hebrew term W d Z  $d seems to 
include both ‘ fox ’ and ‘jackal.’ 

Hence some writers think thnt Samson’s shzi‘dZinz(Judg. 154) 
may have been jackals, for 300 shz2dZim are said to have been 
caught by Samson, and this is thought not to accord with 
zoology (see helow). I t  has also been remarked that jackals 
may have abounded in Samson’s country for Hasselquist 
(Voywes and TraweZs 1766, p. 119) found ’the little eastern 
fox jackal in large n;mbers’ near Jaffa. Even Hitzig is not 
averse to this view, and he accordingly interprets the words of 
Ps. 44 19 [zo] (‘that thou hast sore broken us in the place of 
jackals,’ RV) as referring to the neighbourhood of Jamnia-not 
far from Samson’s country-where Joseph and Azarias were 
defeated early in the Maccabean period (I Macc. 5 56-62). Such 
rationalistic arguments are quite needless. 

If the story in Judg. 15 is a legend, we need not con- 
sider the respective claims of the fox and the jackal, 
and unless any one can prove that Philistia had been 
laid waste and been given up to jackals, it is useless to 
argue from Ps. 4419 [ZO] that the event referred to is the 
real occasion of that psalm. Presumably this passage, 
like so many others, is c0rrupt.l At any rate, in Ps. 
6310 [TI ]  ‘jackals’ (RV’W) is clearly more correct than 
‘foxes ’ (EV), for it is characteristic of the jackal to be 
ever on the watch for the bodies of the dead. In Neh. 
4 3  [335] Lam. 5 18, and, according to Cheyne (Ps. PI), Ps. 
74 14 b (emended text z), the jackal appears to be referred 
to. Foxes ( d h c b q f ) ,  however, are certainly meant in 
Mt. 820 Lk. 958 1332.  

There are, according to Tristram, two species of fox inhabit- 
ing Palestine : Canis niZoticus (the Egyptian fox) and C.pavess- 
cms. The former is common in the central and southern 
regions ; the latter is found in the wooded districts round Galilee 
and in the N. The C. flaavescam, however, is regarded by 
some authorities (e.g., Blandford, Fauna of Brit. Ind.; Mam- 
muZia, 88) as simply a local variety of the common fox, C. 
uu&, from which it differs in coloration. 

The fox, unlike many other species of Canid@, is 
solitary, and does not associate in packs, which is a 
point to be cousidered by translators and commentators 
(see above). Foxes excavate holes in the ground (Mt. 
820), in which they live and bring up their litter (usually 
from four to six) of young. Frequently they take pos- 
session of the burrow of some other animal, such as a 
badger, and thus save themselves the trouble of digging. 
They are omnivorous. Their fondness for grapes is pro- 
verbial (Cant. 2 1 5 ) ,  and, when crowded out by the more 
powerful jackal, they are confined to a vegetable diet. 
They usually lie concealed dnring the day ; but as even- 
ing comes on they make their appearance, and are 
everywhere to be seen prowling amongst the ruins. 

previous scribe had altered into D’!?:). ‘r. K. e. 

T. K. C.-A. E. S. 
FRANKINCENSE (@) ; AIBANOC, AIBANW- 

TOC ; rendered ‘ frankincense ’ Ex. 30 34 Lev. 2 15 
qf: 511 6 15 [8] 2 4 7  Nu. 5 1 5  1 Ch. 929 Neh. 1 3 5 ?  
Cant. 3 6  4 6 4  14 Mt. 2 r 1  Rev. 1813, rendered ‘incense 
[RV ‘frankincense’] Is. 4 3 2 3  6 0 6  6 6 3  Jer. 620 1726 
41 5f) is a fragrant gum-resin, technically called oZibanum 
(M. Lat., appareutly from Ar. aZ-Zuuddn), which is yielded 
by trees belonging to certain species of the genus 

‘For thou hast made ns to dwell in dark places, 

See, however, Duhm, KHC ad Zoc., who thinks that the ‘place 
of jackals’ may he a phrase for the wilderness and compares 
I Macc. 9 3362. 

2 Ba. admits that the jackal’is referred to, hut supposes an 
obscure allusive term to be used ‘ Hast given hi,m for food to a people-dwellers in the 

Duhm omits ~ y \ .  Read rather, for 09 l )  DYS, D h &  (Che.). 
Cp BEHEMOTH AND LEVIATHAN, $ zf: 
2 The latter only twice in @ (1 Ch. 9 zg [BKA]; 3 Macc. 5 2) ; 

A@avoc is the word in Mt. 2 II Rev. 18 13. 
4 [The ‘hill of frankincense’ in Cant. 46, however, should 

probably be the ‘bill of Lebanon,’ and the ‘smell of Lebanon 
(7). 11) should he ‘the smell of frankincense’--nJi25 and ]1135 
being confounded. Cp CANTICLES, $ 1 5 . 1  

1 Che. renders (Ps.~),  with an emended text : 

And enveloped us in gloom (of Deathland). 

This, however does not snit tde parallelism. 

wilderness. 
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1 The species are enumerated by Fliickiger and Hanhury 
(Phamn.(’? 1343) .  Sir G. Birdwood says (EBF? 12 718), ‘the 
gum-resin of BosweZZza Frereana and B. Bhau-Dajiana of the 
Somali country, and of B. Curterii of the Somali country and 
the opposite coast of Arabia. 

a Cruttenden in Trans. Bonday Geograjh. Soc. ? 121, quoted 
by Fluck. and Hanh.R 137. 
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FRINGES FRONTLETS 
hempe?) frock’ is contrasted with him that ‘sitteth upon a 
throne. B s reading points to a kind of unbleached flax 
(cp LINEN). Pesh. reads ‘garment of poverty’ (cp Vg. Zigno 
crudo);  so perhaps originally the Heb. which is unfortunately 
incomplete. See MANTLE. 

Frogs are mentioned 
as one of the plagues of Egypt (Ex. 7 2 7  [Sz] J etc. ), 
and in Rev. 16 13 workers of false miracles are virtually 
likened to frogs. 

Various species of Anurous Amphibians are found both in 
Egypt and in Palestine ; we can hardly venture to single out the 
Rana esculenta, or edible frog, as that referred to in the Bible. 

FROG (Yp)Oy ; BATPAXOC). 

A. E. S. 
FRONTLETS (niPpiD ; A C A ~ ~ Y T O N  CBAF’LI, ACA- 

A ~ Y T A  [L] in Dt. in allusion apparently to their being 
firmlybound). In Dt. 6 8 f .  (cp l l18) i t  is commanded : 
‘ thou shalt bind [these my words] for a sign upon thine 
hand, and they shall be as frontlets between thine eyes, 
and thou shalt write them upon the posts of thy house, 
and on thy gates.’ The corresponding expressions in 
Ex. 139 (pi?!), 16 (njea), a passage closely related to 
Deuteronomy, are plainly metaphorical ; but in the 
present instance the context (writing upon the door- 
posts and gates) makes it quite clear that by nipaia, 
;@iphith, certain external sacred signs are intended 
(see CUTTINGS, § 7). In the last resort the origin of 
these ‘ frontlets ’ (as of nillip, the boxes fastened on the 
doors) is to be sought in the use of amulets which pre- 
vailed among the old Israelites as a matter of course, 
and, as it could not be wholly done away with, was 
in this way turned to holier purposes. 

In  later Judaism also, frontlets were employed as amulets 
(see below). The Jewish interpreters, accordingly, are not far 
wrong when they find the use of phylacteries of some kind 
already alluded to in Prov. 3 3 6 21 ; in any case we must at 
least suppose a literal binding of words of the law round the neck 
to be meant. On the other hand, however, Ezek. 24 17 (%?) is to 
be understood as referring to a head-tire or TURBAN (q.v.) and 
not, as the rahbins held to prayer-bands (cp Jer. on Ezek. i 4  17 
Rosenm. on Ex. 13 16): The Karaites, however, explain thd 
passages in Dt. figuratively; as also do the older Christian 
interpreters (Jer., Lyra Calvin Grotius) and, among the 
moderns, Hengstenberg, knobel, Bnd other:. 

We  do not know when out of the law in Dt. first 
arose the standing practice in accordance with which 
every one at morning and evening prayer (except on 
Sabbaths and festivals) was required to wear the two 
prayer-bands known in the Talmud as ij?? and in 
Greek as $uXaK.r?jpra (Mt. 235). In the form in which 
it still prevails the custom cannot be traced further back 
than to the first century B.C. These f@hiZlin consist 
of two leather satchels or capsules each fastened to a 
band. The one band (11 $$ ,?$$? or pii! 5$ n&?) is 
fastened by the worshipper round his left arm so as to 
bring the satchel towards his heart; the arm after 
receiving the ti$hiZZah is again covered with the sleeve. 
The other band (&$i $$ n)??) is so fastened round the 
head as to bring the satchel into position between the 
eyebrows. The satchel of the head-tiphillah is divided 
into four compartments in which severally are placed 
four strips of parchment containing certain words of the 
law (Ex. 131-10 11-16 Dt. 44-9 1113-21). The satchel 
of the arm-t@hiZZuh is simple, containing a siqgle 
parchment slip on which the same passages are written. 
Jesus censures it in the Pharisees, as characteristic of 
their tendency to dwell 011 the external acts of worship 
and to vain display of piety, that. they ‘ made broad 
their phylacteries’ (Mt. 235)-that is, that they wore 
the satchels larger and the bands broader than was 
customary. 

The rabhins hold the f+hillin in special sanctity and place 
them in their reverence almost on a level with the sacred 
writiLgs (Tad. 33)’  like’these they may be rescued from a 
fire on the Sabhath day ( S d k Z .  16 I). They are holier than 
the frontal of the high priest’s MITRE (g.v.), inasmuch as this 
last contains the name only once, whilst on the iijhillin 
in the aggregate it occurs twenty-three times. They are held 
to  he highly effectual in protecting against demons; whence 
their name +uvhamripra (amulets ; see Targ. Cant. 8 3). They 
are sworn by, by touching them. God himself, in the Talmudic 
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of it in rendering IS?@, ‘princes,’ by +&c, ‘friends’ (Esth. 13 
2 18 6 g : cp I Esd. 8 26). I t  must not be considered a novelty. 
Diodorus (16 50) speaks of the ‘ friends ’ of Artaxerxes ; from 
Persia the title was adopted by Alexander. A similar title was 
also in use at  the court of the old Egyptian kings, where there 
were several grades of Friends (Maspero, RPP) 2 18). 

The title may have lingered on traditionally in 
Palestine from the long-past Egyptian rule ; at any 
rate, there were kings of countries adjoining Judah who 
must have adopted this court-title before David. The 
name was not merely honorific; the friends of David 
and Solomon were those whom ties of race or of 
personal gratitude had made absolutely devoted to the 
king ; hence the surprise of Absalom in z S. 1617 (see 
HUSHAI). T. X. C. 

FRINGES, the EV rendering of &l$, gediZ<m 
( C T ~ ~ I T T A  [BAFL], fGnicuZa [Vg. adding iz@zdriis]). 
According to D, they were to be worn by every Israelite 
upon the four borders (Riniph,  913, K ~ A C I T ~ A O N )  of 
the garment as a distinctive mark (Dt. 2212). The 
RVmg. ‘ twisted threads’ is probably better (cp Dr. ad 
Zoc., Bab. gidlu, ‘ a string ’ [e.g., of onions]) ; the word 
is used in I K. 7 17f of festoons of chain-work upon the 
capitals of columns. Corresponding to this is the law 
in Nu. 1 6 3 7 3  (P, or perhaps in particular H [Dr.]) 
which goes more into detail over the nature and object 
of these appendages. 

This law enacts that sisifh ( y r ,  Sam. nl%% E V  ‘fringes ’ 
RVmg. ‘tassels,’rpa‘~nrsa,~nt6rire)are tobeworn uponthe borders 
(rp, nrspdyra RVms ‘ corners ’) and that upon the 1.”” n:s,.i 
(npdmr. TGY wrcp.)  is to be set a blue cord.1 There can be little 
doubt that here again in spite of 65 the R V w .  is preferable, and 
that n y y ,  sisifh (in Ezek. 8 3t ‘lock’of hair) is to he connected 
with ?i?, a flower’ (Is. 406 etc ).2 

The Jewish ;aZZtth ( n . k )  of later times, an oblong 
cloth with a hole in the middle for the head, and its 
tassel at each corner, is well known.3 Its excessive 
size led to Christ’s rebuke (Mt. 235) ; but the form of 
the forerunner of the [aZZifh in post-exilic and pre-exilic 
times must remain uncertain. 

Jehu’s tribute-bearers, portrayed upon the black obelisk of 
Shalmaneser 11. (860-824 B.c.), wear a garment with a sort of 
fringed border (see illust. Moore, SBOT,‘ Judges,’ ET g8)similar 
to those depicted in Assyria (cp Perrot-Chipiez, Art. in C h Z d  
2 221, fig. 118); and fringed borders were not unknown in Egypt 
(see Wilk. A%. Eg. 2 1743, 323 and 324, figs. I 7 9x4 and W. 
Asia (see WMM As. u. Bur. 347 [Champ. 1911). The early 
existence of tassels is nevertheless vouched for by representations 
found upon the ruins a t  Persepolis (see Riehm, NWb’1 898) 
and by the pictures of Asiatic tributaries depicted upon the tom6 
of Rekhmara (see As. I. Ezw. 297 [Leps. Denknz. 1x61 299 
[Leps. Denknz. 1361; and more fully Wilk. 1, pl. ii.6). ’It is 
interesting to observe that these tassels (in some cases numbering 
five) are coloured 6 B e .  

The origin of the custom of wearing such appendages 
is not clear. That originally, like the frontlets, the 
fringes had a sacred significance, is not improbable; 
Robertson Smith acutely finds an analogy in the goat- 
skins (egides) fringed with thongs worn by Libyan 
women. He also compares the old Ar. ruht or &uf, a 
girdle or short kilt of skin slashed into thongs, worn by 
some women and also by worshippers at the Kaaba 
(Rel  Sem.(4 437). See DRESS, § 7, and cp TUNIC. 

S. A. C. 
FROCK (WMOhiNON [BK~C],  . . n b ) ,  only in 

Ecclus.404t, where he that is clothed6 in a linen (RV, 
1 Apparently for the purpose of suspending the sisith (so 

e.g., Dr.); otherwise, following EV we may suppose that 
many such cords were hung along tde border. Vg. affords a 
simpler text, reading, in 6, ponenfes in eis vittas hyacinthinas. 

2 c p  Kljnig, LeJwg. 2 ~ 6 0 .  Similarly JL. o 4, a ‘ t 7 l ’  

and ‘lock of hair’; and Eg. (loan-word) &$, flower and 
‘ frince or tassel ’ (cp WMM As. u. EUY. 104, 299). 

3 Each fringe is made of eight threads, of which one is wound 
round the rest with double knots a t  prescribed intervals. No 
62ue is now used. The tallith is usually made of wool or silk, 
with a striped border. Many Jewsalso wearunder their clothes 
an oblong scarf of wool, with an opening for the head. The 
scarf hangs over hack Cnd breast, and fringes are added a t  its 
‘four corners’ (hence the name of the garment nip33 ~21~). 
4 C p  the Eg. Kahdurprr (Herod. 2 SI), a garment with a fringe 

running round the border. 
6 auiy. The mg. has nary ‘he that maketh.’ 
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FRUIT TREES, FRUIT 
view, wears I@hilZ&, swearing by them when he swears by his 
holy arm. Such being the sacredness attached to phylacteries, 
it  is easy to understand why their production and application 
should have become matter of minute and elaborate prescription 
down to the minutest detail. They ought to be so arranged as  
to represent the divine name Sbaddai 07~); the head-satchel 
contains, upon two little pieces of wood, a three-cornered and 
a four-cornered w ;  the loop of the head-band is so arranged 
upon the neck as to figure a 1; the loop of the arm-band 
represents $. 

Only male Israelites of thirteen years old and upwards 
may wear phylacteries ; women, lepers, mourners, and 
unclean persons of every kind ,=e forbidden to do so. 
In putting them on and taking them off they ought to - . -  
be kissed. 

The Rabbinical precepts are collected in the extra-canonical 
tractate T@hiZZin, published by Raph. Kirchheim, Septem Zibri 

Talmrrdici pami  Hieroso&nitani Frankfort 
Literature. '51 ; Ugolini, Thesaurus, 21, ' de khylacterii8 

Hebrzorum' ; Buxtorf Lex. Chald. S.V. 555, 
and Synag. Jud. 170.175 ; Carpzov, Adparatus hist.icrit. 190- 
197 ; Spencer, De Zq. Heb. rituaZi6m ('De natura et origine 
P,hylacteriorum ') ; Lundius, Die aZtenj2dischen Heiligtdmer, 
7 9 8 8  ; Lightfoot, Wolf, and other commentators on Mt. 23 5 ; 
Hamburger RealencykZ. art. 'Tephillin'; Klein, 'Die Totaphoth 
nach Bibel 'u. Tradition' in J P T ,  '81, p p  666-689 ; Schiirer, 
Gesch.B) 2 406.408 (where further literature IS cited). I. B. 

FRUIT TREES, FRUIT. From the settlement in 
Palestine onwards fruit was an element of the first im- 
portance in the dietary of the Hebrews. That this is 
true of the later days of the monarchy is sufficiently 
evident from the injunction of the Dt. code requiring 
the trees in the orchards of a besieged city to be spared 
(Dt. 2 0 1 g ) ,  which so strikingly contrasts with the un- 
scrupulous procedure of an earlier age (2  I<. 3 19 25). 
The most convincing evidence, however, of the large 
place filled by fruit in the social and religious economy 
of Judaism is supplied by the rules so painfully elaborated 
in numerous Talmudic treatises for the use, under re- 
ligious sanction, of the fruits of the field and of the tree 
(see references below, passim). 

Canaan was, from early times, distinguished as 'a  
land of wheat and barlev, and vines and fig. trees and - 
1. Lists of pomegranates ; a land of oil olives and 
fruit trees. honey ' (Dt. 8 8). T o  the fruit trees here 

suecified Toe1 adds the ualm tree and the 
fnppzZZ& (1 12). More extensive lists are found in later 
Jewish literature-as, e.g., in the Mishna treatises P2'd 
(1 5) and Mu'is2roth (1 zf. ). 

Ma'ris2roth mentions, as subject to tithe, figs, grapes (two 
varieties), sumach (7 see helow, 9 14). sycamine berries, pome- 
granates dates, peaches nuts almonds caroh beans, pears (two 
varietiesj, quinces, and ked l i r s  ; these) as  in all probability in 
use in Palestine in N T  times, will be diefly noticed here, along 
with some others, such as the z'appziiih, the sycomore fig and 
the citron. A still more extended ,list of fruit trees is given in 
the so-called 'AI habet of Ben Sira (11th cent. ; cp Schiir. Hist. 
5 za G/YI3) 3 1617. Ben Sira, in reply to a test question put by 
Neiuchadrezzar as to the number of trees in the royal garden 
replies 'There are thirty varieties: ten bear fruit which i i  
entirel; edible, ten fruit of which only the inner portion may be 
eaten, and ten fruit of which only the outer portion may be 
eaten.'2 

Before we proceed to inquire into the use of the 
individual fruits. let us notice the law reculating. the 

- 0  

2. Legislation.3 date from which the owner of an 
By 

the legislation of H (Lev. 1923$), all food trees (yy 
orchard might enjoy its produce. 

. , .. 
h p )  or fruit trees ( '79 yp; so always in Pj were 
to be allowed three years to come to maturity. The 
fruit during that period was technically said to be ' un- 
circumcised' ; hence the title of the treatise 'OrZuh 
(nkle,  ' foreskin '), comprising the later Talmudic legis- 
lation on this subject. The fruit of the fourth year4 
was to be exclusively reserved as an offering to God, 
and only from the fifth year onwards was the owner free 
1 R V  is here much to be preferred to AX'. Point mi? for 

Dlfi? (so most moderns, following Vss.). 
2 See Low, Aram. PJ.-nanz., for names and identifications. 
3 See also $4 3 14. 
4 Cp ZDP? 11 163. The vine-shoot is here said to begin to 

bear in the second year ; but it does not produce mature fruit 
till the fourth year. 
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to employ the fruit for his own use (Lev. 1923-2j  ; cp 
Dt. 2 0 6 ) .  

The first place among the fruit trees of Palestine must 
be given to the vine (for varieties, mode of cultivation, 

Although the greater 
part of the produce of the vineyards was 

made into wine (see WINE), whence wine was spoken of 
as ' the fruit of the vine ' p u r  excellence (Mt. 2 6 2 9  and 
parallels ; 9 7 9  of contemporary Hebrew, Mish. Bey. 
6 I ) ,  grapes were as much relished as among ourselves. 
They appear as an article of commerce alongside of 
wine in the time of Nehemiah (Neh. 1315). 

In the Mishna (Nidd. 0 11) it is said of wine that 'some is 
red (ni le)  and some is black (iin$).' The dark red grapes 
suggested the phrase 'blood of the grape' for winel (Gen. 40 1 1  

Dt. 32 14 Ecclus. 39 26 60 15), and comparisons like those in Is. 
63 zf: Rev. 1420 etc. 

The pure juice of the grape also is once described 
as ' the blood of grapes ' ( I  Macc. 634).  The bunches 
or clusters of grapes (see GRAPE) were gathered in 
baskets (see BASKET) to be carried to the wine-press 
or to market (so too in Egypt; Wilk. Anc. Eg. [ '78] 
1 3 7 9 3  j. Under certain restrictions, passers-by could 
help themselves from their neighbour's vineyard (Dt. 
23 24 [q])-a privilege afterwards extended to other 
fruits (Mu'isZr. 2 7 )  ; fallen grapes were the perquisite 
of the poor and of the resident alien (Lev. 1910) .  The 
Pharaoh is represented as drinking the juice of the 
grape pressed by hand into the cup (Gen. 4011). To 
squeeze the grape for this purpose, even to drink the 
juice that flowed out of itself, was forbidden on the 
Sabbath (Shabb. 22 I) .  This ' liquor of grapes ' (Nu. 
6 3  RV) was forbidden-as were also grapes themselves 
-to those under the Nazirite vow (Nu. 61 6). The 
Mosaiq legislation is 'In this point more drastic than the 
Mohammedan, which allows the use of the grape 
whilst forbidding wine (Koran, 2216 592). 

At the present day in Syria large quantities of grape juice are 
boiled down to make grape syrup or grape honey (Ar. dibs= 
Wz.1, d&&), the sapa and defrutum of Pliny ( N H  14 11). This 
seems to be referred to in such passages as Gen. 43 II Ezek. 27 17 
(see HONEY, $ I 131). 

In addition to the grape in its natural state, the 
Hebrews from early times made large use of raisiiis 

3. The vine. etc., see VINE). 

Dried grapes. (simmzikinz, n'pmy, am@8es), the 
' dried grapes ' of Nu. 6 3. 

The  freshly gathered grapes were laid out, precisely as at the 
present day (see Van Lennep, Bible L a d s  etc., III), to be 
dried by the hot sun. The flat house-top'or other suitable 
spot (ngvp,a see Levy, NNWB, s.w.) was spread with leaves 
(Mish. TthEr8th lO4J), on which the grapes were dried in 
clusters. It is possible that, as at the present day they were 
previously dipped in a strong lye (cp the elahorale processes 
mentioned by Pliny, NH 14). 

In the form of raisins, the grapes were more con- 
venient for transport, and hence, as we might expect, 
we find raisins appreciated by travellers and soldiers 
on the march (I  Ch. 1240) .  Thus Abigail brought ' an 
hundred clusters of raisins ' to David and his men (I  S. 
2 5 1 8 ,  cp 3012) ,  and the servant of Mephibosheth the 
same number (2s. 161) with ' an  hundred of summer 
fruits ' ( ye ,  for which see below, § IO). 

Raisins are now exported in considerable quantities from 
Es-Salt, Damascus, and other parts of Syria (ZDPV11 174). In 
ancient and in modern times we find an inferior sort of wine pre- 
pared from raisins (see WINE AND STRONG DRINK). 

( 3  I j mentions n'yy 
Among the accompaniments of Baal worship Hosea 

(6 7rippu.r~ p e ~ h  u~u@i8os  .,- . .  
5. Fruit cakes. [wv]  ; Vg. uinacin uvnrum). 'ririsih 

(without 0 3 q y ,  ' grapes ' )  occurs also in 
z S. 6 1 9  (11 I Ch. 163), Cant..2; and Is. 1 6 7  ; RV every- 
where renders it ' cake (or cakes) of raisins,' or ' raisins,' 

1 Cp however WRS Rel. Seni.(z) 230. 
2 T i e  word (kp Ezek.2Gg 4710) corresponds to the Arab. 

mistah. One such 'spreading place' stood in the midst of the 
vindyards of ey-TX'if (yazwini, 264, quoted hy, Jacob, Altar&- 
isches Beduinenlebeu, 97). In  modern Arabic safaba is ' t o  
spread out figs or grapes. 
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(Cant. 25 ; mg. ‘ cakes of raisins ’), or ‘ raisin-cakes ’ 
(Is. 1 6 7 ;  mg. ‘foundations’). Let us [first] try to ex- 
plain the word on the assumption that M T  is correct. 

I. Robertson Smith (MS note on Hos. 31) would 
identify the ‘IE&%h with the later p n ,  (zibiay, ,which 
was a confection of flour, honey (dm), and oil. ‘ A 
cake baked with grape honey’ would be almost, if not 
quite, the same as the n w v m .  Most scholars, however, 
since Gesenius, have explained it ‘ a  cake of pressed 
raisins ’ like the de‘6hiZZm or ‘ fig cakes ’ (see below, 5 7). 
Perhaps a better explanation is ’ a cake of flour kneaded 
with grapes (or with grape juice, which would ferment 
in the process of baking).’ This suits the reference in 
Cant. 25, where a restorative is clearly meant. Such 
grape cakes would correspond to the calces still used at  
festivals in Cyprus ( I  Isa.’ SBOT 170). The following 
are the grounds of this explanation :- 

(a) The Greek translators, in all cases probably, understood a 
cake of mixed ingredients. Thus we find Adyavov brrb ryyLvou, 
a ‘girdle cake’ (@BAL z S. B IS), and Q ~ o ~ ( E ) ~ T ? s  @BNA (I Ch. 
183; @L Ad avo“ Lvou), a cake made of bp6pa which 
Athenzeus ana Hesycxius define as ‘fine flour bak;d with 
honey’ (pehhopa).1 (b) The Mishna speaks of ~ v p u ~ ,  which 
the GZmnrZ explains as lentils cooked with honey (see Levy, 
op. cit.). (c) Tg. Ps.-Jon. uses the Aramaic form to render 
W?? n’?’?p (Exod. 16 31), which was clearly a species of sweet 
cake or confection. (d) Offerings of sweet cakes are common 
to many ancient cults (see the commentators on Jer. 7 18 44 19, 
and cp QUEEN OF HEAVEN). (e) The Jews of a late time were 
familiar with the practice of mixing dough with the juice of 
various fruits (nil‘? ’n, an expression frequent in the Mishna), 
which acted as leaven (TivzZmafh, 5 18 ; ChaZZah, 2 2). 

2. [No adequate philological justification, however, 
having been found for ‘ZSiSa’h, ‘ cake,’ it is legitimate 
to regard the word as probably corrupt. 

In 2 S. 8 19 I Ch. 16 3 the degree of probability is very great 
(the corruptness of 1 9 ~ ~  just before is undeniable) and it is not 
much less in the other places. The emendations’called for in 
the several passages are plain. David presents each Israelite 
with ‘a cake of bread, a piece of flesh (le0 n?), and a s&ih of 
ZentiZs’ (O’&!hJ ncD?) ; cp the Mishna passage above cited (I [d]). 
The bride (Cant. 25)  asks to be ‘stayed’ or ‘refreshed’ with 
lilies (nisgW), not with ‘ raisin-cakes.’ Evidently something 
yhich grows in the garden is meant and the context points to 

The 
Moahites in the elegy (Is. 1B 7) mourn, not for the raisin-cakes, 
but, as  the context shows, for the ‘ fruit harvest’ (q.05) of Kir- 
hareseth ; and the Israelites (Hos. 3 I) who ‘look to other gods’ 
would hardly be said to ‘love cakes of raisins,-‘Asherim and 
Hanmianini’ are the right words (-i.e., n?m)  O?@y, not 
D’?!!! ‘@’e$). The emendation of Hos. 3 I is due to Gratz (cp 
Is. 17 8 27 9). These are instructive specimens of necessary 
emendation. The lexicon loses one word ( n w q y ~ ) ;  but the 
exegesis of five passages gains. A reference to the use of 
‘sweet cakes made of pressed grapes and flour’ (SBOT ‘ Isa.’ 
170, after Ohnefalsch-Richter) a t  festivals does not by any 
means prove the correctness of the disputed words. Such 
cakes would probably have been called OW:, or n r 2 y  nn??, or 
possibly y’??; such a word as ‘cake,’ lacks philological 
justification.-T. K. c.] 

Next to the vine, among the fruit-bearing trees, stands 
the fig tree, ‘ the sister of the vine,’ as a Greek poet 

6. Fig tree. has called it ( U I J K ~ V  pkXarvav, dp?rChou 
K U U ~ ~ V ? ~ T T J ~  : Hipponax, quoted by Hehn, 

KuZiur$$. u. Nausth. (‘4 94). These two are repeatedly 
named together in the OT (see FIG, which see also for 
varieties raised, time of ripening, etc. ). As an article 
of diet, indeed, figs must have been even more prominent 
than grapes, the range of their season being greater, 
although Josephus declares that about the Sea of Galilee 
figs and grapes alike were pcocurable for tell months of 
the year (B/ iii. 108). The place of the fig among the 
staple articles of rood in N T  times is well shown by the 
fact that, in the case of a fire on the Sabbath day, only 
three necessaries of life were to be rescued, viz., a basket 
of loaves, a cake of dried figs, and a jar of wine (Shabb. 
163 ; cp FRONTLETS, end). 

1 The reading i u  &oLs [BNACI of Cant. 2 5  is prollably a 
corruptioii of apipacr. In Isaiah all the Greek versions are a t  D 
loss. 

lilies’ (I1 inpps&itn--i,e., ‘quinces,” see APPLE, 5 2 [41). 
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The unripe figs (me, pl. n*?F Cant. 213; 6XuvRoc 
[BIYAC] ; N T  only Rev. 613 ; but see BETHPHAGE) 
were of course not edible ; but as soon as they began to 
take on colour, they might, like half-ripe grapes, be eaten 
with bread (ShZbi‘. 47f: ). The early fig(;nrm, bikkzwih), 
which appears on last year’s wood, was clearly a choice 
delicacy, as we see from Is. 284, where the prophet 
speaks of the ‘ firstripe fig, which when he that looketh 
upon it seeth, while it is yet in his hand he eateth it up ’ 
(RV),  and from the comparison in Jer. 24 z ,  ‘ very good 
figs, like the figs that are first ripe’ (nii??? ?Ian? ; cp 
Mic. 7 I Hos. 9 IO). When ripe the early figs were easily 
shaken from the tree (Nah. 3 12). The ordinary summer 
fig (mm, te’iurih, LXX and N T  oCi~ov-the Zree is U U K ~ )  

was a favourite in all periods of Hebrew history. The 
Hebrews at  Kadesh missed the figs, vines, and pome- 
granates of Egypt (Nu. 20 s) ; the ‘ sweetness ’ and ‘ good 
fruit ’ of the fig were appreciated in the rough days of the 
Judges (Judg. 911) ; references abound in the prophets, 
whilst figs appear with grapes and wine in the markets 
of Jerusalem (Neh. 13 15) after the exile. In the first two 
centuries of our era-the period covered by the N T  and 
the Mishna-figs were still one of the first articles of diet 
(see, for the Gospels, Lk. 136f, Mt. 716 2 1 1 9 8  Mk. 
11 13f. etc., and the Mishnapassim). Jewish prisoners 
a t  Rome in the time of Josephus lived on figs and nuts 
(Jos. Vit. 3): 

Of the varietiesof figs mentioned in the Mishna two are 
specially interesting, the so-called dark (niiinqsi) and pale (nil$) 
figs (TZmzmbth 479). These-more correctiy dark purple and 
green-were Lccording to Hehu (0) cit. 96), the favourite 
varieties of incient times, corresponding to the nwi and 6iatir/zi 
of the present day. ‘The latter (he adds) are the sweeter and 
therefore better adaptqd for drying: the former, of greater 
acidity, are eaten fresh. 

Figs dried in the same manner as raisins were termrd 
I 

YO &tth (sing. n l h +  see Levy, NH WB, ”’ Dried figs* f . g w i t h  Fleischer’s note, 4?6 f. ). .- “ , 
As i q & s  and c n m k  they ‘were certainly the most ex- 

tensively used of all fruits’ (Daremberg et Saglio, Did. d. 
Aniig., S.W. ‘Cibaria,’ rr506) among the Greeks and Romans. 
They were not less popular among the Jews, to judge from their 
frequent recurrence in the Mishna. 

Although, as it happens, they are not mentioned in 
OT or NT, we do find mentioned an equally popular 
mode of preserving figs by pressing thein into a cake 
(3527, d2bhZhZh, T u X ~ R T J ) ,  whichwasallowed tohardenand 
was thus easily transported. This method of treating 
figs was known in Egypt from very early times (Maspero, 
Dawn of CiviZisation, 66). Two hundred fig-cakes 
formed part of Abigail’s present to David (I S. 25 18 ; 
cp 3012)~ and, as we should expect, they formed part 
of a soldier’s rations ( I  Ch. One such fig-cake 
Judith took with her to the camp of Holofernes (Judith 
10  5, EV ’ lumps of figs ’). 

When round in shape the fig-cake was termed $Up (Mishna 
frequently), also n>?T 12? (SLZbi‘. 12); when square j?!$2 
(see Timittr. 4 8) from the name of the brick-shaped mould (cp 
2 S. 12 31 ; g r .  Nah. 3 14). From the Mishna we learn further 
that the dtbhbhEZak or fig-cake was so hard as to require to be cut 
with an axe (S/za6d.1? 2). 

A slice cut off (n>s, in late Hebrew, 8 ~ : s )  was given 
to a sick ‘ Egyptian’ (see MIZRHIM, § z b )  by David‘s 
men (IS. 3012). 

One interesting use of the fig (although scarcely 
falling under the head of food) remains to be mentioned 
-viz., the medicinal. Pliny has much to say regarding 
the medicinal properties of the fig (HN2363f . ) ,  and 
in the O T  we find Isaiah prescribing a lump or cake’of 
figs ( o ’ ? ~ ?  n h ?  T U X ~ R T J  [ J K ]  ~ K W )  as a poultice for 
Hezekiah‘s boil (Is. 3821=z I<. 207). 

Next of kin., though not in importance, to the fig 
(Ficus cnricn) is the frnit of the sycomore or fig-mulberry 

For the nomen- 
clature in Hebrew and Greek, and for 

the process by’ which the fruit is rendered edible, seb 
SVCOMORE (for illustrations of fruit and fruit instruments 
see Henslow, The PZannts ofthe Bible, 89). 
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FRUIT TREES, FRUIT 
The fruit of the sycomore was formerly held in high esteem by 

the Egyptians. Hence ,its use in the service of the altar (see 
Wilkinson ARC. Eg., 78, 3 419, illustration, and especially 
OhnefalscA-Richter Kupros, pl. 71). At the present day, on the 
other hand ' i t  is orhy the poorest, as  well as children and dogs, 
that eat th; sycomore figs' (Henslow, 0). cit. 91). By the Jews 
the tree was like the carob tree valued more for its wood than 
for its figs (s'ee the proof from tde Talmud quoted by Anderlind 
in his essay on the fruit trees of modern Syria, Z D P Y l l  mo), 
which are said to be ' insipid or woody ' to the taste. 

The allied sycamine (iWorus nigra, Lk. 176 ;  see 
SYCAMINE) is still cultivated everywhere for its delicious 
berries (Post, iiloru, 729 ; ZDPV 11813) under the 
name of tiit shdmi (Heb. nin, Mu'&7-. 12). Their 
juice is of a bright blood-red colour, the a?pa pbpwv 
(EV ' mulberries ' )  of I Macc. 6 34, by the sight of which 
the elephants of Antiochus were provoked to fight. 

Returning to the more important fruit trees, we meet 
first with the olive (n:!, see OLIVE for details of culture, 

9. Olive. ftc.), the chief economic value of which is 
indicated by the fuller name it sometimes 

receives in the OT, the oil olive (jgf n.!,, Dt. 88 ; cp 
2 IC. 1832). See OIL. From the earliest times to the 
present day the ' olive berries ' (Jas. 3 12, AV for 6haiar) 
were beyond all doubt an important article of diet, 
although, singularly enough, there is no biblical refer- 
ence to their use.l The fruit was plucked by the hand 
-the method recommended by Roman writers on 
arboriculture (cp Pliny, HN 153)-from the lowcr 
branches at least (pa?,a hence FOG, the olive harvest, 
ChuZZ. 3 9 )  or the branches were shaken or beaten ( u m ,  
Dt. 2420 Is. 27 I , ) ,  probably with a long wand (cp Pliny, 
' harundine levi ictu'), care being taken not to injure the 
tree. Hence the 'heating of the olive trees' (n3r 7~1,  
n&@h ziyith, Is. 176 2413) became synonymous with ~. 
' olive harvest.' 

The Mishna distinguishes between olives of three sorts accord- 
ing to their destination (Te%m. 1 a$)-viz., olives destined for 
the oil-press, olives for preserving, and olives for eating (cp 2 6, 
dla 'Tr and *n7!).- The last-named must always have 
been the exception. The poor man would no doubt be glad to 
have the berry, even in its natural state, to eat with his morsel 
of bread, or dipped in salt (Ma*&&. 4 3). Such were probably 
the dry olives (P?U! o?~'~) of Tel. I'&z 3 6. The usual way, 
however, as  in all countries, and in all periods, was to lay the 
olives to soak in brine(O'T1 'p, Mi&wd'ath, 7 2). Forthis purpose, 
at the present day the brine is formed by adding salt to water 
till an  egg can floit on it (Anderlind ZDPYll72).  The olives 
are left for a period of twenty to tdirty days (according to the 
native authority quoted by Landberg, Prov. e t  Dict. etc. 16), 
a t  the end of which time they are soft and palatable. 

Another method, also still practised in Palestine, was 
first to crush the olives (ys?, Ter. lo7 Mu'&Y. 41, and 
often in Mishna ; for the term cp Dt. 232[1]), then to 
place them in a jar and preserve by the addition of 
sa l t3  The berries seem to have been occasionally 
pickled-the technical term for which is @-with the 
leaves ('&. 25). From these and many other 
passages in the Mishna we are well entitled to affirm 
that the use of olives as a relish to the poor man's 
bread, and as a table requisite for the rich, was as uni- 
versal among the Hebrews as among the other peoples 
of antiquity. 

The same remark holds good of the fruit of the palm 
tree. Tudzea, according to the testimony of classical - 

Palm tree. writers (Horace, Pliny, Tacitus), was 
famous in the ancient world for its 

palm trees and its dates, yet, if we were to argue from 
the silence of the Bible, we should have to maintain 
that dates were never seen on a Jewish table. The 
word does not occur in EV. except once in the margin 
of AV as a mistaken alternative for honey ( 2  Ch. 31 5 ) .  

1 In every passage of the OT where n!! signifies the fruit of 
the olive (as. e . ~ . .  Mic. 6 IS) the reference is to its oil-producing 
properties. ' - ' 
fechnici for the gathering of the chief kinds of fruit. 

a See Buxtorf's Lex. S.V. for the later Hebrew tennini  

8 For further details of present-day methods, see the references 
given above to Landbergand Anderlind. 
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6 B A  also in one passage (2 S. l61J ) gives +OIYIKES, dates, 
as the rendering of y'p, kuyi:, usually rendered ' summer 
fruit ' generally. Joel, however, ranks the palm with 
the vine and the fig among the fruit-trees of the land 
(11z) . l '  In this, as in similar cases, the later testimony 
of the Mishna must he admitted as throwing light on 
the habits and tastes of preceding centuries, although 
the abundance of other fruit prevented the date from 
assuming the same unique place in the dietary of the 
Hebrews as it had in that of the ancient Egyptians 
(Wilk. 09. cit. 1398$), and still has in that of the 
Bedouin of modern Arabia, who live for weeks at a time 
on dates and milk. 

Still it  is significant that in one passage of the Mishna three 
varieties of dates are mentioned as forbidden to be sold to the 
heathen, one of them the famous Nicolaus date, so named by 
Augustus after the friend of Herod, Nicolaus of Damascus, who, 
on the occasion of a visit to Rome, had presented the emperor 
with dates of this choice species (cp Pliny, "139). Pliny 
also connects with Palestine two other varieties, the Caryotre 
and the Chydeoi (i6id.). 

; also $FJ, from which it hzs been 
proposed to derive date through B ~ K T U ~ O P ) ,  like figs, 
were eaten either in their fresh state,% or dried in 
clusters ( Tlb. Yim 36), or pressed in the form of cakes. 
To secure the fruit it is necessary to climb the tree and 
let down the clusters by a rope (see the description of 
the date-gathering at Teimg in Doughty, Ar. Des. 
1557 f. ; cp Plin. 137). The dates were dried on the 
housetop, or on some other exposed flat surface such as  
the threshing-floor (Fleischer in Levy, op. cit. i. 4 3 7 b ) ,  
the better sorts being used for dessert (cp Xen. A n d .  
ii. 3 15). According to Doughty, dates eaten alone as a 
meal are ' overheating and inwardly fretting ' (09. cit. 
1148). Pressed date-cakes of great antiquity have been 
found in Egypt (see illustration, Wilk.243), and they 
are still the most convenient form for export and for 
travellers. It has even been suggested that y : ~  should 
be rendered ' date-cakes' in 2 S. 16 I$ (Nowack, HA 
1113). 

The oriental practice of eating the sweet, juicy crown or 
'cabbage' of the growing palm (rbv 2 y ~ i  ahov 705 + O ~ V L K O S )  IS 
known to us from Xenophon (Anah ii. 3 z6$, who was also aware 
that it meant the destruction of the tree. It was also known to 
the later Jews (Mishna, '06;. 3 7), whose rabbis were much 
exercised as to  whether the 'cahbage'(kW, &&E, lip, N?p) 
should be classed as fruit or as vegetable (Law, 116J). On the 
much-esteemed date-syrup see HONEV, 8 I (3). Dates were also 
one of the principal fruits from which wine and vinegar were 
prepared (see WINE). 

The pomegranate (@?, pba ; for description of fruit 
see POMEGRANATE) remains to complete the choicest 
ll. Pome- productions of Canaan (Dt. 88). The 

tree is represented in the tombs of Egypt 
(illustration therefrom, Wilkinson, op. 

cit. 1376), and the Hebrews are said to have there 
enjoyed its fruit (Nu. 205). The pomegranate might 
be eaten in its natural state (cp Cant. 43 : ' thy temples 
are like a piece [&, perhaps ' slice ' ; but see Wetz- 
stein in Del. Comm. in Zoc.] of a pomegranate'), or it 
might he first cut np and dried in the sun (Mu'Z%. 1 6  : 
see i:? in Levy and the Tosephta quoted in Suren- 
husius in loc. ; another interpretation [Maimonides] 
explains the word as the seeds of the pomegranate ; so 
also Low, 363). The somewhat acid juice of the pome- 
granate mixed with water is a favourite cooling drink in 
the East. A species of ' sweet wine' ( D ~ O Y ,  v2pa PoGv 
[BSA]) also was prepared from this fruit (Cant. 8.2) ; 
Pliny calls it 'rhoites' (HN141g). 

With the pomegranate is associated, in Joel's list of 
fruit-trees (1 I,), the much-debated fuppzjib (men), which 
is not improbably used somewhat loosely in the 
1 In Cant. 7 8 [ 7 ] ,  nl5,pN evidently means 'clusters of dates' 

(note the parallelism). RV, however, clusters of grapes ' (cp 
Siegfried, a d  Zoc.). 

2 For the special Hebrew names for the various kinds of dates 
( e g . ,  >pi?, the fresh ripe date, ng3 ,  the dried d.?te), see 
LBw, op. cit. 122-4. 

Dates (TQ?, 

granate. 
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OT to include the apple, quince, pomegranate, etc. 

(but -cp  APPLE).^ As a fruit the 
tappzi@ is spoken of as sweet to the 

a ~ ~ ~ ~ $ ~ ~ ; ,  taste (Cant. 2 3 ) >  as of a pleasant smell 
-L- ( 7 8 ) ,  and as a favourite restorative 

12' 

( 2 5 ,  comfortmewithapples'). It  was 
one of the commonest fruits in NT times (see Mishna 
passim). Besides its ordinary table use, the juice was 
used to mix and leaven dough (Terum. 102). Cider 
or apple-wine (pen 19;) was a favourite drink (NZd. 69 
T&zirn. 1 1 2 , f ) .  The quince (Cydonia vuZgaris), which 
many authorities since Celsius have identified with the 
tappziifz of the Bible, was named ~y by the later 
Jews. It can scarcely have been eaten raw, like the 
apple, bnt only when made into a preserve. That it 
was so treated we know from an attempted etymology 
of the word in Talm. Jer. (see Levy, s.v., and Low, 144). 
The name xpuubpqhov for the quince (see Pliny, 15 IO) 

suggests the ' golden apples ' of the Hesperides (quinces 
according to Hehn), and the ' apples of gold in baskets 
of silver' of Prov. 2511 (RV).2 In several Talmudic 
lists of fruit trees, the quince follows the pear (Pirus 
communis. y), many varieties of which were known 
to the ancients, and are still grown in the orchards of 
Syria (Post, FLora, 309). This fact notwithstanding, 
the Greek translators were mistaken in identifying the 
baca tree (N?? ; see MULBERRY TREE) with the pear 
tree (dlxios, I Ch. 1 4 1 4  [aBCA]) ,  a mistake repeated in 
Vg. both in this passage and in z S. 523 f. (so also 
Aq. in v. 23 ; but Aq. Symm. in v. 24 q5polipquis). Pliny 
has mnch to say of the methods in vogue in his day 
for preserving apples and pears; both of these were 
sometimes boiled with wine and water to make a pre- 
serve to be eaten with bread (pzrZmentarii vicem), ' a  
preparation never made of any other fruit with the 
exception of quinces ' (NH15 17 ; cp ' Cibaria ' in Dar. 
and Saglio, 09. cit. ) . 3  

The introduction of the citron (Citrus medica cedra, 
,in$), as of various other Eastern fruits, was one of the 
many results of Alexander's conquest of the East (see 
Hehn and Candolle, crpp. citt. ). 

Our earliest witnesses to its cultivation among the Jews are 
perhaps the copper coins usually assigned to Simon the 
Maccabee (circa 138 B.C ) on which an ethrog (citron) figures 
either alone or with othhr accompaniments of the solemn pro- 
cession at the feast of Tabernacles (see TABERNACLES). In  
view of the uncertainty as to the real date of these coins, all the 
more importance attaches to the incident related by Josephus 
from the reign of Alexander Jannaeus (104-78 B.c.). His angry 
subjects are said to have pelted him with their citrons ( K L T ~ ~ O L ~  
Ant. xiii. 135). The fruit is too sour ever to have been i: 
request, except as  a preserve. At the present day the pulp is 
never eaten in any shape (Post). From the Mishna (2432.64)  
we learn that a citron or a pomegranate might be bought for a 
j&i$aA (the NT hsar6u), an infinitesimal coin of which prob- 
ably twenty to twenty-four were the equivalent of an English 
penny. 

It is still disputed, however, 
whether pjhou had first this general and then the special appli- 
cation (apple)-so Hehn-or vice versa, as Hehn's latest editor 
suggests (Ku.?fur j~anaeu(~~,  594 J). For the same conipre- 
hmsive use of maluum see Pliny 15 11. 

2 Cheyne thinks the passage) corrupt, hut believes that the 
true reading can he recovered ( /sL 1899, pt. ii. ; cp BASKETS). 
Assuming the phrase 'apples of gold'-Le., 'apples bright as 
gold'-to be correct, we must, at any rate, reject the claims of 
the orange to be the fruit referred to since the orange did not 
reach Syria from India by way of Aribia till the middle ages. 
See especially Hehn, op. at., with the evidence of Mas'iidi, 
4 3 0 5  ; De Cand. Ong. 184 ; Wildeboer (in HK, 1897) has over- 
looked this. 

3 The apricot (Prunus Armenimu) was unknown in Syria in 
Bible times, though to-day it enjoys the highest popularity in 
the East (see Wetzstein, Z D M G 1 1 5 1 7 3 ,  and, especially for 
modern preparations of the fruit, Anderlind, Z D P Y l l 7 5 f i ) .  
Few fruits, it is true, are so highly esteemed in the East to-day 
as the delicious mishmush: but the fact remains that the 
apricotwas unknown even to the Jews of the second century 
A.U. Of its congeners, the peach (Prunuspevsica, p B ;  but 
cp Schur. Hist. 343) was known to the authorities of the 
Mishna (KiZ. I 4  Ma'lsdr. 1 z), the famous Syrian plum (Prnnus 
domestica, Rpop'??,  Gapamqvl, whence our ' damson '), on the 
other hand, onlytothose of the GZm2rP (LOW, no. 105). 
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Gicli. 

1 Cp the use of pjhov in Greek. 

Many fruits of less importance were no douht as popular 
as at the present day, such as the fruit of the Christ-thorn 
(Zizyjhus sjina-CIiristi), which is eaten fresh or dried, with 
sour milk (Tristram), the service tree ( S O Y ~ U S  domesticn), medlar 
(M+'.?ns germanica), hawthorn (Crateps)-for references to 
which in later literature see Law, o j .  tit.-not omitting the 
humble bramble1 (h'sr6us). The nutritious properties of the 
bramble berries (a?,?? '?le, Toseft. Er. 174, the pdpa bnb mi, 
pa'rov of Hippocrates ; cp Lk. 644) are not overlooked by the 
encyclopaedic Pliny, HA' 24 73). 

A very early list of ' the choice fruits ' of the land of 
Canaan closes with 'nuts and almonds"(Gen. 4311 [J] 
13. ~~t~ and O'???? O'!?? ; d has T E p @ l v ~ O Y  T€p[c]- 

'berries of the Pistacia Terebinths  rso  
almonds. piv6'ov  ai d p u u  [ADBFL] probably 

Hehn] and walnuts '). The bofnim of the original are 
now generally identified, since Bochart, with the nuts of 
the Pistaciu vera, which are still, both fresh and roasted, 
a delicacy among all ranks in the East (cp Wetz. ZDMG 
11 520). The ' garden of nuts ' ( i i i ~ )  on the other hand, 
of which we read in Canticles (6  11), produced not pis- 
tachio nuts but walnuts. 

These it was forbidden to crack (&t$ with a hammer on the 
sabbath (SIiab6.17 2) ; nor was a merchant allowed to give such 
delicacies as parched corn and nuts to children 'because he might 
accustom them to come to him' (Llibl 24;:. 4 12). Acorns and 
walnut shells were children's plsythings ( K 2 . 1 7  15). It has 
already been mentioned that certain Jewish prisoners at Rome 
lived on figs and walnuts (aapv'orp) to avoid pollution from eating 
heathen food (Jos. Vit. 3). An excellent oil was ( S h 6 b .  2 z)% 
and still is, manufactured from the green nuts. 

Of the almond we may say that the OT references 
(Gen. 4311 Jer.111 Nu. 1 7 8  [23] Eccles. 125) form suc- 
cessive links in a chronological chain of evidence for 
the familiarity of the Hebrews with this favourite fruit 
till we reach the writings of the Mishna. 

Here we find two varieties distinguished, the bitter almonds 
and the sweet (Mu'ZiZr. 14). Classical writers recommend thxt 
the sweet should he roasted, while 'bitter almonds in the whole 
of antiquity were supposed to prevent drunkenness if eaten before 
drinking' ('Cibaria, up. cit. 1155 b). The modern Syrians 
use almonds extensively, not only as a dessert fruit but also in 
the preparation of a great variety of toothsome confections (.ee 
Landberg, Prov. et Dict. etc. 123-126, for a list of modern con- 
fections into most of which almonds and nuts enter). 

The Carob or locust tree is said to be indigenous in 
Palestine, and yet we have in the Bible but a single 
14. The Carob. incidental mention of its fruit (Lk. 15 16 ; 

see, however, HUSKS). The carob 
tree, however, is frequently named in the Mishna. As 
food trees to which the law of the ' corner' ( a m ,  pe'rih ; 
see Lev. 19gf. ) applies we find enumerated ' the Og-tree 
(JiN, see below), carob trees, walnut trees, almond trees, 
vines, pomegranates, olives, and palms ' (Pt'M 14 f. ). 
The carob tree was also among the trees whose fruit 
had to be tithed (Mu'Zitr. 13), and was accepted and 
presumably eaten hy the priests as part of the ' heave- 
offering' ( Tirzim. 114 ) .  Although we further hear of 
the pods being preserved in wine (Slt2bbi'. 7 7 ) ,  which 
points to their fairly general use as an article of diet, 
their great abundance and consequent cheapness made 
them a special food of the poor. It is only those of the 
cultivated species that are edible by man. 

The Og-tree above mentioned is the sumach (Rhus 
coraria), still common in Syria, not, as some have 
thought, the cornel, whose habitat is too far to the 
N. (cp Post, FZora, 377f.). The red (Ma'&?r. 12) 
berries of the sumach are said to make an excellent acid 
drink. By the Jews they were probably used chiefly as  
a condiment (cp ) o h  6 id 7iL e+, Dioscor. 1147)  like 
the berries of the myrtle (029 niJg). These, we learn 

1 The rubs in later Hebrew is "29 (cp Bwsq 8 I [I]) ; the 
10s (EV 'bramble,' RVma. 'thorn') of Jotham's fable is the 
Rhamnus or buckthorn (cp BRAMBLE I). A singular ignorance 
of the history of plants is betrayed by Gratz in his attempt 
(MGWJ 21390) to identify the '@rid with the Opuntia ficus 
indzoa, the Indian fig or prickly pear (which now forms so 
conspicuous a feature of an Eastern landscape), whose 'figs 
hold a place almost second to none in the summer dietary 
of the Syrian peasant.' This species of cactus is a comparatively 
recent importation from America. 
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FRYING PAN 
from Pliny (15 35), were largely employed as a season- 
ing before the introduction of pepper (cp FOOD, 7). 
Myrtle berries are still a favourite delicacy of Syrian 
ladies (Wetz. ZDMG 11 480 524). A similar pnrpose 
was served by the CAPER BERRY (”p??, Eccles. 1 2 5  
RV), the young berries of which are still used as a 
condiment in Syria. On the didciim see MANDRAKES. 

A. K. S. K. 
FRYING PAN (n@l?) Lev. 27. See COOKING 

UTENSILS, 5 7. 

FUEL ([E431 n$j@Q, Is. 95 19 ; &?$ Ezek. 1 5 4 6  
2132 [y]). See COAL, z. 

FULLER (D2>P, lit. ‘ t r e a d e r ’ l [ n T I \ y ~ u ~ ,  BKAQr] 
Mal. 32 ; rNA@eyc Mk. 9 3). In the preparation of 
woven woollen materials there are two processes, both of 
which are now termed ‘fulling’ (from the Low Lat. 
fuzzare) ; probably at one time a common operation 
sufficed for both. The primary sense is to cleanse or 
bleach, and this is undoubtedly the sense in Mk. 93. 
The secondary is to mill or felt the wool together in 
such a way as to minimise shrinkage in the finished 
article. This is done by heating or stamping the woven 
fabric in hot water. 

The Fuller’s field ( o a h  alp, d y p h  T. yva$hwr 
[BAL], ager fuZZonis) is mentioned only in defining the 
locality of the conduit of the upper pool. Its exact 
position is obscure. Stade (G VI 159.J ) suggests that it 
lay to the SE. of Jerusalem. From Is. 36 2 ( = z K. 18 17) 
it would appear to have been situated on the road to 
Lachish, whereas in Is. 7 3  a N. or NW. position is 
lookcd for. At all events it must have been near the 
wall (3611) ; see JERUSALEM, The ‘fuller’s monu- 
ment ’ ( ~ b  TOO yva$hws ++a) with which it has been 
associated, lay near the NE. corner of the third wall 

Cp LYE, NITRE, SOAP. 

FURNITURE, CAMELS 
the Babylonian period (Jer. 2921-23). That this was a 
Babylonian practice is undeniable (see, e.g., Smith, Hist. 
o f  Assurbanz3aL 163 ; cp AHAB, 2). It has also been 
reported as found in Persia down to the seventeenth 
century (Chardin). 

I. ]e??, k i t b n ,  . d~$z ,  fu su8due; K&LVOS [xaprva ic ]  
fornax: Gen. 1928 Ex. 98 IO 1918t. See METALLURGV. 

(Jos. BJ v. 42). 
I t  is perhaps an objection to the usual rendering of the name 

that elsewhere the Pie1 form of 0113 is regularly met with, the 
Kal particip. 02% finding its only analogy in the Punic 0x3 a 
washer(man). For another supposed resort of fullers, see 
EN-ROGEL. A. E. S.-S. A. C. 

FURLONG ( C T A ~ I O N ) ,  Mt. 1424,etc. See WEIGHTS 

FURNACE. Of the words enumerated below, nos. 
1-4 are names for smelting furnaces, though no. 3, if a 
genuine word, rather means ‘ crucible.‘ All except 
no. 3 are rendering by K ~ ~ L V O S ,  which is also used in 
Ecclus. 3828 Rev. 115 of the smelting furnace, and in 
Ecclus. 27 5 and 3830 of that of the potter.2 K d p ~ v o s  
‘ furnace ’ in Mt. 1342 50 is a symbolic term for Gehenna, 
which was imagined as a fiery furnace, on the ground that, 
according to Is. 31 g, God had ‘ a furnace in Jerusalem ’ 
(‘Eribin 19 a), cp TOPHET; ESCHATOLOGY, 70, 
3[v]. In Dan. 3 a ’ fiery furnace ’ is mentioned as used 
for the punishment of great offenders, and ‘ roasting in 
the fire’ is the anticipated punishment of two Jews in 

1 ‘Fuller’ comes ultimately from Lat. fuZZo. The true Eng. 
term is ‘walker’ (also in Germ.), for which cp Wyclif, Mk. 9 3 : 
‘ a  fullere or walkere of cloth. 

2 For the Egyptian potter’s furnace see illustration in Wilk. 
Am. Rg. 2 108. 

AND MEASURES. 
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also Wisd. 36 ( x o v e u ~ i j p ~ o v ) .  
2. 113 k7ir, derivation uncertain ; KdpLv05, f u m a x ;  Dt. 4 20 

I KS gr’[here x o v w n j p ~ o v l ,  Prov. 17 3 27 21 [here x6pwwrc1, Is. 
45 TO (‘the furnace of affliction [’!Y] ; text doubtful), Jer. 114 
Ezek. 22 18 (E5 om.) 20 22 ; also Ecclus. 434 (Heb. difficult). 113 
is algo to be read, perhaps, in Is.125 (123 for 133: Lowth, etc.) 
3. %y, ‘&ZZZ: ~ O K ~ ~ L O Y ;  Tg. N233; Ps.  127 [61. The older 

critics think that $ 5 ~  may possibly mean crucible’; B gives 
G a ~ i p ~ o v  in Prov.2721 for pQ. The phrase, however, in 
which $ 5 ~  OCCUIS is plainly corrupt. I t  becomes in Che. 
Ps.P), ‘in the toils of the wicked ; if this is so, the phrase must 
have got in from the margin, where it was placed by a corrector, 
with reference tow. 6 [71. See SILVER. 

4. [1l?N, ’attzin, probably an ancient loan-word ; Ass. atdnu, 
uidnu (see Del. Ass. HWB 158 6 ;  Muss-Am. 131 t);  cp Syr. 
Ar. Ethiop. ; ~ Q ~ v o s ,  fuvnax; Dan. 3 6  11 15 17 19-21 23 26t. 
See METALLURGY. 

5.  lrin, fanniir, Ass. tindru (Del. Ass. H W B  711 t ) ;  
~ h $ 3 a v w ,  cZihanvs; rendered ‘furnace’ in Gen. 1517 and Is. 
31 o : also in the exmession ‘tower of the furnaces’ in Neh. 3 11 .. 
12 38 [v?Boupcip (EN), Bavvovpsip (AL), Bevvovp~p 
p a p  (L in 1238)l. 

Bavou- 

The last term (tunnzir-) is much more frequently ren- 
Tannzii- is in fact the special term for n dered ‘ oven.’ 

2. The tann~r. baking-oven. In Mal. 41 [3rg] 1’s. 
RV has sought to give dignitv 21 0 

to the figure by chan‘giig ‘ oven ’ into ‘ furnace.’ khfs 
is done quite needlessly, even in Ps. 2 1 9  [IO], where one 
is glad to hope that the emended text which makes 
‘ thorns of the wilderness ’ the objects burned in the tun- 
nzir, not human beings, may be right.1 In Is. 3 1 9  E V s  
rendering ‘ furnace,’ though more dignified, is less accu- 
rate than ’ oven.’ The passage is probably not Isaiah’s 
work (see Che. Zntr. Zs. 204), and is based on Gen. 
1517, where the divine appearance is likened to a smok- 
ing oven and a flaming torch. The oven intended is 
the ordinary baker’s oven, for a description of which see 
BREAD, § z (c). Such ovens have been found at Tell 
el-Hesy, with sides baked hard, showing use (Bliss, 
A Mound of Many Cities, 114 3). Modern Syrians 
still use the same primitive kind of oven. 

the tower of furnace*’ (Neh. 3 11 12 38) it  
has been supposed that a numher of public furnaces stood to- 
gether near one of the towers of Jerudem.  I t  is possible, 
however ( 9 3  or )3 are often confounded with n), that n,i>lnn 5 7 1 ~  
is a very early corruption of O ’ ! R  ID, ‘tower of the palm trees’ 
(Che.) : even now ‘several fine and ancient [palm-] trees still 
wave among the buildings of Jeru5alem within the walls (Tris- 
tram, NHB 383). Cp also Neh. 8 15 Jn. 12 13. 

From the phrase 

FURNITURE, CAMEL’S (b27-12), Gen. 31 34. 
See CAMEL, 5 2. 

1 Thou wilt make them as [thorns of the wilderness 
In] a heated oven at  the time of their punishment. 

(Che. 2‘s.P)). 
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GAAL GABRIEL 

G 
GAAL ($&'a, 'dung-beetle'?-§ 68 ; cp Ar. @*a2 

[Wellh.] ; raAaaA [BA ; A has also raaA constantly, 
Na~onality- and Once in 71.36 raA]; rAah [Ll ; 

Jos. ryahHc, and other forms), an  
early demagogue with a striking story (Judg. 926-41). 
To understand the r6le he played we must seek to 
determine the vexed question whether he was an Israelite 
or a Canaanite. Those who adopt the view that he 
was an Israelite appeal (I) to the name of his father 
(Judg. 926), (2) to-lhe speech assigned to him in Judg. 
928 4 ~ ~ 8  rBA1). 
I. 13 is &e, daal is described in M T  as 'son of Ebed' . but 

@B he appears as vlbs Io@+ and Kuenen (Ond. l r g  A. 5) 
Stade (GV11194). Budde (Ri. ix7) Kittel (Cesch. 277) 1 and 
?V. R Smith (Th.T 1886, p. 197)'identify this 'Jobel" with 
Jo+i ' ($yw), a possible Israelitish name meaning ' Yahwi: is 

Baal. According to these scholars ' Jobaal' is the correct 
name of Gaal's father, which was altered contemptuously into 
'Ebed'@ave) out of repugnance to the divine name 'Baal' (cp 
Ishboshetb for Ishbaal). This theory, however, though widely 
accepted of late, is certainly erroneous ;a lop+, as Moore has 
abundantly proved, is simply i n y  (Obed), a synonym of 1x9 
(Ebed), and Obed or Ebed isa shortened tbeophorous name4.e. 
the second and omitted part of the name which began w i d  
Obed or Ebed was that of agod. 

2. As to Judg. 928 it  is no doubt a difficult passage but so 
much is clear that dobertson Smith's view of it as 'a kebrew 
declaration of revolt against the king of Shechem (96), who for 
three years has by the aid of his mercenaries tyrannised over 
Israel (Qzz),' is opposed to the context. Unless (with this 
scholar) we transfer v. 283 elsewhere (viz. to a place after v. zz), 
it  is undeniable that G a d  identifies himself with the Shechemites 
and appeals to their pride of race against the half-Israelik kin; 
Abimelech, who maintains himself on the throne (as appears 
from 9 55)  by Israelitish warriors. A demagogue who talks thus 
cannot possibly be an Israelite. 

I t  is almost equally important to recognise that the 
account of the doings of Gaal in vu. 26-29 stands in no 

It is not 
the organised brigandage set on foot by the 

Shechemites that tempts Gaal (as We, represents) to 
place himself and his kinsmen at  the service of the 
Shechemites. The sequel of zv. 22 (23)-25 is to be 
sought in vv. 42-45, whilst in vv. 26-41 we have an in- 
dependent, parallel account of the hostilities between 
Abimelech and the Shechemites which issued in the 
victory of the former. It  is a writer symbolized by J 
who has preserved the tradition of Gaal's short-lived 
greatness; the other account may be assigned to E 
(Moore, Bu. ). The occasion which the newly-arrived 
Gas1 seized to make his fortune was the annual vintage- 
festival (.. 27a), or, as another report says, a solemn 
sacrificial meal in the ' house of their god ' (see BAAL- 
BERITH). The temper of the people w u  already hostile 
to Abimelech. After cleverly stirring up race-pre- 
judices4 he came boldly to the point and proposed 
himself as the leader of a Shechemite revolt (9~8J). 
This part of the narrative is an admirable specimen of 
the traditional Hebrew folk-stories. The festival scene 
has been justly praised by Robertson Smith (Z.C.); but 
the scene between Gaal and Zebu1 (vu. 36-38) is hardly 
less striking. For the issue of Gaal's attempt, see 

GAASH, THE HILL OF (d&'k-l?), in the hill- 
country of Ephraim, had TIMNATH-HERES (q.a.), the 

1 Note however, the qualification in E T  (His t  286). 
'2 WeIdausen, who arguedfor it in 1971 (TBSp. xiii.), has now 

abandoned it (ZJGP) 26 ['g41). Hothenberg (TLZ, 1891, p. 371)~ 
Moore, and Budde (commentary differs from Ri.-Sa. 117) adopt 
the form Obed, which is found in some MSS (30, 56,; cp 63 
[uloBq6), and (see above) is probably @'s true reading. A 
and other MSS, quoted fully by Moore, give apsS. For the 
prefixed I in ~o,5qA cp I Ch. 2 12 37s 26 7, z Ch. 23 I, where 
@B has o&6 @A d43.16. 

3 Namely,'that in which Gaal was admitted to full religious 
rights as a Shechemite (Budde, Xi. 75). 

4 S ~ ~ A B I M E L E C H ,  P ; but cp We. CH (2) 353, n. z ; 2 ,GP)  27, 

2. Story. connection with vu. 22 (23)-25. 

ABIMELECH. 2. T. K. C. 
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burial-place of Joshua, on its northern slope or at its 
northern base ; Josh. 2 4 3 0  (TOY opoyc [TOY] raAabA 
[BLl T. 0. raac [AI): J W .  2 9  (T. 0. raac [BAL]). 
' The brooks [or ' wadies '1 of Gaash ' are also alluded 
to in 2 S. 2330 ( a m  x ~ ~ p a p p w v  ya8 [B], E K  vaahcas [A], 
o €5 'vexa@ar ~ a h u [ a @ r ~ s ] ,  L), and I Ch. 1 1 3 2  ( E R  

vaxakryaas [B], FK vaxahv y. [A], a?rovaXahr y. [L] ; 
see HURAI), and may perhaps be found to furnish a 
clue for deciding between the claims of Tibneh and 
Hdris respectively to represent Timnath-heres. 

GABA (U>A), Josh. 1 8 2 4 ,  Ezra 226 ,  Neh. 7 3 0  AV, 
RV GEBA. 

GABAEL (raBa~A[oc] [BHA], also rAM. [A] ;--i.e. a 

perhaps !JK K X ) ,  'Godhaschosenout'(seeNAMES, $27). 
I. The great-great-grandfather of Tobit (Tob. 1 r). 
2. (I'aj3avAo [BNA], -,QnAw [K" 1141 a a [A, 4201) brother 

of Gabrias, the Jew of Rages ;o wh;: $;hit lent his money 
(Tob. 114  4 20). 

GABATHA (raBae& [BKALB]), Esth. 121. See 

GABBAI, SALLAI ('$b Q2), the name (in spite of 
the comma after Gabbai) of a Beujamite clan among the inhabit- 
ants of Jerusalem (see EZRA ii., § 5 [61$15 [I] a), Neh. 11 8 (yqpq 
WACL [B], yq,Em s. [AI, yqpe~s qhcr [N;  ? M ~ E L  q A e i ,  so 
H R  Conc.], ie@w6 ~ A B E L  [L]). In I Ch. 9 8 the corresponding 
name is IBNEIAH (nyp), no doubt the more authentic reading 
of Gabbai. I t  is conjectured that SALIAI came into the text 
from the margin, where SALLU (v. 9) had been written to explain 
the word IqnN) ('and after him'). 

GABBATHA (raBB&& [Ti. WH], the ' Hebrew ' 
equivalent of A l e o c p w ~ o c  in Jn. 1 9 1 3 )  is the Greek 
transcription of the Aram. KQBJ (emph. st. of K;J 
' height, hack, ridge ' ; cp Kautzsch, Aram. Gram. 8 
n. 2,  IO).^ 

A similar Heb. word 322 is doubtless to be read instead of 
the difficult ?@ 'height ' in Ezek. 41 8 (so Davidson, Kautzsch; 
Bertholet ; cp RV 'basement'), see PAVEMENT. 

GABBE (raBBHc [A]), I Esd. 520 RV, AV Gabdes 
= Ezra 2 26 GEBA. 

GABRIAS (raBp[e]ia [BAI raBpai [Kl--i.e. I 

' man of Yahwe'), brother of Gabael [ z ] ,  Tob. 1 1 4  410. 
GABRIEL ( ! J 8 W J - i . e . ,  manof God, r b B p l H A  [87 

and BAQI' Theod. ; Ti. WH]) is the name of the angel 
who was sent to Daniel to explain the vision of the ram 
and the he-goat, and to communicate the prediction 
of the Seventy Weeks (Dan. 8 1 6  921). He was also 
employed to announce the birth of John the Baptist to 
Zechariah, and that of the Messiah to the Virgin Mary 
(Lk. 119  26). Both Jewish and Christian writers gener- 
ally speak of him as an archangel-a habit which is 
readily accounted for when Lk. l r g  is compared with 
Rev. 82, and also with Tobit 1215. In Enoch (see 
Charles, Enoch, notes on chap. 40) he is spoken of as 
one of the archangels ; his task is that of intercession, 
and he is set over ' all the powers.' 

His name frequently occurs in the Jewish literature of the 
later pbst-biblical period. Thus according to Targ. Ps.-Jon., 
the man who showed the way i o  Joseph (Gen. 3715) was no 
other than Gabriel in human form; and in Dt. 346 if is 
affirmed that he, along with Michael, Uriel, Jophiel, Jephephiah, 
and the Metatron, buried the body of Moses. In the Targum 
on 2 Ch. 32 21 he is named as the angel who destroyed the host 
of Sennacherib ; and in similar writings of a still later period he 
is spoken of as  the spirit who presides over fire, thunder, the 
ripening of the fruits of the earth, and similar processes. See 
ANGEL, $ 4 ,  n. 

BIGTHAN. 

W. R. S. 

1 According to Bar-Hebraeus yappat'a is from j h s a S +  
:the Syr. 4 being equivalent to the Gk. b). See Duval 
Syr. Guam. za, n. 3,30. 
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GAD 
G A D  

GAD 
Other readings in @ are : yaS [L:  except 2 K. 1514, I Ch. 

5 26, ya88~ ; and 2 S. 23 36, ayqpEL], yahaa88e~ [B, z S. 23 36 ; A, 
z K. 10331, Y ~ S E L  [B, I Ch. 128, yahhcr [Avid. z I(. 15171, 
ya88aw [N I Ch. 12371, A, z K. 1541. Peshigta has % like 
BL, or (twice)l t a b .  

In the inscription of Mesha (1. IO) the expression used is 
71 I N ,  ‘ men of Gad ’ (see above). 

The evidence, lacking in the case of DAN * [q. n, I], 
that the tribe-name was a divine title is conclusive 
(see FORTUNE). In Gilead, indeed, beyond the tribe- 
name the worship of the god Gad seems to have left n o  
trace ; but he was honoured in the farthest N. (BAAL- 
GAD) and in the S. (MIGDAL-GAD) of West Palestine 
(see also AZGAD), and, at a later date, in the central 
highlands (cp FORTUNE). 

As Gad is known to us best as an Aramaean deity (cp 
Baethgen, Beitr. 7 6 8 ;  but see also We. AY. Neid.PJ, 

146 and P H ~ N I C I A ) ,  it is natural to in- 
2‘ Connected quire whether there is anything to suggest with 

The name of a prominent figure in the East Palestinian episode 
in the reign of David suggests that its bearer was Aramaan(see 
BARZILLAI),~ and later there were others in Gilead who bore 
the same name; Gaddiel, also, occurs as  an Ar.-Ass. name 
(5~11); and, as we shall see (5  9), East Jordan came more and 
more under Aramrean influence. Did the imperious Aramaan 
then, impose his deity on the people of Gilead? I t  isa fact tha; 
our earliest reference to East Palestine has nothing to say of 
Gad : it was ‘ Gilead’4 that ahode beyond Jordan (Jndg. 5 17), 
and the same peculiarity is to he noticed in the story(or stones) 
of Jephthah. Further, the genealogical system followed by J 
and E made Gad a son of Zilpah, which has been supposed to 
he Aramaean (see, however, ZILPAH). 

That Gad was of a stock somewhat different from 
Joseph is likely enough; this seems to be true of its 
‘ brother ’ tribe in the highlands of Galilee (see ASHER 
i., I). 

Whatever may have been the affinities of Asher however it 
can hardly have been Aramaan. The linking togkther of &e 
two tribes may have to be explained otherwise. Asher and Gad 
are deities of Good Fortune. I t  may he that the grouping of 
the tribes under a common name is a memorial of the worship of 
those related deities (see ZILPAH). The trihal name Manasseh 
is perhaps a parallel to this ; Siegfried has ingeniously explained 
Manasseh as  a memorial of the worship of Meni (Is. 65 II), a 
deity akin to Gad (see MANASSEH). If the Song of Deborah 
as we have it has been changed (as some have argued) to suit 
later views ahout Yahwk, may the objectionable tribe-names 
Gad and Manasseh have been suppressed (in Judg. 5 14 ‘ Machir 
apparently takes the place of Manasseh)?5 Asher might escape 
the censure for some reason unknown to us. I t  is a t  least a 
plausible conjecture, however that the explanation of the variety 
of nomenclature is to be f o d d  in the exceedingly mixed char- 
acter of the population of Gilead. 

When the Gileadites began to ask themselves whence 
they came, they would not unnaturally think of the 
Aramaean districts towards the north. The northern 
Aramaic, we know, was much nearer to Hebrew than it 
became later (cp ARAMAIC, 5 2, begin.). There 
were constant dealings with the Aramaeans ; and there 
was no physical barrier to be an obstacle. In fact, one 
of the most important features of the history of Syria in 
general, during the centuries that elapsed from the time 
when Israel began to become a nation to the time when 
it finally lost its independence, is the advance southwards 
of the Aramaeans. 

? that the Gadites were AraniEan. 

Name and race ($$ 1-3). 
Non-biblical data (5 4). 

Character ($ IO). 
Settlement stories ($ 11). 
Towns and boundaries ($19). 
Genealogies (S 13). 

Land ( 5  5 2 3  
Struggles (58 7.9). 

Gad (14, was a name borne by inhabitants 
of eastern Palestine. In I S.  137, indeed, we read 
1. Name. of the land of Gad’ (13 p) ; but neither 

this nor the phrase ‘ men of Gad ’ in the in- 
scription of Mesha (line I O)  need imply that Gad is a 
eeoeraDhica1 name like Eohraim. 
‘ Land of Gad ’ if the text is sound 2 is most naturally explained 

on the analogy bf ‘land of Naphtah’ (I K. 1520)~ ‘the land of 
Zehnlun and the land of Naphtali’ (Is. 9 I [8 231),3 and the 
recurrent ‘land of Israel’ (2 K. 5 2, e tc )  just as ‘land of 
Alaroth’ in the inscription of Mesha (Z.C.),’ houhtless means the 
land controlled by Ataroth, which ‘the king of Israel had 
[relhuilt for himself.’ 

Si,milarly the phrase ‘men of Gad’ (73 WN ; see below), although 
it might no doubt he interpreted on the analogy of ‘ men of [the 
town] SRN ’and ‘menof [the town] MHRTh’(1ines 13s) and 
of ‘men of’Jabesh’ (I S. 119), may he explained just as’well 
otherwise. 

We might compare ‘ people of Chemosh ’ (win3 ny) and ‘ his 
sons ’ (Nu. 21 29 II Jer. 48 46) and suppose that Moab was in the 
9th century, still conscious that ‘Gad’ was abhreviateh from 
some such phrase as  ‘sons of Gad ’ 4 (cp ISSACHAR $0  3 6, and see 
below). I t  is more probable, however, that wesiouldfollow the 
analogy of the frequent O T  expression ‘men of Israel’5(1 S.136 
etc.). 

Gad is therefore, probably, a people, not a district. 
The name of the district may have been Gilead, with 
which Gad is sometimes confused (see next paragraph, 
and col. 1580 note 4, and cp GILEAD). 

E V  speaks once ( z  S. 24 5 )  of a wddy (in3 ; AV ‘river,’ RV 
‘valley’) of Gad : hut @L confirms Wellhausen’s restoration : ‘. . . in the midst of the wddy to Gad [@L ‘ the Gadite ’1 . . .’ 
The only question is whether ‘Gad’  does not represent an 
original ‘ Gilead’ (cp 2). 6%). 

Popular etymology as usual supplied the name Gad 
with several explanations. According to one version, it 
contained a reference to bands of freebooters : in the 
‘ blessing ’ of Jacob, as we have it (Gen. 49 IS), 

Gad-raiders [gedzldl raid [ye@dJaau] him 
But he raids bdgzidl their rear,b: 

the people might think of the bands of Jephthah. 
According to another version the accession of Gad to 
the ranks of the Leah tribes was a piece of ‘good 
fortune’ (Gen. 3011, J). 

Holzinger wisely 
rejects Ba!l’s theory that we should render ‘by  the help of [the 
god] Gad ; although the trihal name is no doubt in fact de- 
pendent on the divine name (see below) : it  was, probably, the 
possibility of this reading that led MT, Targum Onkelos, Aq. 
(IqhBsv $ <&ULS), Symm. (6. I’a8) and Peshicta to read N? ‘there 
has come,’8 for ‘with.’ 

The fact is, Gad bears the same relation to Gaddiel 
(Nu. 1310) that Dan does to Daniel. Alongside of 
Gaddiel, we find the abbreviated form Gaddi (as a Man- 
assite, in  the same list of ‘ spies’ ; v. 11), and, strange to 
say, the still more abbreviated form Gad (next art.).9 
The gentilic would naturally be ’73, ‘Gaddite.’ The 
Massoretic form q;, EV Gadite, is doubtless a late 
euphemistic device (cp above). 6 has preserved the 
correct form ( y a M [ ~ ] i  [BKAF]; but ya8 Deut. 315 
[B’AF], I Ch. 5 18 [B], 12 8 [A]). 

So RV rightly, following B A D E  7 (& hxn).  

1 For the gentilic see below (5 I). 
a ‘Gad’and ‘Gilead’ may he mere!, variants, the original 

having heen simply ‘the land of Gilead. 
3 On ‘land of Benjamin’ see BENJAMIN, 5 I. 
4 73 ; thirteen times in Nu., fifteen times in Josh. ; also 

I Ch. 5 I I  12 14. 
5 Compare the parallel phrase ‘men of Judah’ in 2 S. 19 17 

andotherearlypassages(alsointhepost-exilicinsertion1 S. 1186). 
See Moore on Judq. 7 14. 

6 C. J. Ball PSBA 17 171 (‘95). 
7 @L prohaby differs only apparently : ~ 6 n i x q ~ a  K a l  is doubt- 

less a miswritten I v  njxn mi, not a rendering (as Holzinger 
thinks) of ,733. 

8 Be?-. ra66. sect. 71 explains : )n*nwD i i 3 $  l ’nya %, NZ 
niniN 5~ which it says refers to Elij’ah. 

borne by an individual in pre-exilic times. 
9 Manisseh i; the oniy other tribe-name said to  have heen 

Accordingly we find traditions of the kind just sugqested. At 
the important sanctuary (and fortress) of MAHANAI‘M b: it seems 
to have heen told that the divine host, from the alirrhtina of 
which the place had received its name, met the immigra3ng 
Jacohites after they had severed themselves from the Aramaeans 
(Gen. 32 IJ, E). Elsewhere also there were places that did 
honour to the immigrant Jacob (see SUCCOTH, PENUEL, and 
especially RAMOTH-GILEAD). 

2 Cp Kuenen, TkT5 291. 1 I Ch. 5 26 and 128. 

4 Unless we should read ‘ Gad ’ for Gilead : CD z S. 23 16 IB1. 
- 3  On his son’s name see CHIMHAM. 

z K. 10 33 [A]. The whole clause is commonplace a i d  hot 
beyond suspicion (cp C. Niebuhr, Gesch. 254). 

5 I n  the Chronicler’s list of David’s tribe rulers (I Ch. 21 168) 
Gad and Asher are selected for omission to make way for two 
half-Manassehs and Levi ; so, in Ezek. 48, Gad to make room 
for Levi. 

6 Perhaps ‘Ajltin ; hnf, it has been suggested that there may 
have been more than one trans-Jordanic Mahmaim. See 
MAHANAIM. 

Cp also ISSACHAR, $ 3. 
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I t  must be remembered, however, that the relations 

of Israel as a political power with Aram were unfriendly 
(below, J 9) ,  and the Jacob-story is evidently influenced 
by later events. We have no more reason to expect 
to find a genuine tradition of the settlement of the 
various tribes and clans in Gilead than of settlements 
elsewhere. Indeed, everything in Gilead was so unstable 
that memory would more probably go back an excep- 
tionally short distance. 

It was well known that the people living in Gilead 
were of diverse origin. Whether any considerable 
3. Mixed element in the population was recognised 

Population. as being Amorite (see below, J 11) or 
Rephaitel we cannot tell. It is clear. 

however, that people were distinctly conscious of a 
Reubenite strand (Judg. 5 15f: ). How far the Reubenites 
were settled in any one portion, or were represented by 
families here and there (so, perhaps, the writer of Nu. 
3234-38) ,2  or were nomadic shepherd clans, is uncertain 
(see REUBEN) : naturally the conditions changed. a 

We must turn now to extra-biblical sources. Un- 
fortunately we cannot hope for much light. The 
4. Egyptian Egyptian expeditions aimed at  Lebanon 

and the N., which did not naturally take 
them into Gilead. I t  would seem, indeed, evidence, 

that as early as the time of Thotmes 111. they were not 
unacquainted with the country N. of the YarmBk, if 
no. 28 ('A-si-ti-ra-ty) in the Rinu list is Tell 'Ashterg 
(ASHTAROTH), and no. 91 ('0-ta-ra-'a) is EDREI ; 
Flinders Petrie has even conjectured that the same list 
names two placesfarther S . ,  in'Ajliin,6 where also W. M. 
Muller places no. 16, Hamlt. Of the inhabitants, 
however, this (were it certain) would tell nothing. On 
the other hand, three or four generations later, if letter 
161 of the Amarna collection tells us nothing more than 
that Artamanya ruler of Zir-BaSan (Zi-ri-ba-Za-ni : a 
trans-Jordanic place?) professed readiness to be loyal to 
the Egyptian arms, another letter (KB 5145)  in the 
same collection tells the Pharaoh of that time that one 
of his caravans (?) has been led by the writer to BuSruna 
(BOZRAH?), whose king, along with the king of 
Halunni,6 is accused by the writer of letter 142 of being 
in league with BiridaSya, a ruler who had handed over 
AStarti7 (ASHTAROTH) to the SA.GAS. Habiri, there- 
fore, if we may identify SA.GAS and Habiri, were 
already getting a hold in the district where a late Hebrew 
story told of the fate of Og, seizing his very city. 
Farther S., in Gilead proper, of which we hear nothing, 
they may have been already present in force.* 

W e  should have evidence that the condition of things 
implied in letter 145 was still present in the time of 
Amenhotep IV. if we could accept the conjecture of 
Flinders Petrie ahout the letter (no. 11) in which that 
Pharaoh is requested by a Babylonian king (Burna- 
buriaz) to make reparation for the plundering of a 
caravan, on the ground that the Pharaoh is suzerain. 
Petrie proposes to identify Hinnatuni in Kinahhi (cp 
HANNATHON), where the attack was made, with 
Kanawlt (KENATH) in Haursn. However that may 
be, letter 196 (1. 32) suggests that Egyptian authority 
a t  Hinnatuni was weak. 

1 It has been conjectured that there may at one time have 
heen a people called Girshite settled on both sides of Jordan (see 
GILEAD 5 6, GIRZITRS). 

2 The)cities assigned to Reuben seem to form a group sur. 
rounded by cities assigned to Gad (see REUBEN). 

3 Perhaps the most striking example is the case of Heshbon : 
Amorite (Nu. 21 25), Reubenite (Nu. 3237 Josh. 13 r7), Gadite 
(Josh. 1326 [?I 2139 = I Ch. 681 [as]), Moabite ( I s .  1 5 4  l e g  
Jer. 48 a), Ammonite (Jer. 49 3). 

4 Flinders Petrie conjectures further, that no. 29 ('A-no-r-po) 
is the modern Rafah and no.'go (Ma-ka-ta) the modern Tell 
Mikdsd, farther N. 

5 Esh-Shuni (no. 24 : 'A-ma.Ha-na), and Fahil (PELLA ; no. 
33 : Pa-hu-ra). 

6 A name connected conjecturally by Petrie with Golan and 
the river Allsn. 

7 Mentionedalsoin237 21. Is '(ab)Ya-bi-Hi' in linen8 JABESH? 
8 Cp Ernst Trampe, SyrienvordemBindr~n~enzderZsraeZi~en, 

16 ['981. 

Cp § 12. 
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By Seti I., however, of dyn. 19, Egyptian authority 
was reasserted in Palestine; and in the time of 
Kam(e)ses 11. it was so far effective over East Palestine 
that civilians could erect monuments with hieroglyphic 
inscriptions (the ' stone of Job ' at esh-Sheikh Sa'd : the 
reff. are given in col. 1241, n. I). There is no evidence, 
however, that his son Me[r]neptah made his power felt 
E. of the Jordan, and Egypt disappeared below the 
horizon for more than two centuries (see below, J 6). 

Of the state of things just described we could not 
have guessed from what has survived of the East 

Their confused 
and fragmentary character is an inevit- 
able consequence, as we have already 

hinted (J 2, end), of the physical conditions of life in the 
uplands E. of Jordan. 

Writers 
have vied with one another in praising its well-wooded 
hills and valleys green with corn (cp GILEAD). Its 
streams, too, call forth general admiration, the Yarmiik 
especially, which is as large as the Jordan which it joins, 
and which may (see JABBOK) once have played an 
important part in Hebrew legend. There was one 
blessing, however, that it lacked -security. Its 

5. Character Palestinian traditions. 

of land. 

No doubt it was a goodly land to live in. 

6. Insecurity. uplands were in direct contact with the 
eastern desert. From year to year, 

from century to century, from millennium to millennium, 
the desert of North Arabia has driven its waves of 
hungry nomads westwards as a devastating flood. So 
it has been, and so it must be till some strong hand 
intervenes to bid the flood hold back. I t  is probably 
only because the centre of observation lay W. in 
Ephraini that we do not bear more about the endless 
conflicts with nomadic tribes ; what we read in Judg. 
6 8  (incursions of Midianites) owes its preservation 
to its connection with an Ephraimite tale.2 

According to MT there was a place called Kamon that 
boasted of containing the remains of one of the ancient heroes 
(JAIR ; see, however, CAMON). The Chronicler (I Cb. 5 I ) at 
anv rate nreserves the names of desert tribes that must Rave 
coAtribute'd, at one time or another, to the general unrest (see 
HAGAR, § 2, ISHMAEL, § 4 [71). 

There was not wanting, however, another source of 
unrest-the danger of invasion by other tribes settled 
in the east. It is true, invasion might come even from 
the west. In proof of this see JEPHTHAH, J 5, and note 
Shishak's claim to have included in the sweep of his 
incursion trans-Jordanic cities such as Mahanaim (no. 
zz : Ma-ha-n-ma) and Penuel (no. 53 : Pe-nu-'a-ry) ; 
see SHISHAK. These, however, were isolated events. 
Gad usually looked to the west for fruits of peace. 

What people is referred to in the stories of Jephthah 
and Jair is not clear (see JEPHTRAH, where it is 
suggested that the people lived in Hauriin) ; but we 
know of three enemies that gave little rest. 

( i . )  WFthe r  the inroads of the Ammonites began 
with the time of Saul we do not know certainly. The 
7. From Amman. legend about the relationship of 

Ammon (Moab) and Israel may 
he late (see LOT). The measures'taken by DAW; 
(I 8, u )  must have given Gad some relief ; but there is no 
evidence that the relations with Ammon established by 
him continued long ; and it is not clear what they were. 

Winckler thinks (GIInr4)  that Shobi (2 S. 1727) was a king of 
Ammon ap ointed by David. Its king Ba:sa, however, is men- 
tioned by Jhalrnaneser 11. (COT 1127) as a vassal of Bir'idri of 
Damascus. Indeed, he seems to have been an Aramzzan from 
Beth-rehob (Wi. 1 214). Ammon probably remained dependent 
on Aram for long. Ultimately the place of Aram was taken by 
Assyria. Winckler therefore suggests that the attacks on Gilead 
also subject to Arani complained of by Amos (113.~5)  w e d  
instigated, or at leist countenanced, by Assyria, just as 

1 Elsewhere it is suggested that Jernbbaal was a Gadite and 
the city of Succoth which he took the frontier-fortress to\;ards 
the desert better kdown as Salhad ;see GIDEON). 

2 The literary history, and" therefore the meaning, of the 
references to unfriendly relations with Midian in Nu. 22 25 is 
obscure. 

3 On Jeroboam's fortification of Penuel see PENUEL, 
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Nehuchadrezzar may have been responsible for the raids that 
are said to have occurred in the reign of Jehoiakim (2 K. 2 4 ~ ) .  

(ii.) We have no means of determining with certainty 
whether Moab or Gad arrived from the desert earlier. 

8. Conflict In later times there prevailed in Israel a 
with Moab. belief that it was Moab ; but it has been 

maintained' that Moab thought it was 
Gad (MI 2. IO ; but see below, 5 8). 

A priori, perhaps, the probability is in favour of Gad's being 
the earlier (Wi. GI1 2033 45J ) 
which has been thought (Wi. GI1 204s 48, n. I) to refer to th; 
first arrival of Moab nowhere mentions Gad. In its present 
form, however, the x e n e  is laid W. of the Jordan.2 

Whichever of the tribes arrived first, Winckler's 
argument that a considerable interval must have 
intervened between their arrivals seems to be valid. 
The tribes had become too dissimilar to unite. The 
conflict of interests must ,therefore have led to struggles. 

What relations prevailed in the time of Saul we cannot say 
definitely (I S. 1447 is not authoritative ; see SAUL); but the 
fact that after the disaster at Gilhoa the royal seat was in 
Gilead (MAHANAIM= 'Ajlim?), could n i t  be indifferent to Moab. 
When we come down to the time of David we seem to reach an 
actual tradition of a subjugation of Moab (DAVID, $3 8), which 
must have relieved Gad of one source of anxiety. The subjuga- 
tion cannot have been as thorough as that of Edom (Wi. GI 
1206); but Gadites and other Israelites may at this time have 
settled north of the Arnon ( M I  Z. IO: &a). At what times 
this quiet prevailed, through Israel's being able to make its 
suzerainty effective, we do not know. Omri and Ahab were 
abje to maintain the upper hand, by the confession of Mesha 
himself.3 On the story of a punitory expedition by Ahab's 
younger son see JEHORAM (I) ; Moab continued to be a thorn 
in the flesh to Gad. Whether Moab was ever again subject to 
Israel is not clear (see JEROHOAM z). That during the reign of 
the house of Jehu, Mdab assurnei the r6le played in the days of 
Gideon by Midian, could not be stated on the authority of 2 K. 
1320 ; it IS not for such things that Amos threatens Moab (Am. 
2 1-3). On the other hand, Wincklerargues somewhat plausibly 
for an intervention on the part of Moab in the time of turmoil 
that preceded the fall of Samaria ( G l l a o 8 J )  See, further, 
MOAB. 

The 
struggle with them involved all North Israel (indeed, at 
9. with Syria. times, South Israel also) and is one 

aspect of its history ; but the details 
are obscure. On the history of the relations with 
nearer tribes, such as Maacah. Geshur, etc., see 
MACHIR. The great historic struggle was with 
Damascus, which was in the main successful in 
Gilead. The writers who brought the Book of Kings 
into the shape in which we read it knew nothing of the 
horrors experienced across the Jordan in the bitter 
struggle, and did not care to preserve a connected 
account of the contest5 Omri may have been, Baasha 
probably was, Ahab certainly was, a vassal of 
Damascus. This in no way interfered with Israel's 
relations towards Moab. The spirit that inspired 
the struggle with Benhadad was a desire to assert 
independence. Accordingly we need not suppose 
that Gilead was detached from Ephraim. Both were 
attached to Damascus (see OMRI, AHAB). If it was the 
accession of Hazael that tempted JEHORAM (p.v. ,  I) 
to revolt, he paid the penalty with his life.G Whether 
or not z K. 1032 warrants the statement that from the 
time of Jehu East Palestine belonged to Damascus (so 
Winckler), it is noteworthy that in Shallum, Menahem 
(PEKAHIAH ?) and Pekah, Gilead apparently set revolu- 
tionary kings on the throne of North Israel, Pekah 

1 G. H. B. Wright, Was Israel evw in Egyjt? 252 ; Guthe, 
GVI 46. 

2 On the question of the position of Seirath see SBIRATH. 
Winckler thinks that in one version of the story Eglon was 
slain somewhere on the eastern side. See further EGLOF. 

3 Mesha claims to have recovered ' the  land of Medeba' 
( M I  I 8) Ataroth (Io) Neb0 (14), ahaz (19) and Horonen (31): 
For the iwelve towns that herebud see lines'gx 13s 2 1 3  26A 
4 Israelitish writers might have had more to tell us about 

Gad. 
5 Hence the conflicting theories as to the identification of the 

city which was repeatedly the object of contention (see RAMOTH- 
GILEAD).. 
6 The indignation against the Aramzan policy felt in Israel 

appears in Ani. 1 3 .  

'The story of Eglon, indeed 

(iii.) On the other side were the Aramaeans. 

30. 
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receiving the active support of Rezin (because Menahem 
[or his son ?] remained loyal to Assyria ?). 

Inhabiting a tract of country ever exposed to the 
ravages of peoples of the desert ( 5  5). Gad could provide 

lo. Character a refuge for fugitives from the W. 
(ISHBAAL, DAVID) and rear a race of 

and history daring spirits (MENAHEM, PEKAH, 
SHALLUM) such as those whose warlike Of 

skill is praised in the poetical fragment preserved by the 
Chronicler (I Ch. 128) ; occupying a land fitted by nature 
for the rearing of cattle (§ 4) it could offer a home for the 
accumulation of wealth (RARZILLAI) ; but, if the primi- 
tive society which we may suppose to have lived on in 
such a retreat was able to produce a religious enthusiast 
and send him forth to champion the old against the 
innovations of an Ahab (on the question of the origin of 
ELIJAH see col. 1270, n. I), there is at least no evidence 
of its ever having made any contribution to the literature 
of Israel.2 I t  is not so certain, however, that it may 
not have had a contribution to make to the development 
of its civilisation. The very insecurity of life may have 
produced a greater willingness to submit to the limita- 
tions of monarchy than is characteristic of Ephraim 
(Jephthab, Saul, David ; see Wi. GI  151 n.). If 
Winckler's solution of the mystery of Jabesh-Gilead 
should be accepted (for a different view see SAUL) the 
true foundation of monarchy in N. Israel, and con- 
sequently in all Israel, was really laid east of Jordan. 

Communication between the trans-Jordanic lands and 
the highlands of Ephraim being easy (see EPHRAIM, 
5 3f., JORDAN, § 7),4 the eastern tribes, although they 
took no part in the fight celebrated in Judg. 5, became 
closely linked with northern IsraeL5 When at  last 
Ephraim succumbed before the advance of Assyria, Gad 
shared or rather anticipated its fortunes (see TIGLATH- 
PILESER). The change thus produced was radical (see 
AMMON, 

Henceforth we hear of Gilead as a laud where Israel 
used to dwell (Mic. 7 14) and whither it might return 
(Zech. ~ O I O ) ,  where later there were Jews ( I  Macc. 5) 
-but not of Gad : Gad was a tradition of the past,6 
or a dream of the future (Ezek. 48 Rev. 7 5 ) .  

An unfortunate consequence of the failure of the 
Eastern Israelites to leave any literary remains is that 

we are almost entirely confined, for 
our knowledge of them and their 
traditions, to such hints as western 

about writers have chosen to give. From 
what has been said (§ 5 ,  begin.) it is obvious how little 
we can hope to learn of the actual condition of things 
east of Jordan from any of the contributors to the 
Hexateuch. 

Most of the legends about the early settlements of 
Israel in western Palestine seem to be connected with 
some sanctuary or other. In the E. too there were of 
course sanctuaries : Penuel, Succoth, Ramah of Gilead 
(its very name shows its character: see RAMOTH- 
GILEAD), Mahanaim (probably) ; see further, SHITTIM, 
PISGAH, NEBO, BETH-PEOR (on Goren Ha-Atad 
see ABEL-MIZRAIM), ZEPHON, MIZPAH. We  have 
perhaps contemporary testimony to such local 
sanctuaries in Hosea (68 1211 [rz]; but the text is 
doubtful : see GILEAD, 2). There are seldom, how- 
ever, the clear local traditions that we find in the W. 

1 Guthe, however, argues conversely that the Gileadite kings 
re resented the anti-Aramzan party (GVI 188). 

3 In the forthcoming second vol. of his GI. 
4 On the strange genealogical linking of the Zilpite Gad with 

the Leah tribes see ZILPAH, REUBEN. 
5 When David succeeded to the Benjamite kingdom therefore, 

his rule extended in time across the Jordan. In 'the list of 
Solomon's prefects we read (see @) of one for the land of Gilead 
(see GEBER, z), one at RAMOTH-GILEAD (q.~.), and one at 
Mahanaim. 
6 We can understand how one of the writers called P said 

(Josh: 1325) that Gad inhabited half the land of the sons of 
Ammon (see, however, AMMON, 0 3). 

55, MOAB, ISRAEL, $ 32). 

ll. Sanctuaries 
and theories 

See, however, EZEKIEL i., $1 I. 
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Probably the reason is one we have referred to already : 
our literature was all- produced in the W. If any old 
tradition underlies the story of the altar in Josh. 22, 
it has been quite obscured. It  is even a question on 
which side of the river- the altar is represented to have 
been. JABESH [q. v . ] ,  which may have been a sanctuary, 
and must have been a place of considerable influence, 
is linked strangely with Benjamin (see above, 

It would appear that the writers of the Hexateuch, 
who regarded the eastern population as a part of Israel 
just as truly as the western, were much perplexed to 
account for their not being in ' the land of Israel' : 
Ezek. 4718 (Co. Ezechiel) seems to regard Jordan 
as separating ' the land of Israel' from Gilead. Such 
a problem had its attractions. It is all the more 
necessary to be circumspect in dealing with the solutions 
that were offered. 

Where the writers formally give'a reason they agree in sug- 
gesting that the East-Jordan trioes were (in some unexplained 
way) distinguished from the other tribes by being pastoral and 
that they asked for, and received perinksion to settle in', the 
pre-eminently pastoral eastern plateau. We need not wonder 
a t  this inversion of cause and effect : it is inevitable in such 
nai've philosophy of history. A question that seems to have 
awakened considerable interest was whether there was in this 
settlement beyond Jordan any blame. The answer given 
was that it would have been blameworthy had the tribes simply 
remained behind, but that as a matter of fact they crossed over 
with their brethren and then returned. According to one ver- 
sion, however, they did this after censure by Moses at  their own 
suggestion (Nu. 32 6 16), whereas according to another it was a t  
the direction of Moses (Dt. 3 18-20). 

A favourable view of the conduct of the eastern tribes 
finds hearty expression in the saying incorporated in the 
' Blessing of Moses' (Dt. 3 3 z o J ) .  

It may have read somewhat 
as follows :- 

IO). 

The text is uncertain in places. 

Blessed is he that gives room for Gad. 
[Gad] has let himself down 2 [but] like a lion(ess) ; 
He rends arm and crown. 
He looked him out the first-fruits of the land, 
For a portion [fit] for a leader was there : 
But he came [hither] a t  the people's head : 
YahwB's righteous acts he wrought 
And his or.~inances with Israel. 

It might be asked : Are we to connect these stories 
with other hints of a movement eastwards (see MACHIR, 
REUBEN), and infer from them that there was a theory 
that the Israelites E. of the Jordan reached Gilead from 
the Ephraimite side ? and if 
there was it was no doubt a pure guess. On the other 
hand, the degree of probability of the story that the 
settlement of Gad was earlier than the entrance of 
Joseph into W. Palestine will be estimated variously 
by different minds. It may be asked, Must not the 
tribes farthest E. be those that arrived last?4 It  is 
not impossible, on the other hand, that Gad came no 
later than Joseph, but was content, or was forced, to 
remain in Gilead while Joseph pressed over. 

The view prevailing among the various writers who 
have contribiited to the Hexateuch is that Gad obtained 
possession of its home E. of the Jordan by conquest. 
Every one of the peoples whom Israel knew on the E. 
of the Jordan is represented in some story or other as 
unfavourable to the settlement ; see AMMON, MOAB, 
MIDIAN. The most popular story, however, seems to 
have been that most of the territory was found in the 
possession of Amorites. 

According to J 5 Moses after sending to spy out Jaazer, drove 
the Atnorite4 oui of its ;owns (Nu. 21 32) and took them and 
settled in all the Amorites' cities : in Heshhon and all its towns 
(v. 25  ; on v. 26 see below). According to E, Israel asked Sihon 
to allow them to traverse his territory (Nu. 21 ZI A), and when 

It  is not very likely ; 

1 Compare the contrast between ' land of Canaan ' and ' land 
of Gilead' in Josh. 22 g [PI ; also 22 11 (end), whatever view of 
the position of the altar be taken. 

2 Taken, perhaps, from thk saying in the Song of Deborah 
(Judg. 5 17). 

3 Judg. 12 46 could not be cited in confirmation ; the text is 
corrupt. See SHIBBOLETH and cp Bu. Moore, ad Zoc. 

4 Compare Winckler, GI'l45. 
6 According to Stade a late addition. 
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he refused defeated him at  Jahaz and occupied his territory 
from Arnon to Jabbok til 23.24~). 

There were historical difficulties, however : the most 
prominent trans-Jordanic element was Moab ; moreover 
Israel obtained possession of lands far N. of the 
Heshbon district. 

A later writer, therefore explains that the district of Heshbon 
as far S. as the Arnon dad heen won for the Amorites from 
Moab (v. 26) ; and in later documents it is represented that the 
northern portiori was ruled by a certain Og whose chief cities 
were Edrei and Ashtaroth (see Oc). 

That at Jahaz and about Edrei tradition told of  great 
battles once having been fought near by is not unlikely. 
On the other hand, the story that the fights were with 
Amorites has been variously estimated.z What we 
have learned of the Amurri from the Amarna letters 
makes it more plausible than it was (cp Wi. GI 151-54); 
see SIHON. 

In  contrast with the prevailing story that ' Heshbon and all 
the towns thereof' (Nu. 21 25, J) or Jaazer and the towns 
thereof' (v. 32, J), were taken fro; the Anlorites by all Israel 
we find the statement that [all] Gilead was taken from thd 
Amorites by Machir 3 (Nu. 32 39-41; ultimate source uncertain). 
On Josh. 13 25 see above, col. 1584, n. 5. 

The later historiographers had lost the thread of 
events .in the trans- Jordanic territory, and until (or 
unless) some further sources of information become 
available, all we can regard as certain is that the popula- 
tion among which Gad and the other clans and tribes 
ultimately reckoned to Israel were settled, was very 
heterogeneous. 

As has been hinted (5 8), Winckler thinks that the earliest 
story represented Gad and Reuben as settled in territory that 
had been Midianitish (cp GI 148), not Moabitish. 

Some addition to our stock of local traditions would 
be obtained if we could regard the mention of certain 
places in the stories of the arrival of Israel E. of the 
Jordan as owing their origin to traditions actually current 
at those places. To do so, however, seems somewhat 
precarious. We cannot be sure, for example, that there 
was really any place that boasted of being the burial- 
place of Moses ; Gad may have been content to assign 
the figure of that hero to the twilight period preceding 
the arrival of their fathers in the home known to history 
(see MOSES). On the question of the date of the arrival 
of Gad, see above (5s 11, 8). 

To attempt to assign to Gad a definite territory is 
useless. The conflicting statements found in the Hexa- 
12. Geographical teuch and the references to the same 

subject in the historical books arc, 
in their present form at least, the details. 

work of men who had no real knowledge of the early 
conditions E. of Jordan. 

According to Nu. 32 Reuben and Gad were impressed with 
the desirableness of ' the land of JAZER and the land of Gilead 
(z,. z), ' the  land which Yahwi: smote hefore the congregation 
of Israel ' (a. 4) as ' a place (land) for cattle,' and Gad and 
Reuben asked Moses and Eleazar the ptiest and the princes of 
the congregation that it should be given to them: v. 3 identifies 
the land with nine towns: 'Ataroth, Dihon, Jazer, Nimrah, 
Heshbon, Elealeh Sebam Neho Beon. According to v. 33 
(minus the interiolation)' Mose; actually gave them 'the 
kingdom of Sihon ,king of the Amorites and the kingdom of 
Og king of Bashan ; an interpolator adds that they were given 
to Gad Reuben and half Manasseh. In vu. 34-38 we read 
that th; nine todns asked for in v. 3 were rebuilt, the last Slve 
by REUBEN the first four (which appear elsewhere Is. 15 f: 
Jer. 48, as hoabitish) by Gad, who also built fo& others : 
AROER, ATROTH-SHOPHAN (unknown), JOGBEHAH (cp Judg. 

1 T o  suppose that there was really a t  Ashteroth-Karnaim a 
local tradition of an early Elamitic invasion (Gen. 14) would be 
unwise (see CHEDORLAOMER). 

2 Favourably by Wellhausen, Winckler and others, unfavour- 
ably by Meyer Stade and others. 

3 [It may h; asked whether the story of Machir who took 
Gilead and dispossessed the Amorites is not due to amisunder- 
standing of a n  old tradition that Manassites possessed them- 
selves of the strong city of Salbad, both Machir and Gilead 
being very possibly corruptions of Salhad. The process af 
corruption of names seems to have hegun very early, and diKer- 
ent corrupt fragments of the same name were actually taken 
to represent different persons not only in the genealogies of 
Chronicles, but even in earlidr writings. The occurrence of 
' Machir ' in Judg. 5 14 is a problem which requires fuller con- 
sideration.-T. K. c.1 
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GAD 
8 Id),  and BETH-HARAN (cp Josh. 1327) of which the first 
is Moabite elsewhere (Jer. 4819). The) first of each group 
is claimed by Mesha as Moahite (Daihon, M I  ll. I 28 ; Aroer, 
I .  26), and Ataroth as a conquest, whilst Josh. 13 16 f: assigns 
Aroer, Daibon, and Heshbon to Reuben. 

Finally, an attempt is made in the Hexateuch to 
,delimit the territory given by Moses to Gad. 

Apparently it is made to include the whole of the E. side of 
the Jordan valley and the uplands between Heshbon and 
RAMATH-MIZPEH ;caching as far E. as the upper course of 
the  Jabhok (Josh. 13 24-28). See further REUBEN, MANASSEH, 
MACHIR. According to one of the writers called P, Ramoth- 
Gilead, Mahanaim, Heshhon, and Jaazer were Gadite levitical 
cities (Josh. 21 38f:). 

For a list of Moabite cities referred to in the prophetic 
writings, see MOAB. 

The genealogy of Gad in Gen. 46 16 =Nu. 26 15 con- 
tains seven names.l 

Zephon suggests the place-name Z A P H ~ N  [q.~.]; Haggi might 
be the clan from which came the mother of Adonijah (see, 

however, HAGGITK) : David was well re- 
13. Genealogies, ceived E. of the Jordan when the son of 

Maacah rebelled against him; Shuni ( q w )  
maybeacorruptionofSharonite(q1~; cp I Ch.516; M I L  13;  
see. SHARON); Ozni (Nu.) and Ezbon (Gen.) may be merely 
variants. ' Eri ' (31~)  may be half of ' Aroerite ' (qy iy  ' Josh. 
1325);Z'Arel may be really Uriel (cp JERUBBAAL, who was 
perhaps a Gadite). 

The passage in which the genealogy in I Ch. 5 occurs 
is plainly corrupt. 

Possibly Gad's genealogy really begins a t  v. 13 (see REUBEN) 
with a group of seven names (one of which is yxa !). 71.14 
appears to say that these seven are sons of a certain Ahihail, 
whose genealogy is then traced. Among the links we find 
Gilead and Michael (both, it is maintained elsewhere [ZELO- 
PHEHAD] corruptions of the same name-Salhad) 3 Jeshishai 
(corrupteh from Manasseh4) Jahdo Buz-Ahi (@BX Ahihuzs ; 
see KEMUEL, Uz, and cp AH;) Abdidl, Guni. All these 'dwel; 
in Gilead in Bashan, and in h h  towns,' etc. ; whether 'Gilead 
is the original word is disputed (see ZELOPHEHAD). 

Not many personal names are definitely assigned to 
Gad. 

The list of eleven attached by the Chronicler to the poetical 
fragment referred to above ( 0  ID) does not seem to be of value. 
In  P's list of ' spies ' we have Geuel, son of Machi. The omis- 
sion of a prince ( ~ 9 ~ 1 )  of Gad (and Reuben) from P's list of 
dividers of western Palestine in Nu. 34 17-28, needs no explana- 
tion. H. W. H. 

GAD (72, 5 57 ; rah [BAL]), a seer (cp PROPHECY) 
.especially devoted to the interests of king David, 
t o  whom he gave warning of the divine displeasure at 
the famous census, and whom he afterwards directed to 
raise an altar on a certain threshing-floor (z S. 2 4 1 1 3  
=I  Ch. 2 1 9  8). In the description of him as ' the 
prophet Gad, David's seer,' the title ' the prophet' 
seems to be a later insertion (H. P. Smith, following 6" 
and Ch. ), derived from I S. 22 5 where ' the prophet ' 
Gad i s  represented as warning David to seek a refuge in 
Judah (see MIZPEH, 3). The latter passage is, accord- 
ing to Budde, a late addition. In z Ch. 2 9 2 5  Gad 
appears as concerned in the regulation of the musical 
service in the temple, and in I Ch. 2 9 2 9  as a historian 
(see Driver, Zntuud. 5zSf:, and cp CHRONICLES, 5 6 [I], 

GAD (14). Is, 6511 EVmg,, RV FORTUNE (4.v.) .  

GADARA (TA r ahapa ) ,  Gadarenes, Mk. 5 1  Lk. 
8 2 6 3 7 ,  AV; Mt. 828  (RV). For Greek readings see 
GERASENES. 

I t  has been shown elsewhere (GERASENES) that, though ' Gadarenes ' is probably correct in M:, the original tradition 
spoke of ' the country of the'oerasenes. The vigorous defence 
however, of the reading Gadarenes' by Keim ( /em wo; 
Nazara, 2 531) is reason enough for devoting some space to the 

HISTORICAL LITERATURE, 5 14). T. K. C. 

GAIUS 

~ 

1 The Book of Jubilees (44 21) calls them eight hut the present 
text has only six names. 

a Compare, however, the Benjamite name Iri(q*y), also follow- 
ing Ezbon in I Ch. 7 7 (BENJAMIN, 8 9 ii. u). 
3 More strictly of Salhad and Salecah respectively. For 

Michael Pesh. reads 'Machir.' [In fact, l?>n itself might he a 
corruption of 1 2 5 ~  = Salhad, and $n*a,y of Ze1ophehad.- 

Gad's wife's name is &ven : Mzha. 

T. K. C.] 
4 in fell out after 13. 
6 @L omits Ahi, and Pesh. omits several names. 
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famous city of the Decapolis called Gadara (now M&s), which, 
moreover, plays a certain part in Jewish history. Gadara lies 1194 
feet above sea-level near the western edge of the Bashan plateau 
& miles from the jordan, ahout midway between the Y a r m d  
(Hieromax) and the Wady el-'Arab. I t  was captured by 
Antiochus the Great in his first invasion of Palestine in 218 B.C. 
(Polyb. 5 71) and again, after a ten months' siege by Alexander 
Jannieus ( Jb .  Ant. xiii.33 Bji.42). Under jewish rule it 
does not seem to have flourdhed ; Pompey restored it, after his 
Syrian campaign in 64-63 B.C. (Jos. Ant. xiv. 4 4, B j i .  7 7), and 
Augnstus gave it to Herod in 30 B.C. (Ant. xv. 7 3  B j i .  20 3). 
After the death of Herod it came under the immediate suzerainty 
of Rome (Ant. xvii. 11 4, Bji i .  6 3). At the beginning of the 
Jewish war it was laid waste by one of the Jewish generals (Jos. 
B/ ii. 18 I) ; but a t  a later stage the Gadarenes asked and received 
from Vespasian a Roman garrison(B3iv. 7 3). Josephus speaks 
of it as  rr6hrs 'Ehhqvk (Ant. xvii. 11 4 Bj i i .  6 3),  and pvrpdnoh~s 
TGS mpuias (Bjiv. 7 3). That its ter;itory extended as  far as  to 
the sea of Galilee seems to be shown by the frequent occurrence 
of the figure of a ship on its coins, and perhaps also by the 
mention of a vaupaxia upon one coin. 

Gadara was for several centuries the seat of a bishopric (Geogr. 
Sac. S. P a d .  307 ; Rel. Pal. 776). It  fell to ruins soon after 
the Mohammedan conquest and has now been deserted for 
centuries save for a few families of shepherds who occasionally 
find a dome in its rock-hewn tonibs. Th; ruins occupy a 
narrow and high ridge which projects from the mountains 
of Gilead. On its norihern side is the deep valley of the 
Hieromax, now called Sheri'at el-ManBdireh; on the west is 
the Jordan valley; and on the south is a glen called Wady 
el-'Arab running parallel to the Hieromax. The ruins crown 
the rid&, and as  it declines in elevation towards the east, the 
site is strong and commanding. The space occiipied by the city 
is about two miles in circuit ; and there are traces of the ancient 
wall all round. 

GADDI (973, § 57, abbrev. for GADDIELO) ; 
raAA[s]l [BAL]), a Manassite (Nu. 1311 [I.]). See 
MACCABEES 1.. 3, n. Cp GAD i., col. 1579, end. 

GADDIEL (&l;1, ' Godis Fortune,' $j 31 ; Hommel, 
very unhappily, 'my grandfather is God' [AHT 3001 after Ar. 
jaddtsn, 'grandfather ; you8iyh [BAL], you& [Fll), a Zebu- 
lunite (Nu.3310 1111). Cp. GAD i., col. 1579, end. 

GADDIS (rahhic [VAI, rahhei [?I), ~ w n a m e  of 
John the Maccabee. 

GADPLY is the plausible rendering of RVmS for 
]"-Jj7, kt're!, Jer. 4620 (EV DESTRUCTION), following 
Hitzig, Graf, Keil ; cp Chrysostom, Field's Hex. 2708. 
Mic. 213,  however, suggests that @!Ye: was originally 
yfs, ' an invader. ' 

The versions have : dndunaupa [BNAQI, ; ~ K W T ~ L ' < W U  IAq., 
Symm.], stimulator [Vg.], DIU [Pesh.l-Le., ' a  host.' 
Schultens compares Ar. &Zris, a species of Cimex. See Ges. 
Tlzes. add. III. 

See MACCABEES I , ,  5 3, n. 

T. K. C. 

GAD1 ('78 ; rahA[s]i [BLI, rehbei  [Au. 141, rahhel 
[Avid. u. IT]), father of Menahem ( z  K. 1514.17). 

The analogy of 'hen Jabesh ' (see SHALLUM, 1) in u. 13 sug- 
gests that ' Gadi ' expresses the local or tribal name of Menahem. 
Render 'a Gadite' (Klo.); but cp NAMES, 0 57. T. I(. c. 

GADITE ('?;?), Deut. 312. See GAD, I. 

GAHAM (Prig ; TAAM [AD], rAAM [LIP rAhaMOC 
[Jos.]), a Nahorite clan (Gem 2214).  From its ,position 
between Tebah (Tu6iki) and Tahash (Tekir) ,  Gaham 
should be a disguise of Hamath. The loss of the final 
n is intelligible, but the prefixed 2 remains a riddle. 

T. IC. C. 

GAHAR (7nJ : rasp [A]), family of NETHINIM in 
the great post-exilic list (see EZRA, ii. 5 y), Ezra 247 (ynd [E], 
yayp [Ll)=Neh.. 749  (om. BN, yaqh [L])=I Esd. 5 3 0  (yaqh 
[Ll), EV possibly CATHUA (4.u.) or  GEDDUR (but cp 
GIDDEL, I). 

GAI ("3, without the article, therefore representing 
a place-name; r&I [A], but r& [BL]-i.e., m), the 
spot to which the men of Israel pursued the Philistines 
after the death of Goliath ( I  S. 175.). Wellhausen, 
Driver, Budde, Klostermann, and others agree in 
reading ' Gath ' for ' Gai.' Whether the verse is even 
then restored to its original form is doubtful (see We. 
ad luc,). Cp GATH, SHAAIIAIM, I. 

GAIUS (raioc [Ti. WH]). 
I. A Corinthian, baptized by Paul (I Cor. 114). In grateful 
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GAIUS GALATIA 
That Timothy was of Lystra, is no doubt a common opinion. but 
it is not certain that Kai cis A&T~UV is not an interpretatio; (see 
Blass, and cp TIMOTHY). 

3. Gaius ‘the beloved’ (b  & ~ u T ? T ~ s ) ,  to whom 3 Jn. is 
addressed ; cp EPISTOLARY LITERATURE, 8 7. Of his person- 
ality nothing is known. T. K. C. 

GALAAD ( raAa&A [AHV]), I Macc. 5 9  etc., RV 

GALAL ($5; ; rahaah [B], r W h H ?  [AI). 
GILEAD [ q . ~ . ,  I]. 

I. A Levite, apparently in theline ofAsaph, in the list of inhabit- 
ants of Jerusalem (see EZRA ii., 5 5 [b], 5 15 [I] a), I Ch. 9 15 
(ya6ep [L]). The name is, however, corrupt, see HERESH and 
cp MATTANIAH, 2. 

2. A Levite in the line of Jeduthun in list of inhabitants of 
Jerusalem (EZRA ii., $5 5 [h], $ 15 [I] a), I Ch. 916 (yahah [Ll) 
=Neh. 11 17 (yaheh [Nc.a mg. SUP.], yaheK [Ll, BA om.). 

acknowledgment of his hospitality to Christians Paul calls him 
‘my host, and of the whole church’ (Rom. 16 23). According to 
Ori,gen (ad Zoc.) this Gaius afterwards became bishop of Thessa- 
lonica’ the grounds of this statement are unknown. The list of 
the se;enty disciples by pseudo-Dorotheus contains a Gaius, who 
is said to have succeeded Timothy as bishop of Ephesus. I t  is 
not worth while to support this by the theory that Rom. 16 
where Gaius is referred to, was addressed to the Ephesiad 
Church. 

z. A Gentile Christian. who went with Paul to Miletus (Acts 

a Macedonian ‘-being very ill-supported). Many scholars (e.g. 
Salmond, in Hastiugs’ D B  28oa)suppose two different persons t; 
be referred to ; hut the two passages stand so close together that 
this is improbable. I t  is necessary to read either Aepaabc 61 
T L ~ ~ ~ E O S  (Blass, after Valckenar) or x d  AeppS. Tip. (Lachmann). 

GALATIA’ 
CONTENTS 

A.  HISTORY OF GALATIA 

Roman Intervention ( 5  z J ) .  Settlement of Celts (J I). Settlement of Jews (J 4). 

B. GALATIANS OF THE EPISTLE AND ACTS 

11. Case f o r  North Galatian Theoty. 
General Case for North Galatian Theory (5  8). 
Any Churches in North Galatia? ($6 9-19), 
New Testament references suit Nor& Calatia best ($5 20.31). I I. Case f o r  South Galatian Theory. 

Geographical Nomenclature ($ 5). 
Difficulty of Accepted View ($5 6). 
South Galatian Theory($ 7). 

C. GALATIANS ELSEWHERE (§ 32). 
Literature (5  33). 

MAP. 
Asia Minor, with the political divisions about 50 A.D. (after col. 1592) 

A. HISTORY OF GALATIA. 

T h e  mimation which left a settlement of Celts - 
1, settlement islanded in Asia Minor was the last 

phase of a movement of which the in- 
roads into Italv h o  B.C. I and Greece of Celts. 

, \-, 
(279 B.c.) were episodes ; but its history is known only 
in outline. 

In 280 B.C. the Celtic bands overran Macedonia killing the 
brave Ptolemy Ceraunus who rashly opposed them h t h  inferior 
force. The main horde under Brennus and Acichorius pene- 
trated Greece proper. but being repulsed in IEtolia and before 
Delphi retired northGardiagain and uniting with their brethren 
in the ‘neighbourhood of Byzaitium determined to cross into 
Asia Minor. In this design they succeeded, being assisted by 
Nicomedes I. of Bithynia, who concluded a treaty with the 
seventeen Celtic chiefs, securing their aid against his brothers. 

T h e  invaders must have seized immediately at  least 
some part of the country known afterwards as  Galatia. 
Our authorities represent its seizure as  coming somewhat 
later ; but the survival of the Celts as a nation implies 
the possession of some place of deposit for their wives 
and children during those early years. 

With their settlement on the uplands of the interior the Celts 
entered upon the second stage of their history, forming a true 
robber-state, from which bands of marauders issued systematic- 
ally to fall upon the rich city-territories of western Asia. 
According to Livy (38 I€.), tl;e three tribes cast lots for the region 
in which each plundered : this may not be true. but certainly all 
Asia Minor within the Taurus was at  their mkrcy for the next 
fifty years, and the kings were fain to purchase partial immunity 
from their raids by the hwrardous device of employing them as 
mercenaries in their armies (Polyh. 553 65 ; Justin, 252).  

A change came with the victories of the Pergamene kings 
(especially those of Attalus I. gained between 240 and 230 B.C. 
The inscriptionsreveal several victories : cp Livy, 3817, Aiialzrs 
eos rex s q b e f d i t  fugauitque. They are closely connected 
with an important chapter of Greek Art). The main result was 
toconfine theCelts within definite limits (Paus. i. 8 I ; Strabo567) : 
henceforth they were restricted to Galatia proper, and their 
historical influence was exerted mainly indirectly. 

The  Celts occupied the NW.  part of the great plateau 
constituting the interior of Asia Minor (cp Holm, Gr.  
Hist., ET, 4963). T h e  range having no distinctive 
name, of which the last member to the W .  is the 
Mysian Olympus, separated them from Bithynia and 
1 Fahada [Ti. WH] only in Gal. l a  I Cor. 161 I Pet. 1 I .  

GALATIANS, I’ah&aL [Ti. WHIin Gal. 3 I ; GALATIAN, I’aharLKd 
[Ti. WH] in Acts 16 8 18 23. 
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Pontus. On the E. the Halys (KiziE ~ V Z Q ~ ) ,  the 
greatest river of Asia Minor, on the W. the Sangarius 
(SURQY~U), ran through deep gorges to the Black Sea, 
dividing the land of the Celts into three nearly equal 
portions. 

The Trocmi settled E. of the Halys, round Tavium (Nefez 
Keuz) ; the Tectosages between the two rivers, around Ancyra 
(A~g5ra ) ;  the Tolistobogii 1 W. of the Sangarius round Pessinus 
(Bala Hissar). The territory of the three tribes formed a rough 
rectangle, extendingabout 2w m. from E. to W. On the S. lay 
the Axylon, or treeless steppes of Lycaonia, and the plateau of 
Iconium (Konia), in the E. part of which is the salt lake Tatta. 

T h e  importance of the Celts was due entirely to their 
geographical situation. The three tribes held in their 
hands the old Royal Road from Ephesus, by way of 
Pessinus, Ancyra and Pteria (Boghaz Keui, near Tavium), 
to the Euphrates (Rams. Hist. Geogr. ofAM27f.) .  

The alternative and more direct route following ‘the one easy 
path that nature has made between the Bgean coast and the 
high grounds of the plateau ’ (ib., and 49), through S. Phrygia 
and Lycaonia, was only in the infancy of its development ; con- 
sequently the Greek cities of western Asia Minor, and those of 
Syria and Cilicia, were partially severed from one another, so 
that the former escaped the blighting shadow of Seleucid auto. 
cracy (Holm, op. cit. 498J). 

Strabo (567) gives a sketch of the Galatian political 
organisation. 

Each tribe was divided into four clans (cp the Helvetii, C a .  
BG1 IZ), ruled by a tetrarch under whom were a judge and a 
general the latter with two subordinates. The general council 
of the iwelve tetrarchies consisted of 300 men, ‘who met at  a 
place called Drynemetum (=Drjwneimheidh, the temple of 
the oaks’ according to Perrot, Ea@. arch. de la Galatie, 182, 
who locates it near Assarli-Kaya, 7 hrs. SW. ofAncyra. Holder, 
however [Altkelt. S$mclischatz], regards Dry- as merely an 
intensive prefix, and nemeton as=sanctuary. Cp Rams. in 
Bull. de Cow. Hell. 1898, p., 2343). This assembly was 
principally a high court of justice ; in other respects the clans 
were mdependent. By Roman times this old system had quite 
disappeared. (See especially on this subject Ramsay, Hisf. 
Comm. on Gal. 723). 

The commanding position of the Galatians upon the 

2, Roman old route, and on the flank of the new 
intervention, one, explains the necessity for the puni- 

tive expedition of the Roman consul 
Cn. Manlius Vulso (189 B.c.,  Livy, 38123). 
1 The form Tolistobogii is usual in inscriptions and coins of 

the Roman period and is found in early authorities. In early 
inscriptions the form Tolistoagii is given. 
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This broke their power, and apparently they partially suc- 

cumbed to Ariarathes of Cappadocia and the rulers of Pontus 
(Van Gelder, Galaf. res. 2 5 7 3 ,  Polyb. 31 13). Their losses on 
this side were balanced, however, according to Rams. Stud. 
BibZ.449x ,  by the conquest of the Lycaonian tetrarchy, con- 
taining Iconium and thirteen other cities (cp Pliny, HN 5 95 ai id 
Ptol. v. 410 who calls it rrpamrhqppivq, ' the added territory'). 
This was probably about 160 B.C. 

During the latter part of the second century B.C. the Galatians 
seem to have been under the ascendancy of Pontns-that is to 
say, the Pontic party among the Galatians themselves was 
triumphant. Then came a national reaction. At any rate 
the Romans in their struggle with the Pontic sultan found no 
allies more faithful than the Galatians, and 'by the side of the 
command of Mithridates to murder the Italians went the 
massacre of the whole Galatian nobility '(Momms. Prou. of X. 
En@. [ET] 1339). 

In 64 B.C., when the contest with Mithridates was 
ended, Pompeius established over the Celts three 
tetrarchs ( a  misuse of the title, see above). Of these, 
the most successful and prominent was Deiotarus of the 
Tolistobogii, who gradually made himself supreme over 
the other two tribes, and after temporary eclipse during 
Caesar's lifetime was finally recognised by the Romans 
as king of Galatia (died in 41 B.c.). 

In  39 B.C., Amyntas, formerly a secretary of King 
Deiotarus, was made king of Pisidia (including Antioch) 
by Antonius, who between 39 and 36 B. c. disposed of 
kingdoms with a high hand in Asia Minor (App. BC 
5 7 5 ) .  In 36 B.C. Amyntas was given in addition Galatia 
proper, with Isauria, part of Pamphylia, and W.  Cilicia, 
a s  well as  the Lycaonian plain intervening between his 
Pisidian and his Galatian domains, so that Iconium 
and Lystra were both under his sway (Dio Cass. 4 9 3 2 ) .  

The manifest ability of Amyntas as an instrument of Roman 
policy caused Augustus to confirm the Celtic prince in his 
kingdom, notwithstanding that he had fought for Antonius at 
Actium. He was also given a free hand on the non-Roman part 
of his frontiers. Soon therefore he made himself master of 
Derbe, which had been seized by Antipater (once Cicero's friend ; 
Ep. ad Fam. 13 73). 

In  25 B.C. the whole question of Roman policy in 
central Asia Minor had to be faced anew, for Amyntas 
met his death unexpectedly in an expedition against the 
Homonades, an independent tribe in Mt. Taurus. 

The  death of Amyntas threw the burden of govern- 
ing his vast territories upon the Romans themselves 

3. Galatia (Dio Cass. 5326). Marcus Lollius was 
~ Province. the first governor of the new province ; 

but its organisation was not completed 
before 20 B. c. Pamphylia was separated from Galatia 
and put under a governor of its own (Dio Cass. 5326). 
Various dynasts were recognised as  rulers of the parts 
adjacent on the NE. and SE. frontiers : Polemon ruled 
over Pontus, whilst Cilicia Tracheiotis, with eastern 
Lycaonia, including Kastabala and Kybistra, the old 
eleventh Strate,aia,l was attached to the kingdom of 
Archelaus of Cappadocia (Strabo, 535 537; App. B. 
Mithr. 105). In course of time, however, these parts 
were absorbed one after another and attached to Galatia 
Provincia. 

Additions to Province. 

Only three tetrarchs escaped. 

5 B.C. Paphlagonia (the district round Mt. Olgassys 
[ U&az Da&] with the cities Gangra and Andrapa) 
after the death of Qeiotarus brother of Castor (cp 
Rams. in Rm. des Et. Gr., 1894, p. 251 ; Reinach, 
Rev. Nunzism. '91, p. 395). 

z. B.C. Amasia and Gazelonitis, together with the domain of 
Atepork (cp Rams. Hisf. Comm. IZIJ). 

34/35 A.D. Komana Pontica. This region together with that of 
Amasia is called as a whole Pontus GaZatzcws 
(Ptol: v. 63)  ,as distingnished from Pontus PoZe 
nzonzacus-z.e. the part of Pontus governed by 
King Polemon.' 

41 A.D. Derbe and the Lycaonian part of the eleventh 
Strafegia of Cappadocia transferred to Galatia 1,y 
Claudius on the restoration of Antiochus IV. (see 
DERBE). 

which retained its 'title even after incorporatio; 
63 A.D. Pontus Polemoniums the kingdom of Polemon 11. 

(Ptol. v. 04). 

1 The eleventh Strategiu dated probably from 129 R.C. (cp 
Justin 37 I ) .  it originally included also Derbe and Laranda. 
See Rkmsay: Hist. Comm. 64f: 106f: 
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T h e  core of the province was constituted by the old 
kingdom of Amyntas,-;.e., the territory of the thrce 
Celtic tribes with eastern Phrygia, Pisidia, Issuria, and  
Lycaonia,-so that all the towns mentioned in Acts 1 3 5  
as visited by Paul (except those of Pamphylia) belonged 
at  that time to the Province Galatia. 

There is no literary evidence as  to the constitution 
imposed upon the Province, and inscriptions other than 
epitaphs are rare in Galatia (see Anderson in J HeZL 

The governor was a Zegafvs Augrrsfi  YO pretove-i.e., the 
province was imperial, but there were no legions within its 
borders. Ancyra, as being the old home of the Galatian 
kings, far exceeding then as now (cp Murray, Handb. to A M  
IS), the other towns'of the province in wealth, was the official 
capital. It  had been an important city even before the Celts 
entered the country (3H.S 1948). In S.  Galatia 
Antioch (Colonia Ccesareia Antiocheia) was a sort of secondar; 
capital, for it was in this region that the work of Romanisation 
was specially active from IO B.C. to 50 A.D.,  as is clear from the 
number of Roman colonies founded by Augustus about 6 B.C. 
(besides Antioch Lystra and Parlais in Lycaonia, Cremna in 
Pisidia, $omam,'and Olbasa further W. Cp CZL 3, Suppl. no. 
6974). These were connected by a system of roads which 
radiated from Antioch as the military centre of the whole 
of southern Galatia' (Rams. Hist. Geogr. o f  A M  398 J). 
Under succeeding Emperors especially Claudins, this policy 
was continued, and several ci&es(e.g., Derbe and Iconium) were 
remodelled and renamed in Roman fashion. 

In  a special way the southern part of the province 

stud. 19 5.f: ). 

was important in Paul's time. 
The two main roads from Ephesus to inner Asia traversed it, 

dividing at  Apameia in Phrygia, the one to go N. of the 
SuZtan Dagk through Laodiceia Combusta 

4. Settlement and Czsareiain Cappadociatothe Euphrates, 
the other to go S. of the range through An- 
tioch and Iconium and the Cilician Gates. 

To  this fact we must mainly attribute the presence of large 
numbers of Jews in the cities of this region (see DELUGE I 20 
end). The Jewish colonies, indeed, dated from the time'of th; 
Seleucid kings, who established them with special privileges 
and citizen rights in their garrison towns in Asia Minor (Jos. 
Ant. xii. 3 I and 34. Cp v6pw TGV ' I o d a i w v  in an inscription 
of Apameia, Rams. Ciiies and Bish. of Phrygza, 538, 668. See 
also Schiirer Hist. o f / e w s  ET, ii. 2252~3. Hence Paul's 
experiences in Acts 1314 141'Gal. 1 7  417. Ramsay has pointed 
out that the analogy between Jewish ceremonial and the entire 
native Phrygian and Lycaonian religious system would tend to 
increase the influence of the Jews (St. Paul, 141). 

of Jews. 

B. GALATIANS OF  TIIE EPISTLE AKD ACTS. 

What  remains of this article is devoted to the 
6. Galatians question, Where were the churches to 

which the epistle to the Galatians was 
sen t? l  The  accepted opinion has 

nomenc1ature' been that they were in northern cities 
not mentioned in Acts. This opinion may conveniently 
be called the 'Nor th  Galatian theory.' The  argu- 
ments in favour of it are discussed below (§§ 8-31). In  
recent years (see 9 33) it has been proposed by many 
scholars to find the churches in the southern cities 
mentioned in Acts- Antioch, Iconium, Derbe, and 
Lystra. This opinion may conveniently be called the 
' South Galatian theory.' As Ramsay has said (Ex$os. 
'956, , p .  34), ' T h e  central question as to the two 
Galatian theories . . . is so fundamental, that it 
affects almost every general enquiry whether in regard 
to Acts as a history and as a literary composition, or in 
regard to Paul's policy and character.' The  question 
should not be taken in too narrow a sense (Ramsay, 
Hist. Comm. 9). 

in NT : 

I. Case f o r  South GaZaalian Theory. 
T h e  official title of the vast province we have de- 

scribed, extending almost from sea to sea, was ' Galatia.' 
This is proved by Rolemy's enumerationof l?ahada side by side 

with the other official titles of the provinces of Asia Minor, and 
by Pliny's definition of Galatia as extending S. to Pamphylia 
( H N  5 1463,  nttingit Galntia Pamphylia Cavbaliam et 
Mi@as). It  is also clear from Tacitus (Hist .  2 9  GaZafia7n ac 
Pasz$?yliam $rooincias Call)rcrnio Asjrenati r&endas Galba 
@rrxiserat [=68/69 A.D.]. Cp Rams. in Stud. Bibl. 427J). 

1 The references in I and z Macc. also are dealt with below, 

2 For a different view, see below, 8 8. 
8 32. 
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MAP OF ASIA MINOR 
INDEX T O  NAMES 

Isaurica, DE3 
Issus, G3 

Juliopolis, DI 

Lampsacus, BI 

Laodicea, C3 
Laodicea Combusta, Ez 
Laranda, E3  
Lectum Pr., Bz 
Lemnos, Az 
Lesbos, AB2 
Lycaonia, Ez, 3 
Lydia, BCz 
Lystra, E 3  

Mreander Fl., BCz, 3 
Magnesia, Bz 
Melitene, H z  
Messogis M., BCz, 3 
Miletus, B3 
Myndus, B3 

Mysia, BC2 
Mytilene, Bz 

Naxos, A3 
Nazianzus, Fz  
Neoczesarea, GI 

Niczea, CI 

Nicomedia, CI 

Nicopolis, H I  

Olgasys M., EI 

Olympus M., CI, 2 

Paphlagonia, E F I  
Paphos, E4 
Parnassus, E2 
Patara, C3 

Myra, D3 

Abydos, BI 

Added Land, The, E2 
Adramyttium, B2 
Alexandria, Bz 
Amanus M., G 3  
Amasia, FI 

Amastris, E1 
Amathus, E4  
Amisus, FI 

Ancyra, E z  
Antiochia, G3 
Antiochia Pisidiz, Dz 
Anti-Taurus M., FGz, 3 
Apamea Cibotus, Dz 
Archelais, F2 
Argreus M., F2 
Assus, Bz 
Attalia, D3  

Bosporus, CI  

Byzantium, CI  

Cabira, GI  

Cresarea Mazaca, F z  
Caicus Fl . ,  Bz 
Calycaduus Fl., E 3  
Caralis L,  D3  
Caria, C3 
Carpathus, B4 
Cayster Fl., BC2 
Celzenze, Dz 
Celenderis, E3 
Chalcedon, CI  

Chios, ABz 
Cibyra, C 3  
Citium, E4  
Cuidus, B3 

Comana, G2 
Colossae, c3 

Comana Pontica, GI  

Cos, B3 
Cotyreum, Cz 
Coracesium, E3 
Cremna, D3  
Creta, AB4 
Curium, E 4  
Cybistra, F3 
Cyprus, E F 4  
Cyzicus, BI 

Delos, A3 
Derbe, E 3  
Diospolis, GI  

Dorylreum, Dz 

Emir Dagh, Dz 
Ephesus, B3 
Euphrates, Fl., GHz-4 

Gangra, EI 

Gazelonitis, FI 

Gordium, DI  

Granicus Fl., BI 

Hadrianopolis, EI  

Halicarnassus, B3 
Halys FI., E -HI ,  z 
Hassan Dagh, F2 
Hellespontus, BI 

Heraclea Pontica, D r  
Hermus Fl., Cz 
Hierapolis, C 3  

Iconium, E3 
Ida M., Bz 
Ilium, Bz 
Imbros, AI 

Isaura, E 3  

Patmos, B3 
Perga, D3  
Pergamum, B2 
Pessinus, Dz 
Phaselis, D3  
Philadelphia, Cz 
Philomelium, D2 
Phrygia, CDz 
Phrygia Galatica, CDEz,  3 
Pisidia, CDEz, 3 
Pompeiopolis, FI 

Pontus Euxinus, C-HI  
Pontus Galaticus, F I  

Pontus Polemoniacus, G H I  
Propontis, BCI 
Provincia Asia, Cz 
Provincia Bithynia et Pontus, DEFGI 
Provincia Cappadocia, E-Gz 
Provincia Cilicia, F3 
Provincia Galatia, C-FI-3 
Provincia Lycia, CD3 
Provincia Pamphylia, DE3  
Provincia Syria, GH3 
Prusa, CI  

Pyla? Amanicze, G3 
Pyramus Fl., FG3 

Regnum Antiochi IV., E-G3 
Regnum Polemonis 11.. GHI 
Rhodus, C3 

Salamis, E4  
Salmone Pr., B4 
Samos, B3 
Samothracin, AI 

Sangarius Fl., CDI 
Sardis, Cz 
Sarus Fl., FGz, 3 
Satala, H I  

Sebaste, GI 

Sebaste, E2 
Sebastia, Gz 
Seleucia, E3 
Selinus, E 3  
Sestos, BI 

Side, D3 
Sinope, FI 

Sipylus M., Bz 
Smyrna, Bz 
Sultan Dagh, Dz 
Synnada, Dz 
Syria Pylz ,  G3 

Tarsus, F3  
Tatta Palus, E z  
Taurus M., EF3 
Tavium, Fz  
Tectosages, EI 

Tembris Fl., D z  
Temnus, M., C2 
Tenedos, Bz 
Thera, A3 
Thracia, ABCI 
Thyatira, Bz 
Tium, EI 

Tmolus M., Cz 
Tolistobogii, DEz 
Trajanopolis, E3 
Tralles, B3 
Trapezus, H I  

Troas, Bz 
Trocitis L., D 3  
Trocmi, F I ,  z 
Trogilium Pr., B3 
'Troja, Bz 
Triopium Pr. , B3 
Tyana, F3 

Zela, FI 



GALATIA GALATIA 
Ramsay, however, contends that the Greek-speaking 

natives did not habitually call the ~xovincz ' Galatia '  ; 
they called it the ' Galatic Provirice' (cp CIC 3991, an 
inscription of Iconium which speaks of an  h i ~ p o ~ o s  
FaXanK7js &rap;yias), or  else enumerated its parts. T h e  
use of the single term 'Galatia '  implied the adoption 
of the Roman point of view, in which national distinc- 
tions counted a s  nothing before the imperial organisa- 
tion. To this antithesis betiveen the Roman and the  
native standpoint is traced the difference in phrase be- 
tween the Epistles and Acts. 

On the other hand, whilst it is now admitted that 
'Galatia '  was the official name of the province,' it is 
still maintained by those who favour the North Galatian 
theory that the derivative name ' Galatians ' could not 
be used in addressing Pisidinns and Lycaonians a s  it is 
used of the readers of Galatians in Gal. 3 I (see below, 
8 29). 

By the Romans the ethnic derived from the name of the pro- 
vince was regularly used to denote the inhabitants of that pro- 
vince irrespective of internal national distinctions. This is 
conc1;sively proved by the exhaustive discussion of Ramsay 
(Stud. Bi6l. 426,K). On the other hand, the nationnl appella- 
tions, such as Phryx or Lycaa, were extra-Roman and servile 
(cp Momms. in Hemtes, '54, p. 3 3 ~ 3 ,  and in their nature nega- 
tive of that unity which was the imperial ideal. No general 
term for the whole population of the province Galatia other 
than ' Galatians' was possible for the Roman governor or for 
the Roman liistorian (Tac. Ann. 15 6, Pontica et Gnlatnrunz 
Caj#adocnmque auxilia). The same is true, also, of the 
Roman Paul. Indeed no other address was possihle in the case 
of men belonging to Roman colonies like CoZonia Cesareia 
Antiocheia (hntioch) and Colonia Julia Felix Geinina Lystrn 
(Lystra), and of semi-Roman towns like Claun- Zconiunz 
(Iconium) and Claudio-Dcr6e (Derbe). So long as we refuse to 
think of the four cities under these their Roman names in Panl's 
time, we obscure for ourselves their true position within the 
province, and fail to grasp Paul's own Roman character and 
attitude towards the imperial system (Rams. St. Paul, 135, id. 
Was Christ d a m  at BethZehcnz ? 52). 

This argument can be met only by adherence to the old form 
of the North Galatian theory, that the 'Churches of Galatia' 
were the northern cities Ancyra, Pessinus, and Tavium (Lightf. 
Gal. 20 ; he doubtfully adds Juliopolis, which, however, be- 
longed to Bithynia) ; but this view runs counter to the fact that 
the development of the northern part of the plateau resulted 
later, from the transference of the seat of government first to 
Nicomedeia and afterwards to Constantinople (Rams. Hist. 
Geogr. of A M ,  7 4  197 242). It  further demands an erroneous 
interpretation of Acts 166 18 23 (on these verses see however, 
§ 9.f: 12:14), otherwise no record can be found {n A& of the 
foundation of churches in N. Galatia. 

I t  is a significant fact, however, that the history of the North 
s a steady tendency to place the scene.of 
ever farther southwards. Ziickler main- 

y of Ancyra or Tavium, and restricts the 
churches of Galatia to Pessinus and the villages of the Axylon 
(St. Kr. 'gj, pp. 59, 79). Others hold that whilst the S. Galatian 
churches mentioned in Acts are addressed in the Ep., it includes 
also foundations otherwiseunknown, in N. Galatia. The South 
Galatian theor; is that we have in Acts a complete list and a 
complete acconnt of the foundation of the (lalatian chrirclies, 
and that Paul never travelled in any part of Galatia proper. 

T h e  attempt to  restrict the application of thc nnme 
' Galatians ' (I'aXdrat) to  those of Celtic blood is futilc, 
as the majority of the inhabitants of Galatia proper 
must have beeu descended from the old conquered races, 
-the Phrygians or  the Cappadociairs together with, 
in  Paul's time, Greeks, Romans, and Jews (cp, however, 
below, 5 29, end). Especially in the towns must this 
have been the  case (Van Celder. G d  9-e.r). 

It  is true that even in the first century A.D. the Celtic e!ement 
retained its distinctive characteristics (as late as the 4th cent. 
A.D., according to Jerome, the Celtic tongue, a dialect resem- 
bling that of the Gallic Tre7feii, was used side by side with 
Greek); yet no sound argument can be based upon the supposed 
correspondence between the characteristics of the Galatian con- 
verts (Gal. 5 19f: 16) and those charged against the Gauls, 
though no doubt many passages may be qnoted in support of 
such correspondence (cp Meyer-Sieffert, Bvief an GaLM 5). 
On this 'pedantic analysis' of Galatian character see Ramsay, 
Hist. Cornin. 162. 

T h e  Roman provincial title 'Galatia '  is not used 
in Acts ; but in 166  we find the phrase r+jv Quy iav  K U ~  

raXa.rrK$v xhpav ( E V  'region of Galatia ') ,  and  in 

1 The untenable position that it was not first assumed by 
Schiirer in JPT, '92, p. 471, was abandokd in TLZ, 30th 
Sept. '93, p. 506. 

This contention, however, is not convincing. 
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Actsl8z3, the phrase r$v TaXarcK+jv xhpuv  ai (Ppuyiav 
(AV ' country of Galatia,' R V  ' region of Galatia '). 'The 
phrases are ambiguous, and  various explanations haw 
been proposed (see 0s 9f: 12-14). 

The question as to the precise significance of these phrases 
must he distinguished from that as to the localityof the Galatian 
churches. The latter question must be fought out on the field 
of geography and history; and the example of Zahu ( E X .  
1 134) shows that essential acceptance of the S. Galatian theory 
is compatible with a desire to interpret the donbtfnl phrases as 
referring to N. Galatia. I t  is for the North Galatinn theorists that 
the interpretation of the t-o expressions is of vital importance 
if they wish to secure coincidence between Acts and the Epistles 
otherwise they must fall back upon a theory of lacunze whicl; 
turns the edge of all criticism (Rams. Stud. BiX. 4 16). 

The holders of the accepted North Galatian view 
take the term Galatic countr \~ '  (PaXanrh y l j ~ a i  to  be . ,. , 

6. of simply synonym for 6 daiatia 3 

( F u X a r h -  ; .e . ,  Galatia proper. 
accepted view' The argument against this is de- 

cisive : Why, if Paul and thg writer o f x c t s  both refer to  
Galatia proper, should they differ so remarkably as to  
the  name, the writer of Acts employing a circun~locution 
which stands alone among all the references collected 
from ancient authors?' O n  the other hand, the ad- 
jective ' Galatic' ( F a X a w d s )  is used by Ptolemy and 
in the inscriptions always in a definite special sense, to 
indicate the extensions of the original Galatia. Paul, 
writing a s  a Roman citizen, and  from the Roman im- 
perial standpoint, never uses any but Roman provincial 
titles3 (coinciding, of course, in some cases with pre- 
Roman national designations), whilst the Greek writer 
of Acts adopts the popular and colloquial usage of the  
more educated classes (Rams. in  Expos., '986, p. 1z5J = 
Hist. Cotnm. 3 23, p. 3148). 

The North Galatian view demands also that ' Phrygia ' 
( Q u y i a v )  be a noun in both passages ; but this only 
makes more pressing the  question why the simple tevm 
' Galatia ' was not written. 

Lightfoot ( G d  22) correctly argued that the phrase 
of Acts 166  (see 8 5. end) must denote a single territory 
to which the two epithets Phrygian and  Galatian are 
applied-' it was, in  fact, the land originally inhabited 
by Phrygians, but subsequently occupied by Gauls. ' 
For the proof of this point as a matter of grammar, 
consult Ramsay (Church in K.  E?izp. 4S6, St. Paul, 
2.0). The historical justification of the  phrase, how- 
ever, given by Lightfoot, though true, is inadn-issible 
here, being quite out of harmony with the style of Acts, 
a n d  failing to  explain why the writer should have hecn 
a t  the pains to use a cumbrous expression that scrves n o  
purpose. 

Accepting the unity of the expression in  Acts166, 
we may take it to be a ' general and comprehensive 
7. South Gala- description rather than as the exclusive 
tian theory. denoniination of any one particular dis- 

trict' (so Gifford in Expos. Tulv '94, 
p. 12). It denotes then the borderlands of Gaia& a n d  ' 
Phrygia.4 This  certainly gives a perfectly intelligible 
route to  the apostle, from Antioch northwards as far 
perhaps as Nakoleia, where, being forbidden to cross 
into Bithynia, he turned westwards (Acts 1G7). 

The route from Antioch to Nakoleia, however, lay well within 
the borders of Asian Phrygia (since the boundaries of Asia 
fell E. of Troknades, Orkistos, and Amorion, according to 
Ramsay [Hist. Geogr. 1721 and Wadd. [Ehsies, zj]). The only 
road to which the description 'Phrygian and Galatian' is really 
applicable is the direct road from Iconium to Dorylaion (Eski 
Sheher), the modern nra6a route from /ionin to Constantinople, 
lying many miles E. of that sugsested by Gifford (cp Rams. 

1 See Holder. A Zfhelfischer Sbrachschatz. S.W. ' Galatia,' 
where most of thim are given. 

2 'Pontus Galaticus ' C f L  3, Suppl. 6818 ; ' Phrygia Galatica' 
in Acta Sand 28th Skpt., p. 563, as emended by Rams. (in ur6e 
Antiochie Pisirtire ex regione Phry& Galatice, where the 
MS has Galacie. See Stud. Bi61.4 26). In CIG3991, Fahanx i  
i r r a p ~ ~ i a  is the enlarged province (date of this inscr. '54 A.D.). 

3 So also, and for the same reason, are Roman provincial 
titles used in I Pet. 1 I ,  which sums up all Asia Minor within the 
Taurus. See Rams. Church in A'. Em$. 110 ; Zahn, Em/. 1124. 
4 Lightfoot seems to approximate to thisview in his CoZoss.(9) 

21. 

' 
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03. cif. 198). From the supposition that Paul diverged N. from 
Iconium, the natural inference is that the prohibition to speak 
in Asia was given at Iconium, or at Lystra, and that Paul did 
not go on to Antioch (though his intention had been to visit 
all the churches, Acts 15 36 : K a r i  ~ 6 h w  rr iuav).  

In the second place, Lightfoot is certainly right in his 
remark (CoZoss. 26 n.) that the boundaries of the pro- 
vince Galatia were drawn with precision. 

We must not take our own ignorance of the details of the 
frontier line as indicating any uncertainty as to the actual limits 
of jurisdiction of the various governors. Even though such un- 
certainty might obtain in particular districts the question still 
remains unanswered, why here alone the &iter of Acts has 
been careful to insist upon the ambiguity, if such there was. 

Ramsay follows Lightfoot in the translation of Acts 
166, rendering’ ‘ the Phrygo-Galatic territory’ (so RV 
‘ the  region of Phrygia and Galatia,’ as against AV 
‘ Phrygia and the region of Galatia ’). H e  differs from 
him, however, in the explanation, holding that the 
various parts of the province were to some unknown 
extent distinct, and were termed XGpai, Re,m’ones. 
Two of these IZegiones were krvcrsccl by Paul in Acts 
16 1-6 18 23-viz., Galatic Phrygia ani: Galatic Lycaonia. 

The ‘Phrygia[nI region’ ( B p u y i a p  ; more fd:y ‘the Phrygia[n] 
and Galatic region ’ 3 Bpuyla K a L  I ’ aAant+  X h p a  as in Acts 
16 6=Phvy& Gadtica) was that part of Phryg:a which be- 
longed to the province Galatia, containing the cities Antioch 
and Iconium (cp Acts146, where the E. houndary of the 
Phrygian part of the province is put between Iconium and 
Lystra). 

Just as SE. Phrygia lay in Galatia Provincia, whilst NW. 
Phrygia lay in the province of Asia (hence called ’Auravil Bpvy ia  
by Galen, 4 312)~ so E. Lycaonia formed part of the kingdom of 
Antiochus (hence called Lycmnia Antiociriana CZL 10 8660) 
whilst W. Lycaonia lay in the province Galatia (hnd was prohi 
ably called Lycuonia Galaticn: cp Ponfus Galaticus). It is 
obvious that these two sections of Lycaonia might also he spoken 
of respectively as the ‘ region of Antiochiis ’ (‘Avnoxecavil Xrjpa ; 
so Ptol. V. G 17) and the ‘Galatic region’ (I’ahaTwil x h p a :  
Acts 18 23). 

In Acts166 the Phrygo-Galatic district is given the 
full name ; but in Acts 1823 it is simply called 4 +puyla 
( ~ 6 p a )  ; in the latter passage the Lycaono-Galatic 
region, cf the cities Derbe and Lystra (Acts1461, is also 
mentioned, under the title raxariK3 X6pa. 

Ramsay further holds that Paul was ‘ actually in Asia ’ 
when the prohibition to preach reached him ( Chu~ch  in  

Ramsay refuses therefore to understand the participle ‘having 
been forbidden ( K ~ u ~ J ~ u T C ~ )  as giving the reason for the step 
described in the words ‘ they went through the region of Phrygia 
and Galatia (Bb<hSou . . . XLpav), arguing that the order of verbs 
is also the order in time(&. 89); in short, that AV ‘and were 
forbidden’ is correct (as though the Greek ran Sc<ASov . . . 
mi iKOh&&Tau). This is not impossible, though harsh. It  is 
noteworthy, however, that in his St. PuuZ, Ramsay follows 
Lightfoot (Bi61. Ess. 237) in retaining the reading (SLCAS~VTEF) 
of the inferior MSS, upon purely subjective grounds3 that can 
have no weight against the authority of the great MSS. The 
aorist they went through’ (&+SOY) must be read and the 
partidple ‘having been prevented ’ (KoAu8duTrs) gives 6 e  reason! 
not so much for the action ‘they went through . . . region 
(6~rjhSou . . . XLpav),  as for the suppressed verb implied in the 
emphasis put upon the expression ‘the Phrygia[n] and Galatic 
region’ as opposed to ‘in Asia’-‘they made a tour of the 
Phrygo-Galatic region (only, and confined themselves to that), 
having been forbidden,’ etc.4 

The point at  which the prohibition was received is im- 
material, and is in no wise indicated, but is most 
naturally assumed to have been Antioch. 

In  opposition to Ramsay, who, on grounds never fully 
explained, regards Acts 166-10 as the most remarkable, 
the most emotional, and the most instructive paragraph 

R. Ern?. (51 75 j. 

1 An inscription given by Sterrett, Efiig. Journey, n. 02, 
mentions an Qxarovr&pxqu +yeoudp~ou, or centurion of the 
Re& in which Antioch lay, z.e., Phrygia Galatica. St. wrongly 
alters his copy t o  heycodpprov. In Str. 568 3 ’ Iuauprmj,  and 
Ptol. v. 6 17, $ ’AurLoXaavrj, the word x d p a  is t o  be supplied. 

a So Ramsay, taking Bpvyia as an adjective. It may he a 
noun and yet bear the same significance, for in inscriptions of 
Antioch the iiouii is often used=Galatic Phrygia, CZL 3, Suppl. 
6818 and 6819. 

3 Ramsay, St. PnuZ, 195, ‘The succession of participles suits 
so perfectly the strange and unique character, the hurry and the 
deep-lying emotion ofthepassag;e . . . the unnsual embtion de- 
manded the unusual expression. 

4 The explanation given by Askwith (The E$. to Gul. 34) 
who takes the participle predicatively, ‘they went through . . 
forbidden,’ seems to amount to the same thing. 
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in Acts’ (Church in R. Emf. 484), we must call atten- 
tion to the hiatus between Gi$hOov and 8hO6vrEs. 

All mention of entry upon Asian Phrygia is omitted, together 
with the reasons which led to such entry; for it is only by 
anticipation from the subsequent ‘they assayed to go into 
Bithynia’ that such reason ( i .a.  the desire to evangelize 
Bithynia) can be adduced. Seeink that at the outset no in- 
tention of opening up new ground was expressed by Paul (Acts 
15 36 ; the implication seen by Ramsay in Acts lG 3 [Chsrch in 
R. Em#. 751 is unjustifiable in the face of the words TOGS S w a s  
6v Tois ~ 6 f f o r s  dKFivOis), we require Some explanation of his going 
N. instead of retracing his ste s, or descending to Attalia, as 
on the first journey (Acts14 25)j (Cp, however, below, 5 IO n.) 

Further, we must not demand a too rigid parallelism 
in meaning between the phrases of Acts 166 and 1823. 
The  North Galatian view makes them mean precisely the 
same thing, accounting for the difference in form by 
saying that the route was reversed on the third journey ; 
and Ramsay, but for different reasons, regards ’ Phrygia’ 
(Qpuyiav) of Acts 18 23 as equivalent to the whole ex- 
pression ‘ the Phrygia[n] and Galatic region ’ (r. Qpuyiav 
~ a l  raXarrKilv Xhpau)  of Acts166. Actsl823, how- 
ever, should rather be brought into closer connection 
than is usually the case with the resumption of the nar- 
rative in Acts191 after the digression about Apollos. 
The word ‘ Phrygia‘ (Qpuylav) must be taken in Acts 
1823 in the sense natural and obvious in this passage, a s  
a noun (cp Acts 2 IO). I t  here indicates the non-Galatian 
part of Phrygia, the special region thereof being particu- 
larised as  ’ the upper country’ ( ~ h  ~ U W T E ~ L K ~  pCp7 of 
Acts19 T) which, following Ramsay (Church in  R. Emf. 
94), we explain as the district traversed by the shorter 
hill-road by way of Seiblia and the Cayster Valley. In 
his most recent utterances Ramsay connects the intro- 
duction of Christianity into Eumeneia and this region 
with this passage (Cities and  Bish. ofPhrygia, 2502 715; 
cp Expos. ‘95a, p. 389). 

That ‘ Phrygia’ in Acts 18 23 is to be taken as including, or 
even solely signifying Asian Phrygia is supported by the para- 
phrase given by Astdius, bishop of Amaseia, in Pontus, about 
400 A.D. - p n j A S e v  o h  IK KopivtJou rpbs  T ~ Y  rLjv I l r u ~ S & v  Xhpav‘ 
€?sa 1;)v hJKaoviau .ai rhs 76s Bpuyias lr6hsrs KaTahaphv, 
&&3ev T ~ V  ‘Auiau & T L U K ~ + & ~ . B Y O ~ ,  &a T)/V M a d o v l a v ,  K O L V ~ P  

? ~ ~ ~ ~ F O ~ K O U ~ B Y I ) F G L G L ~ K ~ A ~ S ( ~ ~ ~ ~ T .  Gr., ed. Migne, xl., Hom. L). 
The traditional confusion of the Syrian with the Pisidian 
Antioch does not justify Zahn (Einl. 1136) in setting this 
evidence aside as a mere false inference. ?‘he assage proves 
that Asterius, interpreted the Galatic region’ &v raAaTiKilv 
?pau)of Acts 18 23 as Lycaonia (against the N. Galatian hypo- 
t esis) ; but it also proves that he took Cppuyiau to signify the 
country between the Galatic region and Asia (using the latter 
term in the narrower Byzantine sense). A possible re- 
joinder might be based upon the words ‘confirming all the 
disciples,’ in Acts 18 zg-that, on the hypothesis expiessed 
above there could not have been any ‘disciples’ in Asian 
Phrydiaat the time of Paul’s passa e through that region. Yet 
we must grant the probability of t%e expansion of the teaching 
from the Christian centres in Galatian Phrygia and Lycaonia, 
even as from Ephesus in Asia at a later date. Paul’s work would 
he wrongly conceived as that of a pioneer simply. w. J. w. 

11. Case for North GaZatian Theory. 
T h e  following paragraphs are devoted to a statement 

of the reasons which in the view of the writer compel 
adoption of the North Galatian theory. 

i. Genera2 case for North Galatian theory.-It may 
perhaps conduce to a dispassionate consideration of 

*. North these if it is pointed out at  once that the 

Galatian question is, after all, not one of first-rate 
theorgr. moment. How comparatively subor- 

general dinate in iniportance i t  is is illustrated 
even in the strange way in which it has 

severed allies and united  opponent^.^ 
It would be a great mistake to imagine that the 

establishment of the South Galatian theory would mean 
the vindication of the thorough credibility of the whole 
1 So also Zahn ( E X  1135) rightly protests against the in- 

variable but unjustifiable assumption that Bithynia was VI’S 
goal from the moment that Asia was closed against him. Der 
Absicht aher, nach B. vorzudringen, wird erst in dem Moment 
gedacht, wo P. nahe an der Grenze B. und zugleich an :inem 
Punkt stand, wo eine andere Strasse nach Mysien abging. 

2 Thus we find conservative theologians fike Zahn ,and 
Zdckler ranged on opposite sides, and similarly critical writers 
like Hansrath and Lipsius-Zahn and Hausrath supporting 
the South, and ZSckler and Lipsius the North Galatian theory. 
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of Acts, or 'that to prove the North Galatian theory 
would be to discredit the book entirely. Only a few 
sections of Acts are involved. T h e  rest of the book has 
to be tried by other tests (ACTS, 33 2 4-7 12-14 ; cp also 
such articles as APOLLOS, BARJESUS, CORNELIUS, 

THEUDAS). Nor can acceptance of the North Galatian 
theory be said to cast a reflection on the author of 
Acts that is excessively grave. H e  has not stated 
what is untrue; he has simply omitted to mention a 
subject at its proper place and touched upon it very 
slightly when he mentions it later-the subject, namely, 
of the founding of the Galatian churches. Much more 
serious (to confine ourselves to Galatia) is a shortcoming 
of a different kind-his total failure, namely, to mention 
another matter of which we learn from the epistle to 
the Galatians. The  appearance of the Judaizers, their 
baleful influence, and Paul's polemic against them con- 
stitute one of the most important chapters in the history 
of early Christianity, and yet Acts does not mention 
them a t  all. Still this charge does not depend on the 
acceptance of the North Galatian theory; it is quite 
as serious from the point of view of the other. It  is 
unnecessary, however, to anticipnte here what will have 
to be said later (see 19) ; we proceed accordingly to 
lay down a general basis for the discussion of the 
question which ought to  be treated as purely historical. 

It  is established beyond dispute that in Paul's time 
the districts in which are situated Derbe, Lystra, 
Iconium, and Antiochia Pisidia-;.e., the cities visited 
by him on what is usually called his first missionary 
journey (Acts 13 J)-belonged to Galatia Provincia 
(see above, 3), and that in official usage the word 
Galatia also included them1 

Derhe and Lystra lay in that part of Lycaonia which had been 
added to the province of Galatia ' Iconium and Antioch in the 
portion of Phrygia 2 which then &longed. to the same province. 

Thus it becomes in a general way not impossible that 
the epistle to  the Galatians may have been addressed to 
the churches of South or New Galatia. 

ii. Any- churches i?~ Norfh GaZautia ?-The possibility 
would be changed i?to certitude if Paul had founded 
no churches at all inNor th  Galatia. I n  that case Acts 
166 1823, the only places in Acts where mention is 
made of Galatia, would have to be understood of South 
Galatia, for churches in Galatia are presupposed in 1823 
a t  least. 

Ramsay, the most recent and most cautious advocate 
of this theory in Great Britain, a t  the outset, and even 

9. Acts 166 down to  p. 77 f. of the 3rd ed. of his 
Church, identified the 'cities ' traversed 
by Paul and Silas according to Acts 164f .  "6",1",?~ with the four we have mentioned-Derbe 
and Lystra (already visited in 16 I) ,  

Iconium (incidentally mentioned in l62) ,  and Antioch 
(last named in 1421). On this view he explained the 
' And they went through ' (6rijAOov 66) of 166 as ' geo- 
graphical recapitulatioii of the journey ' through the 

CHRISTIAN, COMMUNITY, COUNCIL, SIMON MAGUS, 

1 See especially Pliny, HNv. 42 146x; Ptol. v. 4113 ; also 
Pliny HNv. 2795. Tac. Ann. 1335 156, cp Hist. 29; cp 
Ramlay in St. b i d  et eccZcs. 421-39, and E&., '986, p. 1295  
=Historical Cornmentavy on GaZatians, 318-320 (chap. 24). 

2 At that time Iconium belonged, more strictly, to Lycaonia. 
Acts 146, however, seems to represent Lycaonia as being first 
entered on the way from Iconium to Lystra. Ramsay there- 
fore(Church, chap. 2 s), assumes that theauthor is here foilowing 
the ancient popular usage in accordance with which Iconium 
belonged to Phrygia ; so in Xenophon (Anab. i. 2 19) and even 
down to the second century A.D. According to Ramsay (chap. 
23), Antioch in Paul's time belonged to Phrygia, and ought to 
have been called 'on the side of Pisidia' (;I wpbs IIrudia) to 
distinguish it from a city of the same name on the Mzandiri on 
the border of Phrygia and Caria. From this, he considers, came 
the abbreviation (Acts 13 14) ' Pisidian Antioch ' ('AuTr6Xaa 7 
I I v d i a ) ,  whilst at a later date the conception Pisidia was so 
far extended that it ,included Antioch, and the reading of D, 
'Antioch of Pisidia ( 'Avdxo ia  nic  IIcvrGas) came to he 
appropriate. The non-Galatian portion of Lycaorka constituted 
the kinEdom of king Antiochus; the non-Galatian portion of 
Phrygia belonged to the province of Asia. 
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second pair of these four cities, Iconium and Antioch- 
that is to say, through Galatian Phrygia. 

On the other hand in an  appendix to the same book, p. xiit 
he finds in 164f oniy the Lycaonian-Galatian churches Derh; 
and Lystra named in 16 I together with the Syrian and dilician 
mentioned 'in 15 41, and ndlonger says of 16 6 that it recapitulatd 
the journey but that the journey 'is resumed from Lystra'- 
as from t h i  last point which, according to the narrative, Paul 
and Silas had reached. In agreement with this, in St. P a s f ,  
chap. 8 I (180J), he expressly controverts the interpretation of 
16 z according to which Paul had already reached Iconium by 
way of Lystra. 

I n  both views of the matter, however, Ramsay takes 
' the Phrygia(n) and Galatic region ' ( ~ f  @pupvyiav Kal 
I'aAariKilv x. ) to mean the re@-ie. ,  the portion of the  
province which by its ancient popular name is Phrygian, 
but by its new official designation is Galatian. Thus h e  
takes ' and  ' ( K U ~ )  as=sive, and Phrygia' as adjectival, 
just as ' Galatic ' is. In  1823, according to Churc/iiS), 
chap. 5 ,  n. I (p. go), ' the same territory' is inlended 
as in 1 6 6 ;  all that we have is a 'variation in form' 
(or ' in  order ' )-  'the  Galatic region and Phrygia' 
(7. I'aXariK.ilv x. K U ~  @puyiav)--and this is ' correct a n d  
excellent, if " Phrygia " here is a noun.' 

For further elucidation Ramsay refers to p. 93. 
There, however, we find him expressing another view, 
namely, that in 1823 are included not only Iconium 
and Antioch but also Derbe and Lystra. ' If the writer 
wished to  carry out this complicated phraseology h e  
would have had to say : Lycaono-Galatic and Phrygo- 
Galatic. H e  avoids the difficulty by using the simple 
phrase : the Galatic country.' ' 'The Galatic region ' 
thus, according to Ramsay, here inoludes the Lycaonian 
and the Phrygian portion of the province of Galatia. 
This is implied, also, in the expression immediately 
following the words quoted above : ' after traversing 
which, Paul would reach Asian Phrygia.' On this view, 
accordingly, 'Phrygia' in 1823 denotes, not (as in 166) 
the portion of Phrygia belonging to  the province of 
Galatia, but that which belonged to the province of Asia. 

I n  the appendix (p. xiit)  Ramsay expresses a third view 
-that in 1823 'Galatic region' is only ' Lycaonia 
Galatica, whilst " Phrygia " is Phrygia Galatica.' 

Further, as regards the prohibition to preach in Asia 
-Le., according to Ramsay, in the province of Asa- 
Ramsay's former view (ChurchP), 75 ; also app. p. xiif) 
was that Paul had already received it in Antiochia 
Pisidia. I n  the Expos., 'gsa, p. 392, and in Churchi4), 
75, however, he maintains that it came to hini only 
after he had already entered the province of Asia. In  
either view, however, this ' being prevented ' (KWhUOdYTEE) 
comes in point of time after ' they went through ' (&?A- 
Oov)-what Ramsay holds to be linguistically possible 

ebvrcs dKwAdO?pmv ; Chuuch, chap. 4 ad en., p. 89 in 
3rd and 4th editions, in 4th ed. also 485 f.; Sf. 
PauZ, chap. 94, n. 2). At the same time, he declares 
(Exyos. '95a, p. 393, n. I ; Church(4)), 486) his South 
Galatian theory to  be perfectly consistent with taking 
KWXUOQYTEE [" being prevented "1 as giving the reason 
for GrijhOov [" went through "I. ' It is hard to perceive 
how this can be ; but, in any case, as has been noted 
above (I 7), Ramsay has changed his position, inas- 
much as now (St. P a d ,  ch. 91 [p. 1gsf.1). along with 
Lightfoot (BiBL Ess. 237 f. ), he follows the ' inferior 
manuscripts' (reading 'And having traversed , . . 
having been forbidden . . . having come over against 
Mysia, they attempted, etc.' ; similarly AV ; GreXB6vres 
6k . . . KWXUe&TES . . . ChObvrcs Karb S ~ V  M U U ~ L ~  
!mfplpa~ov, etc.). This reading of T R  'suits the South 
3alatian theory admirably' ; but the reason he  gives 
?or preferring it is purely subjective (see above, col. 

1 Similarly St. Paul chap. 5 4 6  (pp. 104, IIIJ); Siud. 631. e t  
xcles. 4 56 ; Church(4),'48~ f: and go*, whilst p. 93 word for 
Nord agreeing with ChurchA, follows the second Giew. And 
n St. Paul, chap: 9 4 n I (p. 210 A) ; Stud. biU. ct eccZes. Z.C. ; 
?hu~chW, 90~483; G h  introd 5 19, p. 209, he holds'Phvygia' 
fpuyiau) in 1823 to be an aijective. See below, 8 13. He 
2as not changed his view of 16 6. 

(&ijheov KWhUOhEE= 6lijAeov K C d  tKWh687)CTaW = a i d -  
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1595, n. 3). Considerations of this kind do  not admit 
of argument ; but it may be said that the MSS H L P  
which support the reading have n o  weight. 

With  regard to the correct reading ‘ theywent through, . . . being prevented’ (br%hOov , . . K W h u O & m s ) ,  it - -  
No to 

has to be  maintained that the participle 
,North Galatia. must contain, if not something ante- 

cedent to ‘ thev went’  (6rijhOov). at  
least something synchronous with it, in n o  case a fhing 
subsequent to it, if all the rules of grammar and all 
sure  understanding of language are not to be given up. 

Synchronism is what is denoted by the aorist participle (for 
example) in 1 2 4 ,  where it precedes the verb and in l? 26 where 
it follows it 2335 and even 25 13 must ;e similarly &ken if 
the text is i o  be accept6d (WH conjecture some primitive 
,error, and prefer with cursives, Vg., etc., the fut. bwmvm5prEvoL). 
In 16 6 ,  however ‘being prevented ’ ( K O A V B ~ ~ W E F )  could be con; 
ceived to refer’to something synchronous with ‘they went 
&ijhOov) only if Asia (‘Ada) could be taken to denote the same 
country as ‘the Phrygia(n) and Galatic region’ (6 apv la x a l  
I’aAaTrci xdpa). In point of fact, however, only Jhrygia 
can be ,taken to mean ,a portion of Asia, and that only in one 
case-viz. when ‘Asia is understood as meaning the entire 
province bf that name; yet Galatia, whether taken as desig- 
nating a district of country or as the name of a province, IS 
in any case distinct from Asia. 

being prevented ’ (KwXuOdvms) must be  held 
to have been antecedent to ‘they went’ (8rqhOov). 
Again, as Ramsay himself assumes, the prohibition 
to preach in Asia cannot naturally be supposed to 
have been made until Paul had entered Asia, or (a t  
least) was on the point of doing so. From Lystra, 
where we left him (162[-5]), it is impossible to pass 
directly into Asia (the nearest portion of which would 
be  Asian Phrygia) ; Asia could be entered only after 
traversing Galatian Phrygia (Iconium and Autioch). 
This region, accordingly, must have been passed 
through before the occurrence of the ‘ preventing ’ 
(KwhdeuOar). Now, if a journey through this same 
Galatian Phrygia (as Ramsay understands the geo- 
Eraphical name) is indicated in the text as having 

followed the ‘ preventing,’ the journey in question can 
only have consisted in a renewed visit to the churches 
which had just been left. If this were what the author 
really meant, he would expose himself to a charge of 
very great carelessness for not having been more ex- 
plicit ; but if he did not know that a return was involved, 
an accusation of geographical confusion would become 
inevitable. Moreover, it would b e  contrary to the 
whole practice of Paul (see e.g., 1 6 7  J ) ,  because he  
had been prohibited from preaching in a given district, 
t o  give up all search for a new field for his activities, 
a n d  consent to have his mission brought to a stand in 
a country which he had just left as being already suffi- 

Thus  

ciently provided for.2 
Thus, we must take ‘the Phrygia(n) and Galatic region’ 

( ~ f i v  +pupvyiav K U L  l?UhUTrKfiP xdpav)  to mean something 

1 So also in Gal. 319, where Ramsay (Erp.,  ’986, p; 333Jf= 
Gal. 381 [ch. 351) wrongly takes6caTayeis 6‘’ byyydhov ordained 
through angels,’ as something following b ~YL+.LOS & u c T ~ B ~ -  
‘the law was added’-in point of time. 

2 This improbable supposition seems to be the inevitable 
result even of the attempt made above in 5 7. If the pro- 
hibition to preach in Asia (Acts 166) constitutes the reason 
not for the journey of Paul and Silas through the Galatia; 
portion of Phrygia (and thus through Iconium and Antiochia 
Pisidia), but for a fact which the reader is left to infer from 
the explanation given, viz., that ‘they confined themselves to 
this region,’ then they must either have remained in Antioch, 
which according to $ 7 they had already reached, or they 
must have retraced their step. Moreover we fail to find 
that any such additional fact is suggested by the simple 
statement ‘And they went through,’ etc. (6tijhBov SA, K.T.A.), 
or that when supplied it harmonises with the subsequent 
context. According to v. 7 Pan1 and Silas did not confine 
themselves to the Phrygo- Galatian territory, but advanced 
farther to the N. Thus in very deed we have a ‘hiatus’;- 
not, however, between ‘ they went through ’ (S~ijMov, ZI. 6) and 
‘ [Then] they went’ (dABdv~es, v. 7), two expressions which, on 
the view we are about to develop, hang excellently well to- 
gether, but between the (supplied) notion that Paul and Silas 
rere  restricted to Phrygo-Galatia, and the actual continued 
journey to the N. ( ;h86v~er ,  etc.). The ‘hiatus’ is obviated a: 
soou as the supplement is taken away. 
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:lse than Galatian Phrygia (or otherwise Galatian 
,ycaonia). In  that case, however, the only remaining 
ilternative is to take ‘ Galatic region’ as meaning Old 
;alatia. ‘ Phrygia ’ can then be that portion of Galatian 
’hrygia which-if we assume the prohibition to preach 
n Asia to have been received in Galatian Phrygia- 
’aul and Silas had not yet traversed, but had to tra- 
Terse in order to reach North Galatia : or it can be 
lsian Phrygia, if they thought they could reach North 
k l a t i a  by this route more easily, or if they had already 
mtered Asian Phrygia before the prohibition came. 
rhat  this last is what had actually occurred is nuw 
issumed, as  already mentioned, by Ramsay himself; 
ind that it was only the preaching in Asia that was 
nterdicted, not the travelling through it, is excellently 
irgued by himself from the fact that in167, a t  Bithynia, 
nention of the prohibition to travel through it is cx- 
xessly added. 

It is objected that North Galatia is very difficult of 
iccess to travellers. Broadlv. however. this cannot be  ,, 
L1. Paul,sroute granted if we look at  the roads 

to North which are  shown in Ranisay’s own 
c)alatia. map.’ Tha t  Judaizers in particular 

were able to find their way thither 
:asily enough is shown by the fact that Jewish 
lames occur in as many as five inscriptions of 
31d [North] Galatia (CZG 3 4045 4074 4083 4092 ; add 
$087 with Ramsay, Gal., introd., 5 15, p. 169. and 
RE/ 1 0 7 7  r851). The  only point for consideration 
IS as to whether Paul and Silas could have found a 
tolerable route into North Galatia from their last halt- 
ing-place before 166. If, as Ramsay will have it, this 
halting - place was Antiochia Pisidia, the direct route 
northwards lay over the SultSn Dagh. If this range 
could not be  crossed, it was possible to .go round it, 
Either eastward through Galatian Phrygia or westward 
through Asian Phrygia. The  only remaining geographi- 
cal difficulty is as to how they could subsequently get 
out of North Galatia KUT& T T ) ~  Muulav (I6 7). Whether 
we take this to mean ‘ over against Mysia ’ (cp 27 7 ) ,  or 
‘ in  the neighbourhood of Mysia,’ is immaterial ; in 
either case, a point is intended from which it would be 
possible to go to Bithynia also. Such a point is best 
found in Asian Phrygia. 

Although North Galatia is the last region mentioned as tra- 
versed before 16 7, we are not precluded from supposing that, after 
passing through some part of Phrygia into North Galatia, Paul 
and Silas actually made their way from North Galatia into the 
northern part of Asian Phrygia. Ramsay assumes that the 
journey from 166 to 167 must have been due N. through Asian 
Phrygia. Thus, North Galatia would be excluded because 
not named. This assumption, however, is not compelled by the 
text. Even on Ramsay’s interpretation of 166 as referring to 
Galatian Phrygia, the journey through one district is omitted in 
Acts-that, namely, through Asian Phrygia-unless ‘being pre; 
vented ’ (,wAvBhwcs) is to be taken as subsequent to they went 
(6tljAOov). A t  this point, in fact, the narrative is curt ; and 
assuredly it admits of being filled up in the sense indicated above 
quite as readily as in that advocated by Ramsay. 

In  1 8 2 3  the text is explicit in favour of the assumption 
that Paul’s route was directed to North Galatia and lay 
through Cappadocia, in other words, somewhat as 
follows :--via Arabissos, Kokussos, Arasaxa, Matiane, 
Archelais, Parnassos, and then Ancyra, Germa, 
Pessinus. 

Had Paul gone through Cilicia to South Galatia he would 
certainly have strengthened the Ciliciau churches alsb ; and this 
would have been mentioned, as in 1541, all the more because in 
1823 stress is laid upon ‘in order’ (wa8&+). That is further a 
reason why we should not think of this third journey (if North 

1 The only route by which Ephesus, it may be remarked, can 
be reached from Ancvra. the caDital of Old rNorthl Galatia. is a 
circuitous route, leasing first {o the north-westward almost as 
far as to the Black Sea (crossing the river Sangarius, N E  of 
Nicza in Bithynia) and then turning southward to Kotiaion ; 
and yet(Ramsay, Exp., ’ 9 8 4  p. 413=GnZ. 254 [chap. 61) between 
the two cities there was such ‘.abundant (or ‘easy’) com- 
munication’ as ‘ leaves it ’ in Ramsay’s opinion ‘ unexplained 
why Paul’s news [of the balatians’ change of attitude referred 
to in Gal. 161 was so sudden and so completely disastrous,’ even 
if one ‘places Galatians as early as possible in the Ephesian 
residence ’ of Paul. 
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Galatia is regarded as its goal) as having, nevertheless, been 
taken (as the second had been) through Cilicia and South 
Galatia (cp $17). In that  case, moreover, the idea conveyed 
by ' Galatic region ' (raharrri) xhpa) would become unclear. 

According to what has just been said, the Phrygia of 
1823 will be not the Galatian but the Asian Phrygia, 
as the route from N. Galatia to Ephesus (191) lay 
through the latter, not through the former (see above, 
5 11, note, and 5 7, end). In  166 also we must under- 
stand the Asian Phrygia, not the Galatian, a question 
which up to this point of the enquiry has been left open 
(cp, further, 5 15, end). The successive journeys, 
then, are to be figured thus : according to 166, Paul 
had already come from South Galatia westwards 
as far as to Asia (for what we are to understand, 
more exactly, by this, see below, $5 1 4 5 ) .  or at 
least to the neighbourhood of Asia; then, in con- 
sequence of the prohibition to preach there, he directed 
his steps in a north-easterly direction, and reached 
North [Old] Galatia through Asian Phrygia. 

If it be felt, with Ramsay, that North Galatia had too unim- 
portant a place in the movement of the world to deserve to he 
chosen by Paul as a mission field it always remains open to us 
to suppose his objective to have'been East Bithynia that he 
tarried in North Galatia on the way only on account 'of illness 
and that as soon as he had recovered sufficiently he made foi 
West Bithynia. 

According to 1823, on the other hand, if we do not 
neglect the changed order of the words, he travelled 
from the E. through Cappadocia into North Galatia in 
the first instance, and afterwards into Asian Phrygia 
and thence to Ephesus. 

Linguistically also the North Galatian theory thus 
offers three great advantages. First. it enables us to 
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12. Linguistic interpret ' Galatic region ' ( r d U T L K i )  

advantages of xdpa) in both passages consistently ; 
North Galatian so also ' Phrygia' (:pu$a) ; whilst, 

according to Ramsays second view 
(referred to above ; see § g), both 

expressions and, according to his third view, ' Galatic 
region,' have to be taken in 1523 in a sense different 
from that which they bear in 166. Secondly, it does 
justice to the changed order in which the words occur, 
which Ramsay certainly does not. Lastly, on this 
view the association of the two geographical names 
becomes correct, whilst in 1S23 alike according to the 
second and according to the third view of Ramsay, we 
have the anomaly that the first member of the pair is 
designated by the name of the province of which it 
forms a part, whilst the second is designated by its 
own special name without any indication of the province 
to which it belongs. 

On Ramsay's second interpretation, according to which the 
two districts belong to separate provinces, uniformity would 
have demanded that both provinces should be named-the 
Galatic and the Asian region (though, indeed, this would not 
tell which region of each of the provinces is intended). The 
confusion of the text of Acts l S a 3  would be the more incredible 
because the second member would denote the Phrygian region 
without more precise designation, whilst the first member also 
contains, as Ramsay holds, a Phrygian region-namely, that 
belonging to the province of Galatia. 

According to Ramsay's third view both members belong to the 
same province-Galatia. On that hypothesis it becomes all the 
more inconceivalAe that the first member (Galatian Lycaonia) 
should be called simply 'the Galatian region,' as if the second 
(Galatian Phrygia) were not equally a Galatian region. As on 
Ramsay's second view we should have expected to read ':he 
Galatian and the Asian region,' so, on his third, uniformity 
would demand ' the Lycaonian and the Phrygian region' 
(supply, 'of the province of Galatia '). 

Ramsay now says (St. PauZ, chap. 5 4 6) that in 
Lycaonia ' Galatic region ' (I'aXa~t~i) xhpa) without 
qualification was a current expression used to distin- 
guish the Galatian Lycaonia from that region of 
Lycaonia which belonged to king Antiochus. If this 
be so, we have in this member of the phrase not an 
official but a quite local expression. How, then, could 
any writer have coupled with this as a second member, 
by the use of a common article, another expression 
which has no local usage to justify i t?  

Who could be expected to understand even this second 
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expression correctly? According to Ramsay-Si. Parl repre- 
sents his third view-only Galatian Phrygia is intended ' but 
the author says ' Phrygia without qualification. More'over 
wbo could he expected to understand the first expression? I: 
Phrygia also one could equally well use the phrase 'Ga!atic 
region ' (rahane Xdpa), without qualification, to distinguish 
Galatian Phrygia from Asian Phrygia. In fact Ramsay himself 
(Cha+4), 482f;) adds : 'When persons at) a distance dis- 
tingnished the two parts [viz of Lycaonia], they of course sub. 
stituted [' Lycaonia'] hvKao& for ['region '1 Xdpa, designating 
them as Lycaonia Antiochiana and Lycaonia Galatica.' This is 
exactly what the author of Acts does not do. 

In  a word, we have here three pieces of carelessness 
which Ramsay ought not to have attributed to an 
author whom he ranks as a historian with Thucydides 
(St. PauZ, p. 3 f: ). On the North Galatian theory the 
meaning of ' Galatic region ' (raharrh-i) xdpa) is clear 
without any knowledge of local phraseology. 

Ramsay (Church, 79-81, go?, Exp. ,  '986, pp. 126-128 
=Gal. 314-316 [chap. 231) maintains that for North 
13. In spite Galatia the form ' Galatia ' (l7aharia) is 

of 8raXaTbK, always used, and urges the adjectival 
form ' Galatic ' as proving that a region 
added to Galatia only at  a later date is 

intended. As an analogy he cites Pontus Galaticus. 
I n  this case, however, the indication that the district 
did not originally belong to Galatia lies not in the 
adjective but in the substantive (Pontus) ; and the 
case will not be changed even if, for the sake of 
brevity, the substantive is dropped, for the reader 
would still have supplied the word Pontus. The 
substantive ' region ' (xdpa), also, Ramsay considers 
to be against the interpretation 'Old Galatian,' and 
to point to a new district recently added; and the 
position is supported (Church(4), 483) by the newly- 
adopted rendering of ' Phrygia' (@puyla) in 1823 as 
a n  adjective, inasmuch as hereby, besides the Ly- 
caonian, the Phrygian district which had been newly 
added to Galatia is designated as 'region' (xdpa). 
But in Mk. 1 5  ' the Judza region ' (+ ' I o u M a  Xhpa) is 
quite the same as ' J u d z a '  (4  'Iou&da) in the parallel 
Mt. 35. In truth, it is quite arbitrary to assume, as 
Ramsay does, that region (xhpa) must necessarily be 
the Greek equivalent for regio in the sense of an officially 
delimited division of a province. If ' region ' (&pa) in a 
non-official sense means simply ' district,' then ' Galatic 
region' (FahaTtKi) ~ 3 p a )  will naturally mean the district 
inhabited by Galatians properly so-called-Le., ' Old ' 
[North] Galatia. Nor would this meaning be exrluded 
evenif 'region'(x3pa)were to be takenintheofficial sense. 

There is, however, absolutely nothing remarkable in 
the author's employment of the non-official language. 
He does it, for example, also in Lk.28 826 1513-15 
1912 Acts 1039 2620 (cp Jn. 1154) .  In so doing he 
follows the usage of the LXX (4 x3pa rDv  Xahsalwv, 
Gen. 1128 31 Neh. 97 ; rDv 'Auuupiwv, Is. 2713 : TGY 
'Iou~?aiwv, Is. 19 17 ; iv  x3pp Aiyudwv,  IS. 19 19 ; 
A l y t ~ r o u ,  Is. 1920 ; E I S  y f v  Z v ~ i p  C I S  Xdpav 'EBdp, 
Gen. 32 3 [4] [xdpa thus=y?j : just as in 11 28 31 yf 
and x6pa are parallel]). This use of language de- 
prives of all force Ramsay's question ( E z p . ,  '986, p. 126 
=GaZ. 314 [ch. 231) : ' Why should Luke alone employ 
everywhere a different name for the country, diverging 
from the universal usage of Greek and Latin writers, 
and also from his master Paul ? ' Lk. 's use of ' region ' 
(xdpa) shows that he is employing not (in a strict sense) 
a name but a periphrasis as in Acts1039 2620 (xdpa rfs 
'Iou8alas). Perhaps the purpose of the periphrasis is 
to suggest the participation of the inhabitants in the 
events recorded (cp col. 1604, n. 3). It may even be 
conjectured that Lk. uses 'region' (xdpu) in the non- 
official sense in all the other passages also (Acts 1349 
[as in Lk. 15141, Acts 1220 Lk. 31), perhaps also in Acts 
81, although the plural (XDpar) can also mean the 
country districts as contrasted with the town, as in Lk. 
2121. As for the divergence from the practice of 
Paul in particular, since that apostle would certainly 
have found such a periphrasis inappropriate in passages 
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so formal as Gal.12 I Cor.161 (z Tim.410), we are 
unable to find in these few passages any proof that he 
never expressed himself otherwise. On the other hand, 
we cannot share Ramsay’s presupposition that the 
author of Acts was a companion of Paul and painfully 
followed his manner of expressing himself except in 
cases where he could follow a usage that had a Greek 
rather than a Roman flavour (see next col., note 2, end). 

Ramsay insists that, on account of the common 
article, the words ‘ the Phrygiajn) and Galatic region ’ - -  I I I 

14. ~~d of the !T?Y @ p y i U V  K d  rCLhUTlK$V XdpaV) 
in 1 6 6  must denote a single territory, 
which must thus have lain in South common 

Galatia. This cannot be conceded, if only because 
‘ and ’ ( ~ d )  in the sense of ‘ or ’ (sive) can never be 
the rule, but only at most a rare exception.’ 

Ramsay himself has withdrawn this contentio,n by his further 
elaboration of his argument in the Exjos., 956, pp. 26-40. 
There he says rightly, that the writer of Acts regards two 
substantives, when he takes them together under one article 
as a unity only in a certain sense-namely, as a pair. He denie; 
the applicability of this rule to 166 not because in this passage 
we are dealing with adjectives,’ not substantives, but only 
because the two, if regarded as different countries, would belong 
to different provinces (‘Phrygia’ [Epyia], he says rightly, on 
this view-that is, on the North Galatian theory-must be the 
part pertaining to the province of Asia) and because, accordingly, 
preaching bad been prohibited in PhrGgia hut not in Galaria. 

Even if this distinction had to be made, there was 
nothing in it to prevent the writer, in so summary a 
narrative, from including both districts under o n e  
article.% To do so became still easier as he employed 
the common substantive ‘region,’  pa (it is best, with 
Ramsay, to take ‘ Phrygia ’ [@puyia] in 166, as well as 
in 1823, as an ad je~ t ive ) .~  

Apart from this, there is another answer to Ramsay’s 
objection. If by Phrygia (following one of the two 
possibilities mentioned above, § IO, end) we are to 
mderstand the remaining portion of Galatian Phrygia 
which Paul and Silas had still to traverse before enter- 
ing North Galatia, the prohibition to preach applies to 
this just as little as to the ‘ Galatic region’ (ruha.rrK$ 
xdpu). Or, if Asian Phrygia is intended-the con- 
clusion come to under § ~I--and by Asia not the entire 
province of Asia but only ‘ in the popular sense ’ ‘ the 
a g e a n  coast lands’ without Phrygia ( 5  15 : cp Ramsay, 
Church, chap. 82), the prohibition to preach applies 
to Phrygia as little as to the ‘ Galatic region’ and the 
two quite accurately constitute a pair. 

I t  would not, it is true, be permissible to take ‘ Asia ’ 
in this popular sense if the view held by Ramsay- 
15. o~ficial formerly at least (Church. 8z)-were cor- 
usage not rect : the view, namely, that the narrative 

strict in Lk, of Paul’s travels-all of them, not merely 
the *we ’ portions-under Paul’s influence 

invariably uses the geographical expressions that were 
capable of more than one meaning in the official Roman 
sense, and that Luke, the author of the narrative, is 
distinguished by this from the usage of Acts elsewhcre, 
which in 29f .  (where Phrygia is mentioned along with 
1 Ramsay even supports this rendering(Si. Paul, ch. 94, n. I ,  

p. x o J )  by Acts 139-‘ Saul, who also [is] Paul,’--ZairharP Kai 
IIaGhop-as if ‘also’ and ‘or’ were the same (cp Winer’s 

tions in Straho (Chu~chW, 486t). 
2 Ramsay (Ex#os., ’956, pp. 29-33) does not venture to allege 

that in Acts two dlstricts can be grouped under a common 
article only when they are politically connected; he is con- 
strained to add that this may happen also if they constitiite a 
unity for the purpose of the mission. Even this however, 
hardly holds good in 15 3, and certainly not in 19 21 dr in-what 
he himself recognises as an exception--27 5. 

3 Ramsay is mistaken in supposing that the adiectival char- 
acter of ‘ Phrygia’ (Quyia) is an argument against the North 
Galatian theory. 
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Asia), and perhaps also in 69, follows the popular use. 
Even at this earlier date, however, Ramsay found himself 
forced to concede that, in the case of Iconiurn, Lk. 
follows the popular usage (see above, col. 1597, n. 2). 
As Ramsay now completely identifies the author of the 
entire book of Acts with the author of the journey- 
narrative (St. Paul, ch.  SI), he is all the less justified in 
attributing to the latter in 166 a conception of ‘Asia’ 
different from that in 2 g . I  Moreover, the critical view 
of Acts regards both passages as due to the author of 
the complete work, the ‘ we ’ source not beginning till 
169 .  Thus that ‘Asia’ is used in the popular sense in 
1 6 6  becomes probable, because it is so used undoubtedly 
in ‘Lg and the remaining passages in Acts admit of 
either interpretation. 

Here, then, we can now say still more precisely than 
in 5 11 that Paul, proceeding from South Galatia 
(Lystra, etc. 161-5) westwards, had already reached 
Asia (in the narrower sense) or a t  least its neighbour- 
hood (1666); that, on account of the prohibition to 
preach there, he directed his steps ( 1 6 6 ~ )  towards the 
NE., and founded, first, in Asian Phrygia, those 
churches which we find him visiting anew in 1823, and 
afterwards those in North As for the word 
Phrygia, it must unquestionably be used in the popular 
sense, for the word has no different official sense what- 
ever. The word thus includes in point of language the 
whole of the former territory of Phrygia, and it is only 
as a matter of fact that the meaning is limited to the 
Asian portion (see above, 11). 

Apart, however, from the question whether Lk. ad- 

16. Or in +d exactly to the usage of Paul, 
it is quite unpermissible to say of 

Paul that he invariably confined himself to the official 
usage. 

1 Ramsay believes it possible from his point of view to main- 
tain so much a t  least-that Luke, as long as he was under the 
influence of Paul, and thus while he was writing out his memoirs 
of the journey, followed the official usage, and only afterwards 
adopted the popular. Such a change would in itself be remark- 
able enough. 

2 See the enumeration of them given elsewhere (ASIA, col. 339 
end, col. 340 end). In Stud. 6iU. e t  eccZes. (443-46) Ramsay 
withdraws his concession of a popular use of the word Asia in a 
sense less extended than as denoting the province, because other 
writers of the same period use ‘Asia‘ only of the entire quarter 
of the globe if not of the province. But an author who, as in 
Acts 2 gJ, names Phrygia alongside of Asia unquestionably I 

does employ ‘Asia’in a narrower sense than as denoting the 
province of this name ; and the fact remains, even if this usage 
is not followed by other writers. Against the restriction of the 
meaning to Mysia, Lydia, Caria, and smaller districts-in 
short, the Egean  coast lands-Ramsay, Stud Bi62. 4303, 
3rges that it did not come in till after the division of the province 
in 295 A.D. The point, however, is not whether exactly these 
districts are what is meant, but merely that Phrygia is not 
included along with them. On Ramsay’s ow11 showing 
(Church, chap. 8 2) this was so also when the province of Asia was 
constituted in 133 B.C. ; and the narrower use of ‘Asia’ (without 
Phrygia), which unquestionably occurs in Acts29, may be a 
survival from that time. As for the name Galatia the fact 
of its not occurring in Acts 13f: might seem to make akainst its 
being used in Acts in the official sense. The objection would 
apply with double force on Ramsay’s assumption that when 
Luke mentions a certain district in which Paul proposes to 
make a missionary tour, he always names it by its comprehensive 
and official name before particularising (Ex). , ’956, 35-40). The 
assumption, however, cannot be maintained. Ramsay himself 
in one place (St. Paul ch. 5 I ,  p. 91) limits the assumption by 
the insertion of the hord ‘usually,’ but he afterwards (i6. 
zh. 9 I, p 196) leaves it qnqualified (‘wherever’). Apart from 
the notices of entrances upon new missionary fields, Ramsay 
attributes the employment of the official phraseology to Luke 
in other places also (ch. 6 I, no. 3, p. 135 f: and ch. 11 4, p. 
253s) .  On the other hand, in Ex). ’986, p. 126=Gal. chap. 
!3, p. 315, he accentuates the opposite h e w  : ‘ it has been shown 
in page after page of my Si. Paul that Luke follows the Greek 
popular and colloquial usage, as it was current among the more 
educated half of society in the cities of the E g e a n  land ’ (cp 
8 13, end). 

8 We assume, with Ramsay, that in Acts166 and in other 
‘though not as Ramsay holds, in all) places in Acts the ‘ going 
through’ (ddppd?aL) was accompanied with missionary preach- 
mg. Compare also the conjecture 
regarding ’region ’ (xdpa) above, 5 13 (col. 1602. end). 
4 So Ramsay, Church, chap. 8 2, St. Paul, chap. 6 I, no. 3, 

p. 135f: ; Exp., ’986, pp. 29.32 125f . :=Gd.  chap. 14, pp. 275- 

Moreover, see $1 16. 

See ASIA, col. 340, n. I. 
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The assertion may possibly hold good for 2 Cor. 11 9, if, as 

Ramsay (Ex#., '956, p. 38) tells us, Philippi did not belong to 
Macedonia in popular parlance, for 2 Cor. llsf: certainly re- 
lates to the same events as Phil. 4 15f: Besides this instance, 
there is yet one other-curiously enough, unnoticed by Ramsay 
-which favours his view. Galilee and Samaria became incor- 
porated with /u&a as a single territory under Roman rule- 
according to Josephus, Ant. xix. 92 B3ii. 116 ,  after the 
death of Herod Agrippa I. (Actsl223)iu 44 A.D., but accord- 
ing to Tacitus (Azn.  1254) after the deposition of Ventidius 
Cumanus in 52 A.D. (Schiir. G j Y l 4 7 6 f : ,  E T  2 1728) .  That the 
official name of this territory was Judaea we have evidence 
going as far hack as 69 A.D. (Tac. H7st. 2 5). It can hardly he 
doubted, therefore, that the name had been already given to 
it in 44 A.D. (or 52 A.D.). If, now we are at liberty to assume 
the existence of Christian church& in Galilee we may be sure 
that Paul did not intend to exclude them when he wrote 
I Thess. 2 14 Gal. 122. As nevertheless, he mentions only 
Judaea, he appears to be follokng the official phraseology.1 

All the other passages adduced hy Ramsay, on the 
other hand, prove nothing. 

Judcea is named by Paul in z Cor. 116, Rom. 15 31 also ; hut 
here only the narrower meaning need he understood. 

Where, apart from 2 Cor. 11 g, he names Macedonia (I Thess. 
17f: 4 IO I Cor. 16 5, 2 Cor. 1 1 6  2 13 7 5 8 I ,  Rom. 15 26, and 
also Phil. '4 15) the apostle may he using the word quite as well 
in its popular as in its official sense. 

The order 
in which they are named here is not in accordance with that in 
Acts9301125 3, which brings Paul from Jerusalem first to 
Cilicia, and then to Syria. Ramsay seeks to 
crepancy hy showing that a t  that time Syria 
united as a single province but had not rec 
name. But should Paul ever have found it necessary to 
enumerate them in an order which was not that of his actual 
route, this necessity could only hare arisen from the existence 
of a fixed and unvarying usus ioguendi such as we have for 
example in the case of #rowincia Bithynia et Pontus. Ramsay 
himself, however, has to confess that in the present instance he 
has not been able to find any proof of such a fixed usage. All 
that he can adduce is a collocation of three names (Ex# 
p. 31 f: = Gal. ch. 14, p. 277.5 ; Stzrd. 6ihl. et eccL 4y4) i; 
accordance with which be designates the province on his own 
map in St. Paul 'prorincia Syria et Cilicia et Phcenice' ; hut 
this he takes so little seriot that in the same work (St. Paul 
ch. 8 I, p. 181) he says ' C  a was part of Syria.' But that 
Paul is thinking of Syria and Cilicia as a geographical unity is 
rendered positively improbable by his repetition of the article 
77s .%pia$ K a i  es &htKhs).z 
( Where Paul then mentions Asia (I Cor. 16 19 2 Cor. 18) and 
Achaia (1 Thess. 1 7  f: z Cor. 1 I 9 2 11 TO Rom. 15 26) the 
popular sense is quite as possible as the official. Indeed, :fit is 
accepted as a fact (so for example by Ramsay) that Paul made 
some converts to Chriktianity in A6ens(Acts 17 3 3 s )  whilst yet 
we find himcalling the Corinthian Stephanas (I Cor. 1 :6 16 15) his 
first convert in Achaia, he here uses Achaia in its popular sense 
which as Ramsay tells us (Ex)., '956, p. 38) did not includi 
Athe& (see ACHAIA). If Rom. 15 19 is assuAed to be genuine 
and Tit. 3 12 to have reference to it, Paul here uses Zl&ricum 
in a wider sense which includes the whole coast of Epirus as 
far as to Act&, where the Epirotic Nicopolis lay. Epirus 
never was part of Illyria. From 40 B.C. onwards they did not 
even touch each other; the southern border of Illyria was much 
farther N., passing through Scodra and Lissus on the Drilon. 
There are many other cities named Nicopolis, hut not one of 
them in any district visited, so far as we know, by Paul. Ramsay 
does not express himself upon I Cor. 16 15 and Tit. 3 12 ; hut on 
the other hand he notes that in Rom. 15 19 Paul uses the Roman 
form ' Illyricum' whilst the Greeks used ZZtyrikos only as an 
adjective, the snbstantive being ZZ@ris (Ex#., '986, p. 30=Gai. 
chap. 14, p. 276J). This, however, tells us nothing as to the 
rco-.ranhical denotation of the expression.3 Further (Ex#. and 

So also with the Syria and Cilicia of Gal. 121. 

'986 

278, chap. 23, p. 314; also Zahn (EinZ. in das NT, 5 11, n. 
4), who, however although a supporter of the South Galatian 
theory, traverses kvery other contention of Ramsay's dealt with 
above in 88 9-15 (so far as they are to he found in Church; St. 
Paul he had not yet seen). 
1 This of conrse will not hold good if we follow the chronology 

(based on Tacitus)adopted by 0. Holtzmann(N~'l~cheZeitgesch. 
128.130) and Harnack (Gesch. d. aitchr. Lit. ii. [=ChronoL] 
1233-239), for in this case both epistles belong to a date earlier 
than the introduction of the official nomenclature. 

2 The omission of the second article, though adopted by 
Ramsay as the right reading, is supported only by xf among the 
uncials. 

3 To a like category belongs Ramsay's assertion (Ex)., '986, 
p. 135=GnZ. chap, 25,,p: 321) that Paul of set purpose calls the 
Philippians Phi/$$Estoz (Phil. 4 IS), which 'is the Greek repre- 
sentative of the Latin Philippensis, according to a rule familiar 
to archreologists . . . he avoids the Greek ethnic, which was 
O ~ h i n i e v ' ~  or Oihtnqv6s. He would not address the inhabitants 
of a Roman colony by a Greek name, hut only by the Latin 
name written in Greek form. Elsewhere (1. of Theol. Stud. 
Pi16 ['991) he says still more definitely: ' the suffix -+nos was 
only used in Greek to reproduce Latin names. But-does not 
Homer call the Ithacans'IOamjoioL (Od. 2 z j  and often)? Buhler 
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Gal. ,  as above) he lays emphasis on the point that in 2 Tim. 4 IO 
Paul designates as Dalmatia the province which in Rom. 15 19 he 
had called ZllymZon in agreement he thinks with the change in 
the name of Illyria which had ac&ally happ'ened in the closing 
years of the apostle's life, Dalmatia having previously denoted 
only the southern portion of that province. I t  is, however, a 
mere begging of the question to assume that the Dalmatia of 
z Tim. 4 IO covers the same area as the Illyria of Rom. 15 19. 
Dalmatia in Timothy could quite as easily mean that part of 
lllyria which in popular speech had retained its old name. 

Further, it is not legitimate to argue for Paul's adop- 
tion of the official phraseology from the fact that he 
nowhere employs geographical expressions which have 
only a popular but no official meaning ; before doing 
so, it would be necessary to produce passages in which 
Paul had occasion to use such expressions, and yet 
avoided doing so. Lastly, that Paul must have followed 
the official usage on account of the manner in which 
his missionary activity connected itself with the official 
capitals (Ex?. , '956. p. 3 5 J ,  and often) is a mere theory 
that proves nothing. 

Moreover, even if Paul did invariably follow the 
official practice, the conclusion so often based upon 
this-viz., that Paul must by Galatia have meant South 
Galatia-would still be quite illegitimate. As if North 
Galatia did not equally belong to the province of 
Galatia! Thus, if we assume the word Galatia to he 
used in its official sense, it becomes only a possibility, 
not a necessity, that our epistle was addressed to South 
Galatians. 

As there 
were disciples in South Galatia, it has been thought by 

In 1823 Paul 'stablishes aZZ the discipZes.' 

17. some that we must interpret oily in 
(T+V 

dispr60f of raXawc+v xdpuv) traversed by him 
along with Phrygia, and that North 

North Galatia must be excluded. To escaDe 

aisciples, no this sense 'the Galatic region 

the second necessity, some have assumed the course of 
the journey to have been as in 166-first through 
South Galatia and afterwards through North Galatia 
(against this see, further, 0 11 above). Neither assump- 
tion is at all compelled by the text. 'All' ( ~ d v s a s )  
must be meant to be limited by the route stated to 
have been taken. One who travels through Galatia 
(and Phrygia) can stablish only the disciples whom he 
finds there-in other words, if South Galatia is meant, 
only the South Galatians-if North Galatia, only those 
of the N. The possibility of the existence of the 
latter is not excluded by the fact that there were 
disciples in South Galatia. ' I n  order' ( K a f k t f r )  in 
like manner means only that Paul visited successively 
each church which lay on his route, not that he visited 
every place in -4sia Minor where there were disciples. 

It may be the case that in wide districts of North 
Galatia nothing but Celtic was spoken, and that - 
18. Nor diffi- travelling in the interior-especially 
culties of the for an invalid (Gal. 413)--was very 

arduous. Lightfoot's assumption, 
however. that Paul carried his mission Journey, 

throughout the whole of 'North Galatia is as gratuitous 
as it is embarrassing. Ramsay's disinclination towards 
the North Galatian theory is in large measure due to 
the fact that he looks at it only in the form presented 
by Lightfoot. In reality, it is sufficient to suppose that 
during his illness, or during his convalescence, Paul 
founded a few churches, none of them very far apart, 
(Das griech. Secund&-su&.x -77s po [Gqtt., '581) besides a 
large number of other adjectives in this termination, i a s  collected 
fifteen which are derived from proper names-among them 
names of various Greek places-in which a derivation from the 
Latin -ensis is quite improbable. 'Yph+x occurs in documents 
In Demosthenes AKaKrjorar in Callimachus (circa 260 B.c.). 
Nor are they all berivatives from words ending in -q or -a, such 
as 'I86q or-Ypha. Not to mention any but words that are un- 
questionably early, from pre-Roman times : AKaK7joLor comes 
from'AraKoc (like pponjo~os,  therefore, in Hesiqd, and dponjoror 
in Aratus, circa 270 B.c.), and TLTaprjoLoc 1s In zitad, 2 751, a 
river descending from Mount T d p i o v ,  in Hksiod, Shield, 181 
and in Apollonius of Rhodes (circa 250 B.c.). a man from th; 
same district. Cp also Kiihner, Ausf: Gramm. d. grikck. 
Sprache, $ 334, n. 2. 
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and all situated in the W. of North Galatia, where 
acquaintance with Greek, as far as Pessinus and Gernia 
are concerned, is conceded even by Ramsay (Church, 
chap. 61, no. 6). Nor, in this case, need the Galatian 
mission have taken up such an excessive amount of 
time as to embarrass the chronology of the journeys of 
Paul, as Ramsay supposes ( C h u d ,  84-86).' 

Even granting that  our first notice of a bishop (and so of a 
Christian church) in these regions is as late as 325 A.D., whilst 
for Ancyra, more to the eastward, on the other hand, it is as 
much as some thirty years earlier, we have in this no sufficient 
justification for saying, as Ramsay does (St. XU. et eccZ. 419) 
that  ' the only form of the North Galatian theory that is no; 
a historical absurdity is Lightfoot's, who held that Paul s 
Galatian churches were in the great cities, especially Ancyra.' 

The limitation of the old Galatian missionary field 
indicated above deprives of much of its weight the 
19, Nor the objection that the founding of the North 

Galatian Churches is not recorded in 
Acts. Ramsay repeatedly declares their 
existence to be for him incredible for the 

reason that, had they existed, he could no longer hold 
Acts to be a work produced within the first century by 
a companion of Paul (Church, chap. 8, and pp. 59 83 
86$ ,  etc. ). On the claim for Acts thus presupposed by 
Ramsay, see ACTS, §§ 2 ,  4-7, 12-14. As far as the 
silence of Acts as to the founding of the North Galatian 
churches is concerned, it may be pointed out that the 
same book says practically nothing about the founding 
.of the churches in Cilicia, and absolutely nothing about 
those of Colossz and Rome, or about Paul's journey to 
Corinth. which we infer from 2 C o r . 2 1  1 2 1 4  1221 -139 .  
.Still more noteworthy is its absolute suppression of the 
very name of Titus on account of the bitter controversy 
that had been waged over him (Gal.23). The same 
consideration must have determined the author to 
recall as little as possible the memory of the Galatiaa 
churches within which there had been such violent 
,disputes. Not till 1823 ,  and even then only incidentally, 
does he allude to their existence. 

iii. NT references suit North Galatia best.- If it is 
t o  be held as proven that Paul did found churches in 
North Galatia, the point which we have now to deter- 
mine is whether the references in the NT, and especially 
in Galatians, snit North or South Galatia better. That 
both portions of the province are meant equally is 
inadmissible. According to Gal. 4 13-15, the occasion 
of their founding must have been the same for all the 
Galatian churches. 

Nothing decisive is made ont when it is proved that 
passages in Galatians which would be appropriate to 

::E;. 

20. Indecisive North Galatia are suitable also to the 
( a )  Had Paul actually cir- 

cumcised Timothy and delivered the arguments. South. 
decree of the apostles (Acts 163 f .  ; but see ACTS, 7, 
and COUNCIL, I O),  enabling the Judaizers to cite a 
case of self-contradiction in view of his preaching of 
freedom from the law (Ramsay, St. P a d ,  chap. 8 2, Exp., 
'986, pp. 17-20 193$ = Gal. [chap. 81 pp. 256-160, [chap. 271 
pp. 324-326; but on Gal. 511 110, see next article, IO 

and 13, n.), the fact could have been proclaimed quite 
as  easily in North.as in South Galatia. (6) Star gods, 
which are meant by the a7orXciu in 4 3  g (EV, ELE- 
MENTS, y . ~ ,  5 2 ) ,  were worshipped not only in 
Antiochia Pisidia (where moon-worship is proved to 
have existed) ; and castration and stigmatisation (if 
512 617 do really refer to the practice of these in 
pagan worships) also were widely spread. (c) Gal. 
3 2 8  is regarded by Ramsay (Chudz ,  43) as an 

allusion ' to the readers ' as Greeks .' . . for purpose 
of courtesy.' This also would be equally appropriate 
for North Galatia. Besides, the statement can be 
intended quite generally, without any ' allusion' at all. 

1 This  divergence from Lightfoot's view is therefore not, as 
might perhaps a t  first appear, a half retractation of the North 
Galatian theory and a n  approximation to the South Galatian. 
I t  is simply a better formulrrting of the- North Galatian, which 
avoids the difficulties needlessly introduced by Lightfoot. 
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(d )  Paul can conceivably have been received as an ' angel 
of God' ( & ~ y e h o s  &OD) ( 414 )  on other occasions besides 
that of his deification at Lystra (Ac t s1411 - I8 ) ,  to which 
Kamsay (Church, chap. 6 1 ,  no. g ; St. Paul, chap. 58) 
refers the passage. ( e )  Ramsay argues (Church, chap. 
G z )  that if in the Pauline Epistles the South Galatians are 
alluded to only in z Tim. 311 ,  and not in Galatians and 
I Cor. 1 6 1 ,  Acts must be regarded as unhistorical when 
it speaks of his conspicuous love for them ; yet that an 
erroneous representation of the kind could not have 
arisen in the second century, in which those churches 
had no importance whatever. Very possibly, however, 
Paul may have written epistles to the South Galatians 
which we no longer possess. An epistle to the Lao- 
diceans has perhaps been lost (Col. 4 7 6 )  ; certainly onq 
to Corinth has ( I  Cor. 59x1 ) .  The apostle may in any 
case be supposed to have loved the North Galatians 
also, as far, at least, as to write an epistle to them if it 
was they who stood in danger of drifting away from the 
true Gospel. 

Another argument for the South Galatiau address of 
21. Inherit- the Epistle is found by Ramsay in the 
ante, etc. language used by Paul regarding in- 

heritance and other matters. 

I. The Zaws of inheritance accordin8 to  Z<amsay.- 
(a) When the Gentiles who follow Abraham in his faith are  

called his sons (Gal. 37) this Ramsay holds has its explanation 
in the conception that 'the; are heirs of dis faith. This con- 
ception, he goes on to say, rests upon a law of inheritance 
according to which only sons (real or adoptive), not daughters 
or  strangers, can inherit so that  conversely also all heirs can 
be called sons. Such &s indekd the ancient koman  law of 
inheritance. I n  Paul's time, however, it was by Roman law 
open to a man to make a n y  one his heir without adopting him 
as a son. On the other hand, the ancient Roman idea held 
good in the Greek law, and this according to Ramsay's con- 
jecture had 'certainly' hzen intrpduced, into South Galatia 
under Alexander the Great and the Seleucidz (334-189. B.c.) 
long before i t  came under the Roman rule, and had continued 
to be the law under that  rule while in North Galatia the 
Romans had introduced their contemporary law a t  once in 
place of that of the Celts (Exj . ,  '986, pp. 203-6 zgo-g4=Gal. 

(@,Further, according to the contemporary law of Rome, a will 
remained secret during the lifetime of the testator, came into 
force only a t  his death, and until his death could always be 
changed by the testator. I n  Ramsay's view, the opposite is the 
case with the will (&aO+q) of Gal. 3 15 17 and therefore he 
thinks, it is a will in the Greek sense that Paul has in his mind. 
Such a will was from the first 'open and public, immediately 
effective and irrevocable ' i t  must be deposited either in 
original br in a properly cirrtified copy in the Record Office' of 
the city, 'and the officials there were bound to satisfy them- 
selves that it was a properly valid document before they ac- 
cepted i t .  if there was a n  earlier will the later must not he 
accepted &less it was found not to  inteifere with the preceding 
one : and so it continued t o  he in South Galatia down to the 
apostle's time, whatever the changes, greater or smaller, it may 
have passed through elsewhere (Exj.,  '986, pp. 299-303 326-9 
435=Gul. [chaps. 33 34 391 pp. 349-355 364-368 384). 

(c) Lastly, in Roman law, a son under age remains till his 
fourteenth year under a tutor, and till his twenty-fifth under ? 
curator. The  tutors, Ramsay takes it, answer to the 'guardians 
(drri~ppoaor), the curators to the ' stewards ' (okov6poi)  of Gal. 4 2. 
H e  discovers, however, this difference - that according to 
Roman law the father can nominate by will only the tutor, not 
also the curator, of his son. Greek law here presents no analogyj 
i t  seems to know only 'guardians' (&risporroi), not 'stewards 
( O ~ K O V ~ ~ O L ) .  On the other hand, Ramsay finds a full analogy 
to what we meet with in Galatians in the Syro-Roman,' or as  
he prefers to call it 'Graeco-Syrian,' 'law-hook' of the fifth 
century A.D., edited by Bruns and Sachau in 1380. Here the 
fathernominates by will not only the future'guardian'(;&porros) 
but also the future curator of his son. Ramsay holds that this 
law dates from the time of the Seleucidz, and had force in South 
Galatia before that of Rome. When in Syria the Roman lay 
likewise hecame influential, the name curator was substituted, 
in the Syrian law-book referred to, 'for oikonomos,' while the 
word epitrojos, written, however, in Syriac letters, was retained 
(Ex). ,  '986, pp. 43g-441=GuZ. [chap. 411 pp. 391-393). 

2. Are the facts esta6lished ?-The present writer is 
not in a position to bring to a test these various state- 
ments in all their details, I t  has to be observed, how- 
ever, not only that many of them are pure conjectures, 
but also that what they allege regarding Greek law is 
in the most essential points at variance with what we 
know as Attic law, or indeed as Greek law generally. 

x6oR- 

[chaps. 31 351 PP. 337-344, 370-375). 
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(a) Schulin,l Beauchet,a as also Thalheim,s find in an author 

as early as Isaeus (circa 370 B.c.) that in Athens a man was at  
libeity to make any one his heir without adopting him; and 
Lipsius (in Meier-Schoemann, Attischer Process, 2 5goJ) and 
Mitteis (12eicksrecht u. Volksrrcht, 341) accept this as holding 
good everywhere for the third century H.c., since the testa- 
ments of the philosophers as preserved to us by Diogenes 
Laertius certainly are not restricted to the Attic field alone. 
The wills of Greek settlers recently discovered in the Faiyiim in 
like manner reveal a similar state of the law @Iahaffy, ‘ On the 
Flinders Petrie papyri’ in Cunxingkawz Menr. Koy. Z r .  Acarl. 
no. 8, ’91, Introd. p. 41). This last is the only instance noted by 
Ramsay; but he does not regard it as having any bearing on 
South Galatia ; he holds it to Le a ‘rapid development’ extending 
to Greek wills only in the case of the soldiers in question who 
in Egypt were separated from their families. But it is not only un- 
proven, it is quite improbable, that Paul and the South Galatians 
should have remained entirely unaffected by this development 
which had been going on in Athens and elsewhere for three or 
four centuries, and that they should have gone on taking it for 
granted as a matter of course that no one could inherit except 
an actual or an adopted son. The Syrian law-book also does 
not show any continuance of what Ramsay calls the Greek law, 
for it allows the testator to name a* his heirs.his’ wife or his 
illegitimate children alongside of his legitimate children (London 

(6) In Attic law, not only written wills in most cases were 
sealed and deposited without disclosure of their contents 
and opened only after the death of the testator (Diog: LLierr: 
V. 2 14, 57 ; Aristoph. Wasps, 583.90; Isreus;G27 7 I ;’ Bekker, 
Char. I. SC. 9) but they could also be demanded back by th? 
testator in order to be destroyed or declared in the presence of 
witnesses to be no longer valid (Iszus 6 30-32; Neier. 
Schoemann, 2596f:; Thalheim, IO; kchulin, pp. 7-9;  
Beauchet, 3668.672). The passages referred to also snpply 
the proof that a will did not of necessity require to be deposited 
with a magistrate, that it could equally well be entrusted to a 
private person, or for greater security, toseveralprivatepersons.4 
This effectually disposes of the theory that there was an official 
inspection of the contents of a will. In fact even in the 
FaiyBm, where a public Record Office has recentl; been brought 
to light, Mahaffy (op. cit. Introd. p. 41) assures us that ‘ the 
cntry of these private documents on the records of some public 
office is not accompanied by any supervision, any officia! 
countersigning of each as inspected and approved by the State. 

For Ramsay, however, the most important thing is the 
irrevocability of a will. None of the scholars we have cited 
know anythmg of this. Schulin (ut supr.), who deals, not with 
Attic wills only but with all Greek witls accessible to him, 
never mentions’it; indeed the opposite is taken to be self- 
evident, and both Schulin (mf: 49) and Beauchet (222) affirm 
that, so far as Athens is concerned, even a will containing an 
adoption could at  any time be recalled though an adoption 
completed during the lifetime of the adoptive father was irre- 
vocable. Nor can Ramsay call the Syrian law-book to his 
aid;  on this point it follows the Roman view, according to 
which an earlier will is annulled by a later (London Text, 45, 
p. 15). Here Ramsay in fact relies exclusively on the wills 
found in the Faiyiim. These however by no means prove 
what he requires. H e  add&es only’this, that on them 
‘is often contained the provision that the testator is free to 
alter or invalidate’ (Ex$ ’986, p. 3zg=GaI. chap. 34, p. 3 6 6 3 ) ,  
from which he infers ‘;he customary presumption that the 
diatheke is irrevocable.’ Rut the customary presumption has 
no legally binding force, otherwise it would not be possible ‘p‘ 
wills to be revoked; and Ramsay himself says (Gal. 366): I 
confess that several high English authorities on Greek wills in 
Egypt, when consulted privately, expressed the opinion that 
these wills were revocable at the testator’s desire’ ; though he 
adds : ‘but they have not satisfied me that the evidence justifies 
that opinion earlier than the Roman time and Roman influence. 
In the interests of Ramsay’s argument, to have been able to 
adduce a single instance in which Greek differed from Roman 
law in this respect would have been much more valuable than 
any number of conjectures ; in point of fact, so far as we have 
been able to discover, it is not possible in the Greek sphere, 
to point to any area, however limited, &thin which prevailed 
that irrevocability which Ramsay (Gal. 351) without qualifichtion 
speaks ofas ‘a  characteristic featureof Greek law.’ His assump 
tion might be explicable if we could venture to suppose that m 
brinnine into such intimate connection the ideas of will-makine 

Text, §§ 36, $3, PP. 12, 19). 

and-adgption (e.c., Ex$., ’986, p. 301, ‘the appointment of a; 
heir was the adoption of a son,’ and, conversely Gal. 351 
‘ the adoption was the will-making’) he held all ;vills to b i  
irrevocable because adoption by a person while still alive wa? 
irrevocable : hut this would he a darine supposition. Moreover 

alterthiimer (‘gs), p. 72, n. 3. 
4 Dareste Bull. de Corresp. Hellen., 1882, pp. 241-245, on 

whom Ramkay, Cities and Bishojvirs, i. 2 3 6 3 3  and Gal. 355, 
relies, produces inscriptional evidence for the existence of a 
gublic archive in more than thirty cities, chiefly in Asia Minor, 

ut of the depositing of a deed of adoption in only one, of the 
depositing of a will in none. 

- 
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we know that a t  Gortyna in Crete (see Gortyna’instr. 11 IO&) 
even an adoption inter  vivos, such as we have bcen speaking of, 
could be revoked, and the Arabic and Armenian versions of the 
Syrian law-hook already referred to are in remarkable agree- 
ment with this (102 [IOI], p. 109, 1 4 0 ’  Mitteis, 2143). The  
Egyptian wills have been cited by Ramiay so vaguely that it is 
impossible to verify them in detail, and moreover many of them 
still remain unpublished. The present writer is unable to say 
where it was that the customary presumption, against which 
the testators guard themselves held good. Perhaps their 
saving clause bas no reference io any actual law. According 
to Mahaffy (Introd. p. 39), in them often ‘a son is mentioned as 
sole heir. When the revocability of the testament is spoken of 
it is conceivable that we have another instance, similar to that 
just cited, in which it is the obvious that is said. 

(c) If o ~ ~ o u d p o s  in Paul’s time, and even as far back as tke time 
of the Seleucidae (so Ramsay, Ex#. , ’986, p. 441 =Gal. chap. 41, p. 
393), corresponded to the Latin curator, why is it that in the Syrian 
law-book the Latin is substitutedfor oiKov6px only, and not for 
Xrponoc also? Why does the Roman jurist Modestinus in his 
Greek treatise de Excusationi6us (3rd cent. A.D.) also write 
dni~porros, but in Greek letters KOVPCWP (Lex I, Dig. de a n -  
firmando tutore vel curatore 26 3, in Cor). ]UY.  Civ., edd. Krii: er 
and Mommsen, 13366 also 34oa 352a and often)? Ramray 
has not observed tha; Mitteis (p. 2 1 7 k )  adopts the view of 
Bruns, the co-editorof the Syrian law-book and himself a lawyer 
and confirms it by additional examples, that ‘the formal disl 
tinction drawn by the Romans between tutela and cuva was 
not rightly understood by the Orientals.’ 
and certainly with justice : ‘the ancient Greeks had only c n i  
kind of tutelage and therefore had on1 one word &rlrpom- 
to express it. This word the later Greezsrestrictedto the mean- 
ing yf tufor, and they introduced alongside of it the word 
KoUparWp. Indeed, when weight is laid upon the Egyptian 
papyri, it ought to be observed that alonpide of dd~porroc they 
employ as a second word to desirnate male tutors, not o;rou6pop 
but +povrirnjs (Aegyjt. Urkt&Jcn aus . . . Berlin: griech. 
Urknnden, no. 352 g 4‘20 5 427 g 2 7 3 ,  cp 447 1af: 21 [znd cent. 
A.D.], and often). Mitteis (pp. 156 ‘17) in speaking of a 
Peloponnesian inscription of the secoAd century A.D. (cp Lebas 
et Waddington, b‘oyapArcheolo~ique, 2 2 ,  no. a 4 3 a [ p .  5151 1. to) 
in which the representative of a woman describes himself as her 
+~OYTLUT$S K a i  K J~LW,  remarks without further note : ‘Qppv- 
riur+s is the translation of the Latin curator.’ In the Egyptian 
documents cited above, +povnunjs ,  and, still more, aSproc, are 
the usual designations for the guardian of a woman. 

3. Are t h  le@ conceptions appZicubZe l o  GnZatinns9- 
fa) Even were Kamsay’s identification of sons and hcirs 
justifiable, there would not be any fitness in the assump- 
tion that the Gentile followers of Abi-nham in his faith 
are regarded as heirs of his faith. Ramsay says (Erp. ,  
’986, p. 203 = G d .  chap. 31, p. 337) : ’ the idca that 
they . . . arc sons of Abraham . . . would certainlj 
be unders:ood by the Galatians as referring to the legal 
process cnlled adoption, uio8eaia.’ R’ow Paul indeec 
expressly uses this word in speaking of their adoption 
(Gal. 4 5 )  ; but this adoption makes them sons of God. 
He cannot at  the same moment have intended to make 
out that they were by adoption sons of Abraham. On 
the contrary, their designation as ‘sons of Abraham ’ is to 
be regarded as a mere Hebraism. ‘Sons of the Prophets’ 
(2 K. 2 3  Am. 7 14 etc., see SON) are those who adhere to, 
or follow, the,prophets. It is precisely in this sense that 
we read in Rom. 412 of the believing gentiles that they 
‘walk in the steps of the faith of our father Abraham 
which he had in uncircumcision.’ In the same way w c  
are dealing only with a Hebrew idea when Paul in 
Rom.4nf.  16-18 speaks of Abraham as their father. 
Ramsay‘s conjecture(Ezp., ’986, p. z94f: =Gal. chap. 3,l 
p. 342f. ) that Paul uses this particular expression with a 
reference to the more comprehensive sense of the word 
flanter (somewhat like protector), which is frequent in 
Latin, is quite away from the point. 

(6) Even where it is possible to show that in some case a will 
comprisinganadoption had been held to beirrevocableitwould not 
belegitimate toassume thatby the word &aB+q,employed without 
qualification in Gal. 3 15 17 Paul and the Galatians understood 
a special kind of will-that,’namely, associated with the adoption 
of a son ; still less is it legitimate when it is remembered that 
in the case before us there can be no thought of adoption, Christ, 
God‘s own son (Rom. 832), being the sole heir. But if, as we 
contend, the apostle and his readers must have taken the word 
in its general sense, there is still less proof forthcoming for 
Ramsay.s thesis that they must have held wills to be irrevoc- 
able. True Ramsay says (Ex$., ‘986; p. 3?1=GaZ. chap. 33, 
p. 35.1) :, ‘We think of a will as secret and inoperative during 
the lifetime of the testator, as revocable by him at  pleasure, and 
as executed by him only with aview to his own death. A will of 
that kind could have no applicatipn to God, and no such analogy 
could have been used by Paul. These words can hardly be 
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understood otherwise than as meaning that what Paul had in 
his mind was adoption by a person still alive. But this is 
absolutely excluded ; G d r j K $  in the language of the law as that 
had been long established in Paul’s time never means anything 
else than a will made with reference to death (the sense of 
‘covenant’ does not come into consideration here). It is of 
course true that the analogy to a man who makes arrange- 
ments with his death in view halts somewhat when applied to 
God ; but that Paid does so apply it is unquestionable. 

Thus another view of Gal. 3151719, which has the 
support of many scholars, though not taken into account 
by Ramsay, becomes all the more inevitable. When i t  
is said (315) that ‘ n o  man maketh void or addeth to ’  
a man’s testament,’ the testator himself is not to be 
regarded as included in the proposition. He himself 
might perhaps have it in his power to change it. Only, 
this possibility does not come into account in the case 
under consideration. For in the apostle’s view it is not 
God but the angels who are regarded as authors of the 
Mosaic law, which announces a change of the divine 
pnrpose-compared to a testament-given in the 
promise to Abraham. Of the angels he assumes that 
their’action was on their own responsibility, not a t  the 
command of God. On this interpretation, the question 
whether it is with Greek or with Roman law that we are 
dealing, does not arise. In every system of law it holds 
good that an outsider cannot alter another man’s will. 

(c) As for Gal. 42, the plural ‘ guardians and stewards ’ 
(&rrrpbaous Kal O ~ K O Y ~ ~ O U S )  makes it very improbable 
from the outset that the apostle is thinking of the son 
as being subject to the ‘ guardians ’ during one part of 
his minority and to the ‘ stewards’ during another 
part only ; for the law speaks, as is hut natural, in the 
singular, of one tutor and one curator. If, however, 
Paul is thinking of both tutors and curators as dis- 
charging their office simultaneously it becomes inipossible 
to detect his exact legal meaning. Equally impossible 
is it to do so if, as is not improbable, he is thinking of 
the father of the heir as still living. It must be re- 
membered that in the figure the father is God. In 
3 15 17 he is compelled to think of God as dead ; but 
not in 4 r J  

( d )  Evenifwe grant, however, forthesakeofargument, 
the possibility that Paul’s manner of expressing himself 
in Galatians is in agreement with Greek law, what has 
been proved? Only that Paul himself was acquainted 
with this law, not by any means that his readers also 
were. Or has the apostle in other matters paid such 
careful regard to the circumstances of his readers? 
The Galatians were all, or nearly all, Gentile Christians 
(see next article, 1 11) and yet he writes in a way that 
includes them also with reference to the Mosaic law, 
‘ Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law ’ (3 13)  ; 
‘we  were kept in ward under the law.  . . so that the 
law hath been our tutor,’ etc. (323-25), and ‘Christ 
redeemed them which were under the law, that we might 
receive the adoption of sons ’( 4 5). The church of Corinth 
in like manner was, practically, entirely Gentile; yet 
Paul writes ( I  Cor. l o r ) ,  ‘our fathers were all under 
the cloud, and all passed through the sea,’ etc. In the 
case of a writer who is so careless to guard his language 
on obvious and important points, it is futile to single 
out individual phrases, assume them to have been 
carefully chosen with reference to the special environment 
of the readers and on these to base far-reaching con- 
clusions as to where that environment was (as, e.g., 
Ramsay does in Gal  chap. 35, p. 374). 

The same remark applies to the proof of a South Galatian 
address which Ramsay finds in the ‘ tutor ’ (rar8aywy6c) of 3 243 
on the ground that there were no slaves of this kind in North 
Galatia, or again in 328 because in South Galatia the women 
enjoyed greater independence than elsewhere (Ex)., ’986, pp. 
433-436, 438J=Gd.  chap. 3 9 3 ,  pp. 381-385 389-391), and other 
proofs of the same nature. 

It is probable that in A4cts 204 we have an enumera- 
tion of the representatives of churches who had been 

22. Acts204. appointed as men of trust, in accord- 
ance with z Cor. 818-23, to see to the 

due conveyance of the proceeds of the great collection 
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to Jerusalem. Among these, whilst we find two South 
Galatians-Gaius and Timothy-no North Galatian is 
mentioned ; and from this it has been supposed that in 
I Cor. 161 South Galatia must be meant. The list, 
however, is not complete. It has no representatives of 
Corinth and Pliilippi,l and names of North Galatians 
can equally well have been omitted. Above all, it 
would have becn quite irrational to carry moneys from 
South Galatia to Jerusalem by way of Macedonia2 and 
run all the risks ( z  Cor. 11 26) of such a journey. More- 
over, Timothy was the constant companion of Paul, nnrl 
in like manner Gaius also will have been a member of 
the company on other accounts than that of the col- 
lection. 

I Cor. 161 comes into consideration for the reason 
that Paul presumably used ‘ Galatia ’ in Galatians in the 
23. Cor.l6I. same sense as here. Now, I Cor. 101 

is held to refer to South Galatia, 
because it is deemed improbable that Paul did not 
invite the South Galatians also to take a part in the 
great love-offering of the Gentile churches. But he may 
very well have invited them even if I Cor. 16  I refers to 
North Galatia. Paul here says only that he has ap; 
pointed a particular manner of making the collection in 
Galatia. It is open to us to suppose that he has not as 
yet had occasion to do this for South Galatia also, or 
that another method had already been adopted there. 

In Galatians Paul makes no reference to the journey 
to Jerusalem mentioned in Acts 1822. From this is 

24. Acts 1822  
unnoticed in 

Galatians. 

drawn the inference that the epistle 
must have been addressed to South 
Galatia, because, as is shown by 
‘the former rtimel’ ( r b  T O ~ T E I I O V \  in 

I I ,  

Gal. 4 13, Paul must have already >vi$ted the readers 
twice before the despatch of the epistle. These two 
visits can perhaps, if one is willing to be satisfied with 
the meagrest possible evidence, be held to be proved 
for South Galatia from Acts 1314-1420 and 1421-23; 
or, the first visit from Acts 1314-1423 and the second 
from Acts 161-5 ; as far as North Galatia is concerned 
they are not to be found till 166 and 1823. That, how- 
ever, the journey of 1 8 a z J  may very well have occurred 
and yet not be mentioned in Galatians, see COUNCIL 
O F  JERUSALEM, 3 IC. 

In Gal. 21-10 Paul speaks of the Council of Jerusaleni 
as hitherto unknown to the Galatians. This also has 
25, ‘ Council, suggested the inference that Paul’s second 
unknown to vmt to the readers must have occurred 
Galatians. ?fore the council-in other words, that 

It IS related in Acts 1421.23, and so must 
have been made to South Galatia. On the other hand, 
even if the Council of Jerusalem had already been held, 
Paul surely had every motive for keeping back as long 
as possible from newly-converted Gentile Christians all 
knowledge of the existence of misunderstandings of the 
kind. His principle was to feed such churches with 
milk, and to set forth Christ plainly before their eyes 
(I  Cor. 32 Gal. 31). At his second visit he had, it is 
true, found the churches already to some extent under 
the influence of Judaism (1 9, ‘ said before,’ T ~ O E L ~ + K U ~ W ,  
53, ‘again,’ aciXw);  but the ‘ I  marvel’ (Baupci(m) of 
1 6  shows that he had left them in the honest belief that 
he had been successful in counteracting this danger. 

1 As the Corinthians had only shortly before brought against 
Paul the charge that he was applying the collection to his own 
purposes ( z  Cor. 1 2  16-18), it would have been inconceivably im- 
prudent on his part to take upon himself the responsibility for 
due conveyance of the Corinthian contribution (so Ramsay, .St. 
Pad ,  chap. 13z), even had he been asked to do so. In point of 
fact, the apostle had very clearly expressed, in 2 Cor. Szo A, 
the principle by which he was precluded from this. That 
Luke was a Philippian is only a bold conjecture of Ramsay’s 
(St. Pad ,  chap. 9 3  103 11 2 17 4, and frequently), quite apart 
from the consideration that it is by no means certain that it 
is Luke who speaks in ‘ we’ (see ACTS, $9). 

2 llpoehO6vrrs: not vppoucA86vrss, must be read in 20 5 ; the 
latter is quite irreconcilable with the fact that the persons 
named have already accompanied Paul from Europe ( o u u i m r o  
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From the ‘again’ (?rdXw) of 53 it is legitimate to infer 
that in this connection he had employed substantially 
the same arguments as those which he afterwards used 
in the epistle (e.g., 52-4 31-5 49) ; and we may regard 
it as a proof of his apostolical wisdom. that he declined 
to make use of the controversies of the Council of 
Jerusalem in furtherance of his end. 

At the Council of Jerusalem Pan1 supported the 
interests of the readers of Galatians. according to the 

GALATIA 

‘with you’ (+E &/A&) of 2s. This 
26* ‘E:;?’ would still hold good, however, even 

on the assumption that a t  that time 
they had not yet been converted-which was the case 
with the North Galatians. Paul was concerned at that 
crisis in vindicating freedom from the law for the 
churches which he was yet to found as well as for those 
which he had already established. Even if the letter be 
assumed to be addressed to South Galatians, ‘with 
you ’ (?rpbs &piis) constitutes only an individual applica- 
tion. That in the Council of Jerusalem Paul should 
have had in his mind only his South Galatian churches, 
and not equally those founded by him in Syria, Cilicia, 
etc., would be a wholly untenable supposition. 

The sickness of Paul, alluded to in Gal. 413, Ramsay 
(Church, chap. 3,. pp. 62-65) considers to have been 

27. malaria, which is endemic in Pamphylia, 
and, as he thinks, was the cause of the 
apostle‘s going for recovery to the more 

highly situated Antiochia Pisidia. 
As Ramsay further (St. Pad, chap. 5 2 )  identifies this sick- 

ness with ‘ the thorn in the flesh ’ it is very improbable that 
malaria can be meant. The view’finds no real support in the 
fact that fever occurs in inscriptions as a punishment sent by 
the gods of this lower world, to which Ramsay supposes the 
‘messenger of Satan’ (Z yshoc uamvB)  of zCor. 1276 to refer 
(Ex$., ’99h, p. zi , f=Gaz chap. 48, p. 423). 

Unless 2 Cor. 127a is to be held to be meaningless, the 
apostle’s malady was associated with ecstatic visions ; and these 
are not, so far as we know, symptomatic of malaria, though 
certainly they are of epilepsy, with which Krenkel (among 
others) has identified Paul’s ‘thorn in the flesh’ (,Beitr. ~ u r  
AufheZZung der Gesch. z. a?. B&fe d. A$: PauZws, 90. pp. 47- 
125, and, earlier in ZWT, ’73, pp. 238-244). Ramsay (Gal. 
chap. 48, p. 427) himself says : ‘ In  fact, it is the visions which 
give probability to the theory of epilepsy. . . . The theory 
is seductive. But are we prepared to accept the consequences? . . . Has the modern world, with all that is best and, truest 
in it, been built upon the dreams of epileptic insanity? This 
is the argument of a theologian, not of a historian. 

However this may be, the fact that Pamphylia ex- 
poses the traveller to risks of malaria is no proof that 
Paul could not possibly have been seized with illness 
even in North Galatia. Moreover, Paul says that on 
account of his sickness he was received as an ‘ angel of 
god’ (iiyydos Beoil ; Gal. 4 14). About any reception of 
this kind in Antiochia Pisidia (where, according to 
Ramsay, he had this illness), we read nothing in Acts 
(on the contrary, we are told of a persecution instigated 
by the Jews [1350], of which Galatians says nothing) ; 
and Ramsay cannot think of him any longer as having 
been ill in Lystra, where, according to Ramsay, the 
favourable reception occurred. 

Thus, whilst on the points formerly discussed, all that 
it was possible to prove was that the individual actual 
data warranted the North Galatian theory just a s  much 
as the Southern, here we have a consideration which 
makes positively for North and against South Galatia. 
On the four points remaining to be considered we come 
to  this same conclusion. 

Barnabas, it is thought, must have been personally 
known to the Galatians. H e  ,is introduced without 

28. Barnabas remark in Gal. 21 g 13 ; and he was the 

known to companion of Paul only on his first 
Galatians. journey, not on his second (Acts 

15q5-40). Peter also, however, is 
mentioned in Gai. 118 without explanation ; and 
Barnahas, although he was unknown to the Corinthians, 
is introduced in the same manner in I Cor. 96-it was 
enough that they had heard about him. Besides, Paul 
expresses himself as having been in so exclusive a sense 
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the founder of the Galatian churches (Gal. 18 f: 3 I f. 
412-20) that it is almost impossible to suppose South 
Galatia to be meant. According to Acts 14 12, Barnabas 
was even taken for Jupiter in Lystra. 

The apostrophe ‘ 0 Galatians ’ ( B  PaXdTar), in 3 I 
addressed to persons who, by origin, were much rather 

29. ,o Gala- Lycaonians or Phrygians, would be in- 
tians ,; Gal. I. telligible in an official manifesto ; but 

in a letter such as this of Paul’s it 
would become so only if besides New Galatians Old 
Galatians were included (against which supposition, see 
above, col. 1607, beg. of iii. ). On the assumption that 
the apostrophe was addressed to the New Galatians 
alone, such a mode of address is in the highest degree 
improbable. 

It must not he forcotten that Ramsav has been able to cite ~ ~~ 

not a single instance :o far a s  Gia t ia  is’ concerned, and in t1.e 
case of the province’df Asia, which had subsisted more than a 
century longer, only one, in which the inhabitants of districts 
first incorporated with the provinces by the Romans designated 
themselves by the official provincial name (CIG3662.5; see St. 
G6Z. et eccles. 411). It  is onlv bv a series of exceedindv hold 

Roman province, about 160 B.C. Derbe certainly, was not 
added to Galatia until 25 B.c., according tds 3 above not until 
41 A.D. Accordingly the aptness of the excla)matioi ‘0 Gala- 
tians’ as addressed to the North Galatians, depends not on 
their Celtic descent but on the fact that only in North 
Galatia was to be f&nd the people who had borne that name 
from of old, and in common speech, not merely in official docu- 
ments. 

But we will not, however great the improbability, 
dispute the abstract possibility that Paul might have 

the made use of the term ‘ Galatians ’ as a 
Churches, comprehensive designation of inhatit- 

ants of several recently-added portions 
of the province of Galatia. Not even 

in such a case could he have made use of the address ‘ to 
the churches of Galatia’ (TU&- ~ K K X ~ U L U L S  T+ I’aXadas ; 
Gal. 12) in writing to South Galatia if there Rere 
churches already in North Galatia. Even if the letter 
were sent by the hands of a trusty messenger:who:quite 
understood where to deliver it, the article. (Y+) would 
have been inadmissible. Now, the letter contains in- 
formation about the Council of Jerusalem and the 
controversy with Peter in Antioch in Syria. If ad- 
dressed to South Galatia, the letter must, accordingly, 
have been written between the date of the controversy 
and that of the founding of the North Galatian 
churches (Acts 166). If so, the first alternative is that 
it was written from Antioch, in Syria, before Acts 1540; 
in which case the two visits of Paul implied in the ‘ the 
former [time] ’ (d r p 6 n p o v )  of Gal. 4 13 would have to 
be sought in Actsl314-1420 and 1421-23 (see above, 
5 24). Against this view we must bring an observation 
which also makes against Ramsay’s dating of the epistle 
from Paul’s next stay in Antioch in Syria (Acts 1823 ; 
see St. Paul, chap. 84). On both occasions there was 
an immediate prospect of a renewed visit to the readers 
by the apostle. Ramsay considers that Paul may have 
entrusted the bearer of the epistle with an oral announce- 
ment of his proposed visit. In such a case, however 
(1Cor.418-21 165-8 zCor.1214 131f.), the apostle’s 
procedure is very different. Moreover, he manifestly 
writes Gal. 420 on the supposition that he is not about 
to see them soon. 

A second possibility would be that the epistle was 
written between Acts165 and 166. In that case Acts 
1314-1423 would have to be reckoned as the first visit, 
and 161-5 as the second. How would this leave a 
sufficient interval during which, after the second visit, 
the Judaizers could have had time for going to the 
readers and so completely changing their attitude 
towards the apostle and his message, and for Paul to 
I iar of all this before his arrival in North Galatia from 
t:::: South? 

If the epistle were 

30. 

Gal. 2. 

Most decisive of all is Gal. 121. 
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addressed to South Galatia, Paul would, according to 

Acts 13f., have been with his readers 
in the period indicated in Gal. 121  

between his first and his second visit to Jerusalem (see 
COUNCIL OF JERUSALEM, 0 I U ) .  It is not for a moment 
to be thought that Paul would have left unnoticed so 
very conclusive a proof of his absence from Jerusalem, 
and have mentioned precisely two other provinces which 
were not those to which his readers belonged. 

On the very hold attempt, which has on this account been 
made to transpose Acts 13f: so as to make it follow Acts 15 34, 
see ~ O U N C I L  OF JERUSALEM, 5 Ie. In any case the project 
will not be favoured by those who have any interes; in maintain- 
ing the credibility of Acts. Ramsay ( C ~ ~ L Y C ~ ,  chap. 6 3 ; St. 
P a d ,  chap. 83) proposes another way of meeting the difficulty. 
H e  brings the journey to Jerusalem mentioned in Gal. 118 into 
connection with Acts 926-30; and that in Gal.21-IO into con- 
nection with Acts 1130 and 12 25 ; and concedes that before 
Galatians was written Paul had certainly heen a third and a 
fourth time in Jerusalem (Acts 15 and 1s 22)  but maintains that 
there was no need to mention this in Galatians, as in that 
epistle all he wished to show was his independence of th: 
original apostles at the time ‘when he converted the Galatians. 

This last contention is not only destitute of any 
warrant from the text, but is also entirely inconsistent 
with the situation. The Judaizers could have .over- 
thrown Paul’s authority in Galatia just as well if after 
his first missionary activity there he had shown that he 
was dependent on the original apostles. This was, in 
fact, what, according to Ramsay, actually happened. 
In Acts 15 ’ he was commissioned ’ ‘ by the older 
apostles’ ‘ to  deIiver to them’ ( i e . ,  to the Galatians) 
‘ the Apostolic decree’ (Ramsay, GaZ. chap. 18, p. 287). 
In  these circumstances how can Paul still attach im- 
portance to his being able to prove that he was inde- 
pendent of the original apostles atprs t  P Only on one 
assumption-that although his dependence became 
evident at  the Council of Jerusalem, the Galatians 
are still unaware of it. If he takes for granted that 
they know it (according to Acts 164,  which- Ramsay 
holds tu  be historical, he himself personally informed 
the South Galatians of the apostolical decree), the proof 
of his independence in Gal. l r r - 2 1 0  is meaningless ; if 
on the other hand he hopes by silence-nay, by the 
express declaration of 26 (8,uol 02 ~ O K O D V T E E  ot&?v rpou- 
av4/3svro: RV, ‘they who were of repute imparted 
nothing to me’)-to prevent his readers from learn- 
ing or remembering the fact of his dependence, he is 
deliberately setting himself in his epistle to deceive 
them. In this case his moral character must be sacri- 
ficed to save the credibility of Acts. This is what Ramsay 
(Gal. ch. 19;p. 302) accuses the advocates of the North 
Galatian theory of doing when they hold that Paul 
leaves unnoticed the journey mentioned in Acts 11 30 
1225. That he did so, however, is assumed only by 
those of them who, like Ramsay, hold absolutely by the 
historical character of everything contained in Acts. In 
any case, for Paul to omif all mention of this journey 
would be a small matter compared with his hiding that 
dependence on the original apostles which is testified to 
by the apostolical decree. On the South Galatian 
theory, Paul could be exonerated only by placing 
Galatians earlier than Acts 15, and if Ramsay’s date be 
adhered to, only by rendering Gal. 111-221 wholly 
purposeless. Moreover, it is quite illegitimate to identify 
Gal.21-IO, not with Acts 15 but with Acts 1130 1225 
(see COUNCIL OF JERUSALEM, ra) .  

In GaZ. chap. 18 f: , pp. 286 304 Ramsay inclines not 
to identify the journey in Gal. 21-10 with any of those 
recorded in Acts, but to insert it between Acts 9 and 
Acts 1130. W e  do not press, as against this, that 
on such an assumption Paul has omitted to men- 
tion not two journeys, but three; for Ranisay may 
say of the one in Acts 1130 1225 what is said in 
COUNCIL, 1 IC, of that in Acts 1822-that Paul does not 
mention it because in chaps. 3-6 he has lost sight of his 
intention to enumerate his visits to Jerusalem. So far as 
Acts is concerned, Ranisay’s assumption that such a 
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31. Gal. 12T. 
visit is omitted is much more remarkable. The main 
thing, however, is that by the assumption the situation 
is no wise improved : Paul still ignores his dependence 
on the original apostles at the Council of Jerusalem in 
Acts 15. On the contrary, on Ramsay’s interpretation 
of Gal. 21-10 the situation becomes worse. According 
to Ramsay (Ga l  chap. 18 p. 296) on the journey of 
Gal. 21-10, which is not mentioned in Acts, Paul ‘ con- 
sulted ’ (Gal. 2 2 [ d v e O i p ~ v ] )  the original apostles, 
‘ asked their advice,’ because his gospel ‘ was not fully 
matured until shortly before the beginning of the first 
journey’ (Acts 131). This means entire dependence ; 
for the contrast is that ‘after it had fixed itself in his 
nature as the truth of God . , . he no longer “con- 
ferred with flesh and blood.” ‘ The upshot then is this : 
Paul seeks to make evident his independence of the 
original apostles precisely by recording this act of 
submission to them. 

Equally impossible as an expedient is it to maintain that in 
Gal. 121 Paul is naming only two provinces (Syria and Cilicia) 
for the reason that they were the only provinces. on account 
of his successful activity in which the Christians of Judrea 
‘glorified God’ (124) and that he is silent on his sojourn in 
South Galatia hecauie his mission in that country had perhaps 
ceased to have their approval. Without the aid of the unten- 
able theory (see next article, $ IO) of Clemen (to which Ramsay 
now [Gal. chap. 18, pp. 291, 2961 seems to lean), it would be 
impossible to perceive why Paul should have conducted his 
mission in South Galatia on any other principles than those 
which he followed in Syria and Cilicia. 

Above all, no unfavourable judgment on the part of 
the Jewish Christians regarding his mission to his 
readcrs could have determined the apostle to leave 
unused the clearest proof of all that he had kept away 
from Jerusalem.. Gal. 123f: can be dispensed with as  
far as the primary object of the argument is concerned, 
and Paul would willingly have refrained from adding 
these verses had he been able at this point to say that 
during the interval in question he had beeu,with his 
readers. P. w. s. 

c. GALATIANS ELSEWHERE. 

In  z Tim. 4 IO the reading varies between I’ahXlav 
[N] and 1’aXadav [WH]; and even if the latter be 
32. cGalatiar adopted the reference may still be to 

Or in Gyke current Greek name for Gaul 
during the first two centuries A. D. was and 

I’aXada (I’aXdmr) inless the older title KEXTLKT~ 
(KEXTOI, Kdk~ar) was emp1oyed.l 

T o  distinguish the Asiatic Celts the phrases oi i v  ‘Auip 
F d d r a t  (Plut. Mor. 258), $ r a d  7))v ’Auiav raharia (Dios. Mat. 
med. 3 56), or l’ahhoy atria, Fahhaypatroi(strabo 130,566) might 
he used ; but generaey the context must decide (cp Plut. Pomj. 
3r,  33, 38). Not until late did the Greeks adopt the Roman 
terms FaMia, I%hhor. I t  is in Herodian that we first meet 
with the distinction, adopted by modern writers, between Fahhia 
=Gaul, and Fru\aria=Galatia in Asia Minor. There would be 
a strong tendency to alter l’aharia into Fahhia in NT MSS in 
this passage, owing to the general belief that western Gaul was 
meant, combined with the fact that at  the time of their origin 
the word raharia as applied to Gaul had been abandoned in 
favour of the Latin Fahhia, airahhiar (cp Theod. 2 227, Galatiam 
dixit quas nunc nonziiraiiius GaZlias). 

On linguistic grounds, then, no general decision is 
possible. The passages in which the name occurs must 
be examined separately. 

I .  It has been argued that if Paul had meant Gaul 
he would, according to his usual practice, have used 
the Roman provincial name, and that, as Timothy was 
in Asia Minor, possibly even in Galatia, he would have 
avoided an ambiguous term. Paul was, however, after 
all, Greek in language and thought (cp Hicks, St. Paul 
and HelZenism, in Stud. BibL 47p ‘he  thinks in the 
tongue that he speaks and writes’). Further, if 
Crescens had actually gone to Timothy’s own sphere 
of labour, more would have been said, and Timothy 
certainly could not fail to attach the right significance to 

1 Cp Paus. i. 41, b@ Sd W O ~ E  ahoaq rahs;a0at. r a h d a r  
i & v i q u e v .  Kehroi y d p  card re u@s rb dpxaiov Kai =a,& roin 
Bhhot~ i v o ~ d < o v ~ o .  
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the word. Finally, the combination with Dalmatia is 
significant (and is curiously paralleled on Mon. Ancyr. : 
cp Momms. Res Rest. D. Aug. 95, 'Ia~avias K U ~  

I'aAarias K U ~  ~ a p h  4aA,uur~r ) .  The reference there- 
fore is probably to Gaul. Although the churches of 
Vienne and Mayence claimed Crescens as their founder, 
their clairn may be based merely upon this very passage. 
2. In I Macc. 82 the Roman victories 'among the 

Galatians ' (AVmS ' Frenchmen ' ; RV ' Gauls ' )  are 
mentioned. The date is about 160 B. c . ,  some sixty 
years after the Roman conquest of Cisalpine Gaul 
(Polyb. 214-34).  That the reference is to this war is 
suggested by the addition 'and brought them under 
tribute,' and by the mention of Spain (a. 3) ; for Livy 
(38 40) says nothing of tribute having been imposed upon 
the Asiatic Celts. On the other hand, the victorious 
march of Manlius through Galatia was of coniparatively 
recent date (189 8. c. ), and must have made a profound 
impression throughout the Seleucid dominions, so that 
the reference is almost certainly to that event. 
3. In 2 Macc. 8 20 a victory gained by Jews in Baby- 

lonia ' against the Gauls ' (RV, Gk. FaAdrar) is men- 
tioned ; perhaps an allusion to the victories of Antiochus 
I. Soter, king of Syria (281-261 B.c.). w. J. w. 

For the history of the Celtic tribes, G. Perrot, De Galatia 
provincin Romana, 67, and his Bxjloration arch. de Za 

Galatie, '72 ; Marquardt, ii'owzische Sfaats- 
33. Literature. uerfassunr, 1P). ?58-?65:  Chevalier. GaiZi~r 

iiz KZein&-n. ' 8 3  ." Koepp 'Weber die 
Galaterkr. d. Attalus,' in Rheirz. hus.  40 114-132) ('85) ; Niese, 
i6id. 38 583-600 ('83) ; Stahelin, Geschickte der Kleinas. GaL, '97. 
Van Gelder, Galatarum res in Grrecia 41 Asia gestre usque 
ad medium smculum secundunz a .  Chr., 88. Zwintscher, U e  
Galatauurn telrarchis e t  Amynta rete, '92 : Holder. AZtkel- 
tischerSjvachschatz S.V. 'Galatia.' - ' 

The South Galatiadaddress has been maintainedprincipally by 
Perrot (03 cit. stcpra, '67), Renan (St. Paul), Hansrath (Pawlus 
and NTZiche Zeitgesch.), Weizsacker (A$. Zeitalte~), Clemei 
(ZWT,  '94, pp. 396-423), Zahn (Eid. in das Nr), and W. It. 
Ramsay (Histonkal L'eog. of Asia Minor 'go' Chsrch in 
Row. Emj.PJ (21 '93, PJ '94, (4) '95, (5) '97 ; Citks a& Bishojuics 
of Phrygia '95.' 7 S f .  Paul the Traveller andathe Ronz. 
Citizen (1) '95 8 '$5 (3) '97 (41 '98 (51 ' g . Hist. Comm.'on 
G?L. (1i"gg (5'1goo; 'it shouid be ndted t i a i  the later editions 
differ from' the earlier in many details ' consult also especially 
Studia 6ibL et eccZes. 4 15-57 ['g61, and'see articles in Exjos., 
Jan., Feb., Apr. '94, July, Aug. '95, and 'Galatia' in Hastings' 
DB 281-8 ). 

The N?orth Galatian address is supported especially by 
Sieffert (Zfschr. fir hist. Theol. '71, pp. 257.306 and Introd. 
to E$. t o  GaL in Meyer's NT konzntent. 7 Ahth.'M '99) where 
a fuller list of authorities on both sides is given. Liihtfoot 
GaZatians(lo!, Introd. 1-35 ; Chase, in Expos., Dit. '93, Ma; 
'94; and Zockler (St. KY., '95, pp. 51-102). 

W. J. W., $1 1-7, 32 ; P. W. S.,  §§ 8-31. 
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A. GENUINENESS. 

The genuineness of the four so-called ' principal ' 
epistles of Paul-Rom., I and z Cor., and Gal.-so 
unreservedly accepted by the Tiibingen school, has not 
been allowed to remain unquestioned in recent times. 
When the opposite view was first set forth with charac- 
teristic boldness by Bruno Bauer (Kr i t ih  d. gaulin. 
Brief, '50-'52), it received no serious attention ; but 
it has recently been again pressed in all seriousness by 
Loman (Th. T,  '82, '83, '86) and his many successors 
in Holland,l by Edwin Johnson, the anonymous author 
of Antigua Muter ('87), and especially by Steck (Galatw- 

Of the arguments brought against the genuineness of 
Galatians we may mention first : The dificuZties ~ Y P -  

'88). 

1. sented 6y many of its details. -For 
example, a contradiction has been 

found between 110 where the apostle disclaims any 
desire to please men, and 22 where, notwithstanding, 
he submits himself to the judgment of the original 
apostles. This, as well as many other examples of 
hypercriticism, we may safely disregard. Nevertheless, 
the fact remains that the epistle contains much that is 
obscure and (to us) surprising. It can only be welcomed 
as a gain for science that such difficulties have been 
pointed out anew. But the spuriousness of the epistle 
follows from them bnly by a petitio princ@ii-viz., by 
assuming that the historical Paul, of whose writing we, 
in the view of these negative critics, do not possess a 
single line, was invariably in the habit of expressing 
himself with absolute clearness, and also that the text of 
what he wrote has at no point ever suffered at the hands 
of copyists. 

For example, 17 is certainly obscure ; but it admits of being 
interpreted as meaning ' another gospel which [is no gospel a t  
all but1 consists in nought else [or, rests upon nought else] than 
this, that there be some'-etc. Again in 218 the thesis is: 
' I f  I build up again the Mosaic law wkch I have declared to 
he obsolete, I thereby declare the life I have hitherto been living 

~ ~~~ 

1 Bmong them Wlter, Kon~j .  a'. jauZin. Haupi6riefe. 'go ; 
yan Manen, Paulus I.-111. (Acts, 'go ; Romans, '91 ; Corinthians, 
96). See van Manen (IPT, '83, '84, '86, '87 ; Th. T, 'go ; Ex$. T 
9 [Feb.-Apr. 'g8]), also Steck (Prot. KZ, '91, no. 31-34, '92, no. 
34f: ; '95, no. 7f: ; Prof. Monatshefte, '97, pp. 333.342). 
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in freedom from the law to have been a life of transgression. 
In 2 19 the sequence is unexpected; hut the intention is to 
justify the implication in z). 18 of the sinfulness of again building 
up the law. In  1 10 the conjectural emendation 7i @p* with the 
mark of interrogation instead of the present d p r ~  yap, has much 
to recommend it (as in Rom. 3 3 ; in Gal. Z p n  occurs immediately 
before, in '1 9) ; so has the interpretation of rraitlw as equivalent 
to qpJuuw (or, still better, the supplanting of &Ow by a word 
hearing this meaning); for Paul apparently is here guarding 
himself against the same reproach as In z Cor. 4 5. Once more: 
in Gal. 3 20 the thesis sought to be established is that the law 
was given, hot immediately by God bdt mediately by angels, 
who were hut inadequately fitted fo; the service. As a step in 
.the proof, use is made of the (erroneous) assumption that only 
a plurality of persons will make use of a mediator, and that a 
single person will always communicate what he has to say 
personally and directly. The assumption here follows rabbinical 
modes of thought,-resembling the argument in 3 16 (against 
329,  Rom. 416), where it is urged that in the OT by the 'seed 
of Abraham' Christ alone can be meant, inasmuch as the word 
mr6ppa is used in the singular ;-resembling, also, the argument 
elaborated in 421.31, according to which the Jews who continue 
in unbelief are the children not of Sarah hut of Hagar. Here 
again it is a merejetitio j v inc ip i i  to take for granted that the 
historical Paul must have been incapable of adopting such 
rabbinical lines of thought.1 

As regards other obscure points, there has been an 
attempt to explain them as due to ~ ~ n s k i @ d  6orrowing 

It must 
used? be conceded not only that the two 

epistles have many thoughts in common, 
but also that in Romans these are for the most part 
elaborated with greater clearness. 

In  Gal. 3 6 the mention of Abraham comes in quite abruptly 
whilst in Rom. 4 it fits naturally into the context. in Gal. 3 2; 
there is a mixture of two metaphors which in &om. 6 3  and 
13 14 are applied separately and suitably ; in Gal. 3 19 the words 
literally taken, admit of being construed as meaning that th; 
law was given in order to prevent transgressions, and only from 
Rom. 5 20 does it become clear that 'for the multiplication of 
transgressions ' is what is intended. 

On the other hand, positive blunders, of the kind that 
can occur only in the case of a compiler manipulating 
another man's work, cannot be shown anywhere. 

In 56  circumcision is spoken of as a matter of indifference, 
and in z). z as positively hurtful ; hut, as the first passage is 
intended to refer only to those who had been circumcised before 
their conversion to Christ, whilst the latter has in view only 
those who, being already Christians, suffer themselves to be 

2. Romans from the author of Romans. 

1 As regards 421-31, it has been proposed by some critics to 
strike out zru. 24-27, or at  least v. 25a, from 76 to 'Apapip. 
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circnmcised, there is no contradiction. Such a digression as we 
have in 3 IIJ a t  the close of which 3 73 resumes the interrupted 
connection with 3 TO, or such as occurs in 5 17 (fromZvaor perhaps 
.even from ~asra), can very well have been made by the historical 
Paul (or written on the margin by a very early reader). Many 
other points that at  first sight are very puzzling to us we can 
easily suppose to have been clear to the Galatians through the 
.oral teaching of Paul. 

Steck, it is true, on the ground that we have no information 
a s  to what Paul may have preached in Galatia forhids this 
supposition ; and, in like manner, he holds it to de illegitimate 
to regard the collection alluded to in Gal. 2 IO as historical, in- 
dependent evidence from other sources being wanting. On 
,such lines as these we need not be surprised that in the single 
word irpoa;nov in Gal. 5 21 he finds conclusive evidence that the 
author of our epistle is quoting I Cor., and more particularly 6 g,? 

It is alleged, further, that use of the synopticaZgoqkZs 
is seen id at least Rom. 1 2 1 4  138-10 I Cor. 132 7 IO f: 

3. Synoptists As it is maintained that these epistfes 
than are older than Galatians, it is relevant . - to discuss the allecration in the Dresent 

Lial* ? connection. In toint of fact. &all the 
I ~~ ~~~~ 

observed phenomena can be sufficiently explained by 
the assumption that the author knew the gospel history 
from oral sources. Indeed, it is actually in I Cor. 7 IO$ 

that the genuine (because stricter) form of the prohibition 
of divorce has been preserved. 

I t  is not to be supposed that if Jesus had mentioned the case 
of adultery as an exception to the general prohibition-as we 
read in Mt. 532 199-any tradition would have overlooked such 
a mitigation ; least of all is it to be supposed that Paul would 
have done so. In fact, the latter finds himself compelled on his 
own responsibility to establish a new exception-that namely 
by which it is provided that a marriage with a non-khristia; 
may lawfully be dissolved if there seems no prospect of its 
being continued ' in peace' (I Cor. 115). 

The attempt to trace the account of the resurrection 
of Jesus in I Cor. 153 -8  to the written synoptists also 
must be held a failure. 

In  view of the denial of the resurrection of Jesus current in 
Corinth, the writer of the epistle was under the most stringent 
necessity to adduce everything that could be alleged in proof 
of it. That being so, he would assuredly have passed over none 
of the circumstances connected with the event detailed in the 
gospels ; least of all could he pass over what is related about the 
empty grave. 

On the other hand, it is easy to understand why the 
synoptists left on one side the accounts recorded by 
Paul. What Paul constantly affirms is only that the 
risen Jesus had been seen. The synoptists believe that 
they have much more conclusive evidence to bring- 
namely, that Jesus had been touched, and that he had 
eaten. 

It is claimed that extra-canonical writings a h  have 
been used in the composition of the four epistles. Even 

4. Extra- 
canonical 

should this be made out as regards 
Philo(born about ZOB. C. : seevollmer, 
Die A TZichen Citaie 6ei PauZus, 83- 
98 [ '95 ] )  and Seneca (died 65 A.D .  ; writings used 

see Steck, 249-265; especially for Rorn. l219), the 
genuineness of the epistles would not (when we consider 
the early date of these writers) thereby be impugned. 
Nor would it be impugned because of their employment 
of the Assumatio Mosis. 

George Syncellus in the eighth century finds such employ. 
ment in Gal. 6 15 ; & MS of the eleventh c h r y  finds it in 56. 
Euthalius in the fifth century mentions an Bmhpvgov M w i k b r  
as source. The passage does not occur in the portion of the 
Assampfiothathascomedown tous(cpSchiir. G V I , $ 3 2 , 5 3 ;  i4, 
2636 ET 5 8 if:; Clemen, C ~ Y O H .  a'. Paul. Byiefe, 257). Whether 
a Jebish book could have contained so anti-Jewish a proposition 
unless through interpolation by a Christian hand need not here be 
discussed. The Assumpffo was in any case composed within 
the time of the sons of Herod the Great ; in 6 6 f: (according to 
the most reasonable reading) it erroneously predicts for them a 
shorter reien than their father has had (see APOCALYPTIC, 8 64).1 

1 See R. H. Charles Assumhfion ofMoses  ('97), p. IvJ 
The view of Volkrnar ahd Hilgenfeld-that in the dssumjtio 
the use of the plural cmvices in 108 proves use of 4 Esd., and 
particularly of chaps. IIJ, which speak of the eagle with three 
heads (Vespasian, Titus, and Domitian)-is quite mistaken. 
The passaqe rests simply on Dt. 32 11 (ceruices, which, more- 
over, in Cicero and Sallust invariahly means but one neck, 
renders +era'$psva), and is speakins of elevation in heaven, not 
of elevation over the Romans. For afuller discussion of this 
ooint sce the oresent writer's articles in the Protestantkche 
komzfsh&, h 9 8 ,  pp. 252.254; 1899, pp. 150-152; rgoo, pp. 
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4 Esd. was written, it is true, under Domitian, and would 
therefore, be decisive of the question before us if the departuri 
from the OT text in Rom. 107 could be traced to 4 Esd. 4 a. 
The variation, however, comcs simply from Ps. 107 26 ; cp. 139 8. 

It is also contended that, as compared with Acts,  the 
representation given in Galatians is only of a secondary 

5. Dependent character. In particular, it is improb- 
able (it is argued) that the historical 
Paul proclaimed his Gentile Christian On Acts ' 

gospel for fourteen years without gainsaying, that at 
the Council of Jerusalem he agreed to so manifestly 
untenable a solution of the matter, and in Antioch came 
into so violent collision with Peter (Gal. 21 9 11-21). As 
to this, see COUNCIL OF JERUSALEM ($0 4, 9, 3). The 
only serious difficulties are those arising from the state- 
ment in 122, that Paul was unknown by sight to the 
churches of Judzea, though they must have know-n him 
very well as their persecutor. The statement seems 
intended to mark with the utmost possible distinctness 
Paul's independence of the Jewish Christians. Even 
on the part of a writer of the second century, however, 
it would have been too grave a slip to say of the Pales- 
tinian Christians who had survived the persecution, 
that they had not known Paul. If written in the 
second century, the meaning of such a declaration 
could only be that the churches of Judzea, having bcen 
broken up and dispersed by the persecution, and only 
at a later date reconstituted, were as such unacquainted 
with Paul. Thus interpreted, however, the passage 
can very well have been written by Paul himself. That 
it is not quite literally accurate must be conceded : the 
reconstituted churches must still have included persons 
who had known Paul in his persecuting days. Still, it 
is easy to understand why Paul did not have these 
persons in his mind. What he wishes to prove is 
simply that his own Christianity had not been derived 
from any man, but had come to him immediately from 
Christ. Had he received any Christian instruction 
from man, that would have been after his conversion, 
not before ; and there is no difficulty in believing that 
from the time of his conversion he had entered into no 
personal relations with the churches of Judzea, and, 
more particularly, that in Jerusalem at the time of. his 
first visit ( 118 f . )  he had remained incognito, and com- 
municated only with Peter and James, since otherwise 
there was reason to apprehend a renewal of the perse- 
cution that had broken out against him in Damascus 
( z  Cor. 11pf.). Paul, accordingly, leaves out of con- 
sideration those persons in the churches of Judza who 
had known him before his conversion, because their 
acquaintance with him then did not affect that inde- 
pendence of the Jewish Christian churches which he 
claimed for his own view of Christianity; and this 
cannot with any fairness be charged against him as a 
failure in veracity (120). On the other hand, that is 
exactly what, we are told by Steck, is so improbable 
historically-that ,Paul after his conversion remained 
away from Jerusalem for three whole years ; and the 
view of Acts (919-30) is preferred. This brings us to' 
what lies at the root of the question in this aspect- 

namely, the demand for a straight- & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ [  forward, rectilinear deveZopment in the 
history. It is, we are told, historically 

inconceivable that the view of Jesus and the original 
apostles, which was still entirely Jewish -legal, was 
followed immediately by that of the principal epistles of 
Paul, and only afterwards by the mediating view of 
Acts and the other writings. Steck, therefore, has 
made out-and he alone with fairly good success-what 
he considers to be straightforward development a s  
follows :-Jesus, the original apostles, the historical 
Paul, Mk. and Mt., Lk., Acts, Rom., I and 2 Cor., 
Gal., the remaining Pauline Epistles (leaving out those 
to Timothy and Titus), then Marcion. To this series 
the objection suggests itself that, whilst its author 
makes out the historical Paul to have been only a shade 
freer from the law than Peter (Acts 1 6 3  2118-26, e.g., 
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are accepted as historical), he at  the same time (p. 373, 
369f.) speaks of him as fundamentally free from the 
law, and names him as apostle of the Gentiles KUT’ 
d&~x+ : and Steck is open to the further criticism that he 
attributes to Acts the ’ tendency’ to smooth over differ- 
ences-in other words, to go back to a point of the 
development that had been reached before. But the 
most fatal objection of all is that Steck himself, after 
a n  interval of no more than a year (Prol. K Z ,  1889, 
pp. 108, 841), found it necessary to demolish the entire 
structure, and to place Rom. and Cor. before Lk. and 
Acts, because he (rightly) saw that Acts (see ACTS, 
§ 16) could not be assigned to a date earlier than after 
the beginning of the second century, and because in 
Marcion (circa 140 AD.) the existence of ten Pauline 
epistles-of which, moreover, three (Rom. and I and 2 
Cor.), according to Stecks view, must be regarded as 
each made up of three (or more) originally independent 
pieces-is already recognised. Further, the historical 
evolution argued for by Steck will not for a moment 
allow two separate lines of developmei,t, such as the 
line of the synoptic and that of the Pauline Christology, 
to go on concurrently. Still, alongside that line of 
development of Christianity, which had its roots in 
Palestine, he recognises another, almost independent, 
which took its rise in the heathen philosophical ideas 
current in Rome-a line of development as belonging 
to which he reckons, for example, the principal epistles 
of Paul (denying at the same time their use of the 
Rabbinical forms of thought). Within his first-men- 
tioned series, too, he recognises a certain weakening 
of the antinomism of Galatians in the minor Pauline 
epistles, as well as an accentuation of it in Marcion. 
In all this it becomes abundantly evident that historical 
science does not in the least require that a rectilinear 
development should be made out. It is, of course, the 
business of historical science to understand everything 
that happens : but a development is not unintelligible 
even if it runs far ahead of its own time, and afterwards 
falls back upon the footsteps it has already outrun, to 
retraverse them anew, step by step. Were this other- 
wise, we should have to eliminate from history all its 
great and epoch-making men - Luther, for example, 
and, in the end, Jesus himself. 

The fact is certainly eloquent that not only Bruno Bauer and 
others, hut Loman also (down to 1884 a t  least), denied the 
historicity of Jesus, and that in this respect Johnson has even 
gone beyond the last-named. On the other hand, it is highly 
significant that it is not enough for Johnson if 13runo Bauer 
derives Christianity from the humanist ideas of Philo, Seneca 
and the Roman emperors down to Marcus Aurelius. In  thii 
quarter he misses the oriental fervour which he deems necessary 
to the founding of a religion, and, therefore-it is the least he 
can do-he transfers the origination of Christianity out of such 
ideas to the East. Over and above this, he is compelled to see 
in Marcion a highly important reformer, through whom Chris- 
tianity was a t  least liberated from its rudimentary Jewish 
beginnings. We find Steck, on the same lines, characterising 
as an original and spiritually-gifted person the very man who 
(in his view)put together the epistle to the Galatians with so 
little skill. 

As far as Paul in particular is concerned, it must be 
admitted that any ordinary man in his position would 
assuredly have gone immediately after his conversion 
to Jerusalem for authentic instruction in his new faith. 
Now, what if Paul was not an ordinary man? The 
more fanatical he had been as a Pharisee in his zeal 
for the Mosaic law, the more clearly must he have 
recognised the impossibility of ever fulfilling it com- 
pletely, and all the more manifest must it have been to 
him that in Christianity an altogether new way of 
salvation was opened up. Then, further, the appear- 
ance of Christ to him on the way to Damascus gave 
him a clearer view of the divine purpose of the death on 
the cross than all the .original apostles together could 
have supplied. It was in this manner that he obtained 
an idea quite different from theirs of the Christ whom 
he had never seen on earth (so 2 Cor. 516 rightly 
interpreted). I t  was in this manner that he discovered 
in Christianity at once the true religion for the world 
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and the divine decree of abrogation as regarded the 
Mosaic law. It was in this manner that he found 
himself constrained to vindicate the great religious 
blessing of freedom against every attempt at a rc- 
imposition of bondage with the keenness which we 
perceive in Gal. 2 14-21 186 5 12. 

The traces of a later age, which 
believes himself to have dis- 

R ~ ~ ~ $ & , .  covered, have reference only to Rom. 
7‘ Objections Steck 

and I and 2 Cor. 
I t  will be sufficient here to remark that in the first instance 

these would only justify the excision of a few verses-e.g. T 
Cor. 1529 Kom. 161 (if baptism for the dead, or the institution 
of deaconesses, were still unknown within the lifetime of the 
apostle). Some of the particulars alleged by Steck rest upon 
false exegesis--e.g., where I Cor. 7 3 7  is taken as referring to a 
man wishing to preserve his virginity in monastic fashion-a 
sense which would require the word vapb’sviav. 

On the other hand, the epistles con- 
ain much that would have been mean- 

fngless and even impossible in the 
’’ 

date’ second century. 
The close adhesion to the Mosaic law which gives the chief 

occasion for Gal. and Rom. was, at that late date, hut feebly 
represented (Just. Dial. 47 : Ignat. ad Philad. G I  ; adillagim. 
81, 91, 103, etc.). The gift of tongues, regarding which such 
elaborate precepts are laid down in I Cor. 14, was already un- 
known to the author of Acts, otherwise he would not have taken 
it (Acts 21-11) as meaning speech in existing foreign languages 
(see SPIRITUAL GIFTS). To put into the mouth of Paul an 
expression of the expectation of surviving till the second coming 
of Christ (I Cor. 155rJ), would have been a most perverse pro- 
ceeding on the part of a second-century writer. ?he case of 
the incestuous person (I Cor. ~ I - E ) ,  the intimate relation 
hetween Paul and the Galatian churches (Gal. 412-20). the 
journeys of Timothy and Titus to Corinth, the charge of fickle- 
ness brought against Paul on account of a change in the plan 
of his tour (z Cor. 112-2 4), and, indeed (very conspicuously), the 
whole of 2 Cor., are so personal and full of individiiality, that in 
this case we are really entitled to draw the conclusion (so often 
illegitimate) that they could not have been invented. As it is 
conceded on all hands that the four epistles stand or fall to- 
gether that conclusion must apply with equal validity to the 
many ’portions of Rom., I Cor., and Gal., in which the in- 
dividuality is less marked. 

Lastly, the genuineness is sufficiently attestkd by the 
If the four epistles 

evidence are to stand or fall together, the first 
sufficient. epistle of Clem.Rom. would be proof 

enough of their genuineness. 
I t  cites (471-3) I Cor. by name as a writing of Paul, and 

(35 5 362.5) transcribes, without giving a name, Rom. 1 zgJ and 
even Heh. 1. 

Now, this epistle of Clement (11) informs us that it 
was written in a time of persecution ; it is still unaware 
of a distinction between TPEU@TEPOL ( 4 4 5 )  and P T ~ U K O T O C  
( 4 4 4 1  424f: : see BISHOP, § 8, MINISTRY) ; and it knows 
nothing of Gnosticism. Probably, therefore, it was 
written under Domitian (93 -96), or perhaps under 
Trajan (112-117) : at  the very latest, under Hadrian 
(circa 120). Its colourlessness forbids the suggestion 
that circumstances of the time, as indicated by it, are 
fictitious. If it were a product of imagination dating 
from 150-170 A.D., it would serve the interests of that 
time-viz., the idea of the episcopate and the polrmic 
aglinst Gnosticism. Let only this be further observed, 
that the principal Pauline epistles are largely made use 
of in I Pet. (especially, and manifestly, Gal. 323 5 1317 
in I Pet. 1 5  21611, and Rom. l a$ ,  in I Pet. 38-12 47-11 
213-18) ,  and that there is a great probability that I Pet. 
dates from 112 A.D. The epistle of James also, which 
is of still earlier date (see CHRISTIAN, NAME OF, 8), 
in like manner shows acquaintance, not only with the 
Pauline doctrines, but also with the text of the chief 
epistles. 

This verse is clearlydependent 
on Rom. 7 23 ; otherwise the word pdhq would not have been 
used, for the context is speakinv not of the conflict of desires 
within the man, but of the con& of the desires of one man 
against those of his fellow-men (& $pi”, as if Z K  ri)v fiSoviv ~ i ) v  
urparsuopdvov K a r i  703 rrhqviov, instead of which phrase we 
have, borrowed from Rom. 7 23, dv r o k  pdhfuw ;pi)”). 

Finally, on the evidence supplied by the Pseudo- 
Clementine Recognitions and Homilies, see SIMON 
MAGUS. 
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The clearest proof is Jas. 4 I. 
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There is thus hardly any necessity for going into the 

evidence of Marcion, who about 140 admitted ten 
Pauline epistles into his church lectionary, or for calling 
attention to the wholesale execution among the extra- 
canonical writings (and even among the heathen writings) 
of the second century which has to be made by Johnson 
before he can affirm that the N T  came into existence 
between Justin and Irenaeus about 155-180 A . D . ,  and 
that even Marcion perhaps was still unacquainted with 
any personal Christ-acquainted only with the ideal 
figure of a xp1/rrh (see CHRISTIAN, NAME OF, § I). 

B. OTHER PROBLEMS. 
Having disposed of the objections to the genuineness 

The 
Date. superior limit for the date of the epistle has 

been indicated already (see preceding article, 
In view of Gal. 1 6  it is not advisable to bring 

True, oi;rws ~axe'os means, not 'so soon,' but 'so suddenly.' 
Thus the expression, considered in itself, allows the supposition 
t!iat the beginning of the Galatians' falling away was of late 
origin-a supposition precluded by the other rendering-and 
requires us to think only that the subsequent steps of the declen- 
sion, ouce begun, took but a short time. On the other hand, i t  
has to be remembered that  the churches had already begun to 
show inclinations towards Judaism before Paul's second visit 
and that Paul  believed himself to  have obviated this by hi4 
oral communications with them. His  surprise a t  the sudden- 
ness of the change that had come over them is intelligible only if 
w,e.suppose the change to have happened shortly after his last 

Thus, the epistle is best assigned to the beginning of 
Paul's three-years' stay in Ephesus, whither he had 
gone after leaving Galatia (Actslgr). 

On account of its similarity in contents to Romans, 
some have thought it necessary to assign the epistle to 
the same period. In that case its date would be some 
three or four years later : for, it is highly probable that 
Romans was written during the apostle's last stay in 
Corinth (Acts 201-3 ; cp Roni. 1623 with I Cor. 114). 
Only, identical subjects are not handled in an identical 
manner in the two epistles, 

I n  Gal. 4 3 0  the Jews who continue in unbelief are expressly 
excluded from the inheritance whilst in Rom. 9 3 11 25-32 the 
apostle shows a strong interesi in their ultimate salvation. I n  
Gal. 3 3  43gf: the Mosaic worship is placed on precisely the 
same plane with that  of the heathen, whilst in Rom. 7 12-14 the 
defect is sought, not in the Mosaic law but only in the sinfulness 
of man. In Gal. 16-9 Paul anathemhises every doctrine not 
in accordance with his own, whilst i n  Rom. 112 6 17 he recognises 
the doctrines which prevail in Rome, though devoting the whole 
latter to  their correction, as  on a n  equal footing with his. 

Clemen (Chron. d. PauZin. Brief, '93) appeals to 
those differences in support of his contention that 
Galatians is (as Steck also holds) the last of the four 
chief Pauline Epistles, in the belief that in this way he 
is able to accept what is true in Steck's position and 
yet to conserve the'genuineness of the epistles. His 
proofs admit of being turned the other way. Besides, 
his theory that Paul, during the first period of his 
missionary activity, continued to be Jewish-Christian 
in his thought and teaching, and that he reached the 
culminating point of his anti-Judaism only at the end 
of his life, is erroneous. In the case of so energetic a 
thinker as the apostle, the development indicated above 
in 5 5 J  is certainly more probahle. As far as the 
apostle's earlier period is concerned, Clemen's view is 
in direct opposition to Gal. 116. The culminating point 
of Paul's antinomism must have been reached in his 
controversy with Peter in the Syrian Antioch at latest. 
That after that-nay, after his refusal to circumcise 
Titus at  the time of the Council of Jerusalem-he con- 
tinued to preach circumcision is inconceivable (cp pre- 
ceding afiticle. s 20.). If this reproach, then, was 
levelled at  him even at  so late a date as that of Galatians 
(511 ; on l rosee  below, col. 1625, n.) ,  it cannot have 
been anything but a slander. If his adversaries were 
capable of this, there is nothing to show that with 
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of Galatians we turn to the remaining problems. 

1 24). 
it much lower. 

VISlt. 

reference to any period after the apostle's conversion 
they had any ground for their assertion. They may 
safely be held to have applied to the present an asser- 
tion that was true only of the time during which Paul 
was still a Jew. It is also on general grounds probable 
that Paul in the closing years of his life became gentler, 
not, as Clemen says, harsher. The second coming of 
Christ he believed to be near at hand; yet, before 
this could happen the gospel had to be preached to 
all the world (Roni. 10  18 11 25). It must have become 
clearer and clearer to him that he and his disciples 
were not in a position to accomplish this by them- 
selves, and that accordingly the Jewish-Christian way 
of looking at  things also was willed by God. Phil. 
115-18 expresses this with special clearness. In the 
Epistle to the Romans an irenical attitude was par- 
ticularly desirable, inasmuch as he wished to estab- 
lish friendly relations with the church in Rome, and 
thus to have a new centre from which to carry on 
activities. I t  is furthcr worthy of remark that iii 
Galatians, as in Rom. 325, the death of Christ is repre- 
sented only as a propitiation for sins that are past- 
not yet, as in Rom. 83, as serving also for the averting 
of sins to come, and that the doctrine of the ' spirit ' 
(?rveDfia) in Gal. 5 16-25 is much less elaborately thoug1.t 
out than it is in Rom. 6-8. 

On the home of the readers, see,preceding article. 
As for their nationality-according to Gal. 4 8 5 2 6 12 f. 

ll. Readers. they were, at least preponderantiy, 
Gentile Christians. Whether there may 

not also have been among them a sprinkling of Jewish 
Christians cannot be decided by reference to 3 13 23-25 
45, for in that case all the readers together must lime 
been Jewish Christians. 'These passages, therefore, 
show only that Paul is inadvertently applying t3 his 
readers that which holds good as regards himself 
(see preceding article, 21, 3 a'). In 421, on the 
other hand, he says, truly, not that his readers are yet 
under the law, but that they are now only contemplating 
the assumption of that yoke. That there was a Jewish 
element in the Galatian churches might be inferred 
more readily from 328, though here also, perhaps, 
Paul is speaking more from principle than was exactly 
required by the personal circumstances of his readers. 
The Judaizing emissaries, too, could have found access 
all the easier if born Jews already belonged to the 
churches. But the question must be allowed to remain 
undecided. 

From 31 5 7  we learn that the Judaizing emissaries 
were personally unlcnown to Paul. Both before and 
12. Judaizing after his second visit they had been at  
emissaries. work among the Galatians. Whether 

the same persons were engaged in this 
on both occasions we have'no means of knowing : but 
on both occasions they wrought in the same spirit, 
though on the second with i,mmeasurably greater 
success (see preceding article, 5 25) .  

That  one or more prominent persons were included among 
them follows from the iiuns ihv 8 of 5 IO. I t  is impossible, 
however to  say whether any individual (possibly one of the 
original gpostles) is intended. For b Tapduvwv 6pis can mean 
'every one who brings you into perplexity' just as easily as b 
;pydpsvos in z Cor. 11 4 refers to  all the Judaizers who had already 
arrived in Corinth (02 4 m p h i a v  dn6uroho~, 11 5), since the pro- 
position that follows (dveiXw&, or bv+uOe) does not state a 
conceivable case merely but an  actual fact. It is certain, 
however that the originai apostles, in Jerusalem a t  least, did not 
interfer; with the activity of these rapduuovr fs  (1 7 ; cp 5 12 : 
see COUNCIL OF JERUSALE'N, # 3). From 612J some have 
thought it must follow that  they themselves had not a s  yet been 
tircumcised, but were only fanatical proselytes. In that case 
i t  would he incomprehensible why they should not have 
accepted circumcision long before, or how they could withoi:t 
this have brought the Galatians so far. The  determination of 
the question lies not in the reading mppLrerpqp&oi, whichis quire 
plainly a correction intended to make themeaning easier, but in 
tnking the present oi ~ r s p ~ r q ~ v d p r v o ~  in a timeless sense-the 
men of the circumcision (cp I Thess. 2 12 : b r a h l v ,  1 IO : b 
I;udpel,os). 

What their representations to the Galatians had becn 
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can be plainly gathered from the answers of the apostle. 
13. Their They had said that in order to gain salva- 

tion it was not enough to comply with the 
teaching of Paul, who had simply demanded 

faith in Christ crucified (31,f. 5) and risen, but that it 
mas also necessary to fulfil all the prescriptions of the 
Mosaic law (32 5 10 5 4 ) ,  to which alone the promise of 
salvation was attached ( 3 8  18.54). They had said that, 
on the other hand, the doctrine of Paul opened a wide 
door to moral laxity (513) .  These arguments on the 
merits of the case they fortified by personal ones. They 
maintained that Paul was not strictly an apostle at 
all, but dependent on the original apostles (11 I I J  

115-221). Only these, the 'pillars' (29 ; see COUNCIL, 
5 6) ,  were competent to decide the true doctrine, as 
they had formerly ( r o d ,  2 6 )  been taught by the Lord 
himself when he was on earth. Wherever, therefore, 
the teaching of Paul departed from theirs, it was to be 
rejected. Nay, more, elsewhere (this is obviously what 
we are to understand) Paul himself was still preaching 
circumcision ( 5  11) ; he is thus in contradiction with 
himself if he has failed to exact it of the Galatians. 
Thereby he has deprived them of their title to salvation ; 
and this be can have done only out of a desire to please 
men,l and so make the acceptance of Christianity seem 
easier than it really was. To  these Judaizers, ac- 
cordingly, the description in Acts 15 I 5 applies admirably. 
They had already brought it about that the Galatians 
observed the Jewish feasts  IO), and were seriously 
thinking of receiving circumcision (5 IJ 6 I.$). Their 
moral character is represented by Paul as very despicable. 
He ascribes to them motives quite as low as the motives 
which they ascribe to him. It is not, he says, about 
the salvation of the Galatians that they are concerned : 
all that they seek is personal consideration among then1 
( 417 )  and repute with their Judaistic (perhaps even 
Jewish) co-religionists for having brought the Galatians 
to circumcision ( 613 ) ,  and they are in dread of persecu- 
tion by these same comrades should they fail to insist 
on circumcision in their proselytising efforts, and, like 
Paul, rest satisfied with faith in the cross of Christ (6  12). 
I t  is probable that in this Paul is as unjust to them as 
he was to Peter in charging him with hypocrisy (2  11-13 ; 
see COUNCIL, 3). From their point of view, they 
could hardly do otherwise than, on religious grounds, 
hold Paul's preaching to be not only dangerous but 
also God-dishonouring. But we have seen that among 
the means which they made use of even slander had a 
place ( 5  I , ) ,  and that they flagrantly violated the compact 
of the Council of Jerusalem (29). 

It was to counteract the influence of those persons 
that Paul wrote Galatians. Its course of thought is not 

doings. 

., 
14. Purpose rightly apprehended if we view chaps. 

1J as constituting a personal apologia, 
and chaps. 3 f. and 5 f. as forming Of 

respectively a dogmatic and a practical section. Nor 
does it avail to take the dogmatic portion as ending at 
47 or 4 r 1 ,  or not till 5 6  or 524 ,  as if 421-31 were not 
intensely dogmatic, and 48-20 very much the reverse. 
The epistle must be viewed much more as being an 
epistle ; repetitions must not be ignored or denied ; and 
a chief turning-point must be recognised in 513. 

After the salutation, 11-5, and statement of the position of 
matters, 16-10, there follows what constitutes the first main 
division of the epistle, the historical demonstration that the 
gospel of Paul isindependent of the original apostles, and is of 
directly divine origin. Here there are three sections: 111-24 
2 1-10 2 11-21. The second main division contains the dogmatic 
proofthat Christian freedomand observance ofthe law are incom- 

This in the first instance occupies 3 1-4 7 continuously. 
%ex, follow a practical application to the readers (48-11), a 
calling to mind of their former good relations with Paul(4 12-zo), 
a renewed proof from the OT (421-31), a new proof drawn from 

atihle. 

1 The <& bvOphrrorr Ip6uxf rv  of 1 IO will refer to this. I t  is 
not till e l  &i Iv6'phaois ~ ~ ~ S U K O V  that this alleged 'pleasing of 
men, as shown towards Gentiles, will be put on a level with the 
complaisance which Paul, before he became a Christian, and 
when persecuting Christians, had shown towards the Jews. 
See, further, above, $3 I. 
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first principles ( 5  1-6) and a renewed application to the readers 
( 5  7-12). The third 'main division consists (like Rom. 6.8) of 
exhortation and proof that morality is not impaired by Christian 
freedom- this in  5 13-24 in general terms, in 5 25-6 TO in relation 
to particular points of special importance for the readers. 
Finally, the autograph conclusion, 6 11-78, sums up once more 
the leading polemical points. 

The importance of Galatians for its first readers un- 
doubtedly consisted in the first instance in this-that it 
15. Place in won them back to Paul and his gospel. 

Thds much may be presumed, if I Cor. 
(16 I ) ,  which, as we gather from 16 8, was 

written at the close of the three-years' stay in Ephesus, 
is of a later date than our epistle (see above, $ '0). 
For the history of primitive Christianity Galatians is a 
historical source of the first order. It constituted for 
the Tubingen school the Archimedean fulcrum by which 
it revolutionised the traditional conception of the history 
of the first century. What has already been said under 
ACTS ( $ 5  4 6,f.) and COUNCIL OF JERUSALEM ($$ I 7-11) 
may suffice to show the magnitude and fundamental char- 
acter of the errors to which we should have been exposed 
had this epistle not been preserved to us. The character 
of Paul, the imperiousness which he showed in the service 
of what he had recognised to be truth, his ardent love 
and zealous care for the churches which he had founded, 
the rabbinical ingenuity yet truly religious depth of his 
thinking, and at the same time the far-reaching nature 
of the differences that separated, the various tendencies 
in the early church, find immediate expression here 
as hardly anywhere else. In all time Galatians will 
be the charter of freedom, not only from the Mosaic law 
but also from every yoke that is imposed upon the 
religious life as an external condition of salvation without 
reference to any inner necessity of the soul. It was in 
this sense that it supplied Luther with a foundation from 
which to carry on his life-work against the freshly- 
asserted claims of work-righteousness in the Catholic 
Church of his day. 

history. 

4. W. Meyer('41; (5), 
in '80 (8) '94 identical with A Girmah ed. '70); Hil- 

C d  -*Iowett ( ' 5 5 :  (2), '59; condensed ed. 
Gedankenganx des 

Galaier6uiefs, 'iG'&panded inti  Zum Evn7~geliunz des Pauhs 
und des Petrus, '68 ; also-a new work-Bas Evangelitrnz des 
PauZus, 11, 'So); Lightf. ('65; (lu), 'go); J. Ch. K. von Hof- 
?ann (Die Hail@ SchrzJ? Nezmz Testawzenis, 2 I, '63 ; (2), 
72); Lipsius (Nandcomm. 22, '91, (21, '92); also in Dutch, by 
Baljon ('89) ,and Cramer (Nieuwe Gijnragen door Cranzer en 
Lamners, 6 go) both with many textual conjectures. As to 
the conje&ures: see Baljon (De lekst der heeven aa?i de 
Roxcinen, Connthiers en Gala tiers, akademisch proefschriftr 
Utrecht, '84), and on the attempts at  dissection see Clemen 
(Einheitlicueit der paulinischen Sriefe, '94). Marcion's text 
is specially dealt with by Hilgenfeld (Z. Itist. T/ieoZ. '55, 
426-483), vanManen(TlzeoL. Tqd. 1867, pp. 382-404, 451-$33), 
and Theod. Zahn (Gesch. d. Nriichen Kanons, 2409-jz9, 92). 
Mention must also be made of the work of Volkmar (f'aulvs w o n  
Damaskus bis zu?n Galaterbrief; '87; partly also in TIieoZ. 
Zeitschr. aus der Schweli, '84J) 

GALBANUM (fi&n, XAABANH HAYCMOY [BLIP 
x ~ B p .  H. [A], gfZdunu?z doni odovis [=P')?P TI?], 
Ex. 3034+) ,  which was an ingredient in the holy 
incense, is a resinons substance often mentioned by 
botanical writers, ancient and modern. Though the 
etymology of &n, /IeZPncih, is uncertain,l the names 
xaXPciv~ and gddunum are certainly connected with, 
and probably derived from, the Hebrew word. 

The source of the gum is even yet not quite certain. Diosco- 
rides and Theophrastus speak of it as the product of a Syrian 
narthex; but in modern times the galbanum of commerce is 
known to be produced only in Persia, and since Boissier it has 
generally been identified-e.q., by Fliickiger and HanhuryP) 
( 3 2 0  fi), and by Dymock (2 152 &)-as the gum of the um- 
belliferous Ferula galbaniflua Boiss. et Buhse and the kindred 
species F. mbricaulis, Boiss.2' The resin is ?armed of 'tears 

P .  w. s. 

1 Its connection with 3>p, 'milk,' is improbable. 
2 Besides these, its principal known sources, however, there may 

have heen others : thus Sir G. Birdwood speaks in this connection 
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which exude spontaneously from the stem, especially on its 
lower part and about the bases of the leaves.’ I t  has ‘a  peculiar, 
not unpleasant, aromatic odour (Fliick. and Hanb. Z.C.). 

N. M. 

GALEED (-I$$), I. or Jegar-Sahadutha (73’ 
K ~ 9 1 ~ ~ ) ,  the former the Hebrew, the latter the 
Aramaic, designation of the heap or cairn which was a 
sign of the covenant between Jacob and Laban, Gen. 
31 47 ( ‘ Galeed ’ again in v. 48). 

The renderings of @ and Vg. (on which see Nestle, Mayg. 
p. .of.) show an uncertainty as to whether 7y is a noun or a 
verh. For Galeed, j3ouvbs p a p n p z  [A], j3. p&p,us [Dsil E 
L] ; ACERYU M TESTIMONII in u. 47. 8. paprupsi [ADL], 
8. paprvpiou [E] ; GALAA D in v. 48. For Jegar-sahadntha, 
Pouvbs p&p~us [AI, p. +s p. [LM Ll, @ouvbv paprupias [El ; 
fuvnuZuum testis. 

Both have the same meaning-viz., ‘heap of witness ’ 
-and the intention of the former is to suggest a deriva- 
tion of the name GILEAD (g. a. ). 

The original tradition, however, must have been without this 
trivial etymology. N???~J&’ 72; Uegar-iahadutha) is certainly a 
corruption of ln$yli (Gar-Salhad), ‘fortress of Salhad.’ 1 We 
have to suppose that J and E both had access to storks of the lives 
of the patriarchs in a written form, among which was that of the 
meeting of Laban and Jacob. J’s source of information con- 
tained one statement which was very possibly wanting in E’s 
and which J’s account gave, pa+y in a mutilated, partly in 5: 
corrupt form. The early tradition must have said that Jacob 
set his face towards Gar-Salhad on Mount Hauran, but ‘ Gar- 
Salhad’ had become corrupted’into ‘ Gar-Sahad’ ( l a w  73) and 
‘on Mount Hauran’ into ‘on the mountain’ ( ~ 2 ) .  The latter 
phrase may have originally stood in a. 25, where we now read 
7?2, .‘on the mountain.’ Reasoning on the strange phrase 
Gar-Sahad, J seems to have come to the conclusion that it was 
really Jegar-Sahadutha (‘heap of witness’ in Aramaic), and 
that it referred to a cairn which Jacob must have erected as a 
boundary mark and this suggested explaining Gilead as a 
modification of ’Gaped, the Hebrew equivalent of Jegar-iaha- 
dutha. He forgot the improbability (pointed out hy We. CH43) 
that the grandchildren of ‘ Nahor’ and Abraham-hoth sons of 
Eber-should have spoken different dialects ; but how else could 
he have explained GariSahad? That Wellhausen is wrong in 
treating v. 47 as a late archaeological gloss should be clear : 
‘heap of witness’ is by no means an obvious explanation of ‘ Gilead ’ and has to be accounted for. The verse belongs to 
J hut :s misplaced; u. 48 should run ‘therefore he (Jacob) 
c h e d  it Gal‘cd, but Laban called it Jekar-Bahadutha.’ Vu. 49 
(on which see GILEAD, 0 4) and 5 0  belong to E ; they give an 
explanation of E’s pillar (mus;Zbu) corresponding to that of J’I; 
cairn (guZ). It has only to be added that Nahor is miswritten 
for Hauran (r>in) ; the ‘God of Nahor’ in v. 53 (E) was origin- 
ally ‘ the God of Hauran’-a phrase which lost its force when 
E, like J, brought the meeting of Laban and Jacob farther 
S .  in order to suit the subsequent travels of the patriarch. 

2. GALEED (yyh)  may also originally have stood in 
another important passage now evidently mutilated-viz. , 
Josh. 2234.  where we read of a great altar set up by 
Reuben, Gad, and half Manasseh, as a ‘ witness ’ (cp 
v. 27) to the tribes on both sides of the Jordan that 
those on the eastern side were equally worshippers of 
YahwB, in the strict legal fashion, with their brethren 
on the W. (So Di., Bennett in SBOT; EV, following 
Pesh. and some Heb. MSS, is content with supplying 

The  narrative to which the passage belongs (vu. 9-34) must be 
very late but may be based upon an early record which con- 
tained a Lecond explanation of the name Gilead connecting it 
with a great altar erected in early times by the )eastern tribes. 
Whether this is probable or not, is a question on which critics 
are not at all unanimous. Those who agree with Di. will 
ascribe to the editor the anxious assurances of the eastern tribes 
that no sacrifices should he offered upon the altar, and certain 
other peculiarities, such as the indistinctness of the description 
of the locality of the altar (v.  IO^), and the omission of the 
name pf th? altar (v. 34 ; cp Bennett). If  on the other hand the 
narrative is an absolutely unhistorical invention framed to 
defend the doctrine of a unique sanctuary’ (Kue. Hex. 107, 
cp 3 3 9 3 ,  and see We. CH 135) we must suppose that the 
name of the altar was accidentilly omitted by a very early 
scribe, or perhaps (cp I S. 13 I and Budde’s crit. note in SBOT) 
was never inserted by the narrator. It is worth noticing that 
both in u. II and in v. 34 @ reads differently from MT. In  

y [‘4. ) 

of Ophoirlia paZbunz$ru of Khorassan, and Galbanum o&cinale 
of Syria (EH(91 1 2  718). 

1 Cp Kar-ASur, Kar-IZtar, Kar-Sartukin, ‘fortress of ASur, 
of IStar, of Sarpukin.’ 
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particular @B has in v. IT, d a l  ~oGyahaaS(‘in Gilead’; @Lorn.) 
where M T  has ni\’)?-5! (‘in the districts’?), and in v. 34, m\L 
6rov6pauev ’Ivp~oQs rbu @opbv . . . Ka\L &rev (‘ and Joshua named 
the altar . . . and said’). At any rate, both texts (and also 
Jos. Ant. v. 126) agree in not giving the name of the altar. 
Cp ED. T. K. C. 

GALEM (Josh. 1559 ,  VUY. Bid., d only). See 
GALLIM, I. 

GALGALA ( r A h r A h A  [AKV]), I Macc. 9 2. See 
ARBELA, $ 2 8 ,  and cp GILGAL, 

GALILEE (%in, nih$a [ z  K. 15291 ; Aram. 

&’$$ ; r A h € l h A l A  [B], - A I L  [BaKAQrVL arid NT] ; 

6 ( 6 ) .  

GALILEA,  G. GENTIUM). 
The name gdil means ‘circle ‘ ‘district ’ ‘region.’ 

only we find the qualifying additjon ‘of th;natioiis’-viz 
Once 

Is. 
9 I [8 231 ‘ In the former time be brought “into 

1. Name. contemp; the land of Zehulun and the land of 
Naphtali, but in the latter time he confers honour 

on the road to the sea, the other side of the Jordan, the district 
(gZZ2) of the nations’ (6 ah[r]rAaia r 2 v  &v&v). The latter 
phrase clearly means ‘the dlstriCt inhabited by a mixed popu- 
lation of Jews and foreigners. Josh. 1223 is partly parallel, 
for we should doubtless read (with Graf, St. Kr. 1854, p. 870) 
‘the king of the nations of the g&Z’  (not? as in MT ‘ of Gilgal ). 
Cp I Macc. 5 15 yahrhaia &hho$$hov ; ‘1 yahrhaia’simply often 
in I Maw. (oiice)in Macc. and twicein N T  thearticleisodtted). 

‘ Galilee ’ (to retain the convenient thongh late-coined - 
2. Original Grsecised name) seems at a comparatively 
referenoe. early period to have specially designated 

The  cities mentioned in the list of Tiglath-pileser’s conquests 
(2 K. 1529) as constituting ‘the gal&?’ (Galilee) are, with prob- 
ably one exception,l all in Naphtali, and, as if to prevent mis- 
understanding, the narrator sums up thus : ‘andGalilee, all the 
land of NaDhtali.’* 

the territory of Naphtali. 

Although the early Naphtalites failed to occupy all 
the land which they coveted (Judg. 133) ,  and in Gen. 
307f: Naphtali is the so11 of a slave-girl, Naphtali, 
like Zebulun, is praised for its heroism in a patriotic 
war (Judg. 5 18). Probably, therefore, the special appli- 
cation of the phrase ‘ district (of the nations) ’ to Naph- 
tali arose out of the occupation of Naphtali by the 
AramEans under Benhadad I. The chief (Naphtalite) 
Galilean city was of course Kedesh, which is called 
‘Kedesh in the gdi2 (Galilee), in the hill-country of 
Naphtali’ (cp Tob. 12). 

The gdi l  was, however, a vague expression, and 
must surely have been sometimes used with a wider 
referen’ce. For this we may cite I K. 910-13, though 
this passage is decisive only for the time when it was 
edifed. The connection between the Cabul mentioned 
here and that of Josh. 1 9  27 seems hardly disputable. 
Whoever gave the last touches to the story of the de- 
spised twenty cities of ‘ Cabul’ must have considered 
that the ‘land of the gZZi2’ extended to the Asherite 
town of Cabul, for to exclude the town of Cabul from 
the land of Cabul ’ would be as unnatural as to exclude 
the town of Goshen from the land of Goshen (Josh. 

; cp 1551). In the time of Josephus we know 
that CASUL [q.v.] was a border city of Galilee, and 
there is every probability that this ancient place was 
spoken of as Galilrean long before this; Janoah, too, 
even if Asherite, was apparently regarded as Galilzean 
when z K. 1529 was written, though the writer certainly 
seems to have applied the term ‘ Galilee’ more especi- 
ally to Naphtali. How, indeed, could Asher have 
failed to be included in the gel2 huggu’yyim ? Accord- 
ing to Judg. 131-33 the non-Israelitish element in Asher 

1 Janoah( =Yenu’amu) being probably Asherite (see JANOAH), 
in spite of Buhl’s hesitation (Geog. 229). It is no doubt out of 
the right geographical order; but this is probably a con- 
fusion introduced by the editor, and was not in the original 
record. It would, of course, be possible to emend nry into 
nij3 (cp T K. 15 20, and see CHINNERETH), but the corruption 
assumed seems not very likely. 

2 As Benzinger points ont, the preceding word 1 ~ 5 3 )  cannot 
be right ; be misses, however, the true explanation of the pres- 
ence of the word. It is simply miswritten for $ijr ; thescribes 
a5 usual, left the wrong word and the right side by side. C i  
the corruptions mentioned under GILEAD, 2. 
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was considerably larger than that in Naphtali. The 
highly mixed origin of the tribe so-called is implied in 
Gen.30rzf: (birth of Asher), and is confirmed by the 
fact that the Hebrew tribesmen borrowed their name of 
Asher from their non-lsraelitish parents, an extensive 
North Palestinian region having been called Aseru in 
the time of the Egyptian kings, Seti I. and Rameses 11. 
(see ASHER, 1 I). 

The land of Zebulun also had a natural claim to he 
called Galilaean. Zebulun is not indeed said to have 
been, like Asher, the son of a slave-girl, but, like Asher 
and Naphtali, it had to tolerate Canaanitish encZuaves in 
its territory (Judg. 130), and, if Is. 9 1  [823] may be 
followed, it suffered, like Naphtali, from the invasion 
of Tiglath-pileser-Le., was partly Aramaised. In the 
latter passages Zebulun (which corresponds to the ‘ road 
to the sea ’ ; see ZEBULUN) and Naphtali together form 
‘ the district (g6ZCZ) of the nations,’ and very possibly 
in I K. 9 13 ‘ the land of Cabul ’ should he emended into 

the land of Zebulun ’ (see CABUL), implying that the 
‘ twenty cities in the land of the giZiZ’ were in Zebulun. 

After 734 B.C. ‘ thegdiZ’ in its widest sense became 
an integral part of the Assyrian empire, ar.d hence, - -  

3. Later 
though the -greater part of the old 

boundaries. Israelitish population remained, its 
Duritv must have become bv degrees -~ 

more and more contaminated. In z Ch. 36 IO, Ihow- 
ever, there may be an allusion to post-exilic attempts of 
the Jews of South Palestine to strengthen the Jewish 
spirit in the N. ‘as far as Zebulun,’ and I Macc. 
5 14-23 shows that Jews lived in ‘ Galilee‘ in Maccabean 
times. The term Galilee in post-exilic times, however, 
had obtained a wider meaning than of old. We know 
the boundaries of Galilee in the time of Josephus, and 
we may assume that they were the same in the preceding 
centuries. According to him, Galilee was bounded on 
the N. and W. by the territory of the Tyrians, to which 
Mount Carmel also belonged, on the S. by Sam,uia and 
Scythopolis (Beth-shean), on the E. by the trans- 
Jordanic region and by the Lake of Gennesaret (BJ 
iii. 3 I). It was divided into two parts, Upper and 
Lower Galilee, the boundary line of which was, natur- 
ally, the plain of er-RXmeh (the ha-Ramah of Josh. 
1936). The Mishna, which recognises the same 
divisions, though it adds the district of Tiberias (taken 
from Lower Galilee), names as the frontier city Kehr  
ITananyah ; Josephus, however ( Vit. 188), mentions 
Bersabe or Beer-sibai (see 7). Elsewhere this his- 
torian mentions Kedasa or Kydasa (the ancient 
Kedesh) as a Tyrian fortress on the Galilaean border 
(Ant.  xiii. 56 Blii.  181 iv. 23). This is important, for 
it suggests a change in the N. boundary of Galilee. 
In the N., Galilee seems to have lost ; but in the 
S. it gained considerably, for Ginaia or En-gannim, 
S. of the Great Plain, marked the southern limit of 
Galilee. Sometimes, too, localities on the E. of the 
Lake of Gennesaret (or Sea of Galilee) are reckoned as 
Galilaean (see, e&,  Jos. BJii. 8 I, where Judas of Ganiala 
is called du+p I’ahAaios)-a natural inconsistency. 

Nominally, therefore, Galilee was cut off from the 
Lebanon by the territory of Tyre. It was, however, 

4. Physical its relation to-the Lebanon and to 
characteristics, ?3emon that made Galilee so rich 

in m ~ i s t u r e , ~  and especially in streams 
and wells, and therefore so pre-eminent in- fertility, as 
compared with both Samaria and Judwa. There is no 
difference in this respect between Lower and Upper 

1 The phrase ‘the other side of Jordan’ corresponds to 
‘Gilead ’ in the traditional text of z K. 15 29, which lay before 
the author of this late insertion in Isaiah (see SBOT and cp 
Duhm). Guthe (PREP) 6337) seems wrong in explaining 7 2 ~  
of the district on the W. shore of the Jordan from Hiileh to’ 
Dan. 

2 Neub. Gdogr. 226. 
3 ‘All vegetation,’ says Merrill, ‘would he,afTected by the 

“ dew of Hermon,” which is praised in Ps. 133 3. See, however, 
DEW, 5 2 (4. 

7 ~ 5 2  is’surely corrupt (see col. 1628, note 2).  
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Galilee ; the distinction drawn in the Mishna is merely 
that the latter produces, and that the former does not 
produce, sycomores. Not only in Asher (Dt. 3324), but 
also throughout Galilee, olives were so abundant that it 
was easier, as a Rabbi said, to support an entire legion 
by means of olives than in the land of Israel (where food 
is less easily had) to raise a single chi1d.l Naphtali 
was specially famous for its vines, and for 16 m. round 
Sepphoris the land ‘flowed with milk and honey’ 
(Meg. 6 a). All this luxury might have enervated the 
inhabitants but for the long stretches of highland 
country. 

‘ the hill- 
country of Naphtali’), consists of a broad mountain- 
ridge, a continuation of the Lebanon range. On the 
summit is a tract of undulating table-land, diversified 
by wooded heights and smooth green plains. In the 
centre of this table-land stood Kedesh-Naphtali, among 
whose rich pastures Heber, the Kenite, sojourned 
(Judg. 411). On the E. the mountains break down 
abruptly into the deep basin of the upper Jordan. On 
the W. the slopes are more gradual, and long ravines 
of singular beauty and wildness wind down to the sea- 
coast and the plain of Acre. These western declivities, 
once the possession of Asher, are still celebrated for 
their olive groves (cp the name Bir-zaith). The town 
of Safed, perched on the culminating point of the 
mountain chain to the S., is one of the four sacred 
cities of the Jews. It is also noted as the centre of 
a wide volcanic region (see EARTHQUAKE, 5 3). 

The southern slopes of the mountain range, from the 
castellated heights of Safed to the broad plain of 
Esdraelon, afford some of the most picturesque scenery 
in Palestine. Forests of evergreen oak sweep round 
the flanks of the hills in graceful belts, and line the- 
sides of the valleys, leaving open glades, and undulating- 
expanses of green grass, such as are seen in English 
parks. Here, too, are upland plains, likevast terraces, 
with rich soil and rank vegetation. The largest is that 
now called el-Baft5f-fertile, but without sufficient 
drainage on the eastern side, and therefore marshy. 
There are others to the eastward, along the brow of the 
hills that encircle Tiberias, and extending down to 
Tabor. These are separated from the great plain of 
Esdraelon by a line of rocky hut picturesque hills, 
which culminate on the E. in the dome of Tabor. 
Esdraelon stretches out beyond them like a sea of 
verdure, leaving in the distance the base of Carmel and 
the mountains of Samaria. 

Lower Galilee was a land of husbandmen, famed for 
its corn-fields (the wheat of Chorazin was proverbial), 
as Upper Galilee was for its olive groves, and Judwa 
for its vineyards. The demand for the Galilzan wheat 
must have been large indeed (cp Acts1220). GEN- 
NESARET (see GENNESAR), however, surpassed all other 
regions ; its fertility excites Josephus to an unwonted 
enthusiasm (BJiii. 32f: 108). The best pomegranates 
came from Shikmonah--.e., we can hardly doubt, 
the Sykaminos of Josephus, between Czesarea and 
Acco, near Mount Carmel; and it should be noted 
that Eusebius ( O S  26770) expressly identifies Sylia- 
minos and Hepha-ie., the modern Haifa. Probably 
the old town lay a little to the N. of Haifa, on the site 
of some ruins still called ‘the old Haifa.’ For the 
oil of ancient Galilee cp z Ch. 210, and for its wheat 
and fat oxen (but not ‘fowls’ ; see FOWL, z), I K. 
423 [53]. Turning to the rivers and lakes, we must 
give the first place to the Jordan, all of which to 
the N. of the Lake of Gennesaret, and one-third of 
its length to the S., belonged to Galilee. Many small 
streams flowing from the eastern watershed meet the 
Jordan ; those on the W., including the Kishon (Nahr 
el-Mukatfa‘), flow into the Mediterranean (see KISHON). 
The Semachonitis or Lake of HGleh (not the ‘Waters 

1 Ber. Rabba, par. IO, following Wiinsche’s translation (cp 
Neub. Gdogr. 180). 

Upper Galilee, in particular (*)np! 
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of MEROM’) and the SEA OF GALILEE are the two 
lalces. The former is a triangular basin, about 6 ft. 
above the sea-level; it is very disappointing, being 
shallow and reedy; water-fowl abound in it. The 
latter is described in the next article. On the famous 
hot springs of Tiberias (rivalled by those of Gadara) see 
TIBERIAS. 

The population of Galilee in the time of Jesus was 
of more diverse origin than it had ever been before. 

5. Later The somewhat mixed old Israelitish 
population had been further modified by 

population’ Phcenician. Iturzan (Arabian ?1. and 
Greek elements, so that .the Jews, with perfect‘ justice 
from their point of view, could look down on the 
Galilzans, whose imperfect legal orthodoxy and in- 
accurate pronunciation 1 soon ‘ bewrayed ’ them (Mk. 
1470 Mt.2673). Still, the Galilzans could boast of 
great names in their past history,2 and they were them- 
selves no cowards when their religion was at stake ; the 
old spirit of the Naphtalites lived again in their descend- 
ants, however mixed the race of those descendants 
might be. They were doubtless too industrious to be 
strictly orthodox from a Pharisaic point of view ; but 
the Messianic hope burned more brightly in Galilee than 
anywhere else in Palestine, and hundreds of inquirers 
from the populous Galilean towns and villages followed 
the great Teacher wherever he went. He had a word 
for all. He knew them indeed, as brothers know 
brothers, for it can hardly be doubted that, as Prof. 
Percy Gardner has well said, ‘ according to all historic 
probability, Jesus of Nazareth was born at Nazareth’ 
(ExpZoouatio Evnngelica, 254 [ ‘99]),  or rather at the 
Nazarene or Galilean Bethlehem, for which, by a mis- 
understanding, ‘ Nazareth’ appears to have been sub- 
stituted (see NAZARETH). This connection of Jesus 
with Galilee has been well treated by Renan, though 
he has ,doubtless fallen into exaggerations which repel 
sober minds. 

‘The region adjacent to Jerusalem is perhaps the most triste 
country in the world. Galjlee, on the other hand, is full of 
verdure and of shade rhe true country of the song of songs. 
During March and kpril the fields are carpeted with flowers. 
The animals are small, but of great gentleness. The forms of 
the mountains are more harmonious there than elsewhere and 
inspire higher thoughts. Jesus seems to have had a s&al 
fonduess for them’ (Vie deJPsus(14),.67$). 

The early history of Christianity cannot be understood 
Galilee is dear to apart from its physical environment. 

6. Local us, because by every right Jesus can be 
inRuences called a Galilean, and must have imbibed 

on Jesus. the moral and physical influences of his 
village home ; Umbria gives the key to 

St. Francis; Galil& in some sense, gives the key to 
Jesus of Nazareth. How he ‘ had compassion’ on its 
teeming multitudes we know from the Gospels, and it 
is no slight merit in Dr. Selah Merrill that he has sup- 
plemented the one-sided (thongh not untrue) statements 
of Renan by proving the density of the population of 
ancient G a l i l ~ e . ~  ‘ He who wandered among the hills 
and valleys of Galilee was never far from some great 
and populous city.’4 Yet, such are the revenges of 
history, this home of the fulfiller and transformer of the 
Law became, in the second century after Christ, the 
centre of Jewish study of the Law. Galilee must at 
this period have contained a large and wealthy Jewish 
population. Traces of their splendid synagogues arc 
still to be found at Tell Ham, Kerazch, Irbid, Kedes, 
Meir5n, Kefr Bir‘im, and other places. Strangely 
enough, in six of these there arc carved representations 
of animals. 
1 They confounded N with y, and ;I with n. 
2 In Jn. 752 for xpo+jqc we should probably read, with the 

Sahidic version, 6 xpar#+qp, else strange ignorance is ascribed 
to the Jews. Prophets and other great men had come out of 
Galilee. 
3 Josephus asserts (Vit. 45 ; Bjiii. 3 2) that there were 204 

cities and villages, the very least of which contained more than 
15,ooo inhabitants. We need not accept this. 

4 Besant, quoted by GASm. HG 432, n. 2. 

See Keim, J e w s  ofiVazara, E T 3  13-15. 
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The best-known localities in Jewish Galilee are in the 
On the W. of the southern 

,. Chief border, S. of the Wiidy el-Melek, is 
the village of Semaniyeh, the ancient 
Simonias (Jos. Vit. 24), identified by 

the Talmud with SHIMKON [Y.w., i.]. The modern 
village of YZfii, SW. of Nazareth, is the Japha of 
Josephus (BJii. 206, iii. 731). The frontier town of 
XalothorExaloth(BJiii. 31; Vit. 44)is themodern Iksd ; 
cp CHESULLOTH or CHIsLorH TABOR. Another frontier 
town, Dabaritta(Jos. Yit. 2662; Bjii.  21 3).isthemodern 
Deburiyeh, at the foot of Mount Tabor on the north, 
the ancient DABERATH. Close to or upon Mt. Tabor 
was a fortress called by Polybius (v. 706) Atabyrion. 
S. of Tabor, on the slope of Little Hermon, is the 
small village of Nein. the Nain of the NT. The plain 
between Tabor and Gennesaret was called (Eus. OS 
2968) Szronas ; the name is echoed in that of the village 
SirCnB. ESDRARLON is treated elsewhere. 

Let us now move westward from the shore of Gen- 
nesaret, and pause first at the ruins of Irbid, the Arbcla 
of Josephns, famous in the history of Herod (Bli .  1 6 2 4 ) .  
and look up to the round rocky hill called Karn Ilaftin 
(1135 ft. above sea-level), regarded by the Latins as 
the Mount of the Beatitudes, and identified by the 
Talmud with the ZIDDIM of Josh. 193s. To  the SW. 
is Kefr Kenni, which tradition identifies with CANA OF 
GALILEE. Conder’s site for Cana (‘Ain Kiini) has the 
seeming advantage of being only half an hour to the N. 
of Nazareth ; the fountain flows on though the village 
has disappeared. But what if ‘ Nazareth’ is really a 
mistake for the Nazarene Bethlehem ? Sefhriyeh is no 
doubt Sepphoris, so famous in the Roman war ; the 
Talmud calls it Sippori. Beit-Lahm, the ancient 
Bethlehem of Zebulun and en-NiiSira, or Nazareth, 
require to be noticed together (see NAZARETH). 

In the N. of the Plain of Baf@f (the Asochis of Jos.) 
we pause with interest at the Tell leiit,  upon which 
once stood the fortress of Jotapata, defended by 
Josephus (B/iii. 7 J ) ;  cp JIPHTAH-EL. The border 
cities, Kefar Hauanyah and Bersabe, arc respectively 
Kefr ‘Anin and Ab6 Shebi (N. of Kefr ‘Anin), unless, 
indeed, Bersabe is the Birsabee of Theodosius (circa 
530 A.D.) ,  which Guthe identifies with Khirbet el- 
‘OrEmeh, above KhZin Minieh on the Sea of Galilee. 

Of the doubtless ancient sites in Upper Galilee, few 
have a proved biblical connection-cg., Kerizeh (Chora- 
zin) ; Safed (the Sefet of Tob. l T in the Latin), the 
highest town in Galilee (2749 ft.), and, as some have 
fancied, the ‘city that is set on a hill’ of Mt. 514 ; 
Meiron, where many old Jewish teachers arc buried; 
el-Jish, the Gischala of Josephns, and the GUS Halab 
of the Talmud ; and, to the NW., Kefr-Bir‘im, already 
referred to. See also GALILEE, SEA OF ; ESDRAELON ; 
JEZREEL i. ; TABOR. 

Neuhauer La GPopajhz’e du Talmud (‘68) ; Gukri:, Gal+ 
(‘So) ; Szlrub of Western Palestine; Memoirs, vol. i. 

(:SI) ; Merrill, GaLiZee in the Time ’of Chrfsf 
Literature. (91);  Macgregor, The Xu6  Roy on;k  /ordun 

(‘69); GASm. HGZO,; Guthe, art. Galilaa’in 
PREP) Bd. vi. (99) ;  also Art. ‘Galilee’ in IGtto’s Bid. C J ~ .  
by J. L.’ Porter, from which afew portions of the present article 
have been adapted. 

GALILEE, SEA OF (H ~ A A ~ C C A  THC rahlhalac 
[Ti. WH]), a Hebraistic expresslon (see GEOGRAPHY, 
§ 4) for the fine sweet-water lake through which the 
Jordan flows on the E. of Galilee. 

I t  occurs five times (Mt. 4 18 15 29 ,&Ik. 116 T 31 Jn. 6 I). 
Other names are (I) ‘sea of Tiberias (+ 8. 6 s  TtPeprdSos 

[Ti. WH]) Jn.21 I ; (z )  ‘sea of Galilee, of 
1. Names. Tiberias’ ($8, +Tab. fip Tip. [Ti. W H j  Jn. G I), 

where ‘of Tiberias’ seems to be a scribe’s COY- 

ration, intended to supersede ‘of Galilee,’ and pointing for- 
.ward to u. 23 where ‘Tiherias’ is ,mentioned;l (3) ‘lake of 
Gennesaret ’ (t hipuq rsvvquapcr [TI. WH]), Lk. 5 I ; (4) ‘ the 

lower part of the province. 

Galilee 

T. IC. C. 

1 B. d.e. Syr. Hcl. (Tregelles) prefix sls r b  p+, which is 
also a correction, but one that does not suit, the eastern shore 
being meant. 
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MAP OF GALILEE AND ESDRAELON 
INDEX TO NAMES 

The references following some names having no Jiblical equivalent are topassages that mention them. The @ka- 
betical arrangement ignores prqixes : 'Ain ( spring'), Bir ( ' well ' ) ,  el ( I  the '), 3. (leael, ' mt. '), 3isr ( ' Jn'dge '), 
Kefr ( I  village '), Kh. (KhirJat, ruin '), L. (lake), Mt., N. (Nahr,  ' river ' ) ,  Nadi ('prophet '), R. (river), 
Sahl ( 'plain '), Sheikh ( '  saint '), Tell ( ' mound'), Umm ( '  mother '), W. ( Widy, ' valley '). 

Abel-betb-maachah, DI 
Abil el-Kamh, Dr 
W. 'Abillin, B~(JIPHTAH-EL) 
tell Abii KudCs, B4 
Abii ShebL, c3 (GALILEEi. ,8 7) 
Accho, 133 
Achshaph ?? CI 
Achzib, Bz 
Acre, B3 
bay of Acre, B3 [HADDAH) 
kefr Ad(h)Hn, Bg (EN- 
sahl el-AhmB, CD3, 4 
'AinithH, Cz (BETH-ANATH) 
'AkkH, B3 
Alanimelech ?? B3 
'AIiH (ruin), Cz (HALI) 
umm el-'Amiid, B2 
wHdy 'Amiid, ~ ~ ( T A P P U A H )  
Anaharath?? Cg 
kefr 'AnBn, C3 
W. 'Ara, Bg (EPHRAIM, $47)  
wHdyel-'Arab, D&ADARA) 
el-'Araj, D3 (BETH-SAIDA) 
Arbela ?? C3 
Ard el-Hiileh, Dz 
sahl ' ArrBbeh, B~(DOTHAN) 
'ArrHneh, Cg 
Asochis, C3 
'Athlit, A4 
Bahr Tabariyeh, D3, 4 
Bahre t  el-Hiileh, D z  

nahr BHniHs, D2 (ABANA) 
nahr Bareighit,Dz(ABEL ii.) 
el-Bafeiha, D3 [ARBATTIS) 

Baftof, C3 (ALAMMELECH)~ 
BeisHn, C5 
Beit IlfS, C4 (BETHULIA) 
Beit-Lahm, B4 
bir Bel'ameh, Cg (BEI-MEN) 
w ~ d y  Bel'ameh, ~ ~ ( I H L E A M )  
Bel%!, Cz (RAMAH, 6 )  
Belus, B3 
jisr BenHt Ya'kiib, Dz 
Bersabe, C3   GALILEE^., $7) 
Bethlehem, B4 
Beth-shean, Cg [MEL, 0 I) 
BilBd er-Riihah, B4 (CAR- 
wsdy el-Bireh, D4 
kefr Bir'im, C2 (AHLAB) 
esh-sheikhBurkBn, C~(GIL- 
Cabul, B3 ") 
Czesarea Palzestin=, A4 
Cana?? C3 
Capernaum ? D3 
Mt. Carmel, AB3, 4 
Chisloth-tabor, C4 
Chorazin, D3 
Dnbaritta, C4 
Daberath, C4 
nabi Dahi, C4 
DBIiet er-Riihah, B4 
.Dan. Dz 

(MEROM) 

DHniBn, Bz (DAN-JAAN) 
Debiiriyeh, C4 
DCshiin, CDz (HAZOR, I )  

tell Dibbin, DI (IJON) 

plain of Dothan, Bg 
Dor, 4 

Ecdippa, Bz 
Edrei?? Cz 
' Endor ' ? C4 
Endiir, C4 
En-gannim, C5 
Esdraelon, B4 
'Esfiyeh, B4 (CARMEL) 
(E)xaloth, C4 

umm el-Fahni, B4 
wsdy Fajjlas, D4 
Fakii', Cg (GILHOA, g I) 
jebel Fakii Cg 
el-FCdeh, C4 (CYAMON) 

Gath-hepher ?? C4 
Gerasa, D3 (GERASENE) 
el-GhuwCr, D3 (GALILEE ii., 
Mt. Gilboa, C5 [$ 2) 
Ginaia, C5 
Gischala, Cz 
Gush Halab, Cz 

J. Hadireh, Cz (HAZOR) 
Haif%, AB3 (ACHSAPH) 
Haifs el-'atika, A3 [DALA) 

wsdyel-HamBm, C3 (MAG- 
Hammon ? Bz 
'ain HHmiil, Bz (HAMMON) 
wHdyHBmu1, BP(HAMMON) 
el-HHrithiyeh, B4 (HARO- 

Kh. Harreh. Dz (HAZDR) 
N. el-HB+bBni, DI, ~(AIN, 2) 

Hazor? Dz 
Hieromax, D4 
' Hill of Moreh ' ? C4 
Hippo<, D3 
Hukkok?? C3 
tell ITiim, D3 (CHORAZIN) 
Hiinin, Dz (MIGDAL-EL) 

Ibleam? C5 
khirbet Iksaf CI 
IksAl, C4 

Sh. Iskander, B&EPHKAIM. 

Jabesh ?? D5 
Jalkamiis, Cg 
ain JBliid, C4 
N. Jaliid,  HAROD ROD) 
Janoah?? CI ,  z 
tell Jefat, C3 
Jelameh, C4 (IBLEAM) 
Jelb6n, C5 (GILBOA, $3 I) 

Jenin, C5 
Jezreel, C4 
Jiphtah-el? C3 
el-Jish, Cz 
Jokneam? B4 
Jordan, Dz, 3, 4, 5 
Jotapata, C3 

Kabr HirBm, Cz (HIRAM) 
Kabiil, B3 
Kadesh, Dz 
tell el-KHdi, Dz 
jebel Kafsy, C4 (NAZARETH) 
tell Bairntin, B4 

well of Harod, c 4  [SHETH) 

Irbid, C3 [58 4, 7) 

KaigBriyeh, A4 [LEE ii., $7)  
Kal'at el-Hosn, D3 (GALI- 
Kal'at esh ~ Shakif, DI 
KHnH, Cz [(EPHRAIM? $ 4 )  

Kanah?? Cz 
jebel Karmal, AB3, 4 
wHdy el-Karn, Bz 15 7) 
Karn Hatfin, C3(GALILEEi., 
el-KHsimiyeh, CI 
tell el-Kassis, B4 (CARMEL, 
Kaukab el-Hawk, D4 I$ 3) 
Kedasa, D2 
Kedes, Dz 
Kedesb (Kishion ?) B4 
Kefar Hananya, C3 
tell KeisBn, B3 (KISHION) 
kefr KennB, C3 
Kerak, D4 (GALILEE ii., $7) 
KerHzeh, D3 
Kersa, D3 (GERASENES) 
wAdy el-Khudera, Ag 
tell Khureibeh, Dz 
Kishon, B3 
kefr Kiid, Bg (BETHULIA) 
Kuffin, Bg 

Ladder of Tyre, Bz 

nahr el-LeddBn, Dz 
Lejjiin, B4 
Leontes, DI (ACHSHAPH) 
N. el-LitHni, DI (ACH- 

Kh. Luweziye, DI 
nahr Mafshiikh, Bz 
MBr.rBn er-RHs,Cz (MEROM) 
Mas'adiyeh, D3 (BETH- 

Kh. Ma'siib, B2 (ASHERAH) 
nahr el-Mef jir,Ag(KANAH) 
Megiddo, B4 
Meiren, C3 (MEROM) 
el-Mejdel, D3 (MAGDALA) 
wady el-Melek, B3 
'ain el-Meyiteh,  HAROD ROD) 
Merj 'A@", DI (IJON) 
Merj el-Hadireh, ~ ~ ( H A z o R )  
Merj Ibn 'Amir, BC4 
el-Meshhed, C4 
el-Me&, C4 (GILBOA, 5 z) 
el-Mezra'ah, C4 (ESDRAE- 
w. el-Milh, B4(ARAD)[LON) 
khBn Minieh, D3 
khirbet Mini&, D3 
Miryamin, Dg 
el-Mohraka,Bq(CARME1.,$3) 
jisr el-Muj?imf, D4 
el-MujEdil, B4 (IDALAH) 

Mujeidil, C2 (MIGDAL-EL) 
nahr el-Mukattd, B3. 4 
tell el-Mutasallim, B4 
Nabi Dahi, C4 
'Nain '?  C4 
nahr Na'mHn, B3 (ADONIS) 
en-Nlasira, c 4  [RATH) 

en-Na'ba, C4 (ANAHA- 
' Nazareth,' C4 
Nein, C4 
Niiris, C4 (GILHOA, $ z) 

. .  am Piing, C4 (CANA) 

(RAMAH, 6 )  

SHAPH) 

SAIDA) 

Kh. el-'Or&meh, D3 (GALI- 

Pella, Dg 
Ptolemais, B3 

Ramah, C3 
er-RBnieh, C3 
plain of er-RZmeh, C3 

RBs el-'Ah, Bz (HOSAH) 
RHs en-NBkiira, Bz (RA- 

RBs Umm esh-Shakf, B4 
RummBneh, B4 (HADAD- 

Safed, C3 (GALILEE i., g 7) 
Safiiriyeh, C3, 4 (NAZA- 

wBdv SakBk. Bz 

LEE i., 5 7) 

(GALILEE i., 5 3) 

MAH, 6)  

RIMMON) 

RETH) 

. .  
Scala Tyriorum, Bz (RA- 
Scythopolis, Cg 
Sefet, C3 (GALILEE i., g 7) 
wBdy Selhab, Bg (DOTHAN) 
L. Semachonitis, Dz 
wady Semak, D3 (GERAS- 
Semakh, D4 [ENES) 
Semiiniyeh, B4 (KATTATH) 
Sepphoris, C3, 4 (NAZA- 

esh-Shari'a, Dz, 3, 4, 5 
Shari'at el-ManBddireh, D4 
wady SharrHr, C4 (GOLAN) 
Shaffa, C4 (BETH-SHITTAH) 
Shihor-libnath ?? A4 
Shunem, C4 

Simouias, B~(GALILEE~.,$ 7) 
Solam, C4 
Sur, BI 
SiisithH,D3   GALILEE^^., $7)  
Spcaminum, A3 

Taanach, B4 

TabakBt Fahl, D5 (GILEAD, 
Tabariyeh, D3 
'ain Taba'iin, C4 (HAROD) 
et-TBbigha, D3 (cp CAPER- 
Tabor, C4 INAUM, $ 4 3 )  

Tarichez, D4 (GALILEE ii., 
wHdy ef-TawShin, C3 
et-Tell, D3 (BETH-SAIDA) 
Tiberias, D3 
sea of Tiberias, D3, 4 
jebel ef-TCr, C4 
Tyre, BI 
Tyrus, BI 

wAdy YBbis, Dg (JABESH) 
YBfa, C4 (JAPHIA) 

YBnuh, CI, z 
YarmBk, D4 (GOLAN) 
Ya'tir, Cz 
YemmH, CD4 (APHEK, 3, c) 

Zer'in, C4 
nahr ez-Zerl+, A4 
ez-Zib, Ba 

RETH) 

jebel eS-Sih,C4(NAZARETH) 

Ta'annuk, €34 [P 7) 

Tantiirah, A4 [§ 7) 

Yakiik, C3 



GALILEE, SEA O F  
sea’ (5 O&h.), Jn. 611-25; (5) ‘the lake’ (4 A+.), Lk. 5 ;  
8 zz,f  33. 
( n ? p ; ) ,  and (7) ‘sea of Chinneroth’ (niy-o;), see CHIN. 
NERETH, CHINNEROTH i also (8) ‘the water of Gennesar ’-i.e., 
(RV) ‘of Gennesareth, I Macc. 1167. See GENNESAK. For 
Talmudic notices the reader will consult Neub. Giogr. 25,  and 
Kohut, ‘Lakes of the Holy Land,’jQR 4 691 (‘92). 

The extreme length of this lake is 13 m. ; its greatest 
width is little less than 7 m. It is an irregular oval 

To these must be added (6) ‘sea of Chinnereth 

2. physical in shapk. Its surface is 68; ft. below 
Its 

greatest deDth has been exaggerated 
characteristics. the level of the Mediterranean. -- 

by M’Gregor and tortet. I 

As Barrois (1894) states, it varies from 130 ft. to 148 ft., 
according to the season, the greatest depth occurring along the 
course of the Jordan, through the meridional axis of the sheet. 
The surface temperature varies considerably. Down to 30 ft. it is 
on an average about 68“ or 69“, and at 50 ft 62’ or 63‘. Between 
6 j  ft. and 130 ft however there is a &form temperature of 
59’. This is mu& higher h n  in the Swiss lakes at the same 
depth, but the lake of Tiberias lies a t  a much lower elevation, 
under a much hotter sun, and is fed from the sides and the 
bottom by several hot springs (see PEFQ, ’94, pp. 211-220). 

The scenery of the lake disappoints some travellers ; 
but arriving from the S. where the landscapes are by no 
means always pleasing, one feels it a relief to catch a 
first view of its pale blue waters and the steep but bare 
and by no means bold mountains which so nearly 
surround it.’ It 
is only under certain aspects that it presents a painful 
monotony of gray ; the evening hues are delightful, and 
round it there is a broad beach of white pebbles with 
small shells. The Jordan enters at the extreme northern 
end and issues ‘ plunging and swirling ’ at the southern. 
Here there are wide openings, which permit a view of 
the valley, and suggest interesting excursions. 

The favourable physical conditions of Gennesaret (EL 
GhuweV) have been referred to elsewhere (see GEN- 
NESAR). Here it suffices to add that the harvest on the 
shore is nearly a month earlier than on the neighbour- 
ing highlands of Galilee and Bashan. Frost is entirely 
unknown. The trees, plants, and vegetables are those 
usually found in Egypt--e.g., the palm, the Zizyphus 
lotus, and the indigo plant. 

‘Though the whole basin of the lake, and, indeed, 
the Jordan valley, is of volcanic origin, as evidenced by 
the thermal springs and the frequent earthquakes, yet 
the main formation of the surrounding wall of moun- 
tains is limestone. A large number of black stones and 
boulders of basaltic tufa are scattered along the slopes 
and upland plains, and dykes of basalt here and there 
burst through the limestone strata in the neighbourhood 
of Tiberias and along the northern shore.’ 

In the OT the lake is only mentioned in descriptions 
of boundaries. It receives ample compensation in the 

3. NT NT, for its well-peopled, pleasant shores 
attracted the preacher of the kingdom of 

Four of its fisher-folk became his 
first disciples, with whom he took up his temporary 
abode in the ‘ village of consolation ’ (Capemaurn)-he 
who was emphatically mtnd@em (; .e . ,  Comforter, a 
Jewish title of the Messiah). The local colouring of 
the Gospel narratives which have the lake and its shores 
for their scene, is wonderfully true. The sudden storms 
-the multitude of fish-the ‘ desert place ’ near Beth- 
saida where there was ‘ much grass ’-all this is in 
accordance with facts. The hot, tropical air of the 
Gh5r is often filled by the cold winds from Lebanon 
which rush through the ravines of the Perzan hills 
(Thomson). So much for the storms. The fish are 
famous, both for variety and for abundance (see FISH, 
8 I). Josephus (DJiii. l o 7 )  remarks-and Hasselquist 
corroborates this-that some of them are found also in 
the Nile.3 To  Beth-saida the fish of the lake perhaps 
gave its name, and Taricheze was mainly devoted to 
the curing of fish. The desert but grassy place intended 

It is unjust to speak of it as  dreary. 

references* God. 

1 Cp Harper, In Scripture Lands, 323 ; H. v. Soden, Reise- 

2 Porter, Kitto s BG. CycZ. 
bride, ‘98, p. 157. 

3 Cp Neub. GLOP. 25. 

GALILEE, SEA O F  
in the narratives of the first feeding of the people (see 
especially Mk. 639) is surely the rich but swampy plain 
of el-Bateiha in the NE., at the N. end of which are 
the ruins of BETHSAIDA (q .~ . ) .  Nor can we doubt 
that towards the S. of the lake there were also ‘desert 
(solitary) places,’ even if they were only on high hill 
tops. 

This consideration is important with reference to the 
two narratives of the feeding of the multitude. That - 
4. Feeding of the same tradition may receive different 
the multitude. forms, so that two distinct events 

appear (but wrongly appear) to be 
reported, is clear frbm the lives of tge.pa&:archs. It is 
the application of the comparative method, not any 
wish to rationalise, that prompts many good critics to 
identify the two narratives referred t0.l If this be 
done, we are placed in a position to rectify some very 
natural mistakes in the present form of the traditions. 
W e  shall see that the scene of the most original narra- 
tive of the feeding was probably not in the NE., but 
more towards the S. Jesus had gone hither to be as far 
as possible from Antipas,2 and yet, even in this remote 
spot, he could not hide himself from eager followers. 
How did he .deal with them? There was probably a 
gap in the oral tradition, and the early Christians did 
not shrink from filling it up by ascribing to him who 
was a prophet, and more than a prophet, a deed such 
as Elisha was said to have performed of old. How 
well they expanded the scanty suggestion of 2 K. 
442-44 ! How much more spiritually suggestive are 
the evangelical narratives ! 

The view presented here is different doubtless from 
that commonly received ; but it seems to remove not a 
few very real difficulties. Nor is it only geography and 
exegesis that owe something to a keener textual criti- 
cism. We are thus helped one stage further towards 
the perception that the central importance of the Gospel 
narratives does not consist in their freedom from the 
inevitable errors of much-edited popular traditions. 

Let us now compare the various Gospel statements as 
to the scene of the reported event, assuming (as we may 
and must) that there is a duplication of the original 
story. 

Mt. 1413 ‘When Jesus heardpf it, he withdrew from thence 
in a boat td a desert place apart. No name of a place is given 
beforeu. 34, where we read, ‘. . . they came to the land, unto 
Gennesaret.’ Mt.1529 ‘And Jesus . . . came nigh unto t ly 
Sea of Galilee ; and he Lent up into a mountain, and sat there ; 
v. 39, ‘And he sent away the multitudes, and entyed into the 
boat, and came into the borders of (RV) Magadan. 

Mlc.611 ‘Come ye yourselves into a desert place’; v. 45, ‘ And stdghtway he constrained KL: disciples to enter into the 
boat, and to go before him unto the other side to Bethsaida, 
while he himself sendeth the multitude away ; v. 53, ‘And . . . 
they came to the land, unto Gennesaret.’. Mk. 8 4, ‘Whence 
shall we be able to fill these men with bread here in a desert 
place?’ v. IO, ‘And straightway he . . . came into the parts of 
Dalmanutha.’ 

Lk. 910, ‘And,he took them and withdrew apart to a city 
called Bethsaida ; p. 12 ‘for \;e are here in a desert place.’ 
The reading in v. IO IS uncertain (c Blass’s edition of Lk.). RV 
follows Treg., Ti., WH. Certainry the reading of the received 
text (followed by AV) is the work of a corrector. I t  does not, 
however, follow that that of I3 and D, etc. (D has K J P ~ V  for 
ndhiv) is the right one. We must leave the question open. 
There is nothinp else in the text of Lk. to indicate exactly 
where the scene Gf the narrative is to be placed. 

J!i. 6:: ‘Jesus went away to the other side of the, sea of 
Galilee v. 3 ’And Jesus went up into the mountain ; v. IO 

‘Now tdere ;as much grass in the place’; v. 17, ‘And the; 
entere,d into a boat and were going over the sea into Caper- 
m u m  ; v. 23, ‘Hodbeit there came boats from Tiberias,‘ etc. ; 
v. 24, ‘. . . and came to Capernaum, seeking Jesus.’ 

The greatest difficulty here is in Mk. 645 ( ~ p o d y e r v  
E L ) S  r b  dpav r p b s  P@uaiGav). Are there two Rethsaidas? 
6. Bethsaida or shall we suppose (GAS, HG 458 ; see 

BETHSAIDA, $j z )  that ‘going across’ does 
Dalmanutha.not mean crossing to the W. shore, but 

only taking the short journey novthwurd to 
Bethsaida? The present writer thinks both views improb- 

and 

1 Cp Keim, J e w  von Naz. 2 528f: 2 Cp Keim, Z.C. 
3 Note the barley loaves, and cp Jn. 6 9. 
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able, and instead of adopting the reading of old MSS of 
the Itala (followed in AVmS 'over against Bethsaida') 
would suppose that there is a scribe's error, and that 
for ' Bethsaida ' (B$uur8uv) we should read ' Tiberias ' 
(Ti@epta8a). 

A similar change is certainly necessary in the case of 
Magdala (Rec. Text) or Magadan (Treg., Ti., WH) in 
Mt. 1539 ,  and Dalmanutha in Mt. 610. These names 
have been discussed over and over again (see DAL- 
MANUTHA), and the latest solntions are hardly more 
natural than the earliest. The name in the original 
tradition must have been one which would account 
equally well for all these forms, and it should be one of 
which we are not obliged to say with Bruce (speaking 
of Magadan in the Expositor's Bidk) 'place wholly 
unknown.' It seems to have been Migdal-nunial 
( w u  hi?, 'the tower of fish'), which was I R. rn. 
from Tiberias, probably to the S. of that city.2 

It will be seen that just as Bethsaida and Capernzum 
go together in one form of the tradition, so somt un- 
known place on the E. coast (the neighbourhood of 
Gamala would suit) and Migdal-nunia go together in 
a n ~ t h e r . ~  We may perhaps find traces .of this latter 
view of the localities in Mk. 6 4 5  (reading Ttpepra8u) 
and also in Jn. G23, where the ships are brought by 
the evangelist from Tiberias, because the spot where 
he places the feeding was obliquely opposite Tiberias.* 
'The land where they were going' (v. 21) was not 
Capernanm (a mistake surely of the redactor of the 
Fourth Gospel), but Tiberias. 

Nothing has been said here as yet of the calming of 
the storm. Here again the spiritual suggestiveness (if 

6. calming the narrative makes it an inalienalile 
treasure. We cannot, however, pin our 
faith to the literal accuracy of the beauti- 
ful story, any more than to that of Ps. 

77 19 [ zo] ,  ' Thy way was in the sea and thy path in the 
great waters,' and of Ps. 107 28-30 ; see especially the 
suggestive words with which the latter passage con- 
cludes,-' So he bringeth them unto the haven wherethey 
would be. ' Such symbolic language is characteristic 
of faith in all earnestly-held religions, and the symbol 
soon fixes itself in narrative. These are no doubt 
held to be facts ; but the facts are valued chiefly as 
vehicles of spiritual ideas, and never examined into 
with the strictness of historic investigation. 

We referred above to a little-known Migdal, as 
almost certainly the Magdala of the received text of 
Mt. 1520. 

GALLERY 
p. i o 8  ; Furrer, ZDPV2 5 6 3  12 1 9 4 5  13  1 9 4 8 ) ,  and 
Socin (Baed. PuZ.(~J 290) cannot be lightly rejected. 
Upon the whole, however, the argument of Schiirer 
(Gesch. 1 515) appear to be provisionally decisive in 
favour of Kerak ; Conder, Guthe, and Buhl also 
incline in this direction. One would like to be able to 
speak more positively. Taricheze was famous in the 
first Roman war ; it was a centre of Galikan patriotism. 
Jesus may perhaps have been there ; it is a little strange 
that it should nowhere be mentioned in the Gospels.l 

Turning round the lake from Kerak, we pause first at 
Kal'at el-HoSn, most probably the ancient Hippos (the 
Talmudic SiisithZ). The name of Gamala (mentioned 
alSove ; famous in the Roman war) seems to be pre- 
served in that of the village of Jamli : Kersii is probably 
the ancient Gerasa (see GERASENES). But what an 
inadequate idea these few names give of the girdle of 
towns which inclosed the Sea of Galilee in ancient 
times I As Lamartine says, 'the borders of the Lake 
of Gennesaret seem to have borne cities instead of 
harvests and forests.' The scene is very different now. 
Without the help of the imagination even the travelled 
student will see nothing but a sheet of water unenlivened 
by vessels and surrounded by treeless hills. 

(I) dh, r8'6 or ?bh4 r 2  (XohH),5 Dt. 
2 9 1 3  [17] 3232 Ps. 6921 [zz], Jer. 8 1 4  915[!4]2315 Lam. 
3 5 1 9  Am. 6 1 2  : the same Hebrew word I S  in Dt. 3 0 3 3  
rendered 'venom,' i n  Job 2 0 1 6  'poison,' and in Hos. 
1 0 4  'hemlock.' The word primarily denotes an 
extremely bitter plant (Hos. 1 0 4 )  and its fruit (Dt. 
2 9 1 3  [IT] etc.) ; it is constantly coupled with n:yi, 
Zu'Zmih, 'wormwood,' the two together denoting the 
extreme of bitterness. Though there is no evidence 
that the plant denoted by drii was poisonous, the word 
is metaphorically applied to the venom of serpents 
(Dt. 3233  etc.), the notions of bitterness and of poison 
being closely conjoined in ancient thought (cp Di. on 
Job 2014) .  

As the etymology of the Heb. word is unknown and there is 
no kindred form in any other Semitic language, we have no 
data for discovering the particular plant intended the proposed 
identifications with hemlock, colocynth darnei, and poppy 
being alike conjectural. The reference in Hos. 10 4 points to 
some weed growing on cultivated land (as I dypoa~rs);  whilst 
in Dt. 323zsome berry-bearing plant is indicated. The colocynth, 
which is otherwise probable, is a plant that grows, not on 
cultivated, but on barren land. Cp FOOD, 8 5,  end. 

(2) mlp, merZy& JoblBist, and (3) q i n ,  mcrfirih, 
~ o b 2 0 1 4  25+ (in 6 ~0x 4 ,  exc. v. 25 ,  8tUlTUtS [BA], 8 l U i T g  
[KC]), are analogous derivatives from slightly different 
forms of the same root (Lag. Ueders. 40), which denotes 
bitterness. They mean properly the human gall or 
bile ; and, from the association of the ideas of bitterness 
and poison (see above), "in is once applied, like 
ddy, to the venom of serpents (JobSO14). 

sr . .  . 

T. K. c. 

GALL. 

N. M.-W. T. T.-D. 

GALLERY. (I )  3VlK [Kt.], 'attlik, Ezek. 4115, 
p'ng, 'aif@, Ezek. 41 15 ($1.) 16 42 5 (& &&horrra, & ~ o + a & ~ e ~ s ,  

rrepimuhav). The sense seems correct. With regard to @'s 
third rendering, observe that in 42 5 3  the 'galleries' have no 
pillars. Cp Ass. me%& nzBtc&, 'passage, road,' from I/pnN, 
' t o  pass on' (Del. Ass. I f  WB, s.u.). An architectural applica- 
tion of this word, however, is not mentioned. 

(2) a??, rdh,t ,  in plur., Cant. 7 5 [61 The king is held in the 
galleries' ; RV carrecfs,, 'in the tresses thereof.' Neither 
' gallery' nor 'tresses IS philologically defensible (see Bu. 
ad 206.). pu;n elsewhere means 'troughs ' ; here it seems to he 

See TEMPLE. 

-- dj.. . 

The ordinary view identifying it with Mejdel, that miserable 
village with which the plain of el-Ghuwer begins, has to 

be abandoned. The Talmud mentions several 
7. Magdala, Migdals in this neighbourhood . Mejdel was 
Taricheae. one of these-Dossiblv that fro; which Marv &. . Magdalene seems to-have derived her name, 

Other places on the W. shore are referred to in 
special articles (see, e .g . ,  CAPERNAUM, CHORAZIN). 

Let us now turn to the S. end of the lake, where 
stands the ruin of Kerak, at the point where the Jordan 
issues. Here we should probably place Tarichece, 
which, according to Pliny (NH515),  in his day gave 
its name to the whole lake.5 Its site indeed is not 
undisputed, being sometimes placed at Mejdel, and 
though the theory of Gratz-Tarichece = Migdal-nunia 
= Mejdel-is the simpler theory which 
has commanded the assent of Wilson (PEFQ, '77, 

I t  is implied that the 
substratum of t6e narkrive is Hebrew or Aramaic. Renan 
(Vie de]&sz+l~J, 146) thinks that 'Magadan' comes from Dal- 
man(outha). This does not help much. 

a See Nenb. Giogr. 217; Buhl, 226; but cp GrB. MGW3, '80, 
p. 484' who makes the distance 4 m. (we return to this later). 

3 It'would not do, therefore, to suggest that 'Bethsaida' 
(place of fish?) might be a second name of Migdal-nunia. 

4 Slightly differently Furrer, Bedeufunf der 6ihZ. Geogyajhie, 
$4 ('70). 

5 Gratz however, suspects the text to be inaccurate. 
6 MG&J,'80, pp. 434.495. 

scarcely the MIGDAL-EL (q .~. )  of Joshua. 

1 Dalma=Ma(q)dal' nntha=nunia. 

1635 

1 See GAS FfG.4518 
2 See j o s .  B3 iv. 1 I. 

3 Quoted by GASm. 
4 The latter spelling only in Dt. 32 32. 
5 This. the word used in Mt. 27 ? A  Acts822. is the usual 'S 

The view adopted above is that of 
Furrer and Buhl ; Baed. PaZ.(4J, however, still adheres to the 
older view which identifies Gamala with Kal'at el-Hosn. 

rendering of V$y; but we find Bu&s'in D t  3 i 3 3  Job 20 16 Am. 
6 12, mkp6v  in Jer. 23 15, and d pwur is  in Hos. 10 4, whilst in 
Lam. 3 5 r& is rendered .$+ai$ tlrough confusion with the other 
ddl. 
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GALLEY GAMALIEL 
a corruption of P’?b?, ‘pomegranate trees.‘ 
Spopais, Aq. PqmmLp Symm. elA$pam. 
are they as an orchkrd of pomegranate trees’ (cp 4 73). 
Cheyne, 3QR, Jan. 1899; see COLOURS, 5 15. 
hut EV ‘rafters. 
UTPO+S. 

Ldai, Niild.), with Budde. 
u. Koh. 165) would read Ug’il] ‘and our walls’(L?’n=Y’n). 

RVmg. colonnade ’). 6 transliterates. See TEMPLE. 

@ has rrapa- 
Read vi. 56, ‘ pleasant 

So 

(3) BVT, ra&ii,, Kt. ( ~ . m  Kr.) in plur., Cant. 177 AVms ; 
Q ?arvi&a.ra, Symm. + a ~ v i r u c ~ q ,  Quint. 

This sense is best reached by reading i*n>y (Syr. 
Wetzstein (Del. Hoheslied 

(4) n$, &%m, o h ,  i%im, Ezek. 40 1 6 3  A V w .  (EV ‘arches,’ 

GALLEY ( ~ : g h g ) ,  IS. 3321. See SHIP. 

GALLIM (&3, r&A€[i]M [BWLI). 
I. A place included among the additional ‘ cities ’ of 

Judah in b ’ s  text of Josh. 15 59a (PahXlp [A] ; see SBOT, 
‘ Joshua,’Heb.). Itoccurs between Karem(’AinK8rim; 
see BETH-HACCEREM) and Baither (Bitlir; see BETHER 
i.) ; it was therefore W. of Jerusalem. 

2. A hamlet to the N. of Jerusalem, mentioned with 
Laishah and Apathoth, Is. 1030 ( y d A c ~ p  [AQ], rahsrp 
[M,*]). It was the home of Palti, the husband of 
Michal (see BAHURIM), I S. 2 5 4 4  (poppa [B], yahhei 
[A], -66. [forte A”], yohlae [L] ; ye9ha [Jos.]). No 
plausible identification has been offered ; the text is 
probably corrupt. Elsewhere (SBOT, Isaiah, Heb., 
Addenda)l it is proposed to read, for o.,$?-ng (EV 
‘ daughter of Gallim ’), ’&! n$i. A place called Beth- 
gilgal is mentioned in Neh. 1229 (RV) in connection with 
Geba and Azmaveth, and one called Gilgal in Josh. 157, 
and Geliloth in Josh. 18 17. Probably the same village is 
meant in all the three passages (so independently 
G. A. Smith [GILGAL, 5 6 ( d ) ] )  : we cannot identify it, 
but we know whereabouts it must have stood. I t  
seems to have grown up near a cromlech facing the 
ascent of Adummim which formed n conspicuous land- 
mark, and was probably regarded as sacred. 

For Gallim in Vg. Is. 158 see EGLAIM. T. K. C. 

GALL10 (rahhlwN [Ti. WH]), proconsul (AV 
‘ deputy’) of Achaia probably towards the end of Paul’s - - .  
1. Facts from eighteen months’ sojourn in Corinth 

classical (about 53 A.D.). His father, M. 

sources, Annzeus Seneca, was a rhetorician of 
Corduba (Cordova), whence he migrated 

to Rome and became an ‘equa; his mother He& was 
also probably a native of Spain (hence eguestri et  pro- 
vz’nciaZi Zuco uvtus in Tac. Ann. 14 53). L. Annzeus 
Seneca the philosopher, and L. Annzeus Mela, the geo- 
grapher and father of the poet Lucan, were his full 
brothers, both younger than himself; his own name was 
Marcus Annzeus Novatus, and to him under this name 
Seneca addresses his hooks De Zra. From his father he 
received a careful education, and in Rome he attracted 
the notice of L. Junius Gallio, a rhetorician of repute (cp 
Tac. Ann. 63). who ultimately adopted him, so that his 
full name became apparently L. Junius Annzus Gallio. 
Gallio’s younger brother Seneca was in banishment in 
Corsica from 41 to 49 A.D. ,  when he was recalled by 
Agrippina to be Nero’s tutor (Tac. Ann.  128).  There 
is no sufficient reason, perhaps, to suppose that Gallio 
shared in his brother’s disgrace (but cp Ramsay, St. Paul, 
258). Towards the close of the reign of Claudius, he 
received the governorship of the province of Actaia. 

Achaia being a senatorial province between 27 B.C. and 15 
A.D., and again from 44 A.D. onwards,2 the term proconsul 
(&&haros) is rightly used in Acts 18 12, for the governor of such 
provinces bore always the title ‘proconsul,’ hut in the case of 
Achaia the governors were of prztorian rank only, five years at 
least intervening between the prretorship and the appointment 
to a province (Marq.-Momms. Riim. Staatsu. 1 545). We thus 
know only approximately the date of Gallio’s przztorship ; nor 
is the year of his consulship ascertained ; it was presumably 
later than his governorship. That he actually held the consul- 
ship is known from Pliny (HN3133),  who tells us that he left 

1 Cp ‘Geographical Gains from Textual Criticism,’ EXpositor, 

f Under Nero it received ‘liberty’ for a time in 67 A.D. (Suet. 
Se t. 1899. 

Nero 24), but Vespasian soon withdrew the useless gift. 
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Rome post comuZatunz on a voyage for his health. This must 
have been a different occasion from that recorded by Seneca, 
who says that  Gallio suffered from fever in Achaia, and went a 
voyage in consequence (E j .  Mor. 18 I [lo4 I ]  : ‘ illud mihi in ore 
erat domini mei Gallionis, qui cum in Achaia febrim habere 
coepisset, protints navem adsendit clamitans non corporis esse, 
sed loci morbum ’). This allusion gives us the only corroboration 
of the proconsulship recorded in Acts. I t  has been suggested 
that the L. Junius given as consul suflectus with A. Marcellus 
at some time under Nrro on a wax tablet from Poinpeii is to he 
identified with Gallio (Nipp. in Hermes12 130). We know that  
he was in Rome in Nero’s fifth year (Dio Cass. 61 20=58 A.D.). 
His appeal for mercy saved his life for the moment when Seneca 
was driven to suicide in 65 A.D. (Tac. An%. 15 73) ; hut next year 
he also was one of Nero’s victims (Dio Cass. 62 25 Jer. Chroz. 
Eus.). 

Gallio’s genial and lovable and thoroughly upright character 
is sketched for us by his brother, and is summed up in the 
epithet ‘dulcis’ applied to him hy Statins (Silv. 27 32) and by 
Seneca himself(haf. Qu. 4 pref.:-‘ quem nemo non parum amat, 
etiam qui amare plus non potest . . . Nemo etiim mortalium 
uni tam dulcis estr quam hic omnibus’). Dio (6035) records a 
witticism of his, In which he spoke of Claudius who was 
poisoned by his wife Messalina, as ‘unco in coelum’ raptus’ (in 
allusion to the deification of dead emperors, and the haling of 
dead malefactors through the streets to the Tiber). 

It has often been remarked that the narrative in Acts 
accords perfectly with Gallio’s character as otherwise 

2. in Acts. known ; but the erroneous impression 
given by the phrase of AV in Acts 18 17 

( ‘ and Gallio cared for none of those things ’ )  has ‘ made 
his name proverbial for indifferentism in the Christian 
world ’ (Farrar, St. Pad, 410). To speak of his ‘ char- 
acteristic indifference,’ or ‘ disdainful justice,’ secms 
beside the mark. Ramsay (Church in K.  By. 349 
z.) points out that the Jews ‘could act against the 
Roman Paul only by arousing official Roman action on 
some pretext.’ I t  is a mistake to imagine that becmse 
Judaism was a d i g i u  &ita Gallio could be invoked in 
the interests of Jewish orthodoxy (the recorded instances 
of official protection when Jewish privileges were 
attacked by municipal authorities are of quite different 
nature) : in other words, the accusation, if exactly 
reproduced in v. 13, was designedly vague, and by thc 
words ‘ contrary to the law ’ it was intended that Gnllio 
should understand Roman. law, .which.alone.he was con- 
cerned to administer (so also Zahn, Einbit .  1 190). 
Further, in order to gain a correct conception of the 
incident, all idea of tumuZt must be rejected (Kar- 
E T ~ U T ~ U ~ V  6poBupa86r of v. 12 merely signifies united 
action on the part of the ‘community of Jews’ a t  
Corinth). ‘ It is clear that Gallio’s short speech 
represents theconclusion of a series of inquiries’ (Ramsay, 
St. Paul, 258), in which the attempt of the Jews to prove 
that Paul’s teaching put him outside the pale of Judaism, 
and so rendered him liable for introducing a new 
religion (cp the charge at  Philippi, Acts 1621, and 
Thessalonica, Acts 1 7 7 )  revealed the true grounds of 
their action. Gallio’s refusal to accept a prosecution 
‘ seems to show that he shared the broad and generous 
views of his brother about the policy of Rome in regard 
to the various religions of the provinces ’ (Ramsay, ib. 

GALLOWS (yp), Esth. 5x4 etc. ; AVW and RVW- 

GAMAEL (raMaHA [A]), I Esd. 8 zg=Ezra 8 2. 

DANIEL [q. v., 31. 
GAMALIEL (5&)??, ; ‘ El is a reward’ ; § 28 ; cp 

GAMUL, and Palm. 5 K h 3  ; r a M a A l H A  [BAL and 
Ti. WHlI. 

259). W. J. W. 

‘ tree.’ See HANGISG, i. 

I. b. Pedahzur, a chief of Manasseh (Nu. 110 220 

2. Gamaliel, or RabbZn Gamaliel the elder, who, 
7 5 4 5 9  1 0 2 3  [PI?). 

iccording to Jewish tradition, was the son of Simeon 
and the grandson of the famous Hi1lel.l is twice 
mentioned in the NT. Of his biography little is known 
beyond the facts that, early in the first century, he lived 
and taught in Jerusalem, where Saul of Tarsus is said 
to have been for some time his pupil (Acts 2 2 3 )  ; that 

1 Against this, however, see Schiir. Hist. 2 363. 
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GAMES GARDEN 
the identification of Kumidi has a geographical value apart 
from the doubtful combination proposed by Muller. Cp WMM, 
As. u. fiur. 193; E. Meyer, 'Glossen' in r%gyptiaca, 72; 
Lag. Miitheilungm, 1 2x1 ; USP),  367. T. K. C. 

GAMUL (hD& 'benefited,' 5 56 ; rAMOyh [B], 
-OYHA [A], KA. [L]), representative of the twenty-second 
(so M T  and eAL) or the twenty-first (so 65.) of the 
courses of priests ( I  Ch. 2 4  17). 

GAR (so Aldine ed.), RV GAS (rat [BA], om. L), 
a group of children of Solomon's servants (see NETHI- 
NIM) in the great,post-exilic list (EZRA ii., 5 g, 5 8 c), 
one of eight inserted in I Esd. 5 34 after Pochereth- 
hazzebaim of / /  Ezra 2 57 = Neh. 7 59. 

GARDEN (12 gun, Ass. gunnutu, Arab. junnut"", 
Syr. gannethi). 

The Sem. word is derived from the root 31 ganar; 'cover,' 
'protect,' the garden being secluded fi-om the surrounding 
uncultivated country and the incursions of strangers, and con- 
cealed by overshadowing trees from observation (cp FfcUex. iv. 
115, I T C ~ L C L ~ ~ ~ E ' V O L  W Q ~ ~ ~ W S O L ) .  In  the Persian and the Greek 
period Hebrew also used D??? pard& (rrapdGemos), park or 
garden of larger extent than &OF (or ]I) ; s;e Neh. 2 8 Cant. 
4 13 Eccles. 2 5 .  In  Assyrian kirli (pl. -uti) means a plantation 
of trees. 

' Gardens ' of the sort just described came in very early 
times to be specially attached to temples and also to the 
1. Egypt, residences of wealthy persons. An illustra- 

tion of the former will be found figured in 
Lepsius' Denkmuleer (3g5), reproduced from the wall- 
painting in the tomb of Meryre', high priest of King 
Chuen'aten of the eighteenth dynasty (circa 1400 B. c. ; 
discovered at  Tell el-'Am%rna). This figure represents 
the temple of the sun with the surrounding buildinzs. 
The space that intervenes between the buildings is planted 
with trees, and in every case the base of the trunk is 
enclosed in a round ridge of earth hollow in the centre 
in order to retain the water. Apparently there are a!co 
water-tanks for irrigation. All features, however, are 
not quite clear. From the same tomb we obtain other 
graphic details. A small house, the private residence 
of the priest, is depicted,' and in one corner we have a 
glimpse of the garden portrayed in the conventional 
forms of old-world artists in which perspective is dis- 
regarded. Among the trees we can recognise the fig, the 
pomegranate, and the palm, whilst an arbour covered 
by a trailing grape-bearing vine is clearly visible. 

The Theban tombs frequently represent gardens of 
considerable size divided into separate enclosures for 
vines, dates, and sycomores respectively. The i n k -  
esting illustration given in Wilkinson, Am. Eg. 1377, 
Erman, Lve in Anc. Eg. 195, represents alarge garden 
of rectangular shape siirrounded by a wall. A canal 
of water flows in front. Between it and the wall there 
is a row of trees. 

I 

We quote from Erman's description :- 
The house is concealed ' in the furthest corner of the garden ; 

no sound from the stirring life on the canal could penetrate its 
seclusion. . . . There is no entrance except in front where a 
broad flight of steps leads down from the large porter's lodge 
to two small doors which open upon the canal. Through the 
chief entrance . . . we pass out of a small door directly into 
the vineyard which is seen in the centre of the plan. The 
luxuriant vines.. . are trainedon trellis-workbuiltup withstone- 
through these vine walks the path leads straight up to thd 
house. If we pass, however, through either of the side doors 
we come to a part of the garden resembling a small park ; her: 
there is a fish-pond siirrounded with palmsand shrubs. . . . 
Two doors lead out of this garden ; one into the palm-garden 
which occupies a narrow strip on either side of the p.ece 
of ground; the other door leads into the hinder portion of 
the garden. Whether we enter the right or left side we now 
come again to a "cool tank." . . . A pretty little arbour stands 
at  the head of the pond ; here the master would sit in the evening 
and watch the water-birds at  their play in the water amongst 
the lotus and papyrus plants. Finally at  the back surroyded 
by a double row of palms and high trees lies the house itself. . . . 

Egyptian sovereigns took great interest in horticulture. 
Ranieses 111. (1200 B.c.), according to the Harris 
papyrus ( i .  8 3 J ) ,  made 'great vineyards, walks shaded 
by all kinds of fruit-trees laden with their fruit, asacred 
way splendid with flowers from all countries.' Queen 
Ha't-Sepsut (Hatasu), living about 1500 B. c., imported 
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he  was a student of Greek literature ; and that he was 
a member of the Sanhedrin, which body he successfully 
counselled to moderation in their treatment of the fol- 
lowers of Jesus (i6. 5 3 4 8 ) .  

It would be extremely interesting to have tome outside con. 
firmation of the two notices in the NT. That Paul himself 
makes no reference in his epistles to his teacher, appears 
strange. Looking back on his past history the apostle describes 
himself (Phil. 3 5 Jr) in a way that we should hardly have 
expected in a pupil of Gamaliel, if the ' rahban ' is to be judged 
by the notice in Acts 5 3 4 3  Zahn (EirrL 12) 1 35 48 503) warns 
us  not to exaggerate the Hellenistic influences of Paul's home. 
His Pharisaism was an inheritance from his fathers (cp Acts 256  
R V  a son of Pharisees ') ; but in this case why did he choosk 
out Gamaliel? The problem seems insoluble. 

According to Wendt, Acts538f: may be based on some 
traditional saying of Gamaliel, which the author of Acts (who 
may have heard that Gamaliel's advice determined the action 
of the Sanhedrin) applied to the present case. Certainly pro- 
visional conjectures of this sort may he admitted. Any close 
connection, however, between Paul and Gamaliel is not without 
its difficulty. 

There is a late and otherwise improbable Christian tradition 
to the effect that Gamaliel ultimately became a Christian 
and received baptism at  the hands of Peter and John ; the Sam; 
tradition located the tomb of 'Saint Gamaliel' a t  Pisa.1 This 
tradition, however, is almost conclusively refuted by the fact that 
he is spoken of in the records of Judaism as having been the 
first of the seven 'rabhans' (see RABB~). Such an honorific 
title would scarcely have been bestowed upon a Christian Jew. 

The Talmudists speak of him as having been the 
president of the Sanhedrin during the reigns of Tiberius, 
Caligula, and Claudius. This, however, is certainly 
unhistorical, as may be seen from the N T  and Josephus, 
where it is invariably the high ,priest who presides over 
the council. It should be added that the name Gamaliel 
is of frequent occurrence in the history of later Judaism. 
A grandson of the elder Gamaliel, who bore the same 
name, was the master and friend of Aquila, the 
' Onkelos ' of the Babylonian Talmud. 

Gesch.W3a 3 4 4 8  ; Ew. Hist: 7 1g3f: 
See Schiirer GVZ 2 299 J ' Derenb. Pa2. 239-246 ; Gritz, 

GAMES (2 Macc. 414). 

GAMMADIM, AV Gammadims (D'?p$, but some 
MSS 0'703; @yha~~c[BAQ]--i.e., n97Pv, with which 
Pesh. agrees ; &Ah& KAI M H A O ~  [Qmg. Symm.]--i.e., 

[Aq.] - L e . ,  n ' p  ; rOM&h€lM [Theod.] ; 'Ki7PtDP 
' C+ppadocians ' [Tg.] ; PYG,if,er [Vg., deriving from 
tpl ,  Judg. 316; see CUBIT]). In  describing the 
political and commercial relations of Tyre, Ezekiel 
(2711) says that ' the sons of Arvad were on [Tyre's] 
walls, and the Gammadim on [its] towers.' Plainly 
a proper name is required, and since ' Cappadocians ' 
(Lagarde) and ' Cimmerians ' (Halevy) do not accord 
well with the Phcenicians of Arvad, it is evidently 
wrong to emend pi131 into pqni, with Lagarde and 
Haldvy. Bearing in mind the numerous corruptions 
in the text of Ezek. 27, we need not hesitate to 
read pq>y ' the Simyrites' (or people of Simyra), 
called in EV ' the Zemarite(s) ' (so Co. Ezech., ad Zoc. ; 
Wi. AT Unt. 180). o>ior might easily be corrupted 
either into p-mw (a) or into pin1 (M, etc.). 'The  
Arvadite ' and ' the Zemarite ' are mentioned together 
i n  Gen. 1018. Thus we once more get evidence of the 
close relation between Gen. 10 and Ezek. 27. 

That a name so unfamiliar in later times as Kamadu (the 
Egyptian form) or Kumidi (Am.  Za6. 87 75, a i d  elsewhere) 
should be referred to (as le]) is improbable, though it is not 
unnatural that some scholars,2 who (needlessly) think Cornill's 
conjecture 'violent,' should think of identifying the two names. 
I n  A m .  Tad. 87, Kumidi and Sumuraa are even brought into 
some degree of connection ' Rib Addi states there that the fall 

ardfy possible to hold Kumidi for the 
assent of E. Meyer and Petrie, recognises 
the mod. KZmid el-LBz, 29 m. SE. of 

Beiret, 31 m. WNW. of Damascus. This is certainly 'an 
excellent position to command the upper Lirlni basin,' so that 

See HELLENISM, 5 5. 

n'tp nq;l;  myrMalol CA~.YI,  TETE~ECMENOI 

1 Cp CZem Recoc. 165 ; Photius, cod. 171, p. 199. 
2 WMM E. Meyer. 
3 Siimur; should be the later Simyra=Ass. Simirra though 

Cp Flinderi Petri;, Syria Winckler (KB 5 4 0 ~ )  doubts this. 
andfigJ$t, 183. 
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GARDEN 
thirty-one incense trees from their habitats by the Red 
Sea. 

In a footnote to Sir G. Wilkinson’s work (1 378) we have a 
long list of trees which was discovered in the tomb of an officer 
of Thotmes I. In this catalogue we finddate-palms, sycomores, 
acacias, quinces, tamarisks, willows, and figs. 

In Babylonia and Assyria the features of garden culti- 
vation are very similar and there also monarchs interested 

GARDEN 
Its extent may he surmised from the fact that Cyrus here re- 
viewed his contingent of II,OM Greeks (Am&. i. 2 7 8 ) .  

A biblical hint as to the size of these parks is conveyed 
in Esth. 1 5  where we are told that the Persian king gave 
a feast to all the inhabitants of Shushan in the precincts 
of the royal park attached to the palace. From HeZLen. 
iv. 115 we learn that Pharnabazus also had his enclosed 
parks at Daskyleum, where animals for the chase were 
kept (cp Cjmp. i. 314). From Neh. 28 we acquire the 
additional detail that the keeper of the royal parks was 
an important court official by whom building materials 

2. AsSyria themselves in the art. Among ancient 
and Babylonia. Babylonian documents we read of a 

earden similar to that inst mentioned. 
This belonged to-Merodach-baladan anb contained the 
names of seventy-two trees, shrubs, and plants. This 
inscription, called the ‘ garden tablet,’ is entitled at the 
close ganndti  f a  Marduk-aplu-iddina farr i ,  Gardens 
of King Merodach-baladan.’ 

Assyrian kings, as well as  Babylonian, took a pride 
in planting gardens with choice and rare trees, brought 
from other lands. Tiglath-pileser I. (I IOO B. c. ) evinces 
this fondness for horticulture. 

In  his prism inscription (col. 717.27) he says : ‘Cedar-trees 
uvkarinr and aZZakanu trees I took away from the lands whici 
I had conquered; trees which no one among my predecessors 
[lit. former kings, my fathers] had planted, I planted them in 
thc parks ( K i r 8 f z ) .  Valuable garden-fruit which was not to 
he found in my own country I brought away, and caused the 
plantations of Assyria to bear these fruits.’l 

Four centuries 

were granted. 
It is surely possible that Canaanite civilization 

presented features in the matter of garden cultivation *. Canaan, analogous to those of the ancient empires 
of the Nile and of the Euphrates and 

Tigris. Phoenician inscriptions, however, yield us no 
information on the subject, whilst the biblical evidence 
is exceedingly scanty. 

Under the circumstances mentioned above ($ 4) the 
features presented by the Paradise-narrative Gen. 2 8-17 

6. The are of special interest and, value. The 
main portion of this account is acknow- 
ledged to belong to the earlier stratum 
of J (J,). It is pointed out elsewhere 

Paradise 
narrative. 

~~ ~ 

later Sennacherib, 
in describing his 
‘ p a l a c e  wi thou t  
r i v a 1,’ announces 
that he planted a 
great park ‘re- 
sembling the Am- 
anus land (moun- 
tain),’ in which 
were ‘all  kinds of 
f r a g r a n t  plants, 
fruit-trees, and the 
produce of the 
mountains and of 
Chaldea. ’ 

Amid some obscure 
details we learn that 
a canal was dug I+ 
kaspa from the river 
Husur and that a 
Gonddasmade. Vines 
and other fruit-trees 
as well as sirdu trees, 
cypresses, and palms 
were planted. Birds 
and other wild animals were placed among them.2 A bas-relief 
representing a river and gardens watered by a canal discovered 
by Layard at Kuyunjik, perhaps furnishes a rough hustration. 

Esarhaddon also fin two orism-inscriDtions). after 

River and Garden. 4fter Lavard. 

5~ I I I ,  

describing the erection of a palace of hewn stone and 
cedar, passes on to describe (col. 6 1 4 3 )  the adjoining 
park thus : ‘A lofty plantation like the Hamanu moun- 
tain, overgrown with all kinds of sweet-smelling bushes, 
I placed by its side ’ (KB 2 138). 

From the deeds of Babylonian purchase and sale’puhlinhed 
by Peiser we may infer that a plantation of date-palms ( K M  
giJ’imrnari), sometimes bordering on a canal (&irZr),  formed a 
not infrequent accompaniment of a Babylonian private dwelling 
(Peiser, KeiZinsch. Actenst&ke, Sargonstein, col. 423-25 ; 1 2  I). 

From the Babylonians the Persians acquired the art 
of horticulture and carried it to considerable perfection. 
3. Persia. Thence the skill in planting, as well as 

the name for a cultivated park (pa i r idaba) ,  
spread to the Hebrews (~719) and also to the Greeks 
(napiseraor ; see PARADISE). 

I t  is from Greek writers that we mainly derive our information 
respecting these parks. Thus Xeno hon employs the wordpara- 
a’eisos in describing the large p a r i  attached to the palace of 
Cyrus at  Kelznz  in Phrygia throuxh which the river Maeander 
flowed, and which was stocked with wild animals of the chase. 

1 KB 141 ; u5%6 is rendere$ as Pa‘el of e&&. 
2 See Meissner and Rost’s Bauinschriften Sanheribs,’ 14-16 

Evetts in Z A ,  Nov. 1888, gives another and notes, p. 39f: 
text. 
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(see P A R A D I S E)  
that zv. 10-14 are  
probably a later 
addition2 to the 
narrative of J1. 
The critical result 
is of considerable 

*importance as we 
thereby eliminate 
the most definite 
Babylonian traits 
(mention of Eu- 
phrates, Tigris, AS- 
Sur, etc.) from the 
narrative. There is 
accordingly left to 
usa Palestiniannar- 
rative apparently 
based on an ancient 
tradition of Baby- 
lonian origin which 
had survived for 
several centuries at 
least on ,Canaanite 

soil and had then been remoulded. 
Even when m~. 10-14 are removed from the section, 

there remain traits in the narrative that remind us of 
Assyria and Babylonia (see again PARADISE). The 
expression ‘all kinds of trees agreeable to sight and 
good for food ’ (z.  9)  recalls the phraseology of Esar- 
haddon’s above- quoted inscription ZCaZa ri@i ZL i j i  
&urruSu ‘ all kinds of fragrant spices .and shrubs ’ (cp 
Khorsab. 143); and if we adopt the Assyriological 
explanation of 7~ as not ‘mist’ but ‘stream of water’ 
(cp Esarh. col. vi. 19 J ) ,  the counterpart of the 
Babylonian irrigation canal is restored to us and the 
picture is fairly complete. It is clear too from Nu. 24 6 (J? 
-see BALAAM, 5 5) that garden-plantations were 
familiar features in Palestinian scenery in pre-exilic times. 

On the text of this difficult passage see Dillmann, also Cheyne, 
Ex#. T. 10401 (June ’gg), who critically emends (JQR Jan. 
1900) the text more folly ; cp CEDAR; PALM-TREE. 

What are the precise facts underlying the tradition 
6. Solomon,s of Solomon’s botanic yore (I  K. 433 

[5 131)~ cannot be determined ; but 
Phoenician influences would help to plant-lore. 

1 The text of Gen. 13 IO is disputed ; hut Ball may he correct 
in reading O ! S &  ‘Egypt,’ and ‘Zoan.’ If so, a familiarity 
with Egyptian gardens is presupposed in the narrator. [See, 
however MIZRAIM 2 d ZOAR.]  

2 Budhe, to whdse crftical sagacity this observation is due, 
assigns the addition to the time of Ahaz (Urges& 515). 
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GARDEN 
account for the great king’s interest in plants. Later 
kings, at any rate, had their plantations. Ahab, who 
had a passion f i r  building. coveted Naboths vineyard 
in order to secure a suitable plantation as an adjunct 
to his palace (I  K. 21 2). In Heb. ~27 13, zan hayylirlih, 
furnishes, however, a very vague conception of its 
character. 

Gardens were naturally chosen as burial -places. 
Trees having a sacred character are often conjoined 

GARMENT 
may venture to place the improvement of Jewish horti- 

9. Later. culture. As we pass into the literature of 
the Persian and the Greek period, the por- 

trayals o$ gardens become more vivid and detailed. 
See especially the picture of the ‘garden barred and 
bolted,’ with its ‘well of living waters,’ and its fruit- 
trees and fragrant plants in Cant. 412-16 62, and the 
description in Eccles. 2 4-6 (see CANTICLES, § 15 ; 
BATH-RABBIM). The comparison of the righteous to 
a well-watered garden (Is. 53 11) suggests that the 
writer was well acquainted with Babylonian canal 
irrigation. This resembles the imagery of Ps. 13, and 
similar language appears in Ecclesiasticus, where wisdom 
is compared to various trees (24133) ,  as the cedar, 
palm, rose, olive, cinnamon, and so forth, and lastly to 
a garden canal’ (v. 303) .  The Book of Enoch, too, 
yields some illustrations of our subject. In 323f: 
(Charles) we read, ‘And I came into the garden of 
righteousness, and saw beyond those trees many large 
trees growing there, including the tree of wisdom of 
which Adam and Eve ate, and which was like the carob 
tree’ (see HUSKS). So in 6112, we have the ‘garden 
of life.’ 

We may infer from these descriptions that rich men 
in the Persian and Greek periods delighted in their 
gardens (cp Susan. 4, 15). In the time of Josephus, 
Jerusalem was crowded with gardens and hedges outside 
its walls in the Gihon valley (?) which debouches into 
the Kidron (BJv.22). In the midst of these Titus 
nearly lost his-life. Probably the garden of GETH- 
SEMANE (4.v.) was not remote from this spot. 

Baruch 6 70 [69] (Ep. of Jeremy) gives us an additional 
feature of magic superstition noticed by the Hellenistic 
Jewish writer. Gardens (including parks as well as  the 
homely cucumber field) were provided not only with 
keepers (cp HUT), but also with ?rpopauKdvra ‘scare- 
crows ’ to ward off evil spirits and probably birds and 
beasts as well. 

See BETH- 
0. c. w. 

GARDEN HOUSE (]J? nQ), 2 K. 927.  
HAGGAN. 

GAREB (>?I, leprous,’ § 66), the ITHRITE, one of 
David‘s heroes. 6 ’ s  readings are :- 

2 S. 23 38 : yqpap b 26’0evaios [Bl, yapq.9 b d p t 7 q s  [AI, yapcp 
b r d e p  [Ll ; in I Ch. 11 40 : yapqopar ro8qpa [Bl, yapqope L. [N], 
yap$ re&ppl. [A], y. b d3pL  [L]. 

; BOYNWN rApHB 
[BKAQ]), is named only in Jer. 3139t. as a landmark 
indicating the future great expansion of Jerusalem ; see 
GOATH. Possibly it is the hill described in Josh. 158 
at  the N. limit of the Plain of Rephaim (Buhl, 95). In 
this case, G-R-B may be transposed from G - B - R - - Z ’ . ~ . ,  
Gibbor[im], a synonym of REPHAIM [p.v., i.]. 

GAREB, THE HILL (312 

T. K. C. 
GMLIZIM (rAplz[€]IN [VA]), 2 Macc. 523 ; RV 

GERILIM. 
GARLAND. RV rendering of 783, peZr, Is. 61 3 IO ; 

see TURBAN. EV rendering of u&ppa, Acts 14 13 ; see CHAPLET. 

GARLIC (DV?lrsi ; C K O ~ A A  [BAF], -poAa [I,], Nu. 
l l s f )  bears the same name in Heb. Syr. and Ar., and 
its identity with AZLiiunz sativunz, L., or some kindred 
species is thus assured. Pliny’s statement (xix. 632), 
‘alium cepasque inter deos in iureiurando habet 
Egyptus’ (cp Juv. Sat. 15), points at least to such 
plants being common in ancient Egypt, though, accord- 
ing to Wilkinson (3350), ‘there is no direct evidence 
from the monuments of their having been sacred. ’ I t  
is not indigenous in W. Asia, but is a native of Zungaria, 
from which it must have been carried westward in pre- 

GARMENT, EV’s rendering of (u) somegenerd terms 
1 Cp also 4027, where the fear of the Lord is compared to a 

a De Candolle (O+. 5r) suggests that it was not represented 

historic times. N. M.-W. T. T.-D. 

‘ garden of blessing. 

because it was considered impure by the priests. 
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,. Gardens 
burial-places. 196). 

with tombs (cp Gen. 358 and K S 2 )  
Thus in 2 K. 21 1826 we read 

that Manasseh and also his son were 
buriedin the ‘garden of Uzza’ (s~~MANASSEH, UZZA ii. ). 
In  the time of Jesus, family burying-places were 
frequently in gardens (Jn. 1941). 

Through ‘the king’s garden’ the Jewish soldiers 
escaped, when Terusalem was caDtured bv the armies 
8, ither reR. :-of Nebuchadrezz’ar ( z  K.’% 4 Jer. 39 4 

Neh. 315 ; see plan in Stade’s G VZ 
1593). In all these cases we have 

not a single descriptive trait presented in the biblical 
record. We, must therefore supply this lack by the 
legitimate inferences which may be drawn from the 
general features of Hebrew civilization presented in O T  
literature. In the first place it is evident that in the 
eighth and the following century Israel had advanced in 
civilization. Am. 315 clearly shows that it was a 
common custom for the wealthy Hebrew citizen to 
have a winter and a summer mansion.2 These were 
adorned with cedar woodwork and inlaid ivory (cp Is. 
9 gf: [a$]). That gardens possessing orchards affording 
a grateful shade were attached, may he accepted as 
certain (cp Am. 5:~). These would contain the well- 
known Palestinian fruit trees, the vine, fig, and pome- 
granate. The ideal bf a happy life ‘ to  sit under the 
shade of one’s own vine and fig tree’ ( I  K. 425 [55] 
2 IC. 1831 Mic. 44, cp Jn. 150), as well as the general 
features of the Paradise narrative, enable us to supply 
these main traits. Probably in pe-exiZz’c Israel fruit- 
trees predominated. Nowhere do we read of fragrant 
plants or trees. 

By Hos. 4 13 Is. 129  and 17 IO we are reminded that 
Hebrew sanctuaries had their plantations in sacred en- 
closures in which stood the terebinth, the oak, and the 

(see POPLAR), together with the sacred pole repre- 
senting the deity Asherah (see ASHERAH). Some 
different kind of sacred plantation is referred to in 
Is. 1710 as ‘ plants of pleasance.’ The view that they 
were connected with the worship of Adonis (see RVmg.) 
is not improbable. Robertson Smith ( P r o ~ h .  (I) 273, 425) 
thinks that pots of quickly withering flowers are referred 

The women who wept for Tammuz (Ezek. 814) 
may have covered the bier of their god with such pots 
or baskets. See, further, ADONIS. 

Among the consequences of the Babylonian exile we 

1 The combination of this phrase with Egypt in Dt. 11 IO 
gives the impression of good irrigation and elaborate cultivation 
(cp Gen. 13 IO). On the other hand, the expression in Prov. 15 17 l~z> nm$ ‘daily portion [so Toy;  Che. ‘meal’] of vegetables’ 
&FT& h&dvov) suggests the idea of a homely meal to which 
the exceptional and festive meal of animal diet is placed in con- 
trast. This view is reflected in @‘s rendering K+OS haxdvwv; 
Ahab‘s garden, therefore, must have fallen far short of a true 
nap&wos. But is a disparaging epithet here purposely 
applied, and can we detect the influence of Judaic and Deu- 
teronomic redaction (designated Dzby Kittel)? See ‘ Ahah’ in 
Hzstings’ DB, ad$%. 

2 See HOUSE # 3 and cp H)nv n q  in the Bar-Rekub in- 
scription from AnjirlZ 
3 [In Is. 1711 the swift destruction of the ‘gardens’ is not 

presqnted in MT so vividly as we should expect. The trouble 
is wlth the second part of the verse, the text of which Che. 
( ‘ Idah,’  SSOT, Heb., 195) has critically emended, so that the 
whole verse runs thus :- 

(Even) though as soon as thou plantest them, thou fencest 

And earl; hringest thy shoots.to blossom 
Thy grape-gathering shall perish in the &y of sudden terror, 
And thy young plants at the crash 9f ruin.] 

them in 
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GARMITE GATH 
Compare, further, CITY, $ 2 (a), DOOR, FORTRESS, 55 z, 5 ;  

JERUSALEM, TEMPLE. 
GATH (na, ‘wine-press’; rse[BKAL]; Jos. rlTT&; 

Vn. G Z T H ) ,  one of the five roval or urincelv cities of the 

for dress-viz., l?:, Jiged, Gen. 39 rz&; dU),  kbhzi;, Job 30 18; 
“ZP, rnu‘ZtJh, Is. G13; n’W, iith, Ps. 736 (DRESS, 55 I ,  3), 
l p ,  madh, Lev. G io ;  &%pa, Mt. 22 II (DRESS, 5 3); and also (6) 
of certain special articles of dress, nlgfr, ’add&reth, Gen. 25 25 

Josh. 721 (RV ‘mantle’); ?I$?’, SinrZcih, Gen. 923; Z&@, 

iahziih, I K. 11 29 : $‘!IO, tahrih, Esth. 8 15 (RV ‘ robe ’) ; 
i p k m v  Mt. 9 16, r m A $  Mk. 165 (RV ‘robe’) ;v&js Lk. 244 
(RV ‘apparel’), for all of which see, further,’ MANTLE. For 
nln3, . ... kuttbneth, 2 S. 13 18 etc., X L T ~ U  Jude 23, nos$pqs Rev. 113, 
see TUNIC. Cp, further, DRESS. 

GARMITE ( V 2 1 ~ ~ ) ,  the gentilic name applied to 
KEILAH in I Ch. 419, perhaps miswritten for Calebite 
(&a); cp CARMI, I. 

@’s text in II. 19 evidently differed much from MT though 
it is not easy to restore that text exactly owing to the tran- 
scriptional errors (arapa [Bl, 6 TappL [A]: d yappeL [L], zmri 
[Pesh.]). T. K. C. 

GARRISON is used to render rnagci6 (3@, once 
“Xp ?na::&%h, I S. 14 12) in EV of I S. 1323 1 4 1 8  2 S. 2314. 
For ne$ (X’y!) in I S. 105 13 3 f: (see SAUL, $ z n.), a S. 8 6 14 
a Ch. 172 (EV ‘garrison’), a preferable translation is ‘officer’ 
(or the like) in spite of I Ch. 11 16 (where 1 )  2 S. 23 14 has 2:”. 
Mzcgab 2$’p Judg. 96 ( R V w  ‘garrison’) is probably an in- 
tentional altkration of ”?BQ ‘pillar’ (EV), which rendering in 
RVofEzek.ZG~~(o.p nbq) is to be preferred to AV’s ‘strong 
garrisons’ (cp RV mg. ‘o6elisks’); see PILLAR, MASSEBAH. 
2 Cor. 11 32 AV +povpdu is rendered ‘ kept . . . with a garriso? 
for which RV prefers ‘guarded’ (cp Phil. 47). Cp, generally, 
FORTRESS. 

GAS (rat [BA].), I Esd. 534 RV, AV GAR. 
GASHMU (any$), Neh. 66. 

GATAM (Day3 ; r o e o ~ f A D E L ] ) ,  one of the ‘ sons ’ 
of Eliphazin Gen. 36 II I Ch. 1 3 6  (yo[wlOafi [BAD; in Gen. 36 16 
(yof3a [AL]) called a clan (read qi$). 

GATE (-@@, Td‘ar; ITYAH, also TTYAWN [BAFL] ; 
cp Bib. Aram. V>T Dan. 249 326 ) ,  used collectively of 
the whole structure, including posts (n%lrp, rnZzzziz2h). 
and doors (n)?,, M e t i % ) ,  as well as the open space before 
it (ring, p/ti%u&, ITYAWN ; cp Josh. 204). The doors 
themselves (the dual, Dt. 3 5 etc., suggests that there 
were two) seem not to have been hinged to the posts 
but to have revolved upon pins in sockets. When closed 
they were kept secure by ’ bolts ’ or ‘ bars ’ ( n 9 y  6e~ii&). 
made of metal (I K. 4 13), but often of some destructible 
material (see Am. 1 5  Nah. 313). For the denom. i y i ~ ,  
SO‘~=Y, ‘ gate-keeper,’ see PORTER. 

One of the exploits of Samson (Judg. 16 1-3) may be mentioned 
here. When lodging at Gaza the hero rose in the middle of 
the night and went to the gate of the city. There he ‘laid hold 

-of the doors of the city-gate and the two gate-posts, and pulled 
them up, together with the bar,’ and carried off the doors and 
the whole framework to the top of the hill facing Hebronl 
(say 40 m.). The origin of the story can here only be glanced 
at. We may have in it a mere practical joke in keeping with 
Samson‘s jovial character. But a connection with some early 
mythical phrase, misunderstood by later generations, is not 
excluded. The descent of Heracles to the gates of the nether 
world has been compared by Steinthal.2 

The sanctity of gates is well known (cp THRESHOLD, 
§ z )  ; the gates of Babylon had their special names, and 
temples beside them. This partly explains why justice 
was administered ‘ in  the gate’ ( z  S. 152 Dt. 2119 etc.), 
.and this perhaps is how ‘your gates’came to be equivalent 
to ‘your cities’ (Dt. 1212 etc. ; cp Ps. 872, ‘the gates 
of Zion ‘ [I ‘ the dwellings of Jacob ’). The ‘ gates ’ were 
also symbolical of the might of the city-gates of bronze 
,such as could not easily be broken. Hence we read of 
the ‘gates of Hades’ (Mt. 1618)--i.e., the power of 
Hades (traditionally described as a city). 

In N T  06pa  is translated ‘gate,’ Acts 3 z AV; but cp DOOR. 
The usual terms are r6Aq (Lk. 7 12; cp the ‘gate Beautiful,’ Acts 
3 IO), and rvA&v, the latter of a palace (Lk. 16zo), house (Acts 
10 17), or porch (Mt. 2671 ; cp COURT, PORCH). 

1 Possibly, however, (as Che. suggests), ‘Hebron’ should be 
“Sliaruhen’ (see GAZA, SHARUHEN). 

2 Goldziher, Hehew Mythology, 4q.f: 

See GESHEM. 

Y Philistines (josh. i 3 3  I s. 617). The 

References* ethnic form is GITTITE (m ; 6 ye88aios 
[BAL]) ; see z S. 6 1.3 15 18 etc. ; whether GITTITH in 
Ps. 8 (title) means ‘ Gittite,’ is disputed ( ~ ~ ~ G I T T I T H ) .  It  
is not assigned in Josh. to any of the Israelitish tribes, and 
in Josh. 11 22 (D) [bB om.] it is mentioned as inhabited by 
ANAKIM. The Philistine champion, Goliath, came from 
Gath ( I  S. 1 7 4  etc.), and David took refuge with Achish, 
king of Gath ( I  S. 2 1  TO [.I] 272 ;l see DAVID. § 5).% 
According to I Ch. 181 David ‘took Gath and her 
towns out of the hand of the Philistines‘; this state- 
ment, however, may be based on a conjectural restora- 
tion of a defective text (see METHEG-AMMAH). At any 
rate, a Gittite named Ittai was the leader of 600 men 
in the service of David (2 S. 1518, emended text ; see 
ITTAI, I), and on one occasion had equal rank with Joab 
and Abishai (182). Rehoboam is said to have fortified 
Gath (2 Ch. 11 8) ; but Uzziah, according to z Ch. 266, 
found Gath still a Philistine city, and when warring 
against the Philistines ‘broke down the wall of Gath.’ 
About fifty years earlier the Syrian king Hazael is said 
to have taken Gath as a preliminary to the siege of 
Jerusalem (2 K. 1217). In Am. 6 2  (a passage later 
than the time of Amos ; see AMOS, 6 J )  reference seems 
to be made to another disaster that befell Gath-a 
disaster similar to, and nearly contemporaneous with, 
that which befell Calneh in 738 and Hamath in 720. 
The presumption, therefore, is, that Gath, as well as 
Ashdod, was taken by Sargon in 711. This is indeed 
attested as a historical fact by Sargon himself, who says, 
‘ Asdudu, Gimtu, Asdudimmu I besieged, I conquered ’ 
(Khorsahad inscr., 104J ). That Gimtu ( =Gath) is here 
mentioned between Ashdod and the port of Ashdod (?) 
is probably no mere error of a scribe, but indicates that 
Gath then formed part of the Ashdodite territory (see 
ASHDOD). This may perhaps explain the fact that 
Amos (16-8), Zeph. (24) ,  Jer. (? 475), and 11. Zech. 
( Q s J )  make no mention of Gath among the Philistine 
cities ; it had fallen to a secondary position. 

We also find Gath mentioned in a fragmentary context 
in 2 S. 21 20 22 (David’s war with the Philistines). This 
derives plausibility from the fact that Goliath was 
certainly a Gittite. @B* and Pesh. (Gra.) also read 
‘ Gath ’ for ‘ Gob ’ in v. 18 (aL Ta{d3), and Gratz would 
read ‘ Gath’ for ‘ Gob’ in v. 19 (see GOB). 

Gath ’ is referred to also in I S. 17 52 (cp @ ; see H. P. Smith) 
and in the elegy of David (2 S. 1 m), a reminiscence of whici 
has produced the doubtless incorrect reading in Mic. 1 IO, ”17 
W&#, ‘ Tell it not in Gath.’ @ agrees in reading ‘in Gath,’ 
and introduces a reference in the next clause to ot suaKap [Sw. 
ot du aicrp], ‘the Anakim.’ Elhorst and Winckler (AT Unters. 
185) would read h*>ys~ h???, ‘in Gilgal rejoice not’; 
Cheyne, for the sake of geographical consistency, ?5’?5-5# iis??, 

‘ Gath of Philistia ’ (as Am. 6 z calls it) is very prohably 
referred to (as Kn-tu) in the Palestinian list of Thotmes 
II I . ,  nos. 63, 70, 93 (XPI*) 548‘)), and (as Gimti and 
Ginti) in the Amarna tablets (1838~; 1856). A.m. 
Tab. 1838 a will be referred to again (see GEZER, 3 I )  ; it 
states that the warriors of Gazri (Gezer), Gimti (Gath), 
and Kilti (Keilah) have joined together to attack the 
land of Rubuti and of Urusalim (Jerusalem). The sites 
of Gazri, Kilti, and Urusalim are known; those of 
Gimti and Rubuti have to be investigated. Gimti ought 
to lie between Gazri and Urusalim, and it ought to be 
not less important a fortress than these places. 

The biblical evidence with regard to the site of Gath 
1 On these and some other passages, however, see JUDAH, 

. .  

‘in Giloh rejoice not’ (JQR 10 573f: [‘981). e 

B 4f. 
2 Possibly, too, David took a wife from Gath (see HAGGITH). 
3 So Wi. (Text6uch 29) and Peiser (KB 267). 
4 This can hardly de douhted. See WMM As. u, EUP. 393 

(cp 159) ; E. Meyer, ‘ Glossen’ in ATgyyPliaca, 73. 
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GATH GAZA 
Tell ZakariyZ (Azekah?). The city walls are 12 ft. thick : they 
me built without mortar, like those a t  Tell ZakariyB, but are 
twice as thick and twice as high ; they are preserved in places 
to a height of 33 ft., and show a system of buttresses regularly 
spaced. They rest not on the rock, but on some 6 ft. to IO ft. 
of ddhris, which is characterised by very early pre-Israelitish 
pottery. As their massive foundations must have been sunk in 
a considerable quantity of soil, we gather that they were not 
erected much before Jewish times. The gate has still to be 
found. At the NE. of the Tell, a t  a depth of from 18 to 20 ft., 
has been discovered what appears to be a primitive sanctuary, 
with three standing stones or menhirs surrounded by a rude 
enclosure (cp WRS IZeZ..!&.PJ .-A). it is shown by the 
pottery to belong to what Dr. Bliss calls ;he later pre-Israelite 
period. It is unnecessary to give details of minor discoveries. 
I t  is much to be regretted that the position of the village and 
the cemeteries prevents a complete examination of the site of Tell 
es-Slfiyeh which must certainly have been occupied by a fortress 
ldng befo; the appearance of the Israelites and the Philistines. 

T. K. C. 

GATH-HEPHER (1Fn;l nB : re0XoBep [BI, ra3-  
o + p ~  [L]; cp HEPHER), a place on the border of 
Zcbulun, where the prophet Jonah was horn ( z  K. 1425, 

in AV of Josh. 1 9 1 3  (RV, Gath-hepher ; r,&epe [B]. 

/os.) says that the tomb of Jonah was shown in his 
day at the small village (haud grandis uiczrZus) of 
Geth, 2 K. m. from Sepphoris on the road to Tiberias. 
In Talm. Jer. (ShWizh  6 I )  the place is called 
Hepher 1 ; a disciple of the school of Sepphoris could 
live at Hepher, because the two places were not 
12 m. apart. Benjamin of Tudela (12th cent.) states 
that the tomb of Jonah lay on a mountain near Sep- 
phoris. These data seem to point to the village of el- 
Meshhed, about 3 m. NE. from Nazareth and 2 E. by 
S. from Sepphoris, where a tomb of Jonah is shown ; 
the place lies between Y2fa (Japhia) and Rummsneh 
(Rimmon), as Gath-hepher did, according to Josh. 19 I Z ~ .  

I. A Danite town 
(Josh. 1945 ,  yeOpeppwv [BAL]), assigned to the Levites 
(Josh. 2124 ,  yeOepeppwv [B]). On the apparent mis- 
statement of I Ch. 6 5 4  [69] (yeOwpwv [B]) see DAN, 

8. Gath-rimmon must have lain a little to the E. of 
Joppa. In 'OS 2 4 6 5 9  it is placed between Diospolis 
and Eleutheropolis; but this is too far S. A yeOOa 
(Gath), however, is mentioned (OS  246 73) as situated 
between Antipatris and Jamnia, and as otherwise 
called ylOOap. Knobel suggests that this may he the 
GITTAIM of the O T  ; and our Gath-rimmon. There is 
a city called Giti-rimu[nu?] in Am. Tab. 164 45. 

2. A miswritten name in text of Josh. 212s (rspaflcr [El, 
j3a&ra [AI, but y~flpppov [L]). Gath-rimmon occurs in v. 24- 
The true reading must be either Beth-shean (]tw-n'I), which i s  
supported by @m and @A (Hunq), or, .less prob?bly, 
Bileam (I Ch. G 5 5 [ 7 o l t i . r . ,  ImLEAM [T.V.]. Dllmann prefers 
the latter; but we want a compound name corresponding to  
Gath-rimmon. ~ ~ v - j y ~  can easily have become j ln[d-n~. Beth- 
shean and Ibleam are both mentioned in Josh. 17 X I .  

r& AXOBEP [A]), mistakenly called GITTAH-HEPHEK 

r A l e e A  [AIAl, rseeAe @ep [Ll):  Jerome (Puomm. in 

'r. K. c. 
GATH-RIMMON (frDl-nJ). 

T. K. C .  
GAULANITIS. See GOLAN. 
GAULS ( 0 1  raAbTAl [VA]), I Macc. 82 z Macc. 820 

R V ;  RV'"g. in 2 Macc. and AV GALATIANS. See 
GALATIA, 32. 

GAUZE, in Is. 40 22, RVmg. rendering of $7, d!&; 
EV CURTAIN. The Hebrew word is doubtful; @ Kapapa, 
suggesting (Klo., Che. SBOT), whilst Aq., Symm., Theod. 
have A E ~ V  (p:). 

GAZA, or AZZAH [q.u.] ("Ig ; raza [BAL] ; Ass. 
ga-zi-ti, ga-ax-xu-tu, fia-(as)-za-at-tu ; Eg. Ga-pa-& 

[WMM As. U. Eur. 1591; Geutilic 
'n$'a, o razaioc [BAL], Josh. 1 3 3  

The 
most southern (2 K. 1 5 8 )  of the five chief cities of 
Philistia ( I  s. 617 ; cp Zeph. 2 4  Zech. 9 5 ) ,  mentioned 
in the lists of Rameses 11. and 111. (RP(I 6 2 7 4 1 ) .  
In primitive times it was the S. limit of the AVVIM [I] 

1 Neub. Gdop. du Talm. 201. 
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OT 
references' AV Gazathites, RV Gazites). 

is not as decisive as could he wished. The most definite 
2. Site, passage is z Ch. 116-10, where, in the list of 

the cities fortified by Rehoboam, Gath occurs 
after Soco and Adullam and before Mareshah and Ziph. 
If, however, the Chronicler means the Philistine Gath, 
one cannot help thinking that he is in error (Jos. 
seems to call this place e m a ,  or m a )  ; such an error 
might account for the name Betogabra borne by 
Eleutheropolis at a later time (see ELEUTHEROPOLIS, 

I). Such a name as  'Wine-press-town,' however, 
may surely have been borne by more than two places 
in S. Palestine. Conder speaks of a large ruin called 
Jenneta, S. of Bet Jibrin, which he proposes for the 
Kn-tu in the list of Thotmes 111. (no. 70). From I S. 
1 7 5 2  (RV GAI [q...]) we gather simply that Gath lay 
more inland than Ekron. 

The notices of Ens. and Jer. (OSP) 244 20 127 IS) are so con- 
fused that we are driven to suppose that'they had no exact 
knowledge of the site of the Philistine city. Josephus (Ant.  v. 
122) places Gath within the tribe of Dan, and couples it with 
Jamnia ; the Crusaders actually identified the two places. 

At present there are two sites which have been de- 
fended by geographers of repute. M. Clermont-Ganneau 
(PEFQ, July '99, p. 204) has lately revived the theory 
of Thomson (LB ,  564) and Tristram (Bible Places) 
that Gath, Elentheropolis, and Bet Jibrin are the same 
place. The most plausible argument is derived from 
the name Moresheth-Gath (Mic. 114) ,  which is thought 
to suggest that Mareshah was a suburb of Gath. 
Mareshah, however, was no mere suburb; and if ' Gath ' 
in Mic. 1 1 4  is correct, we must regard it, with Wellhausen 
(KZ. Proph.(')), as a vocative, and render ' Therefore 
must thou, 0 Gath, give farewell gifts to Moresheth.' 
More probably, however, ni  is a corruption of n2 (cp 
Che. /QR 1 0 5 7 6 8 ,  and see MORASTHITE). 

There is only one site that seems to meet all the 
requirements of the case : it is worth mentioning, even 
if Dr. Bliss's excavations should one day prove it to he 
the wrong one. It  is Tell e,r-Sijfyehl (collis clams. 
William of Tyre), the BZaanca guardu of the Crusaders, 
a tall white cliff 300 ft. above the valley of Elah, 18 m. 
from Ashkelon, IZ from Ashdod, and 6 from Eleu- 
theropolis. J. L. Porter made a careful topographical 
study of Philistia in 1858 with the result that he con- 
vinced himself of the claims of Tell es-S&fiyeh to he 
the ancient Gath. Some of our best geographers have 
followed him, though others prefer to keep Tell es-Ssfiyeh 
for the Mizpeh of Josh. 1538. The objection of Sir C. 
Warren (Hastings, DB 2 1 1 4 a ) '  that the sites of other 
Philistine fenced cities 'do not present any natural 
features capable of defence,' does not seem decisive. 
The disappearance of Gath from history is surely not 
more surprising than many other sudden blows to 
flourishing fortified cities. 

The site,'says Porter, 'is a most commanding one, and would 
form, when fortified, the key of Philistia. It is close to the 
mountains of Judah. The Tell is about zoo ft. high with steep 
sides, now in part terraced for vineyards-Gath signifies a wine- 
press.' 'On the summit are the foundations of an old castle, 
proba y that built, or rebuilt, by the Crusaders ; and all around 
the hivare great quantities of old building stones. On the NE. 
is a projecting shoulder, and the declivities below it appear to 
have been scarped. Here stands the modernvillage. Its houses 
are all composed of ancient materials, and around it are ruins 
and.fragments of columns. In the sides of the hill, especially 
towards the S., a great number of cisterns have been excavated 
in the limestone rock' (Kitto's Bi6L CycL 276; cp Porter, 
Hand6k.for S and P 252). 

Dr. Bliss's first report of his exploration of Tell eg-sifiyeh 
(PEFQ, July '99) leaves it quite uncertain whether Gaih was, 
or was not, on this interesting and important site. Inscriptions, 
however, such as will determine the point, may be reasonably 
hoped for. Dr. Bliss states ('Second Report ' PEFQ Oct. '99) 
that the boundary of the ancient city on the b. E ahd W. has 
been determined by the discovery of a massive rlmpart. The 
town was irregular in shape, measuring about 400 yds. in 
maximum length and ahout zoo yds. in maximum breadth, and 
thus contained a space about six times the size of the fort on 

1 Clermont-Ganneau states that the locality figures upon the 
mosaic map of Medeba under the Greek name of Saphitha, a 
name which shows that it was still flourishing during the Byzan- 
tine period (PEFQ, Oct. '99, p. 359). 
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GAZA GAZA 
(Dt. 2q), and afterwards was regarded as the most 
southern point of Palestine (Judg. 6 4  ; cp Gen. 101g), 
and of the province W. of the Euphrates ( I  I<. 424 
[54] [@BHAL omit]). 

According to Judg. 118 (yacep [A*vid]) it was conquered by the 
tribe of Judah . but this verse is inconsistent with D. 19, and is 
based on a misunderstood gloss (see Budde’s note). In Josh. 
15 47 (.R) Gaza is assigned to Judah; hut this late passage has no 
historical authority. The enigmatical AVVA (AV AVA) in 
2 K. 17 24, and IVVAH in z K. 18 34 19 13 Is. 37 13, should very 
possibly be Azzah=Gaza (nip for niy). 

Gaza is mentioned once again in Judges (16 1-3) ; the 
passage has a twofold interest, legendary (see GATE) 
and topographical. An error has made its way into 
the text, which can perhaps be corrected ; this we shall 
reserve for the close of the article. The next reference 
of interest (for I K. 4 2 4  [54] is late and unimportant) is 
concerned with Hezekiah’s victory over the Philistines 
‘as  far as Gaza’ (2 R. 188).  This victory is probably 
connected with the circumstance that Hezekiah sym- 
pathised with Ashdod in its rebellion against Assyria 
(713-711 B.c.), whereas Gaza remained quiet. Heze- 
kiah‘s success against Gaza, however, was not lasting, 
for in 701 Sennacherib transferred a part of the territory 
of Judah to his faithful vassal Sil-Bel (?)  of Ga2a.l This 
strong city, however, had not always been so devoted to 
Assyria. In 734 B.C. uanun sought, though in vain, 
to resist Tiglath-pileser, and in 720 Sargon in his turn 
had to take the field against this same king. How ill 
Hanun fared at the battle of Raphia is well known (see 
SAIIGON). 

What happened to Gaza‘we are not told; hut if tkieemendatian 
of 2 K. 18 34, etc., proposed above he accepted, Sargon carried 
away the idols of Gam, or, at  any rate, introduced ASur as the 
supreme deity. (The local deity of Gaza was called Marna 
‘ Lord’ or ‘0”: Lord.’) So much at  any rate would be implied 
by the words, Where are the gods of Hamath and of Arpad- 
of Sepharvaim and ofAzzah [Gaza]?’ Regardful of its commerce, 
Gaza seems from this time forward to have been punctual in its 
payment of tribute. Nahuna’id says that all his vassals as far 
south as Gaza contributed to the building of the temple a t  
warran (555 B.c.). 

In the prophets there are three references to Gaza. 
Of these, Am. 16f: is the only one that is undoubtedly 
genuine. Gaza is there threatened with punishment for 
delivering up Hebrew slaves to Edom, a country with 
which it naturally had close trade relations. Zeph. 2 4 - 6  
is without a historical point of contact, and may there- 
fore be a late insertion, framed on old models (see 
ZEPHANIAH ii.) ; so also Jer. 47 1-7 (where the heading 
is late ; only Qng. of 65 has -ytl@,v), and Zech. 9 5  (see 
JEREMIAH ii. ; ZECHARIAH ii. ). Herodotus, writing 
probably in the time of Nehemiah, calls the city of Gaza 
K U ~ U T L S  ; he says that it seemed to him not inferior to 

See AVVA. 

Sardis ( 3 ~ ) . ~  
In the NT there is one reference to Gaza (5  3) ; but 

before referring to it we must briefly sketch the later 
2. Later history of the city. Its name means ‘the 

history. strong’ ; and this strength is illustrated by 
its resistance for five months (332 B.c.) to 

the powerful engines employed by Alexander in besieg- 
ing it (Arrian, AZex. 226$ ; Q. Curt. iv. 67) ; Strabo 
(as quoted next col., n. 5 )  states that it was destroyed 
at this time, and that it ‘ remained deserted ’ until his 
day. If, however, Strabo wrote this, he committed an 
error, for Gaza was a strong place in the wars of the 
Ptolemies and Seleucidae, and is mentioned as such in 
the story of Jonathan the Maccabee ( I  Macc. 1 1 6 1 f . ) . ~  
It  was razed to the ground by the fierce Alexander 
JannEeus after a year’s siege (Ani. xiii. 133) .  Gabinius, 
governor of Syria, rebuilt it (Ant. xiv. 53) ; Augustus 
gave it to Herod (Ant. xv. 7 3 ) ,  after whose death it 
was annexed to the province of Syria (Ant. xvii. 1 1 4 ) .  
In 65 A.D. it was destroyed by the Jews (BJ ii. 181) 
but soon recovered. Mela (temp. Claudins) calls it 
‘ ingens urbs et niunita admodum ’ ; Eusebins ( OSa) 242 

1 Taylor cylinder 3 25 ‘ cp Wi. GI 1 zzo f .  
2 On the Kadyti;of Hlrod. 2 159 see JOSIAH, g z. 
3 In I Macc. 13 43, too, the MSS read ‘Gaza.’ See, however, 

GAZARA. 
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62) says that it ‘even now remains, a notable city of 
Palestine.’ The most southern fortress of the Crusaders, 
however, was not Gaza, but Daroma,-Le., Der el- 
Balah, S.  of Gaza, near the Egyptian fr0ntier.l ’ See 
further, GASm. HG 187-189. 

We now turn to the much-disputed passage, Acts 826. 
As Philip was starting to meet the Ethiopian eunuch, 
3. Acts 826 an angel said to him, ‘Arise, and go 
examined. toward the south unto the way that goeth 

down from Jerusalem unto Gaza: the 
same is desert’ (so RV)--aii~q h - l v  tpqpos. Many 
commentators (e.g.,  Holtzmann and Blass) suppose one 
of the roads from Jerusalem to Gaza to be meant. This 
view is best supported by Robinson (BR 2 6 4 0 8 ) .  

‘The most frequented at the present day, although the longest, 
is the way by Ramleh. Anciently, there appear to have been 
two more direct roads ; one down the great WZdy es-SarSr by 
Beth-shemesh, and then passing near Tell e?-$lfiyeh ; the other 
to Gaza through a more southern tract. Both these roads exist 
a t  the present day ; and the latter now actually passes through 
the desert; that is through a tract of country without villages, 
inhabited only by iomadic Arahs.’ 

I t  is not, however, the most natural interpretation of a;? &r&v 
Zpypos that these remarks presuppose. If the phrase were 4, 
2mw +qpos, Robinson’s view would he, very much more 
plausible. We could not, indeed illustrate hy Arrian’s words. 
(bk. 3, p. 211) referring to the &me of Alexander, B p + p  6’ 
&ar .r iv 6Sbv S~’bvv8piav (quoted by Wetstein), because the 
narrator expressly says that there was water to he found on the 
road,2 so that the eunuch could he baptized. 

The word ‘ this ’ (aihq), however, must surely mean 
G a ~ a , ~  not the road to Gaza, and then the difficulty arises. 
that Gaza in the time of Philip was (as we have seen) a 
large and flourishing city. Hug’s explanation that the 
words a h q  K . T . ~ .  refer to the destruction of Gaza by the 
Jews in 65 A. D,. , mentioned by Josephus (BJ ii. 18 I), 
is forced ; what object would the notice serve? It  has. 
often been held (e.g., by Erasmns) that after Old Gam 
had been destroyed, the new city was built on another 
site. G. A. Smith (HG 187) defends this with much. 
plausibility. He thinks that the road to Egypt passed 
by the deserted Gaza, not by the new city, which 
was nearer the sea (but does not this involve an 
unnatural use of aikrq?). And even if old Gaza were 
not absolutely deserted in Philip’s time-even if the fine 
position had drawn people back, yet ‘ the name tpqpos 
might stick to it.’ Evidently this is not quite satisfactory. 
If Gaza were characterised at all, some other epithet 
than tpqpos would have been used, at least if the notice 
aihq K . T . X .  comes from the writer of Acts. But does. 
it really come from that writer? 

From Beza’s time to our own the words have repeatedly been 
viewed as a gloss and it can hardly be denied that the clearness 
of the narrative Lains by their omission. Schmiedel4 suggests 
that they may hare a purelyliterary origin and be the marginal 
note of a man who knew, perhaps from St;aho,s that Gam had 
been destroyed, and wondered that the road to a deserted city 
should be mentioned. 

The only alternative to treating the words as a gloss 
seems to be to suppose a lacuna in the text, and to read 
a8Tq t b l ,  T X ~ ) G . I O P  T ? ~ S  6p$pou, ‘ the same is near the 
desert ’ (whence the Ethiopian eunuch comes). 

From its position as the last town on the road 
to Egypt Gaza was bound to be a place of import- 

Even now 
It has tolerable bazaars, resorted to by 

4. Site, etc. ance (cp GASm. H G  184). 

native travellers. 
1 Conder PEFQ 1875, p. 160. 
2 Robins& (B/i i641) suggests tha t  the water in the Wady 

el-Hesy may he intended. There is no such water in the second 
part of the road by B&t Jihrin, which from its directness comes 
first into consideration. In  the time of Eus. the spring con- 
nected with the story was on‘the road to Hebron. Since 1483 
A.D. a well in the Valley of Roses near ‘Ain KZrim has been 
pointed out by tradition. 
3 So Wetstein, who thinks that the narrator remarks the 

coincidence that the prefect of the treasure (y85a) was on the 
road to Gaza. H e  also quotes ancient authors who state that 
Gaza was so named from its riches. 

4 Theol. Z. aus der  Schweitz, 98, p: 5 0 3  
5 Straho xvi. 2 30, ELSo&s TOT< yavopcvy, KaTsuraupf‘vq 6 ’ h b  

AL&v8pou, iai  plvvouua Z qpos. The correctness of the last 
ihree words, however, is dnputed. Jos. (By ii. 18 I) remarks 
that when Gabinius rebuilt Gaza, it had been ‘long time desert.’ 
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GAZA GAZEZ 
forces (see MACCABEES i . ,  7). Gazara or Gazera is 
of course the same place as GEZER (g .v . ,  5 I). There 
is no occasion to seek for a second Gazara in order to 
avoid a discrepancy between I Macc. and 2 Macc. 

GAZELLE, the better rendering of sc6i ('J,Y, fern. 
8333, abzyyah.; 80p~n's [BAFLI), adopted by RV in Dt. 12 15 22 
14 5 15 z z  I K. 423 [5 31 (11 $R, 'uyyril; see HART), and by R V w  
in Is. 13 14 (8OpKa6lOV,  6) Prov. 6 5  etc.1 for AV ROE @.u.). 

The gazelle-the word is derived through the Ar. 
g a d- w a s  known to Assyrians, Aramaeans and 
Arabians alike under the cognate forms ;a6i(u, ?u6y&, and 
inby,, respectively; it is still common in all the country 
S. of Lebanon, and extends into N. Africa, and Asia 
Minor. 

The modern representative GazeZIa dorcas is commonly known 
in Arabia as the ihobby(cp Doughty Ar .  Des. Index s 71.). I t  
stands two feet in height at  the shdulder, and its ho&, which 
are lyrate, attain a length of 13 inches. In the broad sandy 
plains it is white in colour, but in the volcanic districts dark 
gray, closely approaching the colour of basalt (dr. Des. 
1328 395). 

The gazelle has always been remarkable for its 
graceful appearance and its extraordinary speed (cp 
2 S. 2 18 I Ch. 12 8). It  is usually found in small herds, 
and is hunted at the present day by the Arabs with 
dogs and falcons. The ' chased gazelle ' was a frequent 
sight not only in Palestine (Is. 1 3 1 4  Prov. 65), but also 
in Assyria, and Egypt (see illustration in Riehm's 
N W B  1 669). 

The flesh of the gazelle was eaten by the Hebrews 
( I  K. 423 [53]Dt. 1 4 5 ) ;  but theauimal wasnotaccepted 
as a sacrifice (Dt. 1215 zz 15m-even among the 
Arabs a gazelle is regarded as an inferior substitute for 
a sheep (We. Heid.(9 115). Whatever ,be  the origin 
of this usage, it can scarcely be due, at all events, to 
the belief that so common an animal would be an 
unwohhy sacrifice. 

Abundant analogy suggests that an animal that may be eaten, 
but not .sacrificed, possessed a t  an early period a sacred char- 
acter, and also was associatkd closely with sorne deity.3 Now 
in Arabia there were herds of sacred gazelles at  Tabala and 
Mecca, even in the time of Islam(We. Hei2.P) 106, cp WRS ReL 
Sem.12) 46fi), and it was told of the clan Harith of S. Arabia that 
when they come across a dead gazelle they wash and bury 
it and the whole tribe mourn over it for seven days (ReL 
Sbrn.12) 444). The latter practice implies either that the members 
of the tribe considered themselves of one kin with it, or that it 
was to them a deity (cp the weeping for AD ON!^ [g.u.l).4 The 
gazelles of Mecca were probably connected with the cult of el- 
Uzza, who is usually identified with Aphrodite (Venus, Ash- 

toreth), and Robertson Smith points out that among the 
Sabaeans the antelope was connected with the worship of 'Athtar 
(see ASHTORETH, 5 3), and has been found figured upon coins 
from the Pbcenician Laodiceas along with the star and the dove 
symbols of Ashtoreth (Kin. 1g4d). Was the gazelle sacred t; 
Ashtoreth? 

Personal names derived from the gazelle are found in the 
Ar. clan-name Zabyin the S. Judeau ZIBIAH (cp also ZIBIA), 
and the later D ~ R C A S  And TABITHA. 

For other species see ANTELOPE. 

See further GOAT. 
A. E. S.-S. A. C. 

GAZER (?J$), z S. 5 2 5  AV, RV GEZER. 

GAZEZ (ng6 is twice mentioned in I Ch. 246, as a 
son of Caleb b. Hezron by his concubine Ephah and as the son 
of Caleb's son Haran : I Cb. 246 (6 yr<ovs [BA]: b ya<ei, but in 
466 b p < a s  [L], i111 [Pesh.]). Pesh., omitting all mention of 
Mom and (the first) Gazez, presents the simple genealogical 
series, Caleb Haran and Gazez. Honbigant supposes the 
second Gazez)to be =<error for JAHDAI (u. 47). 

The modern town (Gkazza) consists of four quarters, resembling 
30 many large villages. Of these, one stands on the flat top of a 
hill, whilst the others are on the plain below.1 The hill, within 
which no doubt are the ruins of successive cities, is crowned by 
the great mosque which was qriginally a Christian church, built 
by the Crusaders ont of ancient materials. The town bas no 
walls; but the sites of gates remain, and one of them (see 
below) is actually showu as that of the gate famous in the story 
of  Samson (GATE). Broad, yellow sandhills separate Gaza 
from thesea; the sand is steadily encroaching on the cultivated 
ground. However, between the sand and a long ridge of low 
hills parallel to the coast the fertile soil produces abundance of 
the choicest fruit and vegetables. A large and magnificent olive 
grove, said to be of great antiquity, stretches to the northward ; 
orchards of fruit and palm trees encompass the suburbs.2 

The exact site of ancient Gam is doubtful. It  is 
certain, however, that the town stood on a hill in the 
time of Alexander, and this hill may have been that on 
which the main part of the modern Gaza stands. 

Broad mounds,' says Conder, ' surround this eminence, and 
appear in the middle of the buildings. The ruins among the 
sandhills seem to be those of the ancient Majumas or port. ' A  
beautiful garden of lemons, surrounded by a mound, seems to 
mark the site of this second town ; near it is a ruined jetty on 
the seashore.'3 

Samson's gate, referred to above, is on the SE., and, 
riding farther for a mile, we come to the hill of el- 
Munpr, which commands a wide view over the whole 
plain away to the distant mountains that encircle 
Hebron. It is the highest point in the ridge of hills on 
the E . ,  and is pointed out as the hill ( 1 1 ~ )  to which 
Samson carried the gate. Porter and Conder accept 
this as the 'real site.' Gautier, too (Souv. 128), thinks 
that el-Mun@r must be the mound which the biblical 
narrator had in view. But how should the giant have 
got tired so soon ? and how can ' before Hebron ' mean 
' looking towards the distant Hebron mountains ' ? 
Hebron,' however, is an improbable reading. The 

Danite champion would naturally keep to the SW. of 
Palestine. Probably the true reading in Judg. , 1 6 3  is 
' before Sharuhen,' not ' before Hebron.' On the site 
of Sharuhen, or Shaaraim, see SHARUHEN. 

Besides the works referred to see Reland Pal. 788 fl ; 
Guhrin, Jude%; Stark, Gaza ('5;) ; Gardner, index 2 1 7 8 8 '  
Gautier, Souuenirs, 1 6 6 5  (W '98, pp. 114-134); Gatt in ZDPJ 
10 149 ('88), (plan of Gaza). 

~ ~ 

T. K. C. 
GAZA, RV AZZAH (?@ ; I Ch. 7 2 8  ; so in most 

printed Bibles). There is much variation; n;? (cp 
EPHRAIM, 13) and ;r?p ; vyqy and m n g  are also sup- 
ported. RVmg. (following Gi., Ba.) gives AYYAH 
(3;y; yatav [B], ya@ [A],   at] asra [L]). The Philis- 
tine Gaza cannot be meant. The text may be corrupt. 

IAKV]); one of the three chief fortresses of Judaea in 
the early Maccabzean story. Judas the Maccabee 
pursued Gorgias as far as Gazera (I  Macc. 4 15 yau~puv 
[A]: yaf: [KV]). Bacchides, the adversary of Jonathan, 
fortified it against the Jews ( 9 5 2  ; Jos. Ant. xiii. 1 3 ) ,  and 
among the exploits of his great successor Simon, the 
conquest of this stronghold takes a leading place 
( I  Macc. 1343-48 ; 4  cp 147 [ - p J z l p ~ .  AKV], 33f. 
[yapabr,  K"1, 15 28 35 [ya&zp?ywy, A]). 

A different account of this event is given in 2 Macc. 1032-38. 
The writer who is opposed to Simon because he assumed the 
high-priestfy dignity transfers this achievement to his hero 
Judas, whose behavdur is so described as to contrast with the 
conduct ascribed to Simon in the authentic historical record of 
I Macc. (see Kosters TAT, 1878, p. 51gf:' MACCABEES 
SECOND, 5 zJ). Josephus (Ant. xiii. 6 7 9 2 ; Bfi. 22), as nigh; 
be  expected, follows the account given in I Macc.: nor can we 
attach any historical importance to the strongly biassed state- 
ment of z Macc. 

On obtaining possession of Gazara Simon installed 
his son John there as commander-in-chief of the Jewish 

1 Porter in Kitto's Bi6L CycZ., S.D. 'Gaza.' 
9 Robinson ; Porter. 
3 PEFQ, '75, p. 161. 
4 We are indebted to Josephus for the right reading in D. 

43, which is required by v. 53 (cp u. 48) and by subsequent 
references to Gazara. The  MSS and versions, however, read 

GAZARA (SO RV always), GAZERA (rAZ&p&[N] 

' Gam' (ya{av [ANV]) ; so AV, but not RV. Cp Schiirer, G/V(9 
1194, n. 12. 
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1 In 2 S. 2 18 T Ch. 12  8 however RV follows AV. 
2 Hence used as a s i d l e  in desdribing female charms by the 

Arab poet up to the present day; cp Cant. 2 9  etc., and see 
Hommel, S&gelhiere, 271, who notes Indian analogies. ';yg 
in z S. 119, for which the interpretation the 'gazelle ' has bein 
suggested, should perhaps be pointed '?y;! ; see, however, 
H. P. Smith, ad Zoc. 

on exceptional occasions. 
3 To whom (according to analogy) it was probably sacrificed 

4 The two views however are not unrelated. 
5 The annual st&-sacrifick at  Laodicea illustrates n. 2 above. 
6 We., De gent. et fa#. Jud., 26, would point IE. The 

readings ys<wo, ya<ei are due to scribes' errors; but cp @L's 
second reading yacabc. 
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GAZZAM 
GAZZAM (n'l$ i rAzAM [L]), family Of NETHINIM 

in the great post-exilic list (see EZRA ii., 9 9), Ezra 2 48 (ya3ep 
[BA])=Neh.751(yq3a~[BKA])=1Esd. 531 (Ka<qpa[B], ya. [A], 
GAZERA [EV]). 

GEBA, or (thrice in AV) GABA. 
I. ( Y a j  ; r a B A A  [BAL]), a town of Benjamin, men- 

tioned certainly in Josh. 1824 21 17 (rAOae [Bl, r A B € E  
[A], TAB€ [L]), 1 S.  1316 ( r A B € €  [B; A om.], 145 
( r A B A €  [B, A om.]), 2 K. 238 (rAlBAh [B]), ICh .  
645 [60] (raBai [B], rAB€E [AI, raBsai [L]), Ezra 226 
= I  Esd. 520 (AV GABDES, RV GABBE ; KABBHC [B], 
K A I  y. [AI), Neb. 730  (TAMAA [Bl, TABAA [N]), 1229 

Zech. 1410 ( r A k  BX"I'1, rAB€€ [NC.aA1, rABeh [QI), 
and hardly less certainly in the emended texts of 
I S. 132 (rABes [B, A om.]), 15 (A om.), 142 
BOYNOY ; A. om.), 16 ( rAB€€  [Bl), and perhaps also 
in I K. 1 5 2 2  (see below). On the confusions between 
Geba and Gibeah see GIBEAH, 8 I. 

During the Philistine domination there was a tri- 
umphal 'pillar' (see SAUL) at Geba (I  S. 133 ; r6 pouv4; 
[BL ; A,om.]), the primitive sanctity of which place is 
shown by its second title (according to a probable inter- 
pretation of I s. 105 [@ rbv pouu6vl; see GIBEAH, 
8 2 [ 3 ] ) ,  'Gibeah of God.' The pillar was probably 
dedicated to the god of the Philistines. It  was from 
Geba that JONATHAN started on the daring enterprise 
described in I S. 14 ; the expressions of v. 5 prove that 
Geba was on the S. and Michmash on the N. of a 
ravine ; the ravine is the wild glen of Suweinit ; and 
Geba must consequently be the modern 3eba'. Under 
ASA [p.v.] Geba was fortified with the stones and timber 
with which Baasha had begun the fortification of Ramah 
(I K. 1522=2 Ch. 166). So at least the present text 
states. I t  is a question, however, whether either Gibeah 
(Buhl, Pal. 171) or Gibeon may not rather be meant. 

In  I K. 15 22 &5 (rb [&v L] povvbv pwiaFw) certainly favours 
Gibeah ; Geba, Gibeah, and Gibeon are easily confonnded. Nor 
can we in any case be quite sure that Geba from this period 
forward marked the N. limit of the southern kingdom 1 Zech. 
1410 ('from Geba to Rimmon') and 2 K. 238 (in its'present 
form) not being of pre-exilic origin. I t  may also be noted that 
in Is. 10 28-32 which describes the route of a northern invader, 
the writer takLs an equal interest in the fate of Aiath(Ai), Geba 
and Jerusalem.* I t  may plausibly be inferred that Ai was ne& 
the border of Jndah when this passage was written, and we know 
that Josiah claimed sovereign authority over Bethel, NW. of 
Ai-Jebd is about st m. N. from Jerusalem ; it stands on the 
top of a rocky ridge, commanding an extensive view, especially 
towards Der DiwSn (near Ai)and et-Tayyibeh. The large hewn 
stones that appear in the foundadoh and walls of the houses 
are evidently ancient. 

2. (yarpac [B], -av,[N], ~acpav  [A]), a place in N. 
Palestine, between which and Scythopolis Holofernes is 
said to have encamped (Judith 310). According to 
Grove (Smith's LIB(') 1659) it is the modern Ieba', in a 
strong position, 3 ni. N. of Samaria on the road to 
Jenin (En-gannim); but this is not near enough to 
Scythopolis; the place was N. of Dothan (see D. 9).  
It  is perhaps rather ENGANNIM [q.v.,  21, the l'rvala of 
Josephus, which is on the boundary between the moun- 
tains of Samaria and the plain of Esdraelon. Cp, how- 

GEBAh ($34, ' mountain-height,' probadly a false 
vocalisation for gG6iZ; cp Ass. \g21blii, @ala), the 
Byblus of the Greeks, and, according to ancient legends, 
one of the oldest places of the habitable globe, still 
survives in the small maritime village /e6eiZ,3 S. of 
el-Batriin (Botrys) and about 4 m. N. of Nahr Zbrahim 
(the river Adonis). It is rich in archzeological remains, 
dating from the early times of Egyptian suzerainty ; cp 
Renan, Miss. de Ph&. 1 5 3 8  ; Baed. p~Z.1~) 386, and 

(rABA€ [Nc'a'mg']t r A B € €  [L]), 1% 1029 (not in @), 

ever, Buhl, 210. T. K. C. 

1 So Stenning in Hastings' D E  2 I16 b. 
2 Grove (Smith's DBP) 1658~) argues from the reference to. 

the bivouac (Ph)  at  Geha that this place is mentioned 'as the 
northern hoimdary ' of Judah. 
3 At the time of its capture by the Crusaders it was known as 

Gi6Zet. 

This seems rather arbitrary. 
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GEBAL 
on its religions associations esp. Maspero, Struggte of 
the Nations, 1728 

Like all Phcenicians the men of Gebal were renowned 
sailors, and were skilled in shipbuilding (cp Ezek. 279, 
pupXwr CB"Q"'g.1, pc. [B ? vid.AQa], yu~paX puphij 
[Qm"]), a reputation of many centuries' standing. The 
Egyptian KUpnf ( K  = 2 ,  p = 3, n = 5) is already a well- 
known seaport (see WMM As. u. Bur. 1888)). Gebal 
is frequently mentioned in the Amarna tablets (GubaZ, 
GubZa) and in the later cuneiform inscriptions. The 
names of some of its kings have been preserved. 
These are TB-ki-ru-b-'-r+ in the Egyptian Pap. Go- 
lenischeff (As.  u. Bur. 3 9 5 J ) ,  . cp Punic Sicharbas 
(both = 5y2-i21) ; Si-bi-it-ti-bi-'-li (5y>-ny>d ?) temp. 
Tiglath-pileser 111. ; Mil-ki-a-sa-pa (qm-dm), temp. 
Esarhaddon ; and U-rn-mil-ki (cp l$niN, ancestor of 
1 5 ~  1i-p below), temp. Sennacherib. 

Apart from the passage in Ezekiel (above) further reference to 
Gehal in the OT is obscure. Were the Gebalites, as RV 
supposes, employed by Solomon as stone-masons in the building 
of the temple, I K. 5 18 [32] (n-i:!? or rather '233, cp above)? 
The specific mention of Gebal after the 'build& of Hiram' 
is strange and unnatural. AV's rendering 'stone-squarers is 
equally unreliable, and the suggested emendation 0?5~1~), 'and 
they bordered them' (Then. Klo Benz cp Ges.-B;hl and 
BDB, s.v.), finds scantysuppd.rt.1 'Again '[n Josh. 13 5, t h l  land 
ofthe G I B L ~ T E ~ ( R ~ G E B A L I T E S  ; ~ v r j ~ y a h c a O g v h r u ~ ~ e r p  [B], 
T. y. yaphi +. [AI, T. H' ,pa' + L ~ L U T L C L ~  [Ll) is mentioned by 
Dz as one of the con ne3 of the land unconquered hy Israel. 
Di. (cp also Bennett, SBOY3 has already pointed out that the 
present M T  is corrupt, and reads *!U> (1.V). It seems 
probable, however, that (pm) bas corruptly arisen from 
the following iij35n ; we'have no rea~on to suppose that Gebal 
was the name of a district in D s  time. The difficulty is evaded 
in a different manner by Bu., Steuernagel, who read y i ~ n  

Gebal, famous as the birthplace of Philo, was formerly 
the centre of the Tammuz cult. Already in the Egyptian 
period it was under the patronage of Hathor-Astarte, 
with whom we may compare the 6LZiit .Fa Gu6Za of 
frequent occurrence in Am. Tab., and the $33 n5pz 
upon the well-known Phoenician inscription of Yehaw- 
melek (lhn.), king of Byblus (CZS 1, no. I). There may 
be an allusion to the 'Lady of Gebal' in Is. 104, 
where, according to the emended text (see Lag. 
Academy, 15th Dec. 1870), the (northern) Israelites 
are taunted with their futile attempts to propitiate 
Phoenician, Egyptian, and Assyrian (Babylonian) deities. 
The words are : 

Beltis has sunk down Osiris is broken, 
And under the slain h e y  fall. 

j i J 3  +an. 

The first line of the couplet seems to have taken the 
place of some effaced words ; it represents, therefore, 
the thoughts of a writer later than Isaiah (cp Am. 5 26). 
By Beltis (the female counterpart of BEL) he means the 
goddess of Gebal, whose cultus was fused with that 
of the Egyptian Isis (see Che. ' Isaiah,' SBOT, ad h,). 

Among the enemies of Israel 
enumerated in Ps. 83; [8] ( N A I % ~ A  [Bl, rAlBAh 
[NC,"(?R)], r s B A A  [A(?R)T])2 we find the name of 
Gebal. This has long ago been identified with /ib6Z, 
the term used by Arabic writers, and even by the Arabs 
of the present day, to designate the northern part of 
Mount Seir, the ancient home of the Edomites. The 
Arabic name /id&?, which means simply ' mountains,' 
' mountain country,' probably came into use at the time 
when the Arabic-speaking Nabataeans took possession 
of the country in question, while the Edomites settled 
in southern Judzea 

1 $233 elsewhere 'to set bounds for' (with people, etc., as 
obj.). A connection with n!y, nh!p does not help us. No 
stress can be placed upon the rendering of @ ( K a l  gpahav [Bl, 
2vQahov [Ll, p ~ p h ~ o r  [A!). I t  is probable that B and L have 
simply adopted the reading fro- its similarity to the M T  ($23 
misread 533; for examples see Dr. ad I S. 5 4, and We. TBS 
TO n. 583). 

S. A. C. 

GEBAL (574). 

2 A psalm of the Maccabean period. 
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GEBER GEDOR 
GEDEON (rsbswN [A], rsAc.$dN [K],om. B), Judith 

8 I ; also Heb. 11 32 (rsAfw N [Ti. WH]) ; RV GIDEON 

GEDER (174-ie. ,  ‘wall’ or ‘fortified place’ ; cp 
GEDERAH), one of the thirty-one royal Canaanite cities 
in the list of Joshua’s conquests, mentioned with Gezer, 
Debir, Arad, and Libnah ; Josh. 1?13 ( a c o ~  [B], r a h c p  
[AL and Eus. OS(‘) 244271). BAAL-HANAN, 2, the 
Gederite (I Ch. 2728,  *?l?, y d w p e i ~ ? ] ~  [B], y d w p  [.A], 
ye88wprnp [L]), may have been a native of this place. 
See also BETH-GADER. I t  should be noted that in 
I Ch. 2 5 1  Beth-gader seems, according to one view of 
u. 55, to stand in close relation to Kirjath-sepher. 

I. (3>’l!q-i.e., ‘the enclosed [forti- 
fied] place,’ cp Geder, rahsipa [OS(’) 245371). Ore 
of the towns in the lowland of Judah mentioned with 
Adnllam, Socoh, Azekah, and Shaaraiin (Josh. 1526  
ya8qpa [BA], -rp. [L]). Its position agrees fairly with 
that of the Kh. Jedi~eh (see GEDEROTH) ; but more 
probably (see KIDRON, § I) Gederah in Josh. 1536= 
K E ~ ~ W Y  of I Macc. 153g=morl. 4-u?rn. The gentilic 
Gederathite ( I  Ch. 1 2 4 :  ? n m g ,  ya8upaOemp [El], 
ya8apa [K], ya8?]pwOi, [AL]), applied to JOZABAD, 
[p .~ . ,  I], may be derived from this place, or may 
refer to the Judahite GEDOR [ q . ~ . ,  I]. 

2. Gederah (ap?)  is mentioned with NETAIM (O’pQi) in a 
singular account of a guild of brothers of the B’ne SHELAH 1q.v. 
11; I Ch. 423 KV. A?, however, translates ‘(among) plant; 
(ni@‘im) and hedges @ftnih); cp RVmg.. (aCacrp rai 
g,Baqpa [B], am. K a L  yaSqpa [AI, wa. K ~ L  yaSeLpow [L].) See 

GEDEROTH (nh?!, Josh. 1541, or ”la, 2 Ch. 2818; 
r & A H  pwe [AL]), one of the third group (which includes 
Lachish, Eglon, and Lahmani) of lowland cities of 
Judah; Josh. 1 5 4 1  (rsAAwp [B]). It is menticned 
also in 2 Ch. 2818 ( r a h ~ p w  [B]) along with Beth- 
shemesh, Aijalon, and Soco as having been taken from 
Ahaz by the Philistines. This collocation suggests 
that there may have been two cities of the same name, 
one lying more to the E. than the other. The more 
westerly is probably the K E ~ P W V  [AKV] of I Macc. 153941 
~ ~ ~ ( C E D R O N ,  RVKIDRON, ~ ~ d p w v [ A ] i n  1539;  X E , ~ , N W  

K E ~ ~ W  [VA], K E ~ ~ W V  [K’]. in 1541) ,  and the 
yespolis [Gedrus] of Eusebius and Jerome (OS 127 32 
2 4 5 3 9 ) ,  defined by them as a’verylarge village IO R.m. 
from Lydda on the road to Eleutheropolis (cp Buhl, PuL 
188). This corresponds fairly well with the modern 
‘ K@YU 34 m. S. by W. from ‘Akir ’ (Ekron), or ’ Ghedem 
about 4 m. SE. of Jabneh’ ; but the site seems to be 
too much in Philistine territory. The more easterly one 
may possibly be the Khirbet Jedireh (see ,PEP‘ map, 
sheet 14) situated in close proximity to ‘Ain-Shems 
(Beth-shemesh) and YHl6 (Aijalon). 

In  Jer. 41 17 for Geruth-chimliam we should probably 
read Gidroth-chimham (see CHIMHAM). 

see NAMES, 3  IO^), a place in the Shephelah of Judah, 
Josh. 15361 ,  in which passage dBAL has  ai ai QrradheLs 
abres, possibly through misunderstanding a mark of 
abbreviation in the Heb.. ( ’ ~ n i i ~ ) .  

Niild. (Unteusuch. 101) omits Gederothaim, as du2to a corrupt 
repetition of Gederah ; similarly Miihlau in Riehm’s WWBPI. 

GEDOR ( l \ l$ , - i .e . ,  ‘ enclosure’ ; rsAwp [BAL]). 
I. Acityin the hill country of Judah: Josh. 1558 (ye88wv 
[B]), I Ch. 127 (ye88wp [KL]), the modernJedzzr, asmall 
rum, 2890 feet above sea-level, 69 m. N. from Hebron, 
somewhat westward of the road to Bethlehem, with 
which also should perhaps be identified the BETH- 
GADER ( 4 . V . )  Of I Ch. 251. 

14. a. 1. 

GEDERAH. 

HELAH, I. 

GEDEROTHAIM (n!nil.i, place of enclosures,’ 

In  Jos. (Ani .  ii. 1 2 and iii. 2 I) the country is called ~ o ~ ~ A ~ T L s  
a form with a peculiar vocalisation ; but the same writer employ; 
yapaAiraL as the nom% gentile (Ani.  ix. 9 1). Eus. (OS) 
several times mentions ycpahqwj (so apparently Steph. Byz. 
(Jos. AnL iii. 2 I]) as well as yaj3aAqvrj and yapah‘nmj. The 
name is likewise found often in the Targums, somewhat rarely 
in the Pesh.,l to represent the Heh. y y $  (SEIR). 

GEBER (773,, ‘ a  man,’ see NAMES, § 64, and on 
vocalisation, § 6). 

I. The son of Geber or: better, BBN-GEBER (so AVm9. and 
RV) was prefect of Argob under Solomon (I K. 4 13 ; u;bs yapcp 
[BAI, vi. yapep- [Ll, yapapqs [Jos. Ant. viii. 2 31). See RAMOTH- 

n. Geber b. Uri, prefect of the land of Gad (s: B B A ;  M T  
wrongly ‘Gilead’), whxch is described further as the country 
of Sihon’z $1 K. 4 18 [rgl, ulbs ~ S Q L  [Bl, vl .  aSSaL [Ll,,yaPep vi. 
aSar [AI). Klo. suggests ‘ Unah’ (z S. 
23 38) ; hut 65 suggests hp, ‘ Iddo ’ (I Ch. G 21 [6l, a8fr [BI); a 
Zechariah b. Iddo held another prefecture beyond Jordan(v. 14). 
HIUUAI (cp @L aSSac) is less probable. The close of the verse 
contains a great error. The Hebrew (with which contrast EV) 
has ‘one prefect who was in the land’-an imperfect and qu$e 
unintelligible clause. Ewaldand Tg. read ‘in thelandof Judah ; 
but this leaves the most faulty part of the clause untouched- 
&., that which precedes ‘who’ @!). Klo., who has done so 
much for this obscure section reads ‘and ope (chief) prefect 
was over all the prefects who &re in the land ; he also supplies 
the name of this chief prefect from v. 5 where we read, ‘And 
Azariah b. Nathan was over the prefects.” 

T. N. 

GILEAD (2). 

Uri’ is hardly right. 

T. K. C. 

GEBIM (D’?Aa, riBQElp [BXAQ]), a place near 
Jerusalem, mentioned between Madmenah (?) and 
Nob (71, Is. 1031-t’. Eusebius and Jerome (OSJ)  2482 
1305) identify it with Geba, 5 R. m. N. of Gophna, 
probably the mod. /Ski, and Conder (Hastings’ DB 
2 1 ~ 7  a )  approves this ; but neither Jibia nor el-Jib 
(usually held to be GIBEON [q.v.. 8 41). with which 
Hitzig (cp PBFQ (’75) 183) identifies Gebim, is in the 
right district. No such place as Gebim is known else- 
where, and several names in Is. 1028-32 are probably, 
or even certainly, corrupt. 

This name in particular (‘the cisterns’?) is in itself improb- 
able. I t  is proposed (SBOT, ‘ Isa.’ Addenda) to read 
?.e., Bahurim ; this place seems to have been not far from Jeru- 
salem on the old road to Jericho. The emendation suits the 
mention of Annthoth in 71. 30 and of the Mt. of Olives (if this 
is really referred to; see NOB) in v. 32. 

GECKO (3zM), Lev. 1130.F RV, AV FERRET [g.~.] .  

GEDALIAH (93$7$, and i$?J in I, 4, 5 ; ‘ YahwB 
is great,’ 3 38 ; found also on tombs near Nippur, 
time of Darius [Hilprecht] ; [o] robohlac [BNAQL]). 

I. b. Ahikam b. Shaphan, a Jewish governor of 
Judah (under Nebuchadrezzar), who resided at Mizpah. 
A man of upright character, trusted alike by Jews and 
by Chaldzans, he was cruelly murdered, as a nominee of 
the hated Babylonians, together with the Chaldzeans 
who were about him. One of the traders of the Jewish 
guerilla bands (Johanan b. Kareah) heard of the plot 
against the governor’s life, and warned him; but in vain. 
He  was treacherously slain by ISHMAEL [ q . ~ . ,  21, who, 
with ten companions, had been entertained by the 
governor. Johanan pursued the murderer, but was 
only able to deliver the Jewish captives whom Ishmael 
bad carried off ( z  K. 2522 Jer. 40 [d 471 5-41 [d 481 16 ; 
in Jer. 408 yaha8rav [Q”g.], 41 I$ a* ’m y o h m  [K’]). 
See AMMON, 5 (end) ; ISHMAEL, z ; ISRAEL, § 43 ; 
JEREMIAH. 

2. b. Pashhur, a chief beloneinn to Terusalem, temp. Teremiah, 

T. K. C. 

- -  - . - -  
Jer. 38 I (yohras [K*I). 
3. b. Hezekinh, an ancestor of Zephaniah (Zeph. 1 I ) .  
4. b. Jeduthun, I Ch. 253 (TOUUU [ e l )  g ( ~ ~ ~ O U L Q  [Bl). 
5. One of the b’ne JESHUA [q.zJ., ii., 51, Ezra 10 IS  (yaSaAsm 

[BA], yahaSa~a [N]  -Satas [L1)= I Esd. 9 19, JOADANUS (rw8avos 
rwa8avos [A],’caSSa~as [L], a corruption of ya8aAcras ; see 

I 2 f o r m  in aL). 

GEDDUR (reAAoyp [A]), I Esd. 530=Ezra 247, 
GIDDEL, I ; or GAHAR. 

1 For its use in Samaritan cp Gen. 33 14 16 3 6 8 3 ;  in the Targ. 
see Levy, NKWl123. In  Syr. cp Payne Smith, Thes. 647 
and see I Ch. 44: z Ch. 20 IO 25 II  14 and Ecclus. 5026 (Pesh.).’ 

2 The words, and of Og, king of Bashan,’ are obviously an 
incorrect interpolation (see v. 13). 
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In I ci;. x j j :  (;edor, SOCO. and ZmoaIi are represented as 
zccond cuiiiins of 1Ghtcmon ; thcy were gcmdchildren of MEI:FI) 
iiy his lewinh wife whilct I<4itemoa \vas Itis grandchild through 
his Egyptian (?)wife. In I Ch. 4 4  Gedor is bought into genea- 
loeical relationshiD with Bethlehem: in I Ch. 811 (Sour, IBI. 



GE-HARASHIM 
2.  For Gedor (113) in I Ch. 439 we ought to read with d 

GE-HARASHIM (n16>Y #’A,), I Ch. 414  RV, and 
See 

GEHAZI (’re’j. a n d  ’rnJ = ‘ valley of vision ’ ?, cp  
Is. 2 2 5 ;  r!ez[E]i [BAL], Giez i ;  or perhaps rather 
GIHONI [’In+!, see VISION, VALLEY OF], 76), the  
confidential servant (7yJ) of Elisha. H e  is introduced 
twice in the story of the  Shunammite woman ( z  K. 
41214zj-31)  ; first as suggesting that  the birth of a son 
would be the  most acceptable return for her hospitality 
(vv. 13-rj, however, seem to interrupt the  text, a n d  may 
c o m e  from another source ; see KA T 3 p ) ,  a n d  secondly 
as running before Elisha to lay the prophet’s  staff on 
t h e  dead child’s face. H e  is mentioned again a t  the 
close of the story of N a a m a n  a s  fraudulently obtaining 
f rom the restored leper two talents of silver a n d  two 
‘ I  changes of raiment,’---i.e., sets of costly or holiday 
garments ,  a n d  as being smitten with the ‘leprosy of 
N a a m a n ’  ( z  K. 520-27). See  LEPROSY. Another 
narrative (8 4 ), evidently out of chronological order 
(see especially Kue. Ond. i. 6., § 2 5 ,  n. 12 j ) ,  repre- 
sents  Gehazi as engaged in familiar converse with a 
king of Israel who is questioning h im o n  the great 

GERAR (ycpapa [BAL]-ie., l:!). See SIMEON. 

Gehaharashim (a’y>n? ’J), Neh. 1135  RV”g.. 
’ CHARASHIM. 

deeds  of Elisha (see ELISHA, 0 2). 
. GEHENNA (r€dNNA [Ti. WH]; also r$€NNA, but  
incorrectly, the word being derived from Aram. Ogl?). On the 
original Hebrew expression, and on the position and history of 
the locality so designated see H I N N O M  ’ and on eschatological 
developments, see ESCHATOLVGY, B$ I;& 63 (3) 70 (iiix) 8 1  
(3, iii.). 
GELILOTH,--i.e.,stone-circles (Josh. 18 17; r A h l A U 0  

IB1) ArahhIhw0 [A4], rAhlhw0 [L]). See  GILGAL, 
5 6 (a ) ,  a n d  GALLIM, 2. 

GEMALLI (+$!X), father of AMMIEL, I ,  Nu. 1312 
(ramal P I ,  ramahi [ALL M.lhi [Fl). 

GEMARIAH (932??33, ??p$, ‘ God accomplishes,’ 

W. E. A. 

GENEALOGIES 

P 31 ; ypap[~l~as [CNAQI). 
I. ‘T  e son of SHAPHAN and father of Michaiah, mentioned in 

connection with the reading of Jeremiah‘s prophecy by Baruch 
(Jer. 3 6 1 0 3  12, 25). 

2. b. Hilkiah; he was sent by Zedekiah to Nebuchadrezzar 
and bore a letter of Jeremiah to the captive Jews (Jer. 293). 

GENEALOGIES. T h e  word ‘ genealogy ’ is fre- 
quently found in the ordinary sense of an enumeration of 

ancestors and descendants in the natural 
1. Character- order of succession, in the EV of Chron.. 

istics. Ezra-Neh., where bn’l  (deriv. uncertain) 
‘genealogy ‘(Neh. 75t), and itsdenominative 

en’nn ‘ to reckon by genealogy,’ are used to express the book 
and the act of registration respectively. The Hithpael of ,$ 
is once found with the meaning ‘ to declare one’s pedigree’ in 
Nu. 118 [PI, and the derivative tZedzth (nil$.@, ‘generations,’ 
is of frequent occurrence, especially in P in GENESIS (T.v., 5 z )  
to denote genealogies properly so called. This is the sense i i  
which the English word is used in RV of Heh. 7 3  (byavsahi- 
yqms), 6 (p? yevcahoyodpevos). 

TO form a correct estimate of the  nature a n d  worth 
of O T  genealogies we must remember that  the terms of 
relationship a re  used in a wider sense among the 
Semites than with us. W h e n  two o r  more clans have 
a traditional sentiment of unity a n d  regard each other 
a s  brothers ( cp  GOVERNMENT, § g, end) ,  this may be  a 
survival from a time when the groups  formed but. one  ; 
o n  the other hand, -a  historical tradition of a common 
ancestor does not always necessarily follow, since, 

1 48 renders ysvsahoyah?ai (I Ch. 5 I), ZyrarahoXli;Fw (2 Ch. 
31 18 [B]), rarahoxrup6s  (six times), Karahox ia  ( z  Ch. 31 18 [AI), 
Bpr9pd~ (four times) ; ,%!3hlov r ic  uvvo%as [BRA], 8. r. yewaa- 
hoyias [L] for bn,n y o  (Neh. 7 5). In  Ezra 262 n’wnviy  is 
simply transliterated O L  pe6’weuap (BA ; but oi yevsahoyouures 
in L). From bnv (on-) are derived the later names of the books 
of Chron.-Ezra-Neh. ; viz.-Dni;l 93n3 nihn (€Jab. Bathm, 
15 a), o m n n  im (Pes. 62). 
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according to Semitic custom, any covenant relation 
makes men brothers.’ 

Other terms ‘father “mother “son ‘and ‘daughter ‘are used 
in an equally &de sede  (see K I ~ H I P  ’$6 etc.). It is: common 
Semitic idiom to call a land or town’the’father or mother of its 
inhabitants or of its various divisions. thus Mizraim begets 
Ludim, etc. (Gen. 1013). S A L M A  [q.v.] isihefatherofBeth-lehem 
(rCh.25 I), the dependenciesof Beth-shean are called its ‘daughters’ 
(Judg. 1 2 7  ; cp DAUGHTER), and the niemhers ofany guild or clan 
are frequently referred to as ‘ sons ’ (cp e.g. sons of JEDUTHUN).’I 
Observe also such notices as ‘Gilead be& Jephthah’ (Judg. 
11 ib, based on vu. Ia 7 ; see Moore, SB#T, adluc.). 

Hence the  scheme by which statistical information 
a n d  geographical da t a  a r e  represented in the form of a 
narrative, or an ethnology, becomes perfectly intelligible 
( cp  Gen. 10 2220-24 25 1-4 13-16, a n d  see below). I t  is 
always possible to  put into the form of a genealogy the  
composition a n d  relative history of any people o r  place 
a t  any given time,3 a n d  obviously, therefore, lists which 
have originated a t  different times (when clan o r  tribal- 
divisions may  have  varied) will be found to contain 
formal contradictions. 

T h e  early conception of the  formation a n d  division of 
clans a n d  tribes in the  Semitic world is most clearly 
2. Theory of seen in the  genealogical schemes of the  
Genealogists. Arabs.5 It  was commonly assumed by  

them that  all groups were patriarchal 
tribes formed by subdivision of a n  original stbck o n  the  
system of kinship through male-descent, a n d  that  each 
tribe bore the name or cognomen of the common 
ancestor. 

After a while, it was supposed, a tribe would break up into 
two or more divisions, each embracing the descendants of one of 
thesons of the great ancestor and each taking its name from 
him. Successive divisions and subdivisions would take place 
until at length there would be a number of divisions, clans, 
septs, etc., all of which traced themselves back to a common 
ancestor (see GOVERNMENT, 5 2). In Arabia, there were, in 
fact, two ultimate stocks, the Yemenite (Kahtrin) or S. Arabian, 
(cp JVKTAN), and the Ishmaelite (‘Adn&, suhdivided into 
Nizdr, Ma‘add) or N. Arahian, and every individual who 
porsessed a nisba, or gentilic, was able to trace his genealogy 
back to one of these. 

Similarly in Israel every m a n  by  virtue of his being a 
member of a clan or tribe was able to point to  Jacob, 
the father of all the tribes, as his great ancestor.6 Now 
this theory-for it is nothing more-is based upon the  
mode of reckoning descent in the male line, which, as 
is becoming ever more generally recognised, is a n  
aftergrowth a n d  has  superseded the  more  primitive 
method of matr iarchy;  see GOVERKMENT, $8 2-4, .. 
KINSHIP, 9 3 J  

I. T h e  great majority of 01’ genealogies of in&- 
Whereas  vidzrals a re  found only in post-exilic writings. 

in Judges; Samuel,  a n d  Kings  there a re  ’. Rise of gen- scarcely any genealogical statistics a t  
all, Chronicles a n d  the writings be- 

longing to its age  a re  full of them. W e  find & trace 
in  the  earliest times of any special class (similar, e.g., t o  
that  found among some tribes in India  a n d  elseu-here) 
whose business it was to  keep a knowledge of the facts 
of relationship. Genealogies of individuals a r e  the  
exception, a n d  those which a re  found rarely reach back 
more  than one o r  two generations.7 

1 Thus Amos (19) speaks of Tyre (but see MIzRArM, S 26) 
and Israel as allied by a ‘covenant of brothers’ (O‘nR n.73). 

2 As a corollary to this the taking of a wife is sometimes used 
genealogically to signify that a clan (personified as a man) has 
settled upon a certain district (personified as a woman); see 
AZUBAH, I, and cp CALEB, 3f: See also DAUGHTER, 3 $, 
FATHER. 

3 For artificial examples see Sprenger, Das Lrben u. d. Lehhre 
d. Muhammad, iii. cxliv; G. A. B. Wright, Was ZssraeZ emsr 
in EpM? 33J 

4 This may explain, e.g., why SHEBA (g.71., iii.) is a son of Cush 
in Gen. 10 7 hut a son of Joktan ib. 28. 

5 On Arabian genealogies see Sprenger, 0). cif .  iii. cxx-clxxx, 
and, more especially, Robertson Smith‘s luminous exposition in 
Kinship, chap. I. 

6 Whether the names Jacob-Israel may represent a fusion 
of two separate stocks cannot he discussed here ; see TRIBES. 

7 Contrast, for example, the brief Joshua b. Nun (Josh. 1 I) 
with the lengthy ancestry ascribed to Bezaleel (Ex. 35 30 [PI). 
The exceptions will be found to be due chiefly to the presence 
ofa  conflate text. 
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See also T IMNA,  Uz. 



GENEALOGIES GENEALOGIES 
The same remark ho\ds good also in the case of the older 

Arabian genealogies. Meyer ’(EnLt. 163) observes that an 
analysis of the AI. genealogies in Wiistenfeld’s tables shows 
that those of the contemporaries of Mohammad hardly ever go 
hack heyond the grandfather often not e\,en heyond the father. 

A census-taking is m e n t i o h  in z S. 24, but the chapter is 
not an early one, and even civic lists are only alluded to in 
comparatively late passages (cp Dt. 232-8 [3-g] J.er. 22 30 Ex. 
32 32 [PI Ps. 56 8 [g] 69 28 [zg] 87 6 Mal. 3 16 Ezek. 13 g Dan. 
12 I Is. 4 3  [see ISAIAH ii., 8 51 etc.). 

There is no reason for doudtine. however. that a distribution 

I S. 1021 can scarcely refer to pre-Davidic times ; the unity of 
Israel, there represented, is in itself a sign of a later view. In  
Josh. I.c., Achan is nsually designated ‘I>. Zerah’ simply (see 
BennPtt, SBOT), and Zerah is hetter known as a post-exilic 
Jndahite clan.1 

I t  may be added that genealogies were not common among 
the Egyptians of the Old Empire. It is always the individual, 
seldom the race or family, who is dealt with. A genealogy of 
seven generations, cited a t  the beginning of the eighteenth 
dynasty, and another reaching hack to the grandfather, in the 
following dynasty, are therefore exceptional. Complete genea- 
logical trees only appear during the latest epoch of Egyptian 
history, in the times of the Ethiopian kings, the Psammetichi 
and the Persians. There is no trace of surnames, not even of 
vague appellatives, until we reach the decadence of the Egyptian 
kingdom (Erman, Lzye in Anc. Bg. 158). 

2. Genealogical zeal among the Jews seems to have 
first arisen during the Exile. They feared lest the coti- 
tinuity of the race should be broken ; they desired to be 
written in the register (m2)  of the house of Israel’ (cp 
Ezek. 139) ; and hence it happened as one of the results 
of their religions isolation that the man who could claim 
descent from the exiles in Babylon was considered to be 
a member of the community rather than the native of 
Judrea.% This importance attached to genealogical 
pretension and to the proof of the absence of foreign 
admixture is one of the chief evidences of the legal 
spirit manifested among the Jews after the Exile, which 
could hardly have appeared before the time of Ezra and 
Nehemiah. In the case of the priests a special impetus 
was afforded by the newly established desire to dis- 
tinguish between the priests, the sons of ZADOK, and the 
Levites-a feeling which appears in Ezekiel as a novelty. 
The growth of the care bestowed upon priestly gene- 
alogies is well known (see below, § 7 [iv.]), and an 
early example of the result is seen in Ezra 2 5 9 5 ,  a 
passage belonging perhaps to a register of the restored 
Israel (see EZRA ii., § 9) where certain families, both 
secular (the b’ne Delaiah, Nekoda, Tobiah) and priestly 
(the b’ne Habaiah, Hakkoz, Barzillai), were unable to 
produce their genealogies, in consequence of which the 
latter were deemed ‘ polluted ’ and dismissed from the 
priesthood.3 

3. T o  Arabia again we may turn for an instructive example of 
the rise of a love for genealogies (see W R S  Kin. 6 8 ) .  In  
the reign of the caliph Omar I. a system ofregisters was drawn 
u p  to prove the right of each claimant, whowas entitled through 
kinship with the prophet or through participation in his early 
struggles, to the spoil taken from the ‘mfidels,’ and to ensure its 
just distribution among the ‘true believers.’ A great impetus 
was thus given to genealogical research, and from that time 
onwards the genealogists became an important class. Much 
oral tradition existed, and doubtless material was to be found in 
the official records; hut as these sources were fragmentary and 
limited in range, conjecture had to be resorted t0.4 The 
genealogists made the pedigree of Mohammad (obviously a most 
untrustworthy one) the back-hone of all their work, and grouped 
the northern Arabs in such a way that every great ancestor or 
tribe was a hrother or cousin of some ancestor of Mohammad. 
To make the number of ancestors tally with the lapse of time 
presumed to int-rvene, ‘dummy’ names ( e . ~ . ,  Kais, ‘Amr, Zaid, 

1 Note that 191 ‘to name,’ >n> ‘ to write’ or ‘enrol,‘ are late 
usages. D’??? (Nu. 11266), it is true, occurs in a context 
which may be ascribed to a late Elohist source, hut the word is 
part of a gloss (see ELDAD A N D  MEDAD). 

2 We. Prol. ET, 494. 
3 The oass&e is later than Ezra : the names of the oriestlv 

families dccur &where in the book,’cp Meyer, Entst.  ;70. 
’ 

4 But the shortness of memory among the Arabs is well 
known-indeed in the time of Mohammad they had no trnst- 
worthy tradition of any of the great nations which flourished 
after the time of Christ (cp N6ld. Amalckitw, zj 8;  W R S  
J. P 7 d  9 so). 
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‘Abdallah) were introduced1 I n  dealing with the older 
material, place. nanies were transformed into ancestors or 
ancestresses, and sometimes even tribal designations were taken 
and treated as the names of ancestors.2 I t  was to the ad- 
vantage of a weak community to discover some bond of con- 
nection with a stronger neighhour, whilst a powerful chief was 
equally desirous of including as wide a kinship as possible. 
Moreover it was the scheme of the genealogist to treat the 
political :omhinations of his time as the expression of ancient 
bonds in kinship (for an example see SPARTA). The inevitable 
result was much genealogical fiction ; not only were the names 
of his own time thrown back by the genealogist into the past, 
hut also those which had become traditionally famous were 
inserted in the ancestry of his contemporaries, and the more 
honourable the individual the more reputable and famous became 
his ancestry. I n  fine, ‘the system of the genealogists and the 
method by which traditional data are worked into the system 
are totally unworthy of credit’ (Kin. 11). 

The OT genealogies begin with the creation of man- 
kind. A man and a woman stand at the head3 (see 
4. Genealogies ADAM A N D  EVE), and a series of seven 

names carries mankind down to Lamech 
(Gen. 41-24 rT1). This list, like the old in Genesis. 

yevmhoyinr of the Greeks,? iszoubtless the remains of 
a historical connection once woven ont of primitive 
stories, and deals with the introduction of civilisation 
(see CAINITES ; HISTORICAL LITERATURE, 

A parallel genealogy based on it is given by P in chap. 5 ; i t  
is a dry uninteresting list, and the primitive simplicity of the 
legend is cumbered with a complicated system of chronology 
(CAIwrEs, 5 12, SETHITES). P’s genealogies in Genesis are 
based throughout upon a specific scheme (GENESIS, 8 z), in 
marked contrast with those in JE-where they are merely the 
string connecting the narratives-they form in fact the principal 
feature of his history. 

For Gen. 10, which in the form of a genealogy gives 
a conspectus of the surrounding nations, and shows the 
supposed relation of the Hebrews to the other peoples 
of the habitable globe, ~ ~ ~ G E O G R A P H Y ,  § T I J  P now 
confines himself to Shem, the ‘ father ’ of the Hebrews, 
and brings us down by a list of seven names to Terah, 
Abraham’s father (chap. 11).6 Here again there is much 
dispute as to the nature of the names occurring in the list, 
although it is probable that they are ethnographicaLG 
From Abraham onwards a number of old genealogies 
are presented by J. Jacob and Esau are brothers, the 
former intentionally represented as the younger (see 
ESAU). Moab and Ben-Ammi (Ammon) are sons of 
Lot (cp the Edplkiite.name LOTAN), and the relationship 
presumed between Israel (Jacob), Edoin (Esau), Moab 
and Ammon points to their belief in having had at  
some time a common history. The close relationship 
with Aram which finds expression in Gen. 2 8 8  ex- 
presses a feeling which could hardly have arisen before 
David‘s time. 

The assumption that certain tribes were of Aramaean origin 
may perhaps explain that phase of the early Hebrew tradition 
which brings the patriarch Jacob into connection with Aram 
and marries him to an Aramzan stock. Wheu tribes of different 
origin unite their early tribal traditions (Urgeschichfe) become 
fused, with ;he result that they possess a tradition in common. 

2). 

Other genealogies express relations between Ishmael 
1 These were got by doubling known names or using personal 

names of no tribal significance,’ (Kin. IO); cp  the Gershonite 
genealogies 8 7 (iii. 6) below. 

2 The A;. Khozii‘a (‘separated ones ’) were so called because 
they broke off from the Asd in the great Yemenite dispersion. 
The genealogists, however, made K h o d a  the name of their 
ancestor (see WRS Kins. 17). The member of the dog-tribe 
‘6anu KiZiib’ were siniilarly made to descend from an ancestor 
‘Kihid.’ The genealogical notices of Anak and Arba were not 
less curiously derived ; see ANAKIM. 
3 This is a later conception, for, on the analogy of other 

peoples, the Hebrews would have traced themselves hack to 
gods or demigods ; and, indeed traces of this are found in the 
early writings; cp Gen. 61. fior Arabian examples see Kin. 
I 7 f :  

in Tit. 3 c, I Tim. 14 ; the combination ‘myfhs  and genealogies 
4 Of such a kind. probably, are the ‘genealogies‘referred t: 

is significant. 
5 The triple division of the h‘ne Terah finds an analogy in the 

three Levitical heads and the three giiilds ofsingers. 
6 The list includes ;he mythical ancestor of all Hebrews-viz., 

‘,!?bey’ (see EBER, I). Similarly the Berbers (lit. ‘barbarians ’) 
invented an ancestor Berr whom thev, influenced by Moham- 
medan lore, connected with Noah. (Another genealogy repre- 
sents their ancestor as ‘Berber,‘ a descendant ofCanaan h. Ham 
h. Noah.) 
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and Isaac (half-brothers), and tribes of the great spice- 
hearing region in S. Arabia are traced from Abraham 
through a wife who bears the significant name Keturah 
( '  incense ' )  ; Gen. 25 1-6 (J). 

A later genealogy makes Ishmael the father of certain 
Arahian tribes which, a t  the time of its compilation, occupied 
the Syrian desert (Gen. 25 13 P). ' Ishmael, in post-exilic and 
Rabbinical times, became the common designation for the 
Arabs generally, and these, in turn, were wont to trace their 
ancestry hack to Nabit (Nehaioth), or K a & p  (Joktan), sons 
of Ishmael ; cp above, $2. 

Jacob, the younger' son of Isaac, is understood to be 
the father of the twelve tribes, the chief of whom were 

5. Tribal descended from his wives, RACHEL and 
LEAH [qq.~.] .  That four of the tribes 
are sons of concubines might show that 

they were looked upon as of less importance, and as not 
belonging to Israel in the same sense as the others 
(see DAN i. ; GOVERNMENT, S 13). 

I t  is only in the later writings that the twelve tribes are 
represented as coexistent and enjoying unbroken continuity. 
Moreover the number twelve is certainly artificial 2 and was 
ohtained,'either by the omission of Levi or by reckoning the two 
'sons' of Joseph as one. 

Further, it may be questioned whether ' Judah' with its S. 
Palestinian elements (see CALEB, JERAHMEEL) was ever a tribe 
previous tn the time of David, and whether the priestly tribe 
of Levi does not owe its enumeration among the 'twelve' to 
the desire to place its members on the same genealogical footing 
with the rest. 

The subdivisions of the tribes are enumerated in 
Gen. 468-27 Ex. 614-26 Nu. 265-51 [all PI, and at greater 
length in I Ch. 2 8  For an estimation of their contents 
and value, see the separate  article^.^ 

It  must suffice here to observe that a study of the 
names which are found in these tribal lists often affords 
suggestive hints concerning the relations of the tribes to 
one another. The truth of the old folk-legend which 
spoke of Israel and Edom as brothers is fully borne out 
by the significant number of names common to Edom 
and Judah (and Benja~nin).~ 'The tribe of Simeon, 
though unknown in historical times, seems, nevertheless, 
to have dwelt on the extreme SW. of Judah, and hence 
it is not surprising to.find.'names in the Simeonite list 
which have affinities witkEdom (see BILHAH, I ,  SHAWL), 
Judah (ZERAH, HAMUEL), Ishmael (MIBSAM, MISHMA) 
and Jerahmeel (ISHI). 

It has been stated above (5 3 [I]) that the great majority 
of genealogies are found only in P and kindred literature 

(Ch.-Ezra-Neh.), and it remains now to 
c h & ~ ~ ~ e r , s  consider their genuineness and value. I t  
genealogies. is only just to suppose that the Chronicler 

had older lists to work upon; but the 
Oriental genealogist was no incorruptible judge, and 
not only would he he sure to have spurious evidence 
placed before him- 'a IOVUZLS homo desires a noble 
pedigree '-hut his lists when fragmentary would have 
to he supplemented and ~ornpleted.~ Faithful to the 
spirit of his age he idealizes and magnifies the past, 
and in many of his genealogies we are able to see that 
he employed the same methods as did his Arabian 
brother centuries later. 

1 It is noticeable how many of the descendants of Terah who 
became famous and strong were the younger sons. Sce J. 
Tacobs. ' Tunior Right in Genesis' (Stzldies in Biblical 

See, further, JUDAH, LEVI, and cp TRIBES. 

See also below, 5 7 [v.]. 

ArcheoZoyy). - 
2 Cp the nnmher of the b'ne Nahor (Gen. 2 2 2 0 s )  the b'ne 

Ishmael (Gen. 25 13J) the families of Gad and Ash& (Nu. 2B 
1 5 8  4 4 3 )  and of Ebhraim and Manasseh (id. 28-37). For 
non-Semitic analogies see Spiegel, Evanisch AZtevfumskunde, 
2 2 3 8  
3 The tribes with their suhdivisions amount to seventy; this 

number too is most prohahly artificial. 
4 Cokmo; tn (a) Edom and Judah are Hnsham (cp Hushah), 

Iram (cp Ira) Jether (cp Ithran and see JETHETH) Korah 
Onam (cp Onin), Shohal and Zerah ; (6) Edom and B'enjamin: 
Ashhel (cp Ashhea), Iri (cp Iru, IRAM), Jeush, Manahath, 
Shepho (cp Shephupham and SHUPPIM?), Onam (cp Oni), 
Bela Johab. 

5 $he nature of the hook of Iddo the Seer. nCh. 121q. is 
unknown. wn*nn$, as Hi. suggests, may have been accidentally 
transposed from 11 16 : cp Be. C Z ~ Z Q C .  The Chronicler's 'ancient 
records' of I Ch. 4 226 are equally obscure, although in point of 
age they may have been only exilic. 
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Thus over sixteen of the twenty-four 'heads ' ordained b y  
David (I Ch. 24) are names of post-exilic priests and Levites 
and it is only reasonable to suspect that the Chronicler desire; 
to show that the honourable families of his own day lived, or 
were founded, centuries previously under David. 

A list in Neh. 11 13 mentions 'Meshillemoth b. Immer." But 
the name Meshillemoth is essentially the same as Meshullam 
and when the writer of I Ch. 9 TZ found in his copies 600th form; 
(so, at least, we are entitled to assume) he accordingly wrote 
down 'Meshullam h. Meshillemoth (so @BAL for Meshillemith ; 
see MESHILLEMOTH. 2) h. Immer ' (for another similar instance 
cp below 0 7 [iv.] end): 

Of a different character are the lists in I Ch. 2 18-24 730-40, 
u*here it is evident that we are dealing no longer with individuals 
but with clan- or place-names; cp Gray, HPN 239f: In  
I Ch. 2, for example one can distinguish pre-exilic from post- 
exilic sources, and i;is pnssihle to see expressed in genealogical 
form the fact which is known from other sources, that Caleh, 
whose seat in pre-exilic times lay in the Negeb of Judah, 
migrated north, and after the Exile appears in the district around 
Jerusalem (see Wellh. De Gent. ; CHRONICLES, $ I O ;  and c p  
CAI.EB, $ zJ). 

The structure and nature of the names themselves may some- 
times prove helpful in considering the antiquity of a list, and 
the fact that the majority of the names in the list I Ch. 43-47  
are those of the Chronicler's own time and 'are a t  least not 
genuine survivals' makes it probable that the list is largely an 
invention (Gray, op. cit. 236J). I t  is not difficult to observe 
the methods of the genealogist in compiling ancestral lists, and a 
good example is seen in the post-exilic genealogy of David which 
IS wholly wanting in the earlier writings (see DAVID, $ I a, 
n. I). I t  is the object of the author of ESTHER (q.v., $ I, end) to 
make Mordecai a Benjamite, and so, when he fashions a genea- 
loqical list he includes among the ancestors of Mordecai such 
wkll-know; Benjamites as Kish and Shimei (Eee SHIMEI, IO), 
whilst the second Targum actually adds Machir and Mephi- 
hosheth.1 

(i. ) Method. -Fuller details regarding the intricate 
genealogies of the Levites and priests must he sought 
-7. Lev[tical for in the minor- biographical articles ; 
and Priestly here it must suffice to indicate the lines 
genealogies. upon which the Hebrew (post -exilic) 

genealogist seems to have worked, and 
to try to discov& the various views to which he intended 
his lists to give expression. 

To start with the belief that these genealogies are wholly trust- 
worthy nr that they proceeded from one hand2 would quickly 
involve ns ina  hopeless maze. Contrast, for example, theancestry 
which I Ch. 6 gives of the three contemporaries Asaiab (seven 
members I C ~ .  63o[r51 156) Ethan (twelve) and Heman 
(nearly tkenty),3 and observe 'that Ethan's iinm:diate ancestors 
reappear in the time of Hezekiah (2 Ch. 29 12). Libni and 
Shimei are both Gershonite and Merarite divisions ; Jahath 
and Shimei are varyingly sons and grandsons of Gershon. 
Amasai and Mahath, like Mushi and Mahli, are sometimes 
brothers, at  other times father and son. Instances of similar 
inconsistencies might easily he multiplied. 

In order to gain some idea of the origin of the 
Levitical genealogies we may start with the working 
theory that they are the result of later genealogizing shill, 
which has endeavoured to bring together into some sort 
of family relationship clans and divisions formerly quite 
distinct (cp 1 z above). Thus we find that one of the 
simplest lists of the Levitical families enumerates merely 
the clans of Jeshua, Bani (or Binnui), Hodaviah (Judah, 
Hodiah), and Kadmiel (cp Ezra 2 40 [see HODAVIAH, 41 
3gNeh. 94).4 Another equally simple hut more interest- 
ing scheme in Nu. 2 6 ~ 8 ~  enumerates five mip&Zh of the 
Levites-m!, '?hi?, h> om.), 9+, and ' n y  
Again, when I Ch. 155-7 divides the Levites among the 
families of Gershom, Kehath (EV Kohath), Merari, 
Elizaphan, Hebron, and Uzziel, it is apparent that we 
are a step nearer the famous triple division-the three 
1 Cp Salamiel b. Salasadai (Le. Shelnmiel, b. Zurishaddai, 

the Simeonites, Nu. 16) in Judith's Lenealogy (8 I). 
a A study of the name-lists alone supports the recognized 

view that P, in its present form, is composite. Similarly the 
genealogical and other lists of the Chronicler in Ch..Ezra-Neh. 
are not from the same hand. On the whole, it is probable that 
some of the latest specimens of genealogical zeal survive in the 
genealogies of the high priests, and the three singers (I Ch. 6). 

3 Note further the inconsistency in the number of generations 
from Judah to David, from Levi to Zadok, and from Levi to 
Heman (see Wright Was Israel, etc. 76J). 

4 The names renknd us of priestly families. This older 
division seems to have died out-with the doubtful excep- 
tions of Hashahiah h. Kadmiel, a Levite in I Ch. 27 17 (reading 
$N?nTp for M T  KEMUEL), and the b'ne Bunni (Neh. 11 15 11 
I Ch. 9 14 y~). 
5 The verse is hardly from the same source as vv. 57, 598. 
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great names have been introduced, but are on an equality 
with the rest. At a later stage Libni is assigned either 
to Gershon or to Merari, to the latter of which Mahli 
:and Mushi were consistently reckoned ; the rest were 
.ascribed to Kehath.a 

(ii.) Singers and Porters. -Together with these 
developments we have to notice the gradual ‘ Levitizing ’ 
,of divisions and classes formerly distinct-viz. the singers 
.and porters (or doorkeepers). 
(a) The familiar triple division of Asaph, Heman, and Ethan 

(or Jeduthun), assigned to Gershon, Kehath, and Merari 
respectively (I Ch. 6), is preceded by an earlier in Neb. 11 17 
where the singers are Mattaniah b. Mica, Bakbukiah (seg 
BAKBAKKAR), and Abda (or Obadiah) b. Shammua.3 A later 
hand has probably supplied the names of ancestors tending to 
associate them with Asaph, Heman, and Jeduthun (cp 4BBA). 

(a )  Now the singers or ‘bne  Asaph ’ were primarily 
kept distinct from the porters, and both classes were 
separated from the Levites (Ezra 2 4 1  Neh. 7 4 4  ; see 
WRS, OT/C(z )  204) ; see ASAPH, 3. The next step 
was the inclusion of the guild of porters in the name 
‘ Korah,’ although it must be observed that Korah is 
not yet a Levite. He is absent from the list of Levites 
i n  I Ch. 23, and in the earlier phase of P’s account of 
the rebellion in Nu. 16 Korah is actually not yet a Levite 
{cpKne. Hex. 334$, and see KORAH ii., 5 z ) . ~  Next 
we find that. both Asaph and Korah are Levitical 
divisions. There are, therefore, Levites of Asaph (2  Ch. 
2913, cp2014), and Levitesof the Korahites (2 Ch. 2019). 
Still another stage finds Asaph incorporated in Korah 
under the eponym of Abiasaph or Ebiasaph (see ASAPH, 
3,  ABIASAPH), and finally Korah is assigned to Kehath 
-observe that in 2 Ch. 2019 Korah and Kehath are still 
distinct-and, strangely enough, Asaph is removed from 
Korah b. Kehath and assigned to Gershon. 

(c) Traces of these changes are seen in the survival of the 
eponym Ahiasaph (see ASAPH ?) which is reckoned as a ‘son ’ of 
Korah, and in the fortunes oi &rain names belonging to these 
classes. In z Ch. 29 13 Mattaniah and Zechariah are of the 
b’ne Asaph (cp Zaccur and Nethaniah, sons of Asaph in I Ch. 
2 5 ~ ) ~  in 2 Ch. 20 14 they reappear in the genealogy of Jahaziel 
an Asaphite Levite.6 Comparing I Ch. 9 19 31 (Mattithiah) 
26 ~ f :  we ,find them sons of Shallum (or Meshelemiah) traced 
through Asaph to Korah : and finally Zechariah and Meshullam 
(=Shallurn) turn up as Kehathites in 2 Ch. 34 12. 
(4 According to the later genealogies the singers and porters 

Ethan (or Jeduthun) Hosah and Obed-edom belong to Merari. 
Quite consistently, tierefore, the names Hashabiah and Jeshaiah 
appear as sons of Merari (Ezra 8 rg), or sons of Jeduthun (I Ch. 
25 3), and the former is a Merarite (I Ch. 9 I ), and a member of 
Ethan’s genealogy (I Ch. 645 [30]). Of t%e two sons of the 
Merarite Jeduthun, Uzziel and Shemaiah (2 Ch. 29 14), the latter 
is a descendant of Jeduthun (I Ch. 9 16=Neh. 11 17 [Shammua]), 
asonof Ohed-edom(1 Ch.264), anda MerariteLevite(1 Ch.9 14), 
and both names perhaps go to build up the genealogy of the 
Merarite Asaiah in the forms Shimea b. Uzza (I Ch. 6 zgf: 
[14 AI). Similarly Hilkiah and Shimri, ‘sons ’ of the Merarite 
Hosnh (I Ch. 26 10s) may perhaps correspond to the Shemer 
and Hilkiah in the kenealogy of the Merarite Ethan (I Ch. 
645f: [30$]). See also IBRI. 

Not only was Asaph removed from Korah to Gershon, 
but it is probable that Ethan was once ascribed to 
Gershon, and, curiously enough, from I Ch. 1 5 7  17 we 
should expect to find that Heman, too, wasGershonite !7  
This is apparently due to the fact that the three 
heads of the ‘singers‘ were, at one stage, treated 

1 Mahli appears to be distinct from Merari in Ezra8 18f: 
2 Observe that Elizaphan is a ‘son’ of Uzziel, the Kehathite, 

in  Nu. 330(P). 
3 @EA omits the second name ; perhaps the earliest division 

was a twofold one. 
4 Strictly speaking the guilds of the porters (Obed-edom 

Jeduthun, Hosah, et:) are assigned to Korah and Merari ; c i  
I Ch. 26 1-19. They seem to be separated from the Levites proper 
in nu. z o f i  (in v. 17 read ~1,s nmr&). Note that when the 
Asaphite Kar@ (u. I) is made a Levite in 2 Ch. 31 14 he appears 
as the son of Heman (reading for n>,y)-Asaph, Korah, and 
Heman are (in the final stage) consistently assigned to Kehath. 

5 ‘ But Israelite,’ adds Kuenen ; on this, however, see below, 
v., col. &65. 

6 Cp also Mattaniahand Levites of the b’ne Asaph(1 Ch. 

7 See ETHAN, 3, and cp Jahath, Shimei and Lihni, names 
common to Gershon and Merari. Shimei: also, is the name 
of a soil of Jeduthun C=Ethan); se; SHIMEI, 12. 

9 IS). 
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as independent Levitical divisions (see Neh. 11 15-17),1 
and in the process of incorporating aN the Levites 
among the three ‘ sons ’ of Levi, the positions of the 
heads of the singers were not at first definitely settled. 

(iii:) Levitical Zisists in I d. 6.-The Chronicler’s 
method of building up genealogies from names tradition- 
ally current will account for the remarkable incon- 
sistencies and striking resemblances which the most 
superficial consideration reveals. 

a) Some of the Merarite names in I Ch. G have already been 
nhiced (above [ii.] 4. Of the others, Malluch-and Amzi (ti44 46) 
have riestly associations (cp Neh. 11 12) Mahli and Mushi are 
usual6 brother clans, and the former ’is also the head of a 
Merarite genealogy ending with ASAIAH [31 (I Ch. 6 291: [14,Ll). 
I t  is, moreover, a feature of considerable significance that tliii 
Merarite list has little in common with that in I Ch. 23ir-23, 
2427-34 which probahly represents an earlier stage in the 
genealogical schemes.2 

(6) The Gershonite genealogies in I Ch.6 descend (a) to 
Jeatherai (or Ethni), and (8) to Asaph the intermediate names 
being probably ‘dummy’ names (Maaskiah [of which Baaseiah 
is a corruption], Berechiah, Malchijah, Michael are sufficiently 
colourless and common). The names nni-p n ~ ~ . - p  i ~ y  seem 
to be related in some way to the Gershoiiite nsy 13 p y  and 
;In1 13 nN1’ of 2 Ch. 29 12.3 

(c) The largest and most important branch of post- 
exilic Levites are the b’ne Kehath, the most prominent 
branches of which are Amram-to which Moses (the 
father of the subdivision Gershon) and Aaron belong- 
and Korah b. Izhar b. Kehath. Korah is associated 
with the porters (see above), and his three ‘sons’ 
Assir, Abiasaph, and Elkanah (Ex. 6 24 etc.) are here 
descendants in a regular line ( I  Ch. 637[22]). The 
ancestry of the Korahite Heman is rendered particularly 
complicated by repetitions6 The names in z Ch. 20 1 2 3  

again proved an invaluable quarry for the genealogist, and 
from them he borrowed Mahath b. Amasai, and Joel b. 
Azariah. The list comprises, appropriately enough, 
names borrowed from the genealogy of Samuel, who, as 
the genealogist knew, was a doorkeeper ( I  S. 3 1 5 ) . ~  

(iv. ) Nigh priests’ geneaZogy.-The high priests from 
Aaron to the captivity are traced through Amram 
to Kehath ( I  Ch. 6 3-15 [529-41], cp 49-53). 

The list is substantially the same as the genealogy of Ezra in 
Ezra 7 I (=I Esd. 8 z), which recurs, with some changes, in 
2 Esd. 1.7 That in T Ch. 6 starhwith (1-3) Aaron, Eleazar, and 
Phinehas, names common to and derived from, P. (4) AbishuaB 
(Abiezer, Jos. Ant. v. 11 5 )  ii no longer extant. The following 
five names are new(5-g) :-Bukki, Uzzi, Zerahiah, Meraioth, and 
Amariah (in Jos. Ant. viii. 1 3  ; Bukki, Joatham, Meraioth Aro- 
phaeus). Nos. 10.12 : Ahitub, Zadok, and Ahimaaz are dirived 
from I and P S. (see AHITUB I, AHIMAAZ, I). Of nos. 13-15 
(Azariah, Johanan, Azariah) it must be to the first that the 
misplaced note 6  ob [5366] refers; it is related to I K. 426 
(also a gloss). Nos. 16-18 duplicate 9-11 and finally nos. 19-22 
(Shallum, Hilkiah, Azariah, Seraiah) carr;ns down to Jehozadak. 
An allowance of forty years for each generation gives us nearly 
960 years, agreeing approximately with the received post-exilic 
chronology. The thirteenth name will coincide with the 
rebuilding ofthe temple and the twenty-thirds with the captivity ; 
cp the similar artificiality in GENEALOGIES ii., p I. 

The unhistorical nature of this list of high priests 
needs no demonstration. The inclusion of Zadok is as 
remarkable as the ignoring of the famous line from Eli 
to Abiathar (I S.),  due, perhaps, to the later exaltation 
of the Zadokites (see ZADOK, l).1° We find no men- 

1 2 Cb. 2912.14 enumerates Levites of Kehath Gershon 
Merari Elizaphan(see $ 7  [i.] end) Asaph Heman, and Jeduthun: 

2 Ndte, e.g., the mention of Mbses, 23)14f: 
3 Perhaps we may connect the Gershonite 5 ~ 1 .  (I Ch. 15 7) 

with Joel &i t  for M T  5ck) b. Eliasaph in Nu. 3 24. 
4 In I Ch. 6 22 [7] his ‘father’ is called Amminadab : but see 

ELISHEBA. 

Ebiasaph 366 37n=23 [ 7 ] 3  ” ’ ”. 
5 Elkanah to Elk; 

6 Hence. also. we see tl 

inah. 6 14 i5a [Igzoal=z5 [iolf: Joel to 

le appropriateness (and probable 
3rigin)of the chbice of the names Elkanah and Rerechiah (in r 
Ch. 9 166 Levites only. in i6. 15 23 door-keepers), the latter of 
which is borne by the fAther of Asaph. 

7 See, for other lists, Jos. Ant. x. 86, and the Jewish Seder 

8 Perhaps rather Ab-yeshua ‘father of Jeshua ’ ; cp JESHUA. 
9 Jos. Ant. (xx. 10) speaks of 31 names. 
10 When, for example, Abiathar is assigned a lower order in 

I Ch. 24 3 6 this is perhaps a later genealogical fashioning to 

QZUWZ. 
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tion of Jehoiada, Zebhariah, or Urijah ; nos. 15-18 find 
no support in the historical books, nor can we reconcile 
the priests Amariah ( z  Ch. 191,1), Azariah ( z  Ch. 2 6 1 7  
311o), Hilkiah ( z  Ch. 3 4 9 )  with no. zof: 

So highly was Ezra the scribe esteemed that his name takes the 
placeof Jehozadak, and heappearsinEzra 7 2  as the son of Seraiah 
a t  the end of the long list of high priests. (Nos. 9.~4 however 
are omitted in I Esd. 8 z Esd. 1 and by MT [and ’@BAL] i; 
‘Ezra I C  ) H e  is thus made to be: contemporary of ZEDEKIAH, 
who’li;ed 130 years previously. His genealogy in 2 Esd. 
however has received an interesting addition ; between nos. I; 
and 171’z-e inserted the names of Eli, Phinehas. and Ahijah 
derived directly from T S .  (cp 14 3). The new names in Jos. (An; 
X. 86) and the SZa’er ‘OlZm are of no critical value ; the former 
enumerates ten names between nos. 13 and 19, several of which 
recur in the latter writing.2 

The key to the origin of the high priests’ genealogy 
is perhaps found in Neh. 1111, where nos. 20, 19, 18, 
Meraioth ( =Amdriah, no. 16 ?), and 17 are the ancestors 
of the priest Seraiah, the grandfather of Jeshua (cp 
I Ch. 614[54o], Ezra3z) in the ascending line. It is 
interesting to find that ]I I Ch. 911 has Azariah for 
Seraiah, and that the genealogist has been content to 
incorporate 80th names in the list of high priests (no. 
zrf:), an exact parallel to which procedure is seen in 
I Ch. 9 12 (see above, 5 6). The intervening names from 
Aaron downwards would be easily supplied once the 
start had been made (observe the duplicates). A place 
had to be found for Zadok, and (as in I Ch. 24 ; cp 5 6) 
the most important care of the genealogist was to in- 
troduce priestly names famous in his own time or 
traditionally renowned. 

(v. ) Origin qfLevitica2 names. -When it is recognised 
that the Levitical genealogies have passed through 
several stages before reaching their present form, it is 
obvions that in discussing the origin of the Levites 
too much stress must not be laid upon the names of the 
three great heads. As representing Levitical divisions 
they have no great claim to antiquity. Gershon is 
derived directly from Gershom h. ‘Moses, and it is not 
impossible that Merari ($??n, an ethnic) has originated 
from Miriam ( q p ,  cp MERAIOTH). This leads us to 
the ‘ Mosaic ’ origin of Levitical names, the most famous 
example of which is Miishi--’ the Mosai’te’ (see also 
ELIEZER, GERSHOM, GERSHON, MUSHI). 

That names in the family of Moses were derived from Levi 
{I Ch. 23 14) is a perversion in the interests of a post-exilic age’ 
note that Sbebuel b. Gershom b. Moses (I Ch. 23 16) is no othe; 
than Shubael, an Amramite (I Ch. 2410); and that Shelomith b. 
Eliezer (I  Ch. 26 25J) becomes chief of the (Levitical) b‘ne Izhar 
(23 18).3 I t  is curious, also, to find in the genealogy of the Levite 
Gershom, properly the son of Moses, the names SHIMEI (11) 

JAHATH (2)) Zimmah (ne]), and ZERAH (z), corresponding t; 
SHAMMAH ( I ) ,  NAHATH (I), Mizzah (nro), and ZERAH (3), sons 
of the Edomite Reuel (Gen. 3613), the traditional name of 
Moses’ father-in-law. 

Suggestive of S. Palestinian origin are, moreover, the 
names KORAH ( q . ~ . ,  i.), JESHUA and, in Nu. 2658, 
Mahli (cp MAHALATH), where, moreover, the ethnics 
Hebroni and Libni remind usof the S. Palestinian Hebron 
and Libnah. The ‘ Hebronite’ Jekameam (oyepv) per- 
haps derives his name from o y ~ p ?  (see JOKNEAM), the 
Merarite Eder and Jeremoth (nin,?) from Eder (Josh. 
1 5 2 1 )  and n r q  (see JARMUTH), and the Kehathite 
Shamir from the locality in Josh. 1548. Jerahmeel b. 
Mahli b. Merari is, in itself, a significant hint for the 
origin of some of the Levitical clans”; for other con- 

account for the omission of his ‘ house ’ in the list of high priests 
(but see ABIATHAR, and cp WRS, OTJCP) 266, n. I). 

1 Arna and Marimoth, Aziei and Amarias, correspond to 7 3  
respectively. 
&as and Pedaiah, iou~~hos and Joel idapoc  and Jotham, 

ou Las and Urijah vqp‘ao and Neriah o d r a s  and Hoshaiah. k The Aaronite’Eleazar is later thjn the Mosa’ite Eliezer just 
as Shubael is probably amodification of the Calebite Shobal (see 
SHUBAEL). 
4 Undue stress, perhaps should not be laid upon the circum- 

stance that Ahihail and O h d  are names common to Jerahmeel 
and Merari (&e latter through Obed-edom). Abihail (see 
MICHAL) perhaps occurs also in the family of Kish (also a 
Merarite name, see KISH, 2). With the Jerabmeelite Zaza we 
may probably connect the Gershonite Zizah (I Ch. 23 IT). 
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nections see AMASAI ( I ) ,  AMASA, JEUSH. Finally, 
one notes the un-Hebraic character of several of the 
Levitical names (Kehath, Ithamar, Izhar, Jeatherai [if 
correct], etc.), which, perhaps, may be due to their S. 
Palestinian origin ; cp the name GERSHOM (4. v. ). The 
eponym Simeon,’ the ‘ brother ’ of Levi, has probably 
left its mark in the Levitical division Shimei,2 variously 
assigned to Gershon or Merari, and it is not impossible 
that the Kehathite Izhar (ins?) was primarily the same as 
the ‘son’ of Simeon who is named ins (see JAHATH, 
2, n.).3 These evidences, pointing to a S. Palestinian 
origin for the Levites, agree with the tradition that 
YahwB’s worship came from the S.4 

From the above evidence we may infer that the Levites came 
from the S. of Palestine, and that they were not confined to any 
one particular tribe or clan. This makes it probable that the 
term ‘ Levite’ (on its meaning see Hommel, A H T  278,E) was 
a later designation applied to special members of the southern 
clans who it has been suggested elsewhere, had come originally 
from Kadksh-barnea (EXODUS i. §I 4 5  KADESH i. $3). Since 
therefore, there is reason for supposin)g that such well-know; 
figures as ETHAN (2), HEMAN and OBED-EDOM were of southern 
extraction (see also MAHOL), it would appear that the Chronicler 
was not wholly unwarranted in making them Levites. More- 
over, when he ascribes to David the inanguration and establish- 
ing of the Levites, may this not be merely based upon the 
circumstance that the southern clans did actually attain import- 
ance first under David 1 

The care spent over genealogies by no means 
diminished in later times (I Macc. 2 I Bar. 1 I Tob. 1 I), 

See LEVITES. 

8. Genealogies and in the time of Josephus (c. A$. 1 ;, 
in later times. see also Vita ,  I) all the priests were 

able to adduce evidence to show the 
purity of their descent by means of public documents 
which he refers to as Gvpoular BQhm. According to 
the Talmud (Kidd. 76 b )  there were men who spent their 
time yholly in making and studying genealogies which 
were based upon those in Ch.-E~ra-Neh.~ But when 
Elizabeth is called a daughter of Aaron (Lk. 15), 
Anna an Asherite (ib. 236) ,  or Pan1 a Benjamite (Ram. 
11 I ) ,  and Hillel the Babylonian is traced back to David 
(even the ,’desposyni’ in Domitian’s time claimed a 
direct descent from David), we cannot suppose that 
every link in the long chain of ancestors was known. 
Yet, how great a a s  the importance attached to the 
registry of birth and ancestry is proved by the gene- 
alogies prefixed to the gospels of Matthew and Luke in 
which Christ’s origin is traced back to Abraham and 
Adam respectively (see article below). 

See Sprenger, Das Leben n. a’. Lehre a’. Mohamnzea’: WRS 
Kinship and Marriage in Ear& Arabia (especially chap. 1): 

Wellh. de Genti6us etc. ProZ.(*) 211 3 ; 
9. Literature. art. ‘Genealogy’ in kBBn .’Guthe GVI (‘99) 

2-6 ; art. Genealogy’ bykurtiss i’n Hasting2 
D B ( a  useful collectionof material); and M. Berlin, ‘ Gershonite 
and Merarite Genealogies’ in JQR 12 2 9 1 3  (1900) (illustrates 
their complicated character, and seeks to show that the Levites 
fell into twenty-four subdivisions corresponding to the ‘heads’ in 
I Ch. 24 1-19). For general principles‘see M‘Lennan, Studies 
in Anc. Hist., 2nd ser., chap. 9, Examples of fabricated 
genealogies,’ and on the genealogical knowledge in the time of 
Jesus, see Dalm. Worfr lesu  (‘98), 2 6 2 5  

GENEALOGIES OF JESUS IN MATTHEW AND 
LUKE. While Mk. and Jn. manifest no interest in 
the pedigree of Jesns (piphos yev.!uews ’IvuoD XpimoD 
[Ti. WH])-Jn. 7-27 representing the tenet of Messianic 
doctrine current among the Jews (cp Weber, Syst. d. 
aZtsyn. Theol. 339 3) that the origin of the Messiah 
is a secret-the two fuller gospels produce formal 
genealogical tables. 

The first point of interest was to prove that Jesns was 

S. A.  C. 

1 The name may survive in the Assyrian land of Sa-mi-n[al 
on the road S. to M q r i  (Wi. Mu+, efc.,  8). 
2 See WRS JPh. 996 (‘80). 
3 Of the Simeonite names which are reported (I Ch. 42439, 

several are elsewhere borne by Lerites: Rephaiah, Seraiah, and 
Shallum are also Judahite, andone (see H0~1)distinctly suggests 
a S. Palestinian origin. 

4 Thus =.E. there were worshippers of Yahwi: at  Zephath in 
the time Af El iah  (I K. 17 g, M T  Zarephath, see ZAREPHATH). 

where it is said that the commentaries on I Ch. 8 37-9 44 (from 
Azel to Azel) amounted to goo camel-loads. For the Mii‘iliatlt 

5 Cp Talm. viis N ~ N  nmn vi im and Pes. 6 2 6 ,  
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descended from David. For whilst this question is only 
1. Aim and once touched upon in Jn. (742)  and only 

thrice in Mk. ( 1 0 4 7  f: 1110 1235-37),  the 
c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r .  Davidic sonship appears in Mt. and Lk. 

(not to speak of the passages parallel to 
those cited from Mk.) as a matter of fLindamenta1 
importance in the preliminary history (cp Lk. 127  32 69 
2411 Mt. 120, and in the story of the Magi, Mt. 2 ,  the 
designation of the ' new-born king of the Jews '), as it is 
also emphasized further, in a manner analogous to the 
casesinMk.,inMt. 9 2 7  BZ3 1522. Thegenealogies, how- 
ever, reach back even beyond David: in Mt. to Abraham, 
in Lk. to Adam. This tracing of the line back to Adam 
(Lk.), may be connected with the conception of the 
Messiah as a second Adam, for which reason the 
patriarchal head of the new mankind is brought into 
relation to that of the old. On the same analogy, since 
there is no interest, anywhere else in the NT, in regard- 
ing Christ as the son of Abraham, the tracing back of 
the line at least as far as to him might be due to a wish 
to bring into mutual relation the father of the people of 
promise and the father of the people of fulfilment. 

That the pedigree in Mt. is in a special degree specifically 
Jewish in its character, appears from its delight in playing with 
numbers-three series each of twice seven names-and from the 
succession downwards from David being traced through the line 
of Jewish kings. The pedigree adopted by Lk. at  least does 
not emphasize numerical features (11 x 7), follows a different 
branch of David's family, and does not pause at  Abraham any 
more than at David. 
Hellenistic, and Mt.'s as the Palestinian, attempt to con- 
nect Jesus the Messiah with sacred history by a genealogy. 
That the one came into the hands of the first evangelist, the 
other into the hauds of the third, may be accidental. 

The two genealogies are beyond doubt mutually 
independent scholarly attempts. That adopted by Mt. 
2. lVIt.'s list, (11-17) follows the linguistic fotm of 

Gen. 418 Ruth 418-22 I Ch. 210-14, the 
heading, the phrase ' Book of the Generation ' (Piphos 
yev&~ews),  being taken from Gen. 51. The table con- 
tains thrice fourteen names, fourteen from Abraham to 
David, fourteen from David to Jechoniah, fourteen from 
Jechoniah to Jesus. 

For the first 
series (vv. 2-6) needs hoth Agraham and David and the third 
(ov. 12-16) both Jechoniah and Christ, to make'up the number 
fourteen, and yet the second series (vv. 6-11) must count either 
David or Jechoniah over again, without which it contains but 
thirteen names (see, further, below, a). 
(a) The series from Abraham to David (vu. 2-6) is taken from 

I Ch. 21-14; only, in addition to the case of Thamar (RV 
Tamar) the wife of Judah (v. 3), mention is twice made of the 
mother, viz. in the case of Rachab (RV Rahab v. j) the mother, 
and of Ruth (v. 5) the wife, of Booz (RV Boaz)-the latter 
based on Ruth 413, the former without any support from the 
O T  and indeed in the face of chronological impossibility. 
. Rabbinic scholars also interested themselves in these women. 

On Tamar and Ruth compare Weber, Altsynag. TheoZ. 341. 
Rahab they transformed into an inn-keeper (Jos. Ant. v. 1 27)and 
trsced to her eightprophets(Lightfoot HOT. Heb. 180. Menschen, 
N T u .  TaZwz. 40). She was an objkct of interest'also to the 
early Christians, as Heh. 1131 and James 225 show; Perhaps 
they interpreted 'harlot' allegorically as 'heathen : the fact 
that Ruth was a Moahite, and Rahah a heathen, would then 
explain the interest of Christians in their mention in the pedigree 
of the Messiah. 

(6) In the second series (vu. 6-11) the list of kings is 
reduced to fourteen. 

As compared with I Ch. 3 II Joash (mas), Amaziah (apaucas) 
and  Azariah (a<apa) are omitted hetween Ozias (RV Uzziah, 
o<cLas)and Joatham (RV Jotham ~ o a O a , ~  [v. g]), and Jehoiakim 
(roamip) hetween Josias (RV Jbsiah ; twuaas) and Jechonias 
(RV Jechoniah, q o v i a s  [v. 111). Zedekiah (ue8eKLas) may he 
represented by brethren'. (&6eX$ads [v. 111) inasmuch as, 
according to T Ch. 3 16 2 Ch. 3G IO he is mentioned as hrother- 
sole brother it is true-of Jechoniah (L~XOYLUS) (otherwise in 
Jer. 371 and 2 K. 2417). Perhaps Jehoiakim (roamip) dropped 
out later, so that the second series also originally contained four- 
teen names. 

(c) For the third series (vv. 12-16) there is no authority in the 
O T  which mentions (I Ch. 3 17 Ezra5 3 Neh. 12 I Hag. 1 I) only 
Salathiel (RV Shealtiel; rraha6r~h [v. 121) and Zorohahel (RV 
Zerubhahel; <opopapeh [v. 123]), andwehave nohint of the origin 
of the names. For the rest, the names fromnavid to Jechoniah 
are to be distributed over a period of about 460 years, those 
from Jechoniah to Christ over one of ahout j go  years. 

The genealogy given by Lk. (323-38) begins with 

We may perhaps distinguish it as the ' 

The reckoning, however, is not quite accurate. 
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Christ and leads upwards, using the simple formula, 
3. Lk.,s list. usually employed in the O T  in giving 

names, of adding the father's name in 
the genitive. 

The series from David to Adam (7w. 32-38) follows the lists of 
I Ch.11-424-27 21-14 and Ruth418-22. However, in the line 
From Abraham to Adam (vu. 34-38) the name Cainan (Kawap 
BN etc.]) is used a second time (v. 36; cp v.37) between Sala (RV. 
Shelah ; uaha [v. 351) and Arphaxad (ap$aga8 [v. 361) ; while 
in the line from David to.Ahraham (vu. 32-34) a6perv (E: etc. ; 
omitted in EV . Admin in R V w )  and apwi (RV Arni . AV has 
'Aram') have'been inserted (v. 33) in place of upap'between 
Aminadah (apwa8ap) and Esrom(cuppop). Neither change finds 
any support in the OT. Arni (apvei) might indeed he an ancient 
variant for Aram (apap). In this case, what we have is the 
insertion of new names at some place that seemed suitahle hefdre 
and at another after Abraham--additions which, like the 
omissions of Mt. may he explained by the love for round 
numbers. For thkre arc now (vu. 38-31) from Adam to David 
(inclbsive) 35 (i.e., jx 7) names, or (if we look more c1osely)from 
Adam to Abraham (vu. 38-34) 3 x 7 and from Isaac to David (vv. 
34-31) 2 x 7  (ie., 14 as in Mt.). Between Christ and David (vv. 
23-31), however, Lk. gives us a list nowhere to he found in 
the OT. Instead of the line of kings he gives us that of 
David's son NATHAN [2] (va6ap: I Ch. 35). I t  is all the 
more remarkable that the list coincides with that of Mt. in 
the names Salathiel (RV Shealtiel; uaha0qh) and Zoro- 
babel (RV Zeruhhabel, <opopap.\, v. 27) and in no more. From 
Nathan (vdap  [BN*] v. 31) to Salathiel (v. 27) we have again 
3 X 7 names, and so from Zorohabel to Christ (Mt. giving in each 
case fourteen or rather from Zorobabel only twelve). The  
father of Salaihief, howevir is called Jechonias (RV Jechoniah - 
rqovias [v. 121) in Mt., Nhri (vqpei [u. 271) in.Lk.; while th; 
son of Zorohahel is Ahiud (apiou8 [v. 131) in the former and Rhesa 
(pquu [v. 271) in the latter. The intention, however, is in hoth 
cases unmistakably the same, in spite of the divergence of the 
genealogies, to find a place in a list for the two famous names. 
The agreement on the other hand of Mt. and Lk. in the name 
of Joseph's grandfather, Matthan (paOOuv [v. I 51) and Matthat 
paOOa0 [?I.  241 respectively, may well he accidental, since the 
father and son of the latter bear quite different names in the two 
lists. 

Lk.'s plan of following, not the royal line, but a 
lateral branch of David's house, may have been clue to *. The two lists the reflection that the Messiah could 
andtheirvalue. not come of the line rejected in 

The Techoniah (Ter. 2 2 2 8  70 36 70) .  
conjecture that one of the get;kalogies f&ows'the line of 
Mary is excluded by the fact that both end in Joseph, 
as well as  by the Hebrew custom of attending only t@ 
the genus patris. Moreover it is Joseph, not Mary, 
that Lk. declares to be of Davidic descent (127 24) .  
The two genealogies are independent attempts to 
establish the ancestiy of Jesus as Messiah and thus to  
connect him with the sacred past. The round numbers 
figuring in both of them show how little they aimed at 
simply reproducing documents. The complete diver- 
gence makes it more probable that the pedigree did not 
admit of documentary establishment. All that was. 
postulated was descent from Zerubbabel, David, and 
Abraham. The mode of supplying the intervening links 
was a matter of indifference. Proof of the physical 
descent of Jesus from David was doubtless not to be  
found. Nor in Jesus' days was there need for such; 
for the Messiah was in any case dejzwe David's son- 
i e . ,  heir and legitimate successor ; and if any one ever 
had occasion to turn this ideal into a natnral sonship, 
this was done by deducing the latter from the former. 
If Jesus was the Messiah, he was David's son, and no 
documentary proof of the fact was needed. For there 
is no trace anywhere of any one's having deduced the 
Messiahship of Jesus from his being son of David, or 
having sought to oppose the former claim by questioning 

[One singular error in Lk.'s genealogy may be 
indicated here, themore so as Bacon (Hastings, DB 2 14o), 
5. Rhesa, etc, following Plnmmer (Comm. on St. Lukei 

104), has perhaps notexplaineditaright. 
It is the introduction of the name Rhesa (pvua) between 
Joanan (so RV ; AV Joanna) and Zorobabel (Lk.327). 

The view of these two scholars is that Rhesa is simply the  
Aram. word N e ' l  (Reshs)), 'chief,' which was mistaken (as Dr. 
Plummer puts it) by 'some Jewish copyist (1)' for a fresh name 
in the genealogy, but which was really a title appended to the 

the latter. H .  v. S. 
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name Zerubbahel. Thus the original order of the names will have 
been, Zerubbabel-Resha, Joanan, Juda. The title of Zerubbabel, 
however was not, as far as we know, i7Jshd. H e  was ‘ govern& of Judah’ ; not merely one of the ‘ heads ’ of the com- 
munity, but in supreme authority ; in Hag. 1 I 2 2  the Targ. 
renders ngg ‘governor (of)’ by N?!. We must not, of course, 
follow Herzfeld (Gesch. A,379 8) in his inferences from the 
Breviarium of the pseudb-Philo (on which cp o j .  cil. 264f:). If, 
then a disarrangement of names is to he supposed, it is better to 
idenhfy Rhesa with ASSIR [g.w 1 and to suppose the original 
order to have heen this ‘the si; of Joaiian, the son of Zoro- 
babel, the son of Salathiel the son of Assir, the son of Neri.’ 
’ Assir his son ’ is a Talmudc reading in I Ch. 3 17 and may have 
been that adopted in the genealogy reproduced in our text of 
Lk. 323-38. 7 3 ~ ~  might, hy accidental transposition of letters, 
easily become “0’1 or N;D? ; or, since the error began in a Greek 
document, a m p  might become p q u a  @quia).  Note that pehxeb 
(Melchi) may be a fragment of pfAx[6I~pap (I Ch. 318), nwuap 
(Cosam) of o w a p o [ 8 ] ,  and even perhaps +asap of vaBa&as 
[~AvaSa@; though see ELMODAM. W. C. Allen (Exj .  T. 
11 1 3 5 8 )  has argued that the writer of Mt. compiled the gene- 
alogy in chap. 1 with the help of I Ch. 1-3 ; it is clear at any rate 
that the second genealogy is partly derived from this source.- 
T, K. C.] H . v . s . , $ $ i - 4 ;  T . K . C . , $ S .  

GENESIS 
Name (8 I). 
Narrative : 

J and E in Gen. 12-50 (5 5). 
Age of J and E (5 6). 
J in e n .  1-11 (W 7). 
Special sources ($ 8). 

Of P (B 2J). 
Of JE (* ”. 

Bibliography (5 9). 

Genesis is to modern apprehension the first book 
of a comprehensive Hebrew history from the creation 
1. Name and of the world to the destruction of 

contents. Jerusalem by Nebuchadrezzar (Gem- 
2 K.) ; more particularly of its former 

half, whicc ends with the conquest and settlement of 
Canaan (Gem-Josh.). T o  the Jews who made the 
division, however, Genesis was the first part of a 
smaller whole, ending with the death of Moses (Gen.- 
Dt. ), which, from its predominating character, they 
called the law (Torah), and which they divided into 
five books (Pentateuch).‘ The first book, whose open- 
ing chapters describe the creation of the world, bears in 
the Greek Bible the title r i v e a s  K ~ u ~ ~ o u , ~  commonly 
abbreviated I’Cveu~s,~ which is derived from Gen. 2 4  
(CBAEL). In Hebrew it is usually cited by its first words 
n*vNil (‘ In the beginning’).“ 

races of men to one another, and the place of the Semites, and 
articularly of the Hebrews, among them’ and second The 

kistory of the Forefathers of the Israelitisd Peoile, hegihing 
with the migration of the Terahites (11 27-32), and ending with 
the burial of Jacob at Hebron and the death of Joseph in Egypt 
(50). The periods of this history are represented by three 
generations: Abraham (12 1-25 18), Isaac (25 19-3G), and Jacob 
(37-50). In each of these periods the sou through whom the 
line descends becomes the central figure in the story before the 
death of his father ; the other branches of the family are briefly 
catalogued and dismissed (the sons of Ketimah, 25 1-4; Ishmael 
2512-18; Esau, 36: cp also Moah and Ammon, 1930.38; th; 
descendants of Nahor, 2220-24). The goal of the history is 
kept constantly in view by a series of promises of numerous 
posterity and of possession of the land of Canaan, made first to 
Abraham and repeated in like terms to Isaac and Jacob.5 A 
similar method appears in 1-11 26. Closer examination shows a 
somewhat more artificial scheme marked by the recurrence of 
the formula, ‘This is the genealogy of N. N.,’ by which the book 
appears to be divided into tensections: viz--1.46 51-68 69-929 
10 1-11 g 11 10-26 11 27-25 11 25 12-18 25 19-35 29 36 1-43 37-50. 

It is a fortunate circumstance that the author of the 

1 Cp CANON $5 6, 23f l  
2 Title in coh. A. 
8 Philo, de Abrahanzo, $ I. See Ryle, Philo and H O ~  

Scribtun.  x x .  f. 
4 b TJCL Ori& in Eus. HE 6 2 5  ; Beresith Jer. ProZ. gal. 
5 {he,; promises or covenants are found in doth the principal 

strata of the narrative : 17 1-8 26 1-4 35 9-12 48 3f: (P);  12 1-3 
13 14-17 15 5 13-16 18 18 f: ; 22 15-18 26 2.5 24 2727-29 28 13.1 j 
40 IO (chiefly J and RIE). 

6 The formula catachrestically applied to the creation of 
heaven and earth’(cosmogony) has been transposed to the end 
of the section ( 24a )  at  the begiAning of which it originallystood. 
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Pentateuch has so faithfully preserved the representation .~ 

2. Sources: and even the language of the earlier 
works from which he borrows. This 

renders critical analysis possible, and enables us to 
recover, at least in part, the older histories from which 
our Pentateuch was compi1ed.l These older works are 
primarily two, one of which is commonly called, from 
its predominating interest in the religious and especially 
the sacerdotal institutions of Israel, The Priestly History 
and Law-book (P)  ; the other, from its affinity with the 
literature of the flourishing period of prophecy, is 
sometimes named The Prophetic History The 
former is marked by such peculiarities of matter, style, 
and diction that the parts of Genesis which are derived 
from P are easily separated from JE ; and consequently 
in this part of the analysis there is substantial un- 
animity among critics.3 It  is not always so easy to 
distinguish from P the additions and changes which 
were made by the author, or rather compiler, of our 
Hexateuch (Rp) ,  or by later editors ; since both RP and 
the diaskeuasts who followed him belonged to the school 
of priestly scribes, and in thought and expression show 
close affinity to P. In Genesis, however, the additions 
are of small e ~ t e n t , ~  and the changes only such as the 
union of two distinct and not always consentaneous 
sources rendered nece~sary.~ For the present purpose, 
therefore, the priestly stratum may be treated as a 
whole. 

To it are assigned :6 Gen. 11-2 3 4a 5 1-28 30.32 Gyzz  7 6  11 
13.16~ 17a 18-21 ( z z a  236 in part Rp), 24 8 I 2u 36- j 13a 14-19 
91-17 28 29 101.7 z o z z f :  31f: 1110-27 31f: 12465  136 I I b  
r z a  (14)7 161a 3 1 5 3  17 1929 2116 26-5 23 2 5 7 . 1 1 ~  12-17 rgf- 
266 28 34f: 27 46 28 1.9 20 24 zS6 29 30 z z a  31 186 33 18a (34 I-3* 
4-6 8.10 13* 14* 15-17 20-24 25* 27 zg-late midrashic addition) 
35 5 (R,) g - q *  226.29 36 56-8 40-43 (I-5a 9-39 R, in part after 
other sources) 37 I za 41 36 46 47 (1 R,) 4G6f: (8-27 R, or later) 
47 5b 6 8  7-11 a7a*b 28483-6 (7 RP) 491a 286-33a 501zf: 

The reconstruction of P discloses no serious gaps ; 
and the redactor’s partiality for this source makes it 
antecedently probable that he preserved it substantially 
intact. It  thus appears that P’s Genesis-if we may 
use the name thus-was much shorter than the history 
of the same period in The groundwork of P is a 
series of interconnected genealogies-viz., Adam (5 1-28 
3 0 - p ) ,  Noah (Sqf:), Noah’s sons (101-7 20 z z f i  
31f i ) ,  Shem ( l l 1 0 - 2 6 ) ,  Terah ( 1127  3 1 f i ) ,  Ishmael 
(251z -17 ) ,  Isaac (2519f: 266), Esau (36), Jacob (35 
226-26 372).’O These are constructed upon a uniform 
plan : each bears the title, ‘This is the genealogy of 
N. N. ’ ; each begins with a brief recapitulation con- 
necting it with the preceding table ; l1 the method is the 
same throughout. The genealogies are made the basis 
of a systematic chronology ; and short historical 
notices are appended to them, as in the case of 

2 This name must not he taken ’to imply that JE was written 
by prophets nor that it has in the proper sense a prophetic 
character; itill less must ‘prophetic’ be understood to connote 
antagonism to the priesthood. ‘ Popular History’ would 
perhaps be a better designation. 

For a comparison 
of the analyses of different critics ?ee Bacon, Hebraica 4 216-243, 
5 7-17 or the tables appended’ io Holzinger’s EinZ. Typo- 
graph:cal presentations of the sources will be found in the 
works of Kautzsch and Socin, Bacon Fripp, Addis, Ball and 
Carpenter and Harford-Battersby, the)titles of which are given 
in 5 9. For the history of the analysis see HEXATEUCH, 5 18 

4 They are found especially in 14 34 36 4G. 
5 On the procedure of R, in Genesis, see Kue. Hex. 5 16, 

6 The asterisk indicates contamination. 
7 See below. 6 8. 

c p  HISTORICAL LITERATURE 3. 

3 See Niild. Unlersuch. 1869, pp. 1-144. 

n. 12 : Co. EinZ.P) 14) 7 5 8  

8 For such tkonstruction see Bacon, Genesis, 3 1 5 8 ;  Fripp, 
1 5 1 8 ,  or Addis, 2 1 9 3 8  
9 By a rough estimate, P in Genesis is about one-third as 

ong as J, and three-fifthsas long as E. In Gen. 12-50 P is only 
mefifth as long as J, though the latter has been much abridged 
iv R.-. . ,= 

10 Here the title only remains in place. 
11 Similar recapitulations in the following hooks ; see EXODUS, 

12 See CHRONOLOGY, $ 4 .  
1 2, n. 2. 
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Abraham and Lot ( 1 2 4 6  5 1 3 6  116 I Z U  16 IU 3 15f: 
1979) ; but the only things in the story of the patriarchs 
which are related in any detail are the covenant with 
Abraham (17 ; cp 359-12 483-6) and the purchase of 
the family sepulchre at Hebron (23). With the ex- 
ception of these chapters, the patriarchal history in P is 
a meagre abstract,l and would hardly be intelligible 
except to readers familiar with the fuller narratives. In 
the primzeval history the creation and the flood are 
narrated at some length ; for all the rest we have only 
genealogies and a chronology. The author's predom- 
inating interest in the history of religious institutions is 
apparent throughout. The sabbath had its beginning 
and its perpetual type in the rest of God after the 
creation of the world; the prohibition of eating flesh 
with the blood in it is the new commandment given to 
Noahband his sons (i. e. to all mankind ) after the flood ; 
the covenant with Abraham has the seal of circumcision, 
practised, in somewhat different form, by Ishmaelites 
(and presumably Edomites) as well as Israelites. The 
contrasted accounts of the marriages of Esau and Jacob 
( 2 6 3 4 f :  2746 289) reflect the stress which strict Judaism 
put upon purity of race-unlike Edom, Israel shunned 
intermixture with the peoples of Canaan. 

In contrast with the popular character of JE  the 
treatment of the history in P rnakes the immession of 
3. a work of study and reflection. An 

and E. antiquarian interest is often npparent. 
The unconscious anachronisms of the with 

older writers, in whose pictures of the past their own 
present is always recognisable, are sedulously avoided ; 
in their place we find a calculated archaism. The chief 
sources of P in the patriarchal history were obviously 
the same older narratives which, united with P, have 
been preserved to us-viz., J and E ; nor is it demon- 
strable that in these chapters any other sources were 
employed.2 In the primaeval history the dependence 
of P upon J is evident; but the problem is rendered 
difficult by the lack of homogeneity in J itself (see § 7). 
The marked differences between P and J in the story of 
the flood are most naturally explained by the hypothesis 
of recurrence to the Babylonian original, perhaps in a 
variant form. It  has been conjectured, not without 
plausibility, that Gen. 1 is based upon a Yahwistic cos- 
mogony which it supplanted ; but the relation of this 
assumed original to the main stock of J is obscure. 
In  any case our J was not P s  sole source in Gen. 1-11.3 

From its very nature P's compend lacks the living 
interest of J E s  fuller narrative. From a literary point 
of view also there is a vast distance between the free- 
dom, ease, and poetic charm of the older writers and 
the stiff and constrained style of P, who always seems 
to be labonring not to be misunder~tood.~ Theologic- 
ally, on the other hand, P stands on a higher plane 
than his predecessors. The unity of God is assumed 
without controversy; God is absolute and supramundane ; 
creation is a transcendent act for which a specific term 
is necessary ; history is in an eminent sense the work 
of God, the execution of a divine plan; revelation is 
without sensible mediation-theophanies, angels, dreams 
have disappeared ; its successive stages, marked by the 
names of God-Elohim, El-Shaddai, YahwB-corre- 
.spond to three stages in the history of religion, the 
covenants with Noah, Abraham, and Israel. The 
religious institutions of Israel had their origin at Sinai ; 
sacrifices were not offered in the patriarchal age. 
Anthropomorphisms are avoided, or reduced to those 
harmless figures without which men can hardly speak 
of a personal God at a l l ;  anthropopathisms are still 
more scrupulously shunned. The mythical elements 

1 See Wellhausen, Pr0Z.W 331-336=Hist. Isr. 3 2 7 8  ('84). 
2 Even for Gen. 23 it is perhaps unnecessary to assume a 

snecial source. Gen. 14 was not contained in P ! RCP 8 8. . 
- 3  On these points see HoGingei,-E%Z.-g 45.- ' --- " -- 
4 See HEXATEUCH Ei 19 where these points are more fully 

On the &le & P see Nald. Unfem. 108 19:: Hol- discussed. 
zinger, E X .  3 4 9 8 ;  Dr. Znfrod(6) 1 2 9 3  
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in the primzeval histocy are almost completely eIiminated 
or neutralised. The chapters in the lives of the fore- 
fathers which gave offence to a more refined morality 
are passed over in silence. The colourlessness of P s  
narrative is in p a t  due to this expurgation. Alike in 
the lofty theology, the historical pragmatism, and the 
moral depuration, the reflection of a later age is mani- 
fest.1 

The removal of P leaves a continuous and almost 
complete history, extending, like that of P, from the 

creation of the world to the death of *' Sources: JE* Joseph,2 in which we recognise the 
second chief source used by the author of ouI- Genesis 
(JE). This narrative has a distinctly popular character, 
resembling the older parts of the books of Judges and 
Samuel. The stories are such as we may suppose to 
have been gathered from living tradition, and they are 
told with the spirit and freedom of the best folk-tales. 
Compared with P, this source as a whole represents a 
less advanced stage of religions development. Certain 
differences in this respect which may be observed in 
particular stories, as well as some diversities of con- 
ception and expression, might be attributed to the diverse 
origin of the stories or to divergence in oral trzdition. 
The numerous and striking doublets in the patriarchal 
history, however, and especially the way in which they are 
combined, prove that the material of JE was not drawn 
immediately from popular tradition, that the author 
had before him at least two older written histories of 
this period.3 One of these histories (J) from the be- 
ginning uses the name Yahwb; the other (E), like P, 
throughout Genesis employs only EZ5hfm or hii-EZihhim 
-a peculiarity which for a time deceived the critics, 
and led them to attribute the elohistic stories of the 
patriarchs to P, with which they have otherwise no 
affinity.4 In all other respects E is much more nearly 
akin to J ;  the resemblanbe in matter, form, and spirit 
IS indeed so close that, where for any reason the criterion 
>f the divine names fails us, it is often impossible to 
ietermine with confidence from which of the two sources, 
I or E, certain parts of the composite narrative are 
lerived. The difficulty of the analysis is enhanced by 
.he fact that the author of the older history (RJE) united 
lis parallel sources more intimately, and in general 
reated his material more freely than did the author of 
)nr Genesis (Rp).5 In the analysis of J E  there is there- 
'ore a wider margin of uncertainty, and much greater 
liversity of opinion among critics. 

The  narrative of E begins abruptly in Gen. 20, plunging into 
.he midst of the story of Ahraham:a the beginning has not 
ieen preserved.7 In  20-22 E is the principal source (J in 21 ~n 
za 66 7-combined with P-33 22 20-24 ; RJe 20 18 21 34 22 146- 
r8). I n  24f: the removal of the parts assigned above to P (0 2 )  
.eaves the narrative of J unmixed.8 At the beginning of 26 
:1-6) RIE has enlarged upon the original text of J which may be 
Pcognised in iaa 6 za 3 a  6 (5  Rn); 15 18 are also by R,,; 
:he remainder is from J. In 27 1.4; J is the main source : 6;t 
:he duplication at more than one oint and certain peculiarities 
If expression show that the (closery parallel) narrative of E has 
also been laid under contribution ; to the latter we may with 
iome probability ascribe the verses which represent Jacob as 
ieceiving his father by wearing kid skin on his neck and hands.9 

* See We. ProZ.14) chap. 8=Hist. Isv., chap. 8 ['84]' Sta. 

Z%Exhibited in Addis, The Documents of fhe Hexatezrch, 1 
?VI 2 1 4 4 8  ; HolziAger, Einl. 3 7 6 3 ;  Dr. Introd.(6). 1i.8 
..93). 

8 This may be most clearlyseen in Gen. 20-22. Cp HIS- 

4 See HEXATEUCH 05 2 6 8  12. 
6 Those critics whd l<ke b i .  suppose that E and J separately 

Mere united with P b; R are lkd in their analvsis to ascribe to 

rORICAI. LITERATURE, (i Zf: 

I a great deal which belongs to RJE, and thus to form an errone- 
IUS notion of the character of J. 

6 E seems to have been used, however, by R,, in the first 
rerses of 15. 

7 For a conjecture as to the reason, see Kue. Hex. 8, n. 8. 
3n the question whether E originally had a primaeval history 
2arallel to Gen. 1-11 see below, 0 7. 

8 Some transposition has probably taken place in 24-26. 
9 An exact analysis is impossible; by more or less proh- 

ible conjecture we may assign to E 16 46 11-13 16 186 19 21-23 
!8a zgaa soap 336 34 39. 
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In  28 10-22, uv. II f: 17 f: 20-22 are from E (13-16 R,,). The 
greater part of 29f: is from J : but with a considerable, though 
not always precisely definable, admixture of E-notice the 
interchange of Yahwe and Eliibim the double etdmologies of 
the names of several of Jacob's chidren (30 16 and 18, 20, 23 and 
24). and the different accounts of Laban's contract with Jacob 
(30 25&).' Chap. 31 is chiefly from E (J in I 3 z 5 - q  46 48-so*). 
To E belong also 31 55-3:! z [33 1-31 136-21 [146-22] 23 [24] ; the 
rest of the chapter is from J (P RJE 9-12 [10-131 32 [331). In  
33 J is still the chief source (E in 56, perhaps 8-IO* 186-20). The 
groundwork of 34 is J (I-3* 7 II $ 13" 19 25" 26 30 3); the 
second element, ascribed by some critics to Ez, is more probably 
of later origin (see above, $2). Chap. 35 1-8 16-20 are chiefly E ; 
21 f:* J (the rest of the chapter is from P). Chap. 36 10-39, or 
at  least 31-39 are ascribed by many to J (or Jz). In  37 J is 
found in z* 3 f: 12-18 (in the main) zoa 21 236 25-27 28* 32 f: 
35 ; the remainder is from E. In  the rest of the story of Joseph 
the two sonrces are not so closely interwoven; the author's 
method was to make large extracts from one or the other intro- 
ducing here and there traits taken from the parallel na&ative. 
Thus 38 39 are almost wholly from J (traces of E in 3Q 1-7) ; 40- 
42 are from E, with spotadic verses or clauses of J (4016 36 56 
156 ; 41 41 49* ; 42 z a  46-6a 7 27 f: 38) : 433 again are from J 
(E only in 41 14 236) : 46-4R 5a are chiefly E (J in 45 ~a z* 46 5* 
13f:  28 46ra); 4628-476 4713-26 29-31 is from J ;  in 48 E is 
found in I 86 9a 106-12 r5f: 20-22 : the rest (after P is removed) 
is J. Chap. 49 1-27 the so-called Blessing of Jacob was prob- 
ably included in J. ' Chap. 50 1-11 14 are chiefly, if hot wholly, 
from J : 15-25 from E. For a fuller exhibition of the grounds 
and resnlts of the analysis, and discussion of particular points, 
see the works whose titles are given in 5 9. 

The history of the patriarchs is related at considerable 
length in both T and E. The two narratives are in 

' 

- 
5. Character of general closely parallel, representing 

the sources : slightly different versions of the same 
and E in stories. These chapters therefore offer 

Gen. 12-60.2 
the most favourable opportunity for a 
comparison of the two sources. From 

a literary point of view J is the better narrator. His 
vocabulary is rich and varied : while the intractable 
Semitic sentence becomes in his hands wonderfully 
flexible and expressive. He tells his story directly, 
swiftly, with almost epic breadth, and with just that 
degree of circumstance which gives the note of reality. 
Nor is he simply content to bring before us with un- 
equalled vividness the external action ; he makes us 
enter into the inner drama, the feelings, and motives of 
the actors.3 

The religious element in the stories &constant and 
pervasive. The forefathers are favourites of YahwB, 
who guides them in all their migrations, and is with 
them everywhere to protect and bless them. He appears 
to them in person, and holds converse with them as a 
man with his friends; they answer him with pious 
reverence, but with the freedom of intimacy.' YahwA 
is the living God of simple faith and childlike imagina- 
tion ; reflection has not yet begun to find his immediate 
intervention in the ordinary affairs of men inconsistent 
with his exalted Godhead. The morality of the patri- 
archs naturally reflects in the main the moral standards 
of the author's age ; in this, as in religion, the forefathers 
are idealised by popular legend, and are not consciously 
created ideal figures. A didactic aim, a disposition to 
underscore the lesson of the story, nowhere appears. 
The ' fine vein of ethical and religious reflection ' which 
has sometimes been attributed to J is the result in part 
of an erroneous analysis : in part it comes of ascribing 
to the author the very modern reflections of his inter- 
preters. Of the influence of the prophetic movement 
of the eighth century there is no trace in those parts 
of J which on other grounds we have reason to regard as 
original ; the work represents the soil in which the new 
prophecyhad its roots, not the first fruits of that prophecy. 

E is not quite the equal of J in the art of narrative or 
in mastery of the language : though the distance between 
them is not very great. The treatment is on the whole 

1 In 29 E is generally recognised in I 15-18 ; others include 
15-23, or even 15-30 (except 26, and the verses given to P). In 
30 the parts ascribed to E are I-3a 6 8 17-2oa zzaj3 236 26 28 : 
in 30 3 1 3  RJB has made many additions or changes. 

2 See especially Holzinger, EinZ., $8 13-17, 24.26; Kittel, 
Nisi. 1 A 8. 

3 Sei, e.g., Gen. 43f. 4 See, e.g., Gen. 18. 
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less poetical, the impression which his story makes less 
vivid. Compared with the parallels in J, the patriarchal 
legends in E show the beginnings of theological reflec- 
tion. The consistent avoidance of the name YahwA 
down to the moment of its revelation to Moses (Ex. 3 14) 
is evidence of this. The story of the offering of Isaac, 
teaching that God refuses human sacrifice, and accepts 
a ram instead of the firstborn, is also from E.' True 
theophanies, such as J describes, do not occur in E ; if 
God appears to men, it is not in bodily reality, but in 
dreams ; when he speaks to them, it is by a voice from 
heaven. The idealising of the patriarchs goes a step 
farther : Abraham, for example, is a prophet, whose 
intercession is effectual with God;  a disposition to 
remove or mitigate offensive traits of the tradition is 
hardly to be ignored. There is also a touch of learning 
in E ; he notes that the Syrian Laban spoke Aramaic 
(Jegar-sahadutha; but see GALEED, I), and that the 
ancestors of Israel in their old home beyond the 
Euphrates were heathen ; especially in things 
Egyptian - topography, customs, nanies, etc., he 
brings out a good deal of knowledge. In this also E 
appears to be younger than J. 

The great mass of material common to J and E ,  and. 
the close resemblance, even in details, between the two 
versions of the patriarchal story, prove that they must 
have had a proximate common source, in which the 
traditions of the forefathers had been united, and to a 
certain degree fixed. 

I n  this common stock, from which both J and E are drawn, a 
fusion of the traditions of Israel and Judah had already been 
effected ; traditions of the central sanctuaries-Bethel, Shechem 
Gilgal-stand side by side with those of Hebron and the remote; 
south-Beersheba and Beer-lahai-roi-and of Mahanaim and 
Penuel E. of the Jordan.8 There can he no doubt that this 
fusion took dace  in Israel. rather than in Tudah :4 observe that 
-in J as we'll as in E-Richel is the beloved of facoh Leah the 
unloved wife who was foisted on him by deceit. tdat Joseph 
and Benjamin are his favourite sons ; and that Jos)epb is the one 
character who is throughout above reproach, The variations 
which J and E present in the reproduction of this common tra- 
dition are in part attributable to the individuality of the authors 
in part as has been already intimated, to a somewhat differen; 
religio;s point of view; in part, however, they reflect the 
particular interests of Israel and Judah. When we find, for 
example, in the story of Joseph and his brethren that in E 
Reuben is the good brother who tries to save Joseph'from them 
and is afterwards their leader and spokesman, as it was hi: 
birthright to be, whilst in J this d e  is played by Judah, we can 
hardly fail to recognise in the latter a Judean recension of a 
story which in its origin was certainly Ephraimite. 

Critics are agreed, without d i ~ s e n t , ~  that E was written 
in the northern kingdom. In regard to J there is not 

6. Age of 
_I n 

the- same unanimity, some scholars 
attributing it also to an Ephraimite 
author,' whilst the maioritv believe it to and E 

Or JWE'- be of Tudaean origin. . Thk reasons for 
the former opinion, however, prove no more than that 
the common stock of Israelite tradition from which both 
J and E are drawn was collected and systematised 
at the Ephraimite sanctuaries ( 5  5 ,  end). On the 
other hand, we have already noted in the story of Joseph 
( 5  5 ,  end) one decisive indication that J gives us :L 
Judzan version of the history. This is confirmed by 
other evidence. The legends of Abraham and especially 
of Isaac-the heroes of the southern saga-are given 
much more fully in J than in E ;  and, what is more 
significant, the original locality of the story is preserved, 
whilst in E Abraham is removed from Hebron to Beer- 
jheba, a sanctuary much frequented by pilgrims from 
the northern kingdom. In other points also the greater 
interest of J in the situation in the south of Palestine is 

1 Not, however, from the oldest stratum. 
2 These passages, like 22, are believed by some critics to be 

,econdary (Ez). 
3 The brother pairs, Isaac /and Ishmael, Jacob and Esau, 

6eerhaps belonged originally to the southern and the northern 
radition respectively. The real relation of Jacob to Israel is 
lot clear. see JACOB 4 6. 
4 We. > m l . ( 4 )  323 Holz. EhL 161. 
5 [See, however Wi. GI, ii.1 6 See Holz. EinL 08 20, 28, 61. 
7 Schr., Reuss in a modified form also Kue. 
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manifest ; note the genealogies of (Joktan) Keturah, 
Ishmael, Esau (all J ; see GENEALOGIES i., fj 4) ; the 
large space given to the relations of Jacob and Esau ; 
local Judzan clan-legends such as Gen. 38 ;  Kenite 
traditions in the primzval history, etc. (see CAIN). 

There is no evidence of literary dependence on either 
side ; what J and E have in common is drawn from the 
common stock of tradition. A comparison of the two 
such as we have made in fj 5 ,  especially in their religious 
standpoint, shows that J is the more primitive ; E gives 
signs of more advanced historical and theological reflec- 
tion. Since we have no reason to think that the 
development of the southern kingdom was much behind 
that of Israel, we may safely infer that J is the older of 
the two sources.1 Both were written at a time when 
the national spirit was unbroken, and when the ancient 
holy places which are the scenes of so much of the 
patriarchal history were in all their glory. Nor did the 
authors who tell with so much interest of the founding 
of the cultus at these sanctuaries dream that the worship 
which was offered to YahwA there in their own day was 
not acceptable to him. They wrote, therefore, before 
the fall of the northern kingdom (734, 721 B . c . )  ; and 
since even E is untouched by the teaching or the spirit 
of Hosea,2 we must take our lower limit at least a 
generation earlier, say about 750 B.C. 

The rare historical allusions in Genesis do not enable us to  
determine the date of the two sources more exactly. Gen. 9 2 j 
presupposes the complete subjection of the Canaanites, the work 
of David and Solomon ; 27 29 u) refers to the conquest of Edom 
by David, and 40 to the re-establishment of its independence 
under Joram (died 842 B.C. ; 2 K. 8 2 0 3 )  * 31 44 3 (J and E) 
derives its significance from the conflicts bltween Israel and the 
Aramaeans of Damascus over the frontier in Gilead in the second 
half of the ninth century. The Egyptian names in the story of 
JoFeph (E. 7Ez) in the judgment of competent Egyptologists 
point to thd iimes of the twenty-sixth dynasty (7th cent. B.c.). 
T o  this century Gen. 22 also probably brings us. 

The allusions in the prophets of the eighth century, 
especially in Amos and Hosea, to the patriarchal stories 
are not of such a nature as to make it certain whether 
they are derived from J or E, or from some other source. 
On the w:iole. so far as the evidence in Genesis goes, 
we should be inclined to assign to E a date near the 
middle of the eighth century, while J may be put a half- 
century or more earlier. 

Additions have been made to both J and E by later hands. 
Thus, Gen. 12  10.20, though exhibiting affinity to J, is manifestly 
a younger variant of the story 266.11 ( ) and is violently 
intruded in its present connection. A n u m k  of other passages 
are regarded by most critics as secondary accretions to the 
original narrative of J ; 3  it is in some cases difficult to say 
whether they should be ascribed to RJE or to previous editors of 
J. (On the strata of J in the primaeval history see 5 7 below.) 
The  secondary elements in E are in Genesis of lbss importance; 
one strand of 34 is by some thought to have this origin.& 

In uniting J and E, RIE plainly desired to make the 
history as complete as possible, and took pains to omit 
no significant detail which he found in either narrative.5 
He adapted his method to the nature of the sources and 
their mutual relations ; sometimes transcribing almost 
unchanged long passages from one or the other, some- 
times so closely interweaving them as to baffle our 
analysis. In general he appears to reproduce the text 
of his authors faithfully, though not altogether so 
mechanically as Rp. His own additions are for the 
most part designed either to connect and harmonise the 
extracts from the sources or to emphasise the religious 
motives of the history. The language of these additions 
resembles that of J rather than of E ; but in both thought 
and style there is a marked approximation to the 

1 This is of course not inconsistent with the fact that in many 

2 Later additions to E (Ez), which in Genesis are not 

8 (:en. 13 

cases E has preserved a more primitive form of the tradition. 

many, are here disrecarded. 

3euteronomic school. There is no doubt that the 
iuthor was a Judzean, and that his history was composed 
n the seventh century. In Genesis there is nothing to 
ndicate whether he wrote before or after the reforms of 
.he year 621. Nor are there in this book more than 
iporadic traces of a Deuteronomistic redaction. 

We have seen that E first appears in the story of 
4braham (Gen.20-22 ; perhaps in 15 1-j) ; if this source 

,. in the also included a history of the beginnings 
Primseval of mankind, no part of it has been 
History,  reserved.^ In the primaeval history 

Gen. l-ll.l the subtraction of P leaves a narrative 
which has the general characteristics of J. 

lloser examination shows, however, that this narrative 
s not consistent throughout. It was long ago observed 
that by the side of the Yahwistic version of the deluge- 
myth there are passages which know nothing of the 
qeat flood, and by all their implications exclude such a 
Zatastrophe. This is conspicuously the case with the 
iccount of the origin of civilisation among the posterity 
3f Cain (417-24) ; further, in 920-27 11 1-9 (see CAINITES, 

Nor, if we remove the story of 
the flood and what else is obviously connected with it, 
does the remainder appear to be homogeneous ; chap. 
41-16, for example, is in striking conflict with 417-22 (see 
CAIN). The conviction has thus forced itself upon 
xitics that J in Gen. 1-11 is not a unit;  and much 
labour and ingenuity have been expended in efforts to 
solve the difficult problems which the chapters p r e ~ e n t . ~  

The simplest hypothesis is that the original primaeval history 
of J, which embraced 2 46-3 4 I za 166-24 6 1-4 9 20-27 11 1-5, was 
;u plemented by another writer who introduced the Babylonian 
deyuge-myth ; a Sethite genealogy (now supplanted by Ps) of 
which only 4 25f: 5 zg remain (see SETHITES) ; and an ethno- 
graphical table in the form of a genealogy of which parts are 
preserved in chap. 10 : chap. 4 za* 3-r6a though also secondary, 
IS of different ori& and was probabl; inserted by an earlier 
hand.4 A metgodical and acute attempt to explain the 
phenomena by the hypothesis of composition has been made by 
Budde,5 who supposes that two distinct, though not independ- 
ent, Yahwistic versions of the primaeval history were combined 
by, a third hand. The older of these (I,), the ancient Hebrew 
primseval history, comprised substantially the same parts of 
Gen. 1-11 that are ascribed by Kuenen to the original text of 
J. A. later writer (J?) enlarged this to a primaeval history of 
mankind by taking up the Babylonian mythical cycle trans- 
formed in the spirit of a lofty monotheism. This writer incor- 
porated in his work as much of J as he was able to adapt to his 
other material and to his religious standpoint ; producing thus, 
not a n  enlarged edition of J1 hut a counterpart designed to 
supersede it. A subsequent editor (J3) united J1 and J2, 
harmonising them as well as he was able. It was in this com- 
posite form that the Yahwistic narrative in Gen. 1-11 lay before 
the author of the Hexateuch (Rp) and was by him combined 
with the primreval history of P.6 

Two chapters in Genesis have been thought to be 
derived from special sources. (a) Gen. 14 narrates the 
8. Special campaign of Chedorlaomer, king of Elam, 

and his allies or vassals in Palestine, 
sources ; Abraham's pursuit of them, deliverance of 

Gen'14-49' Lot, recovery of the spoil of Sodom, and 
meeting with Melchizedek, king of Salem and priest of 
EL'eIy6n. 

z ; DELUGE, 8 14). 

Opinions differ widely about the historical value of this 
chapter, some critics regarding it as a factitious legend, without 
any discoverable basis of fact, whilst others take it for a substan- 
tially trustworthy record of that remote age. This much 
controverted question is discussed in the article CHEDORLAOMER ; 
here we must confine ourselves to the literary problem. It is 
now generally recognised that in its present form the story 
cannot be derived from any one of the chief sources of the 

1 For the literature see 5 9. 
2 Among the Greeks Zoilus wrote a history from the theogony 

to the death of Philip (his own time), while Ephorus began his 
history with the migration of the Heracleidre. 
3 For a synopsis of various theories see Holzinger, Einl. 

$ ' 9 .  
4 Thus Kue. Hex. 5 13, n. 26 ; similarly We. CH(3) 7-14. 
6 Li'rgesch. 4 5 j 3  
6 Budde endearours to define minutely the work of these 

successive redactors and to restore the primitive text of J1. 
For a synopsis of his argument and results, see Holzinger. In  
accordance with his theoryofthe relation of thesources, Dillmann 
ascribes the flood stratum in Gen 1-11 to J ; the passages which 
conflict with this part of the narrative were found by J in one of 
his sources (presumably E) and recast by him. 
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Pentateuch. Dillmann and Kittel (cp Ewald) endeavour to 
show that the late author (R or RP) found the substance of the 
story in E, which in turn drew the facts from an older special 
source, presumably a Canaanite account of the Elamite invasion.1 
The point of view and interest of the story are, however, dis- 
tinctlv Israelite throushout : there is no trace of a different 
repregentation ; the 
furnished more than 

supposed foreign original can hardly have 
the mere setting-Dillmann himself admits 

that it may only have narrated the successful participation of 
the Hebrews in the war against the Eastern Kings-and for this 
it is unnecessary to assume a special source. Nor is the 
hypothesis that E furnished the basis of the present text much 
better supported. 

The impression which the contents and style of the 
chapter make as a whole is of affinity with P and the 
midrashic elements in Chronicles rather than with the 
older Israelite historians. 
(4) Gen. 49 ~ 2 7 ~  is a poem, in which the dying 

patriarch Jacob delineates the character and forecasts 
the future of his twelve sons. Praises for some and 
prophecies of power and prosperity are mingled with 
severe censure of others and unfavourable predictions, 
so that Testament of Jacob would be a more suitable 
name for the poem than Ble~sing.~ The predictions 
reflect historical events long subsequent to the supposed 
time of their utterance-the settlement of the tribes in 
Palestine, the decadence of Reuben, the breaking up of 
Simeon and Levi, the rise of Judah to preeminence. 
Nothing in the poem points to a date earlier than the 
establishment of the Davidic kingdom. 

The blessing of Joseph is thought by many critics to contain 
allusions to the northern kingdom (266), and to the Syrian wars 
of the ninth century (233) to which a reference is also found in 
rg(Gad);4 the interpretalion of these verses is, however, con- 
troverted. Reminiscences of the Song of Deborah (Judg. 5) are 
unmistakable in 13f. on the other hand the blessing of Moses 
(Dt. 33) is plainly de’pkndent upon Gen. 49.5 

Some scholars question whether the historical back- 
ground is the same throughout ; the chapter seems to 
them rather a collection of sayings of diverse-origin and 
age, from the period of the Judges to that of the Syrian 
wars, to which only a unity of redaction belongs6 
The poem as a whole makes, however, the impression 
of a work of one conception, though it is not free from 
glosses and perhaps longer interpolations.‘ 

The pre-eminence given to Judah leaves no doubt 
that the author was of that tribe ; the historical allusions 
which can be most certainly traced (in 4 to Gen. 3522 in 
5-7 to Gen. 34) are to the Judaean Tradition (J). It  is, 
therefore, generally, and with all probability, inferred 
that tlfe Testament of Tacob was incorporated in 1. 

See CHEDoRLAoMER and related articles. 
2 See Diestel Der Segen Jaco6s, ’53 : J. P. N. Land, DPs- 

pufatio de carAine Jacobi, ’58 : C. Kohler, Der Segen lac06, 
writ B e r k i s i c l t t i ~ u n ~  des Midyasclt ‘67 ‘ Doorninck, De 
Zegen van /ah06 83. C. J. Ball ’PSB’A 17 164-191 (‘95)’ 
Zimmern Der Jikohsskgen und der Tierkreis ’ Z A  7 1 6 1 d  
(‘92); Cdeyne, ‘ The Blessings on Asher Naphtal!, and Joseph,’ 
PSBA, June ’99. Older literature in D>. Gen.M 456. 

3 I n  this respect it differs from the Blessing of Moses, Dt. 33. 
4 We.. Kue., St. 
6 See DEUTERONOMV 8 25f: 
6 Renan Land Kue$en. 
7 Verse i o  is p h c u l a r l y  suspected : and a6bmay he. 

(ZA TlV 11 2 6 2 8  [‘91]) regards 246-26 as a later addition. 
Fripp 
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criticism; The Hexateuclt, edited by J. E. Carpenter and G. 
Harford-Battersby, 1900. The most exhaustive recent discussion 
of the analysis of Genesis is that carried on in Nebraica by 
Professor W. R. Harper (5 18-73 243-291 G 1-48) and Professor 
W. H. Green (8. 5 137-189 6 log-138 161-zr1 7 1-38) ; see also 
W. H. Green, The Unity ofGenesix, ’95. G. F. M. 

GENNZUS (r€NN&lOy [VI), 2 Macc. 122 RV, AV 
GENNEUS (4.u.). 

GENNESAR ( [ ~ b  8Swp T O G ]  yevv~uap  [A], I Macc. 
1167) and Gennesaret ( y e v v ~ u a p e ~ ;  but D, It. (Vg.), 
Pesh., Syr. Cur. and Lewis, yevu~uap) ,  a name of the 
Sea of Galilee, derived from a district, also called Gen- 
nesaret, on the W. side of the sea;towards its N. end : 
Mt. 1434 and Mk. 653, ‘they came to the land, unto 
Gennesaret’ (Qsl T+V y+jv elr y. [WH]); Lk. 51, ‘he 
was standing by the lake of Gennesaret’ ( rap8 T+V 

Xlyvl)v 7.).  The best form is Gennesar, the ~ D * U  
( ~ D W A )  of the Talmud and the Targums, the yev~uuap 
of Josephus (7. M p v ~  or 4 ~ W U T U U ~ ~ T L S ) .  Talmud 
and Targums identify Gennesaret with the Chinnereth 
of the OT-;.e., the name belongs primarily to a city 
supposed by the Jews to have lain on the W. shore of 
the Sea of Galilee. 

Thus, ‘ Chinnereth,’ said R. Johanan (Mer. 6a), ‘is Gen- 
nesarat. Why? Because its fruits are as sweet as the artichoke 
Q“$).’ According to R. Berachya, however (Bey. Fa& g8), 
Gennesar was so called because it had princely gardens ( 7 2  
D’!$).1 Though Dillmann accepts the old Jewish identification, 
it is difficult to see the critical grounds for this. The very old 
name Chinnereth cannot be corrupted 2 from the recent name 
Gennesar nor can Gennesar have arisen out of Chinnereth. 
It is proiable however that Chinnereth was on the Sea of 
Galilee, and dot imposs:ble that Chorazin is a popular distor- 
tion of the old name Chinnereth (transposition of letters, and 
e for U). Chinnereth (misvocalized?) may be connected with 
Ass. KarEnm, (I) ‘ vine,’ (2) ‘wine’;3 Gennesar is most probably 
from 13, ‘garden’ or ‘plantation,’ and 101 ‘Galilee’4 (or a 
district of Galilee), a collateral form of which name (7x3 or r,i?tj) 
is implied in the use of NazorEan (va<opaiac) for Galilean in 
Mt. 223, and in the phrase the [Nekarite Bethlehem,’ (& n q  
n9y4[11) in contradistinction to ‘Bethlehem of Judah * (see 
NAZARETH, and cp JOSEPH iii., SJ). 

The classical passage on the Zand of Gennesaret is 
Jos. BJiii. 10 8.5 The length of the district is estimated 
at 30 stadia, its breadth at 20. ‘ I t  is marvellous in 
beauty. The hardy walnut-tree grows there, but none 
the less the palm, which flourishes in hot climes, and 
close to it fig and olive trees. An ambition of nature, 
one might call it. Of the most princely fruits-grapes 
and figs-it gives an unbroken supply for ten months 
together, as well as other kinds. In addition to this 
excellent temperature, it is watered by a most fertilizing 
spring called ~ a ~ a p u a o u p  (Capernaum).’ The Talmud 
is equally enthusiastic (see Neub. GLogy. 45). 

It is no doubt the plain of el-GhuwEr (the little Gh6r), 
which stretches, ‘ in  the form of an irregular paral- 
lelogram, verging almost to a crescent,‘6 from the cliffs 
at ‘Ain et-Tin (‘fountain of the fig tree’) to the hill 
behind Mejdel, on the S., a space measuring 3 m. 
by 14 m. It  is shut in by rugged hills, except on the 
N. and NW., where there is a steep descent from the 
hill-country of Naphtali, and from the plains of Lower 
Galilee, respectively. Its soil is a rich, basaltic loam, 
but cultivated only in patches. The rest is covered 
with thickets of neb15 trees, oleanders, dwarf palm< and 
gigantic thistles and brambles. The melons and cu- 
cumbers grown on the plain are the best and earliest 
in Palestine. This is of course due to the great depres- 
sion of the plain. 

The principal spring is the ‘Ain el-Mudauwera (‘round 

1 Similarly M. Schultze (Gramnz. der arum. Mutterspr. 

2 Cp Keim, 3esus of Nazara, ET, 2 363 ; Porter in Kitto’s 
/ e m ,  45, ‘gardens of a princess ’). 

Cyclojea‘ia. 
3 Cp Jos. Bliii. 108, quoted in next paragraph. 
4 Buhl (Geow. 112). after We. IIGI1). 220. n. 7 (who. how- , - ”,, _ , , - ~ ,  

ever, following Jerome, makes N;! ‘valley’ the first part of the 
name). 

6 Rob. BX 3 277. 6 Cp GASm. HG 446. 
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fountain ’), which is 25 minutes NW. of el-Mejdel. The 
basin, enclosed by a round wall, and alive with small 
fish, is concealed by thickets ; but the water wells out in 
a full stream. The spring which excites the enthusiasm 
of Josephus is no doubt the ‘Ain eL-Tiibiga. 

The Greek name mentioned in the texts of the Pilgrims was 
HeptapEgon ; there are in fact seven springs, mostly hot, which 
to-day supply motive power to a mill. An aqueduct hewn in 
the rock brought the water southward to the plain. This is 
one reason why Tell Ham can hardly be the ancient Capernaum. 
Josephus (see above) is positive as to the name, and there was 
certainly no provision for guiding the water towards Tell Htim.1 
‘Ain et-Tin, near which is Khan Minyeh (the most probable site 
for CAPERNAUM), is distinguished for the sweetness of Its water, 
which bursts forth impetuously and hurries to the lake. Close 
at hand are other springs; hence, in Burckhardt’s time, the 
pastures of Minyeh were proverbial for their richness. The 
largest volume of water, however is that supplied by the WLdy 
er-Rabadiyeh, which is scattered ‘over the plain in all direc- 
tions by small canals and watercourses (Rob. BR 3 285). On 
the sites of biblical localities, and on the gospel references, see 
GALILEE, SEA OF. T. K. C. 

GENNEUS RV Gennzeus ( r e  N N& I oy [VI - N eoy [A] ; 
in Syr. *jj 73), apparently the father of APOLLONIUS, 5 (2 Macc. 
12z), who is thus distinguished from the other two men of that 
name mentioned in z Macc. 3 5 421. 

The Hebrew term GQim (i?k!)-i. e . ,  
‘ nations ’-is specially used for the aggregate of non- 
Israelite nations (Neh. 58), as opposed to and con- 
trasted with Israel, socially, racially, politically (Ps. 21), 
and religiously (Ps. 135 15). As connoting this contrast, 
1. Terms. gu’yim is translated in AV often, and in RV 

less frequently (see Preface), ‘ Gentiles ’ or 
‘heathen ’ (in d commonly bOvy, in Vg. gentes) ,  w4iilst 
py, ‘am (used of Israel-e.g., Ex. 1513 Is. 426 Di.), is 
rendered ‘people’ A d s ,  $puZus. In Rom. 2 9 J ,  AV 
inconsistently renders PXXyv ‘ Gentile,’ thus effacing the 
later antithesis between Jew and Greek (see HELLENISM, 

In the Apocrypha and N T  the same distinction is preserved 
side by side with the new one just referred to. In Lk. 2 32 t B q  
and ha& uou m p q h  are contrasted. 

From another point of view the contrast between Israelites 
and non-Israelites is expressed by the term pyd7, &Zi7il, 
‘wicked’ = 093, gi?yim ‘nations’ @.E., Ps. 0 5  [GI). Other 
general terms used synonymously with gtyirn are : 1]3~y 
‘ainmiiit, Lev. 20 24 26 Ps. 33 IO, and often ; n?BN ’umntint, 
Ps. 117 I ; p 5 ,  Ze’ummzm, Ps. 2 I. All these terms=jeoj&s, 
Also O ~ K  n r‘hdnz, ‘man,’ Jer. 3220 zech. 9 I and ~ 7 ~ - 9 1 2  
b’ne ’ddhdin, ‘ sons of men,’ Ps. 53 z 131 (Smend, T ReL-gesch: 
380); fill!, ’tu:!, ‘man,’ Ps. 56 I [ z ]  (We., in Smend, 380). 
Similarly, in NT, xdufios is used of the world, excluding and 
opposed to the Church. 

The individual foreigner is q23, nokke, E V  ‘stranger,’ 
‘breigner’; -m-q~, 6’ne nzhhcir, RV ‘strangers’; 71, e&?, EV 
‘stranger’; or, if he becomes a resident alien, 73, ~ Z Y ,  E V  
‘stranger,“sojourner’; ldin, ta&iZA, EV ‘stranger “sojourner.’ 
I n  the later books of OT (z Ch. 30 zj ; Bertholet, SdZZungd. ISY. 
178) and in later Heh., 72, gzr, ‘Proselyte.’ Cp STRANGER, 
PROSELYTE. 

During its nomad life, Israel was scarcely a well- 
defined whole, clearly marked off from all non-Israelite 

GENTILES. 

§ 2). 

2. Israel before 
the Conquest 

of Canaan. 

peoples; its constituent elements were 
still somewhat variable. Some of the 
tribes or clans which afterwards con- 
stituted Israel may have been, at times, 

connected with non-Israelites as closely as with Israel, if 
not moreclosely. Israel, at this stage, figures as aloosely 
connected group of tribes or clans, similar in character 
to the other groups which made up the wandering 
population of the Arabian and Syrian deserts. Genesis 
(J, fdlowed later by P) suggests that the first stage of 
the religious differentiation of Israel is the consciousness 
on the part of these Arab and Syrian nomads of a 
religious and ethical status distinct from that of the 
more civilised Chaldaeans. In response to a divine call 
Abraham and Lot migrate westward. 

In our present text o z y  P narrates the migration of Terah 
and therefore of Nahor the ancestor of Laban hut that of Nahor 
seems implied in J, Gen. 24 : cp E, 31 53 ‘ th; God of Abraham 
and the God of -Nahor.’ T h k  group,-Abraham, Lot, Nahor, 

1 Cp H. von Soden, Reisebyieje, 5 160 (‘98). 
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stands for Israel the Ishmaelite Keturaite and other Arabs 
(Gen. 2220-24), Akmon, Moab aAd Edom, dnd Arani. So in 
Gen. 9 26 Yahwb is the God of Shem. Also Lot-&?., Moab Hnd 
Ammon-is the subject of Yahwb‘s special care ; Ishmael and 
Edom are blessed of Yahwi:, and Laban speaks of Jacob as 
‘Blessed of Yahwi:,’ Gen. 2431. 

As these ideas of tribal kinship are not likely to have 
arisen after the settlement in Palestine, we may prob- 
ably regard them as handed down by tradition from 
the nomad period. Thus apparently the Israelite 
tribes in their nomad state regarded themselves as part 
of a complex of tribes of a similar religious status, in a 
measure superior to or, at any rate, distinct from that 
of other peoples. At the same time each tribe and 
group of tribes would have its own sacra, whose 
sanctity, however, could not differ in kind from those of 
other tribes. Thus, on the one hand, the idea of the 
@yim or non-Israelite peoples as contrasted in religious 
status with Israel was for the present impossible-(a) 
because Israel was not yet a nation clearly marked off‘ 
from kindred clans, ( b )  because Israel was unconscious 
of any difference in kind between its own and other 
religions. On the other hand, the elements of the dis- 
tinction between Israel and the gciyim were present- 
(a) in the special relation of Israel and its kindred 
tribes to YahwB, and ( b )  in the possession by each tribe 
or group of tribes of its own special sacra. 

The settlement in Canaan and the stirring incidents 
that Dreceded it, united Israel by a common history, cut 

3. israel in off the nation iron, the nomad <ribes, 
Canaaninthe and fixed and defined not only its 
pre-prophetic national scope, constitution, and life, 

. . but also its suecial relation to YahwB. 
The necessar; wars of the earlv ueriod. 

, I  , 
and especially the strong united monarchy of Saul, 
David, and Solomon contributed to strengthen the new- 
born self-consciousness of Israel. The settlement in 
Canaan, however, as has been shown elsewhere, also 
brought into play an exactly opposite tendency (see 
ISRAEL, $ 8JS  GOVERNMENT, IIJT). 

In  the early periods of the settlement in Canaan, Israel had 
no sense of any marked contrast, religious or otherwise, between 
itself and the Canaanites, so that down to the appearance of 
Elijah it shows little trace of any religious particularism. I t  is 
true, it made special claims for its national God, but only in the 
same sense as the nejghbouring peoples. It does not seem to 
have risen to theconsciousness that Yahwb wasabsolutelyunique 
and had universal and exclusive claims to obedience. Othe; 
gods also are thought of as real, with .legitimate claims over 
their own peoples. An exile from the land of Yahwi: must serve 
other gods (. S. 2619). Probably Am. 7 17 Hos. 9 3 8  represent 
traditional ideas in speaking of foreign lands as unclean-i.e., 
not admitting of the worship of Yahwb. Chemosh is able to 
bestow an inheritance on the Ammonites (Judg. 11 24 ; Smend, 

The attitude of Israel towards foreigners is largely 
conditioned by the chronic hostility common to half- 
civilised nations in primitive times. War is sacred, 
and YahwB the national champion ; hence the enemies 
of Israel are also the enemies of YahwB, and their de- 
struction (see BAN, § zJ) is a religious act well-pleasing 
to him. On the other hand, hospitality to strangers 
is a sacred duty, and the resident alien (73,) is carefully 
protected and provided for. Moreover, Israel had 
friends and allies as well as enemies. The patriarchal 
narratives of J E  were doubtless current during this 
period. The close kinship claimed with Moab, Edom, 
Ammon, Aram, and the Arabs suggests friendship and 
even a certain community of religious feeling between 
Israel and many of its neighbours (see above) ; compare 
the alliances with Tyre and Hamath. Moreover, accord- 
ing to J, the human race is of one divinely-created stock 
descended through Noah from Adam. Neither the 
character of Israel itself nor its relations to its neigh-. 
bours suggest that the term foreigner connoted any 
religious ideas peculiar to Israel. On the other hand, 
the population of the Hebrew state was very hetero- 
geneous. In addition to the surviving Canaanites, ac- 
cording to Ex. 1238 Nu. 11 4 (JE), Israel included foreign 
elements before the settlement ; and the many refer- 
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ences to resident aliens ( o w )  suggest that there were 
in Israel considerable numbers of other foreigners.1 
As has been well pointed out, the religious status 
of foreigners in Israel did not differ essentially from 
their status elsewhere. The relations of Israel to resi- 
dent aliens are political and social rather than spirituaLa 
This does not of course apply to the permanent non- 
Israelite population, Canaanites, etc. As we have seen, 
the interaction of religious influences between the latter 
and Israel is a most important feature in the develop- 
nient of the Hebrew attitude towards non-Israelites and 
their religion. During this period the tendency \\.as 
towards assimilation and syncretism. 

In tracing the development of the doctrine of the 
g@im, it is convenient to treat the prophets and Judaism 

The Prophets. as two consecutive stages ; but no 
hard and fast chronological line can 

be drawn between them : they overlap for a considerable 
period. It is not merely that there were germs of 
Judaism in the prophets, and that the writings, and, 
in some measure, the ideas and spirit of the prophets 
survived even to the Christian era;  the great move- 
ment which began with Amos and Hosea continued at 
least till 2 Isaiah ; whilst Judaism begins formally in 
Deuteronomy, and Ezekiel belongs far more to the 
Judaistic than to the prophetic stage of,’Jewish theology. 

i. PurticziZua,-ism. -Jewish particularism had its root 
in the reaction against the syncretistic terfdencies of the 
previous period. Elijah, Elisha. and their successors 
felt that Baal-worship, or any confusion of Yahwi: with 
Baal or Moloch, or any assimilation of his worship to 
theirs, corrupted the national life and dissolved that 
close union of Yahwb with Israel which was essential 
to the very existcnce of the nation. The struggle was 
continued, in varying forms, till the fall of Jerusalem 
in 70 A.D. In a measure the prophets started from 
the conception of national gods to whom the nation 
should be loyal (Jer. 2 n - e . 8 ,  Israel to Yahwb ; but 
their application of ,the principle was novel. National 
gods expected a profusion of sacrifices from their 
peoples ; but if they were duly honoured they did not 
grudge any tribute offered by their worshippers to other 
gods. The prophets and JE, however, claimed for 
Yahwb Israel’s exclusive homage (Ex. 203). 

This protest againstyahwe heingconfounded or associated with 
‘other gods’ involved an assertion of his unique character and 
authority. When the prophetic revelation declared the absolute 
morality of Yahwk it implied alike his uniqueness (Kayser- 
Marti OT Theol. T)42) and his supremacy. ‘ Other gods ’ who 
neithir professed morality themselves nor exacted it fro; their 
worshippers, were obviously inferior and abominable (ni>pb ; 
Dt. 7 25f: 27 15 Is. 44 19). Yahwe‘s supremacy over the nations 
is implied in the prophetic oracles concerning foreign nations, 
in his use of Assyria and Chaldaea as instruments to chastise 
Israel and this uniqueness and supremacy are most fully stated 
in 2 &ah ; cp also the use of the general term Elahim’for the 
God of Israel in E. While stress is chiefly laid on the incom- 
parable superiority of Yahwe the necessary deductions as to 
‘other gods ’ are drawn with ’increasing clearness. A certain 
reality is still ascribed to them, and their worship by other nations 
seems regarded as legitimate : Dt. 4 19 has been interpreted to 
mean that Yahwkassigned the host of heaven asobjectsofworship 
toall thenationsunder thewhole heaven(cp Jer. 2ri),and,accord- 
ing to Smend (182, zo6), Jer. 2 8 23 13 Is. 3022 31 7 recognise 
a certain reality in heathen gods. Still, they are D’)’>c, ‘no. 
gods’ (Is. 28  etc. Hab. 218 Ezek. 3013)~ D$?h$ 25, ‘not gods ’ 
Uer. 2 11) ; in Dt. 7 26 their images are banned (OlV.) ; so in I K. 
18 Yahwk is shown to he ‘the God’(O’?h? by the discomfiture 
of Baal (cp 2 K. 5 15 19 15-18 Is. 41 23x) .  I n  Is. 44 9-20 and 
the dependent passage, Jer. 10 1-9 (post-exilic addition), the 
foreign gods are identified with their idols and overwhelmed 
with contempt as stocks and stones. In Ezek. 3013 the ‘no- 
gods’ are to perish; cp the Aramaic gloss, Jer. 10 TI. 

This exaltation of Yahwk, in all its varying aspects, 
established a religious contrast between Israel and other 
nations. (a) Baal-worship and the corruptions of the 
high places had arisen from intercourse with foreigners, 

1 The .@rim however, are sometimes Israelites, living in a 
Cp JEREMIAH ii. 

2 Bertholet, 76, slightly paraphrased. 
strange clan or’tribe. 

hence the religious polemic tended to social separatism.. 
( a )  The inferiority of foreign gods implied the religious. 
inferiority of foreigners. ( 6 )  The foreign invaders did 
not recognise that they were instruments of Yahwi: ; 
they went beyond their commission in oppressing Israel, 
and did not acknowledge YahwFs supremacy. Hence 
they excited the righteous indignation of their victims ; 
they set themselves in opposition to YahwB, and gciyinz 
came to represent a world at enmity with him, and 
therefore doomed to destruction (Jer. 102s ; Schultz, 
OT Theol 2 3 7 3 8 ,  ET). (d )  The exaltation of Yahwi:, 
the God of Israel (Dt. passim), implied the exaltation 
of Israel. Israel is the wife of Yahwi: (Hos. 2 3 Jer. 2 2  
Ezek. 16 Is. 545f:), united with him by a special 
covenant (Hos. 218 [zo] Jer. 11 IO, etc.). Judah (and 
especially Jerusalem) is exalted as the special dwelling 
of Yahwi: : Am. 1 z Mic. 4 1-3 =Is. 22-4  (the authorship 
and date of these passages is matter of controversy). 

The growing tendency to particularism is clear in the 
literature. The prophets consistently denounce foreign 
alliances. 

E, in the relations of Abraham ‘the Prophet ’ to Abimelech, 
Gen. 20 21 22-3r, foreshadows the spiritual re eminence of 
Israel (Xertholet 84). According to Smend 6 9 7 j  the concep- 
tion of the anti-rhigious character of the Gentiles is first found 
in Hos. 8 T O  9 I. Dt. 7 1-6 displays fierce hostility to the 
Canaanites of Western Palestine, probably as types of foreign 
races. All intermarriage with them is forbidden. In Dt. 23 
3 [4] the Ammonites and Moahites are excluded from the con- 
gregation of Israel to the tenth generation. So in Hah. 1 4  13 
Israel is righteous (771) and the Chaldzeans wicked (Ye?). 
Lam. 1 IO says of the gQim who sackqd Jerusalem ‘ whom thou 
$lidst forbid to enter thy congregation. 

ii. UniuersaZisism. -Nevertheless, the prophetic exalta- 
tion of Yahwb tended not only to particularism but also 
to universalism. It was, indeed, natural that the suprem- 
acy of Yahw6 over the nations should be thought of 
as  manifesting itself in their chastisement ; thus many 
of the oracles of the nations seem to contemplate their 
utter ruin, especially Jer. 25 15-33 4628. Naturally, too, 
in Is. 60, etc., Israel shares YahwB‘s political supremacy. 
Still, as time went on, it was obvious that although 
many calamities befell the gciyim, and great empires 
like Assyria disappeared, yet the gciyim as a whole 
remained. The fact that their extinction was not,. at 
any rate, the immediate purpose of Yahwb is recognised 
and explained in two ways : (u) Some passages speak 
of the restoration or renewed prosperity of at least a 
remnant of certain nations-e.g., Jer. 46 26 (Egypt) 
4 8 4 7 l  (Moab) 4 9 6 ’  (Ammon) 4 9 3 g 1  (Elam) Ezek. 29 
13 8’ (Egypt). (6) Other passages contemplate a 
double judgment of the giyim, one in the immediate 
future from which they may recover, and another later, 
which will involve their complete and final overthrow. 
In  Ezek. 38J, after the overthrow df Chaldaea, which 
was to be the prelude to the restoration of the Jews, 
Gog and Magog are induced to attack Judah that they 
may be totally destroyed (cp Is. 2422 6 6 1 8 s  Zeph. 3 
8 3; Smend, 381 3). Again, however much Israel 
might be interested in its own political supremacy, 
politics were closely connected with religion. Thus 
YahwB‘s supremacy implied religious claims upon the 
pciy&z, his supremacy was not complete unless they 
acknowledged and obeyed him; but he was the God 
of Israel, and such obedience implied the religious 
supremacy of Israel. 

So in Is. 2 2-42= Mic. 4 1-3 all nations are to come to Zion to  
learn the true religion ; in Is. 19 18-25 2 Egypt and Assyria are to 
be united with Israel as Yahwe‘s people; in Is. 23 17 f 2 the 
merchandise of Tyre is to he consecrated to Yahwk (interpreta- 
tion doubtful); in Jer. 12 1 4 8  the neighboursof Israel are to he 
restored if they will learn the ways of Yahwk (cp 3 17 JQ 16 
1 9 3 : ) .  These ideas of the comprehensio? ofg8iyim amongst the 
worshippers of Yahwk and of the misslon of Israel to reveal 
him, reach their clima; in the passages in which 2 Isaiah sets 
forth the servant of Yahw$--i.e., Israel-as ‘ a  light to the Gen- 

1 According to Kau 

2 Date and authorship doubtful. 
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Co., Jer. 4626 49 6.39 are by Jeremiah, 
but 48 47 is a gloss (noi’in a). All these passages are somewhat 
doubtful. Cp Jeremiah ii. 
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tiles ’ and ‘my salvation unto the ends of the earth ’ (49 6 .  cp 
51 4). So in 42 5 Yahwb’s care is for all mankind in 45 22 Ya’hwb 
appeals to all the ends of the earth to turn to hit;, in 44 5 45 14fl 
5 5 4 s  the restoration of Israel leads the gi)uint to recognise 
Yahw& as the one God; cp I K. 841-43. 

Similarly, Dt. shows a kindly feeling towards some of the 
kindred nations ; in 2 1-13 it was Yahwb who gave Esau and Moah 
their inheritance, and the children of Esau are the brethren of 
Israel ; in 23 7 [SI Edomites and Egyptians are conimended to 
the kindly consideration of Israel. Yahwl? is not wholly taken 
up with Israel, he cares in like manner for Philistines and 
Syrians (Am. 97). Nebuchadrezzar is his servant (Jer. 25 9 )  
and Cyrus his anointed (Is. 45 I). 

Moreover Dt. extends to (he resident alien a share in the 
religious duties and privileges of the Israelite (16,10-17; parti- 
cipation in feasts). The provision of sabbath rest for the g 2 i  
in  Ex. 2010 2312 is often regarded as due to RD (Bertholet, 
102). 

Whenever OT consciously deals with the doctrine of 
man it recognises a religious relation of man as man 
with Yahwk; hence the gu;yim are the objects of the 
justice of Yahwh and may perish under his chastisements, 
but they may also honour and obey him and receive his 
favours. 

We have seen that the prophetic refelation, in exalt- 
ing YahwB above other gods, initiated two apparently 
B. Judaism. contrary tendencies towards (i.) Jewish 

particularism, (ii. ) universalism in re- 
ligion; with a tendency to identify the giyim more 
closely with Israel. We have now tn trace the further 
development of these tendencies. 

I t  should he noted, however first of all, that the prophetic 
exaltation of Yahw& by no me& developed, as we might have 
expected it to do, into an abstract monotheism. I t  is not 
upon the imaginary character of other gods that Judaism dwells 
but upon their subordination to the only God worthy of the nam: 
(Ps. 18 31 [32]). The constant reference to the sacred objects 
of heathenism as ‘abominations,’ ‘filth, etc., suggests of itself 
that a kind of reality, a kind of sanctity (s??) attaches to  them 
(Smend, 206, n. I);  they continue to belong to the class of 
superhuman beings, either as angels or as demons. This, how- 
ever, does but intensify the earnestness of Jewish opposition to 
heathenism. Hence the old question as to the position of 
thegdr27H came to be viewed in a new light. If the Jews were 
to  be absolutely separate from the gay&, they had to decide 
whether to exclude the g 2 H m  altogether or to include them in 
Israel. They adopted the latter course. The gZrim, who had 
shared the captivity, shared also the antagonism of the Jews 
to the Chaldzeans; the differences between Jews and g&+m 
were forgotten in the infinitely greater differences between both 
and their oppressors (Bertholet 110). Thus, for Ezek. 4722 
and P (Ex. 12 49, etc.), the religibus status of theg2Hwz is prac- 
tically identical with that of the Jews. Two important non- 
Israelite bodies were at last formally incorporated into the 
Jewish community by being genealogically connected with 
Israelite tribes, the Kenites with Judah, I Ch. 2 55 4 13, the 
temple-servants with the Levites, I Ch. 631-48 [16-23] 914-34. 
See KENITE, NETHINIM. 

i. JewW particuZoarism.--The shame and misery of 
the exile and of much of the post-exilic period fostered 
and deepened Jewish hatred of foreigners. Their con- 
sciousness of spiritual pre-eminence prompted them to 
claim political distinction. Yahwk gives Egypt, Ethiopia, 
and Seba as a ransom for Israel (Is. 433) .  They were 
constantly exasperated by the contrast between their 
claims and their achievements. The old prophetic con- 
demnation of Israel as corrupt, and the consequent 
sentence of ruin, lay in the background. The psalter 
-which, at any rate in its present form, mainly ex- 
presses the sentiments of post-exilic Judaism -dwells 
with much iteration on the contrast between Israel, 
sinful indeed, but yet the righteous people of YahwB, 
and the g@im, who are wicked (o’yvi) and Gods 
enemies (Ps. 82[3] 682 744-23 833[4] 8951[52]). Israel 
still looked for deliverance through the ruin of the gqim 
(Hag. 221J Zech. 118-21 p 1 - 4 1  14 Dan. 121 Ps. 2 ;  
cp ARMAGEDDON, Rev. 16 12-16 19 11-21). The in- 
tensity of Jewish feeling towards foreigners is specially 
shown by Pss. 7 35 69 109 and the Book of Esther. 
Moreover, the legislation from Dt., through Ezek., the 
Law of Holiness, and the various Priestly Laws, to the 
Mishna and the Talmud, all tended to make the Jews 
a race apart. Not only were foreigners excluded from 
the temple and intermarriage with them strictly for- 
bidden, but the manifold regulations as to ceremonial 
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cleanness produced mutual dislike and contempt be- 
tween Jew and Gentile. They prevented any mitigation 
of race antipathy by social intercourse ; and made every 
distinction between Jew and Gentile a mark of religious 
superiority, a token that Israel is k d i f  (EV ‘ holy ’ ; see 
CLEAN, § I ) ,  as becomes the people of YahwB. 

Even the two rites of the eucharist and baptism have been 
most fruitful sources of bitterness and schism in Christendom. 
The countless rites of Judaism worked similar results still more 
effectually. Theological contrasts intensified the mutual aliena- 
tion. Prophets might see mankind a t  the feet of the God of 
Israel ; but there were no signs of any realisation of such visions. 
Meanwhile these same prophets had put an end to the old indiffer- 
ence to and tolerance of the worship of other gods by foreigners. 
The fierce and scornful denunciation of these gods obviously 
involved the condemnation of their worshippers (Is. 4124 449 
419 52 I IT ; Smend, 371). As far as foreigners understood the 
Jewish faith, this assumption of superiority would be intensely 
irritating, scorn would beget scorn, and mutual alienation and 
hostility would rapidly increase. 

Thus the Exile would naturally incline loyal and 
zealous Jews to particularism ; and exiles who returned 
with Ezra and Nehemiah or at an earlier period would 
be specially loyal and zealous. Palestine, as they 
found it on their return, was wholly at variance with all 
their religious ideals. Indeed the very existence of 
revealed religion was in jeopardy. The population left 
behind in Palestine after Samaria and Jerusalem had 
fallen was probably as heterogeneous in race as that of 
the old Hebrew states. Samaria, moreover, had been 
partially repeopled by foreigners who, in a fashion, 
worshipped Yahwh and became amalgamated with the 
remnant of the Israelites, thus introducing a new link 
between Israel and the g@im During the Exile rela- 
tions were established between these Samaritans, the 
remnant of the Jews, and the neighbouring tribes. Thus 
the Jews in post-exilic Palestine tended to become 
a mixed community, with an eclectic faith, in 
which Yahwh, though the highest in rank, would have. 
been indistinguishable in character from the foreign gods. 
The Jews, indeed, would have been a mere section of a 
loose aggregate of peoples in Palestine (Ezra41f.). In 
spite of Ezra 4 3 ,  ‘ We have nothing in common, that ye 
should join us in building a temple for our God,” in 
which Zerubbabel repudiates all connection with the 
Samaritans, it is clear that both among the nobles 
and among the people Ezra found many Jews who lived 
in the closest intercourse with their Samaritan and 
Gentile neighbours. The connection had been cemented 
by frequent intermarriage. Ezra and Nehemiah speci- 
ally attacked this latter practice, and after a long and 
desperate struggle succeeded in dissolving many, if not 
all, of these alliances, and in rendering such marriages 
.illegal in the future (Ezra 9f: Neh. 1030 1 3 ,  see EZRA i. 
5 5 f: ). Thus they prevented the Jews from being merged 
in the neighbouring tribes, and made them a people by 
themselves, cut off from thegiyim as bya physical barrier. 
By the establishment of a Samaritan religious community, 
with a temple of its own, Nehemiah’s enemies confessed 
themselves defeated. They no longer hoped to force 
themselves into the temple at Jerusalem and the Jewish 
fellowship. Henceforward the orthodox doctrine re- 
specting the giyim was that of P ; they were unclean 
persons, whose presence would pollute the sacred land, 
people, and temple, and who were therefore to be kept 
aloof from these as much as possible. Ezra 621 speaks 
of those who ‘ separated themselves from the unclean- 
ness of the giyim of the country.’ P s  denunciations of 
the abominations (njgin) of the Canaanites and of all 
association with them are a standard to determine the 
behaviour of the Jews towards other foreigners (Lev. 
18 24-30 20 23 Nu. 33 50-56 ; cp Is. 35 8 521 Ps. 10 16 78 55 
791). 

ii. UniversaZism in ReZigion. -The tendency to 

1 In view of Kosters’ theory of the post-exilic period, it has 
been doubted whether these words are correctly ascribed to 
Zeruhhahel (Bertholet, 125); but a t  any rate it seems certain 
that they were the watchword of a Judaistic party before the 
advent of Ezra. 
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particularism, however, did not extinguish the uni- 
versalist aspect of the prophctic teaching ; partly no 
doubt because the writings of the prophets were read 
and their authority acknowledged. The actual political 
opponents of Ezra and Nehemiah seem to have been 
worldly and half-heathen ; yet earnest, spiritual men, 
who may have given a general support to the reforms, 
protested against pushing particularism to extremes ; 
Ruth (on the date see RUTH, BOOK OF) favours mixed 
marriages, and Jonah is a strong protest against hatred 
towards thegqim. 

Other universalist passsages were probably written without 
a n y  thought of their relation to current particularism ' they were 
ideal rather than practical. The catholic spirit of tde prophets 
which (as we have seen, $j 4 ii.) especially manifests itself i; 
z Isaiah, reappears in Is. 1919-25 (on the date, see ISAIAH ii. 
4 9 [xoj), Zech. 1416 etc. This tendency shows itself even i; 
the strlctly Judaistic literature. P (Gen. 1 91-7) recogiiises the 
divine origin and sanctity of man as man; Zech.21r [IS] 9 7  
.Mal. 111 Tob. 1311 speak of many nations submitting them- 
selves to God. Moreover the form of the Wisdom literature 
is cosmopolitan: the contrast is not between Jew and Gentile, 
bu t  between wise and foolish. 

Finally, particularism and universalism blended in 
proselytising. Mankind might all enjoy the divine 

-favour, and yet this favour might still be strictly limited 
to Jews, by the simple condition that mankind must 
become Jews, must receive circumcision, the physical 
token of Judaism, and adopt its social and religious 
customs. Even in this attempted combination the old 
antagonism broke out afresh. The school of Hillel (cp 
Mt. 2 3 1 5 )  were zealous in proselytising and sought to 

-make admission to Judaism easy ; the school of Sham- 
nili were strongly opposed to proselytes ; and relics of 
-the conflict are still to be read in the Talmud (Bertholet 
3 1 9 8 ) .  On the other hand, Jewish particularism was 
constantly endangered by the influence of HELLENISM 
~(q...) and by political relations with foreign powers. 

The Jews prayed and offered sacrifices for their suzerains (Jer. 
'29 7 Ezra 6 g J  7 15-23 I Macc. 7 33 Bar. 1 I I  Jos. Bji i .  17 z) and 
for friendly nations (I Macc. 1:! I I: Spartans) ; Pss. 45 and 72 have 
been supposed to be written in honour of Ptolemy Philadelphus. 
'The Maccabees and the Herods had very close and often very 
friendly relations with foreign powers, Greek, Roman, Arab, 

'I. Descriptive : 
Earlv notions (5 1). 
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Card'inal points'(8'a). 
Extent of known world ($j 3). 
Seas, rivers, mountains, deserts ($8 4-7). 
Foreign countries : Egypt, Babylonia, 

11. 

Assyria (5s 8-10 a) .  

Syrian, and Parthian. These relations often led foreigners to 
adopt Judaism and circumcision ; but they also exercised a 
strong influence upon the Jews. The DISPERSION (p .v . )  of the 
Jews had a similar twofold effect. 

Thus from B.C. zoo we constantly meet with a strong 
Hellmising party in Palestine, and a similar tendency 
asserted itself elsewhere. It was checked in Palestine 
by the success of the Maccabzan revolt and the zeal of 
the Pharisees. Christianity, by drawing to itself the 
universalist elements, secured the victory over particular- 
ism in Judaism. Judaistic Christians, indeed, attempted 
to secure that Gentiles should not be admitted to the 
Church, unless they became Jews ; but Paul finally 
delivered Christianity from Jewish exclusiveness by en- 
forcing the principle that in Christ ' there is neither Jew 
nor Greek.' Here we touch the fringe of a new and great 
subject-HELLENISM (p.. . ). 

Oehler, O T  TheoL (ET) 1168-242 2398.405' Schultz OT 
TheoL (ET) 2 373-382; SmeAd, AT ReL-gesch. ;11-1~9, 1;o-qg 

147-150, 348-423. Kayser A T Theol (2) (ed 
6 .  Literature. Marti) and (3) (called Gesih. d. isvaei Rel.): 

c p  GALATIANS, § &zf: 

$j$j 23,.35, 45 ; Di. A T Theol. 15-52, 35p40Z" 
Cheyne, OPs. 291-297, 305.307; cp 118T 131 145f: 1 6 g J i  
Benzinger H A  and Nowack H A ,  s.v. Heiden' ; Bertholet 
DieStelZ&d;; ZsraeZiten und derluden BU den Fvemden (.96): 

Cheyne, OPs. 291-;97,"305:3;5 i cp 118T 131 p 4 z 3 4 > k i J  i 
Benzinger H A  and Nowack H A ,  s.v. Heidkn'; Bertholet 
DieStelZ&d;; ZsraeZiten und derluden ~u den Fvemden (.96): 

W. H. B. 

GENUBATH (n>!q r A N H B A e  [BAL]), son of 
Hadad the Edomite ( I  K. 11 SO). The text is in much 
disorder (see HADAD i., 3 ; MIZRAIM, 5 z a) .  We 
shall best restore v. ~ g f :  as follows, assuming that Hadad 
had fled to Mizrim (the N. Arabian MuSri), the king 
of which land, or of the larger realm to which it 
belonged, was called Pir'u-'And he gave him as a 
wife the sister of his (own) wife, and she bore him 
his son Genubath and reared him (&?p Klo.) in the 
midst of Pir'u's house. And Genubath'was in the house 
of Pir'u in the midst of Pir'u's sons.' Probably Genn- 
bath, like his father, became a fierce enemy of Israel. 
His name (Gunubath?) may mean 'foreigner'; cp Ar. 

jnnubu, ' peregrinus fuit ' (cp, however, NAMES, 63, 
78). Speculations based on Egyptian (PSBA 1 0 3 7 2 8 )  
are misplaced. See JQR 1 1 5 5 1 8  ('99). T. K. C. 
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Geographical horizon of Israel at  various Map no. I. Pre-monarchic. Map no. 3. In  8th cent. Map of the world according 

to Straho (col. 16gl). periods (after col. 1696). ] Map no. 2.  I n  10th cent. ] Map no. 4. In  5th cent. I 
The object of this article is not to discuss the identi- 

fication of places. That can in general be done better 
under the several place-names.z and is here a means, 
not an end. The object is to investigate the nature of 
the geographical conceptions of the Hebrews and the 
extent of their geographical information. The last three 
centuries (zoo B. C. -100  A. D. ) of the period covered by the 
scheme of this EncycZo$u?diu are treated more briefly, 
because, as the Hebrews became more and more a part 
of the Hellenistic or the Roman world, they came to 
share more and more fully the general geographical 

1 Theoutlinemaps(after col. 16g6)are tentative and suggestive 
merely. Nothing is indicated as known at  any period for which 
there does not appear to be documentary evidence; on the 
other hand the argument from silence is not to be pressed with 
reference td details, and the actual line dividing the known from 
the unknown must have been vague and fluctuating. The 
maps are intended only as hints to aid the reader in forming 
some general idea of the expansion of Israel's horizon. 

2 On the further question of the correctness of the traditional 
reading of some place-names, see NAMES, $ 88. 

ideas and information of a world that lies beyond the 
immediate scope of the work ; see Strabo's map (below, 
col. 1691). 

Among the ancient Hebrews there is little evidence of 
interest in geography as a scientific study. Their view 

of the earth as a whole seems to have been '' for the most part unreflecting and dependent 
notions' on their common experience of natural 

phenomena. 
Chief among these were the apparent rising and setting 

of the heavenly bodies (especially the sun), and the 
horizon-line enclosing the visible earth. 

The sun 'goes out' (NY', Judg. 531 Gen.1923 [JI Is. 1310; 
~ ~ l n  is sun-rise, Ps. 19  7 [ 6 ] )  in the morning, and at night 'goes 
in ' ( w i ~ ,  Gen. 15 12 17 [J] 28 II [E], and often ; Nan is sun-sei, 
Ps. 104 19 = IVest, Dt. 11 30 Jos. 14). Reflection upon this appears 
in the very late passage Eccles. 15. 

The earth is a stationary mass ; its trembling is a sign 
of supernatural power (Judg. 5 4  Is. 21s 21). 

That its surface is relatively flat and circumscribed, seems to 
follow from the eipression (poetical and comparatively late ; but 
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this may only arise from the fragmentary character of our 
souices) Y ~ K  ’DDN, ‘ ends of the earth ’ (Dt. 33 17 I S. 2 IO Mic. 
5 4  [31 Jer. 16 19 Ps. 4 8 ;  cp WIND), as well as from the story 
of the flood (Gen. 7J). 

In the earliest times the question of support for this 
earth, felt to be solid and firm, was not raised. 

There was water beneath it (Ex. 204 [E], Gen. 49 25 [older 
poem in J whence Dt. 33 13 ; see Dr. ad Zoc.1 ‘ cp Gen. 7 I T  [PI) ‘ 
but not &til Ps. 242 (probably post-exilic seedls. Ba. Che. UPS.’ 
236) does the conception of Yahwb‘s fgunding ;he karth upon 
the seas appear. This may be nothing more than poetic imagery. 
and the same remark will apply to the thought of its resting od 
pillars (poet. and late ; I S. ‘2 8 Ps. 104 5 Job 38 4 Is. 48 13, etc.). 
A still bolder conception is that of Job 26 7 : ‘Who hangeth [the] 
earth upon nothingness’ (;in953 : Che. o353n). 

The rising and setting of the heavenly bodies gave 
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2. Cardinal the Hebrews, like other peoples, the 
points. standard of direction. They took their 

stand facing the sunrise. 
What we call the East they called the Front (nip, Gen. 2 8  

128 [J], and often) orplace ofdawninf(niin ; &va~oA,j). So our 
West was for them the Behind(ling, Is. 9 IZ [II], cp Zech. 148 
Joel 220)~ hut usually (from their situation in Palestine) the 
direction of the sea@’, Gen. 128 13 14 28 14 [J], and often). The 
North they called &e Left (%a?, Gen. 1415 Job239 Josh. 
19 26) but usually the Hidden, or Dark (jh)-probably (if this 
he the true interpretation)l because in N. latitudes the N. is 
farthest from the course of the sun. The South was the flight 

I S. 23 24 [J], etc. ; ]?’e, Zech. 6 6 9 14 Job 39 26 Ex. 26 18 
[PI ; chiefly in P, Ezek., and late poet.), but also (most prob- 
ably) the Shining (oil; ; also poet. and late ; Dt. 33 23 Job 37 17 
Eccles. 1 6  113, and often Ezek. [a BDB 204 a]), and also 
the Dry, Barren (322, Gen. 129 [J], and often, see Di. on Gen. 
1 2 9 ;  3:!? is, however, usually a specific name-the Sout7z 
Country, the southern part of Jndah and the adjoinin region to 
the south). Cp NEGEB, EARTH (FOUR QUARTERS OF?. 

How fax. did the knowledge of the Hebrews extend in 
these several directions? The extreme linkits, as far as 
3. Extent of our canonical books testify-and their 

lrnown world. information was doubtless often frag- 
mentarv and varue-were these : On ~~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ - .  . -.- 2 ~0 

the E. to Media, Elam, Persia, with an allusion to India 
(??a ; see INDIA) in Esth. 1 I 8 9 t  (OPHIR and SINIM are 
doubtful); on the N. to a range of (peoples and) countries 
extending from Northern Armenia (Magog, Ashkenaz, 
Ararat, Togarmah) across Asia Minor (Gomer, Tubal, 
Meshek) ; on the W., past Cyprus (Kittim), Ionia 
(Javan), Crete (Kaphtor), Carthage (or Sicily [Elisha]), 
to Tartessus (Tarshish) in Spain ; on the S. to Ethiopia 
(Cush), and Southern Arabia (Sheba, Hadramaut). 

I t  is possible that Hebrew knowledge extended still 
farther ; the Greek historians learned of regions farther 
N. (Thracians, Kimmerians, Herod. 4 I I J ,  Strabo, vii. 
2 2,. Frag. 47) : the Phcenicians, if the Greeks can be 
believed, sailed farther W. and NW., and, conimis- 
sioned by the Egyptians, circumnavigated Africa (on the 
same authority, Herod. 442  ; it was under Necho, 6;o-  
594 B.C. ; cp E. Meyer, GA I. § 411 : Wiedemann, A G  
627 ; Junker, Umschafing Afriikas durch die Phonizier, 
1863) ; the Assyrians pushed farther to the NE. Some- 
thing of this knowledge may have come to the Hebrews 
in Palestine, and doubtless did to the Jews of the Dis- 
persion, before our last canonical O T  book was written. 
Here, however, we can only conjecture. We are with- 
out definite testimony. 

Within these limits certain great physical features 
4. Seas. are noted, such as seas and rivers, and (less 

often) mountain ranges and deserts. 
i. Of seas the Mediterranean naturally takes the first 

place ; it is the sea. 
n:?, ‘ fhe sea’ (Nu. 1329 [El, and very often in all periods 

[see 0; = West, abovel) ; so also plur. O W ,  Judg. 5 17 and (prob.) 
Dan. 11 45 (Meinh., Bev.); more fully ‘the great sea of the sun- 
set,’ Josh. 1 4  234  ([both Dl ; so in Assyrian tiarntu ra6itu sa 
suZnm samsi, Schr. Namen der Meere, 171&), and simplv ‘ the 
great sea’ (Nu.346f; Josh. 151247 [all POI RI; cp Josh. 9 1  

1 Barth conjectures a relationship with Ar. ;a6ri=east wind, 
the meaning having become changed. This seems very doubtful, 
but Cp EARTH [ F O U R  QUARTERS], 5 1. 
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Ezek. 47 1015 191: 4528); ‘great and wide-stretching sea’ (Ps. 
104 25) is rather a description than a name : also ‘the hinder 
(or western) sea,’ Dt. 11 24 34 2 (perhaps with pedantic explicit- 
ness) Zech. 148 Joel 2 20 (in these by contrast with the ‘front 
[or eastern] sea’). 

Particular parts of the Mediterranean were known as 
‘ the sea of the Philistines’ (Ex. 2 3 3 1  [E]) and ’ the 
sea of loppa’  ( z  Ch. 216[15] Ezra 37). 

ii. The RED SEA [ p . ~ . ]  is yam Sziph (1?D-n;), referring 
usually to the western arm between Sinai and Egypt 
(Ex. 10 19 [J] 13 18 [E] and often). 

Sea of Siiph ’ also may be simply ‘ the sea,’ when the reference 
is clear from the context (Ex. 14 1626 [E], and often); also ‘sea 
of Egypt’ Is. 11 15). In  I K. 926 TWO: denotes the gulf of 
‘Akaba; cp the parallel expression ‘Eloth on the shore of the 
sea‘in the land of Edom’ (2 Ch. 8 17). 

iii. Of local importance and often mentioned is the 
‘ Salt Sea ‘ - i e . ,  the Dead Sea. 

n& 0: (Gen. 14 3 Josh. 3 16 [JE], etc.), called also “sea of 
the ‘ArabbHh’ (nxiy:, p,), Josh. 3 16 Dt. 3 17 2 K. 14 25, etc.; 
‘the front (=eastern) sea,’ ’!bls: Pa,  Ezek. 4718 Zech. 148 
Joel 2 20 (see hinder sea, above, 5 2, begin.); and simply 0;’ 
(Is. 168 Jer. 4832). 

iv. More rarely we hear of the ‘ Sea of Chinncreth’ 
or ‘ of ChinnErdth ’ ( = Lake Gennesaret, Sea of G.il;lee), 
nl?? n;, Nu. 3411 Josh. 1327 [both PI, and nil!? E;, Josh. 
12 3 [Dl ; simply p,, Dt. 33 23 (see CHINNERETH, GENNESAR). 

These seas are thus known under slightly varying 
names in all O T  times. 

The O T  knows nothing of the Euxine and Caspian 
Seas, and nothing of the smaller but nearer lakes of 
Van and Urumiyeh. Its acquaintance with Magog and 
the early history of Gomer, as well as with NE. Assyria 
and E. Armenia, is therefore imperfect, or else its 
intercst in these great sheets of water is not sufficient 
to secure mention of them. It is possible that t he  
Persian Gulf is to be recognised in the phrase ‘desert 
of the Sea ’ ( q - y n ) ,  Is. 21 I (so Di. ; but the text is. 
doubtful ; see Che. SDOT).  

The phrase ‘from sea to sea‘ occurs three or four times (D:? 
O;-lv, Am. 8 I Z  Zech. 9 IO Ps. 728; cp 0;n n: Mic. 7 12) marking 
the limits of the region from which the Jewish exiles will return 
(in Mic. 7 12 read ‘ from-sea to sea ’), and of the dominion of the 
great future king of Israel (Zech. 9 IO Ps. 72 8). In Am. S 12, 
however, if the passage be genuine, the two seas intended will 
be the Dead Sea and the Mediterranean. It is true this seems. 
an improbable designation of the boundaries of the northern 
kingdom. Hence (and for other reasons ; see AMUS, 8 14) Am. 
8 ~ r f :  may be a later insertion. 

The general term sea (or seas), as a comprehensive- 
name for the watery portion of the earth‘s surface, is. 
a late idea. The contrasted idea is that of dry Zand, 
which, in the cosmogony of P ,  is thought of as having 
emerged to view by the process of collecting within 
certain limits the waters that originally covered the 
entire earth (see Gen. 1 9  f: 2 1 8  Job 38816 Ps. 6935 
899 1 0 4 6 8  Prov. 829 Eccles. 17, etc.). 

Rivers played an important part in the  
6’ Rivers‘ history of O T  times. 

Of foreign rivers the most important are the Euphrates 

i. The Euphrates is often simply ‘ the river.’ 
n:?, Euphrates (Gem 2 14 [J]), n?$l?I (Gen. 15 18 [J] Dt. 1 7  

11 34 Josh. 1 4  [D], etc.), ‘ the River,’ l?j,?o (Gen. 31 21 Ex. 23 31 
Nu. 22 5 Josh. 24 zf: 14f: [all El  2 S. 10 I6 Is. 7 20 I K. 4 24 [a 41’ 
14 15 Jer. 2 18, etc.) : less often, redundantly, the river, the river 
Euphrates’ (Dt. 1124) and ‘ the great river, the river Euphrates’ 
(Gen. 15 18 Dt. 1 7  Jos’h. 14); it is called 0, because of its Vast- 
ness and might (Jer. 51 36 [Graf, not Gie.], and according to Uel. 
also Is. 21 I). 

The people believed that across the Euphrates lay 
their early home (Josh. 242J 14f: [E]). On the 
question of the earliest historical seats of the Israelites, 
see ISRAEL, .$ 18; EXODUS i., 1 13; HEBREW, 0 I. 
ARAM-NAHARAIM (Gen. 24 IO, etc. [J]) contains cer- 
tainly a reference to the Euphrates; it became the 
ideal boundary of their land on the NE. (Gen. 1518. 
[JE] Dt. 1 7  1 1 2 4  Josh. I 4  [all D]), a boundary which, 
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according to Israel’s tradition, Solomon for a time 
realised (I K. 4 21 [5 I] 424 6;s [5 41) ; not only did the 
crossing of it make an epoch in the individual life 
(Jacob, Gen. 3121 [E]), but the Euphrates formed also 
a real boundjuy between the Assyrian and Babylonian 
kingdoms and the territory to the W. Just as, on the 
one hand, we find Assyrian kings noting with care the 
fact of a passage of the Euphrates (see, e.g., C O T  on 
I K. 201) as a departure from their own soil, so on 
the other, the challenging Egyptian army under Necho 
went thither against Assyria ( z  K. 23z9), and of Nebu- 
chadrezzar’s conquest it is said that ‘ the king of Baby. 
lon had taken, from the ‘ river of Egypt ’ [see EGYPT, 
RIVER OF] unto the River Euphrates, all that pertained 
to the king of Egypt’ (z K. 247) ; and so we have the 
promise of the return of scattered Hebrews ‘ from Egypt 
even to the River ’ (Mic. 7 12). The Euphrates became 
in poetical usage one of the boundaries of the known 
world, in the phrase ‘from the River unto the ends of 
the earth’ (Ps. 728=Zech. 910). 

ii. THE NILE is known as i k i ,  i iy ,  a word of Egyp- 
tian origin meaning streurn (see EGYPT, § 6), but usually 
employed in the O T  with the art. as a proper name. 

3 18 Ex. 122 Am. 8 8, and often ; in Am. 8 8 
9 5 it occurs also as p w n  ’IN- (Nile), stream ofEgy;bf, and in 
Is. 19 5 Nah. 38 bis even as 0 9  ; cp Is. 27 I and ~ 3 ~ 9 ,  Ezek. 32 2. 

Although the Nile was historically less important (to 
the Hebrews) than the Euphrates, the references to it 
show a more intimate and particular acquaintance. 

It was bordered by reeds or sedge (VI!, Gen. 41 2 18 [see 
FLAG, 21; qqD, Ex. 2 3 5  [see FLAG, I]; cp ?I!.$ [see REED, I] 

and ID, Is. 196) and by meadows (nil!, Is. 197 [see REED, 21); 
it was divided into arms, branches, or canals, D!??! ’lk: (Is. 
7 IS), lis? 7.k; (Is. 19 6), ‘ Nile-streams of Egypt’ (cp SHIHOR 
OF EGYPT). it was used for bathing (Ex. 2 5 )  ’ its water for 
drinking (E;. 7 1821 24); it had fish (Ex. 7 21 1s: 198 cp Ekek. 
29 4) and frogs (Ex. 8 3 [7 281 8 g XI [5 71)-all in JE Gassages of 
Hex: ; it had its periods of rising and falling (Am. 88 9 5 )  ; it 
occasioned abundant crops-hence the phrase ‘the seed of 
Shihor the harvest of the Nile’ (Is. 233 but on the text see 
SB0T)‘Isaiah’); the drying up of the &le was therefore the 
worst calamity for Egypt, Is.1958 (lX, ‘river,’ is applied to 
the Nile only in Is. 19 5). On the ‘rivers of Cush’(1s. 18 I Zeph. 
3 TO) see CUSB, 5 I. 

iii. The Tigris (HIDDEKEL), being mentioned in 
only two books, can be treated more briefly. 

Gen. 214 [J] mentions the Tigris as one of the Eden 
rivers. The description (which is probably later than 
the mention of the name) is as follows : ‘ This is the 
one that flows in front of Assyria.’ Dan. 104 is the 
only other passage which refers by name to the Tigris ; 
it is noteworthy that the Tigris is here styled ‘ the great 
river’ (elsewhere the Euphrates) ; in Dan. 125 dis, 6 5  
it is called lkl-another indubitable sign of late date. 

This scanty reference to so important a stream cannot 
fail to surprise us. Even more strange is it, however, 
that the nearer river Orontes is entirely ignored. Nor 
do we hear the names of Araxes and Kyros ; the Oxus 
and the Indus are as little known as the Ganges, the 
Danube, or the Tiber. The most easterly stream men- 
tioned is the Elamite river ULAI (T.V.), and that not 
until the second century B.C. (Dan. 82). 

iv. Within a narrower area the water-courses or 
‘ wiidys ’ ($a= Ital. ).iumnrn) attracted attention, being 
especially characteristic of Canaan and the adjacent 
territory, and conditioning its development. As the 
Euphrates was the ideal limit of Israelitish domain on 
the NE.,  so a ravine (and its stream) served the same 
purpose on the SW. This is the Wedy rZ-‘Arish, the 
natural frontier of Palestine towards Egypt (see EGYPT, 
ii.), described by Esarhaddon (Del. Pur. 311) as ’ the 
wiidy of Egypt where there was no river.’ 

The term naAaZ mat M u p r  (‘wiidy of Egypt’) exactly 
represents pqrd $”,, and we have a right to be surprised to 
find the phrase o*yyn mj,,in Gen. 15 18 (JE?). The subject is 
treated elsewhere (EGYPT, RIVER OF); but the present writer 
may express his opinion that iaj is an error of the text (observe 

So in Gen. 41 I 
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l a ?  almost immediately afterwards) for \a!. True, 65 has dlrb 
roir rroTapo.oir for the usual xcip&ppou, or as in Josh. 154, +&pay- 
yo9 ; but it has aorapoir also in I K. 86; 

ranges are brought hefoie us. 
Few but the most familiar mountains or mountain 

Outside of Palestine 
the most famous mountain is that con- 
nected by tradition with Moses (see 

SINAI), NE. from which lay Mount SEIR (strictly, the 
mountain region of Seir). See also HOR, PISGAH, 
ARARAT, $ 3. That Mt. Taurus should be ignored is 
surprising, for this was the barrier between Syria and 
Asia Minor. Nor is anything said of Mt. Zagros, NW. 
of Media ; or of the Elamitic and Susian mountains. 
The Caucasus would be beyond the Israelitish horizon. 

Of deserts (lalo) as an important feature of the earth’s 

6. 

. T i .  

7. Deserts. surface the Hebrews were well aware 
(see DESERT). 

i. There were among them (see EXODUS i., zf.) 
early recollections of the sparsely populated region- 
offering pasturage yet often desolate and wild, and not 
the natural home of a settled people-stretching from 
their own southern border farther southward to Elath 
and to Sinai, forming the western boundary of Edom, 
and extending SW. to the confines of Egypt. This is 
the ‘wilderness’ or desert referred to in Gen. 146, with 
which compare Gen. 2121 (E, ‘Ishmael dwelt in the 
wilderness of Paran‘),  Nu. 1216 (E, a station in the 
wanderings), 10 12 (P ,  distingnished from, and bordering 
on, the ‘wilderness of Sinai’), 133 (whence explorers 
were sent out), 26 (both P ;  the addition of Kadesh 
in ZJ. 26 seems to be from R). It was, according to  
the representation of P and D, in the desert of Paran 
that Israel spent most of the forty years of its wan- 
dering (see WANDERINGS). I t  is called ‘the desert 
of Edom (oiiw imp) in z K. 38. Abutting on the desert 
of Paran ( j y )  on the N. seems to have been ‘ the desert 
of,Beer-sheba’ (Gen. 2114 [E]). In  P the more com- 
prehensive name of the desert N. of Paran was the 
‘desert of Sin’  (jy-iS7p ; see ZIN); it was the southern 
limit of the land explored by the spies (Nu. 1321, cp 
343), and in it laylcadesh (201 27146is, 3336 Dt. 3251; 
see on the other hand Nu. 1326, above). S. of the 
desert of Paran lay the desert of Sinai (see above), 
mentioned by name in Ex. 19 ~ f .  Lev. 7 38 Nu. 1 I 19 and 
eight times more in P, commanded by the Sinai group 
of mountains; NW. of that, toward Egypt, lay the 
desert of Sin (not s in) ,  j y z l &  Ex. 1 6 1  (between 
Elirn and Sinai) 171 Nu. 3311 f. (all P). The portion 
of the desert immediately bordering on Egypt is in the 
older tradition connected with Shur (Ex. 1522 [JE]), and 
in the later with that of Etham (Nu. 338 ; cp Ex. 1320, 
both P). Nearly the same seems to be meant by ‘ the 
wilderness of the Red Sea’ (Ex. 1318 [E]) and the 
wilderness by the way of the Red Sea’ (Dt. 140 21). 
The simple term ‘the wilderness’ is applied, now to 
the whole ‘desert of the wandering‘ (Ex. 2331 [E], 
etc.), now to a particular part (e .$ ,  Ex. 1 6 2  f. and 
often), subject to the ordinary principles of clearness. 

ii. Of the great Arabian Desert we hear comparatively 
little, and that little relates to its western edge. ‘ The 
desert which is before Moab, on the sunrise side,’ it is 
called in Nu. 21 11 [JE]. 

In Judg. 11 22 the wilderness (imlmn) is the (eastern) limit of 
Israelitish territory E. of the Jordan ; ‘ like a steppe-dweller 
(‘??xs) in thedesert,’Jer 3 2, is a sirnileof lying in wait ; Jer. 26 24 
speaks of ‘all the kings of Arabia and all the kingsof the border 
tribes that dwell in the desert’ (G<e., Co. emend text by excision ; 
cp ; but the reference to the desert remains). From the desert 
comes the east wind (Hos. 13 15 Jer. 4 11, cp Job 119). The 
Sabzeans ’ of Ezek. 23 42 must, however, be given up, and per- 

haps the whole reference in that verse to ‘ the wilderness ’ or 
‘desert’ (which without the Sabreans loses its value for our 
present purpose). Some familiarity with this desert is indicated 
also by the allusion to the ostriches in Lam. 4 3 Job 39 1 3 8  

The ‘wilderness of Damascus,’ I K. 19 15 is the upper part 
of the same desert (if text and transl. are’right; see KINGS 
BOOK OF, 5 8 ;  HAZAEL)-i,e., the Syrian Desert. This ia 
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deno!ed also by the descriptive phrase ‘(Tadmor) in the wilder- 
ness (2, Ch. 8 4), after which I K. 9 18 Kr. has been shaped. 
t& original TAMAR (p.u.) of I K. 9 18 does not allow such a; 
inference. The verses just cited (it maybe observed in passing) 
show that cities might flourish in the midst of ‘ desert ’-see also 
the other late passages Josh. 15 61f: 20 8 (all P) I Ch. G 78 1631 
not to mention Is. 42 ;I. (On smaller deserts in the W. Jordai  
teriitory cp PALESTINE.) 

Even this imperfect survey shows that the Hebrews 
had no great interest in geography as such. The various 
8. Foreign characteristics of the earths surface were 
countries. not noticed or thought of by then1 except 

as they came into some direct relation with 
their own life. The  poetic imagination no doubt often 
laid hold of natural phenomena, and has leit us some 
vivid pictures. From the nature of the case, however, 
these are general, not specific. The spirit of exact 
scientific observation does not appear. Such reports 
as may have reached Israel of the nature of the coun- 
tries in which the more distant nations dwelt seem to 
have made little impression. Outside of their own 
experience they were more concerned with persons and 
peoples than with soil and mountain-peak and stream, 
with desert and sea. 

Among the first countries with which we should 
expect to find the Hebrews making (or renewing) 

acquaintance would be Egypt and Ethiopia. 
Egypt* The latter country (the African Cush) seems 

to have come within their ken in  the eighth century 

GEOGRAPHY 
knowledge of the country E. of the Euphrates from- 
fragmentary tradition to definite acquaintance, 

Direct contact with Babylonia began after the fall of 
the N. kingdom with the famous embassy of MERODACH- 
BALADAN to Hezekiah. Contact with Assyria naturally 
began earlier. In the historical books the name appears 
first in z K. 1519 29. which tells that Tiglath-pileser 
(HI.), = Pul, devastated (x.c. 734) the same northern 
districts that Benhadad had ravaged 175 years earlier 
(Ijon, Abel-beth-maacah, Janoah, Kedesh [of Naphtali]) 
and Gilead as well (cp his own record, C O T  ad Zoc.) ; 
but Israel had already learned to know Assyria in the 
previous century under AHAB and JEHU (9q.w.). Amos 
does not name it (but see AMOS, col. 149, foot); 
yet he certainly refers to it (614), and the expectation of 
the coming of the Assyrians underlies his book. Hosea 
names it often (513 7 1 1  8 9  93 106 115 11 121 [ z ]  

1 4 3  [4]). I t  is even possible that Shalmaneser IV. 
(z K. 173) is referred to in Hos. 1014 as Shalman (see 
BETH-ARBEL). We f i i d  Assyria in Micah (55 [4]$, 
cp 7m), and abundantly in Isaiah (718 201 etc.). 
Nahum’s prophecy is devoted to an announcement of 
its overthrow (cp Zeph. 213); 2 K. l i 1 - 6  gives the 
account of Samaria’s fall befare it, and the deportation 
of the inhabitants to various places in the Assyrian 
empire. 

It need hardly be said that the Hebrews, so far as 
n we know, made no at- 

te1npt 1 0  COllntrllCt n mnp 
ll~l. No of thc \VOl!d. 
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maps. so, it would 
doubtless have appeared 
to us grotesque enough. 
Even the comparatively 
sober geographical data 
of Eratosthenes (3rd cent. 
B. c. )and Strabo (near the 
beginning of the Christian 
era ; see the accompauy- 
ing reproduction), who 
combined all the infor- 
mation they, could pro- 
cure, with painful labor- . .. iousness, yieia maps 
quite recognisable, it is 

waYa(kcybBou~u~‘s~  true, but much distorted. Strabo’s Map of the World. After C. Miiller. 

(Am. 97, and especially Is. 181 b Zeph. 31ol Is. 203-5 
[but cp ISAIAH, BOOK OF, 3 g, beg.] z K. 19g), when 
the 25th-Ethiopian-dynasty was making itself felt in 
Palestine,2 An increased familiarity with Egypt is also 
attested by the writings of the prophets. 

Isaiah (304) refers to ZOAN and HANES Hosea (9 6 * cp Jer. 
2 16 etc.) to Moph or Noph-ie., Memphkand Nadum (38), 
with great particularity, to the Egyptian Thebes (NO-AMON, 
[q.~.], Ass. Ni-i, cp Egypt nt ‘city,’ Steindorff BAS 1 5 9 6 8 ;  
for later references to No = No- Amon, see Jer. 4625, 
Ezek. 3014.16). Such remoter neighbours of Egypt as Put 
(~73; seeonGen. 106 below, 5 m)also, and Lubim(n’$ Libyans 
-if it he not the same as Lehabim [D’& Gen. lo13 [see below, 
5 15141) occur for the first time in Nah. (39). 

I t  was, singularly enough, the Babylonian conquest 
of Tudah that made many Tudzeans better acquainted .~ lo: Babylonia with Egypt. The fear caused’by the 
and AsSyria. murder of GEDALIAH led a large 

remnant of the Deode to flee into . _  
Egypt(Jer. 41 17f: 43r-7), and then began the familiarity 
with Egyptian cities exhibited by Ezekiel. Of course, this 
was but a small part of the geographical debt which the 
Hebrews owed to the Babylonians and (we may now 
add) the Assyrians. Contact with these nations did 
more than anything else to change their geographical 

1 These words at  least in this disputed verse may be original. 
2 In Nu. I2 I z S. 18 ZIA, etc., it is only a question of isolated 

individuals (see CUSH, 2 G ; CUSHI, 3). 
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Hebrew cartographers of 
the seventh or the fifth century B.C. would have pro- 
duced much more astonishing maps, we may be sure, 
Attempts have been made to construct maps of the 
world as known to the Hebrews, or a t  least of the 
central portion of it, on the basis of the description of 
Eden and its rivers in Gen. 2.l These attempts are 
interesting in a high degree; but the data are not 
suficient in amount or in certainty to make them secure. 
The utmost we can say is that one or two of them are 
quite possible. At best they can claim to give only the 
view of one writer, at a single period. 

The four maps given here (after col. 1696) have a much more 
modest aim. They are meant simply to indicate theactual regions 
011 the earth‘s surface as now known which were embraced by 
Hebrew knowledge at different periohs. For purposes of com- 
parison at least, thesemayperhaps bequite asuseiulasanattempt 
to conshuct such as the Hebrews themselves would have drawn. 

Little interest as the Hebrews had in geography in 
the abstract, they could not remain impervious to the 
lid. Geographi- influences which were enlarging their 

linowledge of the world, nor wholly 
escape the impulse to systematize that Lists. 

knowledge. The most conGincing ev-idence of this 
appears in the lists which tabulate it in some detail. 
These lists were arranged on a genealogical scheme, 
representing assumed racial connection, or contiguity or 

1 See especially Haupt SBOT, ‘ Isa.,’ note on 18 I ; PAOS, 
Mar. ’94, p. ciii. : U b a l n n d u .  Meey, 1894-5, no. r5 (withmap). 
Cp also WlMM Asien w. Euro& 2 5 2 3  
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historical association (see Di. Gen. 168); see GENE- 
ALOGIES i., § ~ f .  They were compiled by the same 
hands tfiat undertook the story of the national life. 

The motives underlying the lists can be only conjectured. An 
interest in geography pure and simple was hardly one of these 
motives, although the geographical order is here and there dis- 
cernible in the arrangement of names. The names are usually 
those of peoples, and it would be more exact to call the lists eth- 
nographical. They appear to represent the circle of peoples 
(arranged with some regard to locality) which at the time fixed 
the attention of the authors. Their purpose is not the same as 
that of the Assyrian catalogues of trihutaries, or the more formal 
Egyptian lists of foreign cities and tribes. In those we have 
chiefly the parade of conquest: The Hebrew lists show a much 
more impersonal, or at least more dispassionate, interest. They 
include peoples with whom the Hebrews had no practical con- 
cern, and their own conquerors are named with perfect calmness. 
All indications point to an intellectual purpose. The impulse 
to write history was already at work, and with it the desire of 
providing a setting for the history, which should present what 
was known of other peoples, and indicate their organic relations. 

The first consecutive list of this kind appears not 
earlier than the end of the ninth century. Israel was 
firmly established in its own land,-had a fixed point 
of observation. David had made it compact and 
powerful. The  commerce and foreign relations of 
Solomon had led the thoughts of the people outside 
their own land. The  Phcenicians were followed, in 
thought, as they traversed the Mediterranean, and their 
reports were heard in Jerusalem as well as in Samaria. 
The national self-consciousness was beginning to assert 
itself-even although the political life was divided-so 
as to develop'the historical instinct, and lead to the 
recognition of other peoples as historical units, like 
themselves. Finally, a great new power was looming 
up on the eastern horizon. All these circumstances 
contributed to the formation and systematic arrange- 
ment of historico-geographical ideas. 

'The document which embodies such an arrangement 
is the genealogical table of the descendants of Noah's 
three sons in Gen. 10. This is really a list of the 
peoples which, at the time of the writers, seemed of 
consequence. The chapter is not homogeneous. It is 
formed by the union of two distinct lists of different 
dates. The older (J) was probably compiled about 
800 B. C. ; the younger (P)  perhaps 350 years later. 

There is great unanimity among critics in assigning to P vv. 
1-7 20 z z x ,  313, and practical unanimity also as to J (vv. 8-19 
21 25-30); the (slight) divergences relate to the different layers 
of J, and to the work of the Redactor, to whomv. 24 is assigned 
by almost all. 

The lists of J and P afford the framework for a 
geographical scheme. When we attempt to conibine 
12n. Develop- these with the other data, however, for 

merit the purpose of tracing the growth of 
Geography. geographical knowledge among the 

Early Period. Hebrews, we are met by difficulties 
which can be surmounted only in part ; 

our results must often be provisional. 
The nature of our sources is such that it is impossible to he 

always sure at which point in the history a given geographical 
fact first appeared. The documents have passed through so 
many hands, that conceptions of different dates may easily be 
present. Conversely eographical ideas may have existed long 
without finding expr;s$on in the surviving literature. 

Especial difficulty attaches to a clear representation 
of the geographical horizon in the early period. 

Very early documents are few and the later accounts of early 
matters have to be received with hiscrimination. Each particular 
statement must he carefully weighed, and the probabilities con- 
sidered. Direct Egyptian and Canaanitish influence on early 
geographical knowledge in Israel is an unknown quantity. We 
cannot jump to the conclusion that the Amarna tablets im- 
ortant as they are, represent knowledge which was, or speidily 

{ecame, the common property of the Hebrew invadersa century 
or two later. By degrees, no doubt, much geography known to 
the Canaanites would he appropriated by the new-comers, hut 
how much, and how long it took, we are wholly without means 
of deciding. Uncertainty meets us also as to the amount of 
genuine geographical material in t h i  tradkons of early nomadic 
wanderings. We are quite in the dark as to Hebrew contact 
with the Hittites and the Aramaeans between the conquest and 
David's time. 

In these circumstances it has seemed wisest, both in the 
following descriptions and in the accompanying maps, to deal 
somewhat rigidly with the materials, and to require a maximum 

Neither list is preserved in its original form. 
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of evidence for the facts presented. A careful student will be able 
to expand the area of certainty, as evidence may seem to justify. 

I t  would appear that to the generations following the 
Hebrew settlements in Canaan the outside world was of 
little consequence. The unanimity of traditions point- 
ing to Egypt compels us to regard acquaintance with 
that country as among their earliest possessions. There 
is no reason to think that they had any hut the vaguest 
ideas of Africa to the W. and S. of Egypt. The same 
is true of the lower shores of the Red Sea and the 
interior of Arabia. The  roving Amalekites on their 
southern border, the Edomites, Moabites, and Ammon- 
ites, to the SE. and E., were of course in full view. 
Midian, on the eastern side'of the eastern branch of the 
Red Sea, was closely associated with their early wander- 
ings, and was looked upon as Israel's half-brother 
(Gen. %zf.), and the story of Gideon preserves an 
account of a desperate conflict with a branch of the 
same people-predatory Bedouin, like the Amalekites, 
during the time of the Judges (see MIDIAN). There 
were traditions of an early Aramaean home, and even, 
as there seems no good reason to doubt, of a still earlier 
one in Babylonia ; local traces of Babylonian influence 
in Canaan may have revived and confirmed these tradi- 
tions; but they can hardly have been outlined with 
geographical clearness. As to the northern boundary 
of Hebrew knowledge in this period our sources are 
very scanty. The one great literary monument of these 
troubled years, the Song of Deborah, composed in the 
N., and dealing with events in the N., does not carry 
us beyond the immediate vicinity of the plain of 
Megiddo. Hazor is mentioned in Judg. 4-a good 
source of the second order-as also in Josh. 11 (JE), 
and Judg. 131 33 (cp Josh. 118) carry us northward on 
the coast as far as Sidon. Hints a t  wider knowledge 
of northern geography are afforded only by late docu- 
ments. Reminiscences of Egyptian campaigns may no  
doubt have preserved on the soil the names of northerly 
regions ; but from the Hebrew documents themselves 
we cannot derive, for this period, any acquaintance 
with territory northward of a line joining Sidon, Lebanon, 
and Hermon. 

On the W. the sea was the limit. There is no 
evidence that in this period the Hebrew mind ventured 
across it. If the first intercourse with Phoenicia brought 
knowledge of Phcenician traffic, no trace of this know- 
ledge has been left in the records of the early time. 

A much more extended area and a more detailed acquaintance 
with Babylonia and with AramEan localities must he recognized 
for this period if we could suppose that Gen. 14 represents 
knowledge in the possession of the Hebrews at this time, 
whether due to their own ancient tradition, or to local history 
appropriated by them after the conquest. The question of the 
existence in this noteworthy chapter of good historical material 
cannot be discussed here (see GENESIS 5 sa). It is quite 
possible to answer the question in the hirmative, and at the 
same time to maintain, as the evidence requires us to do, that 
the chapter cannot be used as a source of information for the 
geographical knowledgeof the time of the Judges. CpLehmann, 
Alto% Chron. p. 84 ('98). 

The advent of the Philistines, the alliances and 
126. Geographical conquests of David, and the alliances 

knowledge in and luxury of Solomon widened the 
cent. B.D. Hebrew horizon, and filled in spaces 

which were nearly or quite vacant. 
David's wars (see DAVID, § 8) with Hadadezer and 

his allies must have axorded some definite acquaintance 
with the Aramaean country as far as the Euphrates. 
Maacah, Geshur, Zohah, Hamath, and Damascus 
now grew familiar. Mesopotamia became a neighbour. 
David's friendship with Hiram of Tyre must have led to 
knowledge of lands beyond the sea, and the Philistines 
brought with them to the shores of Canaan the news of 
Caphtor as their early island home: Caphtor is with 

1 Ur Kasdim in J (Gen. 11 28 15 7) cannot be discussed here 
(see UR [i.]). The present writer believes that fewer difficulties 
are occasioned by regarding it as original with J and as repre- 
senting old tradition, than by denying either of tdese things. 
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probability identified by most scholars with Crete 
,(see PHILISTINES ; but c p  CAPHTOR, CHERETHITES).~ 

As the Philistines were new-comers, some report of their 
.origin would naturally spread at once ; hence, although the 
name of Caphtor does not appear till the eighth century, it is 
probable that it was known under David and Solomon. 

Solomon’s reign enlarged the Hebrew world still 
more. That there were variant traditions of the extent 
.of his kingdom appears from I K. 5 4  compared with 
5 5 (EV 42425) and with 11 24 : we cannot even tell 
whether the Euphrates was sufficiently known in 
.Solomon’s time to justify the mention of Tiphsah 
(Thapsacus) in the late passage I K. 5 4 [424]. The  
mention of ‘ Tadmor ’ ( L e . ,  Palmyra) in 2 Ch. 8 4 is at  
any rate valueless for the time of Solomon (see TAMAR). 
On the other hand, the probable emendation of I K. 
1028f. which finds there a mention of the northern 
lands Mu+ and Kue as the source of the Hebrew 
supply of horses (see MIZRAIM,, z [a], CHARIOT, 5, 
col. 726, n. I ) ,  brings us to the very foot of the Taurus 
mountains. S. of which the Syrian &‘up+ lay, and even 
through the mountain-passes of the Amanus into Cilicia, 
to which 4-ue belonged (see CILICIA, 5 2 ) .  

A still more notable extension of geographical 
.knowledge took place toward the S. If the story 
of the visit from the queen of Sheba stood by itself it 
might not be enough to assure us of the actual acquaint- 
ance of Solomon’s time with Southern Arabia. But 
-the impulse given to exploration and commerce by 
Solomon’s luxury led to the fitting out of ships on the 
gulf of ‘Akaba, which sailed away southward on long 
cruises, bringing them into close contact with the 
Arabian shores. Besides the various tropical products 
(not all quite certain; see APES, GOLD, IVORY, 
OPHIR, PEACOCKS), with which they contributed to the 
:splendour and the entertainment of the court, they 
brought reports of distant lands, and whether or not 
OPHIR (4.v.) was in Arabia, it is certain that at  least 
Arabian territory bordering on the Red Sea must have 
been observed and described. The same is true of the 
African shore of the Red S e a ;  how much further S. 
a n d  E. the new knowledge stretched we cannot tell, and 
the voyagers themselves may have been as ignorant of 
the real geographical relations of Ophir as  Columbus 
and his sailors were in regard to the West Indies ; but 
i t  is quite certain that a large extent of the earth‘s 
surface, before unknown, must from that time onward 
have been taken into the more or less definite concep- 
tions of the edncated Hebrews. 

I t  is probable that those conceptions now embraced 
a t  least one remote point in the W. Phcenician 
voyages, colonies, and settlements were already 
opening markets in many quarters to the trade of 
the cities from which they set out. I t  is likely that 
the Phoenicians had planted themselves before the 
tenth century on the coast of Spain, a t  Tartessus.2 
Since Phoenician seamen went with Solomon’s ships, 
and these ships are called ‘ ships of Tarshish ’-Le., 
large sea-going vessels, such as were fit to go t o  
Tarshish.(I K. 1022, cp Is. 216)-there is a presumption 
i n  favour of some Hebrew knowledge of Tarshish in 
Solomon’s time (although I K. 10 was written much 
later), and TARSHISH ([i.] q.v.) is admittedly Tartessus. 

Solomon’s fleets were not successfully imitated by his 
successors ; but a new agent now appears. After these 

12c. In Sth fleets the strongest influence in enlarging 
the Hebrew view of the world was the cent’ B*C’ westward extension of Assyrian power. 

That. power took a fresh start under ASur-na$r-pal (885,860 
B.c., see ASSVRIA, 5 3r), who marched to the Mediterranean, and 
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1 The question of the identification of Caphtor is connected 
with that of the origin of the Philistines, who are derived thence 
in Am. 9 7 Jer. 47 4 and probably Dt. 2 23. For recent evidence 
that the Philistines came from Crete, see A. J. Evans, Creta% 
Picfopa@hs (‘95), 9 9 8  
3 Strabo i 3 2 [481 says that the Phcenicians had sailed beyond 

the Pillars’oi Hercules soon after the Trojan war. Cp iii. 2 1 2 8  
where he speaks of Tartessus, and cites Homer’s mention of it. 
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received trihute from the Mediterranean cities. Of direct con- 
tact with Israel we do not hear ; but the silence of the Hebrew 
records cannot prevent us from saying that, with the intimacy 
between Phcenicia and the house of Omri, then on the Israelitish 
throne, Israel must have learned lessons in Assyrian geography 
from ABur-nagir-pal. We cannot of course tell how far even the 
names of territories overrun by him on the remote Assyrian 
borders-Kummuh the MuSki, the Nairi-lands, the regions of 
the Upper and th;’Lower ZPh, and the rest-became known in 
Palestine : but Eastern Mesopotamia, the Tigris and its cities, 
must have begun to take a place in Hebrew thought. 

Shalmaneser 11. (860.825 B.c.) whom Ahab’s men faced, under 
Benhadad, in 854, and who r&eived tribute from Jehu, must 
have continued the geographical teaching begun by his father. 
RammBn-nirari 111. (812.783 B.c.) brought it apparently still 
closer home, for not only Phenicia and Israel, hut also Philistia 
and Edom recognised his sovereignty by tribute, and since proh- 
ably the former, and certainly the latter, in its mountain 
fastnesses, would hardly do so without previous personal contact, 
we must suppose, either that two streams of Assyrian invasion 
enclosed Judah on the E. and on the W., or, if Edom was 
reached by the western route that the southern border of Judah 
was skirted. In any case, h; the middle of the eighth century, 
at which time, certainly J’s geographical survey was complete, 
the kingdom of Judah,’ in which J wrote, had facilities nearly 
as ample as those of Israel for knowing the main features of 
Assyrian geography. Judaean embassies were, it is true, not 
yet passing to and fro carrying tribute, and bringing hack new 
impressions and the stbries of strange lands, hut the knowledge 
gained in this way by their neighbours would in the course of 
time naturally become theirs. 

Shalmaneser 11. and his successors had come into close 
relations with Babylonia, and ancestral tradition would lead the 
Hebrews to an especial interest and even inquisitiveness regard- 
ing it, which would result in some familiarity with local names 
while by no means yielding precise and full knowledge, or disl 
pelling the mystery overhanging that ancient Semitic home. 

The first part of J’s list that is preserved to us looks 
toward the E. It  begins abruptly with a summarized 

13a J’s statement regardingan individual monarch Babyionia. ;f Babylonia-NIMROD [q. v.], son of 
The sites of BABYLON and ERECH ush. 

are well known: those of ACCAD and CALNEH ( I )  
are not yet identified. Shinar (ipw) most probably 
represents the Babylonian &mer, or its dialectic variation 
5ungEr.l Whether the term land of Shinar ’ in Gen. 
1010 includes all Babylonia, from the sea northward, 
we cannot however say. Another tradition preserved 
by J makes a plain ( q p p )  ‘ in the land of Shinar ’ the 
scene of the building of Babel, and of the sudden 
dispersion of the race (Gen. 11 1-9 : see BABEL). The 
only contribution made by this passage to  the vexed 
question as to the geographical limits of Sum& consists 
in the requirement that it shall contain both Babylon 
and Erech. Familiarity with the name is indicated 
especially by the expression ‘a goodly mantle of 
Shinar ‘ (Josh. 7 21 [JE] ; see RVmg.) ; ‘ land of Shinar ’ 
occurs also in Zech. 5 11 Dan. 1 2, and Shinar, Is. 11 11. 

If J located his Eden (Gen. 2) in Babylonia, his geographical 
information concerning the region must he regarded as still 
vague. The Euphrates and the Tigris approach each other 
there, and were doubtless connected by canals ; but as to the 
rest the description is unrecognisahle. This however would 
not’of itself disprove the theory that he ha$ that loc(ality in 
mind. Without entering into the vexed question of CUSH (q.v.) 
mentioned in Gen. 2 13 108, we may note here that Ah-nq i r i  
pal and Shalmaneser 11. both encountered the Kaggites, and it 
is by no means impossible that in the mind of J there was 
already confusion between the KGSites and the Arabian and 
African Ku5. The embassy of Merodach-baladan to Hezekiah 
(2 K. ZO), at the end of the eighth century, although it seems to 
presuppose some mutual acquaintance, was plainly a novelty, 
and is quite consistent with much mutual ignorance, as well. 

The assignment of the beginning of Nimrod’s 
kingdom to Babvlonia. and the stress laid on the ” , I  

136. J’s AsSyria, subsequent founding of Assyrian cities, 
points to an ultimate Assyrian source 

for a t  least vv. 10-12. ASSor, E V  ‘Asshur’ (i?k&), is 
undoubtedly here, as in 2 14 and elsewhere, the country 
of Assyria (see especially ‘ land of Assyria,‘ parallel 
with ‘land of Nimrod’ Mic. 56  [SI), not the old capital 
AHur on the W. bank of the Tigris (at Kal‘at-Sherk2.t 
about 45 m. below Ninirad; see ASSYRIA, 0 5 ) .  

1 Paul Haupt, ‘ Ueber ein Dialekt der Sumerischy Sprache ’ 
GGN, 1880, no. 17 ; Akkadische Spyache, 1883 ; AkkadiscLe 
u. Sumerische Keilschrift-texte ’= Ass. Bihliofhrk, Bd. 1 (‘SIX) ; 
Del. Par. 198 ; Schr. .COT on Gen. 11 I ; Tiele, BAG, 7 4 8  
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The Assyrian kingdom, like the Babylonian, is reprc- 
sented by four cities (see NINEVEH, CALAH, REHOBOTH- 
IR,  R’EsEN), for the words, ‘that is the great city,’ in 
Gen. 10126, which imply the view that these several cities 
made up the one great Nineveh (cp Jon. 1 2  32 411, where 
the city is of enormous size), are probably a gloss. I t  is 
J also who mentions the Tigris (see above, 

Not only 
dowefind t h e c i t y o f N a h o r a n d A ~ A ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A I ~  ( g . v . ) , l  
besides other references to this region as of early interest 
in Hebrew migrations (Gen. 2410 ; cp 2 2 2 0 8  28 IO, 
etc., J ) ,  but the exiles of Samaria are planted by the 
Habor (Chaboras), the river of Gozan (z K. 1 7 6 ) ,  and 
Gozan, Harran, KeSeph, (Bit-)Adini and Telassar 
all figure in the conquests of Assyria (2 K. 191z), and 
all show knowledge of the same region, by the close of 
the eighth century. 

At 
the N E  corner of the Mediterranean. whilst on land we 

5 ,  iii.). 
Western Mesopotamia becomes familiar. 

The northern border of Assyria is still obscure. 
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14, J’s do not get across the Amanus, in the sea 
knowledge the island of Cyprus (Kittim) comes into 

I t  is not in J’s list ; but it meets us 
Of the West* y:gu” 2424 (JE),  as well as in Is. 23. 

I t  is doubtful whether Nu.2424 belongs to an earlystratum 
of JE and without claiming Kittim where it first occurs in the 
much’ disiuted ‘oracle of Tyre’ (Is. 23 r6), we may admit 
K i t h  in v. 12 as belonging to the poem, and may not 
unreasonably ascribe it to the hand of Isaiah. It is true that 
this would of itself take us back no further than 725 B.C. ; but the 
reference to Kittim is made in such a way as to imply previous . . - 
acquaintance. 

From Assyria in the NE. J’s list passes to Egypt 
In fhc same group are eight 

Egypt, etc. other peoples, marking as many territorial 

I. First are the LUDIM, who are quite distinct from 
the LUD ( p . ~ . )  of Gen.102~ (P)=I Ch.117, and must 
be sought in Africa. More we cannot say, and our 
present ignorance extends to several other names in the 
same group. 

2. Of Anamim (only here, and in I Ch. 111) we 
know nothing geographically, and the name is not even 
certain textually.2 

3. KASLUHIM, EV cASLUHIM,3 is just as obscure. 
See PHILISTINES. 

4. LEHABIM perhaps = Lfibim, o q h ,  Libyans. 
CWEL, however, has Aa,&ap, or Aa/3ew I Ch. [AI, whilst 

p q 5  is A i & m  (see Nah.39 [BKAQI z Ch. 123 [BAL], 168 
[BAL] ; and O??!, Dan. 1143t Baer) ; read also Lob, 275 for Heh. 
213 (AV CHUB, RV CUB), Ezek. 305 ; @BAQ hifives (Co. WMM 
As. w. Eur. 115). 

15. J’s in the SW. 

distinctions(Gen. 1013j?=1 Ch.1 IT$). 

The very next one is an example. 

The passages do not help to fix the boundaries of Libya. 

origination of o’nngi out of n*nana-i.e., j,’f,’m.fii; ‘northern 
land ’ (cp [6 ] ,  so Erman, Z A  TW 10 I 18,f). 

6. Pathrtisim (o$D!ns) is the gentilic from PathrBs 
(oiing,-i.e., in Egyptian, ‘land of the S.’;  in cunei- 
form, Pnttwisi), which is referred to in Jer. 441 as a 
region distinct from Migdol, Tahpanhes, and Noph, in 
Jer.4415 (Graf, Gie.) and in Is. 1111 (Ba/3uAwvlas 
[BHAQ]) as distinct from Mizraim or Egypt, and in 
Ezek. 30 14 among the Egyptian towns and districts 
(Noph, Zoan, No, Sin, etc.) on which judgment shall 
fall. In Ezek. 2914 it is called the land of the ‘ origin ’ 
(RVmP.) of the Egyptians (a  good historical tradition). 

7. On Caphtorim and (8) the Philistines see § 126. 
From Egypt J’s list passes northward along the coast, 

1 For a different view see HAURAN. 
2 In Gen. aweperiecp [AI, w e p e n e w  [El, a i v r i a p i a p  [Ll ; in 

3 In Gen. X a & w m p  [AI, -uho- [L], Xahoap [El; in Ch. 

4 ve+BaAmp [A], -hap [ELI ; in Ch. -hip [A], -8wueip [Ll ; 

Ch. a v a p m p  [AI awop- [Ll ; B om. 

XauAovrap [A], -hoe~p [L] ; B om: 

B om. 
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and mentions Canaan and his ‘ sons.’ Verse 15 names 
two of these-viz., SIDON and Heth. 
The  Hittites, or sons of Heth, are treated 
elsewhere (see HITTITES). Suffice it to 

notice that for J they are simply an aboriginal Canaan- 
itish people, by the side of the Phcenicians. 

The following verses present several difficulties. 
They contain gentilic nouns, which is peculiar,-not in 
itself, for already in w. 13J the genealogical scheme 
has become a transparent fiction, but because of the 
disagreement in form with Sidon and Heth. 

In part the verses suggest the familiar list of Canaanitish 
peoples which Israel is to dispossess as contained in the account 
of the Exodus and march to CanAan furnished by J and D 
(e.g., Ex.38 Dt.71); but in part they are different. The 
PERIZZITES (q.v.) are wholly lacking. The Canaanites do not 
appear ; Canaan is here, not one among the particular peoples, 
but the comprehensive term uniting all the rest. Heth is an 
unusual form, and is set apart from the rest of the list. There 
are here also five names (v. 17,f) which do not occur in the lists 
elsewhere, and differ from the four preceding (except the 
Jebusites of Jerusalem), in being plainly geographical. 

I. ‘The Arkite’ is a gentilic derived from the city name 
Arka(Ass. Arka C O T ;  mod. TeZZ ‘Arka,Burckhardt, Travels 
162 ; Rob. Bk App. 183), northwaid from Tripolis at th; 
NW. foot of Lebanon. See ARKITE. 

2. ‘The Sinite’ is of doubtful derivation. Del. Par. 282 
proposes to read ‘ p c  and to connect with the city Siamzu 
(=Si&tu) ‘on the shore of the sea’ mentioned by Tiglath- 
pileser 111. with Arka (and Jimirm) 3 R. 946. Strabo (xvi. 2 18) 
mentions a town iinna, Jerome ( Q u ~ s t t .  arZ Zoc.) a civitas 
Sin; in this region and Breydenhach (Xeise, 1483) a village Syn 
about 23 m. from hahy ‘Arka. See SINITE. 

3. On ‘the Arvadite’ see ARVAD. 
4. ‘The Zemarite’ is from the city Jimidra) mentioned re- 

peatedly by Tiglath-pileser 111. and his successors, 7 4 5 8  B.?. 
(Schr. COT on Gen. 1018, Del Par. 281x), and long before I” 
the Amarna letters as Sumur (Bezold, o j .  cit. 155 ; otherwise 
Winckler op. cif .  io*);’it was known to the Greeks as urpvpa 
(see reff.’in Di.). It is perhaps the modern Sumin .between 
Ruid and Tripolis (Bad. PaL(3) 407 ; see other reff.’ in Buhl- 
GeS. Lex., s.v.)’.). Cornill restares P’!Qf in Ezek.2711 (see 
GAMMADIM).. 

5. Finally ‘the Hamathite’ from the well-known city of 
HAMATH (q.;.) on the Orontes; 

All these are places in the extreme N., and can be, 
in most cases, with certainty identified. 

This increases our surprise at finding: them, c p b i n e d  
(n. 1 6 J )  with the ‘ Jebusite and the GIRCASHITE 
( p . ~ . )  and the HIVITE’ ( q . ~ . ) ,  which are either in, the 
S .  or are geographically vague. 

‘ The Amorite’ is a name which requires separate treatment. 
We may understand it to be .used here in the same sense which 
it bears elsewhere in the stereotyped lists of Canaanitish peoples, 
and assume that v. 16, as well as ‘the Hivite’ in 1). 17, IS not a 
part of J’s original table (see AMORITES). 

The account of the sons of Canaan in J comes to an end with 
two more general remarks : v.  18 ‘and afterward (i.e., after 
Canaan had begotten these sons=in the course of time, b,y 
degrees) were the families of the Canaanite spread abroad ; 
v. 19 in its turn, gives the boundary of the Canaanites. 

It is evident from a comparison of vv. 18 and r9 that in both 
cases the Canaanites are the inhabitants of Canaan (Phcenician 
colonies, e.g., are not included). ? x h ,  v .  18, must therefore 
mean ‘spread out so as to occupy the land of Canaan.’ Verses 
15-18,’however, contain names ( i e .  in v. 16A) which certainly 
cover substantially the Canaanitish territory; v. 186 is not in- 
telligible if the whole space over which they spread is already 
occupied by them. The characteristic names of the present list 
are, however, all in the N. and it seems highly probable that 
the others (Jebusite Aidrite Girgashite, Hivite) are not 
original, hut insertedby a scride who missed the familiar forms. 

If the above criticism be sound, what J tells us is 
that the original seat of the Canaanites was in the 
N. (=  Phcenicia and Hamath), and that they spread 
from that region over Canaan. 

16. J’s 

This obliges us to take a further step. 
Verse 19 cannot give the boundary of these original northern 

Canaanites. It does not even include them, for it goes no farther 
N. than Sidon and all the other names under consideration 
(Heth, Arka, Sin, Arvad, Simir, and Hamath) are to the north- 
ward of Sidon. Moreover i t  passes down at least as far as 
Gaza (reading rill:, ‘towards Gerar ’) ; but Gaza is near the 
southern border of the Philistine territory, which must therefore 
be included in the Canaanitish border ; but evidently the 
Philistines are, for J not Canaanites (v. 14). 

I t  appears, then, that not only the five names in 2’11. 16 17a, 
but also the border-tracing z). 19, are later additions. If this is 
the case, however, the qrgl(‘spreadabroad7 ofv. 18 is no longer 
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to be explained by ZI. 19 and may well refer to the planting of 
Phoenician colonies, wh[ch is more in accord with the meaning 
of ( e g . ,  Gen. 11 8f: Zeph. 3 IO Is. 241 Ezek. 11 17 and often). 

The next geographical reference in J is in v. 26. 
Verses 21-25 simply connect the Eberites with Shem, the eldest 

son of Noah, and fix the time of the division of the peoples. 
Verses 26-30 name the sons of Joktan (see JOKTAN), 

and give theirlocality. The names, as far as identified, 
17. J's sons prove to be Arabian (see special articles). 

The  interior of the Arabian peninsula, 
Of Joktan* whose coast had been skirted by Solomon's 

fleets, was gradually disclosing itself. Hadramaut 
(HAZARMAVETH, Gen. 1026=  I Ch. 120) appears for the 
first and only time in the OT, side by side with Sheba 
(see! 3): The more settled Arabian communities are 
coming into view. Amalek and Midian, the wilder 
Bedawin of the desert, have disappeared.l 

Verse 30 gives the limits of the territory of these descendants 
of Joktan :-'from El$ towards >QD the mountain of the East.' 

The change of Mesha to Massa @E), a branch of the Ishmael- 
ites, is plausible. Massa would then mark the northern limit of 
the tribes of Yokcan. 

Sephar, the opposite limit (l$D), must be sought in the S. if 
It is usually identified (hut with doubtful 

warrant) with the ancient Himyarite capital Tafar, perhaps 
(Ges. and Buhl) the seaport of Hadramaut (near Mirbat) now 
called Isfar or I;&r (see SEPHAR). 

' The mountain of the East' is too general an expression to 
give precision to undefined geographical terms (cp GOLD, $ I c). 

'The list of J ends here. It was doubtless once fuller 
than it is now ; R has contented himself with a selection. 

The only sons of Shem to whom J devotes space, besides 
Eber and Peleg, are Joktan and his Arabian descendants. We 
miss, e g . ,  all reference to Aram, which J would not ignore. 

J has contributed only part of the materials to Gen. 
10. We have now to consider the contribution of P. 

The  longer the relations with Phoenicia and with 
Assyria continued, and the closer they became, the 
,. ls. Geographical greater their effect on the geo- 
knowledge in the graphical knowledge of the Hebrews. 

The fall of the Northern Kingdom 
and the settlement of foreigners in 

that territory meant less to them geographically than it 
would have done if there had been northern writers to 
make nse of new knowledge that the colonists brought. 
The  exile of Judah took place under very different 
conditions, and, after the Babylonian power had passed 
to the Persians, the religious and literary activity at 
Jerusalem not only manifests a vivid acquaintance with 
d;otant countries before knowqonly by reports at second 
hand, but also shows that there were men who had 
learned from their own observation, as well as from the 
heterogeneous character of the armies which had con- 
quered them-men who knew something of the remoter 
campaigns of their foreign sovereigns, and who had a 
growing familiarity with the traffic of the world. 

Accordingly the circumference of P s  map is greatex 
than that of J. He follows a different order; hut, to 
aid in comparison, it will be simpler to rearrange his 
material, and begin, a s  in the case of J ,  with the East. 

W e  have particularly a wealth of eastern, north- 
eastern, and northern details. Babylonia is of course 

See MESHA i. 

is in the N. 

6th cent' B'C' 

19. p,s Eastern familiar (see below) ; Elani (Gen. 1022) 
andNorthern and Susiana are now well known,- 
Geography. Nehemiah was at home in Susa (SHU- 

SHAN, Neh. 1 I),-Media (MADAI) ap- 
pears often (Is. 13 17 Gen. 102 'etc. ), and ' had indeed 
probably been known for centuries ( z  K. 1 7 6 )  ; it is the 
Assyrian Madai (Rammiin-nirari [812-783 B. 12.1-Esar- 
haddon [681-668]), E. of Assyria, NE. of Babylonia; 
its capital, ECBATANA (ACHMETHA) is mentioned in 

1 We find Midian still in the later writers of Is. 606 aud Hab. 
37, where they are simply poetic representatives of distant 
peoples. In I K. 11 18 the text isdoubtful(Then cp Benzinger). 
As for Amalek if credence can be placed in I CL 442f: the last 
remnant of it &as destroyed in the time of Hezekiah. In Ps. 
837 [E] the mention of it is in a poetic figure, either to designate 
present foes by the title of an ancient foe, or to describe the 
character of the present ones (cp Baethgen). 
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Ezra62 .  Persia appears first in Ezek. 2710 3 8 5  (see 
however, PARAS), and then abundantly in Ezra. 

Persia is not explicitly connected with Cyrlis before the time 
of the Chronicler (when it is superabnndantly joined with his 
name ; 2 Ch. 3622J Ezra 1 rf: 8 3 7 43  5). The contemporary 
mention of him in Is. 4428 451 does not, it is true, reveal any 
knowledge of Anzan, or Susiana, as his early dominion ; but 
neither does it displace such knowledge by the inexact substitu- 
tion of Persia, which afterwards grew so familiar. 

P's list as preserved does not mention Babylon. I t  
was needless. Familiarity with Babylonia is of course 
a marked feature of the exilic and post-exilic literature. 

Besides the frequent mention of the Chaldseans from 
the time of their appearance before Jerusalem under 
Nebnchadreziar (Jer. 22 25 21 4 g etc. ) we have frequent 
mention of the land of the Chaldzeans. 

Specific mention, in Jer. 245 25 12 (om. 6, Hi., Gie., etc.), also 
50 I 8 25 45 51 4 54 Ezek. 1 3  12 13 ; reference, in Jer. 50 IO 51 24 35 
Ezek. 11 24 16 29 23 15f: Dan. 9 I (in Is. 23 13 the text is corrupt). 

For the Hebrews the land of Chaldea is the land of 
which Babylon was the chief city. Of an earlier 
Chaldsean home in S. Babylonia they show no know- 
1edge.l I t  was only after Babylon became the Chal- 
dzan  capital that the Chaldaeans attained importance 
for Israel (Judah ; cp Merodach-baladan, z I<. 20) .  

Chaldaea is identified with Babylon in Ezek. 12 13 23 16, cp 
Jer..5Or ; see also Jer. 214 etc. In Ezek. 23 15 we have ex. 
plicitly 'sons of Babylon, whose home-(lit. kindred-)land is 
Chaldaea.' The mention of both Chaldzza(ns) and Babylon is by 
far most frequent in Jeremiah (Chaldaea 46 times ; Babylon 163 ; 
the land of Chaldza, especially Jer. 50f:) ; the expression ' land 
of Babel ' (Babylon) is peculiar to Jer. 5028 51 29 ; ' the kingdom 
of the Kasdim ' in Dan. 9 I is the kingdom of Darius. 

There is a reference to Southern Babylonia in the 
(land) MERATHAIM (rather Merathim) of Jcr. 5021, if 
this is equivalent to the Ass. (ma t )  mavrati, ' sea-land ' 
---;.e., land on the shore of the Persian Gulf (so Del., 
Schr.). In what part of Babylonia PEKOD (Jer. 5021 
Ezek. 2323)  is to be sought is unknown ; the cuneiform 
Pukudu does not help us. The general situation of 
SHOA and KOA seems to have been determined (E. of 
lower Tigris). 

I. The absorption of Assyria into the Babylonian 
Empire has not prevented P and his contemporaries 
20. from maintaining an acquaintance 

with more northern countries. Eastern 
Armenia (ARARAT. I )  had been in- Geography. 

troduced to the Hebrews through the account of Sen- 
nacherib's murder ( z  K. 1937) ,  was known-perhaps 
in a wider sense-to the author of Jer. 51 27 before the 
Persian conquest of Babylon, and was incorporated 
into P s  version of the flood (Gen. 84) .  It has been 
observed [I 41, and it is not a little surprising, that 
neither here nor anywhere do we find biblical mention 
of the Armenian lakes, Van and Urumiyeh. If Arpach- 
shad (Gen. 1022 24 ; ~ ~ ~ A R P H A X A D )  contains the name 
of Arrapachitis, then P s  knowledge actually penetrated 
into the regioMhetween these lakes, and yet he does not 
name them. MINNI and ASHKENAZ [qg.v.]  are also 
in Armenia, and RIPHATH and TOGARMAH at least in 
Western Armenia, whilst P knows GOMER [I] (the Gimir- 
rai of the Assyrian inscriptions appear in Cappadocia 
from the time of Esarhaddon) ; see Gen. 1028 I t  is 
plain therefore that, when P s  list was made out, the 
Taurus and the Amanus, although still unmentioned 
(see above, 5 6), have ceased to be an absolute barrier. 

The fifth son of Japhet is Tubal, the Assyrian Tahali, and the 
sixthMeshech, the Assyrian MuZki(Gen. 102=r Ch. 15), almost 
always named together ; only in Is. 6619 does Tnhal appear 
without Meshech (as a distant nation ; but 6 reads Mowox for 
Heb. '?en, see Du., Che. SEOT, Marti), and in Ps. 1205 
Meshech without Tubal ( jl or opp. Kedar). Since Bochart they 
have been identified with the Moschi ( p o w p ~ )  and Tibaren,. 
Schrader(KFG, Lc.)shows that as late as Esarhaddon the Tabali 
bordered on Cilicia, and that the MuZki were just NE. from 
them. They push up from the south like a wedge between 
Cappadocia and Armenia. Since thev amear in the slcond row 

1 Except such as is indicated by the name UT Kasdim which 
J hasused andwhichPrepeats(Gen.1131157, cp Neh. b,). I t  
is not certain, however, that P had a definite idea of the site of 
Ur. 
specifically with S. Babygnia. 

Still less does it ap ear that he associated the Chaldaeans 
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of P’s northern peoples, it is now clear that P knew them before 
they were driven faither N. 

Tiras(Gen.lOz=x Ch. 15) is the seventh son of Japhet’ not 
identified with certainty; on a possible connection with) the 
ancient Tyrseni see TIRAS. 

On the difficdlt name ‘ Magog’ (Cen. 102) see Goc,. We can 
only infer that P set ‘ Magog’ in the N. The traditional identi- 
fication of him with the Scythians (Jos. Jer.), though without 
definite evidence, is plausible. The Scythians came down, as 
fierce northern raiders, late in the seventh centyy (Zeph. Jer.), 
and little would be known with precision about a region so dis- 
tant as that from which they came. 

2. Before passing entirely away from the N. and E. 
we must notice P s  account of the Ararnajans. 

Gen. 1023 gives four sons of Aram who in I Ch. 
1 r7d appear as sons of Shem. Gether is unidentified. 

For Uz, the connection with Nahor (Gen. 2221) would 
lead us to look beyond the Euphrates, and the relation 
to Aram (Gen. 1023)  would make no difficulty. 

The exegetical details of Job will be treated elsewhere. There 
is no objection to locating Uz somewhere 011 the N. side of 
the Arabian desert where indeed Ptolemy (v. 19 z)  speaks of a 
people called the A!oira‘ who lived W. of the Euphrates. We 
also find Uz connected with Edom (Gen.36~8 P, and Lam. 421 
[om. @I). So, too, B’s addition to the hook of Job refers to 
him as ‘dwelling in the Ausitid land on the borders of Idumrea 

See TUBAL. 

and Ambia.’l ~ 

Del. (Pur. 259) claims to have found 
the name Uz under the form ‘mat Us$ ’ on an inscription of 
Shalmaneser iI. (Obelisk, 1. 154); if corr&t, Uz must have been 
near the Orontes, but Winck. (KO 1146) reads Kun(?)-uzza as 
a man’s name. Del. (ZKF 2873) thinks of the extreme N. of 
the Syrian desert, in the region of Palmyra;a but Lam. 4-21 
opposes this. All these data cannot be made to refer to one 
single region ; but Robertson Smith‘s suggestion that Uz denotes 
all the scattered tribes-or rather the various tribes who 

On Jer. 2520 see Uz. 

worshipped the same god, ‘Aud (y,y),s a god well known to 
heathen Arabia-is not favoured by the connection of yiy with 
Aram or with a home E. of the Euphrates, although this is not 
concdsive. 

MASH [q.v.] which occurs only here is connected by Di. 
,(after Ges. Thbs.) with Mons Mas(ius), now Tzir ‘Ahdin, north- 
ward from Nisibis-the mountain range separating Armenia 
from Mesopotamia (Straboxi. 142; Ptol. v. 18 z), which may well 
have been peopled hy Aramreans. Accepting this conjecture, we 
might proceed to identify Hiil, the remaining son of Shem, with 
the district Ndi’n (from Ass. +u ‘sand ’?), mentioned by 
AEur-nBTir-pal in connection with Mdns Musius (Del. Pur. 259). 
This, however, is uncertain. 

In the time of P light has been pouring over the W. 
It  is possible, notwithstanding the present order also. 

~~ 

21. p‘s Western of the names, that Lud, fourth son of 
Shem (Gen. 1022)) is to be identified 
with Lydia, which Cyrus’s conquest Geography, 

had made familiar. Identification with ihe AfricanLud 
(Ludim, v.13) is out of the question; and to coiinect 
Lud with the Egyptian R&u (Ruten) of Northern Syria 
(WMM As. u Bur. 143 3) is opposed by phonetic 
laws (Ermnn in COT,  ad Zoc. ). The connection of Lud 
with Shern is no insuperable obstacle to its identification 
with Lydia. See LUD. 

The next name (in geographical order) is quite 
certain. The fourth son of Japhet is Javan = the 
Ionian. In Dan. 821 1 1 2  1020, and probably in Zech. 
913 (if the text is correct), the reference is to !he 
Macedonian power. In Ezek. 27 13 Is. 6619 the original 
reference to Ionians is more prominent. 

Four descendants are assigned to Javan (Gen. 104). 
Of these, Tarshish and Kittim, as we have seen, early 
became familiar to the Hebrews ; ELISHAII [g. v. ] ,  which 
occurs elsewhere only in the phrase ‘K *y ‘ const-lands of 
Elishah’ (Ezek. 277), may perhaps be Carthage ; on the 
fourth descendant see DODAKIM. The intervening 
spaces ofrer room for the unnamed islands and coast- 
lands (qiq y, Gen. 105) so abundantly referred to in 
the later literature. 

1 ;vp&y$ Karoc&v T ”  AWU[B]LTLSL driL 70;s bpiois ~rjs’ISowpaias 
.ai ’ApnBias. Cp also j o b  322, where 0 adds after ‘ Elihu . . 
of the kindred of Ram’ . . . T<S auueirrSos Xipas. 

2 So Jos. (Ant. i. G4) says that Uz ( o b q s )  was the founder of 
Trachonitis and Damascus (cp Jer. Quat .  Gen. 1023); but 
whence had he the tradition ? 

3 See WRS Kinshi), 261 ; RSP) 43 ; We. Heid.(? 146 ; and 
on the other side Niild. zDnlG40183. Notice too that 65’s 
adjectival form a&c~[c]i~rs points also to a pronunciation ‘h~= 
‘Ad, there being no distinction in Heb. between the two Arabic 
consonants s and d. 
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See JAVAN. 

The term $5 (WF) is only here in P ; but it is characteristic 
of the late literature, and has a consisterit, although general, 
geographical use. The singular ’v? appears in Is. 206 used of 
the Palestinian coast (including Judah) and so in 23 2 6 of the 
Photnician coast, and in Jer. 474 of the coastland of CAPHTC~R 
(4.7~ I). in Jer. 2522 we read of ‘the kings of the coastland 
whi:h is biyond the sea’ (with kings of Tyre and Sidon). In the 
wider application, however, it is elsewhere pl., and is sometir.es 
more sometimes less, defined. It always as far as can be 
detehned refers to coasts of the Mediter;auean. It is other- 
wise quite ’indefinite (of coast-lands, whether of islands or ccn- 
tinents, often with idea of distance) Jer. 31 IO Ezek. 26 15 18 6,s 
273 15 35 396 Is. 41 I 5 424 IO 12 491 515 5918 609 6619 Ps. 72 IO 

971Dan.llrs;fully D:? ’:? Is.ll1I2415Esth.101; P!lig ’:f 
occurs Zeph. 2 TI as in Gen. 105 ; less often the pl. is uzed of 
particular coasts : of Kittim Jer. 2 IO Ezek. 276, and of Elishah 
Ezek. 277 ‘ once it means .‘islands,’ Is. 40 15 and once (if the 
text is right; see SBOT, ‘Isa.’ Heb. 201) ‘Labitable ground ’ 
Is. 42 15. The earliest indefinite use of the pl. is Jer. 31 IO Zepi, 
2 IT ;all the others are in Is. (second and third) Ezek. Esth. Dan. 
and late Psalms, unless Is. 11 11 be an exception, which, however, 
in view of the usage, is most unlikely. 

These a re  
Knsh, Misraim, Phut, aiid Canaan. The first trto a re  

See further, ISLE. 
In  v. 6 P goes on to the sons of Ham. 

22. p,s Sons unquestionably African. Kush here is 
probably the same as in Is. 181 etc. 
(ai&oda)--i.e., the country S.  of Eg-ypt of Ham. 

(see ETHIOPIA). MiFraim (see MIzaA1M) has no d&Lt 
substantially the same meaning as in J (I 15); Phut 
occurs as early as Nahum ( 3  9). 

Also in Jer. (469 with Kii4 and Liidim. read perhaps. 
Lubim) Ezek. (305 ’with KoH and Lud, prodably also LBb; 
see Co.’; in both these last as part of the Egyptian army; 27 10 
with PBras [see, however, PARAS] and Liid, as in the Tyrizn 
army ; 38 5 with Piras [see, however, PARAS] and KiiS as Ec- 
longing to the hordes of Cog) and in Is. GF 19 (Tarshish I’d 
[rd. Pzit +US BQmg.1 LBd +uhal, Java.’. In Jer.4Gg);nd 
Ezek. 27 io 36 03 reads)hi d s  ; see Jos.; i n  Nah. 39 + +q+r 
.ai h@as represents D7??$ t19. 

On the whole 6 points to identification with the 

For another view see PUT. WMM As. U .  Eur. 1148 argues 
strongly on phonetic grounds for Punt(on the African shcre of 
the Red Sea) ; but he minimizes and explains away the evilence 
of 0. He also adduces the order of names in an inscription of 
Darius (v. Spiegel APK 54 Z. 30)‘ Putiyn KuSiya, &Iq& 
-z.e., Punt, on t ie  Red Sea codt (heginkng from the E.) 
KuS; -inland etc. ; but as Ynunu=Javun precedes, the orde; 
from E. to W. is by no means certain. The whole matter is 
doubtless involved and difficult. 

P’s list of the sons of Migaini has not been preserved ; 
knowledge of Egypt, however, although perhaps not 
covering greater. distances than in the eighth century, 
was’ certainly more intimate, from Ta4punhes on the 
frontier (Jer. 4 3 7 8  etc., Ezek. 3018) to Thdes, far up 
the Nile (No; Nah. 38 Ezek. 3 0 1 4 8  ; see these vv. 
also for other Egyptian cities). Ezekiel (29 IO) takes Us 
as far S. as AswHn (‘from Migdol to Syene’ [read 
Sezcdn=AgwBn]), to say nothing of Cush (see § 23). 

If we reserve KEsh, the only non-African son of Ham, 
according to P’s list (as far as preserved to us), is 
Canaan. This represents the pre-Israelitish population 
of the land which bears the same name (see CANAAN). 

Passing over SEBA and HAVILAH (Q.v.),  we pause 

Libyans, or a part of them adjoining Egypt on the W. 

I 

at the difficult tribal name SabtBh (Gen. 
lo7 ,  where ZI codd. have Nnxb /I I Ch. 23’ ’” 

of Cush. lo,,  

Tuch and Knobi<iropose va@aOa or Sahota (see reff. in Di.), 
an ancient Arabian commercial city Sab. nixiz, (but o=a?) 
whilst Glaser (Shiaze, 22523) think: of oa@a (Ptol. vi. 7 30): 
near the (W.) shore of the Persian Gulf. 

Sabteca (Gen. 107) is unknown. 
W e  have left R a h a ( h )  (Gen. lo7 

See SABTECA. 
I Ch. l 9 ) ,  with 

his two sons. Of these sons, Shebn has been con- 
sidered already (§§ 3, 171. 

The descendants of Rama(h) being Arabian, it is not 
surprising that the same is trne of Kahah.  

The name occurs elsewhere only in Ezek.2122 among the 
traders of Tyre (with Sheha). The g in B’s forms (see RAAMAH) 
agrees with Sab. naci. It is plausible to connect with the 
bappav;TaL (S tpbo ,  xvi. 424), between the pwaZoL and the 
XaTpaporiTar, for Sab. nepy is near Me‘in ( i y ~ ;  SW. Arabia). 
See further RAAMAH. 

In this connection it is interesting to notice the 

For the other see DEDAN. 
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on land we have Cilicia (e.g., I Macc. 11 14 Judith1 7 12) 
and Tarsus (2 Macc. 4 30) ; Asia as a kingdom (I Macc. 
8 6 11 13 etc. ) ; the Galatians ( 8 z ; RV I Gauls ' ). Cross- 
ing the Egean  we have ' Alexander the Macedonia11 ' 
(I Macc. 1 I), and besides [T)] +j x e ~ ~ r d p  (cp T ~ V  mpuda 
K L T L ~ W Y  /3aurhPa 85), in the same verse (and elsewhere) 
r+r 6hhd8a ; the Spartans (umcpTr&ar) appear, especi- 
ally in I Macc. 122 5f: 203 W e  encounter an ' old 
man of Athens ' in z Macc. 6 I ; but this is doubtful (see 
GERON). Especially noteworthy is I Macc. 1523, which 
contains a list of countries, including Sampsarnes, Samos, 
Rhodes, Gortyna, Cnidus, Cyrene, to which letters were 
sent from Rome (v. 15). The new power of Rome 
(I Macc. 1 IO etc. ) is often mentioned, and, farthest W. 
of all, the land of Spain ( I  Macc. 83), 

The  meagreness of reference in these books to territory 
E. of Media and Persia indicates in part a lack of geo- 
graphical interest and in part the ignorance of the 
authors. The Book of Tobit, whose scene is laid in 
Media, shows little trace of real acquaintance even with 
that country. The mention of India in the additional 
chapters of Esther (131 16 I) is a mere repetition of that 
in the Hebrew Esther, and that of I Macc. 88 is an 

A survey of N T  geography would take us into regions 
that have hitherto hardly come within view ; but such a 
26. NT. survey is not necessary for the purposes of this 

article (see above, introduction). A large 
part of it would almost resolve itself into a study of the 
missionary journeys of Paul (see PAUL, GALATIA). I t  
is enough to refer to the wide range of his journeys in 
Asia Minor, Greece, and the Greek islands and lastly 
his journey from Jerusalem to Rome, journeys that are 
familiar from deservedly popular works, the latest of 
which is Ramsay's St. Paul the Tuavelku ( a  valuable 

obvious textual error. F. B. 

increase in other exilic and post-exilic writers of names 
of tribes living in the N. Arabian and Syrian desert. 
ISHMAEL (q.v.) is known to J, who specifies the limits 
of the Ishmaelite rovings (Gen. 2518) ; but he is better 
known to P. I t  is partly that the desert tribes en- 
croached on former Israelitish territory, and so became 
known, partly that the tribes dwelling nearer Babylonia 
became acquaintances of the Hebrews by way of 
Babylon, and partly that the movements of peoples and 
individuals were becoming, from various causes, more 
frequent and extended, and general information more 
widely diffused. The  population of the desert between 
Palestine and Babylonia became more definitely known 
to the Hebrews as the Jewish community was preparing 
to take on its later form. Of precise geographical yield 
there is here, however, very little. The list of Ishmael's 
twelve sons (Gen. 25 13 8 [PI = I Ch. 129 3)  well 
illustrates the facts (see especially Di. and reff.): 

Such names as Kedar (Jer. 2 IO Ezek. 27 21 Is. 21 16 f. 
etc. ) and Nebaioth (Is. 60 7 etc. ; see on these, ISHMAEL, 
§$ 2, 4) now begin to appear, and the prophets have 
.already begun to use the name AraBian with a definite 
significance (Jer. 2524 Ezek. 2721, see ARABIA, § I). 

At the end of Gen. 10 7 the list of P is interrupted by that of 
J. In v. 20 P reappears in a closing formula (as it does also in 
v. 3 r d ) .  v. 2 2 3  deal with the sons of Shem (see above). With 
v. 23 P s  list ends abruptly. 

I t  remains only to consider a few later notices. The  
trading habits of the Jews, developed in and after 
24. Thedistant the exile, not only resulted in the 

planting of Jewish colonies at various 
Greek Period, foreign centres, such as Alexandria, 

which naturally became sources of 
geographical knowledge, but also doubtless led them 
in the track of the conquering Macedonians (cp DIS- 
PERSION, § 11 J ) .  W e  are therefore not surprised to 
find, in a late book, a mention of IWDIA (Esth. 11 89), 
which marks one of the youngest geographical notes of 

'the OT and the farthest eastern point reached by 
biblical geography. If the land of Sinim in Is. 4912 
were China, the limit would be much farther eastward ; 
but this interpretation can no longer be maintained (see 
SINIM). It will be observed that even Strabo knows 
nothing to the E. of India. 

I t  is noteworthy that down to the t h e  of this late 
reference, even after the long Hebrew contact with 
Babylonia and the adjacent countries to the E., there 
is no sign of acquaintance with the remoter Orient ; nor 
is there even yet any clear token of familiarity with over- 
land trade-routes to countries as distant as India. This 
is quite in keeping with the silence of our Assyrian and 
Babylonian sources on the same subjects, and points to 
the conclusion that such trade-routes were opened much 
later, or were much niore insignificant, and perhaps 
shorter, than some have been inclined to suppose. 

The  geography of the Apocryphal books shows the 
transition from the older Hebrew geography to that of 

East in the 

- 1 . .  

25. Apocrypha, the Hellenistic and Roman worlds. 
We find much of the older eeoeraDhv 

- 1 . 1  

continued and enlarged. Babylon is the familiar scene 
in Baruch, the Song of the Three Children, Susannah, 
Bel and the Dragon, as Media (Ecbatana, Rages) is in 
Tobit. The river I~YDASPES Cy.v.1 appears as a 
novelty in Judith 1 6  and the city of Persepolis in 2 Macc. 
92. Idumea, I Macc. 42961 631 etc., is named often, 
Egypt occasionally (?.g., I Macc. 111 13). In the 
distance are the SCYTHIANS (z Macc. 447), as an example 
of a barbarous people. Arabia in a wide sense is 
frequent (e.2.. I Macc. 1116). The names of Syria 
(e.$., I Macc. 11z60), COELESYRIA (e.g., I Macc. 
1069, 2 Macc. 35), and Ptolemais (I Macc.51522 etc.) 
now appear; also the harbour of Tripolis (8th T O O  
~ a ~ b  Tphohrv XtpLdvos ; 2 Macc. 141), Antioch (I Macc. 
435, etc.), and Daphne near it ( z  Macc. 433). 

As we move farther W. there is still more novelty. 
In the sea we have of course Cyprus ( z  Macc. 1013 122) 
and the Cyprians (429), and Crete (e.g., I Macc. 1067) ; 
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contribution). 
W e  might almost say that to study the NT geography 

is to study the geography of the Roman p;ovincd of 
Asia. In  fact not only the Acts of the Apostles and 
the Epistles of Paul but also the Apocalypse of John 
(chaps. 1-3) send us mentally on a tour of investigation 
in Asia. I t  must not be forgotten, however, that whilst 
Rome could be introduced into the O T  only by the 
Rabbinic device of taking ' Edom' as a symbol for 
' Rome' (cp EDOM, § I O ) ,  'Rome' itself stands written 
plainly again and again in the second part of the NT. 
Once the great missionary looks even beyond Ronie- 
not merely to Tarshish, but to Spain (Rom. 1524 28). 
Thus the realised and unrealised travelling purposes 
of Paul embrace a large section of the Roman 
empire. Against his will he even visited the island of 
Malta, where Punic was spoken. The soil of Africa he 
never touched, though in a remarkable catalogue of 
countries of the Jewish Dispersion (Acts 2 9 J )  the 
' parts of Libya about Cyrene' are mentioned, and one 
would almost have expected to read in the sequel that 
Africa as well as Asia had been visited by Christian 
missionaries. 

The Dassaze. which. as Blass remarks. is in the stvle of 
prophe;y, ru'nd thus, 2' Parthims and l icdei  niid El;;iiitcn, 
and the dwcllers in hlesoporami;i, in Judle:] (?)and Cnlqi:idocin, 
in Pontus and . k i n ,  in Ptirygia a i d  Paniphylia, i l l  Egypt iiiid 
the parts of Libya about Cyrene, and sojourners from Rome, 
both Jews and proselytes, Cretans and Arabians, we do hea: 
them speaking in our tongues the mighty works of God. ' Judza ' however, is plainly a scribe's error. Jerome would 
read ' dyria' ; Tertullian ' Armenia ; elsewhere (see INDIA) 
' Ionia' is proposed. There is special interest in the mention of 
the Jews from Parthia (see PARTHIAXS). 

F. B. (18 1-25). 
GEON ( r H a N  [BKA]), Ecclus. 2427 AV, RV GIHON, 

3 (9.v. 1. 
GEPHYRUN (yor$ypoyN [A] om. V, Syr.), appa- 

rently the name of a city, called also Caspin (see 
CASPHOR), which was taken by Judas (2 Macc. 
1213 RV) ; but the relation between the two names is 
obscure. The former name might plausibly be identified 
with the Gephyrus of Polybius (see EPHRON i ,*z) ,  if the 
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GERA 
distance between the proposed sitesof Caspin and Ephron 
were not too great to permit this. 

Some read rrdhrv 
+<pais (so cod. 55. cp Vg. jirmanz pontibzls) or ys+dparv 

[Grot. Zo,.), where ;e$. Yight have the sense Af 'darns or 
mounds. AV translates, to make a bridge' (yegvpoib). 

68 ; cp Phcen. 
H7.3 ; rHpa  [BAL]), a prominent Benjamite division to 
Tvhich belonged EHUD (Judg. 315), and SHIMEI, I ( z  S. 
165 1916 [17], I K. 28). This and the name BECHER 
[y.u.] are the only Benjamite divisions mentioned in 
the historical books. 

Gera is mentioned in late genealogical lists in Gen. 4621 
(@AOI. adds that he was the father of ARD) and I Ch. 835 
(yepa [B v. 51) etc. (on the complications see H. W. Hogg, J Q R  
11 102.114 ['98], and cp BENJAMIN, # 9 ii. j3). I t  is omitted in 
Nu. 2638.40. Marq. (Fmd.  22) discovers the gentilic ' N a ?  in 
2 S. 23 366 (MT ' Bani the Gadite,' '??I) ; but see HAGRI. 

GERAH (il?J,, prop. 'grain,' Ass. girzi, see Muss- 
Arnolt ; ipohos [BAFLI, obdus [Vg.], nzri'd, zzizd [Pesh.]), 
Ex. 30 13 Lev. 27 25 Nu. 3 47 18 16 Ez. 45 rzt .  See WEIGHTS AND 
MEASURES. 

GERAR (779, rsphpa [ADEL]), a place (and a 
district ?) in the extreme SW. of Palestine or, perhaps 
more strictly (unless a second place of the same name 
be meant), in N. Arabia-mentioned by J in Gen. 
1019 2616 17 20 26, by E (7) in Gen. 201J (in D. z 
yalyapapov [E]), and by the Chronicler in z Ch. 1413 

Since the time of Rowlands, it has been generally 
identified with the ruins called Umm eZ-Jerir, aboiit 5 
m. S. of Gaza, in a deep and broad torrent-bed called 
Jurf eZ-JeFir (the  upper^ part of the Widy Ghazzn). 
This identification snits 2 Ch. Z.C., where, after defeat- 
ing Zerah near Mareshah (Mer'& near Bait JzbrZn), 
Asa pursues his foes as far as Gerar ; also Gen. 1019, 
where towards Gerar' is given as an alternative 
geographical point to 'unto Gam' (even if the latter 
should be a gloss, it is probably correct), and 261, 
where Abimelech, who resides in Gerar, is called ' king 
of the Philistines ' (Philistia cannot have reached much 
farther S. than the ' strong' city of Gaza). It is incon- 
sistent, however, with Gen. 26z1f., where SITNAH and 
REHOBOTH (4.v. ) are localised in the valley of Gerar, 
and with Gen. 201 where ' and he sojourned in Gerar ' 
is an alternative geographical statement to ' and dwelt 
between KADESH (i.) and SHUR ' (q4.v.) . The passages 
just mentioned absolutely require a more southerly 
situation for Gerar than that proposed. by Rowlands 
and adopted by Robinson, Socin 143). and 
Miihlau (Riehm's HI.VR(2)). For these passages at any 
rate the site fixed upon by Trumbull (Kadesh Bamea, 
6 3 J  255) and Guthe (ZDPY8215) seems indispensable. 
SW. of 'Ain KadZs is the Widy Jerzir, a lateral valley 
of the- W .  esh-Sheri$, which issues into the W. e& 
' A r i s h ;  the name, as Robinson who describes it re- 
marks, nearly corresponds to the Gerar of the OT. 

In short, it is probable that there were two Gerars, 
and that J ,  who was equally unaware of this and of the 
true situation of Rehoboth and the other wells, con- 
founded them, and consequently made Abimelech a 
'king of the Philistines,' which the lord of Rehoboth 
and Sitnah cannot have been. 

This view of the locality intended in the original form of the 
tradition, of which we have J's recast in Gen. 26, is confirmed 
by the version of the same folk-story given by J in his life 
of Abraham (Gen.l2ro-zo), where the scene of the story is 
laid in Mizrairn. That J understood the Mizraim of this 
tradition to be the land of Egypt, is obvious. There is indeed 
no special Egyptian colouring, but the mention of Pharaoh 
is enough to prove this reference. Elsewhere, however, it 
bas been shown (see MIZRAIM, 5 z b )  that some of the early 
traditions may have been misunderstood by J through his 
ignorance of the early application of the term' Mizraim (or 
Missor) to a region bordering on Edom, and adjoining the 
-'W'r;dy of Mizraim,' in N. Arabia (see EGYPT, BROOK OF). 
This region probably included the territory between Kadesh 
and Shur, and also the wells Rehoboth and Sitnah. Winckler 
( A F  132)  suggests that ii~~ 7391, 'And he sojourned in Gerar ' 
in Gen. 20 I may be an editorial addition, designed to harmonke 
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Very possibly lB is corrupt (so RVmg.). 

GERA (Kll,, a compound of 7g? 

RI2l.L Yf% P A l ) .  

GERASENES, COUNTRY O F  THE 
the following narrative (E) with that in Gen.26(J). This is 
very probably correct ' otherwise we must insert 'also ' and 
attach the words in iuestion to 2). 2 (so Strack), a mokt un- 
desirable expedient. The modern name Jevrir means ' pots ' ; 
but this is no guide to the sense of the Hebrew Gerar (cp the 
modern name of BEER-SHEBA). 

Of the two Gerars only the first is known to 
tradition. It is, however, not the K-ru-ru of the 
famous list of Thotmes III.,  which was hardly near 
Gaza (WMM As. z. Ear. 159). Josephus apparently 
knows of Gerara as a Palestinian city (Ant .  i. 12 T). 
Eusebius mentions it as 25 R. m. S. of Eleutheropohs, 
and as capital of Geraritica (OS240 28 ; cp 299 74 
77 80). It seems to be mentioned in the Talmud 
(Neub. Gdog. 65). Sozomen (Hist. 632) says that there 
was there a large monastery. Cp GERRHENIANS. 

T. K. c. 
GERASENES, THE COUNTRY OF THE. In the 

original tradition of the casting out of the legion of 
demons it was, most probably, stated that Jesus wasmet 
by a demoniac, or by two demoniacs, in the ' country 
of the Gerasenes.' The story occurs in three forms, 
and according to both AV and RV, the three evangelists 
differ as to the scene. In Mt. 828AV gives 'Gergesenes,' 
RV 'Gadarenes ' ; in Mk. 51 and Lk; 826 AV gives 
'Gadarenes,' RV 'Gerasenes.' It is not very easy to 
say in each case which is the best,reading. 

In Mt Ti. Treg WH and Weiss adopt ya8apqvGv' in 
Mk., Ti."and' W H  'Agree ?n preferring ycpauqvGv; in i,k., 
WH adopts yepauqvGv, but Ti. yqs,cqvCv (so 8). 
' Gergesenes ' may, however, be confidently rejected. 

I t  has arisen out of 'Gerasenes,' and supplies an ex- 
ample of the tendency of the scribes to repeat the 
initial g in gad or gar at the beginning of the next 
syllable (see GIRGASHITE). It was equally the habit of 
the scribes to substitute a well-known for an uncommon 
name. 'Gerasenes' therefore is to be preferred to 
' Gadarenes,' if we can only find a Gerasa which was on 
the E. coast of the Sea of Galilee ; to identify this Gerasa 
with /era; (see GILEAD, $j 6) is out of the question. T o  
start with, we have some reason to expect that there was 
such a place, because Origen (In Eu. Jounn. 624) states 
that there was an 'ancient city' called Gergesa near 
the Lake of Tiberias, and hard by it a precipice, with 
which the descent of the swine into the lake was 
traditionally connected. 

Under 'Gergesa, where the Lord healed the demoniacs,' he 
says, xai v8v Gelxvvrar ani TOG 6pous K+V naph ri)v hlpvqv 
Tij3epcd8os cis $v aal oi x&pot iawKpqpviwOqoav' rcira' kai 
buw Lpw. Further, in an earlier place (242 as), where ycpyawrr 
IS deated of, it is defined as d a t a c v a  TOG 'Iop8dvov r a p a x -  
e~pCvp adhrs 4 Pahaas $v :hago M a v a u w t .  He adds 
that 'it is safd to be Gerasa, a notable town of Arabia. 
And some say that it is, Gadara. And the Gospel makes 
mention of the Gerasenes . and under Gesarinz 24424 we 
read that 'Gergasi is in Bkanitis, from which k chiidren 
of Israel were unable to expel the Geshurites' (cp 127 18 under 
' Gesom '). 

The probability is that Origen and Eusebius had 
really heard of a place on the Sea of Galilee called 
Gersa, and now that it has been shown that 'on the 
left bank of the Wady Semak, and at the point where 
the hills end and the plain stretches out towards the 
lake,' are ruins called Kersa, and that about a mile 
south of this the hills approach within forty feet of the 
lake, terminating in ' a  steep, even slope,' we can 
hardly doubt that here is the lost Gerasa. ' The site,' 
says Sir C. W. Wilson,l ' is enclosed by a wall three 
feet thick. On the shore of the lake are a few ruined 
buildings, to which the same name is given by the 
Bedouin.' Thomson (LB 375), who first of all in- 
3cated these ruins, states (in harmony with Wilson) 
:hat though it was but a small place the walls can be 
.raced all round, and there seem to have been consider- 
ible suburbs. 

Thomson further states that there are ancient tombs 
n the high grounds about the ruins of Kersa (cp 

So also Eusebius ( O S  248 14). 

1 Recovery of Jerusalem, 368 ((71). Cp Schumacher, TIte 
'adan, 179. 
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GERGESITES GERIZIM, MOUNT 
manded by these two grand mountains, Ebal and 
Gerizim, as indeed the description in another striking 
passage (Josh. 8 33) also presupposes. ' Near the 
eastern end, the vale is not more than 60 rods wide' 
(Thomson), and from the highest gardens in the W. 
corner of NHblus we turn at once to the path which 
skirts the rocky slopes of Gerizim. At no great distance 
is a platform of rock, with a projecting triangular crag, 
about IO ft. in diameter, from which, as from a pulpit, 
Jotham could easily have shouted his parable in the 
ears of the people below (Judg. 9 7) ,  ' running away ' 
afterwards (cp EV's nake  rendering of 03-1 v. 21) before 
Abimelech could take him. Nor is this, probably, the 
only portion of the story of Abimelech which refers to 
Gerizim. When that tyrant heard that all the people 
of the tower of Shechem were gathered together, we are 
told, he took his men to a mountain close by to get 
wood to set their refuge on fire. With axes he and his 
men cut down branches of trees and carried out his 
stern plan (Judg. 947-49). The  mountain referred to can 
only be Ebal or Gerizim, and the corruption of Gerizim 
into ZALMON [q.w ., i.] or Hermon (@AL) is easy. 

Dean Stanley's attempt to provide Gerizim with other 
historical associations (the meeting of Abram and hfelcbizedek 
and the sacrifice of Isaac) can hardly be called a success. The 
Samaritan traditions are of no historical value and have no 
sound biblical basis. Onelof them even represents Jacob as 
having had his great vision (Gen. 28 TIJ) on the summit of 
Gerizim (on the ruins called LBzez [the Luza of OS@) 2745 
135 131 see Rob. BR). See SAMARITANS. 

There are still two biblical passages in one of which 
possibly or Drobablv and in the other bevond any doubt 

Macgregor, Rob Roy on the Jordan, 423). About 
Gadara on the Hieromax, caves are also abundant, and 
the territory of the city seems to have extended to the 
lake. GADARA (4.v.). however, is a t  least six miles 
from the lake, and though this is maintained by Keim, 
was certainly not intended in the original tradition. 
T h e  possibility that Kersa is Gerasa is not taken into 
account by G. A. Smith ( H G  458$), who identifies it 
with Gergesa, and considers ' Gergesenes' to be ' the 
reading supported by the documents.' 

For a statement of the documentary evidence see WH A$). 
T I ;  from which we can hardly avoid the inference that 
T a 8 a p T v i v  is probably correct in Mt. I k p a q v i v  in Mk. and 
Lk. The decision, however, is not hist&ically of great moment; 
y a p a q v h v  is virtually supported by the hlSS which present 

a ysuqvdv for the reason given above and should be preferred. 
U t h  the s&tements of Eusebins in Os,  cp the parallel passages 
in Jerome (viz. 130 18 125 27). The most important variation is 
a t  the close of the latter passage which reads 'quidam autem 
ipsam esse Gadaram zzstimant, 'sed et evangelium meminit 
Gergesenorum.' The authority of Eus. and Jer. for calling it 
Manassite appears to be merely the general statement in Josh. 

GERGESITES (01 repyscaiol [BRA]), Judith516 
AV, RV GIRGASHITES (4.v.). 

GERIZIM, MOUNT ( PVlJ lq [Sam. writes the two 
words as one, w13731: I mountain of the GIRZITES' 

13 29-31. 

Situation. [ g . ~ . ]  ; less probably from 772 =7T2, 
' to cut in two ' : the vocalization of a 

certainly primitive name has but slight authority ; 
rAp (€ ) lZ€ lN  [BAFL], but rhzipelN [A in Dt.ll.9 
Judg. 971 and yap i z [ a ] l~  [VA] in 2 Macc. 5 2 3 ,  EV 
GARIZIM), the mountain (now called Je6eZ et -T;r) on 
the southern side of the valley or fissure in which 
Shechem lies, facing Ebal which is on the north. 
The  height of Gerizim (properly Gerizzim) is 2849 ft. ; 
that of Ebal 228 ft. more. The former is composed 
almost entirely of nummulitic limestone ; in its rocky 
slopes are large caverns which were probably once 
quarries. The ascent a t  the present day cannot be 
called difficult, and the splendid view from the summit 
amply rewards the climb. One feels that if the union 
of N. and S. Israel could only have been acconi- 
plished, the sacred mountains Gerizim and Ebal, with 
the beautiful city nestling between them, might have 
been thought by Israel's leaders to have superior claims 
t o  Mt. Zion and Jerusalem. 

A remarkable description is given of the situation of 
Gerizim in a passage hitherto much misunderstood. 
Moses has set before the Israelites a blessing an a 

into the land of promise, to 'put the blessing upon 
Mount Gerizim, and the curse upon Mount Ebal, on 
the other side Jordan, beyond Jericho, towards the 
entrance into Shechem, in the land of the Canaanites, 
who dwell in the House of the Tower beside the sacred 
tFees [tree?] of Moreh' (Dt. ll29$)..' 

The terrible state of corruption into which this passage early 
fell, led Eusebius (OS(?, 243 89) to state that according to the 

Scripture Gerizim and Ehal were 'near Golgol 
:2. Dt. 1 1 z g J  which is Galgala' (I'oAyoA, + K a l  LzAyaAa. 

ra1;rqs dvar wAquiov 6 ./pa+++ G r G a ' u ~ a  ~b 
Fapc<erv .a? 705 r a i p a A  Bpow), and an acute proposal has been 
made to identify the ' Gilgal' of the received text with the ruins 
called JuEjiI, SW. of the valley of Shechem (see GILGAL, § 5). 
'This however, does not suit the phrase 'over against ($>a) 
Gilgh,' and on grounds of principle it is undesirable to attempt 
identifications until the passage containing a place-name has 
been thoroughly scrutinised from the point of view of textual 
criticism. Jul6jil may represent an ancient Gilgal or cromlech ; 
but this does not show that it is referred to in Dt. 11 30. On 
the other hand, the text, as emended, gives a thoroughly accurate 
picture. 

The  'entrance into Shechem' is completely coni- 

curse, and directs them, when they have been broug 4, t 

1 Cp Gen. 126. We read n&nn for ann-&; 1 i f51 for 
-in! ; ,ypIw for wnwn ; 573nn n'i for n37m $aim $n. See 
C d .  Bib. All that can be done to make MT intelligible has 
been done, especially by Dillmann ; but few will call the result 
very satisfactory. C. Niebuhr (Gesch. 1328fl) has realized the 
doubtfulness of the text ; but his suggestions that a highway 
through the land of the Canaanites is spoken of, that Shechem 
is deliberately omitted, and that 'the Gilgal ' was a circumval- 
lation of Gerizim are hardly felicitous. 
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3. Other 

Mt. Gerizim is referred tb-viz.,'Is. 661 
references. Jn. 420J Certainly if Is. 661-4 is post- 

exilic (and it is difficult to maintain anv 
Longer an  exilic date), we can hardly find any other 
concrete object for the passage than that first assigned 
by Duhm-viz., the intention of the Samaritans to 
build a temple to Yahw& on Mt. Gerizim3 (see ISAIAH 
ii. 5 21). Still, owing to the brevity of the passage 
we can scarcely claim more than' high probability 
for this conjecture. 

The  second passage is also somewhat enigmatical. 
A modern writer quoted by Wetstein4 remarks on 2,. 22, 

' Christ and the woman were both agreed in the object 
of worship. The question she puts is only which is 
the true place for it. But how is that determined by 
the answer?' The truth is that Jesus goes beyond the 
question of the Samaritan woman. He asserts (or is 
made to assert) that neither the Jerusalem nor the Gerizim 
temple is a fit place for spiritual worshippers, but also 
denies that the Samaritans as a body worship the Father 
(who requires spiritual worship) a t  a l l ;  and he looks 
forward to the time when the Samaritans shall give up 
the cultus on Mt. Gerizim without accepting (as the 
author of Is. 66 1-4 had doubtless wished) the cnltus on 
Mt. Zion.5 Thus Mt. Gerizim, which loomed. above 
Jesus and the woman as they conversed by Jacob's well 
( ' i n  this mountain,' ZI. 20)' gave occasion to Jesus, 
according to the Fourth Gospel, to enunciate the great 
principle of spiritual religion. W e  must not, however, 
allow ourselves to exaggerate the blame extended by 
Jesus to Mt. Gerizim. Partisans of the temple at 

1 Moore (Judges 246) ascribes this very plausible theory to 
Furrer (Wandevungen, 2 4J); cp also Baed.(? 256. But as 
Thomson, LB ['60] (475 remarks, several lofty precipices 
literally overhang Nablus. Similarly Porter (Kitto's Bf6. Cyclo). 
" Gerizim '). 

2 May we compare the name of the village Tallfizz, a little to 
the N. of Ehal sometimes identified with T I R Z A H  (q.7~. I)? 
3 Kenig, it i.; true, sees no iiecessityfor any 'concretd motive' 

such as Gressmann suggests (the rebuilding of the temple at 
Jerusalem). The writer of zm. 1-4 wishes to emphasise his 
conviction that only a 'house of prayer' (cp 507) was 'an 
appropriate place of worship for Yahwe' (The Exiles' Book of 
Consolation, ZOIJ ['99]). Is. 66 1-4 according to him is an exilic 
passage, but 665 & 'were added after the building of the 
temple.' 

143 r17821). 
4 Beaulacre, ap. Wetstein (Bowyer, CriticnZ Conjecturer, 

5 Cp B. Weiss, Evang. desJohannes, 193 ('86). 
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GERON 
Jerusalem were, in his eyes, not less 'sectarian ' than 
partisans of the temple on Gerizim. See SAMAKI- 
TANS. 

The summit of this mountain testifies to a succession of 
faiths. The most prominent monument is not the most import- 

ant ; it consists of ruins of the castle built by 
4. Ruins. Justinian in 533 A.D. to protect the Christian 

church erected in 475 A.D. (the foundations of 
which still remain). In the centre of the plateau, however, 
is something much more venerable-a smooth surface of rock 
which is the traditional site of tp altar of the temple of the 
Samaritans and therefore their Holy of Holies. The cup 
hollow in i;resembles those in many Syrian dolmens. and may 
well have been used in primaeval times for libations. Conder 
(Syrian Stonelom, 169,f) suspects that, though this rock may 
once have been enclosed, there was no proper temple. Josephus 
however had 110 interest in exaggerating, and his words ar i  
plain--'; temple like that at Jerusalem (Ant. xi. 8 2). The 
drafted blocks of the walls of Justinian's castle may possibly 
belong to a still older structure (Baed.Pj256). In the founda- 
tions of the western wall there are some ten or twelve largp 
stones beneath which tradition places the 'twelve stones 
brought up from the bed of the Jordan by the Israelites (Jus;. 
420). The place where the lambs of the Samaritan passover 
are killed is a short way down the W. slope of the mountain a 
little above the spot where the Samaritans pitch their t e k  
seven days before the feast. For an account of the passover 
ceremony see SAMARITANS. 

Gerizim) rejoices in a copious spring of delicious water (the 
R E S  eZ-'Ain), which may quench the thirst of the scanty band, 
of Samaritans at  passover time, but wns naturally insufficient 
for the multitude gathered on the mountain and slaughtered by 
Cerealis in the time of Vespasian (see Jos. B/ iii. 7 32). 

T. IC. C. 

GERQN, an Athenian, introduced by RVmg. into an 
account of measures taken by Anti6chus Epiphanes 
against the Jewish religion (z Macc. 61). The text has 
ydpovra 'ABqvabv [VA], which, EV renders ' an old 
man of Athens.' The I /  passage, I Macc. 144, speaks 
.of messengers sent by the king. The  leader of these 
messengers would naturally be either a civil or a military 
official under Antiochus. 

Probably &vaiov is a clerical error for b v i L o X L  ; Vet. Lat. 
.and Vg. have 'Antiochenum,' which may of came  be the con- 
jecture of a translator, but is none the worse because it is 
ancient. It is a further question whether yCpovra is not ibself 
corrupt ; RVmg., peThaps unintentionally, suggests this view. 
But Ewald's rendering, 'a  senator of Antioch' (Hist. 5 298 
n. 5), is very plausible. The name of the official was no; 
necessary; the Ar. vers., however, gives it as Fill+ (see Grimin 
ad Zoc.). For a subtle but hardly necessary critical conjectur; 
see Kosters, irk. T 12 496 ('78). 

GERRHENIANS, R V  GERRENIANS, THE ( ~ W C  
T U N  r€NNHpWN [A], B. T. r fppHNWN [VI), evidently 
a term for the southern limit of the Syrian dominion 
under Antiochus Eupator ( z  Macc. 1324) .  The town 
of Gerra ( rd  ycb)a, Strabo, xvi. 233 ; ye$)ov llpiov, Ptol. 
iv. 511) lay between Pelusium and Rhinocolura, but can 
hardly be intended here, since the coast as far N. as 
Rhinocolurawas at this time Egyptian (cp Polyb. v. 803) .  
The  Syriac reads G-Z-R. More probably, however, we 
should read yepap$vwv, which agrees with the reading 
--yepapqpwu of one MS (cod. 55). 'From Ptolemais 
unto the Gerarenes ' (see GERAR) would represent the 
whole of Palestine in its widest extension from N. to S. 

Compare the expression in I Macc. 11 59 where Simon is made 
captain of the country 'from the LADDER OF T V R I ~  (about 100 
stadia N. of Ptolemais) unto the borders of Egypt. 

T. K. C. 

GERSHOM (~h1.1 cp WTI in Sin. Inscriptions, 
anti see GERSHOM, GESHAM; 
Ex. and Ch.]; in JUdg. rHpcoM [B], repcwM [AI, 
rHpC(r)N [L]). 

I. The first-born of Moses and Zipporah (Ex. 222 
1 8 3 ) ,  from whom JONATHAN (z), the priest of the sanctu- 
ary at Dan (Judg. 1 8 p ) ,  claimed descent.2 We also 
find a Levitical name Shebuel b. Gershom in I Ch. 
23 I;$ 2624. The popular etymology, o r  7j, ' a so- 
journer there' (Ex. Kcc. ), is followed by d (mpuap) and 

1 For the orthography of D L V ~ ~  (=)vi>) see Frensdorff, 
Massovet. Wirtevb. 177 ; the two names are essentially identical ; 
cp Onam and Onan, Hemam and Hernan. 

2 Bennett (Ezp. 86 ['g8] 78) points out a possible reference to 
Gershom ,in Judg. 177 ~ d - y l  fila), as though, 'and he (was) 
Gershom. 
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rHpcaM [BHAFL in 

GESHUR 
JOS, Ant. ii. 13 I (mpuos). See MOSES, and on Ex. 425, 
cp CIRCUMCISION, § 2. 

2. The head of the b'ne PHINEHAS (3), a family in Ezra's caravan 
(see EZRA 1 5 2 2 $ 13 [ I ]  d), Ezra 8 z ( y p w p  [EA], -uap [Ll) 
=I  Esd. 829 G ~ R S O N  (Tapouoropos [el, yqpuwv [A], -gap [Ll). 

GERSHON (iiV>$, for which in Ch. regularly WYI 
and PlWll with the exception of I Ch. 6 1  [527], 
rshswN [A], 2 3 6  rHpCWN [A] : rshcwN [BAFL]). 
b. Levi, is mentioned only in P and Ch. He is 
the first-born of Levi in Gen. 4611 (yqpuwv [AD]), 
Ex. 616 (yqpuwv [AF]) I Ch. 61, and makes up with 
Kthath and Merari the three chief subdivisions of the 
Levites. Although the first-born, he is overshadowed 
by the Kehathites ( to  whom Aaron belonged). His 
sons Libni and Shimei (Ex. 6 17 Nu. 3 18 21 I Ch. 6 17 [ z ]  
2 3 7 )  were known, according to the Chronicler's con- 
ception, already in David's time ( I Ch. 237-11). 

The sons of Gershon or the Gershonites (?;t+~g; 
b ye8uwv[e]c [BAFL], b yqpuwv[~]i [BA]) are num- 
bered a t  7500 in the wilderness (Nu. 32z)-which 
has an artificial look when we recollect that the whole 
number of the Levites is enumerated at about three 
times that number, viz. 23,000 (Nu. 2662).  P de- 
scribes nioreover their special work at the tabernacle 
and also the position taken up by them on their journey- 
ings (ib. 325 424  77).  Far moreiniportant, however, is 
the notice of the cities apportioned to them (Josh. 
21 27 33 yqpuwv [AL] ; I Ch. 662 [47] 71-76 [56-611 yqpuwv 
[A]) ; these all lay to the N., in Manasseh beyond Jordan, 
Issachar, Asher, and Naphtali, and if we take this 
in connection with the notice of Jonathan b. Gershom b. 
Moses in Judg. 1 8 3 0  it would appear that the priests 
of Dan formed a group which traced its origin back to 
Moses, and derived its name from his first-born.l In 
thc post-exilic and priestly genealogies the place of 
Gershon b. Moses is taken by Gershon b. Levi ; com- 
pare the similar case of ELIELER b. Moses and 
ELEAZAR b. Aaron. 

GERSQN (rHpCwN [A]), I Esd. 829 = Ezra 82, 
GERSHOM, 2. 

See CHIMHAM. 

GEZRITES. 

See GENEALOGIES i . ,  5 7. 

GERUTH CKIMHAM (Dp3 niYJ), Jer. 4117 Kr. 

GERZITES (?-$n), I S. 278 Kt., AVmP.; AV 

GESEM (pceM [BKA]), Judith 1 9 ,  RV GOSHEN. 
GESHAM, or rather, as in RV, Geshan (@'J., cp 

perhaps &!'I), b. JAHDAI, a Calebite ( I  Ch. 2 4 7 ;  

cwrap P I ,  rHpcwM [AI, rsicwN [L]). 
6 4 ' s  v p u w p  may be due to a misreading, or possibly enough 

points to an original (so Ki. .!?BOT, see GERSHOM). I t  
is noteworthy that in both cases the Calebite name finds evident 
analogies in names of N. Arabian origin. 

GESHEM (be?., rHcaM [BHA], r ic .  [L], GOSBM), 
called ' the Arabian,' an ally of Sanballat and Tobiah, 
and an opponent of Nehemiah (Neh. 2 1 9  6 1 5  6). In 
Neh. 6 6  the name takes the form GASHMU (rat$, youep 
[KC.= mg.], om. BH*A; GOSBM) ; the correct form is prob- 
ably Gushamu, a well-known Arabian name (cp Cook, 
Ararnaic GZossmy, s. 71. i n w j ) .  

For ihe ending -IC which occurs frequently in Nabatean in- 
scriptions compare iyin [&.], Neh. 12 14 (RV Malluchi, p V w .  
Melicu), JETHRO, and perhaps BOCHERU, and see Nald. 111 Eut. 
Nab. Inscr. 73 ; ZDAfG41715. See ARABIA, 5 3. s. A. c. 

GESHUR (lid!). I. A territory. in NE. Palestine, 
adjoining the Israelite possessions, and reckoned as 
Aramczan ( z  S. 158). According to I Ch. 223 (om. 
Pesh. ), Geshur and other Aramzean peoples took the 
Havvoth-jair from the Israelites. It may often be 
dangerous to treat statements of this kind in I Ch. 1-9 

1 A portion of the Merarite branch of Levites actually bears 
the name of Mushi-Le., the Mosaite. Observe that this 
Levitical name, in common with so many more is remarkable for 
its S. Palestinian associations ; see GENEALWIES i., 
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GESHUR 
as historical ; but the statement here made is not in itself 
improbable ; it implies that Geshur was at any rate N. 
of the Havvoth-jair. Still less reason is there to doubt 
the correctness of the geography of Dt. 314 Josh. 125 
(late as these statements are), except indeed as to the 
localisation (in Dt. Z.C.) of the Havvoth-jair in Bashan 
rather than in N. Gilead (see HAVVOTH-JAIR). 

In  these passages the Geshurites and the Maacathites 
are mentioned together as bordering on the territory of 
Og king of Bashan, and therefore on that of Israd. 
Hence Guthe (ZDp6’12233), Wetzstein, and G. A. 
Smith incline to place Geshur and Maacah in th- 
modern province of J6lLn (Gadanitis) ; Geshur would 
of course be S. of Maacah. 

Conder (Smith‘s DBP)) and von Riess (Bi&Z-AtZasP) ’95) 
indeed, still prefer to idectify it with the plain of J&dtir Lhicd 
is SE. of Hermon and NE. of en-Nukra. This view is iot  only 
linguistically hazardous but also im&es identifying en-Nukra 
with Basban, and plaiing the Havvoth-jair outside the N. 
boundary of Gilead. Fnrrer (ZDPV 13 198) places Geshur still 
farther E. He identifies it with the Leja that great lava 
plateau which lies E. of en-Nukra and GE. of the Jehel 
Haurin and corresponds approximately with Trachonitis ; but 
Lis reasbns are very insufficient. 

I t  is a disputable point whether Ishbaal was really 
king ‘over Gilead and over the Geshurites’ (2 S.-29 
Pesh., Vg.). For two reasons :-First, because in 
Absalom’s time ( z  S. 158) ‘Geshur in Aram’ (?)  was 
an independent state, and secondly, because though in 
Josh. 1311 (cp v. 13) Joshua is said to have assigned 
Geshur and Maacah to the two-and-a-half tribes beyond 
Jordan, we cannot safely accept this as correct in the 
face of the contrary statements in Dt. 314 Josh. 125. 
The truth probably is that in Aram’ in z S. 158 an 1 
‘Geshurites’ in z S. 29 are incorrect readings. SCC 
GESHUR, z ; ASHURITES. 

In Josh. 125 QB has ycpycua, in Dt.314 ~ B A F L  [but E* 
yapraua, see Swetel yap UUEL (cp Eus. in OS 244 24, who takcs 
ysuouperp to be the city o?ycpyam~ in Bashan where the Israelitcc 
‘did not destroy the Geshurites); @AF in Josh. 125y~uoup~, C L  
y s u o u p ~  Other forms are : in z S. 13 37 14 23 168 ys8mvp [SA], 
yeuuaLp [LI; in I Ch. 223 yesuovp [BI, ysuuoup [AI, yeuovp [I.] ; 
in Josh. 13 13 ysusr EL [Bl,,yeuoup[rlr [AL]. In Josh. 125 Pesh. 
exceptionally has ‘ Lndor. 

A district at theextreme 
limit of Palestine, S. of Philistia, Josh. 132 (AV 
Geshuri),  I S .  278 (EV ‘ the  Geshurites’ ; so RV 
in Josh.). The former passage (late) introduces a 
description of the land in the SW. towards Egypt, which 
in Joshua’s old age still remained unconquered. A 
reference to the northern Geshur is therefore impossible. 
In  the latter passage the Hebrew text gives, as the 
names of peoples or districts attacked by David from 
Ziklag, ‘ the Geshurite, the Girzite or Gerizzite (see 
GIRZITES), and the Amalekite.’ 6, however, gives 
only two names ; one of the first two names in M T  
is doubtless a doublet. Wellhausen, Driver, and Budde 
give the preference to the second name in the form sanc- 
tioned by the Kre, viz. v n g ,  ‘ the Gizrite,’-ie., the 
Canaanites of ‘GEZER (so RVmg., see Judg. 129 ; I K. 
916). It is better to read 

‘either ‘ the Girzite’ or ‘ the Geshurite,’ 1 and the latter 
is on the whole the more probable, for the Girzites 
probably belonged to northern or central Canaan. I t  
was probably a chieftain of these southern Geshurites 
whose daughter Maacah became one of David’s wives 
and mother of Absalom. H e  is called Talmai, which 
is also the traditional name of a Hebronite giant 
(Judg. 1 IO ; see HEBRON, I )  : David’s close connec- 
tion with S. Palestine is well known, and the list of the 
children bgrn to him in Hebron in z S. 32-5 mentions 
the son of Abigail the Carmelite just before Absalom. 
Maacah is given as the name of a concubine of Caleb 
( I  Ch. 248). This theory accounts more fully than 
he rival view for Absalom’s flight recorded in 2 S. 

1337 (cp 1423 158). In the southern Geshnr, close to 
and yet outside of Judah, the pretender would have 

1 Kamph., however, retains hoth names (2.4 W 694). 
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2. (qph?, ‘the Geshurite.’) 

But Gezer lay too far N. 

GETHSEMANE 
every opportunity of preparing for his revolt. Ahithophel 
(Ahiphelet ?) and Amasa, his chief supporters, belonged 
to S. Judah, and it was the tribe of Judah which was 
principally concerned in the rebellion (cp z S. 1911 [I.] 

The only objection to this is that in 2 S. 158 
Absalom says to David, ‘Thy  servant vowed a vow 
while I dwelt at Geshur in Arum.’ This specification, 
however, would rather be expected in 2 S.  1337. I t  is 
clear that 0 1 ~ 2  ‘ in Aram’ is a gloss (for ~ i h ’ 2 ? ) ,  sug- 
gested by the vicinity of the northerti Geshur to that of 
kaacah.. 

The suggestion of Glaser (AHT 242) that in Josh. 132 I S. 
278 we should read for qvja ,  *i;t~wil(see ASSHIJRIM) should 
also be mentioned. consistency would then oblige us to)change 
Absalom’s ‘ Geshu;‘ into ‘ Ashur.’ 

@Bin IS. Z.C. givesonlyyBuE‘pL=)-)ivj ; @BAL gives bothnames 
(yrusper.[A] or ~ b v  yeuuoupaLm [L] a:d .rbv ye<paiov). After- 
wards, instead of ‘Shnr,’ @L gives Geshur’ (yeuu:up). In  
Josh. 13 2 @B ~ W E L ~ ~ L ,  @AI- y ~ o u p [ s ] r  Pesh. ‘ Endor. In 2 S. 
1337@adds~lp.Ti l~pa~as[B]( ‘ to theldndofbfaacah’), e. y+p. 
[AI, e. y. Xahaapa [Ll. T. K. C.-S. A. C. 

GETHER (YQJ, perhaps l&l=?d$ [Le .  GESHUR. 
I]: Marq. ZATW 8155; yalkp [AEL]), one of the 
‘sons’ of ARAM (Gen. 1023, I Ch. 117 ye&P [L]). 

GETHSEMANE (r&CHM&N€l [Ti. WHI-i.e. t 

’I oil press,’ see OIL ; the word is Aramaic. but the 
1. In NT. form somewhat uncertain [=(i?)’JpV ni, 

D a h .  Grumm. 152. The forms yeaug- 

MANZ) is given in Mt. 2636 Mk. 1432 as the name of 
the place to which Jesus retired with the disciples after 
the Last Supper. In both passiges it is called xwplov 
(see FIELD, 9)  ; EV renders ‘place’ (but see RV”g.) ; 
the word answers to the Latinpvredium (so Vg. in Mk., 
but viZh in Mt. ). What is meant is a piece of ground 
enclosed by a wall or fence of some sort : this is con- 
firmed by Jn. 181, which speaks of a ‘ garden’ (K+TOS ; 
see GARDEN, 7) and uses the expressions ‘ he went in ’ 
( E I U + X O E Y ,  v. I )  and I he went out: (#&p.Oev, v. 4). Lk., 
like Jn., does not name Gethseniane and uses the vague 
expression ‘ place ’ ( T ~ T O S  ; 2240). Possibly it belonged 
to owners who willingly afforded access to Jesus ; a t  al l  
events, he was in the habit of resorting to it (Lk. 2137 
223g), and the habit was known to Judas Iscariot. 
Doubtless the enclosure contained a press, perhaps also 
a house in which the other disciples, apart from Peter, 
James, and John, may have sheltered. It has been 
conjectured that the owner may have been Mary the 
mother of John Mark, that she may have had some 
kind of country-house there, and that the young man 
mentioned in Mk. 1451f. may have been Mark himself 
suddenly aroused from his slumbers. In any case, we 
know that Gethseniane was situated (Jn. 18 I )  to the E. of 
KIDRON [q. v . ,  § 31 and was regarded as belonging to the  
Mt. of Olives (Lk. 21 37 2239). Thds we have to think 
of Jesus as quitting the town by one of the gates of the 
eastern wall, descending into the Kidron valley, crossing 
the bed of the brook, and reascending on the other side. 
It is at Gethsemane that the touching scenes recorded 
by the evangelists are placed-the agony and prayers 
of Jesus, the sleep of the apostles, the arrival of Judas 
and his train, the arrest ; the N T  does not enable us to. 
fix the site more exactly. 

From the fourth 
century onwards, perhaps from the time of the visit of 
2. Tradition. the Empress Helena, the garden of Geth- 

semane has been shown at the foot of the  
Mt. of Olives on the left bank of the Kidron, some fifty 
yards from the present bridge. 

Eusebius tells us that in his day the faithful were diligent in. 
prayer at the place and Jerome says it had a church(0SO) 
13024; 24820). Tie  Franciscans, to whom the ground now 
belongs-it measures about 150 ft. by 140-surrounded it with 
a wall in 1848, adorned it with chapels, and laid it out as a 
European garden with walks, borders, and beds (the orientaL 
garden is a plantation of trees; see GARDEN). 

pavei, y?pap. =(a)’Jpv K’J] ; GETfISEMANI, GESL- 

Tradition became more precise. 

1 See AJSL 16 153 1 5 g j  
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GEUEL 
I t  contains eight old olive trees which pilgrims 

willingly believe to date from the time of _Christ, or at 
least to come from trees .of that date. On the other 
hand, it has to be remarked not only that olives are not 
in the liabit of attaining so great an age, but also that, 
according to Josephus (BJvi. 1 I/), all the trees about 
Jerusalem were cut down by the army of Titus at the 
time of the siege. The earliest trace of a tradition 
relative to the olives of Gethsemane does not go back 
farther than to the sixteenth century. Some hundred 
yards to the N. of the garden a cave (ancient cistern), 
transformed into a Latin sanctuary-the Grotto of the 
Agony-is shown; the suggestion is that here is the 
place spoken of by Lk. (2241)  as ' about a stone's cast' 
from where the three apostles were. The  Greeks have 
a garden called Gethsemane close to but distinct from 
that of the Latins ; the Russians also have built a church 
in the neighbourhood. See PEFQ, 1887, p. 159;  
1889, p. 176. 

The authenticity of the site, then, is not demonstrable ; 
but neither is it utterly improbable. Inreality, howevcr, 
the scene must at all events have been larger. I t  may 
have been perhaps more to the N., or more to the S. ,  
in the valley ; or, more probably still, further to the E., 
higher up on the western slope of the Mt. of Olives, 
though not on the very top-a site ill adapted for a 
retreat (Reland, 857). If Lk. (2137 2 2 3 9 )  had said h s l  
instead of els ( ~ b  Llpos), the expression would have been 
more conclusive against the traditional site (Eus. OSP) 
24820 has a p b s  74 @ e l ;  Jer. OSz) 13024,  ad radices 
inontis OZiiueti). The Emperor Hadrian caused exten- 
sive terracings to be made in the Kidron valley ; by these 
doubtless the previous contours were considerably 

GIBBETHON 
Maccabzan wars (I Macc. 4 15 etc. ) ; see GAZARA. Ia 
the time of John Hyrcanus it was taken by Antiochus 
VII. Sidetes ; but at the conclusion of the war the 
Hasmonseans were permitted to retain it, apparently 
khrough the intervention of the Romans (see Schurer, 
GJl" 1206f: ). 

By Strabo (xvi. 229) it is mentioned as yasapis 'which also. 
the Jews appropriated' ; but he seems to have somewhat confused 
it with Gadara beyond Jordan. In Josephus (Ant. xii. 7 4) the 
form yasapa also occurs for Gezer, and, in a Notitia Ejisco- 
pafuum, p y e i v  yasdpov near Azotus is distinguished from 
yd&Lpa between Pella and Capitolias. At a synod in Jerusalem 
In 536 there were two bishops each of Gadara. In the OS 
(24416; 127 IO) it is Gazara (ybca'pa a 'villa' or K+?) 4 m. 
northward from Nicopolis. (See ZDPY 17 36-41.) 

The long-lost site of Gezer was discovered in 1873, 
by Clermont-Ganneau, close to the village of Abu 
2. Site. Shiisheh, a little to the S. of Ramleh, towards 

It is the high and isolated point 
known as Tell Jezer, which being just 4 m. W. by 
N. from 'Amwas (Emmaus-Nicopolis) is no doubt the 
Gazara referred to in OS. The Tell is described (see 
PEFM 2428-440) as having terraces of rude stone, and 
a sort of citadel a t  its eastern end. There are alsD 
rock-hewn tombs, and a great reservoir near the modern 
European farm, and the correctness of Ganneau's 
identification is placed beyond dispute by his discovery 
of three bilingual inscriptions-one of which includes 
the word i y ~  ' Gezer ' l-which areplacedpalaeographically 
between the Hasmonaean and the Herodian periods. 

For the present state of the archaeological questions which, 
have been raised 5ee his ArchrPoZogkaZ Aesearches in Pales- 
tine 2257' Re&eiZ ~ ' A Y C A P O Z .  CJYGX~. 1351:3gI ,cp 401. 
GaAneau ;as shown that Tell Jezer is the Mont Gisart, near 
which in 1177 Baldwin 1V. gained a victory over Saladin. See 
also Lagrange, Rev. Bi61. 1899, pp. 422.427. 

Jerusalem. 

GEZRITES, THE ('?T$;l), Kr.,  for which Kt. THE 
GERZITES (AVmg.) in IS. 278 (0 rszpaloc [AL]), 
where RV more correctly has GIRZITES (g.iu. ; see 
also GIRGASHITE), mg. GIZRITES. The  GESHURITES. 
(see GESHUR, 2) and the Gizrites (?) are mentioned 
together. ' The Gezrites ' might mean the Canaanites. 
3f GEZER [ q . ~ . ] ,  but more probably should be deleted. 
See GIRZITES. 

GIAR (n'$ ; ra l  [BA], r iaz [L]), supposed to b e  
the name of a place on the road in which Joab pursued 
Abner (2 S. 224). ' See, however, GIBEAH, $ 2 (6). 

GIANT, GIANTS. I. Ne?, n??, rdpA6' ;. WWl, 
vCpAd'i?n, 2 S. 21 16$ Gen. 1 4 5  etc., see RAPHAH (2). 
REPHAIM (i.). According to Duhm, Kephainl means 
( a )  giants, (6 )  the shades (Manes) ,  inasmuch as the God- 
defying giants were hurled into Shi.61 and became the 
2hief among the inhabitants of ShC6l. See, however, 
DEAD, $ 3. 
2. ! h m ,  nqhilinr, Gen. F4 Nu. 1333t. . See NEPHILIM. 
3. iia?, gi66br (yryas, often in e). The rendering is hase'd 

,n the Ar. use of a666rrm for 'giant' (cp Gen. 64) ; hut moderns 
?refer the sense ?warrior ; cp David'sgibb6rinz or 'warriors.' 

4. npY, ANAKIM [p.v.], may also be explained as 'giants.' 

GIBBAR (724 ; ~&Bep [B], ra. [AL]), a district of. 
[udah mentioned in the great post-exilic list, Ezra 220 
:see EZRA ii. § 9, 

It has been proposed to read ~ryzj, 'Gibeon' (so Berth.- 
Ryssel as in 11 Neh. 7 25, yapaov [BNAL]), but against this see 
SIBEON, 5 3. Guthe prefers in's or l n  n'a following I Esd. 
i 17 (RV BAITERUS ; [uioi] pacr?pous IRA]). 

GIBBETHON ( ) h ~ ~ ;  raBaewN [BAL]), a city 
vhich, according to I K. 1527 1615  (raBawN [E]), 17, 
n Baasha's time and after it, belonged to the Philis- 
.ines, and was apparently their frontier fortress towards 
Ephraim (see PHILISTINES). Possibly it is the same 
ts Gibeah of Phinehas (see GIBEAH, 5 z [ z ] ) .  In Josh. 
t is Danite ( 1 9 4 4 ;  PEyeOwv [B], yapaT8wv [L]) and 

nnn, 
which M. Ganneau (Researches, 2 264)rightlyr&ders ' boundary 
,f Gezer,' and supposes to define the sabbatic limit. 
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8 c). 

See BETHER i. 

1 The entire inscription, which is very short is read 

modified (PEFQ, '93, p. 80). 
Robinson, BRi3) 1234J ; Tohler Die Siloahqrcelle und der 

Oel6erg, ~gr-zzg,  Dritfe Wanden& naclt Pahsfina, 353-55 ; 
Gatt, Beschrei6ung z2berJerusaZenr, zrrf: ; 

3. Literature. Furrer, Wanderungen durch dm NLN, 79- 
81 : Keim, Le6ea Jesn von Narara 3 297- 3r1 ; Gubrin? JPmmlem, 288J ; Petavel, ' L e  Domaine de 

Gethsemanb, Chr-Pfien Euan&Zique, '88, pp. 2 i q - q  ; 'The 
House of Gethsemane,' Exjos. 1891 a, pp. 220-32 ; Le Camus, 
Voyaze aux Pays Bi6Ziques, 1252-56 ; Conder, Bi6k Places, 
204. LU. G. 

GEUEL (!JK.lKJ, majesty of God ' ; cp Gray, HPN 
210 ; Sam. hi ; royAiHA [BaTAFL] ; TOYAIHA 
[B"(foot)b] ; GUEL), b. Machi, a Gadite (Nu. 13&). 

GEZER (114, cp two places, one of them near 
Alemo, called el-lama rYZkiit. Mu'iam adhuld~n .  - _  

History, 2 7 1  I: I] ; most usually rbzep [BAL]), an 
ancient Canaanitish citv said to have been 

conquered by Joshua (Josh. 1 0 3 3  [;azHc, BA] 1212) ,  
and situated on the S. border of Ephraim (165 ,  not m 
M T  [CP V .  31; razapa [BAl,. -PWN [Ll), towards 
the W. (I Ch. 7 28) ; a Levitical city (Josh. 21 21 

[razapa, B ; -zep&, L], I Ch. 667 [5z]). I t  remained 
Canaanitish (Josh. 16 IO Judg. 1 2 9 )  until ' Pharaoh, king 
of Egypt,' or, as has been conjectured, Pir'u, king of 
the N. Arabian Mu+ (see GENUBATH, HADAD i. [3], 
MIZRAIM, z [SI), took and burned it, and gave it as 
a marriage portion to his daughter, Solomon's bride 
(I  I<. 916, y ~ & p  [A]; for B see 433;  L 5 3 ) ;  Solomon 
fortified it (v. 17). ' I t  is mentioned in z S. 5 2 5  (AV 
GAZER, ya.(?pa [BAL]) = I Ch. 1416  (yafapa [B], -{Tpa 
[AL] = M T  m!~)  as the limit of David's pursuit of 
the Philistines ; obviously it was on the border of the 
Philistine territory. In  I Ch. 2 0 4  'Gezer' is given 
where the text of Samuel (2 S. 21 18) gives 'GOB. '  
As Maspero has pointed out, it is the Kazir (W. Max 
Muller, Ka-di'-ru) of Thotmes 111.'~ list of names of 
Palestinian cities (RPC) 551) ; in the Amarna tablets it 
appears as Gazri, whose ruler Yapabi protests his fidelity 
to the Pharaoh (KB 5 3 2 8 8 ) .  On its share in the revolt 
against Rameses 11. see EGYPT, 58; and on the 
mention of it in the ' Israel inscription ' see EGYPT, $ 60. 

As Gazara (ya&m) it is frequently mentioned in the 
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GIBEAH 
Levitical (21 23 ; ycOe8av [B*], yeRaipav [Bav'd.], yape- 
. O w  [A], yePRwv [L]). 

Conder's identification with Kihbiah, to the NE. of Lydda, 
reappears in PEF map, hut not in those of Fischer-Guthe or 
Buhl. G.' 
A. Smith (HG 3 5 r )  favours it ; but it is surely too far N. for 
a Philistine stronghold. All memory of Gibhethon seems to 
have been lost from a very early date. Eusebius and Jerome 
(OS(? 128 15 ; 246 52) after enumerating several places named 
Gahathon, content themselves with adding : 'there is also another 
yaPa0ov (Gabatha) of the Philistines in the Book of Kings. 

GIBEAH. Any isolated eminence such as those 
which abound in the central plateau of Palestine might 
be called 3@2, gib'dh, as distinguished from hur, 

mountain,' ' mountain range,' or ' mountain district.' 
The  distinction cannot, however, be rigorously carried 
,out. 

We will first consider the two places called Gibeah 
without anv descriDtive aualification. It must be borne 

Kihhiah does not appear to be an important site. 

GIBEAH 
irst suggested,l and as Robinson established, at Tell (or 
ruleil) el-Fiil, a bare conical hill (2754 ft. above sea- 
evel) about 4 m. N. of Jerusalem, towards er-Riam. 

According to Josephus ' Gahath Saul ' was from 20 to 30 stadia 
iom Jerusalem on the 'way thither from Gophna (Ant.  v. 2 8  
and Bjv.  2 I combined), whlch suits the proposed site. Moore, 
iowcver, would have been inclined from the narrative in Judg. 19 
:o look for a site somewhat nearer to er-RSm. 

There are several place-names compounded with 
Xbeah or Gibeath ; 1-3 are represented as such in RV'"g,. 

I. GIBEHTH HA-ARALOTH (nyq 
2. Compound nj5?p: ; pourirs r ~ v  dKpOpUaTl&),  1 tile 

hill of the foreskins,' RV"g. of Josh. 
53 (J). between the Jordan and Jericho, connected with 
:he report of the circumcision (cp GILGAL i., Q I ) .  
The name suggests Amlu, a Babylonian name for the 
[kingdom of the dead ; a popular etymology arose when 
4ralu had been forgotten (Che. ). For another view see 
Stade, ZATW,  '86, p. 1 3 2 8  See also HELKATH- 

2. GIBEAH OF PHINEHAS ( m ~ ~ ?  np?! ; yapaap [B], 
yapaaR [AL], +[E]L~EEP), a city (cp Jos. Ant. v. 1.9) in 
Mt. Ephraim where Aaron's son, Eleazar, was buried 
[Josh. 2433).  

Perhaps the Geba (yqpa)  of Eus. and Jer. (OSP) 248 3 130 5), 
yhich was 5 R. m. from Gophna (Jifn.) on the road to Neapolis 
,NZblus), and, according to PEF Mem. 2 290, corresponds to 
JibiZ, NW. of JifnZ, and only I hr. from Tibneh (Timnath- 
heres). It is of no importance that the tombs of Eleazar and 
Phinehas are shown at 'Amur%, situated in the plain of 
Makhna, SE. of Mt. Gerizim. 

3. GIBEAH OF GOD ( c h m  '2, d rbv pouvbv 700 ReoO 
I S. 105 ; but in v. 10 a simple I Gibeah' [anA rbv 
Bouvbv, 48L rbv papa pouu6vl occurs). The locality is 
defined as being ' where is the pillar of the Philistines ' 
(see SAUL, 0 z n.), and, since this definition was thought 
necessary, it may be questioned whether .Stenning 
(Hastings, DB$17on) is right in identifying it with 
Gibeah of Saul. Prof. G. A. Smith (HG 250)  considers 
it to be the mode& Riamallah (Ewalds Ramah), about 
IO m. N. of Jerusalem. The names agree in meaning, 
and the situation of RELmallah is quite consistent with 
regarding TABOR [q. v . ,  ii.] in I S. 10 3 as a corruption 
of Beeroth (Bireh) and with the identification of Gibeah 
of Saul with Tell el-Fiil. Still, the mention of the ' pillar 
of the Philistines' is more favourable to the view that 
the Gibeah of God is identical with Geba ( L e . ,  Jeh') .  
We may suppose that Saul went straight across the hill- 
country from Beeroth ( '  Tabor ' in MT) to Geba, and 
thence by Ramah ( I  S. 1013 ,  see below) to Gibeah of 
Benjamin. 

In I S. 10 13 'he came to the high place ' should be 'he came 
to hri-r&zrrh'--i.e. to Ramah (er-Rim). 6 B A  has e k  ~ b u  
~ O U V ~ U ,  @L CIS ~ b u  ,hvvbv papa;  cp v. 10. Either Saul's uncle 
dwelt there, or something has fallen out of the tent between 
v. 73 and v. 14. 

4. THE GIBEAH OF (THE) MOREH (Judg. 71). See 
MOREH i. 

5. THE GIBEAH OF (THE) HACHILAH ( 1 S . 2 3 1 9  
261). See HACHILAH. 

6. THE GIBEAH OF AMMAH (z S. 224). The text is 
in great disorder. 

Was there any 'wilderness of Gibeon'? and how was it that 
the pursuers got no farther than the district of Gibeon by 
sunset? Supposing some transposition and corruption to have 
taken place, an intelligible view of the situation can he 
produced. p y i ~ ,  'Gibeon' may be a corruption of c ' y ~ r ,  
' Zehoim ' and ~ D N  ' Ammah' of D>piN, ' Adunimim.' In I S. 
13 18 (sei H. P.' S,dith) we read of '&e hill which overhangs the 
valley of Zeboim. The same hill may be referred to here under 
the name Adummim. The 'ascent of ADUMMIM' rq.v.1 is the 
ascent which leads up from Jericho to the Tar 'at ed-Dam; some 
overhanging hill may, however, have borne the same name. 
Read, therefore, 1nDn 711 c'yiyg '3 V 5 - h  1dN D'DlN npX2 
'(when they were come) to the hill of Adummim which fronts 
the vallev of Zehoim towards the desert.'f! 

names. 

HAZZURIM. 

Possibly it is the same as GIBBETHON. 

This is the easiest emendation. 

1. in' mindthat Geba, Gibeah, and Gibeon 
qua,ification. are very liable to be confounded ; for 

example, in Judg. 20 IO, and perhaps 
in  v. 33 (but see. Budde, ad Zoc.), ' Geba' should be 
'Gibeah';  in v. 31 ' Gibeah' should probably be 
' Giheon ' ; in v. 43 ' Gibeah ' should perhaps be ' Geba. ' 
So, too, in I S. 13 2 15 142 16 ' Gibeah' has been written 
i n  error for ' Geba' ; and in z S. 216 ' Gibeah of Saul '  
for ' Gibeop ' ; see the commentaries of Moore, Budde, 
and H. P. Smith. On I K. 1522  see GEBA, I ,  and on 
I Ch. 8 zg ( = 9 35) see below. 

I. A city of Judah, included in the same group with 
places to the SE. of Hebron (Josh. 15 57 ; yapaa [BAL]). 

I n  I Ch. 249 it is called Gihea (~p!; yacj3ah [B], -&ha [A], 
yappaa  [L]), and a Calehite origin is assigned to it. It may he 
(see Di.) either the Gabaa ( @.a) or the Gabatha (yapafla) of 
?us. and Jer: (OSP) 2 4  55 ; KZS 18). There is a Kb'u, no. 114 
in  the name-list of Thotmes 111. (RP('4 5 53). 

2. (yapaa [BAL] ; 6 pouvds [often in dL] : ol pouvol 
,[Hos. 581). A city of Benjamin ( ' G .  of Benjamin,' 
I S. 132 [?I yapee [B], IS [om. A], 1416 yapee [B] ; cp 
Judg. 19 14; also ' G. of the children of Benjamin,' z S. 
2 3 2 9  yapaeO [B], but dL has 700 pouuoG). I t  seems to 
be identical with GIBEAH OF SAUL ( h ~ $  n p ) ,  I S.  
1 1 4  ( ~ U ~ U U R U  [A"], yaaRu [Aa?], ~ O U U ~ V  [L]), 132 
(yapee [B]), 1 5 3 4  (pouvhv [L]), z S. 216 (yapawv [BA]. 
p o u v 3  [L]), Is. 1029 (d a y y a ~ ) .  but not with the 
GIBEATH of Josh. 1828 (yapawR [BL], -aaO [A]), nor 
with ' Gibeah of God'  (see Q z [3]). In Hos. 5 8  99  (q  
700 pouvoG), l o 9  (a r3 PouvG) it is called ' the Gibe%h 
.( n~???) .  The reference in Is. 1029 is important as clearly 
distinguishing the two places Geba and Gibeah. The title 
' Gibeah of Saul' implies that this was Saul's birthplace 
(cp SAUL) ; probably the true text of I S. 9 1  and of 
I Ch. 829 ( = 9 3 5 )  stated distinctly that Saul's father 
was of Gibeah of Benjamin.' The gentilic Gibeathite 
(my?!? ; 6 yepwOdr7S [BK], d yapuwvfnp [L], d rapa- 
R ~ T T ~ S  [A]) occurs once ( I  Ch. 123). 

Gibeah was the scene of one of the most elaborate 
narratives of the Book of Judges; chap. 20 describes 
how the assembled tribes captured the guilty city of 
Gibeah, and destroyed the Benjamite army, except 600 
men (see BENJAMIN, Q 5 ; JUDGES ii., Q 1 3 ) . ~  In the 
history of Saul frequent mention is made of the royal 
city (references above). Two passages are specially 
helpful in fixing its situation. From Judg. 1912-14 it 
appears that Gibeah was on or near the main N. road, 
and S. of Ramah ; and from I S. 102-7 10-13 that from 
Beeroth (see below, Q 2 r3]) to Geba and from Geba to 
Saul's home was an easy journey. Both passages become 
intelligible if Gibeah is located, as Gross and Valentiner 

1 In I Sam. 9 I read with Marq. (Fund. IS) ]yyJ> n y > > l  
('1 for n*rK), and in rCh.829 correct 'Giheon' into 'Giheah 
(Che.). The Bichrites (see BICHRI) dwelt at Gibeah. On 'the 
father of Giheon, Jehiel,' see JEIEL, 2. 

2 Wi.'s attempt to show that the ark was brought by some 
into conuection with Gibeah, need hardly he considered here 
(see BENJAMIN, 5 6). 
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1 St.Kr. '43, p. 1082 ; ZDMG 12 I~I,$< (Moore, Judges, 414). 
2 It will he noticed that the n in n91 here becomes ;I and IS 

attached to the word which probably underlies p y x .  We. and 
Bu. eliminate n,j altogether, and suppose the 9.l to be a ditto- 
grain ; they read ;1 for n, and prefix it to 117. 
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GIBEATH 
7. THE GIBEAH OF GAREB (Jer. 31 39). See GAREB 

ii. 
8, g, IO. Conjecturally, the Gibeah of Baal-perazim 

(see GIBEON, § I ) ,  Gibeath-jarib or Giheath-jearim 
(see KIRJATH-JEARIM, § I) ; and Gibeath-Elohim (in Is. 
1032 ; see NoB). T. K. C. 

GIBEATR (nq??: rABAA€I [AI, r b B A , a B  [:I, 
r.-( l A p € l M )  [B]), Josh. 1828. Usually identlfied wlth 
Gibeah of Saul, but perhaps rather a fragment of 
Gibeath-jearim[?] ; see KIRJATH-JEARIM, I. 

53 RVmg.. See GIBEAH, 5 z ( I )  ; CIRCUMCISION, 0 2. 
GIBEATR-HA-ARALOTH ( n h g  nu?!), josh. 

GIBEATHITE ('@?d;?), I Ch. 123. See GIBEAH, 

GIBEON (t\U?$, rt&w[~], BAL), a city of the 
Amorites 12 S. 21 2). or more definitelv of the Hivites 

$3 1 (2). 

GIBEON 
Gibeon' (Is. 2821), if the Gibeon referred to is really 
the well-known city of that name, and if Isaiah's words 
may be explained by z S. 525 (a), where David is said 
to have routed the Philistines 'from Gibeon to the 
approach of Gezer' (so, too, I Ch. 1416, where @ K  has 
yupwv).  Gibeon, however, though more possible than 
Geba (see Stenning in Hastings' DB 2 171 u) ,  is still too far 
from the Plain of liephaim to be the starting-point of 
David's pursnit of the foe. Perhaps in all three passages 
we should read ' Gibeah ' and suppose the hill-town of 
BAAL-PERAZIM [ q . ~ . ]  to be meant. 

W e  have already seen that there was an important 
sanctuary a t  Gibeon in the time of Saul-most Drobablv 

' (Josk: 9 3 3 ) .  According to a redactor it 
was even ' greater than Ai ' (Josh. 102) ; '* 

but we can estimate its importance better from the fact 
that it was the head of a tetrapolis or confederacy of 
four cities, to which Chephirah, Beeroth (not perhaps 
the Beeroth which is disguised under MT's 'Tabor '  in 
I S. 103,  and which is the modern Bireh, but a place to 
the SW. of Gibeon'), and Kirjath-jearim also belonged 
(Josh. 9 17). The  humorous story of the deception by 
which they escaped the fate of Jericho and Ai is well 

.' known. I t  is evidently the attempt of a later age 
to account at the same time for the long independence 
of Gibeon and for the use of the Gibeonites (o*;y?!o ; oi 
rapawv[e]i~ai [BX*AL ; Ayapwvlrvs K* once]) for 
slave-service in the Solomonic temple., The story of 
the war of ' the five kings of the Amorites' against 
Gibeon in Josh. 101-5 is but the sequel of the story of 
the Gibeonitish ruse, and is therefore both untraditional 
and unhistorical : this does not, however, necessarily 
involve the rejection of the at any rate traditional battle 
near Gibeon (Josh. 1010-14) ; see BETHHORON, 5 3. W e  
next hear of the Gibeonites in the reign of Sanl, though 
the event referred to, as most critics have held, is not 
mentioned in due chronological order (cp Stenning in 
Hastings' DB 2170.6). Tradition told of a three years' 
famine in David's time, which was regarded as a punish- 
ment for Saul's having ' slain the Gibeonites' and 
'thought to destroy them' ( z  S.  211J). The  motive 
of Saul is said to have been ' zeal for the b'ne Israel ' ; 
the continued occupation of cities and villages by the 
Gibeonites (cp z S. 21 5 ,  end) was inconvenient for the 
Israelites. It has been pointed out elsewhere (see NOB) 
that the deed referred to was not improbably the 
massacre described at length in I S. 2217-19. We can- 
not, however, suppose that the priests of the sanctuary 
of Gibeon ( '  Gibeon,' not ' Nob,' must be read in I S. 
211 [z] 2291119) at the time of the massacre were 
Israelites. They must surely have been Gibeonites, and 
the fact that the Gibeonite priests aided and abetted 
David was probably the excuse which Saul urged for 
decimating the Gibeonite population.z 

The ' pool of Gibeon ' attained a melancholy notoriety 
through the event related in zS. 212-32 (but see 
HELKATH-HAZZURIM : in v. 24 @L 706 /3ouvoO). It is 
mentioned again in the account of the violent conduct 
of Ishmael b. Nethaniah after he had assassinated the 
Jewish governor Gedaliah (Jer, 41 1.f: ). Another act 
of blood-guiltiness was placed by tradition at the ' great 
stone which is in Gibeon' (2 S. 208-10 ; bL  TO^ pouvoi?) ; 
perhaps it was recorded in order to degrade the stone, 
which had been treated as sacred like the ' great stone ' 
at Beth-shemesh (I S. 6 14). The  desecrating act was the 
murder of AMASA [piv., I] by Joab. A brighter memory 
was that of Yahwb's great deed ' in the plain (,my) by 

1 So Buhl Gag. 173. 
a Where the 'tent of Yahwb ' referred to in I S. 17 54 (emended 

text : see NOB) really was, may be left uncertain. 
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2. The a Cununnitish sanctuary. Ear& in thk 
sanctuary. reign of Solomon we meet with this 

sanctuarv again. and this time it is un- ~ ~~ ~~ ~~ , " ,  
doubtedly Israelitish. One of the young king's first 
cares was to go to Gibeon to sacrifice, 'for there was 
the great high place' (I K. 3 4 )  ; the antiquity of the 
notice is proved by the anxiety of the Chronicler to 
justify the action of Solomon by the assumed fact that 
the tent of meeting and the brazen altar were at Gibeonl 
( z  Ch. 13).  It is certainly remarkable that the sanctuary 
of Gibeon should even without the ark (which was still 
in the ' city of David,' I K. 8 I )  have been regarded as 
the right place for a newly made king to resort to for 
an oracle. But clearly without the spiritual aid of a 
great sacrificial feast Solomon could not have ventured 
on the solemn act of erecting a temple by which the 
ancient sanctuaries were to be overshadowed. Probably 
the sanctuary of Gibeon was chosen in preference to any 
other on account of its nearness to Jerusalem. Its 
central position made it ' the  great high place,' and 
accordingly, Stade thinks, it is referred to as snch in 
Dt. 3312 (but see BENJAMIN, 5 8). 

There is little more to add. From Josh. 9 23 27 we infer that 
the Canaanites of Gibeon were made temple-slaves ; cp I K. 

921, and the phrase 'the children of Solomon's 
3. Other servants'(Ezra258 Neh. 760 11 3). InICh.829-32 
notices. (=93938) there may be a confusion of two state- 

ments, one referring to Gibeah (where the clan of 
Becher dwelt), the other to Gibeon. The father (or son?) of 
Gibeonmay have beenJEDIAEL(1) who was the brotherofBecher. 
The father (or son?) of Gibeah wbuld naturally be Becher (see 
IS. 91, and cp GIBEAH, $ I [ z  n.]). The 'sons' mentioned in 
8 30 (=936) are Bichrites (cp KISH I). In Josh. 18 25 Gibeon is 
assigned to the tribe of Benjamin f in Josh. 21 17 to the Levites. 
The men of Gibeon took part in rebuilding the wall under 
Nehemiah (Neh. 3 7 .  @BNAom @L afiaov&qs, yafiawvci), and 
in one form of the iost-exilic Zst of 'the men of the people of 
Israel ' the ' men of Gibeon ' are mentioned (Neh. 7 25). 
however, Gibeon is separated by several names from the thre; 
other members of the Gibeonite tetrapolis, and its nearest 
neighbours are Bethlehem and Netophah, the correctness of 
the reading ' Gibeon' may be doubted. Ezra 2 20 has instead 
' Gibbar,' which is a little nearer to the (probably) true reading 
l F ,  Bether (see GIBBAR). 

We can hardly hesitate to identify the ancient 
Gibeon with the modern village eZ-Ji6. The ancient 

Since 

Y 

4. Identifica- name is no doubt strangely mutilated ; 
but the biblical data and the statements 
of Toseuhus and the Onomasticon3 

, I  

all point to the correctness of the theory. A mile 
north of Neby Samwil (see MIZPAH, I), at the point 
where the road to the coast divides into two branches, 
rises a low, isolated hill, composed of horizontal 
strata of limestone, which in places form regular 
steps, or small terraces, from bottom to top. At other 
points, especially on the east, the hillside breaks down 
in rugged irregular precipices. Round the hill is spread 
out one of the richest upland plains in central Palestine 
-meadowlike in its smoothness and verdure, covered 

The same spirit which animated 
the Chronicler see& have prompted the alteration of 
?@? into n2]? in the Heb. text of I K. 3 4  (see Benzinger). 

1 See CHRONICLES $7  n. 2. 

. .  2 Analogy firbids us to suppose that Jib has come directly 

from Gih'an (Kampffmeyer ZDPV15 27). 
3 Jos. (By ii. 19 I) place; Gibeon 50 stadia NW. from Teru- 

Salem ; Ant. vii. 11 17 less correctly gives 40 stadia ; El-Jib is 
5-6 m. W. or N. of Jerusalem, according to the road taken. 
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GIBLITES GIDEON 
of the Abiezrites as he was beating out wheat secretly in 
the wine-press, and bade him go with his trusty clansmen1 
against the Midianites. At once a divine impulse seized 
him ; he sounded the war-horn ; his clansmen joined 
him, and with them warriors of Manasseh and Ephraini. 
They marched early to Mount Gilboa, and took up 
their position on a projecting hill of that range, ‘by  
(above) the spring of HAROD [p.w ., I], while the 
Midianites were encamped to the north of them, be- 
neath Mount Gilboa, in the vale.’ Towards daybreak, 
Gideon crept down with his armour-bearer Pu(r)ah (an 
Issacharite?)2 to the .hostile camp, and heard one 
Midianite relate to another a significant dream which 
he had had that night. On his return Gideon called his 
men to the attack. They raised the war-cry, ‘For  
Yahwb and for Gideon,’3 and threw the Midianites into 
such confusion that they fled_as far as the distant slopes 
of Abel - beth - m a a ~ a h . ~  The Israelites, however, 
hurried after them, and took the two princes of the 
Mid ian i t e~ ,~  and brought their heads to Gideon. Thus 
Midian was subdued. And Gideon judged his people 
forty years. He had seventy sons, besides Abimclech, 
the son of his Canaanitish concubine. 

The later insertions in this narrative are due partly to a desire 
to place the theophany above doubt artly to a tendency of late 
editors to use the old narratives for 6&cation(cn 7 2-8 with I S. 

near the village with vineyards and olive groves ; and 
sending out branches, like the rays of a star-fish, 
among the rocky acclivities that encircle it. Upon the 
broad summit one sees old ruins-notably one massive 
building which was probably a castle, and among the 
ruins the houses of the miserable hamlet. At the 
eastern base of the hill, beneath a cliff, is a fine 
fountain. The source is in a large chamber hewn out 
of the rock. Not far below it, among venerable olive 
trees, are the remains of an open reservoir or tank, into 
which the surplus waters flow-no doubt the ‘ pool’ or 

great waters ’ of Gibeon (2 S. 2 13 Jer. 41 12). 
T. K. C.l 

GIBLITES ($743), Josh.135 I K. 518(32). See 

GIDDALTI (’&??,; r o A o A A a 0  [L]), a son of 

I Ch. 25 4, yo8ohhaOsr [Bl, e8ohhaflL [A], v. 29 yo8opaOsr [Bl, 

GIDDEL ($74, ‘[God] has reared’ ; 3 50 ; r f A A H A  
[ALI). 

I. The eponym of a family or group of NETHINIM in 
the great post-exilic list (see EZRA ii., $ 9 ) ;  Ezra 2 47 ( K S ~ S ~  

[Bl)=Neh. 749 (ya8qh [BNLI ua. [A])=I Esd. 5 3 0 ;  EV 
GEDDUR (re88oup [B], ye. [A], ;a+ [L]), or CATHUA (mva [B], 
KaOoua [A]). 

2. (ua8arz [L]) agroup of‘ Solomon’s sewants’ (see NETHINIM) 
in the great post-exilic list (see EZRA ii?, 5 9); Ezra 256 
(ya8qa [Bl)=Neh. 758 (ya8qh tBN1, -&A [AI, ua88ar [Ll)= 
I Esd. 5 33, ISDAEL (ru8aqh [BA]). 

GIDEON (]\UTd, as if from 4 U Y I  ‘ to fell,’ §§ 66, 77 ; 
r f A f W N  [BAL] ; GEDEON in Heb. 11 32 AV; the name 
appears also in thegencalogy of Judith[S I]) son of Joash, 
of the Manassite clan of Abiezer, dwelling at OPHRAH 
[ g . ~ . ,  31, renowned through his success against the 
Midianites, otherwise called JERUBBAAL, Judg. 6-8, 
and referred to in Judg. 9 as the father of Abimelech, 
king of Shechem. The narrative is highly com- 
plicated, and traces of composite origin abound. 
The Hebrew text, too, contains many errors which 
must, if undetected, lead the student astray. No- 
where has criticism been more carefully and acutely 
applied than here ; it is only in textual and historical 
criticism (especially in the former) that there is much 
still to be done. A fresh combination of textual, 
literary, and historical criticism, which owes much to 
predecessors, leads to the results given below. The 
degree of their probability varies considerably, owing to 
the large amount of sncccss attained in the early fusion 
of the narratives. It is, however, scarcely open to doubt 
that Gideon (Gaddiel ?) and Jerubbaal (Uribaal ?) are two 
different heroes (the one belonging to W. Manasseh, 
the other either to Gad or to E. Manasseh) whose 
respective legends have been combined and expanded 
by successive narrators and editors. 

The  Gideon-story in its earlier form began with the 
statement that nomad invaders4 from the Syrian desert 
1. Gideon- werewont to spread themselves at harvest- 

time over the fertile country near Shechem 
and over the plain of Jezrcel, plundering 

Then Yahwk appeared to Gideon5 at Ophrah 

1 5 4 mainly from Porter’s art. ‘ Gibeon’ in Kitto’s Bi6. Cyc. 
a The readings of @Land in I Esd. of @EA seem to point to 

3 name containing ’@. 
3 ‘Nothingcanbeclearer than thefact that 8 k z ~ i s  not from the 

same source as 8 1-3 with its premises in the preceding narrative. 
Close examination shows that chaps. ti 7 are not of one piece 
throughout: 6253, e.@, is not the continuation of 611.24; 
the second sign, h 36-40, IS strange after the miracle fi 21 ; cp also 
ti 34 with 6 3j 7 2-8, and on the other hand 6 35 with 7 23,f 
8 I ’  (Moore). 

4 In Judg. ti 3 33 7 12 Pesh. reads op’, 33 for MT’s nip $32. 
Now 07’) (REKEM) is most probably a corrupt fragment of 
5ttnn-p ‘(Jerahmeel). Pesh. appears to have the right reading. 
‘The sons of Jerahmeel’ is a variant of ‘the Amalekites’; for 
parallels see Job 1 3  I K. 5 IO (JOB MAHOL). 

See ti zg  

GEBAL (i.). 

HEMAN [p.~.]. 

~ ~ B S F A O L  [A], GEDDELTHZ [Jg.]. 

story, 
the crops. 

Cp JUDGES, 8 8. 

5 Joash is the fader of Jerubhah, not of Gideon. 
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. .  
1 4 t h ) ,  prtly to i t  palriotic wish that as many t r i h  as pos.il,le 
might Lc shown to have had i t  stwe i n  Gidcon’s cxploit (in vi. 35 ‘ Aslier ’ is probably a corruptioii of ‘ lssachar ’), and pnrrly tu  D 
desire to provide a link between this narrative and that in ch. 8. 
With regard to the last-mentioned point, it will be found that in 
‘I 226 thedescriptionof thedirection of the flight of the Midianites, 
the text of which had become accidentally corrupted, was 
manipulated in such a way as to bring Gideon across the Jordan 
ready to he enriched with the exploits which properly belong t i  
Jerubbaal. The inserted passage, 8 1-3, stands by itself. It 
seems to he suggested by 12 1-3 and a s .  19 41, and is a con- 
sequence of the insertion of 7 24, in which the Ephraimites are 
said to have been summoned to cut pff the fugitive Midianites. 
I t  should also he mentioned that ‘ Jerubbaal ’ in chap. 9 seems 
to have been substituted by the editor for Gideon (Wi.). . 

The Jerubbaal-story may have been somewhat as 
follows :- 

[At Jazer in the land of Gad (?) there dwelt a man of 
the Gadite family of Uribaal, which name he himself 

2. Jerubbaal- bore : later generations changed it to 
Jerubbaal (?); his father’s name was 
Toash. Now the Midianites oppressed 

Israel, driving ;way their cattle, and plundering the 
fruits of the ground. And Jerubbaal, and ten of his 
household, went by night, and made a slaughter among 
the Midiani te~.~ To avenge this the Midianites came 
upon Jcrubbaal’s brethren in Beth-sur,s their stronghold, 
and slew every one of them, whereupon they turned 
and went northward on their camels, plundering as they 
went, till] they came to I ( a r k ~ r , ~  S. of Hamath. 
Jerubbaal, however, called his clan together, three 
hundred warriors, burning with zeal for Yahwb, and 
with the desire for vengeance. They took the ‘ road of 

S 29. 
Jerubhaal, not Gideon, was referred to. 

read perhaps ?pp (cp Gen. 14 14). 

etc.). Cp ~SSACHAR, 5 4. 

The context of the former passage shows that originally 

1 g,ln,l ‘in this thy strength’ (ti 14) needs emendation; 

2 For PUAH [u.v., 11 (Gen. 46 13 

3 3ln ‘sword,‘ in 7 20, is an interpolation (Moore, Bu. etc.). 
4 Read npp-n*9 $25 n++yig for niinn 5 3 ~  rqv TY 

(7 22). The text is disfigured by jransposition and corruption. The 
editor thought of 3;l~ (;mx), which he placed near Abelme- 
holah. This agrees with the probable position of ZARETHAN 

6 On the (probably) true name of the princes (or prince?) of 

6 Jerubhaal is possibly the same as ARELI [ q . ~  I or rather 

7 C. Niebnhr riehtlv observes that the earlv fortunes of 

(7 IO) read perhaps 

k.7J.l. 
Midian, see OREB [i.]. 

Ariel (Uriel=Uribaal?), the name of a ‘son’ of Gad: ’ 
Jerubbaal must be rold’in the passage underlyingjudg. 6 25-22, 
if we could only recover it. Only a few words, perhaps, were 
legible to the later narrator to whom G 25-32 is due. 

8 Read 7rr-n-aa for l i p p  (8 18). 

9 Read l‘pl? W3 (S IO). 

See THEBEZ, TIRZAH, I. 
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Damascus,'] to the E. of Jogbehah (Aj6Th4,  and 
Nobah (/<anawit),a passing by Salecah3 (or Salhad) 
.and Penuel, at the SE. corner of the Haur?~n .~  Faint and 
hungry,6 Jerubbaal asked for bread for his band. The 
' elders ' or ' princes '. (see GOVERNMENT, § 16) of both 
places, however, feared the wrath of the Midianites and 

-refused the request. Both places (Penuel was probably 
the citadel of Salecah ; cp v. I 7 ' tower ') were threatened 
by Jerubbaal with punishment. And when he came t a  
Isarkor he divided his band into three parts (cp Gen. 
1415 IS. 11 TI Job 1 1 7  ; cp 2 S. l82), and gave them 

empty  jars with torches inside, and said, Do as I do. 
Then each company blew a blast on the horn,6 and the 
three hundred broke the jars (with a clash), and held 
fast the torches. And the Midianites were panic- 
stricken, and Yahwb set each man's sword against his 
neighbour. Jerubbaal caught the two kings of Midian.7 
and returned. 0 1 1  his way he punished the rulers of 
Salecah and Penuel,s and so announced himself as king 

.of Gilead. Then came the turn of Zebah and Zalmunna, 
the kings of Midian, who confessed their slaughter of 
. Jerubbnal's brethren,g and underwent their doom. On 
their camels' necks were necklaces of golden crescents, 
which were the marks of their high dignity. These the 
conqueror took for himself [for the people had made 
him their king]. lo Then Jerubbaal ben Joash went 
![to Jazer?l'], and dwelt in his own house. And be 
made for himself [a royal sanctuary in Jazer with an 

.altar and].an ephod, the ephod which he had rilade 
with the golden rings (earrings?) taken from the fallen - .  - .  
Midianites; 

The insertion in Szzf: reminds us of I S. 8 7 10 19 12 12 8, 
Hos.99 lO9131of:, that in v. 27 expresses the view of later 
times that the use of the ephod was an act of infidelity to 
YahwB. 

The essential features of the above reconstruction are 
-the distinction between the Gadite (or E. Manassite la?) 

.and the W. Manassite heroes (due to C. Niebuhr) and 
the critical emendation of the text in Judg. 84-21. It is 
possible that the original Gideon-story represented the 
hero as accompanied only by his three hundred clans- 
men, though, since the scene of Gideon's encounter with 
the Midianites is in the Great Plain, it is only natural 

-to suppose that on his way thither Gideon gathered in 
 fresh volunteers ; possible, too, that the enrichment 
of the Jerubbaal-legend by the story of the jars and 

-torches is erroneous, and that this story really belonged 
to a second version of the Gideon-story. The  similarity 
,of the stories not unnaturally led to their combination, 

azer the similarity of this name to 
lAbiezer would facilitate t ie  cdmbination of the legends. We 
might also assume that Jerubbaal belonged to the GiZeadite clan 
of Abiezer; in I Ch. 7 18 Abiezer is a son of Hammolecheth, the 
sister of Gilead. I t  should also benoticed that HAMMOLECHETH, 

If Jerubbaal dwelt at 

1 For &ax3 q)>ua (8 II), which 'does not admit of any 
grammatical interpretation' (Moore), read ~ W I S S :  = p!??~ 
'Damascus.' p'5;.mx is an exegetical insertion. 

a 'Nobah' ought to follow ' Jogbehah.' 
3 Reading for nizp (85 etc.); see SALCAH, Suc- 

4 Reading   IF for nT1::  (84). l?? is either a gloss 

5 Reading o3p7 (Bu., after 65) for 0 3 1 i  (8 4). 
6 See C. Niebuhr. 

*COTH, I. 

.(Moore) or a corruption of []],in. 

We need not suppose YO horns I The 
horn takes the place of the war-cry in the corresponding part of 
.the Gideon.story. 

7 See ZEBAH AKD ZALMUNNA. The chiefs are here called 
'kings,' to heighten the glory of K i n g  Jerubbaal. 

8 For '@!! (8 1 6 3 )  read probably 'J?. There is.some con- 
-fusion in v. 16 (see Niebuhr). 

Q q';? means 'thy sons, 0 king.' So Niebuhr: cp 
Kittel Kist. 2 SI, n. 1. 
10 1; isnoobjection to this that Judg. 7 gpoints to an oligarchy 

rather than a monarchy. Jervbbaal was every inch a king 
while he lived, nor could the oligarchy of his seventy sons (9 2 )  

.have lasted long. 
11 Something has clearly dropped out after q%! in 8 29. 
12 E. Manassite, according to Niebuhr. 
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like Zelophehad, is probably a corruption of Salecah (Salhad), 
the city which is so prominent in the story of Jerubbaal. 

The religious interest of these stories in their combined 
and expanded form was very early felt (Is. 9 4 r3], 
10 26'). T o  the modern student their historical and 
archzological interest must almost necessarily be 
greater. See, however, , Elmslie's striking lecture, 
Expositor, 1892 a, 50-65. 

See'Stade's and Kittel's Histories of Israel ; and Moore's and 
Budde's commentaries; Wi. AOFl42-5) ; C .  Niebuhr, S fud im  
U. Bcmerkungen zur Gesch. des nltetrn Ouimts i ['94], 1-29; and 
the critical literature cited by Moore and Budd;. 

GIDEONI ('jVT3 ; rahsw~[e] i  [BAFL]), the father 
of ABIDAN [q.v.], Nu. 1 1 1  (reh. [E]) 2 2 2  7 6 0  (r& 

T. K. c. 

[FI, rahaiwNei P I )  65 (rebe. [FI) 1024. 

GIDOM (PYT? ; rehaN P I ,  rehaah [ALI, \aLa+ 
[Pesh.], uZtra [? Vg.]), apparently the limit of the 
pursuit of Benjamin by ' Israel ' (Judg. 20.45). 

Such a place-name is in the abstract possible, but there is no 
mention of it elsewhere ; hence the guesses ',Gilead,' ' Gibeon.' 
The text has a strong appearance of corruptness. 

I. RV VULTURE (rd+Z.z P??, and 
rdhdmM ?lp?? [see Dr. Dt., ad Zoc.] ; the name is 
derived from the care it bestows on its young, cp Di. 
Lev., ad Zoc.), an unclean bird (Lev. 1118, ~ h w o s  
[BAFL], Dt. 1417+, ?ropr$uplwv [BL, om. AF2]) identi- 
fied as the Neophron percnopterus, the white scavenger, 
or Egyptian or Pharaohs vulture, belonging to the 
Vulturidae. 

The Neojhron jeacnojteaus feeds on offal and the vilest 
forms of refuse, but does good service to man as a scavenger. 
Its nests, of sticks and rubbish are built on rocks trees or 
buildings, often in the suburbs of)towns, and are not do inacies- 
sible as is the case with many of its congeners. 'Whilst they are 
with the Aarab [Arabs],' says Doughty, 'they lie wheeling upon 
the wing all day, stooping and hovering at little height above 
the mend [camp]' (AT. Des. 1393). Both in Arabia and in 
Palestine it is a migratory bird, returning from the S. in the 
spring, and is usually found in pairs. In Egypt the vulture 
was the sacred symbol of Nekhabit, the goddess of the South 
(Maspero, D a m  of Civ. 102). 

2. @res,  le, Lev. 11 13 Dt. 14 IZ RV, AV OSSIFRAGE 

(q... 1. A. E. S. 

GIFT, For iln3D, minhah, nntln, teizimdh, 

GIER EAGLE. 

dv&O$pa or dvWep.a (Lk. 21 gAV), and GGpov, see SAcriiFicE; 

SPIRITUAL ()(api&a.ra), see SPIRITUAL GIFTS. 

forth '). 
From 

2 Ch. 3230 3314 it appears that it was to the E. of the 
city, and that Hezekiahs aqueduct diverted its waters. 
All our data point to the Virgin's Fountain (see EN- 

for nxbn mas'ath see TAXATION AND TllIUUTE ; for GIFTS, 

GIHON (]in'$ and [I K.]  ]in3 ; ,/n'$ ' t o  burst 

I. A spring near Jerusalem (I K. 1333845). 

ROGEL, SHILOAH). 

[AL], 33 14 yrov [%I, YOTOY [Ba.bAl, ysrwv [LI. 
I K. 133 3845 [s]rwu [BAT.], z Ch.3230 d r l ~ w u  IBI, ylslrwv 

2. One of the four rivers of PARADISE [P .v . ] ,  Gen. 
2 13 (YWV LADE], 71. [Ll). 

3. The Nile, Jer. 2 18 @BNAQ ( ~ W V  ; Heb. line [ m o p ,  
Q'"g.1, SHIHOR [i.]), Ecclus. 2427 RV, AV GEON (y7lwv 
[BKA]), and, by crit. emend. Job 40236 (see JORDAN, 
§ 2 ( 3 ) ) ,  where read 'though Gihon overflow.' This 
use of Gihon implies the belief of a later age that the 
' Cush ' of Gen. 2 13 was the African Ethiopia. 

GILALAI (%e) ,  the son of a priest, a musician in the 
procession at the dedication of the wall (see E ZRA ii., 
5 13g), Neh. 1236 (rehw?al [KC.amg.L], om. BK*A). 

GILBOA, MOUNT (yh?$;! l?, I S. 3118 2 S. 1 6 ,  
reBoye [AI, bot '4 lq I1 I Ch. 101, rahBoye [A], 8 ; 
op. rshBoye [BAL], so Jos. Ant. vi. 142, etc.; MONS 

1 The difficulty found by critics in Is. 10 26 arises probably 
from an error in the text (see OREB AND ZEEB). 

2 [It is possible that B represents the wold by ?rop+up;wv in 
hoth passages, for in Lev. 11 18 this word and au'xvos may have 
been misplaced.] 
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GELBOUE), more rarely GILBOA (’\?!?, I S.284 2 S. 
21 12) ; once, corruptly, MOUNTAINS IN GILBOA (72 ’?$, 
2 S. 121 ; cp I S. 318 ; TA OPH r. [BA]). 

The name Gilboa, which occurs in M T  only in the 
life of Saul, but should most probably be restored in 

Judg. 73 (Gideon), and possibly in I K. 
The name* 2027 (Benhadad. see below 5 ? Tcl), - - - _, 

has no obvious meaning. The  early guesses in the 
Onomasticon ( O S  3527 18053 18995) are valueless, and 
the modern explanation ‘ a bnbbling fountain ’ (see Ges. 
Lex.(8)) is no better. Transposition, however, so often 
accounts for otherwise inexplicable words (including 
names) that we may conjecture the name Gilboa, or 
rather Haggilboa (with the article), to be a corruption 
(probably designed) of Gibeath Habbaal ($p? np), 
‘hill of the Baal’ ; cp KIRJATH-JEARIM, § I. The 
corruption, if designed, was of course early ; 48 knows 
only ‘Gilboa,’ and the same name was preserved in 
the time of Ensebius and Jerome ( O S  24781 129 14) in 
that of the ‘large village’ called Gelbus (Gelbu=Gelboe) 
in the mountains distant 6 R. m. from Scythopolis. At 
the present day there is a small village called Jelbfin, 
SW. of that other village, called Fa@‘, which has given 
its name to the mountain range presently to be described, 
and is very, naturally supposed to represent also the old 
name Gilboa. 

What then does the geographical term ‘Mount 
Gilboa’ designate? Gilboa (or Haggilboa, ’ the Gil- 
2. Geographical boa’), if the name-has been rightly 

accounted for, belonged originally to 
one of the elevations in the Gilboa meaning. 

ridge, probably to the highest (Sheikh Burkiin), not to 
the ridge itself. ‘ The mountain of Gilboa,’ however, 
is a collective term for the entire mountain mass now 
known as Jebel Fa@‘, which ‘may be best described 
as a horn-like projection from the hills bounding the 
plain upon the S.,  which first curves round towards the 
W. for more than three miles, and then runs towards 
the NW. for five miles further, straight out into the 
level ground like a peninsula. The greatest height is 
towards the E. [Sheikh BurkLn, 1696 feet above the 
sea], where the curve merges in the straight line, and 
where the range looks down upon the valley of the 
Jordan and the Acropolis of Bethshan, as it starts 
abruptly from the plain three miles from the foot of the 
mountains. At the southern commencement of the 
curve is the village of Jelbdn. . . . Three miles NW. 
of the highest peak, where the peninsula of hills is 
already well out into the plain, is a second peak, some 
1400 feet in height, crowned by the tolerably prosperous- 
looking village of el-MezBr. Still farther to the NW. 
are two much lower peaks, between which lies the 
miserable village of Niiris. NW. again from these 
peaks, for two miles or a little less, the range falls down 
into a broken and irregular tableland, narrowing and 
becoming lower as it goes down into the plain, and 
bounded by steep, but nowhere inaccessible, stony 
slopes. The ridge ends in three fingers, as they may 
be called-the two southern ones mere narrow spurs, 
the northern, which is the true termination of the ridge, 
somewhat above a mile in breadth. Across this blunt 
end of the whole peninsula runs the valley which separ- 
ates it from the broad, flat mound, on which Jezreel 
was built’ (Miller, Less than fhe Least of aN Lands, 
169J [‘SS]). 

The ridge of Gilboa, which is the southern boundary 
or  rampart of the Vale of Jezreel, is of bleak and bare 
aspect, except on the S. side, where it is used as arable 
and pasture land. Probably, however, it was once 
wooded ; one might fairly contend that when 2 S. 1 ZI 
was written (see JASHER, BOOK OF, z )  the ridge was 
not so conspicuously bare as it is a t  present. The 
poet’s aim is not to  account for an existing pheno- 
menon; he feels too deeply for that. Gilboa has, at 
least in parts, its clothing of grass and trees ; he would 
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have Gilboa compelled to sympathise with the mourning 
Israelites. 

We have next to ask, Where are the scenes of the 
two great events certainly connected with Mount Gilboa 
3. The , Gilboa, to be placed ? The answer can best 

of Judg. I and be given by quoting the two passages 
s. 284, etc. which describe the respective encamp- 

ments of Gideon and Saul. ( a )  Gideon 
and all the warlike force (OF?%) that was with him 
encamped by (or at) the fountain of Harod, while the 
camp of Midian was to the N. of them, beneath Mount 
Gilboa, in the Vale’ (Jndg. 71, emended text ; see 
HAROD, WELL OF, I). This was where Gideon collected 
his force to meet the hordes from the other side of thc 
Jordan. The expression ‘by  the fountain of Harod’ 
is loose. Gideon’s men were separated from the foun- 
tain by a steep and rugged slope; but they had the 
command of the fountain. I t  ‘is on the plain, but so 
close beneath the hill, so encompassed by rocks, that 
a small detachment could secure i t ’  (Miller. od. cit. . *  .. ~ ~ 

178). A reference to the fountain made it at once 
plain whereabouts Gideon’s force was posted. To 
have encamped beside ‘Ain Jiillld would have been 
unnatural for mountaineers like the Israelites. 

( b )  At a later time, we read, ‘ the Philistines gathered 
together all their battalions to Aphek, while the 
Israelites were encamped by the fountain of HBrod 
which is in Jezreel’ (I S. 291, emended text ; see 
HAROD, WELL OF, 2) ; or, as another account‘says, ’ The 
Philistines mustered, and came to Shunem, and Saul 
mustered all Israel, and they encamped on Gilboa ’ ( I  S. 
284). We are not to infer that Aphek and Shunem 
were close t0gether.l Aphek was in the N. of the 
plain of Sharon ; the two statements quoted come from 
different hands. They are, however, easily reconcilable. 
The  mustering at Aphek was swiftly followed by the 
arrival of the Philistines at Shunem ; the Israelites ex- 
pected this, and had no occasion to change their posi- 
tion. Soon, however, the Philistines must have found 
that they could not attack Saul’s position from Shunem; 
the Nahr JElad has too deep a channel, and the ascent 
from the lakelet below (see HAROD) to the broken 
plateau above is too steep to permit a hostile attack on 
warriors drawn up above. An attack would be per- 
fectly feasible, however, if the Philistines went up the 
far easier slopes and wiidies to the S., which lead to  
open ground about the village of NBris, and directly 
above the ‘Ain Jiiliid.2 Thus there is a clear parallelism 
between the position of the Midianites and that of the 
Philistines, and between that of Gideon and that of 
Saul. 

Dean Stanley has given a picturesque account of the battle 
of Gilboa (Jewish Church, 2 25 A; cp Sinai and Pal. 345). 
According to him, the position occupted by Saul was ‘on the 
rise of Mount Gilhoa hard by the spring of Jezreel” the 
Israelites as usual keeping to the heights whilst their e&mies 
clung to the plain.’ The objections to ;his, however, drawn 
from close observation of the ground, are very strong.3 The 
chariots of the Philistines could not have pursued the Israelites 
up that steep and rugged slope. The fighting between Saul and 
the Philistines must have occurred on the southern slopes of 
Gilboa. 

(6) One more event may perhaps be assigned to this 
mountain-region-viz., the defeat of Benhadad, king of 
Syria, by Ahab. 

RV, following the received text states that ‘at the return of 
the year Benhadad mustered the S;rians, and went up to Aphek, 
to fight against Israel. And the children of Israel were mnstered, 
and were victualled, and went against them’ (I K. 2025 , f i ) .  
‘And were victualled,’ however, must be wrong; we require, 

~~ ~ 

1 Prof. G. A. Smith formerly held that Aphek was somewhere 
near Jezreel (cp H. P. Smith, Snm. 244) ; now, however, he has 
come over to the view advocated by WRS (APHEK, 7 (d), .vu,z’~. 
col. 192) that the Aphek in Sharon is that intended (PEFQ, 
18257 P. 252). 

GASm. HG 403; cp Miller, Less than fhe Least o f a l t  
Lands, 175~ 18oJ 

3 I t  is inaccurate, however to represent Stanley as saying 
that the battle was ‘on the piain’ (Miller, 175 ; GASm. 403). 
See passages referred to above. 
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instead, a statement of the mustering-place of the Israelites. r s ~ h  should perhaps be e#'??, 'in Gilboa'; the error was 
obviously produced by the following word >,$) ('and went'). 
This is confirmed by w. 306 where we read in RV that 'Ben- 
hadad fled, and came into h e  city, into an inner chamber,' a 
rendering which is violently extracted from an obviously cor- 
rupt text. Klo. reads ik? 11: i'p $y Nan:!, '. . . and hid 
himself by the fountain of Harod in Harod,' or ll!? p? !'Y, 
'by the fountain in Harod.' The difficulty lies in the distance 
between Aphek in the N. of Sharon (see APHEK, 3 [bl), which 
is surely meant here (not el-'AfFileh) and Mount Gilboa; but 
the textual suggestions are extremely )plausible and a mustering 
of the Philistines at the same Aphek preceded'their final attack 
upon Saul by the southern slopes of Gilboa. Cp, however (for 
the whole subject of this article), SAUL. 

GILEAD (lg$J, and, with thearticle, l&!g ; rf*),f*f*A 
[BALI1), a trans- Jordanic region frequently referred to. 
1. Name. The name, which can he explained from 

the Arabic jul 'ud, ' hard, rough,' is at first 
sight not very appropriate, the hills and dales of Gilead 
being full of natural beauty, and well adapted for 
cattle (cp Nu. 321) and for the flocks of goats which 
are still fed there (cp Cant. 41 ; and see HAIR,  5 I). 
Upon the whole, Gilead is better provided with water 
and woodland than any part of W. Palestine. Hence 
Merrill (Hastings, DB 2 174 a )  seems inclined to doubt 
the correctness of the explanation. The  name ' hard, 
rough' is, however, at once seen to he appropriate 
when we study the geological formation of the country. 

The base slopes of the mountain chain of Moab and 
Gilead consist of Sandstone. 

This 'is covered in part by the more recent white marls, which 
form the curious peaks of the foothills immediately above the 

Jordan valley. but reaches above them to an 
2. Geological elevation of I& ft. above the Mediterranean 

on the S., and forms the bed of the Bukei' 
basin, farther E. and 1000 ft. higher. Above 

this lies the hard, impervious Dolomitic limestone which 
appears in the rugged gray hills round the Jahbok, and 'in Jehel 
'Ajlim rising on an average 1500 ft. above the sandstone and 
forrniig the bed of the numerous springs. It also dips to\lards 
the Jordan valley; and the water from the surface of the 
plateau, sinking down to the surface of this formation, bursts 
out of the hill slopes on the W, in perennial brooks. It was 
from the ruggedness of this hard limestone that Gilead obtained 
Its name. Above ,this again is the white chalk of the desert 
plateau, the same found in Samaria and Lower Galilee, with 
bands of flint or chert in contorted layers or strewn in pebbles 
on the surface. Where this formation is deep the country is 
bare and arid, supplied by cisterns and deep wells. Thus the 
plateau becomes desert, while the hill-slopes abound in streams 
and springs' (Conder, in Smith, DB('4 11191 a). 

The'plateau here spoken of is that extensive highland 
which extends eastward to the Euphrates, where 

3. nothing but desert shrubs will grow. On 
the edge of this region, and rising at 
most 500 ft. above it, are the long 

mountain-ranges which from their geological formation 
deserve the name of Gilead. Rocky as they may he, 
the higher slopes are covered with pine-trees (Pinus 
Carica, Don., a species resembling the Aleppo pine), 
and, as Conder says, mastic-bushes,a whilst lower down 
are beautiful woods of oak trees and carob trees, form- 
ing altogether, with the addition of numerous streams 
and springs, th'e most perfect sylvan scenery in Palestine. 
The  'wood of Rephaim' (so read for 'wood of 
Ephraim ' in 2 S. 1 8 6 )  is still represented by the thick 
groves of the Jebel 'Ajliin, with which the woods of es- 
Salt in S. Gilead alone can compete. Far below the 
Gilead range lies the Jordan Valley, which is reached by 
a very steep descent, and a natural division in the range 
is formed by the river Zerkii (Jabbok). The 
Hebrew writers, whether they were conscious of the 
original meaning of Gilead or not, were well aware that 
the name had properly no narrow or merely local refer- 

T. K. C. 

formation. 

usage* 

1 [In @ occur the following forms :-Judg.lOq yaaa8 [By], 
IO8 ~ U A U ~ L % T ' S  [AL], 11; mpa+ [A] IK.  413 yahaa0 [B], 
y a h ~ 6 ~ ' ~ q s ' [ L l  419 a8 [L] T Ch. 5 16 y a h a F  [B], Hos. 1211 (12) 
yahyqhois [Q isemey], Am.)l13 yahaaS(e)L'Tqs [BAQ*Fl, - L T L ~ W Y  [Qt vld.1 I Macc. 59  yahua8iTLs (A).] 

Smiih's DBW 1 I I ~ I  ' see also Conder, Heth andMoad, 188. S,,, however, Post, cidd sup. col. 465, with reference to the 
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ence. They apply it, when they speak most deliberately,. 
to the whole mountain range between the Yarmtk on the 
N. and the Arnon on the S., which was cut into two parts 
by the great trench of the ZerkH or Jabbok (cp Dt. 312 
Josh. 122 5 1325) .  The two parts together are some- 
times called ' all Gilead' (Dt. 3101 z K. 1033). and the 
general term Gilead is applied to those districts on the 
E. of the Jordan which were in Israelitish occupation 
(NU. 3229 Josh. 2 2 9  Judg. 1 0 8  201 2 S. 2 4 6  I K. 4 1 9  
Am. 1 3  13) ; hut also to the northern, or to the southern 
part alone (see for the one, Dt. 236 3 4  Josh. 171 ;, 
and for the other, Nu. 321 Josh. 1325). The elasticity 
of the term is strikingly shown by the fact that in Dt. 
34 I I Macc. 5 2 0 8  ' Gilead ' even includes the region 
N. of the Jahbok. 

W e  have seen that the term ' Gilead ' belongs of right 
to a large mountainous district, not to a particular 

mountain. It would he a mistake to  *' Gen' 31 17-54' infer the contrary from the interesting 
composite narrative in Gen. 3117-54. I t  is true that 
what is said of Jacob and Laban in v. 25 and of Jacob 
in v. 543 implies that a particular mountain, known to  
the respective writers of these passages, was sometimes 
called in a special sense i$;3 y, ' the mountain of (the) 
Gilead ' ; but this specialisation merely indicates that 
the mountain referred to was a conspicuous one in some 
part of the Gilead range. That the two narrators J and 
E meant the same part of the Gilead-range can hardly. 
he maintained. They both differ from the original 
story (see GALEED, I) ; they also differ from one another. 
When Jacob uttered the fine prayer in 3 2 9  8 (J )  he  
must have been near some great ford of the Jordan. 
Probably he was at Succoth, not very far from the ford 
ed-Diimieh, for the notice in tien. 3317 has surely been 
misplaced by the editor of JE, and in J 's  narrative stood 
before 324[3].4 It is possible that the Jehel &hd, the 
highest point in the Jebel Jil'iid (N. of es-Sal!, and N. 
of the ZerkH) is J's Gilead mountain. E, however, who 
makes Jacob go, after parting with Laban, to MAHANArhl 
(q.v.) ,  presumably localises the meeting of Jacob and 
Laban near some high point of the Jebel 'Ajliin. One 
might think of the Jebel Kafkafa (3430 ft.) which is to 
the NE. of Siif and Jerash, close to the great pilgrim 
road from Damascus to Mecca ; hut SOf itself (2720 ft. ) 
has great claims on our consideration. This is one of 
the sites where dolmens are to be found.5 It is probable 
that by the ' pillar' and the ' heap' of Gen. 3145f. the 
narrators meant some of those primitive stone monu- 
ments, which are specially abundant on the E. of the 
Jordan. 

According to th9theory here presented, there should 
also be such a monument on Jebel 8sha'. All that we 
find is a shrine (perhaps 300 years old) containing a 
long, open trough, said to have been the tomb of Hosea, 
beside which the Bedouins kill sheep in honour of the 
prophet.6 The trough, however, may have been pre- 
ceded by a cairn ; sepulchral cairns are still common 
among the Arabs, and Absalom's cairn (2 S. 1817) fs 
familiar to readers of the OT. The narrative in Gen. IS 
directed against the attempts of the Arameans to possess 
themselves of Gilead ; the standing-stone (massEba) on 
E's mountain and the cairn on J's were represented 
by E and J respectively as having been erected, 
the former by Laban, the latter by Jacob, as sacred 
boundary-stones. The masSEbH, by a slight distortion, 
was called ' the Mispah ' to indicate that Yahwi: would 

. .- 

1 Gilead is here distinguished both from Bashan and from the 
tableland of hloab. 

2 Jacob is here said (by J) to have pitched his tent 'on fhe 
mountain [of . . .I,' p b a n  on 'the mopntain of (the) Gilead. 
8 Tacob sacrifices on the mountain : n. 21 shows that some 

part'of the Gilead range is meant. 
4 It was followed probably by a mention of Jacob's crossing of 

the Jabbok. Cp Holzinger, ad Zoc. 
6 Conder Hcth and Moa6 2 4 3 3  
6 Baed. baZ.(3) 163J ; cp konder, op. cit. 182. A large tree 

stands beside the shrine which is 'one out of the very few 
sacred domes E. of Jordan. 

E i s  the writer. 
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“keep watch (and interpose) between’ Laban and 
,Jacob, when occasion for this arose1 (z. 49). We may 
certainly infer from this that the place referred to by E 
was one of those called Mizpah. Possibly it was 
Ramath-ham-mkpeh, which in Josh. 1326 is described 
as the N. limit of the territory of Gad, and is elsewhere 
called ham-miSpH (see MIZPAH, 2). The cairn also 
received a name : it was called Gal‘ed-ie., Heap of 
Witness, implying a playful etymology of the name 
.Gilead. 

There is yet another conceivable inference from this 
.singular narrative (when explained as above), against 

5. Special- which a caution may be desirable. I t  
ization of might be supposed that when E wrote, the 

territory known as Gilead began at the 
Jebel ‘Ajltin. The  truth is that the 

JebeZ ‘AjZzjn is the representative of the whole land of 
Gilead. So at least it must appear to those who approach 
Gilead from Damascus, and see, looming up beyond 
the plain of Bashan, the summits of the Jebel ‘Ajlfin. 
On the other hand, to those w-ho come from Moab. 
the natural representative of Gilead will be the first 
lofty range to the N. of the plateau of Heshbon-Le., 
the / d e l  Jil‘iid. How this latter name fixed itself just 
here is an obscure problem : why is the Yahwist’s 
Gilead mountain preferred to the Elohist’s ? Problems 
.of this kind, however, are numerous and baffling. 
Why, for instance, is the highest mountain in this 
range-the Jebel Osha‘-named after the prophet 
Hosea? It is true, Hosea, according to the MT,  
speaks of a city of Gilead in 68 (cp l211), and has been 
thought to refer here to some locality in the Jebel 
Jil‘Bd (see, however, 2). Can this have been known, 
however, to those who first used the Arabic name? 
Surely Hosea has displaced Joshua. Who, then, pre- 
ceded Joshua ? 

I t  would seem as if this specialization of the term 
Gilead had already occurred by the time of Eusebius 
and Jerome (see z )  ; and it should also be noticed that 
5 m. N. of es-Sal! there is a ruin known as Jal‘iid,2 
perhaps the ‘Gilead’ of the Onomasticon. Not im- 

6. Called possibly, too, another seeming& recent 
Gerash ~ place-name preserves the memory of a name 

of Gilead, which, though but slightly 
attested, may be genuinely ancient. The  place-name 
referred to is Gerasa (the famous city of the Decapolis 
.of Peraea), now called J e r a ~ h . ~  According to Ne~ibauer ,~  
the Midrash (SamueZ, 13) affirms the identity of Gerash 
.and Gilead: and Sir G. Grove has noticed that the 
Arabic version of Josh. 208 2138 [36] gives RHmat 
.al-JaraS for M T s  ‘Ramoth in Gilead,’ and that the 
Jewish traveller Parchi (circa 1311 A.D.) also says, 
‘ Gilead is at present Jerash.’ That the name Gerasa 
is derived from the ~ Q ~ O Y T E S ,  or veterans, of Alexander 
the Great is of course absurd. I t  reminds us so much 
.of Girzites and Girgashites that one is tempted to sus- 
pect that a tribe called Girzim or Girshim (cp GIRGASH- 
ITES) may have dwelt in Gilead in pre-Israelitish times 
‘(cp z S. 29, where Ishbaal reigns ‘ over Gilead and 
over the Girshite ’ )  : see GIRZITES. Gerash, like Gilead, 
may have obtained a specialized reference to a town and 
a district later ; hence Yaktit speaks of ‘ the Jerash 

Gilead. 

The truth is hidden from us. 

1 Verse 49, which, as it stands is obviously imperfect, must be 
supplemented from v. 45. Reid’ with Ball ‘And the pillar 
which he set up he called “the MiSpah,” for he said,’ etc. 

a The two names next mentioned are Betonim (rather Botnim) 
and MAHANAlhl [q.~.] .  

3 This name is not to he confounded with JiilCid the name of 
ariver which starts fiom the ‘Ain JiilCid under G I L ~ O A  [q.v., 8 31. 
This Jiilnd is also pronounced /Ahi t ,  which is the Ai-. form of 
Goliath. Goliath impressed the Moslem mind. Mokaddasi 
(11th cep .  A.D.) calls the citadel of ‘Ammiin the ‘castle of 
Go I i a t h . 

4 According to Guthe (MDPV, ’98,578) Jerash, not Jerssh, 
is the popular pronunciation. 

5 Gdogr. d74 Talm. zjo. 
6 Zunz, quoted by Grove (Smith DH1) 2 1003). He also states 

that the Jews derived Gerash from’Yegar-sahadutha (Gen. 31 47). 
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mountain district ’ (Jebel Jarash), as well.as of the ruined 
city of that name. 

If the name of Gerasa is rightly thus accounted for, 
it still remains to determine what ancient city, if any, ,. Ancient once stood upon its site. I t  is difficnlt 

indeed to believe that the founders of that 
magnificent city, the ruins of which still 

fascinate us, placed it upon a site unconsecrated by the 
sanctuaries of the past. Both Ramoth-Gilead and 
Mahanaim have been thought of :  but we have reasons 
sufficient for accepting neither view. Just an hour W. 
of Jerash is the wretched but well-situated village of 
Reimtin (Ewald‘s Ramoth-Gilead), divided by a ridge 
from Siif (Mizpah 2 ) .  Turning to the W., in two hours 
the traveller comes to ‘Ajlfin (Mahanaim?), ‘nestling at 
the bifurcation of the valleys, in its gardens and vine- 
yards,’ with the great castle already spoken of in the 
neighbourhood : on either hand are the well-clothed 
heights of the Jebel ‘Ajlan. A descent, a climb, and 
again a descent bring us to the WHdy YHbis ( a  plausible 
claimant to the title of ‘the brook Cherith,‘ were it not 
for the faultiness of the reading CHERITH [p.’~.]), and to 
an isolated round-topped hill, strewn with ruins (ed- 
Deir)-but these not ancient-Robinson’s site for 
Jabesh-Gilead. If we turn to the N. of the same 
WHdy, we come to Miryamin, Merrill‘s site for the 
same famous city. About seven miles off is Pella 
(Fahl), which ‘enjoys perhaps the finest climate, from an 
agricultural point of view, that can be found in Syria.’ 1 
The known history of Pella is a short one : but it may 
be noted here that, according to Eusebius (HE35) ,  
the Jewish Christians fled, before the destruction of 
Jerusalem, to Pella. 

And what shall one say of Irbid, the capital of the 
district of ‘Ajliin? Doubtless this was an ancient 
Artrela. Was it, then, the BETH-ARBEL of Hos. 10141 
Onr answer will probably be in the negative; but the 
site is of strategic importance, and the name implies the 
antiquity of the place. Es-Salt, too,-at present tlic 
only capital of the BelkL, and the only important plncr: 
in it-though not as strikingly placed as ‘Ajltin, must 
surely have been always a centre of population, and tli-  
lofty Jebel Usha‘ to the north must always have bce:i 
crowned by an important sanctuary, surely not, however, 
Penuel. Where the latter place was, it is not easy to 
say ; SUCCOTH (I), however, is possibly the modern Tcll 
Der ‘A411a. With more confidence we can identify Joc -  
BEHAH with JnbeihHt, and the JABBOK with the ‘ blue’ 
river, the ZerkH.a 

A passing reference is all that can be given to the 
interesting genealogies of Gilead (Nu. 26 29-33 Josh. 

17 1 - 3  I Ch. 7 14-19) : see MACHIR, 
ASRIEL, HEPHER (ii., z), and especially 
ZELOPHEHAD. The last of these names 

occurs in a mutilated form as Jidlaph in Gen. 2222 ; it is 
probablyidenticalwithSalecah. and as Milcah, themother 
of Jidlaph, is a corruption of Salecah, we see how mechani- 
cally the genealogies were often filled up. Nor can we 
here gather up the fragmentary notices of the history of 
Gilead. The country was the eastern bulwark of 
Palestine, and was the first district to suffer from Syrian 
and Assyrian invasions. In sacred legend it is dis- 
tinguished by the passage of Jacob and by the residence 
of JEPHTHAH [p.v.]. The names of Barzillai, David, 
Ishbaal, Ahab, Elijah (was he really a Tishbite ?-see 
TISHBITE) also will readily occur to the reader as con- 
nected with Gilead. The clansmen of GAD, whose name 
is almost treated as synonymous with Gilead (e.g., Judg. 
5 17 I S. 137) ,  had opportunity for learning resource and 
courage in the mountains and glens of the ‘ rugged ’ 
land. 

Oliphant, LandofGilead(‘80) : graphic descriptigns ; Coiider, 

1 Le Strange, in Schumacher, Across tha/ordan, 272. Pella 
is the 5 ” ~  of Talm. Jer. (Neub. Gkogr. 274); cpGASm. HG 292, 
n. 2. 

sites. 

Cp GAD, 5 2. PERXA. 

2 On the Jabbok of Gen. 32 22, see JABBOK, 8 2. 
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MAP OF GILEAD AND AMMON 

INDEX TO NAMES 

Parentheses indicating a r t i c h  that refer to the place-names are in certain cases added to non-dibZica2 names Laving 
no bi6licaZ egu ivah t .  The n@haleticaZ arrangement usuuZ& ignores preJzzes: abu ('father of '), 'ain 
(' spring'), 'urd& ( I  district '), 'uyrn ( '  springs '), ba&r ( ' s ea  '), deit ( '  house '), W i d  ( '  country '), jeiedel ( '  mt.'),  

j isr  ( '  bridge '), @aZ'at ( ' custle '), kandl  ( ' conduit '), @urn ( ' horn '), kasr ( ' castle '), Khirbet ( ' ruin '), k5m 
( '  mound '), makhddet ( 'ford '), nahr ( '  river ' ) ,  rds ( ' head '), teZZ ( I  mound '), umm ( ' mother '), wddy 
( '  vdey  '). 

Abel-Meholah, B3 
Abel-shittim, B4 
Abil, CI 
Abila, CI (ABEL-SHITTIM) 
W. el-Abyad, B3, 4 
Adam, B3 
Adamah, B3 
wady el-'A?eimeh, B4 
AjbShat, C3 (JOGBEHAH) 
'Ajliin, Bz (GILEAD, B z )  
jebel 'Ajliin, BCz (GILEAD, 

0 7) 
wHdy 'AjlCin, Bz, 3 (CHE- 

RITH) 
el-',&', c 4  

Amateh, B3 
um(m) el-'Amdln, Bz 
'ariil: el-Amir, C4 
'AmmBn, C4  (ABEL-CHERA- 

wHdy'AmmHn. C3, 4 
Aqueduct, CI 

wHdy el-'Arab, BI (EPH- 

Arbela, CI 

Kh. 'Atiif, Az 
W. el-'Aujeh, AB4 
'Ayiin MCisH, B4 
wHdy 'Ayon MiisB, B4 

(BETH-PEOR) 

Batanah, B4 
BeisHn, Az 
Bethabara, B4 
Beth-haran, B4 
Beth-jeshimoth, B4 
Beth-shean, Az 
Betonim, B4 
W. el-Bireh, BI 
Bithron, Bz 
W. el-Bukd, A3 
el-Bukba, C3 (GILEAD, B z) 

Camon, Br  
Casphor, DI 

ed-DHmieh, B3 
Dathema, DI  

ed-Deir, Bz (JABESH, 5 2 )  
ed-Delhemiyeh, BI (DAL- 

Der'Ht, DI 

Edrei, DI  
%dun, Cz 

. 

telldEr'Alla, B~(GII.EAD, $7) 

MIM) 

RON, 2) 

MANUTHA) 

Elealeh, C4 
M&r ElyHs, Bz 
'Arak el-Emir, B4 (HYR- 

CANUS) 
Ephron z, CI 

Eriha, A4 

Fahl or Tabakat Fahl, Bz 
(JABESH) 

W. Fajjhs, BI 
j. Fakilt, Az 
kanHt Fir'aun, BCI (CON- 

DUITS) 
W. Faslil, A3 

Gadara, BI 

kaSr wHdy el-Ghafr, CI 

wHdyel-Ghafr, CI (EPHRON) 
W. el-Ghuweir, B4 (DEAD 

Mt. Gilboa, A z  
Mt. Gilead, B3 
Gilgal, A4 
'ain Hajla, B4 
niakhadet Hajla, B4 
jebel Hakart, C3 
tell HammHm, B4 
W. el-HammHm, C3 
Hammath, BI 

el-Hammeh, BI 

Kh. Hamzeh, C4 
HesbBn, C4 
'ain Hesban, C4 (HESHBON) 
wiidy HesbHn, B4 (BETH- 

Heshbon, C4 
wHdy el-HimHr, B2 
el-Had, B4 
Humeid. Bz 
W. el-Humr, AB3 

W. IbtEn GhazHl, B3 
Irbid, CI  

Jabbok, B3 
Jabesh, Bz 
N. JBliid, AI 
Jal'iid, B3 (GILEAD, 5 2)  

Jazer, C3 
am Jenneh, Cz 
Jerash, Cz (DECAPOLIS) 
W. Jerash, Cz, 3 
jebel Jiltad, B3 (GILEAD, 

GerdSa, c z  

(EPHRON) 

SEA) 

PEOR) 

< .  

B 4) 

Jericho, Crusaders', A4 
Jericho of Or, A4 
W. el-Jozeleh, AB3 
birket Jiljiiliyeh, A4 
Jogbehah, C3 
wady el-Jorfeh, B4 

jebel Kafkafa, Cz (GILEAD, 

Karawa, B3 
Kaukab el-HawH, BI 

Kh. el-Kefrein, B4 (ABEL- 

tell el-Kefrein, B4 
wady el-Kefrein, B~(ABEL- 

SHITTIM) 
W. el-Kelt, AB4 
Kerak, BI 
ras umm el-Kharrilbeh,A3 
W. el-Khashneh, Az 
Kumeim. BI 

bahr La!, B4 

Maha?, C4 
Mahne, Bz 
W. el-MHlih, Bz 
jebel el-Mastabeh, C3 
W. Meidan, B4 
W. el-Mellaha, AB4 
jebel el-Mi'rHd, B3 
Miryamin. Bz 
' Mizpah ' ?, Cz 
jisr el-MujHmf, BI 
W. Mukelik. B4 
el-Muzeirib, DI  

B 4) 

SHITTIM) 

NebH, B4 
tell Nimrin, B4 (BETH- 

ABARA) 
W. Nimrin, B4 

jebel Oshd, B~(GILEAD, $4) 

Pella, Bz (JABESH) 
Philadelphia, C4 

kal'at er-Rabad, Bz (EPH- 

Rabbath Ammon, C4 
tell er-RHmeh, B4 
beit er-RHs, CI(DECAPOLIS, 

Reimiin, C2 (GILEAD, $ 7 )  
er - Renitheh, DI (DA- 

RON, 2) 

B 2) 

THEMA) 

W. er-Retem, B4 
er-RujEb, B3 (ARGOB) 
wady er-Rujeb, B3 
er-Rummiin, C3 

tell es-Sdidiyeh. B2 
'ain es-Sakiit, Bz 
es-Salt, B3 (MAHANAIM) 
Samakh, BI 
es-SHmik, C4 
khirbet SBr, C4 (JAZER) 
karn Sartabeh, A3 
Scythopolis, Az 
wady Sha'ib, B4 
'ain esh-Shamsiyeb, B2 
Sheri'at el-Kebireh, BI-4 
Sheri'at el-MenHdireh. BI 

wady Sir, C4 (JAZER) 
Kh. SiyHga, B4 
Succoth, B3 
Siif, Cz (GILEAD, 8 7) 
tell es-Sultan, A4 
SFimiyeh, C4 
Kh. eS-Siir, B4 
'ain Suweimeh, B4 
khirbet Snweimeh, 

(BETH-JESHIMOTH) 
jebel bilkd e?-SuwEt, 

B4 

Dr 

Tabakat Fahl, Bz 
bahr Tabariyeh, BI 
et-Taiyibeh, BI 

wady et-Taiyibeh, Br  
W. abii THra, R4 
TaricheE, BI 
Tibneh, Bz 
et-Turra, CI  

Um Kes, BI 

wady Yabis, Bz (JABESH) 
Yajiiz, C3 (JAZER) 
k6m YHjjBz, C3 

Zarethan, A3 
beit Zer'a, C4 (JAZER) 
kafat ez-ZerkH, D3 
nahr ez-ZerkH, BCD3 
ras umm Z6ka, Bz 
jebel ez-Zumleh, DI 

(BASHAN) 
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Heth a n d  Moa6 ('83); Selah Merrill, East of Jordalz ('81); 

Schumacher Across theJordan ('86), contain- 
9.Literature. ing ' A  Riie through djlun,' by Guy Le 

Strange ; Tristram, Land of Ismel ;  C;. A. 
Smith, HG;  and Gautier, Au del2 duJourduin(2) ('96). 

2. A city, mentioned perhaps in Judg. 1 0 1 7  and 
( B A L )  1 2 7 ;  also in Hos. 6 8  1211 [m]. Ewald (on 
Hos. ZZ.cc.) thinks of Mizpeh of Gilead (Judg. 1 1 2 9 ) ,  
which was the seat of an ancient sanctuary (Judg. 11 IT 

' Mizpah '). Buhl (Geogr. 262) thinks of Ramoth, or 
rather Ramath-Gilead ; Hitzig of Jabesh-Gilead ; Budde 
(on Judg. 1017) of the site of the modern Jal'tid, N. of 
es-Salt (see I ) ,  which may represent the ' Gilead ' 
mentioned by Eusebius and Jerome ( O S  241 42, 124 
30). But 'Gilead' for ' Mizpeh of Gilead,' or the like, 
IS hardly conceivable, and the passages quoted, except 
the first, prove to be corrupt. 

In Judg. 10 17 'in Gilead' simply covers over the narrator's 
ignorance ; 11 IT supplied ' Mizpah' as the place of encampment 
of theIsraelites; that of the Ammonites could not be determined 
(cp Moore's note). In Judg. 127 the text is mutilated : read 
probably 'in his city, in Mizpah of Gilead. In Hos. 68 
12  11 [121 1 53  should most probably he $152 (cp yahyaho~s 
12  11 [IZ] [J6] for yahaar3 [zu]). No doubt Hosea might have 
referred to a second sanctuary in Gilead, and Ruben's res. 
toration of 6 g is geographically and historically plausible 
(cp Che. Ex#., Jan. '97, p. 4 7 , 9  But the sanctuaries of 
Bethel and Gilgal are much more likely to he referred to than 
the hypothetical sanctuaries of ADAM [q.v., i.1 and 'Gilead.' For 
DlM in v. 7 read probably 115 n'ap 'in Beth-aven,' and read 
vu. 8 3  thus-'Gilgal is a city of those that work wickedness, 8 

hill fortress of evildoers (O'plp npm). And a company of 
traitors are her priests; the way of Yahwb they reject ; they are 
eager to commit crimes' (w+? ~YC! '3 77: $*;+ D*!I> ~an:  

nm). In 12 11 [I21 pa 1 ~ 5 1  is a corruption of nqr \+ 
];e ; the prefixed mi is a dittographed ]lN (GrP.). 

T. K. C. 

GILGAL (always with definite article, $a>)?, except 
1. Name. Josh. 5 9  and M T  of l 2 2 3 ) ,  the name of 

several localities in the Holy Land. 
yahyaha [BAQFLI, 

as in Josephus and I Macc. So in Josh. (except 12 23 14 6 [!I, 
15 7 ; see below, $ 6), I S. (except 7 16 &v yahyaha [BA], rqv 
yuhyah [L] . 15 33 yahyah IBA]) z S. z K. Am. Hos. (except 
9 15 yahyah'[BAQ], 12 IZU [rral ;aAaaS [BAQ"]). The singular 
yahyah occurs in Josh. 146 [B], 15 7 [ALI, Judg. 2 I 3 19 I S. 
15 33 (yahyaha IL]), Hos. 9 15 Mi. Gg ; yohyoh [BA] in Dt. 11 30 
(but yohyo.' [Fl, oohyoh [Ll). On Josh. 12 23 see below, 0 6.  

The name means literally ' the  circle'-i.e., sacred 
circle of stones, the form now called 'cromlech' try 
archaeologists.1 Except in Galilee, such circles are not 
found W. of Jordan, where they may have been 
destroyed from the time of Josiah's reformation onwards ; 
but many ancient specimens are extant in E. Palestine, 
similar to those of Western Europe, and Arabs still 
construct stone circles round graves. For a picture 
.of a gilgaZ see PEFQ, '82, p. 72 ; and for a plan, 
Survey ofE. Pal. 17. 

I. The first sanctuary and camp of Israel in W. 
Palestine. The earliest of the documents of which the 

2. Joshua,s Book of Joshua is composed (JE)  relates 
that, after crossing Jordan, Joshua erected 
twelve stones which he had taken from 

the bed of the river on the W. bank ' in  the Gilgal' 
( 4  3 Z O ) ,  and they became (v. .I$, probably Dt. ) a monu- 
ment of the miraculous passage. This account agrees 
with the meaning of the name. The same document, 
however (with its unscientific habit of connecting place- 
names with events of ancient history), derives Gilgal 
from the reproach ' rolled away '-GallBthi, ' I have 
rolled ' -from Israel by Joshua when he re-instituted 
there the rite of CIRCUMCISION (q .v . ,  5 z), that had 
been in abeyance during the wanderings in the wilder- 
ness ( 5 9 ) .  That the ' place ' (oiiJn, probably meaning 
sacred place, 515) was already so called, and was a 
centre of .Canaanite worship, is apparent both from the 
narrative quoted, and from Judg. 3 19 (yahyxh [BAL]), 

1 For an instance of twelve stones by the side of an altar see 

I729 

Q3 usually renders 51517 by the plural 

Gilgal. 

Ex. 244. 

where for ' quarries ' read perhaps <.graven images ' ; 
see QUARRIES. The Priestly Writer, who records the 
celebration of the passover at Gilgal (Josh. 5 IO-I,), de- 
scribes the site as at ' the east end ' of the territory < of 
Jericho' (419) .  

In the parallel passage in Josephus (Ant. v. 14) Gilgal is given 
as 10 stadia or a little over a mile from Jerichb-i.e not the 
OT Jerichd at 'Ain es-SultZn but the N T  site on W. el- 
Kelt. Eusebius and Jerome (&' 1215 22 243 94) place Galgala 0'; 
Golgol ( ohywh) ' t o  the E. of ancient Jericho,','a desert spot 
2 R.m. b m  Jericho ' ab illiris regionis mortahbus miro cultn 
habitus.' Theodosiu; (De Situ Term Suncia 16, circaggo A.D.), 
sets it at I R. m. from the citv : and later Christian records from 
a little less than.1 m. to as m&h as G. After the eiehth centurv 
the name was lost till Robinson heard a rumour ;fit in 1 8 4  
(BR 2 287) ; and in 1865 Zschokke (ToPo,. der W. Jordansaue, 
28) heard 'Tell-Jeljul' applied to a low mound, a little more 
than a mile E. of modern Jericho, on the N. bank of the Kelt 
with a heap of stones and remains of a wall. Conder ( T e d  
Work 203 8) found the form JiljOliyeh applied both to 
some 'small mounds and to a tank. An Arab eravevard 
suggests the traditional sanctity of the spot; and assoccated 
with it is a legend, derived from the fall of Jericho. There can 
be little doubt that, whether the name is due to a continuoils 
tradition (which is probable for Jos. [Ant. V. 141 could hardly 
have hit on the site otherwiie) or is a Christian revival of the 
fourth century, the neighbouhood, and perhaps the very site, 
is that of the ancient sanctuarv and cam0 of Israel. It should 

(Arch. Res. 2 37) wqs assured that the name Jiljiiliyeh was 'only 
used by the Franks. His excavations revealed nothing decisiye, 
and he says 'the matter still seems to me extremely doubtful. 

The ark and the headquarters of the host remained 
here during Joshua's invasion of the hill-country, to which 
more than five roads opened conveniently from Gilgal, 
96 1 0 6 J 9 1 5  (om. B"A; yahyaha [Bb*c?mg.L]) 43 
(om. BA; yahyaha [L]) ; there is little reason for 
supplying another Gilgal for these passages (see below, 

s), some of which are perhaps mere glosses ( 1 4 6 ,  Judg. 
21 all J E  or Dt. ). The place of Gilgal in the reverence 
of the nation was secured for centuries. Even if it mere 
not the sanctuary to which Samuel went yearly in circuit 
(I  S. 7 16 yahyah [L], see below, 3 4) it was certainly that 
to which he sent Saul before him (108 yahaas [B]), a t  
which Saul was anointed king ( l l 1 4 J ) ,  offered the hasty 
sacrifices which estranged the prophet, brought to Yahwe 
the devoted spoil, the &?rem (see BAN, § 2 J )  of the 
Amalekite campaign, and by his refusal to slaughter 
Agag lost his kingdom (1512-35). (The narratives here 
are doublets: see W. R. Smith, OTIC(? 1 3 5 8  ; see 
SAMUEL ii.). Under Saul as under Joshua the 
religious attractions of Gilgal were! supported by its 
military advantages. The Philistines had overrun the 
central range to the W. ; there was no other place in 
the land at which Israel could be rallied to attack 
them ; and Jordan and Gilead lay behind for a refuge 
(l347). In the following reign Judah assembled at 
Gilgal to meet David when he came hack over 
Jordan (2 S. 1915 [16] 40 [+I]) after his flight, and to 
escort him to the capital. 

At the disruption of the kingdom, Gilgal fell with 
the rest of the Tordan valley to N. Israel : but we have 
3. The famous now a problem to decide ; whether the 

famous N. sanctuary of Gilgal was the 
Gilgal of this site bv Tericho. or another sanctuary ? 

Gilgal, which lay & the central ;inge to. thg N. of 
Bethel, and was also a place sacred to Yahwb (see 4), 
or still another which lay near Shechem (see 5 5 ) .  
Amos and Hosea, who frequently speak of the great 
national sanctuary, give us no hint as to where it lay : 
-Am. 4 4  ' come to Bethel and transgress-at Gilgal 
multiply transgression ' ; 5 5 ' seek not Bethel, nor come 
to Gilgal, for Gilgal shall taste the gall of exile ' (so one 
must clumsily render the prophet's play upon words 
hag-gi&&Z gdth yigZdh; Hos. 4 15 come not to Gilgal 
and go not up to Beth-aven ' ; 9 15 ' all their evil is in 
Gilgal, for there I hated them. . . I will drive them 
out of mine house ' ; 1211 [I.] ' i n  Gilgal they sacrifice 
bullocks ' or to bullocks ' or (as w e .  ) ' I  to demons. ' 

Apropos of this last verse it is interesting that the Christian 
fathers should have read ' Gilgal,' sometimes for ' Bethel,' some- 
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GILGAL GILGAL 
the Jordan Gilgal. The case between them must still 
be regarded as open ; nor is it confined to them. There 
is a third Gilgal which also has strong claims to be 
regarded as the popular Israelite sanctuary of the eighth 
century. 

Dt. 1130: [Ebal and Gerizim] . . . ' a re  they not 
beyond Jordan, to the west of the road of the sunset, 

5, A Gilgal tn the land of the Canaanites, who dwell 
by Gerizim ? in the Arabah, over against Gilgal, beside 

the terebinth of Moreh ? ' As punctuated 
by the Masoretes the text means that it is Ebal and 
Gerizim that are opposite Gilgal. Taking the latter to 
be Gilgal by Jericho, certain Rabbis, followed by 
Eusebius, Jerome, and a constant Christian tradition, 
transferred Ebal and Gerizim to the hills inimedistely 
behind Jericho. Recent commentators have preferred 
to alter the punctuation, and taking 'over against 
Gilgal ' as describing the home of the Canaanites in the 
Arabah, have thought to secure both good grammar 
and accurate geography (see Driver, ad Zoc.). Dillmann, 
however, preserving the Massoretic punctuation, snp- 
posed some Gilgal near Shechem ; and his hypothesis 
has been justified by the discovery of a modern place 
named Juleijil, on the plain of Makhna, I m. E. of 
the foot of Mt. Gerizim, 24 m. SE. of Shechem and 
I$ m. SW. of Siilim (PEFM2238). This suits the 
data of the passage. The terebinth of Moreh, ' t he  
Revealer,' takes us back to Abraham, who built an 
altar beside it (Gen. 126). The place therefore was an 
ancient sanctuary, and further rendered sacred to Hebrew 
hearts by the worship of their great patriarch. 

(The only,difficulty in Dt. 1130 is the clause 'who dwell in 
the Arabah. It is very possible that this is a later insertion 
due to one who supposed that the Gilgal mentioned must be 
that in the Arabah by Jericho.) 

If then there was a Gilgal near Gerizim, sanctified by 
the worship of the patriarchs (for Jacob had been here 
as well as Abraham, Gen. 3318), and by the command 
of Moses to Israel to celebrate there their entry into the 
Promised Land, this Gilgal has equal claims with the 
two others we have already described, to be considered 
as the popular sanctuary of N. Israel in the ninth and 

times for ' Dan,' as one of the two places where Jerohoam set up 
his golden calf (Cyril, Comnz. ih Hoseam, 5 ; [Pseud..] Epiph. 
De Vit. Proph. 237 ; Chmn. Pasc. 161). 

Thns, then, we find Gilgal in the eighth century 
equal in national regard with Bethel ; where the people 
zealously worship Yahwk, but do so under heathen 
fashion with impure rites that provoke his wrath. In 
an age passionately devoted to the sacred scenes of 
antiquity, such a kind of sanctuary might well be that 
ancient Gilgal (now belonging to N. Israel) at which, 
it was said, the ark had found its first rest in the land, 
circumcision had been restored, the first king had been 
anointed, and David himself had been reinstated in 
the affection of Judah. Beyond these general con- 
siderations, however, there is no proof to offer-unless 
it be found in the facts that the prophets never speak of 
going up to Gilgal as they do to Bethel, and that the 
Gilgal known to the writer of Micah 65 appears to be 
the Gilgal on Jordan. We turn now to the rival Gilgals 
in the hill-country of Ephraim. 

2. As early as the time of Eusebius there were1 
' certain who suspected a second Gilgal close to Bethel ' 
4. A Gilgal (OS, s.v. yaXyaXa). This suspicion, 
byBethel'l aroused by the list of Samuel's circuit 

( I  S. 716)-Bethel,. Gilgal, Mizpah-of 
which Bethel and Mizpah are both on the central range, 
and strengthened by the prophets' close association of 
Bethel and Gilgal, in regard to the latter of which, as 
we have seen, they never use the expression ' go down,' 
which would have been almost inevitable in the case of 
a site in the Jordan valley, is raised almost to the pitch 
of conviction by the narrative of Elijahs last journey 
(2 K. 21-8 ; v. I rcpperxw [B*], yaXyaXa [Babmg.XL]). 
The  order given is Gilgal, Bethel, Jericho (eB* for 
Gilgal reads Jericho, but evidently by error; for 
variants of B have yaXyaXwv), and it is said (a. 2) that 
from Gilgal Elijah and Elisha 'went down to Bethel.'2 
This implies a Gilgal on the central range, with at least 
an apparent descent on Bethel. Such an one has been 
found in YiljfZiyeh, about 7 m. N. of Bethel, and 2$ m. 
W. of the present high road, between Bethel and 
Shechem and Samaria. It is now a large village on 
the summit of a commanding hill 2441 feet above the 
sea. This is lower than Bethel, which is 2890 feet, but 
the hill is so bold and isolated that the phrase ' t o  go 
down to Bethel' is quite appropriate. The  view is one 
of the grandest in Palestine, from the sea to the hills of 
Gilead and as far N. as Hermon itself (Robinson, who 
seems to have been the first traveller to visit it, BR 3 81 ; 
cp PEFiW2290, map, sheet xiv.). This Gilgal, like 
Jericho, had its school of the prophets. That it was 
the same as the Gilgal of 2 K. 4 38 (yaXyaha [BAL]), 
Elisha's residence, seems implied by the connection of 
the latter (v. 42) with BAAL-SHALISHA [q.v.], another 
Samaritan town, also on the western watershed (see 
further Buhl, Geogr, 171 ; and cp GOURDS, WILD, ad 

If all these facts be held to justify the existence of a 
sanctuary and prophetic centre at Jiljiliyeh in Elisha's 
day, then a very strong presumption is established in 
favour of this being also the Gilgal famous in the time 
of Amoeand Hosea. Moreover Jiljiliyeh is not far from 
Shiloh [ q . ~ . ] ,  and the very curious passage in (Pseudo-) 
Epiphanius quoted above (§ 3), which identifies Gilgal as 
the shrine of the golden calf, adds 3 Qv q X w v - i . e . ,  
Shiloh. It would go far to explain the disappearance 
from Israel's history of so ancient a sanctuary as Shiloh, 
if we could believe that its sanctity had been absorbed 
by that of the neighbouring Gilgal, which in such a 
case would have strengthened its claim to be the rival of 
Bethel. That, however, is only a guess : and the claims 
of this Samaritan Jiljiliyeh are as inconclusive as those of 

1 B however, reads siniply ?fh0av or ZppXovraL [L] (812) ; cp. 
Schla/ter Zzrr Topo,. 149. 

2 In tiis connection it is interesting that the place-name 
Ashkaf ( i k ,  cliffs of) Jiljal occurs at  Ramman 33 m. E. of 
Bethel (PEP Name Lists, p. 225, sheet xiv.). 
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eighth centuries. 
These claims have been defended in detail by Schlatter (Zuv 

Tojogr. u. Gesch. Paliisfhas, 2 4 6 3 )  and accepted by Buhl 
(Pal  z o z x ) .  Schlatter makes out a most probable case. but 
his argument that the Makhna Juleijil wasalso the Gilgal \;here 
Joshua placed the camp of Israel after the conquest of Ai (96 
106 15 43 146 yahyah [B]) is very doubtful, and his other, that it 
was the &gal of Saul's appointment to the kingdom (I S. 108&), 
is quite unsnccessfnl. Schlatter mistakes the Jud;ean Carmel 
for Mt. Carmel. [For another view of the difficult passage Dt. 
11 30 see GERIZIM, § 2.1 

(a l  In the list of the Canaanite kings conouered bv 
I ,  - 1  

Israel we find a 'king of the nations at Gilgal' (Josh. 1223 
[Dt.]: \?!?) 093 3 i Q ;  y w a p  mjc yrhyea [AI, '' Other yssc 7:s yahschalas [B], y a y  6 s  y d y d  [L]). 

Gilgals. In harmony with BB's reading some propose to 
read 'king of the nations of Galilee' (see GALILEE 

I). The king however is mentioned between the kings .f 80, (fa., g 25 and Tir;ah and Eusebius and Jerome (OS) 
place a yahyovhrr 6 R. m. N.' of Antipatris ; and this is repre- 
sented to-day either by JiljBlieh, 4 m., or Kilkiliyeb, 6 m. N N E  
of Kal'at RZs-el-'Ain a probable site of ANTIPATRIS (4.u 0 2). 

(B)  In Josh. 157 (F$ the border of udah is said to tzrn N. 
'from the Oak of Achor to the Gi!gal ( lahyah [ALI, raaya8 [?*I: 
7a ayas [Bb]) which is over against the ascent of Adummim 
the present Tal *at ed-Dam on the road from Jericho to Jerusalem). 
(In the parallel passage, Josh. 18 i7 (P), 52518 becomes jq$*h, 
GELILOTH, ya+aw0 [Bl ayaMihwO-z'.e., n r $ h  [AI yahr- 
Awe [L]). This is surd; the hitherto unidentified Beth-gilgal 
or [AV] House of Gilgal n'? ; BN*A om., 870 ay'yahyah 
[Nc.a mg.1 /JaLfJyah [L]) which is given in Neh. 12 29 along with 
the fie!ds'of Geba and Azmaveth as being 'round about Jeru- 
salem. (So, independently, Che. [GALIJM, 21, who also reads 
'Beth-gilgal' for Bath-gallim' in Is. 1030.) If placed at  the 
Tal 'at ed-Dam,Beth-gilgal would lie almost as far E. from the 
latter as Geha lies N. 

(c) On the Gilgal or Galgala of I Macc. 9 2  see 
ARBELA. The data undoubtedly suit best the Gilgal 
on the Makhna Plain, not the Gilgal suggested in 3 

1 Besides the modern place-names mentioned above the only 
of that article.' G. A. S. 
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GILOH 
GILOH (;i$J), a town in thehighlands of Judah, in 

the same group with Shamir (=Shaphir), Debir, and 
Eshtemoh (Josh. 1551 XANNA [B], r H h W N  [AI, AANOY 
[L]), according to MT of 2 S. 16 12 the home of Ahltho- 
phel(3'$$p il'w; EN llOh€l AyTOy €IC [EN] rwha 
[BA], EK THC rrohswc AYTOY THC METAAAAA [L]). 

The gentilic is Gilonite, %>$? ; 2 S. 15 12 ( 6 k ~ o v € i  [B], yihovaro 
[9], yahpwvaiov [L]); z S. 2334 ( ~ ~ W V ~ L T O U  [Bl, yf1hWVLT. [AI, 
yahaa8 [L])=r Ch. 11 36 (PELONITE, $?? a corrupt reading;l 
+s8wver [BN], +EAAWUL [AL]). 

Giloh is probably referred to by Micah in connection 
with Ophrah and Shaphir, though the paronomasia is dis- 
guised in M T  (Micah 1x1). It seems to be represented 
by JdZu, the name now attached to some ruins about 
3 m. NW. of Halhfil; the situation of Bet J2E-a 
place NW. of Bethlehem-seems too fax north. 

The text of 2 S. 1.5 12 is corrupt but not desperately so. 
'While he offered the sacrifices ' if & has any meaning at all, 
can only refer to the important sadrifices connected with Absalom's 
assumption of royalty a t  Hebron. Yet the position of the clause 
shows that it contains a statement respecting Ahithophel. The 
scribe must have wrongly deciphered his original. Read, wlth 
Klostermann, for o'n2rn-nr l n m ,  n.&F hl!p, 'when he 
fled to the Ziphites' (see I S. 23 19). This awakens a suspicion 
that Giloh was not the real name ofiihithophel's home, which may 
have been rather a place not far to the SW. of JZIZ, viz. Keilah. 
It is hy no means certain that the translator of had beforehim 
n53 or n5.3. H e  may have had n$yp (KFilah); and even if 
he had not, n$p is an easy phonetic corruption of nbpp (see 
KEILAH). David was once in great straits at Keilah; the 
citizens were about to deliver him up to Saul, hut he sus- 
pected them, and escaped in time (I s. 238-13). Ahithophel 
may have warned David or Abiathar. With this clue Kloster- 
mann thus reads the former part of this passage, 'Absalom 
had made a league (D>*::) with Ahithophel the Keilathite 
(n$ypn, or 'the Keilanike,' q$ypn), who made possible his 
escape (h?p) from Keilah.' We thus understand David's 
habitual reliance on Ahithophel's counsel, and see how Ahitho- 
phel's son came to be one of David's thirty' (see ELIAM, I). 

I t  opens, ' I n  Gath 
tell it not,' which Nowack regards as an interpolation inserted 
from 2 S. 1 zo whilst G. A. Smith thinks that the words describe 
the doom in ;tore for Philistia as well as for the Shephelah of 
Judah in which Micah's home lay (TweZne Projh. 1383). In 
support of this G. A. Smith refers to the situation of Shaphir, 
the modern SawZfir in the Philistine plain. I t  is not probable 
however, that Micah extends his view beyond his own region: 
the fate of which alone evokes his sympathy. SAPHIR [ q . ~ . ]  
need not be SawZfir. There is one place known to us, and only 
one the name of which suggests a paronomasia fit to form a 
parhllel to ' In  Bochim wee ' (sep BOCHIM), and that is Giloh. 
Rend therefore, 25 '3R- .~ 5 ii f. 33, 'in Giloh exult not.' Cp Che. 
JQR, July 1898. 

GIMZO (irp!), a town in the Shephelah of Judah, 
mentioned in 2 Ch. 28 18 t (yahazw [Bl, r A M A l Z a l  
[A], ~ A M ~ A I  [L]). It is the modern Jimzzi, about 3 
ni. SE. from Lydda. 

The text of Micah 1 .of: is also corrupt. 

T. K. C. 

GIN ( ~ ) ~ $ i ~ , r n t + % ;  ( z ) n ~ , p a h .  SeeFOWLING,§g. 

GINATH (nx!, 7 7 ;  r w N A e  P A ] ,  - N U B  [L]), 
Ginath (or rather, 

Klo. compares 'Guni' in Gen. 4624 I Ch. 7 1 3 .  We. (IJGP) 

'father' of TIBNI ( I  K. l 6 ~ 1 f .  T). 
Gunath, cp @) is probably a place- or clan-name. 

70 n.) refers to ' Shallum b. Jabesh' (Le.,  the Jadshite). 
GINNETHO, RV Ginnethoi ('in;?. ; r s N N a e w e  

[L]), a priest in Zerubbabel's band (see EZRA ii., 6 6) ; 
Neh. 124. In Neh. 1216 Ginnethon (]in>?) is a priestly 
family temp. Joiakim (see EZRA ii., 5 6 6, § 11), which 
was represented amongst the signatories to the covenant 

GIRDLE 
3f decency (Gen. 37) as in the necessity of protecting the 
loins from the extremes of' temperature in tropical 
zountries, the girdle forms one of the oldest and most 
serviceable of all articles of apparel. In Hebrew the 
commonest terms for ' girdle ' are iz6i' and gig& 

I ,  'EzOr, 1\18 ({&a, etc.), is exactlytheAr. ' izdr, even 
the lengthened first vowel corresponding to the long form 
'izdr (Dozy, Did. dd Ytt. 32) which seems to be not 
merely Egyptian, since Payne-Smith has izdri from 
Bar-Bahliil. The 'izdi', now a large outer wrapper,. 
was originally a loin-cloth or wrapper not covering 
the upper part of the body, wound round the loins 
(tied with a knot, Lane, r.n. p. 53) so as to be 
loosed if trodden on (Frey. Chi'. Ar. 72 Z. 7, and 
EinL in das Stud. etc. 298). This is the dress of 
the Saracens in Ammianus, and is retained in the 
'i&rim. Mi'zar, now a pair of drawers, is not origin- 
ally different, gum. 81 and Dozy, @. cit. Bar 'Ali 
(Hoffm. 5842) explains Syr. mizrini  by maydzi~ or 
tubidin. The latter are the short drawers without 
legs worn by wrestlers or sailors. It is therefore an inner 
garment and so different from the (zZg6r (see below, 2). 
This suits all the passages of Or. From Is. 527 we 
learn that it was easily loosed ((zalla in Frey. Chr., Z.G. ), 
from Jer. 13 I 2 K. 1 8  that it might be either of liccn 
(o*p+) or of skin. Elijah's was of the latter material. 
Like the old Arabs, he wore but two garments, the 
'izdr and the addkrethl (Ar. rid&) ; see MANTLE. 

So 
the prophet Isaiah (202) has only a waist-wrapper, and this 
explains Jeremiah's 'iziir (Jer. 131). Hence it is that in Job 
12 18 the king who is humilrated is represented as wearing the 
'izrir. In Ezek. 23 15 it is a peculiarity of.the Chaldeans that 
they wear for girdle above their garments an 'izriv, and this is 
seen on the monuments (Perrot-Chipiez, Art  in ChaZd. etc., I 
fig. rq 2 figs. ' 5  51.6). As the 'izdr is next the skin, the phrase 
Is. 11; is inte Iigihle, and so the Arabs say hlrwa &inn? 
ma'+& Cizriri, meaning 'he is my near neighhour' (Lane, s.n. 

Phrases like 5.n 1 1 1 ~  (I S. 2 4) are 
' ButinJob383 407Jer. 117~3~n3'11~ 
is like shadda izdrahu or Irti'zarahy 

=shanzmara, ' tuck up the cloth so as to leave the legs bare, 
Ham. 334, 383, n. It 1s probable, however, that a (short) 'izar 
was the dress of active life (sailor's tub66n is analogous), like the 
waist-cloth of the modern East and also of the warrior. In Ham. 
334,Z. I the warrior is 7nusharrmriw~~ . . . 'an shawahzc-leaves 
his sides hare-like Ammianus's Saracens, and cp Shanfara 1.62. 
iiKnn Ps. 931 simply=tjxs. But in Is. Sg  it is Hitbp. 'put  on 
your ' izEr' (which in that case is a warlike dress), or is it ' be 
a covering and support to one another' as in Arabic ' ~ e a v a  ' to  
hack' (lit. 'cover '), and of herbage, ta'rizara ' it grew thick and 
rank, the stalks supporting each other'? Ham. 657 2. I naFrwc 
m a  'azzaru?L= 'effective stout help.' See also AsEsaZ.BaZ&ghn.a 

The person who wears the 'izdr has of course no shirt. 

From Zzzbr ' waist-cloth' is distinguished :- 
2. gzgii', i i in,  n$!ii~, &$gin% ({dvq, mpi{wpa) ,  a 

belt or girdle worn round the waist outside the dress. 
In modern times it is usually a coloured shawl, or 
long piece of figured white muslin. The girdle of the 
poorer classes is of coarse material, often of leather, with 
clasps. This leathern girdle is also much used by the 
Arabs, and by persons of condition when equipped for 
a journey. It is sometimes ornamented with work 
in coloured worsted, or silk, or with metal studs, shells, 
heads, etc. 

Such, probably, were the girdles worn by the ladies of post- 
exilic Jerusalem (Is. 324) and the eulogy of the 'virtuous 
woman' describes her (P;ov. 31 24) as making a hrigbr which 
Phcenician merchants did not disdain to buy (dp the <&vqv 
~ p w u ~ w  of Rev. 113 15 6). The warrior used a &c?g8r as a sword- 
belt (2 s. 2 0 8 ;  on text see Comm.; I K. 2 5 ) ;  cp nI>lJ 13n 

z K. 3 21, and ZI?? 'n Jndg. 3 16 etc. That other objects also (see EZ$A i., § 7). 
Other readings in @ are : Neh. 106 [7] rvaraQ [Bl, a v a m Q  [e], 

yaavvaQov [AI, yava%wO [L], 124 ysvvqfJouL [Nc.a mg. SOP.], 
BK*A om. ; 12 16 yavaewp [,+a mg. inf.], BH*A om. 

GIRDLE. Originating perhaps not so much in notions 

other in W. Palestine which seems to repeat the ancient 
Gilgal is Jeljel, ahout 6 m. S. of Beissu(P3FNanie Lists ,  161). 
I t  is remarkable that the name has not yet been found E. of 
Jordan. 

end. 
1 On the passage see Klo. Sam., ad Zoc., and cp AHITHOPHEL, 
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1 So the Baptist see Mt. 3 4 Mk. 16. 
2 Elsewhere Rdbertson Smith sums up thus : 'The general 

impression produced by a survey of the usage of the word is that 
among the Hebrews the 'Ez@ ceased to be part of their ordinary 
dress pretty early being superseded by the tunic [njnj,see 
T U N I C ]  but that 'it was used by warriors, by the meanest 
classes,'by prophets and mourners, and that the word (or the 
cognate word) was also retained in proverbial phrases and 
similes, just as was the case with the Arabs' ('Notes on Hebrew 
Words,' I., JQR, 1892, p. 289fl). Cp also, on the * Z Z ~ Y  of 
Jeremiah, Che. Lzye and Times ofJer. 161 ('88). 
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MIRGASHITE, GIRGASHITES 
might be carried in it, is suggested by Dt. 53 13 [14] @ ; cp Mt. 
109 Mk. 6 s 1  (EV ‘purse’). 

3. iWZzah, np ,  Ps. 109 19 (EV ’ girdle ’ )  ; q, mezi2h, 
Job 1221 (for n m =  nyp ; AV ‘strength,’ mg. ‘girdle,’ 
RV ‘belt ’). 

Che. reads in Ps. ~ l l ’ B = i \ l ~  (cp Lag. Uehers. 177)~ and in 
.Job ninyn, ‘greaves.’ mp occurs in a doubly corrupt context 
in Is. 2:ro (AV ‘strength,’ AVmg. RV ‘girdle’); ‘girdle’ for 
“restraint’ is intrinsically improbable. Du., Che. read ?hF, 
.I haven.’ 

4. f<iEzWim, n?r$p (bands) of costly make, worn by 
women (Is. 320 ~ ~ T ~ J K L O Y ,  Jer. 2 32 UT?$’O&T~.[S). 

Jewish interpretations vary ; Isimchi and Rashi render 
‘ headband ’ (so AV ; RV sashes ’). The &iSfirtm were 
richly studded with jewels and were the receptacle of 
the other ornaments worn by men and women. 

5. The priestly ‘abnt?;, b n u  (Ex. 284 3 9 3  3929 Lev. 
87 164 ; all P), was a sash rather than a girdle (+(‘&q ; 
bnlteus [Vg.]; see Lag. Ges. A6k. 39).2 The ‘a6@ 
was of great length, according to Rabbinic tradition 
32 cubits long and 4 cubits wide. Josephus (Ant. iii. 
7 z )  says that the ‘abnP? was four fingers broad, ‘ so 
loosely woven that you would think it was the skin of a 
serpentS It is embroidered with flowers of scarlet and 
purple and blue and fine linen ; but the warp is nothing 
but fine linen.’ It was wound under the breast, twice 
round the body, was tied in an ample bow or loop, and 
the ends reached the ankles. It was thrown over the 
left shoulder while the priest was officiating. Driver- 
White (SBOT, ‘ Leviticus,’ 70) summarily describe the 
‘a6@ as ‘an embroidered loosely woven scarf.’ The 
‘ a h @  was the only garment in which an intermixture 
of wool and linen watspermitted. The same word is 
applied to the sashes of high officers in Is. 2221. 

6. On the ‘curious girdle’ (RV ‘cunningly woven band’ 
1~1) of the Ephod, see EPHOD, $ 3 .  

The N T  terms are :- 
7. <&IJ (common in OT, cp also wapa@vq I S. 1811) Acts 

21 11 Mt. 34 ; see above. 
8. crrpiKlvOca, Acts 19 12, see APRONS. 

- 

W. R. S .  (I)-I. A,-S. A. C. 

GIRGASHITE, GIRGASHITES (v&ne ; o rep-  
recaioc [BADEFL] ; SO Jos. ; Judith516 TOYC rep-  
rscaloyc, AV GEKGESITES, RV GIRGASHITES), a 
people of Canaan, Gen. 1016 (gloss), 1521 (gloss), Josh. 
310 (D2), 2411 (D2), Dt.71 Neh.98 (AV always ‘Gir- 
gashites’ except Gen. 10 16, where Girgasite ; RV 
alwiys ‘Girgashite’). Another form of the name is 
very probably GIRZITES (y-,]), which has sometimes 
been corrupted into PERIZZITES (’11~). In the Table 
of Peoples the Girgashites have, properly speaking, 
no place; it is to the Deuteronomist, who had 
archaeological tastes, that the resuscitation of the name 
is due. Apparently for a good reason he places 
i t  next on the list of peoples in Dt. 7 1  to that of the 
Hittites. Whence did he derive i t?  Probably from 
the Song of Deborah, where the slaughter of the 
Kadasoni, or, as he probably read, Kadeshi or 
SGadeshi, is spoken of (Judg. 521) ; the N. or Hittite 
Xadeshites, see KADESH, 2. ’I [rl instead of 1 [d], 
:and the repeated 1 [g] after the 1 [r] are ordinary errors 
.of scribes. T. K. C. 

1 I t  i: enough to mention the analogical use of ‘girdle’ (EV 
‘a ron . but see AVmg. RVw.) in Gen. 37. f Jos.’(Anf. iii. 72) trinsliterates apad (Niese ; a.?. aSavqO), 
and notes that the term in use in his day was cpcav (cp Targ. 
on Ex. pnn), probably the Pers. hinzyrin; see also NSCK- 

3 [See picture in Braunius, Yesfit. Suerdot. Ffebraorurm.] 
4 P h o n  personal names wii ] ,  p w i i ~  ?re quoted. Are these 

too derived from Kadesh? The Hittites had allies called 

LACE. 
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GIRZITES, THE (’173 ; for the readings of d and 

of EV see GEZRITES), IS. 278 Kt. There seems to 
have been a widely extended pre-Israelitish tribe called 
Girzites or Girshites. In fact, wherever PERIZZITES 
[ p . ~ . ]  or GIRGASHITES is read in the Hebrew text we 
should probably restore Girzites or Girshites. 

I t  is doubtful whether ‘ Geshurites’ or ‘ Girshites’ is the correct 
reading in I S. 27 8 (see GESHUR, 2) ; but in z S. 2 g, instead of 
‘and over the Ashurites, and over Jezreel,’ we should most 
probably read simply ‘ and over the Girzites’ C!lV?-h), the rest 
being due to dittography (see Che. Crit. sa). Of the ‘ Girzites ’ 
there is another record in the name miscalled ‘ Mount Geriz(z)im ’ 
(the mount of the Girzites), whilst the Girshites are also attested 
by win (ie. 9 w i j  see HIVITES 5 I n.) in Is. 17 IO and by the 
two trans-Jordani:places called kerasa (see GILEA;), $ 6). 

Another (probable) occurrence of the gentilic Gerag 
has escaped notice-Boanerges, which seems to the 
present writer to have come from ~aueyyepos=d!I ire, 
‘ sons of Gerasa.’ That the phrase is both misread and 
misinterpreted need not disturb us ; there are quite as 
great misinterpretations in Lk. 6 15 ( Simon, called 
Zelotes ’) and in Acts 436 (see BARNABAS). After mis- 
understanding it, Mk. wrongly ascribed the name to 
Jesus. 

Parallel corruptions are perhaps Kavava?os or mvavkqs for 
Kavazos or KavlTqs= ’F22, ‘a man of Cana ’ (but cp CANANAIAN). 
and c u a p r w r q s  for r e p c ~ w q s  ‘a man of Jericho’ (cp JUDAS 
ISCARIOT 0 I). Possibly too (but see JAIRUS first note)Tirnaeus 
in Bartidzus may be from a place-name ‘kiniai (see Nestle, 
Marg. 91). T. K. C. 

GISPA, RV Gishpa (KQ??), named after ZIHA as 
an overseer of NETHINIM in Ophel (Neh. 11 211. ; rec+a 
[Kc.amg.inr.L], om. BK*A). According to Ryssel his 
name is a corruption of HASUPHA (NDW~) ,  which follows 
Ziha in the list in Ezra 243. 

GITTAH-HEPHER (le0 nQJ), Josh. 1913 AV, RV 
GATH-HEPHER (g.n. ). 

GITTAIM (P!a$, r&ealM [BADEL] ; probably 
=GittHm, ‘ place of a wine-press ’ ; on form of name 
see NAMES, 5 107). 

I. An unidentified town in the list of Benjamite villages 
(EZRA ii., 5 5 [a], 15 [I] u), Neh.1133 (yd+‘&fi 
[Nc-amg. inf.; om. BK*A]). 

2. A town where the fugitive Beerothites were received 
as gZrim or protected strangers, apparently in the days 
of Saul (2 S. 43). For thekey to this incidental notice 
see ISHBAAL (I). This Gittaim can hardly have been 
the Benjamite town. The persecuted Beerothites would 
surely have fled to the territory of another tribe. There 
were probably several Gittaims as well as several Gaths. 
Thenins, Grove (Smith‘s DB), Klostermann, think the 
flight was towards Gath (yaO8at [B], - B e y  [A]). 

3. Gittaim is also probably the name of a town in or near 
Edom Gen.3635 (BADEL) rCh.146 (so @ B ;  @A yeBOap 
but svrO), where MT Kt.’has AVITH (q.v.). Note that vine: 
yards in Edom are referred to in Nu. 20 17. 
4. By a manifest error Gittaim appears in @ IS. 1433 where 

Sanl’s speech begins, not with the appropriate ‘Ye transgress’ 
ut with the difficult 2“ yeOOaip ([BL], “6.4 y~Oep), ‘In 

T. K. C. 

GITTITE (’nJ?), 2 S. 610. 
GITTITH, ‘Set to the’ [RV], or, ‘Upon Gittith‘ [AV] 

(nm?g-’w, ~,;p 7. Avviv=n+,-iy [@BNAR Syr. ~ymm.1;  

See GATH, J I. 

f r o  [or, Ps.81, in] torcuhribus [J]; &A T. Aqu& Aq. in Pss. 
81 84 [Syro-Hex.], but in Ps. 8 S&p T. ~ E & T L ~ O F ( S O  dlso Theod. in 
Ps. S), Ps. 8 81 (om. T.; S .  T .  dMoud3quopdvov [A]), 84(headings). 

According to Wellhausen we have a twofold question 
to answer : (I) Is it a mode or key which is denoted by 
‘ the Gittith’ ; and, (2) Does Gittith mean ‘ belonging to 
Gath,’ or ‘ belonging to a wine-press ’ ? The latter ques- 
tion must be answered first. No doubt the vintage festi- 
val had special songs of its own (one such may he al- 
luded to in Is. 658), andBaethgen thinks the three psalms 
with the above heading appropriate for such an occasion. 
If this view of the  appropriateness of the psalms be 
accepted, it becomes plausible to follow those old in- 
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terpreters who read ‘ on (=with) the (treading in the) 
wine-presses.’ If it be rejected, there still remains the 
view that the temple music had borrowed a mode or 
key or (see Tg.) instrument from the city of Gath. 
Philistine influence on the temple music, however, is 
scarcely credible (see, however, Hitz., Del.), and in 
any case Gath had probably been destroyed before the 
exile. 

No theory therefore is in possession of the field, and 
when we consider the frequent miswriting of these 
musical headings (see, e.g., HIGGAION, SHIGGAION, 
MAHALATH [ii.]), it is as natural as it is easy to read 
nQ-Sy, ‘with string-music.’ 1 before 3 might easily 
be dropped; the next stage of development is obvious. 
Gesenius in 1839 (Thes.,  s . ~ )  had already given a 
kindred solution (n! for nra=nm). The question rela- 
tive to the mode or key cailed the Gittith disappears. 

T. K. C. 
GIZONITE, THE ( ’ 3 \T$q ,  I Ch. 1 1 3 4  ; see GUNI, I. 

GIZRITES (*?TJ?), IS. 278 RVmS ; AV GEZRITES. 
GLASS. ‘The  art of glass-making, unlike that of 

pottery, would appear not to have been discovered 
1. Antiquity. and practised by different nations in- 

dependently, but to have spread gradu- 
ally from a single centre.’ That the Phaenicians are 
not to be credited with this invention (Pliny, HA’ 
362665, etc.) is practically certain, since our oldest 
examples of glass proceed from the countries watered 
by the Nile, the Tigris, and the Euphrates. From 
Egypt we have a dusky green glass bead of the queen 
Hatasu (or rather Ha‘t-Sepsut, see EGYPT, 5 53), of 
the middle of the fifteenth century B.c., also a light 
green opaque jar of Thotmes 111. (1500 B . c . ) , ~  and, 
ascending higher, an amulet with the name of Nuantef 
IV., of the eleventh dynasty (circa 2400 R. c. ).2 With 
this agrees the fact that the most ancient representations 
of glass-blowing belong probably to the Middle Empire, 
the alleged earlier cases being capable of a different 
explanation-viz., smelting (Erman, Anc. Eg. 459)’: 

The Assyrians, too, were acquainted with the use of 
glass (ASSYRI-4, 5 13, cp n. z’b.), and we have one of the 
most important specimens of their work in the unique 
transparent glass vase of the time of Sargon (722- 
705 ELC.) .~  The recent excavations in Nippur, how- 
ever, appear to permit us to carry back the use of glass 
to a much earlier date. 

According to Peters (Nijjur 2 134) ‘badly broken inscribed 
axe-heads of a highly ornamentrh shape ’ of blue glass coloured 
with cobalt (brought presumably from China) wer i  found in 
mounds of the fourteenth century B . c . ~  These and other glass 
objects found here had been run in moulds not blown. A 
small glass bottle w a s  found with the door-;ockets of Lugal- 
kigub-nidudu(ci~ca 4000 B.c.; o j .  cit. 160, 374); but, ‘in general 
the glass objects found a t  Nippur were of late date, and whid 
glass fragments were very numerous in the later strata there 
were few or none in the earlier.’ The above examples shduld no 
doubt be looked upon as exceptions, since ‘the greater part of 
the glass found belonged to the post-Babylonian period’ (0). 
cit. 373fi). 

The use of glass among the Phoenicians begins at  a 
later date.4 Their acquaintance with it was probably 
derived from the Egyptians and spread abroad by them 
in their trading expeditions. To  them, also, are pos- 
sibly due the many specimens of coloured beads found 
in many parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa. 

The part played hy the Phcenicians in spreading the know- 
ledge of glass-as well as certain arts, etc.-may need some 
qualifying in the future (see TRADE AND COMMERCE). I n  
Cyprus, a t  all events, it would appear that glass was a native 
production, rather than of Phoenician origin. The art itself 
was probably derived from Egypt (Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kyjros, 
etc., 416). That Egypt exported glass is well known (cp, e.g., 
Martial, E$. 21, 74). - 
1 A. Neshitt art. ‘Glass’ in EBI9. 
2 Now in th; British Museum. 
3 In  the same spot were found obiects of Euboean magnesite, 

implying regular intercourse with Greece. 
4 The later manufacture of glass in the districts of Beirut 

Tyre, and Sidon (see MISREPHOTH-MAIM) does not therefor: 
concern us. 
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From the treatment which glass received in the 

ancient world it is evident that in Ewut  and Babv- 
1.1 I 

2. Biblical lonia it was held to be a precious thing, a 
It would, there- 

fore. be auurouriate to find it mentioned 
references. fit offering for the gods. 

. 
along with precious jewels in the eulogy of wisdom, 
Job 28 17 (z&%kith, n3Ji3i, J ’ clear’ [transparency is 
not implied], AV CRYSTAL, RV ‘Glass’ ; iiaXos 
[BHAC]). 

;ahor originally denoted any transparent stone or stone-like 
substance (e.g Herod. 320). On the other hand,some vitreous 
ornament is uzdoubtedly referred to in &ppnipar/ T E  h&va XU& 
(5. 269). 

In  the case of the ‘glassy sea’(@/haumilahizq, Rev. 46 15 z), 
and the comparison of the golden streets of the heavenly city to  
pure ‘glass’ (Gahar, Rev. 21 1827) the earlier meaning of Sahas 
perhaps holds good, although wd are reminded of the Arabian 
legend that Solomon prepared in his palace a glass pavement 
which the queen of Sheha mistook for water (Qoran, Sur. 27). 

has been found in Dt. 33 19 (‘the 
hidden treasures of the sand 7; 1 but see ZEBULUN. 

The colloquial use of ‘ glass ’ to denote a ‘ mirror ’ 
of glass, or of any other material, is found in A V  of 
( a )  Is. 3 2 3  (pig, tira$~avq XUKWLKU) ,  see DRESS, 5 I 

(2) ; ( B )  I Cor. 1312 Jas. 123 ( E U O T T ~ O V )  ; see further 
LOOKING-GLASS, MIRROR. 

See art. ‘Glass’ in EBW, and in Kitto’s Bi6. CycZ. ; also 

GLAZING ( X P I C M ~  [BaKA]), Ecclus. 3830. See 

GLEANING (a?>), Lev. 199. See AGRICULTURE, 

GLEDE is EV’s attempt to render the apparent 
Hebrew word 357 in Dt. 1413 (ryy [BAFL]). The 
error of the scribe was corrected in the mg., and from 
the mg. found its way into the text before il-Kii-nnNi ( ‘  and 
the falcon’). That this view is correct is self-evident, 
even without the confirmation supplied by the 11 passage, 
Lev. 11 14. The word gkad or gled (AS gZida) is Old 
English for ‘ kite,’ and has not yet entirely disappeared. 

To represent the phenomena of the text we might render 
‘And the bite [read ‘kite’] and the falcon.’ Tristram (NHBI 
thinks that our translator means the Buzzard, and adds that 
there are three species of Buzzard in Palestine. 

GNAT. I. ( ~ u ~ u y [ T i .  WH].) Mentioned only 
once in the Bible (Mt. 2324) .  

The gnats or mosquitoes are dipterous insects belonging to 
the family Culicidae. There are many species ; they breed in 
swamps and still water, the first two stages, larval and pupal, 
being aquatic. The female alone inflicts the sting-like prick 
with its mouth-organs’ the male insect does not leave the 
neighhourhood of the b;eeding.place. 

RV’s strain out a gnat is a return to the old reading 
of Tyndale, Cranmer, and the Geneva, AV’s strain at 
being probably due to a misprint (see Whitney, Dict.). 
Reference is made in this proverb to the scrupulous care 
exercised by devout Jews (as also in the present day by 
Singhalese Buddhists) in conformity with Lev. 1 1 2 3  43 
(cp Chullin, f: 67 I).  The comparison with the smallest 
and largest things finds analogy in the Ta1m.-e.g., 
Shabb. 77 6,  $07 $y vin- nn”, ‘ the fear of the gnat is 
on the elephant’ ; cp the Ar. proverb, ‘ he eats an 
elephant and is suffocated by a gnat.’ 
2. The word ‘ gnat ’ ( ‘  like gnats ’) occurs also in the 

RVmg. of Is. 51 6. I t  would be safer to read p i 3  (Weir, Che.), 
which elsewhere AV renders LICE [T.v.] ; in SBOT (Heb.) 14 , 
however, a bolder correction is suggested (see LOCUST 5 2 [411. 
In  thecaseofthepIagueinEx. 8 16[1213 ‘gnat’isposs:blymore 
correct. The U K V ~ $  ( e ’ s  word in Ex. Z.C.) is called by Suidas 
E o v  KWVWrrG8fS. 

In the second century, and also to some 
extent even in the third, the Church was engaged in a 
1. Origin of life-and-death struggle with the Gnostics. 

By Gnostics we are to understand a cer- 
tain class of Christians-of many different 

schools, bearing a great variety of names, and diffused 
all over the Hellenistic world-all having in common a 

1 So Meg. 6 a interprets hn (‘sand ’) by n]& n’z13yr ‘Whi te  
glass.’ 

A reference to glass-makin 

A. Lowy, PSBA, %I$ pp. 84-86. S. A. C. 

POTTERY. 

§ 12. 

T. K. c. 

A. E. S.-S. A. C. 

GNOSIS. 

term, 
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certain speculative pretentiousness, all laying claim to a 
special knowledge (gmsi f )  in contrast to the merefuith 
of the masses, and all giving effect to their fantastic 
ideas about the origin of the world and the origin of 
evil in a peculiar ethic that offended the conscience of 
the Church. If we could assume Carpocrates and 
Cerinthus (circa 100 A . D . )  to have been the earliest 
representatives of the tendency in question, and all the 
writings of the N T  to have been composed within the 
apostolic age, biblical science as such would have no 
concern with the Gnostics; and it is in point of fact 
true that the name of Gnostic does not occur in the NT,  
nor is it mentioned in any extant writing earlier than 
176 A.D. 

However, ‘ they who make separations’ (of &TO&- 

o p l ~ o v ~ e s )  referred to in the epistle of Jude (v. 19 RV) 
can only be taken as Gnostics of a libertinistic com- 
plexion : the emphasis laid in nv. 3 20 on the faith once 
for all delivered to the saints is best explained on this 
assumption, and still more, their ironical designation 
as ‘ natural ’ or ‘ animal ’ ( RVmS = ~ J X L K O ~ )  ; plainly 
they were in the habit of calling themselves ?rveupaTrKol. 
‘ spiritual men,’ as distinguished from the ordinary run 
of ‘ psychical’ Christians who rested content with faith 
merely. So also in z Pet., only here the author 
points still more clearly at the Gnostics by his repeated 
references to the true knowledge (1.f. 5f. 8 220 318). 
The polemic of the Johannine Epistles has a similar 
scope; if the substantive, gnosis, does not occur, the 
verb I to know’ is met with all the more frequently ; 
‘ we have known and believed ’ (I Jn. 416) is, intended 
to express the true knowledge that is in accord with 
faith as contradistinguished from the knowledge which 
sets it aside. When the Pastoral Epistles ( I  Tim. 6 2.) 
bluntly warn against the oppositions of the gnosis 
which is falsely so called, the adherents of which have 
erred, or ‘ missed the mark,’ concerning the faith, 
it may perhaps be possible to doubt whether the 
reference is to the Gnostic Marcion, who wrote ‘Anti- 
theses’ about 140 A.u. ,  but not to deny reference to 
the Gnostics altogether. FinalIy, in the Apocalypse 
we have at least the reference, in the case of Thyatira 
(224).  to the false teachers who claim to have ‘known 
the depths of Satan,’ a grim characteristic of Gnostic 
speculation. 

T o  all the writings hitherto named as containing 
allusions to Gnosticism, it might perhaps be possible to 

2. attribute a date about the year IOO A.D. 
tendencies. or even later, in which case the traditional 

account of the Gnostic movement as 
having arisen about the end of the first century would 
remain unshaken ; on other grounds also the Pastoral 
Epistles have, in fact, been assigned to the second 
century. Yet we are none the less compelled by the 
N T  to recognise certain gnorticising tendencies as exist- 
ing within the apostolic church itself as well as certain 
extra-Christian and pre-Christian developments bearing 
a Gnostic character. In the Synoptic Gospels, it is 
true, the intellectual side of religion is but rarely and 
exceptionally brought forward : Lk. 11 52 (key of know- 
ledge), Mt. 1311 and parallels (the gift of understanding 
the mysteries of the kingdom), and Mt. 1127 (the know- 
ledge of the Father [and of the Son] reserved for the 
chosen ones only) are the leading passages. The 
Fourth Gospel, however, lays an emphasis, that on this 
account is all the more striking, upon the capacity to 
understand. Just as the decisive confession of faith in 
Christ is (669), ‘we have deZiened and know that thou 
art the Holy one of God,’ so elsewhere knowing and 
believing are interchangeable expressions with reference 
to the same objects, and the impression is left that 
knowing is higher than believing. Thus, for example, 
to ‘ those Jews who had believed ’ the promise is given 
(S31$), ‘ If ye abide in my word . . . ye shuZZ know the 
.truth, and the truth shall make you free.’ The Gnosti- 
cism of the Fourth Gospel is distinguished from the 
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heretical gnosis only ( I )  by the contents of the gnosis 
to which it attaches so high a value-in this case 
identical with the contents of faith; and (2) by the 
closeness of the connection between knowledge and 
faith ; here there is no such distinction as is elsewhere 
drawn between the disciples who only believe and the 
disciples who only know, as two separate classes. 

Paul often uses the words for knowing ( ~ ~ J U K E W ,  

~ T L - ~ & K E L V )  in their most ordinary sense, as for ex- 

3. use ample in Phil. 112 219 z z  45 I Cor. 
of YL,,;OKELV, 1437, and, inasmuch as he attributes 

to the Gentiles as well as to the Jews -4.. 
(Roni. 1 21 2 18) a knowledge of God Ciuu. 

-in contradiction, it is true, to I Cor. 121-he is 
obviously bound to assume in the case of every believer 
a knowledge of God, of Christ, of the Gospel as in 
Gal. 49 z Cor. 89 13 5 Phil. 3 IO (here yrvhmerv Bebv. 
Xpturbv, etc.) or zCor. 214 46 Phil. 38 Col. 1gf: (here 
yvwurs, &f-yvwurs, and the corresponding genitives) 
without our being thereby entitled to ascribe to him a 
vein of gnosticism. 

In I Cor. 139 12, however, he speaks of ‘knowing’ 
without mentioning any particular object, and the sub- 
stantive yvrjuis is, in the majority of cases, used ab- 
solutely ; occasionally and exceptionally (e.g., Rom. 
1133) as an attribute of God, mentioned along with his 
wisdom, but elsewhere as a possession-highly to be 
prized-of the man who has become a believer. 

As proving that knowledge is here sharply separated from 
faith it will not do to cite I Cor. 1283 where we read that to 
one is given the word of knowledge and’to another faith; for in 
this passage aluns, faith, is used in a narrower sense than 
usoal, whilst, according to I Cor. 12 8 13 8, grosis is one of the 
charismata that are bestowed only on certain individual$, and 
I Cor. 8 7 [cp 8 10x1 declares expressly that all have not know- 
ledge. I t  is half ironically only that Paul (8 I) declares himself 
as accepting the proposition that ‘we all have knowledge,’ since 
in v. 2 with manifest allusion to the conceit of the Corinthians, 
he disiinguishes between knowing as one ought to know and a 
gnosis that, in all essentials is merely imagined. The circum- 
stance also that in Gal. 49 (& r Cor. 8 3) he speaks of it as the 
highest object of Christian effort that one should be known of 
God rather than that one should know God, is not to he under- 
stood as depreciating the high value he elsewhere attaches to 
gnosis, any more than T Cor. 1 3 8 s  12 is to be so taken, where 
he speaks of all knowledge in the present aeon as only in part, 
and promises that in the time of perfection it shall, as imperfect, 
be done away. For the same thing is said of speaking with 
tongues and of prophecy and of them also, as well as of ac- 
quaintance with all possihle knowledge, he says (13 1s) that 
they are of no profit to the man who has not love. 

It cannot be by accident merely that, in Paul, gnosis 
is always met with as the precious possession of the 
members of the Christian community and never as 
belonging to unbelievers ; it has its place, in fact, among 
the charismatic manifestations of the spirit of God, 
which this same spirit bestows on individuals for the 
benefit of all (I Cor. 127-11), and as such ranks with 
prophecy and the gift of miracles ; he who is endowed 
with knowledge-the ‘ gnostic.’ as the expression would 
have been at a later date-belongs to the number of 
the T P . W ~ ~ T W O ~ ,  the men of the spirit. 

We might venture, after Paul, to define gnosis as the 
result of the instruction which a ‘spiritual’ man has 

4. Definition. received from the spirit of God in the 
things of the spirit down to the very 

depths of the Godhead (I Cor. 28-16) in such a manner 
that, possessed of the God-given teaching, he finds every- 
thing dark in earth and heaven become clear to him 
and (if only ‘through a glass,’ in mere outline) he sees 
that which is true, where others see nothing, or only 
what is false. Paul himself belonged pre-eminently to 
the number of such gnostics (z Cor. 116) ,  and if that 
piece of ‘knowledge’ which, as we learn from I Cor. 8, 
he shared with many Corinthians-that idols are nothing, 
and that consequently, to speak strictly, there can be 
no such thing as meat offered to idols-is of a somewhat 
elementary character, we must nevertheless remain lost 
in admiration at the deeper passages in his epistles 
(e,f., Rom. 8 and 9-11), in which he expounds the 
divine plan of salvation-at his ‘ gnosis,’ in fact. The 
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men. These opinions Paul shares with the later Gnostics : 
it is easily intelligible why they all, and Marcion especi- 
ally, felt closer affinities with him than with any of the 
other N T  writers ; what separates their gnosticism from 
his is the preponderance, to a greater or less degree, of 
heathen elements in their speculation, whilst his own con- 
fined itself to working out in a sympathetic, if speculative 
way, the fundamental ideas of the gospel. That Paul 
found such speculation indispensable is, however, no 
personal peculiarity of his ; it was an element in his 
composition that he had derived from the atmosphere of 
his time ; under its influence it was that he contributed 
to make Christianity, from being a religion, into a 
system of religious and metaphysical thought. 

At the same time Paul’s epistles, and especially 
Colossians, show that already at that early date he had 
to combat certa.in developments of the spirit that prided 
itself on knowledge. The false teachers of Colossae (see 
COLOSSIANS, § 6) become intelligible only if we take 
them as judaizers on the one hand, and gnosticizers 
on the other, Christians who gave th 
fantastic dualistic speculation. A gnos 
of this sort they must have imported with them 
from without ; that is to say, gnosticism already existed 
in the apostolic age, and it was introduced into the 
Christian Church by the Jews. But neither had it its 
ultimate origin in Judaism ; from the strong heathen 
element it contains we can see that it must have been 
imported from the heathen religious philosophy, under- 
going manifold modification and accommodation in the 
process. Respect for gnosis is a pre-Christian, Hellenic 
phenomenon ; Christianity was no more successful in 
withdrawing itself from the influence of this predominant 
tendency of the time than it was in the case of Judaism ; 
but Paul at so early a date as that of his epistle to 
Colossae already found, and made use of, the oppor- 
tunity to draw the line beyond which gnosis could not 
be tolerated as a Christian basis, and succeeding genera- 
tions of the Church only followed in his footsteps, though 
with increasing earnestness as the danger increased, 
when they carried on the struggle against ‘ Gnostics after 
the flesh. 

Cp F. C. Baur, Die ChristZ. Gnosis, ‘35, and Das Christen- 
thum U .  a’. chrisfZ. Kircke der ersten IahrhzlnderfeP), ‘60 ; 

R. A. Lipsius ‘Gnosticismus,’ in Ersch and 
Literature. Gruher’s En&. vo!. lxxi., ’60’  Mansel, Thc 

Gnostic Heresies, 75  ; J.  B. kightfoot, ,St. 
P a d s  EjisfZes fo the Colossians and Phzknton, 86 ; M. Fried- 
lender, Der vorckristlicltejiidische Gnosticismus, ‘98. 

A. J. 

GOAD. I. dorbhin, 1277 (AP~ITANON ; stimulus), 
I S. 1321 [also 7,. 20 d, emended text, see SBOT] ,  liis, dor6h8n 
( ~ O ~ K W T ~ O V )  Eccles. 12 IIt. 2. MaZmidh, i n h  (&POTP~TOUS), 
Judg. 331f.l  3. KCvTpov, Acts 26 14 RV. See AGRICULTURE, 
0 4, col. 79. 

GOAH, Jer. 31 39 RV ; AV GOATH. 
GOAT. To supplement the general introductory 

notes respecting large and small cattle among the 
Hebrews (given elsewhere; see CATTLE) some re- 
marks upon the treatment of goats in particular are 
necessary. 

There are several different breedsof the genus Capru in 
1. Hebrew Palestine and adjacent countries ; but it is 

not possible to distinguish each precisely by 
its original Hebrew name. 

The generic Heb. term, common to all the Semitic family is 
(I) *&, ly (Ass. enzu, Ar. ‘am, Syr. ‘ezzd; Q5 usually renders 
dt, also $+os Gen. 27 g, etc.), which includes male and female 
( e g . ,  Gen. 15 9). 

To denote the he-goat (so RV), four words are found : ( 2 )  

‘aft&, l?ny (Ass. atzidu, mentioned as a swift mountain animal), 
AV ‘rams’ in Gen. 31 TO 12. @ ~pLyos ; but K ~ L &  Gen. 31 IO 12, 
Xlpapos Ps. 509 66 15. 

(3) FEjhfr, T?? a late word (Ass. !a$,bam, Syr. p j h r E y E ) ,  
Dan. S 56, and’ (Aram.) Ezra 8 35 ; O?Y[$ ‘h’ Dan. 8 5 a *  z Ch. 

deeper understanding of the scripture, which became 
possible to him as a Christian (as in Gal. 37 42r&),  
has the same origin. The gnosis of the individual 
becomes fruitful for the community only, of course, by 
the communication of it, whether orally or in writing ; 
I Cor. 128 accordingly includes the word of knowledge 
in the list of the charismata; and it is almost certain 
that in I Cor. 146 the ‘teaching’ (SiSaxf) means the 
communication of ‘ gnosis ’ (cp 1426), and therefore 
that the ‘teachers’ (1228)  who take the third place, 
immediately after apostles and prophets, in the enumera- 
tion of those who possess the gifts of the spirit, are to 
be thought of as ‘ Gnostics.’ Their sharp differentiation 
from the prophets is somewhat surprising; in many 
cases it cannot have been practically possible ; but as 
Paul in I Cor. 14 6 gives to ‘ prophesying ’ the same 
position with reference to ‘ revelation ’ that he gives to 
‘ teaching ’ with reference to ‘ knowledge,’ he would 
seem to have distinguished the word of knowledge from 
prophecy much in the same way as the latter was dis- 
tinguished from speaking with tongues ; those exercising 
the last-named gift did so unconsciously, those who 
prophesied did so in at least enthusiastic exaltation, 
whilst those who gave the word of knowledge did so in 
full calm consciousness and with a view to convincing 
their hearers. Moreover, the contents of prophecy were 
derived from former revelation and extraordinary ex- 
periences, whilst the word of knowledge proceeded from 
the continuous instruction of the Holy Spirit, making 
use of the forms of human thought. 

In I Cor. 128 Paul speaks of a word of: wisdom along- 
side of a word of knowledge, and students have seldom 

5. Wisdom failed to observe the close connection be- 
and gnosis. tween the two ; in fact, the ‘ teaching ’ of 

The dis- 14626 must include them both. 
tinction between them has sometimes been formulated : 
thus : the essential feature of the ,word of wisdom is 
that it appeals to the understanding, whilst the character 
of gnosis essentially consists in intuition, in an illumina- 
tion by the spirit of God, and in an immediate relation 
to this spirit (Weizsacker, Apostolic Age, 2264). Wis- 
dom (ao@la), however, of which Paul (apart from Col. 
and Eph., and apart from the fact that of course he 
does not deny it to be an attribute of God) almost 
always speaks in a tone of disfavour-the wisdom which, 
in his view, as the ideal of the Gentiles (I Cor. 1 z z ) ,  pro- 
ceeds from the rulers of this present world-could never 
become for his theology a conception of importance 
comparable with that of gnosis ; in I Cor. 2 6 8 ,  ,what 
he opposes to the false wisdom as being the divine 
wisdom which he proclaims is the contents of his own 
gnosis (nu. 8 I,), and only on polemical and rhetorical 
grounds is it that he speaks of wisdom, not gnosis (v, 6), 
as the subject of his discourses. 

The unique passage in I Cor. 12 8 can hardly be taken as im- 
ymg, on Paul’s part, a deliberate co-ordination of wisdom and E‘ nowledge; ’ probably all that he desired was to mention the 

gift of teaching as heading the list of the charismata, and this 
he could have done with pafect  clearness by using the expres- 
sion ‘word of knowledge . hut inasmuch as the Corinthians 
attached great importance io wildom, and a section of them had 
even perhaps chosen to rank themselves among the followers of 
Apollos as being the man of wisdom, it occurred to Paul that be 
ought not to allow it to appear as if he did not recognise the 
‘word of wisdom ’ of (say) an Apnllos as being a charisma also 
as well as his own ‘word of knowledge ’. and if in 2 Cor. 11 6 h i  
contrasts his ‘rudeness’ in respect of spdech with his mastery in 
respect of knowledge it becomes natural to take the ‘word of 
wisdom’ of I Cor. l i s  as a kind of speech distinguished by 
correctness and brilliancy of form, as employing the resources 
of a finished education and training. 

To sum up: Paul reckoned gnosis as among the 
highest gifts of grace belonging to the church of his day ; 
6,  Summing its possessor was able to solve the riddles 

of time and eternity which remained in- 
soluble to other believers; according to 

I Cor. 2 6 8  he even held that such pieces of knowledge 
could be communicated only to such as were ‘ perfect,’ 
to Christians who, in truth, deserved to be called spiritual 
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1 In Dan. 821 glossed by l’Y$ (Bev.). 
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GOAT GOAT 
wilderness (Edom), and in the hills from Hebron 
(I S. 252) to the top of Lebanon, and beyond Jordan 
(Cant. 41 65 [cp GILEAD, § I, HAIR,'§ I], Gen. 3 0 3 3 . 8  
3214 [IS]). They have given their name to 'Am-Jidy 
(see EN-GEDI), where they are said still to be found 
(Thomson, LB 603). 

The 
two flocks keep apart, however, the sheep browsing on 
the short grass whilst the more agile and independent 
goat skips along nibbling at the young shoots of trees 
and shrubs. In this way great damage is done to 
seedling trees, and the goat is to a large extent respon- 
sible for the absence of trees in Palestine. When folded 
together at night, the goats and sheep gather separately, 
and round the well, while awaiting the filling of the 
trough, they instinctively classify themselves separately 
(Tristram, Zoc. cit. ). 

The tuyii is mentioned in Pr. 3031 as one of the 
things ' stately in march' (TpbyOS +ydpwos ahroAlou 
[GBNAc]),, an allusion, doubtless, to the he-goat's habit 
3f leading the flock (cp 'attzid Jer. 508). Hence 
the latter term is applied to the leaders of the people 
(Is. 149 Zech. l o 3  ; cp Jer. 5140 /I p>!m), and Ezekiel 
(Ezek. 3717) contrasts the weak flock (the poor people) 
with their leaders, the rams and he-goats (the rich and 
powerful ; cp Dan. 8 3  5). It is plain that there is no 
real affinity between this passage and Mt. 253zf: where 
the blessed are separated from the cursed 'as the 
shepherd divides the sheep from the kids' (tpL+ia ; 
RVW. kids). This language does not imply that kids 
are either less valuable or (see Post in Hastings' DB, 
2 1956) less mild and tractable than sheep.3 On the 
passage as a whole see SHEEP. 

Herds of goats were a valuable possession in more 
ways than one (CP Prov. 2726, and see CATTLE, 6 8). 

As a rule they are herded with the sheep.' 

2921. BBKAL also read 
[p179r in Neh. 5 18 (MT pi183 'fowls'). 

hairyone'), O y [ d  'b Gen. 3'131 Ezek. 4322, 
etc., AV 'kid of the goats' (++os a i y i v ) ,  fem. 'y ni$y& Lev. 
428, etc. 

@ T ~ & ~ O S  ; but Xlpapos 2 Ch. 2921. 

(4) i Z W ,  1'YW 

( 5 )  tap& W;!, Gen.3035 32 14 [r'51, (5 Tp&yos. 
The generic terms for the young animal are (6) gZa'2, '!? 

(fem. Cant. 1 st), (5 +$os, or, in conjunction with (I) above, 
n*ry[nl '13, I S. 1G 20 Gen. 27 g 16, etc. ; and (7) Lh,  ak, used of 
both goats and sheep (Ex. 125 Dt. 144); cp CATTLE, 5 2 (6),  
and see SHEEP. 

The Hebrew terms refer generally to the domesticated 
goat, Cupm hircus, which, it is probable, is descended 

2. Species. mainly from the Persian wild goat, C. 
egugms, though doubtless other strains 

are mingled in its ancestry. Of the various breeds in 
Palestine, the chief is the mamder, or Syrian goat, which 
attains a large size. It is remarkable for its long pendant 
ears, half as long again as the head, an allusion to 
which is perhaps found in Am. 3 12. The hair is long, 
black and silky. Both sexes are generally horned and 
have short beards. Another breed which is found in 
some parts of the North of Palestine is the mohair or 
Angora goat. It is generally white and has long silky 
hair. 

The WILD GOAT (C. egupus)  extends through Asia 
Minor and Persia, and in Homer's time was abun- 
dant in Greece. It would be well-known to the 
Assyrians, although the species occasionally figured is 
doubtless (so Houghton) the Asiatic ibex-viz., the 
G z p m  sinuitica (colloquially called the deden). This 
animal occurs in the Sinaitic peninsula, in Palestine 
(but not N. of Lebanon), in Upper Egypt, and in 
Arabia Petraea. It is quite distiiict from the ibex of 
other countries, being rather smaller than the Alpine 
species, and lighter in colour than any of its congeners. 
I t  is a shy animal, with a keen scent, and its coloration 
is so like that of the surrounding rocks, etc., that it is 
very difficult to see. It usually goes in small herds of 
eight or ten, and, when feeding, has a sentry on the 
look-out for enemies. The flesh is said to he excellent, 
the horns, which are much smaller in the female than 
in the male, are often used for knife handles, etc. 

The generic Heb. term for the 'wild goat' is p i ' a Z  (only in 
pl., y&Zim, 09\v;), to whosefondness for rocky heights allusion 
is made in I S. 24 2 Ps. 104 18 (&a+os) Job 39 T (rpayiha+oT 
a&pas). Like the GAZELLE, the ' wild ' 'or (better) ' mountain 
goat is used of a woman (in n$t! Prov. 5 19, B B N A  ~ ~ A o s ) ,  
and occurs as a personal name (see JAEL). Another, probably 
more specific term is 'a$& mentioned as a ' clean ' animal in 
Dt 145  (see k L E A N  5 7s)' The Vss. vary betweenyri'lZ(so 
Taig. Pesh.), and T&LYCA~+OS (AFL B om.) which is applied 
distinctively to the long-haired add beardid goat found in 
Arabia and on the Phasis.1 We may probably identify the 
animal with the deden or Syrian ibex (cp above). 

It is possible indeed that several of the terms may be 
mere appellatives, and when we find that the Hebrew 
'uyydl (Cerv&s, see. HART) and 'uyil (&is Aries, see 
SHEEP) are virtually identical, it is natural to infer that 
the Semites did not always distinguish precisely be- 
tween the Cu@rine and the Ceivide and AntiloQina. 

We cannot, [herefore state exactly what animals are heant by 
the Ass. amu (c A ~ A N ,  Syr. urniz), daSu (see PYGARG), 
ditanu, iurri&u (gyr. far&: cp TERAH), and burha (cp Syr. 
6ur&ri), although the probability is that a mouniain-goat is 
referred to in each. 

Goats form a large part of the wealth of a pastoral 
community. In hilly and poorly watered regions they 
3. Breeding. are more abundant than the sheep. 

'On  the downs of Arabia where no 
shrubs are to be found, there are no goats. In the 
rich maritime plains their place is taken by horned 
cattle, for the luxuriant grasses are too succulent for 
their taste.'3 They flourish best in the southern 
1 See Liddell and Scott. The gloss (6pppos (ib.) is no doubt 

related to the Heb. zimir, see CHAMOIS. 
2 In  Dt. 144 Pesh. for lpi, see CHAMOIS. 
3 Tristram in Smith's DSP), rzood. 
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Their hair was woven (&ID) by-the 
women into curtains, tent coverings, etc. 4. 

(Ex. 3526 Nu. 3120 etc., see TENT, 5 3), and-Paul's 
native country Cilicia, in particular, exported goats' 
hair for this purpose (see CILICIA, 8 3). The skins 
might be used to cover the body (see below, and cp 
DRESS, 5 8 ; Heb. 1137 Pv aiydots G.!ppautv), though, 
in later times, this would rather be the garb of an ascetic. 
More commonly they were used for  bottle^.^ Goats' 
flesh was, of course, eaten (see FOOD, 8 IS), and goats' 
milk ( n y  3>? Prov. 2727) formed one of the main 
articles of diet (see MILK). Hence a gift or present 
frequently takes the form of a goat or kid (Judg. 151 
I S. 101 Gen. 3817 Tob. 212), and, as at the present 
day, it is dressed and prepared for the guest by every 
generous host (Judg. 6 183 1315, cp Lk. 1529). 

The goat was one of the commonest sacrificial victims 
(Lev. 312 Gen. 15g), and most frequently comes in 

connection with the priestly ritual of '' the sin-offering. It was the animal 
selected on the great DAY OF ATONE- archseology* 

MENT to bear away the sins of the people to AZAZEL. 
Cp SACRIFICE. 

The, following terms are found: 7 Y  (Nu. 15 27), n'iy ?'BY 

2 Ch. 2921, l 'pk Lev. 424, 'Y['hYU/ Lev. l S s J ,  Nu. 716, 
fem. 'yni'yp Lev. 56, nmnn  ['liy~v Lev. 9 15 2 Ch. 2923. 
Similarly in the Carthaginian ritual the ly and ~ 7 3  were used as 
offerings ; cp CIS I. no. 165, U. 7 9. 

The so-called Satyrs (see SATYR) must also be 
referred to in passing. If we may conjecture that there 
were ancient Hebrew rites wherein worshippers appeared 
in goat-skins (see DRESS, 8, ISAAC, 4 ;  and WRS 
ReZ. S~rn.(~), 467) the origin of thesd jinn-like objects 

1 t&n denotes the fold of the goats (Ps. 509)  as well as that 
of the sheen. 

2 The 'ffocksofkids'(O'!p '?en) in I K. 2027 is a precarious 
Klostermann reads renderinz derived from (5 ( ro luvLa  alv&u). 

, I  

nvy && ( ~ D u / I ) ,  ' on the bare heigh;, after the manner of kids.' 
8 See Is. 11 6 Ecclus. 47 3. 
4 See BOTTLE, 0 I. This is literally expressed in the 

Palmyrene 1y 91 1'37 (Tadmor, Fiscal Inscr. [137 A.D.], B 2 48). 
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GOATH 
of veneration becomes more obvious. It may well be 
that at some early period the goat was regarded in 
Canaan as a sacred animal (cp GAZELLE, HART), 
It was so venerated by certain communities in Egypt,’ 
and to some extent among the Greeks.2 We know, 
too, that it filled a prominent place in Babylonian 

GOATH, or better (RV) GOAR (7@i, ‘ to Goah ’), 
one of the land-marks of the restored Jerusalem (Jer. 
31 39 f). Read ?ll?gX, ‘ to the Hill ‘-i,e., probably ’ to 
the Hill of God,‘ the Mt. of Olives (see Is. .1032, as 
emended under NoB). Gratz (iMGWJ, 1883, p. 343)  
thinksof Gibeah of Saul ; but that is too far off. In v. 38 
the new wall is traced from the Tower of Hananeel on the 
the NE. to the corner-gate on the NW. ; in v. 39 from 
the NW. back to the NE. on the S. side, passing by 
GAREB [ii] (between the ravine of Hinnom and theValley 
of Rephaim) to the Mount of Olives. 

Pesh. evidently read anyxi ; cp ;ITL yapaoa, cod. 36 (Field). 
QBXAQ’s rendering (Kai aapLKudo@<umaL ;&‘ ;KACKT&V 
AL8ov) represents the last clause (any2 2~21)~ and seems to be a 
paraphrase of a reading aya@a (cp JhaJ Syr. -Hex.) from 
yaa8a (Aq.). T. K. C. 

GOB (13, >\A-i.e., ‘ a  cistern,’ Ges.), if the reading 
be correct, is the name of the place where David’s 
warriors had two encounters with the Philistines (see 
DAVID, § 7 ; ELHANAN, 5 I ),  z S. 2118Jt. In the 11 
passage ( I  Ch. 2O4J) the place is mentioned only 
once (v. 4), and is given1 as Gezer (so in z S. ; Then., 
Ew., with Jos. Ant. vii. 122) which is plainly a ccrrup- 
tion of Iie = 33. The commentaries are just here very 
meagre ; but we can hardly doubt that the true reading 
in z S. is either n!, ‘ Gath’ (so Grove, Gratz, Klo.), 
or (more probably) niin7, REHOBOTH ( g . ~ . ) .  For the 
restoration of Gob in zS. 21 16 (We. and others) see 
ISHBI-BENOB. 

All the three encounters mentioned in 2 S. 21 18-21 presumably 
occurred in the same neighbourhood ; Q5 in v. 18, and MT and 
E3 together in v. 20, besides the reference in v. 22 (?), support 
‘Gath.’ Ges. naively remarks (Ties., s.v., 33) that ‘Gob’ beiiig 
little known, @ substituted other names. 
though there probably in Talmudic times was a place called 
p b  (pow eZ-4fu64 B=d.(3) q ) , 4  there never was any n a d d  

Either ‘ Gob ’ is a fusion of ‘ Gath ’ and ‘ Noh,’ or it is a 
corruption of Rehoboth. The latter view seems preferable. 
The ya&3 of @L in v. 18 is a fusion of ‘Gezer’(ya<ep), and 
‘Gath’ (ye@). (Some Heb. MSS have 2i:  so also the Soncino 
Bible l14881, etc. ; 7’. 18, yop [Compl 1 .  a<cp [ H P  2461; yapreh 
[id. XI. 29236 242 etc.1; y,d [BA];‘;a& [Ll; v. 15, yop [AI, 
PO+ [Bl, pop [L ; Compl. nisi vop ; cp HP). 

astronomy.3 A. E. S.-S. A. C. 

The truth is that 

Gob. 

T. K. C. 

GOBLET (I?&), Cant. 7 2  [3]. 

GOD, NAMES OF. See NAMES, 1 0 8 8  
GOEL (?&). 

See BASON, I. 

The idea expressed by the verb hi, 
gri’aZ, is to resume a cZaim or right, which has lapsed 
or been forfeited, tu redaim, re-vindicate, redeem, red- 
imo (to ‘ buy back ’ )  ; it is thus used in Lev. 25258 of 
1. Meaning the redemption of a field or house after it 

has been sold, in 25 47 8 of the redemption 
of an Israelite who, through poverty, has 

been obliged to sell himself as a slave to a resident 
foreigner, and in 2713 15 etc., of the redemption of 
something which has been vowed to Yahwe ; in the first 
two of these connections, the subst. ah: ,  ge’uLZrih, is 
used similarly, 2524 26 48 etc. In practice, how- 
ever, a man was seldom able himself to ‘redeem’ a 
right which had lapsed, and thus, by ancient custom, 
the right (and the duty) of doing so devolved upon his 
family (cp 2548 J ) ,  and, in particular, upon that 
member of his family who was most nearly related to 
him. The consequence was that the term G a d ,  properly 
redeemer, came to denote a man’s Kinsman, and especi- 

of term. 

’ GOEL 
ally his next-of kin (6 dyxcazebs, dy~cuzeu~ds, 6 
d Y X c u T d w )  ; see Lev. 2525 Nu. 58 Ruth 210 3 9  12 
41 3 6 8 14 I K. 1611 (@BL om.), where it is rendered 
so (or similarly) in AV, RV (cp Ruth 313, where 
the verb ‘ to redeem ’ is rendered four times perfor7n 
or do the part uf a Kinsman). What has been said is 
well illustrated by Jer. 327-9, where, Jeremiah‘s cousin 
Hanameel wishing to sell some property, the prophet is 
represented as possessing the right of redemption, which 
he proceeds to exercise ; and by Ruth 3, where, when 
Naomi had determined to sell her husband’s estate in 
Bethlehem, her nearest of kin, who has the right tG 
redeem it (6 dyx~u~e la ) ,  expresses himself unable to 
do so, and the right devolves upon Boaz, her next 
nearest kinsman, who accordingly purchases the estate, 
and takes with it Ruth, Naomi’s daughter-in-law, a s  
his wife (312 44-10). 

5 ~ 2 ,  gri’al, to be carefully distinguished from the late verb 
5 ~ 3 ,  @‘iZ, ‘to defile ’ occurs chiefly in the later literature 
though the antiquit; of the ideas and usages of which it is thd 
expression is sufficiently attested by 2 S. 14 II I K. 16 11. In 
the derived meaning ‘ to act as kinsman’ (2 S. 14 II  I K. 16 II 
and esp. Ruth and the legal codes of DHP) it is general$ 
fendered by &&LUT&CJ ( -munjs ,  etc.), whereas the other mean- 
ings ‘to redeem, redemption, etc.’ are expressed by I;dopaL 
(Gen. 48 16 and often [not always] in Is. 40-66), or, more frequently, 
by huTpoGpar ( A ~ T ~ W U L S  etc.). On the use of 5 ~ 3  in the meta- 
phorical sense of ‘redek~ption‘ from trouble, exile, death, etc., 
see BDB S.V. no. 3 (p. 145). in Job 19 25 9 5 ~ 1 ,  ‘my vindicator’ 
( R p g . )  is the vindicator of k y  innocence, whether(Di., Bu.) as 
against false accusations, or (Hi., Del., Che. J06 and SOL 288 
Du.) as against an unjust death (see 2); on the distinction frod 
n y ~  see Dr. on Dt. 78. 

The principle of which these usages are the expression 
is the desire to keep the property-or, to speak more 

.- _. penerallv, the rights-of the familv. intact : 

1 See Wilk. Anc. Eg, 3303, and especially Wiedemann, 

2 See Frazer, GoZden bough, 1 3 2 6 8 ,  2 3 4 8 ;  Paus. 4 105f: 
3 Tensen. Itbsnrol. 76 f i  

Herodots Zweifes Buch cap. 46. 

4 Neub. ‘Giogr. 76.’ 

,. ,. a* and thegJFZha2ddm (013 5 ~ 2 ) ~  or ‘avenge; 2Efg of blood,’ is just the embodiment of a parallel 
amlication of the same Drincide. The n i ’ F Z  .I Y 

had-ddm is the man who vindicates the rights of one 
whose blood has been unjustly shed ; by primitive usage 
the duty of doing this devolves upon the members of 
the family, or clan (as the case may be), of the murdered 
man (cp z S. 14 7 : the whole family is risen against 
thy handmaid, and they said, Deliver him that smote 
his brother,’ etc.) ; and any one of them (as now in 
Arabia) may find himself called upon to discharge it ; 
but naturally the responsibility is felt most strongly by 
the more immediate relatives, and one of these is the 
‘ avenger of blood,’ K ~ T ’   ox+^. 

The character is one that figures in many primitive or 
semi-primitive societies. In a completely civilised society 
the right of punishment for murder, or for other crimes, 
is assnmed by the state : for the revenge which might 
he inflicted in haste or passion (Dt. 196) by one prompted 
by personal feeling, is substituted the judgment of a cool 
and impartial tribunal. In a primitive community, 
however, the case is different ; what the manslayer has 
there to fear is not public prosecution, but the personal 
vengeance of the relatives of the slain man. Hebrew 
law is an intermediate stage. Already in the Book of 
the Covenant (Ex. 21 12-14) there is drawn the distinction 
(which is not yet found in Homer) between intentional 
and unintentional homicide, and the importance of the 
distinction is insisted on in all the Codes (Dt. 191-13 
Nu. 389-34), where provisions are laid down to prevent 
homicide, as distinguished from murder, being visited 
by death. The gC’ZZ, however, not the state, still 
executes justice on the murderer ( z  S. 147 II  Dt. 1912 ; 
and, in P, Nu. 3.519 21 27) : on the other hand, his 
authority is Zimited; the altar of YahwB in Ex., and 
the ‘cities of refuge’ in Dt. and P, are appointed as 
places at which the homicide may be secure from the 
vengeance of the g8’CZ; restrictions are placed in the 
way of his acting hastily or in passion (Dt. 193 6) ; 
according to Josh. 2O4J (D,) the manslayer is to state 
his case before the elders of the city of refuge, and, if 
he has satisfied them (it is implied) of its truth, is to be 
taken under their protection ; in Nu. 3524f: (P)  the 
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GOLAN 
case between him and the avenger ,of blood is subject 
to the decision of the ‘ congregation ; and the murderer 
is to be put to death only on the evidence of more than 
one witness (Nu. 3530 ; cp the general rule, Dt. 191s). 

The practice of blood-revenge is widely diffused, 
especially among tribes in a relatively primitive stage 
3. Practice of of civilisation. It is essentially con- 

blood-revenge. nected with the family, or clan ; in- 
deed it is found only where a clan- 

system is fully developed and clan-sentiment strongly 
felt. Its aim is to maintain intact the honour and 
integrity of the clan ; the feeling which prompts it is 
the esprit de corps of the clan. The duty is felt as a 
sacred one ; in Australia, for example, for the nearest 
relative of a murdered man to refuse to avenge his 
death would be to repudiate a most sacred obligation, 
and at the same time to incur the taunts and derision 
of the entire clan. As has been said abcve, however, it 
is often a matter not simply between a particular relative 
of the murdered man and the murderer; the whole 
clan, on each sids, is implicated, and a remorseless 
and protracted blood-feud between the two clans may 
he the consequence of a murder, until the penalty which 
custom demands has been exacted. 

Wherever the practice of blood-revenge exists, the 
principle underlying it is the same; though naturally 
there are many differences in the details of its applica- 
tion, and many special usages and customs arise in 
connexion with it. The limits of the clan implicated 
vary,-sometimes it is the murderer’s more immediate 
family, sometimes it includes his relations in a wider 
sense; in Arabia it is the group called the &yy- 
Le. ,  the aggregate of kinsmen, living and moving 
from place to place together, and bearing the same 
name (WRS Kinship, 22-24, cp 36-39). Very often, 
again, a T O L V . ~ ,  or wergiZd is taken in compensation far 
a life (cp for instance Hom. ZZ. 18498 f. ; Tac. Germ. 
ZI ; and, among the Saxons, Stubbs, Const. Hist. of 
Eng. 153 143 f. 157 161 f:) ; this was against Hebrew 
feeling, and is strictly prohibited-implicitly in Ex. 
21 12 (JE) Lev. 2417 ( H )  and Dt. 1911-13, explicitly in 
Nu. 3531-33 (P).‘ Where a wergiZd is accepted, its 
amount varies amongst different peoples, and also in 
accordance with the rank, age, or sex of the murdered 
person. For other varieties of usage in connexion with 
the institution, it must suffice to refer to A. H. Post, 
Sfudien ZUY Entwickehngsgesch. des FamiZienrechts 
113-137 [‘go]; also WRS, Kiltship, z z s  38 47 5 2 3 ;  ReL 

Magog ( 3 h Q ;  Marwr 
[BADEL]), in Gen. 102=1 Ch. 1s (M&rw& [A]), IS 
a ‘son’ of Japhet. The name, which should be con- 
nected in some way with Gag, occnrs also in Ezek. 396 
(ywy [BQ], UE [A]), where Magog is spoken of as ex- 
posed to judgment (Gog, Meshech, and Tubal, v. I ) ,  

and in Ezek. 382 where we have ‘Gog of the land of 
Magog,’2 mentioned with Meshech and Tubal. Gog 
(>\a ; ywy [BAQ]) is to come from the remote part of 
the N. (3815 392). Meshech and Tubal (see TUBAL), 
as well as Gorner (386), also point northward. The 
order of the names would place Magog between Cap- 
padocia and Media,-Le., in Armenia, or some part 
of it. 

The correctness of the Hebrew text has been douhted.4 

1 I t  was permitted only in the case of a man or woman being 
gored to death by an ox (Ex. 21 2 8 8 ) .  

a Bertholet reads ‘against the land of Magog’ (‘D nsix). 
3 C5 hns ywy also in Am. 7 I (pp00 OF b~ ywy 6 paurhcdr), and 

in Nu. 247  (see AGAC). [B* alsoXas ywy for ‘Og’ in three 
places in Dt. (3 I 13 447). In  Ecclus. 45 17 ~ b v  yoy [BCI (pn) 
may be a corruption of dyoy& which appears in N-]. 

4 [In Gen. 10 z 21213 is probably a corruption of y>n, miswritten 
for 7133. In  Ezek. 35 z read f7Ip y 1 x - h  1’>5 mb, ‘set thy face 
towardsthe landof Migdon.’ Mig(a)donisprobahlyanameofthe 
Babylonian god of the underworld, which, like Beliar or Belial 
(Le. Belili, see BELIAL, 8 3), was adopted as a name of Anti- 
christ (see ARMAGEDDON). In Ezek. Z.C. ’1 311nn springs out of 
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Sem.(zJ 3zf: 272f: 420; PEFQ ‘97, pp. 128-130. S. R. D. 

GOG and MAGOG. 

Wi. connects Cog with the gentilic name Gdpya, ‘of the Ian: 
of G&,’ used in Am. Tab. 138 as a synonym for ‘barbarian. 
Others connect it with Ass. Cagu, ruler (fmzdn) of the land 
of Sahi, northward from Assyria, in the time of A9ur.bini-pal 
(Schr. KGF I ~ O :  KB 2 180 f :  Del. Par. Z L ~  : ‘l’iele. Gmdr. 
362): less probgbiy with Gyge;, king of Lydia (Ass. &&) a 
contemporary of Ah-b in i -pa l  (E. Meyer GA 1558). $he 
traditional identification with the Scythians (Jos. Jer.) is plaus- 
ible, but without definite evidence (see further D:. on Gen. 10 2, 
Lenorm. L.c.). 

APOCALYPSE, 0 46, ESCHATOLOGV, 0 88 (6) ,  and SCYTHIANS. 
For Gog and Magog in eschatology see ANTICHRIST, 8 12, 

F. B. 
GOG (JjB), in a genealogy of REUBEN, I Ch. 5 4 t  

( royr  [BAI, r w r  [LI). 
GOIIM. (I) AV NATIONS (qh ; &NUN [ADEL] ; 

GENTIUm LL\ ; Gen. 14 x), possibly=Gntium (Kurdistan). 
See KOA, TIDAL. (2 )  Josh. 1223 RV. See GILGAL, 5 6. 

GoLAN (133 ; THN r&yhwN [BAFL], in Ch. 
rwA&N), a town in Bashan in the territory of the half- 
tribe of Manasseh, only mentioned in Dt. 443 Josh. 208 
( Ih J  Kt. ; THN rwhaN [AL]) as a city of refuge, and 
in Josh. 21 27 (I151 Kt. ; TH N rwA+N [AL]) = I  Ch. 6 71 
[561 (THN rwh&N P I ) ,  as a Levitical city. 

Golau was known to Josephus 
as yauXdvq (Ant. xiii. 15 3 ; BJ i. 4 4  8)  ; and Eusebius 
( O S  242)  describes it as a ‘ large village in Batanaea’ 
which gave its name to the surrounding district, Gaulan- 
itis (cp Schurer, G J Y 1  226 354). Gaulanitis is frequently 
mentioned in Josephus (e.g., Ant. xvii. 8 I xviii. 46) as 
part of the tetrarchy of Philip. The ancient name is still 
heard in the modern /aukin-the name of an adminis- 
trative district, bounded on the W. by the Jordan and 
the Sea of Galilee, on the S. by the YarniCik or Sheri‘at 
el-MenHdireh, on the E. by the Nahr el-‘AUHn, and on 
the N. by the declivities of Hermon and the W&dy el- 
‘Ajam. Schumacher (Across the Jordan, 92) thinks 
that Golan may have been on the site of the present 
large village, Sahem el-JaulHn, on the W. of HaurHn, 
17 m. E. of the Sea of Galilee; the ruins here are 
extensive, and there is a tradition current among the 
inhabitants that the place had long ago been the ‘capital 
of JaulHn,’ and the seat of government. It is true, 
Sahem el-JaulHn is about a mile to the E. of the present 
border of Jaulan ; but we do not know that the ancient 
Gaulanitis was exactly co-extensive with the JaulZn of 
to-day. The grounds of the identification are, however, 
not such as to be conclusive. 

The modern JaulSn in its western part (between the Jordan 
and the Rukkad) consists of a plateau rising gradually from 
a height of ahout IWO feet above the sea in the S. to upwards 
of 3 w o  feet above it in the N. The whole region is volcanic ; 
and the country is studded with the conical peaks of extinct 
volcanoes. The N. and middle tracts of this part of Janliin 
are stony and wild, abounding in masses of lava which have 
been emitted from the volcanoes. The soil is of little use agri- 
culturally ; but it is valuable as pasturage ; wherever between 
the hard basaltic blocks there is a spot of earth the most lnxuri- 
ant grass springs up in winter and spring, affdrding fodder for 
the cattle of the Bedouin. Parts of the country are well covered 
with oaks and other trees ; and there are indications that it was 
once even better wooded than it is now. The plateau 
is intersected by deep wadys, mostly running in a SW. direc- 
tion into the Sea of Galilee. The SW. part of this plateau, in 
the angle formed by the Yarmfik and the Sea of Galilee is on 
the other hand, stoneless ; the lava-rock surface graduallyhis- 
appears and in its place is a rich dark brown lava soil, such as 
prevails in Hauran, of extreme fertility on which wheat and 
barley flourish in large quantities. Tihber is less abundant 
here than it is farther north. Eastern Janlin (between the 
Ru!&d and the ‘A11Bn) is, in the N., covered with a number of 
TiiJn; 312 is a fragment of I , i ~ - 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
Tiras : Meshech, and Tubal, is a late insertion from Gen. 10 2, 

whence also comes >i>n, which the scribe substituted for [ ~ I ~ I D .  
In  39 I asimilar emendation is required. 212, in 38 and 39, should 
always be pljn. In 39 IT n>)&j-nx> is a mere expansion of 
a miswritten ]IT>”. I n  39 II  15 213 p, and in 39 16 ;1j)n> 1.y 
may come from Iiijni8-i.e. Harmigdon. We now perhaps see 
from which source the Apocalyptist drew the name ARMA- 
GEDDON [p.v.], andalso’where Armageddon was (seeEzek. 39 TI). 

The site is uncertain. 

- ~ 

T.K.C.] 
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GOL ATH-MAIM GOLD 
volcanic mounds, so that the soil here scarcely repays cultiva- 
t ion;  in the S., though the country is still basaltic, the land is 
richer and less stony, and it is accordingly inore cultivated. 
Extensive ruins have been discovered in different parts of JaulPii 
dating from Roman times and onwards, which show that it inus; 
.once have been the home of a thriving population. 

Jaulan has been described very fully, with maps, sketches, 
and particulars respecting ruined sites, etc., by G. Schumacher 
in The / a d & u  and Across the lordan, 1-20, 41-102 (the two 
last named passages dealing with Eastern Jauku, between the 
Rul+Xd and the ‘Allnu). S. R. D. 

’ GOLATH-MAIM. Golath-maim or Gullath-maim, 
a s  also Golath (Gul1ath)-illith a n d  Golath (Gu1lath)- 

t ah t i th  (josh. 1519, njp n$e, ni+q ’1, ni*gnn ’P ; 
Judg. 115 n+y ‘3, nyinn ’1,‘ ’D ’1 ; EV 8 springs of 
water,’ ’ the upper springs,’ ‘ the lower springs ’ )  are, 
according t o  Moore a n d  Budde,  proper names. See, 
however, KEILAH. 

The importance of gold in Semitic antiquity 
is suggested by the number  of words for gold in  O T  
Hebrew compared with biblical Greek. x p w 6 s  a n d  

xpuuiov ( the  latter also=wrought gold [I Pet. 331 a n d  
gold coin) are the only Greek words. Hence  in Is. 13 12 

Job 3124 and Prov. 25 12, where a second word i s  
wanted ,  6 has to represent nn3 by A h s ,  AfOos ?roAu- 
7eX4sI and udpsrov T O A U T E A ~ S .  See also (d). The 
Hebrew terms are : 

(a) 3?, zEhdb, Aram. 389, AI. dhahadun, perhaps ‘ the spark- 
ling’; cp >fix. Note the phrases r?m >?:, ‘refined gold’ (I K. 

1. 1018), for which 2 Ch. 917 has lh; 3 3  ‘pure 
gold’ (@ in each case xpuuiy  8 0 d p y ;  hut Pesh. 

reads l’?iNp ’I, ‘gold from Ophir ’), and mn$ 3:: (xpuu; <ha&), 
‘beaten gold,’ I K. 10 16j: 2 Ch. 9 rsf: 

(b) pin, @~Zrt&~ Ass. &uni;u, Phcen. yin (whence xpuuds, 
~ p u u i o v ) ;  in Hebrew, mostly poetical (Zech. 9 3 Ps. 68 13 [14] 
Prov. 3 14 8 IO 19 16 16). We find it twice, however, in prose, 
.according to necessary emendations of Gen. 2 11 f: and 23 16. 
Gen. 2 1.f: should run ‘. . . the whole land of Havilah where 
there is the /idW-gold: where there is the &ipindu-stone, knd the 

,.sL8ham’ (malac‘hite?); see OPHIR, 8 I;  O NYX;  TOPAZ. The 
sudden transition tonaive wonder(‘Thego1d ofthat land isgood’) 
conceals, in fact, a reference to a kind of gold designated /idrtZf. 
In  Gen. 23 16 / i i r zZs  is concealed under lassah@ (see KESITAH). 
What then does himis mean? Nddeke (ZDMG, 1386, p. 728) 
a n d  konig) ( 2 a  137) aavocate the explanation ‘yellowish’; so 
BDB, Ges.-Bnhl. Seeps. 68 13[14], y i in  p i , y i q ,  ‘with yellowish 
.for, greenish] gold,’ and cp BDB, sa., pi‘. Ps. 68 13[14], how- 
ever, is corrupt (read ’n 1 ~ 2 ,  ‘with the glory of gold’). 
yqin, /i&nis, possibly described gold in one of the stages of 
Its production. ‘The bard stone [quartz] was first made brittle 
by the action of fire, then hoedout with ironpichs’ (haTOpLK@ 
ur86pw KaTarrOVO%TL . . . T U ~ ~ U L  udqpa0 T ~ V  pappapi<ouuav 
*&pa; K ~ T O U U L U ,  Diod. Sic., 3 12). 

Ar.); same word in Sab.; in Hebrew only or mostly, poetical 
,(Is. 13 12 Job 28 1619 31 24 Prov. 25 12 [and )perhaps Prov. 25 11, 
by emendation, see BASKETS n. I] Lam. 4 I Dan. 10 5, hut not 
Ps. 459[10] Cant. 5 x 1 ,  yhe:e the text is corrupt). One of the 
kinds of gold specified in Egyptian records [New Empire] is 
‘ the good gold of Katm’ (Erman). W. M. Muller gives the 
forms K&-ti-ma and, more common, Kfmt (As.  u. Bur. 76). 
Possibly on3, Kithem (Kafhm), also is the name of a gold. 
producing place, like Ophir; in Is. 1312, as Duhm has seen, 
 PIN, 8phZr, is a gloss on on>. Perhaps in Gen. 1030 >igo 
a lp?  Tlshould heread O?? ’1; n??b, ‘ to Sophirl (Le., OPHIR, 
q.v.), to the mountains of Kethem.’ Tg. recognises, at  any 
rate, a special kind of gold. 
(d) 75 (Talm. Nr?; Tg. Mi???), paa, ‘refined, gold,’ probably 

= 1 g n  3x1 (see above, a). Ps. 19 IO [IT] 21 3 [41 Prov. 8 19, hieov 
T I ~ O V ;  Ps. 119 127, TOT<LOV [see TOPAZ] ; Joh 28 17 Cant. 5 15 
[ u K E U I ~ ,  j3due~s1, x p v u 2 [ ~ 1  ; Is. 13 12 Lam. 4 2, xpuulov ; Cant. 
-5 TI, K a L  + a < [ B A ] ,  Ke+a<[N]. 

(e)  l’?iN, ‘Ophir,’ also could be used poetically for l*?h 2JT 

‘Ophir-gold’ (Job 2224 uwderp, also Ps. 45 g [ IO ] :  read i”,).2 

cc) Similarly lb, st‘gh8r (uuvrhsrup6s), or 191: (Hoffm., 

GOLD. 

. .  

See also UPHAZ. 

(c) D??, Kithem, possibly from .\/on>, ‘to cover’ (SO ASS., 

1 Sophir may perhaps be simply a corruption of Ophir; H 
and D are frequently confounded (e.g., ~ 1 3 ,  for ~ 1 2 3 ,  Is. 41 3). 
The forms u w + [ ~ ] ~ p ,  uw+scpa, uw+qpa, uw+apa occur in @. 

2 Vg.’s renderings are peculiar. 1’51~ becomes (Job 
28 16) tinciis India colori71~s (cp in  colore, er for on33 Dan. 
10 5); Is. 13 12, mundo 06riz0, where oL&;=Ophir=(Ophir 
gold. 
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Bu., Duhm) is perhaps used for 1?1! >?!, Job 2315, lit. ‘gold 
closed up.’ See the Comm. on I K. 620. Tg. ‘0 3x7; Vg. 
aurum obrizum. Most probably= Ass. &urisu sakru, ‘massive 
or solid gold’ (Del. Ass. NWB 499 6). It seems that we should 
read YlF ‘gold’ for 13UN (EV ‘gifts’) in Ps. 72  IO,^ and 110 for 
1 7 ~ ~  (kV ‘a round goblet ’) in Cant. 7 3 [z] ( jQR 11 404 [‘gg]). 

T o  these we must not add the phrase 75 Dn.3 Cant. 5 II E V  
‘the most fiue gold’ (the hridegroom’s hair), ’the text ieing 
corrupt.% 

Besides the above there are other terms (Latin,  etc. ) 
of strange aspect, which may claim to  be mentioned. 

I.  Does the phrase xpuwbs d~vpos  mean Ophir-gold? or gold- 
dust (Ass. epnc [a]  masses of earth, [61 dust)? Scarcely‘ 
against the lattgr view see Wi. AT Unters. 146 n. 2. Nor i i  
there much to be said for Sprenger’s coiijecture(AZte Grogr. von 
Arab. 56%) that both Ophir and daupos describe the reddish 
colour of the best kind of gold (Ophir, therefore, not originally 
a place-name). 

2. bppv<ov Lat. olrussa no doubt means the test of fire 
applied to g h d  in a cupel .’the gold which has passed this test 
is called aurum odrizum I cp Arah. i6rZz.izrln whence a6razu, 
cepit anrumpurum. But what is the origin hf bppu<ou? 

At any rate, the words just mentioned have a real right 
to he. That is more than we can say of the Heb. l:?, beser, 
however, commonly explained as ‘ gold-ore.’3 It is suspicious, 
that is>, ‘ore,’ was altogether unknowu to the ancients. There 
is only one passage in which almost all moderns have found it 
and only one more in which one ‘or two have suspected it; 
existence. In both passages the word taken to be 1 x 3  is sur- 
rounded by textual corruption, and there can hardly he a doubt 
that it is itself corrupt. 

( a )  Job 22 24 f. (lr?, AV ‘gold ’ : RV ‘ thy treasure’ [mg. 
Heh. ‘ore’] ; ?*?,$+, AV ‘ thy defence’ ; RV renders as ’In). 
It is necessary here to give the context. Budde renders’his 
somewhat emended text thus :- 

The passages referred to are : 

‘And (if thou) layest ore of gold in the dust, 
And in the sand by the sea Ophir-gold, 
So that the Almighty is thine ore of gold, 
And his law is (as) silver unto thee. 

A reference to the Hebrew will show that 1. 2 is in part happily 
emended. Still the gist of the passage seems to be misappre- 
hended, and the 1 x 3  of MT is not cleared up. Beer too while 
adopting Budde’s reading in 1. 2, confesses that ;he ihrase- 
ology of D. 24 seems to him very strange. So also, however, is 
that of V .  25. Nor is Budde’s emendation, his law,’ in$ for 
nigym, plausible. Duhm hardly improves upon Budde. Proh- 
ably we should read thus,- 

And thou wilt heap up treasures as the dust, 
And as the sand of the sea Ophir-gold, 
And Shaddai will he thy diadem (7irl), 
And a crown of Ophir-gold ( ’ 1 3 ~ 1 ~  in3r) unto thee.4 

@) Ps. 68 30 [31], v?Y!B D??!? ; RV, ‘ trampling under 
foot the jieces of silver.’ For this Cheyne (Ps.W 393, 
doubtfully) and Nestle (JBL, ’91, p. 151) have read ‘3 ’lp, 
‘ with (or for) pieces of silver ore’; hut the extreme doubtfulness 
of 1x2 in Tob makesit preferable to read ‘3 ’IXiNL‘with store of 

~ . I  

silver.’ On the corrupt ‘inn see PATHROS. (Duhm is rather 
disappointing here.) 

I t  does not, in fact, ;Sppear that the OT Hebrew has any 
expression for ‘gold or? In the margin of Job 286 AV does 
indeed give ‘gold ore. However. this mav onlv record the 

~~ - I  

impression of the translators that >!; niipy would not he good 
Hebrew for ‘dust of gold.’ For the same reason probably 
RV gives in the margin ‘and he winneth lum s of gold’; 
hut the only safe rendering is that of De!itzsc#?, Dillmann, 
Hoffmann, ‘and he hath gold-hearing earth. Yet this cannot 
represent the poet’s meaning. No miner is mentioned in the 
context, and, as Bateson Wright has seen, the parallelism re- 
quires $’$?p. Probably the verse should run thus, 

Its stones are the place of silver, 
Its clods are the mine of g~ld .5  

Thus z*. 6 corresponds (as it should) to v. I. Cp SAPPHIRE. 

1 In  Ezek. 27 15 j13WN should probably he $??b. 
2 GrPtz(cp Bu.)would read ln3for pn3; but the best reading 

seems to he \~i>3, ‘like Carmel’ (see 7 6  [5 ] ,  HAIR, I). 6’s 
xpuulov Ka; $a< in Cant. 5 II represents ID> on> (see UPHAZ). 
This became w+aT{(Cod. 253 HP), o+aT{(Cod. 300)-i.e., on> 
1 ~ 1 ~  (Lag. MittkeiZ. 281). Neither form of text however 
makes a good sense, and the connection of 5 I r a  with 76ab ca; 
scarcely he denied. 

3 Abulwalid derives it from 1x3, ‘to break off.’ comparing . - -  - T .  

Ar. t i d w =  (native gold whether dust or nugget). 
4 See Ezp. T., 10 94% (Nov. ’98). 
Y 
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GOLD 
The localities mentioned in the OT as sources of 

gold (Havilah, Ophir, Sheba) are all Arabian ; Arabia 
2. Sources was evidently the Eldorado of the Hebrews. 

Now it is the gold of Ophir, now that of 
Of gold' Sheba that rises before the mental eye; 

never, for some reason, that of Havilah. Midian, too, 
appears to have abounded in gold; the reference in 
Nu. 3150-54 to the spoil of gold taken from the Midian- 
ites comes from a very late source (P), but reflects the 
traditional belief in the Midianitish gold ; Gideon, too, 
is said in the legend to have won enormous spoil from 
the conquered Midianites (Judg. 824-27). According to 
Burton,z the ' land of Midian ' was ' evidently worked, 
and in places well worked' in antiquity. There is just 
one allusion in the O T  to the abundance of gold in 
Palestine in the pre-Israelitish period. Achan is said to 
have appropriated from the spoil of Jericho zoo shekels 
of silver and a ' tongue ' of gold of 50 shekels weight 
(Josh. 721). One would like to know what the object 
called a ' tongue ' really was. It was hardly a ' wedge ' 
(Jos. Ant. i. 5 IO, pi ra  ; Vg. reguZa) ; both here and in 
Is. 13 IZ ( ' golden wedge ' for am)  AV must be wrong ; 
and even RV has been too conservative in its render- 
ing of Josh. IC. Nor is there evidence for any object 
of use or ornament called from its shape a ' tongue' 
either in Hebrew or in A~syr ian .~  It seems a reason- 
able, and it is certainly an easy, conjecture that is a 
corruption of p?@, ' a cuirass ' (see BREASTPLATE [i.]) ; 
the king of a city like Jericho may well have been sup- 
posed by the late Hebrew narrator to have possessed 
golden armour. Certainly the quantity of the precious 
metals demanded as tribute by Thotmes Ill. and 
Ram(e)ses I l l .  could have been borne only by a very 
rich country (see Brugsch, Hist. of Egypt) ; the gold 
was no doubt brought to Palestine by trading cara- 
vans from Arabia. In the Israelitish period Solomon's 
golden shields were carried off to Egypt by SoSenk 
(Shishak). See I K. 14zs f .  Solomon's hunger for 
gold may indeed have been exaggerated by legend (cp 
Jos. Ant. viii. 7 3) ; but solid fact lies under the possible 
exaggeration (see OPHIR). 

The Egyptians, however, were not confined to pillag- 
ing highly civilized Syria ; they were in direct relations 
with gold-producing districts. At HarnmBm5.t (see 
Brugsch, Gesch. Aeg. 596)  and at Gebel 'AllBki, near 
the country now occupied by the Ababdeh Arabs, and 
also at another place bearing the same name nearer the 
Red Sea, there were important gold-mines. An inter- 
esting account of the mines is given in Egyptian records 
( R P 8 7 5 8  ; Brugsch, op. cit. 530 ; Erman, Anc. Eg. 
4631, and the 'earliest known map,' now in the 
Turin museum, represents the second of these mining 
districts, which was visited by Theodore Bent.4 The 
precious metal was for the most part found in veins 
of quartz (according to Hoffmann, the d m q  of Job 
28g), and Diodorus (312) gives a description of the 
processes employed which throws light on some of the 
Hebrew terms and phrases relative to gold in the OT. 
First of all the hard stone was made brittle by fire; 
then it was broken up into small pieces which were 
ground to powder between two flat granite millstones. 
This powder was washed on inclined tables furnished 
with one or more cisterns, so that all the earthy matter 
might be separated [cp Job 28 I, apt, 'where they 
1 YARVAIM and UPHA? 1qq.v.I can hardly he mentioned ; these 

su posed place-names arise from corruptions in the text. 
The Land qf Midian Revisited ('79) 1329. Burton's 

object was ' to ascertain the depth from W. ro E. of the quartz- 
formation which had been worked by the ancieuts.' His ex- 
ploration was stopped by the Bedouin. 
3 Benzinger (HA, 190, n. z )  dismisses the rendering 'bar,' 

and supposes some tongue-shaped object to be meant. We can 
hardly acquiesce in this. 

4 See Chabas, Les inscriptions des Mines d'Or (162) ; and cp 
Burton, op. cit. 196' Rent, Southern Arabia, 373 j? Prof. 
de  Goeje thinks it pdhahle that the two sets of mines, though 
several hundred miles apart, may have belonged to the same 
reefand have been known by the same name. 
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GOLGOTHA 
cleanse it '1, .flowing down the incline with the water. 
The particles of gold were then collected, and, together 
with a oertain amount of lead, salt, etc., kept for five 
days and nights in closed earthen crucibles. By ex- 
posure to the heat they were formed into ingots which, 
having been extracted, were weighed and laid by for 
use. (On this description cp Bent, Through Mashona- 
Zannd, 184 ; Southern A r a b i a ,  325. ) The commonest 
objects produced were rings (RP 2 26 ; Erman, 464), 
or ' thin bent strips of metal ' (Maspero, D a w n  of L'iv., 
324) which were used as a basis of exchange. As 
distinguished from gold rings, the gold imported by 
Ha't-Sepsut from the land of Punt is called ' green ' or 
' fresh ' ; probably it was in ingots.' At a later time 
six kinds of gold are specified,-'mountain gold, good 
gold, gold of twice, gold of thrice, gold of the weight, 
and the good gold of Katni' (cp § I [c]). The wealth 
of R+m(e)ses 111. (the Rampsinitus of Herodotus) must, 
to judge from the temple inscriptions, have been enor- 
nious. 'Gold in grains, in bags filled to the weight 
of 1000 pounds, from the mines of Amamu in the land 
of Kush, from Edfu, from Ombos, and from Kopfos, 
bars of silver, pyramids of blue and green stones,' etc. 
(Brugsch, Gesch. 596).  

Gold (@mzsu) was in equal request in Babylonia and 
Assyria, though AV's rendering in Is. 144 ' golden 
city' (n????) is as impossible as the reading which it 
represents. Gudea (the very ancient pat& of LagaS) 
speaks (KB 3 a 37) of having received gold dust from 
Rliluhha ( L e . ,  the Sinaitic peninsula). Nothing is said 
of gold coming from Miluhba elsewhere ; probably, 
however, it was not dug up in Sinai, but brought from 
Egypt.Z The greater part of the Babylouian gold 
doubtless came from Arabia ; but gold entered into the 
tribute of all the richer conquered peoples ; Hezekiali, 
for instance, paid thirty talents of gold (2 I<. 18 14; 

That the art of the Goldsmith(ql\Y, Neh. 38[BKAOm.] 
~ Y P U T H C  [L]31 [b transliterates], 32 X A A K ~ Y C  [RSA 
cp Is. 4171, XAhKOyprOC [PI, Is. 4019 466 Jer. 10914 
51 17 [AV in Jer. ' founder 1, xpy~oxooc) was carried 
to as great a perfection in Nineveh and Babylon as in 
Egypt does not appear. Merodach-Baladan, the adver- 
sary of Sargon, had a canopy, a sceptre, and a bed of 
gold (Sarg. Ann. 339 ; cp Del. HWB z7), and 
gold was much used in architectural decoration. Still 
there was a Babylonian guild of goldsmiths whose 
patron was the god Ea. It may be noted here that in 
Gen. 4 2.3 no mention is made of a founder of the gold- 
smith's art. Yet there must have been goldsmiths at 
Jerusalem, though a doubt exists whether ' goldsmiths ' 
in Neh. 332 should not rather be ' money-changers ' 
(Perles, Anal. 78). See METALS, and cp HANIII- 

KA Tcz) 293). 

CRAFTS. 
For the Golden Calf, see CALF, GOLDEN. 
The investigation of the sources of the gold elsewhere than 

in Egypt, Assyria and Babylonia, and Palestine does not con- 
cern us here. The accounts which Herodotus, Arrian, and 
Diodorus give of the treasures of the great cities of Asia show 
that gold-mines in widely separated regions were well-worked 
(see Smith'sDict. CZaass. Ant.,s .v. 'Aurum' ; G. F. Hill, Hand- 
do06 ofcreek andRoman Coins, 18-20). T. K. C. 

GOLGOTHA ( r O A r o &  [Ti. W H ] ;  Syr. 
]&c&&), Mt. 2733  Mk. 1522 (roAroeaN [KB, 
etc.]) Jn. 19 17t .  The name of a place outside of Jeru- 

I t  was 
'without the gate' (Heb. 13xz), and appar- 

ently beside some public thoroughfare (Mt. 2739) leading 
to the country (Mk. 15m), but ' nigh to the city' (Jn. 
1920). See CROSS, 4. 

The Aramaic form of the name (st. emph. & i \ r j  from 
~ \ > \ l i  ; see Onk. Tg. on Ex. 16 16) corresponds to the Hebrew 
n>$X, plgo'leth. In the Greek transliteration (except in A) 

1. Name. salem, where Jesus was crucified. 

1 Naville, Deir el-Bahari, 12j. 
2 Krall, C;rrcn&iss der altorient. Gesch. 48 ; cp Jensen, Z A ,  

18953 P. 372. 
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GOLGOTHA GOLIATH 
the second 5 of the original word has been dropped in order to 
facilitate pronunciation (cp Ar. jafajaPn, and see Zahn, NT 
Einl. 120). Mt., Mk., and Jn. give its interpretation as npaviov 
~ d w o r  the place of a skull; Lk. gives the Greek name only- 
‘ to t i e  place called Kranion‘ (23 33, ;ai ‘rbv T ~ O V  ‘rbv Kahod- 
pevov rpaviov) RV ‘The skull’-or, as it is rendered in AV 

Eusebius 
mentions it as y. Kpaviov (os, 175 TI), y. Kpaviov (189 I 202 63), 
and 7. Kpaviov ‘r6nor (248 21) ; Jerome gives Golgotha caharia 
(OS, 61 22) and G. Zocus CaZuavirP (13025). 

According to Jerome (Comment. ad E@s. 5 14 ; 
Epist. 46), and Basil (in Canesii Thes. 1245) there was 
a tradition that the skuU (whence the name) of Adam 
was preserved in this place ; Epiphanius ( c o n k  Har. 
146), Ambrose(E’ist. 71), and others speak of his burial 
at Golgotha (see Guthe, ‘ Grab [das heilige] ’ in P X B 3 ) ) .  
Such a tradition only needs to be mentioned. The two 
explanations that have found most support are-( I)  
that it was so called because the place abounded in 
skulls (so Jer. Comm. ad Mt. 2 7 3 3 ;  cp Jeremy Taylor’s 
description ‘Calvary , . . a hill of death and dead 
bones, polluted and impure . . .’) ; (2)  because for 
one or more reasons it resembled a skull (so Renan, 
Vie de It?sus, 4 2 9  ; Brandt, Die Evang. Gesch. 168 ; 
Meyer, Comm. on Mt. 486 f: [ ’98],  who compares the 
German use of Kopf,’ ‘ Scheitel,’ and ‘ Stirn ‘).l T o  
the former explanation serious objections have been 
raised (see Keim, Jesu won Nua. 3 405). The latter sug- 
gestion is, therefore, preferred by most scholars. 

Several examples occur in the O T  of names suggested by 
the configuration of the ground (see NAMES, $99). The exist- 
ence of a small village situated on a hill-top in the neighbour- 
hood of Tyre called eZ.-/ums;imelL(( the little skulls ; BR 3 56 
58 PEFM 194) makes it probable that a similar name was in 
aicient times applied to any knoll which was thought to resemble 
a skull. 

Whatever be the explanation of the name, the place 
intended must have been outside the city wall (so Jn. 
2. Site. 1920, ‘nigh to the city’ [cp Mt.2811 Heb. 

13121, and Jn. 1941, near a tomb,’ new tombs 
would be outside the city). Further, it was a prominent 
position (Mk. 1540 Lk. 2349) and near a road (Mt. 2739 
Mk. 1529): These data, however, suit several positions. 

The  traditional site, the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, has 
lately been proved to lie beyond the second wall(see JERUSALEM, 
$32, ii.) which was the outside wall a t  the date of the Crucifixion ; 
and several rock tombs have been found about it. I t  was near 
a road. The tradition in 
its favour, however, does not reach behind the fourth century; 
and the manner in which the site is said to have been indicated 

, and RVmg. aker the Vg. (CaZuaria), ‘Calvary. 

’ 

I t  therefore may have been the site. 

to the Emperor Coiistantiite who removed a temple of Venus, 
tlint stood over the spot, and dircovered the alleged tonil, uf 
Christ and therefore erected the Church of thu Resurrection, 
does not prove that the sanctity of the place was anciently, or 
even at  the time, publicly known (Eus. Fit. Const. 3 25). When 
we consider the extension of the city over the site, the operations 
in  the siege of Titus, whose principal camps were on this N. 
side of the city, the devastation of Jerusalem under Hadrian 
and the interval before the first attempts of Christians toidentif; 
the sites, we can see how precarious the tradition is. The one 
element of value in it is the statement of Eusehius that a temple 
of Venus had been erected on the site ; if we may argue from 
the analogous case of the Temple site on which a temple to 
love was raised. this temde of Venus’is evidence that its site 
Lad been regard6d by the ehristians as sacred.2 

enough to dispose of rival sites. 
That too, however, is precarious, and by no means strong 

Other sites for Golgotha have 
been-suggested on several positions to the north of the city. 
One first pointed out by Thenius in 1849 and adopted by 
Genkral Gordon and Colonel Conder, has riceived recently a 
great deal of support. I t  is an eminence above the grotto of 
Jeremiah outside the present wall not far from the Damascus 
gate. Bgsides suiting the general data of the gospels-it is near 
a road stands high, and has tombs about it-its appearance 
agrees ’with Lk.’s rendering of the name ; it has a strong re- 

1 The Old English ‘cop,’ on the other hand, seems t? have 
See meant primarily ‘summit,’ and then ‘head’ or ‘skull. 

Murray S.V. 
2 A r e k n i o f  thevoluminous literature on the Holy Sepulchre 

and a discussion of the claims of the Church of the Holy 
Seuulchre to occnDv the site of our Lord’s tomb will he found 
in Athe article ‘ Sep&hre, the Holy,’ by A. B. M‘Grigor in the 
Ency. 23rit.W This article notes that the existence in the 
rock on which the church is built of several ancient Jewish 
tombs may be used as an argument against the site for Eusehius 
(Theop/raniu, Lee’s transl., p. 199) empbasises ;he fact that 

there was only one cave within it, but had there been many 
the miracle of him who overthrew death should have bee; 
obscured.’ 
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semblance to a skull ; and there is a modern Jewish tradition 
that it was the place of stoning in ancient times. But neither 
are these things conclusive, and on the whole we must be con. 
tent to believe that the scene of the greatest event in Jerusalem’s 
history is still unknown. From this, of course, it also follows 
that the site of Stephen’s martyrdom is uncertain. 

M. A . C . ,  $ 1 ;  G. A . S . , $ z .  

GOLIATH (n$j, Ginsb. ; some editions lll$j [except 
in I - C ~ .  2051, 78 ; yo),l& [BAL], also 

1. Earlier rohiah [B]; in pss. rohibh [BKR], 
rohiae [AT]. rohiaeoc [Jos.]. 

For the ending see AHUZZATH. G-I-y is probably a corruption 
of g-z-1.1 Goliath is a pale reflection of those so-called ‘throne- 
bearers (gztzali) who ran over hill and dale a t  the Deluge (Bah. 
legend, Z. mo), and who are rather =the Anunnaki. those ‘ ravay- 
ins ’  (713) evil.spirits W I I V I I I  I l : i i ~ i n i : i ~ ,  Neho, etc., let I w i e  :it tlte 
1)cluge ; J:istruw (Le / .  o,f Uab. and Asr. grc) renders Z c u / i  
in the I)elugc-story . t h e  deitroyern.’ I t  i, ii title which I,elongs 

iizs-Ariir.lt arid cp Jenien, h.ostn. 
us iiaiue, nie3iiiiig ‘ one rushing 

X l’hilistinc giant, slain according to I S. 17 by 
Ihvid, but according to a11 oldcr trxlitiun { z  S. 21 19 ; 
in 6 u  ? o s o h a v )  hy r ~ : t , 1 I A ~ . ~ s  (q.z.1. Sonic (leiails- 
as for cxniiiple tliat Coliatli was of ( h i l t ,  t ha t  hc livctl in 
the tiiite of David. ant1 that the staff of his spc’ar wds 
like a wcaver’s benni--are cuiiiiiioit to the two btories. 
1 hc oltlcr tradition adds, besides tlic reo1 ii:imc of the 
shyer of tlie giaiit,’ the st;iteiiteiit (21 ,  22 ; cp 6 )  that 
Goliath, like his three fellows, was a dcsceiidant of the 
ICcphaitcs (cp Josh. 11 22 ,  wherc Anakini we said to 
have reiti:iiiietI oiily i n  Philistin). I t  vas, in  fact, 
ttatural, so soon as the four tall I’hilistitie ch:iiiipions 
had been niagiiifcd iiito giants, to account for their 
extraordinary stature by making them Kcphnitcs. I t  
is also notcworthy t h t  iii 2 S. 21 15-22 tlic Isl.ntl;te 
warriors meet the gigantic I’hilistines or licpliaitrs with- 
out the Ie:ist alarm, whcrcns i i i  I 3. 17 Goliath siiccecds 
ill p:iralysitig thc ciitirc lsrnclite :iriity. 

It is ccrtain, ho\vcvcr. t l iu t  this is not prcscntcrl to 
us as the object of the giant’s appearance. Hc is c:illed 

a cliaiitpioit (03j-n .. .. . dy, a man of the y r r -  
t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  a l x p i o v :  cp  os. ~ n t .  vi.  9 1, arhs,urratirGv 

?rapard$cwv), a n d  in  his speech he throws 
out a direct challciige to the warriors of Israel. The 
lattcr shrink lnck i n  cow;irdly dismay-an iiit;iccount- 
able falling hack on the part of the commrlcs of Jonatlinii 
(cp I S. 141, wliiclt had to be asserted it1 ortlcr to niakc 
ruoin for David. W i t h  fine poetic iniaginatireiiess and 
(as we sh;ill see) religious iiisigltt tlie coiiqueror pro- 
vidcd for tlic giant in this later offshoot of triidition 
vas  110 traiitetl ncirrior (1 S. l G 1 8  beloiigs to the oldcr 
story) but a shepherd boy. 

In V. j6, indccd, tic is cnlled a ‘stripliiig’ (O>p); hut the same 
word is applied i n  I s . 4 0 ~ ~  to one who in 7). 35 is described as 
a ‘litrle boy’ (or ‘ I d ’ ) ,  atid tlte youtlifiil age of David is 
sufficiciitly shunrti by  the sc~r i i  expieased by Goliath at his yet 
uiiapoiled coiiiplcsiun 2 (a. 42). 

Ilc M ould 
have recourse to his sling-thc weapon of tlic ’ liglit- 
arinzrl crowd’ iii  the ariiiy of the Greeks tieforc 

Ile  would repleniili hi5 shepherd’s scrip with sonic good 
sinootli pebbles from the ‘deep watercourse rvliiclt like a ra\,ine 
separates the nrmies’(sre >;I.AH [ii.]). l i e  would then trii-t to 
the kccnncss of his bright cyei and tiis lightness of fooi. ’ l ’ l ie 
wilding up of tlic driiiii:i i s  described thus (71. 48). ‘And it 
uscd to happen, when ihc Pliilistinc s t  rorward and c3mu on 
td meet David, that Ihvid would ha.21~ and run  to the b:irtlc 
;may to meet the Philistine’-;.e. whenever Goliath tricd tu 
come to close qiiarters witti I)avi(l,’l)avid would riiii quickly tu 
the front rank of the Israelites to meet his foe tinder,this frieiidly 
c x e r ,  and vhen the +it halted for a moment David would ruii 
upon him from another aide in order to aim at I i i m  hefore lie 
cuiild be protected by the great aliieltl.4 ‘ I t  1:i-t David’s 
opportunity ciinie ; Goliath’s fact \vas expuscd. “I‘hen D:irid 

1 i~., yaeafu. ‘l‘he oiily alternative is to derive n.ji  from 
Ass. y t ~ g n f f u ,  ‘a Icadcr ’ (Sclicil, ‘ i i  giaiit ’). 

2 Sce Che. Aids, 102, n. I.  ’ ! 3 l N  i n  such n connection 
certainly implies a youthful f r c h c i s  of coIJur (cp (hiit. 5 io). 
Compnre tlie descriptio:i of an Arab shephcrd buy quoted froio 
1)ougl.ty i n   lid<, 100, ,I. 2. 

r .  

The young ch:impioii’s plan was simple. 

~ 

I / .  I3 716  ; cp z\. Lniig, Hom. and t/tr l.>ic, 37jf: 
4 c p  JA!,EI .IN,  5. 
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GOLIATH GOPHER 
The story of David and Goliath has taken the place 

of another narrative which described the call of the 
5. MT and @. warrior David to the court, and his 

advancement in the army as the re- 
ward of his military talents (see DAVID, § I). The 
narrative, however, whether we take the version given 
in MT or that in 6, no longer preserves its original 
form. The former is too long, the latter too short. 
Robertson Smith, indeed (with whom F. H. Woods, 
Stud. BibL 129, agrees), is of opinion that @E’s 
text of IS. 171-185 should be followed. He thinks 
that whatever the Hebrew text has in addition has been 
interpolated from some lost history of David which 
gave quite a different turn to the story of Goliath (see 
OTJC(z) 1203 4318). When in 1892 Robertson 
Smith revised his fine volume of Lectures he had before 
him all the recent examinations of the Goliath-story 
which advocate a different view of bB’s text, and was 
not persuaded by the arguments of Wellhausen (who 
once held the same view as his own), Kamphausen, 
Stade, Budde, and Kittel. On the other hand, he has 
not himself persuaded Stade and Budde, who have 
expressed themselves anew since 1892, and. the present 
writer, in view of the difficulties which beset Robertson 
Smith’s and still more Klostermann’s theory (cp Budde, 
Ri. Sa. 213 J ) ,  sees no choice but to hold that if we 
put aside later insertions (such as w. 46 J , pointed out 
above), M T  represents the one original story of David 
and Goliath. Some of Robertson Smith’s observations 
are, indeed, not only acute but also correct; but the 
roughnesses in the text can be accounted for differently 
(see Che. Expos., ‘92 6, p. ~ 5 6  f: ; and cp Bu. SBOT; 
Kamphausen, ‘ Bemerkungen zur alttest. Textkritik,’ in 
the Arbeiten d. Rhein. Wiss. Pred. - Yereins. 7 1 3 3  ). 
These differences among critics, however, are un- 
important compared with the result on which there is  
no doubt whatever. The story of Goliath has poetical 
and religious truth, but not, except in a very minute 
kernel, the truth of history. Cp REHOBOTH, TAMMUZ. 

GOMER (I ) (7a1, raMep [BADEL] ; Gen. 10zJ 
I Ch. 1 5 3  yo. [L] Ezek. 386 yo. LBAQ]; Ass. Gimirrai 
[Schr. KGF, 1573, Del. Par. 245$]), one of the 
‘sons ’ of Japhet, and ‘ father ’ of Ashkenaz, Riphath, 
and Togarmah (Gen., Ch.), mentioned ‘with all his 
hordes ’ along with Togarmah ‘ in the uttermost parts of 
the north, and all his hordes’ in Ezekiel (Z.C.). The 
territory corresponds in general to Cappadocia (which 
in Armenian is Gamir ( +pl. ending x) ; Kiepert, 
Lfhrb. d. alt. Geog. 91 ; Lag. Arm. Stud. 32, 448 ; 
Wbers. 77 ; see also Gimmeri = Cappadocians, Eus. 
Chron. ed. Migne, 138, and note also y k p ~ p  & 05 
K U T T C ~ O K E S ,  Eus. 212). Probably their earlier home 
was N. of the Euxine ( K L ~ ~ ~ ~ P L O L ,  Herod. 4 I I ~ .  ; Strabo, 
iii. 2 12 7 2223: ,; cp Homer, Od. 11 14 ; see Gelzer, A Z ,  
‘75, p. ~ 4 3  ; Schr. KG3156 3). The Ass. Gimirrai 
appear in Cappadocia from the time of Esarhaddon 
(681-668 B.C. ; cp, further,on Gomer, Lenorm. Origines, 

(2) bath Diblaim (P;j;ln n? p a ,  + yopep Bvyar6pa &@?ha+ 
[B], r.y.8. Gepyhaap [ S Q ] ;  cp perhaps O:?d;l?l n’p, &r’ ~ K O U  

Saij3haOalp @E@.  [KA]) [RKAQ] Jer. 4822) Hosea’s wife (Hos. 
13). There is no reason for supposing thatlher name, like those 
of her children (see LO-RUHAMAH, JEZREEL [ii., z]), has any 
symbolical import. 

T. K. C. 

ii. 13323). See CAPPADOCIA. F. B. 

See HOSEA, $ 6. 

GOMORRAR (YI?DLJ, Gen. 1310. In Mt. 101s 
See SODOM 

GOODLY TREES, FRUIT OF. See APPLE, $3 z (3).  

GOPHER, ( p i ,  Gen. 6 I4 t ) ,  a very uncertain word, 
3s it occurs only once and is unknown to the other 
Semitic dialects. 

(roMoppmN [Ti. WH]), AV Gomorrha. 
AND GOMORRAH. 

put his hand in his bag and took thence a stone, and slang it, 
and smote the Philistine in his forehead- and the stone sank 
into his forehead, and he fell upon his face to the earth’ (v. 49). 
Though sorely wounded Goliath was not dead. So David ‘ ran 
and stood upon the Philistine,’ triumphing over his foe, like 
Sanehat in a similar case in the old Egyptian story. 1 next he 
drew the giant’s sword 2 from its sheath and cut off’his head. 
Then the Philistines saw that the incredible.had happened, and 
took to flight. 

Had they not still 
their well-appointed infantry and their war-chariots ? 
Had they not still the memory of their former victories ? 
A Greek poet would have said that a god impelled 
them behind with mighty hand, and struck terror into 
their souls ; and indeed it was a religious dread that 
seized them. They were powerless to resist the fierce 
Israelites. Meantime, if the view suggested elsewhere 
(NoB) be correct, David took the head of the Philistine, 
and brought it to Saul ; but he put his armour in the tent 
of Yahwi: (v. 54). 

Goliath‘s arms of attack are made of iron ; those of 
defence, of bronze. ‘Jawelin of bronze’ in I S. 176 

3. The arms must be a mistake (see JAVELIN, 5). 
ofGoliath. The sword was afterwards given to 

David the fugitive by Ahimelech ( I  S. 
219[10] ; cp 2210). The tradition said (apparently) 
that David had deposited it as hallowed spoil in the 
sanctuary of Nob (or Gibeon). The (reputed) weapons 
of ancient divine heroes have not infrequently been 
found in Babyl~nia ,~  and a sword like that with which 
a mere shepherd boy had cut off a giant’s head would 
have not less supernatural power than the fairy lance 
of Gilgamek There may have been stories, ’in the 
fuller Odyssey of Hebrew tradition, in which this sword 
played a part. If so, it is obvious that they have been 
with good reason passed over. 

The story of David, as edited in the Book of Samuel, is that 
of a man who fought the ‘ wars of Yahw&,’ and was by his God 

delivered, and later ages clung with special 
4. Religious affection to the story of Goliath, because of its 

latent religious significance (see Ecclus. 472.11, 
and cp title of Ps. 144 [143] in @BKRT).6 From 

the first the idea that God alone gives strength to conquer must 
have been present to those who told this tale, and it is beyond 
reasonable doubt that a later writer of the post-Deuteronomic 
period inserted I S. 17 46f: to bring the lesson of the tale into 
clearer view.6 I t  is only dith an eye to this latent idea that the 
legend of Goliath can be retained by critically trained teachers 
and preachers. I t  has indeed been urged against this changed 
attitude that the story of Odysseus could be treated in the same 
way. So it could, provided that there was a genuine, however 
small, historical kernel in the story, and also that Odysseus 
held a prominent lace in the period of preparation for the 
coming of Jesus Cfrist. Such was not the case. the story of 
Goliath may therefore remain unchallenged in thb repertory of 
the religious teacher. Nowhere else outside of the N T  does 
the message of encouragement to the humble and exhortation 
t? the weak in faith receive so affecting, so inspiring an expres- 
sion. Such a message could not have been engrafted even on the 
instructive life of David but for that process of idealisation, 
which is so characteristic of some Hebrew writers, but often so 
shocking to modern students. 

Why did the Philistines flee? 

covering. 

1 Flinders Petrie Egyptian TaZes 1 110135. 
2 Robertson Sm(th and Klost. think there was a conflict of 

traditions, one stating that David (Saul’s armour-bearer) drew 
his own sword to slay Goliath, the other that, having no sword, 
he used the giant’s. 
3 Che. Aids 1093 
4 Maspero, ’Dawn of Ciu. 642 ; cp Revue d’AssyrioZogie, 

3 523- [‘941. 
6 Ty AaveQ, lrpbp rbu Fohras. On the title in Pesb. see 

SIPPAI. The Greek Psalter also rejoices in a Psalm of David 
Z ~ O @ S W  TOG cipi@poi), composed 876 ~ p o v o p ~ p p s e  T+ IIrpbs rbvl 
FohLaS [-a@] (cp v. 6 3 ) .  
6 Verse 46 predicts the slaughter by David, not only of 

Goliath, but also of the army oftbe Philistines; and announces as 
the consequence of this the universal recognition of the divinity 
of YahwS (cp Ps. 1847[481fl Is. 5 5 4 ;  both passages late). 
In  v. 47 the warriors of Israel are spoken of just as if they were 
an ‘assembly’ gathered together for religious instruction (2 Ch. 
20 14-20 is closely parallel), and the lesson that Yahw6 ‘saveth 
not with sword and spear’ is precisely that which was so dear 
to the psalmists of the Second Tdmple (Ps. 20 7 [SI 44 5 [6]J). 
The second clause of v.46 reminds us of Ps. 792, while the 
phrase ~ 1 ~ 3  n,n(lnq;r) occurs elsewhere only in late writings 

30 9 2 IO Ezek. 29 5 32 4 34 28 Job 5 22 Ps. 79 2). $eeC o Che. Ai&, 117; cp Ku. Ri. Sa. 214, who is more definite 
and satisfactory on this point than We. (Gesch.W, 268 ; ET, 266). 
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1 For a personal name with this termination cp APPAIH, 

SHAHARAIM. 
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GORGET GOSHEN 
The ancient versions have various renderings’ @ADEL d~ 

(Gv’hov T E T ~ ~ Y ~ Y W V  (b-jmov and K C ~ ~ ~ V W  beiig cited as 
alternatives of otfier interpreters), Vg. de li‘nis Zrevigatis, Pesh; 

of juniper wood,’ and Targ. ‘of cedar wood. 
1. Versions. Gopher is by some moderns taken to be the name 

of a tree; thus Celsius (1328f.) identifies it 
as the cypress, being misled by the likeness of names.1 The word 
may be akin to l$b ‘bitumen’-itself according to Lag. (OS 
2 95 ; but see BITUMEN) properly an Aramaic word, for which 
the Heb. equivalent is lQn-and may also, according to the 
same scholar, he connected with il’lFj, ‘sulphur,’ for which an 
Indo-European etymology is offered (see BRIMSTONE). The 
most plausible suggestion therefore, is that of a fragrant 
resinous wood (so Di.); bn; the entire uncertainty of the word 
(see below) must he maintained with Lag. (Uehers. 218). 

The ordinary philological means fail us in dealing 
with the word Gopher. It is natural therefore to have 
2. Asoyriology. recourse to Assyriology, which accounts 

(see DELUGE, J 13) for the mention of 
i$ (EV ‘pitch’) in Gen. 614. Is it possible that 7~1, or 
some word which explains it, occurred in an early form 
of the Babylonian Deluge-story? If so, what can that 
word have been? Halevy and more recently Hommel 
(Hastings, DB 1 214 6) compare Bab. -Ass. g@ru; but 
this means ‘reed,’ ’ canebrake’ (Jensen, KosmoZ. 170f:, 
325f: ; butnot so HalBvy), and would have been more 
suitable in a description of the ‘ ark ’ of Moses than in 
that of Noah. i 5 ~ x y  ( ‘  gopher-wood ’ )  should mean 
the timber of some tree used in shipbuilding when J i s  
Hebraised Babylonian authority (see DELUGE, I O) 
took shape-most probably some kind of cedar. 

The original Babylonian or Assyrian phrase probably ran- 
mBur (or g u l G , ~ Z  erim-i.e., beams of cedar; see the Ass. 
Lexx.). Overlooking (IJ)erini, the Hebrew translator mistook 
gulw for a tree-name, and so produced the phrase ~ w p ~ y .  
Next, a scribe, who saw 153 a t  the end of the verse, miswrote 
the second word 751 (5  and w confounded, as in wsn? for r,S”, 
Job 14 10 MT). ’1 

If this is correct, the timber used in the ark would 
be cedar-wood (erinu). Possibly, too, the substitution 
of a ‘box‘ (mm) for a ‘ship’ (el@@) arose from a 
confusion between ei-inn ‘ cedar ’ and erinnu (p), ’box,’ 
‘ receptacle,’ in the phrase g u h r  (gufZirZ) erini. See 
Che. ZATW, 1898, p. 163f: 

N . M . , § I ; T . K . C . , $ 2 .  

GORGET ()kQ), I S. 176 AVW. See JAVELIN, 5. 
GORGIAS (yopr [~] iac  CAW, but Kopriac, A in 

I Macc. 45]), one of the Syrian generals sent by Lysias 
against Judas the Maccabee. It was his vain attempt to 
surprise Judas by a night attack that led to the great 
battle of EMMAUS [q.v., I], in which the Syrian army 
was signally defeated (166-165 B.C.). After this, battle 
was offered to Gorgias, who declined it, and withdrew 
precipitately into Philistia (I Macc. 4 1 8 ) .  About two 
years later, being governor of Idumzza, Gorgias was 
threatened hy a small Jewish force under Joseph and 
Azaxias at Jamnia, which he put to flight ( I  Macc. 
5 55J). In the account of the first incident given in 
zMacc .888 ,  it is NICANOR [P.v., I], not Gorgias, 
who is represented as being at the head of affairs ; and 
in 2 Macc. 1232-37 the second incident, so unfortunate 
for the Jews, only receives passing notice (v. 34), whilst 
a fuller but somewhat confused account is given of the 
defeat and flight of Gorgias. 

In 2 Macc. 12  32 for ‘ 1dum;ea’ (2oupuLas) we should proh- 
ably, but not certainly, read ‘ Jamnia’ (lapveias), with Grotius 
(cp T Macc. 5 58 1540 and Jos. Ant. xii. 8 6)  and in z. 36 for 
‘Esdris we should )perhaps read (with 44, 64, etc. bf @) ‘ Gorgias ’ (see ESDRIS). 

writers rOpTyNA or rOpTyN). The rival of Cnossus 
for supremacyin Crete (Strabo, 476, 478 ; Pol. 453J). 
It lies in the fertile valley of the Lethaeus, in the plain 
Messara, midway between the E. and W. extremities of 
the island. Its only biblical interest is connected with the 

1 In the East chests are often made of the wood of Cujressus 
sempervirens, which is delightfully fragrant. In  the Middle 
Ages they were much in request in Italy. 

GORTYNA (rOpTYNb. [KV]-N& [A]; in classical 
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presence of Jews ( I  Macc. 1523) in the time of Ptolemy 
Physcon (139 B. c. ). In that year, as a result of the suc- 
cessful embassy sent by Judas the Maccabee to Rome, 
the Senate dispatched a circular-letter in favour of the 
Jews to Gortyna, and to eighteen other autonomous cities 
and countries. We may perhaps connect their presence 
with the abortive attempt of Ptolemy Philopator to 
surround the extensive site of Gortyn with walls (222- 

205 B.c.).  
The city was the Roman capital of the island. The site is 

now marked by the poor village of &ids DeRa. Among its 
ruins are those of a church dedicated to Titus, the patron saint 
of Crete ; it dates from the fourth or fifth century (cp Tit. 15)- 
Cortyn lies ten or twelve miles from FAIR HAVENS (Strabo, 478), 
so that during the long delay there (Acts27g) it is possible that 
Paul visited the city. See Spratt, Trave& andResearches in. 
Crete, 2 z6J 

GOSHEN, but in Judith 19 AV GESEM (@a ; r E c s M  
[BKAL], r E c E N  [ e g . ,  D, through later (Hexaplaric?). 

W. J. W. 

. -  ~~ 

Names and inflnencel, rarely reccem r s c c e ,  
etc.; Vg. Gessen, cp Jer. OS1254 Gesen 
[also Gesem, which agrees with Jer.’s 
etymology]), usually in the phrase ‘ the 

land of Goshen’ (exc. Gen. 4628a 20).  is in I and E 

other data 
in OT. 

the name of the part of Egypt inhabited by ;he b’ne 
Israel from Joseph to Moses. P uses instead the. 
phrase ‘land of Ranieses,’ Gen. 4711, and remark- 
ably enough @ in 4628 appends to KaO’ + p 3 w  n6Xrv 
(=m$e, ‘ to Goshen’) the explanatory gloss d s  y+ 
papEuu7. The two expressions are in d synonymous 
(see, however, JOSEPH ii., J 3). The problem is to 
determine the situation. 

In 4634 Goshen is outside of Egypt and not inhabited 
by Egyptians; in v. 28 it is between Pharaoh’s and 
Joseph’s residence and Palestine ; see also Ex. 1317 as 
to its situation on the frontier. It is (Gen. 476 11) 
‘ the best of the land ’-Le., for a pastoral population ; 
cp v. 6 (Pharaohs cattle pasturing there). It must 
therefore have been unsuitable for agriculture-i. e . ,  too 
far E. to be as regularly irrigated as most of Egypt. 
In Ex. 23f: a branch of the Nile flows through (I) 
it, and a royal residence is near or in it. 

When we turn to @ we get something more definite : 
IO Goshen is called ‘ the 

2’ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , i c t  k?t$sem of Arabia’ (ye y.&+ 
cipaolas). Unfortunately, ‘ Arabia’ . .  . 

is ambiguous. 
There was(1)a nomos ofEgypt called $ b apia(in the Revenue 

Papyrus of Ptolemy 11. always connectelwith the ‘ Bubastite 
nome’; see further Ptol. 45 53; Strabo, 803: Pliny, 59), correctly 
identified by Brugscb with the 20th of Lower Egypt in the 
Egyptian lists ;1 but the Greeks (2) gave the name Arabia also 
to all the land E. of the Nile. The eastern part, indeed, was 
a distinct nome (see helow) called Heroopolires (possibly the 
Phagroriopolitesz of Strabo [8401 means ‘Arabia’); but by the 
Greeks (3) the name Arabia was usually extended so as to 
include it and to reach to the Crocodile Lake (B. et-TjmsZk)). 

The choice between the alternatives seems easy : @ 
evidently means by Arabia a special district. It can- 
not well be the Arabian nome, however, as we should 
expect. On the contrary it must mean a more eastern 
part of the Arabian district; the WSdy et-TuniilHt and 
its western vicinity E. of Bubastus. This is the view 
of Gen. 4628 f: (see begin. of art.), where d is still 
more definite. It takes Goshen to be a city, Hero- 
opolis( !). The discovery by Naville of this city=Tell el- 
Maskhiita= Pithom ( = ETHAM [q. v.]), accordingly, has 
determined the centre of the region intended, and con- 
firmed the general assumption of scholars. There is no 
evidence in the Egyptian inscriptions, however, that 
that region was ever called Goshen, a name which, as 
we shall now see, probably represents an Egyptian 
name for the western nome (next I, end). 

We have said that the Greek district of ‘ Arabia ’ was 

1 On name and capital see helow 0 3. 
a With Oppert and Brngsch, tb; present writer derives this 

name from Pahur ,  the name of the ruler of Pisaptu in the 
Egyptian Arabla under AHur-biini-pal (KB 2 16oA). Phagrori- 
spolis is’ possibly,identical with the capital. 
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GOSHEN GOSHEN 
extended to the newly colonised territory to the E. of occupied by two Egyptian nonies, the western of which 

3. I& western (the-zoth, already referred to) was by 
(20th) nome the Greeks specifically called ‘ Arabia.’ 

called gesm. This was the earlier occupied. Its 
position is determined by the fact that 

it was called ‘that of the god Sapdju),” whose chief 
temple2 was in the city P-(‘house of’)Sapd(u),3 a 
name which evidently has survived in the modern Saf; 
(cp Brugsch, A 2  8116) eZ-genneh, 5 or 6 m. E. of 
Bubastus. Naville“ has argued that this P-sapd(u) 
(Saf! el-Henneh), another name for which may have been 
P-kos(?), is the +UKOLIUU, Phacusi(m), of the Tab. Peut., 
the Phaguse of Geogr. Rav., the ‘ village between Egypt 
and the Red Sea’ of Steph. Byz., because +UKOUUUU is 
called by Ptolemy (iv. 553) the capital of the Arabian 
nome, and Strabo states that at ~ u ~ o u u u u  the canal to 
the Red Sea branched off from the Nile. 

The definition of the position of Q a K o v a a  in the Tab. Pat.  
‘(36 R. m. from Pelusium), however, suits better the modern 
FBkiis, 16 m. NE. of Saff el-Henneh, which had been supposed 
to be Phakusa by modern scholars. On the other hand that the 
Greeks might repeatedly have confounded P-kosem (P-’Sapd[ul) 
with a name like Pakos 5 (?) (Fikkhs) may be admitted. 

However that may be, the identification of P-snpd(u) 
(Saft el-Henneh) aiyd P-kos(em) is probable. 
.scriptions deal- 

The in: 

ingwith sacred 
geography ap- 
ply the phrase 
‘land ofSapdu’ 
to a country 
‘Ksm(t)  of the 
East ’ (Duem. 
Geogr. Inschr. 
25). Theshrine 
of Saft (publ. 
Naville), pl. 6, 
calls the gods 
of Saft ‘gods of 
Ks’,~ connect- 
ing especially 
Sapduwith this 
n a m e  Ks. 
Other  tex ts  
combine Ksm 
with the nome 
of Sapdu, in- 
dicating by the 
or thography  
sometimes a 

*, Also the Saft ? ‘This might have bem done by the 
aastern new settlers and the Palestinians. The 

sacred Egyptian lists, however, treat tliis 
eastern country (at least after 300 B. c.)  as 

a distinct nomos, the eighth of Lower Egypt,’ called 
‘Eastern. . . , ’ a  its capital being _T(t), r h u ( t ) ,  _TKi(t) 
(read ,Tu&??), which had the sacred name P-atunz. (See 
SUCCOTH and PITHOM on the question whether these 
names are identical. ) 

The principal god was Atum of Heliopolis, dwelling in the 
temple ‘seat (or house) of (the serpent) Ker/z’-evidently this 
was the earlier local divinity. The canal flowing through the 
land was the Harma (gaJalma) 3 water, so called from the many 
crocodiles (h&a in the languaie of the Hamilic Trog1odytes)d 
which havekiven its name also to the present TimsZh-lake. This 
lake had in ancient times the name &i-serb 5 ‘ Scoriion lake.’ 

The eighth nome belonged to the country called ‘n 6 
(‘aim ? see &ant, Plin. N N  6 29, as name of the gulf 
of Suez), which included the desert between the gulf 
and Heliopolis (also the modern Mokattam-mountain 
opposite Memphis). This desert region was originally 
inhabited only by a few Semitic and some Troglodytic 
nomads ; it was unfit for agriculture, the narrow valley 
alone being reached by the yearly inundations, and that 

\oru:) 

irregularly. At 
a very reniote 
time. indeed. 

&bl;caL--,. PI-BESETH 
Cl~ssicaL--.EuEASTrS 
Eggptian-.P-sapdu 
Modern Local-.. Saft el-Henneh 
Modern European -... [Suez) G 0 S HEN. 

,district, sometimes a city. See 9 4 on the earliest 
mention. In any case, it is clear that the name &-sm 
(Ks seems only an abbreviation or ‘defective ortho- 
graphy’) referred originally to the land immediately E. 
.of Bubastus. 

Thequestionarises : Wastherangeof@m ( =Goshen*) 

Sapd(u) is mentioned repeatedly as ‘lord of 
the E. and of the Asiatics’ (cp Naville, The 
Shrine ofJa& el flenneh, 5-13 [‘SS]). In his 
chief temple (see above) he had the name ‘ van- 

quisher of the Asiatics’ ((zw mntyw), as being a god of the 
frontier district. The present writer cannot follow de Rouge 
(Duemichen, Naville), who finds in a coin-legend of the nomos 
Arabia &T& K w p ( a L  I), Se$d-‘A&[sic llom. 

a It was called ‘the place of the nu6s-tree’ (sycomore? lotus 
t r P P  ?I ._-- .,. 

3 Mentioned b,y A&r-bini-pal as Pisapfu or Saptu, ‘at the 
ga te  of the East. 

4 ?$. cit. 1 4 8 ,  where a full discussion of the name Goshen 
is given. Earlier treatises e . ~ . ,  in Ehers, Drrrch Gosen sum 
Sinai, are now obsolete. d n  +f$ see also Daressy, Rec. trau. 
no. VfA. 

- -6  k& or KOOF ,Qp,Qp (=Ar. yiis, see Peyron, Lex. 71) is hardly 
Phakusa as Champollion (?I&. sous zes Phar. 276, cp Naville) 
thought. The article p is not=pha-, fa-. Lists of bishoprics 
make ‘the Arabian nome’=F@zis, which is in favour of 
Naville’s theory. 

6 8 h  - &x. - .  6 2  
8 k=g in the transcription is regular; but not Egyptian s= 

the Egyptians 
had in the 
W i i d y  e t -  
T u m i l i i t ,  a 
strongfortifica- 
tion called the 
‘wall of the 
p r i n c e , ’  t o  
guard (against 
the inroads of 
the nomads) 
the most vul- 
nerable spot of 
the Egyptian 
frontier ; 7 but 
the colonisa- 
tion of the 
eighth (east- 
e rn)  nomos 
seems to have 
been due en- 
t i r d v  to the 

i ~- - ~ ~ -  ..~ .. 

great king Ram(e)ses or Ra‘messu 11. (in the first 
twenty years of his reign), who mnst have improved 
the irrigation. The chief cities founded by him were : 

Consequently the Semitic or at  least non-Egyptian origin 
of the name, proposed already 6y Semitic scholars, becomes very 
probable. The name seems to have been obsolete after 400 B.c., 
so that 65’s small inaccuracy in making Heroopolis the capital 
becomes intelligible. 

1 On our present knowledge of the material, see Naville, 
PithomP). 

2 The proposed reading (nefer) of this sign is ve 
doubtful. The site of the ‘Western . . . ’ to w h i g  4 this name is opposed, is not quite certainly de- 
termined. 

7 This was the point selected for attack-e.g by the English 
army so recently as in the campaign against”Ar2bi. On the 
history of the fortification, which seems to go hack to the first four 
dynasties, see WMM As. u. EUY. 41-45. The site of it is nn- 
known. We should look for it near +he ‘ Great Black Lake ’- 
z.e., ahout the S. end of the ‘Crocodile Lake ’ according to the 
earlier Dassaees. The Se-nuhvt-storv (ZZ. 2. d). however. would 
place it sev&l hours’ march &om t6e.lak;: Griffith has found 
a passage of dyn. 12 Kahun Pap; 2 14), which speaks of ‘ the 
fortification of Sa$&& (in) Ksnr .  Therefore the wall of the 
middle empire is to be sought for in the east& part or near 
the entrance of the widy. 
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GOSHEN 
‘The house of Ram(e)ses’ with a royal residence 
and temples of Amon, Suteb, ‘Astart, and Buto,l 
evidently not very far E., and P-Atum= Pithom on 
the site, of modern Tell el-Masbiita. It  is very ques- 
tionable whether before Ram(e)ses 11. there were in the 
eastern part of the valley any Egyptian settlements 
except the fortification mentioned above ; at any rate, 
it fully deserved the name that it came to bear in 
later times-’ land of Ram(e)ses ’ (this would hardly 
apply to the old western district). The position of the 
land colonised by Rameses was very advantageous. It 
possessed a healthy desert climate and was most fertile 
as long as the canal to the Crocodile Lake was kept in 
order.2 The extension of the canal of Ram( e)ses to 
the Ked Sea by Necho I. increased the commercial im- 
portance of the district. Quite recently, the repairing 
of the canal has trebled the population, now IZOOO, 
of this district, which forms a part of the modern province 
esh-Sharkiye. Heroopolis-Patum thus became an im- 
portant place4 for the trade on the Red Sea, where 
also the Romans built a fortified camp. 

Thus we see that Kesm -Goshen and ‘land of 
Ram(e)ses ’ were with the Egyptians hardly identical. 

GOSPELS 

-. . 
6. The biblical The ‘ country of Ram(e)ses ’ could be 

The 
tian Goshen. application to that (eastern) district, of 

the (obsolete and rare) name Kesm 

and the Egyp- only the eighth (eastern) nome. 

(vocalise Kosm?) of ihe western (20th dome) ha4 not 
yet been shown on the (later) Egyptian monuments. 

The Hebrew story (Nu. 33 5 5 )  of the Israelites marching two 
days (Rameses to Succoth, Succoth to Etham) through the 
whole valley of TumilSt (instead of starting from its eastern 
end) might suggest to some a mistake of P, JE placing the 
country of the Israelites hetween Bubastus, Belhcs, and Tell Abti 
IslZmSn (cp Naville). The  probabilities, however, of such a 
theory are small ; all sources seem to mean the same part of the 
country. 

Probably Heroopolis had, before the extension of the 
canal by Necho I., less importance, and the possibility 
that once also the eastern district had P-sapdu as capital 
and belonged to the district Ksnz is, therefore, not to be 
denied. It must he confessed that the geographical 
texts upon which we have to rely date from Ptolemaic 
times only. The division of the ‘ Arabian district may 
have been different in earlier centuries. 

Tradition has been exceptionally fortunate with the name 
Goshen Makrizi in particular identified Goshen with the 
region detween‘ BAbZs and the Iknd of the Amalekit‘es. The 
limitation of Goshen to Sadir, a village NE.  of BelbEs by Sa‘adia 
(and Abu-sa‘id) is as strange as the limitation to fios@t (Old 
Cairo) by Bar Bahld. Modern scholars have, on the contrary 
frequently extended Goshen too widely: Ebers, e.g., included i i  
it the whole eastern delta between the Tanitic branch (cp Targ. 
Jer. which made Goshen ‘the land of Pelusium’), Heliopolis, 
and the Bitter Lakes. We can afford to neglect certain 
hypotheses which date from the period before the decipherment 
of the hieroglyphics ; for the situation erroneously assumed by 
Brugscb, see EXODUS, $ 13. W. M. M. 

GOSHEN (I@.$ ; rocom [BAFL]; GOSEN). I. A 
‘ land ’ mentioned in Deuteronomistic portions of Joshua 
among other districts of S. Canaan, Josh. 1041 (@ y. 
[AFL]), 1116 (yfjv y. [BAFL]). It is strange to find 
the name of Goshen outside the limits of Goshen roper. 
Hommel ( A H T  2273 237 ; cp Ex?. T. SIj[Ocf ‘96]), 
supposes that as the Israelites in Egypt multiplied, the 
area allotted to them was extended, and that the strip 
of country between Egypt and Judah, which still 
belonged to the Pharaoh, was regarded as an integral 
part of the land of Goshen. This is obviously a con- 
servative hypothesis (see EXODUS i., § z ; MIZRAIM, 
2 a).  The text, however, may need criticism. That 

the MT sometimes misunderstands, or even fails to 
observe, geographical names, is plain ; we have learned 
so much from Assyriology. Let us then suppose that 
Goshen is wrongly vocalised, and should be it?= i‘f‘u, and 
compare the name of the Galilzan town 3 ) ~  csira (‘fat 
soil’), the Gischala of Josephus. Other solutions are 
open ; we may at any rate presume that this old Hebrew 
name had a Semitic origin, see 2. 

As they now stand, Josh. 1041 and 1116 do not,convey 
the same geographical picture. all the 
Negeh and all the land of Goshen (jf3F) and the ShGphZlah, 
suggest that ‘the Goshen’ lay hetween the Negeb or southern 
steppe region and the ShEphZlah or Lowlands. We might hold 
that it took in the SW. of the hill-coimtry of Judah. In Josh; 
1041, where we read ‘all the land of Goshen as far as Gibeon, 
we may ,presume that some words have dropped out after 
‘ Goshen. Cp NEGEB, g 4. 

2.  A town in the SW. of the hill-country of Judah, mentioned 
with Debir, Anab, etc., Josh. 15 j1 [PI. Probably an echo of 
the old name of a district in the same region (see I). Cp 
Gesham. T. K. C. 

The words in 11 16, 

G o S’P E L s 
CONTENTS 

A,-DESCRIPTIVE AND ANALYTICAL. 
A.-INTERNAL EVIDENCE AS T O  ORIGIN. 

I. THE EARLIEST TRADITION (§ I$). 
11. THE TRIPLE TRADITION ($5 3-14). 

(i.) The edition of Mk. from which Mt. and Lk. borrowed 

(ii.) Mk. in relation to Mt. and Lk. ($8 4-7). 
(iii.) Jn. in relation to the Triple Tradition ($5 8-14). 

(a) Instances from the first part of Mk. (5 8). 
@).Predictions of the Resurrection ( 5  9). 
(y )  Deviations of Lk. from Mk. (or Mk. and Mt.) 

(6) The Passover and the Lord’s Supper (5 IT). 
( e )  The Passion (8 12). 
(5)  Conclusion and Exceptions (5  135). 

( 5  3). 

caused by obscurity (5 IO). 

111. DOUBLE TRADITIONS (§§ 15-20). 
(i.) Mk. and Mt. ; Jn. in relation to Mk. and Mt. (5 15). 
11.) Mk. and Lk . Jn. in relation to Mk. and Lk. ($ 16). 

&.) Mt. and Li!, or ‘The Double Tradition . (a) 
Acts of the Lord’; (6) Words of the Lord (‘5 I;-I~). 

(iv.) Jn. in relation to ‘The Double Tradition’ (5  20). 

1 A poetic description of the new city is to be found in 

paf’heglec t of the canal always led immediately to an 
encroachment ofthe desert upon the narrow cultivable area. 

3 The canal was 50 cubits wide (according to Strabo ; 100 ft. 
according to Pliny [6 1651; jo yards according to traces near 
Balb5s)and 30 ft. deep (according to Pliny; 16-17 Engl. ft. 
according to modern traces). 

4 The canal was repaired by Darins, Ptolemy II., Trajan- 
whence the name of the province Augustamnica from the 
Canalis Trajanus. 

rus Anastasi, 4 6. 
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IV. THE INTRODUCTIONS (Mt. and Lk.), 88 21-23. , -- - 
(i.) The effect of prophecy ($21). 
(ii.) Philonian Traditions (3.). 

(iii.) Justin and Irenzeus (i6.). 
(iv.) Divergence of Mt. and Lk. ($ 22). 
(v.) Jn. in relation to the Introductions (8 27). 

V. THE CONCLUSIONS (Mt. Lk. and.-the Mk.-Ap- 
pendix), I§ 24-33. 

(i.) The Evangelists select their evidence (5 24). 
(ii.) The Period of Manifestations ($ 25). 

(iii 
(iv:] Discrepancies . ( 5  27). 
(v.) Lk.’s view (‘proofs ’), 5 28. 
(vi.) The Manifestation to the Eleven (TheMk.-Appendix, 

Traces of Poetic Tradition ($ 26). 

Lk. Ignatius) 5 29. 
(Uii.) The dstorical eltimate of Lk.’s tradition ($ 30). 

(vni.) Jn.’s view (‘signs ’), $ 31f: 
(ix.) Contrast between Jn. and the Synoptists (5  33). 
(x.) Note on the Testimony of Paul ( 5  33 note). 

VI. SINGLE TRADITIONS (§$ 34-63). 
( u )  The First Gospel (§§ 34-36). 

(i.) Doctrinal and other characteristics (5  343. 
(ii.) Evidence as to date ($ 35). 
(E.) Jn. in relation to Mt’s. Singlc Tradition (S 36). 

1 The Coptic versions which simply transliterate, seem, 
however to have lost all &adition. Possibly the vocalisation of 
Y E C T F ~  disguised the Egyptian name to them. A woman pilgrim 
of the fourth century places the ‘terra Gesse‘ 16 R. m. from 
Herodpolis calling the capital ‘civitas Arabia.’ She believed 
Ram(e)ses i o  he 4 R. m. to the E. of this capital (see Naville, 
Shrine of S. ~ g ) ,  meaning apparently $aft. 
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(i.) 

(ii.) 
(iii.) 
(iv.) 
(y.) 

&t:) 
(i.) 
(ii.) 

(iii.) 

Clem.Alex. (reff. to pp. in Potter’s ed. 
and margin of Klotz). 

Clem.Anc.Hom. =the epistle entitled 
‘An ancient homily,’ in Lightfoot’s ed. 

Clement. = Cl8mentine Homilies, ed. 
Schwegler. 

Diatess. =The Arabic Harmony com. 
monly called Tatian’s Diatessaron. 

Ephrem=conzm. ed. Moesinger. 
Eus. =Em. HE ed. Schwegler. 
GrLtz=Gratz’s G] ET. 
Hippol. =Hippol;tus’s Re&tatim of 
Hor.Hebr.’= Lightfoot, ed. Gandell, 

Heresies ed. Duncker. 

GOSPELS 
( b )  The Third Gospd ($5 37-44). 

[a] The Dedication, [p]  Linguistic characteristics 

Doctrinal characteristics (5 39). 
A manual for daily conduct (B 40). 
Evidence as to date (6  LI). 

(5 373). 

Ign.=E&sstIcs of Ignatius, ed. Light- Mk.-Mt.=Common Tradition of Mk. 
foot. 

Iren.=Irenzeus, Refutation of Heresies Mt.. Lk. =Common Tradition of Mt. 
(text of Grabe books and sections of and Lk. (whether in Synoptic or 
ET in ‘ante-N’icene Library’). 

Lightf. BE=Bp. Lightfoot, Bib. Essays. 0rig.Cels. =Orig. contra CeLrum. 
Lightf. SR=Bp. Lightfoot, Essays on 0rig.Comm. =(ed. Huet, Kouen, 1668). 

SupemaluraZ Religion. Philo (Mangey’s vol. and page). 
Lucian (ed. Gesner, Amsterdam, 1743, Pseudo-Peter = Gospel of Peter. 

ref. to vol. and page). Schottg. =SchGttgen’s Hor. He& 2 vols. 
Mk.-App.=Appendix to Mk.-i.e., Mk. %.=The Codex (see TEXT), called 

16 9-20. Syrus Sinaiticus. 
Mk.-Lk. =the Common Tradition of Tryph. = Justin’s (ed. Otto). 

Mk. and Lk. where it differs from Westc -B Westcott’s Conzm. on John. 

and Mt. where it differs from Lk. 

Double Tradition). 

Siipmixtiral narrati;cd cR 42). 
1.k. 5 position ltisrorically (ri 43). 
Jn. in relntiuri tu I.k.’s Single ‘l‘radition (5 44). 
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GOSPELS 
[The aim of the followinp article is to set forth with 

sufficient fulness the facts that have to be taken into 
account in formulating a theory of the genesis of the 
gospels, to record and criticise some of the more im- 
portant theories that have been proposed, and to indi- 
cate if possible the present position of the question and 
the apparent trend of thought. 

Its two parts, as will appear from the prefixed tabular 
exhibit of their contents, are partly independent, partly 
complementary. Roughly it may be said that the first 

GOSPELS 
(IS I-1d7) is relatively full in its account of the contenis 
of the gospels as a basis for considering their mutual 
relations, and in its survey of the external evidence as 

The second (I 108-158) aims mainly at 
giving zn ordered account of the various questions bear- 
ing on (especially) the internal evidence that have be& 
raised by scholars in the long course of the development 
of gospel criticism, and at attempting to find at least a 
provisional answer.] 

. to origin. 

A .  INTERNAL EVIDENCE AS TO ORIGIN. 

I. THE EARLIEST TRADITION. 
Roughly it may be said that, of the Synoptists, Mk. 

exhibits the Acts and shorter Words of the Lord ; Mt. 
1. Earliest a combination of the Acts with Discourses 
Tradition. of the Lord, the latter often grouped 

together, as in the Sermon on the Mount ; 
Lk. a second combination of Acts with Discourses, in 
which an attempt is made to arrange the Words and 
Discourses chronologically, assigning to each the circum- 
stances that occasioned it. A comparison shows that Mt. 
and Lk.,  where Mk. is silent, often agreewith one another. 
This doubly-attested account-for the most part con- 
fined to Discourses, where the agreement is sometimes 
verbatim-may be conveniently called ’ the1 Double 
Tradition.’ Where Mk. steps in, the agreement between 
Mt. and Lk. is less close ; and a study of what may be 
called ‘ the Triple Tradition,’ i .e.  the matter common 
to Mk., Mt., and Lk., shows that here Mt. and Lk. ,  as 
a rule, contain nothing of importance in common. which 
is not found aZso i n  our Mk. ( o r  rather in an  ancient 
edition of our M k .  ~ containing a few verba1,corrections 
for ckarness [see below, 31). This leads to the 
conclusion that, in the Triple Tradition, Mt. and Lk. 
borrowed (independent& of each other) either fmm our 
Mk. ~ or (more probabg) f r o m  some document2 embedded 
in our Mk. 

Any other hypothesis requires only to he stated in order to 
appear untenable. For example : (I) that Mt. and Lk. should 
agree by accident, would be contrary to all literary experience ; 
(2) if Mt. and Lk. borrowed from a common document contain- 
ing Mk or (3) differing in important respects from Mk or (4)if 
Lk. hor;bwed from Mt or Mt. from Lk tke two (i.e ‘ht. and 
Lk.) would contain iw&ortanf similar& not /.,unZ in Mk. ; 
(5 )  if Mk. borrowed from Mt. and from Lk., he must have 
adapted his narrative so us to insert almost everyphrase and 
word common to Mt. and Lk. in the passage before him-a 
hard task, even for a literary forger of these days, and an im- 
possibility for such a writer as Mk. 

The Fourth Gospel (henceforth called Jn.) does nqt contai: 
the Synoptic‘ ‘rep,ent, ‘repentance, ‘forgiveness, faith,, 

baptism,‘ ‘ preack,’ ‘rebuke,’ ‘sinners, 
2. John. :publicans ’ ‘disease ‘possessed with a devil,‘ 

cast oqt ’ devils ’ ‘unclean ‘leper ’ ‘leaven,’ 
’enemy,’ ‘hypocrisy, ‘divo;ce,’ ‘adultery,’ wbe ’ ‘rich,’ 
‘riches,’ ‘mighty work ’ ‘parable.’3 Instead of ‘faith’(niurrs) ’ 
Jn. uses ‘have faith in‘ ( ~ u T E ~ o ) . ’  ‘Faith,’ in Jn. is ‘abiding 
:n Christ.’ The Synoptists say that prayer will he g;anted, if we 
have faith : ’ Jn. says (15 7), ‘ If ye d i d e  in me, and my words 

a6idf in you, ask whatsoever ye will, and it shall be done unto 
you. Except in narrating the Crucifixion, Jn. never mentions 
cross’ or ‘crucify,’ but he represents Jesus as predicting hi: 

being ‘uplifted’ or ‘glorified.’ 
rarely occurs ; but the necessity of ‘receiving the kingdom of 
God as little children’ is expressed by him in the necessity 
(verbally different, hut spiritually the same) of being ‘born from 
above.‘ 

Since the author of the Fourth Gospel must have 

1 For the meaning of the emphasised ‘the ’ see helow $ 15. * The hypothesis of an Oral Tradition, a’s the sole ;rigin of 
the similarities in the Synoptists, is contrary both to external 
and to internal evidence. 
3 ‘The kingdom of God ’ or ‘of heaven,’ occurs in Jn. twice, 

in the Synoptists more the& eibhty times. 

In Jn. the Synoptic ‘child 
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known. (Eus. iii. 247) the substance of the Three,l it is 
antecedently probable that, where the Synoptists differ, 
if Jn. favours one, he does so deliberately. Inde- 
pendently, therefore, of its intrinsic value, Jn. is im- 
portant as being, in effect, the earZiest commentary on 
the Synoptists. 

11. THE TRIPLE TRADITION. 
Here we have to consider : (i.) The edition of Mk. 
3. Triple from which Mt. and Lk. borrowed; 
Tradition: (ii.) Mk. in relation to Mt. and Lk. ; 

Mt.-Lk.,s Mt (iii.) Jn. in relation to Mk., Mt., and 
Lk. 

(i.) The Edition of M k .  from which Ut. and LK. 
borrowed differs from Mk. itself merely in a few points 
indicating a tendency to correct Mk.’s style. 

The most frequent changes are (a) to substitute daw for Ad a 2 
and to insert pronouns, etc. for the sake of clearness. But tlei!e 
is often apparent (6) a tendency to substitute more definite, or 
classical or appropriate words. For example, irXebRaL and 
La6Mvuhar are substituted for the single drrohhvdai (Mk. 2 22 
applied to wine and wine-skins), ~ A i v q  (or some other wordj 
for the barbaric (Mk. 2 4 g TI 12) Kp&,¶arror, mpina‘rar for (MU. 
29) &rays (to’the aralytic) daipIhhsr for the unheard of 
(Mk. 2 21) i m p & r a $  Ambikuity is removed-eg., by the 
following; bracketed additions : Mk. 4 II ‘)to know] the mystery 
of God; (3 18) ‘Andrew [his brother]; (44) ;w T& ursi ELY 
[a6r&] .  In Mk. 415 for ‘them Mt. and Lk. substiiute ‘tteir 
heart.’ (c) Sometim;s there is’condensation (e.<. [Mk. 4 IO] oi 
m p i  a h b w  o h  TOYS GiGsm [Mt.-Lk.oi p a h r a i  a k o 8 1 ) ;  or an 
unusual word (eg. [432] b V a @ X h  [of a plant] is changed to a 
more usual one [q&$prc]) ; or a less reverential phrase (5 27) 705 
ipariov to a more reverential one (70s KpauaBou roc rpaTiov). 
In Mk.1025, TpupaA& is altered into Tp<paros or rpvmj- 
paroc, possihly because rpvpaka’ means in @ (four or five times) 

1 This follows from the generally admitted fact that versions 
of the Three Synoptic Gospels were welt known in the Church 
long before the publication of the Fourth (see helow, ‘External 
Evidence’). An interesting testimony to the authority of our 
Four Canonical Gospels, and also to the later date of the Fourth 
comes from ‘the Jew’ of Celsus, who says that (Orig. Cels. 2 27) 
certain believers, ‘as though roused from intoxication to sclf- 
control (or to self-judgment, &s & p9qr $mvrac sir r b  i+sur&vac 
gavroir), alter the character of (peraxap&rrfiy) the Gospel from 
its first writteqform (&.nip apijn)r yp@<r) in thYeflold3 four- 
fold and manyWd fashion ( r p ~ x i  Ka\L rerpaxi  .ai mhAaX<),  and 
rembuld it ( ~ L C T ~ V A ~ T T G C W )  that they might have wherewith to 
gainsay refutations CLv’ C OLFV rpbs  ~ 0 3 s  ihdyxovs ipws2uOai).‘ 

Celsus apparently befeves that there was first an original 
Gospel, of such a kind as to render it possihle for enemies to 
make a charge of ‘intoxication ’ (perhaps being in Hebrew and 
characterised by eastern metaphor and hyperbole), then, that 
there were three versions of this Gospel, then four, thus making 
an interval between the first three and the fourth, which he, does 
not make between any of the first three. 
ap ears to refer to still later apocryphal Gospels. 

$Perhaps EElrsv seemed more appropriate for history. At 
all events Lk. never apPIies hi‘yysi (without bwaxpdk’r etc.) fo 
Jesus. The only apparent instance is Lk. 2436, ‘And sa’ith 
unto them Peace he unto yon. This is expunged by Tischen- 
dorf, and blaced in double brackets by WH. Alford condemns 
Tischendorf on the ground that ‘the authority is weak.’ But 
fhe internal evidence is strong. 

3 The deviations of Mt. and Lk. from Mk. are printed in 
distinct characters in Mr. Rushbrooke’s Synopticon, which is 
indispensable for the critical study of this question. It follows 
the order of Mk. 

The word ‘manifold 
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‘the cleft of a rock.’ Once at least our Mk. (9 50 : dvahov 
y6vvrar)seems to have thenewer traditio;, Mt. and Lk. (pwpavBij) 
the older : 6ut there theparallelMt.  is outofMk.’s order, and 
is fakeizfronz theSernzon on the Mount, indicating that both Mt. 
and Lk. derive the saying, not from Mk. but from a different 
source, froin which come the portion: common to Mt. and Lk. 
above called ‘ The Double Tradition. 

An examination of the deviations from Mk. common 
to Mt. and Lk. in the Triple Tradition confirms the 
view that Mt. did not borrow from Lk. ,  nor Lk. from 
Mt. Had either borrowed from the other, they would 
have agreed, at least occasionally, against Mk. in more 
important details. 

(ii.) Mk. in relation t o  Mt. and LA.-It is a remark- 
able fact that-whereas the later Evangelists, and other 
4. Primitive writers such as Barnabas and Justin, 

appeal largely to detailed fulfilments of 
prophecy-Mk. quotes no prophecies in character 

^c ~ , -  
his own person,2 and gives no miraculous 

incidents peculiar to himself except (Mk. 823) an ancient 
and semi-poetical tradition of the healing of the blind. 
He makes no mention of Christ’s birth or childhood, 
and gives no account of the res~rrection.~ 

Occasionally Mk. repeats the same thing in the formofquestion 
and answer. $his may sometimes he a mere peculiarity of style 
e.g 2 19 3 33j: : but in many cases (1 32 42 3 22 [compared wit6 
3 3J 29 4 15 5 15 12 44 etc ) he seems t o  have had before him two 
versions of one saying a i d  in his ‘anxiety to omit nothing,’4 to 
have inserted hoth. Por &nplifications in connection with un- 
clean spirits see 1 2 6 3  44 37-12 914-27; for others, relating 
to the crowhing of people round Jesus, the publicity of his 
work and his desire for solitude, see 128393745  2 1-4 15 
3 10-i~ 631 etc. (some paralleled in Lk., but not so fully or 
gra hically). Mk. abounds with details as to the manner 
loo$ and gestures of Jesus (see 3 5 7 31-37 822-26). In  some ok 
these, Aramaic words are given as his very utterances, e.g., 5 41 
7 3$ 14 36. Sometimes Mk. gives names mentioned by no other 
writer (cp 3 17 8 IO 10 46). 

In some circumstances, Mk.‘s elaboration of nnim- 
portant detail (and especially the introduction of names), 
instances of which abonnd in the Apocryphal Gospels, 
would indicate a late writer. But Mk. often emphasises 
and elaborates points omitted, or subordinated, by the 
other Evangelists, and likely to be omitted in later times, 
as not being interesting or edifying. 

For example Lk. and Jn. subordinate facts relating to the 
ersonal appeLrance influence and execution of John the 

gaptist. Now Acts <Q 3 indicatis that several years after Christ’s 
death ‘the baptism of John’ was actually overshadowing the 
baptism of Christ among certain Christians. This being the 
case, it was natural for the later Evangelists to subordinate 
references t o  the Baptist. Lk., it is true, describes Jn.’s birth 
in detail: but the effect is to show that the son of Zachariah was 
destined from the womb to be nothing hut a forerunner of the 
Messiah. Jn. effects the same ohject, in a different way, by 
recording the Baptist’s confessions of Christ’s preexistence and 
sacrificial mission. I t  is characteristic of Mk.’s early date as 
well as of his simplicity and freedom from controversial mothe 
that, whether aware or not of this danger of rivalry, he set down: 
just as he may have heard them, traditions ahout the Baptist 
that must have interested the Galilean Church far more than th; 
Churches of the Gentiles. 

Another sign of early composition is the rudeness of 
Mk.’s Greek. 

Mk. uses many words erpressly fqrbidden by 
6. Rude Phrynichus, e.g (5 23) euxaTwr exec .  (24 

Greek style. 11 3) rpa‘fiamos‘;, ,(I1 15) KOhhUflLyTajf (541q 

as the APostolicaZ Constitutions improves the had o?::: 
Didaclrd (Taylor’s DidachL, 43), so Lk. always (and sometimes 
Mt.) corrects these inelegancies. Such words (which stand on 
quite a different footing fromJewish Greek, such as we find in 

“I AT‘*. 

Kopdmov; (1465) pamupa; (1025) 

1 Almost the only addition of importance in this ‘corrected 
edition of Mk.’ is (Mt.2668=Lk. 2264) ‘Who is it that,smote 
thee?’ added to explain the obscure Mk. 1465 ‘Prophesy. 

2 The parenthesis in Mk. 1 2 is the only exception. This was 
probably an insertion in the original Gospel (see 5 8). 

3 For proof that Mk.’s Gospel terminates at  168, see WH 
on Mk. 16 9-20, which is there pronounced to he ‘a narrative 
of Christ’s appearances after the Resurrection,’ found by ‘a 
scribe or editor ’ ‘in some secondary record then surviving from 
a preceding gdneration:’ ‘its authorship and its precise date 
must remain unknown ; it is, however apparently older than the 
time when the Canonical Gospels we;e generally received : for 
though it has points of contact with them all, it contains u i  
attempt t? harmonise their various representations of the course 
of events. 

4 So Papias, quoted by Eus. (3 39) : ‘For he (Mk.) took great 
care about one matter, VIZ., io omit nothing of what he heard.’ 
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Lk.’s Introduction) might naturally find their place in the 
dialect of the slaves and freedmen who formed the first congrega- 
tions of the Church in Rome ; but in the more prosperous days 
of the Church they would be corrected. 

Again, a very early Evangelist, not having much 
experience of other written Gospels, and not knowing 

6. Vividness. exactly what \;odd most edify thi  
Church, might naturallv lav stress on 

L ~. 
vivid expressions and striking words, or reproduce 
anacolutha, which, though not objectionable in discourse, 
are unsuitable for written composition. 

Many such words are inserted by Mk. and avoided by Mt. or 
Lk. or by both-e.g. (1x0) u ~ ~ ~ < o p b o u s  (221) dlyvaQo9, (13s) 
~opolr6hsrs. For irregular constructions :ee 12 40 oi Ka&dovws 
(altered by Lk.): 5 z? ~ V Q  &Ofis. Note also the kurious change 
of construction from i v a  to the infinitive in 315, as compared with 
314 and the use of 876 to ask a question (2x6 9x1 28). The 
Latinisms of Mk. are \;ell known; see 627 7 4  15x5 39. Those 
in 1214 1516, and 4paychhoiv in 15rj, Mk. shares with Mt. 
Less noticed but more noteworthy, are the uses of rare, poetic, 
or prophetic’ words (7 32 poyiha‘hov 8 23 BppaTa 25 nlhauy is )  
which may indicate a Christian ps&n or hymn ’as the basis d 
Mk.‘s tradition.1 

Mk. also contains ‘ stumbling-blocks ’ in the way of ,. Candour. weak believers, omitted in later Gospels, 
and not likely to have been tolerated, 

except in a Gospel of extreme antiquity. 
Fo: example (G 5 3 )  ‘He  was not a6Ze to do there any mighty 

work . (132 34) all d e  sick are brought to Jesus, hut he heals 
only dany whereas Mt. (816) says that he healed all, and Lk. 
(440) that he healed each one (;vi &&my) ; (320.21) his mother 
and brethren attempt to lay hands on him, on the ground that 
he was insane. (1035) an ambitious petition is imputed to 
James and Johh, instead of (as Mt.) to  their mother; (1544) 
Pilate ‘marvels’ at the speedy death of Jesus which might 
have been used to support the view (still maintained by a few 
modern critics) that Jesus had not really died : Mk. omits (6 7) 
the statement that Jesus gave power (as Mt. 101 Lk. 91) to his 
apostles to heal diseases;2 (824) he enumerates the different 
stages by which Jesus effected a cure, and describes the cure 
as at  first, only partial ; (1120) the fig-tree, instead of being 
w&hered up ‘immediately’ (as Mt. 2119 rapaxp ipa ) ,  is not 
observed to he withered till after the interval of a day. 

(iii.) /a. in Relation io the Triple3 Tma‘ition.-(a) 
Instances from the first part of Mk.-The following 

8. Jn. and comparisons will elucidate Jn.’s relation 
(It  will be found Tryg& that Jn. generally supports a combination 

~- -,- . of Mk. and Mt., and often Mk. alone, 

to the Triple Tradition. 

against Lk. ; the exceptions being in those 
passages which describe the relation of John the Baptist 
1n NlK. L-0. 

to Ch‘rist. There Jn. goes beyond Lk. ) 
Mk. 1 z j : ,  ‘As it is written in Isaiah, etc.’ If these prophecies, 

wrongly assigned to Isaiah are not an early interpolation, they 
are the only ones quoted b; the Evangelist inperson. Mt. and 
Lk. assign one of these prophecies to]eszis; Jn. assigns hoth to 
the Baptist, so as to emphasise the willing subordination of the 
latter (‘ I am [but] the voice’). 

Mk. ( 1 6 3 )  mentions no suspicion among the Jews that the 
Baptist might be the Messiah. Lk. mentions (315) a silent 
‘questioning‘ (that does not elicit a direct denial). Jn. adds a 
pu6Zic question (1 19) ‘Who, art thou?’ followed by a p746lic 
denid,  ‘ I a? not the‘christ. 

Mk.17: afir me.’ Rejected by Lk. (possibly as being 
liable to an interpretation derogatory to Jesus), but. thrice 
repeated by Jn. (115 27 30) in such a context as to tcstlfy to 
Christ’s precedence andpre-exirtence. 

Mk.18: ‘shall baptize you with fhe Holy Spirit,’ omitting 
‘andwithpre,:which is added by, Mt. and Lk. Jn. goes with 
Mk. (Jn. 133) : 

Mk 1 mentions ‘Jordan in connection with the baptism of 
Jesus: I! k. does not (though he does afterwards in his preface 
to the Temptation). Jn. (1 2s) does, with details of the place. 
(Note that Lk. never mentions the Synoptic ‘beyond ]ordun ; 

He it is that baptizeth with the Holy Spirit.’ 

1 I t  is beside the mark to reply that these words are used, 
occasionally, by classical prose writers. The point is, that 6ppa  
occurs in N T  only here a n d  in a iliik.-like account of6 l i~d-  
healing in Mt. 2034, whereas b48ahp.d.s occurs in  N T  a6out 
ninety times! In the canonical books of OT, 8ppa occurs only 
in Proverbs. Tqhaum’s occurs only here in NT, and only twice 
(apart from a leper’s ‘ 6right scab ’) in OT, and there in poetical 
passages. May~ha’hos (practically non-occurrent in Greek litera- 
ture, see Thayer) is found nowhere in the Bible, except in CBi of 
Is. 356, and in Mk.’s account of the man who had (Mk. 732) 
‘an impediment in his speech.’ 

2 I t  IS omitted also in 3 15 (where D and Ss. add it). 
3 The Darallel Dassaees of hft. and Lk. to Mk. will be found 

by referince to’Rusrbrooke’s Synopticon. I t  may he a5- 
sumed that in this section, Mt. agrees with htk., except 
where otherhse indicated. 
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Jn, has it thrice.) Lk. (322)) in describing the descent of the 
Spirit adds ‘ in a bodily shape.‘ Jn. implies that the descent 
ofthdspiri t  was (133) a sign to the Baptist alone and States 
that itpemranent& abode on Jesus. Thus he exc1;des ‘bodily 
shape,’-at all events in the ordinary sense. Lk. alone (1 36) 
had stated that the Baptist was connected with Jesus through 
family ties; Jy represents the Baptist a s  saying (133), ‘And I 
knew hiHx not. 

Mk. 1 qf: (possibly also &It.) leaves room for a n  interval after 
the Temptation, in which the reader may place Christ’s early 
teaching in Jerusalem before ‘John was betrayed. Lk. 414, 
omitting the mention of John, appears to leave mo  interval. Jn. 
repeatedly says, or imphes, that the early teaching took place 
(324 4 I 3) defpre the Zaptist was imprisoned. 

I have not come to, call the righteous, but the 
sinful. Lk. adds ‘to reDentance. Jn. #mer  zses the word 

bIk.,Sr7: 

‘ repentance.’ 1 
hsk. 3 z r  puts into the mouths of Christ’s household or friends 

the words (Yzr), ‘ H e  is beside A i n z s e l f ~ [ / u q ) ’ ;  Mt. and Lk. 
seem to transfer this to the multitudes. They render it ‘were 
astonished (?&rravro),’ or ‘ marueZied (;eaipauav).’ Jn. goes 
with Mk. in mentioning a charge of ‘madness’ ! [ p & m a ~ ) ,  and 
connecting it with the charge of possession (1020: ‘He hath a 
devil and is mad’). Mk.322-10 reueats the charee of the 
Pharisees, (a)  in thd form (3.z) ‘;Ye Lath Beelzebul,’&d (3 30) 
‘ N e  h t h  an unclean spirit ’ while adding (6) a milder for? 
(322): ‘ In the prince of the‘devils he casteth out the (devils. 
Mt. and Lk. reject (a) and adopt (a), defining ‘prince’ by 
‘Beelzebnl. In. aoes with Mk (In. lOzoX ‘ H e  hath a devil.’ 

Mk. 4~6.29 t h e  parable of th; seed that springeth up *he 
sower ‘ knoweth not how ’ is omitted by PvIt and Lk. Jn. &yes 
the essence of this in hiskescription of the birth from the Spirit, 
as to which, we (38) ‘know not whence if romcth and whithe? 
it goeik ’ apparently modelled on Eccles. 11 5A : ‘As  dhou 
kmwest‘not what is ~ J M  way ~f the wind (Tis i ir~br 70s 
~v&paros) ,  norhow the donesgrow in the wowzb of her ihat is 
with child, even so thou knowest not the work of God who’doeth 
all. In the morning sow thy seed and in the evening withhold 
not thine hand : for thou knows; not which shall prosper, this 
or that.’ 2 

Mk. 6 1-6 : ‘A prophet in his own country.’ Lk. alone connects 
this proverb with a visit to Nazareth, in which the Nazarenes 
try to ‘castjesus down aprecipice’. Jn. (444)connects it with 
a visit in which the Galileans ‘rcceivh’ Jesus. Cp NAZARETH. 

Here Lk., alone of the evangelists, represents 
Jesus as (91s) ‘praying (rrpouavj&lrsvov),’ and he does the Same 
in four other passages where Mk. and hlt. omit it. Jn. never 
uses the word 1rpouei?yeu8ar throughout his Gospel. 

(p)  Predictions of the Resurrection.--ils to these Mk. 
and Lk. give us a choice between two difficulties. 

(a) Mk. 9 TO (comp. also 9 32) says, that ‘ the disciples ques- 
tioned among themselves whaf was the meaning of rising from 

the dead Yet what could he clearer? In  
9. In predicting Lk. Cirist’s predictions of death and 
Resurrection. resirrection hegin with fulness of detail, 

which diriinishes US the Gospel proceeds; 
and the last prediction of death c o n t a F  a statement that (9 45) 
‘it was as it were veiled froin them. so whereas Mk. 
1428 (and Mt.) contains the predictiod6)‘i;te: I have been 
raised up, I will go before you t o  GaZilee,’ Lk. omits this; and 
subsequently, where Mk. (16 7) and Mt. repeat or refer to this 
promise, Lk. alters the words ‘ to  GaZiZee’ into ‘ whiZe he was 
yet in Galilee.’ 

Jn.’s relation to ( a )  and (6) is as follows in (a’) 
and (b‘). 

(a’) Jn. makes it obvious why the disciples conld not 
understand Christ’s predictions. 

Take the following :-(2 19) ‘Destroy this temple and in three 
days I will raise it up (:yep&)’ ; (3 14) ‘The Son ’of man must 
be Zifted up ( 6 q o B j v a ~ )  ; (1223) ‘The hour is come that the 
Son of man should be giorz$ed’ . (13 31) ‘ Now hath the Son of 
man deengZor~ed(bso~duB?):~ aAd God hath been glur@ed in 
him, and Gqd wiZZgZorify him in himself and wiZlstrai‘htway 
&4Yy him. Who was to conjecture that, when Jesus spoke of 
being ‘ lzffcd zCp from the earth,’ he said this (12 33), ‘ signifying 
( q p a l v w v ) 4  by what death he was (ijpshhcv) to die’? or that 

hfk. 8 27-29. 

1 ‘Call,’ used by ,Lk. 41 times Mt. 26, Mk. only 4, is used 
by Jn. only twice. Righteous ($lmLor)’-frequent in Mt. and 
Lk. (but only twice in Mk.), to describe ‘one who observes the 
law’-is used but thrice in Jn. and then in the higher Platonic 
sense (1’125 ‘ 0 righteous Fathe;,’ and see 5 30 724). ‘ A p a p r w M ~ ,  
17 times in Lk., only II times in hft. and Mk. together, occurs 
only 4 tiTes in Jn., and nene7 except in the conversation of 
‘tAeJews. Jn. differs in expression from Mk. and Rlt. ; but 
he differs far  ~ l z o r e ~ u ~ t  Lk .  

2 Similarly, i: the Logiaof Behnesa(see& 86), ‘Raise thestone 
cleave the tree, Je?us-while mainly referring to the Baptist’; 
doctrine about raising UD stones as children to Abraham. and 
about cutting down tge barren tree of Jewish formalism-may 
possibly have had in his mind Eccles. 109. 
3 The aorist cannot be exactly expressed in English : ‘ hath 

been’ is nearer to the meaning than ‘ was.’ 
4 ‘Signifying ‘-i.e., representingunderafigure or ‘sign’(-w&4 

no  one understoodat the time). In 21 18 the cross is ‘signified’ 
more clearly by the ‘stretching out ’ of the ‘hands ’ ; but no 
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<glorify’ meant ‘glorifying’ the Father, and hence the Son, by 
the supreme sacrifice on the Cross? No one can d e y  that these 
were what Jesus calls ‘ dark sayings (~aroi;~tiui) .  ‘l’rue, the 
disciples contradicted him : (16 29) ‘ Behold at this iifuinent ( v h )  
speakest thou clearly and utterest no dark saying. But they 
were wrong. 

Jn. seems to say, therefore, not that Christ’s teaching, 
thoughclear, was ‘concealed’ (Lk. 945) from the disciples 
supernaturally, but rather that it was necessnrily nZtogelJier 
beyond thein till the Spirit was given. Imbued with the 
popular belief that resurrection must imply resurrection 
in a fleshly form, visible to friends and enemies alike. 
how could they at  present apprehend a spiritual resurrcc- 
tion, wherein the risen Christ must be shaped forth by 
the Spirit, and brought forth after sorrow like that of 
(1621) ‘the woman when she is in travail?’ 
Mk. and Mt. seem to have read i n to  the utterances 

of Jesus detnib harrowed from subsepuent facts o r  con- 
trouzysies. Towards these, Lk. and Jn. take different 
attitudes 
Lk., starting a t  first in accord with the Synopt!c Tradition, 

gradually drops more and more of the definite prcdictioiis ; and 
a t  last, when confronted with the words, ‘ After I am raised, I 
will go before you into Galilee,’ omits the promise altogether. 
Jn., on the contrary, recognises that the predictions of Christ 
were of a general nature, though expressed in Scriptural types. 

Jn.,and Lk. differ also in their attitudes towards Scripture a s  
‘proving’ the Resurrection. Lk. represents the two travellers 
a s  blind to the risen Saviour, till he (2427) ‘interpreted to tkctrr 
iir uZZ the Scriptures the things concerning himself.’ Jn. 
expressly says that the belief of the beloved disciple precede4 
the knowledge of the Scriptures: (208) ‘And he saw and 
believed ; for not even ye t  did they know the Scripture, how 
that he must needs rise from the dead. 

In the light of Jn., returning to Mk.’s statement that the 
disciples discussed together ‘what the ri&Kfrons the dead 
might mean,’ we have only to suhstitute ‘this’ for ‘the,’ and i t  
becomes intelligible. Every one knew what ‘rising from the 
dead’ meant. But they did not know the meaning of this kind 
of rising from the dead -Le., what Christ said about his 
reszwuection. 

(6’) The promise (Mk.1428 and Mt.), ‘ I  will go 
before you to GaGZee,’ occurs in close connection with 
Peter’s profession that he will not desert Jesus. Jn. has, 
in the same connection ( 1 4 ~ ) ,  ’ I go to prepare apZace 
for you.’ 

This leads us to lpok elsewhere for a confusion between 
‘Galilee’ and ‘place. Comparing l‘Ik.118 with Lk. 437, we 
find that Lk. has, instead of ‘The whole mppl,ppor of Galilee,’ 
the words ‘ every place of the repi,yopoc’ (so also in Lk. 7 17, 
?ra‘ug rfi m p ~ & p y  stands where we should expect w a ‘ q  r c  Fah.: 
so Chajes [Markus-studies, 131, who also independently offers 
the same theory [double meaning of h!$ to account for Lk. 4 37). 
In Mk. 3 7, Lk. omits ‘Galilee.’ The question, then, arises, 
whether, the original, may have been some word signifying 
‘region, or ‘place which (I) lWk.-Mt. interpreted to 
mean ‘Galilee,’ ( 2 )  Jn. ‘the place (of my Father)’ or ‘the 
(holy) piace,’ while (3) Lk. found the tradition so obscure 
that he omitted it altogether. Now the word n$$;, a longer 
form of %; (‘Galilee’), is used to mean (Josh. 22 1.3) ‘region.’ 
Again, Mt. 2s 16, ‘to Galilee to the nzonntain where he ajjoided 
for them,’ suggests two trjditions, (I) ‘Galilee,’ (2) ‘appointed 
mountaim’l Lastly, hesidrs many passages (Acts1 2 5 .  Ign. 
M a p .  5 .  Barn. 19 I ; Clem.Rom. § 5 ,  rbv b ( ~ ~ h 6 p e ~ o ~  k ~ o v ,  
and also ; b y  Zyiov r6rov) where Jn.’s word ~ 6 a o r  is used, with 
a n  attribute, to mean ‘place (in the next world),’ Clem.Alex. 
(p. 978, r a p &  r 6 r w  K ~ T E ~ X O Y T D ) ,  uses the word absolutely of 

8 1 1  thi; leads to the inference [which is highly 
probable as regards ‘Galilee,’ and which further knowledge 
might render equally probable as regards ‘place’] that an expres- 
sion, misunderstood by Mk. and Mt. as meaning ‘Galilee,’ and 
omitted by Lk. because he could not understand it at  all, was 
understood by Jn. to mean [my Father’s ‘place,’i.e.l ‘Paradise.’ 
In any case we have here a tradition of Mk. and hlt., rejected 
by Lk., but’spiritualised by Jn. in such a way as to throw light 
on the different views taken by Lk. and Jn. of Christ’s sayings 
about his resurrection. 

one is said to have understood the ‘stretching out,’ and the 
context almost compels us to suppose that it was not understood. 

1 In I Sam. 2020, where MSS of d have a corrupt reproduc- 
tion of maf?ZrZh, Sym. has uuv.rerayp$vov (r6irov) ‘appointed 
place.’ Also compare Mt. 28 10, ‘Go tell my brethren to 
depart to Galilee,’ with Jn. 20 17, ‘GO to my brethren and say 
unto them I ascend Unto  my Fathcr. Does not this indicate 
that what ’Mt. understood as meaning ‘Galilee’ or ‘appointed 
mountain ‘ Jn. understood as meaning ‘heaven’? This points 
to some briginal capahle of being expressed by ‘the place,’ 
‘the holy place,’ ‘ thy (place) of the Father,’ ‘the Mountain,’ 
‘the Holy Mountain. 
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(y) Deviations of Lk. from Mk. (or Mk.-Mt.) caused 

lo. In correcting by obscurity, appear to be corrected, 
Lk.,s deviations. or omissions supplied, by Jn., in 

the followine instances :- 
0 

Mk. (11 7 &a‘@iuw) and Mt. say that Jesus ‘ sa t  on the ass’. 
Lk. first coAfused <~a‘@iusv with ;ndOiuav,l and then substituted 
for the latter the unambiguousirrcSiBauav ‘they put him thereon.’ 
Jn. (12 14, < K ~ @ L U ~ Y )  goes with Mk. The Synoptists all mention 
‘garments,’ pl,aced on the ass and strewn in the road. But Mk. 
and Mt. mention also the ‘strewing’ of branches (Mt. KA&SOUS) 
-Mk., however, calling them mi@bSas, a word that mostly 
means ‘ litter,’ or ‘grass and straw used for 6edding or for 
the stufing of 7 mattress. This Lk. omits. Joh i  inserts 
:palm-branches (without mentioning ‘garments ’), but in a 

ifferent context: (1213) ‘They took (in their hands) the 
dranches of the palm trees (TA Bata TGV ~ O L V ~ K ~ V ) ,  and went 
forth to meet him.’z 

Whether Jn. or Mk. was right or whether both were right 
is not now the question. 
tradition of Mk. possibly as being difficult, Jn. modifies it, or 
substitutes a kindred one. 

The p&nt is that where Lk. omits 

Mk.’s (143-9) account of the anointing of Jesus by a woman 
is either omitted by Lk. (736-50), or placed much earlier and 
greatly modified the woman being called ‘ a  sinner,’ and the 
host being descdbed as ‘Simon ’ a ‘Pharisee.’ Mk. and Mt., 
however, call him ‘Simon the ieper,’ and Jn. (12 1-7) suggests 
that the house belonged to Lazarus and his sisters. I t  is 
not impossible that the difference may be caused by some clerical 
error. Chajes, oj. cit. 74J, accounts for ‘Simon the leper’ by 
aconfusion between yijsn, ‘the pious’=‘the Essene,’andyiiXn, 

the leper.’ May there have heensome further confusion between 
yiign and i iys ‘Lazarus’? Jn. apparently guards the reader 
against supposing the woman to he a sinner, by telling us (11 I J )  
that it WAS Mary, the sister of Lazarus.3 
(6) The Passover and the Lord’s Supper.-The 

Synoptists and especially Lk seem to represent the Cruci- 
fixion as dccurrinp after. In. & occurrine before. the Paschal 

-meal.‘ ?here are traces of a.confusion in 
Lk. between the Day of Preparation and 

I t  was one thing to 
(Mk. 14 12 and Mt.) ‘prepare to eat the Pass- 

over,’ and another to (Lk. 228) ‘prepare the Passover that we 
may eat it,’ which Lk. substitutes for the former. Also Mk. 
14 17, b+ap yevopivqr (which Mt. adjusts to a different context, 
and Lk. omits) indicates that Mk.’s original tradition may have 
agreed with Jn.’s view: for no one would have been abroad a t  
or after sunset when the Passovermealwas to be eaten. Thougd 
Mk. a id  Mt. ’in parts unquestionably sanction Lk.’s view. they 
do not express it so decidedly as Lk., and they contain slight 
traces of an older tradition indicating that the Last Supper 
was on the Day of Preparation. 

I.  Mk. 14 18 ‘ One of you shall betray me, he that eat& 
(&+w) with L e  ’ was perhaps a shock to some believers, as 
indicating that JLdas partook of the bread. Mt. omi,ts the 
italicised words, retaining Mk.’s more general phrase, while 
they were eating.’ Lk. omits ‘eating,’ having simply, ‘ the 
hand of him that is to betray me is with me on the table.’ Jn. 
(13 18) quotes Ps.419 ‘He  thaf eateth my bread . . . ,’and 
sfiecialZv mentions 7;das as receivine the (1326) ‘SOD’ from 

11. In the 
Last Supper. the Day of Passozw. 

- . . _  
Christ’gown hands. 

2. Mk. 1420 (and Mt.) ‘ H e  that dippeth his hand in the dish 
with me’ will be the iraitor, is omitted by Lk. Jn. com- 
bines a modification of this with the foregoing; Jesus (1326) ‘ dips the sop’ and gives it to Judas. 

3. Lk. differs from Mk. pnd Mt. in (;) mentioning the 
meal (apparently) as (228). the Passover ; (2 )  mentioning 
a ‘cup’ which Jesus(ib. 17) ‘received’ befyre the meal, and 
bade the disciples ‘distribute to one another Q3) inserting the 
words (i6. ~g), ‘ Do this a s  a memorial of me ’ (4) mentioning 
a second cup, that was (i6. zo), ‘after sup er ’ f4  (5) speaking of 
the CUD as (i6. 20) ‘ the new covenant. 1 In  all these points 

1 Or thc confusion may have arisen from a Hebrew original, 
in uhich the active voize was mihtaken for the causative, a 
coinnio11 error in Qi5, and one that may explain several deviations 
of‘Lk. from RIk.-hlt. 

2 Sume havc explained ‘the’ as meaning ‘the branches of the 
(well-kriown) palm t r e e  (of the ncighbourliuod). More pro. 
balJy JII. mcant ‘ thz p;ilin-hranchea, used in processions of 
wclcome and religious triumph,’ as when Simoii (I hlacc. 13 5 1 )  
entered ‘the tower in Jerusalem’ in triumph ‘with raise atid 
palm-branches (nlvdurws Kai @ a h ) , ’  and as wils t i e  regular 
custom a t  the feait of TaLernaclrs (Lev. 2340). in which the 
‘ buridlci ’ of palm-branches and other twigs were ([for. H e h .  
on 111. 21 9 )  .haken formally during the recit;ition of certain 
parts of 1’: I18 and su closely associited with (1%. l l h  z j )  

Husanna, tha; the bundle itself was sometimes called a 
‘Hosanna.‘ But cp HUSASYA. 

3 Uk. says that Jesus said (146) i+rc a;&, ‘ Let her alone.’ 
A very slight change (.E being often -01 in MSS) would alter 
this to a+(t)cTa( ai+ -;.e., dCpisvrat or d+c;rar a 6 r i  (‘[her 
sins] are forgiven her,’ or ‘she is forgiven ’), which is what Lk. 
1 4 8  has it1 the form dgiwrrat. 

4 As regards(r), Lk. 22 15, ‘ I  ha~L.d~sirmd(lrrTeiJ11u(I) . . . to 
eat this passo7w-,’ might have beeu originally used (however 
interpreted by 1.k.) of desire not dcstieed to be fulfiiled’ (as in 
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Lk. amplifies and dignifies while Jn. appears to subordinate, 
the circumstances of the LAst Supper. What Jn. had to say 
about the feeding on the flesh and blood of the Saviour, he 
pla,ced earlier, in the synagogue at Capernaum. There Jesus 
insists, (663) ‘the words YripaTa) that I have spoken to $ou are 
spirit and are life ’ and, theflesh profiteth nothing.’ Now he 
reiterates this d o c h e  (13 IO), ‘ye are clean (KaBapoi), but not 
aZZ.’ This, when compared with (15 3), ‘ye are clean ( n d a p o i )  
decause of the word that (have spoken untoyou,’ indicates that 
participating in the bread and wine and washing of fcet was 
useless except so far as it went with spiritual participation in 
‘the h‘ojord’ himself. A climax of warning is attained by 
making Judas receive the devil when he receives the bread 
dipped in wine by the hand of Jesus. 

4,. Jn. avoids the ambiguous Synoptic word ‘covenant’ 
‘will,’ or ‘testament (SLaS<q),’ and makes it clear, throughodt 
the final discourse, that he regards the Spirit as a pyt (or 
legacy) that implies nothing of the nature of a bargain or 
compact. 

5. Mk. 14 27 (and Mt.; but Lk. om.) ‘All ye shall be caused to 
stumble; for it is written, I will smite the Shepherd, and the 
sheep shall be scattered abroad,’ was likely to cause a ‘scandal 
-as though God could ‘smite’ his son. This may be seen 
from Barnabas, who gives the prophecy thus : (5 IT A) ‘ I\ hen 
they [i.e. the Jews] shall smife,theiv own shepherd, then shall 
perish the sheep of the flock. Jn. while retaining Christ’s 
prediction that the disciples shouid be (ltigz) ‘scattered ’ 
effectively destroys the ‘scandal’ by adding that, even wheh 
abandoned by them he would not be abandoned by the Father 
@.), ‘And yet I am’not alone, because the Father is with me.’ 

(e)  The Passion.-The facts seem to be as follows :- 
I. Mk.1442 and Mt. place the words, ‘Arise let us go’ at  

Lk. omits all that intervenks between (a)  
Mk. 14 38 Watch and pray. . . temptation,’ 
and (6) Mk. 1442 ‘Arise, let us go,’ having 

Passion. merely (2246) ‘Stand u j  and pray . . . 
temptation.’ Now ‘to stand (lay)’ was 

‘nothing else than to pray’ (Hor. Helr. 2 142). But ‘stand 
might also mean ‘watch ’ cp Neh. 73. Lk. may have considered 
(6) a duplicate of (a), &king the meaning to he ‘stand fast and 
pray.‘ Jn. places the words ‘Arise, let us go,’ at the moment 
when Jesus feels the approach, not of Judas, hut of (14 30J) ‘ the ’ i. Lk. omits all) mention of the ‘binding’ of Jesus. Ye1 
early Christian writers (e.g. Melito) regarded it as a symbolical 
act, being performed in the case of the intended sacrifice of 
Isaac, the prototype of Christ (Gen. 22 9). Jn. inserts it (18 IZ), 
as does Mk. 15 I (and Mt.). 

3. Lk. speaks of (PZ 52) ‘generals (UT aTqyo6s) of the temple.’ 
Jn. says (18 IZ), ‘The chiliarch and &e officers of the Jew?’ 
Lk. has loosely (3 2 )  ‘ Annas aAd Caiaphas ’ as ‘high priests : 
Jn. say; that (lk13) Caiaphas was high priest, and Annas his 
father-in-law. 

the arrival of Judas. 

12. In the 

rznce ofthe world who liasjlrst takenpossession ofJudas. 

4. According to Mk. 14 55-60 false witnesses asserted that 
Jesus had declared that he’would destroy the temple. 
Mt. alters ‘would’ into was &le, and implies that, though 
what had been previously testified was false this may have been 
true.1 Lk. omits the whole. In  his timk the destruction of 
the temple by the Romans was accepted by Christians as a 
divine retaliation. which mieht he reearded as inflicted bv 
Jesus himself, so’thaf he might wish avoid saying that thk 
testimony was ‘false. ,J”. says in effect, ‘Some words about 
destroying “the temple had been uttered by Jesus (2 19); but 
they referred to “the temple of his body.” And the /ews were 
the-“destroyers.”’ 

5. Mk. 15 6 (and Mt.) says that it was the custom to 
release a malefactor a t  the feast. Lk. omits this. Jn. not 
only inserts it, but adds that Pilate himself (1839)reminded the 
Jews of it. 

6. Mk.1516-io (and Mt.) mentipns the (purple or scarlet) 
‘robe and the ‘crown of thorns. Lk. omits these striking 
incidgnts-for what reason, it is difficult to say2  Jn. inserts 
both of them. 

7. Mk 1465 alone of the Synoptists mentions ‘blows with 
the flat ‘hand” ((;arrlupaTa ; in Qi5, oniy in Is. 506). Jn. also 
mentions them19 3 (and cpl8zz). 

(0 Conclusion and Exceptions.-The instances above 
enumerated might be largely supplemented. The 
13. Conclusion. conclusion from them is that-setting 

aside ( I )  descriptions of possession, 
and other subjects excluded from the Johannine pro- 
vince,3 (2) allusions to John the Baptist, (3)  a few 
passages where Jn., accepting Lk.’s development, 

Mt.13 17 Lk. 17 12). Also (3) and (4) and (5) may be interpola- 
tions (but more probably early additions, made in a later edition 
of the work) frox I Cor. 1123-25, or (more probably) from 
tradition. 

1 D and Ss. destroy this possibility by reading ‘two fa& 
witnesses.’ 

2 Barnabas (7 )  connects them with the scapegoat. Possibly 
this connection may have seemed to Lk. objectionable. 

8 The miracle (Mk. 11 13 Mt. 21 19) of the Withered Fig Tree 
may come under this head. It has a close resemblance to Lk.’s 
(136) parable of the Fig Tree. 
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carries it a stage further, Jn. scarce& ever agrees with 
Lk. ,  as azainst hfk . ,  whilst he very freguently steps in to 
support, or explain by modifying, some obscure o r  harsh 
statement of Mk., omitted by Lk. 

Two important exceptions demand mention :- 
(a) Mk.1525, ‘ I t  was the third hour and they crucified 

him,’ is omitted by Mt. and Lk and con- 
14. Exceptions. tradicted indirectly by Jn. 19 14: ‘ I t  was 

about the sixth1 hour’ (when Pilate pro. 
nounced sentence). Mk. may have confused F (‘sixth’) wit? 
r (‘third’). 
may be due to a similar confusion.] Or the sentence may be out 
of place and should come later, describing the death of Jesus 
a s  occurring when :it was the Uird hourfrom the lime when 
they crucified him. How easily confusion might spring up, 
may be seen from the Acts of John (12) ‘when he was hanged 
on the bush of the cross in  the sixth Lou? of the day (&pas ;K;(~vc 
+prvijs)darkness was over all the land. First, ~ K T W ,  ‘sixth 
might be mistaken for BK Gs ‘from the’ (or vice versa); then 
a numeral would have to be’supplied. Or d~ Gs might be 
repeated (or dropped) before &T~s. In Mk. 15 33, D, which 
elsewhere gives ~ K T O S  in full, has an unusual symbol L. 

Lk., and Jn. 
t o  be in error, and that Jn. corrected by inseAion what Mt. 
and Lk. corrected by omission. 

(6) Mk. 14 30, f Before the cock crow twice thrice thou shalt 
deny me,’ is given by Mt. and Lk. with t )e  omission of 
‘twice. This is remarkable because ‘ twice enhances the 
miraculousness of the predidtion. May not Mk. be based on 
a Semitic original, which gave the saying thus, ‘ Before the cock 
crow, twice and thrice’ (=repeatedly, see Job 3329 405)? Jn. 
(1338) accepts Lk.’s modification of Mt., but with aslight varia- 
tion-‘the cock shall not crow, until such time as thou deny 
me thrice (&os 03 dpvijq p e  rpis).’ 

Here Jn. accepts, but‘ improves on, the Synoptic correction of 
Mk., who, though perhaps literally correct, does not represent 
the spirit of what Jesus said. 

[In I Macc. 637 the impossible ‘twoand thirty 

The conclusion is that Mk. seemed to Mt. 

111. DOUBLE TRADITIONS. 
The Double Traditions include what is common to 

(i. ) Mk. and Mt., (ii. ) Mk. and Lk., (iii. ) ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ f :  Mt. and Lk. . The last of these is so much 

Mk.-Mt. fuller than (i.) or (E.) that it may be con- 
veniently called ‘ The Double Tradition.’ 

(i.) iMR. and Mt. ; 3n. in rebtion to Mk. and Mt.- 
Much of this has been incidentally discussed above, 
under the head of the Triple Tradition : and what has 
been said there will explain why Lk. and Jn. omit Mk. 
1 6 a  and 624-29 (accounts of the Baptist), 913 (‘Elias 
is come already’), 1534-36 ( ‘  He calleth for Elias’).S 
Lk.’s omission of a long and continuous section of Mk. 
(645-8z1)-including (a), Christ’s walking on the Sea, 
(6), the doctrine about ‘ things that defile,’ and (c), about 
‘the children’s crumbs,’ (d), the feeding of the Four 
‘Thousand, ( e ) ,  acomparison between this and the feeding 
of the Five Thousand, and (f), the dialogue (see § 39 n. ) 
following the doctrine of ‘ leaven ’ -may indicate 
that Lk. knew this section as existing in a separate 
tradition, which, for some reason, he did not wish 
t o  include in his Gospel. Most of it may be said 
to belong to ‘the Doctrine of Bread,’ as taught 
in Galilee. Jn. also devotes a section of his Gospel to 
.a ‘ doctrine of Bread ’ (but of quite a different kind from 
Mk.’s), concentrating attention on Christ as the Bread. 
Lk. also omits (Mk. 943-47) ‘ the cutting off of hand and 
foot,’ and (Mk. 102-9) the discussion of the enactments 
of Moses concerning divorce-the former, perhaps, as 
being liable to literal interpretation, the latter, as being 
.out of date. The ambitious petition (Mk. 1035-40) 
.of the sons of Zebedee, Christ’s rebuke (Mk. 832J) of 
Peter as Satan, and the quotation (Mk. 14z7), ‘ I  will 
smite the shepherd,’ Lk. may have omitted, as not 
tending to edification. In the discourse on ‘the last 
day’ Lk. omits a great deal that prevents attention 
from being concentrated on the destruction of Jerusalem 
as exactly fulfiling the predictions of Christ; but 
especially he omits (Mk. 133z), ‘of this hour the Son 
knoweth not.’ 

1 Attempts have been made, but in vain (see Classical Review, 

8 The parallel a$sages in Mt. can be ascertained by refer- 

3 For the Withering of the Fig-Tree (Mk. 11 I ~ O )  see 0 13 n. 

18 4, p. z43), to prove that Jn.’s ‘sixth hour’ meant 6 A.M. 

ence to Rushbroofe’s Synopiicon. 
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It must be added that, both in this Double Tradition 

and (to a less extent) in those parts of the Triple 
Tradition where Lk. makes omissions, Mk. and Mt. 
generally agree more closely than where Lk. intervenes. 
The phenomena point to a common document occasion- 
ally used by Mk. and Mt., and, where thus used, 
avoided by Lk. and also by Jn. The Walking on the 
Water is an exception to Jn.’s general omission. The 
Anointing of Jesus (since Lk. has a version of it) has 
been treated above as part of the Triple Tradition.’ 

(ii.) Mk. and Lk.; Jn. in relation to Mk. and Lk. 
Mk.-Lk. is very brief. The larger portion of it relates 
16. Mk.-Lk. to exorcism, Mk. I 21-25 938-40 (and note 

the close agreement between Mk. and 
Lk. as to the exorcism of the Legion,’ a name omitted 
by Mt. in his account of it). There are also accounts 
of Jesus (Mk. 135-38 45) retiring to solitude, and of 
people flocking to him from (38) Tyre and Sidon. A 
section of some length attacks the Pharisees, as (Mk. 12 
38-40) ‘ devourers of widows’ houses,’ and prepares the 
(Mk. 1239=Mt. 236) way for (Mk. 1241-44) the story of 
the widow’s mite. In the later portions of the Gospel, 
Lk. deviates from Mk. (as Mt. approximates to Mk.),  
returning to similarity in the Preparation for the Pass- 
over (Mk. 14 12-16), but from this point deviating more 
and more. 

Lk.’s insertion of what may be called the ‘widow- 
section,’ is consistent with the prominence given by him 
to women and to poverty (see below, § 39). 

(iii.) Mt. and Lk2 or, ‘ The Double Tradition’ ; (a) 
17. The double the Acts of the Lord, ( b )  the Words of 

th7$%e Acts of the Lord are con- 
fined to ( u )  the details of the Tempta- 

tion and ( p )  the healing of the Centurion’s servant. 
(a),Mk. gives no detailed account of a Temptation, hut just 

nientions it adding (1 13) ‘and the angels were ministering 
(6s.dvovv);ohim’-i.e., apparentlyduring the Temptation ; Mt. 
says that after the departure of the devil ‘ angels approxhed 
and 6ezaA to minister (r oc+jhOov  ai GLVK~VOUV) unto him ; Lk. 
mentions no ‘angels.’ fn. omits all temptation of Jesus, but 
suggests (1 51) that ‘angels were always ascending and descend- 
ing on the Son of man,’ and that, in course of time, the eyes of 
the disciples would be opened todiscern them. 

(6) As regards the healing, some assert that Jn. (446-53) does 
not refer to the event described by Mt.(8913)and Lk.(7r-g). 
But if so it can hardly be denied that he, knowinx their 
accdzmt, dm in$uenced6y it in inserting in his Gospel another 
case of healing, resembling the former in being performed (I) a t  
a distance, (2) on the child (apparently) of a foreigner, and (3) 
near Capernaum. Mt. and Lk. differ irreconcileably.3 Jn., 

1 Space hardly admits mention of the possiblereasons for Lk.’s 
several omissions. Some of these passages (e.g., the practical 
abrogation of the Levitical Law of meats in Mk. 724-30) may 
have seemed to him to point to a later period, such as that in 
Actslog-16, where Christ abrogated the Law by a special 
utterance to Peter. Again in the Doctrine of Bread, while 
(Mk. 7 28) ‘ crumbs ’ and (ML. 8 15) ‘ leaven ’ are used spiritually 
loaves’ and (Mk. 8 14) ‘one loaf’ are used literally ; and thi; 

mixture of the literal and metaphorical may have perplexed Lk 
especially if he interpreted the miracle of the Fig-Tree met;: 
phorically, and was in doubt as to the literal or metaphorical 
meaning of the Walking on the Water. Some passages he may 
also have omitted a5 du licates, eg., the Feeding of the Four 
lhousand. As regards ‘leaven,’ Lk.’s insertion (121 ‘which is 
hypocrisy’), if authentic, is fatal to the authenticityof Mk. 817.20. 
Perhaps the original was simply ‘ Beware of leaven,’ and the ex- 
planation, ,-&en ajfer the nrisunderstanding,, was ‘ Beware of 
,the leaven of the Pharisees-Le., hypocrisy. The rest was 
evangelistic teaching (‘ How could Jesus mean real leaven and 
real bread when he could feed his flock with the leaven of heaven 
at  his pleasure?’) inserted first as a parenthesis (perhaps about 
the Son of man or the Son of God), and then transferred to the 
text in the first person. The variation of Mt. 169-12 ftom Mk. 
suggests that the words were not Christ’s. 

Jn. i?serts thenarrative of Jesus walking on the Sea but adds 
expressions (6 16 21) borrowed from Ps. 10723 ‘go dtwn to the 
sea ’ and (2.30) ‘ t h i  haven where they would ie,’ which increase 
the symbolism of a story describing the helplessness of the 
Twelve, when, for a short time, they had left their master. Jn. 
omits the statement (Mk. and Mt.) that Jesus constrained the 

its ‘Acts.’ 

_______ ~ _ __  

disciples to leave him. 
2 The passages referred to in this section will be found in 

Rushhrooke’s Synopticon, arranged in Mt.’s order. 
3 D and Diatess. omit Lk. 7 7a ‘Wherefore neither thought I 

myself worthy to come unto thee,’ thus harmonising Lk. with 
Mt., who says that the man did come to Jesus. . 
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while correcting both Evangelists in some respects, and especially 
in tacitly (448) denying that Jesus ‘marvelled,’ corrects Lk. 
more particularly by stating (I) that the man came to Jesus ( 2 )  

~ that Jesus pronoLnced a word, or promise of healing (3) ;hat 
the child was healed ‘ in tha t  hour,’ and (i) by makin; it clear 
that the patient was not a servant but a son.1 In the first tbree 
points, Jn. agrees with Mt. ; in the fourth, he interprets Mt. ; 
in all, he differs from Lk. 

( a )  The Words of the Lord are differently arranged 
by Mt. and Lk. Mt. groups sayings according to 
18. Its, Words., their subject matter. Lk. avows in 

his preface (13)  an intention to write 
‘ in (chronological) order,’ and he often supplies for a 
saying a framework indicating the causes and circum- 
stances .that called it forth. Sometimes, however, he is 
manifestly wrong in his chronological arrangement, e.2. , 
whenheplaces Christ’s mourning over Jerusalem (1334 35) 
early, and in Galilee, whereas Mt. (2337-39) places it in 
the Temple at the close of Christ’s teaching2 

It  was 
perhaps on the principle of ‘ grouping ’ that Mt. added 
to the shorter version of the Lord’s Prayer the words, 
‘ thy will be done, as in heaven so on earth,’ as having 
been in part used by Jesus on another occasion (Mt. 
2 6 4 ~ ) . ~  Mt.’s other addition, ‘ Deliver us from the evil 
one,’ is not indeed recorded as having been used by 
Jesus elsewhere, but it resembles the prayer of Jesus for 
his disciples in Jn. 17 15 : ‘ keep them from the evil 
one’ (and cp z Tim. 418). On Lk.’s changes, see 
LORD’S PRAYER ; they adapt the prayer for daily use, 
and indicate that Lk. follows a later version of the 
prayer in his alterations, but an earlier version in his 
omissions.4 ;, 

Tk.e exactly simiZarpussases in the Double Tradition 
are for the most part of a prophetic or historical char- 
acter. Some describe the relations between John the 
Baptist and Christ ; another calls down woe on Chorazin ; 
another, in language that reminds us of the thoughts, 
though not of the words of Jn., thanks God for revealing 
to babes what He has hidden from the wise and 
prudent ; another pours forth lamentations over doomed 
Jerusalem. Others, such as, ‘But know this, that if 
the goodman,’ etc., and ‘Who then is the faithful and 
just steward,’ etc., appear to have an ecclesiastical 
rather than an individual reference, at all events in their 
primary application. All these passages were especially 
fitted for reading in the services of the Church, and 
consequently more likely to have been soon committed 
to writing. On the other hand, those sayings which 
have most gone home to men’s hearts and have been 
most on their lips, as being of individual application, 
seem to have been so early modified by oral tradition 
as to deviate from exact agreement. Such are, ‘The  
mote and the beam ’ ; ‘ Ask and it shall be given unto 
you ’ : ‘ Take no thought for the morrow ’ ; ‘ Fear not 
them that kill the body’ ; ‘Whosoever shall confess,’ 
etc. ; ‘ He that loveth father or mother more than me,’ 
etc. ; and note, above all, the differences in the Lord’s 
Prayer. As Lk. approaches the later period of Christ’s 
work, he deviates more and more both from Mt. and 

1 Mt. 86 mentions r aE ,  which may mean ‘child,’ but more 
often means ‘ servant’ in such a phrase as b rrak gou, avrou 
etc. See (RV) Mt. 121s ‘my servant’; Acts3 13,’ his Sprvant 
(marg. or ‘ Child ’). J:. has repeatedly (446 47 50) vlds ‘son,’ but finally recurs to Mt. s 
word (4 51), ‘his child (nais) liveth ’ (the only instance in which 
Jn. uses =a%). 
2 The reason for Lk.’s transposition is probably to be fpund in 

the last words of the passage, ‘Ye shall not see me, until ye 
shall say, BZessed is he tha t  cometh in the name of the Lord,’ 
words uttered by the crowd (Lk. 19 38) welcoming Jesus on his 
entrance into ]erusalcm. Lk. probably assumed that the 
prediction referred to thispavticuZar utterance, and must, there- 
fore, have been made sometime before it-ie., before the entrance 
into Jerusalem. 

3 Cp I Macc.360 RV: ‘As may be the will in heaven, so 

The Lord‘s Prayer (Mt. 69-13 Lk. 112-4). 

Lk: mentions (7 z) SoSAos ‘ servant. 

shall he do.’ 
4 Cp Lk. 9 23 : ‘If any one wishes to come (i‘pxdar) after 

me, . . . let him take up his cross daily,’ where Lk. substitutes 
the present infin. for Mk.’s and Mt.’s dhSeiv, and inserts ‘daily. 
in order to adapt the precept to the inculcation of the dairy dgty 
of a Chuistian. 

from Mk.. perhaps because there was a Judsean as well as 
a Galilean tradition of the life of Jesus, and Lk., towards 
the close of his history, depended mainly on the former. 

The PuradZes, owing to their length and number 
(and perhaps their frequent repetition in varied shapes 

19 Its by Jesus himself, and by the apostles after 
par&les. the resurrection), would naturally contain 

more variations than are found in the 
shorter Words of the Lord. The parable of the Sower, 
coming first in order, and having appended to it a 
short discourse of Jesus (Mk. 4 r r J )  that might 
seem intended to explain the motive of the parabolic 
teaching,l might naturally find a place in the Triple 
Tradition. But this privilege was accorded to no other 
parable except that of the Vineyard, which partakes of 
the natwe of prophecy. 
. The longer discourses of the Double Tradition show traces o f  

a Greek document, often in rhythmical and almost poetic style. 
Changes of words such as ‘ 6dA  uav for &eOdpvuav, pauLhs;s 
for BiKaLoL, &hahare  for ?Kd$au&, u~rop&p~ov for rpo+ljv, 
daiurov for h o ~ p r ~ i r v ,  may indicate merely an attempt to render 
more exactly a word in the original; but such substitutions as 
(Lk. 1327)&8~~iafor(Mt. 723)bvopia, and(Lk.1113) ‘[theIHoly 
Spirit’ for (Mt. 711) ‘good things,’may indicate doctrinal pur- 
pose. The original of Lk. 11 13 was perhaps (i) lrav ayaeov (as 
Ja. 117),(ii)niZaya8ov, (iii)nZayLou(asinPs. 14310 ‘thyspiritis 
good,’ rb dyrov [Kc.a RT] d -ph) .  Lk. appears to have the older 
version when he retains (L 1426) ‘hate his father,’ Mt. (1037) 
‘love more than me. 

Other variations indicate a corruption or various interpretation 
of a Greek original (not, of course, precluding a still earlier 
Hebrewsone): e.g., Mt. lOz9Sdo upov0iabuuapiauwas probably 
in Lk.‘s text mpav@ia ,3 auuapLou which he read as 6 auuaprtj i e., 
‘for two farthings,’ and then he added F (‘five ’) before urp&ia 
to complete the sense. Perhaps a desire to make straightforward 
sense as well as some variation in the MS., may have led Lk. to 
substitute 76 ;vdvra for .rb 6 ~ ~ 6 s  in Mt. 2323.29 Lk. 1137-52.4 
This last passage exhibits Lk. as apparently misunderstanding 
a tradition more correctly given by Mt. In Mt. it is part of a 
late and public denunciation of the Pharisees in Jerusalem : in 
Lk. it is an early utterance, and in the house of a Pharisee 
Christ’s host. Probably the use of the singular (Mt.232:. 
‘Thou blind Pharisee’), together with the metaphor of the ‘cup 
and platter,’ caused Lk. to infer that the speech was delivered 
to a Pharisee, in whose house Jesus was dining. The use 
of (Lk. 11 39) i, r~?pros (see below, B 38) makes it Probable 
that Lk.’s is a late tradition. Other instances of Lk. s altera- 
tions are his change of the original and Judaean (Mt.2334) 
ua+o+s Kai ypa+pareis into the Christian (Lk. 11 49) baourdhous. 
Lk. also omits the difficult (Mt.2334) urauphuwe. In Mt. 
2334, Jesus is represented as saying ‘Wherefore behold I 
send unto you prophets . . . and sode of them sdall ye slay 
andcrucify,’ etc. . In Lk. 1149, ‘Wherefore also the Wisdom oj.  
God said, I will’send unto them rophets . . . and some of 
them shall they slay ’ etc., omitting ‘crucify.’ Here Lk. seems 
to have preserwd, alleast in some respects, the original tradition 
whereas Mt. interpreting ‘ the Wisdom of God (cp I Cor. 12; 
‘Christ the lbisdom of God ’) to mean Jesus, substitutedfor it 
‘1.’ Also Mt. retains an  a arently erroneou: tradition (2335) 
which made ‘Zachariah’ ’%n of Barachiah ; Lk. omits the 
error. 

I n  the ‘parables of exclusion’-e.g the Wedding 
Feast, the Talents, and the Hundred Sheep-it may be 
said that Mt. lays more stress on the exclusion of those 
who might have been expected to be fit, Lk. on the 
inclusion of those who might have been expected to be  
unfit. 

Thus in the Wedding Feast, Lk. adds (1415-24) the invitation 
of ‘the ’,,or, the maimed,’ etc. ; Mt. adds (221.14) the rejection 

1 Cp PARABLES. 
2 Mk. 129 (also Mt. and. Lk.) ‘he will destroy the husband- 

men’-{.e., the Jewish nation. The parable of the Sower may 
also be said to predict the history of the Church, its successes 
and failures. 

3 ‘Hebrew ‘when used in the present article concerning the 
original tradiiion of the Gospels, means ‘ Hebrew or Aramaic,’ 
leaving that question open. But see Clue, A. and C. Black, 1900. 

4 Other instances are (Mt.2521) 6lrc lrohhwv ‘over many 
things,’ which might easily be corrupted into ET‘ L rroheov ‘over 
ten cities’ (see Lk. 1917, and comp. Mk. 520 Aeranohar, perhaps 
written L rrahsr, parallel to Lk. 839 adhrv). Also, in the Mission 
of the Seventy (Lk. lO4J), g+ j3aura‘&.re . . . &roB<paTa KaL 
pySdva Karb r;lv b8bv buna’uqu6’e.elc $v s’ kv c1udhhSvr~ O k h ,  is 
almost certainly (Abbott and Rushbrooke’s Common Tradition 
of the Synoptirts, p. xxxvii.) a confusion of two details in the 
Mission of the Twelve (I) ‘ Take nothing for the journey,’ (2 )  
(Mt. 1012) ‘Salute the house. The corruption of a Greek 
original is perhaps sufficient to explain this ; but it is more easily 
explicable on the hypothesis of a Greek Tradition corrected by 
reference to a Hebrew original. 
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of a guest who has no wedding garment and, in the Talents 
(2530), the casting out of the ‘unprofitadle servant. In Mt. 
22 IO 13 47 the inclusion of rovqpo~  prepares for an ultimate ex- 
clusion. The conclusion of the Hundred Sheep is, in Mt. 18 IZ- 
14, ‘ I t  is not the will of my Father in heaven that one of these 
little ones should perish’; in Lk.157, ‘There shall be joy in 
heaven over one sinner that repenteth.’ The Single Traditions 
of Mt. and Lk., when examined, will he found severally to 
reveal the same tendency to dwell on exclusion and inclusion ; 
and this will confirm the inference, in itself prohahle, that the 
hand of each Evangelist is apparent in thevarying characteristics 
of the parables of the Double Tradition. 

(iv.) 3n. in reZation to ‘ The Doudb Tradition.’= 
The discourses in Jn. have almost for their sole subject 

the Father as revealed through the Son, 
20’ Jn’ and and lie outside the province of the precepts, 
Mt’-”’’: parables, and discourses of the Double 
IWords* Tradition. In the Synoptists, Jesus is a 

teacher of truth ; in Jn., Truth itself. 
The word ‘light’(not used by Mk.) is employed by Mt. and 

Lk. (Mt. 516 623 Lk. 816 11 33-36) to signify the light given by 
the teachers of the Gospel, or else the conscience. The Disciples 
themselves are called by Mt. (514) ‘the light of the world.’ Jn; introduces Christ as saying (8 TZ) ‘ I am the Light of the World. 
Again Mt. 7 13 14 and Lk. 13 24 declare that the ‘gate’ is narrow ; 
Jn. ikplies that it is n o t  objectively narrow, but only to those 
who make it so 2 being no other than (107) Christ himself, 
through,whom thLsheep (109) ‘go in andgo out,’ and ‘shall find 
pasture. Mt. 7 23 speaks of sinners as being excluded by bvopia 
(breaking the lawof Moses) Lk. 1327 substitutes b8cKia (hreak- 
ing the law of justice): Jn.: not in his Gospel hut in his Epistle 
(I Jn. 34, cp with 517), appears to refer to some controversy 
about these words when he pronounces that bpupria is dvopia 
in the true sense, and that all b 8 ~ r i a  is &papria. 

Though Jn. never mentions ‘praying’ but always 
‘ asking ’ or ‘ requesting,’ he nevertheless introduces 
Jesus as uttering, in his last words (171-15) ,  a kind of 
parallel to the Lords Prayer, of such a nature as to 
imply that what the disciples were to pray to God for- as 
future, Jesus thanked God f u r ,  as past. 

I t  is true that prayer and praise are combined, and the words 
are wholly different : for example (171) ‘the hour is come’ has 
no counterpart in the Lord’s prayer. 
means (1223-27) ‘the hour of glorifying the Father thrdngh th; 
Son,’ that is fo say ‘the hour of doing his will and establishing 
his kingdom . so’that in essence, ‘the hour is come’ means 
‘Thy kingdoh is alriady come.’ So, too (6) (17% ‘I havq 
manifested thy name to the men whom thou hast given me 
means, in effect ‘Thy name hath been hallowed.’ (c) The 
prayer that, as t i e  Son has glorified the Father on earth, so the 
Father mayglorify the Son in heaven (17 j rap& ueavrc2) with the 
glory which he ‘had before the world was,’ means,‘ in effect 
‘Thy will hat,% heen done on earth; so may it now be done i; 
heaven a s  it was from the heginning.’ (4 Also, remembering 
fhat  ‘the words’ of God are the ‘bread’ of man, we find in 1’78 
(‘the words thou gavest me Z ham fiben them’) an equivalent 
to ‘ I have given thein day hy day their dai@ bread.’ (e) The 
declaration (1711-15) that he has kept all except the son of 
perdition ‘in the name’ given him by the Father seems to 
mean ‘ I  have prevented them hitherto from being led into 
temptation.’ If) Last comes the one prayer not yet realised 
(17 I j), ‘keep them safefiom the evilone (&TOP rovqpoii)’ which 
seems to allude to the clause in Mt.’s version ‘Deliver us from 
tAe evil one (brrb 705 m v ~ p o i i ) . ’ 3  

Possibly there is also an allusion to Mt. 1034 Lk. 1251 < I  
have not come to bring peace ’ (not as though denying the t h h  
of Mt. and Lk., hut as though supplementing what, by itself, 
would he a superficial statement), in Jn. 1427 ‘Peace I leave with 
you, my$eme I give nnto you,’and (1633) These things I have 
spoken . . . that in me ye may havepeace. 

Jn.’s agreement with Lk. 1426 ‘hatetk . . . his own souZ (or 
life),’ against Mt. 10 37 ‘ loveth more than me ’ (omitting ‘ soul ’) 
in Jn. 1225 ‘he that hatefh his soul in this world,’ indicate; 
Jn.’s pelief that Lk. has preserved the older tradition. But Jn.’s 
addition shows his sense of the obscurity of Lk., who did not 
make it clear that ‘father’ ‘mother’ and ‘soul’ are to he 
‘hated ’ only so far.as they a;e ‘in this ;uorld’-i.e.,’instruments 
of temptation. 

More conjectural must he the theory of an allusion to the 
Douhle Tradition in Jn. 1930 K ~ ~ U C L V  T$U K€$ah$V, used of Jesus 
on the Cross. I t  is commonly rendered ‘hawing’ his head, hut 
no authority is alleged for this.4 The expression is not found 

1 The relation of Jn. to the Double Tradition of the Acts of 
the Lord has been considered above 5 17. This section deals 
with his relation to the Double Trahition of the Words of the 
Lord. 

2 Comp. Cleni.Alex. p. 79 : mevil B d  76s h ~ p o p o p b q ,  r h a d a  
Bu ocpauois ~ ~ O U K ~ V O U ~ & +  

3 Even in this last clause Jn. implies partial fulfilment already: 
‘ Thev have been delivered: now let them he hefit in a state of 

But (a) ‘the hour ’ in Jn. 

deliverance.’ 
4 When Lk. means ‘howing,’ he uses 245 K ~ ~ U B L V  T& rp6uwaa 

cis +v yfv.  And the word ‘bow’ is so common in the Bible 

in the LXX, and occurs in N T  only in ?St. 8 20 Lk. 9 j8 ,  ‘ The Son 7 

of man hath not where to rest his head. But there is pathos and 
power in the thought that the one place on earth where the Son 
of man ‘rested his head’ was the Cross and the one moment 
was when he had accomplished the F a t h e k  will. 

IV. INTRODUCTIONS (Mt. and Lk. ). 
(i.) The efect ofprophecy in these is very manifest. 

The agreement of Mt. and Lk. in the introductions 

21. Intra- describing the birth and childhood of 
ductions : Jesus consists in little more than fragments 

IyIt. and Lk. from Is. 714,  which, in the Hebrew, is, 
‘ A young woman shall conceive and hear 

a (or, the) son and shah‘ calZ his name Immanuel,’ 
but in 6, ‘ The virgin ( v s2v~r )  shall be with child and 
bring forth a son, and thou ( L e . ,  the husband) shaZt caZZ 
his name Immanuel.’ This was regarded as having 
been fulfilled, not by the birth of Isaiah‘s son recorded 
in Is. 83f: (but cp IMMANIJEL) but by the birth of the 
Messiah. In the earliest days of the Jewish Church of 
Christ, the Messiah would naturally be described in 
hymns and poetic imagery as the Son of the Virgin the 
Daughter of Sion. In Rev. 121-6 ‘ the Man Child ’ is 
born of a woman ‘ clothed with the sun,’ who evidently 
represents the spiritual Israel. Eusebius (HE v. 1 4 5 )  
quotes a very early letter from the church of Lyons. 
where the ‘Virgin Mother’ means ‘ the Church,’ and 
other instances are frequent.1 

(ii. ) PhiZunian Traditions about every diZd ofpromise. 
would tend in the same direction : (i. 131) ‘the Lord 
begat Isaac’ ; Isaac (i. 215) ‘is to be thought not the 
result of generation but the shaping (~Xdupu) of the 
unbegotten.’ The real husband of Leah is (i. 147) ‘ the 
Unnoticed (6 + ~ u ~ u ~ b p ~ f v o s ) , ’  though Jacob is the father 
of her children. Zipporah is found by Moses (i. 147). 
‘pregnant, (but) by no mortal.’ Tamar is (i. 598-9) 
‘pregnant through divine seed.’ Samuel is (i. 273) 
born of a human mother’ who ’ became pregnant after- 

receiving divine seed.’ Concerning the birth of Isaac, 
Philo says (i. 148) : ‘ It  is most fitting that God should 
converse, in a manner opposite to that of man, with a 
nature wonderful and unpolluted and pure.’ If such 
language as this could be used by educated Jewish 
writers about the parentage of those who were merely 
inspired by Gods Word, how much more would even 
stronger language be used about the origin of one who 
was regarded as being3ZZed with the Word, or the 
Word himseqf/ 

(iii.) Justin and Zrmczus confirm the view that pro- 
phecy has contributed to shape the belief in a miraculous 
conception. Justin admits that some did not accept it, 
but bases his dissent from them on (Tryph. 48) ‘ the. 
proclamations made by the Hessed prophets and taught 
by him ( i . e . ,  Christ).’ Irenzeus says that the Ebionites 
declared Jesus to have been the son of Joseph (iii. 21 I) 
‘ following ( K U T U K O X O U B ? ~ U U ~ T E S ) , ’  those who interpreted 
‘ virgin ’ in Is. 7 14 as ‘ young woman (ve&ur).’ Pro- 
phecy will also explain the divergence between Mt. and 
Lk. Some, following the Hebrew, might say that the 
divine message came to &fury, the mother of the Lord, 
others (following @) might assert that the message 
came to.Joseph, Mary’s husband. Lk. has taken the 
former course, Mt. (though inconsistently) the latter. 
Prophecy also explains Mt.’s and Lk.’s attitude toward 

that the non-use of K ~ & L V  K + ~ $ v  to represent it throughout 
l5 and N T  makes it improbable that it would represent ‘bowing’ 
here. 

Thus. when 1 The name ‘virein’ is sometimes amhiamus. 
Ahercius (A.D. ahoiz ‘go) writes that ‘the&re Vir@ grasped 
the Fish’ (the FisP meaning Christ), Lightfoot (Ign. i. 481) 
hesitates between the Virgin Mary’ and ‘the Church,’ hut 
apparently inclines to the latter. Marcion is accused by 
Epiphanius of ‘seducing a virgin’ and being consequently ex- 
communicated. But (I) neither Tertullian (an earlier hut not 
less implacahle enemy of Marcion) nor the still earlier Irenaeus, 
makes mention of any such charge. ( 2 )  Hegesippns (Eus. iii. 32 7) 
says that ‘the Church remained a >%re and u n c o m j t e d  vir& 
till the days of Symeon hisho of Jerusalem, when heresies 
began. Marcion must dlearly {e acquitted : cp Diognct. ad 
fin. 0482 Eba  @ ~ P ~ ~ E T U L  ahhi rap6’Cvos (the Church) mvr&raL. 
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the Messianic name ‘ Immanuel.’ Jesus was not (any 
more than Isaiah‘s son) called by this name, and Lk. 
omits all reference to it. Mt. (or the author of Mt.’s 
Introduction),l though he represents Joseph as receiving 
the Annunciation, representspeopk ingeneral as destiued 
to give Jesus this name, and alters the prophecy ac- 
cordingly (Mt. 121-23), ‘ Thou shalt call his name 
Jesus . . . that it might be fulfilled . , . They shall 
XalZ his name Immanuel.’ 

(iv.) Divergence of M f .  and Lk.-For the rest, Mt. 
and Lk. altogether diverge. Both the genealogies of 

22. Their -Jesus (according to all reasonable inter- 
trace his descent through 

Joseph, not through Mary,2 and there div9rgence. pretation) 
survive even ndw traces of a disloc&on between them and 
the Gospels in which they are in~orporated.~ The 
Genealogies (for an account and analysis of which see 
GENEALOGIES ii.) appear to have denied, the Gospels 
certainly affirm, a Miraculous Conception. 

( a )  Mt. 116. in its nresent text. has ’I. Sa ;Y&IIUEY rbv ‘Io&d 
& h p a  Mapias d$ 3s dyevv$%q ’IquoQs b ’hcy&avos X ~ L L T T ~ ; .  
But Ss. has ‘ J. higat Joseph; Joseph to whom was e5qouse: 
Mary the Virgin, begat Jesus, whd is called the Lhrist. 
‘Begat’ is also retained by a, 6, Bohb. and S. Germanensis 
even though they make ‘ Mary ’ the subject.4 This indicates thai 
the original had simply (a) ‘James begat Joseph, and Joseph 
hegat Jesus.’ Then, when the belief in the Miraculous Con- 
ception arose, various corrections were made such as (6) ‘ to 
whom was espoused or betrothed Mary the’Virgin ’ or ‘the 
husband of Mary,’ rb indicate thai the ‘begetting’ &as to he 
taken in a putative sense, or to refer the reader to what followed 
as a corrective of the formal genealogical statement. Then (c) 
‘Mary’ was repeated as the subject of a new clause in thk 
genealogy, hut with the repetition of the now misplaced ‘ hegat.’ 
Then (4 some altered ‘begat’ into ‘brought forth, others 
into ‘fro& whom was begotten.’ 

(p) Lk. 323 (WH) has K a i  a&& $v ’Iquo3s & p x d p ~ v o ~  & m i  
6rGv rp&oura, &VU&,  &s dvopi<wo, ‘Iomj$. But Ss has, ‘And 
Jesus, when he was about thirty years old as he was called the 
son of, Joseph son of Heli ‘ ,  etc.; whi:h is not a complete 
sentence. D ias 4v 8; ~ q u o 5 s ; s  d r ~ v  TpLiKovra ipx+cvos ~s 
&orc&ro &ab vlbc’IwmM. etc.. and iust before. has (3 22) dvB 
~ $ C - O Y  ~ E ~ C V ~ K & ~  u e  : ’ k t  hdth Cl;m.Alex. 607) and ‘Irin. 
11.2 5) read dpx6pwos (for &px6pevos), and interpret it as 

‘ c o i n g  to baptism.’ D mayhe interpreted tomean that Jesus 
a t  the beginning of his thirtieth year, was (really), as he w d  
supposed to be the son of Joseph hut that in the moment of 
baptism, he wa(s heGotten again dy the H i l y  Spirit. Ss will 
have the same meaning if we insert ‘ was’ as the missin verb, 
’Jesus . . . [was], as he was called, the son of Joseph.’ f The 
Acta PiZati throw light on almost forgotten Jewish charges 
against Jesus that may have influenced some Evangelists 
inducing them to lay stress on the fact that Jesus was reall; 
‘the son of Joseph,’ or a t  all events that Mary, at the time of 
the birth of her first-born, was ‘ espoused to Toseph.’G 

1 I t  is highly probahle, on grounds of style, that the author 
of the Introduction is not the author of the whole of Mt.’s 
Gospel. 

2 D rewrites the earliest part of Lk.’s genealogy, partially 
conforming it to Mt. 
3 This is all the more important if the tradition recorded by 

Clem.Alex. is correctly interpreted to mean that ‘ thosepodions 
of the Gospels which consist of the genealogies were written 
first ’ (see below 5 So). 

4 Codex a (aid sim. Bobb.) has ‘ J. autem genu;.? Joseph cui 
desponsata Virgo Maria genuit Jesum’ ; 6 has I Joseph,’ cui 
desponsata erat V.M., V. autem Mariagenlrit Jesum.’ Later, 
d and Bohh. (a is missing) use ‘pariet’ and ‘peperit’ of 
Mary, showing that ‘genuit’ is not an error here, hut is a 
retention of the old true reading, inconsistent with the altera- 
tions adopted. Codex d (D is missing) alters ‘genuit’ into 
‘peperit,‘ but in other respects agrees with a. Corh. and 
Brix. agree with the Greek text. The Vat. MS. of the Diafess. 
gives Mt. 1 16 thus : ‘Jacob hegat Joseph, the husband of Mary, 
who of her hegat Jesus, the Messiah. See the English trausla- 
tion by Hogg (Ante-Nicene Christian Library add. vol. 
1897, p. 45, n. 6), who points ont the possihility’of confusion 
between ‘who of her begat,’ and ‘from whom was begotten,’ 
in assing from Syriac to Arabic. 

~ S S ,  however, hasahove(not ‘This day Ihave hegotte: thee,’ 
hut) (Lk.322), ‘Thou art my Son and my beloved. But 
this may have been take? as equivalent to ‘ I  have begotten 
thee to-day as my Son. Codex I has ‘quod videbatur et 
dicehatur esse filius Josenh ’ . d follows D. 

6 In  Acta P. (A and B) 2 ;f the ‘elders of the Jews’ say to 
Jesus ‘Thou art born of fornication ’ (B ‘of sin ’) to which 
other’pious Jews reply (I) (A), ‘we kdow h a t  Joseph espoused 
(or betrothed [ ; p q u r R i u a ~ o ] )  Mary, and that he is not born of 
fornication ’ ; (2) (B) ‘we know that Joseph received Mary his 
mother in the way &espousals, toguardher,’ of which another 
version is (3), ‘His mother Mary was given to Joseph for 
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As regards the childhood of Jesus, Mt. looks on 
Bethlehem (21) as the predicted home of Joseph and 
Mary, and mentions their going to Nazareth as a thing 
unexpected and (223) a fulfilment of prophecy. He 
also mentions (as fulfilments of prophecy) a flight into, 
and return from, Egypt, and a massacre in Bethlehem. 
Neither of these is mentioned by Lk., and the latter is 
not mentioned by any hist0rian.l But a typical meaning 
is also obvious in both Mt.’s narratives ; Jesus is the vine 
of Israel He is the antitype of 
Moses, who was saved from the slaughter of the children 
under Pharaoh. Lk. treads the safer ground of private 
and personal narrative, except so far as he has given 
trouble to apologists by his statement about an enrol- 
ment that took place under Quirinius, which was the 
cause why Joseph and Mary left their home in Nazareth 
in order to be enrolled at Bethlehem, the home of their 
ancestors2 Instead of prophetic there is contemporary 
and typical testimony :-Anna, the prophetess of Asher, 
representing the extreme north; the aged Simeon 
representing the extreme south ; and Elizabeth and 
Zachariah, of the tribe of Levi. 

As regards the Baptist, while omitting some points 
that liken him to Elijah, Lk. inserts details showing 
that, from the first, John was foreordained to go before 
the Messiah, not really as Elijah, but (1 17) .‘ i n  the spirit 
andpower of Elijah.’ 

(v.)  fn .  in reZafion to the Introductions is apparently, 
but not really, ncgative. In his own person he mal;es 
23. John,s no mention of Nazareth or Bethlehem. He 

takes us back to the cradle (Jn. 1 I) ‘ in the 
beginning,’ as though heaven were the only 

true ‘ Bethlehem (House of [the] Bread [of life]).’ The 
fervent, faith of the first disciples defies past prophecies 
about Bethlehem, and present objections as to Nazareth 
and Joseph, by admitting the apparent historical fact 
to  be^ fact, and yet believing (1 45 f: ) : ‘ We have found 
him of. whom Moses in the law, and the prophets, did 
write, fesus, the son of foseph, the man of A-azarefh.’ 
When the objection is urged against (1 46) ‘ Nazareth,’ 
faith in the personality of Jesus overwhelms the objector 
with the mystical reply (1 46), ‘Come and see.’3 In Mt. 

brought out of Egypt.’ 

method. 

espousaZ, not irr actual wedlpck but to p a r d  (els pvqursiaw 
0; yapwaju, &Ah’ cls njpqutv). +he first of these three version; 
defends Jesus against the Jewish charge hut surrenders the 
Miraculous Conception. The second is ’obscure. The third 
sacrifices the defence, but retains the miracle. 
1 Some attempt to explain the omission by other omissions of 

the crimes of kings by theirpanegyrists; but Josephusdwells on 
the history of Herod and his family in order to show (Ant. 
xviii. 5 3) the YetnZution ofProuiden&. 

2 Quirinius was governor of Syria, A.D. 6, fen years aft? 
this time. The most plausible explanation suggested is 
perhaps, that Quirinius was twice governor of Syria; hui 
there is no direct, and scarcely any indirect, evidence to justify 
the belief. There is also no proof that Mary’s presence was 
ohligatory. That Lk. invented such an ‘enrolment’ is im- 
possible; hut that he antedated it is highly probable. Making 
(or reyising) a compilation toward the close of the 1st century, 
he might naturally consider that the ‘enrolment’ supplied an 
answer to the difficult question ‘How came the parents of 
Jesus to Bethlehem at the time of ;he birth?’ See CHRDAOLOGY, 
S 5 9 3  ; also QUIRINIUS. 

3 For the meaning of this Rabbinical formula, see Schattg. 
and Nor. Hebr., nd Zoc and Wetst. (on Jn. 140) who quotes 
amone other illustratioii. Rev. 61. I t  introduces the exulanac 
tion gf a mystery. Ndte also a similar contrast be‘tween 
personal belief and pedantical unbelief in 7 40 8. : ‘ Some . . . 
when they heard these words said This is . . the prophet . . . hut some said, What d o 6  thekhrist come out OfGaZiCec.1 
Hath not the Scripture s&d that th,e Christ cometh o f i h e  seed 
o j  David and fro% BethZehem? And compare the sub- 
ordinate ‘ officers ’ (7 46, ‘ Never man so spake ’) with ‘ the chief 
priests and Pharisees’ (7 52, ‘Out ojGaZiZee ariseth no prophet ’). 
Westcott says on Jn. 742, ‘There is a tragic irony in the fact 
that the condhion which the objectors iFnorantly assumed to he 
unsatisfied ’ i.e. birth in Bethlehem was actually satisfied.: 
But are d e  to, believe that Jesus <new that the ‘condition 
was ‘satisfied and yet left the ohjectors in their ignor- 
ance, so as t; keep back from them the fulfilment of God’s 
word, making himself responsible for the ‘tragic’ consequences? 
And in the face of such an objection, publicly and ersistently 
made, is it credible that a conspiracy of silence sEould have 
been maintained by Christ’s relations, friends, and neighbours 7 
This, a t  all events, cannot be disputed, that Jn. represents the 
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it  is the fulfilment of prophecy ; in Lk. it is the testimony 
of visions and voices pointing to John as the messenger 
of the Messiah, and to the Messiah himself; in Jn. it is 
(1 14), ‘ the glory as of the only begotten of.the Father ’ 
-that constitutes the true testimony to Christ. 

V. THE CONCLUSIONS. 
The conclusions (Mt. Lk. and Mk.-App.) in - -  . 

24. ,~ Conclu- effect treat of Christ’s resurrection. 
This the genuine Mk. does not ’ method’ describe, breaking off abruptly at  - _ _  

(16 E), ’ for they were afraid. ’ 
1. The EvangeZists seZect their evidence. - Mt. 

mentions two appearances. In the first, Christ 
appears to women who ‘held his feet’ ; in the 
second, to the Eleven ; but it is added that ‘some 
doubted.’ In  Lk. Christ never appears to women. 
Indeed, Lk. almost excludes such an appearance by 
speaking of (2423) ‘ a  vision of angeh,‘ which the 
women are reported to have seen, without any mention 
of Christ’s appearing to them. In  this omission he 
resembles Paul, who enumerates several appearances 
to men but none to women.’ Now, in giving a list of 
the ‘appearances’ on which he had laid stress, an 
apostle might write thus in a letter to his own converts. 
But Lk. writes as a historian, giving Theophilus evi- 
dence that he might know ‘the exact truth.’ Him, 
therefore, we might reasonably expect not to omit any 
important testimony, known to him, concerning Christ’s 
resurrection. His omission, in itself, disposes of the 
theory that the differences of Lk. from Mt. arise from 
mere haste or carelessness of observation, like those 
with which we are familiar in a court of justice. Like 
a glacier-worn rock, Lk. exhibits the signs of attempts 
to smooth away points of objection. Not, of course, 
that he invents. But while adopting old traditions, he 
accepts adaptations suggested in the course of new con- 
troversies. He  shows a desire to prove, improve, 
edify, reconcile, select-motives natural, but not adapted 
to elicit ‘ the exact truth.’ 

(ii. ) The Period of Manifestations.-Even for the 
coolest and most judicial historian, the difficulty of 

25. Duration reconciling and selectingmust have been 
of Manifestam very great. Jn., though he mentions 

only three manifestations, implies (2030) 
that there were many more. ‘ Not LIIULW. 

improbably the period of appearances and voices was 
much longer than is commonly supposed. Mt. tells us, 
concerning the only manifestation that he records as 
made to the Eleven, that (28 17) ‘some doubted,’ while 
disciples as believing in a ‘Jesus of Nazareth ’ whilst the un- 
believing Pharisees demand a ‘Jesus of Bethlehkm.’ 
1 For the evidence of spuriousness (lately increased by the 

discovery of the Sinaitic Codex of the Syriac Gospels) see 
WH 2 (notes), pp. ~9-51. 

a Cp Acta Pilati (7) (A and sim. B), ‘We have, a law that a 
woman is not to come forward to give evidence. Doubtless 
such an objection was often heard by Christians from thei; 
adversaries. 
3 The only evidence is Acts13 6‘’ $pepi)v TeuuaplovTa,  

where D reads, in different order, TFUU. $p. without 6rd. In 
Hebrew ‘days’ sometimes means ‘some, or several, days,’ as in 
Cen. 404, ‘ They continued [for some] days (@ $pipas) in ward.’ 
By corruption, or tradition, M (Le. ‘forty’) might easily be 
added to HMEPClN (or HMEPB) before or after it * and the 
number would suit OT traditions about Israel, Mbses and 
Elijah. The Valentinians supposed Christ to have redained 
with his disciples eighteen months: Pistis Sophia ch. 1 
mentions eleven years. Lk. indicates that the discip1es)were to 
remain (Acts 14J) in Jerusalem till the descent of the Spirit, ?.e., 
two or three days. Apollonius indicates (Eus. v. 18 14) ‘ frym 
tradition ‘ a period of twelve years : Clem.Alex. (764) says In 
the Prekhing OfPeter, the Lord says to the disciples aft& the 
Resurrection, ‘ I have chosenyozr twelve disciples, judging you 
worthy of me . . . that those who disbelieve may hear and 
testify, not being able to say in excuse I ‘  We did not hear ” ’  ; 
but, just before, (762) ‘Peter says tha; the Lord said to the 
apostles. . . . After fweZve years,go forth to the world, lest 
any should say, We did not hear. Perhaps there was a con- 
fusion between ‘ twelve years ’ and ‘ twelve (really eleven) 
ujostles.’ See below ($3 Ey), for the evidence that Barnabas and 
Jn. disagreed with Lk. as to the day of the Ascension. 
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others ‘worshipped.’ If other manifestations were of 
the same kind, different observers might record them 
differently. To testify to the resurrection was the 
special duty of an apostle, and such testimony was 
oral. The two earliest Gospels (even if we include 
Mk.-App. as genuine) contain very much less about 
the resurrection than the two latest. When at last 
the apostles passed away, and it became needful to 
write something about Christ’s rising from the dead, 
and to add it to the already existing manuals of his 
teaching, the writers might find themselves forced to 
choose a few typical instances that seemed to them 
most ‘according to the Scriptures,’ and best adapted 
for edifying the Church. At first, they might be cdn- 
tent (as Paul was) with bare enumerations ; but, when 
the time came to fill in details, the narrators might 
supply them, partly from prose traditions, partly from 
the most ancient and popular of those hymns, which, as 
Pliny testifies, they sang to Christ as to a god, on the 
day on which they celebrated his resurrection, partly 
from the Scriptures on which the earliest witnesses for 
Christ’s resurrection lay so emphatic a stress. 

(iii. ) Traces of poetic tradition. -In the more ancient 
traditions of Mk. and Mt., some details appear to arise 

26. poetic from hymnal traditi0ns.l Later accounts 
tradition. indicate an intention to convey either (as 

Lk.) ‘proofs’ of a historical fact, or 
(as Jn. ) ‘ signs ’ indicative of the real though spiritual 
converse held with the disciples by the risen Saviour. 

(iv. ) Discrepancies.-Mt.’s account appears to have 
been (in parts at all events) the earliest. The testimony 
27. Discrep- of the soldiers to the Resurrection (where 

note the words (2815) ‘ to this day’) was 
dropped in subsequent gospels, perhaps 

owing to the unlikelihood that Roman soldiers would 
risk their lives by a falsehood such as Mt. describes2 

Henceforth there was (Mk., Lk., Jn.) no ‘guard’,; the stone 
was not ‘sealed . there was no ‘great earthquake ; an angel 
did not descend f;om heaven ; the women came, not ‘to look at 
the tomb’(for they had carefully ‘looked at’ it before (Mk. 

1 It is impossible here to do more than indicate one or two 
The earthouake. which Mt. alone remrts. might traces of this. 

naturally spring from P’ss. 46f: ‘God is goFe’up Litho a 
shout ’ and ‘The earth melted ’ (@ 2uahniSq was shaken ’). 
Mt.’<account of the resurrection of(2752) ‘ mhny bodies of the 
saints’-a miracle if authentic more startling than the Raising 
of Lazarus, but o&itted by the bther Evangelists-was probably 
derived from some hymn describing how Christ went down to 
Hades and brought np to light the saints detained there. 
Mk. 162 says that the women came to the sepulchre when ‘the 
sun had nken,’ inconsistently with his own ‘very early ’ Lk.’s 
‘deep dawn ’ and Jn.’s ‘dark.’ This becomes intelliiible if 
tradition wls variously influenced by hymns describing how 
(Mal.42) ‘the sun (of righteousness) had risen,’ or by the 
prophecy (Ps. 465) ‘ God shall help her and that at the dawn 
of the morning.’ It is difficult for us’to realise the probable 
extent and influence of metaphor in the earliest traditions of 
the Christian Church,.. The Logion of Behnesa ‘Raise the 
stone, cleave the tree, IS taken by many in a literai sense. But 
it probably means, ‘ Raise up stones to he childry of Abraham ; 
cut down and cleave the tree of Pharisaeism. Christ never 
used such words as ‘sowing’ and ‘ploughing ’in a literal seine. 
If his own disciples miaunderstoud, for example, h i i  use of 
the word ‘lcavcn,’ it i i  highly probilblc that the hymns of tlic 
first Christian generation might be so misunderstood as to affect 
the historical traditions of the second. 

2 Later writers modify Mt.’s account so as to soften some of 
its improbabilities. Pseudo-Peter makes the soldiers tell the 
whole truth to Pilate, who (at the instance of the Jews) enjoins 
silence. In some MSS of Acta Pilati (A) the soldiers try to 
deny the truth, but are supernaturally forced to affirm it. The 
retention of Mt.’s story, with modifications, in apocryphal books 
of the second century that delighted in the icturesque, does not 
prove a late origin. Some have thought &at Mt.’s tradition is 
proved to be late by the excess of ‘prophetic gnosis’ in it. 
But that alone is not a sure criterion. The difficulties pre- 
sented b; Mt.’s’accoyt of the ‘dead bodies of saints arising,’ 
and of the women grasping the feet of Jesus and the 
bald statement that ‘some doubted,’ all suggest e h y  origin. 
The use of ‘prophetic gnosis’ depends in large measure not on 
the date but on the personal characteristics of the writer. For 
:xample, there is more in Mt. than in Jn. But the existence of 

In course 
of time! sce tics and enemies detected and exposed ‘stumbling- 
blocks, an{ subsequent evangelists adopted traditions that 
sprang up to remove or diminish them. 

stumblingbZocks’ is a sure sign of an ear& date. 
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1547 Lk. 2 3 5 ~ ) ~  hut to ‘bring ,spices’for the purpose of em- 
balming the body. But when did the women buy them? When 
the Sabbath was ‘quite passed (6rayevopivau)’ says Mk. (16 I). 
Not so, says Lk. (2356)i they bought them first, and then 
‘rested on the Sabbath. Again what was the use of the 
‘spices’if the ‘great stone’was’in the way? Mk. gkes no 
reply. Lk. ohviares the objection by not asserting that the 
stone was ‘great. 
to a ‘very huge stone,’ replies, ‘the women determined, if they 
could not enter, to Zeave fhe spices outside the door.’ Ju. says 
in effect ‘The women brought no spices. The body had 
received ’this honour already from Nicodemus. From thi5 
point, inconipatihilities constitute almost the whole narrative. 
The women (I) came to the tomb (Mk. 162 [a] Mt., Lk., Jn.) 
vevy ear& before dawn or while it was yet dark, yet (Mk. 
162 [61)afer sunrise; (25 theysaid(Mk.)nothilrgtoanyone, yet 
(Lk.) they toldthe Eleven eveything; (3) they (Mk., Mt.), were 
to hid the Eleven go ‘ to Galilee,’ yet (Lk.) they were merely 
to remind the Eleven of what Jesus had said ‘in Galilee ’ or 
Un.) they (or rather Mary) brought no message a t  all hom 
angels, but subsequently,a message from Jesus that he was on 
the point of ‘ascending . (4) they (Lk., and perhaps Mk.)l 
entered the tomb, yet (Jn.: proh. Mt.) they did not enter it ; (5) 
the angel was (Mk., Mt.) me,  yet (Lk. Jn.) two; (6) the angel 
(or angels) (Mt.) qiicouraged the women 6ecanse they sought 
JesusJMt.2Sg): Do not ye2 fear, for I know that ye seek 
Jesus, and yet (Lk.) blamed them for so doing (Lk. 24 5 : 
‘Why seek ye the living among the dead?’3) ; (7) The Eleven 
(Mk Mt.) were to go to  GaliZee to see Jesus, yet (Lk., Jn.) 
they’saw him in Jerusalem and were (Acts) not t o  depart 
fro? ~’emsalem (apparently Lot having left it since the resur- 
rection) ; (8) Peter (Lk. 24 12, y1.4) looked into the tomb and 
then went home without entering, yet (Jn.) Peter entered the 
tomb ; (9) Mary (Jn.) was not to touch Jesus because he had 
not yet ascended, yet (Mt.) the women held fas t  his feet  
though he had not yet ascended; (IO) when the two disciples 
from Emmaus reported that the Lord had appeared to them 
the Eleven (Mk.-App. 16 13) did not believe, yet (Lk.) the; 
replied ‘the Lord is risen indeed’: (11) the Lord (Mt. Jn.) 
appeared to the disciples in Galilee yet (so far as we can judge 
from Lk. and Acts) no manifestaiions in Galilee could have 
occurred. 

(v. ) Lk.‘s vim (’proofs’).-Lk. concentrates himself 
on the accumulation of (Acts13) ‘proofs,’ by ( I )  

rigidly defining the time when Jesus 4’’ Lk’’: ascended and left his disciples, (2) re- 
proofs’ presenting Jesus as appearing merely 

in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem, so as to omit all 
appearances in Galilee where ‘ some doubted,’ (3) giving 
the impression that the women saw nothing but (2423) 
‘a vision of angels,’ (4) recording no apparition that 
was not attested by at least ‘two [male] witnesses,’ (5) 
introducing Jesus as eating5 in the presence of his 
disciples. 

Yet even Lk. shows loopholes for detecting possihle misunder- 
standing of metaphor. Compare, for example, Lk.’s narrative of 
the Lord’s drawing ;>ear, and conversing with the two disciples 
on their way to Emmaus, with the Martyrdom ofPo@carp (ii.) 
‘the Lord was standing near and conversing with them 
(napauiuc d KJp~os AplAe~  a h O k ) . ’  In  the latter the ‘standing 
near‘ is spiritual; and so may have been (bri inally) the 
‘drawing near ’ and the ‘conversing,’ in the formerj  

The difficuliies that befell Lk. in his attempt to ascertain the 
facts may be illustrated by the probable explanation of his 
omission of the appearance of Christ to Peter. In  reality, Peter 
was probably one of the two disciples journeying to Emmaus, as 
is repeatedly assumed by Origen. But Lk.’s tradition confused 
the story, by attri6uting t o  the Eleven the words rear& uttered 
6y the two traveZLers. Lk. 2433f: should have run (as in D), 
the travellers ‘found the Eleven and those with them, and said 

1 B (;AfJoCuaL) favours the supposition that they did not 
enter. This is not inconsistent with Z&AfJeiv, which some- 
times means ‘depart,’ nor with Mk.168, &#wyov &b 708 
ptqp~iov,  which may meaii that they ‘fled’ awayfrom (not 
‘out of’) the tomb. 

2 ‘Ye’is emphatic. The soldiers might well be afraid, but 
the women were not to he afraid. 
3 This is still mort obvious in Pseudo-Peter, ‘But 77ye 6elieve 

not stoop and look. 
4’Though probably not a part of the original Lk., this insertion 

represents a very early tradition, and perhaps formed a part of 
a later edition of the Gospel. I t  can hardly he a condensation 
oi  n.203-10. 

JSee Tobitl21g (and cp. Philo on Gen. 188) for the estab- 
lished belief that an angel or spirit might live familiarly with 
men for a long period but could not eat. 

6 Also2431, ‘their ;yes were opened(8qvolXhuav)’ may be a 
metaphor meaning that ‘their eyes were opened to discern 
Christ in tlte Scriptures’ (cp. Lk. 2445 Acts 16 14 where it is 
used of opening the mind or heart) ; dnd their ionstraining 
the Lord‘s presence (nap:&&avm) a t  the breaking of hrend! 
reminds the reader of the implied precept to resort to ‘violence 
in prayer (Lk. 16 16, and cp. 18 1-5). 

Pseudo-Peter, who has committed himself’ 
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(lit. ‘sa)’ing,’ AiyovTfS, not hiyovTas) ‘ the Lord is risen indeed 
and hath appeared to Simon.’l This is consistent with Mk.- 
App who says of the two travellers ‘they went away and tal<- 
it ,;to the rest ( i e . ,  to the Eleven), &either 6elieved they them. 

(vi.) The Munz;festution to the Ekzwz (Mk. -App., 
Ignatius), occurring in  Mk. -App. 

29* ITh: %erwards,’ but in Lk. while the two 
travellers are telling their tale, is described 

by the latter as follows (2439) : ‘See my hands and 
my feet that it is I myself: handle me and see 
(+7$ar$dua~k ,UE K U ~  Y8em) ; for ( a n )  a spirit hath not flesh 
and bones as ye see me having. [And when he had 
said this, he shewed them his hands and his feet.2] 
And while they still disbelieved for joy and wondered, 
he said unto them : Have ye anything to eat here (trOci&)? 
And they gave him a piece of a broiled fish [and a 
honeycomb.] And he took it and did eat before them.’ 
Cp Ignatius, S m y m .  3 : ‘ For I know and believe that 
he was in the flesh even after the resurrection; and 
when he came to Peter and his company ( T O ~ S  r e p 1  
I I k ~ p o v ) ,  he said to them: “Take ( X d p ~ m ) ,  handle 
me ($~Xar$$uad pe) and see that (&TE 117~)~ I am 
not a bodiless demon.” And straightway they touched 
him and believed, being mixed with ( K P U B ~ Y T E S )  his 
Pesh and his Spirit (or, v.L, 62ood).& For this cause 
also they despised death, and were found superior to 
death. And after his resurrection he ate with them 
and drank with them-as being in the flesh (hs uupKiK6s) 
although spiritually united with the Father.’ The word 
X ~ ~ E T E  (as in Mk. 1422 Mt. 2626 X d p u e  [ r $ d ~ e 7 e ] )  is. 
grammatically, as well as traditionally, adapted to 
express a Eucharistic meaning,5 and the words, mixed 

1 Ss is confused ‘They found the Eleven gathered together 
and them that we;e with them. A n 2  
they . . . saying, Our Lord is risen indeed and hath appeared 
unto Simon. An! they also told them what ihings had happened 
in the way. . . . In  direct speech thy two travellers would 
say, ‘The Lord ha:h appeared nnto us. In repo:ted speech, 
this would become the Lordappeared unto them. The next 
stage of the tradiiion would define ‘them’ as ‘Simon and a 
companion.’ Lastly, Simon, as being the more important, would 
be alone mentioned. 

9 W H  regard the bracketed words as an insertioy ‘at a 
period when forms of the oral Gospel were still current. 

3 ‘See tkat’ is proh. the rendering of &m 9 n  here (so 
Lightf.), though in the corresponding passage in Lk. it means. 
‘see 6ecause. 

4 )The best MSS are in favour of I W C ~ ~ ~ T L .  

6 N o  instance has been all:ged of the yse of hhgfra in the 
sense of the middle, A ~ ; B E U ~ <  

There are several signs of karly variations as to this tradition 
both in Ignatius and in Lk. The words ‘and see that I am not 
a bodiless demon’ dislocate the sentence, which begins with an 
appeal to touch, not to sight. We know from Origen (see 
Lightf. adloc.) that these words were in the Preaching ofPeter 
which he rejected, and we have reason to believe that they were 
not in the Gospelof the F?e6rezus, as known to  him and Euse6irs; 
Lightf. suggests that they were added in the recension of that 
Gospel known to Jerome. Cancelling them, we should have, a s  
the original, in thz Gospel of the F?e6rewf, ‘Take me; and 
they straightway handled him and believed. As regards Lk., 
Irenreus (iii. 14 3), when quoting passages from Lk. accepted 
by Marcion and Valentinus, omits this passage though Tertullian 
inserts it as part of Marcion’s Gospel. Posiihly Irenaeus con- 
sidered that Marcion was quoting it from some apocryphal 
sonrce (though Tertullian does not say so, hut merely accuses 
Marcion of perverting the passage). Irenreus himself nowhere 
quotes this passage, hut alludes to the assumption about 
‘spirits’ expressed in it, in v. 2? ‘For tke Spirit. ( ~ b  ykp IrvaCpa) 
hath neither hones nor flesh. Tertullian ([a] Marcion 4 4 3 ,  
[a] De Came Christi 5 )  quo& the words twice, omitting the 
appeal t o  handliug, and also omitting ‘JZesh.’ Even in (a),  
the context shows that he is not quoting a mutilated text of 
Marcion’s; hut (6) makes it certain that the omission is 
TertuZlian’s own. H e  quotes thus, (a) ‘,See my hands and 
feet that it is I myself,’ (6) ‘See that it is I ; and in hpth cases 
adds ‘for a spirit hath not bones as ye see me having. In the 
cont&t of (6) he asserts t F t  a spirit has ‘flah,’ but has not 
‘bones ’ ‘hank,’  and ‘feet. Marcion (according to Tertullian) 
interpreted the passage thus : (Marcion 4 43) ‘ A spirir hath not 
hones, as,’ i.e. and so, ‘ye  see me having [*to bones] : and he 
remarks that Marcion might as well have cancelled the passage 
as interpret it thus. [In (6) Clark has, by error, ‘hath notxesh 
and hones’ instead of ‘hath not bones.’] A fragment of 
Hippolytus from Theodoret (Trans]. Clark, p. ,95) has : ‘ For 
H e  having risen . . . when His disciples were iu douht, called 
ThAmas to Him and said, “Reach hither; handle me, and see : 
for a Spirit hath not hones and flesh, as ye see me have.”’ 

D (differing from d) has (Lk. 2439)  hAa+quaTo ral 

And he hath appeared. 

take hold of. 
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with his flesh and spirit (or blood),’ implying a close 
union such as binds each member of the Church to Christ 
in the one Body or one Bread, may very well be a part of 
the tradition (or of some comment on it) from which 
Ignatius is quoting. If so, the original (though not the 
Ignatian) meaning may be correctly expressed by the 
Armenian paraphrastic version, ‘ they believed, who 
(or, and they) were participators of the Eucharist (lit. 
communicated), and who (?) feasted before on his body 
and blood.’ In other words, the disciples not only 
received a vision and an utterance of the Lord, but 
also were made one with the body and spirit (or bZood) 
of Christ and were raised about the f ear  of deafh by 
partic@ating i i z  the Eucharist and therein handling his 
&sh. These facts, being literalised in later narratives, 
may have given rise to the statements, made in good 
faith, that they had ‘ handled’ Christ’s ‘ body,’ or that 
Christ had given them his ‘ body’ to handle.’ 

(vii. ) The historical estimate of Lk’s Tradition must 
be lowered, ( I )  by evidence of his other errors and 

30. Historical misunderstandings given above, (2) 

estimate of Lk. by the variations in the corresponding 
tradition quoted by Ignatius and 

’Tertullian, (3)  by the fact that,  about^ A.D. 110, 
Ignatius, bishop of Antioch (of which city Luke [Eus. 
34 61 is said to have been a native), wishing to attest 
the reality of the bodily resurrection of Christ, quotes 
from an unknown authority a passage that omits all 
mention of ‘ eating,’ and neither here nor elsewhere 

 refers to the testimony of Lk. This certainly leads to 
the inference that Lk. had not, in the mind of Igna- 
tius, that preponderant authority which a ‘ canonical ’ 
or even authoritative Gospel might be expected to 
have.’ 

Lk.’s evidence must not be disniissed without a reference t? 
Acts 14, uuvahic&cvos, which really meant ‘assemhling with, 
hu t  was probably interpreted by Lk. (as by patristic com- 
mentators e g .  Clement, Epist. to Janres and Hom. 15 13) 
‘eatingwi;h,’cpActslO41: ‘Nottoallthepeople, but towitnesses 
to those foreordained by God, namely ourselves, who ( O Y T W F S ~  

.ate and drank with him after the resurrection from the dead.’ 
This, when combined with Acts 1 4  Lk. 2443 and Lk. 13 26 (‘we 
have eaten and drunk in thy presence ; not in parallel Mt. 722) 
indicates a consistent interpretation of sucha nature as (possibly) 
to convert metaphorical accounts of spiritual intrrcourse and 
revelation into literal accounts of historical ‘proofs. 

In  Jn., ‘ proof’ is entirely 
subordinated to ‘signs’-i. e., spiritual symbolisms. The 
31. Jn.,s first manifestation of Jesus is to a woman, 

who (20 16) does not recognise him till called 
y name. The Ascension is mentioned as 

-impending and as (apparently) preliminary to being 
(20 17) ‘ touched.’ In the second manifestation, Jesus 
conveys to ’ the disciples‘ the Holy Spirit which (739) 
cou2d not  be conveyed ti22 afteer the Ascension-a fact 
indicating that, in the interval between the two, Jesus 
had ascended. In a third (making the second to ‘ t h e  
.discipZes’), he offers himself to the ‘handling’ of the 
incredulous Thomas, and pronounces a blessing on 
those who have not seen yet have believed. In a fourth, 
( 2 1 1 4  ‘the third’ t o  ‘ the  a‘iscdpZes’), he is in Galilee, 
directing the seven fishermen in their task of catching 

(viii.) /n.’s vie78 (signs). 

‘signs.’ 

&re TO wxocr . ra  OUK 6 ,ya  K a L  uapaao K a h s  ewe j3hsweTs 
c p v r a .  Codex a has ‘ Handle me yozwselves’ (reading a h l  
for a$& in what precedes). In Ss the passage, which has been 
(142) scraped with a knife, runs thus, ‘Behold, see my hands 
and my feet, a n d f i d  and see that it is I ; for a spirit . . . 
flesh and hones. . . a s .  . .see m e .  . . When. . . not.  . . 
were. Again he said unto them ‘Have ye here anything to 
ea t  7’ Codices a 6 d and Brix. 0 t h  ‘ me ’ after ‘handle. 

The emphasis laid on ‘bones’ may have arisen from an 
allusion to Is. 6614 ( ‘ S B N A Q ) :  ‘Your hones shall spring up.’ 
‘Blood’ was omitted, perhaps in accordance with a sense that 
it could not appeal either to sight or to touch. (Justin [Tvyph. 
761 indicates something specially non-human about the blood of 
Christ.) 

1 Apologists usually depreciate what they call ‘a mere 
argument from silence’; but it has weight varying with cir- 
cumstances. Here it isextremelyweighty. The evidence is almosf 
as strong as if Ignatius said expressly, ‘ I did not know Lk., 
or else, ‘ I  knew Lk., hut did not believe i t  to he so authori- 
tative as the tradition from which I quoted. 
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the one hundred and fifty-three fish in the nCt of the 
Church, and feeding them with the One Bread and the 
One Fish before they go forth to preach the Gospel to 
the world. Then, without definite demarcation of the 
period of manifestations and voices, the Gospel ends. 
1 In all this, the difference between Jn. and Lk. is obvious. 

Take, for example, the first manifestation to the disciples., In 
terrified 

32. Contrast and affrighted ’ ; they have received the message 
between from Mary in which Jesus calls them his ‘ signs ’ and ‘brethren,’ and when Jesus ‘stood in the midst ’ 
aproofs.v of them,z they ‘rejoice’ as soon as they see 

‘the hands and the side.’3 They do not (as in 
Lk.) suppose Jesus to be a ‘spirit’ (or, as D, ‘phantasm’); 
they require no appeal to sight or touch ; nor does Jesus eat in 
their presence. The object of the first manifestation in Jn. is 
apparently not to prove the Resurrection hut to convey the 
Splrit to the disciples. There is no explanation of prophecy’ 
the Spirit is conveyed at once, not promised as a future gift: 
The appeal to touch comes afterwards. The incredulity of 
Thomas (absent on the first occasion) makes Jesus reproachfully 
suggest on a second occasion that the incredulous disciple may 
touch the wounds in his hands and side ; hut it is not indicated 
that Thomas does this. The words that follow suggest that it 
was not done: (2029) ‘Because thou hast seen thou hast 
believed’ : (it is not said, ‘ Because thou hast touched’).! 

The same spiritual (as distinct from Lk.’s logical) 
purpose pervaded Jn.’s sign of the ‘seven’-who, if 
‘ proof’ and not a ‘sign’ had been intended, should 
have been ‘ the Eleven.’ There is indeed some 
similarity between the words of Jesus in Jn. 215 : 
‘ Children, have ye any meat? ’ and those in Lk. (2441) : 
‘Have ye here anything to eat?‘ But how great a 
difference in reality! In  the latter case the Messiah 
deigns to take food from the disciples in order to meet 
their (Lk. 2438) ‘reasonings’ ; in the former, the 
Saviour gives himself to the ‘children’ to strengthen 
them for the work of the Gospel. 

(ix. ) Contrast betweez Jn. and the Synoptisfs.-There 

Jn., the disciples are not (Lk. 24 37) 

1 For the symbolism of this qee helow, B 47. 
2 This ‘standing in the niidst,’ however, is from prophetic 

ponosis: see Ps. 22 22, quoted by Heb. 2 IT 3 and by Justin 
[ T&h. 106) : also cp Lk. 24 36. 

3 Not, as Lk., ‘the hands and the fief.’ In  Jn., as in 
Pseudo-Peter. the feet are avvarentlv reearded as hound. not _ _  . - 
nailed to thgcross. 

4 In’ Jn., the first manifestation to the disciples seems to 
include a new and spiritual Genesis or Creation of man. The 
old Genesis (2 7) described how God ‘breathed (;v+duquev) 
into the face (of man) the heath of iifi, and man became n 
riving soul.’ 

The rarity of ;p+v&v, which occurs in NT nowhereexcept in 
Jn. 2022, suffices to make the reference to Gen. 2 7 certain. 
Philo also frequently quotes Gen. 2 7 (with Bp+vcrG.v) to contrast 
the ‘earthy’or ‘first‘ man with the ‘spiritual’or ‘second’man. 
Not improbably Jn. also has in mind that Ignatian tradition 
which ,described the apostles as ‘mixed with his flesh and his 
spivit. ( F f u l  analysis of all the passages where Ignatius 
combines flesh and spirit’ and ‘flesh and blood’ makes it 
probable that ‘spirit’ (not ‘blood’) is the correct reading. At 
the same time, if both traditions were prevalent, Jn.’s first 
manifestation to the disciples would express the ‘being mixed 
with his spirit,’ and the second (that to Thomas) the ‘being 
mixed with his 6Zood’). 

In any case, Jn. takes this historically sacred word, tradition. 
ally associated with the creation of man, and represents it as 
ilramatised in aniact in which the Logos remakes man in the 
Divine image hriathing into’ him that Spirit of himself which (as Pauisays, I Cor. 1545)was not only ‘living (&)’ hut 
ilso life-giving (<ooaoro0v),’ so as to enahle the disciples to 
transmit life to others. 
5 I t  is interesting to note here (in the light of Mk. 116-20) the 

iifference between Lk.’s and Jn.’s Draught of Fish, which 
Lk. connects with the calling of Peter to be a Fisher of 
Men, but Jn. with an imparting of the One Fish and the 
?ne Bread to the ‘seven’ disciples-apparently as a preparation 
or their apostolic work. I t  will he found that Lk. differs from 
Mk. and Mt. in seven points :-(I) the boats are ‘standing’ by 
he lake; ( 2 )  there are two boats (the Jewish and Gentile 
Zhurches), not one; (3) all (Peter included) have given up 
ishing in despair ; (4) Jesus enters one of the vessels ; (5) the 
lets are ‘rent asunder’; (6) Peter fears and bids Jesus depart ; 
7) Jesus does not expressly b;d any of the fishers ‘follow’ him. 
In. differs from Lk. in  aN these details: (I) I t  is Jesus (not the 
,oats) who is standing by the sea ; (2) there is hnt one vessel ; 
3 )  Peter has not given up fishing ; (4) Jesus does not enter the 
;esse1 ; (5) io spite of the multitude of the fishes (21 11) ‘the net 
#as mt rent’ ; (6) Peter leapt into the sea and hastened toward 
lesus; (7) Peter is hidden, after the Sacramental Feast, nQt 
mly to feed Christ’s sheep, hut also to ‘follow’ him. 
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is a curious contrast between the personal and as it 

were private nature of Christ’s last 
, w o ~ ~ s ~ ~ a a ,  utterances in Jn. and the public or 

ecclesiastical utterances recorded by 
Lk., Mk. -App,, and the last verses of Mt. 

In Jn., ’ Hither, break your fast,’ ’ Lovest thou me? ’ 
‘ Feed my sheep,’ ‘ If I will that he tarry till I come, 
what is that to thee?’ In the Synoptists, either (Mk.- 
App. ) the injunction to preach the Gospel, the prediction 
of condemnation for those who will not believe and be 
baptized, and the promise of signs such as the ‘ casting 
out of devils,’ ‘ tongues,’ lifting up serpents,” drinking 
poison, etc., and healing the sick ; or else (Mt.) ‘ bap- 
tizing them in the name of the Father and the Son and 
the Holy Spirit, teaching them to keep all things as 
many as I commanded you,’ and a farewell in Galilee, 
with an assertion that Jesus possesses all power, and 
a promise that he will be always present with the 
disciples; or, lastly (Lk.), an ’opening’ of the dis- 
ciples’ minds to understand the Scriptures, and a long 
statement that the Scriptures ‘ must needs have been 
thus fulfilled, ’ and that there must be the preaching of 
repentance in his name ‘ with a view to the remission 
of sins to all the nations-beginning from Jerusalem,’ a 
and then a promise, and a warning that they must 
remain in the city till the promise is fulfilled :-concern- 
ing all which utterances we are warned by our knowledge 
of the various accounts of Christ’s revelations to Paul 
that we must accept none of them as necessarily repre- 
senting the actual words of Christ himself, though (in 
various degrees, and subject to various qualifications) 
they may be regarded as revelations to the Early Church, 
conveyed, during the period of manifestations, to this 
or that disciple, in the same way in which the vision 
and the voice were conveyed to Paul at his conver- 
sion. 

the gift of ‘ tongues ‘-as we infer from Paul‘s Epistles-was a 
phenomenon remarkable, hut not supernatural ; (3)  the ‘taking 
up,’ or, more probably, ‘ destroying (dpoiruw) of serpents ’ was 
probably a lireralising of the promise in Lk. 10 19 that the 
disciples should ‘trample upon serpents and scorpions and all 
the Dower of the enemv.’ 

2 ‘The text is doubtGI. 
3 The Testintony of Part,  in any full discussion of the Re- 

surrection, would come first and claim a detailed consideration. 
Here we can onlv observe on I Cor. 15 1-8 that (I). amone the 
earliest traditions communicated to coiverts was a doctrine 
(probably oral, I r a p S w K a )  on the Resurrectio; of Christ. (2) in 
this tradition ‘accordance with the Scriptures’ played aprominent 
part : (3) th; manifestations of Christ were described by the 
word ‘appeared (&+Sq) ’ a word regularly denoting visions [the 
on& instance in which’it is used in N T  of the appearance of a 
material body is Acts 7 261 ; (4) Pan1 places first an appearance 
to Cephas, and last hut one an appearance to James, neither 
of which is recorded in our canonical Gospels ; (5) he excludes 
all appearances to women; (6) he places the appearance of 
Christ to himself on the same footing as those witnessed by the 
apostles: (7) he speaks of the risen body as ‘a spiritual body’ 
(on which, note that Clem.Alex. (970-972) says that every spirit 
has a ‘body,’ and that demons are called ‘bodiless’ on/y in 
comparison with the spirits that are destined t o  6e saved) and 
as being (8) the same in kind, for Christ as’ for the fakhful 
after death-i.e., as wg should infer not L tangisb 60dy. (9) 
The latest of Paul’s speeches on Lis vision repeats, as from 

It then continues (i6. rg) 
JWhireupon . . . I was not disobedient unto the heaven@ 
vision.’ But Paul’s earlier speech (22) assigns to Jesus merely 
a portion of this discourse, while another portion (mentioning 
‘a  witness’ and ‘sins’) occurs (22 15 J) in the report of a speech 
of Ananias t o  Saul, and another (mentioning ‘the Gentiles’) 
is uttered by Jesus indeed, but onanzuch Zateroccasion (22 18-21) 
when the apostk was in a ‘trance. On the other hand, in 
the earliest account of the vision, the mention of Saul’s mission 
to ‘the Gentiles’ is made by Jesus (915) not to Saul, 61rt to  
dnanias; and Jesus is represented as saying to Saul no more 

esus a long discourse (Acts26 14-18). 

~- 
than occurs in 22. 

These facts lead to the following general conclusions :-(a) 
Words recorded as havinp. Been uttered 6v lesus niav r e d v  
have heen heard in the c m k e  ofa ‘vision.’ -(g) Words &cordid 
as utterfd in a ‘vision’ ncay have hen heard in the course of a 

(c) The aZZeged occasion of utterance may real@ 6e 
a confusion of t w o  o r  even more occasions. (d) Sotne of the 
words may h a v e p r o c e e d e d ~ t d ~ ~ ~ r o ~ n ~ e s u s ,  6ut idirect&, 
fhrough an inspired speaker. 

trance. 
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VI. SINGLE TRADITIONS. 

(u) THE FIRST GOSPEL.-(i.)DoctrinaZandotherchn~-. 
acteristics. -That Mt. was Drimarilv intended for lewish 

34. Single readers is suggested by the stress laid 
tradition : Mt, on prophecy; the tracing of genealogy 

back to Abraham (not. as in Lk.. to 
I ,  

Adam; cp GENEALOGIES i i .);  the Sermon on the 
Mount corresponding to the Law given on Mount 
Sinai ; the contrast between what had been said ‘ of old 
time’ and what the new Lawgiver prescribed ; the word 
‘ lawlessness ’ (altered in Lk. 1327 to ‘ iniquity ’), used 
by Mt. alone, and the strong condemnation of him 
who (Mt. 5 19) breaks, or tenches others to break, ‘ one 
of the least of the commandments.’ 

Mt.‘s parables point less to the inclusion of the Gentiles than 
to the exclusion of unworthy Jews. H e  alone has the saying 
(22 14) : ‘Many are called but few chosen. H e  seems to move 
amid a race of backsliders, among dogs and swine unworthy of 
the pearls of truth, aniong the tares sown by the enemy among 
fishermen who must cast hack again many of the fish caught i n  
the net of the Gospel. ‘The broad way’ is mentioned by him 
alone and the multitude of those that go thereby, and the guest 
withdut the wedding garment, and the foolish virgins, and the 
goats and those who even ‘cast out devils’ in the name of the 
Lord’and yet are rejected by him because they ‘work lawless-. 
ness.’ H e  alone introduces into the Lord’s Prayer the words 
‘ Deliver us from the evil (one).’ Elsewhere he alone gives as a 
reason for not being distracted, ‘sufficient for the day is the. 
evil thereof.’ The wavering or retrogression of many Jewish 
converts when the breach between Jews and Gentiles widened, 
about the time of the siege of Jerusalem, may well explain the  
emphasis laid by Mt. on backsliding ’ and the Condemnation 
of ‘lawlessness’ might refer to Hel1eni;ing Jews who considered 
that the new law set them free from all restraint, and who, in 
casting aside every vestige of nationality, wished to cast aside 
morality as well. Yet Mt. prefers (12 33) even open and con- 
sistent wickedness to the sin of the ‘ hypocrites’ whom his Gospel 
continually denounced (the word occurs in Mt. 13 times, in Mk. 
I, in Lk. 3, in Jn. 0); and he dwells more than the rest on the  
blessings of the meek, the merciful, and the little ones whose 
angels behold the face of the Father. 

Besides the fulfilments of prophecy or type mentioned 
in his Introduction, Mt. sees several others not men-. 
tbned in the Triple Tradition. 

Some of these e.<. that relating to the (212-5) <ass and the 
colt ’ (27 9) ‘the botter’siield ’ (1240) the ‘three days and three 
n i g l k  in the belly of the whale’ as representing the time o f  
Christ’s remaining in the tomb and the (2335) apparently in- 
accurate reference to ZachariaL the son of Barachiah, contain 
such obvious difficulties tbat.they may he regarded as evidences 
of early, not of late composition,a and the same applies to c2 z j )  
‘ He shall be called a Nazarene,‘ which is found in no existing 
book of prophecy. See NAZARETH. 

Apart from his account of the Resurrection, few new miracles 
are introduced by Mt. Two of these consist of acts of healing. 
Two are connected with Peter (I) Mt. 1428-33, the walling on 
the water (2) Mt. 1724 the cbin in the fish‘s mouth. As t o  
these, the’omission of the former by Mk. and Jn., who record 
what precedes and follows, points to the conclusion that it is a 
poetic symbolism of Peter’s lapse and restoration. Ametaphorical 
explanation probably applies also to the latter.3 

1 CD also Proceedinm o f  the Sociefv o f  Historical TheoZopv 
(‘97) >6$, as to these& beatitudGs-on character (omitch 
or jltered by Lk.), the seven petitions of the Lord’s Prayer 
(where Lk. probably retains the original and shorter form), tha 
seven parables in Mt. 15’ the genealogy compressed into a triad 
offourteen, and other humerical groupings that show Jewish 
influence. 

2 An authoritative and widely circulated Gospel stands in this 
respect on quite a different footing from an apocryphal and non- 
authoritative book. The former would be attacked by con- 
troversialists, and any dificnlties contained in it would he 
exposed. Christians could not cancel the difficult passages 
without giving up the authority of the book. Consequently 
the difficult passages would remain in that Gospel, but would be 
quietly dropped by subsequent evangelists. Hence, as defzaeen 
our canonical Gospels, the presence of difficulties is a mark of 
early date. But this criterion does not apply to comparatively 
obscure works not so liable to attack. 
3 See an extraordinary comment in Ephraem (p. 161) ‘So 

when Simon . . . took his net and went to cast it into the sea, 
they also went 7uith him’ (cp Jn. 21 3, ‘ I go a-fishing. They 
say unto him, We also come with thee ’). Also cp Philo (1 499) 
on ‘the holy didrachm,’ and Clem.Alex. (y47), where he says 
that ‘the fish‘ hints a t  (alviweL)God-given food, and that the 
stater might admit ‘other solutions not unknown (O&K dyuoou- 
p&as)’-which implies a tradition of symbolism on this incident. 
For other traces of Philonian symbolism in the Synoptic Gospels, 
cp Mt. 13 33 and Lk. 13 21 on the ‘leaven‘ which a woman ‘hid 
(auCKpu+eu, I p u + u )  in fhree wzeasuyes ( ~ d ~ a )  of meal,’ with 
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(ii. ) Evidenceus to dutc-When Mt. recorded the pre- 

diction that the apostles ( 1 0 2 3 )  would not ’ accomplish 
35. Its date. the cities of Israel’ until the Son of man 

had ‘ come,’ must he not have assumed 
that, in some sense, he had ‘come’ aZoreudy 9 If so, this 
will explain the difficult expression in 2664 ,  ‘ye shall 
hencefoorth, or imrnediuieel‘y ( d ~ ’  i p n ) ,  see the Son of man, 
etc.’l It would seem that, as Jn. saw at least a primary 
fulfilment of Zech. 1210 (‘They shall look on him whom 
they pierced’) in the moment when the spectators of 
the Cross gazed on the pierced side of Jesus, so Mt. 
regarded the ’ coming of Christ with power ’ as com- 
mencing from the time of the sacrifice on the Cross, 
or of the Resurrection. But, whatever he the inter- 
pretation, the difficulty of this and some other passages 
leads to the belief that Mt. has in some cases preserved 
the earliest tradition. Other passages point to a very 
much later date-e.g. , the name of the ‘ Field of Blood ‘ 
borne ( 2 7 8 )  ‘ to this day,’ the charge of stealing Christ’s 
body repeated ( 2 8 1 5 )  ‘ to this day,’ and the mention of 
a the Jews ’ in the same passage as an alien race ; also 
the recognition of ( 7 1 5 )  ‘the false prophets ‘as a definite 
class to be avoided, and of (1817) ‘ the church’ as the 
arbiter in quarrels. Perhaps, too,when viewed in the light 
of the Didacht?, the precepts (5 24) to be reconciled with 
a brother before ‘ bringing one’s gift to the altar,’ and 
( 7  6 )  to avoid casting pearls before swine, indicate a time 
uThen the Eucharist had so long been celebrated in the 
Church as materially to influence the general traditions 
of the doctrine of Christ. 

(iii. ) Jn. i n  reZuation i o  d4at.’s SingZe Torudition.-Jn. 
often agrees with, but intensifies, the doctrine of Mt. 

Mt.’s depreciation of(521-48) the teachers of old time is more 
strongly expressed in Jn.’s (108) ‘thieves and robbers’; Mt.’s 

(1130) ‘easy yoke’ is less strong than Jn. 
831 f:, which implies that Christ’s service 

relation to Jn. shall deliver from every yoke ; Mt. 125-7 
‘the priests profane the Sabbath’ is not so 

clear as Jn. 1 2 2  ‘on the Sabbath ye drcumcise a man ’ . and 
Mt.’s (1234 23 33) ‘ offspring of vipers ’ and ‘serpents ’ (Satan 
being ‘the segyknt’) is less forcible than Un. 844) ‘ye are of 
your father the deviZ.’ Mt., alone of the Synoptists, describes 
the Pharisees as (15 14) ‘ blipd,’and mentions (1513) the ‘rooting 
up of Pharisaism, and (16 27)  the rewarding of men according 
to their works ; and similar thoughts will he found in Jn. 939-41 
15.4-6 5-29. In a very few cases does Jn. appear to be tacitly 
correcting Mt.’s Single .Tradition. Perhaps Mt.’s doctrine o t  
‘little children’ and the stress laid by him on ‘meekness 
appeared to Jn. liable to be perverted into a confession that 
Christianity was a religion of weakness and puerility.% At all 
events, though he alone of the Evangelists supports Mt. 21 5 in 
quoting Zech. 9 9  ‘Behold thy king cometh,’ he omits ‘meek 
(npads)’ on which the Rabbis (Schottg. 2 139 171, etc.) laid 
emphasis ; and, whereas Mt. immediately afterwards (2.l I ~ J ?  
describes the testimony to Jesus as that of ‘babes and children 
Jn. (1242$) states that ‘even of the rulers many believed on 
him.’ Inafew otherpassages (Mt. 2622  25 Jn. 1324f:’ Mt. 26 
52 Jn. 18 TI) though partly correcting Mt.’, Jn. appeais to be 
rather s u p p k i n g  him against omissions or statements of Mk. 
and Lk. 

( b )  THE THIRD GOSPEL.-(i.) Liteoruryform.-(a) 
The Dedication of Lk.-The dedication (1 1-4) shows 

36. Its 

37. single that we have passed into a new’literary 
The Muratorian fragment 

calls attention to the fact that the tradition : Lk. province. 

author writes ‘ in his own name,’ a novelty among evan- 
gelists. He also dedicates his work to some one who, 
if not an imaginary ‘ G~d-beloved,’~ would appear to be 
Philo (1 173) on ‘the three measures (pkrpa) of the soul ’ that 
are to be ‘kneaded’ like cakes ($yKpV+iaL) wherein the sacred 
doctrine ’ must he hidden (KEK &$Oai).’ After the destruction of 
the Temple Vespasian compefied Jews in all parts of the Empire 
to pay the &drachm to the Roman Treasury. Among Christian 
Tews there mav have arisen the ouestion whether thev. heinp 

- 

I, I 

ho longer ‘Jews ’ were liable to pa; it. 
1 Mk. 1462 ohits ‘immediately,’ Lk. 2264 substitutes ‘shall 

16 2s ‘ till they see the Son be’ for ‘ye shall see.’ Cp also Mt. 
o f  man comina in his kingdom,’ Mk. 9 I ‘the kinfdom of God 
having. come,’ Lk. 9 27 ‘ the-kingdom of God.’ 
2 Cp I Cor, 1420 ‘be not chiidren (na~Sia) in mind: how- 

beit in malice be ye babes, but in mind be men’ (see also I Cor. 
3 I 13 I). 

3 There may have been, however, controversial reasons for 

~ 

omitting that epithet. 

not a nom de guerre. 
.I Cp Lightf. BE ,197 ‘Theophilus, if a real person and 

$heophilus, in itself, is not an unlikely 
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a patron, a man of rank. The apostles-the (1  z )  ‘ eye- 
witnesses and ministers of the word ’-appear to have 
‘ delivered ’ their testimony by oral tradition ( a a p t 8 o a a v )  
and to have passed away. To  supply their places (1 I )  

‘many ’ had ‘ attempted to draw up a formal narrative 
( b v a ~ c i ~ a u f f a ~  6:fiyp~rv) ’ concerning the matters fully 
established in the Church. These writers had clearly 
not been eye-witnesses, nor were they, in Lk.’s judgment, 
so successful as to make unnecessary any further 
attempts. Apparently they had failed in the three 
points in which he hopes to excel : they had not ( I )  

‘ traced everything up to its source ( r a p ~ K a X a u f f & n  
drw8ev m%uw),’ and this ( 2 )  ’ accurately ( c k p i p j s ) , ’  and 
( 3 )  they had not written ‘in order (Kaffe@js).’ 

All this affords an interesting parallel to the description of the 
Follection of the Mishna by R. Judah (Hor. Hebr. 1161). 
When he saw the captivity was (sic) prolonged and the scholars 

tohecomefaint-hearted, and thestrengthofwisd& and the cabala 
to fail, and the oral law to be much diminished-he gathered and 
scraped UT together all the decrees, statutes, and sayings of the 
wise men. For ‘the captivity was prolonged,’ substitute ‘the 
Lord delayed his coming,’ for ‘ sayings of wise men’ substitute 
‘traditions (rrapa86ueisy and ‘narratives (S~q-pjuecs),’ some of 
which were probably based on the Psalms of Israel and the 
hymns of the first generation of Christians-and we have the 
same phenomena introducing themselves. Catechumens were 
disturbed by the diversity of traditions ; catechists and evangel- 
ists themselves found it hard to distinguish the genuine from, 
the spurious; it was time to ‘gather and scrape up together 
the traditions-especially those upon the Resurrection and the 
Incarnation and to do this with such exactness (&p~@Bs) that 
the catechi& might know the certainty (bu$dhsLav)’ about the 
points of Christian faith. 

( p )  Linguistic characteristics.-As a corrector, in 
the Triple Tradition, Lk. has been shown above to be  

38. Its style. a linguistic purist, and his insertions 
often indicate a love of sonorous and 

compound words (1822 1733) .  But in his Introduction, 
%-hen describing the days before the Nativity (as also 
when describing the first days of the church in Acts), 
the narrative takes an archaic and Hebraic turn. 

The vocahularyof Lk. is largely borrowed from the LXX, and in 
particular from the Apocrypha-e+, &i@?e$ov, brrourrauOE‘vrwv, 
errrgdhher (in the sense of ‘belonging’) raiursiup6s the use of 
i i ~ i u r o s  for God, urcyp4, bvr~pdhhe~;, eGOeros, n:prurr2uOa~, 
~ a ~ p b ~  & i m o G s ,  So,-& and huuirde?. Cp Lk.’s story of the 
rich fool (1219) with Ecclus. 11:s’ Lk.187 (‘Though he bear 
long with them [pu~poOvpe;] . . . ) kith Eccluc. 22 22 ; Lk. 142 
(‘Blessed art thou among women’) with Judith 1318. Often 
there is an allusive use of L X X  words. Cp Lk. 8851 (about 
Joseph of Arimathrea who had not ‘conseuted to’  the decision 
of the Pharisees) with Ex; 23 I ‘Thou shalt not consent with 
( m y r u r a f i u q )  the unjust ; Lk. 2349 with Ps. 888 ‘Thou hast 
Put mine acduaintances (yvou~o6s) far from me’ . and Lk. 20 20 

eyraOhous with Job 19 12, 31 g ; also Lk. 1 7  rrpo&ydrec 2v rais 
$pipars with Gen. 1811 ?rpopcpqK6res $pfp&v. It 1s difficult to 
decide whether those portions of Lk. which approach the L X X  in 

name for a Jew. And the omission of K &cure in Acts 
11 might he explained on the ground that f.k. thinks it in  
bad taste to be-noble a young catechumen too much Gust as 
Dion. Halic. Orat. Antip. [Reiske, 5 4451 begins and. ends 
[6 11281 a treatise with Kpdrrure ‘dppaic,  but intersperses 
[?19] r i  +rhrdry and [722] pkhrwrf). T o  use the term ohtrn- 
sively is characteristic of ‘the obsequious man’ in Theophr. 
Cha?.act. 5, i;v8parpdrr~.rov elrr&vuebb, ‘after a IargedisjZayf 
res$+ ’). 

KpaTiure certainly cannot refer to nzooral qualities alone. 
This is proved (I) hy Lk.’s use of the vocative in Acts243 2625 
(and cp 2326); (2) by 2 Mac.412, Jos. Ant. iv. 2 8  (in the 
latter, vocatively), where it is applied to ‘young men of distinc- 
tion or nobility,‘and cp Lucian 2272 Kpqr&v OL K P ~ T L U T O L ,  . . . 
ob$ ol /6i&rar p6vov, bhhh rai oi flauLhLKi)mpw K ~ L  rr wrrtisrv 
d.$roilvres). (3) Dion. Halic. seems (as quoted above$ t? dis- 
tinguish between KpdTLUTf and pdhrrure. (4) I t  seems highly 

robahle that the author of the first part of the Epistle to 
biognetus has Lk. in view when writing (B I)  &E&J bpp9, 
apdnure Ardyvqrc, where ‘ Diognetus ’ represents not a Christian, 
hut an inquirer, and is probably a fictitious name. If  so, this 
tends to show that he regarded Lk.’s ‘ Theophilus’ as represent- 
ing a typical catechumen, just as his own ‘ Diognetus’ repre- 
sented a typical inquirer. On the whole, the impression left hy 
the use of the name is that it is typical of one who might be 
addressed ina twofoldsenseas(Hamlet, i. 538)‘thounobleyouth.’ 
Philo underiakes a treatise on the Creation (1 I) ‘for the sake of 
the God-beloved (roil BFO$LAOBS).’ And does not Lk.’s (Acts 1 I) 
T ~ V  ph. n p B ~ o v  h6yov 2aorqua‘pqv m p i  rdurov, 0 Bs6+che, sound 
like an echo of Philo 2 444 b pPv rrp6reppos h6yos $v?p;v, & BdBore, 
mpp~roi l  . . . ? Tatian speaks of (12) ‘interpretations (of 
Scripture) which being published in writing make those who 
give heed to them *Teat@ 6el~ved of God (O~O$C~E;S).‘ 
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rhythm and vocabulary are translations from Hebrew documents, 
or imitations, conscious or unconscious of the books of the LXX. 
But the use of b KdpLos,l ‘the Lord’Ain(713) the raising of the 
widow’s son at  Nain, (10 I) the appointment of the Seventy, (11 
39) the rebuke of the Pharisees, (1242) the preface to the 
parable of the faithful and just steward, (1315) the healing of 
the daughter of Abraham bound by Satan (1753) the parable 
of the sycamore tree (156) the parable of ;he unjust judge (19 
8) the story of Zacch)aeus, (2261) Christ’s looking on Peter,’and 
the verse (243) where it is said that ‘they found not the body of 
the Lord Jesus’-confirms the theory (which is also supported 
by internal evidence) that these passages in Lk. are translations. 
Another test-word is ‘Ieppouuahljy. Lk. uses ‘IcpouuaAljp about 
twenty-six times, ‘Iqmudhpa only three times (222 192s 237). 
The  latter form is sometimes used geographically by writers 
who use the former rhetorically or historically; but it is remark- 
ahle that in 2 22 and 41 the two forms should be used apparently 
in the same sense, bvljyayov air& FLS ‘IcpoudAvia and :TO- 

~ ~ O V T O  . . . EES ‘Iepovuahjp.2 Cp JERUSALEM, B T. 
(ii. ) Doctrinal Characteristics.-Thekey-noteofLk.’s 

doctrine is touched in the song of Zacharias over the 
39. Its spirit. Baptist, and struck more clearly in the 

song of Simeon over the child Jesus ; 
proclaiming, in the first case, redemption for (1 77) 
‘God‘s people,’ in the second, for (231J)  ‘aZZ the 

peopZes, a light for revelation of the GentiZes.’ 
The implied (416-30) rejection of the Jews in favour of the 

Gentiles at  the outset of Christ’s public life in Nazareth is a 
chronological error; but it indicates the tendency of the Gospel. 
When (Mt.632) ‘the Gentiles’ are condemned as seeking 
pleasures, Lk. is careful toadd (1230) ‘the Gentiles offhewodd, 
%.e. those who are spiritually Gentiles; and Lk.’s ‘seventy’ 
midsionaries are emblematic of the Gospel to ‘ the nations.’ Mk. 
makes no mention of the Samaritans. Mt. has merely (105) 
‘Go not into any city of the Samaritais’ ; but in Lk. the sons 
of Zehedee are rebuked for desiring to call down fire on a 
Samaritan village ; a just Samaritan shames both priest and 
Levite; and a grateful Samaritan puts nine Jewish lepers to the 
blush. As for the law, it is valid as long as Jesus is a child or 
(251)  ‘subject to’ his parents; but as soon as he has been 
baptized, it is regarded as (41s 1016) superseded because 
fulfilled. 

It  couples 
‘ blessings ’ with (Lk. 6 24-26) ‘ woes. ’ It proclaims a 
conflict pending-between God and Satan, forgiveness 
and sin, self-renunciation and worldliness-which is to 
culminate in the triumph of mercy imparting to the 
Gentiles (2447) a message of ‘repentance and remission 
of sins.’ 

When Satan departs from Jesus it is only (413) ‘for a time’; 
Satan binds a daughter of Abrahim, is beheld by Jesus ‘fallen 
from heaven,’ enters into Judas, and demands the Twelve that 
he may ‘sift’ them. There is a sharp demarcation between 
rich and poor. I t  is ‘the, poor,’ not (as Mt. 53) ‘the poor in 
spirit,’ that are ‘blessed. In Lk., Christ pronounces a woe 
upon them that are rich, rebukes the ‘cumbered’ Martha, 
exhorts the rich to entertain the poor and dooms the rich fool 
to  a sudden death, while Dives is ’consigned to unalterable 
torment. But above all Lk. contrasts ‘repentance’ with 
r i d e .  I f  Laiarus is contrasted with Dives, the grateful 

amaritan with the ungrateful Jewish lepers the merciful 
Samaritan with the heartless priest and Levite, knd the trivial 
anxieties of Martha with the simple devotion of Mary, much 
more does the publican find his foil in the Pharisee who prays 
by his side ; the woman ‘which was a sinner’ and ‘ loved much ’ 
in Simon the churlish host who loved little; the prodigal 
younger son in the envious elder son; and the penitent thief on 
the right in the impenitent thief on the left. All these stories, 
as well as that of Zacchaeiis, and the lost piece of silver, must 
have appealed with great force to many who applied to them- 
selves the words of Epbes. 2 I : ‘And you did h; quicken when 
ye were dead through your trespasses and sins ; they magnify 
the power of forgiveness-contrasting the instantaneous and 
complete victories of faith (for the most part ‘without works’) 
with the inferior results of a long life of ordinary and prudent 
respectability. 

(iii. ) A nzanual for daib conduct.-The insertion of 
1 The Gospel of the Hebrew always uses the form b I G p r o ~ ,  

never b ’Iquoirs. 
2 Another test-phrase is d m v  SEI, frequent in Genesis and the 

early part of Exodus but rare or non-existent in later books. 
I t  does not occur in Mk. or Mt. In Jn. it occurs only (a) in 
the interpolated811 the woman taken in adultery’ (6) in126 
[where D transpose; SEI and Ss omits &rev 6EI ( ‘how Judas 
did not care’), the o;iginal probably being simply ‘Not 
that Judas cared’]; (c) in2123 O ~ K  &rev 86, where dQ’is sup- 
ported by NBC and is perhaps genuine, meaning ‘ however.’ 

In Lk. (as also in Acts) it is frequent, mostly in his Single 
Tradition, but sometimes in the Double or Triple when he 
infroduces words o r  aruangements o.f his o u m  In  view of 
these facts, Mt. 1247, bracketed by Tischendorf and placed by 
W H  in marg., should be rejected as an interpolation. 
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Lk.’s Gospel is abundant in contrasts. 

‘day by day,’ both in the Lord‘s Prayer and in the 
40.  it^ aim. precept to ‘ take up the cross,’ indicates 

a purpose in the writer to produce a 
practical Gospel. ~ LG. seems to see, as the ma& obstacles 
to the Faith, not ‘ hypocrisies ’ nor Jewish backsliding, 
but the temptations of wealth and social position acticg 
upon half-hearted converts ; and his sayings abcut 
‘ building the tower,’ ‘putting the hand to the plough,’ 
‘ renouncing all one’s possessions,’ and ‘ hating ’ fathcr 
and mother, are pathetic indications of what must have 
been going on in the divided household of many a 
young ‘ Theophilus.’ The important part played 
by ‘devout women’ in Acts prepares the reader for 
finding prominence assigned to them here. Lk. alone 
gives us the songs of Mary and of Elisabeth, and the 
testimony of Anna. The mother of the Lord (not 
Joseph) ponders in her heart the words of her Son, and 
her sufferings are made (2  35) the subject of prophecy; 
Lk. alone mentions the domestic anxieties of Martha 
and the devoted faith of her sister, the cure of the 
afflicted ‘ daughter of Abraham,’ the woman who 
invoked a blessing upon the womb that bare Jesus, the 
story of her who ‘ loved much,’ and the parable of the 
woman rejoicing over the lost piece of silver. Lot’s 
wife is mentioned by him alone ; nor do we find in any 
other Gospel the utterance of Jesus to the ‘ daughters of 
Jerusalem.’ Mk. and Mt. concur with Lk. in pro- 
nouncing a blessing on the man who gives up father or 
mother or lands or houses for Christ’s sake; bnt Lk. 
alone adds ‘ wife. ’ 

Strangely incongruous with these sayings and with the great 
body of Synoptic doctrine, are the parables of the unjust steward 
the unjust judge, and the friend persuaded by importunity: 
The moral of they  appears to be ‘Copy the world, only in a n  
unworldly fashion. Yet the thought thestyle and the language 
make it difficult to believe that Jes& uttered’ these parables i i  
their present shape ; and the last two (as they stand) seem at 
variance with his command to remember that the Father 
knoweth what things we need before we ask for them. Every- 
thing points to the conclusion that we have here and probably 
elsewhere in Lk., discourses, based indeed on Christ’s doctrine 
hut not containing his words or modelled after his methods and 
style. Else, why in the parable of the Shepherd, do we find the 
dramatic element’in Lk. ldewhilst it is absent in Mt. 18131 and 
why do Lk.’sfa~ac%es alone introduce U e  solilopuy-e.g., in the 
case of the rich fool, the prodigal son, the unjust steward, the 
unjust judge? 

( iv.)  Evidence as t o  date..-Lk., more clearly than 
Mk.-Mt., describes the fall of Jerusalem as the result 
41. Its date. of a siege and capture. He also more 

definitely sets a term for all troubles. 
Lk. alone has the exhortation to (2128) ‘look up.’ 
Omitting the remarkable saying of Mk. and Mt. that 
the Son himself knoweth not ‘the hour,’ he declares 
that the trampling down of Jerusalem will be only till 
‘ the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled.’ Then will come 
a time of ‘ distress ’-not, however, now for Israel, but 
for the Gentiles-and amidst convulsions of nature the 
Son of man will come. In the hope of this coming, 
the disciples are to lift up their heads, remembering 
that, although some of them will be ‘ slain,’ not a hair 
of their heads will be injured. The comparatively 
cheerful discourse on the Coming, combined with the 
joyful and triumphant tone of the Introduction, accords 
with the general tenor of Lk. when compared with Mt., 
and indicates as the author a Christian Gentile to whom 
(as to Barnabas) the fall of Jerusalem was an accepted 
and not unwelcome fact. Writing with recollection, 
but not under the present pressure, of persecution, 
when the Church was making rapid progress in the 
conversion, not only of the slaves, the poor, and the 
‘devout women,’ but also of the higher and more 
educated classes in the Roman Empire, the Evangelist 
seems to be looking forward to the moment when ’ the 
times of the Gentiles ’ would be ‘ fulfilled,’ and the Son 
of man would suddenly ‘ come.’ Such a date might be 
reasonably fixed at the close of Vespasiau’s or the 
beginning of Nerva’s reign1 See ESCHATOLOGY, S4f: 

1 Acts 25 30(‘ And he (Paul) ahode two whole years [in Rome]’) 
suggests, a t  first sight, that Acts-and, a fwtiori. (Acts 1 I) 
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, (v. ) S7ipe&zturaZ Narratives peculiar to Lk., apart 

from the Introduction and the Conclusion, are : ( I )  the 
miraculous draught of fishes ; (2) the raising 
of the widow’s son at.Nain ; (3) the healing 
of the woman bound’ by Satan; (4) the 

cure of the dropsical man;  (5) the appearance of the 
angel strengthening Jesus, and (6) the healing of the 
severed ear.l 

As regards (6), its omission by all the other Evangelists is, in 
itself, almost fatal to its authenticity, and it is probably to  be 
explained as the result of a literary misunderstanding, There 
was probably some tradition -ambiguous, or obscure, and 
omitted by Mk.-that Jesus said (a) ‘let it (Le. the sword) be re- 
stored t o  its place. This was misunderstood by Lk. as meaning 
(6) ‘let it (;.e. the ear) be restored.’ He therefore substituted 
(6) for (f), and amplified his narrative in such words as to leave 
no ambiguity.2 

(vi. ) Lk.’s.$osition AistoricaZ(v.-We are led to the 
conclusion that, although Lk. attempted to write 

‘ accurately’ and ’ in order,’ yet he 
trustworthiness, could not always succeed. When 

decidingbetweenan earlier and a later 
date, between this and that place or occasion, between 
metaphor and literalism, between what Jesus himself 
said and what he said through his disciples, he had to’ 
be guided by evidence which sometimes led him right, 
but not always. 

In  regarding the story of the fig-tree as a metaphor and the 
promise about treading on scorpions as a spiritual prolhise, and 
i n  %lacing the home of the infant Jesus a t  Nazareth, not a t  
Bet lehem, he was probably right. The Feeding of the Four 
Thousand he may have rightly rejected as a duplicate of the 
tradition about the Five Thousand. But be himself seems to 
give in his Mission of the Seventy a duplicate of the Mission of 
the Twelve.3 His two-fold description of Jesus as mourning 
.over Jerusalem onc,e (1334)  in Galilee and once (1941) near the 
city itself, seexks an error of an infe,fe;ential character (like his 
inference from the expressions ‘cnp’and ‘platter,’ that a certain 
discourse of Jesus was uttered at  the table of a Pharisee).4 
Again, Mk. and Mt. show traces of duplicate traditions concern- 
ing the insults offered to Jesus in the Passion; and these 
(combined with the Psalmists predictions about (Acts426) ‘The 
kinas of the earth’) may have led Lk. to adopt a tradition-not 
mehoned  by the other Evangelists-that Herod joined with 
Pilate to persecuteChrist. .In the journey to Emmaus and the 
Manifestation to the Eleven, it has been shown ( p z S J )  that he 
seems to take metaphor for literal statement. Some textual 
ambiguity may have induced him to believe that the Nazarenes,, 
instead of (as Mk. and Mt.) ‘being caused to stumble in Jesus 
tried to ‘cause Jesus to f a l l s  (down a precipice) ’ and that thk 
words uttered to the woman at  the anoi:ting6 ‘were not ‘Let  
her alone,’ but ‘ Her sins are forgiven her. 

Lk. ‘s absolute omission of some genuine and valuable 
traditions-especially in connection with Christ’s ap- 
pearing to women after the Resurrection and with 
Christ’s promise to go to ‘ Galilee ‘-though it may be 
in part extenuated on the ground of the need of selection, 
and in part almost justified on the ground of the obscurity 
.of the original, nevertheless seriously diminishes the 

42’ Its 

43. Its relative 

-.__ ______ 
‘the former treatise,‘ i.e., Lk.-was completed during the apostle’s 
life. But although Acts may incorporate documents written while 
Paul was living and left unaltered by the compiler, the compila- 
tion may have been made many years after the apostle’s death. 
1 Of these (3) and (4) demand no special mention ; (I) must be 

classed (5 32 and § 47) with Jn.’s draught of 153 fishes, which is 
symbolical ; (2) will be discussed with the Raising of Lazarus 
(see below, $ 58). AS to (5 )  (described by WH as not a part 
of Lk.’s gospel, but as one of ‘the yost precious among the 
remains of’ an ‘evangelical tradition locally current beside 
the Canonical Gospels,’ and as being ’rescued from oblivion by 
the scribes of the second century’) see 5 62 (4). 

2 The same word b r o r a 0 ~ w ~ d v a ~  means ‘restore’ a sword in 
Jer. 29 (Heb. 47) 6, and a liinb in Lk. 610. The solution is 
unconsciously suggested by Ephrem (236-7) : ‘ Justitiam (i.e. 
gladium) in Iocum suum reduxit . . . Aurem in Iocum suunt 
restituii.’ 

3 Cp Lk.’s accounts of the two Missions (a) 93-5 (6)  101-rz 
with Mt.’s account of the single Mission(Mt. 1 0 7 - ~ 5 ) ,  a d  it will 
be foCnd that (6)  is almost entirely made up of that portion of 
Mt. which does not occur in (a). 

Confusio; between a verb and its causal form produces 
manyvariations in the L X X  (Gen. 32 23 Nuin. 2027 Jer. 15 16etc.), 
and probably explains many Synopticvariations; cp Mk. 2 19 Mt. 
9 1 5 ~ 8 h a v r a c  V V ~ T ~ F L V  (Mt. a s v b i v )  with Lk. 534 6Jvaub’e . . . 
~ O L ~ W R L  z q w m h a i  : Mk. 91 Lk. 928 Mk. 1 1 7  Lk. 193s. A great 
many instances occur in Theodotion’s and the LXX version of.  
Daniel (15 [ W T ~ W ~ L ,  w~r jvar ]  IT 213 16, etc.). 

4 See above 19. 

6 See above, $ IO n. 
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value of his work. Every page of it shows signs of 
pains, literary labour, and good taste. It is by far the 
most beautiful, picturesque, and pathetic of all the 
Gospels, and probably the best adapted for making 
converts, especially among those who have to do w-ith 
the life of the household. But, if bald bare facts are in 
question, it is probably the least’ authoritative of the 
Four. 

Jn. often intervenes to descrilje facts mentioned by 
Mk.-Mt. and omitted by Lk. But, as regards facts 
mentioned by Lk. alone, Jn. is either silent or gives so 
different.a version of them (as in the case of the Draught 
of Fishes) that many would fail to recognise an intention 
to describe the same event. On this point, see the next 
section. 

(vii. ) Jn. in reZation tu LR.’s SingZe Trkdition.-It 
is only where Lk. alters, or omits, some Synoptic 
44. Its relation Tradition, or where he attempts to 

describe the phenomena that followed 
the Resurrection, that Jn. (as a rule) 

steps in to correct Lk. The Fourth Gospel lies outside 
that large and beaatiful province, peculiar to the Third, 
which deals with the welcome of repentant sinners ; and 
some of the words most in use with Lk.-‘repentance,’ 
‘ faith,’ rich,’ ‘ riches,’ ’ divorce,’ publican,’ and (in 
the words of Jesus) sinner ‘-are altogether absent 
from Jn. 

n. 
may be thought tacitly to contradict the Single Tradition of i k .  
i s j ruyar  as to which Lk. encourages something approaching to 
importunlty, while Jn. so far discourages i t ,  that he’avoids the 
very use of the word, preferring ‘ask’ or ‘request,’and every- 
where implies that the essential thing is, not that the petitioner 
should be importunate, but that he should be ‘in Christ,’ in 
which case his petition inust be granted. 

Lk. aims at  chronological order. Jn. while giving a new 
chronology, gToups his history accorddg to symbolical and 
spiritual principles. Lk. often removes from the old Tradition 
such words as Atticists might condemn ; Jn. seems sometimes 
to prefer them,l and always uses a vocabulary simple even to 
monotony, Lk. writes what ‘eye-wifnesses’ have delivered,’ 
Jn. (not here dissenting, but indicating superiority) writes in 
the name of eye-witnesses concqrning (Jn. 114) that which ‘ we 
have Contemplated (&lcari@Ja). 

So far, Jii. may be said to differ, without correcting ; but on 
one or two points of Lk.’s Single Tradition he seems to write 
corrertivelv. For examnle :’ Lk. 32 mentions ‘ Annas and 

to Jn, 

Perhaps the only important point of doctrine in which 

e . - - ~  aiaphas’ - ’  as ‘high I&cst;~’ L u t J n .  1 x 1 3  dcicrihes Annas a i  die 
father-in-law of the highlprivst Cni;ipl.a, ; Lk. 2252 meniions 
‘gcnernls of the temple, but JI I .  l J i n  ‘the chilinrch.’ l .k . ,  
aione of the Synoptists mentions Martha and Mary together. 
Mary, he says w a s  :eared a t  Christ’s feet; Martha was 
‘troubled’ (@opi@i<2, Lk. 1041) ‘about much serving. Jn. 
does not contradict this. but he presents us with a different 
aspect of Martha. Mar;, he says, was sitting a t  home with the 
Je,ws. Martha went to meet Jesus, and made a confession of 
faith ’in him, and induced Mary to come forth also to meet 
him. 

In  two or three instances, Jn. represents as an act what Lk. 
represents as a word. E.g., Lk. 22 27 (‘I am in the midst of 
you as ,he that serveth’) IS arallel to Jn. 131-5, where Jesus 
‘serves ; Lk. 2232 (‘I have [sought for thee’) seems parallel 
to the prayer to the Father in Jn.1715 (‘keep them from the 
evil one’). Perhaps we may add Lk.2346 (‘I commend my 
spirit’) and Jn. 1930 (‘he delivered np [Irap8wKC] his spirit ’). 

(6) THE JOHANNINE GOSPEL. -The FourthGospel has 

45. Jn. : been the subject of various (i.) hypotheses 
The internal evidence for, 

these (apart from direct statements) is 
authorship. of authorship. 

derivable from (ii. ) names, allusions, etc. ; (iii.) style ; 
(iv. ) structure. 

(i. ) Hypotheses opauthonhip.-The Gospel states that 
(21 20 24) ‘ the disciple whom Tesus loved ’ is the witness 
and writer2 of ‘these things,’ adding ‘and we know 
that his witness is true.’ A comparison of several 
other passages leads (by a process of elimination) to the 
inference that the author-writing perhaps with some 
co-operation or attestation of others-was John the son 
of Zebedee. But the belief that the apostle originated 
the Gospel is compatible with a conviction that he did 
not comDose or write it in its Dresent sham. I .  

1 E.<. K P ~ ; B W T O S ,  K O A A U ~ L W V ~ S ,  TLUTLK~S (as used in Mk. 143). 
2 The text is uncertain. There may have been ,originally a 

distinction between ‘the.witness’ and ‘the writer : 2031 has 
simply ‘ hath been written,’ and 1935 simply ‘hath witnessed.’ 
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For example the teaching of the aged apostle may have been 

taken up by disciple or ‘interpreter,’ and may have been 
ultimately published by the latter, as Peter’s is said to have 
been recorded and, circulated by Mark (see below, 65) 
Peter’s ‘interpreter. If, as Irenzus says John the apostl; 
wrote the Apocalypse about A.D. 96, the’difference of style 
between that and the Gospel would necessitate a very Ion 
interval to admit even a possibility that he wrote the latter5 
Suppose the apostle to have been ninety, or, say, only eighty- 
five, when he wrote the Apoc., and concede an interval of only 
ten years to allow him to learn a new kind of Greek, change his 
vocabulary, and adopt a new style, new thoughts, and a new 
tone, yet this brings us to 106 A.n. and the apostle to the age of 
a hundred or ninety-five. Is it probable that one so aged could 
retain powers of memory and expression sufficient for the mental 
construction, or even the literary expression, of a work in which 
as will he shown, every word is weighed and every detaii 
adapted to a spiritual purpose? The improbability is increased 
by the tradition (reported by Jerome) that towards the close of 
his life the venerable apostle bad to he carried into the midst of 
the congregation and could do no more thqn repeat over and 
over again the injunction ‘Love one another. 

If  this was so, John’s Gospel would nevertheless continue to 
be preached, probably by one or more of his ‘ elders,’ preaching 
in his name, say from A.D. 98 to A.D. 1 x 0  or A.D. 115. Then it 
becomes easy to understand how the individuality of an 
‘interpreter’ may have combined with the force of new cir- 
cumstances-attacks from philosophers without conflicts with 
incipient Docetism within-to mould the oral Johannine Gospel 
into its present shape, first without an appendix, and then, when 
the nominal author had passed away (say A.D. 1o8), with the 
additional chapter that, in effect, alludes (21 23) to his death. 
Who this ‘Elder’ or ‘interpreter’may have been we cannot now 
discuss.2 For the present it must suffice to point out that, as 
the Muratorian Fragment enrolls among the canonical books 
the Wisdom of SoZomon, though admitting it to have been 
written not by Solomon but by Solomon’s friends ‘in his honour,’ 
so a pupil and ‘interpreter’ of John, committing to writing a 
Johannine Gospel, might deem it a merit to ignore his own part 
in the composition, and to impute it as a whole to his master 
and teacher. The alternative was to do as Lk. had done : to 
use ‘ I ’ and ‘ me in the preface, and to explain that the writer 
had received his doctrine from the aoostle. That. however. was an 
in:iovatiou. ~ ~ i c  first two (;orpeIs’Iiad given 11; signs of‘iiutliar. 
ship. The Fourth Goapcl differs from the Third in rneth~d, 
arimgeuicnt, and systcui, as well as in matters of fact aid  & \ v i  
offact. Lk.’s novel precedent might even stimulate the Johannine 
‘interpreter’ to merge his own authorship in that of the apostle 
or, rather, in that of ‘the disciple whom Jesus loved,’ and whod 
he perhaps regards as a pattern and type of true discipleship. 

Some of these points will be more fitly discussed 
under External Evidence. What has been said above 
is intended to guard the reader against assumptions 
fatal to unprejudiced criticism. 

For example it is commonly assumed (I) that the author 
must be an ey;-witness or a forger ; (2) that if he knows some 
things not known to the Synoptists he must know everything 
known to an apostle and must de a n  apostle; (3) that the 
minute details with which the narrative abounds are signs of an 
eye-witness with a taste for the picturesque, and ofan ear-witness 
with a keen sense of the dramatic.3 On the contrary, (I) if the 
writer is a disciple regarding himself as the pen of a teacher, he 
is not to he regarded as a forger ; (2) if the writer received from 
John the apostle some things not known to the Synoptists, it 
does not follow that he received everything, still less that he 
must himself be an apostle ; (3) if, among a vast store of details 
of name and number (such as might naturally drop from the lips 
of a very old man in oral accounts of reminiscences) he selected 
those which lent themselves to a symbolical meaning, it does 
not follow that he was an eye-witness or ear-witness; and it 
may even be that he would have regarded picturesqueness as 
an impertinence approximating to profanity in one who was 
attempting to write a Gospel that should be a New Testament 
‘ Scripture’ 

(ii. ) Evidence from Names, etc. -Here we consider 
(a) Names, ( p )  Numbers, and(y) Quot~ations.~-(a) Names 

1 The Apocalypse contains much internal evidence e . g .  the 
reference to cheap wine and dear corn in Rev. 66) for placing a t  
least part of the work in the reign of Domitian. The ancient 
external evidence for the Domitian date is singularly strong. Cp 
APOCALYPSE. 

See JOHN S O N  OF ZEBEDEE .... If it was John the Elder-a 
contemporary)who as Eusebius (in. 396) tells us, was confused 
with the apostleLthe imputation of the Gospel to John the 
apostle might he more easily explained. 

3 Some critics actually extend this last inference to the 
dialogue with the Samaritan woman a t  which no discipZe was 
present ! 

4 In order to appreciate what follows the reader mnst re- 
member (I) that every name number, deiail, and even syllable 
in Scripture was generally sdpposed in Rabbinical tradition to 
have some Bpiritual significance ; (2) that this significance or 
symbolism was reduced to a system by the Alexandrian Jews 
(see Siegfried and Drummond on Philo); (3) that Jn. (as will 
he shown in foot-notes to this section) was familiar with the 
Philonian teaching. 
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of places in Tn. divide themselves into two classes : 
first, the well known ; second, the ob- 

Concerning the 
former. Tn. mav be shown to write 

*& Jn.‘s proper scure and contested. names* 
~~.~ ~ ~ . .  . I  

mostly from biblical, or literary, not from local, know- 
ledge. The latter he mentions only when they are 
adapted for symbolism. 

For example : (I) that Jesns(8zo) ‘spake in the Treasury ’is an 
error (so far as we know) arising from a supposition that what 
held in the days of Nehemiah (1037.39 and cp Neh. 135) held 
also in the time of Christ ;1 that the temple was built in ( 2 2 0 )  
‘forty and six years’ was a false inference2 from Ezra1 I about 
the second temple. (2) That Jesus (18 I) crossed the Kidron may 
very well have happened; but the fact appears to he introduced 
as a parallel to David who similarly ( z  S. 1523) crossed the 
Kidron in mourning to ;,turn in triumph. (3) The mention of 
the cornfields of Sychar, or Shechem, far from implying an eye- 
witness, might have been made by any reader of Philo (1471) 
familiar with Gen. 4915. (4) Dialogues between a Samaritan 
and a Jew about ‘this mountain’ (Gerizim) as compared with 
Mount Sion, existed among the Talmudists, and It was the 
custom to place the scene a t  the foot of the former near Shecheni.3 
SYCHAR (T.v.) appears to have been an opprobrious name for 
Shechem (sey 8 54 ). it adapted itself to the dialogue on ‘ the 
living water. (>)’Js ;or the alleged familiarity with Capernaum 
and its ‘sea,’ it reduces itself to this, that the writer knew 
Capernaum to he on the sea-shore, so that people would ‘go 
down’ to it, and knew that the sea was large enough to allow 
men to row-under stress of weather and not necessarily in a 
straight direction-for (6 19) ‘ twenty-five or thirty furlongs.’ 

Passing to ‘obscure and conteste:’ places we find (6) in (323) 
‘Bnon near to Salim ’ [the var. loc. Salem’k cited] (i.e., Foun. 
taiks near to Peace’), a reference to the Baptist’s urification by 
water as a preparation for the higher purification oFMelchizedek, 
king of Salem (or Pew+i.e., Christ. Cp SALIM. As for (7) 
the corrupt passage4 relating to Bethesda, Bethzatha, or Beth- 
saida, the most probable supposition is that Jn. wished to 
describe some place of bathing or purification in Jerusalem 
that the Jews themselves (Wetst. ad Zoc.) called a bath& 
place by the Greek-derived name pro6at6 (‘ sheep-pool ’), and 
that a kindred name appeared to he applied to a pool in Jeru- 
salem by Nehemiah.5 Lastly (8) the pool of Siloam, and its 
spiritual interpretation-which Jd introduces in the healing of 
the man horn blind, the type of the converted Gentile world- 
would he known to every reader of Is. 86. 

(p )  Numbers-If the man at Bethesda represents 
sinful Israel, his 38 years of waiting might correspond to the 38 

years that elapsed before Israel (Deut. 2 14) ‘went 
47. Its over the Brook Zered.’G The 153 fish, according 

numbers. to Philonian principles,‘? would mean (as explained 
by Augustine) the Church as evolved from the 

Law and the Spirit. The 6 water-pots ‘containing 2 or 3 firkins 
apiece’ (after the Jews’ manner of purifying) represent the 
inferior dispensation of the week-days-i.e., the Law-preparing 

Further, how little security there is that names would he 
accurately preserved in passing from Hebrew to Greek (not to 
speak of the gulf dividing an oral tradition from Gospels written 
say, A.n. 65.110) may be seen by comparing two books of 
in the circumstances most favourahle to accuracy, viz., where 
60th lransZate fhe same Hebrew originaZ 69 which errors 
might de corrected. Cp (a)  z Ch. 35815 with (6) I Esd. 18 
15 : (a) I e ~ q h  (6) Huu?lAas, u.8 : (a) ALpav, ISaLBwp (6) Z a p p a s ,  
ESSa~vous o 15. Similar discrepanciesahound in I Esd. andz Esd. 
I t  was indviiable that variations in obscure Gospel names should 
abound a t  the beginning of the second century, leaving it open 
to the writer to choose that form which seemed most suitable. 

1 Neh. 1039 might give the impression that ‘the children of 
Israel ’ when bringing their offerings into ‘the Chambers,’ were 
allowdd to enter the treasure-house. Mk. 1241 (‘ovev against 
the Treasury’) is correct, and so is Josephns (b’3 v. 52,  Axt. 
xix. 61). But no unofficial person was, in Christ’s time, allowed 
‘ in the Treasury.‘ 

2 See the Cine< 
of Eusehius 

built his part of the 
tempie ‘in eight years.’ 

3 Mor. He6r. on Jn, 420. 
4 The RV rendering ‘by the sheep (gate)’ 1s unsupported by 

any instance of a similar ellipse in Greek literature, and 1s in- 
directly condemned by ,Eusehins and Jerome. 

5 See Neb. 3‘15 6 the pooZ of thefleeces for the,she?ring 
of the king. Sheel;’ in Philo (I 170) represent the irrational 
passions. The sick man in Jn. typifies sinful Tsrae! (Jn. 514 
sin no more’) waiting for the intermittent purification of the 

Law (typified by the intermittent pool). 
6 ‘Thirty-eight ’ does not occurin the whob of the Bi6le except 

in these twoplaces. 
7 The Law=ro (the ten commandments): the Spirit (Rev. 14 

31 etc.)=7. According to Philo (1 IO), the fulfilment of any 
potentiality, say 3, is 1+2+3 ; the fulfilment of 4 is 1+z+3+4. 
The fulfilment of 1o+7 (or 17) is I + z + ? .  . . +17. Le. I < ? : -  
absurd of course to mbdirn ;;aders; hu<a system& res& of 
Philonian interpretation, and not thought absurd by Augustine. 
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the way for the perfect dispensation of the Sabbath-i.e., the 
Gospell-of which the wedding feast at  Cana is a type. Peter 
(21s) swims over zoo cubits,2 a number that represents (Philo 
on Gen.522) repentance. The ‘five porches’ in Bethesda 
represent the five senses of unredeemed humanity-i.e., the 
unregenerate passions-and so the ‘five husbands’ of the Woman 
of Samaria represent what Philo calls ’the five seducers,’ who 
lead the soul from its union with God. 
(7) Quotations.-Quotations from OT (rare in the 

Gospel, and non-existent in the Epistle) are condensed 
48. Its OT and adapted’to the context. Almost all 
quotations, differ both from the Hebrew and from the 

For the 
most part, Jn. quotes the OT as illustrating funda- 
mental tendencies or pointing to types3 

The words (1034) ‘ I  said ye are gods’ are taken to indicate 
that all men who have received the Word of God’ are in some 
sense divine. (8 17) ‘The testimony of two men is true’ means 
that in the spiritual world, as in the material, experience is the 
test of truth ; so that he who can produce the results he aims at 
is proved to he-so far as the province of the action extends-in 
the region of truth having the testimony of ‘ two’  (himself and 
God, or himself ahd Nature). From first to last this Gospel 
ahounds in allusions to the OT and is permeated with Jewish 
tradition, but the author seems to have shared in the growing 
dissatisfaction felt by Jews with the L X X  a t  the beginning of 
the second century, and to have been largely influenced by 
Christian traditions of free quotation.4 

(iii. ) Styk-The Fourth Gospel abonnds in iteration 
-sometimes (a) double, sometimes (0) triple, sometimes 

LXX, even where these agree. 

49. Its style.’ (r )  of the same statement expressed 
positively and negatively-quite different - . .  

from anything-in the Synoptists. 
(1 20) ‘ H e  confessed, and ( y )  denied not, but (a) confessed ’ ; 
Z O J )  ‘everyone that doeth ill . . . cometh not to the>light f“. . hut he that doeth the truth (y) cometh to the Ii4ht ; (10 

7 9) ‘ I am the door of the sheep. . . I am (a )  the door. (a) In  
the Baptist’s testimony, and at  the heginning of the Gospel, the 
iteration (with or without slight variation) is often twofold-e.g., 
1 31 33 ‘ I knew him not ’ (twice), and cp 3 31 4 23J 6 3 9 5  6 35 48 
etc. (p) But not infrequently-with the aid ofquestionandanswer, 
or other slight variations which have a meaning besides break- 
ing the sense of monotody-the effect of a threefold iteration is 
produced, as when Jesus is predicting his Resurrection (1616- 
19). where the words ‘A little while and ye shall see me,’ are 
repeated thrice, and ‘a little while’ seven times. So the words 
of Mk. and Mt. ‘(cometh) after me’-rejected by Lk.-are 
converted by Jn. (1 152730) into a triple testimony from the 
Baptist to the pre-existence of Christ. 

Westcott rightly calls attention to the triple repetition of 
‘these things’ in 12 16, where the allusion is to an unconscious 
fulfilment of prophecy; hut in fact the Gospel ahounds with such 
instances (33-7 654-57 855  10 15-18 16 13-16 1334J); and some- 
times the repetition refers not to words hut to acts. Thrice did 
Je:us(72837 1244)‘cryaloud (&p&v)’: thrice(65 1141 171) 
raise his eyes to heaven, and always as a prelude to some 
sublime mystery of act or utterance. The writer implies that 
lesus manifested himself to the discinles after the Resurrection 
6y  many signs ; but he selects three; and, of the last, he says 
(21 I +) ‘ This is now the third time . . . ’ 

Numerical groupings, in threes, fives, sevens, etc., are frequent 

1 For this mention of 6, in connection with 2 and 3, cp Philo 
2 281 : ‘The nuniher 6 .  . . composed of 2 x 3 ,  having the odd 
as male, and the even as female, whence originate those things 
which are according to the fixed laws of nature. . . What the 
number 6,generated, that the number 7 exhibited in full 
perfection. 

2 The number zoo occurs again (67) in the old tradition 
derived from Mk. 6 37 : ‘two hundred peunyworth of bread.’ 
This is a good instance to show how Jn. may (as often elsewhere) 
have retained a n  old tradition that  adapted itserf to  spiritual 
interpretation, as if to say, ‘Not all the repentance in the world 
could suffice to 6uy bread to feed, the Church; it must be 
received as the free g;fr of God. On the other hand in 
mentioning (125) ‘three hundred pence’ (see Philo on Gen. 6’151, 
Judas Iscariot unconsFionsly (like Caiaphas, 11 49), testifies to 
the comnleteness of the offerins of sweet savour which 
represents (as 300 does in  Ph%) th; harmonybetween God~and 
man, or the symmetrical body of Humanity, so that it is here 
appropriate to the perfect sacrifice of Christ, and the consequent 
unity of the Church in his body. 

3 Jn. 1924 appears a t  first sight to resemble Mt.’s quotations 
in being an instance of minute and exact fulfilment. But the 
‘vesture’ is the Church, which is not to he ‘rent,’ and there is 
also a reference to the Logos, which keeps the Church together 
(Phil. 1562) ‘Nor shall he rend his g a m e n f s  (Lev. 21 IO), for 
the Lo,gos of the spiritual Universe , . . keeps all its parts in 
union. 
4 Perhaps also he did not know Hehrew enough to render 

the OT with that exact accuracy which was attempted soon 
after his days in the version of Aquila. That a writer might be 
familiar with Hehrew traditionhut not with the Hebrew language, 
is proved by the example of Philo. 
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in the Talmudists ; and something similar has been indicated 
( 5  34 n.) as present in Mt. But in Jn. we find 

60. Jn. a repetition rather than grouping. Now Jn. differs 
‘witness.’ from the Synoptists (and shows some resemblance 

to the Apocalypse) in being from fiist to last a 
‘witness,’ whether from the Evangelist, or the Baptist, or the 
Son, or the Father ‘ and it expressly distinguishes between 
(3 12) ‘earthly things” and ‘heavenly things,’ to both of which 
Christ ‘hears witness.’ Hence we are led to ask whether Jn.’s 
twofold iteration may not he a kind of verbal image of the 
principle that ‘The testimony of two men is true’ (referring to 
the earthly witness of the Son attested by the co-operation of 
the Father). Again, the occurrence of threefold iteration in 
references to the Resurrection and other mysteries, recalls the 
mention (in the Epistle) of the ‘ Three that bear witness OIL 
earth ’ (I Jn. 5 7J) ‘the Spirit pnd the Water, and the Blood,’ 
whici three ‘make up the on:. Here the witness though ‘ on 
earth,’ yet testifies to a ‘heavenly’ mystery, nakely, to the 
essence and redeeming powers of Christ. Thus once more, we 
are led to ask whether this juxtaposition of tw;fold and three- 
fold iteration may be neither accident nor tautological blemish, 
hut the result, partly of a style formed in the schools of Jewish 
thought, partly of a deliberate purpose to direct the spiritual 
reader to distinguish between the things of earth and those of 
heaven. And the question is almost changed into an affirmative 
inference, when we find Philo commenting on the distinction 
(12843) between the Lord’s speakink ‘once’ or ‘twice, and 
declaring-in allusion to Dent. 19 15 ( t w o  witnesses or three’) 
-that (1 243) ‘ A  holy matter is proved by three mitnesses.’l 

Probably, also, the combination of positive and negative was 
based on principles of Midrash.2 

It  may be objected that such a style would be highly 
artificial, whereas Jn.’s style is simplicity itself. Rut, 

61. Its in the first place, -what might seem 
ambiguities. artificial for us might be a second 

nature for those bred amid Jewish and 
Alexandrian traditions of the interpretation of the OT ; 
and, in the second, though Jn.’s words are as simple a s  
those of Tennysop’s In Memoriam, his styb is not 
simple. 

There are more ambiguities m Jn. than in all the rest of the 
Gospels put together 3 so that sometimes it might almost seem 
as if he intended to Lave his readers to choose between several 
p,ossible meanings, or even to decide according to their impres- 
sions, whether the Evangelist or ’some other is speaking. 
Moreover he abounds in subtle variations-impossible to render 
in English, and wholly wanting in the Synoptists-hetween 
Greek words such as : (21 15 sq.) @ A i r  and hyani, ( I  Simon, . . . 
1 Cp HOT. Hear. 184  for a quaint illustration of the ‘twice ’ 

and ‘thrice’ (the ‘twice’ apparently denoting earthly confirm; 
ation, and the ‘thrice’ the ‘holy matter’). Siegfried (p. 168) 
gives as a Philonian rule, that ‘Scripture points to a deeper 
meaning by doubling pn expuexsion,’ and adds that this is ‘ a 
principle of Midrash. It might he a mere accident that Jn, 
rejects the Synoptic ‘(Jesus) answering said ’ and always prefers 
‘answered and said.’ But note that in the Synoptists! Christ 
always says ‘Verily’; in Jn., alwa$s ‘Verily, Verily. Both 
can hardly be right ; for who can believe that Christ used 
sometimes one, sometimes the other, and that the Synoptists 
by a mere accidental coincidence, rejected all the sayings that 
contained the latter, whilst Jn. rejected all that contained the 
former’? Yet, if Jii. added the second ‘verily’without additional 
meaning, he was guilty of tautology, which Philo calls (1 529) 
the vilest kind of ‘macrology ’ (paxpohoyias rb  +auhd.rarau 
dBosI ravrohoylav), denying its existence in the OT. Moderns 
may think this a trifle ; hut the question is, not what they think 
put what was thought by a Jew A.D. 95.115. To him, no word 
in ‘ Scripture ’ could be trifling. 

This distinction between the heavenly and the earthly, repre- 
sented by threefold and twofold rhythms, is perceptible at the 
very outset (1 rJ), where the three clauses about the Logos, 
followed by their summary in one clause-suggesting the Three 
‘heavenly’ Witnesses, who are One-are followed by the 
account of the ‘man, named John,’ of whom it is twice said 
that he (1 7$) ‘came to hear witness of the light.’ 

2 On the Positive and Negative, see the Canon of Sohar, a 
treatise of suspicious origin hut containing very ancient elements 
-(Gratz, Hist. 416), ‘All laws of the Torah . . . resolve 
themselves into the mysteries of the masculine and the feminine 
principle (positive and negative). Only when both parts meet 
together does the higher unity arise.’ As regards what may be 
called the Can:n of the Twofold witness, see Schattg. (2362) 
(on Ex. 31 16): It (the Sabbath) ismentioned twice because of 
the Shechinah d o v e  and below,’ Le., in Johannine language. tfi 
attest it in the name of the Son and of the Father : and see the 
comment on Gen. 5 I (ib. 1671) : ‘Behold t w o  Adams are named 
in this section : one is the mystical ceZesfia2, the other is the 
mystical terrestrial’ So Philo (on Ex. 25,13 14) speaks of ‘duo 
verba divina’ or ‘dupZicis ntnndi rationes. 

3 The first chapter alone suffices to prove this (13591516  
50). Especially difficult is it to decide whether his verbs are 
used affirmatively, interrogatively, or imperatively (5 39 12 19 

I 15 18 27 16 31 20 29) : and his ZTL may often mean ‘ that ’ or 
ftecanse 2 (3 21 5 28 7 ga etc.). 
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bvest [byaaalsl thou me?’ followed by ‘Simon , . . art thou 
wyfriend ‘rhrkl ? ’) and (2.) oZSa and ~ L U O U K W  (‘ Thou knowest 
[oZSa~l that ? am thy friend [$rhGI ’ followed by ‘ Thou knowest 
(02Sasl all things thou understandest [~LU&TKELS] that I am thy 
frien4 [+ihQl’). ’ Similar distinctions are drawn between the 
meanings of a04 and ap&uuw, between Bewpsiu, &+u8ar, 1Sr;u 
and  Bhdmcv and between the aorist and present and subjunc- 
tive.1 All d e s e  are natural in an Adxandrian J e k  familiar with 
Shilonian philosophy and so long habituated to Greek as to 
be able t o  play on its words and ntilise to the Utmost its minute 
differences of grammatical expression. 

(iv. ) Strzcctzwe. -( a )  The GospeZ, as a whoZe. -The 
Fourth Gospel (Westc. on Ju. 121) ‘begins and closes 

62. Its with a sacred week.’ The (week’ has 
systematic to be deduced from a careful reading of 
structure. the context. But this is a characteristic 

of the Gospel, distinguishing it from the 
Apocalypse. In the latter, symbolism is on the sur- 
face : in the former,. latent. The word ‘ seven ’ occurs 
about .fifty-five times in the Apocalypse (e.g., ‘seven 
spirits,’ ‘ stars,’ ‘ angels,’ ‘ vials,’ etc. ) : in the Gospel 
never. None the less, as might be expected in a work 
that opens with the words ‘ in  the beginning,’ so as to 
suggest a parallel with the seven days of Creation and 
Rest, the thought of the perfect ‘seven’ pervades all 
Jn. ‘s highest revelations of the divine glory.2 

There is a sevenfold 
witness (West. xlv.) of (I) the Father, (2) the Son, (2) the Son’s 
works, (4) Scripture, (5) the Forerunner, (6) the Spirit, (7) the 
Disciples. In the final discourse-a Deuteronomy in which 
Jesus reviews his ‘testimony,’ the clause Taka AehdAqKa 6pTv 
(which occurs nowhere else in the Gospels) is repeated seven 
times. So is the noun ‘love ’ (which the Epistle mentions as 
the very Name of God).3 Lastly the sacred words, I AM 
used (8 58) absolutely to represent ;he eternal being of the Son: 
are combined with seven predicates to represent seven revela- 
tions : (I) the Bread, (2) the Light ’(3) the Door, (4) the Good 
Shepherd, ( 5 )  the Resurrection anh the Life, (6) the Way, the 
Truth, and the Life, and (7) the true Vine. 

(6) The Deta ib . - (~)  The Prologue is based on 
ancient traditions, describing Wisdom as having taken 
63. Prologue. part with God from the beginning in the 

creation, and predicting the accomplish- 
ment of God’s ‘ truth and grace,’ and the ‘ tabernacling ’ 
of his glory among men.5 These traditions Jn. con- 
centrates on Christ. Only, instead of calling hiin 
Wisdom, he prefers the term Word,G more commonly 
used in the OT. 

The Synoptists begin their Gospels by  saying in effect (Mk.) 
‘The beginning of the Gospel of Jesus Christ . . . was John7 
(g ~ E T O  ’IW&UV~S)),’ or by tracing the descent of Jesus to (Mt.) 
Axraham or (Lk.) Adam. Jn. goes farther hack, saying that 
the Word ‘ w a s  (3.) in the beginning, and . , . was God ’ and 
that the ‘man’ John merely (Westc. on Jn. 16) ‘arose, or’came 
into existence (EY~UETO).’ H e  then turns to nature and history. 
‘What has been ( Y ~ ~ O Y E Y )  in the Word,’ he says, ‘was (qv) Life, 

1 E.g. 10 38 : b a  yv&f K a k  yrv6ucqse ‘that ye may know and 
grow in knowledge.’ A difference isalso kept between T L U T ~ W U L  

and murduwui. 
2 There are indications that Jn., in writing his Gospel ahont 

the New Genesis or regeneration of man had in view the 
Great Announcement of Simon Magus, whd (see below, $ g ~ ) ,  
allegorising the Pentateuch, discerned in the five books a refer- 
ence to the five senses and in the whole a description of the 
second creation. If so,’it is to the point to remember that the 
Talmudists (Schattg. ii. 363) found a mystical meaning in the 
sevenfold repetition of ‘the cloud’-i.e., the Shechinah-in the 

There are seven miracles or ‘signs.’ 

Pentateuch. 
3 Owing to the variation of MSS, it is impossible to speak 

with certainty as to the repetition of b Os& as the subject, repre- 
senting the divine Creator. There is fair evidence, however, 
for its sevenfold repetition, and still better for that of 8v in the 
words of Jesus, e.xpr.ess?ng the divine unity. 

4 Prov. 81-36 Job 2812.28. The latter declares that God 
alone ‘hath seen and declared (&sv mi &y+uaTo)’ wisdom. 

6 Mic. 7 20 Ps. 85 9-11. 
6 Thus he leaves it an open question-to be answered in what 

follows concerning the person of Christ-as to the nature of the 
Word. ‘Wisdom’ would have closed the question by giving it 
a too narrow answer. Note that Jn., alone of the Evangelists, 
never uses the word ‘ WiSd07n,’ though it is found (four times) 
in the Apocalypse. H e  regards God as a Spirit, permeating, 
attracting, and harmonising all that is, and especially all that 
is in the sphere of righteousness. To call such a beiyg 
‘Wisdom’ would be bathos. 

7 W H  vol. ii., on Mk. 1 I, say that ‘several fathers’ 
connected the words thus, and this is by far the least harsh con. 
nection, whether the parenthesis (1 2J) be considered genuine 
or not. 
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In the Epistle he prefers ‘Love. 

and the Life was (&) the Light of men.’l Alluding to the 
name bv which the Tews called the Messiah (the Comer h ;nv& ~ ~ ~~~~ .. 
p ~ v o ? ) ,  j n .  tells us ;hat the Light bas beede&-f%m‘thirg;- 
ginning (19) ‘coming’ to the world, but that at last, as the 
Psalmist had predicted, the Word ‘tabernacled amonp men, 
and they beheld his ‘glory.’ But what ‘glory’? Not tha t  of 
material splendour hut that of ‘grace and truth.’z These words 
introduce a paralfelism with the OT.3 The same Logos wbo 
has given light and life to men has also given ‘grace’and ‘truth’ 
t o  Israel; (1 17) ‘The Law was given through Moses, thegrace 
(thereof) and the trrrth (thereof) were through Jesus Christ.’4 
See TRUTH. 

Having prepared us by a parenthesis (1 14, ‘the glory as of 
an only-begotten’) to conceive of an ‘only-begotten,’ and of a 
‘glory’ in the unity of divine love, exceeding all Hebraic notions 
of the splendour of prophetic signs or visions and all Hellenic 
notions of wisdom, he now concludes by saying that it is not 
(as Job had said) God who has ‘declared ’ Wisdom, it is (1 18) 
the Only-begotten in the bosom of the Father who has ‘declared 
(&$qy$uaTo)’ God. 

(2) The Bridegroom. -This section contains the 
Doctrine of Water : Ist, the Water of the Law super- 
54, Doctrine of seded by the Wine of the Gospel ; 

znd, the Water of Purification ’ from 
above’ ; grd, the Water of Life that water’ 

quenches the soul‘s thirst. The three scenes of these sub- 
sections arc severally Galilee, Jerusalem, and Samaria. 

(u) Galilee. After a period of ( 1 2 9 3 5 4 3  2 r j  six 
days comes the wedding-feast at Cana 6 where Jesus the un- 
acknowledged Bridegroom of the Chnrci, after first doiAg justice 
to the ‘purification of the Jews,’ bids his ministers draw forth 
from the well 6 the water which the Governor of the Feast pro- 
nounces the best wine.7 

(p )  Jerusalem. The next act of the Bridegroom 

1 For the connection, cp Ps. 36 g, ‘ y t b  thee is the fountain 
Also note the distinction of life: in thv ZiPht shall we see licht. 

betwein tha i  which ‘ha5 been aGd is (yiyoucv)’ in the Logos 
and that which ‘came into being (2yiuero)’ throzgh the Logos: 
The former is permanent, the latter transient. This distinction 
is lost in the punctuation of the AV, ‘was not anything made .~ 
that was made? 

2 Ps. 859.11 after mentioning ‘glory,’ ‘tabernacle,’ ‘mercy’ 
or ‘grace,’ and‘  truth ’ goes on to personify these virtues and to 
describe Truth as ‘rfsing up’ from the earth, and Righteous- 
ness as ‘lookin5 down’ from heaven. This enables us to under- 
stand the spiritual meaning of (Jn.151) ‘ fke  angeZs of God 
ascending and descending on the Son of man.’ They are ‘grace 
and truth,’ ‘peace and righteousness,’ looking down from heaven 
and rising <p from earth. Thus was fnlfilled the promise im- 
plied in (Gen. 28 12) the vision of Bethel when Jacob rested on 
the stone which was afterwards ‘anointed ( ~ ~ L u T ~ s ) , ’  the type 
(Just. Tvph. 86) of, Christ. Proljably 86ta &S (for So.$& 
WS) should he read with the Valentinians (Iren. l85), cp Orig. 
Cels. 668, where the context necessitates S6.$a, though the text 
has been conformed to T.R. 

3 Light, corresponds to ‘truth,’ as every Jew would feel who 
thought of the high priest’s Urim and Thuminim (‘light’ an{ 
i truth ’), and of Ps. 43 3 ‘Send out thy light and thy truth. 
Again, the life of man: says the Psalmist (305), is in God’s 
‘favour (BcA+mn, more often x&pp~s).’ Hence what from the 
point of view of nature may be called ‘light And lifk,’ will be 
from the point of view of the Law, ‘truth, and favour, or g r a d  

‘?&. Byu.  5 6  ‘the prophets having fheir grace from h i h  
ie., Christ. Fo; the curious expression (1 16) ‘grace for grace’ 
-;.e., apparently ‘grace following grace,’ i.e., one ‘grace’ or 
‘favour,’ after another-cp PhiZo, 1342 ,  ‘constantly bestowing 
his graces one after another (: opiuas bhA+Awv)’ (possibly 
based on some Jewish tradition atout the repetitipn of :gface 
in connection with [Zech.471 ‘the head stone, @ iuorqra 
x&p~ros  X&pwa a h + . )  

6 Orieen takes Candh) to mean ‘vurchased uossessions’: 
hut it &ght mean (Kj$ ‘jealous’ or ‘;ealous ’ a &ord applied 
only to Yahwb as the husband of Israel. The Leaning ‘zeal’ or 
‘jealousy’ suits the context, and also (2 17), ‘The zeal of thine 
house ’ etc. 

6 ‘ krom the well not from the vessels.’ So Westc. ad Zoc. 
7 Philo, 1 296 : ‘ hb that hath received from God, directly (or 

indirectly, through an algel), draughts of wine (&K~&Tou), will 
not drink out of a cistern. See also his comment on Gen. 16 7, 
and his description of the Therapeutae as (2 485) ‘intoxicated 
(ps8uuBe‘ur~~)’ with the wine of the divine love of God. Add 
also (1 103) ‘ Melchizedek’ bringing forth bread and wine 
instead of water,’ and (1 683) the truly great High Priest, the 
Cupbearer of God, who, having received the draughts of grace, 
gives them in turn, pouring forth the libation in its fulness, 
namely himself.’ For the ‘six’ vessels and the ‘two or 
three firkins ‘see above $ 47. According to Westcott‘s new, 
adopted ab&e, the wder in the vessels ‘remained water,’ but 
the water aftemuards drawn from the weZZ became wine ; so 
that the filling of the vessels was a purely emblematic act. 
This fact, the context, the structure of the Gospel, and the 
traditions. of Philo, combine to indicate that the whole of the 
narrative is spiritual and emblematic. 
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is to at tempt  to win back and  purify the unfaithful 
daughter  of Jerusalem, typified by the temple. The 
Synoptists, f rom the human standpoint, describe the  
temple as ’ a den of robbers ’ ; Jn. 216,  as a ‘ placg of 
merchandise ( < p d p ~ o v ) .  ’ 

Herein Jn. seenu to be following the prophets, who called 
Tyre (Ez. 27 3 Is. 23 17) ‘ a place of merchandise ( Q ~ T ~ ~ L O V )  ’ of 
the nations-ie., as the Hqbrew in the latter passage expresses 
it, she ‘played the havZd. 
of the priestly monopolists in the temple appeared a kind of 
‘idolatry’ (cp. Col. 3 +;.e., unfaithfulness to the Bridegroom 
-and he represents Jesus as devoured by ‘jealousy (<$has)' for 
the House of God--i.e., for the true Church (his bride and his 
body)-and as predicting that, even thoygh men might destroy 
it, it should be raised up in ‘three days. 

Closely connected with this attempt to purify Jerusalem 
(Ezek. l(iI5-35), ‘the harlot,’ comes the mention of a new birth 
by ‘water and the Spirit.’l It is introduced as a doctrine of 
‘earthly things’-i.e., as a rudimentary one-and ininculcating it 
Jn. seems to he assuming baptism with water, and insisting on 
baptism with the Spirit also. The full purification, which 
requires ‘blood’ (I Jn. 5 8  ‘the Spirit and the water and the 
blood’) is yet to come; but it is faintly suggested by the(Z4) 
‘hour,’ and (3 14) ‘the (brazen) serpent.’Z 

(y) Samaria. F r o m  unfaithful ’ Jerusalem the 
Bridegroom passes to unfaithful Saniaria (the woman 
with the ’ five husbands ’). She,  too, like the  House of 
Jacob of old (Jer. 213-25).  had  played the harlot ‘wi th  
many husbands,’ a n d  had  gone  t o  the waters of Shihor 
to slake her thirst, having forsaken the Lord ,  ‘the 
fountain of living waters.‘ 

In  Philo the 
‘well and the ‘ fountain ’ represent different stages of kAow- 
ledge. The well of Agar represents a lower stage than that of 
Rebecca; Rebecca (1249-5j) supplies the camels from the 
‘well,’ but the servant ,from the ‘fountain,’ because the .latter is 
(1 255) ‘ the holy word. The highest and best well of all is the 
Father of all, the Fountain of life ez,er-~owing(~8vaoi).5 In 
Jn. we find a place called (4 5 )  Sychnr or ‘drunkenness,’ prph- 
ably an opprobrious name for Shechem (see $ 46a), alluding 
to (Is. 28 1-7) ‘the drunkenness of Ephraim,’ 6ut in any case 
suited to the moral of the dialogpe. It is (45) ‘near the place 
that Jacobgave to Joseph his son. This is explained by Philo. 
Shechem (‘shoulder’) has two meanings; in connection wit$ 
Gen. 40 1.5, w!,,,, ‘a certain athlete’ becomes a ‘husbandman, 
it indicates labour ’; but when it is mentioned as given lo 
.Joseph, it means (1 92) ‘the bodily things which are’the o6jects 
of the senses; .Jesus (Jn. 46), ‘wearied of his journey, sat fhas 
ai the weU. So Philo (18g.fi) says that Moses ‘sat at  the 
rueZl’-not in a cowardly retreat, but ‘like an athlete recover. 
ing breath’ for a new attack-an ‘interesting parallel to the 
position of Jesus before his attack on Samaritan unbelief. I t  
was (46) ‘about the sixth hour -the hour described by Philo 
(on Gen.181) as fittest for the revelation of divine truth. 
The woman of Samaria, coming to draw water from Jacob’s 
well, received the rebuke from Jesus (418) ‘Thou hast had 
five ?ybands, and he whom thou now hakt is not thy hus- 
F d .  Philo says (on Gen.36) that woman is symbolically 
the sense (sensus),’ and (1 131) ’ There are two husbands of the 

senses one lawful, one a seducer’ ; but he proceeds to’say that 
‘the &ducer’ acts through fhef ive  senses; he also (1 563) con- 
nects ‘having wany Itcrsbands’ (cp Jer. 223, rrohvav8piq) with 
‘having many gods,’ and speaks of (1 609) those ‘ enamoured of 
many gods,’ who know not the one Husband, namely God.6 

1 Cp the introductory words in the same passage of Ez, lF 3f., 
‘Thus saith the LorJ thy God unto Jerusalem. . . neither was! 
thou washed in wafev to cleanse thee; thou wast not snr’ted. 
‘Salt’is symbol of the Spirit. Mk.949 speaks of ‘salting’ 
with ‘fire. , 

a See Philo, 180, on ‘the brazen serpent’ (the enemy of the 
serpenf that came to Eve); it is (ib. 315, 377) ‘the strongest 
virtue. For the apparently abrupt transition that ensues from 
‘the serpent’ to ‘the living water,‘ see Philo, 1 8 2  ; ‘The one 
is healed by the Braeen serpenf, the other is caused to drink 
that most excellent draught, Wisdom, from the fotcntain which 
he brought forth from his own wisdom. 

3 The statement, that ‘(Westc. Jn. p. Ix) ‘there can be no 
question as to the individuality of the discourse with the woman 
of Samaria,’ is perfectly true, if ‘individuality’ means unity of 
style and purpose. It is practically certain, however, that the 
dialogue did not actually occur in the exact words recorded by Jn. 
For ( I )  no disciple (48) was present; and, even if we assnme that 
the Evangelist received an account of the dialogue from. Jesus 
himself, ( 2 )  both Jesus and the Woman of Samaria talk in Johan- 
nine style. The sa,me applies to the dialogue with Nicodemus. 
4 I.e., ‘the Nile. 
5 Cp a tradition on Joel 3 [4118 Schattg. 1 361 : ‘ A s  the first 

Gael caused a well to spring up, SA shall a second cause waters 

To  Jn. the greedy ‘merchandise 

The dialogue takes place near Jacob’s well. 

, .  

to spring up’ 
6 What IS the sixth husband (Jn. 4 r8), ‘he whom thou now 

hast’? Philo speaks (26) of the ‘six powers’ of turbulence, 
ymely,  the five senses and uttered speech,’ of which the last 
prates with unbridled mouth of countless things that should not 
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The woman (Jn. 428) ‘left her water-pot (SSpiav) and departed’ 
to carry news of the Messiah. Pliilo differs here but in such a 
way as to show that the ‘ water-pot ’ is not a mere picturesque 
detail. H e  says’that Rebecca (1 252) did not, like Agar, need 
the &K&, leather skin-Le. the body-to hold the water, but only 
the 68 la ‘ water-pot,’ which is a symbol of a heart that can 
hold t i e  ;upreme draught. Jn.’s view may be that, as Rebecca 
needed not the Bu&, so the woman of Samaria, .who had,riseii 
.a stage higher, needed not the 66pIa, having received the iu- 
dwelling spring of living water. 

The seed of the Gospel having been sowii in Sbechem, the 
associations of the place are changed. .It is connected no longer 
with Jacob but with Jesus (or with Jacob in his higher stage, as 
a type of Jesus); no longer with ‘the things of the senses,’ but 
with ‘the Husbandman.’l ‘Jesus bids the disciples ‘lift up their 
eyes’ to look 011 the fields white already’ with the results of 
his husbandry. Immediately the harvest begins. The Samari- 
tans come from the city. Some of them had believed, in Jesus 
(437) on the testimony of the woman. But Philo saps that it is 
characteristic of a false god to exist only ‘by report and con- 
vention, and the report moreovey of a woman (1 258; &{, 
K a i  T& v o p ~ < d a L ,  K a i  &KO$ p&qb yvvarrdq).’ Here it is added 
‘that ifterwards the SamaGitans (442) believed ‘no longer owing 
to the speaking (hahtdv) of the woman,’ but owing to the ‘word 
(A6you)’ of Christ. 
’ Jesus returns to Galilee a n d  Cana. Thus t h e ,  cycle 
of the Bridegroom ends in  the place where it began, 
making way for the  doctrine of Bread. 

( 3 )  The Rrea? of Life.2-The healing of t he  sick m a n  
at Bethesda o n  the Sabbath,  which represents the heal- 
56. The Bread ing of Israel-not unaccompanied wlth 

(5 14) warning that  the work might be 
undone-1s followed b y  a statement of Life. 

t ha t  the Son  does nothing bu t  n h a t  he  sees the Fa the r  
do. Hence,  when he ‘lifts his e y e s ’ 4  before the 
eucharistic sign of the giving of the  bread, we a r e  
prepared to hear that  what  he gives, t he  Father  is really 
giving. 

By placing the giving of Christ’s flecb and blood early in the 
Gospel, and by introducing, much later, the one commandment 
of love, fulfilled by Christ on the Cross, Jn gives the impressio I 
of a desire to discourage materialistic views of the Eucharht : 
(663) ‘The spirit it IS that giveth life, the flesh profiteth 
nothing; the words that I habe spoken unto you, they are 
spirit and they are life. 5 

( 4 )  The Light  -The doctrine of Light, though 

It IS t he  bread from heaven. 

enilnciated in t c e  Prologue, a n d  touched o n ( a p p a r e n a y  
66, The Light. not by Jesns bu t  by the Evangelist) in 

3 19-21, is not definitely set forth b y  
Jesus till near the midd le  of the Gospel (8 I,), ‘ I  am 
the light of the world.’ 

This revelation is desciibed as being followed by a more active 
hostility in the enemies who now (8 37-44) seek to destroy bun, 
revealing themselves as the children of the Destroyer. The 
depth of darkness (848: ‘thou hast a devil’) draws ont the 
fullest light: (858 ‘Before Abraham was, I AM’). Then, upon 

be uttered.’ I f  Jn. wrote in part with a view to contemporary 
heresies, he might very well include that of Slmon Magus, who 
is said in Acts (8x1)  to have held the Samaritans at a very 
early period bound in hls enchantments. Justin Martyr testifies 
to his mfluepce in Samaria in the first half of the second century. 
More probably, however, it means, primarily, religious pride and 
ambition (leading to hatred of truth and moral goodness), Rev. 
13 5 a mouth speaking great things,’ wbich some mlght Identify 
with Simon Magus. 

1 Philo i. 92471, quoted above. 
a For(jn. 4 46-54) the healing of the nobleman s son compared 

with Mt.-Lk.’s healing of the centurion’s servant, see above 
(5 17). &%UrhLK,& may mean either ‘king’s servant * or ‘king- 
like,’ ‘princely. Origen (perhaps reading @auihiu:or with D), 
regards the noblemad as representing Abraham, and the raising 
of the son as representing the action of the Logos in raising up 
Isaac, as if from the dead. If that is so, the three miracles of 
healipg represent the action of the Logos (I) before the Law, (2) 
under the Law, 3) outside the L a y  This ‘sign’ is wrought 
at Cana and is {4 54) ‘the second. It terminates the section 
of the dridegroom, and introduces that of health and food, 6r 
healing and the Bread of Life. 
3 Philo savs that (1 ara) the First.born imitates the Father’s 

ways ‘lookiig to his‘archktypal patterns.’ 
4 Jesus thrice lifts his eyes (G5 1141 17 I) : when he (I) 

gives the Bread, (2) raises Lazarus, (3)offers the final sacrifice of 
praise and prayer to the Father. 

5 Words-hut words recei7,ed into the heart-not acts,. nor 
miracles, are the climax of Christ’s life among his DiscipJes 
before the crucifixion. IIe washes their feet ; but Judas, like 
the rest, is washed, and Judas is also expressly said by Jn. (not 
by the Synoptists) to have received ‘the sop.’ Neither act 
makes them (1,3 11) ‘aUclean. They are ‘clean’ (15 3) ‘ becasse 
of the word that he has spoken and they have received; 
Judas is not ‘clean’ because he has not received It. 
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an attempt to stone Jesus! he ‘was hidden (&p6pq),l and 
went forth from the temple. This and a second (12 36) eclipse 
are ‘two witnesses’ against ‘the darkness’ that will not (1 5 )  
‘apprehend the light. 

Next comes the healing of the Gentile world, typified 
by the man who was blind from his birth. 

As Naaman was sent to Jordan, so the blind man is sent to 
(97) the Pool of Siloam which represents (Is. 86J) the 
worship of the true God as distinct from the worship of 
false gods (see also Is. 7 3 22 g I I 36 2 ; Nor. He&. 1365 
3 292). The Jiidaising inference that the Gentile world must h; 
purified by Jewish waters-i.e by the Law-is obviated by the 
statement-probably im lying‘ihe supersession of the Law by 
(Gem 49 IO) ‘Shiloh’-tEat Siloam means ‘sent.’2 This sign is 
altogether different from the healing of the man a t  Bethesda 
(Israel) who is never said to believe, and who is threatened with 
penalt i  in case of relapse. 
so that this sign includes the creation of spiritual, as well i s  
material, light. 

The section terminates with a denunciation of the 
‘ abiding ’ sin of ‘ the blind ’ who profess to lead others 
and who say ‘ we see.’ 

( 5 )  The Life.-The mention of the ‘blind leaders’ 
leads to the mention of the ideal Leader who ‘ knows ’ 

The Gentile world (9 38) ‘ believes 

8,. The Life. ( i e .  loves) all that are his, and that, 
too, individually(l0 3 +wvei~a~’Bvopa), 

so that they are drawn towards him as the Good 
Shepherd who does not drive, but leads4 

All the shepherds and deliverers of the world that ‘came’ 
before the Logos are described as (10s) ‘thieves and robbers,’6 

1 Westcott has no note here. but the second ‘hiding 
(&pd&)’ in 12 36 he translates ‘ wa; hidden’ (not ‘hid himself’) 
and declares it to be ‘the result of the want of faith’ of Christ’; 
adversaries ; and he there refers to the present passage (8 591, 

the Shiloh of Gen. 49 IO ; cp SHILOH. ’ 3 Cp Philo (1 382) on the two kinds of ignorance, of which the 
second fancies that it knows what it does not know, puffed u p  

‘with a false notion of its own wisdo,m : this ‘generates deZiberaie 
:svil-doing(& lrpovoias b8rmjpara). I t  is this proud, complacent, 
‘and deliberate evil-doing(imp1yinghatred and scorn ofgoodness), 
. that  is, in the Synoptists, unpardonable, and, in Jn., the sin 
that ‘abideth &&eL)’-i.e., cannot be effaced. (For p&ei cp Jn. 
15 16 I Cor. 13 13.) 

4 The true Shepherd and the trne Husbandman (or Vine- 
dresser) are connected by Philo (1 300-305) in a discourse about 
the husbandry or tendance of the soul. H e  distinguishes 
between the mire tiller of thk ground (who is [ih. 3011 a ‘hire- 
ling’) and the real husbandman (who prunes, or encourages 
grawth, as the case may require). 
1s distinguished from the mere ‘keeper. Poets he says (iZ. 
3?6), call kings the shepherds,of their people, b;t the title is 
rightly reserved for ‘the wise. The difference between Philo 
and In. is that the former makes no mention of ‘laying down 

So ({P. 304) the ‘shepherd 

life f& the sheep.’ 
5 If the text IS correct. ‘came (8AOov)’ means(with allusion to 

the Come:, or Delivere;) ‘came’in the character of the ideal 
. Deliverer. Of Gideon,’?arak, David, as of Abraham, Jn. 

would say that they (8 56) saw Christ’s day’-Le., they did not 
’ claim to be independent, but depended on the id,eal Deliverer. 

But this does not explain lrpb epoJ ‘before me. We s p u l d  
expect ‘ajartfrom me,’ or ‘setting themselves above me. 

A Hebrew qriginal may have caused confusion between ‘be; 
fore (in time). ‘before (in estimation).’ and ‘in the dace  of. 
Cp-Ex.-ZO3 ‘before me’‘(mg., Lbeside’me’)~Arjv, 1 0 6 3 2 4  419 
‘before’ (mg., ‘like’). Or an original Gr. tradition, 66Eav 
~ X O V T B P  PP)(FLV r p b  ;poi3 (cp Mk. 1042 80~0i)vrcs, P p p v  with 
parall.) might mean ‘before me,’ or ‘above me. Cp Justin, 

AjoZ. 12 (Zpxovrap l rpb  r f i s  b A q O ~ i a s 8 6 [ a v  r~p6vres). Since 
Christ is ‘the Truth,’ lrpb vjs bA@oias in Justin may represent 
a traditional version of the lrp‘pb ;poJ in Jn. Many authorities 
omit wn‘o ;a.oP owing to thenerversion of the words bv heretics. 

them as “robber: 
Gospel, or he did not, a t  the time of writing, recognise the 

because they did not understand that ruling implies serving 
and even dying. The Shepherd (10 11) ‘layeih down his lif: 
for the sheep’ (10 17) ‘ in order that it may be receiverlagain. 
In other words, the Resurrection, or attainment of life through 
death, is a law of the spiritual world a part of the Father’s will. 
Thus Jn. anticipates the objection that if the Shepherd dies in 
conflict with ‘the wolf,’ the wolf is victkous. 

Later, the law is restated as the law of the Harvest : 
(12 24) ‘Except it (the grain) die, it abideth alone, but 
if it perish it bringeth forth much fruit ; ’ meantime, 
Jesus says (1018) that he has power to take np his 
life as well as to lay it down, and these words naturally 
prepare us for a ‘sign’ of this particular ‘power.’ 
Such a sign is afforded by the Resurrection of Lazarus. 

(6) The Raising of the Dead.-That marvellous cures (and 
not improbably, revivifications) were wrought by the earlies; 

Christians is indicated by the Pauline 
58. Raising Epistles, by indirect Talmudic testimony 
Of dead in and bv earlv Christian traditions. Theri  
Gospels. are si&, hdwever, of very early exaggera- 

tion arising from misunderstood metaphor. 
For example, Apollonius (Eus. v. 18 14) alleges (170 A.D.) that 
John in Ephesns raised a dead man. How, we ask, did this 
escape eariier writers-Papias for example -who records such 
an act of Philip but not of Jbhn? The arkwer is to he found 
in Clem.Alex. (gko), where the apostle, questioping an Elder 
about a young convert receives the answer H e  is dead.’ 
‘What death?’ ‘ H e  hds died fo God.’ The apostk reconverts 
the youth, who becomes ‘a  trophy of resurrection. Similarly, 
whereas the churches of Gaul speak of reconverted apostates as 
(Eus. v. 1 45) ‘ the dead brought to ire' by the prayers of 
martyrs, Irengus (ii. 81 2 )  says that, ere now, in the brotherhood, 
‘owing to sore need,’ many have been raised by the prayers of 
the Chukh, and this, literally; and it seems highly probable 
that he has confused some metaphorical tradition1 The question 
arises, how early did such misunderstandings occur ? ‘ The 
wicked,’ says a Jewish tradition 2 ‘though living, are termed 
dead.’ In 
Chrisf’s commission to the Twelve, Mt. (108) alone has ‘raise the 
dead,’ and afterwards (11 5) ‘the dead are raised.’ Yet Mt. de- 
scribes Jesus himself as revivifying no one except the daughter of 
Jairus, concerning whom Mt. has written (9 24) ‘she is not dead 
but sleepeth.’ See JAIRUS. It is probable that Mt. has here 
given the actual words of Jesus, or the closest approximation 
to them; they were perhaps omitted by Mk.-Lk. owing to their 
being first literalised and then regarded as difficult or erroneous. 
Lk. as well as Mk. records it is true (7 22) ‘the dead are raised * 
but he meets the possible bbjection,”No dead have been raised,’ 
by inserting the raising of a widow’s son (7 11-r7) immediately 
before. Including Jairus’s daughter, he might now plead that 
the raising of iwo persons justified the plural ‘are.’ But- 
besides the suspicion attaching to the absence of this narrative 
not only from Mk. but also from the parallel Mt. which closely 
agrees with Lk.-the story snggests a misunderstanding of 
metaphor. I n  2 Esd. 9 43p.  there is a vision of a woman (Sion) 
sorrowing for the death of her ‘only son’ (the City or Temple). 
Christians would assert that Christ (Jn. 2 19) ‘raised up the 
Temple,’ or, in the language of Christian psalms and hymns 
that he *raised up the only son of the sorrowing widow.’$ 
Thus the possible influence of symbolism combines with other 
causes4 to oblige us to reject as non-historical Lk.’s account of 
the raising of the widow’s son. 

‘Let the dead: says OUT) Lord ‘bury their dead.’ 

See NAIN. 

Gospel as authoritative. The saying has affinities to the Greek 
notion that the only lawful kingaom is that of the wise man (see 
Philo 2 38). 
1 (I) Eusebius, in quoting these words of Ikenzws, prefixes to 

them (v. 7 I) ?hi 86, ‘that, (rs he says,’ which (though in ii. 17 6 
it introduces a statement attested bv ‘the canonical Acts of the 
Apostles’) may imply, according to context, an emphasis laid 
on the subjectiveness and doubtfulness of what is alleged (see 
iv.1546 v.18613); (2) the words ‘owing to sore need ( 6 ~ h  ~b 
b a y i a h v ) ‘  a ply very well to apostasy, hut less well to literal 
death ; (3) su%sequently, Irenzsus (ii. 32 4) implies that, whilst 
healing of the sick still went on (LGwai), the raising of the dead 
was a thing of the past ( $ 8 ~  . . . vyipBquav), and that though 
they had lived for some time, none were living when ke wrote 
( raohervav d v  huiv &emv laavois). For the date of the 
ea[li&in letter, &enteenrh year of ‘kitus Antoninus Pius (not 
Jlnrcun Aureliui zhtoniiluz), sce E.qhosilor, 1896 (p. I I  I 8). 
The carlicr date (by Iengihetiiirg the intcrvnl between Ireiixus 
and the Gallican letter) facilitates the theory that Irenzus mis- 
understood the metaphor. When Papias records similar acts, 
Eusebius by the words (iii. 39 9) Bpvpauiav and rapd8oEov, 
appears tb indicate his disbelief in them, a t  least if we combine 
them with the followine (ib. 11-12) ‘mvthical.’ ‘not oerceivine 
wh:it wan figurative an~n;ystical,“‘ of \:cry liii;itcd inielligenw:’ 

Tlrc npplira- 
tion is derived froin E d .  ’21 z j ,  ‘ A n d  thou, 0 dcad/u woandm! 

a ‘ HErSkh~th,’ 18, ‘P,ErCshith R;ibh3,’ E .  30. 

wicked one, prince of Israel.’ 
?3ccl. 9 5 ‘The dead know not anything.’ 

The interpretation is applied to 
See an article on 

The Rksine of the Dead in the SvnoDtic GosDels’ in The 
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(7) Reserving the historical question for special treat- 

ment (see LAZARUS) it may be said here that : in spite 
69. Raising of Martha’s inferential statement in 1 1 3 9  

of the words of Jesus at the tomb (11 41), 
‘ Father, I thank thee that thou heardest 

me,’ imply that the ‘ hearing’ was already past, and the 
life of Lazarus was in effect already granted to his prayers. 
W e  must, however, suppose that the narrative-though 
possibly based on one or more of Christ’s actual works- 
is mainly allegorical. The great negative reason is the 
silence of the Synoptists about Christ’s greatest miracle, 
which was, according to Jn., the chief cause of both 
( a )  the applause that greeted his entry into Jerusalem, 
and (6) the resolution of the priests to slay him.2 

The positive reasons are : (I) Jn., adopting Philonian tradi- 
tions of style and expression, and writing on the lines of the OT, 
might naturally subordinate the literal to the synibolical. For 
:xample, Philo calls ,the creation of Eve from Adam’s rib (1 70) 

If such was Jn.’s view, he might well 
think himself justified in composing a single symbolical story 
that might sum up a hundred floating traditions about Christ’s 
revivifying acts in such a form as to point to him as the Consoler 
of Israel and the Resurrection and the Life of the world. ( 2 )  
The na&e of Lazarus suggests symbolism. Another form of 
it is Eliezer, who is, in Philo (1 481), the type of a being ‘ Ziabb 
to dissozution and (indeed) a corpse,’ but ‘held together and 
kidzed into Zzye (<wolrup&ai) by the rovidence of God.’ (3) 
Lk. and Jn. alone mention Martha ancfher sister Mary. They 
appear to differ in their views of the sisters; possibly they 
differ as to the brother Lazarus.3 Some early writers took Lk.’s 
Laurns  to he a real person ; 4 and it is easy to see that traditions 
about the Lazarus of Lk. may have prepared the way for the 
Lazarus of Jn. ‘Jesus ’ it might he said raised many from the 
dead. hut concerning &e, Lazarus by &me he said (Lk. 1631) : 
“ If h e y  believe not Moses and the propheis, neither will they 
believe though one rise from the dead.”’ The next step would 
he to say that this prediction was fulfilled : ‘ Lazarus was raised 
from the dead; yet the Jews did not helieve.’5 

(8) The Preparation for the Sacrifice.-We pass to 
the beginning of (121) the week before the Passover. 

The anointing of Christ (12 1-8) is a kind of preparation of the 
lamb for the sacrifice, and the coming of the ‘Greeks’ to the 

New Temple is hailed by Jesus as a sign 
60. Preparation that (122 ) ‘the hour’ of ‘glory’ has ar- 

rived. T i e  Voice from heaven, which the 
Synoptists place a t  the Baptism (where 

mythical (rruOPGes). 

for sacrifice. 
it), and also a t  the Transfiguration, IS mentioned 
alone in this Gospel,G as ratifying the act of Jesus 

coffin,’ ( 2 )  ‘the dead man sat up’ (3) ‘he began to speak ’ (4 
Jesus ‘gave him to his mother. Similar details are found in 
(@) 2 K. 1321 and I K. 1722 $, which describe miracles of 
revivification performed by Elisha and Elijah. 
1 Those who regard the speeches in Acts as historical would 

also have to explain how Paul, in mentioning the Resurrection 
omits (1731) the raising of any dead people by Christ and stili 
more, how Peter (10 38) when emphasising his acts o i 6  heaiing,’ 
makes no mention of rehvification. 

a This has never been explained. Some have suggested that 
the Synoptists kept silence to screen Lazarus. But how could 
they hope to ‘screen’ one who was known to all Jerusalem, not 
to speak of the multitude of pilgrims? 

3 As regards the different delineations of the sisters see $44.  
I n  Lk. (1038) Martha comes first as entertaining Jeds ,  appar- 
ently (or certainly, see v. 1.) in her house; then Mary is men- 
tioned hut Laearns not a t  all. Jn. (11 I) mentions in order 
Lazaris, Mary, Martha. In  Jn. Mary is (6efoore the anointing 
is narrated) ‘she who anointed the Lord,’ which implies knowledge 
of only one anointer. But ‘1 Lk. (7 37) the only woman that 
anoints the Lord is ‘a sinner. Agai:, in Lk. the anointing is 
in the hoyse of ‘Simon the Pharisee ; in Jn! in the house of 
‘Lazarus. Lk.’s mention (1623) of a Lazarus in connection 
with the life after death in ‘Abraham’s bosom’ suggests that 
there is some confusion of tradition latent under these differences 
and similarities in Lk. and Jn. On the name Lazarus, see 
above 5 IO and cp LAZARUS. 

4 Iien. i;. 2 4 (see Grabe’s note), Tertull. De Anim. 7 and 
the Fathers generally, regard the story as history. Lazahs is 
placed by Constif. Apost. vii. 8 7 in the same category as Job. 
But those who took this view, no doubt, distinguished the 
Lazarus of Lk. from the. Lazarus of Jn. 

5 A literal interpretation of the narrative is accompanied by 
many minor difficulties, such as the question why Jesus, after 
he had been informed of the si,ckness of Lazarus, remained 
beyond Jordan (116) ‘two days. From this and from 11 17 
Lightfoot infers (BE 178) ‘ a  journey which occupies three 
days,’ Westcott (on Jn. 11 6) ‘The journey would occupy about 
a day.’ There is no solid basis for either conclusion. A full 
discussion of the subject would show the mystical meaning 
underlying these and other details. 

8 Jn. takes pains to show that the Voice was not, in thq 
popular and modern sense of the term, ‘objective.’ A ‘multitude 
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when he puts and answers negatively the questiqn ‘What shall 
I say? [Shah I say] save me from’this hour? By this act, 
he virtually fulfills tde Law of Sacrifice, or the Law of the 
Harvest, which he has (1224) just enunciated. 1.f (Hor. He6r. 
ad Zoc.) ‘the prince of this world ’ is, in Jewish Tradition, 
the prince of the ‘seventy’ nations of the Gentiles, there is 

eculiar point in the words that follow the introduction of the 
‘Greeks : (1231) ‘ Now is the judgment of this world, now shall 
the pnnce of fhis world1 he ,cast out ; and I, if I he lifted up, 
will draw aZ2 7nen unto me. But as hefore (859), with this 
second manifestation of light comes (1236) a second and final 
eclipse (&pJ,Bq). 

The unstable B~hos  or ‘multitude’ of the Jews is now 
mentioned for the last time, quitting the stage as the devout 
Gentile world enters; and its last words are (1234): ‘Who is 
this Son of man?‘ 

( 9 )  The Deuteronomy. -The public doctrine of Jesus 
61. Last ends when he ‘cries aloud’ for the third 
Charge. time (see above, 49), saying that his 

word will judge the world and that (1250) 
his word is the word of the Father. 

W e  are now transported to a higher sphere, to the 
inner teaching of Christ, the revision and summary of 
his doctrine, the giving of the One commandment, the 
promise of the Paraclete, and the prayer to the Father. 

It is a Deuteronomy, full of mystical allusions in which a 
numerical symbolism-sometimes veiled, sometimes manifest, as 
in the seven times repeated refrain ‘These things have I spoken 
unto you’-is prevalent throughout. As Abraham (Gen. 184) 
washed the feet of the Three Persons and gave them food, so 
now the Son or Messiah (Schottg. 2 61$) repays the debt to 
Abraham’s chdren.  The Talmudists, spiaking in the spirit of 
the prophets, describe (Schottg. 2 370) the ‘mansions and 
habitations’ of God as coming to man and Philo speaks of the 
Divine word and Powers (i. 249 158i ‘making .their home in,’ 
and ‘sharing their table with ’ the devout soul, and of (i. 643) 
God himself as ‘walking in ’ the souls of the perfectly purified; 
So Jn. teaches that the Father and the Son will (1423) ‘make 
their ‘mansion’in the heart of the faithful.2 As Philo, agreeing 
with the Talmudists warns us that (1 457) ‘place ( 7 6 ~ ~ ) ’  does 
not mean a region’filled with matter, hut God himself, the 
refuge of the Universe, so Jn., by his context, teaches us that 
the (142) ‘place (&TOP)’ which Jesus will ‘prepare’ for his 
disciples is a home in the bosom of the Father. 

All these allusive iterations of ancient traditions, and 
all the lines of various doctrine, converge towards 
Christ in his threefold character of (146)  ‘the way, the 
truth, and the life.’ 

First, in the doctrine of the Way the disciples are taught to 
ray in his name-a clause seven’times repeated.3 Then the 

’Truth,’ or the ‘ Spirit of Truth ’ introduced before becomes 
the predominant element, leadingio the threefold (lG8)~onviction 
of the Spirit.4 The two sections of the Way (or Son) and the 
Truth (or Spirit) terminate with a prediction of victory because 
the Father is with the Son; so tha: the latter has, in effect, 
already (1633) ‘conquered the world. Last comes the doctrine 
of the Father himself (the Life), called (171) ‘Father,’ (2‘6. 11) 
‘holy Father,’ and finally (8. 25) ‘just ’ or ‘righteous3 Father. 
Here ‘my name’ ceases and ‘ thy ,a&’ is introduc<d. Finally 
-with repeated references to the Church as being (172 6 7 IO, 
etc.) ‘that which’or ‘those whom’ the Father hath ‘given’to 
the Son-the Last Words terminate in an outpouring of the Son’s 
devotion to the ‘rightqous Father,’ wherein his ‘name’ is, in 
effect revealed as ‘love : (1726) ‘ I have made known unto them 
thy Lame, and will make it known, that the <me wherewith 
thou Zovedst nte may be in them, and1 ik then:. 

was present. 
thing. 
for the decline of the authority of the Bath-Kol. 

heaven.’ uttered i n  the return of ‘ the Seventv.’ 

Those who heard anything dit! not hear the true 
See Griitz, 2 341, 

‘ I  beheld Satan fallen as lightning from 

They heard ‘thunder’ or ‘an angel. 

1 Cp Lk. 1018 

2 Cp’IS. 5115. 
3 14 13 14 26 15 16 1623 24 26 (15 21 is obviously to be excluded). 
4 The Paraclete or ‘friend called in to help,’ is connected by 

Philo sometimes (ii. 247) with the Elenchos, or Convicting 
Power, sometimes (ii. 155, 227) with the high priest entering 
God‘s presence to represent the Cosmos, but perhaps more often 
with the Spirit of the ideal Cosmos (the name Logos being given 
to the High Priest, see i. 501). Sometimes (ii. 227) the Priest 
appears as interceding with the Father of the Cosmos hut 
calling to his aid the Son of the Father. Philo does not)bind 
himself to one form of ex ression. The Elenchos is called (ii. 
247) Paraclete ’ (i. 219) god‘s own Logos ; (i. 195) the ideal 
Man or Man kcording to Truth (6 lrpbs bh;rOsrav dv0 W ~ O S ) .  
The ’whole of Jn.’s last discourse shows Philonian iniuence ; 
but (as usual), whereas Philo regards the intellect, Jn. regards 
the heart-aconseauenceofthe belief of the latter in the incarnate 
Logos. 

5 Gkacos in Jn. and I Jn. 1 9  2 I ,  etc.-instead of having the 
narrow legal meaning implied in the Synoptists Mt. 119 Lk. 16  
Mk. 2 17, etc.-means ‘just’ in the Platonic sense, and is fh 
dimax of the aftri6utes of God and Christ. 
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(IO). The Passion (see above, 8 ~z).--Space can be 

found here for only one or two points, not only peculiar ; 62. Passion. to Jn. but essentid to his purpose. They 
are connected with Christ’s last utterances 

on the Cross, and with what followed them. 
I. The words ‘ Eli, Eli, etc. ,’ recorded by Mk. and 

Mt., are said to have been misunderstood by bystanders 
at the time. Lk. omits them, and even Mk. and Mt. 
are at variance in, the c0ntext.l In the corresponding 
passage Jn. has simply ‘ I thirst.’ 

Of course the first impulse is to take this, as the bystanders 
took it in a purely literal meaning and to say that it has no 
connechon wi;? Mk. and Mt. Bu t  in the Fourth Gospel the 
words ‘ bread 
are hardly evir used b; Jesn,! in th; literal ;ens,. e . 5  when the 
discip!es bring him food he replies that (434) hi‘s meit is to do 
the will of the Father and accomplish his work. This suggests 
that in Christ’s last utterance the same spiritual standard must 
.be maintained, so that, in effect, it was the expression of a 
‘thirst’ for that final acconiplishment of God’s wilbwhich woula 
enable him to say ‘it is finished,’ and then to break down the 
barrier of the flesh and to enter into unfettered communion with 
the Father (cp Ps.B31). 

What Mk. and Mt. express in the form of (apparent) 
complaint, and-what Lk. entirely omits (perhaps because 
of its difficulty), Jn. ,appears to express in the form of 
the highest spiritual aspiration. Not that he excludes 
the .physical meaning, but (as always throughout the 
Gospel) he includes a spiritual meaning-that the Son 
of God, who is in the bosom of the Father,’ endured 
for our sakes to feel, for a brief space, as if, in  a certain 
sense, he were not there, ‘so that he ‘thirsted’ for the 
presence of God. 

2. The spontaneousness of Christ’s death was not 
clearly expressed by the two earliest traditionsa .Lk. 
inserts, as uttered by Jesus, the first half of the qnotation 
that, to this day, terminates a pious Jew’s confession on 
his death-bed (Ps. 31 5). Yet even this was liable to the 
Jewish objection that it implied, as the utterer,’ not a 
Redeemer, but’ one in need of redemption. No, such 
objection applied to the tradition preserved by I Pet. 
2 23 (?rape6i6ou, perhaps ‘ gave himself up as a sacrifice’ ; 
cp Gal. 220 Eph. 5 a ) .  But he 
represents Jesus not as saying this, but as doing it : 
(1939) ‘ heguva Ilp his spirit.’ See above, 20. 

3. The rending of the veil is omitted by Jn., partly 
perhaps because, in his view ( I )  Christ’s body is the 
’Temple, and the ‘ veil ’ is his flesh, so that the piercing 
of his side by the soldier’s $ear con,stituted tlfe true 
and essential ‘rending of the veil,’ but partly because 
(2) Jn. may have considered the Synoptic tradition 
erroneous. 

Death under 
crucifixion did not generally ensue till after two or three dqys ; 
Mk. (1544) mentions Pilate’s ‘surprise’ (omitted by Mt.-Lk.) a t  
the speedy death of Jesus. Unbelievers, explaining Ch$t’s 
resurrection as a fraud, might say; ‘Pilate miFht well be sur- 
prised,” for death could not happen so soon. J?. steps in to 
say that it did happen, and to spiritualise the circumstances. 
The ‘crnrifragium’ (see CROSS, 0 6), was performed, he says, on 
the twocriminals ; but this infliction(which would have violated 
the ordinance about the Paschal Lamb [Ex. 12461) was averted 
from Jesus hy his death, and the death was attested hy the 
piercing of his side ; and thus two Scriptures were fulfilled. 

It is more probable that the Synoptic account of ‘the rending 
of the veil should have sprung from a misunderstanding of the 
‘piercing of the side’ than vice versa. In the earliest days of 
the Church, when it became customary to speak of Christ’s flesh 

water ’ ‘food ’ ‘eat ’ ‘ drink ’ ‘ feed,’ and ‘ thirst 

This word Jn. adopts. 

, I C  

JF’S ,tradi,tion here explains many difficulties. 

1 Mk. 1536 supposes &$erc to be addressed by the man with 
the vinegar to the bystanders, Mt.2749 supposes d+s to he 
addressed by the bystanders to the man. See ELI, ii. Aramaic 
(or in D Hebrew) is confused in all the MSS. Pseudo-Peter 
interpret; the, words ‘My Power, my Power, why hast thou 
forsaken me? Justin (Tryph. 125) translates HA by Gduapis, 
Eusebins (Dem. Ev. X. 8494’ Robinson on P4eudo-Pet. 21) 
frans1;tted the word in the €&ah  by b x k ,  and Aquila by 
ruxv E 
2 ‘$de word +wv+ in Mk.’s (1537)  &$& + w q v  p e y c h v  

$&VWUEV (where M S S  might have +wuij peyaiahij), seems to 
have been, in the corrected edition used by Mt.-Lk., + u y j  
pvcihq. Mt. (97 jo) retained &+cis (in the form &++Kw), hut with 
7 b  ‘~rv;Jpe (from Mk.’s ;.$drrvmusv) as object. This expresses 
somewhat more of voluntariness. Lk. (23 46) goes farther. 
Retaining ;#&irvrvusv in the sense of ‘breathing his last,’ he 
adds an expiession of trust on the part of Jesus. 
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as ‘the veil ’ (Heh. 10 1gJ) it would be natural to describe the 
piercing of his body as tke ‘rending of the veil.’ It is said 
(Joel’s i?elig>nsbZiche, 7) that the Jews believed the veil of the 
Temple to have been literally rent, shortly before the capture of 
the City. This may have helped to literalise the veil-tradition. 
Christians would say to Jews ‘What you speak of, did not 
happen in the siege, or at least it did not happen only then ; the 
veil was rent when OUY Lord was cruct$ed by you.’ Also, 
against the Synoptists, there is this consideration, that the 
‘rending of the veil ’ if it had occurred would probably have 
been kept a sec1et.b; the priests (who aldne would know of it) 
and,’ if it was ever revealed by any of them, would probably b: 
revealed by zealous converts apt to make. exaggerations and find 
coincidences. 

4. The piercing of Christ’s side takes us to +e 
central thought of the Fonrth Gospel and the Epistle, 
namely, the love of God revealed in the Blood of Christ 
the Paschal Lamb. 

The E istle to the Hebrews (919) recognises that :he old 
way to &d was through (Lev. 146) ‘blood ’ ‘water scarlet 
wool,’ and ‘hyssop,’ but asserts that the ne; way wva; (Heb. 10 
19 f.) simp1y~‘hy the blood of Jesus.’ The Epistle of Barnabas 
(11 I-@, however, will not give up the old Levitical elements : i t  
even adds the Levitical ‘wood ’ which it discerns in the Cross 
(.$d+ov) I and though not widout difficulty, it brings in the 
notion ‘of ‘.&ter’.hy.speaking of the Cross (.$dhou) as a ‘tree, 

In  the g ospels, the ‘scarlet cloak’ represents the ‘scarlet wool,’ and 
the cross the wood ’ ; hut the ‘ blood ’ that came from the mere 
piercing of the hands, or perhaps the hands and feet,l might 
well seem insufficient to express the purifying blood of thq 
Lamb ; and there was nothing at all to’ indicate the water. 
An early tradition inserted in Lk. (2244) endeavoured to supply 
the ‘blood of sprinkling’ by relating how ‘drops as of blood 
streamed from Jesus in his agony; hut still there was no 
mention of ‘ water. Yet not only did the Levitical requirements 
mention ‘running water ’ hut Zech. 131 predicted the opening 
of a ‘ fountain ’ against s;n and uncleanness for Israel.2 I t  is in 
the niercine of Christ’s side that Tn. sees a revelation of the 

ast which flows the purifying stream of baptism. 

. (2) the human soul 7 

presented bv the ‘ blood ’ <(4 ;he human body, viiihly repre- 
sented by water.3 

Physically, that these details should have been seen by the 
eye of a disciple kept probably at some distance from the cross 
by a crowd of hostile spectators and soldiers, must he, if not 
impossible at least disputable. But, whatever $hysicaZ facts 
may have been seen, the essence of the narrative is a spiritual 
fact. A revelation is vouchsafed to the beloved disciple. His 
eyes are opened to discern the Fountain of Life.4 It may have 

1 In  the Synoptists, the feet, too, are pierced, but not in Jn. 
and Pseudo-Peter. 

2 The J.XX however r e n d . ” i ~ ~ ‘ p l a c ‘ ’ f ~ ~ r i 1 - ~  ‘founr;iin,’so 
that Creek-sp:nking Cl;rintinns would hardly lie &ch influenwcl 
by this passage. Justin doer iiut nicntion it, yet he clime\ Lk.’s 
tradition, omitting the word ‘blood,’ an$ seeing in it a fulfil- 
ment of Ps. 22 14 ‘ poured ont like water. 

3 This symbolism seems to be in accordance with Fhilo‘s (1 653) 
describing ‘ashes and water’ as ‘the origin of man’s genera- 
tion (yrvCuewsal bpxai) ; and (2251)the purification of the body 
with water as preparatory foi the purification of the soul with 
blood. But Jn. may be also alluding to the ‘mixed cup’ of the 
Eucharist, which contained wine mixed with water. Irenaeus 
says that (5 1-3) the Ebionites (who denied Christ’s dirine nature 
and used water alone in the Eucharist) ‘not receiving the 
combination of God and man into their son1 ’ rejected the mix- 
ing of the heavenly wine,‘ and did not ‘re;eive God into the;r 
mingling (non recipientes Denm ad commistionem suam) : 
in other words he declares their rejection of the divine natnre in 
Christ to he analogous to their rejection of the wine in the 
Eucharist. According to this view, the wine in the Eucharist, 
and the blood of Christ on the cross, would represent Christ’s 
dzvine nature. But whatever reference Jn. may have had to 
Ebionitism, or to a rising Docetism that rejected Christ’s human 
nature, it seems probable that his main object is to hear witness 
for the Church to Christ’s human nature as heing completely 
real-in body and soul as well as spirit. Applied to the 
Eucharist, the Johannine view would recognise the body in the 
bread, the soul an! spirit in the water and blood. 

With thee is the fountam of &e: in thy 
light shall we see light’-a passage closely connected with a; 
key-passage in the Gospel (14): ‘The lzfe was thelight of men, 
and cp Rev. 216 : ‘ I  will give unto him that is athirst of the 
fountain of the waterof Zifefreely.’ Also cp Rev. 221 : a‘river 
of water of life . . . proceeding out of the throne of God and of 
the Lamb.’ I t  was a saying, older thanthe Fourth Gospel, that 
(Barn. 8 5 )  ‘ The kingdom o f  Jesus is on the tree’ (or Cross, 
a d  $dAov : cp Justin, I Apol. 41, Trvpl. 73, ‘The Lord hath 
reigned from the tree’). So, in Jn., the Cross-heing the place 
yhere Christ is ‘lz,?ed up’ and where God is ‘gZon$ed’-is 

In Barn. 11 as in Rev. 222 (imitating the 
the tree P [dAov) of life ’ whose leaves will heal the nations, and it is planted 

by the side ofthe river of living water. But there were varieties 
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4 Cp Ps. 369 : 

the throne of God. 
astoral picture of Ezek. 477 sq.), the Cross is also 
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been given to some one to see literally the piercing of the side 
and to hand down to the church of Ephesus a historical fact 
obscured in previous traditions. But the spiritual meaning of 
the act is not to be regarded or ‘criticised from the materialistic 
or historical staudpoint.1 The whole of the context is spiritual 
in thought and mystically symbolical in expression. First 
there is ,a  threefold mention of ‘ accomplishment. Then as 
there were seveib ‘signs’ wrought by Christ during his life: so 
now there are, perhaps, seven accomplishments ” of OT 
type or prdphecy that accompany, or follow, his death.2 In  
the last of these, the niost striking of all (prospective as well as 
retrospective ointing backward to prophecy hut also forward 
to the conv&$on of the Gentiles, to’ the christianising of the 
Roman Empire, and to the metamorphosis of blind ersecution 
into awe-struck adoration), the soldiers of ‘this worpd,’ coming 
to ‘ break the bones’ of the Paschal Lamb, are not only diverted 
from their purpose, but as it were forced to ‘look on him whom 
they pierced. 

Thus, amid mysticism and symbolism,g as it began, 
ends the Johannine life of Christ. Viewed as history, it 
must be dispassionately analysed so as to separate, as far 

B. EXTERN’ 
The Exterhal Evidence as to the authorship and 

authority.of the Gospels consists of, I. Statements, 11. 
Quotations. 

I. STATEMENTS. 
Written Gospels are neither mentioned nor implied 

in the N T  Epistles, nor in that of. Cleniens Romanus, 
nor, probably, in that of Barnabas, nor in the Didachr! 

i. THE THIRD GoSPEL.-Lk. 11-4 implies ( a )  that 
‘many’ Gospels were current, and perhaps ( 8 )  that 

64. State- their diversity was calcdated t o  obscure 
merits of Lk. ( i6 .14)  ‘the certainty concerning the 

things wherein ’ the Christian catechu- 
men was instructed : ( c )  that whereas the apostles 
‘ delivered (napb8ouav)’ these-$.e, , taught them oraL&- 
‘many’ ‘drew up a narrative’-z e . ,  wrote. This 
points to a time when the apostles had passed away, 
leaving the groknd open to the historians. I,k.’s 
qualification v , s ,  not that he had consulted an apostle 
and obtained his inzprzmatur, but that he had (1 3)  ‘traced 
the course of all things accurately from the first.’ The 
particular defects implied in existing ‘ narratives ’ ate, 
that they were not ‘ accurate,’ and not in ‘ chronological 
order. ‘ 

ii. Papias, a bishop of Phrygian Hierapolis in the 

of tradition, and Barnabas himself quotes a saying that sug- 
gested the thought of the Cioss as a Vine front which the 
juice, or blood, is dropping : (Barn. 12) ‘When a tree shal! bow 
down and rise up, and when blood shall drop from a twe.  

This view is developed in the later Johannine vision. The 
water and the blood flowfvom the Cross, or rather from Christ 
on the Cross. 

1 I t  may be objected that the author lays stress upon ‘seeing’ 
(19 35 : ‘ He that hath seen hath borne witness ’). The very stress 
however, indicates that ‘ seeing’. hasaspiritnal signification, as 2 
(149) ‘He  that F t h  seen me hath seen the Father,’(l14) ‘we 
Jeheki his glory ; and elsewhere .in Jn. Space does not allow 
the exposition of the Philonian and Johannine uses of expres- 
sions relating to sight and vision, which would demonstrate this 
conclusion. But it may be assumed that, whenever oerl-s of tk 
senses aye used 6y3n. w i f h  ei@hasis, ;/icy are always used 
$riman’& in a sjiritual signzxcance. Handling’ in I Jn. 1 I 
,is no exception to this invariable rule; see above (on the 
‘handling ’ in Ignatius), $3 29. 

2 (I) The ‘thirst,’(z) ‘hyssop,’(3) ‘vinegar,’(4) the ‘bone not 
bt‘oken,’ (5) the ‘looking’ on him whom they pierced,’ are all 
definitely mentioned in the OT, and (6) the ‘delivering of the 
spirit’ may be regarded a$ a fulfilment of ,Ps. 31 5 ; but there is 
no verbal allusion either to Zech. 131, or to Ps. 2214. We 
cannot therefore assert that ‘seven’ is here in the author’s 
mind. aut the structure of the whole Gospel makes it probable. 
3 (193 ); ‘(r) And he that hath seen hath borne witness(2) 

and h s  (?aura?) witness is true (3) and he (ZKS?VOS) knoweth that 
he saith true. On the assumption (so Westcott and Alford) that 
ira;vas is the usual substitutesfor a repeated ah&, the sentence 
isstrangely tautological. But may not Jn. intend ;KE;YOF to mean 
Christ? The passage is the keynote to the, Epistle, and in the 
Epistle (see Westc. on I Jn. 26) .‘;K&OS is always used of 
Chi7.d’ (cp especially I Jn. 316 417). I t  is characteristic of 
Jn. that he should use the pron<un so that a superficial reader 
should render it in one way and a spiritual reader in another. 
In  any case, the threefold form of the attestation appears 
deliberately adapted to the context describing the Three 
Witnesses. 
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See Rev. 22 17. 

as possible, fact from not-fact. No criticism, however. 
63. Conclusion. ought to prevent us from recognising 

its historicalvalue in correcting inipres- 
sions derived from the Synoptic Gospels, and the epic 
power and dramatic irony wyth which It brings on the 
stage the characters and classes whereby the will of God is 
being continuously fulfilled, so that we find ourselves 
learning from Pilate to ‘behold the man,’ and discern- 
ing with Caiaphas that ‘ i t  is expedient that one man 
should die and not that the whole people should 
perish.’ It often raises us above details of which the 
certitude will probably never be ascet-tained, into a 
region where we apprehend the nature and existence of 
a Word of Life, essentially the same in heaven and on 
earth, human yet divine, the incarnation of the concord 
of the spiritual universe. Yet, while no Gospel soal‘s 
so high, none stands more firmly, more pi actically, below. 

EVIDENCE. 
first half of the second century, wrote five books of 
’ Exposition(s) of the Lord’s Logia.’ 

( a )  His Ex$oszhon was probably a ‘setting forth’ 
of the Logia, though it might include ’ interpretation ’ 

65. The as we1L2 By ‘Logia (oracles),’ he 
,Exposition, of meant the Words (possibIy also In- 

Papias. cluding the Acts) of Christ as being 
‘ oracularly’ applicable to the giiid- 

ance of man. This title was already in use to denote, 
in their oracular aspect, the Scriptures of the OT, and 
Papis  here transfers it to what he regards as the 
d oracles ’ of Christ.3 

1 Eus. iii. 39 I 70; 8; llania uuyypbppara w&e rbv dp~gpbr 
$@fraL, & Kai &+pan.rar Aoyidu KupLaxGv ; tqmuews (al. 
- m u ,  Schwegl. conj. -<is). 

2 Lightfoot (SR 156.57) proves that Eusebius, 6ut not tkat  
Papias ( t w o  centunes defoorc), uses Itqyqu~s to mean ‘inter re 
tation.’ ‘?%@&rt?aL, in LXX and N1, means ‘set forth ?no; 
‘interpret ). In Judg. 7 15 B~qyqucs (AL 8~<yyu~s), setting 
forth ‘ is distinguishedfyom uu’yrpiurs, ‘interpretation. Heretics 
are called by Ireiiaeus (Pref. I, and i. 3 6) ‘ bad setters forth (or 
eyjositoys) of things well said,’,Pcause they ‘ taamper wit; 

aSroupysiv, sometimes= “forge “make false entries ”) ’ the 
kriptures,, besides ! perverting’ inferpvetatzons (napaqhrew 
+upmas) For example, the Valentinians are said to (26.1.8 I) 
transgress the order and connection of the Scriptures,’ ‘trans- 

posing and recastinp (psrarrA&rrowrss), and making anything out 
of anything ( ; A h  e.$ d M o u  ~ O L O % V T S S ) . ’  As An instance, they 
asserted that the anguish of Sophia was indicated by the words 
‘And what I shall say I know not,’ which Irenxus apparentl; 
regarded as a heretical Z & p p s ,  or ‘exposition,’ of Jn. 1227. 
Similarly peBo8au’e~v (Polyc. Phil. 7 )  does not refer meiely to 
(Lightf. ad loc.) ‘perverse interpretations,’ but to ‘ knavi5h 
tricks ‘artful treatment,’ in ‘setting forfh,’ as well as niter- 
ptetidg. 

The i&pplrai of oracles in Lucian (ii.255) deal with both 
&jyrps (‘setting forth‘), and 8 ~ b h u u ~ s  (‘solution’) : the panto- 
mime makes his meaning so clear as to need (26. ii. 301) pqG~vbs 
d$qnro%, ‘no one to set it forth in words.‘ In  Aristotles 
Rhetor. ad Alex. (30 I) ;&quis is perhaps a short weyszon of 
facts, as compared &:h G~+jyqu~s a long narrative. Apollo is 
called by Plat0 nbrp~os d h  ~js, ’the setter forth of the will of 
Zeus,’ not because he exp6?&ed, but because he setforth the 
Oracles orLogia ofZeus. Incourseof time, however, both among 
Christia)ns and a&ong Greeks, no new ‘oracles’ were forthcom- 
ing. Then the exegetes had to confine himself to explaining the 
old oracles ; and so by degrees exegeszs and exegehc assumed 
their modern meding, which’also prevailed in the days of 
Eusebius. This explains why the Alexandrine scribe altered 
Zt’yquis into Bi<y))uLs in Judg. 7 15. 1 I t  cannot he denied that a collection of the Lord‘s Logia 
might contain nothing but his words, like the Oxyrhynchus 
papyrus: I t  is tnie that Philo applies the term Logion even 
to a historical statement in the Pentateuch (e.g Phi. 1538 
puoting Deut. 10 9 ;  Phi. 15jj quoting Gen. 4’;s). But 
in the passage where (2163 J) he speaks of ‘all things 
written in the saued hooks‘ as ‘oracles ( ,yp~~upl),’  he proceeds 
to say that they were oracularly delivered through ’ Moses, and 
then divides them into three classec according as they are uttered 
(I) in the person of God, ( z )  by question and answer, (3) in the 
person of Moses, under jnspiration and control from God. This 
separates them, it would seem, from historical statements made 
by the historians themselves, in the books of Kings, Chronicles, 
Esther, etc. In the1,XX theregularmeaningofA6yiais the Words 
of the Lord, regarded either as conzmadments t o  6e obsemed 
(e.g., Dt.339 Ps.11967 [sing.] 158) or as sure promises of 
deliverance ( eg .  Ps. 127 1831 10519 Prov.305). In N T  the 
‘ living oracles ’ (Acts 7 38) are those delivered from Mount Sinai, 
apparently referred to in Rom. 3 z ; and in the only two other 
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( a )  Papias’ accountofMk. and Mt. is  as follows: (Eus. 

iii. 39 15 A) “ M ~ ~ K O S  p8v lppqveurils ~ & p o u  ysv6pevos, Bua 
2pvqp6vevuavl bKpi,t?& &‘ypa$sv, 06 pdvror rd&~ ,  rd irnb roi l  
XpiuroJ 92 hextldvra 9 1rpax0dvra. obre yip $KOUUS r o i l  Kvpiou, 
instances (Heb. 5 IZ I Pet. 4 11) it means the moral precepts, or 
Law, of Christ. In the only two instances given in Otto’s index 
to Justin it means (I ApoL 32) OT ‘prophecy ’ or(Tryph. 17-18) 
prophetid denunciation of woe (where the Ldrd‘s Logia against 
the Pharisees are coupled with the prophetic Logia of OT). 
Eusebins perhaps expresses his view of the meaning of Logia (as 
signifyingmninlydiscourses), when hesays tbat(Eus. HEiii. 24 5) 
Matthew and John were the only apostles that left memorials 
of the Lord‘s 8carp,t?ai a word that in sing. sometimes meant 
‘life’ (Epict. ii. 1629), but in pl. ‘discourses’ (Epict. iii. 24 5 
etc.). Although the term Logia might include actions, in speciai 
circumstances, it is extremely doubtful whether Papias would 
have given the name, for example, to Mk. 6 14, ‘And King 
Herod heard it, for his name had become kiown ; and he said 
John the Baptist is risen from the dead etc. We must there! 
fore he content to be uncertain how far, i ia t  all, Papias embodied 
history in his ‘setting forth’ of the Logia, as distinct from the 
‘interpretations’ and traditions which he may have added to 
them 

Papias calls them KvpLaKa‘ rather than Kuplou for obvious 
Teasons. Kv’pcos is distinguAhed from b Kdpcos,’ in that the 
former pften means ‘God whilst the latter means ‘the Lord 
(Jesus). Aoyiwv Ibpiou (!tqy<uros) might have meant ‘Oracles 
of God’-i.e. the OT (as in Iren. Pref. I). T O u  Aoylov 7 0 3  
Kupiou Z. wouid be clear but lengthy. KupcaK6s, being applied 
to  the Lords Day as d i shc t  from the Sabbath, was exactly the 
fit word to distinguish the oracles of the Law of Christ from the 
oracles of the Law of Moses. 

But it may also 
mean ‘mentioned.’ In  decidine the meanine. the usape nf 

12pvqp6vauev may mean ‘remembered.‘ 

Papias elsewhere will be our b& guide here-’ In  8 68 b;loW 
Papias uses it twice; and there$ Lightf. (SR 143) renders i; 
fiist ‘remember’and then ‘relate. That the same word should 
he used in two consecutive sentences to mean quite different 
things is in itself, highly improbable. still, more when Papias 
might hive used pepv++i‘aL for ‘remekber. The meaning ‘re- 
peat ’ ‘ trach from memory,’ which is absolutely necessary in the 
secohd, is highly probable also in the first. When a convert ha; 
been taught the Logia, his business was (Heb. 5 12) to ‘repeat 
them to others. Hence, in $ 68, Papias contrasts himself, as 
‘learning well and teaching (pvqpovdav)  well’ the traditions of ‘ the Elders,’ with the heretics who ‘ taught (pvqpovev’av) alien 
commandnients‘ and not those of the Lord. So Iren. i. 18 I of 
the Valentiiiians teaching their dogma of the decad (pvqpovev’cw 
with gen.). Eusebius (iii. 2412) describes the Synoptists a s  
pvqp~vedovrcs(with accus.), co-ordinately with Jn. as Irapa8dov‘s. 

I t  y a y  be urged that, in the LXX, pqpova6arvmeans ‘call to 
mind. There is close connection, however, between ‘calling to  
mind’ (e.g. Exod; 13 3, the deliverance of the Passover) and 
‘commemorating. The two words are the active and causative 
forms of the same Hebrew verb (iy), and @ renders both 
(‘remember’ and ‘make mentioii‘) by the Greek pvqdljuopac 
and lpLy$u$v in Ps. 77 11. I Macc. 12 II speaks of ‘remember-. 
ing’ friends in prayers, sacrifices, etc. (cp I Macc.106), and 
2 Macc. 9 21 (Tisch.), ‘I would have remembered your good 
will,’ means, ‘ I  would have acknowledged or recorded it bJ: 
some act.‘ 
means. ‘remember them in act. So Heb. 137. ‘renzmrber 

Similarly, in NT, G+. 2 IO, ‘ remender the poor 

them ihat had the rule over yon, which spake‘unto you the 
word of God,’ would, by itself, imply what actually follows, 
‘inlitate their faith.’ So the Ephesians are bidden to (Acts 20 
31 35) ‘call to mind’ Paul’s life among them, and also ‘the words 
of the Lord Jesus.’ Col. 418, ‘remember my bonds’ (following 
Col. 43, ‘jrayingfor u s  fhat God may open unto us a door for 
the word, to speak the mystery of Christ for which I am atso 
in  bonds’), probably includes, orcnieans, as in I Macc. 12 11, and 
as in later Christian writers, remember my bonds (in your 
prayers).’ (For the connection between ‘praying’ and ‘re- 
membering ’ see I Tbess. 13.) In  Mt. 16 g, pvqpovsmre rows is 
probably a‘ corruption of Mk. 8 16 pvqpoveusrs ore TOWS. So 
far, in NT, with this exception, pv. takes the gen. or drc : but 
in I Thess. 2 9  pvqpovsv’sre y i p  rbv  K ~ T O V  $p&v (best taken im- 
nerativelv). the mean& is. oerhans. ‘remind one another of’ ~... ~~ .~~, ,~ .... ~, ~ ~ 

implying mention’), and,’ I’n anG-case, z Tim. 2 8  pvqpdvme 
Iquoilv Xpcu&v, following 2 z (‘ the things 7uhich thou hast 

keard, commit to faithful men, who will be able to teach others), 
and preceding 2 14 (‘of these thingsplt then2 in remenzbrance ’), 
almost certainly means ‘make mention of, or teach, Jesus 
Christ.’ We see, therefore, in the Pauline Epistles, a com- 
mencement of the later tendency to pass from the active to the 
causative meaning of the Hebrew 131 (pv2u@ai, pv5lav aorCutlai, 
bvopd<av, pvqpovnierv), from mere ‘remembering ’ to some 
practical way ofremembering-e.g. ,in prayer,doctrine, preaching. 

The ambiguity of the word has probably caused Clem. Alex. 
(following, but misunderstanding and modifying, Papias) t: 
describe Mark as (Eus. NEvi. 146) ‘remembering (pepvqpdvov) 
Peter’s words. Iren. iii. 3 3  roil Aivou Ilailhos p:pvqra~ 
(n+emz‘nit) must mean ‘Paul % d e s  mention of Llnns. J?stin, 
Tryjh. 117 pdprq7a~ seems to mean ‘a commemoration 1s 
made. 

2 This (which is a very rare construction, if it occurs at all, in 
NT) appears to differ from &. hex06vra Kai 78 wpaXQdvra, and t: 
mean ‘whateveroriginated from Christ, eithevdiscourse oraction. 
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obre aapqrohov’&lurv air70 iiurepov 86, As U q v ,  II+, 6s npbs 
Tis xpcias iaorfiTo T i s  G’LiiauKahias, AAA* o ~ ?  GumpLudvratw 

M ~ ~ K o s ,  oiiros &‘via yp6\lras As bmpvrJp6usuuev,2 lvbs yip 
fr?Lljyaro rfovomv, roil pq8& &v $KOUUP aapahcaeiv, 4 \lreJmadal 
ri BV aurois. raGra plv 0th iur6pqraL r& n a d p  aspi TOG Mdprou. 
m p i  6; TOG Martlaiov TaGr’ eZpqrar.3 I ‘  Mareaios pBv OSV ‘Eppai8~ 

In  the light of what follows-about the conti.ast between (I) 
Peter, who ‘adapted his discourses to the needs of the occasion, 
making no classified collection of the Lord‘s Logia,’ and (2) 
Matthew, who ‘compiled the Logia-he seems to mean that 
Peter neither confined himself to the Logia, nor attempted to 
group or classify them (as Matthew in the Sermon on the 
Mount), but taught all that related to Christ’s life, ‘whether 
spoken o r  done’-Le., without distinguishing between his words 
and his deeds. 

1 He ‘committed nofauZf’(not, ‘hemade no misfake’). This 
must be the meaning, as the verb is invariably so used in NT 
and almost alwpys (if not always) in OT. Cp especially Acts 
25 8 1 Cor. 7 28, thou didst not commit a fault ( o 6 ~  $papre$), 
also I Cor. 7 36. See also Lucian 2 172 rhpdycura apapra‘vwv, 
ib. 176, Toispq8lv fipaprrJx6ur, etc.: Plut.’Gruzch. ed. Holden, 51, 
Xen. Cyr. iii. 140. Papias is defending Mark against the very 
natural objection that he did not do the apostle justice in writing 
down oral and casual (or at all events ex  tempore, mpbs 72s xpclas) 
teaching, unchanged, in a permanent book. The style that suits 
the former is often unsuitable to the latter. Lightfoot (SR 
163) in calling this (‘he did no wrong’) a ‘mistranslation’ of the 
author of SK, must be thinking of the sense, not of the Greek. 
But, thus interpreted, it makes excellent sense. * baepvqp6vevuw appears to be used by Papias as an emphatic 
form of gpvqp6vaurv (used above in the sense ‘repeat, or teach 
from memory’) and to mean ‘repeat exactlyfrom memory.‘ Cp 
another passage, generally admitted to be from Papias, in Tren. 
v. 33 3 ‘As the Elders who saw John, the disciple of the Lord, 
repeaied froin memory (Lat. meminemnt),’ where there can be 
little doubt, that !he Latin points to a Greek original dacpvr~- 
p6veuou or ~ ~ Y ~ ~ O V E U O V .  And a precisely parallel use occurs in 
the description given by Ireimus himself of the way in which 
Polycarp, the pupil of John and of the apostles(Eus. HE v. 20 e ) ,  
used not only to ‘relate (bmjyydhe)’ his intercourse with them, 
but alsp ‘ to  repeat exactly front menzory (bafpvqp6veve) their 
words. Justin goes a step iurther and apparentty takes baopvq- 
povrv‘ecv to mean something distinct from traching. Influenced 
by his belief that the bmopvqpovdpara were not about the 
apostles butfvom the apostles, he appeals to those who (I ApoL 
33) !having recorded (baopvqpo~~v’ua~~~s )  all that concerned our 
Saviour Jesus Christ, have tanght(3lSatav) it.’ And pubsequent 
passages show that he meant ‘recorded in wding. There is 
no doubt that he was in error. But his error strengthens the 
evidence that baopvq~ovniviv in Papias means something mole 
than ‘remember.’ In  Lucian, 2 8, E v L a  brropvqpoveiloaL menns 
to ‘relate exactly, or in detail, some special instances’; (ib. 3 
621) it is contrasted with ‘disorderly ( A T ~ K T W S ) ’  spych, and 
seems to mean ‘repeating what one has thought out ; (id. 3 
419) it describes one who not only knew the exact facts but also 
‘repeated from memory (or? registered in memory) the exact 
words ( b ~ p ~ j 3 S ~  $86vaL rd ye eqpdva 70hS h6yous a6ro3s 
dlropvqpovf3uaL). So Straio 8 30, arropwpovcv’ouuL TOG 
IPedlou, introducing one of the sculptor’s sayings. 

As, therefore, Irenaeus describes Polycarp, one of John’s dis- 
ciples, as ‘ repeatinq exactly from memory ‘John’s doctrine abcut 
(Eus. H E v .  206) ‘the mighty works (Suva’peis))’ and ‘ teachkg 
(8L8auKahiav)‘ of the Lord, so Papias appears to be describing 
Mark, Peter’s ‘interpreter,’ first as ‘repeating from memory 
dpvqp6v~uuev),’ and then as ‘repeating exactly from memory 
baepvqp6vsuuev)‘ the doctrine of Peter about Christ’s discourses 

or actions, and as afterwaSds committing to writing what he 
(Mark) had thus ‘repeated. 

Lightfoot translates bmpvqp6vsuuev here (SR 163) ‘re- 
membered. And the word has this meaning in a few phrases 
such as ‘bear a grudge against,’ etc. But (I) there is no notion 
here of ‘grudge’; (2) the geFeral usage, and (3) the context, 
favour the meaning ‘recount ; (4) besides the above-mentioned 
passage from Irenreus, and (5) that from Justin (meaning 
apparently ‘record but at all events something more than 
‘remember’), there& also (6) Justin’s frequent appeal to bnopvq- 
povnipara as ‘written records.’ These considerations, together 
with the kindred use of pvqpovcde~v above mentioned, are con- 
clusive in favour of the decision that,b?ropvqpoveierv here means 
‘recount‘ or ‘repeat from memory. There is a considerable 
probability that the word was in regular use to denote the 
Memoirs or Anecdotes adout the apostles, first ‘repeated’ by 
their immediateinterpreters or pupils ; then committed to writing 
by some of them in the form of Gospels ; and lastly accepted by 
Justin as Memoirs written by the apostles adout Christ. Yet 
he seems to have retained the old title. As Xenophon’s ‘Aaopvq- 
pomv‘para EWKP&OUS mean ‘ Memoirs of-ie., about-Socrates,’ 
so’A?ropvqpovnipara’Alrour6hwv would naturally mean ‘Memoirs 
about the apostles,’ and about Christ’s teaching through them. 
Tustin appears to retain an old title but to give it a wrong in- 

72” KvpLaKOV 5TOlOdpCVOS h6yWV (V. r. hOyiwV), &UT8 068bV $pap76 1 

ierpretaaon. 
Perhaps the use of ~~op~qpovsv’ecv was influenced by the use 

of the Hebrew ‘ & i 7 z i i / r .  This, meaning originally ‘repeat from 
memory,’ came to mean ‘teach the oral Law,’ whence came the 
word ‘Mishna the doctrine of the oral Law. 

3 Is 6Zpvrar’interchanged with the co-ordinate iu76pqra~ for 
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+ahi‘KKT51),Ti h6yra  uuvsypd@aro, ipp l jveum 6’ a6rh &s qv 6vvarbc 
c m c m s .  

( c )  The @em of Euse6ius. -In order to appreciate 
the negative as well as the positive value of the evidence 
of Papias, we must briefly consider the purpose of 
Eusebius, who has preserved it. 

Eusebius promises (HE iii. 33)  to record ( I )  the guota- 
tions of ecclesiastical writers from ‘ disputed books,’ 

66. Method (2) what they have said about the canoni- 
of Eusebius. cal Scriptures and the uncanonical as 

well ( d v a  T E  m p p i  TGV Q d d l j K w v  Kal 
6,!.wLcohoyovp~vwv ypa+Gv Kal Bua m p l  TGV p;I T O L O ~ T W V  

,adrois d‘p’pgrac).’ His promise to include the latter we 
have reason to believe that he faithfully keeps. But 
he gives no extracts from Papias about Lk. and Jn. 
It may be reasonably inferred that Papias was silent 
about them. The silence may have proceeded from 
either of two causes : ( I )  Jn. and Lk. may not have 
been recognised by Papias as on an equality with Mk. 
and Mt. ; (2) though recognising them as authoritative, 
Papias may have had nothing to say about them. 

( d )  The silence of Papias on Lk. and 
Si*ence Jn.-The latter of the alternatives just 

Of Papiass mentioned is highly improbable. 
Papias dwells on the defect of ‘order, or arrangement (rdfet),’ 

in Mk who he says never even contemplated an ‘orderly 
treatise’(u6vrbfw)’ of the Logia. Now Lk. avowed it as one of 
his objects to write ‘in (chronological) order ( ~ a O & s ) , ’  and Lk.’s 
‘order’ differs not only from that of Mt. but also from that of 

It is hard to believe, then, that Papi& would ‘have nothing 
k a y  ’ ahout Lk., if he recognised Lk. Again, as regards Jn., 
would not Papias have naturally added what the Muratorian 
Fragment says-that this want of order was corrected by Jn. 
who wrote ‘in o r d e r  Qer o r d i n e m ) ‘ ?  The Muratorian Frag- 
ment, Clement of Alexandria, and the anonymous tradition pre- 
served by Eusehius (iii. 24 11) all have something ofgrtat im; 
portance to tell us ahout the original authorship of the ‘spiritual 
Gospel of John the disciple of the Lord; and what they say 
testifies to the interest taken in its origin by those ecclesiastical 
writers who were among the first to recognise it as apostolical. 
Is it likely that .Papias, if he acknowledged it to be the work 
of the last of the apostles, knew n o t h i n f a 6 o u t  it that  he deemed 
worth sayin,q? 1 

These considerations point to the conclusion that Lk. 
and Jn. were not recognised by Papias as on a level 
with Mk. and M t 2  

If Papias did not recognise Lk. and Jn. as authorita- 
tive, it would seem likely that Jn.-though probably 
(Eus. HE iii. 24 7 )  it had been for some time taught 
orally, and though traditions from it may have been in 
use in Proconsular Asia--was not yet circulated in 
writing, or, if circulated, not yet acknowledged as apos- 
tolic, when Papias wrote his Ezjosz’tion. Consequently 
the date of the Exposition becomes of great importance. 

. ( e )  The Date of Papias’s Exposition.-There is no evi- 
dence of importance bearing on it beyond Eus. HE iii. 
-391-4$ 

To2 68 Ilania w y y p d p p a r a  rr.‘vrvra rbv dpropbv +.‘pfTai, d rdc 
&ny.‘yparrrac, Aoyiwv KupiaKiUv ;.$qyrjocws. rodrov  Ka\L ElpqvaTos 
Os povov ah@ y p a + h w v  pvqpovdeL, &Si‘ rrws hiyov  . “ raika 
62 xa\L I la r r las  b ’ Iobvvou p l v  Q K O U U T ~ ~ S ,  I I O A W K ~ ~ T O U  82 &aipos 

mere variety? Or as indicating a shorter statement? or as im- 
plyinganydoubt? InEus.HE ii. 15 z,+arriand hoplaprobably 
denote distinctions of historical certainty (see below, 5 80). 

1 Lightfoot, who assumes that Papias must have said some- 
thing about Jn., thinks it probable that (SR 207) the Mura- 
torian writer borrowed from Papias ‘his contrast between the 
secondary evidence of Mk. and the primary evidence of Jn. 
But, in that case, how is it that Eusebius-who was boand to  
record w h a t e v e r  was s a i d  by ecclesiastical w ~ i i e r s  about 
c a n o x i c a l  books-whilst insert in^ what was said bv later writers. 
omits what was said by the earlgst of all? 

2 This might be regarded as almost certain hut for one con- 
sideration. Eusehius has a contempt for Papias. Forced by 
his antiquity to devote a great deal of space LO him, he does it 
with terms of disparagement, and (iii. 39 14-17, Sir) ‘confinmg 
himself to what is indispensable (QvayKaiws).’ Want of space, 
and contempt for his author, may have induced him to break the 
promise he made just before, and to omit what Papias may have 
said about Lk. and Jn. reserving it till he came to later ecclesi- 
astical writers who hdrrowed from Papias. This is highly 
improbable. Eusehius is a most careful and conscientious writer. 
Though, for example, on one occasion he gives in his own words 
a tradition about Mk. at an early period in his history, and adds 
(2 I j) ‘Clement has quoted this story, and , . . Papias attests 
it,’ this does not prevent him from giving the testimony of Papias 
in full, in its chronological order. 
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, _ . , .  . 
I. Was Papias ‘ a hearer of John ’ ? 

69* Not a hearer -Was Eusebius right in denying, or 
Lrena3us in asserting, that Papias was Of John* 

- 
’ a hearer of John ’ 7 

Here, and in what follows, we must distinguish the statements 
of Eusehius from his inferences. The former are almost always 
accurate ; the latter are sometimes erroneous (though by giving 
us the grounds for them he enables us to avoid error6). Even 
the inferences of Eusebius are probably more trustworthy here 
than the statements of Irenaeus.6 Now Eusebius rejects the 
definite statement of the latter that Papias was a ‘hearer of 
John,’ on the ground that Papias himself makes no such claim 
in his preface, where he naturally, and almost inevitably, would 
have made it, if he could. He  gives us the preface to speak for 
itself. He  adds facts and extracts from the work of Papias, 
the whole of which was apparently before him. These convey 
no indication that Papias ‘heard‘ John. That Irenaeus-in- 
fluenced by the natural tendency of early Christian contro- 
versialists to exaggerate the continuity of Christian tradition, 
and by the fact that Papias lived in Polycarp’s time and reported 
what,John said-hastily declared Papias to be ‘a hearer of 
John, , is more probable than that Eusehius, subsequently 
reviewing all the evidence, was mistaken in denying it. 

The probable conclusion is that Papias was not a 
‘ hearer of John.‘ 

z and 3. Was Papias ‘a hearer of Aristion and of 
John the elder’ ? And were they ‘ disciples of the 
Lord ’ ? 

2. Eusehius affirms that Papias did hear them, and he gives 
his reasons thus (iii. 39 7) : ‘ He (Papias) confesses that he has 

received the words of the apostles on the 
one hand from those who had followed 
(rrapqrohou6‘qx6~ov) them ; but of Aristion 

john the Elder. and of the Elder John he says he was him- 
self a hearer.’ The context indicates that 

Eusebius is drawing this inference merely from the ‘distinc- 
tion” that Papias makes between the past and the present,- ‘ What (7;) Andrew, etc., saiX (&rev), and the things that 
(B re )  Aristion and the Elder John say (h&/ouwi)’-as though 
the two last were still living so that Papias had probably 
consulted them . and the bistdrian’s habitual conscientiousness 
leads him (recoinising perhaps the slightness of his grounds) to 
qualify his inference in the following sentence-‘At aU events 
(yo%.), making freguent mention of, them by name in his 
treatise he sets down their traditions. He  does not add ‘and 
Papias ’states that he received them from their own lips,’ and 
he appears to have no evidence beyond what he himself puts 
before us. But the change of tense from ‘said’ to ‘say’ is 

70. Nor of 
Aristion and 

1 yvwplpwv-Le., ‘pupils,’asin Origen, Ccls. 2 13 ; Clem.Alex. 
It is equi- 

2 Probably ‘taught from memory,’ or ‘repeated.’ See note 

704 and 898 ; Epictet. jassirrt  ; and Eus. iii. 44, etc. 
valent to Papias’s 7rapq~0XouOq~rjs.  

above, g 65, n. 
Papias (I) ,‘set forth (d.$qy&~Oai)‘ the 

Logia, (2) ‘interpreted dppq7ede1~ then,, and (3) arranged 
along with them (uuv&ar) ’ illustrativc traditions. 
4 These bracketed words are perhaps to be omitted. See 

3 See above, 5 65 n. 

. .  
5 70 (3) below. 

6 E..- he says that Luke had(Eus. iii. 4 6 )  ‘diligently followed 
the &‘Af the anmtles (hesides Paul).’ but shows the source of . ... . .. . . . ... . .. 
his error by qu&i~L$. 13, t a k i n g ’ k u r v  as masc. H e  also 
(cp iii. 4 6  with iii. 36 I) takes Lk.’s 6rrqphar TOG A6you (the word) 
to mean 6. TO; K u p i o u  (the Word). These are such errors as 
the most honest ana impartial historian might make. 

0 This could be proved by a collection of Irenaeus‘s mistakes. 
And a comparison of the eslogistic remarks m a d e  by Eusehius 
about other eccZesiasiica2 writers with hisgeneral silence when 
quoting I r e m s  would indicate that, although he would by no 
means call the latter (as he calls Papias) ‘a man of very little 
understanding,’ he nevertheless thinks less highly of his power 
of weighing evidence than of his (v. 20 3) orthodoxy and high 
standard of carefulness in copying MSS. 

7 Eus. iii. 39 5 : 6Laureihas 7i)v h6yov. 
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(Lightf. SR 150 n.) ‘probably for the sake of variety ‘1 so 
that .nothing can be inferred from it ; and the mere fa& that 
Papias ‘sets, down their traditions’ and ‘mentions their names” 
.by no means proves that he obtained his information from the;:, 
.qnd not from ‘those who had followed them.’ 

We conclnde that (u) Papias is not proJed to have 
been, and that ( a )  (so far, as we can judge from Eusebius’s 
production, of inadequate, and omission of adequate, 
evidence) he probably was not, a ‘ hearer ’ of Aristion 
and John the Elder.. 

3. Again, the ,words, ‘ I  disciples, of .  the Lord’ can 
.hardly have followed ‘Aristion, etc.,’ in the t6xt used 
by Eusebius., For he regards Arktion a5 living ,at the 
time when Papias wrote., But that ‘disciples of the 
Lord’ should be living when Papias ‘was ‘making his 
investigations (Lightfoot; SA? 150 n. ) would involve ‘ a 
chronological difficulty. ’ 

T& Eusehius would ‘probably have felt, especially.as ,he  
apparently ,regards Papias as, born .too late to have. been a 
‘hearer of John.’a Moreover if Papias was a hearer of any 
‘disciple of the Lord ’ this wohd contradict the spirit of Eusq- 
bitis’s inference that’ Papias drew his ‘information about the 
apostles merely from their ‘pupils.’ Aristion and the Elder 
John, if ‘disciples of the Lord,’ could not be called ‘pupils’ of 
the apostles.. This internal evidence’ that Eusebius did not 
find the words ‘disciples etc.’ after ‘Aristion etc.’ is confiimed 
by (I) their absence from’the Armenian version, ( 2 )  the onksion 
of ol in several Greek MSS, and of 703 ~ v p l o v  by Rufinns, (32 
the extreme harshness of (a) ‘Elders,’@) ‘disciples of the Lord, 
(c) the repetition of ‘disciples of the Lord ’ as though they were 
fhree chsses,3 and (4) the ease -with whtch the ,words can be 
exolained a s  an intervoletion. . ’  , ,  

, ,  ’ . 

4: PapiaS’s ‘ Elders.’-It remains to 
7 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ - a s ’ s  consider who are ‘ the Elders ’ from whom 

~ l u e l ~ I s ’  Papias obtained his information. 
There is no evidence to show that apostles were called ‘Elders.’ 

Yet Papias’s. words-seeming to amount to this, ‘ If pupils of 
the Elders came, I used to ask about the worils of .the Elders 
viz. Andrew, Peter, etc.’-Fppear, a t  first sight, to ‘identif; 
‘apostles’ with ‘the Elders. 

The truth appears to be that, in the days of Papias, the latter 
title was given to t(zeyenera>ion of EZders ordained by the ‘dis: 
ciples of the Lord. The next generation of Elders was not yet 
called ‘the Eldeis.’ but rather th8 :ounils of lor those who had 

The most probable conclusions, then, are that ( I )  
Papias was not a bearer of John ; (2 and 3) whether he 
was, or was not, a hearer of Aristiou and the Elder John, 
the two latter were not ‘disciples of the Lord’ ; ( 4 )  the 
Elders from whom he obtained his information were 
not apostles but Elders appointed by John or other 
apostles ; and he supplemented this by information 
obtained from their followers and successors. 

5. Papias’s list of the apostles.-Why does Papias 
sueciallv mention, as the disciDles about whose savinL[s -~ , -  

72. His list he made investigations, Andrew, Peter, 
Philip, Thomas, James, John, Matthew? 

Of and whv in this order ? An answer is WF- 
gested by the context in the extract quoted above (§ 71): 
1 Note that in the same sentence ~i is varied with 2. So 

Eusebius (quoted above, 5 66) varies &a with h a ,  where there 
is hut a shade of difference in meaning. 

2 Eusehius might naturally assnme that Papias-who tells lis 
that he regularly cross-examined any who could tell him ‘what 
Jqhn said’-would have questioned John himself had he heen 
alive and accessible to questioning. Denying that he wm a 
‘hearer,’ he probably implies that he was too late to be one. 

3 See Erpositoi; 4th ser. 3 245. Papias. probably wrote 
‘the discjples of the Lord . . . and Aristion and John ,their 
disciples. ‘Their ’ a m i  (in ol paB?rai ami ,  i.e. a+rQu), .was 
changed into ‘ his’(aho3)’ and a h o B  replaced by 703 K I J ~ ~ O U .  
(For the frequency of a C 4 ,  rojrou, etc., confused with d r Q v ,  
a o Q ~ w v ,  see Otto on. Justin, T~yjt$. ro6, p. 3 5 6 . ) .  Prof. W. E 
Bacon has suggested that 06 rov iG was corrupted into OL +ow mi 
before the time of Ensehius, This is very likely; cp Judg. 4 24 
TOY ULOV B but A Ku’(i.e., i rvp~ov)u iwv .  

4. This i2erpretation of ‘ Elders ’ is confirmed by the following 
coiisideration. Irenzns in passages where he is probably 
(Lightf. SR 202) quoting) the substance, if not the very words, 
of Papias, speaks of the, doctrine as ’ that of ,  (v. 5 I 3F z )  ‘ the 
Elders, the dixijZe6 of the apostZes’ (ib. 33 3), ‘the Elders who 
have seedJohn.’ If these are the words of Papias, the facr 
that he uses ‘Elders’ there to mean ‘thedisciplesof theajostles. 
makes it probable that he’uses it in the same sense here, and 
that they represented f h e ~ e n e r u t i o ~ ~ r ~ c e d i n ~  his own. 
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“Most people,’ says Papias, took pleasure in ‘ volum’inous 

‘ the books ’ he may have, included Gnostic, treatises, 
; s u c h p  that of Basilides ‘but ,we ‘m,ust hot exclude 
Christian apocrypha and “ disputed ” books, and various 

For example, though Mattkiew had made a’cdmpilation of the 
Logia, it was variously ‘interpreted ; and this affords a very good 
reason for the desire of Papias to ascertain ‘what Matthew said,’ 
in order to throw light on what Matthew wrot< or was supposed 
to have written. Again the E istle of James mentioiicd by 

’ Eusebius (iii.’ 25) not as ;purions %ut as ‘disputed,’ was probably 
current.in the days of Papias ; and we can understand that its 
existence may well have caused him to add his name to thq 
apostolic list: 
in whose name a gospel (preakhed perhaps in ‘his behalf i t  . Ephesus during his last years) may have been recently eirculated 
as a tradition in,writing’ and this ‘would accouqt not only for 
the inclusion of Johli’s Gam;, but also for its position between 
that of James and Matthew. Apocryphal works were, early 
current in the, names of’ (Eus. iii. 25) ‘Andrew, Peter (whom 
Papias himself mentions as the originator of Mk.), and Thomas 
‘(as.well as, John,and Matthias). The inclusion of Philip (whose 
apocryplk A,cts Eusebius does not mention) may be explained 
by his having kesided in Hierapolis, where Papias was bishop.1 
As regards Aristion, Ensebins (iii. 39 14) inform; us that Papias 
inserted some of Aristion’s ‘accounts (BLypjmis) of the words of 
the Lord (+& TOG &@ou Asywu),’ and there is some slight evi- 
dehcd (Ex#., 18936, p. 145) for regarding him as ,the author of 
Mk.-App. At all’events, the fact that he wrote ‘,accounts 
(&qy<ue~r) of words of the Lord ’+presumably not found in Mk. 
or Mt., or else why should Eusehius mention..their. insel‘tion?- 
would make it desirable to ascertain what Aristion was in the 
habit of ‘saying.’, Lastly the two disputed Epistles of .John 
(the Second and Third)& wiitten by ‘the Elder,’ and may 
have been naturally attributed to the Elder John. And Papias 
.who (Eus. iii. 39 7 7 )  ‘ mukes.gzcotations2 from the First Epistlk 
df Jdhh,’ may on this as well as on other accotints hare made 
the rraditions of Johu the Elder a gpecial subject of investigation. 

! ,  , , .  versions of atfthoritative books. . /  

Between ‘Matthew’ and ‘.James’ comes ‘John 

Thus, though thdre may be, and .probably are, other 
loc+il causes, ‘unknown to us,, for Papias’s selection 
and  Ar~angement,~ the’ drift of evidence,, external and 
iqterna), indicates, as one ,important cause, the un- 
ce&nty arising from sp,urious ‘Christian literatore, and 
the special importance of ascertaining,,’what had been 

between r. ‘oral tradition,’ and a:, ‘written narrative’), and (a) 
;r6 (not i a p d  or dr l ) ,  and (3) ,+iv ;r aqpaB6uaws .and 
aapsrAT$&ar, all imply that though the narrative had been 
related by them; Papias did Aot ieceive it f rom them, but from 
others who handed it down and warranted its genuineness. 
This has an important hearing on the date of Papias. The 
words (Eus..iii. 399), ~ p ~ h  TOGS airoirs ywdprvps, following on 
Karh  r;lu ‘IepciroArv ., . . Siarpl$at most naturally mean that 
where*s, Philip and his daughters lived a t  Hierhjoiis, Papia; 
was ‘60- anzong ‘thq same (people).’ (They can hardly mean 
‘that Papias was ‘born durhg the time of the same people-i.e., 
.Philiq.and his daughtfrs.’) 

2 KqpqraL  paprvprarr.  We are .not to infer that Papias 
mentioned John, or any one as the author. Had he done so, 
.Eusebius would probably have said, as he does of.Irenzeus (Eus. 
v. 8 7), ‘ He also’ makes ‘kention of the R<rsf. Epistle of John, 
introducing’a good,many quotations from it and likewise from 
the First of Peter. From (I) this contras;, and (2) the early 
custom ofquoting without names, we may reasonably infer that 
Papias did not ‘mention’ John’s Epistle. It is shown elsewhere 
(see JOHN, EPISTLES OF) that some so-called quotations from the 
First Epistle are probably mere quotations from floating Johan- 
nine traditions. 

Why does Eusehius--who was not bound to tell US of 
quotations from canonical books-take up space by telling us 
that Papias quoted from (ni. 3917) ‘the Flrst Epistle of John’? 
The answer is to be found partly (r) in th-: completion of 
Eusebins’s sentence (‘ and from that of Peter likewise ’), partly 
(2) in, the similar statement ahout (v. 87) Irenreus. It IS simply 
a quiet way of saying ‘You see Papias and Irenreus do not 
quote from the Second( and Third Epistles of John, nor from 
the Second Epistle of Peter.’ These were ‘disputed works’ and 
Eusebiys is tactfly dn’ngzng against them ‘ the argument front 
silence. 

Cp with this the 
leading part assigned to Andrew by the Muratorian Fragment 
(see below, § 78) in originating the Fourth Gospel. 
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other Gospel) Papias is silent, and we conclude that he 
knew neither, or ranked neither with Mk. or Mt. But 
the date at which he was investigating and writing 
(about 115-130 A.D.) and his quotations from I Jn 
(which was certainly written by the same hand as the 
Gospel) combine to Fake it probable that Jii. must have 
been known to him, at least in parts, as a tradition. 
We are led to conclude that he was writing at the time 
when Jn. was attaining, but had iiot yet attained, 
recognition as an apostolic Gospel 

There were also current (as Lk. tells us), ‘many 
narratives ’ of Christ’s life, and (as Papias says) many 
diffuse writings, possibly including Gnostic gospels, and 
so called Apostolic Acts, Revelations, and Epistles. 
These appear to have prejudiced Papias against ‘ books,’ 
and to have inclined him to go back as near as possible 
to the fountain-head. His attitude is so well described 
by the following words of Irenaeus that we can imagine 
Papias himself using them : (Iren. v. 20 ~f ) ‘ All these 
(heretics) are of much later date than the btshops to 
whom the apostles commztted the churches . . . Those 
who desert the teaching of the Church impugn the 
knowledge of the holy Elders.’ To these ‘bzshops,’ 
then, or ‘holy EZders’-i,e., to the EZders appoznted by 
the apostk-Papias made it his first object to go But 
we learn from Clement of Rome (ch. 44) that, as early as 
95 A. D., some of the Elders appointed by the apostZes,’ 
and even some of those ‘(appointed) in the next 
generation (pe7at-d) by men of note,’ had died It is 
improbable that John, during his last years of disability, 
appointed any Elders ; and it is reasonable to suppose 
that by A.D. 125-35 most of the Johannine Elders would 
have passed away. Hence, though Papias did his 
best to obtain information from them, he was glad to 
glean what he could from the next generatzon ( ‘  those 
who had followed them’), his question to an Elder’s 
pupil always being, ‘What said John (or thls or that 
Disciple of the Lord) by whom the Elder (whom you 
I ‘  followed ” )  was appointed?’ In particular, having 
regard to the apocryphal literature circulated in the 
names of Andrew, Peter, Thomas, to the traditions 
current in Hierapolis about Philip, and to the better 
attested but disp~ted literature circulated in the names 
of James and John, to the great diversity of the ‘ inter- 
pretations ’ of the Logia compiled by Matthew, and to the 
objections brought against Peter’s teaching as recorded 
by Mark-he made these Disciples of the Lord the 
special object of his investigations It is, of course, 
possible, that Jn may have been ad~nowledged as 
canonical in other churches befoi-e it was acknowledged 
supposition that illustrat6s the early and familiar recognition of 
an ‘interpreter’ as a natural companion of an apostle. In the 
(Eus. iii. 393) ‘interpretations‘ that Papias inserted in hi5 Ex- 
position, he may have included his own or other Greek ~ersions 
as well as explanations, of the Logia. From ActsS31 (bSqyljuc~) 
and from Ign. PhzL 6 (dhv SE‘ T L S  LouSatuFbv 2p/qveJn) we see 
how large a part of apostolic and presbyteric teaching would 
consist of ‘interpretations’ of O T  in a Christian sense, and these 
might sometimes be ‘interpreted’ from the Hebrew. Soon, 
however, the word would he confined to ‘ interpreting’-z.e., 
explaining, obscurities in the Greek Logia. For the wold thus 
used, see Orig. CeZs. iii. 58, and quotations from Irenaeus given 

said by those disciples of the Lord yho were reported, 
truly or falsely, to have left writings also. 

6. Papias’s relation to Po1ycarp.-On this point, Euse- 
bius affords the following indirect evidence. 

H e  first @.‘36x-~)mentions Polycarpas ‘thescholar(6p~A~lns), 
of the apostles:-appointed to the bishopric pf Smyrna ‘by the 

eye-witnesses and ministers of the Lord’--D 
uJose time flourished ‘ Papias (he, too, hishop 

relation to of Hierapolis) and the world-famed (6 naph 
polycarp: I~);&TOLS E ~ & L  v%v 8ia@+os) Ignatius,’ second 

in succession, to Peter in the bishopric of 
Antioch.1 ’ Then he (ih 4-15) describes the Epistles’of Ignatius 
and Polycarp. Next he mentions (2%. 37 I) Quadratus and the. 
daughters of.Philip as being among those who ‘occupied the 
first rank in the succdssion to the apostles ’ adding that he. has 
confined his mention of these t~ (ib. 3714) such as have left 
extant records of apostolic teaching. Then after (iii. 3SJ) 
going back to Clement of Rome to protest Bgainst spurious 
works attributed to.him, he continues ‘Now I have (already). 
mentioned the wqrks of Ignatius and bolycarp : of Papias five, 
hooks are extant . and he deals with,Papias and his works in 
detail, denying t h k  k w a s  a“ hearer’ of the apostle‘s, which is 
equivalent to denying that he was :ne of those ‘in the first rank 
in the succession to the apostles. ‘Some time after this, (iv. 
14J) comes Polycarp’s visit to Rome and martyrdom. All 
this harmonises with the supposition that Papias was so much 
younger than, Ignatius .and Polyciirp, that he could not be 
reckoned in their ‘ rank of succession but that Euskbius ’ was’ 
obliged to inse t his name &th theirs dn account of the import- 
ance of his ‘ exlaut records,’ which kie compiled hefore.the death 
of the aged Polycarp. His habit’of speaking (in his Exposition) 
in the name of ‘the Elders that have seen John’ may have led 
Irenzns to the erroneous’infeqence that Papias was ‘a hearer of 
John and companion’of Polycarp.,’, ’ 

( J )  +u?nmqy , ~ f  the Evidence rebting;to papias.-: 
Reviewing the evidence, ‘we are led to the ,following. 

73. 

,4. aoncfusions negative and positive conclusions. 
Papias was not a [bearer of John,’ 

about ’‘pias* nor a companion of Polycarp,’ nor 
did he ‘ hear ’ any ‘ disciple of the Lord. ’ He was not in 
the same ‘ rank of succession ’ as Quadratus and Philip’s 
daughters. Thedaughtersdwelt in Papias’snative city and 
died (Lightfoot, SR 150) about 100-110 A D. Papias 
records -a narrative handed down ’ 6y them but -not 
(apparently) as coming tp himfrom them. These facts 
suggest for Papias’s birth a date about 85 A: D. When he 
reached early manhood (105 A. D. ) the last of the apostles, 
if $till living, was probablyincapacitated by old age for 
teaching. ’ The Johannine Gospel, though preached orally 
at  Ephesus, was not yet published. Being probably 
(vghtf. SR 153) of Pagan origin, and (Eus. iii. 3912) 
given to literalise Jewish metaphor, Papias may have 
been perplexed by a comparison of Hebrew with Greek 
‘ interpretations ’ of Christian traditions. He found 
current the Commandments (Eus. iii. 3 9 3 )  ‘given from 
the Lord .to the ,Faith’ ; but he desired to add to these 
from the doctrine of the apostles, as repeated by 
the Elders whom they had appointed, and by the, 
successors of those Elders. He also mentions ( I )  the, 
teaching of the apostle Peter, first ‘ repeated,‘ and then. 
‘ written,’ by his ‘ interpreter’ Mark, including the Acts 
a$ well as the Words of Jesus, and making no attempt 
at classifying the Lords Oracles ’ ; (2) a compilation 
by the apostle Matthew, in Hebrew, of ‘the Lord’s 
Oracles ’ certainly including Christ’s discourses and 
probably giving some account of Christ’s life. But this, 
instead of being circulated in Greek (as Peter’s teaching 
had been) by one authoritative ‘ interpreter,’ had received 
many  interpretation^.'^ About Lk. or Jn. (or any 
1 I.&, Polycarp and Ignatius have phrases that suggest the 

authority of antiquity. Papias has none. Several MSS, very 
naturally, interpolate a compliment to Papias’s learning. 

2 If we may judge from the order of the extracts, Papias 
&zed Mk. 6efore M i .  This i s  slightly confirmed by the fact 
that in the former extract Papias uses the longer title K V ~ L Q K ~  
Abyia, in the latter, the shorter +a-a natural abbreviation 
when one repeats a title a second time. 
3 The ‘interpreter’ (Ffoi-. Hebr. on Mt.1027, and Wetstein 

on I Cor. 1427) was the recognised attendant of the reader and 
teacher in the Jewish schools. When a Jewish apostle ( e g . ,  the 
author of the Apocalypse which is composed in most barbarous 
Greek) preached, or wroie; to Greek congregations, an ‘inter- 
preter’ may often have been in request. We have seen that 
Mark was called the ‘interpreter’ of Peter. It was an early 
belief (Eus. iii. 38) that Luke or Clement of Rome ‘interpreted’ 
the Epistle to the Hebrews from Paul’s Hebrew into Greek-a 
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above I65 n. 
1 The hesitation, of Papiag to accept Jn. may have been all 

the greater because (if we accept the theory that Irenreui in 
his fifth book is quoting Papias in support of Millennianism) he 
appears to have accepted the Apocalypse as John’s on the 
authority of (Iren. v. 301) ‘those who saw John face to face, 
and to have habituallyappealed to John in support of (3.33 3J) 
very materialistic views of the Millennium. A historian who 
believed (with Irenieus) that the Apocalypse was written by the 
aged apostle about 96 A.D. might well hesitate t o  receive a work 
published, as coming from the same pen, a few years afterwards, 
yet differing from the former in language so completely as almost 
to he in another dialect, aiid also absolutely differing from Mk. 
and from the ‘interpreters of Mt.’ in its representation of the 
Words of the Lord. 

The teaching (Iren. v. 333,f)about the vines each with 10,000 
branches, etc ascribed to the Lord by the elders who saw John 
according to’k’apks helps us to understand how even Papias 
(uq56Spa P L K ~ ~ S  T ~ V  YbGv, Ens.) might feel unable to believe that 
the expositor of this teaching was the author of the Fourth 
Gospel. 
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in Hierapolis ; but, so far as Papias guides us, we’are 
led to the conclusion that, in I I S - I ~ O  A.D. ,  Lk. and  
Jn. were not yet acknowledged as on a level with Mli. 
and  Mt. ,  by the first Christian historian who gives us 
any account of the Gospels. 

iii. JUSTIN MARTYR. - Justin Martyr (Lightfoot, BE 
87, 145-49 A.D.), whilst quoting the ’” Justin’ Gospels under various titles, makes some 

incidental but very important statements about their 
composition. , 

( a )  Justin’s titles of the Gospels are  adapted to his 
readers. In  the Apology addressed to,Gentiles, he generally 
uses the term, ‘Memoirs df the Apostles ;2 but in the Dialogue 
with the Jew, Trypho he gradually subordinates ‘ Memoirs ’ and 
at last resorts to the jewish authoritative form ‘it is writt;n.’3 

Like Lk. and Jn. (and perhaps Papias), ihough in a less 
degree, he avoids the term ‘Gospels.’ In the Dialogue, it is 
Trypho, not Justin, who first jntroduces it (Tryjh. IO, ‘the so- 
called Gospel, ~d h ~ y o p d ~ ?  E.). Justin, replying, calls it (ib. 18) 
the ‘teaching &en (&Sa@&ra) by our Saviour.’ In  I Apol. 
he does not use the word till toward the close, and then seem- 
ingly as a concession to popular language (664 ‘ Memoirs . . . 
which are [co~nmon&l called (KahEiTaL) Gospels. The Memoirs 
(apart from ‘Gospels’) he generally quotes for the facts of 
Christ’s life ; but sayings are also quoted from them, twice from 
Mt., and twice from Lk. (One of the latter [Tryph. 1031 agrees 
with D.) Christ’s words, when introduced by ‘he said, 
al,most always agree with Mt. ; they are called (T7yph. 100) 
hoyor,4 when Jesus is predicting his sufferings, but (i6. 18) 
X6yra5 when denunciatory and when coupled with prophetic 
utterances. ‘ Teachings (SiSkypara) from Christ himself’ 
(I Apol. 14) refer to chastity and Christian love, and are from 
Mt. and Lk. ; I ApoL 53 speaks of Gentiles, ‘men of everyrace 
persuaded by the Teaching (8i8ax+) tliat came from hi; 
apostles.’ This quotation (as well as Tryph. r 8  and IO cp also 
35) indicates moral precepts, such as are in the Didlchd and 
the Logia of Behnesa. But I Apol. 33, quoting Lk. with a 
clause from Mt., and describing the authors of the Memoirs as 
having ‘taught’ the Annunciation and I Apol. 66, stating that 
those who are to receive the Euchkrist iuust first accept ‘what 
is taught by us,’ indicate a catechetical ‘teaching’ of facts, 
different from the Didmhd. Moreover, in 2 Ajol. 2 8 ro, ‘what 
Christ taught’ or Christ’s ‘Teachings (Sddypa7a)’ refer partly 
to his predictions, partly to the punishment of the wicked in 
fire. Crescens is charged with (ib. 3) not having ‘read’ them, 
so that they must have been a hook, or part of one. 

( 6 )  Indications o f  Lk. as a vecent Gospel.-In a few 
instances Justin appeals, as it ‘were beyond 

76. His Lk., the Memoirs, to those who composdd them; 
or else he introduces a personal quasi-protest 
of authenticity, ‘ I  assert,’ ‘I have learned,’ etc. 

(i.) I ApoZ. 33 ‘ A s  those who recorded (bnopuqpovsduaures) 
all things ahou; our Saviour Jesus Christ have taught,’ intro- 
duces Lk.’s Annunciation to the Virgin (with a clause taken frorr, 
Mt.). (ii.) I Apol. 66 ‘For the apostles, in the Memoirs 
made)(yevopdvors) by them,’ which are called Gospels, delivered 
(IrapL8wxav) that Jesus had thus ordained6 to them ‘introduces 
in a condensed form, Lk.’s versiy of the Instithon of th; 
Eucharist, including the words, Do this in remembrance of 
me’  not found in Mk. or Mt., and regarded by W H  as 
an ’interpolation from I Cor. 11 25 ; (E.) Tryph. 88, ‘Both 
( K a i )  fire was kindled(&mj+8q)7 in the Jordan. . ., and . . . that 
1 The Shepherd of Hermas is quoted once as ‘ Scripture ’ by 

Irenaens and frequently as a divine revelation by Clem.Alex. 
Yet the huratorian Fragment decides that it is not to be read 
in the churches. Now the She$hcud and the Muratorian 
Fragment probably both originate from Rome, and the Mnra- 
torian writer shows familiarity with the authorship and recent 
date of the book. The more distant Fathers, Irenaens and 
C!em.Alex., accept i t ;  the author, who writes on the spot, 
rejects it. Similarly we shall find Justin Martyr in the middle 
of the second century making Ephesus the scene of a Dialogu? 
-and speaking of John as (Try@. 81) ‘a man among us ( r a p  
$pTv)’-yet abstaining in a marked nianner from quoting Jn., 
while freely quoting the Synoptists and occasionally using 
Johannine traditions. 

2 These he regards, not as Memoirs adoat the apostles and 
their doctrine, hut as Memoirs about Christ composed by the 
apostles (I Ajol .  33 &E ot drropqpovniuawrer ndura Irrpi TOO 
%or$ os ljpQv ’IgwdO Xp~uroO dSQa6au). 

3 &p Mt.1127, quoted in I Ajol. 63 (‘Jesus . . . himself 
said’) with Mt.1127 in T&h. 100 (‘it iswritten in the Gospel 
that he said ’). Whenever ‘wn.ting’ is mentioned, the passafe 
qnoted is in Mt. (which Justin may prefer to quote as being the 
Gospel best known to the Jew Trypho). 

4 Tryph. 35, TQY T<S 8c8aX$s hdywv, and I Apol. 66,. ‘the 
prayer of the word that was from Christ’ over the Eucharist. 

5 These Login (Tryph. 17) are from Mt., supplemented hy 
Lk. (as in D) in such a way as to suggest that Justin used a 
rough harmony of Mt. and Lk., or a correction of the former by 
the latter. 

6 du~s&A0ac, middle; cp Tryjh. 21 and 40, durhahrai 6 

7 The rhythm demands &v$+Bac. Ephraem (43) comments 

recent. 

See note above, P 65. 

eEdr. 
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the Holy Spirit as a dove hovered on him has Seer written 6y 
his apostles (the apostles I mean), of this our Christ (&ypa$av 
ol b n d v ~ o h o ~  a h o O  T O ~ T O V  TOO X ~ L U T O ~ )  $,A&”),’ if the text were 
correct, would exhibit Justin stating a non -canonical event 
(the ‘fire’) as a fact on his own authority and the canonical 
event a5 on the authority of the ‘apostles’ ;i (iv.) Tryph. 
103, For in the Memoirs which I assert fo have 6een cornposed 
(mvTCTdXBaL2) 6y his apostles and 6y those who followed 
(napaxohov~udvmw) them,’ introduces ‘it is written that sweat 
as It were drons. streamed down from him while nraving’-i 
passage found’ ih some MSS of Lk. 2244, but bFacCeteod b; 
W H  as not genuine3 (and found in no other Gospel); (v.) 
Tryjh. 105, ‘As we have learned through the Memoirs,‘ accom- 
anies the words ‘becoming a man through the Virgin ’ (from 

e k  combined w t h  Mt.), and is followed by (vi.) Tryp/i. 
IO;,’ ‘as also from the Memoirs we have learned this too ’ intro- 
ducing an utterance of Christ on the Cross peculiar i o  Lc. 2346. 

All these passages reveal Justin as quoting with a 
special emphasis Lk.4-or a later version of Lk . ,  in- 
cluding interpolated passages- as though protesting that  
Lk.  is on a level with the Memoirs, and  was composed 
by apostks. 

(c) T~eoriginof/zlstin’sv~ewofthe Memoirs.-We have 
seen (col. 1814. n. Ii that. in Pauias. raoaKoXouOeiv is the .. , . * , ,  

uBe of regular word for a ‘ pupil and successor.’ 
Now Eusebius (iii. 4 6) misunderstands 
(Lk.  1 3 )  ?rapVlKOXOlI@Kbrl  ?r&TLV as ‘memoirs.’ 

meaning that  Luke  had been a ‘pupil of all  (the aposties),’ 
a n d  Justin might do the same. This enables us to answer 
the question, How (in Justin’s opinion) was Luke taught 
the Miraculous Conception ? Justin’s view is that Christ 
(I Apol. 67 and cp  A c t s l s ) ,  after his resurrection, 
‘appeared to his apostles and  disciples and  taught 
them’  everything relating to himself (Acts1 3 to ’ the 
Kingdom of God’) .5  This  ‘ teaching’ would, therefore, 
apply ( I  Apol, 33) to the Nativity and  other mysteries, 
as well as to moral precepts, and Luke, as being ‘ a  
pupil of all the apostles,’ would receive it. As regards 
the form of transmission, Justin begins with a n  ambigu- 
ous expression (I Apol. 3 3 ) ,  direpvgpbvevuav, which 
may mean ( I )  ‘remembered,’ or  (2) ’repeated from 
memory.’ Adopting the latter meaning, he uses it, not 
(as‘ Papias did) of the successors of the apostles, but of 
the apostles themselves. T h e n  he gradually inclines, 
and finally commits himself, t o  the theory that this 
’ repetition ’ was not oral merely, but also in writing. 
Hence  he allows himself to say ‘ t h e  apostles wrote,’ 

on the ‘fire’ as part of the story. Both here and in Tryjh. 103 
Justin has ‘ This day have I begotten thee ’ (as D in Lk. 3 22) 
mdicating’that he had a text differing from ours, which ma< 
very well have included, the ‘fire’ as ‘written by the apostles, 
equally with the ‘dove. The reading, ‘this day,’ etc., is now 
found only in some versions of Lk., but in Tryjh. 103 Justin 
follows Mt.’s (not Lk.’s) order in the Temptation. 
1 Some have inferred that, in (iii.), apostles must include 

‘John,’ because only by including Mt. and Jn. can the plural 
be justified. Such an argument ignores (ii.), a passage also 
atfributed Sy Justin to  ‘apostles,’yet neither in Mt. nor/% 

In (ii.) yeudpwa and l rapSwrav  left a loop-hole for supposing 
that the apostles might not have written bnopvqpovedpara, but 
simply taught them. But $ere Justin commits himself to the 
statement that they ‘ w r o t e .  

2 mvrenixXBaC (see that and kindred words used by Justin 
[I Ajol. 26 63 2 Apol. I 151 to mean ‘the conzposition of a 
6ook’) represeAts the very act disclaimed 69 Papiaslbr Petal; 
and Mark (06x &F udvratw). Remembering that this ‘assertion 
of Justin’s is preceded (a few lines before) by ‘the Memoirs 
wn’ttefi 6y the ajosfZes’ (mentioning the words, ‘This day have 
I begotten thee,’ found now only in a v.1. of Lk.), we are led to 
infer that he is protesting against the statement of Papias or 
against similar statements made by others. Justin says, in 
effect ‘The apostles did write reguZar books,’ and then half 
comeits himself: Or, at all events, fhey and theirtujils wrote 
them.’ 

3 The interpolated Lk. ha; ‘drops ofblood.’ 
4 ‘ Lk.’ OE course means the third Gospel as ,we have it.’ 

The author need not be, and probably is not the beloved 
physician,’ the companion of Paul. The autho;of the Preface 
of the Gospel may ha- revised, re-edited, or re-written it, 
and may he a different person from the Pauline Luke. 

6 +amis raZs d~rou~dhors  a h o O   ai paB?ra?s BSl8ate T a O T a ,  
i r r s p  e I s  ; T ~ U K ~ $ J L U  Kai +pTv b U f 8 d J K a p E V .  Thesewords 
come at  the conclusion of the Apology, just before Justin’s first 
appeal to the Romans to accept the Faith ; and they show that 
TaOTameans the substance of the Christian Faith, which Christ, 
after his resurrection, was supposed to have taught to the 
apostles, and which Justin has set before the Romans in his 
treatise. ClemAlex. has it somewhat differently (Eus. 
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though he uses but one strictly apostolic Gospel (that of 
Mt. ). Having these views about the apostolic consensus 
of the Memoirs, and having a preference for Lk.’s 
record of the Nativity and the Passion, Justin may 
naturally have recoiled from Jn., as being a new work, 
breaking this consenszds both in style and thought, and 
especially nnfavourable to the authority of Lk. 

iv. MURATORIAN FRAGMENT. - TKe Muratorian 
Fragment fabout 170 A . D . )  begins thus- ‘ .  . . 
I I -  

78. Muratorian quibus tamen interfuit et ita posuit. 
fragment. Tertium Evangelii librum secundum 

Lucan. . . .’ The six words ap- 
parently referring to Mk. (on which supposition 
there is nothing extant about Mt.) appear to mean 
that Mark was present at only some of Peter’s 
discourses.a Luke’s disadvantages are dwelt on : it was 
not till ‘ after the Ascension ’ that Paul took him as a 
companion ; he ‘compiled in his own name, on [his 
own] judgment, ex opinione’ ; he ‘ had not seen the 
Lord in the flesh’ ; he [set down facts] ‘ as far as he 
could ascertain them.’ On the other hand, the Fourth 
Gospel was written by John, ‘ (one) of the disciples,’ at 
the exhortation of his ‘ fellow-disciples and his bishops.’ 
After a three days’ fast ‘ i t  was revealed to Andrew, 

~~~ ~ ~~ 

ii. 14): ‘To /antes the l u s t  and John and Peter was the 
Gnosis delivered (rapd86om) by the Lord after Lhe Resuwec- 
tion. These delivered it to the rest of the apostles, and the 
rest to the Seventy. 

1 Does Justin recognise Mk. as a distinct Gospel? see Tryph. 
106,  Kai rb ~ l m i v p ~ ~ o v o p a x i v a ~  ahbv IIhpov &a r ~ b a o u r 6 h o v  
aai yeypypdpar Qv r o i r  Laopvq+oveJpau lv  avToG y y q -  
p&ov Kai TOGTO, pmh TOG Kai Bhhour Sdo &h$03~ ~ 1 0 3 s  
Z~j3s6aiou &as, perovogardva‘ bv6parL 706 BoavepyC (Mk. 3.17 
alone). Here Qv roir d. a;& would mean (we set aside the in- 
terpretation ‘ Memoirs of Jesus ’) ‘Peter‘s Memoirs ’ indicating 
(I) either that Justin accepted Mk. as, in effect,’written by 
Peter, or (2) that he here, inconsistently, would render the 
phrase, ‘ Memoirs about Peter.’ (But ahoO (B 70 [3] n.) is re- 
peatedly confounded with a&Gv.) 

The passage is either tediously lengthy, or it distinguishes 
between what Christ said and what he d d .  ‘He  said that he 
changed Peter’s name’ ’ this is in Mt. 1617-19 and nowhere 
else. ‘It is wuitten i; the Memoirs [that he changed the 
name]’ ; thiqis in the triple tradition (Mk. 3 16 Mt. 10 I Lk. G 14). 
This distinction would indicate that Justin was here quoting the 
Memoirs of Peter (our Mk.) in support of the Logia of Mt. 
(a view somewhat confirmed by the fact that, when Justin intro- 
duces quotations with ‘(Jesus) says ’ he quotes from Mt.). 

2 This would indicate that Mar; wrote after Peter’s death. 
Otherwise Peter could have supplied him with the substance of 
the discourses a t  which the latter was not present. Papias also 
implies that Mark could not correct what he had \mitten by 
reference to Peter. Irenzws says (iii. 1 I) that Mark wrote after 
the ‘decease (ZtoSov)’ of Peter (but see 8 79). 

3 ‘Nomine suo ex opiniona conscripsit. Dominum tamen 
nec ipse vidit in carne.‘ Ex opinione m:y express an original 
Zt AKO+ ‘from hearing,’ not ‘from sight. (See Westc. Canon 
519-27 Lightf. SR 1833). But, in that case, should we no; 
expect) ‘enim’ instead of ‘ tamen,’-‘ He  wrote not as an eye- 
witness,forhe had not seen the Lord’? Wriiing a Gospel ‘in 
one’s own name’ was an innovation. Luke did it ‘on [his own] 
++:ate judgment (ex opinione)’-Lk. 13 ‘it seemed good to 
me.  How objectionable this may have seemed to some, is 
shown by the addit,ion (Lk. 1 3  codex h), ‘ placuit et mihi e t  
spirituo (sic) sancto. The Muratorian writer contrasts this later 
:vith the origin of the Fourth Gospel, which the Evangelist 
wrote down‘ (‘descripsit,’ not ‘conscripsit ’-i.e., wrote from 

knowledge, not from conipilation) ‘in his own name ’ as the YesuZt 
of a divine revekztion; ‘revelatum . . . ut . . . Iohannes 
sno nomine cuncta describeret.’ If this explanation is correct 
‘sua’ may have dropped after ‘suo’ (‘Nomine suo sua e; 
opi!iioie’), or ‘opinio may be used absolutely meaning ‘ jnka te  
notion. ‘Tamen’ would imply a contrast between the bold- 
ness of Luke’s innovation and the limitations of his know- 
Mge.  

4 Andrew is hare called an ‘apo+,e,’ Jphn a ‘disciple.’ 
Papias calls ‘Andrew, Peter,’ etc., disciples. The Didachl- 
identifying (113-5) ‘apostles’ with ‘prophets,’ and specifying 
rules for them, which if broken, stamp an ‘apostle’ as a ‘false 
prophet ’-suggests a h e  and place in which an ‘apostle’ was 
little more than a ‘missionary.’ It became a tradition to call 
John ‘ t h  disciple’ (as Paul is peculiarly ‘the apostle’). Poly- 
crates of Ephesus, a t  the close of the 2nd cent., after mentioning 
(Eus. 331) ‘ Philip (who was of the Twelve apostks),’ goes on 
to speak of ‘ John, who lay on the bosom of the Lord ’ without 
any mention of apostleship. This may he explainkd by (I) 
uncertainty whether John (like Nathanael) was one of the Twelve,, 
(2) a feeling that ‘disciple’ was a higher title than ‘apostle 
or (3) a desire to describe the author of the Gospel as he di. 
scribed himself; (2) and (3) are the most probable; 
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(one) of the apostles, that, whilst all revised,l John 
should write all things in his own name.’ 

The writer admits that ‘different - catholic truths (van> 
$rinc@ia) are taught’ in the Four Gospels ; but he protests tha! 
there IS ‘one Catholic Spirit 2 (unus ac jn’ncipdis spiritus) 
dictating the facts of the Nativity Passion Resurrection, 
intercourse of the Lord with the discipies, and thk two Advents : 
‘What wonder then if John so persistently (constunter) sets 
forth each point in his Epistle,3 saying with reference to himself, 
“What we have seen with our eyes and heard-with (our) ear: 
and our hands have.handled, these things we have written? 
For thus he professes himself to be not only a seer but also a 
hearer,4 nay and a writer (too) of all the wonderful works of the 
Lord in order ( p e r  ordinem).’ In  these words the writer meets 
objections probably urged against the Fourth Gospel. Though 
differing in facts and style from the Synoptists, it was pervaded, 
he says, by the same ‘one Catholic Spirit.’ Though written 
‘in the name of’ John, it had been revised and attested by the 
Disciples and  Elders at Ephesus and this <n comepence o f  a 
special rmeladion, so that it migih be said to come direct from 
Christ, and to represent, even better than the earliest Gospels, 
his exact teaching. 

This theory of special inspiration was well calculated 
to facilitate the diffusion of a Gospel that seemed to  
supply just those things that were wanting in the 
Synoptists :-a certainty not to be found in the ‘ various 
interpretations ’ of Mt., a fulness of doctri,ne to which 
Mk. did not pretend, and-in contrast with Lk.-the 
authority of a disciple, an eye-witness, and ear-witness, 
who also wrote ‘ in order.’ . 

v. IRENBUS (about 185 A.D.)  emphasises the 
unity of the Gospel as coming (iii. 11) from inspired 
79. Irenzeus. apostles (who first preached it and then 

‘handed it down (trudidencnt) to us in 
Scriptures ’), but touches also on thesubject of distinctive 
authorship. He omits the various ‘ interpretations ’ of 
Mt. mentioned by Papias, and the disadvantages of Lk. 
mentioned by the Muratorian writer. Mark is ‘the 
disciple and interpreter of Peter ’ ; Luke ‘ the companion 
(dK6XouBos) of Paul ’ : thus he implies that their gospels 
were, in effect, apostolic. 

He places Mt. before Mk. as the Mmatorian Fragment 
appears to have done. Jn. is placed after Lk., thus : 
‘Afterwards John, the disciple of the Lord, who also 
lay on his breast, he too published the Gospel ( K U ~  absbs 
&!BWKE ~b e.) while living in Ephesus of Asia.’ Else- 
where (iii. 111) he says that John directed his Gospel 
against Cerinthus and the Nicolaitans. Matthew, he says 
(iii. 1 I). published his Gospel in Hebrew ‘ while Peter 
and Paul in Rome were preaching and founding the 
Church’ : after their ‘ decease (or departure, E6oBov 
but Lat. excessurn= ‘ death’),’ Mark (is known to have) 
handed down (perf. T U . ~ U ~ & W K E )  in writing what Peter 
was in the habit of preaching ( K ~ ~ U C ~ ~ W U )  ; Luke ‘ set 
down ( K U T ~ ~ ~ T O )  in a book what Paul was in the habit 
of preaching ( ~ ~ p u ~ ~ b p e v o v ) .  ’ 
1 Recognoscenti6us; Lightf. SR 189, ‘cqrtify” hpt the word 

prpbahly represents buayrviuKew, ‘ read, ‘ revfse. Had the 
original been j3cj3a‘oJv or Bmpapwpeiv, we should expect cow 
firmare or testari. 

2 Our writer has in view Ezek. 15-12, the ‘four living creatures’ 
(i.e. the Gospels) dominated by one world-wide or catholic 

r&@Zis) ‘spirit.’ Irenzns develops this but hardly improves !!; i s  there are (hen. iii. 118) ‘four zones’ &d ‘fiurworld-wide 
winds @:‘nc@aZes spiritus, K ~ O ~ L K ~  msdpara, capable of 
meaning catholic spirits”),’ so there must be fouv Gospels 
corres onding to the lion (John), ox (Luke), man (Matthew) 
eagle ?Mark) in Rev. 47. Irenreus seems to have felt bound t; 
keep the order of Rev. and yet to place John first ; but the 
result is so strained that Jerome carried posterity with him in 
assigning the eagle to John and the lion to Mark. 

3 EpistuZis suis used of a single letter (see Lightf. SR 190), 
a very free quotation from I Jn. 11-3. 

4 Z.e., not merely one of the exoteric spectators of the mighty 
works of Jesus, hut  one of those privileged to ‘hear’ or ‘hear 
from (cp the Talmudic ‘receive from’) Jesus-i.e., to be a 
disciple, and a transmitter of tradition. ‘Seer’ alone, might 
not imply admission to the inner circle which ’was taught by 
Christ, according to Mk., durin his life, and, according to 
Justin and Clem.Alex. (see B 77 n j  after his Resurrection. 

6 Why does not the writer sa; that Luke, too, wrote ‘in 
(chronological) order (Kdk&))’? Does he imply that Luke had 
failed? 

6 There is no early testimony to any simultaneous presence of 
the two apostles in Rome except a t  the time of their martyrdom 
(see Eus. ii. 258, quoting Dionysius of Corinth, alp 7jlv ’Irahiav 
hp6m S L S ~ ~ V T E P  Zpapnipquav Kari rbv ahbv  Kaip6v). This 
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GOSPELS GOSPELS 
vi. CLEMENT.-Clement of Alexandria (circa 195 

AD.) gives (Eus. vi. 145 -7 )  a tradition of the earliest 
80. Clement. elders (TGV dvt ‘~a0eu  T ~ ~ U @ U T ~ ~ W V )  that 

‘those portions of the Gospels which 
contain the genealogies (TGY edayyehiwv rh  T & X O Y T ~  

~ h s  yeveahoyias) were written first.’ 1 
Clement adds a tradition about Mk. apparently on the 

authority of the same Elders, viz., that aft& Peterhad ‘publicly 
preached the word in Rome and uttered (&n6wos) the Gospel 
in the spirit ( n v d p a n ) , ’  his numerous hearers besought Mark 
t o  write out what the apostle had said ; and that Peter, ‘comzg 
i o  the KnoiuZedae (bnryv6vra) . . . of this. neither hindered nor 
stimulated him? ‘ . 

Eusebius. however. earlier in his historv. &es two other tradi- 
tions about j Ik . ,  iiudhppears to connect &cor hoth of tlwiu;,iih 
Cleincnt. First he st:itcs i n  his own perat+ as a fact (ii. 15 I )  
that (a) hIk. originated froin the request (as above dcscribeci) of 
Peter’s hearers. Then he adds (6) (26. z), ‘But they say ( + a d )  
that the apostle, learning the accomplishment (yv6vra r b  r p a  BQY) 
from a revelation of the Spirit, was pleased with their zearand 
sanctioned the work for reading in (lit. for) the churches :- 
Clement in thesixth bookof his OutZines has quoted the [? fuZ0 
history (TP i u m p i a v )  and his account is confirmed also by the 
Bishpp of Hierapoli; called Papias-and further, that Peter . . . Now (b) is not in Clement’s or Papias’s account and 
differs from the spirit of hoth. Perhaps Eusebius, while dis- 
tinguishing fact from doubtful tradition (‘they say’), has 
inserted a parenthesis, corrective of the latter, to the effect that 
,Clement has g&en ‘the ~ZL? and true] history,’ and that 
Clement’s view (namely, that Peter was merely the origin, but 
mot the suggester, supervisor or authoriser of the work) was 
supported in substance by PLpias. If so Eusebius instead of 
committing himself to the view that Pet& ‘ratified‘ Mk., pre- 
pares the reader for finding it contradicted later.2 

Concerning Jn. Clement says that (Eus. vi. 157) 
‘John, last of all, reflecting that tlTe earthly aspect ( ~ d  

U W ~ T C K ~ )  had been set forth in the Gospels, at the 
instigation of his pupils ( y ~ w p I p w u ) ,  by a special iw- 
&he of the sp i r i t  (Tvet?,uun & O + O ~ @ ~ U T ~ ) ,  composed 
a spiritual gospel.’ 3 

MT. 4-Pa~ias auolozises for Mark i he was not in 
Vii. SIJMM.4RY OF THE EVIDENCE AS TO MK. AND 

A j&uZ?). The Muritorian Fragment ’’’ summarJr‘ appears to be apologetic ( ‘  he was 
Mk’ and Mt’ Dresent onlv at some discourses ’\. 

Both imply that ‘Peter was dead. when Mdrk wrote, io 
that the latter could not have the apostle’s supervision. 
Irenaeus, though stating ‘that Mark wrote after Peter’s 
‘ departure ’ (which probably meant ‘ death ’), gives no 
indication that he did’ not adequately represent the 
apostle;. and it i s  doubtful whether he did not mis- 
interpret the word ‘ departure.’ Clement says that 
Peter lived to know what had been done by Mark, yet 
s o  far retains the apologetic as to add that Peter neither 
hindered nor incited the composition. Another tradition 
(apparently later) says that Peter was informed by the 
Spirit of the accomplishment of the book, and authorised 
favours the rendering ‘decease’ for ~ [ O S O V  which has this meaning 
in Philo 2 388 Lk. 931 z Pet. 115 Sui.  v. 136 (Letter of the 
GaZlic Chul-ches). 

Yet the inference from Acts2830 (referred to in Iren. iii. 141) 
would be that (Acts1 I) ‘the former treatise’-Le., Lk.-was 
composed while Paul was living. Perhaps Irenaeus may be 
setting down an old tradition correctly which he and subsequent 
writers-takina Z.$o’osov to mean ‘departure (from Rome)’-inter- 
preted incorrectly. 
1 ncprdxew in its literary sense, means (not ‘include‘ hut) 

‘contain as t,keirsubstance,’ ‘have as their contents ’ : Diod. Sic. 
1 4  T&Y yap f3lf3hov $p?u $6 ai npiurac a a p r C ~ o u u ~  78s nppb ri)u 
T ~ ~ L K P v  npd&rs K a l  putlohoyias ( i e . ,  ‘have as their contents); 
cp Eus. iii. 24 13. The common phrase n q ~ 6 x x “ ~ v  T ~ P  rpdnov 
TOGTOY, aSrwr, etc. (I Macc. 15 2 2 Macc. 11 16 z z )  means ‘ was i?z 
substance as follows.’ C p  Hippol. 1032 Bipho I r e p r s X o v ’ u q  
“Ileppl e s  TOG r a v - r b ~  oimiap,” ‘(my) bookhaviniar its contest;, 
or entitzed, “On, the essence of the All.”’ Hence, n r p ~ o ~ i  

” meant a ‘ section ; and the meaning here is, ‘ the sections that  
have the genealogies as their contents.’ To place Lk. before 
Mk. would be inconsistent with all early tradition. 

2 The tradition that Peter ‘knew‘ of the composition of the 
Gospel ‘through the Spirit (yubu-ra nvelipan)’ probably arose 
from Clement’s emvvovTa, confused with nvLvvov.ra-i.e.. ava6- 

See 5 22. 

, .  
pan yv6vra. 

3 The Muratorian fragment describes a ‘revelation’ to those 
who urged John to write; Clement, a ‘spiritual impulse’ given 
to ohn himself. 

JAs regards Mt. there is practically no evidence (under the 
head of ‘ Statements ’) beyond that which has been quoted above 
from Papias (0 65). 

5 See above, $65. 
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it for public use. Lastly Origen, unsurpassed by early 
Christian writers for honesty and intellect, says (Eus,’vi. 
25 4-3) ‘ from tradition ’ that Mark wrote as Peter  rug- 
gested (& a. fi+Vy+raTo ad~$) . l  The investigation 
may stop here. Later writers have no  further evidence, 
and can but exemplify the tendency of tradition, even 
among honest and able men, to exaggerate or to mini- 
mise, in the subposed interests of a good cause. 

viii. SUMMARY OF THE EVIDENCE AS TO LR. AND 
TN.-(I) Papias ( I I < - I ? O  A.D.), recoenisinz Mk. and 

~ , ,  - . I -  

82. Summary: Mt. as apostoiic (b; defzctive), did 
not thus recognise Lk. or Jn., though 
traditions bearinF on Tn. were Drobablv Lk. and Jn. 

‘ , ”  
known to him. (2) Justin Martyr ( I ~ o A . ~ . ) ,  regarding 
the Synoptic Gospels as Memoirs written by the apostles 
from the teaching of Christ, and showing a preference 
for Lk. (in an interpolated form), affords no trace of a 
recognition o f , a  Gospel like Jn. outside the stream of 
the Memoirs.2 (3)  The Muratorian fragment (? 170 
A.D.), welcoming the Fourth Gospel as supplying the 
deficiencies of the Three, meets any objection that might 
be raised against its, divergence from the Synoptists 
(a) by an account of a special revelation to Andrcw, in 
accordance with which this Gospel was written in a kind 
of joint authorship, though in John’s name, and (6) by a 
protest that the Four Gospels are animated by One 
Spirit. , (4) Irenae? has no trace of the theory of 
revision or joint authorship of Jn. He compares the 
‘ four Gospels ‘ with the ‘ four winds ’ or the ‘ four living 
creatures ’ of prophecy, as being divinely. ordained in 
number. ( 5 )  Clement makes no mention of a ‘ revela- 
tion’ to Andrew or to any other of John’s friends, but 
says that John himself received a ‘divine impulse’ to 
write the GospeL3 From the time of Irenaeus the 
Gospel met with almost universal acceptance.‘ 
1 This may have been a misunderstanding of,some such ex- 

pression as ‘in accordance with Peter’s teaching. But Origen’s 
words chnnot mean the latter. 

2 For alleged quotations of Justin from Jn. see $8 101-104. 
3 Traces of the tradition in this form are retained by Theo. 

philus (222 ~ V F V  a ro96pov)  and Tatian (see B 105 A). Eusebius 
after recording &i. 247-71) an anonymous tradition (‘they say,’ 
‘he says’) that John supplemented the Synoptists by request of 
friends says expressly in his own person (cp iii. 24 14 and 16 
‘us’ d t h  i6: 16 ri)v Lpxaiou),  that John “began his theology 
from the beginning, since that had been reserved f o r  him by U e  
diuina Spirit owing to his superiority [ to  the other evangelists].’ 
This appears to be the Eusebian way of expressing Oso+opod- 
~ E V O S ,  a word that might seem to him to savour of Montanism. 

4 An important exception has been recently brought to light. 
See Rendel Harris. Hermas in Arcadirr. Cambridee. 1806. on. 
43-57. Eusebius gives extracts from a Dialogue ag&t $r&& 
(a Montanist) written by Gaius (ii. 25 6 ‘an orthodox writer [b+p 
d ~ ~ h q u ~ a u r r r r 6 s l , ’  vi. 20 3 ‘ of very great learning [hoy~wr&oul’), 
who wrote during the bishopric of Zephyrinus (211-217 A.D.), 
and whom passages from his writings indicate as resident in or 
near Rome. In one of these extracts, Gaius attacks (iii. 28 1-2) 
the notion of an earthly reigu of Christ after the Resurrection, 
as well as the notion of ‘feasures’ and ‘wedding festivities‘ in’  
Jerusalem, all of which e attributes t o  Cerinthus. Such an 
attack, even if it assailed the Johannine Apocalypse, would 

Now Ebed-Jesu, a t  the 
geginning of the fourteenth century, recorded ;hat Hippolytus 
wrote a treatise called ‘ Heads against Gaius, and Dionysius 
Bar Salibi quotes from this treatise (along with replies from 
Hippolytus) objections raised by Gaius not only to the Apo- 
calypse, but also t o  the Fourth Gospel. An inscription on the 
chair of Hippolytus (222 A.D.) shows that this bishop had before 
that date written a treatise ‘ In  defence of the Gospel according 
fo John and the Apoca&pse,’ and it is argued with great force 
that this treatise, or an epitome of it, was the ‘Heads against 
Gaius.’ 

Eusebius. whenmentionindFfE vi. 22) the worksofHinnolvtus 

robahly commend him to Eusebius. 

(seven or ei’ght in number) :<at had cdme into hi5 ha& aoes 
not include the ‘Defence of the Gospel of John, and th;Apo; 
calypse’; and it is possible that his ‘Heads against Gaius 
attacked some other- work of Gaius unknown to Eusebius 
not the Dialogue against Proclus. But the fact seems proved2 
a fact so strange that learned critics have described it as ‘im- 
possible’- that a wn‘ter of the Roman Chzwch, desrribed by 
Eusebius as (earned’ a n d  ‘ orthodox,’ attacked the Fourth 
GosjeZ at the beginning of the third century. The almost 
complete suppression of his book and of his literary existence- 
so complete that Bishop Lightfoot, till recently, maintained that 
he was a fictitious character in the Dialogue against Proclus 
which (he affirmed) was written by Hippolytus-shows hod 
difficult it is for modern critics to realise that at, and shortly 
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GOSPELS GOSPELS 
11. QUOTATIONS. 

i. PAUL.-Paul quotes nothing that is found in OUT 
Gospels (Lk. 22, part of 19 and 20 being set aside as an 
83. Buotations interpolation) except the saying about 

(I  Tim. 5 18) the ‘ labourer worthy of 
his hire’ (cp Mt. 1010 ‘food,’ Lk. 1 0 7  in 

‘hire’). But this is also found in the Didachd, 131 
( 8  food’). 

Other sayings of Paul are akin to sayings in the Didache!: 
(a) Rom. 129-16 ‘Abhor that which is evil (d aovqp6v) cleuve 
to (rohhhpevo~) that which is good (79 dya%+) . . . Ginding 
not Zofty thinss (h$qAL), suffering yourselves to be carried away 
with the humble ( r a m w o k ) ’  ‘ Did. 3 1-9 ‘ Flee from all evil 
(?ovqpoir) and from all likenesi of it.1 . . . Thy sod shall not 
cleave(~ohhq8rj~maar) to the lofty(;.) but thou shalt be conversant 
with the just and humbk (T.),’ where parts of the original might 
apparently refer either to things or to personsz: (6) 2 Thess. 
3 IO ‘ If any will not work neither let him eat,,’ Did. 12 3 ‘. . . let him work and [on these terms] let him eat. 

Paul and Did. probably used an antecedent tradition. 
Rom. 1221 Be not overcome by evil,’ closely resembles 
Pseudo-Clement’s (Horn. 13 12) ‘ Let not evil overcome 
us ’ ; but the latter could not have borrowed from Paul, 
whom he bitterly attacks. 

ii. JAMES.-The Epistle of James, which is of un- 
certain date. is Dermeated with doctrine similar to that , I  

of the Sermon on the Mount. It con- 
84’ In James* tains more and closer parallels, how- 

ever, to the DidachC and Barnabas. 
The passage that is closest to Mt. is that which forbids swear- 

ing by earth, heaven or any other oath (Mt. 534.37 James5 12); 
but Mt. says ‘L$ ;on, spezch he “Yea, yea,”.’ James (RV) 
says ‘Let your yea” be yea.”‘ The meanings are quite 
different. The former mFans ‘Say ‘‘:yea” and nothing more 
than “yea,’” the, latter Let your yea” ofspeech be also a 
“yea” of action. In  ;he latter form it is (Wetst. and Nor. 
Heh.  ad Zoc.) a common Rabbinical precept (apparently alluded 
to in 2 Cor. 117). As it is also thus quoted by Justin and 
Clem.Alex., it was probably found in some versions of Mt 
and therefore the Epistle may be quoting from Mt. But i; 
cannot be regarded as proved. In its denunciations of ‘the 
rich,’ the Epistle resembles Lk. 624, but not so as to indicate 
borrowing. 

iii. APPARENT QUOTATIONS. -Passages apparently 
auoted from the GosDels. in the Eoistles of Paul and 

I I  

85. apparent James, have been shown aboye (§ 8 3 J )  

quotations. to be found in sources other, and prob- 
ably earlier, than the Gospels. 

There were probably many manuals of Christ’s moral teaching 
(of which the Sermon on the Mount is one) as well as of his 
predictions concerning the last day ; probably, too, collections 
of OTprophecies bearing on the Messiah and perhaps accounts 
of the Passion showing how these prdphecies were fulfilled. 

,These, together with the ‘narratives’ of his life mentioned by 
Lk. 1 I, and the various interpretations of Mt.’s Loqia mentioned 
by Papias, necessarily left their impress on the earliest Christian 
writers even after the Four Gospels were recognised as canonical, 
and still more before that time. Hence, it is unsafe to infer 
(without further consideration of circumstances) th;tt ‘ Barnabas 
quoted Mt.,’ or ‘Clem.Alex. quoted Clem.Kom. or ‘Justin 
quoted Jn. because of similarity, or even identity,’in the quota- 
tions. For example, i t  has recently been inferred that the 
Vision of Hemzas must be later than is usually supposed 
because it (Vis. iv. 2 4) quoted Dan. 6 22 from the version o? 
Thepdot. (180 A.D.). But Heh. 11 33 appears to quote the same 
vers!on. Moreover, Rev. 9 20 12 7 13  7, etc., resemble Theodot.’s 
version. It appears therefore, that Theodot. incorporated in 
his version an earZ/er one used by the authors of He6. and 
Rev. (see Dict. of Ch? isi. iiogy., S.V. ‘Theodotion,’and Rendel 
Harris’s Herinas in Arcadia, 25). 

iv. LOGIA OF OXYRHYNCIIUS.-T~~ Logia of 
after, the first appearance of the Fourth Gospel, it may have 
been regarded with suspicion by orthodox, educated, and con- 
servative Christians, such as Justin in the middle of the second 
century, and Gaius at the beginning of the third. 

1 &ab rravrbs bpoiov a h o i r ,  a saying found in the Talmud 
(Taylor, TcachiuK- of TweZve Apost. 24). Cp I Thess. 5 22,  dnb 
a a u r b s  e l 6 o u s  a o v q p o i r  baixeu0~e. 

2 Clem.Rom.E;a6.g-oeswiththenid~chk: ‘It iswritten.CZmwe 

677 only reversing the order. he also (2.) quotes Barnabas 
‘OAe should cleave rwith ( x o h k u 8 a L  perk) them that fear the 
Lord.’ 

3 E.g. the use of (a) Si$vxor (b) ;p+vror, (c) npouoaohqp$Lir 
(&I Isaac ‘ offered on the altar ’. cp with (a)  Did. 4 4 7 5 I ,  Barn: 
19777, (6) Barn. 1 z 99, (c) Did. 4 3 ,  (4 Barn. 7 3  (Heb. 11 17 
om. ‘ altar ’). 
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Behnesa (Oxyrhynchus fragment) are an example of 
86. oxyrhp- such a I manual ’ as has been described 

They are a fragment of what 
seems to have been a very ancient thus fragment. above. 

edition of a ‘Sermon on the Mount.’ The extreme 
antiquity of the MS (probably not later than zoo A.D. )  
and the frequent allusions to it (or to doctrine similar 
to it) in C1em.Alex.l combine to show the antiquity of 
the subject matter. But a still stronger proof is found 
in the nature of two of the sayings. Justin, when 
using such a phrase as ‘ Sabbatise the sabbath,’ avoids 
the danger of literalism by saying ( T V $ I Z )  ‘the 
true sabbath,’ the sabbath of God,’ etc. ; and Clem. 
Alex. is even more cautious. Ignalius (Magn. 9) bids 
his readers not ‘ sabbatise ’ but ’ live in accordance with 
the Lords Day.’ No one, therefore, but Jesus (who 
did not shrink from utterances seemingly inconsistent) 
appears likely to have originated such a saying. The 
same argument applies to the last words in the same 
Logion ( ‘  Unless . . . , ye shall not see the Father’) .  
The phrase ‘ see God ’ is in Mt.’s Sermon ; but ‘ see the 
Father ’ occurs only in Jn. 1 4 9 ,  ‘ He that hath seen me 
hath seen the Father,’ a rebuke to Philip’s expectation 
of a materialistic andfuture ‘ seeing the Father.’ These 
and many other considerations indicate that the Logia 
are genuine sayings of Jesus, ignored or suppressed 
because of the ‘ dangerous ’ tendency of some of them, 
and the obscurity of others. 

The Logia testify to the antiquity of (a)  passages in the 
Sermon on the Mount, (6) the proverb about ‘a prophet in his 
own country’ (favouring Lk.’s versions of these sayings). They 
also show traces of Johannine thought.2 They use a Hebraism 
(‘the sons of men’) found only in Mk.328, and apparently 
corrupted in the later Gospels. Another Hebraism is probably 
latent in the phrase ‘fast (accus.) the w o r l d ( ~ b ~  K&~OV)’-Z’ .~. ,  
‘fast during the [present] age’ (the Hebrew for ‘world’ and 
‘age’ being the same). The meaning is, ‘fast as to the six 
days of the flesh : sabbatise the sabbath of the spirit.’3 

v. CLEMENT.-Clement Of Rome (about 9 5 A. D. ) has 
( a )  (13)apassage(resemblingMk. 4241125 Mi. 5 7 6 1 4 7 2  

12 Lk. 636-3831) which, when compared 
C1em*Rom‘ with Polvcarp (Phil 2 )  and Clem.Alex. 

!476), shows pretty conciusiGely that ihese writers had 
in mind some other tradition than that of the Synoptists. 

The subject is kindness and mercy. Clem.Rom., besides 
throwing the Synoptic tradition into a terse antithetical form, 
adds As x p q m d e u % e ,  o i h s  x q u m v % j u w a L  6pb.  The word 
x p q u 4 e ~ v  occurs nowhere in &T except in I Cor. 13 4. Here, 
and In the context (14), Clem.Rom. uses it thrice, and also (13 ; 
see Lightf.)misquotes under Pauline influence. This points to his 
use of some PauZine tradition of Christ’s teaching about kind- 
ness and mercy. I t  has mis- 
understood th&ord ‘kindness ’ in the narrow Jewish sense of ‘ almsgiving,‘ so that, instead of Blessed are the merciful for 
they shall obtain mercy,’ it has (1 5) ‘ Blessed is he that giveth 
according t o  the commandment, for he is exempt (from punish- 
ment a t  the Day of Judgment). Against such a Judaising 
version the broad Pauline X P ~ W T ~ ~ L V  would express a useful 
protest.4 Thesaying is introduced with apreface(‘Remembering 

1 Dr. J. B. Mayor pointed out that Clem.Alex. (556) has 708 
K ~ U ~ O U  vqursliow.re~ (not alleged as yet from any other Greek 
author). For similarities of thought, cp Clem.Alex. 992, 876, 
878, 810-811, 770, 2 2 5  739-7909 214, 374, 4469 64-65, 883, 466. 

2 It is characteristic of esus to use sayings that are Bterally 
inconsistent. Hence (a) ’seeing the Father‘ is Johannine in 
spite of or because of Jn. 14 9. So also is (6) ‘thirst ’ used adso- 
lutely df spiritual tdirst (see Jn. 4 13-15 6 35 7 37 19)~s and the 
beautiful saying imputed to Jesus [Resch Agr. 1291 b; Origen, 
‘ I thirsted for them that fhirst’). Adh (c) Jesus, describing; 
himself as (Jn. passim) ‘coming to ’ ‘being in,’ etc. the world 
(Log. ‘ I  stood in the midst of the ~Lorld’); (4 the impossibility 
that the true disciple can ever be ‘alone’ (Jn.IG32); (e) the 
impediment presented by ‘knowledge (yrvhmmvTas)’  to the art 
of spiritual healing (Jn. 7 27). 

3 Log. ZZ. 27-29, ‘raise the stone . . . cleave the tree,’appears 
to mean that any single disciple-while doing his Master’s work 
by ‘ raising up stones ’ to be children of Abraham, and by cutting 
down and ‘cleaving ’ the barren tree of Pharisiean conventional 
Law that ‘cumbered the ground’-would have his Master with 
him (cp Jer. 18-10 ‘ I am with thee . . . I have set . . . thee to 
pluck up and to break down . . . and to Buildand to plant ’). 
If so, it is parallel to the ddctrine of the Baptist recorded by 
Mt. 3 IO Lk. 3 9 about the stones and the tree (see Amer. /our%. 
of TheoZ. vol. ii. no. I [‘981). 

Rom. 11 22 
(h i  6; u? X ~ ~ U T ~ T ~ S  %COG, ;Bv ;a~pbq75 T J ~  x p q u 7 6 ~ ~ ~ )  is equiva- 
lent to X P ~ U T E ~ O V  K a i  XpqwwuBjue7a;uoL. Clem.Alex. quotes this 
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The D i d d d  explains the reason. 

4 Cp Eph. 4 32, y l v ~ u 0 c  6& CIS dhhjhovr x p q  u70 1. 
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the words of thc Lord Jesus which he spnke’) similar to that in 
Acts 20 35, which is preilxcd io a sayin- not fuuud in any Goapel. 
This coirtirms the v i w  char ClrnicnPis rcferririy tu a I’auliiie 
manual of the Words of the Lord. 

(6) Elsewhere Clem.Rom. (46)-in the same chapter in which 
he quotes ‘cleave to the holy,’ and is followed by Clem.Alex., 
both apparently quoting from some version of the Lord’s Words 
-combines Mk. 942 1421 and parall. Mt. ; and again Clem. 
Alex. (561) agrees with him. Clem.Rom. has Remember the 
words of Jesus our Lord, how he said, Woe unto that man. 
It were well for him if he had not (04) been born, rather than 
that he should cause to stumble one of my elect. I t  were better 
for him that a mill-stone were put round him and that he were 
sunk in the sea, than that he should pervert (6raurpB+ai)  one of 
my elect.’ Clem.Alex. (561) has the same, substituting p4 fo: 
06, and ‘saith (+qulv) the Lord’ for ‘remember . . . saith. 
The reduplication of statement has a Hebraic sound, and it is 
probable (both because of Clem.Rom.’s preface, and because of 
the apparent borrowing from Logia in the same chapter) that the 
two authors are here as above, quoting independently, from an 
ancient tradition of the Words of the Lord.1 

(c) Clem.Rom. 15 condenses Is. 29 13 similarly to Mk. 76 Mt. 
158 omitting the bracketed words in the following quotation 
fro; the LXX : [dyyl<a COLI Q habr o&os [dv r i) m d p a r c  a h o Q  
K a ;  ;VI r?is X ~ ~ A W L V  a&r&v r r p j u i v  p e  (Clem. p; n p ~ ,  omitting 
a+r&v), 7 62 Kap6ia aCrGv r6 p o  1x6 6‘ (Clem. d r ~ & )  &r’ Zpo~ .  
The bracketed words intergre w i d  the antithesis and Justin 
omits them (allusively) in Tyyjh. 27 and 80  ( x e d e m v  opoho- 
poibras  rbv e&, As a h b s  K&payPV 6 eEbs T ~ V  6k Kap6laV lrdppo 
e x a v  [sic] i f f ’  a h o 3 ) .  Yet in T&k. 78 he quotes the passage 
quite differently, omitting 6v r j  ur6parc a h o Q  KaIL ;v with NAQ 
of 65, but taking;yyl<ec p,oc b L ’ o 8 .  asusejaratesenfence, so that 
the latter part preserves the antithesis. These facts and the re- 
markablevariations inthetext of the LXXand iuthatbf Mk.-Mt., 
indicate that Clem.Rom. maybe herequotingfromsome Christian 
manual of prophecy used also by other authors. Clem.Alex., whq 
frequently quotes it, is said by Lightf. (Clem.Rom. 1 5 )  to ‘follow 
Clem.Rom. For, in the only passage 
where he resembles Clem.Rom., Clem.Alex. (461) has ;urlv, 
Clem.Rom. Brwrw. Now c w n v  is the reading of D in Mt. 
158 (adopted by Clem.Alex. also in 143). Probably therefore 
Clem.Alex. is following Mt. 153  (or some ancient vekion of it): 
Clem.Alex. has elsewhere (236) L ~ O U U L  for r ~ p i r w c ,  and similarly 
D has &yar+  for r~p4 in Mk.$6. “Also Clem.Alex. has else- 
where(577)6 2 r s p o q  Ash. The facts are conclusive negatively. 
The passage does nol prove that Clem.Rom. is quoting frcm 
Mk.-Mt. 

No further quotations of importance are alleged. 
The conclusion is, that ( I )  Clem.Rom. is certainly 
.not proved to have quoted from our Gospels ; (2) in ( a )  
and (6) he is probably quoting from Logia not now ex- 
tant ; (3)  in (c) he may be quoting from our Gospels, 
but quite as probably from a Manual (or some Oral 
Tradition) of prophecy in Christian use. 

vi. DIDACHE.-The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles 
I ?  80-110 A.D.) is a comuosite document. The earlier 

But this is not likely. 

part (1-6), consisting of the Doctrine of 
”’ DidachB* the Two Ways, inculcates precepts of the 
Lord, without appeal to his ‘words,’ or ‘ Gospel ’ ; the 
latter part appeals to both. The ‘ Gospel ’ meant is prob- 
ably Mt. The additionof adoxology to thelord‘s prayer, 
and the mention of (141) the Lord‘s Day,a indicate for 
the latter portion a date toward, or after, the close of 
the first century. There is no indication that Lk. was 
known to the writer, apart from supplements or correc- 

passage twice : once (954), embodying in his own remarks (with- 
out indicatingquotation)afreecondensationofMt. 7 I$ Lk. 633; 
once (476), with the preface ‘saith (+qr lv )  the Lord,’ quoting 
almost exactly as Clem.Rom. The variation may indicate that, 
in the latter instance, he is borrowing from some earlier tradition 
from which Clem.Rom. also borrowed (as above, in the saying 
about ‘cleaving to them that are holy ’). Similarly Clem.Alex. 
when he asserts (377) that the Scripture says, ‘ My son, be not 
a liar, for lying leadeth to theft,’ is probably not giving the name 

*of ‘Scripture’ to Hermas (Mand. 3) ‘They therefore who lie . . . have defiled the commandment)of the Lord and become 
defyatcders of him,’ but is quoting (what Hermas is trying to 
spiritualise) Did. 3 5 ‘My child, be not a liar, since Iring 
leadeth to theft,’ or ;om, book on which Did. 3 5 is based. 

1 The words ‘better . . . horn’ occur only in our Lord’s 
utterance about judas a t  the Last Supper. I t  seems very 
unlikely that Clem.Rom., even though he combines O T  passages 
in a very arbitrary way, would apply such words to quite a 
different matter, and that Clem.Alex. would follow him. The 
authority of some collection of the Logia seems needed to explain 
it, and to justify the two authors. 

2 ‘The Lord’s Day’ occurs in the Apocalypse (1 IO), which- 
at  all events sn far %? concerns the passage including the term- 
was probably written (as Irenaeus asserted) in, or a little before, 
96 A.D. 
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tions of Mt. in the Two Ways1 So far as this little 
book is concerned, the ’ Gospel ’ to which it refers might 
consist of a version of the Sermon on the Mount and 
the- Precepts to the Twelve. On the Second Advent, 
the writer mentions (166-8) ‘the Signs of the Truth’ 
with such apparent independence of Mt. as to make it 
doubtful whether, in the context, the resemblances to 
Mt. indicate quotations from Mt. 

Of all the promises or blessings in Mt. 5 3-11, the earlier part 
of the Didachi inserts on& two. Did.37 ‘Be meek, since 
the meek shaU inheril the earth ’ is based (& Mt. 5 5 is) on Ps. 
37 11. Did. 15,  ‘B!essed is he ;hat giveth in accordance with 
the commandment refers to the commandment’ which the 
writer has just quo;ed (Mt. 5 42 Lk. 6 30), Give to every one that 
asketh thee, and ask not again.’ But the Hebrew for ‘give 
alms’ is often represented by Bhseiv, and ‘alms’ by Bhqpom’vq 
(cp ALMS), so that ‘blessed is he that giveth’ might be, in N T  
Greek, pa&pior o l  iAfoQvrfq (or ;A+LOVE$ as in Mt. 5 7). It 
should be noted that Lk. omits both these passages.2 

vii. BARNABAS.-The Epistle of Barnabas ; assigned 
by Lightfoot (BE 91) to 70-79 A.D. ,  but by others 
placed later. 

( I )  AZZeged Synoptic Qwfat ions  i n  Barnadas.-(a) 
This Epistle is alleged to quote Mt. 2214 as Scripture 

89. @arn. 4-14) : 

‘ (  manv called but few chosen.” ’ 

‘Let us give -heed 
andSpoptists. lest, as it is written, we be found 

The application of the title ‘ Scripture ’ to NT before the end 
of the first century, if here intended, would be unique. But 
there are several reasons for doubting the intention. (I) In other 
allusions to Synoptic tradition, the author does not quote as from 
‘ Scripture.’ 2) H e  twice quotes Enoch, either as (16 5 )  ‘ Scnp- 
ture, or with k t  is written ’(4 3): ‘The last stumbling-block hath 
drawn nigh concerning which it is written as Enoch3 suit$% 
“For  tn this end hath the Lord cut shor; the times . . . 
Now (3) these two passages agree with the one under discussion 
in treating of the ‘last days,’ on which subject ‘Enoch’ was an 
authority. Also, (4) in the last-mentioned passage, whereas he 
might have quoted Mk. 1320 Mt. 2422 (if known to him as 
canonical) about the ‘cutting short of the times,’he not only 
quotes Enoch instead and treats it as ‘Scripture,’ but also ( 5 )  
appears to add words not now extant in Enoch C For to thls 
end ’ etc.). (6) The book of Enoch as we have it, is a com- 
posite work and is likely to have e;isted.in many forms. (7) 
If it origina;ed for N T  (or, at all,events, anticipated) the phrases ‘ Mam,yon of unrighteousness ‘Gehenna,’ ‘the New J eru- 
Salem the Son of Man sittinion the throne of his glory ’ ‘it 
had deen good for him if he had not been born,’4 it is ? b e y  
natural supposition that it may have contained the saying in 
question. 

These considerations make itfair& probable that the 
author is either quoting the words from a version of 
Enoch, or confusing some tradition of the Words of 
Christ with a version of Enoch, and make either of 
these suppositions veuevy much more probable than that 
he is quoting from Mt. as ‘ Scripture.’ 

(6) and (c) In Barn. 69 Christ is said to have chosen as 
his apostles ‘ men exceeding in lawlessness (&voporC OUF) beyond 
all sin, that he might show that he came not t o  caLZ(tle) righteous 
tut sinners.’ There is nothing to show quotation, but the words 
maycomefromMk.217(or Mt. 913, Lk. inserts ‘tore entance’) 
or from some document or tradition, used by Mk. 8) Among 
several quotations from;nknown (74 11 g 12 I) ‘ yrophets -Barn. 
refers to the New Creation of man thus (613): The Lord saith, 

1 Did. 1G I though at first sight suggesting Lk. 12 35 is 
robably an ’allusion to Mt. 25 I amplified by an allusioi (to 

‘loins girt’ in [Ex.l21r] the first Passover) which became 
current in the Church (I Pet. 173 Eph. 6 14). The latter part is 
more like a blending of Mk. 13 35 and Mt. 2442 44, than like 
Lk. 12 40. 

2 Lk.’s omission ,of all the blessings pronounced on positive 
virtue (‘meekness, ‘peacemaking ’ ‘purity,’ and ‘mercy’ [or 
‘almsgiving’]) is perhaps dictated b y  some doctrinal considera- 
tion. The same cause may explain why, in his parallel to Mt. 
548, C ~ ~ \ B L O L  (‘yeshall he per$t’), he preferred a tradition that 
gave (Lk. 6 36) O L K T L ~ ~ O V W ,  pitiful’ (possibly a synonym, for a 
poetic shsrvoc or eheio~--MS form of fhhesrvor-a‘ corruption of 
TMELOL). BACELV~P (for which the Hatch-Redpath Concordance 
wrongly gives Qheqvir) occurs thrice in Dan. (a). 

3 The Latin substitutes ‘Daniel’ for ‘Enoch’and takes the 
words ‘for to this,’ etc., as comin from Barnabas. 
4 S;e Charles (Emch, pp. 47 -43 .  who traces its influence in 

almost every book of XT, and conspkuously in Heb. 4 13 (Enoch 
9 5, ‘All things are naked and open in thy sight, and thou seest 
all things and nothing can hide itself from thee’), which some 
suppose to have been written by Earnabas. I t  has also In- 
fluenced Irenaeus, Justin and other early writers. The tradition 
of Papias about the vinelwith 10,000 branches comes, directly 01 
indirectly, from Enoch 10 19. 
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Behold I make the last as the first.’ This may possibly he 
akin to,the Synoptic (Mk. 1031 and Mt.-Lk.) ‘The last shall 
be fitst ; cp Mt. 2014, ‘I will give unto this last even as unto 
thee. 
(d) In 711 and 1111 the author probably, but not 

certainly, assigns to Jesus words not in our Gospels. 
He ( 1 5 9 )  regards the Ascension as taking place on the 
day of the Resurrection.‘ 

(2) Anticipations of Jn. in Barnadas.-The special 
points of interest in this epistle are that (I )  it was written 

(Lightf. BE 91) ‘before the Fourth 
Gospel ’ ; (2) the latter resembles it in 
many points :- (a) (Barn. 1 1 1 1 - 1 2 5 )  

the juxtaposition of ‘ baptism ’ and the ‘ brazen serpent,’ 
and the parallel between the serpent and Christ ; ( b )  
(66) the application of Ps. 2218 to the casting lots over 
Christ’s vesture ; (c) (79) the ‘piercing (KUTUKWTS- 
UUYTES 2, ’ of Christ ; ( d )  (11 I) the connection between 
the Cross and Water, followed by a connection between 
the Cross and Blood ; ( e )  (11 11) ‘ ‘ I  Whosoever shall eat 
of these shaZZZive forever.” This means, ’‘ Whosoever,” 
saith he, “ shall hear these things when they are spoken 
and shall deiieve, shall Zive f u r  ever.” ’ It will be seen 
below (I 101) that many of the so-called ‘imitations 
of Jn. by Justin’ might be called, less inaccurately, 
‘ imitations of Barnabas.‘ 

 VI^. SIMON MAGUS. -The Great ‘Apophasis’ of 
Simon Magus (Lightf. BE 105 ‘probably composed some- 

where about the cl&e of the first century, perhaps 
91. Simon before the Gospel of John was written, or at 

least circulated ’) twice uses the phrase (Hippol. 
6 IZ 14) ‘remain alone in potentiality (pc ‘vy.~  qx duv+a p6vov) ’ and once (i6. 16) ‘but if a tree abide alone 

(cay 62 p l v n  6 6 6 j o v  p6uov)’ to denote, as in Jn.1224, that 
which remsins barren and which will perish with the world 
because it is not made fruitful by being ‘likened to the (divine) 
imawe’ of the Spirit.4 Simon’s doctrine of three divine beings 
(i6.=17) ‘there are three that stand,’ his allegorising of the 
Pentateuch in connection with the regeneration of man, the 
general tone of his materialism, and the wide scope of his influ- 
ence, make it probable that Jn. had Simon in view when he 
conpo;ed his Gospel. 

ix. IGNATIUS.-IgnatiUS (before I I O , A . D . )  mentions a 
‘ Gospel ’-which he compares with ‘ the Law’ and ‘ the 
92. ~Ignatius. Prophets ’ in such a way as to indica.te 

that it was written-PhiZad. 5, 8, g,  
He quotes short sentences found in Mt. 

He 

See $ 25 n., 

and John. 

... 

Magus. 

Smyvn. 5,  7. 
(once [Eph. 161 a phrase peculiar to Mk. 943) .  
never quotes Lk.5 

and 6 71. 
1 Herein he appears to anticipate Jn. 2017. 

a J < 19 37 Rev. 1 7  d&ac‘~vn)oa~. 
3 Cp Jn.5s+f:65r 63 ‘He  that deareth my word (h6you) 

and believeth in him th& sent me hath eternal l@,’ ‘If an 
man shaZZ eat of this bread, he shall livefir ever,’ ‘the yrd 
($&LQT~)  that 

The similarity is striking ; still it would be a mistake to say 
I Jn. .borrowed from Barnabas.’ Barnabas borrowing from 
Ezekiel, has previously been alluding (119) to ’ the propkt  ’ who 
calls the land sf Jacob (Ezek. 206) ‘praised’ (63 m~piou, var. 
Gvuanj, Hebr. glory’), continuing as follows (11 IO), ‘ Next 
(+m) what saith he? “and there was a river winding from the 
right, and there went up from it fair trees and whoso shalZ eat  
IheveofshaLZ Ziwefov mer.”’ The italicked words are not in 
Ezekiel ; but they were (doubtless) in the writer’s version of 
Ezekiel or in some Christian Manual of prophecy containing 
Christiinized extracts from Ezek. 47 1-12, from which also 
comes probably Rev. 22 ~f: (‘a river of water of life,’ etc.). 

The tradition, then, was common to the Church at the close 
of the first century, and Jn. may be quite independent of 
Barnabas. 
and the crucified Jesus as the fruit of the tree (cp Lightf. i n  
Ignat. Smym. I) planted 6y the side of the baptismal stream. 
The former regards the ‘fountain for sin and uncleanness’ as 
flowing out of Jesus himself but opt of Jesus on the Cross, 
his throne’ to which he is ‘1;fted up. 

4 Jn. applies the phrase to a grain of wheat, Simon to a tree. 
It looks as though Simon had misunderstood Christ’s doctrine 
in such a way as to induce Jn. to emphasise it. The union of 
the ‘grain‘ with the earth is intelligible ; the union of a ‘tree 
with fertilising influences affords a far less natural and forcible 
metaphor. The Logion of Behnesa indicates that Jesus may 
have taught a systematic doctrine about ‘abiding alone.’ 
Tatian‘ (13) (‘ If it [the soul] live alone (c6q p8u G ~ a ~ ~ w p c ‘ v ) )  
it inclines downward to matter, dying with the flesh ; but if it 
has obtained union (ov<uyiau) with the divine Spirit, it is no 
longer without an ally’) is closer to Simon than to Jn. 

5 Lightt’s index contains several Ignatian ‘resemblances ’ to 
Lk. One of these is Rom. 7(‘pleasures of this life’) resembling 

h?ve spoken unto you are spirit and are Lye. 

The latter generally regards the Cross as a ‘tree 
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The Gospel (Pbilad. 9, Smym. 7) is said to contain the Passion 
or Resurrection and also (PhiZad. 5 ) the ‘ flesh ’ and ‘(personal) 
presence (?rapoutria)’ 1 of Jes~s-i.ei,~it brings Christ before us as 
in the flesh. But when he sDeaks of the Incarnation. Irnatius does 
not appeal to the Gospel, but speaks in his own name. describ- 
ing, for example, (E& 19) the ‘star in the east ’ in ’language 
incompatible with any sober acceptance of Mt.’s account, and 
actually saying almost in the language of Simon Magus that 
the Logos (iM&n. 8) ‘came forth f r o m  Silence’-a dangkrous 
expression, hardly ossible for any one who devoutly accepted 
the Fourth GosDelj 

The Ignatia; passages commonly alleged to prove thnt 
Ignatius recognised Jn. as a Gospel simply prove that he knew 
the substance of some traditions incorporated in Jn. (a) Philad. 
7, The Spirit . . . &meth whnce it cometh and whither it 
goeth, and convicteth the things that are secret ’ is closer in 
thought (though not in word) to Jn. 814 than to )n. 38. I t  is 
a tradition from Gen. 168, quoted by Philo 1576 (and Quest. 
Gen.). ‘Conviction therefore. sneakins to the soul. saith unto 
her ’‘ Whence comest thou kndwherFgoest thou ?’ ’ Ignatius 
is dloser to Philo than to Jn. (6) PhzZad.g, ‘the door of the 
Father,’ may be traced to Clem.Rom. 48 and back to Ps. 118 
~ g f : ,  it being a natural tradition that the ‘gate of righteousness’ 
is ‘the a te  in Christ,’ and that this leads to ‘life’ and to ‘the 
Fatherfa Lastly such variations as (c) Rom. 7 ‘ bread of God’ 
(only once in Jn $ (d) Eph. 17 I , etc. ‘prince of this age,’ and 
(e) Magn. 5 ‘ Hi: living ( ~ b  {<v? is not in us’-instead of the 
familiar bread of 2 2 2  ’ ‘prince of this worZd ’ ‘ His lzye is not 
in us’-would be almoh Impossible, if the Fdurth Gospel were 
familiar to the author as a gospel, hut quite natural if he had a 
recent acquaintance with the substance of it as a recent doctrine. 

The conclusions are that Ignatius ( I )  recognised Mt. 
and probably Mk. as a written gospel, but (2 )  did not 
recognise Lk. or Jn. The latter is confirmed by the 
fact that ($5  29, 30) in order to demonstrate the reality 
of the Resurrection, he appeals, not to Lk. or Jn., but 
to an apocryphal tradition. The ‘ gospel ’ of Ignatins 
does not appear to have contained Mt.’s account of the 
Incarnation as we have it. The deficiency in Mt.’s 
account of the Resurrection he supplies from apocryphal 
 source^.^ Though he does not acknowledge Jn. as a 
gospel, he accepts a rudimentary Logos-doctrine, and 
has an acquaintance (but not a familiarity) with Johan- 
nine thought. 

X. POLYCARP.-POIYCaql (I10 A.D. : see § 87) has 
savings similar to those in the Sermon on the Mount . -  
93. Polycarp. (Phil 2), and to the words of the Lord 

in Mk. 1418 Mt. 2 6 1 1  lPhiZ. 7). 
. I  

The former may be from a version of the. bidachi ,  
but the latter indicates that, like Ignatius, he knew 
the ‘ gospel ’ of Mk. and Mt. ( a )  His omission (Phil. 2) 
of thewords ‘in the spirit,’ in quoting Mt. 53, ‘poor in 
the spirit,’ resembles Lk. 620, but may only indicate 
that Polycarp and Lk. herein agreed in adopting the 
same version or interpretation of the Logia. (6) (PhiZ. 7 )  
‘Every one that confesseth not that Jesus Christ has 
come in theflesh is Antichrist,’ resembles I Jn. 4 3 ,  ‘ every 
spirit that confesseth not Jesus is not of God ; and this 
is the [spirit] of the Antichrist’ ; but it much more 
resembles z Jn. 7 ‘ . . . they that confess not that 
Lk. 8 14 (‘ pleasures of life ’). But the phrase had been made 
popular by Euripides (ffz&5ol. 383) s l o b  l jdauai  rrohha‘r @Lou. 
Of the two marked as ‘quotations,’ one (E@. 14 ‘the tree i s  
manifest from its fruit ’) is more lire Mt. 12 33 (‘ From the fruit 
the tree is known’) than like Lk. 644 (‘Each tree is known from 
i t s  own fruit ’) ; the other (Smym. 3 ‘ Take handle me, and see 
that I am not a bodiless demon ’) has been ;how to be not from 
Lk. (see $3 29,Q. . 

1 Cp Cor. 1010, i rrapouoia TOG U ~ ~ Q T O S , ‘  ‘his bodily 
presence. 

2 The statement that (Ram. Z), as a martyr, he will be ‘God‘s 
Logos,’ but otherwise a mere ‘sound ’ is based on a distinction ’ 
common from Aristotle downwards ; Sknon’s Apophasis similarly 
distinguishes between (Hz$pol. 64) ‘sound’ and ‘name.’ Such 
a play on ‘Logos’ would be possible while the Logos doctrine 
was plastic ; scarcely possible (because scarcely reverent) for one 
who had received as apostolic the Logos-doctrine of Jn. 

3 See Hegesippus (Eus. ii. 238), ‘What is the door of Jesus ’1 
to which James replies apparently that ‘the Saviour is the door 
(~0570~ &at T ~ U  90~1jpa) ’ cp Epb. 2 18 Rev. 38 Hebr. 1020. 
4 Smym. z (saying t ia t  Christ ‘raised hiwzsev up ’) seems 

incongruous with Mt.’s account of the descent of an angel to 
roll away the stone, but agrees better with Pseudo-Peter who 
says (9) that ‘the stone rolled away of itself;’ implying, 
perhaps, that Christ caused it to roll away and arose by his 
own power (so that the angels descended merely to carry him 
up to  heaven). The more orthodox account is that of Paul, and 
I Pet. 121 quoted by Polycarp Phil. 2 ‘believing on him who 
raised our LordJesus Christ irom the head.’ 

___ 
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Jesus Christ cometh in theflesh. This is the deceiver 
and the Antichrist.’ Now z Jn. i e f ~ d i s p u t e d  ’ Epistle, 
so that if Eusebius believed it to be a quotation, he 
would be bound to caZl attention to it.l But he makes 
no mention of it, though he tells us that Polycarp 
(iv. 149) quoted I Pet. It is probable, therefore, that 
he regarded the words, not as a quotation, but as a mere 
use of Johannine traditions in vogue during the conflict 
against Docetism. 

The conclusion, so far as any can be drawn from so 
short a letter, is, that Polycarp knew Mk. and Mt. but 
not Lk. or Jn., though he used a Johannine tradition 
embodied in ‘ a disputed epistle.’ 

xi. PAPIAs.-Papias (120- 30 A. D. ) is probably 
(Lightf. BE 67) recorded by Irenaeus (v. 361 z) to have 

94. Papias. preserved a tradition of a saying of the 
Lord, ‘ In  the region (6v 70%) of my 

Fathertherearemanyabiding-9Zaact.s (povcis).’ Cp Jn. 142 
‘ In my Father’s house (oiKlp) are many abiding-pLaces. ’ 

The context indicates that Papias had one meaning and Jn. 
:nother. Papias (taking the word as used by Pausanias x. 31 7 

encampment,’ ‘ halting-place’) means :there are many stages 
on the jmmq zpwards’-viz. the New Jerusalem Paradise 
and Heaven. This explains why Papias has ‘in the region,’ 
while Jn. has ‘in the house.‘) povai means ‘stages’ in the 
Petrine Apocalypse and ip Clem.Alex. (pp. 1000, 1003, 5793,  
645, 794) who also (p. 797) speaks of the tkree povai ‘hi,nted a t  
(alviuua;ra~)’ by ‘the three numbers in the Gospel. The 

three numbers ’ are explained by Papias as the ‘thirty,’ ‘sixty,’ 
and ‘ hundred ’ of the Parable of the Sower. 

The conclusion is that Papias is not quoting and misin- 
terpreting Jn. ,but quoting, and interpreting in accordance 
with tradition, a Logion (illustrating the Synoptic Parable 
of the Sower) of which Jn. gives a dzyerent version.4 
And this leads to the inference that, if Papias had Jn. in 
his mind, Le did not recognise it as a n  apostol‘ic gospe2. 

xii. DI0GNETUS.-The Enistle to Diometus, in its 
Y .  

former portion (Lightf. 117-47 A.D.), while accepting a Logos- 
doctrine accepts it (ch. ?) in a non-Johannine 

96. Epistle t o  form (se; Lightf. on Col. 116) : hut phrases in 
ch. 6j? 10 indicate a familiarity, if not with 
In. as a eosoel. a t  all events with lohannine 

Diognetus. 
doctrine and methoa of exp&s;on: 

The latter portion (Lightf. 18o-zro A.D.) short though it is, yet 
contains (ch. 11) an apparent allusion to Jh: 1629 (‘ Now speakest 
thou clearly [aapp?uial’) which makes it highly probable that 
the author had read jn.’ The late date, however, makes this 
testimony of little importance. 

xiii. HERMAS.-The Shepherd of Hermas (114-156 
A.D.) contains no traces of recognised authoritative Johannine 

thought. The alleged similarities of language 
96. Hermas. may generally be traced to common tradition 

based on OT-e.g., (Sim 91s) the Rock and the 
Gate, (ib.) the Son a Fellow-counsellorwith the Father in creation 
(cp Ecclus. 249 with Is. 96); (Sim. 56) ‘showed them the paths 
of life’(cp Ps 1611). Hand. 3 has no connection with T Jn. 2 27. 
The Logos-doctrine (cp Sik. $1 I ‘That Spirit is the Son of God ’ 
and see .T im.  56) is so strikingly unlike that of Jn. that the writdr 
would seem either not fo  know]?^. , o r  to  reyect I t  as non-aufhori- 
fative.5 

1 See Ei 66 ahove. Eusehius’s omission here is the more 
noteworthy because (though not bound to do it) he tells us that 
Papias and Ireneus quoted I In. Much more would he feel 
bound to tell us that Polvcaro. earlier than either of them. 
quoted Goth T Jn. and 2 Jn; 
so short an epistle, Polycarp’s only extant work. 

Nbr could it have escaped him i i  

a Besides the instances above-mentioned, Lightf.’s Index 
mentions, as a ‘resemblance’ to Jn., PhiL-12 ‘that your fruit 
may be manifest among all. n. 15 16 has ‘that your fyuii may 
remain,’but I Tim. 415 bas ‘ t ia t  thy progress may be manifest 
t o  aZZ.’and the notions of ‘fruit’ and ‘oroeress’ are both Pauline 

I -  

(cp Rom. 622 ‘your fruit’). 
3 Clem.Alex. has (69) l-v Tois to describe a saint’s citizenship 

in tke region of the Father. The primary meaning of dv T O ~ S  
is ‘at a man’s blace, broperty, vr es fa te ’ ;  ‘at his home’ is 
only a secondary meaning: 

4 Cp the Slavonic Enoch (Charles 61 2 )  ‘ For in the world to 
come . . . there are many mansions prepared for men, good for 
the good, evil for the evil, many without number. This may 
be one of several instances where the language of Euoch appears 
in the doctrine of Jesus. 

5 No doubt many early authors (such as Tatian and Theo- 
philus), though accepting Jn., may have retained for a long 
time traces of an older Logos-doctrine-sometimes more like 
that of Philo. But Hermas eoes hevond anv hounds consistent 
with acceptance of Jn. in Si;. v. 6 ‘>The H d y  Spirit which pre- 
existed, which created all the creation, was caused by God to 
dwell in flesh [in] which he desired [it to dwell]. That [flesh] 
therefore . . . along with the Holy Spirit, he chose as a partner.’ 
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xiv. BASIL1DES.-Basilides (117-138 A.D.) is fre- 
quently alleged to have quoted from Jn ’ but (owing to the diffi. 

culty of distinguisl;$g between quotations 
97. Basilides. from Basilides and quotations from his 

followers, and the fact that Hippolytus and 
Clem.Alex. differ from Iren==ns in their expositions of his 
doctrine) the only ground for the allegations is in an extract 
(Clem.Alex. 5 9 9 3 ,  expressly quoting the 23rd hook of his 
Excgeficu) which teaches that all suffering proves the sufferer 
to have sinned: . Against this doctrine-not by any means 
peculiar to Basilides-Jn. protests when it states that (03) the 
man who was born blind was not horn so because he had 
sinned. With that protest before him Basilides could hardly 
have accepted Jn., in its entirety, as adthoritative. 

So far as it goes, then, the evidence indicates that 
Basilides did not accept Jn. as an authoritative gospel. 

xv. MARCION.-Marcion is mentioned by Justin Martyr 
98. Marcion. (150 A.D.), after the two very early 

heretics Simon Magus and Menander, as 
‘ even now teaching ’ and as having-gained followers ’ in 
every race. ’ 

This implies that Marcionism had been flourishing for several 
years, and points to 125-135 A.D. as the date for Marcion’s 
gospel. Rejecting the O T  and the God therein assumed, he 
was forced if he adopted any of the four gospels to make many 
changes a i d  omissions-e.g in ‘ I have not com; to destyoy the 
law hut to&@Z’ he tranSposes ‘fulfil’ and ‘destroy. His 
gospel is shown by extracts to agree largely with Lk. hut to 
omit many passages peculiar to Lk. H e  did not call it by Lk.’s 
name, and may have regarded it as hut one of many ‘interpreta- 
tions’ of the Logia of Mt. more authoritative than most and 
better adapted than our Mt. to express his anti-Jewish diews. 
The omissions and alterations that he would have had to make in 
Jn. are trifling as compared with those which he was forced to 
introduce into Lk., and Marcion’s alleged Pauline predilections 
hardly afford a satisfactory reason for his not selecting Jn. 

The conclusion is that, in 125-135 A.D., Lk. had 
come into prominence as a recognised gospel in Marcion’s 
region, but that Jn. was not yet equally prominent. 

xvi. VALENTINUS. -Valentinus (141-156 A.D. ) is 
assumedbyTertullian(DePr~scr. 38)to use our gospels. Irenzus 

says that his followers freely used the Fourth. 
99. Valeatinus. Hippolytus (635) gives as from Valentinus 

himself, a quotation frdm Jn, 108 ‘All that 
are come before me are thieves and robbers.‘ But Tatian has 
thrice a somewhat similar allusion (calling it on one occasion a 
saying of ‘the most excellent>ustin ’)(chaps. 12 14 18) referring 
to ‘ demons ’ who have been rohbers of deity ’ and hive ‘taken 
men captive.’ As has been shown above ($ 57 n.), it is 
probably the Synoptic tradition about the contrast between the 
ideal ruler and the ruler of this world, thrown into a Johannine 
form, which found its way into Christian tradition before Jn. 
was generally recognised as authoritative. 

xvii. SUMMARY OF THE EVIDENCE BEFORE JUSTIN. 
-Thus, up to the middle of the second century, though 

loo. there are traces of Johannine thought 
and tradition, and immatureapproxima- 

tions to the Johannine Logos-doctrine, yet  -in some 
writers (e.g., Barnabas and Simon) we find rather what 
Jn. develops, or what Jn. attacks, than anything that 
imitates Jn., and in others (e.g., Polycarp, Ignatius, and 
Papias) mere war-cries of the time, or phrases of a Logos- 
doctrine still in flux, or apocalyptic traditions of which 
Jn. gives a more spiritual and perhaps a truer version. 
There is nothing to prove, or even suggest, that Jn. was 
’ recognised as a gospel.’ Many of these writers, how- 
ever, are known to 11s by extracts so short and slight that 
inference from them is very unsafe ; it is otherwise with 
the writer next to be considered. 

xviii. JUSTIN.-Justin Martyr (145-9 A.D.) has been 
found above ( 5  7 5 3 )  ( I )  quoting freelyfrom Mt. and Lk. ; 
lol. Justin. (2) sometimes appearing to use a harmony 

of the two : (3) adopting Lk. by preference 
as to the Miraculous Conception and the Passion ; (4) 
quoting (apparent) interpolations in Lk. ; and (5) 
showing a disposition to maintain the claims of Lk. as 
a new but authoritative version of the Memoirs of the 
apostles. The instances given ($0 75-77) to prove these 
conclusions will suffice to show Justin’s attitude ‘toward 
the Synoptists. It remains to consider his attitude toward 
Jn. as deducible from alleged quotations, or types, 
borrowed from it : abstentions from quotation ; agree- 
ments, or disagreements, with Jn.’s doctrine or statement. 
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(I) Minor apparent Johannim potations. 

(a)  Tryph. 123, ,‘We are called and are the true children of 
pod ’isalleged(Lightf.BE38)tohefrom Jn.112 and1 Jn.313 
t h d  we should he caZled the children of God aAd (so) we are. 

Both Justin and Jn. are alluding, artly (I) to Jewish tradition 
ahout God‘s ‘calling’ Isaac to birtkand thereby causing him to 
‘68’ (Gen. 2112 ‘ In  Isaac shall thy seed be calhd,’ Rom.417 ‘ calleth the things that are not [T& ph Bvral as though they were 
[is & m a ] ’ ) ;  partly(*) to the tradition that Isaac was ‘called’ from 
the dead (Heb. 11 19 ‘that God was able to raise [him] from the 
dead,’ to be compared with Josephus’s comment on the sacrifice 
of Isaac [Ant. I. 1321 ‘that God was able to bring men into 
abundance of the things that are not [rim O ~ K  ~ V T W Y ] ,  and to 
take away the things that are’); partly (3) to Philonian traditions 
ahout God‘s creative ‘call’ (Philo 2 367 ‘ H e  calleth the things 
that are not[rb p? Bvra] so that they are [cis r b  &at]’ : cp Philo 
2 176) ; and partly (4) to a Stoic phrase ‘ I a m  and I am called’ 
(Philo 1 3371, E ict E~zch 15 ‘they both were(3uav) and were 
caZled ( I h i y o v ~ a ~  divine’ (cp i6. ii. 1644 ‘Heracles was 6eZieued 
to he the son of Zeus and he was [so] ’). So, here Justin first 
shows that God was to (Jer. 3127 and Is. 19 24,K)”raise up a 
seed’ to Israel ; then asserts that he ‘caZled‘ this people Israel 
and declared it his inheritance: lastly, in answer to Trypho’s 
‘Are you (6pek) Israel?’ he replies, ‘We both are called and 
are the children of God.’l (6) Apol. 6 ‘ reason and trzcth’ is 
an  allusion not to Jn. 424, ‘spirit and truth,’ but to  what Justin 
has just said about the temper of Socrates ‘in t m e  reason, Le., 
reasonableness,’ and is a play on the word Logos. (c) Tvjh. 
17, ‘the on1 5 ot ess and righteous [one], sent [as] light from 
God to man,YizplAs a recognition of Christ as (Is. 426 406 Lk. 
232; Enoch 484)a ‘light to lighten,’ not only ‘the Gentiles,’ 
but the world ; and an allusion to Jewish traditions (Schiittg. 2 
113 226) based on Ps.433 ‘Send  out thy Zghtand thy truth.’a 
(d) I AjoZ. 60 (‘ If ye . . . delieve, ye shun he saved’), treating 
of the brazen serpent, differs so much from Num. 21 7-9 (‘that 
every one that is bitten, when he secth it, shaLZ &e’) that it is 
urged (Lightf. BE 87) that the writer had in his mind Jn. 
3 i4J (‘ that whosoever helieueih may in him have eternal &ye’). 
But Barn. (12 7 ‘let him hope and delieve . . . and immediately 
he shaZZ be saved’) dzyers mea move from Num. JuStin is 
closer to Bqrnahas than to Jn and a p  ears to be condensiiig the 
former or some kindred tradii(on.8 (efJustin accuses the Jews 
of cancelling (Try@. 73) ‘ H e  shall reign from the tree ’ in Ps. 
96 IO. and some might infer that he borrowed this thought from 
Jn., kho  regards the Cross as a thron: on which Jesus is ‘lifted 
up’ 01 ‘exalted.’ But see Barn. 85: the reign of Jesus on the 
tree. 

The close and numerous resemblances between 
Barnabas and Justin in respect of prophecies and types 
prove that Justin followed either Barnabas or some 
tradition used by Barnabas, and go some way towards 
proving that, if he knew Jn., he preferred Barnabas. 

dpoL 61, ‘ For 
in the name of God, the Father and Lord of the 
Universe, and of our Saviour Jesus Christ, they then 
receive the washing with water. For indeed Christ 
said, Except ye be begotten again ye shaN not (06 p i )  
enter into the kingdom of the heavens. Now that it is 
absolutely impossible for those once born to re-enter 
the wombs of those that bare them is evident to all.’ 
Cp Jn. 33f: ‘Except a man be begotten from abovep5 he 
cannot see& kingdom of God. Nicodemus saith unto 

1 The antithesis was naturally common after the persecutions 
of Nero. It may he illustrated by Mt. 22 14 ‘ Many are called 
but few chosen,’ hut also by Epict. ii. 920 ‘When we see a ma: 
trimming, we are wont to say I ‘  H e  is not a Jew but pretends. 
But when he takes on himseli the condition of the imbued and 
chosen(& 709 /3s/3app&ou K a i  Ijpvpdvov-i.e., the ‘ I  elect ”), then 
he is iydeed, 6esides 6eing called (Kai ;UTC TQ ~ Y T L  K a i  KaheiraL) 
a Tew : where ‘is . . . and is called’ seems parallel to Justin’; 

( 2 )  ‘ Except ye be begotten again. ‘ 

‘is called and is.’ 
2 Justin (Tryjh. 17)callsChrist ‘theonlyspotless andrighteous 

man (duOpwrrov),’ and then repeating the phrase wiFhout ‘man 
says that he was ‘sent [is] Z&ht into the world. Cp Wisd. 
9 IO ‘Send her forth from the holy heavens, qnd send her from 
the throne of thy glory ’ where ‘her refers to Wisdom (i6. 7 
25) ‘the pure emanatiin of the glory yf the Almighiy, the 
shininc ( i a a 6 y a u p a )  of the eiernal lz$zt .  Both Jn. and Justin 
adapt Jewish tradition to the Incarnation ; hut Jn. (1246 ‘ I am 
come a LPht into the world.’ 3 TO 111 l o )  soeaks of the Lieht as 
‘coming’into ‘the World’; Ju&Lsp&khak.s of it as ‘sent.’-(The 
rendering ‘spotless light’ is an error ; nor is there a play on the 
double meaning of r$(uri)s ‘man ‘and ‘light.’) For the construc- 
tion (‘sent [as] ’) cp I Jn. 4 IO i & ~ ~ s ~ h c v  rbv d b v  aCm6 Lhaupiv.  

3 For other passages in Justin and Barnabas resembling one 
aiiother, and found also in Jn., see the connection of the Cross 
or ‘tree’ (Trvah. 86) with water (mentioned ahove. PI 00) and 
the appIi&ti& of Ps:2.218 to the i\Ie.;si3h (though iierb ‘u,tin 
[Tyyph. 971 and Jn. (19241 go a step farther tlrilii Harn. t‘6{ 

4 ‘ A v a y w q f l j r r  : this verb doc> not occur in ST except in I 

’ 

Pet. 1 3  23 (RV) ‘ begat again.’ 
5 PcvvqOTj B v w O w .  The evidence from Jn.’s use of the word 

him, How can a man be begotten when he is old? 
Can he enter the second time into his mother’s womb 
and be begotten? Jesus answered . . . Except a man 
be begotten of water and (the) Sjirit, he cannot enter into 
the kingdom of God.’ 

Justin is here meeting heathen misrepresentations of the two 
sacraments, hy showing that they are based on Christ’s com- 
mand and on reason and that the heathen themselves have 
imitated them. As’to the Euchaiist he gives (I) Christ’s 
Words of Institution. ( 2 )  the Pagan im:tation. 
since he gives the Pdgan imitation later (62 64) he is (presumi 
ably) giving here what he regards as the word; of Institution 
(for he gives no others).‘ That they are derived from Jn. is 
improbable for many reasons. (I) Justin’s tradition is thrown 
into the form of an indirect precept (‘ thou shalt be baptized or 
thou shalt not enter’); Jn.’s is a statement of a law. ( 2 )  Justin 
omits the two elements mentioned in the full form of the Joban- 
nine utterance-viz. ‘water’ and ‘spirit.’ c3) Justin, though 
familiar with the &e of BvwOsv to mean ‘from above,’ and 
though he once acttially uses dvoOcv ywvioOa6 ,  here has 
bvaycwv2uOai.2 (4) That Justin agrees with Jn. in connecting 
the doctrine of regeneration with words about the impossibility 
ofre-entering the womb, is not indeed an  accidental coincidence 
any more than the somewhat similar connection in an utterand 
of Simon Ma us (Hippol.614), ‘How then and in what 
manner doth 8 o d  shape inen (in the ;ew 6$th)?’ to which 
Simon ieplies ‘Admit that Paradise is the womb, and that 
this is true t i e  Scripture will teach thee,’ afterwards entering 
into minute materialistic details about ‘the womh.’ It is a 
connection so natural in controversy that it is easy to understand 
that it became a commonplace in Christian doctrine.3 

( 3 )  Other aZZegedpuotations.-(a) Tryph. 105, ‘ That 
this [man] was [the] only-hegotten of the Father of the Universe 
(+ovoyevils y i p  &L jjy T L ~  a a r p l  ri)v Bhwv obros), having become 
from him in a special’way Word and Power (idios a h a 2  
hdyos K a i  d6vapw yryrvypivos 4) and aftenuurds 6ecomiag mait 
throngh the Viryin ( K a i  GUT: ov BvOpwrros 8rb Gs aap0Cvau 
yevipevos), as we ha!+ learned Prom the Memoirs I have shown 
ahove.’ Lightfoot ’ (BE 88), , omitting the ithcised words 
infers that Justin refes  t o / % .  as a g a r t  ofthe Memoirs for thk 
pro?f p f  ,the ‘special’ antemundane birth. But the words h: 
omits indicate that Justin refers to Tryjh. TOO, where he ‘shows 
this from the Memoirs, as an inference from peter’s confession. 
This resort to the Memoirs to prove what they cannot prove 
hut Jn. could prove, indicates that Justin did not regard/n. a; 
authoritative; (6)  Justin, against Marcion, is said5 to have 

As to baptism 

(3  31 19 11) and from Philo 1 482 269 443 498 (and cp Menander 
in Eus. 326 and Simon Magus in Hippol. 618), and from 
Epict. i. 133 (+ air-+ BvoOow Kasapohrjs [ u d p p a ~ o s ] ) ,  is ir- 
resistibly in favour of the rendering ‘from above. “AvoOev may 
mean ‘again ’ but only where the context clearlypoints to  that 
meaning, a s k  does in Artemidorus (see Grimm’s Lexicon), who 
says that a man who dreams of being born over again (Buw0sv) 
will have a son, because having a son is, as it were, a second 
6irth. 

Justin himself never uses the word to mean ‘again,’ hut (I) 
‘fromahove,’ ofthe Incarnation, (Tvph.  64)dvoOev apoehO6vra 
r a i  d14pwrrov Cw bvOpJlroLs yev6pwou, and also probably (against 
Maranus) Tryjh. 63 B v o O s v  K a L  d ~ b  yaurppbr avOpomias b Oebs . . . y s v v 2 u 0 a i  (1) a h b v  Z p d h ~ v :  ( 2 )  with rcypduuav or 
rpor~a&, Tryph. 24, gg ‘from of old.’ If Justin were here 
quoting Jn., he would he altering a phrase that he himself 
uses. 
1 Justin’s words, ‘ In’the name of the Father,’ etc., show that 

he recoguised the formulary of Mt. 28 19 as binding in practice. 
So the Didacht (71) recogiiises (but does not quote) it. 
Justin nowhere quotes Mi. f o r  the facts  of Christ’s Resueec- 
tion, but only Lk. 

2 If it be urged that Jn. states the doctrine in two forms, and 
that Justin may have preferred the prst (‘begotten from 
above’), then besides alte:ing ‘from above’ into ‘again,’ he has 
altered ‘see”’into ‘enter, which occurs only in Jn.’s second 
form. 

3 It may be worth noting that Barnabas (168) as well a s  
Simon Magus, introduces his explanation of regenehon (which 
he bases on the metaphor of a temple) with a ‘How?’ (Cp 

In these two authors 
is rhetorical, in Jn. it is not; hut the usage perhaps 

jndicates traditional way of stating and answering a perplex- 
ing question. Barnabas (like I Pet. 1 3  23) regards the ‘ be- 
;etting’ as ‘again’ (not ‘from above’), KTL&WOL r r ~ i h r v  :.$ 
z p x $ s .  S ace does not permit of showing the ilnportant dzyer- 
ince qf t& Johnnine doctrine, which tacitly protests that 
‘second birth’ is not the question. The question is ‘Is it from 
z60ve’ or (like some of the second births of heatheh mysteries) 
‘from 6elow:Y 

4 r c ~ s v ~ p p v o ~ :  cp I ApoL 22, &hs . . . y y r v + d a r ‘  a h b v  
f~ eeou hdyopcv hiyov &o6. Jn. would not apply the verb 
yivsuOac to the Logos except in Connection with (1 74) ‘flesh’. 
le  frequently draws a marked distinction between the dvaL of 
:he Logos and.,t$e ybsuOaL of man or matter (1 I 3f: 6 8 58). 

5 The words, But the only-hegotten,’ etc., may be those of 
frenmus, commenting on what he has quoted from Justin. 
.I) Eusebius (4 IS), quoting, from Justin, this extract, stops 

I834 

And Lk. omits the command t o  hajtize. 

n. 39 ‘How can these things be?’) 
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written (Iren. iv. Gz), ‘ I  should not have believed . . . d r t  t i e  
only-begotten Son came to us. . . . This Lightfoot (BE 89) 
asserts to be based on Jn. 118. But, besides the objection that 
many authorities as W & H, read in Jn. 1 18 ‘God for ‘Son, 
this assertion assimes that Jn. must have invented this applica- 
tion of ‘only-begotten,’ whereas in fact it followed naturaZly 
from the Logos-passage in Wisd. 7 22 describing the Wisdom 
of God as containing a Spirit ‘only-begotten,’and might be sug- 
gested by Ps. 2220, ‘Deliver my sou1,from the sword, mine 
on&-6egotten from the power of the dog. Now in the Apologies 
and Dialogue Justin (so far as Otto’s Index shows) never uses 
the word ‘only-hegotten’ except in T v j h .  105, referred to 
above (a) where he supported it by Ps. 22 and professed to 
have ‘prlviously shown’ it, the ‘showing’ b&g really a futile 
inference from the Memoirs. All this $0 far from indicating a 
borrowing from Jn., proves that, i f j z ; skz  knewln. ,  he refsed 
to base any statement on i t .  (c) Tryjh.  88 has simply 
the Synoptic tradition of tde Baptist, developed as in Acts 
13251 (with a tradition of Justin’s own KaOa(6pvor twice 
repeated in connection with the Baptist klsewhere, add with 
@6a ada trd from Is.); and Tryjh.  57, as to the Manna 
instead OF alluding to Jn. 631 is a ,quotation from Ps. 78 25 
with an allusion to Ps. 78 19 (cp Cor. 10 3 and also Wisd. 16 20). 

representing a stage of tradition earlier than Jn. ; ( d )  
Tryjh.  69, ‘those who were from birth and according to the 
flesh defective [in vision] (vpods) , ’  is alleged by some2 to 
refer to the healing of the man ‘blind from girth,’ mentioned 
only by Jn. (91-34). But Justin speaks of these people in the 
plural, Jn. 9 32 states that the healing,was unique, unheard of 
‘from the deginning of the world. Justin was probably 
quoting from some tradition earlier than Jn. ; hut in any case 
this instance tends to show that, if he knew Jn., he did not 
regard it as authoritative.3 

Other alleged quotations, if examined, might be 
shown, even more conspicuously than those treated 
above, to fail to prove that Justin recognised Jn. as an 
authoritative gospel. 

(4) Ahtentions f iam Quotation.-It is generally 
recognised that the Synoptists do not teach, whereas Jn. 
102. Justin,s and Justin do teach, Christ’s pre-existence, 
ignoring Jlr. the feeding on Christ’s ‘ flesh and blood ’ 

(as exprewd in those precise words), the 
application of the term ‘ onlx-begotten ’ to Christ, and 
the Logos-doctrine. When, therefore, we find Justin 
either not appealing to any authority in behalf of these 
doctrines, or appealing to pointless passages in the 
Synoptists instead of pointed .passages in Jn.. it is a 
legitimate inference that Justin did not recognise Jn. as 
on a level with the Syn~pt i s t s .~  

(a )  I dpol. 66 ‘We have been taught that the food . . . is 
both the flesh add the blood of that Jesus who was made flesh. 
In  support of this, instead of quoting Jn. 654 along with the 
Synoptic words of Institution Justin quotes ‘the interpolated 
Lk. 22 19 ; (6)  Tryph. 105, ‘oniy-begotten‘ (see $ 101 3 [a]); (c) 
Tryjh.  48, the belief in Christ’s pre-existence is based on what is 

short before ‘but the only-begotten’; (2) the part omitted by 
Eusebius contains words common in Irenaeus hut not in Justin 
and (3) has two allusions to  P a d s  Epistle: ( to  which Justit 
neuer alhdes) ; (4) elsewhere Justin never uses ‘only-begotten 
apart from prophecy that justifies it. On the other hand, 
Justin might quote, to a Christian, authorities that he would 
not quote to a Jew, to whom everything needed to be proved. 
(In the words omitted by Eusehius [‘. . . nos plasmavit . . . 
venit ad nos . . . firma est mea ad eum fides . . . utraque Deo 
nobis praebente’] the intrusion of the sing. [‘mea’] would be 
strange, whether Justin or Irenaeus were the writer; but vp9 
r i m i s  may have been misread as 7 pou rcqris). On the whole, 
.the words are probably not Justin’s. 
1 Acts i rrovorirr ,  Justin irrfh6pBavov: Acts OAK &pi Gyh, 

Justin O ~ K  rip1 b Xpiur6s. 
2 Not, however, by Lightfoyt BE. 
3 After quoting Is. 85 SA, the Hind (m+Aoi) deaf lame, 

dumb,’ Justin asserts the healing of robs ;K yevcnj;  ai i a r d  *v 

c a s .  Clearly v p d s  includes if it is not restricted to, those who 
.aremade ‘tosee’-i.e.,‘thebiind.’ Inhisearlier work Justin(ora 
scribe 1) appears to have corrected ~ p o u s  into r%lpous (I Apol. 
22  xoA03~ rai rapahuTiKohs K a i  ZK ysvenjs roqpods) .  I t  looks 
as though Justin interpreted sbiritually in the’ Apolo~y,  but 
literally in the Dialogue, some old tradition about Christ: acts 
of healing. Hence the strange addition ‘in the flesh. H e  
seems to ,mean ‘not, as some say, spin‘tuaZ&, but phys<caZ& 
defective. 

4 On this point I Apol. 46 is a key-passage, ‘We were taught 
tliat Christ is the First&w% of God, and we indicateda6oye that 
he  is the Word wherein every race of men participated. The 
doctrine of the First-born is authoritative leaching,’ the Logos 
doctrine is the ‘ indication ’ of the writer. On the rare occasions 
when Justin asserts (Tryph. 105) that he has ‘shown’ that 
Johannine doctrine is in the Memoirs, his ‘showing,’ when 
analysed, amounts to (Tvjh .  roo) ‘we have infewed(vavo+ 
eapv),’ supported by references to OT 

u&pKa r r q p o h s  K a i  KWgOhsKaipAobs.  . . rbv 6; K a i  b p a v  roc$- 
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‘proclaimed 6y the Blessedprojhets and taught 6y him (Christ). 
$h this Westcott (Ju. Introd. Ixxxiv) says that the Synoptists 
donot anywhere declare his pre-existence,’ apparently inferring 

that Justin must have Jn. in mind, though he never quotes Jn. 
But the italicised words (cp 2 ApoZ. 8 IO) simply indicate the 
general continuity 6eerUeen what Chmd taught as the Logos, 
through theprophets, and what he taught as Jesus in thesesh. 
When Justin ‘shows‘ the pre-existence of Christ from a par. 
ticularpassage, it is from the Memoirs, but in a most unsatis- 
factory manner (see last footnote). (d)  Tryph. 86 says that ‘the 
rod ’ in OT is a type of the Cross, and that Moses, ‘by means of 
this, saw water thatgushedfionz the rock’-i.e., from C h k t ;  
and(i6. 103) applies to Christ Ps. 22 14, ‘pouredozd like water. 
These words seem absolutely to demand some reference to that 
stream (if he knew of it) which the author of the Fourth Gospel 
alone records himself to have ‘seen’ flowing from Christ on the 
Cross. Yet Justin (ib. 103), instead of quoting Jn., quotes the 
interpolated Lk. 2244, omitting Lk.’s mention of ‘6lood,’l so 
that the quotation accords with the Psalmist’s ‘poured out like 
water.’ (e) T&h. 97 follows Barnabas (G6) in applying part 
of Ps. 22 18 to the ‘casting of lots ’ for Christ’s garments. But 

ustin goes farther, by quoting the whole veme, which mentions 
’dividing’ as well. J,n. also quotes the whole verse, but goes 
farther still, seeing in it two distinct andsym6olicaZ acts. It is 
highly improbable that, if Justin had known, as apostolic, this 
warrant for a twofold fulfilment of prophecy he would have 
omitted to refer to it. But he neither refer; to it, nor even 
recognises two acts3 (f) Tryph. IIO says that the Vine is 
God‘s people, planted and pruned for its good by Christ, without 
reference to Jn. 15 IJ, whereChrist describes himself as pruning 
the Church that the fruitful branches may bring forth more fruit. 
(9) I Apol. 63, ‘The Jews are justly charged . . . by, Christ 
himself, with Knowing neither the Father nor the Son. This 
ought to refer to suFh ‘charges’ as Jn. 8 19 ‘Ye neither Know 
me nor m y  Father. Yet Justin quotes f& it nothing but an 
ancientversionof Mt.1127 Lk. lOzz(‘ Noonekuoweth[Eyvo but 
~ L V ~ U K C L  or &cy~v .  in Mt. and Lk.] the Father, save the Sd.n ; 3 
nor the Son, save the Father, and those to whom the Son will 
reveal [him] ’) which is merely a general statement of the con- 
ditions of re;elation. (h) Trrph. 40, ‘The well-known lamb 
(rp6j3arov) that was, commanded to be roasted whole (bhov) was 
a type of the Cross. Jn. alone describes the rovidential inter- 
position by which ‘not a bone was broken’ of Zhrist, the Paschal 
lamb. Yet Justin, instead of referring to this, refers to’ the 
roasting of the two lambs on two spits, one across the other, 
which typified the Cross ! 

( 5 )  Inconsistencies with Jn. mostly concern Justin’s 
103. Justin views of the origin of Christ, and the 
at variance Logos - doctrine ; but they also affect 

with Jn. his views of God, and of theology 

Justin’s view is that (2 Ajol. 6) God has no ‘name’; Jn.’s is 
that the Son came fo declare the Father’s ‘name‘ and to kee 
them in that ‘name. The notion of a Trinity in a Unity of wilf 
or love, is absent from Justin. Generally Justin shrinks from 
the phrase ‘begotten of God.’ According to him it is the Logos, 
or the Son, who ‘begets’ ( T r  ph. 138) ‘the new race’ o‘, (26. 61) 
the Church, his ‘daughter’6p Tryjh. 138, also 135, ?~p&s E K  
6 s  ro&as 7017 X p ~ u r o i )  Aarop~Oivrss).4 Elsewhere he allows 
himself to say that God has begotten from himself (TryPh. 61) 
a kind of Logos-power ( A O ~ L K < V  r ~ v a  6dvapiv).6 Yet when he 
s eaks of the Father as begetting the Son, he always inserts (i6.) 
‘ i y  his wil.4’6 or (2. 100) ‘coming forth by the power and 
counsel’ of God, or, speaking of the birth of Jesus (56. 63), he 
uses the middle yevvciuOar, ‘cause to be begotten. In his 

1 Justin’s may be the earlier form, to which Lk.’s ‘of blood’ 
may be a later addition. But in any case the argument remains 
that whereas Jn. fulfils Justin’s requirements exactly, and the 
interpolated Lk. does not, Justin quotes the latter and not the 
former. 

2 I t  may be replied that Justin understanding the nature of 
Hebrew poetry, perceived that ohly one action was intended ; 
but T v j h .  53 accejts thc ‘colt’ and ‘ass’ df Mt.’212 though 
rejkted by the other Evangelists. The real explanation is that 
Jn. represents a later and more developed tradition than that 

generally. 

adopted by Justin. 
3 RV ‘No one knoweth the Son save the Father,’ but quoted 

as abo;e by Justin again (Tryjh.  IOO), and by Clem.Alex., 
Origen, and Tertullian. 

4 Thus according to Justin the Church (Ecclesia) and Man 
(Anthro As) are both begotted by Logos. So the Valentinians 
taught t ia t  Anthropos and Ecclesia were the children of Logos 
and Zoe. 

6 If AOYLK$ means ‘containing Logos,’ Sv ’vaps  A O Y L K ~  means 
‘a Power containing Logos.’ What is this ‘Power’? Surely 
‘Thought ( ‘Evvo~a). ’  Hence Justin implies that the Father 
begot ‘Thoiight (’Evvoca)’ as the Arche, or Beginning and that 
in this Arch& or Beeinninn. there was Lonos. But thi; is formal 

~I 

Vnlentinianism. I C  Jiisti; had rcrngniid Jn.’a Lugus-doctrine 
as iii.pired, would I t  not havc protected him from thus I:iyinz 
himself open to the charge ofadopting what lie hiniaclf considered 
heretical-doctrine 1 

6 Cp Jn. 1 1 3  ‘were begotten of God ’ where Irenaens and 
other authoritie‘s insert ‘ex voluntate d i ’  and apply it not t o  
delime+s 6ut to  Chnist. Tertullian (De Cam.  Chr. 19) accuses 
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anxiety to emphasise the supremacy and ineffability of the 
Father, he speaks of one (meaning the Logos) who is (Tryph. 
56) ‘a dzJ%rent (&epos! not dAAos) God and Lord, under the 
Maker of the universe ; (I ApoZ. 32, and +nilarly 2 A j o L  13) ‘ The first Power, next to the Father of all. This conveys the 
notion that the Logos is hut one of many subordinate Powers. 
Also the multiplicity of names given to the Logos ( T v j h .  56 
61 I& etc.)-Son, Wisdom, Angel Day East Sword etc.- 
suggdts Philo’s (1 427) ‘many-namLd’ Lhgos rkther thLn that 
of Jn. ; and when Justin quotes Dan. 7 13, to lay stress on the 
‘as’in LasSonofMan,’andtellsusthat Christ wasonly(Try$h. 
76) $,acv6pevov K a i  yov6pe~ov dvOpwnov, the word +awo+cvov 
seems anti-Johanniue, and bordering on Docetism. 

(6) Summaryofthe evidence a6nut/ustin.-It appears, 
then, that (I )  when Justin seems to be alluding to Jn., 

Justin : he is really alluding to OT or Barnabas, 
or some Christian tradition different from 

summary’ Jn. and often earlier than Jn. ; (2) when 
.Justin teaches what is practically the doctrine of the 
Fourth Gospel, he supports it, not by what can easily 
be found in the Fourth, but by what can hardly, i i t h  
any show of reason, be found in the Three; (3)  as 
regards Logos-doctrine, his views are alien from Jn. 
These three distinct lines of evidence converge to the 
conclusion that Justin either did not know Jn., or, as is 
more probable, knew it but regarded it with suspicion, 
partly because it contradicted Lk., his favourite Gospel, 
partly because it was beginning to be freely used by his 
,enemies the Valentinians. (4) It may also he fairly 
added that literary evidence may have weighed with 
him. He seldom or neverquotes (as many early Christian 
writers do) from apocryphal worRs.l The title he gives 
to the Gospels ( ‘  Memoirs of the Apostles ’) shows the 
value he set on what seemed to him the very words of 
Christ noted down by the apostles. Accepting the 
.Apocalypse as thework of (Ttyph. 81) theapostle John, 
he may naturally have rejected the claim of the Gospel 
to proceed from the same author. This may account for 
:a good many otherwise strange phenomena in Justin’s 
writings. He could not help accepting much of the 
Johannine doctrine, but he expressed it, as far as possible, 
in non-Johannine language; and, where he could, he 
went back to earlier tradition for it, such as he found, 

-for example, in the Epistle of Barnabas. 
xix. TaTIAN.-Tatian gives evidence (150-80 A.D. ) of 

special value because, being a pupil of the recently de- 
105, Tatian. ceased Justin who does not quote Jn., he 

wrote an A$ology which apparently does 
,quote Jn., & Johannine tradition ; and, later, after 
he had become an Encratite heretic, he composed a 
Harmony of the Four Gospels, thereby accepting the 
Fourth as on a level with the Three. His Apology 
may throw light on the date, and perhaps on the 
reasons, of acceptance. 

The alleged (Liihtf. BE 90) quotations in the Apology are the 
-following: (a) (ApoL 4) ‘God is a spirit, not one that inter- 

pmetrates matter (05 bi+Kov bid +s CAqs).’ This is 
106. His simply anegation of theStoicaldictum(C1em.Alex. 
Apology. 699) that God is ‘a spirit,’ but ‘one that interpene- 

trates all being (SmjKew 6 ~ d  n&qs *r o;&as) ’ (and 
‘cp Orig. Cels. 617); (6) (AtoZ. 13) ‘A$ this, you see, is the 
meaning of the saying ( rb  eipqp6vov) The darkness cowzpre- 
hendeth (mTaAapj3dvsL) not the Zight ” ; for the soul did not itself 
preserve (Zcwmv)  the spirit, but was reserved (:?A@) by it, and 
the 22ht comprehended(rarMaSav)tKedarkness. It is doubtful 
whether Jn.-who says that (I Jn. 15) ‘God is light and in him 

the V + z t i n i a n s  of substituting ‘were 6egotten’for ‘was Qe- 

The fact appears to be that, whereas preceding writers had 
laid stress on being ‘born again,’ Jn. laid stress on the nature 
of this,second birth describing it as (1 13) ‘from God,’(S 3) ‘from 
a6oue. Many todk offence at this, as suggesting that man’s 
second6irth is of the same nature as Christ’s incarnation (which 
indeed may have been Jn.’s meaning). Therefore, in the first 
passage where Jn. states the doctrine (re-stated in the Epistle too 
often to be changed), some ventured to change it. Cp Ja.1 
18 ‘ By a n  act of will (j3ouA+is) he brought us forth. This 
explains thegeneral mistranslation of(3 3) ‘from aboue,’as though 
it must mean ‘again.’ 

1 He uses it is true a corrupt text of the LXX and refers to the 
Acts o f P d t e ;  but h e  never quotes Enoch (as’Barnabas does), 
the Gospels of the Hebrews, Egyptians etc. Eusebius, who 
.never bestows such praise on Irenleus, piaises Justin’s (iv. 18 I) 
.‘cultivated intellect. 

.,,otten. 

is no darkness’-would accept the latter half of this antithesis. 
Paul’s saying that Christ (Phil. 3 12) ‘comprehends ’ or ‘catches 
(for its good),’the human soul is very different fro; saying that 
the light ‘comprehends’ the darkness.1 Also theuse oferpqpdvova 
-which applies to any saying, and not specially to Scripture- 
combines with the naturalness of such a ‘ saying’ in Christian 
controversy to make it probable that Tatian is quoting a common 
tradition, and not Jn. ; (c) (ApoL. 19) ‘ Renounce demons and 
follow the only God. ’ All things [are] by him (rdv.ra ir’ a h 0 2  
i.e. the Father), and without him hath not heen made (y6yove$ 
anything ; cp Jn. (1 3), ‘ All things were made  TO) thmnzh 
him (Le. the Logos), and without him was not made ( ; y 6 v s ~ o )  
anything.’ The two sayings are quite distinct in meaning ; but 
the verbal likeness makes it certain that Tatian must have known 
Jn., though he has either misinterpreted it or altered it (possibly 
to avoid polytheistic inferences). 

( a )  Truces of In. as a recent ‘ interpretation.’ Though 
the Apolozy teems with subtleties (alien from Jn.) about matter 
and the Logos and shows no recognition of the Johanniue view of 
the spiritual &ty of the Father and the Son, yet the above- 
mentioned allusions or quotations-occurring as they do in a 
very short treatise that contains hardly a single allusion to the 
Synoptists-indicate that Tatian attached considerable import- 
ance to a new method of stating the Christian c u e ,  such as he 
found in Johannine tradition or writing. Such passages as(Apol. 
5) ‘ God was’in the beginning : but the beginning, w e  have re- 
ceived 6y traditioti (naperA&bzpsv) is a Logos .power (A6yov 
SJvaprv),’ indicate what may ahnoit be called an attempt to 
improue on Jn.’s ‘the Word was in the beginning,’ so that we 
can hardly call them recognitions of Jn. as an authoritative 
gospel. And the following passage oints perhaps in the same 
direction. Supporting his theory t ia t  evil springs from the 
inferior of ‘two kinds of spirits,’ Tatian says (A@. IZ), ‘ These 
things it is possible to understand in detail for, one who does 
not in empty conceit reject (&oumpaKl<ovm) f h s e  most diuine 
interpretations which, in couise oftinre, having been published 
in wuriting(read 6 d  ypaQljs ;&‘svqvayp6vaL for 6. y .  ;&‘eA@q+&mc), 
have made those who give heed to them acceptable to God 
(6eo+rAfk).’ Now the only passage in N T  that definitely and 
fully recognises Tatian’s ‘two kinds of spirits’-bidding the 
reader ‘not believe every spirit,’ giving him a test by which he 
may ‘know the spirit of God’ and discern ‘the spirit of truth 
and the spirit of error’-is I Jn. 4 1-6. I t  seems probable, then, 
that Tatian is here referring to the Johannine Epistle and Gospel 
which are obviously connected and are generally supposed tg 
have been published together. 

The word 
‘ interpretations ’ was applied by Papias to the various 
‘ versions ’ of Matthew’s Logia. Mark was called Peter’s 
‘ interpreter,’ so that Mk. itself might be called an in- 
terpretation ’ of apostolic tradition. There is evidence 
to show that the Johannine Gospel was long preached 
orally before being published ; and Tatian’s words seem 
to hint at a deferred publication ( ‘  in course of time hav- 
ing 6een $ublished in writing’). If it was ‘ interpreted * 
by an Elder of Ephesus, such as John the Elder, it,might 
be known to Tatian as an ‘interpretation. Also, the 
clause about ‘ rejecting ’ implies that some had rejected, 
or were disposed to reject, the work in question-and 
this with contempt. Justin may not have gone so far as 
this. Tatian’s respect for (18) ’ the admirable Justin ’ 
is quite consistent with the hypothesis that he already 
dissented from his former master’s cautious avoidance 
of Jn., especially if Tatian himself did not as yet rank 
it with the Synoptists. 

(6) The Diatessnron gives us little help beyond the 
assurance that, when it was composed, Tatian ranked 

As handed down 
in Arabic, it differs, both in text and in 
arrangement, from the text commented 

on by Ephraem ; and both of these differ from the text 
commented on by Aphraates3 

This would fit in with a good many facts. 

lo,. Diates- Jn. with the Synoptists. 

1 Cp perhaps Philo2415, ‘If some were unable to  comprehend 
(KaTahaaCb) God,’ yet Israel received a revelation, ‘having 
been comprehended’ (read ~a7aAq$,6eip for ~a~~~j3Aq!hk)--i.e. 
grasped and drawn towards God, because God ‘wished to reveai 
his own e4sential being. 

2 In N T  dpqp6vov is not used to introduce Scripture except 
when (Lk. 2 24 Acts 2 16 13 40) accompanied hy some gubljfying 
Bhrase-e.g. ‘ in the Law ‘ ‘ in the Prophets!’ etc. When not 
thus qua1ifie)d it must be) rendered ‘said spoken ’ etc. (cp 
Rom. 4 18 [Rq], ‘according to that which Lad been \poken ’; 
i.e., to Abraham-not ‘according to that which hath been said 
in Scripture). 

3 A complete collation of Aphraates Ephraem and the Latin 
version of the Arabic shows that theie are not &ore than three 
or four passages-and these of little importance-where these 
three alleged representatives of Tatian’s work agree against the 
modern text (as represented by WH): Mk. 923 Mt. 621 1625. 
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This indicates-what ‘of itself is highly probable-that a t  a 

very earlyperiod the Diatessaron was revised in the interests of 
orthodoxy so as to leave few traces of the author’s Encratite and 
other herehcal tendencies1 What may be the correct inferences 
from Theodoret’s account of Tatian’s excisions and of ‘the mis- 
chief of the composition ’ and what ought to be inferred from 
Eusebius’s (HE iv. 29 6)(~robably)contemptuous statement ahout 
the work, are quuestions that do not affect Tatian’s recognition 
of Jn. All agree that before the end of his life-i.e. ahout 
170-180 A.D.-be recognised the Four Gospels as bbing of 
special authority, although his notions of authority may not 
have prevented him from handling them with considerable 
freedom. 

As regards the date of recognition, Tatian’s Diatessuron adds 

little to our knowledge, for by the time of its composition (about 
180 A.D.), Irenreus regarded four gospels’ as no less essential1 
four than the ‘four zones of the earth,’so that in Gaul the Fourtx 
Gosuel must have been recoenised much earlier. But the im- 
portance of Tatian’s testimony following on Justin’s is that the 
two appear to fix the turnin;-point in sceptical cr:ticism-the 
teacher favouring Lk. but rejecting Jn whilst his pupil at first 
apparently took up Jn. as a ‘divine ’interpretation’ specially 
adapted for a hiloiophic appeal to the Greeks, and before long 
placed it in a Garmony of the Four Gospels. 

From this date investigation is rendered needless by 
the practically unanimous acceptance of the canonical 
Gospels. E. A. A. 

B. -HISTORICAL AND SYNTHETICAL. 
What remains of the present article will be devoted 

to a brief statement and discussion of the principal 
hypotheses which have been at various times put for- 
ward as tentative solutions of the Synoptical problem. 
On the fourth gospel see JOHN, SON OF ZEBEDEE. 

I. TENDENCY IN THE SYNOPTISTS. 
The question of tendency deserves the first place, for 

the more tendency can he seen to have been at work in 
Tendency the composition of the Synoptic gospels, 

in general the less room is left for the action of 
:.. L.. . merely literan influences and the like. in me Synoptists. Now,-tendenGes of one kind or another 

in the Synoptists are conceded even by 
the most conservative scholars. Thus they find 
that Mt. wrote for Jewish Christians, or for Jews,2 to 
prove to them from the OT the Messiahship of Jesus ; 
this appears from Mt.’s numerous OT quotations, often 
even prefaced with the words, ‘ that it might be fulfilled 
which was spoken ’ (&vu ?rhTpwO?j ri) PTOdv : 1 22 etc. ). 
Jerusalem is spoken of as simply ‘ the holy city ’ (4  5 
27 53). Much space is given to the polemic against the 
Pharisees and Scribes. The contrast to Mt. pre- 
sented by Lk. is striking. Here many speeches, which 
according to Mt. were directed against the Pharisees, 
are addressed to the nation in general (Lk. l l r 5 f .  zg 
639 43 as against Mt. 1224 38 15 12-14 7 15-20). In Lk. 
3 7 (contrast with Mt. 37) we have the (surely impossible) 
story that the Baptist addressed the masses who desired 
to receive his baptism as a generation of vipers (§ 127 a, 
a). The fact, too, that Lk. 334-38 carries the genealogy 
6f Jesus back to Adam points to the conclusion that, in 
writing, he has Gentile Christians, or Gentiles, in his 
mind. The same inference can be made for Mk., 
who is at pains to explain Jewish words or customs 
( 7 3 3  II 34 317 541 1542) and byfrequently using Latin 
words ( 5  g 6 27 74 15 39) and forms of expression ( 3  6 5 23 
1465 1515) and even explaining Greek by Latin phrases 
(1242 1516) shows that he was addressing readers who 
spoke Latin. Again, from the relatively small number 
of discourses of Jesus reported by Mk. we may perhaps 
conclude that he attaches less importance to the teaching 
than to the person of Jesus. It is the person that he 
desires to glorify. 

Further, each evangelist in his own way is influenced 
by, and seeks by his narrative to serve, the apologetic 
interest. To meet particular objections, such as those 
preserved by Celsus (cp Mt. 28 15b), we find, for ex- 
ample, an assertion so questionable as that of Mt. 
2762-66 (the watching and sealing of the tomb, of which 
the other evangelists know nothing), or that of the 
bribing of the watchers (Mt. 28 11-15-a charge which, 
if actually made and believed, would certainly have 
involved their death ; cp Acts 12 19). Once more, 

1 Dr. Rendel Harris says (E$Arem on the Gosjel, 19) ‘Bar 
Salibi seems to intimate that Tatian gave no harmonised alcount 
of the Resurrection. Every reader of Ephrem’s text, a5 current 
in the Armenian will have been struck by the poverty of the 
Commentary at this part of the Gospel.’ But there is no corre- 
sppnding ‘poverty’ now in the Arabic Diatessaron. 

2 In particular (see 5 I~OU), for Greekapeaking Jews. I t  
ought to be added however, that Gentile Christians also were 
interested, or at least capahle of being interested, in the evi- 
dences of Christianity derived from the O T  prophecies. 
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tendency appears also in another direction, the political 
-in the desire to make the Roman authority as little 
responsible as possible for the death of Jesus (Mk. 15 
1-14 Mt. 27 1-23 and very specially Mt. 27 24 ; most 
strongly of all in Lk. 23 1-23, where Pilate even invokes 
the judgment of Herod, vz1.6-16-certainly an unhis- 
torical touch of which there is no hint in Mk. or Mt. 

The very widely accepted view, that Lk. is of a 
(CP § 43 ; ACTS, § 5 ,  1). 

109. Pauline specifically Pauline character, can be 
maintained only in a very limited 

The mission to the Gentiles is 
character 

Of Lk* 
brought into very distinct prominence by the evangelist 
!231$), not only in his own narrative but also in report- 
ing the words of Jesus. 

By Jesus, partly in express utterances (2447), partly in the 
choosing and sending forth of the seventy (10 I) whose numher 
corresponds to that of the heathen nations enukerated in Gen. 
10, partly in his interest in the Samaritans who were not re- 
garded hy the Jews as compatriots and who i; the Third Gospel 
are, to all appearance, the reprqsentatives of the Gentiles. The 
word ‘stranger’ (RVmg. ‘alien ; bhhoyav+), used to designate 
the cleansed Samaritan leper (Lk. 17 IS), is the tennhzrs tech- 
nicus used for all Gentiles in the well-known inscription marking 
the limits in the temple precincts which non-Jews were pro- 
hibited from passing, under penalty of death.1 Lk. has no 
parallels to Mt. 7 6 (pearls before swine), 10 5 3  Go not into any 
way of the Gentiles ’),lo 23 15 24 (‘not sent but unto . . . house 
of Israel’). In  Lk.632 (‘even sinners love those that love 
them’) the persons spoken of with depreciation are not, as in 
11 Mt. 546 f ublicans and heathens but sinners. In Lk. 5 1-11 
(call of Pe&T the mission to the dentiles is hardly mistakable 
(8 32, last footnote) : the other boat which is summoned (5 7) to 
aid Peter in landing the multitude of fish, is that of Pan1 and his 
companions, whilst James and John (according to 5 IO) figure as 
the comrades of Peter and the astonishment and apprehension 
they share with him (i8.f) signify that until now they had not 
grasped thedivine commadd of an extended mission. That they 
nevertheless took part in the mission to the Gentiles at the 
divine command (5 5 ,  ‘at  thy word ; cp 2447 ‘repentance . . . 
in hisname nnto all the nations’) is in entire agreement with the 
representation in Acts 10 (see Acts, 5 4). ( q )  The reverse side is seen in the rejection of the 
Jewish nation, in great measure, or indeed, if the words 
be taken literally, ‘altogether. 

Cp 1323-30(‘few saved? . . . Strive to enter . . . last . . . 
first and first . . . last ’), 136-9 (‘cut it down’), where the Jewish 
nation is intended by the fig-tree (see 0 43), 4 16-30 (Nazareth 
synagogue).a The rejection of Jesus in his native city means 
that he met with no recognition in his native Znnd, the word 
native place’ ( v a ~  k)  being ambiguous. The mention of 

Lighty works wrongtt in Capernaum (4 23) where according to 
Lk., Jesus had not yet been (he reaches i; for t i e  first time in 
431), makes it evident that the narrative has purposely been 
given the earlier place by the narrator, though not in agreement 
with his sources, as a sort of programme expressive of the relation 
of Jesus to the Jews as a whole (5% 39, 127 a, y). 

In  an entire group of parables the whole point lies in 
the rejection of the Jews and the call of the Gentiles to 
salvation. 

Thus the Gentiles are indicated by the third class of those 
invited to the royal supper-those compelled to come in from the 
highways and hedges (14 15.24 ; cp 5 112 a). Again, Mt.’s (25 

1 See TEMPLE. 
3 Exceptions such as 1316 199 (‘daughter’ or ‘son’ of 

Abraham) 133 (‘reign over house of Jacob for ever ’), 54 (‘ holpen 
Israel hi; servant ’) 17 (‘ salvation unto his people’) 2 326 
(‘$ory of thy peopfe Israel’), 38 (‘redemption of Jerus~lem’), 
which doubtless come from the author’s sources, do not invalidate 
the above observation-all the less because they agree with what 
has already been obserped under ACTS, $ 4. 
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14-30) puiely ethical parable of the talents receives in Lk. 19 12 
(‘far country ’ ‘receive kingdom’), 14 (‘citizens ha;ed him ’), 27 
(‘these mine’enemies,: ‘slay them’), additions which give it a 
wholly different complexion. Here, the nobleman who goes 
into a far country and whose people, for declining his rule, are in 
the end put to death, was suggested by the well-known story of 
Archelaus son of Herod the Great (see HEROD 5 8) ’ but in the 
intended dpplication of the parable the nobledan is’Jesus him. 
self and the ‘far’ country into which he travels is the region of 
the Gentiles; cp the similar use of ‘far’ &alipdv) in 15 73 
(:prodigal’), Acts239 (‘promise to all . . . afar off’) 2221 
( send thee [Paul] far hence unto Gentiles’), Eph. 2 13’(‘once 
were far off’), 17 (same). Even Lazarus who in Lk. 1619-26 
comes into considerationonlyas poor and as shering, must, in the 
addition in zru. 27-31, be regarded as representing the Gentiles 
the rich man and his brethren being characterised in the word: 
‘fhey have Moses and the prophets’ as representing the Jews. 
Cp also 8 1.4. 

( 6 )  Against the work-righteousness of the Mosaic law 
we have the saying about the unprofitable servant ( I  7 
7-10), and the parable of the Pharisee and the Publican 
(189-r4), with regard to which, however, there is no 
reason to doubt that it was spoken by Jesus. 

( d )  In 1814 we have a specifically Pauline expression 
-the designation of the Publican as ‘justified’ ( 6 ~ 6 ~ -  
KatwpQvos) ; another in 8 12 ‘ lest they believe and be 
saved ‘ (i‘va pfi museduavses uwOGuiv : cp I Cor. 1 ZI 
‘to save them that believe’) ; also 188 the claim that 
whenChrist should return he would be entitled’to find 
faith (s+u ~ l u s r v )  on the earth ; lastly the formula, ‘ thy 
faith has saved thee ’ (3 dusts uou u i u w ~ d v  ae) : 7 50 
(woman in Sinion’s house), 1719 (Samaritan leper), 848 
(woman with issue), 1842 (blind beggar).l, The same 
formula, however, occurs also in Mk. 534 (woman with 
issue), lo52  (Bartimaxs), Mt. 922 (woman with issue). 
It is therefore not specifically peculiar to Lk. ; and 
moreover a careful survey of all the passages cited does 
not show that Lk. has appropriated any specific doctrine 
of Paul, but only that he has made his own in all their 
generality the gains of the great apostle’s lifework-free- 
dom from the law, and the assurance that salvation is 
open to all. 

The same conclusion is reached by examination of another 
parable-which also certainly was spoken by Jesus-that of the 
Prodigal Son who is taken back into favour by the father with- 
out anything being said of any sacrifice on his behalf such as 
Paul would certainly have regarded as necessary. The woman 
who was a sinner (Lk. 747 jo) is saved not byreason of her faith 
alone but quite as much by reason of her love-just as Abraham 
and Rahab are in I Clem. Rom. 10 7,12 I. 

Over against what has just been pointed out we must 
set those ideas which Lk. has in common with what is 
llo. Ebionitic usually called the Ebionitic side of 

passages in Lk. primitive Christianity.2 ( a )  The poor 
are blessed because of their poverty, 

the rich condemned because of their riches (Lk‘. 6 2o-i j 
‘ Blessed . . . , Woe unto . . .’ ; 1625 f., rich man 
and Lazarus ; cp Jas. 19,  let brother of low degree 
glory, 2 5  God . . . choose poor, 5 6  ye have killed . . . 
the righteous one ; Clem. Hom. 1 5 9  ‘ possessions are 
in all cases sin ; loss of them in any way is a taking 
away of sins ’ ; r2ui s& Ks?fpara hpapnjpasa. 3 s o h w v  
d r w s  TOT+ usdpvurs hpapsrGv 2arrv d+aipcuts). (6) 
Beneficence wins salvation (Lk. 1141, give for alms . . . 
all things are clean [but see 130 d] ; 635, do good and 
lend; 169,  make friends by mammon ; cp Ecclus. 330, 
alms an atonement ; Tob. 1 2 8  f., z Clem. Rom. 16 4, 
Clem. Ep. ad Jucodum, g ; beneficence the ground of 
salvation, e h o r t a  s?js uwrTplas ahla) .  (c) God is to be 
stormed by earnest importunate prayer (1 1 8 ,  ‘ because of 
importunity’ ; 18 1-8, judge and widow). Such thoughts, 
however, do not run through the entire texture of Lk. ; 
they are confined to definite portions, among which the 

1 Other coincidences are seen also in 10 8 (‘eat such things as 
are set before you’), 11 46 (‘yourselves touch not the burdens’), 
20 386 (‘all live unto him ’) when compared with I Cor. 10 27 
(‘whatsoever is set before;ou eat’) Gal. 6 5(‘each bear own 
burden’), Rom.148 (‘whether)live br die, the Lord’s’). Cp 
Hawkins, 160 f . also (but with caution), Evans, St. Paul the 
author ofthe d i t s  and ofth Third Gospel, 1884. 

2 It is necessary here to give a note of warning agaiust the 
usage of the Tiibingen school, which simply made Ebionitism 
identical with uncompromising Judaism. 
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parable of the Unjust Steward, the Rich Man and 
Lazarus, the Importunate Friend and the Unjust Judge, 
may be specially mentioned (I 40, end). Indeed, the 
writer does not seem to have accepted them in their full 
extent, for by his appendix to the Rich Man and Lazarus 
(1627-31 question of sending warning) he has given the 
parable quite another meaning (§ log 6) ; similarly in 
the case of the Unjust Steward by the appendix 16 10-14 
(little and much, one’s own and another’s) (5 128 d) ; 
and even in the last parable mentioned above, atten- 
tion is directed from the Judge’s unrighteousness by the 
addition of 18 8 6 ( faith on earth? ’ ) . l  

In Lk. great care is taken to warn readers against 
expecting the coming of the kingdom as imminent 
lll. postpone- (219, endnot immediately; 12, ‘before 
merit of end of all these things ’ ; qf., until times of 

Gentiles fulfilled ; 17203, ‘not with 
observation ’ ; 19 11, ’ parable because 

supposed kingdom immediately ’). The ‘ straightway ’ 
(ededwr) preserved in Mt. 2429 has disappeared in Lk. 
(2125) ; sa also (2123f:) the statement in Mt. 2422 that 
the days preceding the end shall be shortened for the 
elect’s sake, and (2269) the announcement of the speedy 
( d r ’  Qst) appearance of the Son of Man coming on the 
clouds of heaven (Mt. 26 64). The idea in Lk. (21 24J) 
that the premonitory signs of the end cannot appear 
! until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled ’ rests upon 
the belief of Paul that before Christ’s parusia the gospel 
must first be preached to all nations (Rom. 11 II 25 31). 
See, more fully; § 153. 

(a) Just as in Lk. Ebionitic and Pauline ideas are found 
in juxtaposition and contrast, so in Mt. are universalism 

world in Lk. 

112. Special and Jewish particularism (15 24, lost 
sheep of Israel ; 1928, twelve thrones ; 

;- losf . ,  not into way of Gentiles; 23, tendencies 
cities of Israel, as against 811f., from 

east and west ; 21 28-2216, two sons ; wicked husband- 
,II I.‘”. 

men ; royal marriage ; 2819, teach all nations; 2414, 
preached in whole world [oi~oupdv~] ; 26  13, wheresoever 
preached in whole world), legal conservatism and free- 
dom from the law (517-20, not destroy but fulfil; 232J:. 
what they bid you d o ;  2420. pray flkht not on a 
Sabbath ;-as against 532 198,  divorce; 534, swear not ; 
39, resist not; 916f., new patch, new wine; 1 2 7 J ,  
Sou of Man lord of Sabbath). 

(6) On further investigation;it is manifest, in the case 
of two parables especially, that the rejection of the Jews 
and the call of the Gentiles to salvation was introduced 
only as an after-thought. 

In the case of the royal supper, those first invited, after reject- 
ing the invitation and slaying the messengers, are conquered in 
war and their city burnt (Mt. 2 2 6 J ) ;  but in the original form of 
the parable their place was in the king’s own city. . After the 
military expedition the preparations for the supper remain just 
as they had been (224 8). ‘The others’ (ot hor?roq too in 226 
bas a strange look coming after 22 5 (‘ they went their ways ’). 
The insertion points unmistakably to the destruction of Jeru- 
salem in 70 A.D. as a punishment for the slaying of Jesus and 
his apostles, and serves to indicate the whole nation of the Jews 
as signified by those first invited. Had this been the original 
intention of the parable, it mould not he easy to understand why 
Lk. (1416.24) should have enumerated three classes of invited 
persons of whom of course only the third can signify the Gentiles. 
But conversely it would be equally incomprehensible how Mt. 
could have reduced the number of the classes to two had three 
classes been already mentioned in the original form of the 
parable as in Lk. Since there the heathen are the third class, if 
Mt. omitted that class he was obliged to transfer the explanation 
to the second class, which he could do only by inserting 

1 These remarks do not in any way contradict the fact that in 
Acts community of goods is an ideal with the author ; for the 
idea of COMMUNITV OF GOODS (p.u 5 5 )  is indeed related to the 
Ebionitic ideas of the Third Gos& but is not identical with 
then,. Further, it must not be forgohen that, though with Lk. 
this community was indeed an ideal for the past it is quite 
another question how far he wished to see it realised in his own 
time. 

2 The whole journey of Jesus into foreign territory (Mk. 7- 
24-31)is SetasidebythestatementofMt. 1521s thattheCanaan- 
itish woman came out from the borders of Tyre and Sidon to. 
meet Jesus. Far-reaching consequences follow from this ; sea 
D 135. 
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9 2 6 j :  The two forms of the parable are in no case 
independent of each other, for of the three excuses of the first 
invited two agree very closely in Mt. and Lk. We must there- 
fore assume that the parable in its original form-in which we 
can, without any difficulty, attribute it to Jesus-distinguished 
only two classes of invited guests, as is now done in Mt., but 
that these were intended to denote, not the Jews as a whole and 
the Gentiles as a whole, as in Mt., hut the esteemed and despised 
classes respectively, among the Jews themselves, as in Lk. Each 
of the txvo evangelists, therefore, has judged it necessary to bring 
some reference to the Gentile world into the words of Jesus 
which, as originally uttered, did not look beyond the Jewish 
nation, but each has carried out his object in a quite independent 
manner (I 19, end). With regard to the parable of the 
wicked husbandmen we are expressly told in Mt. 21 45, as well 
as in Mk. 12 12 and Lk. 20 19 that the hearers understood it as 
referring to the chief priests And Pharisees. Clearly therefore, 
it is a later addition when Mt. (21 43) tells us that th; Kingdom 
of God shall he given to a nation bringing forth the fruits thereof 
-that is, to the Gentiles. Moreover had it been genuine this 
verse would have found its appropriLte place before, not After, 
-2142 (‘Did ye neverread. . .?’) On the other hand 
Mt. 20 1-16 has been left unchanged. The fact that here fiv; 
classes of labourers in the vineyard are distinguished is enough 
to show that the reference cannot he to the Jews as a whole on 
the  one side and to the Gentiles on the other. The distinction 
of two classes within the Jewish nation without any reference to 
the Gentiles, which has been shown above to have originally 
underlain the parable of the royal wedding has heen expressly 
preserved in the parahle of the Two Brotiers (Mt. 21 28-32), as 
also in that of the Pharisee and the Publican in Lk. (18 9-14). 

(6) In two places in Mt. some critics have even de- 
tected a polemic against the apostle Paul. 

(a) In 519, Whosoever shall break . . . and teach . . shall be called the least (Paul having called himself 
i n  I Cor. 159 the least of the apostles, ~ X ~ X L U T O S  TDV 
drrou~6Xwv) :  ( p )  in 1328 (the ‘ enemy,’ dXOpbs EivBpw~os, 
who sows tares among the wheat). 

‘Enemy’ (;,yep&, with or without 2vOpmros) is, in the Pseudo- 
Clementine Recognitions and Homilies, a constant designation 
for Simon Magus by whom is nieant Paul (see SIMON MAGUS). 
Perhaps Paul hinkelf in Gal. 4 16 (‘am I become your enemy? ’) 
is already alluding to the term ‘enemy’ (d~Bp6r) as having been 
.applied to him by his Judaistic opponents. At the same time 
however, it must not he overlooked that the First Evangelist him! 
self does not share this view of the ‘enemy’ (1);Qpbs ddponor) : 
according to him(l3 3g)the enemy is the devil : it is only the author 
o f  the evangelist’s source, therefore, that can have been following 
a n  anti-Pauline tendency here (cp $128~). As for Mt. 5 18f: 
(‘till heaven and earth pass . . . shall be called great in the 
kingdom of heaven ’) it is almost universally recognised that these 
verses interrupt the connection,’ and it therefore remains a 

ossihility that they were not written by the author of the gospel 
gut placed on the margin by a later hand (see $ 128 e). 
(d) As regards the remaining legal and Jewish par- 

ticularist passages in Mt. (see above, a, a),  on the other 
hand, it is not probable that they were first introduced 
after those of a universalistic character. 

They are neither so few as to admit of being regarded merely 
as isolated and mntuallv indeoendent internolations. nor vet 
so numcyous as to comp’el IIF io regard tI& as ari& fro; a 
aystcm3tic rcdnction. ‘True it mu,t Irc conceded that 105f: 
.(not into way oCGcntiles), q{ccitics of Israel *), also 23 2 3n (. . . 
Moses’ seat all . . . hid yon, do), and (with special facility) 
‘neither on’s Sabbath’ @qSl ua@@&y) in 2420 admit of re- 
moval without injury to the connection ; hut not 15 24 (‘ unto 
lost sheep’), 26 (children’s bread), or 19 28 (twelve thrones). 
But precisely the ‘neither on a Sabbath’ (p$a ua@@Cy) 
is quite certainly original if it comes from the ‘little Apoca- 
lypse’ (I 124h). As for the substance, we can more easily 
refer back to Jesus those utterances in which salvation is re- 
stricted to Israel. So far as the principles of Jesus are con- 
cerned, they most assuredly contain within themselves no such 
limitation. Purity of heart, compassionateness, the childlike 
spirit, can he shown by the Gentile as by the Jew. The outlook 
of Jesus, however, seems still to have directed itself but little 
towards the Gentiles. He  felt himself to be primarily a child 

1 520 (‘For I say . . . exce t your righteousness’) would 
serve as giving the grounds (ydpffor 5 I E ~ :  (one jot or one tittle) 
only if the Pharisees were open to the charge of denying validity 
to  the minor precepts of the law. On the other hand 520 
would serve admirably as a ground for 5 17 (not to destrdy but 
to fulfil) if by the word ‘fulfil’ (?rh+x~a~) Jesus wished to give 
t o  the law a fuller and more perfect meaning, far beyond the 
mere letter. Were 5 18f: actually the ground (ydp) for 5 17, the 
meanin- of ‘fulfil‘ ( d q p G u a ~ )  could only be that Jesus desired 
in his aztions to follow the law down to its minutest details, and 
enjoined the same in others also. But this disagrees not only 
with 5 20 but also with 5 21-48 (‘Ye have heard’); Mk: 227 f: 
(‘Sabbath for man’); 7 1-23 (washing, corban); 10 1-12 (divorce), 
etc.-in a word, contradicts the whole attitude of Jesus towards 
the Mosaic law. 
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of his own people and even as regards these the task he had in 
band was a gigdtic one. Mt. 1524 (lost sheep) 26 (children’s 
bread) as his first word to the Canaanitish woman (not as 
his last) is by no means incredible. H e  may very well have 
actually bidden his disciples restrict their preaching to the Jews 
(10 5f: 23) on account of the nearness of the end of the world. 
Mt. 19 28 (twelve thrones)also is perhaps only a somewhat modi- 
fied form of one of his own utterances, even if assuredly it was 
not spoken by way of answer to so mercenary a question as that 
of 19 27 (‘what shall we have?’). In the mouth of Jesus perhaps 
themost difficult saying to understand will be the expression of 
friendliness to the Pharisees in Mt. 23 2 3a (Moses’ seat), to 
which the words of 16 12 (‘beware of the doctrine of the 
Pharisees ’), 23 4 (heavy burdens), 11 zg f: (‘my yoke i s  easy ’) 
are so directly contrary. 

See, however, in general, ~ z g e .  At all events it 
is necessary to assume that the last redactor (who was 
friendly to the Gentiles)-in other words, the canonical 
Mt. -dealt much more gently with his particularistic 
source than Lk. did with his. 

( e )  In spite of the ‘straightway’ (ebOhws) of 2 4 2 9  Mt. 
is not altogether exempt from the tendency we have 
already seen in Lk. to postpone the date of the parusia ; 
cp 2 4 4 8  (my lord tarrieth), 25 5 (the bridegroom tarries), 
25 19 (after a long time). 

Of the three Synoptics Mk. is characterised‘least by 
definite tendencies. The traces of Paulinism which some 

113. critics have found in Mk. are of the 
slightest. For example, 1 1 5  (‘ time is ~ - . ~  fulfilled’ . . . ‘believe in gospel’: Gal. 

In lVLK. 44, ‘ fulness of time’ : 326, ;sons through 
faith ’), 9396 .(I Cor. 1 2 3 ) ,  1 0 4 4  ( I  Cor. 919)  are remini- 
scences of Paul ; but they are not Pauline ideas. The 
mission to the Gentiles finds its place in 13 IO (‘gospel. . . 
unto all nations ’), 149 ( ‘  wheresoever the gospel’) ; cp 
also ‘ all the nations ’ ( ~ l i u c  TO& &%em) in 11 17 (house 
of prayer for all the nations), unless indeed this be 
merely a filling out of the citation from the LXX. Some 
aversion to Jewish particularism may be seen in the 
toning down’of the answer of Jesus to the woman of 
Canaan (727, ‘ children first ’ inserted) as compared 
with the form in Mt. 1526. Mk. also, like the others, 
seeks to postpone the date of the parusia. Instead of 
the ‘straightway’ (edOJws) of Mt. ( 2 4 2 9 )  he has ( 1 3 2 4 )  
‘ in those days,’ and in 91 he does not, like Mt. (16jS), 
say there be some standing here that shall ‘see the Son 
of Man coming in his Kingdom,’ but only that they shall 

On the whole, then, it would seem that such tendencies 
as have been spoken of manifest themselves only in a ... few parts of the three gospels. A 

see the Kingdom of God come with power.‘ 

114. bop- 

tendency. 
elusion 8s to pecikl warning must be given against 

seeking to find too confidently any 
snch tendencies in the way in which the 

original apostles arementionedwhetheras implying praise 
or blame. 

It would be in accordance with the general character of Lk. 
if some aversion to the original apostles were held to underlie 
the censure of James and John for their proposal to call down 
fire from heaven upon the inhospitable S.amar1tan village (Lk. 
9 54f:). and it would he in accordance with the opposite char- 
acter oiMt. if it made no mention of the hardness of heart with 
which the original apostles are charged in Mk. 6 52 8 17f But 
Mt. is precisely the one gospel which chronicles Peter’s faint- 
heartedness on the water and Mt. as well as Mk. has the speech 
in which Jesus address& him as ‘Satan’ (Mt. 1428-31 16 zzf: 
Mk. 83~J) .  On the other side, it is precisely in Lk. (2? 32) that 
we find the passage which, along with Mt. 1618f:, could be in- 
scribed in golden letters on the Church of St. Peter in Rome. 

In another matter (should we be inclined to see here 
any ‘ tendency’ at all)-the enhancement of the miracles 
of Jesus in number and character-all the evangelists 
have a share (§ 137). Thus, most of the tendencies 
we have discussed are followed, not in the interest of a 
party, but in that of the church which was ever more and 
more approximating catholicism in character. But, 
further, the tendencies affect only a limited portion of the 
gospel material, and by far the larger part of this material 
does not admit of explanation by their means. In the 
sections referred to there are but two instances in which 
it has been claimed by the present writer that ideas have 
been clothed in narrative dress-those of Peter’s draught 
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of fishes a n d  of the tares among the wheat ; the other 
places in w-hich this can be alleged a re  but  few (I 142, 
a n d  CLEOPAS), and  even in these cases the symbolical 
meaning borne by the  narrative arises almost always 
from a n  originally figurative manner of speaking being 
mistakenlynnderstood as literal expression of a fact, not 
from deliberate and  conscious invention for purposes of 
edification. 

11. ATTEMPTS TO SOLVE THE SYNOPTICAL PROBLEM 
BY LITERARY CRITICISM. 

In considering the attempts to  solve the  Synoptical 
problem by literary criticism we begin most conveniently 

115. Oral with what, in appearance a t  least, is the  

tradition simplest hypothesis : that  of a primitive 
hypothesis. gospel handed down solely by oral tradi- 

tion. By continual narrating of the gospel 
history, i t  is held, there came a t  last to  be formed a 
fixed type of narrative, in Aramaic. Upon  this each 
evangelist drew directly without any  acquaintance with 
the  written work of any  other. 

( a )  This  hypothesis is a n  a s y b m  ignoran t ia  I t  spares 
t h e  critic all necessity for a n  answer to  the question 
wherefore it  was that  one evangelist wrote in this manner 
a n d  another in that-although the question presses for, 
and very often admits, a solution. If the Synoptical 
oral  narrative was really so firmly fixed as to  secure 
uer6atim repetition of entire verses in three authors 
writing independently of one  another, then the varia- 
tions between the three become all the more mysterious, 
o r  else all the more manifestly due  to  tendency. Think 
only of the variations in the Lord‘s Prayer, in the words 
of institution of the Eucharist, in  the accounts of the 
resurrection of Jesus. T h e  coincidence appears, how- 
ever, not  only in the  discourses of Jesus, where it would, 
comparatively speaking, be intelligible, but  also in narra-  
tive, in  quite indifferent turns of expression in which the  
same writers often also diverge very widely. 
.The doubly augmented form of the verb ( & K m e u d $  in 

Mt. 1213=Mk. 35=Lk. 6 IO cannot indeed be adduced as an 
example, for the double augment is met with also not only in 
Mk. 8 25 (&nwa&rq) but often elsewhere outside the NT in the 
case of this verb (WinerPJ $ 12, 7). But compare, for example 
how Mt. 27 12, in the heiring before Pilate, and Lk. 23 g (wh; 
Kere has no parallel), in the hearing before Herod, uses the 
middle aorist-met with in Mk. 1461 in the hearing before the 
Synedrium hut very rarely elsewhere in the NT-‘he answered 
nothing ’ (0;82u & m K p h a T o )  though immediately afterwards 
(Mt. 27 14) we have the passi;e ( [ O ~ I C ]  &m~p&‘q) ,  Mk. also in the 
parallel passage (15 5) having this form ; or the ‘Lord, Lord ’ 
(Ku’pLa ru’prf) in the vocative of Lk. 6 46, retained from Mt. 7 21 
(OI. his source), though in Lk.’s modified form of the sentence 
why call ye me’ (ri 61 W E  K a i C r c )  only the accusative ( K ~ ~ L O U )  

would be appropriate. In one pair of parallels (Mt. 2661 = Mk. 
1458) the words of Jesus are reported as being to the effect that 
lie would build the (new) temple ‘in the course of three days 
( h h  7pii)v IjpepGu); in another (Mt. 274o=Mk. 1629) ‘in three 
days’ (& T ~ L U ~ V  $&ais or T ~ L U ~  +pars). Mk. 11 15 (cleans- 
ing the temple) coincides in the first half word for word with 
Lk 1945, in the second almost word for word with Mt. 21 12. 
Further examples are Liven abundantly in Hawkins, Nora 
Synojfica, 42-52 (‘gg), or Wilke, Der Urmungelist, 433-505 (‘33). 
How far this agreement goes, in the discourses of Jesns, can be 
observed, for example, in Mt. 3gf:=Lk. 3 8 3 ;  Mt. 624=Lk. 
1613- Mt 7357=Lk,641Jf : l lg .  Mt.8zo=Lk.958. Mt.937= 
Lk 162. Mt.1146= Lk.7zzf .  M t . l l z 1 - ~ ~ u 2 5 f :  aLk.101g- 
15 ~ I X :  Mt. 12413=Lk. 11 3 1 2  ;I or, for instances of coinci- 
dence between all three evangelists Mt. 23 6 7u=Mk. 12 386 39= 
Lk.1143 2046; Mt.241g=Mk.13:7=Lk.21z3; M t . 2 4 3 4 3 =  
Mk.133oJf:=Lk.213zf: Between Mt. and Mk. this close 
agreement is met with elsewhere mainly in the OT quotations 
(e.$., Mt.1583 4=Mk.76f: IO, Mt.19+6=Mk.106-9) and in 
thenarrativeofthePassion(eg Mt. 26243032=Mk.l4zr 2628). 
of agreement between Mk. an$ Lk. Mk. Iz4f:=Lk. 434f: ma; 
he taken as examples. Instances of deliberate divergence in the 
midst of the closest verbal agreement can he pointed t o  in Lk. 
11 20 (cast out devils) as against Mt. 12 28, or in Lk. 11 1.3 (to 
give good gifts) as against Mt. 7 II (8 120 c). The artificiality 
and improbability which are seen t o  be necessarily inherent in 
the hvnothesis under discussion as soon as one tries to annlv it 
in dej&l come very clearly t o  light in Arthur Wrighcs‘ ?h 
ComPosijion of the Four GospeZs (‘go), A Synopsis of the 
Gosjels in Greek (‘96), The Gospelaccording t o  St. Luke (1900). 
Veit, the most recent German advocate of the hypothesis (Die 

1 Consult further, Wernle, Die Sylropfisclte F m p ,  81 (‘99). 
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Synoptischen Parallelen, ’97) has even found himself driven to 
the assumption that Jesus cbmmunicated his teaching t o  his 
disciples catechetically, in the form of continually repeated 
questionand answer, as was the custom with the Rahhis. 

(6) To many this hypothesis commends itself as an 
asyZum orthodoxia?. I t  dispenses with the necessity of 
assuming that  original documents from which our 
gospels had  been drawn-writings of eye-witnesses- 
have perished;  also with the necessity of supposing 
that  evangelists had deliberately-in other words, with 
tendency-altered the written text of their predecessors 
that  lay before them. But such advantages a r e  only 
apparent ,  not rea l ;  the variations a re  present, a n d  
they do  not admit of explanation as due  to mere 
accident. 

( 6 )  Nevertheless, inadequate though the  unaidcd 
hypothesis be as a complete explanation of the pheno- 
mena  displayed by our present gospels-and of course 
we have been here dealing with it in its purity and as 
unassisted by any  other assumption- it is a t  the same 
time equally certain that  it contains a n  essential element 
of truth. Unquestionably the  formation of a gospel 
narrative was oral in its beginning. T h e  opposite 
theory that  a creative writer freely composed the entire 
material without any  previous oral currency (Rruuo 
Bauer, Volkmar) may be regarded as n o  longer in the 
field. Rut, further, the propagation of the gospel 
story by oral tradition continued to b e  carried on for 
a considerable time even after the  first written docu- 
ments had taken shape, a n d  thus was capable of 
exerting a n  influence even upon gospels of a com- 
paratively late date (I 1196, end). 

T h e  next hypothesis to  rely upon very simple means 
is tha t  the  evangelist who wrote second in order made  
116. Borrowing use of the work of the  first, and  the 

third used the work of one or  both of 
his predecessors. To grasp this hypo- hypothesis. 

thesis in its purity we must put aside all idea of a n y  
other written sources than the canonical, and  must 
keep out  of account as far a s  possible the idea of any  
oral  sources. 

Of the six imaginable orders, two-viz., Lk., Mt. Mk., and 
Lk Mk Mt.-have loiig been abandoned. A [hird-Mt., 
Lk” Mk.’Lmay also he regarded as no longer in the field. I t  
rekid specially on the observation that Mk. often makes use of 
two expressions for the same thing, for which in the parallel 
passages only one is found in Mt. and the other in Lk. But 
this phenomenon admits equally well of another possible ex- 
planation-that the diffuseness observable in Mk. ($ 4) gave 
Mt. and 41.. opportunity for condensation.3 (Cp Hawkins 
110-113, also IW-105 ; Wernle, 23f: 151-154 ; Woods in Stud: 
Bi61. at  &des. 2 66x). 

Three  orders still continue to  b e  seriously argued 
f o r :  Mt.  Mk. Lk. ; Mk. Mt. Lk. ; Mk. Lk. Mt. In 
spite of the  fact that  every assertion, n o  matter how 
evident, as to  the priority of one evangelist and  the 
posteriority of another in any given passage will be 
found to  have been turned the other way round by 
quite a number of scholars of r e p ~ t e , ~  we nevertheless 
hope to  gain a large measure of assent for the following 
propositions :- 

1 At the same time even when these are assumed as sub- 
sidiary to the hypotheks, the remarks we have to make will 
still apply of course at all points where borrowing as between 
the three evangelists comes into the question. 

2 The hypothesis of Griesbach,-also called the combination- 
hypothesis, hut not happily, for evidently Mk. or Lk., if either 
had been the third to write, could also have combined the data 
sn plied by his two predecessors. f In the passage most frequently cited (Mk. 132) it was even 
necessary, after ‘ at even,’ to add, ‘ when the sun did set ’ for 
according to Mk. it was the Sabbath day and before sun;et it 
would have been unlawful to bring any sick. Yet Lk. (440) 
could omit the first of the two clauses without loss, and Mt. 
(8 I6), as with him the events did not occur on the Sabbath, 
could drop the second. 

4 Probably the most conspicuous example in point here is 
‘the carpenter’ (6 T ~ K T W V )  of Mk. 6 3 as against ‘ the carpenter’s 
SOU’ (6 TOG T ~ K T O U O F  vi&) of Mt. 13 55, or ‘son of Joseph’ (vibs 
‘Tau$+) of Lk. 422. On the one side it is held that Mt. and 
Lk. are here secondary, because they shrink from calling Jesus 
an artizan ; on the other, the secondary place is given to Mk. 
because he shrinks from calling Jesus the son of Joseph. 
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stylistic changes he  makes while retaining individual 
words. Let  a single example suffice. 

( a )  A very strong argument for the priority of Mk. 
is the fact that, with the exception of some thirty 
verses, his entire material reappears both in Mt. and  in 
Lk., or a t  least in one or other of them, and  that  too- 
what is even more important- in both, or a t  least in one, 
in the same order as in Mk. T h e  absence of the thirty 
verses admits of a satisfactory explanation ( 5  118, n . ) ,  
whilst on the other hand the absence from Mk. of so 
much matter contained in Mt. and Lk. would be un- 
accountable. For  details as to this, and  especially also 
for the explanation of the marked divergencies in the 
order of Mt. 8-12, we refer the reader to Woods ,  63-78 
and  Wernle, 127-130. 

For oneexample, see 5 IzSg: -Mt .  1334/1: (speaking 
in parables) comes before Mt. 1344-52 (treasure, pearls, 
etc. ) instead of after it. 

In $ 15 above 
this section of. Mk. is derived from a s:parate tradition ‘ whicd 
he did not wish to include in his gospel. Reasons for the omis- 
sion in Lk. are in fact conceivable ; for example, the discussion 
of the ceremonial law in 7 1-23 (washing, corhan etc.), it may 
have been thought, had little interest for Gedtile Christian 
readers, or in the narrative of the Canaaiiitish woman Jesus 
may have seemed too Jewish ; in other sections the omission 
is less easily explained. Others have accordingly conjectured 
that in the copy of Mk. which lay before Lk., 6 45-8 26 were 
accidentally wanting. This suggestion cannot be set aside by 
showing that in Lk. 11 38 (Jesus not first washed) 12 I (beware of 
leaven) we have echoes of Mk. 7 2 (disciples’ unwashed hands) 
8 15 (beware of leaven) for Lk. may have derived these from 
other sources. The mbst important point is that a t  Lk.918 
(Whom do the multitude- say that I am?), where after omission 
of Mk.645-Sz6, Lk. again begins to follow Mk., he gives an 
introduction which embodies distinct reminiscences of the 
beginning of the portion omitted, 6 45-47 (praying alone, et:. : 
K a i ,  a h h ,  1rpoueux6peuou, r a d  pivar). If, therefore, the section 
of Mk. was wanting in Lk.’s copy, that COPY must at least have 
contained Mk.‘s three first verses or the single words just cited 
must at least have been still legiblk in it. Through the immediate 
sequence of Peter’s confession (Mk. 8 27-30’Lk. 9 18-21) on the 
feeding of the five thousand (Mk. 63~-44=Lk. 9 10’17) it has 
also come ahout that Lk. transfen the scene of the confession 
to the locality of the feeding, that is, to Bethsaida (so accord- 
ing to I,k. 9 TO ; somewhat otherwise, Mk. 6 45), instead of placing 
it a t  Caesarea Philippi (Mk. 8 27 ; cp # 135). 

(6) Mt. is secondary to Mk. 

To  Mk. 645-826 there is no parallel in Lk. 

% ,  

In Mt. 14 5 Herod wishes to put the Baptist to death, and is 
restrained only by fear of the people. 111 Mk. 6 19 f on the 
contrary, it is Herodias who wishes t i e  death of Joh& whilst 
Herod hears him gladly. With this it agrees that in Mk. 6 26 
Herod,is sorry because he is bound by his oath to order the 
execution. But the same sorrow is ascribed to him also in 
Mt. 149. In Mk. 6zg the Baptist is buried by his disciples; 
in Mk. 6 30 the disciples of Jesus return from their missionary 
journey and report the miracles they have wrought. The 
connection of the two verses is quite casual the account of the 
Baptist’s end being episodical. But in ’Mt. 14 12 it is the 
disciples of John who not only bury their master but also bring 
their report to Jesus-the report, namely, of this burial. The 
report by the disciples of Jesus of their own return would, in 
fact, come in too late here, as they were sent ont as early a s  
1 0 5  and their presence with Jesus again has been already 
presupposed in 12 I ; hut in 14 12 Mt. would not have had the 
least occasion to mention a report by the disciples of John to 
Jesus had it not been that the report of Jesus’ own disciples 
had been mentioned in Mk. 630. In Mk.10173 the 
answer of Jesus to thequestion, ‘Good Master what shall I do 
that I may inherit eternal life?’ is ‘Why ca1les)t thou me good? 
None i; good, save God only.’ In  Mt. 19 16f: the question 
Inns : Master, what good thing shall I do that I ma>; have 
eternal life?’ and the first part of the answer correspqnds : Why 
askest thou me concerning that which is good? Very in- 
appropriate then is the second part : ‘ One (masc.) there is 
who is the iood (d L aBds).’ Had not Mt. here had before him 
such a text as that orMk. and Lk. he would certainly, following 
his own line of thought, have proceeded ‘one (neut.) is the 
qood (6 &yaBiu) all the more because the immediate con- 
tinuation also (vv.’1?.19), the exhortation to keep the command- 
ments, would have suited so admirably. The question of 
Mt. 193  contains the words ‘for every cause’ (Kad Tiluau 
a l d a u )  merely because Mt. wishes to introduce ‘fornication ’ 
(rropvsia) as an exception (u. 9). But in this form the question 
would have had no ‘temptation’ in it, for an authority so 
great as Rahhi Schammai had already laid down restrictions on 
the freedom of divorce. On the ‘ were amazed ’ ( ;&rav . ro )  
of Mt. 1223 as coming from the ‘is beside himself’ (;&urn) of 
Mk. 3 21 see $ 8, middle, and ACTS, $ 1 7  i. On the first journey 
of Jesus’into foreign parts, see $ 112 a ,  n.; cp further $ 137 a ,  
5 14oa  6, and I 145 e h;  also Wernle, 130.178. 

( 6 )  Lk.’s secondary character in relation to Mk. is 
shown with extraordinary frequency, especially in the 
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According to Mk.219 ‘the iusts of other things’ enter intq 
the man and choke the word of God. This ‘entering in 
(slunop~v+evai) does not suit the figure for the explanation of 
which it is used-the figure, namely, of thorns choking the 

ood seed. Lk. (8 14) accordingly avoids the expression 
‘entering in,’ yet does not fail to bring in the word (‘going ’ 
~ O ~ S U ~ ~ F V O L ) ,  using it now, however, of men who in their walL 
(RV ‘as they go on their way’) are choked by cares and 
riches and lusts as if by thorns. The participle had in fact laid 
such hold on his memory as he read his model, that it came a t  
once to his pen though in a new connection. Many other 
examples will be found in Wernle, 3-40 ; Krenkel, /osejhrs U .  
Lucas,  35-49 (‘94). . One can also make use of the collections 
in Hawkins, 53-61, though he himself prefers to infer from 
them ‘oral. transmission.‘ But in order to furnish also from 
Lk. an instance of a materially important and clearly intended 
if not quite deliberate distortion of an expression in his sourc; 
into a very different rheaning, as has already been done in the 
case of Mt. (19 16f: 12 23 ; see above, b), and will be done in 
that of Mk. ( 3 2 8 3 ,  see below, a‘), we point to his procedurq. 
with the word ‘Galilee’ (Lk. 246 ‘when he was yet in Galilee 
as compared with Mk. 16 7 ‘goeth before you into Galilee’; 
Mt. 28 7 ; see $ g, beginning). 

(d) While the preceding paragraphs seem t o  speak 
for the order Mk. Mt. Lk. (or Mk. Lk. Mt . )  we must 
nevertheless go on also to say that Mk. is secondary t o  
Mt. O n  M k . 7 q a  (children first), 1 3 2 4  ( ‘ i n  those 
days after that  tribulation ’), 9 I (some not taste of 
death) ,  see above, 5 113. 

In  the parable of the wicked husbandmen Mk. mentions, on 
each occasion only one messenger as having been seut, hut 
finally, 12 5,  in’a quite unnecessary and even disturbing manner 
says that there were yet many others (in agreement with 
Mt. 21 35). Mt. says (12 32) that blasphemy against the 
son of man shall be forgiven and only that against the Holy 
Spirit shall not be forgiven,’and, immediately before (v. 31) 
that every sin and blasphemy shall he forgiven to men, hut th; 
blasphemy against the Spirit shall not be forgiven. In place of 
these two sentences Mk. has only one (3 n 8 3 )  ; all their sins 
shall be forgiven unto the sons of men, and their blasphemies ; 
only not those against the Holy Spirit. Thus he has retained 
the word ‘Son of Man,’ but made it plural and thereby set 
aside the sense which seemed offensive from the point of view 
of a worshipper of Jesus, viz., that blasphemy against Jesus 
can be forgiven.1 Cp, further, the examples in $ 119. 

If what has just been advanced is correct, it shows 
that  the borrowing-hypothesis, unless with the assistance 
of other assumptions, is unworkable, if only for the 

1 The attempt has often been made to invert the relationship 
of the two passages and make out that Mt. 12  31 is taken from 
Mk. 3 2 8 f  and that Mt. 12 32 says the same thing and comes 
from Lk.’iZIo or rather from Lk.’s source. I t  is. argued 
that the Arankc expression ‘Son of Man’ meaning any 
man whatever, as in Ps. 8 5,  is rendered h t h  justice ad 
smwm in Mk. by the plural, but in Lk;‘s source was 
erroneously applied to Jesus. But since Son of Man 
is the only, or almost the only, Aramaic expression for the 
idea ‘man,’ it is impossible that the first writers of Greek in 
primitive Christendom should not have had occasion, a thousand 
times over, to render it by ‘man‘ (&9pw~oc). All the more 
inconceivable is it that precisely here they should have under- 
stood Jesus alone to be meant by it, if such an interpretation 
had not been absolutely certain. In  their worship of Jesus it 
must have appeared to them in itself the greatest possible 
blasphemy to say that blasphemy against Jesus could he 
forgiven ($ 131). It is precisely Mk. who has allowed himself 
to he influenced by this consideration. H e  alone it is, further 
who in 3 30 adds the remark that the reason why Jesus spoke .f 
blasphemy against the Holy Spirit was because they had spoken 
of himself as possessed by an unclean spirit (322). But the 
accusation in 3 22 is not, as Mk. makes it appear, a blasphemy 
against the Holy Spirit, hut rather a blasphemy against the 
person of Jesus. Thus the saying to the effect that one 
blasphemy can be forgiven, another not, does not at all fit 
the context in the form it receives in Mk., and 330  is only an 
unsuccessful attempt on the part of Mk. to justify his addition. 
Mk. in so doing presupposes that Jesus had identified himself 
with the Holy Spirit. But the opposite view, that of Mt. and 
Lk., that he distinguished between himself and the Holy Spirit 
can have come only from Jesus himself. Moreover, it is to he 
observed that in Lk. this .saying of Jesus stands in quite a 
different place 0 2  IO) from that of the accusation (11 15, by 
Beelzebub, etc.), which according to Mk. (3 22 .3~)  and Mt. 
(12 24-32) furnished the occasion for it. Now, precisely here 
(1118b-2023) Lk. is drawing from the same source as Mt. 
( 1 2 2 7 3  30). In that common source, therefore, the two por- 
tions referred to were not yet in connection with each other 
for in that case Lk. would certainly not have separated the; 
here. We can attach all the less importance to their connection 
in Mk. if even their connection in Mt., though so much more 
puitahle, is not original. 
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reason that it is compelled in one and the same breath 
to say contrary things as to the relative priority of Mt. 
and Mk. Nevertheless it is impossible to doubt that 
the evangelists did borrow from one another ; the only 
question is whether here it is only our present gospels, 
.or not also other written sources, that have been made  
use of. For this reason we have hitherto refrained 
from expressing omselves t o  the effect that Mt. (or Lk .  ) 
was dependent on Mk. (or vice versa), contenting 
ourselves with saying that  the one was secondury to the 
other ; we are  thus led to consideration of the hypothesis 
of a written source or  sources. 

( e )  Before passing from the borrowing-hypothesis, 
however, it will be well to illustrate by a definite 
example the various linguistic changes to which refer- 
ence has been made in the preceding paragraphs (a to 
d). W e  select for this purpose the parable of the 
Sower and the interpretation it receives. T h e  circum- 
stantiality and  diffuseness of Mk. appear in 4 1  ( the  
thrice repeated ‘ sea ’ [Bbhauua], and  the pleonasm ‘ by 
the  sea, on the land’) ,  in 42 ( ‘ h e  taught them , . . 
and  said unto them in his teaching’) ,  45,f (the repeated 
‘ a n d ’    ail-four times-and ‘ because it had not ’- 
twice), 47  ( ‘ a n d  it yielded no fruit’),  418 ( ‘o thers  a re  
they that  are sown among thorns ; these a re  they that  
.. . . ’)  ; an  infelicitous manner of expression is in u. 15 
‘ these are they where.’ I t  is Lk.  who has done most t o  
smooth  MIL and  turn it into idiomatic Greek. 

For Mk.’s paratactic sentences Lk. substitutes participial 
constructions (Lk. 86-8=Mk. 46-8) or a gen. abs. (Lk. 8+=Mk. 
4 I) ;  also he substitutes better Greek words (Lk. 88 a a&+, 
dKaTovrarhauiova instead of Mk. 48 Kahriv, ;v dxardv’ Lt .  8 IZ 
816.@ohoc foruaTavis of Mk. 415; Lk. S13a Sdpmac’for hap- 
p9Lvouuiv of Mk. 4 16 ; Lk. 8 136 &#Lumvra‘ for u~av6ahi<ovra~ of 
Mk. 4 17 ; Lk. 8 14 OB d t su+opohv  for Brapros ivsmr of Mk. 
419; Lk. 8 15 rapsla Kbhi) Kai &yaw is additionat. In Lk. 8 14 
he drops the Hebraism [cares] ‘ of the world ’ (708 a l h o s )  ; he 
uses prepositional phrases in Lk.84 ‘of every city’ (0; KaTh 
rdhw) and ‘by a parable ’ (6rd rapa,9oA<s), and in Lk. S 13 
inserts the relative clause ‘which, when they have heard 
‘(ai &av . . .) immediately after the antecedent ‘Those upon 
the rock’(oi 61 ;r> + r& 4”) instead of at the end of its 
sentence as in Mk. 4 16. Ll!. s dependence upon Mk. is shown 
by the ‘good ground’  KOA^ yij) of Lk.Srg=Mk. 420 notwith- 
standing the substitution of a different adjective (iya&j) in Lk. 
88=Mk.48(~ah+), similarlybyhis ‘into’(&s)=,Mk.47 (418 ‘on 
to,‘ ;mi), and his ‘are choked’(uuprviyovrai) in Lk. 814=Mk. 
4 r g  ‘choke ’ (uvvrviyouuw) in spite of the ‘amid (2” pduo) for 
Mk.’s ‘into’ (&)and substitution of a different verb for ‘choke’ 
(&adm&xv for Mk.’s uvvdrrrv&av) in Lk. 87=Mk. 47. In  v. 126 
Lk. reverts to the construction of Mk. (4156) which -he had 
avoided in ~ z a  (=Mk. 4 1 5 ~ ) .  He is not felicitous in his sub- 
stitution of ‘rock’ (86) for ‘ stony ground’(Mk. 45), for on the 
hare rock nothing can grow a t  all. 

Mt. (13 1-23) also smooths and Graecizes. 
Mt. (v. 2)omits the second ‘sea’ (Odhauua) of Mk.41 and ‘1 

lace of the third adopts a turn of expression with ‘beach P alyrahds). In 71. 6 he makes use of the gen. abs. in v. 21 
substitutes other connectives (66 for Kal and for d a ) .  The 
Hebraistic ‘make fruit’ (mprrbvroae;v‘ cp Gen. 111) he alters to 
‘give fruit ’ ( K a p r r b v  6i66vaL). At the iame time Mt. 13 23 shows 
his dependence on Mk. by retaining ‘make ’ ( a a ~ r i v )  alongside 
of ‘produce fruit’, (Kapro+op&) and in 1322 (just as Lk. 
874) two of Mk. s turns of expression (ELF of Mk. 47 and 
ovprviysrv as in Mk. 4 7 19) or in ZI. 26 the sing. crowd ’ (i;,yhps, 
cp Mk. 4 I ) ,  although immediately before he has used his favourite 
form ‘crowds ’ (6  hoc). That Jesus was sitting Mt. has already 
pi-esupposed (u. 3, and he has therefore to repeat the expres- 
sion in ZI. 2 from Mk. 4 T after Jesus has entered the boat. In 
v. rg Mt. has an infelicitous alteration to the effect that by the 
first sowing are intended those who do not understand the word, 
whereas we should think rather of those who easily allow them- 
selves to be again robbed of it. 

Though,  from what has  been said, Mk. appears to 
have lain before both Mt. and  Lk. it is not possible 
to assign to him the priority a t  all points. 

behold’ in 43 is superfluous and 
disturbing; in 45 Mk. (and with him Mt.135) introduces an 
amplification of the description which has the effect of prepar- 
inc for the explanation of the parable ; it  is absent in Lk. (86). 
The OT expression ‘birds of the heaven’ which all three 
evangelists give in the parable of the mustard seed (Mk. 4 32 
Mt. 13 32 Lk. 13 rg) h.a in  the present case been preserved only 
by Lk. (8 5) as also the ‘make fruit’ ( r o t &  r a p r d v )  of 88. 
(f) On the relation of dependence as between Mt. 

a n d  Lk. see § 127. If the contention a t  the close of 
5 120 is correct, the borrowing-hypothesis when taken 

Mk.’s ‘ hearken’ before 
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without regard to the limitations demanded by Simons 
(5 1276) leads to insuperable contradictions here also as 
in the question of the interdependence of Mk. and  Mt. 

T h e  hypothesis-especially associated with the name 
of Eichhorn (from 1794)-of one Aramaic gospel, in 
117. The which Lessing as far back as 1778 con- 
original jg tu ra l ly  recognised the ‘Gospel of the 

ebrews,’ is in many  points open to the 
written same ob‘ections as that of an  oral original, 

only with the difference that it explains the 
agreements in our gospels better, their divergences in 
the same proportion worse. Even the fnrther assump- 
tion of various translations into Greek with addition of 
new material a t  each translation is far from supplying 
the needed explanation of the divergences, for it is not 
by any means the literary form alone that  differs ; the 
matter also, even the representation of the same matter, 
varies widely. T h e  same thing has to be  said of the 
hypothesis recently put forth anew by Resch (Die Lugia 
Jesu, ’98),  who has even sought to restore to their 
presumed original Hebrew (not Aramaic) form the 
sayings of Jesus, along with a great number of narra- 
tives, including a history of the passion, the resurrec- 
tion, and the ascension of Jesus (thus even going beyond 
B. Weiss, see 5 126 c, end) ,  and moreover maintains that 
this original gospel was already known to Paul. T h e  
hypothesis of a n  original written gospel contains a 
kernel of truth, only in so far as it is certainly undeni- 
able that some one writer must have gone before the 
others in committing to writing the gospel tradition. 
But the fact of his having been first did not by any 
means necessarily secure for him exclusive, or  even 
preponderating, influence over those who came after 
him ; his production may have been promptly followed 
by equally important writings from other pens. 

A special form of the hypothesis of an original written gospel 
is that set forth above in 5s 3-14 according to which the 
Triple Tradition was written ‘in very’curt and often ambiguous 
form, somewhat after the manner of a discussion on the Mishna 
or of a modern telegram, and was variously expanded and 
supplemented by the several evangelists. 

T h e  agreement of Mt. and  Lk. against Mk., if the two 
former were not acquainted with each other, leads to 
lis. Original the hypothesis that  each of theip had 

before him a Mk. in one and the same 
form though different from that which 

we now possess ; this was used both by Mt. and  Lk. 
whilst the canonical Mk. diverges from it. T h e  superior 
a g e  of the form of Mk. postulated by this hypothesis 
would gain in probability if the canonical Mk. were found 
to be secondary to Mt. and  Lk. (see S§ 116d ,  e ,  119 ; 
for the other view see 5 3, and ,  with reference t o  it, 
what is said in Hawkins (HOT. Syn. App. B) 
reckons some 240 instances of agreement of Mt. and  
1,k. against Mk. Each individual case may be  unim- 
portant  and  might in other circumstances admit of the 
explanation that Lk: of his own proper motion chose 
the same alteration of the canonical text of Mk. a s  Mt. 
had ; but their large number forbids such an  explanation 
here. 

AS for the extent of the original Mk. now conjectured, 
the difficulty with which the hypothesis can be made t o  
work is increased if with Beyschlag we suppose it to 
have been nearly equal t o  the canonical Mk. ; in 
particular, it then becomes difficult to understand why 
a new book differing so little from the old should have 
been produced a t  all. If, again,  the original book is 
held (so Holtzmann) to have been longer than the 
canonical MIL it becomes possible to assign to it a con- 
siderable number of paragraphs (now preserved to us 
only in Aft. and Lk.) not so easily explained a s  derived 
from Mt.’s and  Lk.’s  other sources (I 122). If finally 
we think of the original Mk. (so Weizsacker) as 
shorter, then the additions of canonical Mk. that  
can be pointeci‘ to are merely the verses (some thirty 
or so) peculiar to him, together with such individual 
expressions as have no parallels either in Mt. or  in Lk. 
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’Ehese individual expressions a re  partly for the  sake of 
more  graphic description (1 7 bowing down, d+as ; 14 3 
‘ she brake the cruse’ ; see also 141  23f: 1023f: 
1 5 4 3  ; a n d  the  like), partly they give greater precision b y  
giving names (2 14 3 17 10  46 15 21 40 16 I )  o r  numbers 
( 5 1 3  6 3 7  145 ; cp on the  whole of this head  Hawkins, 
93-103; Wernle,  45-47, zIjf:). They d o  not give 
one  the impression, however, of being interpolations 
of later da te  than  the rest of the  work, a n d  they can  
more  easily be supposed t o  have been dropped b y  the  
writers who came after Mk. as hardly interesting enough 
(Wernle,  23J, 157J) or fitted t o  cause offence (so for 
example 6 4  3zof:-that Jesus had no honour among 
his own kin a n d  in his own house, and that they even 
said, ‘He  is beside himself,’ see 5 131). T h e  entire 
verses, or narratives, on the other hand, which are 
peculiar t o  Mk. a r e  much too inconsiderable to  m a k e  
i t  likely that  a new book should have been judged 
necessary for their incorporation ; here too their 
omission b y  Mt. a n d  Lk. admits of some explanation- 
or it is possible to find traces of them in Mt. a n d  Lk.’ 

If the original Mk. is conceived of as having been 
materially shorter than  the  canonical Mk.,  the point 
a t  which this comes into consideration is  when the  
origin of the latter rather than  when that  of Mt.  
a n d  Lk. is being discussed, for we have no means  
of determining with precision the  extent of the  sup- 
posed original Mk. Particularly unpromising of a n y  
useful result must be a n y  attempt (such as that  
made, for example, b y  Scholten) to construct a n  ori- 
ginal Mk. that  shall be devoid of miracle. If 
Jesus did anything that  seemed to men wonderful it 
would naturally b e  reported a s  in the fullest sense 
miraculous on the  very d a y  on which it occurred. In 
Acts 207-12  the  eye-witness-that h e  was an eye-witness 
is not doubted-relates that  Eutychus was taken up 
dead, though h e  also knows a n d  tells us that Paul  had 
said the young man’s life was still in him. 

If Lk.  was acquainted with Mt., o r  Mt. with Lk.,  
the need for Dostulatine an  orieiual Mk. which has 

I - 
119. Secondary been spoken of in the preceding 

section seems to disappear ; a n d  in 
canonical Mk. point of fact Holtzmann when he ac- 

ceDted Lk.‘s acouaintance with Mt. 

character of 

(Juhr66. PT, ‘78, j&.; Theol. Lt.->f., ’78, 553) seemed 
for a time to  abandon the  hypothesis of an original Mk. 

(u) T h e  hypothesis nevertheless continues t o  b e  re- 
commended b y  a number of secondary traits in canonical 
Mk. which d o  not indeed, like those mentioned i n  
5 116d, prove dependence of Mk. on Mt. or on Lk. 
but  still render it inconceivable that  the canonical Mk. 
could have been the  work which served Mt. or Lk. a s  
a source. Of course there come into consideration here 
those places also in which Mt. and Lk. show n o  agree- 
ment against Mk. 

To this category belong such additions as ‘made with hands 
( p p o r o $ T o s )  and made without hands ’ ( & x e t p o r o ~ q ~ o s )  (Mk. 
14 58 II Mt. 26 61. not in Lk.), as  also the sense-disturbing 
parenthesis (Md. 9 IZ II Mt. 17 11 ; not in Lk ) ‘And how is it 
written . . . set at nought?’ (.a1 riis yiipbrrar . . . $ou. 
tkuotJlj), the remark, based on Roman Law (Mk. 10 12 after v. I I  
=Mt. 19 g ; Lk. omit), that the woman also can put away her 
husband, and (1 z I1 Mt. 3 3 Lk. 3 4)  the quotation from Malachi 
wrongly attribnted to Isaiah. Conversely in 14 62 the ‘hence- 
forth’ (&’ BPTL), which Mt. (26 64) has, is omitted. ’/ 27a 
(children first) ; 9 I (some standing by). 13 24 (in those days 
after that tribulation, see 5 1 ~ 3 )  have’ been recast; and in 
1462 ’I ani’ (Gyh S~PL)  is an elucidation of the obscure ‘thou 
sayest ’ (ub € h a s )  of Mt. 2664. In 4 2 1 3  the sayings about 
the lamp and about the hidden thing which must he brought 
to light are, by the introduction of ‘in order that’ ( Iva),  
adapted to the object for which they are here intended,- 
namely, to say that if one ha~oens  to have found out the .. 

1 Mk. 426-29 (stages of growth) finds its parallel in Mt. 
1324-30 (tares) (see 5 1286) Mk. 731.37 (deaf and dumb) in 
Mt. 15 29-31 (multitudes dislased), Mk. IO24 (answereth a&in 
and saith . . . how hard) in Mt. 1924 (and again I say . . , 
easier for camel) . the ‘ &re amazed ’ (d&uravra) of Mt. 12 23 
arises from the ‘ i; beside himself’ (Ztiq) of Mk. 321 (see 5 8 
middle, and ACTS, I 17 23, the touching of the eyes of the blind 
(Mt. 20 34 D 29) from Mk. 8 23 (spat on his eyes, etc.). 
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meaning of any parable he is not to keep his discovery a 
secret. but this application of the two sayings is certainly 
not tde original one (see, 5 134). In Mk. 316, when the 
statement that Jesus appointed the twelve is repeated, the 
designation of Simon as the first apostle is omitted, only his 
heing surnamed Peter is mentioned. In 1042 the expression 
‘they which are accounted to rule ’ (0;  BOKOCYTCS 2 p ~ e m ) -  
instead of the simple ‘rulers’ (ai d p p v r w )  of Mt. 2025-is a 
mitigating reflection of the same kind as is frequently met with 
also in Lk. (the closest parallel in Lk.818, ‘that which he 
thinketh he hath’). In Mk. 12 34 the statement that ‘no man 
after that durst ask him any question’ is introduced at a quite 
inappropriate point (namely immediately after the commenda- 
tion of the discreet scribe) ;’it is met with in its right place in 
Mt. 22 46 immediately after the discomfiture of the Pharisees by 
the telling answers of Jesus to their ‘tempting‘ questions. In 
Mk. 11 25,  we find ‘the father who is in heaven ’ (6 rarilp 6 i v  
T O T S  ohpa”&) the only instance in Mk. of an expression which 
is characterisiic in M t. Cp also 9 50 (5 3). 

(6) I t  is open to us, no doubt,  t o  try t o  account for 
these secondary passages b y  assuming that after the 
canonical Mk. had  been used by Mt. and Llc. i t  was  
altered b y  copyists. 

The additions in Mk. 14 58 (‘made with[out] hands ’) do not, in 
point of fact reappear in 1529 (‘railed a t  him, saying’); Mk. 
9 128 (‘how :s it written, etc.’) falls into place after 9 13 (‘Elijah 
is come ’) and perhaps was originally a marginal note on this 
verse by an early reader. 1 2 (quot. from Mal.) or even 1 ZJ 
(v. 7 from Is.) have often before now been thounht to have been 
;regxed at a later date-especially 1 2, since Gnly o. 3 comes 
from Isaiah while v. 2 on the contrar? comes from Mal. 3 I and 
moreover coincides oedatim, in spite of original Heh. and LXX, 
with Mt. 11 ro=Lk. 7 27 (5 4, n. I). Should we be prepared to go 
fnrther and agree to treat as the work of a later hand everything 
that could by any possibility be so explained we should regard 
also the end of Mk. 12 j (‘and many others,’beating some, and 
killinesome.’discussed in 6 116d). and the mention of the sistek 

_I I, ~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

of Je&s in 3’32 (against vv. 31, 33), as having been introduced by 
a n  old reader (3 32, in anticipation of v. 35 ‘whosoever shall dd, 
etc.); so also 112  (‘whereon no man ever yet sat‘) and even 
11 13 (‘for it was not the season of figs ; see 5,1376,p). ‘And 
fhe gospel’s’ in 8 35 1029 may also he an addition; the words 

On the other hand, after 
‘prophesy’ ( r p o + j ~ ~ v u o v )  in Mk. 1465,‘ the words which Mt. 
(2668) and Lk. (2264) agree in giving, who is he that smote 
thee,’ may have dropped out (5 3,  n. 2); sp perhaps also ‘to 
know’ ( y v i i v a ~ )  after ‘IS given’ in Mk. 4 TI ; I t  is $rind both i;! 
&It. (13 11) and in Lk. (E IO). 
( b d  B P T L ) ~  on the other hand, can have com’e into Mt. 2664 from 
divergent oral tradition, the existence of which alongside of 
written sources must always be taken into acconnt, especially 
when dealing with such important utterances of Jesus (5 115c). 

(c)  On the  other hand, there are m a n y  places to 
which this explanation (later alteration of canonical 
M k . )  does not  admit of being applied. 

727a (‘children first’) 9 1  (some standing by), 1324 (in those 
days after that tribulatiod), 421f: (lamp), 1042 (accounted to rille) 
are much too well conceived to allow of our resolving them into 
marginal glosses; so also Mk. 330 (‘because they said’) ($ 116d, 
n.) and the weakening bf the statement in 144 as compared with 
Mt. 268 (that ‘some but not ‘the disciples,’ complained of t h t  
waste of the ointmeht). That the cock crowed t y k e  a t  Peter’s 
denial of Jesus is stated not only in 1430 but also in vu. 68 am1 
72;  and even if the statement must be traced to a misunder- 
standing (as in 5 14) the misunderstanding must be imputed to 
the author not to a )glossator who would hardly be so very care- 
ful as to insert his note in three separate places. We should 
not be justified in setting down Mk. 948-50 (fire not quenched ; 
salted with fire ; salt is good) as a later addition simply because 
in this passage sayings are strung together without any inivard 
connection with each other ; for the same phenomenon can he 
observed elsewhere in the gospels (5 133~) .  
(d) I t  avails little t o  seek to find in Codex D a n d  the  

allied MSS an older text of Mk. as compared with 
which the  present Mk. h a s  been corrupted by tran- 
scribers. 

In the first place, D but rarely presents different readings in 
those places where &It. and Lk. offer a better text than canonical 
Mk. Moreover, when, for example, in Mk. 411 D has the ‘to 
know’ (yviivab), the absence of which was noted above, this may 
be due quite as well to insertion from Mt. or Lk., or even to anti- 
cipation of the ‘how shall ye know?’ (yv&ueufk) of 4 13. In D 
there are manifold traces of a very independent mind. Fo? this 
reason we cannot be perfectly confident that D’s reading In 16, 
‘ Jphn was clothed in a camel’s skin’ (Gpprv K U ~ + O V ) ,  is the 
original one, although the expression in cpnonical Mk. is di%; 
cult : ‘John was clothed with camel’s hair. 
may be a deliberate rectification of the text quite as wpll as that 
adopted in &It. 34, ‘he had his raiment of camel’s hair. For the 
same reason it would not he safe to lay stress on the fact that 
for Mk. 2 2 7 3  D has only these words : ‘Rut I say unto you, 
the Son of Man is Lord also of the Sabbath ’ or that Mk. 9 35 G 
(if any man would he first) is a1togetherahs;nt (cp 5 128 VI). 
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for my sake’ make it superfluous. 

Cp Hawkins 122. Henceforth 

The ‘camel’s skin 
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( a )  From the statement of Papias given above in 5 

65, Schleiermacher in 1832 first drew the inference 
120. The Logia !hat the apostle Matthew had made 
as a 8ource for in Aramaic a collection only of the 
Mt. and Lk. sayings of Jesus. Whether this is 

what Papias really meant is question- 
able, for undoubtedly he was acquainted with the 
canonical Mt. and had every occasion to express 
himself with regard to this hook as well as with regard 
to h4k. If he was speaking of Mt., then he was as 
much in error as to its original language as he was 
as to its author (see § 149); this, however, is con- 
ceivable enough. That by his logia Papias intended 
the whole gospel of Mt., although this contains not 
discourses merely but narratives as well, is not by any 
means impossible (see 65, n. 3). In Greek, logia, 
it is true, means only things said (Acts738, the angel 
which spake ; Rom. 32 ‘ oracles,’ etc. ) ; but if Papias 
took fhe word as a translation of Heb. dibhi-Z (3737)- 
which he may readily have done, on his assumption of 
a Semitic original-then for him it meant ‘events ’ in 
general.’ 

( b )  The actual state of the case in Mt. and Lk., how- 
ever, furnishes justification for the hypothesis to which 
scholars have been led by the words of Papias, even 
though perhaps only by a false interpretation of them. 
A great number, especially of the sayings of Jesus 
which are absent from Mk., are found in Mt. and Lk. 
in such a way that they must be assumed to have come 
from a common source. If these passages were found 
in absolute agreement in both gospels it would be 
possible to believe that Lk. had taken them over.from 
Mt., or Mt. from ‘Lk. ; but in addition to close general 
agreement the passages exhibit quite characteristic 
divergences. 

(c) In  point of fact the controverted question as to 
whether it is Mt. or Lk. who has preserved them in their 
more original form must be answered by saying that in 
many cases it is- the one, in many other cases the other. 

Secondary in Lk for exam le are : 12  4 as against Mt. 10 2s 
(benotafraidoftheA;whichkilfth;body) 1113asagainst Mt.711 
(prayer for the Holy Spirit), Lk. 1142 a i  against Mt. 2323 (the 
generalisation ‘every herb ’ 6 u  h6xauov) or 1144 the mis- 
understanding that the Pdarisees are like‘ se&lchris because 
they ‘appear not,’ and not because, as in Mt. 23 27J, they are 
outwardly beautiful but inwardly noisome. In  Lk. 627-36” 
Mt. 5 38-48 Lk. makes love of one’s enemy the chief considera- 
tion and introduces it accordinglyat the beginning inn. 17. H e  
betrays his dependence, however, by repeating it in er. 35 because 
in the parallel passage Mt. 544(or in Mt.’s source), it is met with 
in that position. Cp f&ther, B 127 a. On the other hand Lk.’s 
renresentation in 1326 (we did eat and drink) fits better with the 
Pwish  cpnditions in which Jesus lived thandoes Mt. 7 2 2  (Lord 

ord d d  we not prophesy?). In  Lk. 2021 the Hebraisti: 
expdssion ‘respect the person’ ( A ~ ~ , ~ ~ v E L v  r p 6 u w m u :  lit. ‘accept 
the face ’)is retained, whilst in Mk. 12 14=Mt. 22 16 the phraseis 
changed. On Lk. 8 6 (other fell on the rock) see 5 116 e end on 
1130 8 140 a. In  the Lord’s Prayer the text of Mt. w!;ere Lk. 
has &rallels is distinctly the more original ; on the other hand 
the clauses which are not found in Lk. may have been intrni 
duced afterwards (see 5 IS and the maxim in 8 145 c ; also 
LORD’S PRAYER). 

A similar conclusion-the existence of a source used 
in common by Mt. and Lk. but different from Mk.-is 
121. Doublets indicated by the doublets, that is to 
and theory of say the utterances which either Mt. or 

Lk., or both, give, in two separate two sources. places.2 
( a )  In the majority of cases it can be observed that 

in Mt. the one doublet has a parallel in Mk. and the 
other in Lk. In  these cases it is almost invariably found 
1 In  what follows, we use the word ‘logia’ (because it has 

become conventional) in both senses (‘sayings’ alone, and ‘say- 
ings and narratives’) throughout, even if the authors to whom 
we have occasion to refer, prefer another word. This is specially 
desirable when they simply say ‘the source,’ fnr we must allow 
for the possibility of several sources for the synoptic gospels. 

2 In Mk. there are only two passages that can be called 
doublets9gg (‘if any man would be first ’) and 1043f: (‘who. 
soever would become great ’) on which see $ 128 Lf] ; for 9 I 
(‘ there be some here’) and 1310 (‘gospel first preached’) can 
hardly be so classed. For doublets cp Hawkins 64.87, Wernle 
111-113 (in neither is the enumeration complete). 
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that in the parallel with Mk. not only the occasion but 
also the text is in agreement with Mk., and in the parallel 
with Lk. occasion and text are in agreement with Lk. 
Similarly, Lk., wherever there is a doublet, is found to  
agree in the one case with Mk. and in the other with Mt. 
If it must be conceded that in many cases the agreement 
of text is not very manifest, this is  easily accounted for 
by the consideration that the evangelist (Mt. or Lk.) 
in writing the text the second time would naturally 
recall the previous occasion on which it had been given1 
The passages, however, in which the observation made 
above holds good are many enough.$ To account for 
them without the theory of two sources would, even 
apart from these special agreements, be extraordinarily 
difficult,-indeed possible only where an epigrammatic 
saying fits not only the place assigned to it in what is 
assumed to be the one and only source, but also the 
other situation into which the evangelist without follow- 
ing any source will have placed it. 

In some places indeed this would seem to be what we must 
suppose to have actually happened, as we are unable to point to 
two different sources. So Lk.l411=1814(‘he whoexaltethhim- 
self shall be abased’) ; or the quotation from Hos. 66 (mercy not  
sacrifice) in Mt.9r3=127 (which, moreover ‘is not very ap- 
propriate in either case). It must be with dhiberate intention 
that the preaching with which, according to Mk. 115 (the time ; 
repent)=Mt.417, Jesus began his ministry is in Mt.32 already 
assigned to the Baptist ; or the binding and loosing ($ 136) to 
Peter. On the other hand, the answer ‘ I know you not’ which 
follows the invocation ‘Lord, Lord’ in Mt.1zzf: (many will 
say) and 25 I I ~ :  (five virgins) is associated with a different narra- 
tive in the two cases and cannot therefore, properly, he regarded 
as an independent doublet; so also with the threatening with 
fire (312=1330). 

But, in other cases, such a repetition of a saying, on 
the part of an evangelist, without authority for it in 
some source in each case, is all the more improbable 
because Lk. often, and frequently also Mt. (see, e.$., 
5 128 [f, g], or the omission of Mk. 8 38 =Lk. 9 26 after 
Mt. 1626 on account of Mt. 1033). avoids introducing for 
the second time a saying previously given, even when 
the parallel has it, and thus a doublet might have been 
expected as in the cases adduced at  the beginning of 
this section. 

Were this not so, we should expect that Lk., haring 
before him ex hypothesi the same sources as Mt., would 
in every case, or nearly every case, have‘had a doublet 
wherever Mt. had one ; and vice versa As a matter of 
fact only three or four sayings are doublets in Mt. as 
well as in Lk. ; on the other hand, although the 
derivation of a passage from the logia is not always free 
from doubt, we are entitled to reckon that Lk. has seven 
doublets peculiar to himself, and Mt. twiceas many. 

(6) W e  are led to the same inference-that two 
sources were employed-by those passages common to 
the three Gospels in which Mt. and Lk. have in common 
certain little insertions not to be found in Mk. ; as, for 
example, Mt. 186 , f  (millstone)=Lk. 171J as compared 
with Mk. 942, or Mt. 311 f: (baptize with water)=Lk. 
316f: as compared with Mk. 1 7 J ,  at the close of which 
passage both even have in common the words ‘ and with 
fire ’  KC^ r u p l ) .  Another very manifest transition from 
one source to another is seen in the parable of the mustard 
seed. This is given in the form of a narrative only in 
Lk. 1318f. ; in Mk. 430-32, on the other hand, in the 
form of a general statement. Now, Mt. 1331f: has in 

1 For example Lk. 11 33 (lamp under bushel) agrees much 
more closely with 8 16 (under bed) than with its proper parallel 
in Mt. 5 1 5 ;  but Lk. 816 agrees just as closely with its proper 
parallel in Mk.421 as it does with Lk.1133. Cp further, 
especially, Mk. e 35 (save life, lose it)=Mt.16 25=Lk. 9 24 from 
which the other two parallels, Mt. 1039=Lk. 17 33, are distin- 
guised in common only by the use of  ai instead of 66. 

2 Eg. M t . 1 3 1 ~  (whosoever hath)=Mk.425 (withLk.8186); 
Mt.2529(unto everyone thathath)=Lk.I926 orMt.lSg=Mk. 
1011. Mt. 532 (divorce)=Lk. 1618 or Mt.’193o=Mk. 1031 ; 
Mk. io16 (last. first)=Lk. 1310. or’ Mt. 2121=Mk. 11 21 : Mt. 
17 20 (faith‘as mustaid seed)=*Lk. 17 6 or Mt. 21 zz= Mkrll24 ; 
Mt. 7 7f: (ask) = Lk. 11 g or Lk.’8 17 = Mk. 4 22 ; Lk. 12 2 
(covered up revXaIed)=Mt.i026 or Lk.926=Mk.838; Lk.129 
(denieth, d;nied)=Mt. 1033, ortLk.923=Mk. 834=Mt. 1624; 
Lk. 1427 (bear cross)=Mt.-lO3B. 
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the one half narrative, in the other general state- 
ment. 

In short, the so-called theory of two sources,-that is 
of the employment by Mt. and Lk. of Mk. (or original 
Mk.) on the one hand, and of the logia on the other- 
ranks among those results of gospel criticism which 
have met with most general acceptance. 

If the original Mk. was more extensive than the 
canonical, possibly it contained things which, on 
122. of another assumption, Mt. and Lk. 

might he supposed to have taken 
materia' from from the logia. In particular has 

this been asserted of the centurion of logia* 
Capernaum (Mt. 85-13 = Lk. 71-10), of the detailed 
accoiint of the temptation (Mt. 41-11=Lk. 41-13), and 
also of the Baptist's message (Mt. 11 2-19 = Lk. 7 t8-35)' 
the logia being held to have been merely a collection of 
discourses. At present it is almost universally con- 
ceded that in any such collection the occasions of the 
discourses included must also have been stated in nar- 
rative form. This once granted, it is no longer possible 
to deny that, in certain circumstances, even narratives 
of some length may have been admitted, if only they 
led up to some definite utterance of Jesus. B. Weiss 
($5 125d, 126c), and, after him, Resch (I I I ~ ) ,  have 
even carried this thesis so far as to maintain that the 
logia formed a complete gospel with approximately as 
many narratives as discourses. 

A definite separation of the portions derived from the 
logia might be expected to result from linguistic investi- 
gation. B. Weiss has in point of fact sought with 
great care to determine the linguistic character of the 
logia ; hut his argument is exposed to an unavoidable 
source of error, namely this, that the vocabulary of the 
logia can be held to have been definitely determined 
only when we have already, conjecturally, assigned 
,certain definite passages to this source. In  so far as 
this provisional assignment has been at  fault, the 
resultant vocabulary will also have to be modified. 
Such a vocabnlary can never be accepted otherwise 
than conditionally-for this reason, besides the reasons 
indicated above, that it would be necessary first to de- 
termine whether it is Mt. or Lk. that has preserved the 
logia most faithfully. The task, moreover, is rendered 
,doubly difficult, by the fact that Mt. and Lk. by no 
means adopt their sources without modification ; they 
alter freely and follow their own manner of speaking 
instead of that of their source, or allow themselves to 
be influenced by Mk. even in pieces borrowed from the 
logia ; and vice versa. 

It is specially interesting to notice that Titius, a disciple of B. 
Weiss, expressly acknowledges the unprovahleness of his 
master's hypothesis as a wh$e. He calls it 'an equation with 
many unknown quantities. Nevertheless he thinks he can 
prove it 'quite irrefragably' if it he restricted to the discourses. 
This has theappearance of sounder method, for greater unanimity 
prevails as to the extent of the discourses which belonged to 
the logia (Wernle, 91 187). At the same time, even when this 
restriction has been made, the difficulties that hare been urged 
hold good, and all the more so since Titius at the outset assigns 
too large an extent to the logia and also, what is more serious, 
in his verbal statistics makes a number of assumptions of a kind 
that are quite usual but also quite unjustifiable. It was there- 
fore an exceedingly hold step when (amongst others) B. Weiss 
(Das Murcus-evangeliuw-z, 1872), Wendt (Die LehreJesr, First 
Part, 1886), Resch (Die L o ~ u ~ ~ s u ,  1898) and Blair (Ajostolic 
Gospel, 1896) printed the logia, or a source similar to them 
uerhatim. Hawkins (88-92) came to the conclusion that b; 
linguistic methods no trustworthy separation of the logia- 
portions could he made. 

(u) The divergences between Mt. and Lk. in the 
Dassages common to the two but not shared bv Mk. 

See further § 126 c. 

. -  
123. Special (I IZO a)  are often so great that it be- 

for Lk, comes a question whether both have 
been drawing. from one and the same u 

source. If it be assumed that they were, then one or 
other of them, or both, must have treated the source 
with a drastic freedom that does not accord well with the 
verbal fidelity to their source elsewhere shown by them 
(I 115a). I t  is the Ebionitic passages, chiefly, that 
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come into consideration ,here. According to § 110, 
Lk. derived them from some source. Now, this source 
must have had many matters in common with the 
logia ; e.g., pre-eminently, the beatitudes, as also Lk. 
6356 (lend, hoping for nothing again); 1141  ('give for 
alms') ; 1233  ('sell . . . and give alms'). In § 110 
it has further been shown to he probable that it was 
not Lk. himself who was enamoured of Ebionitic ideas. 
All the more must they already have found a place in 
the edition of the logia which he had before him. 

( b )  The hypothesis of a special source for Lk. must 
not, however, be stretched to the extent of assuming 
that everything Lk. has from the logia had come to 
him only in Ebionitic form. Much of his logia material 
is free from all Ebionitic tendency, yet it is not likely 
that the Ebionitic editor who often imported his ideas 
into the text so strongly would have left other passages 
wholly untouched. Slight traces of an Ebionitic colour- 
ing perhaps can be detected in Lk. 1433a ( I  whosoever 
renounceth not all'), 213 (bring in the poor) (cp 13 ; 
bid the poor), 6 36 ( ' merciful, ' O I K T I ~ ~ O V E E )  : 18 zz ( ' sell 
all,' ~ V T C & )  ; 19 8 (half of my goods). But that Lk. had 
access to, and made use of, the unrevised logia also 
can hardly be denied. 

(c) All the more pressingly are we confronted with 
the question whether the Ebionitic source of Lk. con- 
tained also those passages which are peculiar to Lk. 
This is at once probable as regards the parables 
ennmerated in 110. In  fact, for the parable of the 
Rich Man and Lazarus, at  least in its Ebionitic shape 
(z'.e., 1619-26 without the appendix vv. 27-31 ; see 
~ o g b ) ,  it is possible to conjecture an original form of 
a purely ethical nature which characterised the Rich 
Man as godless and Lazarus as pious, and thus had a 
place (along with the beatitudes) among the logia, and 
may have come from the mouth of Jesus. On the other 
hand, such pieces as the parable of the Prodigal Son 
(1511-3z) ,  of the Pharisee and the Publican (189-14), of 
the unprofitable servants (177-10), on account of their 
wholly different theological complexion, cannot possibly 
be attributed to the same Ebionitic source. For this 
reason alone, if for no other, it becomes impossible to 
suppose that Lk. had a special source for his account 
of the journey of Jesus through Samaria (9  51-18 14) ; 
this narrative, too, has some things in common with 
Mk., others with Mt. W e  are thus led to the con- 
clusion, so far as Lk. is concerned, that he had various 
other sources besides Mk. (or original Mk.)-a con- 
clusion that is, moreover, in harmony with his own 
preface. 

( u )  Short Narratives. -Going much beyond the 
results embodied in the foregoing section (§ 123), 

124, Minor Schleiermacher, as early as 1817, assumed 
a series of quite short notes on detailed 
events which, founding (incorrectly) on 

Lk. 1 I (sees 153, n. z ) ,  he called 'narratives' (8qy~uas).  
On the analogy of OT cr s i n  this might be called the 
' fragment-hypothesis.' That ow present gospels should. 
have been directly compiled from such fragmentary 
sources, as Schleiermacher supposed, is not conceivable, 
when the degree in which they coincide in matter and 
arrangement is considered (I 116 a).  As subsidiary 
sources, however, or as steps in the transition fi-om 
merely oral tradition to consecutive written narrative, 
1 The two forms in which these are found admit of explanation 

most easily if we assume that ' in  spirit' (T@ r v d p a n  ; Mt. 5 3) 
and 'righteousness ' (T+ G r ~ a ~ o u u ' v q v ;  Mt. 56) were originally 
absent. The Ebionitic source-and, with it, Lk,-has in this 
case preserved the tenor of the words with the greater fidelity ; 
hut Mt., by his insertions, has better preserved the religious and 
ethical meaning in which unquestionably Jesus spoke the words 
-perhaps also by the addition of unambiguously moral utter- 
ances such as 58f: (pure in heart, peacemakers) which with 
equal certainty can be attributed to Jesus, and 6 4  7 (mourn 
merciful). Both these are wanting in Lk., although they ar; 
capable of being used in an Ebionitic sense if he had chosen to 
take ' meek ' ( r rpa fk )  in the sense of Ps. 37 g I I  zz zg, and ' merci- 
ful ' (;h+msp) in that of Lk. 11 41. 

1856 
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the possibility of such brief notes can by no means be 
disregarded (see 5 129 d ) .  Still, to show that they ex- 
isted is by no means easy. 
(6) The ' Zittb Apoca&pse. '-Nevertheless, the belief 

is continually gaining ground that into Mt. 24, into 
Mk. 13, and (only with greater alterations) into Lk. 21 
a work often called the 'Little Apocalypse' has been 
introduced. 

The evidence of this is found in the first instance in 
the want of connection. 

'These things' (TaGra) in Mt. 2433 (=Mk. 1329=Lk. 21 31), 
coming as the phrase does after 71.31, mnst refer to the end 
of the world; yet originally it must have meant the pre- 
monitory signs of the approaching end, for it is said that when 
the beholders see al! 'these things,' then they are to know 
that tlie endis 'nigh. ThereforeMr. 2432J(=Mk. 1328J= 
Lk. 21 29-31) is not in its proper place here. On the other hand 
Mt. 2434 comes appropriately enough after 2431. Mt. 242; 
#(= Mk. 13 24), speaking as it does of a ' tribulation,' does not come 
in well after the discourse about false Messiahs and false prophets 
in Mt. 2423-28 (=Mk. 13zr-z3)-the parallel to which in Lk. is 
actually found in another chapter (17 23 f:f.'tbut would be ap- 
propriate after Mt. 24 15-22 (=Mk. 13 14-20=Lk. 2120.~4) where 
the connection is excellent. Mt, 249-14 (=Mk. 1396-;3=Lk. 
21 12-19) occurs also in Mt. 1017-22, in a form which, as suiting 
Jewish circumstances better (10 17, 'in their synagogues they will 
scourge you'), must be regarded as the more original ; it is to 
be regarded as out of place in chap. 24. On the other hand, 
'the abomination of desolation,' Mt. 2415 (=hlk. 1314), comes 
fittingly after 7171. 6-8 (=Mk. 137-9a=Lk. Zl9-11). As for 71. 5 
(=Mk. 136=Lk. 2186), it belongs, so far as itssubstance at  least 
IS concerned, to the passage, m. 23-28, which we have already 
seen isoutofplacehere. lJ71.1d((=Mk. 131f:=Lk. 215J)do 
not fit well with v. 15 (= Mk. 13 14) where only a desecration, 
not a destruction, of the temple is thought of (otherwise in Lk. 
21 20-'when ye shall see Jerusalem compassed'-on which 
see 153). Regarded as a unity, accordingly, the passage 
would consist of Mt. 246.8 15-22 29-31 34=Mk. 137-9a 14-20 24- 
2730. As adiscourse of Jesus it is prefaced by v. 36 (=Mk. 
134=Lk. 21 ?)-an introduction which anticipates v. go-and if 
you will hyv.  j(=Mk.135=Lk.218a), and it is brought to a 
close in v. 35 (= Mk. 1331=Lk. 21 33). 

In contents, however, the passage is quite alien from 
Jesus' teaching as recorded elsewhere, whilst on the 
.other hand it is closely related to other apocalypses. 
It  will, accordingly, not be unsafe to assume that an 
apocalypse which originally had a separate existence 
has here been put into the mouth of Jesus and mixed up 
with utterances that actually came from him. The 
most appropriate occasion for a prophecy concerning 
a n  abomination about to be set up in the temple 
(24 15) would be the expressed intention of the emperor 
Caligula-which in 40 A.D. threw the whole Jewish 
world into the greatest excitement-to cause a statue of 
himself to be erected there.l The origin of this apoca- 
lypse will best be placed somewhere between this date 
and'the destruction of Jerusalem, which is not yet pre- 
supposed in Mt. 24 15. Whether it was composed by a 
Jew or by a Christian is an unimportant question (see, 
however, 5 145 [f]). 

( c )  Anonymozls GospeZs.-Of other minor sources that 
have been conjectured mention may here be made 
of the so-called anonymous gospel found by Scholten a 
in Mt.37-1012 43-rra 85-10 13 19-22 927-34 112-rg,-in 
.other words, in the main, the passages mentioned at 
the beginning of 5 122,-and of the book which is held 
to be cited by Lk. (1149) under the title of 'Wisdom' 
m(Uo@la, 55 19 150). 

( d )  Buddhistic sozlwes. -Seydel ( EvangeSum zo?z Yew, 
1882; BuddhnZegende, '84; (2), '97) has not actually 
attempted to draw up a gospel derived from Buddhistic 
material ; but the parallels he has adduced from the 
life of Buddha are in many places very striking, at least 
so far as the story of the childhood of Jesus is con- 
cerned,3 and his proof that the Buddhistic sources are 

1 Tac. Hisf. 59;  Philo,Leg. 30-43; Jos.B/ii. 10; AnLxviii. 
8 2.9. 

2 Das iiZtesie Edangeliunz, I. end, p. sox 
3 To the virgin-hirth (Mt. 1 IS), the annunciation to Mary 

(1 zof:), the star (2 1-10), the gifts (2 II), Simeon (Lk. 225-39). 
the incident at  twelve years of age (Lk. 2 41-50), must be added 
also the presentation in the temple; and here it is worthy of 
remark that such a presentation was not actually required either 
by the passage (Ex. 13 2 12 15) cited in Lk. (2 22-24) or yet by 
the  o&er passages Nu. 3 46 18 15 Ex. 22 29. 

See ISRAEL $ 96. 
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older than the Christian must be regarded as irre- 
fragable. 

The Synaptical Problem is so complicated that but 
few students, if any, will now be found who believe a 

125. solution possible by means of any one 
of the hypotheses described above with- h;zE$,, out other aids. The need for combining 
several of them is felt more and more. 

Most frequently, we find the borrowing-hypothesis com- 
bined with the sources-hypothesis in one form or another, 
and, over and above, an oral tradition prior to all written 
sources assumed. Instead of attempted detailed accounts, 
we subjoin graphic representations of some combina- 
tions which are not too complicated and which bring into 
characteristic prominence the variety that exists among 
the leading hypotheses. 

(a )  Hilgenfeld combines with the borrowing-hypo- 
thesis the further assumption of a writtell 
original gospel in two successive stages, 
Hebrew and Greek (so also Holsten, only 
with omission of the first stage), 

(6) The simplest form of the two-source- 

'0s~. neb. 

W7 At. (Oh) 

nlt 

hypothesis was argued for M[ \ 
by Weisse in 1838 ; in \ 
an original Mk. along with a. Hikenfeld- 
1856, however, heassumed Lh 

Mt 
original Mk. alongside of the Z. Weisse 

(in 1838). logia was postulated as a source ( u )  in 
simple form by Holtzmann down to 

1878. The borrowing-hypothesis i,xr 
in its purest state-the theory, 
namely, that one canonical gospel 
had been used in the preparation 

O f  t h e  Mh Mt Lk 

0 t h e r - c (a). Holtzmann 
was thus (before 1878). 

source superseded ( 5  118). 
(p )  As a more complicated 

form we single out that of 
Lipsins (as described by Feine, 

' Lh /Pi", '85, p. I$). Inaddition cm). ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~ .  to Holtzmann's scheme he 
assumed a borrowing from 

canonical Mk. by Lk., and 
also an Ebionitic redaction 
of the logia (5  123). 

( d )  B. Weiss reverts al- 
most to the hypothesis of 
an original gospel. He 
postulates for the logia 
(which he therefore prefers 

to call the 

ratives as discourses (§I 122, 126 c). 
( e )  Simons essentially simplified the 

e. Simons. sources tulating by (what pos- , / / ~ g [ a  o t i g i g . ~ k  
Lh theory of two 

all the hypotheses hitherto enu- 
merated had avoided doing) a M~ 
borrowing by Lk. from Mt. 
(5  127). 
(f) Holtzmann from 1878 

combined this last with the 
hypothesis of an original Mk. 

Lh 

f: Holtzmann (1878). 
( 5  119 a). 

(g) The latest form of the two-source-theory is ihat 
propounded by Wernle. Whether Mt. and Lk. severally 
1 Only the parable of the Wicked Servant (Mt. 2445.51) and, 

indirectly, the narrative of the end of the betrayer (Mt. 27 3-10) 
are affected by the resemblance to the story of Ahikar; cp J. 15. 
Harris The Sfory  ofAhikar 6of: 'Did Juda; ieally commit 
suicid;?' in Amer. Journ. & Thh . ,  zgw, pp. 490-513 ; and 
see ACHIACHARUS, I. 
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used one or more subsidiary sources he leaves an open 
question. With regard to the logia he assumes that 
before they were used by Mt. and Lk. they had under- 
gone additions, transpositions, and alterations-yet not 
to too great an extent-at the hands of a transcriber 
or possessor. The copy which Mt. used had been 
worked over in a Judaistic spirit ($ mge) ,  that used 
by Lk. was somewhat shorter. Mk. was acquainted 
with the logia, but did not use them; he merely took 
them for granted as already known and on that account 
introduced all the fewer discourses (against this see 

Loqic 

g. Wernle. 

5 148). Our present Mk. is different from that used 
by Mt. and Lk. but only by corruption of the text, 
not by editing. 

It  is the agreement between Mt. and Lk. as compared 
with Mk. that tries any hypothesis most severely, and 
126. Confronts- it is with reference to this point that 

all the most important modifications 
in the various theories have been 
made. We  proceed to test the lead- 

tion of 
hypotheses. 

ing hypotheses by its means--always on the presupposi- 
tion that neither Mt. was acquainted with Lk., nor Lk. 
with Mt. 
(a) The hypothesis of an original Mk. is in a general 

way very well fitted to explain the agreement in question 
in so far as canonical Mk. is secondary to Mt. and Lk. 
Bat if, on the other hand, our Mk. has elements of 
gyeater originality, as we have seen to be the case with 
mzny of his exact details, then one will feel inclined, in 
accordance with 3, to suppose that it was a younger 
copy of Mk. that Mt. and Lk. had access to. 
fact, however, sometimes the one condition holds good, 
sometimes the other. It is in this textual question, over 
and above the question already (0 118) spoken of as to 
its extent, that the difficulty of the original-Mk. -hypo- 
thesis in its present form lies. 

(6) If certain passages which are found in Mk. 
occurred also in the logia, then Mt. and Lk. may have 
derived their representation, in so far as it differs from 
Mk., from the logia, provided that the logia was unknown 
to Mk. That there were passages common to Mk. (an 
original Mk. is not required when we approach the 
question as we do here) and the logia is at least 
shown by the doublets, and is by no means excluded 
even where there are no doublets (see 5 121 6 and 
Wernle, 208J). One, however, can hardly help think- 
ing that the great degree of verbal coincidence which 
nevertheless is seen between Mk. on the one hand and 
Mt. and Lk. on the other comes from oral tradition. Thus 
a very high degree of confidence in the fixity of the oral 
narrative type ($ 115) is required, and this marks one of 
the extreme limits to which such hypotheses can be 
carried without losing themselves in what wholly eludes 
investigation. But, moreover, the logia must be con- 
ceived of as a complete gospel if we are to suppose that 
it contained all the sections in which Mt. and Lk. are 
in agreement against Mk. Hawkins (pp. 172-176) 
reckons that out of 58 sections which almost in their 
whole extent are common to the three evangelists there 
are only 7 where Mt. and Lk. are not in agreement 
against Mk., and in 21 of the remaining 51 he finds 
agreements which are particularly marked and by no 
possibility admit of explanation as being due to 
chance. 

(c) According to B. Weiss not only Mt. and Lk. but 

In actual ~ 
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also Mk. made use of the logia ; Mk., over and above, 
drew upon the oral communications of Peter and was 
again in his turn used by Mt. and Lk. This hypothesis 
has the advantage of accounting for the secondary 
passages of Mk. as due to a more faithful reproduction 
of the logia by Mt. and Lk., and the fresher colours of Mk. 
as due to the reminiscences of Peter. It still remains 
surprising, doubtless, that Mt. and Lk. should have 
omitted so many of these vivid touches if they lay 
before them in Mk. The supposition that they did 
not regard Mk. as of equal importance with the logia is 
not in itself inherently impossible; but it does not 
carry us far, for they elsewhere take a great deal from 
Mk. Still more remarkable is it that Mk. should have 
omitted so much from the logia. The suggested ex- 
planation that in writing down the reminiscences of 
Peter he regarded the logia as only of secondary value 
is, in view of the number of passages which according 
to Weiss he took from them, still more improbable 
almost than that already mentioned. 

As regards the coincidences between Mt. and Lk. 
against Mk., a very simple explanation seems to be 
found for them in the hypothesis of Weiss, viz. that 
Mt. and Lk. drew upon the logia with greater fidelity 
than Mk. did. .This, however, can of course be 
claimed by Weiss only for those sections which he 
actually derives from the logia. Yet for one portion of 
the sections in which such coincidences occur (see 
above, 6)  he finds himself compelled by his principles to 
regard Mk., not the logia, as the source of Mt. and Lk. 
In this way, of the 240 coincidences enumerated by 
Hawkins, some so-no inconsiderable number-remain 
unaccounted for. Nor can we overlook the iniprob- 
ability that the logia, as conceived of by Weiss, should 
have contained, as he himself confesses, no account of 
the passion. 

In so f<ar as the various hvuotheses referred to in the 
,l 

12,. preceding section are found to be in- 
sufficient, in the same degree are we 
compelled to admit that Llc. must 
have been acquainted with Mt. (or 
vice versa). 

by Lk. from 
Mt. (or vice 

versa). 
(a) Each of the two assumptions-partly without any 

thorough investigation and partly under the influence of 
a ’ tendency’ criticism-long found support ; but the 
second (a 157, Ai. c) has at present few to uphold it. The 
other has for the first time been taken up in a thorough- 
going manner with use of literary critical methods by 
Simons ($125 e). 

We begin with arguments of minor weight. 
(a) Out of the selection of specially strong evidences in sup- 

port of it given in Hawkins (174x) we have already (# 1196) 
ointed out that Mt. 13 11 Lk. 8 IO (as against Mk. 4 11) and R t. 2668 Lk. 2264 (as against Mk. 1465) admit of another ex- 

planation. Similarly, the ‘Bethphage and Bethany’ of Lk. 
19 29 may be sufficiently explained by assuming that originally 
only the first word stood in the text (as in Mt. 21 I) or only the 
second (as in Mk. 11 I), and that it was a copyist who, of  his^ 
own proper motion, introduced the name he found lacking. 
Possibly we ought to trace to the source of Mt., rather than to 
the canonical Mt., such material divergences as we fiiid in Mt. 
21 17 Lk. 21 37 (that Jesus sped  the night outside of Jerusalem 
a statement not found in Mk. 11 19) ; in Mt. 21 23 Lk. 20 I (tha; 
Jesus taught in the temple, as against Mk. 11 27 ‘he was walking 
in the temple’); in Mt. 2650 Lk. 2248 (that Jesus spoke to the 
betrayer in the garden-a statement not found in Mk. 1445); in 
Mt. 288 Lk. 249 (that the women reported to the disciples the 
angel’s message, whereas according to Mk. 168 they said nothing 
to any one ; on this last point however, see 5 138 e). Similarly, 
the representation, the impodibility of which has already been 
referred to in 5 108 (by which the Baptist is made to address the 
penitent crowds flocking to his baptism as a generation of vipers) 
is either due to an infelicitous juxtaposition of Mt. 3 5 (where it is 
said that the multitudes went out to him) and Mt. 3 7 (where 
the words in question are addressed to the Pharisees and Sad- 
ducees); or it may be due to use of Mt.’s source. Lk. appears 
to be dependent at once on Mk. and on Mt. (or Mt.’s source) 
when in 4 2-13 he represents the temptation in the wilderness 
bothas happening during the forty days (as in Mk. 113), and also 
as happening after their expiry (as in Mt. 42-11). 

In 
Mt.917 Lk.537 ‘spilled’ ( i r X e k 8 a L )  is used of the wine 
‘perish’ (&r6Mucb’aL) only of the bottles; in Mk. 222 ‘perish’ 
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(&rrdhhvdaL) is used of both. In  Mt. 9 20 Lk. 8 44 the woman 
touches the hem of the garment of Jesus in Mk. 5 27 simply the 
garment. In  Mt. 14 I Lk. 9 7 Herod Aitipas is correctly called 
tetrarch, in Mk. 614 zz 25-27 and also in Mt.149 inexactly 
‘king’ (pamhclic). Mt. 19 29 Lk. 18 30 have ‘manyfold’ (Irohha- 
IrAaoiova), Mk. 10 30 ‘a hundredfold’ (iKaTovraIrhaolova). In 
Mt. 26 75 Lk. 22 62 it is said of Peter ‘he went out and wept 
bitterly’(I&.88v 2&u L A ~ U U W  m K p & ) ;  in Mk. 1472 ‘he began 
to weep’ (dmj3ah8v iKhaLfv). In Mt.2759f: Lk. 2353 it is 
said of Joseph of Arimathea ‘he wrapped it in a linen cloth . . . 
and laid ’ (Iv~rlih~&v ab.& oiv8dvr . . . E & ~ K w )  in Mk. 15 46 
‘he wound him in a linen cloth . . . and laid’ (Zvdhqu~v rfj 
urv86vc kai ~ar&‘qrsv; 1 W H  &JKEV). Mt. 28 I Lk. 23 54 have, 
as against Mk. 162, ‘it began to dawn’ (&i+dumiv)-though 
indeed, in a different connection. In Mt. 28 3 Lk. 244, asagains; 
Mk. 16 5,  the countenanceof the angel, or the apparel of the two 

A material divergence from Mk., but at  the same time an 
approach to coincidence of expression is seen in Lk. 2370, where 
the answer of Jesus to the high pries;is given in this form : ‘Ye 
say that I am.’ The first two words are a paraphrase of the ‘thou 
hast said’ (d &as) of Mt. 26 64 ; the remainder of the sentence 
is a repetition of the paraphrase in Mk. (R 119~). For another 
material divergence from Mk. see Lk. 11 17 = Mt. 12 25 as against 
Mk. 323 (Jesus knowing the thoughts of his enemies). 

( ) Specially important are cases in which a casual expression 
of ht. is laid hold of. So, for example, in Lk. 9 34 (‘ while he 
said these things ’) as compared with Mt. 17 5 (‘while be was yet 
speaking’), and as against Mk.97. Similarly Lk. (4 16-30) was 
able to find a justification for his erroneous d e m e n t ,  that Jesus 
had come forward in the synagogue a t  Nazareth at the very 
begiilning of his public activity (cp $9 39, 109 h), in Mt. 4 13, 
where it is said that Jesus before coming to Capernaum left 
Nazareth (in Lk. 431 he comes to Capernaum from Nazareth). 
The scribe’s question as to the greatest of the commandments is 
described not by Mk. (12 28) but only by Mt. (22 35) as having 
been asked for the purpose of ‘tempting’ Jesus. According to 
Lk. 10 25 the questioner asks what he must do to inherit eternal 
life. Nevertheless he too is represented as having sought to 
‘ tempt’ Jesus. Lk. 16 17 would be specially convincing on the 
present point if here a sentence had been taken over from the 
latest hand of Mt. (5 Is). But the original text of Lk. probably 
said the opposite (see 5 128e). On the other hand, we really 
have a sentence by the latest hand in Mt. 728  with which Lk. 7 I 
betrays connection, for with the formula ‘When Jesus had 
ended all these words,’ Mt. concludes his &eat speech-composl- 
tions not only here, hut also in four other places (11 I 13 53 19 I 
26 I). Moreover, Lk. also shares with Mt. the statement that 
the multitude heard the preceding discourse, though this is con- 
tradicted by the introduction to it in Lk. 6 20 as well as in Mt. 
51. Mk. says in 1218 correctly ‘There came unto him Sad- 
ducees, O ~ T L ~ F S  &dyvpvmv, who [alis well known] say that there 
is no resurrection : Mt. 22 23 infelicitously reproduces this as 
‘there came unto him Sadducees saying (Adyovres) that ’ etc. 
Lk. 2027 seeks to improve this: ‘There came to him c e r t k  of 
the Sadducees, they which say (0;  &vT~hd~ovTfs)  that there is no 
resurrection, and they asked him, saying. The articiple ought 
to have been in the genitive (rGv a v A q d v r w v f  In the nom. 
(02 &VTL~&TSS) we seem to have an echo of Mt.’s ‘saying’ 
(h&,om&). Lk. rightly inserts the article missing in Mt. Thq 
reference, however, must he to the Sadducees, not to ‘ certain 
(TLV&). The formula, ‘ while he was saying these things ’ (see 
above, Lk. 9 34), is met with also in Lk. 11 37, where Jacohsen 
would derive it from Mt. 12 46 as also he would derive the state- 
ment in Lk. 12 I, ,‘When the myriads of the multitude were. 
gathered together insomuch that they trode one upon another 
(which indeed does not fit well with what immediately follows : 
‘he began to say to his disciples’) from Mt. 132. Jacobsenl 
considers that when he wrote these passages Lk. had reached, in 
taking what he has taken from Mt., exactly the neighbourhood 
of the two Mt. passages just cited (1246 13 2). This, however, 
cannot he made evident. 

(6) On general grounds, on the other hand, the 
dependence of Lk. on Mt. (and, equally so, the con- 
verse) is very improbable. In each of the two evan- 
gelists much material is absent which the other has, 
while yet no possible reason can be assigned for the 
omission. Nay, more, the representations given in the 
two are often in violent contradiction. Even agree- 
ments in the order, in so far as not coming from Mk., 
almost always can be accounted for as derived from a 
second source-the logia. Simons has, therefore, in 
agreement with Holtzmann, put forward his hypothesis 
only in the form that Lk. regarded Mt. as a subsidiary 
source merely, perhaps, in fact, only knew it by frequent 
hearing, without giving to it any commanding import- 

1 Uniersuch a. d. synopf. Rvang., 1883, SI$ 
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ance. This is in very deed quite conceivable, if only he 
knew the logia, and was in a position to observe how 
freely Mt. had dealt with that material. 

(c) Soltau sought to improve the hypothesis of Lk.‘s 
dependence on Mt. by the assumption that it was with 
the penultimate form of Mt. that Lk. was acquainted. 
That Mt. 1J was still absent from Mt. when Lk. used 
it is an old conjecture. The pieces from the middle cf 
the gospel which Soltau reserves for the canonical Mt. 
are of very opposite character (to it he reckons even the 
highly legalistic saying in 51SJ and the strongly anti- 
Judaistic one in 2 2 6 J )  and are attributed by him lo 
very various motives. This indicates a great difficulty 
in his hypothesis. Nevertheless the suggestion is always 
worth considering that OT citations of the latest hand 
which are adduced to prove the Messiahship of Jesus 
(I  IO^), and perhaps some other portions besides, did 
not yet lie before Lk. That there is no reason to shrink 
from a hypothesis of this kind, see § rzg. 

Let us now proceed to consider whether the possible 
origin from still earlier written sources of those con- 
128. Sources of secutive books which were the last to 

precede our present gospels can be 
raised above the level of mere con- souTces* 

jecture. This of course can be done, if at all, only at 
a few points. To  show that it has not unfrequetitly 
been affirmed, even though no very thoroughgoing con- 
sequences were drawn from the affirmation, we shall 
begin by giving three examples well known in the litera- 
ture of the subject. 

(a) Johannes Weiss (on Lk. 5 17, in Meyer’s Comnzenfar) says 
that the exemplar of Mk. used by Lk. underwent, after it had been 
so made use of, another revision, which we have in our Mk. and 
that it had been previously made use of by Mt. before p a k g  
into the hands of Lk. Here and in the following paragraphs 
(a-g) let A, B, and C he necessarily different hands, and Aa, 
Ah, Ac, on the other hand, be such portions as may perhaps 
he due to one and the same hand but perhaps also procecd 
from different hands ; similarly also with Ba, B1, Bc, etc. ; tben 
the view of Weiss can be stated as follows. A is a written 
source on the healing of the paralytic without mention of the 
circumstance that he was let down through the roof. This 
source was drawn upon, on the one hand by Mt., on the other 
by B who introduced the new circumstance just mentioned. B 
was drawn upon on the one hand by Lk on the other by Mk. 
It is in this way h t  at the same iime Jo&mnes Weiss explains 
also how Mt. and Lk. coincide in many details as against 
Mk. B thus takes the position which original Mk. has in the 
usual nomenclature not however-and this is the important 
point-being the oldbst writing, but being itself in turn dependent 
on a source. For our own part we cannot regard this view 
as being sufficiently firmly based, since it has been shown in 

1166 that it is Mt. who has greatly curtailed the narrative of 
$e death of Herod ; it is therefore conceivable also that in the 
passage before us he should have left out the detail about the 
roof also his interest being merely in the miracle itself as prov- 
ing the Messiahship of Jesus, not in any special detail of it 
such as this (cp Hawkins 127-1zg; and also Wernle, 156f: for 

~~ . .  
similar passages). 

(6) Wpods, 86-88, assumes for the narrative of the Mission of 
the disciples two sources -one (which we shall call A) relating 
to that of the twelve the bther (B) to that of the seventy.1 Mk. 
67-11 and Lk.91-5’drew only from A. A and B were both 
drawn upon by a third document (C) which was used in Lk. 
10 1-12 as the sole source, hut in Mt. 10 1-16 along with A. I t  
will create no difficulties if we recognise in A an original Mk. 
(according to Woods ‘ the Marcan tradition ’), in B the logia. 
Whilst. howevw. mrh critics as Bernard Weiss and Holtzmann 
&,Geed tha;-Mtr&d LkI 10 were drawn direct from the logia 
(as Lk. 9 was from Mk., or original Mk.), Woods has found it 
necessary to interpolate an intermediate stage (C)  in which both 
these soirces were already fused. One might even feel inclined 
to go a step further. Lk. in 107 f: would certainly not have 
given the injunction to ‘eat such things as are set before you,’ 
first in speaking of a house, and then in speaking of a city, un- 
less the one form had come from one source, the other from 
another. I t  happens, however, that neither of the two forms is 
found either in Mk. or in Lk. 9. Lk. 10 therefore apart from 
the Mk. source (A), which is made use df, for exaAple, in 10 I 
(id %a, ‘two and two’), would seem to have had two other 
sources. In any case Woods’ observation in correct that 
Mt. has fused together all the sources that can be discoveked in 
Mk. or in Lk. Whilst passing over the rest of Lk. 108, Wt.  
introduces the ‘city‘ into 10 11 at the place where Mk. 6 IO 

1 The main point is not affected if it be assumed that B also 
dealt uzith the mission of the twelve, and that the seventy were 
first introduced by Lk. (5  109 a). 
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and Lk. 9 4 speak of the ‘house’ ; the ‘house’ he introduces 
into 10 rz in the parallel to Lk. 10 5 which is absent from Mk. and 
Lk. 9. In 10 Q Mt. has ‘silver ’ (dpyvpov) with Lk. 9 3 (dpylipruv), 
and also ‘ br& ’ (xdr6v) as weli (with Mk. G 8). Similarly, 
with Mk. and Lk. ‘J he has ‘twelve’ in 10 I, though he had not 
hitherto given the number of the twelve and has to enumerate 
them for the first time in 102-4. The injunction laid on the 
missionaries in 10 9 to ‘acquire’ (Ksrjuqu8f) no money is to he 
explained from 108 as meaning that they are forbidden to take 
any reward for their teachlng or healing on their journey 
(‘freely ye have received, freely give ’), whereas in 10 IO (‘no 

the way,’ pG ~ ’ p a v  61s 6 8 6 ~ )  we are to interpret it as a 
on against taking anything with them when they set 
horne(asinMk.Gg=Lk.93). 

(c) Loman ( Th. T, ’69, pp; 577-585) traces back to one original 
parable those of the Tares in the Wheat in Mt. 1324-30 and of 
the Seed growing secretly in Mk. 426-29. However different 
they may he apparently, he urges, and however possible it 
might he to show that even such w:rds in which they agree as 
‘man ‘spring up,’ ‘fruit ’ ‘blade corn,’ ‘harvest’(8v@pwrros, 
phaukv, mprrhs, x6pros, &OS, 6’&pds) belon ed to two quite 
distinct parables, a common original form is getrayed by the 
word ‘ sleep ’ (mSRiSav). Mk. would never have introduced 
any touch so self-evident as that of the man sleeping and rising 
night and day had there not lain before him something in which 
the sleep was spoken of. By the addition that the man awoke 
again daily the original meaning of the sleep is obscured. 

If the two parables cannot he supposed to be of independent 
origin, it is at  the same time only with great violence that we 
could derive Mk.’s from Mt. or Mt.’s from Mk. M.t.’s lacks 
the quality of a trne original in so far as it is not an incident of 
ordinary life that any one should sow tares in another’s field- 
and the other parables of Jesus are conspicuously taken from 
affairs of every day. Mk.’s lacks the character of an original in 
so far as its fundamental idea-that the kingdom of God comes 
to its realization without the intervention of God or of the 
Messiah (in other words, the precept of Zaisser aZb,  Zaisser 

f a i v e )  i? quite a modern one, directly inconsistent with the 
conceptions of Jesus as disclosed elsewhere in the gospels. 

Loman therefore supposes that Mt. 13 24 26 27 alone stood in a 
source A : after the seed had been sown, the tares grew up with 
i t  and the servants asked their master whence these came. The 
auswer he takes from Mk. 4 28, hut in the form : ‘the earth 
brings forth the tares of itself,’ With this the parable ended. 
That such a saying would be eminently appopriate in the 
mouth of Jesus he proves very aptly by Mt. 15 19 (out of the 
heart proceed evil thoughts). An anti-Pauline form of the 
parable, however Ba took Paul as the sower of the false 
doctrine which $as sdpposed to he denoted by the tares. I t  
therefore introduced Mt. 13 25 saying that the enemy (on this 
designation for Paul see 0 IIZC) had sowii the tares, and 
it also, for the conclusion of the parable in A, substituted 
Mt. 13 zm-the master’s answer that the tares were sown 
by the enemy. Bb then added Mt. 13 ~86-3o-signifying that 
nevertheless no attempt should be ,made to extirpnte the false 
doctrine of Paulinism, that it should be left to the Final Judg- 
ment. The polemic against Paul here is thus milder than that 
of Paul against his Judaistic adversaries in z Cor. 11 13’15 ; 
Gal. 1 sf.’, 5 12. Canonical Mk., further, was acquainted 
with A and Ba. In  order to avoid the anti-Pauline meaning 
of Bn he left out the whole figure of the enemy (dxt’pds) and 
consequently also the tares. H e  had therefore to take the 
answer of the master from A, not however of course in the form 
that the tares sprang up of themselves, hut in the form that i t  
was the good seed that did so. This last very modern idea 
accordingly did not find expression here out of the inde- 
pendent conviction of an ancient author hut arose from the 
difficulty in which Mk. found himself. The sleep of the master 
lost its original significance when the daily waking was added. 
From 42 it is clear that Mk. had also B6 hefore him, for he 
speaks o? the harvest. Canonical Mt. expressly says in the 
interpretation of the parable attributed to Jesus (13 39) that the 
enemy is the devil. Either, therefore, he no longer perceives 
the anti-Pauline tendency of Ba, or like Mk. he deliberately 
seeks to avoid it, though he takes a quite different way to do so. 
There remains a possibility that he may have understood the 
Pauline doctrine to he meant by the false teaching introduced 
by the devil ; but it is equally possible that he was thinking of 
somz form of heresy. 

This hypothesis of Loman combines with a literary criticism 
which has far its object the elucidation of the mutual relations 
of the various texts, also a tendency-criticism which postulates 
a n  anti-Pauline tendency in Ba. Even should one he unable to 
adopt the latter criticism, it is not necessary on that account to 
reject the former ; it is open to any one to suppose that the 
‘enemy’ (&@pbs ddpwnas) may have been a t  the outset some 
form (as already indicated) of heresy. 

(d) To the three examples given above we purpose 
to add a few others which, so far as we are aware, have 
not been previously employed in this connection. 

In Lk. 161-9 the Unjust Steward is commended. 
H e  accordingly must be inteiided in the commendatory 
clause (v. 100) which follows-‘ He  that is faithful in 
a very little is faithful also in much’-not in the 
words of censure (3. 106) ’he that is unrighteous in a 
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very little is unrighteous also in much.’ And yet in 
1 6 8  he is called ‘the unrighteous steward.’ In 
16 TI we read further ‘ If ye then ( 0 8 v )  have not been 
faithful in the unrighteous mammon ’ and so forth. By 
the very little’ in which one is to show fidelity we 
must accordingly understand Mammon. Where then 
are we to look for the steward’s fidelity as regards 
Mammon? According to the parable, in this-that he 
gave it away. Unfaithfulness accordingly would 
manifest itself if one were to keep Mammon to oneself. 
The steward, however, did not keep Mammon to himself 
and yet was called ‘unrighteous’ (which of course is 
not to be distinguished from ‘unfaithful‘). We  see 
accordingly that the terminology in 16 TO-12 is in direct 
opposition to that of the parable itself. Further, the 
contrast in the parable is not in the least between 
fidelity and its opposite. What the steward is com- 
mended for is his cleverness ; the opposite to this would 
be want of cleverness. Thus vu. 10-12 are an appendix 
to the parable by another hand. Taken by themselvLs 
their meaning would be simply an exhortation to fidelity 
in money matters. Here, however, they are brought 
into connection with the parable of the steward, whose 
relation to Mammon is represented as one of fidelity. 
Their fundamental idea accordingly is just as exactly 
Ebionitic as that of the parable itself. Thus two 
Ebionitic hands can be distinguished, and distinct from 
both is that of Lk. himself who has added yet another 
transformation of the meaning,-in a. 14J, where he 
declares the parable to have been directed against the 
Pharisees and their covetousness. 

(e)  According to Q 112 b d we may tale it that the 
final redaction of Mt. was made in a sense that was 
friendly to the Gentiles and thus attached no value to 
compliance with the precepts of the Mosaic law. 
Unless then Mt. 5 18$ be a marginal gloss (see § 112 c ) ,  
it must have been introduced not by  the last, but by 
the pennltimate hand, and its context comes from a 
source of an antepenultimate hand. 

5 18 itself rests upon, Mt. 2434.L or the source in which this 
originally stood. ‘till all things he accom- 
plished ‘ does not amalgamate easil; with the beginning of the 
verse i@ll heaven and earth pass away [one jot or one tittle shall 
in no)wise pass away]. Moreover, it is difficult to see why the 
law should cease to have validity the moment it is fulfilled in its 
entirety. But the closing sentence in 2434 is perfectly intelli- 
gible : ‘This.gener$tion shall not pass away till all these things 
he accomplished.’ All these things’means here the premonitory 
signs of the end. 24 35 proceeds : ‘Heaven :nd earth shall pass 
away; hut my words shall not pass away. Marcion has the 
same thought in his redaction of Lk. 16 17 : ‘ I t  is easier that 
heaven and earth shpuld pass away than that one tittle should 
fall from my words. For this, canonical Lk. has ‘than for one 
tittle of the law to fall.’ But this can hardly have been what 
Lk. intended to say, for this verse stands between two verses 
which accentuate ,with the greatest possible emphasis the 
abolition of the law. The conjecture of Lipsius therefore is 
very attractive-that Lk. wrote ‘than for one tittle of my law to 
fall’ (4 TOG vdpou pov &w Kepaiav xereiv). Here on account 
of his antipathy to the idea of law, Marcion subdtituted (hut 
without altering the sense) ‘words‘ for ‘law’ (4 7i)v h6yov p w  
piav mpaiav aweiu) .  But a very old transcriber of Lk. took 
the word ‘my’ (pov) for a wrong repetition of the second syllable 
of ‘law’(v6pou); he therefore omitted it and thereby changed 
the meaning of the sentence to its opposite. This nomistic mean- 
ing is reproduced in Mt. 5 1 8 f :  

One sees how many the intermediate steps must have 
been before these two verses cou!cI have received their 
present form. Still, as already said, 5 183 may possibly 
be a marginal gloss. 
(f) In Mk. 933-42 and parallels (Mt. 18 1-6 Lk. 946-50), 

very diverse things are brought into combination. First, 
the account of the disciples disputing with one another 
IS to precedence ( 9 3 3 J  ), then the story of Jesus p!acing 
a little child in their midst with the exhortation to receive 
such in his name ( 9 3 6 J )  ; next, the exhortation (938-40) 
not to forbid other miracle-workers ; further, the promise 
1941) that even a cup of water given to a follower of 
Christ shall by no means lose its reward; and lastly 
( 9 4 ~ ) ,  the threatening against those who cause any of 
the little ones that believe in Christ to stumble. 

The close of 5 18 
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The dispute ahout precedence is answered according to Mk. 

(v. 35) by the saying of Jesus ‘ If a?y man would be first, he 
shall be last of all and minister)of all. This is not found in Lk. 
except in the pl&e (22 26) where it occurs as a parallel to Mk. 
1043f: Besidesgiringit in thesameparallel toMk. lO43f:(Mt. 
ZOz6f:), Mt. has it again, only in a quite different place (23 11);  

and yet neither Mt. nor Lk. would have omitted it in the parallel 
to our present passage Mk. 9 35, had they found it there. For 
indeed it is very apprdpriate to the matter, whilst the mention 
of the child by no means serves to settle the dispute, for the 
child is not brought forward as an example of humility hut as a 
person to he ‘received,’ and not for the sake of his attributPs as 
a child but for the sake of the ‘Name of Christ.’ Mt. felt this 
want of connection and in order to represent the child as an 
example he says in’ v. I that the disciples did not discuss the 
question among themselves hut referred it to Jesus who ansuered 
by placiiig the little child in their midst. Between this act and 
the exhortation based upon it he inserts further his third verse, 
‘ Except ye be converted and become as little children ye shall 
in no wise enter the kingdom of heaven. This he borrows from 
Mk. 10 15, as is made unmistakably clear by the fact that in the 
parallel to this passage, viz., in Mt. 19 13-15, he omits it, so as 
to avoid a douhlet. Mt. 183 is also in substance a very fitting 
settlement of the dispute between the disciples, and would not 
have heen passed over by Lk. had it lain before him. The ex- 
hortation to receive such a child is in Mt. 185 in the same 
degree inappropriate to the context. Mt. therefore interpolates 
between the two distinct thoughts his fourth verse : ‘Whoso- 
ever shall humble himself like this little child, the same shall he 
greatest in the kingdom of heaven. But even this insertion 
does not fill the hiatus between v. 3 and v. 5. 

The exhortation in Mt. 185 to receive the little child is 
immediately followed (v. 6) by the antifhesis, But whoso shall 
cause one of these little ones to stumble. This fits well enough 
on the assumption that children are intended by the ‘little ones.’ 
In Mk. and Lk., however, the two thoughts are separated very 
unnaturally by the account of the miracle-worker ‘ who followeth 
not with us,’ and in Mk., too (941), by the promise of a reward 
for the cup of cold water-a promise which Mt. (1042) gives 
in a quite different connection, and there, moreover, using 
the expression ‘ these little ones,’ by whom, however, he nnder- 
stands (differently from 186) grown-up persons of low estate. 
T o  this promise there is appended in Mk. 942 the threatening 
against him who shall cause one of these little ones to stumble, 
quite fittihgly-only, however, on the assumption that by ‘these 
little ones’ we are to understand grown-up people of low estate, 
uot children, as in Mt. 

Let us now endeavour to trace, genetically, the origin 
and growth of this remarkably complicated passage. 
In a source A were combined only those two parts which 
are common to all three gospels-to wit, the statement 
of the dispute among the disciples and of the placing of 
a child in the midst with the exhortation to receive him. 
But no connection between them had been as yet 
established. This (primitive) form is found with least 
alteration in Lk. 946-48n; in Mk. it is represented by 
933f: 36f:. in Mt. by 181$ 5.  Bn added to it the 
promise of reward for the cup of water to a disciple 
(Mk. 941). Bb further added the threatening against 
him who shall cause a little one to stumble (Mk. 9421.l 
C interpolated the story of the miracle-worker who 
followed not with the disciples. Its distinctive character 
forbids the obvious course of assigning it to Bc. Now, 
in Mk., only 938 39n 40 answers to the form of the story 
in Lk. 949J The form of the whole pericope which 
arose through addition of this piece (without Mk. 939b), 
thus takes the place which in the usual nomenclature is 
given to original Mk. Bot on this occasion ‘original 
Mk.’ has had not one literary predecessor merely, but 
two, or, should Bn be separated from Bb, three; and 
these write not, it is to be noted, independently of each 
other ; the one was continually making use of the other. 

Canonical Mt. rests upon A +  B (or at least B6, but 
1 Since Mt. 18 offers parallels only to what we have attrihuted 

to A+B6 one might be inclined rather to attribute to Ea the 
addition bf Mk. 942 and to B6 that of Mk. 941. If this were 
done it would have to be presupposed (what was left open, above, 
under a) that Ba and B6 mean two different authors. We 
should then have the advantage of being able to suppose that 
Mt. was acquainted with Ba, hut not with Bb. A t  the same 
time, however, we should have to attribute Mk. 941 in that case 
rather to C, for on the previously mentioned presupposition it 
must remain equally possible that Ba and B6 together mean 
only one author. The hypothesis would, therefore, only become 
more complicated. Further, it is not probable that Mk. 9 42 
should have been introduced earlier than 941. I t  is simpler, 
therefore, to suppose that Mt. knew BafB6-in other words 
Mk. 941 as well as Mk. 942, but that he dropped 941 hecaus; 
he had himself already reproduced the same thought in 10 42 
(cp 5 mu).  
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surely also Ba : see last footnote). Mt. then, as stztcd 
above, changed the introduction in v. I ,  and added his 
own w. 3 f: , so as to bring into mutual connection the 
dispute about precedence and the precept about receiving 
the child. Mt.’s zi. 6, through its direct contiguity with 
v. 5 (instead of with 1042 which here ought to have been 
repeated as parallel to Mk. 941), underwent a change of 
meaning, to the effect that children, not grown-up 
persons, were meant. Lk .  rests on A +  C. He added 
9486, ‘ he that is least among you all, the same is great.‘ 
This does not, indeed, come in appropriately after the 
precept about receiving a child ; it would have found a 
place with greater fitness before this precept and after 
the statement of the disciples’ dispute, in other words 
between v. 47a and v. 47b-i.e., at  the very point where 
Mk. v. 35 introduces the same thought. Mk. rests 
upon A+Bn+Bb+C. He adds on the one hand his 
v. 398, which Lk. would certainly not have passed over 
had he known it, and on the other hand his v. 35, 
containing so excellent a settlement of the precedence- 
dispute. Neither Mt. nor Lk. was acquainted with the 
verse or (as already said) they would not have omitted 
it or introduced something like it at a later place, as 
in Lk. v. 486. 

I t  is certainly worthy of notice that Mk. ,  by the in- 
sertion of w. 35, has produced the only doublet which he 
has (5 121 a ,  n. I). The circumstance that Jesus calls the 
disciples to him in v. 35 whilst in w. 33f: he has already 
been questioning them, points also to the conclusion that 
the passage is composed from various pieces. 

(9) The successive contents of Mk. 4 1-34 and parallels 
(Mt. 131-35 ; Lk. 84-18) cannot possibly have been set 
down in any one gospel in their present order at  one 
writing. Let us examine them. After the parable of 
the Sower, Jesus is alone with his disciples (Mk. 4ro= 
Mt. 131o=Lk. 89) ; so also when he explains the par- 
able (wv .  13-20=Mt. 13 18-23= Lk. 8 11-15). Nor is any 
hint given of his again addressing himself to the 
people ; yet we read in Mk. 4335 that he spoke openly 
to the people in parables (so also Mt. 1334) ,  .and 
that he gave his explanations to the disciples in private. 
There is ground, therefore, for supposing that in one 
source, A, there stood an uninterrupted series of parables, 
viz., all those which have parallels in Mt. (Mk. 41-9 
26-29 30-32-in an older form as regards 26-29 ; see 
above, c) ; also the conclusion v. 33$ Bn, on the 
strength of the concluding statement that when they 
were alone Jesus expounded all things to his dis- 
ciples, introduced Mk. 4 IO 13 14-20 ; Bb the yerses 21-25 
to the effect that one ought not to keep hack know- 
ledge once gained of the meaning of a parable, but 
ought to spread it freely. C introduced 411f: These 
verses to the effect that the parables were interded 
to conceal the meaning they contained from the people 
are in contradiction alike to v. 33f: and to vv. 21-25, 
and are, moreover, impossible in the mouth of Jesus. 
What pleasure could he have had in his teaching if 
he had to believe his God-given task to be that of 
hiding from the people the truths of salvation? It 
is, therefore, utterly futile to make out forced con- 
nection between Mk. 410 and Mk. 4 II $, by inter- 
preting to the effect that Jesus, when asked as to the 
meaning of the parables, in the first place, said, by 
way of introduction to his answer, that to the disciples it 
was given to apprehend the meaning, and then went on 
to tell them what it was. Moreover, Mk. 413 does not 
fit in with this connection. The verse is clearly a 
question in which Jesus expresses his astonishment at  
the small understanding of the disciples : ‘ How? you 

1 In  I lk .  4 IO the disciples ask concerning ‘the parables.’ The  
plural carries us back to what is said in Mk. 42 that Jesus spoke 
several. The sense, therefore, can very well he that which Lk. 
(8 9) expresses more clearly though with reference to one parable 
only: they asked about the meaning of these parables. Were 
it the intention of Mk. to say like Mt. (13 IO) that they asked 
about the urjose of the parables then we must suppose that 
only Lk. {as rightly preserved thk thought of the source Ba. 
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do not understand this parable; how then shall you 
know all the parables?’ This astonishment again is 
out of place if Jesus in v. IIJ has found nothing to be 
surprised at in the circumstance that the disciples needed 
to have the meaning first of all imparted to them. The 
question is appropriate, therefore, only as a direct reply 
to v. IO, and furnishes a aery good occasion for Jesus to 
decide to give them the interpretation (cp, further, 
129 b, n.). Here also, as under (f), C takes the position 
which elsewhere is appropriate to original Mk., and here 
also there are two or three antecedent literary stages. D 
inserted the parableoftheleaven (Mt. 1333=Lk.l320J). 

Each of the three canonical gospels then rests upon 
A + B u + B d + C ; l  Mt., too, upon D. Mk. did not 
change the extent of vv. 10-13 (perhaps it was he who left 
out the yvrjvar from o. IT ; cp RV with AV), on the other 
hand he gave to vv. ZIJ a form which suits the applica- 
tion here made of the saying better than does that of Mt. 
and Lk. (see § 1.19 u). Mt. and Lk., on the other hand, 
in order to be able to retain from C, Mk. 411$, deleted 
the surprised question of Jesus in Mk. 413 (from Ba), 
because it was inappropriate after this insertion. 

Moreover, Mt. has also so altered the question of the 
disciples (who in Mk. 410 and Lk. 8 9  ask as to the 
meaning of the parable) as to make it suit the answer 
which was first brought in from C : ‘ to  you it is given 
to understand the parables, but to the multitude it is not 
given.’ It  now runs in Mt. (13 IO) : ‘ Why speakest thou 
to them in parables?’ But such a form of the question 
cannot have been the original one-for this reason, if 
for no other, that according to it, Jesus would have had 
no occasion to expound the parable to the disciples. 
Further, Mt. has in 1312 introduced a saying which in 
B6 at first came after the interpretation of the first par- 
able. We  further see that he must have found difficulty 
in the assertion that the purpose (!vu, Mk. 412) of the 
parables was to conceal the meaning they contained. 
He substitutes therefore : ‘ For this cause do I speak to 
them in parables bemuse (8n) they see not and hear 
not.’ He thus puts in the foreground the defective 
understanding of the multitude as a fact with which 
Jesus must reckon. By what follows, however (v. 14$), 
taken from Isaiah, he gives it clearly to be seen that he 
had before him an exemplar in which their not being 
understood was alleged as the ,aurpose of the parables 
(see the ‘ lest perchance,’ u?f T O T E ,  in 13 15). Finally 
perhaps it was Mt. himself who added the interpretation 
of the parable of the Tares (not immediately after the 
parable, but at the end of the whole section that is 
parallel to Mk.41-34; cp 5 I I ~ U ) ,  and also the other 
parables 1336-52 ; possibly also v. 35. 

Still it is also permissible to suppose that only Mk. 4 1.9 33f- 
stood in A but this makes little change in our construction as a 
whole ; it bnly becomes necessary in that case to postulate that 
Bc added Mk. 4 26-32. 

On the other hand, the mutual relation of sources can become 
still somewhat more complicated if Lomau’s hypothesis regarding 
vu. 26-29 (see above c) be combined with what has just been 
elahorated about M i .  4 1-34. Yet it is possible to do this without 
multiplying the number of sources. We therefore refrain from 
introducing the hypothesis in question, all the more because it 
might, as being of the nature of tendency-criticism, call forth 
special objections. 

(h)  Finally, it has to be pointed out that even the 
doublets might be used to give probability to the com- 
posite character of the logia. In 5 121 u they have heen 
employed to show that Mt. and Lk. alike draw from 
two sources. For the most part these were, on the one 
hand Mk. (or original Mk. ), and on the other the logia. 
Only, it happens by no means infrequently that both 
places in which Mt. has the same saying are generally 
traced to the logia. What would seem to follow for 
this would be that the writer of the logia himself made 

1 AsregardsBb-Le Mk.421.25-it ispossible tosupposethat 
Lk. (S 18) may have or;l?ltted z. q b  because he already had it in 
6 38, and that Mt. may have omitted all these verses hecause he 
also had them all elsewhere in one place or another ( 5  15 1026 
7 2 6 33)-the last, in particular, in the very pericope with which 
we are now dealing (13 12). 
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use of two sources. Now, we are not inclined to carry 
back Mt. 716=20 to two sources from which the logia 
drew, but prefer to regard the repetition as an express 
and deliberate accentuation of the statement upon which 
stress is here laid. But we do in all seriousness adduce 
Mt.101~=1124 (‘more tolerable for Sodom’), 717: 
1233 (the tree and its fruits), as well as the utterances of 
John which are also afterwards put into the mouth of 
Jesus (37=2333, ‘ye offspring of vipers, how shall ye 
escape’ ; 310=7 19, ‘every tree that bringeth not forth 
good fruit is hewn down and cast into the fire‘). 

What has been said above as to sources of sources has 
far-reaching consequences. 

(u) If it holds good even partially, then most of the 
hypotheses hitherto Dut forward as to the origin of the ._ 
129. Inferences 

for gospel- 
criticism. 

- 
gospels can no longer be maintained. 
For, in that case, in original Mk., or 
the logia, or whatever be the name 
given to the sources immediately pre- 

ceding our canonical gospels, we are no longer dealing 
with the earliest written compositions each produced 
by a writer working independently without written 
sources, and the canonical authors were not dependent 
(as used to be supposed) on these writers alone, but 
had at their disposal also the sonrces of these sources. 
It  is no longer possible to control them in every detail. 
to ask what exemplar they had and why they made this, 
that, or the other change. On the other hand, the 
thesis that an ancient-seeming saying if it occurs in a 
writing that can be shown to be relatively young can have 
no claim to an early origin, must be wholly given up. 

(6) The first impression one derives from the new 
situation thns created is, that by it the solution of the 
synoptical problem which appeared after so much toil 
to have been brought so near, seems suddenly removed 
again to an immeasurable distance. For science, how- 
ever, it is not altogether amiss if from time to time it is 
compelled to dispense with the lights it had previously 
considered clear enough, and to accustom itself to a new 
investigation of its objects in the dark. Possibly it may 
then find that it has got rid of certain false appearances 
under which things had formerly been viewed. In this 
particular instance, it finds itself no longer under com- 
pulsion to assign a given passage to no other source 
than either to the logia, or to original Mk., or to some 
other of the few sources with which it had hitherto 
been accustomed to deal. The great danger of any 
hypothesis lies in this, that it sets up a number of quite 
general propositions on the basis of a limited number 
of observations, and then has to find these propositions 
justified, come what may.’ 

(c) On the other hand, signs have for some consider- 
able time not been wanting that scholars were on the 
way to recognition of the new situation just described. 
It  is not only Scholten and Wittichen who have postu- 
lated a tolerably complicated genealogy for the gospels, 
with Proto-, Deutero-, Trito-Mk., and the like ; even 
those critics also who are confident in the adequacy of 
the usual hypotheses are often found reckoning with the 
possibility - or even probability - that writings like 
original Mk., or the logia, whether in the course of 
transcription, or at the hands of individual owners, may 
have received additions or alterations whenever any one 
believed himself to be acquainted with a better tradition 
upon any point. The possibility is taken into account, 
in like manner, that canonical Mk. in particular does 
not lie before us in the form in which it lay before those 
who came immediately after him ; possible corruptions 

Mk.41g-the verse which was 
found so helpful in $ rz8g-is regarded by Feine and others as 
an addition by canonical Mk., because it is in point of fact in- 
consistent with 411x, and these two verses, since they occur 
in all three go3pels must he ascribed to the ‘ source -that is to 
say, to the only soirce with which one allows oneself to reckon 
whether we $11 it with Feine, ‘original Mk.,’ or, with B: 
Weiss ‘ logia. If one could only tell how it was that canonical 
Mk. &me to add this verse ! 

1 Let one example suffice. 
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of the text,l glosses and the like, have to be consfdered. 
Another element in the reckoning is that already our 
oldest MSS of the gospels have latent in them many 
examples of transference from the text of one gospel 
into that of another, examples similar to those which 
we can quite distinctly observe in many instances when 
the T R  is confronted with these same witnesses. 

It  may be that an older form of Mk., or of original 
Mk., or of the logia, whose differences from our 
present gospels are so limited in range and so little 
intended, can hardly, strictly speaking, deserve the 
name of a special source, the general contents and 
arrangement being so much alike ; yet the effect, in its 
bearing on the character of the text in its details, is pre- 
cisely the same as if we actually were to assume such a 
source. For in particular cases it is not possible for 
us to rely upon a text as lying before us or as capable 
of being more or less easily reconstructed, and so to judge 
of the changes that have been made by the canonical 
evangelists ; we have to reckon with an immense range 
of possibilities and thus security of judgment is lost. 

Lastly, scholars are also beginning to remember that the 
evangelists did not need to draw their material from books alone, 
but that from youth up they were acquainted with it from oral 
narration and could easily commit it to writing precisely in this 
form in either case-whether they had it before them in no 
written form, or whether they had it in different written form. 
In  this matter again we are beginning to be on our guard against 
the error of supposing that in the synoptical problem we have 
to reckon merely with given quantities, or with such as can he 
easily ascertained. 

(d) From the point just reached to the recognition of 
sources of sources differing not only in text but also in 
extent, order, and tendency is always, it is true, a real 
step. By 
mere additions it is possible to give a writing a tendency, 
which without these does not exist in it ($5 109 6, 110, 
112). It is essentially by the introduction of additional 
touches that, as we have seen in 5 128 a-g, the highly- 
complicated production, the disentanglement of which 
now causes so much difficulty, was produced out of a 
simple combination of related, or at least not mutually 
inconsistent, pericopes. And each intermediate stage in 
the process at one time had currency as a gospel writing 
and served as a basis for further developments. But if 
this consideration is taken seriously, it becomes in- 
creasingly impossible to hold-what any one occupying 
the standpoint of c would wish to hold in spite of every 
concession to the actual state of the facts-namely, that 
the man to whom, whether by tradition or by the voice 
of some scholar, the authorship of the latest recognisable 
form of such a pre-canonical writing is ascribed, can 
also be regarded as the author of the earliest of these 
forms. Of the man who has made such manifest 
changes in the few places that still allow us to follow 
him in the process, it will be only safe to assume that 
he treated other passages also in the same way, only 
that we no longer have the means of detecting it. In 
that case, however, and still more certainly where there is 
individual ‘ tendency,’ his writing must be regarded as 
a new work in so far as in this class of literature ‘ new- 
ness’ can be spoken of a t  all ; it cannot be treated as 
merely another form of its predecessor. From 
this point of view we shall be able to give its full 
force to Lk.’s prologue, according to which many authors 
had already nndertaken in an independent way to draw 
up in writing (this is the force of the expression 
dva.rdEaaOar, cp 5 153, n. 2) an account of the life of 
Jesus. But Schleiermacher’s view of the ‘ narratives ’ 
( 6 r ~ y ? $ x t s )  ( 5  124 a) also in this way comes to its rights ; 
for doubtless there must have been quite short notes also 
as well as narratives of a more comprehensive character 
($5 37, 64, 8 5 ) ,  and yet these also can have had their 
influence on the subsequent form of individual pericopes. 
The reconstruction of original Mk. and of the logia, of 

1 Forexample, that Lk. accordingto97(‘itwassaidbysome’), 
still read in Mt. 6 14 ;heydinstead of &yw(the present readine), 
while Mt. already, on account of this last reading, regarded Mk. 
6 16 as a mere repetition and therefore left it out. 
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Yet. the distinction is after all but a. fluid one. 

their arrangement and even of their very words-to 
which so much acuteness has been devoted-loses 
greatly in interest as soon as these writings are regarded, 
not as the earliest, but only as intermediate steps. In 
the same measure does one gain insight into the diffi- 
culty of the problem, and the lesson of caution in dealing 
with it. For further reasons for the view here taken of 
the situation see $5 148J, 153. 

( e )  On the other hand, however, certain difficulties 
become easier to deal with. We  can now, for example, 
offer an explanation of the passage in M t . 2 3 2 3 a ,  so 
friendly to the Pharisees, and of all the Jewish-particu- 
laristic passages in 5 112 a, d, which it is impossible to 
ascribe to Jesus, and also even, whatever the inter- 
mediate stages may have been, of the legalistic Mt. 5 18J 
( 5  128 e )  ; they are attributable to a Judaistic redaction 
which the logia underwent before they were made use 
of, and (according to 5 1126) altered to an opposite 
sense, by Mt. The character of the original logia 
becomes in this way more uniform and more in accord- 
ance with the free attitude of Jesus towards the law, and 
one can understand better how it was that this attitude 
of his was successfully transmitted, whereas all record 
of it might very easily have dropped out of sight had the 
first transmitter already been so Judaistically minded. 

By way of appendix the question of late so keenly 
discussed-viz., as to the influence which the undeniable 
130. Semitic fact that Jesus spoke Aramaic may have 

had upon the formation of the gospels- 
may here be appropriately considered. 

(a) If Papias was right in his assertion regarding Mt. 
(see 5 65), this influence would have been very great., 
But our gospels were from the first written in Greek 
-even the genealogy in Mt. 1 I - 1 7 , ~  as well as that in 
Lk. 323-38, which contains (v. 36) the name of CAINAN 
(y. v., z), met with only in the LXX. In fact, even in what 
we find reason for tracing back t o  the logia, the quota- 
tions are, at least in a quite preponderating number of 
cases, taken from the LXX (cp especially 4 4  where the 
original in Dt. 8 3  supplies no basis for ,%j,uun). It  is 
precisely the author of canonical Mt. who oftenest 
gives the quotations from the Hebrew (Hawkins, 123- 
127), and who could not have given such quotations as,. 
e.g., 2 15 23 817 27gf. after the LXX at all ; but the. 
allegation that his book is a translation from a Semitic. 
original breaks down on the fact that it also nevertheless 
follows the LXX, and that, too, exactly in passages. 
which would not have been available had the Hebrew 
original been followed. 

Only the mistranslation ‘virgin ‘ (rrapodvos, cp MARY [MOTHER 
OF JESUS]) made it possible to adduce (in Mt. 1 2 2 s )  Is. 7 14; 
o ~ l y  the omission of the second member to ‘in the desert’ (w 
7 cp4fiy) in the Hebrew parallelism in Is. 403 (@)made it pos- 
sible to bring these words, in Mt. 33, into relation with what 
precedes instead of with what follows and thus to find in the 
words a prediction of one crying in the wilderness, though in 
Isaiah the crier is of course not in the wilderness where no one 
could have heard him but in the midst of the e h e d  Israelites 
in Babylon. In Ps. 8 <it is only the LXX that speaks of ‘ praise 
in the sense in which Mt. 21 16 finds it here. Further Hosanna’ 
(&yaw&) in 219 with the dative is regarded as a cry of devotion 
- Praise.’ ‘V1vat’-which is not reconcilable with the true 

original. 

understanding of the original passage (see HOSANNA ; cp Dal- 

( b )  The lanwane of Mk. Hebraizes still niore stronelv 
man, WorteJesrC, 1180-182). ’ ! ”  

Y I  

t h i n  does tharof-Mt. Nevertheless, the combinations 
of Allen (Bzpos., 1900, 1436-443) do not prove that the 
evangelist wrote Aramaic, but only that he wrote a kind 
of Jewish Greek that he had derived from a reading of 
the LXX. Lk. also has Hebraisms, not only in chaps. 
I$ but elsewhere as well, and not only where he is 
dependent on Mk. or Mt. but also where he had no 
exemplar before him (as, for example, often ‘and it 
came to pass,’ K a t  2-yyivero ; see Hawkins, 30), and yet 
no one holds Lk.’s writing to be a translation of a 
Semitic original. Is. 403 (Mk. 13) could not possibly 
be cited in an Aramaic writing (see above, a). 

Against his further 
assertion that the genealogy was constructed by the author 
of the entire Gospel, see, however, MARV (MOTHER OF JESUS). 
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Just as little can the very small number of variants-partly 

Lucan in character-in D and old Latin translations, which 
Blass (Phil. of Gospels, ‘98. pp. 190-218) does not regard as 
traceable to transcribers, he held to show that the entire gospel 
of Mk. was written in Aramaic and translated into Greek in 
different ways, or even-as Blass formulates the hypothesis- 
that Luke the companion of Paul, himself before he wrote the 
third gospel, revised and published a bad Greek translation of 
the Aramaic Mk on which account it was that afterwards he 
omitted much of‘lt from his own book, not wishing to exceed 
the ordinary limits of a papyrus roll. Elsewhere (see ACTS, 
$3 17) it has been shown with what independence the text has 
been dealt with in D and its allied MSS. Least of all can 
Blass’s hypothesis seek support in the contention that Lk. 
shows little verbal coincidence with Mk. This fact (so far as it 
is a fact) can of course he sufficiently explained by the linguistic 
character of Mk which Lk. regarded as admitting of improve- 
ment. Whethey Mk.’s linguistic imperfections are due to 
translation from the Aramaic is a quite separate question. 
Finally, there are no grounds for the conjecture of Blass that 
the Aramaic original document dealing with the earliest his- 
tory of the church in Jerusalem which is held to have heeu used 
by Lk. in Actsl-12 (on this pbint, see ACTS, 8 17 [n.], col. 56) 
was written hy Mark, and that he will on this account havewritten 
the gospel also in Aramaic-notwithstanding that, according to 
Papias, he was Peter’s interpreter and that he has so many Latin 
words (8 108). 

(c) A written source still older than the logia or Mk. 
(or original Mk. : sce 5 148, end) may have been 
written in Aramaic. A writing in Hebrew (I 117) is 
not wholly impossible but certainly quite improbable. 
There seems to have been a Hebrew original in the 
case of the Psalms of Solomon (see APOCALYPTIC, 
§ 83). But here the ruling pattern may have been 
that of the O T  psalms, and perhaps also in Pompey’s 
time Hebrew was somewhat more generally in use than 
it came to be IOO years afterwards. I t  is not very 
helpful to suggest that people would have been 
naturally inclined to treat of the sacred subjects of 
the gospel history in the sacred language. The masses 
did not understand Hebrew (see ARAMAIC, § 5 ) ,  and 
yet gospel writings, unless they were to miss the purpose 
for which they were written, had to be adapted to the 
intel!igence even of the least instructed. 

(d) The gain from recourse to the theory of such an 
original is in the first place this, that certain Greek 
expressions will then admit of explanation as being 
errors of translation. Once made, such errors could 
very well pass on without change from one Greek 
writing to a second and to a third. But it will be at 
once obvious that such an explanation can have im- 
portance only in regard to particular passages, not in 
regard to the origin of the gospels as complete books. 

Nor even for this purpose is it necessary to aim at retrans- 
lation of whole sentences a process which will always offer 
room for new error; all ha t  will be required will he that we 
should discover the individual words or expressions from which 
the error can possibly have arisen.1 As a n  instance we may 
point to Wellhausen’s 137 (Lk. 11 41), which may equally as well 
mean ‘purify’as ‘give alms,’ d d i ~  I h q p o d w l v ;  the sense will 
then he the same as in Lk. 11 39, and in the parallel Mt. 23253,  
and thus the character given to the passage in 8 110 will be 
changed. 

( e )  Another advantage will be that the consideration 
of an Aramaic or Hebrew original will aid in determining 
as to the meaning and use of important or difficult 
words and ideas in the NT. A very familiar example 
occurs in the inn which Jerome found in the gospel of 
the Hebrews for 6mobutos in Mt. 611, and which is 
assuredly right (see Wined8), § 16, 3 6 ; and cp LORD’S 
PRAYER). But it must be said that the recent recourse 
had to Aramaic in this field of research has already had 
some very infelicitous results. 

Thus Lietzmann 2 Wellhansen 3 and others assert that Jesus 
used the word ‘ sob of Man’ oniy in the sense of man ’ gener- 
~ l l y  (cp $3, 116d, n.), hut did not apply it to himself in that of 
Messiah ; in this last sense, they maintain, it was only taken 

by the evangelists from the Apocalyptic literature, and so came 

1 Cp Wellh. in Nachr. d. Gesellsck. d. Wissensch. zu 
Gd’ifinqen, ’95, pp. IT f: ; Arnold Meyer, Jcsu Muitersprazhe, 
‘96 ’ Nestle PhiZo2oR;ca sacra, ’96. 

9’Der &enschensohu 96‘ also Theol. Ar6eifm aus dew 
Rheinischen iuissensch. $re&en,erein neue Folge Hft. 2, ’99. 

3 IJGP) 381 ; and Skizzetz u. Yorarbbiten, 6, ’99, bp. 194-215. 
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to be introduced into the gospel history.1 But Dalman in his 
turn (p. 159) disputes the geuuineiiess of the words ‘not the son 
but only the Father’ (RZk.1332; cp Mt.2436), on the ground 
that in the time of Jesus these expressions were not customary 
without additions such as ‘my [son],’ ‘of God ’ ‘my [Father]. 
As if the meaning they express could not possihy, nevertheless 
have come from Jesus, and only the form of expression bed& 
to the later use assumed by Dalman (cp 8 139). 

111. CREDIBILITY OF THE SYNOPTICS. 
The investigation of the mutual relationships between 

the synoptic gospels has in itself a scientific interest 

13f. Funds- and can therefore be carried on with 

mental interest even by the student for whom 
the credibility of the gospels is a matter 

considerations* df comparative indifference. Still, in 
the end the answer to this question is the goal of every 
research in this field. The question is often, however, 
still handled quite unscientifically. Thus, many still 
think themselves entitled to accept as historically true 
everything written in the gospels which cannot be 
shown by explicit testimony to be false. Others pay 
deference at  least to the opinion that a narrative gains 
in credibility if found in all three gospels (as if in such 
a case all were not drawing from one source) ; and 
with very few exceptions all critics fall into the very 
grave error of immediately accepting a thing as true as 
soon as they have found themselves able to trace it to n 
‘ source.’ 

Once we have freed ourselves from the dominion of 
such fallacies it cannot but seem unfortunate that the 
decision as to the credibility of the gospel narratives 
should be made to depend upon the determination of 
a problem so difficult and perhaps insoluble as the 
synaptical is. It would accordingly be a very im- 
portant gain if we could find some means of making it 
in some measure at  least independent of this. Such 
means have already been hinted a t  above (5s 27, n. I ,  
and 34, n. 2). 

The examination of the credibility must from the 
beginning be set about from two opposite points of 
view. On the one hand, we must set on one side every- 
thing which for any reason arising either from the 
substance or from considerations of literary criticism 
has to be regarded as doubtful or as wrong; on the 
other hand, one must make search for all such data, as 
from the nature of their contents cannot possibly on 
any account be regarded as inventions. 

When a profane historian finds before him a historical 
document which testifies to the worship of a hero un- 
known to other sources, he attaches first and fore- 
most importance to those features which cannot be 
deduced merely from the fact of this worship, and he 
does so on the simple and sufficient ground that they 
woiild not be found in this source unless the author had 
met with them as fixed data of tradition. The same 
fundamental principle may safely be applied in the case 
of the gospels, for they also are all of them written by 
worshippers of Jesus. We  now have accordingly the 
advantage-which cannot be appreciated too highly- 
of being in a position to recognise something as being 
worthy of belief even without being able to say, or even 
being called on to inquire, whether it comes from 
original Mk., from logia, from oral tradition, or from 
any other quarter that may be alleged. The relative 
priority becomes a matter of indifference, because the 
absolute priority-that is, the origin in real tradition- 
is certain. In such points the question as to credi- 
bility becomes independent of the synoptical question. 
Here the clearest cases are those in which only one 
evangelist, or two, have data of this class, and the 
second, or third, or both, are found to have talcen 
occasion to alter these in the interests of the reverence 
due to Jesus. 

If we discover any such points-even if only a few- 
1 See on the other side Schmiedel, Prof. Monatskefie, ’98, 

pp. 252.267 29r.308 ; Muirhead, Ex#. T, Nov. ’99, pp. 62-65 ; 
Dalman, Worte J e w ,  1 I ~ I - Z I ~ .  
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they guarantee not only their own contents, but also 
much more. For in that case one may also hold as 
credible d l  else which agrees in character with these, 
and is in other respects not open to suspicion. Iiideecl 
the thoroughly disinterested historian must recognise it 
as his duty to investigate the grounds for this so great 
reverence for himself which Jesus was able to call forth ; 
and he will then, first and foremost, find himself led to 
recognise as true the two great facts that Jesus had 
compassion for the multitude and that he preached with 
power, not as the scribes (Mt. 936 729). Let us, then, 
proceed to test in the two ways indicated some of the 
leading points in the synoptic gospels. 

The chronological framework must be classed among 
the most untrustworthy elemerits in the gospels. Not 
132. Chrono- only are the data often quite vague-a 

defect for which we conld not blame the 
fr&g%'rk. evangelists if they had no precise in- 

formation; often also it is impossible 
to have any confidence, when Mt. so frequently says 
' then'  (&E), 'on that day'  (& ~ K E I Y ~  ~i +p!pq),  or the 
like, or when Mk. says ' straightway' (EljSds), that the 
event really followed on what immediately precedes it 
in the narrative. Were we to take the evangelists 
literally, an enormous number of events would have 
to be compressed within the limits of certain days (cg., 
Mt. 12 15-1352), and there would be only a very 
moderate number of days of the public ministry of Jesus 
with regard to which any events are recorded at  all. Of 
the six time-determinations in Lk. 3 I f. -manifestly 
brought together with great care-only the first three 
can be regarded as free from exception. Philip ruled 
over Trachonitis and other territories, but only over a 
sniall portion of Iturzea. The office of high priest was 
never filled by two persons at  the same time; it is 
Caiaphas who ought to have been named, whilst Annas 
held the office from 6 to 15 A. D. On LYSANIAS see that 
article. The statement about the census of Quirinius 
in 21 f: is quite erroneous (see CEIRONOLOGY, 5 9 3 ,  
QUIRINIUS, also above, 1 22, last footnote). But the 
data are often even in direct contradiction to each other. 
In'Mt. 8-12 especially, matters stand in a quite different 
chronological connection from that which they have in 
Mk. and Lk. (J 116 a).  Or the mother and brethren of 
Jesus come, in Mk. 331 and Mt. 1246, after the discourse 
about Beelzebub, in Lk. 819 after the great parable- 
discourse (see further $ 18, begin.). 

The case is no better with the order of the narratives. 
( a )  A large number of sayings of Jesus have been placed 
'133. Order of together by Mt. in five longer dis- 
the narrative. courses which on each occasion he 

closes with the formula referred to in 
$ 127 (a, 7). Among these are included, for example, 
a series of seven woes upon the Pharisees, 2313-36, a 
series of seven parables, 131-52, and a series of six 
theses in correction of the law (521-48; § 34, n. I ; 
Hawkins, 131-135). Lk. has arranged in two similar 
large groups-the so-called small and large interpola- 
tions, 620-83 and 951-1814-material partly the same 
as, and partly different from, that of Mt. 

The greater interpolation-the narrative of what is known as 
the Samaritan journey-can make no claim to historicity. In the 
midst of it we find (101 and 17) the mission of the seventy and 
their return, (1331) the warning against the plots of Herod 
kntipas, who ruled over Galilee only, not Samaria, (141) a feast 
in the house of a Pharisee, who can hardly have lived in 
Samaria, and (17 11) the statement that Jesus was on the 
borders of Galilee and Samaria, which yet he had already 
passed (951) in his journey to Jerusalem. 

( a )  But even outside of these compiled discourses the 
order of narration is often such as to suggest the sus- 
picion that it has been determined by the nature of 
the contents. The rubbing of the ears of corn and 
the healing of the man with the withered hand (Mk. 
223-36) are related the one immediately after the 
other, only because both occurrences showed Jesus in 
conflict with the law of the Sabbath. Or are we to 
believe that the .two or three men-the whole number 
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recorded in the gospels (Mt. 819-22 Lk. 95,-62)-who; 
asked of Jesus to be admitted to the number of his 
disciples, all presented themselves at one and the same 
moment-viz., when he was about to take ship across 
the Sea of Galilee, or, according to Lk., at one and 
the same point in the journey through Samaria? Coni- 
pare, further, the wholly different order in which the 
events in Mt. 8-12 (9 116a) are given as compared with 
Mk. and LE., with the result that (e .8 .  ) the choice of the 
apostles comes to be placed immediately before their 
sending-out ( l O 2 - 4 ) ,  and the series of miracles before 
the arrival of the messengers from the Baptist (1 137 a). 

(c) In many cases it is not so much for the sake of 
the order, but simply for the sake of a word, that 
certain sayings of Jesus are brought into contiguity with 
others ; thus, Mk. 942-48 are brought together only by 
the idea of ' stumbling-block' ( U K ~ Y ~ ~ @ W ) ,  ZIV. 48. 
and 49a only by that of fire, w. 496 and 50 only by that 
of salt, Lk. 1133-36 only by that of light, 13243 only by  
that of the door. But what is said with regard to. 
these things is in each case quite different, and he does 
no honour to Jesus who believes himself in duty bound 
to prove that the Master gave forth in one breath utter- 
ances so utterly disconnected. 

( d )  In other places there is manifest lack of clear 
appreciation of the situation. The prohibition-which 
certainly comes from Jesus himself and is no mere in- 
vention of the evangelists-against making known a 
deed of healing wrought by him, a prohibition still 
found in Mt. 84 930, wbuld be utterly futile if, previously 
(4233 ) and simultaneously (935), Jesus had healed whole 
crowds of sick persons. In 1 2  16 the prohibition is !aid 
even upon a great multitude of persons healed at one and 
the same time. But we find the same thing also in the 
parallel Mk. 3 12 and even in 1 3 4  = Lk. 4 41 ; and here 
also follows the same prohibition laid upon individuals 
(Mk.144=Lk.514 Mk.826). 

( e )  In Mk. one is very willingly disposed to recognise 
an  appropriate arrangement of the events of the public 
ministry of Jesus as a whole. It is certainly the fact 
that his first chapter gives the impression that the public 
activity of Jesus may actually have begun in the manner 
here related. But so far as the rest of the gospel is 
concerned, little confidence can be placed even in Mlc.'s 
order. In saying this, we lay no stress on the assertion 
of Papias (see § 65) that he set down the deeds and 
words of Jesus without order ; for Papias may very well 
have been judging of that order with Mt. as his standard. 
Nor can we accept the view of B. Weiss, that Mk. in- 
tended by his frequent use of the imperfect to convey 
that he is narrating not individual deeds of Jesus but 
only the sort of things that he was in the habit of doing, 
as for example in 42.l The whole sum, however, of 
separate events in Galilee (miracles, discourses, and the 
like) has so comparatively little that is characteristic, 
and their order-for a writer who wrote only for the 
glorification of Jesus and not for a laboriously exact 
account of his biography-was of so comparatively 
little importance, that it would not be safe for us to rely 
on them with any. confidence whatever. In one point 
Mk. has a superiority over Mt. and Lk. ; in 7 24 31 he  
records a journey of Jesus to Tyre and Sidon, in other 
words, a long distance abroad. So also the journey to  
Czesarea Philippi recorded by him (827)  in common 
with Mt. (1613) signifies for him a noteworthy epoch 
in the public life of Jesus ($ 135). 145g. 

The alleged situations in which the recorded ntter- 
ances of Tesus were spoken can by no means be implicitly 

See further 

134. Occ~sions accepted. Wjs the Lord's Prayer 
of utterances given in the Sermon on the Mount (Mt. 

69-13), or at the special request of the 
disciules (Lk. 11 1-4)? Did Tesus de- of Jesus. 

liver the Sermon on ;he Mount to his disciples (Mt. 5 I 

1 As against this view of B. Weiss see Feiny, JPT, '87, pp. 
45-57, 77,; 88, pp. .+os$; Holtzmann, ibid., 78, pp. 168.171, 
with W e d s  reply, pp. 583-585. 
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Lk. 6 2 0 ) ~  or was it heard by the multitudes (Mt. 7 2 8  Lk. 
71),? For a whole series of utterances of Jesus Lk. has 
assigned occasions of which Mk. and Mt. know nothing 
(e.g., 918 1129 37f: 1241 1323 1415 1 5  151f: 175 37 
19 11). Even where an utterance of Jesus recurs more 
than once in the gospels-and we may be certain that 
he repeated himself much oftener than is recorded ( 5  
145 a)-they yet afford us not the slightest guarantee 
that the repetition took place precisely at the point at  
which they place it. 

The saqing about the light under a bushel is found in three 
different connections. In Mk. 4 21 and Lk. 8 16 the  light is the  
interpretation of the parables Jesus had spoken (see $ 119a)- 
manifestly a very special application of a thought of very much 
wider scope. In Lk. 11 33 the saying comes after the sentence 
which affirms that in the person of Jesus a greater than Jonah is 
present; here, then, the light can only be Jesus himself. In 
this connection. however. it is imuossihle to carrv throuzh the 
most obvious meaning of the saylng that one ou&t not’to put 
the light under a bushel. Moreover we find in 11 34 a saying 
added only on account of the verbal suggestion (8 13gc+that 
the light of the body is the eye. Once more, then, it is not 
likely that the saying belongs to this place. In Mt. 5 14-16 two 
different representations are combined. the disciples are ex- 
korted to let their light shine, the city sei on the hill on the other 
hand shines of itself. By the liqht the disciples are here meant 
hut the opening words, ‘ye are the light of the world,’ can easil; 
have been framed on the model of the preceding sentence, ye 
are the salt of the earth,’ and that, too, for the first time by Mt., 
for the two sentences can hardly have stood together in one 
source since in Mk. and in Lk. they are given in two quite dis- 
tinct places. Thus in no one passage have we any security that 
we are in possession of the original connection of the saying, and it 
would be just as conceivable that it may have been spoken by 
Jesus when one of his followers, concerned about his safety, had 
besought him, as Peter on one occasion (Mt. 16 22) did, to spare 
himself and not expose himself to danger-in fact very much as 
i n  Jn. 94J, only without the specifically Johannine meaning of 
the word. 

In the case of an eye-witness the recollection of an 
event associates itself readily with that of a definite 
135. Places place, but for those who are not eye- 
and persons. witnesses this has much less interest. In  

Lk. 9 18 Peter’s confession is not made at 
Czsarea Philippi ; indeed, the evangelist knows nothing 
about a journey thither at  all ( 5  116a. end). The 
leper was cleansed according to Mt. 8 ~ f .  after Jesus had 
finished his Sermon on the Mount, but according to 
Lk. (512) a considerable time before that, when Jesus 
was ‘in one of the cities,’ similarly as in Mk. 140. 

On the return from his first journey abroad (to Tyre and 
Sidon) esus, according to Mk. ‘I 31, arrives at the eastern shore 
of the 8, of Galilee according to Mt. 15 zg (if we are to take 
the most obvious meaning of the words), at the western. After 
the feeding of the 4000 both evangelists agree in saying that he 
crossed the lake ; hut according to Mk. 8 IO the crossing is to the 
west shore according to Mt. 15 39 it is to the east. Then follows 
a new crdssing, after which the apprehension ahout want of 
bread arises in Mk. 8 13j: on the eastern shore, in Mt. 16 5 on the 
western. The two routes coalesce according to Mk. 827 Mt. 
1G 13 only when Cresarea is reached-unless we are to assume 
that Mt., in what precedes, means the same localities as Mk. 
and has only expressed himself misleadingly (cp 5 TIZ a). 

As for persons-neither the names of the women at  
the cross (see CLOPAS, 5 z) nor even the names of the 
twelve disciples (Mt. 102-4 Mk. 316-19 Lk. 6 14-16) are 
given in two places alike (see APOSTLE). On the 
divergence between Mt. 99 on the one hand and Mk. 2 14 
and Lk. 527 on the other, see LEVI and MATTHEW. 

Several of the reported sayings of Jesus clearly bear 
the impress of a time which he did not live to see. The 
136. Conditions precept ahout taking up one’s cross 
belonging to a and following Jesus (Mt. 1038 1624) 

is certainly not to be explained by 
pointing out that the sight of con- 

demned persons carrying their crosses to the place of 
execution was a familiar one ; for in that spectacle the 
most important element of all was wanting-that of 
innocence. The words in question cannot have taken 
their present shape till after the death of Jesus. Ex- 
hortations as to how to behave in times of persecution 
(Mk. 139-13) he can hardly have found it necessary to 
give so early, for, however numerous his followers may 
have been, he formed in his lifetime no definite com- 
munity outside the bonds of the Jewish religion, and 

See, further, Hawkins, 129-137 ; Wernle, Z I O J  

later time. 

still less a church. It was therefore also in the lifetime 
of Jesus hardly possible that his followers should be 
expelled from the synagogue in the manner spoken of in 
Lk. 622, and still less so that they should be expelled on 
account of the name of ‘ Christian’ (see CHRISTIAN, 5 I). 
The graduated order of procedure against an erring 
brother (Mt. 1815-17) is much more easily explained 
when transplanted to a later time. In the mouth of 
Jesus it is, at  all events, intelligible only if by ecclesia 
( P K K ~ V U ~ )  we understand not the Christian but the 
Jewish local community. But also the authority con- 
ferred in the verse immediately following (18 IS), 
‘Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall be bound in 
heaven, and whatsoever ye shall loose on earth shall be 
loosed in heaven,’ could never have been given by Jesus 
either to the apostles or, what the context leaves open, 
to  his followers in general, still less to Peter to whom it 
is limited in 1619 (cp BINDING A N D  LOOSING). Still 
more 1618 is open to serious question, quite apart from 
other reasons, on account of the word eccksia, and 
because the verse is wanting in Tatian’s Diatessaron. 
Into the discourse on the occasion of the mission of the 
disciples special precepts have been introduced, of a sort 
which canonlyowe their origin to later missionarypractice 
taught by painful experience (e.g., Mt. 10 II 13). The 
baptismal precept to baptize in the name of the Father, 
the Son, and the Holy Spirit (Mt. 28 19) is questionable, 
not only because, according to the older accounts, the 
risen Jesus was only seen, not heard ( 5  138 d), but also 
because, according to the N T  throughout, baptism was 
only in. the name of Jesus (Rom. 63  Gal. 327 Acts 238 
816 1048 195 1Cor.611 113; even in EIermas also; 
Vis. iii. 7 3). The Trinitarian formula is met with first 
in Justin (ApoZ. 161) and in the Didachk (71). So also, 
if Jesus had enjoined the mission to the Gentiles on the 
original apostles, as is stated in Mt. 2819, it would be a 
practical impossibility to understand, how they, or their 
followers, could have withstood Paul so hotly upon this 
very point. 

I t  would clearly be wrong, in an investigation such as 
the present, to start from any such postulate or axiom 
137. The as that ‘miracles’ are impossible. At 

miracle- the same time, on the other hand, some 
narratives. doubt as to the accuracy of the accounts 

cannot fail to arise in the mind even of 
the stoutest believer in miracles when he observes snch 
points as the following :-(a) How contradictory they 
are. In Mk. 1 3 2  34 aZZ the sick were brought to Jesus 
and he healed some; in [ /  Mt. 8 16 they brought many and 
he healed alZ; in 11 Lk. 440 they brought aZZ and he healed 
aZZ, as also in Mt. 424. In Mk. 3 7 3  IO a great multi- 
tude followed him and he healed many; in / /  Mt. 1215 
many followed and he healed a A  According to this the 
view of the evangelist must have been that he was 
followed exclusively by sick persons. According to 
what is said in 8 133 d not only the early date but the 
historicity altogether of those healings en masse must be 
held to be doubtful. Before the feeding of 
the 5000, in Mk. (634) Jesus teaches the multitude ; in 
Mt. (1414) he heals their sick; in Lk. (911) he does 
both. At the beginning of his journey to Jerusalem, 
according to Mk. ( ~ O I ) ,  Jesus teaches the multitude; 
according to Mt. (192) he heah them. According to 
Lk. (721) Jesus heals a number of sick-posscssed 
and blind-in the presence of the messengers of the 
Baptist, and immediately before this he raises the 
widow’s son at  Nain (711-17) ; Mt. knows nothing of 
this, and Mk. as little (the message of the Baptist is 
wholly wanting in Mk.). But on the other hand Mt. 
records as before this date not only the healing of a 
leper (81-4) and of a paralytic (91-8), as does Mk. 140- 
2 IZ = Lk. 5 12-26, hut also the raising of the daughter of 
Jairus (918-26), and the healing of two blind men (927- 
31), and of a dumb man possessed with a devil ( K W @ S  : 
93~-34)-healings which in Lk. are all brought in as 
having been wrought after the message of the Baptist 
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(840-56 1835-43 1114-16). Thus each of the two evan- 
gelists secured that the messengers of the Baptist should 
be able to hear of miracles of most various kinds as 
wrought by Jesus (Mt. 115=Lk. 7.2) ; but each has 
done so in a djfferent way. After the cleansing of the 
temple, Jesus, according to Mt. (2114), heals blind 
and lame there; of this Mk. and Lk. know nothing. 
Similarly in 2852f. he alone reports the resurrection of 
many dead persons on the death of Jesus. On the 
other hand, Mt. (2617-20) describes the preparation of 
the Passover meal without presupposing any super- 
natural knowledge on the part of Jesus as is done in 
Mk. (1412-17) and Lk. (227-14). Lk. alone knows not 
only of the miracles reported in 711-17 21, but also of 
the healing of the woman with the spirit of infirmity, of 
the man with the dropsy, of the ten lepers, and of the 
high priest’s servant’s ear, as also of the fact of 
Peter’s miraculous draft (1310-17 141-6 1711-1g 22 505 
51-11). In the last two cases the silence of Mt. and 
Mk. is all the more significant as they give a quite 
precise account of the very occurrences in the midst 
of which a miracle, according to Lk., was wrought, 
and in Gethsemane all the apostles, and at the call 
of Peter at least he and some others, were present 
(Mk. 1447=Mt. 2651-54; Mk. 116-2o=Mt. 418-22 ; cp 
§ 32, n. 5 ,  Only Mk., again, knows of the 
healing of a blind man in two successive stages, by 
application of spittle and by laying on of hands (8 22-26). 
Instead of the one man, deaf and with an impediment 
in his speech, who is healed by Jesus in Mk. (732-37) by 
the same means, inllMt. 1530f. a wholemultitude oflame, 
blind, and dumb are healed. At Gerasa Mk. (5 2) and Lk. 
(827) make mention of one demoniac, Mt. (828) of two, 
and that too (v. 29) with clear divergence from 11 Mk. 
57=Lk.828, and dependence on the words of the 
demoniac in the synagogue at Capernaum (Mk. 1 2 4 =  
Lk. 4 34), all mention of which has been wholly omitted 
by Mt. At Jericho Mk. (1046) mentions one blind man 
as Jesus was leaving the‘’city, Lk. 1 8 3 5  one as he was 
entering, Mt. 2029f. two as he was leaving. The man 
who in Lk. 1114  is dumb is also blind in Mt. 1 2 ~ 2 . ~  
According to Mk. 5 23 the daughter of Jairus is a t  the 
point of death, according to Lk. 842 she is a-dying ; in 
Mt. 9 18 the father’s statement runs, ‘ my daughter is 
even now dead,’ whilst in Mk. 535 and Lk. 849 this 
announcement is brought to Jesus only after the healing 
of the woman with the issue of blood which has been 
wrought in the interval. To  the number 5000 as well 
as to the 4000 of those a h o  were miraculously fed Mt. 
adds in each case (1421 1538) ‘besides women and 
children.’ In Mk. 1120 the fig tree is found to be 
withered away on the morning after the curse has been 
pronounced ; according to Mt. 21 19 it withered away 
immediately. Whilst in Mk. 1 IO$ it is Jesus who sees 
the heaven opened and the spirit descending and hears 
the voice, so that one is able, if so disposed, to take the 
whole passage as describing an inward mental experi- 
ence, with regard to which the disciples had derived 
their knowledge from himself alone, Mt. 316f. repre- 
sents the opening of the heavens as an objective occur- 
rence and gives the voice in the third person and thus 
not as for the hearing of Jesus alone, whilst according to 
Lk. 3213 the Spirit even descends ‘in bodily shape.’ 
As for the narratives of the nativity and childhood see 
MARY (MOTHER OF JESUS) and NATIVITY. We pass 
over the numerous other minor differences in the accounts 
of miracles in the gospels, in order to touch upon :- 

( d )  Two cases in which even one strongly predisposed 
1 I t  must be granted that in Mt. 932-34 ~ ~ 4 6 s  means a dumb, 

and in 11 5 a deaf But the two infirmities so often go 
together that thi; %iiTerence of meaning cannot be held to in- 
validate the statement in the text, which in all other respects is 
absolutely exact. 

2 These two passages must be regarded as parallel because in 
each there follows this detailed examination of the criticism that 
Jesus cast out demons by Beelzebub (Mt. 12 24-32=Lk. 11 15-23). 
A second parallel to Lk. 11 14 is Mt. 9 32-34, which agrees in 
its details with Lk. more exactly. 

42). 

erson. 
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to believe in miracles would find it difficult to 5ccept a 
narrative of this kind on account of the time to which 
it is assigned. (a) Lk. 2344f. expressly, and Mk. 1533 
Mt. 2745 also to all appearance, allege an eclipse of the 
sun, a celestial phenomenon which, however, is pos- 
sible only at the period of New Moon-Le., shortly 
before the 1st of Nisan-and cannot happen on the 
15th or 14th of a month. To save for the narrative some 
relic of credibility the suggestion has even been made 
that it is in fact an eclipse of the moon that is re- 
corded. But in offering this explanation it was for- 
gotten, not only that at midday such an occurrence 
would not produce darkness, but also that the shadow 
of the earth falling upon the moon is visible only from 
the side of the earth that is turned away from the sun, 
in other words, during the night, not in the middle of 
the day from 12 to 3. 

( p )  As for the fig tree (Mk. 11 12-14 20-25 Mt. 21 18-22), 

it is certainly the fact that its fruits begin to form before 
the leaves unfold-approximately about Easter - tide. 
But at this early stage they are still exceedingly small 
and quite uneatable. The first ripe figs are gathered 
in the end of June, most of the rest in August, and 
some not till so late as February. Some do not reach 
their development at all in the year of their formation, 
but only in the following spring. Fruits of this last- 
named class might therefore have been found by Jesus 
on the tree ; but they are in no sense a characteristic mark 
of a good tree ; the characteristic of such a tree is its 
young freshly-produced figs. But with figs of this last 
kind Jesus could not have satisfied his hunger ; the nar- 
rative would have been possible a t  any time from June to 
February ; but, placed at Easter, it is not so ; and yet it 
belongs so definitely to the Easter season that it would be 
indeed abold thing to saythat itis true initselfbutwrongly 
dated. The only really pertinent remark is that of Mk. 
(11 13) : it was not the season of figs. This is so contrary, 
however, to the whole of the rest of the narrative that 
Scholten thought himself justified. in setting it down as 
a marginal note by a foreign hand (I 119 b ) .  Thus, 
even where there is not the slightest shadow of aversion 
to miracles as such, there is nothing to surprise us when 
these two narratives are declared to be unhistorical. 
See FIG TREE. 

(6) Taken as a whole the facts brought forward in 
the immediately preceding paragraphs show only too 
clearly with what lack of concern for historical precision 
the evangelists write. The conclusion is inevitable that 
even the one evangelist whose story in any particular 
case involves less of the supernatural than that of the 
others, is still very far from being entitled on that 
account to claim implicit acceptance of his narrative. 
Just in the same degree in which those who came after 
him have gone beyond him, it is easily conceivable that 
he himself may have gone beyond those who went 
before him. 

With reference to the resurrection of Jesus ( a )  the 
most credible statement in the Synoptics is that of Mt. 

---  _. (and Mk.) that the first appearances _ _  
R ~ ~ ~ ; r ~ o n  were in Galilee. The appearance in 

Jerusalem to the two women (Mt. 28 gf.) 
is almost universallv given up-not of Jesus. 

_ I  

only because of the silence of all the other accounts, but 
also because in it Jesus only repeats the direction which 
the women had already received through the angel. If 
the disciples had seen Jesus in Jerusalem as Lk. states, 
it would be absolutely incomprehensible how Mk. and 
Mt. came to require them to repair to Galilee before 
they could receive a manifestation of Jesus. The con- 
verse on the other hand is very easy to understand; 
Lk. found it inconceivable that the disciples who, 
according to him, were still in Jerusalem, should have 
been unable to see Jesus until they went to Galilee. In 
actual fact the disciples had already dispersed at 
Gethsemane (Mk. 1450 Mt. 2656); this Lk. very signi- 
ficantly omits. Even Peter, after he had perceived, 
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when r e  denied his Master, the dangers he incurred, 
will hardly have exposed himself to these, gratuitously, 
any longer. At the cross only women, not disciples, 
were present. Whither these last had betaken them- 
selves we are not told. But it is not difficult to con- 
jecture that they had gone to their native Galilee. The 
angelic command, therefore, that they should make this 
their rendezvous, may reasonably he taken as a veiled 
indication that they had already gone thither. The 
presupposition made both by Mk. and by Mt. that they 
were still in Jerusalem on the day of the resurrection is 
accordingly erroneous. It  was this error of theirs that 
led Lk. to his still more erroneous inversion of the actual 
state of the facts. 
(6) The second element in the synoptics that may he 

accepted with confidence is the statement that it was 
Peter who received the first manifestation of his risen 
master. All the more surprising is it that it is only Lk. 
who tells us so, and that only in passing (2434). It  is 
the chief point in the statement of Paul, I Cor. 15 1-11. 

This passage must be regarded as the earliest acconnt 
of the appearances of the risen Jesus ; unquestionably 
it goes back to the communications made by Peter 
during the fifteen days’ visit of Paul, three years after 
the conversion of the latter (Gal. 118). 

(c) Not only is it a mark of inadequacy in the gospels 
that they have nothing to say about the greater number 
of the manifestations here recorded ; it also becomes 
necessary to withhold belief from what they actually do 
relate in addition. Paul would certainly not have left 
it out had he known it ; the duty of bringing forward 
all the available evidence in support of the truth of the 
resurrection of Jesus as against the Corinthian doubters 
was of the most stringent kind. 

( d )  Thus, on the one hand, the statements that 
Jesus was touched, and that he ate (Lk. 2439-43), are seen 
to be incredible. But these are precisely the statements 
which make it possible to understand why the evangelists 
should pass over the mere appearing of Jesus (Oq507) to 
which the statements of Paul are confined, inasmuch as 
they believed they could offer proofs of a more palpable 
character. 

In  criticism it was a great error to believe that by the expres- 
sion ‘was seen’ (&+6q) Paul was characterizing the appearances 
as unreal. I t  is indeed true that in the N T  this expression with 
one exception (Acts 726) is applied to visions ; but, unless he be 
a thoroughly modern person well versed in philosophy and 
science, the visionary IS under a psychological necessity to 
regard as real the things which he sees in vision even though he 
distinguishes between them and the objects of ordinary sight. 
The  only thing that would prevent him from doing so would be 
if the vision offered that which according to his ideas was utterly 
impossible. But in the case before us this is far from being so. 
In  the N T  the resurrection of a man-e.g., of the Baptist or of 
Elijah-is supposed to be thoroughly possible (Mk. 6 14-16= 
Mt.14z=Lk.O7f:Mk.Q11 Mt.1710 11 14). 

What the expression ‘was seen’ (6q507) proves is, 
accordingly, rather this-that in no description of any 
appearances of the risen Lord did Paul perceive any- 
thing by which they were distinguished from his own, re- 
ceived at Damascus. With reference to this he uses the 
sameexpression ; he therefore characterizes it as a ‘vision’ 
(drrmafa), and, as he still distinguishes from this the 
‘ revelation ’ ( ~ T o K L L X U $ L S )  in z Cor. 12 I ,  we shall have 
to take the word literally and interpret it as denoting 
seeing, not hearing. I 

( e )  The statements as to the empty sepulchre are to 
be rejected; Paul is silent regarding ‘them, and his 
silence is very strongly reinforced by Mk. 1 6 8  which 
says the women told no one anything of what they had 
seen. This failure to carry out the angel’s bidding is 
quite unthinkable, and one readily understands why Mt. 
and Lk. should say the opposite, though this is probably 
the most violent change they have anywhere made on 
their exemplar. (The word ‘fear,’ C$@OS, in Mt. 288 
shows that he had before him the ‘ were afraid,’ Pq50- 
POOVTO, of Mk. ) The statement of Mk. is intelligible 
only if we take him to mean that the whole statement as 
to the empty sepulchre is now being promulgated for the 
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first time by the publication of his gospel. He cannot. 
intend to say that the women held their peace for a 
short time only, for the general belief is that Jesus. 
appeared very soon after his resurrection, and every 
delay on the part of the women would have put back 
the time at which the disciples could arrive in Galilee- 
and behold the promised appearing of the Lord. If- 
Mk. is understood in the sense we have indicated, then 
in him we have a virtual admission, veiled indeed, yet 
clear, that all Statements as to the empty sepulchre- 
were innovations of a later time. 
(f) Nor, as against this, will it avail to urge the- 

inherent likelihood that the sepulchre must without fail 
have been visited. 

Here the assumption is that forthwith on the resurrection day 
the tidings of the empty sepulchre became known in Jerusalem. 
But this supposition has been shown to he groundless. Yet even 
had the tidings been brought forthwith to the Christians in 
Jerusalem, and even if they had thereupon at once visited the 
sepulchre, their evidence would not have proved more than did 
that of the women. Only an examination by opponents could 
have claimed greater weight. But it is hardly likely that the 
tidings reached their ears forthwith. Yet, even had this 
happened and the sepulchre been found empty the fact would 
have been capable of heing explained by thim as due to a 
removal of the body. The (unhistorical) statement of Mt. as to 
setting a watch over the sepulchre (5 108) had in fact just this 
very purpose in view-to exclude the possibility of any such 
removal. But after the visit of the women the watch was not 
continued even in Mt. Further it has to be borne in mind  that^ 
according to Jewish belief a body did not remain iecognisable- 
for more than three days (see JOHR, SON OF ZEBEDEE F 20 u). 
Had a body, therefore, really been found, it would do‘longer 
have been possible to identify it as the body of Jesus. 

This comes yet more strongly into view if we picture- 
to ourselves the order of events in the way in which, in 
all probability, they actually happened. The first belief 
in the resurrection of Jesus arose through the appearances. 
in Galilee on the third day after his death, or later. 
The disciples believed in them and therefore felt them- 
selves under no necessity to assure themselves by ex- 
amination of the sepulchre. Even if the tidings of the. 
Galilzean appearances had Geen brought to Jerusalem 
forthwith, not even so would they have given occasion 
for such an examination. It  was unnecessary: the- 
followers of Jesus believed them without further evi- 
dence ; his enemies laughed them to scorn. One knew 
that the emptiness of the sepulchre after so long a 
time could prove aiiything just as little as could the 
production of a no longer identifiable body. It is 
unnecessary to enter more fully into the almost incred- 
ible variations in the accounts of what happened at 
the sepulchre, after what has already been said (see, for- 
enumeration, § 27). 
(g) The conclusion of Mk. (169-20) is admittedly not. 

genuine (see W. and H., Appendix, and above, § 4, 
n. 2). Still less can the shorter conclusion printed by W. 
and H. lay claim to genuineness. Should it he found that 
thelonger, in accordance with an Armenian superscription 
found by Conybeare (Ez$os., ’93 8, pp. 241-z54), was. 
written by the presbyterAristion-the name in the inscrip- 
tion i s  Ariston,-then a very unfavourable light would 
be shed upon this ’ disciple of the Lord,’ as Papias calls. 
him. Almost the entire section is a compilation, partly- 
even from the fourth gospel and Acts. At the same time- 
the words ‘ for they were afraid’ (Qq5oPoGv70 ydp, 168)* 
cannot have been the close intended by the author, 
especially seeing that appearances in Galilee are an- 
nounced (167).  The suggestion that the author was. 
interrupted as he was finishing is a mere makeshift. 
It  cannot be urged in support of it that in Mt. and 
Lk. no traces of the conjectured genuine conclusion of‘ 
Mk. are to he found. We  could not be sure. 
whether at least Mt. has not drawn from it, especi- 
ally as he coincides entirely with Mk. 166f .  But. 
deliberate divergence from the (supposed) conclu 
sion of Mk. would also be very intelligible, for Mt. 
and Lk. have already, as against Mk. 168, said the- 
opposite of what lay hefore them in their exemplar.. 
The fact that the last leaf of a book is always the most 
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liable to get lost can suffice to explain how the close of 
Mk. should have disappeared without leaving any trace. 
Yet a deliberate removal of it is also conceivable,-if 
it did not answer the demands which had already come 
to be set lip in the time of Mt. and Lk. Nothing can 
be conjectured with any certainty, except that it 
described an appearance of Jesus to the disciples. The 
fact that Peter is also individually named in 167  may 
perhaps be held to indicate that the conclusion con- 
tained also an appearance to Peter alone. 

The foregoing sections may have sometimes seemed 
to raise a doubt whether any credible elements were to 
139. Absolutely be found in the gospels at all ; all the 

credible , moreemphatically thereforemust stress 
be laid on the existence of passages of 

(a)About Je;lus the kind indicated in 131. Refer- 
ence has already been made to Mk. 
10 17 f: ‘ Whv callest thou me good ? 

passages. 

in general. 
none is good save Gzd dnly ’): as also to Mt. 6 3 1 J  
(that blasphemy against the son of man can be forgiven),’ 
and to Mk. 321 (that his relations held him to be beside 
himself; cp To these, two others may now 
be added : Mk. 1332 (‘of that day and of that hour 
knoweth no one, not even the angels in heaven, neither 
the Son but the Father ’ ; the words ‘ neither the Son ’ 
(01366 b ulbr) are absent from Mt. in many MSS and 
the whole verse from Lk. ; cp 130e); and Mk.1534 
Mt. 2746 (‘My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken 
me? ‘-an utterance which Lk. has wholly omitted). 

These five passages, along with the four which will 
be spoken of in 5 140, might be called the foundation- 
pillars for a truly scientific life of Jesus. Should the 
idea suggest itself that they have been sought out with 
partial intent, as proofs of the human as against the 
divine character of Jesus, the fact at all events cannot 
be set aside that they exist in the Bible and demand 
OUT attention. In reality, however, they prove not only 
that in the person of Jesus we have to do with a com- 
pletely human being, and that the divine is to be sought 
in him only in the form in which it is capable of being 
found in a man;  they also prove that he really did 
exist, and that the gospels contain at least some absolutely 
trustworthy facts concerning him. If passages of this 
kind were wholly wanting in them it would be impos- 
sible to prove to a sceptic that any historical value 
whatever was to be assigned to the gospels ; he would 
be in a position to declare the picture of Jesus contained 
in them to be purely a work of phantasy, and could 
remove the person of Jesus from the field of history,- 
all the more when the meagreness of the historical 
testimony regarding him, whether in canonical writings 
outside of the gospels, or in profane writers snch as 
Josephus, Tacitus, Suetonius, and Pliny, is considered. 

( a )  According to Mk. 812 Jesus emphatically declined 
to work a ‘sign ’ (uqpeio~) before the eyes of his con- 

116 6 d). 

140. (a )  On the temporaries ; ‘ there shall no sign be 
miracles of given unto this generation. ’ In Mt. 

1239 164 and Lk. 1129 this saying is 
given in the enlarged form, ‘there Jesus’ 

shall no sign be given to this generation but the sign 
of Jonah (the prophet).’ Unless here the meaning 
intended be the exact contrary of what is said in Mk., 
the ‘sign of Jonah’ cannot be really a ‘sign,’ but 
rather the opposite of one. 

To illustrate how notwithstanding i t  was possible for Jesus 
to express himself SA, let us put an i&aginary parallel case. A 
conqueror, without receiving any provocation, invades a country. 
I t s  inhabitants send an embassy to ask of him what justification 
he can show for his aggression. He gives the answer: You 
ask me what I can allege in justification? I shall give you no 
other justification than that which my sword gives. The 
situation in the gospel is quite similar. 

The one thing which Jesus has hitherto done, and, 
if he refuses to work signs (u~pe ia ) ,  the one thing which 

1 Lk. also as well as Mk. has his share in the weakening of 
this sentence the verse he gives immediately before it heing 
(12 9), ‘he thdt denieth me in the presence of men shall he denied 
i n  the presence of the angels of God.’ 
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he can continue to do, is to preach. The main activity 
of Jonah also in like manner consisted in preaching. 
By the sign of Jonah accordingly is meant the opposite 
of a sign-viz., preaching like that of Jonah. This is 
shown also by the immediate sequel: ‘ the  men of 
Nineveh repented at the preaching of Jonah.’ Next 
follows the example of the Queen of Sheba who came 
to hear the preaching of Solomon (Mt. 1241f:=Lk. 
1131.f. ). 

It is only in Mt. (1240) that this good connection is brolcen by 
the interpretation that the sign of Jonah means his three days’ 
sojourn in the belly of the whale and that by this is signified 
the three days’ sojourn of Jesus in’the heart of the earth. But 
even apart from its breaking the connection this verse which 
rests only on misunderstanding of the ambi&ouous utterance in 
Lk. 11 30, is quite unsuitable ; for a ‘sign’ of course makes its 
impression only when it can be seen. The people of Nineveh 
could not observe the emergence of Jonah from the place of his 
sojourn, nor indeed is it even stated that he told them of it ; all 
that is said is that he preached to them. 

(6) According to Mk.65f: Jesus was able to do no 
mighty work (save healing a few sick folk) in Kazareth 
and marvelled at the unbelief of its people. This then 
is the reason why he was unable. Mt. 1358 is a 
manifest weakening of this : ‘ he did not many mighty 
works there because of their unbelief. ‘ 

(c) In Mk. 8 14-21 the disciples, in the crossing of the 
Lake, which has been touched on in 135, are re- 
presented as having forgotten to take bread with them. 
Jesus says : ‘Take heed, beware of the leaven of the 
Pharisees and of Herod’ (in Mt. 166 : ‘of the Pharisees 
and Sadducees ’). This exhortation the disciples take 
as a reproach on them for their forgetfulness. Unt 
Jesus rebukes them for their little understanding, and 
reminds them of the feeding of the 5000 and of the 
4000. The conclusion is given fully only by Mt. 
(1611$), but unquestionablyin the sense of Mk., ‘ How 
IS it that ye do not perceive that I sp&e not to you 
concerning bread? . . . then understood they how that 
he bade them beware of the teaching of the Pharisees 
and Sadducees.’ Both evangelists have previously 
related the feeding of the 5000 and the 4000 as facts. 
If Jesus reminds them of this, the consequence must of 
course be that they should think of material loaves as 
being what they are to beware of. In reality, however, 
the deduction is quite the opposite. This is possible 
only on one assumption-if the feeding of the 5000 and 
the 4000 was not a historical occurrence, but a parable 
having this as its point that the bread with which one 
man in the wilderness was able to feed a vast multitude 
signifies the teaching with which he satisfied their souls. 
On this view the closing statement of the narrative first 
finds its full explanation; more bread remains over 
than was present at the beginning; truth is not con- 
sumed when it is communicated to others, but only 
serves to awaken in them ever new thoughts and an 
ever-growing power to satisfy in their turn the spiritual 
hunger of others. It is exceedingly surprising, yet at 
the same time evidence of a reproduction of earlier 
materials, that Mk. and Mt. should give the present 
narrative at all-a narrative which in their understand- 
ing of the miracle of the feeding is so meaningless. 

Mt. has made some attempt, albeit a somewhat feeble one, to  
bring the two narratives into harmony. With him Jesus (16 8) re- 
proaches the disciples for their little faith. Similarly Mk. a t  a n  
earlier place (652) )  the wording of which recalls that of the 
present passage alludes to the miracle of the loaves and implies 
that the disciplis ought to have learned from it implicit faith in 
the supernatural power of Jesus even in the storm. All the 
more important is i t  to notice that in the passage of Mk. now 
before us (6 14-21) Jesus blames them, in the only fitting (and 
therefore the only original) way, for their little undersianding ; 
and Mt. by taking up this reproach in It? g I I  shows that the 
other, that of unbelief, is not the original one. 

(dj In Mt. 11 5 Lk. 7 2 2  Jesus sends an answer to the 
Baptist that the blind see, the lame walk, the lepers 
are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised, and 
the poor have the gospel preached to them. As has 
been shown above (3  137 a ) ,  both evangelists have seen 
to it that all the miracles. mentioned have taken place, 
either at an earlier date, or before the eyes of the 
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Baptist’s messengers. All the more remarkable there- 
fore is it that the list should close with what is not a 
miracle a t  all. It  would be impossible to counteract 
the preceding enumeration more effectually than by the 
simple insertion of this final clause. The evangelists 
therefore cannot have added it of their own proper 
motion. Neither could Jesus have neutralised the 
force of his own words-if we assume niiracles to be 
intended-in such an extraordinary way. On the 
other hand the clause in question fits admirably, if 
Jesus was speaking not of the physically but of the 
spiritually blind, lame, leprous, deaf, dead. This is 
the meaning, too, which these words actually have in 
the OT passages, Is. 3.551: 611, which lie at the root 
of this, and it also fits very well the continuation in Mt. 
116 Lk. 723, which reads, ‘Blessed is he who is not 
offended in me’ (Le . ,  in my unpretentious simplicity). 
Here, therefore, we have a case, as remarkable as it is 
assured, in which a saying of Jesus, though completely 
misunderstood, has been-in its essence at least- 
incorporated with verbal accuracy in the gospels. 

Jesus, then, declined to work signs (qpekc), and that, 
too, on principle. Mk. 8 IZ (and parallels) is not a . .  
141. Inference saying of a kind ;hat he ‘could have 
&s to signs., uttered one day and broken the next ; 

moreover he exuresslv saw that no 
. I ,  

sign should be given to ‘ this [whole] generation,’ because 
as a whole it was wicked and rebellious against God. 
Now, the word sZmeion does not denote any kind of 
wonder, but only a wonder of the kind which serves the 
end of showing the power of him who works it-as, in 
the present case, the Messiahship of Jesus. But, so 
far as the reported miracles of Jesus have this end, 
they are, if this saying of his is to be accepted, no 
longer to be taken to be credible; either they never 
happened at all or (at least), if historical, they were 
not miraculous. 

This applies very conspicuously to the withering of the fig-tree. 
Apart from the motive mentioned in 5 137 6, p, this particular 
miracle is rejected by many theologians on the ground that such 
a deed having no manifest saving purpose, appears to them un- 
worth; of his character. The same principle will apply also at 
least to the stilling of the storm and the walking upon the 
water, and likewise to the stater in the fish‘s mouth even 
though, strangely enough, it is not expressly said an;where 
that this miracle was actually carried out. 

( a )  As for the feeding of the 5000 and the 4000, so also 
for the withering of the fig-tree, we still possess a clue to 

142. of the way in wrhich the narrative arose 
miraculous out of a parable. The narrative in 

narratives in question is not found in Lk., and this 
fip”at!ve is, doubtless correctly, explained from 

the sumosition that Lk. considered his - .  
speecn’ Darabfe- (136-0)  of the fie-tree - or 

rather the unspocen sequei to the parable, t tat the tree 
had at last to be cut down after all-as identical with 
the narrative. By the fig-tree, in this view, was meant 
the nation of Israel, and that which we have seen to be 
impossible if the story is taken as a relation of actual 
fact (§ 137 6, p)  becomes very effective as soon as the 
symbolical interpretation is adopted. At the close of 
his ministry, at his last passover festival, Jesus utters his 
curse upon the nation that has borne no fruit. Figu- 
rative forms of expression, which could give rise to the 
story of the feeding, are also to be found in Mt. 
56 : ‘blessed are they that hunger,’ for they shall be 
filled,’ and the verse which in Mk. (634)  stands before 
the miraculous narrative, to the effect that Jesus taught 
the multitude, embodies in reality the substance of that 
narrative. For Peter’s draught of fishes, cp Mk. 
1 1 7  and Mt. 1347-50. It  is not difficult to con- 
jecture expressions made use of by Jesus out of which 
the narrative of the walking on the water and the still- 
ing of the tempest could be framed, somewhat after the 
analogy of Mk. 11 22-24 and Lk. 176 : ‘ if ye have faith as 
a grain of mustard seed, then shall ye be able to com- 

1 On the earliest text see 5 123 a, n. 
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mand the storm and it will obey, and ye shall be able 
to walk unharmed upon the troubled sea (of life).’ 
Indeed even the words which actually stand in the 
passages last cited might have given occasion to the 
formation of miraculous narratives. ‘ If ye shall say in 
faith to this mountain, Re thou cast into the sea, or to 
the sycomore tree, Be thou transplanted into the sea, so 
shall it be done.’ But literalism of this sort even in 
those days had its limits. 

(6) The same explanation is capable of being applied 
also where deeds or words attributed to Jesus himself are 
not concerned. It  is very easily conceivable that a 
preacher on the death of Jesus may have said, purely 
figuratively, that then was the veil of the temple rent in 
twain (Mk. 1 5 3 8  = Mt. 2751 = Lk. 2 3 4 5 ) .  What he 
meant to say was that by the death of Jesus the 
ancient separation between God and his people was 
done away. By a misunderstanding, this saying could 
easily be taken up as statement of a literal physical fact. 
So also, if another preacher said, using figurative 
language, that at the death of Jesus the graves had 
opened (Mt. 2 7 5 2 ) ,  or that darkness (of sorrow) had 
spread over all the earth (Mk. 1533=Mt. 2745=Lk. 
2344) .  

( a )  In the present connection we need not do more 
than allude verv briefly to what bv Strauss was regarded 

c p  also $ 26, n. 

Y 

143. Influence as almost the only source of origin for 
of OT passages. such miraculous narratives as had no 

real foundation in fact - namelv. ,, 
passages of the OT. These may very well have con- 
tributed to the shaping of such narratives, even though 
we do not assume that they originated them. For the 
raisings of the dead cp I K. 1 7  17-24 2 I<. 417-37 ; for 
the multiplication of the loaves and fishes, cp Ex. 16 1-18 
Nu. 11 4-9 z K. 4 4 2 4 4  ; for the walking upon the water 
Ps. 77 20 [19] Is. 43 16 Job 9 8 ; for the stilling os the storm, 
Ps. 107 23-32 ; for the healing of the withered hand 
I K. 136 ; for the healing of the dumb man, Wisd. 1021. 

( a )  Apart from the miracles, there is one OT 
passage which has very clearly influenced the form of 
the gospel narrative in Mt. 21 7. It is impossible to 
deny Mt.’s representation here to be that Jesns rode into 
Jerusalem upon two asses. Even if one chooses to 
interpret the words as meaning that he sat upon the 
garments and not upon the animals the sense is suh- 
stantially the same, for the garments were laid upon the 
asses. The misunderstanding rests only upon a too 
literal interpretation of the prophecy in Zech. 9 g, which 
is not shared by Mk. and Lk. So also the number 
thirty (unmentioned in Mk. 1411 Lk. 2 2 5 )  given to the 
sum received by Judas, as also the casting away of the 
money into the teniple (Mt. 2615 2 7 5 ) ,  would seem to 
come not from tradition but from the passage in Zechariah 
(11 I . $ )  expressly cited in Mt. 97 g f .  Upon 
Bethlehem, as the birthplace of Jesus, the virgin birth, 
the Magi, the flight into Egypt, the massacre of the 
innocents, see MARY [MOTHER OF JESUS] and 
NATIVITY. 

According to Mk. 65f: (see $ 140 A )  we are to under- 
stand that Jesus healed where he found faith. This 
144. Miracles power is so strongly attested throughout 

the first and second centuries that, in 
view of the spiritual greatness of Jesus of healing. 

and the imposing character 0-f his personality, it Gould 
be indeed difficult to deny it to him. Even the Phari- 
sees do not deny his miracles of healing, though they 
trace them to a compact with Beelzebub (Mk. 322 Mt. 
9 3 4  1224 Lk. 1115). According to Mt. l 2 2 7 = L k .  1119 
the disciples of the Pharisees also wrought such miracles ; 
the man who followed not with the disciples of Jesus cast 
out devils (Mk. 9@-40=Lk. 949f:) ; the same is said of 
those whom in Mt. 7 zzf: Jesus rejects in his final judg- 
ment. Paul asserts that a like power was possessed by 
himself (2 Cor. 12 12 Rom. 15 ~ g ) ,  and by other Christians 
( I  Cor. 128-11  28) ; Justin mentions castings-out of devils 
(ApoZ. 26 Did.  30, 35, 39, 76, 85) ; so also Tertnllian 
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(ApoL 23), Irenaeus ( 2 3 1 3  Eus. HE 57), and Quadratus 
(Eus. HEiv. 32).l  

That Jesus demanded faith is frequently stated (Mk. 
Qqf. Mt. 928), as also that he was approached with 
faith (Mk.25 = Mt. 92 = Lk. 520 ; Mt. 810 = Lk. 5 9 ;  
Mt. 1 5 2 7 f :  =Mk. 728 f, ; see 109 d), and that he 
prayed. 

Many of the accounts contain particulars that could hardly 
have been introduced at  will merely for effect. Thus in Mk. 5 7-10 
the devil does not leave the demoniac of Gerasa at  the first 
adjuration ; Jesus must first, just like a modern alienist, enter 
with the man into a conversation in which he elicits from him 
what his hallucinations are. In Mk. 914.29 all the symptoms 
shown by the boy, except the falling into the fire, can he 
paralleled from the descriptions of epilepsy in ancient medical 
writers (Krenkel, Beitr. zurAuf/zellung derG6sch. u. d. Bmefe 
d. PauQs, 'go, pp. 50-63). 

Of course we must endeavour to ascertain how 
many, and still more what sorts of cures were effected by 
Jesus. It  is quite permissible for us to regard as 
historical only those of the class which even at the 
present day physicians are able to effect by psychical 
methods,-as, more especially, cures of mental maladies. 
It  is highly significant that, in a discourse of Peter 
(Acts1038), the whole activity of Jesus is summed 
up in this that he went about doing good and healing 
all those that were oppressed of the devil. By this 
expression only demoniacs are intended. Cp also Lk. 
1332. It is not at all difficult to understand how the 
contemporaries of Jesus, after seeing some wonderful 
deed or deeds wrought by him which they regarded 
as miracles, should have credited him with every other 
kind of miraculous power without distinguishing, as the 
modern mind does, between those maladies which are 
amenable to psychical influences and those which are not. 
It is also necessary to bear in mind that the cure may 
often have been only temporary. If there was a relapse, 
people did not infer any deficiency in the miraculous 
efficacy of the healer ; they accounted for it simply by 
the return of the demon who had been cast out. On 
this point Mt. 12 43-45 is very characteristic. Perhaps 
also Lk. 82 may be cited in this connection, if the seven 
devils were cast out of Mary Magdalene not simul- 
taneously but on separate occasions. 

Most obscure of all are the two accounts found only in Mk. 
(7 32-35 8 22-26) according to which Jesus mgde use of saliva to 
effect a cure. krecisely in these two cases it is extraordinarily 
difficult to believe in a cure whether by this or by psychical 
methods. 

(a) Even if the public ministry of Jesus had lasted for a 
few months onlv. he must have uttered a thousandfold ,, 

145. Conclusion 
as t o  discourses 

of Jesus. 

more than all that has been recorded 
in the gospels. His longest discourse 
would, if delivered in the form in 
which it has come down to us, not 

have taken more than some five minutes in the delivery. 
However self-evident, this has been constantly over- 
looked by the critics. They are constantly assuming 
that we possess the several words of Jesus that 
have been reported approximately in the same ful- 
ness with which they were spoken. For the parables 
perhaps (apart, of course, from the manipulations 
pointed out above, in 109 b,  112 b, 128 c d) this may 
be to a certain extent true. Of other utterances, we 
have traced in Mt. 11 5 = Lk. 7 2 2  and Mk. 8 14-21 = Mt. 
165-12 (I 140cd) one or two which must have been 
preserved almost wer6atim. In what remains, however, 
it can hardly be sufficiently emphasised that we possess 
only an excessively meagre prdcis of what Jesus said, 
namely, only so much as not only made an immediate 
impression when first heard, but also continued to survive 
the ordeal of frequent repetition (for much of it possessed 
too little interest for those who had not been actual ear- 
witnesses). In this process not only was an extra- 
ordinary number of utterances completely lost ; but a 

1 As for Josephus cp BJ ii. 8 6 vii. 6 3 Ant. iii. 11 3 viii. 2 5 
and c. Ap. 131  ; for h n y ,  NHSO 2 ; for Lucian, PltilWs. 16 f: 
According to Tacitus (Hist. 4 81), Vespasian effected several 
wonderful cures (cp above, col. 1456). 
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large number of the sayings of Jesus now received for 
the first time that consecutive and pointed form which 
made them seem worthy of further repetition. Without 
doubt Jesus must very often have repeated himself; 
but what he assuredly often repeated in many variations 
has been preserved to us only in a single form. One 
may perhaps venture to compare the process with that 
of a photographer who prints from many negatives of 
the same individual on the same paper. There is pro- 
duced in this way an ' average ' likeness which when 
viewed from some distance seems satisfactory enough, 
but when it is more closely viewed the vagueness of its 
contours is at once discovered. 

( a )  The context in which we now find the sayings of 
Jesus must never (from what has been said in .$ 134) be 
taken as a trustworthy guide in determining what the 
original meaning may have been. In every case the 
context tells us only what the evangelists, or their pre- 
decessors, found it to mean ; indeed in many cases it is 
impossible to believe that even for them the place where 
they introduce the saying is intended to convey any hint 
as to the meaning. A source like the logia laid 
naturally very little stress upon this point. The greater 
number of the utterances of Jesus are like erratic blocks. 
All that one sees with perfect clearness is that they do 
not originally belong to the place where they are now 
found. What their original position was is unknown. 
The observer has to rest satisfied if in spite of its removal 
to a new site the real nature and quality of the stone 
can be made out ; and this is happily very often the 
case. 

On the other hand a wholly mistaken line is taken when for 
example, the attemp; is niade to base consequences on any iuch 
assumptio: as that Jesus was apt to give forth parahles or say- 
ings in pairs. The parable of the leaven which in Mt. 1331-33 
and Lk. 1318-21 immediately follows on that ofthe mustard-seed 
is still wanting in Mk. 4 30-32. In Lk.'s source as well as in Mk.'s 
the sayings about the salt and about the light were still separate 
(not connected as we now see them in Mt. 5 13.16). Equally 
fiitile are discussions as to the order in which Jesus may have 
spoken the beatitudes. If any one were to try to repeat the 
beatitudes after hearing thein once he would not he sure of re- 
taining the original order. We cannot expect more of those who 
heard Jesus. In the Sermon on the Mount not only is it needless 
to ask whether it was heard by the disciples alone or by the 
multitude as well (5 134); it is equally needless to ask whether it 
was intended for the one or for the other. I t  is a conglomer- 
ate. Little of what is found in Mt. 5-7 recurs in Lk. 6 20.49. On 
Mt. 5 13-16 see $ 134, on 5 17-48 see $ 145 g. In chap. 6s a really 
good connection is found only within each of the following 
groups:-61-6 with 16-18; 625-34; 71-5; 77-11; not between 
these groups reciprocally, nor yet between them and the other 
sayings contained in these chapters. Nay, there is not the least 
ground for supposing, because they are three in number, that 
Jesus enumerated immediately in succession those things in 
which according to Mt. 61-6 16-18 hypocrisy is to be avoided 
quite apart from the fact that the enumeration is disturbed and 
broken by vv. 7-15. 
(6) Words of such pre-eminent importance as the 

Lord's Prayer or the words of institution of the 
Eucharist, or the description of a scene so unforgettable 
as that in which the sign is given by which the betrayer 
is made known (Mk. 1418-20 ; Mt. 2621-23 ; Lk. 2221) 
are given in a very conflicting manner. Of the words 
uttered on the cross, Mk. and Mt. have only one, which 
in turn is omitted by Lk., who, however, gives three 
others. In this last case, however, one may be sure 
that Mk. and Mt. are in the right (I 139) ; and to the 
three previous ones one may safely apply the maxim 
that additions are more likely than omissions ; omissions 
would in fact be difficult to account for (I 120 c). Mk. 
1422-24 accordingly, with omission of ' take ' (Xdpem), 
may be regarded as the relatively (not absolutely) oldest 
form of the words of institution of the Eucharist. 
(Against the deletion of Lk. 22 196 20 see Schmiedel 
in Hand-cornmentar on I Cor. 1134 . )  

(d )  While in the case of the Eucharistic words only 
Lk. is dependent on Paul, Mt. and still more Mk. avoid- 
ing his novelties, Paul in I Cor. 7 1 0 3 ,  as against all the 
synoptists, exhibits the earlier form of the prohibition of 
divorce. This we infer from the fact that it is he who 
gives the strictest form of the prohibition. Subsequent 
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relaxations in view of the difficulty in working the 
severer form, are intelligible, increases of stringency are 
not ; especially would these be unintelligible in the case 
of Paul, who actually finds himself constrained ( I  Cor. 
7 IS) on his own responsibility to introduce a relaxation 
,of the law. Even the Epistle of James, although it 
.already omits (512) Jerusalem as an object by which 
one can swear (I I ~ o ) ,  gives an older form of the precept 
.against swearing than is found in Mt. 5 37 ; namely, Let 
your yea be a (simple) yea, and your nay a (simple) 
nay. 

( e )  As for the substance of the sayings of Jesus, it has 
:already been pointed out in §§ 109 6, 111, 112 b,  136 
how little credence we can attach to the historicity of 
the sayings attributed to Jesus about the call of the 
Gentiles, the baptismal formula, the later conditions of 
t h e  primitive church, and the postponement of his 
parusia. Here it may be added that in Mk. 1 4 9  a say- 
ing which certainly was originally the closing remark 
.of a preacher on the anointing at Bethany is given 
.as a word of Jesus. In Mt. (2663) it is still further 
.altered by the addition : ' Wheresoever this gospel shall 
be preached, that also which this woman hath done shall 
be spoken of.' As regards a passage of such great im- 
eortance as Mk. 10.+s=Mt. 2028 ( ' t o  give his life a 
'ransom for many'), judgment can be given only in 
accordance with the following considerations. It can 
be accepted as genuine if Jesus spoke of his life as a 
.ransom in no other sense than that in which he did so 
at  the last supper-ie., as an offering not for sin but 
for the immunity of his followers, after the manner of the 
Passover lamb in Egypt, or for ratification of their cove- 
.nant with God as in Gen. 151017 Jer. 3418 Ex.241-8, 
.and if he did so at a date not too long before his death. 
Otherwise the doubt will have to be expressed, that the 
sentence comes from the Pauline theology. In any case 
it is noteworthy that it is absent from 1 )  Lk. 2227. 

That Jesus had in view the possibility of his death some con- 
.siderable time before it came upon him is ngt unlikely. But 
the very precise predictions of it with their various details are 
open to the suspicion that they took shape at  a later date in 
.accordance with the facts of history, and least of all is it credible 
that Jesus should have put forth such a prediction directly after 
Peter's confession Mk. 831 Mt. 1Gz1 Lk. 16 22. This confession 
must have been one of the supreme moments in the joyous con- 
sciousness of Jesus-the discovery that he was finding recog- 
nition as the Messiah and was winning his battle. Suffering 
.and death are the very opposite of all that is looked for in the 
Jewish Messiah, and of what Jesus at  that moment could have 
looked forward to for himself. 
(f) P , m  the eschatological discourses disappears 

~everythmg specifically apocalyptic concerning the signs 
of his parusia, if the separation of the ' little Apocalypse ' 
as made in This does not, however, 
by any means imply the elimination of all eschatological 
utterances whatsoever. On the contrary, there still 
remain to be attributed to Jesus the words in Mt. 1627.: 
'262964 (ultimately also 1023 1 9 ~ 8 f :  ; see r r z d )  In 
which he prophesies his return with the clouds of heaven, 
and the like. This is in fact quite intelligible, and even 
necessary, if he held himself to be the Messiah ; in such 
.a case it would have been impossible for him to believe 
that God would allow him and his work to go to ruin 
through the persecutions of his enemies. The failure of 
these prophecies to come to fulfilment ought in no case 
t o  lead to any attempt to make out that they were not 
uttered by Jesus, or to interpret then] in such a sense 
.as causes their inconsistency with the facts to disappear. 
As has been shown in 111, 112 e, 113, the evangelists 
found that much trouble was required in order to tone 
down this inconsistency ; they had not the least occasion, 
therefore, to invent such predictions or to heighten them ; 
the prophecies must have lain before them as quite fixed 
elements of tradition. 

124 6 is correct. 

Another question is whether Jesus foretold the destruction of 
the temple as in Mk. 13 z Mt. 24 2 Lk. 21 6. If the little Apoca- 
lynse' (Mk. 13 14 Mt. 24 15) or Rev. 11 I f: 13 is from a Christian 
hand the answer can hardly be affirmative, for a Christian writer 
could hardlv have Dresumed the continued existence of the 
temple in contradicdon to Jesus' own prophecy. Both these 
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pieces, however, may be Jewish ; and Jesus could have foreseen 
the destruction of Jerusalem even without supernatural know- 
ledge. In  no case, however, ought we to lay weight on the 
circumstance that he connects it with the end of the world for 
this arises from the fusion of the (certainly vacillating) tradition 
regarding his own words with the 'little Apocalypse' (§ 1246). 
Therefore, also, we must refuse to entertain the conjecture that 
in reality he prophesied the destruction of Jerusalem only, and 
that his alleged prediction of the end of the world rests on a 
misunderstanding of the disciples. According to the same 
mode of reasoning, he cannot have prophesied his resurrection 
alone without adding a prediction of his second coming from 
heaven ; for this, according to the general and most ancient belief, 
which makes no mention ofan ascension also (1 Cor. 1 5  4-12 Bom. 
834Eph.1~025,': Acts232-35 Heb.13 1 0 1 ~ 1 2 ~  [1320 Rev. 
1181 I Pet. 3 19 22 Eph. 4 9 3 ) ,  carried him direct to heaven ; but 
there was quite as general a belief that as Messiah his work of 
setting up the kingdom of God upon earth required his presence 
here. 

Of all these predictions it is possible to deny that they 
were uttered by him only if it be at the same time denied 
that he held himself to be the Messiah. But in that 
case it will be impossible to explain how the disciples, 
who had been thrown into the utmost depths of despond- 
ency by his death, nevertheless came to be able to believe 
in his resurrection. Those theologians who go so far as 
to remove all the utterances of Jesus to the effect that 
he was the Messiah, hardly continue to hold that the 
belief in his resurrection rests on anything more real than 
the visions or the disciples which arose out of their sub- 
jective mental condition. All psychology, however, 
affirms that visions arise only when that which is seen 
in the concrete has previously taken firm and living hold 
on the soul of the visionary. The belief is therefore 
inevitable that the disciples had already, in the lifetime 
of Jesus, held him to be the Messiah. They could not, 
however, have done so without acquainting him with 
this beliaf of theirs ; and if he had denied it, it is im- 
possible to,understand how their respect for his authentic 
declaration should have permitted them to go on believ- 
ing the opposite. As regards the date of his second 
coming, the statements in Mt. 1628 (that it would be 
before the then living generation had passed away) and 
in 2664 (that it would be immediately, d?r' dpr r )  have a 
like claim to probability. Whatever he may have said 
as to this, it is most certain that he also declared 
that ' none knoweth of that day or of that hour ' (Mk. 
13 32 Mt. 2436). 

(9) It would be quite out of place to look in the 
gospels for direct statements as to any development in 
Jesus during the period of his public activity. The 
latest date at which reverence for him would have allowed 
a conception of anything of the kind to be assigned is that 
of his temptation (Mt. 41-11 Lk. 41-13) before his ministry 
began. It could only be from unconscious touches of 
theirs that we could be led to conjecture any develop- 
ment later than this. Yet such a conjecture we may 
venture to make, for example, as regards Jesus' freedom of 
attitude towards the Mosaic law. What he says in Mt. 
5 2 1 J  about murder, or in 527f: about adultery, may 
be easy enough to reconcile with his declaration that he 
is not come to destroy the law (517)  ; but the case is 
otherwise with the sayings immediately following, upon 
divorce ( 5 3 ~ f .  19r -g ) ,  upon swearing (533-37), upon 
retaliation (538-42), upon love of one's enemy (5 43-48), as 
also upon the laws about foods (Mk. f 1-23 = Mt. 15 1-20), 

and about the Sabbath (Mk. 223.36 and parallels). If 
the first-mentioned conservative saying (517) is to be 
held genuine, we must assign it to the first period of the 
public activity of Jesus. It  is in fact quite credible that 
Jesus, who unquestionably was a pious Jew, at first saw 
in the Mosaic law the unalterable will of his Father, and 
regarded the errors of the Pharisees as consisting only 
in a too external apprehension of it. But it is equally 
intelligible that in the course of his controversy with them 
he should have become convinced how many precepts 
the law in point of fact embodied which were antagonistic 
to the spirit of religion as it had revealed itself to him. 
It was one of his greatest achievements that he sacrificed 
the letter of the law to this and not this to the letter of 
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the law; but we may be sure that it cost him many a 
hard struggle. 

( h )  Another point in regard to which we may venture 
to conjecture some development in Jesus during his 
public life is his Messiahship. As late as on the occasion 
of Peter’s confession we find him commanding his dis- 
ciples to keep this a secret (Mk. 830 Mt. 1620 Lk. 921). 
With this it agrees that in Mk., before this date, he 
applies thd designation ‘ Son of Man ’ to himself only 
twice’ (21028). In Mt., on the contrary, he does so 
very often, and, besides, the significance of Peter’s con- 
fession is completely destroyed by 1433, where already 
all the apostles have been made to declare him to be the 
Son‘of God. In Mt., accordingly, this trace of develop- 
ment in Jesus’ thinking is obliterated. 

(i) It  is when the purely religious-ethical utterances 
of Jesus come under consideration that we are most 
advantageously placed. Here especially applies the 
maxim laid down in 5 131 (end) that we may accept as 
credible everything that harmonises with the idea of 
Jesus which has been derived from what we have called 
the ‘ foundation pillars ’ (§ 139J ) and is not otherwise 
open to fatal objection. Even though such utterances 
may have been liable to Ebionitic heightening, and 
already, as showing traces of this, cannot lay claim to 
literal accuracy-even though they may have been 
unconsciously modified into accord with conditions of 
the Christian community that arose only at a later 
date-even though they may have undergone some 
distortion of their meaning through transference to a 
connection that does not belong to them-the spirit 
which speaks in them is quite unmistakable. Here 
we have a wide field of the wholly credible in which to 
expatiate, and it would be of unmixed advantage for 
theology were it to concentrate its strength upon the 
examination of these sayings, and not attach so much 
importance to the minute investigation of the other less 
important details of the gospel history. 

Iv. AUTHORS AND DATES OF THE GOSPELS AND 
THEIR MOST IMPORTANT SOURCES. 

EuangeZion means originally (and still continues to do 
so in z S. 4 10) the reward civen for a uiece of good news. - - 
146. Title of fn late classical Greek the good news 
the gospels, Itself, for which the LXX has the fem. 

(edayyehla) in z S. l82027. For religious. 
tidings we have the verb (edayyehi&dac) in Is. 611, 
cited in Lk. 418. The NT has the substantive also in 
this sense. It  was a serious error on Origen’s part when 
tap. Eus. HE vi. 256) he took the Gospel of Lk. to be 
meant where Paul speaks of my Gospel ’ (Rom. 2 16 
z Tim. 28). In the DiduchC154 also, evungeZz’on still 
signifies the substance of the gospel history without 
reference to the book in which it was written ; so too in 
82, ’ the Lord says in his gospel ’ ; so too in Irenaeus 
when he describes the gospel as fourfold (iii. ll11[8]) i 
so too even in the Muratorian fragment (1. P : evungeZm 
ZiJer). But here we already find also (1. 17) euungeZ- 
ovum Zz’Jri; similarly Justin (I 76) speaks of the 
~nzemo~u~iZiu of the apostles which are called gospels,’ 
and Claudius Apollinaris says in the Chron. Pusch. 
UTUU~~&-LV 8 0 ~ d  ~b edayy&a (cp JOHN, SON OF 
ZEBEDEE, 42, 54), ‘the gospels seem to contradict one 
another.’ Thus it was not till the middle of the second 
century that the nord came to signify a book, and, evcn 
after that, till the end of the second century, it continued 
to bear its original meaning as well. The titles ‘ Gospel 
according to Matthew,’ ‘ to Mark,’ etc., accordingly do 
not, linguistically considered, mean ‘ the written Gospel 
of Matthew,’ etc. ; still less, however, ‘written Gospel 
based on communications by Matthew,’ as if theverytitles 

1 We firmly hold that by this name he means to designate 
himself as the Messiah-and that too even in Mk. 2 IO 28, although 
these are the two places in which there is most justification for 
the attempt to make it mean ‘man‘ in general. Cp $+ 13oe; 
also SON OF MAN. 
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conveyed that Matthew, Mark, and the others were-not 
the authors, but only the guarantors for the contents of 
the hooks. The inscription means simply ‘Gospel 
history in the form in which Matthew put it into 
writing.‘ In Mk. 1 1  the expression ‘ the  Gospel of 
Jesus Christ’ seems already to designate a book ; but 
at the same time it teaches us that the writer of these 
words cannot have set down as title to the whole book 
the words ‘ Gospel according to Mark ’ (edayy~hrov K a d  
b l d p ~ o v ) .  Thus also in Mt. and Lk. etc. the titles ( d a y -  
yihrov K U T ~  M., KUT& A.)  do not come from the authors. 
In fact the writings bore no superscription at a1l.l Every 
one who possessed any book of this sort will have called it 
‘the gospel ’ ( ~ b  edayyCXcou),just as in the case of Marcion 
the gospel of Lk. which he caused to be used in his 
congregations was called simply ‘ gospel ’ (dayyihmv). 
The additions with ‘ according to ’ ( K U T ~ )  became neces- 
sary at a later date when people began to possess several 
such books either separately or bound together in one 
volume. If, therefore, it should prove not to be the 
case that our gospels were severally written by Matthew, 
Mark, and Luke, the statements that they were do not 
arise from falsification on the part of the actual authors, 
but only from error on the part of the church fathers, 
such as Papias or the person upon whom he relied. 

Besides the statements of Papias (I 6 5 ) ,  at most those 
only of the church fathers of the close of the second and 
147, Statements the beginning of the third century 

referred to in 75-82 can come into chup,”l iftehers. consideration here. How small, how- 
ever. is the confidence that can be 

placed in the authors of these will at once be evident 
when it is remembered that Irenaeus (and similarly 
Tertullian, udv. Marc. 4 z)  declares Luke to have com- 
mitted to writing the Gospel preached by Paul. The 
details of the life of Jesus had so little interest for 
Paul that, for example, in z Cor. 8 9  in order to induce 
the Corinthians to contribute liberally to the collection 
for the poor in Palestine he is able to adduce no other 
feature in Jesus as a pattern than the fact of his having 
become man. As his explicit declarations in z Cor. 5 16 
I Cor. 123 Gal. 31 tell us, he preached extremely little 
to his congregations about the earthly life of Jesus. The 
whole attribution to Paul of the gospel of Lk., which, 
according to Origen, the apostle.even refers to in Roni. 
216 as ‘my Gospel’ (§ 146), is only an expedient which 
the church fathers adopted to enable them to assign a 
quasi-apostolic origin to the work of one who was not 
himself an apostle. 

For this reason suspicion attaches also to the state- 
ment that the gospel of Mk. rested upon communica- 
tions of Peter (a  148), especially as it is accompanied 
with an elaborate apology for Mark’s undertaking. 

The statements of the church fathers, moreover, are 
not in the least consistent among themselves. Accord- 
ing to Irenaeus, Matthew wrote his gospel while Peter 
and Paul were preaching in Rome-thus somewhere in 
the sixties,-while according to a tradition in Eusebius 
( H E  iii. 246) he wrote it before his departure from 
Palestine into foreign parts, that is to say, much earlier. 
Again, according to Irenaeus, Mark wrote after the 
death of Peter and Paul, while according to Clement of 
Alexandria, Peter lived to see the completion of Mark’s 
gospel. Nay, more,-the two statements as to Peter’s 
attitude to this gospel which Eusebius ( H E  ii. 152 and 
vi. 146J) takes from Clement (§ So) are in conflict with 
each other, quite apart from the question whether 
Clement did not also regard the Gospels that had 
genealogies as older than those which had not. In 
short, all that can be said to be certain is this, that it is 
vain to look to the church fathers for trustworthy in- 
formation on the subject of the origin of the gospels. 

1 BLShos yeu&mos in Mt. 1 I could, at a subsequent date, be 
rerarded as such after the analogy of Gen. 2 4  ; after that of 
Ggn. 5 I it originally referred only to the genealogy of Jesus, 
Mt. 11-17. 
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According to Papias (see 65), and also his authority, 

Mark the second gospel was written by MARK ( q . ~ . ) .  
148. author is known to us from Acts 1212 135. 

There is also an inclination to identify 
him with the young man who left of Mk, 

his garment in the hands of his pursuers in the garden 
of Gethsemane (Mk. 1451f. ). This conjecture. how- 
ever, has no value, of course, in the wdy of proof 
either that the young man was Mark, or that he was the 
author of the second gospel ; he need only be one of the 
chief vouchers for its contents. In what Papias says the 
important point is not so much the statement that Mark 
wrote the gospel as the further statement that Peter 
supplied its contents orally. If the student interprets 
the narratives of the feeding of the five thousand and 
of the four thousand, of the stilling of the storm, of the 
walking upon the water, of the withering of the fig-tree, 
and so forth, in the manner that has been indicated in 
preceding sections of this article ($5 137, 140-143), 
then the supposition that the gospel is essentially a re- 
petition of oral communications by Peter, will at once 
fall to the ground. Rut even apart from this, the 
compass of the entire work is far too short. 

It is hardly felicitous to say inreply to this that Mk. repeatsso 
few of the words of Jesus because he was aware that the others 
were already known through the logia (s 125g). Why, in that 
case, then, does he fill some seven of his sixteen chapters with 
these? it 
certainly is true that the statements concerning him in w&ch 
Mt. is richer than Mk. (his walking upon the water, 1428-33 ; 
the promise given him, 16 17-19 : the stater in the fish's mouth, 
17 24-27) can make no claim to historicity. But the statements 
in,which e. Wernle (p. 197) recognises the leading position of 
Peter (<e fgds it necessary to add also 'and of the sons of 
Zehedee'), are found with trifling exceptions in Mt. and Lk. 
also. Only Mk. 136 13 3 16 7 are wanting in both the others ; 
Mk. 3 76 537 is wanting also in Mt. only, and Mk. 1433 37 in 
Lk. only. Peter's leading position in the gospel, in any case 
corresponds to the actuality. But precisely for this reason the 
statements regarding it are all the less conclusively shown to be 
derived from Peter personally. 

Whether it was original Mk. that arose in the manner 
described by Papias will be differently judged according 
to the various opinions that are held regarding that 
writing. No answer to a question of this sort, however, 
can be of any real service to gospel criticism, for we no 
longer possess original Mk. Should Mark have written 
in Aramaic then he cannot be held to have been the 
author of canonical Mk., which is certainly not a 
translation (see 1306), nor yet, in view of the LXX 
quotations which have passed over into all three gospels; 
can he be held to have been the author of original Mk., 
but only to have been the author of the source from 
w-hich the last-named writer drew. 

The employment of various sources (amongst others, of 
Mk., or original Mk. ), the characteristic difference of the 
149. Author quotations from the LXX and the original 

(8 130a), the indefiniteness of the deter- 
Of IYIt* and minations of time and place (§§ 132, the logia' 135), the incredibilities of the contents 

(5s 108, 137), the introduction of later conditions 
( 5  136), as also the artificial arrangement (I 133a), 
and so forth, have long since led to the conclusion that 
for the authorship of the First Gospel the apostle 
Matthew must be given up. 

All the more strenuously is the effort made to 
preserve for Matthew the anthorship of the logia. 
From the contents it is clear that one must assign to 
the logia many things which no ear-witness can have 
heard from the mouth of Jesus. This is the case 
even if only discourses (for examples, see 136 
and also 150) are sought in the logia, or if it is 
assumed that the legalistic and Jewish-particularistic 
passages were first introduced in the course of a revision 
(I 129e). If one derives most of the narratives also 
from the logia, the considerations against their apostolic 
origin already adduced in 148 became still more 
cogent. That the apostle Matthew should liave been 
the author of a still older writing is not excluded. On 
this supposition the statement of Papias-that he wrote 
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As for what Mk. tells lis ahout Peter personally 

in Aramaic-becomes also possible, which cannot be 
said of the logia according to § 130a. Rut there 
remains this dificulty, that according to the prologue 
of Lk. no eye-witnesses of the life of Jesus took pen in 
hand-none at least appear to have produced any 
writing which Lk. would have called a ' narrative' 

In Mt. 521 f. the Jewish judicial procedure is still 
presupposed ; in 523f. the sacrificial system ; and in 

535 Jerusalem is referred to as still a city 
"O' Date while in Jas. 5 12 the swearing by Jerusalem 

is significantly omitted ; it was certainly 
no longer in existence then. While it is not practicable 
to prove by means of these passages that Mt. was com- 
posed before 70 A.D. (see § 'SI) ,  they strongly tend to 
establish that earlier date for the logia. 

Zachariah the 
son of Berechiah is the well-known prophet of the O T  who did 
not suffer martyrdom. Hut, according to 2 Ch.'24mJ, 
Zechariah the son of Jehoiada did so suffer. This was about 750 
B.C., so that he certainly cannot be called the last martyr, and 
least of all can he be so called merely because Chronicles is the 
last book in the OT. From Josephus (By iv. 5 4, $343) we learn 
that in theyear68A.D. Zechariah thesonofBaruch(Niese:&xrr, 
,3apov~ov, @aprwrarov) was put to death ;Y p C q  r+ k p i .  The 
conjecture is a very obvious one that the author had thk event 
in his mind. If it be correct, the date of composition will 
have to be placed considerably later than 68 A.D., as the writer 
could not, very shortly after this event, easily have confounded 
this Zechariah with some other who had lived before, or in, the 
time of Jesus. I t  must not he overlooked, however that accord- 
ing to (1 Lk. 1149-51 the source of this narrative is ;he Sojhia of 
God, that is to say, according to the most probable conjecture, 
a hook distinct from the logia which either bore on its title the 
words 'Wisdom of God ' or introduced the Wisdom of God as 
speaking. It is doubtful therefore whether the passage is to be 
assigned to the logia. 

For the earliest instance in which a passage is quoted 
which now is to be found in our canonical Mt. (Epistle 
161. Date of of Barnabas) see It is not per- 

canonical Mt. missible to infer a date earlier than 70 
A.D. either from the ' straightway ' 

( F ~ O C W E )  which Mt. 2429  has retained from the 'little 
Apocalypse' (see 111, 1246) or from the other in- 
dicia adduced in § 150. In Mt. 227  the. destruction 
of Jerusalem is clearly presupposed as already past 
(see 1126) .  The church-conditions also, as well 
as  the postponement of the parusia (see §§ 136, 
I I Z ~ ) ,  point to a later date. It  is not practicable 
to separate these passages as later interpolations, 
and thus gain for the Gospel as a whole the earlier 
date. They are much too numerous, and many 
of them -- as, for example, precisely 226f. -much 
too closely implicated with a tendency which pervades 
the entire work ( 5  IIZ ab).  On the other hand, it is quite 
open to us to regard some of them as interpolations : 
for example, 16 17-19, or the baptismal formula 28 19, or 
the appearance of Jesus to the women 2 8 9 J ,  or also 
chaps. If: Substantially, these are the leading pas- 
sages on account of which many are disposed to bring 
down the date of the entire gospel as late as to 130 A.D. 
The fact that it was used, as well as Mk. and Lk., 
by the author of the Fourth Gospel would not 
forbid this late date (see JOHN, SON OF ZEBEDEE, 
5s 49-52). Probably, however, its main contents must 
have been in existence at an earlier period if they were 
known to Lk. (§§ 127, 153) and even the most of chaps. 
1J is presupposed to have been in existence if it can be 
shown that in 119 A.D. a final addition was introduced 
into it. This has been suggested as regards the story of 
the Magi : a Syriac writing, ascribed to Eusebius of 
Caesarea, which was published by William Wright in 
the 3ournaZ of Sacred Literature, 1866, pp. 1 1 7 8  
and discussed by Nestle1 and Hilgenfeld in ZWT,  '93,1, 
pp. 435-438, and'95, pp. 447-451, makes the statement, 
which can hardly have been invented, that this narrative, 
committed to writing in the interior of Persia, was in 

1 The heading of the whole tractate is, according to Nestle, 
Betrefend den Stern : zeigend, wie und durch was die Mapier 
den Stern erkannten und dass Joseph Maria nicht als sein 
Weib nahm. 

(Wrvacs) (I 153, n. 2). 

Of logia' 

Mt. 23 35 is in the highest degree remarkable. 

89. 
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;1r9 A.D. ,  during the episcopate of Xystus of Rome, 
made search for, discovered, andwritten in the languageof 
those who were interested in it (that is to say, in Greek). 

As regards canonical Mk. we possess a datum for 
fixing its date only if we assume it to have been the 
152. Date of book that was used by Mt. and Lk. 

canonical Mk. ff ,ye find ourselves unable to do this 
it is open to us to suppose that it may 

have received its final form later than &It. and Lk. It 
is not, however, justifiable to find a proof of this in 
the fact that in 11 it designates the public appear- 
ance of the Baptist as the beginning of the gospel of 
Jesus. Some scholars have detected here a silent polemic 
against those gospels which begin with the narratives 
relating to the nativity of Jesus. The significant avoid- 
anceof the ‘straightway’ (~68EI~s)of Mt. 2429inMk. 1324 
(5 113) certainly points clearly to the period after the 
destruction of Jerusalem. 

If Luke, the companion of Paul, cannot have been 
the author of Acts (see ACTS, $8 9 IS), neither can he have 

163. Author been the author of the Third Gospel. 
and date of Lk, That both works are from the same 

pen may be regarded as quite certain. 
The weightiest evidences of the employment of 

Josephus by Lk. axe seen in Acts (see ACTS, 16) ; yet 
tolerably many are found in the gospel also. In  that 
case the year 100 A.D. will be the superior, and some- 
where about 110 A.D. the inferior, limit of the date of 
its composition, since there must have been a considerable 
interval between the production of the gospel and that 
of Acts. The very precise description of the destruction 
of Jerusalem in Lk. 1943f. 2111 20-24 is in full accord 
with history and, in language, with Josephus. It cannot 
exactly be pronounced absolutely impossible that it 
should nevertheless have been written before 70 A . D . ,  
for a lively imagination acquainted with the localities 
could hardly have presented them very differently. 
Only, the prediction of the ‘ little Apocalypse ’ (5 124 b )  
which is still rightly interpreted in Mt. and Mk. in ac- 
cordance with Daniel (see DANIEL, ii.) as referring to 
the setting up of a foreign image in the temple has been 
made by Lk.,  wrongly yet very skilfully, in accordance 
with the expression +fipwars,’ to refer to the destruction 
of Jerusalem (2120): Upon this event, he says, will 
follow (v. 24) the times of the Gentiles (5 111) during 
which Jerusalem is to be trodden under foot. Not till 
after these times are the signs in heaven to appear and 
the Son of Man to come with clouds (vv. 25-27), and 
not till this point does he promise to the followers of 
Christ their redemption and the coming of the Kingdom 
of God (vv. 28 31). Had Lk. written before the destruc- 
tion of Jerusalem we might have expected him to have 
thought of this event as connected with the second 
coming of Jesus. That instead of this he should re- 
present the judgment day (v. z z )  and the beginning of 
the kingdom of God as being separated by so long an 
interval is, ascomparedwith all prophecyand apocalyptic, 
something quite new and admits of only one explanation 
-that the destruction of Jerusalem could at the time 
of writing be no longer regarded as a recent event. 

In his prologue Lk. distinguishes himself not only 
from the eye-witnesses of the life of Jesus but also from 
the many who before him had written comprehensive 
gospels,2 and from the number of these, he again seems 
to exclude the eye-witnesses. 

On Mk. 169-20, see § 1388. 

1 DDM y?y+ in Dan. 12 II  (cp 9 27 11 31) is simply a veiled ex- 
pression for Dpg $p= ‘Lord ofheaven’-Le., Zeus, whose altar 
(or statue?) was erected upon the altar of burnt-offering in 
December 168 B.C. (I Macc. 154 59). The Syriac Bible actually 
gives ] * ~ w  $ p l  in 2 Macc. 6 2 in connection with this event as a 
rendering of the Greek word Zeus. Thus Daniel had not desola- 
tion in his mind in the least. See ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION. 
Further information as to similar veiled designations of heathen 
deities is given in Wineris), $5, n. 56. 

2 The verb dva&&xub’aL (EV ‘set forth in order’) denotes 
(hotpinitself, andbecause, bythe words ‘alsotome’ [ ~ B p o i l ,  Lk. 
applies it also to his own performance) the composition of a com- 
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Lk. makes a quite clear division : the eye-witnesses have 
handed down (rrapCGouav), and that by word of mouth otherwis: 
no purpose would have been served by adding to ‘eyelwitnesses 
(ah6aTaL) the further predicate ‘ministers of the word ’ (hqppha‘ 
705 h6yov); others have composed gospel writings; and Lk. 
seeks to excel these last by accurate research (or by taking u p  
the narrative from an earlier point) and by correct arrangement. 
That he himself had direct intercourse with eyewitnesses is 
therefore not very probable, and it is not at all expressed by the 
word (1 c), ‘they delivered them unto us which from the begin- 
ning were eye-witnesses and ministers of the word,’ for immedi- 
ately before he speaks of ‘the things which have been fulfilled 
among us,’ a phrase by which he obviously cannot mean himself 
and his contemporaries, hut  only Christendom generally ; 
similarly therefore in w. 2. 

will be seen, but few definite results. 

Cp $0 37 64. 
The discussion of the dates of the gospel yields, it 

We  have deliber- 
164. Conclusion. ately refrained from making use of 

certain arguments which could be 
more or less easily applied otherwise. All the more 
would we emphasise the proposition, that our uncertainty 
on the chronological question by no means carries with 
it any uncertainty in the judgment we are to form of the 
gospels themselves. The chronological question is in 
this instance a very subordinate one. Indeed, even if 
our gospels could be shown to have been written from 
50 A.D. onwards, or even earlier, we should not be 
under any necessity to withdraw our conclusions as to 
their contents ; we should, on the contrary, only haye 
to say that the indubitable transformation in the original 
tradition had taken place much more rapidly than onc 
might have been ready to suppose. The credibility of 
the gospel history cannot be established by an earlier 
dating of the gospels themselves in any higher degree 
than that in which it has already been shown to ,exist, 
especially as we know that even in the lifetime of Jesus 
miracles of every sort were attributed to him in the most 
confident manner. But as the transformation has de- 
parted so far from the genuine tradition, it is only in the 
interest of a better understanding and of a more reason- 
able appreciation of the process that one should claim 
for its working out a, considerable period of time. 

By way of appendix a few words must be said here on 
the question, postponed from APOCRYPHA (1 26, I) to 
166i. The gospel this place, as to whether the gospel of 
of the Hebrews. the Hebrews is to be reckoned among 

Accord- the sources of the svnootics. 
, L  

~~ 

ing to the church fathers this gospel was the Hebrew or 
Aramaic form of canonical Mt. If this were correct, 
it would not ,have been necessary for Jerome to 
make .a separate translation of it. According to 
Nicholson (The Gospel according CO the Hebrews, ‘79) 
it was a later Hebrew edition of the gospel of Mt., 
issued after the Greek had already been published by 
Matthew himself. Since Lessing’s time ( 5  117) it has 
often .been regarded-especially in the Tiibingen school 
-as one of the sources, or even as the most ancient, or 
even as the only, source of our synoptics. Handmann, 
again (Hedraer-evangeZiium in Texte Q. Lintersuch. 5 3, 
‘88), identifies it with the logia. That it may have been, 
in some older form, one of the sources of the Synoptics 
cannot be contradicted ; but neither can it be proved, 
for we no longer possess the older form. Among the 
fragments preserved to us there are ,only a few which 
are not open to challenge on the score of their late date. 
Many on the other hand are unquestionably late legends : 
e.g., James, the brother of Jesus, swore at  the last 
supper (where according to our evangelists he cannot 
even have been present) to eat nothing till he should 
have beheld Jesus after his resurrection ; Jesus accord- 
ingly appeared in the first instance to him, brought 
bread, broke it, and gave it to him. Or, again, at  the 
death of Jesus the superliminare or lintel of the temple 
was broken. Or, Jesus is reported to have said : ‘ even 

prehensive work in accordance with literary aims. A L < ~ U W  
(AV ‘declaration,’ RV ‘narrative ’) accordingly must also mean 
this, and not a mere statement about a particular occurrence, 
without pretension to literary art (cp ss 124a 1.94. 
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now has my mother, the Holy Spirit, seized me by one 
of my hairs and borne me to the great mountain Tabor ' : 
and more of the like. 

It is almost universally conceded that the fragments 
of the so-called gospel of the Ebionites can claim 
antiquity in a much less degree still than can the gospel 
of the Hebrews to which it is related. 

(n) Other uncnnonicnl gospel- fragnzents.-The so- 
called logia of Jesus found at Oxyrhynchus, first pub- 
lished by Grenfell and Hunt. 

These contain besides an (almost) verbatim repetition of 
Lk. 6 42, sentenc;s which go far beyond the Johannine theology, 
156. other and have absolutely nothing analogous to 

them in the canonical gospels. I t  would be 
UXlCaXlOXliCal a great error to see in them a portion of the 

gospel logia of Mt. But the hypothesis also, that 
they are excerpts from the gospel of the 
Egyptians, has its strongest support only in 

the fact that according to accounts this gospel itself was 
of an equally mixed character. Moreover the identification 
cannot he made ont, were it only for this realon-that we cannot 
know whether these seven or eight sayings were excerpted 
wholly from one hook or whether they were compiled from a 
variety of sources. FLr. in fact, the principle on which such a 
heterogeneous variety of sayings has been brought together is 
quite obscure to us (cp $ 86). 

(6) pdcoby (Bin neues Evnnge~ienfrngment, 1900) 
has published a Coptic fragment which, amongst other 
things, touches upon the scene in Gethsemane. 

In  character this is the same mixture of Synoptic and 
Johannine or even supra-Jobannine ideas as has been observed 
in the Oxyrhynchus logia. Its derivation from the gospel 
of the Egyptians is just as questionable as is that of those 
logia. I f  then we read in it-what, according to the con- 
nection, it can hardly he doubted, notwithstanding the frag- 
mentary character of the piece, we ought to read-that 
Jesus,used the words 'The spirit is willing, hut the flesh is 
weak, with reference' to himself and not with reference to 
the disciples, and if we should feel inclined to regard this a s  
the more original application,l we must not do so merely on 
account of the source in which we find it. 

(6) The case is quite similar with the gospel accord- 
ing to Peter (see PETER). 

( d )  The fragment, first published by Bickell in the 
Ztschr. f: Knth. Theol., 1885, pp. 498-504, which has 
been dealt with by (amongst others) Harnack (Texte 
ZI. Untersuch. 54, pp. 481-497) and Resch (i6. 102; 

This fragment contains in a somewhat divergent form the 
predictionof Jesus that all his disciples would he offended in 
him and that Peter would deny him, mentioning also that the 
cock crowed twice ; it agrees most strongly with Mk. 14 26-30 
but also with Mt. 2631 by the words 'in this night ' since 
these words in Mk. do not occur in v. 27 hut only in' v. 30. 
That we have here before us a pre-canonical form of the text 
cannot be proved with certainty from the divergences in in- 
dividual words. A stronger argument is supplied hy the fact that 
in  the present fragment v. 28 of Mk. (=v. 32 of 'Mt.).is 
wanting-a verse which has long been recognised as disturbing 
the connectio,n : '-4fter I am risen again I will go before you 
into Galilee. At the same time, we must not forget thati t  
may have been omitted preciselyfor this reason, if weare dealing 
with a free excerpt. Neither does this fragment, then, supply 
tis with an irrefragable proof.for the existence of written sources 
for our gospels. 

( e )  The so-called dicta Jesu ngrnphn, that is to say, 
sayings of his which are not met with in the gospels, 
have been collected with great care by Kesch in l k x k  
u. Untersuch. 54, '89. 

Resch's judgment of these his readiness to recognise genuine 
sayings of Jesus preserved e;en in the latest church fathers and 
his employment of these for his Hebrew original gospel ({1!7) 
have, however, met with very just criticism in the same series 
(142) a t  the hands of Ropes (Die Spriiche Jesu, die in  den 
hanonixhen EvanreZien nicht zi'6erliefeert sind '96). At the 
same time Ropes higself in accepting so many as fLurteensayings 
as probably genuine has perhaps gone too far. A somewhat 
richer selection, but without pronouncing any judgment as to 
their genuineness, is given by Nestle in Novi Testamentisup- 
plementum, '96, pp. 89-92 where hesides a collation of Codex 
D, the extra-canonical frlgments) as a whole will he found very 
conveniently brought together. 

Literature. -A. In German. -For facility of refer- 
ence we group the present selection from the German 
157. Literature, literature on the Synoprical problem 

partly according to the methods they 

PP. 28-34. 322-3271: 

1 I t  is so applied in the Roman Missal and Breviary (see 
Office for Palm Sunday). 
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employ, and partly according to the views they main- 
tain. 

i. Mainly tendency-criticism.-(a) Mt., ,Lk., Mk. : Baur, 
Krit. Uniers. u6er die Ranon. livung., 47 ; Muucusevas- 
gelium, '51. Keim Gesch. Jesu von Nasara i. (4-103 ('67) ; 
A W ~  dem Urchristentunz, i. 2a-45, 221-226 c78).' 

(6) Mt., Mk., Lk. : Hilgenfeld, Marcusmangelizcm., '50 ; Die 
Evangelien, '54 ; ZW7' from '58 onwards. Holsten, Die drei 
urspriinglichen Evangelien, '83 ; Die synopt. EvangeLien, '85 ; 
cp $ 125 a. 

(c) itfk Mt. : Bruno Bauer, K&ik der mung. Gesch. 
de? Syi&iRe;, '41J ; Krifik der Evangelien, '50-'52. Vylk- 
mar, Die Evangelien oder Marcus und die Synopsis, 70; 
Marcus unddie Synopse der Evan,q-eZien, '76 ;Jesus Nuzurenus, 
'82. Schulze, Euangelientafel, '61, (2) '86. 

ii. Mainly, or entirely literary criticism.-(a) Mk Lk. 
Mt. : Wilke, der Urma&elist, '38. Pfleiderer, Urct&te$ 

U6er die Schnj%vz des Lukas, '17 ; 
Stud. u. Krit., 1832: pp. 735.768 (= Werke eur TheoZogie, ii. 
1.220, 361.392); cp 5s  120, 124a. 

(c) Theory of two sources (Mk. and the logia): Weisse, 
Evangel. Gesch., '38 ;'EvangeZienfrage, '56 (but see 1256). 
Wernle, Die synopt. Frage, '99. 
(d) Original gospel of Philip, with the logia: Ewald, Die 3 

rrsten Evanzelien, '50, (2) '71 ; JBW, 1848-'65. 
(e) Original Mk. with the logia: Holtzmann, Die synopt. 

BvangeZien, '63 ; JPT, 1878, pp. 145-188, 328.382, 533-568 ; 
Theol. jahresbericht, from '81. ,Cp $ 125 cf: Weizsacker 
Untevs. &er die evangel. Gesch., 64 ; Das apostol. Zeitaltw' 
'86 (2) '92. Johannes Weiss St. u. KY., 1890, pp. 555-56; 
(' Geelzebulrede'); 18gr, pp. z b g - p r  (I Parabelrede') ; 1892, pp. 
246-270 (' Wiederkunftsrede '); in Meyer's Komm. zu (Mk. 
%nu') Lk., (9 '92. Beyschlag, St. n. Kr., 1881, pp. 565-636; 
1883, 5.34-602 ; cp $ 118. . Feine, /PT, '85-'88 ; Etne vorkuno- 
nische Uberliefemng des Lk., '91. 

Apostolic source=the logia : Bernhard Weiss, St. 7c. KY., 
1861, pp. zg-100, 646.713; 1883, 571-594; ID:, 1864, pp. 49- 
1 4 0 ;  1865, 319.376. JPT, 1878, pp. 569-592 Marcusman- 
gelium, 72 ; Matthausevangelium, '76 ; in MeGer's Komm. zu 
Mi (7: '83, (9) '98 ; zu Mk. und Lk., (7) '85, (8) (Mk. only), '92. 
Titi& rn Theol. Stud. fiir Bemh. Weiss, 284-331 ('97); also 
separately under the title, Das Verhaltniss der Hervenworte 
im Marcusez,angeliu?n zu den Logia des Mat.?h&us. Cp above, 
$8 122, 125d, 126c. 

(g) Theory of two sources with borrowing from Mt. by Lk. 
(0 127) : Simon?, Hat der dritt0 Evangelist den kanonischen 
Mt. benutzt? 80 '  Stockmeyer 'Quellen des Lk.-Evang.' in 
Theol. Zeifsclhr. i u s  der Schwhiz, 1884, pp. 117-149; Wendt 
Lehre /est*, i., '86. Soltau, EineLucke der synopt. Pbvschuni 
'99 ; 2eitschr.f: neutest. Wissensch., 1900, 219-248. Combined 
with hypothesis of an original Mk.: Jacohsen, Unters. *bey die 
synopt. Evangelien, ' 83 ;  ZWT, 1886, pp. 152-179; Ia8a, pp. 

(h) More complicated hypotheses (0 1 2 9 4  : Wittichen JOT, 

Fu, '76. Scholten, Het odste  evangelze, 68  (Germ. transl., 
69 : das dlteste Evangelium) ; Het paulinisch evangelie, '70 ; 
Is de derde m:zngeZist de schrijver van het boek der handeel- 
ingen, '73 (German translation of both, 'Bo; under title das 
#uulinische Evangelium). 

B. In English.-It may be well to notice that the 
efforts of recent English students have been mainly 
devoted to collecting and arranging the material for the 
solution of the critical problems under consideration, as 
a preliminary to the critical hypotheses which may, 
unforced, suggest themselves in the future. 
(a) Books helpful to students :-Rushbrooke's Synopticon 

('ao), and Ahbott and Rushbrooke's Coininon Tradition of the 
Synojtic Gospeis ('84); A. Wright, Synop& of the Gospels ('96) 
and St. Luke's Gospel('w); Sir J. ,Hawkins, Hove Synopticce 
('99); F. H. Woods in Studia Bidlzca, 2 5 9 8  ('go). 

(,9) Special treatises, etc. :-A. Wright, The Composition of 
the Gospels ('go), and Some New Testa*nent Puo6lernr ('98)' 
Badham, The Fovlnation ofthe GospeZs ('92, ed. 2) ; St. Mark': 
Indebtedness io St. Matthew ('97); E.  A. Abbott, Clue: A 
Guide to Hebrew Scripture ('goo) and The Courections of 
Mark Irnm).  

Lk 

tum, '87. 
(6) Schleiermacher 

129-158. 

1866,pp. 427-482; ZWT, 1873, pp. 499-522; JPT, 1879, I;p. 165- 
182  ; 1881, pp. 366-375, 713-720; 1891,. pp 481-519; Le6en 

.->--,- ~~ 

(y )  Important articles :-E. A. Abb'ott art. 'Gospels' in Ency. 
?yit.PJ '79: W. Sanday in ExPositor tor '91, '92, '93, and art. 
Gospels' in Smith's DBR,  '93 ; V. H. Stanton, art. 'Gospels' 

in Hastings' DB, vol. 2 ,  '99; LI. J. M. Behb, art. 'Luke,' i6id. 
1900; S. D. F. Salmond art. ' Mark,' ibid. 1900; J. V. Bartlett, 
zrt. 'Matthew.' i6id. I&. W. C. Allen in Exp.T, 'gg and 
IO00 Ivol. 11). ,~ I 

(6) The following hooks hear upon the subject :-Westcott 
Introduction t o  the Study ofthe Gosjels ('60 ; (8) '94) ; Salmon' 
Zntrod. t o  NT ('85) ; Plummer, Comrrtentaly on St. Luke ('96): 

P. w. s. 
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SOME OF T H E  PASSAGES REFERRED TO I N  T H E  PRECEDING ARTICLE. 

The n u d e r s  io the right of the Gospel citations indicate the section ( o r  foutnote) a?id cohmn respective&. 

MILTTHEW. 
11, n. I, 1890 
11-17. S 110, 1870 

I8 12-14, 5 19, 1777 
18 15-17, § 136, 1876 
1928. 8. 112. 1812 

MATTHEW. 
2246, B 119, 
28 2 3a, $ I I Z >  1844 

$ 128, 1870 

2749, n. I, 1807 
2751, 5 142, 1884 
27 42. S 26. 1782 

28 11-15, 5 108, 1839 
28 I C  6 27. 1782 

"I 

28 r6, 9,' i 7 j o  
28 17, 5 25,1781 
28 19, 8 136, 1876 
28 19$, 8 112, 1842 

MARK. 

817-20, n. I, 1774 
822-26, B 137, 7877 

6 IAA. 1884 

9 14129, 6 i44,' 1685 

9 33-42, 9 128, 1864 
9 2 3 J ,  8 144, 1885 

- -,, 
1536, n. I, 1807 
1538, $ 142, 1884 
16 1.8, 8 27, 1783 
166-8, B 138, 1880 

i:i; 5 138, 1879 
16 9.20, n. 3, 1767 

B 138, 1880 

9 99 1769 

LUKE. 

1771 5 39, '791 

LUKE. 
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GOTHOLIAS 
GOTHOLIAS (yo0oAioy PA],  -ONIOY [L]), I Esd. 

GOTHONIEL (roeoNi~A [BRc.aA], ro0oN10y 
The 

833=Ezra87, ATHALIAH, 3. 

[R"]), the father of CHABKIS ( g . ~ . ) ,  Judith615. 
name is identical with OTHNIEL (5&9?@).  

[AQ" ais]; 7, - N T h N  [A]; 9,  -NTH,[AVa]; 1% ' N T H C  
[AQa]?,), rather, as AVW. ' palm-crist, RVmg. ' Palma 
Christ1 -;.e. the castor-oil tree, Ricinus communis, L. 

The rendering ' gourd ' is that of @ and Pesh. ; Sym. and Vg. 
render 'ivy' ; but Jerome's remarks in his commentary (quoted 
Ges. Tlres. 1214) point to the ricinus. Aq. and Theod. trans- 
literate. 

The  Hebrew word (@i@yGz) seems to be identical 
with, or derived from &I,  which, according to Herod. 
294 Plin. 157, was the Egyptian name of the castor-oil 
plant, the KPOTGIY or K P ~ T W Y  of the Greeks. This plant, 
which ' in France, Germany, and the south of England, 
is an annual herb of noble foliage, growing to a height 
of 4 or 5 feet,' becomes ' in the Azores, and the warmer 
Mediterranean countries, as Algeria, Egypt, Greece, and 
the Riviera, . . . a small tree, IO to 15 feet high' 
(Fliick. and Hanb.P) 567). Its rapid growth (de C. 
Orig. 341) and the eflective shade given by its large 
leaves, support its identification with the Kikiycn. 

On the other hand, in favour of the rendering 
' gourd ' or the like, a statement of Kazwini (2  309) may 
be noted (see also JONAH, BOOK OF, 5 5). 

Speaking of May11 Kazwini describes the custom of making 
tents of reeds (on thishores of the Tigris), in which the inhabit- 
ants pass the summer nights, when the water is becoming low. 
As soon as the earth, where the tents are, has become dry 
enough, they sow gourds, which quickly spring up and climb 
round the tents (G. Jacob, AZfa~a6ische ParaZLeZen, 173). 

EVmg. proposes 'gourds' for D'Y?? in I K. 618 (BL om. ; 
&avaar&crr [A]); it should also stand for 'B  in 724t ( h o -  
u r q p i y p x r a  [BAL], om. in clause p) (EV 'knops,' in the 
former verse they have mg. ' gourds '). The word is commonly 
explained 'gourd-shaped ornaments ; hut though the form of 
the colocynth (see next article) would suggest a graceful 
decoration, there is too much uncertainty about the text (see 
Klo.) to permit us to acquiesce in this explanation. Cp TEMPLE 
and SEA (BRAZEN). N. M. 

GOURD (fbc9?; K O A O K Y N B ~  [BAQa]; Jon. 46, - N T H  

GOURDS, WILD (fi$$' n$pB; TOAYITH hrpib. 
[RL]; om. a r p l a '  [A]), z K.+?g1.. EV agrees 
with the ancient versions and tradition. The kindred 
Ar. fu@kz' denotes the 'colocynth' (Dozy) ; and 
although the etymological connection with the root y p ~ ,  
which has the sense of splitting or bursting, is not 
quite clear, it may be explained by the tendency of the 
ripe fruit to split when touched, or even of its own 
accord (see helow).3 

The fruit intended may be (I) the I colocynth' or 
'bitter apple' ; the fruit of CitruZZus CoZocynUis, Schrad., 
' a slender scabrous plant with a perennial root, native 
of warm and dry regions in the Old World, over which 
i t  has an extensive area.' Its fruit is ' a  gourd of the 
size and shape of an orange, having a smooth, marbled- 
green surface.' The  pulp of which it consists ' is nearly 
inodorous, but has an intensely bitter taste ' (Fliick. and 
Hanb. 295). (z) The 'squirting cucumber,' 
yielded by EcbaZZium daterium, A. Rich, a plant which 
is common throughout the Mediterranean region and was 
known to the ancients as the wild cucumber.'4 It has 
a peculiarity which might be connected with the 
etyniology ofpa@@zi'ih :-' the fruit when ripe separates 
suddenly from the stalk, and at the same moment the 
seeds and juice are forcibly expelled from the aperture 
left by the detached peduncle.' Tristram (Smith's 
DB('), s. v. ; NHB, 451) thinks that the details in z K. 4 39 

1 The ciyplav is apparently a hexaplaric addition (see Field, 
ad Zoc.). bym. had po~dwqv hypiaw, and 'another' translator 
KOAOKvV@i8as ; SO vg. CoZocynihidas a==: 
9 Its more ordinary meaning however, is 'mushrooms.' 
3 Others explain it by ref"' -race to medicinal effects. So 

Riehni, NWBbl. 
4 A kindred species was named by Linnreus Cucumis pro- 

$he farum. 
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point clearly to the colocynth. ' The squirting cucnmber 
is not so bitter, nor does it bear the same resemblance 
to the good fruit.' It is also common everywhere and 
should have been at once recognised. One who came 
to Gilgal from another part, however, mfght mistake the 
colocynth for the wholesome globe cucuniber, because 
it only grows on barren sands like those near Gilgal 
and round the Dead Sea. But was the Gilgal of the 
narrative the famous one near Jericho? Buhl thinks 
otherwise (see GILGAL, 5 4). 

At any rate, the fact that the plant on which the 
pakkzi'dth grew is described as a ' wild vine ' is against 
the identification with (3) iKomo~-dica eZuterium, which 
is ' a  coarse, hispid, fleshy, decumbent plant without 
tendrils' (Fluck. and Hanb.PI 292). 

Both (I) and ( z )  are extremely bitter ; and the fact 
that the taste instantly suggested poison ( z  K. 440) is 
another example of the close association of the ideas of 
bitterness and poison in the Hebrew mind (cp GALL). 

N. M. 

GOVERNMENT 
Tribal relations, §$ 1-3. Administration, O B  16-24. 
Formation of tribes §5 4.7. Persian period 8s 25-27. 
Position of individdals $8 8-10. Greek period, 6 2x3 
Uuiou of Tribes, 68 11;;s. Roman period, $ 3 0 3  

Literature, 8 32. 

Until the institution of the monarchy the B'ne Israel 
represented the stage of political organisation that we are 
1. Israel,s wont to call tribal. This type of consti- 
nomadic tution is not peculiar to Israel. It is to 

befound amongst the most diverse peoples 
at acertain stage of civilisation. The OT 

records, however, belong for the most part to a much 
later age, and supply us only with an imperfect and even 
(in many points) misleading picture of the real nature of 
the old tribal life. Hence in trying to ascertain what the 
actual conditions really were, we are compelled to turn to 
what we know of such life amongst other peoples, 
especially the pre-Islamic Arabs and the modern 
Bedouins. W e  must suppose that similar conditions 
a t  one time prevailed amongst the Hebrews. The 
justification of this inference lies in the essential identity 
of the external conditions that called forth the tribal, 
organisation amongst the ancient Hebrews and Arabs 
and have held the Bedouins to this very day at this 
stage of political development, namely, the nomadic life 
of the steppes. 

Hebrew, like Arabic tradition, in the form it has 
reached us, has reduced the mutual relations of the 

origin. 

2. Theory of tribes to a fixed system in genealogical 
genealogists. form. Such systems rest on the 

theory, common to the Hebrews and 
the Arabs, that the &be is an expanded family. See 
GENEALOGIES i., 5 2. 

This conception has a certain amount of foundation 
in fact. The bond that holds together the family or 
the clan is not any form of political organisation ; it is 
the feeling of consanguinity. For the ancient Semite, 
blood-relationship was the only basis on which a stable 
society and absolutely binding duties could rest. 

This appears most clearly in the fact that alliances with 
strangers, and obligations towards them, did not acquire inviol- 
ability till the lacking blood-relationship had been artificially 
produced (see KINSHIP, $ I). 

W e  must not, however, follow the old genealogists 
and at once infer from this feeling of blood-relationship, 
3. Early idea actual descent from a common ancestor. 

Not to speak of the numerous traces 
which indicate that amongst the Heb- 

rews, as amongst the Arabs, descent was in the earliest 
times reckoned not from the father but from the mother 
(matriarchate; see KINSHIP, 5 4), it is clear enough 
that the feeling of community of blood was not quite 
the same thing with the ancient Semites as sense of 
relationship is with US. The latter varies according to the 
degree of nearness ; in the case of the Semite, on the other 
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hand, community of blood knew, theoretically at least, 
no such thing as degree. A man who belonged to a 
given kindred group was connected equally with all its 
members, irrespective of degree of relationship (see 
KINSHIP, 2) .  Moreover, this blood-kinship can be 
artificially brdught about by blood-covenant between 
persons belonging originally to alien groups. 

This representation must not, however, be pressed too 
far. In practice, at least in historical times, it is the 
narrower circle of closer kindred that has been most 
intimately bound together by unity of blood. 

Within the larger tribes the several families and clans 
frequently constituted closely united groups, carrying on blood- 
feuds amongst each other-a proof how naturally the feeling of 
unity of blood became weaker in the larger groups. Robertson 
Smith cites cases (Kin. 159) that show how the feeling of kinship 
bound together families of alien stock. We may adduce also 
the line in the Hunzda (367): 'Ally thyself with whom thou 
wilt in peace, yet know : In war must every man be foe who is 
not kin.' Among the Hebrews, moreover the blood-feud as we 
meet it in the OT, was confined to the lim'its of the famiiy-ie. 
the nearest relatives. 

In this emergence of relationship by descent, indeed, 
Robertson Smith sees the decay of the ancient tribal 
system (Kin. 52, 57, 160). He regards it as the first 
appearance of a new principle, quite foreign to the 
original tribal organisation. 

We must leave this an open question.. We cannot here enter 
into the problem how the Semitic families and clans were con- 
stituted in the earliest times before the various Semitic peoples 
separated from each other. It is indeed a question that in our 
opinion cannot yet be answered with certainty. 

Although kinship by descent through the father played 
in historical times a great part, the records show that -~ 
4. Agffregation even then there were also other 
offamilies, etc. factors in the formation of the tribes. 

The Hebrew tribes, like the larger 
I 

Arabian tribes, were not simple but composite, com- 
prising several kindred groups. 

These groups are commonly called in the OT mi$E@ik 
(nin?+) 'clans,' though an older designation, which at a later 
time fell into disuse, seems to have been +ai('D), the commonest 
term in Arabic. (Cp ICin. 39J ; N61d. ZDMG 40 176 ; I S. 
18 18 according to We. TBS p. iii, and Dr. TBS 119 ; z S. 23 13 ; 
also preserved according to Nijld., Z.C., in l'f?l'nim; see 
HAVVOTH-JAIR.) 

We must indeed admit the possibility with Noldeke 
(ZDMG 40158 [ '86 ] ) ,  that in the case of these ' clans ' 
the families that formed the nucleus were often really 
descended from a common ancestor whose name they 
bore. Even in this case, however, it remains true that 
the family did not grow simply by the natural process 
of marriage and birth. 

It grew also by accession from without. Slaves were acquired ; 
freedmen remained as clients of the family of their master ; 
individual strangers, cut loose for some reason or other from 
their own clan, sought refuge in the family; poor and weak 
families attached themselves for the same reason to the more 
powerful. These all reckoned themselves as belonging to the 
family of theiradoption and bore its name. 

In  order to understand this process one must realise 
how, amid the endless feuds of the desert, it was only 
the man or the family supported by a powerful group 
of kinsmen, ready to avenge an. injury, that was safe. 
This insecurity also made necessary a certain amount 
of cohesion. The individual was no doubt at liberty 
in time of peace to sever himself from his clan; but 
as he went farther away from it his security propor- 
tionally diminished, unless he obtained admission as a 
sojourner in some other clan. Thus it is the dwelling 
together and roaming together, rather than the common 
descent, that is the characteristic feature of these 
' kindred groups.' ' T h e  Hai is the community of 
people that live and travel together' (Nold. ZDMG 
40 176 ; WRS Kin. 38). 

The same process is repeated in the formation of 
tribes. The instinct of self-preservation drives the clans 
5. New into closer association. I t  is plain that here 
tribes. also local contiguity must have been an 

important factor in forming tribes ; clans that 
were in the habit of meeting on adjoining pasture lands 
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and at common wells were by that very circnmstaflce 
bound together by a certain community of interests (cp 
ISRAEL, 5 8). 

I t  is not the case, as is frequently supposed that the Bedouin 
tribes roam at large over the entire Arabian hderness . on the 
contrary, now, just as in ancient times, each one ha5 'its own 
definite territory with the pasture lands and wells belonging to 
it, and the proprietary rights of the tribe over such territory are 
jealously guarded against the encroachments of other tribes. 

Many other causes contribute to the formation of a 
tribe, and produce a constantly shifting result ; new 
tribes arise, old ones disappear. Mutual jealousy and 
feuds, migrations, the disuniting influences of war, and 
other circumstances, may result in the separation of a clan 
from the main body: This almost necessarily happens 
as soon as a tribe has become very strong or extended 
itself over a wide area. Should a subordinate tribe in 
these circumstances succeed in asserting itself without 
becoming incorporated with a foreign tribe,-should it, 
for example, have grown by attaching other clans to 
itself,-it then, in course of time, forms a new tribe 
which assumes a new tribal name (after that of a 
prominent family, one of its leaders, or the like). 
Legend next comes in, and soon gives it a patriarch, 
the original bearer of the name, and the connection of 
the new tribe with the old also finds some expression 
here, the heros eponymus of the tribe being brought into 
some sort of relationship (usually that of a son) with 
the patriarch of the older tribe. 

In  other cases tribes have arisen out of alliances that 
originally were only of a temporary character. In the ~. 

6. Alliances. tribal history of' Arabia, such federa- 
tions (called &iv) play a prominent 

part (Goldziher, &'ah. Stud. 168). Sections of a 
iarger' tribe enter into closer relations with one another 
or with outside clans ; whole tribes form treaties with 
one another, and sometimes even these federated groups 
in turn form connections with other similar groups. 
Such alliances do not arise out of considerations of 
kinship ; they are determined by the daily exigencies of 
offence and defence, and, in particular, by the necessity 
felt by the weaker of seeking support from the stronger, 
the instinct of groups, weak in themselves, to attain the 
strength that comes of union. 

In many cases the alliances are formed for particular and 
definite ends, as for example for the sake of a common blood- 
revenge. Their formation is often inaugurated in a very solemn 
way,-as with sacrifices, oaths, and the special ceremonies con- 
nectedwithblood-brotherhood(seeK1NsHrr 5 .). Sometimesthey 
are quickly dissolved again after their imm;diate object has been 
gained ; but sometimes also the temporary becomes a permanent 
relationship ; the component parts become completely fused, and 
the group naturally takes a new collective name by which the 
old and proper names of the individual elements are often 
driven completely into the background. Thus the formation of 
new tribes is a process that is related on the other side to the 
seeming or real decay of old ones. 

Clearly, the process is capable of taking place in a 
very great variety of ways, and it would be quite a ,. Teminolom;Jr. mistake to try to explain them all in 

accordance with a single scheme. 
In the continual process of modification it cannot 
surprise us to find in Hebrew (as we do in Arabic) 
tradition that the most contradictory statements are 
made as to the relation of the clans to the great tribes. 

Finally, it results from what has been said that the 
words tribe ' and ' clan ' (subordinate tribe) are used 
only relatively ; they express nothing as to size. 

A tribe may, if numbers be regarded, fall below the strength 
of a clan, and yet at the same time, if it remains independent, it 
will continue to bear the designation of tribe. Thus in the OT 
Dan is at  one time spoken of as a tribe (~11, &%et) at another 
as a clan (????I?, mi3jZ+&); cp, e g . ,  Josh. 1940 Judg. 18 1 1 8  

In Arabic phraseology the change in the use of the words .is 
much more strongly marked (cp N61d. ZDMG 40 175 8) ; in 
Hebrew tradition the relative persistency with which either word 
is used is a result of the arbitrary limitation of the application 
of the word t@ to twelve (or thirteen)l tribes. 

For a full comprehension of the tribal system it must 

1 See JOSEPH i., 5 I n. 
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further be observed that these social unities (family, 

8. Religious 
meaning 
of tribes. 

clan, tribe) are at the same time religious 
unities. Not only among the Semites, 
but also among the Greeks and Romans, 
it was their common worship that marked 

the clans and held them together. Tl& is not the 
place to discuss the many (still disputed) questions 
as to the nature and character of the tribal gods among 
the Semites. However these questions may be decided, 
there remains the fact that ' the original religious 
society was the kindred group, and all the duties of 
kinship were part of religion' (WRS ReZ. Sem. 47). 
Community of blood between man and man derives 
its absolutely uniting character precisely from this, 
that it is at the same time a real community with the 
divinity. 

The tribal god stands in just the same relationship of blood- 
community with his worshippers, the members of the clan. 
Every sacrifice seals anew this mystic oneness of the members 
with each other and with the deity. 

Where a person of alien blood is received by blood- 
covenant (see above, $$ 2, 6, and cp KINSHIP, $ I)  into 
clan-fellowship, he is at the same time by the covenaut- 
sacrifice received into blood-fellowship with the deity. 
Every violation of the duties of blood-community thus 
becomes a crime against the deity.' 

The tribal constitution is excellently adapted for the 
steppe and for nomads. Its importance here lies in 
9. Flexibility. this, that, on the one hand, it allows 

the necessary freedom of movement to 
the individual and the smaller aggregates (family and 
kindred), whilst at the same time it creates a certain 
natural social unity which satisfies the demands and 
necessities of the nomadic life. In  the wilderness no 
great tasks present themselves, such as demand the 
strength of a whole people. What the individual, and 
the group of kinsmen, require, in this state of universal 
war, is some protection for life ; and this is guaranteed 
by belonging to a clan. For blood-revenge and mutual 
help in war are the most sacred duties of those who are 
united by community of blood. Conversely, the 
individual who has been expelled from his tribe is a 
wanderer and a vagabond so long as he has failed to 
gain admission to some other clan. I t  is this that gives 
its power to tribal custom and law, a power from which 
none can shake himself free. On the other hand the 
freedom of the individual and of the separate clans is 
tolerably unrestricted in times of peace. The organisa- 
tion of the tribe exists only for purposes of war and of 
migration ; it is only in these conditions that the sheikh 
has any say and any command ; in times of peace his 
authority is purely a moral one : it reaches just so far 
as the influence he has been able to acquire by his 
personal qualities can carry it. H e  can only advise, 
not command. In  a dispute he can, doubtless, give a 
decision ; but he has no power to execute his judgment 
if those affected by it refuse to submit to i t ;  he can 
neither declare war nor conclude peace, neither pitch 
the camp nor break it up, uiitil the leading men of the 
tribe have been consulted.2 In a tribe of those related 
by blood all the individual members are 'brothers,' and 
thus on a footing of equality ; there is no such thing as 
permanent authority or subjection, for even the Roman 
patria potestas was unknown among the Semites. The  
freedom of individuals and of clans reaches so far that 
in time of peace they can separate from the main camp 
without any ceremony and go their own way, if only 
they have strength enough to give the feeling of security. 
I t  is in this, as Goldziher (Muh. Stud. 168) and Well- 
hausen (I/C 243) have rightly pointed out, that the 
moral importance of the tribal constitution lies. In 
proportion as the feeling of kinship becomes weaker 
when set against the wider tribal bonds, in the enjoy- 
ment of such freedom, its place is taken by that public 
1 On this sacral character of sacrifice, see eg . ,  WRS ReL 

2 Burckhardt, L&zerkusges iiLIer die Beduinen, 9 4 s  
Sem. 2 6 9 8  312 ff . We. Ara6. Heid. 1 1 9 8  

spirit which acts freely and is capable of making 
sacrifices for the public good. Fidelity to covenant 
obligations extending beyond the narrow bounds of kin 
is reckoned by the Arabs among the higher virtues. 

I t  is in the way we have indicated that we must picture 
to ourselves the condition of the Israelite tribes before 

Ancestor- their migration into Palestine. With 
them, too, family and clan were origin- 
ally a community of worship, held to- worship. 

gether by common- ancestral cults. Many bf the old 
and famous sanctuaries appear to have owed their posi- 
tion as such to their being regarded as the burial places 
of heroes. There was a sacred stone at the tomb of 
Rachel (Gen. 35 20)  ; Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob were 
buried at Hebron (Gen. 259 3529 5013), Joseph in 
Shechem (Josh. 24 32 Dt. 11 30) .  Miriam at Kadesh- 
barnea (Nu. Z O I ) ,  and Deborah under the sacred tree 
of Bethel, Gen. 3 5 8  (see the several articles). 

Within historical times we have one recorded instance 
of clan worship-none the less convincing that it is the 

only one-in I S .  2 0 5 8 ,  where David ''* Traces Of excuses his absence from Saul's table a t  
new moon on the ground that his clan 

are celebrating their yearly festival at this season-an 
excuse which is regarded as perfectly adequate. In like 
manner we may take clan worship to be presupposed 
in the question with which the Danites seek to induce 
Micah the Levite to accompany them ; ' is it better for 
thee to he priest unto the house of one man, or to be  
priest unto a tribe and a family in Israel?' (Judg. 1819). 

How far the tribes, which afterwards constituted the 
people Israel, had already been welded into one before 
12. Uniting the settlement is a more difficult question. 

That they were firmly knit togeth6r as 5 
people and felt themselves to be so, as is 

assumed in the O T  tradition, is refuted by the simple 
fact that even after the immigration, during the so-called 
period of the Judges, such a people, with an ordered 
government and the like, did not exist (cp ISRAEL, $ 7). 

It is now universally recognised that the Judges were not 
rulers of the whole people hut only heroes of particular tribes. 
Neither does the manner in which the immigration took place 
--nraduallv. bv tribes and clans-show anv evidence of a unified 

of tribes. 

orEanisatidi. 
All this by no means excludes, however, as Winckler 

(GZ 1 1 4 8  ;I&) and others suppose, every sort of con- 
nection between the immigrating tribes. On the con- 
trary, the analogy of the Arab tribal history makes i t  
in every way possible and probable that those tribes 
which had a point of contact and common meeting- 
place at the oasis of Kadesh (see KADESH, I )  may, 
on one occasion or another, have entered into a solemn 
covenant, after the manner referred to above as prac- 
tised by the Arabs (cp COVENANT, 4). The covenant- 
sacrifice in Ex. 241 & exactly recalls the ceremonies 
elsewhere practised on such occasions. The adoption, by 
the tribes, of a common worship, the service of Yahwk, 
gave to the alliance an enduring character still more 
than solemn oath and sacrifice had done; and the 
common name, B'ne Israel, assumed by all (perhaps 
after the name of the strongest of the contracting tribes), 
was the outward expression of the firmness of the bond. 
Such a confederation was loose enough to allow of the 
independent advance of the individual tribes and clans, 
in the process of the settlement as we now read of it in 
the sources before us ; but just on this account it was 
firm or elastic enough to snrvive the various changes 
within the separate tribes and the reconstructions and 
readjustments of their mutual relations, which were the 
inevitable results of the settlement in the territory to the 
W. of Jordan (see below). What was necessary for its 
continuance under the altered conditions was not a rigid 
unity or a strong executive authority, but something 
quite different, namely, that the common worship of 
Yahwk, as the god of the B'ne Israel, should already 
have taken a hold that was deep enough. The Song of 
Deborah plainly shows that their common worship was 
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the sole bond of unity in those times, but also that it 
was sufficiently strong ; the war of the confederate tribes 
is a war of YahwB, and whoever fails to come to their 
help, in so doing has failed to come to the help of Yahwh 
(Judg. 523). Winckler (CZ 134) will have it that the 
reference to YahwB in the song ought to be deleted as a 
later addition. Even so, however, the song bears witness 
to the subsistence of a confederation of Israelite tribes, 
to which even the tribes eastward of Jordan belonged. 
Such a confederation cannot possibly have arisen for the 
first time after the settlement, for the territories E. and 
W. of Jordan have no common interests of such a kind 
as would lead to a junction ; on the contrary, the main- 
tenance of intimate relations was always a matter of 
difficulty, owing to the nature of the respective territories, 
as is shown by their history. On the other hand, no 
bond between the eastern and the western tribes, entered 
into before the settlement, could have survived all the 
vicissitudes of such a time otherwise than by the inter- 
vention of some factor which stood supreme above the 
divergent political interests. Such a factor was supplied 
by the common religion. Even, therefore, if their 
common worship of Yahwi: did not manifestly appear 
in our present sources as being the uniting bond of the 
confederation, we should still have to postulate such a 
community of religion in order to explain the continued 
Subsistence of the Israelite tribal union. Hebrew tradi- 
tion is, therefore, justified in regarding (as it does) the 
union of the tribes with one another, and their accept- 
ance of the religion of Yahwh as coincident facts, and 
as both of them havikig been accomplished by the instru- 
mentality of one and the same person-MOSES (4.v.) .  

What were the tribes that originally joined in this 
covenant can only be matter of conjecture. No his- 
13. Individual torical validity can be claimed for the 

conventional statement of the genea- 
logists, according to which Israel was, 

from the first, composed of twelve tribes, a number 
which never afterwards varied (cp GENEALOGIES i., § 5 ,  
ISRAEL, 5 2) .  I t  is possible that, originally, different 
genealogies may have been kept at different sanctuaries ; 
the present form apparently being, as Stade has pointed 
out ( G I  1 1 4 5 3  ), the result of compromise. An ancient 
tribal list has come down to us in the Song of Deborah 
(Judg. 5 ) ,  where Ephraim, Machir, Zebulun, Issachar, 
Reuben, Gilead, Dan, Asher, Naphtali are enumerated. 
To this list may be added Simeon and Levi (see below). 
The Kenites also seem to have been an old tribe that 
had disappeared at an early period (Judg. 116 5 24 ; see 
KENITES) ; on the other hand, Judah (and Benjamin), 
also absent from the Song of Deborah, may have come 
into existence at a later date. It seems very doubtful 
whether, from the circumstance that Naphtali, Gad, and 
Asher figure in the genealogy as sons of concubines, 
we are entitled to infer that these tribes did not come 
into the confederation till after the sons of Leah and 
Benjamin (We. ZJG 16). With regard to the tribe of 
Joseph a further conjecture may perhaps be permis- 
sible; if the view that the ark (see ARK, IO) was 
originally the sanctuary of Joseph-Ephraim be correct, 
we may venture to infer that in the federation this tribe, 
from the first, had in some sense a leading part. 

The settlement in Palestine at once brought with it, 

tribes. 

~ 

,14. Their'diverse as a necessary consequence, a series 
of far-reaching changes in the con- 
dition of the tribes. fortunes. 

Simeon and Levi disappeared from their number : it is probable 
that they became disintegrated in the course of the struggles of 
the occupation and that the fragments that remained were re- 
ceived into othkr tribes (cp Gen. 49 5 8  and see SIMEON, LEVI, 
DINAH). The case of REUBEN seems lo have been similar ; in 
ancient times one of the most powerful of all the tribes (cp Gen. 
4 9 3 J )  it seems to have steadily lost ground. At an early date 
Eglon bfMoab figures as ruler of the Renbenite territory (Judg. 
3 1 z J ) '  the list of towns in Nu. 3 2 3 4 3  exhibits this same 
territory largely curtailed and entirely surrounded by the tribe 
of Gad. and in the inscribtion of Mesha the ,Gadites alone are 
spoken'of as having been masters in these reglons. 

On the other hand, new formations have to be noted. Perhaps 
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it was only after the settlement that Joseph split up into the two 
branches of Ephraim and Manasseh (cp Josh. 17 1 4 8 .  but 
see also above). The case of Gilead may also have been ;hilar 

udg. 5 17 2 5 8 ) ;  its place is subsequently taken invariably by 'E ad and Eastern Manasseh. Judah, which has not yet come 
into prominence in the Song of Deborah, first became a great 
tribe in the reign of David-in all probability, as the result of 
the coalescence of several minor tribes in the south, such as the 
Calebites (Nu. 32 12 Josh. 14 6 14), the Kenites (I S. 27 IO ; 
cp Nu. 102gf: Judg. 116), the Jerahmeelites (I S. 27 IO), and 
the absorption of the sedentary Canaanite population (Gen. 38). 
Doubtless, also, the transference of individual clans from one 
tribe to another, must have been of frequent occurrence. This 
has already been suggested above, with reference to the surviv- 
ing portions of Simeon and Levi, and another exam le is pre- 
sented by the Kenite clan of Jael, which figures in t ie Song of 
Deborah as an isolated fragment in the north (Jndg. 5 24; cp 
4 17). 

The most important consequence of the settlement, 
though it did not manifest itself so immediately, was 

See the articles on the tribes and clans named. 

Tribal the complete dissolution of the- entire 
The form under ..... which the unions of tribes and clans 

displaced b~ tribal constitution. 

'oca' were maintained-the fiction, namely, 
of a common descent-was kept up, it is true, for a long 
time, one might almost say,'indeed, permanently ; but 
its contents and its significance underwent essential 
change ; once settled on the soil of Palestine the clans 
and tribes became metamorphosed into local communities. 
and territorial unions (cp ISRAEL, 

I t  is an inevitable process wherever nomad tribes take to a 
settled life. NBldeke adduces instructive exam les from the 
Arabian tribal history (ZDMG 40 183); Caliph 8mar found it 
needful to exhort his Arabs to hold by their genealogies and not 
to do like the peasants of 'IrSk, whose answer to the question,, 
' From whom comest thou ? ' was From such and such a village. 
In like manner it was said of, the people of KhorasSn : 'Their 
villages are their genealogies. What happened in the case of- 
the Israelites was precisely similar. 

Families living together in the same place united to 
form a clan, held together by community of interests. 
Thus it is that in so many instances place-names and 
clan-names are identical. Here little question was 
made as to descent ; Canaanite clans were quite readily 
received into Hebrew clans and genealogies (cp G e n  
38 Judg. 1 2 7 8  etc.). 

With this may be compared the observation of Burckhardt 
(Nold. ZDMG 40 183) that all Arabs of the Nejd, settled in 
BaghdSd, belonged to the tribe of 'Okail, whatever their descent 
might have been. Under such circumstances, even if the old 
formulas applicable to the clan and the family were transferred 
to the new local communities in other words, if the families 
living in the same locality conhued to express the fact of their 
belonging to one another by alleging descent from a common 
ancestor, this none the less meant, substantially, the transitiop 
from a tribal to a civil constitution. 

In  the Canaanite communities which had formed 
themselves around a city as the central point, we already 
16. organi- find a species of nobility who were desig- 

nated by the peasants as ntarna, 'our- 
lords' (Pietschmann, Gesch. d. Phon. 198). 

In  the towns, which in process of time peacefully threw 
open their gates to the Israelites, we m+y suppose these 
nobles to have retained their rank and to have shared 
it with the more prominent Israelite families. The  heads 
of these leading families (not, as under the tribal consti- 
tution, the heads of all the clans) constituted the ' lords' 
or 'elders' of the city (sarcm, 6ef&Zim, zt?kZnim: Judg. 
814). I t  would seem also that, from the first, the 
villages adjoining the cities stood to these in a relation 
of subordination. In  the old sources frequent mention 
is made of ' the cities and their villages,' or of ' the cities 
and their daughters' (Nu. 2125 32 Josh. 1711); similarly, 
a city is occasionally spoken of as g. mother in Israel' 
(z S. 20 19). Even if we must not think of these ' elders ' 
as having, from the first, constituted an organised 
magistracy, yet the development advanced naturally in 
that direction ; it was necessarily involved in the settle- 
ment that the rule of the heads of the communities 
should tend more and more to organise itself on an 
assumed hasis of legal authority (Ex. 2228 1271). In 
respect of jurisdiction, in particular, the local commumty 
had a direct interest in seeing that the judicial findings 
of its heads were given effect to. 
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The tribes also gradually came to acquire mainly a 

After territorial significance, just as the clans had done. 
17. Territorial its union with Caleb and the other tribes 

of the S. (see above, 0 14), Judah 
was no longer a tribe to be placed in 
the same category with one of the large 

Bedouin tribes ; it was also a geographical idea-a 

division?: 
Tyrannl* 

primitive state, capable of embracing elements of the 
most diverse kind as long as they were geographically 
connected. 

For an interesting proof of this see the parenthetic note in 
? S.,426f: on the words ' a  Beero;hite of the children of Ben; 
jamln.'l 
(Dt. 16 18), which IS parallel to 'throughout thy tribes,' and the 
use of tribal names as geographical terms-Ephraim, Gilead (in 
Judg. 1Oj :  the two are interchanged), Judah, Gad(z S. 245), etc. 

I n  this process the tribes lost the character they had 
possessed as communities of blood involving strict obli- 
gations. When the separate clans of a tribe settled in 
separate localities and became amalgamated with the 
native population, they lost their mutual interdependence. 
Each had its own interests and went its own way, 
regardless of the weal or woe of the other. The nature 
of the country facilitated this parting ; and it was further 
assisted by the circumstance that, even in the time of 
the monarchy, Canaanite settlements still maintained 
themselves sporadically throughout Israelite territory. 
Henceforth it required unusual firmness and energy to 
stir even a single tribe, and still more a number of tribes, 
to concerted movement. The  territorial character which 
the ' tribes ' had now assumed shows that the patriarchal 
leadership of the elders was no longer sufficient ; the 
new circumstances demanded the tyrunnis (so to speak) 
of petty ' kings ' such as there had already been among 
the Canaanites. The so-called 'judges ' mark the tran- 
sition stage. These were, in the first instance, clan 
chiefs; but some of them (among whom JEPHTHAH 
and GIDEON [ qq .~ . ]  still live in the fragments of tradi- 
tion) succeeded in becoming tribal kings. Israel was 
now, perhaps, in a fair way to fall asunder into petty 
'kingdoms.' 

,How this fate was averted and from what causes the 
transitional period issued in a united kingdom and a 

Cp +o, the Denteronomic phrase 'in all thy gates 

ls. The united people, is told elsewhere (see 
ISRAEL, 5 IO 8). The practical trans- 

monarchy* formation of the tribes into unions of 
communities, linked together by identity of local interests, 
however, did not remove the danger arising from ex- 
cessive tribal feeling and consequent tribal rivalry. The  
proof of this is found in grave internal complications in 
the early regal period. David had good cause for 
devising some means of neutralizing this danger, and 
such a means he found in the creation of a very small 
permanent force (see DAVID, 11 [a]). Hence, whilst 
Saul in time of peace was little more than a tribal chief, 
David, with the aid of his body-guard (gi6&im), re- 
tained his supremacy even when no danger threatened 
the land. Saul's simple way of life gave place to an 
imposing establishment at Jerusalem, and a series of 
officials supported the king. With a view to regulating 
the military service and the collection of the revenue, a 
census of the citizens was taken even in David's time 
(2 S. % I # ) ,  whilst Solomon, as a further step in 
advance, divided the whole land into administrative 
districts, over each of which he set an officer called 
ni@ (3:: ; I K. 4 7 8 ) .  A division of the northern 
kingdom into mJ'Zn5th (nij*?n, ' administrative circuits ') 
is mentioned also in the time of Ahab (I  K. 2014fl). 
It is a noteworthy fact that in the arrangement of his 
districts Solomon purposely ignored the ancient tribal 
distinctions (see 

The  most essential duty of the ruler was then, and 
ever continued to be, the administrationofjustice; David, 

19 and Benzinger on I K. 4 7 8 ) .  

19. Royal the pattern king, was pre-eminent 
in this (see DAVID, 113). In fact, 

prerogatives* in that age, it was self-evident that 
1 See BEEROTH, ISHBAAL, I i m d  cp Nold. ZDMG ('86)40 183. 
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the king must be supreme judge. A case was naturally 
decided by the man who had the power to enforce his 
decision. Thus the second main element of the power 
of the old zckinim ( oqp )  of the clans was taken from 
them, when every one could go directly or appeal 
against them to the king (2s. 152 I K.316 Dt. 179, 
where m M ,  ;@hi< = ruler '-i. e. ' king '). What these 
lost the officers of the king gained, for they also 
obtained a share in his jurisdiction and dispensed 
justice in his name. 

According to the notions of the age, it was also 
self-evident that the king was the priest of highest rank, 
who represented his people before their God. 

Saul and David sacrificed in person (1  S. 1 4 3 3 8  z S. 8 13) as 
indeed at  that time every Israelite was at liberty to do. ,&id 
wore the @hod dad, the priest's gown ; it was as priests that 
David and Solomon blessed the people at great festal gatherings 
( z  S. 6 18 I K. 8 14), and it was as Pontifex Maximus that the king 
was anointed. 

Still, on the whole, the priestly character was not as 
prominent in Israelite kings as, e.g., in Babylonian and 
Egyptian ; they discharged their priestly functions for 
the most part through the intervention of their officers, 
the ordinary priests; for such were the priests at the 
royal sanctuaries (z S.  20238) .  

These riests were appointed and removed by the king at 
pleasure S. 8 17 I K. 2 26 etc.) ; they held office by royal ap- 
pointment, not hy heredhary right. For the royal citadel it 
was an indispensable requisite that it should containasanctuary. 
I t  was as such that Solomon built the temple; and, even as 
late as Ahaz, the king made free with it as private property. 

Any other information that we have regarding admini- 

20. Fiscal strative affairs has to do for the most part 
institutions. with the collection of the revenue, the 

most important work of oriental princes. 
Nothing is told us of Saul in this connection ; for the main- 

tenance of his simple establishment on his paternal estate there 
was needed, in addition to the produce of his own land and the 
customary share of any war booty, nothing but the voluntary 
gifts of his subjects who came to do homage or to seek justice 
and protection (cp IS. 1820). 

Under David the forced labour became the special 
care of an officer of rank, and probably taxation in 
general was then regulated ( z  S. 2024). 

We can hardly he mistaken in connecting the census of 2 S. 
24 13 with this control of the public works, which is explicitly 
said to have been the chief object of Solomon's division of the 
land into districts (I K. 4 7 3 ,  cp 4 27 [5 71. If Judah was really 
exempted from this burden, this was a very significant con- 
cession * but the text is corrupt, and Stade (GVI13oq) con- 
jectures) that Judah was perhaps mentioned as a thirteenth 
district (but see Benz. on I K. 4 7 3 ) .  

These taxes and forced labours were felt by the 
people to be an oppressive innovation ( I  I<. 12 4 ) .  As they 
were the occasion of the secession of the Northern King- 
dom, we must suppose that they were there dispensed 
with at first. For the same reason we can hardly 
assign a much earlier date to the institution of the 
king's tithe mentioned in I S. 815 17 (to which I S. 1725 
may also refer) than that of the document, the ' law of 
the king,' in which it is mentioned. Unfortunately we 
are told practically nothing of regular taxes, although 
such were doubtless exacted. 

A land tax seeins to have been unknown, as Wellhausen 
rightly concludes from the mention of the introduction of such 
a tax in Egypt (IjG86). A property tax is mentioned only 
once, and then as an exceptional imposition ( z  K. 23 35). In 
such cases of extremity the kings of Judah had recourse to the 
temple treasures, which they always regarded as lying at their 
disposal. They also drew an income from crown lands, which 
they probably rented to trusty sltbjects (IS. S 12). What is 
thus attesyed for Judah (Ezek. 45 7A), we may assume for Israel 
as well. The king's mowings' (Am.7.1) probably refer to a 
contribution in kind from the first mowlngs in spring intended 
for the war horses, for the support of which the king was re- 
sponsible (I K. 18 5 ; cp Syr. RCm. ReJts6zach, ed. Bruns u. 
Sachau, 121). Certain commodities were, in Solomon's time, a 
royal monopoly (chariots and horses I K. 10 z 8 8 ) ,  and a duty 
was levied on passing caravans (I K. 10 15) ; in certain cases the 
property ofan executed man seems to have been confiscated by 
the king (I K. 21 1 s ) .  

Not much fuller is our information 
21' Officers* about the royal officers (Sdrim, OW). 

The commander-in-chief of the army (sur ' a l  ha@66, 
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N??? $y ig) and the captain of the royal bodyguard, the 
gibd5rim, occupied probably the most influential posi- 
tions. The  mazkir ( i ~ n  ; EV RECORDER) stands first 
amongst holders of adniinistrative offices. H e  is not, 
as has often been supposed, a state historian, but, as 
the title shows ( i>xn=one who brings to mind), a kind 
of chief counsellor and state orator, the Grand Vizier of 
modern oriental states. By his side was the Secretary 
of State (s@hZr, i?b), charged with the duty of conduct- 
ing the king’s correspondence with foreign princes (see 
SCRIBE). The chief superintendent of works (at least in 
Judah; see above) and the priest of highest rank, as 
already stated, were also high officials in attendance on 
the king (2 S. 20238) .  Later we hear occasionally of a 
master of the palace (or of the household, rvq? $q it:, 
G e r  ‘a2 hadddyifh, I K. 46 2K. 1818 Is.2215), who, 
from Is. Z.C., appears to have been also called 
(s&h?n, see MINSTER [CHIEF]). Finally we come upon 
the designation king’s servant ( p \ ~ ?  1 2 ~ ~ )  as the title of 
a high dignitary (z K. 22 12, also on seals), most plausibly 
explained by Stade (G VI 1650) as the principal eunuch. 
Strange to say this official, so high in rank in modern 
oriental courts, is nowhere mentioned (unless this be he), 
although in a harem like Solomon’s he can hardly have 
been lacking. 

Of other officers of inferior rank, the prefects of the provinces 
have heen mentioned already. Of court officials proper we 
meet with a cupbearer (ma;&eh, neWp, I K. 105), a master of 
the robes (z K. 10 zz), and others. Chronicles speaks of twelve 
stewards of the royal treasury undcr David (I Ch. 2’1 25 8). 
Probably among the court servants were also the chamberlains 
(sdcsim, poqo, I K. 22 g z K. 8 6 9 32, etc.), an expression 
which we find later as the designation of the overseer of the 
harem at the Persian court (Esth. 2314 443). As such a 
sriris is elsewhere called a capt*ain (2 K. 25 19, cp Gen. 37 36 
39 1) we can hardly regard the sririsinz in the earlier times as 
eunuchs. See EUNUCH. 

The stage of civilization that had been reached placed 
great power in the hands of these officers; for in the 
still quite undeveloped political relations of the time, no 
attempt was made, except in the case of the chief 
ministers mentioned above, to define the spheres of the 
several departments. 

In particular there does not yet appear to have been any dis- 
tinction drawn between administrative and judicial functions, or 
military and civil authority. The resident officer of state, 
wherever there was such, combined in his own person, in pro- 
portion to the authority committed to him, the functions of 
commander of the forces, administrator of the province, collector 
of taxes, and also, and above all, judge (see above, 5 18). 

The impression left by the description of this bureau- 
cracy given us by the prophets is by no means flatter- 

Ing  I t  exhibits all through the radical vices character- 
istic of the oriental official in all ages; towcards 
superiors, the unscrupulous tool of the royal pleasure 
(cp e.g., I K. 12 1 0 8  z S. 11 1 4 8 )  ; towards inferiors, 
the overbearing, reckless tyrant. 

No longer bound to their subjects by the ties of clanship, the 
governors took advantage of them for their own interests. 
Venality and.partiality in particular characterised high and low 
alike; all that distinguished the former, the Abners, Joabs, and 
Jehus, from officers of lower grade, was that their intrigues and 
violence were on a grander scale. 

I t  was the will of the people that gave Saul and 
David their authority. Still this does not warrant us 
22. The throne. in calling the monarchy, either in 

Judah or in Israel, elective. Its 
hereditary character was really bound up, so to speak, 
with the royal dignity. 

Thus even a Jerubbaal could secure his authority sufficiently 
to bequeath it to his sons. That Saul never dreamed of any 
successor but his son Jonathan may he the kernel of truth in 
IS. 2 0 3 0 3  When the men bf Judah set up David against 
Ishbaal, the rest of Israel regarded it as a revolt against the 
legitimate heir-a revolt to be suppressed by force of arms (cp 
eg . ,  z S. 2 108). Two sons of David, Absalom and Adonijah, 
successively posed as his successors (z S. 15 18 I K. 158). 
Solomon, too, reached the throne simply by the will of his 
father, the people having no say in the plot to set him on 
the throne. Accordingly the election of Jeroboam by the 
northern tribes was virtually a fresh revolt against the legitimate 
dynasty, though it mubt he admitted that Ephraim and Ben. 
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jamin had never thoroughly accepted the line of David as 
legitimate ; ‘we have no part in David, no inheritance in the 
son of Jesse ’-such had been the rallying cry also on an earlier 
occasion (2s. 20 18); see BENJAMIN, 5 7. In the many later 
revolutions, of which North Israel was the scene, the people 
had no voice; on the contrary they retained throughout a 
passive, not to say an apathetic aititude. 

Still, there lay in the popular will an important 
limitation of the power of the sovereign. One iuight 
imagine on reading the so-called law of the kingdom ’ 
(I  S. 8 105 ) that the kings of Israel as a whole were the 
greatest despots,-men whose power was at the service 
of every whim and fancy. This picture, however, con- 
formably to the whole tendency of the narrator, who 
had little fondness for the monarchy, is overdrawn and 
painted in colours too dark. In reality the state of 
affairs was quite otherwise. If there is one impression 
that remains with ns more than another it is that the 
power of the kings lay rather in their personality, and 
depended on their success in war and their personal 
weight. Powerful men like David, Solomon, or Jero- 
boam could allow themselves many liberties that men 
23. pppular like Rehoboam could not venture on. 

Law or constitution defining the mutual 
rights of king and people there was none 

(the ‘ law of the kingdom,’ Dt. 17 14-20 is a later growth). 
Thus in the forms of government in the kingdom of 
Israel we meet with a singular blending of despotism 
with elements of democracy. 

Saul could massacre the priests of Nob, David could appro- 
priate the wife of Uriah, Solomon could drain the very blood of 
the nation, Ahah could bring about the judicial murder of 
Naboth, Jehu and Athaliah could make havoc amongst dangerous 
adherents of the reigning house; yet these kings had themselves 
to learn that their caprices were limited by the popular will. 

The  people did not, like other oriental nations, put 
up with the atrocities of their rulers as something inevit- 
able. Jehu’s massacre was long regarded with universal 
detestation. The  imperiousness with which the public 
conscience could speak is seen in Nathan’s famous 
reproof of David, and in the action of men like Elijah 
and Elisha, who spoke for the people as well as for 
Yahwk (see ISRAEL, 

Disregard for this on the part of Solomon Ahah and Athaliah 
cost them their throne. Nor must we fail t‘o obsehe how it was 
that the Deuteronomic Code was rendered a universally binding 
law-book ; not by royal decree, but by a compact between king 
and people, did a law come into existence. In all else law and 
right, even for the king, was determined by custom and usage. 

In such circumstances local authority must have been 
to a great extent left to itself. Outside of the royal city, 

24. Local over which was set a royal governor (I K. 
2 2 z 6 ) ,  the village communities were prob- 

authority* ably independent of the government, so far 
as their own affairs were concerned. In  the Northern 
Kingdom the revolutionary changes of dynasty hindered 
the sovereign from becoming dangerously predominant 
over the local authorities and the ancient nobility, as 
was somewhat the case in the smaller kingdom of 

voice* 

3 3 5 ,  and cp PROPHET). 

Judah. See I K. 21. 
This local independence is still acknowledged by the Deutero- 

nomic code (Dt. 16 IS), although it tries to restrict it (Dt. I ? s ~  
19 17 ; cp LAW AND JUSTICE 5 8 3 ) .  Even in affairs of state 
though probably only in ex:eptional caws the ‘elders of th: 
peoule’4.e. the local magistrates-had tdeir voice (I K. 20 7 

K: 23 I). 
- 

In the Persian period the Jewish territory became a 
district (mZdindh, win, Neh. 7 6  Ezra21) of the trans- ,. .: 

25, Persian 

governors’ 

Euphratic province (Ezra53 I Macc. 
332, etc.), which was the province 

period: westward of the Euphrates. For a 
time it had a governor of its own 

(nne, @hi [see GOVERNOR, I] ; Mniii-in [See TIRSHATHA]), 
who was placed under the ruler of his province (see 
ISRAEL, $5 50 8, 64). This arrangement, however, 
seems to have been terminated comparatively soon. 

Nehemiah it is true ranks himself with former governors 
(Neh. 5 158’); but the harrative of his doings, taken asa  whole, 
rather suggests that he was sent as a high commissioner with 
dictatorial powers. Thus we do not hear of a substitute or suc- 
cessor being appointed when he leaves Jerusalem (cp We. 
f /GP) 164, (31 168). This is confirmed by the letter of Rehum to 
Artaxerxes in Ezra48-23 (see v. IzA). 
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For the rest, the central Persian authority seems to 

have left the Jews a considerable amount of freedom 
with respect to their internal affairs. That it should 
concern itself about such matters as the building of the 
temple or of the walls was a matter of course; but 
apart from these instances we hear next to nothing 
about any intervention of theirs. Of course, the pay- 
ment of the tribute and the enrichment of the officials 
had to be seen after; but on the whole there was 
much internal liberty, which, indeed, was involved in 
the freedom of worship granted to the Jews. In the 
time of Ezra we find law and police in the hands of the 
national authority (cp Ezra10 14). 

H e  is 
remesented as the secular head of the communitv with 

The history of ZERUBBABEL ( q . ~ . )  is obscure. 

26. Local Joshua (SeeJESHUA, 5) as spiritual head 
Yet strangely enough we 

f indinEzra2z=Neh.77 (=1Esd.58,  
~ p o ~ y o d p s v o r )  a list of twelve ‘heads ’ as the chiefs of the 

organisation. by his side. 

community, at whose head stand Zerubbabel and 
Joshua, presumably as +mi inter $ares. W e  also 
hear of the ‘elders of the Jews’ (Ezra55 67 108, etc.), 
of certain ‘ rulers ’ or ‘ deputies ’ (so RV, o q j ~ )  in Neh. 
216 48 [I+], etc., and of ‘princes of the people’ who 
dwelt at Jerusalem (Neh. 11 I). Are these names then 
perhaps synonymous? If not, what are the mutual 
relations of the officers whom they severally denote? 

W e  shall not go far wrong if w-e recognise in the 
twelve ‘ heads’ the chiefs of the leading families (cp 
EzraBs), a proof of the tenacious life of the tribal 
organisation.z At the head of the clans were the rZE 
hZ-Z68th (iliiun wi,uy, Ezra15 268 Neh. 770, etc.) ; over 
all were the twelve men already mentioned. The  
number twelve was of course suggested by that of the 
tribes; indeed the Priestly Writer speaks of twelve 
‘ princes of the tribes’ (Num. 7 ) .  It is not necessary, 
however, that this number should have been permanent. 
W e  may plausibly suppose that the ‘ princes ’ (including 
the ‘ heads ’ )  were the beginning of the later gerusia 
(below, 27). From Neh.57 we may infer that the 
plutocratic principle had much to do with their appoint- 
ment. Most important of all, the priests did not yet 
belong to the gerzuia; they are always sharply dis- 
tinguished from the ruling magistrates, the heads of the 
people (cp e.g., Neh. 938-1027 [ ~ O I - Z ~ ] ) .  

This was soon changed, and not least in consequence 
of the measures of Ezra and Nehemiah, little as they 

themselves left for Eliashib or any other 
g$:tly high priest to do (cp Neh. 1348)). The  

tendency of the law brought by Ezra from 
Babylon was to exafi the spiritual over ;he secular 
power. In  this law, which corresponded in the main 
with the so-called Priestly Code (on this point cp LAW 
LITERATURE ; ISRAEL, 59 ; CANON, 8 23f: ; EZRA 
i . ,  8) ; the community was provided with a constitu- 
tion. I t  is true, Ezra and his adherents had consider- 
able difficulty in getting their theory of the law accepted. 
The  theory was briefly this. The  high priest was 
supreme head, alike in the spiritual and in the secular 
sphere. T o  him were transferred all the powers of the 
king, in so far as they were at all compatible with the 
Law. Not even such an unassuming place as Ezekiel 
assigned to a king remained. Far below the high priest 

1 See ISRAEL, 9 64, and Benzinger’s art\cle ‘&teste’ in 
PREP) 1 226f: [Guthe (see ‘Ezra and Neh., SBOT) regards 
Ezra2 z=Neh. 77 (from o”>;I down to njyi,  with the addition 
of ~ n w u ~  (see I1 I Esd. 58) as an addition of the chronicler. 
He thinks that the existence of the twelve ‘heads * presupposes 
the activity of Ezra and Nehemiah. The ‘heads’ are not 
identical with the ‘elders,’ who come before us at the close of 
the rebuilding of the temple, when Zerubbabel seems to have 
disappeared. Perhaps they were supplanted by the twelve 
‘heads.’ The ‘ruleis’ (o’>j~)  of Nehemiah are regarded by 
Guthe as officials : the term may be equivalent to the ‘~rinces ~- 
( ~ T U )  of Neh. (13 32).] 

2 Even during the Exile the ‘elders’or heads of clans directed 
the affairs of the settlements ; we find them seeking oracular 
advice of Ezekiel (Ezek. 8 I 14 I 20 18 ; cp Jer. 29 I). 
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in ranlc stood the ‘princes,’ the chiefs of the twelve 
tribes-i.e., in reality, the men who had had in their 
hands the administration of affairs. The numerous 
priestly families constituted a sort of spiritual nobility 
surrounding the high priest. What the law required 
was probably not after all very new. That the influ- 
ence of the priests, even if they had not a seat in the 
remnlsia, was really great, appears from Zech. 6108 

How. long it was before the theories of the Priestly 
Code were translated into practice we do not know. 
Our informafjon regarding the internal development 
and the foreign relations of the community in the second 
half of the Persian period is unfortunately very meagre. 

That the abolition of the provincial governorship (see above 
24) meant a great increase of power for the high priest is rightl; 

!mphasized by Wellhansen ; Nehemiah’s provisio; for the 
regular payment of the taxes to the priests furnished the 
needful material basis for their claim to power. The quarrel of 
the brothers Johanan and Joshua ahout the high-priesthood and 
the interference of the Persian governor Bagoses (Jos. Ant. 
xi. 7 I) presuppose an important position for the high priest. 

By the beginning of the Grecian period, at latest, 
the law had become a reality. Neither the Ptolemies 
28. Greek nor the Seleucids had a governor of their 

period. own in Jerusalem, and generally speaking 
these Hellenistic sovereigns left a large 

amount of freedom to the communes. Thus in the 
Jewish capital, as elsewhere, the national assembly 
seems to have enjoyed fairly extensive powers. Its 
organisation had probably undergone no essential 
change from what it had formerly been; the gerusia 
continued as before an aristocratic senate. This of 
itself is sufficient proof that we have not here to do 
with a new institution, a creation of the Grecian period; 
for the new communities.of Hellenistic times had, as a 
rule, democratic institutions. There is no good ground 
for doubting the connection between this senate and the 
genuine Semitic institution of a ‘ council of the elders’ 
which survived in the Persian period. I t  is merely a 
casual circumstance that the gerzsia-under this name 
-does not happen to be mentioned until the reign of 
Antiochus the Great (223-187 B.c.). Whether or how 
far Grecian influences may have co-operated in the 
development of thisgemsin out of the college of elders 
(so Schurer, G W 2  1443: ) we have no means of deciding, 
as we possess no sufficient information as to the manner 
in which the assembly of elders as a ruling body was 
organised towards the end of the Persian period. The  
ordinary traditional designation of ‘ elders,’ rppeupbmpor, 
is applied also without qualification during this period 
to the gerusia (cp I Macc. 126 with 1420, etc. ). Long 
before this, of course, the word had ceased to mean 
the heads of clans ; by elders were intended simply the 
more distinguished men, the d i t e  of the people. Along- 
side of the secular nobility, the priesthood also seems 
from an early date to have obtained a place in this 
assembly (cp z Ch. 19 8). 

During the Greek period it is the high priest who is 
at the head of the gerusin and thus of ‘the entire com- 
munity. The Ptolemies first, and afterwards the 
Seleucids, recognised him as ethnarch. On him lay 
the duty of seeing that the tribute for the community 
was paid to the court at Alexandria; and in order to 
do this he bad the right of levying a tax in Judaea (Jos. 
Ant. xii. 4 18). W e  have an evidence of the importance 
of the position of high priest. in the internecine strife 
with reference to the office which was the prelude to the 
Maccabean revolt ( z  Macc. 4 1 8  Jos. Ant. xii. 5 I E ) .  
On account of its importance Ptolemies and Seleucids 
alike claimed the right of appointment to it and removal 
from it. 

The rise of the Hasmonseans meant, strictly, no 
constitutional change, only a change of persons. During 

29. Hss- the continuance of the war strictly so-called 
the commanders, the Maccabees, exercised, 

monL8ans* of course, asort of dictatorship. In z Macc., 
it is true, mention is made of the gerusia also, alongside 
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before the synedrium on account of misdeeds committed 
there (Jos. Ant. xiv. 93-5). In point of fact, however, 
as is shown by the course of this very prosecution 
against Herod, the synedrium had come to be a helpless 
tool in the hand of the ruler, who at this time was 
Antipater. Herod accordingly began his own reign by 
purging the synedrium of his own opponents, forty-five of 
its members being executed at his command (Jos. Ant. 
xiv. 94, compared with xv. 12). Though doubtless 
replenished with nominees of his own, the council 
henceforward played no part of importance during 
his reign (cp e.g., Ant. xv. 62). The high priests also, 
whom he appointed and deposed at pleasure, were 
entirely his creatures. 

The territory of Herod was divided at his death. 
Archelaus received Judzea, Samaria, and Iduniaea, with 
the title of ethnarch ; but after a short term of years he 
was deposed (6  A.D.)  and his ethnarchy made a Roman 
province under a procurator ( 8 ~ l ~ p o r r o s  ; in N T  f i y ~ p d v ,  
Mt. 27 z etc. ) of equestrian rank. The procurator of 
Judaea was subordinate in rank to the governor of 
Syria, and the latter could in special cases of need 
interfere with him (see Mommsen, Rom. Gesch., 5 509, 
n. ). In  all other respects the procurator of Judrea had 
military command and jurisdiction ; in other words, was 
independent in his province. 

In other matters the Romans allowed the Jews a 
considerable degree of internal freedom and self- 

31. Internal government. Josephus is not very wide of 
the truth when he describes the new con- synedriu;n. stitution as aristocratic, as distinguished 
from the monarchical despotical rule of a 

Herod (Ant. xx. 101). The synedrium enjoyed greater 
power than ever before. The Roman procurator was 
the court of review ; the synedrium was the governing 
body, and, more particularly, no longer had to share 
its powers as formerly with its president, the high 
priest. 

After the high-priestly office ceased to be held for life, 
and hereditary high priests had come to be appointed 
and deposed in rapid succession, first by Herod and 
then by the Romans, their political power diminished 
greatly, and they no longer held a paramount position 
even within the priestly college, although formerly the 
high priest could still be regarded as holding ' the govern- 
ment of the nation' (Ant .  2010). Next in rank to 
the reigning high priest stood those who had previously 
held the office. In  the N T  and in Josephns these ' high 
priests' figure as properly speaking the leaders of the 
high council (cp e.g., Mt. 2659 2741 and parallels). 

As a second class within the same body we find the 
'scribes' or professional 'lawyers' (Mt. 2018 21 15 2741  
and parallels ; see SCRIBES, 2). 

The other members belonging to neither of these two groups, 
are called simply ' elbers' (?rpsuj3drspoi : see passages already 
cited) : or the word 'councillor' (~OUAEUT<S)  is occasionally 
employed (Mk. 15 43; but cp JOSEPH OF ARIIATHAA, B 4). 
To this body as a whole, besides synedrium, we find the names 
predyferitcni (Lk. 22 66 Acts 22 5), gemsia (Acts 5 zr), and bo& 
(Jos. BJii. 156 xi. 16 2) applied. In the Mishna the supreme 
court is called Bbtk &in Jzac@dZ, or by the Hehraised Greek 
name of ]'?ln;i) (Sanhedrin). 

The number of members of the supreme court of 
Jerusalem is in the Mishna (Sanh. 1 6 )  given at 71- 
a tradition that is not inherently improbable. As for 
the mode of replenishing its numbers-popular election 
is excluded alike by the history of its origin, and by its 

affairs. 

See ISRAEL, $ 81. 

of Judas (110 444 1127) : but on internal grounds more 
reliance must be placed on the representation given in 
I Macc., where besides Judas no governing body is 
mentioned save the people themselves (459 5 1 6  820 
10 2546 1130  33 42). On the other hand, in the period of 
peace after the victory at Beth-Zacharias, Demetrius at 
once restored the old order of things-Alcimus being 
high priest, with ' elders '-(I Macc. 633), and in like 
manner after the definitive peace had been negotiated 
it was again rehabilitated in its entirety, with the' single 
.exception that the office was now bestowed not on the 
legitimate heir but on Jonathan, who legally was dis- 
qualified for it ( I  Macc. 1127). This, of course, meant 
for the priests of Jerusalem a great diminution of power 
.and influence, especially since the old aristocratic party 
which had been friendly to the Greeks had now to 
retire into the background altogether; and, in the 

.gemsin also, had to make room for the partisans of the 
Hasmonaeans. The institution of the gerusia, as such, 
however, continued alongside of the Hasmonaean high- 
priests and princes (Jonathan I. : see I Macc. 11 23 
12  6 35 : Simon I. : see I Macc. 1336 142028). 

The Jews became entirely independent of Syria under 
John Hyrcanus (135-105). Hyrcanus himself, however, 
remained as before, the people's high priest. On the 
other hand, of course, he was not unconscious of his 
.dignity as prince, and he put his name upon the 
coinage. His son and successor Aristobiilus (105-104) 
.actually took the royal title, continuing, however, to 
retain that of high priest on the coinage. Alexander 
Jannaeus (164-78) was the first to call himself king 
on the coinage. Here again, however, the assumption 
of the kingly title meant no constitutional change ; it 
was only the fitting expression of the fact that from 
the first the Hasmonzeans had subordinated the spiritual 
side of their office-their high priesthood-to the exercise 
of their political authority as ethnnrchs. 

The gerusia, therefore, continued, at least in form, 
under the kings. At how early a date the name of 
.synedrium-which subsequently seems to have been the 
usual one-arose, is unknown. Possibly the expression 
&%er (im) upon the Hasmonaean coins refers to this 
body. At this period it would of course be out of the 
,question to look for any sharply defined jurisdiction 
.as possessed by such a court. Under strong rulers 
like Hyrcanus and Jannaeus its'power can, hardly have 
been great : of Alexandra, on the other hand, who on 
account of her sex had to hand over the high-priesthood 
and the presidency of the council to her son Hyrcanus, 
. Josephus remxks that ' she held the kingship in name, 
but the Pharisees had the power' ( A n t  xiii. 162). It is 
probable that it was through her that the Pharisees had 

.gained admission to the gerusia alongside of the 
Sadducean nobles and the priests. 

Pompey brought the Hasmonaean rule to an end in 
'63 B. c. In  other respects he found no change necessary 
30. Romans. in the forms of the internal administra- 

tion of the country. He appointed 
Hyrcanus 11. to the high-priesthood, and at the same 
time invested him with ' the government of the nation ' 
(Jos. Ant.xx. l o 3  : rrpou~auiav TOG PBvour). The 
proconsul Gabinius (57-55) on the other hand, withdrew 
this political dignity from the high priest, dividing the 
Jewish territory into five jurisdictions - Jerusalem, 
.Jericho, Gazara, Amathus, Sepphoris. By the ex- 
pressions used by Josephus (uL;voBo~, uuvCBpra) we are 
doubtless to understand independent districts each 
under the synedrium of the chief city (Jos. BJi. 85) .  
By this measure the political importance of the Jeru- 

salem authorities was virtually destroyed. 
This condition of things, however, was of brief 

.duration. Caesar (in 47 B.C.) again made the high 
priest ethnarch ; nominally and constitutionally the 
gemsin  shared the government with him. The juris- 
.diction of the gerusia appears to have included even 
.Galilee; at least we read that Herod was summoned 

62 19'3 

aristocratic character. 
Whether the original custom which gave the right of member- 

shin to Darticular families was retained also durine the Grecian 
p&od & unknown ' for the Roman it is at least very question- 
able. During this'last period we find the political authorities 
(e.g., Alexandra, Herod, the Romans) introducing into the 
supreme court persons acceptahle to themselves at their pleasure. 
The Mishoa knows only of co-optation (Sank. 44). 

The jurisdiction of the synedrium, so far as its moral 
influence was concerned, extended over all Jewish 
communities everywhere ; its decrees were regarded 
as binding by all orthodox Jews even beyond the con- 
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GOVERNOR GRAPE 
I. PehhZh, ”? (cp Ass. pi& to tax or govern, 6e‘Z pa&iti, 

governor or satrap). It is not quite clear what kind of oficer; 
we are to understand by Solomon’s ‘governors of the land 
(y%n nmp, ,~  K. 1015 2 Ch.914 [ ua~pdmp l ) ,  or by Ben-hadad’s 
‘ governors, as distinguished from ‘kings ’ (I K. 20 24 [ua~.]). 
In the latter case the title is manifestly expressive of military 
rank. In like manner it is used by RABSHAKEH [p.u.] in z K. 
18 24 Is. 369 (TO?T~~XI~S) in the sense of ‘general. In  Jeremiah 
(51 23 28 57 [$yepWvl), Ezekiel (23 6 23), Daniel (3 2 [TOT.]) 1 and 
Esther (3 12 8 g 9 3 [AV ‘ deputies ’I), however, a civil administra- 
tive officer of high rank is intended. Palestine, while under 
Persian dominion, was under the jurisdiction of such officers, 
called inj  ixy ‘5 ‘governors beyond the river’ [Euphrates] 
(Ezra 836 Neh. 2 7’9 Neb. 3 7 [&apxop &pav TOG aorapoir]) ; see 
GOVERNMENT $3 25. The title ‘governor of Judah’ was borne 
by Zerubbabj (Hagg. 1 I 14 2221) and also by Nehemiah 
(Neh. 5 1 4 3  18 [allusion to the ‘bread of the governor ’ ; c p  
Mal. 18, $yodpavor] 12  263). 

2. TivSifhci. HCt??, Ezra263 EVmg., etc. See TIRSHATHA. 
3. S e a n ,  I?:, Dan.32, etc. See DEPUTY, I. 4. NZp-d 
l‘~, 5. n&i, H’@:, and 6.  Sur, le ;  see PRINCE. 7. PZkzd, 
l‘pz, see OVERSEER. 8. AUujh, 1b; see DUKE, I. 
9. ZuZZt;, U’>W (from kid,  Heb., Aram., Ass., ‘ to rule, have 

power,’ cp Ar. sulfrin) the word used by in Gen. 42 6 (iipxwv 
[ADEFL]) to denbte joseph’s position as t ie  Pharaoh’s steward 
of the palace and grand vizier. In Dan. 2 1 5 3  (‘captain,’ dpxwv) 
it denotes military rank (see ARIOCH z),  and it is used more o r  
less vaguely in Dan. 529, etc. (DLniel, third ‘ruler’ EV), 
Eccles. 7 19 (‘ten rulers [RV, AV ‘ mighty men ‘1 in a city,’ @ 

IO. +%&$ ??in, EV ‘governor,’ Judg. 89 ( ~ i  SiassTaypQva 
[AL]), used poetically in a somewhat vague sense; cp i);hp, 
‘governor,’ in Judg. 5 14, &pwvOvws [BAL]), usually rendered ‘ law-giver ’ (Gen. 49 IO Ut. 83 zr  Is. 10 I 35 22). 

11. MaGI, SwD, Jer 30 21 (Lpxov) ; usually ‘ruler,’ in a general 
sense. Cp RULER. 12. HaddZbcmuyyZ, H:??:?, Dan. 3 24, 
AVmg.; see COUNSELLOR, 3. Six Greek words come under 
consideration. 

73. Qiiapxos (cp I, above), 2 Macc. 427 RV (AV ‘ruler ’) ; see 
SOSTRATUS. 
iipxov). 15. $yep&, the title given in M T  to. 
the Roman pro&rators (Pilate, &It. 272, etc. ; Felix, Acts23 24, 
etc. ; Festus, Acts2630); see ISRAEL, 5 go. 16. BBvdpxqs, 
I Macc. 1447, etc. ; see DAMASCUS, $3 13, ETHNARCH. 17. For 
Ipx~~pi~hrvos (Jn. 2 8 f :  AV) see MEALS $3 rr. 18. ~&Bdvwv, Jas. 
3 4, RV steersman. 

;~ovuLd<ov). 

14. $yodpcvos, Mt. 26 (quoting Mi. 5 I [z], 
See II above. 

19. oirovdpos, G d .  4 2, RV STEWARD. 
GOZAN (ID3 ; in Ki. rwzaN [EA] ; in Ch. xwzap 

[E], rmzX [A]; rorsaN [ L ;  Ki.;  Ch.]), one of the 
districts to which Israelites were deported by the king of 
Assyria (a K. I76 [ywzap  B] 1811 I Ch. 626), also men- 
tioned (with Haran, Rezeph, and the Bne-Eden of Tel- 
assar) in a letter of Sennacherib to Hezekiah, according 
to z K. 1912 (=Is.3712). It is no doubt the Assyrian 
Guzanu, the I’au@vkrs of Ptolemy (v. l83f.), mentioned 
in z R. 53 43u between Tugban and NaSibina (Nisibis). 
This province was ruled by a governor who sometimes 
had the honour to givechis name to the year as limzi 
(eponym). It rebelled in 809 B.c., and again in 759, but 
was finally subdued in 758. Its chief stream was the 
HABOR [ p . ~ . ] ,  now the HlbBr, on the banks of which 
the exiles were settled. (See Del. Pur. 184, and cp 
Schr. KB 2275, 326 ; KGF 167, n., 310, 352 ; also 
HABOR, HALAH, HARA.)  

[In 2 K. 176 and 1811 BL, and in 176 @A read I ~ O T U ~ O ~ S  F., 
‘7ivers of Gozan.’ The former is universally represented as 
@ s reading. This may be so, but is not proved by the evidence. 
TOTap~?~  may very well be a scribe’s conjecture. There is 
hardly occasion to inquire, with Winckler ( A T  Untems. 108) 
and W. M. Muller (Hastings, DB 2285 b), which rivers may 
be meant.--?‘. K. c.] C. P. T. 

GRABA, RV Aggaba (ar(r)aBa [Babmg. ALI), 
I Esd. 529=Ezra245, HAGABAH. 

G R A F T I N G ( ~ N K ~ N T P I z E I N  [Ti. WH]),  Rom. 1117. 
See OLIVE. 

GRAPE, Blossom, early berry, sour and ripe fruit, 
all find mention in the OT. 

I. n’c, phrah (dvOos), blossom, Is. 18 5 t  ; cp Gen. 40 IO. 

2. ?I:?, nifsuh ( ~ A w T ~ s  [Gen.], dveoc [Is.]), properly the 
blossom, but perhaps also the cluster of tiny berries which 

fines of Judaea (cp Act59a). Regarded as a high court 
of the state, however, its jurisdiction and authority, 
after the division of the land on the death of Herod, 
were confined to Judza  proper, the province ruled by 
the procurator. In point of fact its range was very 
wide. It was at once the supreme administrative 
council and the supreme court of justice. As adminis- 
trative council, its functions included in particular that 
of levying taxes. The Roman practice was to cause the 
taxes to be levied by the senates of the towns. In 
accordance with this, the synedrium of Jerusalem also 
(see Jos. BJii. 171) was responsible for the taxes of the 
whole of Judmt. The  actual collection, on the other 
hand, was farmed out to private speculators. As a 
court of justice the synedrium had civil as well as 
criminal jurisdiction, in which it was governed by the 
Jewish law (cp Acts 458 5218:)  ; it had its own 
police, and could make arrests of its own accord 
(Mt. 2647$, etc.). Its full freedom was restricted 
in one point only: it was not allowed to carry out 
capital sentences ; these required the confirmation of 
the procurator and had also to be carried out by 
him, as is clearly shown by the whole narrative of the 
trial and death of Jesus (note in particular, the express 
declaration in Jn. 1831). The stoning of Stephen 
must therefore be held to have been illegal. Roman 
citizens were of course exempt from Jewish jurisdiction 
(Acts25108).  In like manner the procurator had 
the right to intervene at any moment or to transfer a 
process to his own judgment seat ;  but these were 
exceptions from the stated order of things. 

The  division of Judzea into toparchies-eleven, 
according to Josephus (BJiii. 35), ten, according to 
Pliny (NN570)-most probably dates from the Roman 
period. Unfortunately we are told nothing as to the 
origin or object of this division. W e  may venture to 
guess that in all likelihood it had something to do with 
the system of taxation. No conjecture even can be 
hazarded as to whether these administrative divisions 
were justiciary circuits also. 

The  great synedrium in Jerusalem was also the 
municipal council. In  close analogy with this, the 
various communities throughout the country had also 
their local synedria (uuvPGprov, Mt. 1017 Mk. 139 &It. 
522  ; pouh3, Jos. B/ ii. 141, etc. ; ?rpeu@pb.repor, Lk. 
73). This’also, as shown above, was an ancient in- 
stitution among the Jews. As in earlier times so also 
now these local courts exercised judicial functions. 
According to what Josephus tells us (Ant.  iv. 8 14 BJ 
ii. 205) the membership of one of these provincial conrts 
required to be not less than seven; in larger centres 
they seem to have had twenty-three members. As for 
jurisdiction-even grave criminal cases came before 
them (Mt. 521f.). In  relation to them the great 
synedrinm was not a court of appeal ; but recourse 
was had to it when the judges of the local courts could 
not agree (Jos. Ant. iv. 814 ; Sunk 11 2). 

On the general subject see the recent works dealing with 
biblical history (We., Ki., Klo., St.) and archreology (Benz., 

Now.). On the tribal constitution see 
32. Literature. WRS Kin. ’85, and Nold.‘s review ZDMG, 

1886, pp. 148-187; Riehm, art. ‘Stamm’ 12 
HWB(9. On the monarchical period‘oehler, art. ‘ Kanigthum 
in PRER Sro2-r1o. Diestel art. KSnigthum’ in Riehm’s 
WWBPI ; the commeharies 0; Benzinger and Kittel on Kings. 
On post-exilic government ; Schiirer, G]V(a) 251-174 and art. 
‘ Synedrium ’ in Riehm’s NWBI9 ; Strack, art. ‘ Synedrium ’ 
f” PREP) 15 lor-103 . Ed. Meyer, Enfsfehungdes]un‘enUums, 
96,. The older litdrature will be found fully indicated in 
Michaelis, Mos. Rechfl? (1775)~ Saalschiitz, Mos. Recht (‘53) ; 
also in the works on Hebrew Arch;eology by De Wette, Ew., 
Keil. 1. B. 

GOVERNOR. This word is used widely in the EV 
to denote any title of rank or superiority. Neither 
EV nor 6 is always consistent, and the words referred 
to below are sometinies differently rendered. On the 
methods of organization among the Hebrews cp the 
preceding article (55  IS^), and see ARMY, $5 a, 4 ;  
DAVID, 5 11 ; ISRAEL, 64. 
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GRASS GRECIANS 
GRASSHOPPER, AV, sometimes RV (8?1&, 3\$ 

and 34Q ; Lev. 11 zz Nah. 317) ; see LOCUST, 2, nos. 
I ,  4, 8. I t  is impossible to identify the species of insect 
referred to. The English word grasshopper is loosely 
applied to members of the true Orthopteran families, 
Acridiidz and Locustidze, and as a rule to the smaller 
and non-migratory species. 

I n  the famous description of old age in Eccl. 12 occurs th: 
enigmatical expression : ‘ and the grasshopper shall be a burden 
(v. 5 2:>7 \z!D:]), or rather, as in RVmg., ‘shall drag [drags1 
itself along.’ 

*BATE (723p), Ex. 2 7 4  etc. 

GRAVE. See TOMB ; HADES. 
GRAY [HAIRS] (n?<b), Gen.4238 4429. See 

GREAT OWL is AV’s unhappy rendering of :  
I. Dil l ,  rdhdm (Lev. 11 1st) or ilp:!, rd&dmdh (Dt. 14 17t)- 

See GIER-EAGLE, I. 
2. lisp, &&%z (;xCvos : Is. 34 I jt), RV probably correctly 

ARROWSNAKE (serpens iaculus). 
GREAT SEA, Nu. 346f. ,  CP.GEOGRAPHY, 5 4, and 

see MEDITERRANEAN. 
GREAVES (nnyp, as if sing. in stat. conrtr. ; but 

almost certainly 6 ’ s  KNHMlAec-ie., nnyp, is right ; 
note V>;l, ‘his f ee t ’ ) ,  mentioned in the account of 
GOLIATH [q.v.], I S. 176T. These greaves probably 

See NETWORK. 

COLOURS, 9 (u). 

See SERPENT, 5 I (5). 

becomes visible as soon as the blossom is over (Gen. 40 IO Is. 18 5). 
In Job1533 the l$ or ‘sour grape’ is parallel to the ??! of 
the olive. 

3. >>QD, szmda’ar (mmprpl<owuiv, -uaL, rvrp~up6s,  but oivdu87 
[Sym.]), the fragrant vine-blossom, the appearance of which was 
a sign of spring, Cant. 2 13 15 7 13. The impossible reading 
ninle in Is. 168 (late ; see ISAIAH ii., $ g [4]), should be emended 
>?pD (see Che. SBOT, ‘Isaiah,’ 121 1g8J) ; read ‘withered are 
the vine-blossoms of Heshbon ‘(important for the flavour of the 
wine [see WIfie]); similarly Dt. 32 3” Hab. 3 17.1 ‘D is a late 
Aramaising word. rn the Syriac lexicon of Bar BahlOl olvavO? 
is always rendered by NiinD, cp Is. 17 11; Pesh. Tg., gives ’D for 
nxj ( I s .  18 5), but the text of Tg. seems in disorder. Derenbourg 
(ZATW53o1J 6 983) takes both 7x3 and ‘D to be the earliest 
unripe berries on the vine. Whilst, however, this sense seems to he 
required by Is. 18 5, the passages in Cant. do not recommend it 
for ’D. On the whole question cp Duval, REI 14 2773 
Derenbourg’s exposition of Is. 18 j ;,ems rather forced ; but the 
facts adduced by him leave no doubt as to the proper sense of 
ID. See further WINE. 

4. lDh, lriscr (i;p+at), the unripe grape which sets the teeth 
on edge, Is. 18 5 Job 15 33 Jer. 31 zgf: Ezek. 18 2.t Verjuice 
pressed out from wild grapes is a strong acid. 

5. XP, ‘Znri6 (ura+whfj), Gen 40 TI Is. 5 z etc., the usual term 
forgrape, found also in Aram., Arab. and Ass. Hence perhaps 
&mhos (Lag. Mitth. 2 3 56). ma+.’ in Mt. 7 16 Lk. 6 44 Rev. 

6. D‘Vyp, 6Z&m (&avOai, cp Mt. 7 16; ZaZYuscre), the 
wretched grapes produced by the wild vine, Is. 5 z 4. 

7. h$t$ &kaZ ( ~ ~ T P w s ) ,  the cluster of ripe grapes, often; 
e.g., Gen. 40 IO Cant. 7 7 [SIX and Hab. 3 17 (crit. emend. : 
see n. I below). In NT p6spup in Rev. 14 1st. 

8. D’?hln. havFannirn (EV ‘kernels’) mentioned with X, zdg 
(EV ‘husk’) Nu. 64t. B &IO mfp+dAhov <os y~ &prow--.e., 
whether pressed grapes or grape-stone(s). Tg. !Calm. agree 
with EV : but it is very possible that this traditidnal view is of 
purely arbitrary origin. Rabbinic opinion was not agreed as to 
whether ‘in meant the exterior and 031 (plur.) the interior of 
grape-berries or vice vemd (Naz. 6 2 346). The supposed con- 
nection of 21, ‘grape-skin,’ with 271 or 221, lto be clear’ (Ges. 
Thes.), is not very plausible; perhaps we should read 0’1’1 
(Gen. 40 IO Joel 1 7). is in may perhaps be connected with yln, 
‘to be sharp (to the taste),’ and mean ‘ sour grape.’ The phrase 
used in Nu.63 (‘from the grape-vine,’not ‘from the grapes’) 
favours this view of the passage. 
‘be may eat nothing that is produced by the grape-vine, whethe: 
young (sour) grapes or tendrils ’ (the edible tops of the tendrils 
are meant, even if we read 3:; see Dillm.). is in then is a 
synonym of 1~2. This result receives some support from a 
probable emendation of the text of Is. 18 4 (which, as it stands, is 
not very satisfactory)- 
Thus has Yahw& said to me : I will be still aud look out like 

the vine-dresser 
For the appearance)of the fresh growths and for the coming up 

of the young grapes. 
For before the young grapes when the blossom is over, and the 

small berries begin to riien into sour grapes 
He will cut off the tendrils with knives, and the spreading 

branches he will clear away. 
The chiefchanges are 013z for mn2, and D % p ,  p for 

GRASS. ( I )  &i:ir ( J l W l ,  signifying green- 
ness * cp Ar. ha$iva ‘to be green‘ ; x6pms[por&vq twice]): I K 
185 K.19;6 Job812 (EV ‘herb’) Prov.2725 (EV ‘hay’j 
Is. 156 (AV ‘hay’) and frequently; also Nu.115 where it is 
translated LEEKS [p.v.l. 

2. Nf?, dd&’ (cp +‘Nul, ‘to sprout luxuriantly’ ; cp Che. on 
Ps. 23 z) Jer. 14 5 (cp 6) Prov. 27 25 Job 35 27 Is. G6 14 RV 
‘tender grass.’ In Jer. 5011 N$! 3hY, ‘heifer at grass’ 
(RVmz. ; cp @ Vg.) i: rightly rendered by RV ‘heifer that 
treadeth out [the corn]. 

14 18, 

Render therefore in Nu. 2.c. 

3 9 ~ ~  on, yy?. See further Che. SBOT 196f: T. K. c. 

3. Nni, &the (Dan. 4 1j [iz] 23 [zolt), Aramaic’for no. 2. 
4. and 5. p, yrirak, and 23y, ‘Ziehh. 
6. X ~ P T O S  Mt. 6 30 Mk. 6 39 etc. 

See HERBS, I and 2. 

1 In Dt. 6 has ?j KhqpaiLc a i 4 v  ;r yopdppac : read D i i M  
nloyn, ‘their vine-blossom is from Gomorrah.’ So Symm. in 
Is. Khfjpara. In Hab. read 5 3 ~ ~  ?my ~\?ip, :an! (though) 
the vine-blossom produces no grape-cluster. Twice, says Ges. 
Lez.P-13) ‘this plur. noun (nmiw) has a sing. verb.’ The 
sing. verb’should have awakened a suspicion of the faultiness 
of the text. [This article supplements the note in SBOT which 
was condensed from want of space, and meets Marti‘s c h i s i n  
in his commentary.] 
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. (After Layard.) 

consisted of plates of bronze (ntn?) which covered the 
lower portion of the legs. The annexed, figures of 
Assyrian combatants may illustrate the kind of defensive 
armour that was used, protecting the lower portion of 
the leg both in the front and at the back. There is no  
evidence that greaves were used among the ancient 

GRECIANS, a word occurring four times in EV and 
thrice in AV of Macc. 

I. On Joel 3 [4l 6, where the mg. and RV render literally 
‘sons of the Grecians’ ( D ’ k f  ’>?; r .  vl. T .  2hh~jvov [BNAQI) see 
JAVAN HELLFNISM, 5 I J  In I Macc. 6 z, 2 Mac,. 4 15, RV 
reads ‘)Greeks ; in I Macc. 8 9, they of Greece. 

2. In Acts 9 zg ‘Grecians ’ means Greek-speaking Jews 
(Grecian Jews) [RV], HELLENISTS [RVmg.], ‘EhXqvru- 

1918 

Egyptians. See SHOES. 0. c. w. 



GREEK, GREEKS GYMNASIUM 
3. niiSinrir, lpVF, Ne%. 4223 I16JI EV (it. 49 [31, 7 3 EV 

'watch ') ; the word primarily denotes the place where a watch 
or guard is posted (cp Gen. 40 3, nlpvF Is. 21 8 etc., in Neh. 
7 3 inwn,' npo+uhaK?' ; mnwn, rrpo+dAat). 

4. nzisina'ath, nYpqp, z S. 23 23 jl I Ch. 11 25 ; see CUUECIL 
i., 2. Possibly to be emended to nl?$D (cp above). 

5. umKouhdxup, Mk. 6 27 RV ' see EXECUTIOXER (3). 
6. muumdia Mt.2765 f RVI 
7. On the cajptain of ti: guard, W T ~ ~ C O I I ~ ~ ~ X ~ S ,  Acts 28 16 

GUDGODAR (?llj7; ; cp Ar. juc17ud~~n ' a cricket ' ; 
rahrah [BAI, rahirab [L] ,  rahra.' [F]), a place- 
name in a fragment of an itinerary preserved in D (Dt. 
107) ; cp HOR-HAGIDGAD, and see WANDERINGS, § 8. 

GUESTS (a'&!?), I Ki. 141. See MEALS, 4, 
STRANGER 5 3 and SACRIFICE. For Guest-Chamber (kani- 
hupa) Mk.'14 14 Lk. 22 11, see HOUSE, 

GUILT OFFERING (D@F), Lev. 56 etc. RV, AV 
' trespass offering ' ; see SACRIFICE. 

GUM TRAGACANTH (nd32), Gen. 3725 RVmg,, 
EV 'spicery.' See SPICE, 3 ; STORAX, 2. 

GUN1 ('?U-i.e., ' Gunite' : r ~ y ~ [ s ] l  [BADFL]). 
I. A Naphtalite clan individualised (Gen. 4624) Nu. 2848 

(yauuei [Bl, oyuvi IF]), I Ch. 7 13 (ywvac [Bl, youui [Ll). The 
gentilic >~i1;1 occurs in Nu. 2648 EV, The Gunites (yauuei 
[B]), and is read by most critics in I Ch. 11 34 (45.4 o youui : 
@B for *]11Ja ow8 * j ~  has PswaLas  6 uopohoyauuouurcu, @U 
v a s  6 uopoyeuvouviv, @L viol auop TO$ <EYYL) instead of EV's 
GIZONITE. See JASHEN. 

2. A Gadite family individualised in I Ch. 515 (youv[elc 
[BAL]). 

GUR, THE GOING UP TO, RV The Ascent of 
(191- ;I 5:-  OD); for similar combinations see ADUMMIM, 
AKRABBIM, and ZIZ), a place near IBLEAM [p .u. ]  
where Ahaziah seems to have received his death-blow : 
2 IC. 927  (BN [rrpoc] TW A N A B A I N E I N  rai [BAI, EN 
TH ANABACEI r €e  

Josephus mentions no name : he has Ferely 'in a certain 
ascent' (& CLVL II ou,9duar, Ant .  ix. 63). rhe name appears as 
Cer, yvp, in OS& 129 30 ' 247 g Flinders Petrie (Syria and 
Egyjt, 160) identifies Gur)with the land of Gar in the Amarna 
Tablets ; see art. below, and cp HORITES. 

GUR-BAAL ($&Q.-l9il), a place inhabited by Arabians 

AV, cp CAPTAIN, 17, and see PRBTOR. 1 

2. 

7 d s  [Ti. WH])-as it is paraphrased in Pesh.-as dis- 
tinguished from non-Jewish Greeks ("EhX~yas [Ti. WH], 
Rom. 114) on the one hand, and Palestinian Jews 
('Eppaiwv [Ti. WH], Phil. 35)  on the other. In Acts 
6 I the Hellenists spoken of are Christian. The distinc- 
tion, however, has not always been understood or 
observed by copyists and translators. 

In Acts1120 the betterreading is 'Greeks' [RV text],"Ehh?~a~ 
[Ti. WH, Blass, following UCAD*l-i.e., non-Jews. In  Jn. 1 2  20 

Actsl'i4, 'Greeks' are proselytes to Judaism (cp HEI.LENISM, 
$ 2 ,  PROSELYTE). 

GREEK, GREEKS (EAAHN Rom. 116, EAAH NEC 
Jn 1220). See HELLENISM 2 and cp GRECIANS (above). 
For Greek Language (<hjlqui& [Ti. WHI) Jn. 1920, see . .  
HELLENISM, S 3. 

GREEN. For ( I )  iJT, yivik (z  Ki. 1926 etc.) see 
COLOURS, § I I  : for@) n>, Z&(Gen.3037etc.);(3) p n ,  ra'iindn 
,(Dt. 1 2 2  etc ), and (4) >h?, YE@ (Job 8 16 etc.) see COLOURS, 
0 17. Greenish(????;, ye+ruk) Lev. 1349 1437 ; see COLOURS, 
0 11. Greenness (IN, 'dh) Job 8 12 : see COLOURS, 5 17. For 
Green Ihangingsl (DB??, karpas) Esth. 1 6 ,  see COTTON. 

GREETINGS ( ~ C I T ~ C M O I ) ,  Mt. 237. See SALUTA- 

GREYHOUND (bl!cQ l'Q1, 'well girt [or, 'well- 
knit ']  in the loins,' RVmE.),2 one of the four things 
mentioned in Prov.3031 EV as of stately motion, the 
lion, the he-goat, and the king (going to battle?) being 
the other three. Whether the poet meant the grey- 
hound (Kim., Gr., Ven., Luth., Ew., BO., De. ), is 
another matter. 

The revisers of AV felt uncertain, and placed 'war-horse' (so 
Bochart, Wildeboer?) in the margin, with what they conceived to 
he the literal meaning of the Hebrew pnrase (see above) ; the 
eagle (Ihn Ezra) and even the S. African zebra have also been 
thought of (Ludolf, Simonis). 

The  rendering ' cock ' is advocated elsewhere ; but 
the rendering in EV would be not less suitable if only it 
could be justified (see COCK). On this hypothesis 
something good would for once be said of a dog (see 
DOG, § I). The large Persian greyhound is used in 
the desert for hunting the GAZELLE (p .v . )  ; as of 
'noble kind,' it is allowed to lie down in the nomad 
booth (Doughty, AY. Des. 1327 337). Tristram states 
that this dog is known in modern Palestine (NHB So). 

GRINDING (nztlp), Eccles. 124. 

GRISLED (V?;), Gen. 3110. 

TIONS. 

See MILL. 

See COLOURS, 3 12. 
GROVE, GROVES. For (I) n@y, ' m i h ,  av4&, 

&"Mrn, see ASHERAH, § I, and for (2) h j g ,  '$X, Gen. 2133 
AV, I S. 226 AVms (cp 31 r3), see TAMARISK. 

On the employment of men for the pur- 
poses of protection and of keeping watch, see ARMY 
(esp. $3 4, IO), CARITES, CHERETHITES, DAVID, 
11 a, GOVERNMENT, § 21, FORTRESS. 
I. +'ab6rihim, 0'n;p (&E., z K. 25 8) ; see EXECUTIONER (I) 

2. rrisim, n's?, IS. 22 17, RV, etc. : see ARMY, S 4, col. 314: 

GUARD. 

and cp CATTLE, col. 714~ n. I. 

OCK, col. 855, n. 4. 

(z Ch. 267). 
The Targ;um reads ' Gerar ' instead of 'Gnr ' : cp 63's ' Gerar ' 

for 'Gedor, I Ch. 439 [BAL] and note that in both passages 
of Ch. the MEUNIM [q,v.] a1so)are spoken of. @, however, has 
(in 2 Ch. Z.C.) &i 6 s  &CpaS [BAL], which supports Kittel's 
suggestion of $yn-i i~ (Vg. 'cod. Amiat. Tw6aaO.- 

The rock or mountain of Baal might he the Jehl  Neby 
Hirzin (see HOR, MOUNT, I), the summit of which was 
doubtless always crowned by a sanctuary. 

The neighbourhood of this sacred mountain would be 
inhabited by ' Arabians ' before the later city of Petra 
arose. See Kittel's note (SBOZ') and Buhl, Edomniter, 
37, 41 (n. 4), and cp ARABIA, § 3. 

Wi. (GVZ146 n. I) reads o'jiynn-$yi 7113 and identifies Gur 
with the Gar (=Edam) in the Amarna Tablets (237 23) : hut see 
HORITE. Contrast the view of Flinders Petrie ; cp preceding 
article. T. IZ. C. 

See GYMNASIUM ( I  Macc. 1 1 4  2 Macc. 4 1.8)). 
HELLENISM, § 5, PALBSTRA. 
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HABAKKUK 

HAAHASHTARI (+?Q'@DFJ the art. being pre- 
fixed; A C H P ~ N  [B], acetipa [AI) aoceoype i  LL1). 
A Judahite family which traced its origin to Ashhur 
( I  Ch. 4 6 )  ; perhaps we should read *?mqy, ' the Ash- 
hurite.' The error has arisen from a mistaken assimila- 
tion of the already corrupted name to n q l n w n ~ ,  Est. 8 TO. 

HABAIAH (V;n [Bg.], but ?l:Jn [Ginsb.] ' Yahwb 
hides ' or ' protects ' ; cp ELIAHBA, JEHUBBAH), a post- 
exilic priestly family which was unable to prove its 
pedigree, Ezra 261 (AaBeia [Bl, oBaia [AI, whoyia 
CL])=Neh. 763, RV HOBAIAH (VQR [Ba.], but VQn 
'or i'ls2lJ [Ginsb.]; BBBIL\  [BA], aB[e]ia[KL])= I Esd. 
538, OBDIA (oBBsia [B], oBAia [AI, whoyia [L]). 
See GENEALOGIES i. § 3 (2). 

RABAKKUK ( iNiDY, I 66, AMBAKOYM [BKAQI, 
~ M B L \ K O Y K  Da. (Theod.) Bel [A] Compliit., 4 Esd. 
1 4 0 f  ABACUC ; Frd. Del. compares Ass. bamba&+u, the 
name of a garden plant, Ass. HWB 281, ProL 84 ; cp 
Hommel, Aufsu'tze, 27J ['92]), the eighth of the minor 
prophets, about whom, in the absence of authentic tradi- 
tions, legend has much to say. 

I n  Bel and the Dragon Habakkuk is commanded to carry a 
meal to Daniel in the lions' den for which purpose an angel 

seizes him by theiair and carries him to Babylon 
1. Legends. and back ; and the same story is told, but more 

picturesquely, in the different Lines of the 
Projhets, which have reached us in a great variety of languages 
and forms. Here he is represented as a Simeonite, born at Beth- 
Zechariah, and dying two years before the end of the Babylonian 
exile.l In the heading of the Codex Chisianus (see DANIEL 
8 16) Habakkuk is a son of Jesus of the tribe of Levi. No his: 
torical value attaches to any of these notices : their sole link of 
connection with the biblical book is the mention of the Chal- 
deans (Hab.16) by which the prophet's place in history is 
approximately indicated. 

The book is divided by the new heading of 31 into 
two indeDendent sections which demand seDarate treat- 

T. K. C. 

The first two chapters are 
'* lFirst section ' hmeeLd : ' The oracle ( ~ $ p ? )  which 

the prophet Habakkuk saw.' The 
very first word, which had already been ridiculed for its 
ambiguity by Jeremiah (23 33-40) and strictly prohibited, 
is proof that the heading is due to a late editor (see 

chap. If. 

ISAIAH ii., 9). It need not surprise us therefore to 
find many traces of editorial intervention within the 
book itself. 

I. Chaps. If:, as we now have them, may be analysed 
somewhat as follows :- 
12-4 sounds like a Psalm, or rather a Lamentation : the 

prophet complains to Yahwe that he is left to cry in vain for 
help against the oppression and tyranny of the wicked, from 
which law and justice are suffering. 
1911. Yahwe speaks withort any intqoducfory fownub 

(such as 'And Yahwi: said'). He is about to raise up the war- 
like ChaZdeans, who will achieve complete success. 
1 12- 17. Again wifhoat an introductory formula, the 

prophet addresses Yahwi: once more. He cannot understand 
how the God of Israel, himself holy and just can look an while 
the sinner destroys the man who is better thin himself, how the 
wicked is allowed to take men and people: like fish with hook 
and net, and then to pay divine honours to these instruments of 
his wealth and greatness. 

The prophet awaits 
the answer of Yahwb to his complain;. 

The prophet is 
bidden write and set up where all may read them the joyous 
tidings that help is coming in due time, and that the just who 
waits patiently shall live by his faith. 

21 : 'I stand upon my watch tower 'etc. 

2 2-4 : 'Then Yahwe answered me ' etc. 

1 Cp two recensinns of the Vitceprojhetarzrm with numerous 
notes by E. Nestle, Marginalien u. Matejialien 2 1  esp. 
26f:'57: also Delitzsch, D e  Habmacuci j r o j h e t e  w k z  &us 
eintePJ,  '42, and Hamaker, Comm. in ZibeZ(zLm de vita e t  
3norte jrojhrtaruwz, '33. 
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2 5 8  Over the violent one who had made the nations his 
prey these nations shall utter a tauirting song which is com- 
priseh in five sections froiu w. 66 onward, each 'beginning with 
*>>or 'woe' (wv. 66-89-11 12-14 15-17 18-no-in the last section 
the >)? is at  the beginning of v. 19). 

A .  The taunting song just referred to stands apart as 
a separate section within the first two chapters of the 
book, although it is in connection with the preceding 
prophecy. 

The question we have to consider is, to whom does 
this prophecy (12-24) relate? or, rather, to whom is 
3. Chap, 12-24. salvation promised, to whom destruc- 

tion threatened? Until quite recently 
it was universally held that the latter were the Chaldeans 
and the former the people subject to them, especially 
Israel. 

The ground for this belief was that in 1 1 4 8  2 5 8 the crafty 
and violent wrongdoer is altogether described as an imperial or 
world-power, and the sufferers as an aggregate of nations ; and 
since the only such power named is the Chaldean (1 6), it was 
assumed that the prophecy was directed against this. 

It is now, however, coming to be recognised that the 
matter is by no means so simple. Scholars cannot shut 
their eyes to the fact that in 1 6  the nation of the 
Chaldeans appears, not as the object of a divine judg- 
ment, but as its instrument. 

It is Yahwb who will raise the Chaldeans up (P'?B 9>1) ; the 
promise of victory is for them the threatening is for others. 
Later, the relation of Yahwi: td the hostile power is reversed' 
bnt in the text as we now have it this change does not come ou; 
clearly, and there is confusion in consequence.l 

The present position of the question may here be 
briefly stated. The  element of truth in the theories of 
earlier scholars has of late been rediscovered by several 
independent workers, notably Giesebrecht and Well- 
h a ~ s e n . ~  The present writer also, with equal independ- 
ence of predecessors, pointed out (St. Hi-., 1893, p. 
3838) that 1 4  and 112 should be brought together, 
to which he added the entirely new theory that 15-11 is 
not an independent earlier prophecy but an integral 
part of the same prophecy removed from its original 
place, and that this prophecy is a threatening addressed 
not to Chaldea but to Assyria. It has, in fact, been 
overlooked that the prophecy, if it contains a threatening 
against a world-power, must be speaking not of one 
world-power only, but of two-it . ,  not only of the 
oppressor but also of the destroyer of that oppressor. 

He who 'alone doeth great wonders' 
both can and does avail himself of secondary causes. The 
prophets are well aware of this, and Habakkuk himself, in his 
threatenings, gives clear expression to this truth (2s). If, then 
the prophecy were directed against the Cbaldeans we should 
have expected to find Cyrus as in 11. Isaiah, the Medes as in 
Is. 13 17, or Elam and the Medrs as in Is. 21  2 (cp also Jer. 
51 27 J), mentioned by name as the instruments of YahnE's 

1 The first to observe this was von Gumpach (Der P7.0$12. 
Hab. :60) to whom de Goeje (review in Nieawe Jnarboeken, 
etc. 61, p. 3 0 4 8 )  in the main assents. A full and dis- 
crinkating account of their theories will be found in Kuenen's 
0nd.PJ 2 362 ; a more condensed statement is given in the second 
edition of this indispensable work, where the author's own re- 
vised opinion wi1.I be read with profit (German translation by 
Mfiller, 2 3 7 1 8 ) .  

2 See his Beitriige ZMY Jesaiakritik, 197 ['go], where strong 
arguments are brought to show (against Kuenen) that 112 ought 
to come immediately after 14. According to this scholar, the 
appropriate place for 15-11 (which is a piece complete in itself) 
is before 1 I. It is the Chaldeans, he thinks, who are here for 
the first time announced : they are described with imagery 
derived from the Scythians. The rest of the prophecy was 
written under the Chaldean yoke, probably during the exilic 
period. 

Both with 
regard to the.people addressed, and as to the origin of 15-11  
he agrees with Giesebrecht ; hut he apparently makes all thi 
prophecy pre-exilic. This it must he because 12.4 presupposes 
the existence of the kingdom of Judah. 

We have therefore now to discuss 12-24.  

Why not, 'indeed? 

3 See his KZ. Prodh. 1 6 2 3  ('92); (3), 1 6 5 8  ('98). 
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HABAKKUK 
justice,l or at the very least the announcement made that a 
warlike people should appear even if no name were given. 
Instead of this, the power wkch is to cause the fall of the 
oppressor is not even referred to in the divine response given 
in 2 2-4 ; indeed it is extremely doubtful whether the fall itself 
is spoken of in the obscure words of 2 4a.a 

W e  have detached 
15-11 from its surroundings, and must study it in and 

4. 15-11 against fQr itself. I t  describes how YahwB, 
who speaks in the first person, calls 
up a warrior people that he may give 

it an unheard-of victory ; by the ' for' ($3) in the be- 
ginning of v. 6 this word of YahwB is linked to another 
that must have preceded it. A divine word of such 
deep import will exactly correspond to the prophet's 
anxiety in 21. The divine response waited for begins 
indeed in 2 2 ,  but after v. 4 we find an unaccountable 
hiatus. Now, is it not obvious that the passage we 
have alreadly isolated fills the hiatus, that it calls by 
its name the mighty warrior nation which is the destined 
conqueror of the oppressor? I t  will be objected : we 
cannot suppose that the Chaldeans are to abolish them- 

' selves? Of course no t ;  but we have seen that the 
theory which identifies them with that oppressor rests 
on& on 16. If now the Chaldean power in 1 6  is re- 
ferred to, not as the oppressor but as the oppressor's 
conqueror, then the oppressor himself is the power 
which was vanquished by the Chaldeans, in other words 
Assyria : that is, the prophecy is directed not (as used 
to be thought) against the Chaldeans but against the 
Assyrians. 

The view just indicated is supported by other weighty 
considerations. 

I. The exceedingly vivid picture of the oppressor in 
Ir4f .  2 5  does not suit the Chaldeans, whilst it fits the 
Assyrians, the Romans of the East, perfectly. 

Not all at once, but by numerous separate efforts spread over 
three centuries, not merely by force of arms, but (as the angling 
metaphor suggests) by policy and craft were so many petty 
principalities and more than one impdrtant kingdom swept 
into the hands of these robbers (cp Is. 105.1113J). The 
Chaldean, on the other hand, far from being the unresting, 
persistent, grasping amasser of wealth was simply the smiling 
heir. His conquest of Babylon th;ew the empire of the 
Euphrates and Tigris, like ripe fruit, into his hands and his 
victoryat Carchemish over the pharaoh Necho did the &me with 
Western Asia : within a very few years-within twenty, if we 
reckon from the accession of Nabopolassar in Babylon-all 
had been accomplished. This does not correspond well with 
Habakkuk's figure. 
2. Even if it were granted, however, that ultimately 

perhaps the Chaldean ascendency did come to partake 
of the character described, Judah at all events had no 
time allowed her to experience it. 

The conquest of Nineveh brought relief rather than oppression 
to the whole of Western Asia ' and even after the battle of Car- 
chemish ahout 605 B.C. Judah'would have had little to suffer at 
t+ hands of the Chaldeans had not Jehoiakim's senseless renun- 
ciation of his vassalage in 602 provoked their wrath. Between 
that date and 597 at latest the prophecy might conceivably have 
been directed against the Chaldeans; not later, because we 
find in it no trace of the hard fate of Jerusalem and Jehoiakim. 
This short interval is hardly long enough, however to acconnt 
for such a picture as we have in 1 14 3, and, moreAver, within 
these years a prophecy of the fall of the Chaldean power would 
certainly have been most premature. 

3. The strong personification of the enemy in the 
image of the fisher, as in 115 and elsewhere, is worthy 
of attention. 

I t  is very appropriate in the case of the Assyrians, who are 
always designated by the singular AX&&-; and a splendid in- 
stance of a similar kind had already been supplied by Is. 10 5 8 
(see especially v. 14). I t  does not fit in with the plural Kuidim 

Now for our hoped-for solution. 

assyria. 

HABAKKUK 

1 M. Lauterburg (TkeoZ. 2. azs d. Sckv~eiz, 1876, p. 7 4 8 )  
draws this inference. He reads in 1 6  ' Persians for ' Chal- 
deans,' and, accordingly, dates the whole book from the exile, 
including ch. 3, which could, he thinks. in this way be as- 

1 M. Lauterburg (TkeoZ. 2. azs d. Sckv~eiz, 1876, p. 7 4 8 )  
draws this inference. He reads in 1 6  ' Persians for ' Chal- 
deans,' and, accordingly, dates the whole book from the exile, 
including ch. 3, which could, he thinks. in this way be as- 
cribed t o  the same hand. 

2 Wellhausen justly remarks : However anxious he was 
about it, Habakkuk's revelation is surprisingly meagre. To 
bring at least some divine judgment out of it, the Septuagint 
[@BqQ] has taken leave to translate in 2 4 O;C &%KG $ $v,y$ pow. 
qv awd.' How near the acute critic is to a solution of the 
riddle f But for his low opinion of the prophet he might have 
reached it. 
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iearly so well, and we notice that in 1 6  we at once meet with 
he apposition, 'the people,' etc., a phrase which controls the 
:ntire description down to v. IO. 

Such is the only solution that meets the conditions 
)f the problem. The argument is necessarily simple ; 
io long historical discussion is required. The  change 
3f date involved is at most twenty-eight years, perhaps 
:onsiderably less. The  counter - hypothesis offered 
2y Rothstein, however carefully elaborated, labours 
inder insuperable difficulties. 

We may therefore proceed to show how the theory 
idopted illuminates the whole prophecy. 

That the, '!aw' in 14 is that of Deuteronomy needs no show- 
ing. The righteousness' claimed here and in 113 is the will 
:or good produced by this law, the promulgation of which was 
accompanied by such high hopes. The weight of the long- 
:ontinued Assyrian suzerainty, however, has crushed all effort 
'1 2-4). The righteous people feels itself worthy of freedom, 
k d  cannot comprehend how it is that Yahwe can passively 
watch the violence done (1 12-17). After uttering this complaint 
the prophet is commanded to write legibly upon a tablet that 
geliverance is coming but must be waited for with patience 
'2 1-4). Yahwe is about to send the Chaldeans, a warlike people 
khich will subvert everything (1 6-10). Then the might of the 
Assyrian will be at an end and disappea? without leaving a 
trace (1 11 2 5). Thus far the exposition (given by Yahwi: him- 
jelf) of the inscription in 2 3 J 3  

This view of 12-25  has been variously received by 
scholars. 

Accepted without qualification by Cornill (E&d.(%Y ['96]), and 
rejected by Davidson(Nah. Hub. and Zeph. t'961) and Nowack 
[KZ. Propk. ['g~]), it was again accepted by GASm. (Twelve 
Proph. 2 ['98]) and again rejected by Driver (Hastings, Ub' 2, 
['gg]). .The objections are stated in detail by Davidson ; for the 
other side reference may be made to GASm. 

scholars. 
Accepted without qualification by Cornill (E&d.(%Y ['96]), and 

rejected by Davidson(Nah. Hub. and Zeph. t'961) and Nowack 
[KZ. Propk. ['g~]), it was again accepted by GASm. (Twelve 
Proph. 2 ['98]) and again rejected by Driver (Hastings, Ub' 2, 
1'001). The obiections are stated in detail bv Davidson : for the 
&<r side refe;ence may be made to GASm: 

One point put forward by Davidsan in his Appendix 
(137J) demands special notice. H e  lays stress on the 
fact that according to the recently discovered inscrip- 
tions ' those who accomplished. the final destruction of 
Niueveh were the Medes alone, the Babylonians having 
no part in it.' He concludes ' that this course of events 
can hardly be said to give any additional plausibility 
to the interpretation of Habakkuk advocated by Prof. 
Budde.' It is difficult, however, on the other hand, to 
see how this ' course of events ' could militate against 
the interpretation in question. 

If the Chaldeans took no personal part in the final destruction 
of Nineveh, they at least were in alliance with the Medes who 
did, and they contributed all they could to the overthrow of the 
Assyrian Empire. Even if this had not been the case it is 
still conceivable that the prophet might by anticipation) have 
erroneously assigned this part to them. If in point of fact, 
however-as Winckler had conjectured and the inscriptions 
now confirm-the Chaldeans held back from the final destructiou 
of Nineveh and left the task to their allies simply because they 
shrank from the wrath of the gods of Nineveh, the fact remains 
that they were nlorally the authors of the overthrow as well as 
the others, and the prediction of the prophet accordiug to the 
interpretation in question was completely realised. 

Those who reject this interpretation are themselves 
divided into two camps. Nowack follows Giesebrecht 
1 The death of ASur-b5ni-pal in 626 B.c., and the commence- 

ment of Nabopolassar's reign over Babylon in 625, constitute 
for our hypothFsis the superior limit. the inferpor is to be sought 
in the battle of Megiddo in 609 and ;he fall of Nineveh in 608. 

Like 
the present writer he transposes 16-10 so as to stand after 2 5a ; 
but he infers from 12-4 (v. 5 an editorial insertion) that the 
entire prophecy was originally directed against the godless in 
/uduh, particularly King Jehoiakim, who was to be punished 
by the Chaldeans. This prophecy (1 2-4 ~ z a  13 2 1-5a 16-10 14 
[read iIYJW1 q a ) ,  originally delivered about 605 B.c., was, he 
thinks. revised durinc the Exile; so as to make it an oracle 

2 See his article on Hab. 1 and 2, St. Kr., 1894, p. 5 1 8  

again& Babylon. Agginst this view compare the present writer's 
article, Expos. May, '95, 3 7 2 6  

8 For the necessary emendations of the text see Budde, Ezjos. 
May, '95, p. 376 where an answer will be found to the objection 
of Davidson, $ah. Ha6. Zejh. 55, that 'it is improbable that 
the same thing should be said of two different nations ' (u. TI 
of the Chaldeans. v. 16 of the Assvrians). It would seem that 
1 II also miist b; taken as referrhg to. the Assyrians, and in 
the article already cited the present writer has even ventured 
to substitute 1 1 ~ ~  for the impossible DONI before nn3 q5n* IN 
y>y*> : 'then shall disappear like the wind, and pass away, 
Asshur who has made his strength his God.' v. I I  simply refers 
back to I). 16 and explains it. [Ruben, more boldly, n>ixi[d 
? n h 5  mn p'p?~ 13vn n n i ,  'Am I to sacrifice to the wind that 
passes? Am I to make the angle my god?'] 
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and Wellhausen in simply removing 15-11, as being an 
older prophecy, from its present position and making 
v. 12 follow immediately on v. 4. Davidson and Driver, 
on the other hand, in spite of all the difficulties which 
they themselves acknowledge, prefer to retain the section 
in its present order, and thus essentially follow rhe 
view of H. Oort (Th. T ,  '91, pp. 3 5 7 8 )  : 12-4 speaks 
only of the internal corruption of Judah, vv. 5-11 

threaten this corruption with punishment through the 
instrumentality of the Chaldeans. 

On this assumption the prophet loses his way, and his 
threatening comes to be directed against the Chaldeans. This 
sudden change of front is attributed to the personal peculiarity 
of the prophet. Only Driver is inclined to assign 12-11 (not, 
as Giesebrecht Wellhiusen Nowack 15-11) to a date consider- 
ably earlier t h h  that of thifol1owing)sections. 

B. The new section begins with 2 6 ,  not with 25. 
Certainly 2 6  establishes a close connection with 25 by the 

words 'Verily they all of them (i.a. 'all 
6. Chap.. 26-20. peoples,' with which w. 5 closes) will'take 

up a parable and a taunting proverb against 
them and will say' (read slpd'l). This introduction, like similar 
ones elsewhere as for example in Is. 14 3 f presupposes that the 
enemy has alr;ady fallen. Only then is ';here any occasion to 
take up a ' mlshZl' against the enemy. What we read in the 
following passage (2 66-20) however does not fit into the 
situation. The evil that hehls  the eiemy there lies wholly in 
the future, and is throughout expressed in the future tense (cp 
w. 7f: IT 13 16f:). Rothstein accordingly has rightly deleted 
the introductory clause, v. 6a down to ilnN'1, as an editorial 
addition. In reality it is only the prophet himself (not the 
nations) who again takes up speech, after Yahwe has spoken, 
cataloguing the oppressor's sins with ever-recurring woes, and 
threatening him with punishment from God. 

These things being so, we have in the first instance 
to suppose that the enemy in 266-20 is the same as 
the enemy in the opening section of the book-in other 
words, the Assyrian. The strong personification cannot 
mislead us here ; it corresponds exactly with what we 
have already read about the Assyrian in 1 1 3 3  2 5. On 
the other hand, the added introduction, v. 6a, leads us 
to anticipate editorial additions also in the body of the 
section. 

Verse 12 is taken 
from Mic. 3 IO, v. 13 is brought in as a Divine word (point, 
with CWNAQ, ?+?) from Jer. 51 58 and 2,. 14 from Is. 11 9. In 
suhstance the entire passage is in harmony bith the thought 
and feeling of the post-exilic community, but has little to do 
with Habakkuk's time. ( z )  m. 18-20. For it is wasting time 
to charge a heathen king with his idolatry when Judah's one 
desire is to be rid of his tyranny. The passage recalls the 
manner of I1 Isaiah. Further, v. 18 stands before its proper 
'woe ' in v. 19. These verses must be transposed. probably 
21. 18.k a later amplification wrongly brought in' from the 
margin. Verse 20 may have hdd its origin in Mic. 1 2 and Zeph. 
17. It closes the passage not unfittingly, hut perhaps was 
intended at  the same time to prepare for the theophany in 
chap. 3. 

The remaining three woes have all a beauty of their 
own and are strikingly characteristic. The  first (2  
66-3) declaims against the plundering of the nations : 
the second (vv. 9-11) against the buildings for display 
or defence carried out at the cost of violence and forced 
labour ; the third (vv. 15-17) against the ravishment of 
lands and peoples (v .  15 to be taken figuratively), in 
particular by the stripping of the forests and hunting- 
grounds of Western Asia. That all this admirably 
fits the case of Assyria is certain.] 

The text, it is true, is very corrupt (see Wellhausen's sngges- 
Perhaps it was the mutilation of the text that gave 

To sum up : in chaps. 1 and 2 the Assyrians, whose 
vassals the kings of Judah have continuously been since 

As such may be pointed out (I) 2 12-14. 

tions). 
opportunity for the drastic revision we now have before us.2 

6, Result a8 re- the time of Ahaz, are threatened with 
g ~ ~ S  chap. f: the overthrow of their empire by the 

Chaldeans. These Chaldeans, not to 

1 For proofs see St. KY., 1893, p. 3913 
2 The view of Stade (ZATW 4 1 u - 1 m  r'8.il). who exulains 

vLpiI&tinian &rant. 2 qzoasan interpolation'speaking ofype"& 
cannot he discussed here : see Kue. Ei&. 2 371 8 Againsi 
Rothstein, who explains the whole section, in its original form, 
of Jehoiakim, see Sf. Kr. as above, and Ex] 
3 7 2 8  

192.5 

60s. May 'gj, p. 

be confounded with the Babylonians, are a new and 
rising people whose seat is on the seaboard to the S. 
of Babylonia : once already in the seventh century they 
were a menace to the Assyrian empire for a time ( 2  K. 
20) ; the danger was again in sight from the time when 
the Chaldean Nabopolassar secured for himself the 
throne of Babylon (625)' In 16-ro the prophet de- 
scribes them as a people beginning to be known by 
hearsay, and the surmise of earlier scholars is no doubt 
correct, that the Scythian irruption (from about 630 
onwards), of which the prophet himself had personal 
experience, supplied him, in part at least, with colouring 
for his picture. The time is more precisely determined 
by 1 4  as subsequent to Josiahs reformation in 621, but 
also (with equal certainty) prior to the death of that 
king in 609, so that, halving the difference, we may 
take 615 or (by preference) a slightly earlier time to be 
the date of composition. At that time the people of 
Judah was conscious of righteousness : indeed, even 
later, men saw in the destruction of Jerusalem and the 
exile the punishment, not of their own sins, but of 
those of king Manasseh (2  K. 2 4 3  Jer. 15 4), or of 
their fathers (Jer. 3129 Ezek. 182). As the solitary 
expression of this mental attitude to be found among 
all the prophetic writings that have come down to us, 
the book of Habakkuk possesses peculiar value, and 
takes a high place among our sources for the history of 
the period. 

The oracle, then, expected from the Chaldeans 
freedom and prosperity for Judah. The  actual result 
was quite different : they were the in'struments of Judah's 
overthrow. Of course, the responsibility for this must 
primarily be attributed to the bad policy of the kings of 
Judah and to the fanaticism of the patriotic party. 
Apart from these causes the prophecy of Habakkuk 
had every likelihood of being fulfilled. Jeremiah too 
could venture to promise the continuance of the kingdom 
if only it could decide to yield to the Chaldeans. 

W e  can easily understand that in the exilic or the 
post-exilic period a prophecy which had been so sadly . .  . 

7. Successors falsified could not escape alteration. By 
displacement of the passage in which 

Pred~~&ors. good fortune was promised to the Chal- 
deans (now1 6-10), and by other editorial 

changes, including perhaps removal 02 the name of 
Asshur, the prophecy was so transformed as to be 
capable of being interpreted of the fall of the Chaldeans. 
These alterations hardly belong to the exilic period, 
which produced its own oracles against Babylon and 
the Chaldeans. They are rather to be assigned to the 
great period of editorial activity-the fifth, perhaps, or 
the fourth century. 

From a literary point of view, the original work of 
Habakkuk in its main features is plainly dependent on 
the great prophet of the preceding century, Isaiah. 
The  picture of the Assyrian tyrants in 113-1g recalls 
Is. 1 0 5 8 ,  the announcement of the Chaldeans in 16-10 
suggests that of the Assyrians in Is. 5 2 6 3 ,  and the three 
woes of 266-17 the 'seven' woes of Is. 58-23 101-4. 
At the same time it is true that, as Rothstein has been 
at special pains to show, Habakkuk has also in details 
a very close affinity t i t h  his contemporary Jeremiah. 
One must not be in a hurry to infer that he copies 
Jeremiah : almost everywhere the facts of the case are 
explained by identity of period and circumstances. 
When all has been said, Habakkuk is entitled to be 
regarded as a well-marked prophetical and poetical 
personality : the remains of his work which have reached 
us are among the finest examples of prophetic literature, 
and have served as models to later writers, particularly 
to the authors of Is. 1 3  21 1-10. Unfortunately the text 
is not in good preservation, and cannot always be quite 
satisfactorily restored. 

11. The concluding section of the book has words at 

1 For the proofs see Sf. KY., 1893, as above. 
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HABAKKUK 
its opening and at its close which mark it out as a 

psaZmzis extra canonem and give it the 
full apparatus of a poem fitted to be 
used in public worship. The only 

singularity is the division of the descriptive words into 
a superscription and a subscription: read # A  prayer 
of the prophet Habakkuk after Shigy8n6th (?) ’  and 

By the chief musician, with stringed instruments ’ re- 
spectively. Clearly, what is here the subscription must 
originally have come before v. I. 

Adopting Wellhausen’s suggestion, niiq1 for n l ~ * ~ d ,  we 
may restore the superscription thus n k n  n113~12 nr1n5 
~ ‘ 3 1 ~  piiJ>n$ (to the chief musician, on stringed instru- 
ments : a prayer of the prophet Habakkuk).2 [See, 
however, SHIGGAION.] 

In  any case the words prove, as Kuenen rightly 
perceived, and as Cheyne (OPs. 156 f:) has well 
shown, that the piece, before it had its proper position 
assigned to i t ,  belonged to one of the collections of 
psalms that were in use in the worship of the temple. 
Perhaps the only reason for its exclusion from the 
Psalms as we now possess them was that the editors of 
the prophetic canon had already appropriated it. They 
did so because it bore Habakkuk‘s name, just as in 
6, Pss. 146 147 148, which in the original text bear no 
author’s name, are attributed to Haggai and Zechariah. 
(See PSALMS.) 

To Stade belongs the credit of having first shown 
( Z A  T W 4 I q7 f ) that the authorshiD of Habakkuk is on 

8, Chap. 
apsalm. 

HACHILAH, HILL OF 
of the hostile people; but ww. 18f. present not only a 
very appropriate contrast to this, but also a thoroughly 
typicalpsalm-epilogue(seePs. 135 [6]f: 261rf: 528 [IO]/ 
5916 [17]f: 7 5 r o [ g ] f : ) ,  and no sure inference can be 
drawn from the borrowing of v. Ign from Ps.  1832 13316 

Elsewhere also (as could easily be shown) the poem 
frequently recalls the psalms, and particularly the latest 
psalms. If we want a qnite infallible indication of post- 
exilic date, we have it in the special application of the 
phrase ‘ YahwB‘s anointed’ (v. 13)-i.e., in the transfer- 
ence of the kingly title to the kingless but consecrated 
people (We. rightly refers here to Ps. 288 [&?PART 
inpi] 849 [IO] 8938 [3g] 51 [5z] 105 15, also to Dan. 
727). The very late divine name ‘ ~ 1 S . h ’  (w .  3) is also 
a decisive proof of the late date of the Psalm of 
Habakkuk (see PSALMS) .~ 

The poetical value of the composition is not slight ; 
but it suffers greatly from corruptions of the text 
(especially in vv. 9-11 13 f: ), in correcting which Well- 
hausen has rendered excellent service. [See also HORN, 
MIZRAIM, ON [ii.], VILLAGE, 6, and cp Ruben, IQR 
114518 (’99), who rejects vv. 2, 17-19 as later additions, 
and arranges the genuine psalm in three stanzas of nine 
lines each, with ‘ corresponsio,’ according to the theory 

-._ I 
9, Authorship internal grounds impossible ; but it is 

to Wellhausen that we owe the com- 
Dlete elucidation of this obscure com- of psalm. 

position (KZ. Prujh. 166, ( I )  17of:). As he well remarks: 
‘ I t  is the community that is the speaker. Awe-struck, 
it remembers that first great deed of Yahwk to which it 
owed as it were its existence, and yet it prays, Renew 
thy work in the midst of the years. The long-since 
founded theocracy has fallen into ruin, and a new 
fouiidation is desired. The child has become gray- 
haired, and “ in the midst of his years ” a new birth is 
sought for the sake of a happy final result, even though 
it will not take place without bitter pangs.’$ In the 
description of the theophany which follows-extending 
from 3 3  to almost the end of the poem-the colours 
are derived exclusively from the deliverance from Egypt, 
as can be seen with sufficient clearness from vv. 3 7 8 3  
(cp, however, MIZRAIM). With this description of 
the deliverance wrought for the fathers that of the 
new deliverance now prayed for and expected becomes 
for the poet so blended that in remembering the one 
he seems to behold the approach of the other. 
Wellhausen leaves open the possibility that this may 
not always have been the case, and that the proper 
close of the poem has been lost, since vv. 17-19 cannot 
be the genuine one. This is possible, but by no 
means certain. Verse 17, which certainly seems strange, 
may give some fresh touches to the picture of the fate 

1 It alone shares with the Psalms the following peculiarities : 
theuse of the word Selah (vu. 3 g 13; in the Psalms seventy-one 
times). the expression nsJ& (‘to’ or ‘by.’ ‘the chief musician’ 
w. 19 : in the Psalms fifty-five times) ; the immediately following 
expression ~ I I ~ * x ?  (‘with’ or ‘on’ ‘stringed instruments’; so 
t o  he read, see below), used in u. 19 and in Pss.4 G 54 67 76; the 
word ?)?e, ‘prayer,’ used to designate a poetical piece (u. I : 
Pss. 17 86 90 102 142 : cp also Ps. 72 20, according to which all 
Psalms admit of being called ‘prayers’); the use of the 5 
axctoris in v. I (as also after in Pss. 17 SG 90 102) ; the 
word p’@ (in plu.), if it be genuine(Ps. 7 ; see SHIGGAION). 

2 It would be ecqentric to argue from MT’s mi*]]> that 
Habakkuk was a Levite and temple chorister : yet, probably 
enough, the inscription of Bel and the Dragon (cp above) pre- 
supposes this inference. 

3 Wellhausen has put the case ahove so brilliantly that Oort’s 
defence of the traditional view falls to the ground. To set aside 
the liturgical notes in 31 and 196 as editorial additions, and 
account for the obscurity and want of order in chap: 3 from the 
idiosyncrasy of Habakkuk, as in chaps. 1 and 2, IS certainly 
inadequate. 
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of D. H. Muller.] 
The fullest catalogues of the earlier works on Habakkuk will 

be found in the otherwise unimportant commentaries of A. A. 
Wnlff ( ‘ n n l  Dqd L. Reinke (‘70)~ where no 

35 treatises are mentioned. 
, __, -. 

10. Literature. few:; than I 
Among modernworks, besides those referred 

to in the course of this article, Franz Delitzsch’s Commentary 
(‘43) should not be overlooked (cp also OT Histovy of Re- 
deem$tiun, 126 [‘BI] ; Isaiah(t), ET 122 [‘go]); see also A. E. 
?avidson, Nahum, h’ahakkuk andZephaniah (Cambr. Bible), . W. Nowack, Die Kieinen ProPheten in HK, ‘96‘ 
$ k m .  The Book of the  Tzueive Projhefs 2 (Expos. Bible): 
98. On Hab. 3 see also Nestle, Z A  TW 20 167f: (1900). 

K. B. 
HABAZINIAH, RV Habazziniah (n:t?fln ; x a B a -  

C[E]IN [BHAQ]), a Rechabite, or rather the home of a 
Rechabite (Jer. 353). The name seems to be a corrup- 
tion of 5y7?, KABZEEL [q.~.] .  p and n were con- 
founded ; i intntded from n*~iw. Kabzeel was a place 
in S. Judah. (6ee, however, NAMES, 39.) 

T. K. C. 
HABBACUC ( ~ M B ~ K O Y M  [BQ Theod.] cud. 87 [a]), 

Bel and Dragon, 33, 35, 39, RV HABAKKUK [q.v.]. 

HABERGEON (H?nl?), Ex. 2832 39 23 AV; RV 
COAT OF MAIL. See BREASTPLATE i. 

HABOR (7\2.g, a B w p  [BAL]), a river in the land 
of GOZAN, near which were settlements of the Israelites 
deported by Sargon in the time of Hoshea, 2 K. 176= 
1811 ( a g l w p  [B]), and also, according to the critically 
emended text of 1 Ch. 526 ( x + p  [BA]), of the trans- 
Jordanic Israelites deported in the reign of Tiglath- 
pileser 111. It was the Habur of the Assyrians (a  name 
which it still retains), the Chab6ras of classic writers 
(apoppas [Strab.], apoupas [Isidore of Charax], apwpa 
[Zosimus], xapwpas [Ptol.]). It is a tributary of the 
EUPHRATES [q.w.], which it en’ters about 36” N. lat. 

For references to the Habur in the Asiyrian annals see KB 
1 39 (Tiglath- ileser I. hunts elephants on Its bank), and 197 101 
(Abur-pasir-a%al mentions the Habur and its ‘mouths’ in descrih- 
ing his conquests). Several important places lay near it. 
Cp. Del. Par. 1 8 3 3  

HACHALIAH, RV Hacaliah (n$Jn, probably a 
corruption of Vp)n, Hilkiah ; scarcely for 3$??n, 
‘wait for YahwB,’ 5s 23, 34, 7 9 ;  AXahta [KAL]), 
the father of NEHEMIAH (Neh. 11, X E ~ K E I A  [ B ] ,  -KIOY 

See CHEBAR. 

[L] ; 10 I [z], axehla [W). T. K. C. 

HACHILAH, HILL OF (+n? nm?, E X E A ~  
[BAL] ; in 1 S. 261 XEhMAe [E], & X I ? &  [A]), a hill in 
the wilderness of Judah, associated with the wander- 

1 In Hab. 1 II read >$N! (suffix forms of i l h d o  not occur). 
2 Read ‘ In Halah an$ by Habor the river of Gozan and in 

See HARA. Harhar a city of Media. 
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HACHMONI HADAD-RIMMON 
3. (In I K. 1117 ii~; ac%p [BAL].) According td 

the MT, which presents many difficulties, Hadad was a 
royal prince of Edom who escaped with some ‘ Edomites,’ 
servants of his father, when Joab massacred ’ every male 
in Edom,’ by an obscurely indicated route to MiSraim 
or Egypt ( I  K. 11 14-22 ; but ‘ Misraim ’ should rather 
be ‘ MiSrim ‘ ; see below). There he was welcomed, 
and received the sister of the queen Tahpenes as his 
wife. On the 
death of David he returned home, and became ‘ a n  
adversary to Solomon’ (cp a. 25). According to the 
parallel narrative of the marriage of Jeroboam in L.’s 
text of d ( I  K. 1236 Lag.; I224e Swete), which is evi- 
dently copied from a narrative of the marriage of 
Hadad, the name of the ‘ Egyptian’ princess referred 
to in I K. 1119 was Ano (Klo. reads nijnN, Ahnoth). 

This reading (Ano), though accepted by Klo., Wi.,‘Benz., Ki. 
as genuine, is merely a corruption of ninu, ‘sister (of)’; 
TAHPENES [g.v.] is also certainly corrupt. Indeed, textual 
criticism is much needed in this narrative. It was not to ‘ Migraim’ (Egypt) hut to ‘Misrim’ (the N. Arabian Mugri) 
that Hadad and his Mizrite followers fled, and he went there 
because MEHETABEL [ q . ~  I], his mother, was a Mi3rite. 
This N. Arabian land appiars, both at this time and later, to 
have had a keen interest in the affairs of Palestine(see MIZRAIM, 
5 z [b]). In what the ‘mischief’ which Hadad did to Israel on 
his return consisted, we are not informed (see EDOM, 5 6). 

See Winckler, A T  Unterstrch. 1-6: Benzinger, in K H C ;  Ki. 
in H K ;  Che. QR 11 551.556 (‘99). Winckler’s attempted 
analysis of the fI adad narrative, though it has given a healthy 
stimulus to critics, was not preceded by a sufficiently thorough 
examination of the text. 

HADAD (LlTJ [Gi.Ba.]), eighth son of Ishmael, Gen. 

By her he had a son GENUBATH [q.v.]. 

T. IC. C. 

ings of David twice (1 S. 2319 2611:). On the former 
passage, see HORESH. I t  relates how the men of ZIPH 
[q. w., 21 told Saul that David had found hiding-places 
‘ in HfirEshHh, in the hill of HgchilLh, which is on the 
S. of the JEshimBn.’ In the latter passage, however, 
the same persons describe the same hill as being ‘ in  
front of the Jeshimon’-Le., where the desert begins. 
The  second definition alone is correct. 

In I S. 23 19 ‘on the south of the Jeshimon’ is an error intro- 
duced from II. z4(where the wilderness of Maonis referred to; see 
HORESH). Further references to the name are presupposed by 
e5 in I S. 23 14s 19 26 I. In 23 14, where MT merely gives in2 
‘in the mountain,’ MSS of @S give a combination of readings, 
including ais bpos ~b a+xpJSes and Zv qj ni ai rxp4Scc;  
a++ corresponds to n$>n. Possibly for a6xpiu8sr we should 
read l p a u p 6 v ,  and so forth. So also in Mic. 48 for acxp. read 
&paup& (=$). Bentley’s suggestion of Zv &paup+ ~ 6 a y  for 
Zv a G x p V p 2  ~ 6 n o  in 2 Pet. 119  seems indispensable. On & v-5 

Conder ventures to find a trace of the name Hachilah 
in the Tuhret e l  KijZE, a ridge which runs down from the 
plateau of Zif towards the desert of En-gedi. The  
name. is, however, by no means certain. In I S. 2328 
we meet with the name nijyinnn (EV Hammahlekoth). 
dB’s XeXpuO in 261 favours a reading n h n s n ,  which 
would be miswritten for nip!np?, the name found in 
2328. 

The Onom. (OSi2i 2563 ; 120 15) confounds Hachilah with 
KEILAH. Glaser, not very plausibly, reads ‘ Hachilah’ for 
‘Havilah’ in I S. 157 [see TELEM i.1. 

RACHMORI. Jehiel, tutor of David’s sons, is 
called ‘ the son of Hachmoni’ in EV of 1 Ch. 2732 
(>;n?rj-p, o TOY AXAMEI [BIB . . . -MANI. [AI, . . . 

K a l U f i  (U. 1’4) SebHORESH. 

A hill with rocky clefts seems to be intended. 

T. K. C. 

A M ~ X ~ N I  CLI). 
Jehiel is either an imaginary personage, whose description is 

borrowed from the Jashoheamof I Ch. 11 I I  (see HACKMONITE, 
THE). or. as Marquart (Fzmd. 16)supposes, Jehiel is a substitute 
for Ishbaal, which is ‘explained a i  5pgCL 5F.n;. Certainly 
David’s sons had a lion-hearted tutor, on the second hypothesis, 
for Ishbaal and Jashobeam are identical. 

In  I Ch. 1111 JASHOBEAM 
(4.V. I 1) i s c a l l e d ’ ? ~ ~ ~ n - l ~  (AXAMAN[€]l [B-41. - M A N N I  
[K], 8 e K e M I N h  [L]), RV ‘ the son of a Hachmonite’ 
(AV quite incorrectly, ‘ an Hachmonite ’). It has been 
pointed out (see TAHCHEMONITE) that the true descrip- 
tion of Jashobeam, or rather, Ishbaal, is most probably 
‘ a man of Beth-cerem. ’ 

This should also he substituted f0:- ‘ the son of a Hachmonite’ 
.in I Ch. 11 11, and ‘the son of Hachmoni’ in I Ch. 2 i  32. 

T. K. C. 

HACHMONITE, THE. 

T. K. C. 

HADAD (t??, 9 57 ; AAAA [BADEL] ; a Canaan- 
itish and, some think, Aramaean name of the storm- 
god, who was known also as RammEn, Bir, and 
Dadda; cp Winckler, AT Forsch. 69, Schr. KGF, 
371-395, 538 ; KAT 200-z06, 454 ; Tiele, BAG 525  ; 
Hilprecht, Assyriaca, 76-78 ; Baethgen, Beitr. 67. 
The  first-mentioned of the four gods of the N. Syrian 
kingdom of Ya’di is Hadad [Zenjirli inscr.]. These 
references also illustrate the name BEN-HADAD). 

I. h. Bedad, fourth king of Edom ; Gen. 36 35f: (v. 35 aSa+ 
[E]), I Ch. 146f: See BELA ii., I .  

2. Eighth (?) king of Edom, I Ch. 1 5 0  (a. VLOS papas 
[BL ; om. ut. p. A], v. 51 a68u [B]) ; miswritten HADAR 
[q. v . ] .  Gen. 36 39. See BELA ii., I. The name of his 
city was PA‘U [p.~.] or Pa‘i. Probably, however, there 
is a considerable error in the text. 

Pa‘u is almost certainly corrupted from Pe’or, and this very 
prohably from Becar, an alternative reading to Achbor in I Ch. 
149.  ‘Son of Achhor,’ or ‘Son of BSor,’ however, does not 
belong to BAAL-HANAN [ g . ~ . ,  XI, who is really this Ha6ad’s 
father. Thus the name of Hadad‘s city is not really given; 
there was a lacuna in the text. 

He married a N. Arabian-a Misrite or Mnsrite, 
named MEHETABEL [q.v., I], who is also mis-described 
in the received text. Most probably he lost his life in 
the massacre referred to in I K. 1115f. The cause of 
the massacre isnnrecorded ; probably it was a retaliation. 
Cp DAVID, 3 8 (c), EDOM, 
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6. 

25 15 RV (so Sam. i XoSSav [AI, X a h S a  [Dl, XoSSa8 [ELI ; Jos. 
Ant. i. 124 X6Sapor [conj. ~ 0 8 a S o s l )  I Ch. 130 (XouSau [Bl 
XoGSaS [A], asas ,[L]). Gen. AV a n i  I Ch. AVlIlg. and so,; 
printed Heb. editions. HADAR. 

RADADEZER (1TY ttg. ‘ Hadad is help,’ $5 28, 43; 
2 S. 8 3& 2 S. 10 1 6 s  and I K. 11 23 where @SA has aSa8c&p 
[sic; cp v. 14 in BLI) or as so,; codd. and I Ch. 18 3s 
191 6 3  (hest codd.), akd ds EV also zS.10, and Pesh. and 
@=AI. everywhere, Hadarezer (1:~ ?>?J ; aSpaa<ap [BL every- 
where except aspacap [B*] in 2 S. 10 16 and so B in I 6. 11 14 ; 
A in z S. 8101; a s p a r a p  [A in I Ch. 1 g and NA in I Ch. 
1831  with varr. in N, a8paCaprb [in I Ch. 18 31 and in N* aS&= 
[ I  Ch. 18 51, rSpaa<ap [I Ch. 19 161 ; the Hehrew is also written 
with Mukkef everywhere in some MSS. An old Aramaic seal 
bears the letters i t y i in ;  and a cuneiform ipscription has Dad- 
‘idri ; cp Euting, Bey. der Bed. AKud., 85, p. 679 ; Baeth. 
Beitr. 67). 

The name of the king of Aram-zobah, who was de- 
feated by David. See ARAM, § 6, DAMASCUS, $ 6f., 
ZOBAH. 

IIADAD-RIMMON (fit37l’Jq; POUNOC [BKAQI’]; 
e; Aduduemnzon), according to the usual inter- 

pretation of Zech. 1211, a place in the plain 
current of Megiddo (IVlJp nugg?) where a great views. 

lamentation had taken place ; it is further 
held that the occasion of the mourning was the death 
of JOSIAH (q.v., I) on the battlefield near Megiddo. 
This view dates from Jerome, who states (Comm. in 
Zach. ) that Adadremmon is a village near Jezreel now 
called Maximianopolis. The  latter place was an im- 
portant station between Caesarea and Jezreel, and von 
Raumer has, with probability, identified it with Legcon 
or Legio, the ancient MEGIDDO (9.7~). 

What authority (if any) Jerome had for his assertion, we know 
not ; at any rate, we cannot connect Maximianopolis-Adad- 
remmon with the modern village RumrnPneh (so Van de Velde, 
Baudissin), for to this theory there is a geographical objection 
(see Buhl, 209)~ and any place with a pomegranate tree might he  
called Rimmon (whence RummPneh). Apart froln this, however, 
the traditional theory labours under these difficulties-that the 
state mourning for Josiah cannot have been elsewhere than in 
Jerusalem (2 K. 23 295) and that Megiddo is lim, not ]imD 

The Targ. mentions ;he Josiah-theory only in !he second 
place, and combines with it another, according to which Hadad- 
rimmon $01, of Tab-rimmon, was the slayer of Ahab, king of 
Israel, io’that the phrase of the rophetic writer of Zech. 12 11 
really means ‘the mourning for Atah hen Omri.’ 

Baudissin (Stud. zur Sem. ReL-gesclt. 1320) gives a new 
form to the Josiah-theory, ex laining the disppted phrase, ‘as 
the mourning for the battle o r  Hadad-rimmon. This is surely 
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unnatural: nor can it he proved that there ever was such a 
place as Hadad-rimmon. 

Hitzig and Movers see a reference to the mourning for the 
mythic ADONIS (q.u.) mortally wounded by a hoar(Macroh. 1 21) ; 
‘women weeping for Tammuz ’ are referred to in Ezek. 8 14 ; 
‘the only one’ (Tn$ Zech. 12 IO may also, it is held,l refer to 
Adonis. The ohvious objection is that RIMMON (q.v., i.) is 
certainly the Assyrian Storm-god RammZn. Even if the pome. 
granate tree was sacred to Tammuz, it is hazardous to suppose 
that Tammuz was called Rimmon. 

There is need of a new theory which shall unite the 
elements of truth in earlier theories, and justify itself 
a. New theory. from some new source. ‘ The mourn- 

ing for the only one ’ and ‘ the mourn- 
ing of Hadad-rimmon-’ are parallel ; the reference is to 
the mourning for TAMMUZ (q. o. ). The original read- 
ing, however, was not Hadad-rimmou. eBAQF read 
simply Rimmon ( im). What then is the niythological 
name nearest to Ihmmon that can stand in such a con- 
nection? The answer is, Either Migdon, or some name 
out of which Migdon is corrupted. 

Jensen has conjectured that fiayr8wv in the apocalyptic appa. 
y a S w  (see ARMAGEDDON) may be identical with piyaSwv in 
vccrprya8ov, the name of a god of the underworld, corresponding 
to cpeq~vah, the Babylonian Persephone : 2 and it has elsewhere 
been shown (see GOG) that ‘ Gog’ and ‘ Magog’ in Ezek. 38 39 
are both corruptions of Migdon. Still the Greek p‘yaSwv and 
the Hebrew Migdon do not seem to he’identical. YsufptyaSov 
is probably Eshmun-Adon (Eshmun and Adonis were identified 
in Cyprus) ; if so, piyaSwv comes from puvaSwv. But p ” ,  
Migdon, given by MT in Zech. 12 11, is most probably a corrup- 
tion of ~li[uIin[nI-z’.e., Tammuz-Adon. This is suggested by 
the only possible emendation of the corrupt word ngpzl in Zech. 
12 TI, and of the equally corrupt word in Is. 66 17 (see 
TAMMUZ), viz. nisp. The women who wept for the l W ,  or for 
l Tammuz-Lord,’ are naturally referred to in a prophecy so much 
influenced by Ezekiel. On the other hand, whereas Ezekiel 
takes Tammuz as a symbol of the power opposed to God (cp 
Belial if this comes from Belili the name of the sisfer of 
TamAuz, and goddess of the uAderworld, see BELIAL) the 
author of Zech. 121-136 merely refers to the mournink for 
Tammuz as an image of the mourning of the house of David and 
the inhabitants of Jerusalem for some great offence committed 
by them in the past. Render, ‘In that day there shall be a 
great mourning in Jerusalem as the mourning of the women who 
weep for Tammuz-adon. 

‘ Hadadrimmon ’ may be neglected ; apparently it 
owes its origin to a scribe’s error. By a common acci- 
dent pi>” became pin; then a too clever scribe cou- 
verted Inn into ]mi, and glossed Rimmon by Hadad 
.(Hadad and Rammiin or Rimm6n were in fact identified). 
Thus the plausible reading Hadad-Rimmon grew up, 
and the door was opened to Jerome’s misapprehension. 
Possibly ‘ Armagedon ’ in Rev. 16 16 (AV) is due to the 
conflation of two readings, ‘Magedon’ and ‘Adar- 
remman’ (asappeppav, for Hadadrimmon). For a 
parallel to the combination of pi and p n ,  two rival 
readings in Zech. 1211, see MIGRON. 

RADAR (774 ; apbe yioc Bapae [AI, a. yi. Bapah 
[E], apah ytoc Bapah [E], apae yi. B. [L]), a king 

T. K. C.’ 

of Edom (Gen. 3639.1.). See HADAD, i. ( 2 ) .  

Gen. 25 15 AV ; I Ch. 130 AVmg,, RV HADAD [ii.]. 
HADAR (SIC [some printed edd.], 775 [sa. Gi.]), 

HADAREZER (7Iv l??), z S. 1016. See HADAD- 

HADASHAH (@YtJ-i.e., ‘new [town]’ ; a h a c a ~  
fB], -ca [A], -CAI [L]), a town in the lowland of Judah, 
named between Zenan and Migdal-gad (Josh. 1537t ) .  

According to the Mishna (%ni6in, 5 6 )  it was the smallest 
place in Judah. Sayce (Pat. Pal. 165, 236) finds this name in 
the lists of Rameses 11. and 111. : hut see W. M. Muller’s 
remark (As.  w. Eur. 166 top). I t  is to be distinguished from 
ADASA (qa.). T. K. C. 

EZER. 

HADASSAH (73??, 5 69, ‘myrtle’ : cp M~PTIA ,  
MYPPINH; but see MYRTLE), the Jewish name of 
ESTHER [q.v.,  J 71 in Esth. 2 7  (om. e B K A L ) .  

1 So Movers Lenormant Lagarde. 
a See Hal& ‘Le Rapt dk Persephon.4 par Pluton,’ Rev. S&., 

‘93, pp. 37z&:cp Jastrow, Rel  Bad. and Ass. 584. 
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HADATTAH (fiBTJ), Josh. 1525. See HAZOR- 

HADES ( ~ A H c ) .  I .  The word occurs ten times i; 
RV of N T  (AV hell ’) for the nether world (but ‘,unto Hades 
in Mt. 11 23 is metaphorical) ; in I Cor. 15 55 [not TI: WHI, Rev. 
68, and 2013f: this nether world is personified like Shed in 
Has. 13 14. I n  Mt. 16 18 it is represented as a ’city with gates 
like Shea1 in Ps. 9 73 L14l (see GATE). 

2. Hades is @‘s common rendering of shGZ, h W  (see 
SHEOL). But also cmployed to render other expressions : (a) 
Is. 14 19 (113 *>x~), 38 18 ( i ~ - ~ l ~ ~ ) ;  see PIT : (6) Is. 28 15 Prov. 
14 12 16 25 (nnJ Job 33 22 (nlD) ; see DEAD, THE, 5 2 ; (c) Ps. 
94 17 115 17 (anli); see SILENCE : (d) Job 38 17 (nink) ; see 
SHADOW OF DEATH, On the Hebrew equivalent, see SHEOL 
and (on the whole subject) ESCHATOLOGY (see index unde; 
I ShGI ’). 

RADID (1’19; aA[a]ih [AL]; cp the corrupt 
CALAMOLALUS of I Esd. 5 2 2 ) .  Our notices of Hadid 
are all post-exilic. Its people, along with those of Ono 
and Lod (Lydda), are included in the list (see EZRA ii.. 
J 9, § 8 6 )  of ‘children of the province,’ Ezra 233 
(apo8 [B])=Neh. 737 ( a h  [BK]), and according to 
Neh. 1 1 3 4 8  (a&d [KC.amg.inf.L] ; BK*A om. passage), 
these were among the places in Jndaea that were in- 
habited by Benjamites. 

The list of Benjarnite towns, however, in Josh. 18 meutious 
none of them, though, according to the Mishna ChZkhin ,  9 6), 
Hadid and Ono were fortified as early as the time of Joshua, 
and I Ch. 8 12 asserts that Ono and Lad, with the towns thereof, 
were ‘built ’ by Shemed a descendant of Benjamin. 

Hadid, or, in its Greek form, ADIDA in the Shephelah, 
(as[e]t&c [KA]), but also ‘over against the plain’ (& 
d8Borr [A], a8etvots [K”], asera. [KC.a], a8cporr [VI, 
~ a r d  ~p6uw?rov 700 ?rcSiou) was at any rate fortified and 
‘ made strong with gates and bars ’ by Simon the Macca- 
bee ( I  Macc. 1238 1313 ; cp GASm. NG 202). 

As ASS& or A8da it is also referred to by Josephus, from 
whom (BJ iv. 91) we learn that it commanded the road from the 
coast to Jerusalem. 

Jerome (Onont. 93 I )  describes Aditha as near Dios- 
polis (Lydda) in an easterly direction. This enables 
us with considerable probability to identify it with the 
modern eZ-fladithe, about half an hour eastward from 
Lydda, and since Thotmes 111. in his Karnak list 
refers to Hadid among other southern cities as Hnditi 
(no. 76), it is probable that the modern form correctly 
represents the ancient name. Cp WMM As. 21. Bur. 

9 Vl), an Ephraimite, father of Amasa, HADLA1 ( :_ 

HADORAM ( D j i c ,  ‘the beloved of the High One’? 
Baeth. Beitr. 67, n. 6. Possiblyfor Dy?#. Hilprecht 
r98] mentions a Jewish name Addu-ramu [see ADONI- 
RAM]. Cp Sayce, RP(’4 470 r901.1 For another view 
see Hommel, E+. T. 10329 [Ap. ’991 : a8wpap [L]). 
I. A son of Joktan (Gen. 1027; osoppa [AE], -p [Ll : I Ch. 

121’ om. B doupav [AI). The name is obscure. D. H. 
Mulier (Bur;. u. Schlasser, 1360f:) and Glaser (Skizze 2 4 2 6 3  
435) compare Dauram near Sari% (which is identified w;th UZAL 
[q.v.l) in Yemen. The name seems to appear in Sabiean as 
oilin (CIS iv. 1 I). 

2. Son of To1 (see TOW): I Ch. 18 IO (cSoupaap [BI, -pap [HI, 
Soupap [AI). The same form should be restored (with Ew. 
We., Bu., HPSm.) for JORAM in zS.8r0,  where C5 has df. 
Govpav[BAL] [Josephus has hS&papos]=P>h: (on which form cp 
IDDO ii.). Sayce’s remark on the name ‘ Jorarn’(Ear& Hist. 
He6.423) will hardly be accepted. 

3. 2 Ch. 10 18, see ADONIRAM. 
HADRACH (q?ln,’ceApax [BK: -K .  AQ]=Shad- 

rach), a region of Syria, mentioned by an archaism in 
Zech. 9 1  (late : see ZECHARIAH, BOOK OF, § 6). 

‘A word has Yahwk sent into Hadrach, and upon Damascus 
does it light : for Yahwss are the people of Aram, as well as all 
the tribes of Israel.‘a 

1 Baethg. (Beitr. 76) compares SamaS-rammin, A&-rammsn, 

2 Insert n$$ after l?? (Is. 9 7 [8]), and, with Ball, read P!g Op 

HADATTAH. 

159, 165. T. K. C. 

2 Ch. 2812 (xoah P I p  ahhi [AI, ahht [LI). 

Ilu-ramman. 

(Am. 15). SeeJQR 10 58rcg8). 
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[BA]). This campaign is perhaps identical with that 
described in wv. 18-22 (v. 19 oi dyapaioi [A], w. 20 dyepuioi 
[B], dyop. [A]) of the same chapter, which refer to 
victories gained by the tribes beyond Jordan over the 
Hagrites and other foes (Jetur, Naphish, and Nodab). 
The numbers, it is true, are here enormously exaggerated, 
and the whole story is moulded in accordance with the 
religious conceptions of the later Jews; but observe 
that the principal booty consists of camels ; the people 
in question must therefore be nomads. In I Ch. 2731 
(6  yasapr [L], 6 yapekvs [B], 6 dyuptrvs [A]), a 
Hagrite (RV ; AV ' Hagerite ') figures as chief overseer 
of David's flocks ; but Hagri ( ' a  Hagritk') in I Ch. 
1138 is an incorrect reading (see HAGRI). Ps. 836 [7] 
(oi ayyapvuoc [B*KAR], oi ayapvuoi [BbT]) (Maccabean) 
mentions the Hagrites (EV Hagarenes) among the 
enemies of Israel. 

Moreover Eratosthenes (cited by Straho, 767) classes the 
' A y p a b r  with the Nabatzans and the Chaulotzans, placing 
them to the E. of Petra. Dionysius (Per&. 956), who refers 
to the 'Aype'es in connection with the Nahatreans and the 
Chaulasians seems to have derived his information from 
Eratosthenis. Ptol. (5 18), presumably following some ancient 
authority, couples the 'A p a b  with the Barava;oc,-i.e., the 
inhabitants of Bashan, a d)lstrict which, at least during certaiii 
periods, was occupied by Israelites. These statements are all 
in harmony. 

The Hagrites, we must suppose, were a pastoral 
people who wandered hither and thither in the Syrian 
desert to the E. of the Israelites. What is the precise 
ethnographical relationship denoted by the portrayal of 
Hagar as the mother of Ishmael remains altogether 
obscure, like so many other genealogical affinities 
between the mythical ancestors of tribes.' 

In Rabbinic times, the name was explained on the 
same principles as ABRECH as 'sharp-tender,' a 
compound name of the Messiah. The  view did not 
satisfy every one, however, and R. JosB, whose mother 
was from Damascus, identified Hadrach with a locality 
near that city, bearing the same name.' This evidence 
stood alone till the name Hatarika was found in the 
Assyrian inscriptions sometimes beside Damascus, 
sometimes beside Zoba, Zemar, and Arka. In the list 
of eponyms, three expeditions to the land or city of 
Hadrach are recorded in 772, 765, and 755 ( C O T  
2 1 9 0 3  ; cp Del. Par. 279) - and in Tiglath-pileser 
111.'~ account of his war with 'Az(s?)riyAhu Jaudai' 
(see UZZIAH) the city of Hatarika is mentioned as 
tributary to Assyria (KB 2 27). 

Lately the name Hadrach has been detected in a corrupt word 
in the Song of Deborah (Judg. 5 21.  see KADESH 2). Hadrach 
seems to have formed part of the Hittite country,'and furnished 
men to Sisera's army. Certainly too l-,yn should he restored in 
Ezek. 47 15 for the impossible q?.??. See HETHLON. 

T. K. C. 

RAGAB (229, 5 68, 'grasshopper' : cp HAGABA, 
HAGABAH ; [BAL]), afamily of NETHINIM ( q n .  ), 
in the great post-exilic list (see EZRA ii. J 9) ; Ezra 
246zNeh.748 (rAB&. [ K ] ,  om. M T  bB E V ) = I  Esd. 
5301. (AGABA AV, ACCABA R V ;  AKKABA [B], r A B b  
[A]). The  same name is borne by a N T  prophet 
(AGABUS : Acts1128 2110). 

RAGABAH (n?$fl, 5 68: 'grasshopper,' Ezra 
[Aram.]) or Hagaba (K??:, Neh.), a family of 
NETHINIM ( 9 . w . )  in the great post-exilic list (see EZRA 
ii. 5 9) ; Ezra245 (AyABa [BALl)=Neh. 748 (araBa 
[BNL], & r r A B A [ A ] ) =  I Esd. 529 (GRABA, RVAGGABA, 
A r r A B A  [Ba'b "'g.Al, A r A B A  [L]). 

HAGAR, and Hagrites or Hagarenes (VP,2D'?$g, 
D'K(')y;?: & r a p  [BADEQLI, 01 A r A p H N O l  [BTL]). 
Hagar is introduced to us in Gen. 161 [J] as an 
EzvDtian slave of Sarah. a descriDtion which is reDeated 

"3 I 

1. Hagar in by P in w. 3. All'the three narrators (J, 
E, and P) agree that she bore Ishmael 
to Abraham, and it is plain that the 

story of her flight or expulsion symbolically expresses 
the separation of the Ishmaelites from the Israelites.3 

W e  have two parallel versions (Gen. 16 16 2 4-7 11-14 
[J] 21 8-21 [E]) of this story and of the oracle respecting 
Ishmael given at a well in the desert (see BEER-LAHAI- 
ROI) ;  these have been harmonised by means of an 
interpolated passage (168-10) in which Hagar is com- 
.manded to return to her mistress. The  interpolator, 
however, does not express the intention of the original 
tradition : probably J made Hagar give birth to Ishmael 
a t  Beer-lahai-roi (We. C H 2 ) z ~ f .  ). That Hagar appears 
as a slave-woman is a necessary consequence of the 
theory on which the Hebrew myth is based, the notion 
being that Ishmael was of inferior origin. (On the 
geographical details of these narratives, cp ISHMAEL, 
J I, MIZRAIM, J z [a].) 

Like Ishmael and his twelve sons, Hagar is no doubt 
the personification of a tribe or district. In several 
2. Ragrites. passages of the O T  we read of a nomadic 

people called the Hagrites. In  Saul's 
days the tribe of Reuben w-aged a successful war against 
them, seized their tents and took possession of their 
territory throughout all the land to the E. of Gilead 
(I  Ch. 5 IO RV Hagrites, AV Hagarites; 703s T U ~ O ~ K O U S  

1 S@hyZ, ed. Friedmann 65 (Neub. G&Y. 297). The 
lexicographer, David ben Abraham, also places Hadrach at 
Damascus. 

2 Hagar not only in Ethiopian but,also in some Arabic dialects 
denoted 'settlement, village, town ; the name of the tribe, 
whose eponym is Hagar, may he derived from that word, though 
we know the tribe but as nomadic : a settlement named Hagar 
(as several in Arabia are named) was perhaps the centre of the 

Olsb. (Lehrgeb. 411) emends into i in  ' HaurFn.' 

sons of Hagar. 
3 On Gal. 4 24-26 see below, 3. 

The Agrrpi of Pliny, 0 28 (5 have no connection with the 
Hagrites, but dwelt, on the contrary, in Yemen ; the occurrence 
of the name in another passage (a. 161) depends on a hazardous . -  
conjecture. 

In later times the term ' Hagarenes ' was applied by Christians 
to Muslims and from the name of Hagar the Syrians even 
formed the :erb ahgay or ethhaggar 'to become a Muslim,' as 
well as the noun MahpZyZ, 'a M h i m  whence are derived 
the late Greek words paya i ~ s ,  payapdpds, paya i&iv ; but 
all this is based simply on t ie  OT, the name of the gondwoman 
being attached, by way of insult, to her supposed descendnnts. 

A word must be added regarding the use h a d e  of 
The apostle 

3. ~ a ~ . 4 2 4 ~  neither affirms nor denies the historical 
character of the narrative; his sole 

interest is in its esoteric meaning. T o  this he attaches 
the greatest weight, as it enables him, in accordance 
with Rabbinical methods, to prove the temporariness 
of the Jewish religion. Hagar and Ishmael, Sarah and 
Isaac are therefore allegoric (dhh~yopodpmz)  ; the 
Sinaitic ' covenant ' corresponds to Hagar, the Christian 
to Sarah (contrast Philo's explanation : Drummond, 
PhiloJudaus, 22438) .  As Hagar was a bondwoman, 
so too is the present Jerusalem ; as Sarah was free, so 
also is 'Jerusalem which is above.' Let the Galatian 
Christians, who belong to this Jerusalem, refuse to be 
forced under the Sinaitic covenant, lest they fall under 
the doom of Hagar and her son. 

The sense of the passage has been obscured by the $ass, 
pointed out by Bentley and others 2 rb 68 "Aya P ~ v b  Bpoo c u r b  
ev .r)l 'ApaPiT (WH ; 'Now this Higar is Mt. &ai in Arabia'); 
the following words auurorxei 66 are really the continuation of 
;iris ;urb AYap (v. 2 4 ) ;  probably, however, we should read, not 
muro~xe2 66, but mvumqoiraa (D*FG; pr. $ FG; qui con- 
junctlrs esf, Vg., Victn.). What does the gloss mean? Some 
(cp the comment of Chrys.) assume that hajar, 'a  stone,' was a 
name given to Mt. Sinai by the Arabs whom Paul had met. 
The order of the words rb 68 Ayap Piva Bpoo (instead of lpas %a, 
as in v. 24), however, favours the view that Ayap is a later addition 
to the gloss and there is strong MS authority (NCFG) for the 
omission of )Ayap. The recognition of this makes the gloss more 
intelligible. (RV adopts the reading rb y+, but yap is evidently 
an alteration to improve the sense,) 

T. N. 

the story of Hagar by Paul (Gal. 424-26). 

T. N. If: ; T. K. C. 5 3. 

1 The onlv reference to the Haerites ('sons of Hapar') in the 
Apocrypha &'in Baruch 3 23 where they' are mentioGd tbgether 
with Teman, and described hs those 'who seek after wisdom.' 

2 For references, see Bakhuyzen, Over de foepassing van de 
conjectlrraaZ--kr, 273 ('80). 
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HAGGAI or [in I Esd.] AGGEUS, A G G ~ U S  ( 'a?;  

&rr&ioC [BXAQI'L] ; l  perhaps ' born on the feast day,' 
1. The lliGme 5 72 ; unless -ai is substituted for -yah 
and the man. [cp MATTENAI, ZACCAI]. In this 

case Hamai=either Hag-iah. ' feast of 
00 . "  . 

Yahwk ' [Olsh. 277 61, or, by contraction, Hagariah. 
Yahwk hath girded' [We. in Bleeks Bid. (4) 4341. 

Hilprecht has found the Jewish name Hagga on a tablet 
of fifth century B.C. from Nippur, PEFQ Jan. '98 ,  p. 
55): Acontemporaryof Zechariah, with whom he was as- 
sociated in his prophetic ministry (Ezra 5 I I Esd. 6 I 7 3). 

His book contains four short prophecies delivered 
between the first day of the sixth month and the twenty- 
fourth day of the ninth month-that is, between Sep- 
tember and December-of the second year of ' Dariiis the 
king'-ie., of D a r k  Hystaspis (521-485 B.c.). From 
the language of the prophet in chap. 23 we may perhaps 
infer with Ewald that Haggai was one of those who 
had seen the temple ' in its former glory,' and that his 
prophetic work began in extreme old age. This sup- 
position agrees well with the shortness of the period 
covered by his book, and with the fact that Zechariah, 
who began to prophesy in the same autumn, afterwards 
appears as the leading prophet in Jerusalem (Zech. 7 1-4). 
m-hether he was ever in Babylonia or whether he had 
been continuously in Jerusalem (cp ' her [Jerusalem's] 
prophets,' Lam.29), we are not told, nor can we 
venture to trust the later traditions respecting him (in 
the Fit@ Prophelarum ascribed to Epiphanius, and 
copied by Dorotheus and by Hesychius of Jerusalem)." 
His name occurs in the titles of certain psalms in LXX 
(Pss. 112 [R] 146-148 149 [R]) and other versions ; but 
no inference can be drawn from this. These titles vary 
in the MSS, and Eusebius did not find them in the 
Hzxaplar @ . 3  They have no critical value. 

( a )  In his first prophecy (1 1-11) Haggai rebukes the 
2. The four people for leaving the temple unbuilt 
prophecies. while they themselves dwell in panelled 

houses. 
The prevalent famine and distress are 'because of YahwYs 

house that lies waste, while the Jews are zealous (enough) for 
their own houses.'( Let them 'build the house, and Yahwe 
will take pleasure in it and glorify himself' (i.e., accept the 
honour paid to him). The rebuke took effect and the people 
began to work at the temple under the leadersdip of Zerubbabel 
the governor and Joshua the high riest (1 12-15).5 

(6) In a second prophecy (2 1-97, delivered in the following 
month, Haggai forbids the people to be disheartened by the  
apparent meanness of the new temple. The silver and 

1 In  Hag. 1 I bB* has ayyeos, a reading adopted by Q N  in 
every passage. 

2 See the double recension in Nestle, MUYE. (Haggai, pp. 
26@). Epiphanius says that Haggai came up from Babylon 
while still young, prophesied of the return of the people saw 
[in part] the building of the temple, and on his death re&ived 
an honoured burial near the priests. The fuller recension adds, 
.ai a;&s 8+aMcv ; K F ~  r p & x  bhhqhouaa. 8 i p p + w w a L  alvCuw 
pw T+ {&VTL Sc+ apvv (sic). It closes with the words, arb 
A6 opev ahhqhovra, 8 ;UTLV Spvor 'Ayyaiou Kai Zappiov.  

On this subject cp Kiihler, Weissag. Haggais, 32 ; Wright, 
Zech. and his jyojhecies, Introd. xix. ; B. Jacob, Z A T W  
16 290 ['96] ; and see note on Ps. 145 I in Field's Hexapla. 

4 Read D W p  for D'?? (v. 9). ' While ye each run every man 
to his own house' (RV) is clearly not correct. We. now reads 
1n'X V'N O'gl ;  hut ' while ye delight every man in his house' 
is an infelicitous substitnte for the received text. Robertson 
Smith, like every other critic until of late, thought the refer- 
ence was to the providing of costly houses for rich men among 
the returned exiles. The majority of the people, however, can- 
not have been returned exiles, and in any case the received text 
will not bear the strain put upon it. It was not merely their 
houses but their fields which called forth the 'zeal' of the Jews 
(vu. 6 ). 'house ' has a wide sense (as in Gen. 15 z ob 8 15). 
6 T%lsection is altogether narratbe ; v. 13, whicdprofesses to 

give a short rophecy of Haggai, being evidently a gloss from 
the margin (&hme, Z A  TW, 1887, p. 216). The second part of 
the verse is taken from 2 4 (where moreover the very same words 
are followed by another gloss, which is not given by @). The 
first part would certainly have been expressed differently by 
Hawgai. One phrase in it ('Yahwe's messenger') gave rise to 
the>otion, mentioned by Jerome and Cyril of Alexandria, that 
Haggai was really an angel, and had only in appearance the 
human form. The same fancy was entertained with regard to 
Malachi and John the Baptist. 
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gold are the Lord's. Soon 'he will shake all nations, and the 
choicest things (point niim) of all nations will come' (i.e., will 
be brought) to adorn his house. Its glory will be greater than 
that of the former temple, and in this place Yahwe will give 
peace. Here @ adds, .at cipljvqv $UX<P ris rcpprrroivurv ravri 
T+ KTL'<OYTC 705 C;vau+ac rbv vabv T O ~ ~ T O V ,  which Wellhauseu 
cleverly reproduces in Hebrew so as to give the sense, ' and rest 
of soul, to repair all the foundation, to  raise this temple.' 
Probably the passage really belongs to Haggai, and was omitted 
by a later scribe in deference to the narrative of the,Chronicler 
(so Now.). . (c) A third prophecy (2 10-19) contains a promise, enforced by 
a figure drawn from the traditional theory of holiness, that God 
will remove famine and bless the land from the day of the 
foundation of the temple onwards. 2 17 is inserted in an incorrect 
form from Am. 4 g (We.). 

(d) Finally in 220-23 (unnecessarily doubted by B6bme) a 
special prophkcy is addressed to Zernbbabel who is not indeed 
expressly called a son of David, but receiveQa romise which is 
hardly intelligible unless he were one. ' I will &lake the heavens 
and the earth,' is the terrifying exordium. ' I  will overthrow 
the throne of kipgdoms, and destroy the strelgth of the kingdoms 
of the heathen. 
I will make thee as a signet' (thus reversing the doom 0) 
Zerubbabel's grandfather Jeconiah, in Jer. 22 24), 'for I have 
chosen thee.' To what high dignity Zerubbabel is called, w e  
are not expressly told ; but, comparing Zech.6izJ, we cannot 
doubt that he is to become the Messianic king. See ZERUB- 

(u) What induced Haggai (and Zechariah) to come 
forward in the second year of Darius with the exhorta- 

But fear not, 0 Zerubbabel, for ' in that day 

BABEL. 

3. Dificulties. tion io rebuild the temple , and the 
promise of kingship to Zerubbabel ? 

Why had they waited sixteen years-before stirring u p  
the people to restore the sanctuary? And why did they 
address their promises to Zerubbabel rather than to 
his predecessor? T h e  answer is that a startlirig 
historical event had opened their eyes to the will and 
purpose of Yahwi.. Just after the accession of Darius 
to the throne of Persia, revolts broke out in different 
parts of Eastern Asia. In Babylon, two pretenders 
successively assumed the favourite name of Nebnchad- 
rezzar, and even where there was no  rebellion the hope 
of the recovery of independence must have revived.' Can 
we doubt that such hopes were awakened in Judah? 
Must not Yahwcs prophets have heard in these events 
the rumbling of the chariot-wheels of the Most High? 
Of a surety, the Messianic era was at hand, and the 
temple must be quickly prepared to receive the Great 
King. 

( a )  Another question forces itself upon the mind. 
What  is the cause of the indifference of the Jews to the 
desolate condition of their sanctuary? T h e  restoration 
of the temple and its worship was the necessary ex- 
pression of the faith that the service of Yahwk was the 
true national vocation of Israel. How was it that, so 
soon after 527 B. C., the people of Jerusalem so com- 
pletely forgot their ideal calling as .the nation of the 
true God? Our surprise would be diminished if 
Haggai made any allusion to a party of stricter ad- 
herents of the Law and more zealous worshippers of 
Yahwk. Allusions of this kind, ,however, which are 
not wanting in the post-exilic Palestinian portions of 
Is. 40-66, are not to be found in this book. Some 
scholars think that the only natural, explanation is that 
no  considerable body of exiles had as yet returned, and 
that those who had arrived (in the train of Shesh- 
bazzar ?) belonged to the more secular-minded portion 
of the Babylonian community. T h e  people whom 
Haggai addresses in 23 as having, some of them, seen 
the first temple, are in fact (it.is thought) almost entirely 
Jews who had never been to Babylon. 

(c) A third question may arise-how is it that Haggai 
makes no  direct reference to moral duties? I n  this 
respect he falls below Zechariah. The  reason may 
possibly be that the notes of his prophecies are in- 
complete. W e  need not therefore believe that the 
only command of Yahwi. the neglect of which he regrets 
is the erection of a house for YahwB's dwelling-place. 
I t  remains true, however, that both Haggai and 
Zechariah give precedence to a duty which to US 

1 SeeEd. Meyer, Entst. 823:; Che. yew. Rrl. L y e ,  14. 
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must appear a secondary one. Both stood on the 
threshold of a new age, and though they performed the 
task of the moment successfully they had not the varied 
gifts which the creation of a new people demanded. 
See ZECHARIAH, § 2. 

The style of Haggai is truly described by Kirk- 
Patrick (Sm. DB2)  11265) as tame and prosaic. Evi- *, Haggai,s dently the notes of his discourses have 

not been touched up by a more literary 
writer; his repetitions have not been 

pruned. Telling passages, however, are not altogether 
wanting (see 169 2r6), and the frequent interrogations 
give life to the addresses. 

Among older books, the learned commentary of Marckins 
may be specially mentioned nor must we omit Rosenmiiller’s 

still usefdl Scholiu. Kohler’s comm. (‘60) is 
6. Literature. e!aborate and valuable. Reinke’s work (‘68) 

gives the viewsofascholarly Roman Catholic. 
It is’ hardly needful to mention Pusey, Wellh., GASm., Dods, 
and the books of introduction. Duhm’s Theol. des Projhefen 
(‘75) however should be added to the student’s list for a 
histArica1 viedof the place of Haggai as a prophet, and Kosters’ 
Net kersfel van Israel(pp. 19-24) for a suggestive treatment of 
the question, Were there returned exiles among the people 
addressed by Haggai and Zechariah? w. R.  s.-T. K. c. 

HAGGEDOLIM (n’$il$?), Neh. 11 14 RV. See 
ZABDIEL, 2. 

HAGGERI (’???), I Ch. 11381. A\’, RV HAGRI 

HAGGI (’Jn, ‘born on the feast day,’ 5 72), b. 
GAD [q.v., i. 131 (Gen. 4616, arraic [ADL]=Nu. 
2615, arr[e]- [BAFL]) ; gentilic, Haggite, Nu. 26 15 
(’$79 ; o ar rk11 [BAFLI). 

HAGGIAH (il:Jn, ‘my feast is YahwB,’ § 72), a 
Merarite ( I  Ch. 630[151, arris [AI, AMA [BaJ ~ N A I A  
[L]). . In  d the Merarite names cannot always be identi- 
fied with those in MT. 

HAGGITH (n’An, 5 72, perhaps born on the feast 
day,’ 5 99, &rr[e]if~ [BAL]), wife of David and mother 
OfADONIJAH[q.u., I ] :  2 s .  3 4  (@erreie[B] ,  @ € N r l e  
[A] ; I K. 1 5 ,  arie [AI, L substim- AayiA, 11 ; 213, 
Are10 [A om. B], I Ch.‘32). Perhaps n*in is an early 
corruption from n y ,  the Gittite ’ ; the mention of a 
wife from Gath after those from GESHUR (z), Caleb, 
and Jezreel, would be quite suitable; see DAVID, 

HAGIA (aria [BA]), I Esd. 5 34 AV=Ezra 2 57, 

HAGRI. AV Haggeri (’l??, ‘ a  Hagrite’;  A r b p s i  

(4.u. ). 

§ 11 (d ) ,  col. 1032. S. A. C. 

HATTIL [g. u.]. 

[BN]! ampar [AI, awp [Ll), an incorrect reading for ‘the 
Gadite ’ y i q )  in I Ch. 11 38t where ‘Mihhar son of Hagri’ 
should’rather be ‘ . . . of Zobah: Bani the Gadite ’ as in 2 S. 23 36 
(see Dr. ad roc.). 

HA1 ( ;Fi l ) ,  Gen. 133 A V ;  RV AI ( g . ~ . ,  I). 
HAIL (T7J cp Ar. Bnradu, to he [become] cold; 

xahbza ; I@?$$p [Ezek. 131113 (Aieoyc) ITSTPO- 
Bohoyc,--ie., f&& ? 3822 XAhAzA]). Hailstones 
were devoutly regarded as proofs of God’s might 
(Ecclus. 4315 and 6); he kept them in his ‘store 
chambers’ (Job 3822, cp SNOW); they served as his 
weapons (Josh. 1011, cp Ecclus. 465 J 2  Wisd. 5 2 2 ) .  

Naturally, therefore, hail forms a. feature in descriptions 
of judgment (e&,  Is. 2817 [not 61 3030 3219 Ezek. 
13  1113 3822 ), and once in a description of a theophany 
(Ps. 1812[13]), where, as often elsewhere, it is coupled 
with %re (lightning); cp Ps. 7843 (see below) 10532 
1488 Ecclus. 3929 Rev. 87 cp 1119. 

HAIR 

1 Generally connected with d’??; see CRYSTAL. Most 
probably, however, we should read W m . n ;  , )- see FLINT, and cp 
Crit. Bih. 

2 Read ‘answered him with hail and flint.stones’(see Heb. 
text). 
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Hail is also mentioned with ‘voices’ (thunder) i n  
Ex. 92328f: 3 3 J ,  and in Ps. 1488 is not far off frqm 
‘storm wind.’ This too is perfectly natural. The 
most destructive hailstones are those which accompany 
a tornado or a violent thunderstorm. Perhaps we may , 
assume such a combination for the great overthrow of 
the Canaanite kings at Beth-horon (Josh. 10  X I  ; cp Judg. 
5 2 0 ) ,  when more died by the hailstones than by the 
sword of Israel. Hail frequently accompanies the 
thunderstorms of winter and spring in Palestine 
(GASm. HG64).  Certainly such a combination is 
presupposed in the two, or strictly speaking, three, 
notices of the plague of hail in Egypt (Ex. 913-35 
Ps. 78476), to which we now turn. The former, which 
is the only original one, is ‘ conflate ‘-;.e., it has been 
produced by the fusion of two distinct one of 
which does not know of a plague of locusts, and makes 
the crops to be destroyed by the hail, while the other says 
nothing of a plague of murrain, and makes the hail- 
stones fall upon man and beast. Hence the cattle, 
though destroyed in Ex. 96, are still presupposed in 9 22. 
The poetic version of the plagues in Ps. 78 devotes one 
distich to the locusts, and two to the hail, if MT is correct. 
Sym., however, reads ‘ pestilence, ’ ‘ murrain,’ where 
M T  gives -n? ‘ hail’ in v. 48a. This is most probably 
~ o r r e c t . ~  If so, the psalmist transposes the plague of 
hail and the plague of murrain. 

It is remarkable that he says nothing of the destruction of 
human life caused by the hail ; also that (if the text is correct) 
he uses the very unusual word i yq  (‘to kill’) in speaking of the 
destruction of the vines, and, as a parallel to ‘hail,’ in v. 47, an 
otherwise unknown and perfectly inexplicable word (Sp?!, EV 
‘frost’; mg. ‘great hailstones’; @ dpq, ‘rime’; Aq. rpuos; 
but Sym. u&A& ‘worm’; and Tg. N I ~ I ,  ‘locust,’ as if 
reading P’X!). Both these words appear to be corrupt. Adopt- 
ing the most probable emendations we obtain this quatrain : 

He wasted their vines with hail, 
And their fig-trees with hot coals; 
He gave their cattle over to the murrain, 
And their flocks to burning sickness.4 

The narrative represents the hailstorm as occurring 
at the end of January (Ex. 931)~  a month during which 
hailstorms may very well occur. In  summer they 
are rare; according to Pruner (Di.-Rys. Ex. Lev. 98) 
in twelve summers hail only fell thrice, and then not 
very much. Prof. Macalister (Hastings’ DB 2 281) 
mentions stones which fell in a brief hail-shower 
in Egypt on 13th Aug. 1832, which weighed several 
ounces. In Rev. 1621 we read of hailstones of the 
weight of a talent-ie., about two cubic feet in bulk. 
This is the weight ascribed to ‘the stones cast at the 
Jews by the Romans a t  the siege of Jerusalem ( JOS. BJ 

The question of the origin of 
the Israelitish race and the variations of the Israelitish 
1. colour. type is too uncertain to be referred to in 

this connection. We can therefore only 
state, with regard to the colour of the hair, that in 
Canticles, which represents the conventionalised type 
of a Jew and a Jewess in the country districts in the 

1 The reference to ‘hail’ as destructive to crops in Hag. 2 17 
(an interpolation from Am. 49) is due to corruption. Read 
+nxynn, ‘ I destroyed ’ (as We. in Am. Z.C.). 

2 See Bacon, Tn2. Trad. 49f: 
3 In the parallel line (v. 486) we find p*awy$. which is gener- 

ally rendered ‘to the lightning flashes ’ ; but 1 ~ 1  by itself does not 
mean ‘ lightning’(763 [4]a is corrupt), and the strong expression 
l;pI! (‘he gave over,’ as if to a supernatural power favours 
Sym.’s reading 1275. Perhaps we should read (sing.); 
cp Hab. 3 5 where 127 and 711 are parallel. Thus we gain an 
allusion to Ex. 93  (177). For n>aa+ Sym. has o l w v o t ,  based 
on a well-attested but quite erroneous interpretation of q w l  (CP 
Ecclus. 43 17, Heh. and Gk.). 

4 For iln’l read IlrJl; for hm, n’?nq ; for l&, l?$ (so 
also Dyserinck, Bi.(z) Gra.), and for n@), I$$, with Che. 

v. 63). T. K. C. 

HAIR (?@ ; eplf) .  

(PS.(Z)). 
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HAIR 
latter part of the OT period, the hair that receives 
poetic eulogy is black. Neglecting the opening words 
of Cant. 5 IT, which describe the head of the bridegroom 
as ‘ the most fine gold ‘-an unintelligible and doubtless 
corrupt phrase,l we find in the next line that I his locks 
a re  bushy, and black as a raven.’ Elsewhere no doubt 
the hair of the bride is said to be ‘ like purple ’ (Cant. 
7 5 [ 6 ] ) ,  and with a little ingenuity this might be plausibly 
explained (see Del. ad loc.), if we could venture to 
believe that the passage was correctly read in the received 
text. We must take care, however, not to commit such 
an offence against the ideal bride as to make her red- 
haired.a In Cant. 41 ( 6 5 )  the song-writer says, ‘Thy  
hair is like a flock of goats, that lie along the side of 
Gilead ’ ; it is plain that the goats of Palestine could by 
no caprice of language be calledpuipZe. Thus in post- 
exilic times the Jews considered dark hair as beautiful. 
Clear evidence of a similar estimate in pre-exilic times 
i s  wanting. W e  may reasonably assume, however, that 
David‘s hair was dark, for it is represented in Michal’s 
stratagem by a net of goat’s hair ( I  S. 19  13), and when 
the youthful David is called $5 (I S.  1 6 1 2  1 7 4 ~ ) ~  this 
means, not that he was red-haired3 like Esau (it@ ’$15, 
Gen. 2 5 2 5 ) ,  but that he had not yet become browned 
by exposure to the sun. Kitto4 thinks that Eccles. 125 
contains a reference to the striking contrast in a mixed 
assembly between the snow-white head of an old man 
and the jet black heads of the younger men. , 

There is certainly no better explanation to propose for YNJ: 
’IF$: (cp ALMOND); but the reading is uncertain, and the 
object of the little poem to which the phrase belongs is disputed. 

I t  would accord well with the ordinary view if the 
same writer used the expression ‘ black hair’ as a 
synonym for ‘ youth ’ (Eccles. 11 IO) ; but no stress can 
safely be laid upon this. Kitto’s remark is at any rate 
illustrative of Prov. 1631 2029 (cp z Macc. 6 2 3 ) ,  where 
* gray hairs ’ ( n ~ b )  are represented as the ornament of 
old men, no doubt because the wicked were supposed not 
to reach old age. I t  must have shocked Jewish senti- 
ment (cp M t .  536) when Herod (if the story is true) dyed 
his hair black, to conceal his advanced age (Jos. Ant. 
xvi. 8 I ) .  Of wigs we hear nothing in the Bible, though 
such toilet articles were common in ancient Egypt 
(Erman, Anc. Bg. zrg-zz3). 

Quite incidentally the prophet Ezekiel (83)  shows us 
how well rooted the bnshy locks of the Israelites were 

This native vigour is one 
of the presuppositions of the story of 

Samson. ‘Beguile him,’ said the Philistine princes to 
Delilah, ‘and see how it comes that he is so strong’ 
(Judg. 16 5 )  ; and Samson replies at last, ‘ If I be shaven, 
then my strength will go from me, and I shall become 
weak, and be like any other man’ (v. 17). I t  is true, 
Samson’s strength was held to be due to his consecrated 
character; but this is not the whole of the secret. His 
hair was the symbol of that natural strength which the 
Nazirite vow placed under the divine protection. 

The true origin of Samson’s hair is a mattkr of conjecture. 
It is probable enough that the hair of the ‘solar one’ (Iiunu) 
originally meant the rays of the sun. In Job 3 9  41 18 [IO] the 
eyelids or eyelashes of the dawn (or rather, of the sun ; see 
LUCIFER) were the rays of the sun@ (see Schultens, C o m a .  in 

Hence too in Ps. 6821 [zz], if MT is correct, we 

a. Growth. (cp LOCKS). 

jobum, 161). 

read- 

1 Read ‘ His head is like Carmel.’ 
2 Gra. renders ‘ Thy head upon thee is like crimson ’ ($n?,, 

3 So Kitto (Bi6. CycZ.), Sayce (Races of fhe OT 74), Then., 
The By which follows ’ 3 ~ 1 ~  is not a corruption of iy[ol, 

4 Kitto, Bib. Cycl. art. ‘ Hair. The passage gives striking 

5 n l i d  is so explained by Del. and Wildeboer following 

= Snijj) : but cp Del. ad Zoc. 

Klo. 
‘hair’ (Klo.’s view), but a prematurely written p[q’ly. 

expression to the sti1l)prevalent view. 

HAIR 
Yea God smites asunder the head of his foes, 
Thelhairy crown that stalks on in his sins.1 

He who placed his long hair and his corresponding 
physical strength at the service of his sins challenged 
3od to interpose and crush him. Hair and strength 
%re here once more related. To a Jew it must therefore 
have seemed a striking paradoxical expression, when, 
in the picture of an anthropomorphic God, it was said, 
‘ T h e  hair of his head was like pure wool’ (Dan. i 9 ) .  
The colour indicated that he was ‘ ancient in days ’ ; 
but the ‘ fiery stream ’ which was ‘ before him ’ proved 
tha.t his white hair was no symbol of weakness. Com- 
pare Rev. 114. 

Analogous to it 
is the consecration of their hair by warriors, supposed 

to be referred to in the words pi?. 
3. Consecra- 
tion of the h>y;: niy?? (Judg. 5 2 ) )  which Robertson 

hair. Smith rendered,2 ‘for that flowing locks 
were worn in Israe1,’g We must not 

;uppose, however, that Israelites, in time of peace, wore 
their hair short. To be sure, there were barbers (Ezek. 
5 1  ; see BEARD) ; but the popular sentiment or 
superstition about hair justifies us in assuming that an 
Israelite’s hair was only trimmed, especially in front, 
not cut close ; and it is not probable that the author of 
z S. 1425-27 would have wished to make us laugh at 
Absalom’s vanity. Cp, however, ABSALOM. 

That Absalom employed the barber only once a year is told 
us in order to explain how it was that his, hau (and also his 
strength?) was so abundant. Probably It IS not a whit more 
historical than the story in Josephus ( A  e.?. v,iii. 7 3) of the ‘horse 
guards’ of Solomon who had gold dust sprinkled every day on 
their long hair. T ie  writer may be of the post-exilic age (Bu.); 
certainly his sole aim is to glorify Absalom. 

On the other hand, to express contempt for a man, it 
was enough to call him a ‘ bald head’ (z K. 223 ; cp 
Is. 317 24), and the object of plucking out (Ezra93) 
and shaving (Job 120)  or disfiguring the hair of the 
head by throwing dust upon it (Job 2 E),  and extending 
similar treatment to the beard, was to express the 
mourner’s sense that he was cut off from all the 
pleasures and honours of ordinary life. See MOURNING 
CUSTOMS. 

In this connection we may refer to a limitation placed 
by P on the high priest. He was neither to rend his 
clothes as a mourner, nor to let the hair of his head go 
loose (Lev. 2110, cp 106). His hair was at all times 
to he tended in such a way as to enhance the popular 
respect for so exalted a personage. Ezekiel, too, gives 
this precept to the priests, ‘ They shall not shave their 
heads, nor suffer their locks to grow long ; they shall 
only poll their heads ’ (Ezek. 4420) .  They were to strike 
the mean between the practice of the Nazirites (Nu. 65) 
and the heathenish asceticism referred to in Lev. 1927 
215 Dt. 141 Am.810 (see CUTTINGS, J 3). 

That long hair was admired in women, is plain from 
Canticles (see above, 5 I). One might almost infer 

On the Nazirite vow See’NAZIRITE. 

Targ. and Rab. interpretation. 

Goldziher, Ueb.  Myfytholoay, 137. 
6 For more distant parallels (Greek, Latin, American) see 

See especially Wilken, ‘De 

. .  
4. 

from Jer. 7 2 9  that scissors were hardly 
head-dress. applied to women’s hair (on Dt. 21 12 see 

Driver’s note), for the word rendered 
’hair’ (a!) is the same which is applied elsewhere to 
the inviolable hair of the Nazirite (1’13). Certainly, 
as Kamphausen remarks, the goats, with whose black 
hair the hair of the ideal bride is compared (Cant. 41 
6 5 ) ,  were not shorn goats. Of the ‘artful curls’ (Is. 
324, SBOT) of the ladies of Jerusalem in Isaiah’s 

Duhm even supposes an allusion to 
the Nazirites among the Pharisees. iy$ ‘hair,’ however, should 
no doubt be YL?? ‘wicked one’ (GrZ..-Che. etc.). 

1 So De Witt renders. 

9 J. s. Bia& judges, 39 cg2j. 
. 

3 Probably, however, v. 2 and v. g are duplicates (Marq., 
In this case Ruben). and v. a should be used to correct v. 2. 

the ‘long hair’ &appears, and, if Cheyne’s em:ndation ( J Q X ,  
July ’ 99 )  be adopted, the verse will run: Bless Yahwh, 
0 ye marshals of Israel, who displayed (such) zeal among the 
people.’ l y i ~  and ylb, in v. 2, and 5 $25 in v. 9 ,  both came 
from ~7 )>ix (which was in fact inserted at the end of v. z as a 
correction). 

1940 

Simsonsage,’ De Gids, 2303 (‘88). 
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time, we have no information. The Talmud, how- 
ever, presents us with a word for the women’s hair- 
dresser (~)h~p cp MARY MAGDALENE), and the verb 
from which it comes means ‘ t o  plait.’ Judith, one 
remembers, ‘braided her hair’ (6r6rat.e [GrCfave, h] 
T ~ E  T ~ ~ X U S ,  l o3 )  before entering the camp of Holo- 
fernes ; and N T  writers dissuade strongly from using 
T A C ~ ~ U T U  (I Tim. 29) and Q ~ W A O K . ~ ~  rprXGv ( I  Pet. 33), 
and from adorning the hair with pearls and jewels. On 
I Cor. 11 4-15 see VEIL. 

Illustrations from the Egyptian monuments are, as 
far as men’s hair is concerned, of less importance than 

HALLEL 
(xeXxu [B]), UXOK [AL]). Elsewhere the S. frontier 
of Judah towards Edom is the ‘ ascent of AKRABBIM’ 
(q.v.), which is the long winding pass on the route from 
l’etra to Hebron fitly called the Nuk6 e:-$ufE, or Pass 
of the Bare Rock. This pass indeed could hardly be 
said to ‘ go up to Seir ’ ; but not very far to the SW., in 
a wiidy of the same name (the continuation of the Wel- 
Fikreh), stands the Madarah-a conical limestone 
hill or mountain, which no one descending to Edom 
could fail to notice, rising in isolation ‘like a lofty 
citadel’ (Rob. BK 2589 ; Palmer, Desert of Exodus, 
415, 418). This has been identified by Trumbull with 
Mt. Hor (see HOR, MOUNT, I )  ; it is at any rate safer 
to regard it as the ‘bare mountain that goeth up to 

HALHUL (Nl\n ; perhaps full of hollows‘ ; cp 
HOLON;  ahoy& [B], -yA [A], -ye [L]), in the hill- 
country of Judah, grouped with Beth-zur and Gedor 
(Josh. 1558 )  ; Jerome ( O S  1197) speaks of a village 
Alula near Hehron. No doubt it is the mod. fZaZ&aZ, 
about 4 m. N. of Hebron, a village beautifully situated 
between Beit Siir ( BETH-ZLIR) and Beit ‘AinBn (BETH- 
ANOTH) ; Jedfir (GEDOR, I) lies to the N. 

A village Alurns, where an Idumzan army assembled is 
mentioned in Josephus (BJiv. 96); it is lausible to idenkfy 
this name with Halhiil (Buhl, Geop. 158f The CHELLUS of 
Judith 19, however, lies elsewhere. 

HAL1 (h), if the text is right, an unidentified city 
of Asher; Josh. 19zsJT (ah€+ [Bl, oohei [AI, axel [I2]). 

Corruption, however, is not unfrequent in these place-names, 
and we may possibly read (>)>in, cp C6B ; see HELBAH. To 
connect Hali with ‘Alia (Gukrin, GaL 262; cp Buhl, 231) is 
hardly plausible. S. A. C. 

Seir. ’ T. K. C. 

HALICARNASSUS (ah1 KAPNACCOC [AKV]; mod. 
Budrun), a Carian city, on S. shore of the promontory 
which, with that of Cnidus to the S., encloses the 
Ceramic gulf, the mouth of which is occupied by the 
island of Cos. It is celebrated as the birthplace of 
Herodotus and the seat of Mausolus (inscrr. and coins, 
Maussollos) whose tomb, built by his widow Artemisia, 
who was also his sister, was one of the seven wonders of 
the world (Strabo, 656). The  town is mentioned inci- 
dentally in I Macc. 1523 (referring to 139 B.c.) as con- 
taining a Jewish colony, like all the cities on this coast. 
The  coinage seems to indicate that Halicarnassus did 
not share in the trade with Egypt in the fifth century 
B. c. to any great extent. 

From Jos. Ant. xiv. 1023 we learn that a decree of the city, 
passed under Roman influence (46 B.C. ?), guaranteed that the 
Jews of Halicarnassus should be allowed, in addition to other 
ptivdeges, ‘to make their prmeuchy at the seaside according 
to the customs of their forefathers (T~F n p o m u x h ;  ~ O L C ~ U Q ~ L  
r p b s  QaA&q ran+ ~b T ~ T ~ L O V  ;@os), which illustrates Acts 
16 73 ‘without {he gate by a river side, where we supposed there 
was a place of prayer’ (e.$ d h q s  I r aphnorapbu  08 & o ~ + o  
r p o u w x $  [8vopi<opsu n p o u c u ~ l j u  WH] & V a l ,  sc. at Philippi). 

The town never recovered from its siege and capture 
by Alexander (334 B.c.). I t  was rebuilt in the third 
century B. c. Cicero, writing to his brother in 60 B. C., 
calls it ‘diruta ac pene  deserta’ ( A d  Q. Fr. i. 125); 
but he is magnifying his brother’s services towards the 
town during his governorship in the previous year. 

See Nenston, Hist. of Discov. at.HaZ., etc. ; Travels 
and Discoveries in the Levant (views and plans). F r a g  
ments of the Mausoleum are in the British Museum. 
On the form of the name see Ramsay, Hist. Ceogr. of 

HALLEL ($$.), a Mishnic Hebrew derivative from 
$50, hiZlt3, ‘ to praise,’ is a term in synagogal liturgy, 

(I )  for Pss. 113-118, specifically called ’lymg %;l, 
hall22 hammiy i ,  ‘the Egyptian Hallel,’ and recited 
during the Paschal meal on the night of the Passover, 
and also on eighteen other festal days of the year 
( Ta‘dnith, 286) ; and (2) for Ps. 136 (according to some 
Pss. 120-136 or 1354-136; Pes. 118 a ;  Sdfhei-in, lSz), 
called h;;? kJ$?, hall&? h.agga‘d5Z3 ‘the great Hallel.’ 

A.M., 405. w. 3. w. 
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6. Illustrations those from .the Assyrian. Great pains 
were taken by Assyrians of high rank 

monuments. in the arrangement of their hair. As 
we see from the monuments. it was 

from the 

carefully combed down and parted into several braids 
or plaits, and was allowed to spread out upon the 
,neck in a mass of curls. This, together with the 
similar use of braids or plaits among the Arabs,l illus- 
trates the seven braids (ma&ltYphtth, nreina) of Sam- 
son’s hair mentioned in Judg. 1613 19. Cp BEARD. 

T. K. C .  
HAJEHUDIJAH (n:??!?), I Ch. 418 RVW. ; AV 

JEHUDIJAH ( q .~ . ) .  

HAKKATAN (it?;??, ‘the small one,’ 66 ; &K[K]a- 
TAN [BAL]), father of JOHANAN (15) of the b‘ne Azgad, 
a family in Ezra’s caravan (see EZRA i., z ; ii., 15 
[I] d ) ,  Ezra 812= I Esd. 838JT RVmg., but AV ACATAN ; 
KV AKATAN. 

HAKKOZ (yip?, as if, ‘the briar’ ; &K[K]mc 
[BKAL]) RV; AV always KOZ except in (3) where it 
has HAKKOZ; in I Ch. 48  RV even has HAKKOZ for 
Heb. YIP, Coz. 

I. The b‘ne Hakkoz were a post-exilic family who were unable 
to prove their pedigree ; Ezra 261 (aKous [B], arr. [AL])=Neh. 
763 (arr. [L])= I Esd. 538t, AV Accoz, RV AKKOS, mg. 
HAKKOZ (aapos [Bl ~ K K O V S  [Ll). 

2. Grandfather of MEREMOTH (I), Neh. 34  21 (UKOS, v. 21 [Bl). 
3. According to I Ch. 24 IO the seventh of the priestly courses 

fell to HAKKOZ (yip?!, KOS [Bl). 

a family of NETHINIM in the great post-exilic list (see EZRA, ii. 
0 9) Ezra 251 (a+sLra tB1 artov$a [ALl)=Neh. 7 53 (arc+  [Nl, 
om.’ L)=I Esd. 5 31 ( a x e l p a  [B]  arov+a [Ll ACIPHA [AV] 
ACHIPHA [RV], and possibly ACUB [see B A ~ B u K ]  is reall; 
a duplicate of the same name). 

HALAH (nb? ; ah[hlae [BA], ehhae [L] ; in 2 K. 
176 1811 HALA;  in I Ch. 526 XAAX [B], xaha  [A], 
& A A ~ N  [L], LAHELA; Pesh. always ,a,), a city or 
district, mentioned with Habor, the river of Gozan, and 
the ‘ cities (?) of Media,‘ as one of the places colonised 
with Israelites from Samaria (2 K. 176 1811 ; cp I Ch. 
526). Schrader (KGF 167, n. ; C O T l z 6 8 )  combines it 
with a city called Halabbu mentioned in a geographical 
list (z R. 5 3 3 6 8 )  between Arrapachitis and ReSeph, 
and Winckler (AOF292) gives references (K. 10922 
etc. ) for a land called Halabha connected obscurely 
with HarrLn. &PAL in 2 K. 176 and d L  in z K. 18 IT 
treat Halah as one of the rivers of Gozan; but see 

HALAK, MOUNT (P$Q? ’I;?? ; &[A]haK ‘[AFL]). 
‘ The smooth (or bare) mountain that goeth up to Seir ’ 
( ; . e . ,  in this passage, to the mountain district w. of 
the ‘Arsha, bounded on the N. by the WZdy el-Marreh, 
the WZdy Madarah, and the WZdy eL-Fikreh), is 
opposed as the limit of Canaan (or, more precisely, of 
Joshua’s conquests) in the S. to Baal-gad, ‘ under Mt. 
Herman,'. in the N. ,  Josh. 1117   EX [B]), 127 

Tabari reports of a certain Rib? 
that he wore four braided locks which were as stiff as the horns 
of a wild goat. 
good-looking young man, ‘ H e  has great and long horns 
(Doughty, AY. Des. 1469). 
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HAKUPHA(KpP(l, crooked’ (?) ; ax[e]~@a[BA]), 

GOZ.4N (end). T. IC. C. 

1 We. AY. Heid.(.(z) 197. 

It is still said by the Bedouin in praise of 



HALLELUJAH HAM 
a)\h~houra, we find it treated as a substantive. Its 
original use was to summon the congregation to join 
the cantor in reciting a psalm, or in responding by a 
united acclamation of praise. This view assumes that 
it was in use only in the liturgy of the synagogue, 
not in the temple, where a choir of Levites sang the 
appointed psalms. It seems to have been originally 
inserted (in collections of psalms for synagogue use) at 
the beginning of psalms, and here we still find it, both 
in M T  and in 6, in Pss. 106 111-113 135 146-150, 
and in @ also in 104 [lo51 106 [lo71 113 [114-115] 
114 [1161-91 115 [ll610-1g] 116-118 [117-1191 135 
[136] 147 [147rz-z0]. The  fashion seems, however, 
to have varied. In Pss. 104 105 115-117, the M T  
gives Hallelujah ' at the end of each psalm, and in 
the M T  of Pss. 135 and 146-150, as well as in d 
of Ps. 150, the doxology occurs both at the beginning 
and at the end of a psalm, Two apparent in- 
accuracies of @ may also be mentioned; it includes 
Ps. 119, which is a purely didactic psalm, among 
the Hallelujah psalms, and excludes from their number 
Pss. 103-104, which certainly ought to have been Halle- 
lujah psalms (or rather a Hallelujah psalm in two 
parts) if we can judge on this point from the contents. 
As to the characteristics of this class of psalms (to 
which the HALLEL psalms belong), see the comnient- 
aries, and cp PSALMS, BOOK OF. 

Cp Gratz, MGW], '(79)), 1933  ; Psalinen ('82), 633, 9.3 

HALOHESH, RV Rallohesh (~cjnib?, see below, 
~ A A ~ H C  [AL]), a name occurring twice in post-exilic 
lists. 

I. Father of Shallum in the list of wall builders (see NEHE- 

2. Signatory to the covenant (see EZRA I., 0 7); Neh. 10 24 [zjl 
MIAH, $ ~ f :  ; EZRA ii., $# 16 [I], 15 d), Neh. 3 12 (?Acta [EN]). 

Rabban Gamaliel's words (M. P&@zim, 105) suggest 
that the reciting of the Hallel originated in the desire to 
1. Origin amplify the passover celebration by render- 

and extent. ing of special praise for Israel's deliverance 
from Egypt (hence its name ' the Egyptian 

Hallel ' )  ; and that thkcustom was in his time (Gamaliel 
was the teacher of Paul1) only just in its inception. 
Some years later the extent of the Hallel was still in 
dispute ; the school of Shanimai favoured Ps. 113 ; the 
school of Hillel, Pss. 113 and 114 ( A x . ,  ibid.). It should 
be observed that the connection in which the passage cited 
is found in the present arrangement of the Mishna sug- 
gests that this difference of opinion relates only to what 
became, by later additions, the first part of the Hallel. 
The  compilation of the Mishna, however, is over a 
century later, and the injunction to close with a blessing 
for the deliverance indicates that here at some time was 
the end. During the first half of the second century the 
Hallel received considerable additions, and it probably 
reached then its present proportions. R. Tarphon and 
R. 'Akiba2 (110-135 A . D . )  supplied it with the closing 
blessing ; after this, the second part, Pss. 115-115, was 
added, to be recited after the pouring out of the fourth 
cup;  later, to this also was added a closing blessing, 
which was made to cover the entire song (M. Pes. 106). 
The Mishna no longer gives us the form of this blessing ; 
it does n p  seem to have been determined at the time 
of its compilation. According to the GEmHra (Pes. 
118 b),  R. Jehuda and R. Johanan (130-160 A . D . ,  cp 
Strack, EinZ. in d. TaZm. 83 J )  suggested different 
forms. 

The opinion of Samuel (died 254 A.D. ; cp Strack, 88) that the 
prophets among them instituted it in Israel to the end that they 
should recite the Hallel when they were threatened with perse- 
cution, to avert it, and when delivered, in thanksgiving, indicates 
a twofold tendency first, to extend the reciting of the Hallel to 
other occasions, leiding to its incorporation into the liturgy of 
other festivals, and second, to regard it as a custom which was 
followed in Israel as far hack as the time of Moses (Pes. 117 a), 
R. Jehuda's statement (M. Pes. 5 7) that the Hallel was recited 
in the temple during the slaughtering of the passover sacrifices, 
is evidently only a similar piece of ideal history. 

Allusions to the Exodus and appropriate national 
sentiment determined the selection of the Psalms that 
were to constitute the liturgical thanksgiving for the 
passover ; the great Hallel, on the other hand, was to 
serve the wider purpose of a general thanksgiving. R. 
Johanan says it is called the great Hallel because (allud- 
ing to Ps. 13625) the Holy One sits in heaven, and thence 
deals out food to all his creatures (Pes. 118 a). With 
this sentiment accords its use in thanksgiving for the 
blessing of rain (Tu'dn. 19 a). 

We may now attempt to answer the question of the 
relation of the Hallel to the hymn referred to in the 
2. Not in- phrase 'when they had sung a hymn ' 
tended in ( ~ p v ~ u u v r ~ s )  in Mt. 2630 and Mk. 1426. 
Mt. 2630 The answer commonly given is that the 

Mk. 1426. hymn was the Hallel, and the statement is 
followed by a description of the Hallel in its 

most developed form ; but in tracing its history it has 
appeared that there is no evidence that the Hallel was 
in the time of Christ more than in its inceptive stage, 
consisting of Ps. 113, or at the most also of Ps. 114. 

C p  Del. on Ps. 113; Gra. MGWJ, 1879, p. 203 J, 241 3, 
Psalmen, 56 3; and especially Biichler, ZATW20rrq-135 
(1900). I. J. P. 

HALLELUJAH (3#77,3 v.Z. Z $ h ;  once ;I$$;? 

[Ps. 10435; v.Z. ?-h%], 'praise Jah ' ) ,  or (as 65 
[AhhHhOyla] and vg .  al,ways, and AV in Tobit and 
In Rev.) ALLELUIA, a Jewish doxological formula, which 
obtained an Aramaic colouring, and under the form 
ahh$,oura was adopted (like Osanna-see HOSANNA) 
by the Gentile Christian congregations ; cp Tob. 7 3 18 
Rev. 19 I 3 4 6. In 3 Macc. 7 13. &?rr$wv$uavres r b  

1 He belongs to the first generation of Tann57m (50-90 A.D.) ; 

2 Schiir. op. cif., 375 
3 So Ginsb. ; Ea. h$. 

cp Strack, EinL in d. Tahnud, 77f: ; Schiir. GJJ'(a) 2 3645  
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(ahoqs [BN] a8o [A]). 
According) to Meyer ( E d .  143; cp 157), an appellative, '[the 

family] of magicians' (cp NAMES, 5 70); but the number of 
rniswritten names in Ezra-Neh. suggests caution. That both 
COL-HOZEH la.v.1 and Hallohesh are rniswritten appears certain ; -. - 
the name which underlies both words seems to be- ?I)+?, Has- 
Xit@. See SHILHI. T. K. C. 

HAM (P?; XAM [BAL]), according to P, second 
son of Noah (Gen.532. xa+ [A], as in 610 713), 
and ancestor of the peoples of the south, especially 
Cush, Mizraim, Put, and Canaan (Gen. 106 J 20). J2 
also gives him the second place among the brothers, 
and though in Gen. 9 24 he appears a s  Noah's ' youngest ' 
or rather (see JAPHETH) 'younger son,' this arises 
from a manipulation of the text of Jr  Originally it 
was Canaan who was so designated, and also Canaan 
who was represented as having treated his father 
Noah with irreverence ; ' Ham, father of,' in v. 22, is a 
redactional insertion (see SBOT). 

The origin and meaning of the name are disputed. 
In  Pss. 1052327 10622 we read of the 'land of Ham,' 
where Ham clearly means ' Egypt,' just as 'stock of 
Jesse ' in Is. 11 I = ' stock of David.' I t  was natural, 
therefore, to connect Ham with the old native name of 
Egypt, R e m  or chemi, 'black,' with reference to the 
black colour of the Egyptian soil (see EGYPT, I)- 
a connection supported by Ebers ( A f l p e n ,  155)  but 
disputed by Lepsius (PKE, S.V. 'Xgypten'), who would 
explain the name as a general term for the I hot ' south 
(on, ' hot,' Josh. 9 19). Probably Lepsius lays too much 
stress on the difference of vocalisation between chemi 
and cham. Since cham had a meaning in Hebrew, and 
ch%z had not, the Hebrews might ha!-e substituted the 
one form for the other. Left5bure' at any rate is 
unconvinced by Lepsius. 

Still, the (probable) analogy of Shem suggests an- 
other explanation. Ham, which seems originally to 
have meant the land and people of Canaan, may be 
a shortening of such. a form as Hammu-rZbi, the name 
of an early Babylonian king (see AMRAPHEL) ; cp Zur 

1 TSBA 9 170 suggests comparison with Chem, the name of 
an Egyptian god imporfed from the land of Punt (see PUT). 
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HAM 
for Zuriel (?). Possibly there was an early tradition 
(of which Gen. 14 may give us a late modification) that 
Hammu-rZbi conquered Canaan, and the name nrnn 
may thus have become known to an early narrator, who 
wanted a symbol for Canaan, and explained the name, 
on the analogy of ABIRAM (4. w.), ‘ the (divine) kinsman 
i s  a great one.’ Glaser’s identification of Ham with 
‘Amii, the Egyptian name for the Bedouin races of the 
Semitic countries adjoining Egypt, appears less plaus- 
ible. In  I Ch. 440 the phrase ‘from H a m ’  ( o g n ,  d 
PK T L ~ V  utGv xup ; but Pesh. reads o p )  is very improb- 
able ; for there was neither a place nor a tribe called 
Ham. Read [h]nn[i*]-p, and see MEUNIM. 

T. K. C. 

HAM (D? ; 7 MSS of Sam. Dn ; cp Jer. Quastf.),  
the land of the ZUZIM (u.v.), Gen. 145. Since the 
Zuzim seem to be the same as the ZAMZUMMIM, ‘ Ham ‘ 
must be a corruption either of Ammon (if we read Pn ; 
n and y confounded) or of Rabba or Rabbath (so Ball). 
Cp  Dt. 220. 

C3 (&a a;& [AELI), Pesh., Vg. express Pa?, ‘among (or 
with) them ’ ; Tg. Onk. and Jerus. give Nnnn3. 
HAMAN(]Q;!,anameofElamiteorigin; see ESTHER, 

5 7 ; AMAN [BKAL], but ANAM, M A N [A, Esth. 31 
7(16) 17]), called AMAN in (Apoc.) Esth. 107, etc.; son of 
ADMATHA or HAMMEDATHA [44.w.] ; one of the chief 
characters in Esther, where he appears as the inveterate 
enemy of the Jews (Esth. 31 j? etc., Apoc. Esth. 1 2 6 ) .  
H e  is accordingly represented as an AGAGITE [q.w.] (so 
Jos. Ant. xi. 65, and Targg. call him an ‘ Amalekite ’) 
or Macedonian (see ESTHER, 5 I). The first Targum 
(with much probability) identifies with him the import- 
ant but otherwise obscure MEMUCAN [P.v.]. On the 
fate of Haman see HANGING [i.], and on the combina- 
tion of Haman with one of two mythological dragons, 
see DRAGON, 5 3. 

HAMATE (nQg, ‘ enclosed or guarded place’ [WRS 
ReZ. Sem.(?, 1501; HM& [BAL]; other common 
forms in the uncial MSS. are A I M A ~  or €Mae), a royal 
city of the Hittites on the Orontes, to the territory of 
which the boundary of Israel is said to have reached 
under David, Solomon, and Jeroboani 11. (z S. 89 I K. 
865, AiMae [AI, 2 K. 1425, A i M a e  rB-41, € M a 8  [LIS 
CP Nu. 1322 [211, +aae [Bl, s.ae CFI 348): The 
Chronicler states that Solomon built store-cities in 
(the land of) Hamath (z  Ch. 84);  but this stands 
in connection with the statement (based on a mis- 
understanding) that he also built ‘Tadmor in the 
desert.’ The Table of Nations (Gen. 1018) mentions 

the Hamathite ’ (ym~: ; b apu8r [AEL]) in the last 
place among the eleven descendants of Canaan; but nn. 
16-18a are due to R. The bulk of the population of 
Hamath was certainly Semitic (note the Semitic names 
of the kings in the time of Tiglath-pileser 111.). See 
HITTITES, $, 1 1 3  

The  fall of Hamath deeply impressed the people of 
Judah. ‘ Is not Hamath as Arpad? ’ asks the Assyrian 
king in Isaiah’s prophecy (Is. 109 ; not 6). A similar 
question (suggested by Is. 109) is put into the mouth 
of the Rab-shakeh (z  K. 18 34= Is. 36 19, a p p  [EC”].  
acpap [AI’], a ~ p u p  [Q]) and the king of Assyria ( 2  K. 
19 13, pa0 [B], areup [A]=Is. 37 13, apup [ECAQ”], 
atpup [Qa]). Balaam, too, if a recent critical con- 
jecture may be accepted, becomes the mouthpiece 
of Jewish consternation a t  the downfall of so ancient 
a state as Hc~math .~  According to tradition, .some of 

1 It is just possible (so Gray, H P N 5 6 )  that the Babylonian 
king’s name was really compounded with on, thoygh 5 R 44 
u 6 21 explains it as Kimtu ru$a?tzcm, ‘wide family. 

a In Homniel, AHT 48. 
3 Nu. 2424. Alas ! who will survive of Sham’al (5$p”), 

or come forth from the city of Hamath’ (n?? l’pp N$1J)? 
nnn and on; confounded, as in Is. 11 TI (see below). 

T. K. c. 
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HAMMEAH, TOWER O F  
the colonists transported by ‘ the king of Assyria ’ to 
the land of N. Israel were Hamathites (z K. 172430), 
and it is further stated that the men of Hamath 
made images of ASHIMA. The problem of the 
origin of this name can no longer be called un- 
solved. The  other divine names in z K. 1730f. being 
Assyrian (see special articles), Ashima, or better Ashi- 
math (see BBAL), must be Assyrian too. Tasmitu, the 
consort of Nebo, i s ,  not great enough. The original 
name was inuN=inu,y, 1shtar.l Ishtar was the second 
of the five planetary deities, four of whom are mentioned 
besides in z K. 173of: The noticc in z K. 172430, 
however, needs a close examination. T o  understand 
it is one thing ; to accept it as quite historical is 
another. Hamath and Avva (or rather Gam, np) have 
no right of existence in this passage, the context of 
which requires well-known Babylonian cities. No As- 
syrian king would ever have placed Hamathite colonists 
in Samaria ; the object of such transferences of popula- 
tions was to remove restless elements to a distance from 
their home.2 The cause of the insertion of the wrong 
names can easily be surmised (see SEPHARVAIM). Al- 
most equally improbable is it that a prophetic writer, 
in a list of the countries from which Israelitish captives 
should, by a mighty divine act, be brought back, would 
write ‘and from Elam, and from Shinar, and from 
Hamath, and from the isles of the sea’ (Is. 11 11). 
Not improbably nnn, ‘ Hamath,’ should be on3, 
‘ Kittim’ (Cyprus) ; a  6 reads otherwise (see ‘ Isaiah,’ 
SBOT [Heb.]). 
To assume with Millar (Hastings, DB 1 166) that, ‘as Hamath 

was occupied by the Hittites’ the name (Ashima) may very 
possibly he Hittite is o posed to the facts suggested above, and 
mentioned by Jerken &Iiiiitev. zc. Armenier, 154). Below is 
given a list of the divine names in 2 K. 17 30J with their prob- 
able identifications :- 

Succoth-benoth= Sakkuth-KaiwBn (Ninib)=Saturn 
NerFal= Mars 
Ashima = Ishtar=Venus 
Nibhaz (Nibhan)= Marduk= Jupiter 
Adrammelechz ,, 
AnammelechE 
Tartak or Tartah= thi\ance-sta?= Antares. 

t 

The references to Hamath in Ezek. 47 16 f; have not come 
down to us quite accurately. In TJ. 16 thl) should go with 
nQ5, ZEDAD ( p a . )  being an interpolation, and in u. 17 ’n $r>ii, 
‘and the region of Hamath ‘ is a gloss (Cornill). [The names in 
63 the first time are corru,’t ; later in w. 16 there occurs VpaOeL 
[Bl; in v. 17 B omits Hamath.] T. K. C. 

HAMATR-ZOBAH (qIlYhPn, 2 Ch. 83, BaicwB~ 
P I ,  A i M a e  C U B A  [A], EMAeCOYBA[L]). See ARAM, 
$ 6 ,  HAMATH, SOLOMON. 

HAMITAL (Kt. $PWn), z K. 2418 RVmg,, EV 
HAMUTAL. 

HANIMATH (i7Dn-i.e.. ‘hot  spring ’), one of the 
fenced cities of Naphtali (Josh. 1 9 3 5 ;  wMaea [Aa~se] 
[Bl. AM& [AI, AMMA0 [L]), probably= HAMMOTH- 
DOR (lK9 riMI?; NEMMAe P I ,  €MAeAwp [AI, 
&M&eAwp [L]), reckoned among the Levitical cities 
in Naphtali (Josh. 2132 ,  P), and called in the parallel 
passage, I Ch. 676 [SI], HAMMON [ Z ] ( ] r m n ;  XaMwe 
[BL], - W N  [A]), I t  is perhaps to be connected with el- 
~ a m m e h ,  the hot springs to the S. of Tiberias. 
Josephus (Ant .  xviii. 23 ; BJ iv. 13) calls it Emmaus 
(cp EMMAUS). Wilson took the temperature of seven 
distinct springs, three of which have been enclosed 
(Recovery of Jerzrs. 3 6 2 ) .  Cp GASmith, HG 450. 

HAMMATR (npn), I ch .  2 5 5 ,  RV, AV HEMATH 
[q ... 0 I]. 

HAMMEAH (;IyM;?), Neh. 31, RV, AV MEAH, in 
nNn;1 is evidently a corruption ‘Tower of Hammeah’ (‘$,in). 

1 See Che. ‘Gleanings in the Books of Kings,’ Ex$. T., 

2 Wmckler, A T Untevs. 101. 
3 By transposition and confusion of 3 and n (Che. SBOT, 

‘Isaiah,’ Heb.). .Cp last col., n. 3. 

10429 (.June ’99). 
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HAMMEDATHA 
of 3 ~ 2 ~ 3  (,,e v. 3), which in turn is a corruption of fi>w??, 'the 
Old (city). See COLLEGE, HASSENAAH, HULDAH, and cp 
HANANEEL. T. K. C. 

HAMMEDATHA (KC79;! ; AMAAAEIOY [BKL], 
apaeasou [A]), the father of Haman (cp the name paSaras in 
Xenophon, Cyr. v. 3 41 ; and see Be-Ryss.), Esth. 3 I (avapaeasov 
[A], z). IO om. BNAL) 8 5 (only in Wa mg. as above) 9 IO (apa- 
vasaeou [N*]) 24 (apayaeouv [~"l). His name appears as AMA- 
DATHUS in 126 (apavasaeou [B*vid. see Swetel vapavaS. [Bbl) 
and 16 IO 77 RV, where AV AMA~ATHA (apa8ou [A] in z). IO, 

om. LB in v. 17). 
HAMMELECH (q>g;!) appears in AV and RVmS as 

the name of the fathers of JERAHMEEL and MALCHIJAH, 
2 (Jer. 36 26 38 6). In RV and AVmg. each of these 
persons is called ' the king's son ' (so 6). Probably, 
however, 75nDn is a corruption of an imperfectly written 
hnni>, Jerahmeel. Men of Jerahmeelite origin would 
naturally be called 'sons of JERAHMEEL' ( q . ~ . ) .  Cp 

HAMMELZAR (l&;!), Dan. 111, RVLng., AV 
MELZAR (q.a ). 

HAMMER is not always an accurate rendering of the 
word in MT. 

I. "ZQ, nzakkihih, (u+Cpa, malZeus, but in Is. 4412 &PPI. 
~pov)atoolusedbythestonemason(~ K. 67), thesmith(Is.441~; 
MT has plur., @ sing.), and the woodcarver (Jer. 10 4). The word 
(il??,D) is also applied to the (wooden) mallet with which tent- 

JOASH i., 4. T. K. C. 

pins' were driven (Judg. 421). 
thepat@s*(no. 3, below). 

It was therefore smaller than 

2. O + Q ~  nin$;r, kalmzitb ' ~ m ~ ~ i m ,  u+irpav K O ~ L B V ~ ~ V  [B ; 
really Aq.?], broropas raramhwv [AI b. raramm&v [Ll ; 
Vg. malleos fa6romnz, aname given to tde implement with which 
Jael slew Sisera (Judg. 5 26). The phrase is, however, highly 
suspicions (see Moore). Che. emends jhp d ~ m ,  'a flint 
of the rock.' 

3. d%g, pa{& a@pa [r&l in Jer. 23 291, malleus, a heavy 
tool used in image-making and in quarrying (Is. 41 7 Jer. 23 29). 
Nebuchadrezzar is called by this term (Jer. 50 q), which gives 
no support to the explanation of ' Maccabaeus' as ' Hammerer 
(see MACCABEES i., 8 I). 

4. From ni&+~i  in Ps. 746t a noun ??$',, KZappak, hateu- 
mjp~ou ,  ascia, has been inferred ; but in the light of the Tg. we 
should doubtless emend to ni.? $p, ' two-edged' (Herz), and 
render, not ' with axes and hammers,' but ' with two-edged axes.' 

5. u+Cpa, Ecclus. 38 28 (blacksmith's hammer). 

RAMMIPHKAD (lz@;!), Neh. 331, RV, AV 
MIPHKAD, in ' the -gate of Hammiphkad ' ; cp Ezek. 
4311, ' the  appointed place' (miph@ud) of the temple 
(following 6, r$ ~ T O K E X W ~ L U ~ ~ V C ~ ) .  

The sense, however, is not good ; read perhaps 'the hurning- 
place (m8&KM) of the temple' (Konig, Lehrged. 2a, 93 n.). The 
gate would be that which adjoined the ' burning-place.' See 
JERUSALEM, 5 24. 

HAMMOLEKETH, or (RV) HAMMOLECHETH 
(il$D;!, as if ' she who reigns,' sister of MACHIR ; 
1 Ch. 7 18+ (H M A A E X E ~  [BA]. MsAXAe [L] ; REGINA 

Cp Dt. 32 13, and see JAEL. 

cvg. I). 
Close by we find ZELOPHEHAD, GILEAD (4.v. I, $. 8) ISHOD 

(see, however, the article), MAHLAH, each of which is acorrup- 
tion of Salecah or Salbad. The older view that Hammolecheth 
is a divine title reqiires too much confidence in MT ; we should 
have expected Beth-Milcah(cp Gray, HPN 116); but Milcah 
itself is a corruption of Salecah (see MILCAH, 2). 

HAMMON (limn, ' glowing,' perhaps a divine title, 
'cp Baal-Hamman-;.e., the Baal of the solar glow ; 
but see [ z ] ) .  

I .  A place on the border of Asher, apparently 
near the sea, Josh. 1928 (~pepuwv [B], upwv [AL]). 
Identified by Robinson with the ruins at the head of 
the W. HBmnl, which he saw from the high hill 
of Bel@ (see RAMAH [ 6 ] ) ,  and believed to bear the 
name of HHninl. Since, however, the existence of a 
locality of that name is very doubtful (see GuCrin, 
CuZdt?e, 2147), it would be better to connect Hammon 
with 'Ain f?imlil, near the point where the wHdy 
reaches the sea, and where there are the remains of an 
ancient fortress. This Dillrnann admits as a possibility. 
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HAMU OR HAMI, NAMES W I T H  
But the fortress was certainly in connection with a 
town, the striking ruins of which still exist, now called 
Umnz eL'Amzid (or 'Awdmid). It was there that Renan 
found an inscription dedicated to El (=Baal) Haniman 
(see Baethg. Beitr. 27 ; also G. Hoffmann, Uedereinige 
ph8n. Znschr. Z I J  ['Sg]). These ruins are possibly on 
the site of the ancient Hammon (Guerin, I 

z.  A Levitical city in Naphtali, I Ch. 6 76 [611 (xapwe [BL], 
-v [AI). Probably identical with HAMMATH (i.)! Josh. 19 35, and 
HAMMOTH-DOR Josh. 21 32. The name In thls case has refer- 
ence to hot spriAgs. T. K. C. 

RAMMOTH DOR (lK? lib?), Josh. 2132. See 
HAMMATH (i.). 

BAMMUEL ($&IDn, 5 46), I Ch. 426, RV, a mis- 
take of MT for HAMUEL [AV] ( q .~ . ) .  

HAMONAH (n$WJ, Ezek. 3916 ITOAYANAPION' 
[BAQI'], and Hamon-Gog ( l k ] V 2 ? ,  'Gag's multi- 
tude,' Ezek. 39 15, TO T ~ O A Y A N .  TOY r w y  
[BAQI']). The latter is the name which, in Ezekiel's 
prophecy, is given to the valley, or rather ravine ( 3 4  ; 
see VALE, 3), where GOG [q.v.] and his multitude are 
buried, and which is more precisely described as ' a  
ravine of (the mountains of) the Abarirn, east of the 
(Dead) Sea.' This is intelligible. But what is to 
be said of HAMONAH? Is there really to be a city 
with this name?'  So AV and RV lead us to sup- 
pose ; and Tg. may have found an allusion to the city 
of Bethshean, deriving its name Scythopolis from the 
Scythian invasion in the 7th cent. B.C. Gag, however, 
as has been pointed out elsewhere, is a corrupt fragment 
of Mig(a)don, a title of the enemy of 'God derived from 
Babylonia; Hamon-Gog is either a corruption of the 
same name, or perhaps of Har-mig(a)don (ARMAGED- 
DON). We may then continue jilm Y ~ N D  1~31, ' and  
Mig(a)don shall disappear from the land,' after which 
read ' and the land shall become clean' (so 6, Co.). 

T. K. C. 

HAMOR (linn, 'ass,' 5 68 ; EMMWP [ADEL]), the 
' father of SHECHEM ' [q. v.], Gen. 33 1934 Josh. 2432 
Judg. 928 Acts 716 (AV EMMOR) etc. There is a current 
view that Hamor is the name of a ' totem-clan.' In the 
abstract there is no objection to a belief in early ' totem 
clans,' as stated by Gray (HPN, 115). I t  is more 
probable, however, that imn  13 in 342 is analogous to 
nn q3, ' sons of Heth ' ( =Hittites), and simply means 
' Hamorite' ; y, which follows, should perhaps be 
read $?nr~, ' Hamorite,' and be regarded as a gloss (see, 
however, HIVITES, 5 2). In this case I Hamorite' prob- 
ably= 'Amorite' ; in fact Gen. 4822 (E)  represents 
Shechem as won from m N ? ,  ' the Amorite.' The  
Assyr. name of the kingdom of Damascus (mdt 
&z-imir2-Su) has similarly been derived from im&u 
'ass ' ; but the real name was probably related to 
' Amorite' (cp Del. Pur. zsof : ) .  The Assyrians made 

HAMRAN ();?n), I Ch. 141 RV=Gen. 3626, 

a pun on the name. T. K. C. 

HEMDAN. 
This group of 

Hebrew names is small ; it may perhaps comprise only 
HAMUEL ( 4 .v . )  and one other (see HAIVEUTAL; 
but cp HEMDAN). Renan (RBJ 5175), Wellhausen 
(De Gent. 22, n. I), and Hommel ( A H T  322) derive 
these and similar Semitic names (e.g., infiyon in 
Himyaritic) from bumd, ' to protect.' That such a root 
was used in forming proper names seems clear (see 
JAHMAI) ; but the analogy of the names compounded 
with Abi-, Ahi-, etc. is in favour of taking Hamu as a 
term of kindred. 

That on means ' father-in-law,' ninn ' mother-in-law,' 
is certain; the instances may be few, but they range 

1 This word represents the Heb. ~ $ 2  in Jer. 2 23 19 2 6 as also 
in Ezek. 39 11 u ; cp z Macc. 9 4 14 4 Macc. 15 20. 

HAMU or HAMI, NAMES WITH. 
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HAMUEL HAND 
from early documents in Gen. and Sam. to a possibly 
late. passage of Micah (76) and the late book of Ruth. 
The cognate Ass. word dmu (emu) also means ' father- 
in-law ' ; ,Winckler's definition, ' the head of a family 
from which a man gets a wife,' illustrates the anticipative 
use of the term in two of the letters of DuSratta to 
Amen-hotep 111. (Am.  Tu6. 173, 182). Like similar 
words (e.g., inn), its precise usage varied in different 
Semitic languages. Thus in biblical Hebrew it seems 
to denote a woman's, in Ass. a man's father-in-law. 
We cannot be certain, however, that even in ancient 
Hebrew it was never used in a wider sense,, as e.g.,  it 
sometimes is in Arabic, and as nN and ny certainly are 
in Hebrew. Thus perhaps all the men of a group 
might be called a& by the husband and &am by the 
wife, or vice versa, and so Hamu-el might be practically 
synonymous with Ahi-el, or, for that matter, with Abi-el 

HAMUEL, RV Rammuel ($NDn, 46, om. B, 
AMOYHA [AL]), a Simeonite ( I  Ch. 426). The form 
with double m (MT and RV) was explained 'zestus 
Dei ' by Ges., but should no doubt be read, as in AV 
and @, Hamue12 (5iynG) as in the case of HAMUL (see 
below). The meaning will then be, 'The  head of my 
kindred is God.' 

RAMUL ( h ? - i . e . ,  $,nn or -5)D!l, possibly a 
corruption-of 5vsDI'J ; see above, HAMLJEL ; but the 
name n*5Dn* has been found on an Israelite seal, 
which makes Gesenius's interpretation ' clementiam 
expertus,' just possible [cp GAMLJL] ; see also We. De 
Gent. 22 ; and cp Ki. on I Ch. 25 : more probably, 
however, like MAHOL, the name is a corruption of 
JERAHMEEL [p.u. 3 41: Hezron, Hamul's brother, 
appears in I Ch. 29 as Jerahmeel's father), a grandson 
of Judah3 (Gen. 4612, repou~X  [ADL], \I-: 
I Ch. 25, repouqA [BA], up.[L] \- ; NU. 2621, 
capouv [B], tupou$, [AFL], \a), whence arises 
the patronymic Hamulite ($vmr$, Nu. Z.C. ; tupouver 

[B], rupouqAr [AL], c ~ , u . ~  [F]). 

RAMUTAL (5QV2n Kt. $Q+nq, 'my husband's 
father is the dew ' [see NAMES, § 461 ; but the second 
element in the name is very suspicious [see ABITAL] ; 
read rather HAMUTLJB, ' the head of my kindred (=  
my God) is goodness' ; AMITAA [ALQ]), the mother 
of Jehoahaz and Zedekiah, 2 K. 2331 (AMBITAI [B]), 
2418 (MITAT [Bl, A M l T A e  [-4]), Jer. 521 (AM[E]ITAAh 
[BRA]) and in @BAL of 2 Ch. 362a (ABEITAA [B]). 

(see ABI, NAMES WITH). H. W. H. 

See HAMU, NAMES IN. 

T. K. C. 

HANAMEEL, or (RV) Hanamel (hjP3l, 'God is 
kind'  ? [see below] ; ANAMEHA [BKAQ]), b. Shallum, a 
cousiuof Jeremiah, fromwhom, in the first part of thesiege 
of Jerusalem, Jeremiah purchased, for seventeenshekels, a 
property at Anathoth, thus demonstrating his faith, vic- 
torious over doubts, in the ultimate restoration of Israel 
(Jer. 32, [d 391 7-12, cp ~ 4 ) .  The account is evidently 
authentic, though it received its present shape only after 
the fall of Jerusalem (see Giesebrecht). The details of 
the purchase are interesting. The deed of purchase was 
subscribed and sealed (with clay; see CLAY), and 
together with a second unsealed copy was deposited in 
an earthen vessel, which may have been like the earthen 
jars which contain the Babylonian contract-tablets, 

1 Muss-Arnolt connects it with a root emli [=ann], 'to pro- 

2 The altered form may be a mistake under the influence of 

3 Names common to Judah and %meon occur not un. 

[Jos. (An%.ii. 74) has 

tect, surround,' inferred from a proper name. 

Ammiel; or an intentional alteration. 

graphy; KaL L ~ ~ o u ~ A  is for KaL epovqh. 
apovpos, ako the form iapoupor (see Niese).] 
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The name much exercised the old interpreters. 'Grace of 
God, 'Grace of God's people' (or 'of circumcision'), are the 
explanations given in OS 162 25 (cp 186 zo), and the former appears 
as a note on the name in @e mg. of u. 7. We should probably 
read ~ ~ ? U g = ~ ~ ' ? ~ ,  ' God is pity.' HANNIEL [p.v.] occurs twice. 
Gray's remark (HPN, 307, n. 2) goes too far. The support of 
the versions could only prove the comparative antiquity of the 
reading 5Nnjn. 13 is very frequently miswritten for 33. 

HANAN (I;!, § 50, an abbreviated name ; cp EL- 
HANAN, HANANIAH ; ANAN [BRAL]). 

I. A name occurring twice@. 23 and u. 38 avvav [L1=944)ina 
genealogy of BENJAMIN (q.u., $ g, ii. 8) in 

2. b. MAACAH (q.u., ii. g), one of David's heroes (I Ch. 11 43, 
avuav [XI). 
3. The b'ne Hanan a post-exilic family of the NETHINIM 

in the great post-exilic list [see EZRA ii., 8 91, Ezra 246=Neh. 
749 (in latter, yavav [N])=I Esd. 530, ANAN, 2. 

4. A Levite, present at  the reading of the Law under Ezra 
(Neh. 8 7  om. BA = I Esd. 948 awias [Bl avavias [AL] 
ANANIAS, 5) ; probablythesignatory to the coveAant (see EZRA i.: 
$ 7) Neh. 1010 [II] (om. B, avav,[N".&mp.Al, avam [L]). 

5. l h e  name borne by two slgnatories to the covenant (see 
EZRA i., 8 7), Neh. 1022 [23] avaw [Ll, 1026 [27] awav [BA], 
awa [~'id.], evav [Ll). 

6. b. Zaccur, a keeper of the storehouses, appointed by 
Nehemiah, Neh. 1313 (aavav [N] avaviou [Ll). 

7. The sons of Hanan b. IGDA~~IAH (q.u.), were a fapily wh:cb 
had a chamber in the temple (Jer. 354 . . . uiOv wvav VLOU 

avav'ov [BA ] avuav vi. avvavLov [N, auav. Nc.a, but f i  omits 
;io) yosoAiov1.l 

RANANEEL, AV, RV Hananel($&13?), in ' Tower 
of Hananeel,' Neh. 3 I 1239 Jer. 31 38 Zech. 1410; 
See JERUSALEM, 24. 

In Neh both times the tower of Hananeel is coupled with 
that of H ~ M M E A H  (q.d.). When we consider that HAMMEAH is 
probably a corruption of dayZZnad 'the old (city) ' it seems 
very possible that the name of the 'tower of the old ?city)' was 
Hananeel. Observe in this connection th? in Neh. 1239 @B 
does not recognise 'the town of Hammeah. 

HANANI ('>!ti, 52, shortened from .IiV,'PG, see 
HANANIAH ; ANAN[€][ [BRAL]). 

I. Father of the prophet JEHU [p.v., 21, I K. 16 I (in u. 7 avas 
[Ba mg.1, avama [A]), 2 Ch. 16 7 (avapeL [B] 19 2 20 34). 

2. A temple musician, a son of Heman (I Ch. 25 4 [om. Bl 25 
avamas [B] ; L has avavcqh in both verses which points to a form 

3. One of the b'ne IMMEE (q.v., ii. I) among the sons of the 
priests in the list of those with foreign wives (see EZRA i., $ 5 end), 
Ezra 10 20 (auavLa [A] -s [L])= I Esd. 9 21 ANANIAS [2] (auavrac 

[ B s J k e  of the 'brethren ' of NEHEMIAH (Neh. 1 2 ,  avau [L], 
auavew [ K  ;? avav &s as in Ll, 7 2, avavia [BNALI). 

5. A priest in the procession at  the dedication of the wall (see 
EZRA ii., $ 13&, Neh. 1236 (avautas [L], avavi Nc.amg. inf.1, om.' 
BN"A). 

T. K. C. 

Ch. 8. 

T. K. C.  

%?a$. 

RANANIAH (a:?>?, Vl:Wn-i.e. ,  ' Yahwl: is 
2.8, 52, 84 ;, A N A N I A ( C )  [BKAQIK 871). gracious,' 

I. One of Daniel's companions, also called Shadrach (Dan. 16 

2. Son of Azzur; a prophet who opposed Jeremiah (Jer. 

3. Ancestor of thecaptain of the guard who arrested Jeremiah 

4. A son of Zerubbabel (I Ch. 3 19 21). 
5. b. Shashak in a genealogy of BENJAMIN (q.'u. $ 9, ii. p), 

6. One of the fourteen ' sons of Heman ' (I Ch. 25 4 23). 
7. One of the Bene Bebai in the list of those with foreign 

wives (see EZRA i., $ 5 end) ; Ezra 10 28 (viava [B], avaa [K*], 
avaveca [Kamg.])= I Esd. 9 29, ANANIAS,, 3. 
8. An apothecary in list of wall-builders (see NEHEMIAH 

$ 13 EZRA ii. 88.16 [I], 154, Neb.38. Perhaps the samd 
person is inten$ed In Neh. 3 30 (same list). 

9. Neh. 3 30. See no. 8. 
IO. Governor of the castle, under Nehemiah, who describes 

etc). See DANIEL, $5 14. 

28 18). 
(Jer. 37 13). 

I Ch. 8 24. 

him as 'a  faithful man.' and one 'who feared God above many 
(Neh. 72). 

10 23 [24] evav [L] ; perhaps the same as no. IO. 

Cp nos. I; 13. 
11. Signatory to thb covenant (see EzRA~.,  8 7) ;  Neh. 

12. HeHd of a priestly house in the days of Joiakim (see EZRA 

ii., $8 6 8  II), Jeshua's successor (Neh. 12 12 ; BN* om.). 

(Neh. 1241 [om. BN*A]); perhaps the same as no. IO. 

Many of the uses of the hand in 
Hebrew phraseology are too plain to need special ex- 
planation. There are some, however, which are nbt 

13. A &est in the procession at  the dedication of the wall 

RAND (12, ~ 6 1 ~ ) .  
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HAND 
devoid of strangeness, and some of the passages in 
which 1 3  ' hand ' occurs, need brief consideration from 
the point of view of textual criticism. Not that mere 
critical puzzles are worth mentioning here, but when 
exegesis is distinctly affected by textual criticism, it 
would seem to be a fault of method not to refertothis. 

Yrirt, i*, the hand sometimes with reference solely to the wrist 
(Gen. 2422, etc.) or'finger, sometimes including even the arm 
(zZrh?, yiyr), is to be kept distinct from Rajh, 13,1 the palm of 
the hand (or the sole of the foot, paw, etc., cp Lev. 11 27). The 
hollowed hand is the ZZZ, 5yij (I K. 20 IO, etc.), or &hen, 
, p h  (Prov. 304, etc.). For parts of the hand the Hebrew terms 
are e+'&, n y > y ~ ,  finger2 (Ex. 31 IS, etc.), ddhen,. Ti, thumb 
(Judg. 16, etc.), &&a, in?, little finger (I K. 12 IO), andsippdren, 
.ly$r, nail.3 The span of the hand is &%a&, nsb (Ex. 25 25, 
etc., ng~ ,  I K. 72% used as a unit of measurement (cp the 
similar use of 'finger' in Jer. 5221); see WEIGHTS AND 
MEASURES. I t  should he noted that the full phrase for right 
hand is yad yrimin vy 19 (e.g., Ps. 7325); ydmin, r p  is 
properly 'right side.' "Left-handed' is expressed by 'itt2r bud 
yrimin] []'iYl'] le?, Judg. 3 15 2016. 

a. In  two important passages ( I  S. 1512 Is. 5 6 5 )  
RV"g. records the fact that where English idiom 

-requires ' monument,' or ' memorial,' the Hebrew has 
'hand ' (1;). 'Saul came to Carmel, and, behold, he 

.set him u p  a monument' ; this trophy of Saul the 
Hebrew text calls a ' hand.' The reading, however, is 
not free from doubt.4 At any rate, this use of ' hand' 
is  certainly found in z S. 18 18 (Absalom's ' monument ') 
and in Is. 5 6 5  (the ' memorial ' promised to God-fearing 
eunuchs). On many Phcenician votive steles an out- 
stretched hand is represented, probably to symbolize 
the action which accompanied the vow.5 The monu- 
ments referred to in the OT passages may be regarded 
.as votive steles. 

b. Similarly Abram, when he makes a vow, lifts up 
his hand (Gen. 1 4 1 4 ;  cp  Dt. 3240 z K. 1015 Ezek. 
1718  ; and especially, according to the usual interpreta- 
tion, Ex. 1716,  Prov. 1121). 

Ex. 17 16 forms part of an account of the defeat of the Amale- 
kites, when Yahwk declared that he would utterly blot out the 
Amalekites. The Hebrew has, 'And he said, That a hand to 
the throne (?) of Jah, war ,hath Yahwk against Amalek from 

Forth: first part of this RV gives, 
FAnd he said The Lord hath sworn. Those who are less tied 
t o  the MT &an the Revisers were, will admit that the text is 
hardly translateable, and needs emendation (see JEHOVAH-NISSI). 
Prov. 11 21 is alsocommonly said to refer to the custom of lifting 
up the hand for an oath. As an alternative to the faulty render- 
ing of AH we find in RVmg. ' My hand upon it I Heb., Hand 
to  hand. There IS, howe;er, no parallel for a proverb con- 
structed as RVw. supposes Prov. 11 21 to be and we should 
almost certainly read, not, ' My hand upon i; ; the evil man 
shall not go scot free,' but, 'The malignant witness6 shall not go 
scot free.' 

No doubts need be raised against that well-known 
passage, Ps. 1448, ' Their right hand is a right hand of 
falsehood' ; yunzin in Arabic has the double meaning 
of 'right hand'  and 'oath. '  Cp  2 K. 1015 (:e: 
JONADAB, 3) ; Gal. 29, ' the right hands of fellowshp 

c. Clasping hands was the sign of a completed 
bargain ; see Job 1 7 3  Prov. 61. 

RV, however, goes too far when it gives in Is. 26, 'and they 
strike hands [in hargains] with the children of strangers.' The 
present Hebrew text is hardly translateable, and no suggested 
rendering is thoroughly suitable to the context. Most probably 
we should read, 'And with the secret arts of the Harranians 
they practise enchantments ' (see HARAN i.).7 

d. In Ex. 2841 299, Lev. 2110 (all P), we find the 
strange idiom, ' to fill the hand ' (1; ~ $ 1 3 )  for ' t o  con- 
secrate as priest.'B In  Judg. 175, however, it simply 
1 In Bihl. Aram. OF, Dan. 55;  see Bevan, Dan. 100, n., 

1 .  

eneration to generation (7). 

HANDICRAFTS 

Dr. on 2 S. 13 18. 
2 With &y=toes, 2 S. 2120. 
3 With nay='to pare the nails,' Dt. 21 12 t. On the custom 

Bihl. Aram. mu* Dan. here referred to, see WRS, Kin. 178. 
4 30 [331. 

4 Cp Schwally L e l e n  nach dem Tode, 58. 
6 See SAUL, big. , 
6 $ $ h p  ly (cp Prov. 19 ZS), represented in MT byy7 19$ 1'. 

8 Note the Syr. cognate SmEyE ordination. 
7 m@a; nm; *&p. 

r9.S 

means to bestow the office of priest,' which is near the 
xiginal sense. KalCvy has pointed out (REJ,  0ct.- 
Dec. 1890, p. 209) that it is exactly parallel to an Assyrian 
phrase for the transmission of authority ; Delitzsch 
;Ass.  H W 5  4 0 9 6 )  gives this as k d t d  mu118, ' to fill the 
band ' = ' to invest with an office.' There is therefore 
no need to suppose either that the objects with which 
the hand was filled were pieces of a sacrificial offering 
'Di . ,  Baudissin), or that a sum of money was placed in 
;t (Vatke, Wellh. ) ; it is the office itself which is given. 

Nor can we say, with most scholars, that Ezek. 43 16, where 
:he phrase seems to he applied to the reconsecration of the altar, 
shows how completely the consciousness of its original meaning 
>as faded away. For i-v 1 ~ 5 ~ 1  (Kr., 6) seems to be a corrup- 
:ion of O ' t Y y  qb?, words which appear in MT (but with 
I\,* for I\,) at the head of D .  27, but are lacking in @. Obvi- 
,usly there are two rival readings, and 1?1* 1 ~ h r  is the worse 
if the two. Cp, however Nowack IYA 2 IZOJ ; Addis, Doc. 
Hex. 2263 n.; Dr.-White,'SBOT, Lev. Eng., 71. 

T. I<. C. 

HANDBREADTH (nDii), Ex. 3712 2 Ch. 4 5  Ps. 
395 [ 6 ] .  

HANDICRAFTS, To attempt a complete account 
>f all the handicrafts practised by the Hebrews, in the 
ight of the Talmud and the evidences of the monu- 
nents, would mean a history of their civilisation and 
:ulture, and would lie far outside the limits of this 
uticle. I t  must suffice, therefore, here to give a brief 
summary of the various occupations to which reference 
s made in the Bible, and to indicate any additional 
'eatures which seem to be of general interest. 
I. Leaving on one side all workers in metal, whether 

2oppersmiths ( I K. 7 14 2 Tim. 4 14), ironsmiths (Is. 44 I,), 
:old- or silversmiths (Judg. 174 Is. 40 19 Mal. 323 ) , l  we 
may start with two allied crafts-vu. those of workers 
in wood and workers in stone. 

The common term is W?Q, hrirrii (for harrEZ; @ usually 
T ~ K T W V ) ,  I/to cut, used generally of an artisan (e.&'. 2 K. 22 6 24 14 

Jer. 24 I 20 2) or more definitely of a carpenter 
1. Terms. (Jer. l o  3 Is. 41 7): or metal-worker! (Hos. 13 2) ; in 

I S. 13 19 ( T ~ K T O U  uaS4pov [RAL]) the reference is, 
as the context shows, to armourers. Usually, however, the term 
is qualified by addition of the material-viz. (I) ja? 'n, worker 
in stone, 2 S. 5 T I  (7. A ~ w v ) ,  I Ch. 22 15 ( o ~ K o ~ ~ ~ o s A ~ R w v ,  haT6pos, 
h i h v ) ,  Ex. 28 II  ( A L R o v ~ ~ L K ~ ~ s  ~ d x v q s ) ,  ( 2 )  yy 'n, worker in 
wood, 2 S. 5 11 2 K. 12 II [12] I Ch. 22 15 (T.  [&VI (Jhwv), (3) 
n@n, 'n, worker in bronze, I K. 7 14, (T. X U ~ K O . ~ ~ ) ,  2 Ch. 24 12 
(,yah;aPq XahKoG), (4) $12 'n, worker in iron, 2 Ch. 24 12 Cyah- 
K ~ S  ur&jpou). From the same root comes "in, &rirGdh, 
' work '(naturally more specific than n m k ,  mZZri'k%), defined, 
as above, by the addition of 1;. or f'y (Ex. 31 5). 

Words used to express the idea of carving, cutting, or hewinz 
are : >sn (to hew out of the living rock), I Ch. 22 15 ( T C X V ~ T ~ S ) ,  

2 Ch. 2 18 [17] (with 152, hadpos), to he kept distinct from >Dn 
('to cut or gather- wood'), Dt.195 2911[10], etc.; and ppn 
(stone), Is. 22 16, as opposed to Common 
to both crafts are nij, Dt. 19 5 I 8.5 6 [20] Is. 14 s(wood), Mesha 
inscr. Z. 25 (stone), and y?>, Gen. 22 3 (wood), Hos. 13 z Ps. 
78 15 Job 28 IO Eccles. 10 g (stone). ~ p j  (to judge from the use 
of nxpj in Siloam inscr. 1. I) is used only of stone ; on the 
other hand, of wood (Is. 10 34, cp I$, chap. 176 24 13). 

2. The work of the carpenter belongs to the earliest 
efforts of man to provide himself with the ordinary con- 

See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. 

(wood), I K. 6 35. 

2. workers veniences and simple comforts of life. 
His work ranges from the fashioning of 
the rude tent furniture to veneering, in- in wood. 

laying, and carvings in wood (mi&Zi'6th, nryipn, e:$. of 
cedar, I K. 6 18 ; olive, 22. 32 i fir, i d .  v. 34f. ; $hY?&?n, 
@m?, I IC 629) ; see BED, EBONY, IVORY. Cp also 
SHIP. 

The implements used would be primarily of the 
simplest description. (The modern Bedouin for example 
fashions a hammer by taking a fragment of hard red 
granite and bringing it into the required shape by 
chipping it with another stone. ) The precise meaning 
of some of the terms is uncertain, and the mention of 

1 See METALS, and cp CorPEn, GOLD, IRON, etc. 
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HANDICRAFTS 
&?red (sword) in Ex. 2025 to denote an implement is 
significant. Naturally growth of culture went side by 
side with the invention of more elaborate and delicate 
tools. As we should expect from the analogies of folk- 
lore, implements of stone or wood were long preferred 
for certain purposes to those of iron (cp Ex. 2025) ; but 
the tradition that in the building of Solomon's temple 
no ' tool of iron ' was heard ( I  K. 6 7) is hardly genuine 

HANDICRAFTS 
( 2  K. 1212 [13]) or v? i?! 'd-17 (2 S. 511). Houses were 
made of bricks or clay; but hewn-stone was not un- 
common (cp below, 6), especially in the case of houses of 
the better class and such buildings as the ].&a, ihp-iu,; 
mix ,  etc., which (like the names they bear) were of 
foreign introduction. Joisting is referred to in 2 Ch. - 
34 11 (nmp?). Naturally some knowledge of measuring 
and the drawing of plans (cp nv;m, I Ch. 2811f., etc.) 
was required. 

6. Here mention may be made of the plasterers 
(ovg, ?@Em, Ezek. 1311, seeMORTAR, 3) ,  and the white- 
washer (MH i"o, cp K O V C ~ W ,  Mt. 2327 Acts233) who 
carried a brush with jointed handles (Shadb. 47a). 

For thetermsused toexpress the'cutting'ofstoneseeabove(5 I); 
the 'quarrying'is called p'pc (I K. 5 18[311 Eccles. 109). Stones 
which have been thus treated are styled (I) X%?g '>?E, 2 K. 12. 
IZ [13] 22 6 (hitlor Aaropqroi), 2 Ch. 34 IS (A. r~rpdmBor) ,  (2) 

nw, I K. 5 17 [31] (A. &T&K~TOUS) ,  I Ch. 222 (A. ~uurods) ,  I K. 
7 9 II  6 36 &&pov Q T ~ L ~ K ~ T U W ) ,  Am. 5 IT ( . $PUTO~S,  or .$uurotk) ; 
used for altars, Ezek. 40 42 (AL9wac AsAa&up&ar) ; cp the pro- 
hibition Ex. 20 25 (rpqrol); also in buildings, Is. 9 IO [91. (3) $2: used in building, Ezra58 64, the same word in Palm. is 
used of an inscriptional stele. 

Special tools which would be needed in addition to those men- 
tioned above are the plumb-line (?@$ Am.77), or plummet- 
weight (n$p$p, Is. 28 17 2 K. 21 13), and the measuring-reed (n,lJi! 
or nina njp, E+k. 40 3). For the mechanical methods employed 
by the Egyptians, see especially F. Petrie, Pyramids and 
Temples of Gieeh, 173 ziz$ 

7. On the art of setting and engraving jewels (Ex. 
2 8 9 8 ,  etc.). see PRECIOUS STONES). 

8. Workers in clay and earth. Their trade ranged 
from the building of houses to the manufacture of house- *. Ocher hold utensils, and pottery of the finest 

trades. construction (see BRICK, $ z ; HOUSE ; 
GLASS Cp.u.1 was known to 

the Hebrews ; but the glazier is first mentioned in the 
Mishna ( JJI). 

9. For the-  tanning and preparation of skins see 
BOTTLE, $ I ; LEATHER. 

I O .  For the various kinds of cloths, wearing apparel, 
etc., see DKESS and the related articles, and for their 
manufacture, see EMBROIDERY, LINEN, TENT, WEAV-' 
ING, WOOL. In connection with this trade mention 
must be made of the FULLER and the dyer (Mish. yax ; 
see generally COLOURS). 

11. Considerable attention was paid to the body. 
The use of perfumes and perfumed unguents necessi- 
tated the apothecaries ' and ' confectibnaries ' (in AV) ;' 
see INCENSE, OIL, SPICES. Barbers were an indis- 
pensable class (see BEARD, HAIR).  The bath-man 
(MH ih), and the i i j ~  (Phcen.), who scraped the skin 
with a strigil, first appear at a late date. 

12. Finally must be enumerated the most domestic 
of all arts--that of cooking; see BAKING, BREAD,' 

Among dwellers in the desert whose wants are few, 
and who derive food and clothing from their herds, a 
5. General knowledge of handicrafts cannot be expected 
remarks. to flourish. The women do more than their 

share of the work, and owing to inter-tribal 
co-operation outside aid is rarely needed. Doughty, 
however, speaks of a tribe of nomads who travelled as 
cheese-sellers (Ar .  Des. Z z o S f . ) ,  and in the case of metal- 
workers it is not improbable that there were nomad 
craftsmen, the ancestors of the siny and soZu66y of 
to-day.l 

It is among a settled population living in towns and 
villages that need for special craftsmen arises. Outside 
help was needed by Solomon in the building of the 
temple ( I  K. 5 6 [zo], see GEBAL i. ), and the intercourse 
thus established (not necessarily for the first time) was 

1 That the Kenites weresuch aguild (Sayce, RacesofOT, 118) 
rests upon the slenderest of bases ; see AMALEK, B 7 n., and cp 
METALS. 

POTTERY). 

COOKING, FISH, FOOD. 

_ -  
(see IRON, $2 ) .  

The tools comprised various kinds of AXE, HAMMER, SAW, 
measuringline (lp, Is. 44 13), chisel or carving-tool (ne?rp?, pl. 
Is. 44 13, EV 'planes'), the stylus or graver (llp, see PENCIL), 
and an instrument formakingcircles(so apparentlyil!lnp). Some 
of these tools, of course, were used by workers in stone: 

From Is. 44 1 3 8  Wisd. 13 IO 8 we gain interesting 
particulars regarding some of the details of carpentry. 
The  artificer takes care to choose a sound tree, one that 
will not rot, avoiding the crooked and knotted pieces, 
or, may be, 'planteth an ash tree' for the purpose. 
Having made his choice he saws, hews, or cuts it into 
beams.1 The wood is then ready to he shaped into a 

3. The art of working in stone goes back to the 
In its rudest forms it is exemplified in 

3. Workers the primitive rock-cut altars, aqueducts, 
wine-vats, cisterns, and conduits still to 
be seen in Palestine. Of a less primitive 

character are the rough-hewn stones, varying ih work- 
manship, used as landmarks (Jer. 31 ZI), gravestones 
( z  K. 23 17), inscriptional steles,2 etc. Finally, the art 
in its most cultivated and advanced form is seen in the 
manufacture of stone vases, etc. (see ALABASTER) ; 
sculpture, on the other hand, does not seem to have 
been practised by the Hebrews, although the prohibition 
in Ex. 204 is sufficiently wide to indicate that this par- 
ticular branch of art was not unknown. 

4. One of the most interesting features connected 
with the craft of stone-cutting in general is the faculty 
which the ancients possessed of dealing with huge masses 
of stone (in the form of foundation-blocks, obelisks, 
or statues). The  hugest of the stones of Stonehenge 
is quite put in the shade by such specimens of 
Egyptian workmanship as Cleopatra's Needle (186 tons), 
and the obelisk of Hatshepsu at Karnak (circa 374 tons), 
and-to go beyond Egypt-by the largest of the stones 
in the outer wall of the Temple Hill at Jerusalem (some 
of which measure 25 x 12 x 8 ft.), or by some of the 
stones in the ruins of Baalbek, three of which are about 
13 ft. in height, probably as much in thickness, and no less 
than from 62 to 64 ft. in length. ' The greatest marvel 
is that they have been raised to the top of a substruction 
already 23 ft. high.' One is enabled to see from 
the extant quarries of red granite at Syene the way 
in which the stone was cut away from the mother-rock 
before removal. Thence it was conveyed upon sledges 
and rollers or  upon rafts and floats, which were drawn by 
men orcattle(sometimes both) tothe required spot. Brute 
strength-with a total disregard of human life-aided 
by such simple mechanical expedients as levers was the 
sole motive power employed.4 

5. Turning now to the builders (o'?h, o ~ K o ~ ~ ~ o L ) ,  we 
note that in the construction of walls both wood and 
stone were used (Ezra 5 8 6 3 ; cp Herod. 1 179, Rawl. ad 
Zoc. ). The specialised term for wall-builders is ~ ' - 1 1 3  

The specific term (at all events for the stele maker) is &a, 
found at the end of several Nabatrean inscriptions. In some 
cases there are two ( C I S  2 nos. 206 209 221) or even three (3. 
no. 208) workmen. One bears the (possibly appropriate) name 
nnm (cp nn?, nm? ; see ENGRAVE). 

Even these are exceeded in size by a 
prodigious block in the quarries to the SE., measuring 71 X 14x 13. 
ft. and probably weighing about 1500 tons (0). cit. 376). Though 
h&n out it has not yet been separated from the rock. 

4 See Wilk. Anc. Eg. 2 3028, and for theinterestingdescription 
upon the bas-relief in the Deir el-Bahri temple, see F. L. Gristh 
in Eg. ExjC. Fwnd Repovt for '95-'96, p. 6 8  

slab (pli), board plank (~5:)~ stave (la), etc. 

earliest ages. 

in stone. 

CP niip !mn, 2 K. 6 5. 

3 Baed. PaL(3) 375. 
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HANDKERCHIEF HANES . 

HANDS, LAYING ON OF, The same English 
phrase ‘ to  lay hands upon’ is used in the AV to render two 
distinct Greek phrases-viz. xcipas ;rrr@a‘hhe~v to lay hands on 
with violence, and xeipas ; m d E I v a L ,  to lay hahds on to convey 
some gift. With the latter phrase corresponds the d?riOetrrs 
XapOv of Heb. 6 2 I Tim. 4 14 z Tim. 16. From it again 
must be distinguished the verb XELPOTOVC~V (Acts 14 z i ) ,  whicd 
properly signifies simply ‘to appoint,’ so, e.g., in the Diducht 
chap. 15 ‘Appoint for yourselves ( X ~ L P O T O ~ ~ U ~ T F  2awois) hishop; 
and deaions’ : though at a later period X F L P O T O V ~ ~  is regularly 
used as a synonym of x ~ ~ p 0 0 e u i a .  

In the O T  we find ‘ laying on of hands ’ practised ( a )  
by privileged individuals, of their own free will, and ( a )  
by religious officers as a legal act. In the N T  we find 
(c) Jesus and the apostles using it at their pleasure 
in acts of healing or in benedictions ; we also find it ( d )  
as an ecclesiastical rite. In all cases we must suppose 
the laying on of hands to be accompanied by words. 
If the words partake of the nature of a spell, the laying 
on of hands must also be said to have a magical char- 
acter ; our juclgment on the one act conditions our 
judgment on the other (see BLESSINGS AND CURSINGS). 
For an instance of ( a )  see Gen. 48 1 7 8  ; for instances 
of ( 6 )  Ex. 2910 15 Lev. 14 32 44 813J 22 1524 29 33 
1621 (see AZAZEL, § I )  2414 Nu. 810 12 2718 20 Dt. 139 
177 ; cp also Ecclus. 5020. 

The later Jewish stmmikhd is the lineal descendant of this OT 
rite; but by the fifth century A.D., the symbolic act of imposi- 
tion of hands had entirely disappeared from the Jewish ordina- 
tion of religious teachers. (See Schiirer’s note G]l/(SJ 2 199 
LGIVPJ 2 152 ET 3 1771 ; andarticle ‘Ordinirung’in Hamburger, 
RE, Aht. 88nz f i ) .  

For instances of ( c )  see Lk. 440 (the parallels in Mt. 
and Mk. are silent), Mk. 823 E16181 1016 (blessing 
children) Acts 9 17 288. The several passsages in Acts, 
however, need separate consideration. In Acts 8 16f: 
we rkad that Peter and John, after prayer, laid their 
hands on those who had been baptized by Philip in 
Samaria, and they (for the first time) received the Holy 
Spirit. That the action was in no degree magical is 
shown by the incident related in Acts 1044. Similarly 
in Acts 196 Paul lays his hands on disciples of John the 
Baptist (see JOHN, DISCIPLES OF). 

Instances of (d )  occur in Acts 66 (imposition of hands 
on the Seven), 133 (Barnabas and Saul), I Tim. 414 
522 z Tim. 16. It is everywhere apparent that only 
certain privileged persons are able so to perform the rite 
of imposition of hands that the ~ d p t u p a  of office may 
be communicated, and it is this communication of a 
Xcipiupu which constitutes investiture of office. 

Once more the non-magical character of the rite is 
manifest. In I Tim. 414 the imposition of the hands 
of the presbytery is in close connection with prophetic 
utterances (cp I Tim. 118). In z Tim. 16 the description 
is condensed into ‘ the  gift (xcip . )  of God which is in 
thee through the laying on of my (Paul’s) hands.’ 

‘ Lay hands 
suddenly (or, hastily) on no man’ might refer to the appointment 
of church officers ’ hut the following words, ‘and he not partaker 
with other men’s’ sins,’ hardly seems favonrahle to this. The 
laying on of hands was afterwards employed in the reception of 
catechumens and in the restoration of offenders. The ealtleurs 
x a p i v  of Heh. 6 z is closely connected with ‘baptisms ; 1 but we 
are unable to define the precise meaning. See SPIRITUAL 
GI*TS. 

See SACRIFICE. 

The meaning of I Tim. 5 22 is not quite plain. 

HANDWASHING. See WASHINGS, MEALS, 5. 

HANES (D>Q ; on the versions see n. z ) ,  a place in 
Egypt (Is. 304 to which v. 5 belongs). M T  is generally 
rendered thus : ‘ For though2 his princes are in Zoan, 

1 Barnyp0-i 2nlfiuls TE x a p i v  corresponds to bvn’uraurc 
ve lpo”  Ka‘ K p L p a  OLOY‘OV. 

2 If MT of v. 41: is correct, ???,*J milst be taken as con- 
yessive (‘for though . . .’). His princes cannot mean 
Judah’s princes for Pharaoh has just been spoken of (see Di. 

Jes.0 ed. Kittei). It 
presupposes n w ,  n d m ,  for iw, i 4 n ;  also i y ~  am 
( p d ~ q v  ~ o r ~ a ’ u o u u r v  [BUAOQ]) for lY’3’ Din; and W N m  53 is 
unrepresented. So far as Din for m n  is concerned, we cannot 
pronounce BBNAOQ’s text an improvement. See, however no. 3. 
Jerome keeps Hanes, hut guesses badly at ‘ ultimam’ juxta 

@ differs in several points from MT. 
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not without its influence on the religious history of Israel 
(.Neh. 13 16 2.3, cp HORSE, 5 3) .  

With the increase of trade special places for the trans- 
action of business sprang up. The ’ shop ’ (niin) is first 
mentioned in M H  (on the text of Jer. 3716 see CELLS) ; 

.the Gk. [~3150a5 (TUVTOTWXLU) occurs onlyin a Palmyrene 
inscription. The usual custom, no doubt, was to carry 
on business out of doors, in the streets (nirrn, see especially 
I K. 2034), and, as is still so frequently the case, special 
localities would be set apart for certain trades. Hawkers 
and pedlars, however, were not unknown. Bib& Bathra 
zzu mentions the itinerant vendors of perfumes who 
visited cities to sell toilet requisites to women, and the 
Tadmor fiscal inscription of 137 A. D. imposes a tax on 
all peripatetic dealers in old clothes ( p a  >T ~vn in*  . . . 
twin>,  11 Gk. ipunorrijhai perupbhor ~ w h [ o 1 7 v ] ~ e s  Pv $ 

In Alexandria there were streets reserved for the goldsmiths 
silversmiths, coppersmiths, etc. (Succah, 5 1 4 ,  similarly in Damas: 
cus (cp Baed. PaLPJ 348 ; see also JERUSALEM). On the ‘valley 
of craftsmen or sorcerers’ (I Ch. 4 14), see GE-HARASHIM. 

The classification by trade and the formation of guilds 
doubtless arose at an  early date (cp EPHESUS, col. 1305, 
n. I). Guilds of goldsmiths and perfumers are mentioned 
in Neh. 3 8,l  possibly also temple-masons in POCHERETH- 
HAZZEBAIM. 

If so the family was a hereditary guild similar to the later 
families of Garmu and Abtinas who tenahously retained the 
secret of baking the shew-bread and preparing the holy incense 
in their respective families (I‘8m83 11). Guilds of potters and 
weavers seem to he referred to in I Ch. 4 21. A n ~ j 3 n  n*> of 
the coppersmiths is mentioned in Shal.6. I J and a N ’ I ~  3 1  Nnjn 
(smiths’ guild) in a Palmyrene inscription ’of the th iz  century 
A.D. It was possibly as a sign of membership that each artisan 
used to wear something distinctive of his calling ; the scribe, a 
pen in his ear; the wool-carder, a woollen thread; the tailor 
(awn), a needle in front of his dress etc. 

No encroachment of trade wa; allowed (Mass. 24a) and 
to avoid competition two butchers would agree together Lot to 
kill on the same day (Bd66 Batha, ga; see i6. 8 a) Each 
baker adopted a particular shape of loaf to distinguis8 h:ls work- 
manship from that of others. 

All labour was looked upon as honourable. Ex- 
ceptions were few. The sailor, herdsman, driver of 
asses or camels, and barber were regarded with dis- 
favour. The  tanner was obliged to carry on his evil- 
smelling craft outside the precincts of the city (Bdbd 
Balhru z j a ,  incidentally confirmed by Acts l O 3 2 ) ,  and 
the low esteem in which his calling was held was only 
exceeded by that of the skinner of carcases (Phdch. 
113a). The trades closed to the high priest were those 
of the weaver, fuller, perfumer, barber, tanner, leech, 
and bath-man. Apart from this the practice of some 
trade or other was recommended to all. ‘ Great is work, 
for it honours the worker ’ (Niu‘dr. 46b). To neglect to 
teach one’s son some handicraft was tantamount to 
bringing him up to robbery (@id. z9a). Not all trades, 
as we have seen, were estimated alike. BZrikh. (63a)  
advises every man to teach his son a clean and light 
employment, such as, for example, tailoring, because 
the stitches form neat, straight lines like the furrows of 
the field. Many Rabbins, renowned in their day, were 
not ashamed to earn their living by the labour of their 
hands; R. Johanan as a sandal-maker, Hillel as a 
wcod-cutter, R. Jehudah as a baker, R. Simon as an 
embroiderer -and many other instances could be 
given.2 It is quite exceptional, therefore, when Ben-Sira 
elevates the literary profession far above all trades, and 
refuses to concede the possibility of the artisan’s acquir- 
ing wisdom (Ecclus. 3828J). 

Tbh€l). 

See EDUCATION. 
S. A. C. 

HANDKERCHIEF ( C O Y A A ~ I O N )  Acts 19x2. See 
NAPKIN. 

See LOOKING-GLASS. 
1 The idiom n3aym- 3 etc., may perhaps he the source of the 

B TOG T C K T ~ V O S  ut& (h!t.)1355; contrast Mk. 63). See JOSEPH 
(HUSBAND OF MARY). 

HAND MIRROR (I\$), IS. 323 RV, AV GLASS. 

2 e.g. Paul ; cp CILICIA, 0 3 (end), TENT, $ 3. 
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HANES 
and his messengers go as far as Hanes, none wins aught 
but disappointment,' etc. (so SBOT, 'Isaiah')-ie., 
however far the rule of the Pharaoh may extend, none 
who has anything to ask of him fails to be disappointed 
(Di.,  Duhm, Che.). If this is correct, Hanes must 
have been at some distance from the royal residence, so 
that the Pharaoh communicated with it by messengers 
or envoys. Our first object will be to illustrate by 
Egyptology what the critics pronounce the most prob- 
able view of the Hebrew text ; we therefore disregard 
a t  present the different interpretation of EV. 

I. We may well be cautious in seeking to identify 
Hanes, considering the failure of 6 to recognise any 
Egyptian name resembling it. But we may at any rate 
reject the view put forward by Dumichen, who identifies - 

HANGING 

both Hanes and the Assyrian @z'nin(!)Si with 
n @' 

the capital of a district E53 with a sanctuary Ht- T 
knmtt ( '  house of the nurser?). Dumichen held this 
city to be Daphnze, and Daphnz to be HeracZeopolis 
pama,  but without any other reason than the an- 
alogy of this alleged ' g enes '  to the southern Hnes 
(wrongly read &'enensuten by Diimichen). Unfortu- 
nately, the reading genes is a guess of the highest 
improbability. Naville (Ahnas  el-Medineh, 4) admits 
it to be doubtful, and prefers to emphasise the fact that 
in ASm-bki-pal's account of his war with Tarku 
(Tirhakah) HininSi occurs among the names of cities 
all of which belong to the Delta. I t  is clear, however, 
that this circumstance will not justify us in accepting 
Dumichen's identification. It can only suggest that 
ASur-bhi-pal's HininSu was probably a city in the 
Delta, which is, in fact, all that Naville contends for. 

2. We have next to consider the view prevalent among 
scholars from Vitringa's time-a view that is at any 
rate in harmony with the generally accepted interpreta- 
tion of Is. 504. This identifies Hanes with Heracleopolis 
(magna), a city of Middle Egypt, W. of the Nile, 
near the place where the Bahr Yfisuf branches off into 
the Faiyiim. The spot is now called Henassfye -or 
Henassiyet-el-Medineb, 12 mm. W. of Beni Suef; on 
the unproductive excavations there see Naville, Ahnas 
el Medineh (11th Memoir of EEF, '94). Earlier 
Arab writers called it Ahnis ; l  the Copts HnZs (or 
Ehnes) ; the ancient hieroglyphic name was g a t  
( ; .e . ,  'house,' cp n-s), Henen-suten (or seten?) ( i . e . ;  
' abode of the royal youth ' ). This name seems to have 
been shortened to Hne(n)s(e) in the vulgar pronunciation 
(cp Ass. @ininSi?). 

The city was the capital of the twentieth nome (or 
county) of Upper Egypt, which formed an island 
surrounded by the main Nile and the present Bahr 
Yiisnf (? Ptol. 125, Strabo, 789, 809, ~ I Z ) ,  or at least 
by a similar branch of the Nile (called Menhi in Coptic 
writers). The chief god was HarSaf(y), 'Apuaq%js-i,e., 
'Horus the valiant' (cp Plut. De Zs. 37), whence the 
Greek name of the city (the ram-headed Hnumu being 
identified with Heracles), or according to an earlier 
etymology ' the one on his lake ' (vocalize &+SeiJ) ; but 
most likely the name (Hr-Fy) meant originally only 
' the ram-headed.' The sacred animal was the ich- 
neumon. The city and its chief temple played a great 
part in Egyptian theology, and deep cosmogonic sym- 
bolism was found in the ceremonies of the great local 
festivals of 'hoeing the ground,' of ' lifting the heaven,' 
etc. The story which in Egyptian mythology takes 
the place of the Deluge-story (see DELUGE, § IS) 

Bthiopas et Blemmyes Egypti civitatem.' Saad. renders 
~ b i i l ~ l ;  cp his rendering of Lehabim in Gen. 1013 ( p n j ) .  
But this is Eg. Pemse Pemdje . Greek IICrq or ' O ~ u v p u y ~ o s .  

1 The orthography'Akhnas,'found in some books, has no 
authority. 
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represents the destruction of mankind as having begun 
here.l Politically, the city took the highest rank under 
the ninth and tenth dynasties (Heracleopolitan), and 
again we find it important in the eighth and sevei.th 
centuries. The Ethiopian P'an&y (commonly miscalled 
Pianchi) mentions the ruler (nomarch) of Heracleopolis, 
as the chief adversary of the powerful prince of Sais 
(EGYPT, 65) .  The Assyrian king Ah-bHni-pal speaks 
of a ruler of @ininSi (=Heracleopolis?) whom h e  
called X a @ i  (but see above). Herodotus (2 137) knows, 
something of a blind king Anysis (!) R-ho in the 
island-city "Avuuis (=A&-&) held out against the  
Ethiopian invasion for fifty years (a confusion of some 

3. But is the text on which recent critics have worked 
correct? I t  is very difficult to think so. Gratz (Emen- 
datz'anes, '92) and Cheyne (JQR July '98) have inde- 
pendently suggested omsnn as an emendation of D I ~  ;, 

' Zoan ' and ' Tahpanhes ' are very naturally combined. 
D J ~  at  any rate is wrong, thinks the latter ; D J ~ N  would he 

possible (cp the Coptic name Ehnes); but the appearance of 7'71- 
4 and 5, both in MT and in @, suggests that more than o n e  
letter may have fallen out of the text. w"j3 52 also appears 
to him wrong. There is a &E w'?h (see Ginshurg) ; hut this is 
artificial. Krochmal, Gratz, and Cheyne read qg &J- 
' they all bring presents.' p ? ~ ,  n*j& (so B )  for vi$*, y& 
removes all the ground for dispute between EV and the recent 
critics ; Cheyne's 315 for 3'c may also be right, unless the cor: 
ruption is more deeply seated. Verses 5 and 6 thus become 
parallel, and within v. 5 itself the parallelism between ' Zoan t 
and ' Tahpanhes is as perfect as it could he (see TAHPANHES): 
Cp Ruben, JQR 11 448 ['gg]. 

historical and mythological facts). W. M. M. , 

W. M. M. (I, 2)- T. K. C .  (3). 
HANGING. The Hebrew terms employed to denote 

deaths of this or of a like nature require to be carefully 
distinguished. 

I. In  the cases of Ahithophel (z S. 1723) and Judas 
Iscariot (Mt. 275) death by strangulation ( p i n ,  @ana#; 
drdyXeuOai) is a mode of suicide. Another reference 
has been found in Job 715, where, after describing 
some of his distressing symptoms, Job says, according 
to RV, 

So that my soul chooseth strangling, 
And death rather than (these) my bones. 

It is very improbable, however, that a righteous man 
like Job should be thus represented, and either the  
' strangling ' must be one of the well-known symptoms' 
of leprosy, or, much more probably, the word rendered 
' strangling ' (pin3 ; so Aq. &yx6v7)v) is corrupt. It is 
at any rate certain that there is a reference to suicide 
by strangling in Tob. 310, and to a violent death 
caused thus in Tob. 23, also in Jos. Ant. xvi. 11 7 (two 
sons of Herod U T ~ U ~ V ~ ~ V  ~ ~ s [ v o v ~ u i ) .  

In later times, according to the Talmud, this form of death- 
was the ordinary mode of execution (Sanh. 11 I ; cp 7 3); some 
form of the garrotte such as is still used in executiorx in Spain 
and elsewhere, is intended hy the expression. 

2. The word rendered ' hanging' in EV (& t d i h ,  
~ $ 5 ,  tiZi' ; Kpefikreiv, ~ p ~ f i l i v ,  Kpepavvdvai, in Esth. 79 
U T U I J ~ O G V  ; suspendere [appendere, affigere] in patibulo 
[ligno, cruce], or super stipites, or super trabem, or 
cruci) seems invariably to mean some form of impale- 
ment or crucifixion. 

(a) I t  has been doubted whether the references in  
Esther (y$p a)? 514 6 4  7gf: 87  9 1 3 3  25) refer td  
impalement or ta crucifixion (after death). I t  is true, 
impalement (dvauKoXorileiv, Herod. 1 128) would have 
been the correct punishment to specify,s the scene of 
the story being laid in Persia (cp Schr. KAT(2) 378, 

1 Inscription I. 19 (Naville TSBA 8 415). 
2 The whole) verse seems tb need careful restoration. See 

Che. Ex$. T., May '99, 381 6. 
3 Both bvasrohoq"w and bvaosavpoiiv mean either to impale 

or to crucify. In Herod. 3125 buausadpoosv is used of the 
punishment inflicted by Orcetes the Persian on Polycrates, and 
here there can Be no doubt that impalement is intended. 
Lucian, however (De F'emp-. Morfe, II), speaks of rbv 6v .li 
l lahaiur ivn avao~ohorrio8(vra,-i.s., Jesus Christ (quoted b y  
Brandt, Evangel. Gesch. 180). Diodorus (532) says of the 
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HANGING 
6 ~ 5 ) ;  but we must not expect minute accuracy (see 
ESTHER, I $  ). Further, the description in 5 14 seems 
inconsistent with impalement. Both here, and in the 
other passages referred to, EV has ' gallows,' but in 223 
'hanged on a tree ' as elsewhere. At any rate, the 
impalement of the living body seems to be meant in 
Ezra 611, RV 'let a beam (yx) be pulled out from his 
house, and let him be Zifled up ( ?I) and fastened 
(xnnn?) thereon' (@B* LSpOwpQvos T?&~+UETUL [ ~ u y ? j -  
QETUL, A], 6s' UbTOF, bL 6pf?WO+UETUL KUL TUy?)UETUL). 

We may compare the Ass. phrase ina zakiji aza&if: zakipu 
i s  the ordinary word for 'pale, cross ' ; cp Aram. \&O! ' cross' 
(same verb in Heb. in Ps. 145 14 146 8). 

(6) Beyond all doubt it is the impalement or gibbeting 
of the offender (or part of the offender) after death, for 
propitiation to God or warning to man, that is meant 
in Dt. 2 1 z z A 1  (see below), Josh. 8 2 9  (king of Ai) 1 o z 6 f .  
(the five kings), and 2 S. 412 (Rechab, and Baanah's 
hands and feet ; so Klo.). Probably also in Gen. 
401922 4113 (cp Ebers, Bgypten, 334, and EGYPT, 5 
28). Similarly Nicanor's head and ,shoulder (2 Macc. 
15 35), Holofernes' head (Judith 11 I), and the princes 
hanged up by their [enemies' ?] hand (Lam. 5 12). 

3. Closely allied to the usage of (6) is that which 
apparently underlies another word (ypv), which is taken 
by EV (after Syrnrn. and Pesh.) to mean hanging. 

(where @ has rrapa8rty- 
par lua i )  and in z S. 2169 xg(where & has l.$'qA~d{eiv, GL in v. 6 
d.$'rAauiip@Oa; Vg. cruci figere; cp ZI. 14 @BA jAra&rv, Vg. 
affigere). Probably however the same verb ought to be read 
also in I S. 31 IO (so,' after La;. Prov. p. iv, Dr., Bu., L6hr). 

WRS, R e l  Sem(4 419, 
thought of precipitation, and reminds us of the many 
cases in which precipitation from a rock was a mode of 
execution ; but this hardly suits the context. Dillmann 
on Nu. 2 5 4  takes the meaning to be to expose with 
dislocated limbs. This seems to have been the mean- 
ingattached by @ (cp ruptz&qpud& in Heb. 66) .  In  
all cases the reference is to a solemn presentation of 
the dead body with piacular intent-in the sun (Nu. 
2 5 4 ) .  before Yahwi: (z S. 2 1 6  Nu. 2 5 4  2 S. 2lg)-0n 
the 'mountain' of Gibeon or the walls of Bethshan, 
until the falling rain showed that the divine wrath had 
been appeased. 

4. In spite of the fact that crucifixion was not a 
Jewish punishment, we find Paul in Gal. 313 expressly 
asserting that the death of Christ made him ' a curse' 
on  the ground that 'every one who hangs on a stake 
.(EV a tree, .$liXov, up) is cursed' (Dt. 2123, quoted 
freely from 6). In  Acts 530 1 0 3 9  (cp I Pet. 224)  is- 
foiind the very same Hebraistic phrase for crucifixion, 
together with the ascription of the responsibility of the 
act to the Jews. Evidently those who wrote thus con- 
sidered crucifixion to have a piacular character, and the 
only wonder is that Paul could have represented an 
innocent person as attracting to himself the divine 
punishment by an act which was a judicial error. I t  
shoiild be observed, however, that Paul qualifies the 
term ElrrKardparos by the preceding expression yevbpevos 
d d p  $p&v K U T ~ ~ U ,  ' being made a curse for us.' I t  is 
true, K U T ~ ~ U  ' curse ' may have been suggested by the 
Heb. a))?, which corresponds to B T L K U T ~ ~ U T O S  in Paul's 
free quotation from Dt. (@ has Krwrqpupdvos d r b  TOF 

I t  occurs in MT only in Nu.  25 

The etymology is difficult. 

HAPHARAIM 

Gauls robs KLV(OUPVO+S dvauKoAorri{0vuL rois &ais, and Strabo 
(1g8), speaking of the Druids, says KLIIL BAAa 82 bvflpwrroOvut&v 
,ZSq-A&yma& * KO.; y i p  Karevi.$'ev6v n v a s  K a i  dvemadpouv du TO% 
L€poLs. 

1 Jos. B/ iv. I, z [$ 3171, referring to this law, has dveurauDw. 
p&vous. 

2 Cp also Ar. waka'a 'to fall,' and note the statement 'they 
fell seven together" (2's. 219). The words 'before Yahwi:' 
(v. g), however, hardly hvour this view. The word seems to 
be a religious synonym for n h  ; for ?bJ in z S. 21 g read 
(with Klo., Che.) hg;!, 'and they remained hanging there' 
(a" ~KEZ) .  ' Hanging' with a piacular intent is what is meant ; 

before Yahwi:' and 'before the sun' (Nu. 254) are synonymous. 
When the divine wrath had been ap eased, the bones of ' those 
who were hanged' were collected a n i  buried (a S. 21 13). 
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&OD). Bearing in mind, however, the parallel abstract 
term bpap~tu  in 2 Cor. 521 ( '  made him to be sin for 
us,' 3 d p  ~ P & V  d p ~ p ~ h ) ,  we cannot help supposing 
that there is another more important reason for the 
choice of the term K U T ~ ~ U .  ' Christ was not personally 
accursed, but only came to stand in the place of such 
an one before God, inasmuch as he suffered the 
accursed death as a vicarious expiatory sacrifice ' 
(Pfleiderer, PuuZz'nism, 199). H e  was therefore a 
' curse,' but not ' cursed' in the same sense as any 
justly condemned criminal would have been. Paul's 
object being to overthrow the legal religion by terms 
derived from the law, we cannot hold that this minute 
distinction is a mere quibble. H e  deliberately avoids 
6 ' s  expression as liable to misinterpretation. Cp Holtz- 
mann, Neutest. Theol. 2 1 0 5 8  See also Lightfoot's 
note, GuZatiansP), 1 5 0 8  

HANGING. For ( I )  7CQ mEsEAh, Ex. 2636, RV 
' screen.' AV sometimes covering,' ' curtain ' ; and for (2) 

P'y)?, &eZri'im, E x . 2 7 9  etc., see TADERNACLE. For (3) 
D'FII, bdt(t)2)im, z K. 23 7, RVmg. 'tents, Heb. houses [for the 
Asherahl' ; see ASHERAH, IDOLATRY, $ 4 ,  also DRESS, B 8. 

HANIEL ($8 q, : 1 c h .  739 AV, RV HAHNIEL, 2. 

HANNAH (il?n, 'graciousness,' 5 51 ; ANN& 
[BAL]: Vg. ANNA),  wife of Elkanah and mother of 
the prophet Samuel ( I  S. 1). On the probable date 
of Hannah's prayer or song (I S. 2 1-10), see SAMUEL, 
ii. J 7. 

&NA. [L]), a city on the N. border of Zebulun (Josh. 
19  14). Perhaps for Anathon = Beth-anath i' @ L ' s  read- 
ing (cp bL avuOwu, I Ch. 7 8, for Anathoth) favours this 
view. There was a Beth-Anath in Zebulun, and not 
far off a !(art-'Anat or Kirjath-Anath (WMM As. u. 
Bur. 195). In Ani. Tab. 1117 1 9 6 3 2  we find a city 
called Hin(n)atiini in Kinahhi; but h in Assyrian 
sometimes represents y, e.g., Qazitu='Azzah (Gaza). 

T. K. e. 
HANNIEL (\KWl, 'favour of God,' 1111 21, 28; 

HANNATHON (OQn ; & M a e  [Bl, €"&ewe 

_ _  
& N [ E ] I H ~  [BAFLI): 

I. A Manassite prince Nu. 3423 (P). 
2. AV HANIEL, in a ienealogy of ASHER (I 4 ii.), I Ch. 7 39. 

HANOCH (*3Q, 735 ; FNWX [BADEFL]). 
I. Third son of MIDIAN [ p . ~ . ] ;  Gen. 25 4 ; also I Ch. 

1 3 3  [AV HENOCH]. See ENOCH, 3. Perhaps the mod. 
Handkiya, three days' journey N. from Medina (so 
Knobel). 

2. Eldest son of REUBEN [p.~.] ,  Gen. 46 9 Ex. 6 14 
Nu. 26 5 (Gentilic, Ranochite, '?iF ; o EVWX [BAFL]), 
I Ch. 5 3. Perhaps the clan thus designated was of 
Midianitish. origin. 

HANUN ()U?# 'pitied [by Gad],' J 56 ; ANNWN 
[B], A[N]WN [A] i n z S .  ; ANAN [BHA], but also 
ANNAN [K in 1Ch. ;  ANNAN [L] in both places; cp 
Hanunu, the name of a king of Gaza mentioned by 
Tiglath-pileser, KA TP) 257 = COT 1249). 

I. Son of Nahash, king of Ammon, who went to 
war with David, after insulting his ambassadors (z S. 
1018 I Ch. 191 8). In  z S. 10 I Wellhausen and 
Budde (see SBOT) omit the name ' Hanun ' ; but see 
H. P. Smith. See AMMONITES, J 4 ; NAHASH ii., z ; 
ISRAEL, 19. 

2. In list of wall.builders (see NEHEMIAH, $ xJ, EZRA ii., 
58 16 [I], 15 4, Neh. 3 13 (avow [I" ; om. L]), 30 (avoup 
[BNI, avwp [AI, avwv [Ll). 

HAPHARAIM, AV Haphraim (D!T@? ; possibly 
'place of a 'well or moat' ; on form of name see 
NAMES, § 107; areiN [Bl, A ~ ~ P A ~ I M  [AI, AM- 
~ A P A I M  [L]), in Issachar (Josh. 19 19). 

Mar Miiller(As. ZL. Bur. 170) compares the Eg. Ha-pu-ru-m-$ 
AFcording to Eusebius and Jerome (OSW 223 61 94 28) Haph- 
raim (aic$paLp) lay 6 R. m. N. of Legio. Perhaps the site is 
eL-P'arriyeh, N W .  of Lejjim (Conder); 

See Doughty, A?: Des. 2x83. 
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HAPPIZZEZ 
RAPPIZZEZ, AV APHSES (p$@? ; AC$ECH [B], TCH 

[A], -CCEI [L]), the name of the eighteenth priestly 
course (I Ch. 24 rg), corrupted probably from PASHHUR 

i(i)nwn became, by accidental transposition of letters, $))w3n, 
and this became yran,'] and y, n and 7 being confounded. The 
corruption of nD3n into liBD [see DANCE, 5 4 (+)I is partly 
analogous. T. K. C. 

RARA (K??), mentioned with Halah and Habor as 
a place where Israelitish exiles were settled by Tiglath- 
pileser (I Ch. 6 2 6  ; om. @E* ; appAN-i.e., p y  [L]). 
From a comparison of z K. 176 it is clear that ~ 1 2  is a 
mutilated form of some longer phrase. Most critics 
think that it represents the 3 2 ~  '?J? ( '  cities of Media ') 
or perhaps rather y p  q? ( '  mountains of Media '), or 

I t  is possible, however, 
that the original document had some name of a place 
such as Barbar, a city and region on the border of 
Media, near Ellip, conquered by Sargon, and colonised 
Sy him with captives from other countries (KB 2 61). 

It is noteworthy that among the families of Nethinim 
mentioned in the great list in Ezra2 Neh. 7 and I Esd. 5 ,  
occur the b'ne Harhur (Harhar). Out of *ln i ~ y  lnlnxr? 'and 
in Harhar a city of Media "all the various readings of M r and 
@ ma+ hive arisen. (@&A, in z K .  176, has K ~ L  OPT yqSwv, 
where opq is not='>?, but is corrupt. @L ev O ~ L O L F  [=OPCQL; 
see Mal. 131 p q b v ,  which is a conjectural correction.) 

[u. I. 

y y  ('river of Media').l 

T. K. C. 

EARADAH ("12Q ; XapaAaO [BAF], -ah [Ll), a 
stage in the wandering in the wilderness (Nu. 33 2 4 j ) .  
See WANDERINGS, 5 113 

HARAN (175 ; x b p p ~ ~  [BADEQaL]), or, as we shall 
here call it, for distinction from the Haran properly 
so-called, HARRAN (CHARRAW, Acts724 AV), is, in 
P, the place where Terah and his family halted in their 
migration from Ur Casdim and where Terah died (Gen. 
11 3 1 3  12 46 5 )  ; whilst J represents it as the birthplace 
of Abraham (Gen. 12 I 2447 ; cp 2743 28 IO 29 4, xappas 
[E]), and gives it the name of the ' city of Nahor' (Gen. 
2410). J also describes it as the home of LABAN 
(q.v.), and introduces it as such into the story of Isaac 
and Jacob ; he places it in ARAM-NAHARAIM. There 
are, however, great difficulties2 in this view, and it is 
not improbable that ]in in Gen. is miswritten for pin, 
Hauran ; not Harran, but the chief city of Hauran was 
the home of the Laban clan (see NAHOR). At any 
rate there is no doubt that Harran is mentioned in 
zK.1912 (see below); reference is made (11 Is.3712, 
~ a p a v  [K"]) there to its conquest by the Assyrians, and 
in Ezek. 27 23 (xappa [BQ]) to its commercial intercourse 
with Tyre. Nor can any one fail to see the certainty of the 
restoration Q * J ; ~  for o y x j  in Is. 26 which (if we adopt 
also two other appropriate corrections) produces this 
complete picture, 

For they are full of diviners from the east, 
And of soothsayers like the Philistines 
And with the secret arts of the Hirranians they practise 

Harran, Ar. garrrin, is situated about nine hours' 
journey from Edessa, on the small stream called JullZb, 
a t  the point where the road from Damascus joined the 
great highway from Nineveh to Carchemish and Arpad. 
The commercial and strategical importance of its position 
may account for its name (Ass. &arrcinu, ' road ').4 

enchantments. 

1 At any rate the phrase, whatever it may have been, was 
first omitted and then restored in the wrong place. 

2 This is the ground of identifications such as that of Beke 
(/. ofR. Geoz. SOC. 32), who thinks of H a h n  el-'AwEmid, 16 m. 
E. of Damascus where there is a so-called well of Abraham, and 
morerecent theAries of HalCvy (see Literature, and cp ARAM- 
NAHARAIM). Several places bore the name HarrEn ; but on the 
above theory we need none of them. 

3 '&3? for '15'3 (see Ex. 7 11) ; ?P@j for lp'eb'. The 
latter is due to Krochmal. Cp HAND. 

4 Winckler, however, questions the connection between the 
words. 
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HARAN 
The site was first explored by a party detached from 

the Euphrates expedition,*and the disinterment of a 
fragment of an Assyrian lion a t  Harriin preceded the 
discoveries of Layard in Assyria proper, No inscrip- 
tions have yet been brought from HarrHn itself; but 
the Assyrian and Babylonian texts throw some light on 
its history. The ' country of HarrRn ' is mentioned in 
the Prism inscription of Tiglath-pileser I. (KB 139), 
and in another inscription believed to be of not later 
date (3 R 41 I 19f:). In 5 R 64 Nabana'id, the most 
scrupulously religious of the later kings of Babylon, 
relates that he rebuilt the temple of Sin (the moon-god) 
at HarrLn on the foundation-stone of Ah-bHni-pal, 
who discovered the foundation-stone of Shalmaneser 
( I I . ) ,  son of A&r-na+ir-pal. The  cultus of this deity 
had its chief home and perhaps its origin a t  gar ran  ; 
%*sib barrLni ('inhabiter of HarrBn') is a title of Sin 
under Ah--biini-pal (1 R 8, no. 2, Z. 13), and Nab@- 
na'id tells us that Sin had had his dwelling-place a t  
HarrLn from remote days (PSBA, 1883, p. 7). 

Hence it has been fancifullyconjectured that Terah may haye 
halted at €Jarran because the moon-god had attracted his special 
reverence at Ur (Uru). $0 Tomkins (Lve of Abraltam), 
Hommel (ANT 73). 

H e  states that he 
restored its privileges (as well as those of AHur) ' which 
had long been forgotten' (KB 2 53, cp 41) ; it would 
seem therefore that HarrLn had taken part in the 
rebellion of.ASur in the year of the great solar eclipse 
763. Ah-bHni-pal, who had been crowned in 
HarrHn with the crown of Sin', was not less friendly 
to this sacred city. He rebuilt its temple (see above), 
and raised his younger brother to the rank of ,high 
priest of Sin. During the invasion of the Ummanmanaa 
(i.e., here, the Medes ; see CYRUS, 5 z) much damage 
was done to HarrLn and its temple. 

An inscription of Nabii-na'id discovered by Scheil gives a 
second account of that king's restoration of the temple of Sin 
fifty-four years after its destruction (see Messerschmidt, MVG 
1896, and cp the cylinder inscription described at length b; 
Del. Calzuer Bi6. Lex. (21, S.W. ' Haran '). 

The conquest of Harriin mentioned in 2 K. 1912 
evidently stands in connection with the restoration of 
privileges spoken of by Sargon 11. When the rebellion 
of ASur and &miin was suppressed, these places were 
doubtless deprived of their ancient rights.' 

It only remains to be mentioned that at Carrhae (=Hatran) 
Crassus was defeated and slain by the Parthians (53 s.: ) and 
the emperor Caracalla murdered at the instigation of Macrinus 
($17 A.D.). The place long continued to be a centre of idolatry, 
and especially pf moon-worship. Its principal temple remained 
in the hands of the heathen Harranians till the eleventh century 
A.D., and was finally destroyed by the Mongols in the thirteenth. 

The commercial importance of HarrLn in the sixth 
century B.C. is attested not only by Ezek. 27 23, but also 
later by Pliny, who enumerates among its specialities a 
certain odoriferous gum ( H N  12.40). Josephus (Ant .  
xx. 22), too, speaks of its plentiful production of 
aniomum. (There are also in it, he adds, the remains 
of Noah's ark. ) 

See Mez Gesclt. derStadt Haw&, '92; Wi. GBA and AOR 
1 7 5 8 ;  Sichau,Reis#, 2 1 7 8 ;  Ainsworth,PSBA,I8~r,p.3878 

(on the ruins of various dates). Chwolsohn, 
Literature. Die Ssa6ier undderSsisa6ismus, dk. i. (a history 

of HarrZn and the Harranians); HalCvy, MdZ. 
7 2 3 ,  Rev. Sdm. 1894 (HarrBn, in Syria, seven days' journey to 
the N. of Mt. Gilead). Noldeke 'Harrln,'ZA 11 ropiog ('96), 
questions the importahce assigned by Winckler and Hilprecht 
to the primitive Barran. 

HARAN (]2?; [AL in I Ch.]). I. Brother of 
Abraham, and (P adds) father of Lot (Gen. 1 1 2 8  f .  
[J] ; , 2 6 3  31 [PI ; appa [A], - N  [ADEL]). According 
to M T  (v. 29) his daughters were MILCAW ( I) and ISCAH. 
Wellhausen thinks that Haran was originally I;IarrBn. 
(PYOZ.., ET, 313), and YLkiit, the Arabian geographer, 
mentions the opinion that flarvrin was named after 

1 These privileges were probably connected with the reverence' 
paid to the ancient sanctuaries. One of them probably was that 
of immediate dependence on the king; we never hear of a ,  
governor of qarrgn (Wi. AOF 194). 

Sargon 11. also mentions HarrBn. 

T. K. C. 

' 
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HARAN HARLOT 
Loubtful ; the MT P ~ Y  8 m n - p  5uvy can scarcely be 
lefended (in spite of Be.-Rys.), and after the analogy 
,f pnpia-jz n’31n (26. ) we should read simply o’mi8-p ‘y. 

The origin of the intrusive nvnn may perhaps he explained. 
ts close similarity to the equally unnecessary ?inn in v. 20 
BNAL om.) suggests that vv. 8 20 originally stood opposite one 
mother in parallel columns, and that a marginal note has found 
ts way.into both passages, suffering corruption in the process. 
rhe note in question was a>:; (‘to the mount’), a gloss upon 
!4??? (the turning of the wall) in v. 196.1 It still survives in 
5 L ;  where ELF ~b 6poq is inserted bodily between bniuw and a h 0 0  
= i + l n ~  v. zoa) and has been transplanted, hut not yet cor- 
.upted, in the $g. readjng of v. 20 (‘post eum in monte Zdifi- 
:wit’). A somewhat similar fate (according to We. TBS 151) 
ias befallen another marginal note in z S. 166 17a (cp We., 
Dr. ad roc.) ; see Ex$. T. 10 280 (Mar. ’99). S. A. C. 

HARHAS (DflTn), ancestor of SHALLUM (z)., 2 K. 
2214 (apaac [B*], a p A ~  [Bb certe], apac [AI, abpa 
IL])=zCh. 3422 HASRAH ( g . ~ . ) .  

HARHUR (l%ll?, 3 74, ‘fever’ [?I, or, rather, a 
dace-name [see HARA] ; apoyp [BA], apoyap [LI), 
gmily of NETHINIM in the great post-exilic list (see 
EZRA ii., § 9, Ezra251)=Neh. 753 ( ~ P O Y M  [BK]) 
=I Esd. 531 AssUR, RV ASUR (acoyp [BA]). 

HARIM (Pl?, ‘ inviolable ’ ? cp Nab. and Sin. m l n  
and Ar. and Sab. name kara‘m ; or = HARUMAPH ? see 
NAMES, 

I. One of the twenty-four (post-exilic) priestly courses ; I Ch. 
248 (yapqg [B], -qp [AI, Xerpap [Ll), whose head in the days of 
Joiakim (see EZRA II., IS 66  TI) was Adna; Neh. 1% 15 (opcp 

-uc.amg.inf.] peoup [Ll, BN*A om.). I t  is mentioned in the 
ireat post-ehc list (see EZRA ii., 5 g), Ezra239 (om. B, q p ~ p  

capeLp [LI) = I Esd. 5 25 
[k?ppq [BA], ?pap [L]); and in the ’list of those with foreign 
wives (EZRA I. 5 5 end), Ezra 1021=1 Esd. 921 (@BA om. 
name); and wks represented aniong the signatories to the 
covenant (see EZRA i., 5 7), Neh. 105 [6] ([elipap [BNA]),, 

2. A lay family in the great post-exilic list (see EZRA II I 9) 
I Esd. 5 16, EV AROM (apop [BA] ; but see also HASHUM);’mis- 
placed (from between m. 16 and 17) among names of towns (so 
Bertheau) in @I. and in the 11 Ezra232 ( ~ q p p p  [Ll)=Neh. 735 ; 
mentioned also in the list of those with foreign wives (see EZRA 
i. 5 5 end) Ezra1031 (pepapei [L]) and in that of wall-builders 
(s’ee NEHEMIAH, IJ, EZRA ii., si16 [I] 15d) Neh. 3 II (qppa 
[A]), as also among the signatories to the coveiant (see EZRA i., 
s 7), Neh. 10 27 [zS] (qpap [BNvid.], peoup [A], aeipap [Ll). 

’The B’ne Hariph, a post- 

66; HPAM [BRA] HIPAM [L]). 

rapip [L]) = Neh. 74a (qpa [N] 

HARIPH (qPl??, 5 57). 

Haran, Abraham’s brother (2231, ap. WIez, garrun, 
24). If Milcah=Salecah (of which M T s  Iscah must 
b e  another corruption) all becomes plain. The city of 
Salecah might equally well be called the wife and the 
daughter of Hauran. J, doubtless, reconciled these 
Statements (which lay before him in a corrupt form) 
b y  inventing a Haran (1::). That P understood the 
Terahites to have sojourned in Harran on their way 
from ‘ Ur-kasdim ’ (?) to Canaan, is, of course, not to 
b e  questioned. 

2. h. Shimei, a Levite (I Ch. 239 ; a d a v  [B*], lid Abv (sic) 
W I ) .  T. K. C. 

HARAN (I?? ; cp Sab. pr. n. l ln ;  DHM Epig. 
Denk. 56), the name of a Calebite family, I Ch. 246 
(AppAN [BAI, WPWN [L]). 

HARARITE, THE (’717Il, BDB Lex., doubtfully 
4 mountain-dweller ’ ; 0 apax[~]l [L]), an unknown 
ethnic applied to certain of David‘s heroes. 

1. Shamniah h. Agee, 2 S. 23 11 (‘27, b apouxaros [BA]); 
more 

2. ghammah, 2 S. 23 33a (6 apoS6m)s [BAl)= I Ch. 11 34 
(6 a p a p  [B*bl, apap[cl~ [BabNAl, apopc [Ll), properly the same 
as (I) above, see SHAMMAH (4). 

3. Ahiam h. Sharar, 2 S 23 33b (‘72%: [Ba. for common ’t$]; 
R V  ARARITE ; uapaovpswqc [BI, apap. [AI apcpLpa [LI) where 
we may read with Marq. (Ru~d. 21) Ah& b. S H A R A ~  (4.v.) 
the ‘Aradite’ (’?:?:) or ‘Adorite’(‘?lQ; cp A~AD. 

rohahly an ARCHITE (~J.v . ) ;  see SHAMMAH, 3. 

HARBONA (R!i?n ; eappa KAI BC&ZH [BRLP, 
om. La], oape Bwa [A]), or as in Esth. 7 9 Harbonah 
( a $ ~ p  ; BoyrAOAN [BALB], -ea [K*l -razaN [K“~”], 
ayaOar [La]), a chamberlain of Ahasuerus (Esth. 1 IO). 

In Jos. Ant. xi. 6 II the name appears as ua@ovXa8as, uagou- 
Cavqs, and the latter stands for I;aflou<ivqr (so for pmpa<q above, 
rend pa@o<q)-i.e., NIi?>in, a name on the analogy of ptt’po- 
@ov<aqs, etc. ; see SHETHAR-BOZNAI. So Marq. ( R u d .  71). 

8 ; Aacyrroyc [BAFL] [vv. 5 and 6 in 
g apparently changed places]), Lev. 11 6 

Dt. 14,f. The hare is included amongst the unclean 
animals, on the ground that it chews the cud and does 
not part the hoof; cp CLEAN AND UNCLEAN, 8. The 
idea that it chews the cud is an error, probably to be 
accounted for by the peculiar and constant twitching of 
the hare’s upper lip when feeding, which, to a superficial 
observer, has somewhat the appearance of the motion 
of the jaws when the cud is being chewed by ruminants. 
Five species of hare (Leyus) have been described by 
Tristram from Palestine, where, he states, they are 
highly esteemed by the Arabs as  food. The rabbit, 
L. cuniculus, is not found in the Holy Land. Cp 
CONEY. A. E. S. 

- . HAREL ($&l)l), Ezek. 4315 EVmg. See ARIEL, 2, 

n. 6, and ALTAR, 4. 
HAREPH (915, ‘sharp’ ; 5 57, cp HARIPH), a 

.Calebite, was the father of BETH-GADER [g.v.] (I Ch. 
251 ape1 [AI. -EIM P I ,  A ~ H M  P I ) .  

HARETH (RV Hereth), THE FOREST OF (1YJ 
n?iJ), apparently the place to which David went after 
leaving Mizpeh of Moab, I S. 22s ( e ~  rrohsi 
.CAPBIK [BIB . . capix [LIB EN TH IT. aplae [AI, 
,CAPIN [Jos. Ant. vi. 1241). Conder (PBFQ, 1876, 
p. 44) adopts yy ,  ‘city,’ instead of iy* ,  ‘forest,’ and 
.finds Hareth (Hereth?) in the hill-village of KhFirFis, 
near the valley of Elah. We should most probably read 
[o i l y ]  nyp (from n y ) - i . e . ,  i y ’  and nln are two frag- 
ments of niya. Adullam was David‘s refuge. See 

HARHAIAH (?:?ln, so the best edd., others read 
‘?l;r3n?n (?l:illp), Wll?j, see Baer, Ginsb., ad Zuc.; BRA 
,[ed. Sw.] om., apaxloy [Tisch. ; cp H-PI, Bbp. [L], 
L+ &a [Pesh.], ARAIA [Vg.]), the name given to the 

father of UZZIEL, 6 (Neh. 38). Its genuineness is 

HORESH. T. K. C. 
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exilic family, Neh. 7 24 (apei+ [BN], -eip [A], mpqe [Ll)= Ezra 
2 18 JORAH [q.7!.1 (oupa [BI, LOP. [A] i w p q ~  [L])=I Esd. 5 16, 
AZ~PHURITH RV ARSIPHURITH (apu&uparB [B] apw+povpsLB 
[A], opar [I,!), on which see JORAH; representid among the 
sienatories to the covenant (see EZRA i.. S ,I. Neh. 10 IO 1201 ~. ~ 

(ai[6]c+ [BHA], apq+ [L]); cp the gentiiic Hariphite (‘Dlln, 
Kr. ’?’a [so Ki., Kau.1; xapai+ci [BN], apou+i [AI, Xap4,r 
[L]) I Ch. 12 5, a designation of Shephatiah (4), and the Caleb- 

HARLOT (?I@, z h i h ,  ~ O P N H  ; ildl?, kTdZFa‘h, 
‘one consecrated’ [cp CLEAN, 5 I], kp66ovhos, cp Ass. kadGtzi; 
a 6 p q  LGen. Dt.], ~ersherp&ai [Hos.], ‘those initiated,’ cp the 
masc. form “e,  AV ‘sodomite,’ nopvshv  [Dt.], Bv8iqAAayp6vos 
[I? 2246 (47) A], TehsTai ‘sacred rites or mysteries’ [=+??, 
mzkdci; I K. 1512 @I- u ~ ~ h a c l  Ka8qUdp [B] Ka8qU[€]iV [AL] 
[z K. 23’73, ~ ~ p d l \ O h 4  [ B A L  I K.’16 281, cp &alia [Judg. 11 21). 

The  difference between the Grzeco-Roman and the 
early Israelitish (and indeed Semitic) conceptions of 
marriage must be borne in mind when we consider the 
prevalence of harlotry attested by the OT documents. 
The  Semitic conception is closely bound up with the idea 
that a dead man who has no children will miss some- 
thing in ShGl through not receiving that kind of worship 
which ancestors in early times appear to have received 
(cp Stade, GVH2), 3908). Theobject of marriage thus 
regarded is not the obtaining of legitimate heirs ; a son 
of a afinuh, like Jephthah, is brought up in his father’s 

1 So Be.-Rys., who, however, do not notice its connection 
with vain. 

9 A connection u-ith Talm. lhlp,  ‘coulter,‘ Ass. &av&arrc, 
'bucket'(?), does not help us. 

3 Hariphite and son of Hareph may be synonyms. 

ite kAREPH.3 
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HARLOT HABOD, THE WELL OF 
house with the legitimate children (Judg. 11 z), and can 
even under certain circumstances succeed to the throne 
(Judg. 918; cp KINSHIP, 5 6). Social and religious 
progress (cp ESCHATOLOGY, 5 sf: ) necessarily led to the 
rise of a higher conception of marriage (cp Gen. 224)  ; 
but in countries where the reproductive forces of nature 
were deified-in short, where the worship of the Baby- 
lonian goddess IStar had been introduced-harlotry 
became so deeply rooted that it taxed all the energy of 
the Hebrew prophets of the eighth century and their 
adherents to overcome or at least to restrain it. For 
there is sufficient evidence that the worship of IStar was 
‘ saturated ’ with this shocking practice (see Jeremias, 
Izdubar-Nimrod, 5 9 3  ; Jastrow, ReZ. Bab. and Ass. 
485), and at the local shrines of N. Israel (see Hos. 
4 14) the worship of Yahw& was deeply affected by 
Canaauitish practices derived ultimately from Babylonia. 
Even in Judah the consecrated harlotry of both sexes 
was not unknown (see I K. 1512 22461[47]) ; but we 
must not be too prompt to draw historical inferences 
from I K. 1424  (uliv8eupos [BAL]), vv. 21-24 being a 
redactional insertion, nor must we infer from passages 
like Ezek. 16 15-34 23 5 3 ,  that licentious religious rites 
were universally prevalent in the closing years of the 
Southern king don^.^ In  the original text of Am.43 
‘there was probably a distinct reference to the temple”- 
prostitutes in Assyria (see HARMON). 

This religious. prostitution was prohibited in the 
Deuteronomic code (Dt. 23 17 [18] f: ), and the Levitical 
legislation (Lev. 20 23) represents Canaanitish abomina- 
tions as the chief reason why the Canaanites were 
.exterminated. Lev. 21 7 (.old?) forbids a priest to take 
a harlot to wife, 1,ev. 2 1 9  directs that the daughter of 
any priest who ’ profanes herself by playing the harlot-’ 

-shall be burned. 
In the Wisdom Literature there is no trustworthy 

reference to the religious prostitutes. 
In Job 8614, where RV gives, ‘And their life (perisheth) 

among the unclean’ (mg. ‘sodomites’), the usual explanation is 
so far-fetched, and affords so poor a parallelism, that emendation 
of the text is indispensahle.3 

Ordinary harlots are, however, referred to, and 
comparatively high ground is taken in the Prologue 
to the Book of Proverbs4 (Prov. 2 16-19 5-7) 
in dealing with their immorality. Harlotry had 

‘become a social evil of a new sort, and had to be 
encountered by new arguments. Paul, as might be 
expected, reaches the highest point of Christian insight 
( I  Cor. 6 13-19), and our first Gospel contains the 
interesting notice (Mt. 21 31f:’) that the harlots, equally 
with the publicans, listened to John the Baptist whilst 
the hierarchical leaders turned a deaf ear tb  his call. 
This circumstance is not indeed referred to in the 
accounts of John the Baptist’s ministry ; but it is possible 
that the ‘ publicans ’ are mentioned there as representa- 
tives of the most degraded classes. 

On the singular term ‘ dog,’ Dt. 23 18 [19] see DOG, fa 3 fend), 
IDOLATRY, B 6, and cp Ur. Dmt. 264. ’. HalCvy’s attempt 

1 The ‘ harlots ’ intended in I K. 22 38 (see RV) may perhaps 
though zanbtlz is the word used, be religious prostitutes (sd 
Kittel). The clause however is a very late insertion. 
2 The diflicult pdsage, Eiek. 20 z9, is commonly misunder. 

stood. Neither of the explanations cited by Dav. will stand: 
’ ~ N J ?  is’plainly corrupt, and this throws suspicion on the whole 
passage. Read probably, ‘what are the loves (O*?$.V?) which 
ye pursue (O’?qen)  there? So the name of the land was called 
Ahzbim (i.e. “1oves”)unto this day.’ The meaning is, Unto this 
day the laid is given to idolatry. Cp the symbolic names 
AHOLAH, AHOLIBAH. 

3 I n  v. 14a for lyl>, ‘in youth,’ read >ti>! ‘by famine’(cp 
Pesh. in 6), and in 6 for p w ~ p  J, ‘among the &&?iZm,’ read 
n‘?$m, ‘by pestilence.’ 

4 On the exceptional use of ?;?l; (EV ‘a  stranger ‘) for a 
‘harlot ’ in Prov. 2 16 5 20 6 24 7 5 23 27 see Toy on Prov. 2 16 : 
Bertholet, StelZung, 195. The dissolute women spoken of were 
probably often non-Israelites ; hut the wise men had thrown OR 
a narrow nationalismto such an extent that the origin or birth. 
place of an adulteress or a harlot is of no moment to them. 
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‘RE] 0 [‘84], 186) to show that Ass. kaaXfu (ZLs’lP) can mean 
:he legitimate wife, and that Herodotns (1 19; ‘misunderstood 
and misrepresented a perfectly innocent matrimonial custom, 
ias not met with acceptance. 

See further HOSEA, 0 6, MARRIAGE. 

HAR-MAGEDON (ApMArahmN), Rev. 1616  RV, 
T. K. C. 

AV ARMAGEDDON (4.v. ). 
HARMON. In  Am. 4 3  RV has and ye shall cast 

~yourselves] into Harmon,’ where-AV has ‘ and ye shall 

cast [them] into the palace,’ for n$D???J 34&1$??). 
The text is undoubtedly corrupt. Probably we should 
read nidltg ;l?\h$nl, ’ and ye shall be ravished among 
the temple-prostitutes ’-i. e . ,  ye shall be devoted as spoil 
of war to the goddess Istar (see Crit. Bib.). Cp 
HARLOT. 

@’s als ~b Bpos ~b poppav aB1; peppau [AQ*l) supposes 
an unlikely reference to Rimmon ; Tg.’s ‘beyond the’mountains 
of Armenia ’ (cp Sym.)postulates too early an acquaintazke with 
Armenia. Theodot. has rb 6++.bv Bpos. Heilprin (Hisforical 
Poetry of the Hebrews, 2 75 [‘So]) and Kijnig (Lehrged. 2 459, 
n. 5) suggest a reference to Mt. Hermon ; cp C’5 1Qmg.I apwwva. 
Hitzig and Steiner see a reference to the heathen sanctuary of 
Hadad-rimmon. Zech. 12 T I  however is most obscure and 
HADAD-RIMMON [q.v.] is its’elf corrupi. So much, at  ’least 
these critics have seen more clearly than most, that somi 
extremely pointed expressions must have closed the prophecy. 

T. K. C. 
possibly of Egyptian origin, 
Marquartl; c p  ia1ii&in an old 

5 ,  and for compounds of Horus 
[with ;l not n] cp, with caution, Aram. i iyin, ‘ Horus helps ’and 
$>m?, ‘ Horus is a confidence ’ [see Cook, Aramaic Glos)sary, 
s.v. in]. avap+ap [Bl apva+ap [AI, apra+fp [Ll) a name in a 
genealoiy of ASHER(&., I 4  ii.), I Ch. 7 36.t C$AHIRA, HUR, 
and note the connection between Egypt and ASHER [q.v., 5 I]. 

S. A. C. 
HARNESS, equally with ‘armour’ (see I K. 102s 

z K. lo,;), is given by AV for ?$I (see WEAPONS). In I K. 22 34 
11 2 Ch. 18 33, ‘the joints of the harness’ is a vague paraphrase 
of a difficult phrase (cp A V w  and RVmg., and see BREAST. 
PLATE i., col. 606). 

Of trembling’ [?I, CP v. 8 ;  TrHrHN ApAh [Bls THN 
r H N  lA€p[Al, THN HN Apmh [L]), Judg.71, andper- 
haps originally I S. 2 8 7  29 I I K. 2030. The fountain 
‘ above ’ which Jerubbaal encamped. 

I. Judg. 7 I.-If Moore is right inreferring this passage 
 to^ a different stratum of tradition from 633  (which makes 
the Midianites encamp in the vale of Jezreel), we shall 
have to conjecture that ‘En HkrBd is the name of some 
fountain near Shechem. Certainly the two other pas- 
sages in which MOREH [q.v.] is mentioned, localise the 
name near Shechem, and Ophrah, the home of Gideon, 
was probably not far from that town ; hut (a )  the word 
Moreh = ‘ soothsayer ’ was, of course, not confined to 
Shechem, and (6) Moore’s view of the origin of Judg. 
7 1  is not quite satisfactory. I t  is safest to hold with 
Budde that 7 I is the continuation of 6 33 (cp MOREH. 
HILL OF), so that the Well of Harod must be sought 
in the vale of Jezreel; and since there are only three 
wells or fountains which can come into consideration- 
viz., the ‘Ain el-Meiyiteh, which is at the foot of the hill 
of Jezreel, the ‘Ain Tuba‘iin, which is out upon the 
plain, and the ‘Ain JHliid, close under Gilh’oa-and since 
a position by the first or second of these would have 
exposed Gideon to the attack of the Midianites, G. A. 
Smith (HG397f.) appears to be right in assenting to 
the plausible traditional view that the third is the foun- 
tain referred to. Its waters well out at the NE. end of 
Mt. Gilboa from under a sort of cavern in the wall of 
conglomerate rock, and spread out into a limpid pool 
or lakelet 40 or 50 ft. in diameter (BR3168) .  From 
this pool and from the ‘Ain Tuba‘on (the Tubania of 
mediaeval writers), which is some little way off, the 
Nahr JHlfid flows down past Bethshan into the Jordan. 
With its uansually deep bed and its soft -banks it formed 
a natural ditch in front of the position which both 
Gideon and Saul appear to have taken up on the plateau 
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HARODITE 
of Gilboa, and rendered it possible for those encamped 
on the plateau to hold the lakelet below against an 
enemy on the plain. See GILBOA, 3 (6). 

It is true, Budde (who denies that ‘En HHrBd is ‘Ain Jaliid] 
objects that the Nabi Dahi (with which the ‘hill of Moreh 
Judg. 7 I [MTI, is generally identified) is too imposing an 
eminence to be called a ‘ hill,’ny2, ; but (I) loftier heights than 
the Nabi Dabi (e.g., probably the Tell el-Fiil, is., Gibeah of 
Benjamin) can be called nu>], and (2) the text of Judg. 7 I is 
evidently in disorder. I t  may, in fact, he regarded as certain 
that originally ZI. 16 harmonised with v. 86 ; there must also (as 
Budde allows) be some omission in v. la. The omitted words 
probably are ‘and passed on to Mt. Gilboa’l (which were after- 
wards transferred with an alteration to ZI. 3) ; and the description 
of the position of the Midianitish camp in v. 16 should most 
probably run thus ‘and the cam of Midian was to the N. of 
them, beneath d. Gilboa, in t le  vale.’a CPGILBDA 5 3 
MOREH HILL OF. We can thus dispense with the hypdthesii 
of Schdarz and Grove that ‘Gilead ’ (v ,  3, MT) was the name 
of the NW. part of Gilboa, and that there is a trace of this in 
the name ‘Ain Jilod. 

2. IS. 391.-It has usually been held (e.g., by 
Robinson, Stanley, and W. Miller) that ‘ the fountain 
which is in Jezreel ’ (so MT), beside which Saul’s army 
encamped, is the ‘Kin Jaliid. The  expression, however, 
will hardly bear this interpretation. ‘ The fountain in 
Jezreel,’ pur exceZZence, can only be the fountain below 
Zer‘in now called ‘Ain el-Meyiteh ( ‘ the dead fountain ’). 
This shows the necessity of basing biblical geography 
on’ a revised Hebrew text. A word must have fallen 
out of the text, and this word must be ii5. For MT’s 
liy? we must therefore read ?in py3. This view is 
supported by bB Pv a e h v  and @* Pv aevc?wp--i.e., 
i i n  p 3  (Klo.). The  ‘Ain Jaliid (=‘En Hsrrdd) is, in 
fact, little more than a mile from the E. of’ the foot of 
the hill of Jezreel, and could therefore fairly be described 
as being ‘in [the district of] Jezreel.’ ‘It was on the 
plateau above this that Saul’s army was posted, unless 
M T  is very far wrong indeed (see SAUL). 

3. I S. 287.-Did Saul really go 7 or 8 m. to visit 
the so-called ‘ witch of Endor ’ ? I t  is shown elsewhere 
(ENDOR), with as near an approach to certainty as is 
possible, that Endor is an error for ‘En Hared. The  
wise woman lived at only ten minutes’ distance from 
the Israelite camp. 
4. I K. 2030.-Did Benhadad attempt to hide him- 

self < in an inner chamber ’ ? Does i in2 i i n  really mean 
this? Perhaps we should read ‘by  the fountain in 

HARODITE (’i10, p o y h a i o c  [Bl, a p o y h a t o c  
[A], aA~pl [L], z S. 23zSn), a designation applied 
to Shammah, one of David‘s heroes; in v. 256 Elika 
is also called a Harodite; but v. q b  is probably an 
interpolation (see ELIKA). The situation of Sham- 
mahs  native place depends somewhat on that of the 
home of his fellow on the list, for the names are given 
in couples. If we omit Elika, the companion of Sham- 
mah is Helez the Paltite. BETH-PALET [q.v.] was in 
the far south of Judah, which forbids us to connect 
‘Harodite’ with En-harod (H.  P. Sm.), and suggests 

1 YtS>?? l r s f  lLy!!. For attempts to explain 8. 3 with the 
minimum of change in the text, or even with no change at all, 
see Moore’s commentary and the article ‘ Gilead Mt.’ in Has- 
tings, O B 2  176a (Dr.). To the present writer icseems useless 
to ‘ heal the hurt’ of the text ‘lightly.’ The view maintained 
by him is that an editor transferred the words to v. 3 to form 
part of the address to the ‘fearful and trembling,’ but with an 
alteration. The text now stands l$)e? l?P %!!I; but 1% 
(‘to plait ’) cannot mean ‘ to turn aside ’ (Ges. -Buhl) ; there has 
been both corruption and editorial manipulation. An earlier 
reading was almost certainly 1;tn l ’ iY! ,  ‘and let him 
pass on from Mt. Gilboa.’ What the editor did was to alter 
id! into l?n, to adapt the words which he transferred to 
their new position. The emendation ‘ Gilboa ’ for ‘ Gilead ’ is 
adopted from Clericus(1708) by Hitzig, Bertheau, Gratz, Reuss, 
Driver, etc. ; but it is not sufficient alone. 

2 For minn nyxes, ‘from the hill of the soothsayer,’ read 
y35m i n s  nnnn, ‘beneath Mt. Gilboa.’ pV23n is composed of 
thefirst two letters of nnnn and three of the letters of y>s~n. 

See ENUOR ( a ) ,  bnt cp SAUL. 

Harod.’ See GILBOA, 3 (6). T. K. C. 

~n mnn comes from nn, and mi from ins. 
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HARSHA 
reading w y  for ??i? (y and n are often confounded). 
Shammab then becomes a man of ARAD (9.. ., I). So, 
in the main, Marquart (Fund. IS), who identifies this 
Shammah with one of David‘s brothers. Cp DAVID, 

Shobal I the father of Kirjath- 
jearim ’ had sons : ‘ Haroeh, half of the Menuhoth ’; 
1 Ch. 252 (nin3n;I v n  miil ; a i w  eueipa p w v a i w  [B], apaa 
EUEL appavie [A, om. L]). For we should read 
~’N’I. See REAIAH, I ; cp also MANAHETHITES. 

RARORITE (’*lc), so I Ch. 1127 for HARODITE 
[q.v.].  See SHAMMAH, 5. 

aP€lCC& [ T U N  & N U N ]  [Bl, AC€lpUt% Ap€lCW% 
A p y ~ o y  [T.S.] [AI, A C H p U e ,  A p l C & L  A p y ~ o y  
[T.B.] [L]), the place of residence of Sisera, a powerful 
king (see Cooke, Hist. and Song of Deb. 4). whose 
oppression roused six Israelitish tribes to common 
hostile action ,against him (Judg. 42 13 16t). I t  has 
been identified by Thomson (with the assent of Conder. 
G. A. Smith, G. A. Cooke, Socin, Buh1)l with mod. 
el-Harithiyeh, on the right bank of the lower Kishon, 
NW. of Megiddo. This is ‘an enormous double mound,’ 

situated just below the point where the Kishon in one 
of its turns beats against the rocky base of Carmel, 
leaving no room even for a footpath. A castle there 
effectually commands the pass up the vale of the 
Kishon into Esdraelon, and such a castle there was 
on this immense double teZZ of Harothieh [HHrithiyeh]. 
I t  is still covered with the remains of old walls and 
buildings’ (Thomson, LB 437). The situation is well 
adapted for an oppressive chieftain, and is not to b e  
rejected on the ground of the remoteness of Jabin’s 
city of Hazor, for Sisera was no mere ‘captain of the  
host.’ The place-name, however, does not occur in the 
Amarna tablets, and textual criticism favours the view 
(first suggested by the names Shamgar and Sisera) that 
Sisera was a Hittite king. If this is correct, his place 
of residence must have been Kadesh on the Orontes ; in 
fact, recent textual criticism of Judg. 5 reveals to us the 
Kadeshites and Hadrachites fighting against Israel 
under Sisera. More precisely, the Hittite city KADESH 
[q.v., 21 bears a fuller name in the true text of the Song 
of Deborah-viz., Kadshon or Kidshon. 

Now, looking at n&n, we notice that two of its letters recur 
in p i p ,  for 7 and resemble each other so closely in all the 
alphabets as to be often hardly distinguishable. Moreover n, 1, 
and p are sometimes confounded through phonetic similarity, 
while the corruption of 21 (the final forms of letters but slowly 
established themselves) into n is easy. 

The conclusion we reach is that the otherwise un- 
known ‘ Harosheth of the nations’ should rather be 
‘ Kidshon of the nations.’ I t  was so called to dis- 
tinquish it from places of the same name in Canaan. 
This view is substantially that of Marquart (Fund. 3). 
and Ruben (JQR 10554); but these scholars did not 
remark the existence of the termination -on appended 
to the fundamental element Kudsh. Whether the  
corrupt name TAHTIM-HODSHI [q.v.] may be com- 
pared, is doubtful. 

5 I, n. 2. T. K. C. 

HAROEH (n$lq). 

RAROSHETH OF THE GENTILES (alisn nghn ; 

T. K. C. 

HARP (l jS?,  Ps. 332 etc.; Din’?, Dan. 3 5  8). 
See MUSIC, § 7 3  

HARROW. For Job 39 IO (Vlb) see AGRICULTURE, 
$ 3 beg. and § 4. For z S. 1 2 3 1 ~ 1  Ch. 203 (iiim:, .sin) see 
AGRICULTURE, § 8, n. 

HARSHA (K@?n, ‘deaf,’§ 66, cp also TEL-HARSHA), 
afamilyof Nethinim in the great post-exilic list(see EZRA ii., § g), 
Ezra 252 (apyua [BA], apaua [Ll)=Neh. 754 (a8auau [BNA], 
a8aua [L])=I Esd. 532 EV CHAREA (Xapsa [A], om. B, @cam 
[L?]). 

1 J. S. Black, however, in 1892 and (at greater length) Moore 
See their respective in 1895, expressed themselves d&btfully. 

commentaries. 
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HARSITH 
HARSITH,in ‘The gate Harsith’ (Kr. n”p7np 

but Kt. n l b l n i l  ’V), Jer. 192 RV, AV ‘THE EAsr 
GATE ’ (as if from ~7.n. ‘ sun,’ cp mg.), RVmS 
of potsherds.’ 

the gate 

Although B’s xapu(e)d favours Kre, this may be merely due 
to an early corruptlon or conjecture. Harsith cannot easily he 
explained. Most scholars (see BDB) render as RVmg. but the 
ending -iih constitutes a difficulty ; Hitzig renders Sherhen- 
fhzmz, KSnig (2 205 [a]) Scher6enei, but improbably. Read 
perhaps niew! ‘I; the Dung-gate seems to be meant. See 
HINNOM, VALLEY OF, 5 4 (z), JERUSALEM, 5 24, col. 2423. 

T. K. C. 

HART, HIND ( P K ,  n$:g ; shaaoc [BKAQRTFL]). 
The  animal intended is probably the fallow-deer (Cervus 
damn, L.), which is still to be found in the neighbour- 
hood of Sidon (Tristram) ; see ROE, 4. As the name 
Aijalon shows, the ayyd must have been found in very 
ancient times far to the S. of this, and Dt. 121522 1522 
proves that it was quite common game. I t  was regu- 
larly supplied to Solomon’s table, according to I K. 
4 2 3  [ 5 3 ] .  In Dt. 1 4 5  it is enumerated among the clean 
animals. Hebrew poets delight to refer to it. Its 
slender but powerful build, the swiftness and sureness 
of its motions, suggested a pleasing comparison for 
warriors or for the victorious people of Israel (2 S. 2234  
=Ps. 1833  [34] Hab. 319,  BLS UUPTPXELW [BKAQ]), and 
in Gen. 4921 ( U T Q X E X O S  [BADFL]), if MT is correct, 
Naphtali is likened to a nimble hind, with reference 
to the swiftness of its heroes (see, however, below.). 
The horns (a figure for rays of the rising sun?) of the 
ayyZi1 have been thought (wrongly) to be referred to in the 
title of Ps. 22 (see RVmg.) ; but cp AIJELETH-SHAHAR. 
Its languishing condition when deprived of pasture is 
referred to in Lam. 1 6  ( K ~ L O ~  [BKAQ]); its disregard 
of its young under these circumstances in Jer. 1 4 8  ; its 
eager panting for water in Ps. 421 [.I.’ An image 
of feminine grace and affectionateness IS derived from 
the elegance and the gentle gaze of the hind (Prov. 
5 1 9 :  cp Cant. 2 7  3 5  [dv ( T U ~ S )  iu~6aeucv TOG (i-ypoG 
(BAKC in both verses)]) ; and a lover may be likened 
to a young hart, Cant. 217 814  (n+;ttt i@). 

Two passages remain which have to be taken together Job 
39 1-4 and Ps. 299. In the former passage the ease with dhich 
the hinds bring forth appears as one of the wonders of creation : 
in the latter, a phrase used in Job 39 I of the travailing of the 
hinds is employed, but with a causative sense, of the effect of 
thunderclaps in hastening the parturition of hinds. It must be 
admitted, however, that the reference to the accelerated pangs 
of the hinds is not quite what we should expect in this grand 
storm-piece, nor does it suit the parallel line. n l iy ,  ‘forests,’ 
seems to require ns to point n h ,  ‘terebinths’ (so Lowth, 
Gratz, Thrupp, Che.); the suspicious-looking $sin? should rather 
be !’&e;, ‘shakes’ (Che.P)). On the analogy of the former 
emendation some (Bochart, Lo;vth,’Ew., Olsh., Di., etc.), would 
point n\w, ‘terebinths,’ in Gen. 49 21 instead of h!, ‘hind.’ 
See NAPHTALI. 

De&. 591, Ar. &w also HORAM) father of Aharhel, a name 
in an obscure part of’the genealogy’of Judah ; I Ch. 48 ( l a p a p  
[BA] :,om. L, see AHARHPL). 

HARUMAPH (IDiln, prob. = 78 D a l n ,  ‘with 
pierced nose,’ # 66), father of Jedaiah in list of wall-builders (see 
NEHEMIAH, 8 IX; EZRA ii., $5 66, 16 [I] 15d), Neh. 31ot 
(epFpopa0 [Bl, -$ [ALI, aimpa0 [HI). 

HARUM (a??, cp Sab. Din, i lDTl [DHM, Ep. 

HARUPHITE (’Pllil Kt.),  I Ch. 125. See HARIPH. 

HARUZ (ySla, ‘eager’? ‘gold’? 566, apoyc [BAL]), 
of Jotbah, father of Meshullemeth, king Amon’s mother 
(2 K. 2119). 

HARVEST (?’up, Gen. 822 etc. : eepicMoc, Mt. 
937 etc.). 

HASADIAH (ilJ?Pn, ‘ Yahwi: is gracious,’ 5 28), one 
of the’ children of Zerubbabel ; I Ch. 320 (acabla 
P A ] ,  -B IA  [Ll). 
1 Read with Olsh., Che., We., Du., n$fi (MT $ 1 ~ ;  n 

follows). 

See AGRICULTURE, 55 I 7 ; YEAR, 5 4. 
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HASHBADANA 
RASENUAH (np?p?), I Ch. 9 7  AV, RV HAS- 

HASHABIAH (9ilJq@Q, in I Ch. 2 5 3  2630 2 Ch. 
3 5 9  ; elsewhere iliq@n ; ‘ Yahwi: has taken account of,’ 
see NAMES, 5 3 2 ;  ~ C A B I A ( C )  [BKAL]), a name so 
common in post-exilic times that the identity or differ- 
entiation of the individuals bearing it is sometimes 
uncertain. On Nos. I, 2, 4, 7, cp GENEALOGIES i.. § 7 
[ii. d]. 

I. A Merarite Levite (I Ch. 645 [30] U U ~ ~ [ F ] L  [BA]). 
2. b. Bunni, a Merarite Levite in list of inhabitants of 

Jerusalem (see EZRA ii., $5 5 [d], 15 [I] a), I Ch. 914 Feh. 11 15 
(aua@ov [Nc.amg. SUP.]  om. BN*A). 

3. One who with his brethren ‘men of valour,’ 1700 in number 
was overseer in Israel ‘beyond Jordan westward’ (I Ch. 28 
30) ; see HEBRON ii. I. 
--+ A musician, a ’son of Jeduthun’ (I Ch. 253 and 19 apra 

SENUAH. See HASSENAAH. 

WJ). 
5. A Levite, son of Kemuel (;.e., Kadmiel? I Ch. 27r7), per- 

haps the same as 3. 
6. A Levite according to the Chronicler of the time of Josiah 

(2 Ch. 359). i n  I Esd. 1 9  his name appeirs as ASSABIAS, RV 
SABIAS (uaptas [BA]). 

7. A Levite in Ezra’s caravan (see EZRA i. $ 2 ii. 5 15 [I] d), 
Ezra 819 (ausp[rlra [BA] auua/3ra [L]) I Esd. S i 8  AsEnIA, RV 
ASEBIAS (om. B auepLa; [A]). cp Ezia 824 (uapra [Av’d.l)=r 
Esd. 854 ASSAN~AS, RV AssAini~s (auuaprav [B], alra. [AI. 
auapiav [L]), see Kosters, Hersf. 44, n. 2 ;  signatory to the 
covenant (see EZRA i., 5 7) Neh. 1011 [IO] (om. BN*, euspras 
[Wamg. AI) ; 1122, auapsra [HI (see Herstel, 105 ). The name 
also appears among the Levites in Zerubbabel’s L n d  (see EZRA 

ii., $5 6 6 11) Neh. 1224 (apra [BH*]). 
8. ‘ Rder of half the district of Keilah ’ mentioned in list of 

wa!l-b_uilders (see NEHEMIAH, $ I A, EZR; ii., $8 16 [I], ~ s d ) ,  
N en. 3 17. 

12n1 (Wamg.inf., om. BN*A). 
9. Head of the houseof Hilkiah   EZRA ii., $8 66, TI), Neh. 

HASHABNAH (il??W?, 5 32, probably to be read 
il;9@’tJ-z’. e . ,  Hashabni-jah : see HASHABNIAH), sig- 
natory to the covenant (see EZRA i., 5 7) Neh. 1025 [261 

HASHABNIAH, RV Hashabneiah (ilJ:&, or 
perhaps, if the text is right, as suggested in 32, 
il:J?Yn-i.e., HBshabni-iah, ‘ Yahwi: has taken thought 
of me’) ,  a Levite; Neh. 9s (BRA om., C A B ~ N I ~ C  or 
UEXEVLUS [L, the order of the names is different]) ; the 
name also of the father of HATTUSH (2 )  ; Neh. 310 
(MBANAM [B”], -NEAM [Bab(vid.)l. - B N ~ A M  [W 
-ANI& [A], CABANIOY [L]). The I, however, seems 
due to a scribe who thought of rp12w. Names of the 
type Hashabniah ’ are generally corrupt. Probably 

HASHBADANA, RV Hashbaddanah (il?@n, 
probably, if original [see below], a corruption of il’J2Vnn 
Hashabni-jah : 5 32). one of those (probably Levites: so 
Kosters, Herstel, 88) present’ at the reading of the law 
under Ezra ; Neh. 8 4 (om. B, ACABAANA m ~ .  dextr. 1, 
-BAAMA [A], A B A A N ~ C  [L])= I Esd. 944 (LOTHASUBUS + NABARIAS : AwebcoyBoc + NABAp[€]l&C [BAI, 
LICCOM KM ~ ~ A A A N A C  [Ll). Their number is 

(€CABANA [BKA]. acB. [Ll). 

Hashabiah is right. T. K. C. 

doubtful. 
According to L (in both Neh. and I Esd.) there were seven 

standing on each side of Ezra ; according to Neh. MT, 6 on his 
right, and 7 on his left; according to Neh. HA, 6 and 7 [Nc.aAl re- 
spectively : Neh. B, 6and 4 : I Esd. BAand RV, 7 and 6;  I Esd. 
AV, 7 and 5. 

The MT seems to have suffered somewhat from the 11th 
name onwards ; the last two names lack the connective ‘and,’ 
and the preceding name is surely corrupt. Hashbaddanah may 
in fact have arisen, the first half (>en) from a repetition of the 
preceding Hashum (own), and the second (n112) from a repetition 
of the following ?&). The corruption has taken another 
course in I Esd., xwni becoming 3wnj(’7), Lothasubus, and 
~ * T J ?  becoming n+y~], Nabarias. We thus lose no doubt the 
two heptads desiderated by Kosters (Hersfel, &3 ; so also’Be.- 
Ryss., Guthe), hut we get twelve names, corresponding to the 
tribes. See HASHUM. S. A. C. 

1 Neh. 8 46 may be due to the Chronicler (Kosters, HersteZ, 8SL 
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HASHEM, THE SONS O F  
HASHEM, THE .SONS OF, the Gizonite ( I  Ch. 

11 34, 0 . v ~  '27; Bevvaras b Zqpohoysvvouvarv [B], utor Auap' d 
r r w u v r  [A], Bwveas b Bopoyevuouviv [N], d o i  Auop 708 Zevv 
.[L w. 341, Ebpauab b rovvr [L w. 331 ; but see JASHEN). 

HASHMONAH (@@n ; C ~ A M W N ~  P L I ,  acsA- 
NA [AF]), a stage in the wandering in the wilderness ; 

Nu. 3329,ff. See WANDERINGS, IIJ,  and cp MAC- 
CABEES i., § 2. 

HASHUB (>$Bjn), I Ch. 914AV; RVHASSHUB(~.V.) .  

HASHUBAH (n@I; cp HASHUB), one of the 
children of Zerubbabel ; I Ch. 320 (acoyBe [B], AC&A 

CAI, hACABae [L]). 
HASHUM (a??, vocalisation doubtful; cp a's read- 

ings and Meyer, Entst. 144, who suggests @!; cp the name 
D't@n; a[u]uop [BAL]), a family in the great post-exilic list (see 
E Z R A  ii., $5 g, 8 c), Ezra2 19 (amp [Bl, amup [A], amwp [Ll)= 
Neh. 722 (quap[cl [BNAI)=I Esd. 5 16 ARontl (apop [BAj), 
represented among the signatories to the'covenant (see EZRA I., 

$ 7), Neh. !Or8 [191 (qua@ [BNAI). Various members of it are 
mentioned in the list of those with foreign wives (see EZRA i., 5 5 
end) Ezra 1033 (qu[rlap [BN] auIu1qp [AL1)=1Esd. 933,Aso~. 
Thehame is borne apparentl; by an individual in list of Ezra's 
supporters (see EZRA ii., $ 13 V.1; cp i. $ 8, ii. 5 16 [5], ii. 
$ 15 [I] C), Neh. 84 (om. BK", wrap [Nc.amg.dextr.Al)=~ Esd. 
944, LOTHASUBUS (AwOduoupos [BA]). See HASHBADANA. 

HASHUPHA(K#VQ), Neh. 746 AV, RV HASUPHA. 

HASMAAH (ngP@;l), I Ch. 1 2 3  AVmg., EV 

HASMONXANS. See MACCABEES i., 2. 

HASRAH (n?qn), ancestor of SHALLUM (2), 2 Ch. 
3422 ( X E A A H C  P I .  ECCGPH [A], acsp [L]). z K. 
2214 has HARHAS-(~.V.) .  

HASSENAAH (Neh. 33) ,  or SENAAH (Ezra 235 
Neh. 738), or$[? Esd. 5231 RV SANAAS, AV ANNAAS, 
nF!pO, n@D; CENNAA [AL]). 

SHEMAAH ( q . ~ . ) .  

In  Neh. 738 uavavar [B'], uavav2 y'(the y'is n;merical)[Ba.], 
uavava [HA]; inEzra umva [El ; in Neh. 738. auav[B], auavaa 
[HI, auava [AI ; in I Esd. uapa [B], uavaas [A]. 

(a) The name, which only occurs with the prefix q, 
* sons of.' was formerlv regarded as the name of a citv. 

HATITA 

,, 

1. Current the ikhagitants of which returned in 
explanatione. large numbers (3930 in Neh. 738 ; 3630 

in Ezra 235 ; 3330 [A] or 3301 [B] in 
I Esd. 523) with Zerubbabel, and rebuilt the fish- 
gate at Jerusalem (Neh. 33). This is the first stage in 
the quest of the true meaning of the phrase b'ni hasse%ddh 
or 6'ni slnddh. But where is there a city with a name like 
Senaah? The Magdalsenna of Eusebius and Jerome 
(OS 2928150zz), 8 or 7 R. m. N. of Jericho, is surely 
not what is meant. (6) Schlatter (Zur Topoav. 21. 

Gesch. Pal. ) and Siegfr. -%a. therefore suspect that 
a Benjamite family (cp I Ch. 97) may be meant. 
No such name, however, occurs in the list in Neh. 
10  14-27. (c) Hence a third view : Senaah, or rather 
Hassenaah (with the art.),  may be wrongly vocalised. 
I n  I Ch. 97 Neh. 119  we meet with a 'son of 
Hassenuah' (in Ch. aava [B], auavoua [A], uaava [L] ; 
nsana [Vg.]; in Neh. AV SENUAH;  auava [BRA], 
auevva [L], serilna [Vg.]) ; cp HODAVIAH, 2. That 
I Ch. 97-9 contains material derived from a post-exilic 
list, has long been recognised.2 Ed. Meyer, t h e r e f ~ r e , ~  
does not hesitate to regard Hassennah (misread Has- 
senaah) as a post-exilic designation, and to explain it 
from post -exilic circumstances. Among those who 
returned with Zerubbabel, or, perhaps rather,4 who 
after Ezra's arrival formed the KdhdZ or ' congregation ' 
of true or genuine Israelites, there must have been many 
who had no landed possessions. The popular wit 

1 But see also HARIM (21 
a See Herzfeld, Gesc?z.'Tzgg ('47). 
3 Enst. 150, 154, 156. J. D. Michaelis partlyanticipated him. 
4 Meyer, however, takes the former view. 

may have described such as 'children of the slighted 
wife ' (;r?slD= n9ip ' hated,' ' slighted ' ; see Dt. 21 IS$, 
Is. 6015). 

This theory is ingenious, and might provisionally 
serve us. But it has perhaps a family likeness to the 
explanations one finds in the Midrash, and to the 
edifying vocalisations of names in the Chronicler. Is 
not ' Praise-Yahw6, the son of the slighted' an un- 
natural combination ? 

The key to the mystery must be sought elsewhere. 
I t  is to be found in the problematical term M~SHNIIH 
2. New theory. [q.".], the current explanation of which 

IS purely hvpothetical. An examination 
of the passages in ;hick this word occurs with reference 
to Jerusalem suggests that underneath it lies the term 

' the old city '-Le.,  the city which existed before 
Hezekiah built ' the other wall without' (2 Ch. 325 ; 
see JERUSALEM, 23). Hassenaah (ny;m) or Has- 
senuah ( y m )  and Senaah ( n p )  are probably corrup- 
tions of n;hc, ' the old city '-the city which is referred 
to under that title in three or rather four passages in 
which MT gives ;riwn (RV, conjecturally, ' the second 
quarter'). The  3000, or more, people mentioned in 
Ezra 235 Neh. 738 at the end of the list of town popu- 
lations are the 'sons ' or people of the ' old city,' or 
quarter, of Jerusalem. Now we understand the relative 

HASSHUB (>st&, ' thought of [by God]' ; ACOYB 
[BA] in Ch. ; coy5 [K*] in Neh. 

I. A Merarite Levite (I Ch. 914 Neh. 11;s [AV HASHUB]). 
2. AV HASHUB, b. Pahath-moab, one of the repairers of the 

3. AV HASHUB another of the repairers of the wall (Neh. 3 23). 
4. AV HASH$, signatory to the covenant (see EZRA i., $7 ) ;  

largeness of the number. T. K. C. 

[BKAL] ; but 
323 ; ACOY? [BK]. in Neh. 10 23 [%$I). 

wall (Neh. 3 11). 

Neh. 1023 [24]. I 

PHATH? auo+ppEO [L]). The B'ne Hassophereth agroupof 'Solo- 
mon's servants' (see NETHINIM) in the great post-exilic list (see 
EZRAii., 3 g), Ezra 2 55 (am+qpae[Bl, -+opaO [Al)=Neh. 757with 
article omitted, Bne SOPHERETH (nlBD; ra+apaO [EA], -Or [N], 
auo+epsO [L])=I Esd. 533 AV AZAPHION, RV ASSAPHIOTH 
(auua+eiwO [E], aoa++i. [A]). 
' men Of ZAREPHATH ' (q .W.). 

family of NETHINIM in the great post-exilic list (see EZRA II., 5 g), 
Ezra243(auou+e [Bl, auou+a~[Ll)=Neh. 746 (au+a[Bl, auci+a 
[NA], AV HASHUPHA)=I Esd. 5 29 (T?uet+a [Bl, atrsiQa [A], EV 
ASIPHA). 

HAT. For( I)K$?l? (Aram.), kar6lZd, Dan. 321 AV 
(4Vmg. 'turban,' RV 'mantle') see TURBAN 2 .  and for (2) 

vwauos, z Macc. 412 (RV [Greek] cap '), see k ~ i .  
HATACH, RVHATHACH ($?? ; AXpA@AlOC[BRLp], 

&os [A], om. La ; in Jos. A& xi. 6 7 axpaOeos), one of the 
eunuchs of Ahasuerus (Esth. 4 5 f :  [om. BNAL in w. 61, v. g [b]  
apXOaOaros [N*A] ; v. IO). Marq. (Fund. 7) makes this the 0. 
Pers. Lu-~arfu*, 'well-made. C5 also inserts the name in 412 
(apxaOaias [A]), 13 (aXOpOaiov [Nl, om. A). 

746t. See AXE, 3. 

HASSOPHERETH (nagba, I scribe' ? OT=ZARE- 

It is plausible to read n m i  
T. K. C. 

HASUPHA (RDjVn, in Neh. ; acoy~$a[AL], 

Corrupted to GISPA (q .~ . )  in Neh. 1121. 

HATCHET (Y@, ~ ~ A ~ K Y C  [BKR], securis), Ps. 

HATHACH(TilJ, Esth. 45 RV; AVHATACH(~ .V, . ) .  

zite, I Ch. 4 q t .  Probably the word is a fragment of 
bnnin (see MANAHATH), a variant to 'n~ryo(see MEONO- 
THAI). The clan called 'nnin was Calebite ( I  Ch. 2 54). 

HATIPHA (K?'grJ [Aram.], 'snatched ' ; ~ T [ ~ ] I @ A  

HATHATH (nnn ; A e A e  [BA], -& [L]), a Keniz- 

T. K. C. 

[RNA] aTouc+a [L], see NAMES, 5 63) afamilyof Nethinimin the 
great ;ost-exilic list (see EZRA ii., $ g), Ezra254 (asou+a [B])= 
Neh. 756 ; I Esd. 5 3 2  (are+a [BA]), EV ATIPHA, 

HATITA (R@'pn, ' pointed ' ?); ,a-r[s]i~a [BA], 
.<&<a [L]), a family of doorkeepers in the great post-exilic list (see 
E z R A ~ ~ . ,  $g),Ezra242(aT?~a[Bl).=Neh.745; I E S ~ . ~ Z ~ , T E T A ,  
RV ATETA (aq.ra [A], B om.). 
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HATTIL 
- HATTIL ($+On, A T ~ ~ A  [L]). The Bne  Hattil, 
a group of ‘Solomon’s servants’ (see NETHINIILI) in the 
great post-exilic list (see EZRA ii., 5 9); Ezra257 ( a w m  [B], 
arrrh[Al)=Neh. 759 (cy+ [BN], w~qh[A])=~Esd. 534, HAGIA, 
RV AGIA after @EA ayra. 

HATTUSH (EhDn, ATTOYC [AL] ; in Ch. XATTOYC 
[Bl, XETT. [Alp AT. [GI). 

I. A descendant of Davld and son 1 of SHECANIAH [T.v.] ; he 
went up with Ezra (see EZRA i. 5 z, ii. 5 15 (I) d), Ezra 8 z (TOUP 
[B])=r Esd. 829, LETTUS,~ RV ATTUS (E om.), cp I Ch. 322. 
priestly sirnatorv to the covenant (see EZRA i.. R 7): (Neh.’ - . -  . . - ._ .  . 
10 4 [5l, TOUS [BN*], amus [Ncq); also appears among the ‘priests 
and Levites, who went up with Zerubbabel [see EZRA ii., 
5 6 dl (Neh. 122 [Wa (“‘g.),,om. BN*Al). 

2. b. HASHABNEIAH rq.v.1 inlist ofwall-builders(see NEHEMIAH, 
0 IJ, EZRA ii., 0s 16 [I], 15 d), Neh. 310 (a7ove [BN], auTous 
[AI). 

( Inn ; a y p a ~ [ e l i ~ i c  [BAQI; in n. 18 
UPANITIC [AI, AWPANEITIC [Bl), a region mentioned 
in connection with the ideal eastern border of Canaan 
in Ezek. 47 16 18f. Of Hazar-enan (see HAZAR-IIATTI- 
CON) we learn that it was on the border of Hauran (n. 16), 
and more particularly that it was on the border between 
the territories of Hauran and Damascus (n. 18 ; see Co.’s 
text of Ezekiel). Furrer (ZDPVS278;  cp Grove, 
Smith’s DB) places Hauran far away in the N. at 
yaww,drin, between Sadad and Karyatin (Baed. (3) 40 j) ; 
but it is a false assumption of his that Hauran is de- 
scribed as N. of Damascus; it is the s. region that 
%iekiel mentions first (cp v. 16$, first Damascus, then 
-Hamath). 

Nor is it safe to work upon an incorrect text. Verse 18 should 
be emended with Cornill so as torun thus ‘And the east side ; 
from Hazar-enan which lies on the borderbetween Hauran and 
Damascus, the Jordan forms the border between Gilead and the 
landyf Israel as far as the east sea, unto Tamar ; that is, the east 
side. 

If we adopt Cornill‘s emendation it becomes clear 
that Hauran is the district which still bears this name, 
with the addition of GOLAN (4.n.) which (the) HaurHn 
adjoins. The name is also found in the Assyrian in- 
scriptions (Hamranu = Havranu, K B 2 8 4  ; Havrina, 
KB 2 2 1 6 ) ~  and in the Mishna (Rtsh hashanah, 2 4). 

Elsewhere it has been suggested that J and presumably also 
E misunderstood the stories respecting ‘the patriarchs which 
hy, written, before them, and misread ‘Haran’ and (in Gen. 
34 IO) ‘ Nahor ’ for ‘ Hauran.’ The ‘ city of Nahor,’ or rather 
of Hauran,’ will be some importqnt place (Ashtaroth?) in the 

district between Damascus and Gilead called Hauran. Possibly 
too ‘Aram-naharaim‘ (EV ‘Mesopotamia’) in Gen. 2410 was 
misread by J for Aram-Hauran. 

On the Auranitis of Roman times, see Schurer, GJV 
1354 ; on the modern HaurSn see PALESTINE. 

HAVEN represents, in EV, ( I )  q h ,  ?zZph, G e n  4913 
etc. (TQIl, ‘ to enclose ’). 

2. nnn, m,d&tz, Ps. 1 0 7 3 0 , t  primarily ‘ a  large city’ 
(for Assyrian and Syriac usage see BDB, and cp Lex%. 
of Delitzsch and Payne Smith), but in a special context 
possibly ‘haven ’ (see, however, below). 

See HARAN, NAHOR. 

T. K. C. 

. 3. Xip?fv Acts 27 8 12. 

I t  is doubtful, in view of the clearness of the Assyrian usage, 
. whether ,inn can really mean ‘haven‘ ; improbable too that this 

Cheyne ? Ps.(’4), on these grounds, emends the text of v. 30 reading 
0’:: v n t ,  ‘for a beach of ships ’ (cp Gen. 49 13) ; Dn was written 
twice over, and the first qn corrupted into inn. In Is. 23 IO 

Duhm and Cheyue read I@ for n1D; but we are not obliged to 
render inn ‘haven.’ 

On the harbours of Palestine, see MEDITERRANEAN, 
and on the terms of the Blessing of Zehulnn (Gen. 49 13) 
see ZEBULUN. 

HAVILAR (35 VI, . _: perhaps explained by the Hebrews 

*sand-land’; cp $\I7 ; s y ( e ) l A ~ ( ~ )  [BADEL] ; H E m A  

articular word would have been used in Ps.107. 

1 Emending MT in accordance with U I Esd. 829 (see Be- 
Rys. nd &.). 

2 ATTUS (AV LETTUS) is from a reading +arrauc, a scribe’s 
error which could have easily arisen in an uncial MS for a r r o w .  

8 ‘ The black land ’ (so Wetzstein, see Del. Hiod, 597), with 
reference to the basalt formation. 
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HAWK 
except Gen. 211 HEFZLATN), a son of Cush, Gen. lo7 
(P), I Ch. 1 g ; of Joktan, Gen. 10 zg (J) ,  I Ch. 123  
(EYI [A]). The same name is given to a region 
bordered by the river Pishon (Gen. 211 J) ; but where 
the Pishon was, interpreters are by no means agreed 
(see PAKADISE). Twice again (if not thrice, for 
Cornill restores the name in Ezelc. 2722, ‘ Havilah, 
Sheba, and Raamah’), we find mention of Havilah. 
In Gen. 25 18 [J] the limits of the Ishniaelites are ‘ from 
Havilah unto Shur,’ and a similar phrase describes the 
region within which the Amalekites were defeated, I S. 
1 5 7  (but here the text is disputed ; see TELEM). ?’he 
combination of all the data is difficult, and many critics 
have been led to distinguish several Havilahs. It would 
seem, however, that only absolute necessity would justify 
this, and it is perhaps safest to hold that Havilah is 
always the same region-of which sometimes one part, 
sometimes another, is specially referred to. Del. (Par. 
1 2 8  j78), E. Meyer (Gesch. J. AZt. 1224), identify 
with the NE. part of the Syrian desert ; Glaser (SRizze, 
2 3 2 3 5 ) ,  with Central and NE. Arabia. See GOLD, 
ONYX, TOPAZ. 

Attempts to find an African Havilah ( ‘ A ~ ~ ~ \ ; T u L ,  etc.) are 
therefore unnecessary, especially since the onlyother son ofCush 
in Gen. 107 who can be probably identified points to Arabia 
(viz. Raamiih). I t  appears that P regarded all (non-Ishmaelite) 
Arabian tribes as connected with Africa. 

HAVVOTH-JAIR, AV, less correctly, HAVOTH-JAIR 

(T9KI nsn, errayheic iasip [BAFLI ; in Ch. KWMN 
casip [B”l, K. iaeip [Ba.blp K. i ~ p e i p  [AI, aywe iasip 
[L]; Auothiuir, Jer. [OS(2), S914]). This was the name 
of certain towns (which arose out of tent-villages l) on 
the E. side of Gilead. An early tradition respecting 
them is given by J E  in Nu. 323g4rf: (n. 40 is an inter- 
polation) ; v. 41 47raliX~is ravp [A]). 

Bu. thinks that this passage originally stood after Josh. 17 14- 
18 (Xi. Sa. 87) ; hut surely the colonisation described in it belongs 
to a later period (see Judg. lO3fi). Ageographicaldifficulty is 
caused by Dt. 3 14 (avo0 L a e q  [BAFL]) and JQsh. 13 30 ( K i p a L  
~ a [ e ] i p  [BAL]) which localise the Havvoth-jair in Bashan instead 
of in Gilead Apparently the writers identify them with 
the sixty fortresses (Dt. 34 I K. 4 13) in the former region --a 
mistake into which only late writers could have fallen. ‘ (Even) 
Bashan’ (l@:-fl$) in Dt. 3 13 isevidently a redactional interpo- 
lation, and the reference to Havvoth-jair(EV ‘the towns of Jair’) 
in 1 K. 413 (om. BL., avo0 L a p p  [Al)has been interpolated from 
Nu.32 41. I n  the post-exilic passage I Ch. 223 (om. Pesh.) 
Geshur and Aram are said to have taken sixty cities (including 
twenty-three belonging to Jair). Such is the account generally 
given of the matter ; but a closer inspection of the text of various 
passages referring to Gilead (where ‘ Gilead ’ should probably be 
‘ Salhad ’) leads to a more favourable view of the writers who 
localise the Havvoth-jair in Bashan, and to a comprehension 
of the otherwise dark passage, I Ch. 223, respecting the conquest 
of the Havvotb-jair by Geshur and Aram. See JAIR KENATH. 

See Kue. Hex. 47 ; Di. Deul., and Bertholet, Diu>., ad Zuc. ; 
Moore,]wdges, 274f:: GASm., HG 551 n. 9. 

HAWK (y!, n?:, iepaf [BKAFL]; ACCIPITER), men- 
tioned only in Lev. 1116 (om. A), Dt. 1415 (AF in ZI. 
14), as one of the unclean birds, and in Job3926 (see 
below). 

By the hawk no well-defined zoological species is meant ; the 
term may be used of any of the smaller diurnal birds of prey. 
These are common in Palestine the commonest being perhaps 
the kestrel (TinnuncuZus aZuud&iks) and the lesser kestrel (T.  
cenclzris). Both were protected in Egypt as sacred birds. The 
hawk (in Eg. &k) was especially the sacred bird of Horns 
(the sun god) and it is the characteristic feature of solar deities 
in Egypt that they are hawk-headed. The association of the 
hawk with the sun is found outside Egypt. The Neo- Platonists 
connect the two, and in O!. 15525 the hawk is called ‘the 
swift messenger of Phebus. Such was their sanctity among 
the Egyptians that they were kept in sacred groves in various 
places along the Nile, and when dead their bodies were em. 
balmed. 

I n  Job 39 26 the nZ7 is described as stretching out its 
wings and flying to the south. This applies to the 
migratory habits of many of the smaller kinds, such as 
the lesser kestrel, which migrates to central and 
southern Africa for the winter (cp Thomson, LB 326). 

F. B. 

.A.  E. S.-S. A. C. 

1 Havvoth occurs only in this compound name. It is a legacy 
from the nomadic stage of Hebrew life (see GOVERNMENT> 5 4). 
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HAWK, NIGHT HAZARMAVETH 
Yelek), and so to the torrent of MiSrim (the WLdy el- 
‘AriS). Thus the frontier line went southward from 
‘Ain Kadis as far, perhaps, as the edge of the Tih 
plateau, and then made a circuit to the Jerahmeelite 
settlement near the sacred fountain (see BEER-LAHAI- 
ROI, JERAHMEEL),  and to el-‘Anjeh (EN-RIMMON), 
where Palmer noticed strongly-embanked terraces which 
must once have been planted with fruit-trees, and thence 
by the WHdy el-Abyad into the WHdy el-‘AriS. A less 
probable view is learnedly set forth by Wetzstein in Del. 
Gen.P), 586-590. 

The two texts can hardly both be correct : some corruption 
must be assumed. One emendation is suggested above. Azmon 
( p y )  should probably he En-rimmon (jbT]’?); 1’ became 1; 
and It reniains to read 9 ~ n n - p  for i i u  and for 
ypipn <the latter occurs in Josh. 15 3). ( i i~  represents 5~1. 
ypip:, IS more nearly complete; it comes from ixoni by ordin- 
ary corruption and transposition.) 

HAZAR-ENAN (Q’g Tyn, ‘village (enclosure) of 
springs’- -the second element is not Hebrew but 
Aramaic ; in Ezek. ~ ~ A H c  TOY &IN&( N) [BAQ], in Nu. 
A p C € N A € l M  [B 40. 91, - N  [B 71. 101, -C€pN. [BaTb V. 91, 
a c a p ~ a [ s ] ~ ~  [AFL v. g, and Barb v. IO]), is the ex- 
treme E. point of the ideal N. boundary of Canaan in 
Ezek. 4717 (where it is p 1 9 ~  is?, Hazar-Enon), 4 8 1  
(AYAHC TOY NAAM [Bl, a. T. AINAM [QI). and also 
in Nu. 349 (cp v. IO), a passage which belongs to the 
priestly narrative and depends on Ezekiel. Probably 
Hazar-enon ought also to be substituted for HAZAR- 
HATTICON (4.v.) in Ezek. 47 16. Its position is un- 
known; but, from the passages in Ezekiel where the 
territory of Damascus seems to be placed on the N. 
side of the border and excluded from Canaan, the 
conjectures which place it at KaryatEn or some other 
point N. of Damascus appear to be illegitimate. 

Identifications must he precarious, whatever view be taken 
of the ideal northern frontier. Van Kasteren (Rm. bib., 30f: 
[’95]) thinks of eZ-H&, to the E. of Biniris, near the road to 
Damascus. As Buhl points out, however (Geog-. 67 240)~ the 
name would be still more appropriate for BZniZs itself (BZni@s 
not being the ancient Baal-gad). This may he only a plausihle 
conjectnre; but it acquires importance from its complete ccn- 
sistency with the description of the E. border in Nu. 3410-12 ; 
cp Ezek. 47 18 and HAURAN. 

105; C E P ~ I  [B?], 

fell out. 

T. K. C. 

W. R. S.-T. K. C. 

HAZAR-GADDAH (a13 >YQs 
a c s p r a h h a  [A], a c a p .  [L]), a place on the Edomite 
border of Jndah (Josh. 1527). Eusebins and Jerome (OS 
24535 ; 12728) identify ‘ Gadda’ with a village in the 
extreme parts of the Daroma, overhanging the Dead Sea. 
More than one site agrees with this description (see Ruhl, 
Geog. 185) ; but most probably Eusebius and Jerome 
are mistaken, and the village Hazar-gaddah lies nearer 
to Beer-sheba than to the Dead Sea. Cp the name 

HAZAR-HATTICON, RV HAZER-HATTICON (ly? 
fiYg?-i.e.,  ‘the middlevillage’ ; AYAH TOY C A Y N ~ N  

[B], EYNAN  hi TOY ~ Y N A N  [AI, 0”. AYAH [QtJ 
byhal TOY elXWN [Qmg.]), on the ideal N. frontier 
of Canaan (Ezek. 47 16). 

It is probable, both on external grounds and on the evidence 
of @, that we should read Hazar-enon (p’y  for p-,) (so Sm., 
Co.). Van Kasteren’s attempted identification (Em. Bib!., ’95, 
p. 30) is therefore needless. 

Migdal-gad, and see HAZOR, I (end). T. K. C. 

See HAZAR-ENAN. 

HAZARMAVETH (nlgyn, I 105 ; Sab. ncvmun ; 
in Gen. a c a p M w e  [A’], C a p M a e  [A”], UahPJv [E], 
ACApAMwe [L] ; in Ch, b p A M a e  [Alp om. B, 
A c s p M u e  [L]); the eponym of an Arabian clan, called 
son of JOKTAN (4.v.) ; Gen. 1026, I Ch. lzo?. The 
name (which cccurs in Sabaean, see above) represents 
the mod. Hadramaut (or Hadramfit), the name of a 
broad valley running for 100 m. or more parallel to the 
coast, by which the valleys of the high Arabian table- 
land discharge their not abundant snpply of water into 
the sea at Saihut.’ A similar name occurs in Asia 
Minor (ADRAMYTTIUM) ; the final syllable was probably 

1 Bent, Soufhern Aradia, 71 [I~w]. 
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HAWK, NIGHT (DQPn), Lev. 11 16. See NIGHT- 

HAY. ( I )  7’??, @isit-; Prov. 2725 (RV mg. 
‘grass’), Is.156 (RV ‘grass’), see GRASS, I ;  (2) xip.ror, 
I Cor. 3 12. 

HAZAEL ($K!Q, 2 K. 88, etc., or $&3!n, z K. 89, 
etc., ‘ God sees,’ 5 32 ; ~ Z A H A  [BAQL] ; A?s. @azu’z’Zu). 
Successor of BENHADAD I. (4.v.) as king of Syria. 
Two great prophetic biographies referred to him. In  
I K. 19 15 Elijah is sent from Horeb to Damascus ’ to 
anoint Hazael king over Syria; in v. 17f: Hazael’s 
victories over Israel are represented as the divine venge- 
ance upon Baal-worshippers. In  2 K. 87-15, however, we 
read that ‘ EZz’sha came to Damascus,’ that he described 
the cruelties which Hazael would practise on the 
Israelites, and that when Hazael shrank in affected 
humility from the prospect (see DOG, § 31, he answered, 
‘YahwB has showed me that thou shalt be king over 
Syria.’ I t  would seem that two different accounts were 
current, and that the redactor combined portions of 
each. Historically, it is not important to determine 
whether either or neither of these accounts is correct. 
What is important is the light which 2 K. 87-15 throws 
on the road which Hazael took to the throne. There 
is no reason to doubt the accuracy of this narrative as 
far as Hazael is concerned, and the natural impression 
of the reader is that it was not the sick king, but 
Hazael who I took the coverlet (RV), and dipped it in 
water, and spread it on his face, so that he died.’ The  
opposite view is no doubt reconcilable with the letter of 
the n a r r a t i ~ e . ~  Probably the redactor has produced 
this indistinctness by the omission of some words, to 
make it more difficult to accuse Elisha of complicity in 
the deed. Who Hazael was, we are not told ; but the 
expressions used by him in v. 13 seem to preclude the 
idea that he was the legitimate heir of Ben-hadad. H e  
met the allied forces of Jehoram of Israel and Ahaziah 
of Judah a t  RAMOTH-GILEAD ( z  I(. 828f:; 914s). 
and gained important successes against Jehu which are 
referred to elsewhere (DAMASCUS, 8 8). So great 
indeed was the stress of the affliction of Israel that it 
was not till the reign of Joash b. Jehoahaz, that the 
losses inflicted upon Israel by the Syrians were repaired. 
In  the time of Amos the barbarities of Hazael were still 
fresh in the minds of men (Am. l3f:). Hazael also 
came into conflict with SHALMANESER 11. (4.v.). 
Twice (842 and 839 B.c.) the Assyrian king says that 
he marched against him and defeated him. Shalman- 
eser does not, however, appear to have gained any 
permanent advantage, and he troubled Aram of 
Damascus no more. Thus Hazael was at liberty to 
extend his dominion, and this accounts for the notices 
in 2 K. 1032 1218 [17] 1322 of his successesagainst Jehu 
and Jehoahaz of Israel and Jehoash of Judah. Cp 
GATH, and (on @’s insertion in 2 K. 1322) APHEK, 
3 (a), KINGS, § 3 (2). Hazael’s successor was probably 

HAZAIAH (;133Q, Yahwe sees ’ : oz[s]ia [BKA], 

HAWK. 

Mari (see BEN-HADAD 11.). T. K. C. 

o<mu [L]), in list of Judahite inhabitants of Jerusalem (see 
EZRA ii., S 5 [b] $5 15 [I] a), Neh. 11 5. 

HAZAR-ADDAR(T78 TYno EITAYAIC a p a h  [BAL]), 
a place on the S. border of Judah, Nu. 344.T In the /I  
passage, Josh. 153, it is called m ~ ,  Addar (AV ADAR); 
but probably the HEZRON r4.v. i.] which occurs close 
by is a corruption of yxn (so Ges.-Buhl). Probably, 
too, adopting necessary emendations, the geographical 
statement in both passages is that the S. border of 
Judah went round by the S. of KADESH-BARNEA (‘Ain 
Kadis) and up to Hazar-jerahmeel (near ‘Ain Muwaileh), 
and then passed along Azmon (Jebel Hela1 and Jebel 

Read p m i  nmi (CP @I, a h  CP KINGS, B 3. 
2 Read 1BlP (see BED, 5 3, n. 6). 
3 Cp Wi. AZttest. Unfers. 64-66. 
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HAZAR-SHUAL 
-moth or -muth (cp AZMAVETH). The  modern district 
is less extensive than the ancient. The kings of Hadra- 
maut have left inscriptions which Glaser has larely dis- 
covered. 

According to Strabo (xvi. 42), the xa7papwr;ra~ wereone of the 
four chief tribes dwelling in southern Arabia (their capital was 
Salma or Sabata- (the SABTAH of 2,. 7). See Glaser, Shizze, 
2 20, 4 q f l  ; Hommel, AHT,  77$, 80 etc., and cp BDB. 

Here dwelt the people who in v. 7 are called SABTAH 

HAZAR-SHUAL ($d YWJ, § ' os ) ,  a city, on the 
,extreme southern border of Judah, assigned to Simon : Josh. 15 
23 (phaucwha [BL] ,  awapaouha [A]); Josh. 193 (apawha [B], 
uipoouha [A], a[ua]pwoha [ L ] )  ; I Ch. 428 (Eqpfouha,8 [Bl, 
.euepaouah 1-41, auepaao0 (Ll) ; Neh. 11 27 (om. BN*A, eaepaoaA 

It is vbry probably identical with the h k y ,  ASAREEL 
.of I Ch. 416, and SUEXWV, the drother of ' Ir-nahash' 
(Beer-sheba), 6 I Ch. 4 x 2 .  Conder identifies with'the 
ruin Sa'weh, on a hill E. of Beersheba But the name 

-is almost certainly a Hebraised form of Ar. siydl, a 
kind of acacia tree, which grows in Arabia (see Doughty, 

RAZAR-SUSAH (nPlD TYQ), Josh. 1 9 d ' ;  cap -  
C O Y C E l N  [B], AC€pCOyClM [AI, A[CA] PCOYCIN EL])) 
.also called HAZAR-SUSIM (a in Josh. ; and MT. 
I Ch. 431t, P'DlD 'TI ; HMICYCECOPAM' [B"], 
HMICYCWC O ~ A M  [Bab19 H M I C Y ~ W C I M  [A H M I C Y  
points to a reading w~]), acspcoyc i  [L], where a 
Simeonite village. The  name apparently means 'station 
of a mare.' But this is an early editor's guess, not a 
Tecord of Solomon's importation of horses (cp MARCA- 
DOTH). Possibly a corruption of ivy i~;, HaSer 'aziz. 
'strong enclosure.' Kephar 'Aziz was a place in the 
province of Idumza where R. Ishmael, a contemporary 
.of R. 'Akiba, resided (Neub. Ghgr. 117). 

RAZAZON-TAMAR, RV, AV HAZEZON-TAMAR 
(ypc fyyn [in Ch. ] w n ] ,  § 103; AChCdrN BAMap 
[BAL], in Ch. &CAM 6 A M a p e  PIP A N b C A N  ,%MAP 
[A] ; ASASOATHAMAR), mentioned as inhabited by 
Amorites, and as conquered by Chedorlaomer, together 
with the region of the Amalekites, after he had come 
to Kadesh, Gen. 147. In z Ch. 202 it is identified 
with En-gedi, which was prqbably suggested by the 
meaning of Tamar (date- palm), En-gedi having been 
fanions for its palms. But the situation of En-gedi 
does not suit. Hence Knobel thought of the important 
.site called Thamaro or Thamara, and identified by 
some with Kurnkb, NE. of 'Ain Icadis (see TAMAR) ; 
but  palms, we may be sure, have never grown at 
Kurnub. There must be a corruption in the text, 
which in so ill-preserved a narrative need not surprise 
us. Probably we should read for ' (the Amorites that 
dwelt) in Hazazon-tamar' ' (the fmorites that dwelt) 
in  the land of Miyim,' own y 

In truth it is difficult to ;Le how the N. Arabian land of 
M q r i  (see)M*zRAiM, 5 26) could have been passed over. The 
neighbourhood of Kadesh and Jerahmeel are probably thought 
of. In I Ch. 202 the note 'that is, En-gedi' may fairly be 
taken as a gloss, and 'Hazazon-tamar' be explaiued as a con- 
ventional expression for the country s. of Judza, derived from 
,Gen. 147 in its already corrupt form. 

HAZEL (195, Gen. Q037'f). This very interesting tree- 
name (ZUB) is wrongly rendered. 

Note (I) that the scene of the narrative in Gen. 3031-43 is laid 
in Haran, whereas the hazel-tree is said not to grow in this 
region, and (2) that this tree is also not known in S. Palestine, 
to which the author of the narrative (J) belongs. 

The fact that in Syr. and Ar. the cognate word means 
almond-tree,' strongly favours R V s  rendering ALMOND 

(g,v.), which is also given by Vg. (amyp.daSnas) and 
is not hconsistent with the K U ~ U I V T V  of &iABL, ~ d p v o v  
being a general term. 795  may be a foreign word ; the 

1 QllDD9Sn : a simple transposition. 
2 p~ became yn3 ; p'irn was corrupted into inn>r (nJ= 

For an analogous corruption see Ps. 1204 (Che. Ps.P)). 

IC v. I. 

[ K C .  a"'g.1 arJspaoah [Ll). 

.Ar. Des. 291). Cp SHITTAH-TREE. T. K. C. 

T. K. C. 

T. K. C. 

03). 
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HAZOR 
proper Heb. term for ' almond' is T?$. See Low, 
no. 319 ; Celsius, 1253J: 

HAZELELPONI, RV Hazzelelponi (+3a$i$!g ; 
E C H A E B B W N  CB1, E C H A A E A ~ W N  [AI, & C ~ A ~ @ U N E I  
[L]), sister of JEZREEL, ISHMA, and IDBASH [qg .~ . ]  
( I  Ch.43). 

Oiie of the oddest names in Chronicles mentioned in con- 
nection with (the Judahite) Jezreel Etain'and (probably) Hur 
b. Judah'(r Ch.43). Olshausen tLehyb: d. heby Spy. fj18) 
explains, Give shade, thou who lookest upon me . Curtis (in 
Hastings, D B  2 128 a) 'the Zelelponites.' Neither) view com- 
mends itself. *JIB (poni) is a duplication of i j ~  (pentd) in 5~133 
(Penuel) which follows : 5533 is miswritten for S,&n, Halasel, 
the true original of 5 ~ 5 ~ 2  BEZALEEL [q ' .~ . ] .  Possibly Halqel 
is the full name of Halusa (better known to ~ S ~ S Z I K L A G ) .  
The name would correspond to Jerahrneel (see REHOBOTH, 
JERAHMEEL). T. K. C. 

RAZERHATTICON, or ' the middle Hazer ' (7yiJ 
]\>+vq), Ezek. 47 16 RV, AV HAZAR-HATTICON [ q . ~ . ] .  

HAZERIM (n'??in. acHhwe[B],  a c H p w e  [AFL]), 
AV's mistake, derived from 6, for ' villages ' (so RV 
Dt.223). See AYVIM. 

HAZEROTH (n'[UlYn; a c H p w e  [BAFL] ; in Dt. 
11 translated & Y A W N  [BAFL]), an unknown locality 
mentioned in Nu. 1135 12x6 3317 J: Dt. 11. See 
WANDERING, 9 7. 

HAZEZON-TAMAR (l@ (Wp) Gen. 147 'AV, 
RV HAZAZON-TAMAR. 

HAZIEL (Y&Vfl, 5 32 prob. = JAHAZIEL [p.v.], ' El 
sees'; e i e ! ~ A  [B], A Z I H A  [AL]), a Gershonite Levite, 
temp. David (I Ch. 289). 

HAZO (iQ, a z a y  [ADL]), Nahor's fifth son (Gen. 
2222). The name resembles Ass. HazE (=?rn), which 
was a mountain region of volcanic conical hills (so Fr. 
Del.) in N. Arabia (KB 2 131). 

HAZOR (YiUiJ; acwp[BAFL]; ASOR),  like HEZRON 
(q.v.), is a name corresponding, probably, not to the 
Ar. &sur ( ' for t ' )  but to &n?iru ('sheep-fold,' cp 
CATTLE, 5 6 n. jj), an enclosure of thorny branches or of 
stone. The name Hazor or Hazar occurs frequently 
as a place-name in the pastoral Negeb. the region of 
the ' Hezronites '-nomads who dwelt within such en- 
closures (cp HEZRON).  The  phrase ' the kingdoms of 
Hazor ' (Jer. 49 28 30 33 ; + adh4 [BKAQ]) is a collec- 
tive term for the region of the settled Arabs in the S. 
or E. of Palestine (cp Jer. 2 5 3 4  Is. 4211) ; cp the Ar. 
/id$iir used (in the plur.) of the settled Arabs living in 
towns and villages as contrasted with the purely nomad 
Arabs (cp Rob. AR 1305 and Doughty, Ar. Des. 1274). 

I. The Hazor of king JABIN (4.v.) lay near the 
waters of Merom, not far from Kedesh (Jos. 11 and [an 
auop, 6" auuwp] 1219 Judg. 42 17 I S. 129; uuwp, -pas 
Jos. Ant. v. 5 I xiii. 5 6 3 ) .  Its identification is doubt- 
ful. Wilson and Gu6rin think of the TeN Hurreh, 
SE. of Kedesh, where there are extensive ruins. Conder 
and others prefer Jebel Hadireh (.' Mt. of the sheep-fold ' ; 
cp the plain Merj-Hagireh), a little to the W. of DEshiin, 
about three quarters of an hour S. from Kedesh (cp 
Baed., 262). On the whole, Robinson's identification 
with the Tell Khureibeh, 1680 ft. above sea-level, 
24 m. S. from Kedesh, seems the most suitable; but 
no ruins have as yet been discovered there. 

As htrgava j -yy)  it seems to he mentioned on the old 
Egyptian lis& of Thotmes and the p?pyrus Anastasi (WMM 
As. u. Eav. 173)~ and its importance in the foi:rteenth century 
is perhaps revealed by the Amarna Tablets, where the king of 
Hasilra or Harura is mentioned several times ; it had smaller 
dependent towns and its king is mentioned with the king of 
Sidon (fromwhici Petrie infers that a Hazor 11 m. SE. of Tyre 
is meant).l 

In Jos. 1936 (P)  Hazor appears as a 'fenced' city 
and is allotted to Naphtali. Its inhabitants were 
carried off by Tiglath-pileser (2  K. 1529). I t  is 

1 Syvia and Egyfit, 94 173. 

See Buz. 
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HAZOR-HADATTAH 
mentioned in I Macc. 1 1 6 7  (AV NASOR, vauwp [VA], 
auwp [K]) and is the ASER, RV ASHER, of Tob. 12 

Whether the Hazor fortified by Solomon was really 
the northern one seems doubtful ( I  K. 9 15 om. BL, euap 
[A] ; in 1023 ,  auuoup [B], -6 [L], om. A ;  XESER [Vg.]). 
Althoughfollowed by Megiddo its mentionwith Gezer and 
localitiesin theneighbourhood of Jerusalemdoesnotinspire 
confidence, and both Jer. and Eus. ( O S 2 )  97 IO, assure; 
2 2 7 3 4  auuoup) actually locate it in Judah. This position 
seems more natural, and in @’s addition to I K. 2 (35 i 
auuoup [BA], auou6 [L]) Hazor and the other places are 
followed immediately by Beth-horon and Baalath. 
Which Hazor is meant, however, is uncertain. Jer. 
and Eus. speak of a Judzan Aser ( O S 2 )  9219 22093)  
between Ashkelon and Ashdod ; and an Asor on the 
borders of the former is by them (erroneously?) identi- 
fied with HAZOR-HADATTAH. Perhaps Solomon’s 
Hazor is the same as no. 3 below. Megiddo seems to 
be a corruption1 of MIGDAL-GAD [g.~.] ,  unless for 
‘ Hazor, Megiddo,’ we should read HAZAR-GADDAH 

2. A locality in Benjamin mentioned between Ana- 
niah (Beit Hanina?) and Ramah ( Neh. 11 33 K c.a nLg. L, 
om. BIY*A). One might plausibly identify it with the 
ruins of Hazziir near Beit Hanina (PERMiii. 8 114). 
The mention of Zeboim, however, between Hadid and 
Neballat (v. 34) makes it possible that Hazor may 
mean BAAL-HAZOR (iiq 5 p  2 S. 1 3 2 3  ,8arhauwp [B], 
pehh? [A], pauehh. [L]), which in its turn is defined 
as being ‘ beside EPHRAIM’ [q.v., ii.]. This is Te2Z 
‘ASzir-a hill I hour NE. from Bethel (which place is 
mentioned in Neh. Il3r)-and lies ENE. of Jifni (Le .  
OPHNI) ; cp Bnhl, Pal. 177. 

3. A town in the Negeb of Judah mentioned between 
Kedesh and Ithnan (Josh. 15 23 auop [iwvuw] [B], auwp 
[L.], om. A) ; Bnhl(2.c. 182) identifies with HuGZre, E. 
from Hebron and NE. from Ma‘in. 

4. Another Hazor, alternatively called fil:! ni3y  
(KERIOTH-HEZRON, RV;  AV read as two) is enumerated 
in the same group (Josh. 1525 ~ ~ X E L S  auapwv [R], s b X ~ s  
- p  [A], ~ 6 X e i s  eupwp [L]) and is identified by Buhl with 
mod. KaryatZn S. of Ma‘in, the place whence Judas per- 
haps derived his designation ‘ Iscariot ’ (but see JUDAS). 

The modern form of Hazor survives in the Negeb in the forms 
Hadira amount S. of Kurnuh, and a well, el-HuderE, inet-Tih 
(cp Rob: BR 1223). See HAZOR-HADATTAH. s. A. c. 

(aol)p P A 1  auflllp [KI). 

[g. v.l.2 

See ESORA. 

Cp below. 

HAZOR-HADATTAH (SO RV ; np?? -kq , - - i . e .  
LAram.1 ‘New Hazer,' acwp THN KAINHN [L;  
om. BA], ASOR NOVA [Vg.]), a place on the Edomite 
bqrder of Judah (Josh. 1525).  

An Aramaic adjective, however, in this region is so strange 
that the reading must be questioned ’ (Di.). nnin is probahly a 
miswritten form of which follows ’ Hadattah should he 
omitted. AV gives ‘And Hazor Hadittah. Eus. and Jer. 
(OS 21731 908jplack this Hazor tdo far N., viz., on the borders 
of Ashkelon, towards the E. See HAZOR, I.  T. K. C.  

RAZZELELPONI ($&Fa), I Ch. 4 3  RV. AV 
HAZELELPONI. 

HEAD is the equivalent in OT of dK7, rJ& and in 
Aram. parts of Dan. of VK?, rZi& and in N T  of 
KE@AAH. In  I Ch. 1010 EV also gives I head’ for 
n)>si, gu&keth. This passage furnishes a good starting- 
point for our survey of some of the ideas connected by 
the Hebrews with the head. n h h  (guZg&th) does not 
really mean ‘ head.’ The Chronicler misunderstood 
I S. 31 IO. 

The first part of the verse, relative to Saul’s armour, is a 
parenthesis, and probably a gloss, but seemed to the Chronicler 
to he the beginning of a statement respecting the trophies carried 
off by the Philistines. If .this view was correct there was no 

HEAD 
choice hut to emend in:?? ‘his body’ into in$& ’his skull,’ 
in spite of the fact that, according to usage it ‘wai not merely 
the skull, but the whole head of an enemy, :hat was the victor’s 
trophy. 

A critical translation of Chronicles would therefore 
have to render, in 1 Ch. 10 IO, ’ and they stuck up his skull 
in the house of Dagon.’ Why the head was chosen as a 
trophy (Judg. 7 2 5  I S. 17 54 57 31 9 2 S.  4 7 20 21f. z I<. 
1 0 6 8 )  may at first seem to need no investigation; 
was not the severed head a convincing proof of death? 
I t  may have become no more than this when the grim 
narrative in 2 K. 10 6 8  was written. When, however, 
we read of the Australians that one of the trophies 
which they carry home after killing an enemy is the 
kidney fat, and that this is kept by the assassin to lubricate 
himself, because he thinks that thus he acquires the 
strength of his victim,l we begin to suspect that there is 
something more than we at first supposed in the custom 
of decapitating a dead enemy. What is it, then? I t  
is the idea that the head is a special seat of life (which 
accounts for the phrase ‘ t o  swear by the head,’ Mt. 
5 36). Hence among the Iranians the head of a victim 
was dedicated to Haoma, in order that the life, 
represented by the head, might return to its divine giver. 
That was not indeed the usage of the Egyptians or 
of the Hebrews. Yet both peoples had a reverence 
for the head. ‘There are twenty-two vessels in the 
head which draw the spirits into it, and send them 
thence to all parts of the body,’ is the assertion of the 
Ebers Papyrus (Maspero, Dawn of Civ. zr6), and shows 
what the feeling of the Egyptians was. 

It is true Herodotns (2 39, quoted Py,WKS, ReL Sen& (2) 379) 
states that the head of a sacrificial victim was not offered on the 
altar hut sold to Greek traders, or thrown into the Nile; hut 
this is opposed t o  the clear evidence of the Egyptian monu- 
ments.2 

The Hebrews, too, doubtless offered the head, among 
the other chief parts of the body, upon the altar, and 
there is considerable improbability (see DOVE’S DUNG, 
col. 1130) in the statement in the M T  of z K. 6 2 5  that 
heads of asses were eaten during a great famine in 
Samaria,-first, because ass’s flesh was forbidden food, 
and next, because the dried head of any animal being 
used by the Semites as an amulet, it was not natural 
fol‘ them to eat the head.3 (The eating of the head of 
the paschal lamb was an exception.) It is also probable 
that there is a sense of the sacredness of the head in the 
statement of I S. 1754  and I Ch. 1010 respecting the 
head of Goliath and the skull of Saul respectively. In the 
former passage the MT tells us that David took the head 
of the Philistine and brought it to Jerusalem (oh i i , ) ,  
but this anachronism is probably an error of the scribes 
(Che. Eq5.T. IOs22 [‘99]); the true reading is to 
‘Saul’  (h~$)). Saul who had not stirred from his 
place could not regard the head of Goliath as a trophy ; 
but he may have valued it greatly as a supernatural 
guardian or amulet. And so in I Ch. 1010 even the 
Chronicler feels that the skull (representing the head) 
of Saul may well have been affixed as a sacred object 
to the wall of a Philistine temple. Possibly we may 
connect his statement with the view certainly held in 
Talmudic times that a mummified human head 
(tlri$him) or even a human skull (’54, could give 
the knowledge of the future.4 

Among the various idioms in which the head finds a place a 
few may he mentioned. 

(I) To ‘lift up the head ’ when spoken of another, most 
naturally means ‘ t o  raise to honour’ (see e.g. Gen. 40 13 2 K.2j 
27). 
as a punishment. It is one of those plays on words in which 
Hebrew writers delight. 

(2) Yahwk ‘ will take away thy master from thy head ’(2 K. 2 3 5 
EV) alludes to the customaryposition of pupils at  the feet of their 
teacher (cp Acts 22 3). 

In Gen. 40 19, however, it meaus ‘ to  take off the head 

1 In I K. 9 15(lO 23) the readings are payaw [A], pasrav [Bl (cp 
medam, OSW 140 34), payr6Sw [Ll ; in 2 35 payaw [Bl, -6w [AL]. 

2 A possible connection with MAKKEDAH may also be 
suggested. 
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1 WRS Ral. Sew. (2) 380. 
2 See Rawlinson Hevodotes, 2 71. 
3 WRS Rel. Se& (21, 381. 
4 For the references see Buxtorf, Lex. Talmud. z6Gofi; 

Selden, De Dis Syris, 59; Levy, NHWB, S.V. 
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HEADBAND 
(3) ‘They shoot out the lip, they shake the head ’ (Ps.22 7 181) 

may strike us as a strange combination of phrases. With the 
Hebrews, however, shaking the head is a sign of mockery (cp 
Ps. 4414 [Is], z K. 19 21), though it may also be a gesture of 
sympathy (Job 164). 

(4) ‘ Thou shalt heap coa? of fire on his head ’ (Prov. 25 z z )  
would most naturally mean, Thou shalt take vengeance upon 
him by destroying him’l (Gen. 19 24, Ps. 11 6 171). Of course, 
this does not suit the c:ntext nor can 2niq mean anything but 
‘fetch,’ or carry away. H e k e  the text must be out of order. 
Read, ‘for (so) thou wilt quench coals of fire’z (i.e. evil passions, 
Ecclus. 8 re). Certainly the reference to the head can be well 
spared; the ethical gain is considerable. 

In a Zend sdripture we read, after an exhortation to charity 
on the ground that the Law begs for charity in the person of 
thy brethren who beg for bread ‘Ever will that bread be 
burning coal upon, thy head’ (Gistasp Yast, 36, in ~ O x f o ~ d l  
Zendavesta, part II., by Darmesteter, ,338). The burning 
coal on the head ’ seems to be a figurative expression for the 
vengeance imprecated on him who refuses the bread of alms. 
If so it suggests what the MT of Prov. 25 z z a  ought to mean. 
On 6 e  phrase ‘to cover the head,’ etc. (in mourning), see 
MOURNING. T. K. C. 

HEADBAND. For ( I )  P’?$?, kiffgrim, Is. 320 AV 
(RV ‘sashes’) ; see GIRDLE, 4 ; and for (2) ??!$ i#h&-, I K. 
20 38 4 1  RV (AV ‘ ashes ’), see TURBAN, 2. 

HEADTIRE. I. RV for 8;?9?2, mighi‘Eh9 the 
priestly ‘bonnet’ of AV (Ex. 2S40 etc.). See MITRE, I. 2. RV 
for lK?,pi~?r, in Is.Szo(AV ‘bonnet’), Ezek. 2417 (AV tire’). 
See TURBAN, 2. 

HEART (35 or 2;>, on the distribution of which re- 
spectively in O T  writings see Briggs, Kohut Memoria( 
Stzldies, 94-105 (’97); ~ a p A l & ) . ~  There are some 
interesting varieties in the biblical use of the term ‘ heart.’ 
Primarily the heart is the seat and principle of vitality, 
for ‘ the life of the flesh is in the blood’ (Lev. 17 II), and 
the receptacle of the blood is the heart. 

Hence the expressions, ‘let your heart live ’ (Ps. 22 26 [:7]): 
the 

whole heart is faint’ (Is. 15). 
‘ Heart’ and ‘ flesh’ ( l ~ t @ )  combined designate the 

whole inner and outer man ‘(as in Ass. S~YU and l‘i64u) ; 
see Ps. 169 73 26 (cp ESCHATOLOGY) ; and for ‘heart ’ 
in the sense of ‘ inner man ’ note the phrase so frequent 
in Dt. (e.g., 42g), ‘ with al l  the heart and with all the 
soul. 

3. EV for KlSapLs, I Esd. 36;  see CROWN. 

it reaches to thy heart (Jer. 4 18 ; cp z). IO ‘ to the soul ’) ; 

More special meanings are the following :- 
(a) The seat of the appetites, emotions, and passions ; see, 

eg. ,  Ps. 10415 Dt. 196 I K. 838 Is. 3029. 
(6) Mind, intellect, qnrpose, metnory; so ‘men of heart’= 

‘men of understanding, Job 34 IO 34 ; ‘ all the wickedness which 
thine heart (=thy mind) is privy to; I K. 2 44 EV ; ‘ wisdom and 
understanding exceeding much and largeness of heart ’ I K. 4 29 
EV ; ‘it is in his heart (Le. pdrpose) to destroy,’ 1s; YO 7 ; ‘ the 
heart (purpose) of Pharaoh was changed,’ Ex. 145 ; David laid 
up these words in his heart,’ i.e. in his memory, I S. 21 12 (cp 
Lk. 2 1951). So Ps. 31 12 1131. ‘a dead man out of heart’ would 
mean ‘a  dead man, forgotten,’ if the Hebrew text were correct. 

.So Prov, 14 IO (a 
fine passage even in EV; but ‘ intermeddleth with its joy’ strikes 
a false note, for even a stranger feels some sympathy with simple 
human joys) where read- 

A hkart that feels its deep vexation 
Cannot intermingle with the joy of a stranger.4 

Hitzig would give the sense of ‘consciousness’ to the word 
‘heart’ in the well-known phrase ‘a clean heart,’ Ps. 51 IO LIZ]. 
He supports this bya reference to Prov. 22 11a; aclear conscious- 
ness-&. , a joyous temper-would then be the boon sought for by 
the speaker. But the reference is not tenable, for in the passage 
referred to @ enables us to ,?tore an all-important word which 
has been lost-viz ‘ Yahwk. A human king may he partial to 
joyous-hearted su4ects, butYahw& loves those whose conscience, 
or moral character, is spotless ; dya?rp  ̂xlipros buias K U P ~ ~ U S .  

As to Ps. 51 IO [I.], the true sense of this religiously 
1 Toy (Prow. 468) still adheres to the traditional view that the 

But what unsophisticated Jewish 

(c) Consciousness, conscience, character. 

pang of contrition is meant. 
reader could so have interpreted the words? 

2 ‘nq?n z i y  Wt&y t?. 

3 Lazarus (Ethik d. Judenthums 1,981, 231) notes that Talm. 
tC15 has a narrower reference than the biblical 25, and desig- 
nates the inward disposition as distinguished from external acts. 

4 In b read, with Chajes, 27yil; Ei$ li iInnk+. Deep sorrow 
incapacitates a man for sympathy with the joys of others. 
Frankenberg reads (@ Bpp~s) for 1:; but the result is not 
simple enough for a proverb. 
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HEATH 
important passage is shown by Ezek. 11 ~gf. 18 31 36 2 6 f . ,  
where ‘ a new heart,’ or ‘ a  heart of flesh,’ is the organ 
of that new life which Israel is to lead in the ideal age. 
A ‘clean heart’ is therefore ‘ a  pure conscience and 
character.’ The consciousness of being free from guilt 
had often been possessed by the early Israelites tem- 
porarily as a consequence of the due performance of 
ritual forms; but the future Israelites would possess 
it permanently, because they would have a moral organ 
which would guard them against displeasing their 
righteous and holy God. 

h c h  a ‘clean heart’ is otherwise described as a ‘steadfast 
spirit’ (RVmg.; cp Ps. 788 37, EV ‘aright spirit’) by which the 
Psalmist must mean L a  steady impulse towards all that is g.ood.’ 
For the sense of ‘ conscience ’ see also Job 27 6, EV ‘ my-heart 
doth not reproach me ’ (?), and especially I K. 8 8 where EV’s 
rendering, ‘every man the plague of his own Ieart,‘ should 
rather be ‘every man a stroke in (lit. of) his own conscience.’ 
The idea is that God not only strikes the body or the possessions 
of a sinner, but forcibly touches his heart, or conscience, with 
conviction of sin (see Klo., Ki.). 

In the hooks admitted into the Heb. canon (for the 
Apocrypha cp Wisd. 7 T I  Ecclus. 4 2 1 8  [ K ] )  d has the 
proper Greek term for conscience, cuvefIBquLs, only once 
-viz. in Eccles. 1020, where the Hebrew text has the 
late word yin.‘ It is, however, common in N T ,  though 
it occurs only once in the Gospels (Jn. 89 in a disputed 
section). For the sense of ‘ character,’ see also Jer. 1 2 3 ,  
’ Thou hast tried my heart ’ ; Ps. 79 [IO] I Thess. 24. 

Here we find ourselves on the line of progress to N T  
religion. The Pauline epistles give the heart a centra1 
position in the moral nature of man. I t  has the power 
of immediate perception of the spiritual truths revealed 
by Gods  spirit. God, we are told, has shone in the 
hearts of Christians to give the light of the knowledge 
of the divine glory ( z  Cor. 46) ; we even meet with the 
strange expression ‘ the eyes of your heart ’ (Eph. 1x8).  
Here the ‘ heart ’ is in fact almost a Hebraistic synonym 
for that ‘ reason ’ or ‘ understanding’ ( v o k  or G ~ d v o r a )  
which is the responsive element in man to the divine 
spirit (cp GNOSIS, 5).  The germ of this representa- 
tion, however, is to be found in the teaching of Jesus. 
‘ Happy are the pure in heart, for they will see God’ 
(Mt. 58).  Indeed, theentire Sermon on the Mount im- 
presses the necessity of keeping the ‘ heart ’ pure and in 
constant contact with God and with heavenly things as 
the condition of pure morality. This again is but the 
clearer expression of the O T  view that it is affinity 
of character that brings a man near to God ; and that 
the moral and spiritual life which produces character is 
seated in the innermost part of man-Le., in his 

For (I) tie, ‘64 ( ~ c x ~ p a  ; arub),  Jer. 
36223;  (z)li’?,h&wir, Zech. 126 RV ‘pan (of fire)’ (6ahds, 
cuminum) ; (3) Y,?iD, ma&d, Ps. 102 3 141 (+p4ytov, cremiunz, 
ie., dry wood), RV ‘firebrand’; plur. +i,yin, ?a8&d#, Is. 
33 14, EV ‘ burnings,’ see COAL, $ 3. 

Lev. 6 9  [ z ]  is $fficult (see below); RV ‘on thehearth,’RVmg. 
‘on its firewood ; neither is right. The small 13 proceeds from 
an ancient corrector (cp the small j in Is. 44 14) and (as in Is. 
Lc.) is conjectural. Read i&y, ‘on the fire’ (see 4); the 
letters lip.? were accldently misarranged as mp?, and a 
corrector changed 9 into 13 (suggested by SS). 

4. l Jp2 ,  y&&zid, Is. 3014t (@BN*Qr om., uL [see Field] 
Ka6uTpa, incendi?mt). ‘the fire burning on the hearth.’ 

On the ‘hearth of hod,’ Is. 29 I (RVmg.), see ALTAR, ARIEL ; 
on the ‘cakes upon the hearth’ of Gen. 166 see BREAD, $ z (a);  
on the ‘hearthstones’ of Ezek. 4043 (AVmg.) see HOOK, 7. 

HEATH, RVmg. ‘tamarisk’ (‘uY‘&, ?$YIl ;2  drrpio- 
MYPIKH, Jer. 176  486f). The Heh. word may he con- 
nected with &iy, signifying nakedness, and so point to 
the stunted appearance of the plant (see below). 

‘heart.‘ T. K. C. 

HEARTH. 

1 y y ,  however, in Eccles., Z.C., is probably corrupt ; Perles 

2 Thefiame formoccursasanadj.=‘naked’inPs. 10217 [18]; 
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reads $p;Q?, ‘.on thy couch.’ 

but cp Che. Ps.Pi 



HEATHEN HEBREW LANGUAGE 
7 31f: (yapap [B 2). 311, q o p ~ p  [Ll). 
Heberites in Nu. 2645 (’??n?; ,yoPfp(f)L [BAFLI). 

The clan is called the 
Jastrow 

The form ‘rirO‘Cr, 7 ~ l J  in Jer. 486-for which I B N A Q  read 
l i l t  (implied in &os dypios)-is most naturally explaineil as a 
‘broken plural’ of ‘ar‘rirl (Hitz. 3es. 201, Lag. Sem. 130). 
Barth’s view of it as a sing. adjectival form (NB 160) is lesi 
likely. ‘Tamarisk’ is the rendering of I B N A Q  in Jer. 176 
,(bypropupiq [BRAQ]), of Aq. in Jer.176 (in 486 p ~ p k q )  and 
of Vg. ; Tg. has in the former place Nnqi,y= ( T K ~ A U ~ O F  ‘ edible 
thistle ‘ but in the other takes * Z Y ~ Z Y  to be a proper Aame (so 
Sym. A p q p )  ; Pesh. simply renders by ‘ root ’ in both places. 

T h e  plant intended is  almost certainly a juniper, as 
that is the meaning of Ar. ‘aye&+, and the most likely 
sort is, according to Tristram (NHB 358), the /uni- 

gems Sudina L., or Savin. This tree abounds on  the 
rocks above Petra, where as Robinson (BR 2 506)  says, 
it grows to the height of IO or 15 feet, and hangs upon 
t h e  rocks even to the summit of the cliffs and needles. 

Its gloomy stunted appearance, with its scale-like leaves 
pressed close to its gnarled stem, and cropped close by the wild 
goats, qives great force to the contrast suggested by the 

Tristram adds ‘There is no true heath in Palestine 
B“,”fh;ie Lower Lebanoi.’ Hooker states that this particular 
plant is still called ‘ar‘ar by the Arabs. 

[The ‘ar‘dr, or juniper, has been found in I S. 20 19 f: 41 
(crit. emend.), where David is said to have sat down hesid; 
a juniper tree, while Jonathan shot arrows at three prominent 
rocks near. The passage gains in picturesqueness. (nix D p x n  

’ i n  w. 20 should be n?f ; 8% was originally n w ,  and intended 
as a correction of p i n ;  see Che. Crif.  Bib. and cp &EL.)] 

See also AROER. 

N. M. 
HEATHEN (D!\8 ; E ~ N H ) .  Therendering is plainly 

wrong in AV of Lev. 2544 2645,  but is admissible when 
g@im or Pevq is used of nations whose religion is 
neither Jewish, nor Jewish-Christian, nor Christian, 
with consciousness of this fact. 

Cp Sanderson (1627), ‘ Abimelech, an heathen-man, who h:d 
not the knowledge of the true God of heaven to direct him . 
Caxton, Pref. to Malory’s A r f h u r  (I&), ‘in a1 places crystei 
and hethen.’ Possibly the Gothic original of ‘heathen’may he 
traced to Armenian hef‘anos, an adaptation of Gk. &os though 
tile stem-vowel seems to have been assimilated to Gotkc haipi 
‘heath’ (Murray, New Bng. Dict.). 

O n  the various Hebrew conceptions of a 
heaven as the abode of supernatural beings and (later) 
of the risen dead, see ESCHATOLOGY, and c p  EARTH 
AND WORLD, EARTH [FOUR QUARTERS], PARADISE. 

The usual Hebrew term is D;p$ blur., not dual ; I o;pavds), 

but ‘heaven’ is used also by AV to render sJh> Ps. 77 18 [19] 
(RV, whirlwind,’ see WINDS), and Pn@ Ps.‘896 [7] 37 [38] 
(KV ‘sky’). In the N T  besides ohpau6s and &oupiv~os  the 
only feature which calls for remark is the reference to a belief in 
a plurality of heavens (& h u p d v i a ,  Eph. 1 3  20 26 3 IO, etc.), 
probably due to Persian influence ; see especially Charles, 
Sewets  of Enoch, xxx-xlvii. 

RVmg. See ELEMENTS, 2. 

p i m i f i e ;  Ex.2927, etc.). See SACRIFICE, and c p  
TAXATION AND TRIBUTE. 

HEBEL (\an), Josh. 1 9 2 9  RVmS See AHLAB, n. 

HEBER (Tan, but 7an in Nu. 2645;  X A B E ~  [BAL] ; 
see NAMES, 70). 

I. The husband of JAEL (p..  . ), and head of a Kenite 
sept which separated from the main body of the tribe 
(see KENITES), and in the course of its nomadic wander- 
ings went as far north a s  a certain sacred tree near 
Kedesh (see ZAANAIM, THE P L A I N  OF) ; Judg. 411 (or 
rXTulov [B]) 17 21 .  In Judg. 524  ( x d +  [A]) he has 
been introduced by  a glossator. W M M  (As .  u. Bur. 
174, c p  193) connects $ 3 , ~  with Kina, mentioned in the 
Pap. Anastasi, and apparently s i d e d  E. of Megiddo 
(see Jensen, ZA 10355f.,  and cp AMALEK). Thus  
there is an apparent coincidence between Heber of 
Kina,  and the eponym of the neighbouring tribe of 
Ash$ (see 2 below).. 

2.  The eponym of an Asherite clan ; Gen. 46 17 (P) (,yopop 
[AI, -@oh [DI, -pop [L]); Nu. 2645 (,yopep [BAFLI); and I Ch. 

See GENTILE, 5 2. 
HEAVEN. 

HEAVENLY BODIES (CTOIXEIA), 2 Pet. 3 IO 12 

HEAVE OFFERING ( 3 r p V 3  “17 ; A ~ A I ~ ~ M A  ; 

See ENGANNIM, JETHRO. 

1 Of the formja‘dZiZ(\Vright’s Arab. Gram., 5 305). 
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connects this name with the Habiri of the Amarna tablets (cp 
his view on MALCHIEL, g.v.);”Jh’L 11 n n s  1 2 6 1 s  ; so also 
Hommel, ANT, 235 260 n. This is problemat?lcal. See ASHER. 

A clan in Judah the ‘father’ of Socoh (I 

A Benjamite (I Ch. 8 17 ; asap [BA], a,%p 
I Ch. 5 13. 
I Ch. 8 22. 
Lk. 3 35. 

Qpfp sek SOCOH, I .  

See EBER (3). 
See EBER (4). 

See EBER (I). 

A clan in Tudah, the ‘father’ of Socoh (I 
apep [AL]):1 See SOCOH, I.  
A Benjamite (I Ch. 8 17 ; asap [BA], a,%p 
I Ch. 5 n. See EBER ( Q ) .  
I Ch. 8 2;. 
Lk. 3 35. 

See EBER G). 
See EBER (I). 

Ch. 4 IE 

[Ll). 

s. 
HEBREW LANGUAGE.a T h e  name Hebrew (Lat. 

He6raw; Gr. EBPAIOC) is a transcription of ‘ebrriyi, 
1, Name the Aramaic equivalent of the original O T  
Hebrew. word ’l?&’, ‘i6ri, pl. ‘zdvim, which is the 

proper gentilic name of the people who also 
bore the collective name of Israel or Children of Israel 
( B n &  Israel). The name of Israel with its sacred 
associations in the patriarchal history is that by  which 
the OT writers prefer to designate their nation ; and 
this circumstance, combined with the fact that the term 
Hebrews is frequently employed where foreigners are 
iiitr-oduced as speaking or spoken to (e.g., Ex. 26 I S. 
4 6 9  Gen. 4 0 1 5  Ex. 318), has led to the conjecture that 
the name of Hebrews (men from the other side, scM of 
the Euphrates) was originally given to the descendants 
of Abraham by  their Canaanite neighbours, and con- 
tinued to be the usual designation of the Israelites among 
foreigners, just as the Magyars are known to other 
Europeans as Hungarians (foreigners), a s  we call the 
High-Dutch Germans (warriors), or as the Greeks gave 
the name of Phcenicians to the people that called them- 
selves Canaanites.3 A closer view of the case, does not 
confirm this conjecture. 

[Stade’s theory however,-that the Israelites were called 
Hebrews, after th8ir passage of the Jordan, in contradistinction 
to the other West- Jordanic peoples, though connected with a 
historical theory not borne out by the (later) Israelite tradition 
-is still maintained by its author, Akad. Reden, ’gy, p IIO. As 
to the Habiri of Am. Tal, Wi. (Kohut MemorialSfudzes, 6 0 4 3 : ’  
cp G l i  1 n f i )  defends ;he view that the people so-called a d  
nomads from the other side of the Jordan, such as the Suti or 
pre-Aramaic Bedawins,of the Syrian desert. These nomads were 
the earZier ‘Hebrews. But cp Hommel, A R T ,  2 3 0 8 ,  z-jSfl] 
Nor has the word Hebrew been hitherto found in the early 
monuments of other Eastern nations [unless indeed the Habiri 
of the Am. Tab., who give such trouble to Abd-biba of Jeru- 
salem, may be identified with the Hebrews-a theory which in 
its newer form deserves consideration]. The identification pro- 
posed by Chabas which finds the Hebrews in the hieroglyphic 
Apuriu is more than doubtful,4 whereas the name of Israel 
appears on the stone of Mesha, king of Moab (Z. 7), and perhaps 
has been deciphered on Assyrian monuments.5 [On the occIIr- 
rence of this name in an old Egyptian inscription, see EXODUS 
i., P§ 2, 9.1 

The form ‘idri is, in the language of Semitic gram- 
marians, a relative noun, presupposing the word ‘Eber 
a s  the name of the tribe, place, or common ancestor, 
from whom the Hebrews are designated. 

Accordingly we find Eber as a nation side by side with Assyria 
in the ohscure poetical passage Nu. 24 24, and Eber as ancestor 
of the Hebrews in the genealogical lists of Gen. IOJ: Here we 
must distinguish two records.6 According to Gen. 11 (and Gen. 
1024) Eber is the great-grandson of Shem through Arphaxad 
and the ancestor of Terah through Peleg Reu Serug and Nahor: 
These are not to be taken as the names bf indhdual men. 
Several of them are designations of places or districts near the 
upper waters of the Euphrates and the Tigris, and among other 
circumstances the place at the head of the series assigned to the 
district of An-apachitis (see, however, ARPHAXAD), through 
which a migration from Ararat to the lands occupied by the 
Semites in historical times would first pass, suggests the prob- 
ability that the genealogy is not even meant to exhibit a table 

See EBBR. 

1 For these forms we may compare the way in which the river 

2 Hebrew literatwe is dealt with in the following articles:- 
HISTORICAL LIT., PROPHETICAL LIT., LAW 

On the labours of the 

3 See especially Ces. Gesch. der hed. Sprache u. Schri& 9,C ; 

4 See EGYPT, $ 6 1  ; EPHRAIM, B I .  
6 Schr., KG359 536(‘78), defends this not undisputed reading; 

6 See b e  Goeje in 2%. T, ’70, p. 243 ; and We. in /ah?-66. 

7\3Q is in one place transliterated ,yapwp and in another apop. 

POETICAL LIT. 
LIT., WISOOM  IT., EPISTOLARY LIT. 
Masoretes see WRITING, TEXT. 

more recently Kautzsch in Riehm’s HWB. 

cp AHAB § 4. 

J: 17. TheoZ., ’76, p. 395. 
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HEBREW LANGUAGE 
of ethnological affinities, but rather. presents a geographical 
sketch of the supposed early movements of the Hehrews who 
are personified under the name of Eher. If this is so, wk can 
hardly venture to assert (with some scholars) that the author of 
the list (the Priestly Writer) extended the name of Hehrews to 
all descendants of Terah.1 

The case is different with another (doubtless older) record of 
which a fragment seems to be preserved in Gen. 1021 25-30. 
Here there is no intermediate link between Shem and Eber. 
Sons of Shem and sons of Eher appear to be co-extensive ideas, 
and to the latter are reckoned not only the descendants of Peleg 
(Aramzeans, Israelites, Ishmaelite Arabs, etc.), hut also the 
South Arabian tribes of Joktan. 

As to the etymological origin of the name of Hebrews 
we have an early statement in Gen. 1413, where BADL 
renders ‘ Abram the Hebrew ’ [see Di.] by 6 ?rep&mp, 
‘ the crosser. ’ 

Grammatically more accurate while resting on the same ety- 
mology is the rendering of A q h a  & m p p a l ~ ~ p  ‘the man from 
the oth’er side’ of the Euphrates, khich is thb explanation of 
Jewish tradition (Ber. R., and Rashi); cp Ew. GIP) 1407s 
(ET 1284). 

StLiner, however, ‘takes *&ev in the Arabic sense of a river 
hank and makes the Hebrews ‘dwellers in a land of rivers’ 
(I3idLe.r. 26r3). rhis goes well with Peleg (watercourse) as 
in  Arabia we have the district Falag so named because ii is 
furrowed by waters (Sprenger, Geog. Ara6. 234). 

By the Hebrew language we understand the ancient 
tongue of the Hebrews in Canaan-the language in 

2. Name which the OT is composed, with the ex- 
‘Hebrew ception of the Aramaic passages (Jer. 10 IT 

Ezra 48-618 712-26 Dan. 24-728). We do  
language.‘ not find, however, that this language was 

called Hebrew by those who spoke it. I t  is the Zip- 
L e .  speech-of Canaan (Is. 1918), or, as spoken in 
southern Palestine, n*iin’, Yewish ( z  K. 1826 [ I 1  Is. 36111 
Neh. 1324). The  later Jews call it the hob tongue (])& 
mpn)  in contrast to the profane Aramaic dialect (com- 
monly though improperly enough called Syro-Chaldaic) 
which long before the time of Christ had superseded 
the old language as the vernacular of the Jews. This 
change had already taken place at the time when the 
,expression ‘ in Hebrew ’ (+pai’ud) first occurs (Prologue 
to  Sirach) ; and both in the Apocrypha and in the N T  
the ambiguous term, naming the language after those 
who used it, often denotes the contemporary vernacular, 
not the obsolete idiom of the OT. The  other sense, 
however, was admissible ( e .&,  Rev. 911, and so fre- 
quently in Josephus), and naturally became the prevalent 
one among Christian writers who had little occasion to 
speak of anything but the OT H e b r e ~ . ~  See ARAMAIC 
LANGUAGE. 

Hebrew is a language of the group which, since Eich- 
horn, has generally been known as Semitic, the affinities 

3. Semitic of the several members of which are so 
languages. close that they may fairly be compared 

with a sub-group of the Indo-Germanic 
family-for example, with the Teutonic languages. 

The fundamental unity of the Semitic vocabulary is 
easily observed from the absence of compounds (except 
in  proper names) and from the fact that almost all 
words are derived from their roots in definite patterns 
(measures) as regular as those of grammatical inflection. 
T h e  roots regularly consist of three consonants (seldom 
four or five), the accompanying vowels having no 
radical value, but shifting according to grammatical 
rules to express various embodiments of the root 
idea. 

The triliteral roots are substantially cokmon to the 
whole Semitic group, subject to certain consonantal per- 
mutations, of which the most important are strikingly 

1 The Terahites, according to other testimonies, are Aramzeans 
.(Gen. 22 zof: : Dt. 2F j); but the Priestly Writer, who cannot be 
pre-exilic, makes Aram a separate offshoot of Shem, having 
nothing to do with Eber (Gen. 10 Z Z J ) .  

2 Cp Jerome, Quest. Hebr., on the passage, and Theodoret, 
0%. LXI. i F t  Gen. 

3 The term ‘Hebrew language’seems to have originated with 
the Grreks or Hellenists. Philo however calls the languageof 
the OT Chaldee (De Vita Mosii 2 sf: ; dp Jerome on Dan. 1). 
On the use of the expression ‘ Hehrew language ’ in the Talmgd, 
see Berliner, BritrEge ZUY A d .  GY. 5 (Berlin, ’79). 

Cp EBER. 
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HEBREW LANGUAGE 
analogous to those laid down by Grimm for the Teutonic 
languages. 

There are in Arabic four aspirated dentals, which in Hebrew 
and Assyrian are regularly represented by sibilants, as follows :- 

Arabic th=Hehrew-Assvrian t: Ar. dh=Heb.-Ass. z :  AI. 
?=Heh.-Ass. +-; Ar. d=Heb.-Ass.’+-. 

In most of the Ararkaic dialects the first three of these sounds 
are represented by t, d, and f respectively, while the fourth 
is usually changed into the guttural sound y. But it would 
appear from recent discoveries that in very ancient times some 
at  least of the Aramaic dialects approximated to the Hebrew and 
Assyrian as regards the treatment of the first three sounds, and 
changed the fourth into p (cp ARAMA~C, 5 2, beginning, and see 
below, 0 6).1 

Derivation from the roots and inflection proceed partly 
by the reduplication of root letters and the addition of 
4. Their in- certain preformatives and afformatives 

(more rarely by the insertion of formative 
consonants in the body of the root), partly 

by modifications of the vowels with which the radicals 
are pronounced. In its origin almost every root ex- 
presses something that can be grasped by the senses. 

The mechanism by which words are formed from the root is 
adapted to present sensible notions in a variety of nuances and 
in all possible embodiments and connections, so that there are 
regular forms to express in a single word the intensity, the 
repetition, the production of the root idea-the place, the instru- 
ment, the time of its occurrence, and so forth. Thus the ex- 
pression of intellectual ideas is necessarily metaphorical, almost 
every word being capable of a material sense, or at  least con- 
veying the distinct suggestion of some sensible notion. For 
example, the names of passions depict their physiological ex- 
pression ; ‘ to confer honour’ means also ‘ to make heavy,’ and 
so on. 

The  same concrete character, the same inadeqnacy 
to convey purely abstract thoughts without a substratum 
appealing to the senses, appears in the grammatical 
structure of the Semitic tongues. 

This is to be seen, for example in the absence of the neuter 
gender, in the extreme paucity df particles in the scanty pro- 
vision for the subordination of propositions ’ which deprives the 
Semitic style of all involved periods and reddces it to a succession 
of short sentences linked by the simple copula and. 

The  fundamental element of these languages is the 
noun, and in the fundamental type of sentence the 
predicate is a noun set down without any copula and 
therefore without distinction of past, present, or future 
time. The finite verb is developed from nominal forms 
(participial or infinitive), and is equally without dis- 
tinction of time. Instead of tenses we find two forms, 
the perfect and the imperfect, which are used according 
as the speaker contemplates the verbal action as a thing 
complete or as conditional, imperfect, or in process. 

It lies in the nature of this distinction that the imperfect alone 
bas moods. In their later stages the languages seek to supply 
the lack of tenses by circumlocutions with a substantive verb and 
participles. 

Other notable features (common to the Semitic 
tongues) are the use of appended suffixes to denote the 
possessive pronouns with a substantive, or the accusative 
of a personal pronoun with a verb, and the expression 
of the genitive relation by what is called construction 
or annexation, the governing noun being placed im- 
mediately before the genitive, and, if possible, slightly 
shortened in pronunciation so that the two words may 
run together as one idea. 

A characteristic of the later stages of the languages is the 
resolution of this relation into a prepositional clause. 

These and other peculiarities are sufficient to establish 
the original unity of the group, and entitle us to postu- 
late an original language from which all the Semitic 
dialects have sprung. 

Of the relation of this language to other linguistic stems, 
especially to the Indo-Germanic on the E. and the North- 
African languages on the W. we cannot yet speak with certainty : 
but it appears that the present system of triliteral roots has 
grown out of an earlier biliteral system which, so far as it can 
be reconstructed, must form the basis of scientific inquiry into 
the ultimate affinities of the Semitic group.2 

flection. 

4 

1 [See Cook Aramaic GZossary S. 1, d p, w.1 
2 Renan, Ff?&t. n’cs Langzles Skm., sketches the history of 

Noteworthy are the remarks of 
On survivals from the hiliteral stage, 

research in this direction. 
Lagarde, Symmictn, 121. 
see Nijld. Mand. Grana. 96. 
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HEBREW LANGUAGE 
Before the rise of comparative philology it was a 

b. Age of familiar opinion that Hebrewwas the original 
Hebrew. speech of mankind. 

Taken from the Jews, and as already expressed 
in the Palestinian Targum on Gen. 11 I ,  this opinion drew its 
main support from etymologies and other data in the earlier 
chapters of Genesis, which, however, were as plausibly turned 
by Syriac writers in favour of their own tongue.1 

Till recent times many excellent scholars (including 
Ewald) claimed for Hebrew the greatest relative antiquity 
among Semitic tongues. I t  is now, however, generally 
recognised that in grammatical structure the Arabic, 
shut up within its native deserts till the epoch of Islam, 
preserved much more of the original Semitic forms than 
either Hebrew or Aramaic. 

In its richer vocalisation in the possession of distinct case 
endings,z in the use for femiiine nouns of the afformative t which 
in the northern dialect has passed through h (originally gudible 
as in Egyptian Arabic) into a mere vowel in the more extensive 
range of passive and modal forms, and in other refinements of 
inflection Arabic represents no later development but the 
original kealth and primitive subtlety of Semitic :peech as 
appears not only from fragmentary survivals in the other dial& 
but also from an examination of the process of decay which ha; 
brought the spoken Arabic of the present day into a grammatical 
condition closely parallel to the OT Hebrew. 

Whilst Arabic is in many respects the elder brother, 
it is not the parent of Hebrew or Aramaic. Each 
member of the group had an independent development 
from a stage prior to any existing language, though it 
would seem that Hebrew did not branch off from 
Aramaic so soon as from Arabic, whilst in its later 
stages it came under direct Aramaic influence. 

[On the relation which Hebrew bears to the other Semitic 
languages, see Wright, Comnj. Gram. . Driver, Tenses (A$#. 
iii.): and N oldeke's art. ' Semitic Languages ' in EBP), published 
separately in German, with some additions (Die sen$. Spvaden, 
'87 ; F), '9d.I 

The Hebrew spoken by the Israelites in Canaan was 
separated only by very minor differences (like those of 

our provincial dialects) from the speech of 
Earliest neighbouring tribes. W e  know this so far 

€Iebrew' as the Moabite language is concerned from 
the stone of Mesha ; and the indications furnished by 
proper names, as well as  the acknowledged affinity of 
Israel with these tribes, make the same thing probable 
in the case of Ammon and Edom. More remarkable is 
the fact that the Phenicians and Canaanites, with whom 
the Israelites acknowledged no brotherhood, spoke a 
language which, a t  least as written, differs but little from 
biblical Hebrew. This observation has been used in 
support of the very old idea that the Hebrews originally 
spoke Aramaic, and changed their language in Canaan. 
An exacter study of the Phcenician inscriptions, how- 
ever, shows differences from Hebrew which suffice to 
constitute a distinct dialect, and combine with other 
indications to favour the view that the descendants of 
Abraham brought their Hebrew idiom with them. In 
this connection it is important to observe that the old 
Assyrian, which preceded Aramaic in regions with which 
the book of Genesis connects the origins of Abraham, is 

1 Theodoret (Quest. in Gerz. 11) Barbebraeus and others cited 
by Assemani Bib. Or. iii. 1314. Tie same opinidnappears among 

Conversely Jacob 
of Sarug concedes the priority of Hebrew (see ZDMG b5 520). 
The Arabs, whose language is in many points older than either, 
yield priority to Hebrew (Ahulfeda, HA IS), or to Syriac (Tabari 
1220; Abu 'Isa in  Ahulfeda, 148), the language of the race t i  
which they owed their first knowledge of letters. 

a That the case endings in classical Arabic are survivals of a 
veryaticient system of inflection can hardly be doubted. It does 
not necessarily follow, however, that in the primitive Semitic 
language these terminations were used for precisely the same pur- 
poses as in Arabic. Moreover, the three Arabic case-endings 
commonly called by European scholars the nominative, genitive, 
and accusative, do not by any means correspond exactly, as re- 
gards their usage, to the respective cases in the Indo-European 
languages : that is to say, the Arabic language sometimes employs 
the accusative where we should, on logical grounds, have ex- 
pected the nominative and vice ZMTSZ. These apparent anomalies 
are probably relics of a time when the use of the case-endings 
was determined by principles which differed, t o  a considerable 
extent, from those known to the Arabic grammarians. 

'the Baby1on:an Jews (Rab in Synh. 386). 
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in many respects closely akin to Hebrew.I [Certain 
inscriptions, moreover, recently discovered a t  Zenjirli, 
in the extreme N. of Syria, are written in a dialect which 
exhibits many striking points of resemblance to Hebrew, 
although it would seem, on the whole, to belong to the 
Aramaic branch. 9 

As the origin of Hebrew is lost in the obscurity that 
hangs over the early movements of the Semitic tribes, 
so we know very little of the changes which the language 
underwent in Canaan. The  existence of local differences 
of speech is proved by Judg. 126 ;  but the attempt to 
make out in the O T  records a Northern and a Judzean 
dialect, or even besides these a third dialect for fhe 
Simeonites of the extreme S.4 has led to no certain 
results. In generalitmaybesaid that theOT text supplies 
inadequate data for studying the history of the language. 
Semitic writing, especially a purely consonantal text 
such as the OT originally was, gives an  imperfect picture 
of the very grammatical and phonetic details most likely 
to vary dialectically or in course of time. 

The later punctuation (including the notation of vowels : 
see below, $3 g, and WRITING) and even many things in the 
present consonantal text, represent the formal pronunciation 
of the Synagogue as it took shape after Hebrew became a 
dead language-for even 45 has often a more primitive 
pronunciation of proper names (cp NAMES, $3 d). This modern 
system being applied to all parts of the OT alike, many 
archaisms were obliterated or disguised, and the earlier and 
later writings resent in the received text a grammatical 
uniformity whicg is certainly not original. It 1s true that 
occasional consonantal forms inconsistent with the accompany- 
ing vowels have survived-especially in the books least read by 
the Jews-and appear in the light of comparative grammar as 
indications of more primitive forms. These sporadic survivals 
show that the correction of obsolete forms was not carried 
through with perfect consistency; but it is never safe to 
argue as if we possessed the original form of the texts (cp 
WRITING). 

The chief historical changes in the Hebrew language 
which we can still trace are due to Aramaic influence. ,. Hebrew yields The  Northern Israelites were in 

Immediate contact with Aramzean 
populations and some Aramaic loan- to Aramaic. 

words were used, a t  least in Northern Israel, from a 
very early date. At the time of Hezekiah Aramaic 
seems to have been the usual language of diplomacy 
spoken by the statesmen of Judah and Assyria alike 
(2 K. 1826). After the fall of Samaria the Hebrew 
population of Northern Israel was partly deported, 
their place being taken by new colonists, most of whom 
probably had Aramaic as their mother-tongue. It is 
not therefore surprising that even in the language of 
Judzea increasing signs of Aramaic influence appear 
before the Exile.6 The  fall of the Jewish kingdom 
accelerated the decay of Hebrew as a spoken language. 
Not  indeed that those of the people who were trans- 
ported forgot their own tongue in their new home, as 
older scholars supposed on the basis of Jewish tradition : 
the exilic and post-exilic prophets do not write in a 
lifeless tongue. Hebrew was still the language of 
Jerusalem in the time of Nehemiah ( 1 3 2 4 )  in the 
middle of the fifth century B . c . ~  After the fall of 
Jerusalem, however, the petty Jewish people were 
in daily intercourse with a surrounding AramEean 
1 See Stade's essay on the relation of Phcenician and Hebrew 

Morgenlandische Forsckung-en ('75), with Naldeke's criticism; 
ZDMG, 29 325 ; also the latter's article, ' Sprache, hebraische, 
in BL, 5 3 6 2 8  

2 One of these inscriptions, set up by Panarnmii, king of 
Ya'di, probably dates from the ninth or the beginning of the 
eighth century B.C. Two other inscriptions set up by a king 
named Bar-Reknb, belong to the latter half of the eighth cen- 
tury. See ARAMAIC LANGUAGE, $3 2 : in addition to the works 
on the subject which are there specified the reader may consult 
Lidzbarski's Handbud der nordsemiti&hen Ej&rujhik (Wei- 

3 On the difficulty of drawing precise inferences from this 
narrative see Marq. Z A  TW"88 pp. 151.155. 

4 Bottch. Lehrb. d .  kebr. Sjiache 113f: ('66). 
5 ,Details in Ryssel De EZohisie ldentateuchi Semone  (Leip- 

sic, 78), the most impbtant collection ofmaterialssince Gesenius, 
Gesch. der Le6r. Spr. u. Sch??yt ('15). 

13 An argument to the contrary drawn by Jewish interpreters 
from Neh. 88 rests on false exegesis. 

mar, '98), P. 4403 
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population, and the Aramaic tongue, which was the 
official language of the western provinces of the Persian 
empire, began to take rank as the recognised medium 
of polite intercourse and letters even among the tribes 
of Arabic blood-the Nabataeans-whose inscriptions in 
the HaurBn are written in Aramaic. Thus Hebrew as 
a spoken language gradually yielded to its more power- 
ful neighbour, and the style of the latest OT writers is 
not only full of Aramaic words and forms but also 
largely coloured with Aramaic idioms, whilst their 
Hebrew has lost the force and freedom of a living 
tongue (Ecclesiastes, Esther, some Psalms, Daniel). 
Tlie Chronicler no longer thoroughly understood the 
Old Hebrew sources from which he worked, while for 
the latest part of his history he used a Jewish Aramaic 
document, part of which he incorporated in the book of 
Ezra. Long before the time of Christ Hebrew was the 
exclusive property of scholars. 

About zoo B. c., Jesus the son of Sirach (Ben Sir&), 
a Palestinian Jew, composed in Hebrew the famous 
treatise known in the West as Ecclesiasticus. A large 
portion of the original text has .recently come to light, 
unfortunately in a mutilated condition. Though Ben 
Sir% uses a considerable number of late ‘words, mostly 
borrowed from the Aramaic, the general character of 
his Hebrew style is decidedly purer and more classical 
than that of some parts of the O T  (e.g., Ecclesiastes), 
and ‘it is specially to be noted that the recovered frag- 
ments, as far as is known at present, contain not a 
single word derived from the Greek. See ECCLESI- 
ASTICUS. 

Several other books of the Apocrypha appear to be 
translated from Hebrew originals-Judith, I Macc.- 
8. Scholastic the last according to the express testi- 

Rebrew. mony of Jerome. I t  is certain that the 
OT canon contains elements as late as 

the epoch of national revival under the Maccabees 
(Daniel, certain Psalms), for Hebrew was the language 
of religion as well as of scholarship. As for the 
scholars, they affected not only to write but also to 
speak in Hebrew ; but they could not resist the influence 
of the Aramaic vernacular, and indeed made no attempt 
to imitate the classical models of the OT, which neither 
furnished the necessary terminology for the new ideas 
with which they operated, nor offered in its forms and 
constructions a suitable vehicle for their favourite pro- 
cesses of legal dialectic. Thus was developed a new 
scholastic Hebrew, ‘ thelanguage of the wise’ (ovmn 11~5). 
preserving some genuine old Hebrew words whic,h happen 
not to be found in the OT, and supplying some new 
necessities of expression by legitimate developments of 
germs that lay in the classical idiom, but thoroughly inter- 
penetrated with foreign elements, and as little fit for 
higher literary purposes as the Latin of the mediaeval 
schoolmen. The chief monument of this dialect is the 
body of traditional law called the Mishna, which is 
formed of materials of various dates, but was collected 
in its present form about the close of the second century 
A.D. (see LAW LITERATURE). 

[A remarkable feature in the Hebrew of the Mishna 
is the large use made of Greek and even of Latin words. 

That these words were actually current among the Jews of 
the period and are not mere literary embellishments (as IS some- 
times the case with Greek words used by Syriac authors) appears 
from the fact that they often present themselves in strangely 
distorted forms-the result of popular mispronunciation.] 

The doctors of the subsequent period still retained 
some fluency in the use of Hebrew; but the mass of 
their teaching preserved in the GemrEra is Aramaic.l 

The language of the Mishna has been described by Geiger, 
Lehr- und Lesebt’ch z71r S$rach der Mischnah (Brdau, ’45); 
L. Dukes, Die Spruche der Mischna (Esslingen, ’46). and Z u r  
ra66inischen SjracJzkunde (Vienna, ’SI); J. H. Welss, Mish- 
j a f  L’shan ham-Mishna (Vienna, ‘67). 

1 See Ihcher. Die AKcadu der dnd~fonirchen Anznriier(Stras- 
burg, ’7q), for many illustrations of the Hebrew scholarship of 
the Gemxists. 
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During the Talmudic period nothing was done for 

the grammatical study of the old language ; but there 
9. Gram- was a traditional pronunciation for the 
matical synagogue, and a traditional interpretation 
stuas. of the sacred text. The earliest monument 

of Jewish interpretation is the Septuagint ; 
but the final form of traditional exegesis is embodied in 
the Targums or Aramaic paraphrases, especially in the 
more literal Targnms of Onkelos and Jonathan, which 
are often cited by the Talmudic doctors. Many things 
in the language of the O T  were already obscure, and 
the meaning of words was discussed in the schools, 
sometimes by the aid of legitimate analogies from 
living dialects,’ but more often by fantastic etymological 
devices such as the NotuviRon, or use of analogies from 
shorthand. 

The invention and application of means for preserving 
the traditional text and indicating the traditional pro- 
nunciation are spoken of elsewhere (see WRITING, 
TEXT). 

The  old traditional scholarship declined, however, till 
the tenth century, when a revival of Hebrew study under 
the influence of Mohammedan learning took place among 
the Arabic-speaking Jews (Saadia of the Fayyiim, 
Menahem ben Sarug, etc.).2 Then, early in theeleventh 
century, came the acknowledged fathers of mediaeval 
Jewish philology,- the grammarian Judah surnamed 
Hayyiig, discoverer of the system of triliteral r ~ o t s . ~  
and the lexicographer Abulwalid MerwBn ibn GanCth 
(Rabbi Jonah), who made excellent use of Arabic 
analogies as well as of the traditional material.4 

A succession of able scholars continued their work, of whom 
the most famous are Abraham ben Melr of Toledo, suknamed 
Ihn Ezra-also written Ahen Ezra-(mgz-1167) a man of great 
originality and freedom of view ; Solomon I&ki of Troyes, 
called Rashi ( i e . ,  R[abbEnul Sh[&mahl Y[is&kil) and some- 
times by error Jarchi-;.@., of Lune1 (nl) ‘luna’)-(died 1105), 

whose writings are a storehouse of traditional lore ; and David 
Pimhi of Narbonne, called Radak (circ. TZOO), whose comment- 
aries,’ grammar, and lexicon exercised an enormous and lasting 
influence. Our own authorised version bears the stamp of 
Kimhi on every page. 

In the later Middle Ages Jewish learning was cramped 
by a narrow Talmudical orthodoxy ; but a succession 
of scholars held their ground till Elias Levita and others 
of his age transmitted the torch to the Christian uni- 
versities. 

[TheJewish Encyclopredia, now in preparation, will for English 
readers give an adequate account of the Jewish scholars and 
their work. The portion dealing with Philology will be con- 
tributed by Prof. G. F. Moore.] W. R. %-A. A. B. 

HEBREWS ( W~I~Z), Gen. 40 15 etc. See above and 
c p  ISRAEL, I. 

HEBREWS (EPISTLE). The  NT writing usually 
known under the name of the Epistle to the Hebrews, 
1. Title. or, less correctly, as the Epistle of Pan1 the 

apostle to the Hebrews, bears in the. oldest 
MSS no other title than the words npoc  sBpaloyc 
[soTi. W H ,  etc.], ‘ T o  the Hebrews.’ This brief heading 
embraces the whole information as to the origin of the 
epistle on which Christian tradition is unanimous. 
Everything else-the authorship, the address, the date 
-was unknown or disputed in the early church, and 
continues to form matter of dispute in the present day. 
As far back as the latter part of the second century, how- 
ever, the destination of the epistle ‘ to the Hebrews’ 
[though it cannot be proved for Rome at so early a 
date] was acknowledged alike in Alexandria, where it 
was ascribed to Paul, and in Carthage, where it passed 
by the name of Barnabas ; and there is no indication 
that it ever circulated under another title. At the same 

1 See B. Rash hash-ShZni, 26 6; Del. on Ps. 5 5 q [ z + ]  and 
Is. 1423. 

2 The connecting link between the Masoretes and the gram- 
marians is Rahbi’Aaron ben Mosheh hen Asher, whose D i k d u ? ~  
hat-Tamint has been published by Baer and Strack($eips. ’79). 
3 See his Two Treafises, edited by Nutt, London, 70. 
4 His Book of Roots, in Arabic, edited by Neubauer, Oxford., 

1875. 
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time we must not suppose, as has sometimes bcen 
supposed, that the anthor prefixed these words to his 
original manuscript. The  title says no more than that 
the readers addressed were Christians of Jewish extrac- 
tion, and this would be no sufficient-address for an 
epistolary writing (1322) directed to a definite circle of 
readers, a local church or group of churches to whose 
history repeated reference is made, and with which the 
author had personal relations (13 19 23). The original 
address, which according to custom must have stood on 
the outside of the folded letter, was probably never 
copied, and the universal prevalence of the present title, 
which tells no more than can be gathered (as a hypo- 
thesis) from the epistle itself, seems to indicate that 
when the book first passed from local into general 
circulation its history had already been forgotten. 

With this it agrees that the early Roman church,-- 
where the epistle was known about the end of the first 

2. century, and where indeed the first 
traces of the use of it occur (Clement, 
and ShepherdofHermas)-had nothing 
to contribute to the auestion of author- 

history of 

ship and origin except the negative opinion that the 
book is not by Paul. 

Caius and the Muratorian fragment reckon but thirteen 
epistles of Paul ; Hippolytus (like his master Irenzus of Lyons) 
knew our book and declared that it was not Pauline. 

The  earliest positive traditions of authorship to which 
we can point belong to Africa and Egypt, where, as we 
have already seen, divergent views were current by the 
end of the second century. I. The  African tradition 
preserved by Tertulliau (De Pudicitia, 20), but certainly 
not invented by him, ascribes the epistle to Barnabas. 

Direct apostolic authority is not therefore claimed for it ; but 
it has the weight due to one who ‘ learned from and taught with 
the apostles,’ and we are told that it had more currency among; 
the churches than ‘that apocryphal shepherd of the adulterers 
(the Shepherd of Hermas). This tradition of the African church 
holds a singularly isolated position. Later writers appear to 
know it only from Tertullian, and it soon became obsolete, to be 
revived for a moment after the Reformation by the Scottish 
theologian Cameron, and then again in our own century by the 
German critics, among whom at  present it is the favourite view 
[see below, $5 4, 111. 

2. Very different is the history of the Egyptian 
tradition, which can be traced back as far as a teacher 
of the Alexandrian Clement, presumably Panttenus 
(Euseb. Hist. EccL 614). 

This ‘ blessed’presbyter,’ as Clement calls him sought to 
explain why Paul did not name himself as usual a: the head of 
the epistle, and found the reason in the modesty of the author, 
who in addressing the Hebrews was going beyond his commis- 
sion’as apostle to the Gentiles.’ Clement himself takes it for 
granted that an epistle to the Hebrews must have been written 
in  Hebrew, and supposes that Luke translated it for the Greeks. 

Thus far there is no sign that the Pauline authorship 
was ever questioned in Alexandria, and from the time of 
Origen the opinion that Paul wrote the epistle became 
more and more prevalent in the East. 

?rigen rests on the same tradition, which he refers to ‘the 
ancient men ; but he knows that the tradition is not common to 
all churches. He  feels that the language is un-Pauline, though 
the admirable thoughts are not second to those of the unques- 
tioned apostolic writings. Thus he is led to the view that the 
ideas were orally set forth by Paul, but that the language, 
arrangement, and some features of the exposition are the work 
of a disciple. According to some, this disciple was Clement of 
Rome ; others [Clement and his school] named Luke ; but the 
truth says Origen is known to God alone (Eus. 625 cp 338). 
I t  is ;ot surprising’that theselimitations of the traditio; had less 
influence than the broad fact that Origen accepted the book as 
of Pauline authority. 

In  the West this view was still far from established in 
the fourth century ; but it gained ground steadily, and, 
indeed, the necessity for revising the received view could 
not be qnestioned when men began to look at  the facts 
of the case. 

Even those who, like Jerome and Augustine, knew the varia. 
tions of tradition were unwilling to press an opposite view ; and 
in the fifth centu& the Paulineauthorship wasacceptedat Rome, 
and practically throughout Christendom, not to be again disputed 
till the revival of letters and the rise of a more critical spirit. 

I t  was Erasmus who indicated the imminent change 
of opinion. 

HEBREWS, EPISTLE 
Erasmus brings out with great force the vacillation of tradition 

and the dissimilarity of the epistle from the style and thoughts 
of Paul in his concluding annotation on the hook. He ventures 
the conjecture, based on a passage of his favourite Jerome, that 
Clement of Rome was the real author. Luther (who suggests 
Apollos) and Calvin (who thinks of Luke or Clement) followed 
with the decisive argument that Paul who lays such stress on 
the fact that his gospel was not taugit to him by man but was 
by direct revelation (Gal. 1 I.$), could not have written Heb. 
23f: where the author classes himself among those who received 
the message of salvation from the personal disciples of the Lord 
on the evidence of the miracles which confirmed their word. 

The  force of tradition seemed already broken ; but 
the wave of reaction which so soon overwhelmed the 
freer tendencies of the first reformers, brought back the 
old view. Protestant orthodoxy again accepted Paul as 
the author, and dissentient voices were seldom heard till 
the revival of free biblical ciiticism in the eighteenth 
century. As criticism strengthened its arguments, theo- 
logians began to learn that the denial of tradition in- 
volves no danger to faith, and at the present moment, 
scarcely any sound scholar will be found to accept Paul 
as the direct author of the epistle, though such a 
modified view as was suggested by Origen still claims 
adherents among the lovers of compromise with 
tradition. 

The  arguments against the Alexandrian tradition are 
in fact conclusive. 

It is probably unfair to hamper that tradition with Clement’s 
notion that the book is a translation from the Hebrew. This 

monstroushypothesisreceived its redaccfioad 
3. Not by Paul. absurdum m the attempt of J. H. R. 

Biesenthal to reconstruct the Hebrew text 
(Das  Trosfschreiben des A#osffZs PauZus an die Hebr&r, 
Kritisch wiederhergesfellf, etc., 78). Just as little, however, 
can the Greek be from Paul’s pen. 

The un-Pauline character of the style, alike in the 
words used and in the structure of the sentences, strikes 
every scholar as it struck Origen and Erasmus. 

The theological ideas 
are cast in a different mould ; and the leading conception of the 
high-priesthood of Christ which is no mere occasional thoug-ht 
but a central point in th; author’s conception of Christianhy, 
finds its nearest analogy not in the Pauline epistles but in John 
17 19. The Old Testament is cited after the Alexandrian transla- 
tion more exactly and exclusively than is the custom of Paul, 
and that even where the Hebrew original is divergent. Nor is 
this an accidental circumstance. There is every appearance 
that the author was a Hellenist whose learning did not embrace 
a knowledge of the Hebrew text, and who derived his metaphysic 
and allegorical method from the Alexandrian rather than the 
Palestinian schools.1 

The force of these arguments can be brought out only 
by the accumulation of a multitude of details too tedious 
for this place ; but the evidence from the few personal 
indications contained in the epistle is easily grasped and 
not less powerful. 

The type of thought is quite unique. 

The ar&ment from 2 3 x ,  which appeared decisive to Luther 
and Calvin, has been referred to already ($3 2). Again, we read 
in 1319 that the writer is absent from the church which he 
addresses but hopes to be speedily restored to them. This 
expressio; is not to be understood as implying that the epistle 
was written in prison, for 1323 shows that the author is master 
of his own movements.9 

The plain sense is that the author’s home is with the 
church addressed, but that he is at present absent, and 
begs their prayers for a speedy return. The external 
authority of the Alexandrian tradition can have no 
weight against such difficulties. If that tradition was 
original and continuous, the long ignorance of the 
Roman church and the opposite tradition of Africa are 
inexplicable. No tradition, however, was more likely 
to arise in circles where the epistle was valued and its 
origin forgotten. In spite of its divergences from the 

1 For the Alexandrian elements in the enistle. consult the list 
of p ~ s & ~ &  Hi]genfeld‘s Einleitunf i84 n. (Leipsic, ‘75). 
A large mass of valuable material is collected’in J. B. Carpzov’s 
Sacra Exercifafiones in E@. ad Neb. ex Philone A Zexandrino 
(Helmstadt 1750). [Von Soden (Handcomm. 4) gives addi- 
tional instakes of dependence on Philo, and proves the literary 
influence also of the Wisdom of Solomon; cp Plumptre in 
Expositor, 1st ser. vol. i. (‘74).1 

2 In 10 34 the true reading is not ‘ of me in my bonds,’ but ‘on 
them that were in bonds’ (70;s Scuphs wvfaa0vjuare). The 
false reading, which was that of Clement of Alexandria, is 
probably connected with the tradition that Paul was the author. 
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standard of Pauline authorship, the book has manifest 
Pauline affinities, and can hardly have originated beyond 
the Pauline circle, to which it is referred, not only by 
the author's friendship with Timothy (1323), but also by 
many unquestionable echoes of the Pauline theology, 
and even by distinct allusions to passages in Paul's 
epistles. 

In  an  uncritical age these features might easily suggest 
Paul as the author of a book which [doubtless, because 
its Pauline origin was universally believed in Alexandria] 
took its place in MSS immediately after the recognised 
epistles of that apostle, and contained nothing in its 
title to distinguish it from the preceding books with 
similar headings, ' T o  the Romans,' 'To the Cor- 
inthians,' and the like.a A similar history, as Zahn has 
pointed out, attaches to the so-called second epistle of 
Clement to the Corinthians. 

When we see that the tradition which names Paul as 
author does not Dossess an authentic historical basis. we 

4. other are necessarily carried on to deny historical 
suggestions. authority to  the subsidiary conjectures or 

traditions which speak of Luke and 
Clement of Rome. 

The history of the Alexandrian tradition shows that these 
names were brought in merely to lessen the difficulties attaching 
to the view that Paul wrote the book exactly as we have it. 

The  name of Lnke seems to be a conjecture of the 
Alexandrian Clement, for it has no place in the tradition 
received from his master. 

Some had 
mentioned one and some the other ' God alone knows the truth. 
We have no ;,ason to think more'highly of these suggestions 
than Origen did. Indeed no Protestant scholar now proposes 
the name of Clen~ent whdse extant epistle to the Corinthians 
shows his familiarity k t h  the epistle to the Hebrews, and at the 
same time excludes the idea that he composed it. The name of 
Luke has still partisans-Delitzsch carefully collected linguistic 
?arallels between our epistle and the Lucan writings (Conzm. 
57 ; ET, '68-'70). The arguments of Delitzsch are generally met 

with the objection that OUT author must have been a born Jew, 
which from his standpoint and culture is in the highest degree 
probable, though not perhaps absolutely certain. In any case 
we cannot suppose that Luke wrote the epistle on Paul's com- 
mission, or that the work is substantially the apostle's ; for such 
a theory takes no account of the strongly-marked individuality of 
the hook in thought and method as well as expression. 

The  theory that Luke was the independent author of 
the epistle (Grotius and others) has no  right to appeal 
to  'antiquity, and must stand entirely on the very 
inadequate grounds of internal probability afforded by 
language and style. 

If Alexandria fail us, can we suppose that Africa 
preserved the original tradition? This is a difficult 
question. The  intrinsic objections to authorship by 
Barnabas are not important. 

The so-called Epistle of Barnabas was not written by our 
author ; but then it is admittedly not hy Barnahas. The superior 
elegance of the style of our epistle as compared with that of 
Paul is not inconsistent with Acts 14 12 ; nor is there, as we shall 
see presently, any real force in the once favourite objection that 
the ordinances of the temple are described with less accuracy 
than might be looked for in Barnabas, a Levite and one who had 
resided in Jerusalem (see below, 5 8). On the other hand, it is hard 
to believe that the comect account of the authorship of our book 
was preserved only in Africa, and in a tradition so isolated that 
Tertullian seems to he its only independent witness. How could 
Africa know this thing and Rome be ignorant? Zahn, who is 
the 'latest exponent of the Barnabas hypothesis, argues that in 
the West, where the so-called epistle of Barnabas was long 
unknown, there was nothing to suggest the idea of Barnabas as 
an author; that the true tradition might perish the more readily 

Orjgen attaches no importance to either name. 

1 An unambiguous proof that our author had read'the epistle 
to the Romans seems to lie in 1030. This is the one OT 
citation of the epistle which does not follow the LXX (Dt. 32 35) ' 
but it is word for word from Rom. 1219. [The proof is not: 
however, conclusive. Dependence on Romans cannot be shown 
elsewhere in the epistle and this particular citation is found 
exactly as it is in 0nke)los.I Further signs of dependence on 
Romans and Corinthians (which require sifting) have been 
collected by Holtzmann ( E i d  332) ; see also Hilgenfeld's 

The order of EV 
is that of the Latin Church, the oldest Greek codices placing it 
before the pastoral epistles. The Latin order, which expresses 
the original uncertainty of the Pauline tradition, was formerly 
current even in the East. 
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in other parts of the church after the name of Barnabas Sad 
been falsely attached to another epistle dealing with the typology 
of. the ceremonial law ; and finally that the false epistle of 
Barnabas which was first so name2 in Alexandria may there 
have carrjed off the true title of the epistle to the Hebrews after 
the latter was ascribed to Paul. That is not plausible, and it is 
more likely that an epistle which calls itself A6yos napawb+s 
(Heb. 1322) was ascribed to the uibs rraparbjuews (Acts 436) in 
the same way as Ps. 127 was ascribed to Solonlon 'the beloved 
of the Lord' (z Sam. 12243) from the allusion 'in 1212, than 
that this coincidence of exprekon affords a confirmation of the 
Barnabas hypothesis. 

In  short, the whole tradition as to the epistle is too 
uncertain to offer much support to any theory of author- 
ship, and if the name of Barnabas is to be accepted, it 
must stand mainly on internal evidence, See further 
below, 11. 

Being thus thrown back on what the 
'* Original epistle itself can tell us, we must look at  

the first readers, with whom, as we have 
u6e of OT. already seen, the author stood in very 

close relations. 
Until comparatively recently there was a general 

agreement among scholars that the church addressed 
was composed of Hebrews, or Christians of Jewish 
birth. We are not, however, entitled to take this 
simply on the authority of the title, which is hardly 
more than a reflection of the impression produced 
on an early copyist-an impression the justice of 
which is now seen to be more than doubtful. I t  is 
plain, indeed, that the writer is at  one with his readers 
in approaching all Christian truth through the OT. 

He and they alike are accustomed to regard Christianity asa  
continuous development of Judaism, in which the benefits of 
Christ's death belong to the ancient people of God and supply 
the shortcomings of the old dispensation (49 9 15 13 12). With 
all the weight that is laid on the superiority of Christianity, the 
religion of finality, over Mosaism, the dispensation which 
brought nothing to its goal, the sphere of the two dispensations 
is throughout treated as identical. 

This, however, is no less the position of Paul and of 
Acts. Not only Jews by birth, but Gentiles also, are 
reckoned as belonging to the people of God, children of 
Abraham, heirs of the promise, as soon as they become 
believers in Christ. 

The OT is the book of this the true Deoole of God : it is the 
original record of the promises which hive been fulfilled to it in 
Christ ; and tlie institutions of the Old Covenant equally with 
the histories of the ancient people are types for Christian times. 

The  difference between Paul and the author of our 
epistle is only one of temperament. With respect to 
the two stages, Paul brings into bolder prominence the 
differences, the incompatibilities, which render compro- 
mise impossible, and compel a man either to abide in 
the one or to make the decisive forward step to the 
other. Our author, on the other hand, lays stress 
rather on their common features, with the object of 
pointing out the advance they show from the imperfect 
to the perfect. Moreover, as a n  Alexandrian, he is 
bolder in the freedom, rendered possible by the 
allegorising method, with which he adapts OT pre- 
scriptions to N T  times. In the same degree in which 
our author comes behind Paul in originality and 
force of character does he rely in a more academic and 
thoroughgoing manner on the absolute and supreme 
authority of the OT for Gentile Christians also. 

The  whole tendency of the epistle, however, is against 
the theory that it was originally addressed to Jewish 

6,  Not Jewish Christians. That  the readers were in 
no danger of relapsing into participation 
in the Jewish sacrifices, that the tenor 

of the epistle in like manner forbids the assumption 
that they had consistently followed the ceremonial 
observances that had their centre in the temple ritual, 
has been shown conclusively by the original author of 
the present article. Nowhere is any warning raised 
against taking part in the worship of the temple, against 
the retention of circumcision, or against separation from 

1 [BO 5-9 of the present article have undergone very consider- 
able revision the view that the epistle was originally addressed 
to Jewish Ciristians being here abandoned.] 
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those who are not Jews. Nor could any such warning 
b e  necessary in the case of readers who so plainly were 
a t  one with the author of the epistle with regard to the 
Alexandrian allegorizing methods. Robertson Smith 
concedes that at least their ritualism seems to have been 
rather theoretical than practical, and goes on to say-and 
with truth-that among men of this type (of the Hellen- 
istic Diaspora and of such a habit of thought as enabled 
them readily to sympathise with the typological method 
of our author) there was no great danger of a relapse 
into practical ceremonialism. They would rather be 
akin to the school of Judaism characterised by Philo 
(De Migy. A6r. 16, ed. Mangey, 1450),  who neglected 
the observance of the ceremonial laws because they took 
them as symbols of ideal things. 

Over and above all this, however, we learn quite 
clearly from the admonitions of the letter itself, what 
were the dangers that threatened its readers. 

Its theoretical expositions constantly end in exhortations to 
hold fast to the end their confession, their confidence, the firm 
convictions with which they had begun their Christian life, to 
draw near with boldness to the throne of grace in full assurance 
of faith, to serve God acceptably, earnestly to seek an entrance 
into rest and so forth. On the usual assumption that the 
readers $ere Jewish Christians who were in danger of going 
back to Judaism, these are precisely the objects which they 
would have hoped to realise by taking this step. The exhorta- 
tions expressed in such terms as these would not have been 
ap ro riate to their case. 

&Ifmore does this hold good of the negative precepts of the 
epistle. Assnmin that they had thoughts of returning to 
Jnda!sm, how coufd they have felt themselves touched by a 
warning not to depart from the living God (3 IZ), not to reject ‘ him that is from heaven ’ (rbv h d  ohpavGv, 12 25), not to despise 
so great salvation (2 3), not to sin willingly (10 26) not to tread 
under foot the Son of God, not to reckon the’hlood of the 
covenant an unholy thing, not to do despite to the spirit of grace 
(lozg)? How could they be expostulated with as if their pro- 
posed action proceeded from &e&a (3 I8 4 11), or from an evil 
heart of unbelief (3 IZ), or as if they were being hardened in the 
deceitfulness of sin (3 ‘ 3 )  or in danger from regard to outward 
show, and from clinginisin (121)? How could the OT (Dt. 
29 18 [IT]) figure of the root of bitterness (1215), or, still more, 
that of Esau (12 16), appeal to them? 

Such expressions as these can refer only to an open 
apostasy from Christianity out of very unworthy motives, 
and if applied to a proposed return to Judaism on re- 
ligious motives working upon a pious but unenlightened 
conscience would be harsh, unreasonable, and tactless. 
The reproaches would seem so unjust to the person 
addressed as to lose all their force. 

Further, the remonstrance in 61f: would even be 
absolutely meaningless, for the points there named are 
for the most part positions that are common to Jews 
and Christians, and none of them touches upon what is 
distinctive of Christianity as contrasted with Judaism. 

Nowhere does our author speak a word of warning against 
participation in heathen sacrifices. As causes of the apostasy that 
i s  feared, no prominence is given nor indeed is any mention made 
of any inclination to legalism. Indeed it was the exact opposite 
of this that was the temptation of the Israelites in the wilderness 
with whom the readers are compared (3 1-4 13). Apart from the 
references to moral infirmity in 12 I 3 the only positive fault 
that theauthor mentionsin connection with the lesson drawn from 
his doctrine to use with diligence the specifically Christian way 
of access to God (10 rg$) is a disposition to neglect the privileges 
of social worship (1025). This again is plainly connected, not 
with an inclination to return tb the gynagogue but with a re- 
laxation of the zeal and patience of the first’dayk of their Chris- 
tian profession (6 +$ 10325 12 I$), associated with a less firm 
hold than they once had of the essentials of Christian faith, a 
less clear vision of the heavenly hope of their calling (3 12 4 IK 
5 12). 

The writer fears lest his readers fall away not merely 
from the higher standpoint of Christianity into Judaising 
practices, but from all faith in God and judgment and 
immortality (311 61f:). 

What, in fact, threatens to alienate the readers of 
the epistle from Christianity is the character of the out- 
ward circumstances in which they are placed. In this 
their case resembles that of Israel in the wilderness. 
This comes clearly into view in the second part of the 
epistle, in which the theological arguments are practi- 
cally applied. 

At the very outset of this second part (1032-34) we learn that 
the readers have been passing through sore persecutions. How 
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long these have lasted is not said : hut the present attitude of 
the readers is different from what it had been. Once they had 
kept steadfast ; hut now their endurance threatens to give way; 
they are in danger of casting away their confidence. In chap. 11 
they are pointed to the examples of a faith that triumphed over 
every obstacle, and exhorted to a similar conflict, even anto 
blood, inasmuch as Jesus has gone before then1 as the beginner 
and ender of faith (12 13). The writer grants that their cir- 
cumstances are such as niay well make hands listless and knees 
feeble and souls weary and faint (12 3 1zf: 6 1 2 ) ;  but the proper 
course is to take all this as aacMa (124-11), to remember the 
persecuted and imprisoned with true fellow-feeling (13 3), to find 
strength in recalling the memory of their departed teachers 
(13 7), to go forth Z&o 76s wape,uPoA+js--i.e., in the allegorising 
style of the epistle, to quit the world (see below)-with Jesus, 
bearing his reproach (13 13). 

Now it is quite true that troubles of the kind indicated 
might very well tend to tempt back to Judaism those 
who, originally Jews, had experienced on account of 
their Christianity persecution that contrasted with the 
religious freedom they had enjoyed as Jews. In that 
case, however, their Jewish character would certainly 
have appeared otherwise also -which, as we have seen, 
is not the case-or the theoretical ground-work on 
which the hortatory part proceeds must have aimed at  
depreciating the Jewish religion and bringing it into 
irreconcilable antithesis to the Christian. This is 
certainly not the tenor of chaps. 1-10. On the contrary, 
the close connection of Christianity with the old 
Covenant, and the high significance of the latter, is 
elaborated in every way; it is so at the very outset 
(1 I ) ,  and again in 22 32-6 and elsewhere. 

The ar ument in chaps. 7-10 is not intended to prove the abro- 
gation ofgthe law. it assumes it and proceeds upon it as an 
acknowledged fact: The elaborate description of the OT sacri- 
ficial system in 8 1-5 9 1-10 10 1-3 is at no point accompanied 
with a warning against participation in it. The author draws 
conclusions as to the glory of the new covenant from the signi- 
ficant ordinances of the old, which are regarded as shadows of 
the other ; but his argumentation has not for its aim the desire 
to detach the readers from Judaism any more than has Philo’s 
manner of proving from the OT the truth of his philosophy and 
ethics, which he regards as constituting its kernel. 

The author knows no better way to prove the truth 
of Christianity than simply by showing that it is in 
every respect the complete fulfilment of all that was 
prefigured and promised in the OT, the record of the 
pre-Christian revelation of God. 

This manner of using the OT in argument must not, 
however, be held to imply on the part of the readers a 
previous acquaintance with the OT, such as would 
have been possible only in the case of Jews. A similar 
line of argument is addressed in Gal. 3f: z Cor. 3 IO$ 

to the Pauline, and admittedly Gentile, Christian com- 
munities of Galatia and Corinth ; Philo also, addressing 
pagan readers, takes all his proofs from the OT. 

The  view that those originally addressed in the epistle 
were Jewish Christians, although supported by the 
ancient tradition implied in its superscription, must thus 
be given up. With this, the difficult problem of finding 
a local habitation for such a community disappears. 

The  following are the hypotheses as to the place of 
abode of the readers of the epistle that have been 

7. offered. I. T o  some writers ‘the 
? emphatic ‘ all ’ in 13 24, the admonitions in 

1025 1317, have suggested the possibility 
that the Hebrews addressed were but part, a somewhat 
discontented part, of a larger community in which Gentile 
elements had a considerable place. This appears a 
strained conclusion (Phil. 421 I Thes. 526) ,  distinctly 
contrary to the general tone of the epistle, which moves 
altogether outside of the antithesis between Jewish and 
Gentile Christianity. W e  must think not of a party but 
of a church, apd such a church can be sought only in 
Palestine, or in one of the great centres of the Jewish 
dispersion. 

That  the epistle was addressed to Palestine, or more 
specifically to Jerusalem, has been a prevalent opinion 
from the time of Clement of Alexandria, mainly because 
it was assumed that the word Hebrews must naturally 
mean Jews whose mother-tongue was Aramaic. The 
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term has this restricted sense, however, only when 
put in contrast to Hellenists. In itself, according to 
ordinary usage, it simply denotes Jews by race, and in 
Christian writings especially Jewish Christians. 

There are several things in the epistle that seem to 
exclude Palestine, and above all Jerusalem. The Hel- 
lenistic culture of the writer and the language in which 
he writes furnish one argument. Then the most 
marked proof of Christian love and zeal in the church 
addressed was that they had ever been assiduous in 
ministering to the saints (610). This expression may 
conceivably have a general sense ( I  Cor. 16 15 ?) ; but it 
is far more likely that it has the specific meaning which 
it generally bears in the NT-viz., the collection of alms 
for the church, in Jerusalem. 

At any rate it was clearly understood in the first age of Chris- 
tianity that the Judaean church took alms and did not give them 
receiving in temporal things an acknowledgment for the spirituai 
things they had impartpd (Rom.1527): In fact the great 
weight laid in the epistles of Paul on this-the onl; manifesta- 
tion of the catholicity of the church then possible (Gal. 2 IO)- 
alone explains the emphasis with which our author cites this 
one proof of Christian feeling. 

Again, the expressions in 23 already referred to imply 
that the readers cud not include in their number direct 
disciples of Jesus, but had been brought to Christ by 
the words and miracles of apostolic missionaries now 
dead (137) .  

This conversion, as it appears from 1032, was a thing of pre- 
cise date immediately followed by persecution (note the aorists 
~wrrue~”rec- i rn~plre~uar~) .  Accordingly we cannot suppose those 
addressed to represent a second generation in the Palestinian 
Church ; we are referred to some part of the Diaspora. 

Against these difficulties- which have led some of 
the defenders of the Palestinian address, as  Grimm 
(who, in Hilgenfeld‘s Zeitschr., ’70, proposes Jamnia) 
and Moulton (New Testament Commentary f o r  English 
Readers, vol. iii., ‘79), to give up Jerusalem altogether, 
whilst others, as Riehm, suppose that the Hellenists of 
Jerusalem (Acts 61) are primarily addressed [and B. 
Weiss thinks of the epistle as having been a circular to 
Palestine generally]-it is commonly urged that the 
readers are exposed to peculiar danger from the per- 
secutions and solicitations of unbelieving Jews, that 
they are in danger of relapsing into participation in the 
Jewish sacrifices, or even that they appear to have never 
ceased to follow the ceremonial observances that had 
their centre in the temple ritual. 

The capital argument for this is drawn from 13 13 where the 
exhortation to go forth to Jesus without the camp isiaken as an 
injunction to renounce fellowship with the synagogue and with 
the ceremonies and ritual of Judaism. This exegesis however 
rests on a false view of the context which does Lot includ; 
v. 9, and expresses by a figure that Christians (as the priests of 
the new covenant) have no temporal advantage to expect by 
their participation in the sacrifice of Christ, but must he content 
to share his reproach, renouncing this earthly country for the 
heavenly kingdom (cp 11 16 25-27 with 13 14 Phil. 3 20). 

Altogether, this view of the situation of the first 
readers of the epistle appears distorted or exaggerated. 

It is obvious that our Hebrews were familiar with the law, 
and had a high regard for the ordinances of temple worship. 
In particular it appears that they had not fully understood how 
the mediatorial functions of the OT were superseded hy the 
mediatorship of Christ. Their ritualism, however, seems to 
have been rather theoretical than practical. Had they been 
actually entangled in the daily practice of superseded ordin- 
ances, the author, whose insight into the true worth of these 
ordinances is clear, and whose personal relations to the Pauline 
circle are obvious, could hardly have been so nearly one of 
themselves as appears in 13 19, and at any rate could not have 
failed to give an express precept on the subject. On the con- 
trary, he is in thorough sympathy with the type of doctrine on 
which their churc) was formed (13 7); the easy way in which he 
touches on the meats and drinks and divers washings’ of 
Judaism seems to show that on this head he could count on 
carrying his readers along with him ; and 13 g hardly refers to 
sacrifices or to Levitical laws of clean and unclean but rather 
to some such form of asceticisni(cp 5 4) as is spoken oiin Rom. S4 
[or, still more probably, to the question discussed in 1 Cor. 8-10, 
about the cating of meat that has been offered to idols]. 

Nowhere does our author speak a warning against 
participation in sacrifices; nowhere does he touch on 
the burning questions that divided the Pharisaic Chris- 
tians of Jerusalem from the converts of Paul. 
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2. This accordingly has led other critics to think of 

Hofmann one or other of the centres of the Diaspora. 
8. Alexandria. suggests Ahtioch ; Ewald,l Ravenna ; 

but Rome and -Alexandria are the 
places for and against which most has been said. One 
argument for Alexandria on which great stress has been 
laid must certainly be dismissed. Wieseler ( Untersucrt- 
ung Gber den Nebrderbrief, z [‘61]), combining the argu- 
ments against a Palestinian address with the impression, 
which we have seen to be without sufficient foundation, 
that the readers lived in the neighbourhood of a Jewish 
temple, seeks them among the Egyptian Jews who 
frequented the schisniatical temple of Leontopolis. 
See HEKES, Crry OF. 

Wieseler tries to show that in his description of the temple and 
the functions of the high priests our author diverges from the 
Judaean pattern and follows peculiarities of the Egyptian 
temple. This argument, however, rests on a series of improb- 
able assumptions. The supposed peculiarities of Onias’s temple 
are proved by arbitrary exegesis from passages of Philo, who 
apparently never thought of that temple at all. Nor can it be 
shown that it had ever such a reputation as to play the part 
which Wieseler assigns to it. 

Moreover, our author‘s supposed ignorance of the 
Jerusalem ritual is not made out. 

In the true text of 10 I I  the high priest is not mentioned and 
in 7 2 7  the phrase KO&’ $pkpau does not mean ‘daily,’ bu; ‘on 
every appointed day,’ that IS, ever again and again. 

It is more difficult to understand why in 94 the golden 
Bupianjprov, that is, the censer or incense-altar,-for the usage 
of the word does not determine which is meant,-is assigned to 
the Holy of Holies. A passage from the almost contemporary 
A#oca@#se of Baruch (G7, see ed. Charles, p. 168), however to 
which Harnack has directed attention (St. K r  ‘76, p., 572k). 
similarly connects the censer with the Holy‘Af Holies, and 
seems to show that our author here proceeds on a current 
opinion and has not simply made a slip.2 

For Alexandria no further arguments can be adduced. 
The use in chap. 11 of 2 Macc., an  Egyptian Apocryphon 
[and of the Book of Wisdom, perhaps also of Philo‘s 
writings], and the general. sympathy of the argument 
with Alexandrian thought, can a t  best be adduced as 
proving something with regard to the writer, but not 
with regard to the readers. Against Alexandria, on the 
other hand, is the whole history of the epistle. It was 
in Rome that it first became known; in Alexandria, 
when evidence of its presence there becomes forthcoming 
during the last third of the second century, men have 
ceased to be aware that Paul is not its author. If, 
however, the original recipients of the epistle were not 
Jewish Christians (above, § s J )  there is no need to 
think of Alexandria, which presented itself to men’s 
minds only in the search for a place where a community 
of Jewish Christians might be conceived to have existed. 

Among Continental scholars the disposition a t  present 
is to favour the Roman address. 

I t  is true that as long as the Jewish character of the 
addressees is maintained there is a meat deal to be said u 

9. Probably against regarding Rome as their home. 
In that case one must, to begin with, 
assume that, even in the post-Pauline Rome. 

period, either the Roman church consisted mainly of 
believers who had been born Jews (which even for the 
Pauline period is justly called in question by the most 
recent investigators), or that, assuming the Roman 
church to have, been a mired one, the letter was 
originally directed to a Jewish section of the Roman 
Christians. This is not quite plausible, especially since 
we find in the epistle no trace of the division of parties 
alluded to by Paul in his epistle from Rome to the 
Philippians. 

As soon, however, as the Gentile character of the 
addressees is conceded, everything else fits admirab:y 
with the aSsumption that the epistle was directed to 

1 Dar Sendschreiben an die Hedraer und Jakobus Rund- 
schreiben u6ersetzt und erkltrt  Gottingen, ‘70. 

2 The kyriac word in Baruch is PirmZ. To the passages 
cited by Harnack to establish for this word the sense of censer, 
not incense altar, may be added Bar Ali, ed. Hoffmann, No. 
2578; Barhebr. Chron. EccL 507; Ezek. 8 II (Pesh. and Syr. 
Hex.). 
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Rome, where it was read as early as in the days of 
Clem.Rom. The salutation by those of Italy’ ( o t  
d ~ b  T ? ~ S  ‘ I T U ~ ~ U S  : 1324) permits the inference that not 
only the entourage of the writer, but also thereaders, 
had some relations with Italy. As the writer, as well 
as ‘those of Italy,’ is away from his own home, it is 
not too much to infer that both are in the same case- 
that both the writer and those who join in the salutation 
have their home in Italy. The Roman church had, 
as presupposed of the readers here, received the gospel 
through intermediary persons. From the beginning 
also it had had to suffer persecution. The atrocities 
of Nero had been confined to Rome. Chap. 137 could 
apply very specially to Peter and Paul. If it be thought 
that the same episode is referred to in 1033, the word 
@euTp@fievoc ( ‘ made a gazing-stock ’ )  would he intended 
t o  be taken literally. I Cor. 49, however, leaves room 
also for a less literal meaning. There is much to he 
said for the view that there were two persecutions, in 
the midst of the second of which the readers a t  present 
are, although as yet there has been no actual shedding 
of blood (cp Von Soden, Heby. vi. ). 

On this assumption we should have to think, if Rome 
be the place, of the reign of Domitian (others suggest 
that of Trajan). T h e  many coincidences between our 
epistle and that to the Romans are explained most 
easily in this way. That  Hippolytus no longer has 
any knowledge about the author of the letter is no 
objection to the view at present being set forth. The 
address of the epistle was doubtless lost soon after it 
had been received. It would not take long for the 
name of the writer also to drop into oblivion, especially 
when the church was passing through such troublous 
times. I t  is impossible to tell whether the writer’s hope 
of one day revisiting the afflicted church was ever 
renlised. 

It has generally been argued that the epistle to the 
Hebrews, which describes the temple services in the 

lo. Date. present tense, must necessarily have been 
written before they ceased to be performed. 

I t  has been shown in the most conclusive manner, how- 
ever, from the similar use of the present tense in 
Rabbinical writers as well as  in Josephus and elsewhere, 
that this argument goes for nothing-especially as our 
Alexandrian theologian is dealing, not with external facts, 
but with truths which continue valid whether the temple 
he  standing or not-and the most recent writers, since 
Holtzmann’s discussion of the subject in Schenkel’s 
Bibel-Lexikon, 2623$, geperally admit that the epistle 
may have been written after the fall of the temple. If 
this be so it can hardly be questioned that the most 
natural view of the apostle’s argument, as it comes to a 
point in such passages as 8 13 99, is that the disappear- 
ance of the obsolete ritual of the old covenant is no 
blow to Christian faith, because in Christ ascended into 
glory the Church possesses in heavenly verity all that 
the old ritual presented in mere earthly symbol. It 
was the ruin of the Jewish state and worship that com- 
pelled Christianity to find what is offered in our epistle 
-a theory of the disappearance of the old dispensation 
in the new. 

For attempts to determine the date of the epistle 
more precisely, see the close of the preceding section. 

The  author shows himself fully aware of the in- 
tellectual movements of the Christianity of his time 

11. Literary 
and 

theological 
character. 

(so far as  these are knownto us). H e  is 
acquainted with the theology, and with 
some of the letters, of P a d :  he shares 
Paul’s view that the followers of Christ 
are the people of God, the true successors 

of the people Israel,*but freed from all the external 
ordinances imposed upon the latter in the OT. Within 
the Christian community he recognises no distinction 
between Jew and Gentile. The  whole problem as to 
these distinctions has for him disappeared. In seeking 
to arrive at an intelligent view of the Christian redemp- 
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ion, and a t  a right appreciation of the relation of the 
Vew Covenant to the Old, from which it proceeded and 
n which it passed through ’Its initial stages, he follows 
L path entirely his own, and shows himself to be an 
xiginal thinker in no way dependent on Paul. I Peter, 
Ephesians, and the writings of ‘Luke’  show closer 
rffinities with his epistle. Their authors seem all to 
lave been influenced by him ; or at least they move in 
he same sphere-a region of thought which he alone, 
iowever, has systematically surveyed and is able to set 
orth with classical exactness. The  movement of 
ximitive Christianity which finds its highest expression 
n the Fourth Gospel and I John is only the ripest fruit 
If a growth to the maturing of which his way of looking 
it things contributed most, next to Paul. The  epistle 
)f Clement of Rome shows his dominating influence 
io less, though in a much more mechanical way;  the 
)ne is the shadow of the other. 

The author is the most ‘ cultured ’ of all the primitive 
Zhristian writers, with the possible exception of ‘ Luke.’ 
He has a rich vocabulary at his command, and uses it 
vith great skill. His epistle is full of rhetoric, and has 
.he character of an urgent address more than of a 
etter. Cp EPISTOLARY LITERATURE. 

The epistle is constructed in accordance with the rules of the 
ater Greek rhetoric : 11-4 13 rrpooiprov gpbs d v o i a v  with sttte- 
nent of the m p 6 0 e u ~ s .  4 q - 6 ’ m  G L $ ~ ~ s  mpbs mr8av6r777a; I I- 
10 IS, &m66r&s rrpbs ) l i d &  ; ld.rg-13zr %Aoyos, deducing the 
xactical conclusions and pressing them home. 

The writer is master of the Greek OT, down to minute 
ietails, and has thoughtfully and intelligently considered 
.he Jewish ritual system. He  is acquainted with 
Hellenistic literature (Wisdom of Solomon ; cp 3, n. I) 
and, whether as a diligent disciple or as an independent 
ntellectual kinsman of Philo, understands the Alex- 
andrian method of spiritualising literal facts and appreci- 
ating their significance. His main interest, however, 
s in religion, not in mere speculation, although in ini- 
mediacy of experience and in spiritual depth he cannot 
:ompare with Paul. 

Although we may not know his mame, we have what 
IS better, a piece of spiritual self-portraiture by his 
3wn hand-one of the most precious possessions of 
Christendom, a picture full of character, clearly and 
finely drawn. Perhaps the eye of Luther was not 
mistaken in reading the signature as that of Apollos ; 
all that we know of Apollos-his origin, his in- 
dividuality, his relation to Paul-admirably agrees 
with the self-portraiture of this anonymous writer. 

This Apollos-or whoever he may he-was the leader 
of those Alexandrian thinkers whose vocation it was t o  
present Christianity in such a form as would admit of its 
being appropriated by the ancient world of culture, but 
who a t  the same time, as the process went on, exceeding 
their vocation, so involved the simple religious kernel 
in speculations that interest was more and more con- 
centrated on this until a t  last-must it be said?-the 
kernel was lost sight of and disappeared. For this last 
result, however, Apollos cannot he held responsible ; 
on the contrary, in universal history he has the noble 
distinction of having been the first to lead Alexandria 
to Bethlehem. 

A full account of the older literature will be found in 
Delitzsch’s Commentary; and in the great work of Bleek (Der 

Bnk f  an die Nebraer erliiutert duych Ein- 
12. Literature. Leifung, ffebersetzurzg, undfortZau f e d e n  

Cornmentar: Abth. I., Versuch einer uoll- 
sfrindi‘en Einleitung, Berlin, ’28 ; Ahth. II., Uelersetzungand 
Cornmentar, ’36, ’40)~ which has formed the basis for all subse- 
quent work on the epistle, and is an indispensable storehouse of 
material for the student. Bleek’s ultimate views on the exposi- 
tion of the book may be gathered from the briefer posthumous 
work edited hv Windrarh (Elberfeld. ‘68). To  the recent com- 
mentaries citdd in the cou;se of the article may be added those 
of Ebrard (‘50; ET, Edinburgh, 53).; TholuckP) (‘50, ET, 
Edinburqh ‘42). Ldneinann ( ) (Gottmgen ‘67);  H. Kurtz 
(Mitau, 6;); B. ’Weiss in Meyer’s Conzm.,! WestcottPI (‘92); 
A. B. Dav’dson (‘82). For the doctrine of the epistle the most 
elaborate $ark is Riehm’s very useful Lehrbep&T des ffebraer- 
6rief (Ludwigsburg, ’58-’59) ; with which, in addition to the 
general works on NT theology by Weiss, Reuss, Beyschlag, 
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remained Jewish (cp Neh. 1125) until it was seized by 
the Edomites in their movement northwards (see Enohf, 
5 9). I t  was recovered again by Judas the Maccabee 
( I  Macc. 5 6 5  Jos. Ant. xii. 86). During the great war 
it was taken by Simon Giorides, but was recaptured and 
burnt by Cerealis, an officer of Vespasian (Jos. BY iv. 

A place of such importance could not be without its 
traditions, and in the patriarchal representations we 

979) .  

Stevens and others the reader may compare Ritschl’s F n f -  
stehnni deer Altk&lischen KiercheP) 159 f: (Bonn, 57) 
Pfleiderer’s Paulini?mns, chap. 9 (Leipsi:, ’73, ‘go), Urchrisfeni 
thum (Berlin, (‘4, ’87), and (for the latest advocate of Barnabas) 
Ayles, Destination, Date, and Authorship of the E). fo the 
Hebrews (‘99). An excellent summary of the present state of 
the critical questions hearing on the epistle is given by Zahn 
in the art. ‘ Hebraerbrief’ in PREP). 

[Harnack (‘Probabilist iib. die Adresse u. den Verfasser des 
H.-briefs,”ZNTW116 [1900]) accepts the results of Zahn 
(EM. 2 IIO 8) as decisive, viz. that the epistle was addressed 
to a small circle of Christians (a Hansgemeinde) within a large 
and complex Christian community-the Roman-and most in- 
geniously argues that the author of the epistle was Prisca, the 
wife of Aquila. See PRISCA.] 

HEBRON (fil?!, ‘league’ [BDB], X ~ B P ~ N  [BAL]), 
one of the oldest and most important cities of S. Jndah, 
supposed to have been founded seven years before 
Tanis (Nu. 1322, see Z O A N ) , ~  is the mod. eZ-@aW (see 
below), situated about midway between Beer-sheba and 
Jerusalem. 

According 
to Josh. 15 13 $ it was taken by CALEB [q.n., 5 21. who 
1. History. overthrew its three chieftains AHIMAN ( I ) ,  

SHESHAI, and TALMAI [I] (see ANAKIM),  
and changed its name from Kirjath-arba (p? l rn’ ie )  
to Hebron. This move may probably form part of 
the ‘ Calebite ’ migration from Kadesh in Muqi  to the 
N., fragmentary notices of which may be discovered in 
JE (see EXODUS i., 6 ; KADESH i., 3).2 Since other 
clans besides Caleb shared in this move (see JERAH- 
MEEL, KENITES), one is tempted to conjecture that 
the new name of Kirjath-arba was derived from the 
confederation of these allies. 

w. R. s.-H. ”. s. 

Little is known of the history of Hebron. 

- :  

On this view the immigrants were of Misrite origin a supposi- 
tion which may illuminate some obscure details id the yatri- 
archal legends which centre around Hebron (see MIZRAIM, 
I 2 E). If, too, our interpretation of the genealogy in I Ch. 2 3 4 8  
he correct (see JARHA SHESHAN), we actually possess a record 
of a marriage alliance ’with older inhabitants of the district. 

The identification 
of Hebron with the Khibuer in the lists of Rameses III., 
suggested by Sayce (RPFJ 632 39, HCM 333 cp 3 3 6 x )  is most 
improbable (cp Moore, Judg. 24 n.), nor .a‘: we obliged to con 
nect the name with the Uabiri of the Am. Tab., who overran 
Canaan in the fourteenth century B.C. On the other band it 
is just possible that Kirjath-’Arba‘ (the earlier name of HebrAn) 
is no other than the Rubate mentioned in the same records.3 

Under David Hebron attained considerable promi- 
nence. H e  had already been on friendly terms with 
its inhabitants (cp I S. 30 31), and on his departure from 
ZIKLAG he made it his royal city and the base of his 
operations against Jerusalem (z S. 21-3 ; see DAVID, 5 6). 
Here he is said to have reigned for seven years, his 
position being rendered secure by alliances with the sur- 
rounding districts (cp DAVID, § 11, col. 1032). The  con- 
quest and occupation of Jerusalem gave the opportunity 
for those who had chafed under David‘s rule to revolt. 
Absalom, who had spent some time a t  the court of his 
grandfather Talmai in GESHUR (q.v., z), made Hebron 
his centre, and was supported by such prominent S. 
Judzan officers as Ahithophel (cp GILOH) and Amasa. 
The result of the rebellion is well known, and when- 
at  a later time-another revolt occurred, the whole of 
this district supported the king ( z  S. 202; see SHEBA 
[ii., I ] ) . ~  

Hebron was fortified by Rehoboam ( z  Ch. 1110), and 

1 Josepbus says (BJ iv. 9 7 )  that it was founded before 
Memphis and was 2300 years old. 

2 Cp Caleb’s expedition to Hebron in the oldest account of 
the story of the spies (Nu. 13); see Bacon, Trip. Terad. E.r. 
1 7 7 8  Hebron appears, appropriately enough, in the Calebite 
genealogical lists (I Ch. 2 42). 

3 So Hommel, A H T  231, n. 3 ;  see, however, REHOBOTH. 
The view that the name Kirjath-arba (‘city-four ’?) is derived 
from the circumstance that four patriarchs (Abraham Isaac 
Jacob, and Adam) were buried here, or that the town was’divided 
into four auarters-as was formerly the case with the mod. el- 
HaZZl (ZDMG 12 487 ; Baed.(? 135 speaks of seven quarters)- 
Gay he mentioned here. 

4 The name is identical with that of one of the ‘sons of Anak’ 

Earlier than this we can scarcely ascend. 

ex elled from Hebron. 
The view adopted above rests upon the belief (a) that 2 S. 

13-20 has been heavily redacted; (6) that the rebellion of 
2001 

2. Traditions. find it closely connected with the figure 
of ABRAHAM (4.v.. A ri.1). His sori. 

however (see ISAAC, 5 5 ,  end]; belo& rather to the 
more southerly district, and though the ‘vale of Hebron ’ 
(pi?? p n y )  is once associated with Jacob (Gen. 3714)~  
it is probable that either the text is corrupt (see JOSEPH, 
ii., 5 3, where ‘ Beeroth ’ is proposed ; cp also EPHRATH, 
I ) ,  or else ‘ Hebron ’ has been inserted by a harmonising 
redact0r.l Nor does the cycle of Samson-legends con- 
tain any perfectly safe reference to Hebron, for in Judg. 
1 6 3  we should very possibly read SHARUHEN [g.~. ] .  
But what better expression of Hebron’s primceval sanctity 
could there be than Abraham’s altar (Gen. 1318, J ) ,  or 
than the cave of MACHPELAH [q.w.] where Abraham 
and Isaac2 were said to have been buried ; or than the 
ancient ‘ oaks ’ (rather ‘ oak ’ )  connected with the name 
of MAMRE? Accordingly we find Hebron recognised 
in the time of David as pre-eminently the holy city of 
Judah3 ( z  S. 5 3  157 ) .  

Hehron gave its name to a family of Levites (see next art. 
and cp GENEALOGIES i. $ 7  [v.]) and P makes it a city of refug; 
(Josh. 21 13), and a&s it to tde li’ne Aaron (I Ch. G 55 [40]). 

Later generalising tradition believed that Caleb‘s conquest ’ 
of Hebron4 was due to the initiative of Joshua (Josh. 15 13), or 
inconsistently made its capture part of a great S. Palestinian 
campaign in which Joshua took the leading part (Josh. 10 8) ; 
see JOSHUA. 

From the time of Josephus onwards the traditional 
tombs of the patriarchs formed the great attraction of 

3. Modern Hebron, and the name ‘ Castle of Abra- 
ham ’ from being applied to these struc- 
tures by an easy transition w-as applied town. 

to the city itself till in the time of the crusades the 
names of ’ Hebron ’ and ‘ Castle of Abraham ’ were used 
interchangeably. Hence since Abraham is known 
among the Mohammedans as g a l d  AZZah, ‘ the friend 
of God,’ their name for Hebron is ‘ the  town of the 
friend of God,’ or briefly el-galil. 

The modern town lies low down on the sloping sides of a 
narrow valley, to the W. of which on the hill Rumeideh lay 
the ancient Hebron. Still farther to the W. is the traditional 
‘oak of Abraham’ (see MAMRE). To the E. of the hill is the 
‘Ain Saera, the probable scene of the murder of Abner (see 
SIRAH, WELL OF). The environs are very fertile. Vineyards 
and plantationsof fruit-trees, chiefly olive-trees, cover the valleys 
and arable grounds and it has therefore heen customary to seek 
for ESHCOL [g.n., i] in the neighbourhood (for another view see 
NEGEB). The chief antiquities of the place consist of ruins 
of ancient walls on the hill Rumeideh, two large reservoirs 
(Bkket el-K$zzdzin and B. es-Sultdn)-the latter of which has 
been identified with the pool me&ioned in 2 S. 412-and the 
famous Haram which, tradition states, encloses the grave of 
Machpelah. On the sites of Hebron see PEFQ, ’81, pp. 266-271, 
and on the contents, etc., of the HarLm see Conder, PEFQ, ’82, 
p. 1g7=Suruey of W. Pal., Memoirs, 3 3 3 3 8 ;  cp Tentwork, 2 ‘ 
79-86. S. A. C. 

HEERON (\h?n ; XEBPWN [BADEL]). 
I. b. Kohath, b. Levi (Ex. 618 [PI, Nu. 3.19 [PI, 

I Ch. 618[3]231z), eponym of the Hebronites (’37?Qp ; 
d xe@pwv(e)~(r )  [BAFL] ; Nu. 327 [PI, 2658  [PI x ~ p p w v  
[A], I Ch. 2623, x ~ p p w v  [BAL] 30J) or B n e  Hebron 
( I  Ch. 1592319) ; seeGENE.\LOGIES,i., §7(v.) .  Hebron 
(see precedingart., §z)was a Levitical city. According to  

Absalom happened early in David‘s reign (cp JOAB, I), previ- 
ous to his wars ( z  S. 8 10. cp SHOBI) : and (c) that the revolt 
of SHEBA (ii., I) has heen Lrtificially appended to the rebellion 
(see AlSL16 15gf: 164 1 6 6 3  [rgao]). 

1 So Kue. (Hex.  $ 13 n. 7) Kautzsch-Socin Holzinger. 
2 The redactor includbs Jadob ’ cp Gen. 37 ;4 above. 
3 Note that in I K. 3 4 Josephul (Ant. viii. 2 I) reads ‘ Hebron’ 

4 In Judg. 1 IO the deed is ascribed to Judah ; but‘see Moore, 
for ‘ Gibeon ’ (see GIBEON $ 2). 

ad  LOC. 
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HEBRON 
I Ch.2630f: both Hashabiah and Jerijah were Hebronite 
Levites. The  latter’s name and position is substantiated 
by 2 3 1 9 ;  but the enumeration of the four Levitical 
subdivisions in 2623  suggests that y n n $  as applied to 
Hashabiah (u. 30) is simply a blunder for m:ng> (to the 
Amramites), or hm& (to the Uzzielites) ; observe that 
in v. 29 the Izharites are mentioned.’ 

2. In I Ch. 2 42 Hebron figures in the Calebite genealogy. 
See HEBRON i., 3 I, 11. 2. 

HEBRON, RV EBRON ([l?M), Josh. 1928, an error 
for ABDON (q.u., i.). 

HEDGE. I. The word for a thorn-hedge is n?lrDg, 
m2ssziRuh (11 pic, &id& see BRIAR, 6 ; Mic. 74t ; @ differs) 
or ”?>Wp, m2idkkZh; +payp6s (11 ll;, gidzr, see below; Is. 
5 5t). 

2. 111, gridZr, and a:??, gZdZrrih, are frequently rendered 
‘hedge’ in AV. RV substitutes ‘fence’ in all caae.i, except in 
Ps. 8940, wh& ‘hedge’ is retained, and in I Ch. 423, where 
GEDERAH [g.v., 21 is given. 

3. Qpayy6s (‘hedge’ in Mt. 2133 Mk. 121 Lk. 1423, ‘parti- 
tion’ in Eph. 2 14) is C5.s rendering of 83iwn ; also of 111 in 
Nu.2224 EzraSg Ps. 623 [4] 8012 [13] Prov.2431 Eccl.108, 
and of 3171 in Ps. 8940 [41] Nah. 317. 

HEGAI (’I?), keeper of the harem of Ahasuerus 
(P&g TQW, Esth. 2 8  r&l [BKALP], v. IS [RKC.aLB]) ; 
in u. 3 called RJ? (so Ba., Ginsb.) Hege, RVmg,, RV 
HEGAI (BAKL om. ). The name is probably Persian ; 
Rodiger compares ‘Hyras, the name of a courtier of 
Xerxes (Ctesias, Pen. 24). 

Marq. Fund. 71, however, noticing that in 2 3 Esth. La has 
wyamu and in 3.8 pouyarG, identifies the name with BIGVAI 

S. A. C. 

See AGRICULTURE, B 5. 

%. v. I. 
In V. 14 (Tal [BWa LB], rator [K*]. TE [A]), SHAASH- 

GAZ (i$y& susafuzi [Vg.], Sangu&fW [Pesh.]), the 
keeper of the concubines (n*lj&??a it#), would appear 
to  be a different personage, although d B N L  reads 
yar[os], thus identifying him with Hegai. 

HEIFER. See generally CATTLE. 
The EV rendering of (I) 719, gireh, in Nu. 1925, etc., 

Hos.416. In Nu. Lc. for the ritual of the ‘red heifer’ (313 
ayah ‘&f#mmrih) see CLEAN, $17, nmlNf- 2. 8 iy, -* eglnh, - Gen. 159 Judg. 14 18 Jer. 4620 Hos. 10 I I  ; cp 

ip nsiy, ‘eglath 6ZkZr ,  Dt. 21 3 I S. 1Gz Is. 7 21, and see 
EGLATH-SHELISHIYAH. 

3. 86paAro, Heb. 9 13 (referring to Nu. 19 z), cp Tob. 15,  and 
see CALF, GOLDEN, 5 2 ,  n. I. 

HELAH (?I&’? ; [A]), a wife of ASHHUR, the 
father of Tekoa ’ I Ch. 4 5 7 (u. 5 a d o  [Bl ahaa [Ll ; v. 7, 
hodas [B*l, Bo. iBb1, &a [L]). dee NAARA;. 

HELAM (i+q ; in v. 17 n&n, Kre n&n ; AIAAM 
CBAI, of which XAAAMAK [B], x&A+&M& [L], inserte: 
In v. 16 after TOY ~ O T ~ M I J Y ,  are misplaced variants), 
a place ‘beyond the river‘ (Le . ,  W. of the Euphrates), 
near which the Syrians under Hadadezer are said to 
have been defeated by David (2s. 1016J3 ; XAA&&M& 
[L])! probably Aleppo, the Halman of the Assyrian 
Inscriptions. d seems to have read the name in 
Ezek. 4716  (7~A[~]iay [BAQ]), and assuming this to be 
correct we might infer that Helam lay between the 
territory of Damascus and that of Hamath, probably 
not far from SIBRAIM Cq.u.1, which is mentioned just 
before. This may have been the view of the translator 
of d in Ezekiel ; but it would be hasty to assume its 
correctness. The  place associated with the traditional 
defeat of the Syrians (see DAVID, 8 6) must have been 

1 If we omit the parenthesis in v. 31 (‘even of the Hebronites . . . Gilead ’), the close similarity between 30a and 3oa becomes 
very striking. 

a Jos. (Ant. vii. 6 3), following L but misunderstanding the 
expression TW Elipou, makes XaAapas the name of the Syrian 
king. 

3 In the parallel passage I Ch. 19 a$n is omitted in v. 16 ; but 
in v. 17 it has been corrupted into p n ~ $ ~  (‘unto them’) and also 
(corruptty) repeated in 0n.5~ iiyy (the latter is omitted, how- 
ever, by L and the Gr. of the Compl. Polyg.). 
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HELED 
some famous and ancient city. Such a place was 
Aleppo, which is mentioned in Egyptian records 
between 2000 and 1000 B.c., and by Shalmaneser 11. 
(860-824 B.c.), to whom it surrendered without a siege, 
whereupon Shalmaneser sacrificed to Dadda the god of 
Halman. (So G. Hoffm., Phon. Znschr. 39 ; Sayce, 
Crif. Mon. 314 ; Peters, Nippur, 1 7 7 . )  

HELBAH (n?!?, ‘ f a t ’  ; cp AHLAB; XEBAA [B], 
C X ~ A ~ ~ N  [A], [L]), a Canaanite town within the 
nominal territory of Asher (Judg. 1 3 1 ,  and Josh. 1925 
emended text, see HALI). Schrader (KAT,  ad Zoc. ; 
cp K B , 2 g o J )  and Delitzsch (Pal: 284) compare the 
Maballiba of the Prism inscription of Sennacherib, and, 
with Moore, we cannot doubt that they are right. 
Mahalliba is a Phenician town mentioned with Sidon, 
Bit-zitti, Sariptu, UBu, Akzibi. and Akko, and, to 
judge from the order of the names, must have lain 
between Sariptu (Zarephath) and USu (see HOSAH). 
If we may assume that AHLAB (4 .v. )  and Helbah are 
variations of the same name, this Assyrian inscription 
gives us reason to think that Helbah is nearer thecorrect 

T. K. C. 

form than Ahlab. T. K. C. 

HELBON (fiat?, X E A B ~ N ]  P Q I ,  XBBPWN [AI), 
the wine of which is noticed by Ezekiel (27 18) as one of 
the articles exported from Damascus to Tyre, is surely 
the present Halbiin 13 m. NNW. of Damascus in the 
E. offshoots of Antilibanus. HalbGn, whose antiquity 
is indicated by the Greek inscriptions found in it, lies at  
the top of the fertile wiidy of the same name, the 
upper end of which not only bears the marks of ancient 
vineyard terraces, but also still has the vine as its staple 
produce, and is famed for producing the best grapes in 
the country (Porter, Five Years in Damascus, 1323f: ). 
A n  inscription of Nebuchadrezzar (IR. 65,  cp J AVAN,  
5 19) speaks of the dedication of wine from ‘( the  
country of) Hi-il-bu-nim’ and another Assyrian list of 
wines (11. Z?. 44) includes the wine of Hil-bu-nu. 

Strabo (15 735) describes the Syrian wine from HalubBn, olvov 
& %pias rbv XaAu@hou as drunk in the court of Persia. The 
XaAuPov of Ptol. v. 15 17 is hardly the same place (see COT 
2 121). Cp further Z D P Y 8 3 7 ,  Del. Pur. 281, Waddington, 
lnscr. 25,526. G. A. S. 

HELCHIAR, AV Helchias ( X E A K ( E ) I O Y  [BAL]), 
I Esd. 81=Ezra 71,  HILKIAH. 

HELDAI (’3\? [probably to be vocalised Ijoldai 
or Huldai; cp readings below, and HULDAH], or 
perhaps more correctly lfn, HSled, ‘weasel’ ; cp 
again HULDAH, and note the form HELED (rather 
Holed) below, also the Sab. name lk, in DHM Ep. 
Denk. 35) ; otherwise we might explain ‘long-lived’ ; see 
NAMES, §§ 67J 

I. b. Baanah the Netophathite, one of David‘s heroes, in Ch. 
one of his twelve captains (I Ch. 2715, XohSeba [B], -Sat [A], 
oA8ra [L], HOLDAI [Vg.]). The name also appears under the 
shortened form HELED (I Ch. 1130, lh, XBao8 [Bl, XoaS8 [N],a 
aAaS[A], ah. [L], HELED[Vg.]),andthecorrupt HELEB(DS.  2329, 
>>r om. B, a h 3  [AI, ahhav [Ll, HELED LVg.1). 

2. One of a deputation of Babylonian Jews, temp. Zerubbabel, 
see JOSIAH z, ZERUBBABEL (Zech. 610, oA6a [Aq.], HOLDAZ 
[Vg.] ; in v. 14, by an error (‘7 became I2 or O), HELEM, Din, 
which C5 misunderstands 3 ;  eArp [Aq. Theod.], helem [Vg.], 
*Q., [Pesh. in both]). 

HELEB ($n), 2 s . 2 3 2 9 .  See HELDAI, I. 

HELED (7$n), I Ch. 1130. 

1 There is a place of this name in 3 Macc. 4 11, four schene 
from Alexandria (Strabo). 

2 XBAOA and XOAAA apparently originate from XOAOA and 
XOAAA-;.e., l$h-which is probably the correct vocalisation 
here. 

3 v. IO, T ~ V  Appx6u.rov [BNAQT]; ZI. 14, 701s hopdvoimv 
[BNAQTI, 701s ropevouuw ; A h .  Qu~6v [Ba.bl. In v. 14 Symm. 
apparently read Dsn (79 bpOv7r ;vJrvra) .  

See HELDAI. I. 
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HELEK 
HELEK (p$n), a Manassite and Gileadite clan 

(Josh. 1 7 2 ,  K E ~ Z  [Bl, @AEK [A], EA. [L] ; Nu. 2630, 
XeAer [B], -BK [AL], -ex [F]; patronymic 9i?$n?J, 
Helekite, Nu. 2 6 3 0  (XeAqei  [B], - B K I  [AFL]). Cp 
LIKHI. 

HELEM (D$J). 1. A name in a genealogy of ASHER 
(q .v . , §4 i i .  a n d n . ) ( ~ C h .  735).  

i3nN nh- ix i  is represented by K a l  pahaaw bsshgoi a h o S  [Bl, 

HELLENISM 
HELKATH (np)?, 'port ion'? Josh. 1925, EAEKEB 

[B], X E A K A ~  [A], EA. [L] ; or n&a, ib. 2131, X ~ A K A T  
[B], 0 e h K A e  [A], XAA. [L]), once, by a textual error, 
HUKOK ($p?n, I Ch. 660 [E]. IKAK [Bl, I A ~  [Aa], 
AKWK [L]), an unidentified Asherite locality. The  
name, if correct, is virtually identical with the forms 
(za&aru, &~krua, etc. ( '  district '), which occur no fewer 
than eight times in Shishaks list (WMM As. II. E z l ~  

I7:<b't0 be noted that Josh. 1925 is the oldest of the three 
passages cited (Addis), and that it does not describe a boundary, 
but consists onlyof a list of towns.2 Most probably it should be 
emended' thus: 'And the territory of their inheritance (5122 
nnsn, as in v. 41) was Helbah (see HALI), etc.,' unless indeed 
we suipose thename to be incomplete(cp. HELKATH-HAZZURIM). 
P in Josh. 21 31 may have had the text before him in a corrupt 
form. That the Asherite list (1924&) is composite and frag- 
mentary is shown by Addis (Doc. Hex., 1 230 ; cp REHOB [i, 21). 

S. A. C. 

HELKATH-HAZZURIM ( Dr?y;l Slj&l, MEPIC TUN 
ETTI BOYAUN [BAL]), the scene of theencounter between 
the men of Joab and Abner (2  S. 216). Whatever its 
meaning may be, Budde (Ri. Sa. 240) and Lohr (Sam. 
129, n. I) plausibly see in OD. 14-16 a typical etymolo- 
gising explanation of a name which has become corrupt 
and enigmatical. Observe further that the skirmish has 
no obvious bearing upon the rest of the chapter, since 
Joab's words in v. 27 refer not hither (as RVmg. 
suggests), but to v. 26 (cp Driver, ad Zoc.). It would be 
unreasonable to assume that Abner's invitation (v. 14) 
was the sole cause of the fight ; a battle would surely 
have ensued between the contending parties under any 
circumstances. Moreover, as Budde has observed, v. 17 
follows immediately upon v. 13 a, and therefore it is quite 
possible that the original scene of the skirmish was neither 
at Gibeon, nor even in its neighbourhood. 'Which is 
in Gibeon ' (]iyx>x WN) ( = 16 6) may well be a gloss ; 
a later writer knew, of course, that Gibeon was not 
destitute of pools (see Jer. 41 126). 

With regard to the name, most moderns follow Schlensner, and 
read O'!k? 'n (after '€5, cp Dr., ad Zoc.). Against this, however, 
see H. P. Smith, who (with Thenius) points O ' V ?  'n ; 'there is 
no question of filotters or lievs-in-wait, hut of determined 
enemies' (cp hni,6ouhos for 12, Est. 7 6  [~C.amg.l). It  is also 
possible to read n*iyn;l 'n, 'field of the reapers' ; or n w n n ' n  
'field ofthe men of Hazor'(or 'nonlads'? see HAzoR).3 But 
in ch. 2 we may plausibly distinguish (a) a fragmentary account 
of a battle against Ahner and all Israel, the scene of which 
is Gibeon (12 1 3 a  . . . 17, +A), and (6) a narrative wherein 
Abner is sui orted by Benjamites only (136-16, 18-24; cp. 
25a, zga, 31).'f Now in (6) n. 24 finds Abner at the hill of 
Adummim, before the valleylof Zeboim (on text, see GIBEAH? 
§ Z[6]). 
(retaining the MI'  ; cp RVmg.) is connected with Josh. 5 d , 5  
and that it lay in the neighhourhood of the Giheah-hB'5rZlOth 
(see GIBEAH, § 21). If so, the vanquished followers of Abner 
fled from Gilgal along by the ascent of Adummim to their homes 
in Benjamin. S. A. C. 

HELKIAS (XEhK[E]lAC [BAL]), I Esd. 18=2 Ch. 

HELL, an unfortunate and misleading rendering of 
the Heb. .TFe"bl(hv,--on etym. cp Jastrow, Ba6.-Ass. Rel. 560 ; 
B 28qs cp HADES) for which the RV (partia1ly)G and Amer. 
Vets. (wholly) suhititute SHEOL. In the N T  'hell' renders 
(I) JSqs (Mt. 11 23 etc.); (2) the derivative of dprapos ( z  Pet. 
Z4t'RVmg. TARTARUS), and (3) y k v v a  (Mt. 522 etc., see 
GEHENNA, HINNOM). See generally ESCHATOLOGY. 

The  writer of the article GENTILES 

closes with a reference to the epoch-making declaration 
of Paul that in Christ ' there is neither Jew nor Greek' 

1 GuBrin's identification with YerkE, 84 NE. of Acco, is 
extremely improbable. 

2 Hence BB's  'from Helkath' is incorrect. 
3 v. 16a may imply a reading n'p??. 

It is therefore conceivable that the 'field of blades 

3 5 8 ,  HILKIAH. 

HELLENISM. 

With respect to the 
first suggestion above it may be noticed that if dim is Ass. and 
Aram. rather than Heb.. the use of n a h  itself is equally note- 

N a b  ulbs && 66. d .  [AI, K a i  d o l  cauovh bSeh+oC ah. [L]. 
v. 32 the name is HOTHAM (g.v., I). 

In 

2.  A Babylonian Jew, temp. Zerubhabel (Zech. 614.  TO^ 
Qnop&ourriv [BNAQr]), miswritten for HELDAI ; cp HELDAI, 2.  

MOOAAM P I ,  MBA&J [AI, 
MEGAEC$ [L]), aplace-name(?)in Naphtali (Josh. 1933t) .  

?in,  however, does not look much like a place-name ; hence 
5 regards n as part of the name. The text is corrupt, and B B  
suggests the(probab1e)remedy. q j n n  (BB read &ng) has arisen 
out of a dittographed dp?, the letters of which were trans- 
posed and partly corrupted. ' From Heleph' should therefore 
he onhted, and the derivation of ALPHEUS (4.2~) from 'the 
place-name Heleph ' abandoned. 

HELEPH (?\?; 

.T. K. C. 

HELEZ (v!lJ, r?n probably should be v$n, an 
abbreviated name, ' [God] has delivered,' 5 50 ; 

I. The Pelonite or PALTITE rq.n.1 ( I  Ch. 2710, xerrhqs [Bl; 
I Ch. 1127 shhqr [Ll ; z S. 2326, uehhqs [B, -s precedes], ehhqs 
IAI, xahhv; &I). 

2. A Jerahmeelite (I Ch. 239, d h a v  [L]). Cp Elusa 
(BERED i.). 

HELI. I. (ELI )  ancestor of Ezra ( 4  Esd. 1 I ) ,  see ELI. 

XEAAHC W A L I ) .  

2. (qhc~  [Ti. WH]) the father of Joseph, Mary's husband 
according,.to Lk. 323 (called Jacob in Mt. 116). See GENE! 
ALOGIES 11. The commentators have misunderstood a Tal- 
mudic passage (Jer. Talm. Chag. 778) to mean that Miriam or 
Mary was known as ,5y nix,  'daughter of Eli.' The mistake 
is set right by G. A. Cooke, Expos., Oct. '95, 316fl 

HELIAS (HELIAS [ed. Bensly]), 4 Esd. 739 AV ; RV 
ELIJAH. 

HELIODORUS (HA[E]IOAU~OC [VA]; but in 37 
~AloAwpoc [V*], and so bV in vv. 8, 13, and 518). 
T h e  chancellor (6 Qrl rLjv 7rpuypbrwv) of Seleucus IV., 
Philopator, whom he murdered, and hoped in vain to 
succeed (App. Sy7. 45 ; cp Liv. 4124)  ; 2 Macc. 31- 
41. The picturesque story of the horse with the 
terrible rider dashing into the temple precinct, and 
trampling the sacrilegious officer of -the Syrian king 
under foot, is well known ; Dante in poetry (Pzvgat. 
20113) and Raphael on the walls of the Vatican have 
given it fresh life. According to the author of the 
so-called 4 Macc., who turns the story to account for 
edification, it was APOLLONIUS [q. v. , I] who attempted 
to plunder the Jewish temple. 

The story may have a historical kernel ; Jason of Cyprus was 
often well informed (see MACCABEES, SECOND, 5 3). We know 
that the priests of Delphi, when their treasures were threatened 
by Xerxes, knew how to protect them (Herod. 8 3 7 s )  ; cp also 
the story in Paus. 1023. 

That  Heliodorus was the ' chancellor' (RV ; see 
2 Macc. 1011 132 3 Macc. 7 1 ;  and cp I Macc. 332 
z Macc. 3 7  1 3 2 3 ;  similarly Polyb., Jos.) and not the 
' treasurer ' (AV X ~ T ~ ~ T W V  with Cod. 19, etc., for 7rpuy- 

~ ~ T W Y )  is shown by an inscription in which Heliodorus, 
son of Bschylus, of Antioch, the U ~ T ~ O + O S  (or intimate 
friend, cp MANAEN) of King Seleucus Philopator, is 
described as hxL d v  ?rpa[ypdrwv] nraypduov. 

There is also another inscription referring to the same 
Heliodorus who is according to Homolle and Deissmann, the 
Heliodorus) of the'Jewish story. If so, Heliodorus deserved 
a better fate than to be immortalised as a robber of temples. 
Let us leave the name of the author of the attempted outrage 
uncertain. See Deissmann, Bi6cktua'ien, 171-75 ('95). 

HELIOPOLIS. See ON. 
HELKAI ( 9 & i l ,  abbrev. from Iiilkiah), head of the 

priestly B'ne Meraioth (or Meremoth) in the time of the high- 
priest Joiakim (see EZRA ii., $8 66, 11), Neh. 12 15 (BU'A om., 
c k a c  [KC.* mg. inf.1, XehKLas [Ll). 

zoos 

worthy (see FIELD, 3). ' 

4 See AJSL, 1900, p: 148& 
6 Perhaps another aetiological legend. 
6 See the revisers' preface. 
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HELLENISM HELLENISM 
(Gal. 328). How this distinction of ‘Jew and Greek’ 
arose, he has himself partly indicated : how far it is an 
absolute one, has to be considered in the present qticle. 

References to the Greeks are not wholly wanting in 
the OT. Thus JAVAN (q.v.) is the Heb. term for the 
1, Greeks in Ionians andGreeks generally; in Zechariah 

and Daniel it even stands for the Graeco- 
Macedonian world-empire. the OT. 

In Is. 912 1111 @nNAQ speaks of the Syrians of the East and 
the Greeks of the West as destroyers of Israel ; but in the original 
it is Aram and the Philistines-a fact that shows that the 
translator lived in the days of the Diadochh when the Greeks 
were the chief danger for’ the Jewish people. The rrkxalpa 
;M?vrmj, too, of Jer. 26(46) 16 27 (50) 16, is due to a misnnder- 
standing of the Hebrew, which is naturally to be ascribed to a 
period when the thought of the sword of the Greeks was often 
present to the Jews. 

Of the O T  Apocrypha, the books of the Maccabees 
manifest intimate acquaintance with the Greeks. 

Thus I Macc. begins with the statement that Alexander the 
Macedonian defeated D a h s  and reigned over Greece in his 
stead, while the Macedonian empire is in I Macc. 110 called 
@amheia ‘EM+v : armies raised by the Syrian king are called 
Greek in 2 Macc. 132, and by Greek cities in 2 Macc. 68 are 
meant Macedonian colonies. With Greece proper, however 
the Jews were not unacquainted. We find references to Athenian; 
and Spartans in 2 Macc. 6 I 9 15 I Macc. 12-14, and a long list of 
Greek cities in I Macc. 1523; nay, according to I Macc. 126, 
Jonathan the Hasmonaan greets the Spartans, whose alliance he 
seeks against the Syrians, as brothers. 

The  name ’ Greeks,’ however, now acquires a special 
sense in the mouth of Jews : the inhabitants of a city 

2. Secondary are distinguished in 2 Macc. 4 3 6  into 
application of Jews and Greeks (cp 11 2 gMacc. 3 3 8 )  ; 

- ” - ~  Greek is equivalent to anti- Jewish, 
heathen (2 Macc. 41015 69 1124)  ; and 

in 2 Macc. 413 Hellenism is parallel to dAho+uhrup6s 
(RV ‘alien religion’), as summing up all that a Jew 
could attain only by abandoning the principles of his 
fathers (2 Macc. 6 2 4  4Macc. 185). 

Hellenism thus no longer denotes what is characteristic of 
the Greek people or makes use of their language, but what 
represents heathen as opposed to Jewish religion and morals, 
and promotes heathen error. The idolatry that confronted the 
Jews of Palestine and more than ever those of the Diaspora was 
now always in Greek forms; for the Greek kingdoms of the 
Diadochi included almost the whole world and at  least in the 
cities, had with wonderful rapidity securedkor G;eek civilisation 
as well as for the Greek language an unquestioned supremacy. 
and heathenism was a danger to Israel only in so far as there la; 
behind it Greek civil power and Greek life. Hence it is natural 
that it soon became customary, even for those who themselves 
spoke Greek, to oppose anything as hurtful if only it was Greek, 
and to identify Greek with anti-Jewish. 

In  the N T  we see completed the development by 
which ‘ Greeks ’ (“EXhqvcs) was substituted for ‘gentiles,’ 
’AXhbqhXor, and mankind was divided, from the most 
important, the religious, point of view, into Jews and 
Greeks. The  original meaning of the word, however, 
is not yet quite forgotten. 

‘EMVULUT~,  2v TG d M q v ~ ~ f j  (Acts 21 37 Jn. 19 20 Rev. 9 11, cp. 
the interpolation in Lk. 2338) mean simply ‘in the Greek 
language’ ; and Acts 20 2 makes Paul jouruey from Macedonia 
into Greece, thus using ‘ Greece ’ in the older sense, whilst Luke 
himself is no less at home in these matters than the apostle of 
the Gentiles. When too in Rom. 114 Paul calls himself a 
debtor to Greeks and barbarians, to wise and foolish, he is 
following a classical usage * and even in Col. 3 11 where to 
Greek and Jew are added drbarian and Scythian, we seem to 
have an echo of the same usage (see BARBARIAN). 

In  Col. 3 11, however, alongside of the antithesis of 
Greek and Jew, we have that of uncircumcised and Jew, 
and so we find, almost everywhere in Paul, ‘Greek’ 
used as a name for uncircumcised, no doubt representing 
a terminology already prevailing in the Jewish world. 

Even Titus, though a Christian, is reckoned to the Greeks as 
being uncircumcised (Gal. 2 3, cp Rom. 1 16 2 IO 10 12 I Cor. 
124 1213). Qujte similar is the usage in Acts where the 
most characteristic passages are 16 13 174 184; and, as by ‘ Greek women’ in Bercea (17 12) we are to understand heathens, 
so also in the story of the Syropbaenician (Mk. 7 26). 

Thus in the N T  the distinction between ‘Jews and 
Greeks ’ is used in exactly the same sense as the Jewish 
distinction between ‘ heathen ar.d Israelites,’ as ‘ nations 
(EBvq) and chosen people (Xabs)’ respectively. Cp Wisd. 
15 I4f., and many passages in the N T  (e .g. ,  Mt. 10 5 Mk. 
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1033 Lk. 21 24Acts 2623 Rom. 329 I Tim. 316 Rev. 1619). 
The adjective &%1K6S, ‘heathen’ (Mt. 18 17 3 Jn. 7 ) .  and. 
Paul’s phrase ‘ live as do the nations ’ ( B B v d s  M v  [Gal. 
2 14]), are used to descrilk a life regardless of the prescrip- 
tions of the Jewish law. I t  is significant, however, for 
the standpoint of Paul that he uses both ‘nations’ 
(EBvq) and Greeks (“Ehhqves) even of Christians, if 
they are of heathen origin. 

The same man who in I Cor. 5 I treats the $ 6 ~  as a community 
separated from his readers by a great gulf and reminds tbein in 
I Cor. 122 of the time when they wert.’&?q writes, e.z., to 
the Roman church, ‘ I  speak to you that are’Gentiles’ (Rom. 
11 13 cp Gal. 2 12 14 Eph. 3 I). The same man who divides 
manknd (I Cor. 10 32) into the three classes Jews Greeks and 
Christians (church of God), divides the calied (I kor. 124j into 
Jews,and Greeks, an apparent inconsistency that is to be 
explained in his case only by the fact that for him circumcision 
and uncircumcision, Jew and Greek, had really ceased to exist 
alongside of the ‘new creature’ (Gal. 328 56 6 IS), and it was 
only by a sort of accommodation to the imperfect conditions 
of the present that such distinctions could any longer be re- 
garded. 

The Fourth Gospel occupies an exceptional position ; 
it never once mentions the EBvq, and five times applies 
the term EBvos to the Jews. Thrice indeed it mentions 
the “ E h h ~ p ~ s  ; but in one passage (12 20) they are men 
who had gone up to the feast of passover at  Jerusalem, 
and in the other (7 35 his) not only are they the supposed 
objects of Jesus’ teaching, but in the beginning of the 
verse ‘ the Diaspora of the Greeks’ are the goal of a 
tour to be made by him. It is therefore most probable- 
that in this gospel ”EXXqves are Greek-speaking Jews 
living in Greek cities, called elsewhere Hellenists (cp 
Acts 6 I). In Acts 9 29 11 20 a1so”EXhqves is a variant 
for Hellenists. 

That  to almost all the writers of the Hebrew O T  
Greek was a n  unknown lnnguage, will hardly be- 

3. Jews, questioned by any one. Daniel is the 
acquaintance only book that has adopted one or two, 

Greek words in Aramaic form ( 3  5 7 
IO 15 ; see DANIEL ii., § I I). Even the 
parts of the O T  that are later than 

Daniel were still in some cases (such as I Macc. 
Ecclus. and Psalms of Sol. ) written in Hebrew ; though 
to secure a wider circulation they had, like the already 
canonised books, to be. translated into Greek. 

Greek, however, was certainly the common language- 
of the men who wrote 2, 3, and 4 Macc. and Wisd. 
of Sol. The  Jews settled outside of Palestine lost 
almost completely their original tongue, and used Greek 
even in religious worship ; and the Hellenistic litera- 
ture that sprang up between 250 B. C. and 100 A. I). , 
which had its most famous representatives in Philo. 
and Josephus, and was in no sense confined to Alexandria. 
and its neighbourhood, is Greek in language, only with 
a Semitic flavour. (See HISTORICAL LIT., 20 22). 
Indeed, had not a reaction against the Hellenising- 
tendency begun after the catastrophe of 70 A.D. ,  Hebrew- 
would then perhaps have succumbed to Greek even in. 
Palestine and amongst its theologians. T o  suppose, 
however (as, e.g., G. B. Winer supposes, because of Mk. 
7 24 Jn. 735 12 zo) ,  that Jesus used the Greek language. 
is quite out of the question, although as a Galilean, 
belonging to a province where language was very much. 
mixed, he must have understood some Greek words, 
and in particular must have been able, like other Pales- 
tinians, to read Greek inscriptions on coins (Mt. 22 ‘of. ). 
The earliest notes on his history may have been in the. 
Aramaic dialect that he himself used : but none of our 
four gospels is a translation from Aramaic. Although 
they make use in part of such translations, they have. 
all been written from the first in Greek, and the author 
of the Third gospel, as of Acts, may have been a born 
Greek who knew no Hebrew. The  epistles of N T  are. 
one and all originally Greek. Biesenthal (Das Trost- 
schreiben des A f .  PauZus a n  die Hebnter, ‘76) stands. 
alone in recent times in venturing to deny this in the. 
case of the eminently smoothly written epistle to the: 
Hebrews (cp HEBREWS, 5 11). Even the Apocalypse,, 
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HELLENISM HELLENISM 
notwithstanding the abundance of its Hebraistic defects 
.of style, cannot have had a Hebrew original. 

The necessary consequence of the employment of the 
Greek language was that the influence of the Greek -~ 
4. Greek ideae. spirit and of Greek forms of thought 

made itself felt. Even parts of the 
Greek version of the O T  marked by grbss literality 
of rendering do not fail to betray this influence. 
How much more plainly must it reveal itself in the 
originally Greek writings of Jewish or Christian origin I 
Involuntarily the Jews appropriated from the rich 
vocabulary of the Greek language expressions for 
conceptions that would always have lain beyond the 
scope of Hebrew. 

There is, e.g., no Hebrew word corresponding to +ihouo$la, 
+rhomopyia and most of the compounds of +ihos ; or for ump- 

oh6yos and b h 6 ~ h v p 0 ~ ;  or for allavrruia and b+Sapuia (see 

On the other hand, old Greek expressions acquire new 
significations corresponding to Jewish conceptions such 
as ~ [ K U ~ O U ~ V ~ )  and d u n s .  

This linguistic change the most important stage of which is 
reached in Paul, begins kith the oldest parts of the LXX (cp J. 
Freudenthal, Die PL. /os@hus deigelegte Schrift aber die 
Herrschaft der Vernunft [4 Macc.] 26f: [‘69] ; E. Hatch, Essays 
in Bi6licaZ Greek ’8 . A Deissmann ‘Beitr. z. Sprachgesch. 
der griecbischen B!be?”in Bibe&dudieA, 55-168 [)951). 

The  increasing prevalence of the Greek language may 
be convenientiy seen in the abundance of Greek proper 
names even amongst Jews of Palestine. 

In Maccabaean times sprang up the custom of giving Hebrew 
names a Greek form, Eliakim, e.g., becoming Alcimus (see 
ALCIMUS, and NAMES, 0 86); then we find combinations of a 
Greek and a Hebrew name as in Saul-Paul ; and then, as in the 
case of at least two of the original apostles, Philip and Andrew, 
we have pure Greek names. That so authoritative a court as 
the chief council at  Jerusalem was for the Jews, could from 
about 130 B.C. bear the official name of O U Y & S ~ P L O Y  only at  a 
later day hebraised into Sanhedrin, is specially si&ificant for 
the hold that the Greek language had acquired even at  the 
headquarters of Hebrew life. 

The  spread of the Greek language brought with it 
a spread of Greek civilization ; nay, the latter sometimes 

TMMORTALITY). 

Greek led the way. 1; the OT Apocrypha, 
but more fully in the NT,  we have 
abundant evidence how dependent life 

in all phases was on Greek custom and Gieek institu- 
tions. 

Greek coins such as the talent mina and drachma snper- 
seded the old Hebrew ; even Riman doins like the ILF the 
gradrans and the denarizs meet us in Hellenised f&m. 
Nor is it’otherwise in the case of measures of length and 
capacity, and this also already in the LXX ; the chronological 
system of their Greek neighbours also exerted its influence on 
the Jews. The latter were well acquainted, too, with the military 
affairs of the Greeks : mention is made of rams (KPL/S)  ( 2  Macc. 
12 15 Ps. Sol. 2 I, alongside of ‘engines of war’) and spearmen 
-even Sopv+opia ( z  Macc. 3n8)-and chiliarchs are not yet 
displaced by Roman institutions accommodated to Greek usage, 
such as um$a for cohort (Acts 10 I 21 31 27 I ; cp z Macc. 
823 12 20 22 Judith 14 11). In accordance with Greek tastes 
we find inns conducted by an inn-keeper (Lk. 10 34$), here and 
there over the country ; Greek luxury has invented the side- 
board of Simon (Kuhixiov i.g. K U ~ L K & V ,  I Macc. 15 32) and the 
mosquito.net of Holofernes (KWVJTLOV, Judith 16 19) ; and even 
the humble handkerchief uauSalprov (e.g. Lk. 10 20) reached 
Palestine through the Greeks. z Macc.412 shows how in 
clothing, too, Greek usage, such as the wearing of broad-brimmed 
hats (rhauos), was contending with long-established custom 
(see CAP). The tympanon hoth as musical instrument (Judith 
8 7 cp Ex. 15 20 @) and aiinstrument of torture ( 2  Macc. 6 ;9), 
w:s of Greek origin, as was the well-known cymbal of I Cor. 
13 I. 

In the description of forcible attempts at Hellenising 
under Epiphanes (2 Macc. 4 ; cp I Macc. 1 74 4 Macc. 
4 E O ) ,  great indignation is expressed at the founding of a 
gymnasium and an ephebez‘on within the holy city (cp 
CAP). Here the priests betook themselves to dancing in 
the palaestra and to throwing the discus (see DISCUS), 
practices almost as abominable in the eyes of the writer 
as taking part in the Dionysos festival (2 Macc. 6 7) or 
the games at  Tyre, when a sacrifice was offered to 
Heracles. The  N T  writers, however, do not show the 
same sensitiveness. Rev. 7 g describes the saints in 
figurative language borrowed from the prize fights of 
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the Greeks, and so Paul is not unwilling to connect 
Christian ideas with the proceedings on the race-course 
or in the circus, and to draw his illustrations from such 
sources. 

Nowhere else can he have become acquainted with the 
prize-runnersand boxers whomin I Cor. 924.27 he setsaspatterns 
for his readers ; and the figurative description of the Christian 
life as a race or a contest is a special favourite with.him ( e g .  
Ga1.2 z 5 7 Phil. 1 3 0  2 16), in which respect later writers have 
followed his example (Heb. 12 I 2 Tim. 2 5  4 7 I Tim. 4 IO 
6 12). Even the sanguinary spectacles of the amphitheatre are 
so familiar to him that he calls an unusually violent encounter 
with an Ephesian mob a 87p~opa~e iv  (I Cor. 15 32).1 According 
to Acts19 29-31 he was even willing to enter the Ephesian 
theatre although to be sure not for artistic gratification. In 
I Cor. 1 9  he declares that his fate has made him a spectacle 
(OiaTpov) for angels and men (cp Heb. 10 33) ; and in 4 D’acc. 
6 17 we have the word Spiipa similarly used. 

There must be deep reasons for the fact that at  the 
very time when Pharisaism was so passionately combat- 
ing the popular amusements of the Greeks, and when it 
hardly forgave even its patron Agrippa I. his theatre- 
building in Berytus, Paul the Christian, brought np in 
Tarsus and labouring among Greeks, speaks of those 
amusements, when occasion offers, quite ingenuously as 
something morally inoffensive. At least it was nowhere 
necessary in the N T  to sound any warning of danger 
threatening in that direction. 

Much more important than all this is the question 
that remains. What did the Jewish or the Christian 

6, writings appropriatk from Greek thought? 
How far have the literature, philosophy, 

th-oyit and religion of the Greeks influenced those ”“ of the O T  or the N T ?  In the Hebrew 
parts of the O T  this influence must certainly not be 
ratedvery high. Only in the case of KBhkleth (Eccies.) 
is the question important. 

Cornill, eg., regards it as certain (EinL $3 42) that the mind 
of this author, who could but  imperfectly combine radical 
p,essimism with his ancestral religious faith, became, as it were, 
simply intoxicated under the stimulation of Hellenic thought. 
Wellhausen is more guarded in confining himself (IjG(1) 194 
11. ; (2) 230 n. ; (3), 237 n.) to ‘undefined and general influences 
that d a y  have reached the Preacher from Greek philosophy. 

In reality we can no more prove any direct acquaint- 
ance on his part with, say, the system of Heraclitus or 
with Epicureanism (cp Tyler, Plumptre, Pfleiderer), 
than with Greek literature generally. Whatever may 
seem to have a Hellenic ring in his thought or his 
allusions, such as the individualistic idea of the soul of 
man, may very well belong to the age in which he 
lived (cp ECCLESIASTES, 8 IO). 

In  the LXX, including the Apocrypha, traces of Greek 
philosophy are more frequent ; but as a rule they are 
not of such a kind that we should venture to explain 
them in any other way than in the case of Ecclesiastes. 
The  tendency of the LXX to avoid anthropomorphic ex- 
pressions (e.g., ‘see the salvation ofGod’ for ‘see Yahwh,’ 
Is. 3811 ; cp Ex. 2410), the use of the divine name 
‘existing one’ (Jer. 1413 39[32]17 ; 2  cp Ex. 3 1 4  a), the 
mention of the sons of the Titans3 and giants (Judith 
16  6 [ 8 ] ,  the way in which a divine power is spoken of 
as encompassing the holy place, and God as its ~ T ~ T T T ~  

and Por)Ebs (2 Macc. 338f:)-such features betray the 
influence of the philosophic and religious ideas of 
Hellenism. Anything, however, like real acquaintance 
with these founded on actual study, we have no right 
to affirm. 

Wisd. Sol. and 4 Macc. are an exception. In  the 
latter this appears in the very opening words. 

Notwithstanding that 4 Macc. sings the praisesofan imperturb- 
ability peculiarly Jewish the familiarity of the writer with Greek 
philosophy is everywhire apparent. He knows the Greek 
cardinal virtues he makes use of the Stoic phrase ‘to live in 
kapaf ia  ’ (8 26, herd brapafias) he actually quotes from a Greek 
Stoic writer(7zz ; see the work’of Freudenthal cited above, B 4). 

1 [But see M‘Giffert A$osfoLic Aye 280.1 
2 [It is possible, hodever, that b hv) is really a corruption of 

in Aq. and Sym. of the interjection & which represents 
32 17.1 

3 The Titans appear also in @ of z S. 5 18 12. 
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It is in Wisd. Sol., however, that the Hellenistic 

colouring becomes most prominent when we compare it 
with Ecclus. In fact Wisd. Sol. aims at effecting a 
reconciliation between Greek philosophy and the 
religious spirit represented in the OT. Just as its con- 
ception of the deity and the supplementary conceptions 
of Wisdom and Logos, almost counting as personifica- 
tions mediating between God and the world, show 
Platonic influences ; so are its ethics and psychology 
set forth under the forms of the popular philosophy of 
the age. 

According to 8 7 wisdom teaches the four cardinal virtues ; in 
place of a creation out of nothing we have the assumption of an,, 
original substance ; the body is viewed as a prison-for the soul 
the latter as pre-existent and immortal, life a trust from God2 
all ideas derived from Hellenism. 

Before turning our attention to the N T  we must lay 
emphasis upon the fact that this absorption of Hellenic ,. Inother elements by Jewish thought, even in 

Palestine, reaches much further than can 
writings’ be shown from writings that could in any 

sense be called biblical, and that much in the NT and 
early Christianity can be explained only on this supposi- 
tion. Those Jews who, from the third century B.c.; 
thought to diffuse Jewish piety by means of Greek 
verses, whether attributed to Orphens or to the Sibyl 
(see APOCALYPTIC, § 8 6 8 ) .  or to Hystaspes, combined 
with prose writers like Philo, to break a way for the 
freeing of Jewish life and thought from its exclusiveness, 
and so helped to bring about the conditions necessary 
for its more complete reformation. The  ideas of Satan 
and demons, of the kingdom of heaven and of the world, 
of hell and the life of the blest, which lie ready made in 
the N T ,  if they naturally rested on a thoroughly Jewish 
basis, were not without contributions from Greek theo- 
logy (cp ESCHATOLOGY, and the several articles). So 
Essenism can be understood only when regarded as 
a blending of Jewish and Greek ideas (cp ESSENES), 
and the gnosis of the later Jews, older than Christianity 
though it was, even surrendered to Hellenism. Ac- 
cordingly the possibility must, to begin with, be kept 
in view, that N T  writers have been influenced by ideas 
originating in such ways. 

At the present time, however, there is more danger 
of overestimating than of underestimating the Hellen- *, In the NT, istic elements in later Judaism and the 

earliest stages of Christianity. Books, 
for example, like Winckler’s Der Stuicismus eine 
Wurzel des Christenthums (‘78), or M. Friedlander’s 
Zur Entstehungsgeschichte des Christenthums (‘94), 
generalise from certain perfectly just observations in 
this direction in a most unguarded manner; not a 
single idea derived from a Greek source can be attri- 
buted to Jesus, and it may almost be regarded as the 
strongest evidence of the trustworthiness of the Synoptic 
account of him that, in respect of their contents, they 
too know of no approach to Hellenism. Such parallels 
to the Synoptic speeches of Jesus as have been hunted 
out in Greek-or Latin -writers are accidental con- 
sonances. 

Still more un-Hellenic in both subject and spirit is 
the Apocalypse of John ; yet it is not improbable that 
the mysterious figure of the dragon pursuing a woman 
with child (ch. 12)  is to be traced ultimately to the 
Greek myth of the Pythic dragon and the pregnant 
Let0 (see A. Dieterich, Abraras, 119J [‘91]). 

In the case of Paul, contact with the Greek world 
unquestionably goes deeper. Socrates the church 

historian (circa 440) felt justified (316) in 
crediting the apostle with a knowledge of 

numerous sayings of the Greek classical writers, relying 
in so doing on Acts1728 I Cor. 1533 Tit. 112. The  
metrical form of the passages in question is indeed 
enough to show that they are drawn from the poetical 
literature of the Greeks, and as a matter of fact Acts 
1728  has been found in Aratus and the Stoic Cleanthes, 
Tit, 112 in Epimenides and Callimachus, I Cor. 15 33 in 
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Menander and Euripides. If, however, the Pastoral 
Epistles are the work of an unknown writer about 
100 A. D., Tit. 1 1 2  proves nothing regarding the culture 
of Paul ;  whilst Acts 17 is in no sense a stenographic 
report of a speech of Paul in Athens ; it is the historian 
that puts it in the mouth of his hero;  and that this 
writer is a Greek of no mean culture, whose memory 
could have supplied him with still other quotations of 
like nature, is already clear on other grounds. Hence 
there remains only I Cor. 1533. Here, however, there 
is no introductory formula, and it is at least doubtful 
whether Paul in using the verse knew whence it came ; it 
is not by such means that an acquaintance of Paul with 
Greek literature can be established. If, according to 
Acts 17 18$, Paul discussed in Athens with Epicnreans 
and Stoics, this does not prove that he had read their 
writings. When, e.g., Ramsay (St. PauZ? the TraveZZer 
and the Roman Citizen, 2 3 7 8  rg5]) treats the account in 
Acts 17, of how Paul at  Athens forthwith adopted the 
Socratic method of free discussion in the Agora, and 
became for the time an Athenian, as evidence that Paul 
had, at least in part, the same ‘education’ as those 
Athenians, this may be too rash a conclusion ; what we 
really have here is the author of Acts showing his ow% 
knowledge, his own ‘education,’ and his own fine 
historical feeling. 

Those go too far on the other side, however, who, 
like Hausrath (Der &osieZ PauZus, 1 1 8  [72]), would 
deny Paul any influence from the Greek learning that 
surrounded him at Tarsus from his youth up. W e  
know only that writing presented difficulties for him, 
not simply or particularly writing in Greek. The 
absence of real quotations from Greek authors in what 
he has written, shows not, ‘ that,  apart from the 
Apocrypha, Paul had never had a Greek book in his 
hand,’ but simply that Christ had become to him all in 
all, and that he would allow nothing but words of God 
a place in his heart and on his lips. H e  may very well 
have been trained in the Greek schools even if his 
style ‘ has little grace to show’ ; few Jewish Greeks, 
even when their Greek ‘ school education’ is beyond 
question (Philo, Josephus), can surpass him in grace 
or even in power over the language. The fact itself 
that Paul was acquainted with the O T  in the Greek 
translation of the LXX, and knew much of this version 
by heart, counts for something here; and the very 
probable points of contact between him and Philo (e.g., 
Col. 11sf.) permit us to conclude that he had made 
himself acquainted also with other books written in 
Greek; he mnst have had a vernacular knowledge of 
both Greek and Aramaic, and received both a Jewish 
and a Greek educqtion. 

How far this education, which he certainly after his 
conversion did not care to extend, wrought as a leaven 
in the formulation of that magnificent system of thought 
by which he songht to fuse together Judaism and the 
Gospel, it is hard to say. His universalism, his cosmo- 
politanism, his doctrine of freedom, notwithstanding 
cognate ideas and expressions in Greek literature, need 
not have been derived thence, or at least may have 
bcen only suggested there: they are the outcome of 
hi’s struggle to effect an adjustment between what he 
inherited and what he himself experienced. 

If e.g. he mentions and correctly uses allegories and types 
dra& frbm names(r Cor.10611 Gal.424), although this was a 
plant that flourished on Greek ?oil, it was not there that he 
made its acquaintance but in his Jewish schools of theology. 
Other features of resanblance between his ideas and those of 
Greek philosophers may have reached him through the same 
channel. 

In the main, however, Paul is original, and cannot 
be understood on any other supposition. The ascetic, 
unworldly character of his ethic corresponds to the 
temper of the age he lived in ;  so also the proneness 
to the mysterious, and the high estimate of knowledge, 
and of the intellectual element in religion, is common to 
him with his whole environment. Hence there remain, 
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as representing the direct influence of Hellenism on his 
theology, only minor secondary features. The denomi- 
nation, however, of the good as n3 K U X ~  (Rom. 71821 
2 Cor. 137 Gal. 418 6 9  I Thess. 521), the emphasis 
laid on virtue (dpenj ; Phil. 48), the classification of 
nian as pneumatic, psychic, and sarcic, the glorifica- 
tion of the Stoic moderation (ahdpKera : Phil. 4 11) ; 
such features are no accidental points of contact 
between Paul and Greek thought; and the appeal to 
' nature itself' and its teachings ( I  Cor. 11 14 ; cp the 
frequent ' against nature,' or ' according to nature ') 
has a specifically Greek sound. Notwithstanding all 
this, however, we are never able to detect any traces of 
direct borrowing from Greek literature. Paul may 
have acquired what he had through intercourse with 
Greeks or even through the medium of the Alexandrian 
religious philosophy (cp, e.g., Lightfoot, ' St. Paul's 
preparation for the ministry,' in BiblicuZ Essays, 1 9 9 8  
rg3] ; Hicks, ' St. Paul and Hellenism,' in Studz'u 
BibZica et Eccles. 41-14 ['96]). 

Nor is there anything essentially different in the case 
of the N T  books that stand closely related to Paul. 

HEMAN 

lo. Remaining W e  feel that we have moved more out 
parts of NT. pf a Hebrew into a Greek atmosphere 

in the Pastoral EDistles, in Hebrews- 
which is beyond doubt dependent' both.in form and in 
contents on the Alexandrians (e.g., 1 3  1314)-and in 
the Catholic Epistles ; the Epistle of James, even if, with 
Spitta, we should class it with the Jewish writings, must 
have had for its author a man with a Greek education. 
It was a born Greek that wrote Acts. If his Hellenic 
character does not find very marked expression it is 
merely due to the nature of his work;  no pure Jew 
would have uttered the almost pantheistic-sounding 
sentence, ' i n  God we live and move and have our 
being' (1728). In the Fourth Gospel, finally, the 
influence of Greek philosophy is incontestable. Not 
only is the Logos, which plays so important a part in 
the prologue (1 1-18),  of Greek origin ; the gnosticising 
tendency of John, his enthusiasm for ' the  truth' 
(without genitive), his dualism (God and the world 
almost treated as absolute antithesis), his predilection 
for abstractions, compel us to regard the author, Jew 
by birth a s  he certainly was, as strongly under the 
influence of Hellenic ideas. Here again, however, we 
must leave open the possibility that these Greek 
elements reached him through the Jewish Alexandrian 
philosophy; just as little can his Logos theory have 
originated independently of Philo, as the figure of the 
Paraclete in chaps. 14-16 (see J. RBville, La doctrine 
du Logos dans k quatri2me hvangib, Paris, '81). Cp 

W e  must conclude with the following guarded thesis. 
There is in the circle of ideas in the N T ,  in addition to 

JOHN [SON OF ZEBEDEE], 3 31. 

ll. Result. what is new, and what is taken over 
from Judaism, much that is Greek ; hut 

whether this is adopted directly from the Greek or 
borrowed from the Alexandrians, who indeed aimed at  
a complete fusion of Hellenism and Judaism, is, in the 
most important cases, not to be determined ; and 
primitive Christianity as a whole stands considerably 
nearer to the Hebrew world than to the Greek. 

Cp E. Hatch, The Znpnence of Greek Ideas and Usages on 
the Christian Church, 90 ; A. F. Dihne Gesch. Darstellung 
derjZd.-aZex. Rel.-#hilosojhie, '34 ; C. 'Siegfried, Philo von 
Alexandr.., '70, esp. p. 303fi; M. Heinze Die Lehre vowt 
Logos in der griech. Phiho jh ie ,  72 ; H. Bbis, +ai sur Zes 
origines de la #hiZosojhie ]udko - alexandrine, go ; H. J. 
Holtzmann, Lehrbuch der NT Theol., '97. A. J. -T. K. C. 

HELMET (@a', LQip, or KJba', P3i3). 
The pronunciation with initial k is sustained by the Aramaic 

form of the word Kiiba'a. We may perhaps compare the word 
Au66a'ath 'cup,' 4ss. Kabu'fu Ar. kub'at. KZba' occurs 
in I S. 17 i8 and Ezek. 23.24 (? sed B a& Cornill), whereas we 
find p i 3  in I S. 17 5 Is. 59 17 Jer. 46 4 Ezek. 27 IO 2 Ch. 26 14. 
B ' s  equivalent is mprrs+aAaia, a designation which is not found 
in the classical period, hut is not infrequent in Polybius. 

Helmets made of bronze were worn by distinguished 
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men and leaders in war (as Goliath and David, I S. 
17538) ; but we can infer from Jer. 464 and 2 Ch. 2614 
that helmets-probably of leather or felt-were worn 
also by the ordinary warrior. I t  is impossible to 
determine the precise material or form, yet it is 
probable that the helmet of the common Israelite 
soldier consisted simply of a solid cap adorned perhaps 
with horse-hair tassels as well as with a prolonged flap 
or cheek-piece to cover the side of the face or ears. 
Max Muller (As. u. Ear. 3 0 2 s  3 2 5 3  3 6 1 8  375-378 
3805  384) gives copious illustrations of the various 
forms of helmets and caps worn by the Bedouin, 
Syrian, and Hittite warriors. The Hittite head-gear 
was mostly a round and flat covering with prolonga- 
tions at the side and at the back of the head, sometimes 
surmounted by a tassel. Frequently there is a band 
tied behind the ear and back of the head and passing 
round the forehead in front of the cap (see the figures in 
As: u. Eur. pp. 232, 323) ; the LXX therefore was 
guided probably by a right instinct in selecting the 
term T ~ ~ I K E @ U X U ~ U  as the most apt term to designate it 
kind of head-gear which covered not only the head but 
also a portion of the cheek and neck. Probably the 
kings and nobles, in order to distinguish their persons 
as leaders, wore a taller'covering made of bronze like 
that of the Egyptian monarchs. Among the Hittites, 
however, the head-covering of the leaders was often 
considerably broader at  the top than at  the base. See 
As. u. Eur. p. 361. 

On the other hand, the helmet worn by the Assyrians 
and Babylonians was loftier than that which was in  
vogue among the Syrians and Hittites and was pointed 
at  the summit. There was also a side piece for the 
protection of the ears (see illustrations, S.W. GREAVES), 
resembling the $&Xapa, flaps or cheek-pieces (rrapa- 
yvuO16es), of the ancient Greeks. 

The Cypriote helmet figured in Warre-Cornish's Concise Dict. 
of Greek and Roman dntigg., p. 79, fig. 158, presents a close 
analogy. For the different forms of Greek helmet the reader is 
referred to the article ' Arms and Armour ' in that work. The 
Greek helmet presented varieties and complications of detail, a s  
well as adornment in the form of crests, altogether unknown 
among the plainer and more modest accoutrements of Egypt 
and Western Asia. 

The  helmet, like the coat of mail, is metaphorically 
employed by the writer of Is. 59 17, the helmet desig- 
nating salvation, an image which is borrowed by Paul 
(Eph. 6 17 I Thess. 5 8). 

HELON (fh; XAIAUN [BAF], XEA. [L]), a Zebu- 
lunite (Nu. 19  2 7  72429 1016 [PI). 

HELPER (TTAPAK~HTOC) ,  Jn. 1416 RVmg., EV 
COMFORTER, See PARACLETE. 

HEMAM (Dg'g, AIMAN [BADEL]), b. Seir the 
Horite (Gen. 3622), called in I Ch. 139 HOMAM (DQiiI, 
HMAN [L]). Probably with @ (cp Vg. Xmfhv in  Gen.) 
we should read HEMAN (see below). 

HEMAN @'g, AIMAN [BAL]), one of the three 
sons of MAHOL [q.v.] who were renowned for their 
wisdom, I K. 431 ,[5:1] (arrav [B], qpav [A]). The 
name appears again in I Ch. 26 (acpouav [B]) among 
the sons of the Judahite Zerah. The  same legendary 
personage, however, is intended ; the clan of Zerah was 
Edornite before it became Judahite (see Gen. 361317). 
Possibly (as S. A. Cook suggests) the name ' Heman' 
may be identified with the Edomite HEMAM (an>?) ; 
nore probably, however, HEMAN and ETHAN, 2, are 
30th corrupt forms of 1~98, TEMAN, one of the oldest 
iistricts of Edom, sometimes used poetically as a 
synonym for Edom. The whole force of the passage 
' I  K. 431) depends on this. 
' In post-exilic times Heman, like Ethan, gives his 
lame to one of the guilds of singers (see PSALMS). 
4ccording to'the Chronicler he took part in the dedica- 
:ion of the temple (z Ch. 512, RV ; cp I Ch. 1641 f: 
256 [arpuver B]). A levitical genealogy is produced for 
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C p  TURBAN. 0. C. W. 

See MAHOL. 



HEMATH HEPHER 
641, however, suggests j?P: : cp %on, and see ABIDAN ; hut the 
analogy of most of the other names in the list suggests that the 

is not radical), a Horite clan-name (Gen. 36 06 ; apasa [ADL], 
a8apa [El); in 11 I Ch. 141, apparently by a scribe’s error, 
HAMRAN,  AV AMRAM ( j p ;  quepwv [Bl, apa8a [AI, -ap [L]). 
See DISHON. 

HEMLOCK. For ( I )  dK9, r5’S. Hos. 1 0 4 ,  see GALL, I 
and for (2) X h v  Za‘dnrih, Am. 6 12, see WORMWOOD. 

HEN (OPNIC), Mt. 2337 Lk. 1 3 3 4  ( a p t  Ti.]). See 

HEN (in), one of the Babylonian Jewish delegates, 
temp. Zerphbabel (Zech. 6 14t). d B N A Q r  has slr p i t L 7 a  ; so also 
R V w  ’ for the kindness of the son of Zephaniah. The tx:  
is plainly in disorder. Read probably, ‘Joshua the son of Z. 
(We.). See JOSIAH, 2. 

HENA (VJ?),  an imaginary name which, through a 
scribe’s error, has found its way into the Rabshakeh’s 
message to Hezekiah (2  K. 1913,  ANBC [B], AINA [A), 
-ar [ L l ;  Is. 3713. m a r  [BK*OI’J ANAB [ K c ] ,  ANA 
[AI, ~ N A C  [Q”], ANA€ [Q”g.].l The text stands thus, 
‘Where i s .  . . the king of Sepharvaim, of Hena, and 
Ivvah?’ (RV). Underlying this is a witty editorial 
suggestion that the existence of cities called yin and nry 
respectively has passed out of mind (cp Ps. 96 [7]), for 

ysq clearly means ‘he  has driven away and over- 
turned’ (so Tg., Sym.). T o  look out for names re- 
sembling Hena and Ivvah is waste of time. The 
context further makes it plain that only one city was 
mentioned. Either y3n or niy mmt therefore be omitted, 
and a comparison of z K. 1 7 2 4  shows that yin is the 
superfluous word. Probably yin was miswritten for nry, 

BSNADAD (%ln, HN&&,A [BKA, note confusions 
of A A and A below]). A Levitical name (see below), 
the peculiarity of which requires notice. The name 
may be corrupt, and, if so, an easy emendation would be 
>iji* jonadab, a not unnatural name for a Levite.a 
Bzethgen, however (Beitr. 68, n. 4) and BDB explain as 
iin-in, ‘favour of Hadad’  (so also § 42), cp Ph. 
lyjn.3 The bearer of the name is a Levite, mentioned 
as the father of BINNUI [ p . v . ,  31 in list of wall- 
builders (see NEHEMIAH, § I f., EZRA ii., §§ 16 [I], 
15d), Neh. 318 (?)va8ahu.r [BK], vapa8 [L]), D. 24 
(vva8ap [L]), also as a signatory to the covenant 
(EZRA i., 7), Neh. 109  [IO] (vva8ap [B”K], -Xap 
[Bb.vid.], v~vXa8 [A], rwva8ap [L]). The name occurs 

FOWLS, 2 4. 

or rather (see AVVA) for iliy. ‘ Gam.’ T. I<. C. 

once again in the difficult passage Ezra 3 9 ,  on which 
see Ryle, Camb. BibZe, ad Zoc. (vvaa8 [B], rwva8ap [L]). 
In Ezra39 it is best, perhaps, instead of ?lrn* ’13 1’13) 

to read n-~nq *>liJ; the corruption would arise through a 
misunderstanding of the name Bani (as in Ezra240, etc.), 
helped by the precedin6 1.n~) 1 - n .  As regards Henadad, it 
is clear that the concluding words are out of place (cp I Esd. 
557 [58], and see MADIABUN), and supported by Neh. 109 [IO] it 
may he suggested that 113n q>n was a marginal gloss to Bani 
whlch, on being taken into :he text, was rounded off by the 
addition of the words o h  O Z ’ X ~  On’>>. S. A. C. 

HENNA (lg>), Cant. 114. See CAMPHIRE. 

HENOCH (g>Q ; BNWX [BAL]). I. I Ch. 1 3 ,  AV, 

HEPHER (IlQn, o&p [BAL]). c p  GATH-HEPHER. 
1. A Canaanite city mentioned between Tappuah and Aphek 

Cp EPHRAIM, 

RV ENOCH (fa., I). z. I Ch. 133, AV, RV HANOCH (I). 

in Sharon (see APHEK, 3); Josh. 12 17 (+ap [L]). 
$ 12, end. 
~ 

1 Compare also 2 K. 18 34 (om. B, ava [A], L differs) I1 Is. 36 
2 Ch. 32 om. 

2 Cp @I. Ezra39 Neh. 109 (IO). The manner in which the 
name-lists in E=.-Neh. have been compiled and the harmonising 
labours of the earliest scribes will accnuut for the circumstance 
that such a familiar name could ever have gone astray. 

3 Not only does one expect g(n0n with daghesh)on the analogy 
of 5~>:g and Hannibaal, but such a Levitical name is unlooked 
for ; the case of AZGAD is different. 

4 m, I::, or ’?a?, cp Neh. 04f: 128, also 743 (see BANI, 3), 
and 12 24 (see BINNUI, 2). 
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a i m ;  he becomes the grandson of Samuel, and traces 
his origin to Kohath, son of LEVI (see GENEALOGIES 
i., 5 7 ii.a, iii.c). In this connection it may be remarked 
that Samuel himself is represented in I S. 1 I as grand- 
son of Jeroham, a shortened form of JERAHMEEL (4. o., 
0 3 ; cp JEROHAM, I). The double heading of Ps. 88 
assigns that psalm first to the sons of Korah and then 
to Heman (uc8up [A]) the Ezrahite. Heman was 
indeed, according to I Ch. 2 6 ,  a Zarhite (=Ezrahite) ; 
but this made him of the tribe of Judah ; as a singer he 
was a Korahite. There is thus a confusion of two 
representations implied in this heading. 

In I Ch. 254f: (arpavcr [B] once in w. 4) a little section full 
of difficulty, is devoted to Heman. He  is called the ‘king’s 
seer’ (just like his ancestor Samuel, hut also like Asaph and 
Jeduthun), and is said to have had fourteen sons and three 
daughters.1 The difficulty lies in the words which follow ‘ the 
king’s seer,’ and in the closing names in the list of Heman’s sons. 
These are as follows :-Giddalti, Romamti-ezer, Joshbekashah, 
Mallothi, . Hothir, Mahazioth (nfUpW’, lIpGpp1, *?k!, 
r i i ~ ’ l n ~ ,  inin, ?nbn). Ewaldz long ago suggested that these 
names might be so rendered as to form, in combinatio:, a 
poetical couplet,-‘ I have given great and majestic help, ‘ I 
have spoken in abundance oracles.’ One word ( n f ~ p f ~ * )  he 
omitted ; later scholars have sought to repair his omission by 
rendering ‘ to  him that sat in distress ’ (see also NAMES, 0 23). 
The theory was plausible as long as it was supposed that the 
Chronicler was in the habit of framing uncommon names in the 
interest of edification. Now however, that the evidence for 
this supposition is beginning ’to break down elsewhere 3 we are 
bound to be more strict in criticising Ewald’s suggesti:n. It is 
safe to maintain not only that the rendering is extremely un- 
natural, hut that the clause produced by combining the last 
four names is execrable Hebrew. This objection cannot he raised 
against the reading proposed by Kau.4 in lieu of ‘Hananiah, 
Hanani, Eliathah,’ viz., 7FF 3 t ~  ’!?? ,?; ’Ma-i.e., ‘Have pity 
upon me, 0 Yahwk, have pity upon me; thou art my God’ ; 
.still we must ask, How comes such a passage to he introduced 
just here, even as a marginal note? ‘ Eliathah’ is no doubt an 
impossible name ; hut is there no better theory to account for it? 

Certainly there is a better one. Josbbekashah ( n f ~ p p )  and 
Mahazioth (nrNqnn) are corruptions of the same word, and 
Mallothi (?n$n) and Hothir (13nin) are corrupt fragments of 
i t .  Again and again we find different corruptions of the same 
word side by side, and this is the case here ; or rather, there 
are two words in construction, viz., n?‘p ’28. As for Giddalti 
and Romamti-ezer, the former is miswritten for Gedaliah (n>$ij), 
the latter for a dittographed Jerimoth (nin?y>) and Azar’el($~i~y, 
a variant to Uzziel in v. 18). Gedaliah was introduced as a 
correction of the corrupt Eliathah ( ; m K $ m ) :  ‘ Hanani’ is really 
a dittographed Hananiah, and is to be omitted. In v. 5 0>1n$ 
p p  (‘to lift up the horn’ !) is miswritteii for l’?$ lfZ\, ‘to 
praise his compassion.’ ‘All these ’-viz., Bukkiah, Mattaniah, 
Uzziel Shebuel (Samuel ?), Jerimoth (J,eroham ?), Hanani, 
Gedadah-were the sons of Heman, the king’s seer (who pro- 
phesied?) with words of God to praise his compassion. God 
gave to Heman seven ( 3 ~ 3 ~ )  sons and three daughters.’ The 
seven sons are called, quite correctly ‘sons of Korah’ (Joshbe- 
kashah etc.!), Le., members of the Korahite g$d. This is a 
sign tiat the Chronicler draws here from a Midrashic source 
.(cp z Ch. 2019, and WRS UTJC(9,  205, n. 2). 

~ ~ M A F J  [A], [L]), ‘ the  father of the honse of 
Rechab ’ ( I  Ch. 2 55T). Elsewhere Jonadab is the 
‘ father ’ of the Rechabites, and if any one can dispute 
this title with him it is Hobab, ‘ the father-in-law of 
Moses.’ 

The Chronicler must have known of Hobab; and if so he 
must mean Hobab. The easiest solution of the problem is to 
suppose that nDn is a fragment of nWD I”, ‘father-in-law of 
Moses,’ and to see in this a n  alhision to the phrase in Judg. 
1 16. See HOBAB JONADAB, 2, and on the Kenite connection see 
RECHABITBS, KANITES. In B, I Ch. 4 12, the dvSps p?,yaS 
IBL] ( U T  ‘Recah’) appear among the Calebites (pointed out 
by Meyer, Ent. 147), which seenis to agree with the notice in 
I ch. 2 55. 

HEMATH (ilpn), Am. 614, AV, RV HADXATH[~.V.] .  

T. K. c. 
HEMATH, RV Hammath (nY,i?, MBCHMA [Bl, 

T. IC. C. 

HEMDAN (IT?!, ‘ desirable ’ [?I, 1 77 ; Gray [HPN 

1 Klostermann, who identifies Heman and Job, sees here a 
-coincidence with Job 42 13 (taking n : y ~ V  as a dual=fourteen). 

a LJrbuch derhebr. Spyache?), 672 (‘63). 
3 See, e.g., RIISODEIAH, BEZALEEL, ELIOENAI, HAZZELEL- 

4 ZA TW 6 [‘86] 260. 
ZONI, JUSHAB-HESED. 
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HEPHER HERES, THE ASCENT O F  
Greek name for the’Tyrian Melkarthl ( n i p k ,  ;.e., 15n 
nip, king of the city), whence the Greek Melikertes (see 
Roscher, Lex., s.v.) .  See BAAL, 8 6, HELLEN~SM, 

HERD (l@), Ex. 109;  Herdsman(X)l), Gen. 137. 
See CATTLE, $8 za 6. 

HERES, CITY OF, EVmP., or, CITY OF DESTRUCTION, 
Ev ; (D3gg l’v ; SO MT,  Pesh.) ; or, ClTY OF THE 
SUN, E V  second margin (Din? lp; so Symm., Vg., 
Talm., Mlmi@th I IO a, Saad. ,z and some Heb. MSS). 
or, ‘city of righteousness’ ( P l Y 3  l+J) [?I, nohlc 
A C E A ~ K  [BKAQI’] ; APEC Aq., Theod., may be either 
Dln or D l n ) .  The name which was to be given a t  a 
future day to one of five cities in Egypt, where Hebrew 
would be spoken and the  Jewish religion practised (Is. 
19 18). 

Opinion is much divided as to the reading of the name, 
and as to the date of the section to which the clause 
containing the name belongs. Some critics (Dillmann, 
Guthe) even hold that the clause is a later addition to 
the section ; this, however, seems a n  unnecessary refine- 
ment of criticism, suggested by a wish to push the date 
of the rest of the chapter as  high up  as possible. 
Considering that there is nothing in vv. 18-25 that is 
decidedly favourable, and much that is adverse, to the 
authorship of Isaiah, and that the section only becomes 
fully intelligible in the light of the history of the Greek 
period, ‘it is best to  interpret v. 176 as the translation of 
a fact of history into the language of prophecy. The 
meaning of the verse seems to be that early in the 
Greek period there were to be in Egypt colonies 
of Jewish worshippers of Yahwk. among whom the 
‘language of Canaan‘ was not exchanged for Greek, 
and that one of them would be settled in the city of 
Heres, or (shall we say?) of Heres. Probably Heres, 
not Heres, is the right reading; it is Heliopolis, 
the city of the Sun-god, that is meant-the city which 
before the foundation of Alexandria was perhaps best 
known to the Jews (see ON). The  rare word ~i? is 
preferred to BJQ? (contrast Jeremiah‘s procedure, if 
‘ Beth-shemesh ‘ in Jer. 4313 is correct). T h e  reading 
Heres ( i e . ,  destruction) is no doubt an  intentional 
alteration of Heres (a few MSS even read q= 
anathema), just as Timnath-heres (Judg. 2 9 )  is altered 
into Timnath-serah in Josh. 19 50 24 30. 

e ’ s  reading ‘city of Zedek‘ (i.e., ‘city of righteousness’), 
though it is defended by Geiger [Urschr. 791, Bredenk., Guthe, 
and half accepted by Dillmann, is very improbable, and may seem 
to have arisen out of a desire for a distinct prediction of the temple 
of Onias at Leontopolis (see Jos. Ant .  xiii. 3 I ) .  pl: will then 
mean ‘legal correctness’ (cp 7ix *nxI, Ps. 51-21); the Oneion 
was not at first regarded with dislike in Palestine. But ~ * ’ s  am8 
[am, ~ c . a ]  suggests the possibility that -ex is a later addition 
to aud. which Derhaps arose throwh transposition of letters ; 

$5. 

-2. A district in Judah (?) which fell into Solomon’s third’pre. 
See BEN-HESED, 

1. ( o @ ~ P  [BKI, w@ap [L], A 

fecture, I K. 410 (+ap[axeiv] [Bl, +ap- [Ll). 
8 1. 

has [wpla. @€p[O~~~oyIpa01]). A name in the 
Chronicler’s list of David4 heroes, I Ch. 1136. The 
passage is plainly corrupt ; see ELIPHELET, 2. 

The founder, or eponym, of a 
Gileadite clan, who is variously described as the son 
(Josh. 172, JE,  e+ep [L]) and as the great-grandson of 
Manasseh (Nu. 2632 5 [d 36 f.] 27 ;, P). The  clan 
itself is called the Hepherites (wnp,  o o@p[e]l [BAFL]; 
Nu. 2632)  or ‘ sons of Hepher ’ (Josh. 17 2 ) .  

3. (,+aA‘[BAj, a+p [L]). The eponym of a family of Judah, 
called the son of A~HXUR (I Ch. 46). 

HEPHZIBAR (R?’’s?n, usually ‘ in whoni is my 
delight,’ 5s 12, 107 ; but analogy favours Smend‘s 
rendering, ‘ in whom is delight ’ ; see, however, I). 

I. The mother of King Manasseh, -2 K. 21 I (o+aj3a [B”], a+. 
[Bab] a+orpa [A] +ipa[LI). The Phcm. form 5)xrgn suggests 
that kephzibah hay  he a deliberate distortion1 of the name 
He hzihaal ‘delight of 6aaZ’ (Le., either of Baal, or of a 
busland). ’The Chronicler (2 Ch. 33 I) passes over Manasseh‘s 
mother. 

2. The symbolical name of restored Zion, Is. 6 2 4  (06AVpa 
ip6v [BHAQI ; cp yij eeAq7.i Mal. 3 12). Here, too, the reading 

yxylln seems preferable ; Yahws is the 6aaZor ‘husband’ who 
’delights’ in his bride Zion (u. 5 ; see SBOT). 

HEPKER (lgn). 

2. ( o q k p  [BAFL]). 

T. K. C.- S. A. C. 

HERALD appears three times in N T  (RVmg.) as the 
rendering of K H P Y ~ ,  for which EV has ‘preacher’ 
(I Ti. 27 z Ti; 1 TI I Pet. 25). K~)P&JUW means simply 
‘ t o  proclaim ; see, e.g., Jon. 35 (a), Mt. 31. See 
MINISTRY. 

In 03 xljpwf represents the N?l? EV, ‘herald,’ of Dan. 84. 
On the probable philological connection of 113 (Dan. 5-29 
Aph. ; ‘made proclamation’) with qpliuuetv (e 87 &rev 
Ztowulav), see Bevan on Dan. 529; Kau., Grarnm. des 6iU. 
Arum., 8 844; NO. GGA, ’84, p. 1019. xrjpvp also occurs in 
Gen. 41 43 (see ABRECH), Ecclus. 20 15 4 Macc. 64. 

HERBS. 
I. p-p, y&@, ‘that which is green,’ ‘a garden of herbs,’ 

Dt.,ll IO I K. 21 2. A dinner (AV Che cp Ass. urd&, ‘to 
eat ; RVmg. ‘ portion ’ of herbs) Prdv. 15 ;7. 

z. xwy, ‘&3h, ‘herbage,’ including grasses and cereals, Gen. 
111, etc. 

3 and 4. NWY, d&’, and i*sn, &it-. See GRASS. 
’ 5 and 6. nik, ‘arath (MH nprH), -2 K. 439 (ppiw0 [BAL!, 
Aer6as agrestes). Elisha had just ‘come down to Gilgal In 
time of famine and sent a man to gather ‘brgth ‘herbs’ or 
vegetables for a pottage. The Talmud (Yc imE,  r i  6) explains 
‘kith by the word gargir (q+>ij), . which means ‘ colewort ’ 
(emca). Royle (Kitto’s Bi6. Cyc., sa. ‘Oroth’), indeed, insists 
that the ’Zr#th must have been the fruit of some lant for which 
the so-called ‘ wild gourds ’ (EV) might have fee, mistaken. 
This, however, is not at all clear. The man spoken of in the 
story need not have confined himself to colewort. If he found 
a cucumber, or what he thought to be such, he would not reject 
it. See GOURDS, WILD. 

In  Is. 26 !9 njir 5~ (Zaps [BNAQF] ; ros Zucis; E? ‘dew 
of herbs’), if correct, means ‘dew of lights’ (RVmg. dew of 
light ’). See DEW, $ -2 6. But suggests DQ!;F, ‘their heal- 
ing’ (see LIGHT). And in Is. 18 4 AV’s rendering of iiu-75) (as 
ifnjC-;$y), ‘upon herbs’(Acq58s ralipa.rosp€uqppfiaF[BNAQrl; 
mevldzana Zun), isgenerally abandoned ; RV gives ‘in sunshine.’ 
But the text probably needs emendation (see VINE). 

7. Bora‘vq=Nwi, de%, xwy, ‘&6h, in @ ; ‘ grass ’ ; Heb. 6 7. 
8. A&,yava=pi-, y.ir& and pi,, ye%&, in e; ‘herbs,‘ Mt. 

For n‘fig, w m m ,  Ex. 128, see BITTER HERBS. 

HERCULES, ( ‘ H P ~ K A H C  [VA]), mentioned only in 
2 Macc. 4 1 9 8  in connection with the games held in his 
honour at  Tyre, for which JASON [P.v.,  21 sent 300 
drachmas of silver.* T h e  contest was held every fifth 
year, and was probably based upon the Olympic games 
(cp further Schur. GVZ 2 21 8). Hercules was the 

A rendering of various Hebrew terms. 

13 32. 

T. K. C .  

1 Or an abbreviated form. 
2 According to Polyb. 31 20, Arr. Alex. 2 24 etc., it was custom- 

ary for the colonies to send embassies to Tyre in honour of 
their deity. 
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.~ 
are8 in fact suggests 1 D n  or ion. On the crctical questions see 
further Che. Intr. Zs. p. xxvi IOZ A, Kittel’s revision of bill- 
mann’s Jesaia (‘98), and Marti’s commentary. To recapitulate 
fantastic theories which have small claim on consideration would 
lead the reader away from’the main point (on which cp HIGH 
PLACE, 3 9, n.). T. K. C. 

HERES, THE ASCENT OF. So RV, in Judg. 8 13, 
to define the road which Gideon took in returning to 
Succoth from the battlefield. RV partly follows certain 
versions, which read D i n ?  a>ggp for dinn n>yr& 
(MT).  This, however, is not enough; we do  not 
expect a place-name here. o’!?? (Symm., ’I’heod.) 
would be a slight improvement. 

‘he devoted the host to destruction,’-originally a marginal 
correction of l ’yno ?’?.n? is in fact a weak 

Most probably, however, the true reading is P’lno 

(v. 1-2, end). 

1 So especially CIS 1 no. 122, where for i s  $yx ‘n the parallel 
Gr. has $paxAez &ppx~ydre~ ; cp Baethg. Beitr. ml: 

2 The Oxford MS has distinctly D i n $ N  n3ip. Derenbourg, 
however emends Din into  in, and conjectures that Saad. gave 
thi: work the Arabicizing sense of ‘ crushing ’ ( Z A  TWQ 37). 

0 On the supposed reading r .  qepes (in the Complutensian 
edition), see Del. on Isaiah, Z.C. 
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HERES, MOUNT 
expression (cp Jos. A d .  v. 6 5, bcc'q40eLpc). For the form of the 
correction cp I K. 5 3 [4 231, where the last two words are a cor- 
rection of a preceding word see FOWL FATTED. 

a's readings are &&.voSe; (76s rrapa&os))'Apes [B, omitting 
an accidental repetition], drrb avaj3dusos apes [AL]. As., h:d 
dirb dvap. r o c  Spupoir (reading win,) Symm. . . . TOY opov, 
Theod. . . . bpour (see Field with his' quotation from Jerome 
in the note), Vg. ante solis ortsm, Tg. N$n@ $&~'p N) ?y, 'be- 
fore sunrise.' T. K. C. 

HERES, MOUNT (!J>n-l;?). Mentioned with 
Aijalon and Shaalbim as still occupied by the Amorites, 
Judg. l34f: Almost certainly i n  is a scribe's error for 
vy,  so that we should read Ir - heres = IR -SHEMESH. 
Budde in his commentary overlooks this, but makes 
the valuable suggestion that Ir-heres, Har-heres (?), 
and BETH-SHEMESH [q.-v., I] may all be identified with 
' Bit-Ninib in the district of Jerusalem' (Am. Tal. 
183 14f.). If this be so @B may be right and we can 
connect Heres with ' the gate Harsith ' of Jer. 192. W e  
niny even go further and suggest as a possibility that 
D i n  was originally vocalised differently and was a 
Hebraised form of Ural, a synonym of the ASS. god 
Ninib (worshipped at  Bit-Ninib), who is primarily the 
fierce morning sun (see Jensen, KosmoZ. 458). 

PBAL ( i v  r+ d p c ~ )  roc p u p u r v & v o s = D ~ ~ l ~ ~  (an anachronism, 
see MYRTLE); cod. 58 rov Gpupiuvos (mg. rf 6urpa~i r8er )=  
t f lF ln2 ;  cp Moore. reads rf 6urpaKdk  (Dln=Vln). 
Conder mentions the ruins of Ibn Harith in the vale of Aijalon. 
Cp TIMNATH-HERES. T. K. C. 

HERESH (d??: papai~A P I ,  apsc [A]; ~ P H C  
[L]), an Asaphite Levite ; I Ch. 915t. 

The name has no 1 prefixed to it ; Vg. therefore gives ' car. 
pentarius'(i?$, most improbably. A comparison of Neh. 11 17 
(crit. emend.) shows that i i j i  win (not found in the list in 
Neh.) should be ddl, ' the leader in the song of praise.' 
The wprds should have stood after 'Mattaniah . . . son of 
Asaph. T. K. C. 

HERESY, HERETIC, SECT. ' Heresy ' and ' sect ' 
in EV both represent alpeclc. 

For ' heresy' in AV see Acts 24 14. for 'heresies ' I Cor. 11 19 
Gal. 5 20 2 Pet. 2 I. For 'sect ' see h s 5  17 15 5 44 5 26 5 28 z z  
and mg. of I Cor. 1119. RV,'however, gives ' a  sect' in Act; 
24 14 (mg. 'heresy ') ; 'factions ' in I Cor. 11 19 mg. . ' parties 
it? Gal. 5 20 mg. ; 'sects' in 2 Pet. 2 I mg. Both Ab and,RV 
give ' heretical' for aipercK6s in Tit. 3 IO ; RVw. 'factious. 

w e  shall treat afpeurs (heresy) and a i p e m d s  (heretical) 
here, from a phraseological and exegetical point of 
1, Biblical use vf" ; see further HELLENISM, 5 6f. 

aipeuts occurs several times in the 
LXX (see, e.g., Lev. 22 18 I Macc. 

830) ; a l p ~ t ~ 6 ~  neither in the LXX nor in classical 
writers (but see Suicer). In the O T  a2peuts means 
'free choice' ; but in classical literature it has also, 
in pre-Christian times, the more specialised sense of 
' freely chosen opinion.' Thus afpeurr 'AKa6Vpakj is 
equivalent to 'the Platonic philosophy '-;.e., Platonism. 
Only a short step was needed to designate the holders 
-in the aggregate-of such an opinion also as a afpeurs, 
though, of course, without any flavour of censure, 
merely in the sense of a school or party. It is in this 
sense of the word that Josephus (Ant. xiii. 5 9 ,  171) 
describes the Pharisees, the Sadducees, and the Essenes 
as the three alpduets of the Jews since the Maccadean 
period, ' who had different opinions concerning human 
actions.' Following the same usage, Acts 5 17 speaks 
of the afpeuts of the Sadducees and 155 (26s) of that of 
the Pharisees, whilst in 24514 2822 theword is employed 
to denote the followers of Christ-this last, it is true, 
only in the mouths of unbelieving Jews. Wherever in 
the first century of Christianity, whether in Jerusalem or 
in Rome, Jewish believers in the Messiah made their 
appearance, and rallied to their freely chosen ideal with 
a zeal and a claim of separateness recalling in some 
respects the manner of the Essenes, they would neces- 
sarily appear to their fellow-Jews in the light of a new 
afppaurs. The accent of superciliousness which we note 
when Paul's accusers at  Cmarea speak of him as a 
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of afpEoLs. 

HERESY, HERETIC, SECT 
leader of the aYpears of the Nazarenes does not lie om 
the word afpeurs but on the genitive TGV Nalwpaiwv, 
'of the Nazarenes,' the deluded followers of the false 
Messiah f rom~ despised Galilee (see NAZARETH). If, 
on the other hand, Paul in Acts2414l in his answer t o  
Tertullus substitutes the word 666s, 'way,' ' doctrine,' 
4 religion,' for a?peurs, it is not because the latter word 
is in itself a name of reproach, but because he regards 
himself as representing, not a new afpeurs-and, there- 
fore, at  best, only a portion of the people of God-but 
the nation of Israel as a whole in so far as it can claim 
this name. 

In the genuine Pauline epistles the word afpeuts is 
met with twice : in Gal. 5 20, where in the list of the 
' works of the flesh' it is enumerated between 6rXomuuiac 
[ ' divisions ' )  and @86vor ( '  envyings '), and in I Cor. 
1119, where it is used as synonymous with U X ~ U ~ U T U .  

The new religion inscribed on its banner the motto 
'All ye are one in Christ Jesus,' and accordingly 
regarded with the liveliest aversion any breaking-up into, 
narrower circles, and every tendency to give prominence 
to individual opinions of the school. This spirit had 
already asserted itself to such an extent that the alpduer~ 
or divergent views, the existence of which to a Greek 
philosopher would probably have betokened a fresh and 
vigorous intellectual life, were deprecated as manifesta- 
tions of grave and most disquieting import. I t  is only 
in a tone of bitter irony that the apostle ( I  Cor. 11 19) 
says ' there must needs be aip4uers (or factions) ' among 
the Corinthians, ' in order that they who are approve& 
among them may be made manifest.' Here he has in 
view only those factions turning on personal questions 
which were so specially conspicuous in the church life of 
Corinth-not false doctrines or the formation of sects 
occasioned by For these there is as yet n o  
word with the force of a tevminus technicus, otherwise 
Paul, who (especially in Galatia and in Colosse) had a 
hard enough battle to fight against false teachers, would 
assuredly have made use of it somewhere in that con- 
nection. T o  him afpeurs is hateful just as schism 
(uxlupa) and faction ( ~ L X O U T U U ~ ~ )  are-in other words, 
only as interfering with that oneness amongst the 
members which is so essential to the existence of 
Christianity. 

In the post-apostolic age, as early as the time of 
Ignatius and Justin, as a result of the catholic tendencies 
2. Use in post- of the period, the word ai'peurs be- 
apostolic age. came the terminus technicus for hetero- 

doxy or 'heresy '-for all doctrine 
that departs from ihe true faith, as well as for the 
company of the maintainers of such doctrine. Those 
who held to the church found it impossible to think of 
such departures as having their origin in anything 
but arbitrary self-will, the church being by revelation in 
possession of the entire truth attainable in the present 
seon. Hence Tertullian's definition (De p e s c r .  her. 
6 ) ,  ' adulterse doctrinse, hsereses d ic te  Grseca voce ex 
interpretatione electionis qua quis sive ad instituendas 
sive ad suscipiendas eas utitur.' The word has 
already reached this stage in z Pet. 2 I where there is a 
prediction of false teachers who shall bring in a l p t h t s  
ci?rwheias--' destructive heresies ' (RV)-by reason of 
which the way of truth (cp Acts 2414) shall be evil 
spoken of. Whether aipQuers be taken here in the 
sense of 'separations' or in that of 'sects or (better 
-note ?rapparudyetv) of ' incorrect doctrines ' they are, 
in the mind of this writer, @so facto and as such, 

1 [RV renders 'After the Way which they call a sect, so serve 
I the God of oAr fathers,' i.e., ' I  serve the same God as my 
accusers, but according to a form of religion (717, Judg. 2 22 

Jer. 32 39) which is simpler and tmer than theirs.' Jesus of 
Nazareth, in other words, is a reformer of Judaism, a restore: 
of the primitive religion of Israel. The 'sect of the Nazarenes 
therefoie deserves toleration by the Romans as belonging to the 
great Jewish body.] 
u x ' u p t o v  2 Chrys. Todrwv. 0; rahas h i y o v  ~ d s  r&v Goyp&uw, dM& rds TGV 
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HERETH HERMON 
something abominable, a work of falsehood; and the 
additional word ci7rwheias is simply the expression of 
his belief that hell, or everlasting destruction ( RVmg. 
‘sects of perdition’) is their destined end. In like 
manner also Tit. 3 10 enjoins that a factions man 
( ~ i p e ~ t r t b s  dvOpw?ros) is to be shunned if a repeated effort 
to bring him to a better state of mind has failed; in 
that case he is an irreclaimable sinner, self-condemned ; 
cp EXCOMMUNICATION. This employment of an 
adjective U ~ ~ C T L K ~ S  shows merely (cp uipeutGsar, Just. 
Did,  c. Tryph. So) how firmly, even at  that early 
date, the idea of all that is ungodly and against the 
church had attached itself to the word al’peurr ; an idea 
which, further heightened by the distinction drawn 
between heresy and schism, remains to this day insepar- 
ably bound up with it in ecclesiastical phraseology. 

On the New Heb. term P’p? (nrininr), the origin and exact 
references of which are disputed, hut which many ( eg . ,  
Schechter, Studies in]uduism [‘96], 420) render ‘ heretics,’see 
H. Krans Beg@ und Form der Htiresie nach Talmud u. 
Alidrash k96) ; Friedlznder, Der vorchristliche j2d. Mono- 
theismus (‘98) ; Schiirer, G/Yand TLZ, 24 167# (‘99). 

A. J. 

HERETH (n72 YJ) 1 S. 2 2 5  RV, AV HARETH(q.V.). 

HERMAS ( s p ~ ~ c  [Ti. WH], an abbreviated name) 
is one of five-Hermes being another-who ‘ with the 
brethren that are with them’ are saluted in Rom. 1614 
(cp ROMANS, $5 4 ,  IO). They seem to have been heads 
of Christian households, or perhaps class-leaders of 
some sort. 

The names Hermas and Hermes occur twice in inscriptions 
belonging to the province of Asia (the former in CZG 2 2826, 
the latter in CIG 2 2747 2825). In the lists of the seventy 
apostles by the Pseudo-Dorotheus and Pseudo -Hippolytus, 
Hermas figures as bishop of Philippi. No one any longer sup- 
poses that he was the author of the Shepherd of Hermas, 
the date of which is about 140 A.D., though from Origen (in 
Ej. ad Rom.) onwards church-writ?rs have expressed this view, 
and accordingly have given that allegorical work a place among 
the writings of the apostolical fathers or immediate disciples of 
the apostles. Against this view see Dict. Chr. Biog., and 
Lipsius’ ‘ Hermas,’ Bi6. Lex. 3 2 0 8  

HERMES ( e p ~ ~ c  [Ti.WH]) is one of five who are 
mentioned together in Ram. 1 6 x 4  (cp ROMANS, $5 4, 

The name is of frequent occurrence among slaves, especially 
members of the imperial household of the first century. In 
Pseudo-Dorothens and Pseudo-Hippolytus Hermes is called 
bishop of Dalmatia. Cp HERMAS. 

HERMOGENES (EpMOrENHC [Ti. WH])  is men- 
tioned in 2 Tim. l i s t ,  ‘ All that are in Asia turned 
away from me, of whom are Phygelus and Hermogenes.’ 
Nothing is really known of him, though the ‘ list of the 
seventy disciples of our Lord ’ by the Pseudo-Dorotheus 
of Tyre ( Chr. Pusch., Bonn ed. 2121) makes him bishop 
of Megara, while in the apocryphal Acts of Puul and 
The& he appears (with Demas) as a hypocritical fellow- 
traveller of Paul. 

A certain Hermogenes, a magician, figures largely along with 
his disciple Philetus in the Apocryphal Pu+sioJaco6i Majoris; 
the names are obviously borrowed from z Tim. 115 2 17, and the 
story is a commonplace narrative of magical wonders (see 
Lipsius, Apocr. Aj.-Gesch. 3 ZOI&). 

HERMON (iifSln, ‘belonging to, or connected with, 
a sanctuary,’ AEPMWN [BAFL]), the great mountain- 
buttress of Antilibanus ; cp SENIR,  SIRION, SION. 

‘Mount Hermon’ (pny 12) occurs in Dt.38j: ( a p p o v  [BXl 
in v. 9) Josh.1117 121 5 135,11 I Ch.523 (I1 ‘Baal-hermon and 

Senir’); Hermon’ alone in Josh. 113 (r;lv 

Cant. 48 ( e p p o v  [B] c p p ~ v ~ [ ~ ] i p  [BKARTI) 
(where ‘ Senir ’ and ‘ Hermon ’ are combined). In Judg. 3 3 we 
find ‘ Mount Baal-hermon’ ; but comparing Josh. 11 17 (where 
‘.Baal-gad in the valley of the Lebanon at the foot of Mt. 
Hermon’ appears as the N. boundary of Israel), Budde rightly 
reads ‘the Hittites that dwelt from Baal-gad which is at the 
foot of Mt. Hermon to the approach to Hamath ‘ (cp also Josh. 
127). As the ideal N. houndarv of Israel Mt. Hermon auuears 

IO).  

1. References. +VE”.OV [Bl), Ps. 8912 1131 ( a r p p w v  [Bl), 1333, 

_ _  
ag& in Dt.38 (cp Josh. 1 2  5) 

The poetical references to Hermon are not very many ; and 
those which apparently occur need careful testing. Ps. 42 6 171 
(‘the Hermons’ RV, AV HERMONITES) is considered under 

MIZAR HILL O F  ‘ Ps. 89 12 1131 under TABOR (i.) ’ Ps. 133 3 under 
D E W , ~ Z ( ~ ) ;  C a k 4 8 u n d e r A ~ ~ ~ ~  I andC&cLEs g 15(d). 
In the first two of these nassases “H!xmonim’and ‘kermon’ . -  
are not genuine. 

That Ezekiel (275) should prefer the name ‘Senir’ to that of 
‘Hermon’ is remarkable; hut we must remember that the OT 
passages in which ‘Hermon’ occurs do not (unless Judg.33 he 
an exception) represent at  all an early period. ~ ~ ~ 

In the N T  ‘ Hermon ’ is not mentioned ; but neither is 
Lebanon ; and ‘ Gerizim ’ is only referred to in John 4 .of. 
as ‘ this mountain.’ I t  would be delightful to think that 
Hermon was the ‘ high mountain ’ of the Transfiguration- 
scene ; but though, as Stanley (SP 399) remarks, ‘ high 
upon its southern slopes there must be many a point 
where the disciples could be taken “apart  by them- 
selves,’” and Keim (/em won Nus. 2585) sees no 
difficulty in supposing that the narrator thought of one 
of the spurs of Hermon, good reason has been urged by 
Weiss for placing the scene in Christ’s usual haunts in 
the NW. of the Sea of Galilee (Leben /em, 2331J) .  

W e  have still to notice a strange reference to Hermon 
in the Book of Enoch (66), where the wicked angels are 
2, Sanctity. said to have descended in the days of 

Jared ( ‘  descent ’) on the summit of Mt. 
Hermon, and to have called it Hermon, because of the 
oaths which they had sworn upon it. This is a proof 
of the persistent sacredness of Mt. Hermon, and reminds 
us of the statement of Philo of Byblus that the giants 
were named after the mountains of Syria-Casion 
(Mt. Casius), Libanus, Antilibanus (Hermon) and 
BpaOu=diiJ (?). A notable temple on the summit is 
referred to by Eusebius and J e r o m  (OS 21739  ; 9021) 
as the seat of pagan worship, and recent exploration has 
confirmed this statement. Not only have the ruins of 
many Roman temples been discovered round the base 
and sides of the mountain, but also on its highest crag 
there are the traces of an open-air sanctuary, and close 
by on the plateau is an underground chamber, hewn in 
the rock, perhaps a Mithrreum.’ 

Mount Hermon has in fact three craggy summits, 
which rise out of a plateau ; hence it is usual to explain 
3, Description, the plural noun ‘ Hermonim ’ in 

Ps. 426 r71. ‘Mount,’ which is a 
Hebraistic expression, means- in this phrase a range of 
mountains, stretching from SW. to NE., and separated 
from Antilibanus by a ravine in the N. Its modern 
names are /e&-Z e&&‘,+, ‘the mountain of the (white- 
haired) old man,’ and / e b d  &-The& d the snow 
mountain.’ The latter agrees with the appellation 
found in the Targum ( d n  ?la), and is specially suitable, 
Hermon being widely visible in Palestine. I t  is rare for 
the snow to disappear entirely, and hence, as a rule, 
snow from Hermon is still, as in Jerome’s time (note on 
Prov. 25 13), used for cooling drinks in the hot weather. 

Hermon is 9166 feet above the sea-level. As one 
approaches it from the S., it seems to swell up like a 
vast dome : but it is also visible in the Jordan Valley 
nearly as far south as Jericho. The lower part of the 
mountain, says Conder,2 consists of Nubinn sandstone, 
which appears also in the Lebanon. The upper part is 
‘ a  very rugged and barren dome of hard grey fossiliferous 
dolomitic limestone. ’ Snow and frost combined have 
produced ‘ a  sort of shingle which covers the higher 
slopes between the rocks and pinnacles of the mountain 
side.’ Conder and Tristram give pleasing descriptions 
of the vegetation on the lower slopes ; both the fauna 
and the flora present a remarkable contrast to those of 
the Jordan Valley, at the foot of the mountain. On the 
N. and the W. slopes are vineyards and orchards, which, 
however, are liable to visits from Syrian bears. On the 
S . ,  the main source of the Jordan bursts from its cavern 
(see CACSAREA, § 7). The oak and the poplar are the 
chief trees on the lower slopes ; higher up, the Aleppo 
pine is conspicuous. Nor must we forget the fanious 
‘ dew of Hermon.’ So abundant is the moisture of the 
night-mist on Hermon that those who encamp there 

1 Conder, in Smith’s DBF), 13405. 2 16id. 
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HERMONITES HEROD, FAMILY O F  
during a summer night will find their tent as com- 
pletely saturated as if heavy rain had fallen (cp DEW, 

HERMONITES (b9*f2,?n; EPMWNIEIM [BKART], 
epvwpctv [R* Yid.] ; Nermuniim)-i.e., dwellers on Mt. 
Hermon (so Kimchi, Ainsworth, etc.), Ps. 4 2 6  L7], AV; 
RV 'the Hermom'-;.e., the three summits of HERMON 
(g.v.). See MIZAR. 
HEROD (FAMILY OF). The ancestor of the 

Herodian family was Antipater, whom Alexander 
Jannaeus (104-78 B. c. ) had made governor '' Origin Of of Idumaea (nparqybs  8Xqs rijs'IBoupaias, 

the Jos. Ant. xiv. 13). The accounts of his 
origin are contradictory. 

Nicolas of Damascus represented him as belonging to the 
stockof Jews (61 ri)v np&rov 'IouSaiov) who returnedfrom Baby- 
lon (Jos. Z.C.); but because Nicolas was Herod's minister and 
apologist Josephus rejects his testimony. His own belief is that 
Antipater was an Idumzean of honourable family (qwr&uv 70;) 
i8vous ; B/ i. 6 z ; cp Ant. xiv. 8 I). 

The Idumzeans had been subjugated by John Hyrcanus 
in 128 8. c., and compelled to embrace Judaism. 

In course of time they came to regard themselves as ews 
(Jos. Ant. xiii. 9 I) ; though they were sometimes remindedthat 
they were only 'half-Jews' (Jd. xiv. 152, 'HpASq . . . / S L & ~  r e  
dvrc nai 'ISoupaio rourf1uriv $pcouSaio. On 'the other hind, 
when it was con&nient, Herod was cfaiped as a Jew; Ant. 
xx. 8 7 ,  r b  yivos 'IouSahv). 

The stories of the servile and Philistine origin of the 
family, spread abroad by Jewish, and perhaps also 
Christian, foes, are to be rejected (e.g., Just. Mart. 
Dial: 52, 'Hp6Bqv 'AuKaXwvlrqv ; Jul. Afr. in Eus. HE 
i. 7 1 1  ; see Schiir. Hist. 1314 n.), The occurrence of 
an Antipater of Ascalon on a tombstone in Athens 
(CfG l r q ) ,  and of a Herod of Ascalon on one at 
Puteoli (CfG 101746), is interpreted in favour of origin 
from that town by Stark (Gasa, 5 3 5 J ) .  

Ia.  Antipater (thtyuunger). -The history of the family 
besins with AntiDater's son, himself also called Anti- 

§ 1). T. K. C. 

- 
pater, or Antipas-a diminutive form, 

2' Antipater perhaps used to avoid ambiguity during 
'(th3 younger)' his father's lifetime (so Wilcken, in 
Pauly's Realencyc., S .D .  ' Antipatros,' no. 17). Anti- 
pater the younger, who may perhaps have succeeded to 
his father's governorship,' threw himself devotedly into 
the cause of Hyrcanus 11. in his struggle against the 
usurpation of the crown and high-priesthood by his 
brother Aristobfilus 11. in 69 B.C. 

This struggle in which Antipater enlisted the arms of the 
Arahian (Nabatkan) king Aretas (Haritha), ultimately cost the 
Jews their independence. The bold and vigorous character of 
Aristobiilus augured, in fact a resumption of the national policy 
of the Hasmonzean house, k i th  which the Sadduczan nobles 
were in sympathy. The accession of Queen Alexandra (78-69 
B.c.) had marked the abandonment of this policy, and the 
adoption of the Pharisaic3 abnegation of political development. 
(On this conflict of ideals between the two sects, see ISRAEL 
8 8zf: ; Momms. Hist. of Rome, ET 4 132 ; Id. Pro% of R! 
Bw@. 2 161.) The Pharisees attempted to attain their ohjects 
under the merely nominal rule of the weak Hyrcanus, and it 
was among them, as well as among the legitimist Sadducees, 
that Antipater found support (Jos. Ant. xiv. 13). 

It is unnecessary to tell at length the story of the over- 
throw of the Maccabee state, effected by Pompeius as a 
part of his policy for the organization of Syria. 

The gates of Jerusalem were opened to the legions of Pompeius 
by  the party of Hyrcanus; hut the national party seized the 
temple-rock and bravely defended it for three months (Ant.  
xiv. 42f:). The final result 
of the struggle was the curtailment of Jewish territory. In  con- 
formity with the general policy of Rome in the Ea?t, of basing 
rule upon the (Greek)3 urban communities, Pompeius 'liberated 

1 Jos. Ant.  xiv. 13 however calls him merely +&os TLS 
'Ypnavoi?. Hence Momms. Pmd. of R. Emp. 2 174 n., wrpngly 
says, ' Antipater began his career as governor of Idumzea : un- 
less we suppose the 'governorship to have been merely a vague 
commission of superintendence attached to the hereditary 

This was in the autumn of 63 R.C. 

chieftainship. 
2 Jos. Ant.  xiii. 16 2, na'vra 70;s bapruaiors M r p r m v  nor&, 

d s  nai r b  rrhlj8op IK&VU.W wdapxeiv. 
3 For themeaning of 'Greek' in this connection, as contrasted 

with 'Jewish, see Kuhn, Die stddt. u. &rg. Verfass. des 
Rdm. Racks,  2 3 y f :  I t  signifies not nationality so much as 
mode of organization. 
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from the Jewish rule all the coast towns from Raphia to Dora, 
and all the non-Jewish towns of the Peraea together with 
Scythopolis and Samaria. To all these communal freedom was 
restored, whilst in other respects they were under the rule of the 
governor-of the newly-constituted province of Syria. 

The purely Jewish portion of the Hasmonrean king- 
dom was left under Hyrcanus, who was recognised as 
high priest, but had neither the title nor the powers of 
a king (Jos. Ant. xx. 104). The whole country was 
made tributary, paying its taxes through the governor 
of Syria (id. Ant. xiv. 4 4  : B/ i. 76). 

It is clear that as a civil governor Hyrcanus was a 
complete failure, succumbing, as he did, before the first 
attack of Alexander, son of Aristobdus. Gabinius 
therefore deprived him of all his secular powers, and 
divided the whole country (Le . ,  Judrea, Samaria, Galilee, 
and Perzea) into five independent districts. 

These districts (uu'voSo~, uvv8pra) were administered by 
governing colleges with an aristocratic organisation (Jos. B/ 
I. 85, Aup&os 62 n j s  ?vbs imrparaias &u&pwb'ivres, r b  
Aorabv Apluronparia Srqrtoiivro). This \vas in 57 B.C. The two 
following years w&e also marked by abortive attempts on the 
part of Aristobiilus or his son to recover the lost crown (see on 
the position of parties at this time, .Wellh. ProL, ET, 5 2 7 ~ 3 .  

The position of Antipater at this period is described 
by Josephus (Ant. xiv. 81). 

Josephus calls Anti ater 'governor of the Jews' (7;" 'IouSaiwv 
&rp&pjs) ; so also Etrabo, quoted by Josephus (&d. 3). This 
office was probably in the main concerned with finance, for the 
five districts above mentioned must have been connected, not 
with the administration of law merely, but also with the arrange- 
ments for collecting the taxes. In any case Antipater was an 
officer, not of Hyrcanus, whose power was at this time purely 
ecclesiastical, but of the Roman governor of Syria. The degree 
to which this was evident in practice depended entirely upon 
the attitude of Antipater towards Hyrcanus, and it was easy 
for him to act as though he were merely his first minister. 
Probably he owed this position to Gabinius, who in 55 n.c. 
'settled the affairs of Jerusalem according to the wishes of  
Antipater' (Jos. Ant. xiv. 64). 

It  is, therefore, an inversion of the facts when Josephus 
assigns to the initiative of Hyrcanus the services of 
Antipater to Czesar in Egypt in 48-7 B.C. (Ant .  xiv. 81, 
d$ 6vro)lijs 'Tp,xavoF). There was, 'in fact, no alterna- 
tive open, once Pompeius had fallen. An additional 
reason for this policy was that in 49 B.C. Cresar had 
attempted to use the defeated rival of Hyrcanus against 
the Pompeian party in Syria. The plan was frustrated 
by the poisoning of Aristobfilus even before he left 
Rome, and by the execution of his son Alexander at 
Antioch by the proconsul of Syria, Q. Metellus Scipio, 
the father-in-law of Pompeius. Antigonus, the second 
son of AristobCilus, still lived and had strong claims on 
Caesar's gratitude. The personal services of Antipater, 
however, carried the day ; he fought bravely and success- 
fully for Caesar at Pelusium and in the Delta. Hyrcanus 
was consequently confirmed in his high-priestly office 
and appointed hereditary ' ethnarch ' of the Jews-i. e . ,  
he was reinstated in the political authority of which he 
had been deprived by Gabinius. Antipater was made 
procurator (h?rfrpo?ros : not the procuratorship of the 
imperial period, but an office delegated, in theory, by 
Hyrcanus; cp Momms. Pruv. of R. Emp. 2174 11.). 
In addition, he was granted Roman citizenship, and 
freedom from taxation (immunitas ; Jos. Ant. xiv. 8 3 ; 
B/ i. 95). 

The real control of the country was in the hands of Anti- 
pater (Jos. Ant. xiv. 9 3  ; H i .  1053 ), who strengthened 
his position by appointing Phasael and Herod (two of 
his sons by Cypros, an Arabian ; A R ~ .  xiv. 7 3 )  governors 
(UTpaTqyd)-the former in Jerusalem and the south, the 
latter in Galilee (Ant .  xiv. 92). This is the first occasion 
on which we hear of Herod. He was at this time, 
according to Josephus (Lc. ; cp B/ i. 104, ~0pt85 v iov) ,  
only fifteen years old. Probably we should read 
' twenty-five,' for Herod was about seventy at the time 
of his death (BJ i .  331 ; see Schur. Hist. 1383 n.). 

Once again before his end Antipater had an oppor- 
tunity of displaying that sagacity in choosing sides, to 
which he owed his success. 

In 46 ILC. ,  Crpciliun Tlaasui, a member of the Pompeian parly, 
caused Sexrus L'NSX, the governor of Syria, to Le assassinnred, 
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and made himself master of Syiia. H e  was besieged in Apameia 
by the Caesarians under C. Antistius Vetus who was assisted by 
troops sent by Antipater (Jos. Ant. xiv. li I . Dio Cass. 47 27). 
The new governor L. Statius Murcus obtaihed no advantage 
over Bassus and t i e  siege continued 4ithout result when the 
assassination of Caesar, and the arrival in Syria of Gains Cassius 
Longinus one of his. murderers changed the aspect of affairs. 
Both besiegers and besieged \;ent over to.Cassius and the 
republican party was for a time at  least, dominant intthe East. 
The defacto rulers of Palestine Antipater and Herod, displayed 
their zeal for the party in raisihg the 700 talents demanded as 
the Jewish contribution to the republican war-chest (44 B.c.). 

In the following year, after the withdrawal of Cassius, 
Antipater fell a victim to poison administered at the 
instigation of a certain Malichos. 

Was Malichos a 
leader of the Pharisaic section anxious for a reinstatement of the 
old theocratic government under Hyrcanus (so Matthews, Hisf. 
of NT Times in Palestine 106 ; cp Jos. Ant. xiv. 11 3, 7 tv  
rodrou rfhsuri)v &u+o'harav  avo^ Ti js  kp i j s  cTvar vopi<wv); or 
was he prompted merely by ambition (so Zchiir. Ffist. 1386 .  cp 
Jos. Bf i. 11 3, uml i8wv bvshaiv 'Avdrrarpov ~ b v  2pr6'diov a h i  
TOTS b'dimjpauav, and ihid. 7) ? Or, thirdly, was he a patriot who 
saw in the civil war an opportunity of getting rid of Roman 
dominion altogether ; including both Antipater and [if necessary) 
Hyrcanus, who were its representatives (cp Jos. B/ i. 11 8, end)? 
Lastly, was Hyrcanus himself possibly privy to the murder of 
Antipater ? 

16. Hevod the Gvent.'-The services rendered by 
Herod to the cause of Cassius were rewarded by his 

The object of the conspiracy is not clear. 

3. Herod the appointment as stvatZgos of Coele-Syria 
(Jos. H i .  11 4 )  ; it was typical of the man 
that he should have held this uosition Great, 

originally under the Czsarian governor, Sextus C m a r  
(id. Ant. xiv. 95). Already in Galilee he had given 
proof of his energy and ability, and at the same time of 
his thorough enmity to anti-Roman sentiments, by his 
capture and execution of Ezekias, a noted brigand chief 
or patriot, who for long had harassed the Syrian border 
(Jos. Bf i. 105). It  was not long, however, beforc (41 
B. c . ,  the year in which Antigonus. son of AristobChs 
II., was defeated by Herod) Herod performed another 
volte-face, the defeat of Brutus and Cassius at Philippi 
having thrown all the East into the power of Antonius. 

Partly hy reason of the friendship which there had been be- 
tween Antonius and Antipater in the days of Gabinius, partly 
also no doubt by reason of the remarkable similarity in character 
between the Roman and the Idurnrean, Herod had no difficulty 
in securing the thorough support of Antonius. Deputation after 
deputation from the Sadducaean party (Jos. Ant. xiv. I? zJ) 
appeared before Antonius with accusations against Phasael and 
Herod ; but in vain. Hyrcanus himself was fain t o  admit the 
ability of the accused. 

Antonius was only consulting the interests of peace 
and good government in declaring both Phasael and 
Herod tetrarchs (Ant. xiv. 131). 

In the following year (40 B. c. ) Herod experienced the 
strangest vicissitudes of fortune. The Parthians were 
induced by Antigonus to espouse his cause. 

They passed from Syria into Judaea, where the legitimists (k, 
the aristocrats, in the main Sadducees) rallied round Antigonus, 
who, seeing that Hyrcanus was hound hand and foot to the 
hated Idumreans, was now the real representative of the Has- 
monaean line. Hyrcanus and Phasael incautiously put them- 
selves in the power of their enemies. The ears of Hyrcanus 
were cut off in order to make it impossible for him ever again 
to hold the high-priesthood (Jos. Ant. xiv. 1310). 
happy in his knowledge that he had an avenger in his brothe; 
who was free, dashed out his own brains. 

Herod himself, too crafty to he deceived by the 
Parthians, had made his escape eastwards with his 
mother Cypros, his sister Salome, and Mariamme, to 
whom he was betrothed : Mariamme was also accom- 
panied by her mother, Alexandra. These Herod de- 
posited for safety in the strong castle of Masada by the 
Dead Sea (Ant. xiv. 139 ) .  He himself made his way 
with difficulty to Alexandria, and at length arrived at 
Rome, where he was welcomed both by Antonius and 
by Octavian. Within a week he was declared king of 
Judaea by the Senate ; his restoration indeed was to the 
interest of the Romans, seeing that Antigonus had 
allied himself with the Parthian enemy. 

P. Ventidius, the legate of Antonius in Syria, succeeded 
in expelling the Parthians from Syria and Palestine (Dio 

1 For an earlier notice see above, $ z end. 
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Cass. 4841) ; but neither he nor his subordinate Silo 
gave Herod real help in regaining Jerusalem. 

Herod was in fact compelled to rest content for this year (39 
B.c.) with the seizure of. Joppa, the raising of the blockade of 
Masada and the extermination of the robbers (i.e patriots) of 
Galilee ;n their almost inaccessible caverns of Ardila (Irhid, in 
the Wady el-Hamdm see ARBELA 5 I). Next year he joined 
Antonius, then besieiing Antiochds, king of Commagene, in 
Samosata, probably with the object of securing more effectual 
assistance. At Daphne (Antioch), on his homeward journey, he 
received iiews of the defection of Galilee, and the complete de- 
feat and death of his brother Joseph a t  the hands of Antigonus 

It was not until the following year that the fall of 
Samosata enabled Antonius to reinforce Herod before 
Jerusalem with the bulk of his army under C. Sosius, 
the new governor of Syria (37 B.c.). Herod chose 
this moment for the celebration of his marriage with 
Mariamme, to whom he had been betrothed for the 
past five years (An t .  xiv. 1514). The ceremony toolc 
place at Samaria.l This central district of Palestine 
remained loyal to Herod throughout these troublous 
years, and a large part of his forces was recruited there- 
from. 

After a three months' siege Antigonus surrendered, 
and was carried in chains to Antioch, where, by Herod's 
wish, Antonius had him beheaded 2-the first king, we 
are told, to he so dealt with by the Romans (Jos. Ant. 
xv. lz ; Plut. Ant. 36). This was the end of the Has- 
monzan dynasty, and from this year dates Herod's 
reign (37 B. C. ). 

Herod's reign is generally divided into three periods- 
( I )  37-25 B.C., in which his power was consolidated ; 

4. Rerod 
asking. 

(2) 25-13 B.C., the period of prosperity ; 
(3)  13-4 B.c., the period of domestic 
troiih1e.s _ _  . I_ 

i. The consolidation of Neiod'spowev (37-25 B.c.).- 
During the early years of his reign Herod had to con- 
tend with several enemies. 

I t  is true that the immediate execution of forty-five of the 
most wealthy and prominent of the Sanhedrin-;.e., of the 
Sadducaean aristocracy, which favoured Antigonus (Jos. Ant.  
xi". 94,  ?ra'vTar ~ T ~ T B W W  m i ) s  Bv r4 uuvc8pkp ; cp id. A d .  xv. 
12, robs rp&rour & rijs a lp iucws  'AVTL 6vou)-broke the active 
resistance of the rival house, whilst &e confiscation of their 
property filled the new king's coffers. 

With the Pharisaic party resistance was of a more 
passive nature; but the leaders of even the more 
moderate section, Pollio and S a m ~ e a s , ~  in advising the 
surrender of Jerusalem, could only speak of his dominion 
as a judgment of God, to which the people must submit. 
Opposition on the part of the surviving members of the 
Hasmonrean house never ceased ; its mainspring was 
Alexandra, Herod's mother-in-law, who found an ally 
in Cleopatra of Egypt. The enmity of Cleopatra was 
possibly due simply to pique (BJi. 142, end). Hyrcanus, 
who had been set at liberty, and was held in great 
honour by the Babylonian Jews, was invited by Herod 
to return to Jerusalem, and, on his arrival, was treated 
with all respect by the king.4 

As Hyrcanus could no longer hold the high-priesthood (Lev. 
21 16x), Ananel, an obscure Babylonian Jew of priestly family 
was selected for the post, which he occupied for a time ; but thk 
machinations of Alexandra soon compelled Herod to depose 
him in favour of Aristobolus (HI.), son of Alexandra (35 B.c.). 
The acclamations of the populace, when the young Hasmonrean 
prince (he was ouly seventeen years of age) officiated a t  the 
Feast of Tabernacles, warned Herod that he had escaped one 
danger only to incur a greater. 

Shortlyafterwards Aristobfilus was drowned by Herod's 
orders in the bath at Jericho. 

Cleopatra constituted a real danger for Herod during 
the first six years of his reign, owing to her boundless 
rapacity and her strange influence over Antonius. In 
34 B.C. she induced Antonius to bestow upon her the 
whole of Phcenicia (with the exception of Tyre and 

1 Mariamme was Herod's second wife. His first wife was 
Doris (Jos. Ant. xiv. 12 I ; B/ i. 12 3 22 I). By her he had one 
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Sidon), part of the Arabian territory (for the revenue of 
which Herod was held responsible), and the valuable 
district of Jericho (which Herod was compelled to take 
in lease from the queen, for zoo talents yearly; BY 
i. 185). Loyalty, combined with prudence, enabled the 
harassed king to resist the fascinations of the Egyptian 
enchantress when she passed through Judzsa (Ant. xv. 
4 2). 

When the Roman Senate declared war against 
Antonius and Cleopatra, it was Herod's good fortune 
not to be compelled to champion the failing cause. In 
obedience to the wishes of Cleopatra herself, he was 
engaged in a war with the Arabian king Malchus for no 
nobler cause than the queen's arrears of tribute. On 
the news of Octavian's victory at  Actium (and Sept. 31 
B. C. ), he passed over at  once to the victorious side (Jos. 
Ant. xv. 6 7 ; Dio Cass. 51 7).  He did not venture to 
appear before Octavian until he had removed the aged 
Hyrcanus on a feeble charge of conspiracy with Malchus 
the Arabian (Ant. xv. 63). The interview upon which 
his fate depended took place at  Rhodes. 

Herod accurately gauged the character of Octavian and 
frankly confessing his past loyalty to Antonius, left 'it to 
Octavian to say whether he should serve him as faithfully. It 
should not be forgotten that Herod and Octavian were no 
strangers to each other, and that no one was better able to 
estimate the necessities of Herod's position during the past few 
years than Octavian ; probably Herod was in less danger than 
i s  sometimes imagined. 

The result was that Octavian confirmed Herods royal 
title ; and, after the suicide of Antonius and Cleopatra, 
restored to him all the territory of which the queen had 
deprived him, together with the cities of Gadara, Hippos, 
Samaria, Gam, Anthedon, Joppa, and Strata's Tower. 
The 400 Celts who had formed Cleopatra's guard were 
also given to him (BI i. 20 3). These external successes 
were counterbalanced by domestic troubles. 

These troubleshad their origin in the eternal breach between 
Mariamme and her mother on the one side, and Herod's own 
mother and sister on the other. The contempt of the Hasmon- 
mns was returned with hatred by the Idumaean Salome. The 
machinations of the latter bore fruit when in a paroxysm of 
anger and jealousy Herod ordered Mariamme to execution. 
Renewed conspiracy soon brought her vile mother also to her 
doom (28 B.c.). 

The extermination of the Hasmonaean family was 
completed by the execution of Costobar, Salome's 
second husband. 

Salome's first husband Joseph had been put to death in 34 B.C. 
Costobar, as governor of Idumaea, had given asylum to the sons 
of Baba, a scion of the rival house ; these also were executed 
and thus the last male representatives of the Hasmonaean l i d  
were swept from Herod's path (25 B.c.). 

ii. The period of Herods prospeui&, 25-13 B.C.- 
Secure at  last from external and internal foes, Herod 
was free for the next twelve years to carry out his 
programme of development. ' He was governing for 
the Romans a part of the empire, and he was bound to  
spread western customs and language and civilisation 
among his subjects, and fit them for their position in 
the Roman world. Above all, the prime requirement 
was that he must maintain peace and order ; the 
Romans knew well that no civilising process could go 
an ,  so long as disorder and disturbance and insecurity 
remained in the country. Herod's duty was to keep the 
peace and naturalise the Graeco-Roman civilisation in 
Palestine ' (Rams. Was Christ born ut Bethlehem ? 174). 

The great buildings were the most obvious fruit of 
:this period. 

Strato's Tower was entirely rebuilt (BY i. 21 5$), and furnished 
.with a splendid harbour (see CXSAREA, $ I). Samaria also was 
rebuilt and renamed Sebastb (Strabo 760). Both these k e s  
,contained a temple of Augustus, and'R'erod showed his zeal for 
*he empire by similar foundations in other cities, outside the limits 
of Jndaea (Jos. Ant. xv.95). Connected with this was the 
.establishment of games, celebrated every fourth year, in honour 
of the Emperor ( A n f .  16 5 I rbv Kaiuapi K a r d m w a c q p B a  
.. . . dyerv, at Caesarea; cb id. Ani. xv. 8 I ; also at Jerusalem, 
iJid.).1 With this went, of course, the erection of the necessary 
buildings (theatre, amphitheatre, and hippodrome at Jerusalem, 
Anf.xv.81; BJii.31; thesameat Jericho, Anf.xvii.635; BJ 

1 Cp Suet. Auf. 59 on the games and the 'Caesareae urbes' 
%uilt by the 'reges amici atque socii.' 
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i.338; at Czsarea, Ant. xv. 96). The games were necessarily 
after the Greek model. Even in the time of the Macccabees 
Hellenism in this form had infected Jerusalem(1 Macc. 114) : see 
HELLENISM. 

The defensive system of the country was highly 
developed, by the erection of new fortresses, or the re- 
building of dismantled Hasmonaean strongholds. Some 
of these fortresses were destined to give the Romans much 
trouble in the great war (BJ vii. 64, vii. 8 2 J ) .  They 
were designed by Herod for the suppression of brigandage 
(a standing evil) and the defence of the frontier against 
the roving tribes of the desert (Ant. xvi. 92). So success- 
ful was he in fulfilling this primary requirement, that in 
23 B.C. Augustus put under his administration the 
districts of Trachonitis, Auranitis, and Batanza, in- 
habited by nomad robber-tribes, which the neighbouring 
tetrarch Zenodorus had failed to keep in order (BJi. 204 ; 
cp Strabo 756, mraXuO6vrwv vuvi rLjv mppi Zqv68wpov 
XyurGv). In 20 B.C., on the death of Zenodorus, 
Herod was given his tetrarchy, the regions of Ulatha 
and Panias (Ant .  xv. IO3 ; cp Dio Cass. 549) ; and he 
obtained permission to appoint his brother Pheroras 
tetrarch of Persea. On Herod's work cp Momms. 
Prov. of Rom. Emp. 2182. 

Much might be said of Herod's munificence both to 
his own subjects and far beyond the limits of his 
kingdcfm. 

The Syrian Antioch 0 0 s .  Ant. xvi. 53) the cities of Chios 
and Rhodes, the new foundation of Ankustus, Nicopolis in 
Epirus, and many others, experienced Herod's liberality. The 
Athenians and Lacedaemonians counted him among their bene- 
factors (BJi. 21 I T  ; cp C I A  iii. 1550). The ancient festival at 
Olympia recovered something of its old glory through his 
munificence (Ant.  xvi. 53). At home, in 20 B.c., he remitted 
one-third of the taxes (Ant. xv. lO4), and in 14 B.C. one-fourth 
(Ant.  xvi. 25). In 25 B.C. he had converted into coin even his 
own plate in order to relieve the sufferers from famine by im- 
porting corn from Egypt (Ant. xv. 9 13). 

The greatest benefit of all, however, in the eyes of 
Jews must have been his restoration of the Temple, a 
work which was carried out with the nicest regard for 
the religious scruples of the nation (Ant. xv. 116). 
Begun in 20 B. c., it was not entirely finished until the 
time of the Procurator Albinus (62-64 A.D.), a few 
years before its total destruction (cp Jn. 220). Its 
beauty and magnificence were proverbial (cp Mt. 241 
Mk. 131 Lk. 215). 

iii. Period of domestic troubles, 13-4 B.C.-The last 
nine years of Herod's life were marked in a special 
degree by domestic miseries. Of his ten wives (enumer- 
ated in Jos. Ant. xvii. 13 ; BJ i. 284), the first, Doris (col. 
2026 n. I), had been repudiated, along with her son 
Antipater ( H i .  221). By his marriage with Mariamnie 
Herod had hoped to give his position a certain legitimacy. 

Mariamme's mother, Alexandra, was thedaughter of Hyrcanus 
II., whilst her father, Alexander, was a son of Aristobiilns 11. 
(brother of Hyrcanus) : consequently Mariamme represented 
the direct line of the Hasmonaean (Maccabrean) family. 

The political intrigues of Mariamme's mother, and 
the mutual enmity of Mariamme and Herods mother 
(Cypros) and sister (Salome), effeetually frustrated these 
hopes. Of the three sons borne to Herod by Mari- 
amme, the youngest died in Rome (BJi.222); but 
Alexander and Aristobtilus were fated to die. on the e 

gibbet at  that very Sebaste which, thirty years before, 
had seen Herods marriage with their mother. 

Salome had in the second Gagedy also a large share, notwith. 
standing the fact that Berenice, the wife of Aristobiilus,l was 
her own daughter(by Costobar, see above, i. end). The recall of 
the banished-Antipater, son of Doris, brought a more deadly in- 
triguer upon the scene (14 B.C. ; BJ i. 23 I). Under the combined 
attack of Antipater and Salome, the two sons of Mariamme 
incurred the susDicions of the kinc. The reconciliation effected 
by Augustus hihself (Ant.  xvi. 4 5 :  in 12 B.c.) at Aquileia, and 
two years later by Archelaus, the Cappadocian king (Ant. 
xvi. 86), had no long continuance. The elements of discord and 
intrigue were reinforced by the arrival at Herod's court of the 
Lacedmmonian adventurer Eurykles (BJi. 26 13). The brothers 
were again accused of treason, and Augustus gave leave to Herod 

1 The wife of Alexander was Glaphyra, daughter of Archelaus, 
Glaphyra and Berenice were also on king of Cappadocia. 

terms of bitterest enmity (BJi. 24zA). 
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t o  deal with them as he saw fit. They were tried at Berytus 
before C. Sentius Saturninus, the governor of Syria (B3 i. 27 2) 
and condemned to death. The execution took place a t  Sehasti 

Antipater, whose life, says Josephus, was a ' mystery 
,of iniquity' ( W i .  241), next plotted with Pheroras to 
remove the king by poison. Herods days, indeed, 
were already numbered, as he was afflicted with a 
painful and loathsome disease ( H i .  335). He lived 
long enough, however, to summon the arch-plotter 
from Italy, and to bring him to trial before Quinctilius 
Varus, then governor of Syria, and finally to re- 
ceive the emperor's permission for. his execution (BY 
i. 337)' 

Herod is said to have contemplated the wholesale massacre of 
the chief men of Judaea, in the hippodrome of Jericho, in order 
-that his funeral might be accompanied by the genuine lamenta- 
tions of the people ; but Salome released them during his last 
days ( A d .  xvii. 65). We may reasonably doubt whether Jewish 
tradition has not intensified the colours in which the closing 
scenes of the hated king's life are painted (Ant. xvii. 8 I). 

Herod died in 4 B.c., five days after the execution of 
Antipater. ' There is probably no royal house of any 
age in which bloody feuds raged in an equal degree 
between parents and children, between husbands and 
wives, and between brothers and sisters' (Momms. 
Prov. of Rom. Hmp. 2180). 

We cannot here discuss the question whether Herod 
is rightly called ' the Great. ' a Certainly it is not easy to 
be strictly fair towards him : but so much must be clear, 
that, judged. by the standard of material benefits con- 
ferred, few princes have less reason to shrink from the 
test. In addition to the benefits of his rule at home, 

-there were gains for the Jews of the Dispersion in Asia 
Minor. By his personal influence with Agrippa, he 
.obtained safety for their Temple contributions, exemption 
from military service, and other privileges (Jos. Ant. 
xvi. 64f:). In estimating these services, Herod's posi- 
tion in the imperial system must bereemembered. 

Herod was only one of a large number of ' allied kings ' ( r e p s  
socii), whose use even of the royal title was dependent upon the 
goodwill of the emperor and their exercise of royal authority no 
less s0.3 In the most kvourable case, their sovereign rights 
were strictly limited within the boundaries of their own land 
so that a foreign policy was impossible. The right of coinin; 
money was limited : and as, of the Herodian line, only copper 
coins are known, we must correct the impression of Herod's im- 
portance derived from many of the statements of Josephus. 
The fact that no tribute was imposed, at least upon Judza, 
made all the more imperative Herod's obligations in respect of 
.frontier defence and internal good government. 

The-connection of Herod the Great with the NT is 
.slieht. Both Mt. 1211 and Lk. 1211 agree that the 

(7 B.C.). 

" 5 ,  \ I "  ~. Rerod in birth of Jesus took place during his reign : 
but the additional information given by 
Lk. as to the date has caused serious the NT. 

difficulties (see CHRONOLOGY, 57fl). On the narra- 
tive of the Massacre of the Innocents, see NATIVITY. 

As a rex socius, indeed, 
be could not bequeath his kingdom without the consent 

Herod made several wills. 

of Rome. It-had been, therefore, a sutc:zieon. distinct mark of favour that, on his visit 
to Rome to accuse Alexander and Aris- 

tobnlus, he had been given leave by Augustus to dispose 
1 Antipater's wife was the daughter of Antigonus, the last of 

the Hasmonaean kings (Ant. xvii. 52). 
2 Josephus, in fact uses the title only once (Ant. xviii. 5 4, 

'HpJjSn 73 peya'hw 0;yadppes IS MapiQpqs . . . yivovraL SJo. 
Further oh we hate 'HpJjSg 'HpJSou TOG peylhou radi). Com- 
parison with the expression 'Ehiias 6 p6ps in Ant. xviii. 8 4 has 
suggested that Jos. meant by the title pbyw merely 'elder,' 
marking himashead of the dynasty. Similarly it is in this sense 
that it is applied to Agrippa I .  (Ant. xvii. 22,. 'AypkFas . . . 
b pbyas xai b rak  a h a 0  K a i  h p 6 v u ~ o s )  ; but Agrippa claimed the 
title in the other sense (cp his coins with the legend BLZULA~S 
p' as 'Ayplmas). I t  IS therefore not impossible that Jos. 
dxberately abstained from giving the title, even though it was 
popularly in use with reference to the first Herod. The verdict 
that he was still only a common man' (Hitzig, quoted by Schiir. 
Hist. 1467) scarcely does justice to one who for thirty-four years 
combated the combined hatred of Hasmon;eans and Pharisees 
and extended his frontier to the widest limit ever dreamed ck 
hy Solomon. 

3 Cp Jos. Ant. xv. 137, where Herod recognises that he has 
his kingdom 66mi Kaluapos K& Sdypan 'Popaiwv. 
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of his kingdom as he saw fit (Ant. xvi. 45) : apparently 
it was only on the express command of the emperor 
that he refrained then from abdication. 

On his return to Jerusalem he announced to the people 
assembled in the temple that his sons should succeed him-firs; 
Antipater, and then Alexander and Aristobdus. The first 
formal testament did in fact' designate Antipater as heir. but 
as the sons of MariaLme we;, then dead, Herod, the son bf th; 
high priest's daughter, was to succeed in the event of Antipater's 
dying before the king (Ant. xvii. 32). After Antipater's disgrace 
a second will was made, bequeathing the kingdom to his youngest 
son Antipas (Ant. xvii. 6 I). This was in its turn revoked by a 
will drawn up in his last hours, by which he divided his realm 
among three of his sons : Archelaus, to whom he left Judaea 
with the title of king; Antipas, to whom he gave Galile; 
aiid Peraea, with the title of tetrarch ; and Philip, to whom he 
gave the NE districts, also with the title of .tetrarch (Ant. xvii. 
8 I ) .  

2. Herod Ant$us.-('Hp&%p (.$. [WH]) 6 TU- 
padpxqs [Ti. WHI, Mt. 141 Lk. 31 19 9 7  Acts 131 : in. 

correctly called 'king' in Mk. 6 14 b j3auAsQs 
7. Antipas. 'HpdS~s (-+jS. [WH]) [Ti. WH] (so'also in,Mt. 

14 g, o PamAws) ; cp Mk. 6 22 f: Sometimes 
called simply Herod (Acts 4 27) . as often by Josephus who also 
calls him Antipas ['Av~[slirras,'an abbreviated form'of 'Avri. 
rarposl). 

Son of Herod the Great by the Samaritan Malthacg, 
consequently full brother of Archelaus (Jos. Ant. xvii. 
13): By Herod's last will he received the prosperous 
regions of Galilee and PerEa, with the title of tetrarch. 
The confederation of independent Graeco-Roman com- 
munities called the Decapolis lay between the two parts 
of his territory which brought in an annual revenue of 
two hundred talents (Ant. xvii. 114). He had the char- 
acteristically Herodian passion for building. In Galilee 
he rebuilt Sepphoris (Ant. xviii. 21), and in Peraea Beth- 
aramptha (see BETH-HARAN) ; and after 26 A.D. he 
created the splendid capital named by him TIBERIAS 
[g. w . ] .  Little is told us of the course of his long reign 
(4 B.C.-39 A.D.) .  We may believe that he was a 
successful ruler and administrator ; but the diplomacy 
which distinguished Herod the Great became something 
far less admirable in Antipas, as we may see from the 
contemptuous expression used of the tetrarch by Jesus 
in Lk. 1332, 'Go  ye, and tell that fox.' 

Perhaps, however, this utterance should be restricted to the 
particular occasion that called it forth and should not be 
regarded as an epitome of the tetrarch's character ' nevertheless 
we have an illustration of this trait in the story to6 by Josephus 
(Ant. xviii. 45) of his out-manceuvring Vitellius in forwarding 
the report of the treaty with the Parthian king Artabanus to 
Tiberius. Antipas certainly did not inherit his father's qualities 
as a leader in war. 

Perhaps it was consciousness of his weakness in this 
respect that prompted Antipas to seek the hand of the 
daughter of the Arabian king Aretas ; or he may have 
been urged to the alliance by Augustus, in obedience to 
the principle enunciated with reference to the inter- 
marriage of reges socii by Suetonius (Aug. 48). 

The connection with Herodias, wife of his half-brother 
Herod (son of the second Mariamme), gained Antipas 
his notoriety in evangelic tradition. The flight of the 
daughter of Aretas to her father involved him ultimately 
in hostilities with the Arabians, in which the tetrarch 
was severely defeated-a divine punishment in the eyes 
of .many, for his murder of John the Baptist (Ant. 
xviii. 5 2). There was apparently no need for Antipas 
to divorce his first wife in order to marry Herodias ; 
but Herodias perhaps refused to tolerate a possible 
rival (Ant. xviii. 5 I : cp Ant. xvii. 1 

The story of the connection of JOHN THE BAPTIST 
[ g . ~ . ]  with the court of Antipas need not be repeated 
here. Later, the Pharisees warn Jesus that the tetrarch 
seeks his life (Lk. 13 31). On the phrase the leaven 
of Herod ' (Mk. 8 15) see HERODIANS. Again in the 

1 Since Herod Antipas is the only Herod who bore the title 
of tetrarch, we must refer to him an inscription on the island of 
Cos (CZG Z~OZ), and another on the island of Delos (BULL de 
Cow.< HeZL. 3 365 f: ['79]); but nothing is known about his 
connection with those places. ' 

2 According to the Mishna S a d .  2 4  eighteen wives were 
allowed to the king (see authokties quoteh by Schiir. Hist. 1455 
n.). 
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closing scene in the life of Jesus we meet with Antipas. 
Pilate, we are told by Lk. ( 2 3 7 f . ) ,  sent Jesus to the 
tetrarch ‘as soon as he knew that he belonged unto 
Herod‘s jurisdiction. ’ 

The death of his firm friend Tiberius, and the 
accession of Gaius (Caligula), in 37 A. D., led to the fall 
of Antipas. 

The advancement of Agrippa I. to the position of king over 
Philip’s old tetrarchy by the new emperor was galling to his 
sister Herodias ; and against his better judgment Antipas was 
prevailed upon by her to go to Rome to sue for the royal title. 
The interview with Gaius took place a t  Baize. Agrippa 
meanwhile had sent on his freedman Fortunatus with a document 
accusing Antipas of having been in treasonable correspondence 
not only with Seianus (who had been executed in 31 A.D.), bu; 
also with the Parthian kine Artabanus. AntiDas could not. in 
fact, deny that his magazines contained a great accumulation of 
arms (probably in view of his war with the Arabians). 

The deposition and banishment of Antipas, how- 
ever, were in all probability due as much to the 
caprice of the mad emperor as to real suspicions of 
disloyalty. 

His place of banishment was Lugdunum (Lyons) in Gaul 
(Jos. Ant.  xviii. 72); according to Bl’ii. 96, he died in Spain,l 
and it has been suggested that his place of exile was actually 
Lugdunum Convenarum, a t  the northern foot of the Pyrenees, 
near the sources of the Garonne; but this will not save the 
statement of Josephus. A confused remark of Dio Cassius (59 8) 
seems to imply that he was put to death by Caligula. 

Mt. 
2z.f). Son.of Herod the Great by MalthacE, and 

8. Archelaus, elder brother of Antipas (BY i. 33 7).  
Antipas actuallv uut in a claim for the 

3. Herod ArcheZaus.-(’ApX~haos [Ti. WH] : 

. .  
crown against him before Augustus, on the ground 
that he had been himself named sole heir in the will 
drawn up when Herod was under the influence of the 
accusations made by Antipater against Archelaus and 
Philip (see 5 6). The majority of the people, under 
the influence of the orthodox (the Pharisees), seized the 
opportunity afforded by Herod‘s death to attempt to 
re-establish the sacerdotal government under the Roman 
protectorate. Herod was scarcely buried before the 
masses in Jerusalem gathered with the demand for the 
deposition of the‘high-priest nominated by him, and for 
the ejection of foreigners from the city, where the 
Passover was just about to be celebrated. Archelaus 
was under the necessity of sending his troops among 
the rioters. A deputation of fifty persons was sent to 
Rome requesting the abolition of the monarchy. To 
Rome also went Archelaus claiming the kingdom-a 
journey which probably suggested the framework of the 
parable in Lk. 19 1.3 Augustus practically confirmed 
Herod’s last will, and assigned to Archelaus JudEa 
proper, with Samaria and Idumaea, including the cities 
of Czesarea, Samaria, Joppa, and Jerusalem; but the 
royal title was withheld, at least until he should have 
shown that he deserved it (Jos. Ant. xvii. 11 4 ,  BJii. 6 3). 
The city of Gaza was excepted from this arrangement, 
and attached to the province of Syria. 

Mt. 2 22 uses 
the inaccurate expression ,9aurheJsL (and so Jos. Ant.  xviii. 4 3  
i, ;xrKarauraOdrs a h 4  pauLheBs ’A,iXihaos vlbs &v). The 
troops indeed had saluted him as king on Herod’s death (Ant. 
xvii. 8 2). but he refused to accept the title until it should be 
confirmeh by Augustus (BY ii. 1 I). Probably in popular speech 
i t  was given as a matter of courtesy. The coins with HPDAOY 
EONAPXOY must be his, for no other member of the family 
bore the title; and, like Antipas, he used the family name of 
Herod (so Dio -Cas .  56 27 calls him ‘Hp4$s b IIaharurhs. 
Josephus never calls him Herod.) 

.Of the details of the administration of Archelaus we 
know nothing, nor apparently did Josephus. He 
indeed says that his rule was violent and tyrannical 
(cp BJii. 7 3 ,  and Ant. xvii. 132, where he is charged 
with d&qs and mpasvls). The description in the 
parable is apt-Lk. 1921 (&pOpw?ros abmvpbs), and 
hence we can the better imderstand the statement 
in Mt. 222 respecting Joseph’s fear to go to Judzea. 
Apparently Archelaus ‘did not take the pains to handle 
gently the religious prejudices of his snbjects. 

1 Niese, however, rejects the reading Xravia or ‘Iavada in 
this passage, and restores I’aAALa from Ant.  xviii. 7 2. 

The proper title of Archelaus was ethnarch. 
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Not only did he depose and set up high-priests at  his pleasure,l 

but he also took to wife Glaphyra, the daughter of the 
Cappadocian king Archelaus (probably between I B.C. and 
4 A.D.). Glaphyra had been wife of Alexander, half-brother of 
Archelaus, who was executed in 7 B.C. (see 5 4, iii.). Her second 
husband was Juba, king of Mauretania, who was indeed still 
living when she married Archelaus. Moreover, she had had 
children by Alexander, and for this reason marriage with her was 
unlawful. 

After nine years of rule the chief men of Judza and 
Samaria invoked the interference of the emperor, and 
Archelaus was banished to Vienna (Vieme) in Gaul  
(Ant .  xvii. 132 ; cp Dio Cass. 55 ~ 7 ) . ~  

It is to Archelaus that Strabo (765) refers when he says 
that a son of Herod was living, at  the time of his writing, 
among the Allohroges, for Vienna was their capital town. If 
the statement of Jerome (OS101 11)s that Archelaus’ grave was 
near Bethlehem is trustworthy (cp RACHEL), he must have re- 
turned to Palestine to die. 

The territory of Archelaus was taken under the im- 
mediate rule of Rome, and received a governor of its 
own of the equestrian order ( P ~ T ~ O T O S ,  procumtou, see 
ISRAEL, § 90) ; but it was under the general supervision 
of the imperial legate of Syria (on the status of Judaea 
at this time, see Momms. PYOV. of R. Emp. 2 185, n.). 
Forthwith, of course, the obligation to Roman tribute 
fell upon the territory thus erected into a province 
(hence, in Judza, Jesus was brought face to face with 
the whole question of the compatibility or otherwise of 
Judaism with the imperial claims: cp Mt. 2 2 1 5 8  
Mk. 1 2 1 3 8  Lk. 2 0 2 0 8 ) .  

4 .  Herod Philip.-fHpq58qs, Jos. ; @iXi?r?ros, Mk. 
6 17; see below.] Son of Herod the Great by Mariamme, 
9. Herod daughter of Simon (son of B ~ e t h o s ) , ~  whom 

Herod made high priest (about 24 B.C.). 
In spite of Mk. 617 (see below), we cannot 

hold that he ever really bore the name Philip; the 
confusion, which is doubtless primitive, arose from the 
fact that the son-in-law of Herodias was called Philip 
(see CLOPAS, 9 2). Herod’s first will arranged that 
Philip should succeed in the event of Antipater’s dying 
before coming to the throne (see 8 6) ; but Philip was 
disinherited owing to his mother’s share in Antipater’s 
intrigues (Ant. xvii. 4 2, BJ i. 30 7). ‘ Philip ’ lived and 
died, therefore, in a private station, apparently in Rome 
(Ant .  xviii. 51); for it seems to have been in Rome 
that his half-brother Antipas saw Herodias. It is 
indeed only in connection with his wife Herodias, sister 
of Agrippa I., that the name of this Herod occurs in 
the NT. 

In Mk. 0 17 all MSS read ‘his brother Philip’s wife ’ ( ‘ v 
yvvaEKa @~himrav TOP b8ehgoii a h ; ) ,  from which it w o J d  
appear that this Herod also bore the name Philip. When, 
however, we find that Josephus knows only the name Herod 
for him (cp Ant. xvii. 13, 7 Bvyhrq TOP bpx~spdws, 26 ?js s? Kat 
b a h p o s  a&& =ais ysy6va), and tgat another son of Herod the 
&eat also cer‘tainly bore the name Philip (see $ TI), suspicion is 
aroused and this is confirmed when we find that ‘ of Philip’ is 
omitted’ in Mt. 143  by D and some Lat. MSS (followed by  
Zahn Einl. 2309) whilst in Lk.319 it is omitted by NBD. 
That’ Lk. .does Lot give the name is highly significant. An 
appeal to the fact that several sons of Herod the Great bore the 
name Herod cannot save the credit of Mt. and Mk. in this 
particular ; for Herod was a family and a dynastic title.6 
The coexistence in the family of the names Antipas and 
Antipater is also no argument, for they are in fact different 
names. 

5.  Herodias.-(‘Hpw8r$s [Ti.], -48. [WH] : Mt. 
1 H e  deposed Joazar because of his share in the political 

disturbances, and appointed his brother Eleazar. Soon Jesus 
took the place of Eleazar. Finally Joazar wss reinstated (Ant. 
xviii. 2 I). 

2 6 TE ‘HpJ81)s b TIaAaaLurhs, alriav T L U ~  h b  7Gv b8eAr#& 
Aaphu, ; a l p  ~ h s  ’Ahreis Sx~pwpiuBq, Kal rb pLpos T$S Appx$s 
a h 0  287pourJB7. 

3 Sed e t  propter eandem Bethleem reg6 pxondanz Judmz 
Archelai tuinulus ostenditur. 
4 So Jos. Ant. xv. 9 3. In other places Boethos is the name 

of her father. 
5 The name was borne not only by Archelaus (see his coins, 

cp $ 8) and Antipas (see $ 7), after their rise to semi-royal 
dignity hut also by two sons of Herod the Great who never 
attained thereto-viz., the subject of this section, the son of the 
second Mariamme, and also one of the sons of Cleopatra of 
Jerusalem (Jos. Ani.  xvii. 13, B/i. 284). 

The family belonged originally to Alexandria. 
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143-12 Mk. 617-29 Lk. 319). Daughter of Aristobdus 

lo. (Herods second son by Mariamme, 
granddaughter of Hyrcanus). Her 

mother was Bernice (Berenice), daughter of' Salome, 
Herod's sister. Herod of Chalcis (see 12), Agrippa I., 
and the younger Aristobiilus, were therefore full brothers 
of Herodias. According to Josephus (Ant. xviii. 5 4)  she 
was wife first of her half-uncle Herod (see preceding 
section), who is erroneously supposed to have been 
also called Philip. The issue of this marriage was 
the famous Salome who danced before Herod Antipas, 
and thus became the instrument of her mother's venge- 
ance upon the Baptist. Herodias deserted her first 
husband in order to marry his half-brother Antipas, 
thus transgressing the law (cp Lev. 1816 Dt. 255). 

In Mk. 6 22 the reading 'his daughter Herodias ' (ec 8vyaTpbr 
ah00 'H o8rd8os [WHl).is that of KBDLA. This would make 
the girl kughter of Antipas and Herodias, bearing her mother's 
name. Certainly the expression applied to her in the same 
verse (Kopa'mov) is in favour of this : conversely if the ordinary 
reading which designates the dancer as Salomeis accepted we 
must admit a great disparity in age hetween her and her krst 
husband Philip the tetrarch if she is rightly called Kopa'otov 
ahout 28 A.D. ; for Philip died in 34 A.D. at the age of sixty or 
thereabouts. As the protest of John th2Eaptist in referenc; to 
the marriage by no means compels us to assume that the union 
was recent, it is scarcely possible to maintain that a daughter 
hy it must have been too young to dance at a banquet. In our 
ignorance of the chronology of the reign of Antipas a solution is 
not to he had; though it is always possible by means of 
assumptions to create a scheme that fits in with the received 
reading (cp Schiir. Hist. 2 28 n., and authorities there quoted). 

It would scarcely be just to ascribe the action of 
Herodias solely to ambition; it was rather a case of 
real and intense affection. I t  is true that it was 
Herodias who goaded her husband, in spite of his 
desire for quiet and in spite of his misgivings (Ant. 
xviii. 7 z ) ,  to undertake the fatal journey to Rome ; but 
she made what amends she could by refusing to accept 
exemption from the sentence of exile pronounced upon 
her husband by the emperor. See above, 7. 

6. Phizip. -(+lXm?ros, Lk. 31, @iXlmrou 6h . . . 
rerpaapxoikos res 'Iroupalas Kal TpaxwviriGos Xdpas 

[Ti. WH].) Son of Herod the Great by 
Cleopatra, a woman of Jerusalem (Jos. 

Ant. xvii. 13, Kheorrdrpa ' I E ~ o u o X U ~ ~ ~ L S ) . ~  H e  was 
left in charge of Jerusalem and Judaea when Archelaus 
hastened to Rome to secure his inheritance, but sub- 
sequently appeared in Rome in support of his brother's 
claims (BJii. 61). By the decision of Augustus in 
accordance with the terms of Herod's last will (see 6) .  
Philip succeeded to a tetrarchy consisting of Batanaea, 
Auranitis, Gaulonitis, Trachonitis, and the district of 
Panias (which last is, apparently, what Lk. 31 calls 
'the Iturzan region,' though not indeed the whole. of 
it). Cp ITURBA. This list is obtained by combining 
the different statements in Josephus (Ant. xvii. 81 11 4 
xviii. 46, BYii. 63). Thus Philip's territory embraced the 
poorest parts of his father's kingdom-those lying E. 
and NE. of the sea of Galilee as far as Mt. Hermon : 
the annual revenue from it was estimated a t  one 
hundred talents2 The population was mixed, but was 
mostly Syrian and Greek-;.e., it was predominantly 
pagan. 

Hence Philip's coins bear the image of Augustus or Tiberius 
contrasting in this respect with those of Herod the Great (whicd 
have neither name nor image of the emperor) and those of 
Antipas (some of which bear the emperor's name, without his 
image). In addition, all the coins of Philip bear the image of a 
temple (the splendid temple of Augustus built by Herod the 
Great near the Grotto of Pan--.rb TIa'veLov-at the source of the 
Jordan : cp Jos. 'Ant. xv. 10 3, BY i. 21 3). 

Having been brought up, like all Herod's sons, 
at Rome, Philip's sympathies were entirely Roman. 
Owing to the non-Jewish character of his territory his 
Hellenistic and Roman policy was more successful than 
was the case with his brothers. Of the events of his 

1 Jos. Ant. xvii. 8 I inaccurately describes Philip as full 

2 The Greek cities of the Decapolis dere, of course, outside 
brother of Archelaus-'ApXdhLov k.SeA+G yvqurp. 

Philip's jurisdiction. 
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thirty-seven years of rule ( 4  B.C.-34  A.D.) we know 
indeed nothing beyond the summary given by Josephus. 

' His rule was marked by moderation and quiet and his whole 
life was spent in his own territory. His piogresses were 
attended by a few chosen friends, and the seat on which he 
sat to give judgment always followed him ; so that when any 
one, who wanted his assistance, met him he made no delay, hut 
.set down the tribunal wherever he mirrht be, and heard the - .  
case' (Ant. xviii. 46). 

P h i h  seems to have had scientific leaninzs. iudeinr from t h e  
story told of his supposed discovery and pi%< thzt't%e-&ii& 
of the Jordan were really connected by a subterranean passage 
with the circular lake called Phiale ( @ ~ d A v ,  Birkst Ram?), 
120 stades from Caesarea (SI iii. 10 7). 

Apart from his evident administrative ability, Philip 
retained only one quality of his race-the passion 
for building. Early in his rule he rebuilt Panias 
(IIavids, IIaveds), at the head-waters of the Jordan, 
and named it Caesarea; he also created the city 
of Julias, formerly the village of Bethsaida. See 
CESAREA, 7 8  ; BETHSAIDA, I .  H e  was only 
once married-to Salome, the daughter of Herodias- 
and died without issue. After his death his territory was 
attached to the province of Syria, retaining, however, 
the right of separate administration of its finances (Ant. 
xviii. 46). Gaius on his accession (37 A.D.) gave i t  
to Agrippa I. with the title of king. 

7. Herod Agrippa Z.-(('Hp$&p [Ti.], -36. [WH], 
Acts ; 'Aypfmras, Josephns and Coins). 

Son of Aristobalus (Herod the Great's son by 
Mariamme I . )  and Bernice (daughter of Salome, 

la .  Herod Herod the Great's sister: Jos. Ant. 
H e  was called after his grand- 

Shortly before the death of Herod the Great, Agrippa and 
his mother were sent to Rome, where they were befriended by 
Antonia, widow of the elder Drusus (brother of the emperor 
Tiberius). Agrippa and the younger Drusus (the emperor's 
son) became fast friends' but when Drusus died, in 23  A.D. 
Agrippa found himself odliged to leave Rome with nothing bui 
the memory of his debts and extravagances. He retired to 
Rlalatha, a stronghold in Idumaea, and meditated suicide ; but 
his wife Cyprosl appealed to his sister Herodias, with the 
result that Antipas gave him a pension and the office of 
Agorunornos (controller of the market) at Tiberias. Before 
very long there was a quarrel, and Agrippa resumed his career 
as adventurer. For a time he was with the Roman governor 
Flaccus in Antioch; but ultimately he arrived again in Italy 
(36,,A.D.), after running the gauntlet of his creditors ( A t k  
xviii. 6 3). He attached himself to Gaius the grandson of 
Antonia. An incautiously uttered wish for the speedy ac- 
cession of Gaius (Caligula) was overheard and reported to the 
old emperor, and Agrippa lay in prison during the last six 
months of Tiherius. 

Caligula, on his accession (37 A.D.) a t  once set 
Agrippa free, and bestowed upon him what had been 
the tetrarchy of his half-uncle Philip, together with that 
of Lysanias (viz., ABILENE [p.v.] Lk. 31 ; cp Dio Cass. 
598), with the title of king (cp Acts 121) and the right 
to wear the diadem; he also presented him with a 
golden chain equal in weight to his iron fetters (Ant. 
xviii. 6 IO). The Senate conferred upon him the honorary 
rank of praetor (Philo, in FZucc. 6) .  Three years 
later he obtained the forfeited tetrarchy of Herod 
Antipas (Ant. xviii. 7 2). H e  adroitly used his influence 
with the emperor to induce him to abandon his mad 
design of erecting a statute of himself in the temple at 
Jerusalem (Ant. xviii. 8 7).2 Agrippa wasin Rome when 
Gaius fell by the dagger of Chaerea (Jan. 41 A.D.) ,  
and by his coolness a t  a critical moment contributed 
largely to securing the empire for Claudius (Ant. 
xix. 4 15 ). In return for this service he received Judaea 
and Samaria, being also confirmed in his previous 
possessions ; 'he also obtained consular rank (Ant. 

1 Cypros was daughter of Phasael, whose wife was his cousin 
Salampsio, Herod the Great's daughter by the Hasmonzan 
Mariamme. 

2 Apparently this abandonment was only temporary : a 
peremptory decree was finally sent, and the crisis was averted 
only by the emperor's assassination. The account given by 
Josephus of the manner of Agrippa's intervention differs from 
that given by Philo Leg. udCuircm, g jsfi, and seems worked 
up on conventional'lines-this romantic apocryphal element is 
very conspicuous in the whole account of Agrippa's life. 
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xix. 5 1  ; B.7 ii. 115 ; Dio Cass. 608,  np&s hra7rKhr 
Cverps).  These grants were confirmed by solemnities 
in the Forum (cp Suet. Claud. 25). For his brother 
Herod he obtained the grant of the kingdom of Chalcis 
in Lebanon. In part also at least his influence must be 
seen in the edicts published by Clandins in favour of 
the Jews throughout the empire, freeing them from 
those public obligations which were incompatible with 
their religious convictions. In pntting under Agrippa 
the whole extent of territory ruled by his grandfather, 
' it was certainly the design of Claudius to resume the 
system followed at the time of Herod the Great and to 
obviate the dangers of the immediate contact between 
the Romans and the Jews ' (Mommsen, Prow. of I?. Em?. 

Now began the second period in Agrippa's life, in 
which the spendthrift adventurer appears as a model 
of Pharisaic piety. He began his three years of actual 
rule with significant acts-the dedication in the temple 
of the golden chain received from Gaius, the offering of 
sacrifices in all their details, and the payment of the 
charges of a great number of Nazirites (cp Acts 21 24). 
' He loved to live continually in Jerusalem, and strictly 
observed the laws of his country, keeping himself in 
perfect purity, and not allowing a single day to pass 
over his head without its sacrifice' (Jos. Ant. xix. 7 3  : 
so in the Talmud, if the references are not in part to the 
younger Agrippa). His appeal to Petronius, governor 
of Syria, in the matter of an outrage against Judaism 
in the Phoenician town of Dora was based on general 
grounds of policy and national self-respect, and need 
not be traced specially to his correct attitude with 
regard to Pharisaism. It  was undoubtedly a conse- 
quence of this attitude that, though of a mild disposi- 
tion ( A n t . x i x . 7 3 ) ,  he began a persecution of the 
Christians (Acts 121). James the great was sacrificed, 
and Peter escaped only by a miracle. 

Agrippa's action against the Christians is supposed by some 
to have been due to the famine over ' all the world ' (Acts 11 A), 
a generalisation which cannot be entirely defended by the as- 
siduz sten'litates that marked the reign of Claudius (Suet. 
Claud. IS), or the enumeration of the occasions mentioned hy 
.other authors (in Rome, a t  the beginning of his reign, Dio 
Cass. GO I I  . in Greece in his eighth or ninth year, Eus. Chr. 
2 152. in kome in ds eleventh year, Tac. Ann. 12 43. Cp 
Zahn,' Einl. 2 4;s). Just a s  little can we defend the words 
, ~ O J ! ~ ~ W U T L S  . . K ~ U ~ O V  &r&p8e aa'wa of the inscr. of Apol- 
lonia in Galatia referring to famine in,Asia Minor in 57 A.D. 
(CIG 3973;. Rams. Stud. Oxon. IV., 96, p. 525) .  The ex- 
aggeration IS natural. I t  is indeed true that often subsequently 
public calamities were the signal for persecution (cp Blass, Act. 
Apost. Z.C.); but the famine referred to in the prophecy of 
Agabus occurred in 45-46 A.D. (CF Rams. PauZ fh Traveller, 
pp. 49, 68), after the death of Agrippa. Nevertheless the latest 
date that will fit the prophecy is 41 A.D.,  if not earlier. Such 
a prophecy might well be regarded outside the Christian circle 
as a threat. 

The outspoken Jewish sympathies of the king cost 
him the affection of the towns that adhered to the 
Romans, and of the troops organised in Roman 
fashion : at any rate the report of his death was re- 
ceived with outrageous jubilation on the part of the 
troops in Czesarea on the coast (KawapeTs Kal Zepau- 
T@, Jos. Ant. xix. 9 I xx. 8 7). 

The striking incident recorded in the Mishna (.%$a, 78) is to 
b e  referred to this Agrippa rather than to Agrippa 11. When 
at the Feast of Tabernacles (consequently in 41 A.D.) he read, 
accordina to custom. the Book of Deuteronomv. he burst into 

22w). 

~, 
tears xt-the pasing& 'Thou mnyest not set a stranger over 
thee, which is not thy brother' (Ut. 17 15) : hut the pcuple cried 
out, ' n e  n a  grieved, Aqrippn ! Thou a r t  our brother !' 1 

The question as to how far Agrippa was sincere in 
all this is difficult. 

I t  must be remembered that Agrippa was not only a vassal 
king (see I 4), but a Roman citizen, belonging by ado tion to 
the Gens ZuZia (cp the inscr. quoted under BERENICE, anXSchiir. 
H5t. 2 162 n.), so that he owed concessions to the imperial 
system that were not in strictness compatible with his position 
a s  a Jewish monarch. This fact must have been recoguised by 
the strictest Jew (always excepting the fanatical Zealots), who 
must perforce have tacitly consented to the king's playing on 
behalf of the nation two contradictory parts. I t  is true, the 

1 Strictly justified by Dt.Z3[7]8J 
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difficulty with which he had to grapple was only the standing 
problem of his house. As compared with his grandfather, how. 
ever, he had this advantage-that rival claims were silenced. 
or rather in his own person he combined those of both Has: 
monaeans and Herodians. At the same time, his long residence 
in Rome, where he had been in closest contact with the main. 
spring of the imperial machinery, had given him an insight into 
the possibilities of his rule far superior to that possessed by any 
other member of the family. Two episodes of his reign show 
clearly that he grasped these possibilities. On the N. of 
Jerusalem he began the building of a wall which, if completed, 
would have rendered the city im regnable to direct assault. I t  
was stopped by the emperor 011 &e report of C. Vibius Marsus 
who, as governor of Syria, had the duty of watching the imperiai 
interests in the protected states in his neighhourhood (Jos. 
Ant. xix. 7 z ; cp Tac. Hist. 5 12). Of still greater significance 
was the conference of vassal princes of Rome assembled by 
Agrippa a t  Tiberias, viz. Antiochus of Commagene, Sampsi- 
ceramus of Emesa Cotys of Armenia Minor, Polemon of 
Pontus, and Herod 'of Chalcis. This was rudely broken up by 
Marsus himself (Ant. xix. 8 I). 

The skill with which Agrippa brought into alliance 
with himself the Pharisaic element, which, alike in its 
moderate and in its extreme forms, constituted the 
backbone of the nation, Kith the intention of finding 
therein a basis for a really national policy, proves him 
to have possessed statesmanlike qualities even superior 
to those of Herod the Great. His premature death 
prevented the realisation of his schemes; but it is at 
least doubtful whether we shall not be right in holding 
that the glory of the Herodian rule reached its real 
culmination in Agrippa's reign. 

Of Agrippa's death we have two accounts. 
According to Josephus he went to Caesarea in order to 

celebrate games in honou: of the emperor (Ant. xix. 8 2, ;&p 
rijs ~ K & O V  uovpias-which can only refer to the safe return 
of Claudius from his victorious British expedition ; spring of 
44 A.D. : cp Dio Cass. GO 23 ; Suet. C l a d .  17). The leading 
men of the kingdom were there gathered (Acts1220 mentions 
particularly a deputation from T re and Sidon, introduced by 
' Blastns, the. king's chamberlain 3. On the second day of the 
festival, as be entered the theatre clad In a robe of silver tissue 
gleaming in the sun, Agrippa was saluted by his courtiers as 
more thanynortal. The shouts of 8c6s and &qs, as if to 
a divine being, remind us of Acts 12 22, 'a god's voice and not 
man's' ( 0 4  +o+ Ka\L O&K bvOp&lrou). Shortly afterwards 
looking upwards, the king spied an owl sitting over his head 
on one of the ropes, and recognised it as the messenger of doom 1 
(alluding to the omen which, during his early imprisonment 
portended his good fortune, Ant.  xviii. 6 7). He was seized a; 
that instant with severe pains, and in five days he was dead. 
Though more detailed, this account agrees substantially with 
that in the NT. 

It  has been suggested, however, that the two narra- 
tives are actually connected with each other, and that 
the intermediate stage is marked by the rendering of 
the story in Eusebius (HE210), in which the owl of 
Josephus appears as an angel. The narrative of Acts 
is not without its apocryphal features. 

Note especially the expression 'he was eaten of worms' 
(v. 23, yev6pwos u ~ o A q ~ d / 3 p o ~ o s ) .  For this there is no warrant 
in Josephus, who describes perhaps an attack of peritonitis 
(,cp B L ~ K ~ ~ ~ L O V  ;u,yev 66Jqv,  d0povu 8' ah+  rijs KoLhias apou- 
e+umv Bhyrlpa fie& u+o8pdrqros bp&evov). To be eaten 
of worms was the conventional ending of tyrants and monu- 
mental criminals ( e . ~ . ,  Pheretime, queen of Cyrene, Herod. 
4 205 ; Sulla the Dictator, Plut., who gives other instances. 
Antiochns Epiphanes, 2 Macc. 9 9, hut not in I Macc. G 8 ; t h i  
end of Herod the Great is evidently regarded as very similar). 
In  this way tradition, Christian and pagan, took its revenge. 

8. Herod A g ~ @ a  (2. - ('byphrar b pauiXeds 
[Ti. WH], Acts 2 5 1 3  ; pau. Ayp., 262. 'Ayp. 6 

13. Herod AgrippaII. simply, or d pau. 'Ayp. in Jos. 
veDrepos, and after his accession 'Ayp. 

His full 
name, Marcus Julius Agrippa, is found 

on coins and inscriptions, see re& in-Schur. Hist. 
2 191 n. ). 

He was only seven- 
teen years old at the time of his father's death, and 
Zlaudius, though personally inclined to the contrary, 
was advised not to allow him to succeed to his father's 
kingdom (Ant .  xix. 9 I).  

Son of Agrippa I. and Cypros. 
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1411 n.). ' The Claudian government had here, as elsewhere 
lighted on the right course, but had not the energy to carry i; 
out irrespective of accessory considerations ' (Momms. Prow. of 
Rom. Enzp. 2 201). The death of the elder Agrippa, in fact, 
had as its consequence the final absorption of all Palestine 
west of the Jordan (with the exception of certain parts of 
Galilee subsequently given to his son) within the circle of 
directly-governed territory (Tac. Hisf. 5 9). 

Agrippa 11. resided in Rome, where he was able to 
use his influence with some effect on behalf of the Jews 
(Ant.xx. 1 2 6 3 ) .  His uncle, Herod of Chalcis, had 
been invested by Claudius with the superintendence of 
the temple and the sacred treasury, together with the 
right of nominating the high priest (Ant. xx. 1 3 )  ; on 
his death in 48 A.D. these privileges were transferred to 
Agrippa 11. ' Agrippa also received his uncle's kingdom 
of Chalcis (50 A.D. : BJii. 121). Four years later he 
surrendered this, and received in return what had been 
the tetrarchy of Philip (viz. Batanaea, Gaulonitis, and 
Tracbonitis), with Abila, which had been the tetrarchy 
of Lysanias (BJii.128). This was in 53 A.D. This 
realm was further enlarged by Nero, who conferred 
upon him the cities and territories of Tiberias and 
Taricheae on the sea of Galilee, and the city of Julias 
with fourteen surrounding villages (BJii. 132 ; Ant. 
xx. 84). This accession of territory was made prob- 
ably in 56 A. D. (see Schur. Hist. 2 194 n. ). 

Agrippa gratified his hereditary passion for building 
by the improvement of his capital Caesarea (Philippi), 
which he named Neronias (see his coins), and by adding 
to the magnificence of the Roman colony of Berytus 
(Ant.xx.94). In all other directions his hands were 
tied, and the history of the previous few years must have 
convinced him that it was no longer possible for a Jewish 
king to play any independent part. It  is probable that 
his general policy should be ascribed to astuteness rather 
than to ' indolence and general feebleness ' (Schur. Hist. 
2196). By training he was far more a Roman than a 
Jew.Z Occasionally, indeed, he yielded to the claims of 
his Jewish descent (see, however, col. 754, top) ; but as 
a rule he was utterly indifferent to the religious interests 
of his time and country, and the subtleties of the scribes 
can only have amused him. 

(See Gritz, ' Agrippa 11. und der Zustand Judaa's nach dern 
Untergang Jerusalems,' MGWJ 30481-48g ['81]). 

In Acts 25 13-26 32 we have an interesting account of 
an  appearance of Paul before the Jewish king and the 
Roman governor Festus a t  Caesarea. The utterance of 
Agrippa in 2628 has been well explained by B. Weiss 
(At.-gesch., in 'Texte u. Untersuch. zur Gesch. der alt- 
Christ. Lit.' ix. 3 4). Inaccordance with what we know 
of Agrippa's character, it must be viewed as a virtual 
repudiation of that belief in the prophets which was 
attributed to him by Paul. I King Agrippa ! believest 
thou the prophets,' Paul, had said ; ' I know that thou 
believest ' (v. 27). The gently ironical rejoinder amounts 
to this .: ' on slight grounds you would make me a believer 
in your assertion that the Messiah has come.' (For 
another view see CHRISTIAN, NAME OF, col. 754, n. I). 

Agrippa did all in his power to restrain his country- 
men from going to war with Rome and rushing on 
destruction (Blii. 164) ; and he steadfastly maintained 
his own loyalty to Rome, even after his Galilaean cities 
joined the revolutionary party. There was no other 
course to pursue. The catastrophe was inevitable : the 
last of the Herods could not help witnessing, and to 
some extent aiding it. For a time he was at Rome : 
but on his return to Palestine he went to the camp of 
Titus, where he remained until the end of the war. 
Probably he was present at the magnificent games with 
which Titus celebrated at Caesarea (Philippi) his con- 
quest of Jerusalem (BY vii. 21). On the conclusion of 
the war Agrippa's dominions were extended in a northerly 
1 There is indeed no mention of the conferring of the right 

of appointing the high priest ; but Agrippa is found exercising 
it (Ant.xx. 8811, etc.). 

2 His coins, almost without exception, bear the name and 
image of the reigning emperor-Nero, Vespasian, Titus, and 
Domitian. 
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direction. In 75 A.D. he went to Rome, and was raised 
to the rank of praetor (Dio Cass. 66 15). We know that 
he corresponded with Josephus about the latter's History 
of the Jewish Way,  which he praised for its accuracy 
(Jos. Vit. 65 ; c. A$. 19).  He appears to have died in 
Trajan's third year (100 A.D.) .  He left no descendants ; 
perhaps, indeed, he was never married. His domains 
were incorporated in the province of Syria. 

9. Berenice. - (Bepvl~v [Ti. WH] : the Mace- 
donian form of ' ~ B P E V ~ K Q . )  The oldest of the three 
14. Berenice daughters of Agrippa I. (Jos. Ant. xix. 

She was betrothed to Marcus, son 
of Alexander the Alabarch ; but he died (Bernice). 91). 

before the marriage took place (Ant.  xix. 5 I). About 
41 A.D. ,  being then about thirteen years old, Berenice 
became the second wife of her uncle Herod of Chalcis,' 
by whom she had two sons, Bernicianus and Hyrcanus 
(BJii. 116). When Herod died in 48 A.D. Berenice 
joined her brother in Rome, and black stories were 
circulated as to their relationship.2 With the object of 
giving these rumours the lie, Berenice at length,3 by 
means of her wealth, induced Polemon II., king of 
Cilicia, to be circumcised and to marry her ; but she 
soon deserted him (66' citcohaulav, hs C@aaav, Jos. xx. 7 3 )  
and returned to Agrippa. She accompanied him on his 
visit to Festus, as above related (see 3 13. Acts2523, 
p a d  rrohhiis @avrauias, ' with great pomp,' refers 
especially to her, as is clear from the order of the words). 
She is next heard of in Jerusalem, fulfilling a ' vow of 
a Nazirite' (cp Nu. 61f.). That she inherited the 
personal courage which distinguished her family was 
shown by her brave attempt, at the risk of her life, to 
stay the massacre ordered by Florus, the last and worst 
of the procurators of Judzea (BJii. 151). Her sympathy 
was not allowed to blind her to the prudent course ; but, 
like her brother, she was an ardent supporter of the 
Roman cause, and of the Flavian dynasty in particular 
(Tac. Hist. 281). She was, in fact, a Jewish Cleopatra 
( 'on a small scale,' Momms. Prow. of Rom. Emp. 2219)~ 
and Titus, as early apparently as 67 A.D. ,  had fallen a 
victim to her charms ; his return to JudEa from Corinth 
in order to concert measures with his father on the 
downfall of Galba was ascribed by gossip to his 
passion (Tac. Hist. 22, 'accensum desiderio Berenices 
regin='). The intimacy was renewed in Rome in 75 
A.D. Berenice lived on the Palatine with him as his 
wife (Dio Cass. 6615, rrdvra ~ S T J  hs K U ~  yuv? ah06  o8ua 
&roie~), and it was said that Titus bad promised to make 
her his consort (Suet. Tit. 7). He was, however, too 
shrewd to endanger his popularity by opposition to the 
public feeling, and insisted upon her departure from 
the capital. After Vespasian's death she returned ; but 
Titus took no notice at all of her-she had played for 
an empire, and lost.4 

To these notices of her life we can only add the inscription 
found in Athens (CIG361=CIA 31, no. 556) :  'H pouX+ $ 
Apelou r&pu ia i  6 pouhiq 7i)v x' mi 6 Bipos 'Iovhiav Bepwein)v 
pauLhcuuav pcybhqv, 'Iouh~ou 'Ayplrrru pauihbs Buyarkpa K a i  
peybhwv ;Baurh&v eB~pye7iUv T$S ahheos ; K ~ O V O V .  

IO. Drusilla (Apouulhha [Ti. WH], Acts2424. A 
diminutive form, from Drusus : like Priscilla, Acts 182). 
15. Drusilla, The youngest of the three daughters of 

Agrippa I.,5 born about 38 A.D. (Jos. 

I His first wife was Mariamme, a granddaughter of Herod the 
Great ; by her he had one son Aristobiilus (Ant. xviii. 5 4). 

2 The scandal was evidendy current in Roman fashionable 
circles (Ant. xx. 7 3, 4ljpqs ~rru ,yov 'm~s,  ~ ; T L  7&8.6eh++ wvr iq  ; cp 
JUV. Sat. 6 1 5 6 x -  '. . . adamas notissimus et Beronices 

I n  digito factus pretiosior : hunc dedit olim 
Barbarus incest=, dedit hunc Agrippa sorori 
Observant ubi festa mer0 pede sabhata reges: 
Et vetus indulget senihus clementia porcis '). 

3 rohhv xp6vov &L 
4 Dio Cass. 66 IS; g e t .  Lc., 'Berenicen statim ab urbe dimisit 

Dio Cas&s alone clearl; 

5 The second daughter, Mariamme, is not mentioned in the 
For her career, curiously parallel to that of her sisters, see 

pav'uaua : Jos. Ant.  xx. 7 3. 

invitus invitam ; Aur. Vict. Epit. IO. 
distinguishes the two occasions. 

NT. 
Ant.xx.73. 
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Ant. xix. 91). She was betrothed by her father to 
Epiphanes, son of Antiochus, king of Commagene ; but 
he refused to be circumcised, and the marriage did not 
take place. After Agrippa 11. received his kingdom from 
Claudius, he gave his sister in marriage to Azizus, king 
of Emesa, on condition of his accepting circumcision. 
Antonius Felix, brother of the emperor’s powerful freed- 
man Pallas, was captivated by her beauty,l and em- 
ployed as his agent in seducing her affections one Simon,2 
a Cypriote, who had the reputation of being a magician 
(some would identify him with Simon Magus of Acts 
89). Partly in order to escape the persecutions of her 
sister Rerenice, who was jealous of her beauty, Drusilla 
deserted her husband and became the third wife of Felix, 
who was then procurator of Jurlzea (for his character, 
see Tac. Hist. 59 ; Ann. 1254 ; Suet. Claud. 28, ‘ trium 
reginarum maritus’). This was in 53 A.D. I t  is not 
always realised that Drusilla can only have been about 
sixteen years old at the time. 

In Acts 24 24 we read how Felix ‘with his wife Drusilla which 
was a Jewess’ (so AV ; 9 ”p‘p yuva i r i ,  W H  ; RV, ‘ with’D., his 
wife ; marg. ‘his own wife : /&la is omitted bv all uncial MSS. 
except BC;), heard Paul ‘concerning the -faith in Christ’ 
(in 58 A.D.). Drusilla would naturally he interested (like her 
brother Agrippa later, Acts 25 22) to hear some account of what 
professed to he the fulfilment of Jewish prophecy. According to 
someauthorities for the western text, indeed, the interview took 
place at  her special request (so restored in w. 24 by Blass, Act. 
Apost. ed. Phil. 1895, Lc $p&a lIriv rbv TI. rat dKo8uaL rbv  
Alyov. /?ouAdpevo~ o t v  2 i ravbv  ?rois;v &re, K . T . ~ .  ; and in 

1 Ant. xx. 7 2, Ka‘r ydp q v  rdhAw Tau& 6ragipovua. 
2 But Niese here reads’Aropov. 

Agrippa, 73 
Agrippa, a2 
Agrippa I., 51 
Agrippa 11. 67 
Agrippinns,’81 
Alexander, 24 
Alexander, 41 
Alexander, 52 
Alexander, 63 
Alexandra, 42 
Alexas, 21 
Alexas, 61 
Antigonus, d. of, 44 
Antipas, 29 
Antipater, I 
Antipater, 2 
Antipater, 23 
Antipater, 37 
Antipater, 39 
Archelaus, 30 
Archelaus, 76 
Aretas, d. of, 47 
Aristobulus, 25 
Aristobulus, 55 

Aristobulus 62 
Aristobulus: 74 
Azizus, 78 

Bernice, 38 
Bernice, 59 
Bernice 80 
Berniciinus, 64 

Cleopatra, 15 
Costobar, 20 

Cypros, 27 
Cypros, 4 

Cypros, 43 
Cypros, 56 
CYPrOs, 71 

Demetrius, 77 
Doris, II 
Drusilla, 70 ; 15 
Drusus, 68 , 

Elpis, a8 
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v. 27 the western text has rbv 82 II. 6Tauev ;v q p r j u r ~  &h Apo& 
u‘hhav-we must then suppose Drusilla to have been actuated 
by a spirit of revenge, like Herodias in the very similar case of 
John the Baptist). 

Drusilla bore to Felix a son, called Agrippa, who 
perished in the great eruption of Vesuvius (in the reign 
of Titus), by which Pompeii and Herculaneum were 
destroyed (Jos. Ant. xx. 7 2 ,  d veavfas O%TOS uLv r$ 
yuvawi . . . ?j$avfuOq ; some take this to mean ’ along 
with Drusilla,’ but more probably it signifies his own 
wife). 

The authority for the history of the whole Herodian family is 
Josephus ; isolated references only are found in other writers. 

Of modern books dealing with the history we 
16. Authorities. need only mention Schiirer’s great work, Ges- 

chichte des Judischen Volkes im Zeitalter 
/em Christi: the second edition of which is accessible in an 
English translation (6 vols.). Two vols. of a new edition in 
German have appeared (2,3, ’98). Farrar’s Hevods is a popular 
account written without sympathy or historical insight. The 
various ‘ Histories of N T  Times,’both English and foreign, deal 
with the family, deriving their facts from Schiirer. The evidence 
of the coins will be found in Madden’s Coins ofUeJews .  

Appended is a genealogy of the Herodian family. 
Names printed in heavy type are those of members of 
17. Genealogg the family mentioned in the NT. All 

the names in any one upright column 
are names either ( a )  of sons (or 

daughters) or ( a )  of husbands (or wives) or (c) of fathers 
(or mothers) of the persons named in the adjacent 
columns to right or to left respectively. The numbers 
attached to the nanies are the same as those attached 

and index. 

to them in the annexed index. W. J. W. 

INDEX 

Herod, 6 
Herod, 32 
Herod, 40 
Herod, 54 
Herod, 72 
Herod (Philip?), 28 
Herodias, 46 
Hyrcanus, 65 

Iotape 60 
Iotape: 66 

Malthace, r4 
Mariamme 12 
Mariamme: 13 
Mariamme, 48 

Mariamme, 57 
Mariamme, 69 

Olympias, 31 

Pallas, 16 
Phaedra 17 
Phasael,’5 
Phasael io 
Phasael: 14 
Pheroras-8 
Philip thk Tetrarch, 33 
Polemon, 75 

Roxana, 35 

Salampsio, Salome, g 22 

Salome, 36 
Salome, 49 

Tigranes, 53 
TigranesV 58 
Timius of dyprus, 50: 
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{Antipater 39 

m aJ 

N 

8 

Antipater,Q= Cypros 
poisoned, 
43 B.C. 

Antipaterl 

Joseph,Z 
executed, 34 B.C. 
= Salome 9 

E: 
P 

Phasael,5 
t40 B.C 

Lrod,S 
:he Great. 
t4 B.C. 

- Phasael 10 

=Doris 11 -Antipater,23 

4lexander,24 
executed, 4 B.C. 

executed, 7 B.C. 

= Mariamme 12 
the Hasdonean, 
executed, 29 B.C. 

Her6dm 
Alexander 41 
Alexandraa =Timius of C prus.E4 
C rosa  =Agrippa I.5y 

Tigranes V 58 Alexan r,63 

= Salampsio 22 

=Daughter of Antigonu22 
(the last of the Hasmonaeans). 

k. of Armenia. =Iotape d. of  
Antiochus, k. of 
Commagene. 

Herodm 

Aristotulus 74 j =Mariamme57 -Aristobulusm =Salome49 
Bernicianus 64 Herod 54 ( k. o i  Chalcis, { Hyrcanusel 

+A8 A.D. 

=Bernice38 - 4ristobulus,~ 
executed, 7 B.C. 

Ar'i;tobulus55 = Iotape,so -1otape 66 
d. of Sampsigera- 
mus, k. of Emesa. 

Agrippa II ( t 1 w A . D .  

A son who died young 
in Rome26 I T n c  R f  
i. 22 2). 

3alampsio.- 

Zyprosm 

Drusus 68- 
(died young). 

I =Herod.54 

=Mariamme,13- Herod (Philip ?)% 
d. of Simon the 
high-priest. 

(*!:I%?:, 39 A.D. 

=Antipater37 - Cypros56 
=Herodiasa - Salome49 
=Daughter of { Aretas,47 k. of Arabia. 
=Herodim46 

Mariamme 48 
A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~  A.D. { - Glaphyra e 
Olympias 31 =Joseph 19 

IU~...,I w 

=two unknown. 

'heroras.8 
fell in battle, 38 B.C. 

Herod (PhiliplP {: -Antipasw 

cypros71 =AlexasGl- 
Philip, the Tetrarch.33 

-Aristobulus 62 

= OIympias31- Mariammes? = Herod,# 
k. of Chalcis. 

ts B.C. Joseph,3-- Antipate137 = Cypros 21 

tro A.D. 1 (= executed, 34 P.C. 

executed, z j  B.C. 
;alome,g = Costobar,Z'J --Bernice38 =Aristobulus,B 

executed, 7 B.C. 
=Alexas21 

la. 

=Felix,7@ k. of Emesa. -Agrippa,SZ 

procurator t79 A.D. 
of Judaea. 

W. J. W. 



HERODIANS 
RERODIANS (HPUAIANOI [Ti.] ; -pwA- [WHI). 

The Herodians were the adherents of the dynasty of 
Herod, who made common cause with the Pharisees 
against Jesus, as they had previously done against John 
the Baptist (Lk. 1331). Jesus, on his side, did not spare 
denunciation of his opponents, in whom he recognised 
in different forms the same corrupting power, the same 
'leaven' of wickedness. 'Beware,' he said (Mk. 815), 
'of the leaven of the Pgarisees and of the leaven of 
Herod ' (we may disregard the slightly supported read- 
ing T ~ W  Hpw8iavwv). 

In Mt. 16 12 ' leaven is explained to mean 'teaching' (SiSapj). 
The early evangelic tradition however, seems not to have been 
unanimous as to the meadng of 'leaven'' in Lk.121 the 
' leaven of the Pharisees ' is interpreted as ' hydocrisy. We may 
venture then to give the phrase 'the leaven of Herod' its natural 
explanation ; it means the vital spirit of the kingdom of Herod, 
just as the ' leaven ' of the parable in Mt. 13 33 Lk. 13 21, means 
the vital spirit of the kingdomof heaven. Cp GOSPELS, I140(c). 

At the time when the question respecting the tribute 
money was put to Jesus (Mt. 2217 Mk. 1214)-a question 
in putting which the ' Herodians' as well as the 
Pharisees were concerned-Jud;ea was not under any 
member of the .Herodian family, but under a Roman 
procurator. Still, the Herodian spirit lived on. It  
was not true, as the Herodians pretended, that they 
scrupled about paying tribute to Caesar ; what they 
longed for was the re-establishment of the Herodian 
kingdom in spite of its subjection to Rome, as repre- 
senting that union of Hellenism and Judaism which 
seemed to enable Jews to 'make the best of both 
worlds.' Such a re-establishment, however, was hindered 
by the preachers of Messianism, and the friends of 
Herodianism recognised Jesus as one of these. S O 
these ' spies,' as they are called (Lk. 2020)) put the in- 
sidious question to him, ' Is it lawful to give tribute 
unto Caesar, or not,' simply ' that they might catch him 
in talk,' and accuse him to the governor. 

The Herodians are referred to again in Mk. 36. 
Early in the Ga1il;ean ministry of Jesus they are said 
to have joined the Pharisees in plotting his destruction. 
This, however, is evidently a mistake. In the country 
of the tetrarch Antipas there could not be a party called 
' Herodians.' If Greek-speaking Jews in Galilee ever 
used the term'Hpw8ravoi, they could only mean by it 
' members of the household of Herod,' a meaning which, 
to be sure, is not unsupported in modern times, but is 
unsuitable in Mk. 1213. and is not favoured by the 
phraseology of J0sephus.l 

It  is remarkable that in Mt. 166 the place of the 
' Herodians' is taken by the Sadducees. No stress, 
however, can be laid upon this; there is no evidence 
that there was a faction of the Sadducees which was 
devoted to the interests of the Herodian family. It  was 
more natural to the evangelist to speak of the Pharisees 
and the Sadducees; he had no thought of suggesting 
that the Sadducees and the Herodians had any points 
in common. Still less can the Pharisees and the 
Herodians have had any real sympathy. There is in 
10s. Ant. xvii. 34 a story that the Pharisees predicted 
the fall of Herod and his house and the accession of his 
brother Pheroras to the throne of Israel ; this is rightly 
rejected by Wellhausen (IJGrA) 337 n.). Just as little 
could they have attached their hopes for the future 
to Herod or to any Herodian prince. Yet as early a 
writer as Tertullian (De p?-ascr@t. adu. hayet., Append. ) 
speaks of those who ' Christum Herodeni esse dixerunt,' 
and as modem a writer as Renan ( Vie de I&Ls, 226) 
supposes the Boethosian section of the Sadducees to 
be intended by the Herodians of the evangelists. Hitzig 
too ( G Y I  559) apparently agrees with Tertullian. 
These views and a similar theory of Ewald (GVZ453z 
547) no longer find any support. 

On the name HpwhavoL cp the remarks on the form 'Christiay' 
CHRISTIAN, NAM& OF, B 4. See also Keim, Herodianer, in 

1 'HpdBsror (B]i. 166)=those of Herod's party, in antithesis 

Bi6. Lex. T. K. C. 

to 'AurLy6vctoL. 

2,343 

HESHMON 
HERODIAS (~pwhiac) ,  Mt. 146, etc. See 

HEROD, IO. 

HERODION ( H P W A ~ W N  17;". WH]) is saluted in 
Rom. 1611 as 'my kinsman, an expression which 
suggests that he was of Jewish origin (cp ROMANS, §§ 
4, IO). The name would indicate the freedman of some 
prince of the dynasty of Herod. Weizsacker (Apost. 
Age, 1397 399) suggests that he may have worked for 
Christ within the household of Narcissus mentioned just 
afterwards (cp APELLES). 

I n  the list of the  Pseudo-Dorotheus, Herodion figures a s  
bishop of Patras. According to the irrrbpnlpa of Peterand Paul 
by the Pseudo-Symeon Metaphrastes he was so consecrated by 
Peter and he and Olympas were bothbeheaded a t  Rome at the 
time Ahen Peter was crucified there. H e  is commemorated in 
in the Greek M e w u  on 8th April. 

HERON (?leJK), an unclean bird (Lev. 1119 Dt. 
1 4 r S T  ; xapaAploc [BAFL]), for which RVmg, suggests 
' ibis ' as an alternative rendering (Onk. U'y). Accord- 
ing to the Lexicons 'ZnZphZh is of quite uncertain mean- 
',"g; Lidd. and Scott translate e's Xapa8pr6s the 
stone- curlew ' or thick - kneed bustard, Edicnemzis 

crepitans; but even if this be correct one hesitates to 
identify this bird with the '&iphZh. Unless the word 
'ZnZphZh is misplaced, we may with some confidence 
infer from the proximity of " p a ,  ' stork,' that it means 
the ordev of herons (note 'after its kind'). At least 
seven species of heron are common in Palestine. 

Both the Common and the Purple Herons (Ardeu cinerea 
and A .  purpurea) the Egrets (A.  alba and A .  gurzetta) and 
the Squacco Herdn (A. raZZofdes), as well as the Buff-baiked, 
may often he seen fishing by the Sea of Galilee and of the 
Buff-hacked Heron (A. bz~buk74~). ofte? called the' White Ibis, 
'immense flocks live and breed in the impenetrable swamps of 
the Huleh ' (Tristram NHB 2413). 

It is this class of birds which is presumably meant by the 
Ass. anpatu, with which the Lexicons (after Friedr. Del.) 
naturally compare 'Endphdh. The Ibis, bpth white and hlack, 
is common in the swamps of the Egyptian Delta, and may 
in the winter be seen anywhere in the hasin of the Upper 
Nile. The Egyptians held it sacred to Thoth. Ibis. 
however, is too definite a rendering. 

T. K. C.-A. E. S. 

HESED (YDn),  I I<. 410 ; 
HESHBkW (Ij3~Q ; G C ~ B U N  [BKAQ] ; hesebon), a 

town of Moah, often mentioned in the Hexateuch (JE, 
D, and P)  : in Is. 154 16Sf .  Jer. 482 34 45 493; in 
Cant. 74[5] (MT, 6, but see BATH-RABBIM) ; and in 
Judith 5 15 (eaepwv [e]  mas [B], euepwv [HA]). Heshbon 
(vaepwv, eaepwv) and the ' Hesebonitis ' ( E U ~ P W Y L T C E ,  
eauep. uep. ) are named repeatedly also in Josephus (Ant. 
xii. 411 xiii. 154 xv. 85,. BJ ii. 181 iii. 33)  and euuePwv 
or Ese6on is defined in OSl l7zgf i  25.3248 as being 
the contemporary E U ~ O U E  or Esbus, ' a  notable city of 
Arabia in the mountains facing Jericho, 20 R. m. from 
the Jordan.' It  is the modern fleshin, which is finely 
situated on the edge of the W. HesbHn at a height of 
600 feet above the 'Ain HesbZn, and close to the water- 
shed from which the W. Habis drains southwards into 
the ZerkB Ma'in. The ruins, chiefly Roman, are mainly 
on two hills, 2930 and 2954 feet above sea level ; Mt. 
Nebo, 5 miles to the SW. is considerably lower (2643 
ft.). There are remains of a castle and of a temple, 
and on the east, at the base of the castle hill, a great 
reservoir, now ruinous and dry. ' It is a difficult thing,' 
remarks Post (PEFQ, '88, p. 'go), ' for the imagination 
to restore to the reservoir the beauty which made the 
fishpond of Heshbon, a suitable simile for the eyes of 
Solomon's bride ' (Cant. 7 4 151). There are, of course, 
plenty of pools near the 'Ain Hesbgn (see Tristram, 
Land of Moab, 340). The text, however, is open to 
suspicion ; see BATH-RABBIM. 

On 
the modern topography see Tristram as above; and Suruey of 
E. Palesfine, 1 esp. 104fi, and map. 

RV BEN-HESED. 

For the ancient history of Heshbon see MOAB, SIHON. 

HESHMON (line? ; A C E M U N  [L], BA om.). an 
unidentified pl+ce on the Edomite border of Judah 
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HETH 
(Josh. 1527) ,  mentioned urith Moladah and Beersheba. 
Hence perhaps came the Hasmonzans (+en). 

See HITTITES. 

. -  
HETH (nn), Gen. 1015 etc. 

HETHLON (fl$nn ; the THC KATABAINOYCHC KAI 

TIEPICXIZOYCHC, and T. KATABACEUC TOY r repi -  
CX~ZONTOC of BBAQ do not recognise the word as a 
proper name ; Syr. Hethrhz). The ' way of Hethlon' 
is one of a series of landmarks by which Ezekiel 
(47 15 48 I )  defines the ideal north boundary of Canaan. 
In Nu. 3 4 7 8  (post-exilic), where the boundary is on 
the whole the same, Hethlon does not appear. In 
Ezekiel it seems to lie between the point where the 
border leaves the Mediterranean and that at which it 
strikes the Hamathite frontier. If, as seems possible, 
Ezekiel (like Josh. 135) contemplates the inclusion in 
Canaan of Phcenicia as far N. as Gebal and of all 
Lebaqon, the 'way of Hethlon' may be identical 

The name Pentateuch, found already in Tertullian 
and origen, corresponds to the Jewish cwn,rn ;lann 
several books were named by the Jews from their initial 
words, though, at least, Leviticus, Numbers, and 
Deuteronomy had also titles resembling those we use 
-viz. , I Prizsts' Tor& ' (Pq;l> mln), I The Fifth con- 

;n,rnn (the five-fifths of the Torah, or L , ~ )  ; the 

taining the enumeration of the people, the mustering,, 
P'llpDn '" (AMMBC@EKWAEiM' Orken, in Eus. 
HE 6 q), and Duplicate of the Torah ' (illln nW0).  
The Pentateuch, together with Joshua, Judges, and 
Ruth, with which it is usually united in Greek MSS, 
makes up the Octateuch ; the Pentateuch and Joshua 

The date of the division of the Torah into five books 
be made Out ; it 's Older than the 

Septuagint translation. See CANON, 2 3 8  

together have been named the Hexateuch. 

A.  EARLIEST CRITICISM. 
At an early date, doubts suggested themselves as to 

1. Earliest the Mosaic authorship ; but it was not 
criticism. till the seventeenth century that these 

became SO strong that they could not be 
suppressed. 

It was observed that Moses does not speak of himself in the 

third,-a writer, too, who lived long after. ne expression of 
Gen. 126 'the Canaanite was then in the land ' is spoken to 

.readers k h o  had long forgotten that a differeth nation from 
\;Israel had once occupied the Holy Land : the wordsof Gen. 3B 31 

these are the kings that reigned in the land of Edom, before therd 

1 [The general articles on the several books of the Hexateuch 

first person, hut that other writer speaks of him in the 

2 Hobhes, Leuiathan, 33 ; Peyrerius, Syst. theol. ex Pra. 
adamitarum N fofhesi, 4 13 ; Spinoza, TY. Theoiogico.foi., 
7 ; R. Simon, dst. Crit. du VT, 15-7 ; Le Clerc, Sentiinens 
d .  pudques Ilr4oOlogiens de HoZZana'e (Amst., 1635)~ lett. 6. 

HEXATEUCH 

ii. Of legendary history (5s zz-z.+). 
iii. Objections to hypothesis ($$ 25.30). 

reigned any king over the children of Israel ' have no prophetic 
aspect ' they point to an author who wrot; under the Hebrew 

cannot possibly bk cited by Moses himself as  it contains a 
record of his own deeds. and when Dt. 34 io (cp Nu. 12) says  
that 'there arose not a prophe;since in Israel like unto Moses,' 
the writer is necessarily one who looked back to Moses through 
a longRneries Of later prophets' 

contradictions, inequalities, tra.nspositions, and repeti- 
tions of events in the Pentateuch, such as  excluded the zz;r:::: ~ ~ G ~ ~ ~ o  aa:pii i;f","," 
iInpossible chrono~ogica~ and on the incon- 
gruity of Gen. 1 and 2, which he pressed very strongly, 

observations could not but grievously shake the per- suasion that Moses was the author of the Pentateuch, 
whilst at the same time they directed criticism to a less 
negative task-viz., the analysis of the Pentateuch. 
For this, indeed, the seventeenth century did not eKect 
anything considerable ; but at least two conclusions 
came out with sufficient clearness. The first of these 
was the self-contained character of Deuteronomy, which 
in those days there was a disposition to regard as the 
oldest book of the Pentateuch, and that with the best 

teuchal laws atid the Pentateuchal history were sharply 
distinguished ; the chief difficulties were felt to lie in 
the narrative, and there seemed to be less for 
questioning the Mosaic authorship Of the laws. 

Spinoza's bold conjecture that in their present form 
not the Pentateuch but the Other 

2. Astruce books of the OT were composed by Ezra 
ran far ahead of the laborious investigation 

monarc2hy. Again the 'book Of the OfYahwb 21 14) 

At the same time attention \vas drawn to a variety of 

he rested his hypothesis of the preadamites, Such 

to In *e second place the 

, 

of details necessary to solve the previous question of the 
composition of the Pentateuch. Jean Astruc has the 
merit of opening the true path of this investigation. 
He recognised in Genesis two main sources, between 
which he divided the whole materials of the book, with 
some few exceptions, and these sources he distinguished 
by the mark that the one used for God the name 
Elohim (Gen, 1 5 ; cp Ex, 63)  and the other the name 

e n .  2-4).l ~ s t r ~ c ' s  hypothesis, fortified by 
the observation of other linguistic differences which 
regularly accompanied the variation in the names of 

1 Conjectures SUY Zes mPtrroires originaux dont iZparoit pwe 
Moyse s'esf semi pour coniposer k iivre de la Gen&e(Brnssels, 
1753). Cplourn .  des SGauans, Oct. 1767, pp. 291'305. 

with the route from the coast up the Eleutheros 
(Nuhr eZ-Kebir) round the northern slopes of Lebanon 
to Emesa (Him:) and Riblah. In that case we may 
consider Furrer's proposal (ZDPV 827)  to identify 
Hethlon with the village of Hei te lu ,  N. of Tripoli, 
between Nahr el-Kebir and Nahr *Akk%r (Robinson, 
BR 4 576). 

The scholar who warned us so pointedly against 
dwelling too much on possibv casual resemblances of 
names would not have been sorry for an excuse to 
abandon this hazardous conjecture (for another, see 
van Kasteren, Rev. bibZ., '95,  p. 24 ; cp Hommel, in 
Hastings' D B 2 3 6 3 ) .  As Halevy (Yourn. As.,  Jan.- 
Feb. '99) has seen, i i i n  and iii, the words preceding 
i i h n  in Ezek. 4715 and 481 respectively, should be 
1:v~ (see HADRACH). It follows that iisnn ( '  Hethlon ') 
is a corruption of ]?iFmF ; a verb is almost, if not quite, 
necessary. For the reason of the choice of this verb. 
see HOR, MOUNT, 2. W. R. S..-T. K. C. 
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HEXATEUCH HEXATEUCH 
God, was introduced into Germany by Eichhorn (Bid .  
i n  d. A T ) ,  and proved there the fruitful and just point 
of departure for all further inquiry. At first, indeed, 
it was with but uncertain steps that critics advanced 
from the analysis of Genesis to that of the other hooks, 
where the simple criterion of the alteruatiou of the 
3. Fragment divine names was no longer available. 

In the hands of the Scotsman Geddes 
and the German Vater the Pentateuch hypothesis' 

resolved itself into an agglomeration of longer and 
shorter fragments, between which no threads of con- 
tinuous connection could be traced ( '  Fragment- 
hypothesis '). The Fragment - hypothesis was mainly 
supported by arguments drawn from the middle books 
of the Pentateuch, and as limited to these it long found 
wide support. Even De Wette.started from it in his 
investigations ; but this was really an inconsistency, for 
his fundamental idea was to show throughout all parts 
of the Pentateuch traces of certain common tendencies, 
and even of one deliberate plan ; nor was he far from 
recognizing the close relation between the Elohist of 
Genesis and the legislation of the middle books. 

De Wette's chief concern, however, was not with the 
literary but with the historical criticism of the Penta- 
teuch, and in the latter he made an epoch. 

In his Disseriatio Crifica of 1805 (Opusc. Theol. 149-168) he 
placed the composition of Deuteronomy in 

4. Historical the time of King Josiah(arguing from a com- 
criticism parison of z K. 2 2 s  with Dt. 12), and pro- 

( D ~  wette). nounced it to he the most recent stratum of 
the Pentateuch, not, as had previously been 

supposed the oldest. 
In his 'Kritischer Versuch &CY die G2andwurdghe;t der 

Bucher der Chronik (1806) he showed that the laws of Moses 
are unknown to the post-Mosaic history; this he did by in- 
stituting a close comparison of Samuel and Kings with 
Chronicles, from which it appeared that the variations of the 
latter are to be explained not by the use of other sources, but 
solely by the desire of the Jewish scribes to shape the history 
in conformity with the law and to give the law that place in 
history which, to their surprke, had not been conceded to it by 
the older historical books. 

Finally, in his Krif ik der Mosaischen Geschichfe (1807), De 
Wette attacked the method then prevalent in Germany of 
eliminating all miracles and prophecies from the Bible by ex- 
plaining them away, and then rationalizing what remained into 
a dry prosaic pragmatism. De Wette refuses to find any history 
in the Pentateuch; all is legend and poetry. The Pentateuch 
is an authority not for the history of the time it deals with, but 
only for the time in which it was written; it is he says the 
conditions of this milch later time which the auihor ide&es 
and throws back into the past, whether in the form of narrative 
o r  of law. 

De Wette's brilliant d/6ut, which made his reputation 
for the rest of his life,% exercised a powerful influence on 
his contemporaries. For several decennia all who were 
open to critical ideas at all stood under his influence. 

Gramberg, Leo, and Von Bohlen wrote under this influence. 
Gesenius in Halle, the greatest Hebraist then living, taugh; 
under it : nay, Vatke and George were guided by De Wette's 
ideas and started from the ground that he had conquered 
although they advanced beyond him to a much more definit; 
and better established position, and were also diametrically 
opposed to him in one most important point, of which we shall 
have more to say presently.3 

Meantime a reaction was rising which sought to 
direct criticism towards positive rather than negative 

The chief representatives of 
thls positive criticism, which now took 
up a distinct attitude of opposition to the 

negative criticism of De Wette, were Bleek, Ewald, 
Movers, and Hitzig. By giving up certain parts of the 
Pentateuch, especially Deuteronomy, they thought them- 
selves able to vindicate certain other parts as beyond 

5. Literary results. 

1 Alex. Geddes, Crit. Renzarks on the He&. Scripi. 1800: 
J. S. Vater, Conznz. ii6. den Pent. (1802.5). 

2 [De Wette scarcely maintained the high position as a critic 
which he conquered by his early writings. What the causes of 
this were, and what were De Wette's services to the general 
critical and theological movement, have been described by Che. 
Founders, '93.1 

3 H. +, Vorlesuneen %bey die Geschichte des jMischen 
P a d s ,  2 8 ;  C. P. W. Gramberg. Krifiscke Geschichfe der 
$'eZigionsideen des A T  '29'30 ; P. v. Bohlen, Die Genesis, 
35 ; W. Vatke, Biidisisrk> ThmZogie, '35 ; J. F. L. George, Die 

iilferen judischen Fesfe, '35. 

doubt genuinely Mosaic, just in the same way as they 
threw over the Davidic authorship of certain psalms in 
order to strengthen the claim of others to bear his 
name. The procedure by which particular ancient 
hymns or laws were sifted out from the Psalter or the 
Pentateuch was arbitrary; but up to a certain point 
the reaction was in the right. 

De Wette and his followers had really gone too far in apply. 
ing the same measure to all arts of the Pentateuch, and had 
been satisfied with a very inazquate insight into its composition 
and the relation of its parts. Historical criticism had hurried 
on too fast, and literary criticism had now to overtake it. De 
Wette himself felt the necessity for this, and from the year 1817 
onwards-the year of the first edition of his Binleiiwng-he 
took an active and useful part in the solution of the problems of 
Pentateuchal analysis. 

The Fragment-hypothesis was now superseded ; the 
connection of the Elohist of Genesis with the legislation 
6. Supplement- of the middle books was clearly 

recognized, and the book of Joshua 
was included as the conclusion of the hypothesis. 

Pentateuch. The closely-knit connection and regular 
structure of the narrative of the Elohist impressed the 
critics ; it seemed to supply the skeleton which had 
been clothed with flesh and blood hy the Yahwist, in 
whose contributions there was no such obvious cou- 
formity to a plan. From all this it was naturally con- 
cluded that the Elohist had written the Grundschygf or 
primary narrative, which lay before the Yahwist and 
was supplemented by him ( ' Supplement-hypothesis ').I 

This view remained dominant till Hupfeld in 1853 
published his Die Quelkn der Genesis und die A r t  
7. Hupfeld. ihrer Zusummensefaung. Hupfeld denied 

that the Yahwist followed the context of 
the Elohistic narrative, merely supplementing it by 
additions of his own. He pointed out that such 
Elohistic passages in Genesis as clearly have undergone 
a Yahwistic redaction (e.g., chaps. 20-22) belong to an 
Elohist different from the author of Gen. 1. Thus he 
distinguished three independent sources in Genesis ; 
and he assumed further, somewhat rashly, that no one 
of them had anything to do with the others till a fourth 
and later writer wove them all together into a single 
whole. This assumption was corrected by Noldeke, 
8. NBldeke. who showed that the second Elohist is 

preserved only in extracts embodied in 
the Yahwistic book, that the Yahwist and 'second' 
Elohist form one whole and the Grundschyift another, 
and that thus, in spite of Hupfeld's discovery, the 
Pentateuch (Deuteronomy being excluded) was still to 
be regarded as made up of two great layers. 
has also the honour of having been the first to trace in 
detail how the Elohistic Gyundschy@ runs through the 
whole Hexateuch, and of having described with masterly 
hand the peculiar and inflexible type of its ideas and 
language. In this task he was aided by the valuable 
material collected in Knobel's c~mmentaries.~ 

The work of synthesis, however, did not hold even 
pace with the critical analysis ; indeed, the true scope 

Noldeke 

9. synthesis. of the problem was not as yet realized. 
As regards the narrative matter it was 

forgotten that, after the Yahwistic ( L e . ,  JEs), the 
Deuteronomic, and the priestly versions of the history 
had been happily disentangled from one another, it was 
necessary to examine the mutual relations of the three, 
to consider them as marking so many stages of a his- 
torical tradition, which had passed through its suc- 
cessive phases under the action of living causes, and 
the growth of which could and must be traced and 
historically explained. Still greater faults of omission 
characterized the critical treatment of the legal parts of 
the Pentateuch. Bleek,4 the oracle in all such matters 

1 Rleek. in Rosenmiiller's Rejertoriuw, 1822, and in St. KY., 
1831 : Ewald, St. Kr., 1831 ; Tuch, Genesis, 1838 ; especially 
De V'ette in the various editions of his Einleitung. 

'61. 
2 Unfevsuchungen zur Fritik des A T, '69. 
3 Gen., 3. ; Ex.-Lto., 57 ' Nunt. Df. Josh 
4 For critical sketches of Bieek. Ewald. and'Hitzie see Che, 

Rounders. 
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HEXATEUGH HEXATEUGH 
of the German school of ' Vermittelungstheologen ' (the 
.theologians who tried to mediate between orthodoxy 
and criticism alike in doctrine and in history), never 
looked beyond the historical framework of the priestly 
laws, altogether shutting his eyes to their substance. 
He never thought of instituting an exact comparison 
between them and the Deuteronomic law, still less of 
examining their relation to the historical and prophetical 
books, with which, in truth, as appears from his Zrriro- 
duction, he had only a very superficial acquaintance. 
Ewald, on the other hand, whose views as to the 
Priestly Code were cognate to those of Bleek, un- 
doubtedly had an intimate acquaintance with Hebrew 
antiquity, and understood the prophets as no one else 
did. But he too neglected the task of a careful com- 
parison between the different strata of the Pentateuchal 
legislation, and the equally necessary task of deter- 
mining how the several laws agreed with or direred 
from such definite data for the history of religion as 
could be collected from the historical and prophetical 
books. He had therefore no fixed measure to apply 
to the criticism of the laws, though his conception of 
the history suffered little, and his conception of prophecy 
still less, from the fact that in shaping them he left the 
law practically out of sight, or only called it in from 
time to time in an irregular and rather unnatural way. 

Meanwhile, two Hegelian writers, starting from the 
original position of De Wette, and moving on lines 

True apart from the beaten track of criticism, 
method. F d  actually effected the solution of the most 

important problem in the whole sphere of 
OT study. Vatke (on whom see Cheyne's book already 
mentioned) and George have the honour of being the 
first by whom the question of the historical sequence of 
the several stages of the law was attacked on a sound 
method, with full mastery over the available evidence, 
and with a clear insight into the far-reaching scope of 
the problem. Their works made no permanent impres- 
.sion, however, and were neglected even by Reuss, 
although this scholar had fallen at the same time upon 
quite similar ideas, which he did not venture to publish. 

The following propositions were formulated by Reuss in 1833 
.(or, as he elsewhere gives the date, in 1834), though they were 

not published till 1879. I. L'tlement historique du 
11. Reuss. Pentateuquepeut et doit &re examine B part et ne 

pas &re confondu ax*ec l'dl6ment legal. 2. L'un et  
I'autre ont pu exister sans redaction kcrite. La  mention chez 
dauciens kcrivains, de certaines traditions patriarcalks ou 
mosaiques, ne prouve pas l'existence du Pentateuque, et  une 
nation peut avoir un droit coutumier sans code h i t .  3. Les 
traditions nationales des Israelites rernonteut plus haut que 
les lois du Pentateuque et la redaction des premieres est 
.ant&rieure B celle des secondes. 4. L'interCt principal de 
l'historien doit porter sur la date des lois, parce que sur 
ce terrain il a plus de chance d'arriver B des resultats certains. 
I1 faut en consequence proceder B l'interrogatoire des temoins. 
5. L'histoire racontee dans les livres des Juges et de Samuel, 
et  m&me en partie celle comprise dans les livres des Rois, est en 
contradiction avec des lois dites mosaiques ; donc celles-ci etaient 
inconnnes B l'epoque de la redaction de ces livres, B plus forte 
raison elles n'ont pas e.xiste dans les temps qui y sont decrits. 
6. Lqs prophetes du 8e et du 7e sibcle ne savent rien du code 
mosaique. 7. Jeremie est le premier prophete qui connaisse 
une loi ecrite et ses citations rapportent au Deuteronome. 
8. Le Deuteronome (4 45-28 68) est le livre que les prgtres pre- 
tendaient avoir trouve dans le temple, du. temps du roi Josias. 
Ce code est la partie la plus ancienne de la legislation (redigbe) 

-comprise dans le Pentateuque. 9. L'histoire des Israelites, en 
tant qu'il s'agit du developpement national determine par des Fj: Fs, se divisera en deux periodes, avant et apr&s Josias. 

zechiel est anterieur B la redaction du code rituel et des 
lois qui out definitivement organis6 la hierarchie. 11. Le livre 
de JosuC n'est pas, tant s'en faut, la partie la plus recente de 
l'ouvrage entier. 12. Le redacteur du Pentateuque se distingue 
clairement de I'ancien prophbte Moyse. (L'kistoire saint8 et Za 
Zoi, 23f: [Paris,,'791.) 

The new ideas lay dormant for thirty years when 
-they were revived through a pupil of Reuss, K. H. 

He too was deemed at first to lz>E:zpts :;:an easy victory to the weapons of 
' critical analysis,' which found many 

vulnerable points in the original statement of his views. 
For, while Graf placed the legislation of the middle 
books very late, holding it to have been framed after 
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the great captivity, he at first still held fast to the doctrine 
of the great antiquity of the so-called Elohist of Genesis 
(in the sense which that term bore before Hupfeld's 
discovery), thus violently rending the Priestly Code in 
twain, and separating its members by an interval of 
half a millennium. This he was compelled to do, 
because, for Genesis at least, he still adhered to the 
supplement hypothesis, according to which the Yahwist 
worked on the basis laid by the (priestly) Elohist. 
Here, however, he was tying himself by bonds which 
had been already loosed by Hupfeld ; and, as literary 
criticism actually stood, it could show no reason for 
holding that the Yahwist was neccssarily later than the 
Elohist. In the end, therefore, literary criticism offered 
itself as Grafs auxiliary. Following a hint of Kuenen's, 
he embraced the proffered alliance, gave up the violent 
attempt to divide the Priestly Code, and proceeded 
without further obstacle to extend to the historical part 
of that code as found in Genesis those conclusions 
which he had already established for its main or legis- 
lative part. Graf himself did not live to see the victory 
of his cause. The task of developing and enforcing 
his hypothesis was left to others, primarily to the great 
Leyden critic, A. Kuenen.1 

B. GRAF-WELLHAUSEN HYPOTHESIS. 
The characteristic feature in the hypothesis of Graf is 

that the Priestly Code is placed later than Deuteronomy, 
13. Grafian so that the order is no longer Priestly 
hypothesis. Code, Yahwist (JE), Deuteronomy, but 

Jehovist (JE), Deuteronomy, Priestly 
Code. The method of inquiry has been already indi- 
cated ; the three strata of the Pentateuch are compared 
with one another, and at the same time the investigator 
seeks to place them in their proper relation to the 
successive phases of Hebrew history as these are known 
to us from other and undisputed evidence. The 
process may be shortened if it be taken as agreed that 
the date of Deuteronomy is known from z K. 22 (see 
DEUTERONOMY, $5 2 8 )  ; for this gives us at starting a 
fixed point, to which the less certain points can be re- 
ferred: 

The method can be applied alike to the historical and to the 
legal parts of the three strata of the Hexateuch. For JE gives 
legislative matter in Ex. 20-23 34, and Deuteronomy and the 
Priestly Code embrace historich matters ; moreover, we always 
find that the legal standpoint of each author influences his 
presentation of the history, and vice versa. The most important 
point, however, is the comparison of the laws, especially of the 
aws about worship, with the statements in the historical and 

prophetical books. .~ 
I. the principallaw-book embodiedin JE, the so-called 

Book of the Covenant, takes it for granted in Ex. 20 24-26 
14. that altars are many, not one. Here 

First perioi : there is no idea of attaching value to the 
retention of a single place for the altar; 
earth and rough stones are to be found 

everywhere, and an altar of these materials falls into 
ruins as easily as it is built. Again a choice of 
materials is given, presumably for the construction of 
different altars, and Yahw8 proposes to come to his 
worshippers and bless them, not in the place where he 
causes his name to be celebrated, but at every such 
place. The law adopted in JE therefore agrees with 
the customary usage of the earlier period of Hebrew 
history ; and so too does the narrative, according to 
which the patriarchs wherever they reside erect altars, 
set up cippi (.zqi&?fh), plant trees, and dig wells. 

The places of which these acts of the patriarchs are related 
are not fortuitous they are the same places as were afterwards 
famous shrines. ?his is why the narrator speaks of them ; his 
interest in the sites is not antiquarian ; it is due to the practical 
importance they held in the worship of his own day. The 
altar which Abraham built a t  Shechem is the same on which 

JE. 

1 K. H .  Graf Diegeschichtlichen Bitckevda A T  '66' essays 
by Graf, in Gerx's Archiv, 1225 8 466 8 ; A.' Kuenen in 
De'Godsdiensi van Israel, z vols. '69-'70 (ET '74-'75). and 
his essays in TAT, '77-'84. See hso [especially] J. Well. 
hausen, Pvolegomena zur Geschickfe ZsraeZsP), '99. 
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sacrifices still continued to he offered Jacob's anointed stone 
a t  Bethel was still anointed, and tithes'were still offered at it in 
fulfilment of vows, in the writer's own generation. 

The things which a later generation deemed offensive 
and heathenish-high places, ma@5ih, sacred trees, 
and wells-all appear here as consecrated by patriarchal 
precedent, and the narrative can be understood only as 
a picture of what occurred daily in the first century (or 
thereabout) after the division of the kingdoms, thrown 
back into the past and clothed with ancient authority. 
2. The Deuteronomic legislation begins (Deut. 12), 

just like the Book of the Covenant, with a law for the 
16. second place of worship. Now, however, there 
period: D. IS a complete change; Yahwb is to be 

worshipped only in Jerusalem. The new 
law-bdok is never weary of repeating this command and 
developing its consequences in every direction. All 
this is directed against current usage, against ' what we 
are accustomed to do at this day ' ; the law is polemical 
and aims at reformation. This law therefore belongs 
to the second period of the history, the time when the 
party of reform in Jerusalem was attacking the high 
places. 

When we read then that King Josiah was moved to destroy 
the local sanctuaries b; the discovery of a law-book, this book, 
if we assume it to he preserved in the Pentateuch can he none 
other than the legislative part of Deuteronomy in shorter form 
(see further, DEUTERONOMV). 

3. In the Priestly Code all worship depends on the 
tabernacle, and would fall to nothing apart from it. - -  
16. Third 

The tabernacle is simply a means of put- 
period: p. ting the law of unity of worship in a 

historical form : it is the only legitimate 
sanctuary ; there is no other spot where God dwells and 
shows himself, no other where man can approach God 
and seek his face with sacrifice and gifts. But, while 
Deuteronomy demands, the Priestly Code presupposes, 
the limitation of worship to one sanctuary. This 
principle is tacitly assumed as the basis of everything 
else, but is never asserted in so many words ; the 
principle, it appears, is now no novelty; it can be 
taken for granted. Hence we conclude that the Priestly 
Code builds on the realization of the object aimed at in 
Deuteronomy, and therefore belongs to the post-exilic 
ueriod, when this obiect had been fully secured. 

An institution which i n  its origin must necessarily have had 
a negative significance as an instrument in the hands of polemical 
reformers is-here taken to have been from the first the only 
intelligible and legitimate form of worship. It is so taken 
because established customs always appear to be natural and to 
need no reason for their existence. 

The abolition of the local shrines in favour of 
lerusalem necessarily involved the deuosition of the 
l,. Priesthood : provincial priesthood in favour of the 

sons of Zadok in the temple of Solomon. 
The law of Deuteronomv tries to avoid in Dt. 

this consequence by conceding the privilege of offering 
sacrifices a t  Jerusalem to the Levites from other places ; 
Levites in Deuteronomy is the general name for priests 
whose right to officiate is hereditary. This privilege, 
however, was never realized, no doubt because the sons 
of Zadok opposed it. The latter, therefore, were now the 
only real priests, and the priests of the high places lost 
their office with the destruction of their altars ; for the 
loss of their sacrificial dues they received a sort of elee- 
mosynary compensation from their aristocratic brethren 
( z  K. 239). The displacing of the provincial priests, 
though practically almost inevitable, went against the 
law of Deuteronomy ; but an argument to justify it was 
18. In supplied by Ezekiel (Ezek. 44). The 

other Levites, he says, forfeited their 
priesthood by abusing it in the service of the high 
places : and for this they shall be degraded to be mere 
servants of the Levites of Jerusalem, who have not been 
guilty of the offence of doing sacrifice in provincial 
shrines, and thus alone deserve to remain priests. If 
we start from Denteronomy, where all Levites have 
equal priestly rights, this argument and ordinance are 
plain enough ; but it is utterly impossible to understand 
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them if the Priestly Code is taken as already existing. 
Ezekiel views the priesthood as originally the right of 
all Levites, whilst by the Priestly Code a Levite who 
claims this right is guilty of baseless and wicked pre- 
sumption, such as once cost the lives of all the company 
of Korah. On the other hand, the position of the 
Levites, which Ezekiel qualifies as a punishment and a 
degradation, appears to the Code as the natural posi- 
tion, which their ancestors from father to son had held 
from the first. The distinction between priest and 
Levite, which Ezekiel introduces expressly as an innova- 
tion, and which elsewhere in the OT is known only to 
the author of Chronicles, is, according to the Code, a 
Mosaic institution fixed and settled from the beginning. 
Ezekiel's ideas and aims are entirely in the same 
direction as the Priestly Code, and yet he plainly does 
not know the Code itself. This can only mean that 
in his day there was no such Code, and that his ordi- 
nances formed one of the steps that prepared the way 
for it. 

The Priestly Code gives us a hierocracy fully 
developed, such as we find after the exile. Aaron 
19, p. stands above his sons as the sons of Aaron 

stand above the Levites. 
H e  has not only the highest place, hut a place quite unique 

like that of the Roman pontiff; his sons minister under hi: 
superintendence (Nu.34); he himself is the only priest with 
full rights ; as such he wears the Urim and Thummim and the 
golden ephod ; and none but he can enter the holy of dolies and 
offer incense there. 

Before the Exile there were, of course, differences of 
rank among the priests ; but the chief priest was only 
prilnus inferpares; even Ezekiel knows no high priest 
in the sense of the Priestly Code. 

The Urim and Thumoiim were the insignia of the Levites iii 
general (Deut. 338), and the linen ephod was worn by them all, 
whilst the golden ephod was not a garment, but a metal-plated 
image, such as the greater sanctuaries used to possess(Judg. 827 
Is.3022). Moreover, down to the Exile the temple a t  Jerusale; 
was the king's chapel and the priests were his servants. even 
Ezekiel who in most 'points aims a t  securing the indepeidence 
of the briests gives the prince a weighty art in matters of 
worship, for i; is he who receives the dues ofthe people, and in 
return defrays the sacrificial service. In the Priestly Code, on 
the other hand, the dues are paid direct to the sanctuary, the 
ritual service has full autonomy, and it has its own head, who 
holds his place by divine right. 

Nay, the high priest represents more than the 
church's independence of the state; he exercises 
sovereignty over Israel. 

Though sceptre and sword are lacking to the high priest, 
his spiritual dignity makes him the head of the theocracy. 
H e  alone is the responsible representative of the commonwealth; 
the names of the twelve tribes are writteii on his shoulders 
and his breast. An offence on his part inculpates the whole 
people and demands the same expiation as a national sin, whilst 
the sin-offerings prescribed for the rinces mark them out as 
mere private persons compared with !im: His death makes an 
epoch. the fugitive manslayer is amnestied, not on the death of 
the kiAg but on the death of the high priest. On investiture 
the high )priest receives a kingly unction (whence his name, ' the 
anointed priest') ; he wears the diadem and tiara of a monarch, 
and is clad in royal purple, the most unpriesfly dress possible. 
When now we find that the head of the national worship is as 
such, and merely as such-for no political powers accompany 
the high-priesthood-also the head of the nation this can only 
mean that the nation is one which has been depri)ved of its civil 
autonomy, that it no longer enjoys political existence, but 
survives merely as a church. 

In truth the Priestly Code never contemplates Israel 
as a nation, but only as a religious community, the 
whole life of which is summed up in the service of the 
sanctuary. The community is that of the second 
temple, the Jewish hierocracy under that foreign 
dominion which alone made such an hierocracy possible. 

The pattern of the so-called Mosaic theocracy, which does 
not suit the conditions of any earlier age, and of which Hebrew 
prophecy knows nothing even in its ideal descriptions of the 

-I IC Judaism commonwealth of Israel a's it ought to he, fitspost-ed.'l' 
to a nicety and was never an actual thing till then. After the 
Exile the jews were deprived by their foreign rulers of all the 
functions of public political life; they were thus able, indeed 
compelled, to devote their whole energies to sacred things, in 
which full freedom was left them. The temple became the 
obe centre of national life, and the prince of the temple head of 
the spiritual commonwealth, while, at  the same time, the  
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the gradual developmerit of the Hebrew historical 
tradition. In the present article, however, we cannot 
say anything of the way in which the Deuteronomist 
views the Hebrew history (see HISTORICAL LIT., § 7), 
nor shall we attempt to characterize the differences 
between J and E (see GENESIS, 4 8 ) ,  but limit our- 
selves to a general comparison between the narrative of 
J E  and that of the Priestly Code. 

Bleek and his school viewed it as a great merit of the 
latter narrative that it strictly observes the difference 
24. JE and between various ages, mixes nothing 

narratives Mosaic with the patriarchal period, and 
contrasted. m the Mosaic history never forgets that 

the s e n e  lies in the wilderness of wandcr- 
ing. They also took it as a mark of fidelity to authentic 
sources that the Code contains so many dry lists, such 
a mass of unimportant numbers and names, such exact 
technical descriptions of details which could have no 
interest for posterity. Against this view Colenso 
proved that just those parts of the Hexateuch which 
contain the most precise details, and so have the air of 
authentic documents, are least consistent with the laws 
of possibility. 

Colenso, when he wrote, had no thought of the several sources 
of the Hexateuch ; but this only makes it the more remarkable 
that his criticisms mainly affect the Priestly Code. Noldeke 
followed Colenso with dearer insight, and determined the 
character and value of the priestly narrative by tracing all 
through it an artificial construction and a fictitious character. 

The supposed marks of historical accuracy and de- 
pendence on authentic records are quite out of place 
in such a narrative as that of the Fentateuch, the 
substance of which is nof historical but legendary. 
This legendary character is always manifest both in the 
form and in the substance of the narrative of the 
Yahwist (JE);  his stories of the patriarchs and of 
Moses are just such as might have been gathered from 
popular tradition. 

In JE the general plan of the history is still quite loose; the 
individual stories are the important thing and they have a truly 
living individuality. They have always A local connection and 
we can still often see what motives lie at the root of them.' But 
even when we do not understand these legends they lose none of 
their charm ; for they breathe a sweet poetic fragrance, and in 
them heaven and earth axe magically blended into one. 

The Priestly Code, on the other hand, dwells as little 
as possible on the details of the several stories; the 
pearls are stripped off in order that the thread on which 
they were strung may be properly seen. 

Love and hate and all the passions, angels, miracles, and 
theophanies local and historical allusions, disappear ; the old 
narrative sh)rivels into a sort of genealogical scheme,-a hare 
scaffolding to support a pragmatic construction of the connection 
and progress of the sacred history. In legendary narrative, on 
the other hand, connection is a very secondary matter ; indeed 
it is only brought in when the several legends are collected and 
written down. When therefore the Priestly Code makes the 
connection the chief tding, it is cjeax that it has lost all touch of 
the original sources and starting-points of the legends. I t  draws 
therefore, not from oral tradition, but from hooks; its dry 
excerpts can have no other source than a tradition already fixed 
in wripng. In point of fact it simply draws on the Yahwistic 
narrative. The order in which that narrative disposed the 
popular legends is here made the essential thing; the arrange- 
ment, which in the Yahwist (JE) was still quite subordinate to 
the details, is here brought into the foreground ; the old order 
of events is strictly adhered to, but is so emphasized as to become 
the one important thing in the history. Obviously it was the 
intention of the priestly narrator to give by this treatment the 
historical quintessence of his materials freed of all superfluous 
additions. At the same time, he has used all means to dress 
up the old ndive traditions into a learned history. Sorely 
against its real character, he forces it into a chronological 
system, which he carries through without a break from Adam 
to Joshua. Whenever he can he patches the story with things 
that have the air of authoritative documents. Finally he 
rationalises the history after the standard of his own reli&ous 
ideas and general culture; above all, he shapes it so that it 
forms a framework, and at  the same time a gradual preparation 
for the Mosaic law. With the spirit of the legend in which 
the Yahwist (JE) still lives, he bas nothing in cokrnon, and 
so he forces it into conformity with a point of view entirely 
different from its own. 

The middle position which the legal part of Deuter- 
1 The Penfafeuch and Book ofJoshua Cm'ficaZ& Examined, 

For a sketch of Colenso see Che. Fotmders. 
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administration of the few political affairs which were still left to 
the Jews themselves, fell into his hands as a matter of course, 
because the nation had no other chief. 

20. sacred 
dues in p. was supplied by the sacred dues. 

The material basis of the hierarchy 

In the Priestlv Code the nriests receive a11 
sin-offerings and guilt-offerings, t h e  greater ,art of the cereal 
accompaniments of sacrifices, the skin of the burnt-offering the 
breast and shoulder of thank-offerings. Further, they releive 
the male firstlings and the tithe of cattle, as also the firstfruits 
and tithes of the fruits of the land. Yet with all this they are 
not even obliged to support at  their own cost the stated services 
and offerings of the temple which are provided for by a poll-tax. 
The poll-tax is not ordainld in the main body of the Code ; hut 
such a tax of the amount of one-third of a shekel began to be 
paid in thd time of Nehemiah (Neh. 1032[33]), and'in a novel of 
the law (Ex. 3015) it is demanded at  the higher rate of half a 
shekel per head. That these exorbitant taxes were paid to 
or claimed by the priests in the wilderness, or during the 
anarchy of the period of the judges is inconceivable. Nor in 
the period of the kingship is it conc;ivahle that the priests laid 
claim to contributions much in excess of what the king himself 
received from his subjects ; certainly no such claim would have 
been supported by the royal authority. In I S. 8 15 the tithes 
appear as paid to the king, and are viewed as an oppressive 
exaction, yet they form but a single element in the multiplicity 
of dues which the priests claim under the Priestly Code. Above 
all, the fundamental principles of the system of priestly dues in 
the Code are absolutely irreconcilable with the fact that, as 
long as Solomon's temple stood, the king had the power to 
dispose of its revenues as he pleased. 

The sacred taxes are the financial expression of the 
hierocratic system; they accord with the condition of 
the Jews after the exile, and under the second temple 
they were actually paid according to the Code, or with 
only minor departures from its provisions, 

In pre-exilic times the sacred gifts were paid not to 
the priests but to Yahwh : they had no resemblance to 
21. Before taxes, and their religious meaning, which 

the Exile. in the later system is hardly recognizable, 
was quite plainly marked. They were in 

fact identical with the great public festal offerings'which 
the offerers consumed in solemn sacrificial meals before 
YahwB, that is, at the sanctuary. The change of these 
offerings into a kind of tax was connected with an 
entire transformation of the old character of Israel's 
worship, which resulted from its centralization at 
Jerusalem. In the old days the public worship of the 
nation consisted essentiallv in the celebration of the 

22. Early yearly feasts ; that this was so can be 
religious feasts. plainly seen from the prophets-from 

Amos. but esDeciallv from Hosea. ~~~ 

Accordingly the laws of worshid are, confined to this 
one point in JE,  and even in Deuteronomy. After 
the Exile the festal observances became much less 
important than the timid, the regular daily and weekly 
offerings and services ; and so we find it in the Priestly 
Code. Apart from this, the feasts (especially the 
paschal feast) underwent a qnalitative change, which 
claims special attention (see FEASTS, 

The conclusions reached by comparing the successive 
strata of the laws are confirmed by a comparison of the 

several stages of the historical tradition 
~aarratives. embodied in the Pentateuch. The 

several threads of narrative which run 
side by side in the Pentateuch are so distinct in point 
of form that critics were long disposed to assume that 
in point of substance also they are independent narra- 
tives, without mutual relation. This, however, is highly 
improbable on general considerations, and is seen to be 
quite impossible when regard is paid to the close cor- 
respondence of the several sources in regard to the 
arrangement of the historical matter they contain. It  
is because the arrangement is so similar in all the 
narratives that it was possible to weave them together 
into one book ; and besides this we find a close agree- 
ment in many notable points of detail. Here, too, 
analysis does not exhaust the task of the critic; a 
subsequent synthesis is required. When he has sepa- 
rated out the individual documents the critic has still 
to examine their mutual relations, to comprehend them 
as phases in a living process, and in this way to trace 
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onomy holds between J E  and' the Priestly Code is also 

25. Narrative characteristic of the Deuteronomic nar- 
rative,' which is founded throughout 
on JE, but from time to time shows a of D, etc. 

certain leaning to the points of view characteristic of the 
priestly narrator. The order of the several parts of the 
Hexateuch to which we have been led by all these argu- 
ments is confirmed by an examination of the other 
historical books and the books of Chronicles. The 
original sources of the books of Judges, Samuel, and 
Kings stand on the same platform with JE  ; the editing 
they received in the Exile presupposes Deuteronomy ; 
and the latest construction of the history as contained 
in Chronicles rests on the Priestly Code. This is ad- 
mitted (see HISTORICAL LIT., $ 7) ; the conclusion to 
be drawn is obvious. 

We  have now indicated the chief lines on which 
criticism must uroceed in determinine the order of the - 
26. Objections sources of the Hexateuch, and the age 

of the Priestly Code in particnlar- 
though, of course, it has not been 
possible at  all to exhaust the argu- 

to Grafian 
hypothesis. 

ment. The objections that have been taken to Graf's 
hypothesis partly rest on misunderstanding. I t  is asked, 
for example, what is left for Moses if he were not the 
author of the Torah. 

Moses may have been the founder of the Torah, though the 
Pentateuchal legislation was codified almost a thousand years 

later : for the Torah was originally not a 
27. Antiquity written law, hut the oral decisions of the 

priests a t  the sanctuary-case-law, in short 
by which they decided all manner of question; 

and controversies that were brought before their tribunal (cp 
LAW AND JUSTICE 55 r 4); their Torah was the instruction to 
others that came f;om their lips, not at  all a written document in 
their hands guaranteeing their own status, and instructing them- 
selves how to proceed in the sacrificial ritual. Questions of clean 
and uiiclean belonged to the Torah because these were matters 
on which the laity required to he birected ; but, generally the 
ritnsl, so far as it consisted in ceremonies performed b; the 
priests themselves, was no part of the Torah. Whilst, however, 
it was only at  a late date that the ritual appeared as Torah as it 
does in the Priestly Code its usages and traditions are exceed- 
ingly ancient, going hack,'in fact, to pre-Mosaic and heathenish 
timzs. 

I t  is absurd to speak as if Graf's hypothesis meant 
that the whole ritual is the invention of the Priestly 
Code, first put into practice after the exile. 

All that is affirmed by the advocates of that hypothesis is that 
in earlier times the ritual was not the substructure of a hiero- 
cracy, that there was in fact no hierocracy before the exile 
that Yabwe's sovereignty was an ideal thing, not visibly ern: 
bodied in an organization of the commonwealth under the forms 
of a specifically spiritual power. The theocracy was the state ; 
the old Israelites regarded their civil constitution as a divine 
miracle. The later Jews assumed the existence of the state as 
a natural thing that required no explanation, and built the 
theocracy over it as a special divine institution. 

There are, however, some more serious objections 
taken to the Grafian hypothesis. I t  is, indeed, simply a 

of Torah. 

28. Deutero- misstatement of facts to say that the 
nomic redaction. language of the Priestly Code forbids 

us to date it so late as post-exilic 
times. On the other hand, a real difficilty lies in 
the fact that, whilst the priestly redaction extends to 
Deuteronomy (Dt. 13), it is also true that the Deutero- 
nomic redaction extends to the Priestly Code (Josh. 20). 

The way out of this dilemma is to be found by recognizing 
that the so-called Deuteronomic redaction was m t  a single and 
final act, that the characteristic phrases of Deuteronomy became 
household words to subsequent generations and were still 
current and found application centuries after the time of Josiah. 
(See further HISTORICAL LIT. 5 7). Thus, for example, the 
traces of De;terouomic redactio; in  Josh. 20 are still lacking in 
the Septuagint; the text, we see, was retouched at  a,very late 
date indeed (cp JOSHUA, $ 18 ; Bennett SBOT ' Heb., note?). 

Of the other objections taken to the Grafian hypothesis 
only one need be mentioned here-viz., that the Persians 
are not named in the list of nations in Gen. 10. 

This is certainly hard to understand if the passage was written 
in the Persian period ; but the difficulty is not insuperable. 
The Persians, for example, may have been held to be included in 
the mention of the Elamites, and this also would give the list 
the archaic air which the priestly writer affects. 

At any rate, a residue of minute difficulties not yet 
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thoroughly explained cannot outweigh the decisive 
arguments that support the view that the Priestly Code 
originated in and after the Exile. Kuenen observes wlth 
justice that ' it is absolutely necessary to start with the 
plain and unambiguous facts, and to allow them to 
guide our judgment on questionable points. The study 
of details is not superfluous in laying down the main 
lines of the critical construction; but, as soon as our 
studies have supplied us with some really fixed points, 
further progress must proceed from them, and we must 
first gain a general view of the whole field instead of 
always working away at  details, and then coming out 
with a rounded theory which lacks nothing but a 
foundation.' 

Finally, it is a pure petitio principii, nothing more, 
to say that the post-exilic age was not equal to the task 
of producing a work like the Priestly Code. 

The position of the Jews after the Exile made it 
imperative on' them to reorganize themselves in con- 
29. Post-exilic formity with the entire change in their 

needs. situation. Now the Priestly Code is all 
that we should expect to find in a con- 

stitution for the Jews after the Exile. It meets the new 
requirements as completely as it fails to satisfy the con- 
ditions which a law-book older than the Exile would have 
had to satisfy. After the final destruction of the kingdom 
by Nebnchadrezzar, they found in the ritual andpersunne2 
of the temple at  Jerusalem the elements out of which a 
new commonwealth could be built, in conformity with the 
circumstances and needs of the time. The community of 
Judaea raised itselffrom the dust byholdingontoitsruined 
sanctuary. The old usages and ordinances were reshaped 
in detail ; but as a whole they were not replaced by new 
creations ; the novelty lay in their being worked into a 
system and applied as a means to organize the remnant ' 
of Israel. This was the origin of the sacred constitution 
of Judaism. Religion in old Israel had been a faith which 
gave its support to the natural ordinances of human 
society; it was now set forth in external and visible form 
as a special institution, within an artificial sphere peculiar 
to  itself, which rose far above the level of common life. 
30. Production The necessary presupposition of this 

kind of theocracy is service to a 
foreign empire, and so the theocracy 

is essentially the same thing as hierocracy. Its finished 
of 

picture is drawn in the Priestly Code, the product of 
the labours of learned priests during the Exile. When 
the temple was destroyed and the ritual interrupted, the 
old practices were written down that they might not he 
lost. Thus in the Exile the ritual became matter of 
teaching, of Torah ; the first who took this step, a step 
prescribed by the circumstances of the time, was the 
priest and prophet Ezekiel (see EZEKIEL i. 5 4, ii. 5 
21x). In  the last part of his book Ezekiel began the 
literary record of the customary ritual of the temple ; 
other priests follow-ed in his footsteps (Lev. 17-26) ; and 
so there arose during the captivity a school of men 
who wrote down and systematized what they had 
formerly practised. When the temple was restored this 
theocratic zeal still went on and produced further ritual 
developments, in action and reaction with the actual 
practice of the new temple; the final result of the 
long-continued process was the Priestly Code. 

[The student who has read and assimilated the fore- 
going sketch will be qnalified to estimate the progress 
which has been made since the lonely Jewish thinker 
of Amsterdam (Baruch Spinoza) propounded his doubts 
on Genesis, and since Jean Astruc, professor of medicine 
but also student of the Pentateuch, opened the 'true 
path' of critical investigation. Now, however, we are in a 
different position from that at  which Kuenen had arrived 
when he rewrote his OnderzoeR and Wellhausen when 
he wrote his illuminative Prulegomena. The criticism of 
the Hexateuch is approaching a fresh turning-point, and 
the students of to-day need to be warned that new 
methods will be necessary to carry the discussion of 
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mitical problems nearer to definite solutions. A +re& 
,literary criticism has had its day, and biblical archzology 
and the comparative study of social customs have forced 
us to undertake a more searching examination of the 
contents of the Hexateuch, which is leading to a com- 
plication of critical problems not before dreamed of. 
With the problems we hope that we are catching a 
glimpse of the new methods to be applied in their 
solutions. These new methods will best be learned by 
observing the practice of the critical workers. Bndde's 
Die diblische Urgeschichte (Gen. 1-125) untersucht is 
not a recent book (it appeared in 1883) ; but a student of 
method may learn much from it. With more complete 
satisfaction, however, we may mention Stade's admirable 
essays on ' Cain's Sign,' on the ' Tower of Babel,' and 
on the ' Torah of the Sacrifice of Jealousy,' now reprinted 
in his Akademische Reden und AdAandZuEgen (1899). 
The introduction to the Hexateuch by Steucrnagel will, 
it may be hoped, furnish many fruitful hints ; but the 
present writer looks forward with higher hopes to 
Gunkel's expected commentary on Genesis. From 
many articles of the present work the student will be 
able to gather how the present writer views'the task 
that lies before us in Genesis, and by what means we 
should attempt to accomplish it. Gunkel will doubtless 
do much more, and for Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers 
the student will be in safe hands if he begins under the 
tuition of Baentsch. To  Deuteronomy and Joshua 
reference is made below. 

To  say more just now about the road which the students 
of to-day will have to traverse would be unwise. I t  
would be tantamount to doing the work superficially 
which in a longer or shorter time the investigators of 
to-day-both those who have worked their way out of 
purely .literary criticism and those who, have the 
advantage of beginning their journey at the point now 
reached by critics-may modestly but confidently hope 
'to accomplish. Let our last word be this : Hexatcuch 
'criticism is passing into a new phase. This phase is 
largely due to archzology and the comparative study of 
social customs, but in part also to the further develop- 
ments of Hebrew philology and textual criticism. Let 
the student therefore devote the utmost pains to the 
critical study of Biblical archaeology, and of the Hebrew 
texts, for without a better knowledge of what the texts 
really contain and of the circumstances in which these 
texts arose no secure step in advance can be taken by 
Hexateuch criticism. 

A word, too, may be said on the present position of 
the study of that part of the Hexateuch which relates 
to the laws. The immense labour bestowed on the 
adaptation of the old Hebrew laws is becoining more 
and more manifest. The Oxford Hexuteuch indicates 
the nature of some of the newer problems which are at 
present engaging the attention of workers, especially in 
the department of the legal literature. Together with 
Holzinger's (German) Introduction to the Hexateuch 
it can be confidently recommended to all thorough 
students. It is gratifying to know that defenders of 
religious truth (even in the Roman church2) are finding 
out that criticism of the ' Books of Moses'.is no enemy 
to' religion. In fact, the wonderful ways by which 
God led the people of Israel towards the light of life 

-may be studied in that strangely composite work, the 
Hexateuch, with as much benefit to edification as in the 
Psalms or the prophecies, and recent works on the 
religion of Israel ( e . g . ,  vol. ii. of Duffs OZd Testament 
TheoZogys) do not neglect to use the main results in 

1 The Hexateuch accordinf io the RV arranged :n its con. 
sfifue-rt Docirments by nzem6ei-s of rlre Society of HistSricaZ 
Theology, Oxford, J. E. Carpenter and G. Harford-Battersby 
(London 1900). 

2 See,'e.g., M. J. Lagrange, 'Les sources du Pentateuque,' 
Revue biblique, 7 1 0 . 3 ~  

3 Prof. Duffs view of Deuteronomy, however differs from 
that which is still most prevalent among critic:. Cp Steuer- 
nagel's commentary, and the. Oxford Hexakrcch. These three 
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pictures both of the popular and of the higher religion 
of Israel. The bibliographies to be found at the end of 
the articles on the books of the Hexateuch are so care- 
fully selected that not much more need be said.- A 
really satisfactory history of the religion of Israel still 
has to be written, and when we have reached the fresh 
starting-point for which we are looking, this much 
desired book will be written. T. K. C.] 

J. W. 

HEZEKI, RV HIZKI ('pro ; aza~[sli PA],  BZEKIA 
[L]), b. Elpaal in a genealogy of BENJAMIN (q.v., 
§ g ii. p)  ; I Ch. 817t ; cp /QR 11 103, gj I. 

HEZEKIAH (a??$ [usually], fi:p)n [in z K. 
1814-16, which comes from a separate record], also 
fi:p!n! [no. I in Hos. 11 Mic. 111 and 4fi:iQ)n) [no. I 
in Is. 1 I and constantly in 2 Ch.] ; see also JEHIZKIAH ; 
the vocalization of the two latter forms is anomalous'; 
E Z E K I ~ C  [BAL]). The name HizkiyZhti is written 
Haz+i[i]an in Assyr ian; cp also the'name pin* on a 
seal [see /As . ,  Feb.-Mar. 1883, p. 134 (no. 7)]. ' It 
means ' Yahwk has strengthened,' or ' is strength '.; 
cp EZEKIEL, and the plays upon the name in Ecclus. 
48 17 22 [Heb. text]. 

I. King of Judah 0720-691 ; cp CHRONOLOGY, $ 
36). Of the reign of this king little is known with 

His policy. certainty. He certainly ascended the 
M'Curdyl throne at a youthful age. 

makes him only fifteen at h-is accession ; he was, by 
general admission, certainly under twenty-five (the age 
given by the Redactor in z K. 182 [cp KINGS, gj 4]), we 
may even confidently say, under twenty. Elsewhere 
(see ISAIAH i., 8 6) reason has been given for supposing 
that Hezekiah may have been early influenced by the 
preaching of Isaiah, and unlike his father have responded 
to the prophet's demand for 'faith.' The kings' of 
Judah, however, did not possess absolute power, and 
Hezekiahs action was in the main dictated by the 
political party which happened to be predominant 
among the nobles. His personal relation to Isaiah was 
therefore of comparatively slight significance, and it is 
but a conjecture that the (probable) dismissal of SHEBNA 
(4.") and the alarm produced by the Assyrian invasion 
led to something in the nature of a reform which con- 
sisted partly in the requirement of a higher standard of 
morality from the judges (Is. 117 23 315) and partly in 
the abolition of certain idolatrous objects at Jerusalem, 
such as the brazen serpent (z K. 184). A much larger 
measure of iconoclasm is ascribed to Hezekiah in 
2 K. 184-7, where the compiler of Kings (to whom the 
passage in its present form is due) assigns the re- 
formation to one of the first years of Hezekiah's reign 
(cp v. 22 and 2 Ch. 293). 

The language however which the compiler uses is so strongly 
suggestive of t ie  influen& of Deuteronomy (reign of Josiah) 
that we cannot venture to take it as strictly historical. There 
is no sound evidence that Isaiah attacked either the Mass&ihs 
or the AshzrEh, much less the Bdm2h or high places.% The 
destruction of these ohjects seems a detail transferred to 
Hezekiah's times from those of Josiah, to which it properly 
belongs. 

hooks show that the origin of Deuteronomy is one of the problems 
which need a more thorough investigation. Steuernagel's 
Joshua may also he recommended. 

This implies dating Hezekiah's 
accession in 720 or 719. Similarly Wi. and C. Niebnhr (720) 
assume that Merodach-baladau's embassy (2 K. 20 12-19=1s. 
39) was seat on Hezekiah's accession, which took place ( e x  
hyj .)  not long after his own (cp Schr. COT 2 25). M'Curdy's 
assumptions are different, and need testing. Most scholars, 
with We., prefer 715. The question is not settled. On the 
doubtful statement 'in the fourteenth year' (2 K. 1813=1s. 
36 I) see Di. yes. 313 ; Duhm Jes. 235. Kau. in Kamph. 
Chronologie, 94 ; Che. Intr. Is. 'ZIT$ ; a i d  cp CHRONOLOLV, ' '2%. 17 7 Jr: is an interpolation. See Stade, Z A  TW3 13, who 
is scarcely answered by Kiinig, Hazjfpro6leme 70. Steuer- 
nagel's answer to Sta., We., and Smend is not &tical enough 
(Ent. des dent. Gesetzes IOO ['g6]). Hezekiah's supposed .edict 
for a reformation re,nai;s as improbable as before and should 
not be mixed up with a discussion of the 'original D;uteronomy? 

1 Hist. Projh. Mon. 2 250. 

and Dr. IsaialrP), 13f: 
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The removal and destruction of the brazen serpent is 

not to be explained away.' That Hezekiah did away 
with this much misunderstood object (see NEHUSHTAN) 
is credible, and this may even be the whole historical 
kernel of the story of the reform of the cultus, which 
the Chronicler (after his fashion) has still further 
elaborated (z Ch. 29-31). 

(a) Philistine campaign. -It is less doubtful to what 
period Hezekiah's successful campaign against the 

Philistines is to be referred ( 2  K. 188). 
2' Campaigne* According to Stade ( G VZ 1624) and 

Kittel (Hist. 2371), the account is to be taken in connec- 
tion with Sennacheribs statement that he deprived Heze- 
kiah of certain cities, as a punishment for his rebellion, 
and attached them to the territories of three Philistine 
kings (KB 2g4f.). Hezekiah, it is suggested by these 
critics, may not have submitted tamely to this, and may 
even have enlarged his own territory at the expense of 
the Philistines after Sennacherib's departure. This is too 
arbitrary a view. The cities which Sennacherib wrested 
from Hezekiah are probably cities which Hezekiah had 
previously taken from the Philistines. 

(6) Assyrian campa&n.-The other events of Heze- 
kiah's reign, so far as we know them, are treated else- 
where (see ISAIAH i., § 5 3  ; MERODACH-BALADAN ; 
SENNACHERIB; EGYPT, 6 6 ;  ISRAEL, 5 34). T o  
supplement these notices, it is only necessary to point 
out here: (I) that a thorough criticism of z K. 1813-1937 
(=Is .  36J) in connection with the Assyrian annals 
raises the character of Hezekiah considerably ; he was 
a true hero, who, unlike the cowardly Luli of Sidon, 
stuck to the post of duty, and only gave way when all 
hope had fled, and Jerusalem was 'like a booth in a 
vineyard or a lodge in a cucumber-field ' (Is. 18) ; and 
( 2 )  that great caution must be used in reconstructing 
the history of Jewish religion on the basis of the im- 
perfectly-known facts of the close of the Assyrian 
invasion. 

Much that has been assigned to Isaiah's pen belongs to a later 
age, and presupposes a glorification of Isaiah which that great 
prophet and lover of truth would certainly have deprecated. 
The circumstances under which Jerusalem was liberated from 
the blockading Assyrian force were not such as to promote a 
spiritual religion such as Isaiah would have approved. It is by 
no means certain that Sennacherib retired in consequence of a 
pestilence in his army; the evidence is as unsatisfactory as 
possible, and the story may have been developed out of the 
words of Isaiah in 17 14 'A t  eventide behold terror ! before 
morning he is no more ! )This is the portion of those that spoil 
us ; and the lot of those who rob us.' 

If Sennacherib's army had been almost destroyed, is 
it likely that Hezekiah would have sent a special envoy 
with tribute to Nineveh (KB 296J)? It is much more 
probable that the inability of Sennacherib to meet 
Taharka was due to the receipt of bad news from 
Babylon. In the failure of historical information, 
nothing was more natural, especially in the light of 
Isaianic prophecies (supposed to have been literally 
fulfilled), than to postulate a plague as the cause of his 
retreat. See SENNACHERIB. 

T o  quote on the other side the story of the priest-king Se'thas 
(Herod. 2 141) is extremely unsafe, considering Herodotus's ill- 
fortune in the matter of popular Egyptian stories, and the 
mythological connections of the detail of the field-mice gnawing 
the quivers of the invaders.2 

The only doubt is whether there may not have been 
a second invasion of Sennacherib, which may perhaps 
have been abruptly terminated by a pestilence. 

On one point, however, it is safe to adhere still to the 
older critical view. The fact that Jerusalem escaped 

1 See Stade Z A T W 3 9  ('83). 
2 Hommel'd statement (Gesclt. des alten Morgenlandes 142 

['95]) ' A  plague (or, as Herodotus symbolically expresses 'bim- 
self, ; 'swarm of field-mice ') fell upon the Assyrian host so that 
Sennacherib had to return (with no results to show) to Nineveh, 
and M'Curdy's in Hist. Projh. .%'on. 2 2 9 8 8 ,  428, seem to 
need modification. I t  has not been proved that mice were a 
symbol of plague-boils. In  I S. 5f: the plague and the mice 
are two distinct punishments. On the mythological affinities 
of the field-mice of Sethas, see A. Lang, Custom and Myflt, 
111-114. See EMERODS, MOUSE. 
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being taken when all the other fortified cities fell before 
the Assyrians, and, as Sennacherib states, zoo, 150 
Judaeans were led into captivity, must have enhanced 
the prestige of the temple (cp ISRAEL, 34 ; DEIJTER- 
ONoMY, 5 13). The religious reaction under Manasseh 
would rather promote than hinder this. The misin- 
terpretation of Is. 28 16 may have begun very early. 

That Hezekiah composed a song in the style of the 
Psalms, is a priori  most improbable. The song in Is. 
3. Resekiah,s 38 is, both on general and on linguistic 

and phraseological grounds, of post- 
exilic origin (see ISAIAH ii., i j  1.5). Nor song. 

can we venture to accept the statement in- Piov. 25 I 
that ' Hezekiah's men' collected the proverbs contained 
in Prov. 25-29 (cp PROVERBS). Hezekiah has hardly 
earned the title of the ' Pisistratus of Judah.' On 
the reign of Hezekiah see especially Stade, G VZ 1603- 
624 ; and cp ISRAEL, $ 33f: 

2. V?ln, RV HIZKIAH, the son of Neriah of the seed of 
David (I Ch. 3 23 e<wra [BA], -P [Ll). 
3. Ater-Hezekiah (Neh. 721 = Ezra216= I Esd. 5 15, Neh. 

10 77); see ATER (I). 
4. An ancestor of Zephaniah the prophet (Zeph. 1 I AV 

HIZKIAH &LOV [BNAQI). Since the genealogy is traced hack 
so far i; has been supposed that he must have heeii some 
renowAed person, perhaps the king. It is probably accidental 
that no other prophet's genealogy is carried above the grand- 
father. No reference is made in Kings to a brother of Manasneh 
named Amariah * but the chronology is not opposed to the 
hypothesis which :s regarded as probable by Kuenen(ii., 8 78, n. I, 
cp also Keil Hi., Steiner). Ibn Ezra also accepts; but Abar- 
banel rejects'it. 

Aramaean king, father of Tab-rimmon, and grandfather 
of Benhadad I. ( I  K. 1518). The name, however, is 
plainly corrupt. 

Winckler ( A  T Unters. 608) restores $Fin, Hazael, in accord- 
ance with 'SAL. Others (e.g., Ew., Hist. 324, n. 5, The. and 
Klo.) prefer P V p  Hezron, of which they take 1 \ 7 1 ,  Rezon, in 
11 23 to be anotherform, bzsing this view upon I K. 11 23 (euppwp 
[Bl, -ov[L], om. A); but euppwp points rather either to ]l lT? 
I$eSr6n, or to PS? (cp REZON). 

T. K. C .  

See Gray, E+., July 1900, pp. 76fi 

HEZION (ti??; AZAHA [AL], AZEIN [BI), an 

Probably Wi. is right. 
T. K. C. 

REZIR (1VJ 'boar,' the pointing y may be in- 
tentional, to avoid a connection with 1VC [NO., ZDMG 40 162 
('86)]. Neub. compares Talm. Targ. N28~ , -%7V,  'pomegranate,' 
'apple' [Acad., Dec. '87, p. 41ibI ; cp RIMMON. The y 7 "  q~ 
are mentioned upon a Hehrew inscription dating shortly before 
the Christian era [Chwolson Cor). Inscr. Heb. no. 6 ; cp Dr. 
TBSxxiii.J]. Cpperhaps w, Am. Tab. 159, and the Bab. 
n. pr. Hamziru [Muss-Arno t]). 

I. A-priest, to whom, according to the Chronicler, the seven- 
teenth of the twenty-four lots fell in David's time, I Ch. 2415 

2. Signatory io the covenant (see EZRA i., 0 7), Neh. 1020 [IS] 
[B o. 141 r&rp [AI, xd. [Ll). 

(&Lp [BNAI, a h  [LI). S. A. C. 

HEZRO (ny? ; I Ch. 1137 and z S. 2335 Kt.) or 
Rezrai ('Yy: ; z S. 2335, Kr.) or, more probably, 
Hezron (Klo., Marq. ), one of David's thirty, a native of 
Carmel, in Judah. 

'S has : in Ch. q u c p  b ,yappasac [B], VurpaL b x. [u], auapat. b 
KappvAc [A], euppec b x e p p d A ~  [L] ; in 2 S. auapaL b Kapprjhior 
[BAI, L6apr 61 auucpr, Kappahr [ti a+ap~r] [Ll. 

REZRON (ply?; A C ~ ~ U N  [Bl, ~ p w ~  [AI. 
s c p w ~  [L]), one of the points which mark the S. border 
of Judah in Josh. 153, mentioned between Kadesh- 
barnea and Addar (?) ;  in the 1 1  passage, Nu. 344, 
Kadesh-barnea is followed by HAZAR-ADDAR ( i y i !n  ; 
errayA1~ apah [BAFL]). There may have been two 
places, Hazar or Hezron, and Addar, close to one 
another. The site is uncertain ; Saadia in his transla- 
tion takes it to be Raphia. See, however, HAZAR-ADDAR. 

REZRON (ply?, 'enclosure,' BCPWM [AL] ; cp 
1y5, court-yard, village, and see above). 

1 The laying of the foundation-stone is future (read l.D5), and 
the promised benefits are only for those who have what Isaiah 
would recognise as faith. Cp Is. 86f: 
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similar Old Persian word tip' (the Zend ii<hrr> for 'arrow'x 
may perhaps help the change. 

It must be borne in mind however, that the other ancient 
writing of the name was IIXL-HALA, the cufleiform signs of 
which are very suggestive-of lour 'arrows following one 
another. and yet, on the other hand robably represent an old 
pictoriafindication of 'running watir.' At the same time, the 
Babylonians translated these signs by garrim, ' to  flow,' when 
used otherwise than as the name of the river. Another old 
name for this river or some part of it was the Ammu. At 
bottom we may supiose the old writing MAs-(Ahi?)-TIG-GAR to 
have been also phonetic and either directly, "or by way of 
suggestion, the parent of Ijiddekel, Diglat, and Tigris. 

HIEL ($&+n, if the letter il is correct, perhaps for 
?&'+n. ' El lives,' § 35; &X[€]IHh P A ] ,  a,/ [Pesh.]; 
unless on account of @ and Pesh., $ K V l  may be con- 
sidced to be for $N+nK, cp Bathg. Beitr. 156, and 
2Kn for X n K  on an inscription from Safz [see AHAB]), 
the Bethelite ( * ? y - n q ) ,  who in the days of Ahab ' built' 
( i . e . ,  fortified?) Jericho, and who 'laid the foundation 
thereof at the cost of (the life of) Abiram ( o i ; ?~~ )  his 
firstborn, and set up the gates thereof at the cost of (the 
life of) Segub (3ri@?) his youngest, according to the 
word of Yahw6 which he spoke by Joshua the son of 
Nun ' ( I  K. 1634) .  Several interesting questions arise 
out of this passage : ( I )  as to the name and period of 
the ' builder ' of Jericho (§ z )  ; (2) as to the manner in 
which he lost his two sons (I 3) ; and (3 )  as to the 
relation of the passage to Josh. 626 (Joshua's curse on 
the ' builder' of Jericho) ( 5  I). Let us take the last of 
these first. 

Comparing the two passages, we find that the 
phraseological evidence favours the view that the 
1. Relation passage in Josh. is the later (see Kit. 
of the story Hist. 2213, n. I). It  is also probable 

that I K. 1634 (which is not found in 
to Josh* 626' 6.) was introduced from some other 
context ; the closing words would naturally be inserted 
later, to provide a point of contact with Josh. 626. 
In @ P A L  the fulfilment is narrated in Josh. (o{uv [B+], 
aoJzcv [Bamg.], 6 a{uv [AL]). 

The notice is very 
obscure ; what has a Bethelite to do with the building 

C. H. W. J. 

Next, as to the person intended. 

I, b. Perez b. Judah (Gen. 4612, aapwp [A], -v [D] ; 
Nu. 2621, aupwv [BFL], a u ~ p w v  [A]; Ruth 418 f., 
~ u p w v  [B. and A in v. 193, ~ { p w v  [L] ; I Ch. 25, apawv 
[B"], ~ a p w v  [Ba?b*mg.] ; 41 apawv [B], eupwv [L]; Mt. 
1 3  Lk. 333,  eupwp AV ESROM ; Hezronite $$iy, Nu. 
2621, aupwv[e]r [BAFL]). This relationship is late 
and is a modification of the older scheme which 
appears in I Ch. 29. Here Hezron (euepwv [B*], eupwv 
[Bab]) is the #father' of the two clans Jerahmeel' and 
Chelubai (=Caleb), and in this connection his name is 
probably as symbolical as those of Calebs wives (see 
AZUBAH, I ) ,  since ' Hezronites' seems to mean 
' the inhabitants of pqxg-nomad encampments '-so 
WRS J. PhiL 991 (see HAZOR). Caleb and Jerahmeel 
in David's time inhabited the neged of Judah (cp, e.g., 
I S. 302g), and it was not until later times that they 
migrated northwards. Hence it is natural that upon 
their subsequent adoption into the tribe of Judah, they 
should be genealogically represented as the offspring of 
the tribal eponym by making their father a son of PEREZ 
[q.v.]. The genealogical fragment I Ch. 218-24 which 
connects Hezron with Gilead, etc., may represent post- 
exilic relations, or perhaps simply implies that Gilead 
had a nomadic origin (vv. 18 21 24) eu~pwv [B], eupwp 
[A], -v rL and A in v. 251) ; cp I Ch. 510. See also 

~~ 

CALEB-EPHR ATAH. 
2. A son of Reuben (Gen. 469 auppov [ADL], Nu. 266 auppov 

[BFL], .p [A], Ex. 6 14 auppwv [BAF], -p [Ll, I Ch. 5 3 -Y [Ll, 
apumv [B], E U ~ W  [A]; Hezronite, *!iyt Nu. 266, auppov[e]r 
[BAFL]). 

HIDDAI ('p?; aAaoi [B"], ahpoi [Bab19 &@ai 
[A], aAAai [L]), one of David's thirty : z S. 2330= 
I Ch. 1132,  HURAI ( q . ~ . ) .  

HIDDEKEL (5R?.o; Tirpic [AEL in Gen.], 
TirpHc [d 87 in Dan.], Tlrplc ~ A A E K E A  [Theod. in 
Dan.]; but C N A ~ K E A  A with cy-ie., Symmachus- 
written above it] ; b@?, n?;r? ; Ass. DiRZat (?), Bab. 
DigZut), the river of Eden 'which goeth eastward to 
Assyria' of Gen. 214,  ' the great river ' of Dan. 10 4, is 
undoubtedly the TIGRIS. The name of this river, 
in the pre-Semitic writing of Babylonia, was MAE- 
TIG-GAR, a group of signs, which in this connection 
denoted an idea whose audible expression was Idigna 
or Idignu. As applied to the river, it was regarded 
by the Babylonian scribes as denoting the river they 
called Diglat. This form of the name is clearly pre- 
served in the Greek of Pliny, NH 6127, & ~ X L T O ,  
Aramaic De@lut, Arabic Dig& and 6ryXaO (Jos. 
Ant. i. 13) .  

The suggestion has been made that Diglat is formed from 
Idigna, by dropping the initial vowel (for which many parallels 
can he produced), and adding the Semitic feminine (F. Delitzsch, 
Purad. 171). The Hebrew and modern Arabic have not this t. 
The former substitutes for the the closely related k, a change 
which may also he indicated inathe Assyrian, if that really was 
Diklat. The presence of the initial Hi, in the Hebrew, has 
been accounted for by the prefixing of the Hebrew article to a 
form beginning with I. This scarcely accounts for the h, 
without further explanation. The Samaritan, however, has 
$pin. The modern Arabic follows the local form DigZeh. 

That the sign MA: had among its phonetic values u i  Hi  i 
is a legitimate suggestion, but has no support. I t  dinodd' 
among other ideas, the hank of a river,' and as such was read 
Abi. Thus Abitiggar, or with a change of r to 1, for which 
many parallels could he found, Abitiggal, Hidikal, is a natural 
progression. 

The same group of signs however not only denoted the 
river Tigris, but, with the sade  pronun&tion, was translated by 
the Babylonian scribes as nu@ 'a  district ' nnd6uku 'a  gu!ly 
or wady,' and finally was an iheogram fo; the verb 'zcibr to 
flow ' which furnished the names of the two Zabs, tributaries of 
this h e r .  Thus, if Tiggar was the early pronunciation of this 
erouu of sinns it mav have been a me-Semitic name that nerhaDs &mi to trhe uppe; reaches of the stream where the' Medo- 
Persian invaders first became acquainted hith the river. At 
any rate, it seems more than coincidence that the Old Persian 
name should be TigrS, a feminine form. The existence of a 

1 The introduction of Ram (a mere fragment of ' Jerahmeel,' 
Che.) is erroneoiis. 
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2. who wLs or refortification of Jericho ? According 
to Ewald ( G  VZ 3490) Hiel was a ' rich 
man of an enterprising turn of mind.' Hiel ? 

The building of a city, however, is an unusual enterprise 
for a private person, and such a distinguished man 
ought to have had a genealogy. Next, we notice that 
the second part of the Hebrew for ' the Bethelite ' ( h n )  
contains nearly the same letters as Hiel (hn). This 
suggests that Hiel may have been a variant of Hiel, and 
have been transformed into Beth-hB'eli, when the two 
readings had come to stand side by side. But who is 
Hiel? Not a Bethelite, but some one important enough 
to do without a patronymic. It is a probable conjecture 
that Jehu (possibly from $Fin:?) is disguised as Hiel, 
and that the notice of his rebuilding Jericho originally 
stood after z K. 1033 .3  JEHU [I] built or refortified 
Jericho because he had been deprived of so much 
territory by Hazael, and had to protect what was left. 
The change of 'Jehu'  (Jehael?) into ' Hiel' and the 
transference of the notice to the story of Ahab arise out of 
the embarrassing fact that the story of Elijah repre- 
sented that prophet as having been sent to Jericho 
(2 K. 24) .  

Lastly, as to the fate of Hiel's or Jehu's two sons. 

0" 
1 As asserted by Strabo xi. 148, and others (Curtius, 49). 
2 Tg.gives+D)Dn*x,Pesh. ]gJ&L b; Ar. ? L Y I  w, 

all in agreement with the Rabbinical tradition (Rashi, etc.) 
which connects ?$~n-,n?x with & ( 'a  curse'), Jericho being 
the 'house of a curse. 

3 This view. is due to C. Niehuhr (Gesch. 133zJ) except 
that he cannot see that the sons mentioned have dnything 
to do with Jehu ; nor is he quite full enough on the disguising 
name Hiel. 
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HIERAPOLIS 
The writer of the notice makes Hiel (Jehu) responsible 
3. The sacrifice for their deaths, and the inserter of the 

gloss, ‘ according to the word of Yahw& 
(Jehu,s) sons. which he spoke by Joshua,’ supposed 

the deaths to have been judgments upon 
of Hiel’s 

Hiel (Jehu) for his impiety in breaking the taboo laid 
upon the site of Jericho by Joshua. Of this taboo, 
however, we have no early record, and the explanation 
is certainly not natural. The key to the passage is 
supplied by the comparative study of primitive customs. 
It  is not the ordinary sacrifices of children that we 
have before us (so Kue. 0nd.i“) 1233=He%. 240), but 
a special kind of sacrifice to the local supernatural 
powers such as has been practised in many countries. 

This can hardly fail to have suggested itself to many readers 
of Tylor’s Primitive CnZtnre (1 104fi) and has for many years 
been held by the present writer. FroA Tylor’s instances it is 
enough to quote the Japanese belief (17th cent.) that ‘a wall 
laid on the body ofa  willing human victim would be secure from 
accident : accordingly when a great wall was to be built, some 
wretched slave would offer himself as foundation, lying down i: 
the trench to be crushed by the heavy stones lowered upon him. 
Similarly at  Algiers ‘when the walls were built of blocks of 
concrete in the sixteenth century, a Christian captive named 
Geronimo was placed in one of the blocks and the rampart built 
over and about him.’l At Shanghai, when the bridge leading 
to St. John’s College was being built an official present threw 
into the stream first his shoes, then )his garments, and finally 
himself, ‘and as his life went out, the workmen were enabled to 
go on with their building.’ In India, to this day, engineers and 
architects have to reassure the natives a t  the commencement of 
any great undertaking, to prevent them from anticipating a 
sacrifice of human victims (Sewell). It is still more important 
to notice that the American explorer, J. H. Haynes, in ex- 
cavating the zikkurrat of the temple of Eel at  Nippur (the oldest 
yet found) discovered many skulls built in with the bricks.2 

It is probable that in primitive times these foundation- 
sacrifices were customary in Palestine as well as in 
Babylonia, and that they even lingered on in northern 
Israel. Even if we believe that Hiel (Jehu) sacrificed 
his two sons in the usual way ( i e . ,  not adopting the 
precise practice referred to by Tylor), we must at any 
rate suppose that he sprinkled the foundation-stones and 
the side-posts of the gates (cp Ex. 127 zzf.) with his 
children’s blood, just as Arabian husbandmen, when 
they build, are still wont to sprinkle the blood of a 
peace-offering upon the stones. 

That he. selected his firstborn and his youngest sons 
as the sacrificial victims, is in accordance with the 
principle implied in 2 K. 327 Mic. 67.4 The only 
biblical critic who has explained the passage by folklore 
is Winckler (Gesch. 1163, n. 3) ; but the present article 
is independent of his work. [Cp Ki. Kon. 136.1 

T. K. C. 

HIERAPOLIS ( ~ c p a r r o h i c ~  I ~ P A . I T O A I C  [WE! ; Str. 
629]), a city in Phrygia, mentioned incidentally in Col. 
4 13 along with the neighbouring Laodicea. It  occupied a 
shelf, 1100ft. above thesea, springing from the mountains 
bounding the Lykos valley on the NE. The modern 
village PambdA Xalesi ( ‘  cotton castle,’ from the lime 
of the springs) lies close to the site. The hot calcareous 
springs, and the chasms filled with carbonic acid gas, 
were and are still remarkable features.6 The water of 
the springs falls over the cliffs, 100 ft. or more in height, 
above which the city stood, and the snowy white 
stalactites present the appearance of a frozen cascade. 
The PZutonium, a hole from which mephitic vapour 
issued, was filled up by the Christians between 19 A.D. 
(Strabo’s visit) and 380 A. D. : this appears in legend as 
the subjugation of Echidna (SnakeZSatan) by the 
Apostles Philip and John. 

1 Cornkill Magazine Feb. 1887 (quoted by Trumbull). 
2 Peters, JBL 16 11 1’961 ; Trumbull, The ThreshoZd Coue. 

nant, 48 (‘96). On p. 46 the author vaguely remarks that there 
is a ‘suggestion’ of the idea of the foundation sacrifice in the 
curse pronounced by Joshua. (See also Frazer, Journ. Phil 
14 156f: [“as]). 

3 Doughty A x  Des. 1136. 
4 Cp WRd ReZ. Senr.W, 464. 
5 Strabo sdys (62g), Karavmxp3 Aao8rKdaF ‘Icpb T&F, anou 

;b b’eppi 6 8 a 7 a  aai io I I h o v r c j v ~ o v ,  Zp$o aapdofoohoyiav n v i  
cxovra. H e  calls the chasms xap&via,  579 : cp Vitr. viii. 3 IO. 

HIGH PLACE 
As contrastedwith the Seleucid foundation of Laodicea. 

6 m. to the S., Hierapolis was the focus of Phrygian 
natibnal feeling and religious ideas. As Ramsay points 
out, it exemplifies a phenomenon common in Asia 
Minor. The sacred cities of the early period generally 
grew up in a locality where the divine power was most 
strikingly manifested in natural phenomena. A sacred 
village (ieppb K&V) arose near the sanctuary (cp Ephesus), 
and this developed into a city of the native character, 
with the name Hieropolis. 

Wherever native feeling is strong, the form of this name is 
Hieropolis, ‘City of the Sanctuary’’ but where Hellenic feeling 
and education spreads, the Greek’ form Hierapolis, ‘ Sacred 
City,’ is introduced. The difference in form corresponds to a 
difference in spirit. According to the former the sanctuary, 
according to the latter the city, is the leading idea. 

The great goddess of Hierapolis was the Mother Let0 
(Str. 469 f. ; see PHRYGIA). Hence the warnings 
issued in Col. 35 16 Eph. 417-19 5 3J The churches 
in the Lykos valley were not founded by Paul personally 
(see COLOSSE, § 2). That of Hierapolis may have been 
the creation of Epaphras (Col. 4125).  .Justinian made 
it the metropolis of a group of bishoprics. 

See Ramsay, Hist. Geogx of Asia Minor, 84; Cities and 

RIEREEL ( l s p c ~ A  [BA]), I Esd. Qzr=Ezra 1021, 

HIEREMOTH. 
I. ( t e p e p d  [BA]), I Esrl. 927=Ena  1026, JEREMOTH IO. 
2. (cepcpLof3 [BA]), I Esd. Sgo=Ezra 1029, JEREMOTH: 12. 

HIERIELUS ( I G Z P I H A O C  [AI, I ~ Z O ~ I K A O C  [Bl), 
I Esd. 927=Ezra 1026, JEHIEL, i. 11. 

HIERMAS ( I ~ ~ M A  [B], ,-e [A]), I Esd. 926=Ezra 
1025, RAMIAH. 

HIERONYMUS ( l e p w ~ y ~ o c  [VA]), one of the 
commandants ( u ~ p a ~ ~ y o i )  of a district in Palestine in 
the time of Judas the Maccabee (2 Macc. 122). 

HIGGAION (liy?), coupled with Selah, Ps. 915 [17], 
( W A H  [BKART]). A derivation from n ~ ; l  ‘ to  moan, 
muse ’ (cp AVmg, ’ meditation ’), is as unsatisfactory as 
the EV rendering ( I  solemn sound ’) of the same word 
in Ps. 923 [4], for which Wellh. -Furness ( ‘  Psalms,’ 
SBOT) substitutes ‘ with resounding chords.’ Cheyne 
(Ps.t2)) emends the text in both passages. 

I n  Ps. 923 [4], with @, he reads i i ~ j  nb*a 5rp3, ‘to the 
sweetly-sounding notes of the lyre. In Ps. 9 15 [17] (for ])*Jx 
h D )  he reads D$ fi>m, ‘the meditation of their heart,’ and 
regards it as a marginal correction of the partly corrupt D;? j‘?b 
of M T  in Ps. 1017, which intruded into the text of another 
column of the archetype (cp a similar suggestion in HAR- 
HAIAH) .~  Cp SHIGGAION, SELAH. 
HIGH PLACE, as a translation of Heb. bdmzh (ilg?, 

pl. niDa).a In the literal sense ‘heights,’ only in the 

Bishoprics ofPhrygia, I. chap. 3. W. J. W. 

JEHIEL, i IO. 

1. Poetical usB. plural and only poetical ( 2  S. 1 19 25 ; 
CD Ezek. 362. where however the text 

is questioned). 
The literal sense is found chiefly in certain phrases : to ride 

or stalk over the ‘heights of the earth ’ (Dt. 32 13 Is. 58 14 Am. 
413 Mk. 13, cp Hab. 3 19) or stand upon them ( z  S. 22 34=Ps. 
t833 [34]); ‘heights of th; sea’ (mountainous waves, Job 98); 
cloud heights’ (Is. 14 14); cp Assyrian bamdti &zFasnd@, ‘monn- 

tain heights’ (Del. WlVB 177h).3 
In prose (sing. and pl. ) ddmih is always a place of 

worship. 
In  this use @-which frequently transliterates (cp, e.g., 

1 So far as the reading 0x5 
and Hal. have a claim to priority. 
does injustice to the parallelism. 

(OhD. ’9th are not nsed in the snecific sense of brimrih. 

in Ps. 10 17 is concerned, Gr. ?a) I’m (Hi., We., Du.) 

2 The other words occasionally rendered in EV ‘high place’ 
. I, .:, 

3 Other etymologies such as that 7133 is an Indo-European 
loan-word (@&s ; J. D. Michaelis), or that it originally meant 
not ‘height’ but ‘enclosure’ (Thenius, Bijttcher), need not be 
discussed. 

Jer. 48 35 Ezek. 20 29. 

On the origin of the word see below § 7. 
4 Sing. I S. 9f: I K. 34 (Gibeon), z K. 23 15 (bethel), Is. 16 12 
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HIGH PLACE HIGH PLACE 
I S. 9 iztrenders in Pent, umjhai 1 in the Prophets generally 

flopi, in the Hist. ’Books iA$q, 6$qh& ; Aq. and 
2. As a place proh. Sym. ;$hpara, +JIqA& . Vg. consistently 
of worship. excelsa; Pesh. ‘alawdthd, ‘hligh places,’ some- 

times j i rakki ,  ‘ idol shrines.‘ 
The connection of the notion ‘ place of worship ’ with 

the primitive meaning ’ high place ’ is well illustrated by 
I S. 910-25 ; the town (Ramah) lay on the side of the 
hill, with its spring of water at  the foot of the hill below 
it, and the place of sacrifice (the ‘ high place’) above it 
on the summit.2 That mountain and hill tops were the 
common places of sacrifice we have abundant evidence 
in the OT. 

See Hos. 4 13 9 ~ f :  (cp 2 S. 24 16#), Jer. 17 2 2 20 36 Ezek. 

In the older prophets ’high place’ ( n m )  is synonymous 
with ’holy place, sanctuary’ (mpn) : see Am. 7 9 Is. 16 12 ,  

also Lev. 2 6 3 0 J  Such places were very numerous ; 
we know of many from the historical books, and may 
with all confidence assume that every city, town, and 
village had its own (cp z K. 1 7 9  11 238) .  Some of these 
sanctuaries, like those at Bethel, Gilgal, and Beersheba, 
had a wider fame, and were frequented at festival seasons 
by worshippers from near and far. 

As a place of sacrifice,* the ddmdh had its altar 
(Hos. 811 1018 1211 [I.] etc.) ; further, according 

6 13 20 27-29 I K. 14 23 z K. 16 4 17 10 etc.3 

3. The sacred to a Canaanite custom adopted by the 
Israelites, a stone stelb (ma@bih) and a 
wooden post or pole ( 2 ~ h Z ~ d h )  ; see Hos. things. 

3 4  101 Dt. 122J Ezek. 63-6  13 Lev. 2630f. ; cp Philo 
Byblius, frag. 1 7  (FHG 3564 B).6 Often there was also 
a sacred tree, as at  Gibeah where Saul sat in council 
(see SAUL) ‘ under the tamarisk tree in the dim& ’ ( I  S. 
2 2 6 )  ; 6  see also Hos. 4 1 3  Dt. 122 Jer. 220 Ezek. 6 1 3  etc.7 
At Ramah there was a hall (nz$>, cp Aduxv) in which 
the sacrificial feast was held (I  S. 9 ~ ) ,  and doubtless 
such an adjunct was common ; the greater sanctuaries 
may have had, like that in Jernsalem, several such 
rooms. In  some places there was also an idol or idols 
(Hos. 417  84-6  1 0 5  112 132 143[4]8[9] Mic. 1 7  Is. 
2 8  18 20 Ezek. 63-6 g 13 Lev. 2 6 3 0 f : ) , ~  such as the bull 
images of Yahw& at Bethel and Dan ( I  K. 1226-30) and 
the serpent idol at  Jerusalem. ( z  K. 184);9 where this 
was the case therewould necessarily be a sacellum or 
small shrine to protect the idol, which was often made 
wholly or in part of precious metals (Judg. 1 7 5 ,  n*x 
OYI~X,  cp I S. 3 1 9 )  ; there was such a structure at Shiloh, 
in which the ark of Yahwb was kept, with a servant of 
the priest as zedituus (IS. 3 3 ) ,  and probably at  Nob 

It  is possible that the’ more primitive agalmata, the 
stone stelbs, obelisks, or cones, were sometimes sheltered 
by a cella with open front, as we occasionally see it upon 
Phoenician coins ; but of this there is no direct evidence.10 
Small tents or tabernacles may have been used for a 
similar purpose ; David provided such a shelter for the 
ark (2s. 6 1 7  I K. 228-30; cp Ex. 3 3 7 f i ) ,  and zS. 

1 With this translation cp the inscription on the stell: of Mesha 
king of Moah, wn25 npo nnzn v w .  

2 Such has been in all ages the usual situation of towns in 
Palestine ; Benz. HA 373 ; cp WRS ReL Sem. 157 4703 ,  (2)  172  

4 8 3 ~ n  holy mountains among the Semites, and in particular 
among the Hebrews, see Baudissin Studien Z X Y  senzitisclan 
Religionsgeschichte 2 2 3 1 8  and at/. ‘Hohendienst ’ in PREP) 
6 1 8 1 x  On the sudject of s~credmountainsingeneral, Andrian, 
Hc?hencuZius asiatischer und europziscker VoZker, ’91 ; Beer 
Heilige HJhen derGnkhen und Rdiner, ‘91. See also NATURA 
WORSHIP, 8 4. 

4 Note the verbs nxy and i * ~ ? n ,  ‘slaughter’ and ‘burn fat,‘ 
as the standing description of the‘high-place worship, I K. 3 zf: 

2 2 t & k I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  and ASHERAH. . 

( I  s. 21). 

. 

2 K. 123 [41 144  154 35 1 6 4  235 etc. 

6 Read 7823 @BL ‘ MT nny2 : @A ;v Po.ppa. 
7 See N A T U R E  wO~RSHI”. 
8 In some of these passages domestic idols may be meant ; so 

9 See IDOL, 8 4 : and on the ephod of Gideon and Micah, and 
probably in Is. 2l.c~. 

at Nob, see E P H o D ,  88 2, 4. 

199 ; cp Philo By& fg. 17,  FHG 3 564 E. 
10 See Per.-Chi Histmy ofArt in Phenicia, 1276f: and fig. 
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12.7 shows that at a comparatively late time there were 
hose who thought that a tent was a more suitable 
iwelling for Yahwb than a house. Ezek. 1 6 1 6  speaks 
3f 6dm8th (6 ei’GwXa) made of clothing stuffs, a patch- 
work of divers colours, by which tents or canopies are 
perhaps to be understood (Targ., etc.) ; see also Hos. 
9 6  2 K. 237 . ’  

The later Jewish distinction of public and private driritdth 
and descriptions of them (Mish. Meg. 1 10 ; Mish. Ze6achin: 
14 IO ; Tos. Ze6ach. 13 1 1 8 )  are of no authority for the time; 
with which we are concerned. 

All the worship of old Israel was worship at the high 
places ; to them the tithes were brought iGen. 2820-22 - ,  
4. The cultus. Am. 4 4 )  ; at  them all sacrifices, stated 

and occasional. bv the individual. the . ,  
family or clan, or the larger sacral community, were 
offered (I S. 9 1 1 8  : and in general Dt. 125-8 II 13 17, 
whose prohibitions are testimony to the former practice) ; 
there transactions requiring a solemn sanction were 
ratified before God (Ex. 21 6 2 2 8  [7] 28 [27] etc. ), and there 
councils were held ( I  S. 2 2 6  6). T o  the high places 
the troops of dervish-like nZb6i’im resorted to work up 
the prophetic ecstasy by music and whirling dances ( I  S. 
l o 5   IO).^ At the great high place at  Gibeon Solomon 
offered his hecatombs and practised incubation ( I  K. 
3 3 8 ) .  .Of the worship at the high places of Israel in 
the eighth-century Hosea paints for us a vivid picture ; 
the joyous gatherings on festival days-new moons, 
sabbaths, annual feasts-when the people appeared in 
gala dress ( 2 1 3  [IS] 15 [17]) ; the sacrifices and libations 
(9 4),  and offerings of corn and wine and oil, of flax and 
wool, of figs and raisin-cakes, in gratitude for the fruits 
of the year (2 5 C7] 8 [IO]$ 12 [I41 3 1 ) ;  in times of 
scarcity the ‘ cuttings m the flesh ’ to move the obdmate 
god ( 7 1 4  6, cp I K. 1828) ; the licentious intercourse 
of men and women, in which the priests and the conse- 
crated women (nwip ,  religious prostitutes ; see CLEAN, 

I, col. 837, IDor.Arw, 6, SACRIFICE) set the 
example-a rite hallowed by sacrifice ( 4 1 3 5 ,  cp I I  ; 
and see what is narrated by a late writer of Eli’s 
sons, I S. 222) ; the divination (rhabdomancy? 412). 

In similar ternis Jeremiah and Ezekiel describe the 
worship of their time. 

In writers of ,the seventh and the sixth centuries the 
word dZnzith (always plural, even when a single holy 
5. Seventh- place is meant)5 is used with the pre- 

dominating connotation ‘ sanctuaries of a 
heathenish or idolatrous cult’ ; thus Jer. 
731  1 9 5  3235  (Melek), cp 1 7 3  (6 om.) 

Ezek. 6 3-6 13 Lev. 2 6 3 0 J 6  The deuteronomic author 
and the subsequent editor of Kings apply the name to 
the sanctuaries of Judah outside of Jerusalem, which they 
unhistorically represent, not as holy places older than 
the temple of Solomon, but as originating in the apostasy 
3f Rehoboam’s time ( I  K. 1422-24 z K. 2 3 5 ,  cp S f : ) ,  
and as having been, after their destruction by Hezekiah, 
rebuilt by Manasseh (z K. 21 3) ; also to the shrines of 
3ther gods in Jerusalem ( z  K. 2 3 8 )  or its vicinity ( I  K. 
11 7 z K. 23 13, on the Mt. of Olives) : and particularly 
to the holy places of the northern kingdom (on which 
more fully below, 5 4). In  the same way nrnzn * J ~ I ,  
’ high-place priests,’ is an opprobrious title for the priests 
>f the cities of Judah (in distinction from the priesthood 
If Jerusalem ; z K. 2 3 9 ,  cp 8=Levites Dt. 186), who 
ire also called n’???, ‘ pagan priests’ (z K. 2 3 5  ; see 
:HEMARIM), and for the priests of Israel, whose illegiti- 

1 Note also the names Oholah and Oholibah, Ezek. 23 4 8  and 
Iholibamah, Gen. 36 2. Tents were used not only as porkole 
anctuaries in  camps (e.g by the Carthaginians, Diod. Sic. 
!065), hut also, in certain’hts ,  even in temples (e.g., of Beltis 
it HarrSn En-Nedim in Chwolsohn Sahier, 2 33), and in some 
nysteries {Maury, ReZigions de Za ’Gdce, 3 494) ; cp also the 
mabs &~yor$opo6pevoq, Philo Bybl. FHG 3 567 A. 

century 
~riters. 

2 See further SACRIFICE, and TITHE. 
3 See PROPHET. 
4 See CUTTINGS I N  THE FLESH 5 I. 
6 Exceptions 2 K. 23 15 Ezek. Zd 29. 
6 It is noteworthy that the word does not occur in Dt. 
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HIGH PLACE 
macy is emphasized ( I  IC 12 32 132 33 2 K. 23:!0), as 
well as for the priests of the heathen colonists of Samaria 
( i6 .  1732) .  In this period the stigma of heathenism thus 
everywhere attaches to the word. 

In several places (none earlier than the end of the 
7th cent.) we read of a ninz n3g (sing.,' plur. nin? w), 

HIGH PLACE 
the land, the cultus was addressed to him;' bnt 
as its character was not changed, the consequence was 
that Yahwb was worshipped as a baal. It  is thus easy 
to understand how, to a prophet like Hosea, the religion 
of his countrymen should seem to be unmixed Canaanite 
heathenism ( 2 5  [7] cp 8 [IO] 12 [14] J ,  16 [18] J 13 I 

etc. ), and how, from the same point of view, the religious 
reformers of the seventh century should demand the 
abolition of the high places as the first step to restoring 
the true religion of Yahd .  

From the standpoint of Dt. and the deuteronomistic 
historians, the high places were legitimate places of 
sacrifice until the building of the temple at Jerusalem 
( I  K. 3 z )  ; after that they were forbidden.2 The history, 
however, shows that they continued to be not only the 
actual, but also the acknowledged sanctuaries of Judah 
as well as Israel down to the seventh century. The 
building of the temple in Jerusalem had neither the 
purpose nor the effect of supplanting them. The author 
of KINGS (who reckons it a h&nous fault) records of all 
the kings of Judah from Solomon to Hezekiah that they 
did not do away with the high places. The oldest collec- 
tions of laws, in Ex. 3424-26, assume the existence of these 
local sanctuaries ; Ex. 20 24-26 formally legitimates their 
altars. The prophets of the ninth century contend 
(against the foreign religion introduced by Ahab) for the 
worship of Yahwb alone in Israel ; to Elijah the destruc- 
tion of the altars of Yahwb (high places) is a token 
of complete apostasy (I  K. 19 10-14) ; he himself repairs 
the fallen altars on the sacred mountain Carmel (1830) .  
Amos and Hosea assail the cultus at the high places as  
corrupt and heathenish, like the whole religion of their 
contemporaries ; but it is the character of the worship 
and the worshippers, not the place, that they condemn ; 
the worship in Jerusalem pleases the prophets no better 
(Is. 1 1 0 8  ; cp2S7JI which is at least applied to Jiidah). 
Hezekiah is said to have removed the high places (2 K. 
1 8 4 2 2  21 3 )  ; but it is hardly probable (see HEZEKIAH. 
5 I )  that the king's reforms went beyond an attempt to 
suppress the idolatry against which Isaiah so incessantly 
inveighed ; the mention of the high places is from the 
hand of the deuteronomic author, who thus conforms 
the account of Hezekiahs good work to that of Josiah 
( z  K. 23) and to the deuteronomic law. Certainly 
the high places were in their full glory in the reigns of 
Hezekiahs successors Manasseh and Amon. 

One of the chief aims of Deuteronomy is to restrict the 
worship of Yahwb to the temple in Jerusalem. All other 

.6. The b8m6th- --i. e . ,  a temple of an idolatrous cult ; 
thus, 2 K. 17.9 32, the old temples of 
the Samaritans, in which the alien 

colonists set up their images and worshipped Yahwb 
after their fashion; I K. 1231 ,  the temples which 
Jeroboam I. built in rivalry to the temple of Yahwb at  
Jerusalem ; further, I K. 1332  2 I(. 23 19. 

In  other cases nia? alone (always plur.) seems to he used in 
the same sense ; note the verbs 822, 'build' (I K. 14 23 2 K. 17 9 
21 3 Jer. 7 31 19 5 32 35). and YQ, 'pull down, demolish ' (2 K. 
238 15, cp Ezek. 16 39),a though by themselves these verbs d o  
not necessarily imply an edifice, being used, e.g., of an altar. 

In  the passages just cited the word 6imih has lost the 
physical meaning ' high place ' altogether ; the 6EmLith 
spoken of were in the cities of Israel and Judah ( z  K. 
1 7 9  2315) ,  in one of the gates of Jerusalem (z  K. 2 3 8 ) ,  
in its streets or open places (Ezek. 16 24J 31 39, where 
ani [[I XI] is equivalent to 8D>, if indeed the text should 
not be so emended) ; the 6~imLifh of the Melek cult 
were in the valley of Hinnom (Jer. 7 3 1  etc. ) ; see 
MOLECH. W e  often read of 6im5fh on hills (e.&, Ezek. 
6 3  I K. 1 1 7 ) ,  and under green trees (e.g., I K. 1423)  ; 
observe also that the sacrifices are always said to be 
offered n i m l  (is or at the BEmCth), never $y (on), and 
contrast Is. 1612. I t  has been thought that the 6irn6th 
in valleys, cities, etc., were artificial mounds, taking the 
place of the natural ' high places,' the summits of hills 
and mountains, such as are found among various 
 people^.^ This is in itself possible enough ; but evidence 
of it is lacking in the OT ; even in Ezek. 16 2 4 3  31 39 
it is doubtful whether this is the prophet's meaning. 

The history of the high places is the history of the 
old religion of Israel. Here we have only to do with 

the attitude to them -assumed by 
7* History: pre- the religious leaders and reformers.6 
deuteronomic. Most of the high places were doubtless 

old Canaanite holy places which the Israelites, as they 
gradually got possession of the land, made their own 
(see Dt. 1 2 2 8  2 K. 17 11 etc. ) ; the legends in Genesis 
which tell of the founding of the altars of the more 
famous sanctuaries by the forefathers, Jacob-Israel and 
Abraham, often in connection with a theophany or other 
manifestation of YahwB's presence at the spot, are a t  
once arecognition that these holy places were older than 
the Israelite invasion of Palestine and a legitimation of 
them as altars of Yahwb ; the name bEmih itself was 
probably borrowed from the Canaanites. There can be 
little doubt that the cultus at the high places was in the 
main learned by the Israelites from the older occupants 
together with the agriculture with which it was so closely 
interwoven (cp ISRAEL, 5 2 6 3 ) .  Not only were the 
rites the same as those with which the Canaanites 
worshipped their baals, but it is probable that at 
the beginning the worship was actually addressed to 
the baals, the givers of the fruits of the soil (cp BAAL, 

Later, when Canaan had become completely the land 
of Israel, and thus Yahwb, Israel's God, whose old 
seats were in the distant south, became the God of 

1 Never n*I: cp nnz n q ,  Mesha 2. 27 (Is. lFiz), 1 ~ .  
p n  b c .  

a Oftener the more general words i*nw8, inw,,, plj(Niph.), 
7 3 ~ .  In 2 K. 23 15 the text is in disorder ; 113 did not origin- 
ally refer to the no>. 

3 [Xi, vu. 24 31 39t EV, 'eminent place,' the mound upon 
which stands the altar (Bertholet etc ) or a cupola or 'vaulted 
chamber' (RVmg.) for heathen &orsh:p (Davidson). A V w ' s  
rendering after Vg. and BBAQl'  etc., is needless.] 
4 [See Gesenius, Preface to )Gramberg, ReZz&ons.ideen des 

A T  1 pp. xix-xxi.] 
5 See also HEXATEUCH, # 1 4 3  
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§ 5 3 ) .  

8. Deuteronomy places of sacrifice-which are signifi- 
cantly described as the places where 
the Canaanites worshipped their gods 
-are to be razed : no similar cult is 

and Josiah,s 
reforms' 

to be offered to Yahwb (122-8 and many other  place^).^ 
\Whin the limits of his little kingdom Josiah ( 6 2 1 )  
carried out the prescriptions of the new law-book. 

We are told that he also destroyed the high places at Bethel 
and in the other cities of Samaria (z  K. 23 15 ~ g x ) .  In the weak- 
ness of the moribund Assyrian empire such an action IS 
conceivable (cp zK. 232gf. ); but the author of 2 K. 23 1 5 . ~ 0  is 
hardly a competent witness. 

That the people of the J idzan  cities and villages saw 
unmoved the altars at which their forefathers had 
worshipped Yahwb for centuries torn down, the veneratcd 

1 Stsde'sview, that the high places were ancestral tombs, and 
that the cult which was supplanted by that of the national god 
Yahwl: was that of acribal hero(GP-I. 1 4 4 9 3 )  is perhapstrue 
of some of them ; there is no reason to believe /hat this was the 
universal development. 

2 For the Jewish attempts to  reconcile this theory and the 
practice of the times of the Judges, Samuel, and David, with the 
existence of the tabernacle of P, see Mish. Zibdchim, 1443 
?os. Z&dchim, 13 : further, the numerous passages from th; 
Talmuds and Jewish commentators collected by Ugolino in his 
Thesaurus, 10 5 5 9 3  

3 According to Chron -in conflict with its sources -other 
good kings had done thes'ame before(:! Ch.14 3 [z], Asa, dp 15 '7; 
176 Jehoshaphat). 

4'See the notice in sK.184, and cp NEHUSHTAN and 
IDOLATRY, $3 9. 

5 See DEUTERONOMY, $ 1 3 .  
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symbols of the deity destroyed, the holy places profaned, 
the priests forcibly removed to Jerusalem-their whole 
religion plucked up by the roots-is not to be imagined ; 
their temper may be guessed from the reception which 
one preacher of the new model met in his native town 
of Anathoth (Jer. 11). When, in 608, Josiah fell in 
battle against Pharaoh Necho, a swift and sweeping 
reaction set in. Jeremiah, Ezeki61, and Zephaniah, as 
well as the author of Kings, give abundant evidence 
that the old cults flourished in full vigour down to the 
destruction of Jerusalem in 586 (cp ISRAEL, 5 3 6 8 ) .  

It is commonly believed that the Exile accomplished 
what the covenant and the reforms of Josiah had failed 
permanently to achieve. 

The population of Judah, it is assumed, was carried away to 
Babylonia; and when after fifty years a new generation 

returned to Palestine, they had no motive 
9. The Exile for restoring the old local cults whose con- 

and the tinuity had thus been so lone interruoted. 
Restoration. Moreover, those who came hick were‘ men 

of a new mind : the nrouensitv to uolvtheism. 
idolatry, and a superstitions and see;iio;s w;shi;-h;d he& 
eradirared ; the one grcat end ofthe rerurninfi ~ .x i l c i  was to re- 
establish the pure religion of Yaliwt on the basis of the 
deuterononiic law. 

This rcprcscntation of thc effect of the catastrophe of 
586 rests upon coitceptioiis of the character of h J t h  the 
‘ Exile’ and the restoration which arc denionstrahly 
erroneous (cp ISKAEL, 5 41 8).  Jeremiah and Jlzrkiel 
arc our witnesscs that thc deportation of 597 wronglit 110 

airicndinent either in tliosc who were carried away or in 
those who were lrft bchintl ; from Jrr. 44 w c  see that tlic 
cvcnts of the dis:tstrotts year j86, so fw from niakiiig. 
the peoplc throw away their idols, led directly to i i  

revival of foreign cnhs. 111e Jews who were left in the 
land-and they \vrre the greater part of the old pol>iilx- 
tion of Jud:ih-certainly continued to worsliip Ynh\r& 
after the inaii~ter of their fathers ; and that they paid 
sinall respect to thc dentcronoinic laws is shown by thc 
nttitndc which. at a 1;ttcr time, the rc~~rescnt:~tivcs of tlie 
g&h take towarcls this ‘am Ad-Zrey. Evideitcc of tlie 
survival or revival in the l’(!rsi:ttt period of the (:lilts whirli 
werr put under the b:tii of 1)cuterononiy is pcrliaps to be 
found in Is. 5 7 3 8  651-7 62, 17f .  279. cpalso theglosscs 
in 17 8 . l  So h r  was tlie dogni:t that sucrificc could be 
oifrrcd to Yahv i. only in one place from being univcrsally 
ackiiowlcdgctl after the Exile, that in the sccond century 
B.C. a temple after the modcl of that it1 Jerusalem [so 
h r  as the intcrnal nrrangemt.iits were concerned] was 
erected by the J.:gypti.iri Jews at  Leontopolis, with a 
priesthood of uniinpcach;itdc In the 
petition ~ h i c l t  0ni;is a(l(1ressc.s to I’tolcniy and Clcolxitra 
for prrmission to build this temple (Jos. Ant. xiii. 3 I ,  

5 6 5 8 ) ,  one of thc re.isons urged is t1i:it thc Egyptian 
Jews-like those in Cwlesyrin and Phcenici;i-liavc 
riwny temples (it-pd; cp iilso !os. Ant.  xiii. 23) not of 
the proper aype. : l i d  on this account arc at variance 
with one another, :IS tlie Egyptians also are on account 
of the ninltitiidc of their tetiiples and differences in 
their cultus ; lie asks, therrfore, to be allowed to build n 
tcniplc after the pattcrn of t1t:it in Jerusalem, that the 
Jews in Egypt may bc united bv having one coiniiion 
p1;ice of worship. ‘l’his testiiiioiiy is none tlitt lcsi 
retriark;tble if the letter of 0ni:is W:IS C U I I I ~ O ~ W I  l)y 
Joseplins himself, or by a precvding historiait. 111 
view of ;dl these tliings, we ni;iy well lirsitnte to bc!icvc 
tli:it the old high places of Jud;ili disappeared for cvcr 
with thc Exile. ‘The process was probably graclu;tl, 

Sinend’q interpretntion of I-. 
279 (henthrn drnrs tolerated, out uf iieicssity, I9y the J e w s  iii 
the Innd s;icrrd 10 Ynhwcl) is hardly prohnhle--l.:o.l I n  I%.L.7 
etc., Ihliin and Che. find utterilncec of Jewish orthodox zeal 
against the Samaritans and thoae Jews who synipathised with 
them. I t  is nues~ionahle whether the aniilication of these 

1 [See Che. fnf7.  1,s. 316 n. 3 .  

passages should be restricted to the SamarirHns. 
See Schiir. GJV 2 544- 

456 ; Willrich, jwdelt)  und Griechen, u.s.w., 126 8 ; Biichler, 
Tobiaden und Oniaden, z?q f i  Even in the Mishna the 

2 Mincichath log6 ’ cp Is. 19 1 8 3  

validity of the sacrifices offeied in the temple of Onias is 
somewhat grudgingly acknowledged (MimZchafh, 13 IO). 
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and is hidden from lis in the obscurity which hangs 
over the centuries of the Persian and Greek oeriod. 

Spencer De legibus ritualibus 223, 5 I 2; Blasius 
Ugolinus in his Thesaurus 1 0 5 5 9 2  (De ExceZszs: cases of 

apparent kolation of the deuteronomic law 
10. Literature. of the single altar with Jqwish comment 

on the same) ; Baudissin 
PREP) 6 181.193 (literature, 193) ; Scholz, bfselzdienst und 
Zawbeemuesen, 1 2 0 8 : ’  We. PYoZ.~~) 1 7 3 ;  Stade GVI 1 4 4 6 8 ,  
Piepenbring, ‘ Histoire des lieux de culte et du sacerdoce el; 
Israel,’ Krv. &Hist. des ReZ. 24 1-60, 133.186 (‘91). Hoo- 
nacker, Le lieu du culte dans la Z@Zaation n?uelZe des debyeuz  
C94) ; Nowack, H A  2 7f. ; v. Gall, AZfisraeZifische Kulfstiitte 
(98,). See also, on the Critical questions, the literature under the 
articles on the hooks of the Hexateuch. 

Hohendienst, 

G. F. M. 
HIGH PRIEST (5743 p>g) ,  Lev. 21 10 etc. See 

HILEN (]$?), I Ch. 658 [43]. See HOLON. I. 

PRIEST. 

HILKIAH c7il!p$c, 8: [so in nos. 4-71, ‘ Yahw& 
is my portion’ ; cp HELKAI ; xsh~[s]lac [BAL]). c p  
CHELCIAS, Sus. z 29 63 ; Bar. 1 I 7. 

I. The chief priest under Josiah, mentioned in con- 
nection with the repairs of the temple and with the 
event which made the king a definite adherent of 
purified Yahwism (2 K. 2 2 4 8 ) .  That Hilkiah ‘ forged’ 
the book which he stated (v. 8) that he had ‘ found’ 
is an impossible theory (WRS OT/@) 363). What 
led Hilkiah to say that he had ‘found the book of 
direction’ (EV ‘ the book of the law ’) is not recorded. 
He  may merely have meant ‘Here is the best and 
fullest law-book, about which thou hast been asking. ’ 
*msn need not mean ‘ I have found for the first time.’ 
It is possible that the seeming connection of the ‘ find- 
ing’ of the law-book with the arrangement about the 
temple-money may be simply due to the combination 
of two separate reports. At any rate, Shaphan, not 
Hilkiah, must have begun the conversation on the 
law-book. ‘ In  the house of Yahwb ‘ probably means 
‘in the temple library.‘ See JOSIAH, 3 I. 

2. Father of ELIAKIM 
in this verse], 26,37, [n&l; is.‘22 20 36 322). 
3. Father of the prophet Jeremiah (Jer. 1 I). 
4. In the Levitical genealogy of ETHAN [q.v., 31 (I Ch. 

6 45 [301; xeA LOU [AI, X + i a  [Ll, om. B). 
5. b. Hosaf, a Merarite Levite (1Ch.2611 ; xdqeras [AI, 

om. B). See GENEALOGIES i., § 7 (ii. d). 
6. Father of GEMARIAH,  z (Jer. 29 [a 361 3). 
7. A priest, temp. Ezra ; Neh. 8 4 (sAKrra [B], X F ~ K [ F ] L ~  [HA]), 

12 7 (Nc.amF. SUP., om. BN*A) 31 (om. BN*A, F A K ~  [Nc.a mg. int]) ; 
in I Esd. 943, EZECXAS, RV EZEKIAS (&mas [BA]). 

I [q ZI ] ( z  K. 18 18 : Xah. [A; om. L 

T. K. C. 

HILL, HILL-COUNTRY. See MOUNT; cp GIBEAH. 
HILLEL (5$?, a well-known Jewish name in Rab- 

binical times), father of ARDON (ii., I )  the judge, a 
native of PIRATHON (4.v. I ) ,  Judg. 121315 (EAAHA [B], 
EAAHX in v. IS], CEAAHM [A, c precedes], 
EAAHM I&]). 
T 3 5  (cp HELEM). 

ctc. See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. 

@A, and CijL if correct, point to some form like o h ,  I Ch. 

HIN (i’?, on etym. cp ZDMG, 46114),  Ex. 2940  

HIND ( h s ,  nh), Gen. 4921 etc. 

HINNOM, VALLEY OF (pi;! +?), or Valley of the 
son (also, children) of Hinnom (tu? [-17]71 [Kj’J), 
1. Name. also called siniply The Valley (Jer. 223 

See HART. 

3 1 4 0  [SO too Ass. MOJ. ~ O I O ] ,  cp 2 Ch. 
269 Neh. 213 15 313  ‘ the valley gate ’), one of the 
valleys round about Jerusalem. 
(a) Vss. +pay[ [ULOO] EUUOI* [BHAQLl(con-)va~~isen~om[Vg.l. 

The shorter designation OS;! ’4 is found only in Josh. 1586 
18 166 Neh. 11 30 (om. BRA), in Josh. l.c. m. 8a 16a, the longer 
and usual form is used. @BAL reads 6. [uLoO] evuop, but 6. 
[ U G ]  ouop [B in 15 81 couuap [B in 18 161. (6) -12 is transliter- 
ated in z Ch. 28 3(ya~j3evBop [B], y+ovvop [A], $hpayyb p ~ v s v v o p  
[L], valZ& Bed2nlzonr [Vg.]), z Ch. 336 ( y q  j3hevvop’ [AI, y~ 
Eevsuvop [L] and 7s Pave ~ v u o p  [B]). BB’s  rendering points to 
>j? ’17 ’& ‘Valley of the som of Hinnom,’ which is found mue 
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in the MT, z K.23 xo(Ketib). The e r e  and Vss. (+. ul00 svvap 
[BL], 9. vi. svvopop' [AI) read -12. Cp a150 Josh. 1816a 2). 
&Zioiorum ennom (Vg.). (6) For +dpayg, vimq occurs in Josh. 
18 16u (BAL), and also svop [L], and the transliterated ya' ib. 
166 (yaieuva[pl [RL] y. ovvop [AI). In Jer. 196 ~ $ 3  is repre- 
sented by rrohva'v8pr6v. 

Bottcher, Graf, and Ges.-Buhl derive ~ 1 8  from Ar. 
Ranna, ' t o  sigh, whimper' ; but the word is much 
a. Origin. more probably an unmeaning fragment of a 

The true name was hardly that of 
a person (so Stanley, Sin. and PuL 172), for in Jer. 
732 196 the name is altered to ' valley of slaughter ' ; 
originally therefore it had some agreeable sense. Con- 
sidering the use made of the valley we may further 
assume that the true name had a religious reference, and 
may with some probability emend n3n-p into p g p ,  
' pleasant son ' (Che. ), and suppose that a syncretistic 
worship of TAMMUZ and Melech (see MOLECH) was 
practised in the valley. This helps us to understand 
the horror felt by Ezekiel (if the view of GOG and 
MAGOG is correct) at the worship of ' Tamniuz-Lord.' 

The first occurence ofgF hinnim (?) is probably in Is. 
225 (cp D. I), where no less a writer than Isaiah has 

name. 

. .  . 
3. References. been thought to mention it. The 

occurence, it is true, is gained by 
emending the text ; but a parallel emendation is called 
for in Zech. 14 5 (see VISION, VALLEY OF). The most 
notable reference, however, is in z K. 2310, where we 
read that Josiah 'defiled the Topheth which is in the 
valley of the sons of Hinnom' (see above, rb), ' that 
no man might make his son or his daughter to pass 
through the fire to Molech' ; so that, if Ben Naaman 
was the name of the divinity originally worshipped in 
the ' valley,' the awful Molech (or rather Melech) had 
acquired a precedence over Ben Naanian. Probably 
too, as Geiger suggested,' the phrase ' the graves of the 
common people ' (D. 6) should rather be ' the graves of 
ben-hinnom ' * (ben na'aman 9).  The text, thus cor- 
rected, shows that the burying-place of ben-hinnom was 
at any rate near the gorge of KIDRON (g.v . ). It  was 
in this valley, according to the Chronicler, that Ahaz 
and Manasseh sacrificed their sons ( z  Ch. 283  336). 
Jeremiah (731) speaks of the 'high places of the 
Topheth, which is in the valley of ben-Hinimon (?) ' ; 
in the 11 passage (3235) he calls them ' the high places 
of Baal.' The abominations there practised were the 
cause of the change of name announced by the prophet 
(Jer. 732 196). See further ESCHATOLOGY, 18 108 
63 (3)  70 (iii.J) 81 (3 ,  iii.) ; TOPHET. 

The 
question is complicated, and it is not easy to decide 

'Whatever view is 
taken of the position of the valley of 
Hinnom, all writers concur in its extend- 

ing to the junction of the three valleys of Jerusalem 
below Siloam-ie., there must be one spot below 
Siloam which all agree in making a portion of the 
valley of Hinnom' (Warren). The point on which 
geographers are divided is whether the valley is the 
Wady er-Rabgbi (the west and sonth valley), the 
Tyropceon (the centre valley), or the Kidron (east 
valley). The first view is supported by Robinson, 
Stanley, Barclay, Baed. -Socin, and Buhl ; the second by 
Robertson Smith (Enc. Brit. (y), ' Jerusaleni ' ; cp RSlZ), 
37z), Sayce (PEFQ, '83, p. 213), and Birch (PEFQ, 
'78, p. 179J) ; the third by Sir C. Warren (Recoueiy 
OfYerus., 307 ; Hasting's DB 2387). Cp JERUSALEM, 

I. According to P 
the Valley entered into the boundary of Jndah and 
Benjamin (see Josh. 158 1816), and so much at least is 

Opinions differ as to the site of this valley. 

4, Identib- it with confidence. 

cation, 

§ I O f .  
Let us collect some of the data. 

1 Jed. Zt. 2 259 ; there are traces of the reading in Tg. 
9 For the inappropriate ~ p n  313 the Chronicler (z Ch. 344) 

3 Eus. OS 300 12, identifies the @paye evvop with the Valley 
substitutes D:! D'nti?. 

of Jehoshaphat ; cp Jer., OS 128 io. 
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clear, that the border-line runs through NEPHTOAH, the 
Mount (im), the Valley of Hinnom, En-Rogel, and 
En-shemesh. 

In  describing the border of Judah from E. to W. (Josh, 158) 
' the Mount ' is spoken of as ' before ($38-5y) the valley of Hinnom 
westward' and 'at the end of the plain of KEPHAIM ( g . ~ . )  north- 
ward. Similarly in 18 16, which proceeds in the reverse direction, 
' the Mount' is still 'before' the valley but is mentioned first. 
It would seem that either (a) 99-5y does not (exceptionally see 
CHPRITH, col. 740, n. 3) mean the east or (6) the words defihing 
the position of 'the Mount' are an ina&curate gloss. 

2. In Jer. 192 these' 6en-Hinnom is said to be 'by 
the entry of the gate HARSITH ' (Harsuth?). Wherever 
this gate was, its name does not mean 'east.' If it is 
the same as the ' Dung-gate' ( m D 1 n  may even be a 
corruption of niwn, see Neh. 3 13), it was at the end of 
the Tyropceon valley. 

3. We have also to note what is said of the position 
of the 'Valley Gate' (rebuilt by Uzziah : 2 Ch. 269 
ywvrav [gab mg.], ?rlih~v ywvlas 71js +up. [B*A], T. ayyar 
[L]). It  faced the ' Dragon Well' (Neh. 213; perhaps 
EN-ROUEL [p.~.],  see also DRAGON, 4 [g]), and was 
distant a thousand cubits from the ' Dung-gate ' (Neh. 
313 ; ~ f i h ~ v  TWE +up. [BA], r. yar [L]), beyond which 
came the I Fountain Gate,' and the ' King's Pool.' 

Of discussions on the site of the Valley of Hinnom we may 
mention Sir C. W. Wilson's in Smith's DBP) ('93) and Sir C.  
Warren's in Hastings' DB('99). At present the majority of 
scholars adhere to the view expressed by the former, that the 
true Valle of Hinnom is the Wady er-Rah8bi; but cp JERU. 
SALEM, Cor 2423. T. K. C.-S.  A. C. 

HIPPOPOTAMUS (n\txI?, BHpia [BHA], KTHNH 
[Aq., Theod.] ; see BEHEMOTH, § I ) ,  Job 40 51, RV"'s: 
Ten verses (m. 15-24) or distichs are devoted in Job 40 
to a description of an animal which is most probably 
the hippopotamus (H.  umn$hidius). though there are 
elements in the description which appear to some to 
require a mythological explanation (see BEHEMOTH, 
§ 3). Sa'adya, it is true, the only old interpreter 
who ventures on an identification, renders Behemoth 
by the Arabic word for rhinoceros, and Schultens, 
unmoved by the arguments af Bochart, identifies 
it with the elephant. Most commentators, how 
ever, since Gesenius, have taken the side of Bochart, 
who has, as they believe, clearly shown (I) that the 
animal is described as amphibious, (2) that the juxta- 
position of Behemoth and leviathan here accords with 
the close association of the hippopotamus with the 
crocodile in ancient writers (e.g., Herod. 2 69-71, Diod. 
135, Plin. HiV825 288) as chief among the tenants of 
the Nile, and (3) that the description, apart from one 
or two difficult clauses, exactly suits the hippopotamus. 
Some commentators (e.$., Del.) would also find the 
Behemoth or hippopotamus in Is. 306 ; but this is not a 
probable view (see BEHEMOTH, 8 I). 

Verses 156 
and 20, 

' H e  eateth grass like the ox' . . . 
' Surely the mountains bring him forth foo,d ; 

We now turn to the details of the description. 

Where all the beasts of the field do play, 
refer to the fact that the hippopotamus is graminivorous, and 
inoffensive towards other animals. In  m. 16-18 we have a 
powerful picture of his muscular strength, on the ground of 
which he is to he regarded as among the most wonderful of 
God's creatures (u. 19u).l Verse 196 is difficult, but (unless 
we emend the text [see REHEMOTH vol. i. col. 521, nzidrzle]) 
must allude to the animal's tusks, k t h  which he shears his 
vegetable food : 

'(God) who made him so that he should apply his sword' 
(so Di.). 

Verses 21 J describe his favourite haunts, and v. 23 refers to 
the most wonderful fact of all-that the animal is equally at  
home on land or water. it is puzzling, however, to find the 
Jordan mentioned.2 Vet& 24 is generally taken interrogatlvely ; 
hut Di., referring to the fact that the Nuhians of the present 
day openly attack the hippopotamus with harpoons, understands 
an actual descriution. 

1 [Verse 17 should probably run, ' H e  cleaves marsh plants as 
with a chisel ( 3 ~ ~ 9  iSyn3 ]inxN) ; the sinews of his neck ('my) 
are knit together.-T. K. c.] 

appellative. 
2 Di. and Du. think that 'Jordan' may he used as a kind of 

[For a critical emendation of the text see JORDAN, 
B a W.1 
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HI,RAH HIROM 
to the reader to suppose that his father, as well as 
his mother, may have been 1sraelitish.l His name is 
variously given in Kings and Chronicles. In zCh. 
213[12] (not ~ I I ) ,  according to the common view (see 
Bertheau), the word 3 3 ~ ,  ‘my father’ ( T ~ Y  7raMci pou2 
(gab mg. A”L]) and 4 16 ITIN, ’ his ( i . e . ,  the king’s) father ’ 
[@ [ K d ]  dv.ilY€’yK€Y ; see note) is appended to Huram. 
Giesebrecht ( Z A  7‘14’1 qgx), indeed, has argued ably 
for the view that Huram-abi or Hiram-abi ( ‘  Hiram is 
my father ’ )  was the real name of the artificer sent from 
Tyre ( 1 u  in z Ch. 4 16 being supposed to he an error). 
So, too, Stade (Cesch. 1330, n. z), whilst Kamphausen 
(Kau. HS) thinks that Huram-abiw3 may have been 
the original form of the name, shortened in our text of 
Kings and of z Ch. 411 into Hiram or Huram, and in 
our text of zCh. 213  [I.] into Huram-abi. These 
scholars, however, seem too ready to trust the Chronicler 
in this point ; neither form of the solution proposed 
seems plausible. 

We are bound to consider in the first instance whether 
some error, either of the Chronicler or of the ~ c r i b e , ~  
may not be at the root of the strange name or reading 
Huram-abi. It appears certain that either the name 
of the artificer was precisely that of the Tyrian king 
(for which ancient parallels might be adduced), or that 
it was near enough to Hiram to be assimilated to this 
name through corruption. It might, e.g., be ( I )  
AHOLIAB [ p . ~ . ] ,  a name which has analogies in Phce- 
nician ( ’ 7 y 3 h ,  1’m ’N), and S. Arabian (hh~, in,?y’N), 
and is given by P to the colleague of the artificer, 
Bezaleel, or (2) Huram (with a I for 9)  ; one remembers 
that Bezaleel in P is called ben Uri, ben H u ~ . ~  

The more common form of the name is D?n (cp above) 
found in z S . 5 1 1  1K.518[15#:1 9 1 r f l 2 7  101122 and 
Kt. in I Ch. 141 2 Ch. 9 IO, for(1); for (2) in I K. 7 13 406 45. 
A variant .is O??n (EV HURAM, cp h a  and ’ 7 N l J d  used of 
no. I in nCh. 2 3 [2] II [m]J 8 2 18 9 21 and Kr. in I Ch. 14 I z Ch. 
818 9 x 0 ;  alsoofno. n in  zCh.4rraeand ir6[Kr,]. On nCh. 
213[12]516, see above. Finally the rare form oi7-n is met 
with in I K. 5 IO 18 [2432] referrink to no. I, and in I K. 7 4ou for 
no. 2. This form agrees with the Ass. &irumma, the e;ppopos, 
t i  o o of Jos. (the last form used to represent no. 2) and the 
r&o”,: of Herod. 798. Thus the names of the twd Hirams 
present identical variations. Kittel on I Ch. 14 I suggests that 
the original form may have been Hnram (nyn), which passed suc- 
cessively into Pil?n7 and Oh‘n (on this phonetic change see 
Barth, NB, p. xxix); hence, from a combination of these two 
Forms, arose OTy. T. I<. C.-S. A. C. 

HIRCANUS (YPKANOC [VA]) 2Macc. 311, RV 

HIRE, HIRELING (l$) Gen. 31 8, (la@) Job 71. 

HIROM (Ph’n) I K. 7 40 EVmg. ; EV HIRAM (4. v., 2). 

HYRCANUS [$‘.V., 21. 

See SLAVERY. 

1 I K. makes his mother of the tribe of Naphtali ; z Ch., of 
.hat of Dan. 

2 This early reading found favour with the correctors of @B 
md with one corrector of @A who may possibly have been the 
xiginal scribe hiniself. Swete gives Ab (A*?). The reading 
ieems to be a guess, corresponding to the guess ON?‘! presup- 
iosed by @ in 4 16 (see next note but one). 
3 The name q c a s ,  which the artificer bears in Josephus, 

Yyjomnesticum 63 is only a corruption of +as (=q~). 
4 Two views kee; possible. (I) The Chronicler may have 

nisread O T n  (‘the fleet of Hiram ’) in I K. 10 11, Ol’n’XN, 
IS if a person called Abi-Huram were the leader of ‘ Hiram’s 
ervants ’ and changed the relative position of Abi and Hiram 
,r Hurdnto  prevent the mistranslation ‘father of(king) Hiram ; 
ee Che. Zx$. T 9 4 7 1  [July, ’981). (2) For $ 3 ~  and ?XN we may 
ead y ~ y ,  ‘my servant,’ hqy, ‘his servant’; cp readings of 
55 in 2 Ch. 2 13 [12]. 

5 Josephus names the craftsman’s father Uri(os) or Uri(as); 
r a ~ p b s  61- Ovp~ou,  he says (Ant. viii. 34). Does he think of 
kaleel’s father? 

6 According to Ginsb. some MSS in 4 r m  and 818 have 
:t. 

7 Cp the form uoupwv, Eupol. up. Eus., Pr. Ev. 9 3 4 8  

T o  the latter belonged Aholiab. 

. :_  . _  
But this seems too simple an expedient. 
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‘They take him though he be on the watch 

And pierce through his nose with snares’ 
(literally ‘in his own sight ’), 

(probably ropes with harpoons attached). 

doubtful if it suits the context so well. 
text, 

This is a more natural rendering of the Hebrew though it is 
Bu. render; an emended 

Who will seize him by the teeth 
And pierce his nose with a snarl?l  

The chief question that arises in connection with this 
animal (Hippopotamus umphibius) is whether it ever 
lived in Palestine, or whether its fame had spread to the 
poet from Egypt. At the present time the river-swine 
(as the ancient Egyptians called them) do not extend 
north of Dongola, between the second and the third 
cataracts, and even there they are rare ; but both the 
frescoes and writings of the EgyptFans and the fossil 
remains found in the Delta of the Nile show that in 
former times it inhabited Lower Egypt and was har- 
pooned by the inhabitants. During the Pleistocene and 
Pliocene epochs an animal specifically indistinguishable 
from the hippopotamus was widely spread over southern 
and middle Europe, extending even into England, so that 
although at present there is no distinct evidence of its 
existing in the Jordan it is possible that it may formerly 
have done so. 

The animals are exclusively fluviatile, and can remain under 
water for considerable periods-as much as ten minutes. They 
are fond of frequenting the reed-covered margins of the rivers 
piercing tunnekhaped paths in the closely-matted regetatiod 
on the hanks. They are herbivorous. (See, further, BEHE- 
MOTH, $5 13.) 

[There may be a safer reference to the hippopotamus in Ps. 
8014(13). where the reading varied between -&!*n and iu’n 
(i.e. ‘ from the forest ’ and ‘from the River ’) . see Ginsh. Introd. 
to ;he Mas.-crit. ed. of the He6. Bibk, >38& The latter 
reading was the more popular one in Palestine in pre-Roman 
times; the swine of the River would naturally be the hippo- 
potamus. c p  SWINE.] N. M.-A. E. s. 

HIRAH (n?’n, ‘ noble ’ ? cp Palm. ? V I ) ,  an Adul: 
lamite, a friend of Judah (Gen. 38112: [ s l i p ~ c  
[ADEL]). 

HIRAM (by’?, perhaps an abbreviation of D?*n& 
AHIRAM ; cp HIEL; Phcen. i2ln ; X[E]IPAM [RKAL]). 

I. Hiram I., king of Tyre, famous for the help he 
rendered Solomon in the building of the temple, and 
in the manning of his ‘ Tarshish-fleet ’ ( I  K. 6 I [ 1 5 1 8  
9268 ; see OPHIR, 5 I), in return for which Solomon 
gave him twenty cities in the land of Galilee ( I  K. 9 IT 8 ; 
see CABUL). The later tradition that the friendship 
between the two was strengthened by Solomon’s 
marriage with a daughter of Hiram (Tatian, Coni. 
G r m . ,  5 37) may rest upon I K. 111 Ps. 45 ia[q]. 
David, soon after occupying Jerusalem, is said to have 
received cedar-wood and workmen from Hiram to help 
him in his building operations (z S. 5 TI, cp I K. 5 I [IS]) ; 
but Hiram was also a contemporary of Solomon’s. 
Unless, therefore, we assume that the event referred to 
in zS. relates to the last part of David‘s reign, we 
meet with a serious chronological difficulty. Hence some 
conjecture that the length of Hiram’s reign (969-936 
B. c . ,  based upon Jos. c. A$. 118)  is inexact, or that it 
was Hiram’s father, Abiba‘al, who really helped David 
(cp Kittel, Nisi. 2 157 n.).2 More probably Hiram’s 
kindly offices towards Solomon have been anti~ipated.~ 
Hiram‘s reputed tomb (Ku6r +‘Sr&% [flairin]) is still 
pointed out to the E. of Tyre;  the date is unknown 
(cp Bzd. (3), 296) ; see APOCRYPHA, 5 14 ; CHRONICLES, 

2. The artificer sent by Hiram, king of Tyre ( I  K. 
7 13 40 45 z Ch. 2 13 [ I Z ] ~ .  4 II  16). A man of mixed 
race, it would appear, though I K. IC. leaves it open 

and 13~. Another suggestion is to read 

5 8, n. 3. S. A. C. 

1 Reading I ’ J ~ X  ~ ) a  
ni:3, ‘hook’ (cp Am. 4 z )  for I’IW. . .  

2 For other conjectures cp Ew. Hist. 3226. 
3 Similarly the author of I S. 1 4  4 7 8  ascribes to Saul deeds 

which really belong to David ; cp SAUL, 0 3. 
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The aim of the present article is to sketch the 

development of Israelitish and Jewish historiography 
from its beginnings down to the second century of our 
era. For fuller information about particular books the 
reader is referred to the pertinent articles. 

The making of history precedes the writing of history, 
and it is often found that the impulse to write history is 
1. Beginnings first given by some great achievement 

which exalts the self-consciousness of a 
people and awakens the sense of the 
memorable character of what it has 
done. The Persian wars in Greece, 

of Hebrew 
historical 
literature. 

the second Punic war in Rome, the empire of Charles 
the Great among the Germans, are familiar instances. 
In Israel, the national history begins with the consolida- 
tion of the tribes in a kingdom and the throwing off of 
the Philistine yoke. The circumstances in which this 
was accomplished, and the personality of the men who 
freed and united Israel and raised it at once to a 
leading place among the kingdoms of Syria, were such 
as powerfully to stimulate the national spirit and kindle 
the imagination. Internal evidence makes it highly 
probable that the earliest Hebrew historians wrote in 
the reign of Solomon (middle of the 10th cent. B.c . ) ,  
and wrote first of the great events of the preceding half- 
century. 

A large part of z S. 9-20 I K. If: is derived from such a work 
the author of which was exceedingly well-informed not onl; 
about political affairs but also about the inner history of 
David's house and court. The story of David's youth, his 
relations to Saul, his romantic friendship with Jonathan, his 
adventurous life as a freebooter in the south, forms the natural 
introduction to the history of his reign. The older form of the 
history of Saul is probably of approximately the same age1 (see 
SAMUEL ii.). 

The beginnings having thus been made, the Israelite 
writers naturally turned to the earlier history of their 
people. 

i. Sozrrces.-Their sources, like those of the Greek 
logographers with whom it is natural to compare them, 

2. The first 

historical 
work. 

were poems, such as the Song of 
comprehensive Pborah ,  and briefer lyrics like those 

in Nu. 21, of which collections had 
been made (see JASHER, BOOK O F ;  
YAHWE, WARS OF) ; a GENEALOGIES 

(4.u. ), often representing clan-groupings ; tribal and 
local traditions of diverse kinds, such as furnish the 
material for most of the book of Judges ; the historical 
traditions of sanctuaries; the sacred legends of holy 
places, relating theophanies and other revelations, the 
erection of the altar or sacred stone, the origin of 
peculiar usages-for example, Bethel (Gen. 28) ; laws ; 
myths of native and foreign origin ; folk-lore and 
fable-in short, everything which seemed to testify of 
the past.3 

To us the greater part of this material is not in any 
proper sense historical at all ; but for the early Israelite 
as for the early Greek historian it was otherwise : our 
distinctions between authentic history, legendary history, 
pure legend, and myth, he made as little as he recognised 

1 That the earliest Hebrew historians wrote soon aftqr the 
time of David ; and that they began with contemporary history 
and gradually went back to the remoter past is the view of 
Graf ('40) and of several recent scholars (Kittel, Budde, etc.). 

2 The theory that poems form the nucleus of the earliest 
prose narratives, the chief source of the first historians, has been 
much exaggerated. 

3 For a more particular account of these sources see GENESIS, 
p 4 8  ; EXODUS, p 3 ; NUMBERS, $ g ; JOSHUA, $ 15 ; JUDGES, 
B 15. 
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our distinction of natural and supernatural. It was all 
history to him; and if one part of it had a better 
attestation than another, it was certainly the sacred 
history as it was told at the ancient sanctuaries of the 
land. 

The sources were not equally copious for all periods. 
The stories of the heroes who delivered their countrymen 
from invaders and oppressors gave a vivid picture of 
the times before the kingdom. Of the crossing of the 
Jordan and the taking of Jericho the local traditions of 
Gilgal furnished a pretty full account. Of the further 
progress of the invasion, the struggles by which the 
Israelite tribes established themselves in the hill- 
country, the oldest historian found no tradition.1 
About the deliverance from Egypt and the adoption of 
the religion of Yahwi: at his holy mountain a mass of 
legendary and mythical circumstance had gathered (cp 
EXODUS i., I 8 ) ; but of the wandering in the deserts 
S. of Palestine only the most fragmentary memories 
were preserved (cp WANDERINGS). Of the sojourn 
in Egypt, again, there was no tradition (cp MIZRAIM, 

26) ; the gap is filled by genealogies which really repre- 
sent later clan-groupings. Beyond these centuries the 
stream of narration suddenly broadens out ; the stories 
of the patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, Israel and his sons, 
are told with a wealth of Circumstance and a vividness 
of colour which show that we have entered the realm of 
pure legend a (see the several articles). 

ii. Limits; remains. -Whether the earliest compre- 
hensive history of Israel began with the migration of the 
Terahites, or with the primeval history-the first man, 
the great flood-is uncertain. The literary analysis 
cannot decide the question, and the examination of the 
foreign elements in Gen. 1-11 has as yet led to no 
positive results. Nor is it quite certain where the 
history ended. The presumption is that the author 
brought it down to his own times; but the evidence 
in our historical books is not as clear as we could 
wish. 

A considerable part of this oldest Hebrew history is 
preserved in the stratum of the HEXATEUCH which critics 
designate by the symbol J, and in the parts of Judges 
and Samuel that are akin to J. It has not, indeed, 
come down to us intact or in its original form; re- 
dactors, in combining it with other sources, haveomitted 
parts, and additions to it of diverse character and age 
have been made. What remains, however, gives us a 
most favourable impression of the authors' abilities. 
To  this writing we may apply what a Greek critic says 
of the early Greek historians : XC&v . . . tmr?j8euuav . . . ua+ij Kai K O L V ; ) ~  Kai KaBap&v Kai ulivropov Kat 
rois rpdypaui rpou@uij ,  Kal pg6eplav meuwplav t?ri+al- 
vouuav rexviK+. 

The early Hebrew historians did not affix their names 
to their works ; they had, indeed, no idea of authorship. 
3. Recensions, The traditions and legends which they 

collected were common property, and 
did not cease to be so when they were committed to 
writing ; the written hook was in every sense the pro- 
perty of the scribe or the possessor of the roll. Only 
a part of the great volume of tradition was included in 

1 Judg. 1 is in the main an attempt to fill this gap by infer. 
ences from known facts of a much later time: see JOSHUA, $ 15. 

2 The same phenomenon is observed in Greek and Romau 
history. see Wachsmuth E X .  571 620. 

3 ' Tdey affected a didtion clear, )popular, pure, concise, suit; 
able to the subject, and making no show of artful elaboration, 
Dion. Halic. De Thuc. judic. 5. 
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the first books. Transcribers freely added new matter 
from the same sources on which the original authors 
had drawn, the traditions of their own locality or 
sanctuary, variants of historical tradition or legend. 
Every new copy was thus in some measure a fresh 
recension. When in the course of time the enrich- 
ment of the narrative directly from oral tradition 
became a less considerable factor, it u-as succeeded by the 
more literary process of conflation or contamination of 
recensions ; scribes compared different copies, and 
combined their contents according to their own judg- 
ments or interests. The transmission of the oldest 
historical writings, even in its earlier stages, before the 
systematic redactions of R,, and his successors, was 
thus an extremely complicated pr0cess.l 

The problems thus presented to criticism are often insoluble; 
in general only those elements can be certainly recognised as 
secondary'which by underscoring the moral of the history or 
enlarging on its religious aspects in a prophetic spirit betray a 
different religious point of view from that of the older narrators, 
and even in these cases the age of the addition is often in doubt. 

The oldest Hebrew history ( J )  was written in the 
southern kingdom. At a somewhat later time a 

*. The similar work (E)  was produced in Israel. 

Ephraimite material, drawn from the common 
und of Israelite tradition,a is in the history' main the same ; but the local interest 

in E is that of the northern kingdom, and the moral 
and religious point of view is more advanced. 

Thus, in the patriarchal legend traits offensive to a more 
refined age are frequently tacitly removed (cp, e g . ,  the way in 
which Jacob's flocks are increased in J and in E,  Gen. 30J) ; 
theological reflection is shown in the substitution of dreams 
and audible voices for theophanies as modes of revelation; 
historical reflection in the representation of the Aramieau fore- 
fathers as idolaters,' in the avoidance of the name Yahwh before 
Moses, and so forth. 

In later recensions of the work (E,) the conduct and 
fortunes of Israel are judged and interpreted from a 
point of view resembling that of Hosea. If those critics 
who ascribe to secondary strata in E such chapters as 
I S. 7 12 15 are right, some of these editors approximated 
very closely to the deuteronomic pragmatism. 

For the period down to the time of Solomon the sources 
of the historians were almost exclusively oral tradition 
5. The history of the most varied character and con- 

tents ; of records and monuments there 
are but few traces, and these for the 
most part doubtful. With the establish- 

ment of the monarchy this is changed in some degree. 
The stream of popular tradition flows on and continues 
to be drawn upon largely by writers of history ; but by 
its side appears matter evidently derived from docu- 
mentary sources. Records were doubtless kept in 
the p a l a ~ e . ~  From the references to them in the Book 
of Kings, and from the similar records of Assyrian and 
Egyptian monarchs we may infer the nature of their 
contents : the succession to the throne, the chief events 
of the reign (probably year by year), wars, treaties and 
alliances, important edicts, the founding or fortifying of 
cities, the building or restoring of temples, and the 
like. 

of the 
kingdoms. 

Everything goes to show that these dvaypa+ai were brief; 
there is no reason to imagine that the records of a reign were 
wrought into narrative memoirs. I t  is antecedently probable 
that the kings of Israel and Judah like other Oriental monarchs 
-for example their neighbonr Misha of Moab-commemorated 
their prowes; or their piety 'in inscriptions; but there is no 
evidence of this in the OT, nor has any such monument 
hitherto been recovered. 

The temples also doubtless had their records, 
running in great part parallel to those of the kingdom. 

1 It has its complete analogy in the transmission of the text, 
which is indeed, but a part of the same process. 

2 The'distinctively Judrean element in J is small. 
3 See further, GEVESIS, $ 6  end, EXODUS ii., $ 3, JOSHUA, $6, 

JUDGES, $ 3, iv. 
4 Direct evidence of this has frequently been sought in the 

titles of two officials of the court, the i - j ln (EV RECORDER) and 
the 7 ~ 1 ~  ; but it is doubtful whether rightly. See GOVERN- 
MENT, $ 21. 
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The succession in the priesthood (dated by the year o t  
the reigning king); repairs of the temple-as under 
Joash and Josiah-or changes, such as the new altar of 
Ahaz; the intervention of the priests in the affairs of 
state, as in the revolution which overthrew Athaliah 
and brought Joash to the throne, would naturally be set 
down in the archives of the temple. The priestly 
annals may, as in other countries, have taken a wider 
range, and included political events and remarkable 
occurrences, such as earthquake, famine, pestilence. 
There may have been also local records of cities and 
towns. 

It is in  accordance with frequent observation in other 
literatures to suppose that the history of the early 
kingdom of which we have spoken above was carried 
on from age to age by successive continuators. Such a 
continu:ition seems to underlie, e.z., the present accounts 
of the reign of Solomon and the division of the kingdom, 
and traces of others may perhaps be recognised in the 
subsequent narrative. The continuators were doubtless 
at the same time redactors, who supplemented the work 
of their predecessors from oral or written sources-as, 
for example, the history of Solomon is amplified and 
embellished from the luxuriant Solomonic legend-or 
abridged those parts which seemed to them less inter- 
esting or less important. 

The kingdom of Israel also had its own historians, 
but little of their writing has come down to us ; even 
the reign of a monarch as great as we know from 
foreign sources that Omri was is an absolute blank in  
our Book of Kings. There is, however, one por- 
tion of the Israelite historical literature that strongly 
appealed to later Judaean writers, and has consequently 
been largely preserved-viz., the lives of the great 
Israelite prophets of the ninth century, Elijah and 
Elisha. These stories are not all of the same age or 
origin ; whether they were taken from an earlier written 
collection is not certain, though, on the whole, probable. 
They are of the highest value for the light which they 
throw on the political as well as on the religious history 
of the northern kingdom (see KINGS, 5 8, and ELIJAH). 

The relations of the two neighbour nations of the 
Same people to each other in peace and war must have 
filled a large place in the histories of both, which ac- 
cordingly had much in common ; but it is not probable 
that the attempt to unite them in a parallel history of the 
two kingdoms was made till some time after the fall of 
Samaria. In this combined history Judaean sources and 
the Judxan point of view naturally preponderated ; but 
it does not appear that any effort was made to exalt 
Judah at the expense of Israel. The impartiality with 
which the author records, e.g., the rebuff received by 
Amaziah from Joash ( 2  K. 148 8 )  is noteworthy. 
This history is the basis of our Books of Kings ; but 
the deuteronomic redaction has here been so thorough 
that the attempt to reconstruct the earlier .work or even 
to determine more exactly its age is attended with un- 
usual difficulty. 

The prophets of the eighth century interpreted YahwB's 
dealing with his people upon a consistent moral prin- - - -  ~ 

6. Influence of ciple : the evils which afflict the nation, 
the Prophets. and the graver evils which are imminent, 

are divine judgments upon it for its - -  
sins-the injustice and oppression that are rife, the 
political fatuity of its statesmen, the religious corrnption 
of priests and people, who desert Yahw& for other gods, 
or offer him the polluted worship of the baals, or affront 
his holiness with the sacrifices and prayers of unrighteous 
men. Nor was it the present generation only that had 
sinned : Hosea, in particular, traces the worship of the 
baals back to the first settlement of the Israelites in 
Canaan ; and in every age sin must bring judgment in 
its train. 

The application of this principle by the writers of the 
seventh and sixth centuries makes an era in Hebrew 
historiography ; narrative history is succeeded by prag- 
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matic history; not the mere succession of events, but 
.also their interdependence and causation engages the 
author's interest. This step has been taken at some 
period in most historical literatures ; what is peculiar in 
the Hebrew historians is that their pragmatism is purely 
religious. 

The favour or the displeasure of God is. the one cause of pros- 
perity or adversity ; and hi5 favour or his displeasure depends in 
the end solely on the faithfulness or unfaithfulness of the people 
to  the religion of Yahwk. The standard was at first that which 
the prophets of the eighth century had set up ; later, it was the 
deuteronomic law. Under the impression of the deuteronomic 
movement, of the prophecy of Jeremiah and Ezekiel, and of the 
events of the last half-century of the kingdom of Judah, the 
interest of the writers was increasingly absorbed in the lesson of 
the history; history was indeed for them prophecy teaching by 
example. 

The influence of the prophets (orators) is manifested 
in another way ; the pragmatism of tfie new school of 
historians, like that of the Greek and Roman historians, 
,especially under the influence of Isocrates, is a rhetorical 
element. This appears in the amplification and height- 
ening of the congenial portions of the older narratives, 
and especially in the introduction at critical points in 
the history of speeches by prophets-often anonymous 
-in which the author's own comment or reflection is 
effectively put into the mouth of an actor or a spectator 
of the action. 

This pragmatic historiography is frequently called 
' deuteronomistic ' ; on account of its affinity to Deuter- 
.onomy.l It flourished in the latter part of the seventh 
,century and especially in the sixth; but the same 
moralising treatment of the history, the same distinctive 
turns of thought and phrase, recur in much later writers 
-e.g., in the Chronicler 2-and the fundamental prin- 
ciple of the school is nowhere formulated so clearly and 
concisely as by Josephus in the Introduction to his 
Antiquities (3 ,  5 14, Niese). 

i. Deuteronomistic history of the two Kin&oms.-The 
first product of the new school of historians was a 

7. The 

school' 

history of the kingdoms of Judah and 
Israel from the accession of Solo- 

deuteronomistic m ~ n , ~  written before the fall of Jeru- 
salem, which (in a second redaction 

dating from after the middle of the 6th century) we 
have in the Books of Kings. The author took his 
material from older histories such as have been spoken 
.of above (5 5).  The purpose to enforce the moral of 
the history appears in the selection of material as well 
as in the treatment of it. It is presumably to this 
author that we are to ascribe the omission of all details 
concerning whole reigns (e.g., Omri), where the recorded 
facts did not conform to the historical theory. The 
sovereign is responsible for the purity of the national 
religion ; upon every king a summary judgment is passed 
from this point of view. 

With hardly an exception all have come short of the strict 
standard of the deuteronorhic law ; but this departure has 
degrees ; some-the Good kings of Judah-only tolerated the 
worship of Yahwi: a t  illegitimate altars (high places) ; others- 
Jerohoam and hi? successors in the northern kingdom-wor- 
shipped idols of Yahwi: ; others still introduced foreign gods and 
rites. A few suppressed gross abuses such as the k&?shirn (see 
IDOLATRY, 8 6 )  ; only Hezekiah and Josiah instituted thorough- 
going reforms, which were made the more imperative by the 
revival and importation of all kinds of heathenism under their 
predecessors, Ahaz and Manasseh. 

The history is interpreted upon deuteronomic prin- 
ciples, which are clearly set forth at the beginning 
in the prayer of Solomon at the dedication of the 
temple, and are first applied to Solomon himself. 

The earlier part of his reign, we are told, was prosperous ; in 
his later years there were revolts ahroad and treasons at  home ; 
after his death the kingdom was divided ; the cause was that 
Solomon i% his 02d age, under the influence of his foreign wives, 
introduced the worship of other gods ; the prophet Ahijah the 

1 Particularly to the secondary parts of that hook. 
2 Cp also z Macc. 
3 This was the natural beginning under the influence of the 

prophets and the immediate impression of the deuteronomic 
reforms. 
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Shilonite declares the sin and denounces the divine judgment 
(I K. 11). 

The editor, who after the fall of Judah revised the 
work of his predecessor and gave the Book of Kings 
substantially its present form, sharpened the pragmatism 
throughout in the spirit of Jeremiah and Ezekiel and of 
the contemporary additions to Deuteronomy (esp. 4 29f: 
and the end of 28) ; the Exile itself is the final vindi- 
cation of the prophetic theodicy. 

The rhetorical character of the new historical writing especi- 
ally invited amplification; if the older authors seemed not 
sufficiently to have emphasised the lesson, the later ones supplied 
the deficiency. Such chapters as I K. 13 exemplify the growth 
of moralising legend in the youngest additions to the book. 
The systematic chronology also, with its calculated synchron- 
isms, IS the work of the exilic editor.1 

ii. The pre-motzmzhic period. -The earlier history 
was now taken in hand by the new school. The in- 
vasions and forays of the neighbouring peoples in the 
period before the kingdom were divine visitations, just 
like the invasions of Egyptians, Syrians, Assyrians, 
Babylonians in later The sin, also, which pro- 
voked this judgment was the same, unfaithfulness to the 
religion of YahwB. The stories of the judges illustrate 
this moral. 

In  a general introduction (Judg. 2 6  36)and in the introduc- 
tions to the individual stories the author draws out the lesson : 
whenever Israel fell into the worship of the gods of Canaan, 
Yahw.? gave it over into the power of its foes ; when in distress 
it turned to him again, he raised up a champion and delivered 
it (see JUDGES, $ 2). Those parts of the older book of stories 
which could not be adapted to this scheme were omitted. A 
chronolo,T having the same systematic basis as that of Kings, 
and directly connected with the latter, was supplied (see CHRON- 
OLOGY, $ 5).  

Here also more than one stage in the deuteronomistic 
redaction is probably to be recognised. The deutero- 
nomistic book of Judges inclnded Eli and Samuel, and 
was an idtroduction to the history of the kings. 

In  the view of the author, the deliverers formed a continuous 
succession of extraordinary rulers (sJzi$hc:tinr, 'judges '), diFTering 
from the kings who followed them in that their ofice was not 
hereditary, each being immediately designated by God. 

The history of Saul and David (I  S. 1 3 3 )  was not 
snbjected to so thorough a deuteronomistic redaction. 

The rejection of Saul was already sufficiently motived in the 
prophetic source-he disobeyed the commandment of God hy 
his prophet (I S. 15) : the glorious reign of David was, from the 
point of view of the pragmatic school, evidence enough of his 
fidelity to the religion of Yahwi.. The traces ofdeuteronomistic 
hands in I S. 13-2 S. 21 are limited to relatively inconsiderable 
additions (see SAMUEL ii., $5 ZJ 5J). 

iii, Prehistoric p e m X  -The peculiar deuteronomistic 
pragmatism was from its nature little applicable to the 
patriarchal story or the primeval history. The wander- 
ings, from Horeb to the banks of, the Jordan, are briefly 
recounted from this point of view in Dt. 1-3 (cp also 
97-105) ; but in the parallel portions of Ex. and Nu. 
there is no evidence of a deuteronomistic recension. 
The history of the conquest of Canaan as we have it in 
Joshua is, on the other hand, largely the work of an 
author of this school (see JOSHUA, 5s 4 11). 

The corruption of the religion of Israel was, as Hosea had 
taught, the consequence of contamination with the religion of 
Canaan ; the prophetic legislation strictly forbids alliance and 
especially intermarriage with the inhabitants of the land ( e . ~ . ,  
Ex. 34 12-16) ; the later deuteronomists demanded their extermin- 
ation as the only sure way to prevent the infection (Dt. 72). 
The generations which followed Joshua had neglected these 
commands and reaped the bitter consequences (cp Judg. 2 1-5, 
late) ; hut Joshua and the god-fearing generation, which in the 
might of Yahwi: conquered Canaan, did God's bidding faithfully 
in this as in all other things. They must, therefore, have 
destroyed the Canaanites, root and branch ; if the older histories 
did not so represent it, they must he corrected. This is the chief 
motive of the deuteronomistic account of the conquest (see esp. 
Josh. !0-12). We have here an  instructive example of the way 
in which the pragmatic dogma overrides a conflicting tradition ; 
what is said to have been has to yield to what ?nust have been. 
The unflinching consequence with which this unhistorical re. 
presentation of the conquest is carried through reminds us of 
the Chronicler (see below, 8 15), and, with other things, suggests 
that the deuteronomistic redaction of Joshua is one of the ,later 

1 See KINGS, $4 3 CHRONOLOGY, F, 6 s  
2 How far this treatment may have been preformed in older 
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products of the school,l which continued its work long after the 
restoration. 

Besides the productions of the deuteronomistic school 
of historians, we have one other work from the sixth 

8. Biography century which possesses a peculiar in- 
terest ; the life of the prophet Jeremiah, 

Of Jeremiah* which was united with the collections 
of his oracles by the compiler of our book of Jeremiah. 
It was written frqm the memories of the prophet's inti- 
mate disciples, apparently not long after his death. In 
addition to its historical value, especially for the reign 
of Zedekiah and the years following the fall of Jerusalem, 
and its still greater value as a revelation of the person- 
ality of one of the greatest of the prophets, it is, as far 
as we know, the first essay in biography, and stands 
nearly, or quite, alone in the extant literature.2 

In the Persian Deriod. Drobablv in the fifth centnrv. 
1 , I  ,. 

9. The Hebrew appeared a work which treated the 
'Origines, : p. ancient history from a new point of 

view. . ~ .  

i. The history.-The author's purpose was to set 
forth the origin of the sacred institutions and laws of 
the Jews, thus showing their antiquity and authority. 
Beginning with the creation of the world, he closed with 
a minute description of the territories of the several 
tribes in Canaan. The contents and character of this 
work, now generally designated by critics by the symbol 
P, Pz, P G , ~  etc., are sufficiently exhibited el~ewhere.~ 

The whole tendency of the book is to carry back the origin of 
Jewish institutions to theremote past : the sabbath was ordained 
at the creation ; the prohibition of blood was given to Noah. 
circunicision is the seal of the covenant with Abraham; th; 
developed temple ritual of the kingdom and even the temple 
itself with all its paraphernalia-in portable form-are Mosaic ; 
the post-exilic high priest has his prototype in Aaron. 

This is, no doubt, to some extent to be ascribed to 
the working of a natural and familiar process which 
may be observed in the older literature as well as in the 
later (Chronicles) ; it may also be surmised that there 
was a desire to give the laws, in the eyes of the Jews 
themselves, the authority of immemorial prescription or 
the sanctity of most solemn promulgation. Resides 
this, however, the question may properly be asked, 
whether contact with the ancient civilisation and religion 
of Babylonia may not have prompted the author to 
attempt to vindicate the antiquity of the Jewish religion, 
just as, somewhat later, the Hellenistic historians, especi- 
ally in Egypt, were moved to do. The same influence 
may be suspected in the minute chronology, which in 
its antediluvian parts certainly stands in some connec- 
tion with that of the Babylonians (see CHRONOLOGY, 4). 

ii. The Zaws. -The Mosaic laws in the ' Origines ' are 
doubtless to be regarded not as a transcript of the actual 
praxis of the author's own time, but as an ideal of the 
religions community and its worship, projected into the 
golden age of the past as Ezekiel's is projected into the 
golden age of the future. Whether the book was com- 
posed with the more definite aim of serving as the basis 
of a reform in the Jerusalem use, is not so clear ; the 
whole character of the work seems unfavourable to the 
hypothesis that PG was from the beginning a reform 
programme as the original Deuteronomy was. 

iii. Sources. -The narrative portions of the work 
present an appearance of statistical exactness in matters 
of chronology, genealogy, census-lists, and the like, 
which led earlier scholars, who regarded P as the oldest 
stratum in the Pentateuch (cp HEXATEUCH, 24), to 
infer that the author had access to ancient documentary 
records. This supposition is excluded both by the late 
date of PG and by the character of the matter in question. 
See GENESIS, § zf. 

1 Perhaps it is a secondredaction. 
2 The older legends of Elijah and Elisha, and the multi- 

tudinous prophet 16gends of later times are hard!y to be com- 
pared. 

3 PG, the groundwork of P, Ps, secondary extensions of Pc. 
4 See HEXATEUCH § 24' GENESIS 5 zf:. EXODUS, 55 2 5 ; 

LEVITICUS, S 3 ;  NU~BERS: $  IO^; ~ O S H U A ;  $5 5 12. 
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The'semblance of more definite statistical knowledge in P, as 

compared with the older historians, has an instructive parallel in 
the younger Roman annalists, for example, Valerius Antias 1 
and is to be explained in the same way. We have anothlr 
illustration of the same phenomenon in Chronicles. 

In the patriarchal story and the narrative of the exodus 
it is not demonstrable that the author used any other 
sources than the older historical works which, combined 
with his own, have been transmitted to us (J and E) ; 
but he doubtless had them in a more complete form, 
and, it may be, in a different recension. Whether in 
the primeval history he made a fresh draught upon 
Babylonian tradition-in the account of creation (Gen. l), 
for example, or in the variant form of the flood legend 
-or whether here also he had Hebrew precursors, is a 
question which seems at present not to admit of a 
confident answer (see CREATION, $5 3 8  11 17f: ; 
DELUGE, $5 IO&). 

iv. Later additions.-P contained many laws pur- 
porting to have been given to Moses ; to these a multi- 
tude of others were added by later hands, sometimes 
singly, sometimes in whole collections (Ps), until the 
symmetry and consistency of the original work was 
completely destroyed ; the result was the heterogeneous 
conglomerate which it is customary to call the Priests' 
Code (see HEXATEUCH, LAW LITERATURE). Late 
additions to the narrative parts of P also can be recog- 
nised, especially in Ex. and Nu. (see EXODUS, 5. 
NUMBERS, $5 108). 

It has been observed above (§ 3) that copies of the 
same work, differing in text or in contents, were com- 
lo. Histories pared and combined by subsequent tran- 

combined. scriber-editors. A process of a similar 
kind, on a much larger scale, was the 

union of the parallel histories J and E in one continuous 
narrative, JE. 

i. Union of J and E.-This task was accomplished 
with considerable skill ; the redactor (RJE) for the most 
part reproduces the text of his sources with little changc, 
combining them in different ways as the nature of the 
case indicated. The additions of his own which he 
makes are akin to the later strata of the separate books, 
J and E ; they are chiefly enlargements upon prophetic 
motives in the history, and have frequently a repro- 
ductive character, as, e.g., in the renewal of the promises 
to the patriarchs.a The author (RJE) probably lived in 
the second half of the seventh century. This composite 
work can be followed in our historical books from the 
creation to the reign of David ; if it went farther than 
this, the latter part was supplanted by a history of the 
kingdoms written on a different plan. 

J E  did not at once displace the separate worlcs J and 
E ; they continued to circulate till a considerably later 
time, and later transcribers of J E  may have enriched 
their copies by the introduction from the older books of 
matter which the first redactor ( RJE) had not included. 

The deuteronomistic redaction described above ( 5  6f. ) 
is based upon JE, though some of the deuteronomists 
used E, at  least, separately. 

ii. Union of / E  wifh D and P.-A post-exilic redac- 
tion, finally, united P with J E  and D. The method of 
the redactor (Rp) is more mechanical than that of RJE ; 
his religious and historical point of view is that of P- 
especially of the later additions to P-and C h r ~ n . ~  

iii. Later priest& editors. -Rp very likely ended his 
compilation where P itself ended ; but later editors not 
only made additions to his work, but also extended a 
priestly redaction over the books of Judges, Samuel, 
and Kings, sometimes restoring (from JE) passages 
which the deuteronomistic redaction had omitted, some- 
times adding matter drawn from the midrash of their 

1 The fondness of Valerius for enormous numbers also is shared 
by P. 

2 On the character and method of this redaction see further, 
HEXATEUCH, $:q; GENESIS, 6 ;  EXODUS, 8 3 :  NUMBERS, 
§ 6 ; JOSHUA, 9 11 ; JUDGES, 5 14. 
LEVITICUS ;  NUMBER^, 5 21 ; JOSHUA, 5 11 ; JUDGES, 5 14. 

3 See HEXATEUCH $ 29f: ; GENESIS, 2 ; EXODUS, 8 2 j 
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time, sometimes combining the old version of a story 
with the midrash upon it. In this way the great 
Hebrew history, from the creation to the fall of Judah, 
which we possess in Gen. -2 K., gradually assumed sub- 
stantially its present form. In consequence of the 
essentially compilatory character of the Jewish historio- 
graphy, this work of the fifth or fourth century R. c. has 
fortunately preserved, without material change, large 
parts of the pre-exilic historical literature, from the 
tenth century to the sixth.’ 

The national history of Judah came to an end in the 
year 586. when Tudza became a Babylonian province. - -  
ll. History of 

During the century which followed, 
the Jews after many writers occupied themselves with 

the history of the kingdoms and of the 
of,the earlier ages (see above, 7) ; but there 

was little to inspire the Tews either in 
the 

‘empie* Tudza or in Badvlouia to-write the his- 
tory of their own times. It is plain that when long 
afterwards the attempt was made to relate the events 
of this period, the author had hardly any material at  
his command except the references to the completion of 
the temple in the prophets Haggai and Zechariah. It 
is scarcely to be doubted that in the archives of the 
temple the succession of the priests, repairs and improve- 
ments of the edifice, and other matters, were recorded, 
and official documents relating to the temple and its 
privileges or to the city were preserved ; perhaps also 
lists of families (with their domiciles), on the basis of 
which the capitation tax was collected ; some such 
material is preserved by the Chronicler. There is much 
less, however, than might have been expected: it is 
possible that the archives were partially or completely 
destroyed when the city was taken by the armies of 
Ochus, as they were almost certainly destroyed in the 
days of Antiochus Epiphanes. 

A new type of Jewish historical literature is repre- 
sented bv the memoirs of Nehemiah and Ezra.3 Nehe- 
12. Personal miah narrates in a plain and straight- 

forward way, though not without a just 
appreciation of his own merit. what he memoirs. 

had done for his people by restoring in the face of great 
difficurties the ruinous defences of Jerusalem, and by 
remedying many abuses which he found rife in the 
community.4 Ezra tells how he conducted a colony 
from Babylonia to Jerusalem, and describes the sad 
state of things he found among priests and people, his 
efforts to purge the community from the contamination 
of mixed marriages, and finally the introduction and 
solemn ratification of the book of the law.5 

The memoirs of Nehemiah and Ezra were used by 
the Chronicler as sources for the reign of Artaxerxes, 
and through him considerable portions of them have 
been transmitted to us, though curtailed, deranged, 
and in parts wrought over. 

To the latter part of the Persian or the beginning of 
the Greek period must be ascribed another of the 
13. hamaic sources of the Chronicler ; an Aramaic 
chronicle of narrative, incorporating documents 

Jerusalem. relative to the building of the walls of 
lerusalem and of the temDle. Darts of 

1 . -  
which, worked over and supplemented by the Chronicler, 
are preserved in Ezra 4-6. The original scope of the 

1 A most instructive parallel to the Jewish literature in this 
respect is afforded by the Christian chroniclers and historians of 
the Middle Ages; see, for example, the Saxon Annalist, in 
Monuments Germanire 6. 

2 The library of the jerusalem patriarchate now contains a 
collection of Arabic and Turkish edicts about, the holy places, 
beginning with the ‘Testament of Mohammed. 

3 Delitzsch (ZLT3136 [’TO]) compares the beginning of the 
memoir literature among the Greeks and Romans. See also 
Wachsmuth, Bid. 204f: 

4 A natural motive for the memoirs is the desire to acquaint 
the Jews in the E. with what he had found and done in Jeru- 
salem. See NEHEMIAH. 

5 See EZRA and EZRA-NEHEMIAH. The genuineness of the 
Memoirs of Ezra has recently been impeached by Torrey, Ezra- 
Nehemiah (‘96). 
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work can only be uncertainly guessed from the extant 
fragments. The conjecture that other parts of Ezra 
were translated into Hebrew from the same source (van 
Hoonacker, Howorth) is not well founded. Some 
interest attaches to these fragments as the first trace of 
historical writing in the vernacular. The experiment 
seems to have found little favour ; Hebrew was too 
firmly established as the literary language. 

To the same age is to be assigned a lost work on the 
history of the kingdom which is frequently referred to 

14 The by the Chronicler, and of which considerable 
parts are preserved in Chronicles. l h e  

of IEings. Chronicler cites this work under a varicty 
of names (Book of the Kings of Israel and 

Judah, or, of Judah and Israel, etc.), and particular 
sections of it under special titles (Words’ of Samuel 
the Seer, Nathan the Prophet, Gad the Seer,2 and so 
on). Twice the book is referred to under the signifi- 
cant name ‘midrash’ (dvn),-The Midrash of the 
Book of Kings (2 Ch. 2427), the Midrash of the Prophet 
Iddo ( ib.  1.322). 

The name denotes a homiletic exposition, particularly a story 
teaching some edifying religious or moral lesson, and usually 
attaching itself more or less loosely to the words of an older text. 
This is the character of both the passages in connection with 
which the term occurs, and of many others in Chronicles e g . ,  
z Ch. 148 [7]-1515 20 285-15 3310.19, etc. Budde ( Z A T W  
12 378)called attention to the fact that edifying stories of a kind 
similar to those which in Chronicles are supposed to come from 
the lost Midrash of Kings are found in other parts of the OT, 
and conjectured that the Prayer of Manasseh and the Books of 
Jo?ah and Ruth are derived from the same work, extracts from 
which he surmises in I S. 16 1-13 and I K. 13. The ohvious 
resemblance is, however, sufficiently explained by the supposition 
that these writings, together with other pieces of the same kind 
in Num. and Judg., are the product of the same age and school ’ 
that they were all taken from the same book is hardly to h; 
proved. 

That the ‘ Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah ’ 
which the Chronicler cites was based upon the deutero- 
nomistic history of the kingdoms (Sam.-Kings) is 
beyond question. The most probable theory is that it 
was an edition of that work enriched by the introduclion 
of a large element of historical midrash illustrating the 
moral and religious lessons which the history ought to 
teach, and with such changes and omissions as the 
additions or the author’s pragmatism rendered necessary. 
Its relation to the canonical KINGS was thus very 
similar to the relation of the Book of Jubz’Zees to Genesis. 
The author’s religious point of view, ruling interests, 
and literary manner so closely resemble those of the 
Chronicler that what is to be said under this head will 
best be reserved for the next paragraph. 

In the early part of the Greek period, probably after 
300 B. c., an author connected with the temple composed 

15. The a history of Jerusalem from the time of 
Ghronicle oi David to the latter part of the fourth 

prefixing a skeleton of the 
preceding history from the creation to Jerusalem. century; 

the death of Saul in the form of genealogies, in which 
are manifested interests the same as those which 
dominate the body of the book. This history we 
possess in our Books of Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah, 
which originally formed a single continuous work. 

The narrative begins with Saul’s last battle, the anointing of 
David as King of all Israel, and the taking of Jerusalem (I Ch. 
10f:). from this point to the destruction of Jerusalem hy 
N,eh&hadrezzar it runs parallel to Sam. and Kings, hut deals 
with Judah only. From the deportation of 586 the author 
passes at  once to the edict of Cyrus permitting the Jews to 
return to Palestine (2 Ch. 3Gzzf:=Ezra 1 I$). The return and 
the rebuilding of the temple are then related, to the completion 
of the building in the sixth year of Darius; then follows 
immediately the commission of Ezra in the seventh year of 
Artaxerxes, his return at  the head of a colony, and his attempted 
reforms in Jerusalem (Ezra 7 8) ; and, again without any con- 
nection, the .appointment of Nehemiah as governor in the ___ ~~ ~ ~~ __--_ 

1 i.r ‘Narrative [of Samuel’ etc.]. 
2 Se:CHRONICLES, 5 6 2. I t  ishot quiteclear whether this form 

of citation is only a convenient way of indicating the part of the 
extensive work in which the prophet named figured ; or whether 
it implies a theory that each prophet wrote the events of his 
own time Uos. c. A?. 1 s). 
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twentieth year ofArtaxerxes,the rebuilding of the walls (Neh.l-7), 
and  the ratification of the law (Neh. 8-10). The narrative ends 
with the measures of reform which Nehemiah found necessary 
on the occasion of a secoud visit in the thirty-second year of 
Artaxerxes ; hut the genealogies are brought down to the reign 
of the last Persian king. 

The author's sources naturally varied for the different 
periods. 

i. For the earlier part of the work he used the Hexa- 
teuch and the older historical books, the genealogical 
material in which he excerpted, condensed, and combined 
in his own way, supplementing it with constructions of 
his own which plainly reflect post-exilic conditions. 

ii. For the history of the kingdom the ulterior source 
was the deuteronomistic work (Sam.-Kings) ; it seems 
probable, however, that the Chronicler used this work, 
not in the form in which it lies before us, but as it was 
embodied in the Midrash of Kings ( 5  14). of which 
Chronicles may then be regarded as mainly an abridg- 
ment. 

iii. From the fall of Jerusalem in 586 to the time of 
Alexander, the sources were the prophets Haggai and 
Zechariah,l the Aramaic history already spoken of ( 5  rg), 
the Memoirs of Nehemiah and Ezra (5  IZ), a list of high 
priests from Jeshua to Jaddua, and probably other 
priestly genealogies, etc. The narrative material all 
belonged to the first quarter century of the Persian period 
and a few years in the reign of Artaxerxes ; there was 
evidently no continuous historical tradition, written or 
oral, when the Chronicler wrote ; indeed, his knowledge 
was not sufficient to enable him rightly to arrange the 
fragmentary remains at his disposal.2 

In the Chronicler's account of the first two (i. and 
ii. ) of these three periods there are occasional historical 
notices not otherwise transmitted to us which seem to 
come from old sources. 

The recension of Gen.-Kings which lay before the Chronicler 
or the author of the Midrash may have been different from ours, 
as the recension in the hands of the Alexandrian translators 
frequently differed from that on which M T  is based. The 
restoration, by the last redactor of Judges, of considerable 
material from JE which the deuteronomistic redactor had 
omitted, proves that the final loss of the old Hehrew history books 
occurred a t  a comparatively late time, as so much of the classic 
literature perished late in the Byzantine period. 

The Chronicler's work is an ecclesiastical history ; the 
Jewish Church in Jerusalem is its subject. The whole 
history of the Northern Kingdom, which was included 
not only in the deuteronomistic Book of Kings but also 
in the Chronicler's immediate source, the Book of the 
Kings of Israel and Judah, is therefore omitted. The 
temple, the ministry, the ritual, have central importance ; 
and special interest is shown in the prominence of the 
Levites on festal occasions (see CHRONICLES, 5 7). The 
clergy are also the custodians of the law ; they give 
instruction in it and decisions under it. The liturgy 
of the temple and the minute organisation of the ministry 
with its guilds of musicians, singers, door-keepers, etc., 
are attributed to David.3 Upon the deuteronomistic 
pragmatism which it found in its sources the post- 
exilic History superimposed a pragmatism of a new 
type. In it also prosperity and adversity depend upon 
fidelity to the religion of Yahwe ; but the conception of 
religion is clerical rather than prophetic. The ideas of 
theodicy and retribution are more mechanical ; the 
vindication of God's law is not only sure, it is also 
signal and swift. 

The exhibition of this principle in history is the motive of the 
most radical changes made in the representation of the older 
hooks as well as in the long haggadic additions. In  both, it is 
probahle that the Chronicler was preceded by the author of the 
Midrash ; hut the same spirit appears in the Chronicler's own 
work in Ezra and Neh.6 

1 The influence of Is. 40 
2 The derangement of g r a - N e h .  is; however, partly to he 

3 This may be connected with the belief that David composed 

4 The influence of Ezekiel is manifest. 
6 On the character of the additions and changes, see 

is also visible. 

ascribed to later hands. 

Psalms for the temple service. 

CHRONICLES, $ 7 8  
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Taken altogether, it is as historical midrash ( L e . ,  as 

edifying fiction with an historical background), not as 
history, that Chronicles, like its lost precursor, must be 
regarded and judged. This type of literature enjoyed, 
as we shall see, an immense popularity in the Greek 
period among both Hebrew and Hellenistic Jews. 

The first part of the Chronicle of Jerusalem, from 
the creation to the exile, ran parallel to the great 
historical work Gen. -Kings ; the second, beginning 
with the edict of Cyrus, had no competitor. The 
latter was accordingly detached to serve, under the 
title Book of Ezra,l as a continuation of the older 
history through the Persian period. When at a later 
time the first part (Chronicles) was given a place in the 
canon, it was not reunited with Ezra, but was counted 
either as the last (Talmud) or as the first (MassBra) of 
the Kethiibim (see CANON, 5 9). In the Alexandrian 
Bible, where a general rearrangement was efi'ected, 
the original order was restored. 

The oldest Greek translation of the post-exilic History is 
preserved to us as a torso be inning with z Ch. 35 1-27 and 
ending abruptly with Neh.'s 125  I t  presents the material in a 
different-and to some extent more original-order than MT 
and the later Greek version ; and contains one long passage not 
found in either (Pages of Darius, 3~3 .3  

A sketch of Jewish historical literature would be 
incomplete without some mention of the popular religious 

16. stories so abundant in the last three or 
religious four centuries before our era. These 

all have an historical setting, and 
doubtless passed from the beginning, 

as they still do with many, for veracious history. In 
character they do not essentially differ from the haggadic 
additions in Chronicles ; but instead of attaching them- 
selves to a given situation in the older history, they 
create their own situation. With this freedom is 
naturally connected a greater variety in the motive and 
moral of the story. 

i. and ii. Two of the longer tales of this class, to 
which we might perhaps give the name historical 
romances, are the books of Judith and Esther. They 
have in common the patriotic motive, and also that in 
each it is a woman who, at great peril to herself, saves 
her people from threatened destruction. JUDITH (4.u. ) 
was probably written in Palestine, in Hebrew. The 
setting of the action is purely fictitious; the author's 
notions of history and of geography, beyond his own 
region, are of the most confused kind. 

If any historical incident furnished the nucleus of the story, 
the circumstances had been thoroughly forgotten. The religious 
point of view, as it appears in the speech of Achior, for example, 
and in the stress laid on clean meats (cp Dan. 1) and the sacred- 
ness of tithes etc is that of correct Judaism :-it is erroneous to 
say of Phariiais;. The lesson of faith in God and fidelity to 
his law is obvious; but it is not necessary to assume that the 
hook was written to inculcate this lesson and to encourage its 
readers in a particular crisis. 

The considerable differences in the recensions (three Greek, Old 
Latin, Syriac) show that the hook had considerable currency ; 
hut it never enjoyed the same popularity as its companion, 
Esther.4 

A peculiar interest attaches to ESTHER (4.u.) as one 
of the very few remaining pieces of the literature of the 
Oriental Jews.6 The feast of PURIM (g.v.), the origin 
of which is celebrated in the book,6 was certainly 
adopted by the Jews in the E. Probably too (see 
ESTHER, 5 7) the legend was borrowed or imitated ; 
but this does not alter the fact that the story constructed 
upon it is one of the most characteristic works of Jewish 
fiction. 

How the young Tewess Esther becomes Queen of Persia; how 

stories. 

1 Our Ezra and Nehemiah (cp EZRA-NEH., 5 4). 
2 See EZRA (THE GREEK). 
3 See Torrey ]BL 16 168Lr70 ; cp EZRA (GREEK), 0 6 I.  
4 On paralleis and reminiscences in Jewish literature see 

Lipsius in ZWT 10 337j7  ('67). The midrashimall put the cccur. 
rence in the Asmonaean times, and several of them connect it 
with the Hanukka festivities as Esther is connected with Purim. 

Tobit'is the onlv other of which this can confidentlv be 
affirmed. 

TGV +ppoupat (Esth. 10 11). 
6 In  the subscription to the Greekrersion it is called &LUTOA$ 
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the proud vizier Haman is compelled to do the almost royal 
honour he had conceived for himself to the Jew Mordecai whom 
he hates most of all men ; and how Esther by her address saves 
her people from the general massacre which Haman had planned 
gets the minister hanged .on his own gallows and Mordecai 
appointed in his place, and procures a counter-edict by authority 
of which the Jews in Susa and the provinces slaughter their 
fellow-snhjects without resistance,-that was something to delight 
the heart of a race whose peculiarities and contempt for the state 
religion involved it in such hitter sufferings. 

When the temple was destroyed and the other feasts 
ceased, Purim only gained in importance, and the book 
connected with Purim so well expressed the feelings of 
the oppressed Jews that Esther became, next to the 
Torah, the best known and most highly-prized book in 
the Can0n.l 

iii. A book of very different spirit and tendency is 
JONAH (g...), which tells how the prophet, who was 
unwilling to preach to the heathen, was miraculously 
constrained to go, and how at his message Ninevah 
repented and its doom was averted, and pointedly 
rebukes the spirit which would have God show no 
mercy upon the nations. The protest against the 
persuasion that God‘s word and his compassion are for 
the Jews only is noteworthy. The book is not only a 
story about a prophet ; more than any other product of 
its age, it breathes the prophet’s spirita 

iv. A similar motive is thought by many to actuate 
the Book of RUTH ( q . ~ . ) ;  the author would answer 
those who, like Ezra and Nehemiah, were so hot 
against mixed marriages, by showing how the blood of a 
Moabite ancestress flowed in the veins of David himself. 

v. One of the most pleasing of these writings is 
TOBIT (4.a ), with its attractive pictures of Jewish piety 
and its instruciive glimpses of current superstitions, for 
the history of both of which it is an important source. 
It is a moral tale simply, without any ulterior motive 
other than the edification of its readers. The numerous 
varying recensions show that it had a wide popularity 
among Jews as it had afterwards among Christians. See 
ACHIACHARUS. 

vi. SmaZle(er didactic stories. -Other stories celebrate 
the constancy of pious Jews to their religion in spite of 
all efforts to turn them from it. The Gentile world- 
power, whether represented by Babylonian, Persian, 
Seleucid, or Ptolemy, appears not only as the oppressor 
but also as the persecutor of the Jews, prohibiting the 
exercise of their religion and trying to force them to 
worship idols and practise abominable rites. 

Some of the stories tell of the miraculous deliverance of God’s 
faithful servants, others of the triumphant fortitude of the 
martyrs under the most appallina tortures. To inspire a like 
faith and devotion in the reader; leading them to prize more 
highly a religion which has produced such fruits, and making 
them also ready, if need he, to die for their holy law, is the 
obvious motive of the tales.3 

T o  this class belong the stories of Daniel and the 
three Jewish youths in Babylon, in the Book of DANIEL 

Here the faithful worshippers of Yahwe are miraculously 
delivered from the fiery furnace and the lions’ den, and endued 
with a supernatural wisdom which puts all the Chaldaean 
astrologers and magicians to shame, so that the heathen kings 
are constrained toconfess the god of the Jews the supreme God, 

In the Greek version other stories are added ; Susanna 
and the Elders, illustrating Daniel’s wisdom in judg- 
ment ; Bel and the Dragon, showing how Daniel ingeni- 
ously proved to Cyrus that the gods of the Babylonians 
were no gods. The display of Jewish wisdom before 
heathen kings is the motive also of the story of the 
Three Pages of Darius (I Esd. 3 16 ), where a contest 
of wits in answer to the question, What is the mightiest 
thing on earth? wins for Zerubbabel permission to 
return and restore the temple at Jerusalem.4 

The Greek-speaking Jews also had their story-books 
with similar subjects. One of these is 3 Maccabees (see 

1 The entire lack of a religious element in the story was made 

a Cp Ezek. 35f: Mal. 1 I I ~ :  
3 We should compare the Christian mavtyuia. 
4 Cp E). Arid. 4 5 3  (Schmidt); EZRA (GREEK), 5 6. 

(G.. ). 

good in the Greek translation by extensive additions. 
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MACCABEES [THIRD]), which professes to narrate 
events in the reign of Ptolemy Philopator after .the 
defeat of Seleucus 111. at Raphia in 217 B.C. It may be 
regarded as in some sense a Hellenistic counterpart to 
Esther, and is one of the worst specimens of this kind 
of fiction. 

I t  seems to be an elaborated variation of an older legend 
preserved by Josephus (c. A). 25). Many scholars are of the 
opinion that the occasion of writing the hook was the persecution 
of the Alexandrian Jews under Caligula.1 

Of the stories of martyr heroism, the most famous 
are those of the aged Eleazar and of the mother and 
her seven sons in 2 Macc. 6 3 ,  repeated in great detail 
in 4 Macc., which took their place among the most 
popular of Christian martyria. 

There were doubtless many other religious stories in 
circulation ; from a later period considerable remains of 
a similar literature have come down to us ; e,g., the tale 
of Joseph’s wife Aseneth (see APOCRYPHA, 5 12). 

The glorious events of the Asmonzan age inspired 
more than one author to write the history of Mattathias 

l,. Hist. of and his sons. The oldest and by far the 
Asmonaans: most important of these works is that 

Hebrew. which we have in the First Book of 
Maccabees (see MACCABEES [FIRST]), 

written in Hebrew, probably in the reign of John 
Hyrcanus. It covers the period from the accession 
of Antiochus Epiphanes (175 B.c.) to the death of 
Simon (135 B.c.); but it deals chiefly with the struggle 
with the Syrians; of the fierce and treacherous strife 
of Jewish parties we catch only passing glimpses. 
The author had probably no older written account of 
the events, but drew upon a tradition close to the 
Asmonzan house. Besides this tradition, he incor- 
porated certain documents which were preserved in 
public places ( 1 4 z 7 8 ) o r  in the archives (cp 1137 l z ~ ) . ~  

The writer is sincerely religious, as are the heroes of 
his story. As to his method of conceiving history, we 
need only point out here that the action moves wholly 
on the earthly stage, without miracle, or prophecy. 
I Macc. is an historical source of the first value for the 
times of the early Asmonzans; it is deeply to be 
regretted that we have not similar sources for other 
epochs of Jewish history. 

At the end of the work ( 1 6 2 3 J )  the reader is referred 
for information about the following period to the 
Chronicles of the high-priesthood of John Hyrcanus. 
Of these Chronicles nothing has survived; it cannot 
even be shown that the history of Hyrcanus’ rule in 
Josephus ultimately goes back-in whole or in part-to 
these  chronicle^.^ 

The struggle of their brethren in Palestine had a keen 
interest for the Greek-speaking Jews also. Jason of 
ls. Greek. Cyrene wrote a history of it in five books, 

beginning with the antecedents of the con- 
flict under Onias III., and ending, if we are to judge 
from the summary of its contents in 2 Macc. 219-23, 
with the liberation of the city by Judas after the victory 
over Nicanor (cp 2 Macc. 153~).~ We know this work 
only through 2 Macc., which is professedly an abridg- 
ment of it. The original must have been very proli?!, 
which is perhaps one reason why it was not more 
generally known. The character of the work is in 
striking contrast to I Macc. ; it imitates and outdoes 
the worst types of Greek rhetorical historiography.s 
The straining for effect is tiresomely persistent. Every- 
thing is exaggerated ; special divine interventions occur 
at every turn ; and the operation of the law of retribii- 
tion is everywhere emphasised (see chap. 9). There is 

1 See now, however, Biichler, Toliaden u. Oniaden, 1 7 2 8  

“92’0n the genuineness of these pieces; see MACCABEES (FIRST), ’ :<gainst Bloch see Destinon, 44. 
4 Schiirer considers it doubtful whether Jason made an end 

here; but cp z Macc. 220, and see Willrich, jacden IC. 
Griechen 66. 

5 See, however, Biichler, 1 7 7 8 ,  Niese, Hemes,  r g w .  ’ 
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no evidence that Jason had any written sources ; the 
whole character of the book suggests rather that he 
derived his information from the reports-confused and 
mingled with legend-which came by various channels 
from Palestine. On the two epistles in z Macc. 11-2 18, 
and on the other critical points, see MACCABEES 
(SECOND). 

Other writings of a legendary character are known to 
us through Josephus, who, directly or’ indirectly, drew 
upon them in his history of the Greek’period ; among 
them were the account of A1exander:s relations to the 
Jews (Ant. xi. 8) and the story of the Tohiadz and 
Oniadz (Joseph the tax-farmer), Ant. xii. 4, cp BY 1 I. 
On the latter see Biichler (op. cit. preceding col. n. I).’ 

In the third and the second centuries B.c.,  most of 
the Hebrew historical literature was translated into 
f9. Histories of Greek. Jews in the new centres of 

the Jewish people Greek culture, especially in Alex- 
andria, became acquainted with the 
writings of Greek historians, and 
with works like those of Manetho 

by Hellbnistic 
~~ 

and Berossus, written in Greek, through which the 
ancient history of Egypt and Babylonia from authentic 
sources was brought to the knowledge of the educated 
world. It would be strange, indeed, if they had not 
felt stirred to perform a like service for the history of 
their own nation. 

i. Demetrius.-The earliest of these writings of which 
we know anything is that of Demetrius, IIcpl d v  8v T$ 
’ Iou8alp pau~Xdwv.~ It is a chronological epitome 
rather than a narrative history, and was doubtless 
composed for Jewish readers. The author brings to 
the solution of the difficult problems of chronology 
thorough knowledge of the O T  and great acumen. 

The occasionalexplanationsof other difficulties in the Scriptures 
show honesty as well as ingenuity. The close connection in 
many of these points between the Hellenistic and the Palestinian 
exegesis has also been remarked. 

ii. Eu$oZemos.-The work of Eupolemos under a 
similar title was of a different nature. He narrated the 
history more at large, and with embellishments in the 
taste of his times, such as the correspondence of Solomon 
with the pharaoh, the legend of Jeremiah (f. 24), and 
so on. In him also we first note the disposition to 
vindicate for the Hebrews the priority in philosophy, 
science, and the useful arts, which is so characteristic of 
later Hellenistic authors. 

Moses was the first sage (uo@s), and the first who gave his 
r p l q  written laws. H e  taught theart ofwriting tothe Jews ; the 

hcenicians learned it from the Jews, and the Greeks from them. 
Eupolemos probably wrote under Demetrius Soter 

(circa 158 B.c . ) ,  and it has been surmised that he may 
be the same who is mentioned in I Macc. 8 17 ; in which 
case his book would have additional interest as the work 
of a Palestinian Hellenist.5 

iii. Artnpinos.-It was natnral that Jews in Egypt 
should seek to connect the story of Abraham’s sojourn 
in Egypt, of Joseph’s elevation, and above all, of Moses 
and the exodus, with Egyptian history. 

They had an additional reason for giving their version of these 
events in the fact that native writers had set afloat injurious 
accounts of the expulsion of the leprous hordes, which found 
only too willing credence not merely among the populace but 
with serious historians.6 

The Jewish writers had no access to authentic sources 
of information ; in the most favourable case they 
could give only uncritical combinations of names and 

1 See Torrey Z A  TW 20 2 2 5 8  
2 The book h a y  perhaps have been used as a Hellenistic 

Haggada for the Hanukka as Esther for Purim. 
3 On the works described in this paragraph see Freudenthal 

Ffellenistische Studien 75 (the fragments edited 219 8)’ 
Schiirer, History ofthe )<wish People, 2, 8 33 (5 zoo&); Will: 
rich,/uden SndGriechen aooy de? makRa6uiscFzen Eoyhebusg, ‘95. 

4 Freudenthal fixes the date under Ptolemy IV. (222-205) ; 
Willrich tries to prove that all this literature is much younger. 

5 Against both this combination and the date given in the 
text, see Willrich. 

6 If the account ascribed to Manetho is genuine-which has 
seldom been questioned-these malicious inventions began very 
early in the Ptolemaic period. 
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events taken from Egyptian history or legend (known 
to” them through a Greek medium) with the narratives 
of the Pentateuch. The spinning out of these com- 
binations is doubtless in the main pure invention. 

Considerable fragments of a work of this sort have 
been transmitted to us under the name of Artapanos. 
This Persian name is with reason suspected of being 
a pseudonym, the glorification of the Jews being for 
greater effect attributed to an unprejudiced foreigner 
who collected his information from the best Egyptian 
authorities. However that may be, the author shows 
considerable knowledge of things Egyptian and a very 
respectable degree of Hellenistic culture. The design 
of the book is plainly to magnify the forefathers of the 
Jews by showing that they are the real authors of the 
Egyptian civilisation. 

Abraham,during his twenty years’sojourn, taught the Egyptians 
astrology ; 2 Joseph first caused the fields to be properly surveyed 
and meted out reclaimed by irrigation much uncultivated land 
allotted glehes)to the priests and invented measures. His kins! 
men who followed him to kgypt built the temples in Athos 
and’Heliopolis. It is particularl; in the story of Moses, how- 
ever, that Artapanos develops all his art. Moses, who was 
named by the Egyptians Hermes and is known to the Greeksas 
Musaeus, was the adopted son of Merris the childless queen of 
Chenephres. H e  was the inventor df boats the Egyptian 
weapons, engines for hoisting stones for irrigatibn and for war. 
he divided the country into its thirt;-six names, a i d  assigned t: 
each the god which was to be worshipped in it ; he was the 
founder of philosophy and the author of the hieroglyphic writing 
used by the priests. Resides all this he was a great general 
who at  the head of an army of fellahin subdued the Ethiopians: 
built the city of Hermopolis, etc. The jealousy of Chenephres 
finally compelled him to flee the country; on the way he slew 
an Egyptian officer who lay in wait for him to kill him (cp Ex. 
2 :I&). As the last example shows theauthordeals very freely 
with the biblical narrative when it skits his purpose. 

iv. Frugnzents. -We possess fragments of several 
other works of similar tendency to those of Eupolemos 
and Artapanos ; the names of Aristeas and Malchos- 
Kleodemus may be mentioned. Of peculiar interest 
are some fragments of this sort which plainly come 
from the hand of Samaritan Hellenists. One of these 
(erroneously ascribed in Eusebius to Eupolemos) makes 
Mt. Gerizim the site of the city of Melchizedek and the 
temple of the most high God ; and is otherwise instruc- 
tive for the combination of the O T  narrative with 
Babylonian learning : for example, Ur of the Chaldees i s  
Camarina ; Abraham brought the Babylonian astrology 
to Egypt, but the real father of the science was Enoch, 
etc. 

The same aim, to exalt the Jewish people in the eyes 
of other races, appears in a different way in various 
pseudepigraphic works purporting to be written about 
the Jews by  foreigner^.^ 

v. Pseudo-Hecut~us.-Hecataeus of Abdera (under 
Ptolemy I. ) had given in his History of Egypt a brief and 
unprejudiced account of the Jews ; which gave occasion 
for forging in his name a whole book, the partiality of 
which for all things Jewish aroused the suspicion of 
ancient critics. 

vi. Aridem.-The letter of Aristeas, pretending to be 
written by a Gentile to a Gentile, giving the history of 
the translation of the Hebrew law into Greek, also is 
palpably spurious. 

In it we have a glorification of the Torah and of the LXX 
translation of the profound and practical wisdom of Jewish 
sages, ofrhk temple and the cultus-a fabrication ana  grandscale, 
fortified with edicts, correspondence, and all the apparatus with 
which fictitioushistory had learned to give itself the semblance of 
authenticity. 

Among the voluminous writings of Philo at least one 
work dealing with the ancient history of his people 
20. philo of demands mention here-the life of Moses. 
Alexandria. The first book, in particular, on Moses as 

a ruler, fairly deserves to be called the best 
specimen of Hebrew history retold for Gentile readers. 

1 Cp Pseudo - Hecatieus, Aristeas, the Jewish Sibyl, etc.; , 

2 This is tepeated hy many Jewish writets. Abraham 

3 This species of literature flourished rankly in the centuries 

Freudenthal, 1 4 3 3  

brought the art from Babylonia (FHG 3 213 A). f 

before andafter our era. 
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It  narrates the life of Moses from his birth to the permission 

t o  the two tribes to occupy the conquered territory E. of the 
Jordan (Nu. 32), following the Pentateuch with occasional 
allegorical digressions and many edifying reflections and with 
those speeches by the personages at important momenk without 
which no author of this time would have thought it possible to 
write history. but free from any infusion of the Hellenistic 
midrash whicd we have found in Eupolemos and Artapanos. 

Philo's work differs favourably from the corresponding 
parts of Josephns' Antiquities in the point just mentioned, 
and also in the fact that Philo does not, like Josephus, 
suppress unpleasant passages, such as the worship of 
the golden calf which Aaron made. The second book 
is on Moses as a lawgiver the third, on Moses as a 
priest (the tabernacle and its furniture, priests' vestments, 
and so on). 

Philo wrote also a history of the persecutions of the 
Jews in his own time, apparently in five books. 

The first it is inferred, was introductory i the second described 
the oppresiion of the Jews in the reign of Tiberius by Sejanus 
at  Rome and by Pontius Pilate in Judza 7 the third dealt with 
the sufferings of the Alexandrian Jews at  the beginning of the 
reign ofCaligula; the fourth, with the evils in which the Jews were 
involved by the demand of Caligula that divine honours should 
be paid him, and his determination to set up an image of himself 
in the temple at  Jerusalem ; whilst the last described the change 
in the fortunes of the Jews brought about by Claudius's edict of 
toleration. 

Of these books only the third and the fourth have 
survived (Adversus Flaccum, Legntio ad Caium). Philo 
was a witness of the tribulations of the Jews in Alexandria 
in the last year of Flaccus's administration, and was the 
leading member of the deputation to Caligula. Notwith- 
standing their tiresome preaching tone, and obvious 
reticence about the result of the mission-not to say sup- 
pression of its failure-the books are historical sources 
of high value, not only for the troubles of the Jews but 
also for the character of the Emperor. 

The revolt against Rome in the years 66-73 A.D.  

21. Justus found its historians in two men who had 
of Tiberias.2 themselves been actors in i t ,  Justus of 

Tiberias and Flavius Josephus. 
The work of Justus is lost-it is known to us only 

through the polemic in the autobiography of Josephus- 
and the loss is the more to be regretted because Justus 
would have enabled us to control Josephns's account of 
the events in Galilee, where we have only too good 
reason to distrust him. Justus wrote also a Chronicon 
or concise history from Moses to the death of Agrippa 
11. (in the third year of Trajan), which was used by 
Julius Africanus, through whom some material derived 
from it has been transmitted to us. Both works of 
Justus, like those of Josephus, were written in Greek- 
Josephus testifies that he had a good Greek education- 
for Greek and Roman readers. 

i. BeZl. Jud. -Josephus (b. 37 A. D., d. end of century) 
first wrote the history of the war in Aramaic for the 

21. Plavius Jews in the E. Afterwards, moved 

Josephus.3 (he says) by the number of misleading 
accounts which were in circulation, he 

put his own work into Greek.4 The Greek cannot, how- 
ever, be a mere translation of the earlier work; for 
Greek and Roman readers it would need to be materially 
recast, and we can hardly doubt that his own part in 
the action was put in a quite different light. Very prob- 
ably also the rt!sumt! of Jewish history from the time of 
Antiochus Epiphanes to the death of Herod (bk. i.) 
was first prefixed in the Greek ; the greater part of the 
seventh book was doubtless added at the same time. 
The history ends with the taking of Masada (the last 
stronghold of the insurgents) and the closing of the 
temple of Onias in Egypt, with a final chapter on the 
outbreak in Cyrene. The work was completed before 
the death of Vespasian (79 A. D. ). 

1 In this book the history of the LXX translation is repeated 
after Aristeas. 

2 Schurer GJ V M  1 4 7 8  ET 1 6 5 8  
3 Schiire; G/VP) 156 &!, ET 1 7 7 s  : where the literature 

will be founb. (Ft. 1o4,Q. 
' l  QAaviou Io~jrrou r u r o p h  'Iov8aLoG roh.!,,.ou lrpbs 

Twpaious ; De BeZLo/ltdaico Lihi  Septenz. 
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For the agitation which preceded the war, and for the 

war itself, Josephus was both at the time and afterwards 
in a position to be exceptionally well informed ; but it 
must be remembered that, writing for the eyes of the 
emperor and his officers, he was under strong temptation 
to put things in the way which would be most pleasing 
to his imperial patrons ; and that he had the difficult 
task of giving an honourable colour to his own conduct. 
We know that Justus charged him with falsifying the 
history of the events i n  Galilee, and the acrimony of 
Josephus's reply shows that the shaft had found a 
vulnerable spot. 

For the earlier part of the work, from Antiochus 
Epiphanes to the death of Nero, he used substantially 
the same sources as in the parallel books of his Antiqui- 
ties. The 3ewish W a r  is composed with considerable 
art ; Josephus had a remarkably dramatic subject, and 
he puts his facts together in a highly effective way ; the 
Greek style, in revising which he had expert assistance, 
is praised by Photius for purity and propriety. 

ii. Antiquities. -Later in life Josephus wrote his 
Antiquities, or, rather, ' Archeology * ( 'Iou&zL+ r i p p r o -  
Xoyia), the Ancient History of the Jews, in twenty 
books.' 

The first ten books extend from the creation of the 
world to the end of the Babylonian exile (closing with 
Daniel). His sources here were the books of the OT, 
chiefly in the LXX version ; but when he affirms ( I  
Proem. 3, x. 106) that he reproduces exactly the contents 
of the sacred books, without addition or omission, he 
claims too much-or too little. 

The Antiquities was written for Gentile readers, and was 
intended not merely to acquaint them with the history of the 
Jews, but also to counteract the current prejudice against the 
people and its institutions and to exhibit both in a favourable 
light. T o  this end he o m h d  things which might give ground 
for censure or ridicule, and embellished the narrative from legend 
and midrash. That he used the writings of Hellenistic Jews 
who before him had treated the history in the same way (see 
above, $ 19) is certain ; the extent to which he was dependent 
upon them cannot now be determined. osephus also often 
refers for confirmation or illustration of the iiblical narrative to 
foreign authors ; who are sometimes cited, not at  first hand, but 
from compilations or other intermediate sources.2 

For the following period, from Artaxerxes I . ,  under 
whom he puts Esther (the latest book in the OT), the 
sources used were of diverse character and v a l ~ e . ~  
From the middle of the fifth century to the beginning of 
the second there was no authentic historical tradition ; 
a few stray facts and a mass of legends have to stop the 
gap. From Antiochus Epiphanes to the accession of 
Herod, Josephus's chief authority was an unknown 
Jewish writer who had combined his Jewish sources 
(I Macc., a history of the later Asmonaeans ?) with Greek 
writers on the history of Syria (Polybius, Posidonius, 
Strabo). This work probably began with Alexander, 
and came down at least to the death of Germanicus ( rg  
A . D. ) .  To this Josephus added the fruit of his own 
reading in the Greek historians, some Jewish marvel- 
stories, and a collection of documents authenticating 
privileges of the Jews. For the life of Herod he drew 
directly on Nicolaus of Damascus, with additions from 
a Jewish sonrce unfavourable to Herod. In the later 
part of the work the narrative becomes fuller and the 
sources more numerous ; among them information 
derived from King Agrippa, and a Roman author 
(? Cluvius Rufus) may be recognised. The history 
closes with Gessius Florus (=BJ ii. 141), on the eve 
of the war. 

iii. The Lzye, which in the manuscripts immediately 
follows the Antiquities, is not really an autobiography; 
it is an apologia, and is chiefly occupied with a relation 

1 The title and the number of books are in imitation of 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, 'Pops%$ Apxaiohoyla. 

2 The ancients understood as well as the moderns this trick of 
seeming to he familiar with books they had never seen. 
3 For titles of works on the sources of Josephus, see Schiirer, 

Hist. 11043 Of more recent investigatinns Buchler, Die 
Tohaden und die Oniaden, '99, also JQR9311 8, REI 
32 1 7 9 8 ,  39698, and Unger (SMAW, ,958:) must be named. 
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and defence of the  author’s conduct as commander in 
Galilee in the earlier stage of the revolt. I t  supple- 
ments the  War; but  is to b e  used with even greater 
caution. 

iv. T h e  short work which we commonly call the  
Reply to  Apion (Contru Apionem), but  of which the  
t rue title seems to  b e  On the Antiquity of the Jews’ 
(IIepl r?js rOu ’Iou8aiwv dpxai671)ros) is a defence of 
t he  Jews against their assailants, of whom the Alex- 
andr ian  grammarian a n d  polyhistor Apiou is taken as 
a leading representative.l T h e  chief value of the  book, 
apar t  from the light it throws o n  the ‘ antisemitism ’ of 
the  times, lies in the copious extracts from profane 
writers on  Oriental history which a re  incorporated in it. 

Josephus was the author  through whom the Roman  
.and,  later, for centuries, the  Christian world got  most 
,of its knowledge of Jewish history. His  works were 
translated into Lat in  ; a Greek abridgment of the  
voluminous Antiquities was made  ; the  mediaeval 
Hebrew ‘ Jos ippon’  professes to b e  the work of 
Josephus, from whose writings the  material is largely 
drawn ; in modern times Josephus has  been translated 
into all the languages of Europe. His  authority as an 
historian stood very high, his writings were appealed 
to with almost as much confidence as the OT itself. 

In recent times, on  the  contrary, h e  h a s  not infre- 
quently been judged with unjust severity. T h e  gravest 
faults of the  Antiquities a re  those which i t  shares with 
t h e  Jewish Hellenistic historiography in general, a n d  
indeed with n o  small par t  of the  profane history of the  
Alexandrian age,  not the  individual sins of Josephus. 

To expect critical history of these writers is to look for fiqs 
an  thistles. The business of the historian is to interest hi? 
readers ; an effective story carries it off over all dry investiga- 
tions; and legends which redounded to the glory of the race 
were accepted without impertinent question. It is not to he 
charged as a crime to Josephus that in these respects he is an 
author of his time and his people. On the other hand the care- 
lessness and lack of p i n s  with which the latter part of’tbe Anti- 
.guities particularly is worked out may fairly he laid at  his door ; 
he visibly wearies of his long task before it is completed. 

W e  have n o  extensive historical writings in Hebrew 
or Aramaic to  set  beside the  productions of the  Grecian 

Some works on particular 
23* Seder Olarn’ 2 ” d d s  have perished, or ,  like I Macc. 
a n d  Josephus’s J e k s h  War,  Gave reached us only in  
Greek garb. T h e  chief motive of the Hellenistic authors  
for retelling the  ancient history of their people-to br ing 
.it t o  the  knowledge of foreigners-was lacking. Their  
own need was satisfied b y  the  Sacred Books them- 
selves, interpreted by T a r g u m  a n d  Midrash. T h e  only 
comprehensive Hebrew work o n  Jewish history of which 
we know anything is t he  bald chronological epi tome 
known as SZdev ‘OZdm. Down to  the  Persian period 
it follows the  O T  with occasional midrashic episodes, 
a n d  with a minute determination of t he  chronology 

-which is evidently the  ruison d’dtre of the work.2 T h e  
s ix  centuries a n d  more from Nehemiah t o  the  war under  
Hadr ian  a r e  comprised in the  second half of chap. 30. 
T h e  lack of any continuous historical tradition is here 
.again obvious; the  chronology of the Persian, the  
Greek, the  A4smonaean, a n d  the Herodean periods- 
partly in consequence of corruption of the text-is far 

-out of the way. T h e  work, which enjoys Talmudic  
authority, is attributed to  R. Jose ben Halaphta  (circa 
130-160 i\.o.), probably because h e  is.often cited in i t  
as a n  authority. I t  ha s  undoubtedly been more than 
once worked over by  later hands.3 

E. Schrader, art. ‘ Geschichtskunde bei den Israeliten,’ BL 
2 4 1 3 s  ; Franz Del. ‘Die Formenreichthum der israelitischen 

Geschichtsliteratur ’Zeitsch.f: &the?. TheoL 
24. Literature. u. Kirche, 3631~i?,”70; L. Diestel ‘Dieheb. 

Geschichtsschreibung ’ / D T  18385 8 (‘73) ; 
R. Kittel, Die Anfdnge der A d .  Gcschihsschreibung im A T, 
‘96 (Rektoratsrede); B. Duhm, Die Entsfeh. des A T s ,  ‘97; 

1 Apion died ahont fifty years before Josephus wrote. 
2 Cp the Alexandrian chronologist Demetrius ; and note also 

3 Azaria de Rossi, ZmrZ Binri, chap. 19. 
lthe chronology ofJu6ilees. 
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see also HEXATEUCH, and the articles on the several books dis- 
cussed above. 

On various aspects of the general subject : F. Creuzer, Diz 
historische Kunst der Griechen in ihrer Enfsteh. und Ebrr- 
dildung, ‘45 ; H. Ulrici, Charakteristik der antiken ffistori.  
opajhie ,  ‘33 ; K .  W. Nitzsch, ‘ Romische und deutsche An- 
nalistik und Geschichtsschreibune’ in Svbel’s Zeitschr. 11 I 

(‘64). A. v. Gutschmid ‘Aus Vo&sun&n iiber die Geslh.-& 
griec)h. Historiographii,’ KZeine Schrifteen, 4279 j? (esp. the 
introd. mo-mX). -,I -?-,- ~~~~~. 

J. W. Loebell ‘Das reale und das ideale Element in der 
geschichtlichen bherlieferung und Darstellung in Sybel’s 
Zeitschr. 1 269.331 (‘59) : W. Wachsmuth ‘ Ueher die Quellen 
der Geschichtsfalschung,’ Ber. d. KunnigL’sarhisclien Gesellsch. 
der Wiss. 8 121-1j3 (‘56) ; E. Zeller ‘ Wie entstehen unge- 
schichtlichen Ueberlieferungen,’ Drut.&ha Rundschau, Feb. ’93 
(excellent) ; Steinthal ‘ iMythos, Sage Marchen Legende 
Erzahlung, Fabel,’ 2: far VZkeqk&oZo@ u. ijyachwiss: 
17 113 8 (‘87). See also Bernheim, Lehrb. d. historischen 
MethodeM (94); and C. Wacbsmuth, BinL in das Studiunz 
der a lhn Gesch. (‘95). 

HITTITES (D’nn),  a name which occurs rather 
frequently in  the  O T ,  a n d  is often connected with regions 

.G. F. M. 

1. Occurrence somewhat remote from one another, 
The name is given to one of the groups of 

pre-Israelitish inhabitants of Southern Pales- 
tine, whose full name is B’ne HCth (XW) ; so 
Gen. 23357 2746. A single member of the 

noup is Hitti (’nn Xema?os, e.g., Gen. 4929, 2 S. 1124), and 

Of llame 
in OT. 

from the form the group is commonly referred to as ha-Hitti 
-i.e., the Hitlite. So throughout Ex., Nu., Dt., Josh., Judg., 
Ezra and Neh and also I K.  920 (I1 z Ch. 87). The references 
so fa: given r e 6  to the earlier period of Hebrew history, hefore 
definite steps had been taken leading to the formation of the 
kingdom ; but Hittites are mentioned also in the later period 
in the days of Saul (I S.266) ,  David (2 S.l13617212~12g,? 
2339 XWTEL [L] and a parallel passage I Ch. 1141 X ~ T T C C  [BN], 
XW&C [AL]) Sblomon (I K .  1029 XeTTlElv [B ’ om. A] -p [L] 
11 I z K. 7 6  and a parallel passage 2 Ch. 117 y&aiov [A]). Thk 
term Hittim occurs more rarely-only twice for the earlier 
period’ Josh. 14 (BA om.), Judg. 126 ( p n f w  [B] - ~ a r p  [A] -Y ‘ land of the Hittites ’) ; and three times for tde later pe4od ?k. 1029 2 K. 76 and a parallel passage 2 Ch. 117, ‘kings of 
Hittites’). The persistent occurrence of Hettites in the Greek 
transliteration in place of Hittites should not be overlooked. 

In the genealogical table, Gen. 10, H e t h  is introduced 
[v. 15 u]) as a son of Canaan  ; but  the  mention of H e t h  

2. 1o ~a~ here  is evidently a gloss- though an 
old one- tacked on to  ‘Sidon,  t he  

be firstborn of Canaan.’ 
The Greek translators, perceiving the incongruity of the 

Ise of HEth for the nation alongside of gentilicia, like Jehfisi, 
Em6ri etc. changed Hsth to Hitti ( T ~ V  Xema?ov). We may 
ndeed a c e p t  the view of Ball (SBOT ad Zoc.) and others, and 
:egard the introduction of all the nations mentioned in 8.16 as a 
.edactorial addition suggested by the gloss HEth ; hut this will 
?ot affect the question of the inference about HEth to bedrawn 
ram the passage. For the entire section, Gen. 1016-19, is an 
ndependent fragment (taken from some genealogical list of 
3anaanites) belonging to the same stratum of tradition as that 
ireserved in the song, Gen. 825-27, according to which the three 
iivisions of mankind were Canaan, Shem, and Japheth. This 
vide sense of Canaan (1019) accords well with certain passages 
n the OT (see CANAAN, $3 2 )  which make Canaan ageneral term 
‘or the whole district between the Jordan, the Mediterranean, the 
wilderness in the S. and the Lehanonrange in the N. ; but it is 
o be poted that thistsage isin contradiction to the morecommon 
ipplication of the term in the Hexateuch and in passages like 
ludg. 35 Ezra91 (eB.6 [B], BBOL [AI) Neh. 98-dependent u on 
he Hexateuch-where the Canaanites are merely one of &e, 
,ix or seven divisions into which the district defined is divided. 
?‘Len it is furthermore considered that in this enumeration the 
-anaanites are assigned not always the first place-at times the 
,econd (Ex. 2328 34rr) or the third (Dt. 2017 Josh. 91 24rr), or 
:wen the fourth (Ex. 23q)-it is evident that no value is to he 
ittached to the assignment of Heth as a ‘son’ @e., subdivision) 
,f Canaan. One conclusion, however, may be drawn from the 
rariation in nomenclature : at  one time the Canaanites were 
pread over a much larger area than was the case when the 
sraelites entered the country. To Israel the Canaanites still 
oomed up large enough; hut the tradition which made them 
he ancestors of all the other groups occupying the highlands 
.nd valleys to the west of the Jordan, and which regarded them 
.s one of the three great divisions of mankind, belongs to a 
nore remote age. 

W e  conclude, then, that  the  Hittites of t he  OT, as 
Ln ethnic group, d o  not  necessarily stand iri a closer 
3. Hittites of relation to the  Canaanites than to  the 
s. Palestine, Amorites, Hivites, Perizzites, or a n y  

of the pre-Israelitish inhabitants of 
Palestine. , -  

1 [On,the ‘ Hittites’ of Hebron cp REHOBOTH.] 
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view is to be found in Josh. 14, where the whole district 
of Israel‘s prospective possessions, from the wilderness 
in the S. to the Lebanon in the N., and eastward to the 
Euphrates, is designated as ‘the whole land of the 
Hittites.’ It is true that these words are a gloss, and 
perhaps a late one, since they are not contained in @BAL 

(aF alone inserts). Their value is not impaired, how- 
e m ,  by this circumstance ; in the opinion of the scribe 
who added them, ‘ Hittite ’ was a term covering a very 
large territory. Judg. 126 is perhaps another in- 
stance of the vague use of the phrase ‘land of the 
Hittites,’ though here we have to reckon with the possi- 
bility of a redactional insertion referring to a Hittite 
empire established in NE. Syria, of which we hear much 
in the inscriptions of Assyrian monarchs (see below, § 6 ) ,  
just as this empire is referred to in z K. 76,  and probably 
in I K. 1029. Again, when Ezekiel tells Jerusalem, 
‘ Thy father was an Amorite and thy mother a Hittite’ 
(Ezek. 1 6 3 4 5  [om. Q“]),  he is using both terms in a 
vague and comprehensive sense for the pre-Israelitish 
inhabitants of Palestine. 

From such usage it follows that there is no necessary 
connection beyond the name between the southern 
Hittites and those whom the Israelites encounter in 
Central Palestine. Indeed one might be inclined to  
regard thegrouping of Hittites withcanaanites, Amorites, 
etc., as a conventional enumeration without any decided 
reference to actual conditions ; but such a passage as 
Josh. 11 3 is against this view. 

Since the older inhabitants of Palestine were not 
exterminated, it is not surprising to find a Hittite-the 

The question confronts us here, whether in all cases 
where the OT mentions Hittites, the same people is 
meant? T o  put it more precisely, are the Bne  Heth, 
of whom an interesting incident is recorded in Gen. 
23 [PI, identical with the group called ha-Hitti (’nnq), 
and enumerated among the pre- Israelitish inhabitants 
of Palestine, and are these Hittites the same as those 
found in the days of Saul, David, and Solomon? 

According to Gen. 23 [PI, Abraham purchases a 
buryin,g-cave at Mamre from the Bne  Heth, who are 
represented as a settled population with Hebron as a 
kind of centre. 

The antiquity of the tradition is hardly open to question 
though the details such as the formal deed of purchase ma; 
have been supplied by the fancy of a much later age, to hhich 
Abraham had already become a favourite subject for Midrashic 
elaboration. That the Hebrew tradition regards the Hittites 
of Hebronl as identical with those mentioned elsewhere follows 
from the introduction of Heth in Gen. 1015 [J] as well as from 
the qualification ha-Hitti’added to the name ’of Ephron(Gen. 
23  IO),^ the chief of the B’ne Beth. 

These Hittites extended as far south as the edge of 
the desert, since we find Edomitic clans, settled around 
Gerar and Beersheba (Gen. 2634 [PI, xwyulou  [E]), 
entering upon matrimonial alliances with Hittites. 

The opposition of Isaac and Rebecca to Esau’s marriages with 
Hittite women (is., 2746 [Rl) reflects the later sentiments ex- 
pressed in the Hexateuchal prohibition (Dt. 73), whereas the 
tradition itself clearly points to there being a t  an early period 
friendly relationships between Hebrew and Edomitic clans on 
the one side and Hittites on the other. 

Bearing these two features in mind-( I) the settlement 
of the B’ne HEth in the extreme south of Palestine, and *. Hittites (2 )  the friendly relations between them 

ofCentral and the clans which constitute the an- 
Pa~~stine. cestors of at least a section of the later 

Israelitish confederacy--it is certainly not 
without significance that the Hittites mentioned in the 
O T  outside of the book of Genesis dwell in the centre 
or extreme north of Palestine, and that they are viewed 
as the bitter enemies of the Israelites. True, in the 
days of Saul and David, we find Hittites joining their 
fortunes with David ( I  S. 266), and a Hittite occupies 
a prominent place in David‘s army (2 S. 2339) (see below, 
§ s), whi1:t Solomon enters into matrimonial alliances 
with Hittite princesses ( I  K. 11 I) (see below, 5 6) ; but 
these are exceptional incidents. The Hittites, together 

I with the Canaanites, Amorites, Perizzites, Hivites, 
Jebusites, and Girga~hites,~ hold the various parts of 
Palestine proper against the Hebrew invaders, and 
contest every advance. The chief passages are Ex. 
3817 135 2 3 2 3  332 Dt. 71 2017 Josh. 310113 (om.,F) 
128 (om. L) 2411 Judg. 35. An important indication 
of the distribution of the various groups is furnished by 
Josh. 1 1 3 .  The Canaanites are settled both in the E. 
and in the W. ; Amorites, Hittites, Perizzites, and Jebu- 
sites in the mountains, and the Hivites at the foot of Mt. 
Hermon in the N. (In 6B the positions of the Hivites 
and Hittites are exchanged : but the gloss in Nu.’13ag 
is a support for M T  ; see HIVITES, § 2. ) Here, then, 
we find the Hittites settled in the mountainous districts 
of Central Palestine contesting the encroachments of the 
Hebrews. It is, of course, not impossible that the 
southern Hittites were gradually forced northward 
through circumstances of which we are ignorant : but a 
solution of the problem more in keeping with the con- 
ditions of OT nomenclature is to suppose an inexactness 
and vagueness in the use of the term Hittites, similar to 
that which characterises the use of such terms as Canaan- 
ites, Amorites, and even Philistines. A support for this 

1 [‘Sta. (GescA.P) 143) Bu. (Urgeck. 3471% E. Mey. and 
others’(e.r., Che., art. ‘H!tti;es,’EB(g)) ‘arequitesure that in this 
use of the name “Hittites for the population of the land (cp 
also 2 6 3 4 / :  2746 with 28 I), A (i.e., the Priestly narrator, P) is 
deplorably wrong ’ (Di. Gen. 297 [192], ironically).] 

2 Also w. 8, according to the Samaritan version. 
3 The order in which these nations are enumerated varies, and 

a t  times one or other-Girgashites, Perizzites, or Hivvites- 
is omitted, though the Greek translators usually supplied the 
deficiency by inserting them. 
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5. . s. Hittites famous Urial-among the chiefs that 
in later times. constituted the following of David 

/ z  S. 2310 I Ch. 1141). The position -_ . ,  
occupied by Uriah points to a partial assimilation 
between Judzans and Hittites, and similarly the 
strange tale of David and Bathsheba (Uriah’s wife), as 
related in z S. 11, embodies a distinct recollection of a 
close alliance at one time between the two groups. 
The unfavourable light in which David‘s act is placed is 
due to an age which regarded it as a heinous crime for 
any Hebrew to marry a womanwho was not a worshipper 
of Yahwe; but the age of David is still far removed from 
the spirit which animates Deuteronomy and the Priestly 
Code on this point. There is no objection against 
regarding these Hittites as the descendants of those 
whom we encounter in the days of Abraham. 

The case is different, however, when we come to, 
Solomon, whose marriages with Hittite princesses 
6. Solomon,s solemnize political alliances, just as does. 

Northern the enlargement of his harem through 
lTllllL. .. Moabitish, Ammonitish, Edomitish, and 
nl”l’es’ Sidonian concubines. Solomon but imi- 

tated the example set by the kings of Egypt, who had long 
been in the habit of adding to their harems representa- 
tives of the various nations whom they had conquered 
or with whom they had entered into political alliances. 
The king’s harem in ancient days in a measure took the 
place of the diplomatic corps of our times. These 
Hittites cannot possibly be identical with those we- 
encounter in the days of David ; there is no room in the 
days of Solomon for a Hittite empire or principality in 
Southern Palestine, The Hittite district must have. 
been as clearly defined, however, as that of the Moabites, 
Ammonites, Edomites, and Sidonians ( I  K. 11 I).  That 
there was a Hittite empire, and that it was important, is. 
implied by the statement ( I  K. 1029) that Solomon 
imported horses from Egypt for ‘all the kings of the- 
Hittites ’ (see HORSE, § 3, MIZRAIM, § zh). The same. 
Hittite power is referred to in 2 K. 7 6 ,  where the juxta- 
position of ‘ kings of the Hittites ’ with < kings of Egypt ’ 
may be taken as a measure. of the importance of this. 
power. This reference alone might be sufficient warrant 
for concluding that the Hittite district is to be sought 
in the N. of Palestine, the purport of the passage being 
to imply that Aram was attacked simultaneously from 
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the N. and the S. A more definite conclusion, however, 
may be drawn from 2 S. 246. Despite the corruptness 
of the passage, one may be certain that it contains a 
reference to the ‘ land of the Hittites.’ The reference 
is to a land lying N. of Gilead, and we are thus brought 
to the region where, as we know from other sources to 
be mentioned presently, an extensive ‘ Hittite ’ empire 
flourished as early at least as 1000 B. C. 

In a study of the Hittites of the O T  we must therefore 
take into consideration the varving use of the term. 

HITTITES 
number of principalities, and it does not follow that the 
rulers and inhabitants of these principalities were even 
of one and the same linguistic or ethnic stock. 

Our knowledge of the early history of Babylonia and 
of the rise of the Assyrian power is still too uncertain to 

We must distiiguysh ( u )  the Hittites 
7* summary Of settled around Hebron (who maintain 

their identitvdown to the davs of David) OT data* 
.. 

from (6) the ‘ conventional’ Hittites whom tradition 
enumerated with other groups as opponents whom the 
Hebrew invaders in a severe and protracted struggle 
dispossessed of their land; and both these divisions 
must be kept separate again from (c) an extensive 
Hittite power (divided up into principalities) situated 
in the north-eastern part of Syria, beyond the confines 
of Palestine proper ; and, lastly, there is the vague and 
indefinite use of the term which makes Hittite almost 
synonymous with ( d )  all Palestine and Syria, and thus 
adds another complicating element. 

So far as the evidence goes, there is nothing to warrant 
any connection (beyond the name) between the Hittites 
(6) who form part of the pre-Israelitish population of 
southern Palestine, and the Hittites (c) whose alliance 
is sought by Solomon. I t  is the latter Hittites who 
play much the more prominent part in the ancient 
history of the East. 

Thotmes I., the third king of the eighteenth dynasty, 
began about 1600 B. c. an -extended -series of Asiatic 
8, Egyptian campaigns which eventually brought about 

the subjection of Palestine and Syria to 
the pharaohs of Egypt. Among the more 

formidable enemies enumerated by the Egyptian rulers 
is a people whose name 8- t ’  appears to be identical 
with the term H&th or Hetti of the OT. This people 
occupied the mountainous districts of northern Syria, 
and extended to the E. as far as the Orontes, indeed 
at times beyond it to the Euphrates. A stronghold of 
the H-ta which is prominently mentioned in the inscrip- 
tions of Thotmes 111. (circa 1500 B.c.) is Kedesh. The 
Ht-a did not confine themselves, however, to their 
mountain recesses. Joining. arms with the various 
nationalities of northern Palestine and the W. district, 
they advanced as far as Megiddo to meet the Egyptian 
armies. ‘The pharaohs found their task difficult, 
and, even after many campaigns had been waged, the 
subjection of the H-ta was not definitely accomplished. 
The kings of Egypt advanced to Carchemish, Tunep, 
Hamath, and claim .to have laid siege to these places ; 
but again and again armies had to be sent into northern 
Syria and the Taurus region. Marash, at the extreme 
E. of Cilicia, appears to have resisted all attempts at 
conquest. The Egyptians at one time found a valuable 
ally in DuSratta, -king of Mitanni-a district to the 
NW. of Assyria. This alliance between Egypt and 
Milanni seems to have kept the H-ta in check; but it 
was not long before the H-ta of Marash, Carchemish, 
Hamath, and Kedesh regained their.complete independ- 
ence. In the fourteenth century the hold of Egypt 
upon her Asiatic possessions was loosened, and about a 
century later her control practically comes to an end. 

It is clear from the way in which the H-ta are spoken 
of in the Egyptian records that the prevailing notions 
about them were vague. To assume that there was at 
this time an extensive Hittite empire is a theory that 
meets with serious difficulties. The district embraced 
by the Egyptian rulers under the designation H - t a  
appears to have been divided up among a varying 

data. 

1 Read P’Fn? p!, and see further TAHTIM-HODSHI. 
2 This is the transliteratiop now adopted by Egyptologists. 

The character of the vowel following tcannot be definitely deter- 
mined, The spelling adopted here is IJ-ta (after WMM). 
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9. Cuneiform ena6le us-to say when the inhabitants 
of the Euphrates valley first came into 
contact with the Hittites. The KaSSite statements. 

dynasty, which maintained its sway over Babylonia for 
upwards of 500 years, was of an aggressive character, 
and in the fifteenth century we find Babylonia joined 
with Egypt in a close alliance. The use of the 
Babylonian script and language at this time as the 
medium of diplomatic interchange between the court 
of Egypt and officials stationed in Palestine and Syria 
under Egyptian control points to a predominating 
Babylonian influence and an earlier , Babylonian 
supremacy, during which the Babylonian language 
was introduced into the district in question. 

The text containing an account of the western exploits of 
Sargon I. [see BABYLONIA, F, 411 (whose date is provisionally 
fixed a t  3800 B.c.) is of a very late date, and cannot therefore be 
relied upon as confirming the general tradition of an early con- 
quest of Syria on the part of Babylonian rulers. (The name 
Hittite does not appear in the text referred to, the lands to the 
W. bein5 embraced under the general designation of ‘Amorite 
country. 

As the Asiatic campaigns of Egypt begin in the 
eighteenth century B. c. ,  we must assume that the Baby- 
lonian control of Syria and Palestine belongs to an 
earlier time. W e  know enough of the history of the 
KaSSite dynasty in Babylonia to say that it was probably 
during the period of its ascendency that the control of 
Babylonia over the western districts was most effective, 
and the testimony of the Egyptian inscriptions warrants 
us in assuming that the Hittites were then the most 
powerful federation against whom the Babylonians had 
to contend. It is to be noted, however, that the term 

On this point see CANAAN, 55 7 8 )  

Hittite, or Hatti, which appears to be 
lo* The gatti’ identical with it, does not make its 
appearance in cuneiform literature till the days of 
Tiglath-pileser I., ahout 1100 B. c. Then it means a 
distinctly defined kingdom lying along the Orontes (with 
Carchemish as one of its important centres) and extend- 
ing well into the Taurus range. Against these Yatti 
the Assyrian ruler waged a fierce campaign. According 
to his account it ended in a complete triumph for the 
Assyrian arms. In reality, however, the conquest was 
far from complete. The successors of Tiglath-pileser 
were much harassed by the troublesome Batti, and it is 
not until the reign of Sargon (721-704 B.c.) that they 
finally disappear from the horizon of Assyrian history. 

Curiously enough, we encounter in the Assyrian in- 
scriptions the same vagueness in the use of the term 
Hatti that is characteristic of OT usage ; Sennacherib 
and other Assyrian rulers, when they speak of the ‘ land 
of Hatti,’ have in mind the entire region to the W. of 
the Euphrates, embracing the Phcenician coast and in- 
cluding apparently Palestine (see CANAAN, § 12). Still, 
there can be no doubt that the Assyrians distinguished 
the Hatti proper from the other principalities of Syria 
and Palestine ; and if the testimony of the comparatively 
late Assyrian inscriptions could only be used for the 
earlier periods, the ethnic and geographical problems 
involved would be considerably simplified. 

Fortunately, as an aid to the solution of these problems, 
we have a considerable number of monuments left us by 
11, Hittite the Hittites themselves, and although the 

monuments. date of these monuments does not carry 
us back to a5 early a period as the Egyptian 

campaigns in Western Asia, they help us to a clearer 
understanding of the earlier history of the Hittites. At 
Carcheniish and Hamath have been found remains of 
sculptures accompanied by inscriptions, and elsewhere 
in this region; as at Zenjirli, there are abundant traces 
of Hittite art. Quite recently (August, ’99) a Hittitestelk 
has been found at Babylon, transported from a Hittite 
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centre by an Assyrian monarch. ’ This art is so distinctly 
based upon Assyrian and Babylonian models as to 
decide definitely the influences at work in producing the 
civilisation in this region. In addition to this, Cappa- 
docia, Paphlagonia, Lycaonia, and Phrygia abound in 
remains of edifices and of works of art showing the same 
types and the same general traits as those of Carchemish 
and Hamath, whilst the inscriptions found with the 
edifices belong likewise to the same class. 

Thanks to the researches of Jensen it may now be 
regarded as certain that the inscriptions cover the period 
1200-800 B. c. ; and it has also been made probable that 
the spread of the Hittites was gradual from the region 
of Cilicia to the N., NE., and NW., nearly to the 
borders of the Euxine, and W. to the A3:gean.2 It is 
fair to presume that the language of all the so-called 
Hittite inscriptions is the same, although it may be 
added that several styles of Hittite characters may be 
distinguished, some being pictorial, others branching 
off into conventional forms with a strong tendency 
towards becoming linear. These varieties, which are 
quite paralleled by the styles of writing in the Egyptian 
and Babylonian-Assyrian inscriptions, do not affect the 
question of the language; and, this being the case, we 
can understand the vagueness in the geographical use 
of the term Hittites among the ancients. At what 
period the extension of Hittite settlements began it is as 
yet impossible to say ; but the indications are that we 
must go back several centuries beyond 1200 B.C. for 
the date. On the other hand, whilst in general the 
Hittite traits are clearly defined on the monuments, 
there are good reasons for assuming several ethnic types 
among those grouped under the term. From an anthro- 
pological point of view, the Mongolian, or to speak 
more definitely the Turanian, type seems to prevail; 
but, whatever the ground-stock of the Hittites of Asia 
Minor may have been, there is a clear indication of 
Semitic admixture. 

The decipherment of the Hittite inscriptions which 
would throw so much needed light on the ethnic prob- 

12. Rittite lems, is now being vigorously prose- 
After several attempts on the 

part of Sayce, Peiser, and Halevy, which inscriptions. cuted. 
constituted an opening wedge, Jensen has recently struck 
out on a new path which gives promise of leading, ere 
long, to a satisfactory solution of the mystery. With 
great ingenuity he has determined much of the general 
character of the inscriptions. He has identified ideo- 
graphs and sign-groups for the names of countries and 
gods, some of which appear to be established beyond 
reasonable doubt. Passing beyond those limits, 
Jensen is fully convinced that the language of the in- 
scriptions belongs to the Aryan stock-is in fact the 
prototype of the modern Armenian. This rather startling 
result, although it has received the adherence of some 
eminent scholars, cannot he said to be definitely assured, 
and for the present remains in the category of a theory 
to be further tested. The proof furnished by Jensen 
for the Aryan character of the Hittite language is not 
sufficiently strong to overcome the objection that many 
of the Hittite proper names occurring both in the 
Egyptian and in the Assyrian inscriptions are either 
decidedly Semitic or can be accounted for on the 
assumption of their being Semitic, whilst the evidence 
which can be brought to bear upon the question from O T  
references points in the same direction. Again, if, 
as  Jensen believes, and as seems plausible, the Hittite 
characters are to be regarded as showing a decided 
resemblance to Egyptian hieroglyphs-so much so, 
indeed, as to suggest a connection between the two 
systems-there would be another presumption for ex- 
pecting to find an affiliation between the Hittite language 

1 R. Koldewey, Die Hettitisclie ZnschYift gefun&n in der 
Kdn&sburg von BabyZon (Leips. 1900). 

a At Karabel, near Smyrna, tiere is sculptured on a rock the 
picture of a Hittite warrior with a few Hittite characters. 
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and the Semitic stock, if not indeed, as in Egyptian, a 
Semitic substratum. No valid conclusion can be 
drawn from the unquestionable relationship of the 
Cypriote characters to the Hittite signs, since the 
Cypriote syllabary is clearly the more simplified of the 
two, and is presumably, therefore, a derivative of the 
former. What we know of early Semitic influences in 
the proto-Grecian culture and religion of Asia Minor, 
speaks against an Aryan civilisation flourishing in the 
region covered by the Hittite monuments. 

These suggestions are thrown out with all due reserve, 
for the problem is too complicated to warrant at present 
anything like a decided tone. So far as Jensen’s de- 
cipherment has gone, the inscriptions-some thirty in 
all-contain little beyond the names and titles of rulers, 
lands and gods, with brief indications of conquests. 
Valuable as such indications would be if definitely estab- 
lished, it does not seem likely that our knowledge of 
Hittite history would be much advanced by the complete 
decipherment of the meagre material at our command. 
On the other hand, there is every reason to believe that 
excavations in Hittite centres will increase the material, 
and we may also look forward to finding a bilingual 
inscription of sufficient length to settle definitely the still 
uncertain elements in the decipherment,’ and clear the 
field of the many hypotheses that have been put forward. 
Meanwhile, bearing in mind the necessarily tentative 
character of all conclusions until excavations on a large 
scale shall have been carried on in centres of Hittite 
settlements, we may sum up our present knowledge as 
follows : 

I. Among the pre-Israelitish inhabitants of Palestine 
there was a group settled in southern Palestine, known 

2. When the 
Egyptians began their conquest of Syria, 
Hittites formed one of their most formid- 

able adversaries, and continued to be prominent through- 
out the several centuries of Egyptian supremacy in Syria 
and Palestine. The chief seat of these Hittites was in 
the extreme N. of Palestine and extended well into Syria. 
The further extension of Hittite settlements brings under 
control not merely the district to the W. of the Taurus 
range, but a considerable portion of western Asia Minor 
(including Cilicia and Cappadocia) extending to the 
Euxine Sea on the N. and the A3gean to the W. The 
north-eastern boundary is uncertain ; but it may have 
reached to Lake Van. After the withdrawal of the 
Egyptians from Asia Minor the Assyrians engage in 
frequent conflicts with the Hittite kingdom in the region 
of the Orontes, andit  is not until the eighth century that 
they are finally reduced to a condition where they could 
no longer offer any resistance. 

The vagueness in the use of the term Hittite, in the 
O T  as well as in the Egyptian and Assyrian records, 
makes it difficult to decide whether all Hittites are to be 
placed in one group. The evidence seems to show that 
the sons of Hsth settled around Hebron at an earlyperiod, 
have nothing in common (beyond the name) with the 
Hittites of central and northern Palestine, and have 
nothing to do, therefore, with the Hittites of Syria and 
of regions still farther N. The Hittites of Hebron were 
Semites and spoke a Semitic tongue; the Hittites of 
northern Palestine and Syria were probably not Semitic 
but became mixed with Semites at a comparatively early 
period. Their language, likewise, appears to contain 
Semitic elements, and may indeed have a Semitic sub- 
stratum. The Hittite script appears to have been taken 
over from the Egyptian hieroglyphics, and in any case 
has strong affinities with it, though it seems also certain 
that it contains elements which are either original or 
derived from some source that is still unknown. 

13. General as the Hettites or Hittites. 

result. 

M. J. (Jr.1.. 
Perrot and Chipiez, Hist. o f A r t  in Sardinia, etc., vol. u., 

1 The only bilingual as yet found is a small silver boss (of 
Tarkondemos) containing a rather obscure Assyrian inscription 
accompanied by eight Hittite characters. 
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HIVITEB HODESH 
whether the simple mode ‘of life of the Rechabites 
really dates back only to the age of Jehu, and whether 
the Rechabites at that time really adopted a new 
‘ father ’ or founder different from the reputed ‘ father’ 
of the Kenites. If so, we may suppose Hobab to be 
a corruption either of Jehonadab (or Nadab) or else 
of Jehobab (xnny), which is probably the fuller form of 
JOBAB [g. v.]. The latter alternative is the easier ; 
accepting it, we shall proceed to emend Jehonadab and 
Jonadab in Jer..356 8 8  into Jehobab ( 3 2 ~ )  and Jobab 
(131.) respectively. Thus Jehobab the father-in-law of 
Moses becomes the father and legislator of the Kenites 
or Kechabites. 

@ has rwpag [BAL] in Judg., opa/3 [B], wj3.p [AI, LW. 
[Fxl iwpap [Flmg.L] in Nu.: see readings in Swete., We. 
(Hek(Z1 146) compares Hobab with Ar. hubri6, ‘ serpent : but 
most connect the name with 3>”, ‘to love’; cp Nab. )3*3n, 
‘beloved.’ T. K. C. 

HOBAH (n31n ; xwBah [D] ; NO. [Ll;  Joseph. 
~ B A ) ,  the point to which Abraham pursued CHEDOR- 
LAOMER (4.v.) and his allies (Gen. 1415). It was on 
the left hand (Le . ,  on the N.) of Damascus. In the 
Aniarna Tablets, 139 59 63 146 rev. 12, mEt U6i is 
mentioned; once, to define Damascus, ‘D.  in the 
land of Ubi’ (i6. 63). On the edge of the Syrian 
desert, between Damascus and Palmyra, there is a 
spring called Fo6a which is still famous in the songs of 
the Bedouin. Wetzstein (in Del. Gen. (41 561 8 ) identi- 
fies this with Hobah. The objection is the distance 
from Dan, where Abraham is said to have set upon 
the kings and defeated them. From Dan (Tel l  el- 
KEdE) to Damascus is fifteen hours’ journey, from 
Damascus to coda more than twenty. This is not 
decisive, however ; the narrator (if he knew the dis- 
tance) may have wished to emphasise the unwearied 
energy of Abraham. It is likely that in ancient times 
so excellent a spring was even more frequented than 
now; for then, like other important springs on the 
verge of the desert, it probably had a village beside it. 

HOBAIAH (P?il), Neh. 763 RV, AV HABAIAH. 

HOD (Yh, perhaps shortened from l l V 3 R ;  wA 
[BA], IHOYA [L]), in a genealogy of ASHER (g.v., 5 4 
ii. ), I Ch. 7 37T. 

HODAVIAH (V)l\il, as if ‘ praise Yahwb’ ; a cp 
HODIAH and JUDAH ; ~ A O Y I A  [BAL]). 

I. Head of a father’s house belonging to Manasseh (I Ch. 5 24 : 
Lwsouia [Ll). 

2. h. Hassenuah, an ancestor of SALLU (I Ch. 9 7 ; osuta [Bl) ; 
in Neh. 11 9, Judah (niin* ; c o d a  [NL], -us [BA]) b. Senuah is 
doubtless the same person. 

3. b. Elioenai, a descendant of Zerubbabel (I Ch. 3 24 ; 3Z;VkI 

Kt., m?i? Kr., AV Hodaiah ; osohca [Bl, osm [Ll). 
4. A Levitical family in great post-exilic list (see EZRA ii., 

$f 9 1 3 4  Ezra 240  (uosovra [B] uw8. [A]. the u is a 
dittoiraph bf the preceding s)=Neh 7 43, Hodkvah, RVmg. 
Hodeiah (nllln Kt., 7113 Kr. ; Bousouta [B], OU. [NAl)=r Esd. 
6 26 SUDIAS (cov8rou [BA]). To  this family the b‘ne Jeshua 
and’ Kadmiel apparently belonged (cp also Ezra39, where 
Hodaviah gives place to Judah, as in no. 2 sllpra see 
JUDAH, 3). Since however, Jeshua, Kadmiel, and B a d  are 
mentioned togethe; in Neh. 9 4 x  it is better to emend Ezra 2 40 
etc. and read ‘the b’ne Jeshua, Kadmiel, Bani, and Hoda- 
viah.’ So already in I Esd. 5 26 Kadmiel and Bannas, and 
Sudias. From a comparison of the lists i d  Neh. it is probable 
that Hodaviah is the same as Hodiah in Neh. 8 7 etc. and Judah 
in Neh. 12 8. See HODIAH. S .  A. C. 

HODESH (~*n ,  ‘born at the feast of the new 

moon?’ 5 72: aAa [BA], BAAAA [Ll;  ag [Pesh.]), 
a name in a genealogy of BENJAMIN ( I  Ch. 89), perhaps 
a corruption of Ahishahar (see /QR 11107, 6). 6’. 
identifies it with BAARA of v. E., 

1 The scribe read 3 instead of 3 (the first time), and inserted 
1. That letters not only fell out, but were inserted by editors, 
is certain. 

9 Le., n?lh. 

T. K. C. 

Cp SENAAH. 
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‘The Hittites’ (‘90) ; Sayce The Hittites (‘88) ’ Wright The 
Empire 2 the Hittiies(Z) (‘84). Lantskeere 

14. Literature. De la li‘ace et de la Languides Hittite: 
(‘91) ; Jensen, Hitt i ter  und Armenier (‘98), 

and articles in ZDMG, 48. 

HIVITES, RV ‘the HIVITE’ (’?n?--i.e., ‘the 
Hivvites’ ; 01 ayalol [BAL]), named in the lists of 
1. Name. tribes driven out of Palestine by the b’ne 

Israel (Ex. 38  17, etc., also Is. 1 7 g 1  SBOT, 
where, however, Cheyne now holds the reading to be 
impossible). 

The origin of the name and even its existence (see below) in 
the true text have been disputed (see HORITE). Some critics 
explain from the Ar. +ayy, ‘family,’ as if = people who live in 
nin, Bedawin encampments (see GOVERNMENT, $ 4, HAVVOTH- 
JAIRtWhilst Wellhausen (CH(2) 343) suggests that the name is 
derived from ?$n, Eve (on the meaning of which name see ADAM 

AND EVE, 5 36). I t  is a t  any rate possible that, if the reading 
*ln is correct, the early interpreters in the Onomrrstica were 
right in connecting it with nVl, ‘serpent’(&lpiw8ss, & m s p  8+ecs : 
OS 16464, etc.), and that thokivites were originally the ‘ Snake’ 
clan (so, doubtfully, Moore, /&g. 83J) .  

In Gen. 1017 (=I Ch. 115, B om., E U E L  [L]) the 
Hivites are reckoned among the sons of Canaan. Moore 
2. Location, thinks they were a petty people of Central 

Palestine (Judges, 79); but, if so, the 
textual and critical difficulties in passages which would 
otherwise he of value, render it impossible to fix upon 
their locality. 

In Josh. 9 7 the Gibeonites are spoken of as ‘ Hivites ’ ; 
cp 11 19 ‘ the Hivites the inhabitants of Gibeon ’ (eBA= 
om. ; cp Bennett, SBOT). As we know, GIBEON 
[q. v.] remained for a long time in the possession of non- 
Israelites, but whether they were Hivites, Horites (as aBAFL. suggests),a or Amorites (cp 2 S. 21 2 )  is un- 
certain. d may, however, be right in reading ’ Horite * 
for ‘ Hivite ’ in Gen. 34 2 (see SHECHEM b. Hamor ; cp 
HORITE), and the same emendation is required in 362 
(see ANAH, BASHEMATH, ZIBEON). 

Another error occurs in Josh. 113, where the Hittites 
must certainly be referred to in the geographical loca- 
tion, ‘under Hermon in the land of Mizpah’ ; the 
Hivites (om. aA) and Hittites, as bB shows, have acci- 
dentally exchanged places (cp Meyer, Z A  TW 1126, Bu. 
Ri. Sa. 81 n., Moore, hdg. 81 ; see HITTITES, 4). 
So again in Judg. 33, for the ‘ Hivites ’ who dwell in 
Mt. Lebanon, etc., and who are named after the 
Zidonians, we should most probably read ‘ Hittites ’ (cp 
Moore, IC. ). It is difficult to decide whether Hivites ’ 
in 2 S. 247 ( E U E L  [L]) is correct. The ‘cities of the 
Hivites and the Canaanites ’ are enumerated after Zidon 
and Tyre, and by adopting the reading ‘ Hittites ’ (so 
Pesh. ) the geographical details will agree substantially 
with the above-quoted passages. On the other hand, 
the words in question may be a gloss based on the lists 
in Ex. 3 8 etc., and it is noteworthy that the Pesh. goes 
a step further and adds ‘ Jebusites.’ 5. A. C. 

HIZKI (’n\n), I Ch. 817 RV, AV HEZEKI. 

HIZKIAH (Vprn), Zeph. 1 I AV, RV HEZEKIAH. 

HIZKIJAH (PpTp), Neh. lO17[18] AV, RV HEZE- 
EIAH. See ATER, I. 

HQBAB (3$), son of REUEL [g.v.], Moses’ father- 
in-law (Nu. 1029 Judg. 411 [a gloss? see Moore], and 
probably Judg. 116 [emended text: cp lwaB [A], 
I ~ B A B  [L], se.e,Moore]). In Nu.10~9 he is repre- 
sented as a Midiantte, in Judg.116 411 as a Kenite. 
Elsewhere (except in I Ch. 255, see HEMATH), JONA- 
DAB [4.v.], or Jehonadab, is called the founder of the 
Rechabites, and we may doubt (but see RECHABITES) 

1 Read 'inn fsr d$? (@BNAQ oi euuboi), with Lowth, 
Lag. etc. (cp RVmg.), Cheyne now reads *tyinn=*gq~,i (see 

a Read npbs 7bv xoppuiov (in sing.). Vg. ad eos is either a 
corruption from ad heums, or points to the reading on$ which 
is perhaps the more probable alternative. 
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HODIAH 
HODIAH (P l i ? ,  ‘YahwB is my glory,’ cp HODA- 

”;?s t?=*t%l$k!IE’$udahite, whose wife was a sister of 
NAHAM [g.~.], I Ch. 4 19 (r$s domas [Bl, riis roY8aLas [AI, o8ra 
[L]). @BA, however, has the better reading ‘his wife Hodiah’ 
111 v. 18. Thus we see that Hodiah and Ha-Jehudijah are really 
the same genealogical person, who is called in v. 19 mother 
of ‘ the father of KEILAH [g.u.] and ESHTEMOA’ [ ~ u . ] ,  and 
was the wife of MERED [q.v.]-a corrupt form whlch needs 
emendation. 

2. AV Hodijah, mentioned in lists of priests, teachers, and 
Levites, Neh. 87  9 5 [4] (om. @BNA in both passages), I Esd. 948 
(AUTEAS; avraias [BA]); Neh. 1010, o8ovLa LENA1 13 1141 
(o8ovp [BK] o8oua [AI oscas [Ll); 71.18 [1g] (o8ouLa [BNAI, 
oScas [L]). ’ H e  is pro6ably the same as HoDAvlAH (4). The 
name a parently recurs in I Esd. 5 16 under the corrupt form 
ANNIS $0 RV) ; see ANANIAS, I. 

HOGLAH ( 3 > 3n, as if ‘ partridge,’ 5 68 ; srha [BL], 
alrha [AF], in Josh. alrhaM [A]), the third of the 
five daughters of ZELOPHEHAD, L e . ,  Sall!ad (Nu. 2633 
271 36 II  airah [F], Josh. 17 3 PT). Though a place- 
name Hoglah is possible (see BETH-HOGLAH), yet some 
better known name is more probable for a ‘ daughter ’ 
of Salhad. Perhaps nhn is a corruption of ntnn-i. e . ,  
Abel-meholah. See MAHLAH. 

@L makes Hodiah the brother of Naham. 

HOHAM (Dg3), king of Hebron, defeated by 
Joshua (Josh. 103 ; AIAAM [BA], ~ A A M  [L]): ,Accord- 
ing to Hommel (AH;‘, 223 n . )  the name is identical 
with the Minzan Hauhum. See HORAM. 

HOLD. A stronghold or citadel, used especially with 
reference to David‘s retreat in the cave of ADULLAM 
(il>lh%, m&dEh, I s. 224 f. [but see HARETH], cp 
2422 [q] zS. 517 ; il7yp, m&idEh, 1Ch. 1281q). 

Both words are employed to denote the fortress of Zion ( z  S. 
6 7 I Ch. 11 7), and in a general sense are used of any place of 
refuge or safety. See FORTRESS (beg.). 

The legitimacy of the rendering ‘hold ’ for p’!:, @Zh, in 
I S. 13 6 (AV ‘high places ’) Judg. 9 46 49 (EV) is not certain. 
The sirrnification rock-hewn or seDulchra1 chakber which the 
word Gas in Nabataean (see Cook,-Aranz. Gloss., S.Z. Nrplx)  is 
suitable in I S. (cp RVmg. ‘hole ’), but appears less satisfactory 
in Judg. Lc., where (unless some underground chamber, cg., 
the reputed aetnrln of,the god BAAL-BERITH [q.u.l be intended) 
the rendering ‘tower (as in Sabaean) seems preferable (cp 
Moore, ad Zoc.). 

See Dr. (Sam. 76), Moore Eu. ad Zoc., and for nqx cp Earth, 
AJSL, ’97, p. 273 (with lit. kited). 

HOLM TREE. I. ?lI?n, tirza‘h, Is. 4414f (6 om. ; 
Aq., Theod., A r p l O B A h A N O N  [in Q’”g.1) RV, AV 
CYPRESS. 

2. rrpZvoc (ilez, L e i ) ,  mentioned in Sus. 58 with the 
characteristic paronomasia ‘the angel of God waiteth with the 
sword to cut thee (rrpiua~ [Theod.], l’va Karanpiq v e  [6871) in 
two; ; see SUSANNAH. By rrpivos 187 and Theod.] (cp Theophr. 
Hist. Plant. iii. 7 3 and Aq. in Gen. 14 3 8 . the adj. lrpiv~voc 
Aq. in Ezek. 27 5) is intended probably the’Querclls Coccifera 
L. and Q. pseudo-coccifeera (Houghton). Similarly, a Syriac 
gloss (in Low, P#aez. 7a) treats it as a species of oak (~&3). 

The text, however, may be corrupt. 

HOLOFERNES ( O ~ O ~ E P N H C  [BHA]; 
[Syr.]), the name given to the Assyrian general in the 
legendary book of Judith. The name, also pronounced 
Orofernes, was borne by two Cappadocian princes, the 
one, a young son of Ariamnes, and the other a son of 
Antiochis, the daughter of Antiochus the Great, and, at 
one time, the friend of Demetrius I. The latter has 
been identified with Holoferues by Ewald (4621) and 
independently by E. L. Hicks (7. HeZZ. Stud. 6 2 6 1 8  

[ ‘Sj ] ) .  Ball, however, prefers to identify him with 
Nicanor the Syrian general overcome by Judas the 
Maccabee, and Gaster with Scaurus, the general sent 
by Pompey into Syria 65 B.C. According to Winckler 
(AOF(2) 273) Holophernes =Osnappar (ASur-bZni-pal). 

If  the termination is genuine we may compare Artaphernes 
Dataphernes, Tissaphernes, and two Median princes of the tim; 
of Esar-haddon, viz. Sidir-parna and E-parna(see Ball, Speakeds 
Comm., ad Zoc and cp the Syr. form supva). See JUDITH, 
BOOK OF, and e;p. Willrich, Jza’aica, 2 8 s  (1900). 
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HONEY 
HOLON (ih or 0%). 
I. A town in the hill-country of Judah, assigned to 

the Levites (Josh. 1551 2115, xahoy, [B]. 
X I A O ~ W N ,  WAWN [AI, xsihoyl I A W N  [L]). ,It Is 
mentioned between Goshen and Giloh. The site 1s 
unknown. In 1) I Ch. 658 (43) it is HILEN (I$! ; u~hva 
[B], vqXwe [A], x d w v  [L]), for which there is a v.l. 
Hilez (ih ; so the Soncino edition of the Prophets). 

According to Klo. in @EA of I S.172 (see ELAH VALLEY 
Possibly, too, Holon is’ intended OF) awoL = auhov = Holon. 

in Judith 154 ; see COLA. 
2. A town of Moah ; Jer. 4821 (xaihov [E], xehov [KA]). 

HOLY (dli;), Ex. 196;  HOLINESS (b7)). Ex. 
1511. See CLEAN, 5 I. 

HOLY GHOST ( I T N ~ ~ M A  a r l o N ) ,  Mt. 118. See 
SPIRIT, and cp PARACLETE, PENTECOST, SPIRITUAL 
GIFTS. 

HOMAM (Pgh), I Ch. 139. 

HONEY ( ~ 3 7 ,  dZba!6ai, same order of root letters in 
Aram. and Ar. ; Ass. di$u. ‘ honey,’ daSpu, duffuju,  
‘ a  sweet drink’ ; MEI \ I ) .  The word &baP has three 
distinct senses : ( I )  the honey of the wild bee, (2) the 
honey of the domesticated hee, and ( 3 )  manufactured 
honey, or syrup, the dids of modern Syria. 

I. In the sense of ‘wild honey’ the word is of 
frequent occurrence. ‘ Honey out of the rock’ is 
1. Varieties mentioned in Dt. 32 13 and Ps. 81 1 6 ~  
of Honey. [17] ; and Canaan is even described, and 

similarly Goshen (Xu. 16 13), as ‘ a land 
flowing with milk and honey’ (Ex. 38  17 passim; cp 
Dt. 8 8 2 K. 18 32 Jer. 41 8).3 Theories attaching either 
of the two other significations to the term as 
used in this phrase, have no adequate justification. 
It was, further, the honey of the wild bee which Sam- 
son found in the carcase of the lion (Judg. 14 8 & ; see 
BEE), and of which Jonathan partook ( I  S. 1425 J?),4 
by dipping his staff into the honey-comb (@~i my:; 
cp Cant. 51) ; and wild honey ($A& &yprov) was the 
fare of John the Baptist (Mk. 1 6 Mt. 3 4). 

2. There is no direct reference to domestic bee- 
keeping in the OT (see BEE). Nevertheless, it 
would be strange, in view of the antiquity of the 
domestication of the bee in the East (Am.  Tab. 13812 
speaks of honey and oil in Syria), if the Hebrews were 

1 In  EV invariably rerdered ‘honey,’ except in z Ch. 31 5, 
where AVw.  has ‘ dates. 

a In  the latter passage Lag., Gr., We., Che. read, ‘With 
droppings (IWy’? for 1WF) of honey’; note the parallelism. 
3 [The phrase ‘a  land flowing (n3l) with milk and honey’ is 

more poetical than its context seems to justify. It was already 
conventional in the time of JE.  It is a reasonable supposi- 
tion that it comes from ancient poetry; and, since ancient 
poetry is always tinged with mythology, it is not improbable 
that the phrase in question had a mythological origin. If  it 
were Sanscrit, we should not doubt it. But the more sober 
Semitic mythology does not appear to have spoken of the sun 
as a cow and the moon as a bee (Goldziher He6. Mythology 
28J). Nor was it imagined by the Semiies that the Milk; 
Way was specially the abode of the Sun-gad (as by the Egyptians : 
Maspero, D a w  of Ciu. 181). Probably the phrase alludes to 
the idealised past of human history. In the time of Nepher- 
heres, says Manetho (Muller, FY. Hist. Gv. 2 542$), the Nile 
flowed with honey for fifteen days. So, in the Hebrew Golden 
+ge it may have been said, with perfect sincerity, that the land 

I t  is to such a myth that an 
Assyrian poet may allude, when he wishes for his king, besides 
the protection of the Sun-god and the Moon-god that God may 
cause to flow into his channels dispa &wet;, ‘honey (and) 
curdled milk’(Frd. Del., G. Smith’sChaZd. Gee.). Cp MARAH. 

See HEMAM. 

flowed with milk and honey. 

T. K. C.1 . ~~ ~ 

4 The text 6 0 t h  MT and @)is here admitted to he corrupt. 
According to We DI. Bu v. 25 should run ‘and there was 
honeycomb on the’face bf th; field.’ ‘This is )perhaps the best 
that can be done’ (H. P. Smith). But how is e’s r r b a  $ pj 
i p h a  to be accounted for? The continuation is, Kai caah 
Gpu*br 3, pehiuuGvos. Klo. omits caah Gpupos as a bad gloss 
on y y ,  and corrects 7prtr.ra into cpyauca or e yam6 with this 
result (which he too boldly adppts), ‘Now t& whble district 
was occupied with bee-keeping. [But 4piuTa may have come 
in in a corrupt form from the transliterated Heb. column of a 
Hexaplar text and have represented ~ 1 ~ ~ 1  
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HONEY HOOK 
acquainted only with wild honey, norecould this be 
reconciled with the mention of honey as well as other 
products of cultivation in z Ch. 31 5. 

Apiculture is first mentioned by Philo, who says that the 
Essenes were fond of it (2633, ed. Maugey). In  the Mishna 
references to it abound. The hive ( n m )  was either of straw 
(%$<P) or of wicker (O’p>’D), doubtless plastered over, as a t  
the present day, to keep out the excessive heat (see description 
.of modern hives under BEE). The technical term for removing 
the combs when filled was ”2 (lit. to scrape, see Levy NHWB 
s.u., with quotation from Rashi ; see also Moore’s note on Judg. 
1 4 9  where alone in OT the word occurs). The bees, it would 
appkai, were first stupefied by the smoke of charcoal and dung 
kindled in front of the hive on the qtQ (see K~ZZM, 16 7 a#. 
Surenhusius, with Maimonides’ commentary). When the 
.combs (da.1 nib!) were removed in this way, a t  least two had 
to he left in the hive as food for the bees during winter (Baa. 
.6athra, 5 3). 

3. In later Hebrew certainly, and in the O T  possibly, 
.dZbabar is also used to denote certain artificial prepara- 
tions made from the juice of various fruits by inspissation, 
like the modern dibs. Reference has already been 

-made to the theory that the ‘ honey’ with which the 
land of Canaan was said to ‘ flow ’ was this inspissated 
:syrup; it has also been held that at least the honey 
intended for transport (Gen. 43 11 I K. 14 3) and export 
(Ezek. 27 17) must be so understood. The former view 
is unsatistactory ; to the latter, if Cheyne’s emendation 
.of Ezek. 27 17 be accepted (see PANNAG), no objection 
need be offered. Stade (Gesch. 1371,  n. z), it is true, 
thinks that grape-syrup was unnecessary in the land 
which flowed with milk and honey.’ The early inhabit- 
ants of Canaan, however, as Bliss appears to have shown, 
were certainly acquainted with this manufacture. His 
excavations at Tell el-Hesy (Lachish) revealed two 
wine-presses, with apparatus (as he judged) for boiling 
,down the filtered juice (inspissation) into grape syrup.’ 

The first unmistakable Jewish reference to it is in Josephus 
(the date-syrup of Jericho; see PALM TREE); Tg. ps.-Jon. 
,(see Dt. 88) also mentions it. In  the Mishna it is called dgq 
D’!??, and we may infer that in the Mishnic period dates were 
the chief source of the manufacture. Since the spread of Islam, 
which forbids wine-drinking the grapes of Syria have been 
mainly diverted to the manGfacture of di6s. The pure grape 
juice is drawn off into a stone vat (see description of press under 
WINE), and allowed to settle, after which it is conveyed to a 
large copper cauldron (hhaZ@n or khalklnb Landberg Pro- 
~serbes, etc., 53), ahout three feet‘in diame‘rer, ’in the win;-press 
boilingroom close a t  hand (cp Bliss’s illustration, above). After 
the juice has hoiled for a short time it is returned to the vat 
which in the interval has been thoroughly cleaned and allowed 
t o  cool. The process of boiling and cooling is repeated, after 
which the juice is boiled for the third and last time, the yellow 
syrup be‘ing constantly stirred and lifted up by means of a large 

erforated wooden spoon with a long handle (the mukh6@, 
Eandb. op. cit. 107). The boiling is an affair of much skill, and 
every village with large vineyards has several experts, who 
.superintend the process and from the colour consistency and 
manner of boiling recoknise the moment wien the proc;ss is 
completed. The inspissated syru is now hurriedly couveyed 
to  a clean stone cistern within the guilding, and allowed to cool 
before being put into vessels for conveyance to the owner’s 
house. ‘The final stage of the process is to beat the di6s with 
a stick and draw it out to make it of a firmer consistency, and 
somewhat lighter in colour. I t  is of a dark golden brown colou~ 
like ma le molasses, and its taste is intensely sweet like honey 
,(Rev. ($eo. Mackie, Beyrout, to whom the writer is indebted 
for most of the above details). Both Greeks and Romans were 
alike familiar with this process of inspissation, the products 
being variously known as a h p a ,  uiparov, sapa, defruturn. 
The first three, according to Pliny, were prepared by boiling 
down the must to one-third its bulk, ‘when must is boiled down 
to one-half only, we give it the name of defyruturn,’ “14 11). 
Burckhardt also states that three hundredpeight of grapes 
are  calculated to yield a hundredweight of d6s. Wellstedt 
found the Arabs using the pods of the caroh-tree (cp HUSKS) 
for the manufacture of d<bs (Reisen in Ara6ien, 1331J), a 
practice still followed in Syria (Post, Flora, 297). 

Among ‘the principal things for the whole use of 
man’s life’ Ben Sira fitly assigns a place to honey 

2. Uses (3926) .  It was ‘eaten alone as a delicacy, 
as by Samson and Jonathan (cp also z S. 

Of Honey* 17 29 I K. 1 4 3 )  and as a relish with other 
‘ A  piece of broiled fish and of an articles of food. 

1 Bliss, A MoundofiMany Cities, 69-71, with diagram. 
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honeycomb ’ ( d a b  peXiuulou K ~ P ~ O I J )  was doubtless a 
familiar combination, although absent from the best 
MSS of Lk. 2 4 4 2  (and RV). But curdled milk and 
honey alone (EV ‘butter and honey’ ; Is. 71522) was 
very poor diet (see MILK). It was as a sweetener of 
food that, before the introduction of sugar, honey was 
everywhere in demand ; ‘ the bee is little, but her fruit 
is the chief of sweet things ’ (Ecclus. 11 3). In particular 
it was used for all sorts of sweet cakes (Ex. 16 31, Ey~pis ; 
see also BAKEMEATS, 3)-such cakes ( X ~ U K O F Y T E S )  as 
were so much relished by the Greeks as dessert. But it 
is well known that honey partaken of too freely produces 
nausea1 (Prov. 2527). Honey, however, was dis- 
allowed, at least by the later legislation (Lev. 211f: ), as 
an ingredient of any meal-offering, because of the ease 
with which it ferments (cp Pliny, H N l l r 5 ) ,  although 
admitted freely in other cults (see Bertholet, KHC on 
Ezek. 16 19). A drink resembling mead was known to 
the later Jews by a name (i”mip) derived from the 
Greek oivbpehi, and said to have been compounded of 
wine, honey, and pepper ( TZ’Sm. 11 I Shadb. 20 2 ) .  

Honey was kept in jars ( I  K. 143,  EV ‘ a  cruse of 
honey’ ; cp Jer. 41 8), in which probably it was largely 
exported through the markets of Tyre (Ezek. 27 17). . .  cp PANNAG. ~ 

The medicinal uses of honey are discussed a t  length by Pliny 
(NH22 50) and were not unknown to theJewseitherof Jerusalem 
(Shab6. 8 I)  or of Alexandria (see addition to Gk. text of Prov. 
6 8  quoted under BEE). The body of Aristobulus, Josephus 
informs us, was preserved from decomposition by being laid in 
honey (& PMLTL KCK?SWAL&OS, Ant. xiv. 7 4. li 124). 

As ; the chief of sweet things,’ honey-is much used in 
similes and metaphors by Hebrew writers. The word 
of Yahwe to the Hebrew poet is ‘sweeter than honey 
and the honeycomb’ (o??% n@i Ps. 1910 [I.], cp EVmg.; 
also Ps. 119103). The pleasant speech of one’s friends, 
also, is ’ as an honeycomb, sweet to the soul, and health 
to the bones‘ (Pr. 1624 ,  cp Cant. 411). Wisdom, even, 
is comparable to honey (Pr. 24 13-f: 25 16 Ecclus. 24 zo), 
and the memory of a good man is ‘sweet as honey in 
every mouth ’ (Ecclus. 49 I,  said of Josiah). 

A. R.  S. I<. 
HOOD. T W ,  Is. 323 AV. See TURBAN, 5 2. 

HOOK. For the words2 (nos. 1-5, below) used with 

I. Fill, @a&, error for il? (@ +khrov) Job412 [46z61 (AV 
‘thorn’). See BEHEMOTH, 8 2. Used with reference to a 
captive in 2 Ch. 33 TI (GY Geupois ; hut see MANASSEH). 

2. m, $E&, I K. 1928 (ZYKLUT~OV) = Is. 3729 ($ipds, ie., 
‘muzzle’), used in the pl. O’nn, Ezek.1949 (AV ‘chains,’ 
K V ~ & ) ,  294 (rayiSes) 384 (om. BA, Xahrw69 [Q; but ascribed 
to Theod.] see Co. ad Zoc.). n z  is once used of an ornament, 
Ex. 35 22 : see BUCKLE, I. 

3. am, &rikkah, Job411 140 251, RV. ‘fish-hook.’ In Is. 198 
Hah. 1 15 EV ‘ angle.’ 

4. n4r.l n i m ,  sirath dsgdh, ‘ fish-hooks’ (Am. 4 2). @ A $ ~ ~ T E S ,  

confusing with 1’0, ‘pot.’ 
5. n ix ,  sinndtlt ( A m . 4 ~ ) ~  @ Brrha, cp X??, ‘shield.’ The 

word, like 
6. l;, wriw, only in descriptions of the tahernacle(Ex. 2G32 37 

27 17 36 36 38 [ns$ahlr] ; Ex. 27 ref: [ ~ p l ~ o p ,  which elsewhere 
represents oyp, a ‘ tache ’1 ; Ex. 38 17 19 [by~dhq, used elsewhere 
for njK>), ‘loops’]). Not the capitals of the pillars(as@), hut 
probably tenters or hooks rising from the tops of the pillars. 

7. D,’g?tl, sh’#ltdttaiv7, Ezek. 40 43, a word which greatly 
puzzles the interpreters (cp AVmg. and RVmg.); neither ‘posts’ 
nor ‘gutters’ will do. The preferable readmg, as Cornill has 
shown, is Oil?? (‘their edge,’ lit. ‘lip’); @ yeiuos; Aq.iz), 
Theod. Sym., x e l h ~ .  

‘Hodk’ in N T  corresponds to ~ ~ K L U T P O Y ,  which is common in 
C6 for a hook’ (in one case, Ezek. 32 3, used to represent’ D?,n, 

reference to fishing see FISH, § 3. 

@ throughout Z ~ K L U T ~ O V .  

(above), is used also of ‘ thorns’ (see THORN). 

NET rO.TJ.i). 

1 Cp the Rabbinic proverb quoted by Buxtorf(Lex., S.U. ~11). 
2 n im,  EV ‘barbed irons,’ Job 417 [4031], seems to be a cor- 

ruption”for nil?D, ‘ships’; cp @ ;  @!, AV ‘thorn,’ i6. 412* 
[4026], should certainly be l 3 U ,  ‘nose-ring’ (Beer, Che.). 
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HOOPOE HQR, MOUNT 
HOOPOE (nQ$3Vl, dzikiphafh; erroy ; ?rpupa, 

N l l D  1.22 [Targ.], ]G\+'L J )  [Pesh.]), Lev. 1119 
Dt. 1 4 1 8  [16]f (u?ro?ra [B"F], vnwrra [A]). RV, how- 
ever, and the older English versions, without authority, 
LAPWING. It is usual to acquiesce in the traditional 
rendering ' hoopoe.' The Upuppa epops is in fact, not 
less than the lapwing, a Palestinian bird. It winters 
in and near Egypt, and returns to Palestine in March. 

It seeks its food in dunghills, and, it is supposed, was on this 
account included among the unclean birds ; it is, however, freely 
eaten in the Levant at the present day. Possibly because of its 
crest (Aristoph. Birds, 94), it has always inspired a superstitions 
awe and the Arabs, who call it JzudJzud, from its cheery cry, 
ascribe to it the power of discovering water and of revealing 
secrets. I n  the late Jewish legends respecting Solomon the 
hoopoe plays a great part in connection with the queen of Sheba 
(see second Targ. on Esth. l), and the story is adopted in the 
Qoran (sur. 27). 

But it is by no means certain that dzikqhafh is really 
(see Di. ) ' the cock of the rock ' (or ' of beauty '), or that 
it refers to the hoopoe's fondness for rocks and mountain- 
ravines (cp Tristram, Land of ZsraeZ, 461, 467), or to 
its striking crest. This odd-looking word ny3i1 is 
simply, apart from the final n, a corruption (by trans- 
position of letters) of @@&id, iiDp(Che.). That late Heb., 
Aram., and Arabic usage favour the rendering hedge- 
hog ' may be admitted ; but ' zoologically there are con- 
siderable difficulties.' This discovery (as it seems) of 
k ippd  in the list of unclean birds seems to show that 
Tristram, Houghton, and Cheyne (Proph. Zs. 1 9 3  2 149 ; 
SBOT, Isaiah, Eng. 64) were right in preferring 'bittern' 
to ' hedgehog ' as a rendering of iisg. See BITTERN. 

There is of course no connection with Sansk. kupdta, a kind 
of pigeon, regarded as a bird of ill omen (Acud. Dec. 25, '86). 

T.K. C.-A. E. S.-S. A. C. 

HOPHNI ('>3? ; O@N[E]i [BAL]) b. Eli ; brother 
of PHINEHAS[~.V.] ; I S. 1 3  234(E@NEt  [A]), 4 4 1 1  f7f 
(om BL). Hophni and Phinehas seem very much like 
Jabal and Jubal, as Goldziher should have noticed (He& 
iWyth. 347 8 [IWythos 6ei  den Hebr. 232 j?])-i.e.3 
Hophni has been developed out of Phinehas. Add n 
to m n ,  and the component letters of ~ n 3 3 5  are complete. 
Possibly both have developed out of a third form (see 
PHINEHAS). We cannot isolate the name Hophni, 
and trust in SabEan (cp, e.g., n3on) and other seeming 

HOPHRA (W$ ; OYA@PH [BKSAQI ; A @ ~ H  [ W ;  
vg.  EPHREE; Aq. Theod. O@PHN [accus.] Q margin 
[where u(6ppaxos) : E K ~ O T O  = Q K ~ w o v ] ) , ~  Jer. 443of is 
mentioned as 'the king of Egypt ' after the destruction 
of Jerusalem. He is identical with the king called 
merely ' Pharaoh ' in Jer. 3 7 5  7 11 Ezek. 293 etc. 

The name is transcribed oud+pts by Manetho ou+pqs (after 
@) by Clem.Alex. 1332 b+qs 'by Herodotus 'and Diodorus. 
In Egyptian his names d e  Hu'a'-Zb-rZ (vulgarp-ri.')2-i.e., 'glad 
is the heart of the sungod'-and Uu& (=later ue&) -?6-(fl)-r8',3 
'confident is the heart of the sungod ' (the same name as Psameiik 
I.). This latter name was evidently rendered both by the 
Greeks and by the Hebrews. Both have assimilated the Z6 to the 
following p .  

This king, the fourth (or, according to another reckon- 
ing, the seventh, see EGYPT, § 66) of the Sdte or twenty- 
sixth dynasty of Manstho, the son of PsameLik 11. 
(Psammis of Herodotus) and grandson of Necho, came 
to the throne about 589 or 588 B.c., and reigned 
according to Mangtho (in Africanus) nineteen years, 
according to Herodotus and Eusebius 25 years (22 

1 i.e., $'l?. (see Field). Comp. Jerome in the L i b  interjr. 
He6r. nom. (Lag. OS, 53 13) : Afree furor alienus sive vita 
dissipata atque discissa (cp E'uruo : dissipans sive discooperuit 
eum). Targ. 'the broken one,' N!'??,' Pesh. ' the lame-one,' 

The preceding 'Pharaoh' is wanting in most MSS 
of d (put in by codd. 22,36 etc.), being taken for a doublet of 
Hoohra. 

parallels. T. K. C. 

The Hebrew transcription is rather exact. 

Diodorus, 30 rerome, 34 Syncellus). The monuments 
confirm the first number. He ruled, therefore, about 
588-569 B.C. His reign fell in a very critical period, 
when Egypt was exposed to constant danger from 
BabyLonia. Hophra seems to have shown energy both 
in building (traces in the chief temple of Memphis, in 
the Serapeum, at Silsileh etc.), and in foreign politics. 
He even attempted to check the Babylonians. Thus, 
according to Herodotus (2 161), he conquered the 
Phcenicians ( 'Tyrus ' )  at sea ; l  but most likely 
Herodotus only means I that he sent assistance to the 
Tyrians in their long resistance to Nebuchadrezzar. 

The (distorted ?) statement of Herodotus, ' he led an 
army against Sidon,' refers evidently to the expedition 
planned with a view to sncconr besieged Jerusalem (Jer. 
37 5 11). Hophra did indeed interrupt the siege for a short 
time; but, if Herodotus was not mistaken, we may 
assume Hophra's final defeat in the N. of Palestine. 
It does not seem that he took the offensive again after 
his repulse ; but he gave an asylum to the many fugitives 
from Palestine in Egypt. Of the Babylonian attacks 
upon Egypt which we should naturally expect, we are- 
ignorant ; but so much is now certain-that Jeremiah's 
and Ezekiel's predictions of a conquest of Egypt by 
Nebuchadrezzar were not fulfilled. A suppressed 
military revolution at the S. frontier of Egypt is referred 
to elsewhere (EGYPT, 69). From this we can imagine 
in what difficulties this unmilitary country was involved 
through having to sustain large battalions of foreign 
mercenaries. These difficulties led to Hophra's ruin. 
The account in Herod. 2161 may be full of doubtful 
anecdotes, but is probably trustworthy in a general sense. 
The Egyptian (or rather Libyan) mercenaries sent against 
Battus of Cyrene to aid the Libyan chief Adilcran revolted 
after two defeats. Apries and the European and Asiatic 
mercenaries at Momemphis were overpowered by Amasis 
11. ('Ahmose), who, according to Herod. (2169),  left the 
unfortunate king alive for some time, but at last permitted. 
an infuriated mob to ' strangle ' him.3 W. M. M. 

HOR, MOUNT (l?? 73, ' Hor the mountain '). 
I. (cop TO 6pos [BAFL]), the scene of the death 

of Awon (Nu. 2022-27 2 l 4 a  3337-41 Dt. 3 2 5 o t  [all PI). 
In  Nu. 3 3 3 7  the situation is defined as ' in the edge of 
the land of Edom,' and tradition, since Josephus, 
identifies it with the Jebed Neb< HZrzin (4800 ft. ), a con- 
spicuous double-topped mountain on the E. edge of the 
W2dy el-'Arabah, a little to the SW. of Petra. Trum- 
bull (Kadesh-Barnea, 127- 139) refutes this view on 
grounds of ' revelation and reason ' : critics, since 
Knobel, have taken the same view. Trumbull himself 
identifies Mt. Hor with the Jebel Madara, a conical 
mountain NW. of 'Ain Kadis (cp HALAK, MT.). Cp 
GUR-BAAL, and WANDERING, WILDERNESS OF. 

2. ( T O  lipos TO llpos [B ; om. T O  iipos 2nd in v. 7 AFL],. 
in v. 8 TOG 6pous ~b lipos), a point on the ideal N. 
boundary of Canaan, Nu. 3 4 7 J  (a post-exilic passage). 
According to Furrer (ZDPY8 2 7 8 )  Hor is a term for 
N. Lebanon; but Van Kasteren thinks that it means. 
the mountains where the Nahr KFLsimiyeh bends upwards 
(Rev. BiB., '95, p. 28f: ). The Targnms render Amanos 
or Amanon (=Amana?). Unfortunately the existence of 
the northern ' Mt. Hor ' is threatened by Halevy's practi- 

1 Diod. 168 ascribes the conquest of Cyprus to him (Hero- 
dotus, less prohably to Amasis). 

2 The contrary i a s  been often asserted; hut merely on the 
basis of a vague statement of BerCissus, on a misinterpretation of 
the report on the rebellion of foreign mercenaries referred to 
above, and on two forged inscriptions relating to Nebuchadrezzar 
which had been brought to Egypt from BagdSd. 

3 See EGYPT, $, 69, on the question whether Amasis-who 
married a daughter of Hophra-Apries-was first co-regent with 
his predecessor. The object of this theory was to reconcile the 
different durations assigned to the reign of the latter (rg and 25 
years) : but it is not probable. A recently discovered inscription 
(Rec. de Tmu. 22 2) removes some difficulties. It tells us that 
Apries fell in battle after having held part of the delta for nearly 
three years. 
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HORAM 
cally certain restoration of qmn, ‘ Hadrach,’ for MT’s 
impossible reading, $gp;l, in Ezek. 47 15. In Nu. 348J 
we must obviously read ? p ~ p  i y  o$ ?i.y~? h y  n;o-rn 
npc Eiz~\-iy m ? p  q>?ngq, ‘from the great sea ye shall 
draw a line for you as far as Hadrach; and from 
Hadrach ye shall draw a line. . . .’ 

Di.’s proposal to read (3)Wn?, ‘ye shall desire’ (cp v. Io)-as 
if suggesting that the boundary was only desirable or ideal-is 
most improbable. In  v. IO we should read n p n ?  

T. K. C. 

HORAM (P$l),  king of Gezer, who sought to help 

The read- 
Lachish, but was defeated and slain by Joshua, Josh. 
1033 ( \ Q u J h  &AAM [BAJ EAAM P I ) .  
ing of @ agrees with that which it gives for HOHAM. 

ROREB (I?Jl), Ex. 336. 

HOREM ( P g ,  or perhaps rather P??, ‘sacrosanct’; 
 e era ha la pet^ [Bl, w p a ~  [ALI), either the full 
name or the epithet of a city in Naphtali (Josh. 1938). 
Van de Velde identified it with guyah, a little to the 
W. of YZi-tin (see IRON). GuBrin, however, and the 
PEP lists give the name as Rh. eLKzirah. For 
reasons against searching modern name-lists for an 

See SINAI. 

echo of Horem, see MIGDAL-EL. T. K .  C. 

HORESH (@in; @BAL, JOS. [ H I  KAINH, i-e., 
~ P ~ I I ) ,  according to RVmg., Stade, Wellhausen, and 
others, the name of a place in the wilderness of Ziph (I S. 
23 .sf: 18 5 ). Wellhausen would also read the name 
Horesh in I S. 225 (but see HARETH). The reference 
in I S. 23 occurs in the account of David‘s last inter- 
view with Jonathan, and in the description of David‘s 
retreats among the Ziphites, and in the latter passage 
Horesh (?) is co-ordinated, singularly enough, with the 
hill of Hachilah (?). This co-ordination is sometimes 
ascribed to an editor (see HACHILAH) ; but no one has 
doubted that both Horesh (?) and Hachilah (?) were 
in the neighbourhood of Ziph. Horesh is supposed 
(see FOREST, I) to m e a  ‘wood’ or (comparing Ass. 
&urfu). ‘ mountain ’ (Del. Hed. Lung. 17). The mean- 
ing ‘ mountain ’. would be the, more suitable for the 
narrative in I S. 23, for certainly the wilderness of Ziph 
was never thickly wooded (see ZIPH). It should 
be noticed, however, that Horesh is not the name given 
in I S., but H6rBshSLhth, and that experience warns us to 
look closely at the text when the locative is affixed to 
a proper name without any apparent reason (it is always 
nwin3). Add to this that there is no certain evidence 
elsewhere for the existence of ILi5n in Hebrew.] It is 
extremely probable that Hbr&hZh’( nvin) is a corruption 
of nmg ; the intermediate stage is nu13 A reference to 
I S. 2324 will make this plain. There we have the 
statement that David and his men were in the wilder- 
ness of Maon in the ArSLbah, S. ofthe JBshimBn. ‘It 
may reasonably be held that in w. 19 the original ques- 
tion of the Ziphites was, ‘ Doth not David hide him- 
self with us in the retreats in the ArSLbah?’ The 
rest of the question in M T  is, of course, an editorial 
insertion. The Ziphites were too clever to tell Saul 
precisely where David was hidden. The insertion is 
of interest to us just now as proving that the editor 

HORMAH 
ROR HAGIDGAD, RV Hor-haggidgad (?$t$? lh,. 

‘the Hollow of Gidgad’ ; TO opoc rabrah [BA], 
T. 0. ra. ra. [F],, T. 0. rAblrah [L], Nu. 3332f:-i’), 
a station in the wilderness of WANDERING (4.v. ) ; c p  
also GUDGODAH. 

HORI (??n, 93n). I. (XOPP[C]L [ADEL]). Son of 
Lotan son of Seir the Horite (Gen. 36 22). 

stitute‘for some lost clan name. 
2. (uou [~IL [BAFI, UOUSPL [Ll). 

Shaphat (Nu. 13 5). See SIMEON. 
3. In  Gen. 3630 AV, RV ‘the HORITES.’ 

Possibly a sub- 

Ancestor of the Simeonite 

HORITE (Gen. 3620+), Horites (’fn, Wfn, usually 
explained ‘ cave-dwellers,’ ‘ Troglodytes ’ ; but Jensen 
[ Z A ,  ‘96, p. 3321 questions this; ~opparos, xopper 
[ADEL]), the name given to the primitive population of 
Mt. Seir in Dt. 212 (AV Horims). It also occnrs in  
Dt.222 (AV HORIMS), Gen. 146 (~op8arous  [E]), and 
(virtually) Gen. 362 (for ‘ Hivite ’ read Horite ’) z o f .  
zgf: ; and it should be restored in 362 (see @), possibly 
too in 342 (65) in preference to * ~ n ,  if we take *?n to be  
a contraction of $?ic=*i$! another form of ’i&. D. 
Haigh, Stern, and Hommel (ANT,  264, n. 2, 267) 
combine ‘ Hori ’ with the Eg. guru ,  a name frequently 
applied to a part of Palestine, e.g., on the stele of 
Merenptah (cp Maspero, Struggk of the Nations, 121 ; 
WMM As. u. Eur. 137 148$)), and Hommel identifies 
both with the land of Gar mentioned on the Amarna 
Tablets (but cp GUR-BAAL). WMM seems to be right 
in rejecting this view. ‘ Cave-dwellers’ can only be 
justified if we interpret this (with WMM) as merely an 
epithet of the Seirites, or people of Mt. Seir. Cp Driver, 

HORMAH (ng?? ; B P M ~  [BAFL]), according to  
one statement was so called because the Israelites in 
fulfilment of a vow ‘ devoted ’ it to the &em ( P l n )  or  
ban (Nu. 213 : aNe&Ma [BAFL],) : according to 
another, it received its name when Simeon and Judah 
similarly devoted it (Judg. 117, aNae€Ma [BI, EZOhO- 
epEYCIC [AL]). This, however, is merely a literary 
etymology, and falls to the ground together with t h e  
misread name Hormah, which, as we shall see, appears 
to he a very old corruption. 

Hormah was a city of Simeon (Josh. 19 4 I Ch. 4 30, 
apapa [L]) or Judah in the remote south (Josh. 1530, 
eppak [A], cp w. 21). David sent presents to its elders 
from ZIKLAG-ie., Halasah (I S. 3030, L E ~ E L ~ O U ~  [HI, 
pap? [A]). Earlier still, a king of Hormah is 
mentioned among the kings of Canaan overcome 
by Joshua (Josh, 12 14, DW; eppa6 [B]); we also 
hear of defeats inflicted on the Israelites by the 
Amalekites and Canaanites, which extended locally ‘ a s  
far as (the) Hormah,’ Nu. 1445 (nmnn,z see below ; 
eppav [B]),; cp Dt.144 ‘from Seir to Hormah’ (Di.. 
Dr. following 6). Two more references remain. Ac- 
cording to the present text of Nu. 21 1-3 (J)  the Canaanite 
king of ARAD (q .v . ) ,  who had at first defeated the 
Israelites, was at last overcome by them, on which 
occasion ‘the name of the place (oipnn) was called 
Hormah.’ From this it would appear as if Arad were 
the old name of Hormah, and yet we are told in Judg. 
117 (see above) that its old name was ZEPHATH (q .n.). 
How is this to be accounted for? To  suppose with 
Bachmann that the city was twice destroyed and re- 
named, seems absurd. Nor is it easy (though Dill- 
mann, Wellhausen, and others adopt this expedient) to 
explain Nu. 21 3 as relating by anticipation the destruc- 
tion by Simeon and Judah (Judg. 117)~ in which case 
the king of Arad must also have ruled over Zephath. 

In Nu. 21 I ,  for ‘ the 
king of Arad who dwelt in the Negeb’ read ‘(the Canaanites) 
who dwelt in the Neged of the Jerahmeelites.’l The corruptions 

1 E4 Vg. give ‘Troglodytes’ for the Sukkiim of z Ch. 1 2  3. 
2 Only ,here with art. ; hence Targ. Jon. renders ‘unto de- 

3 See JERAHMEBL. D”mNz should be ‘>be; l?, ‘the moun- 

Deut. 38 ; EDOM, 3 3 end. T .  K .  C .  

The simplest explanation is the boldest. 

struction. 

tains of the Amorites ’ ; cp Dt. 120. 
2110 

read n m y ~  not nwin3.2 
Conder has identified the supposed Horesh with the ancient 

site Hureisa I m. S. of Ziph. Yet even if Horeshah were 
genuiie, it c&ld hardly mean ‘ a  village or hamlet belonging to 
the larger town a t  Tell Zit’ (PEFQ, ’95, p. 45). 

T. K .  C .  

1 On Is. 179 Ezek. 31 3 see Che. and Toy (SSOQ. pwin  
in 2 Ch. 274 is also corrupt : read either D’?:y (cp Di. on Is. 

2 When he made the insertion he had his eye on z). 24, where 
n x i y ~  occurs, and therefore wrote ‘south of‘ instead of ‘front- 
ing.? See HACHILAH. 
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HORN EORONAIM 
,=assumed ,are regular, and the whole passage receives a flood of 
light. I t  is highly probable that the writers of Judg. 117 Nu. 

‘213  confound the names of two neighbouring places, which, 
being in the far south, they had never visited.. , The true name 
.of the city of Hormah is probably Rahamah ; ?t was apparently 
the chief town of the ‘ Negeb of the Jerahmeelites ’ (I S. 3 0 2 g j ) .  
I t  is true occurs eight times ; but there is evidence enough 

-that at  a very early date passages containing some remarkable 
word were systematically harmonized. For nom we should 
restore in all the passages except Judg. 1 1 7  Nu. 21 3, ann? 
The WZdy KukhamZ perpetuates the name (see JERAHMEEL). 

T. K. C. 

HORN (pi& KE~AC). Nowhere perhaps is the 
necessity for looking closely into seeming trifles more 
apparent than here. The usual explanation is un- 
questionable in such passages as the following :- 

I S. 2 I, ‘ By Yahw.5 my hor? is exalted’ ’ Ps. 89 17 [IS] ‘ By 
thy favour our horn is exalted . Ps. 75 4 [si, ‘Lift not up’ your 
horn’. Jer. 48 25, ‘The horn of’Moah is cut off’ (cp Lam. 2 3). 
In s d h  passages ‘horn’ symbolizes power, and its exaltation 
signifies victory (cp I K. 22 11) and deliverance (Lk. 169, ‘horn 
of salvation,’ r i  as ron)piac). I t  will be remembered that in 
a n  oracle of Ba&am the rZCnz, or wild ox, is the emblem of a n  
invincible warrior (Nu. 23 22) ; cp also Dan. 17. 

I have defiled my horn in the 
dus t ’  (AV), or ‘ I  have laid m; horn in the dust,’ we see that 
there must be something amiss with the text ; the language is 
inappropriate.1 ‘To lift up the horn’may be to increase in 
power, or to show a proud sense of greatness ; but it is hardly 
safe to maintain, on the ground of a single doubtful passage, 
that to ‘thrust it into the dust’ (Di.), or to defile it in the dust, 
.is a Hebrew phrase for feeling the sense of deepest humiliation. 
In  Hebrew idiom, pepple ‘roll in the dust’ themselues (Mic. 
1 IO), not their horn. The remedy is to examine the text, and 
.see what errors the scribe was most likely to have committed. 
There are in fact two very likely errors, by emending which we 
ohtain the very suitable sense ‘I have profaned my glory in 
the dust.’a There is a similar error in Am. 6 ‘3; where the 
horns’ appear through an error of interpretation of the first 

magnitude. ‘Have we not ta* to us horns?’ should be, 
‘ Have we not taken Karnaim? Men can he said to ‘ Zz@ up 
horns,’ not to take them. Travellers have sometimes illustrated 
the former phrase by the silver horn which was formerly worn 
o n  the head by Druse women in the Lebanon. This, however 
is a mistake. The silver horn was simply an instrument fo: 
holding up the long veil worn in the Lebanon by married women. 

z. The old painters, and Michael Angelo after them, repre- 
sented Moses with two horns. Ultimately perhaps this may he 
traced to the two horns of Am(m)on, the god of the Egyptian 
Thebes, which were adopted by Alexander the Great on his 
coins (cp ‘the two-horned’ in the Koran, Sur.1885). The 
immediate cause, however, of this mode of representation is 
what we may safely regard as an error of the text in Ex. 34 zg 
,(cp m. 30, 39, whereVg. very naturally renders l?g iiy ’?, 
‘ quod cornuta esset facies sua ’ (so too Aq., according to Jerome). 
Here the original reading must have been not p, but p??, 
‘lightened.’ It is usual, indeed, to say that i lp  mems ‘to 
radiate light’ (@ Ss86&w.rai), and to compare HZ. 34,  where 
AV has, ‘ His brightness was as the light ; he had horns (coming) 
out of his hand ’ hut in mg. ‘bright beams out of his side.’ 
R V  substitutes ‘iays’ for ‘hoik,’  but truthfully records ‘ Heb. 
horns‘ in the margin. No doubt O:??? should he n’???, 
‘lightnings’; Hab. 3 is not an Arabic but a Hebrew poem. It 
is just possible, however, that Jerome’s version ‘that the face 
of Moses was horned’ was influenced by the symholism of 
Alexander’s coins. It would he going rather too far off to 
compare the horns of the moon-god Sin, whose emblem was a 
crown or mitre adorned with horns, though G. Margoliouth has 
lately defended the very improbable reading just referred to by 
making this comparison, which seems to him to fit in admirably 
with theprimitive worship of Sin recorded by the name Sinai. 

3. That the term ‘horn’ can be used for a horn-shaped vessel 
is intelligible (I S. 16 I 13 I K. 139). Spch a phrase as ‘horn & 
pigment for anointing the eyelashes is therefore in itself 
possible. But was there ever a father in ancient legend who 
gave this name to his daughter, as Job is said to have done in 
M T  of Job42 14 (see KEREN-HAPPUCH)? 
4. On the meaning of the expression ‘the horns of 

the altar,’ see ALTAR, 6. 
Whether the phrase bas a right to stand in Ps.118ajb is 

extremely doubtful. Some (e.g., J. P. Peters) would place the 
passage in the margin as a ritual gloss, and if the text IS correct 
this is the best view; no ingenuity can avail to explain v. 276 a; 
a part of the text. For a critical emendation of the text 3 based 

In other passages it will not suit. 
I. When we read in Job 16 15 

1 But d y y  can hardly mean this. 

’?ti lzP3 ’$$n. c p  PS. 89 39 [40]b, 
3 m n ? r  h n p  ny 

nt?!’ ;I+> rip! 
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on the analogy of undoubted corruptions elsewhere see Che. 
Ps.P) : hut CD the commentaries of Del. and Baethce;. On the 

On the horn as a musical instrument, see Music, $ 5(a). 
Elworthy, Horns of Honour (‘goo). 

See 
T. K. C. 

HORNED SNAKE , ( jb?@),  Gen. 49 17 RVms., AV 
ADDER, 4. See also SERPENT, IO. 

HORNET (atly, C+HKIA [BAL], CRAERO). 
Strictly the word hornet is applied to Ye+ cradro. but 

it is ofteh used for any large species of wasp. Theri are 
many species of these Hymenoptera in Palestine, but the most 
conspicuous is Yespa orientalis, which spreads from S. Europe 
through Egypt and Arabia to India. I t  is frequently very 
abundant. I t  builds its cells of clay, and they are, as a rule, 
very symmetrical and true. 

The hornet is mentioned in the OT as the forerunner 
sent by Yahwe to destroy the two kings of the Amorites 
(Josh. 2412, E or Dz), and to drive out the Hivitcs, 
Canaanites, and Hittites (Ex. 2328 [E], Dt. 7 2 0  ; cp 
Wisd. 128, u+@, AV RVmg. ‘wasp’). The old 
identification of nyir, ;z’Y‘&, withny??, ‘leprosy,’ may be 
passed over ; the main question is whether ‘ hornet’ 
is employed literally or figuratively. A metaphorical 
interpretation of the term (cp Lat. m i m s ,  ‘panic,’ 
properly ‘gadfly’) is not favoured by the passages 
quoted (cp especially Ex. Z.C.). On the other hand, a 
reference to the insect itself raises difficulties. Although 
tKe absence of any mention of the appearance of 
hornets (e.g., in Nu. 21 Josh. 2 3 )  is not in itself an 
insuperable objection, the fact remains that the implied 
extent of their devastation is unique, indeed incredible. 

Parallels have certainly been quoted as examples of the in- 
convenience caused by these and similar pests ; but the cases 
adduced refer not to peoples but to the inhabitants of more cir- 
cumscribed limits(towns e.g. Megara, &&an 918 ‘ Rhaucus, 
B l i a n ,  1735 [quoting Amend of Crete] ; cp bi., id Zoc., and 
see Smith‘s DBP) s.71.). 

Further, hornets, though their attacks are furious 
when their nests are disturbed, and are continued when 
the foe retreats, are not wont to attack unprovoked. 
Hence, for example, Furrer (a?. Riehm, NWB) ex- 
presses a doubt whether ‘ hornet ’ can be the true mean- 
ing of nyir, and Che. (Cyit. B i b . )  proposes to.cmend 
the word into 5 h y  ; cp, Dt.2842, ‘All thy trees and 
fruit of thy land shall the Zocust consume.’ See 
LOCUST. 

(if 
correct) seems to refer to some enemy who made an 
early inroad upon Canaan. Sayce (Ear& Hist. of 
Nedrezu) ingeniously finds a reference either to the 
campaign of Rameses 111. (p. 286) or to the Philistines 
(p. z g z f . ) ,  and in regard to the former it is note- 
worthy that the Egyptian standard-bearer wore among 
other emblems two devices apparently representing flies 
(see ENSIGN, But if we may lay stress upon the 
fact that the hornet does not attack unprovoked (see 
above), it is plausible to suggest a new rendering for 
nyir-viz., ‘serpent’ (cp Ass. siru)-and see a refer- 
ence to the urzeus or sacred serpent on the crown of 
the pharaoh (cp Ode of Thotmcs HI., v. II ; Brugsch, 
Gerch. kg. 354).1 On the other hand, however, the 
reference may be to some local invasion which has been 
amplified by E or his informant. In this case a tribe, 
whose totem was some kind of serpent (cp ZORAH), 
may conceivably be intended.2 A. E. S.-S. A. c. 

RORONAIM (iY$in, Jer. 4 8 3 ,  or a$in, Jer.4834, 
WPWNAIM [BKAQ], op.,[K in v. 3]), a placein Moab; 
the ‘descent of Horonaim’ ( P ’ 3 m  t y l n ,  EN oAw 

1 The reference to the urzeus, and the Ode of Thotmes, is due 
to Prof. Cheyne who compares Is. 159, but on the whole 
inclines to suspec; corruption of the text (see ahove). 

2 One recalls the classical legends of races that were led to 
their seats by a bird or animal. That such creatures were 
originally totems is in the highest degree probable (see Lang 
Myth, Ritzlal and Re[&& Lrg9], 2 95). Fur a parallel to th; 
theory of a totem-ensign suggested ahove see M‘Lennan, 
Studies, 2nd ser. 301 (on the serpent as a totem see ib. SZIJ?). 
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A new line must, at any rate, be taken. 
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HORONITE HORSE 
(BR*A om. ; 7irv roplwv mg.1) ; ‘swift beast’; 
RV ‘swift steed’ ; AV in Esth. ‘mule,’ cp Syr. 

‘%‘b*>nin g, Esth. 8 IO, possibly ‘ herds of horses ’ 
(cpL,&,;), RV ’ bred of the stud ’ (AV, RVmg. ‘ young 
dromedaries ’). 

Considering, 
therefore, that V j l  and Wi31 (though confounded hy @ in 
Nu. 16 32) cannot plausibly he connected, and that rukisu in 
the Ass. phrase cited elsewhere (LACHISH) never appe’ars by 
itself in the sense of horse, we must take an entirely new course. 
If it is true that the term l’nD=Ass. sulqtru (some kind of costly 
animal, a variety of the horse or perhaps of the camel) bas 
(no doubt rightly) been restored for ynn in I K. 10 28 (see 
MIZRAIM), and in the plural compound phrase O?.np ’rq, in 
Ezek. 27 20 (see CLOTH, n.), and in the phrase O’!’np? V?, for 
P’???? ??,I in Esth. 8 IO we cannot doubt that for ~ ? l ,  in the 
four passages in which it occurs, we should read l’np (Ex#. T. 
Dec. ’99). 

6. Another naturalised Assyrian term is murnis&(mdr 
ais@), L e . ,  perhaps ‘ splendid young (horses) ’ ; so Del. 
Ass.  H WB 473 b ; cp 391 6. See also KB 2 134 Z. 53, 
140 Z. 4 6 ;  and Houghton, TSBA 551 (’77). Not 
improbably this should be restored in (u) I K. loz5, 
2 Ch. 924 (Cook, Ex?. T. 1 0 ~ 7 g f :  [March, ,991). ( b )  
for minvnu2 in Esth. 810 14 (Che. E@. T. ,  Aug. 
’gg), hut cp CAMEL, 5 I ,  n. I ,  and (c) Gen. 41 43, see 
JOSEPH, 5 6. 

The  horse was kept in a stall ( m y  or a;:?, see 
BDB), and fed upon barley and straw ( I  K. 42628 

[568]). Itwascontrolledbyahit(p1; cp 
xaXiv6s Jas. 33) .  and bridle (I& and 
urged on by a whip (bid). The hoof 

is likened to a flintyrock (Is. 528)-a sudden’sting in 
the heel ( 2 2 ~ )  from the lurking scorpion unseats the 
rider (Gen. 49 17). 

in 2 Ch. 924 
(AV). is doubtful (see WEAPONS). nor can we safely make 
Ezekiel speak of ‘ saddle-cloths ‘ (Cd.) in Ezek. 2720 (see above). 
On Zech. 1420, see BELLS. 

Passing over the references to the horse in symbolical 
phraseology,, and its association with religious cults 
(see 5 4), we turn to the use of the horse among the 
Hebrews. Like the Assyrians they never used it 
for draught purposes (the text of Is. 2828 is faulty ; see 
Du., Che. SBOT). Nor can we assume that the horse 
was used to any extent for riding purposes in pre-exilic 
times. The mention of a king’s horse for state occasions, 
and of a royal stud (if RV’s ’ bred of the stud’ for 
Dmnvnu be admitted) occurs first in the Persian period 
(Est. 68 810 14). 

The horse known to the Hebrews was a war-horse. 
As such it excited mingled admiration and awe. Its 
strength (cp 1 3  ’I*?!) and swiftness (Hab. 1 8  Jer. 4 13) 
seemed almost supernatural, So that the early prophets 
complained that it was more regarded by politicians 
than the God of Israel himself (Is. 3016 Ps. 207 [ 8 ]  
33 17 147 IO). The Hebrews marked its fiery trampling 
(met Jer. 473+), its rushing and stamping (131 Nah. 32  
Judg. 522 [doubtful]), and its eagerness for the fray (Jer. 
8 6). The finest expression of Jewish sentiment, however, 
is to be found in Job 3919-2s. The delighted wonder 
with which the poet describes the war-horse appeals to 
modern readers. 

. - - 7  . 

The word is not explained in the Lexicons. 

2. OT 
references. 

Whether its ‘harness’ is really referred to by 

1 Most connect the ?p of MT with Syr. 1-g (a loan. 
ward from old Pers.?); but Persisms are not to be accepted 
where an Ass. or Bab. origin is defensible. D and n, nand 3 
are easily confounded. p y - ~ i ~  in Esth. 8 IO is therefore to be 
cancelled as a doublet. 

2 That the forgotten word murnis2t was corrupted %st by 
misarrangement of letters and then by confusion of le&ers and 
editorial manipulation, i o  that a seemingly Persian word (cp 
wiiiwnu Ahasuerus) arose, is intelligible. N is an editorial 
prefix ; n= J, W = D ,  n = ~ ;  the rest is clear (Che.). 
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wpwNalM [ap. K*. op. Rc.a]) is. mentioned in Jer: 
4 8 5 ,  and the ‘way of Horonaim’ (~!!liT ~ 7 7 , ,  [TH] OAU 

APWNIGIM [BKQrl, 0. ~ ~ U N ~ E I M  EQ”’g.1, T. 0. 
~ A ~ N I G ~ M  [A]) in Is.155. The  former phrase is 
illustrated by Mesha’s statement (inscr. ZZ. 31J) that 
h e  went down’ to HoronEIi (pin).  Horonaim is 
nowhere mentioned as an Israelite city, which confirms 
the natural inference from Is. 155 that it was near the 
S. border of Moab, on one of the roads leading down 
from the Moabite plateau to the Jordan valley. Buhl 
(272J ) thinks of some ruins near. the Wady ed-DerH‘a 
(W. Kerak) ; but these are described as insignificant. 
Josephns states that Horonaim was one of the places 
in Moah conquered by Alexander Jannzus (Ant. xiii. 
154 xiv. 14) .  That  SANBALLAT [q.v.] had any con- 
nection with the place has been shown to be improb- 
able. On ‘ Horonaim ’ for the two Beth-horons, see 
BETH-HORON. T. K. C. 

HORONITE (’.]in, ApwN[€]l [BRA], ANPUNEI 
‘[Wid. in v. IO], WPUNITHC [L]), Neh. 21019 1328 
(wpavr~qs  [ K C , a  (mg.) ; BR*A om.]). See BETH-HORON, 
SANBALLAT. 

HORSE (D9D, I ~ ~ O C ,  see below). . Many interest- 
ing points arise in connection with references to the 
horse ( e p u s ,  cuduZZus) in the Bible. The philologist 
will find scope for all his keenness in dealing with the 
names of the horse ; the historical student will gather 
valuable facts illustrating political and religious history. 
That the horse is one of the most important factors in 
a people’s growth, appears once more from the O T  
literature, for though the prophets spoke strongly 
.against its use, civilization could not he held back. A 
late prophetic writer predicts that the flock of Judah 
,(the Jews) will become like ‘ finest horses ’ in battle 
(Zech. lo3) ,  and one of the most fervently religious of 
the ‘ wise men ’ gives us an unsurpassable picture of the 
war-horse (see 5 2 end). The following Hebrew words 
come under consideration. 

T. D>D, s8s (Ass. sisd, Eg. sexmet [see EGYPT, 5 g n.], 
Aram. U ~ D I D ,  origin unknown), Gen. 4917 1. Names. ,.: 
Ex. 93 1 4 9 2 3  151 rg 21 and often. 

‘Horses and 
.asses’ should.come together as in Ex. 9 3 at the close. In Ex. 
149 327 D d ‘ ?  should be rendered ‘all chariot-horses’ (see 2). 

Just so in Ass. sist is a general term for horses; but add mkdbi, 
and the phrase means ‘chariot-horses. In Cant.19 (RV) 
the bridegroom compares the bride to ‘a steed in Pharaoh‘s 
chariots’ (‘?5)1D, with old ‘construct’ form); but the figure does 
not suit the context and the termination *r is suspicious. 
Not a ‘mare’ (Margdliouth), but ‘grape-clusters’ (in Solomon’s 
vineyards) are probably meant ; cy 8 I I ~ :  and‘ see Che. Cm‘t; 
Bib. (AV ‘a company of horses ; RVms the steeds’; 7 
,Zmros ; epiiatus).  

2. V;?, pdraf (in Syr., Ar., Eth., ‘ horse’ ; hence 
Spanish a ~ u r u z ,  Mid. Lat. farius, etc. ). 

Not found in the sing. in this sense;z but this may be acci- 
,dental. We. certainly want a word for ‘ riding-lovse’= Ass. 
bii&aZZu. The plur. should be P’@:? ; MTs O’g? presup. 
poses the sense ‘horsemen’ (@ ~ T T E ~ S  but also ?TTOC). In I S. 
8 II I K. 426 [56 ]  Is. 2828 (interpolited; not in @) Joel24 
~*v i9 ,  ‘horses’ can hardly be explained away, and Haupt 
(‘Isaiah,’ Heb.’SBOTraz,6) recognises it in Is.219. To read 
O’?:?, ‘mules,‘ would be too bold: to render ‘horsemen’ is 
not at all plausible. Schwally’s decision ( Z A  TW 8 rgr n.) 
must be reversed. 

3. i*?~, ’abbir, ‘strong one,’ poetically (cp 
CATTLE, 2 d) : Jer. 816 473 5011 (657aGpoi) Judg. 52a 
.(? see JQR 10566). 

4. da?, rekes%?, Mic. 1 I3 (see LACHISH), I K. 428  
,[58] (&:‘dppauiv, reading xi), Esth. 810 (om. 6) 14 

In Gen. 47 17 there is a confusion in the text. 

1 Read lh BID(or ’DVJ). 
a In Ezek. ZGro ~9 comes probably from ‘DyD=n\Dy9, a 

variantofny9v(Che.,cpv. IT). Read 1$d311 i ~ j i  5lpD(cp2324). 
Co. doubts Vl?, but omits to explain its presence in MT and 
@ Observe, however, that @EA renders i s a L v ,  not i‘mrw 
*(@e). 
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HORSE HOSAH 
The text is not in perfect order, and in uz’. rgf: a slight 

disarrangement seem to have occurred, which Duhm rectifies 
thus : 

Giyest thou strength to the horse- 
His resounding, terrible snorting? 
Dost thou clothe his neck with a mane,l 
And cause it to spring like the locust? 

The fact that the horse of the Hebrews is a war-horse 
3. Introduction shows that its introduction among 

among the them was not of early date. For its 

Hebrews. original home we must look outside 
the regions occupied by the Semitic 

and Egyptian civilisations. 

Hyksos(E~y~T 5 9’ Mas 
the‘Nations. q; n. ’3. 

The horse was not known in Egypt before the time of the 
Dawn of Ciu. 32 n. 2 Stru.gZe of 
is first denicted in ’the time of 

Amenhotep I >ndapi;ears among the pksents sent to Egypt by 
BurnaburiaS ‘Af KarduniaS (Am. Tab. 10 rev. 12). Upon the 
iiionumentj of Aaiyria the horse appenri very frequently, and 
the care hestowed on its appeara:ce (mane, tail and trappings) 
shows how much it was valued. The whole animal w;a5 more 
fitted for war-purposes than for those requiring speed. They 
are ‘not represented drawing carts, or carrying baggage of any 
kind.’s ‘Like the Egyptians, the Assyrians no doubt obtained 
their horses from N. Mesopotamia 3 where in turn they were 
introduced from Central Asia, whoie plains k d  stephes seem to 
have been one of the earliest homes of the horse. 

The Amarna Tablets give evidence of the presence of the horse 
in Palestine. Feudal princes, Aziru, Rib-addi, Milkili, and 
others of the N. of Canaan beg for chariots and horses from the 
Egyptian king. Abd-milki of Sashimi, and AmayaG, on the 
other hand, offer to furnish them”to the king. The region 
around Jerusalem being unsuitable for chariots, Abd-hiba makes 
no mention of them, and asks only for troops. The gdd phrase, 
‘servant of thy horses ‘ (kartabSi, kuzi or guzi sistka), 
to be taken literally, is used by JapLhi of Gezer, Ja!%%f 
Lachish, Pu-addi of Wurza and others (&eXB. 5 nos. 224,z43). 

The  earlier O T  narratives vouch for the use of this 
noble animal among Egyptians, Philistines, and non- 
Israelite tribes of the N. ; but it was long before the 
Israelites attempted to supply their own deficiency of 
horses. Apart from a few untrustworthy passages 
(2 S. 84 151 I K. 15)* horses do not appear as in 
use among the Hebrews until the time of Solomon 
(I K. 426 [56]), who, it is stated, imported them in 
large quantities, with the result that in the following 
centuries they were not unfrequently employed in war 
by both Judah and Israel (see CHARIOT, § 5). 

That  the horse was not commonly used appears 
further from there being no mention of it in the earlier 
legal literature. It finds no place in the Book of the 
Covenant (Ex. 218) ; it is not mentioned even in the 
tenth commandment (Ex. 2017 Dt. 521). It appears 
first in D s  code, where the king of Israel is forbidden 
to multiply horses (Dt. 1716). The warning is aimed 
partly against the foreign intercourse which rendered 
easy the introduction of heathenish cults (see below, 

4), and partly against alliances with Egypt. 
The  Hebrews obtained their horses indirectly 

from Egypt (Is. 311 3 Ezek. 1715), or Assyria (Hos. 
113 [4]), doubtless by hiring mercenaries ; but more 
frequently through the Tyrians who traded directly with 
Armenia (Ezek. 2714, see TOGARMAH), and the adjacent 
regions of Kne (E. of Cilicia), and Mu+ (N. Syria, S. 
of the Taurus).6 The  whole region in question has 
been famed for horses from the earliest times, and to a 
Hebrew prophet no description of an invader from the 
N. seems to be complete without a reference to its 
horses and horsemen (Jer. 473 6042 Ezek. 26 7 IO 

1 nnyy, @ $680~  (Bochart +6,3qv). The word is philologically 
(cp Job 419, which is not in Job a inexplicable. Read 

mmen unitatis (Che.). Duhm strangely ”?$!. 
2 Houghton, TSBA 551. 
3 16id., referring to the Sumerian name of the horse (animal 

from the east) ; Hehn KuZtu@. 1 9 8  527f: 
4 2 S. 8 is late (see ~ A M U E I .  ii., 4). As for 2 S. 15 I ,  there is no 

further reference to horses in Absalom’s revolt. he himself rode 
a mule (189). See also ARMY 5 4 The mule .:ass continued to 
be the ordinary animal fo; riding purposes even for royal 
persons (2 S. 1329) and upon state occasions (; K. 133f:). 

6 d e  follow the ;mended text of I K. 1028f: 2 Ch. 116f: ; see 
CILICIA, 5 i, MIZRAIM, B zh. Sargon’s szS4 gnupun’ (KB 78 1. 183) 
were no doubt from the above-mentioned MnSri. Egypt itself 
could never have exported horses in any large quantity. 
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384 15). The horse of the ancient Hebrew was 
probably similar to the lusty, stalwart animal depicted 
upon the Assyrian monuments. The gentler and more 
domesticated ‘Arab’  steed, which has derived its name 
from the country in which it has been bred for centuries, 
does not seem to have been introduced until about the 
beginning of the Christian era. 

The horse is a favourite image in symbolical language 
(cp Zech. 1 8 8  6 1 8  Rev. 6 2  fi 191111:; and see 
CHARIOT, § 13). 

Evidence for the worship of the horse among the Semites 
It  is true the Qoran 

supposes Yu’us to have had the form of a 
4. The Horse horse ; but another explanation is more prob- 
in Religion. able (Kin. 208,K, We. Heirl.12) zzfi). An 

instance is quoted of the worship of the horse 
by an Arabian tribe in Bahrein. but its name alone (the 
Ashadhiiyiin) seems rather td poikt to a Persian origin of the 
worshiD (from the Pers. asd. ‘horse’). Horse-worship aDDears 

(except as a borrowed cult) hardly exists. 

to be &plied in the Phen&an namcpbgyxy (CIS16irr;): 
The  horse, especially as related to sun-worship 

(CHARIOT, 5 13), was worshipped in Armenia, Persia, 
e t c a  Horses were sacrificed to the sun at Mt. Taletum. 
a peak of Taygetus (Paus. iii. 204), and annually thrown 
into the sea for a similar purpose at  Rhodes. Consider- 
able interest, therefore, attaches itself to the unique 
notice of the bronze horses and chariots of the sun which 
Josiah burned in the course of his reforms ( 2  K. 2311). 
This cult, obviously of foreign origin, was probably intro- 
duced at the same time as the horse, and from the same 
quarter. The  Hebrews being unaccustomed to the care 
of horses, foreigners would be required to tend them, 
and their presence would facilitate the spread of 
this particular worship. D s  enactment regarding the 
horse thus appears in a clearer light. In 2 K. 1116 
reference is made to the way along which the horses 
were brought from the palace to the temple, alluding 
perhaps to their being regularly sacrificed upon the 
altar. For the HORSE GATE (2  Ch. 2315) see 

HORSE-LEECH (nphq, ‘8Lz?Zh, ‘sucker ’ ; B A s A A a  
[BKAC] ; SANGUISUGA) or EV HORSE-LEACH (Pr. 30 15) 
[@ 24501. 

The passage runs, ‘the horse-leech hath two (three, @BNAC) 
daughters (crying) Give, give’ (so EV : cp Toy). This render- 
ing is supported by @, by the AI. ‘alak which is used in the 
present day to denote species of ldgch, and also by the 
pass.age in the Talm. A d E h  ZZrEh, 17 b, where a warning 
1s given against drinking water from a river or pool for fear of 
the np>!%! n!?p-i.e., the danger of swallowing a leech. The 
voracity of the horse-leech is proverbial ; cp the Tar on Ps. 
128 [g], where oppressors ?e compared to the ~p f ;  which 
sucks the blood of men. 

Both the horse-leech, Hemopis (Aukdomum) guh,  and the 
medicinal leech, Himdo mcdicinaZis, are common in the 
streams and fresh waters of Palestine. The former, which is 
indigenous in Europe and N. Africa has thirty teeth or 
serrations on its jaws, by means of which it punctures the skin, 
and it adheres to the surface of the wound with the greatest 
tenacity by means of the sucker which surrounds its mouth. In 
the East a species of Limnatis, of small size, also occurs in the 
same pools as H. g d o .  Both cause much trouble to man and 
cattle. They are taken into the mouth with the drinking-water 
and attach themselves to the back of the throat, and there cause 
loss of blood. 

The natural history explanation of ‘ZZakZ is not, however, 
the only one and the mythological interpretation is perhaps pre-- 
ferable (see ~ I L I T H  and VAMPIRE). 

HORSELITTER (C$OPION), 2 Macc. 98 AV, RV 

JERUSALEM, 24 (9). A. E. S.-S. A. C.-T. K. C. 

A. E. S. -S. A. c. 

LITTER [ p . ~ .  , 31. 

ROSAH (nph; I A C ~ I ~  PI, COYCA r ~ 1 ~  WCA CLI), 
a city on the border between the territory of Asher and 
that of Tyre (Josh. 1929). The  reading is not quite 
certain. The rau~~c$ of bB suggests an identification 
with Kufy YZsij; a small village with an ancient well 

1 Despite the later Arabian pedigrees which in many cases. 
reach back to the time of Solomon. 

2 For the horses of the sun in Assyria, see Jensen, Kos. 108&:,. 
and for horse-worship generally, see M‘Lennan, Studies, 2 n d  
ser. pg& 
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HOSAH 
NE. of Acre (PEFM 1146 153 ; cp Baed. (3) 306). If, 
however, we accept ‘ Hosah,’ it is tempting to connect it 
with the ’Osu in Seti I.’s list of  conquered places 
(WMM As. u. Bur. 194), the USu of the Assyrian 
inscriptions (see, e.g., KB 2 9 1  ; G. Smith, Hist. uf 
AssurfianipaZp 281 ; Am. Tad. 15318). 

USu was certainly by the sea, and had within its 
walls reservoirs, on which the island-city relied for its 
water-supply (cp Sayce, Pat .  Pal .  128 f: I, Maspero, 
Hist. anc.(41 185). It appears probable (as PraSek 
first suggested ; see ESAU) that US, was the Assyrian 
form of the name of  the old city of Tyre on the main- 
laud ; and if, with Smend (Riehm’s N WB (2) 1720), we 
may explain the phrase ‘ the fenced city of Tyre ’ (Josh. 
1929) of the island-city, and accept the statement of 
Strabo ( 1 6 7 5 8 )  that the so-called Palzetyrus was thirty 
stadia S. of the island-city at the modern RBs el ‘Ain 
(see TYRE), it is not impossible to identify Hosah with 
UBu, as Sayce (Crit.  Mon. 429) and Moore (Judges, 51) 
suggest. The Papyrus Anastasi I. speaks of the ‘ land 
of USu,’ so that UBu- Hosah would be a well-defined 
boundary. The Usous (of Philo of Byblus), whom 
Porter in Smith’s D5 (following Kn. and Di.) compares 
with the biblical Esau, seems to be really a personifica- 
tion of UBu.l-0n Josh. 1928f: see RAMAH (6). 

T. K. C. 

HOSAH (?’@I, cp the place-name HOSAH above), a 
Merarite door-keeper (temp. David), who, with his sons, 
had charge of the west portion of the temple ( I  Ch. 
1 6 3 8 )  ; OCCA P I ,  OCA [W, W C H E  [ALI; 2610-16, 
I O C C h  [B], WCA [A]. - A 8  [L, but in W. 10, ICAM]). 

which critics have unwisely retained. 
n h w  is very doubtful. 
(of the temple-ministers, I Ch. 926). 
(>I&). 
of vu. 16J) the name appears as couua [Bl or &as [A]. 

According to MT, his charge was ‘by the gate of Shallecheth,’ 
Both in Is. 6 13 and here 

Read here nj& ‘(of) the chambers’ 
@BAL, [roi)] Irauroc$opiov 

I n  v. 18 (which, in @BA, is almost an exact repetition 

S. A. C.-T. K. C .  

HOSAI ($I), 2 Ch. 3319 AVmg., RV HOZAI. 

HOSANNA (&CANNA, Ti. ; L~CANNA, Treg. WH. 
Note the variations of D,  *ouuava, hmuuava bis, item 15 [in 
iUt.1, *ouuavva, aouua. [in Mk.], ouuaua, amur. [in Jn.1. 
Evang. sec. Hebr., ap. Hieron., Ep. 20 ad Dam. Osann: 
hwrama, ?.e., Osanna in exceZsis. Pesh., Syr. Cuiet., Syr. 
Sin. NIYWN; Syr. Jer. mywin). 

The cry of praise of ’ those that went before and those 
that followed ’ at the last entry of Jesus into Jerusalem 
(Mt. 219 Mk. 11gf. Jn. 1 2 1 3 ) ~  and afterwards of the 
children in the temple (Mt. 2 1 1 5 ) .  Twice (Mk. 119 
Ju. 1 2 1 3 )  it stands by itself; twice (Mt. 219 15)  it is 
combined with the dative ( ’ to the Son of  David ’), and 
twice (Mt. 219 Mk. 1110) it is followed by ‘ in  the 
highest. ’ W e  must not begin byassuming that ‘ Hosanna’ 
means uGuov 64 (Theophylact), L e . ,  ‘save now’ ; the 
signification of the term can only be gathered from the 
gospels. Now, the gospel narratives are not favourable 
to the interpretation ’save now.’ If a doubt be permis- 
sible whether TQ uld Aaurrs, ‘ to the son of David,’ may 
not be a too literal translation of iv 115 (MI vywid- 
a legitimate Hebrew phrase (cp Ps. 724 8616 116 16),- 
yet .?v sois  3$fusois, ‘ in  the highest,’ seems quite 
incapable of being joined to ‘ Hosanna,’ if this term is 
really an ejaculation meaning ‘ Save now.’ As Dalman 
remarks (Die Worte Jesu, 1181), Mt. (and surely we 
may add, Mk.) cannot have understood WU. t v  70% 

6$1usois otherwise than in Ps. 148 I (a) aiveise absbv 2v 

In the fragments 
of Philo of 6yblus preservid by Eus. (Prqb. Eu. i. 1010) 
we read of two rival brothers Samemrumus and Usous 
the former of whom dwelt at Tyre and made huts of reeds: 
and the latter invented garments of skin. Where Usdus took 
up his abode we are not told; but the mythographer adds 
that he was the first to go to sea on the stem of a tree and that 
he consecrated two pillars to Fire and Wind. This’prohably 
means that Usous occupied the islands off the coast of Tyre, and 
erected on one of them the famous twin pillars of Melcarth (cp 
Herod. 244). 
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1 See Sayce Pat. Pal. 218 and cp ESAU. 

So Maspero, Hirf. ux.(4) 185. 

HOSANNA 
703 h$iuTors-i.e., of the praise rendered to God by the 
angels. Lk. ( 1 9 3 7 J  ) supports this view. Me says that 
the multitude ‘ began to rejoice and to praise God with 
a loud voice,’ and closes the popular song with the 
.words 8v olipav@ ~ i p l j q  K U ~  dbta .?v & $ h o t s .  

These are not, however, the only difficulties which 
attend the still prevalent view that Hosanna, or Osanna, 
is derivedfroni y . y y j n ,  ‘save now,’ in Ps. 11825 (see 
below). A careful reading of Ps. 118 will show that i t  
was by no means the most natural psalm for the 
multitude instinctively to quote from, especially as i t  
was not then the time of the Feast of Tabernacles, t o  
which this psalm was appropriated. Nor is it un- 
important to remark that the psalmist’s reference in 
Ps. 1 1 8 2 5  is not to the Son of David, but to the 
assembled congregation whose mouthpiece he is. To 
these objections the present writer knows no satisfactory 
answer. Few, at any rate, will agree with Wiinsche 
(Erlauterungen der E-dangelien nus TaZmud und 
Midrash, 241) that in Mt. 21 8, ’ it is beyond doubt that 
either the Feast of Passover is confonnded with that of 
Tabernacles, or else the narrator has intentionally 
transferred to the former festival a ceremony properly 
belonging to the latter.’ 

the narrative of the entry into Jerusalem. No reference 
is made to this ‘triumphal entry’ (as it is usually 
called) in the accounts of the trial of Jesus, and it does 
not seem in accordance either with his spiritual in- 
terpretation of his Messiahship, or with his clear 
anticipation of the bitter end which was approaching. 
Dalman has already found the view of Wellhausen 
(ZJG(3), 381, n. z )  acceptkble, that the facts connected 
with the entry of Jesus received a distinctly Messianic 
colouring at  a later d a y ;  and when we look at  the 
narrative of Mt., we find that its second section 
abundantly suffices as a description of the way in which 
the Christ (as since Czsarea Philippi we may call him) 
made his arrival known to the poor and distressed. H e  
went, we are told (Mt. 2 1 1 2 8 )  into the temple, cast 
out those that sold and bought there, and healed the 
blind and the lame (for whom there was now room), 
and thereupon the very children cried aloud, saying, 
‘ Hosanna to the Son of David.‘ (Were they, literally, 
the blind and the lame? were they, literally, children?’) 
The  chief priests and scribes, indeed, were ‘sore 
displeased,’ but Jesus reminded them of the words of 
the Psalm (82 r3]), ‘Out of the mouth of babes and 
sucklings thou hast perfected praise’ (6 K ~ T V P T ~ U W  
abov ) .  

This quotation may, perhaps, as Nestle has pointed 
out, enable us to account for the introduction into the 
gospel narrative (which has obviously been amplified) 
of the obscure word Wuavva. The  Hebrew text of 
Ps. 82 [3] has iy, strength,’ or possibly ‘praise’ (hence 
a ’ s  aLov).  The Tg.,  more literal than 6, renders this 
by ~ $ y ,  ‘GSnd (‘strength’). The  question arises whether 
the tradition that Jesus defended the songs of praise to  
God into which the simple-hearted children (‘boys,‘ T O ~ S  
rra3as) broke by a reference to Ps. 8 2  [3] may not have 
suggested to a pre-canonical evangelist to put the words 

Strength ( L e . ,  praise) be ascribed to the son of David’ 
into the mouth of the children as a short hymn. H e  
himself read the O T  in the Targum, and he introduced 
the significant word ‘ 8 h d  from the Targum into the 
children’s hymn. The right form of the word will then 
be Osanna (strictly, Osen[n]a ; the final a however has a 
retro-active assimilating force), not Hosanna. For ’ the 
.double n, if accepted, cp Pr@eKKa for Bouoppa for 
my?, Ma&KKa or MarsKKa for 2 ~ n p .  

Apart from the difficulties here mentioned, the best 
explanation of Hosanna is that of Dalman (Die Worte 
/em, 1182 ; cp Grumm. 198). I t  may conceivably have 

1 Ps 82 [SI, if we assume the text to he correct, may naturally 
be interpreted with reference to childlike Jewish believers. 

In order to advance further, we must gently cr 
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HOSEA HOSEA 
.come from N; yvin, a shortened form of N! ny-din, ‘save 
now.’ This phrase was in liturgical use among the later 
Jews (see TABERNACLES, FEAST OF). Keim (/ems vun 
Nns. 3 9 i ,  n. 3) remarks truly, that Merx’s explanation 

-of Osanna from Aram. ~ i y w i ~ ,  ‘ok‘nii ,  ‘deliver ns,’ 
agrees neither with Ps. 11825 nor with the following 
,dative. 

It is worth reminding the reader that when a passage of a 
psalm or a prophecy is clearly unsuitable to the context, we are 
justified in considering the possibility of interpolation or corrup- 
tion. Interpolation seems to he the theory called for to account 
for Ps. 11826, ‘Blessed in the name of Yahwi: be he that enters I 
we bless you from the house of Yahwi:. It is not less probable 
that the original form of v. 25 has been marred by transcriptional 
error. 

Our Redeemer is Yahw&; he has succoured us; 
Our Redeemer is Yahwi: ; he has prospered us. 

Duhm, it is true, adheres to the MT of v. 25,  and retains ZI. 26 
as a part of Ps. 118, but without showing how vu. 25 3, thus 
read, fit into the context. He holds that NJ ny’win (rendered in 
his metrical version ‘Hosanna’) was an ancient ritual exclam- 
ation. For this he refers to Jer. 2 27, ‘ In the time of their trouble 
they will say, Arise, and save us,’ but ijy.u>ni nnip is no ritual 
formula and even if it were, it is a long way off from wuawa. 
In fact,’if it favours any of the current views of the origin of 
wrauua, it is that which is now seldom defended, viz. that 
,ouavva comes from Aram. N ~ y d i n ,  ‘save us.’ 

Thayer (in Hastings, D Z  2419), whose name deservedly 
carries great weight, refers to the obscuration of the true 
‘etymological meaning’ of Hosanna in many patristic writings. 
Even Clem. Alex. (PEL?. 15 12) says that it means +& K a i  86ta 
xai a&, while Suidas ‘or his annotator‘ defines it &p+q K a i  
Sdta, and adds that u&uov 66 is, by some, incowectIy wen as 
the meaning. Augustine too (De Doctr. Christ. 2 11, a n f  Tract. 
inlohan. 51 2) says that Hosanna is only a joyous interjection, 
and, carrying on this tradition, our own Anglo-Saxon versions 
render it ‘Hail.’ As a rule, we should not attach much import- 
ance to these authorities. When, however, we find their view 
confumed by the early Christian doxological use (Didacki, 106; 
HEii. 239), wemay be excused for preferring the unsophisticated 
judgments of Clement and Augustine to the less erietrating 
though more erudite statement of Jerome (Ep. xxad %,masum). 
The ‘Glossre Colbertinre’ combine the two views, wqawa,  6&a, 
&eov 84, with which we may contrast Jerome’s ‘Osanna, 
salvifica’ in the Liber intwhetafionis (OS 204 50 62 2 ). 

See further Wetstein, Nov. Test. Gym. l4mf. ;  Jchljttgen, 
B o r e  Nehr., on Mt.218; Merxin Hilgenf., N T  exlracan.(a) 
425 ; KeimJeszr D o n  Naznra, 39‘ toq; Ewald, Die drei ersten 
EimngeZieien, 314; GVZ 5(2)428; Weiss, LebbenJesu, 2441 (passes 
lightly over difficulties); Zahn, Bid. 114. Acccording to 
Ewald, the words of the popular cry in Mt. 219, Mk. 1 1 9 5  
are an ‘Urlied des Christenthums’. Dean Stanley too calls it 
the ‘earliest hymn of Christian devition’ (cp HYMNS). ’ But, as 
we have seen, Mt., and Mt. alone, gives the earliest summary of 
the Messianic song on the entry of Jesus, viz. ouavva T& vlQ 
AauerS, ‘Praise to the son of David.’ The song was added ‘to b$ 
Mt. himself, and still further by Mk. (cp also Lk. and Jn.); and 
is said (by all the evangelists) to have been uttered while Jesus 
was in the public way. I t  was originally an  inspired outburst of 
the praise and gratitude of children, or perhaps rather of child- 
like believers ; it became under the hands of the evangelists the 
acclamation of a multitude, either of Jerusalemites, or (Lk.) of 
disciples, or (Jn.) of pilgrims who had come up for the feast. 

HOSEA ( Y l n  ; WCHB [BAQ] ; OSEE), the son of 
BEEri, the first in order of the minor prophets. The  
name ought rather to be written Hashe&, and is identi- 
cal  with that borne by the last king of Ephraim. and 
by Joshua in Nu. 1316 Dt. 3244. Of the life of Hosea 
we know nothing beyond what can be gathered from 
his prophecies. That  he was a citizen of the northern 
kingdom appears from the whole tenor of the book, 
but most expressly from 12, where ‘ the  land,’ the 
prophet’s land, is the realm of Israel, and from 75,  
whcre ‘ our Icing ’ is the king of Samaria. 

The  date at  which Hosea flourished is given in the 
title (11) by the reigning kings of Tudah and Israel. 

I .  

Probably we should correct thus,- 

T. K. C .  

* , .  
He prophesies, it is said, ( I )  in the ’‘ Date: edi- days of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and 
Hezekiah. kings of Tudah : (2) in the toria’ note‘ 

days of Jeroboam the son of-Joasd, king bf Israel. 
As Jeroboam 11. died in the lifetime of Uzziah, these 
two determinations of the period of Hosea’s prophetic 
activity are not strictly coincident, and a question arises 
whether both are from the same hand or of equal 
authority. 

There is no doubt that the second date (Jeroboam 11.) rests 
upon 14, where the downfall of the dynasty of Jehu is 
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threatened which justifies the inference that the incidents in 
the domes& life of the prophet described in chap. 1 had taken 
place before the death of Jeroboam. On the other hand it 
seems equally certain that chaps. 4-14 are in their present form 
a continuous composition dating from the period of anarchy 
subsequent to that king’s death. Thus it might seem natural 
to suppose with Ewald and other scholars that the name of 
Jeroboam hginally stood in a special title to chaps. 1-3 (which 
are closely connected) which was afterwards extended to a 
general heading for /he whole book by the insertion of the 
words ‘of Uzziah . . . and in the days of.’ As Hosea himselt 
can hardly be supposed to have thus converted a special title 
into a general one, the scholars who take this view suppose 
further that the date by Judrean reigns was added by a later 
hand, the same perhaps that penned the identical date in the 
title to Isaiah. 

According to the view just described, the JudEan 
date merely expresses knowledge on the part of some 

a. Internal Hebrew scribe that Hosea was a con- 
indications, temporary of Isaiah. The plausibility 

of this hypothesis is greatly increased by 
the fact that there does-not appear to be anything in 
the book of Hosea that is clearly as late as the reign 
of Hezekiah. On the contrary, the latter part of the 
book seems to have been written before the expedition 
of Tiglath-pileser against Pekah in the days of Ahaz. 

In that war Gilead and Galilee were conouered and deoonii- 
lated ( z  K. 1529); but Hosea repeatedly ref& tothese di&& 
as still forming an integral part of the kingdom of Israel (51 58 
1211 [IZ]). It 
is a dangerous ally, from which some of the godless Ephraimites 
were ready to seek the help which by another party was 
expected from Egypt (but cp MIZRAIM, 5 zh) ,  but in truth was 
to be found only in Yahwe (513 711 89 106 [143 [411). 

The  picture given in the book thus agrees precisely 
with what we read in 2 K. 15 of the internal dissensions 
which rent the northern kingdom after the fall of the 
house of Jehu, when Menahem called in the Assyrians 
to help. him against those who challenged his preten- 
sions to the throne. 

Under Pekah of Israel, and Ahaz his contemporary in Judah 
the political situation \vas altogether changed. Israel was i; 
alliance with Damascus, and Assyria made open war on the 
allies ( z  K. IG). This new situation may he said to mark a 
crisis in the history of OT prophecy, for to it we owe the 
magnificent series of Isaiah’s Assyrian discourses (Is. 78) .  The 
events which stirred Judzean prophets so deeply, however, have 
left no trace in the book in which Hosea sums up the record of 
his teaching. He foresees that captivity and desolation lie in 
the future; but nowhere in Hosea do we find the Assyrians 
spoken of otherwise than as a people to whom Israel looks for 
help and victory. 

The  traditional chronology of the kings of Judah and 
Israel is notoriously precarious. 

A comparison of the Assyrian monuments and eponym lists 
with the biblical data makes it probable that the period from 
the accession of Zachariah, son of Jerohoam II., to the fall of 
Samaria must be shortened by as much as twenty years, and 
that the interregnum which was commonly supposed to have 
followed Jeroboam’s death must be cancelled. This correction 
may be held to remove one difficulty in the title of .our book 
which on the current chronology assigns to Hosea some six& 
years of prophetic activity. On the other hand most Assyri- 
ologists agree that the expedition of Sennacherid took place in 
701 B.C. In that case Hezekiah did not come to the throne till 
after the fall of Samaria, which the book of Hosea predicts as a 
future occurrence (13 16 114  another argument against the 
authority of the title. There is still, however, a large element 
of uncertainty in the reconstruction of Hebrew chronology by 
the aid of monuments. 

One date bearing on our book may be taken as 
certain-viz., the war of Tiglath-pileser with Pekah in 
jg4-and, according to our argument, Hosea committed 
his prophecies to writing before that year.’ 

A more exact determination of the date of the book has been 

Assyria is never referred to as a hostile power. 

sought by comparing 8 9 3  with the statement on the monuments 
that Tiglath-pileser received tribute from King Menahem 
(Minbimmi) of Samaria in 738 B.C. That Minhimmi of the 
monuments is the Menahem of the OT there seems no good 
reason to doubt in spite of the objections of Oppert and G. 
Smith; but it c k o t  be assumed that tribute was paid by him 
in 738 for the first time. The narrative in 2 K.1519 seems to 
indicate that the relations of Menahem to Assyria began earlier 

1 Some writers, including Pusey, claim a later date for the 
book, identifying Shalman in 1014 with Shalmaneser IV., the 
successor of Tiglath-pileser. This identification is altogether 
arbitrary. [The closing words of 1014 are obscure, nor is 
Schrader’s explanation, referred to by WRS, thoroughly satis- 
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perhaps not long after his accession, which may be dated with 
probability circa 742 B.c.~ 

T o  sum up, the first part of Hosea's prophetic work, 
of which we read in 1-3, falls (partially at least) in the 
3. Conclusion : years immediately preceding the cata- 

strophe of the house of Jehu in or 
superscription. near the year 743.  The second part 

of the book is a summary of prophetic 
origip of 

teaching dnring the subsequent troublous Geigns of 
Menahem and of Pekahiah his successor, and must have 
been completed before 734  B.C. 

The conclusion thus gained from the book itself as 
to the date of the prophet is not favourable to the 
hypothesis of Ewald and others, with which we began, 
as to the origin and importance of the title. 

Of the four kings of Judah not only Hezekiah hut also Ahaz, 
who did not ascend the throne till 734, is incorrectly included in 
1 I and the assumption that Hosea himself at  1 I affixed a date 
-;hat of Jerohoam-but failed to place a similar date at  the 
head of chap. 4, although a new period was now being dealt 
with, sounds highly improbable, quite apart from the considera- 
tion that from the prophet one would rather expect no date at  
all than a defective one. 

Besides this, the form of the superscription presents 
difficulties. ' The word of Yahwk that came to Hosea 
the son of Beeri' is by no means very appropriate to 
the narrative chapters 1 and 3, and, so far as the 
remaining chapters are concerned, such a heading is 
intelligible only from the post - Deuteronomic period, 
which identified the written prophetic word with the 
word of YahwB. On the analogy of Am. 1 I and 
Jer. 1 I, it is therefore to be conjectured that the old 
Superscription may have run somewhat thus : words 
of Hosea the son of BeEri ' ( y q g  @n .I?.), where it 
is to be observed that 3 ~ x 1  may also have borne the 
more general meaning ' Story of.' In any case it is the 
view of a later century as to the age of Hosea that is 
conveyed by the data of the superscription, In fact it 
is perhaps possible for us still to perceive how this view 
may have arisen. 

From 14 it was possible to infer that Hosea must have lived 
in the time of Jeroboam, who was known to have been a con- 
temporary of Uzziah. The name of Hezekiah, on the other 
hand, suggested itself to close the series of kings of Judah, as 
17 was rightly regarded as containing an allusion to the deliver- 
ance of Jerusalem from Sennacherib, which took place under 
his reign. 

Since, if this view be correct, the dates are only 
deductions of scholars from the contents of the writings, 
we have no longer any reason for giving an earlier date 
to the writing of chaps. 1-3, than to that of chaps. 4 8  

The occurrences of which chaps. 1-3 speak are some of them- 
e g .  the prophet's marriage and the birth of his eldest son 
Jefreel-earlier than the fall of the house of Jehu; hut 
it is not to he concluded on that account that they were com- 
mitted to writing earlier than the complete narrative. There 
is no obvious reason why the prophet could not have written 
14f: at  a later date ; for the confusions immediately following 
the downfall of the dynasty of Jehu could not have presented 
themselves to him otherwise than as the last convulsions of the 
kingdom of Israel after it had received its death-blow in the 
overthrow of that royal house. 

Further, the first three chapters express an understanding of 
the occurrences in the home-life of the prophet that he could 
have arrived at only after he had brought hack his faithless 
spouse. If then, it IS only the birth of Jezreel that can safely 
he dated hithin the period before Jerohoam's death, thz 
restoration of Hosea's wife already brings us down to Menn- 
hem's reign, since she had borne him two more children. 

More precisely, therefore, we are able to say that 
before 7 4 3  (before the death of Jeroboam) Hosea was 
already a prophet-this appears from the s;gnificant 
name he gave to his son-but that the production of 
the written book belongs to a date after 743,  though 
before 734. 

The superscription, however, is not the only element 
which the book of Hosea owes to Inter hands2  Apart 

ffom minor and more casual interpola- 
tions there are two distinct categories 
of such additions: ( I )  those which 

4, 

tions. 

1 See CHRONOLOGV 8 35f: 
2 [Prof. G. A. Smith's treatment of the question of interpola- 

tions (Twehe Prophets, vol. I) shows increased willingness to 
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xing  the prophecies into relation to the southern 
Kingdom, and SO supply a painfully felt omission ; and 
(2) those which interrupt, or round off, Hosea's predic- 
tions of the coming judgment, with promises of a time 
3f final blessedness (of which, in the view of a later 
age, every prophet must of course have known). 

To the first class, over and above the interpolations of entire 
verses or of entire portions of verses, such as 17 (the allusion to 
the deliverance of Jerusalem in Seunacherib's time), 4 15a 5 568 
611 814 (cp also Am.25), 1014 end (?), and 12.16, we must 
reckon all those changes by which ' Judah' was simply suhsti- 
tuted for ' Israel ' or Ephraim ' in the original text-so in 5 IO 
(unless the entire verse be an interpolation) 512-14 64  (also 
perhaps wholly interpolated) 1011 and 122 [;I (where clearly 

Israel ' is to he read for ' Judah ' ; cp the play on words in 

"'$!tlke second category belong 1 10.2 I [2 I-+? section which 
interrupts the picture of the judgment contained in 12-2 15 [I?], 
216-23 [218-25] (perhaps with the exception of 217 [rgl)-a: 
appended description of the blessedness to come 'in that day 
(viz. in Messianic times) ; 3 5-the promise of the return from 
the dispersion to the happy fatherland ; 615-63-the penitent 
return after the judgment ; 6rr-71-an utterance relating to 
the restoration after the Exile ; 11 lox-again a promise of the 
home-coming after dispersion (cp Is. Gosf:) ; and 14 1-9 [142-101, 
an appendix (cp n. 2, above) pointing forward to the blessed 
coming time which stands in glaring contrast with 13 16 [14 11.1 

Apart from the narrative in chaps. 1-3, to which we 
shall presently recur, the book throws little or no light 
6. Hosea,s life. on the details of Hosea's life. It 

appears from 9 7 f. that his prophetic 
work was greatly embarrassed by-opposition ' As for 
the prophet, a fowler's snare is in all his ways, and 
enmity in the house of his God.' The enmity which 
had its centre in the sanctuary probably proceeded from 
the priests (cp Am. 7),  against whose profligacy and 
profanation of their office our prophet frequently 
declaims-perhaps also from the degenerate prophetic 
guilds of the holy cities in the Northern Kingdom, with 
whom Hosea's elder contemporary Amos i o  indignantly 
refuses to be identified (Am. 714).  In 4 5  Hosea seems 
to comprise priests and prophets in one condemnation, 
thus placing himself in direct antagonism to ,  all the 
leaders of the religious life of his nation. In such 
circumstances, and amidst the universal dissolution of 
social order and morality to which every page of his 
book bears testimony, the prophet was driven to the 
verge of despair (97), and only the sovereign conviction 
of YahwB's essential nature, which is no other than 
salvation, and of his infinite power, which will surely 
bring salvation to pass, so upheld him that the inevit- 
able collapse of the existing commonwealth of Israel 
did not mean for him that all the workings of Yahwe 
had. come to an end. The hypothesis of Ewald, that 
he was at  last compelled by persecution to retire from 
the Northern Kingdom, and composed his book in 
Judzea, rests mainly on an improbable exegesis of some 
of the passages mentioning Judah, referred to above, 
which it is impossible for us now to attribute to Hosea. 

The most interesting problem of Hosea's history lies 
in the interpretation of the story of his married life 

6. Ris (chaps. 1-3). W e  read in these chapters 
that Hosea married a profligate wife, Gomer 

marriage* .the daughter of Diblaim, and that the 
prophet regarded this marriage as in accordance with a 
divine command. 

Three children were born and received symbolical names 
illustrative of the divine purpose towards Israel which are ex- 
pounded in chap 1. In chap. 2 the faithlessne4s of Israel to 
Yahwk the long-suffering of God the moral discipline of sorrow 
and trihlation by which he will 'punish and yet bring hack his 
erring people are depicted under the figure of the relation of a 
husband to an erring mouse. The suzeestion of this alleeorv 

admit editorial manipulation. He is conservative as repards 
chap. 14, and Nowack partly supports him. Cp, however, Che., 
op. cit. p. xix. Ex$. T. March ' 8. See also Che. Introd. to 
WRS Proph.h, '95, and especialyy We. KZ. Proph. 9 5 8 ,  and 
Oort (referred to in next note).] 

Oort (Th. T., '90, p. 345 &), who would assign thos; in whic; 
Judah is named to the time of Josiah. This, however, can 
hardly be accepted, the interpolations in question being too 
inseparably mixed up with the others, which presuppose a 
later date. 
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lies in the prophet's marriage with Gomer ; hut the details are 
worked out quite independently, and under a rich multiplicity of 
Ggures derived from other sources. In chap. 3 we return to the 
personal experience of the prophet. His faithless wife had at 
length left him and fallen under circumstances which are not 
detailed into a state of misery from which Hosea still follow- 
i n g  her kith tender affection, drought her back and restored her 
to his house, where he kept her in seclusion, and patiently 
watched over her for many days, yet not readmitting her to the 
privileges of a wife. In this last action, too, the prophet sees a 
fulfilment of the will of God. 

III these experiences the prophet again recognises a parallel 
to  Yahwe's long-suffering love to Israel, and the discipline by 
which the people shall he brought back to God through a period 
in which all their political and religious institutions are over- 
thrown. 

Throughout these chapters personal narrative and 
prophetic allegory are interwoven with a rapidity of 
transition very puzzling to the modern reader ; but an 
unbiased exegesis can hardly fail to acknowledge that 
chaps. 1 and 3 narrate an actual passage, in the 
prophet's life. The names of the three children are 
symbolical; but Isaiah in like manner gave his sons 
symbolical names embodying prominent points in his 
prophetic teaching (Shear-jashub, Is. 73, cp 1021 ; 
Maher-shalal-hash-baz, 8 3). Gomer bath Diblaim is 
certainly the name of an actual person (cp GOMER ii.). 

On this name all the allegorists, from the Targum, Jerome, 
and Ephrem Syrus downwards, have spent their arts in vain 
whereas the true symbolical names in the book are perfectl; 
easy of iuterpretation.1 That the ancient interpreters take the 
whole narrative as a mere parable is no more than an application 
of their standing rule that in the biblical history everything 
which in its literal sense appears offensive to propriety is 
allegorical (cp Jerome's proem to the hook). .The supposed 
offence to propriety, however, seems to rest on mistaken exegesis 
and too narrow a conception of the way in which the Divine 
word was communicated to the prophets. 

There is no reason to suppose that Hosea knowingly 
married a woman of profligate character. The  point of 
the allegory in 1 z is plainly infidelity after marriage a s  
a parallel to Israel's departure from the covenant God, 
and a profligate wife (O~I?II nvK) is not the same thing 
as an open prostitute (nnr). The  marriage was marred 
by Gomer's infidelity; and the struggle of Hosea's 
affection for his wife with this great unhappiness-a 
struggle inconceivable unless his first love had been 
pure and full of trust in the purity of its object- 
furnished him with a new insight into YahwB's dealings 
with Israel. Then he recognised that the great calamity 
of his life was G o d s  own ordinance and appointed 
means to communicate to him a deep prophetic lesson. 
T h e  recognition of a divine command after the fact has 
its parallel, as Wellhausen observes, in Jer. 32 8. 

The explanation of the narrative here adopted, which 
is essentially Ewalds, has commended itself to not a 
few recent expositors, as Valeton, Wellhausen, and 
Nowack, also to v. Orelli, but with the qualification 
that  it is another wife that is spoken of in 3.2 I t  has 
the great advantage of supplying a psychological key to 
the conception of Israel or the land of Israel (1 z )  as the 
spouse of YahwB, which dominates these chapters, but 
immediately, in the other parts of the book, gives way 
t o  the personification of the nation as Gods son. This 
conception has, indeed, formal points of contact with 
notions previously current, and even with the ideas of 
Semitic heathenism. 

On the one hand it is a standing Hebrew usage to represent 
the land as mothe; of its people, whilst the representation of 

1 Theodorus Mops. remarks very justly, naL ~b dvopa Kak ~ b v  
w a d p a  A+, &s p~ rrMupa $LMV TL domi7 ~b Aqbpevov, luropia 
8; dhq@s TGV rrpaypolrov. 

2 Seesemann also now upholds the view that another wife is 
intended in 3 (IsraeZu./uda 6ei Anzosu. Hosea, '98, pp. 32-44). 
Volz on the other hand (' Die Ehegeschichte Hosea's' in ZWT, 
'93, pp. 321-335) takes 3 to be an allegorical narrative added to 
1 at a later date. To the 
present writer the matter presents itself somewhat as follows : 
Hos. 3 is a later addition and is intended as an allegory referring 
to Israel (cp S N ' I ~  932 ; 3 I) Hosea's own words, especially 
chap. 1, having been taken as keferring to Judah. In the mind 
of the redactor Hos. 1-3 was a companion picture to Ezek. 
23, and if so we shall then have to say that Hosea had two 
wives,-one literal, viz. Gomer (= Judah), one allegorical 
(chap. 3=  Israel). 
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Perhaps there is some truth in this. 

worshippers as children of their god is found in Nu. 21 zg where 
the Moahites are called children of Chemosh and is eahy and 
widespread throughout the Semitic field (cp 'TSBA 6 43s ; 1. 
Phil. 982). The combination of these two notions gives at 
once the conception of the national deity as husband of the 
land. On the other hand the designation of Yahwe as Baal 
which, in accordance wirh'the antique view of marriage mean: 
husband as well as lord and owner, was current am&g the 
Israelites in early times (see BAAL), perhaps indeed down to 
Hosea's own age (unless 216 [IS] he merelyla learied gloss 
reminiscent of the earlier time). Now it is highly probable tha; 
among the idolatrous Israelites the idea of a marriage between 
the deity and individual worshippers was actually current and 
connected with the immorality which Hosea often condemns in 
the worship of the local Baalim, whom the ignorant people 
identified with YahwS. For we have a Punic woman's name, 
5yzneyx, 'the betrothed of Baal ' (Euting, Punisch Steine 
g 15) ar.d there was a similar conception among the Babylonian; 
(Hedd. 1 SIX). 

Hosea, however, takes the idea of Yahwb as husband, 
and gives it an altogether different turn, filling it with a 
new and profound meaning, based on the psychical 
experiences of a deep human affection in contest with 
outraged honour and the wilful self-degradation of a 
spouse. I t  can hardly be supposed that all that lies in 
these chapters is an abstract study in the psychology of 
the emotions. It is actual human experience that gives 
Hosea the key to divine truth. 

Among those who do not recognise this view of the 
passage, the controversy between allegory and literalism 
is carried on chiefly upon abstract assumptions. 

The extreme literalists, of whom Pusey may he taken as the 
modern representative in England, will have it that the divine 
command justified a marriage otherwise highly improper, and 
that the offensive circumstances magnify the obedience of the 
prophet. This is to substitute the Scotist and Neo-Platonic 
notion of God for that of the prophets. On the other hand the 
allegorists who argue that God could not have enjoined oh his 
prophet a'marriage plainly improper and fitted to destroy his 
influence among the people, are unable to show that what is 
repulsive in fact is fit subject for a divine allegory. A third 
school of recent writers (including the elder Fairbairn) led by 
Hengstenberg, and resting on a thesis of John Smtth, the 
Cambridge Platonist, will have it that the symbolical action was 
transacted in what they allow themselves by a contrudicfio in 
adjecto to call an objective vision. Cp J. Th. de Visser, Hosea, 
De man desgeesfes, Utrecht, 1886. 

I t  was in the experiences of his married life, and in 
the spiritual lessons opened to him through these, that 

,. Hosea heard the revealing voice of YahwB. 
Even so early as at the birth of Jezreel he 

message* had perceived the will of God concerning 
Israel, and given to his son a significant name accord- 
ingly. At a later date he recognised that the word of 
Yahwb had been leading him even at the time when he 
married Gomer bath Diblaim. Like Amos (Am. 38). 
he was called to speak for God by an inward constrain- 
ing voice, and there is no reason to think that he had 
any connection with the recognised prophetic societies, 
or ever received such outward adoption to office as was 
given to Elisha. 

Hosea's position in Israel was one of tragic isolation. 
Amos, when he had discharged his mission at Bethel, 
could return to his home and to his friends; Hosea 
was a stranger among his own people, and his home 
was full of sorrow and shame. Isaiah in the gloomiest 
days of Judahs declension had faithful disciples about 
him, and knew that there was a believing remnant in 
the land. Hosea knows no such remnant, and there is 
not a line in his prophecy from which we can conclude 
that his words ever found an obedient ear. For him 
the present condition of the people contained no germ 
or pledge of future amendment, and he describes the 
impending judgment, not as a sifting process in which 
the wicked perish and the righteous remain, but as the 
total wreck of the nation which has wholly turned aside 
from its God. 
In truth, while the idolatrous feasts of Ephraim still ran their 

joyous round while the careless people crowded to the high 
places, and &ere in unbridled and licentious mirth flattered 
themselves that their many sacrifices ensured the help of their 
God against all calamity, the nation was already in the last 
stage of internal dissolution. To the prophet's eye there was no 
truth, nor mercy, nor knowledge of God in the land-nought 
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Still we should not have fully understood Hosea did 

we imagine we saw in this judgment the final close of 
all Gods  dealings. W e  must not fail to notice that for 
Hosea the judgment passed upon Israel means, not an 
end to all salvation, but a self-assertion of YahwB. 
YahwB for the prophet is the very impersonation of 
salvation, and therefore it is precisely by his asserting 
of himself that the accomplishment of salvation is 
guaranteed. What the further ways of God might he 
Hosea was unable to say ; salvation, however, depended 
not upon the continued existence of the nation, but 
upon YahwB. This recognition of YahwB, and hope in 
him ( 4 1  66 126 [7]) saved the prophet from despair and 
enabled him with a tranquil heart to leave the’future to 
his God. Cp AMOS, 18 ; ISAIAH i., 2. 

BGri, the prophet’s father is identified by the Rabbins 
with Beerah (I Ch. 56), a ReuLenite prince carried captive by 

Tiglath-pileser. This view is already expressed 
9. Traditions by Jerome, @est.  in Payah>., and doubt- 
about Hosea. less underlies the statement of the Targum to 

Chronicles that B6erahwas a prophet. For 
it is a Jewish maxim that when a prophet’s father is 
named, he too was a prophet, and accordingly a tradition of R. 
SimonmakesIs. 8 ~gf:aprophecyofB&i(KimchiinZoc.; Lmiti- 
cus Ra66aa, par. 15). According to theusual Christian tradition 
however, Hosea was of the tribe of Issachar, and froman otherwis; 
unknown town Belemoth or Belemon (pseudo-Epiphanius, 
pseudo-Doroth;us, Ephrem Syr. 2 234; Chron. Pasch., Bonn ed. 
1276). As the tradition adds that he died there, and was buried 
in peace, the source ofthe story lies probably in some holy place 
shown as his grave. There are other traditions as to the burial- 

A Jewish legend in the Shnlshelet haqqa6ala P Carpzov, Introd., pt. 3, ch. 7, $ 3)  tells that he died in captivity 
at  Babylon, and wns carried to Upper Galilee, and buried at  
ngx that is Safed (Xeubauer G o y .  227). and the Arabs show 
the ’,rave df ‘Neby Osha‘ E: of the Jordan, near Es-Sal!. (see 
GILEAD, a, and cp Burckiardt’s Syria, 353). 

Of the older comms. on Hosea which have been fully 
catalogued by Rosenmiiller in his kcholia, it is sufficient to 

name Le Mercier’s Latin annotations, em- 
10. Literature. bodying a translation of the chief rabbinical 

expositions, and the English comm. of E. 
Pococke (Oxford, 1683),-which is not surpassed in learning and 
judgment byany subseqnent work. Among special commentaries 

lace of Hosea. 

Projh., Lect. 4, G. A. Smith‘s progressive bu 

HOSEN, Dan. 321 RV for 53lD, sarbd (AV ‘ coats’); 

HOSHAIAH ( P e l 3 ,  ‘ Yahwe succours,’ 5 28). 
I. Mentioned with a company of ‘princes of Judah‘ in 

procession at  the dedication of the wall (see EZRA ii., $ 13g) 
Neh. 12 32 (woa~a[rl [BNALI). 

2. Father of Jezaniah (or Azariah): Jer. 421 (paauaiou [B], 
avvaviou [N*], auav. [NI (fort)], wuaLov [Nc.aQ], pauaLou [A]) ; 
432(paauo. [B*l, pvaou. [Babl,paueov [“*I, paau. [Nc.al,paoarou 
[-iI,  mu.  [VI). 

HOSHAMA (@@\3, 33 ; for JEHOSHAMA [ q . ~ . ] ) ,  
one of the seven sons of Jechoniah ; I Ch. 3 18 t (waapd  [Bl, 
-so [ SUP rasl, -pa*IL]). 

ROSHEA (J)yl3, an abbreviation of p@l3t, $ 50 ; 
see JOSHUA ; it is otherwise transliterated HOSEA, 
WCHB [BAL, in 2 K. 181 TUVE B”]). 

I. The last king of Israel (733-722), called Ausi‘(a) 
in the Assyrian inscriptions. In  retracing his tragic 
fortunes we must at once start from a critical point of 
view. Hoshea came to the throne not in the twelfth 
year of Ahaz (see 2 K. 17 I ) ,  but in 733,l when Pekah 
was killed by his subjects, and Hoshea (Ausi’) was set up, 
as kingof the land of Bit H u m r i ( s e e P E ~ ~ H ) ,  by Tiglath- 
pileser, who records it. No doubt Hoshea was a 
leading member of the Assyrian party, whereas Pekah 
had done hi2 utmost to promote resistance to Assyria. 

1 Cp Schr. KA TP) 475 (COT 2 183). 
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AV for VWB, pa?&% (RV ‘ tunics ’). See BREECHES. 

but swearing and lying and killing and stealing and adultery; 
they break o;t, and blobd toucheth’blood’ (4 If$. 

The root of this corruption lay in total ignorance of 
YahwB, whose precepts were no longer taught by 
the priests, while in the national calf - worship, and 
in the local high places, this worship was confounded 
with the service of the Canaanite Baalim. Thus the 
whole religious constitution of Israel was undermined. 

The political state of the realm was in Hosea’s eyes 
not more hopeful. The dynasty of Jehu, still great and 
powerful when the prophet’s labours began, is itself an 
incorporation of national sin. Founded on the blood- 
shed of Jezreel, it must fall by God’s vengeance, and 
the state shall fall with it ( 1 4  34) .  This sentence 
stands at the head of Hosea’s predictions, and through- 
out the book the civil constitution of Ephraim is re- 
presented as equally lawless and godless with the 
corrupt religious establishment. The anarchy that 
followed on the murder of Zachariah appears to the 
prophet as the natural decadence of a realm not founded 
on divine ordinance. The  nation had rejected YahwB, 
the only helper. Now the avenging Assyrian is at  hand. 
Samaria’s king shall pass away as foam ’ on the water. 
Fortress and city shall fall before the ruthless invader, 
who spares neither age nor sex ; and thistles shall cover 
the desolate altars of Ephraim. 

Is this, then, the last word in the message of the 
prophet ? 

If the passages already indicated as later additions, 
in which a happy future is spoken of, could have been -_. 
8. Is the future assigned to Hosea, we could answer 

all gloom ~ with a categorical negative. In that 
case alone could we sav 

‘8o:ea ,could discern no faithfdremnant ‘in Ephraim,’ yet 
Ephraim in all his corruption is the son of Yahwi., a child 
nurtured with tender love, a chosen people. This people, the 
prophet knows, is destined once more to return in truth and 
aithfulness to its father [see Hos. 11 I, and cp ~ 2 0 V I N G K l N D N E S S ]  

and its God, through whose love all its plagues will be healed 
and a glorious and blessed land prepared for its occupation. Of 
the manner of Israel‘s repentance and conversion Hosea presents 
no clear image; the certainty that the people will at  length 
return rests only on the invincible supremacy of Yahwb’s love.’ 

Even so we should have to say of Hosea that the two 
sides of his prophetic declaration, the passionate de- 
nunciation of Israel’s sin and folly, and the not less 
passionate tenderness with which he describes the final 
victory of divine love, are united by no logical bond. 
The unity is one of feeling only, and the sob of anguish 
in which many of his appeals to a heedless people seem 
to end, turns once and again with sndden revulsion into 
the clear accents of evangelical promise, which in the 
closing chapter (if we accept this as Hosea’s) swell forth 
in pure and strong cadence out of a heart that has 
found its rest with God from all the troubles of a stormy 
life. 

What, however, we are compelled by the actual facts 
a s  they present themselves to conclude, is that in the 
original historical Hosea there was no assurance of a 
final triumph of the divine love or of a penitent return 
of the sinful nation. 

Hosea’s last word was in reality an announcement of the 
unrelenting judgment upon his people which Yahwi. with 
bleeding heart indeed, is threatening and in course of fulklling ; 
as the Holy One, in spite of his love, he dares not allow himself 
after the manner of men to be swayed by his feelings, or exercise 
compassion any further (11 8f: 13 14). The land of Israel is 
becoming as Admdh and as Zeboim, its inhabitants are destined 
to be swept away to death and ShGl, or to live in an exile 
where all communion with their God is cut off just as the wife 
of the prophet is excluded from communion with her husband. 

1 [MT qrc?. RVmg. substitutes ‘twigs’ for AV’s ‘foam’ 
(Tg.) in accordance with Hi. and most moderns (@ $p~yavov). 
qspi, however, is surely corrupt : Gra.’s qup3 is plausible, but 
the corruption lies deeper. p w  and q y p  are both corrup- 
tions ‘of ‘S“p  ; O’B ‘25 !XI should be P”1DN ]lM. Thus we get, 
‘ The sanctuary of his king (cp Am.) is destroyed, the pride of 
Ephraim’ (Che.). There are -many such corruptions in tbe 
prophetic writings which need to be treated with reference to 
the habits of the scribes. Cp TEXT.] 
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HOSHEA HOSPITALITY 
Hosea and Isaiah foresaw the result (Hos. 141[z] Is. 
281-4). 

W e  know but little of Hoshea; but the redactor of 
Kings found reason to believe that he was a better king 
than his predecessors (2 K. 17 z). Lucian’s recension 
of 6, however, turns the praise into blame,-no doubt, 
as Benzinger remarks, to carry out the theory of pro- 
portionate retribution. Hoshea, having suffered so 
terribly, must have been the worst of Israel’s kings. 

See Benzinger’s commentary; Wi. A T  Unfers. 1 5 8 ,  Musri  
Melu&u Main, 1 5 27, etc., GI 1 r6gA; Guthe, GYI i g ~ f .  

T. K. C. 
z RV in Nu.13816 [PI, AV OSHEA and EV in Dt.3241 (but 

Sam. e Vg. Pesh. ‘Joshua’; see Dr:’s note). see JOSHUA I. 
3. b. Azaziah according to the Chronicle;, an Ephraihte 

chief, fern). David, I C ~ .  2720 (corn [BA]): 
4. Signatory to the covenant (seeEzR~1.,$7); Neh.l023[24] 

(ovqga [BW. 
HOSPITALITY. The duty of hospitality is recog- 

nised both in the Old and in the New Testament. T h e  
ideal Hebrew, Abraham, runs to meet the strangers who 
approach his tent (Gen. 182) ; Paul would have his 
converts ‘ pursue hospitality ’ ( T ~ V  q5tXofwiav ~ L ~ J K O V T E S ,  
Rom. 1213). It will be observed, Paul does not in- 
culcate the duty as something new to Gentiles ; with 
the Greeks, as with the Hebrews, hospitality rested on 
religious sanctions (cp Hom. Od. 6-206). Zeus Xenios 
is a well-known divine title; it was to Zeus in this 
character (RV ‘ the Protector of strangers ’ )  that the 
Samaritan temple at Gerizim was rededicated by 
Antiochus Epiphanes ( z  Macc. 62). The God of Israel 
too was a preserver of strangers’ (1~72, Ps. 1469) ; in 
fact, it was everywhere the gods who set the example of 
hospitality by granting protection to fugitives in their 
sanctuaries, and by welcoming poor as well as rich to 
the sacrificial feasts in which, it was believed, the gods 
and their worshippers met and ate together. 

The Jewish law as to the treatment of sojourners requires 
separate treatment (see STRANGERS); it is only the externals of 
hospitality (in its wider sense), as described in the Bible, that 
here concern US. 

W e  naturally turn in the first instance to passages 
like Gen. 1 8 1 8  191-3 2 4 1 8 8  2913s  Ex. 220 Josh. 21 
cp 4, Judg. 13 15 19 17-21. No question was asked as to 
the name and circumstances of the guest until his first 
needs were satisfied (cp Gen. 2432 f. ). While under 
the roof of his host, the guest was in security ; hence 
the earnest appeal of Lot to the men of Sodom-death, 
or something as bad he could suffer, rather than that 
his guests should be exposed to gross ill-treatment 
(Gen. 196-8). T o  illustrate this we must go to Arabia, 
where the insecurity of the land has ensured the 
permanence of primitive hospitality. As Doughty says, 

‘Perilous rovers in the field, the herdsmen of the desert are 
kings at  home fathers of hospitality to all that seek to them for t? night’s hbhour. “ Be we not all,” say the poor nomads 

guests of Ullah”? Has God given unto them God’s gues; 
shall partake with them thereof: if they will ’not for God 
render his own, it should not go well with them. The guest 
entered, and sitting down amongst them, they observe an 
honourable silence, asking no untimely questions (such is school 
and nurture of the desert) until he have eaten or drunk somewhat 
at the least, and hy ‘ the dread and salt’ there is peace established 
between them for a time (that is counted two nights and the 
day in the midst, whilst their food is in him).’l 

Indeed, hospitality is to the poor Bedouin what 
almsgiving became to the later Jews-the proof and 
expression of righteousness. These are the words of a 
thoughtful Bedouin to a Dowlgny, or government officer, 
at  Damascus. 

‘Hearken1 A stranger alighting at  a Bedawin booth, we 
welcome him, and are busy to serve him and we prepare the 
guest-supper ; and when he has eaten, in the same place he 
sleeps, in the assurance of Ullah, and with the morning light be 
rises up refreshed to hold on his journey. But ha! when I 
came to es-Sham, riding upon my theliil [riding-camel], it was 
an evening (at the supping hour), and passing weary and 
hungry by the sak [street], I alighted before some door where 
I thought to take my night-lodging. . . . This is their dealing. 

It is equally impossible to hold that Hoshea twice 
revolted from Assyria, and twice was punished by an 
Assyrian invasion. I t  must be to the redactor that the 
present tissue of improbabilities is due, and the only 
remedy is critical analysis of the section, z K. 173-6, 
Two parallel reports, as Winckler has shown, have been 
com6ined. ~ 

(1530) And Hoshea hen 
Elah conspired against Pekah 
Len Remaliah, and smote him 
and became king in his stead. 

( 1 7 3 ~ )  Against him came up 
Shalmaneser, king of Assyria 
for 1 Hoshea used to bring hid  
tribute every year, but in this 
year hebrought himno tribute. 
5. And the king of Assyria 
came up against the whole 
land, and went up against 
Samaria, and besieged it three 
years. 6. And after three 
years2 he took Samaria, and 
carried Israel awav to Assvria. 

(15 29) In  the days of Pekab 
kiug of Israel, etc., and car: 
ried them away to Assyria 
[And Hosheaconspiredagains; 
Pekahl and slew him, [and the 
king of Assyria appointed him 
to bekingl. (173d)AndHoshea 
became subject to him, and 
brought him tribute. qu. And 
the king of Assyria found 
treason 3 in Hoshea, for he had 
sent messengers to Sev&, king 
of Misrim. 46. And the 
king of’ Assyria blinded him 4 
and placed him hound in 
DrlSOn. 

Thus we have four fixed points in the history of 
Hoshea :- ( I )  he steps to the throne over the body of 
his murdered predecessor ; (2) he pays yearly tribute to 
Assyria; (3)  he revolts, in reliance on the support of 
the king of MiSrim; (4) his land is invaded, and, on 
the capture of Samaria, he is blinded (a  vassal king’s 
usual punishment for treason) and imprisoned. T h e  
payment of tribute probably went on till the death of 
‘riglath-pileser in 727. Inevitably it much increased the 
burdens of a land already weakened by Tiglath-pileser’s 
annexations. The nobles would suffer most directly ; 
but these would seek to compensate themselves by 
oppressing the commons. This is probably referred to 
by Hosea (511-13). 

Ephraim is oppressed is crushed by his judges, 
For he chose to go af;er Assyria I 
And I am as the moth for Ephraim, 
As rottenness for the house of Judah. 
And when Ephraim saw his sickness, 
And Israel his festering wound 
Ephraim went to Masor (Le., i&u:ri), 
Israel to the Arabian king : 
But he will not be able to help you 
Nor will he cure you of your wouuh.6 

~ 

Now we see clearly what was the immediate cause of 
the ruin of Israel. The people could not any longer 
bear the exactions of Assyria. A gleam of hope shone 
when their tyrant (Tiglath-pileser) died. The anti- 
Assyrian party everywhere formed plans for concerted 
action. Jeroboam I. of N. Israel, and long afterwards 
Hanun of Gaza, had already sought refuge in the land 
of Musri, which was a province of the great kingdom of 
Melubba in N. Arabia ; 6  and, later, we shall find 
Yaman of Ashdod following their example. What more 
natural than for Hoshea to enter into negotiations with 
the powerful prince, Pir’u, king of Musri, whose 
tartan, or general, Sargon names Sib i  (out of which 
name the Hebrew scribes have made ~10,’see S O ) ?  I t  
was of no avail. In 724 B.C. the Assyrian army took 
the field against Samaria. In  722 the city was taken, 
and there is no sufficient reason for closing the political 
career of Hoshea at an earlier date.8 The  prophets 

1 Following @L v. 46, Zuravrbv nar’ ;vravrdv. 
a In accordance with 18 IO. 

3 @EA b8cniau=lzW (Thenius, Klo., etc.). 
4 Read Jaliy;! (see 257). 
5 In v. II  read 1’!?8p (for P)?I$?) and l ? ~ ~  (for 1s). 

In v.13 4, read ’lisp (for W e ) ,  and ’?R (for 31’). 
Che. Crfz‘. Bid., and cp JAREB. 

See 

6 The theory of Wi. is fully explained elsewhere(see MIZRAIM, 
B: 2 6). 

7 The Hebrew writer made the turfan intoa meZekor ‘king.’ 
8 Whitehouse, however (Hastings, D B  426), hesitates between 

this view and that of Hommel (GBA 675) and Tiele (BAG 232) 
that Hoshea was taken captive before thesiege of Samaria. 
The latter view makes Hoshea’s reign last only nine years 
(agreeably to 2 K. 17 I), but requires us to suppose not only that 
the writer of v.6 confounds the capture of Hoshea with that of 
Samariti, hut also that the people of Samaria had courage to 
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prolong the struggle even after such a decisive event as the 
capture of their king. 
1 Doughty, Ar.  Des. 1228. 
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HOST HOUSE 
with strangers which enter your towns 1 And wellah [verily] 
the Dowli~ny allowed our life to be nigher unto God, because of 
the hospitality.’l 

c With all this,’ continues Doughty, ‘ there lacks not 
Arabic hospitality in the good city of Damascus,’ and 
among the faults of the Jews, according to Jesus Christ, 
the vice of inhospitality was not included. Even a 
poor man, receiving a late visit from a friend, would 
take the trouble to go to an acquaintance at midnight 
and ask and ask again for the loan of three loaves to 
set before his friend (Lk. 115-8). But while even a 
Na+ini in our day receives hospitality in the desert, a 
Jew could not be received by a Samaritan in our Lord’s 
time, nor a Samaritan by a Jew (Lk. 95zJ Jn. 49 ; but 
cp Lk. 10338). 

The Arabic term for the bond between the host and 
his guest is nziZ&t, from mi.?& ‘salt.’ There is no 
such phrase in Hebrew; but in Nu. 1819 z Ch. 135 w: 
find the phrase n?? n’??, dirith rnt!Zu&, ‘ a salt pledge, 
which is usually explained by the light of the Arabic 
phrase, ‘ the salt that is between us,’ as a reference to 
the commensality of the god and his worshippers at  the 
sacrificial feast. This was hardly the original intention 
of the phrase, but ‘was, probably enough, an early 
explanation.a Still salt, in the Arabic phrase quoted 
above, is only symbolical. Drinking milk together in 
the same tent is the best sacramental form in hospitality, 
for milk is the natural substitute for blood ; a milk- 
covenant is the nearest equivalent to a blood-covenant. 
Upon this theory Sisera very nearly became the true 
guest of the Kenite woman Jael. H e  drank of her 
milk, but not with her, nor within her tent. 

As Judg.527 shows, the fugitive stood at the door of Jael’s 
tent ; there he began to drink and there sank down, struck by 
a deadly blow. That the tex; is corrupt is certain ; that it has 
been correctly emended is probable (see JAEL). An early 
narrator appears to have had the Song of Deborah before him 
in an already corrupted form. The housewife’s coffer had 
become a tent-peg, and the flint-stone a hammer.3 We have no 
occasion either to devise some subtle excuse for Jael, or to call 
her act fiendish. She was in covenant with Barak not with 
Sisera and by keeping Sisera outside her tent retained her 
right bf blood-revenge. It  remains true, however that the 
importance of the law of hospitality was not adequately 
appreciated hy the writer of judg. 4, and that the Jael of his 
narrative contrasts strongly with the Canaanitish woman Rahab 
in Josh. 2. Very different was the common Israelitish feeling, 
as is shown by the vengeance for the outrage on hospitality 
related with such painful preciseness in Judg. 20 (see JUDGES, 
BOOK OF 0 13). 

For N? references to hospitality see Rom. 12  13 1623 I Tim. 
8 z 5 IO Tit. Is Heb. 132 I Pet. 49. Cp WRS Eel. Sewz.R 
76 269J 458, and see INN, MEALS, $ 4 8 ,  STRANGER, 8 2. 

T. K. C. 

HOST ($n, n~np, CTpaTla), HOST OF HEAVEN 
(n!p@? #))I), HOSTS (nhqy). See ARMY, CAMP 
8 I ,  NAMES, 8 123, NATURE-WORSHIP, STARS, 5 4. 

HOSTS, LORD OF ( I lh?y DjD) zS.62. See 
NAMES, 123. 

HOTRAM (@in, ‘ seal,’ 5 71 ; XweaN [BL]). 
1. Aname in a genealogy of ASHER (q.v., 8 4,ii.) I C ~ .  732t 

f&wt?ap. [AI, au.9. [L]). 
2. AV Hothan I Ch.1144 (rwt’av [BK], xwBB [AI) father of 

Shama and Jehiil, is described as an Aroerite. Whch Aroer 
is meant is unknown: 

In v. 35 the name appears as HELEM. 

HOTHIR (l’nYl), according to the Chronicler a son 
of Heman (I Ch. 25428, weHpei, HBBI [Bl, lwe€Iipi2 
le. [A], weelp [L]), o m m  [Vg.]); but see HEMAN. 
HOURS OF THE DAY. 
HOUSE (Ills [OIKOC, or~ia]  of uncertain deriva- 

See DAY, 8 3. 

tion, properly denotes hardly more than a dwelling-place, In 

‘ 1  Doughty, Ar. Des. 122% 
2 Wellhausen mentions an ancient Arabic oath by salt and 

ashes (Heid.@), 124; cp WRS ReL Sem.(z), 479). The ashes 
may be those of the cookina-pot : but they may also be those of 
thesacred fire. Cp COVENANT, $ 5 .  

3 Either n3pn in Judg.421 is a substitute for nr&, at the 
meaning of which the narrator guessed, or it is, like n1857, a 
corruption or winn=dq$c (flint), 5 having been misplaced. 

zrzg 

Sab.=fortress or temple. It  is used occasionally of a tent (see 
TENT), but more generally of an abode made of solid materials 
with doorposts. For the various turns of expression in com- 
binations of n*>, see BDB, S.V. On its use as a house contain- 
ing a family, hence descendants as an organised hody, etc., cp 
FAMILY, § 2. n?> occurs in numerous compound place- 
names ; see BETH, and cp NAMES, s 96). 

In attempting to describe the houses of ancient 
Palestine we must take into consideration the houses 
now used in those parts of Western Asia which have 
been the least exposed to the changes of time, and in 
which the manners of ancient days have been the best 
preserved. The  Hebrews themselves were a peop!e who 
had been accustomed to tent-life; hence their know- 
ledge of house-building must have been derived from 
the inhabitants of Canaan, who, as the Amarna Tablets 
clearly show, were at  one time largely influenced by 
Assyrian culture. 

The construction of houses depends upon the accessi- 
bilitv of suitable material and climatic exigencies. At ” 
1. Material. the present day clay-bricks are used in 

Sun- 
dried bricks (d, see BRICK) were used in the older 

the plain, stone in the mountains. 

T - :  

times in Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Palestine ; hewn stone 
(ma) was rare, and, in .the time of Amos, a sign of 
luxury (Am. 5 1 1  I K. 79,  cp Is. 9  IO[^]).^ T h e  houses 
of the lower classes were low and frail, and contrasted 
with the high stone houses of the rich nobles. Job  
speaks of ‘ houses of clay ’ (Job 4 Ig), also of those who 
‘dig (or break) into houses’ (Job 24715),~ and a parable 
of Jesus describes the ease with which a house (on a 
sandy foundation, it is true) might be beaten down by 
a storm (Mt. 727). In  fact, the houses of the peasantry 
even in the present day need continual renovation. At 
best they are made of small stones and untempered 
mortar;  often they are of nothing but hard earth 
with layers of sun-dried bricks, and, if neglected, 
soon perish. The town-houses are more solid and 
permanent. Though nearly always of only one story, 
they are sometimes as high as houses of three stories 
among ourselves. Approached from the outside, the 
modern house presents little more than a dead wall. 

Entering the GATE [P.v.] ,  one finds oneself in a 
passage usually sloping downwards, which with an 

2. Court. abrupt turn (to ensure privacy) leads into 
This is paved with 

slabs of stone, and is frequently planted with trees which, 
extending sometimes above the roof, present that curious 
effect which has been noticed in towns in SW. Asia 
(cp the illustration of the Egyptian house, Wilkinson, 
Anc. Eg, 1361, fig. 130). That the richer Jews in later 
times had the like arrangement is possible, but cannot 
he inferred, even as regards the temple, from Ps. 84 
z [3] f: 92 13 [14] (cp BIRDS, col. ’ 576, n. I ) .  A large 
basin of clear water (or perhaps a well, z S. 1718) 
occupies the centre of the court, once used for bathing 
(cp z S. l l z ? ) ,  but now superseded by the establish- 
ment of public warm. baths in every town and in 
private mansions. Cold bathing has all but ceased in 
W. Asia. 

The  number of courts varies. Small houses have 
one, superior houses have two, and first-rate houses 
three, communicating with each other ; for the Orientals 
dislike ascending stairs or steps, and prefer to gain room 

1 In Assyria, at all events, mortar or cement seems to have 
been unknown. Stone blocks (which, however were rarely 
used) were carefully dressed and placed in close iuxtaposition. 
Bricks ‘formed the usual material in building. When used 
crude sufficient adherence was ensured by the moisture left 
in the‘clay and by its natural properties.’ In the case of burnt 
or well-dried bricks ‘ordinary clay mixed with water and a 
little straw was their only cement’ (see Perrot and Chipiez, Ar t  
in Chald. etc. 1154). For the more carefully constructed 
buildings a kind of natural mortar from the bituminous fountains 
found in parts of the country was used, but only in those parts 
where more than the ordinary cohesive power was needed ; cp 
o$. cit. 155, and Herod., 1179. 

2 Job, it must be remembered, is in the main a work prob- 
ably of the early Greek period. 
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HOUSE 
rather by the extent than by the height of their habita- 
tions. If there are more than two courts the second 
is devoted chiefly to the master's use, whilst the outer 
one is devoted to social 'intercourse, and is therefore 
different from the others. When there are only two 
courts the innermost is the harem (cp n*@ n??, Esth. 
2 3 ) ,  which is occupied by the women and children, and 
is the true domicile of the master. In the country 
districts the court is not infrequently used as a stable ; 
in  other cases the occupants live above the stables, which 
take up the ground floor (cp Rob. BAP) 339). The  
former arrangement has probably come down from the 
nomadic custom of encamping with the cattle in the 
.enclosure formed by the encircling tents. 

The manp'ara, or reception-room of the master, faces 
the outer court. It is entirely open in front, thus 
corresponding to the open place in the tent used for 
the same purpose, and is richly fitted up with divans, 
etc. This is used also as a guest-chamber. A large 
portion of the other side of the court is occupied 
with a frontage of lattice-work filled with coloured 
glass, belonging to a room as large as the guest- 
chamber, which in winter is used for the same 
purpose, or serves as the apartment of any visitor 
of distinction. The  other apartments in this outer 
court are comparatively small, and are used for visitors, 
Tetainers, and servants ; they are usually upon what we 
should call the first floor, or at  least upon an elevated 
terrace. The  ground floor is in that case occupied by 
various store-rooms and servants' offices. In  all cases 
the upper floor, containing the principal rooms, is 
fronted by a gallery or terrace, protected from the sun 
by a sort of penthouse roof supported by pillars of 
wood. See CHAMBER. 

Over the gateway stands a latticed chamber, corre- 
sponding to the upper-room (sImp&w) or cooling-room ; 
see BED, § I. It was to the chamber of the gate that 
David retired to indulge his grief, and it was here 
perhaps that consultations with a prophetess were held 
(2 K. 22 14, emended text) ; see HULDAH. 

The arrangement of the inner court is very similar 
to  that of the outer ; but the whole is more open and 
airy. The  buildings usually occupy two sides of the 
square, of which the one opposite the entrance con- 
tains the principal apartments. They are upon what 
we should call the first floor, and open into a wide 
gallery or verandah, which in good houses is nine or 
ten feet deep, and covered by a wooden penthouse sup- 
ported by a row of wooden columns. This terrace, or 
gallery, is furnished with a strong wooden balustrade, 
and is usually paved with squared stones, or else floored 
with boards. The greater part of one of the sides of 
the court front is usually occupied by the large sitting- 
room, with lattice-front covered with coloured glass, 
similar to that in the outer court. The other rooms of 
smaller size are the more private apartments of the 
mansion. There are usually no doors to the sitting or 
drawing rooms of Eastern houses ; they are closed by 
curtains, at  least in summer. 

The basement is occupied by various offices, stores 
of corn and fuel, places for the water-jars to stand in, 

places for grinding corn, baths, kitchens, 
The kitchen, which is open in front, 

basement' :s%ways in this inner court, as the cook- 
ing is performed by women. I t  is surrounded by a 
brick terrace, on the top of which are the fireplaces 
formed in compartments, and separated by little walls 
of fire-brick or tile. In these different compartments 
the various dishes of the Eastern feast may be at  once 
prepared at  charcoal fires (cp COOKING, 5 4). This 
place being wholly open in front, the half-tame doves, 
which have their nests in the trees of the court, often 
visit it, in the absence of the servants, in search of 
crumbs, etc. (cp Rob. BR(2J 360). 
In Turkish Arabia most of the houses have underground 

cellars (serdubs as they are called) to which the inhabitants 

3. The 
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retreat during the midday heat of summer and there enjoy a 
refreshing coolness. The biblical writers do not refer to this 
usage. At Acre however the substructious of very ancient 
houses have been'discovereh with just such cellars (cp Thomson 
LB rg41 309). Commonly, the winter-house is the lowe; 
apartment ( e l -  beif), the upper full2yeh) being the summer- 
house. Every house of the better class has both and they are 
familiarly called 6. shetuwy and 6. s u ~  the wintdr and summer 
house. Where both are on the dame'story the interior and 
more sheltered chamber becomes the winter-house, the external 
and more airy one being used in summer. 

From the court a flight of stone steps, usually at the 
corner, conducts to the gallery, from which a plainer 

If the house 
4* Roof* be large, there are two or three sets of steps 

to the different sides of the quadrangle, but seldom 
more than one flight from the terrace to the housetop 
of any one court. There is, however, a separate stair 
from the outer court to the roof, and it is usually near 
the entrance. This will bring to mind the case of 
the paralytic, whose friends, finding they could not get 
access to Jesiis through the people who crowded the 
court of the house in which he was preaching, took 
him up to the roof, and, uncovering it, let him down 
(Mk. 21-4). Lk., writing for Roman readers, describes 
a Roman house (517-20). His readers are accustomed 
to a house with tiles (cp t e p d e ,  K + P ( L ~ O S )  and with a 
hole (impluvium) in the roof of the principal chamber, 
where the company would he assembled. For him to 
have said that the roof was uncovered would have been 
unintelligible to his readers (Ramsay, War Christ dorn 
in BethWem P 58 8 ). 

The roof (14) of the house is, of course, flat,' and in 
modern villages is reached by a stairway from the yard 
or court. It is formed by rafters of tamarisk or palm- 
trees, across which are laid branches, twigs, and 
matting; earth is then laid over and trodden down;  
after which it is covered with a compost which acquires 
considerable hardness when dry. Such roofs would 
not, however, endure the heavy and continuous rains 
of our climate; and in those parts of Asia where 
the climate is more than usually moist, a stone roller 
is usually kept on every roof, and after a shower a 
great part of the population is engaged in drawing these 
rollers over the roofs (cp Rob. BRR 3 3944). It is 
now very common, in countries where timber is scarce, 
to have domed roofs; but in that case the flat roof, 
which is indispensable to Eastern habits, is obtained 
by filling up the hollow intervals between the several 
domes, so as to form a flat surface at the top. These 
flat roofs are often alluded to in the Bible; and the 
allusions show that they were used for recreation and 
many other purposes (Josh. 26 Judg. 1627 I S. 925 f: 
z S.  1 1 2  1622 Is. 221 Jer. 19x3 Zeph. 1 5  Mt. 2417 Mk. 
13 IS Actslog),  cp HUT. A similar arrangement 
known in Assyria was a long open arcade (the Italian 
log@.) running along above the roof the whole length 
of the fasade. This is not unlike the constructions 
adopted by the Nestorians in the villages of Kurdistan 
(see Perrot and Chipiez, Art i n  Chld .  etc. 1139f:, 
with illustrations). 

The  roofs of the houses are well protected by walls 
and parapets. Towards the street and neighbouring 
houses is a high wall, and towards the interior court- 
yard usually a parapet or wooden rail. Parapets of 
this kind, for the prevention of accidents, are strictly 
enjoined in the Law2 (Dt. 228, npyn, a ~ ~ + d v r ] ;  cp Ar. 
'a@, ' to hinder,' 'withhold ' ; note the form of the 
battlements of the Egyptian house in Wilkinson, Anc. 
Bg. (2J 1362, fig. 132). 

1 Sugar-loaf roofs are often to be seen in many parts of 
Upper Syria and Mesopotamia. In Assyria both forms of roof 
seem to have been common' see Perrot and Chipiez A r t  in 
Chald. etc. 1145s (with illuitration); and especially k o f l  

2 The L2.w is peculiar to D ;  ' a  provision prompted by the 
same general motive is found in Ex. 21 33 (Dr. Dert., ad loc.). 
The Book of the Covenant does not anyw6represuppose houses ; 
the community for whom it was intended had not perhaps ad. 
vanced so far. 

stair leads to the house-top, 
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HOZAI 
The  windows had no glass. Windows were rare, 

and in the winter the cold was kept out by veils over ~. Windows, the openings ; see LATTICE. Chimneys 
were unknown, and artificial warmth was 
supplied by braziers (see COAL, 3). 

In the East, where the climate allows the people to spend so 
much of their time out of doors the articles of furniture and 

the domestic uten)sils have always been few and 
6. Furniture. simple. On these see the separate articles on 

BED, CANDLESTICK, LAMP, TABLE, and the 
like. also POTTERY COOKING UTENSILS MEALS. 

d e  Benz. H A ,  sow. H A ,  etc., and kitto’s art. in the Bib. 

etc. 

HUSHAI 
HUPHAM (n?sn), the eponym of the (Benjamite) 

Huphamites (’&%l ; Nu. 2639 : BAFL om.). Cp 
HUPPIM, HURAM. 

HUPPAR (a??), the name of the thirteenth priestly 
course : I Ch. 2 4 d  (oxxo@@a [B], o@@er [AL]). 

HUPPIM (D[’]@n), a son of Benjamin (but see 
HUPHAM) : Gen. 46 21 (o+pscv [D], o+rp[c]~v [AL]); I Ch. 7 12 
(a+w [Bl, a+ew [AI, YQav 1LI); I Ch. 7 15 (ap+ecv PI, a++. 
1-41, 09.p [LO. 

HUR (l?n, u p  [BAFL], 81). A connection with 
the Egyptian Horus seems very probable, cp Nab. and Sin. nrn, 
Eg. Aram. lin, v n ,  l n ,  >in. In Ass. Sayce (PSBA ZOz6oA 
[‘g8]) compares Abibar, ‘my father is Horus,’ on an early Bahy. 
lonian contract tablet, temp. Apil-Sin, KB415 1.20. Ass.-Aram. 
compoundsofin(e.g ii i n ,  $Inii)areuncertain; for thesoften- 
ing of the guttural :ee ~~IARNEPLER, but Hoffmann (ZA 11 228) 
reads everywhere (=iin) ‘Hadad.’ Marq. finds anothertrace 
of Horus in the Benjamite Abihur (so read for AHIHUD, I Ch. 
8 7, which in 7 IO is corrupted ~O-AHISHAHAR).~ 

I. Mentioned together with Aaron as being present 
at  the battle of Rephidini (Ex. 17 10-12, E) and left in 
charge of the people during Moses’ absence on Mt. 
Sinai (i6. 24 14, E). Possibly his connection with Moses 
belongs to a secondary stratum of E, i.e., E? .(cp 
MIRIAM, 5 I )  ; P (see 3) regards the name as Midian- 
itish, and we remember that Moses married a Midianitish 
wife. Josephus (Ant .  iii. 2 4 )  calls Hur the husband of 
Miriam (iii. 6 I),  and identifies him with 2. 

2. A Judahite, the grandfather of BEZALEEL (q.v., I), a temple 
workman (Ex. 312=3530, 8822 [om. 051 [PI, I Ch. 21gf: 50 
4 I 4 2 Ch. 15). Cp HIRAM 2. 

3. One of the five king: of Midian mentioned in Nu. 31 8 
Josh. 1321 [PI (oup [BAL in both places, F in NIL]). See 
MIDIAN. 

4. Father of REPHAZAH, 5 (Neh. 39, om. BNA [pa$aca(s)l 
vtbs uaaaviou uloir uovp [L]). 

5. I K. 4 E, see BEN-HUR. 

HURAI (+?Vl;  oyp[ell [BAI, o y p m  CL1). of the 
‘brooks of GAASH’ [p .~. ] ,  one of David‘s ‘thirty,’corre- 
sponds in I Ch. 1132 to the HIDDAI (p.v.) of z S. 2330. 

Kennicott (Diyed. 199, We. (TBS) H. P. Smith and Budde 
(SBOT) prefer Hurai ; Klost. (on ’$Sam.,’ Z.C.) and Kittel 
(SBOT) defend Hiddai (’?iI), out of which ’1-F could so easily 
have been corrupted. Marq. (Fund. 20) however suggests that 
assac [CW, 2 S. 23 301 is a corruption ’for &ha:, and would 
restqre ’s~n (cp Hadlai, z Ch. 28 12). Adlai (I Ch. 27 29) is also 
possible. See GEBER, 2. 

HURAM (b?Vl). I. b. Bela in a genealogy of 
BENJAMIN (y.v., § 9) ,  I Ch. 8 5 f :  (Kal -yepa Ka [sic] 
U W $ U ~ $ U K  Kat wip  [B], Kal yqpu K U ~  uw$av Kai axtpa 
K U ~  iwip [A], yqpa K U L  oe?r$ap ~ u l  apouup [L]). I n  
P’s list in Nu. 2 6 3 9  the name appears as HUPHAM 

(Y... 1. 
2. and 3. See HIRAM. 

HURI (+?ln, 5 8 1 ) ;  in Gadite genealogy; I Ch. 

HUSBAND (Eh) ,  Gen. 36. See FAMILY, KIN-  

HUSHAH (@3; WCAN [BA], oycer [L]), a 

5 14f (oup[~]i [BAL]). 

SHIP, MARRIAGE. 

Hurite name (see HUR,  and cp Edomite HUSHAM):  
the context seems to suggest a locality ( I  Ch. 44f’). 
Sibbecai (less correctly Mebunnai in z S. 2327) was a 
Hushathite (ytm). 

05’s renderings of n d n n  are: 2 S. 21 18, b a u ~ a ~ w 8 s ~  [BI, b 
aovuau~wv8cr [A], b XcTTaLos [L] ; 2 S. 2327, TOV avwfJsiTou [Bl, 
TOV auw. [A] b xe88c [L] ; I Ch. 11 29, b a h  [B], b ra8er [N], 
b auw& [Al,’u~os wua8r [L] ; I Ch. 204, 8wuaSsc [Bl, b ouua8r 
[A], 6 euua8L [L]. 

HUSHAI (+@a i l ,  perhaps related to 9v!’gs, as Huram 
[Hiram] to Abiram ; see ABISHAI and cp Cook, E@. T. 
10  5266 [‘gg]; otherwise Gray, NPN 323 ; xoyce~ [B, 
and in z S. 16 175, A], - C I  [AL]), the ARCHITE. z S. 
1532-17 15 I K. 4 16 I Ch. 27 33 ; see BAANA, 2. Hushai 

1 For the intrusive w in YnWqN there is the analogy of 
Elihaph for ELIHOREPH. 
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Cycl., from which several sentences in the above have been 
taken. , S. A. C. 

HOZAI, in RV, or Hosai, in AVrnS, as a proper name, 
represents in z Ch. 3319 ( ‘  the history of Hozai ’), 
where RVmg. and AV have ‘ the seers ’ (the sayings of . -  
the seers). 

Kautzsch, with @BAL ([TLvI h6ywv T;Y b p i r v ~ o v ) ,  reads 
Dqiin? ; Budde(2A TW, ’92, p. 38 Yin) ‘his [Manasseh‘s] seers,’ 
which is easier, and is accepted by Kittel. 
8 6, col. 767, n. I. 

HURROK (Pp?, IAKANA [B], IKWK [AI, CIKWA 
TL]), a place in Naphtali (Josh. 1934),  but hardly Yski~k, 
812;. of Safed (Rob.), which is too far N. The  name is 
probably corrupt (cp HUKOK). 

HUROE ($?%I ; IKAK [B] etc.), I Ch. 660[75]. See 
HELKATH. 

HUL (h, oyA [AEL]), Gen. 1023 I Ch. 117. 
An Aramaean region ; see GEOGRAPHY, 5 20. 

HULDAR (a;)?, ‘weasel,’ ‘ mole,’ cp Achbor, 
‘ mouse,‘ and see HELDAI : otherwise we might explain 
‘ long-lived,’ 67, 68 : Palm. &l: OAAAN [BAL]), 
a prophetess, whose husband Shallum held the court 
office (or temple office) of ‘keeper of the wardrobe’ 
( z  K. 2 2 1 4 3  = 2  Ch. 34azj?).  The strangely insiguifi- 
cant notice, ‘Now she dwelt at Jerusalem in the Mishneh’ 
(RV ‘ second quarter ‘), is due to an error like that in the 
text of I S. 1754 (see No”). The true reading no doubt 
is, ‘ Now she was sitting in the upper part of the gate 
of the old city’-in a public, central position, ready to 
receive those who desired to ‘inquire of YahwB.’ It 
was to Huldah that the priest Hilkiah and his four 
companions resorted when the alarmed king bade them 
’inquire of Yahwk’ after the reading of the law-book 
found in the temple. Her response is not preserved in 
its original form; the slender promise in 71. 20 was 
certainly not enough to kindle in Josiah such extra- 
ordinary zeal as chap. 23 describes. ‘ Tell ye the man 
that sent you unto me’ (v. 15) looks original, and vv. 186 
196 may be fragments of the true oracle ; the rest has 
been thoroughly recast in accordance with the melancholy 
facts of history (see Stade, Gesch. 1 6 5 2 3 ,  Benzinger, 
ad Zac. ). 

Why did not the deputation consult Jeremiah in 
preference ? Probably they were afraid of him ; Huldah, 
sitting in the chamber of a city gate, was evidently a 
p@uZur personage. Peritz (JBL 17 142 [‘98]) sees a trace 
of the importance of women in the ancient religious 
rites : but the connection is obscure. Cp DEUTERONOMY, 

RUMTAR (npg? : Josh. 15 54f : EYMA [B], XAM- 

MAT& [A], AMMAT& [L]), a place in the hill-country 
of Judah, mentioned between Aphekah and Hebron. 
Grove (Smith’s DB) remarks on its resemblance to 
KEipaB (Kimath), mentioned in bB I S. 30 29 between 
yo9 ( =yeBBop= Jattir) and aa$eK ( =Siphmoth) as a 
town in S. Judah. Evidently the two names are the 
same. 

In another interpolation (see v. 28, @E) Humtah appears as 
a++aScc (cp appara above) between Aroer and Siphmoth. Cp 
We. and Klo. ad bc. Cp further CHADIASAI. 

See CHRONICLES, 

5 2 (end). T. K. C. 

T. K. C. 

HUNTING (VY), Gen. 2730. See VENISON. 
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HUSHAM 
filled the office of ‘friend’ (y? [I Ch. 27331, n&ql [ z  S.  
1537 16161; h~uipos [B in z S. 1 5 g 2 ] )  of king David. 
See FRIEND. 

By a simulated adherence to the cause of Absalom, 
Hushai was able to get his advice preferred to that of 
Ahithophel and thus brought about the downfall of 
Absalom. See AHITHOPHEL.3 

HUSHAM (W$? [Gen.], b@7l [Chron.]; Aaop 
[BADL, om. E]), the third Edomite king (Gen. 36343  
I Ch. 1 4 5 3  ) His city is not named ; but he is described 
as ‘of the land of the Temanites.’ For a possible 
connection of the name with one of the stories in 
Judges, see CUSHAN-RISHATHAIM. 

HUSHATHITE (+Q!$?), 2 S. 21 18. See HUSHAH. 

HUSHIM ( W ~ n ,  perhaps transposed from DtJW ; 
other forms are Dtjj?, I Ch. 7 12, and D+@9n, I Ch. 8 8 ; 
OCIM [AI). 

I. The name of ‘the sons of Dan’ in Gen. 4623 (VLOL BF Sau 
amp [DL], v. S F  Sac Saua. [A])4=Nu. 26423 ,  S H U H A M ( U ~ ~ [ F ] L  
[BF], -Sq [AI, -we [Ll). 

2. The name of ‘the sons of Aher’ in I Ch. 7 12 (mi vloi pawe 
vibs a h o Q  asp [B], K .  V .  opa auop v .  a. app [A], K .  V .  repprpov8 
~amxmd v .  a. [L]). 

3. Probably the same as (I) a name in a genealugy of 
BENJAMIN ( g . ~ .  55 3, g, ii. p ) :  Ch. 8 8  ( U ~ U L U  [B], w u e ~ p  [Ll); 
and S 11 (omfifv [Bl, pewuetp [LI). (Cp /QR 11 104, ij 2.) 

HUSKS ( KEPAT~A, Le. ,  ‘ little horns’ ; ‘carobs’ [Pesh. 
and Syr. Sin.]: ‘carobs of the sea’ rSyr. Curet.]).5 
The  prodigal son, when reduced to tend the swine of a 
Gentile, would fain have kept off hunger with ‘ t he  
husks that the swine did ea t ’  (Lk. 1516). So at least 
EV, obscuring one of the most striking touches in the 
parable. The ’ hnsks,‘ as explained in RVmE,, are the 
pods of the carob tree (MH xnr+ o y g = A r .  &nrrzib2t9z), 
also called the locust tree (Ceratonia ; i l ipa) ,  which is 
a characteristic tree of the shores of the Mediterranean, 
and common in Palestine from Hebron northwards. Cp 
Theophrast. i. 11 2 : Dioscor. i. 158. 

The foliage is dense (see HUT); the leaves are ‘ like those of our 
ash, but the leaflets more rounded and very dark, glossy and 
evergreen.6 It  blossoms at the end of February, and the’pods 
are found in enormous quantities in April and May. They are 
flat and narrow, from six to ten inches in length, of the shape of 
a horn whence the Greek name [as above]. These husks are to 
he see; on the stalls in all Oriental towns, where they are sold 
for food’ (Tristram, NHB 361). 

Carob-pods, then, to the prodigal son took the place 
of bread-a poor but by no means an innutritious 
substitute.’ There are certainly two (2 I<. 625 18 27 
11 Is. 3612), and most probably three (Is. 120) OT 
passages in which the carob-pods may be referred to 
(see Che. Bccpos., July ’99) .  

I. P K. 625, which should run thus, when the errors of an 
early scribe have been removed: ‘ . . . and, behold, they 
besieged it, until a homer of lentils (0’P;Y l$ was sold for 
fifty (so @) shekels, and a quarter of a cor (13) of carob-pods 
(o*?rig,) for five shekels.’ 

Perhaps the same as 

See AHER, DAN, 5 9. 

HUZZAB 

1 0; the anomalyof for np:! in st.  Constr: see Driver 
on z S. 1537. ‘Friend of David’ should of course be added 
(with @BAL) after ‘ Archite’ in 2 S. 15 32, the first mention of 
Hushai. 
3 R elsewhere and AL everywhere have joined the Gentilic ‘ Archite’ to draipos and produced the title ap,ywxups, ‘chief 

friend,’ which BR once (I Ch. 27 33) translate 6 wpwros +ihop 
7 0 ;  PIT‘hioOP. 

3 For a criticism of the narratives see AJSL, April 1900, pp. 
1625 

4 On auop=-pWn see Ball SEOT, on Gen. 4G23. 
5 This reference to Curetbn. is due to Mr. M‘Lean. The 

carob-tree, however, is not confined to the littoral region. 
Several localities in Galilee in the Talmudic period bore names 
compounded with 317n (Neub. Gdoir. 266). Pesh. reuders 
D’eN$ (Is. 52 4) freely ‘carohs.’ 
6 i n  Enoch 32 4 the leaf of the tree of wisdom is compared to 

that of the carob tree. 
7 Carobs are largely used in the composition of Thorley’s 

food for cattle. English corn-dealers supply the pods under the 
name of ‘locusts. The brown hard seeds used to be the 
weights employed by jewellers for weighing gold and silver ; 
hence the familiar term ‘carat.‘ 

2. 2 K. 18 27 : ‘ . . . to the men who sit on the wall to eat their. 
carob-pods ( D p l ? l )  and to drink their sour wine ( o p )  wiih 
yon.’ So Is. 36 12. 

3. Is. 120: ‘ I f  ye be willing and obedient, the good of the- 
land shall ye eat ; but if ye refuse and resist, carob-pods shall 
ye eat (?s?Kk D3?3irJ).’ So by a happy guess the Midrash. 
Wayyikrci Ra66.i 35. 

In a.  
time of siege, when better victuals were scarce, men 
were only too glad of carob-pods and vinegar, and were. 
sometimes even reduced to buy these at a high price. 
I t  is worth noticing that not a few coarse passagcs in 
the O T  are due to corruption of the text. Cp DOVE’S 
DUNG. 

4. It is a probable view that another reference to. 
carob-pods occurs in Mt. 34 (John the Baptist’s. 

It is true, the handbooks tell us that ‘ the Greek word’ 
for locusts [ d ~ p l b f s ]  shows the insect to be meant ; not. 
the ceratonia pods’ (Sir Joseph Hooker, in Queen’s. 
Printers’ Aids, 39 [ ‘80]) ,  and Bochart’s references. 
for the eating of locusts have been copied again and 
again. The fact that dried locusts were and still are- 
eaten is undenied (cp Lev. 1122). Common sense, 
however, tells us that locusts would not have bcen 
preferred by the Baptist as his habitual food to nourish- 
ment supplied by the soil. Humility would not pass. 
over the ordinary food of the poorest class, viz. carob- 
pods. It was a Jewish sdying that ‘ Israel needs K ; ; ~ I J :  

(carob-pods) to do repentance’ ( Wuyyi&rci R. 35) .  and. 
the Baptist was KUT’ 6$ox4v, the preacher of repentance. 
Mt. 3 is thoroughly Semitic in phraseology : the Greek: 
translator or adapter may easily have made mistakes. 
~ m i n  was possibly mistaken for ~ m n  or &jin by one. 
who remembered the Tg. of Lev. 1122. Thomson’s 
remark (LB 665), ‘ The name of “ St. John’s Brcnd” 
has been given to the gelatinous pods of this trce by- 
pious pilgrims, anxious to rescue the Baptist from the- 
imputation of feeding on locusts,’ only shows that the. 
realism of pilgrims may now and then be worth more. 
than the learning of doctors. 

These three passages are mutually illustrative. 

‘ locusts ’). 

Cp JOHN THE BAPTIST. 
T. IC. C. 

HUT, RV, AV COTTAGE, IS. 2 4 z o t  (n$p). IU IS. 

18a the same Hebrew word is rendered ‘ lodge,’ in3 
order not to tamper with a familiar piece of dignified: 
old English. In Job 2718 (cp MOTH) and in Is. l a b  
a synonymous word ( n m j l  is rendered BOOTH. All. 
these words mean the temporary shelter erected for the. 
‘watcher ’ ( i s j ,  n6:Zr, Job 27 18) in a vineyard or garden. 
of cucumbers. 

The  sort of booth now used in Syria is well described! 
by Wetzstein in Del. HiobP), 348, and an illustratiom 
is given in SBOT, ‘Isaiah,’ 162 (cp Niebuhr, BesL-hreib. 
.ZI. Arudien, I, Tab. 15, Fig. F). As the illustration: 
shows, the floor or platform is sometimes bound at the- 
corners to four poles, at some distance above the ground ; 
the roof is formed of boughs of trees or matting. From 
its dense foliage, the carob-tree (see H u s ~ t s )  is specially 
adapted to supplythe branches required (cp Bliss, PEFQ, 
July ’99, p. 189).  The same practical sense dictated the 
very common arrangement of huts of boughs on the- 
house-tops in the heat of summer (see BED, § I ,  end). 
The garden-huts ( ~ T w ~ o # u X ~ K L O ~ ,  6, Is. IS), however, 
are the more striking emblems of instability. When the. 
withes with which they are bound are loosened by t h e  
winds of autumn, the shelter soon falls asunder and 
becomes aruinous heap (cp Is. 2420). Cp SCARECROW.. 

HUZ (?la), Gen. 2221 ; RV Uz. 

HUZZAB (357 ; H YT-~OCTACIC [BKAQ]), a corrupt- 
word in Nah. 2; [8], which Rabbinic commentators. 
supposed to be the name of the Assyrian queen. RV”’g. 

1 In I K. 20 IZ 16 RVmg. renders ilh, sukkbtlz, ‘huts’. (EW 
PAVILIONS); hut see SUCCOTH, I (end). 
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HYACINTH 
treats it as a Hophal, from 29,-' and it is decreed ' 
.(so De Dieu ; AVmg. is still less plausible). 

The first question is whether ;mh 3 y m  belongs properly to v. 7 
I S ]  or to v. 6 [TI. In the former case, the conjectures offered under 
NAHUM are more plausible than the renderingsof AV and RV ; in 
the latter, we require a noun in apposition to 'the palace' such 
.as (I S. 13 23), and may render, ' the palace is in consterna- 
tion, thegarrison is terrified' (5321 for nnh).' 

JACINTH (g.v.) . See also SAPPHIRE, PRECIOUS 
STONES. 

HYENA, but EV HYENA (yIIy, J-ig), Y A I N A ) ,  
Ecclus. 1318+. The  SZ6iaziZ' is the striped hyzena, H. 
stiiatu, of S. Asia and N. Africa, which is meant. 
T o  express the intensity of class-hatred among the later 
Jews the wise man asks, 'Whence should there be peace 
between the hyaena and the dog? whence peace between 
the rich man and the poor?' I t  is true, he speaks only 
of the abhorrence of the rich for the poor ; but the Psalms 
.offer proof enongh of the abhorrence of the poor for 
the rich. Indeed, Ben Sira himself evidently takes the 
part of the poor, for the hyzena is, in the eyes of the 
natives of Palestine, the meanest of the. beasts of prey 
except the jackal. I t  is very cowardly, and attacks living 
animals only under pressure of hunger. Its food is 
carrion ; it prowls about the graveyards, or if it meets 
with a skeleton already picked clean by vultures, it can 
still make a meal off it by crushing the bones with its 
powerful jaws and extracting the marrow. Those bones 
which baffle its gnawing power it carries back to its 
den. W e  thus see the force 
of the bitter cry of YahwB, according to 6, in Jer. n9, 
' Is-my heritage (become) a hyaena's den to me? ' 

The passage is no doubt difficult ; for another quite possible 
view of it see BIRD, col. 576, n. 2. @'s reading however 
is in harmony with v. 8. Probably there is no'interroga! 
tion. The first B'Yn should be nip; the second, ni8n. The 
second line will then become 'wild beasts (i.e hyscnas, etc.) 
are round about it' (Che.). Then the other &d beasts are 
summoned to aid in the desolation of Israel. On the form $Jb$ 
see Lag. Uebws. 36 ; but cp Kdn. LehyZ. 2a 137, n. 3. 

W e  also meet with the hyaena in a place-name; 
valley of ZEBOIM [p.v.] probably means 'valley of 
hyaenas.' The  Horite proper name 'ZIBEON'  [p.v.] 
also may be connected with the name of the same 
animal. This is not to be wondered at. The hyaena 
plays an important part in early Arabian beliefs (cp 
ReL Senz.(2) 129, 133; Kinsh@, 198;  and Lane, s.v. 
pad'un), and the diminutive form do6uy'a is found fre- 
quently as a tribal name in Arabia, indicating perhaps a 
totemic belief. 

An animal, half hyzena and half wolf, concerning which 
Arabian fables have much to say is the Sim' ( s i w z ' ~ ~ ) ,  whose 
name, according to Robertson Smith, was borne by the totem- 
clans Sint' (a division of the Medinites). Cp also the Sam'&%, 
and perhaps Heb. SHIMEI, SIMEON. 

T. K. c. 
HYACINTH ( Y h K I N e I N O C ) I  Rev. 917 RV, AV 

As a rule it is solitary. 

A .E .  S.-S. A. C.-T. K. C. 

HYDASPES ( Y A ~ C ~ H C  [BRA]), a river mentioned 
in Judith 1 6  along with the Euphrates and the Tigris. 
The  context shows that it cannot he the Indian 
Hydaspes (Jelum). On the assumption that the present 
reading is correct, it has been suggested that it is 
the Choaspes-which some commentators understand 
by the ' Medus Hydaspes ' of Virgil (Geoyg. 4211). The  
Vg. reads Zudason; but the Syriac has u l o f ,  Le. ,  
ULAI ( q . ~ . ) ,  and Ball (against Fritzsche) regards this 
as the probable original. 

HYMENEUS ( Y M E N ~ I O C  [Ti.WH]). W e  cannot 
critically assert that Hyrnenaeus was ' a false teacher of 
the time of St. Paul.' He is mentioned in I Tim. lzo 
2 Tim. 217. In  the former passage he is represented 
as belonging (with Alexander) to those who have 
deliberately ' thrust away' both ' faith ' and ' a good 

1 Ruben(PSBA, June 'g8)keeps ;mh, and too boldly explains 
it 'is frightened,' from Assyrian. 
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HYMNS 
:onscience,' and have ' made shipwreck as regards the 
kith,' and who have been 'given over (by the writer) 
:o the Satan, that they may learn by chastisement not 
:o blaspheme.' In the latter he is included (with 
PHILETUS) among those who have ' swerved from the 
-ight direction ( ? ~ U T ~ X T U W )  as regards the truth,' saying 
that ' the resurrection has taken place already' ( i e . ,  
in the intellectual sphere, Iren. Haw. 231), and who 
'subvert the faith of some,' leading them (as v. 
Jlearly implies) into the practice of ' unrighteousness. 
By comparing 2 Tim. 2 16 18 with I Tim. 6 20 1 6  we 
see that the doctrine of a past resurrection belonged to 
that 'empty verbiage ' which constitutes ' gnosis falsely 
3 0  called ' ( ~ ~ v o + w v i a s ,  pamioAoyluv, T ? ~ S  $a~8wul ipov 
yvhuews). All this, as Jiilicher (summing up the con- 
clusions of a long period of criticism) has pointed out, 
is thoroughly un-  Pauline. W e  cannot, therefore, be 
jure that there were forerunners of the later Gnosis (cp 
T ~ O K ~ T T O U U W ,  z Tim. 2 6) named Hymenaeus, Alexander, 
and Philetus in Paul's time. And though it is no 
doubt possible to explain I Tim. l z o  as a reference 
to an act of ' giving over to Satan,' said to have been 
performed by Paul (cp I Cor. 5 5 )  upon persons called 
Hymenzus and Alexander ( a  reference which had for 
its object the suggestion of church penalties for Gnostic 
teachers contemporary with the real writer of I Tim. ), 
how do we know that the evidence of this fact (if evidence 
there were) was historically sound? W e  have to do 
with mere possibilities, and though it is reasonable to 
suppose that the author of the Pastoral Epistles, who 
shows such zeal for truth, was not a mere romancer, 
how can we tell that the presumed sources from 
which he (e-. hy9othesi) drew were worthy of the credit 
which he gave to them? The name Hymenaeus may 
even suggest that in the source from which the writer 
possibly drew, the name of this Gnostic teacher was 
given him as an ironical nickname, because he ' forbade 
to marry' (see I Tim. 43). Cp PHILETUS. PASTORAL 
EPISTLES, EXCOMMUNICATION, GNOSIS. 

Cp Zahn, EinL 1412 472 486, who points out that in the Acta 
Thecle, 14, Demas and Hermogenes ( z  Tim. 1 15 4 I O )  take the 
place of HymenZeus and Philetus. 

Psalms and hymns and songs ( a h a ! ) ,  
suggested by the Spirit of God, and designed for use in 
the Christian assemblies; are spoken of in Col. 316 
Eph. 5 19. The former passage is the fuller, and seems 

I? 

T. K. C. 

HYMNS. 

to-be.imitated in the latter. ~ 

' Let the word which tells of Christ (6 h6voc TOO XOLUTOO) dwell 
in f&-midst abundantly, while in 'all &dom i e ~ t e a i h  and 
instruct yourselves while with psalms, hymns, spirit-given s,ovgs 
ye sing pleasantliwith your (whole) hearts to God . . . giving 
thanks to God the Father by him' (Col. 3 16). 

' Be filled with spiritual influence, while ye speak to yourselves 
in psalms and hymns and spirit-given songs, singing songs and 
chanting psalms with your (whole) heart to the Lord . . , while 
ye give thanks always for all things ' (Eph. 5 19). 

The predominant tone of Christians is to be one of 
thanksgiving. Teaching or learning is not to be a 
1. Nature. mere intellectual exercise : the truths 

taught or learned are to blossom, as it 
were, into hymns. Indeed, not only teaching, but also 
all words spoken and all deeds done are to suggest articu- 
late or inarticulate thanksgiving to God the Father. 
The  hymns are described by three terms, the first of 
which (psalms) may imply the influence of OT models, 
though it need not do more than express the suitableness 
of the songs spoken of to be accompanied with music.1 
The songs are further described as ?rveupamm--i.e., 
suggested by the divine spirit which (or, who) dwells in 
the community, and those who are to sing the songs are 
directed to do so dv xdpm 2--i. e . ,  pleasantly-so as to 

1 Plut. Alex. M. 67 : p o h a  uvplyywv Ka? ajAGv, +S<c TP m\L 
+aAp9.  

2 The reading of TR (& X&~LTL)  is that of AN*Cut vid. Dc rei. 
Arm. ; 2v .ii x h p ~ ~  is read by BN= D*FG, Clem. The former is 
not the best attested ; but it is the most suitable reading. Even 
as a conjecture it would be worth acceptirig. Cp Col. 46. Von 
Soden's rendering 'with thankfulness' for ;v ~ 1 j  ,&:P'T:P' is not, 
indeed, inappropriate; but it is too bold. 
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HYMNS HYPOCRISY, HYPOCRITE 
Palm Sunday, see HOSANNA), are obviously Jewish 
Christian hymns. Israel is the ‘people’ which is 
redeemed ; its believing members are the ‘ poor ’ who 
are comforted. I t  is for no merely worldly conqueror, 
however, that these Christian psalmists look, but for one 
who can communicate ‘ forgiveness of sins.’ I t  is the 
Christian community which speaks, and these ’ canticles‘ 
gain in beauty and in interest by the recognition of this. 
That  Reschl and Warfield should hold that Mary 
herself wrote the Magnzijcat, is unfortunate. The latter 
scholar, however, admits that ‘had we met with the 
Magnzijcat in the midst of the Psalter it would have 
occasioned no suspicion and seemed in no sense out of 
place ’ (Expositor, ’85 6, 304). 

The &d or songs given in the Apocalypse are 
more distinctlv DrODhetiC than the canticles in the 

charm both singers and hearers. It is a mistake to 
infer from ‘ in your heart(s) ’ (Bv TU% K U ~ ~ ~ U L S  [or ~ f i  
~ u p s l p ]  6pLjv) that the singing is to be purely inward, as 
if the phrase formed an  antithesis to ‘ teaching.’ Inward 
psalm-singing would certainly not have contented the 
writer of Colossians. A spiritual impulse comparable in 
intensity to that of wine must have suggested audible 
expressions of praise. The  phrase quoted is like &, 
which can undoubtedly mean ‘with all your heart,’ 
‘heartily’ (the instrumental ‘with’  as in Ps. 122 [3] 152). 

These are not the earliest references to ‘ spirit-given 
songs ’ among Christians. The language of the writers 
2. Source. may perhaps presuppose the existence of a 

stock of songs, which were known (in more 
than one sense) by heart, and naturally rose to the lips 
even of those who had themselves no poetic gift. Turn- 
ing to I Cor. we find ourselves in a somewhat different 
atmosphere. Says the apostle-‘ What is it then, 
brothers? Whenever you come together, each one has 
a psalm . . .’ ( I  Cor. 1426). He means not that 
every Christian in the assembly feels au impulse to utter 
a freshly inspired psalm, but, as the context shows, that 
there is a conflict of gifts ; one man breaking into song, 
another into a speech in a strange tongue. I t  some- 
times even happened that the ‘ spirit-given song’ was in 
a strange tongue, and unintelligible to the i8i6rvs or 
‘ plain man,’ so that the apostle has to declare that for 
his part if anything obscure comes out of his lips under 
inspiration he will not omit to interpret it. 

‘ I will pray with the spirit, and I will pray also with 
the mind. I will chant a psalm with the spirit, and I 
will chant a psalm also with the mind ’ ( I  Cor. 14 15). 

T o  do justice to these N T  facts we must consider two 
points : ( I )  the long continuance of the practice of 
writing psalms among the post-exilic Jews, and (2) the 
close affinity between prophecy and the composition of 
psalms for the use of the faithful. T o  illustrate the 
former point, we may refer to the Psalms of Solomon, 
the psalms in the Greek Daniel, in Judith and Tobit, 
and in the ‘ Assumption of Moses ’ ; to illustrate the 
litter, to  the prophetic character of Miriam and Deborah 
(both writers of ‘ spirit-given songs ’ )  and to the frequent 
occurrences of an oracular tone in the canonical psalms 
(cp Hickes, The Spirit of Enthusiasm Exorcised, 31 f: 
[ITOg]). Since the Jewish psalms were certainly not 
uttered at random, but had their proper place in the 
services, we may assume that the psalms referred to by 
the apostle also had their proper place. Paul speaks of 
prayer and praise (?rpoueI;~eaBar and )DdhXew) together. 
This would be the natural combination in the very 
earliest liturgical arrangements. From the fact, how- 
ever, that ‘ a psalm’ ()DaXp6s) is mentioned alone in 
1426, we may infer (with Weizsacker) that the song of 
praise was as a rule more prominent than prayer (in the 
usual sense of the word).z 

According to the scholar just mentioned, the psalm 
spoken of by Paul was not necessarily in every case a 
new and original composition. Certainly. But it does 
appear to be a probable inference that there was in 
every case a new and original element in it. Inspiration 
appears to be presupposed, and the inspiration of the 
canonical psalms, though often secondary in character, 
never fails’to add some touches which redeem the work 
from the discredit of absolute unoriginality ; if there be 
any exceptions to this rule, let it be conceded that such 
psalms have only been admitted to make up the required 
number of 150. 

The songs ascribed in Lk. to Mary, Simeon, and 
Zachariah, and known to us as the Marnificat, the 

Cp GOSPELS, 5 26, n. 

- I  

3. The Gospel Nunc Dimittis, and the Benedictus ( to 
which we may add the GZooria in Ex- 
cezsis and DerhaDS the Hosanna of songs, -~ 

1 The Apostolic Age, 2 259. 
2 h?~, ‘prayer,’ can include h??, ‘song of praise.’ See 

I S. 2 T Jon. 2 I [z ] ,  and the headings of Ps. 17 86 90 142 
Hsb. 3. 
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4. Songs of the Gospels. Weizsacker (Apost. Age, 2260) 
Apocalypse. divides them into two classes-those 

which are related bv their contents to 
the prophecy of the book, and those khich, the contents 
being of a general nature, may be traditional. T o  the 
former class belong the song of triumph in chap. 18, the 
nuptial ode in 191-8, and the triumphal chant of the 
twenty-four elders in heaven, 11 17 f: T o  the latter 
belong the songs in 411 59f. IZJ  153J 11175 
The  tone of triumph which pervades these odes or 
hymns is not less characteristically Christian than 
Jewish. ‘ Carmenpe Christ0 quasi Deo dicere secuin 
invicem’ are the well-known words of Pliny (E$. 97). 

All these songs display in their structure, in more or less per- 
fection the characteristics of Hebrew poetry. It was a true 
insighiwhich led the writer of codex A of the Greek Bible to 
place the ‘prayers’ of Mary (n ip  &OT6KOv),  Simeon, and 
Zachariah, together with the 6gvar 2wBrv6s of the Gloria i7t 
Excelsis (with an appendix of quotations from the psalms), at 
the end of the $ai which follow the Psalms of Solomon. On 
the reading of Lk. 314 (& bvBpiraors cQGoKias or eQGoda) and on 
the arrangement and rendering of the hymn, see WH, ii. App. 
55f: T. K. C. 

HYPOCRISY, HYPOCRITE, HYPOCRITICAL. 
AV’s rendering of ?in (Job 8 13 [eight times in Job], Ps. 35 16 

Prov.llgIs. 916[171106326 3314)~ forwhichRrhassubstituted 
respectively ‘ godless,’ ‘profane,’ ‘ profapeness. But in Ecclus. 
129 3215 332, RV retains ‘hypocrite’(in z Macc. 625 RV ‘dis- 
siinulatiou’),andinMt.625 1 6 7 5  Lk.121 I Pt.Z~etc.(alarge 
group of passages). & o ~ p ~ n j s = l J ?  is found in @ in Job 3430 
3B r g t ,  an inconsistency due to the incorporation of passages of 
Theod. Aq., Theod., and Sym., all sometimes have ~ o K ~ L + ,  

& ~ K ~ L U W ,  for 117, Ian. Is this due to the imposition of a late 
meaning on passages where i n  really has quite another sense.? 
Or niay we hold with H a t a  (BiUicaZ Greek, 92) that ‘early 
in the second ceutury and among Greek-speaking Jews ’ $WOK 

had come to connote positive badness or irreligion? Tb deci8; 
these points we must observe that on exegetical grounds lJ.5 
&tiniA in the OT must primarily mean ‘polluted. 

A &in$ is not simply a wicked person ; he is one 
who by impiety has become unholy, and therefore 
cannot enter God‘s presence (Job 1316). This loss of 
religions standing of course implies certain moral or 
immoral characteristics. First of all, ‘speaking impiety’ 
(?hi, Is. 917 [16])-a note of character which is also 
assigned to the ‘impious’ man (533, see FOOL) in Is. 
326. Nest, the unholy state involves (as indeed these 
two passages imply) the commission of wicked actions, 
such as violation of the marriage bond (Jer. 3 I [.I), 
murder (Xu. 3533 Is. 245 Ps. 10638), and apostasy 
(Dan. 1 1 3 2 ) .  For a community to be &in@ involves 
its abandonment by its God to a foreign oppressor (Is. 
106 Mic. 411). 

As a class-name &in$ appears to be late (see refer- 
ences above) ; binef (Is. 3 2 6 )  and &inuppa8 (Jer. 
23 15) are also late. 

The verh &n$f first appears in Jer. 31 z q 2311 where (as 
also in Mic. 4 11, later than the prophet Micah) it cl:axly means 
‘to he polluted.’ In the Psalter, remarkably enough, the class- 
name h&f  occurs only once and then only if we emend the 
text ; ihe ‘hypocritical (RV ’profane ’) mockers in feasts’ of 

1 Ausserkanon. Parallelfexfe, 3 q f l  
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HYRGANUS HYSSOP 
AV(Ps.3516)must disappear; but in Ps.146[71(=535[6]) 
should probably be restored (for ’?q, ?in). The sense ‘polluted ’ 
is supported by Pesh. (the verb q:,$=t’naf) and Tg. (the verb 
sometimes= p). 

The facts here adduced appear decisive. If Jesus 
used Aram. pun@ in  the sense of the O T  q?c, he cannot 
have meant to convey the idea of ‘hypocrite.’ It is 
not certain, however, that he did. There may have 
been a second Heb. and Aram. root ?in meaning ‘ to 
be untruthful,’ ‘ dishonest ’ (cp Ar. panufa, ‘ to incline’ ; 
/inn+, ‘ to be bandy-legged ’). 

In Am. Tad. 1818, &n@u apparently means ‘to slander’ (y.), and in old Egypt &nfi seems to he a Semitic loan-word 
= false,’ applied to weights (WMM, PSBA, 6th Feb. ’94). It  
is apparently this second root which has established itself in 
New Hebrew (n?ac=hypocrisy, dishonesty, flattery) and has 
produced the renderings of the Greek versions of the OT 
referred to and perhaps also the Syriac use of hanfi, ‘pagan 
the word khich corresponds to the i B v i ~ 6 s  of’ Mt. 67 18 17 d 
Curet., Sin., Pesh. 

On the whole it seems unwise, until further evidence 
is produced, to change the rendering of ~ T O K ~ ~ T U ~  in  
the NT into ‘ impious ones’ ‘,as suggested by Hatch. 
Probably, however, dishonest ones ’ would be better 
than ‘ hypocrites.’ Jesus may, perhaps, have been 
thinking of the false Pharisees, called in a well-known 
saying ‘ the dyed ones.’ 

differs from that given in the 
recent lexicons. BDB connects &inzf with Ar. hanafa, ‘to in- 
cline or decline,: whence hanif a plied by Mohammed to 
Moslems (as inclining to the t r h f  Yet, somewhFt incon- 
sistently, BDB gives as the first sense ‘to be polluted. Ges.W) 
on the other hand gives two Arabic connections and, quite 
consistently, makes the first meaning ‘to be impidus, or faith- 
less.’ Neither lexicon, however, explains how the senses ‘ to he 
impious‘ and ‘to be polluted’ are conyected * .?a& in Heb. and 
ianf2 in Aram. never mean ‘impious. Thit’falseness and im- 
&etv are connected. is easv to understand (see TRUTH): but 

See PHARISEES. 
The above explanation of 

the itatement ‘the iand w& polluted’ could‘not he expkssed 
by words which might permissibly be rendered ‘the land was 
untruthful.’ On the difficult class-term hangsee We. Heid.N 
2383 250 (end); also Lane, Lex., who states that according 
to some it was applied by idolaters to themselves as a term 
of praise, whilst according to others it was applied by them 
to those who followed the Din Ibrxhim. It is not clear that 
BDB is right in comparing the Heb. class-term &inZfwith 
the Ar. class-term hanv; buf this Lex. renders a service by 
pointing out however inconsistently that hEnCf implies pri- 
marily not :wickedness ’ but ‘ pollukon.’ This was the view 
of thoie famous Jewish iexicographers the Karaite David ben 
Abraham (10th cent.) and Ibn Jan& &th cent.), both of whom 
define as meaning ‘defilement.’l 

Eustathius, the commentator on the Iliad, gives this interest- 
ing definition of ‘ hypocrite’ (on 11. $, 564, ap. Schleusner) :- 
~ V O K P L T ~ S  aapd T O ~  6u~eeoysv& b$~opurv & p$ i~ JNxijs A+v 3 
rrpd~rwv, py62 6a.p + P O V S L ,  orroiwo ap&~ms pdhwna ol i~ b’vpiA$s, 
OL UK$YLKOL. This will express the ordinaryview of the meaning 
of the ‘hypocrites’ of the Gospels ; but it is not altogether what 
Jesus meant. We need an interpretation of the word acbually 
spoken by esus which will cover both the wickedness which 
actsapart& e . ~ .  inMt .6n516Mk.76Lk.64213q)and  the 
wickedness wbch keeds not to simulate, and is readily recog- 
nised as rroqpia (Mt. 2218 Lk. 2023).  Cp Lk. 12 46, where 
dalu~ov is II to Mt.’s ~ W O K ~ C T G V ,  and is most naturally para- 
phrased ‘ irreligious.’ 

HYRCANUS. I. For  John Hyrcanus, see MAC- 
CABEES, § 7. 

2. (upmsos TOO ~w@Iou[v]),  son of Tobias, who had 
a large amount of wealth deposited in the temple at 
the time when Heliodorus came to plunder it (2 Macc. 
313, A V  HIRCANUS). The name was not uncommon 
among Jews, owing to the deportation of Jews to 
Hyrcania by Ochus about 350 B. c. 0). Nevertheless, it 
is plausible to identify this Hyrcanus with the ‘Jewish 

Che. Notesand Cn‘tidsnzr on the He6. Text of Is. (‘E%), 

T. K. C. 

Pa 13. 

Alcibiades ’ of the same name (referred to in Jos. Ant. 
xii. ~ I I ) ,  who, like his father, became a collector of t h e  
revenue of Palestine under the Egyptian government. 
T h e  splendid remains of‘ArZk el-Emir (see Baed. Pal: P), 
173) still attest his magnificence, and an inscription 
copied there by Gautier has led Clermont Ganneau 
(Rev. Crit. ,’  97, p. 503) to conclude that the Jewish name 
of the builder was Tobiah (Jos. Ant. xii. 4 2 represents 
a Tobiah as his grandfather). 

I t  is also possible to find a veiled reference to this Hyrcanus 
in Zech. 11 4-17, where ‘the prominent man who does not fill 
the shepherd‘s office in his own interest, but in that of the flock 
and gives it up as soon as he sees that the flock is not worth; 
of him’ seems to correspond to the proud character and high- 
flown plans of Hyrcaniis (We. KZ. PY.P), 196). Cp ZECHARIAH* 
BOOK OF. 

HYSSOP ( I j lK ,  ’e&; yccwrroc : Ex. 1222 Lev. 
144649 51 f. Nu. 19616 I K. 433 [513] Ps. 517[9] Jn. 
1929 [but see below] ; Heb. 9 Igt) ,  a small wall-growing 
plant, well adapted for sprinkling, and hence regularly 
used to sprinkle blood in various purificatory rites. 

The name may be of Sem. origin as kindred forms are found 
in Ass., Aram Ar., and Eth.; dbuwaoo is probably derived 
from the Sem.‘&ord, and, from Greek, has passed into modern 
languages. But whatever the Guumrros of the Greeks may have 
been, the Heb. ‘Zz8d can hardly be our ‘hyssop’ (Hyssoplcs 
o@cinaZis, L.), which is not a native of Palestine. 

There have been endless conjectures as  to the plant 
intended (see esp. the 42 pp. in Celsius 1 4 0 7 8 ) .  Many 
have adopted the opinion of Maimonides, who identifies 
it with the ~a‘tur of the Arabs-ie., with some species 
of Satureia. It is, however, doubtful whether Satureia is  
a wall-plant ; the only species in Palestine is Satzireia 
Thyntbru. A more probable identification is that with 
the caper plant (Cupparis spinosu). This bright green 
creeper has a special fondness for rocks and walls, and  
is plentiful in  Egypt, in the Sinaitic peninsula, in the 
,gorge of the Kidron, and on the walls of Jerusalem 
(Tristram). 

The similarity of ’2286 to ’a& an Arabic name for the caper 
is afurther argument adduced by Tristram (NHB 457); but th; 
philological connection is doubtful. 

The cleansing properties of this plant appear to be 
traditional in the East (cp Watt ,  Diet. Econom. Products 
qfZndiu, 2 133). On the whole this identification deserves 
the preference, unless we choose rather to suppose that 
the word is somewhat general, including various herbs 
of the nature’ of thyme, savory, and marjoram. On the  
ritual use of hyssop see SACRIFICE. 

[Jn. 1929 states that ‘they filled a sponge with vinegar and 
put it upon hyssop ’ (6uu8ao)‘ Mk. 15 36 says ‘upon a reed 
(Kahdpw). ‘ A hyssop stalk, ihdn,’ say the commentators. But 
see Na6er (Mnemosyne, 363 [)78]) who defends the reading 6uuG 
conjectured by Joachim Camerak ,  and Bentley and actually 
found in hscr* [Ti.].l in  21.34 the spear used i i  piercing the 
side is called A6 ; but 6uu6s was at all events a well-known 
word for javelin TLat. jiZum). De Dieu(Crif. Sac. 526f: [15g3]) 
gives an elaborate note on the reading ~ U U & W ~ J .  He rejects the 
conjecture of Camerarius, and no wonder, for t F t  scholar 
thought it necessary to read vuuw r,pomfp~b’wres binding it 
[the sponge] round the top of a spear. He is haff inclined to 
accept the much worse conjecture of E. Heinsius that we should 
read aluvrrov m p B & ~ ~ p  (scil. Kahdpcp). That Greek medical 
writers used duumaop corruptly for o’lmaos (the grea!e ex- 
tracted from wool, and waxed, which was used as a sedative for 
the pain of wounds) is certain. But the refreshment offered to 
Jesus was sour wine (;)(os)mixed with myrrh ; what was wanted 
in addition was not o h m o o  but something to bring the refresh- 
ment to the sufferer’s month. +uu+ snits the context, o’luvaov 
does not. W H  notes corruption in the passage ; no other word 
but +uuG is available ’ r w  before mpL is not a surprising addi- 
tion. The text of Jn. i9 296 should therefore probably run ‘ so 
they put a sponge full of sour wine upon a javelin, and bro;ght 
it to his mouth.’] N. M.-W. T. T.-D.-T. K. C. 
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IBHAR ICONIUM 

I 
IBHAR (ln?!, ' He (God) chooses,' 8 53: cp 9K%I>', 

CIS2 no. 147 ; Baap [BEC], I ~ B .  [AL]), a son of DAVID 
(q.v.,  5 11, col. 1032), z S .  515  (eBeap [B], keBap 
[A]), I Ch. 36  145. 

IBIS ("?RR), Lev. 11 19j' RVmg,; EV HERON (q .  V.  ). 

IBLEAT(I (a;)?\ ; local names of this formation [cp 
AMMI, NAMES WITH, col. 138, n. I ,  § 3; NAMES, 

971 may have been originally clan-names ; i[e]Bhaam 
[BAL]), together with its ' daughters ' ( L e . ,  depend- 
encies), was one of the towns whose (Canaanite) in- 
habitants Manasseh was unable to drive out (Judg. 127, 
BAAAK and ieB. [B], B ~ A A A M  and isB. [AI, I ~ B A A M  
P I ) .  

In Josh. l t i r  the mention of Ibleam is not original,,as it is 
manifest that the whole passage has been arranged to sut Judg. 
127 (om. BA, raphaap [L]).1 

I t  was near Ibleam at the ascent of GUR that Ahaziah, 
king of Israel, was slain ; 2 K .  9 27 ( e~phuap  [B]). 

According to MT, 2 K. 15 IO, Zechariah, the son of Jeroboam, 
was slain by Shallurn, py-52p. This un-Hebraic phrase, which 
RV ungrammatically renders ' before the people ' (a legacy 
from AV) was emended hy Gratz (Gesch. 2 1  99) to nyh72, 'in 
1bleam':a happy conjecture which was afterwards confirmed 
by QW (& rfpBhaap, mphaap [BA]). 

In  I Ch. 670[55] the name appears as BILEAM (a$??, 
om. B),  and perhaps in Judith in several fornis (see 
BELMEN). I t  seems to have been near EN-GANNIM, 
and  the name has probably survived in the W8dy (and 
Bir) Bel'ameh, about half-an-hour S .  of Jenin. The  
identification with el- Jelameh is unsatisfactory : this 
place is situated in an open plain, there is no pass in 
the neighbourhood, and it could never have been a 
place of great strength.2 Ibleani occurs together with 
Taanach in the list of Palestinian cities subdued by 
Thotmes 111. in'the sixteenth century B.C. ( Y-b-rn-'a-my, 
see WMM, As. ZL. Bur. 195). See GATH-RIMMON, 2. 

IBNEIAR (V;?!, 'YahwB builds up,' 5 31 ; cp 
IBNIJAH ; BANAAM [B], I ~ B N A ~  [AL]), head of one of 
the Benjamite clans settled in Jerusalem in Nehemiah's 
time (I Ch. 98). In I( Neh. 118 the name appears as 
GABBAI. See GABBAI. 

IBNIJAH (fi;??! ; B A N ~ I A  [B], E B A N ~ A I  [AI3 
~ E X O N I O Y  [L]), a Benjamite (I Ch. 98). Cp IBNEIAH. 

IBRI ('l?p. aBai [B], wBAi [AI, ~ B b p i b  [Ll), a 
Merarite Levite ( I  Ch. 2427) ; see BENO, JAAZIAH. 
In  view of the way in which the Chronicler built up 
his name-lists (see GENEALOGIES i. 7 [ii. J]), it 
becomes highly probable that for ~ s p  we should read 
'-ny,3 which the Chronicler seems to have used as a 
useful Merarite ' dummy ' name. 

ABDI (I), ABDA ( z ) ,  and the cognate OBADIAH (9) occur in the 
genealogy of the Merarite Ethan-Jeduthun and to the same 
Levitical division belong the names OBED-E~OM, OBED (4), and 
OBADIAH (8). S. A. C. 

S. A. C. 

IBSAM (D@7!), I Ch. 7 2  RV;  AV JIBSAM. 

IBzAN(]Y7P?'s Judg. 128-1ot; a B a i c a ~ [ B ] ,  ECEBWN 
[AL], AYANHC [Jos.]), one of the six minor judges in 
the Book of Judges, belonged to Bethlehem (Le . ,  not 
the place of that name in Judah, as Jos. Ant. v. 713, 
but the Bethlehem in the land of Zebulun), and was 
buried there (v. IO, EN ECEBWN [A]). 

1 See Bu. Ri. Sa. 133, and SBOT, 'Judges.' 
2 Cp Baed.W 262 and Moore /@&es((I.c.) who notes a pos- 

See sible connection of ibleamwith'the Balamon bf Judith 83.  
BBLMEN. 

3 cP @A, in @B & and h were confused. 
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The name seems to be connected with that of ABEZ: cp Cain 
and Cainan Hazor and Hezron Shema and Shim'on (Simeon). 
He 'had thirty sons and sent o;t thirty daughters, and brought 
in from abroad thirt; daughters for his sons'-i.e., was the head 
of a widely ramified clan. 

ICE (n??), Ps. 147 17 Job6 16 EV, etc. In Ezek. 1 2 2  

RVmg. ; AV CRYSTAL. 
ICHABOD (7\22'8), b. Phinehas, b. Eli, the brother 

of Ahitub (IS. 143, ~ ~ x A B H A  [B ; om. A], -BE [L], 
Jos. I A X ~ B H N  [Niese], baQ, [Pesh . ] ) .  In  a passage 
of later date ( I S. 421J ), resembling the narrative of the 
birth of Benjamin ((;en. 3.5168), an account is given 
of his birth and a quasi-historical explanation of his 
name. The  tidings of the loss of the ark and of the 
death of Eli and his sons are stated to have reached 
the wife of Phinehas as she lay in childbirth ; she named 
the new-born babe ' Ichabod,' saying, ' T h e  glory (~123, 
;.e. , the divine glory) is departed from Israel ' (cp Hos. 
105, also I Macc. 28, &v+p 8v'vso.$or).' A touching story, 
but one that is obviously suggested by a popular ety- 
mology. 

Instead, however of at once seeking for this etymology, let us 
apply for a suggeskon to the versions. In 1s.421 C5 gives 
DuarpapXaj3wO [B], ouaiXa@uO [AI, o v a c ~ a p i w ~ a ~ q 8  [ L ] , ; l l a r  
[Pesh.]. @B's reading is variously explained as representing 
ni2n12 .\X, 'woe on the streets' (We.), or 1123 lllp'1Eh 'alas! 
the glory his passed away' (Klo.). @A, however, suggests a 
simpler reading, 1\22 >iK. In rS.143 the Vss. (see above) 
presuppose the reading .?ai9, JOCHEBRD (Y.v.), and @I!s read- 
ing in I S. 422 combines this with the first part of @e's. I t  is 
very plausible to suppose that tradition gave a slight turn to 
this name, so as to reflect the painful feelings of contemporaries 
of the capture of the ark (cp Ben-oni side by side with Benjamin 
in Gen. 35 18). 

In short, the popular etymology presupposed by 
I S. 421 was not ii22-*!, ' inglorious' (Jos. d&.$ia), but 
ii22 k2 'alas for the glory' (so Klosf. ; cp I K. 1330 
Am. 5 16). If so, we must decline the view (proposed 
afresh by Marq. Puund. 24) that the original name was 
Abi-cabod (cp JESSE, JEZEBEL). Jochebed (or Jocti- 
bdd)--i. e . ,  ' Yahw& is glory '-would seem to be the true 
name-certainly an appropriate one for the brother of 
Ahi-tub, Le., ' T h e  (divine) brother is goodness.' It 
will be seen from these facts that Homniel's explanation, 
'Ai (=Yah)  is glory' (ANT II~), is, to say the 
least, quite needless. One point remains. The vicis- 
situdes of ethnic names are so strange that we may 
surmise I-cabod, or rather Jochebed, to be the original 
form of the name Jacob (Che. ) ; see JOCHEBED. 

See FROST. 

.r. K. c.-s. A. c. 
ICONIUM (IKONION [Ti. WH], mod. Konin). The  

site has preserved a single name from the earliest times. 
The town was selected by the Seljfik Sultans as their 
capital, owing partly to its central position, and partly 
to its pleasant surroundings, which are in great contrast 
to the rest of the Lycaonian plain (cp Strabo, 568). The  

1 v. zz is usually taken as a gloss to preclude the idea that the 
death of Eli and both the sons could be as grievous as the loss 
of the ark (cp Then. and Bu. in SBOT). QSB omits .m& . . . hiw3n in v. 21, and if 7,. 216 be an interpolation, as Oort 
suggests (Th.T18308)-the dying mother in 206 pays little 
regard to the child, but only to the loss of the ark, and 216 is a 
clumsy clause which we conld well do without-v. 22 is then 
original, and will aptly follow after the mention of the name 
Ichabod. 

2 In Eccles. 4 IO 10 16 '+'IN ; see K6. Le&<. ii. 1339. I t  
should he noticed that the existence of a negative part. " 
in the OT is very disputable ; *??!, Job 22 30, stands in a very 
obscure context. It is, however, found regularly in Ethiopic, 
Mishnic-Hebrew, and Phcenician. 
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gardens of the suburbs are still a pleaiant feature ; they 
depend entirely on irrigation (cp Nik. Chon. 542). 
The  town lies on the W. edge of the vast upland plain 
of Lycaonia ; the mountains rise six miles to the W., 
whilst on the N. and S. at a distance of ten miles are 
ranges of hills. 

' On first seeing Konia from the hills above, the traveller is 
struck by its open and undefended position, lying as it does in 
the plain, with no natural citadel, and equally by its apparent 
size. Modern Iconium very meagrely fills out its old framework. 
Little remains of old Iconium' (Hogarth in JHS 11 154). 

Under the Persian empire Iconium was the frontier 
city of Phrygia (first mention in Xen. Anab. i. 219, ~ + s  
apuylas ~ 6 X i s  P u x O ~ T ~ ,  sc. in the direction of Lycaonia). 
In precise agreement with this is the implication in 
Acts 146, that in traversing the eighteen miles between 
Iconium and Lystra the apostles crossed the Lycaonian 
frontier. Yet the city is assigned to Lycaonia by Pliny, 
Strabo (Z.C.), and Cicero ( A d  Fam. 1 5 4 :  castra in 
Lycaonia apud Iconium). This is because during the 
first century before and after Christ the town was united 
with Lycaonia for administrative purposes. Under 
Roman dominion geographical facts prevailed over 
ethnical affinities, and Iconium was recognised as the 
centre of Lycaonia and the capital of its tetrarchy of 
fourteen cities added to Galatia Proper probably about 
160 B. c. (Plin. HN5 95 : the region called IIpouaATp- 
pJvvg, the Added Land. by Ptol. v. 410). In  Acts 146, 
therefore, the writer speaks according to local Iconian, 
not official, usage. 

I n  39 B.C. this district (Le . ,  part of Lycaonia, with 
Isauria and some of Cilicia Tracheia), was given by 
Antony to M. Antonius Polemon (Strabo, 568);  but 
Iconium and the Lycaonian part of Polenion's kingdom 
soon passed into the hands of Amyntas, who in 25 B. c. 
left his kingdom to the Romans. By them it was 
.formed into the Province Galatia. When Claudius 
turned his attention to the fringe of the Empire, 
Iconium was given the title Claudian (50-54 A. D. ), and 
struck coin as Claudeikonion-a title which expresses 
the share of the town in the Romanisation of the Pro- 
vince, and its pride in its position. Not until Hadrian's 
time was Iconium raised to the rank of a Colony, with 
the title &Zia Nadriana Zcuniensium. Hence in Paul's 
time the town was popularly described as Phrygian, 
officially as Galatian, or Phrygo-Galatian (i. e., belonging 
to that part of Phrygia which was attached to Galatia 
Provincia ; so in Acts166 : ' and they went through the 
region of Phrygia and Galatia,' GrijlXBov 6h ~ + p  apuyfav 
K U ~  I'aha7rn+Jv xhpav, referring to this district. See 
PHRYGIA, but cp GALATIA, ITUREA). In  polite style its 
inhabitants would be addressed as I'aXdTac, for +$yes 
in ordinary parlance meant slaves (cp Cic. pro FZacc. 
65 : hoc vetus proverbium, Phrygem plagis fieri solere 
meliorem). The name Lycaones, again, would have 
been peculiarly inappropriate at any time between 37 
and 72 A.D. as it then signified the inhabitants of the 
non-Roman part of Lycaonia, the subjects of king 
Antiochus (cp his coins with the legend ATKAONON). 
The only other possible mode of address would have 
been to use the tit1e"EXXguar. 

The idea supported by Farrar, that Paul and Barnabas used 
the frontier like brigands, must be rejected. They found safety 
in an intelligent use of the self-government of the various cities. 

The events in Iconium, where the magistrates 
( & ~ X O V T E S ,  native, not Roman, officials) play so active a 
part, illustrate the difference in attitude displayed by the 
Roman colonial and ordinary mnnicipal magistrates 
towards the new teaching (cp Ramsay, St. P a d ,  304f.). 
Iconium owed its importance in Paul's time to its 
connection with the backbone of the Roman road- 
system in Asia Minor ( L e . ,  the great road from Ephesus 
to the. Euphrates) by a cross-road running northwards 
to Laodiceia Katakekauniene (Comhusta) about nine 
hours distant (Strabo, 663; traversed by Paul, Acts 166). 
It lay itself in the direct route to the C 
way of Barata and Kybistra). This commercial im- 
portance is illustrated by the presence of many Greeks 
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ind Jews (Acts 141, cp the inscrip. : see Rams. 
Yitics and Bish. of Phrygia, 2 667 673) ; the latter evi- 
jently possessed considerable influence (Acts 145). 
rimothy's reputation had easily spread from his native 
:own to the Jews of Iconium (Acts 162). 'One of the 
most extensive groups of early Christian inscriptions 
oelongs to Iconium and the country N. and NE. from 
it ' (Rams. H i ~ t .  Cumm. 2.0). The city seems to have 
been the centre from which Christianity radiated in S. 
Galatia (cp Rams. Cities and Bish. of Phiygia, 2511). 
It was the scene of the legend of Thecla. According 
to tradition Sosipatros, one of the Seventy, was bishop 
of Iconium, and was succeeded by Terentius, also one 
of the Seventy (Rom. l621J). 

See account in Ramsay's Historical Colnmetitay on tAe 
Galatians. W. J. W. 

IDALAH (n$Fl:. repoixw [B], I A A H A A  [AI, 
ish& [L]), a town in Zebulun, mentioned between 
Shimron and Bethlehem, Josh. 19 159. Conder identifies 
it with Kh. eZ-fluwdra, S. of Beit Lahm (PEFM1288), 
-a name which closely resembles -q*n, Hirye ,  with 
which'Talm. I,, Meg. 1 I, identifies it (but cp KATTATH, 

IDBASH (E$.l!), an obscure name ( 5  54) in I Ch. 4 3  
(iaBac [Bl,, iraBHC [A; CP 21. 9$], ieAsBac [L]), 
connected with ETAM (P.v.). 

IDDO (hK, perhaps= Phcen. "IN, CZS 1 no. 426), the 
chief of some Levites and Nethinim at CASIPHIA 
(q...), Ezra817 (om. BA, A A A A ~ I  [L])=1Esd.845 f.. 
LODDEUS [RV], a combination of $$, ' to '  and ' Iddo' 
( A A A A A I O C  and AoAaioc [El. Aohhaioc [AI, AAAM 
[L]) ; in AV SADDEUS and DADDEUS. 

IDDO (h!, see HADORAM, and cp in Palm. "I$, 
' beloved' [in Gr. inscr. ra66atos], perhaps shortened from 

KITRON). T. K. C. 

n:??, JEDAIAH, I A A I N  rLi). . .. - - -. 
I. b. Zechariah, a ruler in Manasseh, E. of the Jordan, I Ch. 

27 21 (raSSac [BAL]). 
2. (So R V  but AV JADAU) otherwise JADDAI, one of the 

Bne Nebo i; list of those with foreign wives (see EZRA i., 8 5 
end), Ezra 10 43 (iT!, Kt., 'T, Kr. : & a  [BN], d e s  [AI, d a i  [Ll) 
= I  Esd. 9 35, EDES, RV EDOS (780s [Bl, $ais  [AI). 

IDDO (ahha [BKAQL]). I. ('?Jft[Kt.], hp t ' [Kr . ]  
in 2 ph.  929, RVmg. JEDAI or JEDO; rw7X [BA], -6 [L], 
but VI?, 1215 1322; a8w [B] in both places), a prophet 
contemporary with Jeroboam and Abijah according to 
the Chronicler, and designated ' the Seer' (ilin?), 2 Ch, 
929 1215 1322. On his connection as a historical 
authority with the Bk. of Chronicles, see CHRONICLES, 

A Gershonite Levite ; I Ch. 6 21 [6] ( a h  [Bl, a88r 
[Aa? sup ras et. in mg.1). Inv. 41 [z6]the nameappearsas ADAIAH 
(VlJ ; acma [B], asara [A], & a  [L]). 

3. ~~y,Zech.11,butNiTY~u.7,Ezra51614[Ginsb.lNeh.l24). 

5 6 (.). 
2. (l~y).  

Grandfather of the prophet Zechariah (Zech. 1 I 7 ; cp Ezra5 I, 
a8o [B]=I Esd.F1, ADDO, r88cru [B], e8So [L]; Ezra614, a8w 
IB], ea&. [L]=I Esd. 73, where, however, the name is omitted. 
He- is mentioned in  the post-exilic list, Neh. 124 (asalas 

mg. S"P.Ll, om. BN*A), and according to v. 16 the repre- 
sentative of his house was Zechariah (N;??, Kt. ; NhY, Kr. : 
om. BN*A, d8ac [Nc.*mg. inf.1, a8arp [L]). 

4. (N?Y), the father of AXINADAB (P.v.), I K. 4 14 ( a x d  [Bl, 
ua8orr [AI, axLaQ [Ll). 

IDOL, a representation of a deity which is made an 
object of worship. In this article the word is used in 
the restricted sense to designate an iconic representation, 
a n  image; on the aniconic agalmata see MASSEBAH, 
ASHERAH ; cp also IDOLATRY, 5 2. 

a. A name for ' image ' commcn to all the Semitic 
languages is Fezem (&s, 6 generally E ~ ~ J Y ,  also bpohpu, 
€WWXOV ). 
1 I l Y '  is probably a miswriting of h Y  (or h Y ,  the vocalisation 

@ carries the 
Cp 

is not certain ; cp @) rather than its equivalent. 
error a step further by presupposing lpi' (IQHh=IflHA). 
Ki. 'Chron.'SBOT. 
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ShZemisusedofthe goldenimagesoffieldmiceandoftnmours(?) 

whch the Philistines sent to appease the anger of Yahwh when 
they returned the ark (I S. 6 5 11) ; of figures of 

1. Names. Chaldeans painted on a wall (Ezek. 23 14) ; cp also 
Gen. 1 2 6 s  (man made in the image of God), 9 6  

5 3 ;  of idols, Ezek. 7 2 0  (of gold and silver), 1617 (images of 
males) 2 K. 11 18 Nu. 33 52 Dan. 3 13 (In Aramaic). In this 
sense h e  word does not occur in any writer earlier than the later 
part of the seventh century (in Am. 5 26 it is a gloss). 

6. Another general name for idols is ’&ibbim ( o * q ,  
sing., Is. 485 ‘@b, conformed to >$y, ‘ pain’);l 6 
usually ~ ~ G ~ X C L ,  also -,AuxT~, BEoi. 

Hosea speaks contemptuoilsly of ‘ri3dbbirn as the, manufacture 
of craftsmen (13 2, parallel to massZkrik, ‘ molten Image ’ ; note 
also ‘the calves’in the following clause); they were of sher  
and gold (8 4 cp Ps. 115 4); see also 4 17 14 8 [9]. Is. 48 5 couples 
the name dith pesdand nesek ‘graven image and molten 
image’ ; see, further, Is. 46 I (Be< and Neho), Jer. 50 z (Bel and 
Merodach); IS. 31 9 2 S. 6 21 (gods of the Philistines ; see 
below, $ 3) Zech. 13 2 Is. 10 II  Ps. 106 36 38. 

The  derivation of the word is not clear ; according to 
the most probable etymology the primary meaning is 
akin to that of fad, a work of sculpture (cp the verb, 
Job108 Jer. 4419). Jewish scholars in the Middle Ages 
connected it wlth the ordinary meaning of the verb 
‘@ab and its derivatives in Hebrew, and interpreted 
I cause of woe ’ ; but this would be possible only if we 
could suppose that the name, like ZZfZfm, giLZGZim, etc. 
(see below, § 3), was coined by the haters of idolatry.2 

c. SZmeZ (hD, e i ~ h v ,  yXu~r6v)  is used by Ezekiel 
in (835) speaking of a particular idol in the temple at 
Jerusalem, called n!~,’?? h e  (sPmeZ ha@in’rLh), ‘ the 
jealousy image,’ because, it is explained (n. 3). it pro-. 
vokes (Yahwe) to j e a l o ~ s y . ~  (Cp CHIUN and SICCUTH.) 

The word o~curs also in Dt.416 ‘an image in the form of 
male or female ; 2 Ch. 537 15 ,  wheie simel is put in the place 
of the dshdrrih of z K .  21 7 (pesel is a gloss both in Kings, Z.C., 
and in Ch. u. 7). In  Phoenician senre2 (inD, nsnD) is a statue 
of a man or woman (CIS I, no. 88, 1. 2 ; no. 91, 2. I). 

In Hebrew sZmeZ seems to be a loan-word introduced 
in the sixth century. 

d. Pt‘sel ( h z ,  p h r .  O + m  ; d usually yXumbv, also 
d ~ & ,  -yMppa, EYGWXOV), EV ‘ graven image.’ T h e  
verb from which this noun is derived is used of cutting, 
hewing, or dressing wood or stone (e.g., I I<. 518 [32]). 
The.graven image is described as the work of a crafts- 
man (Q, t d ~ f i ; ,  Is.4019f. Dt.2715; see HANDI- 
CRAFTS, § I )  : it was commonly of wood (Is. 4020 4415 
4520, cp Dt.75 2s l23),  but sometimes of stone (Is. 
21 9, idols of Babylon). As the graven image was prob- 
ably always the commonest kind of image, the word 
g e s d  is frequently used generically for ‘ idol’ (Ex. 2 0 4  
Dt. 5 8 ) ,  even for those which were cast in metal, the 
specific name of which was nzassZkZh (Is. 3022 4019 
41 IO Jer. 10 14, cp Judg. 174) ; on the massZkZh see 
below (e). The  pcsel niight represent human or animal 
forms, or  the heavenly bodies (Ex. 204 Dt. 58, especi- 

IDOL 
dom of Israel ; cp z K. 1716 .(where ‘ two calves ’ is 
a gloss to ‘a  molten image,’ I K. 149). See also 
Hos. 132 (of silver ; cp 28 [IO]) Ps. 106x9. The ‘ molten 
image’ is the only kind of idol specifically prohibited 
in the oldest legislation (Ex. 3417, repeated Lev. 194,  
cp Nu. 33 52). P e d  and mussikZh are frequently 
coupled, to include every species of idol : Nah. 114 
Hab. 218 Is. 485 Jer. 1014=5117 Dt.2715. The name 
and the thing were probably adopted from the Canaan- 
ites ; in Phcenician to cast, found, metal is ~ D J ,  nisirok, 
in Hebrew p v ,  y@a& ( I  K. 746, etc. ). 
f: I n  Lev. 261 &en maikkith (n9pbz.n (IN) ; eBAL XlOov 

U K O T ~ V ,  bp htOou~6nov ; RV ‘ figured stone,’ mentioned 
with ZZfEm, yesel, ma&ih, as an object of idolatrous 
worship, is generally, and doubtless rightly, understood 
of a’stone with images in relief, such, for example, 
as the winged solar disk; cp Nu. 3352 (plur. n\a?pn, 
maikiyyath, d umlrrds) in a similar context ; also Ezek. 
8 12 (@ K P U T T ~ ) ,  chamhers in private houses decorated 
with mythological reliefs or paintings (I). 

See for further illustration of the meaning of the word, Prov. 
25 II  (embossed silver vessels), Is. 216, and the tropical uses in 
Ps. 73 7 Prov. 18 11. 
g. In Is. 45 16 the O’?! ’W:;, & i ~ i S i i  girim, are makers of 

‘figures,’ idols; cp NH nTr. MT intends a play on P’l’r, 

‘pangs.’ Cp also 7Y, Hah. 2 18. 

Cheyne reads D&r: 
h. In the prohibitions of idolatry the words FmGnZh 

and labnith are of frequent occurrence. 
Of the two timz7nih (3:9Dy, @ generally &polopa, also 66.$a, 

pop+$, 6poiwv~r [A]) is connected with min, ‘species,’ and is 
properly that which is distinctive in the appearance of a thing 
(see Nu. 128 Ps. 17 15, also Job4 16 @ pop$$; in the laws, 
Ex. 204 Dt. 58 4 12 15f: 23 25). Tabnith (I?!??, C5 commonly 
dpoiopa, sometimes more exnctly rapa‘6cLywa) is properly a 
building-plan, pattern model (e.g. Ex. 25 9 z K. 16 IO) hence 
‘ likeness ’ (Ezek. 8 3) Dt. 4 16s 1;. 4 13 Ezek. 8 IO (gldss from 
Dt. 4 17~5) .  

i. Other words translated in EV ‘idol’ or ‘image’ are m+h- 
ZpSeth, &gn, I K. 15 13 (see below, $ nza&rih, nIxD 
(zainmrininz, O‘li3n (see MASSEBAH) ; tiri$him, O‘gYi? (see 

@ has a different text. 

ally Dt. 4162325). 
See further HOB. 11 2 (parallel to ‘the baals’) Mi. 17 5 13 L I Z ]  

Nah. 1 ‘4 Hah. 2 18 Jer. 8 19 2 K. 17 41, freqAent in Is. 4 0 s  
Jer. 10 50 51. 

e. The counterpart of the ‘graven image’ is the 
‘molten image,’ mass2kih (mmg, also q ~ ? ,  nesek, Is. 
4129 485 Jer. 1014 51x7, and q y ,  nesi,&, Dan. 118 ; d 
generally X W ~ E U T ~ V ,  occasionally ~dveupa ,  ~ X U X T ~ P ) ,  
properly an image of metal cast in a mould, the work 
of the founder ( T - ~ Y ,  @riph, goldsmith ; specially idol- 
maker, Is. 4019 4 1 7  466 Jer. 10914; cp Judg. 174). 
The name is used repeatedly of the golden ‘ calf’ which 
Aaron made (Ex. 3 2 4  8, cp z4h, ‘ I cast it into the fire 
and out came this calf,‘ Ut. 9 12 16 Neh. 9 18), a story 
aimed at the worship of the Yahwb bulls in the king- 

1 Cp n*i*y, Is. 45 16 ‘pangs’ for ‘figures’ (idols). 
a The older Jewish kxplanation of the name-these idols were 

called ‘bd66im because they were made of joints or members 
( 3 i f a  on Lev. i 9  4)-is based on an etymolosy which we do not 
understand. 

+unyrithri, ‘idols of female deities’ ; also ‘dolls, puppets. 
3 The explanation is perhaps an incorrect gloss; cy Syr. 

TERAPHIM); C p  also EPHOD.~  
j Greek names in Apocry ha and NT are aL6whov (I Macc. 

14347 etc., 2 Macc. 12 40 $oh. 146 Wisd. 14 II 3 etc., A s s  
7 4 r  1520 Rom. 2 2 2  I Cor. 8 4  etc. Rev. 920 etc.); cmwv 
(Wisd. 13 16 14 15 17 Rom. 123 Re:. 1314 etc. 149 11 152 
etc.);3 &os (Wisd.154); yAum6v (1Macc.5& Wisd.1416 
1513 etc.). 

T h e  words discussed in the preceding section 
are the proper names for idols in general or for 
2. opprobrious particular species; they may all, so 

far as we know. have been used with- f::z& out offence by the worshippers them- 
and idolatry. selves.* Beside these, however, we 

find in the O T  a great variety of terms 
which express the writers’ contempt for the idols and 
their abhorrence of idolatry. These are of much more 
frequent use, and indeed in some books predominate so 
that the proper designations occur rarely or not a t  all. 
Some of these terms are rendered in EV ad sensum, 
‘ idols.’ 

They describe the idols, or the heathen gods identified with 
the idols, as unreal, vain (Md, &iw’, Jer. 13 15 Ps. 31 6 171 etc. ; 
$$l, rE&heZ, Jer. 2 5 8 19 D;, 32 21, and often), or false (lCW, 
@e?, Is. 44 20 Jer. 10 14 etc. ; D’?:?, kezribhim, Am. 2 4 etc. ; 
]$, ’rimen, Is. 41 29 66 3 etc.); no-gods ($8 d?, I8 ’22, ? h N  d7, 
Z8 ’ZZ5rih, ~ r n s ~  &, Z5 ‘ZarEim (Dt. 32 17 21 Jer. 2 X I  5 7 etc.), 
impotent (s3ph dS, Id hZi2, Jer.28 etc.), lifeless, mere car- 
casses (P’VQ, mZthinz, ps. 106 28 ; OTl?, pg&im, Lev. 26 30 : 
cp Wisd. 13 IO 17 etc.). 

The following words of this class require somewhat 

[O’p?87 ?@?p in z Ch. 3 IO, ‘ image (AVmg. ‘moveable ’) 
work’ is obscure ; see comm. ad loc. 

It should he noted that a l ~ i v  and  sZ6oXov in classical Greek 
usually designate portrait statues or paintings of men or women ; 
seldom images of the gods (Bliimner, Technohgie, 2 182). 

4 Several of these also are givenan opprobrious interpretation 
in S+%a on Lev. 19 4. 

1 The words are athetized by Hitzig, Cornill, and Siegfried. 

I/ I K. 6 23 has ]nu 3ry.l 
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fuller discussion ; ( u )  &%m (&$N, d &wXa, Xetpo. 
W O ~ ~ T U ,  pGehdypara, etc.), first in Is. 2 8  18 20, perhaps 
coined by the prophet, and in secondary or doubtful 
passages, 1010 f: 19 I 3 31 7 ; further, Hab. 218  Jer. 
1414 ( ( P Y Z )  Ezek. 3013 Lev. 1 9 4  261 Ps. 9 6 5  977 .  

The derivation of the word is disputed ; the most probable and 
most widel-. accepted hypothesis is that it is connected with the 
negation $;, aZ, ‘not’;  cp Ass. uZ, ‘not,’ uZZU, ‘non-being,’ 
7rZdZz5 ‘powerless’ (Del. Ass. HWB, 71) Syr. ZZiZ, ‘weak’ (in 
body or mind) ; also N H  5 5 ~  (Levy, NE!WB 186) ; see Job 13 4 
(6 xaxGv), where <ZiZ is parallel to ;J$cr, !falsehood, deceit.: 
Others regard ZZd as etymologically a derivative of 22, ‘god 
(diminutive, Movers, Fiirst) ; cp &$N in Sabrean inscriptions 
(NO. SBA W, 1882, p. I T  I). The yard was then by popular 
etymology associated wit! aZ, ‘not. The similarity of sound 
leads to the paronomasia &$N nxyn ’ n h  $2 Ps. 96 5 ‘all 
the <Z#hinz of the nations are ZZiZiaz; see also ’Hah. 2 1;. It 
does not appear, however, that this play was designed in the 
formation of the word. 

6. The favourite word for idols in Ezekiel is giZZCZint 
(o>>rb?, d most frequently el‘€iwXov, but often 6vO6pqpa, 
also /?€i&Xurpa, hmr@eupa [?I ns$~y) ; Ezek. 6 4 etc. 
(more than forty times) Jer. 502 Ley. 2630 Dt. 29 16 
I K. 1512 2126  2 K .  1712 211121 2324  (all deutero- 
nomistic). 

The etymology of giZZaZim also is uncertain ; the Rabbinical 
interpreters connect it with gd, niiZiiZ, ‘dung‘ (e.g Ezek. 
4 12 15); so probably Aquila’s xa6’LlppaTa (Ezek. 64)  is’lmeant ; 
cp AV Dt. 29 17[16] mg., ‘dungy gods.’ So Ges.-Buhl, Stade- 
Siegfried, and others, Cp the use of $2: and h! in the 
Hebrew of the Talmud (see BEELZEBUL). That Ezekiel should 
coin such a term is quite conceivable in the light of chaps. 16 
and 23, where no expression is too gross for him. Others prefer 
to connect the word withgaZ, ‘stone heap,’ or with the primary 
meaning of the root ‘be round ’-the idol contemptuously 
called a mere log, a sdapeless mass ; so Jahn (not excluding the 
former explanation), and many recent scholars. I t  is possible 
that in the coinage of the word a contemptuous play upon some 
term in use in the worship of the host of heaven may have been 
designed (cp MH galgaZ, ‘celestial sphere,’ especially the 
sphere of the fixed stars in which is the zodiac); but we 
have no evidence of this use in the OT. 

c. Another term, expressive of the deepest abhorrence 
of idolatry, is E@@ (y@, d generally fiGhhvypa, 
sometimes~poa6XOiu~ca, piaupa ; EV ‘detestable things ’; 
less frequently ‘ abomination ’). 

The word is cognate with Z$es which is a technical term 
for tabooed kinds of food (flesh of Garious animal kinds vermin 
carrion etc.) with a connotation of loathsomeness. kimilarl; 
Si&@? itself i’n Nah. 3 6  Zech. 9 7  (see  ABOMINATION,'^). Since 
these prohibitions in great part had their root in religious anti- 
pathies, being laid on things associated with superstitions which 
the religion of Yahwe abhorred, the opprobrious term iikkzip is 
not unnaturally applied to everything which belongs to &other 
religion, its cultus, the images of its gods, and the gods them- 
selves. the worship of Yahwe in similar ways, which the 
prophzts treat as mere heathenism is included. Thus of idols 
Jer. 16 18 7 30 32 34 Ezek. 20 7f: ’30 2 Ch. 158 etc. : Af cultus: 
JFr. !3 27 Ezek. 37 23 Is. 68 3 .  in many cases, naturally this dis- 
tinction cannot he made. gee, further, Jer. 4 I Ezei. 5 I I  7 20 
11 18 21 Dt. 29 16 2 K. 2324 etc. (on cases in which Z&&is is a 
substitute for &‘#hiin see below,.$ 3). 

k A word of like meaning, history, and application is t6‘&iJz 
(myin, ‘€5 generally ,86iAvypa, sometimes bvopla, AV ‘abomina- 
tion ’) : see Is. 44 19 Ezek. 16 36 7 20 11 PI Jer. 16 18; more gener- 
ally, Ezek. Fg I K. 1424 2 K. 16 3 ctc. 

e. In  Dan. 8 ‘3 (cp 71. 12 @)p&a‘ (~$3) ‘crime’ (@ bpapria) 
is used iust as iihkzis is in the Darallel nasaees 9 27 11 71 

IDOL 
gave much offence, and led to many alterations of the 
text.l Thus in 2 S .  5 2 1  the Philistines, routed by 
David, left their gods on the field of battle (a 7 - 0 h  

0 4 s  C L - S T ~ V ,  MT I Ch. 14 12 m d u )  ; M?’ substitutes 
~ p z ~ r y ,  ‘ their idols ’ ; in I S. 31 g this correction has 
prevailed in all the texts, though the context leaves no 
room for doubt that the author wrote ‘ their gods.’ 

I K. 11 contains some peculiarly instructive examples ’ in 
vu. 5 7 the original reading was, ‘Astarte the god of ’the 
Phcenicians, Milcom the god of the Ammonites, Chemosh the 
god of the Moabites’ ; cp u. 33, where MT has reserved this 
text, and v. 8, ‘their gods.‘ @ translates o&, ‘god ’ by 
&%0hov; in MT Skhzis, has been inserted in two of,the ihree 
cases but ‘Astart; the god of the Phenicians remains 
unto&hed whilst in @ this alone has been changed to j366Avypa. 
12 ?3, wh;re, as has been said, MT has thrice Zhihim, @L has 

Aurhp~g j36ddypaTr Bdwviwv .ai T@ Xap& eiShAo Mwa,8 3 r~ M ~ A X O ~  OuoxeiuparL vieu * ~ p p & u .  c p  also 2 K. 23 I 3  
in M‘i‘ and ‘€5. 80 also in Is. 193 ‘€5 has Be& whilst MT reads 
ZiZinz. For another case of substitution see ABOMINAITON OF 
DESOLATION. 

These illustrations show that as late as the time when 
the Greek version was made the text of such passages 
was very variable. 

Note also passages like Ezek. 7 20, where &$&im appears 
as a doublet to tZ&th ; further p6fhdypara for nynn (Is. 17 8), 
for D ’ $ ~ N  (Is. 282o), for p ’ 5 ~ \ ~  (I K. 21 26 Ezek. 30.13); npou- 
6xXBiupu for 5 ~ 2  (I K. 16 32). Perhaps the substitution of the 
contumelious words was at  first made (both in Hebrew and 
Greek) in reading as a standing Kere (cp $ j3&A read ahx&q), 
which then made its way into the’written text as so many other 
Kerer’s did at  an early time. I t  is probable that ruiphleseth 
“object of horror,’ in I K. 15 13 2 Ch. 15 16, is also a suhs&tuti 
for some more concrete word. hut the conjectural restorations 
proposed are not altogether s&factory. 

This perversion of names associated with idolatry is 
not an accidental conceit of individual readers or 
scribes ; it has the warrant of an old and authoritative 
tradition which attaches itself to the command, ‘Ye 
shall not mention the name of other gods’ (Ex. 2313  ; 
see Mechilta, Mish@i?im, 107~2, ed. Friedmann) ; and, 
‘Ye  shall destroy their name out of that place’ (Dt. 
1 2 3 ) ,  combined with ‘ thou shalt utterly detest it, and 
thou shalt utterly abhor i t ’  ( r q y  q 1 1  q?@~ yz@, Dt. 
7 2 6 ;  interpreted, ‘thou shalt make a Si&2;r and a 
t5‘2bEh of it ’). 

See Tosejhta, *A’Jadci zdmd, 6 4, ed. Zuckermandel, 469 : Jer. 
‘268a’ci zdmd, 36;  Bab. ‘Adadd sdrd, 456 46a; T?::ziimci, 286 ; 
Adoth de Radbi Nathan, 8 34. Examples of such changes 
are given in the places cited; among them Beth-aven (1” nq, 
Hos. 4 15 105 etc.) for Bethel. Without any direct testimony 
we should unhesitatingly assume that daieth and &$$zisirir 
in Hos. 9 IO were the words not of the eighth-century prophet, 
but of a Jewish copyiat’ Lnd so in many other cases. The 
principle of substitution ’is illustrated in the Targums, which 
put ?$IF ‘error’ for Z h i m  ‘god,’ when used of the gods of the 
heathen ( eg . ,  Dt. 28 36 Jndg. 17 5 Is. 21 g 2 Ch. 32 15 35 21 etc.); 
and render by the same general term many words for ‘idol ; 
e.g., <Zi?im (Is. 2 18 20 19 3 etc.) ‘Zsabdim (Hos. 4 17 8 4 148 [g]), 
giZZ7ilim (Ezek. 6 4f: 8 IO and ’often), s2meZ (Dt. 4 16 ps. /on.), 
mijhZeTefh (I K. 15 73), etc. Similarly U)??, dah& ‘fear,’ is 
used ty translate ZZ8hinz (Ex. 2020 Hos. 86), etc. Compare also 
a ~ - p ,  fear,’ for ‘idol’ in the Talniud (Levy, N H W B 2  263). 

Of idols which were the object of a public cult among 
the Israelites, we have descriptions only of the bull- *. forms images of Yahw8 at Bethel, Dan, and prob- 

of idols. ably other temples in the Northern King- 
dom, and of the serpent in the temple at 

Jerusalem. The former were introduced by Jeroboam 
I. ( I  K. 1228 f: z K. 1029 1716 e tc . ) ;  they were of 
less than life-size-hence the contemptuous ‘ calves ’- 
and of gold, that is, covered with gold (see 1 5).  
Down to the fall of Samaria (721) the worship of these 
bulls was the national cultus of the kingdom of Israel ; 
see Hos. 8 5f. 10 8 13 2. According to Ex. 32 a similar 
idol which Aaron made at  Horeb was indignantly 
destroyed by Moses, and the people severely punished 
for their apostasy-an anticipative repudiation of the 
religion of the Northern Kingdom (cp Dt. 9 16 Neh. 9 18 
etc.). Whether the conception of Yahw8 as a bull 
belonged to the Israelites-or some part of them-at 

1 See Geiger, Urschr. 279-299 (‘57). 
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12 II ; she also Ez‘ek. i4 II and tge conjuktion’ of g k Z z i Z i & ,  
Sik&zisim, and peSii‘iin in ELek. 37 23. 

f: The words mifihZ6seth (nnhn. I K. 15 IZ 2 Ch. 75 16). ‘an 
o6ject of horror ’ and &Zwz’.(&G) terrors’ for ‘idols”(Jer. 
5038), alsobeloni to this class (see bAow, p 3 end). Contempt for 
the idols is also expressed by more general terms when they are 
described as the work of men’s hands (LE., Is. 28) mere wood 
and stone (Dt. 4 28 23 3664 z I(. 19 18 Ezek. 20 32 Dan. 5 4 etc.). 

There can be no doubt that in many instances the 
contemptuous expressions which we have been examining 
3. Substitution were introduced into the text by later 
of opprobrious editors or scribes in the place of the 
for inoffensive proper words for idols or heathen 

An....-- gods, in the same way in which 
bfifeth, ‘shame,‘ has been put for 

bu‘ut, both alone (e.$. , Jer. 3 24 11 13 etc.) and in proper 
names like Ishbosheth (see ISHBAAL), and with the 
same motive. In particular, the word <Zihim, ‘god’ 
(or ‘gods’) ,  when used of other deities or their idols, 
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IDOL IDOLATRY 
idol the core of which was cast of baser metal, and 
covered by the goldsmith with plates of gold hammered 
and soldered on (417) ; in 4412 it would seem that 
the body of the image was worked out by the smith 
in his f0rge.l One of the apocryphal additions to the 
Book of Daniel tells of an idol which was clay within 
and bronze without (Bel and the Dragon, 7) ; and such 
images of gilded pottery-though hardly great temple 
images-there may have been. The colossal statues 
(cp Dan. 3 I 2 3 1 8 )  were constructed upon a wooden 
framework.2 

Paintings (or reliefs) were probably adored only in 
mystery cults such as are described in Ezek. 810 (cp 
23 14). 

When an idol was finished it was solemnly installed 
in its place (I*!?, Judg. 827 I S. 5 2  z S. 617 ; cp Gk. 
16pderv). In  the case of those which were set up in 
temples as objects of a public cultus, the installation 
was doubtless an act of great ceremony, attended by 
processions. sacrifices, hymns, and prayers ; and even 
the rudest domestic idol would not be set up without 
rites of similar purport. A procession hearing the god 
to his shrine is perhaps meant in Is. 467, cp Jer. 105.  
The idol was placed in a cella or sacellum ( a  biik 
PZhim, Judg. 17 5 ; O ~ K ~ U ,  Bar. 6 12 19 ; contemptuously 
el6dXrov or e i8~Xeiov ,  I Esd. 210 I Macc. 1083 etc. ) ; 
in a private house it might have a shrine prepared for 
it (oftqpa, Wisd. 1315) ,  where it stood in a niche in the 
wall (ib. ). The  idol was fastened up in its place by 
nails (Is. 417 Jer. l o 4  Wisd. Z.C.), or secured by chains 
that he might not desert his worshippers (Is. 401? ) .~  
The idols were often dressed in costly stuffs and rich 
colours (Ezek. 1618 Jer. 109 Bar. 611f: 5 8 7 ~ ) , ~  and 
adorned with jewels ( M  ‘Ab6dci zd~ci ,  19). Some of 
them wore crowns upon their heads (Bar. 69) and held 
in their hands weapons of war (Bar. 615) or various 
insignia and attributes (cp M. ‘AbCdd zdrd, 31). 

The manufacture of idols is satirically described in 
certain passages in the OT;  see Hab. 218 f. Is. 
40x8 8 4 1 6 3  449-20 4663 Jer. 102-59 14 f: Ps. 
1 1 5 4 f i = 1 3 5 1 5 8  Wisd. 13108 15 ; cp also Baruch6, 
Bel and the Dragon, 3 8  Except the first, none of 
these is pre-exilic ; most of them are from the Persian 
and Greek periods, and are Jewish polemic against the 
idolatry of the Gentiles. 

For the literature of the subject, see IDOLATRY, B 11. 

IDOLATRY AND PRIMITIVE RELIGION. 
Idolatry (el8wXoXarpiu) is etymologically the worship 
1. The term. of images ; but as the word d8wXov 

was used in the LXX of a false god, 
whether represented by an image or not,5 so Paul, by 
whom the word ‘ idolatry’ (ei6wXoXarpla) may have 
been coined-it occurs first in his epistles-employs the 
term in a wider sense of the worship of false gods and 
the whole heathen cultus. 

See Gal. 5 20 I Cor. 10 14 I Pet. 4 3 : cp Col. 3 5 : cp also the 
use of rIS~hoh6qnp I Cor. 5 rof: B g 10 7 Eph. 5 5 Rev 21 8 22 15. 

The equivalent Hebrew term is ‘d66dcih zdrcih ( n i n y  
mi), ‘ foreign worship,’ often concretely, the object of 
such worship, ‘ idol ’ (Mishna, freq. ). 

Thus, broadly, idolatry may be defined as the giving 

1 The oldest bronze statue in Greece (01. jo, incip. 587 B.C ) 
according to Pausanias (iii. 17 6) was not cast, but was made 11; 
parts, which were hammered out separately and riveted together. 
Cp Gardner oa. cit. 26. 

2 Lucian,’ Somnium, 24 ; Jup. trag. 8 ; see also Gardner, 
op. cit. 18 ; Scholz, 41. 
3 A not uncommon practice: see, e.g., Pansan. iii. 157 

viii. 41 6 : Schol. Pind. 01. 7 95 ; Macroh. Saturn. 18 ; Plut. 

G. F. M. 

See also Arnob. A&. geetes, 1 39. 

a n  earlier period, or was borrowed by them from the 
Egyptians or from the Canaanites, is a question which 
cannot be discussed here (see CALF, GOLDEN). 

In the temple in Jerusalem, down to the end of the eighth 
century, sacrifice was offered to a bronze serpent (2 K. 18 4, cp 
Nnm.21sJ). see NEHUSHTAN. The form of the ‘jealousy 
image ’ (Ezed. 8 3 5) is not known (for a conjecture see above, 

I c, note). 
The  idol of Dagon at  Ashdod (I S. 5) had a head 

and hands, and was thus at  least partially anthropo- 
niorphic ; the opinion that the lower half of the image 
was in the form of a fish rests on a very slender basis (see 
DAGON). Images in human likeness are mentioned by 
Hosea (132 Vers.) and Ezekiel (1617 mh, cp 18); 
more explicitly in Is. 44 13. 

Ps. 115 4-8 (? 135 15-18) assume ?.nthropomorphic images to be 
the ordinary type ; the author lived well on in the Greek period ; 
cp Wisd. 14 15 16-20 (portrait statues of a dead child, and of a 
king worshipped as gods). The ‘ grisly object ’ (miphlepth, 
n&n) which the queen-mother Maacah made for the (or, as 
an) ds&rdh (I K. 15 13 2 Ch. 15 16) was understood by the Jews 
in the early centuries of our era as an ithyphallic idol (see 
‘268dd zdni, 44a, and cp Jerome simuZmacrum Priapz).2 an 
obscene interpretation perhaps underlies the translation 0; @ in 
I K. There is, however, no rea5on to believe that this is more 
than an exegetical conceit (see above, 5 3 ~ 3 .  

In  the laws, images of man or woman, beast, bird, 
reptile, or fish, are forbidden (Dt. 5 8, especially 4 16-19) ; 
all these forms-arid composites of them-were doubt- 
less known to the authors of the legislation (see also 
Wisd. 1310-16). The  scanty information on this subject 
which can be gleaned from the pages of the O T  must 
be supplemented by the descriptions of Phcenician and 
Syrian gods in Greek and Latin writers, and especially 
by the archaeology of religious art in Egypt, Assyria, 
Phcenicia, and CYPNS. 

A selection of types may be, found in the plates at  the end of 
Scholz’s GJtzendienst, etc., 77 ; see also Perrot and Chipiez, 
Hist. o f A r t  in P h n .  156-83 29-27 147-179. 

The  Phcenicians, who manufactured idols and exported 
them in numbers to all parts of the Mediterranean 
basin, imitated Egyptian types, but-remarkably enough 
-only anthropomorphic (not theriomorphic or therian- 
thropic) types ; see Perrot and Chipiez, Hist. ofArt in 
Phltn. 1 7 7 3  80. 

The  vast majority of the images were private or 
household idols (see IDOLATRY). These were generally 

Cp DIANA, 5 2. 

1. Material ,a small, and of materials and workman- 
, fabrication.3 ship corresponding to the means of 

their owners and the fashion of the 
times. The  commonest were of wood, carved and 
painted (Wisd. 13 14 15 4 ; cp Paus. ii. 2 5 vii. 26 II  

viii. 396, Plin. NH 33 36). or adorned with gold and 
silver (Jer. 1 0 4 )  ; there were also graven images of stone 
and idols of clay, the work of the potter (Wisd. 
15 7 f i  1 3 ) . ~  Small idols were cast in silver and gold 
(see mnss2kdh,§ I e ) ,  doubtless also in less precious metals 
(bronze, as in Egypt, etc. ; lead, cp the very old leaden 
idol from Troy, Baumeister, 1191). Larger images 
were made of cheaper material and covered with gold 
or silver.6 From the procedure attributed to Aaron in 
the destruction of the golden calf (Ex. 32 m), it  has been 
inferred, with much probability, that the bull images of 
the Northern Kingdom had a wooden core; see also 
ZJ. 4, where the words ‘ h e  fashioned it with a graving 
tool ’ are more naturally understood of the carving of a 
wooden image than of finishing a casting (AV) ; cp, 
however, v. 24. Is. 4019 describes the making of a n  

1 Cp Scholz, IO; fif 
2 See ASHERAH.” 
3 See Bliimner, TechrzoZogC?, 2 ; Gardner, Handbook ofGreek 

ScaZ’pture, I j& 
4 See above on plsel (8 2 d). Wooden idols (cypress, cedar, 

oak, box, arbor vitae, etc. : cp Is. 44 13) were common also 
among the Greeks ; see reff. in Schoemann, Alterth. 2 1633 
Small and rude stone idols have been found in numbers at  Troy 
SBaumeister, Denkm. 1191) ; images of glazed pOttery (faience) 
iii Egypt (Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. 2go),$ctiZia deommsimuZacm, 
Plin. N H  34 16 (34). See also Schoenann, 2 164 : Bliimner, 
TechnoL 2 113& ; Scholz, Gotzendienst, 41. 
5 Cp Dt. 7 25 Is. 30 22 Hab. 2 19 (?) Bar. 6 passim (nrplxpuua 

A Zex. 24 etc. 
4 So in Egypt (Plut. de Zsid. 3) and Greece (Schoemann, 

Q 165). 

heathen with the idols, see below, 

stitutes dictated by Christian censorsfip. 

5 E.g., I K. 115 On the identification of the gods of the 

13 With this use of 1: cp Is. 43 12 Dt. 32 16 etc. The 
9. 

fqrmulas .nib o m n .  a m y  (o”n ), ~ ’ 7 h  mim are sub- 
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IDOLATRY AND PRIMITIVE RELIGION 
to any creature the homage or devotion which belongs 
to God alone. 

So Cyprian : tunc idololatria committitur, cum divinus honor 
alteri datur : 1 GrePorv Nazianzen : ' the transference to the 
creatures of the agoration which belongs to the creator';P 
Maimonides : ' the worship of any one of all the creatures.'3 

In a somewhat more restricted sense the term may be 
properly employed to comprehend those forms of 
religion in which the worship of a deity is connected 
with some material object, in which he is supposed to 
reside, or to be present at  the performance of the sacred 
rites. 

The origin and progress of idolatry lies beyond the scope of 
our present inquiry 4 which has directly to do only with the 
forms of idolatry mentioned in OT and NT. 

Men early recognised certain places as the homes or 
haunts of the gods. These spots were protected by 

2. Haunts of religious reverence, and thither wor- 
gods and of shippers resorted to bring their offerings 

and present their prayers to the deity. 
Among the Semites, as among Indo- 

European peoples, mountains were often thus sacred to 
the gods;  on their summits were sanctuaries: altars 
were erected there beneath the open sky (see HIGH 

So the word will be understood in this article. 

spirits.5 

PLACES, 5 2 8 ) .  
Many such mountains are known to us from the OT : Horeh 

'the mount of God ' Sinai Mt. Peor and Mt. Nebo in Moab' 
Carmel, Tabor, Hlrmon, Lebanon, Ebal and Gerizim, Zion: 
WorThip on the mountains and ' on every high hill ' is in Jeremiah 
and Ezekiel the distinctive mark of heathenism.6 

Fountains, wells, and rivers, also, were frequently 
sacred; the living waters, the verdure which they 
supported, were visible signs of a present deity. 

Beer-sheba, Beer-lahai-roi, Kadesh (En-mishpat), and Dan are 
holy places of this class ; the veneration for sacred fountiins 
streams and lakes among the Phcenicians and Syrians is weli 
known.# 

Holy trees are extremely common among the Semites, 
as among other races ; and rites which had their origin 
in tree-worship have here a s  elsewhere proved among 
the most ineradicable of survivals. In  the OT we read 
of sacred trees at  various places. 

At Shechem ('El5n mJreh,-the name implies that it was an 
oracular tree: Gen. 126,f, c 354; further, Josh. 2426 Judg. 
06), Hebron (Gen. 13 18 18 I) Beer-sheba (Gen. 21 33), Gibeah 
(I S. 142 226) and elsewherd. The idolatrous Israelites set up 
their altars ILnder every luxuriant tree' (Dt., Jer., Ezek.).e 
Holy trees often stood beside sacred waters, as at  Beer-sheha 
and on hill-tops, with which they are constantly associated in th; 
seventh-century polemic against idolatry. 

Fountains and trees were regarded in early times as. 
possessing a demonic life of their own ; a t  a later stage, 
as the dwelling-place or embodiment of a demonic 
spirit. Each such object had its own numen; in the 
language of Canaan, its ' Z l  or ba'al. So, too, every holy 
mountain had its bu'al (see BAAL). I n  the develop- 
ment of anthropomorphic religion these old local numinu 
are frequently supplanted by gods of a wholly different 
character,-an old holy tree, for example, becoming a 
Z ~ 3 r  fv8ev8pos ; then the felt incongruity of the associa- 
tion may give rise to a myth, as in the case of Atargatis 
at  Hierapolis and at Ascalon (WRS Rel. Sem.(2) 174J ). 
Under the influence of more advanced ideas the place 
or object which was primitively holy of itself comes to 
be thought of as merely the abode or the symbol of a 
god, owing its holiness (as did the artificial sanctuaries 
presently to be spoken of) to this association. Finally 
the association itself is rejected by a more spiritual 

1 Exhort. ad Mart. 
2 O m t .  in Theojhan. ch. I;. 
3 Mishne Tora Aboda Zara 2 I. 
4 This question'can be satisfaAtorily discussed only in connec- 

tion with the phenomenology of religion in general and the 
development of the religious consciousness. 

5 On the Israelite holy places see von Gall, AZLisrueZitische 

6 See Ba{dissin, Sem. ReL-gesch. 2 2 3 1 8  
7 Movers Plronizier, 1 665 8. Baudissin Z.C. 148 8; 

Pietschmann Plronizier zr5$ * WkS 1:eL S&Z.('~ 165 
8 On the hhiness of 'Abrahan;'s oak,' see Jerome OS(&1416. 
9 Movers Ph6nizier 1 567-583; Scholz, GStzendzhd 292.295; 

Baudissin, 2.c. 184-23;; WRS Lc. 1855, cp 1 3 1 8  Ahditional 
literature in Baudissin, 184 n. 

(Vosr De Idololairia, 1. i. ch. 3). 

xultstiitten 99a. 
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conception of the godhead : idolatry is a folly and a* 
impiety. Thus, in Canaan, YahwB superseded the 
multitude of local ba'uZs at the old holy places of the 
land ; the prophets and Deuteronomy regard the result 
of this syncretism as pure heathenism (see below, 5 9). ' 

Another class of holy places are the tombs of the 
ancestors of clans and tribes, whose spirits watch over 
and protect their descendants (see Jer. 31 qJ). 

The burial-place of Abraham, thecave of Machpelahat Hebron 
which is still one of the holiest places of Islam ; the tomb .f 
JosFph at Shechem . the tombs of Rachel near Ephrath in Ben- 
jamin, of Deborah 'near Bethel, of Joshua at  Timnath-heres, 
are familiar examples from the OT. 

That  worship was offered at these tombs is not 
directly attested in the OT ; but it is on other grounds 
very probable. 

Of the worship of animals among the Israelites in 
historical times we have no evidence; the totemistic 

3. Animal survivals which have, been discovered in 
and star institutions and cultus come down from 
worship. an earlier stage in the history of religion : 

and the images of YahwB in the form of 
bulls in the Northern Kingdom, and the bronze serpent 
at  Jerusalem, are not tG be confounded with the worship 
of living animals (e.g., the Apis and Mnevis bulls in 
Egypt), or of whole species of animals. 

An ancient and widespread theory regards the worship 
of the heavenly bodies as the beginning of idolatry ; 
and the whole history of Semitic religion has often been 
constructed upon this assumption-Baal was originally 
the sun, Astarte the moon, etc. All the evidence 
which we possess, however, goes to show that in 
Palestine and Phcenicia, whilst the sun and the moon 
under their proper names were worshipped in various 
places, the identification of the old deities with the 
heavenly bodies, and the introduction of distinctively 
astronomical cults, fall comparatively late, and were 
accomplished under foreign influence. In Israel the 
invasion of these cults occurred in the seventh century, 
and there is no reason to think that it came materially 
earlier in Phcenicia (see NATURE WORSHIP). 

Thus far we have been considering objects and places 
which were sacred apart from any act of man, natural 

4. Artificial sanctuaries. There is an important dis- 
sanctuaries. tinction-not always observed-between 

this class and that in which human 
agency has a part in the constitution or consecration of 
the holy place or object ; we may call the latter artificial 
sanctuaries. Of these, probably the oldest, as it is 
certainly by far the most important, is the sacred stone 
(monolith or heap of stones. 

The sacred fauntain and the sacred tree were common but not 
universal adjuncts of the sanctuary; in the times covered by 
our evidence they played a very subordinate part in the ritual 
(see below, $ IO). On the other hand the sacred stone (massd6Aii) 
or the rude altar of stones'was found at  every place of worship. 
it was anointed with oil (Gen. 28 18, cp Lev. 8 11) ; the blood 0: 
the victims was smeared upon it or poured out at its base. 
with it all those rites by which the worshipper comes imrnedi;. 
ately into contact with the object of his worship are inseparably 
connected.3 The ma:;&ih was set up, the altar built, for this 
purpose. 

The  holiness of the stone is not derived from the dis- 
covery that a spirit already dwells in it ; it is holy because 
a deity has consented to enter into it, in it to be present 
in the midst of his worshippers, and receive their 
sacrifice ; it is the seat (280s) of the god. This stage or 
type of religion is frequently called ' fetishism ' ; ' bu t  
this much-abused name ministers only to misunder- 
standing and prejudice (WRS ReZ. Sem. P) 209J ). 

A connecting link between this conception and those 
rocks, of strange shape or otherwise remarkable, which 
Ire natural sanctuaries may perhaps be found in the 

1 See Stade, GVr 14508 On the hypothesis that a stage of 
hero-worship preced,ed the worship of Yahwi. at the Canaanite 
sanctuaries. see HIGH PLACES 5 7. 
2 RefereAces in Scholz, G&endienst, 53J : cp Maimonides,' 

'A66dii Z E m i ,  1 I. 
3 See WRS ReL Sem.(z) zoo& 

See MASSEBAH). 
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IDOLATRY AND PRIMITIVE RELIGION 
worship of aerolites (parrdhrov = 5Bnq, bEthP2, XlOoi 
#p$uxoi), or thunder-stones ; but of this connection 
there is no direct evidence (see MASSEBAH). 

A particularly interesting question is suggested by the tradition 
that the ark which Moses made at  Horeh contained stone tablets 
inscribed with ‘ten commandments’ (cp ARK, IO; DECALOGUE). 
That the fundamental laws were thus put where they could not 
be seen is in the highest degree improbable ; 011 the other hand, 
the chest was certainly made to hold some sacred object, and 
nothing is more likely than that this object was a stone from 
the ‘mount of God,’ 1 by taking which with them the Israelites 
were assured of the presence and protection of Yahwb when 
they wandered away from his holy mountain. 

Another ‘ artificial sanctuary ’ is the wooden pole or 
post (ZshErZh) which ordinarily stood at Palestinian 
holy places. I t  is a common opinion that this pole or 
mast was a surrogate for the living holy tree ; but this 
is not certain (see ASHERAH, 5 2). What  the significance 
of the ZshZrZh was, or what rites were connected with it, 
we do not learn. 

Images of the kods belong to a comparatively ad- 
vanced stage in the history of religion ; they presuppose 

a definiteness of conception which is ’‘ Images* foreign to early religions, and a discrimi- 
nation of the character and attributes of different deities 
which is a product of history and reflection. From the 
ancients themselves we have many testimonies that the 
introduction of cultus-images was a recent thing. 

Thus Varro affirms that for more than 110 years from the 
founding of the city the Romans had no image of a god in 
human or animal form : Numa is said to have forbidden such 
representations ; 2 the Persians had no temples or idols before 
Artaxerxes I.;3 in Greece also temples and images of the gods 
were unknown in ancient times ; 4 the earliest temples of the 
E-yptians were without idols.5 Arab tradition which is 
sGported by philological evidence declares that iddls like that 
of Hohal at Mecca were of f0reign)origin.G 

Some of these testimonies have no historical valne ; 
they represent a theory of antiquity which is generalised 
by Eusebius: ‘ the  oldest peoples had no idols.’7 
Archzeological evidence, however, confirms the fact that 
the iconic age was everywhere preceded by one in which 
the objects of worship were aniconic.8 

The  development of the stone image of the deity 
out of the dp$s Neos ,  and of the wooden idol ($bavov) 
out of the aniconic wooden posts, can be traced with 
some distinctness in Greece ; it is natural to conceive 
that the same evolution took place in Palestine and 
Phcenicia ; but the proof cannot be given. Our texts 
do not enable us to connect the pheZ (graven image) 
with the Zsht?dh (wooden post) in any way, and monu- 
mental evidence is lacking. What is certain is that 
the aniconic agalmata, especially the stone stel&, 
obelisks, pyramids, or cones, maintained themselves in 
the Phcenician cults down to late times, and were not 
superseded by stone temple idols. Images of the gods 
seem to have been first introduced as domestic idols : 
most of the images which have been found in Phcenicia 
and its colonies are of small size and inferior materials ; 
none have been discovered which can be certainly iden- 
tified as cultus-idols. 

It does not fall within the scope of this article to 
describe the worship of the Semites in general ; we must 

6. cultus. confine ourselves to a brief mention of the 
idolatrous ceremonies mentioned in the 

OT or the NT. 
Holy mountains, waters, and trees, as we have seen, 

were places of worship in Palestine ; but we learn nothing 
from the O T  about peculiar rites such, for example, as 

(See IDOL, 5 5 . )  

1 Less probably an aerolite as has often been surmised; cp 

2 A& Ciu Dei 431 Plut. Numa, 8 ; cp Plin. N H  3415. 
3 Dinin id Cl&n.AI: Proirefit. 41  Syllb. ; Hdt. 1 131 : 

Jevons Znirod. to Hist. o f R k  1645 

- .- 
Strabo, 732. 

4 Lucian. De sawif: 11. 
6 Luck; Deu Sy; 3. 
8 We. A;. Heid.(l) 13th ggn. 
7 PYE 
8 See $amell, &is ofthe Gveek Slafes 1 chaps. I a ’ Scboe. 

mann, AZiwth. 2 156f” esp. Overbeck, Ib& Cultusoiject bei 
den Griechen in seine: Bltesten Gestaltungen,‘sBer. d. s&h. 
GeseZSsch. d. Wissensch. (‘64) IZI& 

Ev. 1 9 .  cp Wisd. 13 

in Syria are connected with sacred fountains and lakes ; 
and it is only from the practice of other Semites in 
ancient and modern times that we may infer that 
offerings or mementoes (strips of cloth, and the like) 
were hung upon the sacred trees.’ I t  is obvious that 
these cults were of inferior importance; indeed, tree 
worship was probably under the kings just what it is 
now for both Christians and Moslems-asuperstition, in 
the proper sense of the word-that is, a cult which has 
been left on one side by the development of religion. 
The  nature of the places of worship and their ordinary 
furniture has been described elsewhere (see HIGH 
PLACE, and ALTAR). 

The rites of sacrifice are essentially the same through- 
out the Semitic world (see SACRIFICE). They connect 
themselves primarilywith the sacred stone (see MASSXBA R, 
and above, 5 6). Distinctive ceremonies associated with 
the sacred post or pole are not mentioned in the OT ; 
the numerous Assyrian reliefs and the seals which 
appear to represent the adoration of the sacred post are 
of uncertain interpretation (see ASHEKAH). Sacrifices 
to the idols were offered by fire (Hos. 4 13 etc. ) ; libations 
were poured out (Jer. 718  etc. ) ; the fruits of the earth 
(tithes, first-fruits) were presented to them (Hos. 28[10] 
Is. 576 etc.) ; tables spread with food were set before 
them (Is. 6511 ; cp Bar. 6283, Bel and the Dragon, 3$). 

The  worshippers kissed the idols (Hos. 152 I I<. 1918 ; 
cp Cic. in Verrem443), or threw kisses with their 
hands (Job 31 27, to the sun and moon) ; stretched out 
their hands in prayer and adoration (Ps. 4420[21]); 
knelt before the idols or prostrated themselves to the 
earth ; when the deity was obdurate the priests leaped 
or danced about the altar,3 calling loudly upon the name 
of their god, and gashed themselves with knives ( I  K. 18 
26 28). 

the acts of worship or homage by 
olatry is violated thus : He breaks 
burns incense to an idol offers a 
efore it or acknowledges i; to be his 
es the‘ idol, kisses it, sweeps or 

sprinkles water before it, washes it, anoints it, dresses it, or 
puts on its shoes (Sanhedrin, 76; cp Maimonides, Ahoda 
ZUYU, 36). 

T h e  idols were often carried in procession, either at 
fixed seasons, or upon some particular occasion (Is. 467 
Jer. 10 5 )  ; such processions are represented on Egyptian 
and Assyrian monuments, and frequently referred to by 
Greek and Roman authors. 

Theidolatrous cults had their priests (for an opprobrious 
name of whom see CHEMARIM) and prophets ( I  K. 18 
40) and oracles (2 K. 1 z 16). T o  the ministry of some 
of these religions belonged also the ‘ consecrated men 
and women ’ (aiel?, nizhp Dt. 23 183 ) ; that is, religious 
prostitutes of both sexes (cp HARLOT). 

The offering of the body in honour of the deity prevailed 
widely in the North-Semitic religions ; in some of them it is 
said-though not on the best authority-to have been ohli- 
gatory on every woman once in her life ;4 in others-perhaps 
in all-a special class of temple-harlots was maintained. Com- 
merce with them was a religious act, accompanied by sacri- 
fice (Hos.413); the hire was sacred and was brought into the 
treasury of the god (Dt.2318119]). The laws forbidding men 
and women to wear the garments of the opposite sex (Dt. 225) 
are aimed at cults of this kind. 

Certain peculiar rites and customs are known to us 
from passing allusions in the O T  ; the priests of Dagon 
would not set foot on the sacred threshold (I S 55 ; cp 
Zeph. 1 9) ;  the altars to the host of heaven were erected 
on the roofs of the houses (Jer. 19 13 Zeph. 15 etc. ); cakes 
of a peculiar form were offered to the Queen of Heaven 
(Jer. 7 18); the sun-god had a chariot and horses stabled 
in the temple in Jerusalem (2 K. 23 11); the worshippers 
of the sun stood with their faces to the east (Ezek. 816); 

1 Cp Gen. 354, jewels buried at the foot ofa sacred tree. See 
also DRESS, $ 8. 

2 Cp Scholz, 55. 
3 On the dances of the priests in Syrian cults see Herodian, V. 

3 15 andpussim; Lucian, D m  Syr. 50.  
4 Hdt. 1199; Straho, 745 ; Baruch, 642 f; Lucian, DeaSyria, 

6, etc. Cp HARLOT. 
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ideas like their own. The prophets of the eighth 
century, particularly Hosea and Isaiah, zealously declaim 
against the images, of which the land was full (Is. 28); 
under the influence of Isaiah, Hezekiah probably made 
an effort to root out the idols (z K. 184) .  The older 
aniconic representatives of the deity, the nzugZhihs, were 
not yet assailed-the command to destroy the Canaanite 
sacred stones has a different motive. In the succeeding 
period these also fall under the condemnation of 
idolatry : no such symbol shall stand by the altar of 
YahwB (Dt. l621f: 123f: Lev. 261 etc.); no image of 
any kind is to be tolerated (Ex. 20 4 = Dt. 5 8 etc. ). In 
Dt. 415-19 (sixth century) a reason is annexed to this 
prohibition : at Horeb, where Yahwk revealed himself to 
Israel, they saw no visible form in which they might 
image him. Violation of these laws incurs the severest 
penalties,-for the individual, capital punishment (Dt. 
1 7 2 8 ) ;  for a city, the ban (Dt. 13); for the people as 
a whole, national ruin (29 108 etc.). With the prophets 

children were sacrificed to the divine king at the Topheth 
in the Valley of Hinnom (Jer. 7 31 etc. ; see MOLOCH) ; 
the women of Jerusalem made a mourning for the death 
of Tammiiz (Ezek. 814) ;  the gardens of Adonis are 
referred to by Isaiah ( l 7 r . f : ) ;  lectisternia to Gad and 
Meni by a post-exilic writer ( I s .6511) .  An examination 
of the seemingly irrational prohibitions in the legislation, 
in the light of comparative ethnology, yields considerable 
iuformation about the older cults and superstitions which 
were put under the ban by the religion of Yahwi ; but 
into this field it is impossible to enter here. 

The  Israelites when they invaded Canaan brought 
with them the common ideas of the nomadic Semites ; 

they had their holy mountain (Horeb), ’. History’ holy wells (Beer-sheba), and fountains 
(Radesh); the standing stone or stone-heap (altar) 
represented the deity in sacrifice ; domestic idols 
were probably not unknown (see TEKAPHIM). 
They found in Canaan a people of kindred race, 
possessed of an agricultural civilisation which the 
newcomers adopted. The Canaanite high places 
became Israelite sanctuaries (see HIGH PLACE), and 
the mug&ihs and rishZ~&s beside the fire-altars and 
beneath the holy trees were taken over with them;  if 
new sanctuaries were founded, they were furnished with 
a similar apparatus. The prophets and prophetic 
historians regard the idols also as adopted from the 
Canaanites ; and, speaking generally, this is doubtless 
true. The Baals and Astartes, the gods of the land, 
were worshipped by the side of YahwB. The  founding 
.of the national kingdom gave rise to international 
relations and led to the introduction of foreign religions 
(Phmnician, Moabite, Ammonite, I K.11), which were 
externally much like that of Israel. The worship of the 
Tyrian Baal in the reign of Ahab, however, provoked a 
Teaction which overthrew the dynasty of Omri. The  
larger political horizon in the eighth and seventh 
centuries, and especially the long-continued friendly 
relations of Judah with Assyria, opened the way for 
t h e  introduction of many foreign cults, among which 
the worship of the HOST OF HEAVEN, the QUEEN 
OF HEAVEN, the MoLocH-worship, and the rites of 
mourning forTAMMUZarethemost important; zK.23 4 3  
shows us the state of things in Jerusalem and its suburbs 
in 621. 

The  reforms of Josiah made no permanent change, 
as is evident from the prophecies of Jeremiah and 
Ezekiel; the latter gives us glimpses of the strange 
rites which were introduced or revived in the last years 
of the city (Ezek.8). In the Persian period the 
strongest foreign influence was AramEan ; this is seen 
not only in the gradual displacement of Hebrew by the 
Aramaic vernacular, but also by the allusions to Syrian 
cults such as those of GAD and MENI (Is. 6511 ; see 
FORTUNE). Under the successors of Alexander, the 
Jews in Palestine as well as in Egypt and Syria were 
brought under the spell of Hellenic civilisation, and the 
liberal party, especially strong among the priestly 
aristocracy, showed no prejudice against the Greek 
religions,* until the violent measures of Antiochus 
Epiphanes provoked an equally violent reaction. 

‘ Molten gods’ (massZKdhs), which were doubtless 
regarded as distinctively Canaanite, are prohibited in 
8,- Religious the oldest laws (Ex. 34 17). Jeroboam’s 

’ calves‘ were of this kind, and we may 
well believe that they were condemned in leadersea 

his own time by men who looked with jealous eyes upon 
the assimilation of the religion of Yahwi to that of 
the baals of Canaan (on the untrustworthy record 
IK.  13, see JEROBOAM, I [end]). The  Deuteronomic 
historians are in error, not in assuming that there was 
opposition from the first to the Canaanitizing of Israel, 
but in ascribing this opposition to higher religious 

1 See Scholz, 41gJ 
2 On the attitude to foreign gods in general, see Baudissin, 

Sem. ReL-gesch. 1493. 
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9. Hostility to of the seventh century begins the 
foreign cults. contemptuous identification of the gods 

of the heathen with their idols, and 
in the sixth the trenchant satire upon the folly 
of making gods of gold and silver, of wood and stone, 
which runson through the later Psalms, Wisdom, Baruch, 
the Jewish Sibyllines, etc. (see IDOL, 5 5 end), to be 
taken up again by Christian apologists. The  attack of 
Antiochns Epiphanes upon their religion made offering 
sacrifice to idols the very act of apostasy ; faithful Jews 
submitted to martyrdom rather than obey the king’s 
command : the Maccabzean revolt was a rising against 
the attempt to forceidolatry upon them. With the 
memories of bitter persecution, of heroic struggle and 
glorious victory, there was instilled into the breast of 
every true Jew an inexpugnable hatred of idols at  which 
the ancient world wondered. Their Roman masters 
were more than once surprised by the outbreaks of this 
to them incomprehensible fanaticism. Pilate’s first 
collision with the Jews was occasioned by his bringing 
the military ensigns (see ENSIGNS) from Cmarea  to 
Jerusalem (Jos. Ant. xviii. 3 I )  ; the order of Caligula 
that his statue should be set up in the temple wonld 
have precipitated the Jewish revolt had not the good 
sense of Petronius interposed delays, and the death of 
the Emperor put an end to the plan (Ant. xviii. 8 ,  BJ 
ii. IO); the desperate war under Adrian was provoked 
by the setting up of a temple and image of Jupiter on 
the site of the ruined temple (Dio Cassius, 69 12 ; cp 
Jerome on Is. 29). 

It is instructive to compare this history with that of 
the Greek religion. Some of the greatest of Greek - 

Comparison philosophers had protested against 
ldolatry almost as strongly as the 
Drouhets of Israel. Heraclitus, Xeno- with Greece. 

phanes, Empedocies had satirised the folly of praying to 
images ; Zeno declared that neither temples nor idols 
befitted the g0ds.l Their words, however, made no 
impression upon the popular religion ; and later philoso- 
phers had no difficulty in discovering good reasons for 
the use of images.2 In  Israel, on the contrary, a whole 
people had been trained to the worship of God without 
visible embodiment or symbol. 

On Idolatry in general the older works of G. J. Voss, and A. 
van Dale may still be consulted ; from a modern standpoint, 

Tylor Earry H i s t o r y o ~ ~ a n R d ,  chap. 6 ;  
11. Bibliography. Prim: Cd t . (3 )  2 16sf : Lippert, Czdtzw- 

gesch. 2 43sf . furt er, J. Selden, de Dis 
Syris, with the Additamenta of k: Beyer, 1672; P. Scholz, 
GJtzendienst u. Zazderwesen dei den a l k n  Hebraem u. den 
denachdarten VJZkem (‘77) : Baudissin Stadien ZUY sem. Re[.- 
gesch. 1 (‘76); 2 (‘78) ; WRS RrL S~nr.’(~) (‘94). G.  F. M. 

IDUEL (IAOYHAOC [BA]). I Esd. 843 EV, mg. 

IDUMEA (Phg; RV ‘Edom’  : Is. 345J Ezek. 

ARIEL, I. 

1 See Welcker Griechische Gd’fterlehre, 2114f: 
2 Plotinus;E&ead. iv. 3 I T ; Porphyry in Euseb.Prtep.Ev. 3 7; 

cp Dio Chrysost. Or. 12405 Reiske ; Maxim. Tyr. Diss. 8. 
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3515 365),  I d u m a a  ( I A O Y M A I A  : Mk. 38), Idumeans,  
RV I d u m a a n s  ( I A O Y M A I O I  [A], z Macc. 1016). See 
EDOM. 

IEDDIAS ( ~ ~ A A I A c  [A]), I Esd. 926 RV=Ezra 1025, 
JEZIAH. 

IEZER, IEZERITE (7)Y'K, '?I;'&), Nu. 2630t RV. 
See ABIEZER. 

IEZIAS ( I E Z E ~ A C  '[B]), I Esd. 926 RVmg,=Ezra 
1025, JEZIAH. 

IGAL ' h e  [God] ransoms,' 53). 
I. Issacharite 'spy' : Nu. 137 P ('haah [Bl, ryah [AF], iyAau 

2. b. Nathan of Zobah one of David's heroes(a S. 2336t : yaah 

3. AV Igeal, a descendant of Zerubbabel (I Ch.322: rwqh 

[Ll). 

[BA], iwqh [L]). Cp J o ~ L ,  3; NATHAN, 3; MIBHAR. 

[BAI, iayaah [Ll). 
IGDALIAH (9 ;I :\ 719, i , IEGEDELIA [Vg.], probably a 

mere error for GEDALIAH rq.v.1, cp ~ O ~ O ~ L O U  [BAQ, om. 4, K * ~ ) T J  
[Pesh.] 6 37), father of HANAN, 7 (Jer. 354). 

IGNORANCE. If true religion is 'wisdom' or 
' knowledge,' false religion must be I folly ' or ' igliorance ' 
(cp Wisd. 14 m), and in the Bible ' religion ' includes 
practice as well as theory. This antithesis is constantly 
present to the minds of the biblical writers, though they 
may not always develop the antithesis in the same way. 
Legislation drew a broad distinction between intentional 
sins (m; i;:, ' with a high hand ' )  and sins committed 
' by error ' (?I& ; RV 'unwittingly '). The  modern 
Christian standard must of course not be applied too 
rigorously to the details of the law, and the extreme 
anxiety (cp Ps. 1913) produced by the ease with which 
' sins of ignorance ' could be committed appears to us 
not to be a feature of an ideal character. However, 
the principle of discrimination recognised by the lagis- 
lators is still acknowledged in Christendom, and self- 
distrust, if conpled with trust in the ' higher self '-the 
indwelling Spirit-is a n  undeniably Christian quality 
(z Cor. D9). 

Another variety of ignorance shows itself in doubts 
of the divine justice ; ' so foolish was I and ignorant' 
(Ps. 73 22 92 6[7]). There are mysteries which, if handled 
a t  all, should be handled wisely ; and who can keep off 
the mystery referred to by the Psalmist? On the other 
hand, a mystery such as the cause of Israel's blindness 
(Rom. 1125)  is one which does not touch the ordinary 
Christian so closely that he must either solve the 
problem or suffer spiritual shipwreck. 

The spiritual ignorance of the heathen and of 
unbelieving Jews is a point which is variously treated 
by the O T  writers. Sometimes it is assumed that the 
heathen deliberately neglect the elementary divine laws 
(Is.245 Ps. 917[18j?, cp PS.2227[28]); sometimes it 
is stated or implied that God allows each nation to 
follow its own course in religion ; the course may be a 
foolish one, but it is at  least natural and uncondemned 
(Jer. 2 11 Mic. 45). Even in the N T  we find a certain 
variety of view. In Rom. 120-23 idolatry is repre- 
sented as a deliberate silencing of the conscience, 
which leads to the manifestation of the wrath of God 
(v. 18). In Acts 17 30. however, the Paul of the Acts of 
the Apostles excuses the error of Jews and heathen in 
the times before Christ as ' ignorance ' (tlyvora) which 
God has 'winked at  ' (bmppr6dv ; D", mpd6v)-a phrase 
which reminds some of us of the term 'ignorance' 
applied in Arabic to pre-Mohammedan paganism. If, 
with Denney( Hastings, DB244gb), weattemptto combine 
these two passages, we arrive at  the difficult view that 
God can ' wink at  ' or excuse something which is ' in the 
last resort due to an immoral suppression, and even 
extinction, of divine light.' If, on the other hand, we 
recognise that the speeches in the Acts of the Apostles 
are literary compositions, we shall at once see how well 
these speeches are adapted to effect their assumed 
purpose. See, for instance, Acts 3x7, 1327, and, to 
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illustrate bmppr6dv, 14 16, ' who in time past suffered alL 
the nations to walk in their own ways.' It is true that 
Paul himself speaks of 'the passing over (T+ rdpeuprv) 
of the sins done aforetime, in the forbearance of God' 
(Rom. 325, RV); but the sins of the past (~poyeyoe6~a 
dpap~?jpara)  are the whole mass of human sins, with 
no special reference to heathenism. Since only in the 
sacrificial death of Christ could the righteousness of 
God be satisfied, it was theoretically necessary to. 
maintain that God had shown forbearance to the sins 
of the pre-Christian period, to those of a Moses or a n  
Ezra not less than to those of an idolater. 

That dyu6Tpa and &napria are practically synonymous will 
appear from Judith 5 20 and from the parallelism in I Esd. 8 75 
[72] Ecclus. 232 ; see also Heb. 9 7 (cp 53). 

The beautiful application of the legal phrases kyviqpa and 
d vo& in the Epistle to the Hebrews should be noticed. The 
iba l  High Priest is one who can 'bear gently with the ignorant 
and erring (702s dyvooiiui .a1 rAavwp&ocs) for that he d50 is. 
compassed with infirmity' (Heb. 52 RV); 'Jesus can do this, 
without ever having yielded to sin (Heb. 415). Nor does the 
author ignore the terrible possibility of 'sinning willingly 

~ K O U U ~ W ) ,  i.c., 'with a high hand,' after having been once 
'enlightened' (Heb. 10 26, cp 6 4-6). Cp Is. 22 14, I John 5 16. 

T. K. C. 
I IM (Wry, L e . ,  ' heaps '). 
I. A city of Judah on the Edomite border (Josh.1529t :: 

Robinson's Bet 'Awze~u (31' 30' N. 34' 
Possibly a corrupt anticipation of the. 

P a K w  [Bl, avarp [AL]). 
56' E.) seems too far N. 
following osy. 

2. See IJE-ABARIM. 
IJE-ABARIM (RV IYE-ABARIM : D' l lWa '?.l+-i. e . ,  

' heaps of the Abarim' : Nu. 21 IT Xahyaar fK rou napav [B], 
axdyar TW mpav [AFvid.], ax~hrtp Xatarp r4  dpav  [L] ; 33 44. 

eec Zv ri) r$av [Ll), otherwise IIM o r  TVIM (No. 33 45 yai [BAkyyeor[L]j. See ABARIM, and WANDER-. 
ING, WILDERNESS OF, g TI. 

IJON, or rather 'Iyy6n (fihp; AIN [BL], NAIN [A;. 
the first Y is a dittograph], in K.; I W  [B], A I W N  [AL] 
in Ch.), is mentioned with Dan and Abel-beth-maacah 
(or Abel-maim) in I K. 1520 (11 z Ch. 164) as conquered. 
by Benhadad in the reign of Baasha, and again in z K. 
1529 with Abel-beth-maacah, Kedesh, etc., as ' carried 
captive' by Tiglath-pileser in the reign of Pekah ; prob- 
ably also in z S. 246 (see DAN-JAAN). The place and 
name are apparently as old as Thotmes 111. ( 'a-y-na,  
WMM As. u. Eur. 393, cp 159). No wonder, there- 
fore, that the name should still survive in that of t h e  
Mq"Ayzin (the Campus Mergium of William of Tyre), 
a rich plain, oval in shape, at  the foot of the mountains. 
of Naphtali, near the bend of the river Litany. The  
Talmud speaks of ' the pass (rtnxpu) of Ijon ' (Neub. 
Gkogr. 18), which favours the identification of Ijon with 
TeZZ D i b b h ,  a large mound in a commanding position 
near the northern end of the Merj 'Ayzin. See Rob. 
BR 3375 ; Guerin, GaL 2 2 0 3 ~ .  

IKRESH (L@, 'crooked,' 5 66; E K K H C  [BA], 

ILAI (9$v), I Ch. 11~91.=z S. 2328t. ZALMON, 2. 

ILIADUN ( I A I A A O Y N  [AI, E I A I A A O Y N  [Bl), I Esd. 

ai Zv rQ mpa[v] [RAF] 

-KLF [L]), a Tekoite, father of IRA, z S. 23 26 (SWKG [B], e m a s  

[A]), I Ch. 11 28 (CK ws [BK]) 27 9. 

553 RV, AV MADIABUN ( q . ~ . ) .  

ILLYRICUM ( I A A Y ~ I K O N  [Ti. WH]). The  'in-. 
hospitable district between Istria and Epirus, which, 
with its wild series of mountain-caldrons broken neither- 
by river-valleys nor by coast-plains and arranged like 
scales one above another, and with its chain of rocky 
islands stretching along the coast, separates rather than. 
connects Italy and Greece' (Momms. Hist. of Rome, 
3172, ET ; .cp Strabo, 317).l 

Illyricum in its widest sense denoted the entire region S. of 
the Danube from Rhztia (or at least Noricum) to Mesia. As 
first known to the Romans it was the region between the river 
Drilo and Epirus (ZL@ris G r z c a ) .  IZIyriS BUY~UVU extended 
northwards towards the head of the Adriatic; part of it was 
distinguished by the name Dalmatia. In 11 A.D. the district 

, 1 For the Illyrian stock see Mommsen, PYOV. of Rom. 
Em$. 1199, and Hirt in the Fdsfschnyf fur H. Kiepert ('gS),, 

~. 
'79J 
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ILLYRICUM IMMANUEL 
was divided into Lower Illyricum (Pannonia) and Upper 
Illyricum (Dalmatia) [but see Ptol. 2 161. The name Illyricum 
applied in this narrower sense to the region between the Arsia 
( A n n )  arid the Drilo was gradually displaced by the name 
Dalmatia, which, from the time of the Flavian emperors, was 
the regular term. 

The mention of Illyricum in the N T  is confined to 
Rom. 1519, where Paul affirms that he has ‘fully 
preached the gospel ’ ‘ round about unto Illyricum ’ 
( K ~ K A ~  &xpi TOO ’ I X ~ U ~ L K O O ) .  Two questions are raised 
hy the passage-viz. the exact meaning of ( I )  Illyricum, 
(2 )  ‘unto’ (pkpi) .  Illyricum may here be understood 
of the southern part attached to Macedonia, which con- 
tained the important commercial cities of Epidamnus 
(in Roman times Dyrrhgcium = modern Dura~m) and 
Apollonia-the two termini of the Via Egnatia, which 
runs a distance of 500 m., from the Hebrus to .the 
Adriatic. The great landing-place on the Macedonian 
sidewasDyrrh&cium(cp Catull. 3615 : ‘Adr iz  tabernam,’ 
Straho, 283, 329). The apostle might easily have under- 
taken the transcontinental journey from Thessalonica or 
Bercea during 57 A . D . ~  (see CHRONOLOGY, 5 71). 

On the view that Paul always uses geographical terms 
in their Roman sense (Zahn, B i n b i t .  1124)~ Illyricum 
must be taken to denote the Roman Province N. of 
the Drilo. In  favour of this interpretation are the facts 
(I )  that Paul is writing to a Roman church, in which 
his words would naturally be taken in their Roman 
sense ; and (2) that he uses not the Greek form ’IhXupir 
(’IXhuplu), but the adjectival form ’ I X h ~ p i ~ b v  (= Lat. 
Z&ricum). 

Applying the same reasoning to the use of the term Dalmatia 
(2 Tim. 4 IO), we shall he compelled to take that also as denoting 
the Roman Province, and hence to trace in the NT writings the 
change in Roman usage with regard to the name of the Province 
which has been above explained. All the more striking appears 
the variation when it is remembered that it is in writing to a 
Greek that the word Dalmatia is used in preference to the (to 
a Greek) more familiar form Illyria [see DALMATIA]. 

The  decision of the question whether by Illyricum 
Paul meant ZZrris Greca or the Roman Province 
Illyricum (Dalmatia), really lies in the answer given to 
the further question-whether ’ unto ’ (pcxpi) is used in 
an inclusive or exclusive sense. 

Mixpi, perhaps, need not involve the inclusion of the 
word with which it is combined, hence an actual cross- 
ing of the frontier of Illyricum from Macedonia is not 
to be proved. 

An unprejudiced reader, however, would here un- 
doubtedly understand Illyricum to lie within the circum- 
ference of the ever-widening circle of missionary enter- 
prise pictured by the phrase d r b  ’IepouuuX~p  KC^ K ~ K X ~  
p+pi 700 ’IXXU~LKOD. For in fact, if Berea, the most 
westerly recorded city (Acts 1710), is taken to have been 
the most westerly point actually reached in this region 
by Paul, he was still nearly IOO miles east of the Illyrian 
frontier-and therefore the employment of Illyricum to 
mark the extreme limit of preaching can with difficulty 
be justified. W e  hold, then, that Paul’s words imply 
actual work in Illyricum--i. e., qrobably in Zlbr is  Grecu 
-(cp his apparent familiarity wlth Nicopolis, Tit. 312) ; 
but a visit to, e.g., Salona (Colonia Martia Julia Saloons), 
the capital of the Roman Province Illyricum (Dalmatia) 
may also have found a place in the itinerary of which 
we get this solitary glimpse. 

That the phrase ‘ unto Illyricum ’ might have been legitimately 
used ‘even if his [Paul‘s] apostolic lahours were entirely to the 
eastward of the mountains (sc. Mt. Scardus), in the country 
watered by the Strymon and the Axius ’ (Conyheare and Howson, 
2 156), cannot be maintained by reference to the vague use of the 
word Illyricum to designate the Eegion S. of the, Danube (e.&--., 
Tac. Hist. 1 2 76 285, where Illyrlcum = Pannonia Moesia and 
Dalmatia; id. Aim. 146244, where it = Pannonia Rhaetia 
Noricum), 

Quid preczj5ue apud Romanos adnsque 
Diocletinni fem$&a Zllyricum f u e d  (‘46), Zippel, a‘. roirt. 
Hewschaft in Zl@rim his auf Augustus (‘77), and Bahr, D. 
Ursprung d. rim. Provinz ZZ@n’en (‘76). 

See Poinsignon 

W. J. W. 

1 Cp Acts 202. For other views see Zahn, Einl. 1294, 
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M‘Giffert, &os#. Age 254. 

IMAGE, see IDOL, I. 

IMALCUE(AVSIMALCUE, CI NMAAKOYH [AI, IMAA- 
KOYE [KV], EMALCHWEL. LVg.1, TON MAAXON [JOS. 
Ant. xiii. SI], C\,~-U, [Pesh.], MALCUUS [Vg. cod. 
Sangerm.]), a n  Arabian prince who had charge of the 
young ANTIOCHUS [q.v., 41 ( I  Macc. 11 39). 

The name is clearly equivalent to ),$n*, a name found in Palm. 
and closely allied to the common Nab. name &. According 
to Diodorus (who gives the name as Jamblichus) 1 the prince 
reigned near Chalkis (Muller Frapz. kist. &--rrec.’Z 17 n. 21). 
see Schiir. GIV1184, n. 24, a d  the authorities quoted th& H i  
was perhaps related to ZABDIEL or the son and successor of 
Diocles in whose hands Balas ;laced Antiochus (Diod. Fr. 
xxxii. 10 I). 

54 ; cp Palm. name 
K h ,  Vog. Syr. Centr. 85 ; I K. 228) or Imla (K:p! ;, 
2 Ch. 187), father of Micaiah the prophet (in IC..’ 
IEMIAC [B; in v .  9 -rul. IEMAA [AI, NAMAAI [L]; im 
Ch. IEMAAC [B; in 21. 18 -m], IEMAA [A], NAMAAI 
CLI). 

IMMANTJEL, a symbolic name, meaning ‘With us: 
(is) God’ (cp Judg. 612 16), found twice in EV, viz. 
(u) in Is. 714, and (p)  in Is. 88. 

IMLAR (Yl)p’,, ‘he  is full,’ 

In (a) there is no doubt that the expression is to be viewed a s a  
yoper name, whether with Baer we adopt sFU?y, or with Ginsb. 

e ?I$&’ as the Mass. reading. All the versions are here agreed 
(155, Mt. 123, eppauoqh [BKAQTI). In (P), however, whereas Vg. 
Pesh. recognise ‘Immanuel’ and MT, which gives SN ?XY, 
does not exclude this view, I N B A Q r  renders pel? $p&v b Beds,. 
*.e. God is with us’-an affirmation of the favourableness of God 
to h e  people of Jud,ah, and Tg. closes the verse with the words, 
‘thy land, 0 Israel. 

The historical occasion on which the prophecy of 
Immanuel was given is described elsewhere(see ISAIAH i., 

W e  have now simply to record 
!hz’answers which have most recently 
been given to the question, Who is meant 

by &p; ( I  the ‘aZmih ’-lit. the maiden or young 
woman),a and by Immanuel? 

( a )  Lagarde, M‘Curdy, and, with some hesitation, 
Porter, identify the ’almiih with the wife of Ahaz, or 
(at least) with some one of the inferior members ( c p  
Cant. 68) of the royal harem. In this case, it is natural 
to take the further step of identifying Immanuel with 
Hezekiah. 

As M‘Curdy points out, the chronological objection stilt 
urged by some scholars rests upon disputable grounds. Those 
who go thus far may also wish to modify the vocalization 
of one Heb. word (reading ”,;cJ),3 so that the formal naming‘ 
of the child will be entrusted to the father. 

(a) Hitzig and Reuss identify Immanuel with Maher- 
shalal-hash-baz, the child whom ‘ the prophetess ‘ bore 
to Isaiah soon after his meeting with Ahaz (Is. 83). 

Riehm and H. Schultz however suppose that an elder 
brother of this child may b,‘ meant add the former accounts for’ 
the phrase ‘ the maiden ’ by conjecthnp that Isaiah had recently 
become a widower and had married again. 

(c) Weir, Hofmann, and Orelli explain the phrase 

theories* 

‘ the maiden ’ allegorically. 
The people of Israel is often described as the bride of Yahwb 

(e.g., ,Is. 545 Ezek. 16 Hos. 2), and Mic. 53 [21 (cp 410) may be 
plausibly understood as interpreting ‘the maiden’ in Is. 714 of 

1 Schiirer refers to the Lat. ‘ Jamlicus’ in thecoup. Znscr@. 
Rkenan., ed. Brambach, no. 1233. 

a On the sense of d y  see BDB, s.v., and cp Che. Pvoph. 
Is.N 2139f‘ WRS Pro$h. 424. The prophet chooses the 
most compr&ensive word he can find (cp Pr. 3019) so as to 
include all classes of women ; the article is best viewed)as generic: 
(see e below). On most of the theories which will be mentioned 
(a, 6, c, d), the term constitutes a real and perhaps an insuperable 
difficulty. At any rate ‘the maiden ’ need not be explained of 
any single well-known individual. The Phrase may be Hebraistic 
for ‘ one who is a maiden ’ (Le.,  a young woman of marriageable 
fge); cp I S. 1734, ‘there came the hon’(so literally; EV 

3 This pointing is supported by E6 (except Q” K ~ G U G T G  and 
l ’~aheu[ovu~]r;)  Aq. Theod., Symm. In Mt. 123 the Lore 
general K ~ & O : U W  16 substituted for m h d u w ,  which might he, 
pjraphrased ‘men shall call.’ 
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IMMANUEL 
the faithful Israelitish community. According to Hofmann, the 
child Immanuel means the regenerate people of Israel. Weir 
however, thinks that child-birth is simply an allegory of heliver: 
ance from danger, though, inconsistently, he admits a secondary 
reference of the passage to the Messiah.1 

(d )  Ewald and many other critics take the ‘ maiden ’ 
to  be the mother of the Messiah, and it has been 
regarded as Isaiah‘s chief distinction that he had thus 
early an intuition of this grand eschatological figure. 

The vagueness of the title ‘the maiden’ may be intentional. 
we are meant tofix our attention on the personality of the child’ 
whose speedy advent and strange experience will he thi 
divinely appointed ‘sign’ of the truth of Israel‘s prophecy. 
This view was formerly that of the present writer and is still 
maintained by Guthe, G. A. Smith, and Skit&. If it be 
correct, Is. 7 14 is the only prophecy of the klessiah addressed 
by Isaiah (whose authorship of 9 6  [5]f: 11 1-9 is here assumed) 
to any but his attached disciples, and there Isaiah kept silence 
as to the Davidic origin of the mysterious child. 

( e )  Roorda (‘40), Kuenen, W. R. Smith, Smend, 
Duhm, Cheyne, Marti takeadifferent, and, at first sight, 
a startling view, which, however, is in perfect accordance 
with Hebrew grammar. ‘ I t  does not appear that he 
fIsaiah] pointed his hearers to any individual. H e  says, 
only, that a young woman, who shall become a mother 
within a year, may name her child “God with us.” 
For before the babe begins to develop into intelligent 
childhood, the lands of Pekah and Rezin shall be laid 
waste ‘ (WRS Proph. 272). Those who take this view 
will most naturally regard $E amy in 8 8  (as well as in 
v. IO) as a statement that ‘God is with Judah,’ not as 
a proper name ( ‘  thy land, 0 Immanuel ’), and will, by 
a very slight rearrangement of the Hebrew letters, read 
‘ . . . of the land. For with us is God.’ Various 
considerations, critical and exegetical, almost irresist- 
ibly urge this theory upon us (see Duhm, f s . ,  and cp 
Che. SBOT, and fntr .  Is. 32-37). 
(f) F. C. Porter (JBL 14 2 6 8  [‘gs]) suggests that 

Immanuel ‘expresses not the prophet’s faith, but the 
false faith, the ungrounded confidence of the king 
a n d  the people.’ 
‘ “Yahwk is with us” was a popular expression of religious 

faith (Am. 5 14) ; Amos denies it of Israel as a nation.’ So 
Hosea and Micah, the one by the names of his children, the 
othek by express contradiction, oppose this superstition. 
Jeremiah too denies it in its more recent form Uer. 88). 
Immanuel, then, would be ‘a name which a Jewish woman 
soon to give birth might naturally give to her son, but which 
the experiepces of such a son even in his earliest infancy would 
contradict. The sign consists ‘not in the name nor in the 
lot of the boy, but in t$e relation of the two, in the contradiction 
of the name by the lot. Thus the name forms a climax to the 
announcement ofjudgment in Is. 88. 

That  the historical meaning of Is. 7 14 should be for- 
gotten in the post-exilic period was only natural. I t  
then became essential to fill the old prophecy with a new 
meaning-for the ‘ scriptures ’ (men thought) should 
throb with life from end to end, if they were indeed 
divine. This was done by giving the passage a 
reference to the gradually developing doctrine of the 
‘ last things. ’ 

We find the first certain trace of this in Mic. 5 3,2 which is not 
from the pen of Micah, and is rooted, not in contemporary 
history, hut in the deductive theology or rather eschatology of 
post-exilic times (see Gesch. d. isr. ReL 255 Kaiser-Marti). 
Jewish Christians interpreted the passage on thi same principles. 
Just as they explained Is. 9 I [8 231 of the residence of Jesus at 
Capernaum, and Hos. 11 I of the flight into Egypt, so they 
interpreted Is. 7 14 of the virgin birth of Jesus. 

Several interesting points must necessarily be passed 
over here. (I) The  controversial use of Is. 7 14 belongs 
2. Other specially to the history of the OT in the 
pointe. Christian Church (cp Diestel’s useful work, 

(2) The LXX rendering of h,&q? also 
requires attention. 

J. P. Peters has suggested that the true reading in Is. 7 14 
may he ?li?n?:. If so, a view of the meaning of ‘ Immanuel ’ 
which a recent commentator describes as ‘purely fanciful’ 
(mentioned above as c) becomes almost forced upon US. Most 

’69). 

IMNA 

1 Che. Projh. 1s.P) 1 48: . 
2 If Is. 9 6 [ 5 ]  be post-exilic, it may also be mentioned here as 

implying (probably) that Immanuel is the Messiah. 
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scholars however will doubt this bold conjecture, and think 
that 4 rrbp6’dvog in b is a trace of the belief that the Messiah was 
to he horn of a virgin. Badham (Acad. 8th June ’95) has 
adduced much evidence to show that such a belief wgs current 
aniong Palestinian and Alexandrian Jews. Aq., Sym., Theod. 
have 4 vsiurs.  

(3 )  The relation of the Immanuel prophecy to Is. 
9 2-7 [I-61 and to Ps. 46 is critically iniportant. See the 
special introductions. (4) The meaning of ‘ signs ’ in 
Hebrew prophecy deserves special study. W e  can hcre 
only quote a Mohammedan illustration of ordinary non- 
miraculous signs such as that given to Ahsz by Isninh. 
I t  was a common belief among early Moslems that the 
coming of the prophet had been announced by various 
‘signs’ to the world at large. One of the non- 
miraculous ‘ signs ’ is thus described by Ibn Hishiiin. 
A Jew was speaking of resurrection and judgment to 
heathen Arabs, who demanded a sign of the truth of 
his statements. ‘ A prophet,’ he answered, ‘sent from 
yonder country’ (Mecca). ‘But when,’ they asked, 
‘ do you think he will come?’ Then he looked at me, 
and said, ‘ If this boy reaches the full term of life, he 
will see him.’ Here, as Bevan remarks.’ it is not 
merely the doctrine of a future state which receives a 
sign. The sign that there is a future state consists in 
the coming of the prophet, and the sign that the 
prophet is really coming consists in the fact that the 
boy who is singled out will live to see him. The 
applicability of this illustration to Is. 7 14 is obvious. 
Whether Immanuel is an individual, or a whole genera- 
tion of children, makes no difference. Cp also Ex. 3 12, 
which is strikingly parallel to Is. 7 14, and equally requires 
illustration. 

See Giesehrecht ‘Die Immanuelweissagung,’ St. Kr., 1888, 
pp. 2x7-246 ; Gutbe, Das ZrizzmftsbiLl des Jesaia, 40f: (‘85); 
Smend A T  ReLpsch. 2143 ; M‘Curdy, Hist. Projh. Mon. 
1417-4:o ; Porter (JBL, as above) ; Kirkpatrick, Doctrine .f 
the Projheis, rb‘j-189; and the commentaries. Cp also 
GOSPELS, $ 21, MESSIAH, NATIVITY. 

IMMER (1MK; BMMHP [AL]), a place mentioned 
with  CHERUB^^^ ADDAN in Ezra259 (EMHP [R])= 
Neh. 761 (IEMHP [BRA’], EM. [A”vid.] )=~ Esd. 536 
where the name is AALAR, RV ALLAR (ahhap [B], 
&hap [A]). See CHERUB, 2. 

IMMER (1QK, § 68, ‘sheep ’ (?), or cp AMARIAH ; 
EMMHP [BRAQLI). 

I. The father(?) of the priest PASHHUR (Jer. 20 I ,  pre-exilic). 
The (post-exi1ic)genealogy of Innner is given in I Ch. 9 12 (epqp 
[B])=Neh. 11 13 (BNA om. q q q p  Xc.a msinf.);  the samefamily- 
name occurs in I Ch. 24 14. There is freqzent reference to the 
post-exilic family of Bne Immer (Ezra 2 37 ; 10 20 appTp [N* I ; 
in Neh. 7 40 om. B, x c p ~ p  [XI); cp Neh. 3 29 (Zadok). In 
I Esd. 9 21 the name appears as EMMER ( q q p  [Bl), and i6. 
5 24 as MERUTH, RV EMMERUTH (fppypou [Bl), fpppou0 [AI). 

2. See AMON, 2. 

IMMORTALITY. There is no equivalent in 
Hebrew : in Prov. 1228 nlD-!JR cannot grammatically 
mean ‘ no death ’ (EV) or ‘ immortality ’ (Ew. ), nor is 
immortality within the wise man’s circle of ideas. 
See ESCHATOLOGY, § 1 5 8  

Also 
Wisd. 34 (‘hobe full of immortality’), 4 I (‘in the memory of 
virtue is immortality’) 81317 (‘in the kinship of wisdom is 
immortality‘), 153 to know God is the root of immortality’). 
Cp also 4 Macc. 145 16 13. d6’dvaror occurs in Wisd.115 
(‘righteousness is immortal’), Ecclus. 1730 (‘son of man not 
immortal’). Cp Ecclus. 51 g [AI, 4 Macc. 73 [N] 146 1823 
[AatPa VI. 

2. b$Oapula, incorvzCpfio: Rom. 2 7  I Cor: 1542.50 53f: ;ph. 
6 24 2 Tim. 1 I O; in RV always ‘incorruption’ (In Eph. un- 
corruptness ). &Ma TOP is rendered ‘immortal in I Tim. 1 17 
AV. Elsewhere Eghas  ‘incorruptible.’ d$Oapuia occurs also 
in Wisd. 2 13 (man created for incorruption), 6 19 (incorruption 
brings near to God). C 4 Macc. 9 22 17 12. ~ “ $ O U ~ T O P  in Wisd. 
1% I (of the spirit of Gody, 184 (of the light of the law). 

T. K. C. 

I. bOavada ’ immortaZitas: I Cor. 15 53f: I Tim. 6 16. 

IMNA (Y!g!, § 53, ‘ [God] keeps off’]), name in a 
genealogy of ASHER (~T .v .  5 4, ii.), I Ch. 735f (IMANA 
[BA], IAMNA [I-]). C p  perhaps Nab. nym (see Cook, 
Arum. Gloss., S.V. ), and see TIMNA. 

1 Bevan, /QR 1894, pp. 220-222. 
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IMNAH 
IMNAH (Yl:?!, 53, ‘[God] determines’ or 

‘measures’ ; I ~ M N A  [ADL]). I. b. ASHER (q.v.,  $ 4, i .),  
Gen. 4617 (AV JIMNAH)=NU. 2643 [44] (AV J I M N A;  
IAM€!N [BAFLI)=1Ch. 730 (ININA[B]s lAMNA[LI); 
gentilic Imnite, AV JIMNITES, Nu. 2643[44] ( ia~[e ] -  
i~ [e I i  [BAFLI). 

We 
should perhaps transpose and read p > - i . e .  ]e’?, Heman ; see 
KORE. 

53 ; cp MERAIAH), in 
a genealogyofAsHER (g.v., $4, ii.), I C ~ . ~ ~ ~ + ( I M A P H  
IBl,  I ~ M ~ A  [AI, -Bpa [Ll). 

2. A Levlte, father of Kore : 2 Ch. 31 14 (acpav [Bl). 

IMRAH (a??!, ‘he  resists,’ 

IMRI (+?Pk$ 
I. A Judahite I Ch. 93; ~ ~ ~ A & ~ A R I A H ,  3. 
2. FatherofZkcHun(% Inhstofwal~-builders(seeNEHEMIAH, 

9 I J ,  EZRA ii., $5 16 [I], 1 5 4 :  Neh. 3 z t  (apapeb [BKL], p a p  
[AI). 

INCENSE is the perfume arising from aromatic 
substances during combustion, and the substances 

themselves which are burned to produce 
In  EV ‘ incense ’ translates 

two Hebrew words, one of which(n2ip Ftcjreth, Buplapa) 
properly denotes ‘ smoke,’ specifically the smoke of 
offerings to the deity by fire ; the other (a$\, PJhOnZh, 
Xipavos), more frequently rendered frankincense, is the 
name of a species of gum (see FRANKINCENSE). 

KetareLh is used of the savoury smoke of victims (Homeric 
K V ; ~ ) ,  Dt, 33 IO (>:D?, &%rrih), Is. 113 Ps. 66 15 ; 1 and the 
verb (Ytp,  &i@@8r, Piel) means ‘cause to smoke’ upon the altar, 
eg.,  the fat of a sacrifice (IS. 2 153, falsely pointed as Hiphil, 
cp 1i)g in 16), an ohlation of bread (Am. 4 5 ; not @) ; more 
frequently without direct object (Hos. 4 13  11 2 Jer. 19 13 etc.). 
Then as the burning of at  least a portion of the offering was an 
esseniial part of the religious rite, by a development analogous 
to that of ”2, z / a h  (‘slaughter, sacrifice’) &i!$?r means ‘offer 
sacrifice.’ Later, &>areLh is used specifically of the sweet smoke 
of frankincense and other aromatics ; of the incense-offering (as in 
l’p? n$i??, Ex. 30 8 etc.) ; and of the material burned in this 
offering (Ezek. 8 II Lev. 10 I and frequently) ; the last meaning 
finally predominates.2 The compound prescribed in Ex. 30 34 is 
D‘l3!;? n$b?, ‘the incense of aromatics.’ The verb ordinarily 
used in this connection is l’p??, hi&ir (Hiph.), which pre. 
dominates in the later literature in all uses. 

The use of incense in religious ceremonies is very 
widespread, and a great variety of substances has been 

2. Incense used for the purpose-woods, barks, 
in other dried flowers, grasses, seeds, resins, 

gums3 In  Egypt the offering of incense 
by a king is a very frequent subject on 

the monuments ; 4 enormous quantities of incense were 
consumed in the temples ; and expeditions were re- 
peatedly sent to the land of Punt (Somali) to bring 
back the fragrant gumss In the religion of the Baby- 
lonians and Assyrians incense (Kutrinnu) was also 
much used : the hero of the Deluge after leaving the ark 
offers sweet calamus (mp), cedar wood, and fragrant 
herbs (?) ; 7 references in the royal inscriptions, hymns, 
and magical texts are not infrequent.* Herodotus says 
that a thousand talents’ weight of frankincense was 
offered on the great altar of burnt offerings at the 
annual feast of BE1 (1 183). Sabaean inscriptions, some 
of them on censers, name various substances used for 
incense, 9 

52 ; abbrev. from AMARIAH). 

Terms* the perfume. 

1 The Arab. Kutrir is the scent of flesh-meat roasted on live 
coals, and, secobdarily, according to some scholars, of aloe-wood 
burnt for fumigation. 

2 In this sense the word is found in Phen. inscriptions ; see 
crs I no. 166 6 334 3f: 

a For a list of substances used in the East in ancient and 

4 See Wilkfnson-Birch, Anc. Eg. 3 398.400, 414-416 ((78). 
5 See the reckoning of the gifts of Ramses 111. during his 

6 Erman, 6b9, 673, 677; Naville, DeivelBahari, 2 1 3  (‘94); 

modern times see Birdwood in EBP) 12718. 

reign, Erman X o j t e n ,  407f: 

CD also Gen. 37 ZG. 

INCENSE 

‘7 Bab. delugedtory 1 4 7 8  

Tallquist, Maglu 29  f 6 9 5 3  
8 See RITUAL (Adyyr. Baby].), $ z : Del. Ass. HWB 600 : 
9 Mordtmann and Miller, SdZische Denhmrilcr, 78 8 1 3  See 

The gums and resins of Syria were carried to market 
in Egypt through Palestine (Gen. 3725) ; the perfumes 
3. Earliest use for which Southern Arabia was famous 

were brought to Jerusalem in Solomon’s 
time ( I  K. l o r o f : ) ;  but there is no 

reference to the use of incense in Israelite worship 
before the seventh century B.C. 

The prophets of the eighth century in their picture of the 
ostentatious religion of their contempdraries (Am. 44) 5 2 1 8  
Is. 1 1 1 8  ; cp also Mic. 66$), could hardly have failed to make 
some allusion to this feature of the cultus if it had been 
customary in their time. Nor is there any mention of it in the 
older historical hooks or laws ; 1 it is, indeed, at variance with 
the fundamental principle of the older laws, that the material of 
sacrifice should he the gift of Yahwb-i.e. the product of his 
land. Jeremiah is the first to speak of it : “What care I,’ says 
Yahws, ‘for frankincense (all$) that comes from Sheha (cp Is. 
60 6) and sweet calamus ( 2 ) ~  a>?) from a distant land’ (I3 10, cp 
41 5 ;  17 26 is post-exilic); see, further, Is. 43 ~ 3 f :  Yahwk did 
not burden Israel with a costly cultus, frankincense and 
calamus (see REED [6]) bought with money.2 The earliest 
determinable use of ffeprreth for the material of incense is Ezek. 
8 11-significantly enough, in a description of a heathenish 
mystery-cult ; see also 2341. 

It is to be conjectured, therefore, that the use of 
these imported aromatics in the worship of Yahwh 
came in, with other innovating imitations of foreign 
religions, during the reign of Manasseh.3 

W e  may distinguish (I) the use of incense as the 
concomitant of certain oblations, and ( 2 )  the offering 

in Israel. 

of incense by itself. ( I )  In  the first 
4’ OT usage* case the oblation consists of fine flour 

and oil (the ordinary minhrih), or roasted ears or grits 
(first-fruits) and oil, with frankincense; a handful of 
the flour or grain, and all the accompanying frank- 
incense was burned on the great altar (the azRZrZ; 
see  SACRIFICE).^ On the table of shewbread pure 
frankincense %-as placed (in two golden vessels, Jos. 
Ant.iii. 107, M. Mindch. 1 1 5 7 f . ) ;  when thebread was 
removed on the following sabbath, the frankincense 
was burned on the great altar, as an a3Zrdh  to the 
bread (Lev. 247-9). In all these cases frankincense 
alone is prescribed. 

(2) In the offering of incense %?Jreth by itself, the 
older use was to burn it in  censer^,^ of which it seems 
to be assumed that each Driest had one. 

So in P ; Nadab and Abibu are destroyed by lightning from 
Yahwk because they put profane fire (coals not from the great 
altar) in their censers, and offered incense to Yahwh (Lev. 10 18); 
cp also Nu. 16 (laymen presume to usurp a priestly function), 
and 1711 0646) (Aaron carries his censer through the camp to 
stay the plague). This was the common mode in Egypt (see 
Wilkinson, as in preceding col. n. 4, and CENSER; cp also 
Ezek. 8111. ~. . 

This practice survived in the ultimate ritual of the 
temple only in the ceremonies of the Day of Atonement 
in Lev. 16, where precisely this part belongs to the 
older stratum ( P )  connected unmistakably with Lev. 10 ; 
see ATONEMENT, DAY OF, I 3, LEVITICUS, 12. 

In  a later stratum of P a permanent golden altar is 
provided in the Holy Place, upon which the stated 
incense-offering (ivm) is burned morning and evening 
(EX. 30Ifi; seeALTAR, § XI, and EXODUS ii., 3 s[i.l). 
The pan, or rather shovel (n???, see CENSER), which 
formerly served as a censer, is now used only to take 
the coals from the great altar and carry them to the 
altar of incense. 

In the same late stratum of P we find directions for 

in general Dillm. E.+. u. Lev. on Ex. 30 3 4 3 ,  Birdwood in 
Eb”, S.V. ‘Incense. 

1 The silence of Kings must be compared with the frequent 
references in Chronicles. See Wellh. Pd.14 6 4 8  ; Nowack, 
HA 2 246. 

a The ‘fragrant calamus‘ is an ingredient of the holy chrism, 
Ex. 30 23. 

3 In Greece and Rome, also, the use of imported odorifera in 
worship was a refinement of a more luxurious age (Porpbyr. De 
abstinent. 2 5 ; Arnob. C. gent. 726) ; in Greece it seems to 
begin about the seventh century. 

In two instances 
it is Drescribed that the mindah shall not be accompanied by 

4 See Lev. 2 ~ f :  1 5 s  6 15 [SI. cp Neh. 13 5.  

frankhcense’(Lev. 511 NU. 5151. 
5 See CENSER. 
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the ceremonial : Aaron (Le . ,  the high priest) shall burn 

5. Ritual incense on the golden altar every 
prescriptions. morning when he dresses the lamps, 

and every evening when he replaces 
them on the candelabra ; this is a l’nn n l q  (EV ’ a 
perpetual incense ’ ), corresponding to the stated 
morning and evening offerings on the great altar 
(Ex. 3078). 

The incense is of a peculiar composition, and is very sacred ’ 
the use of any other kind in the temple, or of this compound fo: 
any other purpose is a mortal sin (Ex. 3034-38). To offer incense 
is a high prerogitive of the priesthood : the story of Uzziah 
( z  Ch: 26 16-21) illustrates the peril at which others intrude 
upon It. 

T h e  formula for compounding the sacred incense is 
given in Ex. 30 34-38. 

The ingredients are four fragrant substances @‘Fa, suill*ni*n), 
viz., IF?, nZfZ$h(uraKnj ; EVSTACTE), n>nV, 3&2eth(&&; E V  . .  . . .  - 
6. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i t i ~ ~  ONYCHA), ?I&!, 4eZ6enZh &aA&ivq ; EV 

GALBANUM), and 821 ail\, Z&hanZh zak- 
RZh (hi@avos GLa+avris; EV ‘pure FRANU- 

 INCENSE').^ These in equal parts, with a seasoning of salt, are 
to be made into a ‘Derfume incense according to the Derfumer’s 

of I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  

art,’ and reduced to a very fine powder. 
In the Herodian temple was employed a mnch 

more elaborate compound containing, according to Jos. 
( B l v .  5 5 ) ,  thirteen constituents. This agrees with the 
Talmudic testimony, which names eleven aromatic 
substances, besides salt and a certain herb.% 

The additional ingredients are myrrh, cassia, spikenard, 
saffron, costns ( ~ w l i ) ) ,  mace (&>i)), cinnamon (Jer. YcinsZ, 4 5  ; 
Bab. KZrithbth, 6a). These were combined with the four pre- 
scribed in Exodus in such quantities as to make for the year’s 
supply a total of 368 minas (say roughly-pounds) one for each 
day of the solar year, and thr& additional for thb rites of the 
Day of Atonement. With the aromatics was mixed a small 
quantity (a kah) of Sodom salt, and a certain herb which had 
the property of causing the smoke to ascend in a vertical 
column. With this formula we may compare the description 
which Plutarch gives of the Egyptian incense (and medicinal) 
compound called kujhi, which consisted of sixteen ingredients 
(DeIsid. et Osz?: p. 383).3 Accord- 
ing to A+. Mosis, 29, Adam was allowed to take with him, 
when he was expelled from Paradise, the sweet-smelling plants 
used for incense. 

T h e  proper compounding of the incense was an art 
and mystery. 

Some of the ingredients required previous preparation : the 
onycha or sea-shell (n>n*), e.g., was purified with vegetable 
alkali, and steeped in a particular kind of wine to take off the 
rankness of the odour. The materials were powdered in a 
mortar, the workman repeating as he pounded, ‘ bray it well ! ’ 
and the incense was left in a fine powder not made np into 
pastils or osselets such as we see in Egyptjan representations. 
The stress laid on the prohibition of honey, though it has a 
general warrwlt in Lev.211, may be a side-glance at the 
Egyptian mode of preparation, in which honey was probably 
used to make the mass. 

In the last age of the temple the fabrication of the 
incense was in the hands of the family of Abtinos 
(EUBuvos or EdBdvous), who had a room in the precincts 
assigned them for the purpose. They alone knew the 
herb which caused the column of smoke to ascend 
straight to  the roof before it spread ou t :  no others 
could get this effect (Jer. Y#md, 3 9 ; Bab. Yimd, 38a. 
etc.). They are said to have had a secret book of 
formulas. 

The ceremonial also became with time much more 
complicated. Instead of the high priest, the duty of 

- 

Cp also Jubilees 3 27 1624. 

7. Ritual of burning the &&e was assigned 
Rerodiantemple. daily by lot (cp Lk. 18-10) to  a priest 

who had not previously enjoyed this 
~ . -  

distinction. 
Three others assisted : one removed from the altar of incense 

the ashes from the preceding day ; another filled a shovel or 
pan with coals from the south-western of the two fires on the 
great altar, put them upon the altar of incense, spreading them 
out evenly, made his prostration, and withdrew. The officiating 
priest then entered the Holy Place, carrying the proper quantity 

1 See STACTE, ONYCHA, GALBANUM, FRANKINCENSE. 
a The repetition of a.Ig in Ex. 3034 made possible an exe- 

3 See also Dioscor. 124. 
gesis which gave a warrant for improvement. 
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of incense (t mina) in a cup with a lid (?~>)1 set inside a shallow 
vessel (q,) with a handle, over which a cloth was laid. Anothei 
priest &companied him; when they reached the altar the 
assistant took the vessel and poured into the hands of the 
officiating priest every grain of the incense ; he then made his 
prostration and withdrew. At the word from the master of 
ceremonies (ym),  ‘Incense !’ (l@g?), the priest sifted the 
incense on the coals, then made his prostration and retired.2 
During this cereniony no one was allowed to be in the temple 
norwithin thecourtbetween thealtarand thefrontofthe temple.& 

The exact moment for burning the incense was 
carefully fixed in the series of rites, and served to mark 
the time of day (Judith 9 I Lk. 1 IO). .On  the ritual of 
the Day of Atonement, see ATONEMENT, ii. 0 7. 

Philo (Qui. rerum divin. heres, c. 41) finds in the 
four ingredients of the incense (Ex. 30341 symbols of - -., . 
8. Significance. the four elements, water, earth, air, fire ; 

the composition represents the universe. 
Josephus (BJ v. 5 5) thinks that th’e thirteen ingredients, 

gathered from the sea the desert and the inhabited earth 
signify that all things a:e of God aid unto God. Maimonide; 
(MOr.4 NZhakhim, 345) sees in thr: incense only a means of over- 
coming the slaughter-house stench arising from the sacrifice of 
so many victims. 

That it is a symbol or  vehicle of prayer is suggested 
by a natural association with the sweet smoke rising 
heavenwards (cp Ps. l4la.Rev. 83f: 58 ) .4  The more 
subtle speculations of modern ‘ symbolists,’ such as 
Bahr, testify to the authors’ ingenuity rather than to. 
their sobriety. 

Many recent scholars remark the fondness of the 
Orientals for perfumes and the common use of fumi- 
gations in honour of guests and rulers6 (cp Prov. 717, 
Cant. 3 6  Ps. 459[8]). The perfuming of garments by 
fragrant smoke, and the use of fumigatories after meals 
are frequently alluded to in the later Jewish literature. 
The use of incense in worship is thus explained : men 
believe that what is so grateful to themselves is pleasing, 
to the deity. That there is truth in this explanation 
need not be questioned ; and it is not improbable that 
in Israel this was the prevailing conception.6 

This is not the whole truth, however, any more than 
the theory that the origin of all sacrifice is the offering 
of food to the gods. We have only to recall the wide 
use of fumigation as a demonifuge, of which Tobit 6 1-1’ 
81-3 are familiar instances. I n  Nu. 1 6 4 6  [171~]~?,, 
where Aaron with his censer stands between the living 
and the dead and stays the plague, the incense is 
called a n  atonement (cp Wisd. 1821); but the back- 
ground of older belief is not concealed. The use of 
fumigation in magical rites is also to be noted, one 
striking example of which is found in Baruch 6 43 [4z ]  
the Babylonian women who exposed themselves to 
prostitution by the wayside ‘ burnt bran for fumigation,’ 
with which the commentators properly compare Theo- 
critus 233,  where a girl, in the course of a complicated 
magical ceremony to win back the affection of her 
lover, burns bran to Hecate (cp Verg. Ed.  882 ’ sparg8 
molam’). On incense in magical ceremonies see also 
Test. SnZoom. ed. Fleck, 119. 

T h e  principal texts have been cited in the foregoing. 
A clear description of the ritual, using all the TalmudiC 

material, is given by Maimonides, Misne’ Torn, Tdmidin u: 
massphin, 3 18, cp K6E hamikdssh, 2 I& 

9. Literature. Some older monographs are collected in 
Ugolini, Thesaums 11, to which may be 

added Schlichter, De s7@tu sacro Hebrreoranz ejuspue nzys- 
terio, 1754. The subject is treated in the Comm. on Ex.30, 
esp. in Kalisch and Knobel-Dillmann, and in the works on 

1 CQ the spherical, covered pastil-holders in Egyptian repre- 
sentations (Wilk. 3 208). 

2 The hfgh prie;; dn the Day of Atonement was forbidden 
to prolong his prayer in the Holy Place, lest the people should 
+ar7that something had happened to him (M. Y8mZ,51, cp 
LK. 121). 
3 M. TZnzid, 3 6 9 5 z 4 3  6 1-6 ; cp Lk. 1 IO. 
4 See also Test. xii. Patr. Levi, 3 ; esp Ajoc .  Mosis, 33. 
6 See e . ~  Lane Mod. &. (5) 203 cp 138J (‘60) ; classical 

examplis, Hkrod. 7;4, Curt. v. 120 viifi. 923, Herodian, iv. 8g.L; 
11 3 : Dillm. on Ex. 3 0 3 4 8  

6 See, e g . ,  the Zulu quoted by Tylor, 2 383,6, or the Baby- 
lonian Deluge myth cited above, $ 2. 
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INDIA INN 
Hebrew archaeology of which it is suffi:ient to refer to Nowack 
2 246fi 
in Hastings’ 082467x,  and especially Delitzsch in’ Riehd 
H W B  s.vv. ‘Rauchern, Riucherwerk.’ For the Altar Of 
.incense (nibyn nxin Ex. 3027) see, besides 5 4 above, CENSER, 
I ;  ALTAR, § !I ; and SACRIFICE. 

That  the 
Pishon of Gen. 211 is the Indus, and that Havilah is 
India properly so-called ( L e . ,  the region watered by 
the Indus);  that the wood brought to Solomon from 
Ophir (I K. l011,f) was sandal-wood, and that ‘ships 
.of Tarshish ’ imported for him Indian ivory and animals 
(I I<. 1022). are opinions which have been widely held, 
bnt are now, to say the least, seriously threatened by 
recent investigations (see HAVILAH, IVORY, &E, 

COMMERCE). That  Indian wares did sometimes find 
-their way to Palestine, is possible enough ; but no 
distinct knowledge of India, or direct intercourse with it 
on the part of the Jews, can be imagined before the time 
of Darius (see Herod. 394 98) or confidently assumed 
before the time of Alexander. I t  is in Esther ( a  work 
.of the Greek period) that we find the first mention of 
Indiaunder the term Hid(d)zi (or perhaps rather Hiddzi: 

‘cp the form hifidui’ in the Old Pers. cuneiform inscrip- 
tions, also Syr. hendzi, Ar. hind, all derived ultimately 
from Sanskr. sindhu, ‘sea, great river’). ‘From Hod(d)u 
;[Hiddu?-EV “Ind ia”]  to Cush [EV “Ethiopia”]’  is 
the description of the range of the dominions of 
Ahasuerus in Esth. 1 I 89.2 In I Macc. 637 we read of 

-the Indian ‘ ruler ’ of the war-elephants of Antiochus V. 
(see ELEPHANT), and in I Macc. 88 India is included 
:among the dominions of Antiochus the Great, transferred 
by. the Romans to Eunienes. 

The statement in I Macc. 8 8  which is plainlyunhistorical (see 
EUMENES), raises a text-critic‘al point of some delicacy. It is 
.scarcely fair to say with Rawlinson (Speaker’s Ajocr. ,  ad Zoc.) 
that ‘attempts have been made to save our author’s credit hy 
turning “India” into “Ionia” and “Media” into “Mysia.”’ 
The simple fact is that names of countries were very liable to be 
miswritten and in Acts 29 we find a very similar difficulty7viz. 
/urZcea (lohai‘av without the article) coupled with ‘ Cappadocia,’ 
which, as Blass truly says, ‘is intolerable, especially here.’ In 
both passages (I Macc. 88 Acts 29) we should probably read 
‘Ionia’3 (for ‘India’ and ‘ Judaea’). 

These are all the references to ‘ India ’ in the biblical 
-writings. The hypothesis of Hitzig that Sanskrit words 
underlie some of the names in old Hebrew legends was 
.onlypossible before the renascence of Semitic archaeology. 
Nor can Sanskrit etymologies of names of precious 

INHERITANCE ( il $-:,- n3), Gen. 31 14. See LAW AND 

INK (i’p, cp M H  id., Aram. KpVT, J uncertain ; 
MEAAN). Once in OT,  Jer. 3618, where Baruch says 
that he wrote Jeremiah‘s prophecies ’ in the book with 

-ink.’ B B H A Q  does not express i-pg (some cursives [e.g. 
22 36 48 511 however t u  pkhaui). If the reading is 
.correct, it may imply that the words were written 
indelibly.4 Robertson Smith, however ( O T J C ( 4  71 n. ) 
thinks the ancient ink of the Jews could be washed off 
.(Ex. 3233 Nu. 523). In any case, v i 3  is not very 
probable. 

Rothstein (Kau. HS) reads l’?p, ‘at his mouth’; but a 
repetition of this word is hardly probable. Giesehrecht, ’’ll?, but 
:the antithesis, ‘with his mouth ’-‘by my hand,’ is unpleasing. 

See also shes by Orelli in PREP) 12 4833 Selbie 

G. F. M. 
INDIA (97h; H I N A I K H  [BKAVLaP]). 

PEACOCK, ALMUG TREES, OPHIR, TRADE AND 

stones be trusted. T. K. C .  

.JUSTICE, 5 18. 

1 For the form HiEdus (=India) see I2P 9 70 (text of Perse- 
-polis, designated I. by Lassen). 

2 Cp ‘€3 of Esth. 3 12 (not La), I Esd. 3 2 ,  Dan. (87)3 I, and 
Apoc. Est. 13 I 1G I. 

3 ‘Ionia’ in I Macc. goes back to the time of Luther. I n  
Acts, Blass has proposed,‘Syria,’ Hemstershuis and Valckenar 
more plausibly ‘Bithynia. ‘ Ionia,’ however, seems easier, and 
the passage in I Macc., where ‘Ionia’seems the only possible 
emendation, gives a support to it. Cp Is. GG 19 (Jewish exiles in 
Javan= Ionia). 

4 Cp Galen, De vir. medic. sinzdlic. 11, & TOG p i  ~ h n ’ m m v  
l q S ’  ;[aAsl+rv a h b  [Tb &‘.aiovl r& Si& 708 pdAavos dv rak ~ @ A O L S  
ypa@psva (quoted by Wetstein, Nov. Tesf. 2 184). 
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Probably v i 3  is a corruption of p* i~ i [ n ]  (Che.). 
pLhXav occurs thrice in N T ,  2 Cor. 3 3  2 Jn. IZ 3 111. 13. 
See WRITING MATERIALS. 

In Ezek. 92, 6 ‘Eppaios in Orig. Hex. 
renders nD2 ({dvp [BAQ]) by pLBhau K U ~  K ~ X U ~ O S  ~ p d -  
@wr, and so EV.l ‘ Inkhorns ’ no doubt contained 
both ink (in the cup) and reed-pens, as they still do in 
the East. 

The name +eth was borrowed with the object from 
Egypt; the scribe’s box (see illustration inToy’s ‘Ezekiel,‘ 
SBOT 113) was called in Eg., gsty-ie., that which is 
in two parts. 

INN (]\$Q, EV generally ‘ i nn ’  ; Gen. 4227 05 
KarOwuav, 43 21 rls rb caraA\3uai, Ex. 4 24 (v r@ raraAGparr ; 
Jer. 9 I [z ]  n?i:k ]i5n, EV ‘a lodging-place of wayfaring men’; 
but Giesebr., after ‘@”s urdpbv Z q a r o v ,  1 i l y  lisp ‘the 
furthest lodging-place’; Lk.27 i v  r i) Karuh. ; 10 34, €15 
rrav6oKlou ; cp Talm. p i g ,  Ar.funduk and Span./oda). 

A milin ( P h )  is a station for the night, a lodging- 
place ; the same word can be used for the night-quarters 
of an army (Josh. 438 Is. 1029 2 K. 1 9 q = I s .  3724, see 
SBOT) ; a K U ~ ~ U ~ U  is a place where burdens are loosed 
for a night’s rest. The warm commendations of hospi- 
tality in the N T  show that even in the Roman period 
the buildings set apart for strangers to lodge in were of 
a simple character in Palestine ; hence a description of a 
modern khBn or karavanserai (the former term properly 
belongs to an ‘ inn ’ within or near a town) may be not 
without some illustrative value. Let the reader imagine, 
then, a large building, in the form of a square, whose 
sides, each about 100 yards in length, are surrounded 
by an external wall of fine brickwork, based on stone, 
rising generally to the height of 20 feet. In the middle 
of the front wall there is a wide and lofty archway, 
having on one or both sides a lodge for the porter 
and other attendants; the upper part of it, being 
faced with carving or ornamental mason-work, and 
containing several rooms, surmounted by elegant domes, 
is considered the most honourable place of the building, 
and is therefore appropriated to the use of the better 
sort. This archway leads into a spacious rectangle, the 
area forming a courtyard for cattle, in the midst of 
which is a well or fountain. Along the sides of the 
rectangle are piazzas extending the whole length, and 
opening at every few steps into arched and open 
recesses, which are the entrances into the travellers’ 
apartments. An inner door behind each of these con- 
ducts to a small bare chamber, which derives all its 
light from the door, or from a small open window in 
the back wall. In  the middle of each of the three 
sides, there is a staircase leading to the flat roof, 
where the cool breeze and a view may be enjoyed. 
In the few buildings of this sort which have two storeys, 
the travellers are accommodated above, whilst the under 
flat is reserved for their servants or as warehouses for 
goods. 

Such superior karavanserais, however, are not often 
met with. The  most part are but wretched lodging- 
places, which supply neither necessaries nor comforts. 
The only service the traveller can depend upon receiving 
from the keeper, besides water for man and beast, is 
attendance in sickness. For one of the qualifications o f  
this functionary is the possession of a knowledge of 
simples and of the most approved practice in case 
of fracture or common ailments. Hence the good 
Samaritan in the parable (Lk. 1034), although he is 
obliged, in the urgency of the case, himself to apply 
from his own viaticum a few simple remedies for wounds, 
may be supposed to leave the wounded man in full con- 
fidence that he will be nursed by the keeper of the khan 
(6 T U U ~ O K E ~ ~ S ,  or -8ox~Bs  [WH]), whose assiduities in 

1 Field suggests a confusion between P?? (which occurs just 
before) and ; but this seems improbable. A4.W has ~n‘un, 
ypappar&s, Aq.(? pehavo8o)(s;ov yp., Symm. nivaKi8iov ypa+&s. 
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INKHORN. 

On the writer-angel referred to, see NEBO. 

(WMM, OLZ, Feb. 1900, col. 50. )  



INSCRIPTIONS, SEMITIC IRON 
dressing the wounds of his patient will be quickened by 
the prospect of an adequate remuneration. See H o ~ ~ s E .  

Surely we cannot venture to suppose, with Jiilicher (GLeich- 
nissreden, 590) that the Good Samaritan’s KaTdhupa was a 
Gasfhausor hostelry. It is much more probable that the ‘lodgiug- 
place differed but slightly from the so-called Good Samaritan’s 
Inn on the way to Jericho, which bears the name of Khan 
flairzira. 

Nor would it be reasonable to suppose that a different sort of 
lodging-place is meant by the KaTdAupa (EV inn) of Lk. 2 7  ; 
that Lk. uses different words in 2 7 and in 10 34 may only arise 
from a difference in the literary source. I t  is true that in 
Lk.2211 xa7dAupa seems to mean a room that was lent to 
pilgrims (for the passover) ; but the context in 2 7 is a,s adverse to 
the meaning ‘guest-chamber’ as to that of ‘inn. That the 
g&Zf/i Chimham of Jer. 41 17 (RVw.  ‘the lodging-place of 
Chimham’) is meant, is quite impossible, though this has 
been suggested (cp Plummer, S f .  Luke, 54). See CHIMHAM, and 
cp NATIVITY. 
That an Oriental ‘manger’ (+&vq) was not like those of the 

West is shown at great length by Kitto (Pict. Bi6. Lk.  27) who 
states that ‘when persons find on their arrival that the apart- 
ments usually appropriated to travellers are already occupied 
they are glad to find accommodation in the stable, particnlarl; 
when the nights are cold or the season inclement,’and adds that 
‘the part of the stable called “ the manger ‘I could not reason- 
ably have been other than one of those recesses, or at  least a 
portion of the bench which we have mentioned as affording 
accommodation to travellers under certain circumstances.’ 

INSCRIPTIONS (SEMITIC). See WRITING, 

INSPIRATION (3p@), Job 3 2 8 ,  RV ‘ breath.’ See 

INSTRUMENTS OF MUSIC ( V @ - Y $ ? ) ,  I Ch. 1516. 

INTERPRETER (vY$n), Gen. 42 23 Job 3 3 2 3  EV, 

IOB (2\*), Gen. 4 6 1 3  RV, a corruption Of  JASHUB, I. 
IPHEDIAH, RV Iphdeiah (3:7!!, § 30, ‘ Yahwb re- 

deems’), b. Shashak in a genealogy of BENJAMIN (q.v., 

IPHTAH (ngY), Josh. 1 5 4 3  RV; AV JIPHTAH (g.v.). 

IPHTAH-EL ($p’n@9,), Josh. 1 9 1 4  RV ; AV JIPH- 

IR (l’v), I Ch. 71211. 
IRA (K??P, ’ watchful ’ ? [€]I pac [BAL]). 

PAPYRI. 

SPIRIT, PROPHET. 

See MUSIC, 5 

and elsewhere. See AMBASSADOR, I ; PARACLETE. 

$ 9 ,  ii. @), I Ch. 82511 (is@psia [BI, ie@aAia CALI). 

THAH-EL (4.2’. ). 
See IRI, I. 

I. b. Ikkesh, the Tekoite, was one of David’s heroes (z S. 
23 26, d a c  [L] ; I Ch. 11 28, wpaL [BNA]) . in I Ch. 27 o ( a p a  [A] 
o8ouLas [B], r8 .  [L]) he is a t  the head bf the sixth hivision 2 
David’s army. Marq. (Fund. 19) would read N3Y (cp L and 
B in Ch.) and identify him with the Iddo in I K. 4 14 ; see IDDO 

“i. The ITHRITE @.vi ) ,  another of David’s heroes, z S. 23 38 
(ora8 [Ll), I Ch. 11 40 ( tpa  [Bl, ta [K], ?pa [Ll). 

3. The JAIRITE (~~F~~)-~.e. ,amanofJAi~(aGileaditeclan)- 
was one of David’s ‘priests ’ (l!:! 1”) ; z S. 20 26 ; cp Dr. TBS 
220 (eipas o r a p a v  [B], e. o r a c i p a  [A], Lwsaa o t d f p  [L] ; Pesh. 
*ty3?). Perhaps for ‘1N’il we ought to read 9?n;o, 
i.c., the Jattirite (so Th., Klo., after Pesh.; cp L). See 
ABIATHAR. 

111. 4). 

IRAD (l?? : raiAaA [ADEL] ; IRAD),  Gen. 418”. 
Philo explains, yur8as S Ippl)ve6mur ~ o i p v r o v  (de Post. 
Caini, Mangey, 1237)  ; possibly he read yadap, which 
the c9pyists altered. The best reading seems to be 
i ~ p ,  ‘ErHd (cp 5?y, Mt. ‘Ebal) ; but Lagarde (Orien- 
idin, 233 )  prefers ‘EdHd. 

T o  read lilt, ‘Arid, ‘wild ass: and compare the ‘sons of 
Hamor ’-:.e members of the Ass-clan (?) Gen. 33 19-does not 
suit th; cha&ter of the genealogy, nor :re we helped by the 
proper name Arad. The name is probably of Bab. origin. See 
CAINITES, $ 7. 

IRAM (D?’4(), a phylarch (aZZziph) or rather clan 
(kZe$h) of Edom (Gen. 3 6 4 3  [d om.], I Ch. 153 [HPAM, 
A ; alp. L]). In Gen. Lc. 65‘s Hebrew text had o . ~ b $  
(a variant of lax) ; so also @B reads in Ch. Lc. B. W. 
Bacon, following Ewald, suggests that originally Zepho 
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T. K. C. 

(\a:) stood before Iran,  thus making the number of 
clans twelve. But from d of Gen. 3611 (see ZEPHO) 
we shall do better to adopt the reading i?k ’ Zophar ’ 
(cp ZOPHAR), and may then with probability emend 
nlqj into ’ ~ 3 1 ~  (Omar) which precedes Zepho in Gen. 
3 6 1 1 ,  so that all the sons of Eliphaz but GATAM [q.v.], 
will be included in the list of clans of Edom. It is also. 
possible, however, with S. A. Cook, to connect Iram 
with the S. Judahite names IRA,  IRy ; cp GENEALOGIES 

i., 5 n. W. R. Smith suggests a connection with ‘Aireh, 
the name of a village near the ruins of Petra (see 
SELA, 5 2). See also Haupt’s note in Ball, SBOT, 
Gen. 94. 

See Lag. Sepfuuginfa-Sfudien, ii. 10178 37270, cited b y  
Nestle, lyarg. 12, where the order is ‘ Magediel, Evmn, Fazoin 
(Fazon). T. K. C. 

IRI (’?’?, 5 76, ‘my watchman’?; cp IRU, and 
see IRAM). 

I. b. Bela in a genealogy of BENJAMIN (q.v., 5 g, ii. a) ; I Ch. 
77(oup[e]~[BA],-pras[L], URAI[Vg.l,i.e. vy). In I Ch. 712t 
the name is IR (l’y : [utoi]pa[wpl [I<], wpa [AI, [ULOLI rspi[pouOl 
[L; note that Jerimuth precedes Iri in v. 71, HZK [Vg.]), on which 
see also AHER. 

2. I Esd. 862 AV (oupt [A]). 

IRIJAH (VTII, ‘Yahwb sees‘), a captain of the 
guard, ten@. Jeremiah (Jer. 3713f . l .  ; capoyia [E], -c 
[KAI. APOYIAC [Ql! IAP. EQ”1). 

IR-NAHASH ( ~ Q J  l??, as if ‘city of Nahash’; so’ 
EVm&) is represented as a descendant of ESHTON [ q . ~ . ]  
in I Ch. 412 (rrohawc [rroxswc Bl, N M C  [BAI, 
~ p ~ a a c  [L]) ; see TEHINNAH. The name has actually 
been taken to mean Bethlehem (see Jer. Qu. Heb. ad 
Zoc., and on 2 S. 1 7 2 5 ,  cp NAHASH) ; but it is certainly 
corrupt. 

Probably it has arisen out of ]et l\D, Cor-ashan (I S. 30 30), 
which is itself an easily explicable corruption of Y ? t  l!:, ‘ Beer- 
sheba’l (@BL pvpyaj3ec). ASHAN [g.u.] in Josh., I Ch., also 
comes from plv, Sheha.’ A less plausible emendation would 
he hrl 187, ‘serpent’s well.’ 

@ adds that mdArs vaas was the brother of sueAwv (B, -p [A]), 
TOU ,yem<m ([Bl, T .  K B V ~ < L  [AI), or aBOop TOO icvs<aiou [Ll, which 
means that Beer-sheba was closely related to HAZAR-SHUAL (in 
the Wady Seyal). With rurhwv cp QW’s a[ua]puoha in Josh. 
193. The reference to the Kenizzites confirms the above ex- 
planation. T. K. C. 

See URIAH, 4. 

IRON (]k$ ~ a p w a  [Bl, i a p i w ~  [AI, i a p w ~  [Ll), 
a ‘ fenced city ’ of Naphtali named between Migdal-el 
and En-hazor, Josh. 1938. Now Yariin, a village 64 
m. W. from Hazor and about the same distance W. by 
S. from Kadesh (Josh. 1938) .  On a hill to the NE. 
are the ruins of a monastery, which was originally a 
synagogue like the famous one at Kefr Bir‘im (Guerin. 
Gal. 2 1 0 5 8 ’ ;  PEFMem. 1258) .  

The 
Israelites of course derived the use of iron from the 

IRON ($!p; CIAHPOC; Vg. f . r w m 2 ) .  

1. Among Canaanites, and it was comparatively late 
the Semites. fhat iron displaced bronze as the metal 

in ordinary use. We should naturally 
expect this. In Egypt the use of bronze preceded t h a t  
of iron, though iron was perhaps not wholly unknown 
as early as the great pyramid of Gizeh, where a piece of 
wrought iron has been found in an inner joint near the 
mouth of the air-passage on the southern side.Y For a 
later period we may mention the oxidised remains of 
some wedges of iron intended to keep erect the obelisks 
of Rameses 11. at Tanis. Iron is also frequently re- 
ferred to in the lists of tribute (see Brugsch’s Hist. of 
Egyp). In Babylonia and Assyria, too, the actual work- 
ing of iron seems to have been late, though it was 

1 Here pointed out for the first time, though H. P. Smith 
seems on the verge of the suggestion. 

9 Except where it gives an explanatory translation, as ‘falcatos 
currus’(Judg. 4 3). though it sometimes gives the literal transla- 
tion of the same expression as ‘ ferreos currus ’ Josh. 17 18. 

3 Trans. International Conggress ofOrietr/alisfs, ‘74, p. 396J: 
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IRON 
certainly manufactured and employed much more in 
these countries than in the Nile Valley. 

There is no trace of iron in the early hymns, and it seems clear 
that iron did not displace bronze till after 800 B.C., for in the 
ninth ,century we still find ‘bronze axes’ mentioned in the in- 
scriptions. Place found hooks grappling- irons, harnesqes 
ploughshares, etc., at Khorsabid, and Layard abundance o? 
scale-armour of iron in a very decomposed state at Nin1riid.l 

It is recorded 
by the Assyrian king RammLn-nirari 111. (810-782 B. c. ) 
that he received 3000 talents of copper and 5000 talents 
of iron as tribute from the land of Imirisu ( L e . ,  Aram- 
Damascus). At about the time of Amos, then, iron 
was plentiful in Syria. This, however, is no proof that 
iron was not well known in Syria and Palestine at an 
earlier date. If Hommel is correct, the Canaanites de- 
rived their first knowledge of iron from Babylonia. 

Both hl? and Ass. parsiZZu were, he says, connected with 
the Sume& 6u-argaZ and the New Sumeriau bu]raZ, the non- 
Semitic sound] having become z in Semitic (ZDMG 45 340). 

It is probable, however, that before iron was much 
used, in Babylonia, it was worked in N. Palestine. 
There iron-smelting must have been understood at an 
early period. The iron chariots of the Canaanites (see 
CHARIOT, 3 ) ,  so familiar to us from the OT, are 
mentioned also in the historical inscriptions of Egypt ; 
they came from the valley of the Kishon and the inlaiid 
district to the N. ,% and iron objects were found by Bliss 
in the fourth of the ruined cities in the mound of Tell- 
el-Hesy (Lachish), which he inclines to date about 1100 

B.C.3 We can therefore readily understand that a 
Canaanite legend (from which the Israelite legend in 
Gen. 422 must be derived) placed the ancestor of iron- 
workers as well as brass-workers in primeval times (cp 
CAINITES, 5 IO).  

We are in no uncertainty as to the source whence the 
Canaanites obtained their iron; it was the monntain- 
range of Lebanon (Dt. 8 9  ; see LEBANON). Jeremiah, 
too ( 1 5 r z ) ,  speaks of iron from the N. ; but whether 
the eulogist of wisdom refers to these northern mines in 
Job 282 cannot be determined. The unknown writer 
may have travelled beyond the limits of Palestine. The 
Egyptians procured iron (with other metals) from the 
Sinaitic peninsula ; had this poet travelled there? At 
any rate, smelting-furnaces were well known to the later 
Hebrew writers (Jer. 114 Dt. 420 I K. 8 ~ ~ ) .  

There are but few OT passages of really early date 
which refer to iron. The references in the Hexateuch 

(e.g., Nu. 3122 3516 Dt. 3 r r 5  1 9 5  Josh. 
references. 228) occur in documents of late com- 

position. The account of Goliath‘s spear 
( I  S. 177) was written at least zoo yedrs after David’s 
time, and the mention of an axe-head of iron in z K. 6 5 
(certainly not due to a ‘ copyist ’ 6 ,  belongs to a com- 
paratively late stratum of prophetic legend. The most 
important reference in the David-narratives is doubtless 
that in z S. 1231.  The phrase ‘ axes of iron ’ used there 
suggests, however, that axes of bronze were still in use ; 
cp Am. 1 3  ‘ threshing-instruments of iron ’ (see AXE, 6). 
It is remarkable that according to tradition no iron 
instrument was used in the construction of Solomon’s 
temple. The editor of the tradition accounts for this 
by the legal orthodoxy of his hero (see Dt. 275f:, and 
cp Josh. 831) .  ThHChronicler is bolder; he supplies 
the omission (I Ch. 22 3 and elsewhere), and even repre- 
sents Solomon as having able iron-workers of his own 
(z Ch. 27), though obliged to send to Tyre for a chief 
artificer. 

We now pass to Syria and Palestine. 

2. OT 

ISAAC 
I t  has often been supposed that the graphic description in 

Nah. 2 3 [4] contains a reference to steel. Where AV renders 
‘The chariots shall be with flaming torches ’ (taking n7& as if 
=ill%!), the Thesuurzls of Gesenius-Rodiger gives ‘ fulgent 
chalybe vel falcibus currus.’ RV too has ‘the chariots flash 
with steel,’ without, however, committing itself to the hypothesis 
that the Assyrian chariots had scythes. l h a t  hypothesis as is 
shown elsewhere (CHARIOT, 5 I), is untenable : nor is therknder- 
ing ‘steel’ a t  all well supported.1 In fact, the word $ilri&tk 
is corrupt ; not improbably m k  should be n&g=Ass. @aZZu$tu, 
‘covering’ (from @aZh$r, ‘to be covered,’ in 11. ‘to cover’),2 a 
word often used in connection with horses, chariots, and warriors. 
Render therefore ‘the (metal) plating of the chat-iots flashes 
like fir;.’ In vie; of Nahum’s fondness for Assyrian technical 
terms (see SCRIBE) this is not a difficult conjecture.3 Steel 
then, is not medioned in the OT, for no one will no; 
defend AV’s rendering ‘steel’ (n+) in z S. 22 35 Ps. 18 34 1351 
Job 20 24 Jer. 15 12 (see BRASS). 

From the time of Amos onwards iron was in genera1 
use among the Israelites as well as among the Syrians 
(see above). 

Writers 
of a later date mention iron objects in abundance e g .  tools 
(I K. 6 7  2 K. 65) pans (Ezek. 43), nails for dbors \I Ch. 
22 3), bars for foriifying city-gates (Ps. 107 16 Is. 45 2))  a stilus 
or pen (Job 1924 Jer. 1 7 1 ) ~  hunters’ darts (Job 417 [40211), 
horns (Mic. 4 13 cp I K. 22 11) fetters (Ps. 105 IS). Note also 
that the ideal ’described in is. 60 includes ‘iron instead of 
stones’ (u. 17), obviously a hyperbole. 

Numerous literary metaphors are derived from iron. 
Thus, affliction is symbolised by the smelting-furnace 

(Dt. 420) and byironfetters(Ps. 1071o), ’* Metaphors’ a severe rule by a rod, and slavery by 
a yoke of iron (Ps. 2 9  Dt. 2 8 4 8 ) ,  obstinacy by an iron 
sinew in the neck (Is. 484) ; a destructive imperial power 
by iron teeth (Dan. 77) ; a tiresome burden by a mass 
of iron (Ecclus. 22 15) ; insuperable obstacles by iron 
walls ( z  Macc. 1 1 9 ) .  As a beautiful simile drawn from 
this metal we may select Prov. 2717, ‘Iron sharpens 
iron, so a man sharpeneth the countenance of his 
friend.’ ,r. K. c. 

IRPEEL (5&W,  ‘God heals’ ; cp Rephaiah, and 
!WDV in CIS 2 no. 77 ; NAMES, 5 30), an unknown city 
of Benjamin, grouped with REKEM (or rather Bahurim) 
and ZELA, Josh. l827t. W e  should probably read, 
‘ And Bahurim, and Irpeel, and Zelah’ (taking over 
p i g  from v. 28). 

Observe that in Bapqha, the corruption (see TARALAH) is 
given, but the true reading 5 ~ ~ 1 3  is not represented. Neither is 
the second corruption q$N” represented in lB (see ELErH). 111 
M T  the true reading 5~513 and the two corruptions 35Nn and 
q$H? both find a place. @A, however, gives tfp+aqh, and @ L  

t ~ P W .  T. K. C. 

IR-SHEMESH (Lb? Yv), Josh. 1941 ; another 
name of BETH-SHEJIESH [q. v.]. 

IRU ( W v ;  HP[B], ~ p a [ A ] ,  ~ h ~ [ L o m . ] ) , a s o n o f  
Caleb ( I  Ch. 4 1 5 t )  ; cp IRAM. 

ISAAC (?cy!, or [Am. 7 9 1 6  Jer. 3326 Ps. 10591 
ppy!, $3 54 ; ICAAK [ADL, etc.], but in Am. 79 TOY 
r € h U T O C  [BAQ], HCAAK [E2* F n .  2881). 

Popular tradition could not mistake the obvious mean- 
ing of Isaac. According to J (Gen. 181z), Sarah laughed 
1. Name. to herself when she overheard the promise of 

a son ; when it was fulfilled, she exclaimed, 
‘ Whoever hears of it will laugh at me ’ (Gen. 21 66 ; see 
SBOT). E, however, gives other accounts. On the birth 

1 The Syriac and Arabic words for ‘steel,’ which resemble 
MT’s$Zldd8th, appear to be loan-words from Persian. 

2 Del. S.D. quotes the phrase ‘Forty pf his chariots with 
trappings (Ausviistung) they car;ied away. 

3 On the metal plating of the chariots see Billerbeck in Beifr. 
zur Assyriologie, 3 167, and cp CHARIOT, $ 3, and i n  the re- 
mainder of this difficult Terse of Nahum, see SHOE. 

4 A better sense, however, is obtained by pointing l n ’  instead 
of l q i  (Vg. eracuitur), and hy reading instea; of ’I?. 
The proverb then becomes ‘Iron is sharpened by iron ; so a 
man is sharpened by the sieech (lip, mouth) of his friend.’ So 
Gratz (Monatsschr. 1884~ p. 424). ?n and 935 are sometimes 
confounded. Toyk’note IS hardly satisfactory, because he does 
not adequately account for $35. 

Amos (1 3) mentions threshing instruments of iron. 

2174 

1 Dr. J. H. Gladstone, ‘The metals used by the great nations 

2 This cdncides wjth the statement in Josh. 17 16 (cp Judg. 
See WMM As. U. Bur. 154. 

3 Bliss A Mound of Many Cities 135. 
4 Wi. ;cads here ‘iron of Baal-zedhon and Chalcis.’ H e  ex- 

of antiquity ’ Nature z1st April 1898, p. 596. 

413). 

plains 75’n (which in MT follows &.m), but in the next verse) 
here and in Ezek. 27 11 as meaning Chalcis W. of Damascus, 
near Antilibanus (AT  Unters. 180). But see)CmciA (end). 

5 On Og’s ‘ iron bedstead ’ see BED. 
6 So Flinders Petrie in Hastings’ DB, S.D. ‘axe.‘ 
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ISAAC ISAAC 
.of Isaac she cried out, 'God has given me cause to laugh' 
(Gen. 21 6a)  ; in v. g of the same chapter she sees Ishmael 
' laughing,' or rather ' playing ' (png~). Lastly, P tells 
us (Gen. 1717) that Abraham laughed in surprise on 
hearing the promise. Evidently the voice of tradition 
varied. We might have expected to hear, but we do 
not hear, that Isaac, like Zoroaster (Plin. HN, 7 16, and 
Solinus, c. I ) ,  laughed on the day of his birth. 

It is customary to suppose that Isaac was originally 
at  once a tribal name and a divine title, and that the 
full form of the tribal name was Yi?hal$-el,--i.e., El 
laughs (so also Ed. Meyer). 'The divine title Ykhak 
= a he who laughs,' ' the Langher,' has been thought to 
point to the god of the clear sunny sky ; the myth of 
.Zoroaster's laugh has no doubt a solar connection. It 
would be safer to explain the name as the ' cheerful, or 

-friendly one ' (cp Job 2924),  who turns a smiling counte- 
nance towards his worshippers. ' Such a conception of 
their deity might seem natural to the pastoral tribes 

-who, to judge from the traditional narratives, honoured 
.and became identified with the name of Isaac, and who 
in early times paid him religious homage as the divine 
patron of Beersheba.2 

It is much more probable that ' Isaac ' like Abraham 
,(see JERAHMEEL) ' and JACOB (4.v.) is an ancient 
popular corruption. With much probability it may 
be regarded as a corruption of A&i&aZuf ( '  the brother 
,defends,' cp Ass. &a& ' stronghold '). 

Halasa is close to the Wady Ru4ei6eh (Rehoboth) one of 
thgseat's of Isaac (0 z below), and is probably to he identified 
with the ancient ZIKLAG (T.u.). The equivalent name Halasel 
appears elsewhere as BEZALEEL, also as Hazzelel[poni]. All 
these are udahite names which must perhaps ultimately be 
traced b a d  to the primitive Jerahmeelite divine name Ahihaliis 
.(fhJ'vti), the original of Isaac (pnr'). The religious importance 
of Elusa (=JJalqa) can now he more fully considered. 

occurs ; 3n3 is very rare in the older literature. It is specially 
frequent in Job ; cp Job 4 14a where in3 'terror,' is the result 
of an apparition. Hence 'ghost' may leem to some to he a 
plausible rendering(Schwa1ly Gespenst) ; Uillmann gives numen 
ueven?nduT; similarly Halzinger. But the objection from late 
usage remains. The matter is important in its bearing on early 
spirit-lore. More probably is here an old word meaning I. 
thigh ; 2. ancestor ; 3. clan (as sprung from a single ancestor ; 
c p  WRS Kin. 34 174; Bevan, Daniel, 214). 

The narrators found comparatively little to say about 
Isaac (for the reason see below, 5 5 )  ; but some of their 

First in 
sacrifice : importance is that of Abraham's sacrifice 

locality. of his <only son,' accomplished in will 
but not in act (Gen. 22 1-19). Few of the 

early narratives have received more light than this from 
analytic and historical criticism. 

It has become certain that the story has been considerably 
altered since E wrote it. The editor or compiler of JE  not only 
anpended vw. 146-18 (an unoriginal passage, full of reminiscences), 
b k  also introduced several alterations into vv. I-14a. 

The most remarkable of the editorial changes concerns 
the locality of the sacrifice. It is obvious that such a 
sentence as ' Go into the land of the Moriah (so in the 
Hebrew) and offer him . . . on one of the mountains 
which I will tell thee of,' is no longer in its original 
form, and most critics have thought that ' the Moriah ' 
was inserted (together with the divine name Yahwh in 
vv. II 14)  by the editor of JE. This writer was probably 
a Judahite, and it is supposed that he wished to do 
honour to the temple of Jerusalem by localising on the 
hill where it was bnilt one of the 'greatest events in the 
life of Abraham (see MORIAH). We are, at any rate, 

1 See Goldziher, Hebuew MyUoZgry, 9 4 8  ; Schirren, Myth- 
en aus NeuseeZand, 186 (laughter of the dying sun-god). D e  
Goeje, thinking of the 'only son ' in Gen. 22, formerly made Isaac 
=the spring sun. 

2 Am. 8 1 4 :  read, with Wi., qy7 for the impossible 31,2 of 
MT. From Am. 5 5 ,  however, it appears that northern as well 
as southern Israelites resorted to the sanctuary of Beersheba- 
a recognition, perhaps of the early connection of Israel with 
the land of M u q ,  to dhich Kadesh apparently belonged. This 
illustrates Amos's remarkable use of ' Isaac ' as a synonym for ' Israel ' in 7 g 16 ('8 Iamop, and so Symm. in 8.9). 
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In  Gen. 31 42 53 the singular phrase 'the fear of Isaac ' (1 'In? 

2. Story of Iraditions are of great interest. 

not entitled to assume that the original locality was the 
temple mountain ; nor is it safer to suppose, with Well- 
hausen and Stade, that Mount Gerizim is intended, and 
to read, ' to the land of the Hamorites ' (o31bq yv&) 
(cp Gen. 33 19, ' Hamor the father of Shechem '), for 
Gerizim is undoubtedly too far off,2 and we hear nothing 
of Abraham's having to climb a steep mountain. Diil- 
mann's suggestion (adopted by Ball in SBOT) is at 
first sight more attractive. A vague expression, such 
as ' Go into the land of the Amorite '3  ('!bet+ yl5-5~;). 
would harmonise with one of J's leading objects, which 
was to represent Abraham's action as, not a concession 
to surrounding superstition, but the height of self- 
devoting faith. The patriarch, as Dillmann rightly 
holds, is supposed to set off with his ' only son ' (a T ~ Y  
uibv uou ~ b v  h y y a i r ~ ~ b v )  without balancing the claims of 
rival sanctuaries, just as he set off from Haran, 'not 
knowing whither he went' (Heb. 118), but following his 
invisible Guide. The reading ' the land of the Amorite,' 
however, cannot be held satisfactory. It leaves us 
without a clue to the situation of the place of sacrifice, 
except that it was in Palestine, more than two days' 
journey from Beersheba. The mere name (however 
we read it) in v. 14 tells us nothing. No sanctuary 
in Palestine proper with a name at all resembling this 
is mentioned in the OT. 

In considering the question of the reading in v. z it 
would have been better to try another course. The 
sanctuary (nipp, v. 4,  means ' sacred place ' )  was no 
doubt well known, at least by hearsay, to most Israelites. 
It was called (the narrative being Elohistic) E16him- (or 
El-)yir'h (v. 14) ; we abstain here from questioning the 
accuracy of this reading, and of the El-roi and Lahai- 
roi of Gen. 1613f. (see, however, end of this section). 
Is there, then, any sacred place bearing this name, or 
a name that might fairly be regarded as another form of 
this ? There is the divinity who, according to JL appeared 
to the exhausted Hagar, and was called by her El-riji, i.e., 
God of seeing (Gen. 16 13) ; and the name was shared by 
the divinity's sanctuary. It was in the neighbourhood 
of the well (6C+) of Lahai-roi or El-roi, that Isaac dwelt 
(Gen. 2511 ; see below), and hence it is reasonable to 
suspect that here may be the'sacred spot intended by the 
narrative ; the ' mountain ' may be the nearest hill to the 
well called 'Ain fifuweiZeh, which we have elsewhere iden- 
tified with BEER-LAHAI-ROI. The place is IO hours S. of 
Ruheibeh (Rehoboth), on the road to Beersheba. Going 
at a leisurely pace, it might conceivably take Abraham 
three days to reach it. In this case the expression which 
the editor of J E  misread as ' to the land of the Moriah' 
was probably ' to the land of (the) Misrim ' (mqp n p ) .  
As Winckler has pointed out, both Kadesh and Beer- 
lahai-roi lay, in all probability, in the region anciently 
called Musr or Muyi (see MIZRAIM, 26) .  A bright 
light is now thrown on details which have hitherto caused 
embarrassment, such as the loneliness of the place of 
sacrifice, and the precaution taken by Abraham of 
carrying wood for the altar (cp Grove, in Smiths DD, 
art. ' Moriah ' ) . e  Habitations, indeed, there must have 

1 P?Sn would surely read very oddly, especially as in vu. 35 
Abraham's ass (%E!) occupies a rather prominent position. 
Bleek and Tuch suggested n1b;r (Gen. 126 Judg. '71). 

2 See the hooks of travel a.5. Tristram's Land of IsyaeZ, 
where a strong, but not too &on;, opinion is expressed. The 
Samaritan tradition, identifying the mountain with Gerizirn, is 
purely sectarian and artificial. 

3 Cp Geiger, Uuschr. 278. 
4 This view was first proposed by B. W. Racon (He6mica, 

April, 1891 ; Genesis, 1413 ['92]), who thinks, however, that the 
original reading in v .  2 was X$? yl: (cp 201 Nu. 1329 E ; cp 
Gen. 2462 J). This is palzagraphically improbable. Bacon 
also thinks that in V. 14 E originally wrote, not El-yir'b, hut El- 
ra'i. 

5 I in p i sn  fell out ; the corruption of p into then became 
easy, and after the editor had misread p*isDniiiK as n~inilsiu, 
it was natural for him to prefix 5 ~ .  

6 Wi. (Gesch. ii.) accepts the proposed reading for Moriah in 
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been not very far from El-roi ; but there was no walled 
city like Jerusalem, and the ascent of the hill would 
take less time and trouble than Mount Gerizim. The 
hill itself is to be imagined as bare of trees ; but near at 
hand Abraham could see thick brushwood ( q ~ p ) ,  in 
which a ram was caught by the horns. 

This view of the story, too, enriches us with something 
that we did not know to be recoverable, viz., E's 
expl_anatiou of the name of the old southern sanctuary 
of El-rei (or, as he calls it, El-yir'B). The editor of 
JE having already adopted a fine narrative accounting 
for the name (16 1-14), and wishing to attach the great 
event described in our ch. 22 to the central sanctuary of 
Judah (see MORIAH), introduced the changes to which 
reference has been made. Elsewhere, however (see 
JERAHMEEL), in treating the apparently corrupt text 
of Gen. 16133 suggestions have been made which 
favour the emendation of Gen. 2214 as follows,-' and 
Abraham called the name of that place Well of Jerah- 
meel, even as it is called to this day.' 

Thereare, also, twoother related aspectsunder whichthe 
' Moriah' story must be considered. Thewriter obviously 

3. Didactic wishes, in the most considerate manner, to 
oppose the practice of sacrificing firstborn 
sons (cp FIRSTBORN), and, subordinately 

to this, to justify the substitutionary sacrifice of an animal. 
In treating this past of our subject, we need not linger 
on the famous passage of Philo of Byblus (professedly 
reproducing a primitive Phoenician story), in which 
Kronos (or rather E l )  is said to have sacrificed his only 
son IEOIJ~  to free his country from the calamities of war. 
In spite of its doubtful attestation and modernised form, 
the story has the appearance of being based on tradition. 
Probably it was told at Byblus to justify the rite of 
human sacrifice, and a similar myth may have been 
current among the Canaanitish neighbours of the 
Israelites. The story in Gen. 22, however, is clearly 
intended as a basis for the abrogation of the rite. 
There may have been stories having the same object 
among the Canaanites or the Israelites ; these, not 
the story in Philo of Byblus, would be the right 
narratives to compare with the Elohist's. So far, 
however, as an opinion is possible, the form of the 
Elohist's story is, apart from the detail about the ram, 
all his own. It was suggested, indeed, by circumstances 
already related in the traditional narratives ; but it was 
moulded by himself, and it is bathed throughout in an 
ideal light. Evidently this pious writer felt that for the 
higher religious conceptions no traditional story would 
be an adequate vehicle. 

The course which he adopted shows the writer to have 
been a great teacher. He admits the religious feeling 
which prompted the sacrifice of a firstborn son ; but he 
suggests that the idea of such a sacrifice is unnatural 
(the unsophisticated mind of Isaac cannot take it in, 
and  Abraham himself would never have thought of it but 
for a divine oracle), and earnestly insists that Israel's 
God demands no more and no less than absolute 
devotion of the heart. One thing more he suggests- 
that there are stages in religious enlightenment, and 
that an act which was justifiable in the wild days of 
JEPHTHAH ( q . ~ . ) ,  was no longer tolerable. In the 
Southern Kingdom a protest against the continuance or 
revival of human sacrifices was raised by the writer 
of Mi. 66-8 ; in the Northern, at an earlier date, by the 
Elohist.z 

There is a fine Indian parallel to the story of the deliverance 
.of Isaac in Aitnyzya Braknzana, 7 13-16 (Max Miiller, Anc. 

purpose. 

Gen. 222, and thinks that the original seats of both Abraham 
and Isaac were in the north near Dan(perhaps the true [accord- 
ing to him] Kirjath-arba). The journey referred to in Gen. 22 
would thus he from the far north to the far south. 
1 Muller FHG 3 5703 
9 See fuither, Kamph., Das Verhulfnfss des MemchenoPfers 

sur isYmZif. Re?. '96 where recent literature is referred to. 
On human sacrifkes 'in Babylonia, cp Ball, P S B A  14 ('92), 
.No. iv. ; in Egypt, Tylor and Griffith, Tom6 ofPaheri(Egypt 
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Sanskr. Lit. 408.419) where Cunaqepha, son of a Brahman 
who had been all butt sacrificed in honour of Varuna, is liber! 
ated by the gods, and adopted by a priest. The stage of moral 
development, however, represented in this story, is more ad- 
vanced than that in Gen. 22. 

It is true, the narrator is behind the prophet in 
spirituality-thousands of rams, says the latter. will 
4. Substitution not propitiate the ' high God ' (God 

of heaven),-but the Elohist spoils his 
pathetic narrative bv a close which. of ram. 

for modern taste, could hardly he more prosaic. ' And 
Abraham lifted up his eyes, and looked, and behold, a 
ram caught in the thicket by his horns, and Abraham 
went and took the ram, and offered him up for a bnriit- 
offering instead of his son ' (22 13). The first readers of 
the Elohist, like the first readers of the epilogue of the 
Book of Job, had standards and requirements different 
from ours. Below the new taste for spirituality lay 
the old taste for ritual. If human sacrifices were 
not to be offered, what was the surrogate for them? 
The voice of humanity in certain priestly circles had, 
it appears, spoken for a ram, which in the symbolism 
of vicarious sacrifice was henceforth to represent a man. 
The animal selected was not always the same. At the 
Syrian Laodicea ( = Phcen. Ramitha) it was a stag, 
which animal was annually sacrificed in place of a 
maiden as late as the second century A . D . ~  We would 
gladly know at what date this stag sacrifice was intro- 
duced. Did the humane Israelitish priests precede or 
follow the priests of Phcenicia? And was the original 
substitute for the life of the firstborn son among the 
Israelites a ram ( $5 )  or a stag ($3) ? When we con- 
sider ( I) that wild animals were not usually sacrificed 
among the Israelites; (2) that in Gen. 2Z7 a sheep is 
spoken of as a victim ; and (3 )  that in the region of El-r6i 
we should expect a gazelle ( y ? ~ )  rather than a'hart ($E), 
it seems best to abide by the ordinary reading ' ram.' 

No subsequent narrative comes up to that in 22 1-14, 
though the idyllic tone and the deep religious spirit of J's 

6. Other account of the finding of the right wife 

stories. for Isaac (ch. 24) claim admiration (see 
REBEKAH). The narratives respecting 

Isaac himself tend to lower our estimate of his 
character ; but we must remember that the patriarchs 
represent the highest Israelitish ideals only in part ; they 
also embody Israelitish weaknesses. Isaac's shiftiness 
in his relations with Abimelech (Gen. 261-11 R,) need 
not be excused when we have learned to look upon him 
as a tribal representative ; the repetition of, virtually, 
the same story twice over in the life of Abraham (cp 
Gen. 12 10-20 J ; 20 E) is an indication of the compara- 
tive lateness of the traditional stories of that patriarch, 
as well as of the fondness of the people for this particular 
tradition, which showed how inviolable were the persons 
of their ancestors. 

The mingled greatness and weakness of Isaac is most 
strikingly shown in the story of his paternal benedictions, 
one of which, however, is more fitly styled a curse 
(Gem 27). It is to us a somewhat repellent narrative, 
on account of the unfilial and unbrotherly craft of 
Jacob and the love of good eating ascribed to Isaac. 
With the ancients it must have been popular. As to 
Expl. Fund '94), 2 0 3 ;  Crum PSBA 16133' and Masp. 
Dawn of Ckdisafion 168 193). in Semitic coLntries WRS 
ReZ. Sewz.(? 3 6 1 3  ; 6'e. heid. '1x23 Maspero includes the 
gazelle among the animals substituted for human victims ; in 
2nd ed. he notices Flinders Petrie's recent discoveries. 
1 Porphyr. De A6sf. 256 ; Pausan. iii. 168; cp WRS ReZ. 

Sem.P) 409, 466. On the commutation of victims, cp Lang, 
Myth, Ritual, and Sacu$ce, 1269-271. 

2 'Stag' ($0 is Clermont-Gannean's reading (JA,  7th ser. 
11 510). There is the same doubt as to the vocalising of $x in the 
sacrificial tablet of Marseilles (l. 9). here however the mean- 
ing ' stag ' is certainly preferable. ,'A ' r i m  ' in Phoenician is 
$ 2 3 .  Were the stags spoken of in the Marseilles tariff substi- 
tutes for humawvictims? Robertson Smith (ReZ. Senr.?) 467) 
suspects an allusion in 2 S. 119 to an ancient stag sacrifice like 
that at Iaodicea. This hypothesis, however, is not borne out by 
the most recent criticism (see Klo., ad Zoc., and Bu. in SBOT). 
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the craft -of Jacob, we need not excuse it, for it was 
inherited by the tribes of Isaac and Jacob from their 
nomad ancestors. As to Isaac’s passion for a certain 
food, this too was, no doubt, a tribal failing ; a notable 
Arabic song in the HamHsa (Freytag, 506) reckons 
‘roast flesh ’ as first among the pleasures of life. The 
detail mentioned in 273J would not, however, have 
been thought of but for the necessity of giving scope 
to the cunning of Jacob. Possibly, too, the first tellers 
of the story may have thought that Isaac, being a semi- 
divine hero, and being about to pronounce fateful 
oracles (see ESAU), should not be treated otherwise 
than as a deity. It was in festival raiment (v. 15) 
that Jacob the deceiver approached his father (the 
Jews in Jerome’s time said that they were Esau’s 
priestly garments), and Robertson Smith has plausibly 
defended1 the view that the skins worn by Jacob on 
his arms and neck were analogous to those worn by 
worshippers in many lands at sacrificial ceremonies (cp 
ESAU). At any rate, it is evident that the pronouncing 
of the oracles was a quasi-divine act, and that, accord- 
ing to the narrators, the circumstances connected with 
it were overruled by their God to the accomplishment 
of his own ends. It would seem that this was not one 
of the very earliest narratives ; in the oldest stratum of 
tradition Isaac and Ishmael (both attached to Beer-lahai- 
roi) must have taken the place afterwards occupied by 
Jacob and Esau. The details of the present genealogical 
connection were of course afterthoughts. (If Isaac was 
originally a JeruhmeeZite hero we can the better under- 
stand how the Israelites, whilst frequenting his sanc- 
tuary, adopted comparatively little of his legend. ) 

It is, however, not only at Beer-lahai-roi, but also at  
REHOBOTH, BEERSHEBA, and GERAR, that we find Isaac 
established.2 These three places come before us in 
Gem 26 1-33, which is substantially the work of J, though 
editorial insertions have been made, and v. 33 (as Bacon 
-see below, n. 4-has rendered very probable) should 
change places with 21 31-33. It was at Beersheba, accord- 
ing to ] and E, that Isaac spent the second part of his 
life, and no doubt it was there, not at Mamre or Hebron 
(as P, in 3527, represents), that tradition supposed the 
patriarch to have died. According to the most probable 
view of 2133, it was Isaac, not Abraham, who planted 
the sacred tree at Beersheba, invoking the name of 
Y a h ~ h . ~  It was there, too, that he ‘intreated Yahwh 
for his wife, because she was barren,’ and’that Esau and 
Jacob were born.4 It was at Beer-lahai-roi, however, 
endeared to Isaac (as fancy involuntarily suggests) by 
the memory of the interrupted sacrifice (and not less to 
Ishmael by the memory of his mother Hagar), that 
Isaac received his wife that evening when he had gone 
out on some unknown errand into the open country. 

It is worth remarking that the WZdy Mnweileh (in 
which the well of Lahai-roi should be placed) must at 
one time have been better watered and more cultivated 
than at present (Palmer). 

On apocryphal allusions, see APOCRYPHA, 8 11. 
T. K. C. 

1 ReL Sem.P) 437 ; cp 467. 
2 The reader should be cautioned against some inaccurate 

though seemingly very critical statements in Maspero’s Strug& 
of the Nations 68. To make Isaac a resident at Hebron 
effaces one of thileiding distinctions between him and Abraham. 

Was 
the tree an  ’??! (‘tamarisk’)? or an @t+(‘sacredpost’)? and 
was the divine name, which Isaac, according to the original J, 
invoked, +y hi, ‘the everlasting (or ‘ancient ‘1) deity,’ or 
(supposing n$y to be corrupt) ]V>y s!, ‘the most high deity’? 

4 Probably the order of the narratives is 24 251-6116 261-32 
2131.33. See Bacon (Genesis, 141, 24!;, cp He6vaica, Apri! 
18g1), who thinks that, in 2133, J originally wrote ‘Isaac, 
‘Abraham’ being due to the writer of JE, who transposed the 
passage ; hut cp Kautzsch and Ball. 

3 Gen. 2133 is interesting (cp ETERNAL, TAMARISK). 
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ISAIAH, PROPHET 

ISAIAH (Prophet) 
CONTENTS 

Biographical facts (0  I). Prophecies without narratives 
Narratives in Is. (18 2-6). 

Resulting picture of Is. (a18J). 
(a$ 7-17). 

ISAIAH, in RV Mt. 33, and OTpassiiii; ESAIAS, in 
AV; and in AV Ecclus. 4822, ESAY (!Vy@ everywhere 
except in title of book; there ilJ&5’: [see JESHAIAH, 

4 5 6]), son of AMOZ ( q . ~ . ) ,  2 K. 192 Is. 1 I 2 Ch. 2622 
3220 32 etc. ,-the most gifted and powerful of those early 
prophets who are known to us by written records. 

The name is to be explained probably either as ‘help of Yahwl: ’ 
[so J. H. Mich.], cp ’YV!, or as  ‘Yahws helps,’ from Y@; p’ql? 
[so Del.]; cp Sab. yfjr and the names 5~yfir, y&; B has 
quarar [= a;yW’? so Klo.11 of the prophet-L everywhere, BNA 
everywhere except 2 Ch. 262z-~auu[s]~ov [BA] and q u o v  [N] in 
Ecclns. 4820(23), but never except Ezra 87  [AI, of the other 
six bearers of the name2 (se; JESHAIAH). 

I. Isaiah lived at Jerusalem, was married (83), and 
had children 1 7 7  81).  Plainlv he was of high social 

\ . ,  - I  

When he needs a ktness he 
;ties to the chief priest (see URIAH), 
and his whole conduct and bearing facts‘ 

bespeak one who can claim social respect. In this he 
contrasts with Amos and Micah. We may presume 
therefore that be had every educational advantage which 
the capital could supply, and it is plain that he inherited 
a literary tradition of no very recent date. The heading 
in Is. 1 I refers to Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz and Hezekiah 
as the kings in whose ‘ days ’ (or period) he prophesied. 
This heading, however, is probably the work of a late 
editor, who gained his information from a study of the 
works of Isaiah. From the reference to Judah and 
Jerusalem as the subjects of the prophecies, we may 
assume the statement to have been intended to apply 
only to chaps. 1-12. It remains true, however, that we 
have no reason to suppose that Isaiah prophesied under 
Manasseh. The story that he was put to death (the 
later legend said, sawn asunder ; cp Heb. 1137) by order 
of Manasseh, as a punishment for speeches on God and 
on the holy city which were contrary to the law, obtained 
a wide currency, but has no support in the Book of 
Kings, and is unworthy of credit.3 

These dry bones of biography need to be clothed 
with living flesh, and for this we must turn to Isaiah’s 

which contain the very 
essence of his life. Grand and an- 
tiquely simple was his character, and 

those who have been enabled by a thorough criticism 
and exegesis to form an idea of the limits, the period, 
and the meaning of his discourses, will find themselves 
in a position to rectify some common misapprehensions. 

11. It will be convenient to obtain our first introduc- 
tion to Isaiah from certain stillextant narratives respecting 
portions of his prophetic ministry, proceeding from his 
disciples or admirers at different periods,-viz., (a) 
Is. 6, ( a )  71-16, (c) 81-4, (d )  20, ( e )  36-39 (2 K. 1813- 
2019 11 2 Ch. 32). 

From (a)-which is an account of the vision by which 
Isaiah was set apart as a prophet-we learn that he 
entered on his ministry in the year of the death of Uzziah, 

Klo.’s alternative restoration 32 ’Y  (the only 
restoration retained in PREP) 8 713) does not seem plausible, yet 
the Arabic ‘ b E  for $J?W! might perhaps lend it some support. 

2 With reference to the B equivalents, it may be noted here 
that the first vowel is oftenest L or E or LB, the u being frequently 
doubled ( r c u [ u l ~ a s = ; r ~ ~ ~ : ?  so Klo.; cp LBUCL, I Ch. 231 [AI), but 
also (four times in B, once in A, once in L) o or o (Lw,uaa, 
I Ch. 25 ~5 [B]=?;r;ye? so Klo. ; wuams, I Ch. 26 25 [BA]= 
W?$, cp Neh. 1 2 p ?  - c w q e ,  I Ch. 2625 [Ll). 

Besides the Ascens. 
Isaire, and Justin, c. Tryph. 120, cp the passage quoted from a 
MS of,tbe Targum on the prophets in Lagarde’s Projh. Cltald. 
p. XXXI11. 
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2. Narratives discourses, 
in Is* & 

1 PREP) 6585. 

3 See APOCALVPTIC LITERATURE, 5 42. 
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;.e., probably in 740 B. c. Isaiah had evidently been 
waiting for indications of the .divine will-otherwise how 
should the words ’ Send me ’ have darted at once to his 
lips ? Already, too, he had the not less humbling than 
exalting consciousness of, a divine presence which ,glori- 
fied the world. To this was now added the sense of a 
new and special relation between himself and YahwB. H e  
was sent to work among his people as a prophet. At the 
same time he had a presentiment, which in the light of 
his newrelation toYahwB seemed to him arevelation, that, 
being such as it was, not merely Israel, but even Judah, 
was doomed to perish.l The revelation was, it is true, 
as yet more like an objective fact than a subjectively 
realised truth, or rather like many a flash of insight 
which visits and revisits us for moments, and then 
disappears, till at length a sad or joyful experience 
makes it ours for ever. Nor was it so terrible a 
presentiment as it may appear to us, because it was 
evidently accompanied by a revelation of the conversion 
of a remnant, as we gather from the name which Isaiah 
gave to his eldest son SHEAR-JASHUB (4.v. ). And we 
must believe that, as time went on, apparent changes 
for the better in the moral condition of Israel somewhat 
dimmed Isaiah’s perception of the contents of his earli- 
est revelation. Only by the sternest experience could 
he be absolutely and entirely convinced, in the depths 
of his nature, of the necessity for the fall of Judah. 

(6) Probably to a period shortly before the writing 
down of the consecrating vision belongs the grun riJt;uto 
3. Is. 71-16 . (to apply Dante’s phrase) which is related 
Immanuel.’ in our second narrative piece (6). Isaiah 

and Ahaz are the sole acting figures. 
Perhaps it is because the consecration narrative (u) 
serves as a preface that the prophet or his secretary 
has made no reference to the revelation of the ‘rem- 
nant. ’ The unbelief of Ahaz was in fact an unpardon- 
able offence which made Isaiah indisposed to look at 
the brighter side of his revelation. Nothing can well 
he sterner than Isaiah’s prophecies at this period (see 
SBOir, or Zntr. Is. 396$), though a short breathing- 
time is allowed before the sad end. 

The story of the ‘ great refusal ’ of Ahaz is well known. 
The king expected a siege, and was preparing for it, 
when Isaiah accosted him. He bade him not be afraid, 
reminding him that Yahwb was the head of Jerusalem, 
whereas the rulers of Damascus and Samaria were but 
puny mortals, and no better than half-burned fire- 
brands ; in short the coalition against Judah would, in 
common parlance, ‘ end in smoke.’ The prophet, how- 
ever, saw clearly the inefficacy of his appeal. Ahaz had 
no confidence either in his material, or-worse by far- 
in his spiritual, bulwarks. To his friendly ‘ fear not * 
Isaiah therefore added a caution against the dangers of 
unbelief. What those dangers were he did not say; 
but Ahaz caught his meaning, and had no need to 
question him. ‘ An established house’ was a common 
phrase for a family which did not die out, and re- 
mained in its ancient seat (I  S. 2 3 5  2528 I K. 11 38) ; 
Isaiah’s caution, therefore, if we may consider its 
reference as limited to Ahaz, threatened the king with 
nothing less than the extinction of his dynasty. At 
this point (Is. 7 IO) the record becomes incomplete ; the 
omission is veiled by a conventional introductory formula, 
indicating a fresh stage in the discourse. Probably some 
startling announcement was made, for the accrediting 
of which Isaiah conjectured that Abaz would require a 
‘ sign.’ Then this extraordinary man, who deals 
with the king.’as though his equal or superior, gives 

1 The closing words, ‘a  holy seed is the stock thereof,’ are 
probably an editorial attempt to make sense of a corrupt passage. 
For a possible restoration see Che. Crit. Bi6. Budde’s rendering: 
‘When then a tenth is there, it shall serve again for pasture 
(New World, Dec. ‘95, p. 741) is improbable. The natural sense 
E that given in EV. The following word ])$K, (‘like the tere- 
binth’) should probably he emended to ]i*$? ’?, ‘for consump- 
tion . . .’ Cp review of Marti’s Jesaia in Crit. Rev. Jan. 1900. 
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Ahaz carte 6Zunche in the choice of a ‘sign’ (see 
IMMANUEL). The king has no doubt that Isaiah can, 
as we should say, work a miracle, and consequently 
believes that one way to safety from his present foes 
would be to obey the prophet ; but he is not sure that 
some worse trouble for himself might not follow. He 
does not believe that Yahwi: will be strong enough, a 
little later, to save him from Assyria ; and yet how can 
he accept YahwA‘s help in the smaller trouble unless he 
is prepared to accept it in the greater? The only way, 
from his point of view, to avert the danger from Assyria 
is to make it a friend, which will moreover be able 
to save him from Syria and Ephraim. Friendship 
involves the protection of the weak by the strong, so 
that there is really no cause (Ahaz thinks) to introduce 
religious considerations into the question. Then 
Isaiah, to save his honour as a prophet, hurls, as it 
were, a sign at the unbelieving Ahae. He says that 
Immanuel-ie., ‘God with us’-will be the name 
which any one of the children soon to be born will 
receive from its mother, for before the tender palate of 
the child can distinguish between foods, the lands of 
Rezin and Pekah will have been devastated by Assyria.’ 
Isaiah has, in fact, not less political than religious in- 
sight. If he could have put off the prophet, and spoken 
only as a statesman, he might have asked why Ahaz 
should pay Assyria for humiliating Syria and N. Israel 
when it was its own interest to do this. There was, at 
any rate, no immediate necessityfor burdening his small 
territory with tribute to Assyria ; the unbelieving king 
was as weak in politics as he was in religion. If we 
possessed a fuller record of the declarations of Isaiah 
(vv. 17-20 cannot be relied upon, being fragmentary, 
and partly recast by a late editor), we should prob- 
ably find that the immediate punishment of the king’s 
unbelief specified in it was this - that deliverance 
from Reziu and Pekah would be a ‘sign ’ to him, not 
of good, but of evil import. Since the king has rejected 
the opportunity so graciously given him of winning 
YahwB’s favour, he must not look for a long continuance 
of calm days. Disaster is looming right in front of him. 

That the ‘ sign ’ which Isaiah indignantly hurls at 
Ahaz is one which, in our fragmentary record, appears 
to be of happy augury, has caused a difficulty to many 
students. Prof. F. C. Porter in particular has felt 
this so strongly that he has devised a new interpreta- 
tion of Immanuel which deserves consideration (see 
IMMANUEL). Two chief objections to it must, however, 
be mentioned. 

(I) Immanuel-ie. ‘God is with us ’-hy no means expresses 
the faith or the ‘uAderlying assumption’ of Ahaz; the true 
object of the king’s worship was neither the old national God, 
nor the Yahwl: of Isaiah but-policy. Hence his perturbation 
of mind, with which contrast theconfidence arising ont of asense 
of oneness with their God possessed by the N. Israelites (Am. 
5 146 18 6 13). 

(2) The explanation of Immanuel as an expression of the false 
faith of the multitude is opposed by the analogy of the name 
SHEAR-JASHUB ( q . ~ . ) ,  which conveys a truth accepted by Isaiah. 

It is perfectly true, however, that the unbelief of Ahaz made 
the confidence of the happy mothers of Is. 114 only too likely to 
prove of short duration. They would suppose that Yahwl: was 
unreservedly favourable to their people, whereas he had but 
granted a short interval before the sin of Ahaz should bring its 
terrible punishment on king and people. The sign was not as 
happy a one as Isaiah had intended. 

(c) The third piece of narrative is 81-4 (cp next art., 
5 6). From 73 we already know that in 734 Isaiah had 
4. Is. I-4 a son named Shear-jashub, who was old 

Isaiah,s sons. enough to accompany his father in his 
walks. From 8 1 - 4  we learn that 

shortly afterwards he had another son, named MAHER- 
SHBLAL-HASH-BAZ, whose name portended the fall of the 

1 Dillmann’s objections to this explanation are-(r) that 7 IS$ 
produces the impression that the child of a mother well known 
to Isaiah and to Ahaz is meant, and (2) that ‘thy land 0 
Immanuel’ in 88 can only be understood of a historical perlon. 
But 715 can be shown to he a gloss, and $Ni>ny 7 x 1 ~  (88) should 
rather be ’y $3 : Y ~ N .  Certainly the passage is difficult; but no 
sther solution seems available, 
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two northern kingdoms. These two sons, apparently, 
are the ‘children whom Yahwi: has given him,’ and, 
like himself, they are ‘ signs and omens in Israel’ of 
divine appointment. His children, at any rate, are 
‘signs’ in virtue of their names, which are doubtless 
as well known in Jerusalem as that of the crown prince 
himself. With regard to Isaiah we are not told that 
he received his name by divine appointment. It is 
only the prophet Jeremiah who claims to have been 
consecrated from his birth, and who may therefore 
conceivably have regarded his name as an omen (cp 
Jer. 1 IO). It is enough that Isaiah and his sons alike 
prophesy of the future, and rouse the dull consciences 
of men. . Thus, when the crisis comes, Isaiah will 
not stand alone. Before his inward consecration (in 
B. c. 740 ?) he felt himself ‘ unclean ’ through his soli- 
darity with his people; but now, by solidarity with him, 
the members of his family are”virtua1ly detached, like 
himself, from’ the ‘ people of unclean lips ’ among 
whom they dwell. For Isaiah‘s wife, too, is a prophetic 
personage (83 ) ,  though she may not bear a prophetic 
name ; she participates in the privileges of her husband. (P) Chap. 20 describes the strange procedure by 
which Isaiah gave, so to speak, an acted prediction of 
1, Is. 20. the fate reserved for two neighbouring 

The people of Ashdod revolted 
from Assyria in 713, and Judah (now itself a vassal of 
the Great King) was tempted to follow their example. 
Isaiah heard an inner voice bidding him go about, like 
one of the poorest class, without either sandals or an 
upper garment. He obeyed till the siege and capture 
.of Ashdod in 711, which was a still more striking omen 
of the punishment in store for rebellion. This is the 
.only prophetic action recorded of Isaiah. Generally 
he was contented with spoken prophecy,-either upon 
sesthetic grounds, or because spoken prophecy was less 
susceptible than acted prophecy of misinterpretation. 
The strange attire in which he appeared for three 
years. need not have meant what it was at length 
declared to mean. It might have signified merely the 
prophet’s grief (cp Mi. 18) for Ashdod ; but as we see 
from nv. 3-6, it was a perfectly unsympathetic announce- 
ment of the fate of the north Arabian countries of MuSri 
and KUS,~  which had long been important factors in 
Palestinian politics. To this Isaiah added a graphic 
description of the confusion of the statesmen of Pales- 
tine ( ‘  this coastland ’) at the fall of the single great ally 
on whom they had counted (cp ISAIAH ii., 5 g a 141). 

( e )  From the two remaining narratives we must not 
expect too much, owing to the lateness of their date 

One of them (36- 
37ga 3 7 J )  is no doubt earlier than the 

other (37g6-38J)  ; bnt even the earlier is full of contra- 
dictions to the ideas and the implied situations in the 
universally acknowledged prophecies. So much, how- 
ever, we may admit to be just conceivable :-( I )  that 
Hezekiah in 702-1 B.C. really did take pains to 
propitiate Isaiah, and did convince the prophet of his 
disposition to obey the divine oracles ; and (2) that 
Isaiah in consequence declared that on this occasion 
Jerusalem should escape a siege. The grounds for this 
view, however, are more hypothetical than one likes, and, 
a t  any rate, the details of Hezekiah‘s embassy to Isaiah 
and the speeches assigned to the prophet are altogether 
untrustworthy. And yet how transcendently great this 
prophet of Yahw& must have been to have formed the 
subject of so much imaginative writing! And how 
highly the later Jews must have valued the privilege 
of prophetic revelation to have devoted themselves so 
earnestly to filling up the gaps in its historical record ! 

111. We now turn to those discourses of Isaiah which 
have no accompanying narratives. We will view them 
as revelations of a great religious character, and treat 
them with the respect due to all such revelations ; Le. ,  

countries. 

6. Is. 36-39. (see next art., 5 15). 

1 He uses the same phrase as in 8 18. 
a See CUSH, 8 2 ; MIZRAIM, 5 26; but Cp GEOGRAPHY, 5 9. 
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we will not require them to exhibit throughout a cast-iron 
7. Prophecies consistency. The criticism which we 

without 1 1 ~ ~ -  have sought to employ elsewhere has not 
tives : Is, 26-21 been controlled by preconceived ideas 

,, ~ respecting Isaiah’s prophetic system, 
and we-may therefore venture, as 0 “5. 

historians, to build upon its conclusions. We have 
heard from Isaiah’s lips his own account of his con- 
secrating vision. Criticism justifies us in holding that 
he lost no time in expanding and applying the stern 
truth which had lodged itself in his mind. For both 
Israel and Judah he announced a grievous disaster, 
which to the deeply-moved prophet appeared not less 
awful than a judgment upon the world (26-21) .  Never 
again did he write in a style so poetic, so sublime. 
Probably he learned that a manner at once more 
pointed and with more personality was better fitted to 
win the. attention of the people ; indeed, in 26-21 he 
writes, it would seem, more to relieve himself than to 
impress others. 

He 
anticipates a captivity like that in Jehoiachin’s time, 
when (if we may trust the narrative) few, except the 
poorer class, were left in Judah, and says that young 
men of tyrannical character will be the rulers of the 
humiliated state which should remain. 

This picture of the future (which, apart from the 
reference to the rulers who would take the place of the 
8. Is. 316-41 captive king, he repeated in 316-41  51-7 

and 58-24) did not correspond to facts. 
51-7 58-24’ The punishment of the sins of Judah‘s 

rulers was delayed; the Davidic king remained on 
an, as yet, unshaken throne. 

He recog- 
nised the divine will that Ahaz should have a fair trial 
and choose between the broad and the narrow way. 
Again and again he offered counsel to Ahaz; but the 
young king was too wilful to listen, and his counsellor 
began to grow weary’ (713). One trial more, as we 
have seen, was given, but in vain; and then Isaiah 
distinctly pointed to the ‘ waters of the river ’ (Le . ,  to 
Assyria) as the source of the calamity in store for 
Judah as well as for Israel ( 8 7 J ;  cp.526-30 720). 

We have but fragments of Isaiah’s discourses at this 
period; but it is plain that the unbelief of Ahaz had 

9. Is. 85-22. greatly deepened the prophet’s conviction 
of coming ruin ; no words of Carlyle are 

more fraught with indignation and grief than 821 f. 
Still, even here all is not dark. Many, we are told, 
not all, will rue their opposition to the divine word 
(8 14), and if we could be sure that 8 9 f. and 9 2-7 (1-6) 
were written at this period by the prophet, we should 
feel that Isaiah was by no means destitute of the richest 
consolation. The strict conservative view, however, 
is difficult in the extreme, and though Isaiah certainly 
believed that a ‘remnant’ would (like himself and his 
disciples, 816-18) turn, in humble, penitent faith, to 
YahwB, and so escape captivity, it is not safe to sup- 
pose that Isaiah pictured to himself its future history. 

He had 
none for the survival of the ancient kingdom ; but did 
lo. Is. 99-21 he believe that in Samaria too there was 

a ‘remnant’ which would ‘ turn’? Three 
important prophecies (not counting 26-21 

and shorter passages) relate to Israel : 99-21 (8-20) 17 
and 281-6. The second and third of these contain 
passages which may seem to favour an affirmative 
answer ; but a strict criticism will not allow us to 
regard 177f: and 285f: as more genuine than 1111-13.l 
Yes ; Isaiah had no hope for the country which, on the 
ground of its past leadership, still arrogated to itself 
the name of Israel. It is probable, however, that when 
the Assyrian hosts actually drew near Samaria (later 
than the prophet had at first anticipated), Isaiah‘s hopes 

In 31-5  Isaiah expresses himself more plainly. 

Isaiah was not at all perplexed at this. 

Had Isaiah any hope for (northern) Israel ? 

17 281-6. 

1 Dillmann (on Is. 28 5 f.) quotes all these passages as con. 
chive evidence. 
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for his own land revived. He appears at that time to 
have expected an Assyrian invasion of Judah, and in 
prophetic vision to have seen the foe pressing on to the 
capital. There is actually a record of this vision in 
ll. Is. 1028-32 that fine descriptive passage, 10 28-32, 

and we have some reason to think that 
8 g f :  1712-1J‘ Isaiah at that time uttered the defiant 
words of Sgf., and in 17 12-14 announced the destruc- 
tion ohthe Assyrian invaders of Judah. This, if true, 
was certainly not mere patriotism on the part of Isaiah. 
There mnst have beersome change in the internal 
condition of Judah, which to Isaiah’s prophetic eye 
spoke of a modification (surely not a reversal) of 
YahwA‘s purpose. We can hardly err in connecting 
this with a change in the government of the country. 
It is possible that Hezekiah had considerable political 
influence even before his father’s death, and that he 
was supposed, on good grounds, to have been influenced 
by the preaching of Isaiah. This will account for the 
hopeful spirit of 5 9  f: and 1712-14 (the present writer 
12. Is. 1428-32. would formerly have added, of a third 

passage, 14 28-32, which the heading 
states to have been written ‘ in the death-year of king 
Ahaz,’ 719 B . c . ) . ~  Isaiah at this time no longer appre- 
hended an immediate Assyrian invasion ; the reason 
of which is, that the Assyrian arms had (in 721 
or 720) received a temporary check in N. Babylonia. 
He was well aware, however, that Sargon would soon 
he as dangerous as ever, and if he was still confident 
in the present security of Jerusalem. it was because the 
ruler of Judah was now, what Ahaz had not been, a 
believer. For Isaiah does not yet regard the individual 
as a moral unit. If Yahwk protects Zion, it is because 
Zion’s ruler has responded to the demand for ‘faith’ 
(cp 25 16). 

Eight years passed, and still Isaiah held the same 
language. For though the greater part of 105-126 
13. Is. 105-1& (next art., $j 7) is certainly of late 

(part) 1424-27, origin, and written for other &cum- 
stances than those of the eighth 

century, yet enough remains to assure us that Isaiah 
in 711 regarded an Assyrian conquest of Judah as 
contrary to the plan of YahwB. The grand rebuke 
addressed to Assyria in 105-15 (apart from the inter- 
polations) should not improbably be combined with 
1424-27, which is the misplaced conclusion of the 
Isaianic prophecy (next art., 9 [u], I). Thus in 711 
(this date may, on good grounds, be assumed) Isaiah 
believed it to be YahwB‘s purpose ‘ to break Assyria in 
his (Yahwe‘s) land, and on his mountains to tread him 
under foot’ (1425). No light is thrown either in 
105-15 or in 1424-27 on the condition of affairs in Judah ; 
but we must assume that Hezekiah still maintained the 
attitude of one who ‘ believed ’ Yahwk and his prophet, 
for without this we know that Isaiah could have seen no 
hope for his country (7  g 25 16). 

It is true Sargon states, in a fragmentary inscription (KB 
2 q 3) tha; the inhabitants of Philistia Judah, Edom, and 
Moah &inned revolt from the Assyrian su)zerainty and entered 
into negotiations with Mnsri (see MIZRAIM 8 2 &the passage 
relates to the time preceding the siege of Xshdod mentioned 
above-but it is allowable to suppose either that the Assyrian 
scribe put down four of the best-known names of Palestinian 
peoples somewhat a t  random, or that Hezekiah confessed his 
error to Isaiah, and gave pledges of future obedience. 

At any rate, Isaiah, who had already expressed such 
strong confidenqe in the present safety of Zion, could not 
and would not change his tone without solid reasons. 

Again eight years elapsed ; but now symptoms of a 
change appear. The next prophecy in chronological 

14. Is. order to the great ‘Woe’ on Assyria is 
287-22 (next art., 12, end). No passage 

of Isaiah gives us quite such graphic details as to the 

1 The passage, however, is really an imaginative composition 
like the poem io 1446.21 (see next art., $ g, 6 [g], p) .  It is Scn- 
nnckerib’s death, most probably, that is referred to in both 
poems. See Marti‘s commentary, and cp SBOT, ‘Isa.,’ Heb. 
195, where a n  emended text is exhibited. 
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faults of the upper classes at Jerusalem, and it is remark- 
able that Isaiah appends to these details a solemn re- 
statement of the spiritual hasis of the security of Judah. 
If we take this prophecy in combination with one of 
certainly not much later date (the denunciation of Shebna, 
2215-18 : next art. g [ h ] ,  z),  we may infer that Isaiah 
again thought he saw an imminent prospect of the de- 
portation of many of the leaders of the state to Assyria 
(cp 3 I). There was indeed still a possibility of averting 
this fate. But would these clever politicians adopt it ? 
Of the king, however, we hear nothing. Isaiah seems 
to regard Hezekiah as, to a great extent, the puppet of 
the predominant political faction. Indeed, remembering 
the story of Padi of Ekron, one is inclined to think 
that such dependence may have been generally the lot 
of the small kings of Palestine at this time. At any 
rate, Isaiah’s great object is to startle the politicians 
out of their security. He warns them that, though the 
horizon is clear at present, it will not remain so. He 
will not on this occasion say when the storm will break 
out. ‘ Add year to year, let the feasts run their course ’ 
(291). Certain it is, however, that before long ARIEL 
( q . ~  ) will be marked out as his prey by the Assyrian ; 
Jerusalem (for this is the meaning of the symbolic name 
employed) will be besieged and reduced to great straits. 
It is not the Assyrian, however, who will deal the final 
blow. A theophany will take place ; Yahwk himself, 
the storm-God and the war-God, will appear and 
destroy the guilty city (cp 210-21). 

What was the cause of the change in Isaiah’s preach- 
ing? It was the rise to power of an Egyptian party at 
Jerusalem. The peoples of Palestine and Phcenicia 
saw in the new (Ethiopian) dynasty of Egypt the only 
power which could save them from the oppressive and 
uncongenial rule of Assyria (cp EGYPT, 66). Isaiah, 
on political, hut vastly more on religious, grounds, 
insisted on the futility of an alliance with Egypt 
(chaps. 30 J ) .  He supplemented his ‘woe’ upon 
Jerusalem by the declaration that the Egyptian allies 
of Judah should be defeated, for Yahwk himself would 
fight on the side of the Assyrians (so we must under- 
stand 313). This cycle of prophecies (28-31) is of 
the highest value both for the history of Judah and 
for the biography of the prophet. It gives us a 
graphic picture of the excitement at Jerusalem and the 
opposition to Isaiah’s preaching, and shows how the 
initial revelation of Judah‘s doom was gradually fixing 
itself more and more in the prophet’s mind. It also 
confirms an idea which has probably already suggested 
itself to us-that Isaiah’s interest is not in the circum- 
stantial details of his prophecy, but in the connection 
between national sin and national calarnity. His object 
is to reveal God in history, not-except in a secondary 
sense-to turn the course of events. 

The negotiations with Egypt do not appear to have as 
yet succeeded, and if chap. 18 (next art., 5 9 [a], 3) was 
15. Is. 18. written at this period, it shows that Isaiah 

had for a time trinmphed over the Egyptian 
party. Otherwise he‘ would certainly not have given 
Judah a further breathing-time. Otherwise, too, he would 
not have so calmly bidden the Ethiopian ambassadors 
return to their own land. It is remarkable that Isaiah 
should speak so respectfully of the Ethiopians, for not 
long since he spoke quite otherwise of Egypt (303-7). A 
fuller acquaintance with this period of Egyptian history 
might enable us to explain this1 It is still more re- 
markable that Isaiah should have adopted so lofty a 
tone of enthusiasm in speaking of the prospects of 
Judah. May we not venture to assume that Hezekiah 
had initiated something in the nature of a reform,a 
something which might be charitably regarded as turn- 

3 Or, pq.ssihly if there was a second Assyrian invasion, the 

2 See HEZEK~AH where the supposed fact of an early reform 
Isaiah’s main object was moral 

prophecy in chab. 18 might refer to this. 

in the cultus is cohtroverted. 
amendment ; he has no programme for any other reform. 
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ing to YahwB’? Isaiah has already told us how far, 
a t  an earlier time, the ‘ princes’ of Judah were from 
practising the virtues which befitted them. Must we 
not conjecture that Hezekiah had lately made examples 
of some of the chief offenders among them (e.g., 
Shebna)? If so, king and prophet were destined to 
be sadly disappointed. The prophecy in chap. 18 (if 
rightly dated) had been delivered on the assumption 
that the rulers of Judah had really ‘ turned ‘ to YahwB. 
I t  did not indeed promise that there should be no 
Assyrian invasion. Sennacherib would, of course, take 
the field against the kings of Palestine (including Heze- 
kiah) who had refused tribute. But it did guarantee 
(upon implied conditions) that the invasion should be 
stopped at the outset by a supernatural intervention. 
This, however, did not happen. As Sennacherib and 
Isaiah agree in stating, widespread desolation was 
wrought in Judah by the irresistible warriors of Assyria. 
To all-to the prophet not less than to his countrymen 
-this was a sign of YahwKs displeasure. All that 
could now be hoped for was to avert destruction from 

Jerusalem. The rulers took one means 
’ 16‘ Is’ 15-26* of doing this ; Isaiah wished them to 
take another. Sacrifices had never been so abundant, 
nor public prayers so fervent (1 11-15 ; cp Am. 5 z z  24 
with VV. 15 18) ; but Isaiah, like Amos, attached no 
intrinsic value to ceremonies. One means, and one 
only, there was to check the progress of Sennacherib ; 
it was to change their lives. Their God would forgive 
the past, and restore to them his protecting care. They 
would sow and reap, undeterred by Assyrian warriors ; 
they would ‘eat the good of the land.’ On the other 
hand, if they rebelled against the divine will they would 
suffer the hardships of a siege (see HUSKS). 
‘ If your sins be scarlet they may become white as snow; 
If they he red as crimsgn they may become as wool. 
If ye be willing and obedent the good of the land shall ye eat * 
But if ye refuse and rebel, &ob-pods shall ye eat’ (1 18.20, las; 

Even in the too brief summary (15-26), the discourses 
of Isaiah delivered at this period move us deeply. We 
long to know what effect they produced. Only a late 
tradition on this subject has come down to u s ;  it is 
that contained in chaps. 36f. (next art., 5 I 5). It may 
be barely possible to hold that a good effect was pro- 
duced, that Isaiah assured Hezekiah of safety. If this 
was the case, he very soon changed his tone. It is 
l,. Is. 221-14. certa,in that, as the last Assyrian 

warriors disappeared, Isaiah, sick at 
heart, used language (221-14 : next art., 5 g [b],  2) 
which can be understood only as a final acceptance 
of the doom pronounced in 69-13. He bows to the 
decree of the God of Israel. For Judah there is no 
more hope; for himself no further ministry. The 
heart of ‘ this people’ has become gross, and there is 
no possibility of salvation. Therefore cities must be- 
come waste, and houses uninhabited, and, should a 
tenth be left, this must, in turn, he consumed. For 
the small prophetic band-himself, his children, and 
his disciples-there may still be a future (cp 816-18) ; 
but he has received no revelation on this subject ; nor 
could he, without a psychological miracle, have even 
imagined a condition of things totally opposed to the 
present. Only a short time ago he could anticipate 
the restoration to Jerusalem of ‘judges as at the first, 
and counsellors as at the beginning’ (126). Now it 
would appear as if, by a moral compulsion, he placed 
himself by the side of Amos, who had prophesied of the 
guilty worshippers in the sanctuary at Bethel, that ‘ not 
one should flee away, not one should escape ’ (Am. 9 I ) .  

The reader may need to be reminded that the 
latter part of this uicture of Isaiah is based uuon 

line emended). 

18. Resulting critical conclusions which are not as 
picture of yet generally accepted. The criticism 

of the prophecies of Isaiah is slowly 
emerging from a position analogous to Isaiah. 

. that in which the Hexateuch was before the publication 
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of Wellhausen’s Pdegomena. The reader may, if he 
will, keep his mind in suspense as to the critical prob- 
lems of the day, and confine his attention to the 
earlier part of the present article. Should he do so, 
he will obtain a sound though an incomplete concep- 
tion of the great prophet. But to those who have 
seen the weakness of the old criticisni, and the strength 
of that which offers itself as on the whole far more in 
accordance with facts, and who find the synthesis of 
new and old presented in this article historically credible, 
it may be safely said that the more they contemplate 
the character of Isaiah as now disclosed to them, the 
grander it will appear. We have not hitherto realised 
the scale and proportions of his truly heroic faith. 
What Abraham was in legend, Isaiah was in fact. He 
was prepared to trust God in the darkness as implicitly 
as the ‘father of the faithful,‘ when, according to the 
noble story, he lifted up his hand, at the divine com- 
mand, to slay his only son. For we may be sure- 
the variations in his picture of the future attest this- 
that Isaiah loved his people dearly, and was alive to 
the least indications of moral progress. And yet he 
could, with breaking heart, give up the present Israel to 
its doom, so complete was his faith in the all-wise pur- 
pose of the God of Israel. How that which seemed the 
end of all things could yet not be a fatal blow to the 
divine purpose, it was not for him to judge. 

As a man and a prophet we have now fully recognised 
Isaiah‘s greatness. Was he also a Doet? In 3722-29 

I 

(next art., 5 1 j [@])-a very fine taunt: 
ing poem on Sennacherib is assigned to 
him : but the lateness of the narrative 

in which it is placed, iogether with the late character of 
the phraseology, prevent us from accepting this assign- 
ment. Another fine taunting poem also has been claimed 
for Isaiah-that in 144b-z1, which was not originally 
connected with the late prophecy against Babylon in 
chap. 13 (see ISAIAH ii., But ideas and 
phraseology alike point away from Isaiah, unless we apply 
a very imperfect criticism to both sections of the evidence. 

I t  must suffice here to mention the fact that in14 12.14 reference 
is made to a fully developed myth of Babylonian origin, for 
which there is no parallel in the works of the pre-exilic prophets 
and to point out the similarity of this taunting song to that i i  
3722-29. Boih these songs were probably composed with 
refefence to the story of Sennacherih, and both are of late 
origin. Probably 14z8--2 (next art., 5 g [61, 3) also should be 
included in the group (s& above, $ 12). 

Nor can we reckon as more than a curiosity of 
criticism the theory that Pss. 46-48 were written by 
Isaiah, the first when the Syrians, the second when the 
Philistines, and the third when the Assyrians \were 
overthrown. The siniple truth is that Isaiah was too 
great to be a literary artist ; his words were deeds. 

The preceding sketch requires to be supplemented by 
a sympathetic survey of the prophetic literature of the 

g, 6 [9], p). 

~- ~- 
20, Unknown post-exilic period (see PROPHETIC 

Isaiahs. LITERATURE). A critical rearrange- 
ment of the DrODheCieS of the Book of ~* 

Isaiah not only makes Isaiah a simpler and a grander 
and therefore also a more truly antique personality than 
he could be according to the older criticism ; it intro- 
duces us to a number of less original, bnt in some re- 
spects more attractive personages, who being neither 
public men nor ambitious of fame in an age (a ldv)  that 
was passing away, have not been remembered by name. 
They drew their inspiration (so they must have believed) 
from the divine Spirit which dwelt within the community 
(Is. 6311 ; cp SPIRIT), and they were content with the 
hope so touchingly expressed by a psalmist of similar 
character- 
Remember me, 0 LORD in the gracious welcome of Thy people; 
Oh visit me with Thy silvation ; 
That I may look on the prosperity of Thy elect, 
May rejoice in Thy nation’s joy, 
May triumph with Thy inheritance. 

(Ps. 106 4J, Kay’s translation.) 
It may be hoped that English students will not any 

longer cherish the unfounded prejudice that to follow 
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out the many traces of plurality of authorship in Isaiah 
involves less appreciation of those passages of the book 
which were not written by the son of Amoz. 

Besides the commentaries and histories of Israel see Dr., 
Isaiah, his lif .  and tivnesFJ (‘93); WRS Proph. Cs.’(‘82) 205- 

156. Duhm TheoL der Propheten 149-177 
21. Literalure. 7.753; Guthi, Das Zukunftsi td d& Iesaia 

(‘85). Giesebrecht, Beitv. E. Jesaiakritik 
76-84 (‘90) ; Hackmann: Die Zuku?q5’serwa~ung des Jesaii  

f 9 3 ) ;  Smend, A T  ReL-Gesch. 203.227 (‘9:); Duff, Old Test. 
Theol: 1150.294 (‘94); A. B. Davidson, The Theology of 
Isaiah in Exp. T .  ’ 4 (beginning at  296)’ M‘Curdy, His%., 
Proph., andMon., vo? 2 (‘96), though a good Assyriologist, does 
not go deep enough into critical and historical problems to 
achieve his aim ; J. Meinhold, Jesaja u. seilze Zeif .  (‘98); cp 
also $ 6 of G. A. Smith’s art. ‘ Isaiah’ in Hastings’ DB. See 
also DEUTERONOMY, HEZEKIAH, MESIAH PROPHECY, TEMPLE. 
2-7 (other bearers of the name). SeeJEsAAmH, 1-6. 

T. K. C. 

ISAIAH (BOOK) 
CONTENTS 

Introductory ($ I). 
Earlier criticism (5 zf.). 
Critical principles (5 4). 
Chaps. 1-12 ($5 5-8). 

The criticism of the Book of Isaiah has been almost 
revolutionised within the last twenty years1 The 
1. Criticism problems have become more compli- 
before 1880. cated, the methods of the critics more 

varied and subtle. The present position 
of criticism cannot be properly understood, however, 
without some acquaintance with an earlier stage. It 
is necessary, therefore, to preface this article by a 
sketch of what appeared certain or probable before 
1880. To  give the student a mixture of the two criti- 
cisms would be misleading. He has to pass as quickly 
as possible through the initial stage already traversed by 
criticism, that he may not perplex himself with unreal 
difficulties, 

. A.  EARLIER CRITICISM 

W e  must begin with the criticism of I. Isaiah ( i e . ,  
Is. 1-39),  and then proceed to that of 11. Isaiah ( i e . ,  
Is. 40 -66 ) ,  remarking by way of introduction that 
critics in general are agreed that the final redaction of 
the Book of Isaiah must have been anterior to the 
composition of Ecclesiasticus (probably about 180 B.C. ), 
because of the description of Isaiah‘s wide range as a 
prophet in Ecclus. 4822-25, a passage which occurs not 
only in the Greek and the Syriac, but also in a lately 
discovered fragment of the Hebrew text. 

Abraham Kuenen (’28-’91), one of the greatest of 
2. Kuenen recent ‘ higher critics,’ gave this sketch of 

the growth of I. Isaiah in the first edition 
of his Znfrod. (Ondevzoek) in ’63. in 1863. 

A.  CHAPTERS 1-39. i. krvangemeht.  -Yhe earliest 
parts of the book Kuenen takes to be the two collec- 
tions,* chaps. 1-12 and J3-23. The former consists 
entirely of genuine prophecies of Isaiah; the latter 
contains some prophecies dating from the last years of 
the exile. A characteristic of the second group is that 
headings are prefixed to the prophecies, with the peculiar 
term N t n  ‘(divine) utterance,’ or ‘oracle’ (131 1 4 2 8  
151 17rr-[201] 21IrrIg 221 231). It is naturai to 
assume that this was the later of the two collections, 
and it is possible that the present position of the 
short prophecy, 1424-27, is due to the editor of this 
group, who may have wished, by transferring this 
passage from 1 0 5 - 1 2 6  (near which It must once have 
stood) to a place amongst the oracles of his own 
collection, to connect the two groups, and give them an 
appearance of homogeneousness. This editor certainly 
lived in post-exilic times, whereas the collector of 
chaps. 1-12 was either Isaiah himself or one of his 
disciples (cp S z  16). Time passed, and other prophecies 
came to light which rightly or wrongly were ascribed to 
the prophet Isaiah. Another editor, wishing to complete 

1 Until quite lately the school of Dillmann has been regarded 
in England, as elsewhere among students of Isaiah, as represent- 
inm the farthest point td which a sober criticism can go. The 
w h g n e s s  to reconsider thin s however shown in the art. 
‘Isaiah’ (Hastings, DB 2 r.995 by Prof. d. A. Smith, justifies 
the hope that the transition to a more consistent critical position 
will not be so slow in England. 
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Chaps. 49-55 (B17J). 
Soliloquies in Chap. 61J (5 19). 
Chaps. 56-66 (5 21). 
Redaction (5 22). 

a Book of Isaiah, attached chaps. 28-33 24-27 and 3 4 $ ,  
and appended, as a suitable close for the book, a 
historical account of Sennacherib’s invasion and Isaiah’s 
prophetic activity at this period. 

ii. CoZZections of Zsaiunic prophecies. - a. The 
earliest.-These are, Kuenen thought, in chaps. 2-4, 
written in the first years of Ahaz, before the outbreak 
of the Syro-Ephraimitish war.l Chap. 5 describes 
Isaiah’s expectations a few years later, after the first 
defeat experienced by Ahaz. During the same war 
Isaiah wrote his account of his great vision (chap. 6) ,  
and from chap. 7 we learn what he held out in prospect 
to Ahaz at the height of the crisis. Chaps. 171-11 and 
SI-96 [7] are only a little later than chap. 7, whilst the 
prophecy in 97 [8]-104, which in 910 [IT] presupposes 
the defeat of Rezin by the Assyrians,z and the devasta- 
tion of N. Palestine, was probably delivered shortly 
after the close of the Syro-Ephraimitish war, when the 
N. kingdom was beginning to recover from its serious 
disasters. 1428-32 also, in spite of the heading in 
v. 28, may be placed in this period. The Philistines, 
threatened by the Assyrian power, may have sent an 
embassy to Ahaz, the p~ot&d of Tiglath-pileser, desiring 

~~ - .  
his support. 

6. The prophecies of the Assyrian period.-These 
are divided into two classes-(a) those before and ( 6 )  . .  . .  
those after Hezekiah’s revolt. 
(a) To the former class belong 21 113 and 13-17, which suggest 

that the Assyrian power was gradually extending towards 
Egypt. More certainly chap. 28 belongs to the three years of 
the siege of Samaria. Chap. 23 refers to Shalmaneser’s campaign 
against Phoenicia. The obscurity of v. 1.3 permits no very 
positive critical inference; but the mention of Assyria confirms 
the Isaianic authorship. Nor is Kuenen prepared to give up 
the epilogue (vv. 15-18), though he recognises the comparative 
weight of the objections to the genuineness of this passage and 
indeed of the whole prophecy. The ‘hard king’ of 194  is 
Sargon, who is actually named in chap. 20. 

(8)  Then come the important chaps. 29-32, all of which belong 
to the year before Sennacherib‘s invasion, and open the second 
class of the prophecies referred to. 29 1-8 is regarded as a two- 
fold prediction, first of Jerusalem’s extreme danger, and then 
of her deliverance.3 The prophecies in 22 15-25 (Shebna) and 
T21-14 were delivered not much later. The description in 
22 8-11 is viewed as partly imaginative ; the preparations for the 
defence of Jerusalem were such as would naturally he made on 
the approach of a foe. 10 5-12 6 was written during the invasion ; 
14 24-27 is closely connected with it, and may he regarded as its 
epilogue. Jerusalem itself was threatened when chap. 1 was 
written, and 17 12-14 18 and 33 belong to the same period. All 
these prophecies express a firm assurance of the speedy destruc- 
tion of the foe. 

c. The prophecy against Moab. 
This prophecy (chap. 15J) receives from Kuenen a careful 

consideration. H e  rezognises the peculiarity in language, in 
style, and in ideas of 15 1-16 12 which he assigns to an older 
prophet of the Norihern KingdoA. The epilogue he thinks may 

1 The heading in 1 I is of course due to an editor an? of no 
authority (cp CHRONOLOGY, S zJ). 

2 This implies the reading ‘the adversaries of Rezin’ (’l? 
]’$l), which isaccepted by Dillmann, hut rejected by Duhm and 
Cheyne (see SBOT). Kuenen, however, is not unconscious of its 
lifkculties. 

3 Kueneu’s view of 29 1-8,9-14, has been till quite lately the one 
generally held, I t  has been well stated by Driver (Zsaiah, 56.J). 
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well have been written by Isaiah, when he adopted the work of 
his predecessor, about the same time as 21 13-17 (see above, 6 [a]). 
The earlier prophet most probably lived hefore the great con- 
quests of Jeroboam II., when Edom was subject to Judah (cp 
1 6 6  with zK. 147). 

iii. The historical chapters (36-39).-These are re- 
garded as having been compiled from contemporarydocu- 
ments shortly after the time of Hezekiah, and inserted 
by the collector of chaps. 1-35 (or perhaps of the whole 
book), partly to illustrate the prophecies of the Assyrian 
period, partly to supplement the narratives in cliaps. 7 
8 20 (cp above, § 2, i.). 

iv. Later additions. -a. Chaps. 24-27. -The earliest 
of the exilicprophecies inserted in I. Isaiah is held to be 
that in chaps. 24-27. The evidence against Isaiah’s 
authorship is not indeed so overpowering as in the case of 
chaps. 40-66, because of the obscurity of the prophecy, 
but is still forcible enough. Points of contact between 
the language of these chapters and that of Isaiah are 
not wanting ; but there is such a striking difference in 
style, in imagery, in vocabulary, and even in ideas, that 
on this ground alone we may be sure that Isaiah is not 
the author. Then the historical situation-however 
difficult of interpretation some features in it may be-is 
certainly not that of any of the acknowledged prophecies 
of Isaiah. Kuenen’s conclusion is that the author lived 
during the first part of the exile and that he predicts 
the fall of Babylon. On three points he remains in 
doubt-(I) where the prophet lives, whether in Judza  
(cp 256f: IO), or elsewhere; (2) whether 241-13 is to 
be regarded as a prophecy, or as a description, and 
whether it relates to the whole earth, or to Judah and 
Jerusalem; and (3)  whether 271of. pictures the con- 
dition of Jerusalem, or of the hostile city mentioned in 
252 265-Le. (according to Kuenen), of Babylon. 

6. Chaps. 34f.-To the same period Kuenen assigns 
chaps. 3 4 3  The writer’s silence as to the Medo- 
Persians and his indignation against Edom are the 
reasons for placing these chapters early in the Exile. 

Peculiar ideas and words are of course not as abundant here 
as in chaps. 24-27. 
but the historical situation is defined even more plainly than i; 
3 4 s  as that of the Exile, and more definitely of the close of the 
Exile. The Babylonian oppression is presupposed, and the tone 
of the writer is evidentlyemhittered by the thought of the suffer- 
ings of his people. This embitterment prevents us from identify- 
ing the author with the so-called 11. Isaiah. The little prophecy 
in 21 1-10 is also (on account of z B )  clearly not Isaiah‘s work, and 
is probably not much later than 13 1.1423. 

Chaps. 40-66 are regarded 
by Kuenen ( i . e . ,  the Knenen of 1863) as forming a 
single book in three equal parts (chaps. 40-48 49-57 
58-66) marked by a kind of refrain1 (4822 5721), 
the substance of which was written by one man, 
before the capture of Babylon by Cyrus, though the 
different prophecies or poems composing it may have 
been collected and arranged after that event. 

a. External evidence as to authorship. ---Knenen ex- 
amines at length the external evidence for and against 
Isaiah‘s authorship of this book. 

The evidence for it is, (I) the testimony of Ecclus. 4823-25 
(which, however simply proves that the writer was not in a 
position to discrihinate between works of different ages copied 
into the same roll). 
2. The ‘edict of Cyrus’ in Ezra 1 zf: 2 Ch. 3623 (which has 

been thousht to imply that Cyrus had become acquainted with 
the prophecies ascribed to Isaiah, hut which in reality merely 
implies that the narrator had such an acquaintance).l 

3. The use made of Is. 40-66 hy prophets who lived after Isaiah 
hut hefore the middle part of the Exile (the extreme insecurity 
of which argument, in the form in which Delitzsch presented it, 
is shown by Kuenen). 

produced. 

This last remark applies also to 13 1-1423 

B. CHAPTERS 40-66. 

On the opposite side, too, some external evidence is 

1 For the later view of these ‘refrains,’ see Duhm or SBOT 
(‘ Isaiah ’). 

a On the question whether the publication of the ‘edict of 
Cyrus’ is a historical fact, and whether the kernel of the ‘edict 
is genuine, see CVRUS, $ 5  ; EZRA ii., $ 6 8  ; ISRAEL, $ 5 e f :  
Kuenen, in both editions of his Introduction, whilst admitting 
the fact of the return under Cyriis, maintained that the so-called. 
‘edict’ was a free composition of the Chronicler. 
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Stress is laid on the position of chaps. 40-66, which are separated 

from the preceding collection of prophecies by some historical 
chapters, and must once have circulated in a separate form. 
Without any strong grounds an editor who had noticed the 
reference to a Babylonian captivity in 39 6f:, may have supposed 
that chaps. 40-6G were a grandly planned supplementary prophecy 
by Isaiah. 

d .  Znternal evidence.-i. Historical situation.-The 
most important argument, however, is that based on 
the historical situation in those chapters. All agree 
that, at least in general, the author addresses the 
Israelitish exiles in Babylon. 

Jerusalem and the cities of Judah lie in ruins; and this sad 
state of things has already lasted a considerable time (51 3 52 2 5 
58 12 63 18 19 [r8 19a] 64 9-11 [S-io] 42 14 57 12 58 12 63 15-19 [~ge] ) .  
Deliverance, however, is at  hand ; Cyrus will conquer Babylon 
and release the Jews, who, on their retiirn will rebuild Jeru- 
salem and the temple, and enjoy unim&inahle prosperity 
(409-11 41 27 43 1 9 8  4426 46 13 58 12 60 IO 61 4 66 xzf.). In 
this connection, it IS noteworthy that no mention is made of 
Israelitish kings or of sacrifices. On the other hand, the keep- 
ing of the sabbath (562-s) and fasting (58 18) are specially 
mentioned.1 

We are at once inclined to place such a book in the 
second half of the Exile. ’ 

This conclusion is strengthened by the writer’s accurate know- 
ledge of the very heart and soul of the exiles (see, e.g., 4027 

Nor is there anything in the book suggestive of the 
pre-exilic age. If Isaiah had written it, he would 
certainly have betrayed his real as opposed to his 
imaginary period by some involuntary allusion. 

On the contrary, (I) all the allusions to the age of Isaiah to 
the continuance of Jerusalem and of the temple and to Jndza 
as the home of the prophet which have been iniicated in chaps. 
40-66 rest without excepdon 011 misunderstanding.2 ( 2 )  l’he 
prooi derived hy the prophet from the predictions of Israel’s 
liberation and the fall of Babylon loses all its significance if the 
writerwerenot closeathand(see411-7 z x - ~ g 4 ’ g 4 3 8 - 1 ~  44.9-11 
468-13 48). At first sight indeed, the passages in which idolatry 
is attacked3 may seem inconsistent with an exilic date; hut 
observe (I) that the writer frequently has in view not Israelites 
but the surrounding heathen population ; (2) that sometimes i t  
is rather of a danger than of an actual fact that the prophet 
speaks ; (3) that Ezekiel (20 30-38) refers to idolatrous prac- 
tices among the exiles by the river Chehar ; and (4) that we 
cannot infer from the attachment of the returned exiles to the 
religion of Yahwh that those left behind were all devoted mono- 
theists. 

ii. Language and ideas. -Nearly 200 years could 
not have passed away without leaving their impress on 
prophetic language and ideas. The second Isaiah is in 
fact very different from Isaiah b. Amoz, both as a writer 
and as a thinker. 

I. Of the personal Messiah expected by the son of 
Amoz4 (96[5]f: 111-5) there is not a trace in 11. 
Isaiah (see MESSIAH). 

It is to a widely different figure-the ‘servant of Yahwk’- 
that 11. Isaiah assigns the liberation and the regeneration of 
Israel. In connection with this it should he noticed that the 
older prophet is much more universalistic in his pictures of 
the future than the younger, who is by no means free from an 
extreme nationalism and cherishes exaggerated expectations 
of the future glory oiIsrael (for which, it is true, there are points 
of contact in some of Isaiah’s prophecies ; 5 see, e.g., 11 6 3  1s 7 
19 18-25 23 18). 

45 9f: 46 6 3  49 24 56 3 H .  57 5 8  58 2 8  62 6A 65 4 3  66 1-5). 

2. Other differences, too, may be referred to. 
Thus the high respect for the sabbath expressed in chaps. 

56 58 is very unlike Isaiah (contrast 1 1r-r5). The uniqueness 
of the divinity ofYahw5 hecomas more prominent in the second 
part of Isaiah, and is proved by arguments which Isaiah b. Amoz 
could hardly have used, whilst the fundamenta! ideas of that 
prophet’s discourses are somewhat in the background in chaps. 
40-66. 

1 It need hardly be said that this is among the weaker of the 
arguments here adduced. 

2 Here we may reply in the words of Goethe, ‘Du sprichst 
ein grosses Wort gelassen aus. 
3 These passages are 4 0 1 7 8  4 1 1 8  2 1 8  4 3 9 3  44gJ 22 

4 5 1 4 8 4 6 6 - 9 1 2  4 8 1 f i  4 J 8 5 5 6 8 5 7 4 J 5 8 1  59212f: 6 3 1 7  
646 [ s l s  6 5 3 8  663J, though Kuenen admits it to he possihle 
that where general terms are used for the sins of the exiles, the 
reference may he to moral and religious laxity rather than to 
idolatry. Not a few passages, too, refer specially to horn heatheri 
men. 

something to correct in the older theories. 
4 This is one of the many points in which later criticism finds 

1 Here again Kuenen in 1863 expresses views which later 
criticism shows to be inaccurate. 
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Such-apart from the linguistic and stylistic argu- 

ment, which is not at all adequately presented by the 
older critics-is the reasoning by which Kuenen in 1863 
justified his disintegration of the Book of Isaiah. If we 
compare it with that of conservative critics we are struck 
by its superior naturalness. It is the outcome of a 
critical movement of long duration, and cannot fail to 
be, to a large extent, in accordance with facts. 

B. LATER CRITICISM 

If we apply the same critical methods still further, we 
cannot fail to see weak points. The earlier criticism 
3. Subsequent abounds in inaccuracies, and the newer 

criticism, after well-nigh twenty years 
of elaboration. has so far completed advance. 

its task that Kuenen's older view (still to a verilarge 
extent represented in students' books) needs to be 
superseded. If we do not adopt that form of the newer 
criticism which is due to Kuenen himself, it is because 
a growing criticism cannot be tied down to the results 
of a single man, and because much work has been 
brought to maturity since 1889 (the date of Kuenen's 
second edition). 

The interval between the traditional view of the Book 
of Isaiah and that which is now presenting itself was too 
great to be traversed without a halt. The criticism 
which has just been summarised will enable the reader 
to break the journey. He will now be in a better 
position to consider those points in which the earlier 
solutions of critical problems may have been unsatis- 
factory, and consequently to do justice to the criticism 
which still remains to be described. 

The fault of the earlier critics was that they had an 
imperfect sense of the deep gulf between the old and 

the new Israel. Even the books which *' had the most beneficial effect on pre-exilic 
principles* Israelites were not in all respects suitable 

for, or even intelligible to, the much altered people of 
the later age. The prophetic writings in their present 
form are post-exilic works ; such pre-exilic records as 
they contain have been carefully adapted to the wants 
of post-exilic readers. With regard, then, to Is. 1-30, 
our first question should be, not, Is there any reason urhy 
this or that chapter or section should not be the work 
of Isaiah? but, To  what age do the ideas, expressions, 
and implied circumstances most naturally point ? W e  
can seldom expect to find that the whole of a long 
passage belongs to the same period, because a post- 
exilic editor would almost certainly have found it neces- 
sary to modify what the earlier writer had said by longer 
or shorter insertions. It must be remembered, too, that 
the prophets of the eighth century were too great and 
too much absorbed in their message to spend much time 
in the written elaboration of their prophecies. We can 
hardly expect to find that Isaiah left much in writing, 
and we must also make allowance for the perils to the 
ancient literature arising from the collapse of the state. 

It will be well for the student to be continually revis- 
ing his earlier results in the assignment of dates in the 
light of his later critical acquisitions. Critics are some- 
times accused of arguing in a circle because they, by 
anticipation, mention facts in favour of the non-Isaianic 
origin of a prophecy derived from sections which only 
later will be proved to be non-Isaianic. This accusation 
is not reasonable. It is necessary that the whole body 
of relevant facts should be before the student, and it 
is important to see what points of contact a disputed 
prophecy has with other prophecies which are equally 
disputed. To  economise space, it is sometimes neces- 
sary to leave the student to distinguish between those 
arguments which are immediately available, and those 
which will only later be seen in their full force. It 
will be found that each step we take in the assignment 
of dates will supply subsidiary facts (especially phraseo- 
logical) in proof of conclusions already seen to be 
probable. But the student must not be in a hurry, 
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and must sometimes let difficult problems wait till he is 
riper for them. 

It is too bold to maintain that we still have any collec- 
tion of Isaianic prophecies which in its present form 
B. Chaps+ 2-5. goes back to the period of that prophet, 

To  begin with chaps. 1-5. Chap. 1 
has, properly speaking, no connection with chaps. 2-5. 
It is a preface to the whole collection of the prophecies. 
of Isaiah (chaps. 2-33 or 35). It seems to be composite. 
Verses 29-31 are possibly(or probably) the close of a separ- 
ate prophecy of an earlier date (see below), whilst ZJV. 27f: 
are certainly a post-exilic insertion (cp Marti). The early 
section formed by chaps. 2-5 has been much altered. 
It contains fine prophetic writing; but if a disciple of 
Isaiah really bestowed much editorial care upon it- 
i.e., if it was welded by such an editor into a whole- 
the traces of his work have entirely disappeared. 

Chap. 2 (soon after 740 B.c.) is composed of two different frag- 
ments of similar contents, on the day of YahwF; (vu. 6-10 18-21, 
and vu. 11-17), which have been brought together by an early 
editor, and had prefixed to them an important eschatoloeical 
prophecy (2 2-4).1' 
3 1-4 I (735 B.c.) is nearly in its original form (see especially 

Marti); but the appendix, 42-6, is beyond the possibility of 
doubt post-exilic3 It was in fact a fixed custom of later editors 
to adapt prophecies of judgment (most early prophecies were 
such ; cp Am. 3 6-8) to the use of contrite post-exilic readers by 
Messianic appendices. But what of 22-4P Why should 26-41 
have a Dreface as well as an annendix ? Prohahlv it has been 

I 

moved from its original positid; to fill the place'of a passage 
which had become illegible. It was originally intended to he the 
appendix to 129-31, which appears to he a fragment of an in- 
dependent prophecy of Isaiah against tree-worship, linked to 
12-26  by the editorial passage, 127 f: Chap. 5 1-7 and 8-24 
(525 is editorial) form two distinct hut related prophecies 
(735 B.C.). 

In its 
original form this came most probably from a disciple 

On 5 26-30 see below (0 7, begin.). 
The next group of prophecies is 61-9 7 [6]. 

6. Chaps. of Isaiah (about 734 B.C.) .  It con- 
sisted of a prologue on Isaiah's in- 

augural vision, and prophecies bn the invasion of Rezin, 
the ruin of Syria and Ephraim, and the Assyrian 
invasion, and concluded with a divine warning to  
Isaiah and his disciples, and an epilogue of great 
interest, as showing the editorial care which, in this 
instance at least, a disciple of Isaiah bestowed on his 
master's work. To this has been added a fragment 
on the despair of the people of Judah ; 81gf: (except 
the last words) are late and editorial. Other traces of 
late editorial work could be mentioned. 

One of them is the opening verse of chap. 7 ,  which is depend- 
ent on 2 K. 165 (late pre-exilic), and another possibly 886-10 (this 
passage, however, can be defended as Isaiahs).a Editorial work 
is also plainly discernible in 7 17-25 ; hut on this we cannot linger. 

The most important monument of an editor is not 
the closing words of chap. 6 in M T  (not in a), ' a  
holy seed is the stock thereof,'4 but the Messianic 
appendix, 9 2-7 [I-61. This appendix, though recently 
defended by Duhm, is (in the opinion of some scholars) 

22-4  is the 
prophecy itself which in a large sense may he called Messianic. 
Duhm regard; it as the work of Isaiah, hut refers it to the 
prophet's old age when he may have written prophetic poems 
like this passage Lnd like 9 2-7 11-61 11 1-8, for the edification .'f 
his disciples. But the prouounced universalism of the religion 
of 2 2-4, and its similarity in phraseology to passages which have 
an unmistakable post-exilic impress, and are regarded by Duhm 
himself as late, besides its want of a natural connection with the 
context both in Is. 2 and in Mic. 4 (for Mic. 4 1-4 gives a second 
edition of the naseaee). makc5 Duhnis romanticallv-soundine 

1 2 5  is a later addition to a late prophecy. 

theory impossible. ?I;' MICAH E. $ 2 c  and see flrther C h c  
It&-. Is. 9-16; Sta. ZATWI 165f: k z  z f  H a c k d n n ,  Zzck&..s- 
enuavtung, 126-130; Marti,/es., &HE: Mitchell, IsaiaAi.-xzi., 
108ff.: and on the other side especially Bertholet, Die .S'tekn< 
der IsvaeZiten, etc., 9 7 8  

2 So Giesehrecht (Beitv. 27) Duhm Hackmann Cheyne. 
Stade in 1884 took a middle poshon (ZA TW 4 149&>. 

3 See ISAIAH i. 0 3 n., and cp Che. Znfr. Is.37-40. The  
passage was a t  any rate composed and inserted later ; at what 
period, is disputed. 

4 v. 13 should probably run thus (or nearly thus) : fi$? '3 
~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ p  fii)?e! ;'p!I?, 'for consumption shall be on its plants, 
and parching on itsproductions.' and ph>areduplicates; 
3nxsD alp y n  is a second attempt to make sense of a corrupt 
passage. 
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Messiah as a Derfect ruler-a countemart of 96r;l f. almost as certainly late as anything in the whole com- 

pass of prophetic 1iterature.l Its combination of 
enthusiasm and moderation gives the passage a unique 
position among Messianic prophecies ; to assign it to 
post-exilic times (which were not incapable of fine as 
well as poor literature) involves no disparagement. It 
is clearly an independent composition attached by the 
editor by means of the linking verse, 9 I [Sz3]. Observe 
the vagueness of 9 6 [5],f, which implies that the hope 
of the Messiah was already well defined in the popular 
mind, which could easily fill up the outlines. In the 
age of Isaiah such vagueness is inconceivable.2 Both 
these additions, when accepted as Isaiah‘s, cauld not 
but distort the interpretation of the portions really due 
to the prophet. 

The next prophecy is 10 5-126, to which 98 r71-104 
was prefixed-bya later editor, probably to fill ;p the 

,. Chaps. 5- space on a roll which was too large for 
126; g8c7,-104; the prophecy 105-11 16. Originally this 

fine passage, which is hardly to be 
combined with 5 26-30,~ belonged to 
the same group of prophecies as 51-7 

and 8-24 (see above, It is nearly in its original 
form; but, besides minor changes due to accident, 
9 14 [Ig] f. and 104a have been substituted for passages 
which had become illegible. The latter is the most 
important because (as rightly emended by Lagarde) it 
contains a reference to Beltis and Osiris which is un- 
expected in this context4 Chap. 10 is Isaianic, but, 
even apart from the editorial insertions (see SBOT),  does 
not all come from one time. Vu. 276-32 are clearly an 
insertion from some other source ; ;.e., they were not 
written as a part of Isaiah‘s great ‘ woe’ upon the 
Assyrian. The passage describes the expected march 
upon Jerusalem of a foe from the N. ,  and Duhni 
doubts whether a passage so full of plays upon names 
can be Isaiah‘s. If it is not Isaiah’s, one might 
plausibly ascribe it to Micah, who, in the bitterness of 
his spirit, makes very similar plays on the names of 
towns in danger of capture from the Assyrians (Mic. 1 
10-15). We may probably date it 722 B.c. 10 16-27a, 
a t  any rate, is certainly not Isaiah‘s. It refers, it is 
true, to the Assyrian invasion ; but it treats this as typical 
of the attack of the assembled heathen nations on 
Jerusalem expected by late eschatological writers. It 
tells us of the great final judgment on all YahwA‘s 
enemies, from which transgressors within Zion itself 
will not be exempt (cp. Is. 128 3314, and passages in 
the Psalms). There is, however, a bare possibility 
that some scarcely intelligible fragments of Isaiah may 
have been worked into his material by the editor. The 
Isaianic portion, 105-913f., may be dated 711 B.C. 

To  this composite work (ch. 10) three appendices were 
attached-(I) the last .(121-6) very late indeed, so ex- 
ceedingly poor is it, and so entirely unprophetic in 
style.6 (2) The first (11 1-8) is a description of the 

1 See Che. Intr. Is. 44.46 (cp 3ew. ReZ. Lifee, 98-101). 
To the works there cited (against Isaianic origin) add Volz, 
Die vorex2ische Jahwepro#hetie und dev Messias, 57-59 (‘97) ; 
Sellin, Serrc66abeZ, 36-38 (‘98). Sellin places the prophecy at  
the close of the Exile ; he thinks that it refers to Zerubbabel. 
His disparagement of the phraseological argument is inconsist- 
ent  with his own practice. I t  is true however that the text is 
in several respects corrupt. In  94a&1, for ins;ance, it is surely 
necessary to read 32Dc 3’Qil: p’?’? (SBOT, Heb. 195). 
If  this be admitted, Isaiah cannot have written the passage, 
for inn and p D , q l  are not used by Isaiah. On i1ND no stress 
can be laid ; the word is corrupt. The name of the 
king. however if the text be emended is not such as Isaiah 
would have ddowned (see MESSIAH, a n i  cp Crit. Bid.). 

2 The fact that this fine comuosition produced no effect on 
Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi, is not inconsistent with the 
sketch of the growth of the prophecies given in this article 
(against Di1lm.-Kittel, go). 
8 The phrases in v .  26 are too hyperbolical as applied to the 

Assyrians. Peiser and Wi. acutely find a reference to the Cim- 
merians (cp 4 5-8 19-31). 
4 See GEBAL i., and for a parallel see CHIUN and SICCUTH. 
5 On this point there is unanimity among critics. 

chap. 12 exilic with Kiinig would be needless caution. 

105-llr6 
526.30. 

8) .  

See SHOE. 

To make 
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8. Appendices It is not well linked to the context. A . . . - better connection was Droduced for the . 

la former passage (92-7 fr-6]), though in 11 1-8 Io-rb ; 

neither case is any mention made of 
that sifting of the population of Jerusalem to which 
Isaiah (1 2 5 )  refers as a condition of better government. 
There is also none of Isaiah‘s classic moderation in the 
terms of the description. The elaborate description 
of the transformation of the animal world, and the 
extravagance of v. 46, is in the taste of the later 
period. 

( 3 )  The second appendix (1110-16) is marked out as 
such with singular definiteness. Whoever wrote 11 2-9 
certainly regarded it as a suitable close. On the other 
hand, we can well understand a subsequent writer 
wishing to insert something on the restoration of the 
exiles of Israel and Judah. The style is poor (note 
the impossible expression ‘ r6Ot of Jesse ’ for the Messi- 
anic king) ; the rhythm still poorer ; the phraseology 
and ideas late. ‘Assyria’ means to the writer the 
Persian empire. This is one of the most assured and 
suggestive results of criticism. 

We have now analysed all the first part of our Book 
of Isaiah (chaDs. 1-12). and Dass on to a collection of 

1-6. 

> I  I .  . 
9. Chaps.13-23. ten oracles (13-23), mostly on the 

neichbours of the Israelites. each with 
0 

a heading containing the word maiki (N&J)-an ex- 
pression which specially belongs to collectors and editors 
(cp also 306, where it forms part of a Iate insertion). 

a. Four short passages, however (1424-27 1712-14 18 
203-6), strike the eye as having no editorial headings. 
These must once have stood in some other connection ; 
all appear to be genuine works of Isaiah. (I) The first 
is perhaps the true conclusion of Isaiah‘s prophecy on 
the failure of the plan of the Assyrian king (105-1s ; see 
ISAIAH i., 5 13). (2) The second is either an appendix 
attached by Isaiah to 171-11 (see below), or a short ~ 

independent prophecy of uncertain date. ( 3 )  The third 
(which has a late, artificial appendix, u. 7) belongs to 
the time of Sennacherib’s invasion (Duhm, Cheyne). 
!4) The fourth, as the brief historical preface states, 
is contemporary with the siege of Ashdod by Sargon in 
711 B.C. It has been thought to predict the ruin of 
Egypt and Ethiopia ; but upon archaeological grounds 
must be held to refer rather to the fate anticipated 
for Pir’u, king of Musri (to whom Yaman, king of 
Ashdod, fled for refuge). See ASHDOD, MIZRAIM, a 6. 
This Pir’u, not the Egyptian Pharaoh, is the king 
who will grievously disappoint the Judahites, accord- 
ing to Is. 20 Sf:, to which 306 is parallel, in complete 
accordance with Sargon’s own statement in the frag- 
mentary cylinder text. The opening verse therefore 
comes from some ill-informed early editor or biographer. a 

6. (1-2). Of the ten orach with headiagsgs, only two 
can be regarded as certainly Isaianic-viz. (I) 171-6 
9.11,~ and (2) 221-14 15-18. (I) The former was evi- 
dently written before 720 ; (2) the latter falls into 
two parts, of which the first (ISAIAH i., § 17) may 
have been written in 701, and the second a year 
or two earlier. Kuenen’s former view that 228-11 
is an imaginary description can hardly be maintained ; 
but it is probable that the descriptions in WV. 5-7 8-10 

1 See Infr. Is. 62-66; Jm. ReL Life, 101-104. Sellin’s 
remark (Seru66ada2, 38) that, though this prophecy might also 
have been written at the end of the Exile, or shortly before 
Haggai, it contains nothing inconsistent with Isaiah‘s author- 
ship implies a wrong point of view. Considering the frag- 
meniary state of the prophecies ascribed to Isaiah, we have to 
ask, not, Can we with some ingenuity imagine Isaiah uttering 
this or that passage? but, To what period does this anonymous 
fragment of prophecy most naturally belong? 

In Zntr. 
Is. IZO the Sargon-te‘xt is cited ; but Pir’u is wrongly taken to be 
=Pharaoh (so Schr. and formerly Wi.). At this period, however, 
as Winckler has shown, Egypt had not yet begun again to he a 
factor in Asiatic politics. 

3 On the interpolated passage (v. 7J) see Intr. Is. 93, and 
cp especially Stade, Z A  TW3 10-13 (‘83). 
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have been amplified. On the text of this most import- 
ant  prophecy ( 221 -14 )  see SBOT (Heb.) 197. 

In 
721 (or 720) Sargon was completely defeated by the 
Elamites at Dur-ilu in N. Babylonia (Dab. Chron. B, col. 
1, lines 33-35 ; ICB 2 276J), which led to a pretty general 
rising in Syria and Palestine. Hauun, king of Gam, 
with the help of the N. Arabian Musri (see MIZRAIM, 
3 26) ,  again -asserted his independence. Both in the 
N. and in the S . ,  however, Sargon put down the 
rebellions, and Hanun fell into the hands of the 
Assyrians. Foreseeing this, Isaiah may have written 
this prophecy ; on the other hand, the headings are not 
generally so accurate, and the language used of Zion 
seems to Duhm' more in accordance with post-exilic 
views than with Isaiah's. Even Winckler, to whom 
(-4 T Unters. 1 3 5 3 )  the above historical explanation 
belongs, feels compelled to sacrifice \my ?:??, ' the poor 
,of his people' (v. 32) as post-exilic in appearance (in 
spite of 102). Marti agrees with Duhm, and the present 
writer now coincides. See ISAIAH i., 5 12 ; SBOT 
(Heb.) 195 ; but cp. In&. Is. 80-82. 

(4-8) There are also prophecies in which it has been 
suspected that there is at least an Isaianic element- 
viz., (4),chaps. 15J; (?), (6), and(7), 2111-17; (8), 23. 
As to (4), the only portion which can be at all plausibly 
viewed as Isaianic is 16 14 (beginning ' In  three years '). 

1646-5 has also been regarded as a scrap of Isaiah's work. 
At any rate it has the appearance of being an insertion. T o  
regard it as Isaianic, however, is reasonable only if the prophecy 
i n  which it is enclosed can be shown to be an older work adopted 
by Isaiah 2 and against Isaiah's authorship is the striking 
resemhlan:e between v. 46 and 2920, and between v. 5 and 96 
Isif: (passages suspected of being late). 

Nor is it in accordance with the critical results obtained 
elsewhere to regard part of 16 14 a5 Isaianic ; those phraseologi- 
cal points in it which at  one time seemed Isaianic are now 
rightly viewed in a different light (=.E., 7 BVD is suspicious, 
j u s t  because it appears also in 1025 2917y. The original elegy 
on Moab may be most plausibly referred to the time of 
Nebuchadrezzar ; but not on grounds derived from parallel 
passages in Jer. 48 (see JEREMIAH ii., $ II&). 

As to oracles ( 5 ) ,  (6), and (7), 21 16J shares the same 
suspicion as 1 6 1 4 ,  and is best regarded as post-exilic. 
The two oracles in 21 X I J  and 13-15 suggest the danger 
to which Edom and Arabia were exposed, either from 
ASur-bBni-pal.(Wi. A T  Unfers. 124), or from the later 
Chaldean invasion (Che.). As to oracle (8), Dillmann's 
view that an Isaianic elegy on Tyre was retouched on a 
large scale by a post-exilic writer is the most conserva- 
tive view which has still any claim to be considered. 

The blockade of Tyre by Shalmaneser IV. (who died during 
the blockade) and Sargon must have greatly interested Isaiah, 
and the prophet, if he described the fate of Damascus and 
Philistia, is not very likely to have passed over that of Tyre. 
Still it is on the whole hardly worth while to search chap. 23 
for fragments of a prophecy on Tyre by Isaiah ; the results of 
a n  analysis are too precarious, especially if we take account of 
recent proposed emendations of the text. We may, it is true, 
Teasonably suppose w. 1-12 14 to be of comparatively earlydate, 
though not Isaianic. I t  was a t  any rate written before Nebu- 
chadrezzar's siege of Tyre in 586-573 B.C. ZI. 13, which is a 
prophecy of the capture of the city by the Chaldeans, is 
clearly a later insertion ; it is the work of a post-exilic editor 
who held the mistaken opinion that Tyre had been stormed 
and destroyed by Nehuchadrezzar. The epilogue (717,. 15-15, 
all i n  prose, except the dance-song in v. 16) is by another hand, 
and is also obviously post-exilic. 

(9) Of the ten oracles with headings two still remain 
to  be mentioned-(9) chaps. 13-1421 and (IO) chap. 19. 
(9) a. So far as the oracle on Babylon (chap. 13) is con- 
cerned, the older critics gave tbe correct date; chap. 13, 

(3) 1428-32 may plausibly be claimed for Isaiah. 

1 Duhm dates this prophecy between the battle of Issus (333) 
and the capture of Tyre and Gazi  by Alexander ( 3 3 ~ ) ~  and eve? 
suggests that the name ' Ahaz' has taken the place of ' Arses 
king of Persia from 338 to 336 B.C. 

2 So Kuenen in r863; Che. Proplt. Is. 196J;  Dillm. 
yes. q 6 f :  In 1889 De!. (yes. 231) described this as 'at  present 
the prevailing opinion. Later criticism, however, has attacked 
it with some vigour. See Duhm's commentary, and Che. 
Znfr. Is. 8 6 3  Driver's suggestion that the body of the 
prophecy may have been written by Isaiah in anticipation of 
Tiglath-pileser's foray in E. Palestine in 734 (Isaiah, 91 r881) 
may be mentioned. 
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which is closely related to, but earlier than, Jer. 50J (see 
JEREMIAH ii., 0 11 8 )  is of not much earlier date than 
chap. 40 etc. p. The ode 'on the king of Babylon,' 
however (144d-zr), can hardly have been written by the 
author of the oracle. 

14 I-4a and vv. z z f :  (which stand outside both oracle and ode, 
and are more inelegant in style than either) must surely belong 
to an editor, who probably took the ode from an anthology. 

The ode (1446-21) is parallel to the poem on Sennacherib in 
37226-29,' and both songs most probably refer to the same 
Assyrian king ('king of Babylon ' in 14 4 is therefore a mistake).2 
That Isaiah would have expected or even wished Sennacherih 
to be excluded from the royal tombs is indeed most unlikely. 
The fact that the poet did both wish and expect this contumely 
for Sennacherib only confirms the view that the author of the 
ode was not that qreat prophet.3 The phraseology the aritici- 
pations, and the ideas of the song are alike oppAsed to the 
theory of its Isaianic authorship. See ISAIAH i., 9: 19. 

(IO) Chap. 19 is one of the most difficult sections of 
the first half of Isaiah. 

I t  seemed natural that the prophet should have left some 
more definite record of his expectations for Egypt than is to be 
found in chap. 20 or chaps. 30f: Eichhorn, however could 
not see anything Isaianic either in the main prophecy 0: in the 
supplement (uv. 16 or 18-25), and Ewald found such a falling off 
in the style that he felt obliged to assign it to Isaiah's declining 
years. The present writer till 1892 thought that a t  any rate 
vv. 1-4 and 11-15 contained an Isaianic element. H e  now 
recognises that even this is too conservative a view, and that 
the points of contact with Isaiah are not greater than can be 
accounted for by imitation. 

Not only 195-10, but also vv. 1-4 and 11-15 are post- 
exilic. The ' harsh lord ' (v. 4)  is not Ah-biini-pal, 
but some Persian king ; the writer may not have meant 
any single king. Stylistic and exegetical data point 
unmistakably to the Persian period, though not neces- 
sarily to so late a date as the time of Artaxerxes Ochus 
(so Duhm). 

The supplement (vv. 16 or 18 to z g ) ,  which possesses 
the highest religious interest, still more manifestly 
belongs to the time when the fusion of Israelites and 
non-Israelites first became a reasonable anticipation- 
L e . ,  to the early Greek period. Before 275 it can 
hardly have been written. See HERES, and cp SBOT 
' Isa.' (Heb.) on 1918 ,  and TLZ'96,  no. 20, col. 522. 

(11) Chap. 211-10. For a time the present writer 
(supported by Driver) accepted the view of Kleinert 
( S t  KY. 1877 p. 174 8) that Is. 211-10 was Isaianic 
and related to one of the three sieges of Babylon by the 
Assyrians (710, 703, and 696 B.C. ) .  The chief ad- 
vantage of that view is that it affords a ready explana- 
tion of the grief which the prophet expresses at the 
' hard vision announced' to him. The difficulties of 
the view cannot, however, be completely surmounted 
(see Znfr. Zs. 1 2 3 8 ) .  Driver (Zntrud.) too has fully 
abandoned Kleinert's attractive view. Winckler's view 
( A T  Unters. 1 2 0 3 )  that the war between ASur-bbi- 
pal and his brother SamaS-Sum-ukin is referred to, has 
also not found acceptance. W. H. Cobb (JBL 1 7 4 0 8 )  
revises the theory of Isaiah's authorship. He takes 
21 1-10 to refer to the invasion of Palestine by Assyria. 
Against this see Marti, Jes. 165J Marti's own view, 
however, which is an improved form of the usual critical 
view, is not free from objection. Elsewhere (see Crit. 
Bib.) the present writer has sought to show that the 
poem in 211-10 relates really, not to Babylon, but to 
Edom, which, in later times, came to be regarded as 
Israel's arch enemy. The emendations that seem 
necessary relate mainly to proper names. 

1 Cp Budde ZATTVl232f:  ('92). 
2 Cobb ([Bk 1896 p. 31) thinks that 'king of Bahylon'is here 

used as a title of an Assyrian king, since Sennacherib, as well 
as Sargon and Tiglath-pileser, repeatedly calls himself 'king of 
Eabylon.' The supposition is as needless as it is improbahle. 
The introduction to the ode can easily Le shown to be of late 
editorial origin. 

3 Winckler who originally proposed to explain the ode of 
Sennacherib (ALtor. Forsch. 193f: ; so Cohb, /EL ,  1896, p. z8), 
now finds it necessary to interpret I t  of the murder of Sargon 
(;b. 414). Maurice, quoted by Strachey (Jewish History and 
PoZifics 166), va4 confident' that the description exactly 
answereh to Sennacherib. Plumptre (in Ellicott's OT Com- 
mentary) preferred Sargon. 
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Let us now turn to that remarkable collection of 

prophecies in chaps. 28-33, beginning, 
lo* chap' for reasons of convenience, with chap. 

The phenomena of chapters 32 f. are very peculiar. 
That chap. 33 is later than any part of chap. 32 is 
certain, both on account of the phraseology and because 
of the ideas. It could not indeed otherwise have been 
possible for Duhm to assign 321-5 9-14 and 15-18 20 to 
Isaiah. 

In SBOT321-8 is described as a first, and nv. 9-20 as 
a second appendix. It is possible, however, that 
Bickell is right in connecting vv. 15-20 (he emends n. 
19 with much skill) with nv. 1-5. 

The main question is not whether vv. 1-5 (or 1-5 15-20) 
are Isaianic or not for the late date of this passage is even 
more certain than ;hat of 92-7 r1-61 11 1-8 2 nor can it be very 
much earlier than vv. 6-8 which Duhm ad& to be post-exilic.3 
I t  is rather this : Are v; 9-14 a genuine though strangely mis- 
placed Isaianic fragment, akin to 3 1 6 5  24? It is certainly 
conceivable that it once stood at the end of chaps. 28-31, follow- 
ing the analogy of that very striking little prophecy (cp Intr. 
1s. 180). In  order to recognise it as Isaianic, however, it would 
be necessary a t  any rate to emend the text and even then there 
is a rhetorical indefiniteness which distiiguishes the passage 
from 3 1 6 5  24, and does not suggest Isaiah as the author.4 

On the whole, the remark of Stade is as true now as 
when it was first made, that when we pass from chap. 
31 to chap. 32 we find an altogether new set of ideas 
and an entirely changed s i t ~ a t i o n . ~  

As to chap. 33, so far as it relates to the period of 
Sennacherib's invasion it gives in many ways an in- 
ll. Chap. 33. accurate biew of the facts. In reality, 

however, it is addressed to a later genera- 
tion which regards the Assyrian invasion as typical of 
later crises in Jewish history. Hence the absence of 
any attempt to imitate Isaiah's style ; hence, too, the 
liturgical tone which presupposes a not very early part 
of the post-exilic period. 

The only question is whether we may venture to follow Duhm 
and Bickell, the former of whom identifies the enemies referred 
t o  with the Syrians under Antiochus Eupator (cp zm. 8 19, with 
I Macc. 662 29 respectively) and the situation with that pro- 
duced by the battle of Bethlzacharias and the capture of Beth- 
zur (164 B.c.), when Jerusalem was at  the last gasp and the 
Jewish revolt seemed almost crushed, whilst the lattir finds in 
chap. 33 two Maccabaean poems, the first written after a defeat, 
the second after Simon the Maccabee's conquest of the Akra of 

I t  is at least not impossible ; aprophecy 1T ater than zoo B.C. is not indeed to be expected; hut the 
phenomena of this appendix to an appendix are somewhat 
peculiar. Chap. 33 is more than usually unconnected: it may 
therefore he composite. In this case 7,. I will he due to the 
editor. Moreover, the exulting tone of the latter part of the 
chapter agrees extremely well with Bickell's proposed date. 
o'@ (a 14) as a religious class-name (almost = lawless, see 
HYPOCRISY) is specially characteristic of Joh which probably be- 
longs to the eai-ly Greek period. At the Lame time it is not 
impossible that this usage began earlier and that t i e  exulta- 
tion is a reaction from the preceding nielancholy of the writer 
(as often in the psalms). Bickell rearranges too niuch, how- 
ever. 

The coniposition 'may plausibly be referred to the 
dark period of the third Artaxerxes (see Jnh: Zs. 171,f ) ; 
but the use of o.?Iq (see above) and the reference to the 
Tax-collectors (cp I Macc. 1.9)  in v. 18 (for emended 

32. 3 2 3  

erusalem6 (142 B.c.). 

1 See his article in ZKM, '9,. . 
2 Duhm thinks that no post-exilic writer would have written 

so drily and in such an incidental manner of the expected king. 
I t  is evident however that there were long spaces in the earlier 
post-exilic ;eriod in Ghich the hope of the Messiah was by no 
means vital and in which consequently the Messiah would he 
spoken of k t h o u t  enthusiasm. On the arguments for a late 
date see Zntr. Is. 172-175 177-180. 

3 'khe passage is too chourless to he dated with precision 
but clearly belongs to the age of  the Wisdom-literature, and no: 
to any very early part of that period. 

4 Stade's objection to ZIV. 9-20, that the passage is inconsistent 
with Isaiah's conviction that Yahw& will not let Jerusalem be 
captured ( Z A  TW 4 260)~ is, however invalid, because Isaiah 
does not seem to have had such a cor&ction a t  this period (see 
ISAIAH i., S 14). According to Duhm vn.  15-20 are of uncertain 
origin, but most probably Isaianic; of w. 9-14 he appears to 
have no doubt, hut places it in Isaiah's period. 

5 Stade %ATW4256('84). 
6 ,See B'ickell, ZKM, '97, and see SBOT (Heb.) 106 ; Marti, 

Is. in KHC 242. 
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text, see SCRIBE), together with the peculiarities of the 
poem, incline the present writer to agree with Marti in 
dating the work about 163 B.C. The objection drawn 
from the history of the canon is no doubt weighty ; but 
it is not absolutely conclusive (see CANON, 0 39, col. 
665, n. I). 

The removal of the chaps. just considered (32J)  
from the work (28-31 : ISAIAH i.,  5 14 end) to which 
12. Chaps. they are appended makes it somewhat 
28-31. easier to appreciate that work. Though 

only the framework of chaps. 28-31 is 
Isaianic, the inserted passages do not all equally blnr 
the outlines of Isaiah's picture of the future. Still we 
must not on that account think lightly of the critical 
problems which remain. No part of the true Isaiah 
has been so systematically manipulated out of regard 
to the feelings of later readers as this. 
a. Let us first of all take 29 16-24 and 30 18-26. 
It is certain from the context that Isaiah was addressing him- 

self not to a penitent and believing community which stood in 
need of comfort, and whose chief fault was their dreaming of 
earthly means of realising God's promises, but to irreligious 
politicians and a 'rebellions' unreceptive people. If we apply 
the principles set forth above (see 5 4), and ask to what age the 
ideas, the expressions, and the situation in 2916.24 3018-26. 
most naturally point, we cannot doubt that these passages are 
of post-exilic origin and addressed to the same set of people as 
32 L-5 15-20. Imagine their being intended for the.  same 
audience as that which listened to the preceding prophetic 
speeches, and we are disposed to doubt Isaiahssanity. By sucha 
flattering view of the religious condition of his hearers he would 
have defeated his own ohject. Resides what ideas could the 
rulers possibly have attached to the description of a spiritually 
regenerated people? The mention of a 'great slaughter' when 
the 'towers' should fall might perhaps have arrested their 
attention; but the only 'slaughter' which they would have 
thought of would he that of the Assyrians, whereas the prophetic 
writer means a general destruction of all the opponents of what 
he regards as the true religion both without and within Jeru- 
salem. 

The affinity of these passages to the post-exilic type 
of thought and expression is too striking to be over- 
looked or doubted by the student. 

6. Other post-exilic additions are, probably, 2823-29 
and 3027-33. The latter passage develops the idea of 
the ' great slaughter' (3025); it is more in the manner 
of 631-6 (5 21) than in that of the two late additions 
just considered, being warlike and grandly, though 
luridly, picturesque. 

252929, if really Isaiah's, must be addressed to an inner 
circle of disciples, who have assimilated the prophetic teaching 
of a 'remnant. However, the leading idea of the passage is 
characteristically late. Its first OccurIence seems to be in Jer. 
1024;  hut it is not quite certain whether Jer. 1023.25 is 
Jeremiah's (see Stade, Gesd .  167611.). As to the phraseology, 
?;@ln in v. 29, which occurs only in Prov. and Job (Mic. 6 9  is 
corrupt), is perhaps the only very suspicions word. I t  is,most 
improbable that Isaiah would have used it. 

c. The most remarkable insertions of all, however, 
are those in 291-8. According to the older critics (see 
above, 5 2, i. c) ,  Isaiah put a double-faced enigma 
before his hearers, which only excited blank amazement 
as being 'out of all relation to the facts' ; but can 
the delightful part of the prophecy in vu. 1-8 really have 
been written by Isaiah ? 

Duhm has already recognised later insertions in uv. qb sa 8 ; 
and we cannot stop short there. We must evidently include v. 7 
among the interpolated passages, for here too we are struck by 
the great falling off in the style, and the wide difference in the 
picture of the future. ' Rhythm and parallelism came easily to 
Isaiah ; there are hut slight traces of them in (all) the passages 
assigned here io a later writer. And whereas Isaiah can bear 
to contemplate a sore judgment upon Jerusalem, the author o f  
m. 5 7 5  has before him a future day when all nations shall 
gather together round the holy city, and he cut off' (Inlv. fs. 
189). With this view Hackmann agrees. H e  is, indeed, its 
originator, except that he defends v. 7 hy giving a new turn to 
the meaning. In  short, his idea is that the dream in v.  7 is 
a figure for the suddenness of the appearance of the foes before 
Jerusalem. This is ingenious ; but Hackmann forgets Job 208, 
Ohad. 16 (end). 

Apart from the interpolations just considered, chap. 

1 Though defended as Isaianic by Duhm, it has been doubtpd 
by Guthe and Smend. Hackmann (%ukr~n~~sel.wartung, 4zf.) 
and Cheyne (Zntr. Is. q g j ? )  regard it as on all grounds post- 
exilic. 
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29 appears to be a combination of three distinct 
prophecies (each very short but very striking) dealing 
respectively with the destruction of Jerusalem, the 
culpable insensibility of the rulers to the divine teaching, 
and the fatal consequences of a formal religion. Chap. 
2915 contains a fragment of a prophecy on the 
Egyptian alliance ; and there are two more fragments 
on the same subject in 301-35 and 311-5a.l 308-17 
clearly formed the close of an ancient prophetic col- 
lection; 3 0 1 - 3  (with 4 5 4  and the supplement 67a) 
must have been misplaced. 

Except 281-4, the Isaianic prophecies may e 
assigned to 703-702 B.C. ; the oracle2 is earlier, and p$- 
supposes the siege of Samaria. 28 7-22 may belong to 
703 ; it gives a warning to Jerusalem, suggested by the 
doom of Samaria. 

The difference between the older and the newer 
criticism is perhaps even more conspicuous in the group 
13. Chaps. of chapters (24-27) placed before that 

24-27. which we have been discussing. ( i . )  
Referring by way of contrast to what 

Kuenen thought in 1863 (above, J 2 iv. a ) ,  let us see what 
Duhm thought in 1892. ( a )  His method is that which 
all good critics now employ ; he begins, that is, by 
removing later accretions. 

Among these he classes (I) the song in 251-5, which com- 
memorates the destruction of a strong city and states that on 
this account another mighty city will p;aise God. (2) the 
taunting song on Moab, 259-11 ; ( 3 )  an artistic poem) (26 T-19) 
which stands alone in the OT in respect of the many variants 
which have penetrated into the text ; and (4) the little song in 
272-5. 

The prophecyitself comprises chaps. 24256-8 2620-27 I 

278 is a quotation from the margin, which roperly speaking 
illustrates z). TO and is therefore misplaced, w h t  TU. 79-11 are 
the remainder of an exhortation to the Jews to break off from 
their sins, and so become entitled to deliverance, which is 
certainly parenthetical and very possibly a later insertion. 

(6) Let us then look first at the prophecy or 
' apocalypse.' 

I t  describes the desolation of a great world-empire by war, 
and closes with the final judgment upon Israel's oppressors, 
the setting up of the divine throne in the holy city, and a 
festival, full of refreshment and consolation, for all peoples. 

The author, Duhm thinks, lived under John Hyrcanus ; 
he saw thesiege of Jerusalem and the devastation of 
Judah by Antiochus Sidetes, the beginning of the war 
with the Parthians, in which the Jews were forced to 
take part (B.c. IZ~), and the defeat and death of 
Antiochus (B.c. 128). The last is the event obscurely 
referred to in 2414-16a, which the writer cannot for 
his part regard as a happy omen, because the barbarous 
Parthians will invade and devastate Palestine. In 25 
1-5 Duhm finds the exultation of the Jews at the 
destruction of Samaria, and the demolition of the 
temple on Mount Gerizim ; the ' city of nations ' is 
Rome (cp Schurer, Iewish People, i. 1277) .  The same 
background is assigned to 261-19 ; 25g-n, however, 
Duhm refers to the time of King Alexander Jannaeus, 
who made theMoabites pay tribute (Jos. Ant.xiii. 135). 
(ii.) The last of the dates just quoted is the least 
important; the Moabites were not dangerous to the 
Jews in post-exilic times. The reference to them in 25 
9-11 is probahly arc ha is ti^.^ The other dates are 
rather plausible. The Parthians did not indeed actually 
invade Palestine before B.C. 40 (cp Enuch 5 6 5 f .  and 
Dillmann's note); but the author may have expected that 
they would' do so in 128. The hatred of the Jews for 
the Samaritans might well find expression in a psalm, 
1 30 1-3 relates to the embassy to Egypt and is Isaianic. m. 4 

5a are a late insertion based on a fragment (vu. 66 7a) which 
described the flight of uanun, king of Gaza, and his followers 
to Pir'u king of M q r i  in N Arabia(see MlzRAlM $26). Cp this 
late inlertion with 366 (aiio late), and see Wi.'Musri, 134f: 
30 76 is a late insertion of a scribe (see RAHAB): 31 56-9 is 
composite, but altogether post-exilic (Intr. Is. 203x) .  

2 2 8 5 3  is obviously Messianic in the wider sense, and is a 
later insertion addressed to the post-exilic community. 

8 Cp Bertholet, Die SfeZZung der ZsraeZiten, etc., 237. 
4 I&. Is. 159 ; cp Smend, ZATW 4209 212. 
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and the poor style of the song in 25 1-5 favours a late 
date. These passages, however, are admittedly accre- 
tions. Their date is of less importance than that of the 
main prophecy or apocalypse, which refers to so many 
popular religious beliefs. 

To  Duhm's date for the main prophecy there are 
objections derived from the history of the Canon (see 
CANON, J 39, cp n. I, col. 665). Strong reason is 
required for making any considerable part of Isaiah 
later than zoo B. c. Chap. 33 indeed, as an ' appendix 
to an appendix,' may, since internal evidence favours 
this, be made Maccabsran ; but can we venture to assign 
the important collection of prophecies and songs in 
chaps. 24-27 to a period even later thanThe Maccabees? 

The matter concerns the history of religious ideas as 
well as of literature. Will not the period of the fall of 
the Persian and the rise of the Grzco-Macedonian 
empire answer all the requirements of the passages? It 
is a pity that the historical evidence is not stronger ; but 
Marti's treatment of it in his commentary is certainly 
too superficial. 

The opening section is the monument of a time of long- 
continued misery in Syria and Palestine. Such a time began 
under Artaxerxes 11. and lasted till the consolidation of the 
power of the Ptolekes in Palestine (301). The frequent 
passage of Persian armies marching to Egypt must have caused 
much distress to the Jews; and once, if not twice, they were 
concerned in a revolt against Persia. Cruelly did Artaxerxes 
punish them ; as Noldeke says 'much blood appears to have 
been shed in Judaea' at  this time.' Most probably too Robertson 
Smith is right in transferring the defilement'of ;he temple 
mentioned by Jos. (Anf.xi.71) to this period,l and seeing in 
the narrative a legendary or even p?triotic distortion of facts. 
The  phrase 'the city (or, perhaps, cities) of destruction' (24 IO) 
may allude to the fate of Sidon and (Jerpsalem ; it would be 
unsafe to add of Jericho.2 26 1-19 a liturgical poem) may 
describe the feelings of the pious community of Jerusalem when 
their city had been spared by the army of Alexander. They 
were deeply grateful for this, but were still painfullyconscious of 
the ruin wrought by the tyrant Ochus. The  deportation of 
many Jews to Hyrcania and elsewhere3 had made a gap 
in the population, and only by a 'dew of healing' (read 
DC274 s@) from God could the martyrs be restored to their 
brethren. For a study of the ideas, phraseology, and situation, 
see Znfr. Is. 145.162; and see below (0 2 1 )  on 637-6412[11]. 

Chaps. 24-27 were prefixed to chaps28-33 to indicate 
that for the Dost-exilic aee the chief interest of the - 
14. Arrange- latter group of prophecies was eschato- 

The two closely related com- 
positions in chaps. 34f: were doubt- 
less added to promote the same interest. 

The former chap.34 (observe the strange use made of 
I t  relates to the 
These nations 

of chaps. 1ogi:aI. 
24-35. 

popular superskons), is sombre in the extreme, 
great future iudement uoon the hostile nations. 
;re spcuially' rci;rcicntcci IJY the arch-enenly lidoin (cp i;Y 14), 
f r m i  whom some fresh outrage iiiuht have been snKcrcd not lung 
i d o r e  the IJr<Jphecy was  wrillen. ']'hi3 outrage \!'as presumahiy 
coiinected wirh the further progreas of the Edomite iinnligratioii 
into the S. of Jiidiih.4 

'J'he cornpailion prophecy chap. 35, makes up for thc horrors of 
chap. 34. It rclxtci to the return of the Jewish cxiles and thc 
glorificatioii of their land. 

According to Lhihm, the author of thcsc works wrote 
also Jer. 5Of. : but why? Surely tllrre were other 
iiiembcrs of thc sanie school who wcrc cnpable of 
producing or redartiiig this final outburst of wrath at 
lhbylon. XI1 that wc have n right to say is that these 
various works werc written in I'alestinc nearly at the 
same tinic in the post-exilic period. If the h l T  of 34 
160 is correct, the collcction of real and supposed 
Isainriic prophccics to \vhich chops. 34f: had latcly bccn 

1 OTJCf? 435 : so Judcicli, Kleilrasinfisclre Studien, 7 7 6 ;  
Clie. .Vew W o h ' ,  Sept. '+ ; perhaps alio lye. I]C cd. 148. 

2 Solinus (35 4 hloinmsen) say, that Jcricl~u, which snccwded 
erusilcrn :IS the capit:il of Judza, \vas suhdued by Artaxerxci; i ut  t l i ia  has h e n  shown by Keinach (in .S',mific Sftidrjs,in 

M L N Z D ~ I  of A. hoAo/l,if,, 4 5 7 8  ['97]) to refer to the inva5ion 
of I'alustine by Ardx,hw, the founder of the dvnabiv of the 
Saswiiidx, u Iio came iuto conflict wit11 tlie einpeior Akxander 
Severus. 

Syncellus ( lhdorf) ,  1q&. ' The notice is heyond doubt ' 
(Rlarqrmrt, U d e ~ . s ~ ~ h .  ZIIY  GescA. ?'on 1:'mn 26 ['56]). iiote 
the Jtxvisli name Hyrcanus. Artnpnnus too-; Je\vir;ll Hcllcnist 
-bears n Hyrcanian name(Marq.). 

4 See Nuon, % 91: : and cp Torrey, JBL 17 i6f . ;  Che. In&. 
Is. z ~ ~ J ~  JLU 17 2 0 7 ~  
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attached were already a book of Yahwe’-Le., a 
sacred scripture. These two prophecies, then, were 
very probably the latest of the group. 

To an equally late period we must refer the appending 
of certain narratives (chaps. 36139) to 

15’ Chaps’ which reference has been made already (see 

These narratives which are derived ultimately from prophetic 
biographies,l agrle in most respects with the text of 2 K. 
18 13 17-20 19. The older critics were in the main right ; but 
their analysis of the narratives was incomplete, and they gave 
too much credit for accuracy to the account as a whole. Under 
the influence of this impression they assigned too early a date to 
the historical document from which it seemed to be derived. 

36-39’ ISAIAH i., 5 6). 

It has been shown (especially by Stade and Duhm) 
that Is. 36-39 consists of two distinct narratives : ( a )  

(a) Psalm.-As to the inserted passage, 389-20 
(Mikti6h of Hezekiah) which Knenen in 1863 did not 
deny to Hezekiah, there can no longer be any doubt that 
it is a post-exilic thanksgiving-psalm on the deliverance of 
the faithful community of Israel from some great danger 
(cp Ps. 30) ; the song or ‘ supplication ’ (see MICHTAM) 
is not found in the parallel section of Kings. 

(p)  MishiL-Another passage, which to the last was 
held by Kuenen to be Isaiah‘s (though he recognised the 
weight of the counter arguments), and certainly belongs 
to the original narrative (more strictly to the second of 
the narratives) is held by Stade,3 Duhm, Cheyne, and 
Marti to be certainly post-exilic. This is 37726-32. 
Evidently this was taken by the narrator (or more prob- 
ably by the first editor) from some lyric anthology, such 
as that from which we have already supposed the song 
in 144b-21 to have been taken. It is in fact a fine ‘ dra- 
matic lyric’ (cp Pss. 46 48), showing at once a vivid 
realisation of the traditional story, and a sense of its 
continued value to the community, which (as we have 
seen) regarded the invasion of Sennacherib as typical of 
a great future event. 

The final redaction of the first half of Isaiah may be 
dated (like the appendix to chap. 19) about 250- 
220 B. c. ; but this is not free from doubt. 

Taking 
this collection for the moment as a unit, and putting 
16. Chaps, aside all but historical considerations, we 

can no more dream of assigning it to Isaiah 
than of ascribing ‘ By the waters of Babylon 

we sat down and wept ’ (Ps. 137 I )  to the authorship of 
David. There might have been a case for the Isaianic 
origin of ‘ Go ye out from Babylon ’ (48 zo), if only the 
passage had run, ‘ Behold, in the latter days my people 
shall go forth from Bahylon.’ There might have been 
a case for such an origin of ‘Thus saith Yahwb to 
Cyrus’ (451), and of *Our holy and our beautiful 
house . . . is burned up’ (6411[1o]), if these passages 
had been introduced by ‘ Behold, I will raise up a king, 
Cyrus by name,’ and ’ In days to come Yahw& will send 
fire upon Jerusalem.’ No literary critic, however, 
would dream of supposing that the author of chaps. 40- 
66 was a prophet of the eighth century who had become 
dead to his actual present, and lived again in imagina- 
tion among men still unborn.4 

On this point the newer critics have nothing to add 
to what was so well said by Kuenen in 1863. Indeed, 
that eminent critic in his earlier stage was right both 
positively and negatively as regards chaps. 40-48 

1 KBnig (EinZ. 266) also recognises that these narratives came 
from a separate work of prophetic origin. 

2 See Che. Profih. I s .  1218f., Intr. I s .  2 2 4 8  ; Skinner, 
Isaiah 1-3?, p. 278, who holds, however, that the song is ba4ed on 
a reco;d of individual experience, which was adapted for use in 
the temple by an editor. 

36 1-37gfZ 3 7 J ,  ( 6 )  3796-36 38J  

On chaps. 40-48 we can be somewhat briefer. 

40-48. 

3 8ee.KINGs BOOKS OF $ 9 .  
4 This was I&g the theory by which Franz Delitzsch sought 

to reconcile the requirements of criticism and of orthodox 
theology. 

5 The later insertions (apart from the Songs on the Servant) 
detected by recent critics in chaps. 40-48 cannot be discussed 
here. The most remarkable of these are to be found in chap. 48. 
The editor has actually interspersed the Second Isaiah’s writing 
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(Duhm would say 40-55) ; he was right, at any rate 
negatively, as regards chaps. 56-66. Where he failed 
was in not giving due weight to certain phenomena in the 
second part of chaps. 40-66 which (as conservative 
critics saw) pointed away from Babylon as the place, 
and from the closing years of the Exile as the time of 
composition.1 

It is this second part of chaps. 40-66 that we have 
now to consider. 

The first question is, Have chaps. 49-55 17*gtlr been rightly assigned to the Second Isaiah? 
( a )  Kuenen himself in 1889 already saw 

the difficulty of his former position. 
H e  came to the conclusion that chaps. 501: 54A were written 

after the return from Babylon and even expressed some doubt 
whether chap. 49 should not ’be added to the group (Ond.14 
2 1373.1.42). In 536 B.C. the Second Isaiah might have brought 
the original Prophecy of Restoration to Judxa (i6. 145); and 
Kuenen thought it not unreasonable to credit the same great 
writer with the composition of the four chapters just mentioned. 

(a) Kosters, too, who did not accept the tradition of 
a return in 536, was of opinion that 49 12-26 51 1-16 
51 17-5212 54J cannot have the same origin as chaps. 
40-48. They were written, according to him, in 
Palestine, .but not by the Second Isaiah. The following 
are Koster’s arguments. 

There is no doubt a general 
resemblance to chaps. 40-48. But observe that nowherein these 
passages are the persons addressed described collectively as 
‘Jacob’ and ‘ Israel,’ and that in 52 I Jerusalem is called the 
‘holy city’ (~l?:~ l’p), a characteristically late phrase, found 
also in 48 2 (which is probably interpolated), and in Neh. 11 I 18 
Dan. 9 24 ; cp also 64 IO [91, ‘ thy holy cities ’ (sf12 ‘lg). 

2. As to contents. Almost throughout, the point of view is 
shifted from the exiles at Babylon to the small and struggling 
community of Zion. There .are indeed points of contact with 
the preceding prophecies ; but this only proves that the writer 
of this section was acquainted with the other work, not that he 
wrote it. Moreover, when he comes to speak of the departure 
of the exiles from Babylon, his expressions are inconsistent with 
those of a parallel passage in the other work3 (contrast 52 12, ‘not 
in hurry shall ye go out,’ with 48 20, ‘flee ye from Chaldaea’), 
and if not in 5210.12, yet in 491218 he admits the idea of a 
general retnrn of the Diaspora, which is not mentioned in the 
earlier chapters but was one of the chief hopes of the later Jews. 
(See also Kuedeu’s argument from internal evidence, 0nd.P) 

I. As to style and diction. 

i 138, or Inntr. 1s .  2963). 
(c) On the other hand, several things must be 

observed. 
(I) The disputed passages are written in the manner of 

11. Isaiah, and contrast strongly with chaps. 58-66; (2) 
they display an optimistic idealism which residence in the 
Jerusalem of Haggai and Zechariah would have speedily 
diminished : 4 and (3) the address in 55 2, appropriate enough 
for a preacher in Babylonia, would have sounded hollow and 
insincere if spoken at Jerusalem. 

Thus the evidence does not all point in one direction, 
and a reconciling theory is required. Let us then 
suppose that the passages in question were written in 
Babylonia by a writer of the school of 11. Isaiah, but 
with an eye to the circumstances of Judza. The 
writer’s object was partly to induce Babylonian Jews 
with severe reproaches addressed to his own contemporaries, 
whom he conceived to have fallen back into obstinate unbelief 
(see ‘ Isaiah ’ SBOT). Nor can we here consider the question 
Where did 6 e  author of chaps. 40-48 live? Probably the righi 
answer is, at Babylon. See Intr. Zs. 273-276, 282s 

1 In 1880.81 the present writer began, not from a conservative 
point of view, to set forth these phenomena on a large scale, and 
to indicate the provisional conclusions to which they appeared 
to-lead (see Projkecies ofIsuia/i, and the art. ‘ Isaiah’ in Ency. 
Brit.(@)). H e  has lately (1895.97) summed up the results of a 
second period of study in the Introduction io Zsaiuh and in his 
contributions on Isaiah to SBOT. To these works and to 
Duhm’s commentary (which has given the first complete ex- 
planation of the historical background of most of Is. 56-66) be 
must send the reader for a fuller treatment of the subject. 
[Marti’s fine commentary can now be added.] See also the im- 
portant critical notes on Isaiah in Stade’s GVZ, vol. I, which 
really opened the subject to discussion. 

2 49 1-11 50 52 13-53 12 be treats in another connection. See 
farther on in this article ($ 18). 
3 Kosters also refers to D@?, ‘ from thence,’ in 52 I I, as proving 

that the writer was not at  the time in Bapylonia; but in 
48 20 we have ‘ from Babylon 

4 The words, ‘ the people ’in whose heart is my law’ (51 7), 
‘ from Chaldxa. 

would be strange indeed if written at  Jerusalem. 
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to go to Judaea and assist in the regeneration of Israel, 
partly to encourage sorely tried workers in Jerusalem, 
such as Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi. 

Sellin (Seru66akl, '99)  has endeavoured to show that 
chaps. 40-55 were written, not in Babylonia, but at 
Jerusalem between 515 and 500 B.c., to comfort the 
Jews for the failure of the high hopes attached to ZERUB- 
BABEL [P.v.] .  Those passages which seem to refer to 
the fall of Babylon heregards as having been written by 
the same author at Babylon about 545 B.C. 

The passages which are most certainly Babylonian are, Sellin 
thinks 40 18-20 41 2-4 41 6-8 [41 17-20?] 41 25 42 14-16 43 1-8 43 14 
449-1: 4426-28 45 1-13 46 ~ f :  6-8 106 IT 47 48 14 (zof i?) .  The 
reference in various passages to 'the former things' (41 22 42 g 
43g[?11 469) with which 'new things' (429 486) or 'a  new 
thing' (43 19) are contrasted is explained by this theory. The 
successes of Cyrns are the 'former things' prophesied some 
thirty years ago, the glorification of Israel and the accomplish- 
ment of God's purposes for the world through Zernhbabel, as 
the Messianic king of Israel, are the 'new things' now just 
being aunounced.2 When the hopes attached to Zerubbabel 
failed in one sense the prophet was still able to look forward to 
their realisation i ianother  (see chap. 53). 

It is absolutely impossible to accept this theory as a 
whole. But to those who do not accept Kosters' theory 
(that chaps. 49-55 are a later appendix to chaps. 4 0 - 4 8 )  
it may seeni plausible to hold that chaps. 40-55 were 
written at  Bu6ybn with the object of encouraging the 
community of Jerusalem to hope for a speedy regenera- 
tion, and of stimulating patriots in Babylonia to go 
to Jerusalem and help forward the cause of progress. 
We say 'a t  Babylon,' because certain passages pre- 
suppose that Jerusalem is desolate, which, strictly 
speaking, it was 'not. Only a writer living at a dis- 
tance from Judaea can have indulged in such idealism. 

Another difficult problem .relates to the four very 
beautiful songs on the Servant of Yahwe (421-4 491-6 
18. Servant of 504-9 5213-53 12). It has been doubted 
Yahwe songs. whether these songs are exilic or post- 

exilic. A careful exegesis, however, 
proves that they could be removed without material 
injury to their surroundings, and that the tone of 
thought differs from that of the prophecies among 
which they are placed. They must have received 
their present position from a later editor, who wrote 
425-7 497-9a (or 9-12), but not 50103, which (cp 
I n k  Is. 3 0 2 3 )  is more recent still. These passages 
were designed to link the songs with their prophetic 
framework. The inserter and editor cannot be identified 
with the Second Isaiah ; still less was he the author of 
the songs. He did his work subsequently to the 
expansion of the origiual Book of the Second Isaiah; 
in other words, he had before him the main part of 

The songs on the Servant of Yahwe have one general 
object-that of exhibiting the highest Israelitish ideal in 
accordance with law and prophecy. They are not, 
however, without differences among themselves, which 
require to be studied. 

In the first three songs the Servant is ' an imaginative 
fusion of all the noble teachers and preachers of the 
Jewish religion in and after the time of Ezra,4 those of 
whom the writer of Daniel says, " And the teachers shall 
shine as the splendour of the firmament, and those who 
make the many righteous as the stars for ever and ever " 

1 But the text seems to be incorrect (see SBOT ad roc.). 
a The 'new things' are here described quite cuirectly, except 

so far as relates to Zernbhabel. It is possible that the writer of 
chaps. 40-48 did mean to suggest that the successes of Cyrus had 
been prophesied a good while before they took place. The 
older prophecies were no doubt accommodated by interpreters 

IS. 40-55.  

.7ei.-4&66 ('95) ;'Kosters; : 
that the songs on the Servant were not O I - . ~ ~  
their present position. On Laue Die E 6 e d Y ~ .  ... 
11. Teii  des Jes. ('97), see SBO'T (Heb.) 1 2 6 f : ,  

, ~ , . 

t o  resent circ 
ZDuhm; S 

204 K:  SBO3 

Umstances. 
men$ (A,T ReZ.-gescir. 2605)' Che. Intv. Is. 
, Isa. : Schian, Die EJed>ahwe-Lieder in 

I"h.7'. '06. D. <88f.:, agree in holding 
winally intended for 

ahme Lieder im 
and on the 

views of Sellin, Kittel, and Bertholet, see p. ~ g g f :  
4 Duhm rightly points out that the quiet concentrated 

character, and the missionary and pastoral acti\;ty ascribed to 
the Servant, will only snit the period opened by Ezra. 
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(Dan. l23). '  These the poet may have supposed t o  
form a band, whose members would proceed in various 
directions to 'bring the law to the nations' ( 4 2 r ) .  
Their experiences were not uniformly favourable ; but 
they knew that in the end their faith in the God who 
sent them would be rewarded. 

In the fourth song, however, the conception of the 
Servant is somewhat modified. Looking back on the 
sufferings of righteous Israelites both under Babylonia 
and under Persia, the poet saw them irradiated by a 
glorious divine purpose. ' H e  fused the different name- 
less martyrs into one colossal form, and identified this. 
personage with the people of Israel, not perhaps without 
a thought of Jeremiah, who certainly regarded himself 
as representing the true Israel.' I t  would seem that 
the opening and closing stanzas (1-3 143, see emended 
text in SBOT) were written after the description of the 
fortunes of the Servant as a framework to receive it. 

Schian and Kosters think that this last of the songs, 
was written by a different writer from the rest ; it is the 
oldest of the songs according to the former critic, the 
most recent according to the latter. The grounds of 
this view do not appear to be adequate. Already in the 
third song there is an approach to the characteristics of 
the fourth, and the phraseology of the latter is much 
less obscure than has commonly been thought, if proper 
text-critical methods are applied. 

Cp Budde, ' The so-called " Ebed-Yahweh Songs " etc 'Am.  
J.  Theoi., '99, pp. 499-540. See further SERVANT 0; T H ~ ~ O R D .  

It would seem that after the insertion of the Songs in 
Is. 40-55,  a prophetic writer did them the highest - .  - 
19. Soliloquies honour in his power by imitating them. 
in Chaps. 61f. Three brief soliloquies of this ideal 

personage (611-4u 621-3  and 6 f . )  are 
introduced in chaps. 6 1 3  (on which see below,"§'zo). 
The writer evidently regards the Servant as a personifi- 
cation of the company of prophets of whom he himself 
is one, and gives vividness to his prophecy by introduc- 
ing the Servant of Yahwe first as discoursing on his 
delightful mission, and then as importuning YAW& to. 
fulfil his promises.' 

At this uoint the Dresent writer may refer to the 
2o Present critic2 theory (based on-an earlier one writer,s earlier proposed in 1881 in the article ' Isaiah ' 

in Ency. Byit.) which he put forward 
in TOR. Tulv and Oct. 'or. theory' 

H e  divided the woikbf &e second Isaiah ;,to two books, 
viz. (I) chaps. 40-48, and (2) a broken collection of discourses 
consisting of chaps. 49 1-52 12 ; 52 13-53 12 (a later insertion b; 
the Second Isaiah), 5 4 J ,  56 5721 (beginning with a long 
passage from an older prophet!-and 60-62. The second book, 
being left incomplete by the author, was well adapted to receive 
additions from the Sophkim or students and editors of the 
religious literature. Such gdditional passages were 56 1-8 
58J 63-66. 

This theory was in advance of the current criticism 
of the time, but is now superseded by a more completely 
defensible theory. 

Chaps. 56-66 contain no works of the Second Isaiah, 
but, with the possible (or probable) exception of 6 3 7 -  
21. Chaps. 56-i6. 641s belong t o  nearly the same 

period-that of Nehemiah. 
Duhm indeed assigns all these eleven chapters to a single 

writer of Nehemiah's age whom he calls Trito-Isaiah (as the 
successor of Deutero-Isaiah). The date is, on the whole, 
correct, so far as regards 56-63 6 6 5 3  ; this portion gives a vivid 
picture of the difficulties with which Nehemiah and Ezra con- 
tended and throws fresh light on the dealings of the orthodox 
Jews &th the Samaritans2 On the other hand the view that 
the book bas anything like literary unity, and th:t it is the work 
of one man is not at all satisfactory. Cp Gressmann, Ue6er die 
in Jes. c. ;6-66 vorausgesetzten Vev&Ztnisse ('98) ; Littmann, 
Ueher die A6fassungszeii des Trito-jesaia ('99). 

We' may hold it to be practically certain that chaps. 
60-62 were written as an appendix to chaps. 40-55; 
probably the original order was 61 62 60 (cp Duhm). 
As to 569-5713~2,  it belongs indeed to the same period 

1 So Che. I&. Is. 346- but cp Dnhm's commentary. 
2 Ed. Meyer (Entst. Jdd. 122) recognises this ; cp also Che. 
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ISAIAH, BOOK ISHBAAL 
as the surrounding prophecies ; but it shows in a special 
degree the influence of Ezekiel. 

We now pass to chap. 6 3 7 - 6 4 1 2  [II], which stands 
in many respects alone in the prophetic literature. It 
is at any rate later than the neighbouring prophecies,' 
for though some illustrate it by Neh. 12, the prayer of 
Nehemiah there given, and his account of what he 
found at Jerusalem, do not correspond to such a terrible 
situation as we find in this strange work. That a date 
in the age of Nehemiah is impossible cannot indeed be 
said, considering how imperfect is our information. 
But it is more probable that the work is a fresh monu- 
ment (cp on chaps. 24-27, § 13) of the oppression and 
persecution of the Jews by Artaxerxes Ochus. Pos- 
sibly the opening verses (637-14)  were added later to 
soften the gloom of the passage (cp Ps. 89). 

For objections to this view see G. A. Smith (Hastings' OB, 
'2495). and Marti's commentary. (Marti has to account for 
649-11 by making it a later addition.) The objections are not 
insuperable. 

I.  The view under consideration separates 637-64 12 [ IT]  from 
the other compositions which make up chaps. 56-06. I t  is set 
apart already, however, by its form and contents. 

2. The passage expresses a consciousness of guilt not to he 
found in Pss. 44 74 79, which, also, have been assigned to 
the time of Ochus. But it was possible, even after the intro- 
.duction of the Law by Ezra, to take different views of the rela- 
tion of the people to its God, according to the extent given to 
the conception of the people. The inner circle deserved to he 
called pious and loyal tn the covenant (Ps. 44 17 [IS] 79 2); but 
the people at  large were far from correspondi,ng exactly to this 
description. they were 'neither cold nor hot. 

3. I n  63 & the possession of the Holy Land is said to have 
lasted but ' a  little while,' which points to an earlier part of the 
posbexilic period. The text, however, is notoriously doubtful. 
6 3  18 should be emended thus (see SBOT, ' Isa:,' [Heb.] 202)- 

Why do the wicked trample thy dwelling-place? 
Our adversaries tread down thy sanctuary. 

Marti's suggested emendation is hardly an improvement upon 
this. 

4. In  64 I I  [IO] the temple, over the destruction of which the 
liturgical poet laments, is described as a our holy and our glorious 
house where our fathers praised thee,' which points to the first 
temple. But (I) the first and the second temple are regarded 
by Haggai (2 3 9) as the same house, and can be so regarded by 
another writer and (2) the second temple had no doubt been 
enriched by okerings from the Jews abroad before the time of 
Ochus (cp Zech. 5 1 0 s ) .  

5. Ps. 74 points to the conviction that prophecy has ceased in 
Israel. But Is. 637-64 betrays no such conviction. We must, 
however, be quite sure of the correctness of the text of Ps. 749. 
There is much corruption close by. ' There is no prophet any 
inore' is, on more than one ground, to he regarded as a gloss on 
.the corrupt reading pi)+, which should be o!,'n ('sanctuary'). 
'There is no longer among us any sanctuary. 

This is to suppose that 
the authors of Ps. 74 and 79 and of Is. 63 7 etc threw themselves 
back imaginatively into the time of the Cialdgan invasion. The 
commemorative fast-days would provide a n  occasion for this. 
(So PSALMS, BOOK OF). This, however, is not quite such a 
natural view as that here adopted. One may admit that there is a 
general resemblance between most of the products of the later 
Persian period ; but those which express the deepest misery can 
hardly find a home except in the period of the insane cruelties 
of that degenerate Persian king, Ochus. I t  is remarkable that 
there are parallels of thought, expression, and situation between 
Is. 637-64 12 [II], and Ps. 74 and 79, to which Robertson Smith 
has already given this date. 

To a still later time belong two outbursts of bitter 
animosity in 501oJ 6 6 2 3 3  

The final redaction of chaps. 40-66 may be placed 
with Drobabilitv in the earlv Dart of the Greek ueriod. 

There is one alternative, no doubt. 

' 
The first ha:f of the Book of'Isaiah 

g & ~ ~ ~ . a ~ ~ ~ .  (unless chap. 33 be of a later date) 
was comnleted between 2co and 220 

B.C. (cp § 15, end), and there appears to be no reason 
why the second half may not have reached its final form 
about the same time. On the redaction of Isaiah as a 
whole see above, I (end). 

T. Recent comnzentaries.-For college students ' no better 
hook can be recommended than Skinnas  comlpentary in the 

Carnhriae Bihle (2 vols., 96, '98), with 
23. Literature. which Driver's Zsaiah ('Men of the Bible') 

may be combined. For special students the 
commentaries of Delitzsch (4th ed., '89), Dillmann and Kittel 
(6th ed. of the Jesasaja in KGH, '98), Duhm in HK ('gz), and 

1 It could not be placed in its chronological order at  the end 
of the book because of the unmitigated gloom of the conclusion. 

hlarti in KHC (1900) arc indispensnLle hclpi; on thc whole 
hlnrti's is a t  present thc most hclpfirl cointncninry; liut it  ncedn 
suppleinenring. H. G. hlirihcll'a .>'fzdy o/'/s. 1-12(iXew Y a k ,  
'97J-i~ a good book for those who do not read German. 

2. Among the well. known excellent introductions to the 
whole OT, none is as critical from the point of view of 1900 as 
was that of Kuenen (Ond.l21 2,['89]; German translation, '92) 
ten years before. One special introduction has appeared 
(Cheyne's Introduction, etc., 95 ; Germ. transl. '57). 

3. Among dictionmy articles G. A. Smith's may be specially 
mentioned (Hastings' DB 2 485.4-49sa). This writer's earlier 
volumes on Isaiah ('Isaiah,' in Expositor's Bible, two separate 
parts, 88, '50); stimulating as they are, are open to very 
much adverse criticism. (English critics have lain too much 
under the spell of Dillmann.) This scholar is now giving way 
to the force of argument (whether his point ofview is quite clear, 
careful readers of Duhm and Marti, and of similar hooks on other 
prophets, will be able to judge). His article, however, is, to- 
gether with Skinner's unpretending but learned work, one of 
the most hopeful signs in English Bible-study, which a: present 
in the O T  department is too predominantly moderate. G. A. 
Smith's inclusion of the 'theology' of Isaiah (a bad hut gener- 
ally accepted term) limits the criticism somewhat unduly, and 
leads him into statements which are not as securely founded as 
one could wish. But he is true to himself; and what he says, 
even when critically defective, is sure to be educationally most 
useful. The bibliography which occupies over two closely 
printed columns, is so full (hat it would seem like imitation to 
give the like here. Besides it is really better for the student 
to find out hihliographical d;tails for himself from the references 
contained in first-rate books. C. H. H. Wright has a learned 
article in Smith's DB(91 11450-1474, and Klostermann iu PRB(21 
6 585-607. To learning Klostermann joins a singular independ- 
ence of view ; but he often leads the student 011 rough, unpassable 
ways. 

4. Investigations of parts of Isaiah. Articles by B. Stade 
in the ZA TW('81-'84) have left their impress on all later works 
(cp Intr. fs.). Cornill, 'Die Composition des B. Jes.,' ZATLV 
4 83-104 ['84]. Lagarde Semitica ('78, pp. 1-32 ) ;  critical notes 
on chaps, 1-17. Giesebiecht, Beitrage zur jesaiakritik ('go) ; 
cp Siegfried's review TLZ 'go, p. 568. We find these words in 
the preface, ' 1  can knd n i  other epithet for Dillmann's treat- 
ment of the text but "antiquated." It cannot be right for an 
interpreter to put sentences into the mouth of such masters of 
speech as the prophets, which by the awkwardness of their 
form and ",e unnaturalness of their contents are nothing short 
of offensive. Guthe, Das Zukun fts&iZd desJes. ('85). Winck: 
ler, A T  Unfersuch. '97; AZtorient. Forsch. '93, etc.; J. Ley, 
Histor. ErkZamngdeszweifen TeilsdesJes('53) ; J. Memhold 
Die Jeskja-er zahzungelt Jes. 36-39 ('98), valuable. Konig: 
The Exile's Book of Consolation ('991, based o? two articles 
in the Neue Kirchl. Zt., Nov Dec., 98 (exegetical and con- 
troversial). Neubauer and Drk!er, The 53rd chapter of Isaiah 
according to the Jewish intwpreters, 2 vols. '76, '77. See also 
ISAIAH i.; IMMANUEL; MESSIAH. SERVANT OF THE LORD. 

Among old& commentators Vitringa (z 
vols. fol., 1714) stands out by his exemplary thoroughness. But 
the reconstruction of exegesis produced its first great work in 
%ius's I s a i a h p ,  '21); Hitzig ('33), Ewald (Die Prophete?, 
40, 41 ; 2nd ed., 67, '68), Dillmann (5th ed. of Knohel'sles. in 
KHG, 'go) worthily followed. Cp Del. Jesn3b(4), 3:-36, where 
the titles of Cheyne's earlier works on Isaiah are given ; Che. 
Proph. zs.(3) 2 268-286 ; Zntr. Is. 283-295. 

The greatest weakness in most commen- 
taries on Isaiah is their too great dependence on the MT. 
Among the older exegetical scholars of our day no one has 
perceived this so clearly as Klostermann, as can he seen to 
some extent from his article in PRE(B1 just referred to, and 
still more from his indispensable work, Deuferosajkaja, Hebrc+=k 
und Deutsch, mif  Anrnerkungen ('93). If the present wrlter's 
Book oflsaiah in SBOT (Heb.),, 'gg (vp English edition, '98) 
should be grouped by scholars with this little work, and wlth 
the collections of critical emendations of other able workers, it 
will be a recompense. For many specimens of the fine work 
of Secker, Lagarde, Gritz, Duhm, etc., the reader 'pay be 
referred to SBOT. Later results on several parts of Isalah wrll 
be found in Crit. Bi&, 

ISCAH (n?p! ; iscxa [ADEL]), daughter of HARAN 
i. I (Gen. 11 29). The strong probability is that 'the father of 
3 3 ~ 3  ' is a variant of 'the father of 33Sn' (similarly Ball, Gen. 
59, foot). But instead of comparing Web. Kasdirn and Ass. 
KaZdu, we can now see that 3 2 ~ 7  comes from ?h, which was a 
necessary emendation of n3Sn. See MILCAH. T. K. C. 

5. EarZier works. 

6. Text of Isaiah. 

T. IC. c. 

ISCARIOT. See JUDAS ISCARIOT. 
ISDAEL, RVmg. GIDDEL ( I c A ~ H A  [BA]) I Esd. 533  

ISHBAAL (5p2$+ or 5, 
=Ezra 256 GIDDEL, 2. 

man of Baal [=Yahw&] ; cp the Greek forms e~cBaah 
[end of I], I C B A ~ A  [end of 21, also the form ESHBA'AL 
$ua$jK, in MT of I Ch. 8 3 3  939  : acaBah, isBaah [B] 

i. Most critics hold that the true name of Saul's 
iaBaah, Babh [AI icBaah [L. 
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ISHBAAL ISHBI-BENQB 
under Jashobeam (see JASHOBEAM, I) we may remark 
(I) that out of the final th in bosheth ( shame ' = Baal), 
combined with 6 from den ( '  son of '), a syllable beth 
has been produced in MT of 2 S. (the letters being 
transposed), thus completing Joshebbasshebeth (cp 
RV) ; (2) that, the final in ( ix  having been dropped, 
the initial n in 9~3n;r,  'the Hachmonite') has been 
corrupted into a n, thus producing the otherwise un- 
known word '3~3nn (RV < a  Tahchemonite') ; and ( 3 )  
that the name of the warrior's father can be supplied 
from I Ch. 272. On the third point, notice the similar 
designations of Eleazar and Shammah in 2 S. 2-39 11 
(and cp Budde, SBOT, ad toc. ; Marq. Fund. IS$). 

The corruption, however, of this passage reaches still 
further. In 2 S. we are told that the hero was ' chief of 
the captains' (so EV) ; from the sequel, however, it is 
clear that we should, with Wellhausen, read n s h  mi, 
' chief of the three' (cp v. 176, 'these things did the 
three mighty men '). ' The three ' was in fact the title of 
David's noblest heroes, next to whom came the ' thirty' 
(see DAVID, § I I ~ ;  ABISHAI). The verse continues 
most tantalisingly with three meaningless words, for a 
probable restoration of which see ADINO. At the close 
we hear of 800 slain at once.' In Ch. the number is 
put at 300 ; but the reading ' 800 ' (which bL both in 
Sam. and in Ch. increases to 900) is supported by the 
obvious fact that it was by outdoing Abishai (cp w.. 18) that 
Ishbaal obtained the first place. The account of Ishbaal 
in 2 S. 238 should therefore most probably be read thus 
-' Ishbaal, son of Zabdiel, a Hachnionite, chief of the 
three. He brandished his spear against 800 men, slain 
at one time ' (nnN). 

The Greek renderings are cue,805 vlb5 axrparov [Jos. Amt. 
vii. 1241 in S. rfpouB8e [~epouBar ]  [AI, 6 x a v a v a ; ~  [BAI, red3aaA 
ulb5 Bs&aver [L] . in I Ch. 27 2 uopah [B, rupoap A, rsupoap 
L], 6 703 <ap6[e]biA; in I Ch. 11:1, muc/3a&a [probably a mere 
textual error for ~.u+da], vib5 aXapaueL [B], Leuua@aSa uib5 
axapavvb [4,. cupaap ulb5 axapaub [A], csuuq3aaA ([Dr. TBS 
ad Zoc. mentions seven codices with the reading rfuepaah and 
three with rupgaah] utb5 Berepiua [Ll). 

3. A Korahite : I Ch. 126 ( O p & ;  u o p o r a p  [Bl,2 uopoap [XI, 
m$aap [AL]). See ISSHIAH, 2. T. K. C.-S. A. C. 

ISHBAH (ripe, 5 54), the clan to which the 
people of Eshtemoa belonged, I Ch. 417 (~ecaBa [A], 
Maps0 [B, i.c., Mered?], NAPE and I ~ c ~ & % T  [I-]). 
48 makes Ishbah a son of Jether ; MT, as it now stands, 
mentions neither of his parents (see Be. ad Zoc.). 

ISHBAK (P&, § 54;  I E C B O K  [AL] ; I ~ C B O Y K  [n 
in Gen.]; IECOK [E in Gen.]; C O B ~ K  [B in Ch.]), a 
'son ' of Abraham by Keturah (Gen. 252 I Ch. 132). 
Identified by Fr. Del. ( Z K F 2 9 r f : )  and Ball (Smith's 
DBP), 5.21.) with Yasbuk, a district in N. Syria men- 
tioned by Shalmaneser 11. in his monolith inscription 
(KB1159). Its king or chieftain was an ally of the 
Patinaeans, and Yasbuk must therefore have lain some- 
where between the Euphrates and the Orontes. Yasbuk 
suggests the spelling pr>a*. 

I E C B I  [BAL], E N  N O B  [A]), the supposed name of a 
Philistine giant (see RAPHA), 2 S. 21 16 (not mentioned 
in z Ch. 20). The words so read, however (given more 
accurately in Kt. with 1 instead of *), have to be taken 
with their context. Notice first, with Wellhausen, that 
the closing words of w. 15, iii qy.1 (EV 'and David waxed 
faint '), are very inappropriate in a description of a single 
combat. The verb should probably be q!, while iii 
appears to conceal the name of the giant with whom 
David fought ; thus we get the sense ' and . . . arose' 
(cp I S.1748). The two opening words of w. 16 should 
obviously be read 2j? n @ ~ ,  'and they (Le . ,  David and 

1 I Ch,. 1111 reads 'chiefof the thirty'(Kt.), or 'chiefof the 
knights. 

2 K.itte1 (SBOT) suggests that the K a L V a  uat U O ~ O K ~ J *  of @ 
stands for KaLYa, uo,l3orap=xar Lauopo(r)ap, whence we should 
restore ' Ishbaal ; cp Marq. 17und. 16. 
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ISHBI-BENOB (Ktb. 2j7 IW+, Kr. '3 +?@,; 

. .  

The former is read in S. by Be. and Gr. 

successor was, not ISHBOSHETH (nfa d*v), but Ishbaal, 
and they account for the form Ishbosheth ( 'man of 
shame'-ie., of the shameful idol), and for the faulty 
pronunciation Eshbaal by re1;gious scruple ; see Hos. 
216 [IS]$, and cp Hos.910 Jer.324 1113 and d of 
I K. 1825 ; see also JERUBBAAL ; MERIBAAL. Bosheth 
for Baal gratifies the love of alliteration. 

ii. Jastrow thinks .that Bosheth in Ishbosheth and Mephi- 
hosheth is a distortion of Besheth, which is the name of a Bahy- 
lonian deity, as inferred from such names as Mutibagti, 'man of 
Bast,' and suggests that Bagt (powerful?-cp barfa, Am. Tab. 
p i  5 )  may have been a designation of the consort of Baal (JBL, 

111. There is, however, still another explanation which may 
seem to avoid some of the difficulties of both these views (see 
MEPHIBOSHETH). 

I. The youngest son of Saul,' and, under the tutelage 
of ABNER [q.~.], his successor. His authority is said 
to have extended over ' Gilead, the ASHURITES (Asher- 
ites? Geshurites?), Jezreel, Ephraim, Benjamin, and (in 
fact) all Israel' except Judah ( z  S.  2 9   IO^). That his 
capital was fixed at Mahanaim on the E. of the Jordan 
shows that Saul's house felt itself safer in Gilead2 

than within reach of the Philistines, unless indeed we 
suppose with Winckler that Ishbaal was gradually 
pushed by the conquering David into trans-Jordanic 
territory. So much at all events is certain, that Ishbaal 
was a political nonentity ; the true chief of the house of 
Saul was Abner. Ishbosheth or Ishbaal was too young 
for his position (the statement as to his age in 2 S. 210 
implies a wrong chronological scheme), and equally 
devoid of shrewdness and courage. The precise amount 
of truth in the story of the dispute concerning Rizpah 
( z  S. 37-12) cannot be determined ; Winckler indeed 
hazards the conjecture that Abner murdered Ishbaal in 
the hope of becoming king himself. The tradition or 
legend, however, ascribes Ishbaal's death to two of his 
captains. But the story is difficult. To  a man 
'reckoned ' as belonging to the same tribe as theni- 
selves (see BEEROTH, BENJAMIN, § 3), who had also, 
when they came upon him, the sacredness attaching 
to a sleeper (see DAVID, § 11, col. 1032, n. 2), and 
who was above all ' the anointed of Yahwe,' they dealt 
afatal blow (2 S. 4 ~ - 7 ) . ~  

A plausible explanation has been given by Ewald 
(Hist. 3118 136). The two reputed Benjamites may 
have been descendants of the Canaanites, and have had 
to flee to G~TTAIM (g .v . )  from the Canaanitish town of 
Beeroth, when Saul ' put to death the Gibeonites ' ( 2  S. 
4 3, cp 21 2). The murder of Ishbaal would in this case 
be the performance .of the sacred duty of avenging 
bloodshed.4 

The Greek forms of the name are i43wu805 [Jos.], LepouOBe [Bl, 
[e I iepouBa~ [AI, eiu/3aah [cod. 93 ; Aq. Symm., Theod.]. In  
2 S.* 3 s  occurs the odd reading pcp&3&9e [BL], -Bat [A], hut 
rQouBs [Al'f a? in 3 7 and A?  bg.1 ib. SI : rsupaah [As., Symm. 
Theod.]. If the view maintained elsewhere (MEPHIDOSHETH) 
be adopted, the form 'Ishbosheth' has a better claim to he 
adopted than Ishbaal. 

2. Either Ishbosheth (or a name which may underlie 
Ishbosheth ; see MEPHIBOSHETH) or Ishbaal seems to 
be the true name of the first hero on the list of David's 
mighty men, which is to be restored in 2 S. 238 I Ch. 
11 11 (see JASHOBEAM). If we may follow the prevalent 
theory, Ishbaal is to be preferred; but in either case 
the name of David's hero has undergone a strange 
transformation. Anticipating the explanation given 

1 Another corruption of the name appears to occur in ISHVI 
v.] in I s. 1449. 

['b Wi. (Gesch. 2 1498 )  has tried to make out that Saul was 
reallya Gileadite of Jabesh who conquered the tribe of Benjamin, 
which had previously had the leadership of N. Israel on this 
side of the Jordan. 

3 The scene is vividly represendd in @, which in v. 6 is to be 
preferred to MT (Driver Budde H. P. Smith etc.). 

4 It should be observed, howder that 2 S. 4 ;b, 3 is a marginal 
gloss of uncertain age and aulhority (We. TBS 161). It 
bas heen suggested that David's treatment of the two captains 
is in a line with his treatment of the Amalekite who slew Saul 
z S. 1 14. But is this tradition to be trusted 1 See SAUL, ISRAEL: 
5 16 ; cp Wi. Gesch. ii. q5J: 

94l.P. 19.63. 

But see SAUL I. 
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ISHBOSHETH ISHMAEL 
his men) tarried in Nob' ; they should be replaced 
either after iep 'with him,' or before 111 071 (v. IS).  

The latter position is that recommended by Kittel 
(Kau. NS), who, appealing to the Gasou uIbs of QJL (see 
below), finds in in (end of ZI. 15), pronounced l is,  the 
name of David's antagonist. At any rate it seems 
plain that the words rendered ' and Ishbi-benob ' should 
rather be read ' and tarried in Nob,' unless indeed we 
boldly correct Nob' into 'Gob,' and 'Gob '  into 
REHOBOTH [q.~.] .  

Wellhausen, Kittel, and Rudde read ' Gob ' for 'Noh ' com- 
paring w. 18 f: in MT. This is either, ioo much or too 
little. Wy know of no place called 'Gob ; but we do know 
of 'Noh. It remains worthy of consideration, however 
whether the hold step mentioned above would not really be 
proof of true critical circumspection. 

If ' Nob ' is correct it may mean the place called Nobe 
by Jer. and now known as Beit Nzida, which is on an old 
road from Ramleh to Jerusalem, a little to the NE. of 
Aijalon and some 13 m. NW. of Jerusalem. Though 
really more than 700 ft. above the sea-level, it lies on 
flat ground. Twice in 1192 Richard I. stayed here 
with his army, nor can it be denied that it was a natural 
place for David and his men coming from Jerusalem 
(see DAVID) to tarry in, awaiting the Philistines (vv. 
qj!, QJL Kul C&?dOv 6aut6  ai Ga6ou uibs twas K . T . ~ .  ; 
Pesh. has, ' and David and Joab and Abishai feared the 

ISHBOSHETH (ne3 b+F), 2 S. 2 8 3 41 f EV 
giant '). T. K. C. 

(following MT).  . See ISHBAAL, I : MEPHIBOSHETH. 

a title of BENAIAH (q.v., I )  in 2 S. 2320 RVmg.--Hai 
is a fragment of @aiZ ( 'valour') ; the lost letter is 
supplied in the Kr. ( $ g - d y p ) ,  with which I Ch. 1122 

EV follows. ' The son of a valiant man ' (EV), how- 
ever, is only half right ; -73 ' son (of),' which was added 
by a scribe's error, should be omitted with QJBA (dvhp 
abrbs-i.e., [ ~ ] m ~ # y ,  unless atr6s is a corruption of 
6uvur6s). After all, it may be best to read h n n i 3  W*N 11 
'p, 'son of a Jerahmeelite of Kabzeel' (Che.). 

ISHHOD (?in b+e), I Ch.718 RV, AV ISHOD (9.v.).  

ISHI (+@by), in mg. of EV rendered 'my husband' 
(so QdBAQ 0 A N H ~  MOY), the antithesis to Baali (Hos. 
216 [IS]). 

ISHI (+Vd+, (i 51, abbrev. from ISAIAH (?);  C F E ~  

ISH-HAI, the son of ('il-E"K-p, yloy IECCAI [LI), 

(yioc A N A P O C  AYNATOY [BAL]) agrees, and which 

See HOSEA, 5 6. 

. . . _  . . . .  
[a], iecei [AI). 

I. A Jerahmeelite, representing the sons of Appaim, I Ch. 2 31 
(iarpqh [B] LEU~JOUBL [L]). See JERAHMEEL, z a. 
.- 2: Mentidned in a Judahite genealogy; I Ch. 4 zo(es [A], CBWOL 

'"i! Mentioned in a Simeonite genealogy; I Ch. 442 (rewetlev 
[Bl, Lcwoue [Ll). 

4. A Manassite, I Ch. 524 (L6wu.L [L]). 
ISHIAH (@!), I Ch. 7 3  ; RV ISSHIAH, I. 
ISHIJAR (V@!), Ezra1031 AV. 

ISHMA ( K p e ,  5 51, abbrev. from ISHMAEL?), an 
obscure place- or family-name in I Ch. 43T (parma [B], 
IECMA [AI, CAM&& paAaBaa [L]). 

(h&'p9, 'El hears' ; [€]lCMaHA 
[BADEL]) and ISHMAELITES, ISHMEELITE, I Ch. 2 17 

Position. AV (')Kpp@.; ICMAHh[EIITHC [BAL]). 
I. Ishmael, the son of Abraham and 

HAGAR ( q . ~ . ) ,  is the personification of a group of tribes 
who were regarded as near kinsmen of the Israelites. 

Their wild mode of life is admirably portrayed in the account 
of their ancestor-' he shall be as a wild-ass among men : his hand 
shall be against every man, and every man's hand against him ; 
and he shall dwell (as a dangerous enemy) over against all his 
brethren ' (Gen. 16 12). Another passage states only that Ishmael 
dwelt in the desert and was an archer (Gen. 21 20). 

According to some statements the home, or original 
abode, of Ishmael was the wilderness to the S. of 
Palestine as far as the frontier of Egypt. When Hagar 

See ISSHIAH, 5. 

ISHMAEL 
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is driven forth together with her child Ishmael, an angel 
appears to her in the desert of Beersheba (Gen. 21 14). 
The other account places the appearance of the angel 
' between Kadesh and Bered ' (Gen. 16 14). BERED 
(q... ) is obscure ; but the site of Kadesh ('Ain Kudnis) 
is no longer doubtful (see KADESH, i. 5 I). The state- 
ment in Gen. 1614 agrees with the passage which 
represents Ishmael as dwelling in the wilderness of 
Paran (Gen. 21z1)-i.e., the N. part of the Sinaitic 
peninsula. His mother was an Egyptian (Gen. 163 
25 12 ; cp MIZRAIM, 0 26). The corresponding word in 
another account (Gen. 219) may perhaps be a harmon- 
istic addition by the compiler ; the same narrative, 
however, mentions that Ishmael's mother took him a 
wife out of Egypt (a. 21). On the other hand Esau, 
the ancestor of the Edomites, marries a daughter of 
Ishmael (Gen. 289 363) ; in both passages she is 
expresdy designated as the sister of Nebaioth, Ishmael's 
firstborn : but whilst in the former passage she is called 
Mahalath, she bears in the latter the name of Basemath. 
In Gen. 2634, however, Basemath is another wife of 
Esau. How this confusion is to be explained we cannot 
say ; but it seems clear at least that the references to 
Ishmael's connection with Egypt on the one side and 
with Edom on the other, accord with the geographical 
position of the Ishmaelites in the N. of the Sinai desert. 
This, moreover, is the region explicitly assigned to them 
in Gen. 2518, though there we read that their domain 
extended much farther in the direction of Arabia, for 
such is doubtless the meaning of the phrase 'from 
Havilah,' whatever uncertainty there may be as to the 
precise position of HAVILAH (T .v . ) ,  or as to the 
author's conception of it. The idea that the Ishmaelites 
were actually spread over this wide territory agrees with 
all that can be ascertained respecting the 'sons' of 
Ishmael. 

According to Gen. 25133 ( = I  Ch. 1 ~ 9 3 : )  Ishmael 
had twelve sons ; these are to be regarded as eponyms 

of tribes or localities. In this case we 
2* ~~~~ have even less right to attach a strictly 

literal sense to the number twelve than 
in the case of the twelve sons of Israel (cp ISRAEL, 5 2, 
GENEALOGIES, i. 5 5).  Nor is it possible to ascertain 
whether at any time there were twelve tribes forming 
some kind of religious confederation under the name 
of Ishmael-Le., ' God hears '-or whether the tribe of 
Ishmael, in consequence of its superiority, came to be re- 
garded as the father of several smaller tribes, or whether, 
finally, this classification be due to some other cause. 

That the genealogy cannot be treated as the expression of a 
fixed political system is abundantly clear from the fact that in an 
ancient narrative (Judg. 8 24) the Midianites are reckoned among 
the Ishmaelites, whereas, according to the genealogical lists in 
Genesis, Midian was a step-brother of Ishmael. 

The name of Ishmael must have played a considerable 
part in very ancient times. Soon, however, it fell com- 

In I Ch. 2730 
the chief overseer of David's camels is the 
Ishmaelite Obil, which may be plausibly 

explained as a Hebrew, or specifically Ishmaelite, form 
of the Arabic E M ,  ' camel-herd ' (see ABEL). Another 
Ishmaelite (but see ABIGAIL, 2 ; ITHRA) married a cousin 
of David and was the father of the military chief Amasa 
(I Ch. 217 : iupu?Xln/s [L], see AMASA). Moreover, J's 
version of the story of Joseph describes the people who 
brought Joseph into Egypt as Ishmaelites (Gen. 3725 
27286), whereas E. calls them Midianites (aE renders 'in 
by irpa~XTrut in v. 28). The Yahwistic narrator (8th 
century 8. c. ?) speaks of Ishmaelites carrying spices on 
their camels from Gilead to Egypt ; he must therefore 
have been acquainted with Ishmaelite caravans engaged 
in traffic of this kind. In subsequent times we hear no 
more of Ishmael as an actually existing people ; for the 
mention of the Ishmaelites, together with several other 
ancient peoples, in Ps. 837[8] (Maccabzan), is a mere 
figure of speech referring to some hostile nation of the 
author's own time. 
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3. Refer- pletely into the background. 



ISHMAEL ISHMAEL 
On the other hand, some of Ishmael's ' sons' are 

mentioned later, and even very much later ; we find *. Nebaioth, them, moreover, in several places separ- 
ated by considerable distances. ( I )  The 
first-born, Nebaioth, not unfrequently 

appears as Nubaitu (not to mention slight variations of 
spelling) in Assyrian inscriptions' (see Del. Par. 296f., 
Schr. KAT(*) 147). As an example may be cited 
the great inscription of AHur-b51ii-pal (668-628 B. c. ), 
KB2217T This fribe seems therefore to have dwelt 
in the Syrian desert or farther S.  Its name is not to be 
confounded with that of the NABATACANS. 

(2 )  A considerable number of passages in the pro- 
phetical and poetical books make mention of KEDAR 
(p.. . ), which is invariably described as a desert people 
in the fiill sense of the term. 

The Assyrian inscriptions several times mention the Kidw or 
Kadru (see Del. 0). cit. 299, Schr. KGF TOI A, KA Ti9 
147 A). Once, in an inscription of Ah-hsni-pal ,  tlie name is 
used even as a synonym of Arabia (seeKBZzrgL, with the 
variants there given). Furthermore, Pliny (511, $ 65) refers to 
the Ccdrei as an Arabian tribe in the neighbourhood of the 
Nabatieans (cp also OSPJ 111 17). 

From these passages we may conclude with tolerable 
certainty that the tents of Kedar were pitched in the 
Syrian desert, perhaps encroaching upon Arabia proper. 

(3) Adbeel is identified by Del. (Par. 301f.) with 
the /d iba ' ih  or Dibi'iCa (?) of Tiglath-pileser 111,'s 
inscriptions. Their home, he states, was SW. of the 
Dead Sea, towards the Egyptian frontier-it-., in the 
ancient territory of Ishmael (but cp ADBEEL). 

(4) Dumah is probably the eponym of the oasis of 
Dumd or DzZrnat-eZ-/andaZ, now usually called aZ-@f 
(about half-way between Damascus .and al-HGI, the 
present capital of Nejd), on the S. border of the Syrian 
desert. 

In Pliny6z8(8 157) the place appears as Domatha, in Ptol. 
518asSoiparl?a, and in Steph. Byz. on the authority of the well- 
informed Glaucus, as 8odpaOa. Sek DUMAH. 

(5) Massa seems to occur in Ass. as Mas'u (mentioned 
with Tern%), a N. Arabian tribe (see Schr. KB 2 21, K G F  
261 etc., KAT on Gen. 2514, Del. Par. 302). Cp 
MESHA [i.] (Gen. 1030). 

(6)  Tema (Timii', ' south country,' from the root Nn', 
cp its synonym Teman from p) is doubtless identical 
with the modern Teimk or Timd (in the N. of the 
Hijaz). Tema was unquestionably one of the most 
important stations on the ancient trade route from 
Yemen to Syria. On its historical importance and on 
other biblical references see TEMA. 

( 7 ) .  Jetur was one of the tribes that waged war with the 
Israelites settled to the E. of the Jordan (I Ch. 519). 
From v. IO it would seem that they dwelt there in the 
times of Saul. This is, however, probably wrong ; but 
the position may be right for the Chronicler's time. The 
domain of Jetur must accordingly have been not far from 
the Israelite Peraea ; somewhat fuller information on the 
subject may be obtained from Strabo (753, 755, 756), 
who places the Ituraeans, a people doubtless identical 
wtih Jetur, in the southern part of the Antilibanus, and 
also, it would seem, in the eastern spurs of this monntain 
range. The Iturcei or Ityraei* are not unfrequently 
mentioned during the ages in question. They were 
partially subdued by the Jewish king Aristobdus I. 
(107 B.C.) and compelled to adopt the Jewish religion 
(Jos. Ant. xiii. 11 3); buf it is scarcely probable that they 
remained faithful to the Mosaic law. Afterwards this 
country, like many other districts of Syria, served a 
succession of masters, until in 50 A . D . ,  on the death 
of the last Iturcean king Sohemus (Sohaim), it was 
finally incorporated with the province of Syria (see Dio, 
4632,  Appian, Mithr. 106, BdZ. Cia 5, 7, IO; Eutrop. 

1 Quite' distinct from this are theAramiean Na6aiu (of 
Tiglath-pileser 111. and his successors), who appear to belong 
to a Babylonian subdivision (see KB 2 9 9 3 ) .  

2 The spelling Eturrei occurs once in a military inscription 
( C I L  3 3446). On two inscriptions IaToupaLos, see AIDPV, '99, 
P. 83f: 
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6 14 ; Strabo, Zoc. cit:; Diol 59 12 ; Tac. Ann. 12 23). 
The Ituraeans were an unusually savage people, and the 
neighbourhood of, Damascus suffered much from their 
depredations (Strabo, 755) ; ' omnium gentium maxime 
barbaros, ' says Cicero in speaking of them (PltiLz$$. 2 44). 
See JETUR, ITUREA. 

Like the Ishmaelites of old, the Iturieans used the how as their 
chief weapon ; several authors mention Ituraean archers in the 
armies of Rome (see Cicero, Zoc. c i f .  BdZ. Afric. 29; Lucan, 
Pltars. 7 230, 514 ;. Vopiscus, Aureliai, IT ; and compare Vergil 
Georc. 2448; Vibms Sequester in Riese's Gmc. laf. %in. 158)) 
Similarly, in Latin inscriptions dating from the time of the 
Emperors we read of Ituriean soldiers (e.g. C I L  34367, 4368, 
4371). In some of the passages above mentioned the Iturieans 
are represented as Arabs (cp also Pliny, 523=5 81), whilst in 
others the Arabs and the Iturieans are distinguished. In the 
fourth century after Christ the name of this people seems io 
have been obsolete. No genuine tradition as to Jetur or any of 
his brethren is to be found in Arabian literature, and the sole 
surviving traces of their existence are the geographical names 
Domi  and Terns. 

(8)  Naphish occurs in I Ch. 5 19 together with Jetur, 
among the enemies of the Reubenites ; but nothing else 
is known of this tribe. See also MIBSAM, MISHMA, 
HADAD, KEDEMAH. 

Whether the language of the tribes who bore the 
names of Ishmael and of his sons was more nearlv 
6. Language. related to Hebrew or to Arabic remains 

The former view an open question. 
might seem to derive some support from the OT. 
That a few of these tribes are occasionally described as 
Arabs would prove nothing to the ccntrary, for in the 
O T  the term ' Arab ' does not necessarily convey the 
precise ethnographical and linguistic sense which w e  
attach to it at present (cp ARABIA, I, 3). In favour 
of the hypothesis that the Ishmaelite language was at  
least closely akin to that which we call Arabic, it may 
be mentioned that in an Assyrian inscription (KB 2 216) 
the god of Kedar bears the name of Afar Samain; 
here Atar is the Arabic 'Athtar ,  not the Hebrew 'Ashtar, 
whilst Samaiit admits of being taken as an ancient 
Arabic plural of Samd, 'heaven.' Of the Iturzean 
proper names in the inscriptions ( C / L  3 4367 4371) some 
are undoubtedly Aramaic, others probably Arabic ; but 
from these facts no certain conclusion can be drawn 
with regard to the original nationality of the people in 
question, as niust be apparent to any one who is 
moderately well acquainted with the personal names of 
those times and countries. Still less can we build an 
argument upon the Arabic name Suhaim, which was 
borne by the last Ituraean king, for of the use of this 
name there are other instances in Syria at that period, 
and it is moreover quite uncertain whether this Suhaim 
was himself of Iturzean extraction. 

The occasional use of the name Ishmael in later 
times, long after it had become obsolete in reality, as a 
designation of the Arab race, and the theory of the 
Muslim genealogists, who regard Ishmael as the 
ancestor of one half of the Arabs, cannot be derived 
from any independent native tradition ; it must be 

2. b. Nethaniah b. Elishama; the murderer of 
GEDALIAH (q... ), whom Nebuchadrezzar had made 
governor of Judah after the captivity of Zedekiah (Jer. 
40 8 41 [LXX, 47 8 and 48 ; iupaqA B" vid. in 
4891). The terrible episode is briefly told elsewhere 
(see ISRAEL, § 43). It is enough to mention here 
that it was an act of vengeance on the Babylonians. 
who had overthrown the family of David, to which 
Ishmael himself belonged. This conjecture is not 
only intrinsically probable, it appears to be proved 
by the fact that not only Gedaliah and his Jewish 
attendants but also the Chaldzeans who were there' ( i . e . ,  
at Mizpah), namely, the warriors, fell victims to the 
rage of Ishmael. Another person was not less eagerly 
bent on this fell deed-this was the Ammonite king 
Baalis-the same perhaps who, at the beginning of 
Zedeltiah's reign, had sought to induce that king t a  
head a confederacy against the Babylonians (Jer. 27 3). 
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ISHmIAH 
With Baalis Ishmael designed to place the captives 
whom he carried away from Mizpah, among whom 
were relations of his own-certain ’ daughters of the 
king,’ whom Nebuzaradan had left. The plan was 
deeply laid ; but word of it had got abroad, and but 
for his unsuspecting simplicity the honest and patriotic 
governor might have escaped (Jer. 40 ~ j f . ) .  Treachery 
came t o  the aid of revenge. First, Ishmael and his ten 
companions were entertained at a meal by the hospitable 
governor, and then, perhaps at night, they set upon their 
host and all who were about him, and slew them. Even 
certain pilgrims, who arrived the next day with offerings 
forthe ‘houseofYahwB’ ( i . e . ,  thesanctuaryofMizpah?), 
were nearly all cruelly Put to death, lest they Should 
spread the news. Their dead bodies were thrown into 
the ‘ great cistern ’ (Jer. 41 9 ; we follow 6 )  which ASA 
( 4 . ~ .  ) had long ago constructed in MIZPAH. This 
done, Ishmael and his caravan moved northward. 

-possibly the ancient reservoir, the remains of which 
,may still be seen on the W. side of the hill of el-l ib 
(see GIBEON, $4). This gave time for Johanan (one of 

,Gedaliah’s captains) to come up with them. Ishmael 
and his ten warriors had to give way to superior force. 

escape to the Ammonites. The seventh day of Tishri 
(the seventh month), the day of Geddiah’s murder, was 
long observed by the Jews as a fast-day (see SHAREZER, 

’\. b. Azel of the family of Saul (1 Ch. 8 38 944). 

revolution (z Ch. 23 I). 

(uapa7A [B], -at+ [N])=I Esd. 922, ISMAEL (~up,~+os  [BAI). 

They paused by the great waters that are in Gibeon’ 

Two of them were slain ; the rest made good their 

4. Father’of ZEBADIAH (q.v.) (z Ch. 19 I T  ‘ om. B). 
5. b.. Jehohanan, a captain who took ’part in Jehoiada’s 

6. One of the b‘ne PASHHUR among the priests in the list of 
Ezra1022 those with foreign wives (see EZRA i., $ 5 end). 

T. N . ,  no. I ; T. K. C., no. 2. 
ISHMAIAH ($np#, 5 33, 8 Yahw& hears 3 ; 

I thirty,’ I Ch, 124 (Av 

1 Ch. 2719 c & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  [BAL]). 
overseer of David, I Ch., 27 ‘9 ; see DAVID, 

1. A Zebulunite, an 
11 c [i,]. 

2. A Glbeonite, one of 
ISMAIAH, crapeas [N]) ; see DAVID, $ 11 a [iii.]. 

ISHMAEL, I. 

9 KYDP*)), I Ch. 2 17 AV. See 

ISHIERA1 (97y&, abbrev. for 1 YAW& keeps’ ; 
ChM&P€l [BIv l€C&Mhpl [A13 IhCCHM. LL1!: b. 
Elpaal in a genealogy of BENJAMIN (q.v., § 9, 11. p)  
(I Ch. 818f) ; perhaps the same as Shemer or Shemed 
in v. 12 (see SHAMED). See JQR 11 103, I. 

ISHOI), RV Ishhod (l\T@,, as if Tinwq,  I man 
O f  glory ’), one of the sons Of HAMMOLEKETH (4.V.) ; 
I Ch. 7 r6T ( I C A A ~ K  [B], coyh [A], IECC. [L] ; 
Virum-decorum [Vg.]). 

As thelists of P a n d  thechronicler sometimes seem tocontain 

f ~ ~ ~ ~ a f ~ ‘ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ g ~ ~ ; s 6 ~ ,  ~ ~ ~ ~ ? ~ ,  ~ $ g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ $  ‘ Jegar-sahadutha’ in Gen. 31 47 ; see GILEAD, HAMMOLECHETH. 

ISHPAH (?I@), I Ch. 8 16 RV, AV ISPAH [g;~.]. 

ISHPAN (\?$!* § 54. meaning obscure), b. shashak$ 
a Benjamite ; I Ch. 8 z d  ( I C ~ A N  [B], ec. [AI, IEC. 

ISHSECHEL, in R V w ,  represents the $$ $98 of 

RV ,a man of discretion 9 (aNHp cbXwX [B], c&xz 
[A], A. CYNETOC [L]). A proper name seems wanted. 
Did the editor this phrase for an illegible 
name? More probably we should read i p k ; ,  Issachar 
(cp I Ch. 26s). 

ISH-TOB (AV 3lPVvK, [e ] lc~wB .[BAL], ISTOB 

[Vg.], e&&fiPesh.]) is mentioned with Aram-beth- 
‘rehob, Aram-zoGah, and Maacah in 2 S. 10 6 8 (but not 
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ISHMEELITE ( $ .. :*. 

T- K. C. 

ELI). 

8 where AV has I a man of 

T, c. 

ISLE, ISLAND r 

in 11 I Ch. 19 6 9). According to AV, it is the name of 
a state (otherwise unknown) which furnished twelve 
times as many warriors as Maacah. It appears certain, 
however, that the words ‘ a thousand men ’ after ’ the 
king of Maacah ’ (see RV of v. 6) should be omitted ; 
they must have arisen, by corruption of the text, sub- 
sequently to the time of the Chronicler (see I Ch. 19 7). 
Kittel(in Kau. HS)and Budde(in SBOT) preserve’and‘ 
before ‘ Ish-tob ’ ( 1 ) ~  d ’ ~ 1 ) .  This, however, is hardly 
natural ; it seems better to read iw) 21~) W’N nN ’ (the 
king of Maacah) Ish-tob, and with hinl , . . (see 
Klo.’s note). Ish-tob is apparently the name of tile 
king (so Jos. Ant. vii. 6 I ,  Klo., Wi . ) ;  or rather, it is a 
substitute for his name, for it only describes the king as 
a 6 man of Tob.’ RV renders ‘the men of TOB ’ (4.v. ), 
which is philologically quite possible, though here 
improbable. The second reference to Ish-tob (21~) v(t”1, 
v. 8) may be an interpolation from M T s  version of V. 6. 

ISHUAH (q@), G ~ ~ .  46 I7 AV RV I~~~~~ (q ,  v. ), 

ISHUAI ($)@), 1Ch:730; andIshui(’!~),IS.1449;  

T. K. C.  

KV I ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  I ,  2. 

ISHVAH (n$!o § 541 ‘he worthy,’ CP BARJESUS, 
1 a) ,  one ofthe Sons Of ASHER : Gen. 4617 ( IECC&,I [A], 

Iscoy& [D], -0yp [L], AV Ishuah) ; I Ch. 7 30 
(I[€lCOY& [BA], lhCOY& [r;13 A v  ISUAH). The name 
is absent from the parallel list in Nu. 26 44. 

ISHVI ($)e, 42; cp ISHVAH). I .  b. ASHER 
[q.nP 41 Gen. 4617 (AV ISUI ; ~[e]oyA [ADL])=Nu. 
26 44 JEsU1 ; Ifcoy [B*L1, lECOYl IECC. 
[FI)=I Ch. 730’(AV IsHUAI ; ICOYI  [B], IeCoyl [A], 
leccoyo [L]). The gentilic Ishvite (AV JESUITES) 
occurs in Nu. 2444 (~€coy[s]i  [BAL], IECC. [F]). 

2. The second of the three sons of Saul mentioned 
in I ’‘ 1449 (AV lsHul; teuuLouX LBI, luoUeL LA], 
‘euulOU IL1). eAL represents the form 1%”=1%’H which 
is doubtless an alteration for h v ~  (CP 1 Ch. 8 33),  see 
ISHBAAL, I. All four names are given by the Chronicler 
( I  Ch. 8 33). 

@ evidently read 9 after w, and Ewald (Hist. 3ro8), Well- 
hausen, Driver, and others conclude that i ~ i ~ = i ~ m ~  or I ~ ~ W K ,  s 
transformation of i y ~ w x ,  Ishbaal (see ISHBAAL I). This is 
slightly forced and as Klostermann points out, Isdvi is replaced 
in I S. 31 2. it is &rely obvious that the notice in 14 49 with 
anatural kind of art prepares the way for that in 312.’ But 
it would be rash to ’say with Klostermann that the two names 
may be synonymous. ’1v’ is simply due to textual error. The 
scribe wrote ‘Jonathan, Malchishua, and Melchishua’ instead 
of ‘Jonathan, Ahinadab, and Malchishua. But of the first 
v1V3>k  all that remained was yiv’, which was corrupted into 
‘)a*. The first three letters became effaced. That Ishhaal 
is not mentioned has already been accounted for. (He was not 
on the fatal battlefield. @’s reading is but a guess.) 

T. IC. C. 

ISLE, ISLAND (’8 ; d usually NHCOC, but 
in Is. 41 j 42 4, Bdhacua in Jer. 25 zz Esth. 10 I [also Dan. 11 IS 

~$$~~$~$,& !::e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; k ’  2. ~~$~~~~ ::: 
421% In Jer. 47qAV‘country’andin Jer. 25zzAVmk. ‘region.’ 

~ v ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ ~ : a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ‘ ~ ~ n e , ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~  ??$ 
sense we expect, and this could perhaps best he reached by read- 
ing D’lrl(with Oort, D&m, Gritz, Kittel)or rather ni>$. ‘ Far 
countries’isnot a hadrenderingof Lowthinsomeotherpassages 
of Is. 40-66-0’IN seems to connote distance. 

The biblical writers draw within the circle of their 
hopes and aspirations a number of countries which were 
accessible by sea. ‘Islands’ for ‘far countries‘ is also 
a common Phrase in Certain Egyptian records. ‘ Islands 
in the midst of the sea,’ ‘ the lands of the sea,’ and ‘ the 
end (Or, of the sea’ are Phrases used in the Same 
connection with special reference to the coasts of Greece 
and Italy (WMM As. tl. Etlr. 334 359 363 369). 
The later OT writers constantly use the term, and we 
find the ‘isles of ELISHAH’ (Ezek. 27g),  the ‘isles of 

1 Cp Saad.’s rendering of O’!! in Is. 23 13. 
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ISLE, ISLAND ISRAEL 
KITTIM’ (Jer. 210, Ezek. 2 7 6 )  ; Phcenicia, too, and 
Caphtor are ‘isles,’ according to EV of Is. 232,  and 
RVmg. of Jer. 47 4. This rendering is defensible in the 
passage in Jer. (if CAPHTOR [p.v.] be Crete), but not in 
that in Is. The occurrence of n:? 3 ; ~  in Is. 1111 (6 
is arbitrary) is a subsidiary argument for making this 
verse and its context post-exilic. The writers of the Pro- 
phecy of Restoration (Is. 40-55, see ISAIAH ii., s 1 6 8 )  
appeal to the ‘ islands ’ or ‘ far lands ‘ to interest them- 
selves in the successes of Cyrus and the rescue of the 
Jews. They even say that the ‘far lands wait’ 
(longingly) for Yahwb and for the teaching of his 
servant (Is. 4 2 4  51 5 ; cp Ps. 971). Very different 
language is used by a later prophet (Is. 59 IS), who 
evidently belonged to a period of disillusionment, when 
the Gentile world (see GENTILES) seemed wholly given 
up to wickedness. I Islands ’ in Ecclus. 43 23 (n.:!, 

ISRAEL 
CONTENTS 

v+~ous), and ‘island’ in Job2230 (AV) are corrupt. 
On ‘ wild beasts of the islands ’ see JACKAL (4). 

T. K. C. 
ISMACHIAH ($il:?up!, ‘Yahwi: sustains,’ zg 

44 ; cp SEMACHIAH), a Levite, temp. Hezekiah; 
2 Ch. 3113f (ca~ax[s]ia [BAL], L adds uexwtas and 
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The mountains of Canaan are world-famous because 
they are the scene of the history of the Israelites-a 
history. of gradual growth, brief prosperity, and slow 
yet glorious decline. For the original roots, however, 
of the people of Israel we must look elsewhere than in 
the land where its history was lived. It  was not till 
it had become a growing tree that Israel was trans- 
planted to Canaan, nobler already than when it first 
appeared, a wilding of the desert. It is true that in 
relating their reminiscences the Israelites expressed 
themselves as if in the very earliest times their people had 
been a full-grown tree planted in Canaan. Unquestion- 
ably in this mode of regarding the facts one can see 
the workings of a primitive nature; it makes the task 
of ascertaining the historical facts doubly difficult. 
Events of the wilderness period, which never come into 
the full daylight of history as they actually happened, 
are presented in a false light when they are related as 
events in the life of a united and settled people living 
and thinking under quite other conditions, such as Israel 
did not attain until centuries afterwards in Canaan. 
Thus the attempt to describe the first beginnings of 
Israel demands the exercise of all the skill and tact that 
the historian can command. First of all, he must make 
it his business to remove the materials of his story out 
of the false light in which he finds them. He must not 
carry back the settled and fully organised Israel of the 
land of Canaan into the wilderness, but must begin 
with separate pastoral tribes such as they were there. 
Next, he must constantly bear in mind the peculiarities 
of the narratives he works with-their legendary char- 
acter, their conformity to a scheme, their didactic 
purpose (see HISTORICAL LITERATURE, z 8). 
At the same time, he must not allow his readers to 
forget the impossibility of reaching conclusions at once 
definite and certain about the beginnings of Israel. 
What can be done in this obscure period is really 
only tentative. It would be perverse, however, to 
be altogether silent, and so the attempt must be 
made. 

The scene of the movement which resulted in the 
creation of Israel as a people is the wilderness lying 

1 On the name see JESHURUN. 
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S. and E. of Palestine : more precisely, that portion 
of it which borders in the N. and W. 

desert home. on those lands of ancient civilisation, 
the regions of the Euphrates and the 

Tigris, of Syria and Egypt. The pastoral tribes that 
had their abode there, in as  far as they can be reckoned 
as  ancestors of Israel, belonged to the North Semitic 
stock, probably to the Aramzan group. 

This, at  least, is the assertion of Israel’s own later tradition 
when (I) in the patriarchal histories it uniformly represents it; 
nearest kinsmen of pure blood as being Aramaeans (Gen. 24 
29#.), and (2) in the liturgical formula preserved in Dt. 26 5 it 
designates its ancestor as a ‘ wandering Aramzan ’ (cp AXAM, 
5 3, col. 278). The name ‘ Hebrew,’ far from contradicting this, 
actually confirms it, for ’??p means one who comes from the 
lands bordering on the Euphrates (l??? ‘pp, Is. 7 Z O ) . ~  Nor  
is the philological difficulty, that the Hebrew language is not 
Aramaic, of any weight. What we now call Hebrew i s  
precisely the language of Canaan (Is. 19 IS), which makes i t s  
appearance in the Amlrna tablets as early as 1400 B.C. ; and the 
oldest Aramaic with which we are as yet acquainted (cp the 
Sam’al-Zen’irli inscription of King Panammu, temp. Tiglath- 
pileser 1II.J approaches the Hebrew of the land of Canaan very 
closely; the difference is one only of dialect (cp ARAMAIC, 0 2). 
It may be conjectured that the language of the Bedouins of that 
period, on the borders of the cultivated territory of Syria, was 
very similar to this Old Aramaic. If some of their clans or 
tribes migrated into Canaan and settled there, the exchan e, as 
far as language is concerned, was thus only one of dialect.# 

Our earliest notice of these pastoral tribes is met with 
on the Egyptian monuments. Within the period of the 

2. In what nineteenth dynasty certain Edomites 
(see EDOM, s 3)  seek admission into 

I s ~ ~ ? ~ $ p , ~  Egyptian territory, and Rameses 111. 
(20th dyn. ) commemorates a defeat he 

had inflicted on the Seirites (.ry~i.). Now, the Edomites, 
as we know, are reckoned in the O T  as blood relations 
of Israel. It  is a matter of indifference whether these 
‘shepherds’ (Sasu) found the means of subsistence failing 
them in the over-peopled wilderness, or whether the 
pressure of other tribes behind forced them westward over 

1 See further HEBREW LANGUAGE $ I and cp EBER. 
2 [On the other hand it is most uhlikily that there was any 

Aramazai element of importance in Palestine as early even 
as the time of;Solomon (cp ARAM): Israel’s theory of a 
general Aramaean origin may have arisen from the circumstance 
that somnb of the tribes belonged to a N. Semitic stock; cp 
GENEALOGIES i., $ 4 ; TRIBES.] 

1, original 
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the Egyptian border. We must at any rate regard 
it  as a parallel case when Israel's ancestors sought 
admission into Egypt and received permission to feed 
their flocks in the land of Goshen-ie., the neighbour- 
hood of Saft el-I;Ienne (Gen. 4510 4634, etc., J).l  
Ilere they continued to observe the customs and usages 
of nomads, and consequently were regarded by the civil- 
ised Egyptians as utter barbarians who had neither part 
nor lot in their own public life. As to the period of 
this immigration into the eastern part of the Nile Delta, 
and the duration of the sojourn, we have no trustworthy 
data. Nor is it easy to say which of the ' twelve 
tribes' of Israel took part in it. According to the OT, 
indeed, all of them did so ; but it can easily be shown 
that this representation is not historical. The number 
twelve is itself artificial and conventional, as among other 
peoples.2 Nor can it be even plausibly made out from 
the narrative that all the ' twelve tribes' were con- 
temporaneous (Simeon and Levi, Cen. 49 5-7; Benjamin, 
Gen. 35 16-20 ; the ' grandchildren ' of Jacob-Ephraim 
and Manasseh, Gen. 488-22). Several of them first 
came into being in Palestine itself. It  is only of Joseph 
that the OT itself predicates any specially close con- 
nection with Egypt (cp JOSEPH ii., § 11). In his case 
the tradition is clear ; and the connection can hardly be 
purely imaginary, though it is now inipossible for us to 
discern distinctly the historical nucleus of truth through 
the veil with which legend and poetry have enveloped 
it. T o  Joseph are to be traced back not only Manasseh 
and Ephraim, but probably also BENJAMIN [g. D. $5 I ,  31 
{the three together being equivalent to Rachel) : in other 
words, Israelstrictly so-called. It  is probable that Israel, 
like Ishmael or Jcrahweel, was originally a tribal name, 
assumed (like that of Joseph?) in contradistinction from 
,other tribes of Hebrews, by the clans which had 
sojourned for some time in Egypt; but, since at a 
later date, in Canaan, the name embraced the whole 
people, we can understand how the later legend came 
to represent all the tribes which had had a share in the 
conquest and settlement of Canaan as having also taken 
part in the Egyptian sojourn. 

The Exodus, historically viewed, is but one in a long 
3. The Exodus, series of movements having (in 

general) as their common goal the 
civilised land of Canaan. 

Among the Bedouin tribes of that period, MOAB ~ ~ ~ A M M O N  
(qa. $$ 3) seem to have been the first to become sedentary (cp 
however GAD 8 7,L-Moab on the E. of the Dead Sea ; Ammo: 
on the &E. .f Moab on the Up er Jabbok (Dt.2 ref. .of: . 
Their examp!e was fdllowed by tge Edomites (cp EDOM, 8 41, 
who settled on both sides (and cbieflyon the E.) of the Wndy 
el-'Araba. Their success exercised an irresistible fascination 
upon the tribes of the adjacent wilderness. These felt themselves 
touched with the breath of God, and their aimless wanderings 
gave way to a planned movement,-they now aimed a t  Canaan I 

When and where they made their first inroad we 
know not, nor are we concerned to do more than trace 
the share wbich Israel took in this movement. We 
may, however, note in passing that the frequently sug- 
gested parallel between the Habiri of the Amilrna 
tablets and the cpy~y of the OT does not, from this 
point of view, seem wholly inadmissible : only, it must 
not be so understood as to make the Habiri identical 
with Israel. 

From the confused mass of tribes and clans the 
august figure of Moses stands out in bold relief. The 
name is Egyptian (see MOSES) ; tradition reckons its 
bearer (doubtless because he was a priest) to the 
tribe of Levi. He was a shepherd in the service of 
Reuel (or, according to another account, of Jethro), 
the priest of the Midianites, and was also his son-in-law 
(Ex. 216-22 ; Hobab, son of Reuel, Nu. 1029-32 ; Jethro, 
Ex. 31 418 181 8 ; on the other hand, a Kenite, 

See EXODUS i. 

1 See GOSHEN i. 
2 The Hebrew genealogists have either to mention Joseph 5s 

one tribe, tomake room for Levi (Gen. 46 ~ g f l . ) ,  or to omit Len,  
'80 that Ephraim and Manasseh can be counted separately (Nu. 
7 20-47). The number.twelve may be the result of compromise 
(see GENEALOGIES i., $ 5). 

Judg. 116 411). It may safely be assumed .that the 
Midianite priest exercised an influence on Moses' work 
(Ex. 18 Nu. 10). The Midianites are repeatedly spoken 
of as merchantmen well acquainted with the trade routes 
(Gen. 371836 Nu. 1031) ; and we may be sure that all 
the news brought by caravans, about events in  the 
wilderness and in the settled lands on which it bordered, 
never failed to reach the ears of their priest. Among 
other pieces of information came the news that the warlike 
AMOKITES (coming down from the north ; cp col. 1586, 
top) bad invaded the territory of the Ammonites and 
Moabites in the districts to the E. of Jordan, and after 
conquering it for the most part, had founded within it 
two kingdoms-a more northerly, with Asht2rath and 
Edrei  as^ its tw-o great towns, and a more southerly, 
with Hesbbon for capital. Perhaps the vanquished may 
have called upon the wilderness tribes that were related 
to them to assist in doing battle with the victors; 
perhaps the tidings of what had occurred may have 
been inducement enough to form an expedition against 
the cultivated country beside Jordan. At all events, it 
was Moses who had the insight to take control of the 
movement and who became its leader. 

At the mountain of God (Horeb, see SINAI), the legend 
runs, Moses heard the call of Yahw& his tribal god (Ex. 
36, ' the god of thy father' : cp 184) tosummon back into 
the wilderness the tribe of Israel now sojourning in Egypt, 
and to give it a place in the forward movement. Moses 
betook himself to Egypt and demanded permission for 
the tribe of Israel to depart, the God of the Hebrews 
having commanded them to observe at Horeb, in the 
wilderness, a sacrificial feast-that of the Passover (Ex. 
51-3 825 [ZI] 8 108-10, cp 312 18). This appears to 
have been a skilfully chosen pretext. The demand, as 
relating to worship, was one that could with good reason 
be made, and the refusal of it must put the Egyptians 
in the wrong and rouse Israel's anger. Refused, how- 
ever, it was. The explanation of this in the legend is 
that the Egyptians required the presence of the Israelites 
for forced labour on the building of the treasure cities, 
PITHOM and RAMSES. Still here and there (Ex. 8 28 [ ~ 4 ]  
10 1.3) we catch glimpses of Pharaohs real suspicion. 
Not impossibly the Egyptians were acquainted with 
what had been happening on the borders of the 
Jordan, and with the agitation of the wilderness tribes, 
the growth of which, as being perilous to their suzerainty 
over Canaan, they wished to arrest. In the end, how- 
ever, Pharaoh finds himself compelled to give the tribe 
of Israel the liberty to migrate that it asks, and Moses 
leads his shepherds with all their belongings-after the 
manner of pastoral peoples in their migrations-out of 
Goshen to the wilderness. 

Both the routes which lead across the narrow isthmus 
between the marshes of the eastern branch of the Nile 
and the northern extremity of the Red Sea (IWT) into 
the wilderness were blocked by walls and defensive 
works. Accordingly, when the Israelites had reached 
the vicinity of Pithom (Heroonpolis) I-at that time 
the present Gulf of Suez stretched so far inland-an 
Egyptian army suddenly presented itself in their rear. 
Escape seemed impossible : the wall and the water cut 
them off. The men despaired of deliverance. Moses 
alone did not flinch. He led Israel right up to the 
shore of the Gulf, the waters of which were being driven 
back by a strong east wind. Taking this natural 
phenomenon, perhaps already familiar to him, as a 
favourable token from YahwB, he caused the forward 
march to be continued during the night over the sea- 
bed that had been left dry, and the eastern shore 
was safely reached. The pnrsuing Egyptians were 
embarrassed by their war-chariots, and in the morning 
the waters began to return to their natural state and cut 
the enemy off. ' Thus YahwB saved Israel that day out 
of the hands of the Egyptians; and Israel saw the 

1 See EXODUS i., 0 1 0 8  ; GOSHEN i. 
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Egyptians dead upon the sea-shore, and the people 
feared Yahwi:, and they believed in YahwB, and in his 
servant Moses’ (Ex. 143of:). 

Moses had summoned Israel ouf of Egypt, in the 
name of Yahwi:, to war, and victory h-ad come to him 
before he had lifted a weapon. For all those who had 
lived through the experience it was a manifest work of 
God. The clans, which were already related by blood, 
felt themselves drawn together by a new bond of union 
through the common deliverance which God had vouch- 
safed to them. By the undreamed-of success he had 
achieved, Moses was accredited without question as the 
mouthpiece of God, and the people cheerfully yielded 
him obedience. He led them to Horeb (Sinai), the mount 
of God ; and that was the scene not only of the sacri- 
ficial feast of which he had spoken to Pharaoh, but also of 
the institution of the Israelite’ religion. A manifest work *, The new of God, a prophet of God to interpret it, 

a community of men who had experienced 
it and understood it-such were the con- 

ditions under which the new religion arose. It was 
based neither upon the order of nature as a whole nor 
upon the manifestation of any particular force of nature, 
but was called forth by events in human history, events 
in the spiritual life of men. 

From this we perceive that in the religion instituted 
by Moses we have to do with a new apprehension of 
God. The name YahwB, certainly of primitive anti- 
quity, and thus no longer capable of explanation by 
us, tells us nothing as to the nature of the G0dhead.l 
Certain expressions in the O T  (e.g., Gen. 1924), and 
perhaps also the conception that underlies the CHERUB 
(4.n. § 7 ) ,  would seem to indicate that Yahwi: was origin- 
ally thought of as a divinity of the sky. What was 
peculiar to and characteristic of the conception of God 
in the new religion was that he was not thought of as a 
personification of any natural force whatever, but was be- 
lieved in as the lord over nature. He was not regarded 
as the one only God ; but he was thought of as being the 
god to whom none of the other gods could be compared 
(as is shown by the old proper name Micah ; see NAMES, 
$ 37, MICHAIAH). His might, therefore, was terrible ; 
he was greatly to be feared. He was, moreover, con- 
tinually present in Israel ; which made his help a cer- 
tainty, but was a warning not to neglect him. Israel’s 
victories were to be his victories ; Israel‘s disasters 
were chastisements from him. The ordering of justice 
in Israel was to’ be determined and maintained by 
Yahw& ; he was Israel’s Lord and owner (5~2, see BAAL, 
3 I ) ,  for Israel was his handiwork. He had his abode 
in Sinai or Horeb, it is true ; but he was not the deity 
of any land or city whose power and enjoyment of the 
gifts of civilisation he guaranteed. Being a wilderness 
deity, Yahwk was not attached to any definite place in 
the same degree as the gods of the more civilised 
peop!es : he went wherever his people went. 

The community which YahwB created meant more than 
a mere natural union of the clan and the tribe. The 
whole, it is true, continued to be confined within the 
tribal limits and to retain the tribal organisation ; but 
the manifest work of God (the deliverance from Egypt) 
and the religious construction that was based upon this, 
founded all anew on a higher and historical basis, 
that had expression and evidence in the divine name, 
now filled with a new meaning. What bound the 
community together for the future as well as for the 
present was the exclusive worship of YAW& (monolatry), 
the system of law introduced and practised by Moses, 
the source and guardian of which was YahwB, but above 
all the hope of possessing the land of Canaan. Moses 
made the conquest of Canaan, as a divine command 
and promise, an article in the religious constitution. 
The name Yahw& thus acquired a strong power of 
attraction for the desert tribes, as in its turn it gave the 

1 Its occurrence in North Syria-also among Aramzans?- 
has recently been proved (see further NAMES, 5 112). 

religion. 
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higher sanction of faith to a movement somewhat re- 
sembling that of the Arabs against the Byzantine 
empire. The war-cry was in the name of Yahwi: ; the 
sacred ARK (q...) instituted by Moses was the symbol 
of YAW& the war-god who went forth with his people 
(Nu. 1035f: ; [h1w] nws v5i-i n?;  zS. 62). How 
many tribes at the outset put their faith in YahwKs 
summons to war and entered into covenant with him by 
oath we do not know ; doubtless Joseph or Israel 
(properly so called) formed the kernel of the new 
religious community. 

Moses was the founder of the religion of Israel and 
the leader in YahwB‘s war ; he was priest of the sanctuary 
he had set up (Ex. 337-11), and, as such, he was also 
supreme judge (Ex. 18 Nu. 16156). A later age called 
him a -prophet (”23 ; Hos. 12 13 [14] Dt. 18 15), and 
even unique in his kind (Nu. 126-8) ; this, too, was 
not substantially incorrect. But lawgiver in the 
traditional sense, as author of the Pentateuch (nim, 
b vbpos, Jn. 117), or as the framer of a particular kind 
of government, the theocratic (Jos. c. Ap. 216), Moses 
certainly was not. 

In  Ex. 24 and 34 we still meet with traces indicating that the 
oldest tradition knew of certain ‘words of Yahw+’ or ‘covenant- 
words’ which had come down from the times when the religion 
was founded. These words, however, have been so mixed up 
with non-Mosaic matter in later collections of ordinances that we 
are no longer in a Dosition to clear the Mosaic kernel. Sneaking 
generally,-we ma$ say there can be no doubt that Moses; during 
the period of his judgeship, established legal principles or rules 
which became norms and precedents for succeeding times. But 
it is impossible, out of the collections of laws that have come 
down to us to answer the question what these actually were ; 
for every on’e of the collections in question dates from times in 
which Israel had already accomplished the transition to the 
agricultural life. See LAW LITERATURE. 

Nevertheless, Moses remains the founder of Israelite 
law, just as much as he is the founder of Israelite 
religion. Israelite law-jus and fas-was, in fact, the 
essential part of the Israelite religion (?in? 377, Gen. 
18 19 ; ’t ap+, Jer. 54). Apart from the fundamental law 
that Yahwk alone was to be sacrificially worshipped, 
Moses appears to have retained the traditionary and very 
simple customs of the wilderness in matters of worship ; 
even images were not forbidden. In 2 K. 184, for 
example, the brazen serpent is carried back to Moses (cp 
Nu. 216-9, see NEHUSHTAN). In fact, we may be 
certain that it was in the sphere of worship that 
primitive customs (totemism, animism) continued to 
survive with greatest tenacity (cp IDOLATRY). The 
worshipping community, strictly so-called, continued 
to be the clan, as before (cp GOVERNMENT, § 8). With 
the above representation cp MOSES, PROPHECY. 

Through the foundation of the religion by Moses the 
political and economical currents of the wilderness were 
5. Movements directed into a new and deeper channel, 

the waters of which were augmented 
wilderness. from a new source. The mysterious 

source of faith, touched by God, had 
opened, and now poured forth its stream with elemental 
power ; the flood laid hold of and swept along all that 
it could reach. Indeed, if testimony were needed to the 
power of Moses’s personality, it would certainly be 
found in the fact that he established himself as leader of 
the movement, gaining the upper hand over all out- 
breaks of impatience or despondency, yet without 
quenching the enthusiasm. For there were many 
delays. A long waiting-time was devoted to self- 
concentration and to experimental efforts at Kadesh 
Barnea, now ‘ A n  Kudis (Nu. 2016 13 Dt.146; see 
KADESH, 3 I), from which the mountain of God,’ Sinai 
or Horeb, the scene of the founding of the religion, was 
probably not far distant. Relations were entered into 
and unions formed with the neighbouring or kindred 
tribes (e.g., Midianites, Kenites, Kenizzites), while 
collisions with hostile tribes (Amalekites) were not 
unknown. An attempt to penetrate into Canaan by 
the shortest way-i. e . ,  from the south-proved un- 

in the 
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successful (Nu. 13J Dt. 120-45 Nu. 21 I )  : but the con- 
jecture may be ventured that the peoples known as 
Kain and Kenaz were originally small groups which 
remained within the limits of Canaan as the result of 
this attempt1 The first real advance was gained by the 
flood of immigrants on the road to the land eastward of 
Jordan ; thence it was easy to enter Canaan. Again 
and again the devastating waters broke through the 
slight harriers of public order in the civilised territory 
-principally, it would seem, in two main irruptions, the 
second of which was of such force that it covered 
Canaan for centuries. 

The details of the movement cannot now be given. 
I t  is hardly possible to trace them, for tradition invariably 
gives the events of the wilderness life as if they related 
to the entire nation of Israel such as it was when finally 
settled in Canaan, and thus distorts the (presumable) facts. 
Moreover, all the narratives for the most part spring out of 
legend ; many of them, also, have a purely didactic purpose. 
Legend laid hold of these occurrences with avidity; in the eyes 
of the hostswhoactuallytook part in them-animatedand exalted 
by religious faith-they were extraordinary, miraculous : how 
much more so they must have been in the memory of the people I 

We  can, however, perhaps still discern in dim out- 
line the arrival of separate bands upon agricultural 
soil, and their attempts at settlement there. For if 
we compare the order of the tribes of Israel-the 
twelve sons of Jacob (Gen. 2931 3518)-with the 
notices we possess of their first appearance, their settle- 
ments, and in some cases their early disappearance, we 
are led to conjecture that Israelite legend has placed at 
the head of, the list those tribes which were the first to 
become sedentary, while those which were the last to do 
so are enumerated last. This criterion admits of being 
applied with tolerable certainty in the case of the first 
four Leah tribes (Reuben, Simeon, Levi, and Judah), 
as also in that of the tribes of Rachel (Joseph and 
Benjamin) ; and it may, accordingly, be conjectured that 
the younger Leah tribes (Issachar and Zebulun) were 
placed between these two groups out of regard to the 
time of their settlement in Canaan. The position of 
the Bilhah tribes (Dan and Naphthali) and of the 
Zilpah tribes (Gad and Asher) is obscure. Why were 
some assigned to Rachel, and others to Leah? Only 
this much can safely be asserted : they had come into 
existence not in the wilderness, but in Canaan.2 
Leaving these questions aside (see the articles on the 
several tribes) let us try, out of what can be discerned, 
to form for ourselves some picture of the manner in which 
Israel entered Canaan. 

In virtue of its natural situation between such re- 
nowned seats of primeval civilisation as  Babylon and 

But, first, as to Canaan itself. 

6, Canaan; its Egypt, Canaan had at an early period 
civilisation itself become civilised. The oldest 
politics, .culture of Syria, as a whole, was mani- 

*... festly derived from Babylon : Northern 
Swca immediatelv borders on the religion. 

Euphrates, whilst Egypt, on the otger hand, is separated 
from Southern Syria by a desert journey of several days. 
The peaceful influences of trade and the inroads of war 
had, accordingly, brought Babylonian culture to the 
West as early as the third millennium B. c. (cp CANAAN, 
0 9, TRADE). How closely the whole life of the 
inhabitants of Syria about 1400 B.C. was dependent on 
the culture of Babylonia and Egypt is attested for us in 
a tangible manner by the 'Amgrna tablets3 consisting 
as they do, for the most part, of letters in the Assyrian 
language written in Babylonian cuneiform characters, 
and addressed from Middle and Southern Syria to the 
Egyptian kings, Amen-hotep 111. and Amen-hotep IV., 

1 [For the view that Caleb and Jerahmeel were among these 
groups, see EXODUS i., 5 6 ; HEBRON, 0 I ; JERAHMEEL, JOSHUA 
ii., 5 15 ; KADESH i., $ 3.1 

3 [Tell el-'Am&rna is the site of the town built by Khu-en- 
aten or Amen-hotep IV., near the Nile, ahout 180 m. S. of 
Memphis. Here the tablets were found in 1888 in the tomb of a 
scribe of Amen-hotep 111. and Amen-hotep IV. See 
CHEDORLAOMER; s' 5 ; CANAAN, 5 IO ; EGYPT', 0 55.1 
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about the year 1400 B. C. They confirm the knowledge, 
previously derived from the Egyptian inscriptions, that 
from the time of the eighteenth dynasty (Thotmes I. and 
'I'hotmes 111.) Syria had been under the suzerainty of 
the Pharaohs, a sovereignty which continued into the 
tenth century to'he reasserted, though in a fitful way, 
from time to time-then becoming merely nominal, 
till finally Palestine fell into the hands of the Assyrians 
and the Babylonians. In this way Egyptian civilisation, 
beside that of Babylon, acquired a formative influence 
on Syria ; the country had for long Egyptian governors 
and Egyptian garrisons ; and Egyptian monuments were 
erected. It was this twofold fertilising stream-from 
the Euphrates and from the Nile-that produced the 
peculiar civilisation of Syria and gave it the mixed char- 
acter it possessed, although in the domain of religion 
and mythology the Babylonian substratum continued 
to prevail throughout. 

The most important representatives of this civilisation 
were the Hittites and the Phenicians. Whilst the 
political power of the Phenicians was limited to a narrow 
strip of coast in Middle Syria (see PH~NICIA) ,  the 
HITTITES (4.v.) moulded between the Orontes and the 
Euphrates a great empire which continued to subsist 
until about 1200 B.C. In the south, in Canaan 
properly so-called, there were, as the 'Am&rna letters 
let us know, many petty princes, kings of cities, who 
ruled over the territory immediately adjacent to their 
capitals. They acknowledged the Egyptian suzerainty, 
but manifestly regarded it as a means of maintaining 
their own petty power, partly zgainst envious riyals who 
were constantly accusing them before the pharaoh as 
rebels, and partly against the hostile inroads of foreign 
peoples (Amorites, Hittites, and Habiri ; cp CANAAN, 
$5 1 2 8 ,  and see above, 3). Thus, for example, we 
find 'Abd-ljba of. Jerusalem protesting his loyalty to 
the Egyptians, while complaining of neglect on their 
part. Indeed the land seems at this period to have 
been denuded of its Egyptian troops, and the sover- 
eignty of the pharaohs to be falling into decay. 

The religion of the inhabitants of Canaan belonged to 
the class of Semitic nature-religions. Originally their 
deities were simply personified forces of nature (e.g., 
sky, sun, moon, thunder); but from their close con- 
nection with the civilisation of the country they had 
become the protectors of the most important human 
activitities and relations, such as agriculture, vine- 
culture, law, medicine, and war. The cultus showed 
manifold variety. The changing scene of life and death 
reproduced itself now in wild and extravagant sensuous 
revelry, now in the infliction of cruellest pain. Self- 
surrender and' self- renunciation before God found ex- 
pression even in the sacrifice of children (see FIRST- 
BORN). Yet the daily pursuits of the Canaanites- 
agriculture, gardening, vine-culture, cattle-rearing-. 
impressed upon the worship, in the greater part of the 
country, especially in the ' hill-country' strictly so- 
called, a very simple, rustic character. Its forms 
may be supposed to have been on the whole uniform ; 
yet, on the other hand, there was no such thing as a 
common order, hut rather a multitude of local cults. 
The deities worshipped were for the most part not 
called by their proper names, but designated as the 
' lord ' or ' lady' of the place where they were worshipped 
(e.g., Baal of Hazor, Baal of Hermon, Baalath of Gebal ; 
see BAAL, I, NAMES, 42). The place of worship 
had an altar; beside (or upon) which was a sacred 
pillar (my!, see MASSEBAH), a sacred tree, or its re- 
presentative a sacred post (@E : see ASHERAH), and, 
if the place aspired so high, an image of the god, with 
a priest and a house for it (see IDOLATRY). The more 
level districts of the country, especially those places 

1 Thus for example, the so-called Stone of Job in the HaurZn 
was ideniified by Dr. G.  Schumacher of Haifa in 1891, a i  being 
an Egyptian monument bearing the portrait of Kameses 11. Cp 
EGYPT, $ 5 8 ,  n. I. 
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which were touched by the important trade route 
between the Euphrates and the Nile (see TRADE), 
were, properly speaking, the seats of civilisation ; the 
mountain country, on the other hand, was the home 
of the simplest, peasant-like manners and customs. 

In the trans-Jordanic region the frontier between the 
settled parts and the area wandered over by Bedouin 
shepherds was unstable (GAD, 5f. ,  IO), and, conse- 
quently, the ordinances of the civilised life of Canaan 
were much less stringently observed. It has already been 
said that at the time of the onslaught of the Israelite 
warrior-hordes there were here two Amorite kingdoms, 
under kings named Sihon and Og, by whom the territory 
of the Ammonites and the Moabites had been seriously 
infringed on. These Amorite kingdoms, regarded by 
the Israelites as hostile territory, formed the first point 
of attack ; the invasion was begun at the southern 
frontier on the banks of the Arnon ( Y E d y  eL1W5jX6) : 
Nu. 2113 Dt. 2 2 4 8  See GAD, 8, 11. 

It is probable that the struggle in the trans-Jordanic 
region was begun bv the four Leah tribes-Reuben. - " I  ,. Israelite Simeon, Levi, Judah. The Amorite 
immigrations. king Sihon was defeated at Jahaz on the 

borders of the wilderness, and Heshbon, 
his capital, with the rest of his kingdom, conquered up to 
the Jabbok. The king of the more northerly kingdom, 
which had its chief seats at Ashtaroth and at Edrei (by 
the YurnzGk), the gigantic Og (Dt. ~ I I ) ,  was vanquished 
at  Edrei (Der'&). The tribe of REUBEN appropriated to 
itself the southern portion of the conquered territory 
(northward from the Arnon), and cattle-breeding con- 
tinued to be its chief occupation (Nu. 32 Judg. 5 15f: ). 
The final settlement of the more northern territory seems 
not to have come to pass till a later day ; on the other 
hand, Simeon, Levi, and Judah pressed on into the 
country to the W. of Jordan, and settled in the district 
of Shechem, and to the N. of that. When the in- 
dependence of one of their clans (Dinah, called the 
daughter of Leah), which had settled in the city of 
Shechem itself, was threatened by the Canaanites, 
Simeon and Levi broke the compact that had been made 
with these, and massacred them wholesale (see DINAH). 
But the outrage brought destruction on their own heads. 
The tribe of Levi was scattered, and the few remnants 
of Simeon were driven to the extreme southern limits of 
the laud, where at a later date they had settlements 
alongside of Judah (Gen. 34 495-7 [cp We. C N z 1 3 J  
354$]; ,Gen. 37 12 17?). The tribe of Judah migrated- 
voluntarily or under compulsion ?-southward, along the 
western slope of the hill-country in the neighbourhood of 
Timnath and Adullam, formed connections with the 
Canaanites, suffered repeated losses, and finally obtained 
a permanent footing only by means of alliance with 
families that had their seats farther to the south (Perez 
and Zerah ; Gen. 38). 

The first impact of the Hebrew tribes had effected no 
permanent changes in the territory west of Jordan; 
but it was otherwise with the second. How long the 
interval of time between them may have been we are 
unable to determine ; perhaps the traditional forty 
years of wandering in the wilderness (Am. 525, see 
WANDERINGS) originally referred to this period. The 
connection-no doubt there was a connection-be- 
tween the two immigrations is obscure. It  is even 
doubtful what share, if any, Moses had in the first 
assault. For, of course, Moses accompanied the ark ; 
but this came up only with Israel properly so-called 
(the Rachel tribe of Joseph), so that we may take it 
that Moses arrived in the territory east of Jordan 
later than Reuben, Simeon, Levi, and Judah. In 
Nu. 16 I 12-15 25$  an obscure reminiscence of disputes 
between Moses and certain Reubenite families has been 
preserved ; perhaps on this occasion Reuben and other 
tribes may have broken loose from the leadership of 
Moses and taken their own independent way. Those 
who came after had at least one thing to thank their 
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predecessors for : the way to the Jordan lay open, the 
Amorite power that barred it was destroyed. Yet the 
Rachel tribe of Joseph also seems to have paused, or to 
have been detained, for some time on the Moahite 
borders. For the hostile intentions of the Moabites, 
of which at a later date Israel was wont to speak in 
connection with the legendary figure of the Aram=an(?) 
Balaam (Nu. 2 2 3  Josh. 249). probably concerned this 
tribe (hut cp BALAAM, $5 I, 3 8 ) .  The Midianites, 
too, seem even then to have taken up an unfriendly 
attitude towards Israel (Nu. 224725 312-20 ; cp, however, 
MIDIAN, 3) .  

Moses did not himself reach the goal of the move- 
ment. Even in legend every trace of him disappears 
on Mt. Nebo, from the summit of which he is repre- 
sented as having viewed the Promised Land ; his grave 
remained unknown. A strange ending which even the 
later version in Dt.lg7J 4 x J  3 2 4 8 3  Nu.2712-14 does 
not succeed in making historically clearer. He lived 
only to see the first sproutings of the seed he had sown; 
a long time had yet to elapse before it took firm root 
or brought forth its first-fruits. The OT, indeed, 
speaks of Joshua as having been his successor, but only 
from the point of view that Israel was led to its goal by 
him. That Moses had any single successor is not to  
be supposed ; in point of fact, he had many-warriors, 
priests, kings, prophets, scholars-each of whom in his 
own time and in his own way advanced or maintained 
the great work of the founder. 

JOSHUA ( 4 3 .  i.), already mentioned in Ex. 33 II as the 
' minister ' of Moses a t .  the sanctuary, was simply the 
leader of the house of Joseph-Israel strictly so-called. 
The accounts of the book of Joshua, indeed, represent 
him as at the head of all the Hebrew tribes, even of that 
of Reuben. And, inasmuch as Joshua's victories laid the 
foundation of the possession of Canaan not only for 
Joseph but also for all the other tribes, this feature in 
the tradition is easily intelligible. But it is not historical; 
it is contradicted by what we read in Judg. 1 (cp 
JOSHUA ii:, 13 8). What actually happened was 
that Israel, escorting its sacred object, crossed the 
Jordan to Gilgal (see ARK, 5 4) and conquered Jericho, 
Ai, and Bethel (Josh. 2-8 Judg. 122-26), the last- 
named being a commanding site on the ridge of the 
hill-country, and at the same time an ancient 
seat of Canaanitish worship. It  appears to be an 
original feature in the tradition that Israel under 
Joshua waged a ruthless war against the Canaanites, 
that it regarded them as ' devoted ' (DTn) to Yahwi, and 
therefore extirpated them (see BAN). It  is certain, how- 
ever, that the ban of YabwA fell only on those who 
attempted to offer armed resistance to the victorious 
course of his hosts, and not even on these in every case. 
In this matter, tradition has on the whole generalised ; 
all the more credible and instructive, therefore, are the 
exceptions which it records, such as the case of Gibeon 
and the surrounding district (Josh. 9 ; cp 2 S. 21 2) .  The 
region occupied or subjugated by the house of Joseph 
lay, approximately, between the plain of Jezreel on 
the N. and the head of what is now called the WBdy 
Bet Hanina on the S. ; it was the best part of the hill- 
country (cp EPHRAIM, § 3). If the younger Leah tribes 
really entered Canaan earlier than the tribe of Israel (= 
JOSEPH ; g.v. i. ) and the Bilhah and Zilpah tribes came 
into being there (by mixture of race), we may well 
suppose that they profited by the victories of the 'house 
of Joseph,' and even that in some cases Joseph actually 
fought their battles. It is possible to conjecture that 
such facts underlie the narratives of Josh. l O J  (with 
Josh. 11, however, Judg. 4 ought to be compared). 

According to the statements of the OT, the Hebrew 
tribes never come in Canaan into conflict with a power 
of any magnitude-only with minor potentates among 
whom there was no firm bond of union. It  is otber- 
wise, however, in an inscription found by Prof. Flinders 
Petrie at Karnak, which speaks of a victorious fight 
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of Me(r)neptah the son and successor of Rameses 11. 
with ' Israel ' in Palestine itself. Although the style of 
the inscription is far from being that of a sober historical 
narrative, we may learn from it ( I )  that even in Canaan 
itself ' Israel' had to fight with the Egyptians, and (2) 
that as early as 1200 B.C. ' Israel ' was already in 
Palestine. Much, however, remains not clear. We  are 
not told where ' Israel' encountered the Egyptians in 
Canaan-W. or E. of the Jordan-and we do not 
know whether or not the Israel with whom the Egyp- 
tians fought was identical with the ' house of Joseph' (=  
Israel). Rameses 111. also fought in southern Syria 
(E. Mey. G A  I, § 263, GA 318J). Apparently, how- 
.ever, by 1200 R.C. Egyptian suzerainty in Palestine 
was no longer a reality but a name. At the same time 
the kingdom of the HITTITES (4. v., § 8) was, it seems, 
broken up into petty principalities by the onset of the 

peoples of the sea' (cp Meyer, G A  1, @ 263, 265). 
The successful occupation of Canaan by the Hebrew 
tribes will, accordingly, have to be assigned to the 
period 1230-1200 B.C., a time when a foreign power 
to control Syrian affairs and a home power that could 
unite the forces of the inhabitants in possession for 
purposes of effective resistance were alike wanting. 

Amid such favouring circumstances an entrance into 
Canaan was effected by Israel ; but it had not yet 

8. Gradual become a nation. A confederation of 
settlement. wilderness tribes is one thing ; a con- 

solidated, settled people is another. 
For this last the primary conditions are a permanent 
settlement and engagement in agricultural pursuits- 
conditions which in this case required more than one 
generation for their realisation. The settlement was 
carried on partly by warlike and partly by peaceful 
methods. The Canaanites were gradually pushed back 
(Ex. 232gf: =Dt. 7 z o a z z  Judg. 220-36). The Hebrews 
had already taken firm hold of the hill-country, while 
the Canaanites still dominated the plains by means of 
their dreaded war-chariots (Josh. 17 16 Judg. 119). In 
each case the details, we may be sure, worked out 
differently (cp GOVERNMENT, 5 118). Where the con- 
querors had the upper hand entirely they violently took 
their possessions from the vanquished ; those who up to 
this time had been masters had now to till the soil 
as serfs for the victors. Where the balance of power 
was more nearly equal, or where it varied, treaties were 
no doubt ultimately formed (connubium and commer- 
cium), so that Canaanite clans were received into the 
Israelite union of tribes, or, conversely, Israelite families 
became settlers in Canaanite cities (see ABIMELECH 2 ; 
SHECHEM ; and cp Judg. 1 2 7 8  353) .  

One consequence of the transition to an agricultural 
life now became apparent-the difficulty of maintaining 
the original tribal organisation (cp GOVERNMENT, 15). 
The land had been divided into communes or districts, 
and the new-comers began to reckon in terms of these ; 
names were chosen in accordance with dwelling places. 
Thus one group of families of the tribe of Joseph which 
had become separate from the rest was called ' the  
Southern ' (Ben-jamin, ]*?;-ia) because it occupied the 
most southern part of the whole territory of the tribe. 
From its growing importance and especially its valour 
in war (Gen. 49 27), it received the rank of a separate tribe 
and came to be reckoned as the youngest son of Jacob, 
Gen. 35168 (cp BENJAMIN, I, 4). The remainder 
of the territory of Joseph, again, was divided between 
Manasseh (Machir) and Ephraim, who are designated 
as  grandsons of Jacob. EPHRAIM (§  13 ) was really the 
name of a district in Canaan, so that this division of Israel 
also was named after its seat. The permanent settle- 
ment of the clans loosened the old tribal bonds, and, 
more particularly, as one of its results, weakened the 
old defensive power. Judg. 1 shows what were the 

1 Cp Spiegelberg SifzungsZer. d. B e d  Ahad. 1896, p. 593 
5; Steindorff ZA?W 1896, p. 3 3 0 3 ;  Wiedemann, Mus6m 
('98), 1-19. S;e also E&T, $5 59f: 
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weak points of the Hebrew tribes in western Canaan. 
What happened in thecase of DAN (q .v . ,  i. )is particularly 
instructive. Unable to hold their own on the plain at 
the western base of the hill-country, they were driven 
back to the mountain land, but, not feeling secure even 
there, had no course but to migrate anew. They 
traversed the length of the territory-of Israel, not without 
plundering an Ephraimite settlement, and at the source 
of the Jordan subdued the district of the city of Laish, 
which thenceforth bore the name of Dan (Judg. 134  
17  3 Josh. 1947). The northern tribes of Naphtali 
and Asher found themselves for long-the latter indeed 
permanently-in the minority and at a disadvantage as 
compared with the Canaanites (Judg. 131 j? ; gZiZ hug- 
gzzyim = tialilee). 

It  would seem that much pressure was always required 
before the tribes could be got to renew the 'wars of 
YahwB' against the Canaanites ; the comforts and the 
pursuits of civilised life may well have impaiied the 
old ardour and delight in the business of war. Yet the 
religious conscience had not altogether gone to sleep. 
From time to time clan-chiefs of specially strong per- 
sonality appealed to it, and did not fail to arouse the 
old heroism. What the call to arms in the name of 
YahwB was then able to accomplish is like a reflected 
image of the warlike spirit of the earliest days of areligion, 
which was characterised equally by self- surrender to 
God, immovable conviction of his nearness and help, 
death-defying courage in the fight, wild enthusiasm 
after victory, and scorn, contempt, and even Gods curse, 
for all who refused to take part in the common cause. 

The evidence of this is seen in the unfortunately ill- 
preserved song known as the Song of Deborah (see 
DEBORAH I, 3 3; JUDGES, 1 7 ; POETICAL LITERA- 
TURE). Under the leadership of Barak and Deborah, 
the tribes bordering on the plain of Jezreel fight the 
Caqaanites under Sisera near Taanach. The 
Canaanites are defeated, for YahwB comes to the 
help of his people in a violent storm. It is remark- 
able that no mention is made of Simeon and Levi 
or of Judah, though there are references (in praise 
or in blame) to all the other tribes (four or five) in 
addition to those actually engaged (five or six). Here 
Israel already denotes more' than the house of Joseph. 
In fact, the song seems to take for granted that all the 
ten tribes which are mentioned ought to have obeyed 
the war-summons of Yahwb; in other words, that 
they all belong to Israel. When and how this more 
extended employment of the name of Israel came in- 
whether gradually or as the result of a single event- 
we do not know ; but the facts of the case seem to 
require the assumption that after a successfully ac- 
complished occupation of the land the tribes were 
united by a solemn compact, as the result of which the 
name of Israel acquired a wider meaning. This may 
have been the historical occasion of the Elohistic nar- 
rative of the folk-moot in Josh. 24 (cp JOSHUA ii., IO). 

On the borders of the land also the Israelite tribes 
had their work to do-in the first instance. in the E. 

9. Troubles The westward migrations out of the 
from without. wilderness were not yet at an end; 

other tribes sought to follow in Israel's 
footsteps. The Moabites, Ammonites, and Amalelcites 
had taken Jericho (Judg. 313) ; the independence of 
Reuben was already at an end, and Benjamin had 
become tributary to Eglon king of Moab, when Ehud 
b. Gera freed his tribe from this imposition. After 
assassinating the king in his residence (where?), he 
called out the levies of Mt. Ephraim and regained com- 
mand of the fords of the Jordan (Judg. 3). So Jephthah 
the Gileadite of Mizpah waged successful war, we are 
told, agiainst the Ammonites (and Moabites?) who 
threatened Gilead (Judg. 11). 

1 On the transition from the rule of the heads of the leading 
families of the respective cities to that of tribal chiefs or nipavvoL, 
see GOVERNMENT, $ 17. 
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Of greater importance, however, and richer in results, 

was the stand which Gideon, or Jerubbaal b. Joash, of 
Ophrah, a member of the Manassite clan of Abiezer, 
made against the Midianites. These nomads had 
invaded the territory of Manasseh with their flocks and 
tents, plundering and forcing into subjection the 
Israelites, who had formerly been their friends (Nu. 
lOzgfi)-just as the house of Joseph had at an earlier 
date treated the Canaanites. GIDEON (4. v.), filled 
with the spirit of Yahwe, led the levies of his clan- 
300 warriors-against the Midianites, surprised them, 
and put them to flight (Judg. 63-6 11-24 7 I 9-8 3). The 
story is a most instructive illustration of that union of 
religious feeling with warlike enthusiasm which character- 
ises the early period of the national development of Israel 
(cp Gideon's war-cry, ' For Yahwe and for Gideon ' ).' 

The event enables us to perceive how great was the 
chanee which in the meanwhile had come over Israel. - 

Attempts Once marauding shepherds, they had 
at consolida- become defenders of the agricultural 

tion. country-defenders against the cupidity 
of their former allies. Gideon himself 

rose to great consideration. His territory embraced the 
richest and most fertile part of the country from the 
plain of Jezreel southward to Shechem-a petty kingdom, 
it is true, yet already signifying more than the power of 
the earlier Canaanite kinglets. Here, for the first time 
since Israel's coming into Canaan, we observe a move- 
ment clearly pointing to a firm fusion of the parts into 
one whole ultimately to be gained. Gideon (if Judg. 
8 zzJ1: really rests upon genuine tradition) declined any 
hereditary lordship over his territory-anything of the 
sort seemed to him heathenish-hut after his death his 
(70) soils were accepted at first as masters. Soon the 
idea that monarchy is better than oligarchy (Judg. 9 z) 
found expressioii, .and, relying upon this, Abimelech 
b. Gideon, of Shechem, sought to secure for himself the 
sovereignty over the Shechemites. The Canaanite 
citizens of Shechem decided in favour of their kinsman 
by blood, and with their support he hired a band of 
armed men,who, under his leadership, massacredGideon's 
other descendants in Ophrah, Jotham alone escaping. 
Abimelech was now ac!ually made king by the 
Shechemites : and for three years he ruled over ' Israel ' 
--i.e., over the territory of Gideon (Judg. 922). Violence 
and injustice were, however, the characteristics of his 
rule, and, though his reign may have strengthened 
Israel's position in Canaan (for Abimelech doubtless 
felt himself to be an Israelite), this unpleasant experience 
of regal government cannot have disposed the Israelites 
to regard it with much favour (Judg. 97-20). See 
ABIMELECH, 2. 

The Philistines, like Israel, were immigrants in 
Canaan. The Dresent state of inanirv (see PHILISTINES) 

1 > \  

ll. Israel justifies the supposition that they first 
losesits in- appeared in Palestine in the age of 
dependelrce. Rameses III., perhaps somewhat later than 

the occupation of Canaan by the Israelites. 
They settled on the southern coast, and, as they were 
not very numerous, they soon adopted the language, 
religion, manners, and customs of the Canaanites.2 
Their strength lay in their formidable armour and in 
their general military superiority. The slopes of the 
neighbouring hill-country, peopled by clans belonging 
to Judah (and Dan), became their subjects. Farther 
north, too, they pressed on, and advanced into the hill- 
country, defeating the tribes of Israel properly so-called 
again and again. The last of these defeats reduced 
Israel to despair. After an unsuccessful battle the sacred 
ARK (g.v., 5), then kept at Shiloh, was brought into 
the camp in the belief that Israel would thus become 
invincible. Rudely indeed was the illusion shaken (see 
ELI). It  was an incomprehensible mystery, and morally 
as well as materially the power of Israel was broken. 

1 See JUDGES $8.  
e c p  also CAPHTOR, CIHERETHITES. 
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The land lay open to the Philistines, who stationed a 
governor at Geba (I  S .  133f: ; Gibeah, in 1 0 5  ; see 
RV mg.),2 and subdued and laid under tribute the more 
level country N. of Shechem as far as Carmel and the 
plain of Jezreel. It was probably at this time that the 
temple of Shiloh was destroyed (Jer. 7 12). 

The Ark itself had been carried away by the Philistines, 
but did not, according to the narrative in I S. 61, 
remain long in their possession. Its return to Israel, 
however, is not represented as having produced any 
great effect. The tone of feeling was perhaps so closely 
akin to despair that the recovery of the symbol of the 
presence of YahwB failed to revive the moral courage of 
the people. It  is a phenomenon which we cannot help 
regarding as strange (see ARK, § 5). 

From the midst of Israel itself was to proceed that 
new sense of strencth which could alone nerve it to - 
12. its task. The youthful people had 

been growing to maturity, and only 
under Saul. needed some one to awaken its 

dormant enerev. It  was the Drivileee 
consolidation 

a, I "  

of the seer SAMUEL (q.v., i.) b. Elkanah, we are told, 
to find the gifted man who could do this. How early 
tradition represented the first meeting of Saul and Samuel 
is told elsewhere (see SAUL, I , I ) .  Distinguished 
even in outward appearance, the young Benjamite im- 
mediately approved himself to the patriotic seer as the 
divinely appointed prince ( 1 7 ~ ~ )  of Israel. Soon the 
hesitation which Saul showed at first was dissipated. 
He was, in fact, changed by the ' spirit of God ' into a 
hero and enthusiast, who was successful in arousing a 
similar religions and patriotic zeal among his country- 
men. 

It  was in the danger which threatened Jabesh in 
Gilead, we read, that Saul first heard the call to action. 
Messengers from the besieged city had passed through 
all Israel, but found everywhere (we may presume) the 
same reception as in Gibeah ; there was much weeping 
and lamentation, but no helpful suggestion. Saul alone 
knew how to rouse the faint hearts of the Israelites. 
Like Deborah and Gideon before him, he proclaimed a 
holy war [cp, further, SAUL, I , 5 I, end, and notes], and 
the proclamation produced its wonted effect. In warlike 
enthusiasm Israel recovered its victorious might, and at 
the same time experienced the delivering presence of 
Yahwe. Jabesh was relieved, and the question whether 
the tribes should submit themselves to regal authority 
was decided in the affirmative. The need was indeed 
great. Unless some strong will should take command 
of such energies as still remained and unite them, 
Israel would be ruined. Influences which had thitherto 
served to unite its separate elements-faith, worship, 
military force, law, order-were not enough to secure 
prompt and united action of the aggregate. Monarchy 
was the one system already familiar in the life of 
Canaan that seemed capable of bringing the tribes 
together. There were no doubt some arguments urged 
against it-an opposition which, we may safely suppose, 
had two roots. For (I )  the Israelite love of freedom, 
an inheritance derived from the desert, was incom- 
patible with anything that brought servitude in its train, 
and (2) the religion of Yahwh seemed inconsistent with 
monarchy, the proudest fruit of heathen civilisation. 
Both arguments, indeed, coincided in as far as the old 
piety belonged to the same period with the pastoral life. 
Nevertheless, there can be no doubt that, at the time, 
the kingship of Saul was welcomed by the majority as a 
deliverance, as a saving ordinance of God for Israel. 
This view not only lies at the foundatiou of the repre- 
sentation of I S .  91-1016 11, but also appears plainly in 
a portion of the younger narrative in I S .  1020-24. A 
harmony between the two being nevertheless impossible, 
exclusive use is made in the present sketch of the older 
narrative. 

a.See GEBA, I ; G~BEAH, 8 2 (3). 
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Then this noble king, through whom alone Israel had 
gained courage to resist its tyrants, after seeing his sons 
fall, perished by his own hand [cp SAUL, I ,  5 41. He 
could not bear the thought of falling alive into the 
hands of ' the uncircumcised.' Well might those hated 
foes of Israel triumph at so complete a ruin of Saul's 
patriotic enterprise ! And well may we be surprised at 
the darkness which closed in upon a champion so heroic ! 
What was the cause of this blighting of his hopes? 
Had he overrated Israel's strength in comparison with 
that of the Philistines? Did the bow break in his 
hands because he had stretched it too far? We may 
venture to think so, and to believe that his morbid 
melancholy was partly to blame for this miscalculation 
of his powers. [For another view of the course of 
events see JUDAH, 5 5, SAUL, 5 4.1 

After their victory the Philistines occupied the cities 
of the Plain of Jezreel and those by the Jordan' (e.g., 

The effect of Saul's exploit was that he was pro- 
What means claimed king at Gilgal by the warriors. 

13. work had he at his disposal for the ac- 
complishment of his task? They were 
not, at the outset, great. At first &s king. 

his rule extended merely over Israel in the narrower 
sense of the word-Benjamin, Ephraim, Manasseh, 
and the more northerly tribes of Western Canaan-and 
the army at his command was but small, according to 
I S. 132, numbering only 3000 men. Nevertheless Saul 
straightway took the field against the Philistines; his 
son Jonathan smote their ' governor ' in Gibeah and 
thus raised the signal for revolt. But the enemy 
advanced in force to suppress the insurrection, and the 
courage of all but a faithful few of Saul's followers 
failed them. Jonathan changed the position of affairs 
by the daring exploit related in I S. 141-14, and it was 
Saul and his six hundred who completed the defeat 
which Jonathan had begun. Only when the rout was 
general did the men of Israel who had hidden them- 
selves join their bolder brethren. 

This second success of the king was more brilliant 
than the first; it had been gained over the dreaded 
tyrants of the land, and Yahwb himself had come amidst 
the convulsions of nature (I  S. 14x5) to Saul's aid. 
The kingdom had greatly gained in strength. Un- 
fortunately we know but little of what Saul did further 
for Israel. It  is said that besides carrying on the war 
against the Philistines, he fought the Anialekites and 
restored the supremacy of Israel in the territory east 
of Jordan ( I  S. 1447f. 15)-a statement not to be 
altogether set aside [cp SAUL, I ,  5 31. Saul's chief 
concern was, of course, the war with the Philistines. 
He gave the chief command of his army to his cousin 
Abner b. Ner ; but brave men from all the tribes were 
welcomed to his banner (1452). An independent com- 
mand was certainly given for a time to David b. Yishai 
(Jesse) of Bethlehem,2 in whom, as far as we know, we 
have the first case of a family of Judah coming into 
conuection with the kingdom of Israel. Thus the 
course of events promoted the unification of Israel ; 
even Judah, which until now had had but a very slight 
fellow-feeling with the Israelitish tribes, was brought 
within the range of the regal authority. 

More than one reason is suggested by tradition for 
the introduction of the young David to his king (see 

14. The breach DAVID, -5 I n). Suffice it to remark 
here that, whilst the melancholy from 
which Saul is said to have suffered and with David. 

his change of feeling towards David are undisputed 
facts, the true grounds of his suspicion of David can no 
longer be ascertained from the tradition (I S. 18-20). 
It  is possible that a real or supposed intercourse of 
David with persons whom the king regarded as his 
opponents was the first cause of Saul's dislike of his 
son-in-law, and that jealousy of David's success in war 
and of his increasing popularity intensified this dislike 
into bitter hatred. At the fortress of Adullam, near the 
border of Philistia, the exile gathered round him a troop 
of 400 men who had nothing to lose and much to gain 
by fidelity to his person, and his fortunate marriage 
with the widow of Nabal (see DAVID, 5 4, col. 1025 ; 
NABAL) secured a stable connection with the Calebites. 
But he could not long maintain his ground. He became 
the feudatory of Achish, the Philistine king of Gath, 
finding, however, means to win or retain the good 
graces of the chiefs of certain towns in Judah ( I  S. 
27 30). Cp Kamphausen, Z A T W  6 7 4 8  ('86). 

Meantime the Philistines had gained a brilliant victory 
over Saul, who had ventured to meet them in the plain 
15. Fall of Jezreel. His too slightly equipped troops 

of were driven back by these formidable 
warriors to the mountain range of Gilboa. 

1 So the present writer renders yjj, with Stade. For 

2 [On the question of his real native place, see JUDAH, 5 4.1 
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another possible view see SAUL, B z, n. 

16. Subjugation Beth-shan) ; the hill-country, however, 
and the land beyond Jordan they left 
unmolested. Probably they were too of Israel. 

weak in numbers to attempt more. We may be sure, 
however, that Israel as a whole was in at least as bad 
a position after this defeat as before Saul's first victories : 
i . e . ,  the tribes on the W. of the Jordan, in as far as 
they had to serve in Saul's army, became once more 
tributary to the Philistines. Judah, therefore, shared this 
fate. This is not to be proved from the OT ; but the 
circumstances in themselves and the subsequent events 
under David (2 S. 5 1 7 3 )  make the theory in a high 
degree probable.2 Still, to one acquisition of the preced- 
ing period Israel held fast, as a pledge of a better future 
-regal government. The victorious contests of Saul 
with the Moabites, the Ammonites, and the Aramaeaus 
provided a sure refuge for royalty on the land to 
the E. of Jordan (z S. 28J). It is, the merit of Abuer 
to have saved the tribes then beginning to grow 
together from the loss of this bond of union. The 
tribes of Israel on both sides of Jordan (except Judah) 
recognised Ishbosheth (ISHBAAL, I)  as king, while 
David, at the direction of an oracle of Yahwb, took up 
his abode at Hebron. There he was formally anointed 
' king over the house of Judah' (2 S. 21-4). 

The unpleasing story of the brief reign of Ishbaal may 
be sought elsewhere (see ABNER, ISHBAAL, I). After 
l,. David the deaths of Abner and Ishbaal, David 

exchanged his tribal kingdom (which he had 
ruled, it is said, for 76 years) for the 

sovereignty which he had long coveted. With the 
general consent of the tribes, he was made king of all 
Israel at Hebron ( z  S. 51-3). T o  this period belongs 
the remarkable notice in 2 S. 5 17, ' When the Philistines 
heard that they had anointed David king over Israel, all 
the Philistines went up to seek David.' As king of 
Judah, David had still been their vassal ; as king of all 
Israel he naturally broke with his past, and so the 
Philistines understood the situation. And if, before the 
close of his tribal kingship, he had already possessed 
himself of the important Jebusite fortress of Zion (above 
the Gihon in the Kidron valley at Jerusalem), it becomes 
all the easier to understand the conduct of the Philistines. 
For it was the conquest of the Jebusites that made free 
communication possible between Judah and the northern 
tribes, so that we must regard it as one of the means 
by which David sought at once to announce and to 
achieve his object-the inclusion of the northern tribes 
within his kingdom. Now that this object was gained, 
the forbearance of the Philistines was exhausted. There 
were, it would seem, repeated and violent contests 
between them and David (cp z S. 5 17-2521 15-zz239-17), 
the traditional stories of which breathe the very spirit 
of the old accounts of the ' Wars of Yahwb ' (cp Judg. 

1 'And when the men of Israel who were in the cities of the 
plain and in the cities of the Jordan saw,' etc. (I 5.317; read 
'ly? for l;p? with Klost.) 

king. 

2 Cp Kamphausen, Z A  TW 6 43f i  ('86). 
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7 9 8  IS. 14). Finally, David, who was intimately 
acquainted with the military tactics of the Philistines, 
achieved the liberation of his people. Whether Israel 
freed itself by its own unaided efforts, or whether the 
Philistines were simultaneously attacked by the Egyptians 
(see DAVID, 7, end), cannot be decided. The fact 
remains that David avenged the death of Saul and his 
sons, completed his work of delivering Israel from the 
Philistines, and even perceptibly curtailed their territory 
a t  the foot of the hill-country. The monarchy, to which 
men had clung even at the worst of their disgrace and 
humiliation, had stood the test, and could lay claim to 
the divine sanction of success. The goal set by Moses 
in constituting the religion had been reached : the tribes 
found themselves now in sure possession of the land of 
Canaan. 

This had, however, involved a struggle of about two 
hundred years, in the course of which much that was 
18. The new old perished, and much that was new 

Israel. came into existence. There were now 
many who had little or no connection 

with the old state of things, whether from oneness of 
blood or from common memories. The old and the 
new clans and tribes, especially Judah and its allies-and 
perhaps we should here once more include the Bilhah and 
the Zilpah tribes (cp above, 35 5 ,  7)-were united under 
the royal sceptre into a new whole-the people of Israel. 
Its roots were in part quite distinct ; but the young stems, 
in as far  as they maintained themselves, gradually grew 
in Canaan into one free. The process had begun im- 
mediately on the abandonment of the nomadic life, and 
reached its completion under the first kings. Practically, 
indeed, it attained its goal when David reconstituted 
the tribe of Judah and closely united it with Israel, writh 
Jerusalem for the national centre (see DAVID, IO). 
And when, finally, the latest-won of all the cities of 
Israel became not only the royal residence but also the 
seat of the most venerable of Israel's sacred objects, the 
ARK (4.v.. § 6) ( z  S.  e), the history of the genesis of 
Israel as a nation was at an end ; and now we may 
say that we have gained the presuppositions on which 
the further history of the nation rests. 

Let 
us, therefore, though this has been done elsewhere 

The chronology of David's reign is uncertain. 

19. Coundary (DAVID) classify and summarise, from 
our present point of view, the events 

wars' of David's reign. His wars were not, 
generally, wars of conquest ; their aim was the defence 
of the boundaries of the kingdom, especially east of the 
J0rdan.l BeforeiDavid, Saul had had the same object. 
That the Moabites should have been treated with such 
cruelty ( z  S. 8 2  ; contrast I S. 2Z3J) is surprising, but 
may with some plausibility be explained (see DAVID, 
§ 8 a).  The occasion of the Ammonite war is expressly 
told us ( z  S. 101-5), and owing to the connection of 
David's misdemeanour with Bathsheba with an episode 
in this war, the campaigns against Ammon are described 
with some fulness. The war was closed with the con- 
quest of Rabbath-ammon and the punishment of the 
people (see AMMON ; DAVID, 8 6). Aramaean tribes 
took part in the earlier battles, but without any benefit 
to their Ammonite allies. These were ZOBAH, BETH- 
REHOB, ISH-TOB, and MAACHAH i. ; neighbours of the 
Ammonites to the north, and of Israel to the east 
(cp DAVID, 8 6). In connection with this we hear 
of a victory over Hadadezer, king of Zobah, at Helam 
(z S. 1015-19a 8 3 J ) .  which is probably not to be com- 
bined with the encounter described in the previous 
passage. This lends support to the statement in z S.  86 
that David levied tribute from the Aramzans, even 
though we must admit the further statement that the 
Aramzan kinqdom of Damascus became a permanent 
dependency of Israel to be open to grave And 

1 On David's wars as a whole, cp DAVID, 5s 6.8, where refer- 
ences to recent works are given. 

2 See Budde, Ki. Sa. 2 5 4  and cp DAVID, $ 8  6, ARAM, 5 5f: 
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it is probably a trustworthy tradition that through these 
struggles David's warlike fame spread far and wide, and 
that king Toi (Tou, I Ch. 18) of Hamath (Hamath- 
zobah, z Ch. 8 3  ; see HAMATH) at this time did homage 
to David through his son Joram (Hadoram, I Ch. 18). 
Lastly, on the southern frontier, there was a long and 
bitter struggle with the Edomites which ended in the 
reduction of Idumza to the condition of an Israelite 
province (see DAVID, 8 6). 

As the land of Israel received no additions under the 
reign of Solomon, the limits of the kingdom after the 

wars of David may appropriately be 
The area occupied 

by Israel and Tudah is indicated in 
20' Extent Of -glanced at here. the realm' 

z S. 24 1-9 ; to th; SE., on the Moabite side, the valley 
of the Arnon marks the frontier (Josh. 13916 Nu. 21 
13J) ; to the E. the boundary is vagne ; northward it 
extends as far as to the head of the Jordan at Dan (cp 
I K. 1520 z K. 1529) ; in the W. it is limited by the 
Phcenician territory ; and southward i t  reached the 
latitude of Beersheba ; the current expression is ' from 
Dan to Beersheba.' The kingdom of David 
and Solomon, however, certainly extended its authority 
and sphere of influence considerably beyond these 
limits. The subjugation of Edom opened up the way 
to the Red Sea at Elath. Moab was a tributary 
state ( z  S. S z ) ,  as was also Ammon ( z  S. 1727), unless 
from z S. 1231 we are to infer complete subjection. The 
Aramaeans living towards the Yarmiik, already put under 
restraint by Saul, became tributary to David and were 
compelled to surrender many districts to Israel. The 
boundaries of the Israelite territory eastward of Jordan 
were always varying ; in the NE. the people were 
really of mixed origin. On the one hand, it seems 
plain that in the early period of the monarchy there 
was a considerable immigration of clans belonging to 
the house of Joseph (Nu. 324rJ) ; on the other hand, 
we find an Aramzan of influence (see BAKZILLAI, I )  
settled at Mahanaim ( z  S.  1727 ; cp 1938 1371). It is 
quite impossible at this point of the frontier to draw the 
line between Israelite territory, properly so called, and 
the sphere of Israelite influence beyond that territory. 
On the N. David's rule made itself felt to the border of 
the Canaanite kingdom of Hamath, on the Orontes ; 
this appears from the current expression ' to (or from) 
the entering in of Hamath' (Am. 614 I K. 865 z K. 
1425 Judg. 33 Josh. 135). The phrase is elastic, and 
has received various interpretations ; but originally it 
probably meant the point where the plateau of Ijon 
begins to fall away northwards towards the open valley 

The territory between Lebanon and Antilibanus. 
thus defined, though not in itself large, formed a more im- 
portant kingdom than had been known in southern Syria 
for centuries, and such as might fitly be regarded as a 
splendid proof of the might of the God of Israel. (Note 
the enthusiasm which breathes in the oracles of Balaam. ) 

Let us now turn to David's internal administration. 
Some idea of this.may be gained from the two lists of 
21. Internal his chief officers ( z  S. 815-18 2023-26). 

Here special importance attaches to certain 
featmes. ( I )  Thebody-guardof600 trained 

warriors (see DAVID, § I I a ) ,  from which we mnst clearly 
distinguish the national levy which was placed under the 
command of Joab. ( z )  That priests should be included 
among the king's officers was a necessity, as David from 
the first had established a royal sanctuary, manifestly with 
a view to heightening the prestige of his rule. The 
relations between the monarchy and worship went on 
steadily extending in process of time until at last, under 
Josiah, they were decisive for the history of Jndah (see 
below, (3) It  fell to the king to administer the 
sacred. law of Israel (z S. 815 152-6). This was plainly 
his holiest duty, apart from, that of leadership in war ; 
in its discharge he was the immediate servant of God. 
For this function also, as a layman, he required the 
continiial support of priests learned in the law. Unfor- 

affairs. 

38). 
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tunately, we know very little about the range of the 
king's judicial activities ; apart from the legal protection 
of the weak and needy ( z  K. 62G$ 833), he seems, 
in his judicial capacity, to have occupied himself chiefly 
in the mitigation and restriction of certain rigours of the 
common law (z S. 14 1-11 ; cp I K. 2031). Cp GOVERN- 

For David the greatest difficulty unquestionably lay 
He 

MENT, § 1 8 8  

in resolving the discord between Israel and Tudah. - 
22. David's ys greatly helped, no doubt, by his 
policy and Judicious choice of a capita1,l and by 
character. the fact that Saul had now no surviving 

descendant capable of holding the reins 
Y 

of government. David also in his later years was 
careful to show due consideration for Israel, just as at 
an earlier time he had been at pains to figure not as 
the enemy but as the heir of Saul. From the account of 
the rebellion of his son ABSALOM ( z  S. 15-19) it is 
evident that the most important accomplices belonged 
to Judah, not twkrael (cp, c.g., z S. 19 11-15 [12-161) ; and 
from this, as well as from I K. 1 9  (end), it seems a 
legitimate inference that the interests of his own tribe 
were subordinated by David to those of Israel. For 
obvious reasons, the tension of feeling was greatest in 
Benjamin, the tribe of Saul, as the narratives of SHIMEI 
( z  S. 1 6 5 - 1 2 )  and of the revolt of SHEBA ( z  S. 20) 
sufficiently show. The accounts of the successive 
rebellions dimly reflect the vicissitudes of the popular 
temper, and if David contrived to maintain himself upon 
the throne we may be sure that it was not merely on the 
ground of legal right, but mainly by the force of his 
strong personality. Marvellous indeed is the incon- 
sistent variety of this great man's character. The 
reader must have vividly realised for himself the simple 
and half-savage manners of the period in order even 
to conceive how this man, whose kingly hand was 
deeply stained by bloody acts of injustice (not to speak 
of less grave errors), could have been of a deeply 
religious nature, and a pious Israelite. Yet even the 
oldest narratives furnish us with many instructive proofs 
that this really was the case (2 S. 9-20). How succeeding 
generations idealised him need not he retold here. The 
idealisation was by no means entirely unjustified. 

The question of the succession was decided by David 
himself amid peculiar circumstances which have been 
23. Solomon. described elsewhere (see ADONIJAH). 

There were two parties at court-that of 
Adonijah and that of Solomon. The latter obtained 
the sanction of the aged king by reminding him of a 
promise which he had given to Solomon's mother 
Bathsheba ( I  K. 113  17) ; the result was that Solomon 
was anointed king, by David's order, amid the rejoic- 
ings of the people. No blood was shed at  the time, 
hut after,David's death several lives had to be sacri- 
ficed in order to extinguish for ever all hostile personal 
interests.2 The vacancies caused by the death of 
Joab and the deposition of Abiathar were filled up 
by the appointment of BENAIAH . (I )  and ZADOK 

The few, though doubtless important, facts respecting 
Solomon which no critic can gainsay will he collected 
elsewhere (see SOLOMON). We  shall here use them 
with the special object of illustrating the claim now 
made for Israel (unified into a new people by David) 
to a share in the civilisation of the neighbouring Asiatic 
nations. The internal changes which this involved 
were no doubt necessary, but were, for religious reasons, 
encompassed with difficulty. 

Close relations were maintained by the new king with 
Egypt and Tyre. Indeed, as far as the former country 

1 See DAVID 6 IO and cp Sta. GVZ 1 z70f:: JUDAH, S 5. 
2 The harsh& of Solomon's treatment of Joab was felt by 

the narrator of I K. If: himself. In I K. 2 5 3 1 8  we have his 
way of accounting for it. Better that Joah should himself 
exoiate his deeds of blood than that David's posterity should 
suffer for the neglect of blood-vengeance. See, however, 
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(I I<. 2 3 5 ) .  

DAVID) 8 11, COl. 1033. 

was concerned, these relations were to some extent 
24. Foreign forced upon Solomon. The pharaoh him- 

appeared in Palestine, and captured 
the city of GEZER, which lay not far from 

the commercially important road from Egypt to the 
Euphrates. He married his daughter to Solomon, and 
gave her as a dowry the city which he had conquered 
(I  K. 916). The O T  is silent as to the obligations 
towards Egypt assumed by Solomon-for such there 
must have been. They would probably include the 
protection of the trade route, and the contribution of 
Israelitish troops to the pharaohs army (Dt. 171G),- 
in a word, the recognition of Egyptian supremacy. 

With Hiram I. king of Tyre, who at that time 
maintained a certain overlordship over all Phcenicizn 
cities (cp Meyer, G A  I ,  § 283&), Solomon had a perma- 
nent treaty. Whilst the former supplied materials and 
skilled workmen for Solomon's buildings, the latter 
repaid him with the produce of his land and the cession 
to him of the district of CABUL (4. ZI. ) (I K. 5 10 [24]$ 
9 10-14). Moreover, the two rulers undertook in partncr- 
ship certain commercial enterprises ( I  K. 1022). To- 
wards the NE. of Israel, on the other hand, the earlier 
struggles with Aram were renewed, for Rezon b. Eliada 
of Aram-Zobah founded a t  Damascus a new kingdom 
which involved Israel ih severe contests. In the SE., 
the province of Edom revolted under the leadership of 
a scion of its royal house who fled to Egypt, though 
he seems to have had no lasting success. 

Within Israel Solomon destroyed the last sporxlic 
traces of Canaanite independence ( I  K. 9zo f i ) .  ' lke 

relations. self 

commissariat of the court and-the army 
2 6 ; ~ ~ ~ ~ 1  was provided for by dividing the land 

into twelve departments ( I  I<. 47-1927 I :  : .~ 
see SOLOMON). He imported war-chariots and horscs 
from Egypt, and stationed them in selected cities.% He 
built fortresses which mark ont clearly the limits of 
his territory and the routes that he wished to protcct. 
His realm skirted the Mediterranean from Carmel to 
Dor (cp DOR, J z )  (I K. 411). Like other great kings, 
he was a builder on a large scale ; but he could oidy 
carry out his projects (which included palace and teiiiple 
in combination, Millo, the walls of Jerusalem, frontier 
fortifications, and garrison fortresses) by imposing ruth- 
less m w d e  on his people. The insurrection of JERO- 
BOAM (9.n.. I) was due to the popular indignation at 
this forced labour. I t  failed ; but its energetic leader 
found refuge, like other political offenders, at  the court 
of Sheshonk, in Egypt (see SHISHAK). 

There were three traditional elements in Solomon's 
greatness, each of which continued quite late to be 
proverbial-wisdom, power, and wealth ( I  K. 35-14). 
Of these the last can most readily be accounted for ; it 
arose out of Solomon's share in the commerce of 
Western Asia. T o  begin with, he dominated (.probably 
in concert with Egypt) a portion of the maritime route 
which was the means of communication between Egypt 
and Babylonia (Assyria), together with its latcral 
branches (Megiddo ; cp TRADE). He had in his power 
the trade which centred in ELATH (P .v . ) ,  and even 
sent ships of his own by the Red Sea to OPHIR 
(Southern Arabia?). Finally, he appears (I K. 1022) to 
have joined Hiram in sending ships across the Mediter- 
ranean to Tarshish (Spain). How much ground there 
may be for the other elements in the legendary picture 
of him (see, e.g., I K. 315-28 101-13) we are hardly in a 
position to say. Even if we allow for exaggeration, how- 
ever, it is certain that the splendour of his reign was 
never matched in the history of Israel. He was not in- 
deed such a king as the prophetic writers describe by 
the name of 'Shepherd' (e.g., Jer. 234 Ezek. 3423). His 
ideal was that of the ordinary Oriental monarch. He 

See Xleyer, G A  131, , ,It 
was, at any rate, one of the last kings of the zIst (Tanltrc) 
dynasty. 

1 Was it perhaps Pisebbdennu? 

2 [See BETH-MARCABOTH, MARCABOTH.1 
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loved display, and his subjects had to defray the cost. 
Hence the many overseers of taxes and works who 
appear among his officers. Under David we hear 
nothing of them, nor can the difference be accidental. 

Nevertheless, we must not unduly depreciate what 
Solomon contributed towards the accomplishment of the 
task allotted to Israel. As long as this people stood 
outside the civilised world, it was impossible that its lofty 
faculty should hear fruit in the history of mankind. It  
was much that Solomon by the material greatness of his 
reign gave that compactness to the body politic which 
Israel needed as a condition of progress. As for re- 
ligion, by building the temple at Jerusalem, which 
was at first nothing but the court sanctuary, Solomon 
closely associated together monarchy and cultus, while 
at the same time he provided a sacred place that became 
for a distant future the most precious token of the 
divine presence and help. 

Israel's transition to civilisation is an event of 
great importance, the effects of which may here he 
26. The new briefly elucidated. In different spheres 
civilisation, there arose the same question : What can 

Israel adopt from the heathen civilisation 
of Canaan without impairing or losing its faith in God ? 
There were not lacking indeed, now and in the centuries 
that followed, some who clung to the simple piety of 
the wilderness (shepherds, Rechabites, Nazirites) ; hut 
theirs was a lost cause ; the mass of the people decided 
for civilisation. Along with the agriculture of the 
Canaanites, Israel adopted the cultus of the land of 
Canaan (holy places, feasts, sacrificial customs), and 
transferred it to YahwB. No doubt there were priests 
who did the best they could to correct this cultus in 
accordance w-ith later religious views (Ex. 34 I?$ 
23 14- 19) ; hut the superstitious multitude certainly 
imbibed the fancy that the fruitfulness of the .  soil 
depended on the continuance of the old religious 
ceremonies. Here lay the root of that hard struggle 
beween Yahwi: and the 'Baalim' which even the 
prophets were unable to end. 

There were two other influences which Israelitish 
religion had to contend with. First, political friend- 
ship and commercial intercourse with neighbouring 
states involved, according to the ideas of the time, 
some recognition of the divinities of those states 
and of their cultus; these became guests of Israel 
(cp I K. 1 1 7 J )  Thisdidnot accord, however, with the 
strict conception of the old ordinance of monolatry 
(Ex. 3414). Next, Israelitish law had to undergo a 
complete transformation before it could meet the require- 
ments of a country of agriculturists. With a view to 
this, Israel had again to go to the school of its heathen 
neighbonrs, who alone had the knowledge and experi- 
ence required for such a reform. ' Criminal laiv ' was 
perhaps less affected by these changes ; but ' civil law ' 
had to be largely modified, in order to suit entirely new 
conditions. That this process gradually went forward 
in an Israelitish sense is vouched for by the collection 
of laws in Ex.21-23, and also by the fact that the 
prophets of the eighth century fought for the law of Yahwi: 
then in force in Canaan as old and well known. Israel's 
peaceful labours and increasing security in Canaan pro- 
duced the impression that the ' wars of YahwB' had 
achieved their object. Hence more and more Yahwi: 
lost his significance as a god of war, and the sacred ark 
became a symbol of divinity in general (see ARK). 

The engrafting of Cauaanitish civilisation on the 
Israelitish stock produced its fairest fruit in a store 

2,. The of legends, large fragments of which are still 
Patriarch extant (cp GENESIS, § 5). It was formerly 

supposed that we had here a strictly Israelite 
legends* heirloom. But how improbable it is that 

Israel should have brought with it from the desert legends 
which presuppose civilised conditions ! Add to this that 
Assyrio-Babylonian literature has revealed to us similar 
stories of such high antiquity that there can be no doubt 
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of the dependence of the biblical narratives (J in Gen. 1- 
11,) on them.I It is natural to suppose that Israel re- 
ceived these legends from the lips of the Canaanites, 
transforming them by infusing into them its own religious 
ideas. Presumably this was how the stories of the 
patriarchs arose. ( S ~ ~ A B R A H A M ,  ISAAC, JACOB. ) It  is 
obvious that Abraham is closely connected with the 
primitive sanctuary at Hebron, whilst Isaac belongs to 
Beersheba, and Jacob to Bethel. The Canaanitish 
meaning of these names [the original form of which is 
obscure] must he very uncertain. It  is clear, however, 
that when Jacob received the additional name of 
Israel, it was because this patriarch was the first to. 
be fully adopted by Israel proper, as a sign of which h e  
is represented as father of the twelve Israelitish tribes. 
It is clear, too; that in constituting these legendary 
figures its own ancestors, Israel attached to them all 
that was significant for its own individuality and history 
-origin, wanderings, fusions and partings, religion and 
cultus. To them was ascribed the divine favour and 
the human virtues in which Israel prided itself. The 
variety in their treatment, and the specific individuality 
that was developed for each, may perhaps be accounted 
for by variety of origin. Abraham became a type or  
ideal of Israelitish piety ; Jacob more a picture of the 
actual Israelite of history. These transformations 
may have been accomplished between the tenth and the 
eighth centuries B. c. They teach us not only with what 
delight and ease Israel accommodated itself to its new 
relations, hut also how strong and yet assimilative a 
fzul ty  was a t  the service of the religions convictions of 
its leaders. That these were to he sought, in the first 
instance, among the priests and prophets cannot be  
doubted. 

With the death of Solomon, the unity of the monarchy 
and of the nation was at an end. Popular sentiment 

in Israel was against Rehoboam ; Israel 
did not even come to Shechem at his 
request, but he at Israel's; Israel, not 

he, laid down the condition; the suppression of the 
revolt under Jeroboam had left behind it angry feelings 
towards the house of David. The old men, in their 
mild wisdom, hoped the best from a policy of com- 
pliance. Rehoboam, however, sided with the younger 
men, who recommended him to try intimidation. This 
was the signal for the open rupture. The excitement 
was great. Adoniram, the overseer of the public 
works, was stoned; Rehoboam himself had to seek 
safety in precipitate flight. That Jeroboam, the former 
opponent of Solomon, was proclaimed king over the 
northern tribes, including Benjamin, shows clearly the 
connection of the movement with earlier events (cp 
JEROBOAM, I). 

The division of the nation into two kingdoms was 
regarded differently by the two parties. The Judaean 
view of it comes out in Is. 7 17 I K. 12 19 (cp m D ,  n. 15) ; 
the Israelite in Dt. 337, and in the Ahijah-story (I K. 
11~93). Although the latter owes its present form 
to Judaean editorial work, it yields the very interesting 
fact that an Israelitish prophet took occasion from 
Solomon's policy to condemn in the name of Yahwk any 
longer domination of Israel by the royal family of Judah : 
he regarded, that is, Solomon's proceedings as a viola- 
tion of divine ordinances. Rut if the kingship of 
Jeroboam was demanded by YahwA through his prophets, 
it was legitimate in the best sense of the word, and not 
at all a revolt against YahwB. At the same time Israel 
reasserted its old right to provide for its own government, 
which did not, however, exclude a willingness to recognise 
the Davidic rule in Judah ( I  K. 12 16)-a remarkable fact 
which shows how quickly and haw deeply this new tribe of 
David's creation had struck root. Not even the well- 
earned popularity of David, however, had been able to fill 
up the gulf between Israel and Judah. By his magnetic 

28. The 

[cp CAINITES,  CREATION, DELUGE.]  
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personality he had drawn and held together the two 
parts for a time ; but there had been no real blending. 
Whilst Israel, with or without Judah, felt itself to be 
complete both in religion and in politics, for Judah the 
separation meant a serious loss. Hence the longing 
for reunion continued to live in Judah; the weaker 
part forgot not the time of its splendour, and after- 
wards included the revival of it among its hopes. 

It  is possible that Jeroboam I. treated the ancient 
Tights of the tribes and clans with more consideration 
than Solomon ; but evidence is wanting. In matters of 
cultus he trod in the footsteps of David and Solomon. 
According to I K. l 2 ~ 5 j ? ,  he turned Bethel (and Dan ?) 
into a royal sanctuary (Am. 7 13), erected two golden 
oxen (see CALF, GOLDEN) in honour of YahwB, 
appointed priests as royal officials in connection with 
them, and held at Bethel, as Solomon had held at 
Jerusalem (I K. 865), a great harvest thanksgiving 
festival for Israel. The capital of the new kingdom was 
Shechem. 

The disagreement between the two kingdoms made 
war inevitable. Rehoboam regarded the Israelites as 
rebels ; hence’actual hostilities may have been opened 
by him, as the late addition in I K. 1221-24 assumes. 
The short statements, I K. 1430 1 5 6 3  16, however, are 
certainly to be understood of a state of war, not of a 
series of important battles; and matters remained in 
this condition under Rehoboam’s immediate successors, 
Abijam and Asa, down to Jehoshaphat (some sixty 
years). At the same time Rehoboam seems to have 
sought to render still more complete the readiness for war 
that he owed to Solomon ( z  Ch. 11 5-12), and so to secure 
the existence of the weaker kingdom of Judah. If, 
however, its position was not seriously endangered by 
Israel during his time, this was probably in consequence 
of Egypt’s reasserting itself once more as overlord in 
Southern Syria. Shishak had, according to I K. 1 4 ~ 5 3 ,  
laid Judah under contribution; according to his own 
monument, preserved at Karnak, he had traversed the 
whole of Palestine, pillaging and plundering (see 
SHISHAK). This marauding expedition, however, had 
no permanent result : lasting and effective protection for 
Judah could be found only in some greater power in Syria 
itself. Hence the kings (even Rehoboam?) attached 
importance to inducing the Aramwan kingdom of 
Damascus to take up an attitude friendly to them and 
hostile to Israel. Physical conditions favoured this 
endeavour, as the Aramwans-Israel’s enemies from of 
old-were cut off from the maritime district by the 
intervening Israelitish territory. Besides, the Judaean 
king, Asa, appealed (I K. 15 19) to a treaty already formed 
between his father Abijah and Tabrimmon (TZb- 
RammHn) of Damascus. These attacks from the E. 
fully occupied the northern kingdom, and seemed to 
guarantee a quiet life for Judah. But appearances were 
delusive : the clever calculations of the politicians of 
Judah proved incorrect. For the fierce and prolonged 
Syrian wars not only most painfully weakened the 
northern kingdom, but also drew Judah into the current 
of Israelitish politics. And so it happened that the 
disruption of the kingdom is closely connected with the 
decline of the power of Israel as a whole in Palestine. 
The course of events in detail was briefly as follows. 

That Israel kept a good watch over its eastern frontier 
we see from the measures taken by Baasha, who had 

29. Israel, slain Nadab the son of Jeroboam I. dur- 
Judah, and ing the siege of the Philistine town of 

Gibbethon, and was reigning over Israel .-,-.-:- 
with TIRZAH rg.w.1 ashis  capital. He DyllZZ. 

prudently came to terms with the A;amzans (I K. 15 IS), 
and then, taking up the war against Judah with energy, 
cut off its people from all communication with the north. 
In this extremity king ASA ( q . ~ . )  sent all the treasure 
that remained in the royal palace and temple to BEN- 
HADAD I. ( p . ~ . ) ,  king of Damascus, with the petition 

1 Cp Klo. Sa.Kt., adloc. 
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that he would break his league with Raasha ’ (I K. 
1 6  19). Benhadad thereupon overran the territory of 
Israel at the upper Jordan as far as the W. shore of the 
lake of Gennesaret (see CHINNEROTH), and compelled 
Baasha to break off the war with Judah. Asa was thus 
enabled to push forward his frontier a little farther N. 
(see AsA). Baasha on his side (we may suppose) prose- 
cuted the war with the Aramaeans (cp I K. 1 6 5 ) ,  and 
thus Judah enjoyed comparative peace ( I  K. 1516-23). 

The rise of the dynasty of Omri was important for 
Judah as well as for Israel. The new king was a success- 
ful warrior, who, after a sharp struggle for the throne 
(ELAH, z ; ZIMRI, 3 ; TIBNI ; I K. 16 8-22), was proclaimed 
king by the army before Gibbethon. The normal 
relation between Israel and Judah had hitherto been 
one of hostility. But we find that when Jehoshaphat, 
son of Asa king of Judah, went to Samaria to meet 
Omri’s son Ahab ( I  K. 2 2 ~ 3  45), there was an alliance 
presupposed between the two kingdoms, an alliance, 
however, in which it was Israel’s place to dictate and 
Judah’s to yield. This dependence of Judah is shown 
by the military service rendered to Israel on several 
occasions during the Syrian wars ( I  K.22 2 K .  8283) 
and against Moab (2  K. 3 4 8 )  ; probably it did not 
extend further. Nor can it he decided whether the 
peace between the two kingdoms was brought about 
by war or by negotiation, or whether Omri already 
had views tending in the direction of reconciliation. 
We  know but too little about this king, who had 
the wisdom to make Samaria his capital, and also 
brought Moab again under tribute, but was not, 
it seems, a conspicuously successful king (see OMRI). 
Ahab, at an>- rate, stands out in the meagre narratives of 
the Syrian wars as so strong a personality that one feels 
inclined to trace the reconciliation with Judah to his 
firm and skilful policy. The losses and concessions of 
Omri ( I  K. 2034) may well have made this step a neces- 
sity. The result was that in several successful campaigns 
Ahab drove the Aramaeans out of the territory of Isracl 
and compelled them to restore the cities which they had 
previously conquered (I  K. 202-34). He established 
with Benhadad 1I.l (I K. 2034) a commercial compact, 
with equal mutual rights, between Damascus and Israel, 
and formed a friendly relation with Ethbaal (Ithuba‘al) 
of Tyre, whose daughter Jezebel he received in marriage 
( I  K. 1631). Meantime the contemporary king of 
Judah made an attempt to renew the Red Sea trade 
(see JEHOSHAPHAT, I). Thus for a time internal peace 
enabled both kingdoms to revive the famous traditions 
of the days of Solomon. 

Then there rose out of the north, more and more 
audibly, the angry mutterings of a dreadful war storm. 

30. New Shalmanes& II. ,  king of Assyria (860- 
824), following in the footsteps of his . . father Ah-nHsir-pal, had reached in plicatioas 

assyrla’ his victorious career the neiahbourhood 
of the middle Orontes. At Karkar (854 B. cy) his course 
was indeed checked bya large armyof the allied kingdoms 
of middle and southern Syria, the latter represented by 
Ahab its overlord ; but the attack was resumed in 849 
and 845 (see AHAB). This was a summons to union 
for the southern kingdoms of Syria ; in the presence of 
the incessantly advancing power from the north, the old 
distinctions between great and small must disappear. 
The enmity between Israel and Aram had rooted itself too 
deeply, however, to be dispelled forthwith by the recogni- 
tion of their common danger. Boundary disputes raked 
up the embers of hate and easily fanned them into flame, 
and in one of such the heroic Ahab, who bad gone forth 
in company with Jehoshaphat of Judah to the reconquest 
of the city of Ranioth in Gilead, met his death (see 
AHAB, RAMOTH-GILEAD). Nevertheless, the friendly 
relation between Israel and Judah continued. It had 
been sealed by the marriage of Jehoshaphat’s son 

1 Or was it Benhadad I., as Winckler snpposes? See BF.N- 
HADAD, $ 3 .  
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It is, however, surprising that the crown did not now 
become the prize of ambitious politicians or daring 
soldiers, as was the case in Israel. 'That the people of 
Judah did not renounce the Davidic family throws a 
fresh light on the popularityof its founder. Amaziah'sson, 
Azariah or Uzziah (see UZZIAH, I ) ,  was raised to the 
throne : and through him a last period of quiet and of 
conscious strength was opened for Judah, as it had 
already opened for Israel. It is true, Azariah was 
probably in some degree dependent on Israel. Still, 
we may infer from Is. 2 that his was a prosperous 
reign, and we know from z K. 1422 that he extended 
the influencc of Judah once more to Elath on the 
Red Sea. Of the Israelitish kings Joash and Jeroboam 
II . ,  we learn that they obtained fresh successes against 
the Aramzans when the Assyrian kings Ramm2n- 
nirari 111. and A h - d a n  111. fought against Damascus 
in 806 (or 803) and 773.l Jeroboam 11.. is even 
eulogised as the 'deliverer' of his people; he is 
regarded as having restored in its fullest extent the 
earlier dominion of Israel (z K.1322-25 1 4 ~ 3 3  ; cp 
Am. 6 13). 

These years of peace and renewed vigour revived the 
pride and courage of the northern Israelites. But they 
32. Decline were due, after all, to the weakness and 

inertness into which the Assyrian kings 
had lapsed (772-746). and when in 745 

Tiglath-pileser 111. (on the question of his original name 
see PUL) mounted the throne,'the Syrian states could 
see that a last life-and-death struggle had begun. The 
internal disorganisation was heightened by dissensions 
within the parties which recommended, now adhesion to 
Assyria or to Egypt, now self-defence in alliance with 
the states of Syria, as the one m a n s  of escape from 
the danger of annihilation. Thus Menahem, who had 
marched ' from Tirzah ' (but see TAPPUAH) against the 
regicide Shallum, and dealt with him as he had.dealt 
with Zechariah (z K. 158-15), placing the crown owhis 
own head, sought in 738 (on the date see CHRONO- 
LOGY, S.33) to prop himself on Assyria by paying tribute 
to Tiglath-pileser (z K. 15193). On this'occasion, we 
are told, the king of Assyria ' ca"me into the 'land '.of 
Israel for the first time. Menahem's son Peltahiah was 
made away with, however, hy the Israelitish-Aramaean 
party, and Pekah son of Remaliah put in his place (see, 
however, PEKAHIAH). We  learn the aims of this party 
from the war begun by its leaders, Rezon of Damascus 
and Pekah of Israel, against Ahaz of Judah. They wished 
to turn the ruling dynasty out of Jerusalem, and place the 
son of THb'Cl (probably=Rezon ; Wi. A T  Untersuclt. 
74f. ) on the throne of David, because Ahaz of Judah had 
shown himself averse to their plan of holding together in 
alliance against Assyria (Is. 7). Ahaz flung the warning 
of the prophet Isaiah to the winds (cp AHAZ, 5 zf.), 
and, like a clever politician, asked Tiglath-pileser 111. 
to help him against his too powerful enemies, who 
were now joined in the S. by the Edomites ( z  K. 1658). 
Tiglath-pileser added the northern and eastern frontiers 
of Israel to his kingdom, sent the principal inhabitants 
into exile in Assyria (z  K. 15zg), marched into the S. 
of Palestine, appointed Hoshea, one of the Assyrian 
party, king of Israel (2  K. 1530), and put an end to 
the kingdom of Damascus (734-732). Hoshea sub- 
missively paid tribute for some years till he was 
seduced from his allegiance by the promises of 'So,  
king of Egypt.' Hitherto this king has been taken 
to be pharaoh Sabako, or some Egyptian petty-king. 
But Winckler (Mu+, etc., MVG, '98, i . )  finds in him 
an officer of the N. Arabian land of Musr, which was 
unwilling to let itself be driven by the Assyrians from 
the trade-routes of S. Syria. Shalrnaneser IV. (727- 
722) besieged Hoshea in Samaria for three years. 
It fell to his successor Sargon, however (7zz-705), to 
reduce the city (722). The upper classes (to the number 
of 27,290) were deported to Mesopotamia and Media, 

1 [Cp ASSYRIA, p 32 ; DAMASCUS, p 9.1 
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Jehorani with Athaliah the daughter of Ahah. Yet 
Israel's star was obviously on the decline. In the reign 
of Ahaziah the son of Ahab, MESHA king of Moab threw 
off the yoke of Israel (cp the Mesha inscription), and the 
attempt made by .Ahaziah's successor Joram, with the 
help of Jehoshaphat, to invade and subdue Moab 
from the south, failed ( z  K. 34-27). Not long after- 
wards Edam freed itself from Judah, and even the 
Canaanite city of Libnah, on the western frontier of 
Judah, asserted its independence (z  K. 820-22). On the 
E. frontier of Israel, however, the Syrians were unable to 
make any advance, as the attacks of Shalmaneser 11. 
were renewed every three or four pears1 When Hazael 
had succeeded Benhadad at Damascus (844-843 B.C. ), 
Joram of Israel and Ahaziah of Judah encountered him 
at  Ramoth in Gilead, the very place where Ahab had 
received his death-wound from the Syrians. Now, how- 
ever, Israel was in possession of the city, which was not 
the case in the time of Ahab. Israel's position had, 
therefore, improved in this direction. 

The subversion of the dynasty of Omri by Jehu ben- 
Nimshi gave a severe shock to the established order of - 
31. Revolution things. The story of this bold warrior's 

deeds of blood is told elsewhere (see 
TEHU).  'Come with me.' he said to of Jehu. 

Jehonadab hen-Gechab (see JONADAR, 3), 'I and see my 
zeal for YahwB' (z  K. 10 16). This self-landation was 
not entirely groundless. An oracle of Elisha suggzsted 
his revolt (see below), and the violent extirpation of 
Baal-worship is in the spirit of a traditional action of 
Elijah. In external affairs the headstrong usurper had 
to moderate his energy. Hazael of Damascus was 
defeated (842 ; cp CHRONOLOGY, 28) and besieged by 
Shalmaneser 11. ; and, though the  siege failed, JehJ 
found it advisable to buy the favour of the Assyrian by 
payment of tribute (cp the ' Black Obelisk' of Shal- 
maneser, K B  I). In Judah too the sanguinary 
measures of Jehu gave the signal for violent disputes 
about the crown. On the death of Ahaziah, 
Athaliah, daughter of Ahab, had the descendants of 
David slain in Jerusalem, one alone escaping the hands 
of the assassins. Perhaps she hopcd, as queen of 
Judah, to be able to take vengeance for her kindred on 
Jehu. We  only hear, however, of the vengeanre by 
which she was herself overtaken. After the lapse of six 
years the chief priest Jehoiada proclaimed Joash, the one 
Davidic prince who had escaped, king, and ordered 
Athaliah to he slain in the royal palace. Thus the 
kingdom of Judah was, after a brief interruption, 
recovered for the family of David. These bloody 
revolutions, however, weakened the powers of resistance 
of both kingdoms, and loosened the restraints of 
religion and morality ; and when Hazael of Damascus 
ceased to be disturbed by Shalmaneser (i.e., in 839) 
Israel and Judah had to feel the full weight of his 
arm. Hazael conquered the east of the Jordan (z K. 
1032J2) ,  and traversed the west as far as Gath ; indeed 
he was restrained from an attack on Jerusalem only by 
great presents (z K. 1217 [18]f.). This obsequiousness 
on the part of Joash was regarded, perhaps, as cowardly 
and premature, and he paid the penalty with his life 
(z K. 1220 [.I]$ : cp JOASH). 

Amaziah, the son of Joash, was indeed admitted to the 
throne ; but his courage and daring, although they prob- 
ably gained Judah some advantage over Edam, brought, 
later, the greatest humiliation on his country. A wanton 
challenge, sent to Joash king of Israel, was expiated by 
the captivity of the king and the occupation of Jerusalem 
by the foe. No wonder that Amaziah fell a prey to the 
same fate as his father (z K. 1419 ; cp AMAZIAH, I). 

1 The narrative 2 K. 6 24-7 20, according to Kuenen, relates t o  
the time of Jehoahaz, son of Jehu ; according to Winckler, how- 
ever to that of Ahab before 854 R.C. 

2 [These verses ari evidently out of their origixal donnection. 
Instead of to cut Israel short' (nirps), read 'to be wroth with 
.Israel' (r,iri~5), with Targ. and Hitz.] 
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whilst foreigners from the banks of the Euphrates were 
settled on the vacant lands. By this policy the Assyrian 
kings sought not only to break the power of a subjugated 
nation, but also to secure the subjection of its country 
by filling it with people who could only preserve them- 
selves by close adherence to Assyria. 

It  
shared the fate of the other states of northern and mid 

Such was the end of the N. Israelitish kingdom. 

33. Effect on Syria. It  fell a prey to the Assyrian 
, policy of conquest, after the wars with 

propheticand the Aramaeans had drained a large 
popular views. measure of its strength. This must be 

our verdict as long as we take into 

Judah : 

account only the action and reactionof ordinary forces. 
In Israel, however, there were not lacking men who 
saw in the fate of Israel a divine judgment. Of such, 
we know the prophets Amos and Hosea. They and 
their successors have so much importance in the 
history of Israel that we cannot be content with a mere 
mention of their names ; but, in order to do them justice, 
it is necessary to reserve a fuller treatment of their posi- 
tion and activity for another place (see PROPHETS). 

The chief point to notice respecting the prophets of 
the eighth and seventh centuries is this-that with one 
accord they took a view of the situation of Israel which 
was repugnant in the highest degree to the mass of the 

That no less a punishment than annihilation 
was impending over Israel (Am 5 I j 9 1-4 Is. 5 1-7) was 
a statement that .could. not be reconciled with the 
popular view of the nature of YahwB. That men could 
be found to cohe forwara with such a message is a 
phenomenon which is especially strange in Judah, 
because the expeditions of the Assyrians against southern 
Syria, subsequently to 734, were not dangerous to that 
kingdom. It is true, Assyria had, since 722, become 
the next neighbour of Judah, which had to send its 
yearly tribute to Nineveh ; but, for all that, Ahaz could 
boast that he had secured his land, his capital, and his 
throne, whilst his opponents, first Damascus, and then 
Israel, had been extinguished by Assyria. Facts spoke 
for Ahaz, no’t for Is iah the prophet (Is. 7 J ) ;  and 
the multitude, as the fashion then was, interpreted this 
as showing that Judah had received a guarantee of the 
divine goodwill towards it, and a recognition of its 
superior piety. The proud and powerfill Israel had 
fallen ; the despised Judah had been delivered. For 
the present and for the future Judah had become heir 
to Israel for good as well as for evil. As people went 
up to Jerusalem from Shechem, from Shiloh, and from 
Samaria to sacrifice to Yahwk (Jer. 41 5), many-such as 
found it possible to do so-would remove their home 
from Israel into Judah on the conquest of Samaria (722); 
for the hopes of the whole nation naturally rested in 
the remnant that had been found worthy of obtaining 
deliverance. All tliis raised the self-respect of the men 
of Jndah and enhanced the importance of Jerusalem. 
34, Inter- But at the same time, just as before in 
national the case of Israel (see above, 32), there 
politics. arose political parties, which by their 

struggles used up what strength remained 
to the diminished people. As Hezekiah hen Ahaz (from 
720 B.C. onwards, see CHRONOLOGY, § 36) was no 
friend of Assyria, we can understand that Jndah did 
not throw away opportunities of manifesting its aspira- 
tions after independence. About the time of the revolt 
of Hamath, Merodach-baladan made himself master of 
Babylon and sought (civca 720 B. c. ) to incite Hezekiah 
to a common contest with Sargon (cp Wi. AT Unter- 
such. 1 3 5 8 ) .  T o  what extent Hezekiah entered into 
these negotiations we are not told; but very soon 
Sargon re-established his dominion over Syria, and 
therefore over Judah, after defeating at Raphia , the 
Egyptians (or, according to Winckler [see above, 321 
the army of the N. Arabian MuSr ; 720 B.c.).  The 
year 713 found Hezekiah negotiating again with Ashdod 
and Egypt (again, according to Winckler, the N. 
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Arabian Musr), but the conquest of Ashdod in 711 
(Is. 20, see ASHDOD) put a speedy end to the warlike 
programmes. Hezekiah no longer held aloof from the 
mighty movement that shook the whole Assyrian empire 
on the death of Sargon in 705. Indeed, partly with 
his own consent, partly against his will, he was re- 
garded as the head of the allied forces of southern 
Syria, ,which looked on this occasion of revolt with all 
the more confidence in a successful issue, because 
Babylon had risen once more in the East, and Egypt 
(or rather Musr-Meluhba in N. Arabia) too was taking 
an active interest in the concert of nations. In 701 
Sennacherib, Sargon’s successor (704-682), having first 
of all reduced to allegiance the eastern part of his 
kingdom, set ont for Syria. There his first step was to. 
compel to submission by the battle of Eltekeh (cp Josh. 
1943$?), and lay under tribute, the S. Syrian states. 
-among them Hezekiah, whose mercenaries refused 
obedience (Del. Ass. H W E  171 ; 2 K. 18 14-16). Later, 
he sent a division of his army from Lachish against. 
Jerusalem, and demanded the surrender of the city, so 
as to secure his rear. Isaiah exhorted the resourceless. 
Hezekiah to hold fast, and predicted the preservation of 
Jerusalem ; and in point of fact, perhaps on learning 
of disturbances in Babylon, Sennacherib withdrew (2 K. 
1817-19ga 36J). As it is improbable that Tirhakah, 
who apparently did not complete the overthrow of 
Egypt until 691, took part in the events of 701, the 
conjecture has been advanced that on a later expedition 
to the SW. of his kingdom, undertaken against Egypt, 
Sennacherib once more threatened Jerusalem in vain, 
being compelled to retreat by a severe misfortune, as is. 
intimated in 2 K. 1996-3s and Herod. 2141.~ 

The preservation. of Jerusalem from the Assyrians. 
made not the slightest change in Tudah‘s political posi- 

35. Effeect on Ition. 
On-the &her hand, it Gas a. 

religious ideas : success of the greatest moment for the 
. . cause of Yahwk. and of far-reaching 

imuortance for the establishment in 
Judah of the religiois ideas of the prophets. For, whilst 
the prophetic movement came to an end in Israel with 
the dissolution of the state, in Jndah it had time to 
gather strength and prove itself in overcoming internal 
opposition. Thus there was formed by degrees that 
‘remnant,’ the seed of the future, which could be 
entrusted with the intelligent guardianship of Israel’s 
historical inheritance. Isaiah was the originator of 
this movement in Jndah. With enthusiasm and with 
finished eloquence, he spoke of YahwB as the sovereign 
of the world, and of the power of faith or trust in him, 
also of the vanity of the worship of images (cp HOSEA, 
§ 7) and the transitory nature of all worldly might, 
of the imperishable character of YahwB‘s work in 
Israel (= Judah, Jerusalem), and the perfection of the 
future kingdom of David. Nor were those who 
adopted his ideas few or lacking in influence. The 
mezsures, too, of Hezekiah, that aimed at a purification 
of the cultus (2 K. 18 4) owed their inception to the effect 
produced by Isaiah’s labours ; though the preference for 
Jerusalem as the only place of worship is certainly more 
in accord with the popular interpretation of the experi- 
ences of the last generation and the interests of the royal 
priesthood. On this questlon cp HEZEKlAH. 

The broad stream of popular life inclined for the 
present to the other or heathen side, if we may so call 

36. Opposite it. In its sense of weakness the people 
looked for divine help, and did not omit 
to propitiate ~ a h w ~ ,  as popular concep- 

tions of him required, with costly sacrifices (MK. 66-8). 
Political parties demanded close alliance with Assyria 
(or Egypt), while the prophetic party taught that Assyria 
or Egypt was to be regarded merely as an instrument 
in the hand of YahwB. Manasseh b. Hezekiah, who 
came to the throne about the same time as Esarhaddon 

A T  Untersuch. 
2 6 8  ; Che. Intr. Is. z i z 8  ; also Tiele, BAG 3 1 4 8  

party. 

1 Cp Stade, Z A T W 6 1 7 3 f i  [ ‘ 8 6 ] ;  Wi. 
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(681-668) and reigned till 642, joined unreservedly the 
ranks of the partisans of Assyria, and was able to carry 
out to,the full the policy begun by his grandfather Ahaz. 
Perhaps Esarhaddon's expeditions against Egypt in 674 
and 672 led him to show marked favour to everything 
foreign. In honour of Assyria, he made arrangements 
in his temple for the Assyrian star worship (2 K. 21 5 
23 rz). The approval of his people he hoped to secure 
by once more permitting and patronising the traditional 
forms of Canaanitish- Israelitish cultus, the so-called 
worship of the high places that Hezekiah had restricted. 
Even the Canaanitish cult of Moloch ( =Melek, King), 
child sacrifice, was transferred to Israel's god YahwB 
(Jer. 731 1 9 5  Ez. 2?z6j? 30 f: : cp Dt. 12 29-31), and 
the king himself, like Ahaz before him, set his people 
the example of this self-sacrificing worship, which was 
supposed to be well-pleasing to God (2 K. 216 163). 
It  only indicates the terrible anxiety that oppressed 
the minds of the people that men did not refuse to 
offer even their own children in sacrifice to the gods. 
Manasseh further constituted the temple of YahwB a 
sanctuaryfor the most diverse cults, so as to accommodate 
with his altars and images the manifold relations of the 
international trade into which Judah was now led as a 
dependency of the Assyrian empire. Never had the 
attempts of the kings of Israel to initiate the people 
into the civilisation of W. Asia succeeded as they did 
under Manasseh (2 K. 21 9)-for a considerable time. 
In religion, however, the faith and simple piety of the 
people were in the greatest danger. Still, their repre- 
sentatives knew the meaning of the struggle, and 
showed themselves ready not only to contend but also 
to suffer for their cause. Neither compulsory measures 
nor the prospect of external advantages made them 
waver. Manasseh, however, persevered in his policy 
throughout his whole reign. If the Chronicler relates 
the contrary (zCh. 3311-17), he is only reproducing 
the legend that grew up, under the influence of later 
theories of divine retribution, out of an incident which 
was probably simply this, that Manasseh favoured the 
revolt of SamaS-Sum-ukin against his brother ASur-blni- 
pal, and then obtained pardon of the latter at Babylon. 
Amon ben Manasseh followed in his father's footsteps ; 
bot he soon fell a victim (640) to a court conspiracy. 
This was, however, suppressed by the people, who came 
to the succour of the Davidic dynasty, and proclaimed 
Josiah, Amon's eight-years old son, king. 

By this revolution the Assyrian party was thrust 
aside : it had to give place, in the government and at 
3,. Religious the court of the young king, to men of 

national sentiment or prophetic ideas. 
The fruit of this change was nothing less 

than the laws of Deuteronomy and the cultus reform 
of Josiah (621 B.c. ) .  From zK.22 , f  we learn only 
how the king was won for the cause, not who it was 
that gave the real impulse in this praiseworthy enterprise ; 
but we can have no doubt that it was the prophetic 
party, though it may seem strange that we see them 
putting their own hands to the work of reforming the 
existing conditions rather than, as one might expect, 
enunciating ideas and principles. It was really neces- 
sary, however, for the prophets, if they were not to speak 
and suffer in vain, to descend from the bold heights 
of their ideals into the sphere of rude reality. In 
this they remained true to their old demands with all 
their rigidity. Fighting for Yahwe and the true Israel, 
they sought to banish every heathenish element from 
the popular life, or, where that was impossible, trans- 
form it- it., make it Israelitish. From this point 
of view we can understand how, despite previous 
procedure and their own ideas (e.f., Hos. 812 Is. 112 
Jer. 721-23), they made questions of cultus a matter 
for legislation. The cultus was, as it were, the open 
door thrmgh which heathenism was continually break- 
ing in upon Israel, as the experiences of the times 
of Manasseh just past had abundantly shown. To 
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close this door the prophets certainly needed powerful 

38. Rings allies -namely, the priesthood- of the 
royal temple at Jerusalem and the king 
himself. The priests were needed, be- 
cause the future position of the temple and 

its officers was in question; and the king, because 
without him uniform changes in the cultus of the whole 
people would at that time have been quite impossible. 
Originally, indeed, the position of prince brought with 
it no right to interfere with the cultus : the management 
(of the cultus) was the affair of the families and clans, 
and later, in Canaan, of the tribes and cantons.1 The 
kings, however, without in any way changing the old 
state of things, had added royal sanctuaries where, apart 
from the cultus of their own clan, they could on special 
occasions assemble the entire nation to a great sacrificial 
festival. According to the varying exigencies of the 
political alliances of the day, they even practised the 
cult of foreign deities. Thus it was that the kings 
acquired a claim and found an occasion to interfere in 
matters of cultus outside the limits of their own clan. 
(See the history of Jehu, Joash h. Ahaziah, Hezekiah, 
Manasseh.) It was these relations that made it impera- 
tive that the originators of the reform of the cultus 
should secure the introduction of the laws by the king 
himself. (On the nature and significance of the new 
law book, see DEUTERONOMY, § 4 8 )  

The inception and execution of the religious reforms 
of rosiah coincided with Occurrences of the gravest 

re,igious 

import within the Assyrian empire. 
Of About the year 645 B.C. Psa(m)e:ik I. ,.&(;;;: had asserted his independence of 

Assyria and again reunited Egypt 
I under one sceptre. Soon afterWards 

39. 

pgyps' his army advanced into Svria. If 
Herodotus (2157) is to ge believed, siege was laid to 
the city of ASHDOD (p.". col. 327) for twenty-nine years 
(640-61o?)-whether the defenders were Assyrians or 
a native power we do not know. It  would not be 
astonishing to find that, even thns early, Assyria had 
refrained from opposing the forward movement of 
Psa(m)etik, for it w a  about this time that barbarian 
hordes of Scythian origin poured down from the north 
of Asia into the Assyrian empire like a devastating 
flood (Herod. 1 1 0 3 8  41 ; cp ASSYRIA, J 34, E G Y P T ,  
§ 67). Even if in doing so they compelled the Medes, 
who were also now threatening Assyria, to look to their 
own safety, these wild and rapacious invaders must 
inevitably have had the effect of greatly loosening the 
reins of Assyrian authority in W. Asia, and probably 
also, in some parts, of breaking them altogether. It  
would appear that Psa(m)elik I. succeeded by gifts and 
entreaties in averting the Scythian irruption from Egypt ; 
but Ashkelon was plundered by them. They must 
nndoubtedly, therefore, have at least touched on the 
borders of Judah also, but without penetrating into the 
hill-country properly so called. Under the awe-inspiring 
impression produced by these new invaders-they were 
Aryans, not Semites- the prophets Zephaniah and 
Jeremiah, about 630.626, once more renewed the vati- 
cinations of their predecessors as to the coming judg- 
ments of YahwB, which, following the new development 
in the knowledge of God and of the world, they now 
represented as a universal assize or judgment of all 
nations. If the Babylonians found it possible to cast 
off the Assyrian yoke with impunity and establish a 
kingdom of their own under Nabopohssar in 625 (cp 
ASSYRIA, 34), assuredly some increased freedom of 
movement must have been possible about the same time 
also to Syria, which lay so much farther off; and it is, 
therefore, not in the least improbable that Josiah was 
able to lay hands upon parts of what had formerly been 
the kingdom ,of Israel without resistance (cp 2 K. 25 15 
1 9 8 ) .  Everywhere the collapse of the Assyrian power 
began to be reckoned upon as certain. As soon as the 

" 1 Cp GOVERNMENT, $17f: 
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hordes of the Scythians had passed, or had reached 
some point of rest, Cyaxares of Media, in alliance with 
Nabopolassar, set out against Nineveh to strike the 
decisive blow. That powerful fortress was taken in 
607-606 and levelled with the ground. The sovereigns of 
Assyria then disappeared from history. Not, however, 
t he  empire over which they had ruled ; the victors took 
:possession of their heritage. Egypt also claimed its 
:share in what the Assyrian kings had been compelled 
30 relinquish ; Necho 11. (609-595) led an army against 
the lands bordering on the Euphrates. At Megiddo in 
the plain of Jezreel he  was opposed (608) by JOSIAH 
*(g.v.) ,  who, we may be sure, acted as he did trusting 
i n  YahwB, and because he regarded it as his mission to 
:avert a renewal of foreign dominion over Syria. The 
Greek and Carian mercenaries of Necho proved, how- 
ever, too powerful for him. He had to pay the 
penalty for his bold endeavour with his life. He was 
deeply mourned by his people, who found themselves 
misled ( z  K. 2329 f: ; cp z Ch. 3520-27 I Esd. 125-32) 
by the hopes (pitched far too high) which the reign 
of the pious Josiah had inspired. (See JOSIAH.) 
Jehoahaz, son and successor of the lost king, was forced 
to do homage to the new master of S. Syria, whom he 
-overtook at RIBLAH (p.v.) on the Orontes. Necho, who 
was on his northward march, sent him to Egypt as a 
prisoner (z K. 2331-34 Jer. 2210 fl), filling his place, 
as tributary king of Judah, by the choice of his more 
trustworthy elder brother Jehoiakim (Eliakim) (z K. 23 

Until the fall of Nineveh Necho was left undisturbed 
in the gratification of his ambition : the whole of Syria up 

No 
sooner, however, had Nabopolassar seized 
the Babylonian crown than he despatched 

his son and successor Nebuchadrezzar 11. (604-562) to 
check the Egyptian advance. At the battle of Car- 
chemish on the Euphrates (605) Necho was defeated 
and compelled to abandon Syria (Jer. 46 2)-perhaps, 
however, not all at once, for, according to z K. 241, it 
was not till about 600 B. c. that Jehoiakim acknowledged 
the suzerainty of Nebuchadrezzar. 

Thus the result of these great changes, as far as 
Judah was concerned, was disappointing; in spite of 
the well-meant reforms of Josiah, and in spite of the 
downfall of Nineveh, it found itself politically in no 
better case than under Hezekiah and Manasseh; the 
only difference was that Babylon had stepped into the 
place of Nineveh, and that the Egyptians had once 
more, and with emphasis, resumed their old relations 
with Syria. The religious disappointment to which we 
have referred ( 5  39, end) was followed, as might be ex- 
pected, by a strong reaction (Jer. 44 15-19), which vented 
its rage especially on the prophets, as the Book of Jere- 
miah repeatedly shows. The policy adopted by Man- 
:asseh, but consistently opposed by the prophets, of 
friendship with foreigners, seemed only too clearly 
justified by facts. Once more, therefore, we see renewed 
at the close of the history of Judah the old coquetry with 
two great foreign powers,-with this difference, that the 
bnlance of favour now inclined towards the newly- 
recruited Egyptian empire. 

Three years passed, and Jehoiakim renounced his 
allegiance (598). Nebuchadrezzar's army promptly 
41. R~volts. invested Jerusalem ; the boy-king Jehoi- 

achin, who had succeeded his father, 
quickly surrendered himself and his officers to the 
Babylonians. Nebuchadrezzar passed sentence of exile 
(Le . ,  deportation) both upon him and upon the noblest 
.of the Jews, assigning to them (among them to the 
prophet Ezekiel) new dwelling-places in Babylonia. It  
is from this event in the year 597 that Ezekiel reckons 
the years of the ' Babylonian captivity ' (Ez. 1 2 8 I,  etc. ; 
.on z K. 241-16 cp Klostermann). 

Nebuchadrezzar plainly considered this humiliation 
.of the little kingdom enough to render it harmless for 
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40. Babylon. to the Euphrates became Egyptian. 

supreme* 

the future. He handed over the government to a son 
of Josiah, a full brother of Jehoahaz (Jer. 371 z K. 2331 
24 IS), Zedekiah by name, of whom he exacted a solemn 
oath of fidelity (Ez. 1 7 1 3 ) ~  at the same time causing 
the poorer inhabitants to take the places of the richer 
owners of the soil whom he had banished. There was 
an error, however, in his calculations : the Jews had a 
stubbornness and a power of resistance for u-hich he 
had not allowed. The poorer people triumphantly 
took possession of the estates of their exiled country- 
men (Ez. l l r s ) ,  and many prophets, the opponents of 
Jeremiah, foretold a speedy end for the foreign supre- 
macy (Jer. 27 1 4 8  28). 

As early as in 593, plans were being matured in 
Jerusalem for a general rising of Judah and its neigh- 
bours (Jer. 2 7 1 8 )  ; the stimulus may have come from 
Egypt, where Psa(m)e:ik 11. had succeeded to the 
throne in 594. On this occasion Zedekiah came to the 
conclusion that it was better to prove his fidelity by 
appearing in person before Nebuchadrezzar (Jer. 51 59f. ). 
Later, however, he gave way to the persuasions of 
Hophra (Apries, 588-570), when that Pharaoh intervened 
in the affairs of the Phoenician cities (Herod. 2 I&), and 
so this weak king dealt a fatal blow to the independence 
of Judah and to the house of David. 

In 586, after a siege of a year and a half, the army 
of Nebuchadrezzar forced Jerusalem to surrender, the 
42. Sack of Egyptians who were advancing to its relief 

having meantime been repelled (Jer. 375). 
Zedekiah sought safety in flight ; but 

before he could cross the Jordan he was captured near 
Jericho. Nebuchadrezzar, who had remained in his 
headquarters at Riblah, received his prisoner sternly, 
and sent him in chains to Babylon. Within a month 
NEBUZARADAN (4.v.)  set fire to the finest buildings in 
Jerusalem, including the royal palace and the temple, 
made great breaches in the city walls, and sent some 
seventy of the higher officers and nobility to Riblah, 
where Nebuchadrezzar caused them to be executed. 
Once more the inhabitants of Jerusalem suffered the 
penalty of exile, their lands being assigned to those of 
the poorer class who were left behind. 

The sorely weakened people received for their 
governor Gedaliah, son of Ahikam. It was a skilful 
43, Gedaliah. choice, as Gedaliah was much trusted 

and from his father's time had 
been on terms of close friendship with Jeremiah 
(Jer. 2624). He fixed his residence at MIZPAH ( p . ~ . ) ,  
and forthwith fugitives from far and wide rallied round 
him to strengthen the bonds of national union. How 
this promising attempt was ruined by a revengeful 
prince of the house of David, who treacherously fell 
upon and murdered both Gedaliah and those who were 
about him (some of whom were Chaldaeans), is told else- 
where (see ISHMAEL, 2). It is an episode the details of 
which well deserve special study, and we need only add 
here that Johanan b. Kareah delivered the captives 
whom Ishmael had carried off from Mizpah, and 
afterwards, for their greater security, conducted the 
trembling Jews1 to Egypt. The aged Jeremiah was, 
against his will, a member'of the party. (See Che. 
/eremiah, his L f e  and Times, 188-zoo). 

Thus came to pass that death of Israel as a nation 
of which Amos had long before spoken (Am. 51 L). 
44. The resistance had been brave ; but'the 

enemy was not to be denied. The 
strength and tenacity which were natural to it had, in the 
case of Israel as distinguished from its neighbouring 
kinsfolk, been intensified by a faith in God that was 
higher than theirs. It was not without reason that men 
in the olden time had spoken of the great heroes of the 
' wars of Yahwh.' As this highly naturalistic form of 
religious enthusiasm gradually gave way before the 

A Chaldsean army was 
still besieging Tyre (585-579, and in 582 there was a third 
deportation of Jews to Babylonia. 
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influences of a peaceful civilisation, there grew up within 
Israel itself through the activity of the prophets a 
religious opposition which was highly prejudicial to the 
national well-being. It is undoubtedly correct to regard 
the prophets of the eighth and seventh centuries as the 
true heroes of the Israelite genius. We must not allow 
ourselves to forget, however, that they were responsible 
for the destruction of the nation's old satisfaction 
with itself, and that the heads of the people often 
quite honestly regarded them as troublers of the public 
peace (see, e.g., I K. I817 Am. 7 1 o J r ) .  Upon this in- 
ternal malady supervened external dangers (Hos. 5 12 14), 
and thus the effective strength of the nation was 
doubly impaired, even quite apart from the internal 
jealousies and rancours of the various tribes and Elans : 
Ahab, Jehu, the Syrian wars in the north, and Manasseh 
in the south are typical instances. In the later 
history of Judah the influence of the prophets comes into 
the very forefront. What arrests and almost astonishes is 
the disproportion between the soaring flight of religious 
thought and its practicable impotency. The prophets 
felt themselves to be messengers of the God of the 
whole world to the nations (Jer.l510), at the same 
time that his people were going helplessly t o  ruin. 
Faith rebels at the irksome limitations of space, and 
feels itself strong euough to face the world. Less 
attractive to behold is its shadow-like double,-the blind 
stubbornness and pride, which in Jeremiah's time cannot 
conceive the possibility that YahwB, the God of the 
world, could ever cast off his own. Hence the strange 
juxtaposition of diffidence and boldness, of courage and 
despair. That petty selfishness and personal hatreds 
should be added to these at a time when to be or not 
to be '  was the question which let 16ose every passion 
need not startle us. For the multitude it was an 
unintelligible and depressing destiny, that the people of 
Israel should on account of its faith be precluded from 
taking a place among the great kingdoms of the world. 
To us this is no longer a riddle : we give our pity to 
the vanquished brave, our admiration to the little 
flock, helpless and despised, which recognises an 
inward renewal as the only way of healing, accepts 
suffering as a merited chastisement, and, in humble 
expectation, waits for the day when God shall bring to 
victory the cause of his own in the sight of all the world. 
From the midst of such a company a,new Israel did 
indeed actually spring up ; but it was not a new people. 

We  must not allow ourselves to picture the land of 
Tudah after 582 as a mere howling wilderness. Accord- - 
45. State of ing to Jer. 5228-30, 4600 men in all were 

things in cTarried into exile out of Jerusalem and . . udah : this will remesent a total of some 
Juaan. ~~.000'-18.000 soh-certainlv but a 

modest fraction' of the entire population, I although 
doubtless representing its best and most vigorous 
elements. If we take into account also those who had 
migrated into Egypt, we may safely assume that among 
those who remained behind were included but few 
persons who had had experience in the conduct of 
public affairs. The necessary consequence was that 
the residents felt themselves reduced to a state 
of apathy and helplessness. The establishment of 
such a condition in the conquered land was no doubt 
in the interest of the conqueror ; but it was not a state 
of complete desolation. A strong Edomite inroad from 
the SE. still further diminished the territory of 
what had once been the kingdom of Judah, and forced 
the Judahites who still remained into closer contiguity 
(see EDOM). The Calebites'whom they drove from 
Hebron moved up into the neighbourhood of Bethlehem, 
which at a later date was spoken of as their native seat 
(I  Ch. 2 5 0 8  ; see CALEB, 5 4). Jerusalem remained 
throughout the centre of the community, and sacrifice 
was even offered among the ruins of the temple (Jer. 
415 ; cp Lam. 14).  As the resident remnant were now 
without any natural head-we hear nothing of any 
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Babylonian governor-resort was naturally had to the 
ancient division of the people according to families and 
clans, or even according to local communities, and the 
care of the common interests was handed over to the 
heads of families (elders).' Although no doubt thcre 
still remained a few who continued to cherish the old 
proud spirit (Ez. 3324-2g), the mood of the majority was. 
humble, anxious, subdued in the extreme. The com- 
muniiy lay helpless, exposed to the insults of its neigh- 
hours ; m'en felt that they had been smitten to the earth 
by the divine anger ; the proudest hearts were crushed 
by trouble (Lam. 2-4). The truth of the prophet's 
predictions as to the fate of Israel and Judah had been 
personally experienced in the direst measure, and all that 
now remained was with sharre and confusion of face 
to answer the prophet's summons to' repentance and 
amendment : the anniversaries of the sad events of the 
downfall were observed with fasting and mourning 
(Zech. 71: ) .  In thus turning to God, hearts gradually 
began to glow again at thoughts of YahwB's faithfulness 
and might. The rights of Zion over against the nations 
were no longer despaired o f ;  hopes of a vindication, 
of a day of vengeance, began to be cherished, and men 
to wait on Yahwk (Lam, 5). 

For most of the exiles in Babylonia, also, the destruc- 
tion of Jerusalem was as startling as it was unexpected. 

Relying upon prophetic utterances (Jer. 
Babylonia. 27-29 Ez. 1221-1323), they had, from 

597 B.C. onwards, looked forward to a 
speedy release and return to Jerusalem. They regarded 
themselves as the true Israel, and proudly looked down 
on those who had been left behind in the old home 
(cp Jer. 24 Ez. 111-21). For this attitude their past 
certainly supplied them with good reasons ; but they 
did not in the least degree answer the requirements 
which had been made of a true Israel by the prophets. 
The chiding discourses of Ezekiel (especially 1-24) show 
all too clearly that as yet there was no sign of a ' new 
heart ' in them. The capture of Jerusalem in 586 seems 
at last to have had this consequence, that the exiles, as  
Jeremiah (294-9) had already counselled, began to 
lay their account with a more prolonged sojourn in 
foreign parts. T o  what degree they were distributed 
over the country at large we do not know ; in several 
localities (Ezek. 138 I, etc., Ezra 8 7) they were settled in 
considerable numbers, and here they maintained in full 
force the old clan relations, not only defacto but also by 
means of registers (Ezra817, cp Ezek. 139). Doubtless 
it fared better on the whole with the exiles than with 
those who had been allowed to remain behind in the old 
country. This holds true very specially of those 
who had no desire to assert Israel's loftier place among 
the nations, who simply threw themselves into the 
ordinary tasks of daily life, and soon, amid the widely 
ramified trade and commerce of the  great^ world-state, 
found themselves better off than they had formerly been 
among the lonely hills of their highland home. Most 
of them, it must, however, be said further, became lost 
to their own nation, just as already the descendants of 
the exiles of the kingdom of Israel had become absorbed 
by their new surroundings in Mesopotamia and Media. 
The disadvantages of a life in a foreign country were 
felt to the full, on the other hand, by all those who were 

unable to forget the God of Israel and 
and literature. his 'holy city' (Is. 521). According 

to the ideas then prevailing, it was a 
literal impossibility to serve Yahwk in a foreign, unclean 
land (Hos. 93-5 ; cp Ps. 1374). All the more did it be- 
come incumbent to practise whatever served to maintain 
the connection with home. Personal intercourse with 
Jerusalem, which at first had been vigorously maintained 
(Jer. 29 13 25 51 59 Ezek. 24 26), naturally became less 
after the laying waste of the city and the repeated 
measures for reducing its population ; the pious-minded 
found themselves in the end restricted to the memories, 

1 Cp GOVERNMENT, 0 24. 
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the cherished customs, and the writings they possessed. 
It being impossible to worship YahwA by sacrifice, they 
kept up all the more assiduously such customs as had in 
themselves some sort of independent existence apart 
from the temple-worship :-prayer (in which the face 
was turned towards Jerusalem ; see I K. 848), fasting, 
circumcision, Sabbath observance ; the last two, in 
particular. came to be distinguishing marks of Israel 
as opposed to heathendom. At the same time this 
thought found entrance, that renunciation of one's 
will and the surrender of the heart to God was the true 
sacrifice, well pleasing to God (Ps. 5lr6[18]f:). 

Special diligence was devoted to the preserving, edit- 
ing, and multiplying of hooks, and, consequently, the 
calling of the scribes (03~9~) rose to great imp0rtance.l 
It  was to the ' law '-;.e., to Deuteronomy and similar 
collections, as, for example, Lev. 17-26, which they 
edited and transcribed-that their attention was given in 
the first instance. Under the leadership of the prophet 
Ezekiel, who in chaps. 4 0 8  of his book lays down 
specificationsfor the building of the temple, and prescribes 
its services after the manner of a legislator, advance 
was steadily made along the path indicated in Deuter- 
onomy-that of imposing a special stamp upon the 
worship of Israel by means of laws. New, hut in full ac- 
cordance with the circumstances and temper of the period, 
was the express enactment of regular days and sacri- 
fices of propitiation (Ezek. 45 18-20). The editing 
of works of a historical nature was carried on along the 
same lines as those on which it had been begun in Judah 
before the Exile-viz., the past was measured by the 
standard of the law which had been in force since 621, 
and so was found to present little that was good (cp the 
books of Kings).2 The thoughts were wholly those 
of Judah, though the name was that of Israel. The 
conceptions of prophetic circles, as these had developed 
and taken root in Judah in consequence of the activity of 
the prophets from Isaiah onwards, became victorious in 
the religious field, and it was from these that the new 
post-exilic Israel took its origin. Judaism, it is true, 
developed many noticeable characteristics which we are 
not as a rule accustomed to obsexe in the prophets (be- 
cause they are there only in rudiment). The law in the 
later sense of the word has its roots in Deuteronomy; 
hut it is impossible to separate Deuteronomy from the 
influence of the prophets. Is. 1 ~ g f :  already confronts 
us with the thought that everything depends on Israel's 
obedience or disobedience. The idea of retributive 
justice in itself is of venerable antiquity, and not confined 
to the religion of Israel ; but the prophets had actually 
put it forward as the key to an understanding of his- 
tory, and with a view to securing the freedom and re- 
sponsibility of the individual, had so modified it (Jere- 
miah and Ezekiel) as to represent retribution as visiting 
the guilty person alone, and even as judging the in- 
dividual exclusively according to what might be his 
attitude at the moment of judgment. Out of this arose 
a new conception of the divine precepts. They became 
for Israel the conditions under which it was capable of 
receiving the divine gifts (Dt. 2 8 3  Lev. 26) : by fulfil- 
ment of the law alone could Israel, whether the nation 
or the individual, receive life (Ezek. 2011 Lev. 185 Neh. 
929). The interest in worship, which henceforth 
has free scope in the laws, first meets us in the legisla- 
tion of Deuteronomy, and was first aroused by the 
prophetic view that the worship of Israel ought to have 
its foundation in the proper history of Israel. The 
type of personal piety also displayed in Judaism had its 
pioneers in the later prophets. What Jeremiah had 
begun in his touching dialogues with God-the expres- 
sion of the experiences and emotions of the individual 
soul-the Israelite, by nature Ipically disposed, now 
took up with great warmth as the motive of his religious 
poetry. Repentance, supplication, thanksgiving, praise, 

1 Cp EDUCATION, $5 5 3 ;  SCRIBES. 
2 cp HEXATEUCH, 5s ' 8 8 ;  HISTORICAL LITERATURE. $7.  
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doubt, assurance of faith, now find their expression in a 
form that will continue to be the form for religious 
emotion to the end of time. A closer self-examination, a 
recognition and confession of sin-manifestations of the 
religious life so frequently met with after the Exile-were 
demands of the prophets (Jer. 3 2 1 8  Ezek. 36313) with 
which many in Israel learned in exile to comply. For 
the exiles were now actually living through and experi- 
encing the nation's death in the land of the heathen ; the 
pain and the sorrow of it was gradually leading many to 
recognise the full truth of what the prophets had judged. 
Those thus disciplined learned to bow themselves sub- 
missively under the hand of God, and to bear the suffer- 
ingwillinglyas amerited punishment (ovx ,  ') *m&j, '. my) .  
In  surh an attitude they became reconciled to God ; out 
of the promises of the prophets the aspiration after 
deliverance drew strength for hope to live by ; and this 
hope became all the livelier in proportion as YahwA came 
to be sincerely acknowledged as the only God of heaven 
and earth. From him it was possible to expect Israel's 
vindication in the sight of the heathen nations even 
against the mightiest world-powers. 

The first indication of a turn of affairs for the better 
was the liberation of Jehoiachin (Jeconiah), and the 
48. Dawn? bestowal on him of regal honours by 

Evil-merodach (561~560; cp 2 K. 
2527-30. Or was it not until Nerighssar?). Yet other, 
more weighty, indications kept expectation alive for 
a considerable time. As there was now peace between 
Media and Babylon, the existing relations of the great 
powers seemed stable. All the greater was the tension 
when at last heavy storm-clouds began to gather over 
Babylonia. Cyrus 11. of Persia had become (since 550 
B. c. ; see CURUS, 3 2) the next neighbour of Babylonia, 
and was too insatiably energetic to curb himself at the 
frontier of that empire. The kingdom of Lydia-i. e . ,  
49. II. Isaiah. all Asia Minor-had been conquered in 

a single campaign, and as the conqueror 
passed along the northern border of Babylonia the author 
of Is. 40-55 discerned in his trinmphant march a pre- 
monition of the coming vengeance of God upon proud 
Babylon. At last the hour for a message of peace and 
comfort to suffering Israel seemed to have come. The 
prophet spoke in soul-stirring strains of the mighty 
deeds of YahwB the God of the world-deeds by which 
he was to free his people from servitude to the heathen, 
bring them marvellously back to their own land, and 
there, before the astonished gaze of all the nations, 
make them great and glorious as never heretofore. He 
designated Cyrus as the instrument, the anointed, of 
YahwB, through whom Jerusalem and the temple should 
be again restored ; he spoke of the grand mission of 
pious Israel, to bring to the heathen the knowledge of 
the one true God. He gave exulting expression-he, a 
nameless prophet-to his sure confidence in the victory 
of the monotheistic faith ; he saw fulfilling itself before 
his own eyes and amid the forms surrounding him 
that which by all the ordinary laws of human existence 
can only be the growth of a long-continued development. 

Nabonidus having 
proved himself incapable of defending the country 

We  turn now to the actual sequel. 

against the invader, the people of Babylonia 
'O' cyrus' hailed Cyrus as a welcome deliverer. 
The most important cities, including Babylon itself, fell 
into the hands of the Persians without any serious 
struggle (538 B.C.) .  Cyrus, therefore, had no occasion 
to resort to the harsher rigours of war. On the contrary, 
although himself a follower of the Zoroastrian religion, 
he caused himself to be credited with being also a 
favourite and a worshipper of Merodach (see CYRUS, 
5 6 ) ,  his policy being thus most favourably distinguished 
from the fanatical measures of Semitic princes against 
the gods and temples of conquered peoples. The Old 
Persian religion allowed him, and his successors, not 
only to respect, but also to promote the religions of 

1 Cp ISAIAH ii., $ 16fi 
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other nations. He was thus in a position to respond 
t o  the religious wishes of the Jews. He gave orders 
to restore the temple of YahwC, ‘ the God of heaven,’ 
6 ~ .  Shesh- in Jerusalem, and sent SHESHBAZZAR 

(p.v.)-doubtless himself a Jew, and per- 
haps even a descendant of David-with 

suitable powers, as his governor to Judah. There, 
we are told, he laid the foundation of the new temple ; 
but we learn also that an arrest was soon afterwards 
laid upon the enterprise (Ezra5 13-16). There can 
hardly be any doubt that Sheshbazzar was accompanied 
to Jerusalem by prominent compatriots, such as Zerub- 
babel, a descendant of David and Joshua b. Jozadak 
the priest, and that they were able to appeal to royal 
authority in the prosecution of their aims (cp Ezra6 1-5). 
We may doubt, however, whether, as the Chronicler 
affirms (Ezra1 1-6), Cyrus gave a general permission 
for the return of the exiles to their native land. 

This was the first event that brought some stir into 
the quiet and secluded life of the Jewish population at 
62. *+, Jeru- Jerusalem. The impulse, however, seems 

to have met at first with opposition and 
obstruction rather than support. Al- 

though we have no trustworthy information on the sub- 
ject, this is certainly intelligible. The returned exiles, 
with the powers committed to them, would soon be- 
come troublesome to the native-born Jews, with their 
rights and privileges. Moreover, it seems very prob- 
able (cp Ezra41-4) that the people of Samaria- 
among whom, notwithstanding their intermixture with 
foreigners ( 2  K.1724 Ezra4z8-10), the worship of 
Yahwi: survived ( z  K 1 7 ~ 5  8 )  and was later brought 
into connection with Jerusalem ( z  K. 2315 1 9 3  Jer. 41 5 )  
-endeavoured at first to reap some benefit for them- 
selves from the permission of Cyrus to rebuild the temple, 
by making common cause with the Jews. Hence the 
first impulse resulting from the permission of Cyrus 
may have led to collisions in which the influence of the 
governor and the goodwill of the exiles spent themselves. 

Yet the event of 538, in itself unimportant, was like 
the little stone flung into a confined sheet of water, 

bazzar’ 

63. Restoration which creates a long-protracted dis- 
Nineteen or twenty years 

later the movement to build the of the temple. turbance. 
temple was begun again by the prophets Haggai and 
Zechariah. Zerubabbel, who now appears as Persian 
governor of Judah, aman of Davidic descent, and Joshua 
the ‘high priest,’ to whom Zechariah (37)  expressly 
attributes the control of the temple precincts, begin with 
the people of Judah the restoration of the temple in 
519. The inactivity of the co-religionists is met by the 
prophets with the promise that zeal displayed in building 
the temple will bring down the blessing of God-;.e., the 
final realisation of the prophetic ideals of pre-exilic and 
exilic times--the overthrow of the great heatheuempires, 
the gathering of the exiledand dispersed, therehabilitation 
of the Davidic monarchy, and the recognition of Yahwi: 
a t  Jerusalem on the part of the heathen. The temple 
was actually completed on the zgrd of Adar 515 (with 
Ezra615 cp I Esd. 75 and Jos. Ant. xi. 4 7). It  had 
been built by the people of Judah without help from 
the Persian government. 

This appears clearly from Ezra53-615, which refers to the 
latter part of the period of building. According to Ezra68-io, 
indeed Darius directs that the expenditure should be refunded 
out of ;he revenues of the province of Syria and Phmnicia, and 
that a regular allowance should be paid for the maintenance of 
the daily ritual of the temple. But it may be doubted whether 
this order was really carried out. 

The restoration of the temple was an important 
achievement. In spite of its unpretentious appearance, 
64. Difiiculty of the temple constituted an important 
reorganisation. rallying point for the native popula- 

tion, and exerted a strong attractive 
power on thosewho lived remote from Jerusalem (cpZech. 
6 IO). Naturally it became more than ever imperative for 
the Jews that they should have+carefor the regular service 
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of the sanctuary. Nor was this, in the circumstances of 
the time, a simple or easy matter. The duty fell in, 
indeed, with the tendency of religious life in the times 
immediately preceeding the Exile, as we know from 
Deuteronomy and Ezekiel. But neither was there any 
longer a king in Jerusalem to maintain the court 
sanctuary, nor can we find any trace of the provision of 
Darius (Ezra6gf.) having been carried out. Since, 
moreover, therc was at that time, as Ezra63 j? shows, 
no real Persian governor at Jerusalem, the priesthood, 
with Joshua the ‘ high priest,’ a descendant of Zadok, 
at their head, were simply dependent on the good u-ill 
of the people. But, as appears from expressions in Mal. 
and Is. 5 6 8 ,  this does not seem to have secured them 
any adequate provision. Tbere was no fixed order to 
unite willing and unwilling in a common contribution 
with regularity. The wealthy heads of families cared 
only for themselves (Is. 5610-12). To the utter absence 
of any spirit of friendly co-operation were added 
calumny, fraud, and violence. The administration of 
justice was feeble or subservient to avarice. A large 
proportion of the people were poor and suffered actual 
distress. The pious, who anxiously endeavoured to be 
obedient to the word of Yahwb, felt themselves much 
oppressed by these conditions. The promises of a 
better time not having been realised, the zeal of the 
pious seemed to have been vain ; it was paralysed by 
the practices of those who would hear of no sharp dis- 
tinction between the service of Yahwi: and their heathen 
surroundings. Intermarriage between people of Judah 
and Canaanites was by no means rare, and through the 
influence of the old family ties a blending of religious 
cults was brought about, in which the heathen as the 
stronger became victorious (cp Neh. 1323-27). Of these 
two tendencies, which might be called Jewish-Canaanite 
and Jewish-prophetic respectively, the former maintained 
close relations with the people of Samaria-whose 
peculiar history had forced them to a similar course 
-who now endeavoured to establish rights in the 
temple at Jerusalem. Naturally the adherents of the 
prophets would acknowledge no such rights ; but.even 
those who favoured the cultivation of closer relations 
hesitated to change so radically the rights of the temple 
(fully recognised as these were) and perhaps thereby to 
endanger their stability. The people of Samaria 
retorted by resuming an attitude of open enmity, making 
the Jews feel their superior power (Is.6285). It is 
not strange that in these circumstances a satisfactory 
ordering of the temple worship was not attained. 

Although 
the expeditions of the Persians against Egypt (517. 
485, 455) did not affect the Judsean highlands, the 
revolt of Megabyzos, satrap of Syria, against Artaxerxes 
I. (465-425) would affect the neighbourhoodof Jerusalem. 
The condition of things, was therefore, deplorable in 
Jerusalem about the middle of the fifth century B.c. 

It  was by Nehemiah and Ezra that a deliverance was 
effected. In firm faith in Israel’s future, with great 
65. Nehemiah. dexterity and immovable tenacity, they 

fortified the defenceless Jerusalem, and 
established the temple worship by the organisation of 
the Jews as a religious community. 

As to the chronological order of the events that secured this 
result difference of opinion prevails ; especially marked is this 
in the case of the arrival of Ezra and his caravan at Jerusalem 
(Kuen., Ed. Meyer, and others-458 B.c., under Artaxerxes I . ;  
Kosters-about 430 B.C. under the same king ; van Hooiiacker 
-398.397 B.C. under Artaxerxes II., Mnemon). The account 
given in the following paragraphs agrees in the main with the 
theory of Kosters (Het Herstel, 1894 ; see EZRA ii., $ 9). 

Nehemiah, a cup-bearer of Artaxerxes I., Longimanus 
(46 5-42 j ) ,  learned in Susa from some men from Judza 
that Jerusalem lay in ruins and its people were groaning 
under a burden of wretchedness. He obtained of the 
king leave of; absence and authority, as governor of the 
district of Judah, to attend to the fortification of Jeru- 
salem. Arrived in Jerusalem in 446-445, he devoted 
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his attention in the first place to external relations. 
The strenuous efforts of the people of Jerusalem and 
its neighbourhood enabled him to restore the walls of 
the city in fifty-two days. The people of Samaria, with 
Sanballat of Bethhoron at their head, vainly sought by 
open threats and hidden craft to put obstacles in his 
way. The plunder of the poor by the rich during the 
building of the walls he restrained by earnest admoni- 
tion and the example of his own unselfish conduct. 
He did not allow himself to be intimidated in his plans 
by prophetic threats or by the ambiguous attitude of 
leading members of the community actively allied with 
Sanballat and his dependants (Neh. 1-6). He took 
systematic measures for the safety of Jerusalem, and 
secured an increase of the population by immigration 
from the surrounding district (Neh. 71-5 11 I J ) .  Of 
his further doings during the twelve years of his first 
stay at Jerusalem we have no information; but he 
appears even then to have taken in hand the regula- 
tion of the temple service (Neh. 1244, cp 134-10). In 
434-433 he returned to the Persian court. 

Hence- 
forth he devoted his attention particularly to religious 

66. Second affairs. Arrangements in favour of the 
visit. priesthoodherescinded, banished from Jeru- 

salem even a member of the high priestly 
family who had become allied by marriage to Sanballat, 
provided for regular payment being made to Levites and 
singers, insisted on strict observance of the Sabbath, 
and sought to prevent mixed marriages (Neh. 134-31). 

Many indications favour the opinion that the expedi- 
tion of Ezra was connected with Nehemiah’s second 

57. Ezra. journey ,to Jerusalem, and was perhaps even 
At the head of 

some 1800 men of Judah (=  5500-6000 souls), Ezra, 
priest and scribe, left Babylon with the two-fold mission 
assigned him by the king-(I) of submitting the state of 
things in Judah to the test of his lawbook, and regulat- 
ing it accordingly [Ezra’ir425J); (2)  of bringing to 
Jerusalem the rich presents of the king and his 
retinue, of the province of Babylonia, and of the Jews’ 
co-religionists (Ezra 7 15-19), Ezra’s enterprise aimed 
accordingly at pronouncedly religious ends. In the 
externally mixed and internally disunited people loosely 
congregated round the temple, Ezra’s companions were 
to form the solid. kernel of a new ‘ Israel’ that should 
render obedience to the law of God, and so could cherish 
with a good conscience the hope of being worthy to 
experience the fulfilment of the divine promises (cp Dt. 
28 1-14 Lev. 26 1-13). In fact, a company of 6000 souls 
invested with royal authority might well seem capable 
of bringing about a thorough-going reform in Judah. 

These would 
spring not only from the religious contrast between 
those who came from Babylon and those that were 
native born, but also from the sudden increase of 
population produced by this inffux of families of the 
highest rank. It is only, however, of the religious 
movement begun by Ezra that we hear. Learning 
with horror and grief of the mixed marriages that were 
common in all ranks he assembled the people in front 
of the temple and endeavoured to arouse in them the 
sentiments he himself felt. His acts and words produced 
a profound impression. A resolution was passed that 
a searching investigation should be instituted with a 
view to dissolving the mixed marriages in the district 
of Jerusalem. Whether a real separation, however, 
was made at  this early time between ’ holy’ and unholy 
is not quite clear from EzralO. At all events, Ezra 
had by his religious energy produced a lasting impres- 
sion on the multitude. 

His meatest achievement. accomulished with the 

Soon, however, he came back to Jerusalem. 

occasioned by Nehemiah. 

Yet Ezra encountered great difficulties. 
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58. The co-operation of Nehemiah, was the 

congregation. organisation of the new Jewish com- 
munity (about 430 B.C.). This came 

into existence by the heads of families pledging them- 

selves by formal subscription (cp Neh. 9 J )  to the 
observance of the law (Xeh. 938-1031 [lo 1-32]) and 
other regulations with reference to the temple services 
(7’”. 32-39 [33-40]). 

The prescri tions quoted from the law (v. 3rJ) point to Ex. 23 
and Dt. 15. ‘fhe mexsures decreed and imDosed uuon itself bv 
the assembly (w. 32-39 [33-401) aim at r<gulating the tempfe 
service by contributions made by the community in common 
(temple tax, firstlings, firstborn, tithes), and culminate in the 
concluding assertion, ‘We will not neglect the house of our God.’ 

It  was apparently after this organisation of the 
community-not, as the present order of the book of 

59. The Nehemiah implies, before it--that Ezra’s 
new law. law-book was solemnly read in public (Neh. 

As its first effect is mentioned (vv. 
13-18) the new celebration of the feast of ‘Tabernacles,’ 
which plainlyanswers to the piescription now to be found 
in Lev. 2339-43. This leads to the assumption that 
the law-book of Ezra contained in the main the Law 
of Holiness (PI or H)  and the oldest parts of the Priestly 
Code proper (P2 or PG; see HISTORICAL LITERATURE, 
5 9). The amplification of this book and its combina- 
tion with the older parts of our Pentateuch will have 
followed soon after (see CANON, 5 233). How far Ezra 
himself had a share in this work we do not know. At all 
events, the work undertaken by Nehemiah and Ezra was 
thus completed, inasmuch as the laws demanded by the 
new conditions of things were accorded authority equal 
to that of the older collections (cp 5 61). This fact is 
reflected in the later Jewish legend according to which 
the Law was written out anew by Ezra (4 Esd. 1419-22 
40-47 ; Pi7-4I X&Zh, i. I ,  2). We have another important 
monument of the constitution of the post-exilic com- 
munity in the list of its families and local communities 
(Ezra2 = Neh. 7 = I Esd. 5 )  adopted by the Chronicler as 
a list of exiles returned in the time of Cyrns see EZRA 
ii., 5.9). According to it, the number of men in the com- 
munity amounted to 42,360-i.e., some 521,000 souls. 

Before proceeding with the history of this newly 
constituted community, we must briefly set forth its 

81-12). 

60. Idea of characteristics and its ;elation to the 
congregation. pre-exilic people of Israel. The funda- 

mental idea of Ezra’s new creation is 
clearly dependent on those by which it was preceded- 
Deuteronomy, Ezekiel, ‘Law of Holiness’ (see LEvrrI- 
CUS) :-it is that of a holy people in a holy land. Since 
the predominant conception of holiness was in the 
ritualistic sense of purity, we have the impression of the 
whole community being regarded precisely as a sacrificial 
brotherhood of the old times. The stranger (mr-i?, wx) 
is excluded ; marriage with him makes unclean ; cir- 
cumcision and the Sabbath are the badges of the Jewish 
community, and serve, along with the observance of 
other prescriptions, to sanctify the land. In fact, it 
was the organisation of the Jewish community after the 
Exile that for the first time completely abolished the 
old sacrificial communion of families or clans. All its 
members contributed alike to the maintenance of one 
and the same cultus at the single sanctuary. Thus the 
post-exilic community in regulating the cultus by law 
took up a position completely in harmony with that 
sketched by the last representatives of prophecy at the 
beginning of the Exile. But, unlike them, it was not 
content with expelling from Israel everything heathen. 
It  sought in the institution of a common cultus a bond, 
firm and strong, to unite in a close fellowship the 
individual members-an end secured formerly by the 
establishment of the monarchy. Hence to the highest 
representative of the ecclesiastically reorganised com- 
munity-the high priest-were transferred also badges 
of royalty of many kinds (e .g. ,  ANOINTING [p. v., 5 31). 

The support and strength of the community was the 
new law-book, which was certainly regarded by those 
61, The Torah. in authority merely as a seasonable 

modification and completion, and 
therefore as the legitimate successor, of Deuteronomy. 
The application of it became a learned accomplishment. 

2256 2255 
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It was written and its provisions were many and varied. 
Moreover-and this was the chief difficulty-it was not 
enough to know the written law. That contained only 
certain prescriptions, namely those which had been 
regarded as of special importance when the various 
collections~.were made. The system as a whole, the 
mode of procedure, the various legal precedents, were 
unwritten. Without a knowledge of the latter, how- 
ever, administration of justice in Israel was really im- 
possible : the written law could be used only by one who 
understood the place and significance of the several 
statutes in the whole body of law, and their use in ac- 
cordance with the ancient unwritten law of established 
usage. Hence the skilled use of the law fell more and 
more out of the hands of the priests and became the 
affair of the ' scribes ' ( p i D D ) ,  who, no doubt, not infre- 
quently belonged to the priesthood (cp, e&, the case 
of Ezra himself). The more influential the scribes 
became, the more would the priesthood have to reckon 
with them. The sphere of Jewish law and Jewish legal 
administration cannot be measured according to the 
modern distinction between spiritual and temporal, 
ecclesiastical and political. The ' affairs of Yahw8 ' (cp 
the antithesis in z Ch. 1911) included besides the cultus 
the whole realm of law. In Israel law had always been 
counted as a holy affair of YahwB's ; the Jewish coni- 
munity could not for a moment give this up if it recog- 
nised obedience to the will of Yahw8 as its mission: 
according to Ezra 7z5f:, the royal powers,vested in Ezra 
do not indicate in this respect any restriction of any kind. 

On the other hand, Nehemiah and Ezra tacitly 
abandoned political independence, and in so doing gave 
62. lacrifice up a vital part of the hopes and ideas of 

This very sacrifice, sore as 
it was, opened to them a way of escape of political !he prophets. 
from a desperate position, and guaranteed limuun. 

them not only room for their undertakings, but also the 
strong support of the imperial power. The followers 
and adherents of the prophets, indeed, were offended ; 
and there must have been some deeper influence 
at work than the mere bribes of his enemies, when 
we find Nehemiah complaining even of enmity on 
the part of the prophets (Neh. 66-14). The result, how- 
ever, confirmed the policy of Nehemiah and Ezra ; and 
it is accordingly no matter for surprise that in the sequel 
the position of the prophets fell grievously in popular 
esteem (Zech. 132-6). The abandonment of political 
independence, however, was only a preliminary. The 
coming glorification of Israel before all the heathen 
was the goal for the sake of which Nehemiah and Ezra 
sacrificed their laborious work on points of detail and 
minor matters. The old political programme of the 
prophets was retained or reconstructed in the form of 
eschatology. The position accorded to strangers in the 
Jewish community clearly establishes the character of 
this sacrifice as a mere preliminary. Following Deuter- 
onomy, the law-book of the post-.exilic community 
decides (Ex. 1249 Lev. 2422) that there should be onelaw 
for native (niiN) and foreigner (le) ; indeed, foreigners 
have the option of circumcision, and can thus become 
completely merged in the community. This is a fruit 
of the universalism of the prophets. On the other 
hand, from civil qualifications the ge% is exc1uded.l 
This would aim at keeping the civil community pure 
as the birthplace of the future nation, preserving a true 
' Israel ' for the time of the great crisis. In the Jewish 
constitution instituted by Nehemiah and Ezra, accord- 
ingly, what we find is a well thought-out attempt to 
secure for the remnant of Israel, even witbout political 
independence, the enjoyment of their religious inherit- 
ance in its fullest extent. 

Notwithstanding the emphasis that was, especially 
in the beginning, laid on the community, piety was a 
concern of the individual. In this respect the views 
1 Alfr. Bertholet, Die Stellung d. Israelilen ZL. d. Jwden z. n. 

Frfintien ('96), 1 6 0 8  See STRANGER. 
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that meet us in the Memoirs of Nehemiah and Ezra 

63. Practical (see EZRA ii., 5) are instructive. 
Every male member of the community 
who had passed his twentieth year had 

Lo pay the temple tax (Neh. 1032 [33]f: Ex. 30118).  
Except where the nature of the case demanded other- 
Nise, it was the individual that was aimed at in the 
provisions of the law. The sufferings of nearly zoo 
years were, indeed, recognised in the true prophetic 
spirit as divine punishment for the sins of the nation. 
A thoroughgoing reform would, it was hoped, end 
the long chastisement and usher in a time of grace. 
But, although there was no doubt about the common 
Kuilt, everyone was required to acknowledge and confess 
his sin (cp E z r a 9 6 3  Neh.9). There thus began to 
prevail in the Jewish community a constant conscious- 
ness of sin. The stiffneckedness so often spoken of 
must give place to self-abasement and humility before 
God ( m y ) .  As obedience to God came to be obedience 
to the law, to be solicitous (1-15) about the law was 
accounted specially praiseworthy. Certainly we have 
coming to us from post-exilic times the noblest testimony 
to the supreme blessing of communion with God (e.g. ,  
Ps. 73238) ,  and touching descriptions of a soul's con- 
flict with unmerited suffering (Job). They show us that 
personal piety then flourished in strength. Still, under 
the dominion of law religion could not fail to become 
prevailingly a matter of form and outward act. The 
contrast was similar in another respect. The mono- 
theistic attitude of mind toward God was assured ; i t  
directed men's eyes beyond the Jewish community on 
to the other nations. The worship, however, to which 
men were devoted moved in narrower bounds on the 
ruins of a popular religion that wds no more. 

The formation of the Jewish community did not impose 
on their land anewconstitution. The law accommodated 
64. Political itselftotraditionalrelations,supplenienting 
constitution. them and filling them with the new spirit. 

If no suecial aovernor for Terusalem were 
appointed, the district was administered- from Samaria 
by the resident Persian officer, who appears to have 
had an adviser at Jerusalem (Neh. 11 24). Taxation 
and military service were in his hands. The highest 
place among the nativQpopulation was occupied by the 
' elders ' or ' nobles,' the hereditary representatives of 
the families settled in the capital. In their hands was 
the civil and, in conjunction with special judges, appar- 
ently also the judicial administration, except in as far 
as these matters were attended to locally(cp Ezra53J). 
From this, it seems, arose the yepouufa, senate or 
synedrium, the existence of which, however, we are not 
able to prove till the Greek age (198 B.c.; Jos. Ant. 
xii. 33).  An officer, however, whoat first ranked along- 
side these, soon rose above them all, even above the de- 
scendants of David,-the high priest. He ruled in the' 
sanctuary and administered temple dues paid by all 
alike. The sacred office, therefore, easily became a 
prize for the ambitious and avaricious, and occasion- 
ally an object of sanguinary struggle. As Josephus 
says (Ant .  xi. 48 xx. l o ) ,  the constitution was accord- 
ingly 'an aristocratic oligarchy. 

In  the country towns also there were 'elders and jnd es ' the 
latter of whom were probably subject to appointment (%t?1618 
kzra725). The basis for this new arrangement was plainly 
provided by the old organisation of the nation by clans. T F  officers often mentioned by Nehemiah (szganim ; EV 'rulers ; 
RVmg. deputies ') were persons appointed by and subordinate 
to the Persian governor (Neh. 5 17). 

Nothing shows more clearly the deep impression 
made by the constitution of the rewish community than 

65. 
the imitation of i t  in the land of old 
Israel, at Shechem. The alliance of the 

leading families in Samaria and JudEa had found in 
Nehemiah at1 undaunted opponent. He did not shrink 
from expelling from Jerusalem a descendant of the 
high priest Eliashib who had married a daughter of 
Sanballat (Neh. 1328), and all prospect of nearer rela- 
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tions was excluded by the organisation of the community. 
What they had not been able to attain in common 
with the Jews, the Samaritans accomplished, however, 
for themselves, with the assistance of the Jewish 
fugitives. They installed the Zadokite from Jerusalem 
as their high priest, built a temple on Mt. Gerizim, 
and adopted the Pentateuch, with certain alterations, as 
their law (see CANON, § 25). 

By Josephus, indeed(Ant.xi. 8), these events are brought into 
connection with the expedition of Alexander the Great ; but, 
since there can hardly be any doubt that Josephus has incor- 

orated in his narrative the statements of Neh. 13 28, he must 
ave assigned them too late a date (see CANON, 5 25). 

The organisation of the Samaritan community must 
have been completed not later than the first half of ,the 
fourth century B.C. 

The history of the Jewish community after the Exile 
is known to us only in part. About the close of the 

Persian and the beginning of the Greek 
period. period we know very little. During the 

long struggle of the Egyptians for freedom 
from Persia (408-343 B.c.) not only was Syria often 
traversed by Persian armies, but also it was itself the 
scene of battles fought under Artaxerxes 111. Ochus 
(358-338) with great vigour and ferocity. The Jewish 
community would certainly suffer. It appears, how- 
ever, also to have made common cause with the in- 
surgents in Egypt and Syria. For, about 351, Ochus 
seems to have had part of the populace of Jndzea con- 
veyed, apparently by Orophernes (the HOLOFERNES 
[q...] of the Book of Judith), to Hyrcania (and 
Babylonia), and it was presumably in the years 348- 
340 that the persecutions inflicted on the Jews by 
Ochus’s notorious general, the Egyptian eunuch Bagoas 
( =Bagoses, Jos. Ant. xi.7 I), fell.’ Undoubted allusions 
to these events are not to be found in the O T ;  but 
passages in Is. 24-27, also 637-84 IZ [I.], Pss. 44 74 79 
89, have lately been referred to 

The weight of the intolerable oppression led the 
Jewish community to hail the wonderful triumphal 

g 

66. 

67. Seleucidse. progress of Alexander the Great as a 
divinely sent deliverance (cp Is. 2414-16 

The change of rule seems to have been Ps. 46?). 
accomplished peaceably as far as Jerusalem was con- 
cerned, though hardly with the Special favour personally 
shown by Alexander that Josephus mentions (Ant. xi. 8 j. 
But Alexander’s brilliant victories were not followed by 
peace. After varying contests between Antigonus, 
Seleucus, and Ptolemy, including even a conquest of 
Jerusalem by the last-mentioned ruler, probably after 
the battle of Gaza 312, the S. part of Syria was, in 
consequence of the battle of Ipsus (301 B. c. ), assigned 
to  Ptolemy I. 

Under the wise and judicious rule of the first three 
Ptolemies (306-221) the Jewish community, probably 
for the first time, enjoyed a considerable period of peace 
and quiet. The battles fought against the Seleucidse 
in the middle of the third century (cp Dan. 1168) did 
not, it would seem, affect the highland district, and the 
religious peculiarities of the Jews were respected by the 
Ptolemies. W e  must, accordingly, suppose that at  
this time there was a strengthening and extension of 
the community. The advance of the Seleucidze in 
Syria did not at  first produce any change in the favonr- 
able position of the Jews. The victory of Ptolemy IV. 
Philopator over Antiochus 111. the Great at Raphia (217 
B. c. ) was, indeed, hailed by the Jews with joy. When, 
however, after 202, Antiochus 111. resumed and pursued 
with better success his plans of conquest, the inclinations 
of the Jews were transferred to him. After he had 
defeated the Egyptian general at the sources of the 
Jordan in 198, the Jews made voluntary submission to 
him and assisted him in driving out the Egyptian 
garrison from the citadel (Akra) of Jerusalem. W e  can 

1 Cp W. Judeich, KZeinasiatischeStudicn (‘gz),pp. 170f: 175f: 
[For the name cp BAGOAS, BIGVAI.] 

a Che. Intr. Is. 35’8#: Cp ISAIAH ii., $5 13, 21. 
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hardly credit all that Josephus tells of the consequent 
favour shown by Antiochus (Ant. xii. 33J  ) ; hut we may 
infer from it that the Jewish community prospered under 
this representative of the house of Seleucns. From that 
time onwards (198-7 B.c.) Judza  belonged to the 
kingdom of the Seleucidze. 

We come here upon the surprising phenomenon of 
a Syrian party-i. e . ,  one friendly to the Greelcs-con- 
68. trolling opinion in Jerusalem. The 

Chronicler, who compiled the books of 
Hellenism. Chronicles and also Ezra and Nehemiah 

(see HISTORICAL LITERATURE, 5 1s) in 
the first half of the third century, proves beyond a doubt 
the complete victory of the ideas for which Nehemiah 
and Ezra had fought. The history of the past is there 
recast as if the standards of the present had always 
prevailed in Israel. This directly concerns also the 
estimation in which foreign innovation was held. But 
it would be wrong to conclude that there were none but 
orthodox (so to speak) in the Jewish community. The 
Psalms show that such as remained true to the law had 
much to complain of in the way of calumny and violence 
on the part of the ‘godless,’.whom, it was hoped, 
Yahw& would sometime cut off from the community in 
judgment. These were such members of the community 
as favoured the foreigner. According to the descriptions 
in the Psalms, they were to be found in the more 
wealthy classes. Their reliance on the kingdom of 
the Seleucidze is explained by the fact that it was there 
that Greek life was able to get a hold and root itself. 
The Egyptians were so set and fixed in their way of life 
and their civilisation that even the Ptolemies could not 
move them. Alexandria, the creation of Alexander 
the Great, and other places in the Delta, became 
famous seats of Greek culture and commerce. But 
it was otherwise in W. Asia. The natural boundaries 
of the nations had already been abolished by the 
Assyrians and Chaldeans (Is. lO13f: ), and through- 
out their empire there had been a blending of races 
and religions. The equalising influences of trade and 
commerce increased under the rule of the Persians, 
who opened new routes. But the state created by 
the Asiatic conquerors was only a loose collection 
of separate groups in which the old native forms 
survived. When the Greek cenquerors had forced an 
entrance for themselves, a great swarm of peaceable 
stragglers followed in their train, and had no difficulty 
in making their way into the loose groups and forming 
alliances with them. Naturally it was in the newly- 
founded or newly-colonised Greek cities that this process 
began, and it was even later confined in general to the 
towns (the settled country was now Aramaic, the 
desert Arabian). Greek education, art, and trade were 
pursued ; new markets were opened up ; luxury and 
unstinted self-indulgence gave life a seductive lustre. It 
69 8. Diaspora. was the Jews outside of Jerusalem, in 

the Diaspora, that made the first 
acquaintance with Hellenism (cp DISPERSION, HEL- 
LENISM). W e  cannot trace with any certainty the 
rise of Jewish communities in foreign lands. The 
accounts in Josephus (Ant. xii. 1 3 4 ) ,  of forcible settle- 
ments in Egypt and Asia Minor have been called in 
question. It is more likely that trade interests led the 
Jews abroad, and that allied families joined them in 
the leading commercial towns. Here they learned to 
speak, think, and live as Greeks. They were sought 
out by anyone who came from Jerusalem (Ecclus. 
319-11) ; and they in their turn visited Jerusalem, their 
spiritual mother, and told how greatly the world was 
changed. And for Jews the outer world had long ago 
come to have a two-fold significance: it was not only 
the power that was hostile to YahwB, who would yet 
break its strength, but also the multitude of those who 
would sometime bow themselves before him and bring 
offerings to him at Jerusalem. Hence it was not simply 
a sign of unbelief or apostacy if men had regard for the 
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new forms of the world, and did not forget the man in 
the Jew-and the man at that time was the Greek,'fairly 
launched on his career of cosmopolitanism. Writings 
such as Koheleth, Jonah, Ecclesiasticus testify to this- 
each in its own way. Ecclesiasticus allows even the 
external demands of Judaism to fall into the background 
in order to lay the emphasis on the demand for fear of 
God and moral conduct. Such a conception of life ap- 
proximated to that of the Greek popular philosophy of 
those times. In the far-reaching current of universalism 
such inner relations must not be under-estimated. In  
the intercourse between Judaism and Hellenism it is 
certainly the lower motives of conduct that come more 
clearly forward-vanity, greed, lust of power, licentious- 
ness. For the men of distinction and wealth at  Jeru- 
salem this was the main thing (cp Jos. Ant. xii. 4). 

There were at  this time two among the priestly 
families at Terusalem that contended for the 1eadershiD- 
69 6. Two the Oniadre and the T0biadre.l The 

OniadE were the pious guardians of 
the prophetic inheritance rescued from the exile, and 
set their hopes on the mild rule of the Ptolemies. The 
'Tobiadre, on the other hand, regarded the strict separa- 
tion of Israel from other nations, especially from the 
dominant Greeks, as hurtful ; they were, therefore, in 
favour of the Seleucidre. Rut perhaps the qnestion 
was one of political ascendancy more than of religious 
antagonism. Matters came to an open conflict when 
Ptolemy VI. Philometor planned the subjugation of 
southern Syria ( 1 7 3  B.c.). The high priest Onias2 
felt himself so strong that he drove the Tobiadae and 
their partisans from Jerusalem (Jos. BJi. 11). These 
sought help of Antiochus IV. Epiphanes (175-164) ,  who 
gladly seized the opportunity to get the better of 
Ptolemy's friends in Jerusalem. Any compendious 
account of the struggles in 173-170 for the high-priest- 
hood in Jerusalem is difficult owing to the frequent 
contradictions of our two sources - Josephus and 2 
Maccabees. The course of events was perhaps sonie- 
what as follows : Antiochns IV. displaced ONIAS in 
favour of his hellenizing brother JASON. The latter in 
turn had to make way for MENELAUS in 171. In 
the first campaign of Antiochus IV. against Ptolemy, 
Jason came back and drove out Menelaus, but was 
unable to retain his position. He was perhaps slain by 
Onias (170  B.C. ) .  Onias found an asylum for himself 
and his followers in Egypt (cp 71 below). Menelaus 
was restored by Antiochus to the high-priesthood, and, 
as years passed, was the better able to ensure the king's 
protection since the latter had incensed against himself 
all the more seriously-minded Jews. 

On returning from Egypt in 170 B.C., Antiochus 
made his way into the temule and Dlundered it. This 
70. Antiochus desecration of the Sanctuary aroused 

the religious feeling of the Jews, and 
showed them that thev had nothing Epiphanes. - 

to  expect in the way of appreciation of (not to speak 
of consideration for) their peculiarities. Even the more 
shortsighted and careless recognised the danger that 
threatened the Jewish community from the side of 
Greek civilisation. Any prospect of accommodation 
or even reconciliation vanished. The tension on both 
sides increased ; even at this time there may perhaps 
have been bloody encounters in Jerusalem. But 
Antiochus did not on this account give up his plan 
of getting the little group of strange enthusiasts on the 
southern border of his kingdom out of his way; for 
him Jerusalem was nothing but an inconvenient focus 
of disturbance and insubordination. When, in 168 B. c., 
he had to retire before the Romans from Egypt, he sent 
a n  officer (Apollonius? 2 Macc. 524), who took the city 

1 C H. Willrich, Jude% u. Gnkchen VOY der makkudaischen 
E ~ h e L q  (Gijtt. ['95]). 

2 The Onias 11. and Onias 111. of Josephus are robably 
originally one and the same person. Cp further We&. GGA, 
'95, PP. 947'957. 

by surprise, and turned the ancient city of David into a 
military fort (Acra, I Macc. 1 3 3 J ) ,  the garrison of which 
held the inhabitants in terrified submission. 

Antiochus wished to destroy with a firm hand the 
real roots of opposition, and, accordingly, directed his 
measures against the Jewish religion. The cultus was 
suppressed ; the altar of burnt offering was changed into 
a place of sacrifice to Zeus ( I  Macc. 15459) : the Torah 
rolls were burnt : Jewish customs (Sabbath, circum- 
cision, etc. ) w'ere forbidden ; those who remained faithful 
to the law in spite of the pressure brought to hear on 
them were executed (December 168 B.c.). The high 
priest submitted. He plainly regarded it as possible to 
retain, as a Hellenistic Jew, the position of head of the 
Jewish community. With the energy which had been 
manifested at Jerusalem, the king's officers attempted 
also in the country districts to compel the Jews to offer 
heathen sacrifices and adopt heathen usages. Thus the 
work of Nehemiah and Ezra, moderate and conciliatory 
as it was, which offered a last retreat for the religion of 
Israel, was dissolved. 

The fall of the power of Persia had left the way to 
the East open to Greece and all that it brought with it, 
and this it was that stifled the life of Judaism. Having 
nothing like it to oppose to it, Judaism was powerless 
against it : devout persons fled for their faith before 
it. To combat this faith in itself was not the inten- 
tion of Antiochus; he did not understand it or even 
perceive that it was, just as at that time the Jews were. 
nowhere understood by the Greeks. All that Antiochus 
saw in the Jewish faith was the source of passionate 
quarrels that he had to compose. As the priestly nobility 
were ready to fall in with him, we niust not wonder that 
Antiochus imagined that he could win the compliance 
of the people also. But this calculation proved to be 
false: the Jews resisted. In virtue of his sovereign 
rights, he demanded of the Jews by force what other 
Syrian peoples had yielded to the Greek power without 
difficulty. And here we find his fundamental mistake : 
he saw nothing more in Yahwh the god of the Jews 
than in (say) Dagon the god of the Philistines, or in 
Melkarth the god of the Phoenicians. 

The attitude of the Jews towards the violent measures 
of Antiochus was very various. .The priestly aristocracy 
71. Effect of in Jerusalem submitted ; for them prob- 
his policy. ably the question of influence and their 

revenue was all-important. Onias the 
high priest, who had fled to Egypt, became the originator 
of a religions schism by which he seems to have meant 
to remove the ground from under the feet of the 
Palestinian Jews. With the permission of Ptolemy VI. 
Philometor (181-146) ,  he built (in 170) on the ruins of 
an Egyptian sanctuary at Leontopolis in the district of 
Heliopolis ( = Tell e l -  Yehz&!gyu) a Jewish temple 
(Jos. Ant. xii. 9 7  133, BY vii. 1 0 ~ 8 ,  cp DISPERSION, 
3 8). This remarkable undertaking was fitted to draw 
the Jews of Judaea who had remained true to the law in 
the same direction as the legitimate high-priesthood had 
gone-namely, to Egypt (cp Is. 1919). There can be 
no doubt that at that time many went this way; it 
seemed a way out of the hopeless night. Most, how- 
ever, of the devout-minded people could not bring 
themselves to abandon YahwB's holy city, and its claim 
to be the holy city for a11 nations. They fled into the 
wilderness and hid themselves in clefts and caves. If 
attacked on the Sabbath they would quietly submit to 
death rather than desecrate the day by fighting. 

This passive resistance, however,was suddenly changed 
into active. An aged and honoured country priest at  

,2. Revolt. Modeip, a place between Bethhoron and 
Lydda, slew a Jew who was offering 

sacrifice according to heathen ritual, killing the Syrian 
officer at the same time. Fleeing eastwards, Mattathias 
made his way in safety with his five sons over the 
mountains, and there in the wilderness entered into 
an agreement with others of like mind to fight, if 
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attacked, even on the Sabbath. This was the 
signal for a religious war (167 B. C. ). It  was a desperate 
act, the most foolhardy in the whole history of Israel. 
Faith and holy indignation, exasperation and burn- 
ing hate, drove the Jew-s to strain their powers to 
the utmost. They achieved indeed remarkable feats, 
aided by the natural advantages afforded them by 
their native mountains. The Maccabees, however, 
would have succumbed to the armies of the Seleucidze 
had not the latter by their endless contests for the throne 
themselves provided an escape. 

The example of Mattathias and his sons won over 
the adherents of the Law. Many sufferers from 
persecution, along with the union of the Assidzeans 
(HZsidim, p’ i iDn  ; I Macc. 242),  joined them. Their 
first step was to use force against the renegade Jews, 
destroy the signs of heathenism in the land, and restore 
the customs of Israel. Meanwhile Mattathias died after 
73, Judas. handing over the work to his sons Simon 

and Judas. The latter, Judas ‘Mac- 
cabaeus’ ( ~ ~ ~ M A C C A B E E S ,  THE), undertook theleadership 
in the war (166 B.c.), and proved himself a devout and 
courageous man. equal to the task he had undertaken. 
It was only under him that the war with the Syrians 
themselves began. He first .defeated Apollonius 
(I Macc. 3 108 ; cp 2 Macc. 5 24) ; then, at Beth-horon, 
Seron the military commander of Coele-Syria ; then, at 
Emmaus ( =‘Amwi~) ,  Gorgias, supported by the viceroy 
Lysias ; and lastly, at Beth-zur, Lysias himself (165 B. c. ). 
The generalship as well as the success of Judas reminds 
one vividly of the battles fought by Saul and David 
against the Philistines ; faith-inspired enthusiasm, fool- 
hardy valour, and judicious tactics, taking advantage of 
the natural difficulties of the ground, helped the Jews to 
victory. Thus, master of the open country between 
Bethzur and Beth-horon. Tudas determined to make the 

74. cultus capital the religious centre of revolt. 
reorganised, (Mizpeh, north of Jerusalem, had hitherto 

been the dace of resort for common 
prayer and lamentation. ) The temple site was secured 
against attack from the Syrian garrison in the Acra; 
new priests were installed, upholders of the law ; the 
signs of heathenism were removed from the sacred 
precincts ; the legal cultus was restored in its full 
extent. On the 25th Kislev (December) 165 B.C. 
(exactly three years after its profanation) the temple was 
formally dedicated-a ceremony that was afterwards 
commemorated by a yearly feast ( n q n  nsjn, Ps. 30 title). 
For Judas and his party these achievements were very 
important. They not only dismayed the friends of the 
Greeks and animated the hopes of the supporters of the 
law, hut also robbed the schismatic attempt of Onias 
of all danger as far as Palestine was concerned. What 
a revolution in men’s frame of mind had already occurred 
in Judah we learn from the Apocalypse of Daniel, 
which was written about this time (see DANIEL, 5 8 J ,  
and cp DEDICATION, FEAST OF). 

The religious feeling of the author had already recovered its 
equilibrium ; the leaders of the heathen party are derided ’ the 
faithful adherents ofYahw&are comforted. Yahwit himselfbhngs 
to an end the rule of the heathen. his etlrnal kingship over the 
world passes to pions Israel ; who;ver has died without partici- 
pating in the divine reward will receive it after the resurrection ; 
the great distress is the pledge that the longed-for time, the 
glorification of Israel in the eyes of all nations, is at  hand. The 
prophetic picture of Israel’s future, repressed by Nehemiah and 
Ezra has powerfully affected the author’s thoughts. The 
victories of Jndascount for little with him (Dan. 11 34); it is not 
success of human power that he desires for Israel ; what he saw 
a t  hand is wrought by God himself-it is the end, the consum- 
mation. The ideas of the prophets appear in him in an eschato- 
logical form ; the goal of his hopes I S  heaven a d  earth ; the 
glory of Israel is the work and gift of God, not the fruit of the 
toil and labour of man. 

The thoughts of the Maccabees led, as very soon 
appenred, to a different goal. The garrison of the Acra 
in Jerusalem, which was threatened by the growing power 
of Judas, sent word of their straits to King Anti.ochus 
V. Eupator about 163 B.C. The regent Lysias ac- 
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cordingly marched forth with the young king at the head 

75. Religious 
c o ~ i c t  be- 

of a large army against the insurgents, 
drove them hack from the south 

political., to Jerusalem, and shut them,up on 
the fortified temple-plateau. Matters 

threatened to go hard with Judas, when unexpectedly 
an arrangement was come to, by which the king allowed 
the Maccabees the free exercise of their religion, aud 
promised them indemnity, while they in exchange were 
to hand over the sanctuary,-in addition to which, how- 
ever, they had subsequently to consent to the dismantling 
of their fortresses. 

The occasion for the religious war was thus removed, 
and the disastrous step of Antiochus IV. in 168 retraced. 
In consequence the question naturally arose : Ought not 
Judas and his followers to lay down their arms ? Many 
thought so ; in particular the Assideans ; and so when 
ALCIMUS ( q . ~ . ) ,  who was a priest of legitimate descent 
and had been nominated by Demetrius I. to the high- 
priesthood in succession to Menelaus, now at last 
deposed (171-164 B.c.), was about to be brought into 
Jerusalem by Bacchides the governor by military force, 
they declared themselves ready for peace ( I  Macc. 
7 1 2 8  ). Following the example of Nehemiah and Ezra, 
they for the present asked nothing more than religious 
freedom. Judas, on the other hand, would not hear 
of any such end to the war ; for the sake of religious 
freedom, and in addition to it, he was determined to 
achieve political liberty. This too was a revival of 
prophetic ideas, yet without any such eschatological 
transformation as is met with in Daniel. The antithesis 
of the two tendencies, which was not at the outset 
absolute and irreconcilable, arose in part from divergent 
views of the situation at the moment, a situation in 
which Judas had no confidence. However this may 
be, it is at this date (162 B. c. ) that the war of religion 
may be said to close, and the Maccabean struggles for 
secular power to begin. 

Judas’s distrust of Bacchides and Alcimns soon 
proved to have been justified. The confidence that had 
been reposed in them they rewarded with violence and 
blood ; as ruler of the capital and of the country, 
Alcimus favoured the friends of the Greeks, and the 
situation once more became similar to what it had been 
between 173 and 168. After the withdrawal of Bacchides, 
however, Alcimus was unable to maintain his authority, 
and Demetrius I. ordered Nicanor to break the power of 
Judas. But an ineffective campaign ended in the 
defeat and death of that general in a battle between 
Beth-horon and Adasa on the 13th Adar (March) 161. 
Bacchides, on the other hand, once more joined by 
Alcimus, had better success. He routed the army of 
Judas near Eleasa (?), and Judas himself fell in the battle 

The cause of the insurgents seemed utterly ruined 
(I Macc. 9 2 3 8 )  ; all they could do was to maintain 
76. Jonathan. themselves in the wilderness of Tekoa as 

Bacchides mean- 
while sought by comprehensive measures to give peaceand 
security to the country in the interests of Alcimus and his 
followers, yet without interfering with religious liberty. 
When, however, after the death of Alcimus (160 B. c. ), 
a renewed effort to bring Jonathan and his followers 
under his power had proved abortive, Bacchides decided 
to enter into the negotiations for peace that Jonathan 
had proposed. In other words, he now sought to 
restore order in the country by the help of the very man 
whom, in common with the Grecian party, he had 
regarded as the arch disturber. The hellenizing priestly 
aristocracy thus lost their external support. Jonathan 
dispensed justice at Michmash and cleansed the land of 
Hellenisers. Only in Jerusalem and other strongholdsdid 
the foreign garrisons and their Jewish supporters retain 
command. The land itself now finally emerged from a 
state of war (158 B.c.). This was the first political 
success of Jonathan. 

(161 B.C.). 

a party of freebooters. 
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From this time onwards the rule of the Maccabees 

or Hasmonaeans advanced steadily, as Jonathan was 
able to secure one advantage after another for himself 
from the contentions between the various claimants for 
the throne of the Seleucidz. Moreover, the majority 
of the people were manifestly on his side. When, in 
153, Alexander Balas was set up as king in opposition 
to Demetrius I., the latter sought the friendship of 
Jonathan by giving him permission to surround himself 
with an armed force. Jonathan transferred his abode 
to Jerusalem, and fortified the temple hill, and, except 
from the Acra and Bethzur, the Syrian garrisons were 
withdrawn. Demetrius was, however, outbidden by 
Alexander Balas, who designated Jonathan high priest 
and sent him a purple robe and a crown. Jonathan's 
ambition was stronger than his fidelity. At the Feast 
of Tabernacles in 153 B.C. he assumed the high-priestly 
office which had for seven years been, vacant (Jos. Ant. 
xx. 10). Since Demetrius I., as it fell out, was worsted, 
Jonathan was able actually to enjoy the fruits of his 
crafty policy. In 150 B.C. Alexander showed him great 
honour at Ptolemais, and designated him a high official 
( U ~ ~ U T ? Y ~ S  and pepcGdpx9s) of the kingdom of Syria. 
Attempts to bring him into suspicion failed of their 
object. The contentions for the throne between 
Demetrius 11. (see above, col. 1068) and Alexander Balas 
in 147 B. c. brought Jonathan new advantages ; defeat- 
ing Apollonius, the governor of Ccele-Syria appointed 
by Demetrius II., he received the town and district of 
Ekron. After the death of Alexander Balas (145) 
Jonathan bid defiance to Demetrius 11. and besieged 
the Acra at Jerusalem, and when the king summoned 
him to Ptolemais in indignation Jonathan contrived to 
turn his anger into good will. His present dignities 
were confirmed, and the province of Judah, to which 
three districts (Apherema, Lydda, and Ramathaim) were 
added in the north, was declared free of tribute. What 
engagements Jonathan entered into on his side we do 
not know ( I  Macc. llzS$). Anyhow, he was unable 
to get further concessions from Demetrius II., although 
it was by his soldiers that the king was rescued from 
the insurrectionary populace of his own capital. I t  is 
easy, accordingly, to understand Jonathan's taking the 
earliest opportunity of joining the side of the king's 
enemies. A former officer of Balas, Trypho 
(Diodotus) of Apamea, came forward as guardian of 
Balas's young son, still a minor, and proclaimed 
him king as Antiochus VI. (145 B.c . ) .  In return for 
valuable presents and confirmation in all his dignities, 
Jonathan undertook, along with his brother Simon, to 
drive out the troops and other supporters of Demetrius 
11. from southern and middle Syria, and assume posses- 
sion of the land in the interest of Antiochus VI. The 
carrying out of this commission meant nothing more 
than the stamping out by force of any opposition the 
two brothers might encounter. This, however, did 
not satisfy Trypho, who was aiming at the crown for 
himself. He decoyed Jonathan to Ptolemais and con- 
,7. Simon. fined him there. Simon made his way to 

Jerusalem, where the people, supposing that 
Jonathan was already dead, elected him leader. He 
prepared to resist Trypho, who attempted to force 
his way into Judea but had to withdraw without 
success after pretending to treat about handing over 
Jonathan. The execution of the latter at the command 
of Trypho at Baskama in Gilead left a free field to 
Simon (142-135 B.C.). He carried on the measures 
for securing the land, and concluded formal peace with 
Demetrius II. ,  which not only put an end to war, but 
also secured absolute freedom from tribute, an event of 
such importance that Jewish dates were thenceforth 
reckoned from it (Sel. 170 = 143/142 B.C. ). Next year, 
too, Simon forced the Syrian garrison to withdraw from 
the Acra. Thus disappeared from Jerusalem and 
Judaea the last mark of foreign supremacy. In 141 the 
people solemnly conferred on Simon the hereditary rule 
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as high priest, commander-in-chief, and ethnarch (cp 
I Macc. 14253). Simon struck the first Jewish coins 
( I  Macc. 156). Thus out of the war against Greek 
civilisation there had arisen a new Jewish state. 

Simon and his successors not only maintained the 
position they had won, but also extended its influence. 
This was the easier that the kingdom of the Seleucidz 
was more and more falling apart. Simon must also 
be regarded as the first of the Maccabees to gain the 
friendship of the Romans with a view to securing his 
position in Asia (142 B.C. ; I Macc. 142440 ; Jos. Ant. 
xiii. 7 3  ; Justin xxxvi. 3). From a contest with 
Antiochus VII. SidEtes (of 2167 in Pamphylia), who, 
after unavailing negotiations, entrusted his general 
Cendebaeus with the war, Simon came out victorious. 
He was honoured as a circumspect and righteous ruler. 
His violent death, however, was like a presage of the 
end the new line of rulers was to meet. Along with 
two of his sons he was murdered at the castle of Dok 
(Docus), near Jericho, by his son-in-law Ptolemy, who 
sought to make himself master of the land. But John 
Hyrcanus, Simon's third son, anticipated him and 
secured the support of the people of Jerusalem, where 
he ruled from 134 to 104. 

In the beginning of his reign Hyrcanus was hard 
beset by Antiochus VII., who subjected Jerusalem 

That Hyrcanus came 
off after all without loss of terrjtory may 

Hyrcanus' be attributed perhaps to Antiochus's policy, 
perhaps to the influence of the Romans in Hyrcanus's 
favour (cp Jos. Ant. xiii. 84 92). On his expedition 
against the Parthians Antiochus VII. lost his life 
(128 B.c.), and Hyrcanus once more asserted his 
independence. He maintained a standing army of 
mercenaries, built the so-called Baris on the NW. of 
the temple site (Ant. xviii. 43), and concluded a firm 
alliance with Rome (Ant. xiv. 1022). He extended 
by conquest the narrow limits of his rule towards the 
E., S., and N. He destroyed the temple of the 
Samaritans on Mt. Gerizim, subjugated the Idumaeans 
in the S., and compelled them to accept the Jewish 
Torah. The siege of the city of Samaria brought him 
once more, however, into serious conflict with the 
Seleucidae, a conflict from which it was probably the 
powerful word of Rome that delivered him. Hyrcanus 
still regarded himself as in the first place high priest. 
and also enjoyed a high degree of popular favour. 
Yet even in his time emerged the opposition of the 
Pharisees against his family, which was only furthered 
by the closer connection between the Hasmonaeans 
and the Sadducees. Hyrcanus's son and successor, 
Aristobdus I. (Judas), saw no means of securing his 
power save that of putting out of the way several 
members of his own family. He subjugated and 
made Jews of the Ituraeans at what had till then 
been the N. limit of his domain (in Galilee?), and 
assumed the title of king. After a reign of one 

78. John to a long siege. 

" - 
,9. Alexander year (103 B.c . )  he was succeeded by 

his brother Alexander Janneus (see 
T A N N B U S ~ .  who secured the throne bv JannE?us' 

the murder of a &other ( I&-76 B. c. ). In his reign thk 
complete secularisation and transformation of the ruling 
priestly family became very obvious. He bad coins 
struck, for example, not only with inscriptions in 
Hebrew characters, but also with bilingual inscriptions in 
Greek characters, in which he designated himself simply 
king. His aim was to extend as much as possible the 
bounds of his kingdom, and so he was almost constantly 
in the field or besieging fortified positions. His opera- 
tions against Ptolemais involved him in a disadvantage- 
ous war with Ptolemy Lathyrus, from which he finally 
escaped only through the intervention of Ptolemy's 
mother, queen Cleopatra of Egypt. East of the Jordan, 
he subdued Gadara and Amathus ; on the coast, Raphia, 
Anthedon, and Gaza. 

The changing fortune of war, but still more his 
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strained relations with the Pharisees, deprived him of 
the favour of the people. At first he sought to quench 
in blood every appearance of hostile feeling. When, 
however, he was defeated by the Arabian chief Obadas 
and lost his whole army, the popular fury broke into 
open revolt. People were not afraid even to go the 
length of rousing against the Hasmonaeans Demetrius 
Aczerus (Euczerus), one of the last of the Seleucidze. 
Alexander Jannzeus was defeated at Shechem and fled to 
the hills. Then the shame and regret of his people 
came to his succour. A considerable body of armed 
men gathered about him, with whom he cut his way 
through the opposing forces ; and he came to temporary 
terms with Demetrius. Blood then flowed in streams 
to secnre peace at home for this inhuman high priest. 

The last years of his reign Alexander spent once more 
in foreign wars, especially with the Arahiars. These 
had now for several centuries been slowly pressing 
forward out of the desert into the cultivated land, had 
already settled at certain points (Edom and Lebanon), 
and were now trying, like the Hebrews more than a 
thousand years before, to push forward into the heart 
of the country. Alexander Jannaeus encountered them 
repeatedly on his military expeditions-successfully east 
of the Jordan, where he conquered Gerasa (?), Golan, 
and Seleucia. It  was on one of these expeditions that 
he met his death (76 B. C. ). His career strikes one as 
strange-it is as if the Hasmonzan had assumed 
something of the wildness and ferocity of the 
Seleucidze. At all events, the inner contradiction 
inherent from the first in the Hasmonzan priest- 
kingship was now undeniable. If the advice he is said 
to have given his wife just before his death with regard 
to the conduct of the government (Jos. Ant. xiii. 155) 
be authentic, something of this contradiction must have 
been felt by Alexander Jannzeus himself. He is repre- 
sented as having advised his wife Alexandra (Hebr. 
Salomb or perhaps more correctly Salma) to concede 
greater influence to the Pharisees-ie., to go farther 
in giving spiritual affairs their rightful place. 

She made over the 
high-priesthood to her oldest son Hvrcanus. an irresolute 

Alexandra ruled from 75 to 67. 
- -  

80. Alexandra. indolent man, andheld back her second 
son. the daring Aristobfilus. from anv 

share in public affairs. The- power and extent df 
the kingdom-which was, roughly, equal to what 
it was in the days of David-she maintained intact, 
without entering on wars of any seriousness. In internal 
affairs the Pharisees were supreme (see below, § 83). 
Their feeling of satisfaction with the rule of Alexandra 
found expression in edifying fables, in which they 
extolled those days as a time of special felicity. Scarcely, 
however, had Alexandra closed her eyes, when there 
broke out between her sons that struggle for the succes- 
sion in the course of which the kingdom of the 
Maccabees went down. AristobElus 11. defeated 
Hyrcanus 11. at Jericho, and forced him to enter into 
an agreement acknowledging Aristobdus as king and 
high priest. But this peace was short-lived. 

Soon there appeared at the head of the opposition 
to Aristobnlus an Idumzan named Antipater, whose 
father of the same name had been governor of Idumza 
under Alexander Jannzus. This man, the father of 
the future king Herod, acquired great influence, and 
contracted alliances widely, in particular with Arbtas 
king of the Nabatzeans. He persuaded Hyrcanus to 
seek refuge with him, and induced Arbtas, in con- 
sideration of promised cessions of territory, to make 
Hyrcanus king of Judzea by force. ArCtas actually 
defeated Aristobiilus, and drove him, supported by the 
Jews, to take refuge in the temple stronghold, where, 
with the priests, he defended himself boldly. 

Such was the state of affairs in the Maccabzan 
kingdom when Pompey sent his legate Scaurus to Syria 
abont Easter 65 B. e. The rival brothers made him the 
same offer as the price of his support. Scaurus decided 
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in favour of Aristobtilus, and ordered Ardtas to return 
to his country ; Hyrcanus had to content himself with 
a diminished territory. But Pompey himself had not 
yet spoken the final word. He was assailed with 
presents and embassies, and finally the two brothers 
themselves, as also representatives of the people who 
wished the ancient priesthood restored,received a hearing 
at Damascus in the spring of 63 B. c. Pompey wished 
to defer sentence ; but when Aristobfilus appeared to 
be preparing to resist, Pompey pursued him with his 
army to his stronghoId of Alexandrium, and then 
on by way of Jericho to before Jerusalem. Aristo- 
bolus wavered, swaying between defiance and dejection. 
Pompey had him taken prisoner. The party of Hyr- 
canus gave over the city, while the supporters of 
Aristobiilus maintained the temple stronghold. Pompey 
found himself compelled to subdue this by a regular 
siege. After three months the Romans forced their 
way through a breach into the sacred enclosure, where a 
frightful massacre ensued, the Jews even slaughtering 
one another. Accompanied by his followers, Pompey 
visited the interior of the temple, without, however, 
touching the sacred furniture, and next day gave 
instructions that the regular sacrificial cultus was to 
he restored. Hyrcanus received the high-priestly office 
and with it a principality of diminished extent, and 
subject to tribute, while Aristobfilus had, with his 
family, including his two sons Alexander and Antigonus, 
to follow the conqueror to Rome. The freedom of 
the Jews had lasted but eighty years (142-63 B.c.): 
Its end was lamentable. The spirit that gave it birth 
had long been gone. 

Before investigating the last fortunes of the Jews in 
Palestine under the Romans, we have to notice some 
81. Synedrium. internal events which occurred during 

The latter 
had practically changed the religious community of 
Nehemiah and Ezra into a secular state ; but they were 
far from subverting the institutions which had arisen out 
of that community. The high priest remained-they 
themselves were the high priests ; and side by side with 
them there was still the college of elders (yepouula), an 
aristocracy in which the social organism culminated. 

It is probably to this body, with the high priest, that the 
phrase ‘communityofthe Jews,’ o’!rn;? l?p, on the coins of the 
Maccabees from the reign of John Hyrcanus onward refers. 
At a later date the council usually received the Greek designa- 
tion sylredmion, Hebraised as sanhedrln (1’ 

However, though this supreme council remained, the 
seats in it were filled by supporters of the Hasmonzeans. 
In the previous period (§§ 7 6 8 )  the members had been 
the heads of the clerical and the lay nobility (besides the 
high priest) ; the ruling class thus formed received the 
name of Sadducee (from Zadok ; cp Ezek. 4415f: ). It  
may be asked whether any of these old families attached 
themselves to the Hasmonaeans. All that we know is 
that, by the favour of the Hasmonaeans, a new aris- 
tocracy arose, and, to a large extent, monopolised the 
seats in the Synedrium. This was the share of power 
accorded to them. That Alexander Jannzeus gave the 
council but little scope is not surprising. They had 
ample compensation, however, under his successor 
Alexandra. The president of the council was the high 
priest, and Alexandra was a woman. Besides recognis- 
ing the independence of the council, Alexandra gave 
seats and votes in it to the long-repressed party of the 
Pharisees. Their conceptions of religion and law thus 
received complete recognition, and the function of public 
judgment was transferred to the so-called Scribes, the 
sCpiph&<m or masters of legal science. This was no 
slight curtailment of power for the once omnipotent 
lay nobility. 

The leadership of the Synedrium remained with the 
priests-in the last instance with the high priest-but 
these found themselves compelled at all points to take 
account of the scribes who enjoyed the popular favour. 
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The membership of the supreme council reached the 
number of seventy-one. 

The two parties .brought into prominence by the 
changes in the Synedrium under Alexandra, the Pharisees 
82. Sadducees, and thz Sadducees, claim our special 

The Sadducees, in the strict attention. 
sense of the word, indeed, were, as already stated (I SI), 
displaced by the Hasmonaeans. As the name persisted, 
however, we must suppose it to have been transferred 
to the new priestly aristocracy and their followers. 

This is not difficult to understand for on the one hand the 
ascendancy of priestly families remaded and on the other hand 
the same antitheses which had manifesteh themselves before 'the 
wars of religion reappeared in an altered form. Before the 
wars, the priest$ regime, by its friendliness to Hellenism had 
imperilled religion, and now it seemed as if the secular r i l e  of 
the Hasmonzans wereabout to overwhelm it altogether. Before 
the wars the AssidEans with the scribes at  their head had been 
drawn together for the defence of the heritage left by Nehemiah 
and Ezra ; now it was the Pharisees who came forward on behalf 
of the law and against the national state which was breaking np  
the foundations of the law and of the religious community. 

' The Sadducees represent the new state which grew 
out of the Maccabean rising, the Pharisees, the com- 
83. Pharisees. munity of which the Torah was the first 

and final cause ' (Wellhausen, Phar. u. 
Sadd. 24J). The Pharisees were energetic in the 
assertion of their principles certainly ; but they renounced 
all political aims. They were not political like the 
Sadducees ; like the Assidseans, whose heirs they may 
probably be said to be, they held by the ideals of 
Nehemiah and Ezra. The Pharisees were the ' scribes ' 
who in dead earnest sought to turn the law into practice 
with the utmost literality, and thus, if they did not 
create a new type of piety, they at least remodelled the 
old on much sharper lines. 

It is in this sense that the name Pharisees ought to be taken 
(see SCRIBES AND PHARISEES) ; whether assumed by themselves 
or bestowed by others it well expresses their arrogant claim to 
be the true Israel. In particular, they put the sanctity of the 
sabbath upon a new level, and exacted an outward purity by a 
constantly increasing number ofprecepts so that religious fellow- 
ship became more and mo:e the fellowsbjp of a school, and piety 
a highly specialised art. The unlearned cannot guard himself 
against sin, and the layman can never be truly pious' (Hillel). 
Ignorance of the Pharisaic teaching was in itself an evidence of 
want of righteousness ; acquaintance with their legal precepts 
was held to be the only means for the attainment of true righteous- 
ness. Hence it is written in the Mishna (Sad. 11 3) : ' I t  is a 
graver sin to say aught against the learned in the law than to 
say aught against the law itself.' 

As regarded the future of their people (see the Book of 
Daniel, and cp ESCHATOLOGY, 55 47,58$ ), the Pharisees 
expected to see the world-supremacy of Israel established 
by the immediate hand of God from heaven, and deemed 
it an impertinence to try human means of establishing it. 
The foreign rule of the Greeks (and afterwards of the 
Romans) they also considered contrary to the will of 
God ; yet they held it more tolerable than the existence 
of a national state by which everything was secularised ; 
in point of fact they could not dispense with foreign 
rule, for its disappearance would take away the con- 
dition on which their very existence depended-the law 
of the post-exilic community. To  the national and 
political questions of the day they had no answer ready ; 
they simply pointed to the future which God was to give. 
That a party like this should have been able to acquire 
so great an influence over the people is extraordinary ; 
it is only partially explained by the secular rule of the 
Maccabean priestly kings. We  must also bear in mind 
that the people longed for a spiritual food which their 
priestly leaders could not give them, and so betook 
themselves to the Pharisees who claimed, not without 
right, to be champions of the law. 

Besides these two parties Josephus (Ant. xiii. 59) 
mentions a third a@curs or ' sect '-that of the ESSENES 

In point of fact these were a 
k;kerhood, somewhat of the nature of 

a monastic order. Josephus (Z.C. ) introduces them 
about the middle of the second century B.C. (cp Ant. 
xiii 112). The name signifies ' the pious ones' (Aram. 
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m ~ ) ,  and seems to point to an origin similar to that of 
the Pharisees. The part they played in the history of 
Israel was quite unimporiant. One of the leaders 
in the war against Rome was an Essene (Jos. BJ ii. 
204). 

In 63 B. c. Pompey 
constituted Syria a Roman province, thus establishing 

To  return now to the narrative. 

85. Hyrcanus the Roman hold upon the western por- 
and Antipatera tion of the kingdom of the Seleucidae. 

The Jewish portion properly so called 
-Jud=a, Galilee, and Persea-he left under the high 
priest, Hyrcanus, who, however, was subordinate to 
the governor of the province and paid taxes to him. At 
the same time Pompey ' liberated ' from the Jewish rule 
certain towns on the coast and in Persea, which soon 
united themselves into a league, the so-called DECAPOLIS 
(4.v.). Aristobiilus and his children Pompey took with 
him to Rome. These arrangements were a severe 
blow to the power of the Hasmonsean dynasty and its 
supporters, the Sadducees. It  need not surprise us, 
therefore, if some resistance was offered : and so strong 
was the attachment of the people to the native house 
that in every attempt at revolt a native army was always. 
at command. Jewish history henceforward, accordingly, 
down to the accession of Herod, is mainly a record of 
the rebellions against the Romans and of the disturbances 
connected with the Roman civil wars so far as these 
affected Syria. 

Aristobiilus's eldest son, Alexandkr, had escaped 
from Pompey and summoned the Jews to arms against his 
uncle Hyrcanus, the nominee of Rome. The governor 
of Syria, Gabinius, however, in 57 B.c., shut him up in 
the stronghold of Alexandrium and compelled him to 
lay down his arms. In the revolt, Gabinius, plainly 
with the view of further weakening the Jewish power 
and lessening the influence of Jerusalem, the capital, 
broke up the Hasmonsean territory into five adminis- 
trative divisions-those of Jerusalem, Jericho, Gazara, 
Amathus, and Sepphoris. A second revolt was headed 
by Aristobalus himself, who, with his younger son 
Antigonus, had escaped from Rome ; but he was taken 
prisoner in Machzrus and sent back to the imperiaL 
capital. Whilst Gabinius was engaged on an Egyptian 
expedition, a third rising was led by Alexander ; but his 
army was dispersed in 55 B.C. by Gabinius, who had 
hastened back and now rewarded Hyrcanus and Anti- 
pater for their fidelity to Rome by cancelling the arrange- 
ment made two years before, and restoring Hyrcanus 
to his former authority. M. Licinius Crassns, the 
triumvir, who succeeded Gabinius in the following year, 
seized the temple treasure of Jerusalem ; and after his 
death the quzstor Cassius Longinus suppressed a fourth 
revolt of the Hasmonsean party which had broken out, 
under the leadership of Pitholaus, on the shores of the 
Sea of Galilee (Taricheae). Pitholaus was put to death 
and Alexander brought under pledges to keep the peace 
(cp Jos. Ant. xiv. 5 3 ,  BJ i. 8). Julius Czesar's purpose 
of sending Aristobiilus against the followers of Pompey 
in Syria was frustrated by the poisoning of Aristobiilus 
before he could leave Rome (49 B. c. ). Shortly after- 
wards Alexander the son of Aristobiilus also was put to 
death, by Pompey's orders, at Antioch. Antipater was 
more fortunate when, after the battle of Pharsalus and 
the death of Pompey (48 B. c.), the victorious Cacsar was 
pressed hard in Alexandria. So useful was Antipater to 
him that Czsar acknowledged his debt to the Idumsean 
by the gift of the Roman citizenship and immunity from 
taxes. At the same time he confirmed Hyrcanus in his 
high-priestly office. Antigonus too, the son of Aristo- 
biilus, presented himself before Czsar in Syria and 
pressed his claims ; the only result, however, was that 
Cmar  bestowed still more signal marks of favour upcn 
Antipater, whom he appointed ' steward ' or procurator 
( 6 d r p o r r o s )  of Judsea. At the same time he constituted 
Hyrcanus and his sons hereditary allies of the Romans, 
guaranteeing them immunity from imposts, with other 
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-privileges, and granting permission to rebuild the walls 
.of Jerusalem (Jos. Ant. xiv. 8-10, B l i .  9 J ) .  

Thus the Jewish aristocracy gained nothing by all its 
scheming. 'The power of the hated Idumaean, Anti- 
pater, went on increasing, and although he was astute 
enough to pose always as the faithful servant of his lord, 
in point of fact, under the languid administration of 
Hyrcanus, he had a free hand. He carried on the 

-rebuilding of the Yalls of Jerusalem and established good 
,order throughout the country, committing the adminis- 
tration of Jerusalem and the south to his son Phasael, 
.and that of Galilee to his son Herod. The Jewish 
.aristocracy, from their own point of view, were fully 
justified when they sought to get rid of both him and 
his sons. For this a pretext was supplied them by a 
high-handed proceeding of Herod, who, in Galilee, had 
caused to be executed without reference to the council 
.a certain Hasmonaean commander, Ezekias, and certain 
.of his followers who had sought at their own hand to 
.continue the opposition against the Roman supremacy. 
The dominant party in Jerusalem persuaded Hyrcanus 
to call Herod to account before the council in Jerusalem. 
Herod duly appeared, but not as a culprit, and, supported 
.by Sextus Caesar, the governor of Syria, succeeded in 
overawing the council so that no judgment was given. 
Once more he returned at the head of an army and 
threatened the city ; but Antipater was able to appease 
his wrath. The aristocratic party, however, did not 
Test content witH this. Some years later when C. 
Cassius Longinus, one of the murderers of Caesar, was 
living in Syria (44-42 B.c.), Antipater was poisoned, 

-probably with the connivance of Hyrcanus, by an Arabian 
prince (Malichus) who seems to have been in his service. 

Whilst Malichus was still seeking to gain time, how- 
.ever, before striking again, Herod got rid of him by an 
86. Herod. assassin's hand (Jos. Ant. xiv. 11, BJi. 10 

4 3 ) .  Though Antipater had fallen, his 
'family retained or even increased its power. Herod 
-earned on all hands thanks and praise when, in 42 
B. c., he successfully repelled, on the borders of Judaea, 
:an attack made by Antigonus with the support of 
Ptolemy Mennai of Chalcis (Lebanon). Hyrcanus him- 
:self publicly showed his favour for him by giving him in 
marriage his granddaughter Mariamme, a daughter of 
Alexander. By liberal presents Herod strengthened his 
.hold on Antony, who made Syria his headquarters for 
some time after the battle of Philippi (42 B.c.), in spite 
of adverse deputations from the hostile party in Jeru- 
salem. Phasael and Herod were appointed tetrarchs and 
charged with the government of the Jewish provinces of 
Palestine(41 B.C. ; cp Jos. Ant. xiv. 1 2 1 3 ) .  How- 
ever, though all promised well for Herod, it was only 
to last for a short time. This was how the change 
,occurred. Lysanias of Chalcis, son and successor of 
Ptolemy Mennai, had carried on negotiations between 
Antigonus and the Parthians under Pacorns who, in 
40 B.C., had pressed into the province of Syria, with 
the result that the conquering invaders were induced by 
great promises to make Antigonus king of Judza. The 
:stroke succeeded ; Antigonus found a sufficient number 
of anti-Roman followers ; in Jerusalem itself the parties 
came to blows. The Parthians induced Hyrcanus and 
Phasael to go for purposes of negotiation into the camp 
.of the Parthian satrap Barzaphranes; at his instance 
-they were made prisoners at Ecdippon (Achzib) by the 
.sea-side. Herod escaped the machinations of his enemies 
by a timely flight to the fortress of Masada by the Dead 
Sea, where also his family found safety. In this way 
Antigonus (Heb. Mattathias) came once more into the 
heritage of his ancestors (40.37 B.C.) .  Hyrcanus and 
Phasael were handed over to him by the Parthians ; the 
former he caused to be incapacitated (by mutilation) for 
the high - priestly office ; Phasael committed suicide. 
The Parthians, after seeking to compensate themselves 
for their services by extensive raids, carried Hyrcanus 
off to Parthia, where, however, at the intercession of the 
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Jews in that country he was set at liberty (Jos. Ant, xiv. 
1 3 3 3 ,  Bli. 13). 

Herod, however, did not give up his cause for lost. 
His request for money being rejected by Mnlichus (the *,. Herod, Nabataean prince), he applied to Antony, 

journeying by Alexandria and Rhodus to. 
Rome. By large promises he induccd 

Antony, who saw how useful he might become, to 
nominate him through the Senate (with the support of 
Octavian) king of the Jews. After only seven days Herod 
was able to set ont for his new kingdom (40 B.C. ). His 
way to the throne, however, was not to be as smooth as 
he hoped. In 39 B.C. he landed at Ptolemais. With 
the help of Ventidius, the governor. of Syria, he first 
relieved his brother Joseph in Masada and then appeared 
with his army before Jerusalem. Antigonus, however. 
had bribed the Roman general Silo, and Herod was 
soon compelled to retire to Galilee; nor did he again 
resume operations in Galilee and Judaea (where mean- 
while his brother Joseph had fallen) till after he had 
received fresh encouragement from Antony who was 
hurrying through to the siege of SamosHta in Comma- 
gene. In the spring of 37, however, Herod again 
attacked Jerusalem, and with the help of Sosius the 
governor captured it after a five months' siege. Anti- 
gonns, who had surrendered to Sosius, was, at the 
instance of Herod, beheaded in Antioch. Thus, after 
three long years from his nomination, Herod actually 
came to his throne (37-4 B.c.). The Idumaean house 
of Antipater had by Roman help vanquished the party 
of the Sadducees (Jos. Ant. xiv. 14-16, BJi. 14 183). 

Two things Herod considered to be indispensable 
for his government-the continued friendship of the 
Romans and the extinction of the Hasmonaean party. 
The former object he sought to secure by princely gifts 
of money ; the latter he came near attaining by putting 
many of the adherents of Antigonus to death : he also 
lowered the dignity of the high-priesthood by filling the 
office at his pleasure. TO keep on good terms with 
Antony was an anxious task, as Cleopatra of Egypt 
coveted southern Syria, and Alexandra, widow of the 
murdered Alexander (see above), found it to her interest 
to intrigue with Cleopatra against Herod. The latter 
had conferred the high-priesthood upon an ' obscure ' 
priest from Babylon named Ananel (Jos. Ant. xv. 24) .  
thereby giving great umbrage to his mother-in-law 
Alexandra, who had wished to secure the office for her 
son Aristobtius. To  avoid losing Antony's favour 
through Cleopatra, Herod forthwith deposed Ananel, 
and appointed the handsome and popular Aristobiilus 
in his place. Nevertheless Alexandra still found came 
to complain of Herod, and was meditating a secret 
flight to Cleopatra with her son, when the scheme was 
betrayed, and Aristobiilus was put to death (35 B.c . ) .  
The end of the long story is that Herod's good fortune 
did not desert him even when Alexandra complained to 
Cleopatra: Herod once more pacified his patron. 
Cleopatra made sure of large tracts in Palestine ceded 
to her by her lover, including the fruitful region of 
Jericho. All this was on the eve of the decisive battle 
of Actium. To please Cleopatra Herod had to take the 
field against the Arabs, whose tribute he had to collect 
for the queen. He succeeded in conquering them ; but 
it was a hard struggle. Then came the fresh difficulty 
of winning over to his side the new master of the world, 
for Antony's cause was ruined. His cunning suggested 
to him what to do. First, he put out of the way the 
aged Hyrcanus (whom in the beginning of his reign he 
had brought back from Babylonia) as an alleged con- 
spirator, and then he went in person to Rhodus and laid 
his crown at the feet of the victorious Octavian. The 
result was as he had calculated. Octavian not only 
confirmed him in his position, but soon after the death 
of Cleopatra bestowed upon him her domains, as well 
as other important places in S. Syria. With a single 
break (Jos. Ant. xvi. 9f: ) Herod retained the favour of 
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Augustus down to the end of his reign; Josephus 
declares that he ‘was beloved by Caesar next aft& 
Agrippa, and by Agrippa next after Czesar’ (Jos. BY 
i. 204) Some years later (circa 25 B.C.) he removed 
the last danger to his crown. The only remaining male 
descendants of the Asmonaean faniily were the sons of 
Baba (Sabba?). He accused them of treason and 
caused them to be s1ain.l 

The position of Herod in the Roman Empire was 
that of a rex socius. His title and authority he held 
from Caesar and the Senate. He had to defend the 
imperial frontier and to furnish auxiliary troops, but 
was not allowed to make treaties or wage wars at 
pleasure. On the other hand, he had full freedom in 
the management of domestic affairs, and was not laid 
under any tribute, or made subject to the authority of 
the Roman governor of the province of Syria. The 
confidence placed by Augustus in his capacities he fully 
justified. The ravages committed by the Arabs of 
Trachonitis had caused great complaints. With great 
skill Herod penetrated into this difficult region, and 
,enforced peace,2 receiving from Caesar a large territory 
to  the NE. (Batanea, Trachonitis, Gaulanitis). In 
20 B.C. Herod was also endowed with the tetrarchy of 
.Zenodorus (Ulatha and P a n i a ~ ) . ~  

Favoured by the p a x  Komana, Herod did much for 
the  cultivation of the land. He created magnificent 

88. Herod’s cities (Samaria=Sebaste ; Strato’s Tower 
= Caesarea) and built numerous fortresses, 
temples, theatres, and baths. He ex- 

tended and beautified the temple site at Jerusalem, and 
built anew the temple itself. He helped %is people in 
many ways (see, e.g., the account of the f an~ ine ) ,~  and 
yet he could only now and then secure their full approval. 
Never did the Jews feel affection for his person ; they 
rightly saw in him the obedient servant of Rome, and 
were all the less ready to forget that he was only a 
‘half Jew.’ His reign did nothing to lessen the tension 
between Jew and Greek ; it rather increased the tension, 
although he made extraordinary efforts to introduce the 
seductions of Hellenism into the ‘ holy mountain.’ In 
a certain sense his aims were those of Antiochus 
Epiphanes; but he more nearly reached them. He 
knew the Jews well, and generally speaking spared 
their religious feelings ; the affair of the high-priesthood 
is an exception. To Helleuise such a people as the 
Jewish, however, was no longer possible; neither by 
gentleness nor by severity could the effects of the great 
Religious War be obliterated. Besides, Herod had 
really no skill in the arts of compromise and concili- 
ation. He was too passionate, too suspicious, too 
domineering to he able to inspire confidence. To the 
,end he never lost the tyrant’s lust for power, never 
enjoyed the settled stability of a really strong monarch. 
Indeed, one may doubt whether he had any wish beyond 
keeping his power over the Jews ; their Hellenisation 
he did not seriously care for. His entire policy can be 
,explained from this point of view-even to some extent 
his abominable murders, though it must be admitted 
that these were partly stimulated by circumstances 
which could not but excite his jealousy. 

His 
love of display manifested itself in the magnificent 
buildings which he erected both within his kingdom 
and beyond it (cp Jos. BY i. 21). He had connections 
with prominent representatives of the culture of the 
time-notably Nicolaus Damwscenus. The visit of M. 
Vipsanius Agrippa to Jerusalem threw the Jews into 
veritable transports of joy (Ant. xvi. 2). The foundation 
of Herod’s power, however, was hollow. His extraction 
indeed made him unfit to be a national king, and in 

1 On this period see Jos. Ant. xv. 1-6, BJi. 18 4-20. 
2 Note the story of the 500 Jews from Babylon who could 

shoot arrows when riding on horseback (Jos. Apztt. xvii. 2 I). 
For theehole episode see Ant. xv. 10 I xvi. 9 z xvii. 2. 

3 16.xv.103, BJi.204. 4 Ant.xv.913 
5 Ant .  xvi. 2 5. 

Herod‘s reign was not wanting in splendour. 
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his heart he was more Greek than Jew (Ant. xix. 7 3 ) .  
What is more, a national kingdom’ was no longer what 
the Jewish community desired. Religion had taken a 
new turn under the influence of the Pharisees; it was 
now much more supramundane; the law and the 
monarchy it held to be irreconcilable. However 
zealously Herod may have sought at first to meet 
the Pharisees’ views, they could nevcr become his 
friends. They refused to take the oath of allegiance, 
just as the Essenes did (Jos. Ant. xv. IO4 xvii. 24). 
The old aristocracy he himself had deprived of its 
influence ; to support his rule he had therefore nothing 
to rely on hut force. He never shrank from employing 
any means, however ghastly, to gain this end (Ant. xv. 
8 10 4 xvii. 6, B/i. 336). 

In his first will, made after the execution of Alexander 
and Aristobtilus, his two sons by the Hasmonaeau 

Mariamme (6 B.C.), Herod had appointed 
succession. Antipater his son by his first marriage 

to succeed him. Even before the execu- 
tion of Antipater in 5 B. c., however, this arrangement 
had been ekchanged .;for another according to which 
Antipas, his youngest son, by his marriage with the 
Samaritan Malthacb, was to be his heir. Shortly 
before his death ( 4  B.c.), he cancelled this settle- 
ment also, and designated Archelaus as king, Antipas 
and Philipa tetrarchs-the former of Galilee and 
Perza, the latter of Trachonitis, Batan&, Gaulanitis 
and Paneas. The validity of this will he himself 
made to depend on its confirmation by Augustus. 
Hence his heirs one after the other betook themselves to 
Rome to find safe anchorage for their ship while the 
storni of revolt was already raging at home. Before 
Augustus gave his decision, fresh petitioners arrived. 
It was a deputation of Jews deprecating the continuance 
of the existing order of things, and desiring that the 
whole country might be brought immediately under the 
Roman sway. Augustus, however, decided in favour of 
Herod’s last will. Archelaus as ethnarch became ruler 
over Idumxa, Judaea, and Samaria, with the exception 
of the cities of Gam, Gadara, and Hippus, which were 
incorporated with the province of Syria; Antipas became 
tetrarch of Galilee and Peraea, and Philip tetrarch of 
Trachonitis as far as the Jordan (Jos. Ant. xvii. 9-16), 

This apportionment of Herod’s dominions did not 
last long, so far as the realm of Archelaus was concerned 
(4  B. c. -6 A. D. ). A deputation of Jews and Samaritans 
complained to Augustus of his arbitrariness and cruelty, 
and Augustus, the emperor, summoned him to Rome 
and deposed him, relegating him to Vienna in Gaul. 
His dominions became part of Syria, but under the 
special charge of a procurator (i?rlTpo?ros) of equestrian 
rank (6-41 A.D . ) .  

The procurators were so called, originally, from the 
duty which fell to them of collecting the revenues for the 

Cp further, HEROD, 9 3fi 

89. The 

Procurator- imperial treasury. As administrators ‘ 
of a given district they had at the same 
time the military command, and also ship* 

judicial prerogatives. These last the procurators of 
Judaea used but seldom. The ordinary dispensation of 
justice was left in the hands of the highest native court, 
the Synedrium, whose position received thereby fresh 
importance. The jus gZadii, however, remained ex- 
clusively with the procurator. For military purposes 
he had not, like, the legate-governor of Syria, Roman 
legions at his disposal, but only auxiliary troops raised 
in the country itself (Karaapeis K U ~  Z e ~ u a ~ ~ p l ) .  The 
military headquarters were at the residence of the 
procurator-Caesarea ; but there were garrisons all 
over the country : in the citadel Antonia at Jerusalem, 
for example, a cohort was stationed. The impel-in1 
taxes the procurator collected through the native 
authorities ; how wide were the ramifications of these 
is shown by the list of eleven toparchies enumerated by 

1 An elder son by Malthack. 
2 Son of Cleopatra of Jerusalem. 
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Joseplius (BJiii.35),, The local taxes, on the other 
hand, were farmed out to contractors (publican& 
T E X L ~ Y U L ) ,  who, as a rule, doubtless, were Jews. The 
Jews had to take an oath of allegiance to the emperor ; 
and though worship of the emperor was not exacted of 
them, sacrifice for him was offered in the temple twice 
daily. The Jewish worship stood under the protection 
of the Roman state ; but this did not exclude a certain 
amount of supervision of temple matters by the Roman 
officials. As a rule it was customary to spare Jerusalem 
the sight of the imperial emblems ( '  effigies ') carried by 
the troops (cp ENSIGN). 

Such in brief were the arrangements set up in the 
domains of Archelaus in 6 A. D. -arrangements which 
had been desired by the Jews at the death of Herod. 
The system conferred upon them a higher degree of 
self-government, and therefore of liberty to follow their 
own laws and customs, than they had previously 
enjoyed. An aristocratic constitution with the high 
priest at  its head (Jos. Ant. xx. 10) again cameinto being. 
The aristocratic families reaped the chief advantage 
from this, although in the Synedrium they had to share 
the power with the Pharisees. The high priests were 
named, however, 'by the Roman governors, and it only 
too soon became evident that the immediate rule of the 
Romans did not tend to tone down but rather to ex- 
aggerate points of difference. 

The procurators who held office in Judzea from 
6 to 41 A.D. were: Coponius, M. Ambivins, Annius 
Rufus, Valerius Gratus (15-26), Pontius Pilate (26-36), 
Marcellus (36-37), and Marullus (37-41). (Jos. Ant. 
xviii. 22 42 610). At first no doubt unwittingly, but 
afterwards certainly of malice, they often wounded the 
religious susceptibilities of the Jews. Pontius Pilate 
went so far in this that a complaint laid by the 
Samaritans before the legate L. Vitellius (35-39 A.D. ) 
proved effectual ; Vitellius sent Pilate on his defence to 
Rome and took measures to quiet the agitated spirits in 
Jerusalem. He  handed over to the priests the high- 
priestly robes which had been kept in Baris-Antonia 
since the days of John Hyrcanus, and caused his army 
on its march against the Nabatzeans to avoid Jerusalem 
so that the holy land of the Jews might not be 
desecrated by the imperial emblems (37 A. D., cp Jos. 
Ant. xviii. 4 3  5 3 ) .  These littlecourtesies, however, were 
wholly inadequate to heal the ominous breach which 
was daily driving Jews and Romans farther apart. 

With the first procurator Coponius the imperial 
legate P. Sulpicius Quirinius (Lk. 2 1 8 )  had come as 
91. Quirinius: governor to Syria, and in 6-7 A.D.  carried 

Zealots. out the Roman census in Judzea. This 
new method of taxation excited great 

horror and aversion. The high priest Joazar, a son of 
Boethus (Ant. xv. 03), was able indeed to turn aside the 
threatened storm ; but the proceeding left a deep mark 
behind it in the rise of the Zealots-a political party which 
regarded the payment of taxes to the foreigner as the 
token of a sinful servitude (God alone requiring to be 
honoured as king and lord), and therefore advocated 
war to the death for the establishment of the divine king- 
ship, according to the promise. The founders of the 
party were Sadduk the Pharisee and Judas the Galilmm 
(of Gamala) who may probably be regarded as son of 
the so-called 'robber' Ezekias who was put to death 
by Herod (Jos. Ant. xvii. 105 xiv. 9 3 8  xviii. 1). The 
very designations of the two leaders would lead us to 
expect to find in this new party a combination of the 
doctrines of Pharisaism with the practical aims of 
Hasmonzean patriotism ; and this expectation is realised 
in the attitude the Zealots actually took. From the 
Pharisees they took over the then current form of 
prophetic eschatology-the divine kingship, destruction 
of tne enemies of the nation, freedom, the Messiah, 
etc. ; from the Hasmonzans, the precepts which enjoined 
a bold fight for religion and fatherland. T o  expect the 
divine kingship yet quietly to accept the kingship of the 
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godless, they regarded as a sinful absurdity. The 
Pharisees repudiated this departure from the purity of 
their principles (cp Jos. Ant. xviii. 1); hut the intensified 
religious interest which had been diffused throughout 
the nation by their own influence had prepared the soil 
for the seed of the Zealots. Between the Sadducean 
aristocrats (who had again come to the helm after the 
deposition of Archelaus) and the Zealots, collision was 
inevitable ; the two parties were mutually irreconcilable, 
as had already been seen at the census of Quirinius. 
The more the Jews had experience of the harshness of 
the Roman rule, the more numerous did the Zealot 
party become. As contrasted with the half-hearted 
they came forward as thoroughs, as the out-and-out 
party who not only taught about the kingdom of God 
but also were willing to put their lives into jeopardy t o  
set it up. Their immediate result was to keep their 
own people and the Romans in a state of unrest ; but 
their ultimate aim was to secure the mastery of the 
capital. So soon as they had reached it, the hour 
would have struck for the last decisive struggle with 
the Romans. 

In this position of parties there arose once more, 
unexpectedly, the prophetic summons : Turn ye (?>id ; 

92. John p e ~ a v o e k ) .  Since Mal. 3 7  had been 
the Baptist. uttered, it had fallen into oblivion ; it 

seemed indeed to have become unneces- 
sary. However, John the Baptist (28-29 A. D. ) with his 
call to repentance presented a picture of the future quite 
different from that cherished by his contemporaries. 
The alternative to repentance was judgment, and if he 
was right, it was on the Scribes and Pharisees that the 
divine judgment would fall first. His preaching found 
much acceptance, and before his career was cut short 
by Herod Antipas (see below, § 95) Jesus of Nazareth 
had raised the same cry, not in the wilderness, but in 
the haunts of men. 

T o  Jesus the right way to God was clear ; he himself 
exemplified that way, and he so taught concerning it 
93. Jesus. as to make it easy for any one to find it. 

His thoughts show the closest contact with 
the religious tendencies of the time; evidently they 
took shape under the pressure of the questions which 
were stirring his contemporaries. They had their own 
roots, however, in a supramundank sphere, and there- 
fore could not be confined by the narrow limits of 
Judaism. To the call to repentance Jesus added as a 
motive that the kingdom of God was at hand, thereby 
characterising the traditional piety as powerless to reach 
that divine goal. In his teaching he used the same 
terms as the popular leaders of the time; but he put 
other ideas into them. Without discarding the current 
conceptions of a coming judgment and regeneration 
of the world, he substituted for a,Jewish world-theo- 
cracy, the idea of a kingdom of kindred souls bound 
together by their common faith in God and love to 
man. He  dissolved the strange combination of heavenly 
and earthly elements which formed the latest Jewish 
eschatology, and thus cleared away the last remnants 
of the popular religion, -including of course the popular 
conception of the Messiah. He taught men to appre- 
hend not only God but also the fellowship of man with 
God in a spiritual manner. For him as for them, the 
kingdom of God was a divine institution, a divine gift ; 
but it was for men themselves ever to create it afresh 
and extend it among themselves day by day. All this 
and more may be historically said of the teaching of 
the Master (see JESUS, 5 I I ~ ) ,  who at length crowned 
his work by enduring a shameful and painful death as 
of God's ordering, and as the way to complete ultimate 
success. 

The 
ruling classes scorned the means of raising their religion 
to a higher plane pointed out to them by ems of 
Nazareth. Nay, more : they pronounced him a hlas- 
phemer when in his appearance before the high priest 
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All this meant an open breach with Judaism. 
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he acknowledged himself to be the Messiah-not of 
course in the sense attached to the word by current Juda- 
ism (see MESSIAH, s 6), but in the sense of being the 
final exponent of the full divine meaning of the religion 
of Israel. This new forthsetting by his ministry ob- 
tained such a degree of independence and strength as 
no longer to require the shelter of a nationality or of a 
national religion, aqd became capable of forming a 
society of its own, drawn from humanity at large. 
Judaism, in isolating itself from the course of this 
development, had to take the consequences. When 
Christianity and Judaism gradually separated, it was 
as if a mighty river had changed its bed : a feeble 
current still crept along the old channel ; but the main, 
the perennial, stream flowed elsewhere. 

W e  turn now to the northern portion of Herod's 
divided kingdom. As we have seen, the north-eastern 
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of Syria, to have the statue of the emperor set'up by 
force in the temple at  Jerusalem. If the Jews refused 
compliance they exposed themselves to the wrath of 
the emperor, who sought the customary divine worship 
for his own person in good earnest ; but compliance 
would involve disloyalty to their law. They proceeded 
accordingly in troops to Ptolemais where Petronius was 
collecting his army, and laid before him solemn protests 
against what was being proposed. In Tiberias, whither 
Petronius had betaken himself, the Jews convinced him 
still further of their inflexibility in this matter, and he 
accordingly came to the resolution to try to change the 
emperor's mind. This had in point of fact already 
been accomplished by Agrippa I. who was then staying 
in Rome; but when the report of Petronius reached 
the emperor's hands he was thrown into such a furious 
passion by the obstinacy of the Jews that he sentenced 
Petronius to death for disobedience. Tidings of the 
murder of Caligula (Jan. 41) arrived, however, in time 
to prevent the execution of this order. Thus the storm- 
cloud passed away and the outlook of Judaea became 
brighter than even the boldest had ventured to hope 
(Phil. Leg. nd Caizlm, § 3 0 8  ; Jos. Ant. xviii. 8). 

One of the first acts of the emperor Claudius (41-54 
A. D. ) was not onlv to confirm AZriDoa in his former 

94. part had been assigned to Philip, 
the Tetrarch, Herod's son by Cleopatra of Jerusalem. 

' Philip ' built himself a new capital, 
Caesarea (Philippi), near the most easterly of the Jordan 
sources on the site of theancient Paneas, and with the title 
of tetrarch governed the eastward-lying territory, mainly 
inhabited by Gentiles, as  far as the mountains of the 
Haurgn. I t  was to his zeal for building that the fishing 
village Bethsaida (called by him Julias after the daughter 
of Augustus) owed its promotion to the rank of city. 
He married Salome (see § 95), and died without issue 
in 33-34 A.D. Josephus speaks of him as a wise and 
just prince (Ant. xviii. 46). After his death his do- 
minions were thrown into the province of Syria till 
37 A.D.. when Caligula bestowed them, with the tetrarchy 
of Lysanias (Abilene), upon a grandson of Herod and 
Mariamme-Agrippa I., the son of Aristobuhis,-with 
the title of king (Jos. Ant. xviii. 2 I 46 6 IO). 

The territory assigned to Herod Antipas, on the 
other hand-Galilee and Perzea-was mainly peopled 

95. Antipas. by Jews. For the protection of the main 
road through Galilee he fortified Sep- 

phoris, while towards the S., as a frontier fortress 
against the Arabs, he builr Betharamphtha (Beth-haran) 
which he named Livias or Julias; but in this line of 
activity his greatest work was the foundation and 
adornment of Tiberias. His first wife, whom he 
married for political motives, was a daughter of the 
Nabataean King Aretas ; after his repudiation of 
her he allied himself with the ambitious Herodias (see 
HEROD, 5 7). Through her daughter Salome she 
procured the death of John the Baptist (29 A . D . ) ,  whom 
Herod Antipas had caused to be imprisoned in the 
fortress of Machaerus (see JOHN THE BAPTIST, MACH- 
~ R U S ) .  Kiug Aretas began hostilities on account of 
the repncliation of his daughter, and inflicted a severe 
blow upon Herod (36 A.D. ) .  At the instance of thc 
latter, Tiberius ordered his legate Vitellins to sup- 
press Aretas ; but while halting at  Jerusalem on his 
way to Nabatwa, Vitellius (37 A . D . )  heard of the death 
of Tiberius and forthwith abandoned the expedition. 
The bestowal of Philip's tetrarchy on Agrippa I. by 
Caligula led Herodias to urge her hushand to go to 
Rome for a royal title also. At the same time, how- 
ever, Fortunatus, an ambassador of Agrippa, arrived 
in the capital with heavy charges affecting the fidelity 
of Antipas; and as the latter was not able entirely 
to clear himself, he was deposed by the emperor and 
banished to 1,ugdunum in Gaul, whither he was 
followed by Herodias, his territory being added to the 
dominions of King Agrippa I. (39-40 A. D. ; see HEROD, 

Under Caligula (37-41 A . D . )  a heavy storm-cloud 
In 39 An-thus immediately 

after the outbreak of the bloody per- 
secution of the Jews in ALEXANDRIA 

(q,v.)-a conflict between the Gentile and the Jewish in- 
habitants of the emperor's city of Jamnia gave occnsion 
for a command by Caligula to P. Petronius, the governor 
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B 12). 
gathered over Jerusalem. 

96. 

- 
9,. *grippa I. dominions but also to add to them 

Tudaea and Samaria. Thus without ~ ~~~ ~ ~ 

once drawing sword this gay and showy knight of fortune 
had come into the entire kingdom of his grandfather 
Herod. He  held it for three years (41-44 A.D.). He 
knew how to ntilise with skill both persons and circum'- 
stances alike in Rome and in Palestine. In Jerusalem 
and elsewhere, where it seemed expedient, he hela 
himself up as the patron and supporter of the approved 
Pharisaic Judaism of the day. In Caesarea, as every- 
where else among foreigners, he was the man of Greek 
culture, the friend of the Romans. During his brief 
reign the land had rest. He even received the praise 
of the Pharisees, who, we may be sure, would hardly 
have remained permanently his supporters. Against 
the heads of the young and growing Christian Church 
he took violent measures (Acts 121-19). He even made 
faint tentative efforts to give an anti-Roman character 
to his reign. He began the building of a strong wall 
round the northern suburb of Jerusalem ; but the legate 
Marsus procured the imperial prohibition. He also 
summoned five Roman vassal princes of Syria and Asia 
Minor to Tiberias ; but Marsus again ordered them 
back to their places. Agrippa I. died suddenly in 
Caesarea ; his Gentile soldiers welcomed the tidings 
with joy (Jos. Ant. xix. 4-9). 

Claudius, yielding to the representations of those 
around him, decided not to nominate the son of 
98. Procurators. Agrippa I. (also called Agrippa), now 

seventeen years of age, to the vacant 
throne, but to place the whole territory under procurators 
subordinate to the governor of Syria. Very soon again 
ihere arose the strained rrlntions which had been found so 
ntolerable in Judaea :.nd Samaria under the previous 
xocurators from 6 A. D. onwards. The first procurator, 
luspius Fadus, revived the old controversy as to the 
:ustody of the high-priestly vestments; but, by the 
2mperor's command, the arrangement arrived at by  
Vitellius in 36 A. D. was adhered to (Jos. Ant. xx. l), 
ind the supervision of the temple, as well as the right 
.o nominate the high priest, was now bestowed upon 
Herod of Chalcis (41-48 A. D . ) ,  a brother of the deceased 
4grippa. What the disposition of the Jews was is 
ndicated by the appearance of the prophet-adventurer 
rheudas, with whom, however, Cuspius Fadus made 
ihort work (Jos. Ant. xx. 5 1  ; cp Acts 536). His suc- 
:essor Tiberius Alexander, of Jewish-Alexandrian crigin, 
:aused the sons of Judas of Gamala, Jacob and Simon, 
o be crucified-no doubt as being prominent miong 
he Zealots (Ant. xx. 52) .  After the ravages of a great 
amine, the exasperation of the Jews against the ad- 
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ministration of Ventidius Cumanus (48-52) began to 
show itself in open insurrection. During the feast of 
the Passover, a soldier of the Roman guard had insulted 
the Jews ; their complaints led the procurator to take 
certain defensive measures which in their turn caused 
a great panic in which many lives were lost (Ant .  xx. 
53). A Roman soldier seized hold of a roll of the 
Law ; the excitement of the Jews over this was so great 
that Cumanus caused the soldier to be beheaded (Ant. 
xx. 54).  Festival ,pilgrims from Galilee were attacked 
by Samaritans, the Jews retaliated, and when Cumanus 
sternly interfered, the leading people in Jerusalem had 
the utmost difficulty in averting a general outbreak. 
The dispute was referred by the governor Ummidius 
Quadratus to the judgment of the emperor, who at the 
instance of young Agrippa sentenced Cumanus to banish- 
ment (Ant. xx. 61 8 ; B/ ii. 123 $; otherwise Tac. 
Ann. 1254) .  

The successor of Cumanus, Antonius Felix (52-60 A.D., 
see FELIX), was so arbitrary and cruel that discipline 

99. Felix : broke down and public order threatened 
sicarii. to disappear. The Zealots from their 

hiding-places made the country insecure ; 
it ava,iled little that Felix effected numerous executions 
and caused their leader Eleazar, who had been taken 
captive, to be sent to Rome. They began to be looked 
upon as  the champions of liberation from the Roman 
yoke ; their following increased and thcy secretly 
leavened the masses with the spirit of revolt. They 
were named, from the weapon (sica) which they carried 
concealed under their garment, Sicarii. They assas- 
sinated at their own choice, but also at the instigation 
of others; for example, at the instigation of Felix 
himself they murdered Jonathan the high priest, who 
had become an inconvenient monitor. Fanatics, both 
honest and dishonest, possessed by the eschatological 
ideas of the time, were continually throwing the sparks of 
religious enthusiasm among the excited and inflammable 
masses (cp Acts 2138 ; BY ii. 134f:). Even the Jewish 
governing class, the priestly and the lay aristocracy, 
became disintegrated, each fragment using such power 
a i  it had for selfish ends (Jos. Ant. xx. 85-8 ; BJ ii. 
132-6). Meanwhile, the oversight of the temple, and the 
right to nominate the high priest, after the death of 
Herod of Chalcis, was conferred by Claudius upon his 
nephew Agrippa 11. (about 50 A.D.), who also received 
the territory of Chalcis and afterwards (about 53 A . D . ) ,  
in place of this, the former tetrarchies of Philip and 
Lysanias, as well as the territory of Varus (Noarus) 
with the title of king (Ant. xx. 5 2  7 1  97). 

The flame of avowed revolt burst forth not in Jeru- 
salem but in Caesarea. Here in this half-Gentile, 

Festus. half-Jewish city a dispute for supremacy 
had arisen between the two classes. After 

Antonius Felix (52-60) had been recalled by Nero and a 
successor (Porcius Festus, 60-62) appointed in his place, 
the Gentiles of Caesarea succeeded in procuring from 
Nero a decision by which the Jews were deprived of 
their equality of standing ( i ao~oAt~e ia )  with the Gentiles. 
To the Jew-s this gave occasion for the great insurrection. 
For some years indeed it remained confined to Caesarea 
and the surrounding country, and did not in the first 
instance spread as far as to the capital. Porcius Festns 
(see FESTUS) exerted himself in vain, however, to quell 
the rising. His successors Albinus (62-64) and Gessins 
Florus (64-66) disregarded all law and justice to such 
a degree that pacification became impossible. The 
Sicarii could not be exterminated; those who could 
entered into arrangements with them for securing life 
and position (so, for example, the wealthy Ananias of 
Jerusalem, who at one time had been high priest); 
other influential people surrounded themselves with a 
sort of bodyguard so as not to be helpless at a time 
when everyone was taking the law into his own hand. 
Albinus indeed took some trouble to conceal his mis- 
doings; but Gessius Florus did not shrink from the 
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employment of open violence and thus drove even the 
peaceably disposed of the Jews to retaliation. A coarse 
insult to the Jews in Caesarea had again led to street 
riots. As even the native soldiers took part against 
the Jews the latter quitted the city, taking their books 
of the Law with them-an occurrence which for Josephus 
marks the beginning of the war (BY ii. 144). 

The anger excited in Jerusalem by these events had 
not yet died down when Florus caused seventeen talents 
lol. war to be taken from the temple treasure, plainly 

Dhreatens. because the Jews had failed to pay their 
Popular indignation now 

expressed itself in intemperate speech against Florns, 
who thereupon appeared in Jerusalem with his soldiers, 
would grant no terms, and gave orders to plunder the 
Upper City, also causing many inhabitants of Jerusalem 
-among them Roman citizens-to be crucified. Soldiers 
summoned from Czsarea answered the friendly greeting 
of the Jews, by his orders, with coldness and rudeness, 
and attempted by a coup de main to seize the Antonia 
and the temple. This plan, however, was not success- 
ful ; Florus returned to Cdsarea and sought to stir up 
the Syrian governor Cestius Gallus against the Jews. 
The prudent bearing of Gallus at this juncture, com- 
bined with the appearance of Agrippa 11. in Jerusalem, 
produced a short lull; but when Agrippa spoke not 
only of obedience to the emperor, but also of submission 
to Florus, the anger of the people burst forth against 
him also, so that he had to leave the city. A band of 
Zealots established themselves in the fortress of Masada 
by the Dead Sea. At the instance of Eleazar, son of 
Ananias, it was determined that henceforth offerings of 
those who were not Jews should no longer be received 
in the temple-and thus that the daily sacrifice by and 
for the Roman emperor should be discontinued. 

The supreme council of Jernsalem exerted itself to the 
utmost against this rebellious decision. Florus left it 
to itself; but Agrippa sent to its aid 3000 horsemen 
with whose help it carried on a struggle for four weeks 
against the war party who held the temple. The party 
of rebellion soon began to gain ground, burned the 
archives containing the records of indebtedness, obtained 
possession of the Antonia citadel, and shut the adversary 
up in the royal palace. A son of Judas of Galilee the 
founder of the Zealot party, Manaem (Menahem)' by 
name, conducted the siege. The garrison-Roman 
and native alike-desired to capitulate ; but free exit 
was allowed only to the natives, among them the troopers 
sent by Agrippa. The former high priest, Ananias. 
was put to death and soon afterwards Manaem also, 
who had made himself hated for his cruelty. At last 
the Roman garrison also had to surrender ; though their 
lives had been promised them on oath, all were 
massacred, their captain alone excepted. On that same 
day the Jews who had remained in Caesarea were put 
to death or thrown into prison by the Gentile inhabit- 
ants. In retaliation armed bands of Jews went round 
the border places inhabited by Gentiles plundering and 
massacring. The Gentiles replied with a persecution of 
the Jews which extended as far as Tyre and Ashkelon 
and even Alexandria. As Florus was helpless, Cestius 
Gallus now marched into the Jewish territory with an 
army. Galilee he soon subdued ; and during the feast 
of Tabernacles he made his appearance in the neigh- 
bourhood of Jerusalem. After some skirmishes before 
the gates the army gained possession of portions of the 
city and began to attack the north side of the temple. 
The rebels had already given iip their cause for lost, 
when suddenly Cestius Gallus ordered the retreat. The 
Jews followed him and inflicted heavy losses. Once 
more songs of victory were sung by her own people 
within the capital. This was the prelude to the war of 
May-November, 66 ; the war party had triumphed 
both at home and abroad. 

Formal preparations for war were now begun on both 

taxes (H i  165). 

1 Cp MANAEN. 
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sides. In Jerusalem everything had to bend before the 
102. Formal zeal of the war party, or else take its 

departure. The aristocracy themselves 
took in hand the defences of the countrv. war* 

The Jewish territory from Lydda to Perzea and frdm 
Idumaea to Galilee was divided into seven districts, each 
under its own commander ; thus for example Galilee 
was assigned to Josephns the Pharisee, destined after- 
wards to become the friend of the Romans, and the 
historian of the war. He has himself described the 
measures he took for the defence of Galilee (BJ ii. 20J ; 
Vit. 7 5 ) .  I t  is quite clear from what he says how hard 
-even to impossibility-was the task of uniting in 
common defence against the Romans those who had 
been so long accustomed to deeds of violence. No 
wonder that the more thoughtful spirits were filled with 
anxiety. Nero, whom Cestius Gallus had betimes 
apprised of the state of affairs, summoned his proved 
general T. Flavius Vespasianus to Achaia and charged 
him with the conduct of the war against the Jews in 
revolt. Vespasian caused his son Titus to bring the 
fifth and the tenth legions from Alexandria while he 
himself proceeded to Antioch and took command of the 
fifteenth legion along with the auxiliary troops supplied 
by three kings in alliance with Rome-Antiochus of 
Commagene, Soemus of Emesa, and Agrippa 11. 
Father and son met in Ptolemais %,here they began 
operations. 

The first measures taken were against Galilee. The 
city of Sepphoris had already received a Roman garrison 
103. Galilee. and was being held against Josephus. As 

soon as the army of Vespasian appeared 
upon the scene, the Jews withdrew into the fortified 
cities. Of these the first to succumb to the Romans 
was Jotapata (I  Panemos= July 67). Josephus himself, 
who had already reported to headquarters the evil case 
of his army, conducted the defence and was seized in a 
hiding-place by the victors. He ingratiated himself 
with Vespasian by the prophecy that both he and his 
son were destined for the imperial throne, and was 
detained in friendly captivity. After having advanced 
along the coast as far as Joppa, Vespasian made his 
headquarters with Agrippa 11. at Czesarea Philippi, 
whence he caused Tiberias and Taricheae-both cities 
belonging to Agrippa-to be brought back to their 
obedience. The storming of the fortress of Gamala in 
Gaulanitis proved no easy task (Sept.-Oct. 67). But 
when in addition to this the garrison of Mount Itabyrion 
(Tabor) had also been overcome and Giscala the home 
of the Zealots had opened its gates to Titus, the whole 
of Galilee was at the feet of the Romans, though John 
of Giscala, the leader of the rebels in the last named 
city, had indeed eluded Titus by a ruse and made his 
escape to Jerusalem. Vespasian fixed the winter 
quarters of the fifth and fifteenth legions in Czesarea 
Pakestinze and those of the tenth in Scythopolis. 

The tidings of the unprosperous course of events in 
Galilee, when they reached Jerusalem, where the high 

104. At priest Ananias and Joseph son of Gorion 
Jerusalem. were nominally in command, had the effect 

of letting loose the full storm of rage and 
fanaticism against the Romans. The arrival of John of 
Giscala with his Zealots added fuel to the flames. With 
the fanatics, to be old or prudent was to be indolent 
m d  weak. In the country about Jernsalem the struggle 
of parties came to bloodshed ; the issue soon declared 
itself in favour of the fanatics. The conflagration now 
reached Jerusalem itself. It directed itself in the first 
instance against those who, there was some reason to 
fear, might seek to quench it-against the high-priestly 
nobility and their adherents, and in particular against 
the Synedrium as it had hitherto existed. It had 
hitherto been unfortunate enough in its efforts against 
the enemies of the fatherland, and in the judgment of 
the excited masses this constituted a fault which in 
those stirring times demanded instant punishment. The 
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ordinary processes of law and justice seemed too long 
or too uncertain, and the power of those who admin- 
istered them as dangerous to the sacred cause. Accord- 
ingly, no trial was conceded to those priestly nobles 
who in the meantime had been arrested and cast into 
prison ; they were put to death where they were and 
the cruel perpetrators of this crime (Ex. 2227) were 
praised as deliverers of the people out of the hands of 
traitors. Regard for their own safety bade the Zealots 
take into their own hands the supreme authority. As, 
however, the populace, under the influence of Ananus, 
assumed a threatening attitude, the Zealots withdrew 
themselves to the temple area, the strong walls of which 
afforded them protection, The priority of claim to the 
high-priestly office asserted by’ certain priestly families 
they declared to be abolished, and, appealing to an. 
ancient custom, they reintroduced election of the high 
priest by lot. 

The leading members of the Synedrinm showed 
unwillingness to accept such a reversal of ,existing 
arrangements without a struggle. The people sided 
with them and actually forced the Zealots back from 
the outer temple enclosure into the sanctuary itself. In 
order to save the latter from desecration Ananus opened 
negotiations and in doing so gave his confidence to 
John of Giscala who already on previous occasions had 
acted as negotiator for the Zealots and now finally went 
over to their side, accusing Ananus of acting in pre- 
arranged concert with the Romans. He counselled the 
Zealots to call in the aid of the Idhmzeans if they 
wished to escape certain death at the hand of Ananus 
or the enraged people. His advice was taken and 
soon 20,ooo Idumaeans, eager for war, stood befort 
the walls of Jerusalem. Ananus sought to bring them 
to reason; but under cover of a dark and stormy 
night, the Zealots slipped from the temple and led the 
Idumaeans through the sleeping city up to the temple 
hill and into the inner precincts, whence they now com- 
menced the attack upon the outer temple court and the 
city. Ananus and his associates were slain and many 
citizens with them; others %ere thrown into prison. 
The triumphant Zealots introduced a new council 
(Synedrium) of 70 persons, but again dispersed it at 
the point of the sword when it proved unconformable to 
their wishes. The Idumzeans perceived too late the 
r e d  nature of the work for which their aid had 
been invited. Filled with shame, they left the blood- 
saturated city in the hands of the Zealots, who put to 
the sword all suspected persons, and reduced Jerusalem 
to helpless subjection (Jos. I?’ iv. 3-6). 

Vespasian watched this feverish outburst with the 
coolness of a practised general. He very well knew 
105. Vespasiai. that themore the strengih of the city 

was wasted by this internal strupple. 
the feebler would be the resistance he would at-Yast 
have to overcome. The reports by numerous deserters 
as  to the ambition of John and the envy and ill-will with 
which he was looked upon by others confirmed him in 
his watching attitude. The revolution in the capital 
made itself felt, however, also in the surrounding 
country. The Sicarii extended their predatory raids as. 
far as from Masada to Engedi. Following their 
example others also banded themselves together for 
plundering the cities and villages, amongst them in 
particular the desperado Simon bar Giora of Gerasa 
(BJ iv. 72 93) .  At last, in March 68, Vespasian 
resumed the war. He reduced Perza as far as to 
Machzerus and thereafter occupied the districts of 
Thamna, Lydda, Jamnia, Ammans, Bethneptepha and 
Idnmzea. Next he marched by way of Ammaus (where 
the fifth legion had its camp) and Neapolis (Sichem) 
down into the Jordan valley and threw a garrison into 
Jericho (June 6 8 ) ,  thus drawing, however widely, the 
first line of investiture round the centre of the rebellion. 

At this juncture, tidings of the death of Nero (9th 
1 [BcfJhinqv4;v, Niese, Jos. BJiv. 8 I.] 
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J.une, 68) reached Vespasian in Czsarea. He deter- 
mined to delay the siege of Jerusalem and await the 
orders of the new Emperor, Galba. Thus the summer 
passed away, as also the succeeding winter, Galba 
having been murdered in Jan. 69 and Otho named as his 
successor. This inaction was, to the Jews eager for 
battle, hard to bear ; but in the meantime they kept 

-their swords in practice in fratricidal conflicts, and 
thinned their own ranks by all kinds of jealousy, envy, 
a n d  evil passion. Simon bar Giora plundered right 
and  left through the whole of the territory still un- 
.occupied by the Roman troops, from the district of 
.Akrabattene in the N. down to 1dum;ea in the 
S., drove the Zealots back to the shelter of the walls 
of Jerusalem and made himself master of 1dum;ea and 
its capital Hebron. In Jerusalem itself a mutiny broke 
out against John ; his Idumaean soldiers resolved to 
call in the help of Simon against the Zealots, who had 
again retreated to the temple hill. Simon ,in this 
manner became master of the city in April 69, and 
exerted himself to get the Zealots expelled from the 
temple also (BJ iv. 9 is). 

Vespasian now drew his lines more closely round the 
city. In June 69 he advanced from the N. as far as 
Bethel and EPHRAIM ( q . ~ . ,  ii.), and in the S. his general 
Cerealis subjugated Idumaea and held it in check by 
garrisons. The way to Jerusalem was noy open ; but 
once more grave tidings from Rome hindered him from 
taking the decisive step. Vitellius had taken the place 
of Otho on the imperial throne. The news roused the 
disapprobation of the legions stationed in the E., and in 
July 69 Vespasian himself was acclaimed emperor from 
the Nile to the Danube, and hastened to Rome. The 
siege- of Jerusalem was thus left to Vespasian's son 
'Titcis, who had at his side Tiberius Alexander, formerly 
procurator of Judaea, now governor of Egypt, and 
Jozephus, now freed from his captivity. 

Titus marched upon Jerusalem from CEsarea at the 
head of the fifteenth and twelfth legions by way of 

Samaria, while the fifth legion advanced 
from its camp at Ammaus and the tenth 

from Jericho. Titus pitched his camp one and a half 
hours northwards of Jerusalem (April 70). The leaders 
of the revolt within the city had in the meantime 
gone on with the building of the outer wall which had 
been begun by Agrippa 11. (see 97), and had even 
sent messengers to the many Jewish colonies on the 
Euphrates to stir them to revolt (BJvi. 6 2 ) .  Jerusalem 
itself was full of the numerous visitors who had come up 
for the Passover feast. so that feeling was highly strung ; 
it expressed itself in loud shouts of joy when Titus at the 
head of a body of horsemen was almost surrounded by 
a band of Jews close by the northern wall of the city. 
The Zealots had in the meantime split into two factions : 
Eleazar son of Simon had made himself master of the 
inner sanctuary and confined John of Giscala to the 
outer temple precinct and its immediate southern neigh- 
bourhood, so that John had to defend himself on two 
sides-against Eleazar and against Simon bar Giora who 
was master in thecity. When, however, Titus proceeded 
to place the fifteenth, twelfth, and fifth legions on the 
height to the north (Mt. Scopus ; see NOR) and the tenth 
legion on the Mt. of Olives to the east, the Jews com- 
bined: A vigorous attack was made upon the tenth legion 
while it was engaged in the work of entrenchment ; but 
it was repulsed by the bold intervention of Titus. While 
Titns was making preparations for the investment 
properly so-called, John succeeded in getting the better 
.of Eleazar and his people in the inner sanctuary, and 
thus Jerusalem no longer had three parties, but only 
two-John with 8000 men and Simon with 15,000. 
Titus directed his first attack, with embankments, 
towers, and battering rams, against the first wall in the 
neighbourhood of the Tower of Hippicus. Not until 
the blows of the rams had begun to fall did the con- 
tending parties within the city begin to come to their 

106. 
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senses and think of uniting in a common defence. By 
the fifteenth day of the siege, the seventh day of 
Artemisius (approximately May 70), the Romans had 
already forced their way into the northern quarter of 
the city enclosed by the first wall. Immediately Titus 
pushed forward his camp and began to breach the 
second wall. After five days his troops were able to 
advance through it ; but in the vigorous street fight 
which ensued they were repelled by the Jews and con- 
strained to fight for three days more for the reconquest 
of the walls. 

Meanwhile the siege operations now began to be 
directed against the citadel of Antonia and the Upper 
City. Titus sent Josephus a second time to summon the 
Jews to surrender (BJv. 33 9 2 8 ) .  He knew that 
pestilence had already broken out in the overcrowded 
city, and also that famine was beginning to make itself 
felt, and he wished, if possible, to preserve the city 
and especially the temple from destruction. The leaders, 
however, refused to negotiate ; they proudly placed their 
reliance on the temple and the almighty power of God. 
The inclination of the people was in the other direction ; 
whoever saw a convenient opportunity stole away from 
the city and went over to the Romans. Those in coml 
mand were roused by this to all the greater vigilance. 
Intimidation was not spared, and stringent measures 
were taken to exact provisions for the soldiers from the 
wealthier inhabitants. To  add to these difficulties Titus 
now put into force with greater strictness the military 
law regarding deserters. Yet all these untoward cir- 
cumstances together could not break the spirit of the 
defenders. How great was their resourcefulness and 
how desperate their courage the Romans found by ex- 
perience. After seventeen days' labour four embank- 
ments had been raised-two against Antonia and two 
against the Upper City. Those before Antonia the 
Jews undermined and destroyed by fire : those before 
the Upper City with the machines were also set on fire 
by them during a hard-fought struggle. 

These losses had their effect on the besiegers, and 
raised grave doubts whether the means hitherto em- 
107. Blockade. ployed would suffice for the reduction 

Hence Titus resolved on of the city. 
a strict blockade. A rampart-39 stadia in circumfer- 
ence, with thirteen watch towers-was completed by 
the legions in three days (BJv. 122). 

The position of affairs in the city daily grew worse ; 
famine led to the most inhuman acts. The preter- 
natural suspiciousness of the Zealots was always dis- 
covering new traitors who had to lay down their lives 
that the city might sleep secure. Still, the hope of a 
divine intervention and of the Messianic empire (BJ 
vi. 5 2 8 )  still held its own through all the pangs of 
hunger, all the shouts of combatants, and all the blood- 
thirsty jealousy of opposing parties. What amazing 
abysses does not human nature here disclose ! 

In twenty-one days the Romans had raised four new 
embankments which were watched with the utmost 
vigilance. Shaken by the rams a part of the wall at 
the Antonia citadel collapsed ; but the Jews had already 
erected a second behind the breach. This also the 
Romans surmounted on the 5th of Panemos (approx. 
July), and accordingly could assert the mastery in the 
citadel. On the 15th of Panemos the daily sacrifice in 
the temple ( ~ m )  ceased to be offered. Well might the 
courage of many sink. Titus, first through Josephus 
and afterwards personally, pleaded that the temple 
might be spared ; but all in vain. Nothing was left for 
it but that the struggle should be carried out to its issue 
within the sacred enclosure. The first battle being 
indecisive, the Romans built a new embankment against 
the wall of the inner precinct, while the Jews destroyed 
the chambers between the Antonia and the inner temple 
enclosure-partly by fire. 

On the 8th of Lous (ca. August) the rams were 
brought to bear on the walls of the inner forecourt. 
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As nothing, however, could be effected either by their 

Burning means or by scaling ladders, the gates 
of the gates, were set on fire. When these actually 

began to burn horror paralysed the 
defenders. Titus, however, on the temple, etc. 

following day, caused the flames to be extinguished. His 
sole object had been to secure a freer path for the 
larger attack which he had planned for the 10th of Lous. 
Before this could quite be carried out by the soldiers, 
however, one of the party tossed a burning brand into 
one of the chambers surrounding the temple. The 
wildest consternation ensued among the Jews. Titus 
ordered the extinction of the fire ; but the Roman soldiers 
pressed on, and put the horror-stricken Jews to the 
sword. Scarcely had Titus for the first time cast eyes 
on the Holy of Holies when the flames were already 
crackling under the door ; soon they sprang aloft and 
enveloped all. On this very clay a prophet had 
sunimoned the people to the temple to see the fulfil- 
ment of the signs of deliverance. The raging flames, 
the infuriated soldiers, the groans of the wounded and 
the dying, all spoke with another voice. It was the 
judgment. The words of John the Baptist and of Jesus 
of Nazareth had come true. 

Thoiisands perished in the temple flames ; some of 
thc Zealots sought safety in the Upper City. The 
Romans set up their standards in the sanctuary, sacri- 
ficed before them, and hailed Titus as Imperator. After 
.an ineffectual attempt at an arrangement with the 
authorities he ordered the city to be burned. The 
Jews now retired into the palace of Herod and gave up 
the rest of the city to the spoiler. Once more the 
legions had to set about engineering works, and on the 
7th of Gorpiaius (cu. September) 70 A.D. ,  machines 
were brought to bear. It was now plain that the 
powers of resistance of the besieged .had'been broken at  
last ; when the wall fell their pride turned into helpless- 
ness and cowardice, and they sought to hide themselves 
in the subterranean passages. On the same day the 
Roman soldiers made their way through the Upper 
City, burning, plundering, and massacring. Of the 
Jews who survived, the leaders were put to death, and 
the finest-looking of the youths were preserved to grace 
the triumph ; of the remainder, some were sent to the 
Egyptian mines, many were sent as presents into the 
provinces for use in scenic displays. Death or captivity 
was also the lot of those who had hidden themselves in 
the subterranean passages ; John of Giscala was sen- 
tenced to imprisonment for life, Simon bar Giora was set 
apart for the triumph. City and temple were destroyed, 
only the western portion of the city wall with the three 
towers of the palace of Herod was left standing, so as 
to admit of the loth legion and some auxiliary troops 
having their camp there. Of the rich plunder, there 
were afterwards exhibited to the Romans in the joint 
triumph of Vespasian and Titus the Golden Altar of 
incense, the golden candlestick, and also the book of 
the Law. 

Three strongholds still remained in the hands of the 
.Jews ; Herodeion and Masada to the W., Machaerus 
109. Judsea. to the E. of the Dead Sea. Herodeion 

surrendered to Lucilius Bassus, who now 
commanded the 10th legion, without a struggle : 
Machaerus, only after a protracted siege. As Bassus 
.died soon afterwards, the siege of Masada fell to the lot 
of his successor, L. Flavius Silva. This fortress stood 
at  a height of more than 1500 ft. above the level of the 
Dead Sea, on the almost inaccessible summit of a 
mountain (now es-Sebbeh), and since the commencement 
.of the war had been held by the Sicarii under Eleazar, 
a relation of Judas of Galilee. After great exertions the 
soldiers of Silva at  last succeeded in making a breach 
in the walls ; but the defenders had already constructed 
behind it another wall of timber and earth. This 
withstood the blows of the ram better than the stone 
wall had done; but it was capable of being set on 
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fire by the besiegers.. Hereupon Eleazar persuaded his 
band to a solemn resolution to commit suicide together. 
When, accordingly, on the 15th of Xanthicus (ca. 
April) 73, the Romans made their way over the burning 
wall into the fortress, they did not find a single man 
alive. Masada was afterwards held by a Roman 
garrison. 

Vespasian had already settled what was to be done 
with Judzea, by an order addressed to L. Bassus. The 

llo. ves- whole scene of the rebellion, as it had 
been handed over by Nero to Vespasian pasianIs as a special province, he now claimed as 

measures' his private property. Caesarea Pakstinae 
was converted into a Roman colony (Colonia Prima 
Flavia Augusta Caesarea) and continued to be the seat 
of a governor (who at  the same time commanded the 
10th legion) as well as the administrative capital. The 
10th legion lay for the most part at Jerusalem. Eight 
hundred veterans were settled at Emmaus near Jeru- 
salem. All Jews within the Roman empire were re- 
quired to pay the traditional temple tax, the didrachma 
(Mt. l'iq), into the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus. This 
determination unquestionably was a very deep wound 
to Jewish susceptibilities. As a general rule, however, 
the position of the Jewish religion as a religio l i c i h  
within the Roman empire was not assailed. Nowhere 
except in Egypt wds violence resorted to. Fugitive 
Sicarii had fomented disturbances in the Jewish com- 
munity in Alexandria, and this led Vespasian to order 
Lupus the governor to destroy the Jewish temple founded 
by Onias (see HERES). Lupus and his successor, 
Paulinus, plundered the temple of its dedicated gifts and 
sacred vessels, closed it and rendered it inaccessible. 
The Jewish worship had been. carried on here for the 
space of 243 years (Jos. Blvii. 104 has 343 years, by an 
error). . 

I t  was but natural that a paralysing reaction should 
follovr the fearful struggle of the Tews with the Romans. _ _  
lll. Not only were their physical forces 

ation of the exhausted ; the community had-a 
Jews in Jua~a .  more serious matter-been deprived 

of its religions centre. Its highest 
authority, the Synedrinm, had even before the siege of 
Jerusalem been destroyed by the war party (I 104). 
Now, with the destruction of the temple, the cnltus also 
had been brought to an end ; the priests had been de- 
prived of their vocation, the community of its appointed 
representation in the presence of God. The mother- 
country itself was now compelled to live after the 
manner of the Jewish diaspora. The Pharisees, with 
Johanan b. Zakkai at their head, settled in Jamnia and 
addressed themselves to the task of once more rallying 
the dispersed of Israel around the Law. They revived 
the Synedrium into new life by the formation of a court 
of justice consisting of seventy-two members (n.p), 
which disposed of civil causes arising between Jews in 
Judaea and, so far as was practicable without conspicuous 
disregard of Roman rights, also dealt with criminal 
cases. This court of justice could not pretend to any 
legal title ; it owed its existence to the necessities of the 
case ; but it seems in all probability to have been ulti- 
mately recognised by the Romans. Soon it rose in 
importance to such a degree that its pronouncements 
were recognised by the whole diaspora. Its head, who 
bore the title of misi ' ,  ethnarch, or patriarch, received 
from every Jewish community yearly dues, which were 
brought by so-called ' apostles.' The study of the Law 
and the practice of Pharisaic piety were also carried on 
with all the zeal proper to persecuted causes. What had 
been lost-temple and worship-every effort was made 
to preserve, so far as was possible by means of writing ; 
the ancient precepts for the regulation of Jewish social 
life in Judaea were modified in such a way as to admit 
of their being applied under the altered conditions. 

The Jews in Palestine adapted themselves to the new 
circumstances with remarkable rapidity. This can be 
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explained to a great extent by the reaction which 
followed the feverish days of the siege and destruction 
of Jerusalem. The Jews were glad to take refuge under 
the shelter of any new arrangement, however temporary 
and inadequate. They sought for comfort in their 
abiding sorrow, certainty in their doubt, some fixed 
point towards which they could direct their thoughts 
and hopes. This they found in the teachings of their 
rabbins, versed in the Scriptures, from whom they 
learned to accept their misfortunes submissively as a 
chastisement from God. This was certahly a whole- 
some salve for broken spirits. Nevertheless the rabbins 
had not learned from the terrible divine judgment the 
thing which in truth most concerned their peace. They 
impressed upon the Jews the old transcendental hope 
that at the time appointed by God the redemption--i.e., 
the world- theocracy-would come (cp Apocalypse of 
Baruch, and 4 Esd.). It  was the very depth of thcir 
unprecedented humiliation which seemed to justify the 
expectation that the hour of deliverance was not far 
off. Nor was it long before the determination \vas 
again arrived at to seek to hasten the event by their own 
efforts. 

The Emperor Domitian caused the didrachma tax 
(which, as we have seen, had from 70 A.D. onwards to 

lla. New be paid to Jupiter Capitolinus) to be ex- 
rebellion. acted with particular strictness, and for- 

bade conversion to Judaism (which st:ll 
had ! its supporters even within the precincts of the 
imperial palace). ,He is .said also to have sought, like 
Ve'spasian before him and Trajan after him, to exter- 
minate the Dsiv,idic family by persecution. These 
measures show hqw grkatly the power, of the Jewish 
diaspora was still felt by the Roman empire. It was in 
the places where the diaspora was strong that the first 
risings took place when Trajan waged war on the 
Parthians on the eastern frontier of the empire. Egypt, 
from the Thebaid to Alexandria, trembled before the 
wild outburst of Jewish hatred against the Greeks and 
the Romans. In Cyrene also it burst forth with blood- 
thirsty ferocity. In Cyprus the Jews carried out a fearful 
massacre and destroyed the city of Salamis (circa 
116 A.D.). Trajan sent one of his ablest generals, 
Marcius Turbo, to Egypt ; but it was only by degrees 
that he succeeded in quenching the fire of rebellion in 
the blood of its instigators. Even in Mesopotamia the 
Jews rose and threatened to bar the emperor's return 
from Ctesiphon. Here it was Lucius Quietus who 
restored order with remorseless firmness. Even down 
to the first year of the emperor Hadrian (117-138 A.D.) 
the agitation seems to have shown itself-perhaps even 
in Palestine-in commotions of diminishing intensity. 

Towards the end of his reign Hadrian unintentionally 
furnished the occasion for a rising. of the Tews in Tudza 

113. struggle itself. Circum&ion hkd beeen for- 
with Hadrian. bidden by law in the Roman empire, 

being. Dlaced in the same caterorv with ',, 
castration. The progiiition was regarded by the Jews 
-though by no means levelled exclusively at them--as 
a prohibition of the exercise of their religion. Further, 
Hadrian issued orders that the now deserted Jerusalem 
should again be rebuilt as a Roman colony. This 
expression of imperial goodwill towards their ancient 
capital the Jews regarded as the worst of injuries, the 
deathblow to all their dearest hopes ; for the execution 
of the emperor's command would mean nothing less 
than the conversion of Jerusalem into a Gentile city. 
The zeal of the Jews was accordingly kindled once more 
on behalf of the city of their God, and they flew to arms 
on the sacred soil of Judaea. Probably the disturbances 
first began about 132, after the emperor's second visit 
to Syria in 131. So far as we can learn from the scanty 
notices preserved to us, the struggle took the form of a 
guerilla war only ; the insurgents fixed their quarters in 
fastnesses, caves, and subterranean dens, and sought as 
best they could to expel the Romans from Judaea. 
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The leader was a certain Simon, better known by 
his surname, Bar Kosiba or Bar Kocheba ; the first' of 
114. Revolt of these two forms indicates his origin 
Bar Kocheba. geneaIogically or locally (cp I Ch. 42z), 

the second his dignity (see Nu. 24 17) 
as Messiah; he was doubtless of  Davidic descent: 
His coins bear the legend 'Simon Prince of Israel.' 
The Roman Governor Tineius Rufus was unable to 
quell the rebellion which burst out on all sides and 
spread even beyond the boundaries of Judaea. Jeru- 
salem was 'liberated,' as the legend on the coins of 
Simon has it, and the sacrificial system was probably 
again revived ; perhaps an attempt was also made to 
rebuild the temple. The entire Jewish diaspora sup- 
ported the movement, so that 'the whole world was 
thrown into commotion ' (Dio Cassins 69 13). It  seems. 
probable that Hadrian himself lingered for a while near 
the scene of the struggle ; and he summoned his best 
generals to deal with it. Julius Severus, who came 
from Britain, brought it to a triumphant end. The 
closing scene took place not a t  Jerusalem but at BETHER 
(4.v..  cp Ezra220 6, see GIBBAR), now Bittir, to the 
south-west of Jerusalem. In the eighteenth year of 
Hadrian (134-5) the little fortress was captured after iv 
brave resistance, Bar Kocheba himself having already 
been slain. The whole war probably lasted 39 years 
(132-135 A.D.). It was bloody in the extreme, and 
brought Judaea to the lowest ebb. The captive Jews 
were offered for sale at nominal prices on the market 
place beside Abraham's oak at Hebron, or sent off to. 
the slave markets of Gam and Egypt. 

What the rebellion ,had been intended to prevent now 
took dace without resistance. Terusalem was built as a 
115. Jeruealem Gentile city and received the name of 
becomes ~ E l i a  a l i a  Capitolina, with the rights of a 

Capitolina. ?man colony but without the jus 
taZz'cicunz. On the former site of the 

temple was built a temple of Jupiter Capitolinus with an 
equestrian statue of the emperor Hadrian. No Jew 
was permitted to enter the precincts of the city ; once 
more it was to be the possession of heathen deities and 
their worshippers. Such was the end of the history of 
Israel on the mountains of Judaea. 
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H. G. 
ISSACHAR (7;Vk: ; [~ I iccaxap [BAL], some- 

times l c b ~ ~ p  [B*bF] ; in Rev. 7 7  some MSS l c a q a p  ; 
Jos. I C A X ~ P H C ;  on the name see below, 3, 6 end), 
apparently the name borne by the inhabitapts of the tract 
lying between the highlands of Ephraim on the S. and 
those of Naphtali on the N. ; between the lowlands of 
Zebulun on the NW. and the deep Jordan valley on 
the E. 

Issachar finds prominent mention in the present text 
of the battle-song in  Tndg. 5. It would be natural that 
1. Rarely th i  br& of the struggle should fall there. 

mentioned. It  is noteworthy, however, that whilst 
Tosh. 21 28 ( I  Ch. 672 1571) assigns 

Daberath to I&char, Josh. 19 12 places it &the  bor;der 
of Zebulun. Moreover, in the passage where Issachar 
is mentioned in Judg. 5 the text is uncertain. There is 
no quite unambiguous evidence that Deborah or 
Daberath (whether a person 1 or a town) or Barak, 
helonged to Issachar (see DEBORAH, 5 2 3). Can 
there have been a desire to suppress the name of 
Issachar? It  is not quite impossible. The writer to 
whom is due the enumeration of tribes summoned by 
Gideon (Judg. 6 35) and of tribes that gathered together 
to pursue Midian (7 23), if rightly represented by MT,S 
omits Issachar-the very tribe which, one would sup- 
pose, would be most intimately concerned, and (if 
we suppose that Purah is a corruption of Puah; see 
GIDEON, I n.) may have supplied Gideon with his 
attendant. Similarly, Issachar is allowed no part in the 
fight described i n  Judg. 4. Still more strange, perhaps, 
is the omission of the same tribe from the list of those 
summarily told of in the latter part of Judg. l.4 More- 
over in the ' Blessing of Jacob ' the reference to Issachar 
is rather disparaging, and in both the ' Blessings ' Issa- 
char yields precedence to Zebulun, although in Gen. 30 
Issachar is the elder of the brothers. I s d l  this acci- 
dental ? 

Issachar's being a Leah-tribe associates it with 
Zebulun (cp the connexion of the two in Dt. 3318f:), 

2. Special and they are mentioned together in the 
Song of Deborah (Judg. 5 14) ) : their 
territories were contiguous. What is 

Or can a reason be found ? 

1 Moore Budde and others. 
2 C. Niebuhr ' Wi. GI2 '126. 
3 Of course th; text may be corrupt ; see GTDEON, $ I, where 

it is proposed to read ' Issachar ' in the Gideon ?,tory for Asher 

''~%~?%ZIS suggests that Issachar may have been included 
in Joseph ; Bu. (RiSa  4 4 8 )  and Moore (judp. 49) suggest that 
it was omitted through accident or design in abridgment. 
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noteworthy, however, is that the 'Blessing of Moses' 
connects the tribes not as comrades in war (as in Judg. 
5 )  but as guardians of a great religious fair (Dt. 33 18f: ) ; 
as if they had formed a northern confederation like that 
of Shechem which had its religious centre, according to 
Winckler (GI 256), on Shechem's sacred mountain. On 
what mountain such a gathering of northern clans may 
have been held does not appear ; possibly on Tabor 
(Herder, Graf, Steuernagel 7) or Carnie1 (Knohel, Cer- 
tholet). Nor have we any clue as to the deity who Mas 
thus honoured, unless we can venture to find a veiled 
hint in a well-known story connected with the birth of 
Issachar and Zebulun. 

Reuben found dGdri'im (see MANDRAKE). These 
naturally belonged to Leah, the fruitful mother ; but 
Rachel bartered for a share. Issachar and Zebulun were 
born to Leah, Joseph to Rachel. Whatever be the mean- 
ing of Reuben's-being assigned to Leah (see REUBEN), 
the tribe u'as mixed up with GAD [q. w ,  § 31. Now Mesha 
tells us (Z. 12) that when he took Ataroth from Gad he 
carried off ;nil S H ~ N ,  which implies a cult of some kind. 
The Gadite cult may have been shared by Reuben : un- 
less, indeed, 'Reuben' in Gen. 3 0 1 4  was originally 'Gad,' 
whose birth has just been told of (w .  ;I) : Gad could he  
called Leah's son. If there underlies the story of the 
dGdU'im the fact of an old cult, it i s  a little difficult to 
extricate it naturally; but it is noteworthy that the 
Issacharite tribal hero Tola, or his clan Puah, is said 
to be ' son of Dodo ' (nil ; the text -of the passage, 
however, is doubtful ; see 5 7). 

It  seems certain that pbpular etymology connected the 
name Issachar with the Hebrew root T&, 'wages ' (cp 
3. Nasle. the gloss 6  PUT^ pluBos [BAL] and Jos. P K  

pIuBou vev6pevos) and in J's form of the 
theory the hire had to do with the mandrakes (Gen. 
30 q).l It  has been thought that religious ideas some- 
times led to the omission of certain tribe-names (cp 
GAD, 2). If the omission of Issachar was inten- 
tional, the reason may have been political (see below, 

p) ; but implications involved in the 'Duda'  story 
might be enough. Or if the connection of the name 
with an Egyptian god Sokar (which is in fact one of 
the alternatives proposed by C. J. Ball, SBOT on Gen. 
30 18 ; see below, 6) was held by some in ancient 
times, it is barely possible that this may have been dis- 
advantageous'to the tribe. 

The first syllable of Issachar may possibly have been taken by 
J to be the Hebrew word W*N (so We. TBS, p. v also 9 5 3  and 
Ball, oj .  cit.), the whole name being explaiAed as 'man of 
hire.' Another popular explanation may have been W:. 
(cp Jer. 31 16 = z Ch. 15 7 Eccles. 4 9) ; perhaps also l$i Ne:.% 
The theory that the name is compound is not impossible (cp 
$ 6). Many modern writers, however, incline to the view that 
It is simple.8 Thus Ball compares the Arabic Gkar ;4 Nestle 
(AJSL 13 175J ['971) seems to favour Wellhausen's comparison 
of the Nabataan name ZaXp?h-os,6 and Cheyne thinks Is- 
sachar is a popular corruption of Yizrab[el] ([$~ln.rr+), which he  
has suggested as perhaps the original'of Israel ( 5 ~ 1 ~ 3 )  and of 
Jezreel (ixyli?) (see JACOB, 5 6 )  : Jeveel lies on the Lorders of 
Issachar. On the second part of the name see further, below, 
0 6. 

1 In E Leah gave up her handmaid to Jacob (v. 18). 
a The name appears in the consonantal text invariably a s  

V W W ' .  This is printed lawe!, that is with the KrE l?@: ; but in 
different authorities occur the following five other forms : l?U$': 
(without dazhesh), l$W,  l$cvl, l?$p; ; on which 
see Ginsburg, Zntrod. 250-254 (cp Baer-Del. Gen. 84x). 

3 The view that the second w was meant to show that the w is 
~, not &, is supported by Nestle(AJSL 13 175J,Trans. ZX Or. 
Cong. 2 62) who, however, believes that the was really b. The 
double w may however be due to 'Volksetyrnologie.' 

4 'Sorrel,' Ar 'reddish-brown' of horses (cp Lane,. a< voc. 
Wi. GI2  2x1, n. I) ; cp Gen. 49 14a, and note the derlvatlon of 
7pn  (see Ass): The phonetic equivalent of Issachar in Arabic 
IS yaskur, which pccurs as a tribal name (see, e.g., YXkiit 3 2x8 
2. 14) ; cp $ ~ i , w ,  in a Minaan inscription from Mad%' in Sdeh 
(DHM E#. Denk. no. xxv. 1.4 ; see further Muller's note, p. 48). 

5 Heid.PI 3, n. j ;'znd ed. omits. 
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If we judged by appearances we should conclude that 

in historical times Issachar played no im- 
’‘’ in portant part. Some of the kings of Israel, 

history’ however, appear to have been men of 
Issachar. 

There seems to be no sufficient reason to doubt that 
one of the older sources of Kings called Baasha ‘son 
of Ahijah, of the house of Issachar ’ ( I  K. 16 271.’ Of 
the origin of Omri nothing is said ; but that he also was 
of Issachar is for several reasons not improbable. If 
then there is anything in the notion that there was a 
tendency to avoid mentioning Issachar (see above, $0 
1 - 3 )  it might be suggested that under the Jehu dynasty it 
became the fashion to disparage the ‘house of Issachar.’ 
It would not be strange if this were so. On the other 
hand Jehu himself may have belonged to the house of 
Issachar. 

That would be the most natural explanation of his being 
called in inscriptions of Shalmaneser 11. ‘son of Omri’ (KAT 
189J 208); note also the phrase ‘statutes of Omri ’ (Mic. B 16 ; 
see OMRI I). However that may he Jehu was a trusted general 
of Ahah ’and Jehoram. The last ’king of the line was slain 
near Ibleam. Jehu’s father’s name is given as Jehoshaphat, 
the name (not a common one) of the governor of Issachar in the 
l ist inrK.4 whereinMT(v. 17)heissaidtobesonofParuah but 
Paruah shohd probablyrather be Puah, the Issacharclan.4 jehu 
is oftener, however, called son of Nimshi. This is obscure; hut 
i f  we may explain it on the analogy of the Punic n j i ~  II to ~ y l i i .  
Nimshi would imply the cult of a god vj, which might be the 
‘same as that referred to in the Issacharite BAASHA [q.v.].5 

On the other hand Jehu may have been a southerner. 
There are not lacking features of his policy that would fit in 

with such a theory (see JEHU $ 2) and Nimshi may have been n 
southern name (cp Abishai, ’Am& ; and, for the first part of 
the name, Naomi and Elnaam [I Ch. 11 461). 

Whether the dynasties of Omri and Jehu were from 
Issachar or not-and the saying in Gen. 4914f: suggests 
I. Geographical that Issachar supplied, rather than 

conditibns, employed, gangs of labourers-there 
were not wanting influences that 

might have enabled men of that tribe to take a leading 
place. If ‘ nature has manifestly set Esdraelon in the 
a rms  of Samaria,’6 it has also assigned it a different 
lot. Commenting on the ‘ Blessing ’ of Issachar (Gen. 
4914)  G. A. Smith says (p. 3 8 3 )  ‘ T o  the highlander 
looking down upon it, Esdraelon is room to stretch in 
and he happy.’ The most important point, however, 
is that the plain of Megiddo is the natural route from 
Sharon to the Jordan. From the earliest times it 
contained the sites of fortress towns (see ESDRAELON). 
Though its connection with Ephraim and with Gilead 
was very close, we have no hint how it became connected 
with Israel ; perhaps in self-defence against the inroads 
of the still unsettled peoples of the east ; or in connec- 
tion with some other great struggle.’ 

1 @A’s oilcou a u a x a p  indeed, may not he strong evidence 
confirmatory of M T  ; h d  dBneed not be opposedreally. PeAaav 
o ULOS a x m a  may be a dittograph of Baaua u. a. due to homoio- 
teleuton (aurov . . . OLKOU) (the x a p  of @n’s eXapa&u [fXapaKwUeU 
L)] for w a r  of @A’S mara.$fw looks oddly like the end of m u a x a p ) .  
LI. adds I u u a x a p  of MT after pe66apa (=psAaav of @B). 

2 H e  was chief general under the ‘house of Issachar,’ and we 
are not told his origin. I t  is plain that Ahab had a palace a t  
Jezreel (although ‘which was in Jezreel’ in I K. 21 I may be an 
insertion [d om.]), which continued to be the home of the 
family. The original owner of the hill of Samaria may have 
been an Issacharite (cp the clan of Shimron). I t  should not be 
ignored that in the Chronick/s list of Davidic tribal princes, 
ihe  prince of Issachar is called Omri (I Ch. 27 18). Naturally 
in such a list (cp Gray, HPN185f: r88), no stress can be laid 
on this; hut traditional names do occur in the liqt : see Ephraim, 
Benjamin. (By a strange coincidence the plain of Megiddo is 
now called Merj ihn ‘Xmir.) Here might he mentioned also 
the Phcenician policy of the house of Omri. Cp Smith, 0619 
14876 Guthe GVI138 

3 Shl, onelof his h o k e  was called Jerohoam. 
4 The ’I may be from i b  which perhaps stood between 915 

and i3ow3, as in d B  uros~ouauouSfviuua~ap( i .e . ,  i w  3)a 13, 
and practically in @L V .  papuaovx  (Le.,  niwi2 p = i v  ais 13) EV 

5 If  the Jehu dynasty also belonged to the house of Issachar 
a political reason for the rise of a fashion of disparaging 
lssachar is hard to find. 

6 GASm. HG379. 
7 Gnthe (GVZ 73), who accepts I S. 11 as it stands, infers from 

tuu. 
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I t  appears that at one time the plain of Megiddo was 
pretty completely under the power of the Philistines.’ 
6. Prehistoric At least, the Zakl;ar(i) (TB-[k]-ka- 

ra-[y]), who were associated with them 
had firmly established themselves at 

nor in the 12th century.2 Who the people were who 
suffered from these intruders we are not told. It might 
be supposed that they would hardly be Israelites, who 
probably settled first in the highlands ; that the strangers 
would be interested merely or mainly in the trade-routes 
and the cities lying on them, and that it was from them 
that these were won by Israel. That may be so. The 
struggle, echoes of which we find in Judg. 5 ,  may con- 
ceivably have had this very result. No more, however, 
can we be sure that the land was found in the un- 
disturbed possession of ‘Canaanites.’ We hear of 
the district first in the time of Thotmes 111. and it 
was thereafter more or less continually in the power 
of Egypt or contesting that power. The Amarna 
correspondence, however, shows us not only the open 
country but also the towns (e.$. Megiddo [Z<B5193]) 
threatened by the Habiri. The one thing that seems 
to be clear is that the population must have been even 
more than usually mixed.3 

It is not impossible that some Egyptians might remain 
when Egypt finally withdrew-. At least, there would 
be natives or settlers who had, been attached to them 
in one capacity or another, especially mercenaries. 
The Egyptian derivation of the name Issachar referred 
to above (0 3) ,  therefore, is perhaps not quite impossible. 
Issachar is the only name of the ‘twelve tribes ’ (besides 
Naphtali) from which no gentilic is formed in the OT,‘ 
which makes it not improbable that it is a compound 
name. The Moabites knew a neighbouring people as 
Ish-gad (see GAD, § I).  I t  may be, then, that there 
was in the Gilboa district a community known to their 
neighbours by some such name as Is-sachar-ie., the 
men of the god Sakar-as Ish-gad were the men of 
the god Gad (GAD, § ~ f : ) . ~  

Another theory (Che. Cri f .  Ei6.) not open in the same way 
to the ohjection referred to below, regards v w w *  as a popular 
euphonic adaptation of a primitive tribal name Ish-heres ( D i n w + )  ‘ man of the sun’ ’ cp the place-name Beth-shemesh (Josh. 19 22) ; 
hut the author of this theory prefers the explanation Yizrab [dl 
mentioned above (§ 3, end). 

The difficulty (referred to above) in the way of snpposing 
that ‘ Issachar’ contains a reference to a god Sokar, is that, al- 
though, according to the SakkHra list, a king of the second 
dynasty (the Sesakhris of Manetho) bore a name compounded 
with that of this deity and such compounds were favourites 
(Erman, Am. Eg. 1595 in the old empire (cp Seker-$‘a-ba’n; 
Lieblein, Dict. de mrns /Ei#rog?v#lzipes, no. 1359 and others), 
there does not appear to he any evidence that the name of this 
god was used in forming proper names outside of Egypt. 

Saul’s choosing Bezek as mustering place (I S. 11 8) that he 
counted on drawinm from Issachar and the northern tribes. 
Bezek, however, is Tust opposite Jahesh, and Winckler’s argu- 
ment (GI2 158, etc.), that Saul was a Jabeshite (cp SAUL), is 
certainly plausible. Even if it were to be held, with Cheyne, 
that Jabesh-gilead is a corruption of some other name, Guthe’s 
inference is not conclusive : the mention of Hezek might be a 
consequence of the corruption (see SAUL, # I, near end). 

1 This statement may stand even if it should be held that the 
people referred to in the original fbrm of the story in Sam. as 
holding Israel in subjection werenot the Philistines. 
§ 4 and ZAREPHATH, where other related changes in the readin; 
of ;he traditional story are proposed. 

2 WMM, +WAG, I ~ c o , ~ .  ; cp DOR. 
3 Guthe thinks that Issachar and Zebulun came from across 

Jordan and probably were pushed into their later seats by 
Joseph’when it followed (GVI 50). 

4 In the case of y x u p  w w ,  however, in Judg. 10, it is just 
possible that a final , has been lost before the following ~ 1 7 ) .  
Otherwise we must insert p (Moore), or substitute it for W’N, 

before i3gqp. It is difficult, a t  all events to follow Budde 
(ad roc.) in regarding the text as sound. Nu: 25 8 14, which he 
cites do not seem to be really parallel, the meaning there is ‘the 
1sra;lite’ : here it is ‘an Issacharite.’ See, further, the article 

times’ 

See SAUL 

Cp § 8, end. 

cited below, next col. n. 3. 
5 Of the Egyptian god Sakar not very much is known. His 

name is met with chiefly in combination, as Ptah-Sokar or 
Ptah-Osiris-Sokar. Originally apparently a sun-god, he ‘ becLme 
thegnd liar’ $ox+ of the Memphite Xecropolis,’ ultimately giving 
his name to the modern village SakkPra (Wiedemann, Petrie). 

cited below next col. n. 3. 
5 Of the hgyptian god Sakar not very much is known. His 

name is met with chiefly in combination, as Ptah-Sokar or 
Ptah-Osiris-Sokar. Originally apparently a sun-god, he ‘ becLme 

nphite Xecropolis,’ ultimatelygiving 
:demann, Petrie). 
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ISSACHAR 
It  is true the letters S K R ( ~ ~ D )  occur in several proper names 

at Carthage : a god i [~ loa ian  (CIS1  253 L2541; cp i m m  inn 
in a Maktar inscr., Lidzbarski, Ejhemeris, 149); 1 3 ~ ~ ~ 2  
(CIS 1 267 372 ; Eut. 152) ; but in each case 1 3 ~  is preceded by 
a, and the name i>Dni2y (in a Sidon inscription : Rev. dAss. 
11. 3, p. 76 I‘9.1) seems to show that the divine name is not 133 
but 13DD. Nor is the name $yii>D, also at Carthage (CZS 
11218 1354)~ decisive. There does not seem to he any unarn- 
higuous case of iyl preceded by a divine name. 1 3 ~  is there- 
fore probably, as elsewhere, for 137 (so Lidzharski, Ep/ienzeris, 

We find a Sacar (i3b) in T Ch. 11 3j, as father of 
3:;id‘s hero Ahiam the HARARITE (of Arad? Adoral) ‘ but in 
11 2 S. 23 33 Sacar becomes Sharar. 

In I Ch. 26 5 a certain Issachar is seventh son of Obed-edom : 
but there may he dittography : i j w w *  ~ W W ? .  Similarly in the 
case of Sacar, the fourth son (u. 4) : i3ko  ~ 5 t j ? .  

The later historyof Issachar is obscure (cp SCYTHIANS). 
How few people are expressly said to 
have belonged to Issachar has been 

For an 
interesting case see SHUNAMITE, SHU- 

LAMITE; for a tradition regarding N. Israel’s great 
prophet, see HOSEA, 9. With Belemoth, the name 
of his supposed birthplace, cp e’s Baithemoth men- 
tioned below, § 8. 

On 
the representatives of Issachar in the list (I K. 4) of Solomon’s 
prefects and in the Chronicler’s list (I Ch. 27)of David‘s captains 
(1~) of trihes (Omri) see above, 5 4, with footnote (4). 

In Tola we have a typical case of the equivalence of 
‘ genealogies ’ and ‘ annals. ’ According to Judg. 10 I $  

‘Shamir in Mt. Ephraim’ boasted that it was theresting- 
place of Tola, son of Puah, son of Dodo, an Issacharite 
‘judge’ of Israel. In P s  ‘genealogy’ of Issachar 
part of this story appears as a simple list of names.* 
For ‘Tola the son of Puah who dwelt (xv) in Shamir’ 
we find four sons of Issachar : Tola, Puah, Jashub2 
( n w - ) ,  Shimron. 

In the geneqlogical lists there is nothing equivalent to the 
‘hen Dodo’ inserted in Judg. 10 I after Puah. I t  is therefore 
not improbable that ‘hen Dodo‘ is to be explained as a marginal 
note 3 and ‘Mount Ephraim’ as a (perhaps erroneous) gloss on 
Shatkir or Shimron (@BAL ZaCapeLa); cp Gen. 46 13 Num. 
26 2 3 3  I Ch. 7 I. It is not likely that the genealogy contained 
a name KAREAH.4 

With regard to the Issachar clan names it is remark- 
able that Shamir is a precious stone (DIAMOND, § 2), 
whilst Tola is a dye-producing worm, and Puah, 
apparently, a dye-producing plant. On this coincidence 
see, further, ZEBULUN. 

To the four names given in P the Chronicler adds eleven de- 
scendants of Tola, four of whom are ‘sons’ of Yizrah-yah (cp 
above, 5 3, end). 

P s  geographical details about Issachar are not clear. 
Instead of a ‘boundary’ (u. 18) we find a list of towns (omit 

AV ‘toward,’ RV ’unto‘-<.e. the 7 pf n5uyil*-with the ver- 
sions), eAding with a fragment of boundary 

8. P’s boundary. I.. 2z)-Tabor (@B yar0pwp [‘land of 
Tabor’?], @A Oa+wO, @L eapwp, some 

MSS j3aiOspwO : see helow, n. 5), and two unknown places : 
SHAHAZUMAH and BETH-SHEMESH. The (thirteen : so Pesh.5) 
towns in the list are JEZREEL (Zer‘in) on a northern promontory 
of Gilboa CHESULLOTH (IKsdl) below the hills of en-NgSira, 
SHUNEM (S8Zem) on the SW. slope of Nebi Dahi HAPHARAIM 
perhaps (el-Farriye!) on the hills between Carmel knd el-Lejjiin 
SHION perhaps (‘Am Sha‘in?) across the plain NW. of Neb: 
Dahi ANAHARATH perhaps (‘Arrlne?) on the lower hills west 
of ‘dilboa, RABBITH [q.~.], KISHION (Kidshon?; Tell abu 
KudEs?), EBEZ (g.v.), REMETH (g...), EN-GANNIM (/enin), 
EN-HADDAH (for En-harod?, ‘ A h  JaZGd) and BETH-PAZZEZ. 
To these places is to be added JARMUTH (JAsh. 21 z8)= RAMOTH 
(I Ch. 7 73 [ 5S ] )  which is the third of the four Levitical cities in 
Issachar : Kxsiion (Josh.)=Kedesh (I Ch.), Daberath, Jarmnth 
=Ramoth, and En-gannim (Josh.)=Anem (I Ch.). 

See also ISHSECHEL.; 

,. Later 
history. genealogi;s, noted already (§ 4, begin.). 

On the Issacharite ‘spy’ (Nu. 13 7) see JosEPHi., 5 I n. 

ITHIEL 
According to Josh. 17 IO (also P) Issachar bordered 

on Manasseh on the (S.) W. (cp EPHRAIM, 5 6), whilst 
according to zw. 11-13 ( J )  the most important cities in 
Issachar (see s)--Beth-shean, Ibleam, Taaiiach, 
Megiddo (with Dor)-were, with their districts,’ claimed 
by Manasseh and eventually made dependent by Israel 
(cp Judg. 127 I Ch. 729). H. W. H. 

ISSHIAH (p& [once V I : ~ $ ~ = W V N ,  ‘man of 

1 On the question of the relative priority of P’s list and Judg. 
10 I, see the article referred to in n. 3. 

2 For the variants see JASHUB. 
3 See an article on the genealogy of Issachar and Tola in the 

OLZ 3 3663 [19wl, where, for example, it is suggested that 
‘hen Dodo’ possibly means ‘son of his d&-a gloss due to 
the fact that Tola is represented as son of his younger brother. 

4 Tlie reading Kupw(Kupve) in eight minuscules, sixofmkick 
omif ’id Yissdhzr, is probably a fragment of ‘ Issachar ’ or 
’ i3ww* (see preceding col. n. 4). 

5 @ almost unanimously omits v. 22 6. MT reads sixteen.’ 
Possibly ‘to Tabor’ (axn2) was read as a place-name : Beth- 
bar(?) ; cp several ofQ’svariants. This would give sixteen towns. 
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T .  .- 
Jab"; IECC[B]I~[BALI) .  

I. AV ISHIAH, an Issacbarite (I Ch. 73, mna [Bl, LEU. [AI, 

2. AV JESIAH. a Korahite. one of David’s warriors (I Ch. 12 6. 
wu. [L], Jesiu [Vg.]). 

- I  

ln.w’, ;quouver [BU], ieuia [AI, LBUUOUB [Ll,/esia [Vg.]). See 
DAVID, 5 11 (a iii.). 
3. The head of the b’ne Rehabiah (I Ch. 2421 om. B, m a a s  

[AI, LOU. [L], Jesias [Vg.]) : in I Ch. 26 25 his name appears as .. 
JESHAIAII (??a’+$ wuaLas [BA], cwmf [Ll). 

4. AV JESIAH b. Uzziel (Jahaziel), a Levite (I Ch. 23 20 
luau [B] ~wu~us’[L], Jesiu [Vg.]), of whose sons Zechariah i; 
alone merkoned (ib 24 25 cuLa [B] au. and LW. [A], iwuLou [Ll). 

5. Ishijah, RV isshijkh, one Af the b’ue HARIM in list of 
those with foreign wives (see EZRA i., 8 5, end); Ezra 1031 
(Leumas [L])=I Esd. 9 32, ASEAS (auaras [BA]). 

ISSUE (29, irpp, etc.), 1,ev. 1 2 ~  152 etc. See 

ISTALCURUS ( i c ~ & A ~ o y p o y  [A]), I Esd. 840. See 

ISUAH (3!@,), I Ch. 7 30 : RV ISHVAH. 
ISUI (9)@), Gen. 4617 ; RV ISHVI. 
ITALIAN BAND (H CTTEIPA H K A A O Y M E N H  

ITAAIKH),  Acts101. See CORNELIUS, I, and cp 
ARMY, IO. 

ITALY ( ITAAI&).  From the age of Augustus the word 
Italy was used as a geographical term in the same sense 
in which we use it now. See further ROME ; ROMANS. 

I t  occurs four times in the N T  viz. Acts 101 ‘the Italian 
band’(see ARMY, % TO, CORNELIUS ’s x):Acts 182,’the expulsion 
ofthe Jews ‘from Italy ’ 11 ‘from RAme‘ ; Acts 27 I Paul’s voyage 
to Italy, i.e. to Rdme; Heb. 1324, ‘those bf Italy’ (see 
HEBREWS, E~ISTLE TO, 5 9). 

MEDICINE. 

ZABUD, 2, and cp UTHAI. 

ITCH (Dln), Dt. 2827t. 
ITHAI (’n’y), I Ch. 1131. 
ITHAMAR (TO?’&, derivation uncertain, ‘ father of 

Tainar ’ ? ’K being perhaps for ’2K, cp ABIEZER and 
I-EZER; but ‘K is more probably a fragment of a 
divine name, see ICHABOD, JEZEBEL ; le&M&p [BAFL]), 
the name of a guild of priests which, to judge from I Ch. 
243f., was of less importance than that of ELEAZAR 
(4.v.).  See GENEALOGIES, § 7 [iv.], ZADOK, and cp 
C.  Niebnhr, Gerch. d. e&. Zeitulters, 1280. It  is in 
accordance with this that in the priestly genealogies 
Ithamar appears as the youngest (4th) son of Aaron, 
Eleazar being the third (Ex. 0 23 28 I Nu. 3 zf., cp Lev. 
1061216 [PI). In P s  description of the wanderings 
Ithamar is represented as superintending the Gershon- 
ites and Merarites (Nu. 428 33 78). The Kohathites 
(to which the high-priestly family belonged) are not 
under his charge. The guild is mentioned again in 
the list of the returning exiles (Ezra&= I Esd. 829,  cera-. 
papou [B]). It is curious to notice that in this passage 
the name occurs in connection with the b’ne Phinehas 
and Gershom. The supposition that Eli was a member 
of this guild is manifestly uncritical, and has been 
shown to rest upon a misunderstanding ; see ELI, 

ITHIEL (!J&YWK, perhaps ‘E l  is with me,’ cp IM- 
MANUEL ; and see NAMES, 5 28), in list of Benjamite in- 
habitants of Jerusalem (see EZRA ii., § 5 [a] ,  $15 [I] a), 
Neb. 117t (&ieIHA [BA], ~ € 0 .  [ K ;  a dittographed c] ,  

See DISEASES, 3. 
See ITTAI. 

2. 
S. A. C. 

€0. CLI). 
Although the Nabataean name 5yn.u is closely parallel (CZS 

2 196), its meaning 1s equally uncertain-‘ Bel exists,’ o?’, he 
whom Bel leads ’; to render ‘Bel is with me’ is, of course, Impos- 
sible, since the;preposition nu is not used in Aramaic. 

1 Quoted by Driver (TBS 92) in connection with the 
mysterious ISHVI ( g . ~ . ) .  
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ITHIEL AND UCAL 
ITHIEL AND UCAL (52y) 5H'j7ye[)1, TOIC nlc- 

TEYOYCIN CIEW KAI ITAYOMAI). personal names in 
Prov. 30 I ,  where RV renders ' The words of Agur the 
son of Jakeh ; the oracle. The man saith Unto Ithiel 
and unto Ucal.' It  is usual to retain 'Agur son of 
Yakeb ' as the name of some unknown Jewish or non- 
Jewish sage, but to get rid of Ithiel and Ucal by 
changes of points or consonants. Thus Kamphaiisen 
(Kau. HS)  renders v. I (after the heading), 'The man 
speaks (saying), I wearied myself about God, I wearied 
myself about God, and pined away' (&J; so Del., 
Frank. ). This, however, implies an unusual construction 
of the verb n& with an accusative. Hitzig, Delitzsch, 
Frankenberg prefer to make 5 ~ ,  'God,' a vocative ; 
but the context does not suggest an address to God. 
' Agur son of Jakeh ' is almost equally hard to explain. 
Toy owns perplexity. ( W A C ,  however, puts us on the 
right track. rois mur. Oe3 represents 58 *~m&, all of 
which can still be traced in MT, except that N stands 
for the second n (see further C ~ i t .  Bi6. ). The text prob- 
ably is, ' The words of the man (called) hak-kehkleth, 
the guilty one, to those who believe in God.' Cp KOHE- 
LETH. T. K. C. 

ITRLAH ( 3$ny)l Josh. 19 4a RV, AV JETHLAH. 

ITHMAR (ann!), a Moabite, named in David's army- 
list ( I  Ch. 1 1 4 6 f ;  & € M A  [BXJ I&. [A], l&&M [L]). 

ITHNAN (Qqf, '5 I O) ,  a town in the southern part 
of Judah,l mentioned along with Kedesh and Hazor in 
Josh. 1 5 2 3  ( A C O ~ I W N A I N  KAI MAINAM P I  for Hazer 
and Ithnan ;  NAZI@ [A] for Ithnan, Ziph in v. 24 ; 
IONAN [L]). See ETHNAN. 

XTHRA(K>?!), zS. 1725t .  E V W  JETHER (q.v.,3).  
I. A 

Horite clan-name, Gen. 3626 (LeOpau [ADE], re. [L])= 
I Ch. 141 ( y d p a p  [B], d p a u  [AL]). 
2. In a genealogy of ASHER (q.7,. 5 4 ii.), I Ch. 7 37 (&pa [B], 

c&p [A], om. L). In I Ch. 7 38 tde name apparently recurs as 
JETHER 6 (ln:, ~ e . 4 7 ~  [B], d e p  [AI). @L gives eepav (i.e., 
Ithran?) for Ulla the father of Hanniel and Rizia (u. 39); see 
ARAH, i. 

, 5 46, cp ABIATHAR, JETHER, 
JETHRO, AMMI [NAMES WITH], and see below ; see 
also Grax, HPN 49 55; I ~ ~ P A A M  P I ,  iaepoac 
[Jos.]), the sixth son of David by Eglah, zS. 35  
(eie0apaaM [A], I E ~ ~ A M  [L]), I Ch. 3 3  (@&PAM 
[B], IE@~&[A]M [AL]) ; see DAVID, 5 I I ~ .  The name 
IS miswritteu JERIMOTH (g.v., 9 )  in 2 Ch. 11 18, where 
we should probably read Mahalath (see MAHALATH), 
daughter of Ithream and of Abihail daughter of Saul.' 
The Chronicler, who draws from an older source, not 
knowing Abihail (a name corrupted elsewhere into 
MICHAL) as a daughter of Saul, has emended h e  
into 2 ~ 3 5 ~  (Eliab). Accepting the old view which 
identifies Ithream's mother EGLAH (P.v.) with Michal, 
Klostermann suggests that Ithream ( i . e . ,  ' residue of a 
kinsfolk') described the child of Michal as a repre- 
sentative of the almost extinct family of Saul. In itself 
this view is not unplausible (cp Jndg. 7 6 ) ,  at least if 
Klostermann's explanation of Eglah be in some form 
accepted; but it seems to the present writer to be 
opposed by the analogy of the names Rehoboam, Jero- 
boam. To  explain Rehoboam as ' the people is wide,' 
and Jeroboam as ' the people increases' (see NAMES, 

46) appears arbitrary; a m  in such names (when 
genuine) is, at any rate in the older period, presumably 
a divine title (see AMMON, § I ) ,  and Ithream ought to 
mean ' the (divine) kinsman is pre-eminence.' 

ITHRITES, THE ('ld'?, aleahEiM [BAT o &pi  
[L]), a family of Kirjath-jearim, I Ch. 253 (see SHOBAL). 
In z S. 2 3 3 8  I Ch. 11 40 Iraand Gareb are called Ithrites : 
1 So Jerome (OS118 33, 'Ethnanin tribu Juda') and Eusebius 

(2 .254 57, EOvap +uArjo 1 0 ~ 8 ~ ~ ) .  

ITHRAN (17Jf, 'eminent'; cp JETHRO). 

See DISHON. 

T. K. C. 
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ITUREA 
z S. (arOerpaios [B"], eoerpaios [Ba.b], &kvaios [B], 
eopaios, 7eepir7S [A], reefper, [L]), Ch. (7e7PEL, 
roevpe~ [B], re7PeL, roeqpel [HI, [A], [€epr [I,]). In 
z S. 2338 arBcrpaios [B] seems to suggest a reading * w u  
(Th., Klo., Marq., H. P. Smith)--i,e., a native of 
JATTIR (g.~.), in the hill country of Judah (Josh. 1548 

ITTAH-KAZIN (I'Y? 7@'), Josh. 1913, KV ETH- 

21 14). 

KAZIN. 

ITTAI ('W, EQBEI PA],  le1 [Ll, eelc [Jos. Ant. 
vii. 921, euBaros [ia. lox]). I. A Gittite, who with 600 
Philistines entered into David's service shortly before 
Absalom's rebellion (zS. 1518f: [npoc]  c&eel [B in 
2). 191). So far as the text is intelligible, it would appear 
that Ittai-his namewas probably once in v. 186, thus pro- 
viding a natural introduction to w. Iga-was a ' stranger ' 
(-m) who had been exiled from his native place (reading 
ii$??, 6, Vg.), and David advises him to return and 
take back his brethren with him, adding a benediction 
(see TRUTH). In the fight against Absalom, he is a 
commander of the third part of the army. The rapidity 
with which Ittai, who when we first meet him had only 
been a short time with David (2s. 1520, $t$m $in!), 
springs to the high position of commander along with 
Joab and Abishai ( 2  S. 18 2 5 12) is surprising. It is 
natural to suppose that he was one of David's well-tried 
warriors, perhaps one who had been with him during 
his residence at Ziklag. It  is hardly safe to identify 
him with z (below). 
2. Ittai, one of David's heroes, who, probably to distinguish him 

from I (above) is styled b. Rihai from Gibeah of the children of 
Benjamin,' zd. 2329 (suOaer. [B], om. A, rOOr [ Z ] ) = I C ~ .  1131 
]THAI en'& arpsb [B], aleec [K], ~ O O U  [A]). S. A. C .  

ITUREA-;.e., the territory of the Ztureans, which 
should mean especially (see ISHMAEL, 4 [7], and cp 
GASm. HG 545) the southern part of the Antilibanus. 
It  is mentioned in AV of Lk. 31, where the appear- 
ance of the new prophet, John the Baptist, is elabor- 
ately dated. The passage which, according to RV, runs, 
' . . . and his brother Philip (being) tetrarch of the 
region of Ituraea and Trachonitis,' and according to AV, 
' .  . . of Iturea and of the region of Trachonitis,' is 
in Greek (Ti. WH), ~ r X i ~ a o u  66 700 d&X+00 adro0 
rerpapxofivros rijs ' I r oupa ias  Kal TpaXwuirr6os X6pas. 
Which of the renderings is correct? It is important 
to notice that in Acts 16 6 the AV and the RV differ once 
more. The best MSS have rtu +puylav Kai PaXarrK+y 
Xdpau  (so Ti. WH). This, as appears from Acts 1 8 q 2  
(if the text is right), should mean, in Lk.'s style, 

Herod Philip, 
then, on this view of Lk.'s meaning, held a tetrarchy 
composed of two districts called respectively Iturzea 
and Trachonitis ; but here two difficulties arise. 

a. It is at any rate doubtful whether there is a single 
Greek writer before Epiphanius3 (Her. 19) and 
Eusebius (OS 268 93) who uses 'Iroupaia, ' IturEa,' as 
the name of a country. 

Appian, in a list of countries, mentions I IaAaLor iuTv K a i  .;lv 
' I ~ o u p a i o v 4  (Civ. 57), and though in Jos. Ant. xiii. 1 3  Dindorf 
reads ' I roupaiav,  Niese's and Naber's reading 'Ivoupaiov is 
proved to be rieht bv the followine words, which refer to the 

Phrygia and the region of Galatia.' 

people of the It;raea<s.5 ' ~ 

I n  Acts 1s 23 it 
is Doshble to rdad with fannarentlv'l Pesh. i n v  I'aharrrcbv a a i  

This however is the less serious difficulty. 

region. 

1 On the text see Dr. ad roc. 
2 rhv F a h a r t &  yrjpav K a i  Q u y l a v  [Ti. WH]. 
3 Ramsay, Ex&&Y, '94a, p. 5 2 .  
4 Ramsay, ib. pp. 52 ,  146. 
5 wohcpfuas [ ' I r o v p a ~ o v r l  K a i  n o M $ u  ah& f i r  ,-&pas $ 

' I o d a i p  apOaKT~U&peVOS. 
6 See Chase, Expositor, '936, p. 405. Blass and Chase are on 

me  side, Lightfoot and Ramsay on the other, in the interpreta- 
tion of Acts 16 6. . 
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IVAH IYE-AIBARIM 
which, alike on account of its mass, its fine ‘elastic 
quality, and its property df taking a high polish, has 
always had a high commercial value. 

The Tyrians, it appears, obtained ivory from 
Dedanite or Rhodian merchants (Ezek. 27 I j ; see 
1. Source. DODANIM) ; the Israelites, in Solomon’s 

time, through a ship or ships of their own, 
from OPHIR (q.n .. I K. 1022, cp ZJ. 18). It is generally 
supposed that part of this ivory came from India,’ 
though the African elephant has always been the main 
source of the commodity (this on account of the large 
size of the tusks, and because there are tusks in both 
the male and the female). Assyria received a small 
quantity from Egypt through Phcenicia-usually in the 
form of skilfully chiselled plaques or ornaments. Gener- 
ally, however, it was imported in its rough state; the 
Assyrians themselves worked it up. This will account 
for the different style and character of the actual finds (cp 
Perrot-Chipiez, Art in ChuZd. 2 3 1 9 8  ). The Egyptians 
ohtained their ivory partly from Ethiopia, which was 
reputed to be very rich in it (cp Pliny, 8 IO) ,  partly from 
Cyprus (Brugsch, Gesch. Aeg. 317 322 ; WMM, As. u. 
Ear. 336, n. 2 ; cp Ohnefalsch ~ Richter, I?yp,ros, 
1140 191 ; EGYPT, 5 33). On the coast of Asia Minor 
there was an ivory industry of great antiquity (cp ZZ. 

Ivory being a hard and durable substance, many 
articles, carved and veneered, have survived to our 

2. Use. time both in Egypt and (especially) in As- 
Cant. 5 14 has been quoted as referring 

to such objects ; but ‘efeth (nge) perhaps rather suggests 
a muss of ivory than an artistic product (see Siegfried, 
ad Zoc. ). ‘ Vessels of ivory‘ are mentioned only in 
Rev. 18 12 : but ivory w a s  used by the Israelites as well as 
other peoples in the decoration of palaces ( I  K. 2239 ; 
cp Am. 315 and, if correct, Ps. 458 [ S I ) .  The Ninevite 
palaces were certainly inlaid with ivory (cp Hom. Od. 
463, chambers of .Menelaus). Amos ( 6 4 )  refers in 
anger to the ‘beds of ivory’ of the nobles of N. 
Israel (the reference to Zion in 61 can hardly be 
original).2 In Taylor’s cylinder inscription it is said 
that in the tribute of Hezekiah to Sennacherib were 
‘ ivory couches, splendid seats of ivory ’ (Schr. KA 7?) 
193 ; cp BED, § 5). Rather strangely we read in Cant. 
7 4  [ 5 ]  of a ‘tower of ivory.’ Some particular tower 
seems to be meant (cp a. j 44) : but where and what was 
i t?  Delitzsch thinks that it was panelled with ivory 
externally-a difficult supposition (see below). Among 
the Phcenicians ivory was used to ornament the ship’s 

3. Other deck (or rudder[?] Ezek.276), just as, at 
references. an early age, ivory was used by the 

Greeks in the handles of keys or bosses 
of shields, etc. I t  is prohable, however, that the above 
list of references should be shortened. 

Thus in Ps. 45 R [g] and Cant. 7 4 [5] ]e, ‘ ivory,’only appears 
through a corruption of the text. In  the former passage 3 2 1 3  ] w  
should probably be O?@, ‘ointments’ (Che. Ps.(Z)), and in the 
latter jg? should be l’!$O (Wi.) or l’:? (Che.). See Winckler 
( A O F 1 2 g 3  A), and more fully Cheyne (JQR, Apr. ‘99), Who 
takes ‘the tower of Lebanon which,looks towards Damascus to 
be a variant of ‘the tower of Senir. 

Some additions, however, may be made to the list. 

4 141-144). 

Syria. 

Thus in I K. 10 22 many read ‘ ivory and ebony ’ for ‘ ivory ’ ; 
in I Ch. 29 z the same reading is possibly right for ‘ onyx stone ’ ; 
and in Is. 2 r6a ‘:hi 9 of Tarshish ’ should not improbably be ‘ palaces of ivory. gee EBONY. 

A. E. S.-S. A.C.-T. K . C .  

IVVAH (a$’), AV Ivah, 2 K. 1834 19 13 Is. 3 7 1 3 f .  

IVY ( K I C C O C ) ,  2 Macc. 67. 

See AVVA. 
See BACCHUS. 

IYE-ABARIM (n’l?gG q), NU. 3344 RV, AV 
[JE-ABARIM. 

1 J. Kenned& article (JRAS, Apr. ’98, pp. 241-288) comes 

2 Cheyne would change i>*s, ‘ Zion,’into ms (see ZARETHAN). 
to a different conclusion. See TRADE A N D  LOMMEICE. 

1 
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6. The next difficulty is geographical. I t  is quite 
conceivable that a wild, semi-nomadic race like the 
Ituraeans may, when their -home on the Antilibanus 
was taken from them, have migrated into Trachonitis 
(proper), and that this region was therefore sometimes 
spoken of as Iturzean. G. A. Smith very aptly refers 
to the migration of many Druses from the Lebanon to 
the Jebel HaurZn (to the SE. of the HaurZn, on the 
edge of the desert), which has therefore acquired the 
second name Jebel ed-Driiz. There is, however, no 
historical proof that the Ituraeans migrated in this way, 
and that hence their name attached itself to this new 
abode ; and in view of the extreme care with which Lk. 
dcscribes the date of the Baptist’s appearance, it cannot 
be thought likely that Lk. would have used this second, 
popular name ( I  the Ituraean region ’ )  for Trachonitis, 
when there were other territorial names which had so 
much better a claim to be referred to in connection with 
Herod Philip. 

For of what did the tetrarchy of Herod Philip consist ? 
Josephus tells us. I t  was Ratanzea, Trachonitis, 
Auranitis, and certain parts of the ‘house of Zen0 (or 
Zenodorus) ’ about Paneas (An#. xvii. 11 4, B/ ii. 6 3 ) .  
Now even if we grant (for argument’s sake) that the 
latter territory,l not (according to the hypothesis just 
now rejected) Trachonitis proper, may be intended by 
‘the Ituraean (region)’ in Lk. 31, who can think it 
likely that Lk. would mention the region of Paneas in 
preference to the names of more important territories 7 
Surely he would rather have selected Gaulanitis (Jos. 
Ant. xvii. 8 I )  or Auranitis (xvii. 11 4). Is it not on the 
whole probable that he actually did so ? No names are 
more liable to corruption than those of places. In the 
very passage which has occasioned this article (Lk. 3 I) 
there are traces of the existence of a false reading 
’IGoupuras for ’Inxpaias ; what if ’ I~ovpaias  itself is a 
corruption of abpavhrGos? Omit is ,  which, after LT, 
would be a natural transcriptional error, and yon have 
a group of letters which might easily be confounded 
with rTouparas. This is preferable, not only to the 
rather improbable conjectures mentioned above, but 
also to the suggestion of Holtzmann ( H C  157) that by 
a n  anachronism the evangelist assigns to Philip the 
territory afterwards possessed by Agrippa. 

See the discussion between Chase and Ramsay, and between 
Ramsay and G. A. Smith in the Expositor, ‘936, ‘ 9 4 a ;  and 
c p  Schiirer, Hist. 2, Appendix I. T. K. C. 

IVAH (il!v), 2 K. 18 34, RV IVVAH. 
IVORY (id, ‘tooth,’ implying that the Hebrews 

knew that ivory was not a hop-n,; MT, and consequently 
EV, twice assume that P’?gJ5’ also means ‘ ivory ’). 

Apart from such sources as the tusks of fossil ele- 
phants and allied animals, and of the narwhal, etc., 
which may practically be neglected, ivory is derived 
from the incisor teeth or tusks of the ELEPHANT (q .v . ) .  
I t  is the solid dentine or central substance of teeth, 

See AVVA. 

1 No stress can be laid on Eus. O S  2G8 93 ,  ’ITOUpa& + K a i  
TpaXmv;nr; for, though Eusebius was a native of Palestine, he 
does not escape geographical mistakes, especially when dealing 
with the E. of the Jordan. 

2 G .  A. Smith argues that ‘if the name [of the Iturreans] 
spread down the slopes of Anti-Lebanon SW. towards Galilee 
[see Jos. Ani. xiii. 11 31 it is quite possible that it also spread 
down the same slopes Sk. upon the district of Paneas’ (Ex$ositor, 
’9,4a,, p. 236). Schiirer, too, remarks (Hist .  2 TI&’) that this 
district formerly belonged to the Ituriean state. 
3 D’??? (1K.1022 zCh.921, A V w  ‘elephants’teeth,’6SQvT~r 

;AF+&VTLVOL [only A in I K.]) has been taken to mean ‘tooth of the 
habbim’ (O’q?), which Schrader ( K A  ;r14 187) connects with 
Ass. ?in aZ-ab, ‘tooth of halah ’ . but the authority for this sup- 
posed Assyrian na;me for the ’elephant is most insecure (cp 
ELEPHANT n. 2). Ivory’in Ass. is Einni-piri,.or, in the Amarna 
tablets, Einkbiri (cp Zeit. f: Vdkerjsyc& 13 249), and, unless 
we emend D’32 to 5 9 3  (‘elephant,’ cp Syr. u-9, etc.), it is 
best either to identify with the Egypt. ad, ebs &p Lat. dsr) 
‘elephant’ (with this we might combine the theory of an ultimat; 
Sanskrit original [i6Jcas? cp 3&$as]), or to read ‘ivory and 
ebony’ (D’?:;()) IF) as proposed elsewhere (see EBONY). 
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IYIM JABBOK 
IYIM (n'!p), Nu. 3345 RV, AV IIM. 1 IZLIAH (nyVl!), I Ch. 8 1 8  RV, AV JEZLIAH. 
IYOB (>jW), Job 1 I RVmg., EV JOB. 
IZHAR (ips',, ' it (?)shines' or ' oil,' § 54 : ~ c [ c ] ~ ~ p  

[BAFL]), b. I<6hath, a Levitical family name (Nu. 319, 
AV EZEHAR; Ex. 618, I C C A X A ~  [Bl I E C C A A ~  [F]; 
i6. 21, c ~ a p  [F] ; Nu. 161, IACCAAP [F"], P ; I Ch. 
62 [523], 18 [63], iecchap [L]; 38 1623'1. 23 1218t). 
In I Ch. 6 22 [7] the name is less correctly Amminadab 
(but rauaap [AL]) ; see AMMINADAB (3). See GENE- 
ALOGIES i. ,  § 7 (iii. e). 

The gentilic is Izharite ('?W, I Ch. 2122, ruuapai [Bl, ruuaap~ 
[AI, vto; cuaap [L] ; 26 23, ruuaap [B], AL as 21 22 ; ib. 29, ruuaper 
[Bl, r ~ a a p i  [AI, rcuuaapi [L] ; AV once Izeharite, Nu. 3 27, b 
U ~ ~ L W  @*I, LUU. [Babl, u a a p s ~  [AI, luu. [FLI). 

IZHAR, RV; AV JEZOAR (Y??!, kt.; Ynkl, kre), a 
son of ASHHUR [q.~.]  of Jndah ; I Ch. 4 7  ( c ~ a p  [BA], 
~ l c ~ p  [L]). For lye, see ZOHAR, 3. 

IZRAHIAH (ntq>Tl, ' YahwB rises,' §§ 35, 53 ; c p  
ZERAHIAH) b. Uzzi. an Issncharite : I Ch. 7 3  ( z a p e i ~  
[BI, I ~ Z P A A  [A" Yid.], I E Z P I A  [A1 and AI3 iezepia 
[L]), cp ZERAHIAH b. Uzzi ( I  Ch. 66 [532] etc.). The 
identical name appears also in the EV under the form 
JEZRAHIAH [q.n.]. 

IZRAHITE, (tl2]!l7), I Ch. 278. See ZERAH. 

IZRI ('??'+.e., a man of YY!. ; a Jezerite, see 
JEZER), a son of Jeduthun ( I  Ch. 2511, *??!$, iacAp[elr 
[BA], IEZ. [L V. 141). In I Ch. 253 his name appears 
as ZERI ('7: ; ooup[e]c [BAL]). 

IZZIAH (n:!!), Ezra1025 RV, AV JEZIAH. 

JAAKAN (jtq!), I Ch. 
JAAROBAH (?I?$;!, $73; cp ASHARELAH, JESHAR- 

EIAH, a Simeonite name ( I  Ch.436: I ~ K A B A  [B], 
IAK. [AI, 18~8Bb [L]). 

JAALA (RhJ' [Gi. Ba.], other readings 'pl and ?l$Pl 
[Gi.]), Neh. 758,  or Jaalah ( ;I $-:- P, §s 5 3 ,  68 ) ,  Ezra256. 
The b'ne Jaala, a group of children of 'Solomon's 
servants ' (see NETHINIM, and cp EZRA ii., 

~eaqh  [NA], ic8aAaa 
[L])= Ezra 2 56 (ceqha [B], ~ c A a  [A], ~ d i a a  LLI)=x Esd. 5 33, 
JEELI (cs[~lqA[~lr [BAI, L E G A ~ ~  [Ll). 

JAALAM, RV Jalam (biy!, I§ 54, 64; I E r h O M  
[BADEL], an Edomite clan, ' son' of Esau (see EDOM, 
§ 2 ) .  Gen. 365 ( I E r h O Y M  [E]) 14 18 ( l E r h W M  [DVid.]) ; 
1 Ch. 135 ( I E r h A O M  [L]). 

JAANAI, RV Janai ('Jp!, also 'XJ! [Gi.]), a Gadite 
.(clan), I Ch. 512.1. ( IANEIN [Bl, -NAI  [AI, IWANI [LI o 

RV, AV JAKAN (q .v . ) .  

9). 
The readings are : Neh. 7 58 ( d q A  [B] 

r p A M M A T E y C  ; CP [41). 
JAAR(lY!),Ps. 1326 RVmg. SeeICIRJATH-JEARIM, $3. 

JAARE-OREGIM (ny-$k q!), 2 s. 21 19; see 
ELHANAN, 5 2. 

JARESIAH (4.v.).  

JAASAU, RV Jaasu, RVms, Jaasai (%'?!, Kt. 
'&P: cp$@.tJ!, 31, p), one of the b'neBAN1 in list 
of those with foreign wives (see EZRA i., 3 5 ,  end), 
Ezra 1037 (insi [Vg.], 'uthhi [Pesh.], K A I  ETTOIHCAN, 
;.e., W&'!l [BSA], om. L),  whose name may be re- 
cognisedin the ELIASIS of 11 I Esd. 934 (~Aiacs ic  [BA], 
om. L, formation analogous to @$)y). 

David's heroes, I Ch. 1 1 4 7 ,  AV JASIEL (SCCEIHAJB], 
EC. [K], ~ C C I H ~  [A], IECC. [L]). He is called ?;XI?;? 
(6 perua~era [BX], 6 peaw,fha [A], 6 paua,'3ra [L], DE 
AfAsoBrA [Vg.]). AV and RV (by a virtual emenda- 
tion of the text) render this ' the Mes(z)obaite.' 

The reading is conflate; we must read either % y ~ > ,  ' the 
Mizpahite,' or ?I$:??, 'from Mizpah.' The designation was no 
doubt suggested by ' Igal hen Nathan of Mizpah' in z S. 23 36 
(see IGAL, 2). j and 3 were easily confounded (cp the play on 
;(??.p and " ? ~ p  in Gen. 31 49 52). Probably Mizpah in Benjamin 
is meant by the Chronicler who gives the name Jaasiel to a 
Bee7z&nite prince, b. Abne;, in I Ch. 2721 (aumqp [B], aucqh 

m ~ u .  [I2] iusiel [Vg.]). 
the m k s  in I Ch. 11416.47, see DAVID, $ XI  (a ii.). 

JAARESHIAH (n:@:#!), I Ch. 8 27 RV, AV 

JAASIEL (5&+&~!, 31 ; 1 EI performs,' one of 

T. K. C. 
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JAUANIAH (Vl:$!y!, 32; 'YahwB hears or 
' weighs ' ; cp AZANIAH ; ;?'By!, Jer. 35 3, Ezek. 11 I ; 
$W!', Jer. 408 : ?:;)', Jer. 421; IBZONIAC [BRALQ]). 

I. Son of the Maacathite . a captain (2 K. 25 23 ' o<ov~as [BI ; 
Jer. 408, JEZANIAH). Probably identical with ' Jezaniah h. 
Hoshaiah, Jer. 421 (a<apras [BNAQlt in  432 called AZAKIAH 
[T.u. 161 (a<apras [BVAQI, a3aXapLas [N*]), which is read by 
QI, [except Q w . ]  in the former passage. 

2. b. Jeremiah a Rechabite head (Jer. 353; LaXovLau [BNA]). 
3. b. Shaphan,' head of seventy elders of Israel in a vision of 

4. b. Azzur, a leading Jerusalemite (Ezek. 11 I ;  raxov~au 

Cp JOHANAN (9). 

Ezekiel (Ezek. 811 ; rcxovcar [BQal). 

[BAT]). 
JAAZER (>IF:), Nu. 2132, etc. 

JAAZIAH fl?l;)V, 'Yahwk strengthens,' cp JAAZIEL ; 
29 : oz[s]ia [BA], OZIAC [L]), one of the 'Sons' of 

See JAZER. 

Merari ( I  Ch. 2fiz6f. ). 

JAAZIEL ($S9?y!, ' God strengthens,' cp JAAZIAH : 
zg), a Levite, of the second degree, a temple musician 

(I Ch. 1518, O Z ~ I H ~  [BW, I H O Y A  [AI, IE IHA [Ll). 
For 'Zechariah, Ben, and Jaaziel we should, omitting 12,  read 

'Zechariah and Jaaziel' (65'- Z. vlbc L.) ,  cp Ki. SBOT ' Chron.,' 
ad bc; With the omission of the initial * the name appears 
again in n. 20 as k?!? (AXEL, 05"[s]i~~A [BNAL]). The proper 
vocalisation is undoubtedly 5!VY, a reading to which the 
versions point. 

JABAL (h:), Gen. 4zof. See CAINITES, 11. 

JABBOK (3$!, IABOK [BADEFL], but I A B W K  [L 
in Josh. 122 Judg. 1113 221 ; IABAKXOC or IOBAKOC 

[Jos. Ant. i. 2021). The ' luxuriant 
river' is the significant name of the - 

tortuous stream which divides the hill-country of Gilead 
(see GILEAD, § 3 ) ,  and finally reaches the Jordan just 
above ed-D&n+/z (see ADAM, i.),  about 25 m. in a 
straight line N. of the Dead Sea. Like the Arnon it has 
a continuous stream ; the whole course, not counting the 
windings, is over 60 m. (G. A. Smith). It is now called 
(from its clear blue colour) the Nahr ez-Zerkii. It is 
famous in Hebrew tradition from its connection with 
Jacob's change of name (Gen. 3222 [23]), and also as 
the boundary between the kingdoms of Sihon and Og. 
In Dt. 316 Josh. 122 it is called ' the border of the 
B'ne Amman ' ; the phrase applies to the upper part of 
the Jabbok, where, circling round, it passes RABBATH- 
AMMON, near wh"ich are its sources. Cp Nu. 2124 
Judg. 1113 22. On the N. of the Jabbok are the 
ruins of Gerasa (see GILEAD, § 7 ) ,  between which place 
and Philadelphia, Eusebius ( O S  26378 18030) rightly 
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JABESH 
At what precise part of the Jabbok the ford referred 

to in Gen. 3222 [23] may be supposed to be, is uncertain. 
2. The reference The story containing the reference 
in Gen. 3222 [23,, is composite, and the narrators J 

and E appear to be not quite con- 
sistent (see GILEAD, § 3). The Zerkii is < always 
fordable, except where it breaks between steep rocks ’ 
(GASm. HG 584). That there is any play on the word 
Jabbok, as if there were ‘some sympathy between the 
two tortuous courses ’ (idid. ), is scarcely probable. 
We have two explanations of names in the narrative 
already (Israel and Penuel), and hardly expect a third. 
Besides, there is the possibility that in the original 
narrative the Yarmnk (which is the boundary between 
Gilead and Bashan), not the Jabbok, was the river 
referred to. 

The word rendered ‘wrestled’ is another difficulty. Not 
improbably p3Wl has become corrupted out of 3?1 (ll~), 

ty of 32~. See Crit. Bid. 
F . B . , § I ;  T.K.C. ,§2.  

JABESH (U2: or U92:, Le. ,  ‘dry’  (e)iaB(e)ic 
[BAL], I A B H C O C ,  ialicoc, iaBic [Jos.]), or, more 
1. References. fully, Jabesh - gilead (V)$ ’I9, 

l~?.B(€)lc [THC]  r ahaah ,  T H C  rahq- 
A A I T ~ A O C ) ,  the scene of Saul’s first warlike exploit 
(SAUL, 8 I ) ,  and the place where his bones were for a 
time buried ( I  S. 111-10 3111-13 2 S. 2112 I Ch. 
1011 j ) .  It  is mentioned in the Am. Tab. (JabiH, 
23728). The importance of Jabesh was recognised by 
David. By sending presents to its citizens (2  S. 2 6 ,  
crit. emend. ; see SAUL, 5 ) ,  he sought to counteract 
the policy of Abner, and to promote his own candidature 
as king of all Israel. Very possibly, too, Jabesh was 
the birthplace of Shalluni and of Elijah (see SHALLUM, 
I ; ELIJAH, § I ,  n. I). It is, however, only a late post- 
exilic narrative (Judg. 21 8-14) which asserts that in the 
time of the Judges, by a combined effort of all Israel, the 
population of Jabesh-gilead was exterminated, with the 
exception of four hundred virgins who were married 
to the survivors of Benjamin (see BENJAMIN, 5 ; 
JUDGES, 5 13). How long did the importance of 
Jabesh last? Does Josephus mean to say, in his 
paraphrase of I S. 11, that Jabesh was in his day still 
the ‘ metropolis ’ of the Gileadites a (Ant. vi. 5 I) ? At 
any rate, in the time of Eusebius it was only a village 
( K L J ~ V ) ,  which is described by him as on the eastern 
tableland, six R.m. from Pella, on the road to Gerasa 
(OS 26881 ; cp 22598, and Jer. Comm. Ud/z/d.)). The 
great city of Pella had risen beside it and been made 
capital of the province; this probably led to the 
decline of Jabesh and its final ruin. 

Robinson 
(BR 339) thought that Jabesh might be on the site of 

2. ed-Deir ( ’  the convent ’), on the S. bank of the 
wHdy, about 6 miles from FubZ or Pella ; but 

this place is perched upon an eminence difficult of 
access, and quite o f f  from the road leading from Pella 
to J e r a ~ h . ~  The ruins of Meriamin, however, which 
evidently belong to a large and ancient town, are not 
exposed to this objection ; they are at a distance of one 
hour forty minutes from Pella. No other site, according 
to Merrill, conies into competition with this (see, how- 
ever, Buhl, 259). About Meriamin there is plenty of 
room for an army to operate. Robinson did not 
actually visit ed-Deir, which cannot be the true site. 
At any rate, the old name Jabesh still survives in that 
of the Wiidy Yiibis, which enters the Jordan valley 

1 See NAMES 8 I-. The name doubtless belonged first to 
the wsdy, then io the town also (Moore, Judqes, 497). 

2 H e  says lapis 6’1u~iv a h .  but he continues in the historic 
oresent ~ r i a e ~ .  

The site is a matter of doubtful conjecture. 

JABIN 
about IO m. SSE. from Beissn (Bebhshan), nearly 
opposite Ibzik (Bezek). ‘r. K. c. 

JABESH (t&Jc), father of SHALLUM [q.v., i. I], z K. 
151013f. ( I A B E I C  [BAL] ; in v. IO AB. [A]). It is prob- 
able, however, that ‘son of Jabesh ’ means ‘ a man of 
Jabesh-gilead ’ (so Klo., St., We. ). 

JABEZ (yJp!s i r aBHC,  r A M E C  [B], iarBHc, 
+cord-  

ing to the M T  (I Ch. 4 9 J )  Jabez is like Melchizedek, 
‘without father or mother,’ and the place which bears 
his name ( I  Ch. 2 5 5 )  is of ‘unknown site’ (Hastings, 
BD 25246) ; but the riddle can with some probability 
be solved. 

~y in y>y (I Ch. 255) is a duplication of [ . ] 3 ~ +  (Kr., 03); y 
is a corruption of p, the first letter of n y p  ; n*i  In n?p fell out 
owing to the following in.  A misplacement of words followed, 
and 1513 in 1513-n’lp was mistaken for ’1013 (i.e,, 0’79b). 

Probably the true reading is ica-n?p *xu’ ninDoni: 
‘ and the families of the inhabitants of Kirjath-sepher 
(called Beth-gader [?I in v. 5 1 ) . ~  The names of the 
‘families’ referred to alsobecame corrupted. Tir‘athaim3 
probably conceals o y :  or q n ? ,  men of JATTXR [q.v.],‘ 
or of Jattirah ; Shim‘athim should be D’”~PK,  men of 
Eshtemoa ; and Sucathim should be a*n$t., men of 
Socoh or Socah.6 All the places referred to are to the 
SW. of Hebron, in the neighbourhood of Debir or 
Kirjath-sepher. The Chronicler adopted the statement 
which his authority gave, hut seems to have been 
puzzled by the (corrupt) word ‘ Jabez.’ He probably 
supposed that a person called Jabez was connected 
with the early history of Kirjath-sepher, and pro- 
duced a new story to account for the ‘enlargement of 
the border ’ of Kirjath-sepher in connection with the 
supposed derivation of Jabez (from ‘oSe6, ‘ pain ’). This 
story is a substitute for that in Judg. 114f .  (Josh. 
1518f.) ; there is no party feeling in it (C. Niebuhr) ; 
it expresses the Chronicler’s perplexity, and also, in the 
prayer of Jabez, his piety. Probably v. gf. should 
come after v. 13 ; the ‘brethren ’ of ‘ Jabez’ should be 
the sons of Kenaz. 

See GINATH. 

r A B H C ‘  [A], I A B I H C ,  IABHh, iaB[€]iC [L]). 

. 3 Merrill, East of the Jordan, 439; so Oliphant, Land of 
GilearZ, 174. On the Roman road referred to, cp Schumacher, 
Across the Jordan, 2773 Van de Velde (2349-352) and Porter 
(Handbook, 317) agree with Robinson ; Furrer(in Riehm, 664 a) 
gives his weighty authority to Merrill’s site. 
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This view of the passage precludes conjectures as to the Kenite 
‘scribes’ of whom MT speaks (cp Bertholet Die SteZZunx der  
IsrueZiten, etc., 80, n. I). No ‘scribes’ wed  referred to in the 
original text. The latter part of I Ch. 255 must be taken by 
itself. I t  alludes to the fact that the Kenites dwelt in the S. of 
Judah ; and it is probable that there is a lacuna in the text (cp 
HEMATH). T. K. C. 

JABIN (I9?:, § 53 ; ‘ He (God)perceives’; I A B [ E ] I N  
[BKARTFL]), king of Hazor (see HAZOR, I ) ,  who 
warred against Zebulun and Naphtali (Judg. 42 7, i a p w  
[A] ; and I S. 1 2 9  [d only] ; raptv [L], [ E ] ~ U ~ E L S  [BA]). 
He has really little to do with the narrative in 
Judg. 4, which in its present form has been shown 
to consist of a combination of the story of Jabin with 
that of SISERA (q.v.) against Israel. By making 
Sisera Jabin’s general, the two accounts have been 
made to harmonise roughly, and it is difficult to 
say how much of the original history of Jabin has 
been omitted in favour of that of Sisera. It  may be 
conjectured that at the tents of Heber, Jabin met a fate 
similar to Sisera’s at the hands of Jael. 

In the less original account in Josh. 111-9 ( r a p e ~ s  
[BA]), due to E, and worked over by D,, the war of 
the two tribes against Jabin is characteristically magni- 

1 @BA alsogives&yapvsin4m(MT l%&; QLdv8taa~&ust).  

2 Cp GEDER. 
3 DTnyin, apya0irip [BAI, B a p d s L  [Ll. 
4 O’n,Yp~, uapa8iarp [BA], -0eiv [L]. 

5 O‘n!?W, U W K a @ L s L p  [BA], u o v ~ a O e i p  [L]. 
6 A late editor may have supposed a connection of the 

:corrupt) names with terms connected with the religious system 
3f his day (?I$$ ”t$, ?I??); cp Vg. cunentes e t  resonantes e t  
in tadernacrlis commovanfes. See We. De gent. 30 ; and cp  
Be. ad lac. 

But z). 53, ’Et, 
quapdap [Bl, -v [AI, b m p a &  [Ll. 
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JABNEEL 
fied into the conquest of all N. Canaan by Joshua and 
all Israel. A preliminary trace of such a scheme is seen 
in Judg. 42, where Jabiu is already called 'king of 
Canaan who reigned in Hazor.' See Moore, J u d p s  
1088 ; and JUDGES, 7. 

JABNEEL ($K;l??, 'God builds' ; I A B N H A  [AL]). 
I. Shortened into Jabneh (7&L!, ' he [God] builds' ; 
2 Ch. 266 ( a p ~ v v ~ p  [B], rapeis [A], i a p v ~  [L]); the 
JAMNIA and JEMNAAN of a later day. A Philistian 
city between Ekron and the sea (Josh. 1511 ; k p v a  
[B]) ; cp Jabni-ilu, the name of a prince of Lachish in 
the Aniarna tablets (Wi., 2184). According to Petrie, 
Thotmes 111. mentions two places called Yehema, one 
of which is our Jabneel, and the other is the mod. 
Yemma, near Megiddo (Hist. o f E .  2 327 ; cp WMM, 
As. u. EZY. 160). The Priestly Writer includes 
Jabneel within the limits of Judah (Josh. 15 11) ; but the 
earliest evidence of Jewish occupation is in z Ch. 266, 
where Uzziah is said to have taken the city and de- 
molished its fortifications. I t  is next mentioned in the 
time of Judas the Maccabee. Two accounts have come 
down to us-one historical, vk., that the two generals 
Joseph and Azarias made an unsuccessful attempt upon 
Jamnia ( I  Macc. 555-62) ; and the other most probably 
a fals.ification of history, viz., that Judas made a night 
attack upon 'the Jamnites,' setting fire to the haven * 
(for there was a port also called Jamnia) together with 
the fleet, 'so that the glare of the light was seen at  
Jerusalem, two hundred and forty furlongs [stadia] 
distant' ( 2  Macc. 12SJ). 

According to Jos. (Ant. xiii. G7 ; B/ i. 22) Jamnia was taken 
a t  last by Simon the Maccabee. But it can hardly have become 
part of the dominions of the Hasmonzans (see I Macc. 1069 
1540) until the time of Alexander Jannaus who subdued ali 
the cities of the coast from the Egyptian horher to Carmel with 
the exception of Ashkelon (Jos. Aprt. xiii. 154). I t  became 
Roman under Pompey (Jos. Ant. xiv. 4 4 ;  B1.i. 77) and 
having apparently become greatly depopulated, was ,,',tored 
and repeopled by Gabinius (231 i. 84). I t  was given hy Herod 
to his sister Salome (Ant .  xvii. SI), who in turn gave it to the 
empressLivia(dnt.xviii. 2 2 ;  BJii. 91). Straho(xvi.228)speaks 
of it as a village which, along with the district pertaining to it, 
had once been able to send 40,000 men into the field. In 
Caligula's time its population was principally Jewish (Philo, D e  
LeE. ad Caiwm), and when the heathen section of the inhabitants 
erected an altar to the emperor it was immediately destroyed by 
the Jews. This, being reported to the emperor by the procurator 
Herennius Capito, was the occasion of the imperial order that 
the image of Caligula should be set up in the temple at Jerusalem 
(see ISRAEL, 5 96). In the Jewish war Jamnia was taken by 
Vespasian. 
after having been, by a singular stratagem, conveyed out of thd 
doomed capital to t& Roman camp.% There he formed a 
Sanhedrin, and so Jamnia became the religious centre of the 
Jewish people down to the collapse of the revolt of Bar Cochba 
(135 A.D.). In the fourth century it was but a rroA\ixq (Onom. 
2063j); hut its bishop took part in the Council of Nicaea.3 In  
the time of the Crusaders a castle called Ibelin stood on the site 
of the ruined city, which was supposed to have been not Jabneel, 
but Gath. 

The statements of ancient writers respecting the 
position of Jamnia arevery precise (see, e.f., zMacc. 129, 
quoted above). I t  is represented by the modern Yebna, 
a considerable village, IZ m. S .  from Joppa, and 4 m. 
in a direct line from the sea. There are ruins of the 
ancient port at the mouth of the Nahr Riibin (see 
BAALAH, 3) to the NW. The district is fertile, and 
traces can still be seen of the plantations which once 
adorned the neighbourhood of the haven. 

2. An unidentified site in the territory of Naphtali 
(Josh. 1933 csq58apuc [B]), doubtless the 'Idpveca or 
:IapvecO of Jos. (Bli i .  206 ; Vit. 37), in upper Galilee, 
which from about 23 B.C. formed part of the tetrarchy 
of Zenodorus, and afterwards of that of Herod Philip 
(Jos. BJii. 63;  Ant. xv. l o 3 ;  xvii. I l 4 ;  B 1 i .  204). 
I t  must therefore be sought somewhere about Lake 
Hiileh or in the neighbourhood of BZniZs. The com- 

I t  was to this place that Johanan b. Zakkai retired 

JACHIN AND BOAZ 

1 For other references to the seaport see Jos. Ant. xiii. 154;  

a Gratz, Hist. of t ke /ews ,  2326f: 
3 At Mahoza (Portus) Tamniae there was still a convent of St. 

Pliny, HN v. 1368 ; Ptol. v. 16 2 6. 

Stephen in the sixth cenhry. 
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bination of this Jnbneel with Kefar Yania (now the 
ruins called Yemma, 7 m. S. of Tiberias), adopted from 
the Talmud by Conder (PEFM 136j ; cp Neubauer,, 
Gdogr. ms), seems difficult to reconcile with the true 
border of Naphtali (see BEZAANANNIM). T. K. c. 

JACHAN, RV Jacan (\3y!s § 54 ; XIMA [Bl, I A X ~  

JACHIN AND BOAZ. Jachin (1'2: ; IAXOYM [BL], 
- N  [A], ~ A X E ~ N  [Jos. Ant. viii. 341) was the name of the 
right-hand ( L e . ,  southern) pillar ' at (Klo., ' before ' )  the 
porch of the temple,' and Boaz (?&'a ; BAAZ [L], Booc 
[A], BAAAZ [B], [a]B&lz [Jos.]) that of the left-hand 
(it., northern) pillar ( I  K. 721 = 2 Ch. 317) ; see 
PILLAR, and cp the ' pillars by the posts ' in Ezek. 40 49 
(see Toy's note SBOT [Eng.] Ezek., ad Zoc.). 

The names are enigmati'cal; we cannot evade an 
effort to explain them. So much is clear at the outset 
that, like the names of the walls of Babylon (see 
BABYLON, 5 7) ,  they must have a religious significance. 
The walls, and the pillars in question as well, have 
names because they are sacred objects. We  can 
advance a step further by considering what these 
enormous pillars were. They seem originally to have 
been symbols of the 'vast mountain of the gods' (see 
CONGREGATION, MOUNT OF) in the far N., the 
brilliance of which, faintly suggested by the burnished 
bronze of the pillars, is described by Ezekiel (2816 ; cp 
Herod. 244, and see CHERUB, col. 742, n. 4). That 
mountain had two special features-its firm strength and 
the abode of the El6him on its summit. W e  may expect 
therefore to find these two points expressed in the 
names. Jachin will therefore express the immovable- 
ness of the symbolic pillar ; cp Ps. 656[7], OTI p 2 ,  
'who establishes the mountains.' 

This explanation at  any rate appears certain, whether or nct 
we bring Jachin into relation to the name Akna-zapn whic:~ 
Erman reads on the so-called ' Stone of Joh ' (rather, &one of 
Rameses 11.) in Haurin (see EGYPT, 5 58, n. I). 

Boaz ought to refer to the mountain dwelling- 
place of the divine beings. I t  is difficult, however, to 
verify this assumption. iyz looks like a mutilation of 
a longer word. The initial 2 is a hindrance to our 
takmg y from the root ny, ' to be strong.' iyx  ma, ' by 
the strength of Baal,' is hardly the right form ; we 
expect a statement such as [iy]2ry, 'strong is Baal.' 
This, however, would not give us the variety which we 
look for ; such a name would be too nearly synonymous 
with Jachin, and the initial x cannot be ignored. We 
may'conclude, therefore, that the last letter 1 is a frag- 
ment of a word; the preceding letters yx are surely a 
mutilation of $yz (cp PEE{C/~OUX in'ECB's text of the 
Gospels; e.g. in Mt. 1 0 2 4 ) . l  Looking next at  the Psalm 
which Solomon is said to have sung on the completion of 
the temple, we notice that two of the striking phrases in it 
are T V , ~ ,  for the ' establishment ' of the sun in his glorious 
mansion in the sky, and h; n*>, for the I high house ' 
or temple in which Yahwh was to dwell for ever (Che. 
OPs. 212). The word h! in the latter phrase is pre- 
cisely what we want. Not impossibly, therefore, the 
full name of the pillar on the left hand is Baal-zebu1 
( '  Lord of the high house ').a The idea which it ex- 
pressed was familiar to the Phcenicians ; a synonymous 
title was Baal - zaphon (see BAAL-ZEPHON). I t  was 
also not unknown to the Israelites (see BAAL-ZERUL). 
In later times, probably, the name of the second pillar 
was deliberately mutilated, because of the new and 
inauspicious associations which had gathered round it. 
It was after all a Phcenician (Hiram) who had given 

1 Westcott ~ Hort's unwillingness to suppose an accidental 
(Zsfmd. 159) error is surprising. If Beel-zehul is unknown 
except from the NT,  Baal-h&th (Zenjirli inscr. of Panammu, 
1. 22) and Baal-meon are not. hl is the h x !  of I K. 8 13, 
Ass. bPf zaha((see K A  T(4 ad loc.). 

[A], I W A X A  [LI), a Gadite (1 Ch. 5 d ) .  

a See ZDf'6'1431 155; Sayce, HCMzgg, n. I. 
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JACHIN 
the name ; a later age did not approve 6f Solomon’s 
close connections with heathen peoples. 

Subsequently to this pious alteration of the name, 
one of the supposed ancestors of David (see DAVID, 
5 I ,  n. I )  was furnished with the name Boaz (only found 
late), to indicate that he was a pillar of the Davidic 
family (cp Tg. on z Ch. 3 1 7 ) .  

A few other conjectures may, in conclusion, be mentioned. 
6 in Chron. renders Jachin K ~ T ~ P ~ O C T L F  and Boaz LqXJs. 
Ephrem, who is followed among moderns by Thenius, combines 
the two words (pointing 1);) into a prayer for the firm establish- 
ment of the temple. EVlng. explains Jachin ‘ H e  shall estah- 
lish,’ and Boaz, ‘ In  it is strength’ . mor: plausibly WRS, 
(XS I2 )  208) interprefs the former ‘ Th; stahlisher ’ ; the latter, 

In him is strength. Klostermann deals more boldly with UIT ; 
he  adopts ‘ I t  shall stand (well),’ from 6 ;  and emends 
1 ~ 2  into fy!p, ‘Lord of strength’=‘the strong’ (cp B’s 
paha{). In  view of the close bond which united Tyre and 6 erusalem .: 111 the time of Solomon, and the fact that it was a 

hmnician who named the pillars, Mr. S. A. Cook suggests 
that  may be a corruption of h1, ‘Baal,’ and that j3; 
might have been understood to be the Phcen. equivalent of 
n?n’(Ph. p, ‘to be’=Heb. n n ,  n?n).l T. K. C. 

JACHIN (\QJ ‘he  [God] establishes ’ ; cp Jehoi- 
achin; IAXEIN [BKADL]; in Gen. IAXEIM [A], 
AX[€]IN [A*Yid.L]; In I Ch. 910 IwAXElM [L]; 
1 Ch. 24 17 AXEIM P I ) .  

I. A son of Simeon, Gen. 46 IO Ex. 6 15 (Lax“& [A]), Nu. 26 12. 
Jachinite I n  the parallel text, I Ch. 424, the name is JARIB(I). 

(’I.’?;, LaxLva SUI, - e m  [AL]) occurs in Nu. 2612. 
2. Head of a priestly family ; I Ch. 9 IO 2417 Neh. 11 IO. 

JACINTH is given by RVfor @$ (hlrYplON: 
Zigurius) in Ex. 28 19 39 12, where AV has LIGIJRE ; also in E V  
of Rev. Zlzo(6a‘~ruOas; RVmg. ‘sapphire’), and inAVofRev.917 
(6aKiv8wos=‘of jacinth ’ RV ‘of hyacinth’). In  Ex.2819, 
R V w .  gives ‘amber’ ; dp Enoch 712, where the streams of fire 
(Dan. 7 IO) are likened to ‘hyacinth’ (Di. and Charles). 

The hyucinthw of the ancients (mentioned in Rev. ) 
was probably our sapphire (see SAPPHIRE). It  is now 
commonly held (see, e&, Riehm, LYIVB(~)) that the 
Heb. ZPiem (X ty tp tov )  is the jacinth, for a description of 
which see below. This, however, appears to be a 
mistake. It is probable that ops is simplya miswritten 
sb lg  haSmala (see AMBER), or perhaps rather, d n \ ~  
&ZmiS (see TARSHISH, STONE OF). This may enable 
us to account for the superfluous Kal dpytptov ~ a l  xpuuiou 
which comes between h m v  and Xiytptov in @ of 
Ezek. 2 8 1 3  (where, apart from this, the fuller catalogue 
in @ is to be adopted). snwn is in fact understood by 
many to mean an alloy of ZoZd and siZnever; kpydpiov Kal 
xpuuiou seems to be a gloss on the word ’xwn or po’m 
(which must have stood in the true text of Ezekiel), 
intended to correct the rendering hiytprov. We are of 
conrse not bound to agree with this gloss, but the word 
$Dun or p&n ( ‘ white sapphire ’ ? but see AMBER) may 
with some confidence be substituted for orb. Elsewhere 
(see TARS~ISH, STONE OF) it has been shown that the 
word also appears disguised as rvwin, tarSiS. It is no 
,objection to this theory that tarSZ and Zkshem both 
.occur in the list of precious stones in Ex. 2817-20, for 
this list comes from P, who makes up such lists as he 
best can, and does not mind including variants. 

The true jacinth is a red-coloured variety of silicate of 
zirconium those varieties which are yellow-brown or green 
%being disknguished, if transparent, by the name of jargoon, 
while the dull-colonred varieties, more or less opaque, are 
termed rightly zircon. The true jacinth, when polished, is 
peculiarly brilliant. It is extremely rare. Probably many of the 
antique camei or intagli reputed to he jacinth are merely 
hyac,inthine garnets ; garnets, however, have a lower specific 
gravity. T. K. C. 

JACKAL. ( I )  19 * tun (perhaps = ‘ howler ’) is 

1 Such an interpretation agrees with E’s explanation of the 
divine name in Ex. 314 (see NAMES D III,%). 

a The suggestion of Bondi that ’leshem may be the Egypt. 
rcshenz is of course possible : it is adopted by Hommel ( A H T  
s83) ; but it does not meet all the circumstances of the case. 
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JACOB 
found only in the pl. D’:nl (the fem. form n!@, 
Mal. 1 3 ,  is probably due to corruption; Stade reads nWJ, 
‘ pastures ’ [cp @ 6 6 p a ~ a  [BIYAQ], perhaps for ~ ~ J ~ c z T , ,  

bnt d may have connected the word with in.’; l‘csh. 
‘ dwellings ’I)  : AV renders DRAGONS (but ‘ sea- 
monsters’ in Lam. 4 3 )  ; RV JACKALS.~ Throughout 
Palestine the common jackal is by far the most common 
of all the beasts of prey. 

It is the same jackal which is so well known elsewhere and 
has spread through SE. Europe and SW. Asia as 6 r  as 
Burmah as well as through N. Africa. As its name (Canis 
aurens)’implies, it is of a reddishpld colour, darker in the 
upper parts. 

Jackals usually hunt in packs, but at times are seen 
in pairs or even alone. They are comparatively harm- 
less to man, and, as a rule, feed on carrion ; hut they 
also attack and kill fowls, lambs, kids, etc., and even 
weakly sheep and goats. They do not, however, refuse 
fruit, and are especially fond of sugar-cane. The cry 
of the jackal may he heard every night by the traveller 
in Palestine (cp Mic. 18) .  As a rule they are nocturnal, 
but not exclusively so ;  they hide during the day in 
disused stone-quarries, caves, and especially in deserted 
ruins (Is. 13 22 34 13 35 7 ) .  Jeremiah’s hearers, therefore, 
knew what he meant when he spoke of Jerusalem’s be- 
coming a ‘ place of jackals ’ (Jer. 9 IT [IO] 1022 ; cp 51 37 

(2) In Judg.154 Ps.631o[rr] Lam.518, RVmsgives ‘jackal’ 
as an alternative rendering for E V  ‘fox’ (Sgld). See Fox and 

(3) Whether the word rendered ‘doleful creatures’ (D’nk, 
‘Zktnr) in Is.1321 always meant the jackal we cannot tell. 
Hbughton (TSBA 5328) well compared Ass. A&; but whether 
this word really means the jackal (so Del.) is not quite certain. 
Jenscn pronounces for the leopard ; Houghton, improbably, 
thought of the hyena. 

(4) Finally the iyyim, O’:!, of Is. 1322 54 14 Jer. 5039, AV‘wild 
beasts of the island,’ from a supposed connection with ’N, ‘an 
island’ (cp 0’3; and see ISLE), RV WOLVES, mg. HOWI.ING 
CREATURES, may be compared with the Ar. bandtu dum, 
‘jackals.’ The eqniv. Syr. 6En6ih away is used by Bar Hebr. 
in his commentary on Job 3029. 

4933).  

Cp HAZAR-SHUAL, SHAALBIW. 

Cp Del. Heb. Lung. 34. 

A. E. S.-S. A. C. 

JACOB (3bY1, but five times 3$3!; I A K ~ B ) .  
Son of Isaac and Rebekah, and father of the twelve 
reputed ancestors of the tribes of Israel ; himself also 
called Israel. 

The name is explained in Gen. 25 26a (J) ‘ the snpplanter,’- 
‘after that, his brother came out and his hand took bold of 

Esau’s heel ; so his &me was called Jacob,’ as if 
1. Name. ‘one who takes hold by the heel,’ from 2,$p ‘a 

heel.’ In  Gen. f 7  3G(J), however, ‘ Jacoh’receives 
a fresh explanation-viz., deceiver (one who slinks after 
another) ; so too Hos. 12 3a [4a] where render ‘ he deceived his 
brother’ (see Now.). These hgwever are only popular etymo- 
logies. I t  is the prevalent &tical opikon that Ya‘iikob (Jacob) 
is really a shortened form of Ya‘Pkob-el (Jacob-el) a name 
analogous to Israel Ishmael Jeralimeel, and admittiig several 
explanations, such i s  ‘God fdllows ’ or ‘ God rewards’ (both from 
the Arabic ; cp Lag. Ubers. 127). This is thought to be con- 
firmed by the place-name Y-‘-k.b-’S-ra, found in the Palestinian 
name-list of Thotmes III., which ;robably corresponds to a 
Palestinian Ya‘Zkob-el. see JOSEPH i. and ii., and cp Gray, 
HPN 214J Pinches, ‘too, has found on contract-tablets of the 
age of &unmurabi (circa 2285 B.C. ; see BABYLONIA, 5 54) the 
personal name Ya‘knb-iln, and Hommel (AHT, GI, 96, 112) 

says that Yakubu (cp Jacob) occurs also. This, if the tablets 
are genuine, ‘appears to prove the antiquity of the name. I t  
must not, however, prevent us from seeking an underlying 
earlier form. 

Ya‘iikob is the name, not of an individual, but of, the imagin- 
ary ancestor of a tribe ; neither ‘God follows nor ‘God 
rewards’ is the sort of name that we expect as the condensed 
expression of the religious faith of the tribe. In the month 
of the people the original name would very likely soon be 
contracted or distorted. We may plausibly conjecture that 
Ya‘iikob is at  once a contraction and a distortion of Abi-cabod 
@e. ,  ‘the [divine] father is glory’), the name which was also 
distorted into ICHABOD and JOCHEBED. I f  the god of the tribes 
of Israel was YahwL., whose ‘glory’ (originally in the storm) so 

1 The plural (once p, Lam. 4 3  kt.) is to be distinguished 
from the sing. I!?? (twice in M T  PI?), of whhh the pl. is 
pqqn see DRAGON (beg.). 

a [Aq. has uecp<vas, Symm., Theod. +wri@aTa in Mal.] 
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JACOB 3ACOB 
hold that ' Hebron ' here is miswritten for REHOBOTH 

The view, which was most probably that of P (or at 
any rate of P s  authority), that Isaac lived at or near 

Rehoboth, and that Jacob started on 
his quest of a wife from the district of 

traditions (')* Rehoboth, is not less probably the 
ancient one. We  have now to see where Jacob went. 
J and E say that it was to Haran; P that it was to 
Paddan-aram (Gen. 282 5). So at least the present 
text represents ; but there is strong reason to distrust its 
readings, and to change ' Haran ' into ' HanrFin,' and 
' Paddan-&ram ' into 'the uplands of HaurHn ' (]?ID nlp ; 
cp Hos. 12  12 1131, below). In Gen. 29 I.  however. we 
learn from E that on leaving Bethel Jacob 'went to the 
land of the Bne Fedem.' Probably E really wrote this, 
and interpreted Bne Kedem to mean easterns' ; the 
phrase ' the land of the easterns' might no doubt be 
applied to the HaurHn, where, according to the earlier 
tradition, Laban dwelt. It is not very probable, how- 
ever, that l sons of the east ' (=easterns) was really an 
ethnographical term ; where the phrase appears to be  
so used, it would seem that Kedem (east) has arisen by 
an easy corruption out of Rekem, which in turn may he a 
very old popular corruption of JeraCrneeZ (see REKEM, 4). 
The most natural inference is that E (or rather perhaps 
E's authority) has preserved a phrase from a very early 
tradition, according to which Jacob (or Abi-cabod?), on 
leaving his temporary resting-place, directed his steps to 
the 'land of the Bni5 Jerahmeel.' If so, it is. probable 
that his destination was not the HaurHn but Hebron. 

Both Haran and Hebron are mentioned in T CP. (2 42 46) as 
descendants of 'Caleh the brother of Jerahmeel. Hebron is 
probably the name of which we are in search ; among the de- 
scendants of Hebron appear three names which may be different 
corruptions of the name Jerahmeel (see JERAHMEEL, 8 4). 

At Hebron (the well-known Hebron) Jacob was, 
according to the tradition, in the land of 'the Bile 
Jerahmeel.' The name ' Jerahmeel' has, it is true, a 
fluctuating reference. All that concerns us here is the 
fact that Hebron could he regarded by the early narrator 
(whom we have no occasion to place before the time of 
David) as Jerahmeelite. On his way thither the traveller 
would naturally halt at the site now called ed-DFihariyeh, 
but in ancient times probably known as KIRJATH- 
SEPHER [p.".]. This may very possibly have been 
mentioned as Jacob's resting-place in the earlier form 
of the story. A glance a t  the map will show that 
from Rehoboth to Hebron the journey is as straight 
as possible, and that Khal@a, Bir-es-Seba' (Beer- 
sheba), and ed-DFihariyeh are convenient resting-places 
on the road. The early narrative must have further 
stated that while at Hebron Jacob married wives 
called respectively Leah and Rachel. Rachel (not 
less than Mahalath,l Gen. 2 8 9 )  we must take to be a 
popular corruption of JERAHMEEL (g."., 5 4). Leah (as 
We. and Stade have seen) is the name whqse ethnic 
is ' Levi' ; the manifold connections of the Levites 
with the far S. have been shown elsewhere (see LEVI). 
The meaning of this early story is that the tribe called 
Abi-cabod effected a union with the Jerahmeelite tribe 
of Levi. Probably Winckler is right in thinking that 
the priestly character of the tribe of Levi is earlier than 
its entrance into Canaan, and it is not out of place to. 
remark anew (cp ESAU) that in Gen. 2715 Jacob seems 
to be represented as in priestly attire. 

As the text stands, however, it is to Haran, or rather 
to Hauran, that Jacob's steps are bent, and on the way 

4. Visit to he natmally halts at the famous sanctuary 
of Bethel. The narrator indued repre- 

Haran Or sents him as having consecrated the well- wursn' known magZ6ah which stood there ; but if 
Winckler's explanation of Luz [ g . ~ . ]  be correct 
( '  sanctuary'), the narrator unintentionally refutes his 
own statement. The rocky boulders on the site of 

1 Thus both Jacob and Esau took Jerahmeelite wives. 

(6 ZJ. ). 
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greatly impressed his worshippers, and who is called in an 
archaistic psalm 'the God of glory' (Ps. 293), we can well 
understand that the reputed ancestor of the tribes might have 
as his second name (hut cp s 6) Abicahod. I t  is quite true that 
Ya'skoh looks very much like a shortened theophorous name. 
We i re  naturally inclined to regard it as analogous to Yiphtah 
(Jephthah)for Yiphtah-el (Jiphthah-el); but popular imagination 
was quite capable of reconstructlng names on a new model, and 
we have perhaps other instances of this close at  hand in ISAAC 
and JEKABZEEL, hoth of whlch, as they stand, are formed 
analogously to Ishmael hut are more prohahly popular corrup- 
tions. I t  may be Ldded that the occurrence of the names 
referred to above does not prove the disappearance of the form 
Ahi-cahod. This name(a name which may have had different 
independent personal and local references, and have been by no 
means confined to the reputed ancestor of the Israelites) may 
have been in use among the Israelites subsequently to the times 
of Hammurabi and Thotmes III., as indeed the occurrence of 
Ich&od in the story of Eli proves that it was. 

The story of Jacob is intertwined at the beginning 
with that of Isaac and of Esau, and at the close with 
2. underlying that of Joseph. T o  the special articles 
traditions (a). ISAAC, ESAU, and JOSEPH we must, 

therefore. refer the reader to avoid 
repetition. The interesting reference of Hosea (if it be 
Hosea who writes) to the story of the infant Jacob's 
strife with his infant brother in the womb, which receives 
from him an unfavourable interpretation (Hos. 123 [4]), 
is referred to under JACOB, 5 I. It  is. to this story and 
to the narrative of Jacob's deceit towards his father and 
his brother that the Second Isaiah is supposed to refer 
in Is. 4327. The difficulties of the passage, however, 
are not slight, and no stress can safely be laid upon it.' 
The traditions are given with great vividness in Gen. 
2529-34 (J) and 27 (JE), and deserve anattentive study. 
Here, however, we neea only consider the composite 
narrative in 2742-289.  which forms the introduction to 
the story of Jacob's journey in search of a wife. In 27 
42-45 Rebekah is represented as urging Jacob to flee 
from his incensed brother for a few days to her brother 
Laban in Haran. This is, undoubtedly, the work of 
JE. In 27 46 2 8 1 3 ,  however, the visit to Laban is 
put forward as a command of Isaac, who, stirred up by 
his wife, desired to prevent Jacob from following the 
example of Esau in marrying a Canaanitish-or, more 
strictly, a Hittite-maiden. There can be no doubt 
that P (who is the writer of 2746-289) gave quite a 
different representation of the early life of Jacob from 
that given by JE, and though it is usual to disparage 
P, yet here, as in other cases, he preserves valuable 
material. The danger of a ' Hittite ' wife at Beersheba 
was, it is true, small enough ; but it has been maintained 
elsewhere that the names of the non-Israelitish tribes 
inhabiting Canaan have suffered much from the errors 
inseparable from transcription of texts, and that ' Hittite' 
(inn) in this and other passages is an error for wm'l 
'Rehobothite.' It  has been argued that 'Rehoboth' 
attached its name to a larger district than the WSdy 
Ruhaibeh, so that when Isaac, according to popular 
tradition, left Rehoboth for Beersheba, he may perhaps 
still have been in Rehobothite territory. It  is more 
probable, however, that Beersheba was introduced out 
of regard for the increased veneration of Israelites for 
the sanctuary of Beersheba, and that the original tradition 
(preserved by P) represented Isaac as passing the close 
of his life either at Rehoboth or at any rate at a spot 
almost certainlywithin Rehobothite limits-viz. Khalagah 
(better known to us as ZIKLAG). This view is con- 
firmed by the consideration that in 35 27-29 Jacob is said 
to have come to his father to Mamre, to Kirjath-arba, 
that is, Hebron,' where his father Isaac died, and where 
Esau and Jacob buried him. It  seems plausible to 
1 < T h y  first father' is usually explained of Jacob, but was not 

so understood by @, and is very peculiar The parallel phrase 
'their interpreters,' if correct, does not favour thls view. Prob- 
ably, however, we should read, 

hip)q$ q*?t'l q2y 'Thy magnates were inclined to sin, 
%? Iy@ ?&n? And thy rulers rebelled against me.' 

The next line (see SBOT ad roc.) probably contains a reference' 
t o  'thy princes ' (7'2). 
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’JACOB JACOB 
Bethel must indeed inevitably have suggested the 
erection of a sacred pillar (see BETHEL, 5 z ) ,  or indeed 
of stone circles, in primeval times. Both J and E 
express their own genuine piety in the description of 
Jacob’s sacred experiences. Whether we should have 
been equally pleased with the original story may be 
doubted ; the description of 28 I I  suggests the idea that 
the stone which Jacob took for his ‘ pillow ’ was a sacred 
stone, so that orpn (as perhaps in Gen. 2 2 3 )  will have 
the sense of ‘ sanctuary.’ If this view is correct, it is E 
who gives a harmless turn to the old story by converting 
the primeval sacred stone into a magZbah (cp IDOLATRY, 

In Gen. 292-30 J and E describe Jacob’s arrival at 
Haran (or rather HaurZn), his meeting with Rachel and 
then with Laban, and his service of fourteen years for 
his two wives. Whether there was any Laban in the 
earlier form of the story we cannot tell. The Laban to 
whom we are introduced by J and E is certainly a 
worthy kinsman of Jacob. The narrators’ object, how- 
ever, is not to show that trickiness was a family 
characteristic, but to throw into relief the divine 
protection which Jacob constantly enjoyed, so that 
the only result of Laban’s craft was Jacob’s ever-increas- 
ing prosperity ; indeed, as Jacob states, the advantages 
granted by Yahw& to Jacob were shared by Laban, so 
that Laban had absolutely no excuse for his attempts to 
overreach his nephew. This is described in Gen. 
3025-43, 317-12. I t  will be observed that the account 
in ch. 31, which is E’s. differs from the former, which is 
almost entirely that of J. 

We  have an external but not independent refer- 
ence to the same tradition in Hos. 1212[13], where a 
later writer (see Nowack, Wellhausen) mentions a 
detail in the completed story of Jacob to show the trials 
which the ancestor of Israel had undergone of old, and 
the faithful guardianship of his God. 

And Jacob fled to the uplands of Aram (D?$ ”1.v ; see $ 3  on 
‘Paddy-Aram’) and Israel served for a woman and kept 
sheep. (MT gi&es ‘and for a woman he kept,’ wkich is un- 
intelligible, and in conjunction with v. 13 [14] has suggested to 
Wellhausen the strange idea of a conflict between a good prin- 
ciple represented bv a prophet and an evil principle represented 

§ 4 ) .  

See LABAN. 

- -  . _ .  _ _ _  
by a woman. 
Gen. 30 3 2 8 )  

Read perhaps 1Ft D’@? [or D’?!??]; cp ’J, 

This is a specimen of the way in which Jewish piety 
nourished itself on the legends of the past. It  has an 
interest as such ; but it supplies no confirmation of the 
supposed facts of the story. It is with pure legend 
that we have to deal, and it is pure legend which 
asserts thgt Jacob had eleven sons (besides daughters) 
born to him in Haran (HaurHn), who became the an- 
cestors of as many Israelitish tribes. All this part of 
the legend is late; it can have arisen only when the 
union of the tribes had, under David, become an accom- 
plished fact, and when Aramean influence upon Israel 
was so strong that the Israelites themselves were am- 
bitious of being thought to be related to the Aramaean 
race (cp Dt. 265, ‘ a  lost Aramean was my father’). 
One of the most interesting points in the narrative is 
that four of the sons-Dan and Naphtali, Gad and 
Asher--are, said to have been the children of hand- 
maids, the two former of Rachel’s handmaid Bilhah, 
the two latter of Leah’s handmaid Zilpah. The origin 
of the latter name at any rate is transparent ; Zilpah 
= ZELOPHEHAD = Salhad. When the Israelites con- 
quered Salhad, they must have become fused with the 
Aramean population. 

There are, indeed, several clear indications that even 
such early writers as J and E were not unconscious of 
Jacob’s repr-sentative character. The clearest are in 
31 22-54 (note especially ‘ brethren ’=fellow-clansmen, 
312354). It is not unworthy of notice, however, that 
in E’s account of Jacob’s second name ( 3228 [~9 ] )  it is 
said, ‘for thou hast contended with a god and with 
men, and hast prevailed,’ where it is impossible to put 

the struggle of wits in which Laban and Jacob were 
engaged on a par with the physical struggla related in 
3223[24] 8 No complete justification of the phrase 
can be given but on the hypothesis that tradition knew 
of a struggle between the Laban-clan and the Jacob- 
clan in which the latter represented itself as having 
been successful. 

Here we see the influence of later historical circum- 
stances, and still more in the remarkable narrative, 
31 18 [19]-32z (JE, but chiefly E), to understand which 
aright keen textual criticism has to be. resorted to. 
The results are given under GILEAD, nor have \?e 
space to repeat them here, except so far as to remind 
the reader that it is there maintained that a later editor, 
through unfamiliarity with the early importance of 
Salhad, has converted it into Sahadutha, Galeed, and 
Gilead, and has also seriously iuterfered with the geo- 
graphy of the next section (323-31[4-32]). On the 
peculiar type of marriage (the so-called ’ beena’) repre- 
sented in this part of the legend, we must also refer 
elsewhere (KINSHIP, § 8) ; on the wrestling with Elohim 
see JABBOK. 

Another clan-that of ESAU [p.o.]-now becomes 
dangerous to the Tacobeans. ‘Behold, Esau came 

(from- Seir), and with him four hundred 
from Esau. men’ (Gen. 33 I ; cp 326 [7] ; ‘ I fear him, 

lest he come and smite me. the mother 
with the children ’ ( 3 2  II [I.]). It is at present superior 
in strength to the Jacob-clan,-‘ thus shall ye speak to 
my bra! Esau’ ( 3 2 3  [4]). Whether this narrative fits in 
perfectly with the preceding one may bB doubted, even 
if we assume that J made Jacob cross not the Jabbok 
but the Jordan (see GILEAD). If, however, we may 
assume that according to the earlier tradition Jacob‘s 
sojourn was not in Hauran but at Hebron, we can 
understand the danger to which he was exposed from 
the Ed0mites.l It may be added that ‘Succoth’ is 
elsewhere (see SALECAH, SUCCOTH, PENUEL) identified 
with Salhad. Evidently there is some great con- 
fusion in this part of the record of tradition, and if the 
same confusion begins to be visible even earlier, we 
need not feel any surprise. 

Here is another proof of the tribal reference of the 
name Jacob. Were he an individual, he would naturally 
6. Shechem return at once to his father, at Beersheba 
and Bethel. or Rehoboth (contrast 28 21). Instead 

of this he goes to Shechem and purchases 
a piece of land from the clan called bne Hamar ( 3 3  18 
[19], E ; on 4822 see SHECHEM). It is worth noticing 
that the words ‘Shechem’s father, for a hundred &t?TEifeks’ 
are corrupt (see KESITAH). Still more clearly marked is 
the tribal character of Jacob in the strange narrative of 
Shechem’s endeavour to obtain Dinah (Jacobs daughter) 
as his wife,2 of the amalgamation of the Shechemite 
and the Jacobean communities proposed by Hamor, 
and of the vengeance taken by Simeon and Levi on 
the whole city for an act of shameless impropriety ( f i s ~ j  ; 
see FOOL) committed by Shechem. Why does Jacob 
acquire rights of property in Shechem? and why are 
the bnE YagkkBb so strict in their requirement of purity 
of blood in the civic community? Because Shechem 
became the centre of the confederation of the northern 
Israelitish tribes. 

It  is remarkable, however, that the clan does not 
yet receive the name bne Israel. According to E (see 
Dillmann) Jacob‘s name was changed to Israel3 when 
he crossed the Jabbok ( 3227  [z8] f:). It  is probable 
that J, as well as P, represented the change as taking 
place at Bethel, whither Jacob repaired after leaving 

1 It is very difficult to suppose with Winckler (Gescli. 255, 
n. I) that E represented Esau as coming upon Jacob from a 
place in the N., somewhere near Dan, where Abraham and 

2 I t  is strange that Dinah should be of marriageable age; 
but, of course, the story once circulated as an independent tra- 
dition. 

3 The assignment to E is not undisputed. 

saac dwelt, and whence Jacob fled to Laban in Haran. 
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states (v. 27) that Jacob came to his father Isaac at 
Kirjath-arba (see REHOBOTH, SODOM). 

The remainder of Jacob’s life is inseparable from the 
story of Joseph ; its events need not be recapitulated 

(See JOSEPH ; ABEL - MIZRAIM ; 
7. close of E L P E L A H .  ) It is natural for modern 

readers, approaching the narrative from 
the point of view of psychological development, to 
find traces of a mellowing in Jacob‘s character. If 
there be anything in this supposition it must be due to 
the fact that the narrators have put more of themselves 
into the latter part of Jacob’s life, where its threads 
intertwined with those of Joseph‘s, than they could 
venture to do in the former. It is, however, to the 
popular traditions that we must turn for the truest 
symbols of Israelitish character as it was in the days of 
the two great narrators J and E. The elaborate 
Blessing ascribed to Jacob cannot be treated as a part 
of the biography; it is, apart from later elements, a 
splendid monument of early Hebrew literature (see 
POETICAL LITERATURE), and historically too is of the 
utmost importance. Even though the text has suffered 
much corruption, in the special articles on the tribes 
frequent occasion has heen found to utilize its details. 
See also ISRAEL. 

Winckler’s mythological explanation of Jacob as 
(originally) the moon in its relation to the year, corre- 

life# 

Shechem, because from this point in his narrative he, 
like R, uses the name Israel instead of Jacob (see 3 5 2 1 4  
37313 4368;r,etc.). How J explained the name ‘Israel 
we are not told. There is nothing to prevent us from 
supposing that he adopted some different explanation 
which did not please the redactor as well as E’s. It 
is possible that, like the marriage of Abraham and 
SARAH [p,v,], the supposed change of Jacob’s name 
really symbolises a fusion of two tribes, the tribes in 
this case being an Israel tribe from the N. and a Jacob 
(Abicabod) tribe from the S. 

The origin of the ethnic name ‘ Israel’ has been much dis. 
cussed. $~iu ,  occurs several times on the Moabite Stone, and 
the ethnic sir-’la-ai on the monolith of Shalmaneser 11. (KB 
1172). Sayce (PSBA 2123 [I~oo]) cites the name Isarlim 
(=Israel) as king of Khana (E. frontier of Babylonia) in the 
time of Qammurabi. At least as old as Jerome is the inter- 
pretation rectus domini (as if from it:, cp JASHER, $ 4; 

More attractive philologically, 
and yet not plausible on other grounds, is a connection with 
Ass. afm, ‘place,’ as if=‘place of El.’ The favourite modern 
explanation is ‘El rules’ (from 8%’ ; cp n?’IJ, Is. 05,f); 
but to convey this idea we should rather have expected 
‘Malchiel ;’ nor is the root 8 i v  as well established as one could 
wish. Gen. 3228 (cp Hos. 125 [4]) suggests ‘El strives ’ or as 
Driver (in Hastings’ DBB~~ou) ,  on grounds of +abii usige, 
prefers ‘ El  persists or perseveres (in contending). This view 
must be admitted to be ancient ; but the sense is hardly satis- 
factory. It is perhaps unsafe to 
start from the traditional form $~,py there being no early 
personal or local names in the genealoGies or elsewhere which 
confirm it, with the single exception of ni t ,  which has presum- 
ably the same origin (cp SARAH), and must therefore be pro- 
visionally set on one side. There are, however, names some- 
what resembling ‘Isra’el ’ which may help us viz. ( I )  $ ~ y i l > ,  
Jizreyel (JEZKEEL), whicd is both a personal ahd a local name, 
and is found both in the centre and in the S. of Palestine ; ( 2 )  

$Nlp~, ASAR’EL, the name of a son of Jehallelel probably= 
Jetahmeel; (3) n?l, ZERAH, which is given as a Judahite, a 
Simeonite and an Edomite name. Ofthese names (3) is the most 
helpful. jizrah-el (‘ God shines forth ’) is a highly probable clan- 
name, and might at an earlydate be corrupted popularly both into 
$ ~ y i l * ,  Jizre‘el, and into $mip, JiirS’El. Turning now to the 
story of the change of Jacob’s name to Israel (which has prob- 
ably been altered), we notice the statement (Gen. 32 32 [31]), 
which in such a context cannot be merely picturesque, that ‘as 
he (Jacob) passed Ly Penuel, the sun shone forth upon him 
(vnw, 75 nil-?). A reference to our explanation of the story of 
the dovenant between Jacob and Laban (GALEED, I) will 
show that the place from which Jacob came was called, 
not Galeed (Gilead), but Salhad or SALECAH (F 
prominence of this strong fortress in Israelitish legend and 
history has been too long overlooked. To the other illustrations 
of this fact we may now add that Salhad (Salhar) not improb- 
ably derived its name from the clan, or confederation of clans 
which after leaving the Haurln, found its way to the ‘land d 
the b& Jerahme’el’ (Gen. 29 I, a case of the confusion of 
legends, see above, $ 3) in the far S. of Palestine. If the 
transformations of names that have elsewhere been assumed be 
held to be probable it will not he thought improbable that ,n$s 
(Salehad) or n,$o (Salecah) has arisen, partly by transposition, 
and partly by corruption of letters, from $[~lnir[4, Jizrah-el. 
Cp  the parallel corruption *$~izg* for  TI-, 2 S. 17 25 (see 
ITHRA). I t  need hardly be said that there were in early times 
both northern (north-eastern) and southern Israelites. The 
.southern Israelites appear to have joined the. Jerahmeelites 
a t  Hehron (or rather Rehoboth). The above view IS no more 
than a hypothesis ; hut it seems to be more in accordance with 
analogies than the rival theories, and what appears to be an 
ub7,ious explanation of a primitive tribal name noun is very likely 

Jerome also gives vir widens deum (as if from 
”52 W‘? ; cp Gen. 33 IO). 

Let us make a fresh start. 

. .  
t o  be wrong. 

Thus in m. 
2-4 Jacob’s household give up all their heathenish objects (cp 
31 18 [ ~ g ]  52 [531 Josh. 242 14). In  v. 8 Rachel’s nurse Deborah 
receives the highest funeral honours ; in reality, however, it is 
‘ Dinah, Jacob’s eldest daughter,‘ who dies ; the text needs 
criticism (see above, col. 1102, n. r). This means perhaps that 
the Dinah-tribe had perished ; hence the mourning of the parent- 
stem. In vu. 16-19 Rachel dies on the way to Ephrath (but 
see below). 

Several details in chap. 35 deserve attention. 

Her child has two names-BENoNI and BENJAMIN. 
The extracts from J and E give us no very clear 

idea where Jacob or Israel settled after the death of 
Rachel ; J tells us indeed (35 21) that Jacob encamped 
beyond Migdal Eder : but where was Migdal Eder? 
Probably it was not far from Beeroth, which name 
should probably be substituted for Ephrath in vv. 16 19 
and for Hebron ’ in 37 14 (see EPHRATH). P, however, 
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8. Mythology. sponding to Abraham the moon in its 

relation to the month, is ingeniously 
That there and plausibly worked out ( Gesch. 2 57 8 ). 

are somewhat pale mythological elements in some of 
the biblical narratives may be admitted ; but to many 
minds Winckler’s proof of his hypothesis will seem 
almost too laboured to be convincing. Cp also 
Winckler, ib. 8 2 ;  and cp Stucken. AstraZmythen 
( ‘  Jakob ’), whose treatment of parallel mythic details is 
extraordinarily clever. 

See further Staerk, Studien zur ReZig’ons- und S#rach- 
geschiclrte des A T 177.83 2 1-13. 

JACOB’S WELL. See SYCHAR. 
JACUBUS ( I ~ K O Y B O C  [A]), I Esd. 948=Neh. 8 7 ,  

AKKU: (p.v.. 3). 
JADA ( U T ;  lahas [BA]), a name in the Jerah- 

meelite genealogy ; his mother was Atarah and one of 
his sons was Jether; I Ch.22832 (v. 32, thoyha [B], 
~shhas  [A]. v. 28 om., v. 32 laha [L]). 

JADAU (171, Kr. ’y!), EzralOqg, RV ‘Iddo,’ RVmG 
Jaddai. See IDDO, ii. 2. 

JADDUA (&’VI!, § 56 ; or according to Lag. Uebers. 
113, &Vi:). 
I. Signatory to the covenant (see EZRA i. 0 7) ; Neh. 1021 

[221 (rsS8oua [N- Ll, rr8Sour [AI om. BN*). 
2. b. Jonathan, three generakons below Eliashib, was the 

last of the high priests mentioned in the OT (Neh.12rrzz; 
ia8ou [BRA], r&ou[L]; a80ua[NYVid.] and r8aua [N?] in v. 22). 
According to Jos. (Ant .  xi. 84f: ; ca8Sauq)), who adds much that 
is doubtful, he was in office a t  the time of Alexander’s invasion 
of Judza 1332 B.C.]. See NEHEMIAH, 8 I. 

T. K. C. 

3. See BARZILLAI, 3. 

JADDUS, AV Addus (tahhoyc [B] etc.), I Esd. 
538f=Ezra 261a, BARZILLAI, 3. 

JADON (fill, abbreviated form, cp NAMES, § 53 ; 
BKA om. ; lapel [L]), the Meronothite, in the list of 
wall-builders (see NEHEMIAH, 5 I J ,  EZRA ii. 5s 16 
[I], rgd), Neh. 37. 

JAEL (SU;, 68 : ‘mountain-goat’ ; I ~ H A  [BAL] : 
JOS. I ~ A H ;  YAMEL). A Bedouin woman, of whom 
Sisera, when flying defeated from the field of battle, 
asked water, and by whom, as he stood drinking the 
refreshing soured milk (Ar. Zedan), he was beaten lifeless 
to the ground. Upon this deed a high encomium is 
prononnced by a contemporary Israelitish poet, Judg. 
524-27 (q [A] ) .  And rightly, from his point of view, 
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JAGUR 
if Jael was a Kenite (see below), for by this bold deed 
she recognised the sacred bond of friendship between 
the Israelites and the Kenites (cp Judg. 1 1 6  411). 
Sisera was out of the pale of charity for an Israelite ; 
therefore also for a Kenite. 'The act by which Jael 
gained such renown was not the murder of a sleeping 
man, but the use of a daring stratagem which gave her 
a momentary chance to deliver a courageous blow' 
(WRS 132). A later writer, however, 
whose version of the story of Sisera appears on the 
whole to be independent of that in Deborah's Song, 
employed all the arts of a graceful style to represent 
Jael as having killed Sisera in his sleep (Judg. 418-21). 
Jael invites the tired fugitive into her tent, covers him 
up with the tent-rug, and then, when he is sleeping 
soundly, takes one of the tent-pegs, and strikes it with 
a hammer into his forehead. She thus violates the 
double sanctity attaching to Sisera as a guest and (see 
DAVID, § I ,  col. 1023, n. I) as a sleeper, and seems 
deserving of a curse (Doughty, Arabia Deserta, 156)  
rather than a blessing. The narrator, it is true, does 
not in express terms commend her ; but a hardly re- 
pressed enthusiasm is visible in his description (vv. Z I J  ). 

Which tradition has the better claim to be regarded as his- 
torical? Obviously not the second. The refined treachery 
which this account assumes is inconceivable in a Bedawi and 
the absurdity of transfixing a man's skull with a tent-peiis so 
great that one is compelled to conjecture that the passage of the 
song relative to Jael's deed (Judg. 5 26) lay before the narrator 
in a corrupt form. Moore and Budde have set forth the present 
position of textual criticism, and it is one of baffled per lexity. 
Yet the remedy is perhaps near at  hand (see Crit. B3.f The 
true text should most probably run thus :- 

Her hand to the coffer she reacheq, 
Her right hand to a flint of the rock; 
With the flint she strikes his head, 
She smashes-she cleaves his temple. 

The  bowl in which Jael presented the soured milk was not ' a  
bowl of the mighty' ( 0 , y y ~  5 5 ~ )  but 'a bowl of bronze,' Ass. 
z r u d d ;  cp COPPER, g. 2. The 'nail,' or rather ' tent-peg' (in,), 
should be the coffer ' which, as Doughty says, every Bedawi 
housewife has, and which contained among other things flints 
for striking fire (Dip!: or nrp!:). The workmen's hammer' 
(&y n>DS?)-an impossible rendering-should be a 'flint of 
the rock' (YbD dVJh). I t  only I-emains to remark, 'after 
Moore, that the words 'in the days of Jael' (Judg. 5 6 ) ,  and 
' the wife of Heber the Kenite' (5 24) are glosses which overload 
the stichi in which they occur. HEBER, I ; See DEBORAH, I ; 
JUDGES, S 7 ; SISERA. s r .  K. c. 

JAGUR (181; ; A C C U ~  [B], iaroyp [AL]), a Judahite 
city on the border of Edom (Josh. 1521f'). Cp KABZEEL. 

[BA], 1 ~ ~ 0  [,L]), a well-known Levitical name 
which has associations with Judah (see I, below) and 
Edom ; see GENEALOGIES, 

1. b. Reaiah b. Sbobal, a Judabite, I Ch.42 (om. A*, r a d  
[L]). A comparison with I Ch. 2 52 suggests a possible connec- 
tion with Manahath (MT ninln). In  view of the vicissitudes 
of this name (see below) it is tdbe  ohnerved that Shohal is mob- 

JAHATH (nn!, cP MAHATH, NAHATH, TAHATH ; 

7 [v.]. 

JAHLEEL 
JAHAZ, JAHAZAH, JAHZAH (yq!, Is. 1 5 4  Jer. 

4 8 3 4  [Mesha's inscr. ZZ. I S / ] ;  ??ill or 3>?!, Xu. 
2123 Dt. 232 Josh. 1318 2136 Judg. 1 1 2 0  Jer. 4821 
I Ch. 663 [78]). 

@ has iauua [BK*AFQL], but emus in Nu. [B'], pauau in 
Josh. 13 [Bl, ia<qp [?] in Josh. 21 36 [BAL ; cp v. 391, baua [gl, 
q A  [AI in Judg.11~0, tau- [Qmg.l in Is.154, p e Q a  [BA], 
p4.e  [H*], pauar [Nc.a] in Jer. 4821 ; for v. 34 see Swete). 

Jahaz was the scene of the decisive battle between 
the Israelites and Sihon, king of the Amorites ( N u . 2 1 2 3  
Dt. 232 Judg. 1120). It was assigned to Reuben (Josh. 
13 18 P )  and to the Levites (Josh. 21 36 P). Mesha, king 
of Moab, refers to it as taken byhimself from the Israelites. 

It was near Kedemoth (Josh. 
1318 21 36) and 'the wildefness of Kedemoth' (u t .  226, 
cp Nu. 21 23), and it was N. of the Arnon. This points 
to the extreme SE. of Sihon's territory; Oliphant's 
suggested identification with Ysjiiz is therefore out 
of the question. Eusebius ( O S 2 6 4 9 4 )  informs lis 
that Jahaz (reuua) still existed in his time, and that 
it was situated between Medeba and Dibon ( 8 q 3 o u s ) .  
There seems to be some mistake here ; the position thus 
assigned to Jahaz appears too central. Possibly MqGapa 
is corrupt. At any rate we may plausibly hold that the 
important ruins of Umm er-ReS82 (cp @Nc.a Jer. 4821) 
are on the site either of Jahaz or of Kedemoth. This 
spot is two hours and a half NE. of Dibon, towards 

JAHAZIAH, RV JAHZEIAH (?l\Q!, 32 ; ' Yahwh 
sees'), b. Tikvah, one of Ezra's opponents (Kosters, 
Herstel, 119J) in dealing with the mixed marriages, 
Ezra1015 (hazel& [BK"], -c [Hal, IAZI. [AI AZ. [LI)= 
I Esd. 914, EZECHIAS (RV Ezekias, ~ Z E I A C  [B], EZEKI. 
[A], IAZIAC [L]). See AHASAI. 

JAHAZIEL (5v?tJ!, 5 32 ; ' God sees,' cp ? > T i l !  and 
Ti:!?, I E Z I H A  [AL] ; Pesh. nearly always \;lid).1 

I. One of David's warriors (I Cb. 124, rr<qA [SKI). 
2. A priest, temp. David (I Ch. 166, om. fix, o<[sIyh 

[ B k a  w A ] .  
3. b. Hebron a Kehathite Levite I Ch. 23 19 (o<iqh [Bl, ra<qh 

[AL]), 2423 (rad [B], La<'@ [ALli for whose name we should 
possibly read UZZIEI. (9.u. I). 

4. An AEaphite Levite, b. Zechariah, introduced in the story 
oithe Ammonite invasion; son of Zechariah, who rose up temp. 
Jehqshaphat (2 Ch. 2014 o<[e]qh [BA]). Cp HAZIEI. a Ger- 
shonite name, and on the relation of Asaph to Gerdhon see 
GENEALOGIES i 5 7 (66). 

5. The fathei'of Shechaniah of the b'ne ZATTU (9.a.) (Ezra 
8 5 om. B a<qh [AL]) so also Pesh. and I Esd. 832 (JEZELUR ; 
rs6qhou [$I ts<~hou [i] a<qh [L]) in place,of MT's 'of the 
sons of Shehhaniah, the Lon of Jahakel . . . . 

The site is uncertain. 

the desert (see KEDEMOTH). T. K. C. 

JAHDAI ($77: [sa.] or 'zg: [Gi.], from J n l n  ' t o  
lead,' cp Sab. [ t ) ] T I ?  IHCOY [B], I A A A I  [A], -?I [LI'. 
the head of a family of six abruptly introduced into the 
genealogy of Caleb ( I  Ch. 247).  The context suggests 
that a ' concubine ' of Caleb is intended. Perhaps we 
should read n;??;, ' Jehudijah' (cp I Ch. 418),  the six 
I sons ' mentioned would then be half-Jiidahite. 

T. K. c. 
JAHDIEL ($v9Inr, ' El is glad ' or ' gladdens,' 35. 

cp JEHDEIAH ; IBAEIHA [B ; A and A confused], I E A I .  
[AL]), one of the chiefs of Manasseh-beyond-Jordan 
( I  Ch. 524t): 

JAHDO (lsfl!; cp JRHDIEL; IOYPEI [B], I ~ A A A I  
[A], leAAw [L]), a Gadite (1 Ch. 5 14"). 

JAHLEEL (5&n:. probably corrupt), a son, that is, 
family or clan, of Zebulun ; Gen. 46 14, P (AAOHA [A], 

[D], AIHA [L]); Nu. 3626, P (+HA [BAL]; 
ethnic Jahleelites, +!&?:?, bhAHA[e]i [RAF'id.LI!. 

Perhaps, like JAHZEEL, a corruption of !+!, 'God delivers.' 
T. K. C. - 

1 In Syr. 3 is the preformative of the impf. Another similar 

formation i s  seen in wg& for ' Jephthah.' 
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ably the parent of the iirms Shebuei and-SHuBAEL [p.u.]; and 
that a variant may plausibly he found (see Jastrow, JBL 19 102 
[~goo]) in the familiar Shimii'CI (Samuel). 

2. A Levitical name, I Ch. Gzo [ 5 l  ( r e d  [BI), 43 [ A I  (qxa [Bl, 
race [AD. 2310 ( ~ c l n h  IL1). 2422 (wa0 IBA1). zCh.3412 ( L E  IB1. 
rase [Lj):t In  tra&g back the 'Leu& Samuel to Korih (the 
Kehathite), the Chronicler introduces the analogous names 
Mahath, Nahath, and Tahath (I Ch. B 23 26 [cp v. 341, 35 37); 
cp with these, the Kehathite Jahath (b. Shelomoth b. 1ny)l in 
1 Ch. 2422. But Shelomoth (h. Shimei) is Gershonite in 239 (as 
also is Shebuel [cp I, above], il. w. 16) and in agreement with 
!his we find an important Gershonite diAsion, Jahath b. Shimei,z 
in v. IO. Further, Jahath the father of Shimei, and Jahath b. 
Libni reappear in the genealogies of the Gershonites Ethan 
Ethni, and Asaph (I Ch. 6 43 [28]), and Jeatherai (=Ethni? id 
w. 20 [ 5 ] )  respectively. Finally, not only Jahath ( z  Ch. 34 IZ), 
but also Libni and Shimei (I Ch. 6 2 ), are used as Merarite names, 
to which division even Ethan (see ETHAN, z, 3) himself IS finally 
ascribed. S. A. C. 

1 We may perhaps associate m y *  with the name nyw (Zorxh) 
which is brought into connection with Jahath, I, In I Ch. 2 5 2 3  
4 2  (for another view see GENEALOGIES, 5 7 [?I, cql. 1666). 

2 Considering the way in which genealoglcal hsts are built 
up, it is possible that 1 '2 nn'is the same as t w y  '3 nnn 
(I Ch. G35[20] 2 Ch 2212). 
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JAHMAI 

JAEmAI (’nn!; E I I K A N  P I ,  EMOY [AI, I ~ M I N  
[L], n?>wlfI),l an Issacharite clan-name ( I  Ch. 7 2). 

Analogy suggests that ’nn, is an abbreviated theophorous 
name (cp WR? in COT Z~OI), perhaps for Irln.on’, cp Sab. 
srtnn* ( 5 ~  and ?an?),a Le., God protects,’ or (since the dnan 
does not appear to be used in Heb.) for [rlnt5an*, which has 
actually been found upon a Heb. seal. S. A. C. 

JAHZAH (ny?:), Jer. 4821 RV. 

JAHZEEL (5&7?!, ‘God halves’? J 38 ; aC[€]iHh 

See JAHAZ. 

[ADFL]) a son of Naphtali. Gen. 4624 (rau,5?qh [L])‘ Nu. 2648 
(uaqh [B:],,auqh [Ba.bl). I kh.713 has Jahziel [EVI) or rather 
JAHAZIEL (+&,:c: ; reruiqA[Bl, L U U L ~ A  [AI, ~auu~qh[L]). Nu. 2648 
has the patronymic Jahzeelites ( ’ i.. K H n ’ a ;  : :. . u a q h  [B*], U ~ A C L  
[Ba.b], auqh [AFL]). Rather a corruption of 5rt~)n:; cp . .  
JAHLEEL. T. K. C. 

JAHZEIAH (n:!R!), Ezra 10  15 RV, AV JAHAZIAH. 

JAHZERAH (Tl?!!), I Ch. 9 1.1.. 
JAIR (l’y!, ‘He [God] enlightens,’ 5 53 ; laelp 

[BAFL]). I. After the main body of the Israelites had 
settled down W. of Jordan v,uious Manassite clans 
migrated to the E., .and, having dispossessed the 
Amorites, founded settlements in Bashan and N. 
Gilead. Among them was (the d u n  of) Jair:  Nu. 
3241 (ravp [A], Dt. 314 I K. 413 [om. BL] tuperp [A]). 
In the above-mentioned passages Jair is called the son of 
Manasseh; but in I Ch. 221-23 (v. 22, aecp [A]; v. 23, 
uasrp [B* ; u a dittograph], tupcrp [A]) he is made 
to be of mixed descent, namely from Hezron, a 
Judahite, on his father’s side, and from Machir 
on his mother’s side.3 In Judg. 103-5, mention is 
made of Jair, a Gileadite (aerp [A in ZI. 5]), and it is 
very probable that Jair may have been placed by one 
tradition in the age of Moses and by another in the age 
of the Judges. He is said to have had thirty sons, 
who rode on thirty asses and had thirty cities called 
HAVVOTH-JAIR (q.n.). The notice of the thirty colts 
may be a gloss based on 1214 and facilitated by the 
similarity of the words for cities and colts (the parono- 
masia in n*iy [cities] and o ~ y  .~.: [colts] is retained also in 
6 ~ 6 h e r r  . . . and ~ d h o u r ) .  The expression in Judg. 
105 ‘and Jair died, and was buried in CAMON’ (4.v.) 
leads one to suppose that the seat of the clan was at 
that place. See JEPHTHAH, 5 zf: 

2. The father of Mordecai, Esth. 2 5  (6 TOG raeipou [BKL] . . . 
rdrpou [AI). In the Apocrypha (Esth. 112) his name appears 
as JAIRUS. 

JAIR-(l’V:, ‘ He (God) awakens,’ so Kr. and Pesh. ; 
Kt., however, W’, Jer. ‘ filius sult%s,’--i.e., ’lV, with 9 
defect.), the clan-name or the name of an ancestor of 
ELHANAN [q.v.I, 1 Ch. 205 (iaeip [BL], aheip [A]). 
In  the parallel passage (z S. 2119) we find the form 
JAARE-(OREGIM). See ELHANAN, 2. 

See AHASAI. 

’ 

.T 

JAIRITE (’?I:?), z S. 2026. 

JAIRUS (laeipoc [Ti. WH]  ; probably not=the 
Jair of OT), a ruler of the synagogue, whose daughter 
Jesns restored to life just after her death (Mk. 5 2 2 8  
Lk. 841 ,g ) .  The narrative is specially important, 
because the restoration to life to which it refers is the 
best attested of the three marvels of this class related 
in the Gospels, being given in M.t. (918 z), Mk., and 
Lk., not, however, without differences. 

Of these differences, which are outweighed by the points b! 
agreement, one is the non-mention of the name of.the ‘ruler 
(not ‘ruler of the synagogue’) in Mt.’s account. Indeed the 
Codex Bezz (D) is without the name in Mk., and (origiially) 
in Lk. also. 

See IRA, 3. 

JAIRUS 
That the narrative in some form belongs to the earliest 

stratum of the Gospel tradition is further supported ( I )  
by the profound saying ‘The damsel is not dead, but 
sleepeth,’ which occupies a central position and is quite 
in the manner of Jesus, and (2) by the interweaving of 
another narrative which expresses one of the popular 
superstitions so forcibly that it must be as old as any 
in the Gospels. 

The earliest form of the story of the ruler is that 
given in Mt. 9 1 8 3  23-26. As Weiss has pointed out, 
the earliest traditional narratives were not much con- 
cerned about details, but aimed at connecting the 
remembered sayings of Jesus with the facts which 
formed (or, it was thought, must have formed) their 
true setting. Whether Weiss is right in ascribing all 
the picturesque details in Mk. to a Petrine tradition, is 
at best doubtful ; he is at any rate most probably quite 
wrong in adopting Mk. ’s report of the ruler’s appeal to 
Jesus-viz., ‘ My little daughter is at the point of death’ 
(6uxd~ws f x c t ) .  For this evangelist represents the feeling 
of a later time that it was too much to believe that the 
ruler could at once have risen to the height of faith 
implied in Mt. 918; he assumes that the ruler must 
at first have been afraid of such a bold request as that 
Jesus would raise the dead. Mt.’s account, however, 
rightly understood, makes this assumption unnecessary. 
The ruler’s faith, though great, is not heroic. He has 
the superstitious idea that the soul is still hovering about 
its former receptacle, and craves of Jesus that by a 
magic touch of his hand the scarcely parted soul and 
body may be organically reunited. Another point in 
which Mlc.’s account is certainly inferior to Mt.’s is the 
injunction to secrecy (Mk. 543). This is in place in the 
story of the blind men which follows in Mt. (927-32), 
but not in the story of the ruler, according to which 
‘ much people ’ had heard the unhappy father’s appeal 
to the Master. Whether even the words TALITHA 
CUMI [g.v.] may be accepted from Mk. is doubtful. 
Certainly the name Jairus is the spontaneous invention 
of a pious and poetic imagination. Tradition (except 
in Mk.) does not record the names of persons in the 
crowd who were cured by Jesus,’ and the origin of the 
name is manifest, viz. not 13:; ‘he  enlightens,’ but 
(Nestle, Chajes) i q f ;  ‘he  will awaken’ (from the sleep 
of death). 

Whether the raising of the dead maiden is historical 
is another question. That Yahwb was regarded even in 
the older period as the lord of life and death, and there- 
fore as one who might on special occasions raise the 
dead, is undeniable. But how could any special occasion 
arise, now that the belief in the resurrection had become 
so general? For by this belief the conception of death 
was transformed ; men could not ‘ sorrow as those who 
had no hope.’ Nor did Jesus himself consider it to be 
within his ordinary province to raise the dead. It  has 
indeed been said (e.g.,  by Weiss) that Mt. 11 5 (Lk. 722) 
proves that more instances of the raising of the dead 
occurred than are reported in the Gospels. But this 
implies a misinterpretation of the message to John the 
Baptist, which is certainly allegorical ; the words, ‘ the 
dead are raised up,’ are explained by the next clause, 
‘and the poor have the glad tidings brought to them.’a 
That Lk. misunderstood the words (Lk. 7 21 ; cp NAIN) 
renders it not improbable that Mk. did so too, and that 
all three evangelists (whose idea of Jesus was marred by 
recollections of Elijah and Elisha) misunderstood that 
deep saying of Jesus, ‘She is not dead, but sleepeth.’ 

1 Even Mk.’s Bartimaeus is perhaps not really a personal 
name; Tirnreus may yery possibly be a Greek substitute for the 
Aram. samyd, ‘blind. ‘ Son of the blind’ would mean one of the 
company of the blind-a numerous company in Palestine. Cp 
RARTIMXUS. Mary Magdalene is of course altogether excep- 
tional. 

a See the forcible argument in BARTIMBLIS, 0 I (small type 
paragraph). 

Just as the idea of St: Francis soon became blurred in,the 
minds of his biographers. 

231.6 

1 Pesh. 
reading vq&, on which see ELHANAN, 2. 

a Cited in Ges. Lex.P). 
3 This post-exilic representation probably means that there 

was a clan made up partly of the tribe of Judah and partly of 
thatofManasseh, which occupied the region where the ‘Havvoth. 
jair’ were situated (cp Be. Chon., ad loc.). 

is hardly a safe support in favour of the 
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JAKAN JAMES 
10zJ Mk. 317f. Lk. 614f: Acts 113) .  The former of 
this pair was a brother of John ; their father-a Galilean 
fisherman, probably a resident of Capernaum-is re- 
presented in the first two Gospels (Mt. 4 21 Mk. 120) as 
having been present when his two sons were called by 
Jesus to be his disciples, although in the legendary 
account of this event in the third gospel the presence 
of Zebedee is not implied, their call being made inci- 
dental to that of Peter, who is said to have been a partner 
of theirs. It is a usual inference from Mt. 2756 and 
Mlr. 1.540 that Salome was their mother, although this 
cannot be proved. The call of James to be a,disciple 
was followed some months afterwards by his appointment 
as one of the twelve apostles. His prominence in this 
band is indicated by the fact that, in all the four lists 
referred to above, his name is mentioned among the 
first, along with Peter, Andrew, and John, who are 
distinguished, together with him, not only by the 
position which is accorded to them in the lists (cp 
APOSTLE, 3 I, table), but also in the record of several 
important events (Mk. 5 3 7  1 3 3  Mt. I T 1  2637,  and 
parallels). 

Mk. [very enigmatically] relates that the brothers, 
James and John, were designated by Jesus, Boav~pyes ,  
which is explained ‘ sons of thunder.’ 1 

That this name was bestowed upon them by Jesus prior to 
a manifestation of certain qualities of character is as improbable 
as that it was given without a reason. Besides the part which 
tradition may have had in attributing to them h e  name and to 
Jesus the bestowal of it is indeterminable. We may conjecture 
that they earned the name, either from Jesus or from some 
other source on account of a certain impetuosity manifested 
perhaps, in <he incidentreferred to as mentioned i; Lk., and i; 
their rash answer to Jesus’ question: ‘Are ye able t o  drink the 
cup that I drin: or to be baptized with the baptism that I am 
baptized with? The request which called forth this solemn 
question may also be regarded as indicating qualities of char- 
acter which might have given rise to the designation in question. 
[Further than this on the track marked out by the older criticism 
we cannot go. I t  is time, perhaps, to strike out a new path, 
calling in the aid of philological and textual criticism. Can 
Boavqpyrs be right?] 

The last appearance of James the son of Zebedae in 
the gospel-history is in Gethsemane at the agony of 
Jesus (Mt. 2637  Mk. 1433) .  He is mentioned in Acts 
(113f.) among the apostles who, after the resurrection, 
remained in Jerusalem continuing steadfastly in prayer.’ 
The cup which he had so impetuously professed himself 
able to drink was early prepared for him. At the 
passover of the year 44 he was distinguished as the first 
martyr among the apostles by Herod Agi-ippa I. who, 
acting, perhaps, in the interest of Pharisaic zcalots, 
undertook a persecution of the Christians. In the 
language of the writer of Acts (121$) ,  ’ Herod the king 
put forth his hands to afflict certain of the church. And 
he killed James the brother of John with the sword.’ 
The prominent position of James in the church is 
perhaps indicated by his selection for this baptism of 
blood. 

The legend that be went as a missionary to Spain, where in 
829 his wonder-working bones were found and where his 
apparition in luminous armour struck with ;error the infidel 
hosts in the war with the Saracens, was reconciled with the 
history in Acts by the supposition that, returning from Spain 
to Jerusalem, he was slain by Herod, and his body carried 
hack and buried by his Spanish travelling-companions. 

Of James the son of Alpheus, called in M.k. 1540 
James the less ( 6  p rKpbs ,  minor, younger) little is re- 
2a. Son of corded in the NT. According to the same 
Alphaeus. passage, his mother was a certain Mary who 

is there mentioned as a witness of the cruci- 
fixion. The translation of ‘Judas of James’ (’1066~s 
’ ~ U K ~ B O L J  ; Lk. 616 Acts 113) as ‘Judas the brother of 
James’ is of doubtful propriety. The auostle Tudas 

They have at any rate preserved the saying for us, even if 
the setting which they have produced is not the right one. 

See Keim, Jesu von Nazara, 2471-475; Weiss, Das Leben 
Jew,  1552-565 ; RPviIle, Jisus de-Nazareth, 2 6 8 J ;  Plummer 
St. Luke (International Comm.), 2 3 3 8  None of these writer: 
gives complete satisfaction ; even Dr. Plummer thinks that ‘we 
may he content, with Hase, to admit that certainty is nnattain- 
able as to whether the maiden was dead or in a trance.’ On 
the originality of Mt.’s narrative Badham, St. Mark’s Indebted- 
nem to St. Matthew (‘97), 47-50,’is excellent : bu: it is a mistake 
to admit that ‘the name Jairus looks original. See, further, 
GOSPELS. T. K. C. 

JAKAN (I?!?, 54;  RV JAAKAN), a name in the 
Horite genealogy ( I  Ch. 142f). 

In  the II list in Gen. 3627 it appears as ‘and AKAN ’ (]?vi for 
]iJy+), of which @E’S reading ( K a t  wvav)  in I Ch. is a corruption. 
@L combines the readings (Gen. KaL L O U K ~ ~ ,  T Ch. KaL Lama”), 
the latter being perhaps the original form in both cases; see 
BEEROTH ii.). @A’S text is conflate (Gen. L o u K a p  [ D  has CWU- 
K a p I  xab o m a v  [AE] ; I Ch. L w a K a v  KaL owap [AI). 

JAKEH (?lR’, some MSS M R ,  according to Delitzsch 
‘ scrupulously pious ’-i. e . ,  ~6hapljs, cp Ar. wukd, viii. ) 
father of AGUR (4.v.) ; Prov. 30 I. 

The Midrash (ad loc. and elsewhere) does not, as we might 
have supposed identify Jakeh with David but takes hen-Jakeh 
to he a descripAon of the poet called Agur(he., Solomon), as ‘one 
who is free from all sin and iniquity.’ T. K. C. 

JAKIM (Pi?:, 86, 5 3 ;  ‘he  [El] raises’; cp 
ELIAKIM, ALCIMUS ; IAKEIM [BAL]). 

I. The name of one of the twenty-four post-exilic priestly 
courses : I Ch. 2412 ( s h t a K e L p  [A]). 

2. b. Shimei (u. 13 Shema) in a genealogy of BENJAMIN 
( p a . ,  5 g, ii. 6); I C h . i ~ g .  

3. In  AVmg. of Mt. 1 II Jakim represents the L O L V ( E L ~  inter- 
polated by some late Gk. and Syr. MSS (apparently also by 
Irenzus and Epiphanius; see WH) between the names of 
Josiah +d Jechoniah in the genealogy of Jesus. See GENEA- 
LOGIES II., 8 n and cp JEHOIACHIN. 

See/QR l l r o 3 ,  5 I.  

’ JALAM (nb!:), Gen. 36 j RV ; AV JAALAM. 

JALON ( V j ’ ,  AMWN [B], I A ~ N  [AL]), b. Ezrah 
(cp EZBR ii., I), one of the b‘ne HUR ; I Ch. 47 .  dBAL 
suggests ]is;!, AIJALON (q.”., I, and note readings 
there cited). This, however, seems too far N., and 
considering the positions of the other places mentioned, 
we should possibly read p$, Gilon=Giloh (on the form 
cp Driver, TBS 241). 

JAMBRES (IAMBPHC [Ti. WH]), z Tim. 38. See 
JANNES. 
JAMBRI (rather JAMRI), THE CHILDREN OF. 

An Arab clan or tribe, residing in MEDEBA ( q . ~ . ) ,  
which attacked John the brother of Jonathan (the 
Maccabee) as he was on his way to the NABATBANS, 
and carried him of f  with all that he had ( I  Macc. 935J : 
ol d o l  ~a,u&erv [A], . . . apLppe~ [ K ] ,  tapppa [VI ; D. 37 
viol ra,u&w [A], iap@pc [K*V]. apppr c.b (vid. 1). 
From vv. 38 42 it appears that John was slain ; what 
happened to the women and children of the Jews is 
not stated. To  avenge his brother’s death, Jonathan 
and his brother Simon crossed the Jordan, and sur- 
prised and discomfited the b’ne Jamri (Amri) as they 
were escorting a bride with a great train from NADA- 
BATH ( q . ~ . ) ,  ib. D. 37. Josephus (Ant. xiii. 1 2 4 )  tells 
the same story ; he calls the hostile tribe ol ’Apupaiou 
~a i8es .  ’Apapalos, like ’Apapivos, in Jos. Ant. viii. 12 j ,  
seems to represent ?>?y, Omri (for the d readings of 
which name see OMRI). Since, however, the name 
yny’ has been found in an Aramaic inscription at 
U?nm ei--Resli$, about IZ ni. SSE. from Medeba (see 
CZS2 no. 195 I 3), it seems best to retain the form 

JAMES ( IAKWBOC,  Jncobus), the name of three 
persons prominently mentioned in the NT-James the 

Jamri. T. K. C. 

1, Son of son of Zebedee, James the son of Alphzus, 
Zebedee. and James the brother of Jesus. The first 

two of these are inclnded in the lists of the 
apostles given in the Synoptic Gospels and Acts (Mt. 
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-2b. Distinct was probably t h e  son of a fames 
from brother otherwise unknown (see JUDE, 7). The 

of Jesus. question whether James the son of 
Alphaeus was identical with James the 

1 [The name is evidently a compound and as it stands can- 
For a con. not be explained with certainty (see BO~NERGES). 

jecture see GIRSHITE.] 
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JAMES JAMES 
brother of Jesus must be discussed before proceeding to 
the consideration of the latter. 

Doubtless in early times, and perhaps latterly, a pre- 
possession in favour of the perpetual virginity of Mary 
the mother of Jesus has had an inlluence in determining 
some scholars to maintain the affirmative of this 
question. 

n. 1925 the 
inference may he drawn that Mary the mother of 3esus had a 
sister Mary who was the wife of Clopas, and that she was the 
mother of two sons, James the little (6 p ~ ~ p - 5 ~ )  and Joses. More- 
over, since James, Joses(or Joseph), Judas, and Simon are men- 
tioned in Rl t .  13 55 and Mk. 6 3  as brothers of Jesus, and since in 
Lk. 6 16 and Acts 113 a James and a Jude are included among 
the anostles. it has been areued that these latter were identical 

It is argued that from Mt. 2756 Mk. 1540 and 

with ‘the Jakes and Judas mentioned among the brothers of 
Jesus, yet tbat they were not his brothers, but his cousins. In 
support of this hypothesis it is maintained that the James called 
the brother of Jesus, mentioned explicitly by Paul in Gal. 119 
as such and frequently elsewhere as simply ‘James,’ and always 
indicatdd as holding a prominent place in the church at  
Jerusalem was no other than James the son of Alphreus who 
IS identidd by the hypothesis with the Clopas of Jn. 1925. 
Thus he would be shown to have been a cousin of Jesus, being 
the son of a sister of Mary, Jesus’s mother, and one of the 
original apostles. 

This argumentation is, however, beset with insuper- 
able di3iculties. If the apostle Ixbbzeus (Mt. 103 ; 
but RV and WH Thaddzus) who is called Thaddzus 
in Mk. 3x8, and who by the hypothesis was identical 
with the ‘Judas of James’ of Lk. and Acts, was by 
the first evangelist known to have been a brother 
of James the son of Alphreus, it is improbable that 
this writer would not have’ indicated this fact after 
the analogy of ‘Simon and Andrew his brother’ 
and ‘James and John his brother.’ It is no less im- 
probable that, if Judas and Simon were sons of Alphzeus 
and the Mary in question, they would not have been 
mentioned along with Joses in Mt. 2 7 5 6  and Mk. 1540. 

I t  is also evident from the attitude of Jesus’s brothers toward 
him according to Mk. 321 31, that they could not have belonged 
to the friendly apostolic group. For they are here represented 
as ‘ standing without,’ and were probably of the ‘ his friends 
(ai rap’ a h ; )  who ‘went out to lay hold on him’ because he 
was, they thought, beside himself. (Cp Jn. 75.) In this con- 
nection the fact is important that wherever they are mentioned 
in the N T  they are distinguished from the apostles (Mt. 12 46 
Llc. 819 Jn. 7 3  Acts 114  cor. 95 : ‘the other apostles [besides 
Paul] and the brothers of the Lord’). Besides, there is nowhere 
an intimation that any one of the apostles was either a brother 
or a cousin of Jesus. The attempt to show from Jn. 192- that 
Mary, the so-called ‘wife’ of Clopas (identified by the hypshesis 
with Alphreus), was the sister of the mother of Jesus and that 
hence James the son of Alphaeus was his cousin is hazardous. 
For it is doubtYul whether Clopas and Alphaeus are the Aramaic 
and Greek forms of the same name, since the Syriac version 
uniformly transliterates them differently (Cleopha and Halpai) 
and whether ‘ Mary of Clopas’ (Ma la i 706 KAwrS) is reall; 
in apposition with ‘the sister of (is mother’ ($ &A++ 6 s  
pq‘lrpbr a h ; ) .  The opinion that four women instead of three 
are mentioned here has the support of the Syriac version and 
of many of the highest authorities (see Meyer on the passage, 
and Wieseler in St. Kr. ’40, p. 650). Besides, the position is 
quite tenable that according to the prevailing usus l04uendi, 
‘Mary of Clopas’ (Mupia 5 TOG KAwrS) means Mary the 
daughter of Clopas, in which case Clopas would be known only 
as the father of the Mary mentioned in In. 1925 (see CLOPAS). 
Thus in any case the improbable supposition that in the same 
family there were two sisters of the same name is obviated. 
Still, even if it could be shown that James the son of Alpheus 
was a cousin of Jesus it would not follow that another James 
was not his brother, since better reasons than those given by 
Lange and Meyrick are required to justify the abandonment of 
the natural meaning of dScA5b6~. Nor is it necessary to resort 
to the supposition of step-brothers; for, according to the obvious 
sense of first-born’ ( a p o r 6 r o ~ o r ;  Lk. 2 7  Mt. 125, Sin. Syr.), 
Mary was the mother of other sons than Jesus. 

It is questioned whether in Gal. 119, ‘ other of the 
apostles saw I none, save James the Lord’s brother’ 

d6cX@bv TOO K U ~ ~ O U ) ,  James is included among the 
apostles. The afirmation is thought to carry with it 
the identification of the apostle James the son of Alphreus 
with the brother of Jesus. The passage, however, may 
be correctly rendered, ‘Another of the apostles [save 
Peter] I did not see, but only James the brother of the 
Lord. ‘ 

e1 p< save ’) finding it: exception in the negative o h  &3ov 
(‘saw not ’) and k p o v  T. a. (‘other of the apostles’) referring to 
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Peter (u.18). For a similar construction see Rom. 14 14 I Cor. 84 
Gal. 2 16 Mt.124 2436 Lk.426f: So interpret Fritzsche, Credner, 
Bleek, Wilier, Holtzmann, and others. 

It is not necessary to suppose with Meyer and Lipsius 
(who object to such an exception to Paul’s use of E L  p+j 
elsewhere) that James is here includedamong the apostles 
I in the wider sense. ’ The conclusion is legitimate that 
whenever Paul refers to James he has in mind the one 
mentioned in this passage, not the son of Alphzeus. 
A James who is not called the brother of Jesus, and is 
not specifically designated, is conspicuous in Acts ; but 
his identification must be controlled by the prominence 
given by Paul to the ‘ brother of the Lord ’ (d6eh@bs 
T OO K U ~ ~ O U  ; Gal. 119, cp 2912). For want of space, dis- 
cussion of the patristic and other early testimony on 
this point must be omitted. Suffice it to say that the 
view that there were three Jameses is supported by 
Hegesippus, the pseudo- Clementine literature (Horn. 
11 35, Recop.  4 3 5 )  and the Apostolic Constitutions 
( 2 5 5  612 746 835),  whilst Chrysostom, Jerome, and 
Theodoret are quoted for the opposite opinion. 

James, surnamed the Just, although sharing with the 
brothers, of whom he was probably the oldest, in their 
5. The brother opposition-to Jesus during his public 

ministry, appears to have been con- 
verted to his cause soon after the ofJesus. 

resurrection. According to I Cor. 157 he was a witness 
to one of the manifestations of the risen Christ. 
indeed, to two, if he may be included in the ‘al l  the 
apostles ’ (70% drrou~hhors ~ i t u r v ) .  

An Ebionite ideal picture of ‘James the brother of the 
Lord’ is given by Hegesippus (Eus. HE 223) who after 
saying that he received the, government of the church dith the 
apostles, continues thus : This apostle was consecrated from 
his mother’s womb. H e  drank neither wine nor strong drink 
and abstained from animal food. A razor never came upon hi: 
head, he never anointed with oil, and never used a bath. . . . 
H e  was in the habit of entering the tern le alone, and was often 
found upon his hended knees, . . . so t i a t  his knees became as 
a camel‘s in consequence of his habitual supplication.’ The 
position assigned to him in the church by Hegesippus accords 
with the statement in the pseudo-Clementine writings that he 
was the bishop of the holy church, the bishop of Jerusalem, 
episcoporr’m princeps, and archiepiscopus. 

According to Gal. 1 1 8  29 ,  Paul finds James (see 
CHRONOLOGY, $j 73f: ) holding a prominent place in the 
Christian community in Jerusalem along with Peter and 
John, and with these three, ‘reputed to be pillars,’ he 
came to an arrangement respecting his mission to the 
Gentiles. So great was the influence or the authority 
of James that Peter was controlled by him at  Antioch 
in the matter of eating with the Gentiles. For when 
‘ certain from James came, he drew back and separated 
himself, fearing them which were of the circumcision ’ 
(Gal. 212).  From this fact and from Paul’s statement 
that, yielding to the emissaries from James, ‘ the rest of 
the Jews dissembled,’ and ‘ even Barnabas was carried 
away with their dissimulation,’ the inference is obvious 
that this brother of Jesus was the acknowledged head 
of the Jewish-Christian party in the church of Jerusalem 
and a zealot for the strict observance of the Jewish law. 
Paul’s vehement argument with Peter at Antioch reveals 
no less clearly the attitude of James and his faction, than 
the position of Paul himself. The question was that 
of the validity of the Jewish law for Christiaris, and Paul 
exposes the kernel of the matter when he says : ‘ I do 
not make void the grace of God : for if righteousness is 
through the law, then Christ died for nought’ (Gal. 221). 
This is the historical account of the affair. The writer 
of Acts, however, whose aim it was to present the 
original apostles and James in a favourable light with 
reference to Paulinism, records events which would 
render the occurrences at Antioch improbable (I 11-12 
21 17-25 ; see, however, ACTS, 3 3). 

The testimony of antiquity leaves no doubt that James 
died a violent death at  the hands of Jewish zealots about 
the year 63. For the dramatic account of his martyr- 
dom given by Hegesippus see Eus. HE 223. Josephus 
relates that, during the interregnum between Festus 
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and Albinus, Ananias the high priest (see ANNAS [end]) 
called the Sanhedrin together, and having summoned 
James, secured his condemnation to death by stoning- 
an act for which he suffered the censure of the influential 
Jews, and was deprived of his office by Albinus. 

Important discussions of this subject may be found in Mayor 
The EgistZe of St. James; Alford Greeh ,Testament, 41  
Davidson, Zntr. ; Arnaud, Reckercds, etc., 51 ; Lightfoot, 
Essay on tke Brethren of th; Lord; Lumby, art. ‘ James ’ in 
EBP) ; Hilgenfeld, Einl. 7 5 .  Meyer’s Commentary, 15 ; 
Holtzmann, ZWT, ’87 aAd BL 3 ; Wieseler St. Kr. ’42 . 
Keim in BL ?,,art. Briider Jesu,’ ’69; La&e in PkEP); 
art. ‘ Jakohus 56; Immer in NT Theol. 282 ; and Credner, 

JAMES (EPISTLE). The object of this writing, 
which is with doubtful propriety called an epistle (see, 

EPISTOLARY LITERATURE, 
to emphasize the importance 

of practical Christianity and to encourage and 
strengthen its readers in their trials. 

The writer exhorts his readers to receive trials with joy, 
letting patience have its perfect work, and asking in faith for 
wisdom of God who giveth liberally (1 2.8). External conditions 
are without real significance. The man is blessed who endures 
temptation ; hut temptations are from within, and God tempts 
no man (19.18). Every man should be swift to hear and slow 
to sueak : but the doina of the word is of Daramount imnortance 

Einl 57if: (‘i6). 0. c. 

’‘ Contents’ 

should be kept, and men should speak and act as they who are 
ro ‘be judged by a law of li+ty ’(2 1-13). Faith without works 
is ‘dead’ and can ‘save no one, and by the examples of 
Abraham and Rahah those are shown to be in error who argue 
to the contrary (2 14-26). Inquisitive conceit of wisdom, The 
unbridled tongue, jealousy and faction are severely rebuked, 
and ‘the wisdom that is from above’ ig commended (3). The 
‘pleasures that war in the members’ are condemned as the 
source of contention in the churches, together with adultery, 
worldliness, and envy (4 1-10). Calumny and censoriousness 
are rebuked, and the eager pursuit of gain is shown to be folly 
in view of the brevity and uncertainty of life, which should he 
lived in a constant sense of dependence upon God (411-17). 
The rich are threatened who have heaped up corrupted’ riches, 
while the cry of the poor whom they have oppressed ‘has 
entered into the ears of the Lord of Sabaoth’ (51-6). The  
brethren are exhorted to patience in view of the ‘coming of the 
Lord ’ ( r a  o u d a  706 KUPL‘OU) which is ‘at hand ’ (5 7-11). Swear- 
ing is forlidden and prayer is recommended which if offered 
‘in faith,’ will sive the sick (5 12-18). ’ Finall;, he is’felicitated 
who ‘ converts a sinner from the error of his way’ (5 19J). 

The different parts of the writing are without logical 
connection, and it has been well characterised as ‘for 
the most part a loose joining of sayings which are not 
thought in this connection, but brought into it ready 
made’ (Wcizsacker). 

The address, ‘ t o  the twelve tribes who are of the 
disuersion ’ (CD I Pet. 1 I \  mav be at  least regarded as in 

\ L  , _ I  0 

2. Address. accord with the general Jewish-Christian 
character of the epistle, although its 

meaning and purpose are indeterminable. ‘ The 
twelve tribes’ qualified by ‘of the dispersion’ (&  72 
Graump@) can literally mean only the Jews living out- 
side Palestine ; but that the writer had Christians, not 
Jews, in mind is evident (2  I 5 7). Some expositors 
have sought to resolve this incongruity between the 
address and the contents of the epistle by assnming 
that the persons addressed were Jewish Christians, since 
Jewish Christians are called Jews in Gal. 213 and 
Hebrews in the superscription of the Epistle to the 
Hebrews and in patristic literature, just as Paul (Rom. 
11 13) designates the Gentile Christians as Q B q .  Whilst, 
however, the Jewish-Christian tendency of the epistle is 
unmistakable, it is difficult to find in it dccisive evidence 
that it was addressed esueciallv to Tewish Christians. . , .  

TIicrc is no pro’unl,ility tliiit there wcre churches composed 
wliol!). of Jewish cunvrrf, IO Cliri.tinnity in . the disper>ion, 
itn I 1 1  rtlijiig in the upi,tlc inclicaies i I n t  i t  \\.a? ;iddressed to n 
faction of the believers in general. The citation of example: 
from the O T  and the fhention of Abraham as ‘our father 
(2 zr-z~)proves nothing in view of Paul‘s usage (Rom. 4 I 12 16 
Gal. 3 16 29 ; see also Clem. Rom. 31 4). The use of mvaywyr j  
for a Christian assembly (22) was not confined to the Jewish 
Christians who according to Epiphanius(Haer. 30 m), employed 
it instead’of h q o r ‘ a .  Here it may mean no more than 
dwiuuvaywy i  in Heh. 1025 (see Harnack, Z W T ,  ‘76, p. 104J). 
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It is very improbable, moreover, that a writer 
addressing Jewish Christians should not only ignore the 
Mosaic Law and ritual, but also give prominence to  
’ the perfect law of liberty,’ evidently contrasting it with 
the former, and to the ‘ implanted word ’ (1 21 2s 2 I,) ,  

without any attempt to show the relation of these new 
conceptions to the ancient economy (see von Soden. 
HC iii. 2 161), 

Another incongruity between the address and the 
contents appears in the fact that whilst the former is 
general, there is in the latter constant reference to local 
and special conditions, as if the writer really had in 
mind a particular Christian ‘ assembly ’ (uuvaywy~)  
with whose errors and needs he was personally ac- 
quainted. 

The circumstances which he deDicts in detail cannot be  
supposed to have existed throu-l-outan extended territory, such 
as is indicated in the addresg (1 2 8  1 3 8  2 18 3 r 8  1 3 8  
4 18 13 ff. 5 18 14). 

If, on account of these incongruities the address be  
not judged to be fictitious and without significance in 
relation to the contents, it must be regarded as including 
Christians in general as the ‘true Israel,‘ as ‘the new, 
greater people of God, who have taken the place of the 
old’ (Gal. 616;  cp Barn. 46 1313 2 Clem. 22). The  
words ‘ of the dispersion’ may be, as Pfleiderer con- 
jectures, an imitation of I Pet. 11 with the omission of 
the local limitation. 

The relation of the epistle to the other NT writings 
and to early patristic literature is instructive with 

3. Relation reference to the question of its date and 

a. The epistle contains many remini- 
scences of the sayings of Testis, princi- 

to other authorship. 

writings’ 
pally of those collected in the First Gbspel, in the 
L Sermon on the Mount.‘ 

( 1 1 7 M t . S 1 1 ; l z o M t . 5 ~ ~ ~  lzzflAMt.7zrf:; 28Mk.1231; 

The uoints of contact with the Svnontic Gosuels do 
Z13Mt .57;  4rziV.It.1028; 5)mMt.534). 

, I  
not indicate a literary dependence upon them or an 
accurate knowledge of the words of Jesus. 

If the author was acquainted with our written Gospels, he  
cannot he said to have quoted from them, and he never refers to 
them or to Jesus as the source of the moral apophthegms in which 
his writing abounds. I t  is certainly a very vague and limited 
knowledge of ‘ the evangelic tradition’ that can be affirmed 
(with Holtzmann) on the ground of 1 6  compared with Mk. 
11 22-24, and 5 14 compared with Mk. G 13. The most that can 
be said in this relation is that the moral teachings contained in 
this tradition bad made an indistinct impression upon the mind 
of the writer. 

6. That the writer of James was acquainted with 
Rorn., I Cor., and Gal., there is little reason to doubt, 
though he makes no mentioii of these writings, and 
does not directly quote from them. 

Acquaintance with them is shown in faint reminiscences of 
their terminology and forms of expression and in declarations 
which are in apparently intentional opposition to teachings 
contained in them (1 zf: Rom. 5 3f: ; 1 13 I Cor. 10 13 ; 1 21 Rom. 
13 12; 1 22 Rom. 2 13; 2 IO Gal. 5 3 ;  2 19 I Cor. 8 4 ;  221  Gal. 36 
Rom. 43;  2 24 Rom. 328Gal. 216; 41 Rom. 613723; 4 4  Rom. 8 7 ’  
4 5 Gal. 5 17 ; 4 1.f: Rom. 2 T 144). The writer shows no om:  
prehension of the leading doctrines of Paul, and it is probable 
that the subtleties of the apostle were so foreign to his thought, 
that he could not understand them. Of the Pauline conception 
of the Messiahship of Jesus, his atoning sacrifice, and his resur- 
rection (in which was the hope of the resurrection of believers 
at  the Parousia), and of the profound Pauline mysticism, there 
is no trace of even a reminiscence in the epistle. There is 
only a reference to the Parousia which shows a merely external 
apprehension of it (5 73) .  

c. Acquaintance with the Epistle to the Hebrews i s  
not improbable. 

This may he argued on the ground of 2 17 20 16 compared 
with Heb. 6 I 9 14 (vmpci ‘dead’ applied in the one case to 
faith and in the other to works), of 3 18, compared with Heb. 
12 II (Kapvbs 6 ~ ~ a r o o $ v q l s  Iv & p < q  ‘the fruit of righteousness . . . in peace’ and aaprrbs e;pqvcxb; 6 r ~ a r o o S v q ~  ‘the peaceable 
fruit ~ . . of righteousness’), and of 2 25, the example of Rahah, 
compared with Heb. 11 31. Other points of contact with Heb. 
are found in 1 17 (cp Heh. 12 g), 3 I (cp Heh. 5 IZ), 4 15 (cp 
Heb. 6 3), 5 10 (cp Heb. 13 7). 

d. The relation of James to I Pet. necessitates the 
hypothesis of a literary dependence, and it is a disputed 
question to which the priority should be accorded. 
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Cp 1 I with I Pet. 1 I, 1 zf: with I Pet. 16$, 1 IO with I Pet. 

124, 118 with I Pet. 123, 1 ZI with I Pet. 2 I $, 2 7 with 
I Pet. 4 14-16, 46-10 with I Pet. 5 5-9 5 8 3  with I Pet. 47,  5 20 
with I Pet. 4 x). Expositors have 'generally maintained the 
dependence of I Pet. upon James ; but W. Briickner has shown 
with probability the priority of the former, by a careful study of 
the parallel pa9sages (ZWT, '74, p. 533 $), and has been 
followed by Holtzmann, Pfleiderer, and von Soden. (See also 
Grimm, St. ICY., '72, p. 6923) 

e. Dependence on the Apocalypse is at least probable. 
Cp 2 5 with Rev. 2 9, 1 IZ with Rev. 2 IO, 5 9 with Rev. 3 20. 

Pfleiderer decidesfor the priorityof the portion of the Apocalypse 
(dating from the time of Hadrian) which contains these passages 
and thinks that the writer of James in appealing to the divind 
promise (1 12) must have had Rev. 2 IO in mind (Das Urchrist. 
857). Yolter, however, reverses the relation (Die Enfsfeh. d. 
Apok. 183). 
f: The contacts with I Clem. do not show 'incon- 

testably' the use of James by the author of that epistle. 
The two most important passages are found in I Pet. which 

may have been a common source for the writers of James and 
I Clem. (cp Clem. 30 2 with I Pet. 5 5 Jas. 4 6, Clem. 49 5 with 
I Pet. 4 8  Jas. 5 20); I Clem. 1020 (cp Jas. 2 z3) is explicable 
from Rom. 4 3 ; and 38 6 and 17 I$ do not necessarily presuppose 
an acquaintance of the writer with Jas. 223 and 5 IO. If, 
however, the use of James in this case be conceded, the 
indeterminable date of I Clem. (probably 93.125) excludes any 
conclusion for the early composition of the former. 

g. The points of agreement between the Shepherd of 
Hermas and James necessitate the conclusion that one 
of them is dependent upon the other ; but it is not 
clear to which the priority should be assigned. 

Pfleiderer is perhaps too positive that it probably helongs to 
Herm. (cp 4 7 with Herm. Mand. 12 5 ; 4 12 with Herm. illand. 
12 6 Sim. 9 23). 

h. The author of James was acquainted with the LXX, hut 
not with the Heh. text of the OT. Theile has shown him 
to have been familiar with Ecclns. and Wisdom, and probable 
points of contact with Philo have been pointed out. 

The acquaintance of the author with some of the 
Pauline eoistles. the Darticulars of which have alreadv 

I . I  

4. Doctrine of b&n given, must be regarded as in- 
Justitication, contestably established by the criticism 

of this writing. in regard to which so 
_I " 

many disputed questions still remain unsettled. The 
most indisputable point of contact with Pauliuism 
occurs in the short section in which the writer discusses 
the doctrine of justification (2 14-26). The twofold 
prepossession against admitting that the canon of the 
NT contains pseudonymous writings and contradictory 
teachings has led to the confusion of a problem which 
would otherwise have found an easy solution. For if 
the same critical method shonld be applied here that is 
employed in similar cases from the consideration of 
which such prepossessions are absent, there can be no 
doubt that a general agreement among scholars would 
result. The case in question is not a vague allusion to 
faith and works in general, which might be accounted 
for on the ground of Jewish ideas and terms known by 
the writer of the epistle without dependence upon Paul, 
but a pointed reference to a distinctly Pauline doctrine 
and the employment of the apostle's terminology and 
very words. Paul declares explicitly : ' W e  reckon 
therefore that a man is justified (6tKaroDuOar) by faith 
apart from the works of the law' (Rom. 328) and ' a  
man is not justified by the works of the law . . . even 
we believed on Christ Jesus, that we might be justified 
by faith in Christ, and not by the works of the 
law' (Gal. 2r6) .  He cites the case of Abraham, and 
affirms that this patriarch was justified not by works, 
but by faith (Rom. 4 1  Gal. 36) .  On the contrary, the 
writer of James declares that ' a  man is justified 
(6 tKaroDrm) by works, and not by faith only' (224), and 
as if to reply to the advocates of Paulinism by employing 
the very example adduced by their master he affirms 
that Abraham was justified by works (221-23). He 
also turns to his purpose the case of Rahab employed 
in an opposite sense by the Pauline writer of Heb. 
In the declaration that a man is not justified by faith 
only (pu6vov) is implied the doctrine of the co-operation 
of faith and works in justification, which is expressed in 
the words regarding Abraham ; ' Faith wrought with 
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his works, and by works was faith made perfect ' (2 22). 
This is essentially a justification 8.$ clpywv in opposition 
to the Pauline xwpls  @ywv, according to the declaration 
concluding this section ; ' For as the body apart from 
the spirit is dead, even so faith apart from works 
(xwpis  clpywu, the Pauline terminology) is dead.' To 
Paul, however, the Gospel was ' the power of God 
unto salvation to every one that believeth,' i .e. ,  faith in 
itself or xwpis clpywv had a saving efficacy (Rom. 116)- 
an affirmation which is pointedly denied in James 
(I+ 6dvarat $ d u n s  uL;)uu~ adibv, 214). Paul could 
never, like our author, as Kern has pointed out, have 
made salvation depend upon faith and works, because 
faith in his sense included works-ie., a new life. 

The difference of the two points of view has been well stated 
by Schwegler : With Paul faith because it justifies is the 
source of good works ; with James faith because it is the source 
of good works and shows itself alive in them has a justifying 
efficacy. With Paul justification is conditional upon faith or 
better, justification and faith are present a t  the same time wiihin 
the man, and works proceed out of the justification in faith. 
with James justification proceeds from the works in which fait6 
shows itself to be alive. With Pan1 justification comes between 
faith and works ; with James works come between faith and 
justification' (Nachaj. Zeit. 1429). 

Nothing could have been further from Paul's thought 
than to depreciate good works; but he did not think 
that the justifying judgment of God was determined by 
them, for as Luther, rightly apprehending the Pauline 
thought, says, 'faith lies at the bottom of the heart, 
and God looks to the bottom of the heart.' (Cp 
W. Grimm, 2 WT, '70, p. 379.) However, the different 
views of faith and justification entertained by the two 
men are not of special importance for our purpose. 
(An admirable statement of them has been made by 
von Soden in JPT, '84.) Whether the author of 
James wrote for readers who, as he supposes, misunder- 
stood Paul's teachings, or whether, as is more probable, 
he did not himself correctly apprehend them, the 
important fact is that he betrays unmistakably a 
dependence upon Rom. and Gal. Holtzmann is not 
too positive in saying that ' there is no more direct sort 
of polemics than the verbal citation of a formula 
(6tKatoDuOac CK T~CTTEWS Iu6yov, 224), supplied with a 
definite negation ' (EinL ('4 509). If the expedient of 
Weiss, adopted from Neander, be allowed, that the 
writer of James was in this section combating a Jewish- 
Christian prejudice rather than a Pauline doctrine (the 
epistle being assumed to have been written before the 
time of Paul), the conflict of teaching would still remain. 
There is, however, scarcely a probability in favour of 
this supposition in view of the employment in James of 
the unique Pauline terminology. 

The composition of the epistle in the apostolic age, 
md, as is generally supposed by those who assign it to . - -  
5. Date aid this period, by- James, the hrGher of 
authorship. Jesus, is rendered very improbable by 

several internal features, which have been 
Fepeatedly pointed out. The legalistic point of view of 
lames, one of the ' pillars ' of the church in Jerusalem, 
s not indicated. The question of the relation of Jews 
and Gentiles, which agitated the early church, is not re- 
:erred to. ' The Judaistic controversy seems accordingly 
:o have died out and the vbpos r&A~ios 6 res &hev6%ppias 
1' perfect law of freedom '1 (1 25) to have been actoally 
dentical with the new and transformed law of a 
Jhristianity already becoming Catholic. ' The lament- 
lble condition of the churches which is depicted-too 
nuch teaching, the unbridled tongue, worldliness, 
leference to the rich and scorn 'of the poor, an eager- 
less for trade and gain, ' jealousy and faction,' ' wars 
ind fightings,' and the absence of the wisdom that is 
rom above-is not by any means that of primitive 
Zhristianity. 

An indication of a late date is found in 5 13-15, where 
;upernatural healing of the sick is effected through ' the 
klders,' that is, the official body of presbyters ( I  Tim. 
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JAMES (EPISTLE) JAMLECH 
In the earlier church the power to effect 'healings' and 'the 

working of miracles ' pertained to believers indiscriminately 
<I Cor. 129,K). The embodiment of the function in an official 
class indicates a considerable development of ecclesiastical 
organisation. Cp SPIRITUAL GIFTS. 

The writer was not, moreover, familiar with primitive 
Christianity on its doctrinal side. He mentions, indeed, 
as before remarked, the Parousia, and calls Christ ' the 
Lord of Glory' (21). The Christological question, how- 
ever, included much more than this in the early Church 
-the life, the atoning death, the resurrection of Jesus, 
and the testimony of the OT to his Messiahship. That 
the 'brother of Jesus,' living at the time when these 
,doctrines were taking form, should not have referred to 
them even in a hortatory epistle is scarcely~probable. 
Moreover, the good Greek style of the epistle, despite 
Schleiermacher's strictures upon it, is hardly such as 
could be expected of the son of Joseph and Mary. 

Spitta has recently undertaken to show that the epistle is not 
a Christian, but a Jewish, work (Der Brief des Juko6us, '96); 
The ' only specifically Christian ' passages, Kai ~ u p i o u  'Iyuou 
X~LUTOO ('and of the Lord Jesus Christ ' 1 I) and ypiru 'IyvoO 
XPLUTOO our [Lord] Jesus Christ,' 2 I), :re regarded as inter- 
,p?lations, and the interpretation of the entire book is conducted 
with reference to parallels drawn from the Jewish literature. 
'The hypothesis of interpolations, however, is somewhat arbitrary. 
the section on faith and works (214-26) presupposes the Paulini 
doctrine and an acquaintance with Paul's writings, as has been 
shown in the course of this article; and the relation of the 
epistle to the N T  literature is adverse to the early date assigned 
to it by Spitta. Moreover the terminology in+reference,to 
,eschatology is unmistakably )Christian. See ews n l s  liapouuias 
706 xupiou ('until the coming of the Lord,' 57) and 6 liapouula 
70; K U P ~ O U  ~ W L K W  (I the coming of the Lord \s at  hand,' 58). 
The parallels referred to in Enoch do not contain this terminology. 
Spitta's hypothesis, though defended with great learning and 
acumen can hardly be regarded as established. 

Von Soden (in HC, 'g8), rejecting Spitta's hypothesis, pre- 
sents a new one of his own. The two sections, complete in them- 
selves, 31-18 and 411-56, show no sort of accord with Christian 
writings or ideas. The former might he regarded as an essay of 
.an Alexandrian scribe and the latter as'a fragment from a 
Jewish apocalypse. Although they may have come from the 
same pen, they betray a different mind in tone, language, and 
manner of apprehending things. Other parts of the epistle give 
the impressiou that sayings elsewhere formulated are grouped 
on the ground of a general relationship of their contents or of 
their reference to that with which the author was occupied. 
Whilst Christian tones are wanting in the sections referred to, 
in the others notes of accord with Paul and I Pet. are frequent 
(cp 12-4 12 1821 21 5 8 14-26 41-6 IO). Of the forty words 
in James foreign to the N T  there are outside 81-18 411-56 
.only six : puliapla and &$UTOS in 1 2 1  ; XpuuO8aK~v'hros, lipouo- 
lioh&urqs dvehsos, + j p e p o s  in chap. 2. It is probable there- 
fore, that in combating the impro rieties in Christian'circles 
known to him the writer called to !is aid reminiscences out of 
his Jewish pekod, while he contributed of his own only some 
thoughts chiefly found in chaps. 1 and 2, showing here, how- 
ever, the influence of his Jewish materials in choice of words, 
tone, and style. Parallels to this procedure are found in the 
Didache the epistle of Barnahas, the reception of apocalyptic 
fragmenls in Rev., and the Pauline anthologies from the OT. 
From this point of view it is believed that justice will more easily 
he done to the epistle, the loose connection and the defective 
arrangement will be less censured, and the absence of specifically 
Christian expressions, as well as the retirement of the book a s  
soon as Greek influence prevailed in Christendom, will be better 
understood. 

The 
author, indeed, does not conceal his repugnance to 
doctrinal disputations, and the judgment is well grounded 
which finds that the episode regarding faith and works 
was written not so much with a doctrinal purpose, as 
to enforce the fundamental practical object of the writing 
-to recommend the wisdom that is from above as more 
desirable than riches and earthly knowledge. If the 
Christianity which the author defends has, as Hilgenfeld 
maintains, an Essene colouring in such teachings as 
those regarding mercy (213),  the oath (512), riches 
(1 IO$ 25), trade (4 131, and governing the tongue (1 19 
3 3 3 ) ,  an Ebionite tendency is more certainly shown 
in his predilection for the poor and his opposition to the 
rich, and in his disinclination to teaching, worldly 
wisdom, and theories of faith. (See the Ebionite points 
of agreement with the Clem. Hom. in Immer, A'T 
Theol. 428). Whether his points of contact with the 
Shepherd of Hermas prove his use of that writing or 
not, the similarities of the two works, which Pfleiderer 

The epistle is poor in doctrinal expressions. 

has pointed out, give great weight to this scholar's 
opinion that 'certain it is that both writings presuppose 
like historical circumstances, and, from a similar point 
of view, direct their admonitions to their contemporaries, 
among whom a lax worldly-mindedness and unfruitful 
theological wrangling threatened to destroy the religious 
life ' (Das Urchrist. 868). Holtzmann characterises this 
as I the right visual angle ' for the judgment of the 
epistle (2 WT, '92, p. 66). The latter scholar concludes 
that in his formulation both of the conception of the 
law and of that of Christology the writer's thought 
reaches in its objective points into Catholic Christianity. 

It may be regarded as far more probable that the 
epistle is a product of the second century, perhaps later 
than I Peter, than that it was written in the apostolic 
age by the brother of Jesus. Perhaps in his polemic 
against faith the writer had in mind an 'ultra-Pauline 
Gnosis ' which he may or may not have discriminated 
from genuine Paulinism. 

The place from which the epistle was written is 
indeterminable ; but the opinion that it originated in 
Rome has great probability in its favour on account of 
the contacts with Heb., Clem. Rom., and Herm. 

The epistle did not fare well as to recognition in the 
early Church. The Canon of Muratori omits it. The 
6. CanonicitF earliest trace of an acquaintance with 

it is found in Irenaeus, who refers to 
Abraham as ' the friend of God ' (Jas. 2 23) ; but he does 
not mention the epistle. From Tertullian's silence 
regarding the epistle it must be concluded that he either 
was unacquainted with it, or knowing it, regarded it as 
spurious. Eusebius, in writing of it as an historian, 
classifies it among the controverted books, and says 
that it is reckoned spurious, and that not many of the 
ancients have mentioned it. Yet in his commentary on 
the Psalms he quotes it as ' the holy apostle's.' Doubt- 
ful traces of its use by Clem.Alex. are found in his 
writings, although he is said by Eusebius to have 
written commentaries on all the Catholic epistles. 
Good reasons, however, for doubting his acquaintance 
with it are given by Salmon (Zntrod. L?J NT 449). 
Origen knew and quoted an epistle of which he spoke 
doubtfully as said to be James's (+epopLtvq S 'ICLK. 
P?rruToh?j). Jerome, while acknowledging its genuine- 
ness, remarks that it was said to have been published 
by another in the name of James, though it gradually 
acquired authority. It is contained in the Pesh., and 
Ephrem accepted it as the work of James, the brother 
of Jesus. 

The most important commentaries on the epistle are those of 
Schneckenburger (132) Theile ('33) Kern ('38) Ewald ('70), 

(Erhnann ('81) b. Soden ('g6), and Mayor 
7. Literature. ('92). Special investigations are contained 

in the B i d .  of Credner, De Wette, Holtz- 
mann, Hilgenfeld, Zahn, and in the Zntroductions of Salmon 
and Davidson. Notewortby articles on the epistle are those of 
Kern ( T C h  2.f: TheoZ., 35 also rinted separately), Grimm 
(ZIVT, '70), Hilgenfeld (i6., '73) 2 Briickner (3 '74) Holtz- 
mann (i&, '82, 'gz) ,  KISpper (i6:, '85) von Soden)(JPk, '84), 
Haupt (St. Kr., '83), Usteri (ih, '89): Schwartz (i6 'gr), and 
W. C. van Manen, Th. T 28 478-496 ('94), on the &e of tho 

JAMIN (I'P: ; on name cp BENJAMIN ; only in P 
and post-exilic writings ; I&M[~]! N [BADFL]). 

I. b. Ram, a Jerahmeelite (I Ch. 227, r a p s w  [AI). See JERAH. 

2. h. SIMEON (Gen. 46 IO Ex. G 15, capsip [Ll, Nu. 26 12 

3. A Levhe(?) present a t  the reading of the law under Ezra, 
Neh. 8 7 (om. BNA)=I Esd,948, ADINUS tg.v.1 (ra8[elrvos[BAl, 
Lapv  

JAMLECH (q$p!, ' [God] gives dominion,' 53, but 
cp JERAHMEEL, 5 4 j ) ,  a Simeonite chieftain, temp. 

1 @BAL finds a place-name ' Jamin' in Josh. 177 (rap[ps]iv) 
where MT has jV?V(-h), and inserts it as a proper-name be- 
tween Abner and Ahiel in IS. 1451 (&F [sliap~iv, cp the 
question arising out of Saul's genealogy in I S. 9 I). Cp also 6 ' s  
reading for on,:? in Gen. 3624 (see ANAH, 3). 

epistle. 0. c. 

AIEEL, 5 2. 

I Ch. 424); Jaminites, Nu. 2612, *;PI; b ~ a p [ r l ~ t e l ~  [BAL]). 
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JAMNIA JANNES AND JAMBRES 
aids pronunciation as in the case of ApSppp (see AMRAM). Se 
Buxtorff Lex. ChZd. e t  TaZw. col. 945. Iavvrjs can be readily 
explaineh as Hebrew, for 'Iavvrjs or 'Iwduvqs would correspond 
with Johanan ( ~ ~ n > , ) . l  In  the Hebrew sources, however, the 
names are not always so spelt. In  Bab. Talm. Minrichbfh, 85a, we 
find the forms NiCni *~n i?  ; but in the Jer. Targ. the names a re  
more similar to those in Timothy. There are several spellings 
even within the Targum itself. Ex. 11s D>>D'~ ~ * j * ;  E?. 7 IT, 
Dq>n*i D y  ; Nu. 22 22, pin*) D * J ~  (These spellings are cited 
from the editio prince s Venice 1695 and they are all confirmed 
by the valuable M i  'Brit. dnsenh, Add. 27031.) In other 
Jewish works the spehng of the names is even less uniform, 
so that we even find Joannes and Ambrosius (Shalsheleth 
Hakkabbala), and also three names instead of two Jonos 
Juchne, and Mamhre (see SchSttgen, NOYE Ue6r. on z ?im. 3 8): 

There .is another tenable theory as to the origin of 
the names. Lauth (Moses der Edraev, 77) held that 
they are Egyptian, Jannes meaning 'Scribe' and 
Mambres 'Gift of the Sun God (Heliodorus).' J. 
Freudenthal (Alezunder Po&histor, 173) also regards 
the names as Graecised-Egyptian. Freudenthal indeed 
traces the whole story to a Hellenistic Egyptian source, 
though one of the names occurs (perhaps) in Pliny ( H N  
xxx. ~ I I ) , ~  and in Apuleius (Apol. c. 90, ed. Hilde- 
brand).3 The fullest citation in a pagan source is from 
Numenius (Eus. Prap. Ev. 9 8) .  Freudenthal considers. 
it probable that Numenius derived his statement from 
Artapanos, a Hellenist who wrote in Alexandria in the 
second century B.C. (Schiirer, however, contests this, 
but on inconclusive grounds). Ewald (GVI  PP)rr28, 
ET289,  n. I )  also treats the names as ancient, and 
well compares the Hebrew p'nuin (see MAGIC, Q 2)  
with Numenius's i ~ p p o y p ~ p p ~ d ~ .  Ewald would thus. 
agree with Lauth in holding that the names are the 
Egyptian equivalents for ' Scribes ' in general. 

'The explanation of the names, apart from their 
etymology, has given rise to many conjectures, some of 
2. Explanation. them quite worthless. Iselin, who 

agrees with Freudenthal as to the  
origination of the story with Artapanos, thinks that the 
names were due to a mistaken reading ( w m  R i m )  in 
Gen. 1413 (see MAMRE). He  cites also I Macc. 936, 
oi vi02 'Ia,@peiv (Iupppr [K"], 'ApLppi [ W a s  c.b 1'id,)])8 
h~ M$upd, Medeba being situate in the old land of 
the Amorites ( Z W T ,  '94, p. 325). See JAMBRI. 
(Iselin gives a useful collection of the Syriac occur- 
rences of the names.) Geiger (Urschr. 474). using 
the same passage in I Macc., regards the names 
as Maccabaean, ' Jambres ' alluding to the ' sons of 
Jambri ' (but the reading thus assumed is very doubtful), 
and Jannes the inhabitants of Jamnia. These nationaL 
enemies gave the names to the opponents of Moses. 
Levy (Chuld. CVB., s. ZI. IJ'J-) suggests that John the 
Baptist and Jesus were meant. Kohut (Aruch Corn- 
pletum, s . ~ .  ~ 9 3 9  and ~ ~ n i ' )  compares the Persian demons, 
Janaya and Vyambura. Jastrow suggests Januarius 
and Janus. Such suggestions are mere guesses. Levy's 
theory that Mainre was chosen because of its meaning 
' Apostate,' has, however, found considerable accept- 
ance. So too, it is easy to connect DY with the Rab- 
binical >I*, ' to vex or mislead.' 

Of the Jewish statements about Jannes and Jambres, 
the onlv features that seem ancient are the bare names. 

Hezekiah (I Ch. 4 3 4 :  IEMOAOX [Bl, AMAAHK [AI, 
E B A C I A E Y C E N  [LI). 

JAMNIA(IAMN[E]IA[AKVI; IMacc. 415, I A N N E I A C  
[AI, I A M I N E I A C  [K"]; 558  ( A M N E I A N  [K" I precedes]; 
1069  1540 2i%cc. 1 2 8 4 0 ;  Judith 228, IEMNAA [KC,a], 
-N [B] [see JLMNAAN]; I A M N E I A .  Jos.; cp Jamnites, 
I A M N I T A I  [AV], 2 Macc. 128 $),l the Greek name of 
Jabneh, is derived from the form ;13)3', found in the 
Jerusalem Talm. (Frankel, Yomtudien zzi der Sept. 104, 
108). See JABNEEL, I. 

JANAI ('>Y), I Ch. 512 RV, AV JAANAI. 

JANIM (P'J:), Josh. 1553 RV; AV, following Kt., 

JANNA, RV JANNAI ( I A N N A I  [Ti. WH]), an 
See 

JANUM. 

ancestor of Joseph, Mary's husband (Lk. 324). 
GENEALOGIES ii. § 3. 

and on bilingual coins $Xt;1 \nXV, showing that 'K3' 
' Jannai ' is a contraction of jn31' ' Jonathan ' ) . 2  The 
first Asmonzan king of Judaea recognised on the coins, 
third son of John Hyrcanus, and successor of Aristobulus 
I. (104-78 B.C.), Jos. Ant. xiii. 12-15, BY 14. He has 
been supposed by some to be referred to in Pss. 2 and 
110 ; but the general impression produced on theancients 
by his character cannot surely have been very different 
from that which modern students receive from it. He 
was not a sovereign like Simon the Maccabee or John 
Hyrcnnus, either of whom might conceivably have 
received a religious poet's encominm. He  ' was during 
his reign of twenty-six or twenty-seven years almost 
constantly involved in foreign or in civil wars, which for 
the most part were provoked by his own wilfulness, 
and resulted by no means invariably in his favour.'3 
' It could only be with deep-seated resentment that pions 
Jews could look on and see a wild warrior like Alexander 
Jannzens discharging the duties of high priest in the holy 
place, certainly not with the conscientious and pains- 
taking observance of the ordinances regarded by the 
Pharisees as divine. ' 

The bitter spirit of Is. 25 .of: may seem to belong to 
an adherent of Alexander Jannzeus; but here again 
Duhm's tendency to  throw everything that he can into 
a very late period may lead him astray (cp Smend, 
Z A  T W ,  '84, pp. 209, 212). Much more plausible is the 
view that there are veiled references to Jannaeus in parts 
of the book of Ecclesiastes (see ECCLESIASTES, I T ) .  
The king spoken of was at any rate not unlike Jannaeus 
(who was called Thmcidus 'for his extreme cruelty,' 
Jos. Ant. xiii. 142), and the difficulty of placing Ecclesi- 
astes in the Persian period is becoming more generally 
felt. 

[Ti. W H ;  var. M A M B P H C ] )  In zTini. 38 two 

JANNXUS, ALEXANDER ('KY ; also 'KY +n, 

JA-NNES AND JAMBRES ( I A N N H C  K A I  I A M B ~ H C  

1. Origin of Egyptian magicians, who ' withstood 
the names. Moses' (Ex. 78f:) are named, though 

elsewhere the opponents of Moses are 
anonymous. The author of 2 Tim. may, as Theodoret 
held, have derived the names from oral tradition ; but it 
is not improbable that there existed a small apocryphal 
narrative with a title corresponding to the ' Jannes et 
Mambres liber' mentioned by Origen (Mt. 279) and 
the ' Liber, qni appellatur Pcenitentia Jamnis et 
Mambre, apocryphus' cited in the Decree of Gelasius 
(cp Schiirer, GYV 3P) 292 f. ; Fabricius, Cod. Pseud- 

VT 1813-825 2 105-111). 
I t  will be noted that the names given in these Latin titles 

differ from the accepted reading in 2 Tim. The Codices, how- 
ever, sometimes offer the reading Ma@,+ for the second name. 
Most modern authorities accept this reading and regard the 
name as equivalent to the Hebrew K-,nn (see MAMRE) ; the p 

1 b N  has LapLav for 'Persia' in Judith 1 7. 
2 Cp R&i wze;z'ri, 85 6; Mi&. Y. on Eccles. 9 IO. 
3 Schiir. Hisf.  129jf: 
4 Z6id. 300. 
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8. Jewish In the Talmud (MZndch. 8 5 n )  Johanan 
and Mamre, thinking that Moses is a 
magician like themselves (so Koran ZS), 

retort, ' Dost thou bring corn or straw to Afraim?'4 
(evidently a city where corn abounded ; perhaps a town 
in Samaria; Neub. Gdogr. 155). The Jer. Targ. 
makes Jannes and Jamhres sons of Balaam, who advised 
the prevention of the birth of Moses (Ex. 1 IS) ,  opposed 

1 On the other hand JANNAZUS (T.v.), 3 ~ 1 > ,  is a contraction of 
Jonathan. 

2 [est et alia magices factio a Mose et Janne et Lotape ac 
Judieis pendens.] 

3 [Carinondas vel Damigeron, vel is Moses, vel Jannesi vel 
Apollonius vel ipse Dardanus, vel quicumque alius . . . inter 
magos celebratus est.] 

4 [For a similar proverb cp FISH, 5 7.1 
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JANOAH 
him in Egypt ( ~ I I ) ,  and accampanied Balaam on his 
journey to Balak (Nu. 2222). These statements are 
not real traditions; they are built up from words in 
the text, after the manner of Midrash. According to 
some Midrashim, Jannes and Jambres perished in the 
Red Sea (Mid. Vuyyusha'), according to others they 
joined the Israelites among the ' inixed multitude ' 
( TunchQma to Ex. 321), and died in the tumult after 
the incident of the golden calf ( YuZkQf Rl'btnZi). The 
Zohar (13th cent.) has several references to Jannes and 
Jambres, but they are of no antiquity. The fullest 
consecutive narrative is to be found in the Sepher 
HayySsh2r (11th or 12th cent.). 

See I. Abrahams? ' The Rod of Moses,' in 'Papers of Jews' 
College Lit. SOC., 1887. For further Christian references, 
which, like the Jewish, add nothing authentic to Timothy, cp 
Schiirer, loc. cit. 1. A. 

JANOAH (nil:, ' resting-place' ?-but see below). 
I..AV Janohah. A point on the eastern border of 
Ephraim (Josh. 166f: ; L U Y W K U ,  paxw ,(?)-in Josh. 167 
nnri?-[B], t a rw [A], - X U  [L]). According to the Ononza- 
sticun (26759 13320) it lay 12 R.m. E. of Neapolis, 
in AKRABATTINE ; the definition is almost exact (E. 
should be SE.). It is mod. Z<h. Yiinzin (see GuCrin, 
Sum. 26 $; Rob. BR 4297). On a rocky hill to the 
NE. is the praying-place of Neby Nzin. It  was not 
uncommon to give the ancient names of ruined towns 
to supposed Moslem saints; in the present instance, 
however, YEnzin has become the prophet Nan. Here, 
no doubt, was the chief high place of Janoah. 

2. A town in N. Israel, depopulated by Tiglath- 
pileser (2 K. 1529, avtwx [B], cavwx [AL]). It is men- 
tioned between Abel-beth-maacah and Kedesh, and has 
been identified by GuBrin (Gal. 2371 f.) with Hunin 
(famous for its old fortress and for its view), and with 
more plausibility by Conder with Yiinzih, a village 6 m. 
E. of Tyre (PEFM 15196). Apparently Janoah was a 
frontier city towards the Tyrian territory. The present 
writer has conjectured (Acad.,  July 6, '96) that it is 
the city of Yenu'amn, which is mentioned in the Israel- 
inscription of MernGptah and elsewhere in the Egyptian 
records, and appears in one of the Amarna letters 
as Yinuamma (Wi. 1428). In the letter referred to 
some one reports to the king of Egypt that this city ' has 
fallen away and barred the gate behind him.' Yenu- 
'amp must have been a rich town, for Thotmes 111. 
endowed the temple of Amun at Thehes with an annual 
sum to be paid by this and two other cities (Brugsch, 
GA 329). There is an Egyptian picture given, by 
Rosellmi and W. M. Muller which shows its position. 
I t  lay by a small lake, and was surrounded by forests 
in which the conquered enemies took refuge. It  is 
difficult to think that such an important place-name as 
Yenu'amu or Yinuamma has not (like other equally 
ancient n"aes) survived. 

According to the theory here adopted, YenuHmv is not a 
compound of oyj (oy) ", Hommel; cp Yinnamma), hut is 
equivalent to ~yn1y. In Kings this name was shortened into 
nii- (Janoah), just as nna' (Jepthah) is shortened from 5~ nnp. 
That n before y is not reproduced in the Egyptian form Yenu- 
'amu need not surely surprise us; it would have been very 
troublesome to an Egyptian to pronounce the name accurately. 
The  alternative explanation y n1y (E. Meyer, Z P T W 6 7 ) .  is 
philologically less probable.1 lermont-Ganneau's identification 
of Yeuu'amy with the southern town of Naamah of Josh. 15 41 
(Rm. Arch. 29 127) is also linguistically improbable. Naville 
(Eec. de travaux 20 ['981) seeks for the site near Gezer and 
would even identify it with Jahneel ; but this, too, seem's un- 
likely. T. K. C .  

JANUM, RV Janim (PI' Kt., D$l! Kr. : Josh. 
1553 ; IEMAEIN [B], IANOYM [AL]), an unidentified 
locality in the hill-country of Judah, in the neighbour- 
hood of BETH-TAPPUAH. Read perhaps ]W, ' Jamin.' 

JAPHETH (ng; ; l&+Ee [BADEL]), son of Noah 

1 313, ' to dwell,' is doubtful. Hab. 2 5 and Ps. 68 13 [x4] are 
corrupt. 
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JAPHIA 
(Gen. 5 3 2 ,  etc. ; see HAM), and ancestor of the peoples 
1. References. N. and W. of Palestine (Gen. 102.5, P). 

That he was generally regarded as 
Noah's youngest son is shown by the constant order 
of the three brothers, and is in harmony with 1021, 
where @ is not to be followed (see SBOT, and cp Bu. 
Urgesch. 3 0 4 8 ) .  It is true that in 924 ' his youngest 
son' means Ham, or rather Canaan (see HAM i .) ,  
and that the narrative 920-27 belongs no doubt to an 
earlier stratum of narrative than the other passages; 
but the narrow sense in which Shem. Japheth, and 
Ham are used here was' abandoned by later writers, 
who made Japheth the youngest son, and the ancestor 
of remote northern peoples. In the early narrative 
Japheth (if we suppose that he was really mentioned in it) 
may represent the Phcenicians (so Bu.), who are to 
be distinguished from the Canaanites, though they 
dwelt in the land of Canaan. Wellhausen (CH 15) 
less plausibly suggests the Philistines. It is very prob- 
able, however, that the mention of Japheth (u. 23) and 
the accompanying blessing (u. 27) are later insertions. 
The words ' he shall dnell in the tents of Shem' may 
conceivably allude to the conquests of the Greeks, 
' Shem' being taken in the later enlarged sense (Duhm's 
suggestion, adopted by Bertholet, Die Stellung der 
Ismeliten, 76 f: , 198). The narrative gains consider- 
ably by the omission of Japheth. The division of the 
world into three parts caused the troublesome insertion. 

In explaining the name it is well to follow the analogy 
of Shem, which was doubtless a personal, not an ethnic, 

name. Japhetg (n!;, yepheth) is usually 
2* meaning Of explained in accordance with Gen. 927, 

'Let God enlarge ( n n ,  yu$ht) Japheth.' the name. 
It  seems unlikely, however, that a'stem so unusual in 
this sense as an9 (piithiih) would have been chosen. 
Since the names Shem, Canaan, Japheth, are doubt- 
less older than the poetic oracles, and there are other 
cases in which we may hold that old names have become 
mutilated (cp SHEM, HAM, NOAH), it is not too bold to 
suppose that n p  is a fragmentary form of 5~ nm: 
(yz$htu& 'd), 'God opens' (cp the old name Japhti'-Addi 
in Am. Tub.). nna (piitha&) is a word well adapted for 
legendary heroes (see JEPHTHAH), and 'enlargement' is a 
blessing equallyfit for the Phcenicians and for the father of 
so many races as Japheth, one of which was the conquer- 
ing Javan. Fiirst's and Budde's explanation, ' beauty,' 
from 359 (yiijhiih), accepted by D. S. Margoliouth 
(Hastings' DB 254gb), is not in accordance with analogy, 
and is rightly rejected by Dillmann. 

Of quite another order is the theory of E. Meyer, who 
connects Japheth with the name Icaft, in hieroglyphic 
texts=Cilicia. ' I h a e ~ o s  is a Cilician deity; see PHm- 
NICIA, and cp CAPHTOR, §§ 3, 4. 

Kaft andtlsi-ia. Cilicia andCyprus-represented the western 
quarter of the world to the Egyptians. But the mutilation of 
Kaft into Yaft is improbable and we expect a purely personal 
name. Sanskrit comparisons )(Lenormant, On3nes,  ii. 1 191 f;) 
are nowadays discredited. 

JAPHIA (P'Y), a border city of Zebulun, mentioned 
between Daberath (Daazirzph) and Gath-hepher (e& 
Meshhed) ; Josh. 19x2. 

Pi's readings are +ayyaL [Bl bu+uyaL [AI ia++ie [Ll ; Eus. 
(Onom.) gives ra+s0 with an ippended 0 a6 in ~ A r o a p e 0 ;  Jer. 
Iafthie (Vg. Zujhie). 

The pretty village of Yiifii, 14 m. SW. of Nazareth, 
is its representative ; the phrase 'goeth up to Japhia' 
is sufficiently explained by the position of Yiifii on two 
connected ridges, to which a ravine leads up. The 
one historical association to which this city can lay 
claim is its siege and capture by the Romans. The 
name which Josephus gives it is Japha (ta$m) ; he calls 
it ' a  very great village, well secured with walls and 
full of people ' ( Vif. 45). He also says that he fortified 
it with a double wall, and for some time made it his 

T. K. C .  

headquarters. 
That in one passage Josephus diminishes the distance between 
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JAPHIA 
Japha, (Japhia) and Jotapatal is as much or as little of an 
ObjectLon to Robinson's identification as his patent exaTgeration 
of the number of the inhabitants of Japha (BJ iii. 7 317. Euse- 
bius (OS26769; cp 13332) appears to hesitate herween the 
claims of an 'ascent (still) called Joppa'and those of Sycaminon 
($+a=(fuzya).~ Perhaps the village of Yaf i  had almost dis- 
appeared in his day. It was in Robinson's time but a small 
village of about thirty houses (BR 3 zoo). T. K. C. 

JAPHIA (W:, § 64, ' tall of stature ' ? ; la+ls [A]). 
I. King of Lachish, defeated by Joshua ; Josh. 10 3 ('+?a [B] 

ca+abf [L]). Cp the name of Japahi, prince of Gezer, Am. Zbh. 
204, 206 ; also that of Japhti'-Add; (see JAPHETH, 5 z), also in 
A m .  Tad. 

2. A son of David : 2 S. 515 I Ch. 3 7  146 (+IF, ' a v o w  

-ouou [BN], aQie [A in z S.] ; L, ravae, v4d (IS.), bxLKap.  
(1 I Ch. 37), VW$€K, ka$€y (i6. 146). 

JAPHLET (&P, § 5 3 ;  '[God] delivers' ; cp 
Pelatiah ; I ~ A M H A ,  A + A ~ H X ,  IAC$AAHA [Bl, IA+AAHT 
[A], -+AET [L]). A clan in a genealogy of ASHER 
(g.v., 5 4, ii. ), I Ch. 7 3 2 3  ; cp JAPHLETI. 

JAPHLETI, RV The Japhletites (+&?!? ; ~ I T T A -  

AsiM P I ,  is+aA0i [AIj IB+~HTI  [L]), a clan whose 
district was on the S. border of Ephraim (Josh. 163) .  
There is thus no geographical objection to connecting 
the name with that of PALTI b. Raphu, the Benjamite. 
The Asherite clan called Japhlet was, of course, distinct. 

JAPHO (iB:), 2 Ch. 216 [IS] EVmg., EV JOPPA. 
JAR ($?>), Jer. 13 12 48 12, RVmg.. See BOTTLE, 2. 

JARAH (?l;P), I Ch. 942. 

JAREB (37:; IAPEIM [BAQ*I, -pe iB [ P I  ; UL- 
TOREM, -RI), the name of an Assyrian (7) king men- 
tioned twice in Hosea (5 13 106) as receiving tribute from 
Israel. Unfortunately there is no Assyrian king con- 
temporary with Hosea whose name bears even a distant 
resemblance to Jareb. Hence most critics take Jareb to 
be a nickname = ' the contentious ' (cp Aq. 6imu6pevovI 
5 13, Aq., Theod., 6 1 K d f O V T 1 ,  Symm. hreppu)loi%rr, 106). 
This would be plausible only if Jareb resembled some 
Assyrian name, so that its reference might at once be 
caught. Hence the present writer proposed3 to change 
219 7 5 ~  into 32 &, the Great King ' (cp Ps. 482 [3]), or 
02 qip, 'the High King' (cp eBAQ*). But since it 
has been shown by Winckler that references to the N. 
Arabian land of MuSri (see MIZRAIM, 26) underlie the 
traditional text of many passages in OT, and that i ~ w ~  
has probably sometimes (by corruption) taken the place 
of i i p ~ ,  we cannot rest satisfied with this theory. Prob- 
ably we should read in Hos. 5 1 3  and 106 respectively- 
When Ephraim saw his sickness I and Israel his wound 
Then went Ephraim to Mugur I and [Israel] sent to the'Arabian 

That too shall men bring to Musur I as a present to the Arabian 

The substitution of 'Israel' for ' Jndah ' need not he just;- 
fied here (cp HOSEA, $ 4). 379 i$n should probably be 
'3iy X k ? ;  3;y in Palestine, like m a t  Ari6u in Assyria, was 
coming into use as a term for N. Arabia (cy Schr. KA TP), 414 
=COT 2107). in KAT(? 439 (= 
COT 2 136 f:) may also be consulted though it is necessarily 
incomplete. 

See DAVID, 5 II (4. 

See JEHOADAH. 

king. 

king. 

.T- : 

The treatment of ' Jareb 

For quite recent views see note 3 below. 

JARED, or, as AV I Ch., JERED (t?!,), Gen. 515-20 
T. K. C. 

I Ch. 12 Lk. 337. See CAINITES, 7 ; SETHITES. 
The  

readings are : Laps6 [BAD], -87 [ken. 5 i;f: E, 18 AE ; Lk. 337 
Ti. WH];  Jared, cod. Am. -dh. 

On the meaning of the name see Bu. Urgescir. 110 .  

1 His words in BJ iii. 7 13 are 7Wa T;V Gs 'Iwmlrdws 
d m v y s r ~ d v w v  ndhrv,  'Ia+a Kahs;.raL. The order of the places 
in Vit. 37, BJ 206, is in closer accordance with geographical 
facts. 

976, b. 364, and, virtually, M'Curdy, Hist. 
Proph. and Md,. 1415 ('94). Independently W. M. Muller 
gives the same view ; h- prefers, however, 27 * > 5 ~ ,  the phrase 
being treated as a proper name ( Z A T W 3 3 4  3 ['971). Wi. 
(Muyi, etc., 32 [ '98]), with great ingenuity, proposes to read 
-~i[nl* f & ~ ,  'to the King of Jathrih '-i.e., mod. Medina, which 
seems to have been on the southern border of Musri (cp Hofnmel, 
AHT 2 4). An alternative is to read limj, 'Nimrod ; see 
SBOT 'ha.' (Heb.) 195, 

2 So Reland, P5Z. 826 followed by Ges. Thes. S.V. 
a Che. Expos. 
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JARMUTH 
JARESIAH, RV Jaareshiah (fi@'yq?, $5 39 ; meaning 

obscure; iacapaia KAI  capaia [Bl, IAPACIA K. 
caapia [A], IEPCIA [L]), b. Jeroham in a genealogy of 
BENJAMIN (g.. ., 5 g, ii. p), I Ch. 827f. 

JARHA (U?l!, IUXHA [BAI, iapea [LI, ispaa 
[ A H ,  and 8 MSS. in  H-PI, c\n77* [Pesh.], ZERAA 
[Vg. I), the servant of SHESHAN [u.v.], a Jerahmeelite. 
who afterwards became his master's son-in-law and the 
head of a long genealogical line ( I  Ch. 234  f.) ; see 
JERAHMEEL, 3. He is generally regarded as an 
Egyptian (EV) '-the Rabbins, indeed, represent him 
as a proselyte. This view is of course legitimate, but 
considering the probable early sent of the clan Jerah- 
meel. it is perhaps more natural to treat '?tn as meaning 
rather an inhabitant of the N. Arabian M q r i  or MuSur 
(see MIZRAIM, 5 ~ b ) . ~  

I t  
would he plausible to read NfllI or 'nT (the latter a Palmyrenr: 
name), or, better still, $ ~ m *  (after QBA'S hnl'). A connectim 
with moon-worship need not he insisted upon: perhaps t!ie 
name was considered to be identical with Jerahmeel (as an 
abbreviated form). This would account for the presence of the 
ancestral list, I Ch. 2 34-41, in the genealogy of Jerahmeel, since 
it is probable that Sheshan himself was not originally Jerah- 
meelite. His inclusion in v. 31 (the details of which do not 
agree with v. 34a) may be later. The union of the Mugrite 
Jarha (Jerahmeel?) and Sheshan (cp the Hebronite Sheshai?) iq 
suggestive. See HEBRON, $ ~f:;  JERAHMEEL, 5 zf: ; SHESHAN. 

JARIB (2971, 5 53 ; ' he [God] contends' ; cp 

We cannot retain the present spelling of the name yni' 

S. A. C. 

Jehoiarib, Joiarib ; lap[e]iB [AL]). 
I. A son of Simeon, elsewhere called JACHIN (q.v.); I Ch. 424 

(rapaw [Bl, m p y  &I). 
2. Headoffamdytemp Ezra(seeE2R~i .  pn ; i i . ,% 15 [ I ]&;  

Ezra816 (ape8 [B])=I Esh. 844 JORIBUS (r:p~pov [BA om. Ll). 
Perhaps=no. 3. 

3. A priest in list of those with foreign wives (see EZRA i., 5 5 
end); EzralOr8 ( q a p  [B], rcupeip [N])=I Esd. Qrg JORIBUS 
(iwprj3os [BAD. 

4. (Loap[s]rj3 [ANV]), I Macc. 1429. RV JOARIB. see JEIIOIA- 

JARIMOTH ( i apre l i~w0 [BAL]), I Esd. 9 z 8 =  

RIB. 

Ezra 1027, JEREMOTH, 11. 

JARMUTH ( n q ;  CP JEREMOTH, l€plMOy0 
[AFL], iep[e~]~oye [B]). I. ACanaanite city, in the 
ShephElahofJudah (Josh. 1211 rqxpou[A]1535; cp Neh. 
11 29, where BNA om., ipL,uouB [Nc.amg.inf.]), whose king 
joined the coalition under ADONI-ZEDEK, and was de- 
feated by Joshua (Josh. l o 3  5 23 1211). It  is represented 
by the modern Khir6et e2- YnrmzZk, which is 16 m. W. 
by S. of Jerusalem, and about 8 m. N. of Beit-Jibrin. 
The distance from Eleutheropolis, which the Onomasticon 
(OS2) 1 3 2 3 1  26638)  assigns to rsppoxws or Jermucha 
( I O  R.m. NE.),  being so nearly that of YarmCk from 
Beit-Jibrin, we are justified in identifying the places. 
It  is remarkable that the closing letter of the modern 
name should agree with that of the name in the 
Onomasfican. Such a form, however, a s  Jarmuk cannot 
well be ancient ; Micah already (it may be) attests 
the final -uth (see MAROTH). The same prophet, too, 
in Mi. 112, if we may read nim' for n im  (see MAROTH), 
indicates that Jarmuth was in the neighbourhood of 
Mareshah, or, at any rate, the assumption that a city 
called Jarmuth stood there enables us to attain a better 
text for the passage than we can secure in any other 
way. We have certainly no reason to suppose that 
the Jarmuth of the OT narratives was the Yarimuta of 
the Antarna Tablets (5516, and often), the position Of 
which is disputed (see Niebuhr, M V G  4 3 2 8  ['96] : 
Flinders Petrie, Syria and Egypt, 169f.). In Josh. 
1535 Jarmuth is mentioned with Adullam, and the other 
notices accord with this. There were possibly several 
Jarmuths. Can we thus account for the discrepant notice 

1 WMM (OLZ, Feb. 1900, col. 51 n. 4) takes the name to be 

a The same view has bee; proposed also by Wi. MVG46 ['98]. 
correct Egyptian ; y r = w e r  'great.' 
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of Iapas (?) = Jarmuth in OS 266 I 132 16) Cp BITHIAH, 
MERED, PIRAM. 

2. See RAMOTH iii. 

JAROAH (nil:, § 53=ll173 ‘Heenlarges’(?) : ihai 

JASHER 

[B], ah., [AI, apoye [L]),. in a genealogy of GAD 
(Gilebd) \I Ch. 5 14). 

JASAEL RV Jasaelus ( A C ~ H A O C  [BA]), I Esd. 930 
=Ezra 10 29, SHEAL. 

JASHEN (tb?). In 2 S. 2332, in the list of David’s 
thirty heroes we read (RV), ‘ Eliahba the Shaalbonite, 
the sons of Jashen, Jonathan ’ (auae [BA], rcuuai 6 youvr 
[L], pauar 6 ywuvr [243, in Field]) ; in the parallel 
text ( I  Ch. 1133f:), ‘ . . . the sons of Hashem the 
Gizonite’ (*gn? ; @A uuup 6 ywusr [cp 6L of 2 S.]. bL 
ecpauar 6 youvr). 732 (MT ‘sons of ’) is obviously 
wrong. I t  is simply dittographed from the preceding 
word (so Driver and most), or should iw*-93 be viewed 
as a corruption of a proper name (so H. P. Smith)? 
In  the former case we might read, ‘ . . . Jashen (or 
Hashem) the GUNITE’ (see GUNI) ; in the latter $ t & ~  

would he a plausible restoration. Jonathan is generally 
taken as a separate hero, and connected with Shammah 
( w .  33) by p (inserted from Ch.) ; but, as H. P. Smith 
points out, imiv may be the corruption of a gentilic. 

JASHER RV Jashar, Book of (l&! l @ D ,  book of 
the upright ’ ; cp  EVmS), the title of an  ancient song- 
book twice quoted in the O T  (Josh. 1013 : om., 
BIBAION TOY eyeoyc [L], Liber Justorurn [Vg.]; 
]h;;a~.l? 1;- [Pesh.]; sifr eLmusta&im [Ar.]; 2 S. 
118: BIBAION TOY Eyeoyc [BA], . . . eyeewc 
[L] ; ;-/ a [Pesh., similarly Ar. afir], Vg. id.). 

In the account of the battle of Gibeon and its sequel 
there occurs a memorable passage (Josh. 1012-14) with 

Cp HASHEM. T. K. C. 

a fragment of song quoted (most prob- 
ably by E) from the Book of Jashar.1 

The  speaker is said to be Joshua, and by a late scribe’s 
’‘ Josh’ lo’ 

interpblation the song is invested with the character of 
a prayer. In  reality, the address to the sun and moon 
(see below) is rather a command, or perhaps a spell, 
than a prayer. The writer of the song no doubt 
thought of the sun and moon as t P i n g  Joshua’s side 
against his (and YahwB‘s) foes., But the interpolator 
had a good intention,’and expressed the devout feeling 
of the later Jews3 The passage containing the song 
was evidently inserted by D,, who at the same time 
introduced the explanatory words, ‘ I n  the day when 
. . . in the sight of Israel’ (w .  I,), and the statement, 
‘So the sun rested . . . for Yahwe fought for Israel’ 
m. 1 3 6 ) .  In the circles to which D, belonged the 
primitive feeling for nature had died 

1: its original form, therefore, the passage ran thus :- 
Then spoke Joshua, 

0 sun 1 rest over Gibeon ; 
0 moon ! stand still over Aijalon. 

1 See Ki. Hist. 1302 ; We. C N  128; Sta. Gesch. 150 ; Bu. 
Z A  TW 7146. 

2 See Judg.520’ and cp Hom.2Z.Zlqqf 1 8 q g f ’  Od. 
23241fl With a ;ouch of primitive feeling ”Syrian p&ants 
still cry in song to the sun to hasten his going down that they 
may rest. 

3 Cp this passage from LastJourmL’s of Bishop Hannington, 
184f: (‘88). ‘As soon as the sun showed a fresh and powerful 
hand of warriors came at once and demaAded hofigo. . . . How 
often I looked at the sun! i t  stood still in the heavens, nor 
would go down. I tgonised in prayer, and each time trouble 
seemed to be averted. 
4 This is partly admitted by Kittel (Hist. 1304) who neverthe- 

less thinks that ‘the fact of a striking continuance of daylight 
remains though we may not know the natural law through 
which {t was brought about,’ and that ‘the soFg itself. . . 
proves Israel’s belief that a miracle was wrought. The former 
view may be defended by Hab. 311, Ecclns. 464, Jos. Ant. 
v. 117, hut seems hardly critical : the latter asumes (with 
Kau., hut not with Di.) that ‘so the sun rested,‘etc., forms part 
of the songfragment, which can scarcely be admitted. 
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So the sun rested, and the moon stood still 
Until Yahwe had taken vengeance on his dnemies.1 

Behold it is written in the Book of Jashar.’ 
The third line. however. is Drobablv the insertion of the earlv 
narrator from khom th; passage was taken by Dz so that th; 
fragmeni quoted from the old song in the Book o r  Jashar con- 
siyted of the first second, and fourth of the above lines, and for 
‘had taken venieance on,‘ we should substitute ‘takes venge- 
ance.’ 

The second quotation is the lamentation for Saul 
and Jonathan, ascribed to David ( z  S. 117-27), and prob- 

2. s. 1. ably early, though, it is to be feared, not 
Davidic (see, however, DAVID, 1 3 ) . ~  

According to a revised text,3 the passage runs thus :- 
‘Of David. For the sons of Jeduthun. For the Ezrahite. * * * * * 

0 Saul ! hy thy death have I been slain; 
Alas that the heroes have fallen ! 
Report it not in Rehoboth ! 
Declare it not in Hahisah I 
Lest the daughters of the Zarepbathites rejoice, 
Lest the daughters of the Jerahmeelites triumph. 
Be thou parched, 0 Jeralnneel ! descend not 
Dew or rain upon thee ! 
Become desolate, ye lofty mountains ! 
Let the bushes fade, deprived of fatness ! 
The shield of Saul has been defiled 
With the blood of those slain by the sword : 
Broken is the bow of bronze, 
Shivered is the well-sharpened sword. 
The beloved the longed-for in life- 
In death thly were (still) unparted; 
They (who were swifter than eagles, 
They (who] were stronger than lions. 
Women of Israel, shed tears 
For Saul . . . 
Who gave you linen garments 
Who decked your raiment with gold. 
Alas that the heroes have fallen, 
And the strong of heart lie stiff! 
Jonathan ! by thy death have I been slain ; 
For thee, 0 my brother, I am smitten to death ! 
Thou wast very pleasant to me, my comrade ! 
More was thy love to me than women’s love. 
Alas that the heroes have fallen 
And the strong of heart lie stiff! 

The four-lined stanzas are well marked (as in the Book of Job). 
A third quotation is to be found in a passage ascribed 

The poetical 
=; 812f: words assigned to Solomon ( I  K. 8 I.$) 

immediately before a speech in more 
prosaic style, are given in another place with some 
variations, and in fuller form by @BAL ( w .  53 ; GA gives 
another version before w. 14), which expressly state that 
the words are written 6s PipXly (pLpXy), or P?rl /3cphLou 
T ? ~ S  $?js-i.e., i$P? imp. If this title ( ‘ Book of Song,’ 
or of ‘ Songs ’) were correct, it would suggest that the 
source of the quotation was a Psalter ; but the words 
are almost certainly a slip for l@>? ’i2D (note that Pesh. 
makes a similar mistakein Josh. 10). For this fragment 
as emended, see CREATION, ~ 6 . ~  

The Book of Jashar was, so far as we know, a product 
of the post-Solomonic age (cp St. GVZ 150). I t  was 
4. Origin, a national song-book- the ‘ book of the 

righteous (or, possibly, brave) one,’-i.e., 
Israel5 (as if =$K if;, cp Nu.2310). Its contents 
were partly secular (in 2 S. 1 1 9  there is a total 

1 In I. z read >’lb$(as suggested by Bu. Z A T W 7 1 4 6 ;  Cp 
the first correction of Z. I in @Ls which also has the simple intro- 

to Solomon, and at  any rate pre-exilic. 

3. 

duction K ~ L  elnrv ’Iqmk. . 
2 Heie again the quotation is probably due to E (or KJE), cp 

Cook ‘Notes on the Analysis of 2 Sam ’ A j S L  16 147 [ I ~ o o I .  
3 $or details of the restoration see &;I. $ 6  ’ Che. Crz’t. Ri6. 

Cp We. Dr. HPSm., Bu and GASm. g G  4 d 4 j  The title is 
of courie ve& late ; hut tiis does not involve the lateness of the 
poem. 

4 For text cp Klo., adloc. ; WRS, OTJCP) 434J ; We. CHP) 
269 ; Ch. OPs. 193 212 ; Dr. Zntr. 182. 

6 lg: (7) a shorter form for $NW ; cp JESHURUN. Other 
theories, for instance, that le? 190 was a law-book (Targ., 
Kim., etc.) or that l$ was the name of the author, or the 
opening word (l@, ‘and . . . sang’), may be mentioned. 
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lack of religious feeling), partly religious (I K. 8 
~ z f :  ) ; it refers, e.g., to the battle at Gibeon and 
the prowess of Saul and Jonathan, but also to the 
temple. Indeed, we may presume that the third of the 
extant passages belonged to a hymn to YahwB. Nor 
could we venture to say that the Rook of Jashar contained 
no pre-Davidic songs. Not impossibly it was sipiilar 
in the width of its range to the Arabian collections of 
EZ Zsfafzciny or the ffnnziisn. Probably the songs of 
which it was composed had short historical introductions, 
so that altogether it may have almost served as an 
Iliad of the Israelites. Can we form a reasonable 
conjecture as to its other contents? Surely such a 
collection must have contained David’s (?) lament over 
Abner (2s. 3 3 3 J ) ,  and among earlier passages, the Song 
,of Deborah (Judg. 5 ) ,  thesong of the Well (Nu. 21 1 7 3 ,  
see BEER), and the Song of Triumph over Sihon (ib. 

One might even perhaps add the songs of the primitive 
history, such as we find in Gen. 4 2 3 J  925 2727.29 39J’ 
etc.). Franke (who ascribes the book to the time of 
Hezekiah l )  includes also Ex. 15 1-18 and Hab. 3 ; -but 
see EXODUS ii., 5 6 ; MOSES, HABAKKUK, 5 8 3  

In later Christian times ‘the Book of Jashar is the title of a 
ritualistic treatise by Jacob b. Meir (died I I ~ I ) ,  and of one or two 
forgeries which are only remarkable for the undeserved success 
they obtained; for a more detailed account of them see Kitto, 
Bib. Cyd., s.71. See HlSToRlCAL LITERATURE, 5 z ; and 
POETICAL LITERATURE, $ 2 (i.). 

JASHOBEAM (@qj:) .  

ZZ. 27fl  : but see WARS OF THE LORD, BOOK OF). 

S.A.C., §$ I, 3, 4 ;  T.K. C., $ 2 .  

I. The name, not indeed 
in itself impossible but certainly corrupt, borne by one 
of David‘s chief warriors in I Ch. 1111 (where he is 
called ‘ ben Hachmoni ’ ; see HACHMONITE) and 272J 
(where he is styled ‘ ben Zabdiel’). The former pas- 
sage occurs again with variations in 2 S. 238, where the 
name of the warrior is represented in the Hebrew text by 
the letters $m$si.--i.e., I ~ B B ~  ; the appended letters n3 
probably represent n*g, which should be connected 
with the following word q ~ 3 n n  (corrupt ; RV ‘ a  

JASON 
Bertheau, Kautzsch (doubtfully); Kittel read an5 n*x ixeq, 

.‘and they returned to Bethlehem’; but the whole passage isas 
obscure as the ‘records’ themselves are said to be ‘ancient.’ 
Provisionally we might read at  the beginning of the verse 
>$io) h y  YWN . . . N ~ T J  ’WIN (for n’pi.1) mrp’i. 48 has K a i  

d n h p a $ s v  a h &  [BAI, mi &&rpe$av ~ U U T O ~ S  Aeep [Ll ; and 
Jerpme translates ‘et qui reversi sunt in Lahem [Bethlehem],’ 
taking the words as applying to those named in the preceding 
clause. S. A. C. 

JASIEL ($&9&t!), I Ch. 1147, RV JAASIEL. 
JASON ( [~ I rauwv [AKV], ?ASON, a name of Grecian 

origin in frequent use among the Jews, by whom it was 
regarded as equivalent to Joshua, Jeshua, Jesus; cp 
the parallel Alcimus from Eliakim, Menelaus from 
Menahem. Simon from Simeon, and see NAMES, $ 86). 

I. Of Cyrene, a Hellenistic Jew, author of a history 
of the times of the Maccabees down to the victory over 
Nicanor (175-161). Our so-called second book of 
Maccabees is xu ~ ? T L T O ~ $  of this larger work, which is 
said to have consisted of five books ( 2  Macc. 223, cp 26). 
The writer probablylived in the second half of the second 
century B.C. See further MACCABEES, SECOND, €$2, 6 ;  
and cp HISTORICAL LITERATURE, 5 18. 

2. Second son of Simon II. ,  and brother of Onias 
III. ,  the high priest, whose original name was, as 
Josephus (Ant. xii. 5 I )  relates, Jesus. He represented 
the Hellenizing section, and was opposed to the 
policy of an alliance with Rome. By means of a bribe 
(helped also doubtless by the sons of Tobias) he 
managed in 175 B.C. to obtain the high-priesthood in 
place of his brother from Antiochus Epiphanes (see 
ANTIOCHUS, 2)  ; and proceeded to introduce various 
practices which were an ‘abomination’ to the Pharisaism 
of the time.2 Another bribe procured him permission 
to set up a gymnasium and e$fzebeum below the 
Acropolis and hard by Mt. Zion, the- consequence of 
which was the adoption of Greek games (see DISCUS), 
Greek caps (see CAP), etc. The priests themselves 
betook themselves eagerly to the pnZmtm, and being 
ashamed of their Jewish singularity did all they could 
to conceal it (I Macc. 115, cp Schiir. G VZ 1151, n. 24, 
and see CIRCUMCISION, $ 8). At the same time, Jason 
obtained permission to register (dvaypd$ai) the in- 
habitants of Jerusalem among the citizens of Antioch 
(2  Macc. 49),  and sent a contribution to Tyre on the 
occasion of the festival to HERCULES [q.v.]. This, 
however, was so repugnant to the bearers that they 
used the money for the equipment of the triremes ( 2  Macc. 
418-20). An obscure account of a visit of Antiochus to 
Jerusalem (ib. Z I J )  is all that is told us for the next 
three years, at the expiration of which time Jason was 
suddenly supplanted in the priesthood by MENELAUS 
[ p . ~ . ]  and forced to flee. Menelaus, however, failed to 
win popularity, and the appearance of certain dread 
portents as well as a baseless rnmonr of the death of 
Antiochns encouraged Jason to emerge from his asylum 
in Ammanitis (cp 426). Helped by the populace, he 
captured the city (ca. 170 B.C.). Menelaus was com- 
pelled to take refuge in the citadel. But his success was 
of short duration ; he missed his great object-the priest- 
hood-and, having alienated his supporters by his 
vindictiveness, was forced to flee before Antiochus. 
From the Ammonites, he passed to Aretas, and then to 
Egypt ; finally he crossed over to the Lacedzmoniaiis, 
relying, we are told, on the kinship betweeti them and 
the Jews (see SPARTA). An effective rhetorical period 
(5 9f: ) closes-his story. 

3. Son of Eleazar (cp ‘Jesus son of Sirach EZeazar,’ Ecclus. 
50 27). sent by Judas to Romi  (I Macc. S 17). He is probably 

. -  
Tahchemonite ’). 

For the JOSHEB-BASSHEBETH of RV (=AV ‘that sat in the 
seat’), derived from the pointed text, nothing can he said, 
except that it justifies the warning in RVmg. that ‘ the  verse is 
probably corrupt.’ 

. -  
Tahchemonite ’). 

For the JOSHEB-BASSHEBETH of RV (=AV ‘that sat in the 
seat’), derived from the pointed text, nothing can he said, 
except that it justifies the warning in RVmg. that ‘ the  verse is 
probably corrupt.’ 
~ I ~ B B S  seems to be incompletely written for IHBBST : 
originally there may have been a mark of abbreviation 
after the s. This may be read either Jashibbosheth 
( ‘  Bosheth brings back ’), or, better, if the second B be 
regarded as an error, Ishbosheth ( ‘  man of Bosheth ’), 
where Bosheth ( ‘ shame ’ )  is the well-known substitute 
for Baal. The final n in ny>w* is either a corruption 
from 5 (which is palzographically possible), or, as 
Marqnart (Fund. 15, n. I )  supposes, an intentional 
alteration due to religious scruple (he compares nyxi-. 
altered perhaps from 5y2it;  see JEROBOAM). See 
ISHBAAL, 2, and cp Gray, NPN 46, note I. 

@‘s readings are : in z S. 238 LFBOUBB [Bl,-fJa~ [AI, reuppaah [Ll: 
in I Ch. 11 IT ieuapaSa [B] Ieuoai. [ K ] ,  Lapuap [A], icauq3aaA 

Another of David’s warriors, a Korhite (I Ch. 126), see 

JASHUB (lag:, ‘he returns,’ § 5 4 ;  cp SHEAR- 
JASHUB ; iauoup [BAF’L]). 

I. One of the sons of Issachar (Nu. 2624 paaouj3 [F*]; but 
I Ch. 7 I x,w* Kt., iaaaoup [Bl),called in Gen. 46 13 (by omission 
of a letter) JOB, R V  108 (>j+; Larow$ [A], -oup [DL]); see 
NAMES, 5 4. Gentilic Jashubites ; Nu. 26 24 (‘pd; ; ~ a u o u p [ e ] ~  

[BAFL]). 
2. One of the b’ne Bani in the list of those with f0rei.m wives 

EZRA I, $ 5  end) Ezra 10 zg(raaou8 [B], auoua [N])= I Esd. 9 50 
ASUBUS; Laaoupos [EA]). 

’ in I Ch. 27 z uopuh [e!, Lufioap [A], kup. [L]. 

ISHBAAL, 3, and DAVID, 5 11 a (iii.). T. IC. C. 

JASHUBI-LEHEM (DP? TJ;), a name of anomal- 
ous formation which appears in I Ch. 422 among the 
descendants of the Judahite SHELAH [p.~.].  

1 

1 Ue6er Bedeufung, Inhalt, u. Alter des Seplrer HtZijaschar, 
Halle, ’87. 

1 According to Jos. (il nt. xii. 5 I) he was the natural successor, 

2 He is probably referred to in Dan. 9 26 11 22, where see 

3 Cp the similar case of Ptolemais (Akko), and see Schiir. 0). 
Other explanations of this verse have been offered ; 

4 Warlike &oops were seen in the sky (2 Macc. 5 2) ; cp z K. 

Onias having died, and left only an infant son. 

Bevan ad Zoc. and cp We. IJGla) 245. n. I. 

cit. 281. 
see Bertholet StelZung- d. Isr. U .  jud. 208. 

6 17, Jos. BJ vi. 5 2 and Tac. Hist. 5 13. 
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JASPER JAVAN 
It is plain that Jattir must be the modern   at ti^ (Rob. 

B K  2194), which is situated on two knolls ‘ in an 
amphitheatre of brown rocky hills, studded with 
natural caves ’ (Tristram, Land of ZsrueZ, 388), and is 
13 m. S. by W.  from Hebron. The change of * into y 
in the name is not incapable of explanation ; 7 may first 
have passed into N ,  and then N into y (Kampffmeyer, 
Z D P l r 1 6 4 5 ) .  No doubt this is the place intended 
( O S  11927 133 3 1 3 4  24 255 78 26642 268 87) by the 
‘very large village Jethira, 20 R. m. SE. of Eleuthero- 
polis, in the interior of the Daroma hard by Malatha ’ 
(see MOLADAH). In two passages (OS 119 27 2 5 5 7 8 )  
it is assigned to Simeon, perhaps by a confusion with 
ETHER (p....). 

JAVAN (IlJ-Le., the Ionians, or the Greeks. 
(u) In the Table of Peoples Javan appears as one of the sons 

of Japheth, and father of Elishah, Tarshish, Kittim, and 
Dodanim or Rodanim, Gen. 10 Z=I Ch. 1 5 7  (Lwvav [BADE], 
twvvav Gen. w a v a v  Ch. [L]). This statement comes from P . 
it is therefore not pre-exilic. There is in fact no pre-exilic refer! 
ence to the Greeks, though see on the other side M‘Curdy (Hist. 
Projh. Mon. 1416) who refers t o  Zech.913, Joe13[4]4-6 and 
even, for a ‘not odscure allusion ’ t o  Hos.ll1o. The t;xt of 
Hos. Z.C., however, is not quite in Arder ; instead of the obscure 
a:?, ‘from the sea,’ we should probably read n!$, ‘from 
Aram ’ (cp c). 

(6) In  Joel 3 [4] 6 ‘ the sons of the Javanites ’ (EV Grecians, 
rois v h i s  &v ‘Ehhrjuwv [BNAQ]) are spoken of as purchasing 

ewish captives from the Phcenicians and Philistines, but the E ’  ersian date of JOEL [q.u.l is not often disputed. 
(c) In Zech. 9 13 Judah and Ephraim are represented as thq 

instrument of Yahwe‘s vengeance against the ‘sons of Javan 
(d T h u a  ~ i b , ‘ E h h r j ~ ~ ~  [BNAQrl), who are contrasted with ‘ thy 
sons, 0 Zion. 

It is hard, however, to believe that the author of 
the prophetic composition to which Zech. 9 13 belongs 
(which, apart from its references to Hadrach, Hamath, 
etc., would at once appear to be post-exilic) would have 
mentioned the Greeks ; this view seems hardly cou- 
sistent with the archaising references. Clearly the 
writer wishes to produce the illusion of antiquity, and 
the name ‘ Javan ’ would at any rate not be conducive 
to this. The textual phenomena suggest that 11’ is either 
a corrupt or a mutilated name, or both ; the author can 
scarcely have written ii*s -p and then, jnst after, 113 1+33. 
The scribe who wrote the latter group of letters must 
have made a slip of the pen, and the true reading 
probably is 025 vg, ‘ the sons of Aram ’ (cp 2). I ,  and 

the Jason who is mentioned as the father of ANTIPATER [g.v.] 
(I Macc. 1% 16 14 22). 

4. Jason of Thessalonica, who for his hospitality t o  Paul and 
Silas, was attacked by the Jehish mob, brought before the 
magistrates, and bound over to he loyal (Acts 17 1.9). For i) 
less probable view of the object of the demand of the ‘security 
( ~ b  k a v i v )  see Kamsay, St. Paul the TaoeZZeer, 231. H e  may 

ossibly he identified with the Jason of Rom. 18 21, one of Paul’s 
‘kinsmen ‘ (uuyysueisf i i .e . ,  a fellow-Jew ; cp ROMANS, g$4,  IO. 
The tradition in pseudo-Uorotheus makes Jason bishop of 
Tarsus. S .  A. C. 

JASPER ( I A C ~ I C ,  borrcwed from Ass. u$4,yu$d= 
In Rev. 21 II (cp 18J) the New 

Jerusalem is said to be irradiated by a luminary ‘like 
a stone most precious, as if a jasper-stone, clear as 

The description is suggested by ‘26’s rendering of Is. 54 12 (see 
below), ‘I will make thy battlements jasper ( L a m w ) ,  and thy 
gates stones of crystal (AiSovs K v u ~ d M o v ) ,  and thy rampart 
choice stones’ (Ai0. &&KTo~s), wfere the writer of Rev. seems 
to have supposed that both the phrases ‘stones of crystal’ and 
‘choice stones’ were synonymous with and explanatory of 
‘jasper’ (see, however, TOPAZ). 

In Ex. 2820 39 13, n ~ w ,  yE.fyh& (=l‘ua?rtr) .is 
a$parerzi& rendered in @ by dudxcov (but see below) ; 
hut the onyx, not being a clear stone, cannot be meant 
in Rev. 21 IT. Nor can our jasper be intended, as it is 
not sparkling nor translucent, but ‘an opaque, close- 
grained variety of quartz, variously tinted, but generally 
either red or brown.’ It  is probable, however, that the 
jasper of the ancients included the opal, which, by its 
brilliance and play of colour, has always been one of 
the most attractive of precious stones, and in its choicest 
variety (see Plin. HN 3721 J )  deserves in the highest 
degree the description in Rev. 21 11. 

This is the view of 0. Fraas, who states that the modern 
condeption of the jasper first became general in the seventeenth 
‘century, and that in  the NibeQngenZied the jasper is represented 
as clear, and as greener than grass. 

The choice opal is said to occur frequently in ancient 
Egyptian tombs ; in particular, a splendid statuette of 
Isis, made of opal, is referred t0.l This view is also 
favoured by the description of the divine king on his 
throne in Rev. 43 as ‘like a jasper stone and a sardius,’ 
and by the combination of ‘jasper’ with ‘ pure gold ’ 
and ‘ clear glass ’ in Rev. 21  18. (With the reference to 
‘jasper’ as garnishing the foundation in 2). 19, cp 
Sargon’s description [Khors. 1591 of the foundation of 
his palace on gold, silver, and a@zi stones, etc.) See 
PRECIOUS STONES. 

The Heb. no@ (=Zqwms) occurs in Ex. 2820 3913, Ezek. 
2813t. It is not impossible that the order ofthe precious stones 
in @‘s text was different, and that bv6,yrov was intended as the 
equivalent of 0,523, yahdZJm, and Z a m r s  of natj?. Thus @’s 
rendering will become consistent. In  Is. 54 12 ‘26’s l a u m s  
(Symm. Kapxp86viov) seems to he a version of %m, KudhkJdh, 
(so Aq., Ezek. 27 16),2 but it may be merely a guess; for elsewhere 
(Ezek. 27 16) @ does not recognise this word (see CHALCEDONY, 
I, end). T. K. C. 

or X$:). 

crystal ’ (AI@ IdudiL KpUUTUhhf{WTl). 

JASUBUS (iacoyBoc [BA]), I Esd.93o=EzralO 

JATAL (&TAP [A]), I Esd. 528 AV=Ezra 2 42, 

JATHAN ( laeAN [BA])Tob. 5 13 RV. SeeJONATHAS. 

JATHNIEL (589Jl! ; cp NATHANAEL ; I ~ N O Y H A  
[BA], NAeaNaHA [L]), a Korahite doorkeeper ( I  Ch. 
262t) .  

JATTIR (l[’]n!; [e]~&€p [BAL]), a townin the’hill- 
country of Judah, assigned in P and Ch. to the Levites 
(Josh. 1 5 4 8  iOep [L], 21 14 arXwp [B], I Ch. 6 4 2  
[57 in d v. 581 teOOap [B], ie6’ep [A], om. L?) ,  and 
historically connected in IS. 3027 with the period of 
David’s outlawry (ycBOop3 [B]) ; cp IRA, 3 ;  ITHRITES, 
JABEZ., 

19, JASHUB, 2. 

ATER, 2. 

1 See Riehm HWBP) 3356; Calwer Bh-Zex. 158 a. 
2 But see Fiild, adloc. 
8 The ye0 in I S. 3029 [B] appears to be a duplicate of this 

corruption (cp HUMTAH, SIPHMOTH). 

see HADRACH). 
(d )  .In Ezek.2713 (‘EXXde [BAQ]; Symm. ’Iwvia) 

Javan IS described (as in Toel) as engaged in slave-traffic 
in the market of Tyre; the name stands between 
Tarshish and Tubal, the latter in Gen. 102 Javan’s next 
brother, the former in Gen. 10 4 his second son. 

( e )  In Is. 66 f9  ‘ Javan’ (‘EhXds [BKAQ]) occurs in a 
gloss enumerating the ‘ far-off countries ’ which will 
hear of YahwB‘s future glorious manifestation. 
(f) In Dan. 8 21 1020 112 we hear of the ‘king,’ 

the ‘ prince,’ and the e kingdom ’ of Javan (“EXh~ues  
[Theod. 871); the reference is to the Graeco-Macedonian 
empire-an expansion of the original conception, which 
identified Javan with the important Ionian colonies in 
Asia Minor. 
(g) The only remaining reference (not counting the 

imaginary one in Ps. 1234) is in Ezek. 2718 ( K U ~  O ~ U O I I  

[BAQ ; Q also has LauvX, whilst Aq. has LEUUU]), where 
Javan, with Dan [AV] or Vedan [RV], appears a second 
time among Tyre’s traffickers. ‘ Dan’ and ‘ Javan,’ 
however, are both corrupt. For i iq  111 Cornill 
ingeniously reads 1211~1, and the passage becomes, 
‘wine of HELEON [g.n.], and Simin, and Arnaban they 
furnished for thy traffic.’ But more probably we should 
read, not ‘ and Simin and Arnaban,’ but ‘ and wool of 
Hauran ’ (see WOOL). 

The scantiness of the extant pre-exilic literature does 
not permit us to deny that the Israelites may have 
heard of the  Ionians from the Phcenicians or the 
Syrians in pre-exilic times. We may even admit this 
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JAVELIN JAZER 
Pliath‘s shoulders which AV renders ‘target’ and RV 

Esegeti- 
cal fairness requires us either to endeavour to emend 11.3 or at 
least to recognise the corruption of the text by putting as;erisks 
instead of a rendering. But lis? (Klo.) can hardly mean an 
oval, concave, nietal plate. Possibly ]il’? should be ip9 
and rendered ‘protection’ (Ass. kiddnr ‘protection’ ; see Del. 
Ass. NWB 318 a ; Muss-Arnolt, Ass. h c t .  373 a).l 

Javelin,’ mist have)been for dejence, not for attack. 

T. K. C. 

JAWBONE, ASS’S. One of the exploits of Samson 
is connected in legend with an ass’s jawbone, an ex- 
temporised weapon. Judg. 15 15 is rendered thus in RV : 

And he found a new jawbone of an ass, and put forth his hand, 
and took it, and smote a thousand men therewith. 
An old jawbone would have been too light and brittle 
for the purpose. Of the punning poetical speech which 
is attached, the following is a plausible rendering : 
With the jawbone of the red one (k, an ass) I have reddened 

With the jawbone of the red one I have smitten a thousand men. 
Hence the legend explained the origin of the name Lehi. 
Criticism, however, has to go behind the legend and 
investigate its origin. Both LEHI (4.v.) and Onugnathus 
seem to presuppose a myth which was common to 
the Danites and the Phcenicians. This myth was prob- 
ably derived from Babylonia. The mythic weapon 
of Marduk (a  kind of spear or javelin-i. e . ,  lightning) 
is described in Creation Tablet, 430  (Jensen, KosmoZ. 
28of.) as kakku tZ mabra, #peerless weapon.’ The 
myth containing this phrase was probably preserved at 
the sanctuary of SamaSan (Beth-shemesh) ; the popular 
speech would easily convert it into L@Z &Zmir. Steinthal 
has already noted the stress laid on throwing the jaw- 
bone (cp Ps. 1 8 1 4  [IS]) in Judg. 1517. 

In v. 16 read D ’ n l ~ n  i i q  (so Moore; cp a). Doorninck 
and Budde connect the verb inn with Ar. hanzara in the sense 
of ‘shave, flay.’ But /iumaru also means“ to be ;ed,’ and this 
sense is supported by inn .II. (Job 16 16). So Zenner, Zt. f: 
kafh. TheoL, ’88, p. 257, comparing Arabic poetical passages in 
We. SRiZzen, 1445 and 188 13 (‘84). Msore, however, comparing 
1@1, ‘heap,’renders ‘ I  have piled them in heaps,’ or ( S B O n  
‘ I  assailed my assailants.’ 

them. 

T. K. C. 

JAZER (Yly!, Vl.y! [I Ch.], i a z ~ p ) ,  or Jaazer (Nu. 
2 1 3 2  3235  A V ;  in I Macc. 58 IAZHN [A] Jazar), a 
place E. of the Jordan, occupied by the Gadites (Nu. 
3235  Josh. 1325  I Ch. 68.1 C661, razep [BJ, raztip 
[A], iazsip [L]), but previously by the Amorites (Nu. 
2132) .  I t  lay on the border towards the land of the 
Ammonites in a fertile region of pastures and vineyards 
called the land of Jazer,’ and had dependent villages 
(Nu. 2 1 ~ 4 ~  [@I32 321 Is. 1 6 8  Jer. 483zS) ,  which, like 
itself, were taken by Judas the Maccabee ( I  Macc. 5 7 3 ,  
cp Jos. Ant. xii. 8 I) .  P idealistically reckons it among 
the Levitical cities (Josh. 21 39 [y ] ) ,  and the Chronicler 
tells of Levites at Jazer in the fortieth year of the reign 
of David ( I  Ch. 2 6 3 1  p a h p  [B] ; cp z S. 2 4 5  E A L E < ~ I  

Eusebius and Jerome (OSW) describe it as I O  R. m. 
W. from Philadelphia, 15 from Heshbon, and as situated 
at the source of a large stream ( ~ ~ L U T O S  ?rorap6s) which 
falls into the Jordan. Elsewhere ( OS2) 21227) Eusebins 
calls the city Azer, and makes it 8 R. m. W. from 
Philadelphia. A place with ruins bearing the name of 
SBr or Siir, which Seetzen discovered in 1808,~ is now 
usually connected with Jazer (so, e.g., Baed.PJ 173 ; 
Ges. Lcz.(’”J, S.V. i ~ y , *  ; Merrill, in Hastings’ DB 
25536; cp Porter, in Kitto’s Bib. CycZ.). It is on the 
S. of the WBdy Sir, on the road leading westward 

1 On the subject of 3-5 see Che. /QR 10 580,f ;  Ex)., Aug. 

2 Reading Ty’, ‘ Jazer,’ for lY (which does not mean ‘forti. 

3 09, ‘sea,’ has intruded into MT before 11 9 ‘ Jazer ’ from the 
receding clause. Seetzen need not have tboked aiout for a 

4 See references in Ritter, ErdkrClzdeP), 15 1047. 

P I 9  E X d 7 f  [AI, 4% PI). 

‘98, p. 8 3 3  ; Ex). 3‘10 522 (Aug. ’99). 

fied’), with a. 

’sea of Jazer.’ 
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to be probable. The  fact, however-if it is a fact- 
possesses very little significance, unless indeed M‘Curdy’s 
statement (Hist. Proph. Mon. 2418)  can be proved, that 
‘ Grecian immigrants had settled in Philistia ’ in the 
time of Sargon,l’and ‘formed an influential class in 
Ashdod.’ All, however, that can safely be said is, that 
the adventurer called Yamani or Yatni, who displaced the 
king of Ashdod appointed by Sargon, came from Cyprus 
(see ASBDOD). The real origin of the Assyrian name for 
Cyprus is obscure; it seems to have been popularly 
explained as ‘ the Ionian island.’ Whether the upstart 
who provoked Sargon’s wrath was an Ionian or a 
Phoenician by race, we cannot tell. Still less can we 
assert that immigrants of the same race as Yamani had 
settled in Philistia. An original and ingenious view of 
Flinders Petrie a also deserves mention. This explorer 
is of opinion that between 607 and 587 B. c. there was 
a constant intercourse between the men of Judah and 
the Greek frontier garrison at Tahpanhes (Daphnae). 
They would thus obtain a far more vivid conception of 
Ionians than had formerly been possible. The  view 
is not unplausible, even if we cannot admit that it 
justifies an early date for Dan. 3. 

The Ionians are only once expressly referred to in the 
Assyrian cuneiform inscriptions : Sargon calls them ‘ the 
Javanites who are in the middle of the sea’ (cp 

( C O T 1 6 3 ;  KB 2 4 3 ;  Del. Par. 248). I t  is in the 
cuneiform inscriptions of Darius that we find the next 
mention of Javan ; Darius certainly means by this, not 
Greece proper, but the Ionian colonies of Asia Minor. 
The  contact of Egypt with the Ionians (Yevan, Yevanu, 
etc. began much earlier. The  Ionians are referred to 
by name in the epic of Rameses 11. among the allies 

y), and says that he ‘drew them out like fishes 

oi the Hat2  
See WMM As. u. Eur. 369f?, and, on the biblical passages, 

Stade, Das VoZk Juvan (‘So , reprinted in Akad Reden u. 
AUzandZ., ‘99, pp. 123-142. 

- 

T. K. C .  ~ ~~ ~ 

I .  

JAVELIN. ’ I. RV has improved several interesting 
passages by substituting ‘javelin ’ for AV’s ‘ spear ’ (z.g., 
Josh. 8 18 26 Job 41 zg [zI]. The iii’?, kidgn, was 
shorter than the n y ,  BZnEnith. In Ecclus. 4 6 2  RV 
keeps sword ’ ( jop@ah) ; but a version based where 
possible on the Hebrew text would give ‘javelin ’ ( r i i y z ) . ,  

W e  now know that Ben Sira quotes accurately from 
Josh. 8 18. Inconsistently RV gives ‘ spear ’ in Jer. 5042  ; 
see Jer. 6 2 3  (and cp DAGGER, 2). Most lexicographers 
would support RV’s statement that Goliath had ‘ a  
javelin of brass between his shoulders ’ (I S. 1 7 6  ; AV 
‘ shield’). In Job 
3923,  however, ‘javelin’ rightly takes the place of 
* shield ’ (it is coupled with ‘ spear ’). 

2. AV also renders n’!?, &8nith ( I  S. 1810f. 2033) ,  

and nni, rima& (Nu. 257j, ‘javelin’ ; but RV rightly 
prefers ‘spear.’ In Ezek. 3 9 9  AVmg. ‘javelins’ for 
$?.Q, makkZZ, ‘staff,’ or rather ‘stick’ (see STAFF). 

3. In Job 4121 [29] AV’s ‘darts’ (nn7n) is better than RV’s 
‘clubs’(u+up&). Read ne?? (tart+), ‘javelin’=Ass. tart&& 
‘leichter Wurfspeer’ (Del. Ass. NWB 6306). O’”11, turtZ/ilim, 
should also be read in Ps. 55 22 1211 and Mic. 6 5 161, for n h g ,  
G’”?, and nnln for illnP), as the name of a star (Antares?) in 
Job 38 36. 

4. In Ps. 353, 1iDq (zZsi@gar), ‘and stop the way’ (EV) 
should most probably be lj$? (ZiSZkfid), ‘and javelin’ (cp 
RVIw ‘ battle-axe’). Before giving up a passage like this as 
hopeless, or venturing on a mere makeshift, it is a duty to refer 
to the Assyrian vocsbulary. Here we find Juku& a synonym 
of tavtri&z (Del. 0). cit. 630 6, 656 a). For a less plausible view 
see Hal. Reu. SPm. 3 47. 

j. In I S. 176 Klostermann deserves credit for showing that 
the brazen piece of armour (MT, 01’3, Qurk3) between 

This is really very doubtful (see 5 ) .  

1 It is interesting in this connection to note that C3 substitutes 

3 Nplesheh a d  Defeenneh (Eg. Expl. Fund), 49f. 
3 Aquila renders ] i iq  burls in Job 41 29 [ZI] Jer. 6 23 ; Sym- 

‘Ehhqvas for ‘Philistines’ in Is. 912 [II]. 

machus in Josh. 8 18 Jer. 6 23. 
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JAZIZ JEALOUSY, ORDEAL O F  
I. The ordeal is to be resorted to when a man is 

jealous of his wife, but is unable to produce either the 
witnesses required for an ordinary process at law (Dt. 
1 9 1 5  Nu. 3530) or other evidence of her guilt (cp Ex. 
2213 [I.] Dt. 2215)--~v. 12-14. 

2. When the man brings his wife to the priest (v. 15) 
or before Yahwk (v. go)-i.e., to the door of the taber- 

from'AmmBn. In spite of Merrill's enthusiastic descrip- 
tion, however, the identification is to be rejected, (I) 
because the sibilants of SHr and Jazer do not correspond, 
and above all, (2) because there is no large stream, such 
as the statement of Eusebius requires. Hence we are 
led to suppose that Eusebius has confounded the Jordan 
with the Jabbok. Oliphant (Land of Gikad, 2 3 5 8 )  
points out the ruins of a populous Roman city (which no 
doubt succeeded earlier cities) in the WBdy Zorhi, which 
falls into the WHdy ZerkH (Jabbok). The place would 
be 8-10 R. m. N. of Philadelphia. It is called YBjfiz, and 
is a little to the W. ofel-JubeihHt, the ancient JOGBEHAH 

[ p . , ~ . ] .  That these two places were near together is 
evident from Nu. 3235.  In the centre of the WBdy 
Zorbi is a copious fountain (the 'Ain el-GhazBl), soon 
after passing which the stream becomes large enough 
for irrigation, and so compares very favourably with the 
WBdy Sir. Indeed, between this point and the ZerkL 
the country in spring is ' an expanse of waving crops,' 
and the wHdy is well adapted for vine culture (Oliphant, 
133 236). The rival combination (E.  Pal  Suvvey, 119) 
with Beit Zera', not iar to the NE. of Heshbon and a 
little beyond el-'& (ELEALEH), is opposed not only to 
the statement of Eusebius, but also to Nu. 3 2 3 5  ; nor is 
it realIy favoured by Is. 168, for i i y  i y ,  ' as far as Jazer,' 
implies that Heshbon and Jazer are rather far apart.l 
Against Oliphant's alternative theory-that YBjiiz may 

JAZIZ (W), a ' Hagrite,' David's chief flock-master 
be Jahaz-see JAHAZ. T. K. C. 

JEALOUSY, ORDEAL OF. In cases of suspected 
guilt which were involved in uncertainty or were of ex- 
1. Prevalence. treme gravity, meanswere verygenerally 

taken in antiauitv to obtain a direct 
1 ,  

decision of the deity. In Europe, down to beyond the 
limits of the Middle Ages the custom is found to have 
prevailed, and even at the present day the same thing 
is seen in the less civilized parts of the world. In  the 
O T  we have frequent references to one means which the 
Hebrews adopted for this purpose, viz., the sacred lot 
(see URIM AND THUMMIM) ; but we have only one clear 
record that they also adopted another widely-spread 
custom-the ordeal. The common element in all 
ordeals is one of risk--e.g., of being burnt by walking 
over hot stones or ploughshares, or by thrusting the 
arms into molten lead or of receiving injury from noxious 
potions-and the common belief that underlies them is 
that the deity will preserve the innocent from the in- 
jurious effects which will befall the guilty. 

The one case in which extant Hebrew law provides 
for a resort to the ordeal is that of a woman suspected 
of unfaithfulness to her husband. This procedure is 
described in Nu. 5 11-31 [PI. In spite of the uniqueness 
of the law and of the fact that the Hebrew narratives 
record no instance of its adoption, there are indications 
that (at least) in earlier times, ordeals were more frequent 
among the Hebrews. Robertson Smith (ReL Sem.(2) 
181) accounts for the origin of the names 'Ih-Mishpiit= 
' well ofjudgment,' and ME Mdribah= ' waters of contro- 
versy,' by the supposition that the well at Kadesh was 
regularly used for purposes of the ordeal ; Stade ( Z A  T W 
15 178 [gs]) adduces reasons for concluding that the 
case of suspected marital infidelity was not the only one 
in which ' the memorial meal offering bringing guilt to 
remembrance' (Nu. 515) was offered. I t  has been 
supposed that Ps. 109181r contains a reference to the 
water of ordeal ; possibly also Prov. 627-29 refers to 
other forms of ordeal (note 
Cp also Nu. 1616 f l  

in v. 29 and cp NU. 5 19). 

-The points to Ibe considered are (I) the conditions 
of the ordeal, (z) the accompanying offering, (3)  the 
character of the ordeal itself. 

1 The distancb between YZjiiz and Elealeh is about 15 m. 
(Oliphant). 
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. .  
2. Accompany- nacle (h the case of Herod's temple, 

according to S@E 1 5 ,  to the Nikanor 
door)-he has to bring with him an ing 

offering which is described as ' her ofIering for her '  
( d y  qmp), v. 15. This has been understood to mean 
that the woman makes an offering (of the nature of a 
trespass-offering) of material provided by her husband. 
This, however, is unlikely, for the offering is made 
before the question of the woman's guilt or innocence is 
aecided. More probably it is the man who offers (in 
accordance with the general law that no one must seek 
YahwB's face ' empty ' -Le. ,  without an offering), and 
the above phrase means ' the offering which concerns 
her, is on her account.' T o  symbolise, however, the 
connection of the offering with the woman, it is placed 
in her hands-v. 18 (cp Lev. 827). The material of the 
offering is noticeable : it consists of one-tenth ephah of 
barley meal-the commoner and cheaper flour (z K. 7 I 
Rev. 66)-and is not to be mingled with either oil or 
frankincense (v. 15) .  The latter provision applies like- 
wise to the poor man's sin-offering which also consists 
of the same small quantity (Lev. 511), but even in that 
case, as in the case of every other offering in P, barley 
meal is expressly excluded by the insistence on the more 
expensive 'fine meal.' Probably this is merely an  
isolated survival (which is capable of obvious explana- 
tion) in the late law-books of an earlier freedom (cp 
Judg. 6 19 I S. 124) to use in all cases any kind of meal. 

At any rate we must discard the explanation, practically 
endorsed by many moderns (e.g., Rlhr, Keil, Winer), attributed 
in the Mishna to R. Gamaliel-'as her acts had been bestial, so 
her offering consisted of the food of beasts' (Sa@, 2 I). 

One other element in the ritual has been taken, and 
with more reason. to svmbolise the woman's shame- . <  

3. Other viz., the loosing of the hair (v. 18). We 
ceremonies. may then compare the case cited by 

Robertson Smith IRS12) 181) from the 
KitEb aZ-'X@ni, i. 1563$, where a suspehted wife is 
carried to Mecca, to take oaths of purgation, seated on 
a camel between two bags of dung. According to S@i 1 5  
the npper part of the woman's body was also stripped-a 
proceeding which could have had only one significance. 
On the other hand, the mere loosing of the hair (together 
with the wearing of black garments) was, at least some- 
what later, customary on the part of persons accused 
before the Sanhedrin of any crime (Jos. Ant. xiv. 4 9  ; 
cp Zech. 33) .  

3. The actual ordeal consisted of drinking a specially 
prepared potion (vv. 17 24) : if the woman be innocent, . .~ - 

6. The the potioii.'is harmless, and thus proyes 
ordeal itself. her innocence ; if she be guilty, the potion 

causes iniurv to her thigh and bellv-the 
members instrumental -to'her act o f s in  (27J). ' This 
potion consists of ' holy water ' - i e . ,  water hallowed 
from having been standing in the sacred laver (Mishna, 
Targ.), rather than 'running water ' (65) from the temple 
spring-with which is mingled dust from the floor of 
the tabernacle, and into which are washed the written 
words of the curse. For the risk of coming into contact 
with ' holy water' or receiving it into one's system, we 
have many parallels in the Semitic domain as well as 
elsewhere (WRS Zoc. cit. ) ; for the use of the dust, fewer ; 
but this also being taken from the sanctuary must be 
regarded as holy, and the fusion of it with the water as 
a means of increasing the holiness and, consequently, 
the efficacy of the potion. Reference is often made in 
this connection to Gen. 314 Is. 4923 Mic. 717 Ps. 729;  
but the parallels are not obviously to the point. Prob- 
ably the combined use of water and dust has arisen from 
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the fusion of two originally distinct rites ; and possibly 
the use of the dust originated in necromantic customs. 
The explanation of the washing of the curse into the 
water must be sought in the belief in the efficacy of the 
oath and the independent existence of the words of it 
(cp OATH, and Goldziher, Abh. Bur AraB. Phil. 26- 
4 1 )  ; the connection with oaths of purgation (Ex. 2210 
[9]f:) is also close. The potion has to he mixed in an 
earthenware vessel (a. 17), which probably had to be 
destroyed immediately after use (cp Lev. 628  [.I] 1 1 3 3  

One point that is not clearly stated in the O T  narrative 
is the time within which the potion takes effect ; prob- 
ably the effect was expected to be immediate-in any 
case, within a much shorter time than the two or even 
three years which the Mishna allows (S@& 3 4 ) .  

The text of the section (Nu. 5 11-31) presents diffi- 
culties. which Stade (ZATW 15166-178 C‘gs]) has attri- 
5. Text of buted to literary fusion of distinct rituals ; 
Nu. II-31. but his analysis is unconvincing. The  only 

question of serious importance here is the 
relation of v. 24 to vv. 266 27. The only natural view of 
v. 2 4 8  is that the woman drinks befo~e  the offering is 
made (v. 26) ; but 266 distinctly states that she drinks 
afterwards. Since the assumption that she drinks twice 
is unnatural, OUT only alternatives are to follow Stade 
or to regard v. 24 as textually intrusive. 

In their note on Nu. 5 11-31 seen since the foregoing was 
written, Carpenter and Harford - Battersby (Hex. 2 ~ g r  /) 
adopt Stade’s analysis with some modifications. According 
to them the section in which ‘it will be seen by the fre- 
quency of the harmbnist’s phrases that the fusion has been 
fairly complete,’ results from the fusion of (a) a condemnation 
(vu. I I  12 13a 13c 15 IS 21 23 24 276 256 26 31) and (6) an ordeal 
(vu. 29 136 30a 146 306 16f: ~ g f :  22 25 266 27 28). In the case of 
the condemnation, the woman’s ‘ guilt needs no d,emonstration, 
but only draws down on her the priestly doom. But (I) ac- 
cording to the analysis a (see 126 r3a c) as well as 6 presupposes 
an offence unprovable by ordinary process of law, that is 
to say, presupposes circumstances such as those under which 
ordeals are generally resorted to ; the crime is one which has 
been committed without the knowledge of the husband or any 
other witness. ( 2 )  The proceedings with the waters of bitterness 
correspond to proceedings in the case of ordeal, but have no 
analogy in the Hebrew law with regard to clearly proved cases 
of adultery, for which an entirely different punishment was pro- 
vided (MARRIAGE, 9 4). Into the linguistic distinctions, admir- 
ably presented by Carpenter and Harford-Battersby in their 
note, it is impossible to enter here ; but literary analysis in the 
present instance, even if justifiable, appears too uncertain to be 
of material importance for the subject of this article. 

Of the OT archaeologies see especially Nowack, 2 249-253 : of 
the Commentaries (on Nu. 5 I.$), Dillmann andInfernat. Crit. 
Com. On the text etc see Stade’s article cited above. For 
ethnic parallels cp ’rylo?s article ‘Ordeal’ in EN’) ; Burckh. 
Bedouins and Wahdbys, 1121.f 

JEARIM, MOUNT (P’?y!”ID ; Josh. 1510: rroAlc 

border of Judah, identified elsewhere (CHESALON). 
The  name, however plausible, is scarcely correct. 

Either Jearim has grown out of 3’7) Jarib (see KIRJATK- 
JEARIM), or it is a corruption of fil?y, EPHRON Ig.v.1, ‘Mount 
Ephron ’ being probably not a mere mountain, hut a long ridge. 
Cp PIRATHON. 

JEATERAI, RV Jeatherai (’?nKt) ,  I Ch. 621 [6] 
= I  Ch. 641  [26] ,  ETHNI. 

JEBERECHIAH ($n:?TJ?, 5 ZS), the father of 
ZECHARIAH [i., 271 (Is. 8 2 ,  BAPAXIOY [BKAQF]). The  

JEBUS (b92, ; ieBoyc). Judg. 191.f:; Jebusite 

1512) ; Cp CLEAN, 5 2. 

G. B. G. 

IAPBIN [BI, TT. iap[eliM CALI), a ridge on the N. 

name is usually abbreviated to BERECHIAH [p.v.] .  

(’PI>’?; ISBOYC, -c~I[oc], C€l[N])3 Gen.1016, etc. but 
once Jebusi, Josh. 1816 AV. See JERUSALEM, 5 13. 

JECAMIAH (n;ppY), I Ch. 3 18, RV JEKAMIAH. 

JECHILIAH (;l$+a:, 5 35), zCh. 263)  Kt. RV, 

JECHOLIAH (an:)?:, 35), 2 K. 1 5 2  AV, RV 

AV JECOLIAH. 

JECOLIAH. 
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JEDIDIAH 
JECHONIAH ( I E X O N I ~ C  [Ti. WH]),  Mt. 111f: RV, 

AV JECHONIAS. See JEHOIACHIN. 

JECOLIAH (9;7:)2’, § 35 ; pointing doubtful ; 
iexehia [AL]), queen mother of Azariah, king of Judah 
(21c. 1 5 2 ,  AV JECHOLIAH; xaheia [Bl, ICXEMA [A], 
2 Ch. 2 6 3  ; V9: [Kr.], n h *  [Kt.], RV JECHILIAH, 
xaaia [B, i . ~  X A A ~ I A =  7331). 

JECONIAH (n:??’), I Ch. 316f. See JEHOIACHIN. 

JECONIAS ( I ~ X O N I A C  [BA]), I Esd. 1 g = z  Ch. 359. 
CONANIAH, 2. 

JEDAI (Kt. ’??:, Kr. Y?p’), 2 Ch. 929 RVmg,, EV 
IDDO (iii. I). 

JEDAIAH (V?ll, YEda‘yah, ‘ Yahwb knows,’ 5 32). 
I .  A priestlyfamily in the great post-exilic list (see E ZRA 
ii., 5 9). Mention is made of the ‘ B’ne Jedaiah of the 
house of JESHUA‘ [q.v ., ii., 61, Ezra 236  (reou6a [B], 
rc68oua [AL]) = Neh. 7 39 (twC?ae [BKA], e66oua [L]) = 
I Esd. 524,  Jeddu (re&?ou [B], e66ou [A”], i e 6 8 0 ~ ~  [L]). 

There would seem to have been two families of the name of 
Jedaiah, for two men bear this name, Neh.126 (om. BN*A, 
iscrac [Nc.a “g. 
o8ouras [L]) f and two father’s houses’ &e referred to in Neh: 
12 19 21 (om. BN*A, rSra,v. 19 ; LSCLOU, 71.21 1Nc.a mg. inf.1; 
v. 1 9 ;  wSourp, v. 21 [L]).l In Neh. 11 IO, ‘ Jedaiah, son of Joi- 
arib’ (SaSem [B] Sahsia [N] iaSm [AI -F [L]) one should 
omit ‘son of’. cp’r Ch. 9 io ( h a e  [BA] ’ w r a S e  &I). Jedaiah 
was the head Gf the second course, I Ch. b4 7 (avadera [B], d c r a  
[ALI). 

2. One of the Babylonian Jewish delegates, temp. ZERUB- 
BABEL, Zech. 6 10 14 ( b B N A r Q  do not recognise a proper 
name : ol ~ T ~ ~ V W K ~ T ~ F  a h j v  [a&iv A in v. IO], Aq. &a). 

JEDAIAH (il:T), YEdiiyah, 5 32. I. Ancestor of 
Ziza, a Simeonite, I Ch. 4 37 (&a [Bl, &a [AI, r&aa [Ll). 

2. b. HARUMAPH (q.v.), Neh. 3 IO (idara [BA], rsSSsra  [NL]). 

Ll) ib. 7 (om. BN*A iScLas [Wa mg. 

JEDEUS ( ICAAIOC [BA]), I Esd. 9 3 0 =  Ezra 1029,  
ADAIAH, 5. 

JEDIAEL ($&&‘+?I, Le.,  ‘ known of God,’ cp ELIADA 

and Palm. ~ ~ Y ~ ~ ~ = I E A C I B H A O C  ; !AAIHA CALI). 
I. A chief division of BENJAMIN according to the list in I Ch. 

7 6 3 ,  but not mentioned in the other lists (cp JEHIEL. h y ’ ) ,  
the Gibeonite (I Ch. 7 6  a S q h  [Bl v. .of:, apqh  tB1, aSLvh, 
a S q p  [A p SUP. ras Ab)’ h q h  [L thhcel). See JEIEL, 2. 

2. b. Shimri, one otDavid’s heroes, I Ch. 11 45 (ehBsrvh nisi 
ehesqh vid. Swete [BN] d q h  [AL]). See DAVID, B Ira 1ii.I. 

3. A Manassite, one bf David’s warriors, I Ch. 12  20 ( p w S q h  
[BN], i&vh [A]). 

4. A Korahite door-keeper, 
JEDIDAH (???’, ‘beloved,’ cp JEDIDIAH), queen- 

mother of Josiah, king of Israel (2  K. 221 ; ieAeia [B], 

JEDIDIAH (Vl’lt, ‘beloved of YahwB,’ $5 19, 27. 
so amabilis Domino [Vg.] ,  ciyam+ Kupiou [Sym.J 
cp IDDO;  r6eBer [B], re86r8ra [L], [e]re8t6ta [A Aq. 
Theod.]), as the text stands, is the name given by 
David to Solomon after a visit of the prophet Nathan 
( 2  S. 12 25). It has been remarked elsewhere, howevq 
(see BATHSHEBA, col. 503, t o p ;  DAVID, col. 1032, 
foot), that the narrative in zS. 1 1 1 - 1 2 2 5  has passed 
through an amplifying process in the interests of edifica- 
tion; originally Solomon was not represented as the 
son of a penitent reconciled by Nathan’s instrumentality 
to his offended God. 

In the earlier form of the story z S. 12156 must have followed 
1127 (so Schwally). The original form of m. zqf:, however, is 
still undetermined (see We., Dr., Klo., Ki., Bu. Lohr, H. P. 
Smith). Wellhausen (cp Lahr and Bu.) thinks’it enough to 
read rnh!m2 or lD$W*l, ‘and he entrusted him to the care of 
the prophet Nathan and he (David) called him Jedidiah‘; 
while Gratz and H.’ P. Smith prefer to connect the last two 
words of v.24 with v.z5--IAnd Yahwi: loved him, and sent 
by the hand of the prophet Nathan,’ etc. These expedients, 

See DAVID 8 I I ~  Iiii.1. 
Ch. 262 (tSfpvh [Bl). 

eAiAa [A], E A I A A  [L]). See ADAIAH, I. 

~ 

1 Possibly, however, Adaiah(cp Neh. 11 12) should be read for 

2 So first Thenius ; cp Vg., misitque eum in manu. 
one of these. See ADAIAH, 4. 
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JEDO 
however,, are but palliations of the evil, which needs a 
more radical cure. The truth seems to be that 1127a was 
originally followed by the naming of the son horn to Bath- 
sbeha after Uriah‘s death. We may suppose with s. A. Cook, 
that 12246 (‘and he called [ ~ i y , )  Kt.; hut w p n i  Kr.] his 
name Solomon ’) once followed &mediately upon 1 1 2 7 ~ , 1  and 
that Jedidiah, the name given by Nathan (?) to the child 
Solomon, was the symbolical expression of the reconciliation 
between David and his God. I t  is equally possible, however, 
that the words relative to the naming of the child spoken of, 
which originally stood in 1127, were, ‘and he called his name 
Jedidiah.’ The words ix?? 313’1, which have puzzled critics 
not a little, seem to be a fir.& miswritten and then manipulated 
form of the words n q y  i i xpx (again miswritten at  the end of 
v. 25, as ?ip’ iixyx). When the words, ‘And he called his 
name Jedidiah,’ were transposed to v. 25, they received the 
awkward but necessary prefix, ‘And he sent by Nathan the 
prophet,’z the corrupt words at the end of v. 24 having 
already been converted into ‘and Yahwb loved him. The 
editor seems to suppose a second and more pleasing visit of 
Nathan. 

If the last of the theories mentioned above be accepted, 
the narrative originally ran thus :- 

‘And when the mourning was past, David sent and fetched 
her to his house, and she became his wife and bare him a son 
and he called bisname Jedidiah. But the‘thing that David had 
done displeased YahwS and Yabw.& struck the child that 
Uriah‘s wife had borne tdDavid, and it was very sick. . . . And 
David comforted his wife Bathsheba, . . . and she bore a son, 
and he called his name Shillurn03 (id$, ;.e., his compensa- 
tion), because of Jedidiah.’ 

Now all becomes clear : the corruptions of the text 
are healed and accounted for, and an intelligible 
narrative is produced. Solomon remains Bathsheba’s 
second son. He lacks the religious interest attaching 
to the son of a penitent saint, but he gains the human 
interest attaching to the child of a deeply afflicted 
father. ‘ He called his name “his  compensation,” with 
reference to the lost Jedidiah.’ 

In 25.12 256 @L and Theod. read nin’l278 instead of 
nrn*i ix 2 which Klo., and HPSm., following Cappel (Cm’t. 
Sac. z65Y, adopt. The harder reading, however, should be the 
nearer to the original. 

JEDO (17Y’ Kr.), z Ch. 929 RV”W, EV IDDO (iii. I). 

See SOLOMON. 

T. K. C. 

JEDUTHUN (mw, [pin’?;, Kt.,  pS. 391 
(title) 771  (title), Neh. 1117 I Ch. 16381, IA[e]ieoy~,  
-8oyM [BKART], bL generally I A I ~ O Y M  ; I Ch. 9 16 
iwewN [B]. In I Esd. 115 ( = z  Ch. 3515) RV 
EDDINUS, eAA[s]i NOYC PA]). 

They 
offer as the vowel of the second syllable CL [B] or I [AL], but cp 
r8r0wp (2 Ch.3515 @B), &@wv (I Ch.1638 GR). 01) occurs only 
in r8ovQwv [AI, r8ov0ovv [Ll (1 Ch. 916). The renderings for the 
last syllable vary between -mv, - o w ,  and ’ovp, rarely -up. 
Possihly 1 1 j q y v  should be restored for the surprising ~ , y , i ,  in the 
heading of Ps. 45. That the heading also refers the psalm to 
the Korahites is no objection (see PSALMS). 

The father of Obed-edom (I Ch.1638), and the 
founder of a company of door-keepers (I Ch. 1642 : 

The Vss. as a general rule support the form ]?il’?;. 

JEHIEL 

other- sons are mehoned in Neb; 
11 17 om. BK*A = I Ch. 9 16). 2 Ch. 

1. References. 

29 14 I Ch. 253 ; and‘the phrase ‘ the sons of Jeduthun ’ 
should possibly take the place of the odd reference to the 
‘sons of Judah ’ in z S. 1 1 8  (see JASHER, BOOK OF, 2). 
Jeduthun is no doubt the favourite form of MT, but 
the versions as a general rule favour ‘ Jedithun,’ which 
may be correct (see below). It is the name of one 
of the great guilds of temple singers; its supposed 
founder is mentioned with ASAPH (3), and HEMAN in 
I Ch. 251 6 z Ch. 512 3515 (where Jeduthnn is called the 
‘ king’s seer’), and with the latter alone in I Ch. 16 41. 
It is remarkable that, so regarded, he takes the place 
of ETHAN (4.  v. ). Jeduthun (Jedithun) is mentioned 

1 See AjSL 1900, p. 1563 
2 Schwally (&5. cit.) has already noticed that v. 25a is not by 

It is arbitrary to !he writer of 12 18 (‘Nathan the prophet’). 
insert ‘the prophet’ in 12 I (as Bu. does). - .  

3 A slight distortion of the name niS5W (cp Shallum). The 
above theory arose independently ofH. P. Smith’s remark (p. 326 
top)that the narrative suggests ‘recompense’ as the meaning of 
Solomon. 

about twice as often as Ethan, and it is noteworthy that 
although the Chronicler numbers him among the Levites 
(I Ch. 9 16) he does not give his levitical descent. 

Jeduthun, or Jedithun (Ps.39 I [title] 77 I Kt. [title]), 
occurs in the headings of Pss. 39 62 and 77. In 39 

’195; in 62 and 77 ‘l*-$y is the form 2. Explanation 
The pre- 

position j p  led Ewald to suppose 
that a peculiar musical mode was designated by 
Jeduthun. Robertson Smith, too, regards the name 
as not in any sense personal but a musical term, which 
by a strange transformation became the name of a chief 
singer (OTJCP), 143, where the odd names given in 
I Ch. 254 are adduced as parallels). 

It is natural to suspect a connection with n i l in  (cp Neh. 128, 
and see CHOIR, 8 z),l hut not easy to suggest a plausible 
etymological theory. Or one might take Jedithun to be an 
abbreviation of Jehudithun an artificial form suggesting the 
devotion of the guild of ‘ Jedithun’ to a specially Jewish type of 
music (cp Gritz’s theory of ‘ Gittith’ and see JESHURUN). 

Lagarde’s view, however, is more plausible than any 
of these hypotheses ; according to this, the name is a 
corruption of Ethan, produced through the combination 
of ~ 1 3  ‘ hands of’ with the personal name Ethan (Ue6em. 

If so, ‘ Jedithun’ will be the correct form, and $y not $ the 
right preposition in the musical directions ; ]?91l.$p will he a 
contracted form of (?’e 31’.-h!, ‘to be performed (or, preserved) 
through (or by) the guild of Ethan.’ That the editor of Chron- 
icles in the form in which we have it regarded Jeduthnn as a 
syndnym of Ethan may be admitted ; ’in other words, he did not 
understand the name. 

JEELI ( I ~ H A ~  [A]), I Esd. 533=Ezra256 JAALAII, 

JEELUS ( I B H A O Y  [B]), I Esd. 892=Ezra 102, 

JEEZER, JEEZERITE (Yjq’K, ’?I$”$), Nu. 26 30t 

JEGAR-SAKADUTHA (KplYqk X:), Gen. 31 47. 

JEHALLELEL (5&)$;I,, as if ‘ God praises,’ or 

of the name. of the musical direction. 

121). 

T. K. C.-S. A. C. 

Neh. 7 58 JAALA. 

JEHIEL (ii. I). 

AV. See ABIEZER. 

See GALEED, I ; and cp ISHOD. 

‘he praises God,’ 8 34; but !’NPv?I, ‘JERAHMEEL’ Iy .v . ]  is 
surely the right reading. See I Ch. 2 42, where Ziph is the 
son of Mesha son of Caleb brother of Jerahmeel and ib. 
644 [28]& 24&, where Kish: or Kishi, the Merarit;, is con- 
nected with MAHLI [Y.v.] and (2429) with Jerahmeel. For an 
analogous corruption see MAHALALEEL. 

I. AV JEHALELEEL, in the genealopies of Judah, is father of 
Ziph Ziphah etc. (1 Ch. 4 16 ; Kai urbs a h i ,  y e m p h  [B] Kai 
d o i  b h o 3  LaAhph [A], -7p LA’vid.1, Kai u b i  ahhshqh [L]$ 

2. AV JEHALELEL, a Levite (z Ch. 29 12 ; 703 ehhp [B], 709 
~ahhph [A], 705 Lahsph [L]). T .  K. C. 

, ‘ Yahwk is glad ‘ or ‘ gladdens ’; 
cp JAHDIEL). 

I. A Levite, I Ch. 24 20 (rdeba [Bl, ca8ara [AL]). 
2. A Meronothite, entrusted with King David‘s asses, I Ch. 

2730 (iasias [BAI, ra8aius [Ll, TO- [Pesh.]). 

i e z e ~ i ~ h  [L]; IEZECEL; RVJehezkel). Thenamein  
Hebrew is precisely the same as that known to us as 
EZEKIEL. In I Ch. 2416 it is borne by one of the 
twenty-four courses into which the priests were divided 
in post-exilic times. 

JEHIAH (Yl??!, ‘ Yahwb lives ’ ; cp JEHIEL), a door- 
keeper (with Obed-edom) for the ark, temp. David, I Ch. 
1524’t’ ( ie ih  [BK’], eib. [K*], iehih [AI, I ~ I H A  [L]). 

JEHIEL c5K TI’, , 35 : ‘ God lives’ : cp Palm. 
hvn*, and perhaps Sin. rrn’.; [€] le lHA [BKAL.]). 

JEHEZEKEL (h!?’, §I 29, 5 3 ;  EZEKHA PA] ,  

I. A Levite musician. temn David : I Ch. 15 18 ( r a d  IL1) : 15 20 . .  . . - -,, 

( d ? A  [BKI iBqh [AI). 16 5 (AV JEIEL * taO+ [AI raqh [Ll). 
2. Head hf a family df Gershonite LevGes, temp. ljavid : I Ch. 

23 8 ( L V X  [Bl). 29 8 ( B ~ ~ i p h  [Rl). Cp JEHIELI and see LADAN, 2. 
3. Son of Hachmoni, who was with David’s sons : I Ch. 27 32 

(&E+ [B], LWWA [AI,  LO^ ILL See HACHMONI. 

. . - -,, 

( d ? A  [BKI iBqh [AI). 16 5 (AV JEIEL * taO+ [AI raqh [Ll). 
2. Head hf a family df Gershonite LevGes, temp. ljavid : I Ch. 

23 8 ( L V X  [Bl). 29 8 ( B ~ ~ i p h  [Rl). Cp JEHIELI and see LADAN 2. 
3. Son of Hachmoni, who was with David’s sons : I Ch. 25 12 

. .  

1 See Ktiberle, Die TenlpeZs&cer im AZten Test. (‘gg), 

2 In @B he appears as the nineteenth ; in @AL as the twentieth. 
66 155f: 
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JEHIEL JEHOIADA 
I Ch. 315 is derived from Jer. 2211 : the Chronicler 
failed to see that Shallum and Jehoahaz were the 
same person. Johanan in' I Ch. Z.C. is niiswritten for 
' Jehoahaz ' (cp @ and see JOHANAN, IO) or else an 
editor has altered ' Joahaz ' into ' Johanan ' to cover over 
the Chronicler's mistake. At RIBLAH on the Orontes 
Jehoahaz was put in chains by Necho, and sent to Egypt. 
See Jer. 2210-rz Ezek. 1 9 3 y ,  and cp JEHOIAKIM. 

4. King of Judah (z Ch. 21 17, o,yo<(e)ras [BAL], 25 23 
[BA om.], OXO<LOV [L]). See AHAZIAH, 2. T. K. C. 

JEHOASH (rt;yiny, 2 K. 1121 [ I Z ~ ] ,  etc. See 
JOASH i., I. 

JEHOHANAN (]$$I(), I Ch. 2 6 3 ,  etc. See Jo- 

JEHOIACHIN (I'?JjV, once ?+$', Ezek.'lz, 'Yahwi: 

HANAN, 5. 

establishes,' 8 31, cp Law erotpaqos adnot Qw., Ezek. 1 z ; 
ioaKerp [BKAQI, - K e w  [L in z K.], mxouias [BAL in 2 Ch.], by 
contraction JECONIAH (Vb;: Jer. 2720, [9]n::?;, Jer. 241 284 

29 z I Ch. 3 1.53, [slra~ov~as ,[BNAQL]) and CONIAH (??VI?, Jer. 
22 24 z8 37 I rexovias [BNBQ], iwaxap [A in 22 241, cp CHENA. 
NIAH, CONAINIAH). 

He succeeded his 
father Jehoiakim in 597 B. c. at the age of eighteen ( z  K. 
24 8 11 I Esd. 143  JOACIM, RV JOAKIM. rwuKer,u [BAL]),' 
and after a brief reign of three months ( and ten days,' 
I Esd. 143)  surrendered to Nebuchadrezzar, by whom 
he was carried captive to Babylon, with his mother, his 
generals, and his troops, together with the artificers and 
other inhabitants of Jerusalem, to the number of 10;ooo. 
H e  remained in confinement there as long as Nebuchad- 
rezzar lived ; but the next king, Evil-merodach, nbt only 
released him, but gave him an honourable seat at his 
own table, with precedence over all his royal companions 
in misfortune, and ' a  continual provision' (z K. 2527-30 
Jer. 5231-34). The writer of the pathetic passage at the 
close of Kings evidently regards- Jehoiachin as the legiti- 
mate king even in his exile : so too does Ezekiel, who 
dates his great vision with reference to Jehoiachin's 
captivity (Ezek. 12). and writes in moving terms of this 
event (Ezek. 19 9).  

See alsoEsth. 26(BKALom.); also Mt. 111, where JECHONIAS 
(iexouras [Ti. WHI) is called the 'son of Josias,'his grandfather. 

JEHOIADA ( V l h : ,  'YahwB knows' ; see JOIADA, 
and cp Jedaiah, Jediel, etc. ; I U A A ~  [BKL], !waA. [A]). 

I. The chief priesta who (temp. Athaliah) by his 
promptness and energy rescued Judah from becoming a 
mere appendage of the northern Israelitish kingdom, 
directed by the dynasty of Omri, 2 K. 1 1 4  (rwra8ae 
[A]) and in 1 2 7 8  122 [3]& zCh.  23f :  (in 242 rwar 
[B* mg. b] by confusion with the preceding name in the 
same verse). Both our historical accounts (see JOASH 
i., I) represent Jehoiada as the soul of the revolution, 
and we can well understand that he was virtually ruler 
during the minority of Joash. The king did not, how- 
ever, remain the tool of his tutor : in the twenty-third 
year of the reign of Joash we find the king administering 
a rebuke to Jehoiada and the priests ( z  K. [E], cp 
z Ch. 246) .  According to the Chronicler, Jehoiada 
married two wives, one of whom was JEHOSHABEATH, 
daughter of king Jehoram, grandfather of Joash (z Ch. 
2211 rwra8a [A], 243) .  

In  a letter ascribed to a prophet named Shemaiah we 
find (Jer. 2925) Zephaniah and the other priests at Jeru- 
salem (temp. Zedekiah) represented as occupying the 
place of (Jehoiada the priest,' so far as related to the 
supervision of persons who claimed to he prophets. 
The  phrase reminds us of Mt. 232 ( ' the scribes . . . sit 
in Moses' seat ' )  : ' Jehoiada ' represents the principle 
of sacerdotal superiority to prophecy. 

The  nineteenth king of Judah. 

Cp Meyer, Entst. 78. 

4. Sin of king Jehoshaphat : z Ch. 21 2 (ryh [B]). 
5. RV JEHUEL (Kt. szin,), a Hemanite Levite, temp. 

Hezekiah : 2 Ch. 29 14. see JEHUEL. 
6. A Levitical (or iriestly) overseer of the temple, temp. 

Hezekiah : 2 Ch. 31 13 (a+ [B]). 
7. 'Ruler of the house of God,' temp. Josiah : z Ch. 35 8. In 

I Esd. 1 8  yuwyhos [B"Al, AV SYELUS, RV ESYELUS. 
8. Father of Obadiah in a post-exilic list of fathers' houses : 

Ezra89(rfpa[B], rsetqh [Al)=r Esd. 8 35 JEZELUS(CI<~~OU [BA]). 
9. Father of Shecaniah : Ezra 102 ( w y h  [EN], rem+ [A]). 
IO. A priest, son of Harim : Ezra 10 21 ( r q h  [BN])= I Esd. 9 21 

(mpeyh [BA], EV HIEREEL). 
11. A layman, son of Elam : Ezra 1026 (iayh [Bl caeqh [N] 

aianyh [AI)= I Esd. 9 27, AV HIERIELUS, RV J E Z R I E L ; S ( L + ~ ~ O E  
[AI, is<opLKhos [Bl). 

JEHIEL (58 W), . : better ' JEial,' as generally in RV. 
I. One of the sons of Elam : Ezra 10 2 (iayh [BN] r e e q h  [A] 

reqh [Ll)= I Esd. 8 92 (ieqhou [Bl, reqh [AI, ieiyhov [L], JEELIJS): 
2. T Ch. 935 AV, RV JEIEL, 2. 
3. I Ch. 1144 AV, RV JEIEL, 3. 

JEHIELI ('5s9n:, $ 35 : cp Jehiel). The b'ne 
Jehieli, a family of Gershonite Levites, were 'over the treasuries 
of the house of the Lord,' temp. David : T Ch. 20 21f. ( i eqh  
[BAL] z1. zz &E+ [A; om. Ll). Cp JEHIEL (i. z), and see 
LADAP;, 2. 

, § 29 ; the pointing is strange, 
see HEZEKIAEI; BZEK~AC [BAL]), b. Shallum, an 
Ephraimite leader ( z  Ch. 2812). 

JEHOADAH (il7&Vi' : perhaps corrupted from 
Jehoiada [see. @A Pesh.], cp B 35; Gray, HPNz83), RV, 
following MT, Jehoaddah in I Ch. 8 36, but in I] 9 42t my:, EV 
JARAH, a corruption of 3:B' (cas K ~ L  d a ,  ra6a [B] ; LoLa6a [A ; 
so Pesh.], io6a [LI), a descendant of Saul mentioned in a 
genealogy of BENJAMIN ( p . ~ . ,  5 g, ii. p), I Ch. 836=94z (tasa 
[BA], Lw8a [L]). 

but ] y i n ; ,  Kt. in Kings; roaseiv [AL]; 'Yahwe gives 
pleasure ' ; Hommel, A H T ,  321, '. . . is pleased ' ; in 2 K. 1 4 2  
@ favours the alternative form py1~3, with which cp py, 
ADIN. @BAL. in z Ch. 29 rz however supports JEHOADDAN . 
see E ~ E N  [i.] ' JOADANU;' in I Esd. 9 I g  seems to be due td 
corruption), th; queen-mother of Joash, king of Israel (2 K. 14 z ; 
cwaSstp [BLI, z Ch. 25 T y v a a  [Bl, ~ o d e u  [AI). 

JEHOAHAZ (TQ?Wll:, ' YahwB' holds fast,' 55 29 
50; cp Ahaz, Ahaziah; ~ ~ A X A C  [B], -{[AL]generally). 

I. Father of Joah the recorder, z Ch. 3 4 8  ( r w q  [B]). 
2. Son of Jehu, succeeded his father on the throne of 

Israel in 814 B.c. and reigned seventeen years (814- 

o. .sa]), 141 ([uiy] u p {  [A])=zCh. 2517 (om. B), 
v. 25 (rwar [B]). The Syrian oppression brought 
Israel's power very low in his time; it was left for 
JEROBOAM 11. to repair the mischief. 'We may assume, 
however, that the success of RammSn-nirari 111. 
against Mari', king of Damascus, was not without some 
good result for Israel. Whitehouse (Schr. COT23z4), 
M'Curdy (Hist. Proph. Mon. 13oo), and Winckler even 
think that RammHn-nirari 111. is the ' saviour ' spoken 
of in z K. 135 .  
3. JOACHAZ or JECHONIAS, I Esd. 134,  rexovias [B], 

r q a f  [A] ; ZARAKES, I Esd. 1 3 8  {upros [B], { U ~ U K ~ S  
[AL]). Jehoahaz, son of Josiah, succeeded his father 
on the throne of Judah in 608 B.C. and reigned for 
three months, z K. 2331-33 z Ch. 36 1-3 (rwaxas [A in 
z K . 2 3 3 4 1 ,  -1 [BAL in z Ch.]). In  Jer.2211 he is 
called Shallum. This was probably his birth-name, 
which he exchanged for the name ' Jehoahaz ' when he 
was anointed. It is much less natural to suppose that 
#Shallurn' is used ironically (like 'Zimri' in z K. 931), 
as if Jehoahaz were called ' the  second Shallum,' one 
whose reign was almost as short as that of Shalluml 
( z  K. 1513) .  This conclusion, however, will not justify 
us in following the M T  of I Ch. 3 15, where four sons are 
given to Josiah, one of whom is an otherwise unknown 
Johanan, and another is Shallum. The Chronicler who 
calls Jehoahaz's successor Jehoiakim (not Eliakim) would 
certainly have called Jehoahaz by his crown-name, not 
by his (supposed) birth-name. Shallum, therefore, in 

1 So Graf. 
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JEROADDAN, RV Jehoaddin ()$?l:, $9 38 57 ; 

797 B.C.), 2 K. 131-9  (WUXUS [A, V. 71) 25 (lwa@x [A, 

See, however, JEROBOAM, z. 

1 On the singular statement of MT of z Ch. 369 cp I Esd. 
1 41f: ; but @AL has ~ K T A  K C X ~  6 i a  (in Ch. : but 6CKabrrh [AI, 
~ K T B  Ka16La [L] in I Esd.) see Barnes's note in Cambr. Bible. 

a In z K. 12 IO [II] Jehoiada is called 'high priest,' but this is 
The original document must have been contrary to usage. 

altered (so also z K. 22 8). See Kittel and Benzinger. 
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JEHOIAKIM JEHORAM 
2. Father of Benaiah(Lwa8 [Lj), z S. 8 18 cava< [E] iw8as [A], 

2023, aXahou9 [B, introduced from [u. 241, d a i  [k] rwa66aL 
~ o ~ n 6 u s  [A in zS.232022 and I K . l J  except 1;6, udac E;!,' in I Ch.llzzz4 1817 27 j ;  'on the error in I Ch. 2134 

see BENAIAH, I). In I Ch. 1227 he is caLled 'leader of AARON. 
[T.v., n. il-i.e., of the Aaronites (rwa6av [Bj, -6ae [N], cwa. [AI, 
cwasa [L]), cp DAVID, 5 I I  [iii.]. 

JEHOIAKIMl (DpirI;, ' YahwB raiseth up,' § 31 ; 
cP JOIAKIM, JOKIM ; IWAK[E]IM, [B:AQL]), also 
IWKEIM [A in 2 K. 2461. IOAKBIN [L in z K .  24191, 
I B X O N I ~  [A in Jer.2224]), at first called EI.IAKIM 
{p.v. 2). eighteenth king of Judah, son of Josiah and 
ZBBUDAH (2 K. 2336 zCh. 3 6 4 8 ' ;  JOACIM, RV JOAKIM, 
I Esd. 1 3 7 8  ; JOACHIM, RV JOAKIM, Bar. 13). H e  
succeeded his deposed brother Jehoahaz as the nominee of 
Pharaoh-Necho, at the same time receiving the new name 
of Jehoiakim (probably suggested by the priests) from his 
suzerain (cp z K. 24 17). Jehoiakim showed his gratitude 
by pursuing an Egyptian policy as long as he could. 
His first object was to collect the tribute imposed by 
Necho ( 2  I<. 23 35 ; cp 15 20).  The royal treasure being 
probably much reduced, he had to ' exact the silver and 
gold of each one according to his taxation,'2 which 
almost inevitably led to much oppression of the poor 
(cp '  HOSHEA, I): It is surprising that Jehoiakim 
should, in such circumstances, have shown a passion 
for regal magnificence. By forced labour, as Jeremiah 
tells us (22 1 3 3  ), he built a spacious house, ceiled with 
cedar and painted with vermilion, thus vying with 
Ahaz or with Ahab (see AHAB, (3 8), according to two 
of the ancient readings of this difficult passage (v. 15). 
Of what use, cries the prophet, is this ill-gotten 
magnificence? Will vying with former kings be any 
security to him in the day of trouble? Or rather-for 
the text certainly needs emendation-' wilt thou con- 
tinue to reign, because thou makest a nest in choice 
cedars ? And then, reverting at the close to this love 
of cedar-wood, he cries to the royal family in the palace 
.(v. 23). 'Thou that dwellest in a Lebanon, that hast a 
nest on the cedars, how wilt thou g o a n  when pangs 
come upon thee '-the pangs of those who are being led 
into the presence of a ruthless conqueror? We have 
no document equally trustworthy with this prophecy 
for the character of Jehoiakim. That the morality of 
the nobles was on a par with that of the king appears 
from other prophecies of Jeremiah, and when a prophet 
named URIAH ventured to rebuke Jehoiakim, the king 
slew the messenger of God and dishououred his dead 
body (Jer. 26 20).  Jeremiah and Baruch narrowly escaped 
the same fate (Jer. 3626) ; with horror the biographer 
.of the prophet relates that the king cut and burned with 
his own hands the sacred roll of prophecy (Jer. 36 23): 

The chronology of the close of Jehoiakim's reign LS 
uncertain. According to z K.241 he paid tribute to 
Nebuchadrezzar for three years, and then rebelled. Since 
a Babylonian army did not appear before Jerusalem till 

-after Jehoiakim's death, it has been supposed that the 
three years referred to are the three last of Jehoiakim's 
life and reign-Le., 600-598.6 But there are historical 
difficulties, which have been forcibly urged by Winckler 
(AT Unters. 818). Winckler himself makes the three 
years of Jehoiakim's fidelity to Babylon 605-603. The 
Chronicler says (z Ch. 366f.) that Nebuchadrezzar 
carried Jehoiakim to Babylon ; but according to z K. 246 
he died in peace at Jerusalem and in the LXX z Ch. 
1 In Jer. 27 T Jehoiakim is an error for ZEDEKIAH [g.v., I] ; cp 

R V w  
2 RV makes the tribute-money exacted 'of (from) the people 

-of the land.' But this gives the verb t"!! a third accusative. 
Y l ~ n  oy-nr is a gloss on the expression p:," ('the land') in 
the same verse, and is therefore to be deleted. 

8 'Because thou viest with Ahaz' ( B B N Q ) ,  or 'with Ahab' 
t ( @ f i  ; so Co.), is some improvement on MT's 'because thou 
strivest to excel i n  cedar' (?) ( B Q W . ,  cp Aq., Symm.). A 
better reading (see Crit. Si6.) is suggested by w. 7 and v. 23. 

4 See Che.,/er., Liye and Tinges, 1398 
5 See Tiele, BAG 424fi; Stade, GVZ 1678; Guthe, GVI 

Cp Klo., Ki. 

.220. 
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368 asserts that he was buried in the garden of UZZA 
Fq.v.1; cp z K. 21 18 26. The latter statement is'probable, 
lust because it runs counter to the terms of denunciation 
in Jer. 2218J 3630. 
. JEHOIARIB (>$?lil',' 'YahwBcontends' ; ioap[s]lB 

See ISRAEL, (3 40f: T. K. C. 

[AWL]; I Ch. 9 IO, -p [Bl ; I Ch. 247, Lapscp [B], -pmj3 [A]), 
also JOIARIB (g.v.), or ~JOARIB  (see below), the founder of an 
important priestly family which was represented in the time of 
Joiakim the high priest by Mattenai (see EZRA ii., 0% 66 11), 

Neh. 1 2  19 (~w~ap[a]rp [Nc.a mg. inf. L .  B*NA om.]) and from 
which the Maccabees also were descedded UOARIB, Macc. 2 T 
ma eip [ANI 142g,[RV]). In 1Ch.910247 Jehoiarih has a 
higK place in the priesthood of David's time ; according to Neh. 
12 a(rwcap[6]rj3) Joiarib returned with Zeruhbabeland Jeshnafrom 
Babylon, and in Ezra 8 16 (ape$ [B], a. [L], rwaperp [A]) he is one 
of Ezra's assistants and a teacher'(j'?p). Cp JARIB, JOIARIB. 

JEHONADAB ( l ~ k l ~ ) .  z K. 1015. See JONADAB, 3. 
JEHONATEAN (]Qkll), I Ch. 27 25 AV, etc. See 

JONATHAN, 9, 11, 16. 
JEHORAM (D?iI'-i.e., ' YahwB is high,' $5 38 44.; 

l ~ p a ~  [BAL]). 
I, b. Ahab, king of Israel after Ahaziah (852 ?-842).. 

I t  was in his reign that, according to 2 K. 3 5 J ,  
1. Moab. the Moabites revolted from the house of 

Omri, and we may at any rate infer that 
the Moabites had during the short reign of Ahaziah 
taken such reprisals on the Israelites that Jehoram 
could not safely neglect to give Israel's former vassals a 
lesson. Everything seemed to favour such an euter- 
prise. In particular, Israel's most dangerous foes, the 
Syrians of Damascus, were prevented by the constant 
danger of a fresh Assyrian attack from renewing their 
old hostilities against the kingdom of Samaria. W e  
do indeed hear, in z K. 6 3 ,  of a siege of Saniaria by 

2. Siege of the Syrians, which the editor evidently 

Sramaria. supposes to have taken place under 
Jehoram. This chronological assign- 

ment, however, improbable enough (for ,the reason 
mentioned just now) in itself, is probably shown ,to be a 
mistake by the mention of BENHADAD (F.v., (3 z) as 
the besieger. of Samaria, and by the tradition that the 
host of Benhadad dispersed in a panic at the supposed 
approach of the kings of the Hittites and of Mizraim. 

The Hittites are of course those of Northern Syria, and more 
especially perhaps of Hamath. 'Mizraim must either be 
corrupt, or must, although generally the Hebrew word for 
Egypt be the name of some people and country not far removed 
from h e  Hittites. Nor can we be long in doubt which 
alternative to adopt. For 'Mizraim' we should, both here and 
in I. K. 1Ozsf; 2 Ch. 116f: read Miwiwz-i.e. the Alisri, 
who, in the inscriptions of Sdalmaneser 1. and TiglAth-pilese; I., 
are referred to as dwelling on the borders of Northern Syria and 
Cappadocia, and in Shalmaneser IL's time were still able to 
send io00 warriors to the assistance of Bir'idri (Benhadad) at 
Karkar (see MIZRAIM, B z a, and cp CILICIA, ti 2, n. 2). 

Now the only time when these two kingdoms (Hamath 
and MuSri) would be dangerous or at least troublesome 
to the Syrians of Damascus would be that immediately 
preceding 854 B.C. ,  while Shalmaneser was still 
occupied in Mesopotamia. The normal condition of 
these northern states was one of mutual jealousy ; but 
for a moment the presence of a common danger united 
them; they combined, as we have seen, not without 
some beneficial results, at Karkar. 

The siege of Samaria referred to in 2 K. Sf. was 
therefore not an event of the reign of Jehoram, nor 
(as Kue. Einl. J 25, n. 12, and Ki. Hist. 2 277, main- 
tain) of that of Jehoahaz, but probably of that of Ahab. 

The narrative itself leaves the name of the kingundetermined, 
though the mention of Elisha as contemporary with the siege 
shows that the circle in which this narrative originated did not 
1 See Hommel, GBA 610, n. 3 ; Winckler, A T Unters. 172 ; 

GI 1151f: ; M'Curdy, Hist, Proph. Mom. 1409; and cp 
Schrader, KGF 254fi The view of Wellhausen (Cc287) that 
the Hittites and the Egyptians are mentloned by mistake for 
the Assyrians, must therefore he abandoned. (Since this article 
was written the above view of oqxn has been adopted also by 
Benz. and K.i:i:) 

2 Thus we have a duplicate tradition of the siege (I K. 20 r-z?, 
and 2 K. 6 24-7). 
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JEHORAM JEHOSHAPHAT 
suppose the king to have been Ahab.1 Such a mistake would have 
been impossible in the royal annals, but was not so in a tradition 
told and retold often before it was committed to writing. 

W e  now return to Jehoram's expedition against 
Moab. The narrative which describes it is not taken 
3. Expedition from the annals ; like that of the siege 

of Samaria, it proceeds from popular 
tradition. It is Dossible enough that against 

Elisha was consulted on the occasibn ; but sonig of the 
details present a suspicious resemblance to those of the 
departure of Ahab for Ramoth-gilead (cp 2 K. 3 1.3 
with I K. 227-g),  though at the same time there is a 
difference, for Elisha receives from Jehoram much more 
respect than Micaiah receives from Ahab. There is 
also one clearly inaccurate historical statement. There 
can have been no king of Edom at this period to 
accompany Jehoram and Jehoshaphat (see I K. 
22 1471 48f . ,  and cp 2 K. 8 20 ; see also EDOM, 7). 
That the Israelites really adopted the means of getting 
water described in z K. 316f. 20, it would be rash to 
deny : their leaders were doubtless as well acquainted 
with the ground as modern travellers (see 147, 
and cp ELISIIA, § 5). 

The  account of the havoc wrought by the invaders is 
trustworthy (see KIR-HARESETH). Nor is it clear why *. Mesha,s Winckler (G11207)  should doubt the his- 

toricity of Mesha's sacrifice of his firstborn 
(z K. 3 27). The plague or some other 

physical calamity which befell Israel at the close of the 
expeditipn would perpetuate the memory of the awful 
sacrifice which preceded it. The original tradition 
appears to have stated'that this calamity was caused by 
the wrath of the god of Moab at the invasion.2 Israel's 
courage ebbed away, \thile Mesha's desperate act in- 
spired the besieged with religious enthusiasm. They 
sallied from the fortress and drove the Israelites away. 
The honour of Moab and of Mesha was saved. 

The  cloud which hovered over Syria at this time was 
favourable.to another warlike project of Jehoram-the 
5. Gilead. recovery of the Gileadite cities for which 

Ahab had so bravely, but so vainly, fought. 
So the king of Israel summons his kinsman Ahaziah of 
Judah to attend him, as Jehoshaphat had attended him 
before, on the field of battle. Jehoram is wounded, 
and returns home to Jezreel, and Ahaziah goes to visit 
him. Thus Jehu ben Nimshi is left alone in command 
of the troops. How he is encouraged to seize the 
crown, is told elsewhere (JEHU, I). Pierced by 
Jehu's arrow Jehoram falls. 
2. Son of Jehoshaphat by Athaliah, and king of 

Judah (851-843 B.c.), 2 K. 816-24. A fragment of the 

1 There is apparently a confusion between Elijah and Elisha, 
as in 2 K. 8 13 9 1-10. See ELISHA, $5 5. 

2 The text in its present form simply states that there was a 
great outbreak of divine wrath (51; 1:z) against Israel. The 
sense of this is clear, for except in Eccles. 5 17 [16] (if the text he 
correct) and Esth. 118 I?? is always used of di:ine anger; but 
which god is referred to? We must clearly distinguish between 
the original tradition and the narrative in its present form. The 
contemporary Jews may possibly enough (cp I S. 26 19) have 
said that Chemosh, the god of Moab, had hitherto been wroth 
with his people (cp inscription of Mesha 2. 5 )  but that now he 
turned his indignation against the invaders i f  his land. The 
author of the narrative in its present form, however, certainly 
thought that the God of Israel had the supreme power even in 
the land of Moab (see 2 K. 3 16-18), His natural impulse was 
to attribute to Yahwh the calamity which marred the success of 
the Israelites, and yet how could Yahwi. have turned suddenly 
against Israel? He therefore says quite vaguely that divine 
wrath fell upon Israel, without mentioning the name of Yahwh. 
The original tradition may have said qrz, wrath 
from the presence of Chemosh.' That the wrath of Chemosh 
is meant is admitted by Bertheau Bib.-lex. (Schenkel) 4 2 3 x 3 ,  
Stade, G V f  1430536; H. Schultz, A T  TheoZ.(4), 174 Smend 
A T  ReLZesch. III .  Wellhausen cautiously (ProZ.(E) 2 3 3 )  de: 
scribes this view as 'possible,' which points in the direction of 
such a theory as is adopted here. The language of the text is 
vague : this vagueness has to be accounted for. Klostermann's 
view (Sum. u. Kon. 4 0 0 3 )  is at  once too complicated and too 
arbitrary to he discussed here. The best conservative treat- 
ment of the question is in Koh. Bibl. Gesch. 3335, n. 5. 

sacrifice. 
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royal annals tells us that in his reign the Edomites 
revolted from Judah, and chose themselves a king. 
Jehorani, however, seems to have had even less success 
against Edom than his Israelitish namesake had against 
Moab. Until the close of the campaign the N. Israelites 
appear to have had the advantage over Mesha; but of the 
southern Jehoram we are told (so fax as the text can be 
understood) that he had the greatest difficulty in cutting 
his way by night through the Edoniites who had sur- 
rounded him, and saving his life with a faithful few. The 
greater part of his army ( '  the people,' as 2 S. 18 1-8) 
had fled. Libnah, probably a Canaanitish city annexed 
to Judah, revolted at the same time. 

Whether any grains of historical fact can be gleaned from the 
narrative of the Chronicler (2 Ch. 21) is more than doubtful. 
The temptation to enrich an empty reign with didactic details 
was especially strong in the present instance, Jehoram being the 
representative in Judah of the dangerous innovating religious 
policy of Ahah (2 K. 8 18). A writer who was capable of invent- 
ing (or even of accepting without criticism) a letter from Elijah 
to Jehorarn simply to enhance the king's guilt, cannot safely he 
followed even in such comparative trifles as the illness which, 
he says, preceded Jehoram's death. To accuse Jehoram of open- 
ing his reign with a massacre (cp ATHALIAH, I) and to burden 
the history with something like a repetition Af the supposed 
invasion af Zerah (so Smith, DB@) ; Koh. Bi62. Gesch. 3 339- 
344 ; Klost. GVIzo3) is therefore scarcely to he called critical. 
See Kue. Einl. 0 31 n. 3 and cp Bennett, Chronicles, 393-398. 

3. A priest, temp. jehoAhaphat, 2 Ch. 17 8 ( ~ o p a v  [Bl). 
T. K. C. 

JEHOSHABEATH (n;;~?;), 2 Ch. 2211. See 
JEHOSHEBA. 

JEHOSHAPHAT (&@ht, § 36, ' YahwB judges,' 
cp  9;12pp@, etc., and see JOSHAPHAT, also DAN i., I ; 
iwca@ae or IUCA@AT [BAL ; in 2 Ch. always -AT]). 

I. King of Judah (I K.1524 222 8 2 K. 3 1 5  
2 Ch. 1 7 1 8 ) .  Probably his accession is to be placed 
in the eleventh year of Omri, not in the sixth year of 
Ahab.I Of the latter king he was in all proba- 
bility a vassal (see AHAB, § 7, n. 3). Repeatedly 
( I  K. 2 2 4  z K. 3 7 )  he takes the field with the king of 
Israel ; his visit to Ahab in Samaria (I K. 222) is no 
doubt a compulsory one, connected with the campaign 
against the Aramreans in the N. of Gilead. The  
marriage of his heir Jehoram with Ahab's daughter 
ATHALIAH (q.".), was also a political necessity; as a 
vassal, Jehoshaphat took this means of lightening his 
burden. Nor can he protest when Ahab puts him in 
a false position by disguising himself as a common 
soldier while Jehoshaphat retains his royal insignia 
(I K. 2230).  The compiler of Kings gives him a good 
character for piety. His piety, however, whatever it 
was, did not blind him to the necessity for national 
progress in national things. His attempt to open direct 
communication with the gold-country OPHIR (4.". ) is 
thus described in I K. 2247-49. (The passage is not so 
obscure as it has been thought, but needs emendation ; 
it is an old coin needing to be purified from its rust. ) 
' And.he had mariners in NZsib-Edam, those that wield the oar 

[inlships ofTarshish, [and they undertook] to go to Ophir for gold 
hut they went not, for the ships were wrecked in N+h-E.dBm: 
Then Ahaziah b. Ahab said to Jehoshaphat, i' Let my servants go 
to sea with thy servants." But Jehoshaphat consented not.'2 

How the Chronicler represents these facts is told 
elsewhere (CHRONICLES, 1 8n). The same writer 
omits to mention the war against Moab in which 
Jehoshaphat did vassal's service to Jehoram (2 K. 3 ; 
see JEHORAM, I), and substitutes the strange narrative 
1 The account in I K.2241-go is given by @BL hetween 

I K.1628 and 29 with some omissions and with a different 
chronological statement (viz. that adopted above). @ E  (but not 
BL) also renders the full Hebrew text of I K. 2241-46 (but not 
47-50, which @A, however, gives). 

2 The received text is supposed to state that although it 
(Edom) had a king, yet he was merely a nominee of the king of 
dpdah. The text has, 'There was no 

Following hints 
of '€5 Stade and Ki. read thus, ' In Edom there was (then) "9 
king,' [but] the prefect (or, officer) of king Jehoshaphat built, 
etc. This is. not at  all natural. The key is furnished by 
Ezek. 27 29 ; Oh$ >':I, N+6-Zd5m, ' Column of (the god) Edom,' 
we must hold to he the true name of the miscalled Ezion-geber. 
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This cannot be right. 
ing in Edom-a prefect king-Jehoshaphat, 



JEHOSHAPHAT, THE VALLEY O F  
( z  Ch. 20 ; see CHRONICLES, $$ 8 8) of the pious king’s 
deliverance from Moab, Edom, and Ammon, which is a 
romantic version (but with much geographical precision ; 
see NEGEB) of the tradition recorded in 2 K. 3, and 
only valuable ( I )  from its geographical details, and ( 2 )  

as an illustration of levitical religion in the third 
century B. c. On the reputed tribute of the Philistines 
and Arabians (zCh.  1711) see ARABIA, 5 3, PHILIS- 
TINES ; see also below, JEHOSHAPHAT, VALLEY OF. 

2. b. Ahilud or rather Ahimelech (see AHILUD), David’s vizier 
(i‘s!?); z S.S16 (iwua+ [AI, 2024, ua+w [Ll, I K. 43 I Ch. 
IS &. See RECORDER. 

[BL om. ; replaced after I* .  19, where Loava+aT [L]). 

5 4- T. K. C. 

3. b. Paruah, Solomon’s prefect in ISSACHAR [B 41 (I K. 417 

4. b. Nimshi, father of JEHU, I. ( 2  K. 9 2  14.) Cp ISSACHAR, 

JEHOSRAPHAT, THE VALLEY OF (iJP8 
D ~ ~ l n ~ ) .  or rather The Valley (called) ‘ Jehosha- 
phat,’ the name of the place of judgment for all 
nations (Joel 3 [4] z I.?). If correctly read, it is the 
coinage of the prophetic writer himself; it means 
‘Yahwb judges,’ ‘for there will I sit to judge all the 
nations round about’ (v. 12 ; similarly v. z in the 
Hebrew). Had the writer any definite geographical 
site in view? Some have thought of the valley of 
BERACHAH ( n n 2  pny, 2 Ch. 2 0 ~ 6 ) ~  where Jehoshaphat 
is said to have gained a victory ; but surely Jerusalem, 
not Tekoa, is to witness the judgment. Others prefer 
the valley of KIIJRON (q.v., z ) ,  where there appears to 
have been a common graveyard in pre-esilic times ( 2  K. 
236),  and where both Jews and Moslems still bury 
their dead in anticipation of the judgment. The  
tradition, however, connecting this valley with Joel’s 
prophecy can be traced no earlier than the fourth 
century A.D. (see Eus. and Jer. OS27389 11313), 
and has no authority; besides, the Kidron valley is 
called $I!, nd@nZ, not pny, ‘&nb&, I n m  14 Joel gives 
another descriptive name-yrinn p y ,  EV ‘ valley of 
decision.’ I t  might seem that he was thinking of Is. 
2821J, where destruction is threatened to ‘the whole 
earth’ (or, land) in terms reminding US of Joel’s 
second phrase, and it is said that Yahwb will arise for 
judgment ‘as on Mt. Perazim,’ and ‘as in the valley 
( p y x )  by Gibeon. ’ Isaiah obviously refers here to the 
valley ( p ~ )  of REPHAIM ( g . ~ . ) ,  SW. of Jerusalem, 
which was for him the typical valley of judgment. It 
is not impossible that Joel refers to the same site (but 
cp Zech. 144). Elsewhere, however ( C ~ i t .  Bid. ), it 
is argued that the same corruption has occurred 
in both passages, and that the obscure phrases 
‘ valley of Jehoshaphat ’ and ‘ valley of decision (?) ’ (or, 
‘ of threshing,’ Geneva English Bible, AVW., Calv., 
Credner) should be read ‘ valley of judgment’ (mtjp;) 
and ‘ valley of judicial righteousness. ’ 

For ‘valley of Jehoshaphat ’ @NAQ gives * v  mLA&lSa Eoua+aT, 
Theod. + XJpau r$s K ~ ~ U C W S ;  Tg. ~ ~ 3 1  jrk 1 ~ 9 ~  Thus 
Theod. and Tg. favour rswnn. For ‘valley of decision 0)’ 65 
has T$,KoLA&~SL [-A3 N*] SiKqs--i.e., n p n ,  but Theod. repeats 

A learned (unpublished) Index of Passages bearing on the 
topography of Jerusalem by A. B. M‘Grigor (‘96) summarises 
the traditional statements on the valley of Jehoshaphat. The 
Pilgrim of Bordeaux (333 A.D.) believed that this valley was ‘to 
the left of those going from Jerusalem to the g,ate which is 
against the E., that they may ascend Mt. Olivet. Antoninus 
Martyr uses the term ‘valley of Gethsemane ’ as synonymous 
with ‘valley of Jehoshaphat.’ Willibald says that it was near 
Jerusalem on the eastern side. Adamnan also knows of a ‘ tower 
of Jehoshaphat’ in the same valley, not far from the Church 
of St. Mary. 
we may put the statement of’Midrash Tillim, ‘A valley called 
Jehoshaphat does not exist’ (Neub. Gdop.  51). 

JEHOSHEBA (Ul$n’, probably for ~ldh!,  Jeho- 
shua ; :,cp ELISHEBA ; but cp 33 : i w c a B ~ s  [B*AL], 
lwc&ee [Ba.b (0 superscr.)]) or JEHOSHABEATH 

(ngsdn:, I ~ C A B E E  [BL], l w C A B € e  [A]), appar- 

71s  KPLWEWS. 

Against all this and much more of the same kind 

T. K. c. 

ently an error produced by the following n3 (so also 
Gray HPiV 2 8 5 ;  cp @ Ex. 623, where the same error 
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JEHOZABAD 
appears, and ELISARETH), daughter of Joram, sister 
of Ahaziah, and wife of Jehoiada, who saved the life 
of her royal nephew Joash ( z  K. 112 zCh.  2211). 

JEHOSHUA (P$n’), Nu. 1316, and Jehoshuah, 

JEHOVAH (2)3:), Gen. 34,  etc. 

JEHOVAH-JIREH (381: YIln’, KYPIOC [ s l l h s ~  

See ATHALIAH, JOASH. T. K. C. 

I Ch. 727, RV JOSHUA [g.v.]. 

See NAMES, 
1098 

[ADL]), or rather YahwB-yir’B, the name given by 
Abraham to the place on which he had offered up a 
ram instead of his son (Gen. 2214). In view of v. 8, 
it should mean ‘ Yahwb selects ‘ ; but the nest words 
are, according to the traditional text, ‘ Hence it is even 
yet said, I n  the mountain where Yahwb appears,’ as if 
this were a popular saying (cp 109). W e  are thus face 
to face with an  inconsistency. Probably the editor of 
JE,  who (see ISAAC, § 2) interfered with the original 
story of the Elohist, vocalised differently, so as to read 
YahwB-yEr%’b, ‘ Yahwb appears ’ (on this spot). His 
object is manifest from 2 Ch. 31, where the site of 
Solomon’s temple is said to have been ‘ on Mt. Moriah 
( y i r n ?  im), where [Yahwb] appeared (mm) unto David 
his father.’ The  Elohist, however, must have written 
El-yir’b, and have explained the name as ‘(the place 
which) God selects,’ or generally, ‘ God selects (place, 
victim, etc., as it pleases him).’ 

What the Elohist has given us cannot, however, be the 
original story. Using the reinterpreted story of Beer-lahai-roi 
as a key (see ISAAC, $ 2), we see that it is the same sacred spot 
called properly Beer-Jerahmeel (or Jerahmeeli), which is her; 
referred to. To suit the n e b  Hebrew stc5ry of the divine pro- 
hibition of human sacrifice, the name Jerahmeel was altered into 
El-jireh (‘ God provides’). In v. 14 we should probablyread, for 
lc?, ‘in the mountain,’ i!?, ‘well’-i.e., ‘according as it is still 
the custom tosay Beer-jireh-el.’ The latter name was an edifying 
alteration of Jerahmeel. [ n ~ i -  8133, the first time K ~ ~ L O S  &w, 
the second (& T &  6pec) K ~ ~ L O S  ;+e?. Pesh., Vet. Lat., and 
(after it) Vg., reiresent the Kal both times, and agree in pre- 
supposing lE.1 T. K. C. 

JEHOVAH-NISSI (’p??lj n’, ~ y p  I oc KaTAayrH 
MOY, Dominus exuZtatntio men), the name given to the 
altar built after the defeat of Amalek a t  Rephidim, Ex. 
1715. EV renders ‘ the Lord (is) my banner,’ which 
is in fact the usual explanation. Most compare Ps. 
2 0 6  [ 5 ] ,  and paraphrase, ‘We fight in reliance on 
Yahwb.’ The  paraphrase, however, is not natural,’ 
and Ps.205 [6] is corrupt (see ENSIGNS, 16, col. 

Vg. imagines a derivation from N@;; @ apparently reads 
’!?In. Probably 6 is right ; the Pasek before ’o! may indicate 
that the text isdoubtful. Verse 16 is equallyuncertain(on EV see 
HAND, 6). An inspection of the Hebrew letters suggests that 
both 0 3 - 5 ~  and nnn$,n are probably miswritten for p\Dy. When 
the second psny had become corrupted into n n n b ,  p$,nyx 
had to be inserted to make sense. 13 l$p (an unusual phrase) 
should probably be nq*y,>, and 1, *J should be i*j? $3. 

The whole passage should probably run thus :-I And 
Moses built an altar, and called the name of it ‘ YahwB 
is my refuge’ ; he said, ‘ Yahw8 has put Amalek to 
flight in Rephidim’ ( n ~ a i ~  p h y - n N  131n 93). On the 

Cp MORIAH. 

1299). 

name ‘ Amalek ’ see JERAHMEEL, 4. T. K. C. 

JEHOVAH-SHALOM (n6e m’, slpHNH K Y p l o Y  
[BA], KYP. EIP. [L]; Domini pux) ,  the name of 
Gideon’s altar a t  Ophrah, Judg. 624.f The name prob- 
ably commemorated the traditional victory of Gideon, 
though the narrative as it stands seems to connect it 
with a phrase ascribed to Yahwb--‘ Peace to thee’ 
(= ‘ I t  is well with thee ’). Cp, however, Moore, Judges, 

JEHOZABAD (Vh’, ‘ Yahwb gives,‘ 27 ; IWZA- 
BAA [BAL]). ;,! See JOZABAD. 
I. b. Shomer, one of the murderers of Joash zK. 1221 [221 

(re<cpod [BAL]). in z Ch. 24 z 6 f :  (&<ape8 [Bl L)m<aPeB [A], -dl 
[Ll), where the’text is otherwise corrupt (c‘p especially P), 
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189. T. K. C. 



JEHOZADAK 
he is called b. Shimrith a Moabitess (MT, @L) or Moabite 
(BBA).  

2. A Benjamite chief under Jehoshaphat, z Ch. 17 18. 
3. b. Obed-edom, I Ch. 264 (Lw<abpaO [Bl). 

JEHOZADAK (?-I$?:, IS 36, 57 [but ’?tl’ in Ezra- 
Neh.], ‘God is rightmu;,’ cp n*p?r ; IWXAEK 
[BXAQI’L]), EV JOZADAK in Ezra-Neh.; AV JOSE- 
DECH in Hagg., Zech. T h e  father of JESHUA [q.v. , ii., 
j] the high priest (Hag. 1 I, etc., Zech. 6 II Ezra 3 z 5 z 
10 18 Neh. 1 2  26, cp I Esd. 5 48 56 6 z 9 19 and Ecclus. 

W U U ~ U K ,  B] he is the son of Seraiah b. Azariah (see 
GENEALOGIES i., 9 7 [iv.]) ; cp I Esd. 5 5, and see 
SERAIAH, 7. 

JEHU (K.l??, 5 38, perhaps for $?)V, ‘Yahwb is 
he,’ unless we read [X])iIl’ ; cp VVl’, u.l$! [cp Kon. 
Lehyg. 2u&] ; in Ass. ia-u-a, [E]IOY [BL], [e]loy or 

I. ben Jehoshaphat ben Nimshi, a kiug of Israel, 
z K . 9 f .  Hos.14rou8a [BAQ], zCh.228 (841-81jn.c.; 

49 12 [JOSEDEC, RV JOSEDEK]). In 1 Ch.6 r4J [5 4o$ 

[SllHOY [AI). 

JEHU 

see CHRONOLOGY, 28 34 J ,  and 
Originally a member of Ahab’s Accession’ tub. v. ). 

bodyguard,’ he rose to the position of general under 
Jehoram, and was entrusted by him with the protection 
of the border city of RAMOTH-GILEAD (or rather, 
perhaps, Ramath-Salhad), menaced by the Aramaean 
army. Jehoram was at the time away in Jezreel, in- 
valided, and Jehu seized the opportunity of placing 
himself on the throne. 

How the conspiracy was described by the historian we cannot 
tell ; the editor has substituted an account derived from a cycle 
of narratives shaped by disciples of Elisha. It is, of course, not 
improbable that ELISHA* [q.v., B 51 favoured a change of 
dynasty; the editor may have justly preferred the dramatic 
scene in the Elisha narrative to the briefer account of the his. 
torian. The consequence of this editorial o eration is that we 
do not know for whom Jehu’s speech in z I?. I) 156 is intended. 
Probably, however, he addresses his chief supporters in the 
army, whose existence is implied by the word lgzn?, ‘he bound 
himself (with others)’ in v. 14~2.3 

T h e  story of the slaughter of king Jehoram and his 
royal kinsman and vassal Ahaziah need not be related 
at length. Jehu poses as the champion of true Israel- 
itish manners, and justifies his treatment of Jehoram as 
a n  act of vengeance for the judicial murder of Naboth, 
contemplated by the solemn declaration of Elijah. 
Ahaziah’s race for life is referred to elsewhere (see BETH- 
HAGGAN ; GuR). The  murder of JEZEBEL [4.v.]  was 
justified on similar grounds. That of the sons of Ahab, 
or rather (see z K. l O z J )  of J e h ~ r a m , ~  however, is 
simply the measure constantly taken by Oriental usurpers 
for their own security. 

The opening words of z K. 10 I, and also ‘ seventy persons ‘ in 
v. 66 are incorrect glosses; the number seventy‘in ZI. 7 is made 
up by including all the ‘ sons of the king’-ie all the members 
of the royal family, as well as the young czildren of Joram. 
‘Seventy,’ however, is not to he taken literally; a similar 
massacre of seventy relatives of the king is mentioned in a 
north Syrian inscription.5 

Two further acts of butchery are recorded. I n  the 
first, the victims are forty-two kinsmen of King Ahaziah 

2. Acts of who are on their way to visit the Israelite 
princes in Samaria(cp 1012). The  passage 
is, however, evidently in a wrong con- 

nection ; the contents belong to the revolution period 
which is just over. The princes must have encountered 
Jehu to the S. of Saniaria, whereas Jehu, according to 
1012, should be on his way from Jezreel in the N. to 
Samaria. It is not impossible that the murder may 
1 On the question of Jehu’s origin see ISSACHAR $ 4. 
2 Another cycle of stories represinted Elijah a; the prophet 

who favoured Jehu’s insurrection (I K. 19 16, VLOV [A]). 
3 This form occurs elsewhere only in 2 Ch. 24 z j J ,  of the 

parties to a conspiracy. 
4 See Sta. ZA TW, ’85, p. 275. The ‘rulers of Jeneel ’(a. I) 

must also be wrong. @L and Vg. presuppose the reading 
s!! l’p? ’l?-\y, ‘ to  the officials of the city, and to’ (Keil, 
Bahr, Klo., Benz., Ki.). 

cruelty. 

Cp v. 5. 
5 See the Zenjirli inscription of Panammu, I, 3. 
6 Sta. Z A  TW, ’85, p. 276. 
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have been committed within the border of Judah, and 
stand in connection with an attempt on the part of Jehu 
to incorporate Judah, which in Ahabs time had already 
been reduced to vassalage, in a great Israelitish kiug- 
dom, the centre of which would be in San1aria.f This 
idea is confirmed by the co-operation which Jehu 
appears to have received on religious grounds from 
JONADAB the Rechabite.; the seats of the Rechabites 
were surely not in the N. but in the S. of Judah. 

It is not much help to say that ‘ the story of Jonadab is in this 
connecction improbable’ (Benz.). That the account of Jehu’s 
meeting with Jonadab in z K. 10 15J is complete, no one would 
assert. and the implied view of the editor, that Jonadab rode 
with J’ehu in his chariot into Samaria with the object of witness- 
ing Jehu’s destruction of the devotees of Baal is in the highest 
degree improbable. Such a course would have put all the 
adherents of Baal worship on their guard, and nullified Jehu’s 
reputation for ‘subtilty.’z But we cannot get rid of Rechabite 
co-operation altogether. 

T h e  second massacre is on a vaster scale; it is 
nothing less than the extermination of the prophets, 
priests, and devotees of Baal, and the ‘subtilty’ of 
Jehu consists in this-that he makes the priests and 
prophets the instruments of the ruin of their religion. 
T h e  persons who ‘sanctified a solemn assembly for 
Baal’ (z K. 1020 RV), were not the courtiers of Jehu 
but Baal‘s prophets and priests (v. 19, where ‘a l l  his 
worshippers’ is an So all the Baal 
worshippers in the land were collected in the courts, or 
perhaps in the Zifkah or hall4 of the temple (presum- 
ably a large one) which Ahab had built in Saniaria 
( I  K. 1632). How the stern warriors of Jehu slew the 
robed devotees, hurled the sacred objects to the ground, 
pressed into the sanctuary itself, took thence the sacred 
pillar of Baal and broke it in pieces, pulled down the 
altar5 (cp I K. 1 6 3 ~ 5 ) ~  and finally the temple itself, is 
graphically told in z K. 1018-27. How far it is really 
historical we can hardly say. The fact at any rate is 
certain that in ihe narrator’s time Ahabs temple lay in 
ruins, and that tradition connected this with the name 
of the cruel king Jehu. It also appears likely enough 
that Jehu was not originally known as a strict wor- 
shipper of Yahw& ; the hypocritical words, ‘ Ahab served 
Baal a little, but Jehu shall serve him much,’ would 
have had no effect if Jehu had been a person like Jona- 
dab the Rechabite. It is perfectly conceivable that a 
leading prophet like Elisha may have selected Jehu as 
the substitute for the religiously worthless JehoramB 
simply on the ground of his usefulness, not for any 
good moral qualities which he supposed Jehu to possess 
(cp I K. 1 9 ~ 7 ) .  Jehu, on his side, accepted the support 
of Elisha, and adopted the prophetic progranime, 

1 Wi. Gesch. 185 : cp 165, 177. 
2 The words ‘and Jehonadab ben Rechab’ in v. 23 are, of 

course, a lirte insertion. 
3 So Klostermann Benzinger Kittel. 
4 The correction bf ‘vestry’ into ‘hall’ (see VESTRY) is a 

great gain to the sense. 
5 The critical emendations of the text are nearly all due to 

Klostermann. Thus, for ‘to the city of the House of Baal’ we 
should read, ‘even to the sanctuary’ (l‘?Tly, @L &WF 70; 

vaoG); for ‘and the guard and the captains cast (them) out,’ 
‘hurled to the ground the Asherim’ (D’!lKz ”18 ?>?+:)) ; for 
‘pillars ’ ( n l m ) ,  ‘pillar * (npc ; so @L ; omit n>s) ; for pillar ’ 
(v. 27), ‘altar’ (ns:D, so Benz.). To these add ;?l?v:!, ‘and 
they broke it in pieces’(v. 26) for ??91@,a!, ‘and they burned it’ 
(Che.). Ewald (GV13 572, n. 2) seeks to defend \ p m g  l’p, 
‘the city of the house of Baal,’ but admits that the ‘ Holy of 
Holies ’ is what is meant. The ‘ Holy of Holies ’ should be ; 
1 fell out owing to the preceding 1. Benz. and Ki. also find 
?li attractive but make no objection to nINinD (v. 27, EV ‘ a 
draught house)’). If however the emendations of similar read- 
ings elsewhere (cp bovds D;NG) are in the highest degree 
probable, such conservatism is injudicious. The present 
writer has proposed nimmq (Ezek. 29 12). Perhaps the true 
reading was deliberately altered. 

6 It is true that, according to z K. 3 z (RD), Jehoram ‘put 
away the pillar (@EL, Klo. i‘ pillars “)of Baal that his father had 
made.’ But in v. 13 Elisha expresses the utmost contempt for 
that king. 
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JEHUBBAH JEKUTHIEL 
Doubtless the modern YahzZdqeh, about three miles E. 
of Ibn IbrZk, in the district of Lydda, about eight miles 
E. from Jaffa. 

cp JUDITH). 
JEHUDI (’?.)fils $ 7 6  ; ‘Jew ’ ; I O ~ A [ E ] I N  [BKAQ]. 

An officer in closerelation to the ‘princes’ who took Jeremiah‘s 
roll into consideration before it was read (by the same Jehudi) to 
Jehoiakim (Jer. 36 14 : cov8ai [AI, BN om. : v. 23 i w S w  [A] ; 
Vg. Iuu’i). His great-grandfather was named CWSHI [q w.1. 
perhaps Jehudi had lately been admitted as ‘a naturalised ‘jew’ 
on the principle of Dt. 238f: (Hitzig). 

JEHUDIJAH, or rather, as in RV, ‘ the Jewess’ 
(n,?l;g), apparently one of the wives of MERED [p.v.]  
( I  Ch. 4 1 8 f ;  ahel& [B], I A I A  [AI, ioyhala [Ll). 
The  passage relating to Mered and his wives (?) is 
disfigured by several corruptions. Possibly Ha-jehudijah 
(so RVmg.) is a faulty reading for Hodiah (cp BITHIAH, 
JAHDAI). The  children of ’ the Jewess ’ are connected 
with the places Gedor, Soco, and Zanoah (see JERED. 
JEKUTHIEL, SOCOH). 

JEHUEL ( h i 9  Kt., $K9n( Kr. ; IEIHA [BAL]; 
JAHIEL);  so RV, but AV JEHIEL. A Levite of the 
guild of Heman (2 Ch. 2914”). The name reminds 
us of 5Nqna (see MEHUJAEL), but though we might read 
Jehaw-el-ie., ‘ God (El) giveth life,’ the name is more 
probably a corruption of Jerahmeel (cp JEHALLELEL). 

Apart from the ,indications of Jerahmeelite connections in 
these genealogies we might compare the Phcenician name 
Jehaw-melek, ‘Melek givetblife’CZS1 no. I 1.5). and parallel As- 
syrian and Babylonian names, such as Ah-uballif (‘ A h  giveth 
life ’), Bil-uballit $amahballif, Sinmuballit (RPP) 2 206, 
4 1 x 2  f: ; Wincder, GBA 59). T.  K. C. 

JEHUSR (LhY!), I Ch. 839 ,  RV JEUSH [q .u., 31. 
JEIEL ($K’)f; ; Kt. $ K l P  in Nos. 2, 3, 6, and 7 ; 

I. A Reubenite I Ch. 5 7 (LW+ [BAL]). 
2. AV JEHiEI.,’father of Gibeon : I Ch. 935  ( q h  [By], brph 

The name seems to be corrupt. I t  will not do to read 
q ~ ,  though Abiel in I S.9r is the father of Kish (which 

might seem to suit v. 36), for ‘ Becher ’ would have a prior claim 
and Gibeah (not Gibeon) was the home of the Bicrites (sei 
GIBEAH, 5 I). Read perhaps $!pi, Jeriael, and supply the 
same name in I Ch. 829 (RV Jeiel). JEDIAEL [q.v.] was the 
brother of Becher. See GIBEON, 5 3. (Jeriael= Jerahmeel.) 

3. AV JEHIEL, one of David’s heroes : I Ch. 11 44 (ma  [B], 
Lea [N ] ,  ieLqA [Ll). 

4. A doorkeeper for the ark : I Ch. 15 18 ( iee~?h [B]). 
5. Ancestor of Jahaziel, an Asaphite Levite : z Ch. 20 14 

(&a+ [E], e h q A  [AI). 
6. One of Uzziah‘s scribes (79iD;): z Cb. 26 11. 

7. RV JEWEL a Levite of the family of Elizaphan, temp. 

8. A chief of the Levites, temp. Uzziah : z Ch. 35 9 ( r q h  [B], 
In I Esd.19 O X L ? ~ ~ O S  [BA”?] o{qhos [Aa? A*?], 

9. RV JEWEL, head of a father’s house in a post-exilic list: 
In. I Esd. 8 39 JEWEL AV 

IO. A layman who joined in the league against alien 

JEKABZEEL ($&y7p(), Neh. 1125. See KABZEEL. 

JEKAMEAM( Dgt3p’, ‘ the[divine]kinsman avenges’ ; 
see JOKMEAM, and 5 31. The vowels are untrustworthy. In 
another form a*, ink, takes the place of o p  ‘am; see @, and 
JEKAMIAH) a Levite ‘son’ of Hebron (I Ch. 23 19 : w q u a s  
[BA] : 2423: L O K O ~  [Rj, L F K q L k a  [AI ; both places, raKa@ias [Ll). 
See GENEALOGIES i., 5 7 1v.I. 

EIHA [BKALI, CP JEWEL). 
See REUBEN. 

Hezekiah : z Ci. 29 13 ( E L L ~ A  [B]).1 

cqh [Ll). 
AV OCHIEL, RV OCHIELWS. 

Ezra 8 13 (mas [Bl 6~vh [Avid.]). 
and RV (yeovvh [B]: ieovvh [A]). 

marriages : Ezra 1043 (la+ [Bl, resqh [A], en+ [L]). 
T.  K. C. 

JEKAMIAH (fil?2p’, see JEKAMEAM). 
I. b. Shallum, a descendant of ARHA [p.v.], I Ch. 2 4 1  

(rexepeias [B] L f K O p l a s  [A] raK€p. [L]! 
2. AV J E C ~ M I A H ,  one oithesonsof king Jeconiah(1 Ch. 3 18, 

ieKEvia [BAal, -pia [L], and see Be. nd Zoc.). 

JEKUTHIEL (h’n lp’ ;  XETIHA P I ,  IeKellHh [A* 
see Sw.], IE@IHA [L]), the name given to the father, 
1 With regard to’ nos. 4, 5 ,  7 it may be observed that both 

Elizaphan and the doorkeepers were ascribed to Kehatb, the 
latter through Korah ; and that Asaph himself who appears as 
a Gershonite seems to have been at one time; Korahite ; see 
further GEN&LOGIES i., s 7. 
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simply because it was convenient so to do. The great 
prophet Hosea saw through him, and implies that 
many of his contemporaries passed the same moral 
condemnation on ‘ the bloodshed of Jezreel ’ (Hos. 14). 
Unhappily z I<. 1 0 3 0  (R,) expresses a very different 
judgment. 

The  view adopted above, that Jehu’s main political 
object was to subjugate Tudah, is supported by a con- . _  . _ _  
3. His policy. sideration of his relation to Syria 

(Damascus). H e  was fighting against 
the Aramzeans when the hhance was offered him of 
seizing the crown, and the hptory of the reign of Ahab 
warned him of his constant danger from Damascus. 
The  one sure date in his reign is his payment of tribute 
to Shalmaneser 11. in 842 B.C., which we may probably 
place immediately after the deeds related in 2 K. 9J 
In this year Shalmaneser once more attacked Syria, 
whose king, Hazael, he ultimately besieged in Damascus ; 
Tyre and Sidon, and Yaua (Jehu) of Bit-uumri pur- 
chased the favour of the monarch by rich gifts1 (see 
Ball, Light from the East, 166J ). 

The relief thus gained by Jehu was, however, only 
temporary. Damascus was not taken by the Assyrians, 
and after 839 B.c. Syria had a .long period of rest. I t  
immediately resumed the offensive against Israel. ‘ In 
those days,’ says an extract from the annals, ‘ Yahw& 
began to loathe2 Israel, and Hazael smote them in all 
Israel’s borders, from Aroer which is by the valley of 
the Arnon to Gilead and Bashan’ (z K. It was, 
not improbably, at this troublous period that Jericho 
was fortified as a protection for the Jordan valley. 
Jehu, not an unknown HIEL, is probably the name 
of the builder of the fortifications, and, somewhat a s  
Mesha, king of Moab, sacrificed his first-born son to 
Chemosh when in danger from the Israelites, he 
sacrificed (in a peculiar way) his eldest son when he 
laid the foundations, and his youngest when he set up 
the gates. This is no doubt only a conjecture, but no 
other adequate explanation of I K. 1634 appears to have 
been offered. Jehu’s religion is elsewhere represented 
by the historian as of a rather low type ( z  K. lo31b) .  
See HIEL, where C. Niebuhr’s suggestion is adopted- 
that I K. 1634 originally stood after z K. 1033. 

2. b. Hanani, a pro her, temp. Baasha and Jehoshaphat, 
who, according to the 8hronicler, wrote a history of his time 
(I K. 16 I 7 12 2 Ch. 19 z 20 34, L$UOU [Bl). 

3. b. Obed a Jerahmeelite (I Ch. 2 38, iquovv, L ~ U O U S  4 [B]). 
4. b. Joshibiah, a Simeonite (I Ch. 435 bis, ~ w p h  [BAL], and 

m i  oihos-i.e., K>i?j [B*l). 
5. An Anathothite, one of David’s warriors (I Ch. 12 3, iqouh 

[BFA], qou8 [L]). See DAVID, $ I I U  (iii.). b ’ s  readings may 
point toanoriginal $~ ln* ,  ‘Yahis El,’cp(4)above; ortoiin1;ls 
cp ~ l n q ~ ,  and see ABIHUD. 

5 3 ;  ‘he 
[God] hides,’ cp ELIAHBA, HABAIAH ; il?n: Kr.-i.a., ‘and 
HWBBAH,’ cp ABUBWS), a name in a genealoiy of ASHER (q.v., 
0 4 ii., and note), I Ch. 7 34 ( r d  wj3aj3 [B, i e . ,  Hobabl, rai oj3a 
[AI, K a i  Laga [L]). 

Gray, HPN 152 n. I regards 5>)?* as a derivative from 537, 
Giidemann, De$Ak&z-cuZtus, 185, n. 2, maintains the composi- 
tion with nin‘ ; Loaxah [BAQ] or, shortened, as in ch. 38, JUCAL 

&V), one of Zedekiah‘s courtiers Uer. 37 3 : ‘ w a x a x  [N“] ,  -xas 
[nc.aAQ] : 38 I : waxaA [B*l, iwaxas [N]). 

city of Dan meniioned before BENE BERAK (Josh. 1945). 
1 In the legend on tne Black Obelisk Jehu is called ‘son of 

Humri ’ a n  inaccuracy which need not snrprise us ; cp, how; 
ever, ISSACHAR, 5 4. 

2 For nisp5, @ U U ~ K ~ T T E W ,  EV ‘to cut short’, read probabl 
YIP\ (Vg. tadere)), with Klo., Gra. Tg., however, q X ? $  
(so Hitz Then Kau. Benz Ki.). 

8 A lazer scriik has irefixe2 a second specification-‘from the- 
p d a n  eastward, all the land,of Gilead, the Gadites, the 

eubenites, and the Manassites. Gilead as a designation of the 
whole of the trans-Jordanic territory is late (Benz.). 

4 The readings yuou[v] ,  -OUS, are probablycorruptions in the 
Greek for qou. 
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T. K. C. 

JEHUBBAH (?I??! Kt.-i.e., Yahbah, 

JEHUCAL ($?Vlt, § 35, ‘ YahwA is mighty’ (?) ; 

JEHUD (77: ; ACWP [B?], loye [A], -yA [LI), a 



JEMIMA 
or founder, of the town of Zanoah in the genealogical 
lists of Judah ( I  Ch. 418). Gesenius explains it ' piety 
towards God' (cp JAKEH) ; similarly the Targum on 
Chronicles ( '  trust in God' ) ,  regarding it as a title of 
Moses ; but evidently it is closely related to JOKTHEEL 
(g."~.) ,  which like Zanoah was the name of a Judahite 
town. Probably both Jekuthiel and Joktheel are mis- 

JEMINA, RV Jemimah ( 2 ~ V Y ) ,  the name of Job's 

written for Eltekeh (npnh). T. K. C .  

eldest daughter (Job 42 14f). 
Learning has not succeeded in accounting for thh name. 63 

(;lp$pa) and Vg. (dies) suggest derivation from ni-, 'day,' out of 
which the rendering Diana has even blossomed; moderns, but not 
Schultens, identify with Ar. yamrimat 'dove,' or (Del.) with 
yaminzat, diminutive of yainmaf =yamrimat. No theory is 
free from objection. When we remember however the 
frequency of certain textual corruptions, and h e  populaiity of 
the Song of Songs, we cannot hesitate to read "8'93, 'the 
spotless' (cp ' n p ,  Cant. 5 2  Gg). Observe that n precedes. 

T. K. C. 
JEMNAAN (IEMNAAN [SA, perhaps accus. ?], -NAA 

[W"], AMMA [K"]), a city on the coast of Palestine, 
between Ocina (Acco) and Azotus (Ashdod), which sub- 
mitted to Holophernes (Judith 228). No doubt JAB- 
NEEL ( I )  is meant. 

When the author of Judith wrote Jamnia was still altogether 
a heathen city (cp 3 6 8) ; this is 'a fact of importance with 
reference to the theory of Volkmar, who regarded the Book of 
Judith as a reflection of the campaign'of Trajan, A.D. 118. The 
book must he older than Johanan ben Zakkai, who transferred 
the Sanhedrin to Jamnia ; older too than Philo, who would not 
have described Jamnia as a heathen city (see JABNEEL ; and cp 
JUDITH, BOOK OF). 

JEMUEL (!'#D,'), Gen. 4610, EVmg. NEMUEL (g.. ., 

JEPHTHAH (nnQ!, '[God] opens [the womb],' 
$5 54, 61 ; cp JIPHTHAH, JIPHTHAH-EL, PETHAHIAH ; 

ie@ae [BAL]). As the text stands, a 
deliverer of the Israelites of Gilead from 

problems' the Ammonites, and their f@hF( (EV 
( ' judge ' )  or regent (Judg. 106-127; cp I S. 1211). 
The story is as deficient in unity as that of Gideon, 
and presents similar problems. Only through criticism 
can we arrive at a definite view of what was really told 
by the ancient Hebrews. The last narrator, as Kittel 
remarks (Hist. 2 89), ' has no certain knowledge of 
[Jephthah's] origin and his fortunes ; he has worked up 
what he received, but does not understand it aright.' 

The  prevalent critical opinion is that the story comes 
from a single traditional narrative, but that a great inter- 
polation has been made (11 12-28 [or 29]), compiled from 
J E s  narrative in Nu. 20f: According to Wellhausen 
( C L Y ( ~ ) ,  228f:), this leaves nothing definite to be told 
of Jephthah except the anecdote of his sacrifice of his 
daughter; this critic also regards 121-6 as a late 
appendix, based on a part of the story of Gideon (8  1-3). 
Moore (Judges, 283). also a believer in one source (cp 
JUDGES, § IO), disputes the necessity of this unfavour- 
able iriference; he finds more substance in Jephthah 
than does the great German critic. Holzinger 
and Budde have struck out a new path for themselves, 
which still more decidedly than Moore's encourages the 
belief in a historical Jephthah. According to them, 
the existing Jephthah-story is derived from two in- 
dependent sources (cp GIDEON). One of these (E) 
stated that the hero resided in Mizpah, made war on a 
foreign people which had done him some grievous 
injury, and gained the victory over them, but at the 
cost of his dearest possession-his own flesh and blood : 
the other (J), that, though a Gileadite, he had become 
a freebooter on a foreign soil, and was commissioned by 
the Gileadites to avenge theirwrongs on their oppressors, 
which he accomplished, though denied the help of the 
tribes W. of the Jordan (cp 122 and 1129) .  121-6 also 
belongs to this source. In the strange mixture of refer- 
ences to Moab and Ammon in 11 12-28 these critics also 
find evidence that there were two traditions respecting 
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1 1. 

JEPHTHAH 
the people against which Jephthah waged war, one 
naming the Moabites, the other the Ammonites, tradi- 
tions which RJE harmonised by the substitution of 
' Ammon. ' 

Our course, however, in dealing with the existing 
story of Jephthah, must be somewhat different. Budde, 
2. New theory, with whom we may couple Frankenberg 

(Con?$. d. dt. Kichterb. 37 ['gs]), is no 
doubt right in recognising a discrepancy between the 
Jephthah of Judg. 111-11 and the Jephthah of the anec- 
dote in 11 34-40. When, however, he attempts to trace 
out the two different narrghves, he fails after advancing 
a few steps. Failure, indeed, as he himself sees, was 
inevitable. Literary criticism cannot solve the problems 
which meet us here. Even the steps forward which 
Budde hopes that he has taken are by no means secure. 
The method adopted here is that which is followed in 
the case of the kindred narratives of Gideon and of 
Laban and Jacob elsewhere (see GIDKON, GILEAD, 
§ 4). I t  endeavours to win back some parts of the two 
earlier stories which underlie the present narrative, not 
without some historical gain. The plausibility of the 
following restoration, the details of which have bezn so 
expressed as to niinimise the need of a commentary, 
will, it is hoped, be manifest. Should any reader wish 
to substitute ' Jephthah ' for ' lair ' in the first story, he 
is at liberty to do so. He will, however, lose what (if 
our readings are correct) appears to be the fullest tra- 
ditional account of the origin of the HAVYOTH-JAIR 

Not improbably, we suggest, it is to JAIR (p ."J.), as 
not only victorious over his loes, but the conqueror of 
the Havvoth-jair, that the first story was originally 
devoted. In  Jndg. 103-5 the account of this S@h@ 
is tantalisingly brief; he is, what Wellhausen calls 
Jephthah, not a form but a shadow. The second story 
brings us face to face with the true Jephthah. 

I. Story of Juir.-It came to pass that the sons of 
Hauran made war against Gilead,' and though the 

3. : Real clansmen in different parts of the land 
story of Jair. withstood their oppression, it availed 

them not. Now there was at that 
time, in the land of Tubif?i (see ToB), a valiant man, 
a Gileadite, Jair by name.2 For some forgotten cause 
he had been banished from his country, and had become 
renowned, like David afterwards, as the leader of a 
band of freebooters. So the elders of Salhad3 (the 
border city of Gilead), in their despair, went to this 
outlaw at Tubilj, and besought him to lead them 
against the men of HaurHn, and, when he asked for 
his reward, a solemn promise was made to him before 
YahwA at Mizpah (the sanctuary of Salhad, see MIZPAH) 
that if he came back victorious he should be the ' head ' 
of all the inhabitants of Gilead. Then Jair sent 
messengers to the king of HaurHn, who said to him, 
Why hast thou come into the land of Israel? [Did 
not Laban, son of HaurHn, make a solemn covenant 
with Israel, son of Isaac, not to pass beyond the border 
cities Salhad and Mizpah?4] Let Yahwi: judge this day 
between the sons of Israel and the sons of HaurHn 
(11 q b )  ! But the king of Hauriin hearkened not unto 
the words of Jair. And Yahwi: delivered the men of 
HaurHn into the hand of Jair, and he fell upon city after 
city, from Edrei as far as the approach to Salhad, and 
as far as the district of Maachah-twenty cities6 So  
the sons of Haurgn became subject to the sons of 
[Gilead].' But the men of Ephraim were angry because 

1 For p y  (early error) read pin, and for $t+iw? (editorial 
alteration) read 7~51. 

2 For nnp (editorial alteration) read iw. 
8 For ip s2  (early error) read 
4 See Gen. 31 44-54, and cp GILEAD, $ 4  ; LABAN. 
5 Read nis;r 217' Db@! DiD? with Bu. 

r4. "J. 1. 

(see GILEAD). 

6 Read "p2 $?n l$ .I'Y n'!pp T?!! V$iP-lYl 'YllyP C?!! 
(11 33). 

7 Something like w. 33, but with i p i l  for $t+iw>, must have 
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JEPHTHAH JERAH 
so he misreads iim) he. inserts a tedious historico-legal 
argument referring entirely to Moab, and therefore most 
inappropriate for a discussion witn the king of Ammon. 
He also interpolates the central part of the touching 
story of Jephthahs daughter, so that the transition from 
Jephthah's, or rather Jair's, conquest of the twenty 
cities and ~ the Ephraimite invasion is obscured.1 Cp 
JAIR. 

How much of the two stories is historical? The 
border warfare between the Hauranites and the Gilead- 
ites. The temporary subjection of cities in Hanriin to 
the Gileadites. The  importance of Salhad and the 
citadel and sanctuary of Mizpah or Penuel (? see 
MIZPAH). The invasion of Gilead by the Ephraimites, 
which vas  an assertion of the rights of the tribal federa- 
tion (see Wi. GI 151, n. I). The  offering up of a 
maiden as a sacrifice for Yahwb under great stress- 
perhaps for the last time. On the Shibboleth incident 
no great stress can be laid. It is plausible in the 
extreme (see SHIBBOLETH) ; but a clever narrator might 
easily imagine it. 

We must not, however, pass over the annual mourn- 
ing of the Israelitish women referred to in 11 40. There 

Gilead had set up an independent sovereignly. In 
defence of the old tribal constitution they came to 
Mizpahl(121) and fought with Jair. But the battle went 
against them ; many of them fell, others fled to the 
fords of Jordan. But when the fugitives sought to pass 
over, their speech betrayed that they were of Ephraim, 
and their brethren the men of Gilead had no mercy on 
them. [And the cities which Jair took from the men of 
Hauriin were called Havvoth-jair. Afterwards they 
came into the possession of Geshur and Aranx3] And 
Jair died and was buried in Mahanaim (105). 

XI. Story of /e@thah.-Now the men of HaurHn 
greatly oppresssd the men of Gilead, [and when Jeph- 

4. E : Real thah, a valiant Gileadite of Mizpah, with 
his clan, resisted them, they slew Jeph- 

Jephthah. thahs  own brethren and manyothers also]. 
In the bitterness of his heart, and with 

settled purpose, Jephthah went to the sanctuary. There 
he vowed to Yahw& that whoever came out of the door 
of his house to meet him, when he returned safely from 
the sons of HaurHn, should be YahwB's, and that he 
would offer him up as a burnt offering. And Yahwb 
gave Jephthah the victory, aud he returned home. But 
behold, he saw coming out to meet him, at the head of 
her maidens, with music and dancing, his own, his only 
child. He rent his garments and spoke, and the maiden 
answered as became a maiden of Israel. T o  the father 
it was a stunning blow ; but his daughter would not add 
to  it by reproaches or complaints. For such a victory 
QVET the foes of her house she was content to yield up 
her life. But she asked and obtained a respite of two 
months that she might go upon the mountains5 with 
her companions and bewail her maidenhood. After this 
Jephthah did to her what he had vowed to do ; she died 
n virgin. And it became the custom in Israel for women 
to devote four days in the year to bewailing6 Jephthah's 
daughter. And Jephthah died, and was buried in his 
city, Salhad (127). 

The first of these stories ( J ) ,  like those of Gideon and 
Jerubbaal, has suffered much transformation, owing 

5. Comments. partly to corruption of the text, partly 
to the editor's want of comprehension 

.of Hebrew antiquity. Whoever misread iyh, ' Gilead,' 
for i n h ,  ' Salhad,' must have been unaware of the great 
part played by this border city in early Israelitish history, 
o r  he would surely have felt that a Gilead-story with no 
reference to Salhad could hardly be right. The altera- 
tion of ' Jair into ' Jephthah' was deliberate; it is 
perhaps a sign of the editor's deep interest in the 
fascinating story of Jephthahs daughter. He wanted 
t o  tell more about Jephthah, and robbed Jair to fill out 
the  meagre tradition of Jephthah. At the same time he 
filled up gaps in the partly illegible narrative which lay 
before him. Thus to account for Jephthahs (Jair's) 
.outlawry he made him a bastard driven from his home 
by his brothers, and in lieu of the illegible account of 
Jephthah's (Jair's) message to the king of Ammon (for 

storJT of 

stood in the original story, to express the full result of the great 
victory. iuya, of course stands in connection with the late and 
incorrect insertion in z. 29. Jyphthah (rather, Jair) made no 
attempt to get a levy of hfanassltes or (12 2) of Ephraimites. 
1 For 799% read a?!??. Cp Mez, Bi6eZdesJo.r. 17. 
2 Possihiy the unceitainty whether the HAVVOTH-JAIR (q.v.) 

were in Gilead or in Rashan arose from the corruption of Salhad 
into Gilead. The cities referred to became by conquest cities of 
Salhad, and Salhad was on the border of Bashan and Gilead. 
See'next not< . 

8 See I Ch. 2 21-23, which originally stood with 7 14-19, where 
orisinallv. it is orobable. much wassaid of S~I~~~(ZELOPXEKAD) .  
I ,1 ~ . .  ~ 

4 In 10 5 read probably OVne? for PEZ?. A Mahanaim not 
far to the SW. of Salhad seems to be meant (cp Gem 3 2 2 ) .  
C.AMON (p.v.) is unk&own. 

5 Rudd- (after van Doorninck) conjectures that m l y l  IS a mis- 
placed gloss. Certainly EV's ' that I maydepart andgodownupon 
the mountains' is impossible. The remedy is not difficult, when 
we remember the practice of the scribes. !mi? is a corruption 
of 'n?yyi (end of verse), written too soon, and left uncorrected. 

Probably there was no such place. 

6 For nian! (11 40) read probably ni+ (GI&). 

6,  Jephthah's is no occasion to doubt that a great 
Gileadite once sacrificed his daughter 
to Yahw&.2 There are good parallels daughteF. 

for this, not only in O T  passages (see SACRIFICE), but 
especially in an Arabian tradition mentioned by Lyall 
( A m .  Arabian Poehy, Introd., p. xxxviii). ' Al- 
Mundhir had made a vow that on a certain day in each 
year he would sacrifice the first person he saw ; 'Abid [a 
poet] came in sight on the unlucky day, and was accord- 
ingly killed, and the altar smeared with his blood.' The  
sacrifice of Jephthah's daughter, however, seems to have 
been connected, at any rate, in later times, at Mizpah 
and probably elsewhere, with a ceremony which consisted 
originally in mourning for the death of a virgiti goddess. 
Such a ceremony (which is analogous to the well-known 
mourning for TAMMUZ [p .v . ] )  is attested by Porphyry 
and Pausanias as still performed in their time at Laodicea 
on the Phcenician coast, and as connected with the 
sacrifice of a stag (cp ISAAC, 5 4 )  which was a substitute 
for the more ancient sacrifice of a m ~ i d e n . ~  The fact 
that the name of Jephthah's daughter was associated 
with such a celebration is of itself enough to refute 
the idea that she was not really sacrificed but only 
dedicated to perpetual virginity. This notion first 
appears, according to Moore, in the Kimchis (end of 
12th cent. A D . )  ; the older Jewish and Christian inter- 
preters all take the words of 11 39n in their natural sense. 
I t  may be noticed that Jephthah's daughter is not re- 
ferred to in the N T  ; Jephthah himself, however, is a 
hero of faith (Heb. 11 32). 

See, besides We. CH, Lc and the commentaries of Moore 
and Budde,' Sta. GVI 1 68 : Kittel, h'ist. 2 89-gr ; Frankenherg, 
Dk Coinpositinn des deuteron. Richteldiiches, 35-38 ( '95)  : C. 
Niebuhr, Stim'iicn, i. 2 zzf: ('94) (this writer transfers the Shib- 
boleth section to the story of Jerubhaal): Kahler, BibL Gesch. 
2n 37, n. I (on the mythical theories of Goldziher and Grill). 

T. K. C. 

JEPHUNNEH, once AV Jephunne (8891, '[God] is 
brought back,' 3 5 4 ;  cp Palm. 'JDn'Ei; re@ovv?) 
[BAFL]). 

I. The father of CALEB (Nu. 136 [PI Dt. 136 [D21 Josh. 
146 [ IE and Dpl I Ch. 415 146 Ecclus. 4G7 AV JEPHUNNE). 

2. b. Jether o; Ithran of the tribe of Asier (I Ch. 7 j8 ; t+wa 
[Bl, 4 i v h  [AI). 

JERAR ( I l ? ; ) ,  a son of Joktan, mentioned after 
Hazarmaveth (Gen. 1026 ; iapah [A], -EA [E], ispax 
[L]: I Ch. 120 om. BA, laps [L]). Possibly, like some 
other Arabiau tribes, named after the ' moon' (m= 
moon in Heb., Ph., Eth. ; Sab. fia = month) ; cp the 

1 Moore's attempt (Judges, 306) to explain 12  1-6 in connection 
with the story of Jephthah's daughter had to he made that all 
possible devices might be tried, but is hardly successful. 

2 Here we differ from Goldziher, Hebrew Mythology, 96f; 
8 See WKS ReL Sem.(? 419 466. 
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JERAHMEEL 
Palmyrene name yw. 
with Mahra and S. 'Om8n. 
fications, see Ball, Smith's DBr2J), S .V .  

Glaser (Skizte,  2425) identifies 
For other suggested identi- 

JERAHMEEL (5&p?V, ' God pities ' [ ' loves ' or 
' is friendly ' ; cp Ass. rdmu and nil7 in Nab. and Palm. 
inscr.], 5s 28, 53 ; cp perh. PiTDK, ' Assur pities' (?), 
CIS 2 ,  no. 43 A ; c[~]payaqX [BAL], also -EVA, - F ~ E T J X  
[BA), - 6 , ~ .  [A], -€pa. [L]).2 

I. The name of a clan, located in the Negeb of 
Judah, which had friendly reIations with David during 

his residence at Ziklag (I S. 27 IO 3029,  
History' Jerahmeelite, ?! f inny ,  ceupeya, iupavX 

[B], cupa,ugXec, repapqAec [A], aeppuwv, iupavX [L]). 
Jerahmeel and Caleb are genealogically spokem of as 
brothers ( I  Ch. 2 9 42), a relation which probably began 
at an early date and continued until both were finally 
reckoned to Israel as part of the tribe of Judah (I Ch. 2). a 
We must not, however, infer from the wording of I S. 
2710-12 that already in David's time the clans formed 
part of Saul's k i n g d ~ m . ~  

T o  supplement the scanty references to Jerahmeel in 
the MT (but see below, 5 4)  it would be reasonable to 
assume that the clan shared throughout the course of 
its existence the same fortunes as CALEB : viz., that in 
post-exilic times it was pushed to the N. of Judah by 
the advancing Edomites (cp CALEB, § 4), that previous 
to its occupation of the Negeb it had come from the 
distant S. of Palestine (G. 5 2), and that together with 
Caleb it had joined in the wanderings from Kadesh (in 
the N. Arabian Musri) to Hehron (see EXODUS i ,  , 4 
$7; HEBRON, 5 I; KADESH i., 5 3). X critical inspec- 
tion of the Jerahmeelite genealogical lists may perhaps 
be found to lend interesting support to these assump- 
tions (which also receive independent confirmation from 
the inquiries summed up in NEGEB, 

Turning to the genealoEies in I Ch. 2 we find that the 
2). 

- 
2. Genealogies. names in general betray an affinity with 

South Palestine). 
The older divisions of the tribe (v. ;5) are Ram (of whose off- 

shoots Jamin is elsewhere the name of a Simeonite clan whilst 
Eker reminds nsofEkron) Bunah(? CWBavaca see Ki. SBOT) 5. 
Oren (cp Edomite ARAN),'and OZEM (Davidicj:6 The mentidn 
of ' another wife' (v. 26) might sug est that the clan, like Caleb 
moved to a new seat (see ATARAH~ in which case Atarah's so; 
Onam (i6.) might remind us of thd Benjamite BEN-ONI [g.v.]. 
Onam, moreover, has Edomite associations and, looking more 
closely at  the names of the 'sons ' we obkerve * (a) Shammai 
(v. 28), also a Calebite division (v. 5 ; (6) AbishLr and Abihail 
(v. zg), names with distinctly S. Arabian affinities ; (c)  Zaza (v: 
33), perhaps the same as the Simeonite ZrZA ; and finally (d) ISHI 
(v. 31), with Simeonite and Judaean affinities. 

The  genealogy includes Molid and Jether (vv. 29 32). 
One is tempted to connect these with the two place- 
names, MOLaDAH and JATTIR, and to locate the Jerah- 
meelites in the district of 'Attir and TeZZ eZ-MiZh, to the 
NW. and S. of Arad respectively. This seems to be 
supported by Shishak's list (EGYPT, 63), whereyu-ra- 
hu-nd-[eZ?] (no. 112) follows almost immediately upon 
4a-Qru-mu 'a-m-d-d ru-6;-l (nos. 107-1 I O ) - '  the dis- 

1 For the late Jewish legends connected with this name see 
' Chronicles of Jerahmeel ' (ed. Gaster, 1900). 

9 In view of the analogy between Jerahmeel and the tribal 
names Ishmael, Israel, etc. (some of which may he geographical), 
it is unnecessary to treat Jerahmeel as a compound of nit and 5~ 
with the addition of D as in ABIMAEL) nor could we find 
support for this in the name JARHA (for \;.hich @ in I Ch. 2 34 
suggests the form ' Jarbe1 '), since, in common with JEROHAM, 
it is probably nothing more than a popular abbreviation. Sayce 
(who cites Jerahmeel as preserving a trace of ' mimmation ') 
points out that Yarhamu (Jeroham) has been found in contract- 
tahletsdated in the reign of SamSu-iluna and supposes the name 
to be the origin of Ovid's Orchamus (Pbd 21 23 [I~oo]). 

3 Cp Meyer, Enfst. 1168 
4 Cp CALEB, 5 2. Probably I S. 279 11 do not belong to the 

original narrative (the tenses are frequentative). The passage 
refers to one expedition (not to David's custom), and the sequel 
is related in I S. 30. 

5 The name reminds us of BENAXAH (I) of KABZEEL (qg.v.), 

6 EV's Ahijah should be 'his brother($' ; see AHIJAH, 6. 
one of David's officers. 

JERAHMEEL 
tricts (see FIELD) of Great Arad.' (For other indica- 
tions of the seats of this clan, see NEGEB, § 2.) 

For the earlier history of Jerahmeel the unique gene- 
alogy of JARHA [q.v.] in I Ch. 2 is highly suggestive.2 
3. Musrite The fragment (vv. 34-41) gives the descmd- Oriiininl ants of Yarha ' the Musrite servant' 

('!Sp 728) and the daughter of Sheshan to 
the thirteenth generation. Jarha (as also the lad in 
I S. 30 13) was most probably a native of the near-lying 
country of Mnsri (see MIZRAIM, 2b), and the obscure 
name Sheshan reminds us both of the Hebronite Sheshai 
and of the Egyptian designation Sasu (strictly xrj) 
'bedouin,' with which SHESHAI [P.z.], has been con- 
nected.$ 

I t  i s  worth noticing that w. 34-41 are independent of 
the preceding verses, and that the introduction of Sheshan 
in v. 31b is probably secondary (contrast the details with 
v. 34a). It is not certain therefore that he was a Jerah- 
meelite. The name of the Musrite servant, on the other 
hand, seems to be an eponym of the clan Jerahmeel 
itself. Possibly the genealogy is to be interpreted t o  
mean that Jerahmeel moved N. from Mnsri and settled 
in the vicinity of Hebron (compare Sheshan with 
Sheshai). 

I t  has been suggested elsewhere that the oldest 
features of Korah's revolt (Nu. 16) belong to the tradition 
of a journey from the Musrite Kadesh to Judah (see 
EXODUS i., §, 6).4 Now Korah, even in the earlier 
strands of P, IS not a Levite ; it is possible that. he was 
originally a Calebite (cp KORAH i. 2). I t  is tempting, 
therefore, to associate Peleth the father of On (or Onan 
[@A"], cp Onam above) with the same name in the 
genealogy of Jerahmeel ( I  Ch. 2 33), and to regard the 
clan as participating in the revolt. (The significance of 
the clan-name Peleth and the traces of the northward 
migration or extension of the Jerahmeelites are con- 
sidered elsewhere. See NEGEB, § 2.) 

Among other features of interest in the genealogy of 
Jarha6 are the two names Nathan and Zabad (v. 36) 
who, it has sometimes been suggested, are no other than 
the prophet and officer (see ZABUD, I) of the days of 
David and Solomon. When we consider the influence 
of the far S. of Palestine upon the worship of Yahwe 
this view cannot be pronounced altogether arbitrary. 
If, as has been indicated elsewhere (see GENEALOGIES, 

7 [v.]), there is evidence to show that the names 
of YahwB's Levites are largely derived from the far S . ,  
surely Nathan (although not a Levite) may well have 
been of Jerahmeelite or even Musrite origin.7 

AFother well-known figure may perhaps have had a similar 
origin. Marqnart (Fzmd. 12) has already observed that Samuel's 
genealogy in I S. 1 I is two-fold, and that he is traced back to 
Jerahmeel(seeJERoHAM, I), andTahath(Tohu, etc.)respectively. 
We might conjecture, therefore, that Samuel was a Jerahmeelite, 
but at  a later date was represented as an Ephraimite (see 
TAHATH). But as an alternative suggestion it is no less possible 
that the Jerahmeelite notices should belong (as a marginal note) 
to the name of Eli who is introduced suddenlv without word or 

1 WMM Ar. u. Eau. 168. Is no. III, Ne-du-tu, the Jerah- 
meelite Nadab (I Ch. 2 28)? 

2 On the list cp Gray (HPN234.f): 'the character of the 
thirteen names presents nothing inconsistent with the genealo-v 
being genuine.' 

May we further 
identify the Terahmeelite name Ahban (see AHBAN) with t!ie 

Cp the Hebronite and Geshurite TALMAI. 

Hebronite Ahiman ([ZnR, DnN)? 
4 The tradition is provisionally called 'Calebite' ; the clan 

Caleb seems to have overshadowed all other petty S. udaan 
PO ulations (cp CALEB 5 3). A better designation woi~iTd prob- 
ab& be ' Levitical'. 6 the relation between the ' Levites' (see 
GENEALOGIES, $ 7 '[esp. v.]) and the S. of Judah. See also 
KADESH i., 5 3. ~ 

5 See further AJSL 16 177 n. 
6 See ELISHAMA 3 4 SHALLUM, 3, SISAMAI and note that 

Helez (v. 39) is elsewierb the name of a warrior 'from the South 
Judaean Beth-pelet (hnt see PALTITE). 

7 Not the prophet only; perhaps also his king (hut see 
JUDAH). One oberves how persistently tradition sends navid 
to the S. of Judah to wander in the wilderness of Paran, I R. 25 I 
(on the text see H: P. Smith), or to fi ht aeainst the inhabitants 
of the land bordering on Mizraim ?Mu$), i6. 278;  see the 
present writer's note in AJSL, Lc. 
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JERAHMEEL JEREMIAH 
DnyZN ‘the Father loves or has pity’ (cp Ass; rZmu ‘ to love ’). 
Perhaps there was a second legend to account for the kame of the 
Jerahmeelite Well(seec)by connecting it with the name Abraham. 

See further KIRJATH-ARBA, MAMRE MEPHIBOSHETH PHINE- 
HAS PUTIEL RACHEL, RAMATHAI&.ZOPHIM RE& SALT 
SEd SAUL 6s I 6), SHALISHA [LAND OF],’SH0BI, SODOM, 
TEKOA and TERAH. 

2. A’Merarite Levite (I Ch. 2429, see 2321); see I above, 
and cp GENEALOGIES i., 

3. b. Hammelech (RV ‘the king’s son ’ ; see HAMMELECH, 
and cp above, 8 4 e), who was ordered by Jehoiakim to imprison 
Jeremiah and Baruch (Jer. 36 [a 431 26; rspepia+ [HI). See 
above, S 4 (e). s. A. c., 1-3 ; T. K. c . ,  4. 

JERECHUS ( ispqoy [B*A]),$ I Esd. 5 2 2  ; RV 
JERECHU. See JERICHO. 

JERED. I. I Ch. 1 z EV, etc. ; see JARED. 2. (77’ ; 
for etymology, cp Ar. wivdf‘n, ‘a  troop of people, or 
cattle, coming to a watering-place’ ; rape8 [BAL]), one 
of the sons of EZER (q.”. , ii. I )  by ‘ his wife the Jewess,’ 
called ‘ the father of Gedor,’ I Ch. 418 (in v.  4 Penuel 
bears the same title). 

Many springs in Palestine now bear the name of wcrdeA 
(Conder PEFQ, ’78, p. z z )  which is understood by the 
peasantiy in the sense snggisted above for this Jered. Cp 
Koran l9Fg, ‘We will drive the sinners to hell as herds going 
to water. T. K. C. 

52 ; abbrev. from JEREMIAH), of 
the b n e  Hashum, a layman in the list of those ‘with 
foreignwives (seeEZRAi.,§5 end), Ez ra1033+(1eph~e i  
[HI, -M [Bl, I E ~ E M [ F ] I  [AL]). The  name appears 
among the sons of Bani in I Esd. 9 34 (JEREMIAS, repepas 
[BAL]). b L ,  however, gives the name again in ZJ. 33. 

JEREMIAH (S;lIp7!, and in nos. 4, 5 ,  6, and 8, 
VDl’, on the meaning see below, I ; NAMES, $5 35, 
41, 5% 84, andcPJeREMIEL ; i ~ p e ~ [ e l i h [ C I ~  [BAL]). 

I. The prophet called, in AV, also Jeremlas (Ecclus. 
496 Mt. 1614) and Jeremy (Mt. 217 279). M T  has 

q n ~ ,  but in Jer.271 2 8 5 3  291 in the ath y&yfy. title of the book, and in Dan. 92 Ezra1 I 

n;n?!. In  Ecclus. 496 it is still written 
ijpni,. As to its meaning, Wellhausen (TBS) connected 
it with Jnm, ‘ t o  found,’ cp  ‘ Jeruel’ ; so too Ball. 
More probably, however, we should explain it ?ii; nm;, 
‘ Yahwb hurls’ (so Seb. Schmidt) ; cp m?!, I Ch. 98, 
n;??!, I Ch. 8 2 5 .  The  understood object may be variously 
supplied. 

According to  11 Jeremiah was the son of Hilkiah 
and belonged to a priestly family dwelling at  Anathoth. 
Many since Clement of Alexandria and Jerome have 
maintained the identity of his father with the Hilkiah of 
2 K. 22$, but on no sufficient grounds. Whether the 
editor thought of Jeremiah’s father as the high priest, 
may be doubtful ; probably he  drew his statement from 
the biographical work (see next article, § 17). According 
to chap. 32 Jeremiah had an uncle named Shallum and 
a cousin named Hanamel ; from 16 I it is to be inferred 
that Jeremiah was never married. 

The primary sources of information respecting the 
prophet are his own oracles. The  biographical sketches 
2. Life. in the book that bears his name come from a 

work written a long time after his death. 
There is no testimony outside of the book of Jeremiah 
that has any independent value. The  earliest referenccs 
to him (2  Ch. 3 5 2 5  ~ G z o $  Ecclus. 497) come from the 
second century B.C. Even after criticism has done its 
full work, however, it remains possible with some degree 
of certainty to trace the general course of his career. 

Jeremiah was born, it would seem, at  ANATHOTH 
[ g . ~ . ]  ; perhaps about 650, for we know that he  first 
came forward in 625. At what time of life a man might 
enter the priesthood in the days before D and P, is not 
known. The  event which gave him a prophetic impulse 
may have been a Scytho-Chaldean invasion of Syria i, 

thrice] 
should also be noted. The Latin versions glve .Uzerenz,as, 
Zeremias. 

7 [v.]. 

JEREMAI (’my’, 

1 The transliteration Iqpcplac [B* oncq, A often, 
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comment in II. 3. This view moreover, perhaps gains in proba- 
bility when we notice (I) the’un-Hebraic character of the names 
of Eli’s descendants which find their analogy only in Egyptian 
(see PHINEHAS) or ’South Arabian (cp ELI, HOPHNI), and {z )  
the presence of a tradition (a late one it is true see SAMUEL il., s 4) which would seem to connect E’li‘s houslwith Moses1 in 
Egypt, or perhaps, originally, in Muyi (I S. 2 27).2 

If the suggestions made in this and certain other 
articles with regard to suspected corruptions of text in 
. ~ .  Additional M T  and in d are accepted, the Jerah- 

meelites were a much more important 
tribe, or perhaps collection of tribes, 

than we have imagined. Under all sorts of disguises, 
it has been suspected, the name meets us again and 
again, both in narratives and in genealogies. Some of 
the clans or tribes of Jerahmeel evidently suffered the 
fate described in I S. 15, I Ch. 441 43 ; others were 
absorbed by Judah or even by more northern Israelite 
tribes. The following is a list, probably incomplete, 
of O T  names which may have been corrupted from 
‘ Jerahmeel. ’ 
(a) Addar and Hakkarka, Josh. 15 3. Note that Hezron 

Addar, and Hakkarka are mentioned together ; Hakkarka is 
dittographed ‘ Jerahmeel.’ In Gen. 40 12 and parallels Hezron 
soil of Perez, is a brother of Hamnl (cp i). This is geographii 
cally important. 

(6) Amalek. The name is unintelligible. the centre of the 
Amalekites must have been close to the jerahmeelites. To 
admit the identity of Amalek and Jerahmeel is in accordance 
with many similar necessary identifications, and throws a bright 
light on many passages. Of course it was only a section of the 
Amalekites that Saul overcame, aAd only with a section tha: 
David fought. See (A), and on ‘mount of the Amalekites 
(Judg. 12 15) see PIRATHON. 

(c) Gen. l b  14 BEER-LAHAI-ROI (between Kadesh and Bered) 
should be ‘ Beer-jeraPme’Eli’-i.e., ‘Well of the Jerahmeelites. 
The name ‘ Jerahmeel’ is derived from 5s On?! ; ‘she called the 
name of Yahw-5 El-rahamim ; for she had said, Will God indeed 
have compassion?’ (v. 13, on?: O’& 0~5). Cp ISAAC. 

(d) Job 32 2, 5 ~ 3 y 2 ,  like Ram (cp s), is a fragment of 5Nn”y% 
See JOB, BOOK OF 8 9. 

(e)  Probably Jodsh (I K. 22 26) as well as Jera!meel (Jer. 36 26, 
see 3 helow) was of Jerahmeelite extraction. Jerahmeel ben- 
hanimelech ’ is surely absurd ; ‘ hen-hammelech itself comes 

References. 

See HAZAR-ADDAR. KARKAA, NEGEB. 

from ‘ ben-jerahnieel.’ 
(f) The ‘.Camel’ d Josh. 15 55.  also called hak-Karmel (I S; 

15 12, etc.), is no doubt from Jerahmeel.’ 
of I S. 15 IZ really the place now called eZ-KumuZ? This is not 
Perhaps necessary (see SAUL, $4  ad init. n.). In IS. 15 5 read 
cities (a) of Jerahmeel’ ; and cp 30 zg (for text cp CARMEL, z, 

col. 06 n. 2). 
(ET z ’ Ch. , 26 7. (A) I Ch. 4 40, important 

geogr.aphically (see NEGEB) and historically. HAM (q.v. i., end) 
IS quite impossible. (i) Hamul b. Jndah (Gen.4612, etc.). 
Cp (a) and see HAMUL, MAHOL. (1’) Jamlech, a Siineonite 
(I Ch. 434). (K) I Ch. 2 345 See ARHA, and cp above. (Z? 
ICh.416 zCb.2912. Note that ‘fTehaleleel’? was the ‘father 
of Zipb ;’he is co-ordinated with Caleh. (m) I S. 1 I. See 
JEROHAM, I, and cp above $ 3. (e) Josh. 15 56, I Ch. 2 44, see 
JOKDEAM, JORKEAM. (0) K. 14 7 ; see (u). 
(9) Kemnel, Gen. 22 21. Read ‘ Uz his first-born and Ahibuz 

and Jerahmeel and Abiram,’ and note that Ahibn:(see AHI, I j  
and Michael (i Ch. 5 13J) are brought into connection respec- 
fively with Salecah (miswritten Milcah in Gen. 22 zr), and with 

See ZELOPHEHAD. 
(9) I K. 4 31 [5 111. (Y )  Michael, I Ch. 5 13f: 

(s) Ram (see d) was brother of Jerahmeel (I Ch. 2 9 ) :  on Job 
322, see JOB, BOOK OF, $ 9, and note that Buz and Aram 
(=Ram= Jerahmeel) are brothers (Gen. 22 21). 

(t) Raham, I Ch. 2 44. Cp (x).  (u) Rekern, I Ch. 2 4 3 3  In 
this connection note that the Tarpnmic name for KADESH 
( o p  or m*i p p i )  must be a corruption of ‘ Jerahmeel,’ and that 
nip 9 3 3  in Judg. 6 3 33 7 IZ 8 IO (?), also in I K. 15 IO and Job 13 
should most probably be ~ j i  *3>, i.e., 5xnni. $13, ‘sons of 

Was the ‘Carmel 

See GUR-BAAL. 

Gilead in Bashan’ in I Ch. 5 11-16. 
See MAHOL. 

See ( P ) .  

Jerahmeel.’ 
ir and ,@ Ramm/Zah), Josh. 15 62 ; 

2 K. 14 7. Kittel well points ont the improbability that Joktheel 
in the It is ‘ Jerahmeel’ in ‘the valley of 
Jerahmeel. See SALT CITY OF. 

(x)  On the singular iorruptions in the two similar passages, 
Nu. 21 I Judg. 116 see NEGEB B 2. 

(y)  Last of all we mention adypothesis which in the light of 
(c) !s so probable that it deserves more space than we can give 
to it. Ab-raham is not a dialectic form of Abrarn or ABIRAM 
l0.u. 1. nor vet = ‘ the beloved father ’ (Harkavv). but comes from 

(w) Salt, city and valley of 

’1 is Petra. 

1 See also ICHABOD. 
2 Yahwh’s appearance to Moses, and the separation of the 

Levites here referred to, were probably located at Kadesh ; cp 
KADESH i., 0 3 ; LEVITES. 
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JEREMIAH JEREMIAH 
the first year of Nabopolassar ( 4 3 8 ) .  Probably the 
impulse was accelerated by a vision, though the story 
in chap. 1 reflects not only his own later experiences, 
but also the estimate of his work in a subsequent age, 
based on oracles not proceeding from him. I t  is 
probable that the reform movement five years later en- 
listed his efforts (Duhm, Cheyne) and that he proclaimed 
the new law in Anathoth (11 x J ) ,  though it is not likely 
that he knew how it originated or was equally interested 
in  all its injunctions. Whether there was a local cult at 
Anathoth causing opposition on the part of his towns- 
men and such persecution as to call forth from him 
fierce imprecations (1121-23) must be left in doubt. H e  
probably took up his abode at Jerusalem after 620. 

Before the end of Josiahs reign Jeremiah seems to have 
Tecognised the futility of a reform carried out by the 
strong arm of the state (23). Hence he watched the 
rising Chaldean power, not as Habakkuk in the hope 
of deliverance from Assyrian supremacy, but as an 
instrument in YahwB's hand to bring Judah to repent- 
ance or to ruin. The relative weakness of Egypt he 
perceived now as in the days of Zedekiah, just as 
Isaiah had seen that of Damascus as against Assyria. 
This explains the absence of any encouraging oracle 
before the battle of Megiddo and any lamentation after 
that event, a lack felt in later times and made good by 
ascribing to him an anonymous lament over Josiah 
( 2  Ch. 35 25) .  The fall of Nineveh in 606 and Nebuchad- 
rezzar's march npon Syria in 605 may have led Jeremiah 
to utter some sucp definite prophecy as is mentioned 
in 3629, predicting the conquest of Judea by the king of 
Babylon. Concerning the story found in that chapter, 
cp the next article (I 17). Possibly at a time when the 
defeat of Necho's arms had driven the people with 
renewed zeal to the YahwB-cult in the temple, Jeremiah 
appeared with the oracle reported in 7 8  and 26. I t  
may have been in the years when Nebuchadrezzar was 
unable to follow up his victory and bring Judab to sub- 
jection that Jehoiakim was guilty of undertaking great 
building enterprises without paying the labourers 
engaged (2213 3 ; on the text see JEHOIAKIM). 
Jeremiah probably concealed himself during this reign, 
and there seems to be no evidence that he suffered any 
persecution. Even though his predictions concerning 
Jehoiakim failed, and the k'ing apparently died in peace 
and was 'joined to his fathers,' Jeremiah still looked 
for a Chaldean army and threatened Jehoiachin and his 
mother with exile (2224-27 zg : 28 is a gloss). The idea 
that at this time Jeremiah undertook two journeys to 
the Euphrates (1318) cannot be seriously entertained 
(see EUPHRATES ii.). The  word indeed denotes the 
Euphrates (cp Gen. 214), not Ephratha, or Para ; biit 
the account is probably a dramatization of a mere 
simile, and not historical in any sense. 

At some time in the reign of Zedekiah, when the 
condition of affairs before the deportation of 597, for 
which the exiled nobility had once been held responsible, 
had sufficiently receded from view to appear good in 
comparison with present conditions, Jeremiah seems to 
have had a vision of two baskets of figs in front of the 
temple, and explained that Zedekiah and his princes 
and subjects were like bad figs, while Jehoiachin and 
the exiles were like good figs (24). A later writer, who is 
even familiar with an Egyptian gduah (CAPTIVITY) (ZA 8), 
has apparently carried the comparison beyond the point 
intended. Chap. 28, which probably contains a historical 
nucleus, is more likely to show the real attitude of the 
prophet at this time. H ANANIAH (4 .u. )  prophesies 
that Jehoiachin and the exiles shall return with the 
sacred vessels in two years. Jeremiah would be glad 
to have Jehoiachin back ; but he does not believe in a 
return. I t  is not merely the short term set by Hananiah 
that he objects to. H e  recognises as a mark of the 
true prophets of the past that they only announced 
coming judgment, and he takes his place with them. 
Hence he makes absolutely no suggestion of a future 
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return of exiles, but affirms uncompromisingly thp 
inevitable subjection of all lands to Nebuchadrezzar. 
Whether he actually threatened Hananiah with death 
within a year, may perhaps be questioned. The 
doctrine of the infallibility of prophecy sufficiently ex- 
plains the account of Hananiah's death. The alleged 
epistles of Jeremiah to Babylonian Jews (in chap. 29) 
cannot be used as historical material, nor the story of his 
sending bands and yokes to various nations in chap. 2 i .  
But 2 3 9 8  shows that the conspiracy in which Zedekiah 
became involved led Jeremiah into sharp conflicts with 
prophets whose convictions were different from his own. 
In  587, when Nebuchadrezzar temporarily raised the 
siege of Jerusalem, Zedekiah sent a request to Jeremiah 
to consult Yahwb as to the prospect, and received 
pressing advice to surrender (211-10 373.10). At this 
time Jeremiah's indignation was aroused by the reduction 
to slavery of freedmen solemnly emancipated at the 
approach of Nebuchadrezzar (34).  It mas only natural, 
after his advice just mentioned, that he should be 
arrested when he attempted to withdraw to Anathoth, 
probably with the intention of securing for himself a 
piece of property there (3711-16). This land he may 
actually have had an opportunity of purchasing later 
(32). What became of the prophet when the city was 
taken is not known, since the special concern for his 
welfare on the part of Nebuchadrezzar and Nabuzaradan 
probably is as apocryphal as the general's pious address, 
39113 402-6. But a political prisoner is likely to 
have fared better than a rebel. 

Concerning the end of the prophet's life there are - -  
many legends. 

According to z Rdacc. 2 4 8  Jeremiah carried away in safety the 
tabernacle the ark and the altar of incense and concealed them 
in a hello\; cave id the mountain where Moses died in Moab. 
It is possible that this legend found its supplement in a story of 
the prophet's translation in so appropriate a spot. This would 
account for his appearance in splendonr to Judas the Maccabee 
(2 Macc. 15 n@), his living with translated heroes like Enoch 
and Elijah (Sixtus Sinensis as quoted by Neumann), his expected 
return as a precursor of the Messiah (ut. 16 13f: Jn. 121 740) 
or in the last time as one of the two witnesses of Rev. 113 
(Victorinns ad Zoc.). Another legend, which still found a place 
in an appendix to the book of Jeremiah, brought him with 'the 
whole remnant of Judah' to Daphnre, there to prophesy the 
utter destruction of the EgyptiangZah, 42-44.1 When this addi- 
tion was made to the Book of Jeremiah, the story of his being 
stoned to death at Daphnae (Jerome, Tert., Epiphanius) by his 
own people or by the Egyptians had apparently not developed. 
Of still later origin are other stories : Jeremiah's prediction of a 
saviour before whom the Egyptian idols would fall to the ground 
(leading to the worship of the virgin and the child : Chron.pasch. 
in Fabricius), the burial of the prophet 6v r6my ~s ohfu fws  
Bapaw (which seems to denote a pyramid) because he saved the 
Egyptians from crocodiles and snakes (Epiphanins, de viiis 
pyojhefamm), the visit of Alexander to the tomb of the prophet 
who had predicted his victories over the nations and the removal 
of the ashes to Alexandria (Chron. pasch.), and the influence on 
Greek philosophers visiting Egypt of the esoteric wisdom he had 
taught there (Ambrosius Augustine Ghgbrard). According to 
a legend preserved in i2rZer 'blriw~radbri,  26 77, Jeremiah was 
carried to Bahylon with Baruch by Nebuchadrezzar after his 
conquest of Egypt, while Rashi seems to imply only that 
Jeremiah and Baruch returned to Palestine (ad Jer. 44 14). 
Whether in this mass of late legends there is anywhere a grain 
of historic fact, cannot readily be ascertained. 

The prophetic utterances of Jeremiah derive their 
character from his conviction that he was inspired by 

Yahwh and from his conception of 
3' Message* Yahwh's nature, purposes and demands. 

Like Amos and Isaiah, he seems to have been impelled 
to prophesy by a series of visions. In a trance he hears 
YahwB's voice bidding him speak as a prophet, and feels 
Yahwgs hand touching his lips consecrating them to the 
proclamation of YahwB's oracles. On two subsequent 
occasions, when in the same condition, he saw a rod of 
an almond tree and a seething cauldron coming from 
the N. The former vision he interpretated as an assur- 
ance that Yahwh would ' watch over' (ip ; see ALMOND) 
his word, consequently as a pledge that the oracles 
would he fulfilled ; the latter he understood as signifying 

1 Many scholars consider this story as a work of Baruch and 
accord to it historical value. But see next article, 55 6. 7, 8. 
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that nations from the N. would invade Palestine. These 
ecstatic experiences were doubtless preceded by eager 
.observation of the signs of the times and stifled impulses 
to speak. Jeremiah had in waking hours seen the 
movements in history of that mysterious hand which in 
the vision brought the cauldron from the N. and dedi- 
cated him as a prophet. A similar experience mdy have 
come in Zedekiah's reign when, hearing the murmurs of 
the approaching storm, and reflecting upon the de- 
generacy of the present generation, he had his vision of 
the figs (24). That Yahwl: had actuallyrevealed himself 
to him, he never seems to have questioned ; nor that the 
word of judgment he announced was actually YahwB's 
word. The events justified his faith. Whether the 
Scythian invasion passed so harmlessly by the territory 
.over which Josiah reigned as is generally supposed, 
cannot, with our scanty information, be determined. 
There is no intimation of a disenchantment like that of 
Ezekiel in regard to Tyre. The  capture of Jerusalem 
in 597 and the deportation of Jehoiachin must have been 

-understood by Jeremiah as a vindication of YahwB's 
-word. 

Another source of assurance was the character of the 
.oracles he felt divinely impelled to utter. He was 
impressed' by their similarity to the oracles of true 
prophets in the past. Like them he prophesied, not 
.smooth things, but coming judgment. Like theirs, his 
.oracles were immediate, spontaneous utterances. He 
contrasted them with the oracles also delivered in the 
name of Yahwl: by the prophets opposed to him, and 
was struck by the difference in tone, the cheerful tenor, 
the failure to go to the root of the evil, the lack of 
,originality ( 2 3 9 8 ) ) .  He noticed their use of popular 
phrases, and accused them of stealing oracles.one from 
another (v. 3 0 ) ,  while his own communion with YahwB 
brought him ever fresh supplies of thought and speech, 
.and prevented him from copying even the words of the 
.earlier prophets that had come down to him. H e  
watched their easy acceptance of the pleasures of life, 
while his own moral earnestness and sense of impending 
eatastrophe enjoined upon him absolute celibacy and 
bade him keep aloof even from the ordinary expressions 
.of sympathy; and he accused them of immoral conduct. 
His spiritual isolation in such an environment became 
t o  him an evidence of the genuineness of his experience. 
If he was right, his opponents were wrong; if he was 
inspired, they put forth false claims, proclaiming in the 
name of Yahwl: oracles that they had themselves thought 
aut.  H e  even forbade the use of the word 'oracle,' 
Nvn (2336 ; see PROPHECY). While all prophethood, 
even that of Jeremiah's less radical colleagues, must 
ultimately rest on a sense of personal communion with 
.a divine being, this sense seems to have been specially 
keen in his case. The  snatches of poetry, elegies, 
psalms, dialogues, frequently adduced to show that in 
this respect Jeremiah anticipatvd the type of piety that 
meets us in the Psalter, may indeed be later additions 
to the book; but the individualistic character of his 
religions life is abundantly evident. 

This prophetic consciousness is influenced by, and in 
-turn reacts uuon. his conceution of Yahwl:. Yahwl: is 

Israel's god. H e  is Israel's father to 
4' conception whom the nation owes its existence, 

Of YahwB* and therefore its allesziance. Like " 
Hosea, Jeremiah also conceives of Israel as YahwB's 
wife. But while Yahwl: has remained faithful, the 
nation has broken its marriage vows. By its adultery 
with strangers-Le., its worship of the gods of other 
nations-it has forfeited its rights. Unlike HOSEA, 
Jeremiah deems it impossible that the adulterous wife 
should be taken back again (318). The noble vine 
has become a degenerate plant (221). This abandon- 
ment of YahwB is all the more amazing, as other nations 
remain faithful to their gods (211 : o& R S  ncnl [2 IIR] 

has the appearance of a later gloss), though these are but 
"broken cisterns as compared with a fountain of living 
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waters (213). However numerous these gods may be, 
they can give no aid in times of trouble (228). They 
are as impotent as their sacred symbols, the aEyas and 
the ~ R @ R S ,  to which the worshippers address such 
endearing terms as ' my father' and 'my  begetter' 
(2  27). Whether Jeremiah actually identified the gods 
of the nations with stocks and stones, may be doubted. 
But it is possible that his words paved the way for 
the positive and distinct utterances of 2 Isaiah (cp 
IDOLATRY). 

He 
has absolute power over its destiny (186). H e  sends 
the northern hordes into Palestine; he subdues the 
nations to Nebuchadrezzar. Yahwl: is not a ' numen ' 
limited to the neighbourhood .of his shrine, but a god 
who can betake himself to distant places, whether in 
heaven or on earth, so that no man can escape from 
him (2323x1. He is just in all his dealings with the 
nations, treating them according to their merits ( 1 8 7 3 )  

YahwB's purposes are in harmony with his nature. 
H e  reveals them to his servants. 'What  is Yahwk 
about to d o ? '  is the question that bids the prophet's 
eyes pierce the darkness of the future, and makes him a 
soothsayer. Jeremiah's predictions were not based on 
shrewd political observations, but on his impressions, 
present with him, whether he was waking or sleeping, 
of what such a god as he conceived Yahwi: to be would 
necessarily have in mind to do, when historical circum- 
stances showed that he was ready to act. That it was 
YahwB's purpose to put Judah, as well as the surround- 
ing nations, into the hand of the growing Chaldean 
power, was the burden of Jeremiah's message during a 
period of almost forty years. But the ulterior divine 
motive was to him the moral reformation of the people. 

Only through foreign oppression could that rebellious 
disposition (25 niiqa, 7 24) which showed itself in idolatry 
and unrighteousness be overcome. This oppression 
must last qntil the reformation has taken place. Hence 
Jeremiah indulges in no vain speculations as to the 
length of the Chaldean suzerainty; hence he is abso- 
lutely convinced of .the impossibility of resistance and 
exhorts Zedekiah and his people to willing submission ; 
hence he lays down as a criterion of true prophethood 
the preaching of judgment to come with its tendency to 
lead men away from their evil doings (288 2322). 
Beyond this he seems to have had no eschatology. If 
the nation should repent, Yahwl: would also change his 
treatment of the people (1878). But there being as 
yet no evidence of repentance, the Chaldean yoke 
must continue and should be quietly carried rather than 
aggravated by rebellion. Those who by the preaching 
of repentance worked for the reformation of character, 
proved themselves in the midst of their labours to 
belong to the true prophetic order (288). Like his 
predecessors, Jeremiah believed in the power of YahwB's 
judgments to touch the springs of action and lead to a 
change of conduct. In this he differed widely from the 
great writer, who might be designated a Second Jeremiah 
(Jer. 30f.), who believed that the grace of Yahwl:, 
shown in the restoration of national independence and 
prosperity, could alone accomplish that thorough re- 
formation which foreign oppression and prophetic 
preaching had failed to effect. 

YahwB's supreme demand is purity within, a circum- 
cision of ear and heart, a removal of the carnal dis- 
position preventing Yahwe's voice from being heard and 
his will from being understood and accepted ( 4 4  14 610). 
The outward forms of the cult have not been ordained 
by Yahwb. ' I  spake not unto your fathers nor com- 
manded them when I brought them up from the land of 
Egypt, concerning burnt-offerings and sacrifices ' (7 22). 
This is the prophet's declaration of independence. The  
law promulgated in 620 commanded in YahwB's name 
numerow burnt-offerings and sacrifices. However 
favourably Jeremiah may have beep impressed at the 
outset by the moral tone of the Deuteronomic law, its 
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1 Cp Wellh. Prol. 428, n. I ; Giesebrecht dissents. 
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1 [There are of course exceptions i n  other MSS. The famous 
3od. Amhrosianns for example gives thi? order : Isaiah, 
reremiah (with I a&., Ep. Jer., aAd Fpp. of Baruch), Ezekiel, 
\finor Prophets, Daniel (with Bel and Dragon)]. 
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denunciation of idolatry, and possibly also its tendency 
to render the sacrifices of animals a less prominent 
feature of life, he did not believe that Yahwi! had 
ordered such offerings; and when he observed the 
‘ carnal ’ confidence in the possession of this law, he had 
no hesitation in openly denouncing it as a fraud and a 
forgery (8 8). Thus the emancipation of religion from 
the state and the cult, prepared by the earlier prophets, 
was most fully carried out by Jeremiah. 

The  estimate of Jeremiah‘s character must necessarily 
depend on the student’s critical Dosition. Renan’s 
5. -Jeremiah,s harsh judgment of h<m as a fanatic filled 

with hatred of the human race is based 
solelv on the spurious oracles against - 

the foreign nations. Jeremiah’s real attitude was one 
of kindly concern for the welfare of these nations and 
desire for their moral reformation through the pressure 
of the Chaldean yoke. The  ,charges made by some 
writers against the prophet of cowardice and untruthful- 
ness, vanity and vindictiveness, are largely founded on 
the narratives of a story-book whose accuracy is too 
unquestioningly recognised. Our information is too 
scanty to allow us to assert that he cannot have hurled 
intemperate curses at his opponents, particularly such 
prophets as Hananiah ; but neither can we confidently 
affirm that he did. As to the contention of Maurice Vernes 
that a prophet who gave to  his people the counsel of sur- 
render is a historically impossible character, it arises from 
his failure to recognise the highest type of patriotism, and 
to take due account of the religious genius who sub- 
ordinates all considerations of state to the absolute 
demands of the divinity. On the other hand, the con- 
ception of Jeremiah as the prophet of the new covenant, 
the foreteller of the restoration of the monarchy and the 
return of the exiles after seventy years, is based on 
oracles wrongly and inconsistently ascribed to him. 
The representation of him as the ‘weeping prophet ! 
is derived from the late book of Lamentations and the 
similar elegies interspersed by editors among his oracles. 

The salient features of Jeremiah’s character are his 
sternness and his veracity, his loyalty and his courage, 
his sadness and his tenderness. A hush falls on the 
festive assembly, the crowded mart, the king’s court 
when this solemn figure appears. Above ‘ the voice of 
mirth and the voice of gladness, the voice of the bride- 
groom and the voice of the bride,’ his strident notes of 
warning and denunciation rise and bring presentiments 
of coming ill. Never a word of hope ; ever the stern 
rebuke and the call to repentance ! But this sternness 
is born of earnest thought and of unflinching regard for 
truth. If his hand seeks to rend the veil of the future, 
it is not to satisfy vain curiosity, but to ascertain the 
truth that he may proclaim it, bitter though it be, for 
the ultimate good of the people. As the ambassador 
of YahwB, he has no fear of earth‘s mighty ones, 
whether kings, or princes, or prophets, or priests. Nor 
is he concerned whether his preaching may ‘ weaken the 
hands of the men of war.’ His physical conrage may 
not always be equal to his spiritual intrepidity. His 
sensitive nature may shrink from actual suffering, and 
he may at times seek his safety in flight. But when 
the word of Yabwi! comes, he consults not with flesh 
and blood, but proclaims his message regardless of con- 
sequences. With no family life as a haven of rest for his 
storm-tossed spirit, his lot is sad. Yet his very words 
of resignation betray tenderness of heart. Whatever 
its end may have been, his life was a long and noble 
martyrdom. 

See especially Dnhm, Die TheoZcyie de7 Projheten (‘75), 
Vernes, Du Pretenrtu Pohthdisine dts H6brcur, ‘91 ; Smend, 

Lei’trdxch d. Alttrst. RrL.-g.esch. (‘93 ; 2nd ed. 
6. Literature. ’99) : the Histories of Israel particularly by 

Stade, Renan and Wellhansen, and the 
following monoqraphs : Cheyne; jeremiah His L.;fe and Times 
( ‘88)  ; Marti, Der Prohhet jerrmia zlqn A’natot (‘89) ; Lazarus, 
Der Pw+$et jeremias (‘94) ; Ricard, Profeten Jeremias (‘96) ; 

v. Bulmerincq, Das Zukunfts6iZd des Pro9h. Jwenzia 
Vernes in La Grandc Cyclo$idie. 
PKOPHECY. N. 5. 

* 

Cp also JEREMIAH k, and 

2. Of Lihnah, father of Hamital (2 K. 2331 reprprou [BAL], 

3. ’Father of Jaazaniah the ’ Rechahite Uer. 35 [@ 4213, 

4. A Manassite (I Ch. 524; mppera [B]). 
5, 6, 7. Three of David’s warriors, the last two being Gadites 

(I Ch. 124, ~fpp[~lias [Bl, Lepqqas IN*], v. IO, rrppta [Nl, v. 13, 
iappra [N], cepappaou [L]). See DAVlD $ II (a iii.). 

8. A priestly signatory to the co<enant (see EZRA i., $ 7 ;  
Neh. 10~[31, repppra [BAI, -r [Ll ; 12 I ,  rspp[slra [BRA], cypcppLas 
[L], 34, Leppias [Ll); apparently he gave his name to a priestly 
class (cp Neh. 12 12, rcppia [AL]). 

241s repeprow [BL], rypeprou [AI Jer. 5 2 1  repeprov [BNAQ]). 

iepepw [BNQ], capquou [AI). 
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Titleand place in Canon, $ rf: Criticism of chaps. 46-51, 
Contents and divisions, § 36: 
Earlier collections, 5 6.  
Superscriptions, $ 7 
Worksof JeremiahandBaruch, Dates, $ 20 

Later writers, $ TO. 

In most MSS and printed editions of M T  this book 
is called n’D1’. 

At the time of the Chronicler (6. z w  B.c.) this form of the 
name seems to have been more common than the earlier l n v w  

. .XI& Cnticismof chaps. 30f: 32, $ 15. 
Later additions, $ 166: 

Text and versions 5 21 
Bibliography, $ 2;. 

$ a f :  

~ ..I .-. 
(Neh. 10 3 [z] 12  34 I Ch. 5 24 12 4 IO n v ~ i -  ; only 

1. Title. I Ch. l!! 13 wni-), although Ben-Sira still wrote 
)q-ny, Ecclus. 496. Our oldest MSS of C3 and the 

versions based on it give as the title a transliteration that may re- 
present either form (LepeppLas; so also Coptic). Melito (Eus. 
HE 4 26) and Origen refer to the book as ‘Iepspias, ( w  72 ‘Iepcpip, 
E#. ad Afr. 226). Jerome uses the same title (PrdZ. gal ik 
2 Reg.), and n’nl’ is the designation in Bci6ri 6ath7ci 146. 

The book seems once to have occupied the first place 
among the prophet@ posterieres. A baraitha in Bid& - . .  
a. Position in bath& (14b q u )  gives the following 

order of these prophets : Jeremiah, 
Ezekiel, Isaiah, Minor Prophets : and Canon. 

the Talmudic tract explains that Isaiah was placed after 
Jeremiah and Ezekiel because ‘ Kings ends in desolation, 
Jeremiah is all desolation, Ezekiel begins with desolation 
and ends with consolation, and Isaiah is all consolation. 
This Talmudic arrangement was followed by many 
copyists (20 cited by Kenn., 8 by De Rossi, 6 by Ginsb.), 
and also by a MS of the Masorah in the Palatinate 
Library, cp Buxtorf, Ti6erias, 286. The  oldest testimony 
for the order, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Minor Prophets, 
is Jerome (Z.C.). In 380 A.D.,  he still adhered to the 
arrangement found in his copy of the LXX-viz., Minor 
Prophets, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel (E?. ad 
Puulinum). To this order Codex Alexandrinus, Cyril 
(Cut. 4331) and Gregory Naz. (09. 298) bear witness. 
That it was determined by chronological considerations 
is manifest, whilst the insertion of Daniel shows its in- 
dependence of the Babylonian or Palestinian tradition 
preserved in the Talmud. 

No conclusions can be drawn from the MSS as to the original 
order in LXX. Peshitta (POC. Bodl. Lee)l presents the succes- 
sion : Isaiah Minor Pkophets Jeremiah Ezekiel, Daniel. and 
the Ethiopicbersion has Iiaiah: Jeremiah,’Ezekiel, Daniel, kinor 
Prophets. Origen’s arrangement (Is., Jer., Dan., Ez.) places 
Daniel before Ezekiel, and Melito’s (Is., Jer., Min. Pr., Dan., 
Ez.) indicates another position for Minor Prophets omitted by 
Origen. 

There is evidence that the book at one time containrd 
some elements now found elsewhere or lost. 

As Josephus does not mention separately Lamenta- 
tions in c. Ap. 18 ,  he probably knew it only as a part 
3, of Jeremiah. -The same is presum- 

ably true of Melito. Origen distinctly 
states that he regarded Lamentations and the Epistle 
:Baruch 1-5 and 6 ? )  as belonging to Jeremiah (Xc.). 
Later patristic writers, like Athanasius, Augustine, 
Zhrysostom, Hilary. and Ambrose. regularly include 
Lamentations, Baruch and Epistle in Jeremiah (cp Hody, 
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De bibZ., 646 8). In  the Ethiopic Bible the book com- 
prises also the Paralipomena Jeremiz (Dillmann, Chrest. 
Aefh. 1-15 ; Ceriani, Munumenfa, 19-18) and the frag- 
ment containing the passage quoted in Mt. 279. These 
works, having attached themselves to Jeremiah somewhat 
after the fashion of the additions to Daniel and Esther, 
were gradually provided with separate headings and 
severed from the volume. 

The same is possibly the case in the seven following 
instances :- 

(I )  In z Ch. 35 25 an elegy on the death of Josiah is 
ascribed to  Jeremiah. I t  seems to  have had a place 
at one ‘time among the threnodies of Lamentations 
( n r i p  ’?y ; read with 6 nyp and with fSL,’ mim nix). 
See LAMENTATIONS, and cp Schmidt, Zntrod. t o  Jer. 

(2) I n  z Ch. 3 6 2 2 8  and Ezra 11-3, Is:4428 is dis- 
tinctly quoted as  a word of Jeremiah. The  most natural 
explanation is that Is. 40 8, being anonymous, and 
revealing a marked kinship to Jer. 30-33, found a 
temporary home in our volume before it was finally 
attached to Isaiah, where it may have been already 
established by 180 B.C. (cp Ecclus. 48143). 

(3) In 2 Macc. 2 1 3 ,  certain statements are made on 
the authority of a work entitled ‘Jeremiah, the Prophet.’ 
Two views are possible. (u )  ,K z may be simplyremiu- 
iscent of Jer. 109, and VV. 4 8  may originally have 
been a haggadic annotation to Jer. 316, intended to 
explain and to soften the effect of that passage, but 
afterwards removed from the text ; or ( a )  the author may 
have had before him the biographical work probably 
known by the same title. That he designates his source 
as ‘scripture’ (ypa+$), would be natural on either 
hypothesis. I t  is less likely that the Paralipomena 
Jeremize, though essentially of Jewish origin, already 
existed when 2 Macc. was written. 

(4) Mt. 27 g is quoted from ‘Jeremiah the Prophet,’ 
the term being the same as that used in Mt. 2 17. This 
passage is not found in our present text. Did the 
author of Mt. read it in his copy of Jeremiah, or in an  
Apocryphon Jeremix? (Cp JUDAS ISCARIOT, 8.) 

( 5 )  Justin, D i d  c. Tryph. 72, charges the Jews with 
having erased from Jer. a passage probably of Christian 
origin. 

(6) Whether Eph. 514 found its way into the apocry- 
phon from the margin of Jeremiah, or belonged to the 
Apocalypse of Elijah, cannot yet be determined. 

(7) Lactantius (48) found in his text the words 
‘beatus qui erat autequam nasceretur’ in Jer. 15. How 
old this gloss was is unknown. Iu regard to Justin’s 
accusation against the Jews that they had erased Jer. 
11 19, it is altogether probable that there was a basis of 
fact for the statement. Certain MSS known to Justin 
lacked the passage. But this may have been due in part 
to its (possible) absence in a copy older than that used by 
6, and only in part to its clumsy yet uncomfortable 
apologetic use by Christians. Its occurrence in all ex- 
tant MSS simply shows that it finally maintained itself. 

On the other hand, M T  contains many elements 
that have been added even after the book assumed 
substantially its present form (see below). 

It has been maintained that Josephus (Ant. x. 51, 
4. Division. §, 79) divided the book into two volumes, 

either Jeremiah and Lamentations (Ve- 
nema, Meulenbelt) or Jer. 1-24 and 25-52 (Eichhorn, 

I -  

Bertholdt). 
Ordinarily the words ‘who was the first that wrote 

and left behind him in writing two books concerning 
these things ’ (6s ~ p P 5 r o r  m p l  T O ~ T W P  ado plphour ypdqas 
KCZTCX~TEP) are understood as referring to Ezekiel. But 
Ez.1-89 and 40-48 cannot be meant (Stephen Huet, 
Bertholet), as 40-48 contains no prophecy of the exile. 
Rather is it probable that those passages quoted from 
Ezekiel by Clement, Tertullian, and others (cp Fabricius, 
Cod. Pxeudefig. 11178) had at the time of our glossator 
1 [For the MSS which seem to present the Lucianic recension 

of Jeremiah, see below, $ 21.1 
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been severed from the canonical Ezekiel and constituted 
an independent volume. That the words quoted are a 
later gloss, seems probable; 6s is lacking in many 
MSS, and Josephus himself could scarcely have con- 
sidered Ezekiel as earlier than Jeremiah. 

The  following are the chief schemes that have been 
proposed for dividing the book :- 

&colampadius : (I) c 3 1  ( z )  32-39, (3) 40-52. 
Heidegger : (1)?-36, (4’3’1-44, (3) 45 ( ) 46-51, (5)  52. 
H. Alting, Hottinger, Venema, Rosekhe r ,  De Wcttc, Paync 

Smith, Strcane : (I) 1-39, (2) 40-45, (3) 46-51, (4) 52. 
Alpinus : (I) 1-20, (I) Zll39, (3) 40-42. 
J. Alting : (I) 1 (I) 2-51, (3) 52. 
Richhorn: (I) l!24. (2) 25-51. arm. 52. ~ ~ ~~ 

Bertholdt : ?I’) 1-24 ti) 46-5i (325 .45  app. 52. 
Stahelin with (19 ind  (2) inked also Havernick Kcil . (I) 

1-10, 1:) l i-24, ( 3 )  25-29, (4) 3053, (i) 34-39, (6) 40.45: (7) 46-51, 
app. .a. 

(5) 21 34 37 32 33-44 (6) 27-29. 

46-61 (?).58. 

Movers: (I) 1-20 26 46-49, (I) 30f: 33, (3)  SOf:, (4) 23 22 24, 

, Schmieder : (I) 112 ,  (2) 13-25, (3)  26-33, (4) 34-39, (5) 40-45, (6) 
-. .. 

Ni;Lann. (I) 1 (I) 2-17 (3)  IS$, (4) 20-45 (5) 46-51 (6) 52. 
Ewald : (Ij 1, (zj 2-24, (3 j  46-49, 25, app. 26-69, (4) 30-i3, app. 

Hitzig: (I) i -12 6 (2) 25, (3) 26, (4) 35, (5) 36 (6) 45, (7) 4G-49 

Scholz: (I) 1-10 (I) 11-20 (3)  21-24, (4) $5 1-14, 46-51, (5) 25 

Delitzsch : (i) 1-6 ( z )  7-12 (3) 13-20 (4) 21-25, (5) 26-29, (6) 

34J, ( 5 )  36 45 app. 50f; and 52. 

and (8) 12 8-24, (9) i7-29, (IO) 30-33, (11) 50f (iz) 52. 

15-33, (6) 34-44 ap’p. 45 and k2. 

30-33, (7) 34-33. (8) $9.45, (9) 46-51, app.’52. . .. . . . . . .. . . - - 
The marked differences between the various attempts 

clearly indicate the futility of proving a logical, any 
more than a chronological arrangement, either in M T  
or in 6. Nevertheless, they have been of value in 
leading the way to a better understanding of the com- 
position of the book. 

I t  is evident that a chronological arrangement was 
once intended, as the order in 1-20, the headings and 
the general , sequence of sections, especially in 6, 
suggest. I t  is equally clear that, with no regard to 
the chronology, philippics against the reigning princes 
have been gathered in 21-24, attacks upon rival 
prophets in 26-29, promises of restoration in 30-38, 
and prophecies concerning the other nations in 46-51. 
Later accretions to collections previously arranged 
chronologically or according to the subject matter, 
as well as insertion or addition of later collections, 
have undoubtedly contributed to the present disorder. 
This is probably the element of truth in. Grafs 
supplementary hypothesis according to which the 
book is ‘not a collection, but rather a larger whole 
arising out of an originally complete work thiough 
addition and expansion. ’ But the fruitless endeavours 
to find a rational order have resulted in calling renewed 
attention to the headings with their time-indications, 
aud to the groups of chapters that inevitably point to 
independent collections earlier than the book in its 
present form. 

Of the superscriptions, which recur throughout the 
book. the most frequent is ‘ the word that came to 

301 321 341 8 351 401). In all :bise instances the 
title may have come from the same hand, although 
it is also possible that a heading used in an earlier 
book was imitated. That this was actually done at a 
late date, and with a small degree of intelligence, is 
shown by 401, which very inappropriately heads a 
narrative, not a prophecy. Of the same general 
type are the headings 25 I 261 271. Yet they bear 
marks of a different and later origin, such as the use 
of ‘al ( i y )  for ’Z (SN) in 251, the absence of ‘ to 
Jeremiah’ ( in>m* h) in 261 reminding us of 501 in 
its earliest form, and n’ni* for inmi? in 271. In 501 
4$ read ‘ the word of Yahwe which he spoke con- 
cerning Babylon ’ (h \y i m  ~ W N  mil’ mi), the prophecy 
evidently being anonymous at first. It subsequently 
assumed the form ‘the word that Yahwk spake con- 
cerning Babylon, by Jeremiah’ (h nrn* 131 YWH imn 
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in*ni* i q  h x ) ,  to which ‘concerning the land of the 
Chaldeans’ was added as a gloss. In the somewhat 
abbreviated form ‘ which Yahwi: spoke by Jeremiah ’ 
(inmil 1’3 nini i x i  YON) this meets us again in 4613 (a). 
A later editor, however, changed this into ‘ the word 
that Jeremiah the prophet spoke,’ in harmony with the 
then prevailing view of Jeremiah as ’ the prophet ’ KUT’ 

BEo~-;lu. The same heading is found in 451, both in 
M T  and 6. The name of the people referred to was 
deemed sufficient in the case of certain anonymous 
prophecies against foreign nations, or the term maSSd 
( *&a) was used as in the Book of Isaiah. When grouped 
together, the mention of Nebuchadrezzar in one of them 
would naturally suggest Jeremiah as the author of all ; 
but a general superscription to this effect was thought 
enough and ‘ of Egypt ’ (own\ )  462, ’ concerning the 
Philistines’ (o.nv$&) 471 (a), ‘of the children of 
Ammon’ (jiny 3 1 x 5 )  491, ’of  Edom’ (rims) 497, ‘of 
Damascus (pvni\) 4923, ‘of Kedar ( l ip$) 4928, 
‘concerning Elam’ (o$y\) 4934 remained, the Nun, if 
once there, disappearing in deference to the prophet’s 
views on this subject, 23338  

Themost remarkable title in the bookis-$* ninr-ixi ~ ‘ ~ ’ I o H  
ln’ni.. I t  occurs 14 I 461 47 I 49 34 and probably 1 2 as the 
original heading. In 14 I n i x 2  (pronounce nn$g [cp Pesh., 
Targ., Mich. SuPpZ. 2091, appoxia, siccitas), is an Aramaism, 
and the chapter is not an oracle ; in 46 I ~ 3 x 3  has been added ; 
in 47 I n-nO\D $* is unnatural following in,ni* 5 ~ ,  as is also 
&y $8 in 49 34. Rut more suspicious still is the phrase itself. 
There IS noparallel for it in Hebrew. Ezek. 1225 is corrupt (cp 
Cornill), and Am. 5 I, also quoted by Ewald, is quite regular. 
When the Greek version was made, 14 I read $N 913, iii *n+i 
in’n-p, 461 was still lacking, 471 read pn&&,  4934 read 
~ ’ i>n  $9 in>nl* * x i  ’ION, the last words of 25 13 having been cut 
loose from the nomen regens and made a title of this prophecy. 
This was subsequently altered into ln’ni* $N  in* ixi.n?n TON, 
given as a superscription to 46 I and 47 I, and substituted for 
the phrase used in 14r. I t  was also employed as a title by the 
collector of the first hook. 

Chap. 1 2  probably read ’tn inmi’ ’m nrnr ’121 n*n ’ION 
ihns niv nivy o\m nVn* ik 1inK p ~ n w i ’ .  The words 
ln,ni* 5~ may have been abbreviated ~\,y as well as simply 
,$x, and the former misread 1-i)~. The reign was suggested by 
3 6  the year was probably taken from the biographical work. 
A’more elaborate heading would in course of time he de- 
manded, giving information concerning the prophet. It read 

lyy12 p 3 .  The omission of 1 9 3  can scarcely with 
Giesehrecht he regarded as an infallihle sign of pre-exilic author- 
ship. It is evident that the hook while it had only this heading 
could not have contained any oracle considered by the editor 
to be later than the thirteenth year of Josiah. The addition of 
collections hearing later dates led to the penning of 2). 3. Even 
then there was nothing in the book that was regarded as later 
than the fall of Jerusalem. 

The time indications are numerous, but are of uncer- 
tain value. 

niniy2 TON nvnm p w j h n  p inmi-  $K n*n im  nin? ix- i  
Cp ‘5. 

&lea;;? by NabuzaradG), xl T (7th month), 42> (after IO says), 
45 I (4th Jeh.), 46 2 (4th Jeh.), 47 I (defeat of Gaza by Pharaoh), 
49 34 (beg. Zed.), 51 59 (4th Zed.). 

The text is not always certain. 
In  27 I d has no superscription. One editor, living 

later than 6, assigned the prophecy to Jehoiakim’s 
reign. So MT. He could not have done this if in 
the very first sentence he had read ‘ unto king Zedekiah ’ 
(in-pir i \n $N) ; 27 36 is therefore probably a later gloss. 
Another editor, noticing Zedekiah in v. 12, wrote his 
name in the heading. So Pesh., Ambrosianus, Ar., 
Oxon., Kenn. 224. 

Some statements are too vague to be of much value. 
We do not know the date of the particular drought 
mentioned in 14 I ,  nor when Pharaoh smote Gaza (47 I) .  

Some are demonstrably wrong, ascribing to certain 
occasions in the life of Jeremiah oracles not proceeding 
from him. Thus 251 462 471 4934 5159 are nianifestly 
nothing but conjectures of late editors. Others are 
drawn from popular story books, and cannot be ac- 
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corded more probability than the stories themselves, as 
401 441 45 I ,  probably also 321 and 351. 

The entire book 1-20 is evidently assigned by 1 I$ to 
the reign of Josiah. This was clearly a mistake. The 
editor of 26 is probably right in assigning the speech 
of which 7 3  gives a more extended report to the time 
of Jehoiakim. Editors who in some instances found 
niches in the life of Jeremiah for prophecies written 
centuries later than his time, as easily as the same 
service was performed by hymn collectors for David, 
may occasionally have displayed an admirable critical 
instinct ; but their opinions can have no binding force. 

Various introductory formulas are used which often 
mark off smaller independent oracles. Of these the 
most important are ‘and the word of Yahwh came 
unto Jeremiah’ (invJi9 $N nin‘ 131 wi), and ‘and the 
word of Yahwb came unto me’ (h nin- 7x7 ypr). 

The former is peculiar to 25-44 (29 30 32 26 33 I 19 23 35 12 
376). The latter is peculiar to 1-24(1411 13 2 1  1381411 1 5 1  
16 I 18 5 244). In 
14 W K  read=y\N, and l;l,m* 5~ may have been the original, 
though abbreviated. In 2 I has only KCLL F L ~ B V .  In 10 T @ 
probably read $ N ~ v *  q$r nin* inN* i .  In 244 Arm. read lrpoo 
Iepepiav.  In 3512 ‘5 read *\N, rpos pc (in 386 this was the 
reading in Qw), while MT has In*m’ $N, and likewise 36 I. 
This proves beyond doubt that ln-ny? was often abbreviated 
$ 9  or simply 7. This being the case, there is no unmistak- 
ah!e indication anywhere whether 9 5 ~  or intnl* $N was originally 
written. However, phrases like +$N ai?* in* n3, 13 I 17 19, 
and *j~18, 24 1, show that the first person was sometimes used. 
From the use of the first person no conclusion can of course he 
drawn as to the Jeremianic origin of a given oracle. Any 
prophet might use the same formula. 

Nevertheless if these superscriptions, as the work of 
editors living at different periods subsequent to the time 

6. Earlier of Jeremiah, based on conjecture or 
collectiolis. doubtful tradition, neither indicate unity 

of composition or redaction, nor possess 
any intrinsic authority, they have considerable value as 
aids in recovering earlier collections, and in exhibiting 
the successive stages of redaction. 

Chap. 13 furnishes positive evidence that the book at 
one time contained no prophecy indicated as having 
been spoken by Jeremiah after the fifth month of the 
eleventh year of Zedekiah. Consequently, 40-44 52 at 
any rate formed no part of the collection. There is 
ground for supposing that the three booklets, 25 46-51, 
27-29 and 30-33, had as yet no place in the centre of 
this volume. Chap. 1 2  supplies equally convincing 
proof that the book once contained no section in- 
dicated as being later than the thirteenth year of Josiah. 
This title excludes 21-24 and 26 34-39 ; but it may have 
served as sufficient heading for 1-20 since no later king 
or date is mentioned in these chapters. No collector 
or copyist may have been familiar with the other version 
of 7 5  in 26 and the date there given, or have noticed 
that 11 points to a time later than the discovery of 
the Law iu the eighteenth year of Josiah, or observed 
that in 1 9 3  the relations between Jeremiah and the 
rulers are more strained than in 7 8 

By the aid of the Superscriptions the following 
collections may be recovered. I. 1-20  ; 2. 21-24 ; 
3. 25 46-51 ; 4. 26-29 ; 5. 30-33 ; 6. 34-39 ; 7. 40-44. 
Whilst 1 3  clearly shows that 40-44 once circulated 
separately, and the character of the narrative con- 
firms this observation, the same cannot be affirmed 
concerning 34-3 . In the work whence these chapters 

(45) on the other, would seem to have belonged together 
(Cornill). Not only by sub-headings and solemn intro- 
ductory formulas, but even more by the editorial custom 
of prefacing an oracle with appropriate words, or of 
adding at the end words mostly of a consolatory nature, 
it is to a certain extent possible to discover the smaller 
collections used in making these books. 

I. Chaps. 1-20. In Bk. I the two oracles, 14-10 
11-19 (u), evidently form an independent section ; 
2 1-3 5 (6)  is shown by the introduction and the heading 

Here again the text is frequently uncertain. 

were taken 34, B 37-39 on the one hand, and (26) 35f: 
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36 to be a separate discourse; the title, the non- 
Jeremianic preface, 36-42, and the new superscription 
71 indicate that 36-630 (6) once formed a booklet ; 
7-10 (d )  by its title and its long appendix, 922-1025, is 
h i l a r l y  marked off; llf. ( e )  is likewise distinguished 
by heading and appendix, 11 18-1217 ; 13  ( f )  is clearly 
an independent fragment, 15-17 and 20-27 being probably 
later additions ; 14-17 (9) is shown to be a collection 
by title, by prefaced non-Jeremianic passages, 142-6 7-9, 
and by numerous interpolations and the appendix, 
17 19-27 ; 18-20 (h) is separated from what precedes by a 
special title, and from what follows by the appended 
curse in imitation of Job 3 zf. and the heading of 21. 

Among these groups c and d make the strongest 
impression of being direct reports of oracles. A cliar- 
acteristic especially of g, but also of a, e , J  and h,  is 
the use of the first person. Listening disciples niay 
have written down from memory what the prophet related 
in this form. The  ease, however, with which a figure of 
speech is transformed into a narrative ofactual occurrence 
in 13, and the manifest later colouring in 1 IO and 18, warn 
against assuming greater accuracy in these sections on 
account of the form. The editor of Book I found these 
pericopes without any indication of date except in 36. 
I t  is difficult to suppose that the first book was compiled 
before the third century. The  editor of g may indeed 
have been a contemporary of Nehemiah (385-373 B. c.), 
and the prophet's biography used to some extent in e ,  f; 
g, and h may have been written in the Persian period ; 
but the Book of Job almost certainly belongs to the 
time of Ptolemaic sovereignty over Palestine, and the 
language of the title, 12, points to a comparatively late 
date. 

I n  Bk. 2 chaps. 22-238 ( u )  form 
a collection of oracles against t.he reigning princes, dis- 
tinguished by introduction, contents, and consolatory 
non-Jeremianic additions, 231-4 5f. 7f: ; 239-40 (6) is 
separated by its heading ; 24 (6) is of a totally different 
character-reminding us of 1 and 13. Stade has shown 
convincingly (ZATW712z77fl) that 211-10 is an ex- 
cerpt from a passage in the biography from which 
another excerpt, necessary to supplement it, was made 
in 374-10, and also that 2111-14 is editorial work. 
Phrases drawn from 488 suggest that 2111-14 may 
have been written late in the second century. But 
there is nothing to prevent 211-10 from having been 
prefaced and the collection made already in the previous 
century. 

3. Chaps.25 46-51. That the prophecies against 
foreign nations in Bk. 3 once circulated as a separ- 
ate collection is evident from the different places they 
occupy in M T  and 6. While in d these oracles 
occupy a central position in the volume, like the similar 
prophecies in Isaiahand Ezekiel, they are in M T  relegated 
to the end. Their place in 6 more exactly is between 
25 1-13 and 15-38 of the Hebrew text. The most natural 
way of accounting for this is by assuming that 25 1-13 
once formed the introduction to a smaller collection of 
oracles against nations likely to be affected by the northern 
invasion, that the additional introduction, vu. 15-38, was 
demanded by the accession of oracles against other 
nations, that 6 ' s  copy still lacked this expansion, and 
that it WBS subsequently done into Greek, and on' 
account of its length appended rather than inserted in 
the margin. This would explain how the corpus could 
be removed in M T  and yet leave the entire chap. 25 
behind in its old place, and also how 2515-38, which 
nafurally should precede the corpus, is found after it in 
6. On this hypothesis the similarity between the order 
in M T  and that of the list, 2519-26, likewise finds its 
explanation. The additional names are probably later 
insertions, or possibly represent oracles removed to 
other collections, or lost. How extensive the first col- 
lection may have been is not easily determined. The  
prophecies against Elam and Babylon are certainly to 
be eliminated, and probably also those concerning 
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Moab, Ammon, Damascus, and Kedar. It is possible, 
however, that in addition to Egypt, Philistia, and Edoni, 
Tyre and Sidon had a place in that collection. If so. 
the first booklet may have been produced in the third 
century. But such late prophecies as those against 
Babylon and Moab cannot well have been written before 
the second half of the second century ; and the apoca- 
lyptic language of the editor who wrote 25 15-38 points 
to the same epoch for the final redaction of Bk. 3. 
See also below, 11. 

4. Chaps. 26-29. In Bk. 4 it is evident that 27-29 
once circulated as a separate collection. This is sholr-n 
by the abbreviated form of names like a y w ,  a',>ix, a9;n, 
a9129, the spelling 1 ~ ~ 1 1 3 1 ~  for 1 ~ ~ 1 1 3 1 ~ 1 ,  the addition 
of "33n, and the many glosses later than d made by 
the same editor. As a copyist of the entire volume 
would not be likely to select these chapters as a special 
field for exhibiting all his peculiarities, it is most natural 
to suppose that 6 translated an earlier text of 27-29 
than that incorporated in MT, that in 6 ' s  text 27 I was 
contiguous with the end of the prophecy against Elam, 
4939 (Movers, Hitzig), and that 26 subsequently found 
its way into 6 in the train of 2615-38. The character 
of 27 accounts for its being joined to the prophecies 
against foreign nations in Bk. 3. A later scribe prob- 
ably copied from the biographical work chap. 26 as an 
introduction to show the wickedness of the pseudo- 
prophets and the divine protection enjoyed by Jeremiah, 
and justify his denunciation. I t  is reasonably certain 
that this book cannot have received its present form 
until the second half of the second century. 

5. Chaps. 30-33. Bk. 5 consists of (a)  3 0 J ,  (6) 
321-15, (6) 3216-44, ( d )  331-13, (e) 3314-26. Only n 
once circulated as a separate book ; 6 may have been 
drawn from the biography ; c is apparently an interpo- 
lation in situ; d was probably written by the editor of 
Bk. 5, who may have lived in the latter part of the 
second century ; and e is an  appendix later than 6. 

6. Chaps. 34-39. With the comforting outlook into 
the future presented by Rk. 5 the volume once closed. 
But the same increased interest in the prophet's life that 
caused the addition of chaps. 36-39 to the Book of 
Isaiah also led to the appending of biographical material 
to Jeremiah. Bk. 6 never had any separate existence. 
Its present disorder is best explained by the different 
stories having been drawn directly from the biography. 
I t  is probable that this story-book followed a certain 
chronological order. The seeming neglect of this in 
Chronicles and Daniel cannot be alleged against the 
supposition. The Chronicler knows well the order of 
Jewish kings, and that of the Persian monarchs was 
probably better known to him than has been supposed, 
while the composition of Daniel may explain the lack 
of chronological arrangement in that book (cp Barton, 
/BL 1762). It is not unlikely that in the biography 26 
35 36 and possibly 45 were followed by 34 211J 
374-10 21 3-10 37 11-38286 39 1-3 14-18, though some 
other sections must have intervened. From 392 the 
general editor of 1-39 obtained his last date, 13. The 
interpolation, 394-13, is later than d ; but the incorpoi-n- 
tion of the chapters enumerated in the volume may hcre 
followed soon upon that of Bk. 5. 

Rk. 7 was not known to the editor 
who wrote 13 .  This raises the serious question whetl-.cr 
Bk. 7 or any section of it formed a part of the bio- 
graphical work. After the awkward introduction, 
40 1-6, an account follows, 40 7-41 18, which can scarcely 
have been drawn from that source. 

Not only does Jeremiah play no d e  in the stirring events 
here narrated (it is Johanan who appears as Gedaliah's adviser), 
but neither he nor Baruch is mentioned among those who 
escaped the massacre. This strange silence concerning the 
prophet renders it probable that 40 7-41 r8 is a Midrash to the 
book of Kings, brought over to prepare the way for 4 2 3  One 
is tempted to suppose that this section has taken the place of an 
oracle to Nabuzaradan by Jeremiah. It is difficult to imacine 
that an editor should have deliberately introduced a narrative in 
which no oracle of Jeremiah occurs, and, in fact, the prophet 

7. Chaps. 40-44. 
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does not figure at all in 'the word which came to Jeremiah 
from YahwB.' 

In 42-44 the failure to carry the story down to the 
prophet's death is noticeable. It has been supposed 
that the veil was drawn over his tragic end by a desire 
not to publish the nation's shame. But there is no trace 
of such delicacy elsewhere in the volume. The murder 
of Uriah (2623) and other prophets is freely recorded, 
and the tendency of this particular book to present the 
prophet as faithful even to the end and the people as 
apostates capable of any wickedness is very marked. 
Besides, it is far from certain that Jeremiah met with a 
violent death, or, if so, at the hands of his countrymen 
(see JEREMIAH, the Prophet, 5 ?). It is more likely 
that when this book was made it was not yet known 
what had become of the prophet. The biographical 
work naturally grew in the same way as our volume. 
When Bk. 6 was added to chaps. 1-33 this biography 
apparently lost sight of the prophet at the fall of Jeru. 
Salem. A much later hand probably led him with ' all 
the remnant of the people,' not without violence, into 
Egypt to prophesy against that kingdom and to predict 
the utter extinction of the Egyptian diaspora. From 
Nehemiah's memoirs we learn that in his time (385-373 
B.C.)  the Jews in Palestine were still regarded as people 
that had been left in the province when the exiles were 
carried away (cp EZRA-NEHEMIAH). The idea, dia- 
metrically opposed to this, that no Judaeans were 
left behind in the land, does not appear until the 
Chronicler, who, however, knows nothing yet of a rem- 
nant escaping to Egypt (z Ch. 36 20) .  The exuberant 
genealogical interest would naturally lead the Egyptian 
Jews to trace their pedigrees back to the exile, and the 
difficulty of accomplishing this feat may readily have 
suggested as an explanation a prophetic oracle sealing 
the doom of the entire remnant. In course of time the 
prophet would inevitably receive the martyr's crown. 
But whether an account of this yet found a place in the 
biography is doubtful. The  counter-currents of interest 
connecting him with the Babylonian diaspora, where he 
would have ended his life in peace, or with Judaea, may 
have prevented tradition from becoming fixed on this 
point. Nabuzaradan's speech reminds one of utterances 
of pagan rulers in Daniel. The  historic substitute may 
have been introduced at the end of the second century 
by the editor who appended 52. 

As chap. 45 presents Baruch in a different r6Ie from 
that imputed to him in 43 3, it is possible that this para- 
graph was taken from an earlier section of the biography 
and put at the end of the volume to show Jeremiah's 
prophetic insight and generosity, even as 39 15-18 was 
appended to Bk. 6. 

In regard to the biography itself it is not improbable that it 
bore the title 'Jeremiah the Proihet' and that it long had a 
separate existence. If it was actually used by the authors of 
2 Macc. and Mt it may even have heen translated into Greek. 
The disappearanlce of such a work involves no difficulty. Nor 
is it impossible that the original was still in existence in the 
days of Jerome. Until the Hebrew hook shown to him shall 
have heen found, there will be nothing to force the conclusion 
that it was a recent forgery or to prevent the assumption that 
it was the old biography from which so many abstracts had 
heen made, though naturallynot untouched by many hands that 
would have dealt more scrupulously with a canonical book. 

Ch. 52 seems to have been drawn from z K. 25-a 
very late appendix to K. Verses 28-30, not found in 
IC., were added later than 6, but probably from a 
good old source, as they contradict the conception 
current at the time of the translation. When that time 
was cannot be accurately determined. The preface to 
Ecclus. only shows that in r32 B.C. prophetic writings 
had heen translated, but does not indicate the extent 
and character of these writings. The  year 114 in the 
epilogue to the Greek Esther is so far from fixing the 
lower limit of @ that it cannot even be relied upon for 
determining the date of the translation of that particular 
book (cp Jacob, ZATW, 1890, p. 2748:) .  Nor is it 
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likely that all parts were translated at' the same 
time. 

There appears to be nothing, however, to prevent the 
vie? that the volume had substantially assumed its 
present form in the reign of Alexander Jannaens ( 102- 

According to the baraitha preserved in B&i bathra' 
146, Jeremiah was the author of the book. The  super- 
,. Super- T o n s  in all parts of the volume (except 

9 )  would naturally lead to this conclusion. 
scription'' This was no doubt the generally accepted 
view in the time of the TannCiim (Mishnic doctors). 
Whilst there is only one direct quotation in N T  bearing 
on this point-viz. Mt. 218 (the other, 279, being prob- 
ably from the biography)-this shows that 3 0 8  was 
regarded as a Jeremianic production, and other N T  
authors, notably those of Hebrews and Revelation, 
are likely to have regarded Jeremiah as the author 
on the strength of the headings. Strictly speaking, 
these titles, with a single exception, do not affirm that 
Jeremiah was the writer of the respective sections. 
They only state that these oracles came to Jeremiah, 
and it is implied that they were uttered by him, but 
not necessarily that he wrote them. 

In 2513 the editor's meaning is perhaps doubtful ; in 291 the 
editor possibly meant to intimate that Jeremiah wrote the letter 
as well as sent i t .  in 302 the editor distinctly represents Yahw& 
as ordering the irophet to write, leaving the inference that he 
did so. It is significant that in all three cases the contents of 
the 'books' render it extremely difficult to believe that they 
have come, either directly or indirectly, from the hand of 
Jeremiah. As in 364 the divine command given to Jeremiah 
(36.2) to write in a hook is carried out by dictation to Baruch, the 
wrlter of 302 may have thought of the same method. 

Only in 5160 is it distinctly stated that Jeremiah 
wrote the words against Babylon; but 501-5158 is 
clearly un-Jeremianic. Even through the mists of 
tradition the fact can be discerned that there never were 
any Jeremianic autographs. This prophet was not a 
holy penman, but a preacher of righteousness (cp 
ISAIAH i.). 

But if Jeremiah was not himself a writer, he may 
be the real author of manv an oracle Dreserved in 

76 B. C. ). 

8. Jeremianic this book. ?'hat would de eminently 
true, could it be proved that some of 
them were actuallv dictated hv him. oracles. 

But even though a closer examination should render it 
probable that we possess only free reproductions of 
discourses that lived in the memory of djsciples, that 
would still' put within our reach sentiments, thoughts, 
and forms of expression of which he was the author. 
If these should be seen to reflect historic circumstances 
unknown in later times, religious ideas out of harmony 
with those prevailing after the exile, and a unique 
personality not to be explained as a fictitious character, 
that would tend to enhance their trustworthiness. It 
would not be strange, in view of methods in vogue 
elsewhere, if such genuine sayings should be found 
chiefly in Bks. I and 2, if Bks. 3 and 5 should prove to 
be altogether un-Jeremianic, and if the biographical sec- 
tions, with all their long speeches, should furnish but 
scanty material. 

Since Spinoza it has generally been assumed, on the 
basis of the narrative in 36, that the roll which Baruch 
wrote at the dictation of Jeremiah in the fifth year of 
Jehoiakim (603 B. c. ) has been preserved in some parts 
of our present volume. Spinoza regarded the ' I '  
sections,-;.e. , chiefly 1-20-and the prophecies against 
foreign nations, 46-51, as giving the contents of the roll. 
This view has met with wide approval. Even Stade 
thinks it ' the first duty of criticism to restore from the 
book this original roll.' He, indeed, rejects 46-51 with 
its introduction 25, removes all genuine sayings that 
are later than 603, and eliminates the many un-Jeremi- 
anic interpolations. But the remainder represents 
to him the famous roll. We have no guarantee, how- 
ever, that the remnant ever had a place on Baruch's 
scroll. I11 fact, there are considerations that militate 
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seriously against this supposition. The words directly 
quoted from the roll (3629) are not to be found in these 
sections ; there are no prophecies against foreign nations 
among them, as is demanded by v. z ; the prophecies 
selected do not make any such clear allusion to the 
Chaldaeans as would scare the king or vex him, and 
they certainly do not make the impression of being 
either 'all the words that Yahwk had spoken to him' 
in twenty years or an intelligently arranged summary 
for a special purpose. The difficulty of the assumption 
has been felt by Gratz' (1874) and Cheyne (art. 
'Jeremiah,' in EH9), '81 ; Comm. '85), who have there- 
fore thought of chap. 25 (of course when purified from 
the most obvious interpolations) as the roll. But since 
chap. 25 is the introduction to chaps. 46-51, and all 
these chapters are almost certainly not Jeremianic in 
any sense, the attempt to find Baruch's roll must be 
given up. As Dahler suggested, the ' book ' had clearly 
a special purpose. Whether it was subsequently lost, 
or any part of it drifted into our volume, is not a matter 
of serious moment. Concerning no portion of our 
present work is it affirmed, or even intimated, that it 
was dictated to Baruch. The use of the first person, 
if original, may be a reminiscence of the actual language 
of the prophet. or a literary device. 

I t  is safe to assume that among those who listened 
to the prophet there were no reporters taking down 
his words, pen in hand. Chap. 36 gives us valuable 
evidence of what was deemed sufficient accuracy in 
such matters. All the words spoken by Yahwe through 
his prophet in twenty years are put to writing under a 
sudden impulse, and this picture of past prophecy is a 
year later, under fresh provocation, retouched with 
' many like words.' This is no doubt the story of much 
reporting. Freely from memory, speeches were written 
down that they might not be forgotten, still preserving, 
in Spite of many like words added, somewhat of the 
original flavour. 

I t  is this breath of a mighty spirit, felt particularly in 
the earlier parts of the volume, that forbids the theory 
of Havet and Vernes according to which our book 
is wholly pseudepigraphical and Jeremiah a fictitious 
character. 

I t  is natural to ascribe such knowledge as we possess 
9. Baruch,s of Jeremiah's words and life to the pen 

The book itself suggests his 

According to chap. 36 Baruch was the writer of the hook pro- 
duced in 604 ; he was the prophet's representative reading this 
book ; he was as much in danger as Jeremiah and had as powerful 
friends among the princes ; according to 433 he was accused by 
the Jews of unduly influencing the prophet ; according to 455 
he was censured by Jeremiah himself for having cherished lofty 
plans contrary to the prophet's ideas. Such a man might write 
not only at the' dictation of the prophet, but also in his name: 
and furnish much information concerning his life, by virtue of 
intimate acquaintance. The idea of a close partnership involv- 
ing independent work on Baruch's part is seen unmistakably in 
the addition of Bar. 1-5 to Jer. without a separate title and in the 
appending of the Epistle of Jeremy to Bar. ; and in Baruch's 
biographical activity in Paralipomena Jer. To Theodoret 
Baruch seems to have been more than a mere amanuensis. 

When, in modern times, differences of style began to 
be observed, the frequent changes from the first to the 
third person were ascribed to Baruch ; his hand was dis- 
covered in the later oracles ; the biographical sections 
were assigned to him as author. The theory of two 
recensions had a tendency to increase his labours as an 
editor ; he was dharged with the care of the second 
improved edition as well as with the editiopvinceps. 

1 ['It is an old and generally prevalent error that Jeremiah 
caused to be written down an entire collection of prophetic dis- 
courses, and that Jehoiakim destroyed this. . . It is to Le shown 
here that Jehoiakim only burned that roll in which was con- 
tained the prophecy of the calamity threatening Judah (and the 
neighbouring peoples) from the Babylonion invasion (see 36 29). . . . Chaps. 36 and 25 belong together as much as chaps. 7 and 
26.' GrZtz 'Das Datum der Schlacht bei Kharkemisch u. der 
Beginn der)chald. Herrschaft ph. Juda,' MGWf 23 2 8 9 5  The 
so-called 'error' still holds its ground in commentaries and 
introductions.] 

of Baruch. 
Part* importance. 
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Even after the abandonment of the two - recensions 
theory, the idea that large portions of our book have 
come from the pen of Baruch is still cherished by 
eminent scholars. But there is not the slightest evidence 
that any part of the volume was ever written by him. 
It does not contain a single line that even claims to have 
been penned by him ; and the many works that purport 
to come from him are too palpably spurious to be used 
as touchstones. It remains a bare possibility that, at 
one time or another, Baruch wrote down abstracts of 
oracles delivered by Jeremiah. Among these there niay 
have been reports of utterances made before 604 B. C. as 
well as after that date. But it is not likely that such 
memoranda were used in preparing the ' book' read to 
Jehoiakim. The late origin of many sections claimed 
for Baruch, and the manifest lack of order among the 
genuine fragments of Jeremianic oracles, seem to pre- 
clude the siipposition that he was in any sense the 
editor of the book.' 

Note on fer .  36 18.-The sense of ~ i i f  in this passage (read ? 
proclaim?) is uncertain. In 71. 14 ~ 1 3  has clearly the sense of 
' read,' as frequently elsewhere, cp EL. 24 7 Dt. 17 19. The use 
of earlier collections is not in itself iniprobable, as Dahler has 
shown. But the natural impression of the text certainly is 
that the prophet reproduces from memory and dictates to his 
scribe all the words that k'ahwi: has spoken to him. We are 
not justified in minimising either the assumed extent of the 
Megillah or the miraculous power ascribed to the prophet. We 
may question the historic accuracy of the narrative. 

The  book appears to be the prodiict of writers un- 
Writers: known to us by name. They may be 

divided into the following classes :-(a) 
reporters and collectors of oracles, (6) 

prophets, (c) historians, (d) poets, (e) editors and 
annotators. 

(a) When sayings of the prophet were first put 
into writing we do not know. Tradition found it un- 
necessary to ascend higher than the year 604 B.C. ; a 
lapse of twenty-two years was not regarded as too long 
for correct reproduction. It is probable, however, that 
the discourses referring to the Chaldeo-Scythian invasion 
were drawn from reports made at an earlier date. To  
such reports may be assigned 43-10 12-18 28-31 51-17 19 
61-30 and possibly 112-6 9-12 (in 9 h probably abbrevi- 
ation of rani* $K, or late, HP 229). Similar memoranda 
in Jehoiakim's reign may have contained 22-13 20-37 
31-5 and 73-31 81-9 14-17 91-21. In the little book, 
14-17, the genuine Jeremianic fragments 14 10-16 151-4 
162-13 may have been written from memory in the 
prophet's lifetime by some friendly listener who pre- 
served Jeremiah's use of the first person. .The essence 
of 1 may have come down in the same manner, while 
1 3  is likely to be a late transformation of a parable into 
a narrative. 181-17 19 I $  IO$ may still be accounted 
for in this way, and possibly also the indictments of the 
kings, 22, and the prophets, 2 3 9 8 ,  and the nucleus of 
24. 

Many words no doubt were gathered from the lipsof the 
people, by ma!& of coliections during the Chaldcan period. 
But as such sayings pass from man to man, they grow. In 
course of time the collectors would naturally find it difficult to 
deterrline whether an oracle was genuine or not. The ' color 
Jercmianus' produced by unconscious or conscious imitation 
would readily deceive even where a definite ascription did not 
silence every doubt. On the other hand, the collections would 
furnish material for the enrichment of the stories concerning the 
prophet's life. 

(a) I n  addition to the writers who have given us 

collectors. 

11, Prophetic more or less correct reports of the 
oracles of Jeremiah, the book intro- 

Writef~:=~haps' duces us to a number of original 
prophetic authors living in later times. =O-"I .  

Chief among these are the writers whose productions 
fill Bks. 3 and 5. 

Eichhorn appears to have been the first to perceive 
clearly the un- Jeremianic character of 46-51. 

Already in 1777 (Repertoriam, 1 149) he declared that 'he 

1 For a criticism of Giesebrecht's vicw on the book written by 
Baruch at  Jeremiah's dictation, according to Jer. 36, see Introd. 
t o  the Book ofJevemiah, by the present writer. 
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who finds in the prophecies against foreign nations the language 
of Jeremiah must either have no acquaintance with Jeremiah's 
style or no capacity for distinguishing different modes of 
expression.' His theory then was that the works of earlier 
prophets had been used by Jeremiah in the fourth year of 
Jehoiakim, a somewhat similar procedure to that often ascribed 
to Isaiah in the case of chap. 15j: In his Bznleitungl'!) ('24) 
Eichhorn's assumed that the chapters were of later origin and 
not edited by Jeremiah. As regards 50J, of whose spurious 
character Eichhorn was most fuliy persuaded, practical una- 
nimity has been reached. 

T h e  attempt of Movers, Hitzig, Schrader, Stiihelin to 
find a Jeremianic nucleus enlarged in the exile was effec- 
tively disposed of by Rudde in his excellent monograph. 

Graf and Orelli still defended the authenticity, largely on the 
p+md of numerous Jeremianic expressions. To explain these 
It IS not necessary to think, with Budde, of pseudonymity 
which apparently is precluded by the fact that the prophec; 
was not originally assigned to Jeremiah (cp @) : extensive use 
of writings ascribed to Jeremiah and a very small measure of 
originality suffice. Unmistakable dependence on Ezekiel 
Is. 13 40-55 3 4 3 ,  an attitude of satisfaction with Israel and 
of fierce hatred of Bahylon, and an utter lack of sympathy 
with Jeremiah's point of view and of intelligent appreciation 
of the very phrases borrowed from him, have convinced critics 
of widely different schools that these chapters are not the work 
of Jeremiah. Eichhoru's doubts concerning 46-49 led Blau 
(ZDMG 1865) to seek a later occasion in Israel's history for 
these chapters. A story in Mas'iidi of the Benu Hadir caused 
Eichhorn to assign the authorship to Berachia b. Zeruhbabel. 
Many acute observations were made ; hut the legend is too late 
to bo used for historical purposes. 

I t  is, however, the merit of Schwally to have been 
ths first to examine with critical thoroughness these 

prophecies (chaps. 46-51). 
12. schwallY's Schwally pointedout thecloserelation of48 

criticism. to Is. 15f: and 24, and of 49 7 3  to Obadiah, 
the dependence on parts of Jer. that are 

probably secondary the absence of the call to repentance so 
characteristic of prelexilic prophecy, and the character of Yahwe 
as a god of vengeance pouring his fury upon the heathen. He 
also directed attention to the probable identification of Elam 
with Persia, and he indicated the true character of 25 as an 
introduction to the hook of oracles. His apparent contention 
that a pre-exilic prophet must have preached repentance and 
cannot have conceived of Yahwh as a god taking vengeance on 
the heathen nations for their treatment of Israel is not quite 
convincing. Habakkuk1 and Nahum show much of this vin- 
dictive spirit and other prophets may have excelled them. 
Yet so far as jeremiah is concerned the contrast is very marked 
and the oracles certainly breathe a spirit most familiar to u i  
from extant writings of post-exilic times. 

Bleecker has undertaken to do for chaps. 46-51 what 
Movers and Hitzig did for 50f: 

He eliminates the most objectionable features, partly on the 
basis of @, partly by conjecture, attempts to show the necessity 

of assuming a Jeremianic authorship in order 
13. Bleecker's. to justify the references to Jeremiah as a 

prophet called to denounce judgment on 
many nations, minimises the objections drawn by Schwally from 
the theology of the oracles, and seeks to picture a suitable his. 
torical background in the fourth year of Jehoiakim. Even 
Bleecker, however, is forced to surrender the prophecy against 
Elam (4934-39), is extremely doubtful about the oracle against 
Kedar (4928fl), is obliged to cut so deeply into the prophecy 
against Moab (48) as to leave but a few verses, removes from the 
prophecy against Edom (497-22) the embarrassing verse 49 12 
in which the destruction of Jerusalem is clearly mentioned 
and then bases an argument for Jeremianic authorship on thd 
absence of any reference to this event. 

Yet even after the most radical excision these oracles 
remnin in irreconcilable conflict with the views and 
sentiments that the earlier sections of the book allow us 
to ascribe to Jeremiah. 

In 2  IO^: Jeremiah looks beyond the boundaries of Judah, 
hut only to point out the loyalty of other nations to their gods, 
in contrast with the faithlessness of YahwYs people. If in 
187.10 he has in mind any other people and kingdom than 
Judah, he holds out repentance and restitution. That is the 
sentiment of the universally acknowledged later additions 
46 25 48 47 49639 (wanting in @, except 4939), not of the pro! 
phecies themselves. That chap. 1 has been retouched in view 
of the later contents of the volume and that 27, drawn from the 
biographical work, is unhistoricaf seems extremely probable. 
Yet even 1 5  and IO do not necAssarily suggest any specific 
oracles against nations beyond the terrible announcement in 
4 3 8  of the subjugation of people after people by the Chaldean 
power : and even 27 is tinged with sympathy and concern for 
the nations lest they be led astray by their prophets from the 

1 On the historical situation in Habakkuk see HABAKKUK, 
and cp N. Schmidt, New WorLd, '98, p. 585. 
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path of safety. All references to Nehochadrezzar and his time 
are editorial, since neither 4626 (wanting in 6) nor 4930 is 
original and there is nothing in the text to sustain these 
editorial conjectures. 

Whilst rightly insisting upon the necessity of exartiin- 
ing each oracle by itself, though unnecessarily justify- 

14. Giese- ing this by a reference to 362,  in which 
he has a n  excessive confidence, Giese- 
brecht appreciates morefully than Bleecker brecht,s. 

the force of Schwally's arguments. 
Giesebrecht perceives the impossibility of ascribing the oracles 

against Egypt (463-12 and 13-26) to Jeremiah, and correctly 
indicates the source of that perplexing confusion, which leaves it 
uncertain whether a past or a future defeat is depicted, in the 
dependerxe on literary models. If he still clings to a possihle, 
though indefinable, Jeremianic nucleus it is because of the know- 
ledge on the part of the editor of a battlefield of Carchemish 
not known to Ber&sus. Rather should the lack of confirmation 
render this piece of editorial wisdom suspicious. Giesebrecht 
also recognises the dependence of 48 on Is. l 5 J  and its post-exilic 
character, and the secondary character of all the prophecies in 
49 except that against Edom. Here a failure to perceive that 
all parts of Obadiah are post-exilic leads him to assume a 
genuine nucleus. 

The only oracle which Giesebrecht would decidedly 
claim for Jeremiah is that against the Philistines (47). 
With Hitzig, Kuenen, and others he sees the impos- 
sibility of saving the heading, but finds a good historical 
background for the oracle in the time of Jehoiakim. 
I t  is difficult, however, to conceive of Jeremiah selecting 
Philistia, either in.604, or in 625 (which might also 
be considered), as the object of YahwB's fury, without 
indicating any sin committed, and with such terrible 
emphasis. Close examination only tends to confirm 
the view of Schwally, also maintained by Stade, Well- 
hausen, Smend, Duhm, and Budde. As for the two 
introductions, Cornill sees a weighty argument in favour 
of the authenticity of 2515-29 in the fact that I the cup 
of the fury of Yahwk' suddenly becomes a popular 
expression after Jeremiah's time, as in Ezek. 2332 Lam. 
421 Is. 51 17 Hnb. 216 Ps. 7 5 9  [ 8 ] ,  and therefore must 
have been coined by Jeremiah. But these passages 
written in different periods do not prove a sudden 
popularity of the phrase, nor is it apparent why 
Jeremiah rather than Ezekiel should have given it this 
form. On the contrary, it is probable that the editor 
who wrote 2515 had before him 4912, and the thought 
there suggested of Israel's drinking out of YahwB's cup 
of anger, expressed in Ezek. 2332, is likely to be earlier, 
if it originated a t  all with a prophet. 

I n  the book of consolation, chaps. 3 0 J ,  Movers, 
De Wette, and Hitzig noticed the close affinity to Is. 
15. 3of: 32. 4 0 3  R. Williams regarded these 

chaps. as a ' song of encouragenient 
by some Baruch or later Isaiah far on in the exile. 
Stade recognized the pseudonymity. It was Smend, 
however, who first clearly set forth the internal evidence 
against the Jeremianic authorship of both chaps. ,He 
recognised that the author lived after the exile and also 
after the disenchantment that had followed the rebuild- 
ing of the temple. As the author missed a prophecy of 
Judah's return, he assumed that there had already been 
a return of exiles. But the return under Cyrus is 
scarcely historical, 

This would give added weight to Giesehrecht's objection that 
a promise to Israel alone would not be likely in a late writer 
and a certain plausibilily to his view that 31 2-6 15-20 formed 
genuine nucleus afterwards enlarged by 30, were it not that the 
terms ' Jacob and ' Israel ' seem to have acquired a wider sense 
since 2 Isaiah, on whom the writer so clearly depends and that 
the unity of the hook, rightly emphasised by Graf &not well 
be questioned. The hope of political independence pervades 
the hook. This is also expressed in 31 22 (where @ gives the 
snly satisfactory sense), which should probably he emended thus : 

being a later gloss (preserved in @) to nip1 yy+ll.-thesign con- 
sists in this, that men shall walk about in a land freed from 
foreign rulers. This likewise removes every objection to 
31 35-40 ; the enlargement of the capital and the extension of 

n ' i x  1 x 1 ~  m p  y i t a  nwin n w  ~KI~ y~, ;?  (EV U W ~ V P L ~ )  

1 For nip in the sense of 'purchase the freedom of,' 'ransom,' 
'deliver,' cp Ex. 15 16 Dt. 2868 Is. 11 XI Ps. 742 Neh. 58 .  
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the kingdom by the return of exiles are'the signs that Yahwk 
has forgiven his people, and the love thus shown will be more 
effective than the preaching of prophetic teachers in bringing 
about a willing obedience to the law. The author of the Songs 
of Zion added in Palestine to 2 Isaiah, still has confidence in 
the rnilsionary activity of the Yahw&disciples ; this writer 
despairs of all human teaching and expects reform to come as a 
consequence of YahwB's deed of deliverar~ce. 

I n  chap. 32, not only 17-23, but the whole section 
76-44 is clearly a late production, the author occasionally 
falling out of his rBle, as in 37 42 ; 6-15 may have been 
taken from the biography. Chap. 3314-26, not yet 
found by 6, is quite generally rejected. But neither is 
33 1-13 likely to be genuine. The dependence on 2 Is. 
in v. 2, the extraordinary exhortation in v. 3, the juxta- 
position of the captivity of Judah and of Israel (v. 7) ,  
the feeling of the heathen concerning restored Jerusalem 
(v. g), the actual desolation of the city (v. IO), the late 
psalm-fragment and the praise offering (v. I,), and the 
dependence on 1726  and 3124  in vv. 12 and 13, are 
sufficiently convincing. 

The speeches in Bks. 4, 6, and 7 must be considered 
in connection with the biography (see 

In  Bks. I and z there are, in addition to poetical 
and liturgical compositions and brief annotations, a 

17). 

16. InseEtions series of more important insertions of 
in 1-20 21-24. late origin. 214-19 breaks the natural 

connection. presupposes evil treatment 
of the Jews by the people-of Thebes and Daphnae, 
breathes the spirit of 2 Isaiah's concern about the 
servant of YahwB, and rebukes immigration to Egypt 
and Syria. That 3 6 - 4 2  is out of place is generally 
seen. Stade doubts the genuineness of 317f: Giese- 
brecht rejects 3 14-18 ; Cornill 3 17f: 4 1.6 ; Kraetz- 
schmar, 3 14-42. The whole section is doubtful. The  
looseness of construction may be explained by literary 
dependence on Ezek. 16, Jer. 31, and other passages. 
An invitation to Israel to return, even in the form of 
vv. 12 3,  either in 625 when the Scytho-Chaldean 
invasion was imminent, or after the futility of Josiah's 
reform had become apparent (cp v. IO) and the Chaldeans 
again threatened the land, is difficult to understand. 
I t  is not likely that two minds independently conceived 
the idea of Israel's justification through Judah's greater 
sinfulness. The author sees both Judah and Israel 
coming back together to Zion (v. IS), and uses the term 
' house of Israel ' in a manner to suggest the whole 
Yahwk-worshipping people (vu. 19 f: ). 9 24$, though 
brief, is important as showing the sentiments of later 
scribes. It probably read originally 'Behold days come, 
when I will punish all who are circumcised in their 
foreskin (it-., have the sign in their body though they 
fail to unite with Israel as proselytes)-viz. Egyptians, 
Edomites, Ammonites, Moabites-and all the dwellers 
in the desert who poll their hair,' a kindred custom. 

10 1-16 is almost universally rejected. 6 presents 
the pericope in an earlier form than MT. But even d 
has the late Aramaic addition, v. 11 (itself the work of 
two hands), and other expansions. Language and 
thought preclude Jeremianic origin.. 12 14-17, like the 
elegy preceding it, is evidently un-Jeremianic. The 
neighbouring nations have settled in Israel's land ; they 
will be plucked u p ;  but they will be accepted as 
proselytes, if they learn to swear by YahwB. The 
affinity with Is. 569-12 571-13 is marked. 1614-18 is 
clearly a later prophecy presupposing the exile and 
promising a return, dependent in its phraseology some- 
what on 2 Isaiah. For oily ( '  their iniquity') read 
~ l i y ~  ( ' their dwelling ' )  in v. 17, a copyist having mis- 
understood the tenor of the verse. 2 3 7  f: is later 
than 16 14 f: Stade and many others rightly regard 
1719.27 as a work of a later prophet. The concern 
here expressed for sabbath - keeping and sacrifices, 
making prosperity dependent upon such exercises, 
is contrary to Jeremiah's spirit (cp 7) and belongs 
to another age. Geiger (Uvschv@t, 83) in 1857 ex- 
pressed his conviction that 235-8 was written in the 
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Hssmonean period. Giesebrecht (Beitr. a. Jesaiakritik, 
40), though maintaining the Jeremianic authorship, finely 
indicated that even uv. 1-3 presuppose the exile. The 
entire pericope, 231-8 ,  is in all probability a product of 
a later age. 

(6) Contemplation of a prophet's words naturally be- 
gets an interest in the historic occasions that gave rise 
17. Historians. to his utterances and the circum- 

stances of his life. Stories concern- 
ing the remarkable epoch when Jeremiah lived and his 
own strange career no doubt passed from mouth to 
mouth for a long time before an  attempt was made to 
fix them in writing. Adversity, repentance, reRec- 
tion on Israel's sufferings such as the Servant-of- 
YahwB songs reveal, would tend to bring out of obscurity 
and disgrace the figure of the prophet who foresaw the 
ruin of the state, but also to shape this figure according 
to the ideal. Words would suggest situations, situations 
words. Finally the demand for a connected biography 
would arise. This work would follow 'the prophet's 
career so far as the material at hand permitted. As the 
interest increased, the desire for more complete know- 
ledge would grow and find its gratification. It is possible 
that the biography in its latest form contained some story 
of the prophet's death, though contradictory accounts, 
or other reasons, determined the final editors of the 
canonical book not to introduce it. 

There are in our present volume historical sections 
that cannot have come from the biography. Already 
Grotius recognised that 52 is an appendix drawn from 
z K. 25, with the exception of vv. 28-30. That is now 
universally conceded. It has not yet been observed, 
hut appears equally certain, that 407-4118 must have 
been taken from another source than the biography (cp  
J 6). The lifelikeness of this story is much praised, 
and it is generally used as an authentic account by 
modern historians. Literary critics are still apt to be 
deceived by vividness of description, local colour, names 
and dates, and charmed into forgetfulness of the most 
glaring inconsistencies and historical impossibilities. 
Such inconsistencies and impossib 
in this story. A confused memory of the first Chaldean 
governor and of an abortive attempt by a side branch 
of the Davidic family to overthrow the new government, 
and local legends clustering about the cistern of Asa 
and the pool of Gibeon, may lie a t  its foundation; but in 
its present form it cannot well be earlier than the second 
century. 

A. B. Davidson has recognised that the passage42 
7-22, 'on account of its rather debased style and its other 
peculiarities, is probably a free construction from the 
historian's hand.' But 43 1-7 presupposes this ' free 
construction' ; 421-6  is its necessary introduction ; the 
same ' depraved style ' and other peculiarities of repro- 
ductive prophecy characterise 44, which further betrays 
its late origin by its assumption of a complete depopula- 
tion of Judaea and the existence of Jewish communities 
in all parts of Egypt. 438-13 seems to have come from 
the pen of a man who regarded Nebuchadrezzar as 
YahwB's servant in punishing the Egyptians for their 
idolatry, and may have had some knowledge of his 
expedition against Egypt in 568. Rowland Williams, 
with keen insight, hinted a t  a later date for the ' moralis- 
ing view of the conqueror asYahwA's servant.' The  
address of Nahuzaradan, 4 0 2 8 ,  in which he speaks 
as if he were a disciple of Jeremiah, is, of course, a late 
production. The Egyptian sojourn of Jeremiah is sub- 
ject to grave doubts (cp JEREMIAH i., J 2). Whether 
Bk. 7 was in part drawn from late additions to the 
biography, or was altogether a free construction, the 
editor who wrote 1 3  knew nothing about Jeremiah's 
subsequent fate save that he survived the fall of the city. 

The  stories preserved in Bks. 1-6, and in all prob- 
ability taken from the biography, reveal the workman- 
ship of many writers, and vary greatly in the degree 
of credibility attaching to them. Bks. 3 and 5 have 
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each one such story. Ewald suggested and Giesebrecht 
has convincingly shown that 51 59-64 (cp SERAIAH) is a 
piece of haggadic fiction. ' 

The historicity of 32 1-15 (cp HANAMEL) has been questioned 
by Pierson, who finds it improbable that a risoner should he 
surrounded by people, have a secretary, an$ he able to make 
purchases. Stade, Cornill, and Giesebrecht rightly reject 1-5. 
In behalf of 6-15 Giesebrecht urges certain oints which 
apparently preclude a later writer. He suggests ttat the story 
was told by Jeremiah after the fall of the cit There may be a 
nucleus of fact in the story. But if Jeremiarmeant by thls tale 
to keep his people quiet in the land under Chaldean sovereignty, 
rather than that they should emigrate, he would not have inti- 
mated (vu. 14x) that after a long time they would again have a 
chance of buying houses a'nd fields. The miraculously bestowed 
fore-knowledge of Hanamel's coming, the outlook into a future 
beyond the long exile, the consequent purely symbolic character 
of the act, the amazement, common in apocalyptic literature, at 
the wonderful plan of future deliverance, and the vagueness of 
the narrative, only in part due to textual corruption, seem to 
indicate a later origin. 

In  Bk. I, 131-14 may be an excerpt from the bio- 
graphy. The twofold journey to the Euphrates is clearly 
unhistorical. 'A saying like that of BV. 12-14 has been 
dramatised. The editor of the book may also have 
drawn from the same source the genuine parts of 18 
and 19 and the possibly authentic story 201-6. 

I n  Bk. 2, 211-10 is from the biography (cp above). 
The  introductorychapter, 26, to Bk. 4 contains a briefer 

report of the speech given, 7 8 ,  and an apparently trust- 
worthy account of the consequences. In the booklet 
27-29, the story of the bands and yokes (27), and that of 
the correspondence with Babylonia (29), are scarcely 
historical ; while the narrative of the encounter between 
Jeremiah and Hananiah sounds plausible, though it may 
have been retouched. That Hananiah was scared to 
death is less probable than that 2817 was added to 
round off the story. 

I n  Bk. 6 there is no valid reason to question the 
substantial accuracy of 34. Chap. 35, on the other 
hand, is subject to grave doubts. That Jeremiah should 
have praised for their loyalty the RECHABITES (p.v.) 
whose very presence in Jerusalem constituted the severest 
infringement of the commandment enjoined upon them 
by their ancestor, is quite incredible, apart from the 
questionable method used to test their fidelity to one of 
the ancestral injunctions, and the scene of this trial. A 
justification was probably found in this story for the 
elevation into some position in the lower clerus (q& i ~ y )  
of those who had abandoned the nomadic life they were 
solemnly commanded to lead. Against the historical 
trustworthiness of chap. 36 Pierson adduced twenty-one 
arguments. Their summary rejection by Kuenen may 
have been influenced by a reluctance to surrender a 
narrative generally regarded as furnishing a trustworthy 
clue to the composition of the book. If this is seen to 
be illusive, it may more readily be admitted that, whilst 
some of these arguments are of little weight, taken as a 
whole they are not without a certain cumulative force. 
I t  is evidently the author's meaning that all the prophecies 
of Jeremiah, during a period of more than twenty years, 
were written by Baruch, the prophet dictating them from 
memory. He did not reflect on the curious effect of 
such a collection of miscellaneous addresses on different 
subjects and occasions, even if a reproduction of that 
kind were a possibility. That Jeremiah should send his 
servant with so important a mission instead of going 
himself is all the more strange as a long time elapses 
between the writing and the reading of the book. It 
does not seem possible to refer the explanation ' I am 
restrained' to political detention, since he is free to go 
and hide himself, nor to ceremonial uncleanness, since 
the command to Baruch precedes the public reading by 
months, nor to business, since the fast day would take 
precedence. But can the author really have represented 
his hero as held back by cowardly concern for his own 
safety? The collusion of the princes with Baruch and 
Jeremiah contrasts with their eagerness to bring the 
book to the king's knowledge, and this with their neglect 
to take with them the corpzs deZicti. In  v. zg is assumed 
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a personal interview with Jehoiakim that harmonises 
neither with Jeremiah's detention on the fast day nor 
with his subsequent concealment. A possible kernel of 
fact is all that can be admitted. Jeremiah's feeling con- 
cerning the expected Egyptian relief corps, 37 7 . 1 ~  

(21 1-10), his intended departure from Jerusalem, and his 
imprisonment (3711&), may be historical. 38 is mani- 
festly a late legend. 

The king, like Daniel's Dariua, has no power to prevent the 
enraged nobles from slaying Jeremiah (v. 5), yet in v. 1 0 3  he 
has absolute power to save the prophet. That Jeremiah agrees 
to tell a lie is clear . hut why it should be told and how it could 
satisfy the princes, 1s not apparent. Not only 394-13 still want- 
ing in 'B 's copy, but also 1-3 14, and the oracle, r5-18,'introduced 
as a supplement to the legend, 38 7-13, are manifestly unhistorical. 

( d )  In Bk. I copyists and editors have introduced a 
number of poetical passages, psalm - fragments and 

Some of them 
show striking affinities to Lamentations, also 

ascribed to Jeremiah. I t  is the merit of Stade to have 
recognised the secondary character of many such poetic 
interpolations. Had his reasons been given, the correct- 
ness of his judgment would no doubt have been more 
generally seen. Other passages of the same nature 
should probably be added. 

419-21 breaks the textual connection, laments a de- 
struction that has been experienced, expresses national 
grief (cp 'my tents,' 'my tent-covers') and shows 
a kinship to psalms in which the personified com- 
munity speaks. 8 18-23 apparently presupposes 
not only the exile of the people, but also the succes- 
sive disenchanted hopes for the restoration of the 
monarchy. Verse 186 is a quotation of Lam. 122 ; read, 
with Houbigant, 'my consolation is far from nic' 
(-5yn -nvhn). The aphorism, 9zzf . ,  was also found 
by 6 in I S. 210 as  a part of Hannah's song. It was 
evidently a homeless fragment brought first into the 
song and then into the prophecy. It is in the style 
of the later psalms. In 1017-25, 19-21 and 23-25 
are clearly the work of a poet who looks back upon 
the exile of the people, the cessation of the monarchy, 
and the partial occupation of the land by neighbouring 
nations as past facts, and desires the utter annihila- 
tion of the heathen, while pleading for gentler treat- 
ment for Judah. H e  speaks in the name of the com- 
munity ; cp, 'my tabernacle,' 'my tent,' 'my chords,' 
' my sons, my destruction.' Verses 17f: and 22 may 
be reminiscences from Jeremianic oracles introduced 
by an editor. In  11 15-17 we have a poem in six 
double lines in which Zion seems to be exhorted to 
remove by prayers and sacrifices the adversity that so 
long followed the destruction of the Judean king- 
dom. There is nothing in 12 1-6 that is suggestive 
of Jeremiah. The  speaker is the nation disturbed by the 
continued disfavour of Yahwb as shown in the drought 
and the famine, and puzzled by the prosperity of false 
brethren (cp Neh. 5) .  If this is the condition of things 
in times of comparative ease, what would it be if war 
should arise? Such seems to be the sense of th,e 
proverb, v. 5. I The elegy, 127-13, is clearly non- 
Jeremianic. Judah, the beloved, has been put into the 
hands of her enemies, birds of prey have come upon 
her, shepherds (foreign rulers) have destroyed the 
vineyard. 1315-17 is a similar lamentation re- 
miniscent in part of late psalms. The depraved style 
suggests to Scholz a late date for vv. 20-27. He is 
probably right. Verses 18J, also rsjected by Scholz, 
may be genuine, though there is no necessity for 
thinking of a particular queen mentioned in Kings. 
There is nothing to remind us of Jeremiah's language, 
style, or thought in the exquisite elegiac strains of 142-6. 
The absence of any religious suggestion precludes a 
prophetic source. 147-9 is a psalm breathing the 
spirit of z Isaiah. The phrase ' because of thy name,' 
the title ' hope of Israel,' the rebuke to Yahwe for leaving 
% place where he is not a stranger but at home, and the 
ippeal to him on the ground that his name has been 
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called upon the people, are not in harmony with 
Jeremiah's language and thought. The psalm 
1419-21 is the expression of a repentant people, re- 
cognising the sin of their fathers that brought them to 
ruin, looking apparently in vain for prosperity, yet 
justifying their hope by YahwB's regard for his own 
honour, his name, his pledge (nviz;  see COVENANT), 
his holy city, the throne of his glory. It is clearly 
un-Jeremianic. A very late glossator added v. 22, 
introducing the theological question whether the gods 
of the heathen can make rain, or the heavens perchance 
produce it without the activity of any god. After 
the genuine fragment, 151-4a, continuing 14 10-16 that 
has the true ' color Jeremianus,' there follows a passage 
155-9 in which is described the comfortless condition 
of Zion subsequent to the fall of the city and the 
scattering of the exiles. Two glosses, IO and 11-14 (see 
below), are then succeeded by the poetic effusion, 15-18, 
in which Zion laments her seemingly incurable wound, 
and  prays for vengeance on the enemies that will give 
her the joy her piety deserves. (Read with 6 ' reproach 
from those who reject thy words, q'?.?? wt!pn  mm? in 
156, 16a, and 'consume them and thy word shall he,' 
mi n!m, 1 6 ~ ) .  15 19-21 is not a song ; but it is of 
the same character as the sections just considered in that 
apparently it is the nation that is addressed. If the 
people will return to Palestine, Yahwb will then take 
them back and allow them to be his worshippers 
and  witnesses; foreign nations will come to Zion 
(as proselytes), but the Judeans shall no more go to 
them (into exile); strong enough to resist an  attack 
from without, they shall be delivered from all foreign 
oppression. . 161gf: is clearly a psalm-fragment 
expressing the hope of Zion that the nations will 
become converts to the monotheistic faith, and as 
proselytes make their pilgrimages to Jerusalem ; v. 21 
is a later gloss expressing Yahwb's determination first 
t o  punish the heathen. 171-4, still wanting in 6, 
is a late paraphrase of 154. The four passages, 
175-8 9-11 1 . f :  14-18, by their close affinity to the psalms 
and the proverbs, reveal their late origin. In the last 
of these, the nation is the speaker. The  two poetic 
sections with which the first book closes, 207-13 and 14-18, 
are evidently from different hands. In the former, the 
liturgical formulas in v. 13, the quotation of Ps. 7 IO and 
late Jeremianic passages in v. 12. the appearance of 
YahwB as a warrior helping to defeat a numerous pursu- 
ing enemy in vv. IO$ (read 'let all of us who are his 
allies give him up [i-n] ' ), the public praise (w. g : read 
q a y i ~ ) ,  the disillusioning experience of violent oppres- 
sion, spoliation, and ridicule in place of the glowing 
hopes of prosperity at'oused by the oracles (vu. 7-g), re- 
mind us of the Psalter and seem to point to the people 
as the speaker. I t  is doubted whether 20 14-18 is genuine, 
or whether the I] passage in J o b 3 2 3  is the original. 
T h e  latter view is certainly more probable (cp JOB, 

( e )  Owners of MSS containing prophecies ascribed to 
Jeremiah, or copyists, would naturally arrange the 

..:- 

I BOOK OF,  5 14, COl. 2487f: ). 

19. Editors. different parts, provide them with suitable 
headings, and annotate them. Sometimes 

a suggestion in the text, or a sub-heading. would furnish 
the material for the superscription ; at other times 
information must have been drawn from sources un- 
known to us. Thus the general editor of Rk. 3 did 
not derive his knowledge concerning the first year of 
Nebuchadrezzar from 462 but from a better source. 

While 462 puts Nehuchadrezzar's march against Syria in 
the fourth year of Jehoiakim-i e . ,  604 B.c.-%~ I makes the 
fourth year of Jehoiakim = the first year of Nebuchadrezzar. 
But according to BEI~SSUS (Jos. A n t .  x. 111; c. A). 119) the 
encounter with Necho took place in the reign of Nabopolassar 
consequently not later than6oj, which is the last year accorded tg 
him by Ptolemy's canon 1 If the editor of 46-51, who wrote 
25 1-13, in this case was better informed than his predecessors, 

1 0 n  the contradiction ofdates seeKBhler, BibL Gesch. ii. 2468. 
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it is quite likefy that his statement concerning the date of the 
beginning of Jeremiah's career, the thirteenth year of Josiah 
-i.e., the first of Nahopolassar, or 6z5,-was also drawn from 
good source. Both notices may have been taken from the 
biography, or from the work whence 52 28-30 came. 

The following annotations to Book I may be mentioned : 4 IO 
(Corn.) I IU  (Ewald) 23-26 (Gieseb.) 27 5 106 18 2 0 . ~ 2  (Stade, 
Corn.) 23-25 26-29 8 10-12 (om. @) 11 7f: (om. @) 13 18-23 
(rejected by Stade : 18 is a gloss to g : rg is reminiscent of Is. 53 
and was still lacking in copies known to Justin ['the tree with its 
fruit' (so Kimchi, Scholz) is the holy nation] ; 21-23 may have 
been taken from the biography(hut possibly it is a free construc- 
tion, easily accounted for if Anathoth happened to be one of the 
towns destroyed by the Chaldeans) ; 14 17 f: an editorial gloss 
ending in a quotation of a lament over the fallen city : 1546 10 

a complaint that Israel is horn to be an apple of discord between 
contending powers, though no unrighteous money transactions 
justify such a fate-explained in 11-14 by YahwB's inscrutable 
purpose ;1 193-9 11b-13 (Gieseb.). There are many similar 
interpolations in the other books. 

The  time when the gennine Jeremianic oracles were 
first uttered can, in some instances, be determined with 
20, Dates. a considerable degree of probability; in 

other cases it is only possible to give an 
approximately correct date. As regards the later pro- 
ductions, their place in the volume, and in the earlier 
collections, furnishes a not unimportant means of fixing 
their date ; yet it is chiefly their historical and literary 
character that must be the determining factor. 

i. Reign of Jusiah (637-608).-Practically all inter- 
preters are agreed that 4 3 - 6  (with the exceptions 
noted above) was spoken by Jeremiah in the thirteenth 
year of Josiah-probably 625 B.C. Whilst the older 
exegetes regarded the address as a prophecy of the 
Chaldean invasion, it has been customary in recent 
times to look upon the Scythian hordes as the enemy 
from the N. whose advance filled the prophet with 
evil forebodings. The  features of the description that 
apparently suit the Chaldeans better are then explained 
as due to later retouching. I t  is possible, however, 
that the league between Nabopolassar and the king of 
the Umman-manda was formed already at the beginning 
of his reign, that a joint attack upon Syria was a part 
of the plan against the Assyrian empire, that Chaldean 
soldiers swelled the ranks of the 'ally '  and ' helper,' 
and that the conquest of Babylon by Nabopolassar led 
Jeremiah to perceive the directing force behind these 
movements in the N. (cp SCYTHIANS). In the time 
of Sin-gar-iSkun (circa 615), Habakkuk looked in the 
same direction, though in a different spirit, fof a check 
to the reviving power of Assyria. 112-6 may be the 
substance of an address made in 620 when the Deutero- 
nomic law was promulgated (Che.) ; and the return 
to ancient cults described in 9-12 may well have occurred 
in the reign of Josiah. 

ii. Reigiz of Jehoiakim (607-597). -It is probable 
that 22-1320-37 and 31-5 belong to the first years of 
the reigii of Jehoiakim (Gieseb.). That 73-92' (with 
some exceptions) was spoken early in this reign is- now 
generally assumed. The expectation of another im- 
pending northern invasion which has. led some inter- 
preters to think of the time of Josiah would be natural 
if Jeremiah had long watched those united efforts of 
Chaldeans and Umman-manda that led to the over- 
throw of Assyria in 606. 222-5  10-12 13-19 may belong 
to different parts of this reign, possibly also 181-17 
191f: ref: 201-6  (?). Of the oracle read by Baruch to 
his friends only 36296 is known to us. 

iii. The reign of fehoiachin ( 5 9 7 ) . - 2 2 ~ 4 - ~ 7  may have 
been uttered in the reign of Jehoiachin. Some inter- 
preters ascribe to this reign chap. 13, or a t  least 18f: 
(Gieseb.) : but this is doubtful. 

iv. The reign of Zedekiah (596-~86).-The substance 
1 Translate : 'Verily, I shall root thee out (?>i7?7*); verily, 

I shall cause the enemy to fall upon thee ('nyjs;r, cp Is. 536) in 
i n  evil time. The iron will be broken (Y?.'), the brazen citadel 
[r,@flJ lrga, 63): thy wealth and treasures I will give for 
plunder . '... I will cause thee to serve' (G, Pesh., and also 
1733). >lD\ may be a gloss to nyian misunderstood ; ny>l 
mr is another gloss. 
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of 24 belongs to the beginning of the reign of Zede- 
kiah. 162-13 may have been spoken before the siege ; 
2.3 9 8 ,  and possibly the substance of 28 as well as the 
original similes transformed in 13 1-11 12-14, may belong 
to the time of the revolt. Words of Jeremiah during 
the siege have probably been preserved in21 r-10(37i-10), 
when the siege was raised; in 3711 3, at the capture 
and imprisonment of Jeremiah ; and in 34, on the oc- 
casion of the re-enslavement of solemnly emancipated 
bondmen ; possibly also in 3214 ,f Chap. 1 in its 
original form may also have been spoken in this reign. 

v. ChnZdean period (586- j39).-The earliest collec- 
tions of Jeremianic prophecies were no doubt made in 
the Chaldean period ; and many glosses may have been 
added. Some of the lamentations, like 419-21 1019-21 
23-25 155-9, may have originated in this period. 

vi. Persian period (538-332). -Chaps. 30f: were 
probably written on the eve of Xerxes' expedition 
against Greece. The  gathering of tremendous armies 
from all lands for a decisive conibat may well have 
struck terror into the hearts of Judzeans. 

The very magnitude of the preparations indicated the strength 
of the foe and naturally aroused the hope that out of the 
turmoil th& might come to Jacob independence and with it 
prosperity to woo the exiles back. Such prosperity, however 
would not be permanent unless the restored nation ordered it6 
conduct according to Yahwb's will. The prophetic preaching 
to which z Isaiah had given the impetus had signally failed to 
bring about a real reformation. That could be effected only by 
Yahwe's pardoning grace. Rut  the evidences of forgiveness- 
viz., cessation of the Persian authority, restoration of the native 
monarchy, extension of the kingdom and growth of its capital- 
whilst leading men to a glad obedience to the law, would un- 
questionably imply a new arrangement of Yahwe with his people, 
based, as exilic historians had so strongly emphasised, not on 
Israel's faithfulness, hut on Yahwe's unmerited yet unchanging 
love (cp COVENANT, $ 6, v.). 

This work (chaps, 30,f) falls between the prophecies 
collected in Is. 40-55 and those found in Is. 56-66. 
33 1-13 may also belong to this period. 

The oracle against Elam-Persia, 4934-38, was prob- 
ably written a t  the approach of Alexander. Only the 
oppressions of Ochus can account for the hatred it 
breathes. The  prophecy against the Philistines, Tyre 
and Sidon, 47, probably was composed at the same 
time, though the editor may have thought of the con- 
quest of Gam (defended by Demetrins) by Ptoleniy in 
312. I t  is possible that the two oracles against Egypt 
originated in the same epoch. The  designation of the 
Egyptians as ' the enemies of YahwA ' is not unnatural 
in an age when law and liturgy alike caused the minds 
of men to dwell upon the oppression in Egypt and the 
wonderful deliverance, before the gentle rule of the 
Ptolemies had somewhat mollified their feelings. The  
conqueror described in 46 18 may be Alexander ; another 
reference may be found in 5016 (read w g  q, ' the  
sword of the Greek' ; @ pu~alpas ' E X X T ~ K ? ~ S )  ; ' the 
people of the north' is a suitable expression, though 
borrowed. Both oracles look for an Egyptian army 
marching into Syria to oppose the enemy, as so often 
in the past.' Literary dependence and final ascription 
to Jeremiah may be responsible for the confusion of 
tenses. The oracle against Edom, 497-22, later than 
Malachi (circa 400) and Obadiah, which it quotes, may 
still have belonged to this time. Edom would be in 
the conqueror's way. 

I t  is distinctly probable that the biographical work 
used in the historical sections was a product of the 
Persian period. Even 35, though scarcely historical, 
may have originated then, as the reorganisation of the 
clerus would raise many questions of eligibility. Whether 
38 was already a part of the work is more doubtful. 

To this period many interpolations may belong, such as 3 6- 
4 2 9 24-25a 16 14-18 17 79.27, and the poetical fragments, 8 18-23 
11 15-17 12 1-6 7-13 14 1-67-9 19-21 207-13. 

1 The nickname given to the Egyptian king, possibly some 
kinglet of the Delta, may originally have been l$Dg '?!+h pK$, 
Warwhoop and Capture of the troop.' A suspicion of gematria 

is near at hand. 
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vii. Period of the Diadochi and the Lagide (332-. 

98 ~.c.) .-The oracle against Ammon may have been 
ccasioned by the advance of the Nabatmms, who in 
112 were established in Idumzea and pushed their way 
nto the trans-Jordan country. Although the prophecy 
tgainst Kedar and the queen of Hazor (read in 4928, 
vith Wi., ' queen,' n h ;  cp @ pautXIuuy) apparently did 
lot yet have a place in the corpus found by the editorial 
d e r  of 2515 j?, it may owe its origin to the same 
,pread of Nabatzan power in northern Arabia. There 
s nothing to forbid the assumption that 2014-18 was. 
rdded at this time. 

viii. Period of the SeZeucide (198-143 B.c.).-The 
xacle against Haniath, Arpad, and Damascus, 4923-27, 
s probably directed against Seleucia, the seat of the 
oreign oppressor of the time (cp Zech. 913 and We. 
YZ. Proph. (31 190). I t  is likely to be later than the reign 
If Antiochus 111. The prophecy against Babylon, 50- 
5158, may have been written in the reign of Mithridates 
i . ,  the sixth of the Arsacidze (170-136). Having taken 
,ossession of Media and Elymais, this king attacked 
md finally captured Babylon (after 162). This ap- 
]roach of an  enemy from the N. against what was still, 
n spite of Seleucia, one of the great centres of the 
:mpire, may have led the author, who lacks all origin- 
tlity, to draw upon the prophetic word for gruesome 
Iictures of the impending destruction of the hated city. 
[t is possible that the stories concerning an original 
Egyptian gZah (CAPTIVITY) in the time of Jeremiah and 
lis oracles regarding its future belong to this r:eriod, 
;ince the Chronicler' as yet knows nothing about this 
:migration. A passage like 214-19 may have lieen 
written in the beginning of the period of the Seleucidz. 

ix. Pcriod of the Hnsmoneans (143-63 ~ . c . ) . - I t  is 
probable that the oracle against Moab, 48, was com- 
posed in the reign of John Hyrcanus (134-104). 

The author is clearly familiar with Is.153, though his 
attitude towards Moah is different from that of the oririnsl 
writer of the Isaiah passage approaching that of the editor, 
1 6 1 3 3  This editor seems' to have lived in the days of 
Alexander Jannaus (102.76); so Duhm, Marti. The enemy 
threatening Moah in Is. 15-16 12 is apparently the Nabataxns. 
Cheyne and Marti still think of the Persian period; but tl:e 
kingdom seems to have been re-established in Judah, and it may 
therefore he best, with Duhm, to refer the poem to the 
Hasmonaan age. 

In  the time of John Hyrcanus territorial conquests 
smothered sympathy and revived ancient animosity. 
I n  this period the seven books received their final re- 
daction, with many glosses and interpolations like 
231-8, psalm-fragments in 17, the prayer %!16$, 
etc. I n  the reign of Alexander Jannzeus the passages 
still wanting in @ may have been added to the volume, 
though some of them may have been written earlier. 

All known Hebrew MSS of Jeremiah exhibit sub- 
stantially the same text. In its essential features this 
21. Text. text may possibly be traced back to the end 

The  differences 
between the Pesh. and MT may be explained partly IJY 
the peculiarities of the translator, partly by the un- 
mistakable fact that his work was subsequently revised 
by one familiar with the Greek version then in use. 
Origen's 6 Zupos seems to have been none else than 
the Pesh. That the Pesh. knew the Targ. is not likely. 
Rather is the reverse probable. In its differences from 
the Heb., the Targ. sometimes goes with the Pesh., 
sometimes with @ where they differ. This may point 
to an acquaintance with either or with both. The 
slight differences between Jerome and the Heb. are 
accounted for by the influence of the Old Latin. 
Aquila adheres qnite closely to the Heb. There are 
some indications that Theodotion was familiar with a 
Greek version more extensive than the LXX. The  
deviations of Symmachus where he does not depend on 

1 If Niildeke should be right in maintaining that Chronicles 
was not written before the middle of the second centuzy ( Z A  TW, 
~ g w ,  p. 88 fl), this appendix to Jeremiah is probably still more 
recent. 
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the LXX may he due to his own idiosyncrasies. I t  is 
possible that there was, as early as in the reign of 
Domitian, another Greek version reflecting substantially 
the same Hebrew text. 

The author of Rev. 1820 manifestly had in mind Jer. 5148, a 
passa$e not found in @, and imitated it. The phrase patnhsBs 
TGV arhvov, Rev. 154, is likewise an imitation of Jer. 107, not 
found in @, and the striking expression Ofbs <CVTWV is found 
nowhere in OT except in that verse. The deviation from @ 
in other N T  allusions to or quotations from Jeremiah points 
to the same conclusion. Justin, in the important passage 926, 
as well as in other places, agrees with MT against @ (;vi 
Iov'Gav). His agreement with the MSS assigned to the Lucianic 
recension is significant. Two groups of Greek MSS, one 
composed chiefly of 22, 23, 36, 48, 51, 231, another of xii, 88 
in Holmes-Parsons, apparently have preserved much of this 
translation. With the former group goes Theodoret, with the 
latter Paul of Tella's Syriac version. The asterisks in some of 
the Greek MSS and in the hexaplar Syriac only indicate 
Origen's judgment, correct in itself, as to thb limits of the 
earliest Greek version. @E and @U, whichhavemuchincommon 
with xii and 88, may have been subjected to a more thorough 
critiFal process, cuttmg out the elements belonging to the later 
version. The existence of such a version already in the first 
century is only natural, since in Syria and Asia Minor the 
growing regard for the Hebrew text would inevitably lead to a 
translation of all it contained. But neither the Lucianic MSS 
nor the Eusebian, nor yet the fragments of Theodotion, give u4 
the exact form of the version used by the N T  writers, Josephus, 
and Justin. 

The relation of the Greek version to the Heb. has been 
the subject of much discussion. There are marked 
differences in arrangement and in contents. The  hook 
against foreign nations is found between 25 13 and 15 ; 
and the order is Elam, Egypt, Babylon, Philistia, 
Edom, Arnmon, Kedar, Damascus, Moab. I t  has 
been estimated that the version has about 2700 words 
less, consequently is ahout an eighth shorter, than the 
MT. 

This minus in @ is made up in part of longer passages, 
such as 106-810 171-4 291416-20 3 0 1 0 8  331.t-26 394-13 
4845-47 614g-48 5228-30; in part of short expressions, such as 
nin. (lacking more than sixty times), S N ~ W ? -  ~ S N  nrn' 
or n i ~ z y  9 3 5 ~  a!?., the word ~ * l ~ n  following the prophet's 
name and other titles and patronymics and pronouns. On the 
other hand, 0 contains a smaller number of additions composed 
mainly of pronouns and words like 53, nin* ' ~ D K  83, nln. 
There are also importkt differences in the division of words and 
in the consonantal text. 

The defence of M T  at all hazards by earlier Protestant 
scholars was demanded hy dogmatic considerations. 
Their Roman Catholic opponents (Morin, Cappel), 
though superior as textual critics, were not altogether 
free from attaching a fictitious canonical authority to the 
LXX, and from charging the Hebrews with bad faith. 
A distinct advance in scientific method was made when 
the theory of two recensions appeared. It was first 
suggested by Michaelis and elaborated by many others 
from Eichhorn to Workman. I t  recognised that the 
differences are connected with the growth of the volume, 
and rightly perceived that the longer text represented 
later expansion. Its chief defect was that it assumed 
that the two texts were the results of deliberate planning, 
of critical editing and revision-that they were 
recensions. When Movers recognised the impossibility 
of ascribing the longer text to Jeremiah or Baruch, as 
his predecessors had done, and assigned it to the age of 
Nehemiah, he prepared the way for a more correct 
appreciation. Since the admission that M T  to any 
extent represented an expanded text would naturally 
have the tendency to render plausible the assumption 
that there were many later interpolations in the hook, 
scholars like Spohn, Kueper, Havernick, Wichelhaus, 
Nagelsbach, Keil, Orelli, Schneedorfer, Trochon, 
Kaulen, with more or less erudition, attempted to show 
that 6 was a truncated text, the translator having 
wilfully or carelessly cut out what seemed to him 
superfluous or unsuitable. The omitted passages 
seemed to them truly Jeremianic, as it was a peculiarity 
of Jeremiah to repeat himself and to quote older 
prophets such as Isaiah, whose book was wholly 
written by that prophet. The growing recognition of 
the late origin of the Isaianic passages quoted or 

See TEXT AND VERSIONS. 
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alluded to would have prevented this view, so evidently 
horn of dogmatic prepossessions, from influencing 
scholarly opinion, had not Graf made a bitter attack 
upon 6, whose work he declared to be not even worthy 
of being called a translation. Even Graf seems un- 
consciously to have assumed that d must have had 
before him a text essentially identical with our MT. 
Measuring him with standards of accuracy that it 
would be hazardous to apply to a modern translator 
with the words properly divided and duly pointed, he 
found him guilty of ignorance, superficiality, and arbi- 
trary dealing with the text. The  reaction, led by 
Scholz, has tended to establish the good faith of the 
translator. 

The translator's knowledge of Hebrew is not always adequate; 
his grouping of letters (written continuously) into words is some- 
times incorrect, though not so often as has been supposed, the 
error being occasionally on the part of MT; he uses different 
words to render the same Hebrew term, which sometimes is a 
merit ; he translates according to the sense where the exact 
meaning is known ; he transliterates words known to him when 
they seem to him to be proper names ; he follows the fashion of 
selecting a Greek word of a similar sound to the Hebrew; he 
sometimesoverleapsaphrase by homceoteleuton. But the fact that 
through long sections he translates word forword, sometimes even 
slavishly following the text where he cannot make out its sense 
shows his faithfulness. That it was not his principle to lead 
passages that were repeated in the book untranslated when they 
occurred a second time is evident since out of thirty such cases 
he repeated all but seven, whiih are clearly secondary. It 
follows still more manifestly from the fact that he translated 
passages occurring in the MT twice only in the second place. 

The tendency of copyists, observable elsewhere, is 
naturally to round off a phrase, to add a title or 
patronymic, and to introduce glosses and appendices. 
There would he a strong presumption in favour of the 
view that 6's original was less annotated than Heb., even 
if the character of the passages lacking in 6 did not 
positively demand for them a later date. If the ex- 
planation given above (§ 6) of the growth of the volume 
is correct, the place of 46-51 in d is likely to be more 
original, and the position of 25158 is accounted for, 
whilst the arrangement of the oracles, determined on 
different principles, may to some extent be more 
original in MT. 

i-Commentaries (modern): W. Lowth 1718' Venema 1765 * 
Dathe, 1779 ; Blayney 1784. Dahler &:5. Rbsenmiilldr '26: 

Miurer, "33 ; EwHld, '40 and '68 . ditzig: 
22. Literature. '41 and '66 : Umbreit, '42 : Hendekon, '41 : 

meumann .'56-'58; &af. ' 6 2 ;  Keil,' %z' 
Pgelsbach,'63 ; R. Williams,"71;, Payne Snkh,,'75 ; Le Hir: 
77 ; Scbolz '80' Schneedorfer 8 r  . Trochon 83 ; Cheyne, 

'83-'85 ; Orehi, $7 ; Knabenbaub, ; Ball, 'gd ; Giesebrecht, 
'94.; Bennett, '95; Streane '95; Myrberg, '96. 

Introdudtions,' etc. by Cappel, 1624; Morin, 
1633; Hottinger, 1649; Spinoza, 1670; Simon, 1678; CXFZOV. 
1714.21 ; Eichhorn, 1780-83 ; Michaelis, 1787, may he mentioned 
here. Articles. etc.. on Teremiah bv Rodirer in Ersch und 

11. Crzticzsm . 

Gruber's En&Zopu2ie ' -Cheyne in' EBlSr. Nagelsbach in 
PREP). Fr Buhl in PkEPl ' Graf in Schenkel BL . Kleinert 
in Rieim's 'NWB; A. B. DAvidson, in Hastiigs' D'B; J. D. 
Michaelis Anmerkuzgen zu s. ,Uebersehung 2. NT, ~1790; 
C. G. Hksler, Be,merkun en, 05; J. F .  Gaah, Erklarung 
schwerer SteZZen, 24; C. %. E. Nagelsbach, Der Projhet 
/eremias u. Babylon, '50 ; A. Pierson, Iwaels Projeten, '77 ; 
K. Budde. 'Uber Ter. 50-51.' IDT. '78: B. Stade. in Z A T W .  
'84, '85, ,'gz, and i; GVI, '82 F. 'S'chbally, in ZA 7 W, '88: 
Smend, In A T  ReL-gesch. 238@ ; L. H. K. Bleecker, 3er. 
profeefieen tegen de volkeren, 94; A. v. Bulmerincq, Das 
ZukunjfsbiZd d. Propheten Jer., '94. 

iii. EspeciaZh on the text:  C.  B. Michaelis, Annotationes 
1720; J. D. Michaelis, 06seruafiones, 1743 ; J. G. Eichhorn, it: 
Reperefomkm, 1777; F. A. Stroth in RepPrtorium, 1778 ; C. F. 
Schnurrer. Obseruationes. W O ~ - O L :  A. F. G. Leiste. Obserua- 
tioncs 1744. C. L. Spol;n YG&ius rvztes etc. I.', 1795, 11. 
(ed. F: A. G: Spohn), 1824 f T. Roorda, CoLm. 2: aliquot Jer. 
h a ,  '24 ; A. Kueper Jerpmias Zi6i6l;orum SS. interpres '31. 
A. Knobel, Jeremias) chaldaizans, 31;  J. C .  Mover;, 0; 
utriusqzre recensionis vaticiniorum Jer. indoZe et origin?, '37 ; 
J. Wichelhaus, DeJer. versione Alexandrina, '47 : F. Bottcher, 
Aehrenlese, '49, Neue Aehrenlese, '64; C. Schulz, Dele?. textus 
heb. mas. e t  p r e c i  Alex. discredantia. '61: P. F. Frankl. 

Aranraismijwemiani, '80; E. K 

1 For a fuller justification of the position taken in this article, 
the writer may be permitted to refer to his forthcoming Intro- 
duction to the Book ojJeremiah. 
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JERIAH (qn:?:), EV I Ch. 2319 2423. See JERIJAH. 

JERIBAI ('PI'; cp JERUBBAAL, and 9V, CIS 
270, a bilingual, where the parallel Ass. has iriba), a name 
in David's army-list ( I  Ch. 1146T; I ~ ~ I B E I  [B], -BAI 

JERICHO ( \ i l l ' ,  uniformly in Pent., also in 2 K. 25 5 
and [Gi.] 2s. l o 5  Jer. 395 and [Gi., Ba.] Ezra, Neh., Ch.; 
in.?; in Josh. [uniformly, Gi.], also z K. 24  [hs] 5 15 18; 
in?; Josh. 1821 [Ba., not Gi.], z S. 105 [Ba.] Jer. 395 [BS.] 

Jer. 528; nh'?.;, I K. 16 34 [Gi., hut Ba. nh?;]; [~]LE~[P]LXO, some- 
times with fern. art Leppeqwv Josh. 21 36 [Bl . NT, q p s ~ , y w  and 
iepbxw [in Lk. 19 11 & Icp.; Jbs. I~pprx~ir~ [gen.'-oiivros] or Iepcxw 
[gen. -oJs], whence I F ~ L X O ~ V T L O L  ; Strabo, IFPLKO~~~) .  

A city, assigned to Benjamin (Josh. 1812 21), remark- 
able alike from its history and its unique position. (a )  

[AI, apiBi [HI, lapslB [Y). See RIBAI. 

sur L X X  in l e y . ,  '82. Gratz Emendationes, '83; G. C .  
Workman The .Text d>er . ,  %9; H. P. Smith 'The, text of 
Jer.' in Hhraica, '87, ' Targum to Jer.,' ibid., '8s'; cp alsojBL 
90; E. Coste, Die Weissaflngen widerdie freniden V81kej 
'93 ; H. Cornill, in Haupt's SBOT, '95 ; A. W. Streane, Th; 
Double Text ofler.,  '96. 

An apocryphal com- 
position, professing to have been written by Jeremiah to 
warn the Jews who were to he led captives to Babylonia 
against falling into idolatry. For this purpose the 
vanity of the idols of wood, silver, and gold is elabor- 
ately shown. 

There is no logical arrangement ; but we meetwith something 
like a refrain in 7 ~ .  16 [17l 23 [24l 29 [30] 65 [661 and 69 [70] 
which verses serve at any h e  as dreaks ; it may de added tha; 
another formula recurs in slightly varied forms at w. 30 [31], 
40 [411> 449 46, 51 [521, 56. 

The ideas are the commonplaces of the opponents 
of idolatry in post-exilic times (cp Ps. 1154-8 ; 13515-18 ; 
Is. 449-19 ; Jer. 103-9 ; Wisd. 1310-19, 1513-17). It is 
admitted, except by some Roman Catholic commen- 
tators, that the epistle was written in Greek; the few 
Hebraisms (e.$ d+o,uoiwB&vm (i+o,uowO?jm [v. 41, and 
the use of the future for the present) are nothing un- 
common in Hellenistic Greek. The imitation of 
Jeremiah is not very strenuous ; the author has studied 
this book as most of the later writers have studied it, 
but in a very mechanical way. The statement in v. 2 [3] 
that the Babylonian exile is to last seven generations, 
altered in the Syriac into ' seventy years,' contradicts 
Jer. 29 IO. I t  is hardly possible to fix the date exactly, 
and unsafe even to say that the epistle was written 
before z Maccabees, the supposed reference to it in 
z Macc. 3 I 8 being disputed. 

Ball (Var. Apocr. zoo) suggests that seven generations (= 
280) may seem to point Lo the removal of the Jews from 
Jerusalem to Alexandria by Ptolemy Soter (588- z80=308). 

The composition is not a mere scholastic exercise. 
It is, as Gifford truly says, ' an earnest appeal to persons 
actually living in the midst of heathenism, and needing 
to be warned and encouraged against temptations to 
apostacy.' In this respect it is parallel to Is. 449-19 and 
the other didactic passages mentioned above. The 
author may, as Fritzsche supposes, have been a Jew of 
Alexandria (note the somewhat turgid style) ; it is no 
objection to this view that, like the author of Is. 449-19, 
he places his work under the zgis of a writer of earlier 
date and established reputation. In fact, in Jer. 29 we 
actually hear of a letter, traditionally asigned to Jeremiah, 
which is adressed to those whom king Nebuchadrezzar 
had carried captives from Jerusalem to Babylon. 

This 'epistle' (on the use of the term see EPISTOLARY 
LITERATURE) is included in the Greek canon, and is found in 
all Greek MSS of the OT except 70, 96, 229 [cursives]. In 
the Old Latin, the Old Syriac, and some editions of @, it is 
given as Baruch 6 ; and this is followed in Luther's Bible and in 
EV ; but there is no plausible justification (see BARUCH, BOOK 
OF). In the Syro.-Hex. the Epistle follows Lamentations. 

E. H. Gifford in SpeakeZs A#oc?y/ha, vol. ii. ; Bissell in his 
Apoc?ypha,; Fritzsche, Handbook zu den Apokr., '51 ; Reusch, 

Erklarunx des B. Bamch,'53; Herzfeld, GVl,  
Literature. 1316 ('47); Nestle, MargwzaZien, 42 f: : 

Rothstein, in Die ApokrypLn u. Pseudeji- 

N. S. 
JEREMIAH, EPISTLE OF. 

paphen des A T ,  edited by Kautzsch, 1226-229. 

JEREMIAH, LAMENTATIONS OF. See LAMENT- 

JEREMIAS ( I )  (IEPEMI~C [BAL]), I Ed. 934, see 

ATIONS. 

JEREMAI. 
( 2 )  Mt. 1614 ( ' Icpepiav [Ti.WHl), RV JEREMIAH [q.~. ] .  

JEREMIEL ( H r m i w r f f x  [Lat.], also remihd, cp 
Bensly, ad Zoc. ; i . e . ,  h D l 9 ,  ' El hurls,' cp JEREMIAH), 
'the archangel,' 4 Esd. 436 (AVmg.RV), and hence to 
he kept distinct from Uriel (AV ; so YRIEL, Lat. c. ; cp 
also Ar2), who is regularly called 'angel.' According 
to Enoch 9 the four great archangels are Michael, 
Uriel, Gabriel, and Suriel or Raphael. See ANGEL, 5 4. 

JEREMOTH. See JERIMOTH. 

JEREMY ( ~ e p e ~ l o y  [Ti.WH]), Mt. 217, etc., RV 
JEREMIAH [ q . ~ . ] .  
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1. Meaning of A plausible view explains the name'as 
' the fragrant ' ( Jnii) ; Ges. ( Thes. ), 
Wetzstein (in Del. /emjd3),  70'), etc., Name' 

and many others have acquiesced in it: The allusion 
on this hypothesis will be to the fragrant balsams and 
rose trees of Jericho. It is evident, however, that ' the 
fragrant,' however suitable as a title, can hardly have 
been the primeval name of such an important place. 
(6) Following older commentators, Siegfr. -Stade (Lex. ) 
and Sayce (Ear& Hist z jo) connect the name ' Jericho ' 
with ' the moon ' ; it will then be a testimony to the 
early prevalence of moon-worship, as BETH-SHEMESH 
Lq.v.1 testifies to that of sun-worship. (Cp Jer. OS 786, 

luna, sive odor ejus.') (c) There is reason, however, to 
suspect that the true meaning of Jericho is neither 
' fragrant city' nor ' moon city.' We shall see presently 
that the original tradition which underlies Josh. 2 re- 
lated to the conquest of a different city from that 
commonly called Jericho, one that bore the name of 
which Jericho is a corruption (presumably a popz~lar 
corruption), and that the true name of both places 
lies concealed under the incorrectly transmitted title 
n-innRi*y (EV 'the city of palm trees'), and is 
S~pp?; iy, ' city of Jerahmeel.' If this be admitted as 
probable-it would fall into line with other mutilated 
forms of the name Jerahmeel suggested elsewhere (see 
JERAHMEEL, § 4)-we must suppose that in primitive 
times a colony of Jerahmeelites settled in the rich plain 
of Jericho, and that, as elsewhere, the primitive name, 
in a shortened form, clung to the spot, even after another 
race had taken possession of it. 

The title o7innn 1-y occurs in four passages, but the 
latest of these, zCh. 2815. may safelv be neelected. 

2. of . In Dt.343 (see J O R ~ A N ,  5 y )  it is 
Palm Trees, appended to 'Jericho' in a definition 

of the extent of the eeocrrauhical term - - .  
' the Circle (of Jordan).' Judg. 116 gives a statement 
(see HOBAB) to the effect that the Kenites joined the 
men of Judah in an invasion of a southern district of 
Palestine ; their starting-point was n'innn iy. Although 
a reference to the historical Jericho would accord with 
the present context of Judg. l16J (see Moore), yet a 
comparison of Nu. 21 1-3 makes it very doubtful whether 
the original tradition did not mean rather a place to 
the S. of Judah.l It is natural to think of the Tamar 
of I K.918 (see T A M A R ) ,  and to suppose that the full 
name of this place was 'city of palm trees,' and that 
the title being so appropriate to Jericho (see 5 7), 
was inserted in Dt. 343  after this place-name. But is 
it really credible that palm trees anciently grew to the 
S. of Judah? Surely not (see NEGEB). We must 
therefore seek for some name or title which may have 
been corrupted into oqnnn i * y ,  and can be reasonably 
supposed to have been suitable both for 'Jericho and 
for the city to the S. of Judah, of which we are in quest. 
There is such a name or title-hg?; iy, 'city of Jerah- 

1 See Steuernagel on Dt. 343. 

. .  
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pronounced on the man who should rebuild Jericho 
(see HIEL). ' But the harlot Rahab and her family- 
even all that belonged to her-Joshua saved alive, so 
that she dwells in the midst of Israel to this day' 
(Josh. 6 25). 

In its present form the biblical narrative is composite. 
Successive writers have devoted themselves to the 

meel,' otherwise in all probability called $ ~ p n ? ;  dlc, 
' Kadesh of Jerahmeel' (out of which y n r w i p ,  E V  
' Kadesh-Barnea,' probably sprang). This theory seems 
to throw light on the third passage in which pinnil ~ V J  

occurs, viz., Judg. 313, where we read that ' Eglon 
gathered to him the bn& Amalek ( i .e . ,  the bne Jerah- 
meel'), and went and smote Israel, and possessed him- 
self of nqnnniy (i.e., Jericho, the city of Jerahmeel).' 
The' Amalekites ' (Jerahmeelites) naturally supported the 
Moabite king Eglon, because it roused their indignation 
to see an ancient settlement of their own occupied by 
the bn8 Israel. 

Jericho ' 
should occur in the Amarna Tablets. In the Book of 

It  is remarkable that no name resembling 

3. Tangled Joshua we find it mentioned as a city 
Traditions in with a wall and a gate (25 15), richa 

(624 ~ z I ) ,  and governed by its own 
Josh' 2-6* king (23). It will be seen, however, - . ~, 

that this tradition is of doubtful origin; we may per- 
haps receive further light from excavations. 

The story of the capture of Jericho by the Israelites 
is briefly this (Josh. 2-6). While the Israelites were eu- 
camped at SHITIIM,  on the other side of Jordan, Joshua 
sent two of his men to spy out the land and in the first 
instance Jericho. They found a lodging at Jericho in 
the house of one Rahab a harlot. The king, however, 
got news of their arrival, and sent word to Rahab to 
bring out her guests. But Rahab let the men down 
through the window, after they had guaranteed her life 
and that of her family, for she was aware that Jericho 
was doomed to fall. They fled into the mountains.4 
Pursuers sought for them for three days in the direction 
of the fords of the Jordan, and then gave up their 
search ; the two spies returned to Joshua. Thereupon 
the Israelites broke up their camp and moved to the 
Jordan. It was a bold step ; for it was the flood-time, 
when the 26r or wider bed of the river (see JORDAN, 5 4) 
becomes brimful, so that the water is  on a level with 
the banks. But Joshua knew in whom he believed, 
and bade the Israelites pass over. In the van he placed 
twelve men, each carrying a stone, next came the ark, 
then the tribes of Israel. Yahw& performed a wonder 
for his people; no sooner did they prepare to cross, 
than the current of the river was stayed. The host of 
Israel went over, and the twelve stones were set up as 
an 'everlasting memorial' at Gilgal, at the eastern 
limit of Jericho (in?; ni in  ne??, Josh. 419). The 
first obstacle of Joshua's further advance was the strong 
city of Jericho. The 'captain of the host of YahwB' 
appeared to Joshua (probably at Gilgal,5 cp Judg. 21), 
to make known his participation in the coming attack 
on Jericho, and (editorial manipulation has obscured 
this point) to give directions as to the course of action 
to be adopted.6 What form the earlier tradition gave 
to these directions we cannot venture to say. A later 
writer represents the capture thus. Once a day for six 
days Israel went round the city in procession ; the van- 
guard first ; next the priests (carrying seven trumpets 
of rams' horns) with the ark ; then the rear-guard (cp 
ARK, 5 4). On the seventh day the procession made 
its round seven times, and at the seventh time the 
priests blew the trumpets and the people raised the 
battle-cry, whereupon the walls of Jericho fell down. 
Then the conquered city was made QZrerem--i.e., all 
living things were killed and the spoil either burnt or 
dedicated to the service of YahwB. A curse was 

1 See JERAHMEEL, $ 4. 'Ammon' should perhaps be omitted 
as  a corrupt dittogram of ' Amalek.' 

2 On the 'wedge(?)ofgold, appropriated by Achan, see GOLD. 
3 Critical results are assumed. 
4 Conder (PEFQ, April '74, p. 38) suggests that the caves 

and rocky precipices bf Jebel Karantel (Quarantana) may be 
meant. .. . . .. 

5 'l'he text says lny>, which probably means ' in the domain 

6 On Josh. 5 1 3 8 ,  see JOSHUA ii.,7, and cp OxJ Hex. 2328, 
of Jericho : cp Josh. 4 19. 

nnd Steuernagel ad loc. 
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4. Criticism of elaboration of the details. Analytic 
criticism has been applied to the 
narrative (see TOSHUA ii., 6 7): but its the text. . " . , .  

results seem to require further ;evision in the light of a 
more searching criticism of MT. Steuernagel is right 
in assuming the relative originality of @ ; but we can no 
niore follow d implicitly as a canonical authority than 
MT. The text in all its forms must be subjected to 
a searching criticism. It will thus, for instance, be- 
come plain that Josh. 3 15-17: which the Oxford editors 
assign to P, is based on an earlier written source. 
We  cannot, however, criticise'the text of this most 
interesting and elaborate description of the stoppage 
of the waters of the Jordan without some guidance 
from outside. 

Such guidance we receive from four sources : (I) From the 
story of Jacob (Israel) ; (2) From the story of Jerubhaal ; (3) 
From Dt. l lzgf:  272;  and (4) From the xarious evidences in 
early tradition that the tribe of Judah came i:p into its settle- 
ments through the Negeb, starting from Kadesh-Jerahmeel 
(' Barnea '). 

I. Any one who approaches the story of Jacob with 
afresh and open mind will be irresistibly led to suspect 
that the crossing of the Jordan by the Israelites under 
the Ephraimite Joshua was, in its original form, parallel 
to the migration of Jacob-Israel across the Jordan, 
which an early tradition placed at the point where it is 
met by the Jabb0k.l 2. The twofold geographical 
relation of Gideon-Jerubbaal (see GIDEON) points in the 
same direction ; it is not accidental that the name 
Zarethan occurs in Josh. 3 16 and a parallel form Zererah 
(both forms are corrupt) in Judg. 722. 3. It  is 
appropriately remarked on Dt. 272 by the Oxford 
editors, ' The phraseology suggests that the stones were 
to be erected on the actual day of the passage of the 
Jordan. . . . Is the distance from the Jordan to Shechem 
forgotten ; does the writer, " looking back to a distant 
past" (Driver), fail to take account of the time that 
must have elapsed between the crossing of the river and 
the arrival at Ebal ; or is there a vague reminiscence 
in his mind of the later incident when twelve stones are 
taken up out of the Jordan and placed upright in the 
Gilgal?' Is it not rather a reminiscence, not of the 
'later incident,' but of the ori''nuZ fradition of the 
crossing of the Jordan at a more northerly point than 
the fords of Jericho? On Dt. 1129J see especially 
GERIZIM. 4. If Judah started from Kadesh-Jerahmeel 
we may analogously assume that the Joseph tribes 
entered W. Palestine at a point on the Jordan nearer to 
their ultimate possessions than Jericho. 

The considerations just stated lead to the following 
emendation of the text of Josh. 3 16, ' (it came to pass) 
that the water stood still ; that which came down from 
above stood as a heap some distance (cp Gen. 21 16) 
from the ford of Adamah which is opposite Beth-zur ' 
( iwn?? i;? i~@y a m ?  n,?p@n jq??). The 'ford of 
Adamah' is to he identified with the ford of DBmirh, 
which is at the confluence of the Jabbok and the 
Jordan, 16 m. in a direct line from the fords of Jericho. 
Beth-zur must be the name of the fortress which already 
stood on the summit of Icarn Sartabeh, 2227 ft. above 

1 This is the spot assigned to the crossing by Stade (GVZ, 
138) C. Niebuhr (Gesch. 1328), Steuernagel (Deut. 167). 
A g a k t  Stade, however, cp GASm. HG 659-662. 

a The ~D~KSIND of Kt. represents nnw [nli>yn ;. i ' y  is a 
corruption of T U N ;  i xD  (for ill) arose from the proximity of 1%. 
Inis is certainly a corruption of iax-n?> (see ZARETAN); 
( ~ a p ~ a O a p s i v )  indfcates a reading ]nip, which, though defended 
by W. E. Stevenson, PEFQ '96, p. 82, is certainly wrong. 
Cp Judg. 722 (cmended ; see Z~RETAN). See also ADAM. 
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the Jordan Valley.' It  is probable that at the end of 
-ZJ. 16 the original narrative had, instead of r,i-iii 
' opposite Jericho,' i w - r q  i?~ ' opposite Beth-zur.' No 

.one can reasonably doubt that this geographical defini- 
tion, so inconsistent with the references to Jericho, 
comes from a relatively early source. In short, ac- 
cording to the earlier tradition, the crossing of the 
.Jordan by the Ephraimite Joshua and his followers 
took place near the point where Jacob is also said to 
have crossed the Jordan-Le., near the ford of DBmieh. 
Nevertheless, the transference of the scene to Jericho is 
not purely arbitrary. There is evidence of a confusion 
of two traditions, one of which referred to the conquest 
by the Judahites of the city of Jerahmeel (probably 
Kadesh-Jerahmeel), and the other to the crossing of 
the Jordan near DHmieh by the Ephraimites. The 
story of the spies2 and of RAHAB [q.v.] belongs 
properly to the former tradition. ' Rahab ' (XI?), or 
rather Rechab (yl), or-best of all-Heber (iap), is 
certainly the representative of the Rechabites, or 
Heberites, a second name of the KENITES Eq.v.1, who, 
.as we infer from Judg. 116, anciently dwelt in the ' city 
of Jerahmeel' (MT 'city of palm trees,' but see 5 z ) ,  
though not themselves Jerahmeelites ( = Amalekites, cp 
I S. 1516). These Rechabites or Kenites held the 
position of a protected tribe, or, putting this into 
symbolic phraseology, Rahab-Rechab was a ' harlot.' 
Now we can really profess to understand the statement 
in Josh. 21 that Joshua's two spies found lodging in the 
house of a harlot. The detail was not suggested by 
considerations of expediency,-' for strangers to turn 
into such a house would excite the least suspicion' 
(Steuernagel) ; it is an anticipation of the historical 
relation between Kain and Israel. As the narrator 
says, ' Rahab dwells in Israel unto this day' (Josh. 
S z j ) ,  Le. ,  the Kenites still dwelt among the Judahites 
as  a protected tribe in the narrator's times. 

I t  is needless to ask what suggested the story of the 
falling down of the walls of Tericho. As Steuernaeel 

I - 
~. The truly says (I~I), the popular imagin- 

phenomenon ation clothed the conviction that all 
. . Israel's successes were due to YahwB's 

Josn*ozo' helD in the form of historv. Among. 
the instances of thi; he mentions the ' drying up of th i  
Jordan' and the falling down of the walls of Jericho. 
For the first of these reputed wonders Stenernagel's 
explanation is hardly sufficient. The biblical writers 
show a certain economy in the distribution of wonders. 
It  was necessary that the walls of Jericho should fall 
down. Only by supernatural means could the untrained 
host of Joshua capture a fortified city ; G. A. Smith 
goes a little too far when he says (pp. 267J) that the 
statement in Josh. 6 2 0  is ' the soberest summary of all 
Jericho's history.' But it was not necessary that the 
current of the Jordan's waters should be stayed ; a ford 
suited Jacob, and might as well have suited Joshua. 
There must have been some natural phenomenon- 
probably one which had occurred within the first 
narrator's knowledge-which suggested the story of 
the waters that stood up as a heap, and Clermont- 
Ganneau has brought from a '  Paris MS an Arabic 
historian's account of just su& a historical phenomenon 
as we require for our purpose. 

Thestatement of Nowairi(as reported byLt.-Col. C. M.Watson 
in PEFQ, '95, pp. 2 5 3 8 )  is that in 664 A.H. (=1266 A.D.)  
Bihars I., then Sultan of Egypt, caused a bridge to be built 
across the Jordan for strategical purposes. 'The bridge is in 
the neighbourhood of Dlmieh, between it and Kariw8,5 and 

1 The Talmudic ,q>aiD and the biblical 

9 Cp the story of the spies in Nu. 13. 
3 We postpone the question as to the right name of this tribe. 
4 Ewald's sucgestion (GVJ2348, n. I) is most unjust to the 

people of Jericho, and finds no support in the narrative (see 
Josh. 39). 

5 The diacritical points are wanting in the MS of Nowairi; 
Clermont-Ganneau reads the name I$ar&wZ. I$ar&w& is almost 

have the same 
origin-Tis-n*z. See ZARETHAN. 
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there happened in connectio? with it a wonderful thing, the like 
of which was never heard of. 
part of the piers gave way, and in the night preceding the 8 t i  
Uec. 1267 ' the waters of the river ceased to flow.' The 
phenomenon was investigated and it appeared ' that a lofty 
mound which overlooked the river on the west had fallen into 
it and dammed it up. . . . The water was,held up, and had 
spread itself over the valley above the dam. It 'was arrested 
from midnight until the fourth hour of the day. Then the 
water prevailed over the dam and broke it up. For Nowairi 
the occurrence was extraordinary indeed, but quite a natural 
phenomenon. The situation described can be sufficiently made 
out. Demieh is well known, and on the west bank, just opposite 
Dlmieh, there is a district called Karlwl. Formerly, however, 
this name was given to a town which was in the centre of a 
district where sugar-cane was cultivated. An examination of 
the ground confirms Clermont-Ganneau's view of the meaning, 
for a little above the ford, where the WBdy Zer@ joins the 
Jordan, are the remains of an old bridge which is probably the 
very bridge erected in 1266 A.D. by command of Bihars I. 

The physical character of this phenomenon forcibly 
recalls that described in Joshua. Nowairi states that it 
occurred at a time when the Jordan was in full flood ; 
the Hebrew narrator makes a similar statement. 
Nowairi, it is true, dates the event the 8th December ; 
the Hebrew narrator specifies the time of harvest 
(March?); but on the essential point, as already 
noticed, they agree. The point where the landslip 
described by Nowairi took place, is one where minor 
landslips still occur, and a large one, such as the Arabic 
and the Hebrew narrators describe, might again dam up 
the Jordan, and let it run off into the Dead Sea, leaving 
the bed temporarily dry. 

We have thus gained something for the traditional 
history of Kadesh-Jerahmeel and for that of the ford 

6. Later of AdHniah; but we have lost our sole 

biblical authority for the early history of the city 
Hence the first trnst- 

worthy historical notice of Jericho is in 
z S. 105, where Jericho appears as a city of the realm 
of David. We  may assume, but we do not know, that 
it was fortified in his time. It  was at any rate either 
fortified or refortified by HIEL ( q . ~ . ) ,  if we should not 
rather ascribe the act to Jehu, and regard it as a 
precaution against Aramzzan invasion (I K. 16 34 ; see 
JEHU, 3). Judza, as Prof. G. A. Smith remarks, 
could never keep Jericho. As a Benjamite town it fell 
to Northern Israel, while Northern Israel lasted. In 
later times it fell to Bacchides and the Syrians ;' Bacchides 
fortified it against Jonathan the Maccabee (I Macc. 950). 
The cause of this will be plain later. Here we have to 
add that a company of prophets made Jericho their 
home in the days of Elijah and Elisha ( 2  K. 34f: ), and 
that Elisha was said to have healed the water of the 
chief fountain of the city (v. 1 g J  ; cp Jos. BY iv. 8 3 ) .  
The fountain meant is no doubt the 'Ain es-SuZtE,n, 
sometimes called Elisha's Fountain. In the.great post- 
exilic list (Ezra234 Neh. 7 3 6 )  the men of Jericho are 
reckoned at 345 ; Jericho was also represented among 
Nehemiah's builders at Jerusalem (Neh. 32). At the 
fortress of Dok ('Ain ed-DGK; see DOCUS), near 
Jericho, that noble Maccabee, Simon, was murdered by 
his son-in-law Ptolemy ( I  Macc. 16  IS). 

See further GASm. HG 267f: Dean Stanley's expression, 
' the key of Palestine,' applied to Jericho, is hardly accurate. 

Christian tradition fixed the site of the temptation of 
Christ at the hill Quarantana (Je6el Kuran;eZ) to the 
W. of the 'Ain es-SuZ<Zn ; the reputed scene of the bap- 
tism was also near Jericho (see JORDAN, 5 z [7]). The 
Gospels, however, have something much better to tell 
us. At the close of Christ's ministry, as he was leaving 
Jericho on his way to Jerusalem, he healed a blind man 
called BARTIMAWS [ p . ~ . ] .  It was necessary, as Farrar 
rightly says, to rest at Jericho before entering on the 
rough and rocky gorge which led up towards Jerusalem, 

When the bridge was completed 

references. known as Jericho. 

certainly the Kop& of Jos. Ant. xiv. 3 4 5 2 ;  BJi. 65 iv. 8 I. See 
Gildemeister, ZDPVC 245 f: ('81) ; Schiir., ,Buhl, and Gratz 
(MGW] 31 14 8 [182]) assent. G.  A. Smlth's reasons for 
doubting (HG 353 n. 5 )  seem iAsnfficient. The present writer 
would further ideitify this fertile spot with the Abel-meholah of 
the OT. 
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but we cannot attach weight with him' to Macknight's 
suggestion that the discrepancy between Mt. and Mk. 
on the one hand and Lk. on the other may be met by 
the supposition that the scene of the occurrence lay 
between the two Jerichos-ie., that according to Lk. 
Jesus was approaching New Jericho, while according to 
Mt. and Mk. he was leaving Old Jericho. A reference 
to Old Jericho would have been unmeaning, for it was 
then uninhabited. nor could ' Jericho ' at this time mean 
anything but the city which was given by Antony to 
Cleopatra and redeemed by ,Herod the Great. The 
narrative is of the highest interest. It may be taken by 
some to confirm the historicity of the Messianic entrance 
of Jesus into Jerusalem, for cures of bodily evils were 
doubtless considered to be characteristic acts of the 
Messiah, and the story of Bartimzeus may suggest that 
the movement of which we have the climax in Mk. 
11 1-10 gathered strength in Jericho. Keim (/ems won 
Naa. 3 j z J )  has put the case for the historicity of the 
Bartimaeus narrative in a vary attractive way (cp 
BARTIMXUS, $ I ) ;  on the other hand, there are 
difficulties in admitting the 'triumphal entry' as a 
part of the most primitive tradition (see HOSANNA) 
which cannot but affect the historicity of the story of 
Bartimeus. The narrative, however, must at any rate 
be very early- so full is it of nature and verisimilitude, 
and it is ' by  far the best attested of all the stories of 
the healing of the blind in the Gospels.' The story of 
2dcch;eus is not less natural. Not a few 'publicans' 
must have been needed to secure the revenues accruing 
from the traffic ih the famous balsam, and the mur- 
muring of the multitude at the grace shown to a 
' sinner ' is easily intelligible. Still there are difficulties 
(see ZACCIIIEUS) in the way of conceding more than an 
ideal truth to this delightful story, of which Lk. is the 
only narator. Disciples full of the spirit of Jesus 
might surely be able to fill up the gaps in tradition by 
imagining such a scene as that of the ' conversion ' of 
Zaccheus. Should we have lost anything if docu- 
mentary evidence of this almost involuntary imaginative 
creation could be produced? Is the story (also only 
reported by Lk.) of the man who 'went down from 
Jerusalem to Jericho and fell among thieves ' (Lk. 10 3 ~ 8 )  
less effective or less prized because we know that it IS 
only ideally true ? 

' No great man,' says Prof. G. A. Smith, 'was born 
in Jericho ; no heroic deed was ever done in her.' It ,. Later is possible, ndeed, that the most detested 

History. man in the history of Christianity was born 
there; the name Judas Iscariotes should 

perhaps be Judas Ierichotes-Le., Judasof Jericho (unless 
indeed the title belongs primarily to his father ; see 
JUDAS ISCARIOT). The chief historical name closely 
connected with Jericho is that of Herod, who beautified 
the city, and retired to it to die (Jos. Ant. xvii. 65). 
The place is often mentioned in the later history. Both 
Pompey and Vespasian took the city and fortified it, 
rather perhaps as a source of supplies than as a base of 
operations.3 Its natural wealth, chiefly owing to the 
precious balsam, made it a coveted possession. Herod's 
Roman allies sacked it (Jos. B/ i. 15 6), and Herod 
himself was glad to farm Jericho and its plain from 
Cleopatra, to whom Anthony had assigned them (Jos. 
Ant .  xv. 42). Here as elsewhere he proved himself a 
great builder-palaces and public buildings sprang up 
as  by magic (Ant. xvi. 5 2  : BJi. 21 4 g : cp HEROD). 
After his death Simon, a former slave of Herod, aspir- 
ing to be king, burned and plundered the palace (Ant. 
xvii. 10 6 ) ,  which, however, was magnificently rebuilt by 
Archelans. Most important of all, Archelaus diverted 
water from a village called Neara, to irrigate the plain, 
in which he had just planted palm trees (Ant. xvii. 13 I).  

In the time of Josephus Jericho was the sent of one of 
1 Li/e of Christ, 519, n. 2 ;  cp Plumrner, St. Lake, 4zg 

a GASm. HG 268. 
(against Macknight). I 

3 26id. 

the eleven toparchies or administrative districts (BJ 
iii. 3 5 ) .  On the approach of Vespasian the inhabitants 
fled to the mountains ; unopposed, he erected a citadel, 
and placed a garrison in it (BJiv. 82 9 I ) .  To a great 
extent, says Josephus, the city had been destroyed before 
the coming of the Romans (BJiv. 82).  But the damage 
must soon have been repaired. The notices of Pliny, 
subsequent to the Roman war, leave no doubt as to 
the prosperity of Jericho, caused by its fine plant- 
ations of palm trees and balsam trees. It is also 
mentioned by Ptolemy and by Galen in the second 
century A.D. ,  and existed in the time of Caracalla, 
according to a statement of Origen preserved in 
Eusebius.1 In the list of the principal cities of Judzea 
given by Ammianus Marcellinus (end of 4th cent.) it is 
conspicuous by its absence. We  may presume that 
some calamity had happened to it, and Reinach with 
much probability supposes that the famous passage 
of Solinus (ed. Mommsen, 35 6)-' Judaeae caput fuit 
Hierosolyma, sed excisa est ; successit Hierichus, et 
haec desivit, Artaxerxis hello subacta'-refers to a 
destruction of Jericho (probably by the Romans) in 
connection with the invasion of Syria by Ardashir the 
founder of the Persian dynasty of the Sassanidae, who 
assumed the venerated name of Artaxerxes (cp ISAIAH 
ii. § 13, n. a ) .  If so, the date of the event must be 
placed about 230 A.D. It is probably to this event that 
Jerome refers in his treatise on the Site and Names of 
Hebrew Places ; the phraseology points very strongly 
to this view.3 

Jericho began to be resorted to by pilgrims in the 
fourth centurv. and the sacred sites surane into view. ,. I -  

8. Christian The Bordeaux Pilgrim (333 A . D . )  saw 
traditions. the sycomore tree of Zaccheus, and 

the house of Rahab immediatelv above 
Elisha's Fountain. In the time of Theodosius, however 
(53o,A.D.) ,  the site of the latter had been shifted. 
Bishop Arculf (towards 700 A.D.) found the whole site 
of the city covered with cornfields and vineyards, with- 
out any habitations, hut the walls of the 'house of 
Rahab' were still standing, thoiigh without a I-cof. 
Between the city and the Jordan were large groves of 
palm trees, interspersed with open spaces, in which 
were almost innumerable houses, inhabited by a diminu- 
tive sort of men of the race of Canaan. (There are 
still the marks of degradation in the Bedouins of Jericho. ) 
Saewulf ( I  102 A. D. ) speaks of Jericho as ' the garden of 
Abraham ' ; it is in a land covered with trees and pro- 
ducing all kinds of palms and other fruits. In the 
fourteenth century Sir John Maundeville speaks again 
of the Garden of Abraham, but places it at the foot of 
the Quarantana. 'Upon that hill Abraham dwelt a 
long while ; therefore it is called Abraham's Garden.' 

The Jericho of the Bordeaux Pilgrim was at the base 
of the mountains; he places the more ancient city at 

9. Modern Elisha's Fountain. No doubt this 
No other site would 

'Three fine springs 
are found within but a small distance of one another, 
while the rest of the plain can show hut one, and that 
far less considerable ' (Conder). The chief of these is 
the 'Ain es-SultBn-a beautiful fountain of sweet, 
palatable water which bursts forth at the E. foot of a 
long feZZ or mound, over 1200 ft. in length from N. to 
S., and about 50 ft. in height. Superimposed are four 
other mounds (one of them a ridge) at the edges, the 
NW. or highest being some go ft. above the fountain, 
1 Eus. NF616; an ancient Greek version of the OT, the 

vi. or vii. in the Hexapla, is said to have been found in Jerusalem 
i n  a cask in the time of Antoninus son of Severus ; cp Field, 
Hex. 1 4 5.  
9 ' La deuxieme ruine de JBricho,' Kohut Memorial Volume 

3 OS132 I. Sed et haec eo tempore quo Ierusalem oppug- 
nabatur a Romanis propter perfidiam clvium capta atque 
destructa est. Pro qua tertia aedificata est civitas qua: usarie 
hodie permanet, et ostenduntur utriusque urbis vestigia usque 
in praesentem diem. 

identifications. view is correct. be at all probable. 

('97h 4 5 7 3  
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but not more than 60 or 70 ft. above the ground at the 
W. Dr. Bliss’ offers the opinion that the tell is a mass 
of dd6ris caused by the ruin of several mud-brick towns 
over the first Jericho. For the remains of the second 
or Herodian city we must go to the S. bank of the 
Wady el-Kelt, nearly two miles W. of the modern 
village. Here there are abundant remains of an ancient 
city, and similar ruins N. of ‘Ain es-Sulfin suggest 
that the Herodian Jericho may have extended in this 
direction also, the interval between the sites being filled 
up with detached villas. According to Conder2 the 
Byzantine Jericho ‘ is represented by the foundations 
and fragments of cornice and capital, over which the 
rider stumbles among the thorn-groves E. of the ‘Ain 
es-Sultan.’ The fourth Jericho-that of the Crusaders 
-was on the site of the present village. The square 
tower on the SE. of Eriha (so the village is called) is 
‘such a one as the Crusaders erected along their 
pilgrim roads,’3 though since the fifteenth century it has 
been said to occupy the site of the House of Zacchzeus. 

The ancient road from Jerusalem to Jericho zigzags 
down the bare mountain side, close to the S. bank of the 

JEROBOAM 
I, 2, 3. Three Benjamites, 1Ch.77 (ninT EV Jerimoth, 

i6pipou0 [AI, iepep. [LI, v. 8 [niD’l;, AV Jerirnoth, RV Jeremoth, 
a u p j p w 0  [Bl, i fpp .  [Ll), and I Ch. 814 (EV Jerernoth, nin!], 
rapsLpcu9 [Bl, -rpou0 [AI). 
4. One of David’s heroes, also of Benjamin, I Ch. 125 (”in?;, 

E V  Jerimoth, apEipow0 [El, LapLp. [AI, api0pour [N I ,  r p y 0  [Ll). 
5. b. Mushi, a Merarite Levite, I Ch. 2323 (nlnl], EV 

Jeremoth, iupcpo0 [AI); i6. 2430 (niDY, EV Jerimoth). The  
name should perhaps be read 051; (a mutilated form of Jerah- 
meel). Note the proximity of Mahli and Jerahmeel (Che.). 
bee GENEALOGIES I., 8 7 Iv.1. 

6. A son of Heman, I Ch. 254 (niO?s, E V  Jerimoth. cepepwB 
[El, l c p p r p o ~ e  [A], O, 22 (ninl;, EV JEREMOTH, eperpwe [B], 
icprpow0 [L]). The name should perhaps be JEROHAM (O$; cp 
no. 3 above). 

7, A levitical overseer, 2 Ch. 3113 (niD’T, E V  Jerimoth, 
iepsrpo0 [Bl). 

8. b. Azriel, ofNaphtali, I Ch. 27rg(n\i)’?; AV Jerimoth, RV 
Jeremoth, e p e r p d  [BI, ispipow0 [AL]). 

9. Father of Mahalath, Rehoboam’s wife, and son of David, 
2 Ch. 11 18 (nia-v, EV Jerimoth, rprowe [A], r6pprp. [BL]). 
Miswritten, according to Che., for ITHREAM (T.u.). 

Among those in list of those with foreign wlves (see EZRA i., 
B 5 end) are mentioned three of this name :- 

IO. One of the b’ne Elam, Ezra1026 (niol!, E V  Jeremoth, 
ia aped [Bl, mpipw0 IN]), in I Esd. 927 HIERBMOTH (reppapw0 
[$AI). 

11. One of the b’ne Zattu, Ezra1027 (2. U ~ O Y  [Bl, upp. [NI, 
L a  pw0 [A], ~ c p .  [Ll), in I Esd.928 JARIMOTH (rap[al~pw0 

12. RV following Kt. in Ezra1029 reads JEREMOTH, one of 
the b n e  Bani ; AV, however, has ‘and Ramoth,’ in accordance 
with the Yr. (nim, rai pqpov [Bl . . . p q ~ w u  IN], . . . p q p d  
[A], p q ~ p .  [L]); in 1Esd.930 Hieremotb (rspprpd [EA], aprp  
&I). 

JERIOTH (nia’?’, 5 75 ; I S P [ S ] I W ~  CALI), one of 
the wives of CALEB ( s .v . )  ; perhaps originally a place- 
name, I Ch. 218 (eAlWe [B]). See AZUBAH. 

JEROBOAM (P!+Dfi, ‘Amm fights’’ [see AMMI, 
NAMES WITH, 5 31. More probably a modification of 
5 y m ,  JEKUBBAAL [like O ~ J W ,  JASHOBEAM, from s y w *  
= 5 p  i.y] ; cp repopaah, Hos. 10 14 [Ap] ,  where dRQ* 
has repopoap ; so Klost. [Gesch. 1891 and Marq. [Fund.- 
151 ; Gray, HPN 59 (‘96) and Ki. [K&. ‘991 adhere 
to the usual Heb. sense of oy, ‘ people ’ ; Ki. ‘ the clan 
is numerous’ ; cp the doubt as to the meaning of 
gammurabi (see HAM) ; a play on the name seems at 
any rate to be proved [see REHOBOAM]; repopoap 

I .  Jeroboam I., the first king of N. Israel (circ. 930 
B.c.). Dean Stanley’s sketch of this king (Smith’s DB, 
s.v.)  was based on the separate account contained in 
I K. 1225-39 (Lag.), or 11436-12~4uj f  (Swete), which 
is Lucian’s text of d (cp TEXT A ND  VERSIONS, 5 5zd). 
Recently the same line has been taken by some good 
critics. It  conduces greatly to a genuine comprehen- 
sion of Jeroboam, especially if the underlying text he first 
of all carefully purified from its errors. We thus arrive 
at the following view of the rise of Jerohoam. He was 
an Ephraimite of the clan of Nabat or Nabath ( V U ~ U T ,  

vapas ; cp Naboth) ; but his mother came from the 
same N. Arabian land of Musri a to which the mother of 
Hadad 111. of Edom belonged. This half-Arabian 
extraction is of importance not only with reference to 
his name [see above], but also as illustrating the second 
chapter of his history. It  did not lessen his Israelitish 
sympathy; but it gave him a second home to flee to. 
His abilities soon marked him out as a leader of men ; 
Solomon, we are told, made him superintendent ( B ~ X O V T U  

( JQX 11 5% r991). 
a See / Q R ,  Z.C. In I K.S1~6=1228 L, nyrir, n1c’i~ and 

3311 (BLrr6pvq) are all, most probably, corruptions of SY;???. The 
true text is approached by 05, b E+paOec Z K  [T+] Papecpa ulor 
~ V ~ L K ~ S  X+S (I K. 11 26 B L ) ,  i e . ,  7$:‘]? 1% n’2p ’n;?fp 
n;?Yp. Fora  similar critical conjecture, see HADAD, 3, and cp 
MIZRAIM. 

For the last cp JEROHAM, 2. 

[$I4L,). 

[BAL]). 

1 So Neubaiter, Sayce, Hommel (ZDMG, ‘95, p. p6) ,  Che 
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lo. Situation F d y  el-Kelt. Few mountain gorges 
in Western lands can compare with 
it. It is one of the most stuDendous ofJericho. 

chasms in the ‘ ancient mountains,’ so narrow that one 
can hardly measure twenty yards across at the bottom, 
so deep that one can only just see the slender torrent 
stream which winds along amidst canes and rank rulhes 
to the Jordan. At last the prospect widens, and we get a 
complete view of the vast plain of Jericho. Half a mile 
from the foot of the pass we perceive an ancient 
reservoir, now dry, perhaps the remains of a pool con- 
structed by Herod ; for here no doubt is the site of the 
Herodian Jericho. Shortly afterwards we pass under a 
handsome aqueduct crossing the Kelt, and at this point 
we have our choice whether to seek out Elisha’s Fountain 
or the squalid village of Eriha. The vegetation now 
becomes very luxuriant. Palm groves, balsam trees, 
and sugar-canes have disappeared (see BALSAM, PALM 
TREE), though in 1874 a solitary palm tree still grew 
close to the tower of Eriha, and another clump in the 
valley N. of Kasr el-Hajla.5 Yet the few fields of 
wheat and Indian corn, and the few orchards of figs and 
pomegranates, give some idea of what the soil would 
yield if properly irrigated and cultivated. Josephus’s 
picture of Jericho (BJiv. 8 3) well deserves reading. 
The site is on all accounts profoundly interesting, and 
Tell es-Sul@n will no doubt one day be excavated. 
Meantime the Christian traveller will delight himself 
with the unaltered fountain of ancient Jericho (r and will 
walk with interest on the S. bank of the Kelt where the 
feet of Jesus doubtless trod.7 Nor will the tiring 
excursion to the hermit’s caverns on the Mountain of 
the Temptation be altogether unrewarded. 

On the plants and hirds, and on the physical circumstances of 
Jericho, see JORDAN ; and on the site of Gilgal, see GILGAL. Cp 
also JOHN THE BAPTIST. T. K. C. 

JERIEL ( 5 ~ $ ? ; ,  1 EI sees,’ 5 311, in a genealogy of 
ISSACHAR (5 7) :  I Ch. 72  ( p e i ~ A  [Bl, iepe~A [AI, 
I A P O Y H A  [L]). A corruption of ‘ Jerahmeel ; see 
REPHAIAH. 

JERWAE (a>!?’, fin!, Yahwb sees,’ J 31 : rwpras 
[AL]), first of the’ lsons df ‘Hebron’: I Ch. 2319 2423 (EV 
JERIAH) 2631 (isow8 [on the form see Ki. SB071 iqsripou, 
Touselac [El, icppla, i&au [A], LSSSL 16z‘sI [LI) : see H E ~ R O N  ii., I. 

1 PEFQ, ’94, p. 1 7 6 8  ; cp ‘ Jericho,’ in Hastings’ DB 2 5816. 
2 Tentwork, 27.  
3 Tentwork 2 7 .  
4 See Le St;ance, Palestine under the Moslems, 396J 
5 Conder, PEFQ, April ’74, p. 39. 
6 For a charming description see De Vogue, Syrie, Palestine. 

7 Cp Tristram, LangoflsraeS 220. 
Athos (‘87), 156. 
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JEROBOAM 
UKUT~LX?)S  = 35s ye,  I K. 1228 BL) of thecorvke imposed 
on the Ephraimites (cp DISTRICT). Jeroboam, no 
doubt, felt patriotic or tribal indignation at Solomon's 
despotism, and also saw in the situation great possi- 
bilities for himself. He fortified his native city (not 
Zereda, but Tirzah, or rather Bethzur ; see TIRZAH), 
nominally perhaps for Solomon ( l ' L ~ g @ ~ ~ ) ,  but really 
for himself, and, like the equally ambitious Absalom 
(if in 2 S. 15 I we render ' chariots ' ; see 6) procured 
chariots and horses, a sign of his pretensions to the 
throne, and of his readiness for warlike operations. 
(The Greek actually fixes the number of the chariots 
at 300.) Jeroboam had not sufficiently matured his 
plans, however, and he escaped the punishment which 
Solomon designed for him only by a hasty flight to the 
country of his mother. There he enjoyed the protection, 
not of course of Shishak,' but of Pir'u, king of Mu+ ; 
the statement that he married an Egyptian princess 
implies a confusion of his story with that of Hadad 
(see HADAD, 3). 

Onthedeath of Solomon, Jeroboam returnedto Tirzah2 
(Bethznr), strong in the consciousness of his unimpaired 
popularity. Though he doubtless knew the incapacity 
of the son of Solomon, he was too wise to commit any 
overt act of rebellion, and suffered Rehoboam to assume 
the crown. If Lucian's text can be trusted, it was 
during this period that his son Abijah fell sick and 
died ; it is not very likely, however, that such was the 
meaning of the original tradition. Another statement 
of Lucian's text, which apparently relates to this period, 
is that he fortified-ie., still further fortified-his native 
city (1239 L, l224f: B). One can hardly believe even 
this. Rehoboam would surely not have ventured to 
Shechem without a bodyguard3 if his father's old enemy 
had made himself so strong. At any rate, Jeroboam 
must have arranged the details of his plot when, as 
Lucian's text states, he 'went to Shecheni which is in 
Moiint Ephraim, and assembled there all the tribes of 
[northern?] Israel, and Rehoboam (a N. Israelite on 
his mother's side; see REHOBOAM), son of Solomon, went 
up thither' (aL, I K .  1314, 6" 1224n.). The headsof 
the tribes laid theirwishes before Rehoboam ; they depre- 
cated a continuance of the old despotic policy. Reho- 
boam acted as Jeroboam foresaw that he would. By his 
arrogant answer to the tribesmen he pronounced sentence 
on himself and his dynasty. 

Of Jeroboam's subsequent history we have only 
fragmentary notices. Shishak's predatory invasion 
extended to N. Israel (see EGYPT, 5 63, and SHISHAK) ; 
did the bold usurper make no attempt to oppose it? 
Had .the fortification of Penuel, a place on the E. of the 
Jordan, any connection with this raid ? That Shechem 
also was fortified, needs, of course, no explanation. 
There was the possible danger of an invasion from 
Judah. The narrative in I K. 1221-24 may perhaps be 
believed when it states that the Judahites on one great 
occasion retreated, though in its present form it is un- 
acceptable (see Ki.) ; but there is no detailed statement 
of successes of Jeroboam, and we know that the war 
was handed on by Rehoboam to his successors.6 Jero- 
boani also directed his attention to religion. The 
redactor of Kings had before him a record of certain 
important changes effected by this king, who aimed, on 
political grounds, at severlng the religious intercourse 
between Israel and Judah. A great yearly festival 
was appointed on the fifteenth day of the eighth month, 
'like the festival in Judah,' and two golden or gilded 
images in the form of bulls were placed in the sanctuaries 
of Bethel and Dan (see CALF, GOLDEN; IDOLATRY, 
5 6). These images were in the eyes of the redactor 

1 p v , y ~  in I K. 1140 is an interpolation, or rather perhapsu. 4 0  
ha5 taken the dace  of some fuller. as well as  more accurate, 

JEROBOAM 
'the sin of Jeroboam, which he made Israel to s in, ' l  
and which ultimately ruined, not only the house of 
Jeroboam, but also the kingdom of Israel. 

The three narratives in which prophets appear (1 K. 11 29-39 
14 1-18 and 13 1-32) cannot be treated as  historical. The last of 
the three expresses a purely mechanical conception of prophecy. 
The other two are the expressions of a faith that God directs 
human affairs which is religiously valuable ; they are none the 
less idealising const.ructions of history. I t  is possible however 
that Jeroboam had friendly relations with a prophet iesiding a: 
Shiloh named Ahijah (in I K. 11 29 for o * h l ? D  read n'!p?;r,z 
'from Mizrim (Musri).' The northern prophets were of course 
on Jeroboam's side. Possibly too a son of Jeroboam, named 
Ahijah, may ha\re fallen sick and died, though the circumstance 
that @BL makes Abijah the son of Jeroboam's Egyptian wife, 
may suggest scepticism as  to Abijah's existence. The death of 
Abijah would naturally be interpreted as asign of thediviiie dis- 
pleasure, a t  any rate by those unfriendly to Jeroboam. On the 
criticism of the Jeroboam-narratives see Klostermann (especially 
on the text), Winckler (AT Untersuch. 1-15, GI 2 273), Benz. 
and Ki. (comm.), and Cheyne (JQX 11 556#. ['gg]). 
2. Jeroboam 11. ben Joash, fourth king of the line 

of Jehu (782-743 8. c. ). The fragmentary account in 
2 K. 1423-29 permits us to see that the compiler knew 
more about Jeroboam than he has cared to communicate. 
' The rest of the matters of Jeroboam, and his martial 
prowess, and how he warred '-all this has no interest 
for the writer, who is absorbed in the thought of the 
approaching captivity of Israel, and regards Jeroboam's 
successes against foreign foes as  only a breathing-time 
granted to Israel in mercy (2 K. 1323). Even what 
he communicates has not come down to us in a per- 
fectly intelligible form.3 We can understand the 
statement in 2 K. 1425 that Jeroboam ' recovered the. 
territory of Israel from the approach to Hamath (the 
old Solomonic northern limit) as far as the- sea of the 
Arabah' ( L e . ,  the Dead Sea), and we can realise that 
this must have involved victories over Aram. When 
we are told, however, that ' h e  recovered Damascus, 
and Hamath [which had belonged] to Judah, for Israel ' 
(z. 28 RV), we are perplexed. The Assyrian king Ram- 
man-nirgri (see ASSYRIA, § 32) would never have allowed 
Jeroboam to conquer Damascus,' and, as for Hamath, 
it never did belong to Judab-the supposed Assyrio- 
logical evidence (see UZZIAH) having proved to be 
illusory. The original text must simply have said that 
N. Israelitish regions which had been conquered by 
Aram were recovered by Jeroboam, and we may perhaps 
discern underneath the present text the statement ' and 
how he recovered Manasseh and Ramoth-gilead from 
the hand of Benhadad son of Hazael.'6 Jeroboam 11. 
was in fact the ' helper ' or ' saviour ' anticipated by the 
prophet JONAH [ p . ~ . ] .  Of his other warlike enterprises, 
no information has reached us. Probably he continued 
to exercise, or at least to claim, suzerainty over Judah ; 
at any rate Azariah does not appear to have followed 
the bad example of Amaziah ( z  I<. 74 8-14). Many 
scholars (e.g., Ewald) infer from 2 I<. 14 25 that 
Jeroboam conquered the land of Moab. Certainly the 
description does not absolutely forbid this view, which 
is recommended to some by the light which it may 
seem to throw on the ' oracle of Moab ' in Is. 15-16 1 2 . ~  

1 The phrase occurs constantly in Kings, but nowhere in 
Chronicles. Ben-Sira has it once (Ecclus. 4723). 

a c p  @BL I K. 11 436. K ~ O .  n : y n ,  ' froin Egypt.' 
See Ewald, Hisf. 4124, n. 3 ; and especially Klo. and Ben- 

zinger, ad roc. 
4 GASm. is content with supposing that he 'occupied a t  least 

part of the territory of Damascus' ( l i v e h e  Pt-ojhcts, 132). 
5 h n - 1 3  l i d -11  1.01 i y h  nilynar ;i%"mn-na. Cp 2 K. 10 33 ; 

also I K. 22 3 2 K. 8 28. The latter part is from Klostermann. 
Winckler's suggestion (Gesch. 148) is too hazardous ; Ew.'s 
(GVI 3603) and Schr.'s (COT 1208) are quite inadequate. 

6 In this case the announcement of the destruction of Moab 
in Am. 2 2 received a speedy fulfilment, and it is perhaps not an 
accident that the earliest O T  mention of the important Moabite 
city Keriyyath (see KERIOTH), occurs in thls eighth century 
prophet (Am. 2 i). On the other hand, when some critics use 
Am. 6 14 ('from the approach to Hamath as far as the WSdy of 
the 'Arabah') to prove that Israel's territory extended over 
Moab, we must for various reasons decline to follow them. Cp  
Wellhausen, ad Zoc.-F.B. 
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JEROHAM 

The English spelling of the name ‘Jerusalem ’-which 
is common to many modern langudges-was derived by 
1. The name. the AV of 1611, through the Vulgate, 

from the C?5 I ~ ~ O Y C A A H M , ’  and approxi- 
mates to what was probably the earlier pronunciation in 
Hebrew, YEriishHlem. Yet notice, below, the persist- 
ence with which, through Assyrian, Syriac, and Arabic, 

JERUSALEM 

420 24 51 ; cp 412 5 2  Dan. 5 2 x )  and the Hebrew contraction 
(Ps. 763 @ i v  eip$vg),2 prove that the earlier Hebrew 

pronunciation was Yerushalem. Cp SALEM. 
In the Tell el-Amarna letters, circa 1400 B.c., the 

name appears as U-ru (or Uru)-sa-lim (Berlin collection, 
Nos. 103, 106, 109 ; Winckler, Thontufeeln von Tell el- 
Am.,  306, 312, 314 ; Sayce, RPt2), 560 j? 72 f i ) .  

On the other hand, it is very far from certain that Is. 
15-16 IZ is a pre-exilic work (see ISAIAH ii., 9), and 
we may fairly suppose that if Jeroboam had really 
made such an important conquest, the redactor would 
have referred to it in distinct terms. Enough reason, 
however, remains for regarding Jeroboam 11. as the 
most successful of the N. Israelitish kings, and we may 
be sure that in more ideal aspects’ his long reign 
deserved to be remembered. It  was probably in this 
period that the Elohist (E) wrote, and the prophetic 
ministry of Amos and Hosea certainly falls in Jeroboam’s 
time. The records of these prophets supplement to 
some extent the scanty fragments of contemporary 
history. T. K. C. 

JEROHAM (DfiY’, ‘ pitied [by God],’ 5 53 ; I E ~ O A M  
[AL] ; but in I., at all events, d reads ‘perhaps rightly‘ 
[so Dr.] JERAHMEEL [q .~ . ] ;  I S. 1 1  l e p e ~ e ~ h  [B], 
IEPEMIHA [Ll, and 1 Ch. 627  [=I 34 [d I IZ~AMAHA 
ELI). 

I. Samuel’s grandfather (I S. 1 I 1 Ch. 627 34 [IZ 191 csarp 
qaah [B] ispopoap repsap [A]). The name is more probably a. 
gentilic &d should be read Jerahmeel (cp above) ; it thus corre- 
sponds to the Ephraimite gentilic Tohu (= Tahan or Tahath). 
The seer’s ancestry appears then as  a combination 0; two separate 
genealogies which trace his origin to the clans of Jerahmeel and 
Tahan respectively (so Marq. Fund. izx, cp TAHATH, TOHU). 
For the suggestion that ‘ Jerahmeel’ refers really to Eli‘s origin 
see JERAHMEEL, 5 3. The names Tahan, Tahath, etc. remind 
one of the Jvdrean Jahath a descendant of Shobal (also Calehite), 
which is possibly the parent of the name ‘ Samuel,’ see JAHATH. 

2. b. Hushim in a genealogy of BENJAMIN (5 g, ii. p) ; see 
3QR 11 103, 5 I. JEREMOTH 
in v. 14 is probably a corruption of the name. 

3. A Benjamite, father of Ibneiah (I Ch. 98, ‘ paaw [B]). 
4. Father of Adaiah, a riest of the b’ne Immer in a list of 

inhabitants of Jerusalem &RA ii., $ 5[6l, 8 15 [I] n), I Ch. 9 12 
( L p a a p  [El csp. [A])=Neh. 11 12 (om. BN*, cpoap [Nc.a mg. int]). 

5.  A BeAjamite of Gedor, one of David‘s warriors (I Ch. 12 7, 
paap [BN]). 

I Ch. 8 27 (Lpaap [Bl, r fpeap  [Ll). 

See DAVID, I 11, c, col. 1031. 

Name (5 13). 
I. SITE AND EXCAVATIONS. 

Excavations (0  3). 
Site of city (55 4-7). 
Site of temple (5 8 J ) .  
City walls ($ IO). 
Water-supply (B IT). 

6. A Danite, father of Azareel (I Ch. 27 22, Lopap  [BA]). 
7. Father of Azariah (2 Ch. 23 I, cwpap [BAL]). 

JERUBBAAL ($/s?q, I~POBAAA [BAL]; but in 
JUdg. 632 APBAAA [Bl, AIKACTHPION TOY BAAA [AI; 
7 1  IAPBAA [B]; IPOBAAA [AI; 829 E A ~ O .  [Bl ;  I S. 
12 TI icpopoup [B] ; 2 S. 1121, JERUBBESHETH, lepo- 
BOAM [BA], -&A [L] ; cp JEROBOAM), a second name of 
Gideon, or perhaps the name of a second hero whose 
career has been fused by the narrator with that of 
Gideon (Judg. 6 32 7 I etc. ). 

Explained in Judg. 632 as  if ‘Let Baal contend ’ tbougb the 
narrative itself rather implies ‘He  who fights :pinst Baal.’ 
We1lh;usen (TBS, 37) suggests Jerubbaal= Jeruel= Jirmejahu, 
-i.e., he whom God bas founded’(f0unds). But JERUEL [g.u.] 
is very doubtful and Jerubbaal may be=Urubaal Le., ‘city 
of Baal,’ or ma;come from Jerahmeel. Areli, or rhber  Uriel, 
was a Gadite; so perhaps was Jerubbaal. See ARELI, GIUEON, 
JERUBBESHETH. T. K. C. 

JERUBBESHETH (nyjpi ; for d see JERUBBAAL), 
the form assumed by the name Jerubbaal in MT of 
2 S. 11 21. Besheth is usually supposed to be = bosheth, 
‘ shame ’ ; Jerubbesheth, for Jerubbaal, would thus he 

1 1  to Ishbosheth for Ishbaal. For Jastrow’s divergent 
view (BeSeth = BaSt, a Babylonian deity) see ISH- 

JERUEL (bsal’, l f p l ~ A  [BAL], ZERUEL[V~.], Pesh. 
reads differently). The wilderness of Jeruel was the 
place where Jehoshaphat was directed by JAHAZIEL to 
look for the invading army. The enemy had mounted 
the ascent of Hazziz (see ZIZ), and reached a widy (’7n3), 
the upper part of which was ‘ before ’ this wilderness 
(2 Ch. 2016). 

BOSHETH. 

‘ Jeruel’ may in all probability be emended to 5Nyy-i.e. ‘ Jezreel ’ in Judah-the situation of which (near Cain, Carmel: 
and Maon) suits the description in 2 Ch. 20. No doubt the 
‘watch-tower in the wilderness’ (v. 24) was a well-known 
landmark. See JEZREEL, 2. T. K. C. 

JERUSALEM 
CONTENTS 

11. ANCIENT JERUSALEM. 
Earliest times (5 12). 
David ($5 13-15 21). 
‘City of David ’ ($8 16-20). 
Pre-exilic (8 22s). 
Nehemiah‘s walls and gates (5 2 ). 
Persian and Greek times (g 2 5 n .  

The Akra (5 27). 
Last century B.C. (8 z8$). 
N T  times (5 30x). 
70 A.D. : walls (5 32J). 
Later ($5 34-36). 
Bibliography (0 37). 

the initial syllable is given as Ur-. 
The pronunciation Y&iishril$im (Obf@l;, in pause OA@l;) was 

adopted by the Massoretes in conformity with the fuller spelling 
YZriishildyim (&iq?) which appears in five passages of the 
OT  (or, according to Baer, in three, Jer. 2618 Esth. 26 2 Ch. 
329; in the other two, I Ch.35 and 2 Ch. 251, Baer reads 05) as  well as upon some Jewish coins, which belong either to 
the reign of Simon the Maccabee, 14”-135 D.c., or to the revolu- 
tion against Rome, 66-70 A.D. (Eckhel, Doctr. Nu7nmorum, 
34668,  Madden, Coins of the Jews, 66-71 ; cp Schiir. Hist. 
2 3 7 9 3 ) .  The termination 0;- has been variously explained as 
a dual indicative of the double city,% or as a local termination 
(Barth, NB 8 194 c. n. I). This fuller spelling however occurs 
only in later passage: and inscriptions and is’probab1;due to 
the same attempt as was made to convert other geographical 
terms into a Hebrew form (cp Del. Par. 182). The earlier 
spelling of the consonants, the Greek transliteration, I a p o v u a h q p ,  
the Aramaic Yerushlem (OkFl;, Ezra514 6 9 ;  O$@l;, Ezra 

. 

1 The 1611 version has Ierusalem in the OT and Apoc., but 

2 See Ges. Thes., S.V. 
Hierusalem in the NT. 

_ . .  - . .  
Compare the Syriac Urishlem, $&i.“). On the 
Assyrian monuments the transliteration is Ur-sa-li-im- 
mu (Del. Pur. 288, Schr. COT 2214). [See further 
Haupt, Isaiah, SBOT (Heb.), appendix to note on 
 IN, Is. 291.1 

Various etymologies have been suggested both for 
the Hebrew and for the cuneiform forms of the 
name; but the original meaning still remains un- 
certain. 

On the supposition that the name was originally Hebrew, 
several derivations (besides the Rabbinic fancies, ‘ sight ’ or ‘fear 
of peace’) have been proposed: e g . ,  &t d?l;, ‘possession of 

1 Cp CHERITH col. 740 n. 3. 
2 Whether theiarrator ofGen. 14 18 means Jerusalem by Salem, 

the city of Melchizedek, is still disputed, and the decision of the 
question is embarrassed by the uncertainty attaching to the date 
of his narrative. If the chapter is early, Salem can hardly 
mean Jerusalem; but many critics now assign to it a very late I date (WRS). [ c p  MELCHIZEDEK.] 
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JERUSALEM 
peace’(Re1. and others), and a>$ 71; (from 713 ‘foundation of 
pcace’ or ‘ of Shalem ’ (Ges. Thes. S.W. ; Buhl, Lex.(lz), S.V. 719 ; 
Grill, ZATW, 4 1 3 4 8  [‘84]). Sayce interprets the cuneiform 
U-ru-sa-lim as ‘city of (the sod) Salim’(liP(5 561, Crit. Mon. 
176)‘ but his readhg of a Eire of the letter (Berlin Coll. 106) 
in which he says this ‘fa’t is plainly stated’ is not confirmed 
by other s,cholars, and Zimmern (ZA,  ’91 ,  p. 263) opposes his 
interpretation. 

Later forms of the name are due to the fashion which 
prevailed in the Greek period for Hellenising Hebrew 
proper names. 

This is responsible for the initial aspirate in the 6 ‘Ispovuahqp, 
and for such forms as ‘Irpouohupa ‘ the sacred Solyma,’ Zohvpa 
(probably from Shalem) having been, according to Josephus 
(BJ vi. ~OI), the original name of the city.1 Philo calls it 
I q 6 n o h ~ s .  The N T  has both ‘Icpovuahqp and T a  ‘Iqmuohupa, 

the Vg. in different codd. Nierttsabm and Hierosolyma, and 
ferusaZem and ferosolyma. The Greek and the Latin classical 
writers use ‘Iapouohvpa ( e g .  Polyb. 163a), Hierosolyma (e.g., 
Pliny, iVH5 14). 

When Hadrian rebuilt the city after destroying it in 
135-136 A.D.,  he named it E l i a  Capitolina (see 
ISRAEL, 8 1115). 

B l i a  was for long the official 
name (so also with Euseb. ‘Achia, and Jer. &&a in the US) and 

even passed over into Arabic as Z l i y a  (YZkiit 
4592).  One of the Arabic forms of the 

Hadria’s city. Hebrew name preserves the first vowel of 
the cuneiform transliteration, Aurishalamu 

(YZI+t 386) :  other forms are Shalamu Shallamu (Le Strange, 
Pal. u n d e r  MosZems, 83). The Arais, however, commonly 
designate Jerusalem by epithets expressive of its sanctity, Beit 
el-Makdis el-Mukaddas, el-Mukaddis (Yakiit 4 5 9 0 ;  TL?J’ 
el-‘Arks i21.+), or’ in the modern vernacular, el-Kuds esh- 
Sherif, or more briefly el-Kuds, ‘the sanctuary.’ Cdmpare the 
full designation on the Jewish coins cited above, nu ip  p&i* or 
noipn p&*, and the N T  designation 4 +‘a &ALE, Mt. 45 
2753. Modern Jews, Levantines, and native Christians use the 
Arabic form Yerusalim.2 

Hence Ptolemy’s KamTohcas. 

2. Name Of 

G. A. S. 

I. SITE AND EXCAVATIONS 

The history of Jerusalem exploration dates from the 
year 1833, when Bonomi, Catherwood, and Arundale 
3. Excavations. succeeded in obtaining admission into 

the Haram enclosure and made the 
first survey of its buildings. In 1838 and 1852 the city 
was visited by the famous American traveller Robinson, 
and his bold impeachment of the traditional topography, 
whilst raising a storm of controversy, laid the founda- 
tion of a truer understanding of the antiquities of 
Jerusalem. 

In  1849 Jerusalem was surveyed by Lieutenants Aldrich and 
Symonds of the Royal Engineers, and maps by Vandevelde, 
Thrupp, Barclay, and others were suhsequently published. In  
1860.63 De Vogii6 explored the site of the temple. 

All these earlier attempts were, however, superseded 
in 1866 by the ordnance survey executed by Captain 
(now Lieut.-General Sir Charles) Wilson, R.E., whose 
plans of the city and its environs, and of the Haram 
enclosure and other public buildings are the standard 
authorities on which all subsequent work has been 
based. During the years 1867-70 excavations of a 
most adventurous description were carried on by Captain 
(now Lieut.-General Sir Charles) Warren, R. E. The 
results, especially in the vicinity of the Haram, were 
of primary importance, and many stoutly contested 
theories have now succumbed to the testimony of the 
spade. 

Durine 1872-74 some further exdorations were carried on bv 

excavations, discovering the continuation of the wall partly laid 
bare by Warren to the S. of the temple Area;I3 while for many 
years a most valuable series of observations of the levels of the 
rock beneath the rubbish on which the modern city stands was 
carriedout by Herr C. Schick, architect.4 [In 1881 the ‘Siloam 

1 The reading ‘Icpouahqpqv C. A). 122 is suspected : ?bid 78 
Zahupa Bpq. Josephus gives a fanciful derivation in C. A$. i. 34. 

2 ZDPY 1’1257. 
3 Z D P $ 1 8 8 2 .  
4 See the results in the Memoirs of the Suntey of Western 

P a l e s t i n e  Jerusalem Volume 1883, and for further con. 
tributioni by Herr Baurath Sdhick to the exploration of Jeru. 
Salem see PEFQ for subsequent years to the present date ; as 
well as various volumes of the ZDPV. 

JERUSALEM 
inscription’ was acc?dentally discovered near the month of the 
tunnel leading from the ‘Virgin’s Spring ’(see CONDUITS, $ d). 
The erecti6n of many modern buildings has led to the discovery 
from year to year both of original levels and of ancient structures 
reared upon them. Finally, from 1894 to 1897 the Palestine 
Exploration Fund conducted a series of underground explora- 
tions to the S. of the present city. Starting from the end of 
Maudslay’s excavations a t  the Protestant Cemetery to the S. of 
the Cotnaculum Mr. F. J. Bliss, assisted by Mr. A. C. Dickie 
laid bare a linedf walls (of various dates)round the S. end of th; .~ ~~ 

W, hill across the mouth of the Tyro &on and thence N. along 
Ophel h o v e  the Kidron valley. $heir work included also 
excavations and the discovery of levels within this area : the 
recovery of a fifth-century chapel a t  Siloam, of the wall of 
Eudocia (about 450 A.D.) enclosing the Siloam pool; and of 
the Crusader’s wall on the SW. hill, dating 1243 A.D., whch  
enclosed the Church of the Anodes. Stairs also were found 
leading up the Tyropmon valley’from Siloam(see Neh. 3 1 5 ) ;  but 
the recovery of any very ancient walls is doubtful.1l 

The present account of the city is based on the results 
which have thus been obtained by actual exploration ; 
but, although so much has been done during the last 
thirty years to clear up disputed questions, much still 
remains to be accomplished. 

The geographical situation of Jerusalem (the dome 
of the Holy Sepulchre church) has now been determined 

by trigonometry to be 31’ 46‘ 45” N. lat. 
4* Site* ,and 35” 13’ 25” long. E. of Greenwich. 
i. Situation.-The city stands at the southern ex- 

tremity of a plateau which shelves down SE. from the 
watershed ridge of Jiidaea (here somewhat contorted), 
between the ridge and the chain bf Olivet. 

About a mile N. of the town the ridge coming from the N. is 
deflected towards the W. at an elevation averaging 2600 feet 
above the Mediterranean, and thus passes clear of the city on 
its W. side. From this ridge at the point of deflexion an 
important spur with steep and rugged eastern slopes runs out 
SE. for a mile and a half, and thence southwards for a mile and 
a quarter more. The spur culminates in two principal summits 
the most northerly 2725 feet above the sea the second (no,; 
crowned with a village and a minaret) 2650 ieet above the same 
level (there is a third summit or knoll on the S. terminating the 
spur and rising toanelevation of 2410 feet). T o  this chain 
(more especially to the central summit with the minaret on it, 
now calledJehrZ f f -pr )  applies the name Olivet. 

The plateau N. of Jerusalem between the Olivet 
chain and the main watershed ridge is drained by two 

1 Yet see Bliss and Dickie, E x c a v a t i o n s  atJerrcsalem, 1894.97 
P E F ,  Lond., 1898. 
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Aat open valley heads which form a junction about half 
a mile N. of the NE. angle of the modern city. 

ii. Boundaries of Site.- (a) The valley thus formed 
becomes a deep ravine, with sides steep and in places 
precipitous, running immediately beneath and W. of 
Olivet for a distance of a mile and a half from the 
junction mentioned above (i.) to a well called Bir 
Eyylib, where the bed is 1979 feet above the Mediter- 
ranean and 430 feet below the termination of the Olivet 
chain. It is this valley, the 'brook' (n&zaZ; see 
BROOK) Kidron, that bounds the site of Jerusalem on 
the E. ( 6 )  The western boundary is a second waterless 
valley (W. er-RabZbi) which has its head in a shallow 
depression NW. of the city close to the watershed. 
Running first S. for about half a mile, and then-rapidly 
deepening and flanked by low precipices-trending E. 
for another half mile, it joins the Kidron in an open 
plot close to the Bir Eyyiib mentioned above (u) .  The 
second valley thus flanking Jerusalem on the W. and 
S. encloses an area half a mile wide and rudely quad- 
rangular,-the seat of the city itself whether ancient or 
modern. The Bir Eyyiib is probably ancient. It was 
rediscovered and opened by the Franks in I 184 A. D. 

The site thus generally described, standing on spurs 
of hill surrounded on three sides by valleys 300 to 400 

Its weak- 
ness is its imperfect supply of water. 

There is only one spring anywhere near the city. namely 
that in the Kidron valley, about seven hundred yards 
above the junction with the western ravine, now called 
the 'spring with steps' ('Ain Umm ed-Derej), or the 
'Virgin's spring' (cp 5 12, end). The scarcity of 
springs (see below, $ 11) is explained by the geological 
conformation. 

The vicinity of Jerusalem consists of strata of the 
Eocene and Chalk formations, having a general dip 
down from the watershed of about IO' ESE. 

The action of denudation has left patches of the various strata ; 
but generally speaking the oldest are on the W. The upper 
part of the Olivet chain consists of a soft white limestone, known 
locally as  KakdZi, with fossils and flint-bands belonging to the 
Upper Chalk; beneath this are-first, a hard silicious chalk, 
MezzJ, with flint bands. secondly a soft white limestone 
MeZekeki, much used in the Lncient builhings of the city; thirdly: 
a hard dolomitic limestone, often pink and white, and then known 
as Sta. Croce marble. [These heds account for the natural 
drainage of the city, the water sinking through the porous Meleki, 
and issuing in a spring only where thedolomitic limestone comes 
towards the surface in the Kidron valley.] The underlying 
heds, belonging to the period of the Greensand, are not visible, 
the lowest strata in the Kidron precipices belonging to the Lower 
Chalk epoch. 

The actual position of the city at various times has 
differed but little in comparison with other capitals. 
6. Ancient The outline of the small spurs concerning 

levels. which so many famous controversies have 
arisen is now much obscured by the accumu- 

lation of rubbish, which has been increasing ever since 
the time of Nehemiah (Neh. 44[10]); There is an 
average depth of from 30 to 40 feet of this debris through- 
.out the town, and the foundations of the modern houses 
.often stand upon it. In the valleys there is a depth 01 
.70 feet, and E. of the temple in one place shafts were 
sunk 120 feet before the rock was reached. The 
natural features of the ground, although unaltered and 
itraceable to a practised eye, are thus less sharply 
:accentuated than in the ancient period of the city's 
history. As, however, we have now several hundred 
actual observations of the rock levels in an area of 210 
acres, there is no difficulty in recovering the general 
features of the ancient natural site of the town. 

The quadrangle included between the two outer 
valleys described above (§ 4 ii. ) is split up by a valley, 

~. Geology. feet deep, is a natural fortress. 

7. Heights the Tyropaeon of Josephus, into two main 
and valleys. spurs,-that on the E. being the temple 

hill, that on the W. (divided in its turn 
into two summits) the scat of the upper city. 

The Tyropeon is both shallower and broader than the 
boundary ravines noticed already ($ 4 ii.), its depth averaging 
only from 100 to 150 feet below the crests of the ridges. Its real 
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head is immediately outside the present Damascus gate and the 
N. wall of the modern city, whence it runs with a curved course 
southwards to join the Kidron just above the junction with the 
western boundary valley (W. er-Rabibi), a distance of ahout 
1600 yards. There is, however, a second affluent or head of the 
central Tyropmon valley on the W. side of its main course-a 
kind of dell or theatre-shaped depression extending westwards 
for more than 300 yards, and measuring not quite zoo yards N. 
and S. 

Thus while the eastern Jerusalem ridge is unbroken, 
the western is divided into two summits, joined by a 
narrow saddle which separates the secondary head of 
the Tyropaeon valley just described from the upper part 
of the western boundary valley (the W. er-RabZbi; 
8 4 ii. ). 

Of the two western hill tops, that towards the S. is 
the larger and more lofty. 

I t  has a trapezoid shape and terminates on all sides in steep 
slopes, sometimes precipito& and its only connection with the 
watershed is by the saddle Aentioned above, which is scarcely 
50 yards in width. This high southern hill measures 2000 feet 
N. and S. by about 1300 feet E. and W. The highest part is 
towards the W., where the level of the flat broad summit is 
about 2520 feet above the Mediterranean. The smaller 
northern knoll or hill top, bounded on the E. by the great 
central (Tyropeon) valley of Jerusalem, on the S. hythe theatre- 
shaped (branch) valley which separates it from the high southern 
hill, and on the W. by a small subsidiary depression running N. 
rises to a summit not more than 2490 feet in elevation, or 30 feet 
below the flat top of the larger southern hill. 

The eastern ridge, on which the temple stood, has a 
height towards the N. of about 2500 feet: it then 
becomes narrower, and is artificially divided by a deep 
rock-cut trench running E. and W. 

Its original form within the temple enclosure was that of a 
rounded top with a steep western slope and a more gentle 
gradient on the E. the level of theridge falling from 246oto 2300 
feet in a length ofLbout 500 yards. The S. end of this ridge is 
formed by a tongue of ground between the Kidron and the 
shallow central (Tyropeon) valley, falling rapidly southwards 
in qoo yards to a level only 50 feet above the valley beds. 

The identity of the present Haram (or sanctuary) 
with the ancient temple enclosure is undisputed, the 
s. The Haram. only question which has arisen being 

whether the present boundary walls 
coincide with the outer ramparts of Herods temple 
enclosure. The Haram is a quadrangle containing 35 
acres, the interior surface roughly levelled, partly by 
filling up with earth the portions where the rock is 
lowest, partly by means of vaulted substructures of 
various ages. 

The most important results of Sir Charles, Warren's excava- 
tions were those connected with the exploratlon of the rampart 
walls, which measure 1601 ft. on the W., 922 on the S., 1533 
on the E., and 1042 ft. on the N., the SW. angle being 90" and 
the SE. 92' 30'. The height of the wall vafies from 30 to 170 
ft. On the W. on the S., and on the E. for probably logo ft. 
from the SE. c&er the masonry is all of one style, the stones 
being of great size ki th  a marginal draft,-the imperfect finish 
of the faces in some of the lower courses apparently showing 
that the foundation-stones were never visible above the surface. 
The N. part of the E. wall consists, however, of masonry differ- 
ing somewhat from the rest, the finish heing rougher and the 
stone of inferior quality. I t  was found that this wall is continued 
for some distance beyond the NE. corner of the present area. 
The present N. wall is of masonry of quite a different kind, and 
appears to he much more recent, the substructures immediately 
inside being only as old as  the twelfth Christian century. The 
N W angle is formed by a projecting scarped block of rock measur- 
ing 350 ft. E. and W. and 50 ft. N. and S., the height above the 
interior court being about 30 ft. On this scarp stand the modern 
barracks, and a fosse 60 ft. deep and 165 ft. wide is still trace- 
able outside the rock on the N. A valley bed 100, ft. below 
the level of the Haram court ran across the NE.  portlon of the 
area into the 1C;ddron ; and S. of this' the remains of a scarp 
running E. and W. have been discovered, but are not as yet 
completely explored. The prolongation of this scarp eastwards 
cuts the E. wall of the Haram at  the point, 1090 ft. from the S. 
angle, a t  which the change in the character of the masonry 
described above probably occurs. 

The evidence thus obtained seems to indicate that an 
area of about seven acres and a half has been Rdded to 
the ancient enclosure on the NE. to give it the present 
quadrangular form, and the 'rougher masonry on the 
E. appears to have belonged to the city wall constructed 
by Agrippa, not to the older wall of Herod's temple. 

At the SW. angle of the Haram enclosure are the remains of 
an ancient arch (Robinson's arch), 42 feet span, belonging to a 
bridge across the Tyropmon, the W. pier of which Sir Charles 
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Warren discovered, as well as the fallen voussoirs, lying on a 
pavement 40 ft. beneath the surface, whilst under the pavement 
20 ft. lower was found the voussoir of a former bridge on the 
same site (cp Jos. BJ i. 7 2). 

At the SE. angle of the enclosure Sir Charles Warren found 
beneath the surface remains of an ancient wall of finely drafted 
masonry abutting on the E. rampart of the Haram and here 
some unexplained marks in red paint and a iew dell-defined 
letters of a Semitic alphabet were discovered on the lower stones. 
The buried wall runs southward for 250  yards at a height of 70 
it., and is held to he part of the wall of Ophel($ 3). ' lhe  base 
.of a great projecting tower also was laid bare, and identified by 
the discoverer with the tower of Neh. 325. Another noticeable 
discovery was the fact that an ancient aqueduct is intersected 
by the W. Haram wall, which must consequently be more 
recent than the rock tunnel thus destroyed. 

The facts thus ascertained allow of the identification 
.of the great walls still standing with those that sup- 
9, Temple ported the outer cloisters of the temple 

enclosure when the edifice was reconstructed 
by Herod, who doubled the area of the 

temple enclosure of Solomon ( H i .  21 I). 

Herod took away the ancient foundations and made a quad- 
rangle extending from the fortress of Antonia ($ 28) to the royal 
cloister to which a great bridge led from the upper city (BJ 
vi. 6 2) 'whilst the eastern limit was formed by the Kidron 

-ravine' the Ophel wall joining the plateau of the temple a t  the 
SE. a;lgle ( ~ n t .  xv. 11 5 ; BJV. 4 2). 

The scarped rock at  the NW. angle of the Haram with its 
outer fosse dividing the temple hill from Bezetha (5 30j, answers 
,exactly to Josephus's description of the tower of Antonia (BJv. 
58) and thus serves to identify the NW. angle of the ancient 
enclosure with the corresponding angle of the modern Haram. 
The correspondence of the SW. angles of the two areas is 
established by the discovery of the great bridge (above 8 8) 
and that of the SE. angles of the same by the exp1oration)of thd 
Ophel wall. The northern boundary of Herod's temple prob- 
ably  coincided with the scarp already described (8 8), rogo ft. 
N. of the SE. angle. 

The area of the temple enclosure was thus, roughly, 
:a quadrangle of 1000 feet side, from which the citadel 
of Antonia, as described by Josephus, projected on -the 
NW. (cp BJvi. 5 4). 

Outside the temple area the lines, natural and artificial, 
,lo. City walls. of the various city walls can now be 

traced with some certainty. 
i. Upon the N. this task is rendered difficult, partly 

.by the facts that the distinctive natural features are few, 
and that the eround is lareelv covered bv buildinzs. 

area' 

I I I  - 
(a) The first of the three walls described by Josephus (see 

below), followed in its northern portion a line W. from the 
Temple enclosure to the N. of the western hill now called Zion. 
Excavations for the foundations of honses have revealed here 
more cliffs and steep slopes. Its NW. angle was a t  the present 
citadel where there is a large scarp; thence it ran S. along 
W. er-kababi. 

(6) Of the second wall nothing has been discovered-nnless 
t h e  masonry laid bare in 1883 on the rising ground to the W. of 
the Patriarch's Pool belonged to it [see;however, 8 321. 

(c) The line of the third wall coincided with certain scarps 
.and rocks to the E. of the oresent Damascus eate. Robinson 
"ohserved remains of it whic6 have disappeared.- 

[ii. We turn now to the walls recently discovered on 
t h e  S. of the city. 
(a), From the fosse by the tower base found just outside the 

English cemetery above W. er-Kabibi, Bliss traced a line of 
wall SE. for 150 ft. to a corner tower and thence E. to the Jewish 
.cemetery (see Plan). This line consists of a lower and an upper 
wall of two distinct periods (88 30, 33). The lower wall was 
recovered emerging from the E. side of the Jewish cemetery and 
followed to a ooint S. of the Pool of Siloam where it for& an 
angle with a tower. Near thisangle are theremainsofa gateway 
displaying proofs of three periods, with a drain that was subsei 

.quently traced below a paved street N. up the Tyropceon Valley. 
From the towered angle the wall4isplaying like the gateway 
signs of three periods-was followed N. across the mouth of the 
Tyropeon enclosing both the Old Pool and the Pool of Siloam, 
.and up t i e  ascent of Ophel; whence it seems to have been 
carried by Guthe's scarp to the wall traced by Warren from the 
SE. corner of the Temple area. 

(8) SW. of the Old Pool another line of wall was observed 
-branching NW. to the inside of the Old Pool and the Pool of 
.Siloam. 

(c) A third line of wall making use probably of Maudslay's 
'scarp and running thence NE. was found, enclosing the top of 
t h e  western hill. For other discoveries made, see above, $3 3. 

Bliss dates from Solomon's time Maudslay's scarp, 
.and the earliest wall on the line round the top of 
the western hill. The lower wall on the long outer 
line from Mandslay's scarp to the angle at Siloam and 
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thence to the SW. angle of the temple area he assigns 
to the later Jewish kingdom. In Herodian times he 
thinks this wall curved inside the Old Pool and the Pool 
of Siloam. At all later periods the S. wall of the city 
followed the line from Maudslay's scarp along the 
western hill-except in the time of Eudocia, who, he 
thinks, built the more recent wall on the longer line round 
by Siloam and up Ophel to the SW. corner of the 
Temple area (Bliss and Dickie, Excuvutions atJerusuZem, 
1894-97, Pal. Expl. Fund, London, 1898).]' 

The natural water-supply of Jerusalem is from the 
Virgin's Spring mentioned above (5s 3, end ; 5 ) ,  which 
ll. water- comes out from beneath the Ophel ridge in 

a rocky cave (12 feet deep in the eastern 
face of the hill) reached by flights of twenty- 

eight steps. The water flows intermittently, rising 
from beneath the lowest steps, at intervals varying, 
according to the season and the rainfall, from a few 
hours to a day or even two days. This is due to a 
natural syphon which connects the spring with an 
underground basin. 

From the Virgin's Spring an aqueduct2 runs south 
in a rock-cut tunnel 1708 feet in length, through the 
Ophel ridge to the Pool of Siloam (now BirRet SiZwEn). 
The Pool of Siloam is a rock-cut reservoir with 
masonry retaining-walls measuring 52 feet by 18 
feet (see below), having a rock-cut channel leading 
from it Southeastwards to a larger pool (the 'Old 
Pool ') formed by damming up the flat valley - bed 
with a thick wall of masonry close to the junction 
of the Kidron and the Tyropeon. A rock-cut passage 
leads from the Virgin's Spring westwards to the foot of 
a shaft which reaches the surface of the ground 120 
feet above and 180 feet west of the spring. The rock 
tunnel to Siloam mentioned before was known in the 
seventeenth century; but the shaft (which formed a 
secret entrance to the one spring of Jerusalem), was dis- 
covered by Sir Charles Warren ( 5  19, last note). The 
water of Siloam was originally sweet ; but it has been 
fouled and made bitter since the twelfth century. From 
the reservoir it runs southeastwards some 450 yards to 
the Bir Eyyzib4 referred to already (§ 4, ii.), a well 125 
feet deep. The original Pool of Siloam is now known 
to have been 52 feet square, and a channel led from 
it some 150 yards td Roman baths on the S. W. of the 
temple hill is an underground cave-well now called 
Hammgm esh-Shefa, under the west Haram wall. 

The remaining reservoirs of Jerusalem are fed by 
aqueducts and by the rains. 

West of the city, at the head of W. er-Rsbsbi, is the rock.cut 
Mamill5 Pool. Lower down Hinnom, opposite the SW. corner 
of the present walls, is Bidat es-SuZ+itz, constructed in the 
twelfth century. Since the fourteenth century these two tanks 
have been erroneously named the Upper and Lower Pools of 
Gihon : with more probability some have identified the MimillB 
with the Serpent Pool of Josephns (BJv. 3 2)l. Inside the city 
near the west, is the Patriarch's Pool (the ancient Amygdalod 
or 'Tower Pool,' BJv. 114).6 Immediately N. of the Haram 
are the Twin Pools made by roofing in part of the ancient fosse 
and the B i d e t  *Isd i%,  measuring 360 by 130 ft. and a& 
parently constructed after the great destruction of 70 h.~ .  

The Twin Pools just mentioned were identified in the 
fourth century with Bethesda; but since the twelfth 
that name has been given to the Birket 'Zsrci'in. The 
site of Eethesda (sometimes even supposed to be Gihon) 
is still doubtful. 

1 Conder is of opinion that the remains of a wall discovered 
by Guthe on this line o n  the E. of Ophel are from Byzantine 
and crusading periods. 

2 In PEFQ Sf., '86, p.. 197; '89, pp. 35x; '90, p. 257, a 
second aqueduct is described. It is above ground, a channel 
cut in the rock of Ophel outside the eastern line of the ancient 
walls. But there is still doubt as to whether it was connected 
with the Virgin's Spring. 

3 For a translation of the inscription found here in June 1880, 
see CONDUITS $3 5.  

4 ' Joh's' (b;t perhaps meant for Joah's) Well, or EN-ROGEL. 
6 []+ii jo nj i3 Hellenised by Josephus to ' A , L I J ~ ~ Q ~ o v .  The 

modern name is Birhefh'a~m?&n eZ-Batvak; a tradition without 
any grounds ascribes it'to Hezekiah.] 
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[A little to the NE., outside the city wall is the Birket Hain- 
mdm Sitti Mariam, probably of mediaeval construction.] 
Another fine reservoir has been found N. of Birkrt 'Isrd'3n 
and W. of the Church of St. Anne. It was k,nown in the twelfth 
century, when it was called the 'Inner Pool. 

There were three aqueducts to supply the many 
~ 

reservoirs. 
One, constructed by Pilate (Ant. xviii. 3 z) ,  led from the so- 

called pools of Solomon, 7 m. distant, t o  the temple, and still 
conveys water when in repair ; its course appears on the map. 
The  second, from the same locality, probably fed the Birket 
MBmillZ, but is now lost. The third from the N., collected 
surface drainage and led underground 'to the temple enclosure 
(a distance of zooo feet). 
about thirty in number, were capable of holding a total suppl; 
of ten million gallons of water. 

The great reservoirs in this ellclosure 

C.  R. C .  

11. ANCIENT JERUSALEM 
[The earliest historical notice of Jerusalem appears in 

the Amarna Letters, civcu 1400 B.C. (ISRAEL, 5 6). 
12. Earliest Seven of these (Berlin Coll. 102-106, 

174~ 199; Wi. Thontafeln volt Tell el- 
Am. 179-185) are from a certain Abd- 

hiba (so Winckler; -BSba, Zimmern and W. Max 
Muller ; tabs or !ob, Sayce and others), the ruler of 
Jerusalem and vassal of the king of Egypt. The de- 
cipherments by various Assyriologists differ in details ; 
but with Winckler we may take the following to be the 
substance of what the letters say regarding Jerusalem. 
Abd-hiba speaks of the 'land of Jerusalem,' which 
appears to'have stretched S. and SW. through part of 
what was afterwards Judah. 

Abd-bibs descnb:s himself as owing his position ' to neither 
father nor mother ; and' the phrase has been interpreted as 
analogous to ' Melchizedek, King of Salem ' in Gen. 14 18. 
But as Abd-hibaalso calls the territory of Jerusblem his paternal 
territory ( B d .  Coll. 102, 2. 13, according to  Winckler's transla- 
tion), his reiterated claim that not father or mother, but the 
strong arm of the king of Egypt1 gave it t o  him is merely the 
protestation of his subjection to the latter and abjuring of all 
thoughts of independence. 

Like other Syrian vassals of Egypt Abd-hiba had 
been slandered as disloyal. He protests that all he 
had said was that the king's power was certain to be 
overthrown, unless the king sent help to his vassals. 
Abd-hiba himself has sent tribute and begs for troops 
to withstand the 1;iabiri. He was unable to assist the 
king's caravans that had been robbed in Ajalon and is 
innocent in the case of certain Kagi or negro-troops of 
the king who have suffered. All this proves that by 
1400 B.C. Jerusalem had already been for some time 
the fortified capital of a small territory under hereditary 
princes : it was possible by garrisoning it to hold that 
territory against invaders. It  is to be noted that the 
garrison deemed necessary appears to be described as 
very small (Berl. Coll. 103, 1. 4 ; cp WMM As. u. 
Bur. 276). 

There are no grounds for supposing that at this time 
Jerusalem was famous for a shrine or oracle (see 5 I ; also 
below, footnote) ; it is not advantageously situated for 
trade, nor is the immediate neighbourhood at all fertile. 
In all these respects it must have been less important than 
its neighbours on either side,-Bethel and Bethlehem. 
Probably it was no more than a small mountain-fortress 
surrounded by a small village. These would naturally 
be on the E. hill, at the foot of which (see above, 5 5) 
is found the only spring. 

In  the next 400 years, between Abd-hiba and the 
time of David, we have at the most one or two 
13. Next references to Jerusalem, and these are of 

doubtful historical value. The Yahwistic 
400 years' narrative, in Judg. 1 7 ,  relates that after his 
defeat and wounding by Israel (on their invasion of 
Western Palestine), a chief Adoni-bezek or (Josh. 10 I E) 
ADONI-ZEDEK (q. v. ) was brought to Jerusalem-presum- 
ably by his own people, for v. ZI (from the same source) 
1 Rerl. Coll. 102, 1.12 Sayce renders 'prophecy of the mighty 

king'-Le. the god Salim. H e  therefore takes Abd-hiba to 
have been'a priest appointed by  oracle. Both Zimmeh and 
Winckler however, read amz: it is a t  least more natural to 
take 'miihty king' as the king of Egypt. 

times* 
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adds that Jerusalem was not taken by 1srael.l One of 
the older sections of the Elohist narrative,'l Judg. 19 rob, 
describes the city as at that time in the hands of the 
Jebusites and cailed JEBUS Cq.v.1. 

The  Yahwist f Tosh. 15 61) describes the Tudahites as unahle to 
'dispos&ss tlie j ths i tcs  w"1~0 i:iha!hxl Jc;uialeni; the Jelulitcs 
live with the Jiidahitus in Jerusaleni to thisday.' In drawing the 
huiiridary hetween Jucl;rh and lienjamin the riestly writcr,style 
either the W.orths E .h i l l ( accurd i~ igns \ r~e t~~e t l i c  val lquf  I l i i i -  
nom to have been the W. er.KaLibi or tlie l'yropwoii (,t c. below 
5 24) xs 'the shouldcr' or ridge of the Jehusite (Ju41. 15n  18 16): 
but assign Jerusalem to Benjamin, in conformity with which an 
editorof Judg. I 2 1  hassubstituted ' Henjaniitcs' for ' Judslii!es' 
in  the parallel Jodi. 1563: see BENJAW?, 5 Ea. l h e  Jtbuaites 
are likewise represented in the story of ])avid (2 S. AG, cp i,. a 
and 24 16 I d :  ' Araunah the Jehusite') a5 in pussessiuii uf Jeru; 
Salem and some territory round ;ibout-'iiiIi;ibitaiit~ of thc land 
-till Uavid'a capture of the city.3 \\'hen the JcLusiies c,iinc 
into pusscision of Jerus;ilem we have no means of knowins. I n  
all probability they ucre one of tlie Canaanite and therefore 
Semitic tribes of Palestine. They appear in line u i t L  tlie xiicrs 
in the list of C ~ n i a n i t e  tribes(iee CAXAAL and Ih. or1 Dt. 7 I )  : 
JE, Gen. 10 16 15 20, Ex. 5 8  17 (perhaps De;teronoiniir); 33 z ( ? ) ,  
3411, Nu. 1329 (where they are ashigned with Hittites and 
Arnoritcs to ' the mountain,' the Cauaanites dwelling 11). the sea 
and along Jordan) ' D Ex. 13 5 2323. Dt. 7 I 20 17,  Josh. 3 IO 
9 1  1131282.411b, jud~.3j ,  1 K.!?zo(-2Ch.87);and alsoin 
E7ra9 I Neh. 08. arid the Apocrypha. 'l'his constant association 
with otder Semitic tribes (especially in J E ,  the writers of which 
livcd when Jehusites were still found in Jerusalem, Josh. l56:j), 
and the geographical positioii of the trihc juztify us in awnning 
its Semitic character. The name Adoni.zedt-k is alw Semitic ; 
and so tou is Abd-hiha (seealso ARAUNAH). Hut while the pre- 
Israelite inhabitants of Jerusalem werc thus certainly cal:ed 
Jehusites, the testimony that the city itself was called Jehus is 
doubtful. and i n  I Ch. 
11,ff: In the latter pa5s;igc it  has evidently r(i, Lcn intriided. 
With regard to the fornier we have been that thecity wxcalled 
Jerusalem a t  least from I.& B.C. onwards(cp Josh. 1663= Judg. 
17 zt  and z S. 56); it may have hnd two i i ~ i i i e >  ; and )ehiis cim 
hardly he reckoned a later insertion in Judg. 19 IOJ Yet J r l ~ u s  
may have been a geugraphical decigriatiun-i.r. for the tribal 
tcrritory-from which the writcr wrongly trnnifcrrcd it to the 
city, or pocsihly i t  w:~i artificially formed froiii Jebusitc ;it a tiinie 
when tlie ancient existence of the nainc Jcrusaleni \vas furgutten 
in Israel. 

The exact condition of the Cnnnniiite ci~claves in the 
earliest centuries of Israel's occupation of the 1:md is 
unknown ; hut probably the inhaliitants lived in peaceful 
intercourse with their Hebrew nciglibours. In any c;ise 
the silence of history proves that Jcrusalern rcninincd 
small and unimportant. 

Jerusalem lay on the highway which runs N. and S. 
dong the backbone of the centr.tl raitce, but at s ~ t i i e  

The nan1c is fvuiid only in Judg. 19 IO 

- - 
14. distance from any of the roads crossing 

the range, in a comparatively unfertile 
and badlv-watered district, and without value. 

an important shrine. TLese reasons as we have seen 
(5  12) account for its historical insignificance at a time 
when its neighbours Hebron, Bethlehem, Gibeah, Bethel, 
and Jericho, each of which possessed one or other of 
the advantages it lacked, already played considerable 
parts in the history of the land. Probably also its in- 
significance was the reason of the willingness of the 
Israelites to leave it alone. 

The one feature of political importance possessed by 
Jerusalem-besides its military strength-was that it lay 
a neutral spot on the border of two Hebrew tribes, 
Judah and Benjamin, destined shortly to be rivals. 
The keen eye of David caught this feature, and to 
his choice of a position so indispensable to him in 
the political exigencies which ensued upon his call to 
the kingdom of all Israel (2 S. 53) (and not to those 
fictitious virtues of position with which some scholars 
have invested the site), Jerusalem owes that sovereign 
r81e which it has played in the history of Israel and 
Christendom. 

David's previous capital Hebron lay too far south to 
he a centre for all Israel. The choice of one of the 
historical sites in Benjamin or among the northern tribes 

1 Verse 8 which contradicts v. 21 (cp Josh. 15 63 J) is a post- 

2 So Moore, SBOT 'Judges,' but it may be J. See, how- 

3 [On the tribal character of the population of old Jerusalem 

exilic addition to the narrative. 

ever, BENJAMIN, $? 5. 

cp note on text of 2 s. 568 in Crit .  Bi6.1 
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would have aroused the jealousy of Judah. Jerusalem 
was neutral and without traditions. I t  commanded the 
main line of communication between N. and S., was 
favourably situated for the immediate military require- 
ments of Israel against Philistia, and offered a fortress 
of considerable strength (cp DAVID, IO, ISRAEL, 5 178 ). 

As history proved, Jerusalem's aloofness and dry 
surroundings were of advantage to the capital of a 
country so much in the way of foreign invasions 
whether of arms or of culture. The whole Judaean 
plateau is isolated and Jerusalem commands it ; army 
after army of the great empires crossed the plains below 
and left this mountain town alone ; the narrowness of 
the passes leading to the plateau and the scarcity of water 
on it held hack some invaders' and probably repelled 
at  least one other after he had reached the walls of 
Jerusalem.2 ' It is very significant that neither of the 
two greatest invaders of JudEa, who feared a real 
defence of her central plateau, ventured upon this till 
he had mastered the rest of Palestine and occupied 
strongholds round the Judaean border.' Nor was the 
neighhourhood of the desert, the borders of which are 
hardly an hour from its gates, a disadvantage ; a hand 
could be kept on the nomad tribes, or in case of an 
irresistible siege the desert would he, as it often proved, 
a refuge to which the garrison might cut their way. 
The whole land of Israel is small : Jerusalem is distant 
from the sea only 33 miles, from Jordan about 18, from 
Hebron 19, and from Samaria 34 or 35. 

The Jebusite citadel was deemed impregnable, and 
the earrison at  first laiwhed at  their assailants (2 S. 56) .  
15: David. [Cp Wi."GL 2 197, and CriL Bi6.l Y& 

' David took the stronghold ' or ' hill-fort 
(mra) of Zion ' and dwelt in the fort and called it ' the . 7 , :  

town' or burgh of David.' He  carried the fortifica- 
tions ' round about from the Millo inwards ' (16. 9) ; the 
description is obscure, hut may refer to wider walls 
thrown round the town helow the fort. 

Within these walls David built a house for himself 
with the aid of Tyrian craftsmen and materials, and 
brought up the ark of Yahwb to a tent. Before his 
death, in order to build an altar to Yahw&, he purchased 
(2 S. 2 4 8 8 )  from a Jebusite (see ARAUNAH)-a proof 
that Israelites and Jebusites continued to live peaceahly 
together-a threshing floor, which became the site of 
the temple built by Solomon. 

The site of the ' City of David ' forms the fundamental 
question of the topography of Jerusalem. 

i. The view of Josephus (BJv. 41) which has been the 
current traditional view, and prevailed among Christians 

16. 'City of 
David': Jose- 
phus's view. 

as early as the fourth ~ e n t u r y , ~  identi- 
fies Zion with the southern eminepce 
of the western hill (see above, 7) and 
places David's city there. This view, 

accepted by Reland and by Robinson (BIZ 13888); 
was up to the time of the latter unassailed (LBR, 206). 
Since the detailed English survey it has been defended 
chiefly by Colonel Conder (Tent Wo.vork, new. ed. 192 ; 
PEFMeenz., 'Jerusalem ' 95 ; Hastings' BD 2 591) ,~  who 
places the fort which David took on the southern and 
higher end of the W. hill and even follows Josephus 
in identifying the Millo with the lower city on that hill 
to the N. 

1 e..g., Richard Lionheart. 
a Cestius Gallus in 66 A. D. 
3 Vespasian and Saladin. See the present writer's HG, 298. 
4 See Bordeaux Pirgrim of 333 A.D.,  and Eus. and Jer. OS. 
6 It was also accepted by Ritter, Williams, De Vogue and 

Stanley. 
6 Sir Charles Warren also placed Zion on the western hill 

but at the N. end (PEF ik'eenz. ' Jerus.' 93), yet he appears now 
to have abandoned this view for he says that ' i t  appears that to 
accept the Ophel spur as the )city of David or Zion, and the high 
nround east of the Holv Senulchre as the Millo or citadel of the 
kncient Jerusalem wiil sitisfy the varioiis data in the OI', 
the books of  hiaccnhees and Jocephiis ' (IIndnp'  1111 2 397) : of 
recent gcogrnphers Ilenderson (t:z/esfinc, i884), Stewart ( L a d  
of fsraeZ, 1899), and most maps place Zion on the W. hill. 
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In 1878 (PEFQ), however, Mr. W. F. Birch 
attacked the traditional view and reasoned for the 
l,. Birch,s location of David's town on the south end 

of the eastern hill. In 1881 Stadel pre- 
sented this view, and in the same year 

Robertson Smith argued for it in detail and with great 
force. In 1883 Sayce supported Birch's opinion in 
two papers in the PEFQ and affirmed that ' no other 
is now possible.' Since then it has commanded the 
adherence of a majority of experts in the subject. 

See Guthe, ZDPV 188 . SirCjlarles Wilson (CityandLand, 
'92 195 ; Smith's BDd: art. Jerus. p. 1648). Socin and 
Behnger inBaedeker'sPal.P), 25 ; Benzinger, H.4,'1894 ; Buhl, 
Geogr. des A&. Pal. 132 ' Ryle on Neh. 3 r j  (Camb. Bible l o r  
S C ~ Q Q ~ ~ ) ;  Driver(Hastingi'DB2 554); Warren(ib. 386s); Bliss 
Excav. at]erus. 1894-2897, pp, zk7& ; practically also David- 
son, The Exile and Restoration (Bible Class Primers); cp V. 
Ryssel in ZDPV 23 96. 

There can be little doubt that this view, which places 
the city of David on the southern part of .the eastern 
(temple) hill, also called Ophel, is correct: for ( a )  it suits 
the natural conditions ; (6) it does most justice to the 
language of the historical hooks of the OT, taken along 
with the archzological discoveries on Ophel ; and (6) i t  
is confirmed by the oldest post-biblical tradition. 

W e  
have already seen (I 12, end) that the early Canaanite 
18, Suits hill-fort cannot have been raised on the W. 

hill, for that is far away from the only 
conditions. known spring of the district, the present 

Virgin's Well (§ 5 ) ,  anciently called Gihon. 
in the Kidron Valley. The fort probably rose some- 
where above this spring on the E. hill The hill has 
been very much altered in shape ; but there appears to 
have risen to the S. of what afterwards became the 
temple plateau, an independent summit, separated 
from the temple site by a natural hollow in the rock. 
The existence of the hollow is not certain ; hut Guthe's 
excavations have rendered it probable.2 The hollow 
seems to have run on to the Kidron Valley not far 
from the spring. In all probability the rock to the 
S. of the hollow was once higher than at  present 
(see below, in § 27 iii., the probable occasion of its re- 
duction) ; the hill sinks rapidly into the Tyropceon and 
almost precipitously into the Kidron valley; in front 
to the S. there is the long gradual slope to the Pool of 
Si10am.~ This height is by no means an unlikely posi- 
tion for a fort : the summit of the W. hill (which overtops 
the present summit of Ophel) is nearly 600 yards away ; 
but above all Ophel commands the spring. The long 
slope, covering some 15 or 16 acres, may easily have held 
a large village, which could he extended into the sur- 
rounding valleys, and np their opposite slopes. 

(61 This view also does most justice to the lanpuape 

view' 

(u) The new view suits the natural conditions. 

natural 

L I  

19. suits of the historicaliooks of the OT,'iak:n 
biblical and along with the archaeological discoveries 

onI%%Jessary at  the outset to clear 
away the popular idea that the capital 

G. A. S. 

evidence' 
of David was already a great town, occupying a site 
comparable in extent with that of the later city. 

Certainly if all the Levites and sacred ministers mentioned in 
Chronicles were actually assembled at Zion in David's time, we 
might conclude that the town was already a capital on a grand 
scale. But the Chronicler constantly carries back later institu- 
tions into primitive times, and the early history which alone 
can be viewed as a safe guide, gi,ves quite an&her picture. 
Zion was merely one of the 'mountain fortresses' found all over 
Palestine as places of refuge in time of invasion, and was 
garrisoned by a handful of mercenaries (the Gil66Hm). The 
whole levy of Israel in David's time was but 30,000 men ( z  S. 
61 ; cp the 40,000 of Judg. 58), and before the development of 

1 G V I l  z67f: 
a ZDPV, 1883, Conder denies that there is any 

evidence for the existence of the hollow. 
3 ' Gradually sloping down through a horizontal distance of 

moo ft. Its highest point near the Triple Gate is 300 ft. ahove 
its foot at the Siloam Pool. The descmt into the valley of the 
Kidron is very sdep (about 30') and the natural surf:ce of the 
rock is covered with dibris from 10 to 50 ft. in height. Warren 
PEFMeem. Jerus.' 368. 

271 3 
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trade among the Hebrews Jerusalem had not the natural condi- 
tions for the growth of a great city. In the first instance the 
town doubtless consisted mainly of the court and its dependants, 
with the Jehusite population, who must have been predominantly 
agricultural and limited in number by the limitation of their 
territory. 

Now it is quite incredible that the temple hill was 
.ever excluded from Zion. 

Throughout the O T  Zion appears as the holy mountain, the 
seat of the sanctuary. I t  is true a t  the same time that Zion 
and  the site of Jerusalem are inte;changeable ideas in  Hebrew 
literature; but this only proves that the mountain of the 
sanctuary was essentially the mountain on which the city 
stood.1 

Further, it is clear, from I K . 8 1 3  aS.2418 ,  that 
the temple stood above the city of David, as elsewhere 
in Hebrew holy places the sanctuary crowned the hill 
on  whose slopes the town stood. Moreover, the graves 
of the kings, which were certainly in the city of David, 
encroached on the temple enclosure (Ezek. 437f.). 
which indeed at the time of the captivity was closely 
built up (i6id.), and stood in the middle of the city 
(Ezek. 1123). Again, Mi. 48  identifies the ancient 'tower 
of the flock,' the original seat of the kingdomat Jerusalem, 
with ' Ophel of the daughter of Zion ' ; and Ophel is one 
of the few topographical names that can be traced down 
to the time of Josephus, w-hose description shows that it 
lay to the SE. of the temple.3 Still more precise is 
the determination given by references to the one fountain 
of Jerusalem, which, as we have seen (§ 5 ) ,  springs out 
under the temple hill on the E. According to Neh. 3 15 
1237, the city of David was reached by a stair in the 
vicinity of the fountain gate and the pool of Shi10ah.~ 
This ascent led up above David's palace to the water 
gate (see 24), where in Nehemiah's time there was an 
open space in front of the temple (cp Neh. 8 I 16 with 
Ezra 109). Thus we see that David's palace lay between 
the temple and the pool of Shiloah or King's pool (Neh. 
2 1 4 ) .  These notices are the more important because 
the water system connected with the Virgin's spring 
forms one of the few certain parts of Jerusalem's 
topography. The spring itself is Gihon, which from 
its name must have been a true spring, whilst 2Ch. 
33 14 teaches us to look for it in the Kidron valley (5"~). 
'The subterranean conduit in which the famous inscrip- 
tion was found had for its object to conduct the water 
inside the city, and appears to be that constructed by 
Hezekiah (2 K. ~ O Z O ) . ~  In Is. 229 II we read of a lower 
pool and an old pool (no doubt identical with the upper 
pool, Is. 7 3  ; 2 K. 1517), whose waters were collected 
in the time of Hezekiah, under apprehension of siege, 
in a reservoir between the two walls. From this passage, 
compared with Neh. 3 1 5 ,  we gather that Hezekiah's pool 
was protected by an outer line of fortification, and here 
lay the gate of the two walls (2  K. 254) ,6  with the royal 

1 The explanatory npte of an editor in I K. 8 I, ' the city of 
David, which is Zion, cannot be strained to mean that the 
removal of the ark from the city of David to the temple was its 
removal from the mountain of Zion to another hill. 

2 [This is not held by all who agree with Robertson Smith 
in placing the city of David on the eastern hill. Sayce supposes 
the tonibs to have been hewn in the cliffsahove the Pool of 
?loam (PEFQ, '83,  p. 219). Clermont Ganneau (Rm. C r i t i p e ,  
83,  p. 3z9fi:,,PEFQQ, '98, p. 1643;:) thinks that the southern 

curve of the Siloam tunnel was due to the necessity of avoiding 
the royal vaults, which ought LO he found on the N. of the 
curve. J,ewish traditions certainly placed these tombs near 
to the Kidron and connected them with it by a tunnel, affirm- 
ing that their position was known up to the destruction of 
Jerusalem by Titus. See PEFQ '85,  p. 192 Jt: Nehemiah 
(3 15 16) mentions the tombs in close connection with Siloam 

3 Whether the whole of the southerly slope of the eastern 
hill, or if not, what part of it, was called Ophel (='swelling') 
are questions we cannot answer. 

4 The fountain gate is the gate beside Shiloah, which is itself 
called the fountain ( r q y j )  by Josephus (B/ v. 4 I ) .  
5 [The Shiloah or conduit in existence in the reign of Ahaz 

(Is. 86). may have been the conduit above ground which leads 
from Gihon round the Ophel hill. See however above, F, II n.] 

6 [This is a much more probable explanation of ' the two 
walls' than Benzinger's (HA 5 0  11. I) that the W. and E. hills 
had parallel lines of walls on either sjde of the Tyropeon. As 
we have seen, no trace of any such lines of wall has been seen 
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and apparently to the E. of it. G .  A. S.] 

gardens beside them.' The supplementary notices of 
the conduit and the outer wall, given in Chronicles, 
have not the weight of contemporary history ; but they 
show the writer to have still possessed the same tradition 
as to the place of the city of David, for he describes its 
outer wall as running along the Kidron valley W. of 
Gihon (Le., so as to leave the fountain outside, z Ch. 
3 3 1 4 ;  cp 3 2 3 f . ) ,  and tells us that Hezekiah's conduit 
brought the water of Gihon in a westerly direction to 
the city of David (chap. 3 2 3 0 ) . ~  

(c) Birch's view is also confirmed by the ddest post- 
biblical tradition. According to the First Book of 
20. And early Maccabees, circa IOO B.C. (e.g., 4 5 7  
post-biblical. 554 733 ) ,  Zion was the temple hill. So 

also in I Esd. 881 (probably, too, Judith 
9 13)  and Ecclus. 2410. It  is trne'ihat Joiephus,-as we 
have seen (§ 16), identifies Zion with the Upper City 
of his time on the SW. hill ; but his statements as to the 
topography of the city of David and Solomon are of no 
independent value ; he possessed no sources except the 
OT (I 27 i.). [Nor did the early Christian tradition alto- 
gether follow Josephus. Origen (@ Joan. 4 19,f ) makes 
Zion and the temple hill identical : and though Eusebius 
and Jerome in the OS place Zion on the W. hill, Jerome 
in his Conzm. in Yes. 22 I/, seems to take the other view. 
The rise of the prevalent Christian tradition would appear 
to have been assisted by the building of Constantine's 
Church of the Resurrection and Basilica on the NW. 
hill ; just as, no doubt, the anticipation of the prevailing 
view by Josephus was due to the rise of Herod's palace 
with the great towers on the same ridge (cp Sir C. 
Wilson, Smith's DBC2), art. 'Jerusalem' p. 1651).] 

According to the OT, then, the city of David lay on 
the southern part of the hill which his son crowned 

21. Royal with the temple. The chief feature in the 
fortifications was a tower named ' the 
Millo ' [(&?a, probably meaning a solid, 

not a hollow, tower ; cp ZPDYl226, but also MILLO) ; 
its site is quite uncertain: modern scholars are divided 
between the E. and the W. hill. We have no means of 
determining whether David's city included more than the 
E. hill. If it was confined to this then the wall ran up 
the W. edge of Ophel above the Tyropceon valley. I t  
is significant, however, that after .careful examination, 
Bliss found no remains of a city wall, and such scarps 
as he uncovered appear to have been made only for 
dwellings or cisterns3 The new wall assigned to David 
( I  Sam. 5 9 )  may have been built round an increase of 
his city in the Tyropceon and on the lower slopes of 
the W.  yet if the Tyropeon, as Robertson 
Smith argues (see 24) ,  was the g a i  of Hinnom in which 
the heathen sacrifices afterwards were offered and the 
Cinaanite quarter lay, its inclusion in the city in David's 
time would not be possible.] The town had but little 
splendour. The king occupied a wooden palace, the work 
of foreign craftsmen ; and the ark still dwelt in curtains. 
Under Solomon, who had the true Oriental passion for 
building and luxury, and squandered enormous sums 
on his court, great improvements were made, especially 
by the erection of the twin palaces ' the house of Yahwh 
and the house of the king,' constructed of stonework 
strengthened by string courses of wooden beams in the 
still familiar style of Arabian building. The palace, 
which took nearly twice as long to erect as the temple, 

by Bliss who has however made clear the existence of a wall 
outside b two iools of Shiloah and probable the existence of 
another running inside them in agreement with the above 
ex lanation of Robertson Smith.] 

a [Hezekiah's conduit is not the only rock-cut passage in Ophel 
in connection with the Virgin's Spring. Sir Charles Warren 
(see PEP &'em. ' Jerus.' 3 6 6 f )  discovered at  the end of the 
serpentine tunnel from which the conduit breaks off a perpen- 
dicular shaft 44 f:. high, and above it a series of slopidg passages 
issuing in a vault three-quarters of the way up the hill and due 
W. from the Virgin's Spring. 

8 Exca7,. at /erus.  '94-'97, 173fi with plate. 
4 So Benzinger, H A  45. 

2 K. 25 4 Jer. 594 Neh. 3 15.  

See F, 11.1 
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,consisted of a great complex of buildings and porticos, 
including the porch of judgment, an armoury, and the 
palace of the queen. 

The site of the palace has been variously assigned by 
topographers. I t  lay above the old residence of David 1 
(I K. 9 q ) ,  and all the indications given in the O T  lead 
us to place it quite close to the temple, with which its 
porticos seem to have been connected ( z  K. 1618 2311). 
Wellhausen indeed, from an examination of I K. 6 3 ,  
has made it probable that the royal buildings lay within 
the outer court of the temple (Wellh. CH(3)  264). 
The clearest details are connected with a court of the 
palace called the prison court (Jer. 322), where there 
was a gate called the prison gate, and a great project- 
ing tower (Neh. 325-27). This part of the building must 
have been close to the temple, for it was at  the prison 
gate that the second choir in the procession of Neh. 12 
halted and stood ' in  the house of God,' meeting the 
other choir, which ascended from Shiloah by the stair 
above David's house and reached the temple 3t the 
water gate. I t  appears further from Neh. 317 that the 
fortifications of the prison were adjacent to Ophel, so 
that the palace seems to have stood about the SE. 
corner of the temple area.a [On the temple and the 
other buildings of Solomon see further Stade, GVZ 
13118, as well as Benzinger's HA, and Nowack's ; and 
on the relevant text of Kings, Benzinger in the ZCHC, 
also Stade, ZATW 3129-177 ( '83) .]  

[The extent of Solomon's Jerusalem is quite uncertain. 
The rise of a considerable foreign trade. the rauid 

JERUSALEM 
made by this time on the W. hill, it is clear from 
Hezekiah's conduit in Ophel that on the latter lay still 
the citadel and chief part of the city.l] The later history 
in Chronicles adds details of fortifications erected by 
Uzziah and Manasseh, which probably express the oral 
tradition current in the author's day. In the later days 
of the monarchy Jerusalem had so far increased that we 
read of a second town or quarter (2 K. 2214 Zeph. 110 
Heb. ; cp Neh. 39) ; see, however, HULDAH, HAS- 
SENAAH, where the true title is represented to have 
been the ' old city.' There was also a trading quarter 
called the MaktBsh, inhabited by Canaanites or Tyrians 
(Zeph. 1 II), who still formed a large part of the mercan- 
tile population in post-exilic times (Neh. 13 16 Zech. 14 x). 
Maktesh means mortar, whence we must suppose that the 
traders lived in a hollow valley, perhaps the upper part 
of the Tyropceon (but cp MAKTESH).~ The main part of 
the town, however, was still grouped round the temple 
plateau, from which steep streets ran down the slope of 
the hill (Lam. 4 I), the houses rising tier above tier, so that 
the roof tops commanded a view of the environs (Is. 22 I). 
According to Eastern custom the handicrafts--e.g., the 
bakers, Jer. 37 zr-had their own streets or bazaars. 

[Down to the reign of Hezekiah Jerusalem had been 
simply one of many sanctuaries of Yahwk ; although in 
the eyes of the Judaean prophets (Am. 1 2 Is. 6)  YahwB's 
dwelling-place was there, Jerusalem was ignored by the 
great prophets of North Israel and does not seem to have 
been a place of popular pilgrimage (in the pages of 
Amos, Bethel, Gilgal, and Beersheba are described as 
such, while Jerusalem is not). What hope, therefore, 
was there that it would survive the fate which had over- 
taken Samaria and all the other Syrian shrines? (cp 
Mic. 312). The extraordinary faith of Isaiah in the 
inviolableness of YahwB's ' hearth,' and its wonderful 
rescue from the Assyrians, at  the time when the rest of 
Judah with the local sanctuaries was overrun by them, 
effected a vindication of the city, and assisted a change 
in her religions position which was slowly becoming 
inevitable in the interests of the sole deity of Yahw& and 
of the purity of his worship (cp DEUTERONOMY, 13). 
The other shrines of Israel, however consecrated by the 
national history, had all associations with the unpurified 
popular religion ; and just as Jerusalem's freedom from 
political entanglements in the time of David had, as we 
have seen (I 14), secured the choice of it as a capital for 
all Israel, so now its freedom from religious associations of 
an impure kind (Zion had never, as we have seen, been 
the shrine of any god before it was the resting-place of 
YahwB's ark) secured the choice of it as Israel's'one 
sanctuary : the only place where sacrifice was permitted, 
the shrine where Yahwb set his name and to which all 
Israel were commanded to make pilgrimage three times 
a year. That this change-rendered inevitable both by 
the political events and by the religious interests of the 
eighth and seventh centuries-was codified as law (in 
the Book of Deuteronomy) and carried into effect by the 
nation before the exilic period, was what prevented the 
destruction of the city and temple by Nebuchadrezzar 
in 586 B.C. from being regarded as final, inspired 
Jeremiah's prophecies of a return, and the hopes and 
programmes of reconstruction by Ezekiel and other 
priestly writers (see especially Ps. 51 18). 

For the compass of the walls of Jerusalem at  the 
time of its capture by Nebuchadrezzar the chief 

G .  A. s.] 

- 
22. Solomon,s increase of wealth, the splendour of 

the court, the multiplication of officials, 
and the incursion of many foreigners Jerusalem. 

must have greatly enlarged the city; but whether the 
new population was settled in suburbs, or the walls of the 
city were extended to receive them, we cannot determine. 
Many of those who hold that David's city was confined 
to  the E. hill believe that Solomon threw walls ( I  K. 3 r 
915) round the W. hill (Sir C. Wilson, Smith's DHP), 
Jerus. ,' 1648 : Buhl, PaL 135). On this hill two 

divergent lines of fortificalion have been laid bare by 
Bliss, following the excavations of Maudslay and others. 
"From the so-called Maudslay's scarp (see plan) which Bliss 
gkes to he the (probable) SW. angle of Solomon's dity, a line of 
scarp runs NE. across the brow of the SW. hill towards a rect- 
angular line of wall on the slope of the hill above the Tyropceon. 
From this Bliss infers a continuation to the present S. wall of the 
city at Burj el-Kebrit and sn across the Tyropceon to the E. 
hill. If this was the) line of Solomon's wall, Bliss takes the 
lowest strata on the other line laid bare by him SE. from 
Maudslay's scarp to Siloam round the S. end of the W. hill to 
he a farther extension of the walls made by kings after Solomon. 
All this is still very uncertain : and it is possible that the W. 
hill was not inclosed within walls before the exile (see below, 

After the division of the kingdoms Jerusalem was 
The city itself was taken 

23. Pre-exilic. by Shishak in the reign of Reho- 
boam, and lost the riches accumulated 

by Solomon. The great houses of Omri and Jehu 
quite overshadowed the kingdom of Judah, which 
forgot its weakness in the reign of Amaziah only to 
receive signal chastisement from Jehoash, who took 
Jerusalem, and partly levelled the walls ( z  K. 148s). 
The decline and fall of Samaria raised the relative 
importance of the southern capital ; the writings of the 
prophets show that wealth had accumulated and luxury 
increased, and so we find King Jotham adding an 
upper gate in the northern or higher court of the temple 
(z K. 1535 Jer. 3610 Ezek.9~).  whilst Hezekiah, as we 
have already seen (I 19), laboured for the improvement 
of the water supply, and so rendered the city more 
capable to resist siege. [Whatever additions had been 

1 So in Neh. 325 it is called the upper palace in distinction 
from the house of David, chap. 12 57. 

2 Another view is that Solomon's palace stood on the western 
hill, and was connected with the temple by a bridge. But 'the 
ascent' of the AV of I K. IO5 is not in the original, and 
seems to rest on a false reading in Chronicles. In Ezek. 44 1.3 
the sovereign enters the temple from the east. 

$28). G. A. S.] 

shorn of its political glory. 

2.421 

24. Nehemiah,s document is the account of the 
and gates. restoration of the fortifications by 

Nehemiah. who followed the old 
line, and speaks of the various gates and towers by 
their old names. His description presents many 
difficulties, the most intelligible part being that which 
deals with the eastern wall, from Shiloah and the 

1 [But see below footnote to B 14 on the difficulty of holding 
Siloam without fordfying the W. hiil.] 

3 [It is doubtful which head of the Tyropceon shonld be re 
ferred : whether the hollow between the NW. and SW. hili 0; 
the other head.] 
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fountain gate to the point where the temple and the 
palace joined one another. The western boundary of 
the city is particularly obscure, and its position must be 
determined mainly  by reference t o  ( I )  the v u h y  gate ’ 
(Neh. 213 313). The valley (gai) is used as a proper 
name, and is no doubt identical with the valley (gui) of 
the son of HINNOM (g.v. , 5 4), the Kidron valley being 
always called nribal (the Ital.$umu7*a). The common 
opinion makes this gai the valley to the W. of modern 
Jerusalem ( Wiidy er-Rabiibi), in which case thevalley gate 
must necessarily have occupied much the same position 
as the modern Jaffa (Ydfd) gate, and the whole of the 
later upper city on the SW. hill must already have 
been included within the walls. This view, however, 
is far from being indisputab1e.l 

A thousand cubits S. of the valley gate was (2) the dung 
gate,z the gate before which lay the rubbish heaps of the city 
[probably identical with the gate HARSITH].~ This, on the 
common theory must have been about the SW. corner of the 
hill near the iresent Protestant schoo1.4 Between this 
poiAt and (3) the fountain gate5 in the vicinity of the pool of 
Shiloah is nearly half-a-mile in a straight line, and the inter- 
vening wall must have been much longer if it  followed the 
natural line of defence.6 Yet Nehemiah gives no account of 
this section of the ramparts (Neh. 3 14f.’). His record seems to 
imply that the fountain gate was near the dung gate; and 
similarly in chap. 12 the procession which went southward to 
the dung gate is immediately afterwards found a t  the fountain 
gate. I t  is hardly possible that so important a part of the 
circuit should be twice omitted, and in fact the vast lacuna 
disappears a t  once if we suppose that the gai is the Tyropceon, 
and that the upper city of Josephus on the SW. hill was not 
enclosed in the circuit of Nehemiah‘s walls. 

If the gai  is the Tyropceon the valley gate lay on the 
Tyropceon, somewhere near the SW. angle of the 
Haram area, and the wall ran southward along the E. 
side of the valley,’ till a t  the pool of Shiloah an outwork 
was thrown out to protect the water-supply. 
1 [It is still adhered to by  Benzinger, H A  41, and Buhl, Pal. 

94 13:. as if indisputable ; for curiously neither of them even 
mentions the rival view advanced by Robertson Smith.] 

2 [n%+,” 1y1, Neh. 2 13 3 14 1231 ; nh?; ‘w, 3 13, from 
which some have thought the name Tyropceon= ‘cheese-making’ 
is derived ; as if niTj=cheeses or curds had been substituted for 
~ , W ’ E ( .  But see also’WRS ReL Sern.P) 357 n., (2) 377 n.1 

3 Ter. 19 2. accordine to which it lav on the vallev of Hinnom. 
See HARSITH. 

4 [Just S. of the Protestant school Bliss uncovered a gate ;hut  
it is over 2500 feet from the Jaffa gate.] 

5 [Thegale debween U e  two walls z K. 254 Jer. 394 52 7, is 
probably the same as  the fountain gkte : see above, $ 19; cp 
ZDPV5357  8280.1 

6 [The line of wall uncovered here by Bliss measures only 
about IOGO ft. between the Pate S. of the Protestant school and 

I 

the gatgcat the SE. corner%f the wall S. of Siloam. I 
7 [The identification of the Tyropceon with the valley of 

Hinnoin is accepted by Prof. Sayce, PEFQ, 1884, p. 217, also by 
Birch P E F Q  i882, p. 5 5 8 ,  and Schwartz Dash’eiZ. Land, rgo. 
Yet i; is not hogether  without objectio; or difficulty. In the 
first place, the border between Judah and BENJAMIN (B 8) ran 
alone Hinnom : vet the Tvrooeon avoears too insienificant a 

1 .  

natu;al feature,’& cornparisoo” with tlk‘vnlleya 0 1 )  ei&cr side uf 
it, to form 4o inip,xc:w1 a boundary ; capeci;ally when in the 
tiiiie of ihz I’rieitly Li’riter, who draws the Ii.undary (Josh. 158 
18 16), Jerusalem had perhaps grown out across it to the W. hill. 
Again as  we have seen (5 21) no line of wall has ever been un- 
coverid on the W. side of the kyropceou or along the W. slope of 
Ophel (yet cp the wall described in 5 IO ii.b). Moreover, it is 
difficult to conceive that after the reservoirs a t  Siloam (of which 
we have evidence in the time of Ahaz) were finished, the W. hill 
could have remained unfortified. The possession of that by an 
enemy must have rendered the security of the reservoirs almost 
impossible. Besides, there is the difficulty of conceiving how 
the population, during the prosperous times of Solomon and 
Uzziab, can have been confined to the E. hill, unless, of course, 
we take for granted that there were large suburbs. Then there 
is the phrase the Second City (but cp above, 5 23, first par.), 
which is suitable to a large extension on the W. hill (2 K. 22 74 
Zeph. 1 IO). All this makes it probable that in the time of the 
later kings the Tyropaon was inclosed in the city; but if that 
was the case, would the burning of children to Moloch (2 K. 23 IO 
Jer. 2 23 19 4 4 :  32 35) have been there? Of course, this difficulty 
would not affect Robertson Smith’s theory, which holds that 
there was no extension of the city to the W. hill till post-exilic 
times ; but in any case the buryings may have been at  the mouth 
of the valley below Shiloah (Jerome, Cornrn. in /e?. 7 31). For 
Sir Charles Warren’s theory that Hinnom was neither the W. er- 
Rabahi nor the Tyropceon but a name given to the whole Wldy  
en-NZr, thus including Kidron, see Hastings, BD 2 385-388. 

G. A. S . ]  
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Besides simplifying the topographical difficulties of 
Neh. 3, this view has several other advantages1 

On the received view the Tyropceon is nowhere mentioned in 
the OT, though it lay in the heart of the city. This difficulty is 
removed by the view suggested above and the third valley 
(W. er-Rablbi) appears to be quite out df relation to the drcuit 
of the biblical Jerusalem, so that one does not look for much 
mention of it. Again, we have seen that the Canaanite quarter 
of the city lay in a hollow-presumably in the Tyropceon-and 
it is very natural that the seat of Canaanite worship in the 
valley of Hinnom should be in the vicinity of this quarter. 
Once more, by placing the valley gate quite near the temple, we 
understand how it was in this neighbourhood that the sacred 
procession in Neh. 12 began its course. Even at  a much later 
date the temple hill was the real stronghold of Jerusalem, which 
Judas and his successors were concerned to fortify with walls. 
It would have been folly in Nehemiah to enclose a much vaster 
and less defensible circuit when the inhabitants were so few 
that it was necessary to draft one-tenth of the whole people into 
the capital (Neh. 11 I). 

The course of the wall N. of the valley gate must 
still have skirted the base of the Temple hill E. of the 
Tyropceon. It is not improbable that the MaktEsh 
3r Canaanite trading quarter lay outside the fortifica- 
Lions, a bazaar beyond the gate being common in 
Eastern towns.a From the tower of furnaces (see 
FURNACE, 5 2, OVEN) the ‘ broad wall’ ran to the point 
where in the Persian time the governor of the Syrian 
provinces had his t h r ~ n e . ~  The throne would stand in 
an open place by a gateway, and comparison of Neh. 3 7 
with 1239 shows that the gate must have been (4) that 
$ Bphmim-i. e . ,  the gate of the main road leading 
to the N., which then as now must almost of necessity 
have followed the upper course of the Tyropceon, and 
so would skirt the walls for some distance before 
entering the city. In fact there were 400 cubits 
between the gate of Ephraim and (5) the come? gate 
(ms;1 iyd, 2 K. 1 4  13). The corner gate is named also 
the$rst gate4 (iiwtn?’d, Zech. 1410), and so is prob- 
ably identical with the old gate of Neh. 36 1239 (cp 
HASSENAAH). For obvious engineering reasons the 
eminence at the NW. of the Haram area must always 
have been a principal point in the fortifications, and 
here the old gate may very well be placed. It  is indeed 
possible that this was the site of the ancient bastion of 
Millo. From the corner gate the N. line of the 
wall ran by (6) the3shgate to the towers of HAMMEAH 
(4.u. on the reading) and HANANEEI,, the latter of 
which appears in Zech. (Z.C.) as the opposite extremity 
of the city from the royal wine vats in the gardens by 
Shiloah, whilst in Jer. 31 38 .the line hetween it and the 
corner gate is named as the natural direction of extension 
for the city. The tower, therefore, must have stood very 
near the NE. corner of th,e wall, but not so far E. 
as the angle of the Haram area, which is here built out, 
disguising the natural line of the hillside. From 
Zech. (Z.C.) we see that (7) the Benjamin gute was 
at the E. end of the N. wall. There was a road into 
Benjamite territory over the Kidron (I K. 2 3 7 ) ,  and to 
this there was a natural descent by a small valley now 
nearly obliterated, having its head a little S. of the 
Birket Isrii’in. Here too is the direct way to Anathoth, 
which was through the Benjamin gate (Jer. 37 13). In 
Nehemiah’s record (8)  the sheepgate seems to have the 
same position.6 From the angle near the tower of 
Hananeel and the Benjamin gate the line of the hill ran 
1 [The distance from the SW. angle of the Haram area to the 

upper pool of Shiloah in a straight line is about 1850 ft. which 
on WRS’s theory that the valley gate &as near the forAer and 
the dung gate near the latter, would give room for the 1000 
cubits mentioned by Nehemiah as between these two gates.] 

2 In  fact at the siege of Titus the wool and clothes market 
and the hrassworkers’ bazaar still lay in much the same quarter 
in the new city, outside the old line of fortification, thougd 
within the second wall (By V. 8 I). 

3 See below, B 32. 
4 [Or rather f o m e r  gafe. Some would identify it with the 

gate of Ephraim.1 
5 [07F21 ’d, Neh. 3 3 12 39 Zeph. 1 IO z Ch. 33 14; for the name 

cp Neh. 13 16 ‘ the Tyrians brought fish, etc.’ A point on the 
N. wall woulb. be its natural position.] 

6 []as? ‘W,  Neh. 3 I 32 12 39 : all place it in the N.1 
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means certain, or accepted by all auth0rities.l It is 
possible that the psalms cited refer to the destruction 
of Jerusalem by Ptolemy Soter in 320 (see next §). (On 
the historical points involved, and on the reference of 
these Psalms and of Is. 64103, cp ISAIAH ii. 5 21 ; 

[The Greek period of the history of Jerusalem opens 
with Josephus’s charming story (Ant. xi. 8 3 8 )  of 

26. Greek Alexander’s visit to Jerusalem after the 
capture of Gaza, and of the sacrifice he 
offered in the temple. There is nothing 

impossible either in the visit or (even) in the sacrifice ;x 
still they are not mentioned by any ancient Greek 
author. Alexander is not likely to have turned back 
from Gaza on Jerusalem with Egypt still unsubdued ; 
and, as Ewald remarks, the whole tone of Josephus‘s 
narrative is unhistorical (see ALEXANDER). 

In 320, according to Appian (Syr. 5o), Ptolemy 
Soter ‘ destroyed ( K u O ~ p j K a )  ’ Jerusalem. So tragic an 
event can scarcely have happened without some echo in 
Jewish literature, and it is possible that some of the 
Psalms usually referred to the time of Ochus or Anti- 
ochus Epiphanes date from this destruction by Ptolemy. 
Josephus (Ant. xii. 1 ; c. Ap. i. 22) quotes a con- 
firmation of the capture of the city from Agatharchides 
of Cnidus (middle of 2nd cent. B . C . ) ,  who represents it 
as due to the unwillingness of the Jews to fight on the 
Sabbath, and Josephus adds that Ptolemy led a great 
many Jews captive into Egypt (see PTOLEMY). The 
subsequent struggles between Ptolemy and Antiochus for 
the possession of Palestine appear to have been limited 
to the ~ e a b o a r d , ~  and, for Jerusalem, a long period of 
prosperity followed. Ecclns. 50 records a series of 
embellishments under Simon the Just, circa 300 : the 
repair of the temple and the building of substructures 
and upper walls around it ; an alteration on the brazen 
sea of the temple; and the strengthening of the city 
walls (after their destruction by Ptolemy). The city’s 
prosperity, fostered by Ptolemy Philadelphus, culmin- 
ated in the high-priesthood of Simon 11. (219-199 B.c.) .  
In 203 Palestine passed from the Ptolemies into the hands 
of the Seleucids ; but in 199 Scopas retook Jerusalem 
and set an Egyptian garrison in the citadel. In 198 
the Jews assisted Antiochus to expel the garrison, and by 
treaty with Egypt in the following year the Seleucids 
were confirmed in their possession. On the accession 
of Antiochus IV. Epiphanes, vigorous measures were 
taken to Hellenize Judea (ISRAEL, 5 70). and after the 
struggles of Menelaus and Jason for the city Antiochus 
entered it (169 R.  c. ), plundered the temple, destroyed 
the walls, and placed a Syrian garrison in a new citadel, 
and an altar to Zeus on the altar of Yahwb (Dan. 11 31).] 

When Jndas Maccabaeus reconstructed the temple 
(165) he also fortified the holy mountain of Zion (the 
temple hill) with wall and towers, I Macc. 460. Once 
more rased by the Greeks (6 62 9 5 4 ) ,  the walls of 
the city were renewed with hewn stone by Jonathan 

It is plain from I Macc. 460 67 1011 that up to this 
time the fortified city was still identical with the temple 

hill ; ,but a new topographical problem 
is raised by what is related of the 

citadel (Akra) erected by Epiphanes to dominate the 
town. 

i. Robertson Smifh‘s niew of site:  N.  of temple.-The 
Akra is identified by the author of I Macc. with the city 
of David. It continued to be held by the Greeks after 
the town was fortified by the Maccabees, and indeed 
was ultimately reduced by the erection of a special wall 
cutting off the Greek garrison from access to the city 
and market (1236). The natural inference from all this 
is that the Greek citadel lay on the temple hill, and 

1 Cp Davidson, Crit. lieu., ‘93, p. 19; A. R. S. Kennedy, 
Ex). T, ’92, p. 247 ; Che. f6. 320. 

2 Cp Schiirer, Hist. 1187 3 301. 
3 Diod. Sic. xix. ; Pseud:-Hecat. in Joseph. C. A). 122. 

PSALMS. ) G. A. S . ]  

period. 
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27. The 
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southwards, trending to the E. At the extreme E. 
point, beyond the present line of wall, and a little S. of 
the modern golden gate, must be placed (9) the horse 

&Ute (Jer. 31 40).l South of this again came the fortifica- 
tions of Ophel and theupper palace, and from this point 
the enceinte swept round to the pool of Shiloah. The 
lower wall of Manasseh in 2 Ch. 33 14 is described as an 
,outwork in the Kidron valley extending all along the 
.eastern side of the town and round the NE. corner. 

[Other city gates mentioned are :-(IO) the gafe of the 
Mz&@ia!4 (l,?&q Y ~ W  ; miph&Zdh perhaps = ‘ muster ‘ ; but cp 
Ezek. 43 21 [EV appointed place], where it seems to be some 
locality just ougside the temple, see HAMMIPHKAD), between 
the horse and sheep gates according to Neh. 331; (11) the 
nziddre gate (?QF> lp~$), probably on the N. wall, Jer. 39 3, 
by some identified with the gate of Ejhraim (n,yy lp$) ; 
.(I.) the wafer-gate (n:&y lyi) is not mentioned by Nehemiah 
on his circuit of the walls, but appears from Neh. 1337 

.(cp 326 8 I  3 16) to have been an entrance to the temple 

.courts. Still some take it to he a city gate opening above 
Gihon. The other ‘gates’ mentioned in Kings Chronicles, 

Jeremiah, and Ezekiel were temple doorways o; approaches 
including those of Jer. 17 19 and 20 2 ; with the exception of th i  
two in z K. 11 6, Gate of SUY (170 le@ ; in Ch. 23 5, liO:?, 
‘the foundation ’) and thegate affhe cosriers ( O W ?  ly@), both 

.of which were connected with the palace. 
Nehemiah reports the rebuilding of the whole city wall, as  

it had been before Nebuchadrezzar’s destruction of it. The 
temple was rebuilt before his time (in 518-515). Nehemiah 
mentions for the first time the castle ‘ the Birah ’2 for whose 
gates he brought timber with him ( 2 8 ) ;  it  lay bn the N. of 
the temple (see below, 8 28). H e  also mentions ‘the king’s 
house’ (3 25)-i.e., Solomon’s palace-hut does not say what 
he did with i t .  we do not hear of it again. The house of the 
high priest apiears to have lain to the SE. of the temple (:o). 

-those of the priests to the E. above the horse-gate (28);  thd 
Nethinim dwelt on Ophel’ (26). David’s citadel is not men- 
tioned (but see helow on the Akra $ 27 iii.). There was an 
upper .tower lying out from the ding’s house‘ (25), and ‘ a 

,great tower lying out’ below the horse-gate (27). 
The long blank in the history of the Jews which 

-follows the time of Nehemiah makes it imuossible to 

G.  A. s.] 

28. Persian trace the progress of Jerusalem in any 
period. detail. Under the Persian empire the 

Jews enjoyed little prosperity. [It is very 
urobable that like their neichbours thev suffered much v 

violence ; and upon certain ancient traditions of this the 
hypothesis has been raised that the temple itself was 
destroyed. Under Artarxerxes Ochus (about 350 B.C. ) 
there was a widespread rebellion in Phmnicia and other 
‘western parts of the empire, which was put down with 
great severity. Syncellus records a battle between 
.Jews and Persians, which resulted in the capture of 
.Jericho (?) and the exile of many Jews to Hyrcania and 
-Babylonia, whilst Josephus (Ant. xi. 7 I )  says that 
Bag6ses the general of ‘another Artaxerxes,’ on a 
:murder being perpetrated by the high priest in the 
!temple, made this the excuse for entering it, and thereby, 
.in Jewish opinion, polluting its sanctuary. The revolt 
.of the Jews, if it took place, was undoubtedly a religious 
revolt ; and it is easy to believe that Ochus or his 
general Bagoas punished it, as they punished similar 
revolts in Egypt and Phmnicia, by the devastation of 
the temple. Robertson Smith suggested that the story 
.of Josephus about the minor defilement of the 
temple by Bagdses is really a pragmatical invention 
.designed partly to soften the catastrophe of the Jews, 
.and partly to explain it by the sin of the high 
priest. This has been accepted by Cheyne, and both 
scholars have transferred to the campaign of Bagoas 
Pss. 44,  7 4 ,  and 7 9 ,  which describe a destruction of the 
temple and were generally regarded as Maccabean.J 
The occurrence of such a catastrophe, however, is by no 

1 [ n y q  ’d. According to Neh. 3 28 it lay on the SE. corner 
.of the temple ; it had been connected with the palace, 2 K. 11 16 
J Ch. 23 15.1 

2 >?’??. The name is in Hebrew only post-exilic and is 
,thought to be borrowed from Assyrian, in which .%tu= ‘ castle.’ 

3 Ed. Dindorf, 1486. 
4 WRS, OT3CP) 207 4 3 8 8  : Che. Introd. to Isa. 3 5 8 8  
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presumably on the site of the later Antonia, N. of the 
temp1e.l The temple hill is certainly the Zion of 
I Macc. ; and the city of David, with which the Akra 
is identified, had always meant the fortress of Zion. 
The same result seems to follow from the language of 
Josephus. 

When Josephus lived Jerusalem was almost a new town. 
Under the Maccabees, a)nd again under Herod, the prosperity 
of the Jews was greater than at  any previous time. The sanctu- 
ary was a centre of pilgrimage from the most distant lands, and 
the sovereiqns of Jerusalem had an empire greater than any of 
the kings after Solomon. The growth of the city must have been 
enormous and the great buildings of Herod and his successors 
had who& changed its aspect, especially in the quarter of the 
temple and on the western hill where the royal palace stood. 
These changes were very apt to mislead an uncritical writer 
with regard to the ancient topography, and in fact Josephus 
falls into a radical blunder by assuming that the fortress of 
David belonged to the upper city, like the royal castle of his 
own day,Qand that the western hill had always heen part of 
Jerusalem. 

Of Jerusalem as he himself saw it Josephus gives a 
vivid description (BJv. 4 I). The city stood on two hills 
divided by the Tyropceon valley, into which the houses 
descended tier beneath tier. The higher (western) hill 
was called the upper market, the lower (eastern) hill 
across the Tyropceon was the citadel hill, and was called 
indifferently the Akra or the Lower City. That this 
Akra included the ridge S. of the temple is clear from 
several marks : the hill was ~ ~ @ K U ~ T O S ,  ‘ hog-backed ’ ; 
it was cut off by ravines on the outer side, and had a 
continuous approach to the temple, which stood on the 
higher ground; finally, it extended to Shiloah at the 
mouth of the Tyr~pceon .~  Thus we see that though 
Josephus himself has lost the true tradition as to the 
city of David, h? furnishes additional proof that the 
citadel hill, still identified with it by the author of 
I Macc., was no other than the eastern hill. 

ii. Robinson’s view : W. of temple. -A different view 
of the Akra was maintained by Robinson, and has been 
elaborated by Sir Charles Warren and Colonel Conder 4 
in connection with better observations as to the two 
heads of the Tyropceon valley. I t  is maintained that 
the Akra was a knoll, W. of the temple hill and N. of 
the traditional Zion, between the two heads of the 
Tyropceon (I 7). T o  gain any show of plausibility for 
this view, it is necessary to lay great weight on a state- 
ment of Josephus that the temple hill was once a third 
eminence lower than the Akra, and divided from it by 
a broad ravine, and that Simon after taking the Akra 
destroyed the citadel, and laboured for three years to 
reduce its site below the level of the temple plateau and 
fill up the intervening hollow (BJv. 4 ; Ant. xiii. 6 6 ) .  
This story is probably exaggerated, for, according to the 
early and trustworthy evidence of I Macc. 13, the Akra 
was not destroyed, only purged, and strengthened by 
additional fortifications on the sacred mountain. In 
any case we know that the Akra was opposite the temple, 
and that in the time of Josephus there was no longer a 
ravine between, whereas the city opposite the temple to 
the W. was still cut off by the deep Tyropceon (Ant.  
xv. 11 5 ) ,  except where a bridge led to the palace on the 
western hill. Nor is it possible that the western branch 
of the Tyropceon can he the deep ravine which, 
according to Josephus, separated the upper and the lower 
city, for that head is the theatre-shaped basin described 
in Ant. xv. 11 5 as facing the temple across the ravine. 

iii. [Third view : S. of tempZe.-Though the Akra 
proper must thus have lain on the E. hill it is by no 
means certain that the view expressed above by 

1 [So also Sir Charles Wilson, Smith’s BDF), ‘ Jerus.’ 1644. 
But see below, P, 27 (iii.)] 

2 A perpetuation of this blunder gives the current name Tower 
of David to the Herodian tower, probably Phasael, which still 
stands by the Jaffa gate. On this tower compare a paper by 
Schick in ZDPYvol. i. 

3 BJ vi. 7 2  ; cp v. 4 I and the association of Shiloah and the 
Akra in v. 6 I. 
4 See Warren, The TempZe o r  the Tomh, London, 1880 ; and 

Conder, Tent Wovk in PaZesestine, London, 1878, vol. i. ; Has- 
tings’ BD 2 594. 
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Robertson Smith, that it lay N. of the temple on the 
site of the later Antonia, is correct. It  may have lain 
to the S. of the temple,’ on the site which, as we have 
seen (I 18), must have been occupied by the old Jebusite 
fortress, that is to say, on the higher ground opposite 
the temple plateau, beyond the deep hollow in the rock 
described in If there be any truth in the account 
of Josephus, that Simon reduced the rock of the Akra 
to a level lower than the temple plateau, and filled up 
the intervening hollow, this would account for the dis- 
appearance of the conspicuous rock from this part of the 
hill as =,ell as for the fact stated by Josephus, that the 
hollow was no more in his day (about this he cannot h e  
in error). Further, under the Akra lay the gymnasium 
or ‘ place of exercise ’ which the high-priest Jason con- 
structed ( 2  Macc. 412) : for this a most likely spot 
would be either the Tyropceon or the Kidron Valley 
below the S. end of the temple plateau. It  was 
probably on the same site that Herod built his Hippo- 
drome, and this, according to Josephus (Ant. xvii. 1 0 2  ; 
BJ ii. 3 I )  lay to the S. Finally, notice the association 

Under the Hasmonean dynasty we meet with the first 
unambiguous evidence that the city had extended to 

18. 

of the Akra with Shiloah in B/ v. 6 I. G. A. S.] 

28. the loftier western hill, where a new 
palace was erected overlooking the 

antonia. temple (A%?. xx. 8 11). This con- 
tinued to he the royal quarter, and 

western hill 

was raised to great splendour by Herod, who covered a 
vast extent of ground with his palace, its courts, and its 
pleasure grounds. The palace of Herod embraced two 
edifices transcending the temple in magnificence ; and 
the three enormous adjoining towers, Hippicus, Phasael, 
and Mariamme (Ant. xvi. 5 2  ; B/v. 4 3), made the 
upper city the strongest part of Jerusalem. Here also 
in Herod’s days stood the xystus or gymnasium, be- 
neath the Hasmonean palace, where a bridge spanned 
the Tyropceon. The bridge was already there under 
the later Hasmoneans, when the new quarter had as yet 
minor importance, and the temple hill was still the only 
citadel. Here the warlike high priest Hyrcanus usually 
dwelt in the castle (PZprs ,  ?i*~ 2, which Herod afterwards 
converted into the fortress of Antonia (so called by him 
after Mark Antony) in the NW. corner of the enceinte 
of the temple (Ant. xv. 1 1 4  ; B/ v. 58). Antonia had 
the form of a sqnare keep, with loftier towers rising 
pinnacle-like at the corners. It  commanded the temple 
and therefore the whole lower city, and by its two 
staircases the Roman soldiers descended into the 
porticoes of the temple to keep order among the 
worshippers (cp Acts2135). [The soldiers in Herod‘s 
palace and the towers would he only those which formed 
the guard of the Roman Procurator.$ Another tower 
built by Herod was Psephinus, § 32 iii.] 

When Pompey besieged the temple hill in 65 B.C. 
the bridge ( 5  28) was broken down, and the Tyropceon 
as. Romans. afforded a complete defence on the W. 

Pompey’s assault was made from the N . ,  
where there was a strong wall with towers and a deep 
fosse which was with difficulty filled up to permit the 
advance of Pompey’s siege train.4 This fosse ninst be 
identified with the rock-cut trench N. of the Haram 
area, and from Josephns’s description seems to have 
been still the northern limit of the town. The walls 
destroyed by Pompey were restored by Antipater. [In 
40 B.C. occurred the Parthian occupation of Jerusalem, 
resulting in the flight of Herod. Three] years later 
the city yielded, after an obstinate resistance, to Herod 
and the Romans (37 B.C.).5 Like Pompey, Herod 
attacked from the N. The Baris, occupied by 
Antigonus, was not surrendered till the temple and the 

1 Cp Benzinger, H A  1428, and Buhl, PaZ. 142. 
2 See 8 24. 
3 Sir C. Wikon, Smith’s BDPI, ‘Jerusalem,’ 1644. 
4 Ant.144; 6 / 1 7 .  
5 Ant. xvi. 16 B]1 18. 
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JERUSALEM 
rest of the city had been carried by storm, and we now 1 
read of two walls which had to be reduced successively. 

r r h e  construction of the temple by Herod (18-16 B. C. )l 
is considered elsewhere (HEROD, 4). He died in 
4 B.C. of the usual chronology. Under Archelaus, 
and afterwards under the Roman procurators, nothing 
of structural or topographical interest happened at 
Jerusalem save the building by Pilate of an aqueduct 
from the WBdy ‘Arrilb to ’ Solomon’s Pools,’ and SO to 
the city and the temple ; and the growth of the northern 
suburb, Bezetha. 

The appearance of Jerusalem in the Gospels and Acts 
repeats some of the general impressions of the city’s 
30. The NT. situation which we have received from 

the OT, presents several new features of 
interest, and raises one or two topographical problems. 
The nearness of the city to the desert is emphasised (Mt. 
3 5  4 5 Acts 2 T 38) ; the mountains are about it (Mt. 24 16 
etc.). As the chief actors in the story are now pro- 
vincials, Jerusalem appears mainly as a place of pilgrim- 
age (the accounts of the Passover in all the gospels ; 
also Lk.24 Jn. 5 1  723 1022) ; it is ‘the holy city’ (Mt. 
45 2753). High over everything else bulks the temple, 
the wonder and admiration of all who visit the city (Mk. 
11 1127 etc. ) ; beside it neither Herod’s buildings nor the 
walls are thought worthy of notice; ‘David’s tomb is 
mentioned once (Acts 229). The Roman occupation is 
in evidence ; the city is the residence of the Procurator 
with his guard (Mk. 156 Jn. 18~8), perhaps in the palace 
on the W. hill ; but his judgment seat (Mt. 27 19 etc. ) and 
a strong garrison are in the Antonia (A4cts 21 34 2224, cp 
above, 5 28) from which stairs descend into the outer 
court of the temple (Acts 2138 2230 2310). As the 
capital and centre of pilgrimage from all parts of the 
world, thronged by crowds of many nationalities (Lk. 
2326 Jn. 1220 Acts 27-11) Jerusalem becomes the head- 
quarters of the infant church (Acts 8 9 11 1313 151-4 
21 17) ; but its aloofness from the world and the decline 
of its religious supremacy are emphasised by the gradual 
drift of the story in the Book of Acts down the hills on 
which the city stood to the Maritime Plain (826 9 3 0  
3 2 8  10 etc.). Even in theGospels there is an interest- 
ing foreshadowing of this decentralisation. Often as 
Jesus and his disciples are described as resorting to the 
temple to teach the people (Lk. 2137 Jn. 5 14 7 3 et? ), 
this is the only part of the city mentioned in connection’ 
with them (except the Pools of Siloam, J n . 9 7 ,  and 
Bethesda, J n . 5 2 8 ) ,  and we find them far oftener 
outside the walls. In fact almost for the first time 
the curtain is lifted on the environs ; and we see especi- 
ally Olivet (Lk. 21 37, ’ at night he abode in the mount 
called of Olives ’ : 22 IO, ‘ he came out and went as was 
his wont to the Mt. of Olives’ ; 2239 Mt. 2630 Mk. 
1426 Jn. 81 1 8 1 ,  ‘ over the brook Kidron ’), the garden 
there, Gethsemane ; the villages Bethphage, Bethany, 
and Siloam (Lk. 134)  ; the roads to Jericho (Lk. 1030) 
and Emmaus (Lk. 2413). The city herself is hostile to 
Jesus (Mt. 2337 Lk. 1934), and the shadow of her doom 
lics upon her (ibid., etc. ). 

The main topographical problems are few. The site of BETH- 
mn.4 (Jn. 5 2 near the sheep-gate ; see above $$ 24 col. 2424 
end) is still boubtful (see above $$ II col. l 4 z ~  &d).z 0; 
Aceldama and Golgotha see t i e  sp;cicial articds; on Solo- 
mon’s Porch (Jn. 10 23 Acts 5 12) and the high priest’s palace 
see TEMPLE ; and on the site of GABBATHA see PRBTORIUM. 

Under Agrippa I . ,  the third wall, to be described 
immediatelv, was built. ASriDDa 11. made in the Umer  

JERUSALEM 
;arrison and led to difficulties with Festus. Under 
i.“orus the Jews destroyed the cloisters leading from the 
fortress to the temple ( B J k  156) ; but they were rebuilt. 
The defeat of Cestius Gallus in 66 A.D.  proved the 
strength of the city, and the inhospitableness of its sur- 

The walls of the city as they stood at the time of the 
siege by Titus must now be described. They were 
three in number. 

roundings to an invading army. G.  A. S.]  

i. The first wall consisted of a ramoart to the N. of Herod’s 

,. Y 

31. *pippa City an addition to the palace of the 
Hasmoneans which commanded a view 
into the interior of the temde courts (Ant .  I. and II. 

xx. SII) ,  and the Jews replied by huilchg higher the 
western wall of the inner temple court, which also inter- 
cepted. the view into the outer court of the Roman 

1 The court and cloisters were not completed till 9 B.C. 
2 We. identifies with B&3a (Be@& etc.) of Jos. B/ ii. 194, 

etc., which is explained to mean ~ a ~ v o n d h ~ r ,  ‘new city’ (Le., 
Hnin n,>, cp also Offerhaus: Nnin n33 [sic], cited by G. 
Boettger, Lex.). 
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On Bezetha see above, $5 g, 23 (end). 

palace, connecting Hippicus in the ‘citadel of tbe upper city 
with the western porch of the temple,’ and 

32. city Wal l s  of another line skirting the face of the 
in 70 A.D. western hill from Hippicus southward, 

thence curving round beyond Shiloah, and 
joining the western wall of the temple enclosure at Ophel. 
Several traces of this wall survive. [Its course from Maudslay’s 
scarp round the SW. hill and across the mouth of the Tyropceon 
was traced by Bliss in the excavations of 1E94-97 ; and its re- 
mains, as he appears successfully to prove, are those immediately 
under the debris, which he assigns to the long interval between 
the destruction of the wall by Titus and the building of a new 
wall (the remains of which now lie above the said debris) on 
the same line by the Empress Eudocia in the fifth century.] 

ii. The second wall, connecting a point in the northern line 
of the first wall with Antonia (I 28), enclosed the new town or 
trading quarter. [By occasional excavations in recent years, re- 
corded by Schick, the general course of this wall appears to be 
now beyond doubt. It must have started from Antonia, S. of the 
trench which separated the latter from Bezetha (Bjv.  cp 6 I 2, 
7 5 3. and 11 4), and have taken at first a westward direction ; 
but it was for long uncertain whether this direction was sus- 
tained tothe N. or deflected to the s. of the site of the sepulchre 
church. Schick‘s observations appear to have proved the latter. 
A little NE. of the site of the church the wall turned S. at 
a right angle, then about 150 yards farther on resumed at  a 
right angle the W. direction to the S. of the site of the Church, 
turning once more S. on the E. of the Pool Amygdalon and so 
joining the first wall at,  or in the neighhourhood of, Hip)picus.la 

iii. Outside both these walls, on the hillside sloping south- 
wards towards the temple had grown up a suburb called 
Bezetha, which Agrippa I. ih the time of Claudius Ccesar began 
t o  protect with a third wall conceived on a gigantic scale, but 
never altogether finished. The precise corn ass of this wall 
which began at  Hippicus ($ 28) and rejoinel the first wall i; 
the Kidron valley has been mulh disputed, the great tower of 
Psephinus, which’ stood on very high ground, and formed its 
NW. angle, being supposed by some to have stood near the 
modern castle of Goliath (Kasr Jsliid), whilst others place it as  
far N. as the Russian cathedral. 

The measurements by which it has been proposed to 
decide the northern limits of Jerusalem are the distance 
of 3 stadia from the city to the tomb of Queen 
Helena of Adiabene (commonly identified with the 
Tombs of the Kings, 4kubzir es-SaMpz), and the circuit 
of 33 stadia assigned by Josephus to the whole city. 
These measurements would seem to imply that the 
ancient city stretched farther N. than the modern 
walls : but they can hardly claim to be taken as mathe- 
matically accurate; the estimates of the compass of 
the city vary, and Eusebins places it at 27 stadia. 
This again would imply a line closely coincident with 
the N wall of the modern town, agreeing with the 
remains of ancient scarping still visible, and with the 
express statement of Josephus that the line of the third 
wall passed through the royal caves-ie., the catacombs 
-or the ‘Cotton grotto’ and ‘grottoof Jeremiah’ (which 
are separated by a kind of fosse cut through the live 
rock, manifestly forming part of the old wall line). 

In the siege under Titus the Romans successively 
carried the third and second walls.4 They then occu- 
33. Titus. pied Antonia, which was levelled to facilitate 

the approach of the forces for the attack ,on 
the temple stronghold. The temple was opened by 
fire rather than force, and, the Jewish leaders having 

1 [The northern line of this wall must have 111; along the N. 
edge of the SW. hill; PEP Menz. ‘Jerusalem, 285, ZDPV 
8 z7sz7’J 

2 [Both E. and S. of the sepulchre church Schick has pointed 
out the old ditch of the wall with remains of the latter in it. 
E. of the church he has recognised traces of a large tower or 
castle which he suggests maybe the site of the Persian governor’s 
seat mentioded in Neh. 3’7(ZDPY8 2 5 9 3  11 468). Cp Wilson, 
Smith‘s BUPI ‘ J,:us.’ 1646.1 

3 [PEF Mi&. Jerus.’ 126Jt: 145 2 6 4 x : ;  PEP@, 1889, pp. 
6 3 8 ;  ZDPVl178I 

4 ‘The Camp of the Assyrians ’ the site of a camp of Titus, 
lay between these walls towards ;he W. 
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JERUSALEM JESHIMON 
Besant and Palmer, Efist. of3erus. ’88 ; Benzinger Hi1 p IO, 
‘94 ‘ Buhl Pal. ‘96. Bliss and Dickie Excazi. at JeAs, ’94-’97 
’98 f and )the articlLs of Sir Charles ’Wilson in Smith‘s UBPI: 
and of Col. Conder in Hastings’ DB, ‘99. See also Baedeker’s 
Pal.@) by Socin and Benzinger, ’go, and Murray’s by Haskett 
Smith, 1892. The sources for the Byzantine and Medizval 
topography are 5mid in the volumes of the ‘ Palestine Pilgrims’ 
Text Society ’ ; the Arabic topography in Guy I’Estrange, Pub 
undw the MosZns, 1890 but its translations, often freely given 
must he used with caution. On modern Jerusalem, heside; 
notices in many of the above-cited works (especially the two 
guide-hooks), see/ems. the H o b ,  by E. Sherman Wallace, U.S. 
Consul in the city. 

G.  A. S.-W. R. S.,’ I$, 12-36 ; C .  R. C. ,  $5 3-11. 
JERUSHA (N@l i ,  a compound of Sl’ and Nt5i, the 

latter perhaps a divine name represented by HE’ in 
KE’L’3 [see BAASHA, n. I] ; so S. A. Cook, Ex?. T 
10 5266 ( ‘99), IEPOYCA [AL], repuuv [Jos. Ant. ix. 11 z]), 
bath Zadok, the queen-mother of Jotham, 2 K. 1533  
( ~ p o y c  [B], IE. [A])=z Ch., 27 I (where ”?l’, 
Jerushah, l ~ p o y c c ~  [B] ; possibly as though= ‘ pos- 
sessed ‘-i. e . ,  ‘ married ’). 

JESHAIAH, twice AV Jesaiah (VI:v@, 3!@, 28, 
‘YahwB saves,’ the same name as that of the prophet 
ISAIAH (q.v., i. 3 I )  ; OCAIAC [BA], IECC[EIIA W I ) .  

I. AV JESAIAH and Pelatiah, sons of Hananiah b. Zerubbahel 
[I Ch. 3 21 a;?@;, wapa [B], muaa [AI, - m e  [Ll); according to 
E, Pesh., Vg., he was the son of Pelatiah. 

2. A son of (the Merarite) Jeduthun (I Ch: 25315 >;t:v@; 
uara, LwuFca [Bl, m a n ,  LULLIS [AI, cuam [Ll) ; cp 3 and 5 below. 

3. A descendant of Moses (I Ch. 2625 >?f;?@;, L W ~ C  [L]) who 
in I Ch. 24 21 appears as ISSHIAH (q.~.) ;  cp 23 15 17 ; as a Levite 
he is probably assigned to Merari ; cp 24 21 with 23 17 21. See 
z above and 5 below. 

4. h. Athaliah, one of the clan called B’ne Elam in Ezra’s 
Earavan (see EZRA i., 2; ii., $ 15  la), Ezra8 7 (?@;, L O U ~ L L I  

B], quam [A], wuums [L])=I Esd. 8 33 JOSIAS, RV JESIAS 
e m a s  [B], LEUU. [AL]). 

5. A Merarite Levite in Ezra’s caravan (see EZRA i., $ 2; 
ii., $ 15 [114, EzraS~g(;l;yf;, waia [A])=I Esd.848, OSAIAS 
:om. B), which is based on some such form as a; ’ :y~?f ccP Neb. 
12 32). See 2 above. 

6. AV JESAIAH, a Benjamite (Neh. 11 7 a;YW;, ccs [B*vidl, 
:emu [Bbl, ~cuu[elia [AI). 

JESHANm (a?@; T H N  KANA [Bl, T H N  ANA 

-A], IECCHNA [L], JESANA [vg.]), a city taken by 
kbijah from Jeroboam (2 Ch. 1 8 1 g ) ,  and doubtless also 
mentioned in I S. 7 IZ (critically emended text ; see 
SHEN). Josephus (Ant .  viii. 11 3) calls it cuuvus ; see 
ilso Ant. xiv. 15 12, B/ i. 17 5 ( K C ~ V C L ;  v. Z. cuura). It 
,s mod. ‘Ain Si&, 3f m. N. of Bethel, an  interesting 
tncient site (Clerni. Ganneau, PEFQ, ‘77, p. 206, PEFM 
2 291 302). 

JESHARELAH (h&-@!), I Ch. 25 14, see ASARE- 

JESHEBEAB (3,&7@, ‘he  brings back a father’? 
:as though 1L$ 1p2], 6 2 ;  om. E, ICBAAA [AL], 
rs&4.48-L [Vg.], cp Gray, HPN 24 t a r y )  [Pesh.]), 
the name of a priestly course ( I  Ch. 2413) .  ‘The 
readings point to an original Ishbanl,’ which has been 
adopted by Ki. (SBOT)  ; but it is hardly likely that the 
Chronicler would give a priest a name compounded with 
that of the detested Baal. On the other hand, the name 
may well have been traditional, and perhaps intention- 
illy disguised by the Chronicler (or rather by a later 
scribe), with the above rather weak result. Cp Oholiab 
for Oholibaal (see OHOLIBAH), and see ISHBAAL, 

JESHER (12 [Gi.], lv! [Ra.], cp JESHURUN ; CAP 

:L], IOAC.  [BA]), son of CALEB and AZUBAH [qq.~.], 

JESHIMON. In  the six places where AV has 
Jeshimon as a place-name (Nu. 21 20 23 28 I S. 23 ‘9 24 
26 I 3) ,  RV invariably has ‘ the desert,’ while RVmg. 
1 The passages in square brackets are by G.A.Sm.; also the 

following sections : $0 I&, 12-18, 20, 21, 2 5 3 ,  27 iii., 30. 

L.4H. 

JASHOBEAM, MEPHIBOSHEI‘H. S. A. C. 

1 Ch. 2 18f. 
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retired to the upper city, the lower town from the 
temple to Shiloah was burned by the Romans. The 
capture of the upper city was effected by a regular 
approach with mounds and battering-rams (September 
70 A.D.), and even then the huge citadel of Herod 
could only have yielded to famine had it not been 
abandoned by the Jewish leaders in a vain attempt at  
escape (ISRAEL, § 106). Its three great towers, with a 
portion of the western wall, were left as a memorial, 
and of this group the so-called tower of David (Phasael) 
still stands. 

The rebuilding of Jerusalem by Hadrian seems to 
have been conceived in a spirit friendly to the Jews, and 

34. there is even some evidence that the 
Capitolina. restoration of the temple was contemplated 

or commenced. After the great revolt 
(132-135 A.D. ) ,  however, iElia Capitolina was trans- 
formed into a purely pagan town with seven quarters 
and many buildings of heathen fashi0n.l [It was not 
nearly so large as the Jerusalem of the Herods : the 
SW. hill lay outside the walls (Jer. Mic. 312). ‘The  
S. walls appear to have run very nearly on the lines of 
the present city wall.’2] 

The soread of Christianitv and the rise of the Dractice of 
pilgrimage gave a new impo&nce to the city of the ’crucifixion 

and resurrection, and in the time of 
36. Christianity. Constantine the ‘discovery’ of the Holy 

Sepulchre and the erection of the magnifi- 
cent church of the Anastasis (dedicated 336 A.D.), madeJerusalem 
again a great religious centre. In the pagan reaction under 
Julian an attempt was made to rebuild the temple : but it was 
frustrated by an outburst of fire from the foundations (362). 
The unfortunate empress Endocia spent her last years a t  
Jerusalem (about 450-460), built the church of St. Stephen, 
founded monasteries and hospitals, enriched the churches [and 
above all rebuilt the walls of the city (Evagrius, HE 20-23) 
on the old and wider lines, especially on the S. Thus Siloam 
was again included, and is so described by Antoninus Martyr 
(29 ,  about 560.3 It is in all probability the ruin of Eudocia’s 
wall that Bliss found in his ‘ upper wall ’ from Maudslay’s scarp 
t o  Siloam (see above, $9 IO ii. a, 30)]. The next great builder 
was Justinian, part of whose splendid church of St. Mary perhaps 
still remains in, or to the E. of, the mosque el-AksB. In 614 
Jerusalem was taken by ChosriiSs; and the churches and 
sepulchre were burned; hut the vicar of the exiled patriarch 
Modestus began to restore them even before the Persians retired. 

In  628 Heraclius retook the city; hut its Christian days were 
numbered. I n  637 Jerusalem capitulated to the caliph ‘Omar 

who gave directions for the erection of a place 0; 
36. Islam. worship on the site of the ‘remotest shrine’-i.e., 

the temple, to which Mohammed, according to 
e r . 1 7 1 ,  was transported from Mecca in his famous night 
journey. From this verse the great sanctuary of Jerusalem 
received the name el-Aks., now generally confined to the 
building a t  the S. end of the Haram. The original mosque 
as described by Arculphus (670) was a rude edifice of wood 
capable of containing 3000 worshippers ; hut soon after, the 
sanctuary was reconstructed in a style of great’magnificence by 
the caliph ‘Abd eI-Malik, whose date (72 A.H. =691 A.D.) is still 
read in a Cufic inscription on the Dome of the Rock, though 
the name of the caliph seems to have been changed to that of 
el-Ma’man, who restored the buildings after a great earthquake 
which, according to Mokaddasy, left nothing standing excep; 
the part around the rnijivd or niche indicating the direction of 
Mecca. In their present condition the buildings of the 
sanctuary show features of very various styles, from the 
Byzantine downwards. The architectural problems which they 
suggest are closely connected with controversies as to the 
topGgraphy of the TEMPLE (4.v.) and the true site of the Holy 
Sepulchre (see GOLGOTHA). Apart from the question of the holy 
sites, the later topography of Jerusalem presents no feature that 
need detain us, and the subsequent fortunes of the city belong 
to the general history of Palestine and the crusades. 

Among the countless volun~es on the subject the followinq may 
benamedasstil1ofuse:--Kobinson, BR,’38, and LBR, 52; Tobler, 

Z7uei BQcher der Topogr. /ems. etc., ‘53- 
37. Bibliography. ‘54 ; De Vogiib, Les hgZises de la Tewe 

Sainte, 1860 Le Temple de Jems. suinie 
Bun essni sur Za iopop+hie etc ’ 1864-5 : Neubauer, Glog. 2. 
Talmud, 68; Gubrin, / d i e ,  ’68-’66;1 Warren, Undel-groundjeru- 
+ern, ‘76 ; PEFM, vol. on Jerus., ‘84 ; this covers the work to 
83; for subsequent worksee the PEFQ, and the ZDPV,’84-1goo; 

1 Details in CILron. Pasch. 01. 2243. 
2 Bliss Excnv. 306. 
3 The’mosaic plan of Jerusalem discovered at  Medeba in 

1897 omits the church of St. Stephen and represents the W. 
wall as turning NE.  after including the church of Mt. Zion on 
the site of the present Cenaculum. Its date must therefore be 
earlier than Eudocia. There are also traces upon it of Hadrian’s 
wall excluding the church on Mt. Zion. 
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retains ‘ Jeshimon’ (fD’e3, 8pquos [BAFL] in Nu., 
700 [6]leuuaipou [BA], [TOO] L E U ~ E ~ O U Y  [L] in S). 

The word jiJiman occurs frequently elsewhere as a common 
noun (Dt. 32 IO Ps. 68 7 [SI 78 40 106 14 Is. 43 19 etc.) with allusion 
to the wilderness of Sinai. 

The Jeshimon of Nu., which is immediately overlooked 
by Pisgah, is the long tract of barren land N. of the 
Dead Sea ; that of Sam., ‘ before ’ which is the hill of 
Hachilah (see HACHILAH), is the eastern part of the hill- 
,country of Judah. For a vivid sketch of the latter see 
GASm. HG312$, and cp BETH-JESHIMOTH, DESERT, 

JESHISHAI (’.P’@jl, ‘aged’ ? I[EC]CAI [BA], coyci 
5 2 (2). 

[L], IESESI, om. Pesh.), in a genealogy of GAD ($ 13) 
.(I Ch. 5 14f). 

31 ;  one might read 
JASHVAHIAH ‘Yahwk causes to grow,’ but this is hardly worth 
while. The bassage contains three kindred names, derived from 
?$y and SK or n;. First comes nrnlw, a corruption of ?I:$qQ, 
Maaseiah ; then ?;‘kg, Asaiah ; and lastly hWYW, a corruption 
of s39@Jp, Maaseel), a Simeonite, temp. Hezekiah (I Ch. 436, 
‘iauouia [BA], leu. [:I). 

@BA suggests @’,-Le., Jesse. 

JESHOHAIAH ( YI:@d;, 

T. K. C. 

JESHUA ( U W ,  §§ 28, 8 4 ;  I H C O Y  [BKA], COYA 
[L]), a place in the list of towns of Judah, \Neb. 11 25-30 
(see v. 26), and obviously in the extreme S. towards 
Edom. It  is mentioned just before MOLADAH ( q . ~ . ) ,  
and is obviously only another form of the SHEMA [i.] 
.of Josh. 1526, and the SHEBA [i.] of Josh. 19 2 . l  

The most original form is doubtless Shema ; m became 6, and 
b hecame w (cp ~ 1 1  in Jerus. Talm. for NIN; Frankel, VOY- 
studien 102) and finally 3 was prefixed by a copyist. The 
form Shii‘a Ar Shew‘a lies probably at  the root of the Ar. 
Su‘weh, the name of a ruined place situated on a high hill a 
little more than half-way between Kh. ‘Attir (Jattir) and Kh. 
el-Milb, and due W. of Tell ‘Arad. So Knobel in 1861, followed 
by most commentators. Conder, however, limits the identifi- 
cation to Jeshua ( P E F M 3  409). 

JESHUA (PlG?, a later form of JOSHUA [4.v.] ; cp 
wzk-&f4332f. ; IHCOYC [BKAQFL]). 

I. b. Nun I Neh. 8 17; se? JOSH[ A. 
2. A famil; of the b’ne Pahath-Moab in the great ost exilic 

list [see EZRA ii., 5s 9, 8 GI; Ezra26 (wuoue [BA])=$eh.ir~= 
I Esd. 5 11, JESUS. 

3. Father of Jozabad, a Levite, Ezra833=1 Esd. 863 ; JEW 
R V  JESUS (@B reads esus Jozabad). 
4 Father of EzER &der of Mizpah) ; Neh. 319. 
5 .  Jeshua b. Jehozadak the high priest, who, together 

-with Zerubbabel, is often mentioned in contemporary 
writings ; see Hag., and Zech. 3-6, where, however, his 
name is uniformly written JOSHUA (yFinl). As in Ezra 
3 2 3  43 .  he is mentioned prominently in connection 
with the building of the temple ; but to other questions 
Hag. and Zech. unfortunately give no answer. Was 
he one of the leaders in what is commonly called ‘ the 
Return ’ ? (For a discussion of the large question here 
suggested, see EZRA-NEHEMIAH, 7, and cp ZERUB- 
BABEL. ) The ‘ sons of Jeshua b. Jozadak ‘ were among 
those who had taken foreign wives (EzralOr8). His 
descendants are traced down to Jaddua (351-331 B.c.) 
in Neh. 1210f: In the Apocryphal books of I Esd. 
and Ecclus. (e.g.,  49 12) the name appears regularly as 
JESUS. 

6. ‘The house of Jeshua’ was a priestly family among whom 
were incorporated the b‘ne Jedaiah (Ezra236=Neh. 7 39= 
I Esd. 524). To show their antiquity the Chronicler mentions 
a Jeshua among the representatives of the twenty-four courses 
instituted by David (I Ch. 24 I I  ; AV JESHUAH); cp also z Ch. 
31 15, where Jeshua is a priest of the time of Hezekiah. 

7. The b’ne Jeshua and Kadmiel are names of levitical 
families, Ezra240 ( L ~ ~ O U E  [RI)=Neh. 743’1 Esd. 526, JESSUE, 
RV JESUS (n)lroua [A], -ELF [R]); see GENEALOGIES i:, $, 7, (i.), 
and cp HODAVIAH. They both occur together as individual 
names in Neh.94f: and 109 [IO] (Jeshua b. Azaniah), and 
Jeshua alone in 87.2 

1 RV here wronelv eives ‘or Sheba.’ as if Sheba were a mere 

T. K. C. 

JESUS 
JESHUAH (u!&, I Ch. 2411 AV, RV JESHUA 

(q.v., i. [6]). 
JESHURUN, in Is. 442 AV JESURUN (tsly’, 0 

H r A l l H M E N O C  [BAFL in Dt.19 0 H r A l l .  I C ~ A H A  
[BKAQ], or [HP 90 1441 simply ICPAHA [in Is.]; 
the other Greek versions in Dt. E y e H C  [Symm., 
Theod.1, in Is. E Y ~ Y T A T O C ,  or eyetic [Aq., Symm., 
Theod.] ; Pesh., Tg. ‘ Israel : Vg., Dt. 32 diZecectus, Dt. 
33 and Is. rectissimus; Ar. Walt. maujzin, ‘praised’ [Dt. 
32 335, but in 3326 ‘Israel’ ; Gr. Ven. I C ~ A E A ~ C K O C  
= J . h K ~ @ ) ,  a poetical name for the people of Israel 
(Dt. 3215 335  26 Is. 442). From the lateness of the 
writings in which it occurs Jeshurun might he an 
artificial formation, designed to represent the ideal of 
YahwB‘s people, viz., righteousness (from id*, y&ir= 
upright). This view, however, is not favoured by the 
use of the term in the above four passages ; Jeshurun 
(if the vowels are right) is nothing more than a synonym 
for Israel. Late writers had access to and sometimes 
utilised archceological facts. It  is possible, therefore, 
that there was a shortened form of the ethnic name 
Israel, which was not unknown as i$;, y&r (hence the 
name of a son of Caleb, I Ch. 218), hut was still better 
known as ~nd. (vocalised on the analogy of Zebulun, 
Siyyun [Zion])‘or perhaps rather pi@!, YiJr6n. 

The termination is probably not a diminutive (Ges., 
with Gr. Ven. [above]), but indicates that the bearer 
of the name belongs to a certain category (Kon. Lehrge6. 
2a 405); YiSrBn will mean one who belongs to or 
represents the ethnic category of Y&r. Whether 
YESer originally conveyed the idea of righteousness or 
(cp im) prosperity, we cannot tell. In  later times it 
may very well have done so ;  the name $NWI, when 
its real origin (see JACOB, 6)  had been forgotten, 
may have been explained by 5~ iv;, ‘God’s righteous 
one.’ See JASHAR, BOOK OF, § 4, and cp Bacher, 
ZATW5 1 6 1 8  (‘85) ; G. Hoffmann, ib. 16218 (’96). 

JESIAH (S$@), I Ch. 1 2 6  AV ; (YI:@!) I Ch. 2320 

JESIAS (ECIAC [B] etc.), I Esd. 833, RV=Ezra 87 ,  

JESIMIEL (\&?&: [Ginsb.], or $?!V?b [Ba.] ; 

T. K. C. 

AV ; RV. ISSHIAH [ q . ~ .  , 2 41. 

JESHAIRH, 4. 

the text seems wrong; hut see NAMES, 5 31, where &”,’ is 
favoured ; cp ULOU uaQah [B?] ~ u ~ a y h  [AL] ; see JESHOH~IAH), 
a Simeonite, temp. Hezekiah ?I Ch. 436). 

JESSE (+d+., 5 52 ; contracted from hKk.”? [see 
NAMES, 521; or from W3K, ABISHAI? cp Icabod 
from Ahi-cabod [so Marquart, Fundamente, 24 ; see 
also Ex?. T 10 526a (’gg)] ; for anotber view see 
JEZEBEL ; in many MSS of I Ch. 213 ’V’e ; IECCAI 
[BAQL], LEUUL [K]), son of Obed and father of David 
(see DAVID, 5 I) .  

JESSUE ( IHCOYEIC [B], IHCOYE [A]), I Esd. 526= 
Ezra 240, JESHUA ii., 7. 

JESU(IHCO~C[B],-O~[AL]), I Esd. 863=Ezra833,  
JESHUA ii., 3. 

JESUI (+>e), Nu. 2644; Jesuite (’I*?), idid. 
See ISHVI. 

T. I(. C. 

JESURUN (ply?), Is. 442, RV JESHURUN (4.v.). 
JESUS ( IHCOYC [BAL]), the Greek form of JOSHUA 

I. See JOSHUA [i.]. 
2. I Esd. 51r=Ezra 26 JESHUA ii., 2. 
3. I Esd. 863 R V = E z k  813, JESHUA ii., 3. 
4. Ecclus. 49m etc. 

and JESHUA. 

See JEsHua ii., 5. 

name-lists whits must often have troubled the Chronicler. The 
priestly ABISHUA ( 2 )  is perhaps related to Jeshua in the same 
way as Abiasaph .to ASAPH (pa., 3); cp GENEALOGIES i., B 7 
(iii. c. n.). 
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variant of Beershegar ~ 

2 In the case of Jeshua, as with so many post-exilic names, 
there are numerous instances where identification is out of the 
question. Indeed, we may plausibly suppose that such a common 
and reputable name may have served to fill some of the gaps in 
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5. T Esd. 5 q=Ezra 2 36 JESHUA ii., 6.  
6. I Esd. 526 RV=Ezra240 JESHUA ii., 7. 
7. Father of Sirach. 
8. Son ofSirach. See ECCLESIASTICUS, 5 2. 
9. A name in the genealogy of Jesus, Lk. 329 (AV JOSE). 

IO. See JUSTUS. 

See E&LESIASTICUS, $3 2. 

See GENEALOGIES ii., I 3f; 

JESUS 
Sources 55 1-4. 
Primiti;e Tradition, B 53 
Preaching Ministry, $3 gf; 
Teaching. S II f i  

Conflicts with Judaism, $3 
Messianic Ideal, 5 26f. 
Passion Week, I 2 8 8  
The Future, 5 3zf; 

Healing-M&isGy, r g 3  Literature, 5 34. 
Tesus Christ. the author and obiect of the Christian 
. I - -  

faith, a Jew by race, was born in 6alestine towards the 
end of the reign of Herod the Great 

The home '* summav' (CHRONOLOGY. 6 r;7 f i ) .  1 -  1 

of his childhood was NAZARETH, a town in the lower 
division of the province of GALILEE (§ 5).  The family 
to which he belonged was of humble estate. In early 
youth he worked at  a handicraft (see JOSEPH [husband 
of Mary], 5 9). On arriving at mature manhood he be- 
came a public teacher, rapidly gained fame, gathered 
about him disciples, offended the ruling classes by free 
criticism of the prevailing religion, and ended a brief 
but extraordinary career by suffering crucifixion. 

This short summary of facts is taken from those 
books in the N T  which bear the name of Gospels, and 

2. Sources. are our main source of information for 
These documents 

are of varying value from a historical point of view. 
Critical opinion is much divided as to the fourth, that 
which bears the name of John, the judgment of many 
critics being that it is the least trustworthy as a source 
whether for the words or for the acts of Jesus. By 
comparison, the first three, from their resemblances 
called synoptical, are regarded by many as possessing 
a considerable measure of historical worth. But even 
these, from a critical point of view, are not of equal 
value, nor do the contents of any one of them possess a 
uniform degree of historic probability. They present 
to the critic a curious, interesting, and perplexing 
problem still far from final solution. By their re- 
semblances and differences, agreements and disagree- 
ments, they raise many questions as to origin, relative 
dates, and literary connections, which have called forth 
a multitude of conflicting hypotheses and a most ex- 
tensive critical literature. In the present state of the 
inquiry a dogmatic tone is inadmissible. All that one 
may do with propriety is to indicate what he regards 
as the most plausible opinion. We are concerned with 
the question here only in as far as is necessary to explain 
and justify the method on which the public life of Jesus 
is dealt with in this article. 

We  may regard MK. as the oldest of the synoptical Gos- 
pels, and in its leading contents thenearest to the primitive 

3. Mark tradition. In its present form, or in an 
(and Luke). earlier shape, it appears to have been the 

main source of the narrative parts of the 
other two Gospels. In many sections the style ' is 
suggestive of an eye-witness, so as to make the reader 
feel that he is in contact with the ultimate source of the 
avangelic tradition, the oral narratives of the companions 
of Jesus. As reported by Eusebius (HE 339),  Papias, 
Bishop of Hierapolis, writing about 125 A.D., described 
Mark as the interpreter ( + ~ T ~ w u T $ s )  of Peter, which 
probably means that he helped the apostle to put what 
he had to say into Greek or L a t h 1  Internal evidence 
supports the hypothesis of such a connection between 
much of the material in the second Gospel and one of 
the men who had been with Jesus, and with none of 
them more probably than with Peter as he is represented 
in the evangelic tradition. This Gospel is full of 
realisms. Its graphic style has often been remarked 
on. But it is not a question of merely pictorial narrative. 
The phenomena to be noted are descriptions to the life, 

1 See Sanday, Bumpton Lectures for 1893, p. 280. 
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vivid presentations of a striking personality, words and 
acts reported just as they must have been said and 
done, because they had impressed themselves indelibly 
on the ear and eye of the reporter. What specially 
makes for the hypothesis of an eye-witness, and generally 
for the primitive character of Mk.'s reports, is the 
disregard manifest in them of conventional considera- 
tions of the fitting and edifying. The influence of such 
considerations is traceable in the other two Synoptists, 
especially in LK. In the third Gospel Jesus is the 
Lord (about a dozen times so named in narrative 
where Mt. and Mk. have Jesus), and it is never for a 
moment forgotten what religions decorum demands 
in recording the words and acts of so august a person 
age. For this Lk. may in part be personally re- 
sponsible, but probably not altogether. The decorum 
of his narrative reflects the reverence of the early church 
for its risen and exalted Head, the writer's deference 
thereto showing itself in the omission of some things 
reported in the primitive tradition and in the putting 
of other things in a modified way. This reverence 
and its controlling influence would grow with time. 
The absence of that influence from Mk. 's narrative as  
evinced by the realism, of which examples will be given 
as we proceed, is an index at once of antiquity and 
of first - hand sources of information. Peter doubt- 
less shared the reverence of the church for its Lord. 
But Peter had seen and heard, and the vivid sense of 
the unique reality overpowered all considerations of 
what was becoming, such as might naturally weigh with 
those who had not seen or heard but drew their in- 
formation mainly from documents. And so we see in 
Mk., containing, according to Papias, the report of 
Peter's recollections, the real man Jesus, without the 
aureole of faith around his head, yet with a glory of 
truth, wisdom, and goodness the better seen on that 
very accoimt. 

The informant who tells of Mark's connection with 
Peter says, also. that Matthew wrote a book of Logia ~. . 
4. ~ ~ 6 t h ~ ~  (T& %yla UUV€ypd'#aTO, EUS. 339). 
(and Luke). Most modern critics treat this statement 

with respect : but few identify the Lwin 
of Papias, written (as he states) in the Hebiew tongue, 
with our Canonical Mt., even to the extent of seeing in 
the latter a simple translation into Greek of the Hebrew 
original. The prevailing and intrinsically reasonable 
opinion is that the book of the publican apostle was 
the source whence the author of our Mt. drew the words 
or discourses of Jesus so amply reported in his Gospel. 
He, and also the author of Lk. ; for in the didactic ele- 
ment there is much common to the first Gospel and the 
third, though the latter contains a considerable amount 
of peculiar material which may have been derived from a 
different source. The common matter is given in such 
varied forms and connections in the two Gospels as to 
suggest either various redactions of the source or very 
free use by one or both Evangelists. How variations 
might arise is easily conceivable. Collections of the 
words of Jesus were not made in a purely historical or 
antiquarian spirit. They met the demand of disciples for 
Christian instruction, for words of the Master by which 
they might guide their lives. The practical aim would 
influence the form and the collection of the Logia 
as used by preachers and catechists. The words of 
the Lord Jesus 'would almost involuntarily undergo 
modification to suit actual circumstances. This process 
has gone farthest in Lk. Besides the influence of 
decorum already touched upon, we note in Lk.'s report 
of the words of Jesus, as compared with Mt. ' s ,  a certain 
indifference to the historical setting, to the actual cir- 
cumstances under which and with reference to which 
Jesus spoke, a disregard of the religious antitheses of 
the time, and a translation of the sayings into terms, 
and an ideal transposition to a time, which fit them for 
the present use of the Church. The 'Sermon on the 
Mount' in Lk.'s report is virtually a discourse of the 
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exalted Lord to a Christian congregation, edited either 
by the Evangelist or by another in that view. Having 
regard to this broad contrast between the first Gospel 
and the third, we can have no difficulty in giving to 
the former the preference as to comparative originality. 
Neither may give the ipsissima ver6a; but on the whole 
Mt. comes nearer them than Lk. 

From the foregoing statement it follows that the 
narratives common to Mt., Mk., and Lk., and the dis- 
5. primitive courses common to Mt. and Lk., may 

tradition. with a considerable measure of confidence 
be regarded as a trustworthy tradition con- 

cerning the ministry of Jesus. They represent the 
oldest, comparatively primitive, tradition, and as such 
must form the basis of a statement concerning that 
ministry professing to be guided by a critical method. 
They relate exclusively to the public life, passing over 
in silence almost unbroken the childhood and early youth. 

According to this primitive tradition, the public 
career of Jesus began when another remarkable man 

6. John the 
Baptist. 

attitude as a 

was performing the part of a prophet in 
the wilderness of Judaea : a man of austere 
ascetic life, symbolising the severity of his 

moral critic of his time ; preaching to all 
classes the necessity of repentance, and baptizingin the 
Jordan such as received his message as the voice of 
God-hence known as the ' Baptist ' (see ISRAEL, § 92). 
Jesus came from Nazareth (Mk. 19)  to see' and hear 
John, and, like the others, received baptism at his hands 
(see JORDAN, 5 z), a fact stated by Mk. without note or 
comment, by Mt. in a way implying that it needed ex- 
planation, by Lk. (in a participial clause) as a sub- 
ordinate incident. Expositors and theologians have 
endeavoured to explain the significance of this event. 
It  meant this at least : that Jesus felt a deep sympathetic 
interest in John's work. The visit to the Jordan helps 
us to look back into the silences of Nazareth ; it is a 
window into the mind of Jesus. John, we gather, was 
a great man for him. So he confessed at a subsequent 
time (Mt. 11 ,I), and what he said then shows what he 
had thought before he left the seclusion of Nazareth. 
To  be baptized by such a man was a suitable start for 
his own ministry. It  was a public intimation of moral 
solidarity. How far his tendencies, methods, and habits 
agreed with or differed from those of the prophet of 
the wilderness would appear in due course; it was 
well, to begin with, that fundamental sympathy should 
be at once made manifest. 

How long Jesus remained in the region environing 
the lower part of the Jordan and the Dead Sea is un- 

7. The certain. Mk. states that he returned 
I Temptation., to Galilee after John had been 'delivered 

up'  (that is, thrown into prison by 
Herod, tetrarch of Galilee : see Mk. 6 14-29), All three 
Synoptists make mention of a retirement into the remoter 
inhospitable wilderness of Judzea, and of an experience 
of moral trial there, familiarly known as the Temptation. 
The bare fact (intrinsically credible) is stated by Mk., 
without the symbolic representation given in the parallel 
accounts ; but the impulse to this'withdrawal into solitude 
is very realistically described by him, as a being driven 
by the Spirit into the desert ( I r z ) ,  which, as external 
force is not to be thought of, speaks of intense mental 
preoccupation. 

At length Jesus, with clarified vision and confirmed 
will, returned to Galilee, the main theatre of his future 

work as we know-it from the oldest tradition,' 
there to enter on activities which have won 
for him a unique place in the history of 

the woi-Id. It  does, not clearly appear from Mk. 

1 We might say the exclusive theatre, were it not for a few 
incidents connected with the final journey to Jerusalem through 
Pcma (little children brought to Jesus man seeking eternal life 
with relative conversation two sons df Zebedee blind man at 
Jericho). Mk. makes Jeks  teach multitudes i; Peraea (101); 
Mt. makes him heal (192). There are rudimentary indica- 
tions of a Samaritan ministry in Lk. (in the long insertion 
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whether he chose any particular spot as the centre from 
which his activity was to radiate. It  is certain that 
Nazareth was no such centre. With the exception of 
an occasional visit, his native town (but see NAZARETH) 
was henceforth forsaken for other scenes more suitable 
or more sympathetic. Among these a prominent place 
belongs to Capernaum, a thriving populous town on the 
shore of the lake of Galilee. 

The public ministry of Jesus presents four broad 
aspects : ( I )  a preaching ministry among the people at 
large ; (2) a teaching ministry among disciples ; (3) a 
healing ministry; (4) a prophetic or critical ministry 
antagonistic to current conceptions and embodiments o t  
righteousness. 

I. The chief scene of the first form of ministry, the 
K$pvypa, was the synagogue. On his way northwards 

9. Preaching. from the Jordan Jesus at length arrived 
at Capernaum, . and ' straightway on 

the sabbath day he entered into the synagogue and 
taught ' (Mk. 121). Shortly thereafter he set out 011 a. 
preaching tour through the towns of Galilee (139)-  
Here one of Mk.'s realisms occurs. Jesus appears in 
his narrative making a flight from Capernaum in the 
grey dawn while all are asleep, possibly ' a flight from 
the unexpected reality into which his ideal conception of 
his calling had brought him ' (Holtzmann, Handcomm. 
zum N T ) ,  certainly an escape from sudden entangling 
popularity to similar service elsewhere. ' For this en$ 
I left ' (Capernaum), said Jesus simply, in self-defence, 
to disciples who bad pursued him (138).  In Lk.'s, 
version flight is eliminated, and a reference to his divine 
mission is substituted for an apology for flight (443). 

Of this synagogue-ministry no detailed record has. 
been preserved. Not a single specimen of the brief 
striking synagogue addresses of Jesus is to be found in 
the Gospels-at least there is none under that name : it 
is possible that some discourses-e.g., the beautiful 
exhortation against earthly care (Mt. 625-34 Lk. 1222-34) 
-assigned to other occasions-were really delivered in 
synagogues. Lk. has given us the text, and a general 
characterisation, of one synagogue address-that delivered 
in Nazareth (418-22). If, as without sufficient reason 
some suspect, his account be unhistorical, it is, to say the 
least, a felicitous invention. The text from the Book 
of Isaiah (6113)  is thoroughly typical of the religious 
attitude and spirit of Jesus, and the expression 'words of 
grace ' (X6yocs T$S X d p t m s )  is doubtless most apt, whether 
we take it as applying to the manner or to the substance 
of the discourse. Lk.'s account of the appearance of 
Jesus in the synagogue of Nazareth is meant, and it is 
fit, to be a symbolic programme of his whole preaching 
ministry. Mk. 's contribution to the characterisation 
of the synagogue-kerugma is a report of the impression 
made by what was probably the first appearance of 
Jesus as a speakex in a synagogue, that in Capernaum. 
They exclaimed, he tells ( I Z ~ ) ,  What is this, a new 
doctrine ( G r G a X ~ ) ?  and he explains that the novelty was 
that Jesus spake not as the scribes, who appealed to 
authorities, but as himself having authority : with the 
confidence of personal insight and with the authority of 
self-evidencing truth. 

Mk. makes a general preliminary statement about 
the preaching ministry in Galilee which may be viewed 
as covering the synagogue preaching : ' Jesus came into 
Galilee, preaching the Gospel of God, and saying, The 
time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand : re- 
pent ye, and believe in the Gospel ' (1 14 f. ). Hence it may 
951-1814). The fourth Gospel makes Jerusalem and udza the 
main scene of the activity of Jesus. The Synoptists lnow only 
of one visit to Jerusalem-that during which he was crucified. 
How long the ministry lasted we can only conjecture. There 
is no chronology in the evannelic tradition. (See further. 
CHRONOLOGY, $ 4 4 5 )  
1 86SauKa!; The use of this word shows that the evanqelist 

did not distinguish between the twu forms of ministry so sh'arply 
as has been done above. Mt. uses both words (6i6a'uKwv rai 
K ~ P ~ U U O Y  423) to describe the synagogue ministry. So Mk. nses 
K ~ P ~ U U W V  in 139. 
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be inferred that the constant theme of the kerugma was 
the kingdom of God, that the kingdom was presented as a 
boon rather than as a demand ; as good news (~bayy&hiov)  
not as awful news-the aspect under which it appeared 
in  the preaching of John ; and that the summons of the 
preacher was not merely to repentance, but above all to 
faith-i. e . ,  makethe good news welcome. The statement 
is summary, and its language may be secondary, coloured 
:somewhat by the dialect of a later time ; but even in 
that case we are not left without a clue to the general 
tenor of Jesus' popular discourses. We  might gather it 
from a saying whose authenticity is as certain as its im- 
port is significant : ' I came not to call the righteous, but 
sinners ' (Mk. 2 17 Mt. 9 13 Llc. 5 32). The value of this 
declaration lies in this, that, whilst spoken with reference 
to  a particular occasion, it indicates a habitual attitude, 
a fixed policy. Jesus addressed himself by preference to 
those who could not be regarded as in the conventional 
sense exemplary. The chosen audience reflects light 
on the nature of the message. It was good tidings even 
to the ignorant, the erring, the fallen, the outcast, bint- 
ing that the past might be forgiven and forgotten, and 
that the future offered great possibilities. What hope- 
inspiring ideas of God and man and their relations 
underlay such teaching ! The occasion on which the 
saying was uttered also throws a contributory light on 
the nature of the Galilean Gospel. Jesus had been eating 
with ' publicans and sinners,' and was on his defence for 
that act. In this connection the term ' call' must bear 
the special sense of an invitation to an entertainment. 
Lk.'s gloss ' to repentance' restricts and even obscures 
the meaning. The kingdom, as Jesus preached it, was 
a feast, and his call was a generous invitation to come 
and enjoy its good things. 

In his popular addresses Jesus would make free use 
of parables. He spoke in parables to all classes, but 
lo. Parables. especially to the people. 'Without 

parable he was not wont to speak to 
them ' (Mk. 434) .  And of course the aim of the para- 
bolic method of instruction, in as far as it had a 
conscious aim and was not the spontaneous outcome of 
natural genius, was to popularise the truths of religion : 
simplification with a view to enlightenment. In the 
conversation between Jesus and his disciples after the 
utterance of the parable of the sower, as reported by all 
the Synoptists, an opposite purpose, that of keeping the 
people in darkness, seems to be avowed by the preacher. 
It  is not credible, however, that Jesus would either 
cherish or avow such an inhuman intention, though it is 
credible that in the bitterness of his disappointment at 
the meagre fruit of his popular ministry he might express 
himself in a way that might be misunderstood, on the 
principle of reading intention' in the light of result. 
None of the parables preserved in the Gospels is 
,expressly connected with synagogue addresses, with the 
.doubtful exception of the mustard seed and fhe Zeaenven 
I( Lk. 13 18-21, cp env. IO). The treasure and the $ear( (Mt. 
1344-46) may be a pair of parabolic gems (setting forth 
the absolute worth of the kingdom of heaven) whose 
,original setting was in such an address ; and the exquisite 
parables concerning the pleasure of finding things lost 
(Mt. 1812-14 Lk. 15) may have been first uttered on 
a similar occasion, unless we suppose that the original 
place of these parables was in an address to the publicans 
gathered together in the house of Matthew (Mk. 215-17, 
and parallels). The collection of parabolic utterances 
preserved in the Gospels is so large and varied that 
there is little room for complaint that it is not still 
larger ; yet one cannot but reflect what a rich addition 
t o  the evangelic memovabih'a a vevbatim report of the 

1 That faith occuDied a Drominent dace in the relieious idea 
of Jesus appears fro& the ihcidents of'the centurion (Mt. 8 5-13), 
the woman with an issue (Mk. 5zj-34 and parallels), and the 
Syro-Phoenician woman (Mk. 7 24-30 Mt. 15 21.~8). See FAITH. 

2 On this,see Jiilicher, Die GZeiceic/missre~e~/estl, 131.149 ; also 
EinZ. i. d NT, 228. 
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parables spoken on the Galilean preaching tour would 
have been. 

2. The teaching (8i8axd) U P  instrzlction given tu 
disci$Ze$ ( p u 0 ~ ~ u l ) .  -That Jesus aimed at gathering 
ll. Teaching. about him a circle of disciples >Tho 

should be constantly, or at least much, 
in his company is one of the most certain data of the 
primitive tradition. He began the process of selection 
very early (Mk. 116-20 Mt. 4 18-22), having some disciples 
to accompany him on his first Galilean preaching 
tour. He meant to make the selected ones---or at 
least the inner circle of them-in his own happy, unfor- 
getable phrase, 'fishers of men,' a playful allusion to 
the secular occupation of those first chosen. The aim 
involved, of course, special instruction, and that de- 
manded leisure. The desire of Jesus to get leisure 
for uninterrupted intercourse with his disciples, and more 
particularly with the body of twelve which, according to 
the testimony of all the evangelists, he formed out of a 
larger company of followers, is specially apparent in 
Mk. Through his preaching and healing ministries, 
the fame of Jesus rapidly rose to such a pitch that 
wherever he went large masses of people gathered 
round him, masses too large for any synagogue to 
hold, so that perforce he had to become a street or 
field preachw. The work was not uncongenial ; but, in 
the tropical climate of the lake shore, it was fatiguing, 
and withal it was unsatisfactory. Much sowing, little 
fruit : such was the feeling of the preacher, as expressed 
in the parable of the Sower, which is a critical review 
of the early Galilean ministry. Unwearied in well- 
doing, Jesus yet began to feel with increasing depth of 
conviction that, if anything was to come of his labours, 
he must find time and opportunity for careful initiation 
of the few more intelligent and susceptible hearers, that 
continuing in his word they might become disciples 
indeed, and by insight into truth become enlightened, 
free, and apt to tench others. Mk. more than any 
other evangelist shows Jesus making repeated earnest 
efforts in this direction, fleeing from the crowd, as it 
were, in quest of rest and leisure for the higher work. 
The ascent to the hill-top ( 3 1 3 )  was such a flight. The 
voyage towards the eastern shore on the day of the 
parabolic discourse from a boat was another. The un- 
disguised manner in which Mk. allows this to appear 
in his narrative is a good instance of his realism : ' They 
[the disciples] take him with them, as he was in the 
ship ' ( 4  36), sine apparatu (Bengel) and sine muva. Here 
was flight along the only line of retreat, the shore being 
besieged by the vast crowd, and not easy even along 
that line, some of the people having got into boats to 
be nearer the speaker (436). The voyage towards 
Bethsaida at the north-western corner of the lake, after 
the return of the twelve from their apprentice mission 
(632 ) ,  was a third (upsuccessful) attempt at escape. 
The long excursions to the north, into the regions of 
Tyre and Sidon p d  Czsarea Philippi (724-37). were 
likewise flights, endeavours to escape both from friends 
and from foes; more successful because taking the 
fugitives outside the boundaries of Israel, or into a 
borderland where Jesus and his work were comparatively 
unknown. 

In connection with the first and the last of these re- 
tirements some of the most important parts of the 

didachd of Jesus were communicated to 
his disciples. With the ascent to the 

ITeaching bill is connected the great 'Sermon on 
the Mount,' unreported by Mk., pre- 

served by Mt. and Lk. in very diverse forms, yet withal 
so like as to leave no reason for doubt as to their 
identity. Which of the two reports comes nearest to 
the original, and whether both do not diverge therefrom 
widely in different directions, are questions which cannot 
be discussed here (see GOSPELS). The two points which 
we are concerned to emphasise are : ( I )  that the discourse 
was didachl, disciple-instruction, possibly with none 
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present but disciples, though that is not made clear in 
either narrative, and therefore might more appropriately 
be called The Teaching on the HiZZ than The Sermon on 
,the Moounf; and ( 2 )  that this teaching was given during 
a season of leisure, p r d a b e  Zasting foy days. The latter 
point has a most important bearing on the question of 
the unity of the discourse as given in Mt. If we 
assume that it was delivered all in one gush, and on 
a single theme-say the antithesis between Pharisaic 
righteousness and the righteousness of the kingdom as 
conceived by Jesus-then certain portions must be 
eliminated as irrelevant : e.g., The Lord’s Prayer (69-15) 
and the counsel against care (625-34).l But if the teach- 
ing on the hill continued for days, with different themes 
for each day, then the unity must be understood in a 
wide sense, and Mt.‘s version of the ‘sermon’ may 
be a substantially correct summary of what Jesus said 
on various topics not closely connected with one an- 
other.2 

The teaching on the hill as reported in Mt. affords 
large insight into the thoughts. of Jesus on the essentials 
of religion: God, man, the kingdom of God, the 
righteousness of God. 

Jesus taught no abstract doctrine concerning God, or 
indeed on any subject. He did not say, God must be 
13, Idea of thought of as Father, and then proceed to 

God. explain what the title meant. He simply 
used the new name and defined as he 

went along by discriminating use. The title ‘ Father ’ 
is applied to God no less than fifteen times in the sermon, 
most suggestively, so as to ascribe to him by implication 
a universal and a special providence (545 632)) benignant 
and magnanimous in its action, doing good even to the 
unthankful and the evil (545), a perfect ethical nature 
whose perfection consists in gracious unmerited love (5 
46-48), a spirit delighting in mercy and ready to forgive, 
and desiring the same spirit to rule in the hearts of those 
who have the supreme honour to be called God’s children 
(614f.). an eye that carefully notes the most secret 
devout acts of the sincere and humble worshipper 
(61  4,18), an ear that hears their prayers, and a heart 
that is inclined to grant all the good desired or needed 

That Jesus did not employ this new name for God 
simply under the instinctive guidance of a happy religious 
genius, but with full consciousness and deliberate pur- 
pose, is intrinsically probable, and is attested by a 
remarkable word ascribed to him in the evangelic tra- 
dition, and preserved in substantially the same terms in 
the first and third Gospels : ‘ No one knoweth the Son, 
save the Father ; neither knoweth any one the Father, 
save the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son is pleased 
to reveal him’ (Mt. 1 1 2 7  Lk. 1022). In view of the 
statement in Lk.’s preface as to the method on which 
he compiled his Gospel, a sober criticism will not readily 
acquiesce in the theory that the passage in which this 
text is embedded is a free poetical composition by the 
evangelist in the spirit of Paulinism, and that it was 
borrowed from him by the author of the canonical Mt. 
writing at a later date.3 It  is much more probable that 
both evangelists found it in a common source containing 
a collection of the sayings of Jesus, either in the form 
which it assumes in extant MSS, or in that current 
among the gnostics : ‘ No one knew the Father save the 
Son, and the Son save the Father and he to whom the 
Son shall reveal.’ Under either form the Logion implies 
a peculiar relation, if not to God, at least to the con- 
ception of God as Father, that of one who claimed to 
have given currency to the name. 

1 So Weiss in his Mafthiius-Evangebunz, and in his edition 
of Meyer’s Conzm. on Mattki.w. 

2 This view is taken by Lutteroth (Essai ZZnter~eta- 
iion de quelques parties de PEaangile selon saint Matthim). 
H e  takes KaEicavsop (5 I )  in the sense of camping out (camjer) 
pointing to Acts18 IT and Lk.244gas instances of the use of thd 
word in a kindred sense. 

(7.1). 

3 So,Pfleiderer in UrchLristenfhum. 
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The whole section Mt. 11 25.30 was probably a unity of which 
Lk. (loa$) for some reson  gives only a fragment. In favour 
of this view is the resemblance it bears to the prayer of Jesus 
the son of Sirach (Ecclus. 51) which like it begins with a prayer 
and ends with an invitation), in thk namd of wisdom, to come 
and receive instruction. This resemblance has been used as an 
argument against the genuineness of the Logion ‘come unto 
me’ (Pfleiderer, Urchrist. 513). But it is perfectly conceivable 
that Jesus was acquainted with Sirach, and that his utterance 
was coloured by the language of its closing sentences. This 
view meets the objection taken to the Logion on the ground of 
the self-eulogy in some of its expressions (Martinqau, Seat of 
Authority in Religion, 577-585). When he says I am meek 
and lowly,’ Jesus of Nazareth speaks in the nake  of wisdom 
(one ofhis self-designations according to Resch, Agraplta, 273$), 
as the earlier Jesus had spoken before him. 

Jesus taught his doctrine of man on the same method 
of incidental suggestion. He asserted the worth of 

14, Idea of man by comparisons sometimes patheti- 
cally and even humorously understating 
the truth, in one instance sublimely ade- 

quate. A man is better, greater, of more worth to God, 
and to himself, thinking rightly, than a bird (Mt. 626). 
a sheep (Mt.1212), yea, than the whole world (Mk. 
836). The truth implied is that the things compared 
are really incommensurable. It is a Hebrew way of 
asserting the ideal, absolute worth of humanity, a 
method applied in the Epistle to the Hebrews to Chris- 
tianity, which is declared to be better in various respects 
than the Levitical religion, when what is meant is that 
it is the absolute, perfect, therefore eternal, religion. 
Man’s incomparable dignity in the teaching of Jesus 
rests on the fact that he is a son of God, not merely a 
creature, whether small as a bird or great as a world ; 
a son indefeasibly, whether good or evil, just or unjust 
(Mt.545). By this lofty conception of man’s relation 
to God, rather than by expressed statement or laboured 
argunient, Jesus brought immortality to light, ‘ God 
is not the God of the dead, but of the living,’ he said 
(Mt.2232). A fortiori he would have said: ‘God is 
not the Father of the dead, but of the living.’ 

Not to be overlooked even in a summary statement 
of Christ’s teaching concerning man is his assertion of 

15. the rights of woman, in connection with 
married relations (Mt. 53xJ, cp 193-9 

Mk. 102-12). The Jewish doctors of the time for the 
most part accepted the old Hebrew notion of a wife as 
property bought and sold, and to be put away at the 
pleasure of her husband. But they were zealous to have 
the bill of divorcement (Dt. 241) in due form, that the 
woman might be able to show that she was free to marry 
again, and doubtless they flattered themselves that they 
were thereby defending the rights of women. Jesus 
asserted a more radical right of woman-not to he put 
away, except when she put herself away by unfaithful- 
ness. He thus raised anew the prophetic cry ‘ I hate 
putting away’ (Mal. 2x6) .  It was an act of humanity 
of inestimable value to the highest interests of the race, 
as well as an act of heroic courage. 

By his friendly relations with the ‘publicans and 
sinners ’ Jesus gave a practical and impressive expres- 

mLn. 

16. Outcasts.~~ion of his doctrine bf man. -The 
great social gathering of the outcasts 

in Capernaum (Mk. 2 1 5 - r ~  and 5arallelsT brought together 
by Levi or Matthew, called doubtless for that immediate 
local service, as well as for the ulterior wider service of 
the apostleship, was a concrete assertion of the great 
truth that a man at the worst is still a man, and a son 
of God, and that all superficial cleavages of race, 
descent, colour, occupation, or even character, are of 
small account in comparison with that which is common 
to all humanity, the soul. 

The so-called feast in Levi’s house cannot have been merely 
a private entertainment given by the newly called disciple to as 
many of his old comrades as his dining chamber would accom- 
modate. All the evanFelists say that there were many present. 
Lk.’s expresiion is a great crowd’ (8,yhos rrohdr). The 
meeting was probably in the court around which the buildings 
of an eastern,house of any size are arranged and of the 
dimensions of a congregation rather than of a hiriner party. 
Jesus was the prime mover in the matter, and Levi merely 
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his agent. 
into personal contact with the social outcasts of Capernaum. 

I t  was a deliberate attempt on Christ's part to get 

By these kindred ideas of God and man and their 
relations Jesus became inevitably the founder of a 
universal religion, however narrow the limits within 
which his own ministry was restricted. Those who, 
like Baur and Weizsacker, have interpreted his teaching 
in a universal sense have most truly divined his inmost 
thoughts. 

In setting forth the summum bonum as the kingdom 
of God Jesus poured his new wine into a very old 
17. Kingdom Vnguistic skin. But that the wine, the 

idea connected with the phrase, was new, 
the parables of the new wine and the 

new piece of cloth (Mk. 2215 and parallels) suffice to 
prove. The kingdom he preached was ethical, spiritual, 
(and therefore) universal in character : not political, 
theocratic, national; at least national only to those 
cherishing current Jewish expectations. The Beatitudes, 
which form the sublime introduction to the Teaching 
on the Hill, in either version of them, amply bear out 
this assertion. Obviously so in Mt.'s version, really so 
also, though not so obviously, in Lk.'s. Jesus may have 
said : ' Blessed ye poor,' as Lk. reports, and the reporter 
may have understood the term ' poor ' chiefly in a social 
sense ; but it does not follow that his understanding in 
this case, any more than in the case of the saying, ' I 
came not to call the righteous,' exhausted the Teacher's 
meaning. Jesus used words in a pregnant sense, and 
in his mind the natural and the spiritual lay close to- 
gether : witness the saying : 'few things (dishes) are 
needful, or (rather) one' (thing)-;.&, the food that 
endures for ever-Lk. l O 4 1 f .  The high ideal of man 
links together in his thought the social and the spiritual. 
The poor man passes into the blessedness of the kingdom 
whenever he realises what man is or may be. Poor in 
purse or even in character, no man is beggared who 
has a vision of man's chief end and good. If this be 
idealism, then Jesus was an idealist. He was also a 
poet, and words were symbols for him of thoughts which 
no words could adequately express. T o  make him the 
herald of a theocratic particularistic kingdom of Israel 
is to bring him down from these lofty regions to the 
low level of dull prosaic commonplace.2 

The kingdom of God, or of heaven, as it is usually 
designated in the first Gospel, while in its ultimate 
significance implying a high ideal of life, sonship 
realised in a heroic career rife with tribulation (Mt. 
610-IZ), is in its initial aspect, as already indicated, 
a boon rather than a demand. Seek ye the kingdom 
(as the highest good), said the Master to his disciples 
(Mt. 6 3 3 ) .  It is to be sought as the summum bonum, 
in preference to the temporal good above which Pagan 
aspiration rarely rises (Mt. 632): It is the bread which 
perisheth not, the raiment whlch waxeth not old, the 
treasure which cannot be stolen (Lk. 1233). The 
quest of this supreme good, in singleness of mind, is 
ever successful. 'Seek, and ye shall find' (Mt. 77) .  
And the quest is the noblest of human endeavours. 
He who so seeks the highest good fulfils at the same 
time the highest duty of man. In this coincidence of 
the chief good with the chief end lies the unique 
distinction of the Christian religion as expounded by its 
Founder. 

Jesus carefully explained his conception of the ethical 
ideaZ, both by positive statements and by keen caustic 
ls. Ethical criticism of the system of religion and 

morals prevalent among the Jews in his 
time. Among the statements a foremost 

1 Baur's view of the religion of Jesus as spiritual and 
universal is entirely independent of his theoryas to the indebted- 
ness of Jesus for these characteristlcs of his teaching to Greek 
philosophy and Roman world-wide empire. We may hold aloof 
from this theory, yet accept his vlew of the essential character- 
istics of the Christianity of Christ. 

2 This prosaic view pervades the treatment of Christ's teaching 
in all the works of Dr. Bernhard Weiss. 

of God. 

ideal. 
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place belongs to the golden rule ; what you wish men 
to do to you do ye to them' (Mt.712)~ for which 
analogies can be found in other religions, but with this 
difference, that, whilst in the teaching of Jesus the 
rule assumes a positive form, in all other known 
instances it is given negatively. So in the saying of 
Confucius, ' do not to others what you would not wish 
done to yourself' (Legge, Chinese Classics, 1x91). The 
negative confines us to the region of justice; the positive 
takes us into the region of generosity; for we wish 
more than we can claim, or than the average man is , 
willing to do to others. Jesus would have a disciple to 
be not merely GIKUKX but dyaeirs, spontaneously doing to 
others all that a spirit of magnanimity prompts. The 
golden rule covers only the duties arising out of human 
relations. The summary of duty,-Love God with all 
your heart, and your neighbour as yourself-given in 
answer to a question at a later time (Mk. 1228-31). 
covers the whole ground of obligation. Thus we have 
religion and morality blent in one ideal as of co-ordinate 
importance, a combination not lying to the hand in the 
OT-the two great commandments, though both in the 
law, are not given in one place (Dt. 64f: Lev. 1918)- 
and still less in accordance with the spirit of the time. 
In Rabbinism ritual was before morality, and the 
tendency was to sacrifice morality in the interest of 
religion. Jesus said : ethics before ritual-the essentials 
of true religion consist in morality-placability before 
sacrifice (Mt. 523), mercy before sacrifice (Mt. 9 q ) ,  filial 
affection before sacrifice (Mt. 154-6 Mk. 79-13). 

Whilst putting morality on a level with, or even in 
some respects above, religion, Jesus was careful to 
subordinate individual interests to the universal claims 
of the kingdom of God : ' Seek ye his kingdom ' said 
he to his disciples (Lk. 1231), implying if he did not say 
' first ' (Mt. 6 33), food or raiment being relegated to the 
second place. The ' Lord's Prayer' is constructed on 
the same principle of subordination. First God's 
glory, kingdom, and will ; then, only in the second place, 
the temporal interest (daily bread), and even the 
spiritual interests (pardon and protection from tempta- 
tion), of the worshipper. Jesus insisted that this sub- 
ordination must be carried the length of willingness to 
part with life itself. First the things of God, then the 
things of nien (Mk. 833). True to his great principle 
that religion and morality are one, however, Jesus 
gave his disciples to understand that the things of God 
are at the same time those of deepest concern to man. 
They are the true life of the spirit, for the sake-of which 
one who understands the philosophy of life will gladly 
part when needful with the lower life of the body (Mk. 

The antithetic presentation of the moral ideal was 
given partly in didactic form, partly in the way of 
occasional polemics. For the didactic aspect, which 
concerns us here, we are indebted chiefly to Mt., in 
whose version of the Sermon on the Mount. the 
contrast between Jesus's interpretation of the law and 
that current in the Rabbinical schools is worked out in 
a series of examples (Mt. 521-48). This section of the 
sermon is omitted almost entirely by Lk., whereby 
the small part he has retained loses much in point. 
The gist of the elaborate contrast is: The law as 
interpreted by the scribes, externalised and restricted 
in scope ; as interpreted by Jesus, inward and infinite. 
Thou shalt not kiZZ, said the scribe ; thou shalt not hate 
or despise, said Jesus. Thou shalt love thy neighbour, 
and doing that thou doest enough, said (in effect) the 
scribe; thou shalt love all, making no distinction 
between fellow-countrymen or strangei.s, friend or foe, 
except as to the form love takes, said Jesus. The 
external is that which is seen; hence the tendency of 
an outward morality to become a morality of ostentation. 
Jesus used this morality, much in vogue in his time, to 
emphasise by contrast the reserved retiring character 
of true piety (Mt. 6 1-8 16-18). True goodness is in the 
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heart, and the good man is content that it should be 
there, visible only to the Father in heaT7eri. 

3. The later teaching of Jesus will be referred to in 
another connection. We pass, therefore, from the 

19. Healing 
ministry : 
evidence. 

teaching to the healing ministry. In 
doing so we make a transition from a 
subject which is universally attractive to 
one which is distasteful to many because 

of its association with the idea of mimcb. The distaste 
is felt not only by those who do not believe in the 
miraculous, but also by not a few who, whilst not ad- 
herents of the naturalistic school, have no sympathy with 
the apologetic value attached to ' miracles ' as credentials 
of revelation. The following statement will not bring 
us iuto collision with this feeling. The mirucuZoousness 
of the healing ministry is not the point in question : 
what we are concerned with is the question of fact. 
Now, as to this, the healing ministry, judged by 
critical tests, stands on as firm historical ground as the 
best accredited parts of the teaching. 

The tripb tradition--i.e., the narrative common to all 
the three Gospels-contains no less than nine reports of 
healing acts, including the cases of the leper, the 
madman of Gergesa, and the dead daughter of Jairus. 
Then, in most of the reports the action of Jesus is so 
interwoven with unmistakably authentic words (e.g., in 
the case of the palsied man) that the two elements 
cannot be separated: we must take the story as  it 
stands or reject it entirely. That the healing ministry 
was not only a fact but a great outstanding fact, is 
attested by the popularity of Jesus, and by the various 
theories which were invented to account for the remark- 
able phenomena. Mk. gives a realistic, lifelike descrip- 
tion of the connection between healing acts and the fame 
of Jesus. The cure of a demoniac in the synagogue of 
Capernaum (Mk. 1 2 3 )  creates a sensation even greater 
than that produced by the discourse of the new preacher. 
They remark to one another not only on the new 
doctrine, but also on the authority which Jesus wields 
over unclean spirits (127). The result is that in the 
evening of the same Sabbath day, after sunset, the 
people of the town gather at the door of the house 
where Jesus resides, bringing their sick to be healed 
(132). So, again, on his return to Capernaum, after 
his preaching tour in Galilee, the report speedily spread- 
ing that he had come back, a crowd assembles so large 
and dense as to make access to him impossible except 
through the roof of the house (21-4). Fresh recollec- 
tions of the synagogue-sermon, but still more of the 
Sabbath-evening cures, explain the popular enthusiasm. 
The theories were various and curious. The relations of 
Jesus had their theory, not so much indeed about the 
healing acts as about the healer. Mk. reports (it is 
one of his realisms) that they thought him out of his 
senses (321). Much benevolence had made hini mad. 
The beneficent deeds must have been there, else the 
madness would not have been imputed. The Pharisees, 
more suo, put a less friendly construction on the puzzling 
phenomena, seeing in them not the acts of a man more 
endowed with love and with power over diseases 
(physical and mental) than was good for his own health 
of body and mind, but the acts of a man in league with 
the prince of darkness, an incarnation of Beelzebub 
( B E E A @ ~ O D ,  g p ,  Mk. 322). [See BEELZEBUL.] This 
was a very unlikely theory, as Jesus pointed out ; but 
the thing to be noted is the existence of the theory, 
showing, as it does, that there were facts imperiously 
demanding explanation of some sort. Yet another 
theory, too curious to be an invention of the evangelists 
who report it (Mk. 616 Mt. 14z), originated in the palace 
of Herod the murderer of the Baptist, and in his own 
guilt - haunted mind. This Jesus of whose marvellous 
works I hear is John risen again, the mysterious powers 
of the other world manifesting themselves through the 
resurrected man. The theory is perhaps absurd, yet 
by its very absurdity it witnesses to extraordinary facts 
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arresting general attention, and forcing their way, how- 
ever unwelcome, into kings' houses. 

The healing ministry of Jesus presents a problem at 
once for exegesis, for theology, and for science. The 
20. Interpre- question for exegesis is, What do the 

tation. reports necessarily imply ? Was the 
leper cured, or only pronounced clean? 

Was the bread that fed the thousands miraculously 
produced, or drawn forth by the bearing of Jesus from 
the stores in possession of the crowd; or is the story 
merely a symbolic embodiment of the life-giving power 
of Jesus in the spiritual sphere? Was the daughter of 
Jairus really dead? For theology the question is, What 
bearing has the healing ministry on the personality of 
Jesus? Here is certainly something to wonder at, to 
start the inquiry : What manner of man is this? Is it 
only a question as to the manner of the man, of a 
man fully endowed with powers not unexampled 
elsewhere, at least in kind, though lying dormant in 
ordinary men? Or do the phenomena take us outside 
the human into the region of the strictly divine? For 
science the question is, Can the acts ascribed to Jesus 
be accounted for by any known laws of nature-e.g., by 
' moral therapeutics,' or the emotional treatment of 
disease? Care must be taken in attempting to answer 
this question not to understate the facts. In the case 
of demouiacal possession, for example, it is making the 
problem too easy to say that that was a merely im- 
aginary disease. The diseases to which the name is 
applied in the Gospels were in some cases serious 
enough. The 'demoniac' of Gergesa was a raving 
madman; the boy at the foot of the hill of Trans- 
figuration was the victim of aggravated epilepsy. The 
only door of escape open for scientific scepticism in 
such cases is doubt as to the permanence of the alleged 
cure. 

There is one thing about which we may have com- 
fortable certainty. Whether miraculous or not, whether ... the works of a mere man, or of one inga;tn of who is a man and more, these healing 

acts are a revelation of the love of Jesus, 
a manifestation of his 'enthusiasm of character. 

humanity,' to be placed beside the meeting with the 
publicans of Capernaum as an aid to the understanding 
of his spirit and aims. By that meeting he showed his 
interest in a despised class of men; by the healing 
ministry he showed his interest in a despised part of 
human nature, the body, and so' evinced the healthy 
catholic nature of his conception of redemption. He 
was minded to do all the good in the world he could. 
He was able to heal men's bodies as well as their souls ; 
and he did it, thereby protesting against that pagan 
notion of the body, as something essentially evil and 
worthless, which underlies all modes of asceticism, and 
against a false spiritualism which regards disease of the 
'body as essential to the health of the soul. The heal- 
ing ministry shows Jesus, not as a thaumaturge bent 
on creating astonishment, but as in a large, grand, 
human way the friend of men, bearing by sympathy 
their sicknesses as well as their sorrows and sins as a 
burden in his heart1 
4. The conjz'ct with the rehgious Zeaders of Zsrael, 

called in the Gospels ' scribes and Pharisees,' formed a 
22. Pharisaic very essential part of the public life of 

hostility. Jesus. It soon brought that life to a 
tragic end. The Gospel of Lk. by 

toning down that -aspect, omitting much of Christ's 
poleniic against Pharisaisrn, and mitigating the asperity 

1 Such is the view of Christ's healing ministry presented in 
Mt.: witness the prophetic citation in 8 17. There IS no desire 
in the first Gospel to magnify the miracle. Peter's mother-in- 
law simply suffers from a feverish attack. The sympathy of 
Jesus is the point of interest, which was the same whether the 
fever was severe or slight. In Lk. it is a great  fever (4 38) 
and throughout this Gospel care is taken to magnify the power 
as well as the benevolence of Jesus. Mk., on the other hand, 
goes so far as to say that Jesus was not able to do any mighty 
works in Nazareth, because of the unbelief of the people (6 55'). 
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of what is retained by representing it as uttered under 
the control of friendly social relations (three feasts in 
Pharisees' houses peculiar to this Gospel 736-50 1137-44 
141-24), makes it impossible to form a clear idea of 
the religious environment of Jesus, of the heroic war- 
fare he had to wage, and of the forces that were at 
work, moving steadily on towards Calvary. For in- 
formation on these points, we nust  turn to the pages 
of Mt. and Mk., especially of the latter, in which the 
course of the conflict is vividly depicted. A few anec- 
dotes bring before us realistically Pharisaic hostility, in 
its rise and progress, and prepare us for the end (Mk. 
2-36). 

Radical contrariety of view 
on the whole subject of conduct in religion and in 
morals was its deepest cause, and the popularity of 
Jesus as a preacher and a healer was a constant and 
increasing source of irritation. 

The contrast (1 z ~ f .  ) between Jesus and the scribes, in 
their respective styles of preaching or teaching, remarked 
on by the second evangelist, was not unnoticed by 
the people. If they did not say, How unlike the 
scribes ! they at least showed the new teacher an amount 
of consideration not accorded to the scribes. Therefore, 
we are not surprised to learn that when Jesus returned 
from his preaching tour in Galilee to Capernaum the 
scribes were in a fault-finding mood ( 2 6 ) .  They took 
care, however, to conceal the cause of their chagrin, 
selecting as the point of assault neither the preaching 
nor the healing, but the ' blasphemous ' word of pardon : 
'Son, thy sins be forgiven thee.' The Capernaum 
mission to the ' publicans and sinners ' ( 2  15-17) supplied 
the next occasion for offence. These classes had begun 
to take an interest in Jesus. 'There were many (of 
them there), and they began to follow him ' (215). They 
had doubtless heard the story of the palsied man, and 
how Jesus had been sympathetic towards the sinner, and 
had been regarded by the scribes as a blasphemer. They 
naturally desired to see and hear and know the interest- 
ing blasphemer. The offence in this instance lay in 
eating with such people-ie., in having comrade- 
like relations with them. It  was a complicated many- 
sided offence : a slight on the national feeling of Jews, 
who resented whatever reminded them of their political 
humiliation; an indirect slight on the laws which the 
classes fraternised with habitually neglected ; it was 
also-though this might not be so clearly perceived-a 
slight on the prerogative of Israel as an elect people, an 
evil omen of an approaching revolution when the king- 
dom of God would be thrown open to all. 

Next come Sabbatic controversies trivial in occasion, 
but cutting contemporary Jewish prejudice to the 

Collision was inevitable. 

23. sabbith, quick, and greatly intensifying the ex- 
etc. asperation (223-28 31-6). These en- 

counters revealed a radical contrarietv 
between Jesus and the scribes in their respective con- 
ceptions of the Sabbath. Jesus expressed the difference 
in a saying preserved only in Mk. (2 27) : ' The sabbath 
was made for man, and not man for the sabbath.' The 
remark implied a manner of conceiving God, man, and 
religion, different from that in vogue, and it is not sur- 
prising that from that day forth dislike began to deepen 
into hatred, harbouring murderous intentions. The 
author of Mk. winds up his narrative of the healing 
of the withered hand with the significant statement : 
' the Pharisees went forth and straightway, with the 
Herodians, took counsel against him, how they might 
destroy him' ( 3 6 ) .  The reference to the HERODIANS 
(T .v . ) ,  little spoken of in the Gospels, signifies that the 
Pharisees now began seriously to aim at the life of Jesus, 
and naturally felt that the assistance of persons having 
influence at the court would be valuable. 

Hereafter the foes of Jesus come before us attacking 
his healing ministry on a side at which it appeared to 
them vulnerable. The meeting with the outcasts of 
Capernaum had given a choice opportunity for a 
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calumnious assault upon his moral character, of which 
they seem to have taken advantage to the full extent 
(Mt. 11 19). The cures of demoniacs formed the basis of 
the attempt to rob him of the fame fairly won by his 
wonderful works (Mk. 3 22). The cures themselves 
could not be denied, nor the power they evinced ; but 
was the power necessarily from heaven, might it not be 
from an opposite quarter? The men who made the 
malign suggestion knew better ; but it was enough for 
them that the suggestion was plausible. Hence the 
solemn warning of Jesus against blasphemy-Le., speak- 
ing evil of that which is known to be good (Mk. 329). 

The next encounter had reference to ritual ablutions 
(Mlc. 71-23 Mt. 15 I - Z O ) . ~  This time, Jesus assumed the 
24. Ritual. offensive, and exposed the vices inherent 

in the systems represented by the scribes ; 
declaring in effect that the hedging of the Law by the 
multiplied rules of legal doctors had for its result the 
setting of the Law aside, and giving as an example the 
doctrine of Corban in its bearing on the fifth command- 
ment. This was offence enough ; but Jesus added to it 
by an appeal to the multitude, to whom he addressed 
one of those great emancipating sayings which sweep 
away the cobwebs of artificial systems better than 
elaborate argument-that which defiles is not what 
goeth into the mouth but what cometh out of it. ' I t  
was a virtual abrogation, not merely of the traditions of 
the Elders, but even of the ceremonial law of Moses : a 
proclamation of the great truth that moral defilement 
alone is of importance. 

When it had come to this, a crisis was at hand. 
Tesus knew it. and retired from the scenes of strife. 
25. Jesus sees partly to escape for a while from the 

malice of his foes, and still more to 
prepare his disciples, by seasonable the crisis. 

instructions, for the inevitable end. The time of these 
later instructions was that of the northerly excursions 
already referred to, and their main theme was sacri- 
&e. Jesus began to tell his disciples plainly that 
he himself must suffer death at the hands of the 
religious leaders, and that they and all faithful souls 
must be prepared to endure hardship for truth and 
righteousness (Mk. 830-34 Mt. 1621-24 Lk9z1-23) ; and 
from this time forth he devoted much attention towards 
developing in the twelve the heroic temper demanded 
by the situation. It was no easy task; for, while the 
master was continually preoccupied with the cross, the 
disciples were often thinking vain thoughts. The 
contrast is depicted in a realistic manner by Mk. 
' They were in the way, going up to Jerusalem ; and 
Jesus was going before them : and they were amazed ' 
(1032). They could not comprehend the intense 
preoccupation betrayed in the master's manner. It 
filled them with awe. The sequel explains. The 
ambitious request of James and John followed soon 
after, as comic scenes succeed tragic ones in a drama. 
Hence the need for inculcating such recondite truths of 
the kingdom as that greatness comes by service ; that 
childlikeness is the condition of entrance into the king- 
dom ; that ambition aspiring to greatness and trampling 
on weakness is a cursed passion, deserving drowning, 
with a heavy millstone round the neck, in the deepest 
part of the sea ; and that only through brotherly kind- 
ness and charity can one hope to win the favour of God 
(Mt. 18 Mk. 933-50). 

1 The preceding incidents are common to the three Synoptists. 
This one is omitted by Lk. along with a group of other narra- 
tives, including the second storm on the lake, the Syro-Phcenician 
woman, the second feeding, the demand for a sign-in short, the 
whole of Mt. 1422-1612 and Mk. 64=-8zr except that Mk. 
8 15 Mt.166=Lk. 121. These omissions were probably in- 
tentional on Lk.'s pnrt, the incidents being known to him, hut 
passed over for various reasons. 

2 The Gospels speak of two excursions-one to the regions of 
Tyre and Sidon, another to the neighbourhood of Cresarea 
Philippi. Even so conservative a critic as Weiss is inclined to 
resolve the two into one by treating the second feeding as a 
merely literary duplicate of the first. 
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During the period of wandering in the north the 

disciple Peter, the foremost man among the twelve, and 
26. Messiah. usually their spokesman on important 

occasions, made an eventful declaration 
concerning the master. Jesus had himself led up to it 
by introducing into their conversation, as they journeyed 
towards Czsarea.Philippi, the topic : ‘Who  do men 
say that I am?’  (Mt. 1613-20 Mk. 827-30 Lk. 918-21).~ 
That general question disposed of, there came a second : 
And you, who say you that I am?  The answer of 
Peter was : Thon art the Christ (Mk. 829). I t  was 
apparently the answer which Jesus anticipated and 
wished ; which would imply that he regarded himself as 
one in whom the Messianic hope of the Jewish people 
was fulfilled. Can this indeed have been so ? Can such 
an one as Jesus, so wise and good, and so utterly out of 
sympathy with the religious spirit of his time, have 
thought himself the Messiah, or even taken any in- 
terest in the Messianic idea? It is evident that one 
occupying the position of Jesus as a religious teacher 
could not escape having some conscious attitude to- 
wards that idea, friendly or indifferent or hostile. And 
it is certain that he would be utterly unsympathetic 
towards the Messianic ideas current among the Jews of 
his time. Pharisaic notions of the Messianic king and 
kingdom would be as distasteful to him as Pharisaic 
notions of the Law, of righteousness, of God, and of 
man. His attitude towards the whole circle of ideas 
associated with conventional religion was, without doubt, 
that of a radical sceptic. But he did not live in the 
region of negation. His way was to discard unwelcome 
ideas and put better ones in their place. He did this in 
connection with all the other subjects above mentioned, 
and doubtless he acted on the same principle in 
connection with the Messianic hope-this all the more 
decisively because that hope was not rabbinical but pro- 
phetic in its origin, associated with some of the most 
spiritual aspirations of O T  saints and seers, if also find- 
ing expression occasionally in materialistic or political 
representations of the good time coming. By elective 
affinity Jesus would choose the purest and loftiest 
elements in prophetic delineations, and out of these form 
his Messianic idea. From certain indications in the 
Gospels-the voice from heaven at the Baptism and the 
Transfiguration, the text of the discourse in the syna- 
gogue of Nazareth, the intimate connection between the 
confession of Peter and the first distinct intimation of 
the approaching Passion-it may be inferred that 
Deutero-Isaiah was the chief source of his conception, 
and that his Messiah was oiie endowed abundantly with 
the charisma of .?om (Is. 61), therefore well-pleasing to 
God (Is. &!I), and destined to be a man of sorrow 

Messiah stands for an ideal, the summum donzm 
embodied in a person. The Jews believed that such a 
person would come. Jesus might very sincerely share 
the expectation, as the Baptist did. Could he also 
regard himself as  the coming one? He could not, if a 
Messianic consciousness implied self-asserting preten- 
sions, or, generally, states of feeling incompatible with a 
lowly spirit. He could, if the Messianic vocation pre- 
sented itself to his mind as a duty, rather than as a 
dignity, as a summons to a career of suffering, a tempting 
to renunciation rather than to usurpation. So, in fact, 
it did appear to him. The man of sorrow in Is. 53 is 
ideal Israel ; the faithful in Israel, the men who stand 
for God and righteousness in an evil world, conceived 
poetically as an individual. Jesus thought of himself as 
that individual, the representative of all who live sacri- 
ficial and therefore redemptive lives. 

All goes to bear. out this assertion-e.g. the self- 
designation ‘ Son of man,’ so much used by Jesus. The 

1 In consequence of the long omission, this section in Luke 
follows immediately after the first feeding, and there is no in- 
dication that it did not happen at  the same place. There is no 
trace of the excursion to the north in his narrative. 

(Is. 53).  

See MESSIAH. 
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meaning of this title he never defined any more 
27. , Son of than he formally defined the name ‘Father’ 

applied to God. It is doubtful if O T  
texts can give us much help towards 

fixing its import. We  must watch the Son of man in the 
act of so designating himself, defining the name by dis- 
criminating use. Doing this, we receive the impression 
that the title is chosen because it is one that makes no, 
claims. In Aramaic it means simply the man.’ If it 
be Messianic, through the use made of it in Daniel and 
the Book of Enoch, it is furtively so, an incognito. 
The admiring people frequently called Him ‘Son of 
David,’ and the early Christian Church laid stress on 
the title as an important link in the chain of Messianic 
proof. Hence the genealogies in Mt. and Lk. Even 
Paul recognises the Davidic descent as in its own 
place important (Rom. 13). There is no evidence that 
Jesus repudiated the title ; but the title ‘ Son of man ’ 
does show that he regarded the other (as implying 
physical descent and therefore regal rights) as of little 
significance. Others said Son of Dazid; he said Son of 
&fun.2 See SON OF MAN. 

The message from the imprisoned Baptist to Jesus 
(Mt. 11 zf. Lk. 7 1 8 J )  is not without significance in this 
connection : ‘Art thou the coming one?’ By some 
(e .g . ,  Holtzmann in Handcomm.) the question is viewed 
as the utterance rather of a budding than of a waning 
faith. But the comments of Jesus on the message and 
on the man who sent it, bearing a stamp of authenticity 
upon them and probably taken by the two evangelists 
from the Book of Logia, demand the latter inter- 
pretation. ‘ Blessed is he who findeth no cause of 
stumbling in me.’ John had found cause of stumbling 
in Jesus, in whom from the first his prophetic eye had 
detected an extraordinary person. John’s Messiah was 
to be an iconoclast, a hewer down of barren trees and 
effete institutions, one coming in the fury of the Lord to 
destroy by the wind and fire of judgment. Jesus 
hitherto had been nothing of the kind ; rather a preacher 
of good news, even to the immoral ; a healer of disease, 
a teacher of wisdom, with nothing like a fan in his 
hand, save one of searching moral criticism on the ways 
of scribes and Pharisees. Therefore, John began to 
fear that, after all, this was not the Christ. His fear is 
a valuable testimony to the kind of Christ Jesus believed 
in and was : one seeking to save rather than to judge, 
and just on that account liable to be niisunderstood 
even by a John, and to be despised and rejected by a 
religious but ungodly world. How far apart the two 
prophets were in their ideas and tendencies, may be 
estimated from the striking remark made by Jesus 
concerning the Baptist : ‘the least in the kingdom of 
heaven is greater than he’ (Mt. 11 11). 

The triumphal entry into Jerusalem by Jesus towards 
the close of his career may swni to conflict with the view 
28. Entry into set forth-above, and to exhibit a Messiah 

Jerusalem. parading his claims. The story belongs 
to the triDle tradition, and must be ac- 

cepted as historical (Mt. 2 i  1-11 Mk. 11 1-11 Lk. 1929-44) ; 
but cp HOSANNA. Mt., after his usual manner, repre- 
sents the whole transaction as happening in order that a 
certain prophetic oracle might be fulfilled. So he viewed 
it, and so he wishes his readers to view i t ;  but it 
does not follow that Jesus rode into the holy city 
on the foal of an ass with conscious intention to fulfil 
prophecy. The less intention on his part, the greater 
the value of any uniformity between prophecy and 
fact. Action with intention might show that he 
1 The discussion between Jesus and the scribes in the temple 

3n the relation of the Christ to David has been interpreted in this 
sense. But the question of Jesus does not necessarily imply 
lenial in toto of Davidic descent, or more than a hint as to the 
comparative unimportance of it. It meant in effect : You begin 
Bt the wrong end,, physical descent ; and it lands yon in an 
unspiritual conception of Messiah. 
2 The passages in which the title is used in an apocalyptic 

sense seem to breathe a different spirit. They cannot be 
discussed here. 
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claimed to he, not that he was, the Messiah. On the 
other hand, his right to he regarded as the Messiah 
would have stood where it was though he had entered 
Jerusalem on foot. The actual mode of entrance could 
possess at most only the value of a symbol. And Jesus 
seems to have been in the mood to let it have such 
value, and that just because it was in harmony with his 
habit of avoiding display and discouraging vulgar 
Messianic hopes. There was really no pretentiousness 
in riding into Jerusalem on the foal of an ass. It was 
rather the meek and lowly one entering in character. 
The symbolic act was in harmony with the use of the 
title ' Son of man,' shunning Messianic pretensions, yet 
showing himself as the true Messiah in a deeper way. 
Mlc.'s narrative of the incident is to be preferred as 
preserving most of the primitive simplicity. It is only 
in his version that Jesus instructs his disciples to tell the 
man from whom the young ass is being borrowed that 
i t  will he returned when he has had his use of it (Mk. 
11 3). Some modern commentators, influenced by con- 
ventional notions of dignity, will not allow even Mark 
to put the matter so. But he does ; it is one of his 
realisms. 

The thoughts of Jesus, then as always, were humble ; 
but those of his followers were more ambitious, and 
such as to provoke the ire of those who sought his 
undoing. They shouted Hosannas in his honour, as  
to the Son of David through whom the 'long hoped-for 
kingdom was about to come. The very children in the 
streets, according to Mt. (21 ts), caught up the 
cry, to the chagrin of the guardians of conventional 
proprieties. The enthusiasm of the people who had 
come up with Jesus to keep the feast of the passover- 
men and women from Galilee, proud of their prophet 
and king-was his death-knell. He had come up 
to Jerusalem fully convinced that he was going to 
meet death. Therefore, he used his short time 
to hear a final testimony against plausible falsehood 
and sham holiness, and for truth and godliness. Many 
incidents and utterances are packed into that eventful 
week-the cleansing of the Temple, parables of judg- 
ment (Two sons, Vinedrersers, Marriage of the King's 
son), sundry encounters with captious disputants, and a 
sublime anti-Pharisaic discourse in which the foibles 
and vices of a degenerate piety are depicted with pro- 
phetic plainness and artistic felicity (Mt. 23). During 
that fatal week last words had to he spoken to dis- 
ciples, among which was a foreboding reference to the 
approaching judgment-day of Israel, accompanied by 
useful hints for their guidance in a perilous time (Mk. 13 
Mt. 24 Lk. 21). The tender pathos of the situation is 
immortalised in the anointing in Bethany (Mt. 26 6-13 
Mk. 14 3-9), the holy supper (Mt. 26 26-29 Mk. 14 22-25 
Lk. 22 17-20), and the agony in Gethsemane (Mt. 26 36-46 
Mk. 14 32-42 Lk. 22 39-46). 

The story of the passion is told at great length, with 
much agreement, though also with many variations, in 

all the four Gospels, a sure index of the 
passion' intense interest taken in the tragic theme 

within the apostolic church. This interest would not 
he of late growth. When the apostles began to preach 
Jesus crucified and risen, they would encounter the eager 
demand, Tell us how it happened ! Faith would make 
three demands for information concerning its object : 
What did he teach? What did he do? What did he 
suffer ? Some think that the demand for information con- 
cerning the teaching came first and was first met. 
But even those who, like Holtzmann, take this view regard 
the history of the passion as the nucleus of the narrative 
department of the evangelic tradition. First the logia, 
then the passion drama, then the anecdotes of memorable 
acts. Whether this was the true genetic order of the 

1 The true reading is aA8Cr ahbv  &ou&AAar &Arv where 
1r4Arv implies that the reference is to returning the colt to its 
owner not to the readiness with which the owner, after explana- 
tions, &ill send it to Jesus. 
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three masses of oral tradition, which in combination make 
up our evangelic records, may reasonably be doubted. 
The passion group perhaps took shape earliest. The 
apostles would have to tell at once what they knew,-the 
main factsof the case,-especiallywhen preaching outside 
Jerusalem. Thus began to form itself the passion- 
chronicle: the main facts first, then this nucleus 
gradually gathering accretions of minor incidents, till 
by the time written records began to he compiled the 
collection of passion-memorabilia had assumed the form 
which it bears in, for example, the Gospel of Mk. The 
presumption is that the collection as it stands there is 
the truth, or at least the truth as far as it could he 
ascertained. 

For modern criticism the story, even in its most historic 
version, is not pure truth, hut truth mixed with doubtful 

30. Critical legend. Still, even when it is ex- 
amined with a critical microscope, as it 
has recentlv been bv Dr. Brandt.l not 

a few of the relative incidenk stand ;he test. Betrayal 
by one of the twelve, desertion by all of them, denial by 
Peter, death-sentence under the joint responsibility of 
Jewish rulers and Roman procurator, assistance in 
carrying the cross from Simon of Cyrene, crucifixion on 
a hill called Golgotha, the crime charged indicated by 
the significant inscription on the cross-beam, ' King of 
the Jews,'2 death if not preceded by a prayer for the 
murderers, or by the despairing cry ' My God, my God,' 
at least heralded by a loud voice. In these eight 
particulars we have the skeleton of the story, all that is 
needful to give the passion its tragic interest, or even to 
form the basis for theological constructions. The 
details omitted-the process hefore the Sanhedrin, the 
interviews with Pilate and Herod, the mockery of the 
soldiers, the preferential release of Barabhas, the sneers 
of passers-by, the two thieves, the parting of the raiment, 
the words from the cross, the preternatural concomitants 
of death-arc more or less of the nature of accessories, 
enhancing the impressiveness of the picture, suggesting 
additional lessons, hut not changing the character of the 
event. 

Still, even accessories arc not to he lightly sacrificed. 
Critical estimates arc to he received with caution even 
in a historical interest, and to measure their value it is 
important to have a clear idea about the nature of the 
interest taken by the primitive church in the story of the 
passion. Now, there can he no doubt that along with 
sympathy with the fate of a beloved Master went a 
theoretic or dogmatic interest, at least in a rudimentary 
form. There was a desire to harmonise the passion 
with faith in the Messiahship of Jesus. This was 
obviously a vital matter for disciples. They could not 
continue to believe in Jesus as the Christ unless they 
could satisfy themselves that he might he the Christ, 
the cross notwithstanding; nor could their faith he 
triumphant unless they could further satisfy themselves 
that he was all the more certainly the Christ just because 
he was crucified. The words of the Master concerning 
suffering as the appointed lot of all faithful souls might 
help them to attain this insight. With this doctrine as 
a key, they would see new meanings in OT texts, and 
graduallylearnfrom histories, Psalms, and prophecies that 
the path appointed for the godly, and therefore above all 
for the Messiah, was a path of sacrifice. Thenceforth 
unison between OT experiences and teaching and 
the incidents of the passion would become proofs of 
the Messiahship of Jesus. The offence of the cross 
would be turned into an apology for faith in the crucified. 

1 Die Evangelische Geschichte und der Ursjrzmg des Chris- 
fenthums auf Grwtdeiner Kritih der Berichte ulrr  das Leiden 
und die A/ferstehungjesu 7893. 
9 This points to Messiani'c pretensions imputed or confessed. 

But such pretensions had two aspects, a religious and a political. 
It was the religious aspect that was dealt with in the trial before 
the Sanhedrin as reported by the Synoptists ; hut of courbe it 
would he the political aspect that the Sanhedrists brought under 
the notice of Pilate. The Messianic idea would have no interest 
for him except in so far as it involved a claim to temporal power. 
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Were those primitive apologists content with cor- 

respondence between texts and undeniable facts ? Did 
they invent ‘facts’ to suit Hebrew oracles, so as to 
bring out correspondence even in curious details and 
make the apologetic as convincing as possible? There 
was certainly a temptation to do so, and we are not 
entitled a p&n’ to assume that they did not yield to 
the temptation in any instance. On the other hand, we 
must be on our guard against too hastily assuming the 
contrary. The probability is that, on the whole, facts 
suggested texts, instead of texts creating facts. The 
reasonableness of this statement may be illustrated by 
an example taken from the history of the infancy in Mt. 
The last of several prophetic citations in that chapter is, 

a He shall be called a Nazarene’ (223). See NAZARETH. 
The fact that Nazareth was the home of Jesus is inde- 
pendently certain. It  is equally certain that, but for 
the fact, the supposed prophetic citation would never 
have occurred to any one’s mind ; for it is the weakest 
link in the chain of prophetic evidence for the Christ- 
hood of Jesus. This instance suggests that what faith 
was busy about in these early years was not the manu- 
facturing of history, but the discovering in evangelic facts, 
however minute, the prophetic fulfilment5 which are 
sometimesso far-fetched as to make it inconceivable how 
they could ever have been thought of unless the facts 
had gone before. This general observation may be 
applied to some of the most pathetic incidents in the 
passion history-the prayer for forgiveness, the taunts 
of passers-by, the casting of lots for possession of the 
garments. 

If legendary elements of a supernatural character 
found their wav into the traditions. it is not to be 
31. Ethical wondered at in connection with events 

significance. which appealed so powerfully to the 
imaeination of believers. The thine to 

be  noted is that when criticism has done its work-the 
passion narratives remain in their main details history, 
not legend. A history how profoundly significant as 
well as moving ! With its theological import we have 
here no concern ; but we may not leave such a theme 
without briefly indicating its ethical lessons. The 
crucifixion of Jesus exhibits in a uniquely impressive 
manner the destiny of righteouiness in this world. He 
was crucified not by accident, not altogether or even 
mainly through misunderstanding, but because his 
wisdom and goodness were inconvenient and trouble- 
some. The passion history further sets before us a story 
not of fate merely, but of love. It  is the story of one 
who was willing to die. He knew more or less dis- 
tinctly what was to happen, consented to it, and was 
helped to do it by the thought that out of the wrong 
and evil befalling himself good to others would come. 
In proof of this statement, it is sufficient to point to the 
Lord‘s supper. The passion-history, finally, encourages 
large hope for the world. 

Christianity could not have entered on its victori- 
ous career unless the followers of the Crucified had 
32. Words believed that he not only died hut also 
about the rose again. This is acknowledged even by 

those who, like Dr. Ferdinand Baur, have 
themselves no faith in the resurrection. The 

primitive disciples believed that their Master rose ‘ on 
the third day,’ and that he would soon come to the earth 
again; and this faith and hope became the common 
possession of the apostolic church. The faith and the 
hope both find support and justification in the words of 
Jesus as reported by the evangelists. Sad predictions of 
approaching doom have added to them the cheering 
words, ‘and shall rise again ’ (Mk. 931 and parallels). 
Many sayings promise the coming of the Son of man in 
glory, and that speedily, even within the lifetime of the 
present generation. These sayings present one of the 
hardest problems for the student of the Gospels : on 
one side a critical problem which has to deal with the 
question how far the words of Jesus have been coloured 
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future, 

by the hopes of the apostolic age ; on another side, an 
exegetical one having for its task to interpret these 
words in harmony with others which seem to imply not 
only a delayed parousia (parables of the Ten Virgins, 
the Upper Servant playing the Tyrant, and the U+ust 
Judge), but also an indefinitely protracted Christian era 
(parables representing the kingdom as subject to the 
law of growth-the Sower, the Wheat and Tares, the 
Mustard seed, and, above all, the SeedgrowinggraduaZZyly, 
peculiar to Mk. 426-29 and his most valuable distinctive 
contribution to the stock of evangelic traditions). 
Though some of the relative logia belong to the later 
and less accredited stratum of tradition, there is no 
reason to doubt their genuineness. Jesus seems to 
have had two ways of speaking about the future- 
partly because, as he himself confessed, he had no 
clear vision of time‘s course (Mk. 1332) ; partly owing to 
the purpose his utterances were meant to serve. Some 
of them were promises meant to cheer (Mk. 9 2  and 
parallels) ; some, didactic statements bearing on the 
nature of the kingdom of God (Mk. 426-29). In the 
former the advent is appropriately represented as near ; 
in the latter it is by tacit implication indefinitely remote. 

The words of Jesus concerning the future show 
limitation of vision. In other directions we may dis- 
33. Con- :over indications that he was the child of his 
elusion, time and people. But his spiritual intuitions 

God, man, 
and the moral ideal cannot be more truly or happily 
conceived. Far from having outgrown his thoughts on 
these themes, we are only beginning to perceive their 
true significance. How long it will be before full 
effect shall be given to his radical doctrine of the 
dignity of man ! How entirely in accord with the moral 
order of the world, as interpreted by the whole history 
of mankind, his doctrine of sacrifice as at once the 
penalty and the power of righteousness in an evil world ! 
The purity of the doctrine may seem to be compromised 
by occasional references to the reward of sacrifice, e.g., 
‘Great is your reward in heaven ’ (Mt. 5 1 2 )  ; things 
renounced are to be received back an hundredfold (Mk. 
1030). But the id,ea of reward cannot be eliminated 
from ethics. The heroic man is and must be blessed. 
The apocalyptic presentation of the reward in the 
Gospels is a matter of form. The essential truth is 
that it is ever well with the righteous. 

Besides the books referred to in the article, and the many 
Lives of Jesus, the following works may be consulted :- 

Wendt, Die Lehre Jesu; Weizsacker, das 
34. Literature, ApostoZische ZeitaZtel-; Wellhausen, Isv. 

u. ]ad. Gesch. ; Baldensperger, dm Sel6st- 
dnuusstseinJesu inz L ichte dwMessianischen Hoffnungenseiner 
Zei t :  Harnack, Dogmengeschichte. The first two and the 
last of these works have been translated. 

For History 
of Period see CHRONOLOGY, $9 43-63, HERODIAN FAMILY, and 
ROME. konternporary life and thought are illustrated in such 
articles as ESSENES, HERODIANS, PHARISEES, SADDUCEES, 
SCRIBES, SYNA~OGUE, TEMPLE. Further details of life and 
teaching are dealt with under such headings as NATIVITY, 
RESURRECTION AND ASCENSION NARRATIVES, WONDERS, 
PARABLES (cp FIG-TREE HUSKS LEAVEN, SCORPION, VIRGINS, 
and so forth), LORD’S PLAYER, ~ ~ E S S I A H ,  SON OF GOD, SON OF 
MAN, ESCHATOLOGV 82 On the names of persons and 
places mentioned in ’the gspe ls ,  see the separate articles 
(PZaces: BETHABARA BETHANY, BETHESDA, BETHLEHEM, 
BETHSAIDA, CAPERN~UM, DALMANUTHA, EMMAUS, GETH- 

SALIM, ’SVCHAR, SILOAM : Persons : the several evangelists 
and apostles also CLOPAS HEROD JOSEPH (NT [z]), JOHN THE 
BAPTIST, LAZARUS, LYSKNIAS, M ~ R T H A  MARY, NATHANAEL, 
NICODEMUS, PILATE, QUIRINIUS, and th l  like). 

are pure truth, valid for all ages. 

On the sources generally, compare GOSPELS. 

S E M A N E  JERUSALEM OLIVES [MT. OF], NAIN, NAZARETH, 

A. B. B. 

JETHER (TQ’ ; k e e p  [BAL]). 
I. Ex. 418 EVme. ( d o p  [BAL]), another form of JETHRO 

[q.?~.]. Sam. and some MSS have iin-. I 

z Gideon’s first-born son (Judg. S 20). 
3: The father of Amasa (1 K. 2 5 32 [om. A]) by Abigail. In 

z S. 1725 (MT) he is called ITHRA (N!!?; ietra; j$L ; LFSPW 
[Jos.] : hut to000 [BA ; so B in I Ch.]), and described, according 
to the best reading, as a Jezreelite. In T Ch. 2 r7, however, he 
aDpears as an Ishmaelite : hence Thenins, Wellhausen, Driver, 
Klostermann, Budde, Llihr, H. P. Smith read ? $ N p D p  in Sam. 
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JETHETH 
But the rival reading *!RYl!! is less likely to be a conjectural 
emendation (see ABIGAIL, 2 ; JEZREEL i., 2). 

4. A Jerahmeelite (I Ch. 232). 
j. A Judahite, I Ch. 417 (mOeppaL [B]). 
6. An Ashelite, I Ch. 738(~eBqp [Bl, ceOpav[Ll), see ITHRAN, 2.  
7. See JETHETH. 

JETHETH (hnl ;  Jetheth, OS2) 1313) one of the 
‘dukes’ of Edom, Gen. 3640 (isBsp [AI, lsesp 

See JERAHMEEL, 5 2. 

[DS”.EL]), I Ch. 151  ( l&€T [Bl, -e0 [AI, -EP [L]). 
In view of the readings of 03 it is plausible to read ln!, 

which occurs also as a Jerahmeelite and Judahite name (& 
JETHER). Cp GENEALOGIES i., gj 5. S. A. C. 

JETHLAH, RV ITHLAH (YIkn!; c ~ I A A & ,  [B], 
ie0AA [+I, le.,[L], I E ~ A A N  [OS 268781, an unidenti- 
fied site in Danite territory (Josh. 1942), associated with 
Zorah, Eshtaol, Bethshemesh, Aijalon, and Timnah. 

JETHRO (hq!, Jithro, 5 77 ;  cp Sab. h l n r  
Plnl  ; either shortened from Jithron [see ITHRAN and 
cp Ithra in JETHER, 31, or mispointed for Jithru [cp 
GASHMU]; loeop [BAL]). Father of Moses’ wife, 
ZIPPORAH, Ex. 3 I [but @L does not give the priest’s 
name], 418 [see JETHER, I], 18 18 All these passages 
belong to E ; the first and third of them add ‘ priest of 
Midian.’ This was most probably interpolated from 
Ex.2.16 (J) by the redactor (R) ,  who also removed the 
discrepant name ‘ Hobab ‘ from that passage, and thus 
produced a superficial harmony, against which, however, 
Nu. 1029 and Judg. 411 protest (see HOBAR). 

The futile attempts of the ancients to reconcile the discrep- 
ancies of the documents require no elaborate consideration. 
Josephus (Ant. ii. 12 I) says that Jethro was a surname of Reuel 
(ln:, ‘superiority’) ; this seems to have influenced @A in Ex. 
2x6 1 8  Targ. Jon. in Ex. 218 represents REUEL [Y.v.] a s  
Zipporah‘s grandfather. In the former case Hobab, in the latter 
both Hobab and Jethro are brothers-in-law of Moses. Apart 
from other considerations; the only biblical sense of p h  is 
‘ father-in-law,’ though i?? doubtless can be used in the looser 
sense of ‘wife’s relation ‘.I 

There is no anachronism in the description given of 
Jethro or Hobab in Exodus as a priest, and by implica- 
tion as a sheikh of the Midianites ; such dignitaries 
there must have been in ancient Arabia. Though we 
cannot adopt Homniel’s statement, that the ideas and 
language (and particularly the ritual terms) of the 
Priestly Code (P) are largely influenced by instruction 
which Moses received from the ‘ K6hEn Midian,’ there 
need he no apn’ori objection to the view that Arabian 
culture impressed its mark, at more than one period, 
on the Israelites. It  is certainly remarkable that such 
an early record as J E  represents the Midianite as 
Moses’ instructor in the art of legislation (Ex. 18), and 
as having been asked by Moses to be his guide in the 
desert, for which a good reward is held out to him in 
the Promised Land (Nu. 102g-32).2 As Judg. 116 
represents, Hobab (roOop [B]) did actually accompany 
Moses ; 3 ‘ Hobab’ has evidently dropped out of the 
text and should be restored, though possibly both here 
and in the other passages where our text has ‘ Hobab’ 
we should change ‘Hobab’ into ‘ Jonadab‘ (see HOBAB). 
The clan called ‘ b’ne Hobab’ is alsodesignated ‘ Kenite’; 
it might, however, with sufficient accuracy have been 
called a Midianite,’ the line of demarcation between the 
tribes in S. Palestine not being very definite (see 
AMALEK, MIDIAN). Not impossibly, however, the 
original text called Jethro or Hobab a Misrite (ie., 
virtually a N. Arabian) ; the readings of M T  may be 
corrupt (see KENITES). It should be observed that 

1 So probably in Ex. 425, 0’82; ip’l, ‘one newly admitted 

JEWEL 
according to the tradition Jethro was a worshipper of 
Yahwk (Ex. 189 12 [E]). 

I t  is interesting to notice that Sha‘ih occurs as the name of a 
WBdy on the E. of the Jordan opposite Jericho (see Baed.PI 
162 and NIURIM); and that theldiminntive Shu‘aib is the nam; 
given by Mohammed to Jethro. Hut the name Shu‘aih may 
after all be distinct from Hohab, and in any case the Moham- 
medan legends have no historical value. Cp Ew. Hist. 244, n. 2. 

JETUR ( 7 W ,  l e ~ ~ o y p  [BADEL]), a son of Ishmael, 
Gen. 25 I j ( l E 7 0 U p  [A] ; Jethw), I Ch. 1 31 ( W O U ~  IL] ; /etur) ; 
cp I Ch. 5 19 (rouparl  [B] ‘mupaiov [AI, LBTT- [L]; Itwaei) ; 
see ISHMAEL, I 4 (7), IT&*. 

JEUEL (kJ&lUc), b. Zerah, a post-exilic (Judahite) 
inhabitant of Jerusalem : I Ch. 96 ( c n e l ~ ) ,  [B], I ~ H A  
[ALI). 

Jeuel is also the Kt. in I Ch. 935 (AV JEHIEL, RV JEIEL), 
I Ch. 1144 (AV JEHIEL RV JEIEL), 2 Ch. 26 II (EV JEIEL)). 
z Ch. 29 13 (AV JEIEL), )Ezra8 13 (AV JEIEL). 

JEUSH (t thj ,  5 5 3 ;  [Kr. always; so also Kt. 
except Gen. 36 5 14 I Ch. 7 TO fi9J ‘ [God] helps’? cp Ar. god 
yu&Zh, which is transliterated rsyou0os in an inscription 
from Memphis; see reff. in Buhl, Gesch. d. Edonz. 49, n. I 
who opposes the view ; in Gen. L ~ O U S  [ADE] -uh [Ll ; in Ch. rvou; 

See JEIEL. 

into (my) family by the shedding of blood.’ 
2 Ex. 18, a t  all events, is misplaced, Israel having already 

arrived at the Mount of God (cp 5 6). But the Mount of God is 
Horeb (Sinai) near which Tethro lived (cp 3 I), which makes the 
latter‘$ request to return t; his own land,-uu. 6 27, unnecessary ; 
cp similarly Nu. 1030. 

This mnst have been expressed in 
the passage which Nu. 1 0 q - 3 ~  represents. The redactor, 
to avoid inconsistency with Ex. 1827 has stopped abruptly at  
n. 3a. 

See EXODUS i., 5 5. 
3 See Moore and Budde. 
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1U). 
I. An Edomite clan son of Esau by his Horite wife Oholi- 

bamah Gen. 36 j 14 18: See ANAH BASHEMATH, EDOM 4 3 
(Gen. $65, LFV@BOVS [E], v. 14 LCUS [Al,’v. 18 LWUA [AI, reouvh’[Dl, 
I Ch 135 LBOUA [BA]). 

2. h. Bilhan in agenealogy ofBENJAMIN(y.U. $5 3 and9 ii. a), 
I Ch. 7 10 (LLMUS [B] 

3. b. Eshekin a kenealogyof BENJAMIN ( y . ~ . ,  § 9, ii. j3), 1 Ch. 
839 ( K a L  yy [ ~ y  sup.ras. B?], &as [A]; RV, AV JEHUSH); 
probably t e same as (2). 

4. h. Shimei, a division of Gershonite Lerites I Ch. 23 106 
(mas [BL; once in A]); cp (I) above and see G~NEALOLIES i., 
f i  I r.,i 

LEWS [A]). 

n ,  L.1. 

5. h. Xehoboam, z Ch. 11 19 ( r a d  [Bl, om. A, L ~ O U S  [L]). 
JEUZ (VU’, see U z ;  ihwc P I ,  isoyc [AI, IWAC 

[L]), a name in a genealogy of Benjamin (U.V., 5 g, ii. 
8); I Ch. 810f. See YQK 11 105, 3. 

JEW (’llV, yehzidi; Aram. ’f.I;1/*, yehzidai; Ass. 
Ya-’u-da-ai, ’Iodaios, Judaus), i.e., a man of YehfidBh--i.e., 
JUDAH, [y.v.l. JEHWDI [y.~.]  and the fem. JUDITH (n’??W- 
yzhGdith) are used as proper names ; but the form Jehudijah 
(??W, I Ch. 4 1st) cannot be relied upon (see JEHUDIJAH). 
Theadj.’Iou8ai’& ‘Jewish ’occursinzMacc.811 etc Tit.114. 
theadv. ’Iou8aEO;in Gal. 2’14; theverb ’Iou8a&v(in’Esth. 81;’ 
o*in-nn, ‘became Jews’), Gal. 2 14 : the substantive ’Iau8ai’uw6s 
(‘religion of the Jews,’ ‘Jews’ religion ’) in 2 Macc. 2 P I  8 T 14 38 
Gal. 113f: 

I. A subject of the kingdom of Judah, 2 K. 16 6 25 25 jer. 32 1 2  
3819 4012 413439(‘Jewishmen’=menof Judah); 441 5228.30. 

The date of the passages does not come 
1. Use in OT. into consideration for the Assyrian phrase 

Ya’&zzi Udud&‘ (‘ Ahaz the Judahite ’). 
in Tiglath-pileser’s inscription shows that q>n* ,was already 
current in the sense of ‘man of the land of Judah. Jer. 349 i s  
not included ; qifi, has grown out of i i y  (see Giesebr. ad roc.). 

2. A Hebrew of the Babylonian or Persian province of Judah 
or of the Maccabrean state, Zech .8~3 Neh.12 411: [333f:i 
4 12 [6] I Macc. 820 23 etc. 

3. A memher of the Jewish race, broadly taken, Ezra4 12 23. 
5568etc., Esth.Z534651385etc., Dan.38. 

The word is used in the NT, chiefly in the plur., to, 
denote- 

I. Jews as distinct from Gentiles or proselytes, or Samaritans, 
Mk.73 Jn.2613 4922 61 64 72.194042 ActsBro 2139 2424 

(Drusilla, a Jewess ’). Similarly of Jewish 
2. Use in NT. Christians(Actsl61 ‘a Jewesswho believed’), 

Gal.213 cp Jn.831. 
2. Of ‘Israelites indeed’-Tews worthv of the name. Rom. 

2 28J Rev. 2 9 3 9. 
3. Of Jews as antagonistic to Jesus or to the Gospel, Mt. 

2815 Rom.21; 2C0r.lln4 1Thess.214and especially J0.64152 
84;-57 9 18 10 19 11 ~9 31 33 36 12 9 11. Cp Zahn, EizL 2 554. 

Tewess’ occurs twice. Acts161 2424. 

2 28J Rev. 2 9 3 9. 
3. Of Jews as antagonistic to Jesus or to the Gospel, Mt. 

2815 Rom.21; 2C0r.lln4 1Thess.214and especially J0.64152 
84;-57 9 18 10 19 11 ~9 31 33 36 12 9 11. Cp Zahn, EizL 2 554. 

Tewess’ occurs twice. Acts161 2424. 
JEWEL, the rendering of several Hebrew words (see 

below). See generally ORNAMENTS, PRECIOUS STONES. 
(I) 0’!9p +dr?izim; AV ‘chains [of gold]’ ; RV ‘strings [of 

jewels]’; (2) >!?, +ridor fi$, +e&Eh; (3) Dt$a, t&.?rn (Cant. 
1 IO ; AV ‘rows [of jewels],’ RV ‘plaits [of hair] ’). On all  
three see NECKLACE, I and 5. 

For (4) DiI, ne”zern, and (5) $.le, ‘EgtZ, see RING, $ xf: 
(6) 3. >,: iD,  sicdlah. See PECULIAR TREASURE. 
(7) h?, kZi (Is. 61 IO ; cp Nu. 31 50 XI7 ’3, ‘jewels of gold,’ 
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JEWRY 
2 Ch. 32 27 
See ORNAMENTS (I). 

3, AV ‘pleasant jewels’ RV ‘goodly vessels’). 

JEWRY (lW), Dan. 513 AV, RV JUDAH rq.v.1. 

JEWS’ LANGUAGE ( n ’ l y ) ,  2 K. 1826, etc. . See 

JEZANIAH ($VJ]’), Jer. 40s. 

JEZEBEL (\?]*cl:; lezaBsA [BAL]. 

HEBREW LANGUAGE, § 2. 

See JAAZANIAH, I. 

The two 
explanations in Ges. Thes. are ‘non-habitatio ’ i.e., ‘chaste’; 
and ‘island of habitation’-perhaps a titld of Tyre. But 
(against I) a negative particle 3~ is unprovable [see ICHA- 
BOD, note, and cp NAMES, $ 451 and (against 2 )  511 in 
a personal name will naturally bea; its well-attested sense of 
‘exaltation.’ The first element -N should be explained as ’1 
ICHABOD, JEZER, ITHAMAR. Kcnig‘s explanation, ‘ exalted Isle 
[Ex). T., 10190 (Jan. ’gg)], so far as ‘isle’ goes, is surely 
wrong. So, too, is DHM’s theory that $ 2 1 , ~  is an intentional 
alteration of the Phcen. $~r&ys [Baal exalts, or is a husband?] 
so that it should rneafi ‘un-exalted,’ An artificial etymology, 
‘what filth,’ is implied in MT of 2K.937 [$>.r=pil; see 
below.) 

Daughter of Ethbaal of Tyre (see AHAB), wife of 
Ahab ( I  K.1631 1841319 191J 2 1 5 s  z K. 
9 7 8 ) .  ATHALIAH ( p . ~ . ) ,  queen of Judah, was her 
daughter. Nothing more clearly shows Ahab’s 
thoroughly political instinct than his marriage with this 
Tyrian princess. I t  is not so clear, however, whether 
he foresaw the religious consequences of the step. 
Solomon had married foreign women, and erected special 
sanctuaries for them ; but the religious influence of no one 
of these was supreme. Ahab was perhaps a monogamist, 
like Jeroboam. At any rate, Jezebel had too proud a 
nature to be content to worship her own god with a few 
Tyrian sojourners ; the Tyriau Bad-worship must have 
equal rights with the worship of Yahwb. According to 
the Elijah-narratives Jezebel destroyed all the prophets 
of Yahw& except ELIJAH [q.u.], and even that brave 
prophet had to seek refuge from her in Horeb. She is 
made responsible for the judicial murder of NABOTH 
[q. v.], and Elijah‘s legendary biographer connects her 
dreadful end with a curse pronounced on her by Elijah 
on the occasion of Naboths death (I K. 2123). The  
dramatic tale of Jehu’s entrance into Jezreel need not 
be repeated (see JRHW). 

I t  is worth while, however, to relieve the Denteronomic com- 
piler of Kings from the tastelessly savage words of MT of 2 K. 
9 37. The trne reading can probably be recovered from @L (cp 
Klo.’s note), ‘And the carcass of Jezebel shall be like tp carcass 
of Naboth, and there shall be none to say, Woe is me. 

In  Rev. 220 there seems to be implied a misinterpreta- 
tion of words of Jehu in 2 K. 922. The name Jezebel’ is 
given to a false prophetess,l who had influence in the 
church of Thyatira, and is accused of seducing Christians 
to commit fornication, and to eat things offered to 
idols. ‘ Fornication ’ is probably meant literally. 
Whether a party of false teachers is here personified, or 
whether (as  Bousset and Schiirer suppose) an individual 
is meant, is disputed. At any rate, the adherents of 
Jezebel and the NICOLAITANS ( p  .v. ) represent the same 
antinomian tendency (cp z Pet. 21 18). 

JEZREEL 
[AV] EDDIAS, [RVI IEDDIAS, [RVmg.] IZZIAH or IEZIAS 
(c&cas [BI, LE&%. [AI). 

JEZIEL (\K’!:, Kt. $&V), some MSS read 
$ N Y ~  and $NV ; perhaps corruption of JahZzi-el, 5 N v n 9 ,  ‘God 
sees,’ see NAMES, $ 31, but also, there, n. z), b. Azmaveth, one 
ofDavid’swarriors, I Ch. 123(~~yh[BNl,a~~yA[Al,~~. [Ll,JazirZ, 
\ i ~ *  [but in a different text]). 

JEZLIAH, RVIZLIAH (n@’>ll; ZAPEIA P I ,  szAia 
[A], lszshia [L]), b. Elpaal, in a genealogy of 
BENJAMIN (q.v., § g, ii. p) ;  I Ch. 8 IS?. 

JEZOAR (l?y! Kt., lnb? Kr.), I Ch: 47 AV, RV 
IZHAR (4.v. [ii.]). 

JEZRAHIAH (;rl?lT’,, § 35, ‘ Yahwerises’), a Levite 
musician priest in the procession at the dedication of the 
wall (see EZRA ii., § 13g), Neh. 1242 (om. BK“A, 
lszplac [KC.“ mg. L]). The identical Hebrew name 
appears elsewhere as IZRAHIAH. 

JEZREEL (hMl!; ‘God. sows’ l s ~ p a s h  [AL], also 
B in Hos. 14f: XI [2 21 2 22 [24], -a+ [L generally in Ki.1- 
Ls<apyha [Jos.] ’ cupayh [B nearly always; AL in I S. 29 TI 2 Sl 
2944 and A in’x K. 20 [21] 23 2 K. 9 IO]. Other forms are @E’s 
cu ad I K. 412, e& .EA Judg. 633, and @A’S m(a@eh I K. 1846 
2 %. 9 36, &ad I 8. 29 I, 2 Ch. 22 6, and @a’s beupash in Hos. 
111 [22]. Gentilic form JEZREELITE ( ’ > N y l V ;  d cupayA[a]~.rqs 
[BA!, d ~s{payh. [Ll), I K. 21 I 6 etc., in 2 K. 921 d rcpayh. [A], 
925 o cu<payA. [AI). 

I. Originally a clan-name, analogous to Israel, 
Jerahmeel, Ishmael; then the name of a city and 
1. clan and district ; lastly, that of the long, deep 

vale dominated by the city of Jezreel. 
Of the existence of the Jezreelite clan 

in N. Palestine, we have no direct biblical evidence; 
but it may be surmised that the fact recorded bom- 
bastically in king Merneptah’s famous inscription (see 
ISRAEL, 5 7, end) was the extinction of a tribe called, not 
Israel, but Jezreel. Renouf‘s conjecture that the stele 
actually spoke of ‘ Jezreel’ is not indeed confirmed 
(see Spiegelberg’s report, and  EXODUS^. , 5 z )  ; but it 
remains possible that the spelling Isir‘il ( =Israel) is due 
to a mistake of the ear such as was, at  any rate, often 
made by Greek scribes. The place is assigned in 
Josh. 1 9 1 6  (raS?))I [B], iwpaeX [L]) to Issachar. We  
know from Judg. 5 that this tribe suffered greatly 
from Canaanitish preponderance (cp ISSACHAR) ; and 
since Taanach, Ibleam, and Megiddo on the one side 
and Beth-shean on the other are represented in Jndg. 
127  as Canaanitish enclaves, we may, for geographical 
reasons, assume that Jezreel, though coveted by Issachar, 
also long remained Canaanitish. 

Josh. 17 16 probably confirms this view ; we read there of the 
Canaanites of Beth-shean and of t+ p y  C?wze&) of Jezreel as 
having formidable ‘chariots of iron. 

I t  may be that one of the fruits of the victory com- 
memorated in Judg. 5 was the conquest of Jezreel 
(Budde, RL-Sam. 47). In the time of Saul, at  any 
rate, Jezreel was Israelitish ; not far from it ( ‘  by the 
fountain [of HilrC~d] which is by Jezreel’) was the camp 
of the Israelites before the great battle in which Saul 
was said to be slain (I  S. 291 ; see, however, SAUL, 5 4). 
The district of Jezreel is included in the kingdom of 
Ishbaal ( z S . 2 8 f . ,  but the text is doubtful).2 It was 
1 For slightly different views of the development see We. CH 

254, n. 2 ; Bu. Ri.-Sa. 46, n. I. The passages quoted by We. to 
prove that Jezreel was originally the nameof a district, notofa 
city are T S. 29 I 11 25 .29  44. The inference is notjustifiable : 
the ;Ian of Jezreelites not merely occupied a district; they must 
have had one chief settlement called after their own name. That 
‘ Jezreel’ was the name of a city in David’s time is certain (Bu. 
rightlyquotes I S. 25 43). Both We. and Bu. however, seem to 
misunderstand IS. 29 ~ r b ,  where, comparing k, we should read 
5 ~ ! i ! $  ani.\ h y  ’kl, ‘and the Philistines went up to fight 
against Israel ’-the equivalent of the statement in 91 I (cp. the 
duplicate statements in 284, 29 I ; see GILBOA). In 3 S. 2 g 
S ~ y i 1 - 5 ~ 1  (‘and over Jezreel ’) may be a corruption of -$N 
yy>> or ’uyla (‘and over the Girzites,’ or ‘Girshites’): see 
GIRZITES. In z S. 4 4 ‘ Jezreel ’ evidently means the district of 
Jeueel. 

See DAVID, $ I T  (a, iii.). 

town* 

2 See preceding note. 
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JEZELUS (~GZHAOY [BA]). I. 1 Esd. 832= 
Ezra85 JAHAZIEI. 5. 

2. I hsd. 8 36=E;ra 8 9, JEHIEL, 8. 

JEZER (TY!,; isccep [I,]), in genealogy of 
NAPHTALI (Gen. 46 24 [PI, cuuaap [ADL], Nu. 2 6 A 9  [PI Lfusp 
[BF], mupc [A], I Ch. 7 13 ~ u m ~ y p  [B], uaap [AI), gentilic Jizerite 
(Nu. 2649, ‘?95,  6 c e u p  [A], b reuep[e]c [BF], -uq. [Ll); Cp 
I Z R I  (yy) in I Ch. 25 11. 

JEZIAH (PT;), RV IZZIAH (n:!! [Ba. Ginsb.] ; a 
third variant is ?I;: [Ginsb.], <.e., Jeza-iah, see NAMES, 8 32 ; 
casta9 [L]), b. Parosh, in the list of those with foreign wives (see 
EzRA~. ,  $ send); EzralO~5(a~[f]ca[BA], a h a  [NI)=rEsd.926 

1 AB Vet. Lat etc read yvvai~6 uou-i.e they make 
her the wife oft<< Aniel of the Church (so Lachm.;’Zahn [EinZ. 
264) ;  NCP Copt., Vg. r i v  yuvaka(so Tisch., Treg., WH). 
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JEZREEL JOAB 
[E], ia&,aeh [AI, LE$ \p]a+ [Ll) not far from Carmel whence 
came Ahinoam, David s wife (IS 2543 Lupaqh [Bl rt iad [A] 
iecpayh [L]), and Jether or Ithia, his brother-&-law (2s: 
17 25). Perhaps this name lies hidden in the miswritten JERUEL 
in z Ch. 20. See ABIGAIL, 2 ;  AHINOAM ; AMASA, f ; JETHEX, 3 ; 
also SAUL, B 4. 

I. Mentioned in genealogical 
connection with Etam and SHELAH (I, q.v.) in I Ch. 4 3 t  (a<pa+ 
WAX], Le<pi+ [Ab?], - p q A  [Ll). Perhaps the eponym of 
JEZREEL, 2. 

2. Name of a son of Hosea (Hos. 1 4  ' rscpash [BAQ]) in allu- 
sion to the 'bloodshed of Jezreel.' Segahove, JEZREELi., 8 I.  

JEZREEL (hql]!). 

afterwards the residence of Ahab and, after him, of 
Joram ; hard by was the vineyard of NABOTH ( I  K. 21 I), 
where Joram, Ahab's second son, was slain by Jehu 
(2 K. 9218) .  It  was at the palace of ,Jezreel that the 
usurper had his famous encounter with Jezebel ( z  K. 9 
30-37). According to Hosea, vengeance would be taken 
on Jehu for the bloodshed of Jezreel, and where should 
this be but in the vale of Jezreel ? At the same time- 
so Hosea interpreted to himself the divine message of 
which he was conscious-the guilt-laden kingdom of N. 
Israel would come to an end (Hos.14f: ; v. I I  [Zz] is 
much later). 

The next time the place is mentioned, it is called 
Esdraelon (Judith 3 9 4 6  73) ,  and Esdraelonis the name 
given by Eusebius (OS 267 52 ; Jer. [133 141 omits the 
name) to ' a  very notable village in the great plain 
between Scythopolis and Legio '; the Jerusalem Itinerary 
locates it I O R. m. from Scythopolis. In the times of 
the Crusaders the Franks knew it as Geriu (Gerinum ; 
William of Tyre, 2226); in 1173 the Jewish traveller, 
Benjamin of Tudela, calls it Zarein. From Saladin's 
time onwards Ze rh  has no doubt been the Arabic name 
of the village which has succeeded the ancient Jezreel 
(Zer'in for Jezreel, as Betin for Bethel). Strange 
indeed it is, that a place once so important should have 
such a miserable modern representative I The ' tower ' 
referred to in z K. 917, which was a part of the citadel, 
has long since disappeared. The ruined tower of the 
squalid modern village is not ancient; but the view 
from it compensates one to some extent for disappoint- 
ments. 

'Westward, the Carmel ridge may he followed until it 
terminates a t  the sea; in the distant east the Jordan line is 
made out easily; Gilboa seems near enough for you so to strike 
it with a stone that the missile would rebound and reach Little 
Hermon before it fell. The great mountain walls of Eashan and 
of Eglon [.Ajlon] rise in the far east, and seem to forbid any 
search beyond them' (Harper, In Scriplure Lands, 285). 

In fact, Jezreel itself stands high ; you would hardly 
guess how high, as you approach it riding across the 
gently swelling plain of Esdraelon. Looking east- 
ward, however, you see that there is a steep, rocky 
descent on that side into the valley of Gilboa, with the 
remains of wine-presses cut in the rock, which, with a 
white marble sarcophagus (found by Gukrin), are the 
only relics of any antiquity at Zefin. 

We noticed just now (in Josh. 17 16) the phrase ' the 
%ne$ (pap) of Jezreel' ; the meaning of this has now to 

be stated clearly. An pny ('?me@) is a 
2' "le' wide avenue running up into amountainous 

country ' ; the 'InzeK of Jezreel ought therefore to mean, 
not the great central plain (ap+ 6ih'M) W. of Jezreel, 
the gate of which is Megiddo, but the broad deep vale 
E. of' Jezreel (between the so-called Little Hermon and 
Gilboa), descending to the Jordan, the gate of which 
is Jezreel. It  should be borne in mind that the later 
phrase 'the plain of Esdraelon' (Judith 1 8 )  is less 
correct than the early phrases ' the plain of MEGIDDO ' 
!q.v.] and 'the Great Plain.'l Wedo not mean that the 
great plain' could not he designated the plain of Jezreel, 

for Jezreel looks twoways-along the'imek or 'vale' tothe 
Jordan, and across the bik'Zh or 'plain' to Mount Carmel. 
But if one place has more claim than another to give its 
name to the great central plain, it is Megiddo-at least if 
MEGIDDO [q.v.] is Lejyan or Legio, which looks as if it 
were set there for the very purpose of guarding the chief 
entrance of the plain from Sharon. The 'Vale of 
Jezreel,' then, is the fit name for that broad deep vale 
with its gate at Jezreel, which ' three miles after it has 
opened round Gilboa to the south . . . suddenly 
drops over a bank some 300 feet high into the valley of 
the Jordan' (GASm. HG357). Near the edge of this 
bank rises the mound which covers the ruins of Beth- 
shean, in a position not surpassed for strength by any 

2. A place in the hill-country of Judah (Josh.1556 Lapi+. 
in Palestine. See BETH-SHEAN. T. K. C. 

1 See GASm. HG 384 J ;  Furrer in Schenkel, BL 3302. 
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J E Z R I E L U S ( I ~ Z ~ I H A O C  [A]), I. Esd. 927 RV=Ezra 
1026, JEHIEL, 11. 

JIBSAM, RV IBSAM (@'a!, § 54, ' h e  is fra- 
7), I Ch. 7 2  

54), son of NAHOR [T.V.] (Gen. 
See 

grant ' ?), son of Tola (see ISSACHAR, 
(BACAN P I t  isB. [AI, IABCAM [LI). 

22.2 U1; I E A A A ~  [AI, isAAa@ [LIP om. D.). 
PEDAIAH, I. 

JIMNA, JIMNAH, JIMNITES. See IMNAH. 
JIPHTAH, RV IPHTAH (nnp:, see JIPHTAH-EL), 

an unidentified site in the lowland of Judah, mentioned in 
the same group with Mareshah: Josh. 1543 ( I @ ~ A  
[AL], om. B?). See JOTBAH. 

JIPHTAH ~ EL, RV IPHTAH - EL, VALLEY OF 
(h-nny '3, CP JEPHTHAH; rA l@AHA [B], r A l  
I s @ a H A  [AL]), a place on the N. border of Zebulun 
towards Asher, Josh. 191427t  (rbi K A I  $ e A l H h  P I ,  
ral eceAHh [L]). It  has been identified with the 
Jotapata so well known from Josephus's account of 
the siege during the first Roman war (BJ iii. 7). the 
name of which in the Mishna is nmv,  YodEphath (Neub. 
Gkogy. 203; cp 193, n. 6). The names Iphtah and 
YodZphath (for another form see JOTBAH) may seem 
dissimilar ; but the old Hebrew names passed through 
strange vicissitudes ; the transformation of Iphtah is 
not impossible. Jotapata is no doubt the moderii 
Jefit, a little to the NE. of KBnet el-Jelil, and due 
N. of Sepphoris. To the NW. of Jefgt lies Kdbzil;  
see CABUL, col. 615. According to Robinson (BK 
3107), the 'valley' of Iphtah-el is the great Widy 
'Abillin, which takes its rise SW. of JefSt ; but this is 
not plausible. Should we not read, for >?, n p y ?  The 
letters ny2 may have fallen out owing to the proximity 
of ng. The ' round and lofty ' Tell Jefst, which ' is 
only connected with the hills to the N. of it by a low 
saddle,' would form an excellent landmark. For a 
less probable identification (Conder's), see DABBASHETH. 

JOAB (X$, ' YahwB is father ' ?  cp JOAH, ABIJAH, 
ELIAB. A possible derivation from 2 ~ 9  must not be disregarded: 
cp N6. ZDMG, '85, p. 477 ; LOUP [,BAL]). 

I. b. ZERUIAH [q.7~], David's nephew and general 
(I S. 266 2 S. '213 etc., I K. 1 7  etc., I Ch. 216;  L w P ~ P  
[A, Ps. 60 title], LWCZ [.4 in I Ch. 11261). We do not 
know whether he, like his elder brother Abishai,' 
followed the fortunes of David from the first. V('e 
first hear of Joab in connection with the encounter 
between the men of Abner and Ishbaal and the 
men of David at Gibeon ( 2  S. 2x28 ; see HELKATH- 
HAZZURIM), and the vengeance which he took' 
upon ABNER [ p . ~ . ]  for the violent death of his 
brother Asahel (2 S. 212-26) had consequences which 
were helpful to the claims of David, though David him- 
self (according to 2 S. 331.39 ; cp I K. 2 3 1 8 )  did not 
recognise this. It  was the exploit of this warrior 
at the capture of Zion which, according to I Ch. 
114-9, was rewarded by his promotion to be a head 

JIDLAPH (qbl!, 

T. K. C. 

1 So I Ch. 2 16 ; in 2 S. 2 18, however, he stands first. 
2 How long a time elapsed between the encounter a t  Gibeon 

and the events in chap. 3 is unknown. v. 28 (cp pa) of the 
former chapter presupposes a cessation of the war ; but ch. 3 I 
(cp !a), represents the strife between the rival houses as 
continuing. 
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JOAB 
(ddi) and commander (i&).I In z S. 2023 (cp 816) 
we find him placed ‘over all the host of Israel.’ But 
through what events one who began as the mere leader 
of a band (cp 2 S. 322) rose to the generalship ( 2 0 2 3  ; 
cp 8 16) we are not told in 2 S.,  and, unlike Abishai, 
Joab is not referred to in the scanty notices of the war 
with the Philistines. 

Passing over the wars of David and his complicity in 
the death of Uriah (z S. ll), we meet with him next in 
the account of Absalom’s exile and rebellion. Here he 
is represented as standing on terms of close intimacy 
with David and as prevailing on the king to recall his 
banished son (14 I S ) ,  although it was not until Absalom 
had taken severe measures that he was able to procure 
him an interview with the king.2 In the fight against 
Absalom ( z  S. 18) a thud of the people is put under his 
charge, although from v. 16 he would seem, to have been 
at  the head of the army. That he was directly re- 
sponsible for the death of Absalom (vv. 10-14) is 
rendered doubtful (I) by the conflicting statement in 21. 

15 which ascribes the deed to his armour-bearers, (2) by 
his retaining influence over the king, and ( 3 )  by the 
remarkable fact that no allusion is made to the deed in 
David‘s final charge ( I  K. 2 1 3 )  or elsewhere. But, 
however this may be, the king felt himself obliged to 
promise AMASA [p.v.] the post which Joab had held. 

On the occasion of Sheba’s revolt (which the MT, 
according to its present arrangement, places immedi- 
ately after Absalom’s rebellion), the command, in the 
absence of Amasa, was given to Abishai, the king fully 
realising that Joab would naturally follow his brother 
(2 S. 20). ‘ The fact that he then takes the leadership 
into his own hands is so much a matter of course that 
it does not need to be mentioned.’3 Joab finds an 
opportunity of ridding himself of his rival Amasa, 
and successfully quells the revolt. 

In David’s frontier wars Joab was the foremost 
figure ; it is true he is unmentioned in the panegyric, 
ch. 81-14, but the account in ch. 10 probably gives a 
more historical view. The later tradition may have 
deepened the horrors of his campaign in E d ~ m , ~  but 
that his policy was thorough is shown by the deadly 
hatred which arose between Edom and Israel. An 
equally successful campaign was carried out against 
Ammon and the allied AramEans (ch. 10  ; see DAVID, 
§ 8 a) ,  and in the following year Rabbath-Ammon, the 
capital, with all its spoil, fell into his hands (ch. 111 
12 26-31). 

In ch. 24 (a later but pre-deuteronomic narrative; cp 
SAMUEL ii., $ 6 )  Joab is ordered to number the people. The un- 
willingness he exhibits is characteristically treated in I Ch. 
216, ‘ Levi and Benjamin counted he not among them, for the 
king’s word was abominable (so EV) to Joah.’5 

Finally, at the close of David’s life, Joab sided with 
Adonijah in.his attempt to gain the crown ( I  K. 1 7 5 ) ,  
and upon the accession of Solomon was slain by Benaiah 
at  the altar-horns and buried in his house ‘ in the wilder- 
ness’ (I K. 2 2 9 3 ) .  See ZERUIAH, ATROTH-BETH- 
JOAB. 

A recollection of his name may he preserved in 2 and 3 
helow. otherwise he passes out of history. In the list given 
by ~ A L  at the close of I K. 2 a certain apm (@B, but c h a p  
L, cp also chap. 46) son of Joab is cited as captain of the army, 

1 The Chronicler’s account of the way in which he rose to 
distinction ignores the important part which he played in coun- 
teracting Abner . the Abner episode is in fact omitted in Chron. 

2 It is difficul; to place much confidkce i i  the notice (14286) 
that two years elapsed before Absalom saw David’s face. vv. 
15-27 are an acknowledged gloss ; but since v. 286 is an almost 
identical repetition of v. 246, it is probable that v. 28 is also a 
gloss, and v. 29 follows immediately upon v. 24. 

3 So at any rate Bu. (SBOT) in opposition to the almost 
genera! opinion tha; for ‘ Abishai ’ tu. 6) we should read Joab 
(so Pesh.). If as has been suggested elsewhere (see AJSL 16 168 
 goo]) the cdnnection between the revolts of Sheba and Absa- 
lorn aid the story of Amasa’s murder are both due to a redactor, 
it is probable that Pesh. is right and that the alteration to 
Abishai occurred after the two nariatives had been joined, and 
was indeed rendered absolutely necessary by 19 13[14l. 

4 ’In I Ch: 18 12 the campaign is ascribed to Abishai. 
5 I Ch. 2724 says that Joab began tonumber, but finished not.’ 

- 
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JOANAN 
but unfortunately there is no further evidence to support this 
statement.1 

In reviewing Joab’s history it is difficult to gain a 
clear insight into his relation to David. Powerful and 
indispensable & he was, he was replaced by Amasa at 
the close of Absalom’s rebellion, which throws doubt upon 
the suggestion that the increase in Joabs influence over 
David dates from the episode of Uriah. If David was 
afraid of Joab because of his acquaintance with the true 
facts of Uriah’s death, he could certainly have found 
means to get rid of him. Joab’s treachery to Uriah is 
not too clearly stated in z S. 11 1 5 3 , ~  and although 
Joab may have justly incurred blame, it is difficult to 
see why his brother Abishai (to whom David owed so 
much, cp, e.g., 2 S. 2117) should be included in the 
invectives against the ‘sons of Zeruiah’ (cp 2 S. 339 
l610J [see Klo.], 19  20 [21]~T). 

There is a consensus of critics that the injunction 
ascribed to David in I K. 2 5 J  was written after his 
time to excuse the killing of Joab and Shimei (see 
DAVID, 5 12). Here, as in the section 228-34, Joab’s 
fate is represented as a just retribution for the murder 
of Abner, ‘ captain of the host of Israel,’ and of Amasa, 
a captain of the host of Judah.’ The special stress laid 
upon the innocence of David,3 as well as the reiterated 
condemnation of the ‘sons of Zeruiah,’ reveals the 
tendency to idealise the character of the great national 
hero which characterised later ages (cp DAVID, 

See 
HARASHIM. Meyer (Entst. 147) suggests a connection with 
ATROTH-BETH-JOAB rq.v.1. The resemblance between Seraiah 
(th? ,name of his father) and Zeruiah (above) is superficially 
striking, but apparently accidental. 

3. One of the two families of PAHATH-MOAB [g.v.] in the great 
post-exilic list [EZRA ii., 5s g, 8 GI, Ezra26=Neh. 711 (iwSaS [B 
in both]) = I Esd. 5 11 (popoap [Bl, AV om.) ; cp Ezra 8 g = 
I Esd. 835. 

9). 
2. The father of Ge-harashim (I Ch. 414 ; cwpaS [BL]). 

S. A. C. 

JOAB, HOUSE OF. See ATROTH-BETH-JOAB. 

JOACHIM (IWAKBIM [BAQ]), Bar. 13, and Joacim 
I Esd. 137  43 ; RV Joakim. See JEHOIAKIM, JEHOI- 
AcHIN. Joakim is also the name of a son of Zerub- 
babel ( I  Esd. 5 5 ) .  of the high priest in Judith’s time 
(Jud. 46), and of the husband of Susanna (Sus. 11). 

JOADANUS(I~AANOC[B],  IWAA&NOC[A]), ~ E s d .  
9Ig=Ezra1018, GEDALIAH, 5. 

JOAH (ti@, ‘Yahwe is brother,’ cp $?!ng, and see 

I. b. Asaph, Hezekiah‘s vizier at the time of Sennacherib‘s 
invasion (2 K. 18 18, coua+a7 [BA, omitting ‘ b. Asaph’], vu. 26 
37, C W ~ P  [B; in v. 26 L w u 4 a 7  AI; Is. 363, LOX [N*I, m a p  [Fl, 

NAMES, § 44 ; I W A X  PKALOQI). 

v. II m a s  [B] om. N*T, v. 22 iwaS [Fl).  
2. h. JoahA Josiah’s vizier during the religious reforms ( z  Ch. 

348, mvax [Bl: w a s  [AL] om. Pesh iwanjv [Jos. Ant. x. 4 11). 
3. b. Zimmah, a Gershonite Lede (I Ch. 1521 [6] : w a p  [B], 

&ma< [L]. zCh. 2912: om. B., ma [AI, d a a 0  [Ll). See 
GENEALO~IES i., 5 7 (iii., 6), and note that ASAPH (p.m. 3, cp 
I above) is also a Gershonite name. 

4. b. OBED-EDOM [q.~.] (I Ch. 26 4 :  ~oa@ [B], -6 [Ll, maa [AI). 

JOAHAZ ( tQ@, cp r?e\il! ; IWAXAZ [BAL]). 
1. The father of JoAH [z] ( z  Ch. 348 ; ‘wax [BJ, om. Pesh.). 
2. (=ii$n!, JEHOAHAZ), king of Israel (2 K. 14 I ; iwaxas 

3. ( = I ~ $ J ; ,  JEHOAHAZ), king of Judah ( z  Ch. 36 2 4). 
[Bl, axas“ [AI$ 

JOANAN. I. (IUANAN [A], , I O N &  [B], om. L). 
I Esd. 9r=Ezra 106, RV ‘Jonas. See JOHANAN, 2. 

2. (Lwavav [Ti. WH]), Lk. 3 27 RV. See GENEALOGIES ii., 5 3f: 

1 Joab according to Thenius, is a mistake for Shaphat (cp 
aar$[a~l BA T K. 46). 

a David orders Uriah to he placed in the thick of the battle 
and then left. But in vv. 17f: Uriah appears to join with other 
heroes in an onslaught against the city (no names of enemy or 
city are given in 11 2 8 )  and falls with them. Nor is the intro- 
duction of Abimelech in v. 21 a case in point for how was a city 
to be taken w i t p t  going up to the wall (ash  2 S. 17 I$? 

my father David knew it not ’ ; cp the awkward 
expression 2 S. 3 zs 
3 I K. 2 32 : 

’l$p 117 pDO?. 
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JOANES 
JOANES ( I ~ A N O Y  [WHI: -NNOY [Ti.]), Jn. 1 4 2  

RVmg., AV ' Jona,' RV John. See BAR-JONA, JOHN. 
JOANNA, or rather, as in RV JOANAN ( I O ~ N A N  

[Ti: WH]), eighteenth in the ascending genealogical 
series which begins with Joseph, Mary's husband, in Lk. 
323-38. 

S O A N N A ( I ~ A N N A [ T ~ . ] ,  i w a ~ a [ W H ] ;  cp +ram. 
AK3nl9, 93n19, Ber. R. 64, b. Sot. 22 a, from an original 
Heb. ]?ni' or Ylzni,, Dalm. Jud.-PuZ. Arum. 142, 
n. 9, cp BAR-JONA), wife of CHUZA (Lk. 83). She was 
one of the pious women who ministered to Jesus and 
the twelve apostles ( U ~ ~ T O ~ S  [Ti. WH]) of their substance, 
and of those who went to the sepulchre to embalm his 
body (Lk. 83 241of). 

JOANNAN ( IWANNHC [AAKV]), I Macc. 22, RV 

JOARIB (I Macc. 2 I). 

SOASII (d@V, and, in an abbreviated form, E$\$. 
Both forms occur in I and 2 but in 3 8  the latter is consistentlv 
found ; cp yasi-ilu, an Aralkan trihal-name, temp. Sennacherib 
and ASur-bsni-pal [Hommel, Ex$. T. 856zfII; Sab. D&N, Sin. 
WIN>N, etc.1 Possibly 'Yah gives,' B 26, see Gray, HPiV 
154J, hut more probably it is not a verbal form ; Lwac [BNAL] ; 
Lap [A 2 K. 14 81). 

I. b. Ahaziah, king of Judah (B.c. 835-7963, who was 
hidden during the usurpation of Athaliah and crowned 
a t  the age of seven ( 2  K. 12 z Ch. 24). 

On the two parallel accounts of the revolution which 
placed Joash on the throne, (a) z K. 11 1-12 rd-zo ,  (6) i6. m. 
13-18a, see Stade, ZA TW 5 280 8 ('85) who is followed by 
Benzinger and Kittel. The former, wkch  emphasizes the 
religious motives of the revolution, may have come from a work 
on  the history of the temple. The account in n Ch. 2210-23z1 
is largely recast ; hut, where this is not the case, can he used as 
a ,parallel text to (a). 

Somehow 
the temple had been allowed to get into disrepair, and 
Joash made a new arrangement for the due preservation 
of the fabric, the priests being made responsible for this. 
The temple is evidently regarded as a royal possession. 
A statement of more historical interest (turned to his own 
account by the Chronicler, 2 Ch. 24236) is concerned 
with the inroad of the Syrians under Hazael, who only 
departed on receiving a large tribute. No doubt this 
inroad stands in close connection with Hazael's successful 
wars against Jehu or Jehoahaz. Joash met his death at 
the hands of assassins, whichwas possibly an act of private 
vengeance for the cruel murder of Zechariah b. Jehoiada, 
the priest. (This is suggested by the statement of 
2 Ch. 2425, which may be not wholly incorrect.) See 
ISRAEL, 5 31; CHRONICLES, 5 8 ; CHRONOLOGY, 5 35. 

2. b. Jehoahaz (797-783 B.C. ?), king of Israel ( z  K .  
13 1014 z Ch. 25). One of the greatest of the Israelitish 
kings. His success over BENHADAD [q.v.] b. Hazael 
(which is said to have been foretold by Elisha, z K. 
1 3 1 4 3 )  and his victory over Amaziah, followed by his 
breaking down of the wall of Jerusalem, are the most 
prominent facts of his reign. That Judah was reduced 
to vassalage was the result, according to the narrative, 
of an andacious challenge of Amaziah b. Joash (I), king 
of Judah, which provoked the scornful and only too 
prophetic parable of the ' thistle and the cedar' (z K. 
1 4 8 3 ) .  See AMAZIAH, I. 

3. Gather of GIDEON rq.u.1 (Judg. 6-8). 
4. A prince (lit. ' the king's son') temp. Ahab (I K. 2226 cp 

a Ch. 1825 wava [B]). Either the title 'king's son' was given 
to officers of state, or members of the royal house did not disdain 
such an office as the governorship of the prison. Possibly ?inn 
is a corruption of ixnm, (Che.), see HAMMELECH. 

5.  A son of SHELAH [q.u.], b. Judah, I Ch. 422 (Lwa8a [B]). 
6. One of David's heroes (I Ch. 12 3, iwa [&I, rwpas [AI). See 

JOASH ( ~ $ 9 ,  5 80, 'Yahwb aids,' for W ,  cp Ar. 
&itha and Sab. n. pr. nIdX. This, however, is not 
favoured by the Gk. transcription mas [BAL], which 

1 See Cook, Aramaic Glossa~y, S.V. w l ~ ,  1 ~ 1 ~ .  

See GENEALOGIES ii., 5 3f: 

John.' See MACCABEES i., §§ I ,  3. 

See JEHOIARIB. 

We  know but little of Joash's long reign. 

See AMAZIAH. 

DAVID, 5 11 a, iii. S. A. C. 
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JOB 

does no2 presuppose the harder y [=t]. See JEUSH 

[dWjI). 
I. b. BECHER [p.U.] in a genealogy Of BENJAMIN (P.V., 8 9, 

ii. a), I Ch. 7 8 cp JEUSH, CI. IO, and I Ch. 23 roJ [@I. 
2. One of DLvid's overseers (I Ch. 27 28). 

JOATHAM ( I w A e A M  [Ti: WH]), Mt. 19, RV 
See DAVID, 8 11. 

JOTHAM [q. n.]. 

87, JOSABAD. 
JOAZABDUS ( I ~ Z A B A O C  [A]), I Esd. 948=Neh. 

JOB (li'), Gen. 4613 AV, a corruption of JASHUB 

JOB (2.i9e ; ~uB, IOB), the hero of the Book of Job 
(cp also Ezek. 141420 Jas. 511. on which see below), 

1, Name, confounded in the postscript to @ with 
JOBAB (4.v. z), king of Edom (Gen. 3633). 

Though this confusion is due to a late uncritical miter. 
probably a Jewish Haggadist,l we must admit the possi- 
bility that there may be a connection betseen the 
names. Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar all have points 
of contact with name-lists in Genesis, and we should 
naturally expect this to he the case with 'Iyyab. It  is 
true, most critics before Dillmann have explained 'IyyBb 
from the Hebrew, as if the original framer of the story 
of Job either coined the name or at least modified it so 
as to make it symbolic of his hero : the alternatives are 
( I )  ' the pions ' =Ar. 'uww66, ' one who turns to God ' 
(see Koran, 38 16 29 44) ; ( 2 )  ' the assailed, or persecuted 
--i.e., by God, or by Satan.' Neither is very satis- 
factory. The former is not definite enough in meaning, 
nor is the root Israelitish ; the latter implies an ex- 
ceptional use of the grammatical form (cp ih;=ih). 
There is no indication that the writers of Job thought 
bf any meaning for the name. 

Another problem remains- the true origin of the 
name. In Am. Tub. 2376 13 we find Aiab a personal 
3. Its ~ r i ~ ~ .  name in N. Palestine (Che. Bz$os., 

f897, 6,  p. 23) ; possibly Aiab='Zyy56.3 
In the next article (JOB, BOOK OP, 5 4). the name of 
the hero of Job (11,~ from p?) is traced to Ea-bani, 
the name of an ancient Babylonian hero, whose creation 
out of clay has been compared with the narrative in 
Gen.27 (see CREATION, 5 20, n. 4). Ea-bani seems 
to have been Confounded with GilgameS, who, according 
to the myth, was attacked by some sore disease, and 
was supernaturally healed. For other legendary Hebrew 
names of Babylonian origin, see CAINITES, 6-8, IO. 
On the land of Uz see Uz. 

The question whether Job really lived- which is 
distinct from the question whether he actually said and 

3. Job,s did all that is related of him in our book 
character. :can only be answered in the affirmative 

if we are prepared to regard Cain, Enoch, 
and Noah as historical personages. The saying of 
Resh Lakish, 'Job existed not, and was not created, 
but is (only) a parable,'4 shows that great freedom of 
speech upon such matters was allowed among Jewish 
doctors. There has been some vagueness in the 
utterances of modern Christian scholars, who have 
not always considered that for a story to have a tradi- 
tional basis is not equivalent to its being founded 
on fact. The moral value of the story of Job is un- 
impaired by the denial of its historicity ; like the story 
of Jonah it is a parable, and the only question is 
-a parable of what? The ancients were struck by 
Job's righteousness (Ezek. 14 14 20 Ecclus. 499 [Heb. 
text]), or by his patient endurance (Jas. 511). To 
Mohammed, too, Job was a model of piety and 
1 Bleek, Dillmann, Rudde ascribe it to a Hellenist: but the 

arguments of Frankel (MGWJ 21 308f: [172]) deserve attention. 
See Uz. 

a Cp Lag. Uebers. go. 
3 Cp also the later Heb. ?>!e Dalm. Arum. WB. 
4 The saying was, however,' tampered with. 

(6.. I 1). 

See FrPiikel, i6. 
On Resh Lakish see further 310; and cp 306 alzd SOL 60f: 

Gratz, Hist. ofthaJews (ET), 250oJX 
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patience (Koran, 3840), and the Mohammedans humor- 
ously call the camel abu Eyysb, Job's father.' In 
Christian Egypt, too, as AmClineau reniarks,l the 
story of Job was very popular, but not the speeches. 
The one was practical, the other appeared to be specu- 
lative. Theodote of Mopsuestia witnesses to the same 
preference of the story to the speeches in his time. 
For evidence of the further legendary development of 
the story of Job in the Jewish and Moslem world see 
D. B. Macdonald, AJSL 14137-164 [ '98] ; K. Kohler, 
'The  Testament of Job,' Kohut Memorial YoZume 

I n  Ecclus. 499 @ is certainly wrong in reading [plyu for 
2h; the latter reading is supported both by Syr. and by our 

Hebrewtext. Therecovered Heb. text how- 
4. References. ever, must be corrupt. Smend thinks Le can 

read u - ~ ~  in the MS after >1?u (Das k e h .  
Fvament, '97, p. 32). @, however, has du 6pj3py=l'yy+, and 
this is what the copyist of our MS may have meant to give ; but 
the word we want is l?:?, and in b 53 h h D n  should be 
\]?pp;i, and the ['Jlll of Cowley and Neubauer should he [?l>]l. 
The passage then becomes, ' H e  also mentioned Job the upright 
whoutteredright words'(see Job427). In Jas. S i rZahn(Ein2  
155) may be right in preferring the reading &re (AB3 13 31 L 
Arm.) to ELS~TE (BXN Ks. vv.). The verse becomes 'Ye have 
heard of the patience of Job and the end (appointid by) th: 
Lord. 

The book stands third among 
the Kithzibim or Hagiographa, according to the Tal- 
mudic arrangement, but not always in the same place 
relatively to other books ; in the Greek Bible too, there 
are variations in the MSS. On these points see Ryle, 
Canon of the O T  (1892). In the Syriac Bible Job is 
placed between the Pentateuch and Joshua, because, 
according to the Jews (Baa& bathrci, 15n), it was written 
by Moses (cp CANON, § 45). It may mitigate our 
surprise to remember that one of the fathers of modern 
criticism, Eichhorn, even claimed for the book a pre- 
Mosaic origin. We need not, however, any longer 
discuss the possibility of this view, since no scholar 
could be found to defend it. The most scientific 
arrangement is that which includes Job in the group of 
books of Wisdom (Hokmah), of which it is doubtless the 
greatest, and the most fraught with suggestion for the 
history of the Jewish religion. See WISDOM LITERA- 

('97h 264-338. 

See (here) that the Lord is full of compassion and pitiful. 
T. K. C. 

JOB, BOOK OF. 

TURE. 
As the book now stands, it consists of five parts. 
I. The Prologue, written, like the Epilogue, in prose (chap. 

The Colloquies of Job and his friends (chaps. 3-31). 
3.  The speeches of Elibu (chaps. 32-37). 
4. The speeches of Yahwl: out of the storm, with very brief 

answers of Job (chaps. 38-426). 
5. The Epilogue (42 7-17). 
Thus it is plain that the book of Job is deficient in 

Two literary styles are represented in it literary unity. 
1. Contents -narrative prose and didactic poetry ; 

and character. F t h ,  however, are thoroughly artistic 
in character. We  must not read the ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~~ 

Prologue as  a history : this would be to do injustice to 
a considerable epic poet. Nor must we read the Col- 
loquies as mere specimens of Hebrew philosophy in 
metre. This would be to miss making the acquaintance 
of a powerful lyric poet who was also skilled in the 
delineation of varieties of character. Certainly it is not 
legitimate to call the book of Job a drama ; a Hebrew 
drama, especially in post-exilic times, is inconceivable. 
The attitude of the Priestly Writer (P) in the Hexateuch 
towards the ancient Hebrew myths and legends suf- 
ficiently shows how hopeless a dramatic movement would 
have been, even had it been initiated. Nevertheless, 
the idea of inclosing a poetical debate between the two 
parts of a quasi-poetical tale is dramatic in tendency, 
and suggests that in more favourable circumstances 
gifted dramatists might have arisen among the Jews. 
In order that students may appreciate the art (not less 

1 'Version Thebaine du Livre de Job,' PSBA, '87, p. rag. 
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than the meaning) of the poem and its different sections, 
there is one preliminary service w-hich the textual critic 
must render-viz., to submit the text of Job to a careful 
revision. 

A!! that can he done for exegesis from an opposite point of 
view has been done by Dillmann, and if Davidson cannot be 
mentioned as Dillmann's rival, yet every one of the too few 
pages that Davidson has written on Job testifies to familiarity 
with the available exegetical material : where either of these 
eminent critics has failed it has been simply owing to the 
inadequacy of their critical methods. To Bickell Siegfried 
Budde, Beer, and Duhm is due the credit of bavin; perceived 
that the next step forward in exegesis must be preceded by a 
purification of the text. The labours of these scholars and of 
others who have worked at  the text of Job on the same lines 
though less continuously, cannot be disregarded by exegeticai 
students, and any article like the present must constantly refer 
not only to the Massoretic but also to an emended text. 

The present writer is tied t9 no master, and will give 
the student the best that he knows. Nor can he abstain 
from adding that the emended text to which he will 
appeal is one which has partly been produced by con- 
siderations of metre. For the most necessary informa- 
tion on this subject he would refer to the article 
POETICAL LITERATURE ; it is enough here to endorse 
the statement of Duhm, that the usual poetical form in 
the Colloquies of Job and his friends is the simplest 
metre of Hebrew prosody-viz., the stanza of four 
stichi, of three beats each.l There are also, it is true, 
passages of tristichs in chaps. 24 and (perhaps) 30 ; but 
these are among the later insertions. One of the 
clearest reasons for denying these passages to the main 
author of the work is the difference in their poetical 
form. The statement of Zenner ( Z t .  f. Kath. Th. '99, 
p. 173) that the book of Job contains much more than 
a hundred tristichs implies far too conservative an atti- 
tude towards the traditional text. 

The object of the Prologue Is to show that disin- 
terested love of God is possible, and that in the case of 

2. such an one as Job, or of that quasi- 
and Epilogue. personal being whom Job symholises, 

the terrible load of suffering has this 

J one intelligible purpose-viz., that the peFfection of 
his unbought piety may be exhibited before angels and 
men. Job is introduced to us as a rich Edomite Emeer, 
happy in his family and in his enormous possessions. 
He also knows the true God under the name Elehim, 
and is scrupulous in the established observances of 
piety. Heaven is thrown open to us that we may see 
what Yahwb himself thinks of Job, and how the Satan 
is only permitted to hurl this great and good man into 
an abyss of misery that his piety may come out as pure 
gold. The deed is done, and Job, stricken with a 
loathsome sickness (see PESTILENCE), withdraws to the 
ash-mound (mazbah)  of his village (cp Lam. 45). 
' Flesh for flesh,'2 the Satan had said (24) ; 'his dearest 
relations are nothing to a man, if he may but save his 
life.' That, however, was not the right reading of 
Job's character. His wife's faith indeed gave way. 
Loyal to her husband, but faithless to her God, she 
bade Job be a man, since God withheld the reward of 
piety, and curse his all-powerful enemy before he died. 
To Job, however, this was the height of folly ; she who 
so spoke had degraded herself-had become ' one of the 
foolish women' (see FOOL). Not only did he ' speak 
no rash word3 against God,' he willingly accepted the 

1 Jerome states that the book is composed in hexameters with 
a dactylic and spondaic movement. Evidently he means double 
trimeters. Duport, Prof. of Greek at Cambridge translated 
Job in Homeric hexameters under the title 0p;vo0piappor 
(Cambr. 1653). Vetter (Die Metrib des B. Jo6 ['971), and Ley 
(articles in Si. KY. '98) are the most recent special monographs 
on the metre of Job. 

MT's lly lY3 llY, 'skin for 
skin,' gives no adequate sense ; Schwally's explanation (ZA  T W  
2046f: [I~oo]), is only slightly more plausible than that of Merx 

9 Read probably l?? ly+ lt?. 

andRudde. , 
3 MT in 122 reads n3?5& a5Dn 1"' uh, 'and attributed 

nothing unsavoury to God, the exact sense of which is variously 
given(see Schultens, Di.,Bu.). Probably, however,weshonldread 
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' evil ' which could not blot from his memory the ' good ' 
of happier days. In a little while his three chief friends 
arrive, for the news has spread far and wide ; they are 
doubtless Enieers like Job, and they know how true 
sympathy should express itself. 

The prose narrative is resumed in the Epilogue. 
Yahwk declares that his anger is kindled against the 
friends of Job became they have not said of him the 
thing that is right, like his servant Job; he tells them 
to offer sacrifice, and Job shall intercede for them, ' that 
sudden ruin may not befall them.'l So Job prayed for 
them, and, as a public act of justification, God restored 
him more than his former prosperity, till at length he 
dicd, old and full of days. 

As a piece of narrative the Epilogue compares very 
unfavourably with the Prologue. The idea that after 

JOB (BOOK) 

3. Criticism of having been proved capable of ' fearing 
the preceding. God for naught,' Job should have to 

spend a hundred and forty years in the 
enjoyment of a commonplace prosperity~will seem to  
most moderns so unreasonable that they probably would 
be glad to have reasons for cancelling it. I t  is not less 
strange that nothing should be said in the Epilogue 
either of Satan's loss of his wager, or of Job's recovery 
from his leprosy. However, to do justice to the writer 
we must view him, not as an artist, but as a teacher. 
The Epilogue was a necessary concession to the un- 
spiritual multitude, who had been taught even by 
prophets to look forward to double compensation for 
Israel's afflictions2 (Is. 617 Jer. 1614-18 Zech. 912). 
,Regarding- Job as a symbol of suffering Israel, Jewish 
readers could not but expect him to be re-endowed with 
sons and daughters, flocks and herds, and treasures of 
gold3 (cp Is.541 6 0 6 J  9). Now, too, we can see 
why, instead of telling ns how Job recovered from his 
sicliness, the narrator uses the vague expressicn >$ 
n n j - n y ,  which is so often used of the hoped-for restora- 
tiofi of the nationai prosperity (e.g., Ps. 147 Joel3 [4] I). 
He is thinking here, not of the legendary Job, but of 
his people Israel. 

We  next consider Prologue and Epilogue together. 
Can these be by the same writer as the Colloquies? 
(I) It must be admitted that the Colloquies in general 
presuppose the main facts of the story in the Prologne ; 
on the other hand, in 191517f. (contrast 8 4  295) we 
have certain statements which are plainly incon- 
sistent with some of those facts. (2 )  In Job427 
Job is commended for having spoken rightly of 
God;  obviously this does nof correspond with the 
speeches of Job in the Colloquies. (3 )  The Prologue 
ascribes the trials of Job to the Satan. Nothing is 
said of this in the poem; neither Job nor his friends 
know anything of such a. being. (4) In the Prologue 
Job is a model of patience; in the Colloquies he is 
impatient. (5) The explanation of Job's sufferings 
given in 1 IOU is unknown to the Colloquies. (6) Sacri- 
fices are essential to piety in the prose-story of Job ; 
they are not once mentioned in the Colloquies. 

The necessary inference is that the Prologue and the 
Epilogue were written before the Colloquies, and since 

o ~ ? . u S  lmw NE? N'$ (cp 2 IO, and especially Ps. 106 33). 
(-3 represents .UC)II; n9nnJ comes from 7,nDoII. 5 was inserted 
by the last editor to make sense.) * In 42 8 MT gives, n h j  D3n.v niwy * n h S  ' that I may not 
do something shameful to you'-ie., give $ou a n  exemplary 
punishment (Bu.). The text of Job is so far from immaculate 
t!iat it is better to emend it here than to force in this 
wiy. A more impossible word than h h ?  for Yahwe to use 
could hardly be imagined. Probably we should read, ??>.l) 
7 C b  OJ'i)J! 3 p n .  "$19 and n?& are both very liable (as 
experience of Job and Psalms will show) to corruption. 

2 ' I he  exact doubling of Job's former possessions shows that 
we are not reading literal history here' (Davidson on 42 12). 

3 On the close of 4211 see KESITAH, and on'the names of 
Job's three daughters the first and the third of which are 
strangely misread, see 'JEMIMA, KEZIA, KEREN-HAPPUCH. 
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427 implies that both Yahwk and the friends had held 
discourse with Job, it follows that the present Collo- 
quies (if we may provisionally regard them as a whole) 
have been substituted for speeches of very different 
purport which came from the narrator of the prose- 
story, and were in perfect harmony with it.l 

The chief value of the Epilo-ue for us moderns (who ou 
aesthetic and religious grounds :like are compelled to take 
exception to its contents) is that it enables us to reconstruct 
the main outlines of the original colloquy and of those portions 
of the story which had to be omitted together with the original 
colloquy. Elsewhere an  attempt has been made to rewnstruct 
what inight conceivably have formed the omitted portion of the 
earlier hook of Job.2 Something of the sort can hardly be 
dispensed with in a full treatise on the criticism of Job, though 
to economise space it is not given here. The theory adopted 
above enables us to account (a) for the severe blame which 
Yahwi: gives to the three friends, and for their assumed liability 
to some terrible calamity ;3 (6) for the high praise awarded to 
Job. (c) in part for the expressions in the description of the 
suffiring Servant of Yahwl: in Is.521p531z; and (d) for the 
early view of Job, which persisted for centuries in many 
quarters in spite of the later insertions in the hook, as a model 
of righteousness and patient endurance. 

We  must now ask, Is  it possible to get behind the 
remesentation given of Tob and of his misfortunes in 

Legendary" the ' Prologue and Epilogue? That 
there is a legendary basis may be 
assumed as on a briori erounds lilielv. basis. - 

Even the book of Tohit has its legendary element, though 
the main current of the narrative is unaffected by it. Much 
more may we expect to find a traditional hasis for the story of 
Joh, which is of just the type in which the primitive imagina- 
tion delighted ; indeed, the name of its hero (in striking contrast 
to Tobit=Tobiah) is plainly no fiction, but a legacy from 
antiquity. 

The prevalent view among critics is that a wise man 
of poetical gifts in Judza  in the post-exilic period 
adopted a story which had been handed on from age 
to age in popular tradition, and adapted it to his own 
didactic purposes. 

One of the chief points in  favour of this view is the super- 
natural machinery of the Prologue, which has a strong quasi- 
mythological character. In particular, the humorousness5 
of the dialogue between Yahwl: and the Satan, which might he 
abundantly paralleled from Christian hagiology, evidently re- 
r t s  the popular, not the official religion. On the other 
and, it must be remarked (I) that the Prolqgue is evidently 

constructed with a didactic object-&. , to give an adequate 
explanation of the sufferings of the righteous; (2) that the 
Epilogue is not fully intelligihle unless Job he understood as a 
type of the people of Israel; and (3) that the Epilogue pre- 
supposes that Job and his three friends have been conversing 
on the subject of the divine government of the world (Job42 7), 
whereas discussions on speculative snbjects are uncongenial to 
the popular mind. 

How far can this view be endorsed? So much as 
this appears to be certain-the story of Job is based upon 
a popular legend. I t  is probable, however, that some 
of the most interesting features of the Prologue are not 
of traditional origin, but come from a cultivated wise 
man who knew how to write for the people, but stood 
somewhat apart both from the popular and from the 
official religion. This wise man lived in the post- 
exilic period, when the belief in the Satan was becoming 
general. Very probably the imaginary dialogue between 
Yahwb and the Satan is not merely humorous but 
ironical. The narrator may wish to suggest a grave 
doubt as to the appropriateness of such a belief in 
Judaism ; certainly he regards the Satan, like the b'ne 
Eldhim,6 as no more than a part of his poetic machinery. 
His main object, however, is to show (anticipating much 
later teaching) that the accumulated woes of Israel are 
but tests of the disinterestedness of Israel's love for 
God. It is true, the Epilogue is inconsistent with 
this : this wise man and artist, free-minded as he is, 
has to make concessions to the multitude (see § 3). 

1 See, T). B. Macdonald, 1B.L 1463-71 ('95); Duhm, Hio8, 

2 Che. /emish RcZigiorrs Lye3 161. 
3 2253 (see preceding col. n. I). 

('97), Eml. p. viii. 

4 S;;-Wellh. /DT,-187r, p. s5j;  Che. JoJ and Sol. 66;  

5 Cp/o6 andSol. IIO (parallel between Job and ljarrsf). 
6 1.e. 'members of the divine guild' (ANGELS, 8 2). 

Budde, pp. viiiff: ; Duhm, p. viif: 
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Most probably all that he adopted from the legend 
was ( I )  the name of the hero and of the land in which 
he lived ; (2) the fact of Job's close intercourse with 
God ; and (3 )  the surprising circumstance that this 
most righteous and divinely favoured of men was 
attacked by some dread disease such as leprosy, but 
was ultimately healed. So much as this was not 
improbably known to Ezekiel, who (14~4 ao) mentions 
three men, Noah, Daniel (or rather perhaps ' Enoch '- 
see ENOCH), and Job as having escaped from peril of 
death by their righteousness. The original story was 
probably derived from Babylonia (cp preceding article). 
Eabani, the friend of the solar hero GilgameS (see 
ENOCH), himself too created for Ea by the potter- 
goddess Aruru, was attacked by a distressing sickness, 
apparently the same from which Gilgarne? had for a 
time been a sufferer. In the Babylonian legend Eabani 
dies, whereas Gilgame? is healed for a time by a magic 
potion and immersion in the fountain of life in the 
earthly paradise. It would seem that in Palestine one 
part of the story of Gilgameg dropped away from that 
hero and attached itself to Eabani, whose name became 
Hebraised into pw, out of which arose >Vn, 'Zyy5b 
(Job). Probably the story was brought by the Israelites 
from Hauran, if, as has been suggested (see HARAE;), 
the Haran of Genesis is a distortion of Hanran. The 
' land of Uz ' (see Wz) was therefore probably in the NE. 
of Palestine, where indeed the name ' Uz' would naturally 
lead us to place it, but is transferred to Edom by the 
author of the original Book of Job, because of the tra- 
ditional reputation of the Edomites for wisdom1 (Obad. 8 ; 
cp TEMAN). This new situation suggested the mention 
of the Sabeans ( I I ~ ) ,  and the Cushites (117; read 
n'"liiD .. . for p?q ; see CUSH, 5 2, i. ), also the designation 
of Jbb as ' the greatest of all the sons of Jerahmeel ' 
( 1 3  ; read 'mDni9 m for nip $23 ; see JERAHMEEL, 
KEDEM, MAFIOL) and of the friends of Job as a 
Temnnite, a Zarhite, and a Temanite respectively 
(for the emendations here adopted see SHUHITE, 
ZOPHAR). The later wise man (once more we pro- 
visionally assnme the unity of the Colloquies) who, 
as  we have seen, discarded the original Colloquies 
and substituted new ones, does not seem to have 
altered the Prologue and Epilogue. To his work, 
which from the very first impressed thinkers as much 
as the prose narrative of Job impressed the multitude, 
we now direct our attention. Evidently he admired 
that narrative, for he has adopted i t ;  but not less 
evidently he was not satisfied even by the attractive 
theory embodied in the Prologue, partly, we may 
suppose, because it depended for its efficacy on the 
opening of the heavens, and the admission of human 
listeners to the council-hall of ElOhim. For the wise 
men sought to connect religion as much as possible with 
mother-earth. 

It should be noticed that there are three cvcles of 
5. First cycle speeches, or colloquies, so that each 
of speeches. friend speaks nine times (on Zophar's 

third speech see below), and Job answers 
nine times. Job also opens the colloquies by a poetic 
complaint. 

The friends, who represent the Jewish theologians 
of the author's time, are about to speak. An excuse 
for this had to be provided. Submission to the divine 
will was the fundamental note of the character of Job, 
according to the Prologue. In order to justify argu- 
mentation, the sufferer must he seen to have lost his 
composure. The word ' God ' occurs but twice in Job's 
complaint (chap. 3) ; he murmurs, but without accusing 
God of injustice. All that he craves is an explanation 
of this sudden catastrophe. Why was he suffered to 
live on when born-why must he live on, now that he 
is in abject misery? Piety does not forbid him to 

1 For a peculiar view of the .Edomite setting' of the original 
poem, see Klostermanu on I K.411. 
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curse his natal day-the day which &gun with the 
night of his birth. 

Perish the day on which I was to be born 
And the night which said, Behold,l a boy'! 
Let not God above ask after it 
Let not the moon show her splendour above it.2 

Years and days are not imaginary, but have an 
objective existence in the unseen world. Job would 
fain revenge himself on this luckless day. As Moulton 
well says, 'All variations of darkening that fancy 
can suggest are invoked to blot out that day 
which betrayed Job into life.'3 Then Eliphaz the 
Temanite comes forward. He is the oldest of the 
party-older than Job's father.(l5xo). It is char- 
acteristic of him that he appeals to special revelations 
of his own; characteristic of Bildad that he loves to 
appeal to tradition; characteristic of the young and 
impetuous Zophar that he appeals to no authority but 
his own judgment, and gets irritated at any one who 
disputes the correctness of his t h e ~ r y . ~  All are agreed 
that the cause of all calamity (and therefore of Job's) is 
sin, whereas Job himself from the first ascribes his 
trouble to some baffling mystery in God himself. The 
point which is not clear to the friends is, whether the 
calamity which has befallen Job is a punishment or 
merely an educational. chastisement. They could not 
have hesitated to adopt the second view but for the 
vehemence of Jobs complaint which seemed to them 
unbecoming in a devout man. Eliphaz gently re- 
monstrates with his friend, and, if textual corruption be 
removed, his speech will not strike us as either un- 
connected or dictatorial. Why should Job lose heart? 
Who ever perished, being innocent? Job must know 
this; clearly Eliphaz does not expect any criticism of 
his statement. There is one truth, however, of which 
Job seems to him not fully aware; indeed Eliphaz 
himself had needed to have it enforced by a special, 
personal revelation, whispered to him by a mysterious 
form at night ( 4  17-21) :- 

Can mortal man be righteous before God? 
Can man be pure before his maker? 
Behold he trusteth not his servants 
His hoiy ones are unclean before GAd ; 
How much more the dwellers in houses of clay . . . 
Do they not dry up when he bloweth upon them? 
They die, but withdut wisdom.6 

What, then, is man's true wisdom? It is to 
recognise trouble as the consequence of sin, and not 
to he seduced into irritating words which can only 
lead to the complete destruction both of the fool who 
utters them and of his children ( 5 2  4J). Does Job 
think that there is anyone of the celestials who can be 
induced to help him? He will hardly indulge in this 
fancy after the revelation which Eliphaz has just 
related. For his own part, Eliphaz would rather turn 
trustfully to God, whose purposes are so unsearchable, 
but, for the righteous man, so beneficent. He con- 
cludes with an idealistic picture of the happiness in 
store for Job, if he will defer to the friendly advice 
offered to him by Eliphaz (5 17-27). 

Job48-11 and 536s IO are late insertions which spoil the 
fine rhetoric of the poet. Chap. 5 is also questioned by 
Siegfr Beer and Duhm hut seeys to be protected by 4 186 if 
read ;& emeAded above ;I indeed, call now,' etc. is much too 
vigorous an address for an ordinary glossator. Verse 7 needs 
correction in order to suit v. 6,  but cannot be rescued for the 
poem, both v. 6 and v. 7 being alien to the Temanite's argu- 
ment, (Verse 7 should probably be read, 'Yea man brings 
forth misery, and the sons of wickedness pour faith iniquity'; 

1 n?? for 727 ('€6 1806; Bick., Bu., Du.). 
2 See translation of four stanzas of Job's complaint; with 

3 B o 3  of/ol, Introd. p. xix. 
4 Cp Davidson, 106 
5 In I. 4 read ?\$Q l$$l? h4:f. 

justification, in Ex$. T10 380s ('99). 

After 1. 5 we have 
omitted four lines, to avoid having to justify emendations at  too 
great length. When we follow @, there is a quotation from Is. 
40 24. See Beer ad loc. 
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]\y W'?' Y W l  '>?> Tf13 b e \  0;: '?. Cp Budde, Duhm, 
Matthes). 

Bildads first speech is chiefly remarkable for his 
respectful attitude towards tradition. We are of 
yesterday,' he says, and know nothing' (Sg), whereas 
the wisdom of the past is centuries old, and has a 
stability to which Job's new-fangled notions (for Job 
represents a ' new school ' of religious philosophy) 
cannot pretend. Here the first genuine allusion to 
Egypt m?, ' Nile-grass,' 8 1 1  ; see REED) should be 
noticed; also Bildad's cruel reference to the fate of 
Job's children ( 8 4 ) .  Zophar gives a panegyric of the 
divine wisdom (115-8), which, however, only leads up 
to the poor inference that God must be able to see 
secret sin ( l l r r ) ,  and which Job (122f: IIJ 14-25 
13 ~ f :  ) reduces, as he thinks, to its just proportions. 

The saying in 116c,,'Know therefore that God exacteth of 
thee less than thine iniquity deserveth' (EV) is indeed a 
terrible one hut Zophar is not to he held responsible for it. 
I t  is not an herpolation, however, but an editorial attempt to 
mske sense of a corrupt passage. When duly emended, it may 
assist us in the emendation of 11 66, which should probably run 
thus, 'That  thou mightest know that it (;.e., divine wisdom) is 
marvellous in reason': nl ig  75 71' *J ly,) is corrupted from 
fi$?n\ 0'N& '? Y??]. Chap. 12 has been much misunder- 
stood. Grill would excise 12 4-13 2 as a later insertion. Sieg- 
fried prints 124-6 and 127-13 I in colours (as insertions): and 
Duhm omits 127.10 and 124-6, and makes 124-6 (tristichs, he 
thinks) parallel to the cycle of poems in chaps. 24 and 30 2-8. 
This is simply owing to corruptions of the text which have 
obscured the meaning. Probably the only interpolations are 
w. 49 and 13. The passage should begin, No doubt with you 
is discernment, And with you is perfection of wisdom. Yea I 
have not learned wisdom, And your secrets I know not (cp I;). 
But ask now the beasts that they may teach thee, etc. (uu. 75). 
The wicked man at  the judgment is confident. At (God's) fixed 
time his foot is secure, etc. (vu. sJ). Doth not the ear try 
words, etc. (v. IT). 

The only result of these successive speeches is to 
make the complaints of the sufferer bolder and more 
startling. But before he ' gives free course to his com- 
plaint' (10 I), he secures his right to do so. The im- 
mensity of his woe is his justification. All he asks of 
his friends is-spoken or silent sympathy ; but he asks 
it in vain, and this intensifies his agony. The friends 
may lecture to him on the infinite power and wisdom of 
God. Miserable comfort ! He knows it only too well. 
To  be compelled to think that this power and wisdom 
is not directed by morality, and that he is worth no 
more to the Almighty and the All-wise than the moun- 
tains which he removes, or the rivers which he dries 
up, is acutely painful. Job does not profess to under- 
stand God's dealings in the world of nature, but hitherto 
it has appeared to him that he understood Gods inter- 
course with His moral creature-man. He looks for 
consistency in Gods dealings with moral beings. The 
sudden transition from happiness to misery in Job's 
case can only, so he fancies, be ascribed to capricious- 
ness in God; or, if we may express the underlying 
symbolic meaning, the catastrophe by which a religious 
and prosperous people like Israel was suddenly crushed 
by the iron heel of a foreign despot, appears to show 
that Zion has been forgotten by her God. As for the 
theory that calamity is a chastisement, it will not apply 
to Job's case, for his days are numbered, and even for 
those few days God, as if a wild beast, cannot refrain 
from torturing his prey. Yet, such is the power of true 
religion, the man who utters these desperate words, 
pleads with his God for gentler treatment ! These three 
speeches of Job ( 6 J  9f. 12-14) are rich in poetic 
ore; but we have space here only for the wonderful 
expressions of an inextinguishable heart-religion which 
occur near the close of the first and third speeches 
respectively. 

1 Davidson's remark (p. 88) that in reply to Zophar Job 
shows, by a brilliant declaration of the divine wisdom and 
power that he is a greater master in the knowledge of these 
than his friends are hardly touches the main point. Job 
admits that God is ;vise; but the result of his observation IS 
that God's wisdom is mainly devoted to destructive ends. 
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I t  will be noticed that in the first quotation a supposed 

'parody' of Ps. S5[6] and an unaesthetic phrase which no 
Arahicparallel can make tolerable, have disappeared. Ifemenda. 
tion is permissible, it is so here.1 

What is man that thou shouldest spy him out, 
And direct thine attention to him? 
That thou shouldest try him (by fire) every morning 
And test him every moment? 

How long ere thou look away from me 
Ere thou leave me that I may have a Aoment's cheer? 
Why hast thou set me as a target? 
Why am I unto thee as a mark? 

And why dost thou not pardon my transgression, 
And cause mine iniquity to remove? 
For now I must lie down in,the dust, 
And when thou seekest after me, I shall he gone (7 17-21). 

0 that thou wouldest hide me in Shed, 
That thou wouldest conceal me till thine anger were spent, 
That thou wouldest appoint me a set time and remember me, 
If the fury of wrath should come to an end ! 

* 

1 

* 

* 
All my days of anguish I would wait 
Till thy relenting came ; 
Thou wouldest call, and I would answer thee, 
Thou wouldest long after the work of thy hands (14 13-15).2 

It will be plain, even from these quotations, that the 
first part of the discussion has not been wholly useless. 

6. Second It is true, the several points of view 
of Job and of the friends are in some 

cyc1e' respects totally different. Both parties, 
however, have alike become awake to the fact 
that the problem before them has more than a merely 
personal reference. It is not only Job but a large 
section of the human race which has, apparently, lost 
its sense of union with God. The old days of idyllic 
happiness and unquestioning faith have passed away 
not merely for Job, but also for Israel, and for many 
another people, and ' the earth' seems to be ' given over 
into the hands of the wicked' (924) .  According to 
the friends, this was because of some sin committed by 
Job (; .e. ,  by Job'santitypes). Job, however, could not 
accept this, and went on piling complaint upon coni- 
plaint. The friends, he said, were treacherous, and 
God was inconsistent-' He destroys the perfect and 
the wicked' (922). We might have supposed that 
this enlargement of the problem would have softened 
Job's It  does not soften i t ;  the poet fails to 
make the most of the psychological situation. There is 
but one idea which can at all comfort Job ; it is this- 
that Gods  love cannot really be extinct-that in the 
depths of his nature God cannot be as hostile to him as 
he seems. Though slowly dyihg he can even now 
imagine God longing after him when it is, humanly 
speaking, too late, and he indulges in the dream of a 
successful conflict between God's wrath and God's love.4 

I t  is Wrath that hurries Job to Shedl . Love stands bysorrow- 
fully and waits his time. Thanks to Love, it will at  length be 
seen that Job's removal to the dark underworld was the best 
thing that could have happened. No longer seeing him, God's 

1 The readings here proposed are U\??p (I .  I): ?"P):T (I. 3 ;  

see Ex3.T 10 381): 5'42 ."\7N! (1. 6); (1. 8; cp 16128; 
Beer). The opening words of v. 20 are omitted as an interpo- 
lation (Bick., Du.). 

2 The emendationsin14 13-15 are :- 2fX~ n??Y r?h? OF (1.4); '?:e (1. 5;  Ezj.  T, Z.C.); ??$?r (1.6). Of these, the most im- 
portant is the first. M T  has, n;n:V~ 12; n ? n p ;  @ hdv yap 
brro0a'vq8vOpowos <+nrai, which Bickell Cheyne( Jew. ReZ. Lyee, 
q4), a i d  Duhm follow ('if a man were tb die and to live again '). 
This however does not fit the parallelism. (y and 2 ,  n and ri 
are &ily confounded.) 

a Cp the touching apologue of the mustard-seed in Guu'dha- 
ghosha's ParabZes. 

4 On this division of God into two parties, cp Davidson on 17 3 ;  
Che. Jo6 and SOL 31. The Jewish poet I'un Gabirol finely says, 
?,?>e ?Fp n?m, ' I  fly from Thee to Thee' ; and our own in- 
imitable Crashaw says 

But thou gi&t leave (dread Lord!) that we 
Take shelter from Thyself in Thee ; 
And with the wings of Thine Own dove 
Fly to Thy sceptre of soft love. 
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irritation will pass away, and he will long to renew his inter- 
course with him on earth or in heaven. l h u s  though Job will 
still have the 'anguish '1 of being parted froA God, he will be 
able to wait patiently for the reawakening of his love. Will 
Job come to believe that this is no dream? That is the impor- 
t an t  question with which we approach the second colloquy. 

Jobs  essential devoutness is manifest to us ; but it was 
not so to his friends (cp 154). In fact, passages like 
those quoted above are not intended for the ears of the 
friends. They are lyric nionologues which illustrate the 
dramatic process going on within the mind of Job ; they 
form no real part of the colloquy. Job's narrow- 
minded friends can see his outward irreverence, but not 
the longing to be at peace with God which alone made 
such irreverence possible. Now, they think, Job reveals 
himself in his true character, and, their gentler treatment 
having failed, they proceed to try the effect of lurid 
pictures of the wicked man's fate,2 intending that Job 
should see in these pictures no distant resemblance to 
himself. This wounding language Job meets with 
growing dignity. The symptoms of his sickness are 
becoming aggravated; death, he feels, cannot be far 
distant. He has already said, ' Yea, let him kill me, I 
will not desist.$ Surely my ways I will defend before 
him' (13 15). But now his condition appears desperatF;4 
and in his loneliness he returns to the idea that God 
cannot be entirely his enemy. 

Death, indeed, he cannot escape; he is caught in 
God's net, and complaints of injustice are unavailing 
(19 6f: ). Job is now sure that he has an avenger of 
blood in heaven (cp Ps. 9 IZ [rg]) ; when he is dead, his 
cry (ie., the appeal of his blood, which lies on the 
bosom of the earth) will reach the ear of the divine 
Love. To  mgther-earth he first makes his appeal; 
then he tells the universe of a stupendous fact of his 
consciousness. 

0 earth cover not my blood 
And let'my cry have no (resiing-) place. 
Yea, I know it-my piercing cry is in heaven, 
And my shriek has entered the heights. 
H e  will accept the words with which I cry, 
My Blood-avenger will hear my call, 
That be may decide between a man and God 
And between man and his fashioner (l61-21).6 

But here Job stops. It  is implied that reparation will 
be made for Jobs  unjust and violent death; but no 
surmise is offered as to the form that this will take. 
The much-suffering man has advanced beyond what he 
said in 932.6; he has found a 'daysman betwixt us 
that might lay his hand upon us both ' ; the daysman's 
nature, if not his name, is Righteous Love. But he has 
not resumed the position adopted for a moment in 

1 Read >$ for N!?, both in 14 14 and in 7 I. 
2 There are of course, corruptions of the text as elsewhere. 

For instance '1514-19 as they stand are highly suspicious. 
I t  is not enodgh to om(t 7x1. 14 and 17 (hi.) as interpolations. A 
single stanza should take the place of nv. 14-19 ; the original text 
can easily be detected under the present much-edited text. 
What Eliphaz really says is, 'Ask the wise men, for they alone 
have unerring wisdom ; they will not withhold their tc7ruh ' (see 

3 Read $qnN U$ (Ezp. T 10 382); MT, h:! 25, is clearly 
wrong. Davidson, 'I will not wait'; Duhm, 'I cannot hold 
out ' . Budde ' I hope for nothing.' 

4 fhe  padage, l B m ,  17 IJ, so far as we can understand it, 
interrupts the context, and must surely be an interpolation. Cp. 
Siegfried's notes. 
6 Lines 3 and 4 in M T  run, ' Even now,, behold, my witness 

isinheaven, and mywitness isin the heights. Butthecontextre- 
quiresmore thana ' witness'of Job'sinnocence, and J m w  (Aram.) 
occurs only once again in the MT, and there it is corrupt (see 
JEGAR-SAHADUTHA). Read probably Dy$ ?Q;? '!p?;-i:2 
o p i l q  "52 'np@). Sense, metre, and the textual phenomena 
are thus satisfied. Lines 51: make a miserable sense in M T  ; 
6 represents an iutwmediate stage between the true text and 
MT. The true text may be something like this, $t? "1: 

*!$ Up@' 'n)?n? VI@. In line 8, for Vtpl read il$l' (illus- 
trated by the argument in 108). 'His friend,' however explained, 
whether as Job's friends (collectively) or as a title for God, is 
intolerable. For a minute, though not quite satisfactory discus- 
sion of the passage, see Budde ; and on the versions see Beer. 

crit. Bib.). 
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14 13-15 ; he does not on this occasion specify the form 
which the expected reparation, or vengeance for blood, 
will take. It  was a noble idea that he had stated ; but, 
not being able to offer any tangible proof of its correct- 
ness, he soon falls back into his old elegiac strain, and 
even appeals to the friends for pity (19 21). He might 
as well have appealed to icebergs. From their averted 
faces the persecuted heretic sees that his doom is sealed. 
If God had not marked him out for death, they might 
have thought to do God service (cp 13 8) by stoning 
him. Job warns them of their guilt (cp 13 I O $ ) ;  lie 
does not threaten them with ' the sword,' as the faulty 
M T  represents. First, however, he revives his own 
courage by giving for the third time a public expression 
to his unextinguished belief in his God (19 25f.). We 
cannot indeed venture, in deference to later Christian 
beliefs, to let the text of 19 25-27 pass, and assnme that 
the passage refers either to the hope of the resurrection, 
or at least to the hope of conscious and continuous 
intercourse with God in an unbodied state of existence 
cp ESCHAIOLOGY). A close examination of the text 
shows that it has not only suffered corruption but also 
received interpolations, and our general experience with 
the ancient versions (which have often made prophets 
and poets give support to the later eschatology) justifies 
us in dealing with the MT somewhat freely. The 
present writer's attempt at a thoroughly critical restora- 
tion may be thus rendered,- 

As for me I know it-my Avenger lives, 
And (lyin;) in the dust I shall receive his pledge ; 
Shaddai 1 will bring to pass my desire, 
And as my justifier I shall see God. 

When ye say 'We will pursue him like a hart 
And will satdfy ourselves with his (lacerated) desh ' ; 
Have fear for yourselves because of your words, 
For those are words of iniquity (1925-29). 

So then the dream of a permanent resurrection of the 
old intercourse with God on earth or in heaven is not 
finally ratified by Jobs  mature thought. Still he 
ventures nearer to that dream than when he uttered the 
cry to mother-earth. He will not give up his belief in 
God's righteousness, and therefore declares it to be 
certain that God will one day publicly recognise his 
servant's innocence; and since on the one hand it is 
essential to the completeness of this reparation that Job 
should witness it, and on the other it is inconceivable 
(14 12) that man should ' awake, or be raised out of his 
sleep' to the old familiar life, it is the only solution 
which remains that the unbodied spirit of Job should 
for a moment he transferred to the upper world to a see 
God as his justifier.' On this view great stress must 
be laid ; no other exegesis appears possible, ~ ~ y - $ p ,  
'on the dust (of Shad), '  and 'pwn, 'my justifier' 
(underlying ?ium), being both apparently planted 
firmly in the text. That God can ' both kill and make 
alive ' would no doubt have been granted by the poet ; 
exceptionally a man like Enoch or Elijah might doubt- 
less be saved eitherfrom death or out ofdeath. But he 
regards his hero not as an exceptional person hut as a 
representative df the class of righteous sufferers, and as 
such (so the poet thinks) Job cannot be raised from the 
dead. 

Job, then, in some unimaginable way will for a 
moment be enabled to see the Light of lights-El6gh. 
His desire has been to have his innocence established 
by the righteous Judge ; that desire ' Shaddai will bring 
to pass.' First, the G@I, or Vindicator (see GOEL), will 
convey to Job the ' pledge ' of his willingness to act as 
Gael (cp Ruth 4 7J), then the solemn act of justification 
will be performed in the presence of Job. We must 
not be 'wise above that which is written,' and speculate 
with the help of later Jewish eschatology on the change 
which, for Job, must pass upon Shad when he returns 
thither at peace with God. Certain it is, that Job, and 
therefore also his poet, has broken with the conventional 

1 Shaddai (see NAMES, 5 117), occurs 31 times in the hlT of 
Job. 

li 
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doctrine of Shbal, but he has not formed a new and 
better doctrine, capable of being presented in poetical 
form. 

The view that Job anticipates restoration to health and 
prosperity in this life still finds supporters (see Bu., I IO ; Laue, 
49f ' Beer 127). It appears to the present writer to he con- 
ne&d with an a priori view of the structure of the Book of 
Job, and, in the case of Budde especially, with an unduly 
optimistic view of MT in this passage. Di. and Da. both 
favour the view that Job's justification will be after death ; such 
also, in a form agreeing in es5entials with that given ahove, is 
the view of We. (IJG 177), Smend (ReL Gesch. 471), and Du. 
104. Of these critics, Duhm has given most attention to the 
text; hut his retention of '???p and his introduction of 
l? (which properly means a tribal or religious sign on the 
person [see CROSS]) can by no means be justified. The restor- 
ation offered ab& is the writer's third experiment ; it is, 
even if imperfect, neither hasty nor arbitrary. A few notes 
a D D e a r  necessarv. I n  1. 2 we should Drohabh read '131Ul 
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appear for his vindication and been disappointed ; the 
account of 1925f., which this view presupposes, is that 
which the best recent critics of Job have rejected. 
Still, it remains true that the Job whom we meet with 
from chap. 20 onwards, lacks that tender religious 
undertone which surprises and delights us in the first 
colloquy, and we might be tempted to suppose with 
Meinhold that a new part of the poem begins at chap. 
20. This supposition we might support by the 
theory that when the poet reached the end of chap. 19, 
he laid his work aside for a t h e ,  and that when he 
resumed it he was himself in a less religious and a 
more definitely critical frame of mind than before. 
This theory, however, is by no means probable. The 
poet would certainly have corrected his earlier work, 
and not have allowed such strongly contrasting works 
to stand side by side. We  cannot help supposing that 
another member of the guild of wise men to which the 
poet belonged, took up his work and continued it, so 
as to embody a somewhat different conception of the 
hero. This view is supported by the phenomena of 
chaps. 29-31. Several critics have noticed that this 
much-admired section is deficient in unity. Chaps. 29J 
are an elegy ; chap. 31 is a proud self-justification. The 
present writer formerly thoughta that the author might 
have written chap. 31 some time after he wrote chaps. 
29J,  and have placed it here by an afterthought, 
omitting to construct a connecting link with the preced- 
ing chapter. But there is no necessity for such an 
assumption here. The elegy in chaps. 291: appears to 
be the original conclusion of the colloquies-the counter- 
part of the elegy (chap. 3) which forms the opening of 

Any one who will read chaps. 19 and 29J consecu- 
tively will be struck by the appropriateness of the 
arrangement. Chap. 19 itself is strongly elegiac. As 
Davidson says, ' H e  realises . . . more clearly than 
ever he had done before, his dreary isolation, God and 
men being alike estranged from him, which he laments 
in most pathetic words.' ' Have pity, have pity upon 
me, 0 ye my friends,' is its central passage, and when 
the sufferer thinks of the cruel insinuations of his 
friends, he warns-he does not threaten them. He 
speaks indeed of an Avenger of blood, but it is God, 
not God's misguided advocates, from whom reparation 
is expected, and there is an Over-God, whose nature is 
Love, and whom Job longs to be permitted to love. 
After this we are prepared to hear his sorrowful retro- 
spect of past happiness in chap. 29, and the contrasted 
contemplation of his present abject condition in chap. 
30. The first part is a poetic commentary on the 
opening verses of the prologue (1 1-5) :- 

the poem. * '  

0 that I were as in months past, 
As in the days when God watched over me. 
When he made his lamp shine ahove my head, 
By his light I went in darkness ; 
According as I fared in my (life's) way, 
When God screened my tent : 
When mine intimates were with me, 
And my children were round about me (292-5)s 

I t  seems far back-the time when the poor and father- 
less blessed him, and when the great hushed their 
words at  his presence. Now to those who once 
honoured him he is a b y - ~ o r d . ~  The Providence which 
used to guard him is no more; God hears him not. 

1 It is true, 2313 expresses disappointment at God's evident 
determination not to hear Job's case, but this has no reference 
to the hope uttered in 1925f: Although Job's wish for an 
equitable discussion of his case has found repeated expression, 
he has never deluded himself with the fancy that his wish will 
be granted. He could never have said, with reference to this, 
qq 1, 8 /oh and Solomor, 39, n. 1. 

3 Reading ibpp or ibma (Olshausen, Bu., Beer, Du.): 

z301-8 shozld i: omitted (see $$8, IT), and v. g should follow 

' I know,' ' I am sure.' 

*niwin? ' nw i w m  (cp 65); ym:n (Ps. 88 19). 

2920. 
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as in 17 3 [Beer Bu. Du.] a passage which belongs to the same 
group as 1925129 : $.e., it'implies the idea of a division in the 
divine Being-the God of love over against the God of wrath. 
For the impossible w3n read '?*?& (Is. 508) : this reading 
is practically certain. M T s  p N  is now generally explained 
as 'afterman '=' vindicator' (cp Perles, Analekten, 74), which 
produces a good parallel to 7 5 ~ 1 ,  hut is in itself unnatural. 
ori~3 ~ y - 5 ~  has no intelligible meaning. As Eichhorn (Allgem. 
Bz6Zzolhek 1388)  remarks sy pi always means ' to assail.' 
Unaware gf Eichhorn We: vDTr16 556[)7~]) makes the same 
observation and propkes to render MT, 'will arise (as witness) 
against dus; '-<.e., against the friends(cp Job 419) ! This being 
too artificial either sy or p l y  must he read, and con- 
sidering how'emphatical?; (721) Jdh has mentioned his expec- 
tation of 'lying down on the dust'-i.e., on the dusty .-round of 
Shed (see 1716), it is the more reasonable course to :mend the 
latter and retain &7p, which means '(lying) upon the dust' 
(2011 21 2 6 ;  .cp 721). npti for op' is an easy change; the 
preformatives N and 9 are frequently confounded. In 1. 3 for 
'11V read probably '71; 1nN is dittographed. For nN1  1531 
read 'n$$g I?;; ' fell out owing to 'w;  cp 1715 (in dread 
*ninn). The much tortured 19yi is a mere editorial guess. 
qi-4 i v ~  is clearly a corruptiod of y w x n  (note the warning 
Pasek), and 3 5  of a r k  i i - ~ s i  i ~ i  ~ y i  is a gloss on h n N  ; 
*pn3 d u  153 is a corruption of ~ ? p p  WJVII, a gloss on 
pip' py-5 ('God shall arise . . . lo revive me fr.m m y  
p a v e  ). I?I 1. 5f: the critics have not noticed that Joh returns 
to his statement in v. 22 ; yet to a practised eye 7x1 eic, should 
reveal its secret. Read y3tm llw3n1 $ r l D J  13DlU 'n '3 
(s;c for s!, in 2). 22, Reiske, Perles, Beer) ; 1lv3n1 has two 
beats. In I.  7J is too vague and the threat of a violent 
death is not in character with thd Job of chaps. 3-19. Nor is 
there any allusion to the threat in Zophar's third speech. Read 
03131 and nllry '131, and for ann read a@? (Ges.). The last 
three words of v. 29 in the consonantal text (read, with Bu., 
~: ['?I, 'that ye may know that there is a judge') are a 

gloss. 
Job has now taken a long step forward tow-ards the 

religious solution of the problem of the suffering of the ,. Original individuaz, and since true religion 

close of is primarily individualistic he can, if 

colloquies. he will, afford to lay the large problem 
of the suffering of classes of men on one 

side. The importance of the deeply felt utterance of 
Job in 1925 f. is universally acimitted ; yet none perhaps 
have realised its bearing on the structure of the poem 
,except Meinhold' and Laue.2 The former critic makes 
8 new part of the poem begin at  chap. 20 ; the latter 
thinks that the non-appearance of Yahwb to recognise 
Job's innocence has produced a radical transformation 
of the character of Job, who, aggrieved at  his dis- 
appointment, becomes an open blasphemer, gives an 
unqualified denial to the divine righteousness, and, 
welcoming a temptation which he has twice before 
'(9.f. 13 1 8 8 )  overcome, challenges God, in language 
full of Titanic pride, to an investigation of his case 
'(31 35-37). The latter view is, certainly inadmissible. 
Nothing is said in the second cycle of speeches which 
leads us to suppose that Job had expected God to 

I iVeueJahrb6.$ dertsch. Th., '92, p. go. 
2 Die Corn). des B. Hi06, 53,  77, 141. 
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Life has ceased to be a song of joy ; he is perishing by 
a slow, painful death. 

My skin falls, blackened from me, 
My bones are burned wi;h heat ; 
My cithern is changed to mourning, 
My pipe to notes of grief (30303). 

So ends the elegy according to the present text. Most 
probably, however, 311-4 has taken the place of two 
lost stanzas which formed the real conclusion ; l  after 
this may have come the editorial notice, ‘ The words of 
Job are ended’ (31406). That the writer intended it 
to be followed by the present epilogue is impossible; 
neither chap. 19 nor chap. 30 could possibly have been 
followed by 4‘37. Whether the writer gave an epilogue 
of his own, or left his work a torso, it is impossible to 
,conjecture. 

The skilful writer who, with an object that we shall 
see later, undertook to continue the earlier poem, had 
8. Third cycle, no difficulty in adopting his pre- 

decessor’s style, though he fails very 
much in consistent delineation of character. Zophar 
no doubt is still the same blunt person as before 
(though 207a must not be quoted as a proof of this),3 
hut Eliphaz too is surely blunt enough in 222-20. Job 
for his part disdains to answer such revilings. He is 
absorbed in the astonishing heresy (so he deems it) 
which he has to propound. He shrinks from it with 
horror, and yet ventures to state it-the divine governor 
of the world is non-moral. The friends may prescribe 
methods of operation to God which are pleasing to 
human minds, hut God too clearly shows that they are 
not the methods which he himself adopts. 

Not unnaturally chap. 21 gave offence to many 
readers. It  appears that vv. 16-18 were inserted to 
conform the passage to the prevalent doctrine of 
retribution. Though Budde and Duhm still claim for 
i t  the authorship of Job, Siegfried‘s view, which is here 
adopted, seems more probable. At any rate, dogmatic 
corrections have certainly been made elsewhere in this 
chapter. Thus, in v. 136 MT says, that after a prosper- 
ous life the wicked man goes down ‘ in  a moment’ 
(y~na) into Shb6l. This cannot be right ; the true text 
probably had xy?. ‘in luxury.’ So in v. 3oa and 6 
or.’) is an orthodox correction which makes Job say that 
the wicked man is reserved for the day of calamity, and 
led forth (?) to the day of wrath. 

In  v. 30a it seems necessary to read TNp and in b Dial! 

(Du.). iia* seems to be a corruption of 52: (3 should also be 
read for 2’7; in v. 28). The whole description of the wicked 
man’s career in nu. 28-33 is full of textual errors. ‘Know their 
tokens’ (u. 296) should be ‘examine travellers’ (bib) D.nlk; 
? ~ m ) .  Vu. 3 2 3  are ludicrously wrong. Read probably, 
‘Seeing that he is escorted (in honour) to the citadel, and 
,diligently seeks the sanctuary of God’“ (il?t?> n;l$ i-fl?i! 
lnd: s!), ‘Gold he amasses like the sand, and of his 
treasures there is no number’ (i3y 1’??$?! hn?. ii 1’X: On$ 

TDt2). Perhaps no passage has given more useless exercise to 
exegetical ingenuity than this. 

That even Eliphaz should follow Zophar’s example, 
and hurl the falsest accusations against Job, would be 
indeed a striking phenomenon, if the original writer 
were responsible for this speech. ’Surely,’ he says, 
‘thy wickedness is great, and thine iniquities are 
‘infinite’ (225). Job must be a practical atheist (vu. 
21-30 appear to be a later in~er t ion ,~  designed to mitigate 
the strange contrast between the Eliphaz of chap. 22, 

the editor interpreted according to his own fancy. 

of Ps. 88-a very Job-like psalm (cp Delitzsch). 

1 31 I looks as if it were based on a scarcely legible text which 

2 Iri its sadness the present conclusion reminds us of the close 

4 The sanctuary would naturally be attached to the citadel. 
6 Note the points of contact between 2224 (Eliphaz) and 

2133 (Job. emended text). I t  is not likely that the chief 
poet  bnnshf would have fallen into such a close parallelism 
between Job and Eliphaz. 
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and the kindly speaker who opened the first colloquy). 
Job’s next speech, in its original form, was probably 
intended to show that, as the wicked often enjoy a long 
and prosperous life, so the righteous often experience 
nothiiig but misery.l Such a case is his own. God’s 
commandments have been his rule of life. If he could 
only find God-xho ever eludes his search-and induce 
him to listen to his plea, his vindication would be 
certain. True, Job w-ould have to make one condition 
with God (236; cp 934, 1321). In MT the passage is 
strangely distorted ; most probably it should run thus- 

H e  would remove the pressure of his hand upon me ; 
Then he would use no threatening LO me.2 

But alas! it has become too plain that God has 
resolved to destroy him (v. 13 ; read in? with Bu., Du.), 
though God knows full well that if he were to examine 
him, Job would come forth as gold (a. IO) ; and feeling 
himself to be the spokesman of the suffering righteous 
everywhere, Job goes on (so we must suppose) to pro- 
duce further evidence for the awful theory of Gods non- 
moral character. The true continuation, however, has 
been lost. Chap. 24, as Duhm rightly holds, is not a 
connected discourse, but a cycle of poems written in 
tristichs instead of tetrastichs.x It is only 2425 that we 
can safely regard as genuine ; this is the true close of 
Job’s original speech. 

How Bildad took this powerful indictment of the 
Governor of the world, does not appear. His third 
speech was lost, and a rhetorical description of the 
power, wisdom, and purity of God was inserted as a 
substitute. The second part of this description was, 
by a scribe’s error, transposed so as to stand after 26 1-4. 
The latter passage is properly Job’s ironical answer to 
this superfine but unoriginal piece of rhetoric; it is 
therefore necessarily not genuine. Jobs  true answer to 
the (lost) speech of Bildad is to be found in chap. 27. 
It  is, however, impossible to ascribe the whole of this 
chapter to Job ; part of it in all probability is a genuine 
fragment of the third speech of Zophar.“ The calm- 
ness of Job’s dignified protest in vv. 1-6 and 12 is very 
noteworthy. Duhm contrasts it with the bitterness of 
Jobs  earlier speeches, and ascribes the change of tone 
to the intuition expressed by Job in chap. 19. The 
observation is just;  but the cause assigned does not 
seem to be the right one. As we have seen, it is a 
partly new conception of Job that underlies these later 
chapters. Job is calm because that bitter-sweet under- 
current of yearning love to God which appears again 
and again in chaps. 3-19 does not disturb or distract 
him. 

If it is correct to view 277-11 13-23 as a fragment of 
Zophar’s last speech, the latter certainly merited the 
disdain with which Job treated it. It  is, however, not 
impossible that we have here the attempt of a later 
orthodox writer to make the sufferer retract his heterodox 
statements (cp chap. 28). At any rate it has no right 
to appear in the last speech of Job, the true continuation 
of which ninst be sought elsewhere. We have in fact 
reached the great ‘ Oath of Clearing,’ by which Job 
finally proves his innocence, and which represents the ’ 

1 Cp 2315-17 with 216 (which precedes the description of the 
The parallelism is pointed out by prosperity of the wicked). 

Duhm. 
a +gt? h: pn?: 

:g op1: ti5 Kin ’p! 
In 2366 ‘8 should be read thus, e ? m  L r e ~ A i i  av &oi 05 

3 The tristichs in m. 1-4 are imperfectly preserved, and the 
form may therefore be doubted. It does not seem likely, how- 
ever that this member of the cycle of poems would be in 
tetrdstichs when the other members were in tristichs. 

4 So Gra. (MGWJ, 21241$), Che. (Job and Sol. 38), G. 
Hoffm Duhm. GrZtz and Hoffm., however, are wrong in 
assign& chap. 28 to Zophar (see below). Zt is only 277-11 
and 13.23 which can reasonably be given to this lover of 
platitudes. 

XpjUfTac. 

6 Moulton, p. 36. 
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high-water mark of Old Testament morality. 
words to his friends are- 

His last 

Behold, ye have all seen it ' 
Why then do ye so vainly ;age? (27 12).1 

Then, in all probability, followed an appendix, so 
framed as to form a parallel to chaps. 29 f: The 
opening words were transferred to the end, when chaps. 
29 f. were removed to their present place. Let us 
restore 3135-37 to its proper place at  the head of the 
' Oath of Clearing,' and since it is highly corrupt, let 
us endeavour to emend it in accordance with Job's 
aspirations elsewhere. 

0 that he would hearken to my voice, . 
[And listen to the words of my complaint,] 
That he would take away the insulting of mine opponent,a 
That he would lay his hand upon us both I 

Surely my concern would I present, 
1 would arrange arguments for him ; 
I would tell him the numher of my steps, 
My rising up and my lying down he would examine. 
The usual view is that Job imagines himself approaching 

the Divine Judge (whom in li. 356 he is made to call 'my 
adversary') with the proud self-possession of a 'prince' (79>3), 
holding the accusation written by God and his own answer with 
his signature and that Job declares that if he hut possessed 
this accusatiAn he would not hide it as a thin which brought 
disgrace, but dould parade it upon his back ({a: a distinction 
(cp Is. 22 22))  and (or ?) wear it as a diadem on his brows. All 
this is violently improbable, and yet this very passage is 
utilised in the service of the theory that Job fell away from his 
God (Laue, 9. 96). Truly Hoffmann deserves credit for his 
refusal to twist the exegesis of 71. 36 in order to soften the 
surprising character of the passage. It is God he says whom 
Job says that he will take upon his hack and biAd upon himself 
as a coronet-an ' Ungeheuerlichkeit,' says Budde ; yes, indeed, 
hut an inevitable one, if the present text is to he strictly 
interpreted. It is probable that the passage can he restored 
nearly to its original state. The most important emendations 
are (I. 3) '?*?-d*+ n q  qhf:!; (1. 4) WJ.~+ ii; n-cj;!; (I. 5 )  

d'+U '?Jtt!p h+; (1. 8) l>F: 'p;I?] 'p? For the rest, see 
Crit. Bib. 

Then this ideal righteous man tells us how he would 
clear himself if God were to hear his cry, and investi- 
gate his case. He  goes through a catalogue of evil 
deeds and thoughts, and in the most solemn manner 
imprecates upon himself God's vengeance if he be guilty. 
The first two stanzas (=vv.  5-8) fit on particularly well 
to the last stanza of the introduction ( L e . ,  3135-37) ; 
they continue the figure of the ' way.' The last stanza 
is by no means an equally good conclusion. Doubt- 
less, like VU. 35-37 (which, as we have seen, should form 
the opening of the chapter), it has been misplaced, and 
probably the same fate has befallen VV. ~ 9 - 3 4 . ~  If so, 
the last extant part of the monologue will be (VU. 26J)- 

* *  * * * * * 

If, when I saw how the sun shone, 
Or the moon walking in splendour, 
My heart was secretly beguiled 
And I kissed-putting hand to kouth. 

This, however, cannot be the true conclusion. Un- 
fortunately that was lost at an early date, and the two 
opening stanzas were detached so as to form a con- 
clusion. 

We  can now see why the second wise man undertook 
to continue the original colloquies. It was to complete 
the disproof of the current theorythat sufferingwas always 
either disciplinary or educative. This wise man must 
have agreed with his predecessor in rejecting the 
Epilogue, and he would certainly not have sanctioned 
either the speeches of Elihu or even the grand orations 
of Yahwb. 

1 Read h>jlnF ; cp Ps. 62 11, where a similar emendation is 

JOB (BOOK) 
To the speeches of Elihu we now turn our attention. 

According to Duhm Elihu is brought before us as a 

repuired. 
2 31 1-4 are doubtless an editorial insertion (cp 21. 4 with v. 

37a). 
3 'The opponent' is a collective term for the friends who 

with one consent vilify Job (cp Ps. 43 I). In the next liAe the 
continuator forgets that, according to the original poet, God 
is Job's adversary, and the friends merely his partial advocates. 

4 Davidson's view of w. 24-34 as the repudiation of another 
class of secret sins is hardly quite satisfactory. 

They fill the place of an  illegible passage. 

distinguished historical person, and 
so (as a 6 man of family') contrasts 

Of with Job and the three friends. The 
'peeches 

truth, however, probably is that the prolixity of the 
description of Elihu in 322 is due to corruption and 
interpolation ; Elihu was originally called simply ' the 
son of Jerahmeel '-i. e . ,  the Jerahmeelite, with reference 
to a Jerahmeelite famous in legend for his wisdom, 
who appears to be mentioned in I K. 431 (on the text 
see JERAHMEEL, 5 4).2 The lateness of the prose 
introduction to chaps. 3 2 - 3 7  is shown by the use of the 
ethnic 'the Buzite,' which presupposes the corrupt 
traditional reading in Gen. 2221, 'and Buz his brother ' 
(instead of iwnynt$, ' and  Ahibuz ; ' cp A H I ) . ~  
Anticipating some surprise at  Elihu's appearance, the 
narrator states that Elihu was angry with Job because 
he held himself more righteous than God, and with 
the friends because they found no answer (to Job), and 
so made God seem guilty (32zf:).  He says himself 
that he had waited because he was so young, and 
assuredly he falls into all the worst errors of juvenility. 
There is no intention, however, of amusing the reader ; 
the faults of juvenility were also the faults of the narrow, 
orthodox school to which the writer belonged. The 
matter of which Elihu is so ' full ' ( 3 2  18-20) is distributed 
over four speeches. The themes of the first three are ( I )  
the ground and object of suffering (32f.), (2) the 
righteousness of God ( 3 4 ) ,  ( 3 )  the use of religion ( 35 ) .  
These are treated in relation to the erroneous utterances 
of Job, whom (unlike the three friends) Elihu constantly 
mentions by name. Then, in his last and longest 
effort, Elihu unrolls before Job a picture of the divine 
government, in its beneficence and righteousness as  
well as its omnipotence, with the object of breaking 
down Job's pride (36f:). I t  is in the second part of 
his last speech that Elihu exerts himself most as a poet, 
and it has often been suggested that the sketch of the 
storm in 3629-375,  and the accompanying appeals to 
Job, are preparatory to the theophany in 38 I (so lately 
Moulton, xxxiii). The objection is ( I )  that the 
close of the speech of Elihu does not relate to the 
storm, as it ought to do, and (2) that Yahwb begins 
( 3 8 2 )  with the declaration that the last speaker was a 
darkener of (the divine) counsel. We  shall return to 
the Elihu section which is more interesting theologically 
than poetically ; see 5 12. There is much corruption 
and possibly some interpolation in ' Elihu.' But w-e 
shall not spend more time on this speaker, whose 
discourses are but a foil to the Colloquies, the speeches 
of Ydhwk, and the Praise of Wisdom. 

W e  now pass on to the great poetical ornament of 
the book. The Sueeches of Yahwk (38-4261 serve a 

lo.  Speeches tdofold purpose. They are a link 
between the Colloquies (in their ex- 
Danded form) and the EDilozue. and ofYahwb, 

I - .  
they present, if not a solution, yet a powerfully ex- 
pressed substitute for a solution of the great problem of 
suffering. The writer had rejected the theory defended 
by the three friends; he also disapproved of Job's 
vehement censure of the divine government of the world, 
but not, we may suppose, of his intuition of a justifica- 
tion of the righteous after death. He was obliged to 
make Yahwk intervene in Job's lifetime, because he felt 
it necessary for the circulation of the book (Prologue 

1 Cp further $ 12. 
2 ' Barachel and ' Ram ' are probably fragments of ' Jerah- 

meel.' 
3 'The ? d e  would of course be superfluous after <son of 

Jerahmeel. It seems to be due to a scribe who had hefore him 
the same corrupt text that we have. Buz' was suggested by 
' UZ.' 

4 Ahibuz was the true name of the brother of Uz and Jerah- 
meel (?), according to Gen. 22 zrj: ' Jerahmeel' should proh- 
ably be read for ' Kemuel the father of Aram,' 2'6. ; a late editor 
produced the latter as a;" attempt to make sense of corrupt 
fragments of ' Jerahmeel. See JERAHMEEL, $ 4 .  
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and Colloquies) that it should be accompanied by the 
Epilogue, and he could not help making YahwB pass 
a strong censure on Jobs  fault-finding propensity, partly 
no doubt to satisfy his own conscience, and partly also 
to make it possible for Yahw6 in 427 to eulogise Job’s 
statements respecting God (after Job had retracted all 
that could justly be accused of arrogance). 

An editor has prefixed to these Speeches the words, 
‘And YahwB answered Job out of the tempest, and 
said ’ (38 I) ,  but it would have been more in the spirit 
of our poet to have quoted I K. 19 Irb IZ (Elijah’s 
theophany), where it is distinctly said that Yahwb was 
not present in the storm-wind. I t  is by an appeal to 
the reason, not by physical terror, that YahwB seeks to 
work upon Job, though the awful mysteriousness of the 
universe, as set forth poetically by YahwB, forces from 
the lips of Job the words :- 

I had heard of thee hy the ear, 
But now mine eye has seen thee ; 
Therefore I must pine away 
And‘dissolve to dust and askes.1 

What Job means is that his previous notions of the 
divine government were derived from mere doctrine, 
whereas now he had obtained a vivid intuition of God’s 
working, not merely among men, but in the great and 
complex universe. He had in fact seen Gods glory, 
and the strain upon his whole nature was such that he 
seemed about to break down. Of consciousness of 
moral offence on his part there is no trace ; his error 
was of intellectual origin, and this certainly did not 
require him to ‘repent in dust and ashes.’ The only 
charge hrought against him is that he has ‘ darkened 
(Gods) counsel by words without insight’ (382; cp 
4 2 3 ) .  Remonstrance is the general purport of the 
speeches of YahwB, and though the form of this may be 
humiliating to Job, yet the glorious pictures of nature 
which are presented cannot fail to lighten his load of 
grief (see Blake’s beautiful thirteenth illustration of Job). 
Unfortunately the text of the Speeches is in some dis- 
order. As the text stands, the Divine Speaker breaks 
off at  401f: with a searching question which elicits from 
Job a confession of his ignorance. This, however, 
cannot be right. Another question is put in 408J, 
and, as Davidson remarks, the second question is 
implied in the first. As Bickell and Duhm have seen, 
wv. 8-12 must originally have followed v. 2 ; the separ- 
ation was consequent on the interpolation of 40 15-41 34 
(Behemoth and Leviathan). The Behemoth and 
Leviathan passages will be considered later ; other 
insertions are the passage on the ostrich (39 13-18), and, 
according to G. Hoffmann and Duhm, 38136 14b 15 ; 
3828, too, should be omitted as a tautological prose 
version of w. 29. The poem (for as such we may regard 
it) will gain much by restoration to its original form ; 
its splendid imagery will then be seen to the best 
advantage.2 The earth, the sea, the world under the 
sea (ShEdl), and the manifold wonders of the heavens 
are successively treated ; Job is asked whether perchance 
he brought these into existence, or knows the secrets 
connected with them.3 More striking, however, are the 
poetical pictures of animals. Nine (excluding the 
ostrich) are brought before us in YahwB‘s searching 
interrogatory ; the poet enters into the habits of each, 
and conveys to us the fascination of which he is 
conscious himself. 

Regretfully we abstain from dilating on these pictures. in 
special articles the omission is partly remedied (see, &., 

1 Read D?$ DE? (Bottcher, Beer), and ’?p?. Jnh surely 
cannot say that he is now ready to die on his ash-mound, with 
the gladness of one who has seen God (Du.). 

2 Thedetails of the poem are to some extent treated in 
special articles. 
3 There are Zoroastrian parallels. See the question put by 

Zarathustra to Ahura-mazda in the Gathas (Yasna 443-5 in the 
Oxford Zenduvestu. 3  XI^) ‘ also the fine description of the 
divine creative acts ‘in Bundahish 304-6 (West, Pukluvi Texts, 
1121). 
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CREATION 5 21 . HORSE ; OSTRICH ; MAZZAROTH . STARS 5 3 .. 
UNICORN).’ It hay he that the pictures were or&inally [ewe; 
in number (48 is deficient in some details) : if so, we need not 
regret the insertions. 

the raven-stanza (384r), and 
adopts Wright’s conjecture (>ly$ ‘for the evening’); cp 106 
and SOL 52, n. 4. More probably 
3 1 ~ 5  is a corruption of 3 ~ 1 5 ,  ‘for the wolf.‘ The lion and the 
wolf are naturally mentioned together. 

Our survey of Job would be most imperfect if we did 
not mention here at  least the principal interpolations 

Duhm hints a doubt respectin 

This can hardly be right. 

ll. Chief (cp especially Bickeli and Duhm). 
(I )  The poems of which 241-24 is 

composed are as follows :-[u) vv. 1-4, 

a fragment on the merciless rapacity of the’wicked. 
Details of this sort are not characteristic of Job. The  
other poems spoken of being in tristichs, it is probable 
that (a) was also written in this form. The text, how- 
ever, is in a bad condition. 

For v. I 48 only gives 6 ~ d  7; Sk K ~ ~ P L O V  ZAa80v ;pa&, omitting 
&(the text was already corrupted, asin iKT)fordogmatic reasons; 
v. 2, which is also omitted, was apparently unintelligible. In 
fact, D‘FY and l’?; are obscure. Duhm’s restoration of the 
imperfect tristich in v. I is not quite natural, and he has to 
change la- into 1n)’. It is better to emend in such a way as to 
suit the sequel. ‘lwn should probably he pya?; for the rest 
see Crit. Bib. The sense which we obtain is, 

Why do the wicked prosper? 
They grind the face of the destitute; 
Bad men oppress the poor. 

( a )  Verses 5J (76?) 8 IO 12, adescription of anoppressed, 
pariah race. This should be taken with 302-8, which 
contains the sequel. Text very bad; compare or 
contrast 6. 

(c) Verses 13-18a(??), a sketch of the ‘rebels(?) 
against the light ‘-murderers, thieves, etc. 

(d) Verses (186(?)-24, a fragment on the end of 
tyrants. Text very bad. 

(2) 302-8, more on the unhappy pariahs and tro- 
glodytes; one could almost fancy that it came from 
the oration of a democratic leader (cp 16).l 

(3)  281-27. N o  earthly treasures lie too deep for 
human industry, but Wisdom is with God alone. By 
Wisdom the writer means the Reason which originated 
and pervades the phenomena of the world (cp Prov. 8). 
The poem cannot have been written to stand where it 
does, for it is altogether in a different style, full of 
imagery, and too rich for the deep but simple idea 
which it is meant to convey ; it contains no allusion 
whatever to Job’s problem.2 An editor of the Collo- 
quies, however, seems to have thought that it might 
fitly be introduced (cp Job 11 5-12), because Job, as a 
censor of the government of the world, had virtually 
questioned the existence of the Divine Wisdom (a 
different view of Wisdom). According to this humble- 
minded person all speculation was wrong,3 and he 
pleased himself with making Job anticipate his re- 
tractation in 404f. Verse 28 comes from his pen, 
unless, as the warning Pasek after ’ 1 ~ ~ 7 )  may perhaps 
suggest, the interpolated verse is no longer in its 
original form, in which case we must be cautions how+ 
far we accuse the interpolator of narrowness of mind ; 
it may have been a later scribe who made the best 
substitute he could for an indistinctly written passage. 

It is the distinction of Duhm to have cleared up the exegetical 
problem of the opening word (‘?, ‘for’). Verse 7 is usually 
supposed to take up what is said in v. 6 .  the ‘ path’ is the way 
to the place of ‘sapphires ’(?). But it is! much more natural to 
suppose that the words ‘(But) whence doth wisdom come,’ etc., 
which now appear oniy in v. 124  and v. 20, originally stood 
before z). 7, and if the refrain was forgotten there,5 we may 
reasonably explain the ‘for’ in v. I as referring to the same 
refrain, which would therefore seem to have opened each of the 

1 For a seemingly important emendation of the text of vv. 3x, 
see PURSLAIN. 

2 So Studer Che. (106 and Sol. 4 0 J )  Du Laue. On the 
other side see billmann, Budde, and K&g (k;nl. 414). 

3 SeeJew. Rel. LVe, 153. 
4 In v. 12 Nap! has evidently intruded from v. 13. 
5 As was the case in Pss. 46 and 49. 
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four stanzas of the poem.1 Into the complicated controversy 
which has arisen out of this little word ‘for,’ it is needless to 
enter. Budde adheres to the ingenious but unnatural theory 
which he proposed in ZATW,  2 193-274 ( ‘82).  he has not 
however, convinced Smeiid (Ael.-gesc/z.PJ, 476), &ho still hold; 
to Wellh.’s view (Bleek‘s EliLLP), 54oJ)  that 27 7.28 27 is of 
late origin.2 

281-27, when restored to its original strophic form, 
is a beautiful specimen of Hebrew poetry. The cor- 
ruptions of the text are not incurable (see, besides the 
conimentaries of Budde and Duhm, the articles GOLD, 
LION, MINING, SAPPHIRE, TOPAZ). The naYve delight 
which the author takes in his knowledge of mining and 
of gems (cp Dante) is communicated to the reader. 
(4) 3913-18. See OSTRICH. 
(5) 4015-24 419-11 ( 1 2 , )  41 1-8 13-24. The description 

of two mythical monsterscalled Behemothand Leviathan; 
the old mythological tradition having become pale, the 
poet fills up the gaps in his supposed knowledge from 
what he had seen or heard of the two Nile monsters- 
the hippopotamus and the crocodile (see BEHEMOTH AND 
LEVIATHAN, HIPPOPOTAMUS). If Job was really Gods  
equal, he could of course bring even these wondrous 
creatures into subjection. The seeming hyperboles in 
the descriptions are partly due to corruption of the text. 

Thus in 4017 ‘tail’ and ‘cedar’ in 4131 ‘pot of ointment,’ 
and in 41 32 the In 40 17 we 
should perhaps read ‘he cleaveth reeds as with shears; the 
sinews of his neck are intertwined’ :Y in 41 216. ‘he maketh the 

hoary’ sea shduld disappear. 

sea like a caldron,’4 and in II. 32 ‘ihe hott&n’of the sea is his 
path; the dark places of the sea are his road.’5 For other 
critical emendations, see HOOK, JORDAN, SOUL, and of course 
such writers as Budde, Duhm, Gunkel, and Beer should be 
consulted. Budde and Duhm, however, start with an incorrect 
theory as to the meaning of the names Behemoth and Leviathan. 

That the passages which we have been considering 
really are interpolations, can hardly be questioned 
except on the ground of an a priori assumption of the 
unity of the hook. They are interpolations because 
their insertion in the Book of Job has involved inter- 
ference with the form of the context, except where, as 
in the case of chap. 28 (see v. 28). the interference was 
confined to the inserted poem itself, and, even when 
beautiful in themselves, they mar the effect of the true 
poem of Job. 

The Speeches of Elihu are somewhat differently 
circumstanced. I t  seems best to call them (with G. 
12. Elihn Hoffmann) a supplement to the original 

section poem, rather than an interpolation. Their 
insertion (if they were inserted) has in- 
volved taking no liberty, either with the 

text of the speeches themselves, or with that of the 
Colloquies of Job and his three friends, and some 
writers6 think that they give the best solution of Job’s 
problem that was, from the point of view of the Hebrew 
Wisdom, possible, and that without them the Speeches 
of Yahwe would be liable to the charge of using force 
towards Job instead of argument. This charge, how- 
ever, would be valid only if the Speeches of Yahw& 
belong to the author or authors of the Colloquies. For 
certainly the Speeches of YahwB, noble as they are in 
themselves, are not such as were adapted to impress 
the supposed auditor (see, e.g., 233-7). As to the high 
estimate of the Elihu Speeches in the writers referred to, 
it may be enough to say that (in spite of Elihu‘s asser- 
tion in 32146) there is hardly any argument in the Elihu 
section which cannot he found in the Speeches of the 
Friends, while the description of God‘s incomprehensible 
greatness in 3613-3724 appears like an inferior copy of 

1 Each stanza consists of four tetrastichs or quatrains. 
a Giesebrecht (Dry Welzde$unht des B. Hid ,  ’79) adopts a 

3 Read l$p? See 

4 Read 71lN?? 0%; 0;. 

5 Read V?*$ dr;lm ’Z@flp \YF? lk: V,?lg (see @, and cp 

point of view akin to that of Budde. 

Cytt. Eib. 
2411, and in I ,  \?? for 11nP. 

. .  . . . . .  
Am. 9 3). 

6 Among older scholars Stickel (‘42), and among recent 
writers Budde, Cornill, and Wildehoer may he specially 
mentioned. 
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the Speeches of YahwB. The admiration expressed by 
some critics for the teaching of Elihu is certainly much 
exaggerated, and would not have been shared by the 
poet of the Colloquies, who rejects the doctrine of the 
Friends. Not to speak now of the poverty of the style, 
it may truly be said that the speaker or writer thinks 
far too much of his minute advances in religious theory. 
The only excuse for him is his marvellous naYvet6. Here 
is one of his self-assertive utterances :- 

I will fetch my knowledge from far, 
And will see justice done to my Maker, 
For truly my words are no lies 
One perfect in knowledge is bifore thee (3B 3J). 

Elihu’s 
favourite theory of the disciplinary character of suffering 
(3314-30 368-25) was fully stated by Eliphaz at  the 
outset ( 5 8 8  1 7 8 ) .  If he ceases to advocate it, it is 
because Job will not allow that it applies to his case. 
There is only one section in which Elihu may claim 
some originality. He says (3314) that God speaks to 
sinners in two ways ; first, by alarming them with 
dreams (vu. 15-18), and next by sending them sicknesses 
which would have a fatal issue but fot the intervention 
of a friendly angel (vv. 19-28). The central stanza of the 
former passage (3315f:) should run thus :- 

What an over-estimate of his originality ! 

By a dream a vision of the night, 
In slumberings upon the bed, 
He opens the ears of men 
And makes their flesh to iremble.1 

Here Elihn differs from Eliphaz his model by making 
the dream (see v. 17) a means of ‘ withholding a man 
from injustice ’ ( & h y ~ ,  v. 17. Biek., Du., after 48). The 
most important part of the second passage (3322-25) is 
very incorrectly given in MT, though the interpretation 
given to M T  by critics (cp PARACLETE) does not 
seriously misrepresent the mind of the wrjter. Most 
probably we should read as follows :- 

And his soul draws near to the pit, 
And his life to the dark world, 
Unless an angel redeem him, 
One who rescues man from Abaddon, 

And he be gracious to him, and say, ‘ Let him go ; 
I have found the ransom of his soul ; 
Let his flesh swell with youthful strength, 
Let him return to the days of his youth.’a 

* *  L * * * 

Here Elihu ventures on a virtual contradiction of 
Eliphaz who (v. I )  denies that ‘ holy ones,‘ Le. ,  angels, 
can help a man struck by deadly sickness. He 
positively asserts that when a sick man seems near 
his end, one of those angels whom God commissions, 
not to lie in wait (like the Satan) for the tripping of the 
righteous, hut to prevent the chastisement of penitent 
sinners from going too far, rescues him from the 
destroying angel who has already grasped him. The 
‘ransom ’ spoken of is probably the prayer of penitent 
confession (vv. 26-28). The angelology of ‘ Elihu’ is 

1 MT, obscurely, Oh!! DRb71,-i.e., ‘and seals their disci- 
pline’ (or, ‘their bond’). @, Aq., Pesh. (Bick., G. Hoffm., 
Bu., Beer, Du.), Oi?n;, ‘terrifies.’ For OlDD Du., Beer sug- 
gest P@$, ‘terrors’ (@, ;v s?rScmv 46pov T O L O ~ T O W ) .  But this 
leaves metre and parallelism imperfect. A close inspection 
reveals leg; o??? hnsp (see 4 14J ; Ps. 119 120). Writing 
the letters of MT continuously, one sees how the error arose. 

2 In 1. z for P’npth, ‘to the destroying(angels?),’ which is not 
properly I/ to n&, ‘to the pit,’ read n?n\? in!; @ Ev $ 8 ~  
O’?Q gives one beat more, but has no other recommenda- 
tion. In 1. 3 read & ??ti$?! i(l-DN. Note the Pasek after 
lhy. In 1. 4 read ]\’1)t$ Old h e :  O l k l  was perhaps still in 
the text when the gloss ’121 l * ~ ; l S  was inserted. i i i x n ,  hy a 
little transposition and corruption, became I>$ ’?n. Bu. omits 
r,5e’j” 1nN ,&as agloss, which isunjustifiable. In 1. 5 read 
13gls (so some MSS) with Bsttch., Wright, Gra., Hofim. 
Bu.:’Du., Beer. In 
I. 7 read ~BC)’ ;  Hoffm., Bi., Bu., Du. 

In I. 6 insert \W?!; Bick.(l), Bu., Du. 
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therefore more developed than that of the Colloquies 
(cp Job and SOL 44J). 

We have on the one hand an angel of Death and on the 
other an angelic redeemer. Whatever may have bien popularly 
believed a t  an earlier date it is only a late poet (later it would 
seem than those who ga$e the tone to the Psalter i n d  later 
also ihan the poem of Job) who could have autioritatively 
sanctioned this belief. Elihu's minute reproductions of sayings 
of Job (see 338f: 345J 35zJ) also point to an author who had 
the book before him as a whole so far as it was then extant. 
What he gives us is a reasserdon of the doctrine of earthly 
retribution in what seemed to him a n  improved form, and he 
gives this reassertion greater force by leading the reader to 
suppose that Job was silenced by it, and that Yahw& tacitly 
approved it. 

( u )  Lazguuge.-That there are many points of 
contact between Elihu and the Colloquies is not 

denied (cp Bu., Beifr. 92-123) ; but there 
13* sty1e Of are also many words (e.&, y?) and phrases 

speeches. peculiar to ' Elihu' (ib. 124-146), which 
would hardly have been the case if ' Elihu ' 

were written by the author of the Colloquies, considering 
that the circle of ideas in ' Elihu' is not very different from 
that in the Colloquies. It  may of course be answered 
that an interval of some duration separates the com- 
position of the two sections, so that we are ultimately 
thrown back on the question whether it is likely that 
the same writer would have worked up the old material 
again with the object of restating old solutions of Job's 
problem. A good deal has been said on the larger 
number of Aramaisms in ' Elihu ' as compared with the 
Colloquies, and, as the text now stands, not without 
reason. But the text of ' Elihu' is in urgent need of 
critical emendation (.g., fij21 in Job376 is certainly 
wrong).' So far as the present writer can see, how- 
.ever, the legitimate emendations of the text of ' Elihu ' 
,do not raise the Speeches of Elihu to the same plane of 
literary excellence as the Speeches of Job and his Friends 
(upon which, be it remembered, the same beneficent art 
.of critical emendation has also to be practised). Budde, 
it is true, is of an opposite opinion. By the removal of 
corruptions and interpolations he thinks that the linguistic 
.argument against the so-called ' genuineness ' of the 
Elihu-section has lost its basis, and that both the form 
.and the contents of the speeches can now be much 
.better appreciated (Hiob, Einl., p. XX). To  criticise 
this statement adequately would require too much 
space. The present writer has no disinclination to 
.join in the effort to relieve Elihu's speeches from some 
of the rust which has gathered about them; but he 
feels sure that no restoration can make the picture a 
masterpiece (cp Driver, Zntr.(E), 429). 

(6). Non-mention in Prologue and E$iZope.-There 
.certainly ought to have been a condemnation of Elihu 
in the Epilogue ; the non-mention of him in the Prologue 
we can perhaps pass over. It  is absurd to speak of the 
.harmony (?) between the Speeches of Elihu and those 
of Yahwi: as sufficiently indicating YahwB's approval of 
his youthful advocate (Stickel). Almost more reasonable 
is the statement in the Testament of Jo6 ( a  Greek Jewish 
Midrash), 'And after he (Elihu) had ended, God 
appeared to me (Job) in a storm and in clouds, and 
spoke, blaming Elihu, and showing me that he who 
had spoken was not a man but a wild beast.'2 I t  
would, indeed, have been inhuman to harass a sufferer 
like Job with such feeble commonplaces 1 

The recognition of the fact that the Book of Job, like 
Homer and like the Sagas, has grown together by the 
14. Date. combination of different elements, has an 

important bearing on the date of the Book. 
'The phrase ' the Book of Job ' may have two meanings : 
( I )  the original Book of Job, so far as it is extant 
. (11-2~3;  427-17). and (2) the Book of Job with the 
latest inserted passages. The date of the Book, in the 
second sense, will be that of the latest insertion ; in the 
first sense.it will be that of the writing of the Prologue 

K6hler, 'The Testament of Jof~,' Kohut Memorid, 333. 

Elihu 

1 Perles, 7Ql;; Siegfr., Bu., ??l. 
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and Epilogue. The latter date can easily be determined. 
A prominent supernatural personage in the celestial 
court is called ' the Satan ' ( ' adversary,' ' accuser '). 
The same personage appears in his character of ' accuser ' 
before Yahwh in Zech. 3, and it can readily be shown 
(see SATAN) that the conception of the Satan is more 
developed in Job1 and 2 than in Zech. 3.' Now the 
date of Zech. 3 is 519 B.c. ; the first Book of Job is 
therefore later than 519 B.c. It  is no objection to this 
date: ( u )  that the picture of the life of Job in the 
Prologue is in harmony with the old patriarchal stories, 
or (6) that the author shows himself to be a gifted 
narrator. The Book of Ruth shows that there were 
highly gifted narrators in the later times, and such a 
writer could easily imitate the patriarchal stories. I f  
the k.?if&ih (EV piece of money) in 4211 is really copied 
from Gen. 33 19, the writer of the original Job was only 
too faithful an imitator, for &%@h is probablya corrup- 
tion of a much more intelligible and historical phrase 
(see KESITAH). The mention of the Chaldeans (1 17) as 
marauders has been thought to point to the period before 
Nabopolassar aLd Nebuchadrezzar. But ' Chaldeans' 
should probably be ' Cushites' (see CUSH, § 2, I) ; the 
' Cushites ' and 'Sabeans' of antiquity were remembered 
by a late tradition (cp z Ch. 149). 

The date of the Prologue and Epilogue is marked 
(I) by the double restoration of Job's poperty (4212; 
v. 106 may be a gloss),2 which corresponds to a standing 
feature in the descriptions of glorified Israel (see Is. 61 7, 
Zech. 912, Jer. 1614-18), and (2) still more by the 
parallelism between the story of Job's calamity and 
restored prosperity and the figurative description of 
the vicissitudes of the Servant of Yahwi: in Is. 5213-53 12. , 
The latter point requires some elucidation. Is. 53 3 
46 7 are like a poetic description of the ' stroke ' of Job's 
sickness, of the horror of his neighbours, and of his own 
pious resignation ; G. Hoffn~ann deserves special credit 
for pointing out the analogy of the metaphorical sickness 
of the Servant to the actual sickness of Job. It  appears 
likely that Job, who in the Prologue and the Epilogue is a 
type of Israel, partly suggested the figurative description 
of the ' Servant of .Yahw& '-the personification of the 
company of pious Israelites in the age inaugurated by 
Ezra which regarded itself as the true, spiritual Israel. 
' Reflecting on the causeof Job's misery, the writer (of Is. 
53) came to the conclusion that God must have appointed 
this for the good of those who, unlike Job, were trans- 
gressors (cp 428), and that Jobs  consciousness of this 
must have helped him to bear his sufferings uncom- 
plainingly.'a And taking Job fo be a type of Israel, 
he became assured that true Israelites, who bore the 
sufferings brought upon them through the great national 
calamity as uncomplainingly as Job ( i .e . ,  the Job of the 
original Book), would like him be the means of salvation 
to others, and would thus, like him, demonstrate the 
possibility of disinterested piety. It  must surely be 
admitted that the two writers (of the original Job and of 
the ' Servant ' passages) belonged to the same period, 
and if so it is probable that they lived subsequently to 
the introduction of Ezra's lawbook, for this is the period 
to which the passages on the Servant of Yahwi: may 
most plausibly beassigned (see SERVANT OF THE LORD). 
It  is, however, not quite impossible to give both Is. 53 
and the original Book of Job a somewhat earlier date, 
viz., somewhere about 500 B. C.,  which is the date to 
which G. Hoffmann, Hio6, 34, assigns the 'genuine 
Book of Job.' 

I t  is impossible to estimate with precision the amount of lin- 
guistic evidence for the late date of Prologue, Epilogue, and 
Colloquies, owing to the frequent nncertain[y of the text. For 
instance, the first three words cited by Dillmann (p. xxxi) as 
Aramaic probably do not belong to the true text of the Colloquies. 

1 This is of importance. 

a But see Budde's note. 
8 Jew. RrL L f e ,  162. 

Dillmann asserts, 'In Zech. (1 104 
3 ~ f :  6 5 )  the Prologue of Job is already used and imitated 
(Hioh, Einl. p. xxxvi). See, however, Nowack, Kl. Pr. 325. 
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1); in 16 15 and lh in 31 33 are corrupt; and 15 r7J, which 
contains ”fl (a favourite word of Elihu), is a wretched distich, 
which has 110 place in this fine poem; ’nine, a doubly 
Aramaic form, also occurs in an interpolated distich (1317; 
see Bick., Dn.). lp, which Beer (p. 83) and Nestle 
(ZATW20 172 [1900l) rightly claim as an Aram. word for 
bm6r (so e), ‘ skin-bottle,’ is found again in an inserted dis- 
tich (1328; see Du.); ’??@, ‘my witness,’ 1 6 r g  and ”!?$ 
in 2613 (see RAHAB) are corrupt. There are, however, nn- 
doubted Aramaisms, such as p? (522), 55; (Sz), with 
plural D.!? and j$’p (626 1211  1317, and often), 1: (1327), 

Dpp (168 [?I, 22 16), 
Dillmann accounts for these partly as dialectal peculiarities 

partly as arising from a rhythmic need of variety; hut the forme; 
explanationcannot safelybepressed. Aswords, orsenses ofwords 
characteristic of later Hebrew (7th or 6th century) he mention; 
(a) 5:?, 2 I O ;  (6) 11; ‘ to  determine’(22& an Aramaic usage. 
But Dillmann’s note on 22 28 is most unsatisfactory ; he is com- 
pelled to take the next word l e k  to mean ‘a  thing’-a purely 
imaginary meaning, though one commentator after another re- 
affirms it. The passage is corrupt ; 1nNmni comes from 

W ) ;  the line is copied from 11 17 (on 
which see Ex). T 10 381f: [‘99]); it occurs in the late appendage 
t o  the third speech of Eliphaz; (c) 725 [Arani.], 1420 1624; 

(4 a;tJ, 1 3  (a doubtful passage).l (e) 1’ 
hand),’ Gg. Here again the text is corrup 
more confidence than in 73. Read ’!q>’! * j  lny:, ‘that he 

would grant my prayer and shatter me.’ (f) 3772, ‘tyrant,: 
21 28, as in Is. 13 2. The change from ‘ liberal, noble ’ to tyrant 
is not probable (contrast Is. 32 5), and it is better to emend to 
liq in both passages. (g) pn, ‘interest,’212r 223. (h) ll?, 
10 22. t But Shed  was certainly not O*!?D-d\, ‘disorderly’ ; 
’0 NI) is based on a miswritten form of n1nh.S ( i)  l?+?, 
‘branches’(149, etc.). (j) D’?Yk, 4 13 202 (doubtful passages). 
(k) n?u$S, 21 6. (0 n h ,  2610. (m) @p, 21 34. Dillmann 
also mentions the use of 5 for the accusative, and the occasional 
use of the plural in I?-. H e  might have added that the relative 
V only occurs once in the M T  of the Colloquies (192963); it 
is found, however, in Lam. 2 4f: (see LAMENTATIONS). 

On the whole, Dillmann has not been able to indicate many 
distinctly late Hebrew words in the Colloquies ; rare words 
only to be explained from the Arabic, need not necessarily b; 
late, though the possibility of the late adoption of Arabic words 
in literary Hebrew cannot be denied.4 I t  would seem that if the 
writer is of late date (and the other arguments go far to prove 
that he is so) he took pains to cultivate a classic Hebrew style 
and his success shows that the facilities for writing such Hebred 
were great ; there was probably a regular school for the practice 
of classic Hebrew writing. The falling off in the Hebrew of 
Ben Sira is very noticeable. 

To place the Book of Job-whether in a larger or a 
narrower sense-in the age of Jeremiah (Dill., Konig), 
or more precisely not long before the siege of Jerusalem, 
is becoming more and more difficult. It  is true, the 
death of Josiah, and the sad events which rapidly 
followed, must have prompted the question, ‘ Wherefore 
doth the way of the wicked prosper’ (Jer. 12 T ; cp Job 
21 7)?  Moreover, we actually find Jeremiah (2014-18) 
cursing the day on which he was born. It is true, both 
passages are liable to grave suspicion, and may without 
arbitrariness he regarded as ‘ secondary’ ; even Dillmann 
questions 20 14-18. But even accepting provisionally 
Jeremiah‘s authorship of both passages, we cannot 
draw any critical inference from this. Poetry like that 
of Job and the Psalms represents, not the scanty band 
of a prophet’s disciples, but that large section of the 
community which had at  length absorbed Jeremiah’s 

1 The parallelism is bad, and the distich does not fit in with 
the context. 

2 The scribe may have collected the singular combination of 
corrupt variants in v. 22 from different manuscripts. 

3 See Konig (EirrZ. 417), who, with Dillmann, reads ’7V. 
Probablv the Dassaae is elossatorial. See also Konia on the 

and 7;y (8 7 TI 1223). 

(continue 

h 1313 is a corruption of ?Jig. 
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ideas. The probability, therefore, is that the poems 
which contain parallels to passages plausibly ascribed to 
Jeremiah were written a good while after that prophet’s 
age. It is true the language of Job is so vigorous and, 
comparatively speaking, so pure (especially when a 
methodical textual criticism has been applied) that 
apart from other considerations one’s first impulse might 
be to place such a book rather early. But nwy early it 
is impossible to place it, and a time of rapid national 
decline, like that of Jeremiah, is really less suitable for 
the composition of such a fine work than any moderately 
quiet part of the Persian period. As a compromise we 
might of course refer the work to the exilic period (see 
Davidson,’~. lxvii ; Che. Job andSoZ. 74). But when we 
take the ideas of the book into consideration, we see 
that it is best understood as the provisional summing 
up of a long period of meditation under the combination 
of special influences which existed in the post-exilic age 
and at no other period. 

How much later the existing Colloquies were sub- 
stituted for the original Colloquies or Colloquy, is of 
course uncertain. The former imply a heightened 
interest in the problem of suffering. The wise men tell 
Job that he must have been a great sinner to have been 
overtaken by such a calamity. So in Is. 6317 we find 
the Jewish community asking why Yahwe bad caused 
the Jews to err from his ways, and hardened their hearts 
so as not to fear him? The company of faithful Jews 
(=the Servant of Yahu-8) could not remember any 
transgressions sufficient to account for the recent aggra- 
vation of their misery. They were ‘ those who worked 
righteousness and remembered the ways that God would 
have’ (Is. 6 4 5 ~ )  ; yet they were compelled to suppose 
that Israel had somehow broken faith, and become 
guilty in the eyes of God, so that all their righteous 
deeds (which they could no more disown than Job could 
disown his righteousness) were as a filthy garment (Is. 
645 r4] J ) ,  and consequently they had to bear the 
weight of God‘s unaccountable anger. This is analogous 
to what the three Friends would have had Job say, and 
what he stoutly refused to say; there is nothing to 
compare with it in the section consisting of Is. 40-55 

. ~ ~ I _  

variation of usage in Job between 

of rob is a translation. 

and ’>?~j. 
4 Ihn Ezra (on Job 2 IT) expresses the opinion that the Book 

In  his Li6ev /obi (1737) Schnltens 
describes the language as Hebrzo-Arabic, and says that it 
expresses the true genius of Arabic. This is in every way an 
exaggeration. 
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(see-4027 49 14). 
The later we bring down the date of the Colloquies 

the better we can understand not only the atmosphere 
of political and social unrest (see, e.g., ’71) which seems 
to pervade them (cp 1217-25, 14rJ). but also the wide 
intellectual interests of the author. Even if we restrict 
our view to Job 3-19, the extent of those interests is very 
striking ; the earlier writer apparently had it in him to 
say nearly all the best that his successors have said. 
Apart from their particular controversy, both Job and 
the Friends state much that is admirable respecting God 
and human nature, and show an interest in the world 
of nature which can only be paralleled to some extent 
in the second part of Isaiah. The angelology and 
mythological allusions, too, indicate a remarkable 
freedom from religious scruple, such as we know to 
have characterised the later period.2 Nor must we 
omit to pay homage to the purity and inwardness of the 
morality of Job’s great self-justification (chap. 31). He 
may seem to be self-righteous ; but this is only due to 
the predominance of the conception of God as a Judge. 
He knows equally well with the Friends that essential 
purity belongs to God alone, though the passage which 
distinctly expresses this truth ( 1 4 4 )  is plainly an inter- 
p ~ l a t i o n . ~  Job has never really fallen away from God. 
Nor are the authors of the Colloquies sceptics except as 
regards an antiquated orthodoxy. They are no doubt 

1 In  EB(9) Professor Davidson places the Book ‘somewhere in 
the troubled period ’ between the early part of the seventh and 
the fifth centuries. 

2 See Job aled SOL 7 9 8 ;  OPs. 270; and cp Budde, Hiob, 
Einl. 44f: 

3 I t  interrupts the connection. Rudde keeps th?‘ passage in 
the text, hut in the note inclines to regard it as an lnterpolation 
(so Bick., Beer). 
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in a sense cosmopolitans. Either by hearsay or by 
travel (cp 6 19 21 29) they have some real acquaintance 
with the world outside Judza. But to all that, from a 
modern Christian point of view, is fundamental in the 
Jewish religion Job is as loyal as Ezra himself. And 
what can be more truly prophetic than Job's appeal to 
God's love against his undiscriminating wrath? All 
this can hardly have been written much before the close 
of the Persian peri0d.l 

The Speeches of YahwB (38-42 6) belong to a poet of 
the same school as the poem on the Divine Wisdom 
(28 1-27) ; they are, however, of somewhat earlier date 
than that fine poem, which contains one line borrowed 
from the Speeches (0. 266 ; cp 38 256). The writer's in- 
terest in the problem of suffering is but slight. Nor does 
philosophical speculation attract him : he is an observer 
-a poetic observer-of nature. Chap. 28 has special 
.affinities with the eulogies of wisdom in Prov. 3 13-20 and 
822-31. The happy tone, the interest in nature, and 
in the case of chap. 28 (and parallels) the tendency to 
hypostatize Wisdom, suggest the bringing down of all 
these works to the period of widened outlook and 
greater freedom from anxiety at the beginning of the 
Greek rule. W e  need not, however, on this account 
identify nnm, ' wisdom,' with the Xlyos or the voOs ~ o q -  
7 ~ 6 s  ; indeed, such a view would oblige us, with Duhm, 
to bring down Prov. 8 22-31 and Job28 to the third 
century B.C. The Zoroastrian conception of the two- 
fold wisdom2 (heavenly and earthly) is old enough to 
have influenced the Jews : Persian (and Babylonian) 
influences continued to be felt long after the fall of the 
Persian Empire. 

The various conflicting theories which have been 
offered as to the DurDose of the book will now be seen 
15. Growth and to proceed from a false assumption. 

The book of Job has no literary 
unitv. and cannot have had a DUT- 

object ofJob. 
pose. I t  has grown; it has not been made. The 
different parts of the book, however, had their purpose, 
which must be sought for by an exegesis unfettered by 
a priori  theories. The earliest writer wished to suggest 
that righteous Israel's sufferings were an honour, because 
they showed that Israel's service of God was disinterested. 
The next writer simply gave expression to the conflict- 
ing thoughts of his time on the great problem of suffer- 
i ng ;  he himself had no definite solution to give. A 
third writer could only offer the anodyne of the poetic 
imaginative observation of the wonders of nature. 
A fourth sought to undo the work of his predecessors 
by restating a theory which had not, he thought, been 
adequately represented before. The present book 
is heterogeneous and amorphous ; it gives us, however, 
a picture of Jewish religious life and thongbt which is of 
priceless value. For a subtle and interesting attempt to 
commend a very different view see $ 4  of the Introduc- 
tion to Budde's comnientary. 

The genuine Septuagint text has been practically 
recovered from the Sahidic Version (CoDtic of UoDer 

Egypt) of Job ptbli'shed by"P. 
Versions' Agostino Ciasca in 1889; 39 96-407 

is the only lacuna, It is shorter than the Hebrew 
text by nearly 400 stichi. Origen in his Hexapla 
supplied its deficiencies from Theodotion, mark- 
i n g  the insertions by asterisks, and there are still five 
MSS which give Origen's marks more or l ~ s s  com- 
pletely (see Hatch, Bssays on BibZicaZ Greek, 216). 
Hatch in 1889 accepted the shorter Septuagint form as 
that of the original Book of Job, and Bickell (1892- 
1894), whenever his metrical theory will allow it, follows 
the Greek.3 Dillmann, however, in the Transactions of 
the Royal Prussian Academy (Textkritisches zum B. 

1 See Kleinert. 'Das snezifisch.hehriische im B. Hiob,'St. KY.. 
'86. . 2 9 0 8  

For Bickell's earlier view of a, see his ,De 
&dole ac ratione Versionis A Zcxandrinr in interpretando h6ro 
gb1.i ('63). 

2 gee Ex$ositor, '9s a ,  p. 79 ; cp PERSIA (Religion). 
3 See r7a. 

Ijo6, 'go) has subjected Hatch's arguments to a de- 
tailed consideration, and has shown that, except in a 
few cases, the omissions were arbitrarily made by the 
Greek translator, or, as we might almost better call 
him, paraphrast. This does not, of course, exclude the 
possibility that some of the omissions may he justifiable 
on grounds of internal criticism, and that the translator 
may have been partly guided by warning signs (Paseks) 
in the Hebrew text indicating the non-originality of 
certain passages, some of which signs may easily have 
become misplaced. See further Budde, Hiob, Einl. 
xlviiij? ; Beer, 'Textkritische Studien zum B. Job,' 
ZATW 1 6 2 9 7 8  (,'96), 1797&,( '97),  1 8 2 5 7 8 ,  ('98). 
Beer's work deals with all the versions ; see also his Text 
des B. Hiod-two parts ( '95, '98). On the Peshitta, 
see A. Mandl, Die Peschittha zu Hioh, nebst einem. 
Anhang iib. ihi-er Verhaltniss ZUY LXX u. Taqunz 
(:92),andE. Baumann, Z A T W I 8 3 0 5 3  ( '98) ,  1 9 2 8 8 8  
( 99), 2 0 1 7 7 8  (1900). See also W. Bacher, 'Das  
Targ. zu Hiob,' M G  W J  20 208-223 ('71), and H. Gratz, 
' Das Zeitalter der griech. Uebersetz. des B.H., ' MG CVJ 
2683-91 ('77). 
(a) Text.-Now that the study of the textual criticism of Job 

is entering on a new stage we must not onlit to trace its earlier 
hiskory.' These are the chief names. C. F. 

17. Literature. Houbigant (priest of the aratory), Note 
Critice in uiziuersos V T  lidros 2 I C G - Z I ~  

(1777). A hundred years later A. Merx Das Gcdichz-uon 
e6 (1871), reviewed unfavourLbly by E v h d ,  GG-4, Nov. 29 
77, hut gratefully by H. Schultz, 3DT 16 ('TI)]. The import! 
ance of the hook lies in its treatment of the text, especially 
in its attempt at  a methodical use of the versions, not so much 
in its use of a theory of strophes to discover interpolations or 
lacunae. P. de Lagarde, Pro$hefc? Chaln'aice, see pp., If :  
('72). G. Bickell, Carminu V T  matrice, 150.187 ('82), giving 
the text of Job arranged according to his metrical theory, marks 
a step forward; cp Flunk in Z K I ' ,  '8q.p. 3 4 0 8 ,  G. H. Bateson 
Wright, The Book o f l o b ,  a new critzcaZL9 revised translation 
with essays on scansion, date, efc. ('intended to follow in th; 
wake of the critical edition of A. Merx'), a pioneering work, 
produced at  Ilong Kong, with easily explained defects, and  
strange indications of a critical tendency almost new among 
students of the text of Job (cp Bndde, TLZ, une 14, '84; 
Cheyne 106 and Solomon, 113 ; 3QX 9 574, ['971j. H. Gratz, 
MGW13G ('87), in a review of Cheyne's Job and Solomon, 
which contains a conspectus of Gratz's emendations as far as 
chap. 29, not included in the posthumous Ewzendationes. G .  
Hoffmann Hioh ('91). cp Cheyne Crtf .  Rev. 1 250.259 ('91). 
Bickell ' b e r  ursprunil. Sept.-tex; des B. Job ' Z K f ;  '86, p. 
5 5 7 8  ' Krit. Bearbeitung des Job-dialogs,: &ZKM, '92, pp. 

highest importance in spite of its too frequent arbitrariness, 
which is subjected to good-natured banter by Budde. Perhaps 
however, Budde would have improved his own work by adoptin; 
more from Bickell. The theory that the poetical portions (except 
the eight-line speech of Yahwi: and certain passages in tristichs) 
are composed in four-line strophes cannot he said to have been 
overthrown by Budde. On Bickell's view of the original Septu- 
agint, see C. Siegfried 'Job' in SBOT (Heb.), '93 ; cp. R. 
Gottheil / O X  7 557.3  (' 4). Bickell's work was not in time to 
be used 617 Siegfried. J. l e y ,  'Die metrische Beschaffenheit des 
B.H.' St.Kr. ' 5, pp. 635-692, and later essays in St.Kr. '99. 
G. Beer ('05.~987. Budde ('96); Duhm ('97); see below. Perles 
+nal&&('g5). ' Cheyne, ' The Text of Job,'JQR 9 5 7 3 8  ('97); 
More Critical Gleanings from Job,' Ex$. T 10 353 Iy: ('99), and 

many scattered notes in 3QR, Ex$. T, Crit. Bid., and the 
present work. 

Paul Vetter, Die Mefrik des 
B. 106 (97). See also Bickell, Budde, Duhm, and cp POETICAL 

137 X z p 1 8  327 8.: '93> pp. 1f/F 1 s  8 : 94, P. 121 : of the 

(1.) Metre.-J. Ley, as above. 

LITERATURE $8. 
(c) Com&faries and Translations.-For orientation in the 

work of the earlier exegesis, see Del.'s indispensable work on 
Job, Introduction, 5 IO, 'History of Exegesis ; cp Diestel, 
&.d. dm A T in d ~ r  chr&+Z. Kirchc. KO other book was so 
impossible to interpret before the reawakenmg of linguistic know- 
ledge as that of Job. In  the 16th century Mercerus (1573) both 
for Job and for the 'Solomonic' writings did work of some 
permanent value. The famous passage, Job 19 25, he explains of 
Job's hope of a public recognition of his innocence by God in 
his lifetime. The first strictly philological commentary IS that 
of Albert Schultens LiberJodi 2 vols. Leyden, 1737-a magnifi- 
cent and thorough kttempt to Lpply the key of Arabic philology 
to problems which were often only created by corruption of the 
text. Elizabeth Smith (d. 1805), translation, 'IO. S. Lee, '37. 
H. Ewald, L'ichter des Alfen BundesN, 3 ('54); cp Cheyne, 

Renan L> Lz'vr~ de Job, '59. ' F 
DillmLnn, in KGH, '60. '01 (valuable). 

Hitzig, '74. 
excellent). 

A. Elzas,'72(Jewish) ~ ~ ~ ~~ II I "  

J. C. Matthes, part i7 'jk~philological commentary; 
G. L. Studer, Das B.H. fGrgeistliche 94. gedila'efe 
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Laien '81 (a useful companion to his critical essays ; see below). 
E. Riuss, in L a  sainte Bi6le, Anc. Test. vi. ('78), and Hiu6 
(translation), '88. G. H. B. Wright, '83 (see above). A. E. 
Davidson, Comilzentary, vol. i. '62 (philological), '84 (in Cam- 
bridge Bible). W. Volck, in KGK, '89. G. H. Gilbert The 
Poetry of j ob ,  part i., a rhythmical translation in three-ioned 
lines ; part ii. interpretative essays (Chicago, '89). G. Hoff- 
mann ('91 . t rahat ion,  etc.). Fr. 
Baethgen 'in Kau. H S  '94.  and Hi06 (translation) '99. G. 
Bickell, ' job, '  in Dicht&ge; der Uebriier, ii, '82 ( t r h a t i o n  ; 
should go with C a m .  VT Metv. ; see ahove, a )  ; Das B. 306 
nach AnZeitunK der Sirophik u. der Septuaginta, '94 (trans- 
lation ; should go with Bi.'s later Heb. edition ; see a). K. 
Budde, '96. B. Duhm, '97. The last two writers seem to mark 
a new stage in exegetical study. 

(a') Articles and other contdrtions.-A. Schultens, ' Anim- 
adversiones philologicae in librum Jobi,' in Opera minora, 
9-92 (1769). Fr. Biittcher, in Exeg.-krit. Aehrenlese, '49, and 
Neue exer.-kvit. Aehrenl. (Abthl. 2). '65. I. A. Froude. Short 

C. Siegfried, '93 (see Text) .  

Studies 0% Grent Su6jccts,'l 2368T67): S: Hoekstra,' 'Job de 
knecht van Jehovah,' Th. T 5 I 8 ('71). H. Gritz, Die In- 
tegritit der Kap. 27 u. 28 in Hiob,' MGT! 21 2 4 1 8  ('??). J. 
Wellh. J D T ,  71, p. 5 5 2 8  A. Kuenen, Job en de lijdende 
knecht van Jahveh,' 7 - 4 9 2 3  ('73). Godet, essay in &'udes 
BibZiques, '74. W. H. Green, The Argument of the Book of 
/ob unfolded, '73. Studer, 'Uber die Integritat des B.H.'/PT, 
75, p. 668 8 J. Barth, Beitruge ZWY Erkliil;/ms des B .  306, 
'76. ' ' Die Capp. 
27 u. 28 des B.H., 'ZATWZ 1 9 3 8  ('82). Fr. dkebrecht ,  Der 
Wewz'e#unkt des B.H.,' '79 (subtle; obscure in style). J. 
Derenbourg ' Reflexions detachees ' RE] 1 18 ('80). T. R. 
Cheyne, ' bb and the Second Par; of Isaiah ' Projh. 1s.W 2 
2 5 9 8  (:E+! ; 102 and Sofomon '87. . Gril1,)Zur Kriti! der 
Conzposzhon des B.H.  go (driginali J, Meinhold, Das 
Problem des B.H.' Neue Jahr6b. J: deutsche Thkol., '92, p. 
6 3 8  H. Gunkel Schiipfung u. Chaos, 36-38  48-70 92, '95 (im- 
portant). L. La;;, Die Compositiondes B.H.,  '95. C. H. H .  
Wright Bi6ZicaZ Essays, 1-33, 186. G. G. Bradley, Lectures 
on jod ,  "87. Seyring, Die A6hlrBngigkeit fL'r Spriiche Sal. Cap. 
1-9 won Hid,  '89. The original form of 
the Legend of Job,' J B L ,  1 4 6 3 8  ('95). H. L. Strack, ' Dit  
Prioritat des B.H. gegeniiberden Einleitungsreden z.d. Spr. Sal. 
St.Kr., '96, p. 6 0 9 8  J. Ley, 'Die dramat. Anlage der Hiob- 
dichtung,' Neaejahrb6.J: PhiZos. n. Padagogik, '96 (z), 1268 ; 
' Charakteristik der drei Freunde Hiohs ' St.Kr., 1900, p. 3 3 1 3  
S .  R. Driver 'Sceptics of the OT,' Conienrp. Rev., '96, p. ' 2 5 7 4  
T. K. CheyAe, 'The Book of Job and its Latest Commentator, 
Exjfs., '97a, p. 401 8; 1976, p. 2 2 8 ;  Jew. ReZ. Liye, '98, 
passrm. 

Among the Introductions see especially those of Driver, Cor- 
nill, and Wildeboer. 

JOBAB (a$', i u B b B  [BADFL]). 
I. One of the thirteen tribes called sons of JOKTAN 

(Gen. 1029, rwpu8 [E] ; I Ch. 1 2 3  om. B, wpup [A]). 
Its precise seat is unknown, but there may be an echo 
of the name in that of the Yuhaidab (XXW), a tribe 
mentioned in two of Glaser's inscriptions (Skizze, 2303), 
which seems to have been subject to the SabEan king. 
Cp  Di.'s note. 

2. b. Zerah, an Edomite king whose city was Bozrah (Gen. 
36 33f: ropd [A in v. 331 coj3aK [E] ; I Ch. 144f: rwapap [B in 
n. 44 dnlyl). identified 'with Job in the appeAdix to the '26 
version of t i a t  book (42 17 6). Cu schol. in Field's Hex. on 

K. Budde, Beitriige ZUY Krit. des B.H.  

D. B. Macdonald, 

R. G. Moulton, 96 (in Modern Reader's Bible). 

T. K. C. 

114, 9 13). 

is more probable (cp HOBAB) ; n is often omitted or misread. 
T. K. c. 

Very possibly Jobab is not always correct. Joab or Jonadab 

JOCHEBED (723', probably ' Yahwe is [my tribe's] 
glory,' cp 5s 38, 80 ; i u x a B e A  [BAFL]) was, according 
to P, the dCd& (?@I) or aunt of Amram, who took her 
to wife ; their children were Aaron, Moses, and Miriam 
(Ex. 6 2 0  [PI, Nu. 2659f [R], - B e e  [A]). The tradition 
(a) that the mother of Moses was a ' daughter of Levi' 
(ie., a woman of the tribe of Levi) was certainly, and 
the tradition ( a )  that her name was Jochebed was possibly, 
earlier than P, because ( I )  the phrase ' daughter of Levi ' 
is used of Moses' mother in Ex. 21 (E), and (2) names 
compounded with Jeho- (Jo-) were apparently regarded 
by P as of somewhat later origin (see Nu. 1 3 1 6 ) .  It is 
noteworthy, however, that the narrators nowhere call 
Moses and Aaron b'n8 Amrani; we cannot be sure 
that in the earlier tradition Moses was not like Mel- 
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chizedek, B m h w p  BpC1Jrmp. A son of the second 
Phinehas (b. Eli) was probably called Jochebed (see 
ICHABOD). This would hardly have been so if tradition 
attached the same name to Moses' mother. We may 
safely assume, however, that Jochebcd was a name 
current in the family of Aaron and Moses from the 
Sinaitic period, and perhaps it is the lohg looked-for 
key to the mysterious name ~ppv' (Jacob) which has 
doubtless been worn down in popular use from some 
longer name, which we need not suppose to have 
included the divine title eL Cp JACOB, I. 

On the name see Nestle, Eig. 7 7 8  ; Gray, HPN 156, and cp 
NAMES, § ITZ. Q ' s  representation of Jocbebed as Amram's 
cousin (Ex. 620) is interesting; a d&ih could not marry her 
nephew, according to Lev. 18x2 20 19. But perhaps @ is 
right : nz could easily disappear after 12. Cp KINSAIP, § 5, 
MARRIAGE, § 2. 

I. I Esd. 558 ( I ~ A A  [A])=Ezra 39, JUDAH 

(3J: ( d a  [Ti. WH]), Lk. 3 26 RV, AV JUDA. See GENE- 
ALOGIES ii., $3f: 

T. K. C. 

JODA. 

JOED (7& [sa.], 7 ~ '  [Ginsb., misprint?] ; IUAA 
[B, omitting preceding yiocl, iubh [ALl, -AB [PI, pp 
on the name, Ki.'s note z Ch. 929, SBOT), a Benjamite 
(Neh. 1 1 7 ) .  

JOEL (>ai' ; I W H A  [BKAL]). 
I .  b. Pethuel (Joel 1 I), see next art. 
2. The eldest son of Samuel the prophet ; see SAMUEL. In 

the parallel passage I Ch. 6 28 [13l, for ;I.XN~ i)j8;1 (AV the 
firstbornvashni and Abiah) we must read ;I'XR ?IV;Il 5Nl -  113231 ... - : 
(cp RV 'the firstborn Joel and the second Abiah'). The com- 
parison of the two texts illustrates, in an interesting manner, the 
ways in which errors have found their way into MT. Accord- 
ing to the Chronicler (I Ch. 6 33 [r8] and 15 17), Joel is the father 
of the singer HEMAN (9.v.). 

3. The brother of Nathan of Zobah I Cb. 11 38 (so @A&, hut 
'26B in both Ch. and S followed by Bertieau Keil Gesenius 'the 
son of Nathan') an$ one of David's herobs. i n  z S. 23 j6 his 
name appears as h: (see IGAL). The correct reading is 
doubtful since in S. QL reads LO+ ('26BA, however read yaah). 
For ZOBAH, however, Marquart (Fund. 21) 'would read 
; I ? ~ ~ ~ = 3 ~ y l 3 ~  in Benjamin. 

4. A Simeonite prince (I Ch. 475). 
5. In  I Ch. 5 4 8 Joel would seem to have dropped out of the 

preceding verse, or else we must insert here the name of one of 
the sons of Reuben. Pesh. reads here CARMI, which is probably 
right. 

In v. 24 [91 his name appears 
as SHAUL b.v.l See 

6. A Gadite chief (I Ch. 5 12). 
7. A Kehnthite, I Ch. 6 36 [211. 

H e  is mentioned aeain in 2Ch. 2 0 1 ~ .  
GENEALOG~ES i: 5 7 (iii., c). 

I 

8. b. IZRAHIA~ (9.v.X I Ch. 7 3 (paqh [Bl). 
9. A Gershonite chief (I Ch. 15 7 II), descended from Ladan 

I Ch. 238). 
( io. b. Jehieli a Gershonite temple treasurer (I Ch. 26 22). 

' Toe1 ' was oe rhks  looked uDon as a farourite Gershonite name : 

Cp IO below. 

C G  GENEALbGIEgi., $ 7 (iii.,.6. n.). 
11. b. Pedaiah a Manassite captain (I Ch. 2720). 
12. One of thd b'ne NEBO in list of those with foreign wives 

(see EZRA i., 5 5 end), Ezra 1043=1 Esd. 9 35, JUEL (ou+ [Bl, 
~~ . 

rouqh [AI). . 
13. b. Zichri, in list of Benjamite inhabitants of Jerusalem (see 

EZRA ii., 5 5 6 ,  6 15 [ I I u ) ,  Neh. 119. 
JOEL. The second book among the minor prophets 

is entitled 'The  word of Yahwe that came to Joel the 
1. scarcity son of Pethuel,' or, as the LXX (iwvX rdv 

TOG PuOouvh [BKAQ]), Latin, Syriac. and 
other versions read, ' of Bethuel.' No- 

thing is recorded as to thedateor occasionof the prophecy, 
which presents several peculiarities that aggravate the 
difficulty always felt in interpreting an ancient book 
when the historical situation of the author is obscure. 
Most Hebrew prophecies contain pointed references to 
the foreign politics and social relations of the nation at 
the time. In  the book of Joel there are only scanty 
allusions to Phcenicians, Philistines, Egypt, and Edom. 
couched in terms applicable to very different ages, while 
the prophet's own people are exhorted to repentance 
without specific reference to any of those national sins 
of which other prophets speak. The occasion of the 
prophecy, described with great force of rhetoric, is no 

1 This is actually supplied by 6% 
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JOEL JOEL 
known historical event, bu t  a plague of locusts, perhaps 
repeated i n  successive seasons ; and even here there  are 
features in the  description which have  led many  ex- 
positors to seek a n  allegorical interpretation. T h e  most  
remarkable par t  of the book is t h e  eschatological picture 
with which i t  closes ; a n d  the way i n  which the plague 
of locusts appears  to be taken as foreshadowing the 
final judgment- the great day  o r  assize of Yahwk, in 
which Israel's enemies are destroyed- is so unique as 
greatly to complicate the exegetical problem. I t  is not 
therefore surprising tha t  t h e  most  virrious views a re  still 
held as to the da te  a n d  meaning of the book. Allegorists 
a n d  literalists still contend over the first and still more  
over the second chapter, a n d  whilst t he  largest number  
of recent interpreters accept Credner's view tha t  the 
prophecy was written i n  the reign of Joash of Judah,  a 
rising a n d  powerful school of critics follow the view 
suggested b y  Vatke (Bid. TheoZ. 462$), a n d  reckon Joel 
among  the post-exilic prophets. Other  scholars give 
yet other d a t e s ;  see the particulars in  t h e  elaborate 
work of Merx (see below, 5 8). The followers of Credner 
are literalists ; the opposite school of moderns  includes 
some literalists (as  Duhm) ,  whilst others (like Hilgenfeld, 
and ,  in  a modified sense, Merx)  adop t  the old allegorical 
interpretation which treats the locusts as a figure for the  
enemies of Jerusalem. 

The reasons for placing Joel either earlier or later  
than the great series of prophets extending from the  - . .  - 

Alternative time when Amos first proclaimed the 
approach of the  Assyrian down to the 
Babylonian exile are cogent. dates. 

In Joel the enemies of Israel are the nations collectively, and 
among those specified by name neither Assyria nor Chaldza 
finds a place. This circumstance might if it stood alone he 
explained by placing Joel with Zephaniah in the brief int&val 
between the decline of the empire of Nineveh and the advance 
of the Babylonians. It is further obvious however that Joel 
has no part in the internal struggle betwien spirit& YahwB- 
worship and idolatry which occupied all the prophets from Amos 
to the captivity. H e  presupposesanation ofYahw8-worshippers, 
whose religion has its centre in the temple and priesthood of 
Zion which is indeed conscious of sin and needs forgiveness and 
an :utpouring of the spirit hut is i o t  visibly divided as the 
kingdom of Judah was, detween the adherents of ;piritual 
prophecy and a arty whose national worship of YahwS involved 
for them no funimental separation from the surrounding nations. 

T h e  book, therefore, must  have been written before 
the ethico-spiritual a n d  the  popular conceptions of Yahw& 
came into conscious antagonism, or else after t h e  fall of 
the state  a n d  the restoration of t he  community  of Jeru- 
salem to  religious rather than political existence had de- 
cided the contest in favour of the prophets, and of the 
law i n  which their teaching was ultimately crystallized. 

T h e  considerations which have  given currency to an 
early da te  for Joel are of various kinds. The absence 

3. o! all mention of the one great oppres- 
sing world - power seems most  natural  

date' before 'the westward march  of Assyria 
involved Israel in  the general politics of Asia. T h e  
puri ty  of the style also is urged, a n d  a comparison of 
A m o s  1 z Joel 3 [a] 16, and Amos 9 13 Joel S [4]18 has 
been taken as proving tha t  Amos knew our  book. 

The last argument might be inverted with much greater 
probability, and numerons points of contact between Joel and 
other parts of the O T  ( eg . ,  JoelZzExod.lOr4 Joel23 Ezek. 
36 35 Joel 3 [41 IO Mic. 43) make it not incredible that the 
purity of his style-which is rather elegant than original and 
strongly. marked - is in large measure the fruit of literary 
culture. The absence of allusion to a hostile or oppressing 
empire may be fairly taken in connection with the fact that the 
prophecy gives no indication of political life at Jerusalem. 
When the whole people is mustered in I13 f:, the elders or 
sheikhs of the municipality and the priests of the temple are 
the most prominent figures. The king is not mentioned,-which 
on Credner's view is explained by assuming that the plague 
fell in the minority of Joash, when the priest Jehoiada held the 
reins of power,-and the princes, councillors, and warriors 
necessary to an independent state and so often referred to by 
the prophets before the Exile, i r e  altogether lacking. The 
nation has only a municipal organisation with a priestly aristo- 
cracy, precisely the state of things that prevailed under the 
Persian empire. That the Persians do not appear as enemies 
of Yahwh and his people is perfectly natural. They were hard 
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masters but not invaders, and under them the enemies of the 
Jews were their neigbhours, just as appears in Joel.1 

Those,  however, who place our  prophet i n  the 
minority of K i n g  Joash, d raw a special argument  f rom 
the  mention of Phoenicians, Philistines, a n d  Edomites  
( 3  [4] 4f. IS),  pointing to the revolt of Edom under  
Jo ram ( z  K. 820)) a n d  the incursion of the  Philistines 
in  the  same  reign (2  Ch .  2116 221). These  were 
recent events in  the  time of Joash, and in like manner  
the Phoenician slave t rade in Jewish children is carried 
back t o  an early da te  b y  the reference in  Amos (1 9). 

This argument is specious rather than sound. Edom's 
hostility to Judah was incessant but the feud reached its full 
intensity only after the time of DLuteronomy (237 [SI), when the 
Edomites joined the Chaldeans, drew profit from the overthrow 
of the Jews, whose land they partly occupied, and exercised 
barbarous cruelty towards the fugitives of Jerusalem (Obad. 
passim, Mal. 1 zf: Is. F3). The offence of shedding innocent 
blood charged 011 them by Joel, is natural after these events, 
but hardly so in connection with the revolt against Joram. 

As regards the Philistines, it is impossible to lay much 
weight on the statement of Chronicles, unsupported as it is by 
the older history, and in Joel the Philistines plainly stand in 
one category with the Phcenicians, a s  slave dealers, not as 
armed foes. Gaza in fact was a slave emporium as early as the 
time of Amos (16), and continued so till Roman times. 

Thus ,  if any inference a s  t o  date can be drawn from 
chap. 3 [4], i t  must  rest on special features of the  trade 
in slaves, which was always an important pa r t  of the 
commerce of t h e  Levant. 

In  the time of Amos the slaves collected by Philistines and 
Tyrians were sold en masse to Edom, and presumably went to 
Egypt or Arahia. Joel complains that they were sold to the 
Grecians (Javan, Ionians).z It is probable that some Hebrew 
and Syrian slaves were exported to the Mediterranean coasts 
from a very early date, and Is. 11 TI already speaks of Israelite 
captives in these districts as well as in Egypt, Ethiopia, and the 
East. 

extensive till a later date. 
T h e  traffic in this direction, however, hardly became 

In Deut.2868 Egypt is still the chief goal of the maritime 
slave trade, and in Ezek. 2713 Javan expozts slaves to Tyre, 
not conversely. Thus the allusion to Javan in Joel better 
suits a later date, when Syrian slaves were in special request in 
Greece.3 The name of Javan is not found in any part of the 
O T  certainly older than Ezekiel. In Joel it seems to stand as 
a general representative of the distant countries reached by the 
Mediterranean (in contrast with the southern Arabians, 
Su6euzs, chap. 3 [4]8), the furthest nation reached by the 
fleets of the Red Sea. This is precisely the geographical 
standpoint of the post-exile author of Gen. 104, where Javan 
includes Carthage and Tartessus ; cp JAVAN. 

Finally, the allusion to Egyp t  in  Joel3 141 19, must  
o n  Credner's theory b e  explained of the invasion of 
Shishak a century before Joash. From this t ime down 
to the last period of the  Hebrew monarchy Egypt was 
not the enemy of Judah. 

If the arguments  chiefly relied o n  for an early d a t e  
are so precarious or can  even be turned against their 
4. Probable inventors, there are others of a n  unam-  

biguous kind which m a k e  for a date in 
late date* t he  Persian period. It appears from 

The phrase, ' to  bring back the captivity' ( n n q  Illd), would 
not alone suffice to prove this, for it is used in a wide sense, 
and perhaps means rather to 'reverse the calamity' ; 4 hut the 
dispersion of Israel among the nations, and the allotment of the 
Holy Land to new occupants, cannot fairly be referred to any 
calamity less than that of the captivity. 

W i t h  this the  whole standpoint of the  prophecy 
agrees. To Joel Judah and the  people of Yahwk a r e  
synonyms ; Northern Israel has disappeared. 

Now it is true that those who take their view of the history 
from Chronicles, where the kingdom of Ephraim is always 
treated as a sect outside the true religion, can reconcile this 

chap. 3 I$ t ha t  Joel wrote after the Exile. 

1 In the AV of 217 it appears that subjection to a foreign 
power is not a present fact but a thing feared. The parallepm, 
however, and v. 19 justify the now prevalent rendering, that 
the heathen should make a mock of them.' 

2 The hypothesis of an Arabian Javan, applied to Joe13[416 
hy Credner, Hitz., and others, may he viewed as explqded. 
See St. De Populo Javan Giessen Programme, '80 (reprmted 
in Akademische Reden u. h6haimd/ungcn, '99, 1258). 

3 Cp Movers, Phhzizisches A Ztwthum, iii. 1 7 0 5  
4 See Ewald on Jer. 4847, and Kuenen, Th. T, 1873, p. 519s 

[Di. on Job428 etc.]. 
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fact with an early date. In ancient times, however, it was not 
s o ;  and under Joash, the contemporary of Elisha, such a 
limitation of the people of Yahwi: is wholly inconceivable. The 
earliest prophetic hooks have quite a different standpoint ; other- 
wise, indeed, the books of northern prophets and historians could 
never have been admitted into the Jewish canon. Again, 
the significant fact that there is no mention of a king and princes, 
but only of sheikhs and priests, has a force not to he invalidated 
by the ingenious reference of the book to the time of Joash's 
minority and the supposed regency of Jehoiada.1 More- 
over the assumption that there was a period before the pro- 

hetic conflicts of the eighth century when spiritual prophecy E ad unchallenged sway, when there was no gross idolatry 
or superstition, when the priests of Jerusalem, acting in ac- 
cord with prophets like Joel, held the same place as heads 
of a pure worship which they occupied after the Exile (cp 
Ewald, Proplzeterr,I89), is not consistent with history. It rests 
on the old theory of the antiquity of the Levitical legislation, so 
that in fact almostz all who place that legislation later than 
Ezekiel, are agreed that the book of Joel is also late. In  
this connection one point deserves special notice. The religious 
significance of the plague of drought and locusts is expressed in 
chap. 1 g in the observation that the daily meal-offering and drink- 
offering arecut off, and the token of newblessing is the restoration 
of this service chap. 2 14. In other words, the daily offering is 
the continual) symbol of gracious intercourse between Yahwi: 
and his people and the main office of religion. This conception, 
which finds its parallel in Dan.811 113% 1211, is quite in 
accordance with the later law (cp the importance attached to 
the meal-offering and burnt-offering in Neh. 1033 [34]). 

Such is the historical basis which we seem to he able to lay 
for the study of the exegetical problems of the hook. 

The style of Joel is clear, and his language presents 
little difficulty beyond the occurrence of several unique . .  

5. First part. words, which in part may very well-be 
due to errors of the text. On the 

other hand, the structure of the book, the symbolism, 
and the connection of the prophet's thoughts, have 
given rise to much controversy. It seems safest to 
start from the fact that the prophecy is divided into 
two well-marked sections by chap. 218rga. 

According to the Massoretic vocalisation, which is in harmony 
with the most ancient exegetical tradition as contained in 6, 
these words are historical : 'Then Yahwi: was jealous . . . 
and answered and said unto his people, Behold,' etc. Such is 
the natural meaning of the words as vocalised, and the proposal 
of Merx to change the vowels so as to transform the perfects 
into futures and make the priests pray that Yahwi: will answer 
and deliver'the gracious promises that fill the rest of the book: 
is an exegetical monstrosity not likely to find adherents. 

In the first the 
prophet speaks in his own name, addressing himself to 
the people in a lively description of a present calamity 
caused by a terrible plague of locusts which threatens 

Thus the book falls into two parts. 

the entire destruction of the country, and appears to 
be the vehicle of a final consuming judgment (the day 
of Yahwk). 

There is no hope save in repentance and prayer ; and in 
chap .31~ the prophet, speaking now for the first time in 
Yahwb's name calls the people to a solemn fast at the sanctuary, 
and invites th'e intercession of the priests. The calamity is 
described in the strongest colours of Hebrew hyperbole, and it 
seems arbitrary to seek too literal an interpretation of details, 
e.g., to lay weight on the four names of locusts (see LOCUST), 
or to take chap. 120 of a conflagration produced by drought 
when it appears from23 that the ravages of the locusts them; 
selves are compared to those of fire. 

When due allowance is made for Eastern rhetoric, 
there is no occasion to seek in this section anything 
else than literal locusts. 

Nay the allegorical interpretation which takes the locusts 
to be gostile invaders breaks througd the laws of all reasonable 
writing; for the poetical hyperbole which compares the invading 
swarms to an army ( 2 4 ~ 3  would be inconceivably lame if a 
literal army were already concealed under the figure of the 
locusts. Nor could the prophet so far forget himself in his 
allegory as to speak of a victorious host as entering the con. 
quered city like a thief (29). 

The second part of the book is YahwZs answer to the 
people's prayer. The answer begins with a promise of 
6. Second part. deliverance from famine, and of fruit- 

ful seasons compensating for the 
ravages of the locusts. 

1 Stade (0). cit.17 [AKad. Reden 1423) not unreasonably 
guestions whether z K. 121-3[2-4] impliks the paramount political 
influence of Jehoiada. 

2 Reuss (La Gibk ,  and Gesclz. Heil. ?CAY. AT,  $ 2 1 0 ~ 3 ,  
though with hesitation, adhered to the earher date. 
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In the new prosperity of the land the union of YahwB and his 
people shall he sealed anew, and so Yahwe will proceed to 
pour down further and higher blessings. The aspiration of 
Moses (Num.1129), and the hope of earlier prophets (Is.3215 
5921 ; cp Jer. 3133), shall he fully realised in the outpouring of 
the Spirit on all the ,Jews and even upon their servants (cp Is. 
615 with 5 6 6 3 ) ;  and then the great day of judgment, which 
had seemed to overshadow Jerusalem in the now averted 
plague, shall draw near with awful tokens of blood and fire and 
darkness. 

The terrors of that day are not for the Jews but for 
their enemies. 

The worshippers of Yahwe on Zion shall be delivered (cp 
Obad. D. 17, whose words Joel expressly quotes in chap. 232 
[3 51) and it is their heathen enemies, assembled before Jerusalem 
to w& against Yahwi:, who shall be mowed down (see JEHOSHA- 
PHAT, VALLEY OF) by no human arm but by heavenly warriors 
(' thy mightyones, 0 Yahwi:,'3 [41 II).' Thus definitely freed from 
the profane foot of the stranger (cp Is. 52 I), Jerusalem shall abide 
a holv citv for ever. The fertilitv of the land shall be such as 
was iong'ago predicted in Am.9r3, and streams issuing from 
the temple, as Ezekiel had described in his picture of the 
restored Jerusalem (Ezek. 47), shall fertilise the barren Wady of 
Acacias (cp ABEL-SHITTIM). 

Egypt and Edom, on the other hand, shall become 
desolate, because they have shed the blood of Yahwi's 
innocents. Cp the similar predictions against Edom, 
Is. 349f: (Mal. 13) ,  and against Egypt, Is. 195f: Ezek. 
29. Joel's eschatological picture appears indeed to be 
Llrgely a combination of elements from older unfulfilled 
prophecies. 

The central feature, the assembling of the nations to judgment 
is already found in Zeph. 38, and in Ezekiel's prophecy con! 
cerning Gog and Magog, where the wonders of tire and blood 
named in Joe1230[331 are also mentioned (Ezek.3822). The 
other physical features of the great day, the darkening of the 
lights of heaven, are a standing figure of the prophets from 
Amos (58 89) downwards. It is characteristic of the prophetic 
eschatology that images suggested by one prophet are adopted 
by his successors, and gradually become part of the permanent 
scenery of the last times; and it is a proof of the late date of 

oel that almost his whole picture is made up of such features. I n this respect there is a close parallelism, extending to minor 
details, between Joel and the last chapters of Zechariah. 

That Joel's delineation of the final deliverance and 
glory attaches itself directly to the deliverance of the 
nation from a present calamity is quite in the manner 
of the prophetic perspective. On the other hand, the 
fact that the calamity which bulks so largely is natural, 
not political, is characteristic of the post-exile period. 

Other prophets of the same age speak much of dearth and 
failure of crops, which in Palestine, then as now, were aggra- 
vated by bad government, and were far more serious to a small 
and isolated community than they could ever have been to the 
old kingdom. I t  was indeed by no means impossible that 
Jerusalem might have been altogether undone by the famine 
caused by the locusts ; and so the conception of these visitants 
as the destrpying army, executing Yahwe's final judgment, is 
really much more natural than appears to us a t  first sight, 
and does not need to he explained away by allegory. 

The chief argument relied upon by those who still 
find allegory at least in chap. 2, is the expression 

ylgsfl, ' the northerner,' in 220. In 
7* Verse 220' view of the other points of affinity between 
Joel and Ezekiel, this word inevitably suggests Gog and 
Magog, and it is difficult to see how a swarm of locusts 
could receive such a name, or if they came from the 
N. could perish, as the verse puts it, in the desert 
between the Mediterranean and the Dead Sea. The 
verse remains a crux interpreturn, and no exegesis 
hitherto given can be deemed thoroughly satisfactory ; 
but the interpretation of the whole book must not be 
made to hinge on a single word in a verse which might 
be altogether removed wvthout affecting the general 
course of the prophet's argument. 

The whole verse is perhaps the addition of an allegorising 
glossator. The prediction in 2,. 19, that the seasons shall hmce- 
forth he fruitful, is given after Yahwi: has shown his zeal and 
pity for Israel, not of course by mere words, but by acts, as 
appears in D. 2 0 3 ,  where the verbs are properly perfects, re- 

1 [See the commentaries. In Criticu Gdilica it is proposed 
to make D. 25 precede D. 20, and in D. 20, for the enigmatical 
qigs?-mi to read i';?-n$; igo-ny, 'and both its rear and its 
van' (will I remove, etc.), referring to h:? +n, 'my great 
army,' which precedes. I t  is held that many examples occur of 
just siich corruption and contraction, and just such misplace- 
ment, as is here supposed. The sense appears good. ED.] 
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cording that Yahwb has already done great things, and that 
vegetation has already revived. In other words, the mercy 
already experienced in the removal of the plague is taken as a 
pledge of future grace not to stop short till all God‘s old promises 
are fulfilled. In this context u. 20 is out of place. Ohserve also 
that in v. 25 the 1ocusts“are spoken of in the plain language of 
chap. 1. [See PROPHETIC LITERATURE, and on the relation 
between passages of Joel and Amos, see AMOS, B$ 8, IO. On 
the argument as to date drawn from the language of Joel, see 
Holzinger’s article cited below.] 

Ew. Propheten, 1 ; Hitz., Keil, Pusey, v. Orelli, We., 
Nowack, GASm., in their comm. on the Minor Prophets ; and 
8. Literature. ,separate comm. by Credner (‘31), Wiinsche 

(‘72), Dr. (in Cambridge B G k ,  ‘97). See.also 
Kue. Ond.2, 5 68f: Merx (Die Projhetie des 1 o d s  u. ihre 
AusZeger, ’79) gives an elaborate history of interpretation from 
the LXX down to Calvin and appends the Ethiopic text edited 
b y  Di. Of older comm. the most valuable is Pococke’s (Oxford, 
1691). Bochart’s Hieroz. may also be consulted ; cp also Dav. 
Expositor, March ’88; Gray, i6id., Sept. ’93.; H. T. Fowler, 
JBL 16146.153; Oort, Godger’eerde Bijdragen, ‘66, pp. 2-15) 
TAT, ’76, p. 362 8 ;  Matthes, did., ’85 pp. 34-66 129-160; ‘87, 
pp. 357-381 ; Gritz, Die ebzheitliche Charakter der Propltetie 
Joels, ’73; Holzinger, ZATW,  ’89, pp. 89-131. 

W. R. S.-S. R. D. 

JOELAH (?;K~’), b. JEROHAM [5] one of David‘s 
See warriors ( I  Ch. 127, ~ A I A  [BK], UHAA [AL]). 

DAVID, 3 11, ( a  iii.). 
yr* appears to he the error of a scribe who began to write y1yp 

(see v. 6); read therefore a$!, Elah (cp 98, where Elah and 
Jeroham again occur close together). Ki., however, suggests 
&y; ; but this, though supported by many MSS (Kenn.), and 
perhaps by PBB, is less natural. 

JOEZER (V@, ‘YahwB is help,‘ cp .1!$.h$ Ph. 
‘ l T U h ,  and NAMES, 5 28), one of David’s warriors, a 
Korahite(1 Ch. 1 9 6  IUZAPA [BK], -zAAp [AI, ICZPAAP 

.[L]). 
JOGBEHAH (nc??: ; Nu. KAI y y w c a ~  A ~ T A C  

YBAL]; JUdg. IersBaA [B], €5 BNANTIAC Z ~ B E E  [AI, 
€5 BNANT~AC NAB€ [L]), one of the cities fortified by 
.Gad (Nu. 3235). The indications given in the story 
of Gideon (Judg. 8 11) are sufficient to show that it is the 
modern Kh. ’AjZhit (so GASm. HG 585 and Baed.(3) 
172 ; usually el-Jubeihgt), 3468 ft. above sea level, 
.some 6 m. NNW. from‘AmmHn (Kabbath Ammon) 
.on the road to es-Salt. 

I t  had been critically 
defended by Dietrich, ‘ Beitrage zur bibl. Geog.,’ in Merx’s 
Archiv, 346-349 (1867-69), but even before him had been 
accepted by Knobel and Ewald (against Gesenius and Bertheau). 
Cp. NOBAH, KENATH. 

JOGLI ( 3 Y ,  ‘led into exile’), father of BUKKI 
,(Nu. 3422 [PI, erAa [Bl, EKAI [AIAl, EKAI [Fl, 
E K ~ I  [L]). 

JOHA (K@, abbrev. from l;?l’, $51 ; or more prob- 
.ably an error for ‘LXV-z’.e., TnKl’, Joahaz; cp some 
of e’s forms below). 

I. h. Beriah in a genealogy of BENJAMIN (?a, § 9 ii. 8) ;  
I Ch. 816 ( r o a x a v  [Bl, maxa R a i  Le<‘a [A], KaL i o L a  [LI). 

2. One of David’s heroes (I c.1. 11 4; ; L- :-- [BRA], ?ha [Ll). 
.See DAVID, $ TI. 

JOHANAN (Q@ [nos. 9-15], a shorter form of 
I?$?: [nos. 1-8, E V  nearly always JEHOHANAN]. 
‘YahwB is gracious’; cp Q&?$, h J n ,  etc., and see 
NAMES, $3 28, 84. With one exception [no. 91, the 
.name occurs only in late writings. CWUYUY [BKAL], 
~ W Y U P  [BL] ; for details see JOHN, SON OF ZEBEDEE). 

I. Priest temp. Joiakim (see EZRA ii., $5 66, II), Neh. 12 13. 
2. h. Eliashib, a high-priest (Ezra 106, cwvav [Nc.~], AV 

JOHANAN, cp Neh. 1222 3, I$). In I Esd. 9 I called JOANAN, 

RV JONAS ( m v a  [Bl, om. L);  perhaps the same as JONATHAN 
b. Joiada (Neh. 12 IT ; but cp Meyer, Gntst. SI), and possibly 
also the high-priest Johanan who murdered his ‘ brother’ Jeshua 
in the temple in the time of an Artaxerxes (Jos. Ani. xi. 71). 
If so, Johanan was the uncle, not the brother, of Jeshua (so 
Marq.). 
3. A priest in procession (see EZRA ii., $ 13 g) Neh. 1241 

(om. BN-A). 
4. b. Tobiah, the ‘Ammonite,’ who married the daughter of 

Meshullam (Neh. 618 ; rovaeav [WaA]). 

.T. I<. C. 

See DAVID, 5 11, ( a  iii.). 

The identification is not Conder’s. 

T. K. C. 
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5. b. Meshelemiah a porter (I Ch. 26 3 : m v a s  [Bl, cora6’av [LI). 
6. A captain, te&. Jehoshaphat ( z  Ch. 1715), perhaps the 

7. EV JOHANAN, an Ephraimite (2 Ch. 28 12 Loavou [Bl). 
8. One of the h’ne Bebai in list of those with foreign wires 

(see EZRA i., $ 5 end), Ezra 10z8=1 Esd. 929, JOHANNES, RV 
JOANNES ( L ~ U Y V ~ P  [HA]). 

who revealed to Gedaliah 
Isrlmael’s conspiracy. H e  took a ’ led ing  part in the attempt 
made to renew the Jewish commonwealth after the destruction 
of Jerusalem (2 K. 2523, Jer. 408-16 Lwavvav [AQ v ~ . ,  8 13 16 ; 
A v.  15 ; N* z-. 161, avvav [C” V. IS], 41 11-16 ioavvav [Q W. IT 
13f: 16; AQ vu. 14 16 N* v.  141, Laova [b”] Laoavav [R?]  in 
v. 16; 42 1-8 LWUYVQV [Au. I ; Q vu. I 81, 432-S,LWUVUQU [Q 021. 24f.l). 
In  Jer. 408, he is mentioned along with his brother JONATHAN 
(q.7,., no. 7). 

IO. b. JOSIAH (I Ch. 3 15). QdL reads iwaxas,  i.e., 1n~ ia7 ;  
probably this is right (see Ritz. GVI 246, and cp JEHOAHAZ). 

IT. b. Elioenai (?), a descendant of Zerubbabel (I Ch. 324 
i o a v a p  [AI). 
12. A name introduced into the list of high priests in I Ch. 6 9f. 

[535j .’]  (rwavas [BA ; I3 only in 6,91). See GENEALOGIES i., 5 7 
(iv.). 

73, 14. A Benjamite (I Ch. 124) and a Gadite (ib. v. 12, LWQY 

[Bl), two of David’s warriors (DA;ID, $ IT). 
15. A representative of the b’ne Azgad in Ezra’s caravan (see 

EZRA i. 5 2, ii. 5 15 [I] d), Ezra81z=1 Esd. 838, JOHANNES 
RV JOANNES ( iwavqs [BI .YU?S [AI). 

. JOHANNES ( IWANNHC [A]), I Esd. 838 929. See 
JOHANAN, 8 15. 

JOHN ( IWANNHC [AKV, Ti. W H I ;  W H  in Jn.142 
2 1 1 5 8  I W ~ N H C ;  for details, see JOHN, S O N  OF 
ZEBEDEE, 1 I). 

one whose son Ishmael is mentioned in 2 Ch. 23 I. 

9. b. K A I ~ E A ~ . ~  (T.u.), a captain 

I. Father of Mattathias (T Macc. 21). See MACCABEES i., 
B 3. 

2. Surnamed Caddis or Gaddis, son of Mattathias (I Macc. 

3. Son of Acco, fathk; of EUPOLEMUS [q.u.], I Macc.817 
22).  See MACCABEES i. 3. 

2 Macc. 4 11. 
4. Surnamed Hyrcanus, son of Simon (I Macc.1353 etc.). 

See MACCABEES i.. 5 7. 
5.  An envoy fro; the Jevs to Lysias (z Macc. 11 17) 
6. A member of the high-priestlyfamily(Acts 4 6) otherwise un- 

known. D substitutes Jonathas, that is, Jonathan (on the form 
of the name see JOHN, SON OF ZFBEDEE, 5 I), son of the high 
priest ANNAS, and himself high priest in 36-37 A.D. ; he still held 
a prominent position in 50-52 A.D. and was assassinated at  the 
instigation of Felix the Roman procurator (Jos. Ant.  xviii. 5 3 
xx. S 5 . BJ ii 12  sf 13 3) Blass gives ‘Jonathan ’ in the text 
of Acts’46, ndt onl; in his edition based upon D but also in the 
other edition which according to him, was made by Luke. Thus 
his hypothesis (A& 5 17) finds no confirmation here, for it 
cannot be supposed that Luke would of his own proper motion 
have substituted a false name for the true. Yet confusion of the 
names through the carelessness of copyists is hardly more proh- 
able. I t  remains for us to suppose that perhaps a John other- 
wise unknown to us was really intended ; in this case the inser- 
tion of Jonathan in D rests, like so much else in this codex, on 
learned coniecture. 

’ 

7. Surniked MARK [T.u.]. 
8. Father of Simon Peter (Jn.142 2115-17 RV); AV Jona, 

Jonas. See BAR-JONA. 
9. The ‘divine’. the description of the recipient of the Reve- 

lation in the title’of the Apocalypse in EV, following T R ,  
drroKahu$rs Ioavvou TOV Baohoyou. So 14, 91. Other slightly 
different short descriptions occur, as well as longer ones, e g . ,  
aroK.  LW. TOU Bsohoyov K a c  rva~y~hru~ou (Q) and a very long 
eulogistic one in 7. ‘The Divine,’ lit. ‘The’ Theologue,’ inti- 
mates that John was specially devoted to thqpresentation of the 
Loeos-doctrine. This form of the title (which is not accepted 
bymodern editors) claims the same origin for the Apocalypse as 
for the Fourth Gospel, in opposition to the ancient theory of a 
second John (see APOCALYPSE, $ 14 ; and on John ‘the Elder,’ 
JOHN, SON OF ZEBEDEE). 

IO and 11. John the Baptist ; and John the son of Zebedee ; 
see below. 

JOHN THE BAPTIST ( I U A N H C  o B A ~ T I C T H C  
[Ti. WH]). The forerunner of Jesus is only less in- 
teresting to biblical students than Jesus himself. Twice 
already his life and work have been referred to (ISRAEL, 
3 92 ; JESUS, 5 6)  ; it is our present object, to supple- 
ment these references by a more connected treatment 
without undue repetition. 

Long before the time of John the Baptist there was a 
great ascetic prophet who sought his inspiration in the 

1. public desert, and cried ’ Repent ye’ with fear- 
less impartiality before kings and common 

His life was a guiding star to 
many in the days of John-an age not unlike, his own, 
when alien influences again threatened to extinguish 
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pure Hebrew religion. Not to speak of the ESSENES 
[q.".], there was the hermit teacher of Josephus 
called Banus, who lived in the desert, covered himself 
with leaves, sustained life with fruits, and bathed fre- 
quently, by day and by night, in cold water for religious 
purity (Jos. Et. 1 2). The same historian also 
mentions 'John surnamed the Baptist,' who 'was a 
good man, and commanded the Jews to exercise virtue, 
both as to justice towards one another, and piety towards 
God, and so to come to baptism (pas.rcup@ uuvrhvai) ; 
for baptism (T+JV ~ ~ T T L U W )  would be acceptable to God, 
if they made use of it, not in order to expiate some sins, 
but for the purification of the body, provided that the 
soul was thoroughly purified beforehand by righteous- 
ness' (Ant. xviii. 52). That this is acompletestatement, 
no one can believe. The hostility of Antipas, recorded 
by Josephus himself, is a proof that something more 
dangerous to established governments than plain moral 
exhortations had fallen from the lips of the desert 
preacher. What that was, may be learned from the 
synoptic gospels. 

Shortly before the beginning of the public ministry of 
Jesus, Johanan (so let us call him) appeared in the wilder- 
ness of Judw.,' announcing in the old prophetic phrase- 
ology the approach of the Messianic judgment and the 
necessity of immediate turning to God. As he moved 
about, the number of his followers increased, and he led 
them to the Jordan (cp BETHABARA), there to give them 
as representatives of a regenerate people the final purifi- 
cation which attested the reality of their inward change.'l 
It  is said to have been the opinion of doctors of the law 
that the waters of the Jordan were not pure enough for 
sacred uses.3 Johanan, however, was not to be damped 
by this ; he was no formalist, or he would not have 
deserted Jerusalem, and called the Pharisees and the 
Sadducees 'broods of vipers.' At the same time it is 
worthy of remark that according to Jn. 128  323 Johanan 
had baptised converts at Bethany or Bethabara beyond 
Jordan-Le., probably, at Beth-nimrah, which is 136 
m. E. of Jordan-and at Ahon, 'near Salim ' (to be 
emended 'Jerusalem ')-ie., perhaps, 'Ain KErim, which 
is a short distance W. of Je r~sa lem.~  

As regards his mode of life, Johanan was an ascetic, 
but not such a one as the hermit Banus of whom 
2. Mode of life, Josephus tells us, nor yet a preacher 

His of Essenism (as Gratz sumoses). 
A 1  I 

object was not to make mere ascetics, but to prepare as 
many as possible for the Messianic judgment, in which 
only a 'remnant' would escape. His own asceticism 
was a consequence of his life in the desert ; he was not 
primarily an ascetic but a prophet after the manner of 
Elijah. Hence ' locusts ' (or rather ' caroh-beans ' ) 6  

and wild honey were his food, and a cloak of ' camel's 
hair'6 with a broad leather waist-cloth was his dress. 

1 WH read in Mk. 1 4  By&ve~o 'Iwdvqr 6 j 3a r r i&w Bu +jpo 
K V ~ ~ U U O Y  ; Ti. mi ~ ~ p d u u o v .  Treg. [ r a i l  ~ ~ p d u u o v .  R 3  
renders T i ' s  text 'John came, k h o  haptised in the wildefness 
and preached.' But surely the revised text is correct. eu TO 
Bp+g must go with ZyQve~o (see Mk. 933) which cannot mean 
' came (rrapcyCvvo), and the view that b parrr irwu is a synonym 
of 6 #amcur$< (Mk.624 f: 828) is most improbable. The 
article slipped in through the influence of the familiar phrase 

a No other exegesis seems reasonable; Jos., as we have seen 
sanctions 11. But i i  
needs an outward symbo?, and Johanan remembering Ezek. 
3625, and having prophetic authority, called those who would 
know themselves to be purified to baptism. ' I t  is no doubt true 
that baptism was regularly required of Gentile&we&tes (see 
BAPTISM, 5 I), but Johanan's baptism had no connection with 
ceremortiaZ uncleanness. 
3 Neub. GJogv. 31. 
4 See BETHANY 2. SALIM. Schick ( z D P V 2 2 8 1 8  ['gg]) 

actually thinks th i t  tde 'wilderness of Judrea ' where Johanan 
preached was the traditional spot, near the hermit'sfountain ('Ain 
el-Hahls). H e  also accepts the traditional birthplace of the 
Baptist (Mur zakuryd). 

5 See HUSKS. 
6 Does 'camel's hair' mean the tough harsh cloth woven from 

the rough hair of the camel (cp Jerome)? Or does 4 ~ ~ 5 ,  like 
(perhaps) l$? in z K. 18, mean the skin with the hair 1 D in Mk. 
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The true ba tism is spiritual (Ps. 517191). 

JOHN THE BAPTIST 
According to Lk., he adapted, not indeed his standard, 
but his practical requirements, to the different classes 
represented in the multitude before him. Certainly the 
meaning of the primitive tradition was not that anyone 
who liked might receive the symbolic rite ; a course of 
teaching is presupposed (cp Lk. 3 7 ) .  False ideas had 
to be corrected. The true and the false children of 
Abraham had to be distinguished. The true Messianic 
doctrine had to be made plain. The relative imperfection 
of the highest spiritual gifts at present attainable had to 
be inculcated. 

The relation of Johanan's ideas to those of his time 
is  considered elsewhere (see ISRAEL, § 92, JESUS, § 6). 
3. Relation What we have to do now is to grasp the 

peculiarity of this great teacher and his 
relation to Jesus. On both these subjects to Jesus. 

Jesus himself will enlighten us. But something we can 
gather from the recorded fragments of his sermons, 
which all may be, and of which the most important part 
n u t  he, his own ; something too from the scanty details 
of his history. ' Fragments ' is the word which criticism 
entitles us to use. The sermon given in Mt. 37-12 is 
even more devoid of unity than the Sermon on the 
Mount. Let us pause a moment to see where we stand. 
Exhortation, if not also individual teaching, must, as 
we have seen, have preceded the symbolic act of plung- 
ing his converts individually into the stream of Jordan. 
But if Matthew is to be followed, the exhortations, which 
follow the record of the baptisms, were addressed to 
'many of the Pharisees and Sadducees' (Mt. 3 7 )  ; this 
however, is impossible. 

For these reasons a. T I  (except indeed Ka:  m p l )  is out of 
harmony with D. 7. Verses I I J ,  must once have been inde- 
pendent ; Mk. 1 7  x evidently gives a more original form. 
Verses 8f: are also not free from difficulty. Verse g must have 
come from another context (cp Jn. 838f:); 7171. 76 108  may have 
stood together as an address to Pharisees (cp Mt. 1 2  -3J). The 
difficult mi v v p i  in D. 11 (not in Mk. 18 Acts 15) is e;idently due 
to the assimilation of D. TI to D. IO and v. 12 by the editor.1 It 
was found in his text of Mt. by Lk. (3 16), but this only proves 
the antiquity of the alteration. 

Artless simplicity, then, characterised Johanan's 
teaching. Jesus too was simple, but in another sense ; 
he had a natural art in the expression of his thoughts. 
This simplicity corresponded to the fundamental note of 
Johanan's character ; he was too untrained to see far into 
the complexities of character. He knew himself to be  
a ' voice ' of God, and this was enough ; but he did not 
know that to represent God fully a prophet must under- 
stand human nature. Easily therefore could Johanan 
rise above the fear of man. He does not hesitate to 
exasperate the Pharisees by his plain-speaking. Was 
he more reticent or respectful towards Antipas? We 
may well doubt this, That the tetrarch considered him 
a dangerous demagogue (Jos. Ant. xiii. 5 2 )  was hardly 
the whole reason for Johanan's arrest and subsequent 
execution in the fortress of MACHAZRUS [ p . ~ . ] .  There 
was probably some personal offence as well, though the 
story told in the primitive tradition (Mt. and Mk.)2 is 
not free from chronological and other difficulties (see 
CHRONOLOGY, 1 49 ; HERODIAN FAMILY, 2), and may 
be merely what a later generation (accustomed to think 
of Johanan as a second Elijah) substituted for history. 

May we believe that Jesus of Nazareth was numbered 
among the disciples of Johanan? An affirmative answer 
has been given ; but it is as unlikely as the connected 
view that the baptisms of Johanan were private cere- 
monial lustrations (cp Mk. 7 1-8). Primitive tradition 
(Mt., Mk., Lk. ) said that Jesus came to Johanan for 
baptism. Certain17 this appears plausible ; if Johanan 

~~ 

3 6 reads ~v8e8opevor 8sppqv KaFqhov, 'clothed with camel's skin,' 
omitting the rest, which Jiilicher and Nestle approve, 

1 See Bakhuvzen. Toebassinr vu% de c o n i e c t u r a a Z - k r .  
11 J('8o). . ' ~ 8 Mt. 145 and Mk. 620 differ. The former passage states that 
Antipas would have put Johanan to death were it not that 
Johanau was reverenced by the people as a piophet ; the latter, 
that Antipas himself reverenced Johanan, and was unwilling ta 
put him to death. Mt. seems to-draw from two SOU~COS. 

3 Brandt, Die Evang. Gesch. 458f: 
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was a true prophet, how could Jesus absent himself from 
the gathering of those who had turned to God and uho 
reverenced his messenger ? That Jesus had seen and 
heard Johanan is probable from the clear impression 
which he had of the great prophet's character and from 
the prophet's message of inquiry to Jesus. That Jesus, 
however, whose views of truth were so much deeper 
than Johanan's, gained any fresh insight into the will of 
God from his ' forerunner,' is altogether incredible. 

At any rate, Jesus saw in the Baptist a great character 
and an unrivalled prophet. We  have gained much .~ *. Jesus,srefer- already by limiting our view to the 

best attested traditional statements ; 
we may gain still more by steeping enceS to him. 

ourselves in those sayings of Jesus which b e 2  the most 
distinct marks of genuineness. The highest authority 
shall tell u s  what Johanan was, and how he stood 
related to Jesus. 
a. Mt. 112-6 Lk. 7 1 7 8  23. The authenticity of this 

saying of Jesus is proved by Lk's. failure to comprehend 
it (see NAIN). It  is certain that Jesus claimed to be 
the forerunner of the kingdom of heaven ; certain too 
that he rested his claim on such works as these-' the 
blind receive their sight, the lepers are cleansed, the 
deaf hear, the dead are raised up, and the poor have 
the glad tidings brought to them,' and that he conceived 
it possible that moral marvels of this sort would not 
seem to all to be adequate credentials. Further, it is 
probable that the occasion assumed for the utterance of 
this speech is on the whole correct; the only strong 
doubt can be as to the words ' i n  prison' (Mt. 
l l z ) ,  which imply a freedom of intercourse between 
Johanan and his disciples not likely to have been granted 
by the suspicious Antipas. If, however, we omit these 
words1 (which are responsible for a good deal of 
erroneous speculation respecting the weakening effect of 
confinement upon the character), all is plain. The 
prophet Johanan (before his imprisonment) sends an 
embassy to one in whom he recognises a spiritual 
superior, and whose answer he will regard as final. H e  
has heard of the wonderful works of Jesus, which mainly 
consist, as Jesus himself has said, in the conversion of 
sinners (Mt. 913)~ and asks, Does Jesus, on the ground 
of his unparalleled success in this holy work, claim to 
be the Messiah ? The answer virtually is, ' I claim to 
be what I am ; and what I am my works show.' Jesus 
is more anxious to ' d o  the works of God' than to 
receive any official title ; he lays bare an infirmity of the 
time, from which even Johanan has not escaped. 

The difficulty of the harmonistic point of view (which recog- 
nises all references to Johanan in our four Gospels as equally 
authoritative) comes out very clearly in the following passage 
from Bp. Ellicott :-'The exact purpose of this mission will 
perhaps remain to the end of time a subject of controversy, but 
i t  has ever been fairly, and, as it would seem, convincingly 
urged, that he whose eyes, scarce sixteen months before, had 
beheld the descending Spirit, whose ears had heard the voice of 
paternal love and benediction, and who now again had but 
recently been told of acts of omnipotent power, could himself 
have never really doubted the truth of his own declaration that 
this was indeed "the Lamb of God that taketh away the &in of 
the world 'I ' (Leciures on fhe Lzye of OILY Lord Jesus Chrisf, 
3183f: ['62]). Bp. Ellicott agrees with Cyril of Alexandria that 
the nrimary object of Johanan's mission was fully to convince 
his disciples of the Messiahship of Jesus. 

6. Mt. 117-10 Lk.724-27. c. Mt. 1239-42 L k . l l z g - 3 a .  
Among those who complied with the call of Johanan 
were both Pharisees (Mt. 37) and common people. 
The former were repelled by Johanan's teaching and by 
the want of a sign in corroboration of his statement that 
the Messiah was at hand ; the latter recognised Johanan 
as a prophet. So 'all the people that heard him, and the 
tax-collectors, recognised Gods claims, being baptized 
with Johanan's baptism, whereas the Pharis'ees and 
men of the law frustrated the connsel of God concerning 
themselves, being not baptized by Johanan ' (Lk. 7 z g J  ). 
1 Why does not Johanan come himself? Because he bas no 

leisure to leave his sacred work. So apparently Schleiermacher 
and Bleek; on the other side, see Keim, /esu von Nuznru, 
2356, n. 3. 
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Jesus has a telling word for both classes. To the common 
people he says, ' Yea, verily ; ye have been rewarded. 
The sight of Johanan was worth a journey. Not the 
reed-like Jonah, but the thunder-prophet Elijah was his 
symbol. Yea, he is the second Elijah, the messenger 
who is the Lord's pioneer ' (Mal. 3 I cp 45 [323]). To 
the Pharisees, 'Have ye, then, seen no sign? The 
fault is yours ; the sign, the only permitted sign, has 
been given. For as Jonah was a sign to the Ninevites, 
so shall also [Johanan] be to this generation ' (Lk. 1130,. 
see below). The Ninevites will prove the guilt of this 
evil class-the Pharisees-for they turned to God at the 
preaching of Jonah, and surely a greater than Jonah is 
here. 'Ihe queen of Sheba will prove the guilt of this 
evil class, for she came from afar to hear the wisdom of 
Solomon, and snrely a greater than Solomon is here.' 
(The reader will be on his guard; we have had to go 
behind the traditional text. But even the best of the 
current explanations of that text [see JONAH, 81 is 
not perfectly satisfactory, and there is some probability 
that a testimony to John has been converted by the 
reporters of tradition into a testimony of Jesus to himself. 
That 'Jonah'  and ' Joannes ' or Johanan may be 
identical, is clear from MI. 1617 (see BAR-JONA ; also 
JOHN, SON OF ZEBEDEE, I). 

The special advantages of this theory-which, except the 
interpretation of uwa in Mt.12jg Lk.l lzg is due to Brandt, 
Euanz. Gesch. 459, n. 2-are (r) that it accounts for the reference 
to the Queen of Sheba as well as to the Ninerites, (2) that it 
makes the 'sign' a new one, and (3) that it relieves Jesus from 
the appearance of self-laudation. The play upon the names 
NJnl' Johanna and Jonah is in the familiar Hebrew style. 
pot ,  also that ' Jonah',and 'Solomon' in (c) correspond to the 

A still more decisive 
word on Johanan, spoken some time after his martyrdom. 
A prophet has hitherto been the highest style of man, and 
there has been no greater prophet than Johanan. Since 
his days, however, a change has taken place. The 
prophets and the law lead up to the second Elijah- 
Johanan ; and in Johanan's person the old order of things 
passes away. Then comes a difficult saying-especially 
difficult in Mt.'s form. Already for some time the 
'kingdom of heaven' has been the prize of spiritual 
athletes ; the ' violent take it by force.' 

Nor can he 
refer to blameworthy acts of zealots. The passage can be 
emended with certainty by the aid of Lk. Read, rhayyeAi<r~ar 
for BiqwaL, and continue, Ka'r Irlv.rsr 61s ~AT~<OUULV (in 
Lk., Kai a& 61s a++ BArri<a). How the scribe's errors arose is 
obvious. The sense is 'Every one ho es for a share in the 
Messianic blessings, hu; without having Yistened to John's call 
to repentance, no one will be admitted to it.' 

Resch supposes that the original word was ~13, but if so, 
B'aralshouldcorrespond t o p ~ m ,  and so we arrive a t  the sense 
'the law-breakers take it by force. Marshall (Crit. l ieu.  6 48 
['96]) accepts this (only Aramaizing the passage), hut is it at  all 
likely that Jesus would have been understood to mean the 
publicans and harlots? 

Johanan kept a perpetual 
fast (cp Mt. 914 Mk. 218) ; Jesusabstainedfrom fasting. 
It was said of Johanan that he had a 6ucp6vrov (see 
DEMON), ; .e. ,  that his inspiration was of questionable 
origin, that he was a false prophet. 
f. Mt. 1712 Mk. 913. After Jesus had definitely 

assumed the Messianic title, he threw a fresh light on 
the prophecy in Mal. 4 5  by explaining Elijah to be a 
symbolic term for Johanan. Nor need any wonder at 
the abrupt termination of the second Elijah's ministry. 
If the ' Son of man ' must suffer many things, ' as it is 
written of him,' the forerunner could not hope for a 
better fate. But his work is not yet finished. Before 
the ' Son of man ' comes again, Elijah verily will come, 
and will restore all things.' Which Elijah ? Or shall it be 
a greater incarnation of zeal and spiritnal energy than 
either the first or the second? Cp Rev. 11 3 (the I two 
witnesses '). 

The Pharisees 
paid no heed to Johanan's insistence on righteousness 
of life, but the tax-collectors and harlots turned to God 
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reed' and 'those luxuriously clad' (cp Mt. 629) in (6). 
d. Mt. 11 11-15 Lk. 728 16  16. 

But can Jesus have meant this? Surely not. 

e. Mt. 11 1 8 3  L k .  7 3 3 3  

g. Mt. 2 1 3 1 3  (not in Mk. or Lk.). 
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and will enter his kingdom (cp HARLOT). 
7 2 9 5  (quoted already). 

Johanan than with any other of his contemporaries. 

Cp Lk. 

It is plain that Jesus felt a greater sympathy with 
The 

6. Comparison probability is that the latter was much 
the older ; it was therefore too much 
to expect that within the narrow limits with Jesus. 

allotted to the activity of each, Johanan should come 
over to the side of Jesus. For both, a martyr's death 
was indicated by circumstances. Though neither of 
them favoured the violent plans of zealots and revolu- 
tionists, secular rulers could not help suspecting them, 
and the spiritual rulers hated them for their hostility to 
forma1ism.l It was to each doubtless a comfort to 
know that the other existed and was doing the ' works 
of God. ' Primitive tradition rightly accentuates the 
inferiority of Johanan to Jesus, and the later Johannine 
recast of tradition still further emphasises it. Between 
these two versions of tradition stands the beautiful 
narrative of Lk. 15-80, which honours the forerunner 
only less than the Saviour himself is honoured in the 
still more exquisite and infinitely suggestive story that 
follows it. 

The study of the non-primitive traditions of the life of 
Johanan belongs to another department (cp JOHN, SON 
OF ZEBEDEE, § 17). We  should do a great injustice to 
the idealising historian of the Fourth Gospel if we 
separated his statements respecting the forerunner from 
the rest of his gospel, and contrasted them with earlier 
traditions. An idealised picture may give much food 
for thought, and only the coldest of rationalists could 
disparage it ; nor need we admit any idealisation in the 
words of Jn. 535 ' H e  was a burning and a shining 
lamp.' See JESUS, 5 27. 

We hear of disciples of John in Mt. 9 14 (Mk. 2 18 
Lk.533), 112 (Lk.718$), 1412 (Mk.629), Jn.325. 
6. Disciples They seem to have followed his strict 

mode of life, and to have been his faithful 
assistants, as Elisha was to Elijah. Ac- 

cording to Jn. 325 RV, ' there arose a questioning on the 
part of John's disciples with a Jew about purifying'; 

of John. 

JOHN, SON O F  ZEBEDEE 
but the statement is very obscure, and the text seems tu 
be in confusion. 

Bentley proposed to emend 'with a Jew' 01.d ' I o d a i o u )  into 
'with [those] of Jesus' ( p d  [ ~ i ) v ] ( ' I q u ? i i ) .  Bqt 'of Jesus' may 
more easily he obtained from purlfcation ( [ ~ a O a p ] ~ ~ p o u ) .  
'A  Jew about purif [ ] ' ( ~ o d a ~ o v  x e p ~  KaBap) is perhaps a corrup- 
tion of 'beyond the Jordan' ( d p a v  TOO 'IopSa'uov), words which 
intruded by accident from v. 26. If so, we should read simplk, 
There arose a dispute between John's disciple and those of 
'Jesus.' (Transposition and corruption of letters go together.) 

InActsl825 192J wealsoappear tomeet withdisciples 
of John;  but they are there represented as having 
become believers in Jesus the Messiah (note pa81/rui 
and mu7duuvrEs). One of them is the Alexandrian 
Jew Apollos, and one may assume that their presence 
at Eplesus was connected with the arrival of Apollos at 
the same city. We  are not told that Apollos was 
rebaptized by Paul's companions ; but we may infer 
this from the fact of the rebaptism of the other 
Johannine Christians (if we may call them so) related in 
Acts 19 5. What can have led Paul to ask the strange 
question, ' Did ye receive the holy spirit when ye 
believed?' which drew the not less strange answer, 
' Nay, we did not even hear that there is a "holy spirit"'? 
That disciples of John knew nothing of the 'holy spirit,' 
in the strict sense of the word, is of course impossible 
(see Mt. 3 TI). ' Holy spirit ' (?~veGpu &-yiov) must here 
be used in a ' pregnant sense,' as in Jn. 7 39 ; it means 
the abiding presence of the Spirit, which was accom- 
panied by special gifts for the individual, and the 
mediation of which was an apostolic privilege (Acts 
8 14-16). I t  is difficult not to see here a disposition on 
the part of the author of Acts to magnify Paul at. the 
expense of Apollos and his companions. The original 
report respecting Apollos which was used in Acts 18 24-28 
may have been without the closing words of Acts 18 25 
( ' knowing only the baptism of John '). See APOLLOS. 
A reference to the later sect of disciples of John is 
quite out of place. 

Cp Volter, ' Die Apokalypse des Zacharias,' Th. T 
30 ['96It PP. 2 4 4 8  T. K. C. 
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JOHN, SON OF' ZEBEDEE 
against these however we can cite at  least, one inscription 
from HarrSn'of 568 LD. which ha; 'IwBvqs (Le Bas-Wad- 
dington, Voyage ArchbZ. 2 3 [Asie Mineure, etc.], no. 2464).' 
The Hebrew name is pFi9 (see JOHANAN) or, as the case may 
be, ]$",-a spelling which makes no difference for the Greek 
transliteration. The L X X  with literal fidelity, sometimes in all 
the MSS, sometimes in a t  least several good MSS, and rarely 
in Ja alone, gives 'Ioavav ( z  K. 2523; also 6 times in Ch., 8 
times in Ezra-Neh 

As variants we &'d : in 2 K. Iova [B], Iovav [L] ; in I Ch. 
6gJ Ioavas [BA:  Ioavav in 69 A is to he regarded as the 
accusative] ; in I Ch.3 24 Ioavap [A : cp NaBap, Kaiuap, Lk. 
337 37, etc., see WinerP), 5 5 27~1, Iwvav [L] ; in z Ch. ?8 12 Iwavar 
[B: or more prohahly I w a q s :  what we have IS the gen. 
Iwavou] ; in I Ch. 12 12 Iovav [AI, Ioav [B : defective] ; in bzra 
8 12 Neh. 6 18 Iovau [BL] in Ezra106 Iovav [Nc.a L] ; in I Esd. 
91  (=Ezral06) Iovas iB]; in I Esd.838 [41l (=Ezra 812) 
Iwavvqc [A], Iwaqs [B]. In  Jer. in all 14 places, especially in 
Aand Q, sometimes also in N*, Iwavvav, as also 47 [40115 Ioavvas 
[Q], 47 [4018 Iwvav [Bl, 50[4314 Iwvav[N*]. In  I Ch. 263 alone 
Ioavav does not occur at  all but only Iovav [AI or Iwuas [BI ; 
in like manner in I Esd. 9 2; (=EzralOzE) only Iwauvqs [HA], 
Iovav [L]. In I and 2 Macc. Iwavqs is invariably found (not 
Iwavqp, as in B these two books are wanting). 

In the NT Ioavav is found in Lk. 3 27. The same name 
(I@), however, underliesnot only the N T  Ioav(vhs, hut certainly 
also the Iovap of Mt.1617, since in Jn.142 (or in another 
numeration 143) 21 15-17 we find Ioav(v)qs for the same person 
-the father of dmon Peter. 

Of the various equivalents Iwvav comes nearest the most 
original form (Ioavav) so far as the consonants Ioavas so far as 
the vowels are concerned whilst the second ;has disappeared 
in the Grmcising of the'termination. The same thing has 
happened also in the forms Iovas and Iova in which, moreover 
by the coalescence of the vowels the disbnction between thi; 
name and that of 'Iwvds= @, Jonah, has disappeared. The 
variant ' I o d B a p  for 'Iwdv(v)qs in 'D (Acts 46) is a transliteration 
of .]n$-: Josephus gives the same name as 'IovBBqr (Ant. 
xiii. 12, and often; cp JOHN, 6, col. 2498. Ioavqs is in strict 
analogy aud the form is therefore possible. 

J6anEs is, however, but an artificial Graecism, and we 
have various indications that the Jews inclined to retain 
the doubled n in names derived from the root 13". So, 
especially, in the feminine"Avva (I S. 1 z etc. ), and also 
in the mascu1ine"Avvas (Lk. 32 Jn. 1813 24 Acts 46), for 
which Josephus gives "Avavos ; also in the variants 
Iwavvav and Iwavuas in Jer. (the last also in T R  of 
Lk. 327 and in the marginal reading of TR to Jn. 21 
15-17) ; again, in the variant A v v a v  which I Ch. 11 43 [HI 
Jer. 42 [35] 4 [K] and I Esd. 530 [A] (11 Ezra 2 46 Neh. 
749) give for Avau (I;:), and rCh. 1914[KL]zf. [Llfor 
Avav ( p p )  ; and, lastly, in the variant AWWY which B 
gives in 2 S. 101-4 for Hanun (Avwv, A, in vu. 3 , f ) .  It 
is thus, to begin with, extremely improbable that the 
feminine Iwavva of Lk. 8 3  2410 ought to be written 
with a single v as is done by W H ,  for the biblical 

is an abbreviation of this name (Dahnan, Gmmm. 
142, n., 9 ) .  This consideration gives a corresponding 
probability to the spelling I o a v v ~ s ,  which is found also 
in Jos. (Ant .  x. 94, 5 168, and often). 

Dalman (Z.C.) conjectures even that ]$> had already come to 
be pronounced 'Ioxavvav, JoLannan (cp Jerome in yes. S 14 : 
Joannm). Of the shortened Aramaic form ta?V adduced by 
Kautzsch (Bi6l.-aranz. Gramm. IO) Dalman tells us that it 
occurs only in the Babylonian Talmud. 

-md 74 times in Jer. 40-43 (LXX 47-50). 

A,-JOHN T H E  APOSTLE AND JOHN T H E  
ELDER IN HISTORY AND IN LEGEND 

The call of the two sons of Zebedee to the discipleship 
is related in Mk. 1193 Mt. 4215 Lk. 510f: (GOSPELS, 

1 3 7 ~ )  ; in the Fourth Gospel it is 
2* 'On Of !sually conjectured that John is meant 

Zebedee in NT* by the unnamed companion of Andrew 
who from being a disciple of the Baptist joins the com- 
pany of Jesus (1 35-40). In the Synoptics John (with his 

1 According to Blass (Philol. of .?Le Gospels, 75-77) D gives 
to 'Iwavvqs in Mt Jn and Mk. the same degree of preference 
which it accords 'Io&q~ in Lk. and Acts, although in D Mk. 
stands between Lk. and Acts. The exemplar he used for the 
writings of Lk. must therefore have been different from that 
which lay before him when he copied Mt., Jn. and Mk. 
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brother James) takes next to Peter the place of greatest 
prominence among the disciples. 

These three alone are witnesses of the transfiguration of Jesus 
(Mk. 92  = Mt. 17 I =Lk. 9 28). According to Mk. 5 37= Lk. 8 51 at  
least they alone were present a t  the raising of Jairus' daughter ; 
accoiding to Mk. 1433=Mt. 2637, also they alone were in close 
touch with Jesus at  Gethsemane. I t  i6 only hlk. (1 zg 133) who 
tells us that these three were present along with Andrew at  the 
healing of Peter's mother-in-law, and that it was they who, as 
they looked at  Jerusalemfrom the Mount of Olives, asked Jesus 
the question as to the time of the destruction of the temple. I t  is 
Lk. only (22 E) who relates that the arrangements for the Last 
Supper were entrusted to Peter and John. Mk. 10 35-41 records 
that the two brothers asked of Jesus that they might sit, one cn 
his right hand and the other on his left hand in his glory. In 
Mt.2020 this request is attributed to the: mother, who is 
conjecturally identified with the Salome named in Mk. 1540 16 I 
(see,CLopns, 5 2). In Mt. 2024, however the indignation of the 
ten IS against (asppi) the two brothers ; th)e mother would seem 
therefore to have been introduced by Mt. to exonerate them. 
According to Mk. 938=Lk. 949 it is John who reports to Jesus 
the attempt of the disciples to forbid the man who was casting 
out devils in the name of Jesus without being a follower. With 
James, according to Lk. 954 John would fain have called down 
fire from heaven upon the gamaritan village which would not 
receive Jesus as he was journeying to Jerusalem. 

Interpreters are very ready to bring into connection 
with the incident in Lk. 954,,just referred to, the name 
'Sons of thunder.' According to Mk. 317, this name 
had already been given to the two brothers on their call 
to the discipleship. In that case, however, the bestowal 
of the designation would have been anticipatory, 5ust as 
Simon in like manner, according to Mk. 316, received 
the name of Peter at his call, although his confession at 
Caesarea Philippi offers a more fitting occasion. Mt. 
(1618) alone, however, transfers it to this period, con- 
necting it with an incident that is certainly unhistorical 
(GOSPELS, 1 136). On the real obscurity of the 
designation of the sons of Zebedee see BOANERGES. 

Of all the incidents in the Synoptic Gospels -enumer- 
ated above, only the last three (brothers' request ; man 
casting out devils ; fire from heaven) can be regarded as 
throwing light on the character of John ; and the third 
of these is recorded only by Lk.,  in whom some critics 
have been disposed to see a certain prejudice against 
the original apostles (GOSPELS, 114). None of the 
three traits can be said, however, to be inconsistent with 
the most trustworthy of all the references to John which 
we possess. According to Gal. 29, John was one of 
the three pillars ' of the church at Jerusalem, Peter and 
James the brother of Jesus being the other two. John 
must thus in any case be reckoued as supporting the 
Jewish-Christian view of things, although we have no 
means of knowing whether he was of the stricter school 
of James or of the milder one of Peter (see COUNCIL, 
1 3). According to Acts31-11 he and Peter healed a 
lame man, according to 4 13 19 the same two made their 
defence before the synedrium, according to 814 they 
both went to Samaria to put the apostolic seal upon the 
mission work of Philip here. This last statement, 
however, as well as the healing of the lame man, is not 
without its difficulties (see ACTS, 

Since the time of Irenaens ecclesiastical tradition has 
been unanimous in holding that after Paul's departure 
3. sojourn in from Asia Minor John the apostle took 

up his abode in Ephesus, where he held 
a leading position throughout the whole 

churchof Asia Minor. Irenseus himself vouchesfor this in 
manyplaces: ii. 333[225];' iii. 1 z [ r ]  34; v.301 333,f ; 
fragm. nos. 2 and 3 ; to be found also in Eus. HE iii. 2s ; 
v. 84-6; iv. 143-7 ; v. 2412-17 204-8. In thelast-cited pas- 
sage (the letter to Florinus) Irenaeus appeals expressly 
to the fact that in his youth (as TU% ; in his early youth, 
~ p 6 q  ~ A L K ~ ,  according to iii.34)he hadheard his teacher 
Polycarp in Smyrna tell much about the apostle Johtl 
who in turn had been Polycarp's teacher. Besides 
Polycarp he names also Papins the companion (bTaipos) 
of Polycarp as having been a hearer of the apostle. 

1 The references to Irenaens in this article are in the first 
instance, to Harvey ; those in square brackets are'to Massoet, 
the edition current in Germany. 

4, 16). 

Ephesus. 
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The same apostle is intended also by Polycrates of 
Ephesuswhenin his letter tovictor, bishopof Rome, about 
196 A. D. (Eus. HE iii. 31 3 v. 2 4 3 )  he relates of John who 
lay on the bosom of the Lord, and wore the high-priestly 
$etalon, that he was buried in Ephesus. Even Justin 
must have held the Ephesian John to be the apostle of 
that name if he assumed, or remembered, that the 
Apocalypse (which he ascribes to the apostle), must, on 
account of the authority over the churches of Asia 
Minor claimed by its author, have been written by a 
distinguished church-leader of that province. Yet the 
rap' $,ub du4p T l E  (Dial. 81) with which he introduces 
the apostle John designates him merely as a Christian- 
the contrast being with a psalmist-and implies nothing 
as  to the place of his residence. 

The testimony of, Papias (see GOSPELS, $5 67 fl), 
bishop of Hierapolis in Asia is, as we understand it, 

this : ' But as many things also as I once *' counter- well learned from the mouths of the frt!$tl&. elders and well committed to memory I 
shall not hesitate to set down Tor commit 

to writing] for thee, together with the ;nterpreta- 
tions [appropriate to them], guaranteeing their truth. 
For I took pleasure not, as the many do, in those 
who speak much, but in those that teach the things that 
are true ; nor in those who bring to remembrance the 
foreigri commandments, but in those who bring to 
remembrance the commandments that were given by 
the Lord to faith and have come to us from the truth 
itself. But if anywhere anyone also should come who 
had companied with the elders I ascertained [first of all] 
the sayings of the elders [ '  as to this' : not, ' to wit '1 
what Andrew or what Peter had said, or what Philip or 
what Thomas or James or what John or Matthew or 
any other of the disciples of the Lord [had said] and 
[secondly] what Aristion and John the Elder the disciples 
of the Lord say. For I supposed that the things [to be 
derived] from books were not of such profit to me as 
the things [derived] from the living and abiding utter- 
ance. ' 

( a )  According to this declaraiion Papias himself had 
once spoken with the 'elders.' Otherwise the third 
sentence ( '  But if anywhere,' etc.) would only he an 
otiose repetition of the first ; moreover the 'from the 
mouths of' ( r a p d )  in the first sentence denotes direct 
intercourse. Besides speaking with them he spoke also 
with their disciples (or the disciples of others)-at a 
later period, of course, when he was separated by 
distance from the elders themselves. 

(a) The elders may indeed be officials of the church ; 
hut if they are, it is not in virtue of this attribute that 
they come into Papias's consideration ; for their official 
position does not as such in any way qualify them to 
make valuable communications relating to events of the 
life of Jesus. For this function the persons best qualified 
would be apostles ; but these are excluded. It  would 
be arrogance on the part of Papias were he to undertake 
to guarantee the truth of any communications of theirs. 
It  will be necessary, furthermore, to pay due attention 
to the distinction implied by Papias when he used ' he 
had said ' (&rev) in the one case and 'they say' (X&-youaiu) 
in the other. He means by it that of the nine persons 
named only the last two were still alive, the first seven, 
namely the apostles, were not, and this applies not merely 
to the time of his writing, but also to the time when he 
was collecting his notes (cp ' I ascertained '). Lastly, we 
have in I renais  a very close analogy to guide us to what 
we ought here to understand by elders. Irenzus says 
(v. 3 3 3 )  : quemadmodum presbyteri meminerunt qui 
Johannern discipulum domini viderunt ; v. 51 ol rpecr- 
@LrEpoi TDU d r o a ~ 6 h w u  fiaBvral; v. 36 I : presbyteri, 
apostolorum discipuli ; * iv. 422 [27 I] even : quemad- 
modum audivi a quodam presbytero, qui audierat ab 

1 ' pS the elders recalled, who saw John the disciple of the 
Lord. 

2 ' The elders who were disciples of the apostles. 
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his qui apostolos viderant et ab  his qui didicerant.1 
Thus 'elders' must be taken to mean persons of 
advanced age who may or may not have been elders of 
the church, but in no case were apostles, and who were 
a guarantee for correct tradition only in virtue of their 
years. Cp GOSPELS, p 71. 

(c) From this it follows that the third sentence of the 
fragment under discussion must not be interpreted as if 
it meant ' I  asked the companions of the elders as to 
the words of the elders, t o  wit what Andrew, etc., had 
said ; ' hut : ' I inquired of them about the sayings of 
the elders as to what Andrew, etc., had said. ' Thus 
we have to distinguish four steps : the apostles, the 
elders, the companions of the elders, Papias. 

( d )  John the Elder is distinguished by Papias from 
John the Apostle, to whom, if we are to judge by the 
place assigned to him in the narrative, Papias cannot 
have attributed any special importance. It is difficult 
to understand how any person can be bold enough to 
deny this distinction. Some indeed who formerly did so 
are now in point of fact beginning to see how impossible 
it is, but as a consequence allow themselves to be led 
to a step which is just as audacious,-the deletion, 
namely, of the words or what John ' (4 T L  'Iwduuvs) .  
So Haussleiter (TheoL Lit.-BZa& '96, 465-468), on the 
ground of a casual conjecture of Renan's ( L  Antechrist, 
562) ; Zahn (Fomch. 6145f.) is almost inclined to agree. 
No plausible ground whatever can be alleged for such 
a step. 

It is said that the three words destroy the symmetrical 
enumeration of the apostles in pairs. But there are only two 
pairs ; at  the beginning Andrew and Peter as being brothers 
and at  the end precisely John and Matthew, the 'what'(.ri) bein; 
repeated before ' Iwkvuqs while it is omitted before ' I ~ K ~ @ o P .  
Were this not so, James and John would, as being brothers, 
constitute a pair, and this would be again a reason why ' l w i v v q f  
should not he regarded as breaking the symmetry. Over and 
above all this, however, it is by no means certain whether Papias 
intended to give the names in pairs at  all. 

( e )  It is difficult to come to any satisfactory conclusion 
regarding this John the Elder. If ' elder ' as applied to 
him has the same meaning as elsewhere, we should be 
compelled to say that he had enjoyed no personal ac- 
quaintance with Jesus ; so also of Aristion, who stands 
in the same category with him; but this personal 
acquaintance is claimed for them by the added words 
' the disciples of the Lord ' (oi TOG K U ~ L O U  pu0qTaL). 
This expression has been used immediately before, in the 
stricter sense, of the apostles ; in the case of Aristion 
and John the Elder it is clearly used in a somewhat 
wider meaning, yet by no means so widely as in Acts 
91,  where all Christians are so called ; for in that case 
it would be quite superfluous here. A personal yet 
not long-continued acquaintance with Jesus, therefore, 
will be what is meant. Such acquaintance would seem 
to be excluded if Papias as late as 140 or 145-160 A.D. 
(at which date according to Harnack he wrote his book ; 
cp 5 48e) had spoken with both. This, however, he 
does not say ; his expression may quite well be taken 
as referring to an earlier time. This is not precluded 
by the fact that he inquires of other men as to the 
utterances of these two also ; this was only to be ex- 
pected if he was no longer able to meet them personally 
at the later date even if he had heard them at the 
earlier. 

It would effectually simplify matters if we might with Edwin 
Abbott (Ex& '95 1333'346 ; previously, Renan, Aleteclrr. 345, 
n. 2) read 'the disciples of the Lord's disciples' (0; TGV 700 
yu lou pmOq70u pab'grai) or with Bacon (JRL, '98, 176-183), 
t i e  disciples of these ( 0 2  m v 1 ~ w u  paBqra9 or if, as in GOSPELS, 

$ 70 (3), we were to delete o l  TOG K U P ~ O U  WaOqral. Such a course, 
however. must he admitted to be bold. and it does not seem 
too diffi&tto s;ip&th& Papias in his' youth had spoken with 
two personal disciples of Jesus and yet, even while they were 
still alive, had received further utterances of theirs from their 
disciples. By this supposition we avoid conflict with the state- 
ment of Eusebius (HE iii. 39 7 )  that Papias called himself a hearer 

~ 

1 ' As I have heard from a certain elder who had heard it from 
those who had seen the apostles and from those who had learned 
from them'.-' Those who hadseen' and 'those who had learned 
denote the same persons. 
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of Aristion and John the Elder, although it is permissible to 
doubt whether Eusebius took this piece of information from any 
words of Papias other than those already quoted a b o v e ( G o s ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  

(f) On the other hand, owing to this difficulty it 
seems preferable to take the words Ci TE 'Aprudwv . . . 
Myouurv as directly dependent on dv&prvov, so that 
they do not mean ' I sought to learn of the disciples of 
the elders the words of the elders as to what Aristion 
and John the Elder said.' On this last construction we 
should have two intermediate links between these two 
men and Papias, as between the apostles and Papias. 
The other interpretation is therefore preferable : ' I 
sought to learn of the disciples of the elders the sayings 
of Aristion and of John the Elder which they had 
personally received from them.' 

(9) At this point the assumption, that Papias in his 
youth knew the apostles also, as well as Aristion and 
John the Elder, becomes tempting. In that case, how- 
ever, he would have referred expressly to them and not 
have spoken thus vaguely about ' elders.' 

( h )  In a MS of the Chronick of George the Monk 
(=Georgios Hamartblos) iii. 1341 it is stated that 'John 
the apostle after he had written his gospel suffered 
martyrdom, for Papias in the second book of the X6yta 
KupiuKd says that he was put to death by the Jews, thus 
plainly fulfilling along with his brother the prophecy 
of Christ regarding them and their own confession and 
common agreement concerning him." Mk. 1038 f. is 
here intended ; it is in fact cited immediately afterwards 
in the MS, which proceeds to state that Origen also in his 
commentary on Matthew says he has learned from the 
successors of the apostles that John had been a martyr. 
When this passage was first brought into notice by 
de Muralt in his edition of Georgios ('59, p. xvii f.) 
and afterwards more widely by Nolte ( T ~ 6 .  Quartulschr., 
'62, p. 466), critics were severely censured for accepting 
as true a statement coming from the ninth century 
while they rejected so many that came from the 
second. The statement in the Georgios Hamartblos 
MS, however, found some confirmation when the 
following words from an epitome, dating from the 
seventh or the eighth century and probably based on 
the Chronich of Philip of Side (circa 430 A.D. ) ,  were 
published by de Boor (Texte u. Untersuchungen, 
v. 2, '88, p. 170) : 'Papias says in his second book that 
John the Divine [Le . ,  the apostle] and his brother 
James were slain by the Jews' ( I Iadas  Bv T$ Geurdppy 

dGeX+bs adroii b ~ b  'Iou8alwv dvgpC0vuav). 
(i) It has been attempted in a great variety of ways 

to weaken the force of this passage. 
Lightfoot (Ess. on Supwnat. KeZ. 211f:) supposed that what 

Georgios actually wrote may have run in the original some- 
what in this way : ' Papias says that John [was condemned by the 
Roman emperor(and sent) to Patmos, for hea;ring witness (to the 
truth) while James] was slain by the Jews. Harnack (Gesch. 
d. a2tcb. Lift. ii. [ = Chronologie] 1665-667) concurs : the words 
interpolated by Lightfoot must have been omitted by an over- 
sight, and the nlention in Georgios of the brother of John 
rightly suggested to some later copyist that something was 
missing, but he wrongly supplied the omission in the way we 
read in de Boor. 
points out that in Georgios the complete passage on John': 
martyrdom and on Papias occurs only in a single MS : in twenty. 
six others its place, from the words paprvplov KaT$.$lw.raL, is 
taken by the expression Zu dp& cuOra6uaTo. H e  regards it 
therefore as an interpolation. ether written hy Georgios or 
by an interpolator, however, the exact citation of the second 
Book of Papias shows that there was at least some warrant in 
Papias for the statement. So far as Origen is concerned the 

Origen (tom. in Mt. 16; ed. 
fbelarue, 3 7 1 9 5 )  does not say he has derived his information 
from the successors of the apostles but only that " tradition 
teaches," and does not speak of the Aartyrdom of death hut only 
of that of banishment. What follows from this, however, is only 
that this excerptor of Origen has not read accurately, not that he 

1 , , . paprupiou Kaq.$iwTaL. llaaiac yip 6, '16paaihaws 
& i u ~ o n o s  a&&r~$c r o d ~ o u  y s v 6 p e ~ o s  i v  T o  6€uTfpw h6yw T ~ V  
KupraK2v hoyiwv + ~ U K E L  $TL &ab 'Iou8aiwv' &y&d@; aAq&uas 
G$haS$ PET; TOO &SsA+oJ 7 % ~  TOO XPLUTO~ r e p i  a k b  "pip- 
pquw K a i  7%" Gaur2v bpohoyiav aepi T O ~ T O U  ral uuyKaTd0Euia'. 

70). 

ibY A+, iiTL ' ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ ~  6 eEoh;yos Kai ' I ~ K W ~ O S  6 

Zahn (FoYsc?~. 6 147-151), on the other hand 

assage, it is true, is incorrect. 
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on his own part cannot possibly have written anything about 
John's death by martyrdom. Zahn expressly concedes that the 
excerptors (or if one made use of the other the older excerptor) 
had found in Papias that John was put t d  death by the Jews ; 
but maintains that Papias was here certainly referring to the 
Haptist. I t  must be admitted that Papias would not have use& 
the expression ' the divine' (6 Bsohiyos) here ; according to Zahn 
i t  was uot applied to the apostle earlier than the fourth century. 
On the other hand it is hardly conceivable that in Papias the 
expression could hive allowed a confusion of the Baptist with 
the apostle. 

( k )  A more serious question is this-whether Papias 
was speaking of John of Asia Minor or of John the 
apostle (if we assume the two to be distinct). Now, 
the tradition that John of Asia Minor did not suffer 
death by martyrdom becomes so firmly established 
soon after the time of Papias (§ 3 )  that it is difficult to 
believe Papias himself can have said the opposite. 
Moreover, in Ephesus the Jews could hardly have had 
the power and the courage to put to death a Christian 
bishop. It  is quite another matter, however, if what 
Papias meant to say was that John the apostle, as distinct 
from the Ephesian John, was put to death by the Jews 
somewhere else-say, for example, in Palestine, where 
this would have been least difficult of accomplishment. 

That the saying does not refer merely to John's brother 
JFmes is made probable also by the vague expression ' b y  Jews 
(uab 'IouSaiwv). If James alone had been in question it would 
more naturally have run that he was put to death by Herod 
Agrippa, as of the Baptist it would have been said that Herod 
Antipas had caused him to be put to death. The vagueness is 
most easily accounted for if John met his death at  the hands of 
other Jews who could not be further specified. Papias need not 
have meant, of course, that John's death happened a t  the same 
time with that of his brother James. 

( I )  It  must be conceded that the unacquaintance 
shown by all church fathers down to the time of Philip 
of Side (or his excerptors) with the statement of Papias 
now in question is very remarkable. Eusebius, how- 
ever, who had read Papias with great care, may easily 
have set it down among the ' things strange' (or ' para- 
doxical, sapd8oga) and ' partaking of the legendary ' 
(puOiK6mpu) which according to HE iii. 3 9 6  I I  he had 
often discovered in him. 

According to Zahn, Eusebius would hardly have allowed it to 
escape him, as it was fitted to be of service to him in connection 
with his view that the Apocalypse was written not by John the 
apostle but by John the Elder. But Eusebius referred the 
Fourth Gospel and the First Johannine Epistle also to the 
Ephesian John, and thus the statement in question would have 
been a very two-edged one if he had employed it against the 
apostolic origin of the Apocalypse. 

Irenaeus, moreover, and others were already so deeply 
imbued with the belief that the Ephesian John was the 
apostle that we may with most probability suppose them 
to have regarded as a mere oversight, and therefore to 
have passed over in silence, a contrary allegation in 
Papias whom they in other things valued highly. 

For the same reason we cannot follow Zahn in the further 
argument against the gxistence in Papias of the statement as 
to the death of the apostle-that as earlyas the second century 
the fables about the cup of poison and the bath of boiling oil 
(8 8J) had already heen invented in order to supply a fulfilment 
of the prophecy in Mk 10 38f: These fables were current con- 
cerning the Ephesian John, whose peaceful death had long been 
accepted ; it was therefore necessary that those martyrdoms by 
which Mk. 1038f: might seem to have heen fulfilled should not 
be represented as martyrdoms to the death. Thus they could 
not in any way have heen rendered superfluous by the statement 
of Papias. at  most the rise of the legends might have been 
checked dy it-onfy however, as has been shown, on the 
assumption, which will not work, that finding them in Papias 
led to the abandonment of the belief in the peaceful death of 
John the apostle who was identified with the Ephesian John. 
(m) Lastly, the most serious difficulty of all is found 

in Jn. 21. Here in 71. 23 it is presupposed that John, 
unlike Peter, is not to die a martyr's death. But again 
the question comes to be, which John is intended. If 
it be the case that the Ephesian John constituted the 
centre of the circle from which the Fourth Gospel 
emanated, it is only natural that in the appendix, chap. 
21, his end should be referred to. What we have to ask 
here is merely how it could have come about that the 
apostle Johnshould have been indicated in the Fourth 
Gospel as its guarantor. 

The result obtained from Papias is strongly supported 
On this point see 5 41. 
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by the fact that, apart from the writers named in 
8. Silence of all § 3 ,  no ecclesiastical writer of the 

second century betrays any knowledge 
rsstjcal writers. of a residence of the apostle John 

in Ephesus. Ignatius in his epistle 
other ecclesi- 

to the Romans (43) mentions the apostles who had for 
them a special importance, viz. Peter and Paul : in that 
to the Ephesians (122) he names only Paul, not John. 
Polycarp (32 91 113) speaks to the Philippians only of 
Paul and the ' other apostles,' not of his teacher John. 
Justin and Hegesippus in like manner tell nothing about 
John. In  the Muratorian fragment, lines 9-16, John is 
found in the company of his fellow-disciples (and 
bishops) in writing his gospel. He thus seems to be 
thought of as still living in Jerusalem. In'Acts 2OzqJ 
those who were to come into the church of Ephesus 
after Paul's departure would assuredly not have been 
designated as evil wolves if the apostle John had been 
his successor there. The passage may with confidence 
be taken to be a vaticinium ex eventu, and even were it 
not so, theauthor of Acts would, in hisgreat regard for the 
original apostles, certainly have toned it down if he had 
known that one of them had succeeded Paul. Since 
the epistle to the Ephesians does not come from the pen 
of Paul, it is also important to notice that only Paul is 
mentioned while yet in 220 the apostles and prophets as 
a whole are designated as forming the foundation of 
the church. So also with the Pastoral Epistles, where 
Ephesus is touched on in I Tim. 1 3  2 Tim.118, and 
with the epistles of Peter, of which the first is addressed 
to Asia Minor (1 I) and the second to the readers of the 
first (31). Special mention is due to the Gnostic 
Heracleon cited by Clement of Alexandria (Sirom. 
iv. 9 71, p. 59.5). He says that Matthem., Philip, 
Thomas, Levi, and many others do not belong to the 
number of those who for their open profession of the 
Christian faith had suffered the martyr's death. The 
apostle John is not named here, and yet he would have 
been entitled to the first place in the list had Heracleon 
known the tradition as to his peaceful end. 

Identity of name has led to confusion in other well- 
known cases also, with the regular result-in accordance 
B, similar with the tendencies of that age-that a 
confusions non-apostolic person, held in high esteem 
of persons. in some particular locality, came to be 

The Philip who 
had four virgin daughters endowed with the gift of 
prophecy is expressly designated in Acts 21 8f: as an 
evangelist and as one of the Seven (deacons) of Acts 65. 
Polycrates of Ephesus (circa 196 A.D.) holds him for 
the apostle of that name and states that he was buried 
in Hierapolis (a$. Eus. HEiii. 313, v. 242). Clement of 
Alexandria falls into the same confusion (Strom. iii. 652, 
p. 535), only adding that Philip gave his daughters in 
marriage. Even Eusebius, who yet himself clears away 
th- error of Irenreus that Papias had personally known 
John and other apostles (HEiii. 395-7), affirms in the 
very same chapter (I 9) not only that this Philip was 
the apostle (so also iii. 312) but also, further, that 
Papias knew him personally (for another view see 
GOSPELS, § 72, n. I). The elder whom in iv. 432 [a7 I] 
Irenaeus has designated as a disciple of the disciples 
of the apostles (for the text, see 4 6) he soon afterwards 
(iv. 491 [321]) calls a senior, apostolorum discipulus. 
The James who in Acts1513 takes part in the Council 
of Jerusalem he takes to be (iii. 1218 [IS]) the same as 
the son of Zebedee whose death has been already 
recorded in Actsl2z. For further instances of the 
same sort, see 49 6. 

In view of such gross carelessness on the part of the 
leading authorities for ecclesiastical tradition, the less 

regarded as an apostle. 

,. Conclusion hesitation need be felt in giving ex- 
as to John of pression to the result which has been 
Asia Minor. gained with ever-increasing security 

from the continued examination of 
their utterances. 

When set forth in 1840 by Liitzelberger (Did hirckZi2e 
Tradition 72ber den Ajostel johannes), and even at a later 
date by Keim and Scholten, it was treated as hypercriticism 
and was resisted even by such critics as Hilgenfeld and Krenkel 
(Der  A$ostrl/ohannes, '71, 133-178). It is now maintained by 
Bousset (see APOCALYPSE, $ rsJ, and cp Meyer's Komm. snr 
Ajoca&pseP), '96, pp. 34-48) and by Harnack (Gesch. der 
altchrist. Litt. ii. [=Chronologiel 1 ['g7] 659-662) who yet are 
so conservative as to attrihute the contents & the Fourth 
Gospel, a t  least in part, to reports of an eye-witness, or even 
of the apostle John himself (8 556~). 

(u) There were two Johns-the apostle and the Elder. 
The name ' elder ' attached to the person of the latter in 
a pre-eminent degree. In  the circle of his adherents he 
was named ' the Elder,' KUT' @ox+, perhaps so much 
so that his proper name, John, was even found super- 
fluous. He was a ' disciple of the Lord ' (puQ?++r 703 
K U P ~ O U )  in the wider sense of the word (I 4 e) .  It  was 
he who, towards the end of the first century, acquired 
the leading position in Ephesus of which we read, and 
he it was that was heard by Polycarp, who spoke of him 
to the youthful Ireneus. In speaking of him Polycarp 
was wont to call him a ' disciple of the Lord.' This is the 
expression which is responsible for the misunderstanding 
of Irenaeus that he was an apost1e.l This conjecture, 
however bold it may appear, is confirmed by the fact, 
also established by Zahn, that Irenreus regularly calls 
this John ' disciple of the Lord' while yet he always 
applies the word 'apostle' to Paul. Similarly Poly- 
crates, the other chief witness for the Ephesian residence 
of the apostle John, designates the latter not as ' apostle ' 
but only as 'witness and teacher' ( p d p ~ u s  K U L  ~ L ~ ~ U K U ~ O S )  
(cp the passages of Eusebius cited in $ 3). 

Eusebius in his Chronick (ad annum Ahrah. 2114' ed. 
Schane, ii. p. x62) still copied the error of Irenzeus, that PHpias 
had been a disciple of the apostle John. Had he not subse- 
quently noticed it as he was composing his Ecclesiastical 
Histovy and preserved for us the most important words of 
Papias, we should have been for ever condemned to remain 
under the dominion of this mistake. 

(6) Eusebius, however, did not draw the further con- 
sequence which follows for Polycarp also, from his 
discovery of the error of Irenzus. Irenreus calls Papias 
the hearer of John and companion of Polycarp. Now, 
as he regards Polycarp also as a hearer of the apostle, 
it cannot be open to doubt that he regards the two a s  
companions for the reason that both were hearers of 
one and the same master. What has now been ascer- 
tained as regards Papias will in that case hold good for 
Polycarp also; his master was not the apostle, as 
Eusebius still ( H E  iii. 36 I) assumes, but the Elder. 

(c) Confusion was introduced into the question by 
Dionysius of Alexandria, who (in Eus. HE vii. 25 16) 
took the statement that two graves of ' John '  at 
Ephesus were spoken of as basis for the conjecture that 
therefore two prominent men of the name of John had 
been contemporaries in that city (in reality of course 
there may very readily have been two places to which, 
according to different traditions, the grave of the one 
John was conjecturally assigned). By the one John he 
understood the apostle, by the other some John of Asia 
Minor. Eusebius ( H E  iii. 3 9 5 3 )  carried the hypothesis 
further, that this second John was John the Elder. 
The conservative theologians, also, are rightly agreed 
in pronouncing against the contemporary presence of 
two Johns in Ephesus, inasmuch as the contemporary 
activity of two men of such outstanding rank is nowhere 
affirmed, and indeed is excluded by the universal tradition 
of one Ephesian John. All the more remarkable is their 
error in declaring the one Ephesian John to have been 
the apostle, and in eliminating the Elder alike from the 
words of Papias and from history. Both Johns existed ; 
but this established fact can be harmonised with the 
leading position of the one in Ephesus where he brooks 
no rival only on the hypothesis that the apostle carried 

1 How little need there is for scruple in attributing to Irenaeus 
a misunderstanding even of the words of Polycarp is taught by 
the following circumstance : the one detail which he gives as 
from the mouth of Polycarp about John (the encounter of John 
with Cerinthus, see $ E), Irenaeus on his own showing had not 
himself heard, but had come to know it indirectly. 
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JOHN, SON OF ZEBEDEE 
on his labours, a n d  closed his life, elsewhere. But  in 
this case it is by no means difficult to suppose that he  
died a martyr 's  death.  As regards most of the apostles, 
we know nothing either of their later activities, or of 
the manner in which they came by their death. T h e  
sooner the veneration of the church concentrated itself 
upon the John of Asia Minor, all  the more readily 
could the son'of Zebedee pass into oblivion. 

I n  proportion as this confusion gained currency 
does it become easy to understand how a n  abundance 
8, other later of tradition should gather around the 

name of John,  by which essentially 
the  Tohn of EDhesus was understood. traditions. 

(a) IrenFns is our earliest auth'ority for the statement that 
John lived in Ephesus down to the reign of Trajan (8 3). He 
further records (Si. 34 [3] a@. Eus. HEiii .  286=iv. 146) that 
John, when he went to'take a bath in Ephesus, and saw 
Cerinthus within. rushed awav from the room without hathinr. 
uttering the words 'Let us flek, lest the room should,indeed fzi 
in for Cerinthus, the enemy of the truth, is within. Clement 
od Alexandria (Quis dia  sah. 4295gf: ; also up. Eus. HEiii .  
235-19) is our authority for the pretty story that John had con- 
verted a certain youth and after he had relapsed and become a 
rnhber won him backby ailowing himself to he made a captive 
hy the'robher-hand and thus coming into touch, with him again. 
We owe tn Jerome (on Gal. 610) the story that in advanced age 
John was still able once and again in the congregation to say, 
'filioli diligite alterutrum.' 

( 6 )  'khe most important of the remaining traditions are these : 
lnhn remained a virzin till his death : when he intended 
harmine. or when h& father wished him to marrv. he was 
warnkd against it by a divine voice. He was cokpelled to 
drinka cup of poison, and was plunged into a cauldron of 
boiling oil, hut in both cases passed the ordeal unharmed. 
After one or other of these experiences he was banished in 
the reign of Domitian to the isle of Patmos ; under Nerva he 
was allowed to return to Ephesus. A large number of miracles 
of most various kinds are ascribed to him. At last he caused a 
grave to he dug for himself, laid himself down in it and died. 
On the following day his body was no longer to be found. 

Lipsjus (Apocr. AposteZgesch. 1348-542. '83, and  else- 
where) refers all the  traditions enumerated in § 8 6 to  a 
9. credibility work tha t  still survives in fragments (o r  

catholic redactions), l  the Acta Johannis 
which formed a par t  of the  ?r~pploSo~ 
TGV d~ourbhwv ( '  Wanderings of the  

apostles ') ascribed to Leucius (Charinus), of Gnostic 
origin, a n d  da t ing  from somewhere ,between 160 a n d  
170 A. D. Zahn, who in his edition of the Acta 3ohannis 
in  1880 had  sought  t o  establish the  year 130  A.D. as 
its date,  had  already in his Gesch. d. Kanons, 2856-865, 
'92, accepted the view of Lipsius as to  the date,  a n d  
after the publication of further portions of this text h a s  
also conceded tha t  it had  its origin in the  school of the 
Gnostic Valentinus (Forsch. 6 14-18, a n d  already in  Neue 
kirck.2. Ztschr., '999 pp. 191-218). 

of these 
traditions, 

For the spirit in which this work is conceived we may perhaps 
point to the story to the effect that John once in an inn found 
his bed swarming with vermin. He ordered them out of the 
chamber for the night. To the great astonishment of his 
companions, who had ridiculed him, on the following morning 
they saw the whole hand of banished inmates waiting before 
the chamber door till John should allow them to return. 

In the case of several of the other stories the manner  
of their origin is very transparent. Lifelong virginity 
is the ideal of manhood in the Apocalypse (Rev. 144) ,  
of which ' J o h n '  is the author. A martyrdom was 
foretold for him as well as for his brother James by 
Jesus according to  Mk. 1038J = Mt. 2 O z z f .  To the 
figurative baptism ' of which Jesus here speaks the 
baptism in  boiling oil corresponds in a literal sense as 
exactly as possible, just  as the ' cup ' corresponds t o  the  
draught  of poison. Of John's drinking of that cup  
without ha rm tradition preserved a precedent in what  
was related of Justus Barsabbas, regarding whom 
Papias told a like story (up. Ens. HE iii. 399). T h e  
banishment t o  Patmos is open to  very grave suspicion 

1 In the ecclesiastical redaction, the miracle of the boiling 
oil was according to Lipsius transferred from Ephesus to 
Rome ; ;hat of the cup of poiso& on the other hand, from Rome 
to Ephesus. 

a James, Texts and Studies v. 1, '97, pp. 1-25 ; cp 144-154, as 
also Acta apost. ajocr. ed. iipsius et Bonnet, ii. 1, '98, pp. 
160.216. 
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tha t  it arose out  bf a misunderstanding of Rev. 19. 
T h e  words ' I was o n  the  isle of Patmos for the word  
of God  a n d  the  testimony of Jesus '  b y  no means  
necessarily imply a banishment ; it is also possible that 
they may be intended t o  describe a voluntary journey 
either in flight after having freely declared the word 
of God a n d  the testimony concerning Jesus, or f o r  
missionary purposes. 

B.-AUTHORSHIP OF THE A P O C A L I l P S E  

Coming now to  the question whether the apostle 
John (or, o n  the other assiimption, the Elder)  was t h e  
lo. Authorship author of all the five N?' writings 

ascribed to  John ,  as regards the  Apo- 
calypse we must in the first instance of the whole. 

proceed o n  the  assumption that the book is a unity. 
(a) On this assumption the spirit of the  entire book can 

be urged as an argument  for the apostle's authorship : its 
eschatological contents, i ts  Jewish-Christian character, 
i ts  view of the Gentiles who a r e  becoming Christians a s  
proselytes who are  being added to the twelve tribes of 
Israel ( 7  9-17) while yet the whole people of God continues 
t o  be represented as numbering twelve times twelve 
thousand (141), its violent irreconcilable hostility t o  the 
enemies in the outside world (1118 148-11 166  186-8) a5 
well as to  the false teachers within the churches(261ff:  
20-22). T h e  fiery prophetic utterance w-hich the writer 
employs need not surprise us even in  advanced old age,  
in a m a n  who, w e a r e  to suppose, had  cherished thoughts 
like these all his life long. N o r  need we wonder at his 
calling himself not  a n  apostle but  only a minister of 
Christ and  a prophet (1 I 229) ; for a n  apocalypse, it i s  
only these last two attributes that come into account. 

(6) On the  other hand ,  the reference to the  sojourn in 
Patmos (1 9) must not  be taken as positive evidence for 
the apostle's authorship (J 9). T h e  technical erudition 
manifested not  only in  an intimate acquaintance with 
the  contents of the  OT, but  also in hold applications of 
these t o  new conditions, a n d  in a n  arrangement of the 
entire apocalyptic material in a manner which may not 
indeed be exempt from criticism, but  yet certainly i s  
everywhere skilful, is no t  easily accounted for in the 
case of one who h a d  formerly been a fisherman, a n d  
who in Acts 413 is described-and certainly correctly- 
as ' a n  unlearned and  ignorant m a n '  (&vOpw?ros dypdp- 
paros Kai B r h p ) .  

(c) But,  above all, in the case of sn eye-witness of 
the life of Jesus one would have expected a livelier 
image of the personality of Christ than the Apocalypse 
offers. 

The Apocalypse designates Jesus on the one hand it must he 
conceded in the genuine manner of primitive Chrihanity as 
the f a i t h h  witness (15 314) which, in accordance with b ~ ; .  
17 6, we may interpret as refekng to his martyr-death (cp 3 ZI), 
although it also remains possible that the word denotes his 
witness to truth by oral revelation ; it calls him the Holy and 
True (3 7 14 19 11) ; it alludes to his Judzan origin and Davidic 
descent (5 5 22 16); it claims for him that he has the Holy 
Spirit, only in the form that he possesses the seven spirits 
of God (3 I 5 6)  into which the spirit of God is divided according 
to 1 4  4 5  5 6 ;  and in 14r4f:  it represents him in his exalted 
state as an angel, not as any higher heing. On the other hand, 
it not only ascribes divine honours to him after his exaltation 
(1 5 5 8 14, etc.Fwhich need not surprise us ;-not only praises 
him in a doxology which is comparable to those given to God 
(1 6 5 ~zf: 7 IO 12); it also assumes his pre-existence as a matter 
of course and in that pre-existence it gives him the predicate, A 
and a, which is given to God himself (2213, c 117 2 8  as 
also Is 216); indeed in the very same verse (314yin which it 
assignes to him the humblest attribute, it also gives him, the 
highest-that of 'the beginning of the creation of God ' (apxil 
n)r KT~CEOP 703 Be&). Even if this is to he taken passively, in 
the sense that he is the first creature created by God, it represents 
a high claim ; hut it can also he meant in the active sense, thus 
designating him as a self-active principle in the creation of 
the world, as in I Cor. 8 6 Col. 1 16-18 Heh. 1 z and elsewhere. 
The figures under which the author represents the appearance 
of Christ are partly taken from the OT (as 1 13-20), and partly 
dependent on N T  theological theories (as 56). In order to 
realise how little the author was in possession of any concrete 
living image of thdpersonality of Jesus we have only to look at 
any picture professedly based on 113-20 or try to visualise to 
our own imaginations what is described 'in 5 6f: 6 I&-how a 
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lamh standing as though it had been slain, having seven horns 
and seven eyes, comes and takes out of the hand of God a book 
and opens the seals thereof. 

(d )  Finally, the Apocalypse speaks (18 20) of the twelve 
apostles in a quite objective way, without any hint that 
the author himself is one of them, and in 21 14 it describes 
them as the foundations of the Church of the latter days 
in a way which does not speak for the modesty of the 
author if he himself was of their number. 

( e )  Most of these difficulties, however, disappearas soon 
as we think of the Elder, not of the apostle, as the author 
of the book ; and the attitude of authority towards the 
churches of Asia Minor assumed in 2 5  also speaks for 
the former-always on the assumption that it was he, 
not the apostle, who held this position there, 

If, however, it has to be conceded that the Apocalypse 
is not a unity-and it is hardly likely that it will long be 
ll. Of parts. possible to resist this conclusion-then 

the question alters itself to this ; whether 
the apostle or the Elder was the last editor of the whole 
book or the original author of any portion of it. Here 
all that can be said is that the John of Asia Minor, by 
whom, as we have seen, it is easier to suppose the Elder 
than the apostle to be meant, comes into consideration 
first of all as possible author of the Epistles to the Seven 
Churches in 2 5  These, however, have only a loose con- 
nection with what properly forms the body of the book 
which contains the prophecies concerning the last times 
(41-235); it isonlywith211-225 that theyshowobservable 
contact in some isolated expressions. That they should 
have arisen separately is hardly likely, for in that case all 
the sevenwould not have been written-as we must never- 
thelesssupposethemto havebeen-in one corpus, buteach 
one would have been addressed to its proper destina- 
tion. They become more intelligible when regarded as 
a preliminary writing prefixed to the rest of the hook 
after it had been completed, and designed to introduce 
to a particular circle of readers the more strictly 
apocalyptic book. If this be so, we do best in assign- 
ing them to the redactor of the whole ; but in that case 
we must be all the more cautious how we attribute to him 
definite portions of the rest of the book-to attempt 
which, moreover, we have no means a t  our disposal. 
But, further, not even the Epistles to the Seven 
Churches can with certainty be ascribed to the Elder ; 
they may have been written by another in his name. 

The one question left, if we take into account what is 
said under APOCALYPSE, is as to whether the author 
12, Author of of the Apocalypsemay be identical with 

Apoc. also the author of the Fourth Gospel and 
author of Gasp. of the Johannine Epistles. The an~wer  

and Epp. ? to this question becomes important 
( a )  General. in our investigation of the Apocalypse 

if the authorship of the Gospel and 
Epistles is more easily determined than tha t  of the 
Apocalypse, and vice versa. A glance at  the four 
possibilities here will be instructive. Apart from tlieo- 
logians who feel themselves bound to the strictest 
conservatism, B. Weiss stands alone in attributing the 
Gospel and the Epistles as well as the Apocalypse to 
the apostle; the Gospel and the Epistles, or at  least 
the First Epistle, but not the Apocalypse, are attributed 
to the apostle by the 'mediating' school, as they formerly 
were by the rationalists ; the Apocalypse, but not the 
Gospel and the Epistles, by the earlier representatives 
of the Tiibingen school down to Hilgenfeld and Krenkel 
(Der AposteZJohannes, '71) ; by all the later critics not 
one of the Johannine writings is given to the apostle, 
the Apocalypse even having been already assigned 
to another author before its unity had been given up. 
W e  find a critic of so early a date as De Wette writing 

I '  In NT criticism nothing is more certain than that the 
apostle John, if he was author of the Gospel and the 
Epistles, did not write the Apocalypse, and conversely. " 
The same thing had already been argued by Dionysius 
of Alexandria (up. Eus. HE 715) in a manner that, 

2 5 7 5  

when we consider his time, must be regarded as notably 
scientific. The authorship of the Apocalypse is in this 
case, however, prejudged to a certain extent only when 
the Gospel and the Epistles are attributed to the apostle, 
and conversely. 

The difference between the Apocalypse and the 
13. ( b )  Language. Fourth Gospel so far- -as language 

and style are concerned can hardly 
be stated too strongly. 

Grammatically, the Greek of the Gospel if not particularly 
good, is at least from the point of view 'of that period not 
open to positive objection ; the Apocalypse on the other hand 
exhibits the most flagrant solecisms. For example, the apposition 
to any case whatever is given in the nominative 1 and there is no 
hesitation in adding the article to a verbal ford or in making a 
nominative dependent on the preposition bxd ( i d  b &v Kai 6 
$v Kai 6 ipxdpevos, 14). The Gospel displays a Hehraizing 
character only in the syntax of its sentences (simple co-ordina- 
tion), the Apocalypse to a very much greater extent. As for 
the vocabulary we single out only a few expressions : the Gospel 
has JrRiu~qs, the Apocalypse geu8$s ; similarly the Gospel and 
Apocalypse have, respectively, I&, i8o6 ; K ~ U ~ C O S ,  O I K O U ~ E ~  ; the 
Gospel has Lpxov 706 K ~ U ~ O V  or roqpds for the devil, while from 
the detailed enumeration of all the predicates of the devil in 
Rev. 12 g, these two expressions are absent. the Gospel has 
muT&cv (almost TOO times) and 6poAoy&, the. Apocalypse &av 
+v paprupiav 'ItprooO. Equally worthy of notice is the absence 
in the Apocalypse of certain particles which are o,f very frequent 
occurrence in the Gospel : rraS& piv,  pivrot wav~ore wdwom 
&s in the temporal sense, i'va referring bkck to a' demon! 
strative (as Jn. 15 12). Withal the difference between the 
spheres of thought in the two 'writings is vividly illustrated 
when it is noted how favonrite ideas in the one are totally absent 
from the other-such ideas as ' Lord God Almighty ' ( K ~ ~ L O S  b 9 ~ b s  
b Iravroxpdrwp) or 'patience ' (+mpovrj) in the Gospel, +ds in a 
secondary meakng, uaoria, 5;% aidvios, ;fpara, B&u9a~, & ~ L V  
;v TLVL, brdhAvu9ar (said of men) in the Apocalypse. 

This observation, however, must be extended much 

14. (c)  Sphere more widely. Even where it cannot 
of Thought. be traced in the mere vocabulary, the 

thouxht-substance in the two writings 
is in many ways fundimentally different. 

(a) So, for example, in what is the main thing so 
far as the Apocalypse is concerned-the eschatology. 
I t  is only in isolated passages, and these moreover not 
free from the suspicion of interpolation, that the Gospel 
still shows the conception-so familiar to the Apoca- 
lypse as to the whole of primitive Christendom-of a 
general Judgment at the end of time, and a bodily 
resurrection (1 286). On the other hand, special 
features of the Apocalypse, such as those of the detailed 
events before the end of the world and those of the millen- 
nium, are in the same degree foreign to the Gospel as is 
the doctrine of the return of Christ with a heavenly host 
for the destruction of his enemies in battle (1911-ZI), 
and the presupposition that the state of blessedness 
will be established upon earth-if even upon a renewed 
earth (Rev. 204-6 21 I Io)-wbich is directly contradicted 
by Jn. 14 zf., where this state is to be looked for in heaven. 
The First Epistle comes a degree nearer to the expecta- 
tions of primitive Christendom (1 5 9 ) ;  but the main 
idea of the Apocalypse, that a definite personality will 
come forward as Antichrist, is even there ( I  Jn. 2 18 22 
43) mentioned only for the purpose of saying that the 
prediction has been fulfilled by the rise of gnosticism, 
in other words the idea is gently set aside. 

(a) The Universality of salvation is for the Gospel a 
matter of course (1 27). In  the Apocalypse, on the 
other hand, one can still clearly perceive how the 
Jewish people continues to be regarded as the chosen 
race, and the believing Gentiles are ranked with it, not 
on principle but only in consequence of their having 
acquitted themselves also as good Christians under 
persecution ( 7 1 4 3 ,  IOU). ' Jew' in Rev.29 39 is a 
name of honour, in the Gospel it carries some note of 
depreciation (§ 19). 

(c) As regards the Person of Christ the metaphysical 
expressions cited in § I O C  approximate the point of view 
of the Fourth Gospel; but this approximation is not 

By this the ' A v r k a  of 213 
instead of ' A v h a s  is shown to be the correct reading. Cp 

I 

1 E.g. 220 312 914 1412. 
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nearly so great as to amount to equivalence. The 
difference lies not merely, as might perhaps be sug- 
gested, in this-that the Gospel has to speak for the 
most part of Christ on the earth whereas the Apocalypse 
is speaking of him as exalted in heaven. Even as 
regards the pre-existence of which both speak it has to 
be remarked that the Apocalypse has here only adopted 
certain expressions without allowing them to have any 
very noticeable effect upon the general view of things, 
whilst the Gospel is completely dominated by the idea of 
the Logos. 

Great importance has been attached to the fact that in Rev. 
1 9  13 Christ is expressly called ‘ the word of God’ (6 h6yor 70; 
BsoG). Even if this fact is to be recognised we must not forget 
that it by no means necessarily involves full coincidence with 
the thought of the Gospel. Such coincidence would even in 
fact he very unlikely, since elsewhere in the Apocalypse we do 
not find the faintest trace of Alexandrian ideas. Here accord- 
ingly it might seem necessary to resort in the first instance to the 
explanation which we are constrained to reject in the case of 
the Gospel (§ 31)-namely that the expression ‘the word of 
God‘ is taken from the O T  or the Palestinian theology. Only, 
even where they were not prepared to give up the unity of the 
Apocalypse altogether scholars ought long ago to have per- 
ceived that 19 136 ‘and his name is called The Word of God ’ is 
a gloss. .Immediately before we are told (19 12) that no one 
knoweth his name but he himself. How could the author 
proceed immediately to give his name? But nothing could 
have been more natural than that a n  old reader who believed 
himself to be in possession of the name (possibly from the 
Fourth Gospel) should have written the answer to the riddle on 
the margin ; the next copyist took it for an integral part of the 
text that had been accidentally omitted and accordingly inserted 
it. In 19 II also we 
find a name of Christ : ‘the Faithful and True ’ in 19 16 another: ‘ King of kings and Lord of lords ; of this la& we are expressly 
told that it was written upon his mantle and upon his thigh. 
This does not harmonise with a. IZ and must probably also be 
regarded as an interpolation. 

(d )  Among the various points of connection, there- 
fore, which in spite of all differences we are able to 
trace between the Apocalypse and the Gospel the use of 
the name ‘ logos’ cannot be reckoned as one. Nor do 
those which are left by any means amount to a proof 
of identity of authorship. In both writings Christ 
appears as the lamb ; hut the Apocalypse invariably 
uses dpvlov, the Gospel invariably (except in 2 1 7 5 )  
dpv6s. In the New Jerusalem (Rev. 21 24 22 13 5) bread, 
water, and light are mentioned as the highest blessings ; 
in the Gospel (Jn. 648 414 812) Christ himself is repre- 
sented as bread, water, and light ; and so far as light 
is concerned Rev. 21 23 bas already led the way in this. 
Baur found himself able to speak of the Gospel as the 
spiritualised Apocalypse. Thoma could call it the 
Anti-Apocalypse ( Z  WT ‘77, pp. 289-341). By this 
is not meant that the two writings as regards their inner 
substance are actually very near one another ; the long 
journey that has to be travelled in clearing up the lilies 
of connection and effecting this spiritualisation of ideas 
shows only how far apart the two really are. 

The attempt even to carry the Gospel and the 
Apocalypse back to one and the same circle or one and 
15. Conclusion. the same school, though suggested 

by the tradition which assigns them 
to  one and the same author, is therefore a bold one. 
I t  will be much more correct to say that the anthor of 
the Gospel was acquainted with the Apocalypse and 
took help from it so fnr as was compatible with the 
fundamental differences in their points of view. On 
account of the dependence thns indicated i t  will be safe 
to assume that the Apocalypse was a valued book in 
the circles in which the author of the Gospel moved, 
and that he arose in that environment and atmosphere. 
So far therefore it is possible for criticism to recognise 
in a qualified way the justice of the tradition as to the 
origin of the two writings in a common source ; but the 
complete difference in trend of thought must on no 
acount be lost sight of. 

Of those who still maintain oneness of authorship for the two, 
the least favourable position is taken by those who hold them to 
have been written more or less contemporaneously: but hardly 
less favourable is that of those who, in order to be able to maintain 
the date 95-96 A.D.,  assigned by Irenieus to the Apocalypse, 

2.97 

Indeed, we must perhaps go even further. 

think of the Gospel as the earlier bf the two. The only rela- 
tively conceivable hypothesis is that which postulates the other 
order and a transition from the ideas of the Apocalypd to those 
of the Gospel. As however it is impossible to assign the Apoca- 
lypse toany date e h e r  thaA68 the Gospel must on the assump- 
tion of apostolic authorship bel& to aperiod after the author’s 
sixtieth year-a period within which the acquirement‘ of un- 
objectionable Greek not to speak of so revolutionary a change 
in the whole world ’of ideas, even if conceivable in his earlier 
years, becomes a psychological impossibility. 

C.-THE FOURTH GOSPEL 
The question whether the Fourth Gospel was written 

by John the apostle, which we shall here, for convenience 

16. sake, in accordance with the accepted 
of enquiry. phraseology, call the question of its 

genuineness (although the . apostle’s 
authorship is claimed for it only by tradition), -cannot 
be determined apart from the question of its historicity. 
I t  would be utterly unscientific to begin by confining 
ourselves to a proof that the tradition of the Johannine 
authorship was not open to fatal objection and then 
-supposing this to be made out-forthwith to claim 
for the contents of the Fourth Gospel a strictly historical 
character throughout without further question. Even 
defenders of the genuineness have conceded the pos- 
sibility of more or less serious lapses of memory in the 
a.ged apostle ( J  55 d) .  The question of the historicity, 
therefore, is ultimately the more important of the two, 
if we bear in mind what must be the final object of all 
enquiry into the gospels, namely the elucidation of the 
life of Jesus. As a matter of fact there have been 
scholars who have maintained that the Fourth Gospel 
was not the work of the apostle and yet is trustworthy 
throughout, or that it rests upon coniniunications re- 
ceived from the apostle or some other eye-witness 
and therefore is partly trustworthy partly not (I 55  d 6). 
The question of historicity becomes, on any such 
hypotheses as these last, not merely an end in itself but 
also a means of determining the authorship. The same 
remark applies when the complete genuineness is under 
consideration. Unimportant deviations from historicity, 
on the view just mentioned, do not make belief in the 
genuineness impossible ; but serious deviations do. 

As regards the historicity, our most important line 
of research is that of comparison with the synoptists. 
In  proportion as tradition concerning the authorship is 
uncertain, must we rely all the more upon this means 
of arriving at  knowledge. Of course we must not 
begin by postulating for the synoptists the higher degree 
of historicity any more than by making a similar 
claim for the Fonrth Gospel. The immediate object of 
the comparison must be to ascertain what the differences 
are ; if any of these are found to be irreconcilable, we 
shall then have to ask, in the first place, which of the 
two representations deserves the preference, and then, 
next, whether the less preferable can have come from 
an eye-witness. At the same time, it is obvious that 
the comparison must not in the main deal with details 
merely, for in every single detail some error may well 
be regarded as excusable ; rather must it pass in review 
the  plan and character of the two sets of writings viewed 
broadly and as a whole. 

Such a comparison will, at the very outset, disclose a 
fundamental divergence in the picture presented of one 
l,. The of the most prominent subordinate figures 
Ba~tist. in the gospel narrative. In the synoptists 

John the Baptist is a personality of real 
interest even quite apart from his relation to Jesus. 
Brief as are the synoptists’ notices concerning John, 
they still contain a complete life-history full of dramatic 
crises. It is not his tragical death alone that compels 
the reader’s sympathy ; we are interested in him quite 
as much by reason of his uncertainty as to whether or 
not he ought tb recognise in Jesus the Messiah (Mt. 
I1 zJ). See JOHN THE BAPTIST. That he was re- 
luctant to baptise Jesus is plainly an addition of Mt. 
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19. Order of synoptists and the Fourth ~~~~~l as to 
principal the order of the principal in the 
events in public life of Jesus. The cleansing of 

public life. the temple, which, according to the 
synoptists, was in his ,.losing days, is 

I t  placed in Jn. (2  13-22) at the beginning of his ministry. 

( 3 1 4 3 )  ; Mk. and Lk. know nothing of it. According 
to Mk., Jphn did not, even in the very act of baptising, 
receive any revelation of the exalted dignity of Jesus 
(GOSPELS, 137 a,  end) ; and this is undoubtedly the 
true state of the case, for no one would have invented 
such a representation, if the descent of the Holy Spirit 
and the heavenly voice as described in Lk. and even 
in Mt. had been noticeable to every one. 

In the Fourth Gospel, however, it is precisely the 
representation of Mt. that is fundamental ; in fact it is 
essentially heightened. From the very first John knows 
not only the high dignity of Jesus and his destiny to 
become the redeemer of the whole world ( 1 2 7  29), but 
even his pre-existence (11530). The title of Messiah 
is implicitly offered to him, in order that he may refuse 
it in the most categorical manner (119-23 328). The 
effect is a diminution of John's personal significance to 
such an extent that the only function left him is that of 
bearing testimony to Jesus (1 6-8 15 23). Even his baptis- 
ing work is felt to be important, not as being of valne to 
those who sought baptism, but as being a means of 
making Jesus known (12631). Of his preaching of re- 
pentance absolutely no mention at all is made. Yet in 
his baptism Jesus receives nothing which he did not 
previously possess ; on the contrary, it is not related at 
all, and there is a good reason for the omission (# 26). 
The descent of the Spirit is alone mentioned, yet not 
as a divine gift hcstowed on Jesus but only as a token 
for the Baptist whereby he is able to recognise Jesus ns 
the Messiah (132J ) .  His question at a later datc, 
whether Jesus really be the Messiah (Mt. I l z J ) ,  is in 
the Fourth Gospel impossible. In  short, in place of 
the personality-powerful, yet limited in its horizon and 
therefore exposed to tragic conflicts (and in all these 
respects a personality that cannot have been invented)- 
whom we have in the synoptists, we find in the Fourth 
Gospel nothing more than a subsidiary figure introduced 
to make known the majesty of Jesus-a figure endowed 
with supernatural knowlcdge indeed, but always mono- 
tonously the same and historically quite colourless. 

'Turning now to what we are told concerning Jesus 
himself. we are struck first bv the difference betweeri 

1 97-13 : 'As Jeremiah was standing in the temple he became 
as  one that gives up the ghost, Baruch and Abimelech (his 
companions) wept. . . and the people saw him lying dead. . . and 
wept bitterly. Thereupon they would have him buried, when, 
behold a voice was heard 'Bury not him who is yet alive, for 
his s o d  will again enter in;o his body. And . . . they remained 
near his hody for three days while they spake of this thing, and 
remained in uncertainty as to the hour a t  which be should arise. 
But after three days his soul came into his hody and he lirted 
up his voice in the midst of them all and said ' Praise ye God,' 
etc. Thus the Greek text in Harris(Rest of Words ojBaruch, 
'89). The Ethiopic text (Dillm. Ckrvst. aath. '66, German by 
Prretorius IZWT, '72, pp. ~30.~471, and by Kiinig [Sf. u. KY. '77 
318-3381) concludes more briefly : ' they remained about him fo; 
three days until his soul returned (or, should return) $to his 1 body. And a voice was heard in the midst of them all Praise 

Scene of the synoptists and the Fourth Gospel as 
to the scene of Jesus' public activity. 

life Whilst in the synoptists Jesus does not 
come to Tudaea save for the Passover at Of Jesus' 

which he suffered, in the Fourth Gospel Judza is the 
scene of by far the greater part of his ministry. Into 
Galilee he makes only comparatively brief excursions 
(21-12 443-51 61-714). Indeed, according to 444, when 
fairly interpreted, JudEa, not Galilee, is represented as 
his home. If indeed, especially in view of Mt. 2337 
Lk. 1334, it cannot be definitely said that the synoptists 
leave no room for earlier visits of Jesus to Jerusalem, what 
has just been stated seems to admit of the explanation 
that the Fourth Gospel is designed as a supplement 
to the synoptists. This view, however, cannot be 
carried out. To begin with, the Fourth Gospel does 
not confine itself to giving supplementary matter ; it 
repeats synoptic narratives such as those of the Feeding 
of the Multitudes, the Walliing on the Sea, and 
the Healing of the Nobleman's Son (another version 
of that of the servant [or son] of the centurion at  
Capernaum [§ zoc]). Further, so long a sojourn of 
of Jesus in Judaea as is depicted in the Fourth Gospel 
is in no way reconcilable with the representation of 
the synoptists, and still less is the representation that 
before his last passover Jesus had stayed in Jerusalem 
a t  least from the preceding winter onwards (1022). 

No less divergent are the representations of the 

s thus quite divested of the importance it has in the other 
iccount as bringing the hatred of the authorities to the 
:xplosive point ; it has no outward consequences. 
\Tor is the harmonistic expedient of any avail-that the 
:leansing happened twice and with qnite opposite 
~esults on the two occasions. The conflict of Jesus 
nrith the Jews arises, it is true, in Jn. at  the very 
seginning of his ministry ; hut all attempts to lay hold 
3f him prove failures, without any explanation being 
Tiven. beyond the very vague and general one that his 
lour was not yet come (73044 82059 1039 1236). The 
,epresentation, however, that thus between Jesus and 
.he Jews-Le., not only the ruling classes but also his 
xdinary Jewish audiences-a relation of complete anti- 
pathy subsisted from the outset, does not harnionise 
with what we gather from the synoptists. Jn. alludes 
to the hearers of Jesus as ' the  Jews' (21820 5 16 641 
and often) as if Jesus were not himself one sprung from 
their midst ; he speaks of feasts of the Jews (213 5 I 64 
7 2  1155); he represents Jesus as saying 'your law' 
(817 1034, cp 15z5) ,  as if Jesus had nothing to do with 
either feast or law ; and as early as 1 1 1  the full con- 
demnation of the entire people is already pronbunced, 
and so again 82124 1238-40. Nor is this cancelled, 
though it is repeatedly said that many believed in him ; 
Jesus could not otherwise have found opportunity to 
carry on and develop his message. 

As regards Jesus' relations with his disciples, the con- 
fession of Peter (Jn. 668f. Mk. 829) is wholly deprived 
of its importance as a new discovery and as an achieve- 
ment if Jesus already at  the calling of the first disciples 
(1414549) or even earlier still hy the Baptist himself 
(1 6-8 15 23 26 29-34) had been acknowledged as Son of 
God. Finally-to confine ourselves only to points of 
first importance-the Raising of Lazarus brings into 
the narrative of John, as compared with that of the 
synoptists, not only a wholly new event, but also a 
wholly new reason for the persecution of Jesus (11 45-53) 
which resulted in his death. In the synoptists the 
immediate cause of his arrest and condemnation was 
his triumphal entry into Jerusalem and his cleansing of 
the temple. 

(u) As compared with the miracle narratives of the 
synoptists, those of' the Fourth Gospel are essenti- 

20. The .ally enhanced. None of the sick mentioned 
~iracles. by the syiioptists as having been healed hy 

Jesus is recorded to have lain under his 
infirmity for thirty-eight years (Jii. 55). The blind man 
who is healed has been blind from his birth (91). Jesus 
walks across the whole lake, not over a portion of it 
only (62.). Lazarus is not raised on the day of his 
death, like the daughter of Jairus or the son of the 
widow of Nain, but after four days have elapsed. 

This last point has a special significance. According to 
Jewish belief (Lightfoot Nor. Hebr. and Wettstein [both on Jn. 
11391) the soul of the d6parted lingers about the body for three 
days ready to return into i t  if possible. on the fourth day it 
definhvely takes its departure because it Lees that the counten- 
ance has whollychanged. For the samereason the identification 
of the hody of a person whom one has known in life i s  held to  
be possible only for the first three days ; after that the change 
is too great to admit of it. A further testimony to the prevalence 
of this view coming from a time very near that of Jesus, but 
unknown to the scholars mentioned ahove, will be found in the 
Rest offhe Words o j B a m c h ,  9.1 This is also the teasou why 
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Jesus on receiving word of the sickness of Lazarus does not 
hurry to his side at  once but lingers for two whole days. Thus 
his love for Lazarus and’the sisters of Lazarus is displayed not 
by the speed with which Jesus hastens to their relief, but con- 
trariwise by the delay which gives room for the working of a 
special and seemingly impossible miracle. 

(6) No satisfactory explanation can ever be given as 
to why the synoptists should have nothing to say con- 
cerning this greatest of all miracles (§ 37u), or yet of that 
which is expressly described as the first of his miracles 
at Cana, or of the healing of the man born blind, or 
of the miracle at Bethesda. The presence of all the 
disciples is expressly mentioned, both at Bethany and 
at Cana. On the other hand it is quite easy to under- 
stand why many miracles related by the synoptists are 
absent from the Fourth Gospel. The latter offers only 
one example of each class of miracle ; its aim is accord- 
ingly directed towards a careful selection. Healings of 
demoniacs, however, are wholly left out-in other 
words, precisely the kind of miracle which, according 
to GOSPELS ( 5  144), could most confidently be ascribed 
to Jesus and which in point of fact are alone ascribed 
to him by criticism. 

(c) The selection of miracles, notwithstanding the fact 
that Jesus is stated in 223 62 731  1 1 4 7  2030 to have 
wrought very many miracles, becomes intelligible most 
easily if each of the miracles particularised be held to 
have a symbolical meaning. Such a meaning is ex- 
pressly assigned to the raising of Lazarus ( l l z 5 J ) ,  to 
the healing of the man born blind ( 9 5 3 9 ) ,  and to the 
feeding of the five thousand in the elucidation in 626J 
30-63, where it is interpreted as having a veiled reference 
to the eucharist. With this clue it is no longer difficult 
to see that the miracle of walking upon the water which 
comes immediately afterwards is intended to signify 
that exaltation of Jesus above the limitations of space 
which is necessary in order to render possible the 
presence of his glorified body at every celebration of the 
eucharist. That the wine of Cana as compared with 
the water is intended to symbolise the superiority of the 
new religion over the old is equally plain. The thirty- 
eight years of the sick man at Bethesda show that he is 
an emblem of the Jewish people who had to wander for 
thirty-eight years in the wilderness (Dt. 2 1 4 )  ; the five 
porches can without difficulty be interpreted as meaning 
the five books of Moses. Lastly, in the 
case of the nobleman (446-54) the symbolical meaning 
of the narrative becomes evident as soon as attention is 
directed to its divergences from the story of the centurion 
of Capernaum in Mt. (85-13) and Lk. (71-IO), which by 
almost universal agreement lies at its foundation (see 
GOSPELS, 3 178). 

The  centurion of the synoptists is a Gentile who excels, and 
The nobleman of Jn, is 

Cp 5 35 6-e. 

puts to shame, the Jews by his faith. 

ye God ‘ I ’  etc. Jeremiah‘s return to life is it will he seen, not 
directl;stated here ; the words ‘ Praise yd God,’ etc., are not 
according to this account attributed to Jeremiah but to a ‘voice.’ 
I t  is not till I 19 that the) Ethiopic text, in agreement with the 
Greek, names Jeremiah as the speaker. Which of the two texts 
is the more original it is not quite easy to determine, because 
the passage beginning with the words ‘ Praise ye God ‘ is, or a t  
least contains a Christian interpolation, whilst the rest of the 
book, containhg as it does no Christian ideas of any kind, but 
on the other hand laying stress on such Judaic conceptions as 
the removal of non-Jewish women, and that of the sacrifice at 
Jerusalem, must be held to be Jewish. Yet it will not he too 
bold to conjecture that the Ethiopic translator would hardly 
have passed over the bringing back to life of Jeremiah if be had 
found ir in the text before him, and thus we may venture to 
bold that here, as in other places also (Harris, 29J), he repre- 
sents the more original form. We find him then, giving quite 
explicit expression to the belief that for the ;pace of three days 
the return of the soul to the body was considered possible. But 
even the Greek text does not bear the interpretation that this 
limit can be exceeded. ‘After three days’ merely indicates the 
extreme limit within which the return to life could possibly be 
expected. 

Those critics who do not regard the resurrection of Jesus as 
an a c t i d  fact cite 2 K. 205 Hos. 6 2  Jon. 2 I [I 171 as explaining 
why the resurrection was assigned to precisely the third day 
after the death of Jesus. It is not impossible that these passages 
may have had their influence also on the Jewish belief with 
which we are now dealing. 
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in the service of Herod Antipas and m p t  therefore be regarded 
as a Jew since the contrary i$ not stated. H e  also is distin- 
guished dy his faith, not, however, as being a heathen, but as 
being one who trusts the word of Jesus without looking for signs 
and wonders. At the outset, even he is reproached by Jesus as 
unable to believe without these. H e  has given no occasion for 
such a reproach. If, therefore, the reproach is not to he held to 
he unjust he must be taken as representing the Jewish people 
who really deserve it. H e  clears himself, however, of th i  
reproach. This being so, he represents, not the entire nation 
but only those better members of the nation who intercede fo; 
the (spiritually) diseased portion of their people. In the days 
of the fourth evangelist, in which it was no longer possible with 
one’s own eyes to see miracles wrought by Jesus, belief in the 
hare word of the Christian preacher came to be of the greatest 
importance, and an example of such belief is therefore here put 
forth. By the sou of the centurion, then, we are to uiiderstand 
the spiritually and religiously diseased part of the nation. This 
is the reason why the sufferer is not as in Lk. called the servant 
(SoBho~) of the intercessor, but his son-a point which had been 
left doubtful by the ambiguous expression (flak) of Mt. 

(d). The individual miracles (211 454 6214 916 1218), 
and indeed the miracles of Jesus as a whole (223 32 
731 1147 1237), are expressly spoken of as ‘signs’ 
(qpk), though the Jesus of the synoptists is repre- 
sented as having declined on principle to work ‘ signs’ 
(GOSPELS, 5 1403). In Jn. 218 630 Jesus is asked, as 
in Mk. 8 II and parallels, to work miracles to attest his 
mission ; in Jn., however, he does not decline as in the 
other case, but on the contrary promises (219) precisely 
the miracle of his resurrection. Belief that rests on 
mere miracles he often depreciates ( 4 4 8 ,  etc.) ; but in 
536, 626 102538 1411 he actually attaches to them a 
decisive importance. 

One of the most important differences between the 
synoptists and Jn. is that relating to the date of the 
crucifixion. 

( u )  According to Mk. 1412-16 Mt. 26 17-19 Lk. 227-15  
the Last Supper of Jesus was the Jewish Passover meal 
21, Date of which was partaken of on the evening 
Crucifixion. of the 14th of Nisan. In strict Jewish 

reckoning this evening belongs to the 
15th of Nisan with which the Feast of Unleavened 
Bread began. Since, however, the leaven was removed 
’from Jewish houses during the day-time of the 14th of 
Nisan, we can easilyunderstand how it is that Mk. l i r z  
Mt. 2617 (cp Lk. 221 7 )  have come to speak of the 14th 
Nisan as being the first of the days of unleavened bread. 
It  is equally certain that, according to Jn., the Last 
Supper was on the 13th of Nisan (131 29 1828 1 9 1 4 3 1 ) .  
If the synoptists are to be brought into harmony with 
the Johannine reckoning, the day on which the paschal 
lamb was wont to be slaughtered (Mk. 1412 Lk. 227) 
must have been the 13th, not the 14th of.Nisan. If on 
the other hand Jn. is to be brought into harmony with 
the synoptists, then at the eating of the Paschal lamb 
the feast can not yet have begun (131 29) and ’ to eat 
the passover’ (1828) must be taken as meaning the 
meals taken during, the seven days to the exclusion of 
that at which the paschal lamb was eaten. The in- 
credibly violent attempts that used to be made to bring 
about a reconciliation between the two representations 
no longer call for serious argument. 

(6) Some notice, however, must be taken of two 
attempts still made by scholars of repute to maintain 
the Johannine reckoning while conceding its incon- 
sistency with that of the synoptists. 

According to R. Weiss and Beyschlag the date of the Last 
Supper was on the 13th of Nisan but nevertheless it was held 
as a passover meal. It is argued’that since the afternoon of the 
14th of Nisan did not give time enough for the slaughter of the 
many lambs (in 65 A.D., according to Jos. BJvi. 9 3, 0 424, there 
were 256,500 of them), some portion of them were slaughtered 
on the afternoon of the 13th, and thus it was possible for Jesus to 
keep the passover a day before the regular time. This theory, 
however, about the slaughtering of the lambs is not only in 
flattest contradiction to the express words of Mk. 14 12 Lk. 22 7, 
according to which there was only one day on which the 
lambs were slaughtered, but also rests upon pure imagination. 
The slayghtering of the lambs was not the business of the 
priests ; it was the duty of the representative of each passover- 
guild (Philo, Vii. Mos. 3 29, and Decal. 30 ap. Mangey, 2 169 
and 206). Each such re resentative had t h k  only one lamb to 
slaughter, and all that t i e  priests had to do was to receive the 
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biood in a howl and pour it out by the altar. Moreover, time 
enough was secured on 14th Nisan hy beginning the work pf 
slaughtering, not towards sundown as Dt. 166 enjoined, hut !n 
the afternoon-ahout 2 or 3 o'clock according to /UBI! .  
49  IO^: 19, Jos. BJvi. 93, 5 423 cp Ant. xiv. 43, 65, or, 
according to later Jewish authdrities, even so early as from 
12.30 or 1.30. Apart from this, however, an anticipatory 
particjpation in the passover meal would have been a direct 
violation of the law according to which any one who was unable 
to take part in the feast on the appointed day was hidden 
postpone it till the following month(Nu. 9 10.13, cp z Ch. 30 1-22). 
So far, moreover, as Jesus is concerned, such an anticipation 
would he intelligible only on the assumption that he knew 
beforehand quite definitely that he would not live to see the 
legally appointed evening (cp Prof. MonafshefZe, 1899, pp. 
140.143). 

(c) According to Spitta (Urchristentltum 1 Z Z I - Z Z S )  the 
pasage of Mk. on which the reckoning of the synoptists is 
based (14 12-16) is a later interpolation. According to 142, he 
contends, it was the intention of the authorities that Jesus 
should he made away with before the feast. As we are not 
told that this scheme failed, Mk. must have followed the 

I t  is, however, quite sufficient that iL k., in .. fact, informs us that nevertheless Jesus was not put 
to death before the feast. This tells us really all that Spitta 
finds lacking. Nor is Spitta on better ground when he 
urges that Mk. 14 17 does not connect itself with v. 16-that 
Jesus could not come with the twelve if two of them had been 
sent on before to make ready the passover. As a matter of fact 
we cannot avoid supposing that the two had in the interval 
returned to reuort that the vrevarations had been made. Over 

ohannine chronolo,-y. 

and above this, Spitta has io assume that the interpolation in 
Mk. already lay before Mt. and Lk., and further that there 
must have dropped out from Jn. a leaf in which the Last Supper 
of Jesus was described in agreement with the synoptic account 
(5 23 e), and, conversely, Spitta has to set down Jn. 6 51-59 as a 
later insertion. So many are the changes required in order to 
make his hypothesis work. 

As the discrepant accounts do not admit of recon- 
ciliation, it remains that we should choose between 

22. Difficulties 
of synoptic 
chronology. 

them. Now, according to the synop- 
tists the crucifixion occurred on the 
first day of the seven-days' feast, and 
this first day was in sanctity almost 

equal to a Sabbath. 
( a )  A judicial process in solemn form involving a 

capital charge could not, according to the Mishna, be 
begun on a day before a Sabbath, and thus also could, 
not have been begun on the 14th of Nisan, for between 
the first and the second sitting, if a condemnation was 
to be arrived at, a night had to intervene. Any formal 
sentence of death, however, was beyond the competency 
of the synedrium, as the power of life and death lay in 
the hands of the Roman procurator. Brandt, one of 
the most acute and the most learned of the opponents 
of the synoptic (and the Johannine) chronology, who 
admits as historical nothing more than the bare fact 
that Jesus was crucified about the passover season, has 
conceded in his EvnngeZische Geschichte (pp. 55, 303, '93) 
that, legally considered, the proceedings before the 
synedrium would be unexceptionable if they were 
regarded merely as a preliminary enquiry to prepare 
the case for Pilate's hearing. And it must further 
be taken into account here hdw urgently time pressed. 
The project to make away with Jesus before the feast 
having failed, it was all the more necessary to get rid 
of him at the beginning of the feast before the people 
should have had time and opportunity to declare in his 
favour. Of Pilate one could rest assured that even on 
the feast-day he would not hesitate to repress any 
tumult. If he desecrated the day by an execution, the 
responsibility would not lie on the synedrium. 

( a )  That Simon of Cyrene came ' from the country ' 
(drr'dypoi?, Mk. 1521 Lk. 2326) byno means implies that 
he had been working there. Many passover pilgrims, 
to the number of whom he would, as a Cyrenian, appear 
to have belonged, spent the night outside the city and 
simply came into it ' from the country.' 

(c) The burial of Jesus would always have been more 
lawful on the 15th of Nisan than on the following 
Sabbath, which was held to be of superior sanctity; 
but in any case it was unavoidable, in accordance with 
Dt. 2122f: 

( d )  The prohibition against leaving the festal chamber 
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m the night of the passover (Ex. 1222) was, from all 
hat we can gather (see Keim, Gesch. /esu won ~'Vuzaru, 
: z91 f: ) no longer observed in Jesus' time. Very many 
ilgrims had their lodging during the feast outside the 
valls of Jerusalem. The prohibition in question there- 
ore could no longer be enforced. With reference to 
:ertain other inconvenient passover precepts also the 
zbbins found a way of escape by deciding that they 
vere enjoined only for the passover in Egypt, not for 
hat in Palestine. 

( e )  That the women prepared ointments is stated 
inly by Lk. (2356) ; according to Mk. ( 1 6 ~ )  they bought 
iintnients only after the Sabbath was ended. Joseph, 
t is true, according to Mk. 1546, bought a linen cloth. 
What we have to ask, however, in case such a pur- 
:hase was forbidden by traditional prescription, is 
vhether in the synoptic tradition recollection must on 
his account have gone wrong altogether as to the day 
if the death of Jesus, or whether it is not easier to 
iuppose that a narrator who was no longer acquainted 
Nith the enactments of the law on the subject, fell into 
:rror on a single point-that' of the purchase effected 
In a feast day. 
(f) The question as regards the swords carried by the 

:ompany who arrested Jesus is similar (Mk. 144348 Mt. 
264755 Lk. 2252). According to the Mishna (ShabbZth 
5 24) it was unlawful to carry on the Sabbath day (and 
therefore, also, certainly, on the day of the passover) 
breastplate, helmet, greaves, sword, bow, shield (sling ?) 
3r lance. It is equally certain, however, that the 
exercise of police functions on Sabbath, especially 
among the crowds present at the passover, was not 
allowed to be suspended by any such prohibition. It  is 
not said that no kind of weapon whatever was to be 
allowed. Here also, no doubt, Rabbinical casuistry 
was equal to the occasion. Is it then imperative that 
we should suppose the statement about the swords to be 
correct and therefore that about the day to be incorrect ? 
Or is it not, in point of fact, quite easy to imagine that 
a narrator who was not accurately acquainted with the 
precepts of the Jewish law inadvertently gave to his true 
account of an armed company having been sent such a 
turn as implied that they were armed with swords ? 
(9) It  is directly attested that the disciples of Jesus 

had swords among them (Mk. 1447 Mt. 265rf. Lk. 
2249f:). We  may venture to suppose that they had 
provided themselves with these on the preceding days, 
already seeing cause to fear danger for Jesus and them- 
selves. I t  was certainly not without reason that Jesus 
according to Mk. 1119 Mt. 2117 Lk. 2137 passed his 
nights, not in the city, but (presumably) in various 
places outside its walls-for otherwise his betrayal by 
Judas would hardly have been necessary. There is 
nothing to surprise us if the disciples did not lay their 
swords aside on the day when the danger was greatest. 
After having learned in so many other points to claim 
emmcipation from the law, they can hardly have felt 
themselves bound to follow it with slavish literality 
precisely on this particular occasion. 

In the case of the Tohannine date of the crucifixion 
we are in a position-to give the unifying conception 

It  is indicated 

it is said that the 

23. Explanation which underlies it. 
of the Johannine In [zj 

date* reason why the bones were not broken 
was in order that a scripture might be fulfilled. The 
scripture in question (Ex. 1246 Nu. 9 12) has reference to 
the paschal lamb. Jesus then is presented as the anti- 
type to the paschal lamb in such a manner that this 
precept finds literal fulfilment in him. 

(6) But not this precept only. According to 1914 
Jesus is at midday still before Pilate ; his death thus 
takes place in the afternoon, exactly at the time 
when (sees  21 6) the paschal lambs were wont to he 
slaughtered. However tempting it may be to suppose 
that the discrepancy with Mk. 1525 arises from a mere 
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oversight, the I' of Mk., which denoted the third hour, 
being misread by Jn. for a F representing the number 
six, or conversely (GOSPELS, 5 14a), it loses, when 
taken in connection with the other divergences of Jn. 
from the synoptists, all its attractiveness. 

(6) The anointing of Jesus happened, according to 
Jn. 121, six days before the passover, according to Mk. 
121=Mt. 262 at most two days before it. This dis- 
crepancy also is significant. According to Ex. 123 the 
paschal lamb must be chosen on the 10th of Nisan. 
The evening on which it is eaten belongs, according to 
Jewish reckoning, to the 15th of Nisan. The 10th of 
Nisan is thus the fifth day before the passover. Now, 
the turn of expression in Jn. 121 (EV, ' six days before 
the passover ') is Roman : ~ p b  85 SpepGv 706 r d q a  
according to the analogy of ante diem tertium CaZendas 
ibfuias. The Latin phrase of course denotes the 29th 
of April, both the first and the last days being included 
according to the Roman mode of reckoning. Applying 
the same principle to Jn. 121 we find that the 10th of 
Nisan is indicated. Here again, accordingly, Jesus is 
seen to be the antitype of the paschal lamb. For 
Greek examples see Winer, § 61 5 end. 

(d )  The synoptists do not mention the lance-thrust, 
just as they pass over the omission to break the bones 
of thecrucified Jesus. In Jn. ( 1 9 3 4 3 7 )  the lance thrust 
also is mentioned as a fulfilment of a scripture : they 
shall look on him whom they have pierced.' The mean- 
ing of the quotation is not at first sight plain, nor yet its 
connectionwith the statement that blood and water flowed 
from the wound. In spite of all efforts, no one has yet 
been able to show that blood and water actually do flow 
from a wound of this kind. But blood and water are 
mentioned together also in I Jn. 56,  where it is said that 
Jesus Christ came by water and blood. By the water 
here, so far as the person of Jesus is concerned, we can 
hardly understand anything else than his baptism ; by 
the blood the atoning blood which he shed on the cross. 
The sequel in w. 7-9 shows, however, that what is 
being spoken of is not merely the experience of his own 
life, but also that which he brings to believers. In that 
case the water denotes their baptism, and the meaning 
of the blood is best found in Jn. 653-56. It  is the 

. eucharistic blood. Jesus comes (I Jn. 5 6 )  by the two 
sacraments which signify, partly reception into the 
Christian church, partly the continual renewal of a 
Christian standing. Now, the reference to water does 
not come into connection with the idea of the paschal 
lamb ; but that to blood does. The reference to water 
thus carries us beyond the suggestions connected with 
the paschal lamb, indeed, but only shows all the more 
clearly that the account of the history is here dominated 
throughout by ideas. 

(e) That the Last Supper as related in the Fourth 
Gospel cannot have been a paschal meal is self-evident, 
and would not of itself give occasion to any doubts 
regarding Jn.'s chronology. Serious doubts, however, 
must arise when it is observed how the evangelist 
connects the interpretation of the Supper with his 
narrative of the Feeding of the Five Thousand (61-63)  
and thus makes it to have been given a year earlier than 
the date at which the event happened according to the 
synoptists. 

How impossible this version of the facts is can best be seen 
from the attempts to render it harmless. Many deny that the 
eucharist is intended a t  all in chap. 6 ;  hut in view of the 
words in m. 516-56, and of the allusion, otherwise quite point- 
less, to thirst as well as hunger in v. 35, such a denial is quite 
useless. Spitta, accordingly, would delete vu. 51-59 ($ 21.c); 
but 2,. 35, which he leaves untouched, raises its protest against 
such a critical proceeding. Arthur Wright (A  Sy%ojsi.is of the 
Gospels in Greek, '96) assumes that Jesus instituted the ordin- 
ance of the Supper as earlyas the first passover of his ministry, 
at  the second gave the exposition now found in Jn. 6,  and a t  
the third and last only added perhaps the command to continue 
its celebration. This is logical enough, hut so gratuitous as to 
require no refutation. 

The next surprising thing in this connection is that 
Jn. reports absolutely nothing regarding the celebration 
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at the last supper. Spitta supposes the dropping out 
of a leaf which contained the missing account so exactly 
-neither more nor less-that the hiatus arising from 
want of connection remained unperceived. Not only 
is this hypothesis very bold ; it wholly fails to nicct 
the case. One must go further, and confess that it 
is impossible to point to the place where the missing 
leaf ought to have come in. Jn. introduces in 
place of the celebration something quite new, namely 
the foot-washing. This is not accidental; it is a 
manifestation of love, and the action takes place in the 
course of the meal. The meal thus takes the character 
of a love-feast, an ugapl and thereby becomes an 
excellent substitute for ,the supper ; in the primitive 
church, it is well known, agapC and Eucharist went 
together. When the matter is viewed in this light there 
is no further occasion to seek for a place in the gospel 
where the account of the institution of the Eucharist 
may originally have stood. 
(f) Thus we may take as lying at the foundation of 

the whole representation in the Fourth Gospel the idea 
which is thrown out by Paul only casually ( I  Cor. 
fj7k: 'as our passover Christ was sacrificed,' 7 b  r d q a  
qpwv pTd67 XpwrAs. Jn. carries it out in all its details. 
The more completely the precepts relating to the 
paschal lamb could be shown to have been fulfilled in 
Jesus, the more perfectly could it be held to have been 
demonstrated that the religion which rested on the pass- 
over as its foundation had been, by the will of God, set 
aside and its place taken by another. 

It may perhaps be matter of surprise that the 'pneumatic' 
evangelist should attach weight to so literal a fulfilment of the 
Old Testament. Yet this is what he does also elsewhere. From 
Ps. 22 19 we find that Mk. 15 24 Mt. 27 35 Lk. 23 34 have taken 
only the one detail that the soldiers divided the raiment of Jesus 
amongst themselves by lot. I t  is only Jn. (1923,t) who not 
ouly cites the passage ver6atim, hut also finds in the two 
menihers of the verse two separatefacts,-viz., the dividing of the 
upper garment, and the casting of lots over the seamless under- 
garment. So also it is he who brings Ps. 6922 into connection 
with the fact stated hy the synoptists(Mk. 1536 Mt.2748 Lk. 
2336) that .they gave Jesus to drink on the cross, and who ex- 
pressly signalises the act as a fulfilment of a scripture (19 2s). 

It is he too (2 17) who quotes from the same Psalm-tke 69th 
-a citation not found in any of the synoptists, claiming that it 
found its fulfilment in Jesus, and gives four other citations, also 
not met with in the synoptists-in each case, moreover, with 
Mt.'s formula 'thaL it might be fulfilled,' etc 'Iva rAqpwSfj 
K.T.A. (1238 l$18 1525 1712), as in 1924 28. It ii he, too, who 
(without having been preceded hy the synoptists) sees a type of 
Christ in the Serpent in the wilderness (314), a type of the 
Eucharist in the manna(Ggrf: 49f: 58), as also indeed he finds a 
type in Siloah (97), translating it by &suTaA&os (cp GOSPELS, 
68 48 56). 

In the 
case of the synoptists no one has ever yet been able to 

The position of the question, then, is this. 
.~ 

24. The synoptic suggest any reason why they should 
and Johannine have wished to change the date of 

date confronted. the death of Jesus. 
The utmost 

that has been said has been this- 
that the disciples had no longer retained a precise re- 
collection of the day. It is difficult to understand how 
any one who adopts such a view can possibly attach 
any credence whatever to anything the synoptists 
say. This view, so damaging to the synoptists, is 
not at all the result, as such a view ought to be, of 
careful examination of their work or of appreciative 
consideration of the position of the authorities on 
whom they relied-on whose memories nothing surely 
could have imprinted itself so indelibly as the events 
of those last days. It  owes its origin simply and 
solely to preference for the Fourth Gospel. Only in 
one case would it be compulsory to adopt it-if the 
synoptic date were proved to be impossible. But this 
it is far from being ; the difficulties on which emphasis 
is laid are in part only seeming, and in part admit 
of explanation by a very excusable error of tradition 
(I 22). In the Fourth Gospel on the other hand it can 
be shown, point by point, that the representation of the 
history had to be given exactly as we find it there if it was 
to serve to set forth the given ideas. The sole question, 
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therefore is  whether we shall make  u p  our  minds t o  
recognise tha t  this is what  the  Four th  Gospel does. 
Th i s  decision we must, however, make, unless the  
synoptic representation is to remain an insoluble riddle. 
Nor is such a decision, in  view of the entire character  
o f  the  Fourth Gospel, in the  least difficult. Elsewhere 
also i t  devotes itself t o  the  representation of ideas (see 

zoc ) ,  and a s  regards the  da te  of the  crucifixion the 
coincidences with the  precepts regarding the paschal lamb 
are so strong that  o n  the  assumption of literal historicity 
the position of Hengstenberg is inevitable- that God ,  
or Jesus, with conscious intention, so ordered the events 
as t o  make  them literally correspond t o  those precepts. 

The difference in  character between the synoptic and 
the  Johannine discourses of Jesus can  hardly be over- 
stated. 

( a )  A s  regards style- the synoptists give short  say- 
ings,  the Four th  Gospel long expositions. The Four th  
25. Character Gospel h a s  no parables-not even in 

In 106 the  saying of 
Jesus is called, not a ‘ parable ’ ( ~ a p a -  
@A$), b u t  a ‘ proverb’  (rraporpla : see 

PARABLE). T h i s  is very appropriate. T h a t  Jesus 
should be a I door  ’ is an idea tha t  it is impossible to 
visualise. By i t  is  expressed-not b y  means of an 
image drawn from life, bu t  b y  means of an artificial 
thought-allegory- the conception that  Jesus, or, more  
strictly speaking, faith in  Jesus, is the only means where- 
b y  one  can  enter into the Church and so into blessed- 
ness. In the  Four th  Gospel t h e  discourses of Jesus 
are distinguished so little from those of the  Baptist or 
from those of the evangelist himself that  commentators on 
such a passage, for example, a s  327-36 a re  utterly a t  vari- 
ance o n  t h e  question as to  where the one ends and the 
o the r  begins. 

( d )  I n  the synoptics the main subject of the discourses 
.of Jesus is furnished‘ b y  the  question how the kingdom 
of God  can  b e  entered : i n  Jn . ,  on the other  hand,  the 
leading theme is  Jesus himself-his person a n d  his  
dignity, on which i n  the synoptists he h a s  extra-  
,ordinarily little to say. Accordingly, in  Jn., the ex- 
pression ‘ kingdom of G o d  ’ occurs only twice ( 3 3  5). 
I n  Mt.  11 25-30, it is  true, it has been thought  b y  scholars 
that we have one  passage which par takes of the char- 
ac te r  of the  Johannine discourses of Jesus, a n d  thus  
guarantees the authenticity of these throughout. This ,  
however, considering its isolated character, the passage 
i n  question could not  be held t o  do,  even if it really 
were Johannine in  character. Moreover, such a char-  
acter  does  not i n  point of fact belong to it, as becomes 
apparent  a s  soon as the most  ancient reading is t aken  
in to  account. 

All the church-fathers and heretics of the second century, of 
whose reading of this passage we have any knowledge a t  all 
hear witness wholly or in part to the following text : ‘All thing; 
have been delivered to me by my father, and no one hath known 
(Cyvu) the father but the son, nor the so: but the father and he 
to whomsoever the son will reveal it. Even Irenzxs, who 
severely censures the sect of the Marcosians on account of this 
reading, himself adopts it twice or (according to the Syriac 
translation) thrice: we must therefore suppose that so it stood 
writteii in his bible. 

According to the text just quoted the knowledge of the Father 
by the Son is not something which is spoken of in the present tense 
only, so that according to the Johannine manner of thinking it 
could be regarded as having existed from all eternity; it issome- 
thing that, as the aorist indicates, came into being at a definite 
moment of time, and before this particular moment did not as 
yet exist. This moment of time is of course to he sought for 
within the period of the earthly life of Jesus. Further, in the 
true text the first place is not assigned to the knowledge of the 
Son by the Father which again in the Johannine theology could be 
regarded as existing from all eternity; the first in order is this- 
that Jesus has recognised the Father in God, on which follows 
the second that the Father has recognised the Son. Of course, 
however, this does not mean here that mysterious interpene- 
trative knowledge which dogmatic theology ascribes to the 
first person of the Trinity in relation to the second. what it 
means is simply this : ’No  one except God has hitherio known 
that I am the Messiah : you all have not as yet perceived it.’ 
The same thing is very fitly expressed in the parallel text Lk. 

of discourses chaps. 15 o r  10. 
of Jesus. 

1022, in the words ‘No one knoweth [better: ‘hath known’] 
who the Son is,’ that is that I am the Son. And the final clause 
in Mt. and Lk. fits thisame sense admirably ‘and he to whom 
the Son will reveal it.’ What the Son will ieveal is, according 
to the true reading, not at all the essence of the Father, nor yet 
so to say his own essence which might again bring us back to 
the Johannine theology,’but simply the knowledge that he is 
the Messiah. 

Peter’s confession and the answer of Jesus to it (Mt. 16 16f: 
and 11s) do not come into conflict with this as oue might he apt 
to suppose. Altogether unassisted and out of his own inner 
consciousness merely, Peter could never have reached the 
intuition that Jesus was the Messiah ; some hints he must have 
received from Jesus himself. Or, since Jesus forbade his 
disciples to make known the confession of Peter it is open to u s  
to suppose that he uttered the words of Mt. 11 2; somewhat later 
and in presence of another audience to which Peter did not 
belong. 

Taken in this sense the passage not only does not contain the 
Johannine Christology; it is simply a purely synoptist repre: 
sentation of the rise of the Messianic consciousness of Jesus : in 
the course of his earthly development he arrived at the knowledge 
that God is not the austere god of the Old Testament law but a 
father such as is presented to us in the prophets (Is. G3 16), the 

salms (Ps. G86 10313), and other later writings (Ecclus. 23 I 4 
h d .  2 16 11 IO 143  etc.). In his relation to the divine Father 
Jesus feels himself to be a son of God,-in the first instance in 
the Old Testament ethical sense, inasmuch as  be submits his 
will in all things to that of the Father. But in this respect he 
found himself so isolated in the circle of his contemporaries that 
he saw himself to hdcalled to the responsibility of leadership. 
Thus it was that he felt himself to be the son KQT’ ;&&. 

As for the text itself, no codex, however old and good, can 
be a sufficient witness against the extra-canonical reading, since 
even the oldest of them is some two centuries younger than it. 
The attempt has been made to discredit the reading as being 
a falsification of the Gnostics, who denied that under the Old 

Old Testament all knowledge of God as the Father. For it 
was not in their case that Jesus was at all concerned to deny 
such knowledge ; it was in the case of his contemporaries that 
he did so; this was sufficient foundation for the unique claim he 
made. 

Finally, we must point out that the opening words of Mt. 11 
27=Lk. 1022 ‘All things . . . father’ must not be explained 
accordilg to Mt.2818. There stands expressly the word 
‘power. In our present context however, power would be 
quite unsuitable, for we are concerhed only with the knowl&e 
that God is a father. The yoke of Jesus in Mt. 11 zgf: is con- 
trasted with the yoke of the Law, the yoke of the Pharisees 
(cp Mt. 23 4 and the expressionjkpm ZeeiS in the Apoc. Bar. 41 3); 
they are the ‘wise and prudent’ from whom according to 
1125 God has hidden what he has through Jesus revealed to 
infants namely the fatherhood of God. Now the doctrine of 
the Phkisees is’called ‘tradition of the elders’ (rrapd8ou~s TQY 
W ~ S U ~ P V T ~ ~ P O V )  in Mk. 7 4 s  13 etc., and in this we have explained 
how anything that Jesus taught was said to be delivered to 
him. In  this way vanishes the last appearance of there being 
in our passage Johannine ideas. 

(c) T h e  occasion which leads t o  the  prolongation of 
the  discourses of Jesus in  the  Fourth Gospel is often 
some  misunderstanding of his words on the  par t  of the 
listeners. Such misunderstanding may  sometimes seem 
intelligible in  some degree-as for example when Jesus 
speaks of himself as the  bread which came  down from 
heaven (6 41J), o r  says that  he will give them his flesh 
t o e a t  (652), t ha t  Abraham had  alreadyseen him (856,f), 
a n d  the  like. But  it would be difficult to  understand 
how Jesus by such disquisitions can  have won over t o  
himself the  lowly ones a m o n g  the people o r  comforted 
the  weary a n d  heavy-laden. Th i s  he did by preaching 
(according to t h e  synoptics) that  the  divine compassion 
is  great  a n d  that al l  that God  demands is a pure heart, 
not  by disquisitions of the  kind referred t o  o r  meta- 
physical questions i n  a language that cannot  b e  called 
popular. I n  other  places the misunderstandings of the 
hearers are hardly comprehensible (see, for example, 
8 19 zz. 27).  It may, i n  fact, be almost  generalised as a 
prevailing law for t h e  Fourth Gospel that  at the  begin- 
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ning of a discourse or a portion of a discourse Jesus 
utters a saying meant to be taken in a spiritual sense 
but expressed in an intentionally ambiguous form which 
i s  understood by the hearers in the physical and so 
made unintelligible (e.g. 219 33 410 13f: 32 733J 1123 
[§ 5 6 b l  36 [I 26d]  1.232 147). But it is not easy to 
suppose that this was invariably what actually happened. 

( d )  Nor is there any help in the conjecture that the 
Fourth Gospel reproduces the style of the discourses of 
Jesus as they were during the later period of his ministry, 
the synoptics that of his earlier ones. Not only does 
such a theory directly conflict with the actual text, 
where in Jn. we have characteristic discourses which 
are assigned to his earliest period and in the synoptic 
discourses equally characteristic belonging to his latest ; 
the discrepancy in character between the two kinds of 
discourse is so great, that a transition from the one to 
the other by the same speaker is psychologically un- 
thinkable. A consciousness of approaching departure 
may very well have influenced the tone and character 
of the discourses of the last days ; but if that had led to 
a sudden communication of things never treated before, 
surely this would a t  least have been made in the hearing 
of the disciples alone, and not, as we are expressly told, 
in the Fourth Gospel, in the presence of the people. 

( e )  One of the most striking phenomena of the dis- 
cburses of Jesus in the Fourth Gospel is that their 
themes, which are few to begin with, are repeated on 
the most diverse occasions to the point of tedium. 
The monotony is probably felt by every reader. It  is 
carried so far that a discourse which had been left un- 
finished on a certain occasion is continued on another 
to other hearers. In 721-24 Jesus justifies himself at 
the Feast of Tabernacles, in the autumn, for having 
healed on the Sabbath-day the sick man at the pool of 
Bethesda (59 16) more than half a year before, at a 
feast before the preceding passover (51 64). In 10 
26-28 at the Feast of Dedication he continues the dis- 
course about his sheep which he had begun at another 
time in 101-16. 

The attempt has been made to account for such phenomena 
by supposing that the order of the several parts of the gospel 
Lad been lost by copyists. cp for example Bacon JBL, '94, pp. 
64-76, Strayer and Turue; 3Th. Studies rgoo, p'p. 137.140 and 
i41J Such attempts have) a certain justkcation when they seek 
to remove the difficulty that after the charge (14 31) ' Arise let us 
gohence' Jesusuttersthediscourses thatfillchaps. 15-17; hdteven 
here the attem ts at  rearrangement are by no means convincing. 

Much more [opeless are such attemptselsewhere. I t  has been 
suggested that 7 15-24 should follow directlyon547. But a t  547 
the subject of the Sabbath has been dropped for some time ; a t  
5 17,f it is passed from with a clearly marked transition(' not only . . . hut also'). Immediatelyafter 516, therefore, would be the 
place for the passage from chap. 7 and the passage must he not 
7 15-24 hut only 719-24 (so Bertlihg, Si. KY '80, pp. 35r-353). 
Even, however, if a better order were obtained at one place by 
transpositions we should furthermore have to inquire how the 
original order came to he disturbed. If  one could venture to 
suppose that a leaf which accidental& began and ended exactly 
with a complete sentence became detached from the papyrus roll 
to which it had been fastened and was then inserted at a wrong 
place, the hypothesis becomes of course impossible as soon as it 
1s found necessary to apply it to a series of cases. T o  obtain a 
better order, however, 733J, e.g., should be contiguous with 
133336 or 7375 with 410145, or 812 with 1246, or 815 with 
1247, dhilst the intervening verses 8131: are the continuation of 
531J These are hut a few examples out of an almost endless 
mass. There hardly remains anything therefore hut to attri- 
bute this state of things to a peculiarit;in the au6or. 

The representation of Jesus throughout the entire 
Fourth Gospel is in harmony with the utterances of 

the Johannine Christ regarding his 

( a )  Hisbaptismis not related(l3zf: ), 
becaiise it seemed to interfere with his 
dignity ; so also his temptation in the 

wilderness, his prayer in Gethsemane, and his forsaken 
cry on the cross are passed over in silence. The place 
of the prayer in Gethsamane is taken by the words spoken 
at a much earlier period (l227), which, however, cannot 
be worse misinterpreted than they are when punctuated 
(as in Ti., Treg., and W H )  : ' Now is my soul troublecl, 
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and what shall I say 7 Father, save me from this hour.' 
To the Johannine Christ the thought of asking the 
father for deliverance from death could never have 
suggested itself; his surrender of his life is in fact 
voluntary (1017J). The meaning accordingly is : 'Shall 
I, peradventure, say : Father, save me from this hour?'  
It  is only thus that the sequel comes in with any ap- 
propriateness : ' Nay, for this cause came I unto' this 
hour, therefore will I rather say : Father, glorify thy 
name'-by this, that thou sufferest me to go to my 
death. Cp 1811. Some trace 'of a weakness in the 
crucified one might perhaps be discerned in the words 
(1928) ' I thirst' ; but it is expressly observed that they 
werespoken only that a scripture might be fulfilled. 
His prayer at the grave of Lazarus is uttered, accord- 
ing to 1142, only on the people's account. He shows 
his omniscience in 1 4 8  224 f. 416-18 664 71 1111-14 13 
II 18. Jesus addresses to Philip the question, 'Whence 
shall we buy bread?' ( 6 5 J  ) only to try him. 

(6) His enemies cannot lay hands on him ; as often as 
they setabouthisarrest (73044 82059 10391236) orseelc 
toslay him(5r6-r872532 lO31,cp 71983740), theattempt 
fails. The expression ( 6 ~ p d p ~ )  which we read in 859 
1236 must, in view of his dignity, be interpreted not as 
meaning that ' he hid himself,' but as meaning that he 
became invisible in a supernatural way (cp GOSPELS, 
$ 56, n. I).  At his arrest theentire Roman cohort falls 
to the ground (186). Of his own initiative he gives 
himself up. Judas has no need to betray him with a 
kiss, and stands doing nothing. Of his own initiative, 
by dipping the sop and giving it to Judas, Jesus had 
already brought it about that Satan entered into Judas, 
and had charged him to hasten his work (1326f.). 
Jesus acknowledged to Pilate that he was King, not of 
the Jews, but of something higher, of Truth (1837). 
There is no need for Simon of Cyrene to carry the 
cross ; Jesus carries it himself (1 9 17). 

( c )  Immediately after his resurrection Jesus will not 
allow Mary Magdalene to touch him (20 17) as she and 
the other Mary touch his feet in Mt. 289 ; he does not 
taste food as in Lk. 2442f. (nor yet in Jn: 21 x z f .  ) ; on 
the contrary, he enters by closed doors (201926) and 
imparts the Holy Spirit (2022), which according to 
Acts 21-13 was first poured out on the disciples at 
Pentecost. According to the Fourth Gospel, Jesus can 
impart the Holy Spirit because he and the Holy Spirit 
are one, because his second coming is identical with 
the coming of the Holy Spirit (0 28 a ) ,  and because 
that coming became possible at the monient of Jesus' 
glorification (739). In short, to the Christ of the 
Fourth Gospel the saying of the Epistle to the Hebrews 
(.Fi8), that he learned obedience through the things 
that he suffered, has become inapplicable ; so even that 
of the Epistle to the Philippians (27). that he emptied 
himself of the divine ; what applies to him is the say- 
ing of the Epistle to the Colossians (29), that in him 
dwelt the whole fulness of the Godhead bodily. 

( d )  Over against this we find hardly any really human 
traits, and such as do manifest themselves are intended 
in another sense than at first sight appears. 

What is principally relied on as evidence of truly human 
characteristics in the Johannine Christ is his weeping at the 
grave of Lazarus (11 35). From the very fact that the Jews are 
said to have seen in his tears a proof of his love for Lazarus the 
reader might have been led to conjecture that this is no: the 
author's view of them, for the Jews are always represented as 
understanding Jesus wrongly ($25 c). The evangelist has taken 
further measures, however, to obviate an), suchmisunderstanding. 
Even in v. 33 he tells us that Jesus was moved with indignation 
in the spirit because he saw Mary weeping and the Jews also 
weeping with her. And again in a. 38 Jesus is moved with in- 
dignation in himself a t  the words of the Jews, 'Could this man 
not have caused that Lazarus also should not diel '  I t  is clear, 
then that the tears of Jesus as well as his anger were caused by 
the dnbelief in his miraculous power. 

We turn now to some leading points in the doctrine 
of Jesus as recorded in Jn., with a view to comparison 
with the synoptists. Salvation is spoken of as destined 
for all men (10 16 1152,  cp 316, K ~ U ~ O S ) .  In the 
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synoptists this doctrine is brought into the mouth 

nn ~~" of Jesus only by later insertions (see 
Y1. L U W  

universality of GOSPELS, 109 n 6, 112 6) : it was 
a doctrine to the defence of which 
even Paul had to devote the whole of 

his converted life. In the Fourth Gospel, on the other 
hand, it presents itself as a matter settled from the very 
beainning without possibility of dispute. Lk. had made 
use of the Samaritans in order to set forth the relations 
of Jesus with non-Jews, or, in other words (according to 
his view), with heathen (GOSPELS, ~ o g a ) .  Jn. not 
only does the like (41-42; in particular, 35-38 are not 
confined to Samaria) ; he goes farther, representing 
Greeks also as coming to Jesus (1220-32). He does not 
state what passed at the interview, or what the result 
was ; the narrative closes abruptly. This makes it all 
the more clear that the interview is simply to show that 
Greeks had so come ; the passage thus may be regarded 
as pointing to the spread of the gospel among the 
Gentiles. The counterpart of this is that Jesus hardly 
at all comes into conflict with his opponents as regards 
the validity of the Mosaic law in any of its precepts. 
To him it is simply the law of the Jews (I 19). All 
this shows to what a height the Johannine Christ has 
risen above those difficulties with which Jesus, Paul, 
and even the synoptists had still to contend. 
(a) The Christ of the synoptists speaks of the final judg- 

ment as one completed act to take place at the end of 
28. Escha- the present dispensatibn ; the Johannine 

Christ says (524) : ' he  that believeth . . . shall not come into iudgment.' He tology. 
regards the judgment, where he really ;pe& of it, as a 
process which is accomplished in the course of man's 
life on earth ; he takes the word 'judgment ' ( KPIULS) in 
an etymological sense, according to which on the one 
hand it means a decision by which the individual makes 
his choice whether he is to choose Christ or turn away 
from -him (319) ; on the other hand, as a separation 
between men who do the one thing and those who do 
the other (1231 ; cp substantially, 111f:). Whilst the 
Christ of the synoptists, moreover, announces in a quite 
literal sense his coming again with the clouds of heaven, 
the Johannine Christ identifies his second advent with 
the coming of the Holy Spirit into the hearts of believers 

(6) It  must not be overlooked that alongside of 
this the synoptic view also is met with. Passages like 
143 ZI 1616-22 are capable of being so taken ; and so 
also as regards the final judgment the synoptic re- 
presentation is quite clearly expressed in 5 2 8 J  ; only 
we must not regard such expressions as the decisive 
ones, since they can easily be merely the prolonged 
effect of the older view. So much is certain-that the 
spiritualised representation which is characteristic of the 
Fourth Gospel could not have been possible to the 
Jesus of the synoptists. So strong is the contradiction 
between the two that many find the only possible solu- 
tion in the supposition that 528f: is a gloss. 

A like supposition can hardly he upheld with regard to those 
passages in which the second advent is described in synoptical 
terms. Here the only supposition open to us is that the evan- 
gelist has retained the old form of expression but iniported a 
new meaning into it, and made the new meaning secure ag ins t  
misunderstanding by means of a variety of expressions in which 
he formulates his own view. As regards the resurrection of 
believers, we find it expressed in 5(25?)  z8J 6 3.96 406 446 5+6 
quite in the manner with which the synoptists have made 
ns familiar. These passages, however, admit with particular 
facility the assumption that they are glosses. In  their present 
connection they are in part superfluous, in part even disturbing 
to the, sense, being attached to sentences that state the very 
opposite. 

(c) Alongside of the second advent passages just 
referred to we find a spiritualised view, according to 
which resurrection is an event happening within the 
earthly life of the believer: ' he who believeth . . . 
hath already passed ( ~ ( E T u @ P ~ K E P )  from death unto 
life' (524, cp85rf:). The same view is met with also 
among the gnostics. In 2 Tim. 218 we find quoted 

(1416-18 167 13). 

as theirs the declaration that the resurrection is past 
already. By this they meant that the resurrection in 
the case of each individual is when by the revelation 
of which Christ is the means he reaches the intuition 
that his soul is of divine origin and his body oiily 
a prison of the soul, and when, in accordance with 
this, as a true gnostic, he despises what is earthly and 
cherishes the consciousness of his divine origin. Jn. 
has given no specially gnostic expression to his view of 
the resurrection, and in the other leading passage 
(11 zsf: ) it is possible that there is nothing more than an 
expression of the doctrine of immortality : ' He that 
believeth on me, even though he die, shall yet live, and 
whosoever liveth and believeth on me shall never die.' 
Only, in this utterance, the last words have already 
ceased to speak of the physical death which is the suh- 
ject of the first. That any one would escape physical 
death the author could not possibly afirm. Nor would 
the proposition have had any interest for him. What 
is important for him is the conception of a life which 
begins already upon this earth and is endowed with 
such intensity that it cannot be interrupted by the cir- 
cumstance of physical death. If he calls it ' eternal ' he 
means by that word not merely its endless duration, but 
before and above all, its inextinguishable power even 
already upon earth. Its opposite is a condition of the 
soul which is also to be met with in the course of man's 
earthly life-that of spiritual death. This idea of life 
is quite remote from the sphere of thought of the Christ 
of the synoptists. 
(d) Th: fact however, that in order to set forth the Johannine 

idea of eterrh life' the raising of Lazarus from a physical 
death is used, was fitted to conceal the novelty of the idea from 
theologians. In  reality the raising of Lazarus is quite unsuited 
to express that idea. It is not Lazarns's faith on Jesus which 
gives him the inward strength to continue his life in fellowship 
with God and with Christ ; on the contrary for his resurrection 
one of the most stupendous of physical nhracles is required ; 
and this resurrection itself does not guarantee to him an endless 
continuance of his physical life, but sooner or later he must, 
it need hardly be said, die a second time without the prospect 
of a new miraculous raising by Jesus. 
(a) The Christ of the synoptists has already placed 

Satan over against God ; but in the Fourth Gospel this 
29.  dualism.^ antithesis is made nmch sharper (844). 

Moreover, it is of much wider reach. 
Over against one another stand the things that are 
above and the things that are beneath ( ~ h  &vu and 
~d K ~ T W ,  S Z ~ ) ,  in other words, heaven and earth (r?, 
331,  or K ~ U ~ O S  823 1519 171416). The same antithesis 
is denoted by that between light and darkness ( 1 5  
31gf:), truth and error (1417), lifeanddeath(6.y 53f:). 
I t  subsists accordingly, not between two personalities 
merely, God and the devil, but between two worlds, the 
higher and the lower, and in the passages quoted it is 
conceived as absolute. It recurs again in the world of 
men as the antithesis between 'spirit' (?rveDpa) and 
'flesh' (uhpt) ( 3 6 ) .  The important point to notice is 
that in a number of passages one class of men is re- 
garded as belonging to the one order and the other 
class to the other, and a transition from the one to the 
other seems to be excluded. Chap. 3 6  has no meaning 
unless it is intended to convey that what is born of the 
flesh is and remains flesh, and what is born of the spirit 
is and remains spirit. In accordance with this view are 
the extraordinarily blunt sentences (843), 'Ye cannot 
hear my word ' (because ye are of your father the devil) ; 
cp 3 2 7  64465 1237-40, as also 179 : ' I pray not for the 
world. ' -If only such sentences as these were met with 
in the Fourth Gospel, it would be a gnostic book ; for 
they embody the separation of mankind into two classes 
-the ' pneumatic ' on the one hand, and the ' psychic ' 
on the other-and the declaration, made only by the 
gnostics, that none but the pneumatic can attain to 
salvation. This view, had it gained the upper 
hand, would have been the death of the Christian 
church, for it excludes from her pale all the intel- 
lectually weak. 
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( a )  In the Fourth Gospel it i s  not carried out with 

thoroughness. Side by side with it stand such utterances 
of a universal Christianity as ( 1 9 )  ‘the light lighteth 
every man’ ; cp 1.7 3 1 5 3  or 1 2 9  6 3 3  1 2 4 7  317 ,  accord- 
ing to which Christ’s mission is to save the world, or 
1231 1 6 1 1 ,  according to which he is to overcome Satan. 
It is nevertheless not conceivable that such universal ideas 
embody the original meaning of the Johannine doctrine 
of Jesus. For ^in that case it would he iocompre- 
hensible how Jn. should ever have attributed the op- 
posite ideas also to Jesus. The actual state of the case 
can only be stated thus : the gnostic ideas were the 
starting-point, but were not held with rigorous strict- 
ness, and were allowed to become toned down by asso- 
ciation with those of universal Christianity. This is 
shown often even by the very language employed ; for 
example, in 15 19 : ‘because ye are not of the world, but 
I have chosen you out of the world, therefore the world 
hateth you. ’ If the disciples are not of the world then 
they are, according to the antithesis strictly taken, 
already of God and need not, nay, cannot, be chosen 
out of the world. If, however, they can, then in the 
second clause we find no longer the mutually exclusive 
antithesis between God and the world, but rather the 
idea of the world as denoting the sum-total of all 
humanity, and that a certain number out of the total 
are capable of arriving at eternal blessedness. 

Jesus attributes to himself pre-existence in the most 
comDrehensive manner (8  5 8 )  : ‘ before Abraham came , - ,  
30. Sayings of into being, I am.’ The present tense 
Jesus regard- expresses not only a priority to Abra- 
ing himself. ham in time, but also the further idea 

that the condition of Tesus was at no 
time any other than it is at the moment of speaking-in 
other words, that he has existed from all eternity. Cp 
further, 175. In view of these utterances it is quite 
pointless to interpret the oneness with the Father which 
Jesus attributes to himself in 1 0 3 0 3 8  149-11 1 2 4 5  1721 
and often, as purely a moral oneness, that is to say as 
depending merely on the determination of Jesus to 
submit.his.own will entirely to the will of God. A pre- 
existent person has clearly come into being in a way 
which-fundamentally distinguishes him from all merely 
human persons. The expression ‘ only begotten’ (povo- 
Y E Y ~ S )  applies to him in the quite literal sense that he is 
the only Son of God, begotten by God, while all men 
have been created not begotten by him, and therefore 
it must be understood in this meaning, not in the 
weakened seuse in which a son of a human father can 
be called ‘ only begotten ’ if he has no brother. Herein, 
further, lies the reason why Jn. never, like Jesus (e.g., 
Mt. 5 9 4 5 )  and Paul (e.g., Rom. 8 1 4 ) ~  speaks of men :.i 
‘sons’ ( d o l ) ,  but always only as ‘children’ ( T ~ K Y U )  c l  
God, as in Rom. 8 1 6 3 ,  and knows of but one ‘son’  
( u I L E )  of God. ‘ Only begotten’ (povoyeri/s) thus ex- 
presses more than ‘own son’ (16ros uibs) by which 
expression Paul (Rom. 832)  distinguishes Jesus from all 
men, or ‘the son of his love’ (6  uibs ~ i j ~  ciyrimp a h 0 )  
(Col. 1 13), and more than the simple ’.son ’ ( u I b s )  which 
the Epistle to the Hebrews applies, both with and with- 
out the article, to Jesus (128 etc.) ; for the Epistle to 
the Hebrews does not hesitate also at the same time 
to speak of men as ‘sons’ (viol) of God (210 125-8). 
Jesus’ oneness with God would remain firmly established 
in virtue of his mode of origin, quite apart from the 
question whether he realises this oneness in the moral 
sphere by any determination of his own. It accords 
moreover with this view of his origin, that in his person 
upon earth God can be seen ( 1 2 4 5  1 4 9 ) .  According to 
3 13 he is even continually at the same time in heaven and 
on earth. It  is in harmony too with the same view that 
the only demand made upon men is that they should 
believe in Jesus, and that it is declared that no man 
can come to the father but through him ( 1 4 6 ) .  The 
Christ of the synoptists never speaks thus of his own 
person ; on the contrary, we find him declaring that 
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blasphemy against himself can be forgiven (Mt. I 2 3 1 3  
Lk. 1210 ; see GOSPELS, § 116 d). 

In the Prologue Jesus is identified with the Logos. 
(a) Formerly scholars used to be generally agreed that the . -  
31. The Logos. Logos-idea had been taken over from 

It was not until the TubinZen Philo. 
school had begun to draw from this inferences unfavour- 
able to the genuineness of the gospel that ‘this conccs- 
sion was withdrawn. It  is correct to say that in the 
OT we can observe some tendencies to ascribe to a 
second divine being side by side with the supreme God 
a certain independent existence. To  the category in- 
dicated belong the angel of Yahwi: (Gen. 167-13 22 
11-18 31 11-13 Ex. 32-6  14 f: Judg. 611-23 Zech. 111-13 3. 
I$), the spirit of God (Gen. l a  Is. 112 Joel31 [1!28]),  
the face of God (Ex. 3 3 1 4  Dt. 437) ,  the name of God  
(Ex. 2321 Nu. 6 2 7  Ps. 543 Prov. 1810 Is. 3 o z 7 ) ,  the glory 
( ~ 2 3 )  of Yahwi: (Ex. 2416f. I K. SII ) ,  and the wisdom 
of God (Job 28 12-28 ; Prov. 8 22-31 ; Bar. 3 28-38 ; Ecclus. 
11-10 2 4 1 - 1 2 ;  Wisd. 722-85 9 4 9 )  ; also(but1east of all) 
the very word of God (Gen. 1 3  6 etc., Ps. 3 3 6  Wisd. 
l S 1 5 j ) .  In the Targums the ‘Word of God,‘ in par- 
ticular (,memcru), is often substituted where the original 
has YahwA. All this, however, is very far indeed from 
sufficing really to explain the Logos-idea of the Fourth 
Gospel. Its foundation lies in the idea that God is un- 
known and must remain unknown if he is not revealed. 
The OT nowhere goes so far. The idea rests rather upon 
the dualism between God and matter which we find in 
Plato. The Stoics added to this the idea that the Logos, 
as having proceeded from God, while at the same time not 
in the fullest sense of the word a divine being, has for 
its function to exercise upon the world that operation of 
God which, strictly speaking, was impossible to God as 
the absolute good over against the world as the absolute 
evil. Philo appropriated this Stoical idea, and brought 
it into connection with some ideas of the OT. Thereby 
he gave it a development which, as an intermediate 
stage, prepared the way directly for the Fourth Gospel. 

(6)  If Philo had not existed, we should have been com- 
pelled to trace the Logos-idea of Jn. to the other sources 
we have named. In that case, however, we should have 
been.constrained to ascribe to the evangelist a very large 
measure of independence. As, however, Philo was 
some twenty-five years older than Jesus, and his writings 
were already known to the author of Hebrews, if not 
even to Pau1,l it is nothing less than wilful blindness to  
facts to deny the derivation of the Johannine Logos-idea 
from Philo, and to refuse to admit anything save an O T  
origin. Apart from this, the object in view-to avoid 
the necessity of deriving an idea of such importance in 
the N T  from an extra-canonical source-is attained 
only if the O T  Apocrypha are shut out as well as Philo ; 
but these are precisely the writings that contain far 
more important and exact anticipations of the Logos- 
idea than any in the OT. 
(0 A more serious consideration is demanded by the 

fact that in the Fourth Gospel theview of the universe from 
which the Logos-idea proceeds is not quite consistently 
carried out. According to that view God himself should 
never at all come into relations with the world without 
mediation of the Logos. Instead of this, we read for 
example in316 that he loves the world; cp 6 4 0  1 6 2 7  1 7 6 .  
This position, however, is nothing more than a mitiga- 
tion of strict philosophical dualism such as is inevitable 
in thought that is based at one and the same time on 
the OT and on Christianity ; but, had it been the start- 
ing-point, it would be impossible to see how the author 
could ever have come to think of a Logos as neeclfd 
in order to mediate between God and the world. 

(d )  It  is quite a mistake to argue that the Fourth Gospel 
cannot have drawn from Philo because it represents the 
Logos as having been made flesh (114). It is indeed 
true that the Philonic Logos can never be made flesh ; 

1 Cp Vollmer, Die alttestanzentl. Citate bei Pnulus, 1895, 
PP. 83-98. 
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it is superfluous to ask whether it he a person at all, for 
it belongs to the essence of the Logos that at one and 
the same time as a power working on the world it 
possesses a distinct existence over against God and yet 
in accordance with its original meaning it remains an 
impersonal idea of God. When, however, the Logos- 
idea came to be brought into connection with Christianity 
it was inevitable that Jesus should be identified with the 
Logos; for in Christianity Jesus has the position of a 
revealer of God, the position which in Philo is assigned 
to the Logos. In this a quite fundamental modification 
of the Logos-idea is involved. But from this fact the 
proper conclusion is, not that the earlier form does not 
lie at the foundation of the later, but rather that there 
is all the less reason why we should not recognise the 
fact in proportion as the modification which Christianity 
has wrought upon the Logos-idea has been profound. 

One might suppose it .to be self-evident that the 
evangelist in his prologue had the intention of pro- 
32. Purpose pounding the fundamental thoughts which 
of prologue. he was about to develop in the subsequent 

The view of Har- 
nack (2tschr.J Theol. 21. Kirche, ~ 8 9 2 ,  pp. 189-231) 
-that the prologue is not the expression of the evangel- 
ist’s own view hut is designed merely to produce a 
favourable prepossession on behalf of the hook in the 
niindsofeducated readers-is in itself remarkable enough. 
But, apart from this, Harnack, in working it out; has to 
interpret the Gospel itself, apart from the prologue, in 
a way which does not correspond with the facts. Thus, 
he maintains that Jesus is presented in the gospel as 
mainly ideally, not really pre-existent ; that in so far as 
he is presented as really pre-existent, it is on the ground 
not of his being son of God but of his being Messiah ; 
that Jesus is son of God only in the ethical, not in the 
metaphysical sense ; the figure of Jesus presented is an 
expresslyhuman one and shows at no point divine features 
inconsistent with this character (see, as against this, $5 
26 30). Further, he draws from the facts unsound 
conclusions. 

Harnack rightly holds that where Jesus is represented as son 
of God he is not only one with God but also subordinated to 
him (e.g., 14z8), hut he infers from t i i s  that his sonship is to he 
understood in the ethical not the metaphysical sense. To this it 
must he replied that eve; a son of God who from all eternity has 
been begotten in a supernatural wayremains from the very nature 
of the case subordinate to the father. Precisely this generation 
before all time is held by Harnack it is true to he excluded by 
reason of the fact that i t  is the earthly Christ’who is called ‘ only 
begotten’(povoyevrjs) (1 14 18 3 16 18). It isself-evident, however 
that thisditle could not be withheld from the earthly Christ if i; 
had belonged to him already before his earthly existence ; for the 
earthly Christ shows in the Fourth Gospel the same attributes 
of Godhead as we should ascribe to him in his pre-existent state 
(see 8 26). 

Nor is it any more to the point to say that the pro- 
logue, for its part, does not intend to describe theessence 
of Jesus in his pre-existence, because at its conclusion it 
makes the transition to something lower, namely, to the 
historical person of the ‘ only begotten ’ (povoyevSs). 
It is only on the assumption of Harnack alluded to 
above that ‘only begotten’ ( p o v o y a v ~ s )  is something 
lower than ‘ word ‘ (hjyos).l Lastly, it is in appearaucc 
1 Still less would this he the case if in 1 IS ‘an only begotten 

God’ (pouoyevlls Beds) were to be read, as in  fact Harnack him- 
self would read. The external testimony is indecisive as between 
this reading and ‘the only begotten son’ (6 povoysv?p v&). On 
philological grounds the first reading would require a t  least to 
have the article prefixed, as indeed it has in extracts from 
Theodotus in Clem.Al. p. 968 in a statement about the Valen- 
tinians in KC and in the minuscule codex 33 further in many 
(though not in all) places in Clem.Al. (p. 695,’ed. Potter), Orig. 
(489438, ed. de la Rue), Dionys. Alex. (qu 10 contra Paul.  
Suntosat. in Bihliothecre Bigniane nuctarium, ed. Fron to 
Ducaeus, I, Paris, 1624, p. 301), Didymus (de trinit. 1 2 6  25), 
Epiphan. (pp. 612 817f: ed. Petav.), Gregor. Nyss. (de trinit. 
end, ed. Morell, Paris, 1618, 2447, and in Migne’s Patrol: 

5;oc 5816 729d 772c 801ac 8 4 1 4  Basil (de spzr. suncto 
15, p. 12, ed. Garner.), Cyril. Alex. ’(,,mm. in joh., pp. 104: 

!076 ed. Aubert, Paris, 1638, cpp. iogcin Pusey’sed. ; thesnur. 
p. 13; 6 ; dial. quod unus, p. 7 6 8 ~  ; adv. Nesforium, p. god, b 
povoyev+ Bcbs hriyos ; and in Const. upost. iii. 17 vii. 43 I (in the 

course of his gospel. 

~ 7 - e c a ,  vel. 44. PP. 3 3 6 ~  10454 vel. 45, PP. 469d 493a 
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merely that 114 ’ the Logos was made flesh ’ seems to 
have little importance for, the author since the thought 
never recurs, and that the prologue thus stands apart 
and aloof from the proper contents of the gospel itself. 
The entire gospel is nothing else but an elaboration of 
the thought, ‘ we saw his glory.’ Thus the incarnation 
of the Logos must be one of its weightiest thoughts if 
we are not to deny the doctrine of the pre-existence of 
Christ to the gospel altogether. 

The only fact worth noting is that pointed ont by Harnack 
that apart from the prologue the word Zugos occurs in its quite 
usual sense, eight times of the speech of other speakers, nine 
times of an individual utterance of Jesus, eleven times of his 
preaching as  a whole, in addition to the seven times where it is 
used in the expression ‘word of God’ (Adyos 70; BsoG) meaning 
the tidings of salvation. This also, however, admits of explana- 
tion. As soon as the narrative passes over from the pre-existent 
to the earthly life of Jesus the place of the title logos must be 
taken hy those designations (Jesus, 6 ’I~roGs, and the like) which 
are fitted to express his human manifestation. In  this part of 
the book, therefore, it can cause hut little confusion if the word 
logos is used in its ordinary meaning. We too are in the habit 
3f continually using one and the same word, now in its ordinary 
and now in its technical sense, as soon as we are sure we shall be 
understood. I n  the Fourth Gospel no passage can be pointed 
to where uncertainty as to the sense in which logos is used is 
possible ; everywhere it is made clear by some addition such as 

The perception that the prologue is deliberately in- 
tended as a ureuaration for the entire contents of the 

this ’ word, ‘ my ’ word, ‘his ’ word, or the like. 

- I  

33. Divisions gospel has reached its ultimate logical 
result in the proposition that the entire 
coseel is a conceDtion at the root of into triads. 
0 1  

which lies neither history nor even tradition of another 
kind, hut solely the ideas of the prologue. Upon this 
proposition rests the brilliant analysis of the gospel 
by Baur, with which, significantly enough, theologians 
so strictly dogmatic as Luthardt and Hengsten- 
berg find themselves in accord--these two, however, 
we must hasten to add, in the helief that the artificial 
arrangement which is rendered necessary by the carrying 
out of that central thought is at  the same time in accord- 
ance with history,-God, or Christ, having so ordered 
the history that it should suhserve the expression of 
those ideas. In setting forth these ideas the division 
into triads is used as a principal means. It manifests 
itself partly in single sentences such as 1 I or l z o  
(GOSPELS, 5 49), partly in the manner in which the 
various parts of the book are grouped as a whole. 
Alreadv. however, it has come to be very generally 

_ I  

latter place twice). Hort( 7’woD.ss., ‘76) bas laid no weight upon 
this question ; nor yet has Harnack. I t  is nevertheless a very 
important one. Hort (p. 18) renders : ‘An only-begotten who is 
God, even H e  who,’etc. ; Harnack(Theol. Lt.-Ztg., ‘76, p. 545) 
has ‘ einen Gott hat Niemand je  gesehen ; ein eingeborner Gott . . . hat Kunde gebracht.’ It is not permissible, however, to 
supply the indefinite article to Be6v here (a god), if it is re- 
membered how often elsewhere the word, in spite of the absence 
of the definite article, denotes the One God. I t  would in the 
present case he equivalent to denying altogether the author’s 
possession of the Christian belief in God, if we held that he 
admitted even in thought the possibility of there being other 
gods, and that he placed them on a level with the true God 
with reference to their invisibility. But even apart from this, 
from a linguistic point of view also, the antithesis between Beds 
without qualificati n and povoyfvils Beds is quite inappropriate 
and unintelligible$ Instead of the B d s  without qualification 
some more precise designation was needed. Such designation, 
however is not met with anywhere in the Johannine writings. 

Thefihdetermination lies in theconsideration that the thought 
of ‘an  only begotten God’ (povoyevbs 066s) is not Johannine, 
and that whether with or without the article. In  1 Jn. 520 we 
find ‘the true God,’ b dA$wbs Be&, as a designation of God (not 
of Christ ; the meaning is : being in his son Jesus Christ, we are. 
in the True ; this [last] is the true God, etc.). To  designate 
God, however, in contradistinction to this designation of Christ, 
‘the true God’ ( b  dXqb’wbs Beds, I Jn. 5 20) would not he a t  all a 
good antithesis. Jn. 20 28 ought not to be referred to in this 
connection for the reason that when Thomas there addresse: 
Jesus with’the possessive pronoun as ‘My Lord and my God 
the expression says much less than it would without the pronoun. 
Thus the highest utterance regarding Jesus to which the Fourth 
Gospel anywhere rises is in 1 IC ‘ the word was God ’ (b’sbs 4. b 
Adyos). But this does not mean more than that the Logos was 
of divine essence; the passage, therefore, gives no warrant for 
designating Jesus as ‘only begotten God’ (pova evils e&), by 
which designation he would become a ‘second 6od’  ( S E ~ T E P O S  
Beds) in the sense of the Alexandrian churchifathers. 
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acknowledged that it is impossible to explain in this 
way the arrangement of the entire gospel. 

It may perhaps he enough to point out that chaps. 2-6 are 
arranged according to the following scheme :-chap. 2, two narra- 
tives (the miracle a t  Cana and the cleansing of the temple) ; 3 I- 
4 42, discourses of Jesus which serve to interpret these narratives; 
4 43-5 16, two miracles of healing ; 5 17-47, a discourse of Jesus 
on the healing of the Jewish people ; 6 1-21, the feeding of the 
five thousand and the walking upon the water (on the connection 
see $ 20 c) ; 6 22-71, the disconrse relative to this on Jesus as 
the bread of life. In  7 28-11 44 the arrangement is in two respect- 
the opposite of this ; we have always one narrative, not two, and 
the interpretative discourse precedes instead of following. Thus 
8 12-59 treats of Jesus as the light of the world, in chap. 9 the 
narrative of the healing of the man born blind follows ; 10 22-42 
treats of Jesus as the life of the world (cp z. 28) ; in 11 1-44 the 
raising of Lazarus follows. If we could regard as well-founded 
Hausrath's conjecture (NTZiche 2eiige.rcA. iii. 6 0 3 3  2nd ed. iv. 
424) that in the place where we now find the story of the woman 
takin in adultery there originally stood a miraculous narrative 
similar to those in chaps. 9 and 11, to which 72s-52 was th: 
introductory interpretation then we should have in chaps. 7-11 
a triad of narratives assoiiated with interpretative discourses. 
We cannot, however, he sure of this. 

Moreover, it has to be pointed out that chaps. 1 7 1-27 
101-21 do not admit of being taken up into this scheme, 
and that a similar method of grouping is still less applic- 
able to the other parts of the gospel. The evangelist, 
therefore, has at many points heen working with material 
laid to his hand, and has utilised it to gite expression to 
his ideas, but has not heen purely creative. 

A perception of this fact leads to the question how 
far the material which lay before the evangelist goes - ._ 
34. Credibility back to authentic tradition. If one 

cannot claim this for the whole of the 
material (see JJ 35 37), the next ex- 
Dedienr is to search for details that 

of certain 

are trustworthy. 
( u )  Sayings of Jesus such as those in 717 or 1317 

would cause no difficulty if we read them in the synoptic 
gospels. I t  does not necessarily follow from this, how- 
ever, that they are authentic. They might also con- 
ceivably be summings up, by which the evangelist attri- 
butes to Jesus that which in reality is for himself the 
product of his own reflection absorbed in the contempla- 
tion of Jesus. In other passages an explanation of this 
kind is at once suggested by the Johannine phraseology. 
The Jesus of the synoptists, instead of 141s 21 23 15 IO, 

would be much more likely to have said ' if ye love me, 
keep Gods commandmetits,' or perhaps even ' if ye love 
the father, keep his commandments.' It  might be 
regarded as a real word of Jesus when he is made to say 
(5 30) that he can do ncthing of himself or ( 3  35 5 20 )  that 
he has nothing save what the father has first given or 
shown him. This, however, can equally well be merely 
an expression for the metaphysical oneness between God 
and the Logos, and indeed the expression 'show' 
points directly to this. It  is very conceivable that in 
actual fact there arrived in the life of Jesus such a 
moment as that described in chap. 8 ,  when he became 
convinced that Jerusalem had no response to make to 
his demand for faith. This same thought, however, is 
equally inevitable if the history of Jesus be conceived of 
purely in accordance with Johannine ideas, for it simply 
carries out what is said in 1 IT, and Jerusalem is of course 
the central point at which it had to be decided whether 
Jesus was to find faith or not. 

(b)  The supposition that precise statements about 
some particular event having occurred or some particular 
'disconrse having been pronounced on a definite day 
(1293543 21 44043 622 71437 1212) or even at a definite 
hour ( 1 3 9  46) could only have come from an eye-witness 
is very tempting. Many scholars, therefore, give pre- 
cedence to such passages in their consideration, and then 
propose to extend to the whole gospel the conclusion 
based upon these-that it is an eye-witness who is speak- 
ing throughout. .4fter what has heen said in preceding 
sections this is, however, indefensible. It has also to be 
observed, further, that the evangelist himself will some- 
times be found in one place to contradict his own quite 
precise statements. According to 7 27 the people know 
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whence Jesus is, according to 9 29 they do not. In 5 31 
fesus says that if he bear witness of himself his witness 
is not true ; in 8 1 4  he says the opposite. In 3 2 6  we 
read that all the people flocked to Jesus, in 3 3 2  that no 
m e  received his testimony. According to 3 22 26 4 I Jesus 
baptizes ; according to 4 2 only his disciples do so. In 
the instances just cited we learn something of the evange- 
list's method of composition. What would we expect 
of an ordinary author who wished to avoid saying any- 
thing out of place if, when he came to write (say) 42 ,  
he found that in 3 22 26 he had erroneously stated that 
Jesus himself had baptized ? Unquestionably he wocld 
go back upon these passages and alter them. This is 
not what Jn. does. Thus he does not attach importmce 
to the literal exactness of what he says. In order to be 
able to contrast Jesus and John and compare the waxing 
influence of the one with the waning influence of the 
other he thought it fitting in 322-26 to represent both as 
baptizing. 

(c) In 12935f: the mention of a particular day is 
coupled with the statement that the Baptist declai-ed 
Jesus to be the Lamb of God that bears the sin of the 
world, in 135-42 it is coupled further with the three 
other statements that Andrew and another unnamed 
person had transferred themselves from the discipleship 
of John to become disciples of Jesus, that Simon was led 
by Andrew to Jesus, and that he forthwith received from 
Jesus the name of Peter. All four statements are irre- 
concilable with what we read in the synoptists ( J  2, Mk. 
116-20). It cannot, therefore, be said to be too bold a 
conjecture if we suppose that these precise statements 
of day and hour were for the evangelist only a mode of 
representation, adopted in order to break up a narrative 
or discourse into connected parts, the individual parts 
being attached to different points of time (SQ, especially, 
129 35 43 2 I 6 2 2  12 12 139) .  The sixth hour in 4 6  has 
perhaps a symbolical meaning (GOSPELS, § 54 y). The 
statement that at the time of the feeding of the five thou- 
sand the passover was at hand (64) was necessary in 
order to call attention to the fact that the interpretation 
of the eucharist was to be connected with this narrative. 
The view, therefore, that this verse is a gloss is just as 
mistaken as the other view that it contains an authentic 
statement of historical fact. 

(d) How little importance the evangelist attaches to details of 
the sort is shown for example also in such a matter as this, that 
in 6 15 Jesus again goes up into the mountain which he has not 
left since 6 3  (the first verse corresponds to the beginning of 
Mt.'s second narrative of feeding, the second to the close of his 
first [I529 1423=Mk.646]),  or this, that at the close of a dis- 
course which, according to ti 24J, was begun by the seashore 
(perhaps in Capernaum) and not interrupted, we are told in 6 59 
that it was spoken in the synagogue at Capernaum. 

Even if such detailed statements as we have had 
under consideration fail us on examination. it is vet held 
35. 6Johanniae, to be possible to discover true his- 

torical data in other portions, which, 
as comDared with the svnoutists. are tradition. 

either new or (even) deGberately at variance with the 
synoptical account. 

(a) The attempt to do so may well be made, for the 
entire contents of the gospel do not admit of being 
derived from ideas alone. In that case, however, we 
must be specially on our guard against the error of 
supposing that a tradition, because different from that 
of the synoptists, is eo ipso historical. The true use of 
a recourse to Johannine tradition lies rather in this, 
that it may enable us to see how in the conrse of oral 
transmission the mistaken statements found in the 
Fourth Gospel could have arisen. 
(6) Should, for example-to take the most pregnant 

instance- the evangelist have freely invented the whole 
narrative of the raising of Lazarus in order to give ex- 
pression to his idea of the life-giving power of Jesus, 
he is by no means open indeed to the charge of unver- 
acity in the moral sense of the expression (for his right to 
use an allegorical method of expressing his thoughts 
cannot be gainsaid when we remember the character of 
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his writing), but certainly his procedure in this direction 
cannot but seem very bold. The difficulties which this 
view might suggest are almost completely obviated if we 
suppose that the story of Lazarus had taken shape in 
successive stages so that the evangelist himself had 
only a few touches left to add. 

Bruno Bauer long ago perceived that the story is a develop- 
ment of the parable of Lazarus in Lk. 16 19-31. Following this 
clue we can imagine that some preacher, after relating that 
pxable, in order to open it up to his hearers, may have added 
the remark: 'This Lazarus actually did rise from the dead' 
<cp GOSPELS, 5 rog I). A hearer df this sermon-so let us further 
sippose-gave the notes of it in a shorter form to a third person 
who gathered from it as a statement of historical fact tha; 
Lazarus had risen. Cp LAZARUS. And so in further transmis- 
sion piece after piece might be added to the narrative, until a t  
h t  hut little remained for the evangelist to do. Cp GOSPELS, 

(c) In  somewhat similar fashion we picture to ourselves the 
rise of the story of the sick man of Bethesda. Some preacher 
or other likened the Jewish people to a man who had been sick 
for thirty-eight years (the duration of the wandering in the 
wilderness, Dt. 214). 
had five ' porches'-the five books of Moses-but healing, never; 
theless, he was not able to find. As often as the water which 
possessed the healing virtue began to move there was no one 
by  to help him to go down to it, till J e s d  came and asked : 
'Wilt thou be made whole?' 

(d )  I f ,  further, a preacher was discoursing upon a healing of 
the  blind recorded in the synoptists, and interpreted the blind 
as representing the Jewish nation, it could easily occur to him 
t o  say : this blind man was hlind from his birth. In this very 
manner the discourse of Stephen in Acts? seeks to show that 
the Jewish nation from the first had misknown the will of God. 
A slightly inattentive hearer might readily infer from such a 
mode of speaking that Jesus had on some occasion literally 
h-aled a man horn blind. Now, in Mk. 8 23-25 we have a 
nnrrative which tells us how a blind man was made to see by 
Jesus not all a t  once hut gradually. In expounding this, a 
preacher might easily iay : those who are spiritually blind come 
only gradually to a recognition of Jesus their healer. T h i s  
thought finds its expression in Jn. 9 17 31-33 38 in this form : he 
who has been made whole in the first instance takes Jesus 
merely for a prophet and a good man sent from God, and only 
i n  the end does he reach the intuition that be is the Son of 
Man. A further point of connection with the narrative of Mk. 
8 23-25 is to he found in the fact that in Jn. 96  Jesus makes use 
of saliva. All that is new is found in the use made of the 
saliva, and in the washing in the pool of Siloam. 

(e) The synoptics supply us with no parallel that can be 
immediately taken as foundation for the narrative of the mar- 
A g e  at Cana. If, however, the view set forth under GOSPELS 
(s.142) be upheld, that synoptical miracles can sometimes have 
originated in parables misunderstood, the same can, without 
any difficulty whatever, be also maintained here. The time of 
the Messiah's coming resembles a wedding (Mk. 2 19 Jn. 3 29 
Rev. 19 7). At such a time there is no fasting; the Messiah 
brings wine instead of water (Mk. 1425). By the wine was 
u,iderstood the new religion which he substituted for the old. 
Already in Mk.222 we find it likened to new wine. Here 
ayain, Philo (Leg-. AZZeg. 3 26 ; ed. Mangey, 1103) presents himsek 
most appropriately. The Logos which appears under the form 
of Melchizedek brings wine instead of water, and gives drink 
to souls so that a divine intoxication befalls them. By the 
mother of Jesus, on this interpretation, we may understand (in 
accordance with Rev. 121-5) the community of the people of 
*God. I t  recognises that in the old religion it finds no wine; 
that is to say, that it fails in spiritual power, and, if unable 
'itself to remedy matters, it knows at  least thus much, that in 
:such a situation it must turn to Jesus. 
(f) Let us takeoneotherexample-that ofthefoot-washing. In 

Lk .  2226fi  we read t$at Jesus immediately after the last,supper 
,said to his disciples, This 
a preacher could very easily amplify to some such effect as this : 
"Yes, Jesus did actually wait upon his disciples; instead of 
remaining a t  table as would have hefitted his exalted dignky he 
arose and washed their feet. The expression in such a case 
.was meant figuratively; but the figure was particularly apt 
because the washing of the feet is the lowliest service. This 
made it all the more fitted to edify, and made it all the more 
.easy to believe as a literal fact when someone thought he was to 
undLrstand it so. 
(g) In other cases the author must be assigned a 

larger share in the construction of his narratives (cp, 
e.,?. , 5 20 c, end). It must not be forgotten, however, 
that even in the cases discussed in the preceding para- 
graphs the author of the gospel, even when a narrative 
.of the kind had reached him in almost a finished state, 
always gave it its last touches and adapted it so as to 
subserve the expression of his thought. It will never be 
possible to learn with absolute certainty how far he treated 
materials presented to him with freedom, and how far he 
himself framed narratives or portions of narratives in, 

B 59. 

The house in which he lay, he might add 

I am among you as he that serves. 

order to give his thoughts pictorial expression. The 
interpretation attempted above must, however, in any 
case, be welcomed, if the desire is felt to avoid imputing 
to the author any larger degree of arhitrariness in free 
invention than is absolutely necessary. Do what we 
will it will never be possible to say these narratives were 
to the author not vehicles for conveying spiritual truth 
but unadulterated histories ; indeed, how far he himself 
may have regarded thein as narratives of actual occur- 
rences remains one of the most difficult of questions, in 
fact, strictly speaking, insoluble. 

( h )  There remain some Johannine narratives for 
which we cannot indicate any basis in the synoptics. 
The Nathanael incident (1 45-51), that of Nicodemus 
( ~ I - z I ) ,  of the Samaritan woman (41-42) ,  of the Greeks 
at  the feast (12zof: ), of the beloved disciple and Jesus' 
mother at  the cross (1926f:), of the beloved disciple 
and Peter at the grave (202-IO), not to mention less 
important points, are by many regarded as historical. 

After so many things peculiar to the Fourth Gospel have 
been found to he untrustworthy, however, one should really 
hesitate to maintain the narratives just enumerated, all the 
more when they fall in with a tendency that could easily have 
led to their rise. Now the story abont the Greeks not only 
contains no concrete touches, hut also serves a purpose that 
can he recognised with great clearness. Such a purpose can 
be recognised also in the story of the Samaritan woman in as 
far as the Samaritans represent the Gentiles ($ 27). In con- 
creteness, on the other hand, the story of the Samaritan woman 
is as far from being lacking as, for example, that of the raising 
of Lazarus. It would be a great mistake, however, to see in 
that a guarantee of historicity. A painter who sets himself to 
give expression to an idea by depicting an event is not blamed 
hut praised when his lively imagination lays on the colours as 
stronglyas possible. A writer who does the same will be praised 
in like manner ; hut his narrative will not on that account be 
regarded as historical. Nicodemus is a representative of a very 
large class of men. They are interested in Jesus ; hut their 
helief in him rests mainly on his wonderful works; for the 
deeper things he has to offer they have very little understanding. 
The preference given to the beloved disciple over Peter at  the 
grave corresponds exactly with the tendency that finds further 
expression in 21 15-23 (8 40). Jesus' committing to him the care 
of his mother serves the same purpose. The attempt to identify 
Nathanael with one of the twelve disciples is hardly likely to 
succeed. It has even been thought to find in him a veiled 
representation of the apostle Paul.1 In that case proof that 
he is not historical would be needless. However that may be 
(see NATHANAEL), it is further to he coniidered that the story 
of Nathanael is connected with an account of the call of the 
first disciples which cannot he harmonised with that of the 
synoptists (5 34 c) ;  and for all the narratives mentioned above 
it is necessary to hear in mind the significance of the silence of 
the synoptists. That, silence will occupy our attention in a two- 
fold respect (Is 36-37). 

The evangelist's acquaintance with the synoptists, 
here presupposed, needs no proof here. Illustrative 

~ _ _  - 
36. Dependence jnstances are-given in 3 34 a, d, and 

in abundance in GOSPELS, $9 20, 32, 
36, 44.% It is also conceded on all 
hands. even bv the most conservative 

on the 
synoptists. 

theologians, who further declare that John's intention 
was to supplement the synoptists. It will be enough 
here to say in a single word how impossible it is to 
take the matter the other way. A story like that of 
the sick man at  Bethesda, or that of the man born 
blind, or that of Lazarus, going so far beyond the 
synoptists in respect of the greatness of the miracle 
involved, those writers could by no possibility have 
passed over; just as little could they have passed 
over such an incident as that of the foot-washing, the 
theme of which is actually touched on in Lk. 2227 
(5 35 VI), or the scene at the cross between the' 

1 The arguments that can be adduced in support of this are 
the following : Like Nathanael Paul refuses to believe in Jesus 
till he is convinced miraculously. Paul was an Israelite in the 
fullest sense (Gal. 113 3). H e  disclaims guile, for example, in 
z Cor. 12 16-18 and in I Thess. 2 3 even with the word 66hoc itself. 
H e  was marked out to be an apostle from the mother's womb 
(Gal.1 rj). The name Nathanael (='God has given') is ex- 
plained as the counterpart of Saul (='asked'). 

2 See, further, especially, Holtzmann, 2tschr.f: miss. Theol., 
'69, pp. 62-65 155-178,446-456 ; WeizsLcker, Untersuch. &ydie 
;Euan,. Gesch., '64, pp. 278-284 ; Tboma, Genesis a'es/oh.-E?iang-., 
82 : Jacohsen. Untersuch. uber dasjoh.-Evang., '84 ; Wernle, 

Synojtische Frage, '99, pp. 234-248 and 253.256. 
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beloved disciple and the mother of Jesus, or that at the 
grave between the beloved disciple and Peter and 
between Jesus and Mary Magdalene. That Jesus, too, 
from the very outset had been recognised as the Messiah 
would have been exactly what, in their veneration for 
Jesus, they would have wished to be able to say. The 
first step in this direction is, in fact, taken by Mt. him- 
self, when he makes Jesus appear as the Messiah even 
before the confession of Peter (GOSPELS, 

The considerations just mentioned, however, carry 
us still further. 
(a) We shall he safe in asserting not only that 

145h). 

. .  - 
37. Comparison the synoptists cannot have been ac- 
with synoptics quainted with the Fourth Gospel, 

but also that they were not aware of 
the existence of other sources, written summed up. 

or-oral, containing all these divergences from their own 
account which are exhibited in this gospel. 

In  the case of the Lazarus-narrative, to confine ourselves here 
to a single instance, among the explanations of the silence of the 
synoptists which have been boldly offered are the following: that 
among the multitude of the other raisings from the dead they 
could easily have forgotten this one or that they were not acute 
enough to perceive its outstandin; importance in its bearing 
upon the life of Jesus, that they felt themselves wanting in the 
delicacy and keenness of feeling that were required for the right 
telling of it or that they felt themselves insufficiently informed 
o n  the details, that they kept silence out of regard to the 
still surviving relatives of Lazarus, that, as having happened 
before the arrival of the Galilaean pilgrims to the feast, or as 
having already become in Jerusalem so well known as no longer 
t o  he talked about, they had never heard of it, that their plan 
of writing, apart from the events of the week of the crucifixion 
allowed them to include only Galilaean incidents, or even thai 
in view of a later gospel to he written by another evangelist 
(John) they confined themselves to these. A glance at this 
series of explanations is sufficient to show how hopeless is the 
task of those who seek to establish the superiority of the Johan- 
nine gospel to those of the synoptists in historical accuracy. 

(6) In all points, then, which in substance are 
common to all the four gospels, the synoptists every- 
where excel in simplicity, naturalness, intelligibility. 
Although one might be tempted to give the preference 
to the fourth as regards the scene of the activity of 
Jesus, one is precluded from doing so as soon as it is 
perceived how by the action of Jesus in Jerusalem the 
coilflict with the Jewish authorities is brought on at a 
much earlier period than is historically conceivable. 
Although, as regards the miracle-narratives, one might 
say on the authority of 2030f. that Jn. seeks only to 
supplement those given by the synoptists, it must still 
he conceded that the relations of Jesus with the demoni- 
acally-possessed-relations nowhere touched on in Jn. 
---are yet, historically, the best-attested of all, and enable 
us best to conceive how actual wonders of healing sick 
persons might be wrought by Jesus. Beyond all doubt, 
the character in which the Johannine miracles are brought 
forward-as signs (szod )-would render quite impossible, 
if the miracles were historical, the rise of a tradition that 
Jesus had expressly refused to work any signs, and that 
he had forbidden the miracles he actually wrought to be 
made known (GOSPELS, 140a, 141, 133d). Had 
Jesus really possessed that exalted consciousness of 
his pre-existence and divine dignity which is attributed 
to him in the Fourth Gospel, the declaration that 
blasphemy against him was capable of forgiveness (Mt. 
l231f. Lk. 1210) could never have been attributed 
to him. 

( c )  As regards Jesus' discourses, nothing is more 
natural than that their popular character, often taking 
concrete shape in the form of parables, should have won 

' for him the love of the people ; on the other hand, the 
constant repetition of metaphysical propositions con- 
cerning his own person, of imperious demands for the 
faith of his hearers could never have done so, and in 
point of fact, according to the Fourth Gospel, they 
actually had the opposite effect, so that one is really at 
a loss to understand how, in spite of it all, so many 
should have turned to him-which nevertheless is 
certainly historically true, as the triumphal entry into 
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Jerusalem proves. If Jesus had actually proclaimed the 
universality of salvation as we find it in In. 3 1 6 f :  10 16, 
it would be an insoluble mystery how any could be 
regarded as disciples of his who affirmed they had 
been forbidden by Jesus to go in the way of the 
Gentiles or enter a city of the Samaritans (Mt. 105), 
and who persisted in raising such formidable opposition 
to the mission of Paul to the Gentiles. If Jesus ex- 
pressed himself in such highly spiritualised terms as we 
have seen (I 28 a c) regarding the final judgment, his own 
second coming, and the resurrection of his followers, 
we should be irresistibly forced to treat as grave 
errors those reports by the synoptists according to which 
he predicted all these things in their literal sense. So 
far as the date of the crucifixion is concerned, Jn. by 
reason of the inherent probability of his date seems to 
come into consideration as a witness of equal or even 
higher authority than the synoptists ; yet even here the 
date he gives is explicable only as a deliberate diver- 
gence from that of the synoptists, not conversely. 

A 
book which begins by declaring Jesus to be the Zogor of 
God and ends by representing a cohort of Roman soldiers 
as falling to the ground at the majesty of his appearance 
(186), and by representing 100 pounds of ointment as 
having been used at his embalming (193g), ought by 
these facts alone to be spared such a misunderstanding 
of its true character, as would be implied in supposing 
that it meant to be a historical work. 

If Ahon, Salim ( 3 ~ 3 ) ,  Sychar (45), Rethesda ( 5 z ) ,  
Bethanv bevond Tordan (1 28). etc.. have never vet been 

But we have said enough and more than enough. 

, < "  I I , 

38. Geographical satisfactorily identified (see special 
and historical articles), the fact ought not to be 

urged as necessarily proving defective 
information on the Dart of the author. correctness. 

Neither ought exception tobe takento the nameGabbatha 
(19 13). The evangelist, too, has unquestionably given 
correctly (18 I) the name of the nd&Z between Jerusalem 
and the Mt. of Olives ( ' brook Kidron ' ; xdpappor TOG 
K ~ G p r j v )  in spite of his copyists and the whole body of 
approved modern editors (see KIDRON). The forty and 
six years of 1220 rest upon sound reckoning inasmuch 
as the building was begun by Herod the Great in 20-19 
B.C. There are therefore nineteen years hefore and 
twenty-seven years after the beginning of our era. 
The passover at which Jesus is represented to have 
uttered the words in question will be, if the forty-sixth year 
was not yet ended, that of 27 A.D. ; if it was ended, which 
suits the expression better, that of 28 A. D., and Jesus' 
death, since in the Fourth Gospel two passovers follow 
(64 121),at passoverin3oA,D.-adatebymanysupposed 
to be correct. Also the statement that during forty-six 
years the building continued in process can be justified.' 
All this, however, weighs but little against the serious 
mistake by which in 1149  1815 Caiaphas is called 
the 'high-priest of that year' (GOSPELS, 132). This 
of itself betrays unfamiliarity on the part of the evan- 
gelist with the conditions subsisting in Palestine in the 
time of Jesus (cp 

Notwithstanding this, the writer may still have been 
a Jew. He alone makes use of the Aramaic names 

IbIi~~uulas, I'appaOa, etc., and rightly 
39. Nationality explains Z~hwap  (a distortion of the 

Heb. Mi??) as meaning ~ T E U T U ~ ~ ~ Y O S .  

However small the weight he attaches 
to the Mosaic law on its enacting side, and however 
depreciatory the words he attributes to Jesus in this 
regard (0 ~ g ) ,  all the more noteworthy is the deference 
with which he regards it as a book of prophecy. It is 
in this aspect that he says of i t  (1035) that the scripture 
cannot be broken; on this view of it depends his 
citation of predictions and types-even of such as he 
did not find in the synoptists (§ 23 [f])-and his declara- 

1 Cp the passages in Jos. collected by E. A. Abbott (Class. 
Rev., '94, pp. 89-93), who, however, prefers to explain them of 
the temple of Zeruhbabel. 
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JOHN, SON OF ZEBEDEE 
tion (539) that the scriptures testify of Jesus whilst the 
Jews diligently search them (6ppeuv8re is indicative) in the 
belief that in them, if understood in the Jewish way, 
eternal life is to be found. From the historical point of 
view, he recognises also that salvation comes from the 
Jews (402). In this attitude-partly of acceptance, 
partly of rejection-towards the OT, the evangelist 
occupies much the same position as that of Paul or of 
the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews. A born 
Gentile would not easily have attached so great a value 
to the prophetic significance of the OT. This considera- 
tion, taken in combination with the author’s defective 
acquaintance with the conditions in Palestine in the 
time of Jesus, points to the conclusion that he was by 
birth a Jew of the Dispersion or the son of Christian 
parents who had been Jews of the Dispersion. 

Before passing on to the direct utterances of the author 
regarding himself, it will be necessary to take account 

4 s  20305 constitutes a 
formal and solemn conclusion, 21 is 

beyond question a later appendix. We  may go on to 
add that it does not come from the same author with the 
rest of the book. 

The appearance of the risen Jesus is the third (21 14) only if 
that to Mary Magdalene (20 11-17) is not included in the reckon- 
ing ; but originally it was certainly meant to be included, the 
number three playingagreat part in the Fourth Gospel. Further 
the narrative of 21 1-14 is governed by the intention to do justic; 
to what is said in Mt. and Mk., according to which the appear- 
ances of the risen Jesus were in Galilee. The writer of chap. 20 
on the other hand is plainly, with deliberate purpose, following 
Lk., who restricts those appearances to Jerusalem. The phrase- 
ology indeed shows dependence on that of chaps. 1-20 a t  many 
points (as, for example, by o t v  and the asyndeta); but It 
shows divergences also, such as 5lr+v with the infinitive and 
;pXwBaL oliv instead of &KOAO&ZV and other alternative syno- 
nyms (v. 3) ; l rpwia instead of lrpot (v. 4) ; lrarsia for TeKvia (v. 5 ) ;  
iuxdsiv  for S h m s 6 a i  (v. 6) ’ d(esd<€cv for ; p w ~ &  (a. 12) ; dye Beis 
for Buaurk (v. 14) ; c#kped for B c w  (v. IS) and the like. {eter 
appears in the character of a fisierman, ai iii the synoptists; in 
135 40 he is a disciple of John. Among the seven disciples who 
are present (v. z) are numbered ’the (sons) of Zebedee ’-an 
expression that never occurs elsewhere in the gospel. The 
parousia of Jesus is expected in v. 12 in a literal sense (as against 
§ 28 a). That Nathanael belonged to Cana (21 z )  is certainly the 
result of a false combination of 146 and 2 I. The purpose of the 
second half of the chapter is to bring the dignity of Peter into 
somewhat greater prominence than it had received in the gospel. 
The unnamed disciple indeed is always placed even higher than 
he ;  but the purpose of rehabilitating Peter is plain. This 
circumstance also makes against the identity of the author of 
this chapter with the author of the rest of the book. 

The second half of the chapter has, however, a second 
main purpose-that, namely, of accrediting the gospel 
by v. 24 f. This cannot be an independent appendix to 
WV. 1-23, else these verses, until they had received this 
addition, would have been without any proper close. 
Now the testimony is given by more than one person, 
and must, in the eyes of the critic, for that very reason 
lose the importance which in the intention of its writer 
it is designed to have. A witness whose testimony in 
turn requires to be attested cannot be regarded as a very 
authoritative person.’ The fact is here betrayed that 
doubt has been thrown on his testimony. The same 
thing is betrayed also in the Muratorian fragment 
(Z. 14J),  where it is said that, after consultation on 
the part of John with his fellow-disciples and bishops, 
and after a three days’ fast together, it was revealed to 
Andrew that John should write the whole ‘recogno- 
scentibus cunctis suo nomine.’ 

The elaborate 
investigations that have been made on the question 

40. Chap. 21. of chap. 21. 

Chap. 21 2 4 3  points back ( a )  to 1935. 

41. whether any one can designate-himself 
of author of by B K E ~ Y O S  ( ‘  that ’) are not only inde- 
1-20 cisive as regards any secure grammatical 
ing himself. result ; they do not touch the kernel of 

the question at all. 
Once it has been said,-‘he who saw has testified and his testi- 

mony is true,’ there is nothing surprising- when the sequel runs 
‘and that one knows that he spraks true’ even when in all these 

1 Although the phrase in 3 Jn. 12 is almost identical it is there 
not open to criticism. 
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words the author is meaning himself. The question that ought 
to have been discussed is not as to whether the author could (or 
would) intend to denote himself or another by &&OS, but as to 
the person whom he intended by ‘he who saw’ (6 & o ~ ~ K & s ) .  I f  
he meant himself, then the present tense would have been more 
appropriate than the perfect has testified ’ (p€papTfpVKE) in the 
?eye,  ‘ I who saw it now bear witness to it herehy that 1 write 
it. Yet also the perfect is defensible in the meaning,‘he(i.e., I) 
has testified it, and with this you must rest satisfied. I t  woul: 
have been appropriate also to say ‘he who witnesses has seen 
(6 paprupLv B & ~ C Z K E V )  ; but this was not necessary in order to  
express the meaning that the writer was an eye-witness. The 
‘knows’ (o&v) seems to indicate that the author really wishes 
to be regarded as an eye-witness, otherwise the preferable phrase 
would be ‘and that man a s s ~ ~ e s  that he speaks true. At the 
same time, such a mode of expression would he too tautological 
or even too obviously a weakening when coming immediately 
after the words ‘and his testimony is true.’ 

Thus we obtain nothing from this central passage 
except this, that we must leave quite, undecided the 
question whether the writer is intending to present him- 
self or some other person as the eye-witness. Indeed, 
this very vagueness seems to be intentional on the 
author’s part. We  must seek to arrive at .a. definite 
conclusion by some other road. Here is one. For 
every one who grants that at the spear-thrust blood 
certainly but not water could have flowed from the 
pierced side, it is also firmly established that no eye- 
witness could actually have seen the circumstance 
attested. If, therefore, the author’s intention is to 
point to himself as such a witness, he presents himself 
in a much less favourable light than if he were merely 
reproducing information derived from another which he 
had received in good faith. He is therefore spared a 
reproach if he is supposed to be reproducing. Such a 
reproach need not in itself hinder us from supposing him 
to present himself as an eye-witness; in view of the 
mysteriously allusive character of the entire book 
absolute freedom must be allowed the writer in this 
matter, especially as we are dealing with a point the 
central importance of which, in the eyes of its author, 
is evident from the very circumstance of his offering a 
special attestation of it at all. 
(6) But the supposed other testimony to himself-the 

designation of the unnamed disciple as the disciple whom 
Jesusloved (1323 1926 202; cp 217 zoz4)-speaks quite 
decisively against the view that it wds written by the 
person who is intended by that expression. One can 
hardly understand how it is possible to have sympatby 
for a writer who claims for himself such a degree of 
superiority as is implied in this designation. The desig- 
nation is quite intelligible on the other hand when coming 
from the pen of one of his admirers. Our research then 
has brought us thus far at least that there are great dis- 
advantages in regarding the apostle as the author of the 
gospel. On the other hand, so far as it has gone, it has 
given us no assurance as to whether the actual writer 
intends to inform us regarding the beloved disciple and 
the eye-witness as if he were a third person, or whether 
he does not desire to produce the appearance that h e  
himself is the person. 

(c) Should this last be the actual fact, no charge of moral 
obliquity is involved, such as might seem to be implied if the 
principles of modern law as to intellectual and literary property 
were to be invoked. Classical antiquity furnishes us with a 
great number of examples of cases in which a pupil published 
his works not in his own name but in that of his master and 
the neo-Pythagorean Iamblichus (circa 300 A.D.), to d t e  a 
single instance, expressly commends the Pythagoreans-of 
whose writings some sixty are still known which were falsely 
attributed to Pythagoras and other ancient masters of that 
school-in that, renouncing the desire for personal fame, they 
were willing that all the praise of their work should go to their 
master. The presbyter of Asia Minor who in the second century 
had composed the Acts of Paul and Thecfa in Paul‘s name, 
when he was challenged for this explained that his motive was 
his regard for Paul (id se amore Paufifecisse) ; and Tertullian’s 
remark (de Bapt. 17) implies depreciation indeed yet no moral 
censure : ‘ quasi titulo Pauli de suo cumulans ‘-the reason he 
gives for the deposition of the author being his contradiction 
of ,,Cor. 1434 in having introduced Thecla as teaching and  
baptizing. 

(d) A definite reason, however, for assuming.the same 
thing for the Fourth Gospel would be found onlyif 21 24f. 
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had come from the author of the rest of the book. AS 
we have not to suppose this, it remains open to suggest 
that the author of the appendix by this addition intended 
to go yet one step further than the author of chaps. 1-20 
himself had gone. At the same time the vagueness 
with which the author has expressed himself in 1935 is 
worthy of remark. It can very well be due to the 
purpose of saying what was capable of more than one 
'meaning, so that one reader might believe that the 
author was speaking of the eye-witness as a third person, 
whilst another might believe he had himself in his mind. 

The fact that the name of the beloved disciple and eye-witness 
is not mentioned anywhere throughout the entire gospel is on 
the other hand, not decisive. The suppression of his n k e  
would he just as natural as a consequence of the delicacy due 
to his person if the author, distinct from him, introduced him as 
a mysterious magnitude, as it would have been if he himself 
had written the book. 

The external evidences for the Fourth Gospel consti- 
tute that portion of the field in which conservative 

42. External theology has hitherto believed itself to 
evidences for have gained its securest successes. It  

has deemed -it practicable to preclude 
genuineness* all discussion of internal reasons against 

the genuineness merely by showing how early an attesta- 
tion the gospel received, Careful examination shows 
how mistaken this belief is. As, however, a full dis- 
cussion of the leading passages would carry us too far 
into detail, we must content ourselves here with merely 
giving results, on all points upon which some measure 
of agreement has been attained. 

We  must make a strict distinction between testimonies 
expressly favourable to the apostolic authorship and 
those which only vouch for the existence of the Fourth 
Gospel without conveying any judgment as to its author- 
ship. The only authors belonging to the first category 
(apostolic authorship) down to the end of the second 
century (in the third century this view becomes a matter of 
course) are Irenaeus, Clement of Alexandria (who, more- 
over, appeals to oi dv&KaOev ?rpeupd.repoL), Tertullian, 
Theophilus ad Autolyci~m, and the Muratorian frag- 
ment (which still, however, deems it necessary to give a 
circumstantial justification for its recognition of the 
gospel; see 5 40). Earlier than any of these church 
fathers, namely about 170 A . D . ,  we must place the 
expresssion of Claudius Apollinaris in the Chronicon 
Paschab, urauid@v BOKE? r b  edayy&hia ( '  the gospels 
seem to contradict one another' ; the reference is to 
the date of the crucifixion ; see 54 a). Here, although 
the name of John is not mentioned, we may presume 
that there is implied a recognition of the Fourth Gospel 
as being on a level with the synoptics with which it is 
not in agreement about the date in question, and thus 
as being genuine. 

Coming now to testimonies to recognition of the 
gospel, though the author is not named, we find the 
I -  - 

Fourth Gospel taken into account in 
43' Tatian's Diatessaron (roughly, between i:iggi 160 and 180 A.D. )  as on a level with 

the svnoDtists. Yet this verv attemDt 
to bring together all t<e f&r gospels into a siigle whoie 
even of itself shows to how small an extent each in- 

* dividual gospel was regarded by this author as authorita- 
. tive. So also when gnostics make use of the Fourth 

Gospel. Moreover, it cannot be asserted of Valentinus 
himself (who flourished from 135 to 160) that he does 
so, but only of his school (so Irenzeus, i i i . l l ~ o [ ~ ] ) .  
In the PhiZosophoumena the citation-formula is often 
'[he] says' ($@ ; so, e.g., 634J 725f: alongside 
5 16 6 29 8 9) ; but it has been shown that this expression 
has the collective meaning and has no different force 
from '[they] say' ($ad).' Athenagoras, the epistle to 
the church of Lugdunum (ap. Eus. H E  v. 115) (both 
about 178), the epistle to Diognetus (later), go, in like 
manner, no further. In z Pet. 114 Jn. 21 is already 

1 Cp T226. TheoL /ah& 1853, pp. 148-rg1 ; JBL, 1892, pp. 
133-159 ; Bentley on Hor. Sat. 1.4 7sf: 
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presupposed; but 2 Pet. cannot be dated earlier than 
the close of the second century, since it already reckons 
the ,Pauline Epistles as part of holy scripture ( 3  15 f. ), 
and has no testimony to its own existence earlier than 
in the third century. 

As for evidence to the existence of Jn., without any 
further judgment being pronounced, mere quotationsfroni h 

44. For exist- the Fourth Gospel are enough, if the 
passages are such as cannot Rossibly enci;z:p have been derived from some other 

judgment. source. But the two cases, in which 
the book is cited as an authoritative 

writing, as in 43, and in which it is not cited a s  
such, are very different. In the latter case, it is not 
only possible but probable that the author making the 
quotation did not regard the book as authoritative. 
The ecclesiastical writers incorporate in their writings 
passages from a multitude of works which never gained 
ecclesiastical recognition. Thus, even those works which 
ultimately did gain this recognition need not necessarily 
haye already been in enjoyment of it at the time at which 
they were used by the writers in question. 

This remark applies, according to a now fairly general con- 
sensus of opinion, to the case of Justin (civca 152). Alongside of 
more than one hundred quotations from the synoptists, he has only 
three which offer points of contact with the Fourth Gospel (for 
the actual words, see GOSPELS, 55 101-104). But in nocase is the 
verbal coincidence with it so exact as to exclude the possibility 
of their having emanated from another source, which, if we 
choose, we may suppose to have been accessible to the evangelist 
also. Yet, even apart from this, we cannot fail to recognise that 
the Fourth Gospel was by no means on the same plane with the 
synoptics in Justin's eyes, and that his employment of it Is not 
only more sparing hut also more circumspect. This is all the 
more remarkable since Justin certainly champions one of its 
leading conceptions (the Logos-idea), lays great weight upon the 
' Memorabilia of the Apostles,' and expressly designates the 
Apocalypse as a work of theapostle (Dial. 81, ApoL 166f: etc.). 

So also with the Acta Johanuis referable to Leucius ( 5  8f;), 
Corssenl sought to show that the Acta did not make use of the 
Fourth Gospel but that on the contrary the gospel made use of 
the Acta or at'least wakacquainted w i d  the traditions contained 
in i t ;  and Hilgenfeldz inclines substantially to the same view 
even after James3 had published new fragments and sought to 
prove from these the acquaintance of the author of the Acta 
with the Fourth Gospel, Evenif we grant this, Corssenstill will 
be right in his assertion that the Acta diverge from the Fourth 
Gospel in the freest and most far-reaching manner, and thus by 
no means give it a position of authority. 

Here also belong the Pseurio.C/emeutiue HomiZies (end of 2nd 
cent.), and Celsus (&ca 178). 

Most of the early Christian writings which were held 
to bear testimony to the Fourth Gospel-and of these 
precisely the oldest and therefore most important-in 
reality do not justify the claim based upon them. 

(a )  They show manifold agreements with Jn. ; but 
these consist only of single, more or less characteristic 

45. Mere 
agreements, 
not implying 
dependence. 

words or formulas, or other coinci- 
dences which might ,equally well have 
passed into currency by the channel 
of oral tradition. The great number 
of such agreements does in very deed 

prove that the Johannine- formulas and catch-words 
were very widely diffused, and that the Johannine ideas 
had been, so to speak, for decennia in the air. We  
run great danger of allowing ourselves to be misled if, 
however, merely because it so happens that such phrases 
and turns of expression first became known and familiar 
to ourselves through the Fourth Gospel, we were at 
once to conclude that the writers in question can have 
taken them froni that source alone. The true state of 
the case may very easily be quite the opposite; the 
words and phrases circulated orally ; as they circulated 
they received an ever more pregnant, pointed, memorable 
form, and the writer of the Fourth Gospel, not as the 
first but as the last in the series of transmitters, set 
them down in a form and in a connection which excelled 

1 Monarchianische ProZoge ZM den 4 EuaqeZien (= Texte U. 
Uutersuch. xv. l), 117134. 

2 ZWT, ~ g w ,  pp. 1-61. 
3 Texts and Studies, V. 1, '97> 1.25, cp 144-154 and ix.-xxviii.; 

cp Acta apost. apocr. edd. Lipsius et Bonnet, 11. I, '98, pp. 
150-216. 
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that of the others, and thus his work came to appear as 
if it were the source of the others. 

(6) T o  the class of early Christian writings here referred 
to belong the two epistles of Clement of Rome (the first 
probably 93-97 A . D . ,  perhaps not till 112-117, at the 
latest 120-125 ; the second, roughly, 160-180), the 
Epistle of Barnabas (130 or 131 ; see ACTS, 16), the 
Shepherd of Hermas (about 140), the Teaching of the 
Twelve Apostles (between 130 and I ~ o ) ,  the Apology 
.of Aristides (probably under A4ntoninus Pius, 138-161 
A . D . ) ,  as also the so-called Oxyrhynchus Logia, the 
Coptic Gospel-fragment discussed by Jacobi (GOSPELS, 
J 156, n and d ) ,  and the Gospel of Peter (see PETER). 

The question 
as to the genuineness of these need not be gone into 
here since even Harnack (01. cit., p. 396, n. 3) does not 
regard it as probable that Ignatius had read the Johan- 
nine writings even though, in itself considered, the thing 
seems to him very easily possible. 

( d )  A single word of comment is required only in 
connection with the saying of the elders cited in Iren. 
v. 36 I : it was on this account that the Lord declxed, 

a ' In my Father's (domains) are many places of abode " ' 
(8rd  TO^ EipVKPvar rbv K ~ P L O V ,  Bv 70;s 700 aarp6s pou 
fiovlts d v a r  aoXXds). Even if we abstain from re- 
marking that here the saying is quoted in proof of 
the doctrine that in the state of blessedness there will 
be various degrees, it has at any rate to be observed 
that it by no means coincides verbally so closely with 
Jn. 142 as necessarily to be a quotation. But what is 
chieHy to be noted is that in its substance it is so well 
adapted as a 'winged word' to pass from mouth to 
mouth that we cannot refrain from thinking Harnack far 
too precipitate in basing upon this word alone (no other 
can be pointed to) the proof, regarded by him as secure, 
that these elders were acquainted with the Fourth Gospel 
(see As to who these elders were, see ibidem. 

How doubtful was the recognition of the Fourth 
,Gospel is shown with most clearness bv the fact that 

(c) Also the seven epistles of Ignatius. 

48 [f]). 

46. Denials of within the church an entire school 
could regard it as not genuine and 
even attribute it to Cerinthus. Two genuineness. 

theologians in so many other respects so divergent 
in their views as Zahn and Harnack are agreed that 
the 'Alogi,' who assigned the work to Cerinthus 
from 160 or 170 onwards are identical with the un- 
named gainsayers of the genuineness who are mentioned 
in Iren. iii. 11 12 [g], and that in other respects their 
standpoint was a correct churchly and catholic one. On 
the similar attitude of Gaius of Rome as late as the begin- 
ning of the third century see GOSPELS, § 82, last footnote. 

For those who hold I Jn. to be later than Jn. an  
evidence of the existence of the gospel is found where- 

47. Polycarp ever the existence of the epistle can be 
~s indirect shown. This appears to be the case 

in the Epistle of Polycarp (7 I )  : ' For 
every one who does not confess that witness' 

Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is an antichrist ' (TEE 

OPvar, (iv~ixprur6s QUTW). This has points of contact 
with I Jn. 4 z J ,  as also with 2 Jn. 7 ; in neither case, 
however, is the verbal coincidence so close that the 
passage can be regarded as an actual quotation. Im- 
mediately after the words quoted Polycarp adds two 
parallel sentences of his own. Here again, moreover, 
the expression partakes so largely of the nature of a 
' winged word ' that there is no necessity for regarding 
it as having been taken from a written source at all, not 
to speak of the Johannine epistles. I t  is certainly very 
significant that Eusebius notes indeed of the Epistle of 
Polycarp that it contains quotations from the First 
Epistle of Peter, but makes no similar statement regard- 
ing the Johannine epistles. This makes it all the more 
strange that Harnack (op. cit. 658) ,  relying upon the 
fact we have mentioned, makes the claim that thereby 
the existence of the epistle can be securely established. 
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He even goes so far as to say 'securely even for the 
close of the reign of Trajan.' In  fact he assigns the 
epistle of Polycarp approximately to the year 115 A.D.  
Even should the seven Ignatian Epistles be genuine and 
of this date, it would by no means be thereby proved that 
the Epistle of Polycarp must have been written so early. 
According to a very probable reckoning Polycarp died 
on 23rd Feb. 155. Moreover the meagre, mainly 
ethical, character of the contents of the Epistle of 
Polycarp is so little in harmony with the central 
thought of the Ignatian Epistles-directed as thesc 
are to the glorification of martyrdom and of the 
episcopate, as also to the elaboration of christologicnl 
ideas-that the separation of those parts of the Epistle 
of Polycarp in which the Ignatian epistles are recom- 
mended (chaps. 9 13 along with a few other sentences) 
-a separation which has been proposed from the most 
various quarters-seems to be in the highest degree 
plausible. 

Here also Papias stands on the same level with 
Polvcaro. fa )  According to Eusebius (HI? iii. 39171 

I - \ I  Y 

48. Papias Papias ' made use of testimonies from the 
witness. First Epistle of John, and likewise from 

that of Peter ' ( K P y n n 7 a r  6 ' a h b s  uaoruoiars > I > ,  I I ,  

cirb 77js '~wciuvou rporbpas errrcro~?js K a i  cia6 rijs &ou 
bpoiws). W e  know what ' made use of testimonies ' 
( K P X p V r a L  paprupiars) in Eusebius means. He uses 
the same expression in iv. 149 with reference to Poly- 
carp's quotations from I Pet. In the Epistle of Poly- 
carp we can control the statement by observing that 
the name of Peter is not mentioned there. W e  have 
therefore no ground for supposing that Papias used the 
name of John either. Moreover, we can hardly set aside 
the doubt dhether in Papias we have to do with real 
quotations at all and not rather again with 'winged 
words,' sbch as have been spoken of in $1 45d 46, 
which prove nothing so far as the present question is 
concerned. ' Cp GOSPELS, 

Even d.ss&ing, however, that they prove Papias's acquaint- 
ance with I Jn., we must all the more on that account take 
exception to the proposition of Harnack (u). cit. 658), that 
' Papias's acquaintance with the Fourth Gospel must be clear to 
every one who looks upon I Jn. and the gospel as a unity. Such 
a statement would be justified only if the two wrihgs in question 
had constituted a single book. The theory, however, that the 
epistle was written at the same time as the gospel and was 
incorporated with it as an appendix has long since been 
abandoned. If the two existed only'in a separate state, ac- 
quaintance with the one is no proof at all of acquaintance with 
the other. 

(6) W e  have, moreover, the strongest evidence to 
show that Papias never wrote in his work anything with 
reference to the Fourth Gospel. 

Eusehius (HEiii. 3 3) pledges himself in his history to mention 
without fail which of the disputed biblical writings the ecclesi- 
astical authors of each period had made use of and what they 
said about the acknowledged writings and all that they said 
about those which were not such (for the original text, see 
GOSPELS, 9 66). As regards the acknowledged writings-among 
which he reckoned the Fourth Gospel-he dispenses himself 
accordingly merely from the duty of collecting the quotations 
from them, not from that of collecting the sayings of the church 
fathers concerning them. This programme he has carried out 
with great care. In Papias, whom he read with special attention 
he did not find any saying of the kind indicated either regardin; 
Lk. or regarding Jn. But as Papias did makesuch a statement 
regarding Mt. and Mk and as he made use of the gospels as 
well as of oral cornmudkitions for the preparation of his work, 
it would be exceedinelv remarkable if he had made use of Lk. 

72, n. 2. 

and Jn. and yet noGhere expressed himself regarding their 
character (cp GOSPELS, $967, 74, 82 [I]). 

(c) The case would be different, it is true, if n Latin 
prologue in Wordsworth, NT Latine, 1491, were cor- 
rect : 

in extremis quinqoe libris retulit. 
We  may rest assured, however, that this mention of 

Papias proceeds upon an error ; for otherwise Euse- 
bius would certainly have told us of it. 

Moreover there would still remain the question whether by the 
John whom he would thus have designated as the writer of the 
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gospel we should understand John the apostle which for the 
writer of the prologue was a matter of course,'or the John of 
Asia Minor-in that case certainly John the Elder. 

( d )  A similar question must be raised in connection 
with the statements of Armenian writers to the effect 
that Papias was acquainted with the Fourth Gospel. 

In what Conybeare cites in The Guardiu~ of 18th July 1894 
(p. 1123)) Papias is expressing himself regarding the nature of 
the aloe ; hut that he is here dealing with the aloe met with in 
Jn. 1939 does not appear from the words of the Armenian writer. 

( e )  Even if all that has been alleged as to Papias's 
acquaintance with the Fourth Gospel were indisputable, 
his testimony would not carry us beyond what has 
already been long known and recognised from other 
soi.irces. According to a fragment published by De 
Boor ( 5  4 h) ,  the work of Papias contained the statement 
that the individuals who had been raised from the dead 
by Christ survived till the reign of Hadrian (&os 
'AGp~avoO #<wv, Lc.  170). As there is no reason why 
the attribution of this statement to Papias should be 
disputed, *Papias must have written it not earlier than 
between 140-160 (Harnack, op. czt. 357). At that date, 
however, the Fourth Gospel was known to other writers 
also, and Papias's acquaintance with it would add 
nothing to what we previously knew. 
(f) ,The case would be otherwise only if Harnack 

were right in what he says about the ' elders ' of Irenaeus 
(op. cit. 333-340). 

Harnack (I) asserts that Irenreus had not personally heard 
the elders whose sayings he quotes and (2) conjectures that 
Irenaus had taken all of these sa$ings from the writing of 
Papias. The first assertion has a certain probability by reason of 
the vagueness with which Irenaus speaks of those ' elders ; the 
conjecture, on the other hand, is mere hypothesis. The sole 
passage which we can control even speaks to the contrary effect. 
In  v. 3 3 3 5  Irenaus first introduces the saying about the great 
grape-cluster of the blessed days to come in the following terms : 
' quemadmodum presbyteri meminerunt qui Joannem discipulum 
Domini viderunt, audisse se ab eo: quemadmodum de temporibns 
illis docebat dominus et  dicehat. After telling what they had 
said, he proceeds 'these things, moreover, Papias also, who was 
a hearer of John knd a companion of Polycarp, a man of the older 
time, testifies in writing in the fourth of his hooks' ( r a 3 r a  68 K a i  
T I a d a c  i, 'Iwduuov p2u dKOUU7tS,  I I O A U K L ~ ~ W O V  SZ Araipor ysyoviuc, 
LpXaios bvi)p, ;yypLi'rpwc ;mpapmpei  Zv $ ~ e r d p v  72" a t r o i ,  
p~pALwv). Harnack IS of opinion that the K a l  hefe'and the &i-, 
in 2 r ~ p a p m p S  'certainly ought not to be pressed . but it is not 
permissible, in favour of a n  hypothesis, to ignord the force of 
these words which plainly distinguish the written communication 
of Papias from an oral communication that had reached Irenaus. 
Harnack, however, pursues this forbidden path still further, and 
asserts that Irenaus had taken the formulze which he uses in 
citing the elders verbatim from the work of Papias. By this 
means Harnack arrives at the result that these elders had 
already presented themselves to the mind of Papias as invested 
with those dignified attitudes of venerable antiquity which they 
undoubtedly had to judge by his language, for Irenaeus. Accord- 
ing to this, we should have to carry their date as far back before 
140-160, the time at  which Papias lived, as we should have to 
carry them back, according to the text of Irenaus, before 185, 
the approximate date of Irenaeus's work. 

This supposition, however, of a borrowing by Irenaens 
from Papias ver6atim is a mere hypothesis : and yet 
this supposition, and its application to the presumed 
quotation from Jn. 142 ( 5  454, is, along with what 
has been adduced ( 5  47) from Polycarp, the sole basis 
on which Harnack rests his proposition (09. cit. 680) 
' that the gospel was not written later than circa 110, 

is an assured historical truth.' 
(a)  If we were dealing with a book attribnted to an 

undistinrruished man, such as, for examDle. the eDistle of - 
49. Estimate Jude, it could not be held to be very 

surprising that proofs of acquaintance 
with it do not emerge until some con- 
siderable time after its Droduction. 

of external 
evidence* 

The case is very different, however, with a gospel 
written by an eye-witness. Papias noticed defects in 
the gospel of Mk. ; the third evangelist noticed them in 
the writings of all his predecessors (cp GOSPELS, $5 65, 
153). The writing of an eye-witness would immediately 
on its publication have been received with the keenest 
interest, however violently it may have conflicted with 
the gospels hitherto known. It  would at least by these 
contradictions have attracted attention and necessarily 
have given occasion to such remarks as that ' the gospels 
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seem to contradict one another ' of Claudius Apollinaris 
(u~au~d&v B O K E ~  T$ ~6ayykX4a) ( 5  42 and 546). No 
mention of the Fourth Gospel which we can recognise 
as such carries us back further than to 140 A.D. As 
late as 152 (Acad. 1st Feb. 1896, p. 98), Justin, who 
nevertheless lays so great value upon the ' Memorabilia 
of the Apostles,' regards Jn.-if indeed he knows it at 
all-with distrust and appropriates from it but a very 
few sayings. Therefore, notwithstanding the fact that 
conservative theology still cherishes the belief that the 
external evidence supplies the best possible guarantee 
for the genuineness of the Fourth Gospel, we find ow- 
selves compelled not only to recognise the jnstice of 
the remark of Reuss that 'the incredible trouble which 
has been taken to collect external evidences only serves 
to show that there are really none of the sort which were 
really wanted,' but also to set it up even as a funda- 
mental principle of criticism that the production of the 
Fourth Gospel must be assigned to the shortest possible 
date before the time at which traces of acquaintance 
with it begin to appear. Distinct declarations as to its 
genuineness begin certainly not earlier than about 170 
A.D.  ( 5  42). 

(6) Furthermore, it is not usually remembered bow 
small is the value which all such testimonies possess. 

According to Irenreus (ii. 33 3 [22 51) 'the gospel and all the 
elders personally acquainted with John in Asia' bore witness that 
Jesus, a t  the time of his teaching, was more than forty years old 
-and this as a tradition from John, some of them also giving it 
as a tradition from other apostles. This can rest only on Jn. 8 57. 
It is irreconcilable with Lk. 323. In iii. 32 [3] ,  Irenreus asserts 
that Clement of Rome had enjoyed personal intercourse with the 
apostles, although he might have learned from Clement's own 
(first) epistle (44 2J) that the opposite was the case. In  iii. 11 TI 
[ 8 ]  Irenaeus, too, finds the rationale for the ' four gospels in the 
fact that there are four quarters of the globe and four winds 
( r u d p a m ) ;  since further, the church extends over all the world, 
while its 'pillars a)nd grounds ' and spirit of life (nvs8pa  {wijs) are 
the gospel, it is fitting thar she should have four pillars, breathing 
out ( rkocmaq)  immortalityon every side, and vivifying men afresh. 
Such is the sort ofverbal trifling with which he favours his readers 
in place of history. The Muratorian fragment calls the hook of 
Acts 'Acta omnium apostolornm,' and John, in respect of his 
seven epistles (Rev. 2 A), the ' predecessor Pauli (A?. 34, .  48). 
Clement of Alexandria (Strow. vi. 5 43, p. 761 J) quotes the 
apostle Paul as saying : ' Take also the Greek hooks, read the 
Sibyl as she reveals one God and the future; and, taking 
Hystaspes read and ye will find the son of God much more 
clearly deskbed.' In Sfroi~z. v. 14 104, p. 7.11, Clement cites with 
entire belief the hook of Zoroaster, in which, after his resurrec- 
tion from the dead, here orts what he had learned in the under- 
world from the gods. Justin (AjoL i. 35 48) is able to tell his 
readers that the Acta Pilati contained the partition of the 
garment of Jesus, his healings, and his raisings of the dead. 
Tertullian (Apol. ZT) adds to these the eclipse of the sun.. the 
watch a t  the grave, the resurrection, the forty days in Galilee, 
and the ascension, and closes with these words : 'ea omnia super 
Christ0 Pilatus, et ipse jam pro sua conscientia Christianus, 
&sari turn Tiberio nuntiavit.' 

When 
the church fathers bring before us such Statements as 
these, no one believes them ; but when they ' attest ' the 
genuineness of a book of the Bible, then the Conservative 
theologians regard the fact as enough to silence all 
criticism. This cannot go on for ever. Instead of the 
constantly repeated formula that an ancient writing is 
' attested' as ear& as by (let us say) Ireneus, Tertullian. 
or Clement of Alexandria, there will have to be substi- 
tuted the much more modest statement that its existence 
(not genuineness) is attested only as Zate as by the 
writers named, and even this only if the quotations are 
undeniable or the title expressly mentioned. 

If no trace of the Fourth Gospel can be found earlier 
than 140 A. D., there cannot be the slightest difficulty in 

Compare 5 6. 

It  is surely unnecessary to multiply examples. 

- 
50. Gnosticism doing justice to its relations with 

Gnosticism. According to Heee- Fo::i ,!&el. sippns (ap. Eus. HEiii. 3 2 7 , f )  pro- 
found Deace reigned in the entire 

church till the reign of Trajan ; b<t after the sacred 
choir of the apostles had died out and the race of the 
immediate hearers of Christ had passed away, the god- 
less corruption began through the deception of false 
teachers who now with unabashed countenance dared 
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to set up against the preaching of truth the doctrines 
of gnqsis falsely so called. There is no reason for dis- 
puting the date here given. A personal disciple of 
Jesus certainly can hardly have survived to see it. But 
the gospel shows clearly how profoundly the gnostic 
ideas had influenced its author. Neither is the position 
of the case as if he had started from the churchly point 
of view and then found himself on the road to the 
gnostic; on the contrary, we find him on the return 
path from gnosticism to the churchly view, Cp § 29 6. 
In addition to what is said there, attention may be called 
to the high value Jn. places on knowledge (17 3). 

I t  might a t  first appear as if Jn. were not yet in open antagon- 
ism against gnosis and thus that gnosticism has not yet attained 
any great development. If, however, we view the matter so, 
we shall mistake the task which was set before him. The first 
epistle gave room for direct polemic against gnosis, and he uses 
his opportunity in the most distinct manner. Rut when a 
gospel had to he written, polemic methods could be employed 
only under some disguise. Nevertheless they are recognisnhle 
enough. Against the gnostic division between pneumatic and 
psychical persons are levelled such sentences as 3 r6f: ; so also 
against the dualism between God and the world; against the 
one-sided emphasis laid by gnosticism on the importance of 
knowledge is directed the insistence upon faith ; and against 
the docetic view that Christ was man only in appearance stress 
is laid (1 14) on the doctrine that the Logos was made flesh and 
that his glory conld he beheld. Indeed the great importance 
given in 1935 to the attestation of the floding of water and blood 
from the wounded side appears-although the water and blood 
have also a symbolical meaning ($ 234-at the same time and 
indeed primarily to have its reason in the desire to combat the 
view that Jesus did not suffer really but only seemingly. 

All that must be conceded is that no traces can as 
yet be found in the Fourth Gospel of the great and 
elaborated systems such as were developed by Valentinns 
and others after 140 A.D. The ideas of light, and the 
like, out of which those later gnostics formed their pairs 
and their ogdoads of ieons are still touched upon in the 
gospel only comparatively lightly. Ch. 844 does not 
speak of the father of the devil, but only says, by a some- 
what lax construction, that the devil is a liar and the 
father of (the) lie (Wirier(*), 3 18, n. 30 ; 229d) .  

The Fourth 
Gospel shows an indubitable contact with it in the idea 

With Montanism the case is otherwise. 

61. Relation of the Paraclete. Here, however, the 
to Montanism. prioritymust be assigned to the gospel, 

since Montanism, according to one 
ancient source, first came to manifestation about 156 or 
157, according to the other even as late as 172 (cp 
Harnack, op. cz2, 363-379). In actuality the idea of 
the paraclete is fnrther developed in Montanism than in 
the Fourth Gospel. In the latter the ruling conception 
is that Jesus is identical with the Paraclete, that is to 
say that his second coming consists in nothing other 
than the coming of the Holy Spirit into the hearts of 
believers (3 26c). In Montanism, on the other hand, 
a sharp distinction is drawn between the age of Christ 
and the age of the Holy Spirit, and a much higher 
value is given to the latter. 

If on independent grounds some period shortly before 
140 A.D. can he set down as the approximate date of _. 

82. 543 as the production of the gospel, then new 
guide to date. lmportance attaches to one particular 

passage upon which, apart from this, 
we could not veniure & base any hypotgesis as to date. 
In 543 Jesus says : ' I am come in the name of my 
father and ye receive me not ; if another will come in 
his own name, him ye will receive.' This prophecy of 
another Messiah was fulfilled when in 132 A.D. Bar- 
chochba arose and incited the Jews to the great revolt 
which in 135 ended in the complete extinction of the 
Jewish state. It is very tempting to think that 543 
contains an allusion to this. At all events, as compared 
with this supposition the hypothesis of Rousset (Antichr., 
r895, 108) has no superior claims-that by the pseudo- 
Messiah here predicted the Antichrist is meant, and 
this because ' thus almost all the church fathers interpret, 
and in this region these are the authorities from whom 
we have to learn.' Bousset, in conformity with this 
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interpretation, supposes that such apocalyptic ideas had 
great importance for the evangelist, notwithstanding 
the fact that his entire book shows no trace of this, hut 
rather the opposite (3 28). Compare further, 3 65, end. 

Asia Minor is almost universally regarded as the 
Fourth Gospel's place of origin. It is on this assump- 
63. Place of tion that we can most easily explain 

Composition. how the Gospel could be ascribed to 
the John living there, to whom the 

Apocalypse, or at least the seven epistles therein con- 
tained, are assigned with still greater probability. 
Alexandrian as well as gnostic ideas can without 
difficulty be traced in those regions. It has even been 
attempted to account for the mistake by which Caiaphas 
is called ' high priest for that year' (3  38) by the fact 
that in Asia there was a high priest ( d p x q d s )  for the 
whole province who changed from year to year (Ivlomm- 
sen, Ram. Gesch. 5 318 ; E T  Prouinces, 1345). It  must, 
however, be affirmed once for all that these proofs hale 
no decisive value ; but neither does the question as to 
place of origin possess any fundamental importance. 

Very iniportant inferences, however, can he drawn 
from the paschal controversies of the second century. 
54. The Paschal ( u )  In Asia Minor the celebration was 

always held on the 14th of Nisan 
by those who afterwards were called Controversy. 

Quartodecimans : elsewhere it was celebrated on the 
first Sunday after the Spring equinox. The, difference 
of usage first came to light on the occasion of a visit of 
Polycarp of Smyrna to Rome during the bishopric of 
Anicetus (therefore in 154 A.D.). On that occasion 
Polycarp, according to the report of Irenmus (fragm. 3, 
cp Eus. HZ3 v. 2416), appealed on behalf of the Asiatic 
celebration to the authority of John the disciple of the 
Lord, and of the other apostles. Similarly, in the third 
stage of the controversy, Polycrates of Ephesus in his 
letter to the Roman bishop Victor about 196 A. D. (ibid. 
v. 242-8) made a like appeal to the authority of Philip, 
John, Polycarp, Melito. and a large number of fanions 
names. Of the reasons for this usage we become 
apprised in the second stage of the controversy, about 
170 A. D., in which its supporters came into conflict not 
with Rome but with men in Asia Minor itself. 

( b )  In order to escape the conclusion that the John 
appealed to by the Quartodecimans could not have 
been the writer of the Gospel, some theologians assert 
that the men of Asia Minor, and John among them, 
had observed the 14th of Nisan in commemoration of 
the death of Jesus. This would fit in with the Fourth 
Gospel admirably, only it is opposed to the express 
statements.of Hippolytus and Apollinaris (Chron. Pnsch., 
ed. Paris, p. 6 n  6 d ;  ed. Dindorf, pp. 12f: and 14), 
according to whom the commemoration intended was 
that of the institution of the Lord's Supper by Jesus. 
That this was only the opinion of a minority cannot 
be maintained. 

(c) Others sought to attain the same result by supposing 
that the Quartodecimans without any reference at all to 
events in the life of Jesus had simply, in accordance with 
the Jewish calendar, observed the day upon which the 
Jewish passover fell. Such a mechanical conformity 
with the Jewish law, and such a degree of indifference 
towards reminiscences of occurrences in the life of Jesus, 
would be very remarkable if observable in any Christians, 
and most of all if observable in one who had actually 
been an eye-witness of the last days of Jesus. It is, 
however, expressly set aside by the statement of Apol- 
liuaris (Z.C. ) that the Quartodecimans claimed Mt. 
as on their side,-on the point, namely, that Jesus had 
eaten the paschal lamb with his disciples on 14th Nisan 
and had suffered on the 15th. Apollinaris infers from 
this that in their view the gospels seem to be at variance 

1 The most thorough discussions are those of Hilgenfeld, Der 
Paschasfreif, 1860, and of Schiirer..De controuersiispaschazi~~s, 
Leipsic, 1869; in German in Ztschr. f; d. kist. TkeoZ., 1870, 
pp. 182-284. 
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as to this (3 42). He himself is on the side of the 
Fourth Gospel, and thus, as he himself admits no 
variance, interprets the First Gospel wrongly in the 
actual sense of the Fourth ; the Quartodecimans, how- 
ever, appealed not simply to the Jewish calendar but 
also to Mt., and that too to Mt. properly understood. 

( d )  A last resort remains,-that of Schurer, who 
thinks they did this only in a late stage of the con- 
troversy. This also, however, is very improbable. 
We  shall do well to attribute to them at least enough 
continuity of view for them to be always aware what it 
was that they were maintaining. 

( e )  In this failure, then, of all the suggested views we 
have no alternative left but to acknowledge that the 
John to whose authority the Qiiartodecimans appeal 
cannot have been the author of the gospel. If then 
this John of Asia Minor was the Elder, the apostle’s 
authorship of the gospel remains, so far as the paschal 
controversy is concerned, a possibility. The assump- 
tion, then, must be that the gospel was written by the 
apostle, though at the same time he was not head of 
the church at Ephesus. This assumption, however, 
is one that has been resorted to by but few, for the 
tradition says only of the Ephesian John that he wrote 
the gospel. 

After what has been said, only a very brief recapitu- 
lation as regards the ‘genuineness’ will be required. - - 
85. Conclusion ( a )  Even when the Apocalypse has been 
as to author. assigned to another writer, the apostolic 

authorship of the gospel remains im- 
possible, and that not merely from t6e consideration 
that it cannot be the son of Zebedee who has introduced 
himself as writer in so remarkable a fashion (I 41), but 
also from the consideration that it cannot be an eye- 
witness of the facts of the life of Jesus who has presented, 
as against the synoptists, an account so much less 
credible. nor an original apostle who has shown himself 
so easily accessible to Alexandrian and Gnostic ideas, 
nor a contemporary of Jesus who survived so late into 
the second century and yet was capable of composing 
so profound a work. On this ground are excluded not 
only the son of Zebedee but also every non-apostolic 
eye-witness, including even John the Elder, although 
the last-named seems to be recommended by the Asian 
tradition so far as this does not make for the apostle. 

(6) Harnack, who holds the Elder to he the author-with in- 
corporationalso ofreminiscences oftheson ofZehedee in his work 
so that the gospel might appropriately enough be called ‘ GospJ 
of John the Elder according to John the son of Zehedee’ (&ay 
yf‘Ah~ov ’Iwbvvov 706 I rpeu/3dpou K a r i  ’ I w b v ~ v  ~ b v  Z+&lou)- 
is compelled not only to place the date at a much earlier period 
than is justified by the evidence(S 48 m, hut also, notwithstand- 
ing this, to understand by a ‘ disciple of the Lord’ (which the 
Elder was) one who perhaps had seen Jesus only once in earliest 
childhood without really entering into personal relations with 
him ; and all this over and above the further necessity for im- 
puting so many incredihilities to the author, if the credibility of 
the synoptists is not to he reduced to zero. Further Harnack’s 
hypothesis mnst he characterised as incapable of beiAg discussed 
so long as the continuation of his work gives him no occasion to 
state quite frankly whether he regards as historical such state- 
ments for example as those regarding the foot-washing the 
spear-thrust, the falling to the ground of the Roman cohdrt in 
Gethsemane, and the 100 pounds of ointment a t  the embalming 
of Jesus.1 

(c)The same remark holdsgoodas regards Bousset who(Apoca- 
Ivpse in Meyer’s iioinnzentar, 5th ed. 1896, p. 33-51) maintains 
that the Ephesian John, that is to say, the Elder, in his youth 
belonged to the train of Jesus a t  such times as Jesus was in 
Jerusalem, and that from his mouth one of his scholars has given 
us, so far as the activity of Jesus in Jerusalem is concerned, ‘an 

1 As wewrite we take from his Wesen rZesCLristenthunzs, 1900, 
p. 13 (ET What is Christianity? 1900) the following: ‘The 
Fourth Gospel which does not come from the apostle John, and 
does not profess fo do so, cannot be used as a historical sonrcein 
the ordinary [;.e., customary] sense of those words. The author 
acted with autocratic freedom, transposed events and placed 
them in an’ unwonted light, composed discourses at his own 
will and ‘illustrated lofty thoughts by imagined situations. 
Hence his work though not wholly wanting in the elements of 
a genuine if hardly recognisahle tradition, can hardly a t  any 
point he taken into account as a source for the history of Jesus. 
it is but little that we can take over from him and even tha; 
only with circumspection.’ 
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account that, as compared with the synoptists, is independent 
and in many points to he preferred.’ 

(d)  To what degree the thesis of the authorship of the gospel 
by a son of Zehedee (or indeed any eye-witness)can be maintained 
only a t  the cost of the very credibility which yet it is proposed 
to support by this assumption is well seen in what B. Weiss 
has to say regarding the disiourses of Jesus in the Fourth 
Gospel.’ He grants that the misunderstandings of these dis- 
courses by the hearers are ‘often in reality nierely attempts on 
the part of, the evangelist to account for the continuance of the 
discussion that the evangelist ‘is well aware that he is not 
giving liis’readers the discourses and conversations with literal 
accuracy,’ that ‘not only the original words, hut also the 
concrete historical context of the words of Jesus are often 
obliterated, the evangelist concerning himself only for the endur- 
ing significance of these and their value for edification in the 
sense of his own conception of the person of Christ,’ that even 
in the narrative parts ‘the connections in detail have often dis- 
appeared, the historical colouring has been lost and the repre- 
sentation of occurrences has been manipulated in accordance 
with the ,meaning which they had acquired to the mind of this 
narrator. N o  ‘critic,’ however severe, could express himself 
much more unfavourably with regard to the Fourth Gospel than 
this defender of its genuineness has done. 

( e )  As compared with such a line of defence, there is 
a positive relief from an intolerable burden as soon as 
the student has made up his mind to give up any such 
theory as that of the ‘genuineness’ of the gospel, as 
also of its authenticity in the sense of its being the work 
of an eye-witness who meant to record actual history. 
Whoever shrinks from the surrender can, in spite of all 
the veneration for the book which constrains him to take 
this course, have little joy in his choice. Instead of 
being able to profit by the elucidations regarding the 
nature and the history of Jesus promised him by the 
‘ genuineness ’ theory, he finds himself at every turn laid 
under the necessity of meeting objections on the score 
of historicity, and if he has laboriously succeeded (he 
thinks) in silencing these, others and yet others arise 
tenfold increased, and in his refutation of these, even 
when he carries it through-and that too even, it may 
be, with a tone of great assurance-he yet cannot in 
conscientious self-examination feel any true confidence 
in his work. 
(f) With the other view the case is quite different. 

We  have to deal with a writer from whom we neither 
can demand strict historical accuracy, nor have any 
occasion to do so. Just in proportion as this is frankly 
recognised, however, we find in him a great and eminent 
soul, a man in whom all the ruling tendencies of his 
time meet and are brought together to a conimon focus. 
A philosophical book, indeed, would not have been 
difficult for him to write, yet would have received but 
little attention ; for all that at that time was recognised 
as divine was held to be seen in the person of Jesus. 
Thus the task this man deemed to be laid upon him by 
the nature of the circumstances was that of giv.ing ex- 
pression to his deep ideas in the form of a life of Jesus. 
We  become aware that this implied many restrictions 
upon his freedom, and one is astonished all the more at 
the ease of movement with which he has carried out his 
work. In short, one discerns in the gospel the ripest 
fruit of primitive Christianity-the ripest, if also at the 
same time the furthest removed from the original form. 
We  shall return to a consideration of this subject with 
somewhat greater detail (a 62) after we have glanced at 
the First Epistle which in this respect is closely related 
to the gospel. 

Before proceeding to this, however, a word must be 
given to the partition ’-hypotheses. (a) We have post- 
56. p~rtition- poned notice of them until now because 
hypotheses. to have brought them up at an earlier 

point would have tended only to ob- 
scure the issues. A whole series of earlier ‘ partition ’- 
hypotheses have shared the common fate of being 
withdrawn by their own promulgators. Least 
hopeful of all is a hypothesis of interpolations. Not 
that the existence of interpolations in Jn. is impossible ; 
on the contrary, it is affirmed even by the most out- 
spoken critical theologians (§ 28 6). But if it is proposed 

1 Lehr6:-der Einleitung in das NT, 5 51 7. 
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to eliminate every difficult passage as having been 
interpolated, very little indeed of the gospel will be left 
at the end of the process. Theoretically, the case is 
somewhat better with a ‘ sources ’-hypothesis. which 
should maintain that the last author did not introduce 
mere interpolations into the exemplar before him without 
touching the text itself, that he dealt with it very much 
as the synoptists dealt with their sources. Even so, 
however, no great advantage is gained. 
(6) To mention only the latest advocate of a hypothesis 

of this sort, Wendt holds most of the miracle narratives, 
and some of the elaborations of the discourses as well as 
of the occasions assigned to them, to be additions of the 
last author. The main point, however, is that his funda- 
mental principle-in itself worthy of all acceptance--is 
that passages are to be held to be later insertions, not 
on account of their contents, but only when they break 
the connection. There is much reason to fear, however, 
that distrust of the authenticity of the substance often 
causes an interruption of the connection to be imagined 
where in reality there is none. Many passages of the 
same sort as others which give Wendt occasion for the 
separating process, are left by him untouched, when the 
resolt would not be removal of somc piece held to be 
open to exception in respect of its contents ; the ground 
for exception which he actually takes, on the other hand, 
is often altogether non-existent. 

Thus for example it ought not by any means to be regarded 
as beto$ening a hro!& connection when (11 16), at the words of 
Jesus Let us go unto him [Lazarus],’ Thomas says to hi: 
fellow).disciples: ‘Let us also go that we may die with him. 
That the sequence of these sentences does not demand the 
intei-pretation that Thomas wishes to die with Lazarus is self- 
evident, for Thomas is speaking to his fellow-disciples about a 
word of Jesus in which he had implicitly said that he was going 
to his death. I t  is therefore not permissible to conclude that 
in the source, v. 16 followed immediately upon v. IO, and tha; 
accordingly the announcement of the raising of Lazarus con- 
tained in m. rr-rg is an addition by the evangelist. Moreover 
v. 16 in strictness fits on to v. IO no h:tter than i t  does to v. 15: 
In v. 40 where Jesus says to Martha, Said 1 not unto thee thar 
if thnii wouldest believe thou shonldest see the glory of God? 
Wendt with justice finds a reference back to w. 23 25f., but 
considers that they rest upon a misinterpretation of these verses 
which speak not of a bodily resurrection but of the imparting 
by Jesus of’an inward eternal life even’here in this temporal 
sphere. This is essentially correct ; but it presents only one 
side of the matter. The word is purposely ambiguous ($ 25 c), 
and in its literal sense is fulfilled by the raising of Lazarus 
which nevertheless is itself only a figure for the impartation & 
that inward eternal life. Wendt proceeds therefore upon a mis- 
apprehension of the distinctive character of the Fourth Gospel 
when he comes to the conclusion that in the sonrce all that was 
related was this :-Jesus heard of the sickness of Lazarus, but 
although no delay in his journey occurred did not arrive untii 
after his death ; on his arrival he comforted Martha by pointing 
to that inward eternal life which can be lived in the temporal, 
went with her to the grave and wept there. What availed 
Martha this pointing to the &ward eternal life when her brother 
had just quitted this temporal, and what point has it in presence 
of the assurance of Jesus (2,. 23), ‘thy brother shall rise again ’1 
I t  cannot be a continuation of this assurance,-neither if with 
Marthaweunderstandv. 23 torefer to the last day, norifwe inter- 
pret it in a spiritual sense ; for resurrection and continuance in life 
are different things. That it was, on the other hand anything 
higher than what is said in v. 23 is excluded by the Ample fact 
that after the apparent death of Lazarus it was not practicable. 

(c) Wendt attributes his assumed source to the apostle 
John. The eye-witness Peter, on whose communica- 
tions in Wendt’s view the gospel of h k .  rests, knows 
that on his last evening Jesus held the sacrament of the 
Supper with his disciples ; John the eye-witness that he 
washed his disciples’ feet. Peter the eyewitness knows 
concerning Jesus that he expected the Final Judgment 
on a definite day at the end of the present world, John 
the eye-witness knows that he spoke the words coiitained 
in 11 25f: and 5 24, and proves by this that the representa- 
tions whichagree with thereport of Peter (e.#. , 528J and 
the closing words of 6 39 40 44 54 12 48) were added by the 
evangelist in contradiction of the source written by the 
eye-witness John. The eye-witness Peter transmits an 
account according to which Jesus had not any con- 
sciousness of his pre-existence, the eye-witness John 

1 Dm /oltnnnes-Evan&ium, 1900, and previously in Die 
LehveJesu, 1, 1886, pp. 215-342. 
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knows that he spoke the words, ‘ Before Abraham came. 
into being, I am,’ ‘ glorify me with the glory which 1 had 
with thee before the world was’ (858 175) ,  and he 
wrote the prologue with exception of the verses (6-8 15) 
about the Baptist. 
(4 A s  for the miracle-narratives, according to Wendt Jesus,. 

e.<., did not heal the man born blind but only beheld him and 
took him as text of his discourse on the healing of the spiritual 
blindness of the world ; in the case of the sick man a t  Bethesda 
Jesus in healing him laid his hand upon him somewhat in the 
manner indicated in Mk. 733 8 23-25 so that the action could 
be regarded by the Jews as a violatio; of the Sahbath-law. 

( e )  What has been said may perhaps suffice to show how 
little fitted is this latest attempt at separation of sources 
-however superior to kindred efforts of the same sort- 
to supply ‘ a  really satisfactory solution of . . . the 
Johannine problem. ’ Its indications of difficulties in 
the connection are valuable ; but these will have to be 
explained by the writer’s carelessness about the matter 
(as has been done in 5 34 6, c). In the end we shall have 
to concur in the judgment of Strauss, that the Fourth 
Gospel is like the seamless coat; not to be divided but 
to be taken as it is. 

D.-FIRST EPISTLE 
What distinguishes the First Epistle from the gospel 

most obviously is its express uolemic against false 

6,. Polemic- teachers. These, to speaG generally, 
against false are gnostics ; this appears (24) in the 

expression ‘he that saith, I know him 
16 Xdvwv 671 .+vvwKa alSrbv\’ as also in teachers. 
I .  

that terminus technicus of gnosis ‘ seed’ (mrdppa : 39), 
which signifies the individual seed-grains of divine 
origin scattered throughout the world of matter, to wit 
the souls of gnostic persons, and in the declaration of 
these persons that they have no sin (1 8 IO). More 
precisely, the false teachers disclose themselves to be 
docetics. Their assertion (222) that Jesus is not the 
Messiah finds its explanation in 42f: (cp 2 Jn. 7) ,  accord- 
ing to which they deny that Jesus Christ is come in the 
flesh, and in 56 ( ‘  this is he that came by water a n d  
blood ’). While holding this teaching they give thcnl- 
selves over to libertinism, according to 2415f: 3410 517, 
which passages must certainly be taken as referring to 
them. The case is’not met by supposing the reference 
to be to Cerinthus, the oldest of the gnostics, who with 
all his gnosticism was still a Jewish Christian ; later 
forms must be intended even although we are not in a 
position to state more precisely what they were. The 
purpose of the epistle, then, is to combat this tendency 
with as much directness (226  37) as it is combated 
indirectly in the gospel (5 5 0 ) .  The writing can be 
called a letter only in a remote sense (cp EPISTOLARY 
LITERATURE, 3 9). The writer addresses his readers 
as little children, or beloved, or brethren ; but in  these 
expressions he is addressing all Christendom. 

In all his controversy with gnosis the author is at the 
same time strondv influenced bv its ideas. Like that - _  

58. of the gospel. hls thought is dominated 
with gnosis. by the great antithesis betwecn God 

and the world (216 4~ f \ .  or God and 
1, / I  

the devil (38 IO 44), or truth and’falsehood (221 4 6 )  ; in 
analogy with Jn. 36 843, etc., in I Jn. 519 also we find 
the mutually exclusive alternatives that one must either 
be of God or of the world which ‘lieth in the wicked 
[one]’ (& 74 r o v v p 4  K E ~ L ) .  The claim to know, or 
to have known, all things is made by the writer for 
himself and for his readers (213f: .of: 27 47) as positively 
as any gnostic could make it ; the expression ‘ seed’ 
(ardppa) be applies in similar manner to himself and to 
them, and asserts sinlessness for both (396 518). 

In the ideas just indicated, as well as  in respect of 
69. Author language, the agreement with the gospel 

seems so strong that the identity of 
from author authorship of both writings is often re- 

of Jn. garded as self-evident. Holtzmann, how- 
ever (Einl. in’s NT)  , enumerates fifteen 

German theologians by whom it is denied, and he him- 
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self has’elaborated the same view with the utmost care 
in Jahrhb. J p r u t .  Thed 1881, 690.712; 1882, 128.152, 
316-342, 460.485. 

T o  begin with the vocabulary : byyshla, dray chis Stdwxa 
Irapouula, d A ~ r k ,  dvopla, etc., are found only in &e eiistle, no: 
in the gospel. Moreover, a somehat different field of.thought 
is disclosed by the use of ihaup6s (2 2 4 IO) and also of @rpa 
(2 2027) which characterises the epistle. On the whole it is seen 
that the thoughts of the epistle in many ways follow the ordin- 
ary lines, above which the gospel has risen to purely spiritual 
conceptions. The second coming of Christ is still spoken of in 
I Jn.228 as a visible individual occurrence in time. the 
resurrection is (32) looked for simply after death; the’ final 
judgment is relegated to a particular day (4 17). The more 
spiritual apprehension is not wholly wanting(see 3 14 24 5 IT-13); 
but it is not prominent. In 2 i Christ appears as the Paraclete 
which finds an analogy in the gospel only in the expressio; 
another Paraclete’ (14 16), spoken of the Holy Spirit. kedemp- 

tion is wrought by Christ by means of his death (1 7 2 z 4 IO),- 
a conception which in the gospel finds its parallel only in 12936 
and perhaps 11 50-j2 17 19 whilst everywhere else in the gospel 
his redeeming activity is for the most part sought in his mes- 
sage (1 9-13 8 IZ 17 .+.a), to which, in the epistle, allusion is made 
only in 4 9. 

Above all, in the epistle Christ is represented much 
less than he is in the gospel as intervening between God 
and men. The conception, based on the Logos-idea 
that it is Christ alone, not God, who can come into direct 
relation with the world, is absent. In the gospel the 
relation of God to Christ is like that of Christ to 
believers (1014f. 1420 159f.) : God gives salvation to 
him, he imparts it to them (17 8 etc. ; the only exceptions 
are 316 6 40 1421-23 1626f: 17623). Christ alone is the 
way toGod(1461079155), whilein theepistle(321)we 
can have boldness directly toward God ; in the gospel it is 
Christ who is the light (14 S m ) ,  in the epistle it is God 
(1 5 )  ; in the one it is Christ who is the law-giver (1334 
15 I,), in the other it is God (3  23) ; in the one it is Christ 
who is the hearer of prayer (1413,f, cp 15 16 1623 f. 26), 
in the other it is God (3 22 5 14f: ). These divergences 
are explained much more easily on the assumption that 
the two writings come from different writers though 
belonging to one and the same school of thought. 

Which of the two writings was the earlier cannot be 
decided on eeneral’prounds: In itself considered. the - I 

more ordinary and com’monplace way of 
60* Priority looking at things may very well be 

regarded as the earlier. the more suiritual- in time* - 
ised as the later ; indeed on this supposition the growth 
of one and the same author out of the one into the 
other would become in some measure intelligible. W e  
could, however, equally well imagine that the gospel 
bad come into existence first, and that later when, 
from the novelty of its ideas, it met with but little 
approval and much opposition, another hand belonging 
to the same circle as the evangelist had made the 
attempt to give currency to the newer ideas with closer 
adherence to the current theological conceptions. The 
undertaking in this case would be analogous to the con- 
jectured attempt mentioned in § 28, by means of later 
interpolations of passages implying a resurrection at a 
definite point in time, to avert the objections likely to 
be raised by the more spiritualised statement of the 
resurrection-idea. In imputing some such intention to 
the writer it is by no means necessary to assume that he 
set about his task merely by way of accommodation, at 
a sacrifice of his own convictions. It is precisely when 
we distinguish the author of the epistle from the author 
of the gospel that it becomes possible for us to suppose 
that in it he was giving expression solely to his own 
personal view. 

A date later than that of the gospel is very strongly suggested 
by the only passage which directly iiidicates any time relation 
at all namely 2 12-14. The three things of which the writer 
here degins by saying ‘I write them u:to you,’ he repeats with 
the words, ‘ I  have &itten unto you. Here he seems to be 
referring to the go5pel. If in doing so he identifies himself 
with the author of the gospel, we must not judge of the fact 
otherwise than we do when we find the evangelist writing in 
the name of the apostle; fiction of this kind was regarded as 
perfectly permissible (5 41 c). As to the bearing of this question 
of date upon the question of attestation, see 5 47. External 
evidence does not forbid the supposition that the first epistle 
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was written after the gospel (and that in turn after 132), provided 
that the epistle was written not later than about 140. 

What the author seeks to establish against the false 
teachers is, viewed in one aspect, the creed of the 

61. Character church. Everyone who does not hold 
of polemic It passes with him for Antichrist. On 
of epistle. this he is decided, -indeed, stern. 

Only, as a gnostic he is far too niuih 
imbued with a feeling of the necessity for working on 
the convictions of his readers to be able to :ivoid 
attempting to make plain from the evidence of the facts 
themselves the truth of his theses. This, however, he 
does not by any means attempt in the form of proofs 
properly so called ; rather docs he express his convic- 
tion in a simple propositional manner, in the confident. 
expectation that it will make an impression by its own 
inherent force. As compared with the other N T  writers 
who engage in polemic against false teachers, and 
especially the authors of the Pastoral Epistles, the 
Epistle of Jude, and the second Epistle of Peter-nor 
even to the exclusion of Paul-he must be credited 
with a high degree of moderation in his polemic, and 
avoidance of personalities in speaking of his opponents. 
Moreover, alongside of the church creed on which he 
lays weight, he also elaborates a practical Christianity. 
But here we reach a point at which the gospel and 
the epistle can be considered together. 

If the worth of the Fourth Gospel does not lie in the 
62. Permanent accuracy of its separate details regard- 

value of ing the life of Jesus, nor yet in the 
gosqel and character of the total picture it pre- 
.~ ~ I. sents, it is the more to be found in epls’le’ the ideas bv which in common with 

the epistle it is dominated. 
(u) Both writings rendered an extraordinary service 

to their time by absorbing into Christianity, as they 
did, every element in the grcat spiritual tendencies 
of the age that was capable of being assimilated, and 
thus disarming their possible antagonism. While the 
oldest Christianity might seem to be a religion for the 
uncultured merely, the Johannine theology made it 
possible for educated persons also to attach themselves 
to it without renouncing the rest of their spiritual 
heritage. If the Jesus of literal history might seem to 
an educated Gentile merely as an individual member 
of the despised Jewish race, the impression must neces- 
sarily have been very different when, as now, he was 
presented as the Logos of God, as the world-principle 
which had existed long before Judaism came into being, 
and even upon earth was far exalted above everything 
Jewish. If Paul with deliberate intention had proclaimed 
the Gospel to be to the Gentiles foolishness ( I  Cor. 1231, 
the Johannine theology took account of the strivings of 
Gnosticism after knowledge and brought this into its 
own service. That between God and the world there 
is fixed a great gulf which strictly speaking cannot be 
bridged over, it frankly recognised, in order in the next 
place to provide a bridge in the Logos-idea-itself bor- 
rowed from the Greek philosophy-and, in doing so, 
at the same time to avoid the separation (so dangerous 
to the existence of the Christian Church) of mankind 
into two eternally distinct classes. It  also even pre- 
pared the way for Moutanism, at least in so far as it 
recognised the coming of the Holy Spirit to mankind 
as the greatest thing of all. 
(6) Of supreme value, not only for that age but for 

all time, is the full assurance of its faith in the truth 
of Christianity (414 831 f. 5. 1633 I Jn. 54). The idea 
of God is apprehended with a depth that is nowhere 
approached elsewhere in the NT. A philosopher may 
dispute the propositions both that God is spirit and 
that God is love (Jn, 421.~4 I Jn. 4 8 16), but he cannot 
surpass them in simplicity of scientific expression. The 
first basis of the religious life, the feeling of dependence, 
cannot be expressed with greater depth than in the 
gospel (3 27), the essence of sin with greater depth than 
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in I Jn. 1 8  IO 2 9, prayer with greater depth than when 
i t  is represented as an asking in the name of Jesus 
(1516),-which again in turn cannot be better ex- 
pounded than it is in I Jn. 5 14 as an asking according 
to  God's will. All objections based upon pernicious 
results which might be supposed to follow from the 
prominence given to knowledge are disarmed at the 
outset by the declaration, I Jn. 2 3, that the verification 
of knowledge lies in the keeping of the commandments 
of God. Truth is not only seen ; it is done (Jn. 3 21 
I Jn. 16)  ; and this doing of the truth is again made 
equivalent to the doing of righteousness ( I  Jn. 2 29). 
Any one-sidedness of mere intellectualism is guarded 
against from the outset by the depth of the mysticism 
which comes to its fairest expression in the Johannine 
theology (1423 154-7 1 7 ~ 3 ) ~  without, however, leading 
to any vague idea that man must be absorbed in the 
divine essence. If we discern in Christ not only the 
historical individual but also at the same time that 
summing-up of all that is divine which the author of 
the gospel saw in his individuality, in a word, the ideal 
of a child of God, then, in spite of all that criticism 
has to say in the exercise of its own proper functions, 
we can still echo with full conviction the words in which 
the author has expressed his unique appreciation of 
Jesus, as in 15s  146 336 or 668f: 

( c )  The spiritualisation of the concrete conceptions 
of primitive Christianity has led to ideas such as it 
would be impossible to express in a more modern way. 
The person who finds himself no longer able to believe 
that the redemptive significance of Jesus lies only in 
the fact of his death finds the opposite view-according 
to which his work of redemption was achieved by his 
message and only confirmed by his death-already 
laid down for him in the prologue to the gospel 19-13 
and also in 812 174-8. etc. 

So far as this is concerned, the gospel, in virtue, so to say, of 
the principle that extremes meet, even comes round again to 
the original historical point of view such as we find it in the 
synoptists. Paul had transferred the redeeming significance 
of Jesus from his life to his death. But a t  the same time he 
had also thought of him as pre-existent. When John developed 
this latter thought into the Logos-idea he was compelled by 
the nature of i t  to place the redeeming work wrought by Jesus 
not any longer in his death, which for the Logos would only 
mean a return to his previous condition and thus have value 
only for himself and not for mankind ; hd had therefore to seek 
it in the revealing work of Jesus, and this work Jesus could 
perform upon earth only by declaration of his peculiar message. 

Any one who finds himself unable to accept the dogma 
of the Trinity here finds that which can justify him in 
his attitude in the declaration (739) that the Holy Spirit 
had no existence before the exaltation of Christ, being 
in fact according to 2 Cor. 3 17 identical with the exalted 
Christ (§ 26 c). Any one who finds himself nnable to be- 
lieve that Jesus needed to legitimise his claims by means of 
miracle has only to take his stand on 2029, 'Blessed 
are they who have not seen and yet have believed.' 
Any one who finds himself no longer able to think of 
the second coming of Christ as destined to happen in 
bodily form finds opened for him in 1416-18 the way 
by which he may think of it as spiritual. Any one 
who finds himself unable to think of a bodily resurrec- 
tion and a final judgment once for all on the last day 
has only to take his stand on 11 26 5 24. Any one who 
finds himself unable to regard the value of the sacra- 
ment of the Eucharist as an absolute one has on his 
side the express utterance of Jesus (663): ' it is the spirit 
that maketh alive ; the flesh profiteth nothing,'-a 
principle which Paul in 2 Cor. 36 had made use of with 
reference to the O T  religion, but not as yet with refer- 
cnce to any of the positive institutions of Christianity. 
Indeed this fundamental principle, taken along with 13 15 
and 3346, is in itself a sufficient counteractive against 
any one-sided or exaggerated exaltation of the figure 
of Christ as pourtrayed in John. On the other hand, 
the Johannine theology can claim the most unreserved 
and absolute acceptance for the highest which it has 
t o  offer, the place which it assigns to love. This is 
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the central idea of the first epistle ( 2 7 J  323 47-21), and 
equally central is the saying in the gospel in 13  34J 15 12. 
It  has indeed been the achievement of Christ to bring 
this new commandment of love into the world and to 
give the world his own exaniple in this (13 15)-even 
if the foot-washing never occurred in a literal sense. 

E.-SECOND AND THIRD EPISTLES 
The ' elect lady ' ( ~ K X E K T ~ ~  K U P ~ U )  in 2 Jn. I is, especi- 

ally in view of v. 13 and of the change between '-thy 
63. Address. children' and 'thee' in 4 J ,  a church. It 

IS designated as 'lady' perhaps because 
(Eph. 531 f.) of the marriage relation with Christ the 
' lord'  ( K ~ ~ P I O S )  ; the predicate ' elect together' ( U U Y E K -  

X C K T ~ ~ ) ,  only with the substantive ' church' ( B K K X ~ U ~ U )  
understood, is applied also to the church in Babylon in 
I Pet. 5 13. This interpretation of ' lady ' ( K u p f a )  becomes 
quite obvious if 3 Jn. g refers back to the second letter, 
which is not improbable. Now, in 2 Jn. 13 the church ad- 
dressed is greeted by a sister church. This sister church 
is, we may be sure, that to which the writer belongs. 
The church addressed need not, however, on this account 
be also an individual church ; there is a possibility 
that any church whatever may be intended. In this 
case the second epistle, though individual in form, will 
be in reality as catholic as the first. 

Gaius is 
an individual, and neither can Diotrephes and Demetrius 
(vu. 9 12) be divested of their individual character. 
One Gains is named in Acts 1929, a second in 204, a 
third in I Cor. 114 Rom. 1623. The last-named has 
affinity with the Gaius of this epistle in so far as hospi- 
tality is predicated of both. That the two are identical 
there is nothing further to show. We  may pcrhaps 
rather assume the name to have been chosen in order 
to recall the other hospitable Gaius. 

If we direct our attention to what is most distinctively 
peculiar to the two epistles we shall have to say that 
64, Purpose. their purpose, first and foremost, had 

reference to church-polity. The new 
thing in the second epistle is not a theoretical refuta- 
tion of false teachers but the exhortation (v. 10 J )  not 
to receive such persons under one's roof and not even to 
salute them. Although this does not refer to the case 
of persons living in the same place, bnt only to that of 
passing travellers, it in any case represents an effectual 
step in the direction of the exclusion from church fellow- 
ship of these adversaries who in a. 9 are designated as 
' progressives ' (5 apodywv) ,  in v. 7 as docetics. 

The stringency with which this is demanded seems to find its 
explanation in 3 Jn. 9 3, according to which Diotrephes, an 
opponent of the writer, refuses to receive not only his letters 
but also the brethren who adhere to him, and expels from his 
own community those members who are willing to receive these 
brethren. At the same time it is perfectly plain that the cause 
of this reciprocal excommunication is in the third epistle differ- 
ent from what it is in the second. I n  the third there is no 
word of false doctrine; hut great emphasis is laid upon the 
personal ambition of the adversary and upon the claim on 
the part of the writer to unconditional authority. The fact 
that travelling brethren are spoken of in both letters ought not to 
be allowed to disguise this difference. Now the directly expressed 
purpose of the third epistle is that Gaius should give a friendly 
reception to the adherents of the writer on their travels. As 
Demetrius is mentioned immediately before the close of the 
epistle, and a good testimony is expressly given with re ard 
to him, he has been regarded as the bearer of the epistle wfich 
thus was at the same time a letter of introduction ( c i  Rom. 
16 13). The interesting hypothesis, as to an important tnrning- 
point in the history of the most ancient form of ecclesiastical or. 
ganisation, which Harnack (Texte u. Untersuch. 15 3 '97) has 
connected with the the third epistle, will on account o i  its wide 
scope he most conveniently considered under MINISTRV (y.zf.). 

In this place, on the other hand, a word is still de- 
manded by the second purpose which, over and above 
that of church-polity, underlies at least the second 
epistle. This epistle combines with its polemic against 
false teachers a recommendation of the ideas of the 
gospel and of the first epistle, and in this respect stands 
on the same level with the first epistle itself, whether 
it be that the second epistle is later than the first and 
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JOHN, SON OF ZEBEDEE 
the gospel, or whether it be that it preceded them. If 
the second epis'tle preceded, the second (and also the 
third epistle, in case it was contemporary with the 
second) would be a first attempt at giving literary cur- 
rency to those ideas under the name of a known church 
authority ; the gospel would then exemplify a further 
step in that it claimed to be by a still higher authority, 
namely the son of Zebedee. 

In the second epistle the coincidence in language with 
the gospel and the first epistle is fairly strong ; in the 

~~ 

6s. Authors, third it is confined to a few eLpressions 
The contents fall in 

profundity far behind both the larger 
and dates. in vu. 3f: 6 IIJ 

writings. For-neither bf the two smaller writings can 
we assert more than that they move in the same spiritual 
sphere with the larger. 

In both the author calls himself ' the Elder ' ( 6  rpeu- 
, P ~ T E P O E ) .  By this expression the authorship of an apostle 
is as good as excluded, unless it so happened that within 
the circle of his followers he had borne this name as one 
Qf special distinction. This, however, according to 5 7 a ,  
holds good rather of John the Elder, who is distinct from 
the apostle. 'The Elder seems to many to be expressly 
shown by the designation to have been the author. He 
was, however, a chief authority with Papias, and Papias 
was strongly inclined to chiliasm ; but of chiliasm we find 
no trace in the epistles before us. ' The Elder ' might 
indeed be the designation of a person quite unknown to 
.us, if only it was understood in the circle of the recipients 
who was meant by it. If, however, we are right in hold- 
ing that at least the second epistle is for the entire church, 
then the designation of the writer will also be intended for 
i t ,  in other words it will denote the famous Elder-not 
indeed in the sense of his being the actual author, but in 
that of his being the author in whose name it was to run. 

That both epistles are from the same hand need not he 
,donhted, yet neither is i t  ahsolutely certain. If we must 
suppose from the outset, on account of the other Johannine 
writings, that there was a whole group of men who laboured in 
.one and the same spirit, then there can always have been two 
,different members of the group to whom we are indebted for 
these two writings which do not absolntely coincide either in 
langnage or in intention. The reference back from 3 Jn. g to  
the second epistle is by no means a conclusive proof of unity of 
authorship, nor yet are the limited number of expressions in 
which both agree, such as 'walking in truth' (mprrrare2u ;u 
&AqOd?), 2 Jn. 4 3 Jn.3f:, or 'loveand truth ' in 2 Jn. 3 3 Jn. 1. 

It  will be seen from what has already been said how 
difficult it is to say almost anything as to the date of 
composition. The answer to the question depends on 
the hypotheses adopted as to purpose and author. The 
external attestation for the second epistle and still more 
for the third is much wealter than for the first. Even 
though this is intelligible enough in view of their brevity 
.and of their designation of their author as Elder, it yet 
permits ' any view which may he required by the 
hypotheses mentioned above, especially the view which 
relegates them to a, date appreciably later than the first. 
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Iiirlemann (/PI", 1879, pp. 565-576) has even soughf 
to establish a probability that the two minor epistles. 
which he assigns to a date earlier than that of the first 
epistle or of the gospel, presuppose the work of Papias 
and subserve the intention of substituting a different 
picture of John for that drawn by Papias. 

We may conclude, then, by pointing out briefly that the first 
half of the second century suits all the rderences to the condi- 
tions of a later time (less precisely determinable) which we have 
found in thesecond and third epistles and in the gospel. In 
the second and third epistles the most important trace of this 
kind is the excommunication of one another by Christians and 
the rise of a hierarchy. In  the gospel we have, corresponding 
to this, on the one band, the idea of the unity of the church 
(here expressed quite ideally, without any hierarchical flavour : 
1016 1711 12-23 etc.), on the other hand, the expulsion of 
Christians from the synagogue, which Barcochba carried out. 
The assigning of this in 9 22 to the lifetime of Jesus is certainly 
not histmical (see GOSPELS, 136). I t  is significant that 162 
announces i t  for a future time. The same period fits also the 
tendency to detach the responsihlity for the condemnation of 
Jesii!? as much as possible from the Roman government and to 
roll it on to the Jews, a tendency even more marked iii Jn. 18 26- 
I9  16 than in the synoptics (cp GOSPELS 4 108). Jesus acknow- 
ledges himself not as  Messiah of the Je&: but as King of Truth; 
politically therefore-this is the political aspect of the narrative 
-cmistiLnity is not dangerous. 

Of conservative works on the Johannire question that cf 
Luthardt (Der jbh. Urspr. des 4. Ev.,  74; ET by C. R. 

Gregory, St. John the author of the Fourth 
66. Literature. Gospel, '75, with copious bibliography) 

deserves special mention ; of 'mediating' 
works, that of Beyschlag (Die /oh. Frage, '76, previously in 
St. Kr. '74J). The most important critical works are : Bret- 
schneider, Probdilia, '20 ; Baur, TCbinger theolog. jahrbb. '44, 
1-191, 397-475, 615-700 and Die Ranomschen hvangelirn, '47,; 
Hilgenfeld, Das Em. u. die Bn2fc johannis, '49, and Die 
Evangelien, '54 ; Scholten, Het Evangel2 naarJohannes, '64, 
Germ. transl. 67 ; Keim, Gesch. jesu von A azara, i. '67, 103- 
172 ; Thoma, Genesis des Joh.-Ev., '82 ; Jacohsen, Untersuch- 
yngen #bey das joh.-Ev,  '84 ; Oscar Holtzmann, Joh.-Evnng. 
87. Baldensperger ProZog des 4. Evang '98 (regards polemi: 

and apologetic agaiAst the sect of the Dis:iples of John as the 
aim of almost the whole gospel). Too late to be used in the 
above article appeared Kreyenhuhl, Das EvungeZiunz der 
Wahrheit, i. (19.0). The Johannine question enters here 
quite a new stage. Kreyenbiihl regards the Fourth Gospel as 
a Gnostic work, and seeks to ascribe it to Menander of Antioch, 
a pu il of Simon Magus. 

[ T i e  English literature on the subject in mainly 'conservative'; 
see, especially, Sanday, Authorship and Hist. Char. of Fourth 
Go.$. ('72); Thz Gospels in the SeconZ Cent. ('76); Salmon 
Hist. Introd. t o  NT ('85) ; Watkins, Mod. C d .  consider& ii 
ReL to  Fourth Gospel ('go) ; Gloag, Introd. t o  /oh. Writings 
('91); Lightfoot, Essays on t h  Work entitled 'SupernaturaZ 
Religion' (orig. in Cont. Reu. '74-'77) and 'on the Internal 
Evidence for the Authenticity. and Genuineness of St. John's 
Gospel' in the Erpositor (Jan. Feh. 1889); T. B. Strong, art; 
'John' in Hastings, DB,  2 ; Reynolds, art. 'John, Gospel of, 
ib. ; Salmond, 'John, Epistles of,' ib. ; also the comm. of West- 
cott, ' Gosp. of St. John,' in Speaker's Comnzentary, and Epp. of 
Si. /ohn, 3rd ed. ('85) and Hummer, St. john's CospeZ and 
Epistles ('96). The critical view is represented by J. J. Tayler, 
An Attenyif t o  Ascertain the Character of the Fourth Gospel, 
csjeciaZZy in its relation to theJZrst three ('67) ; by the anony- 
mous author of Supernatural Religion: an Enguiy  into the 
ReaZity of Divine Revelation (vol. ii '74); by E. A. Ahhott 
art 'Gospels' in Ency. Brit. ('79'; see'8lso GOSPELS above, 56 
8-167) ; and by B. W. Bacon, Introd. to NT (1900)~ pp. 230- 
279.1 P .  w. s. 
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JOIADA 
JOIADA (Wly?, ‘Yah knows’; an abbreviation of 

YT\il! : see JEHOIADA). 
I. (AV JEHOIADA) b. Paseah in list of wall-builders (see 

NEHEMIAH, S 13; EZRA ii., SB I; [I], 15 [I  (a‘)]), Neh. 36 (Loaaa 

[”k So: of Eiiashih the’high priest, in pedigree of Jaddua 
(EZRA II., B 6 9 ;  contemporarywith Nehemiah: Neh. 1 2 1 0 3  
(io6a [B and in D. II  ~ “ 1 ,  cw6ae [N], L U Q ~ U  [AI, L W L Q ~ Q  [Ll), 
22 ( 1 W Q h  [BN*A]), 1328 (iwa6a [BN], ~ w ~ a 6 a  [AL]). 

JOIAKIM (DVj759, cp JEHOIAKIM), ben Jcshua ; 
high priest ; Neh. 1210 12 26 ( I W A K E I M  [BKAL]). 

JOIARIB (Yii’; lwpslB [BKC,aVid.], ~wlap[e]lB 
[AWa mg. s”p.L], I w PE I M [K]). 

I. Neh.1110 ( ~ o p ~ p  [A]) 126 (BN*A om.) 1219 (BN*A om. 
r o a p ~ p  [N- mg. inf.1). See JEHOIARIB. 

2. A Judahite, temp. Nehemiah (Neh. 115, LwpcLp [N*l). 

ULOL 6 6 ~  [NI iosr6a [AI L W ~ Q ~  [Ll). 

JOKDEAM (P&!TqJ9 I A ~ E I K A M  [Bl, EKAAAM [AI. 
IQKN. [L]), in the hill-country of Judah, mentioned 
with Juttah and Jezreel (Josh. 1 5 5 6 t ) .  The name is 
probably a corruption of JORKEAM, a clan-name or 
place-name in I Ch. 244, belonging to the SW. of 
Hebron, and to be identified with REKEM. The place 
intended by Jorkeam and Rekem is probably the 
Judahite CARMEL (bi,), and the common original of 
all these forms is probably Jerahmeel (’xnni-). T h e  
Jerahmeelites did not confine themselves to the Negeb. 

JOKIM (Pfi’, 31), a descendant of SHELAH 
(I Ch. 422). The  name might conceivably he mis-spelt 
for JEHOIAKIM (so &PAL, W U K E L ~ ) ;  but cp JASHUBI- 

JOKMEAM (bgp?: as if= ‘ let the [divine] Kinsman 
arise ’ ; rather, perhaps, ‘ the  Kinsman (?) takes 
vengeance,’ cp a), a ical’ city in Ephraim 
(1 Ch. 668 [53], IKAAM [Bl, IEKMAAN [AI9 -M [LIh 
mentioned with Shecheni, Gezer, and Beth-horon. I n  
the parallel list of Levitical cities in Josh. 2 1 ,  KIBZAIM 
is the name given (v. 22, m@caeip [A], om. B, K U P U E ~  
[L]). This form, however, seems to be an old corrup- 
tion of Jokmeam (prxp from oynp[*]). Jokmeam is also 
mentioned in I K. 412 ( ~ O U K U ~  [B ; I, precedes], E K  

paav [A], O U K U ~  [L]), but the reading rkndered ‘ as far 
as beyond Jokmeam’ (so RV, and similarly the Geneva 
Bible, but AV, by a printer’s error, substitutes Jok- 
neam) is probably corrupt ; substitute ‘ a s  far a s  the 
ford of Meholah’ (n5rnD 73yn iy).  

See JERAHMEEL, 5 4. T. K. C. 

LEHEM. 

See ZARETHAN. 
T. K. C. 

JOKNEAM ( D p ? J  rather @>?!, ‘ Jikneam,’ as 
if ‘ the (divine) Kinsman (?) makes, or acquires’ ; We. 
F?eid.P) 4, compares EKNIBAAOC, the name of a king 
of Tyre, Jos. c. A?. 121 ; I E K N A M  [AL]).l 

I. A town of Zebulun (Josh. 1911, ieKpav [B]), 
reckoned by P as Levitical (Josh. 2134, paav [B], E K V U ~  

[A]). It was also a royal city of the Canaanites (1222 ,  
E K O ~  [B], -ppup [L], E K O V U ~  [A]); Thotmes 111. 
claims to have taken it in his victorious campaign 
against the ‘upper Rutennu’ (WMM As. u. Evr. 393). 
The  city was situated in the Carmel district (1222) ,  to 
the E. of a torrent-valley (in:; 1911). W e  may 
probably identify it with the CYAMON [g.v.] of Judith 7 3 ,  
and both with the TeN Kaimzin, on the E. side of the 
WBdy el-Milh, at  its mouth as it enters the plain of Es- 
draelon, to which Eusebius and Jerome refer as K U ~ , U W V U ,  

Cimona (see CAMON).  ‘ The position is conspicuous 
and important, commanding the main pass from the 
western portion of Esdraelon to the more southern 
plain’ (Rob.). On ‘ Jokneam’ in I K. 412, AV, see 
JOXMEAM. 

2. The Jokneam referred to above is called by way of distinc- 
tion ‘ Jokneam in Carmel’ (Josh. 1222). It follows that another 
Jokheam must have existed elsewhere. Probably it la in the 
hill country of Judah, JOKDEAM (4.w.) in Josh. 1556 & K V Q Q ~  
[L]) being wrong in the third letter. 

1 On the forms cp Rob. BR, 4115. 
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JONADAB 
JOKSHAN (!@?:; I C E A N ,  BD and in I Ch. L ;  in 

Gen. 252 A (see Swete) ; in v. 3 A b D  ( IEZAN [A*]); 
I E K C A N  [A in I Ch.], IEKTAN [E and L in Gen.]), a 
son of Abraham by Keturah (Gen. 25zf: [J], I Ch. 132) .  

Interpreted of a tribe YEkis‘ in Yemen by Arabian genealo- 
gists (see Osiander ZDMG 1031). Glaser (Skizze, 2453) 
compares names like ’WabaSa in S. Arabia. Tuch‘s identification 
with Joktan (Gen. 1026) is attractive, hut the change of p) into 

is hard to explain. F. B. 

JOKTAN (I&: ; I E K T A N  [AELl=jt?P’), younger 
son of Eher and father of thirteen sons or pebplks -Almodad 
Sheleph Hlzarmaveth Jerab Hadoram Uzal Diilah Obal oi 
Ebal, Abimael, Sheha,’Ophir,’Havilah, a)nd Toiah (Gei. 102.;-~0 
= I  Ch. 119-23). Probably there were orighally only twelve In 
the list (cp Israel, Ishmael, and see GENEALOGIES i., col. 1661, 
n. z).1 

Joktan is the assumed ancestor,of the older Arabian 
tribes as distinguished from those later tribes which 
were more closely related by origin and perhaps by 
language to the Israelites. The Arab genealogists. 
identify the name with that of Kahtan, an ancient 
southern Arabian tribe well known to themselves (see 
GENEALOGIES i., 2). But this identification has no  
historical value. The  name Joktan may indeed b e  
simply an artificial name, devised for the younger son 
of Eber. When we look at the names of the Joktanites, 
we notice that two of them (Sheba and Havilah) occur 
in the list of Cushites. This simply arises from the fact 
that the names of the Cushites and the Joktanites come 
from different documents (P and J respectively), re- 
flecting, perhaps, different political circumstances and 
tribal relations. I t  is difficult to explain all the Joktanite 
names. The very first (ALMODAD) is among the most 
obscure : the name seems Sabzan. The limits of the 
Joktanites (Gen. 10 30) are also matter for discussion 
(see MESHA, SEPHAR). 

JOKTHEEL (5Knq: ; for attempted explanations see 
Wetzstein in Del. /esuid3), 703 ;. Olsh. LB 624). 

I. A city in thelowland of Judah mentioned between Mizpeh 
and Lachish Josh. 1538; either hiswritten for Eltekeh, or a 
corruption 0) Jerahmeel from which indeed Eltekeh may also 
come (cp iarape?)h‘[B], dut A L  qyJa? )A) .  

2. The name given by AMAZIAH (p.w.) to a place in Edom 
called ‘ the Cliff’ (V+gg) which he had captured, z K. 147 
( K u O O ? ) ~  [BL], M K ~ O ? ~  [AI); it is the rock, or cliff of Kadesh- 
‘barnea’ which is meant. Halevy seeks to i1l;strate it b y  
2 Ch. 25 14, where Amaxiah is accused of having bowed down 
before the gods of Edom, and extracts from it the meaning 
‘Yakt is God’ (8tlrdes dda’zZes d M. le Dr. Leemans, 134). 
No such Edomite deity as Yakt is, however, known. Thy name is corrupt. ‘Joktheel’ should probably be ‘ Jerahmeel, 
for the battle was in the valley called Irammeluh, or rather 
Jerahmeel (see SALT, VALLEY 0:). On the ‘ragged spur of the 
north-easterly mountain -range from underneath which the 
fountain of Kadesh issues, therk milst have been a fort. This 
fort Amaziah captured and named Jerahmeel because of the 
‘crowning mercy’ which he had received.‘ It h true the place 
is commonly (see e g .  Kittel, His<. 2z8g), identified &th Petra . 
but this must be an error, as Ki. in his commentary has shown: 
See SELA. T. K. C. 

JONA ( I ~ A N O Y  [WH], -NNOY [Ti.]), Jn. 1 4 2  ; R V  
‘John.’ See JOHN, SON OF ZEBEDEE, 5 I ,  and c p  
BAR-JONA. 

JONADAB(I$’, $0 27 44 46; I~NAAAB[BKAQL] ,  
abbrev. from I7Jnl ‘ YahwB ismunificent,’ cp Nedabiah,. 
APinadab, Amminadab). 

I. Son of Shammah and nephew of David, who 
displayed his ‘ subtlety ’ in advising his cousin Amnon 
how to entrap his half-sister Tamar ; 2 S. 1 3 3 8  (in 
w. 5 M T  gives ‘ Jehonadab’ ; cwvasap [Baivid.)b], -up 
[B*b v. 3, B v. 51, in wv. 3 5. twvaeav [L]). See 
JONATHAN (4). 

2. Son of Rechab and presumed author of the rules. 
which bound the Rechabites, Jer. 3 5 6  8 8  ( i w v a h  [K] 
in v. 8 ; rwvas [Q*] in v. 16). ‘ Jonadab‘ in M T  only in 
vv. 6 i o r g ;  elsewhere ‘ Jehonadab.’ It is usual t o  

1 @ as represented by some MSS restored the normal number 
The former 

Cp JEKUTHIEL. 

by leaving out Obal in Gen. and Jerah in Ch. 
omission has some plausibility (see EBAL, 2). 
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JONAH 
identify this Jonadab with 3. 
Rechabites, however, was of older date. 

The true 'father' of the 
See RECHAB- 

3. EV JEHONADAB, b. Rechab, an abettor of Jehu 
in his ' zeal for Yahwe,' 2 K. 10 15 23. The clasping of 
hands in rd. 15 implies partnership in the measures 
which followed (see HAND, a),  though there are dif- 
ficulties in the narrative. See J E H U ;  ISRAEL, 31 ; 
RECHABITES. 

4. The  name of Saul's second son, according to 6B, 
I S. 31 2 (see ABINADAB). There is a similar confusion 
in 6 ' s  title of Ps. 71 [a 701 (mva8ap [BK] aprva8ap 
[R]). See JONATHAN, I. 

JONAH (>a?, § 68, dove ' ; originally, according 
to Robertson Smith [I. F'hiZ., 9 851, connected with totem- 
ism; but many such names in modern Syria, at  all events, 
are certainly due to fancy, and early corruption from 
j n i r v  is possible ; ION& [BAL], [in the title] IWNAC).  

I. Aprophet,sonofAmittai,lOfGATH-HEPHER (p.".), 
who prophesied the deliverance of Israel from the 
Syrian oppression (2 K. 1425). The reference to Jonah 
in Tob. 14 48 (BA, followed by EV) is probably due to 
a scribe's error ; K reads Naoup (Nahum) in rd. 4. When 
we compare 2 K. 134f;  it seems probable that Jonah 
delivered his prophecy in the time of Jehoahaz, the father 
of Jeroboam 11. (Klost. ). Jonah seems to have spoken of 
a deliverer who would bring the Israelites out of the grasp 
of Aram (aL K U L  .$+yayev U ~ T O ~ P ) ,  so that they would 
dwell in their tents as beforetime. The ' deliverer ' is 
not the Assyrian king RammZn-nirari 111. (Duncker ; 
Whitehouse in COT 2 324 ; Wi. GI 1 ~gq)-though as a 
matter of history the victory of that king over Syria 
must have been a great relief to Israel-but Jeroboam 
11. There is no probability that the Deuteronomistic 
writers of z K. 134-6, 1425-27 knew anything of RammHn- 
nirari ; but it is beyond doubt that they wished to do 
honour to Jeroboam. Cp Stade Z A  T W, '85, p. 296. 
Hitzig and Renan think that the prophecy of Jonah is 
still extant in Is. 15 J : ,  but this is most improbable. 

ITES. 

See also JONAH [BOOK]. T. K. C. 
2. Mt. 16 17. 

JONAH [BOOK]. 
See BAR-JONA. 

I t  is by a strange inconsistency 
that the Book of Tonah ranks among the records of the 

JONAH, BOOK 

1. Twelve Prophets, for the only oracle of 
Tonah which it Professes to give is 

comprised in five words (Jon. 34, Heb.). Obvi&sly it 
must be compared, not with the accompanying prophetic 
books, but with narratives of episodes in the lives of 
prophets, such as are found in I K. 17-19, z K. 4-6, 
and Is. 7 1-16, 20 36-39. The  narratives referred to are 
based on traditional material, sometimes oral, sometimes 
written. Can we hope to find such in the Book of 
Jonah? Unfortunately we cannot. The leading fact 
of the story-the journey of an Israelite prophet to 
Nineveh-is so surprising that only on good pre-exilic 
testimony could we be excused for receiving it. Such 
testimony, however, is wanting. No part of the book is 
pre-exilic ; indeed, except in glosses and in the psalm 
ascribed to Jonah there is no trace of more than one 
hand. 

1 Winckler AOF 2.62 has'snggested that the words 'ben 
Amittai' in 2 K. are an interpolation from Jon. 1 I ; hut the 
double description is uuohjectionahle (see I K. 1916). 

2 Linguistic and other arguments have convinced an American 
Rabbi that the original Book of Jonah, which he thinks that he 
has disengaged from the additional matter, was much shorter 
than the present one and that it may have been of the age of 
Jeremiah (Kohler hd. Rem. '79r pp. 139-144). His methpd 
however, is arbitrkry, and linguistically there is no distinctlo; 
between the original Book and the inserted matter. W. Bdhme 
also denies the unity of authorship (ZATUf 7 224.284 ['87]). 
He presents us with two distinct works on the story of Jonah 
whichhave been combined by an editor ; he further recognises th: 
hands of a supplementer and of a glossator. Bohme's argument 
is much more elaborate than Kohler's, but is hypercritical. He 
greatly exaggerates the critical importance of the inconsistencies 
which permit us to speak of glosses, hut not of cornposit; 
authorship (so Kue., Einl., 2426, 0 86). For an earlier attempt 
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I. It is certain that, though the diction of Jonah is purer 
than that of Esther, Chronicles, and Daniel, it has some striking 
Aramaisms and other late words or forms. 
has endeavoured to refute this argument ; hut his opposition t; 
the criticism of the dther OT hooks prevents him frpm forming 
a just idea of the phases of linguistic development. The phase 
of Hebrew which meets ns in the hook of Jonah is not that of 
the eighth century' (K0nig)-not that of Amos and Hosea. 
One need not lay any stress on ?rgD, which, though more 
Aramaic than Hebrew, might perhaps have been used by the 
non-maritime Israelites before the Exile ; 1 but such words and 
forms as these are conclusive as to the post-exilic date of the 
Book ; - (1 12) ; a$'?? (3 2 )  ; Oyi, (3 7) ; spp ,  ' to  labour ' 

(1 7); '!@? (1 12); 
(4 IO). ilcu'yn' (1 6) and n * i W  (4 8) are designedly omitte2.2 

2. The writer's conception of pre-exilic prophecy is oppcsed 
to the facts of prophecy gathered from the works of Amos, 
Hosea, and Isaiah. He  imagines that revelations were, to 
prophets of the eighth century as objective, as external, as they 
were to Zechariah. Douhtles; it suited his purpose (which we 
shall study presently) to represent Jonah as seekins to evade 
his mission ; hut he could not have done this had he lived in the 
age of Amos and Hosea. (The story of the disobedient 
prophet in I K. 13 is also too peculiar to be pre-exilic.) He 
assumes too that Jonah would have been surprised at the non- 
fulfilment of a prediction-a surprise which there is no reason 
to suppose such a result would have awakened in Hosea though 
certainly that prophet would have been very much surirised at  
the conversion of the arrogant Assyrians. 

3. The writer's explicitly universalistic conception of religion 
and morality (cp 411 with Ps.366[716) is not in harmony 
with the prophecy of the eighth century. 
4. His imitativeness is equally striking; cp e.g., 30 with 

oel213 and Ex. 346; and the s&y of 
{onah under the &&yc?n (see below, 5 5) with that of Elijah 
under the broom-ulant in the desert (I K. 194 e). 

Pusey, it is true 

(4 IO); hi, (4 11); ?in (2 I 4 6 8 ) ;  

oel 214; 4 2  with 

.- . 
5.  Thc merition of Nincvcli a i  a city of the past (nn.1 nii*ii, 

33), with dcyuilr implying that the renders did not kiiow mu<.h 
about it, is significant. 

6. Kotc al-u the patent improhahilities of the story. A 
pro;lhur uf the tittle of Jelimhnz hankhcs himself from \'ahu+'i 
Intid i n  order to divest himielf of his prdphctic character (cuntrnst 
Ani. 38). In order t u  go to 'l'arihijh he procccds, iiot to Tyre, 
but to the cump:.ratively uniriipxtant senpurt of Juppn. He i s  
se,ullowcd np Iy  a groat 'fish,' aud rum:Lins threr: days in the 
fiili's Ldly. He c~r i ie4  outalive(we a r e  iiot told tlie pl:t~e uCI.i.< 
landing), and ventures among the fierce Ninevites wii!iuut i i  
cdmpnnion UT interpreter, helievirlg that he will haw m3re i i i t l i l -  
elice on thmi tlnn tlneir own prnplieti and teacher.. I V c  are 
nut informed wliat the offence of tlie Kinevitca \viis, nur as to 
the narue of their king. Thc narrator asaurcs ii., Iiuwtvcr t1.n~ 
king arid people itiriied to (;o? (contrart Nali. 3 I 4), so 
crcaped tlie ilircnrcncd deitruction. I.xt, not least, 1r.e have 
the singular episode d t h e  plant whish 'came up in a night and 
vanished in a nixht ' (lit. 'soil ofa night'). 

'The Ilook of J o i i i i h ,  then, being post-exilic, to whnt 
class of liturature does it belong? Obviously it is a 
2. Glass of Midrash,-ie., ' a n  imaginative develop- 
Literature. ment of a thought or theme suggested 

by Scripture, especially a didactic or 
homiletic exposition, or an edifying religious story. ' 
Tobit and Susanna are universally admitted to be such 
Midrashim; Jonah should be added to the list. As 
such it is not deprived of value for historical purposes. 
For, as Kuenen long ago pointed ouL4 the Rooks of 
Jonah and Ruth are records of a current of thought 
among the Jews opposed to that identified with the 
name of Ezra. That great reformer, and the men of 
his school, based their system on the recognition of a 
real and permanent differende between Israel and the 
heathen, and even psalmists of the post-exilic period 
spoke sometimes as if the 'nations' were necessarily 
wicked because non-Israelites. Against this the author 
of Jonah enters a protest. The scene of the prophet 
under the @&iy&z is specially introduced to check Jewish 

(by Nachtigall) to dissect the Book of Jonah see Eichhorn's 
AlLgewzeine Bibliothek 9 z 221-273 ; Bertholdt 'Einl. 2407.2412 ; 
and cp Kleinert (Con;wz. '19) who is willing) to admit that a 
later writer (temp. Ezekiel) mky have based his account on two 
distinct traditional narratives. 
1 SS read nimp for nb?? in Is. 2 16 : but this is hardly 

the best critical emendation. 
2 Both words are plainly corrupt. Read for the former 2isinnl 

[or 2&), and for the latter 'I??? ('it came to pass at dawn, 
when the sun rose '). 

8 Dr. Infmi.  497 ; cp We. Pr0Z.W 227J: (chap. 6, end). 
4 ReL Isr. 2 243f:; 0nd.P) 24x2. 
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arrogance, and the whole course of the previous story 
leads to a fairer view of ' the  nations.' Indeed, the 
writer partly explains the non-fulfilment of prophecies 
against the heathen (which doubtless puzzled some of 
his contemporaries) by the readiness of the heathen to 
repent. One might even infer from the story that he 
placed the heathen morally and religiously above his 
own people. Jonah begins by stifling the voice of 
conscience, and afterwards both expects and desires 
Nineveh's destruction. No epilogue tells us of any 
change in the prophet's feelings towards the heathen.' 
The Phcenician mariners, on the other hand, fear the 
great God of the Hebrews (Jon. 1 gf.), and the people 
of Nineveh at once repent on hearing the prophetic 
announcements (Jon. 3 6 - 9 ) .  W e  are reminded of 
Lessing's Nathan  the Wise,  and of a more ancient and 
venerable story (the Good Samaritan). 

This theory has excellent points ; but it does not do 
justice to the entire problem. If the hero of the story 
3. Problems of is merely a type of the too exclusive 

contemporaries of the writer, why is 
he called Tonah? why is he made a the book. 

prophet? and why is he-swallowed-up hy a fish? 
These questions are to a large extent answered by the 
symbolic theory. 

I. The hero of the story is called Jonah, not primarily because 
an early narrative mentions a person of this name, hut because 
a custom was springing np of calling Israel, symbolically, a 
dove. The earliest trace of this is in Ps. 68 13 [14l. where 
the people of Israel, delivered by its God from the powerful 
kings of Caanan, and enriched with their spoil, is called a dove a 
'whose wiy s [God] will cover with silver and her feathers 
with gold. 9 Elsewhere the faithful community personi- 
fied wishes for itself the wings of a dove, not for their beauty 
but for their swiftness and for the unerring instinct which lead: 
the doves to their retreats (Ps. 556-8 L7-91). 
2. Jonah is made a prophet, because Israel was called upon 

to prophesy.4 The Prophecy of Restoration said that all Zion's 
children would he Yahwt's disciples-;.e. prophets (Is. 54 73 ; 
cp 504)-and tnat the duty of the prophetic Servant ofYahwi:' 
was to make known the true religion to the nations (Is. 42 4 
49 a), forwhich purposehe wasspeciallyendowed(1s. 40 3 ' cp504). 
It is true, there was a historical Jonah who prophesied hnd who: 
by an interesting coincidence, is called 'Yahwh'; servant 
@Y, z K. 1425 ; cp Jon. 1 g 48, BoOhos ~ v p i o u  &y6 e l p ~ )  ; hut 
this was not the fundamental point with the late narrator, whose 
mind was absorbed in symbolism. It is also to be observed that, 
according to 11. Isaiah, the 'servant of Yahwb' would not 'draw 
back' from his work (Is. 50 5). The psalmists, too, hring Israel's 
deliverance into connection with the spread of true religion (see 
Ps. 22 26 [271j: 06-loo), and one of them makes the true Israelite 
promise to speak of God's precepts (like Jonah) before kings 

3. Jonah is swallowed up by the sea because this was a 
common poetical phrase for the danger of destruction which 
repeatedly beset Israel (see Is.432, Ps.18 15 [16] 326 427 [8] 
66 12 69 r [.If: 74 [15]f: 1244.6 Lam. 3 54). And the purpose 
of the whole story, according to the symholic theory, is, that 
Israel, called to preach to the nations (a touching antedating of 
11. Isaiah's revelation), evaded its duty, that God punished 
Israel by exile, but turned the punishment to Israel's good, and 
that Israel afterwards took up its neglected duty, but in an 
-unloving spirit which grieved its patient teacher, the all-merciful 
God of the whole human race. 

The  theory here described is a great advance upon 
the oreceding one. and much credit is due to Klcinert 

(PS. 11946). 

" I  

4. The great (1868) and J. S. Bloch (1876) for 
applying the key of symbolism to the f r ~  

narrative more fully than any previous 
But the hesitation of critics to adopt it indicates 

that there is some serious defect in it. Where it fails is 
1 The omission of an epilogue was every way advisable. (I) 

If Jonah was symbolical, it remained to he seen whether those 
who were symholised would amend their ways or not. (2) 
Epilogues are apt to weaken the effect of a work of art (as in the 
case of Job). 

2 Symbolical designations of peoples are in the manner of this 
p s n l c h  (see Ps. 6s 30 [311). 

3 Point a%;, and for y?lp p?>'?'read simply y?7,"? (Che. 
Ps. 12)). 

4 In later times Jonah or 'Dove' became a standing title for 
Israel. Both 8 and Tg. recognise the people or the congregation 
in the "3)' of Ps. 56 I. Cp Talm. Bah. Gitlin, 45a, etc., and 
the Midrash on Cant. 2 14 4 I ; also the Pizi;iwf in the Jewish 
Passover Service, based on the midrashic explanation of the 
Song of Songs (especially the first, Festival Prayers, de Sola's 

YDY. 

:writers. 

ed., 197).  
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in its treatment of the story of the great fish. It is a 
mistake to say that 'Jonah's adventure in the sea is but a 
very subordinate feature ' (Kalisch, BzbZe Studies, 2109). 
On the contrary, it is the turning point of the whole 
narrative ; Yahwk ' prepared ' the great fish to be an 
instrument not only of preservation but also of moral 
discipline to the disobedient prophet. W e  must there- 
fore supplement the key of symbolism by that of 
mythology. 

The earlier critics ( eg . ,  Eichhorn) were not wrong in seeking 
for parallels where they could at the time most easily he found 
viz. in Greek mythology. That Andromeda was in peril f r o i  
a sea-monster on the rocks of Joppa, gives, however, no real 
help ; the myth may rather he regarded as an retiological one for 
Joppa (JOPPA, 5 3); and only very moderate requirements can 
he satisfied with the parallel of the story of Hesione. F. C. 
Baur went to the right quarter when he took a hint from 
BBr6ssus (Oannes) ; hut onah neither was, according to the 
story nor could conceivaily have been represented as a fish- 
god, 'which is also an objection to Trukbull's original use of 
DACON rq.v.1 and Oannes in JBL 11 ('gz), Pt. I. Quite recently 
Ball (PSBA) K6nig (Hastings' DB 27476), and some less 
accredited wrhers, have supposed a connection between the 
mention of the 'great fish' and the fact that the Assyria? 
ideogram for Nineveh implies the explanation 'fsh-$welling 
(Sayce, Hi6b. Lect. 57 ; hut cp Hommel, PSBA, gg, Assyrio- 
logical Notes,' 5 42). 

Apart from other objections, however, (I) there is no trace of 
the writer of Jonah having been a man of learning, and (2) criti- 
cism should group not isolate, narratives, phrases, or other data 
which may refer td folklore. We have many references to the 
dragon-myth in the OT, and it is quite easy to regard the ' preat 
fish ' as a degenerate dragon ; whereas fish-myths are, naturally 
enough, unrepresented. K6nig even illustrates the sojourn of 

onah in 'the belly of the fish' by the descent of the 'dove' 
emtramis from the ' fish-woman' Atargatis or Derceto. 
That critics should look everywhere except in the right place 

for the origin of the Jonah story is one of the many proofs that 
the reproaches addressed to us by Winckler are not wholly 
unjustified. 

Tylor saw much more clearly than most contemporary 
critics when he pointed out that the widely-spread 
nature-myth of the dragon lies at  the root of the 
apologue of J0nah.l But it was left for the present 
writer, in 1877. to combine the theory of Bloch with 
that of Tylor, and to show how indispensable each 
was to a dne comprehension of the narrative. In  
details both theories admitted of improvement, by the 
help partly of biblical exegesis, partly of Assyriology. 
The writer also pointed ont that the myth of the dragon 
or sea-monster is preserved, not only in the story of 
Jonah, but also in fragmentary allusions to Rahab, the 
leviathan, and the tannin  in the Books of Job and the 
Second Isaiah (cp DRAGON). The only error (an 
error into which G. A. Smith seems to have fallen 
in TweZve Projhets, 2524) was in not distinguishing 
sufficiently between the dragon of the subterranean and 
the dragon of the heavenly ocean. I t  is the dragon of 
the subterranean ocean which (at Yahwk's command 
-for he has been subjugated by Yahwk) swallowed up 
Jonah ; or, to pass from the myth to its application, it 
is the all-absorbing empire of Babylon which swallowed 
np Israel-not, however, to destroy it, but to preserve it 
and to give it room for repentance. 

The present writer also indicated the link between 
the story of Jonah and the original myth. 

That link is to he found in Jer. 51 34 44,-'Nebuchadrazar 
king of Babylon has eaten and discomfited me (i.e., Israel); he 
has set me as an empty vessel, he has swallowed me up as the 
Dragon2(]'?!?), he has filled his belly with my dainties ; he has 
cast me out.' 'And I will punish Bel in Babylo:, and hring 
forth that which he has swallowed out of his mouth. Of course, 
it is only a shrivelled-up myth that we have before us. Bel, 
who in the Babylonian story is the opponent of the dragon has 
now become identified with that monster, and (as the destrdying 
dragon) is for a time successful. Bel, or the dragon, has in fact, 
as we have seen already, become a symbol of the Bahylonian 

4 . ' .  

~~ 

1 Primitive Cdtture, 1306 ; cp Early Hist. of .Wanh;d9 
3368 ; Waitz, Antlzroj., 6 670 ; de Guhernatis, Zooiogical 
M thoiofy, 2 390. 

Or as a dragon.' Mythical dragons (plur.) are referred 
to in Ps. 74 136 Joh 9 13 : helpers of Rahab.' The singular, 
however, is more obvious. bl8, 'helly'occurs only in Jer. 5134; 
cp KarX'Fd, 'her (Tiamat's) belly,' in the account of the fight 
hetween.Tilmat and Marduk (Del. WeZtsck@A 44 106). 
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empire and of its head Nehuchadrezzar who thought to bring 
Israel under his own power hut whom jeremiah (276) distinctly 
calls YahwB's 'servant ' (i.e.' commissioned agent). For another 
instance of a story ultimaiely based on mythology, we may 
venture to refer to ESTHER (4.v.). 

It is strange that Simpson (The Jonah Legend, '99) though 
he refers once to the Babylonian TiZmat legend, siould so 
completely miss its significance as to make the stretching out 
of the slain monster's skin support his theory that the story of 

sprang out of a ceremony which was acted at a rite of 
initiation (perhaps into a priesthood). Criticism and archieology 
seem here to he parted. 

The  story of the wonderful plant, which contrasts 
with Elijahs perfectly natural desert plant in I K. 194, 

5. The plant. has quite a different origin, being ob- 
viously the product of the fancy of an 

individual. The name li 'phis probably connected with 
the Assyr. Kukkdnifum ( &3) ; this designates some 
garden-plant, the precise nature of which is unknown 
(for another such Assyr. plant-name in Hebrew see 
HABAKKUK). If the mention of the 'booth' ( 4 5 )  
belongs (as it probably does) to the original narrative, 
we can hardly help agreeing with Tristram that some 
kind of gourd is meant, gourds being commonly 
used for shading arbours. If, however, the narrator 
mentioned only the plant, we may not unreasonably fix 
upon the Ricinus communis, L. (see GOURD). In 
either case, the growth of the plant has been super- 
naturally fostered. 

We may compare the plant with the caroh-tree (see HUSKS) 
which bore no fruit for seventy yearsas a sigu to Honi Hame'agel 
that he had really slept seventy years and which so proved to 
him the credibility of Ps. 126 I (see Tdm. Bah. Ta'rinith, q a ) .  

On the other hand, folklore is certainly present in the 
story of the voyage. 

Jonah revealed by the lot as the guilty cause of the ship's 
danger knd thereupon thrown into the sea is the counterpart of 
Mittadndaka, the son of a merchant of B e k e s  who is put out 
of the ship in which he has embarked as the spher  of its luck, 
h,ut not so roughly as Jouah.1 He  answers equally to the 
merchant in the Roman folk-tale of the Pot of Rue,a and the 
same traditional idea is at  any rate presup osed in the classical 
passages ( e .5 ,  Horat. Od. 3 26-30) quoted ty Kalisch (Bib. Sf .  
2 162, n. 4. Primitive superstition has also supplied a detail to 
chap. 3. The Persians are said to have made their horses and 
draught-beasts join with them in the rites of mourning for 
Masistius (Herod. 0 24). But the Assyrians in Jonah go beyond 
the Persians ; they make their animals abstain from food like 
themselves to propitiate Yahw;. This may imply the Jewish 
idea of the depravation of animal nature(Gen. 6 IJ ; cp Is. 11 6-8). 
For this Whitley Stokes has produced a parallel in medireval 
Irish literature.3 

Into the question of editorial alterations we cannot 
enter at  length. The  attempt of Bohme to distinguish 
four strata in the Book of Jonah has been already referred 
to (col. 2561, n. z) ; it carries us beyond the evidence. 
But a few minor interpolations or insertions may safely be 
allowed, in addition to the great one in 2 1-9. 

That chap.4 has been toucned by scribes or editors is 
obvious (see especially Wi. AOF 2 264f.).4 It is not 'im- 

possible that the detail of the booth (v. 5) is 
6. State Of an addition, and that it is connected with an 
the text. alteration in the prophetic announcement of 

Jonah (so K. Kohler). According to the MT 
of 3 4  Jonah 'cried and said Yet forty  days, and Nineveh 
shall be overthrown. @, however, gives three days instead 
of forty as the interval allowed, and though this reading may 
conceivably he an error produced by the mention of ' three 
days' journey' in 2,. 3, it is also possible that it may he correct. 
The story is constructed for effect and the wonder of the re- 
pentance of the heathen Ninevites \;onld he still greater if only 
three days were allowed as an interval than if there were forty.5 

1 ' Jona c. I u. JZk. 43 9,' hy E. Hardy (ZDMG 50 153). In 
the Buddhist story it was not a storm, but another unknown 
power which hindered the progress of the ship. The guilt of 
Mittavindaka was caused by his disobedience to his mother. In 
almost the same words as those of Jon. 18 ,  the mariners obeyed 
the law of self-preservation. Mittavindaka was put out upon 
a raft and the ship pursued its course. 

2 Ske Miss Busk's IjoZklove of Roare, 57-62. In this case the 
hero of the story is not actually thrown overboard. 
3 Ledar Brecc 259 cited in Acad. 15th Aug. '96, p. 155. 
4 The componhd d k n e  name Y a h h  Elohim (4 6) is due to an 

editor. His object was to show that the Yahwk who prepared 
the 'gourd' was the Elohim who prepared the worm (47). It is 
true, this was very unnecessary with the clear statement of 110. 
Cp Gen. 24-3 as we now have it. 

5 Kohler, Theol. Rev., '79, pp. 140 143. 
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A later editor however, might prefer forty days and alter the 
text accordinily at the same time introducing )the booth (see 
BOOTH) as a shhter for Jonah for the remainder of his time. 
This suggestion will seem to most not very probable. I t  was at  
any rate an editor that inserted the psalm in chap. 2, which is 
largely composed of reminiscences of the canonical psalms (31 42 
88 107 1 1 5 s  120 142). It is, if faithfully interpretcd, not more 
connected with the story of the prophet Jouah than the psalm 
of Hannah is with that of Hannah; for It describes how pious 
Israel, when in danger of extinction, struggled with its des- 
pondency. 
apart from the purely external one, in the phraseology of v. z6 
(' out of the belly of ShZl,' etc.). He  may also have known that 
the Jonah of the hook was, like JOB (y...), a 5$? or similitude.1 

(I )  Why was the book 
placed in the 'Twelve' (Gw&~a?rp6@77ov) ? (z) Was it 

Not improbably the editor found a connection 

Three questions now occur. 

,. Other previously an independent literary work? 
problems, and (3) What is its date? A brief answer 

must suffice. (I )  The probability is that 
the closing words, assigned to God himself, brought the 
book into the prophetic canon. (z) Budde (ZATW 
12 40-43, [ 'g~]) conjectures that the Book of Jonah was 
originally a part of the Midrash (RV ' commentary') of 
the Book of Kings, on which Chronicles is based (z Ch. 
2427). The introductory ' And it came to pass ' (yvv), 
and the absence of the descriptive statement ' who was of 
Gath-hepher ' (n. I ) ,  appeared at  first sight to favour this. 
But the difficulty of imagining a reference to Assyria 
and still more to the destruction of Nineveh, has been 
well pointed out by Winckler (AOF2261), who would 
prefer to give the Book of Jonah a place in that 
Midrash where the reign of Manasseh was treated. 
The Midrashic narrative of Jonah explained, according 
to Wi., why the prophecy of Nahum was not strictly 
fulfilled. Wi. also thinks that the Jonah of the apologue 
is not the Jonah of Gath-hepher (see JONAH i. n. ). (Cp 
Smend, A T ReZ. -gesch. 409 ; Konig, Einl. 3 77, p. 379. ) 
(3) The  book is apparently referred to in Tobit (14 4 8 ; 
but see JONAH, I ) ,  and earlier still its existence is 
presupposed by the mention of the Twelve Prophets in 
Ecclus. 49 IO (see the Hebrew text). The considerations 
mentioned above justify us in assigning the narrative, 
without the psalm, to the half-century which followed the 
arrival of Ezra. The  psalm, however, was probably 
written much later-as late perhaps as the &a 
( '  prayer ') in the appendix to Ecclesiasticus (51 1-12). 
If so, it is an interesting fact that the symbolic interpre- 
tation of the book should have held its ground so long. 

Of later references to the book three have a special 
claim to be mentioned, viz., two passages in the 'Iglm. 
and one in the NT. 

In Tn'dnith, 15a, we are told that, in times of drought, it was 
usual for one of the leaders of the coneresation to exoound the 

teaching of  Jonah, : w ~ i i ~ . I f e ~ ~ .  ion, tint Jonah 
8. Late witi used as a lesion fur the Uny of Atuncmcnt 

references. (:* uxige which still nhtainn in the liturgy of the 
synagogue).z The growing importance of the 

doctrine of repentance naturally sent Jewish teachers in search 
of illustrations to the Book of Jonah (see Briill, 3 a h ~ b b . f .  $a'. 
Gesch. u. Lit .  3 158). The third passage is Mt. 12 3g-41,.which 
occurs again in a simpler and more probable form3 in Lk. 
11 qf: 32. 'The sign of the prophet Jonah' means the striking 
fact that an Israelitish prophet proclaimed the purpose of God 
in a heathen city, and Jesus' statement is that the men of 
Nineveh will 'rise up' as witnesses (cp bvawmrivrss &wvpep, 
Ps.3511, @) against his own 'generation' and prove them 
guilty (ramarprvoirmrv looks like an inaccurate rendering of the 
Aramaic equivalent of WWl! ; cp Is. 54 17, where ' condemn ' is 
an impossible rendering). What the Ninevites testify is that they 
had not been repelled by the foreign garb and manners of Jonah 
but had believed him and turned to God. The divine Judge will 
then condemn the Jewish contemporaries of Jesus hecause they 

1 So Of's. 127. 
a Jonah himself too is treated in this liturgy with a view to 

edification. Hi? prayer 'out of the belly of the fish' makes him 
an example of faith (Festival Pmayers, de Sola, 5 168). 

3 It may he regarded as critically certain that Mt. la40 is a 
later insertion. It is the explanatory comment of an editor who 
required a 'sign of Jonah' more marvellous, more overwhelming 
than that which Jesus actually offered. The true 'sign o? 
Jonah' must have been one which the Ninevites at once re- 
cognised. Cp Sanday, Bantpfort Lect. o ? ~  Inspivation, 4198 
435 ; G. A. Smith, op. cit. 2 5 o 7 8  
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did not repent at a still greater ‘sign’-the appearance among 
them of a more exalted personage than Jonah. It may he safely 
assumed that by the time of Jesus the symholic character of 
Jonah had been as completely forgotten as that of the good 
Samaritan must have been by those who first pointed out the 
traditional site of the ‘inn’ of Lk. 1034.1 

The post-biblical legends respecting Jonah are uninteresting 
(see ps.-Epiphanius, De Vit. Pro h. 16, and cp Kalisch 

Bib. St. 2287.qof It was, however, a; 
9. Literature, appropriate fancy to place the tomb of 

&,c. Jonah on the hill called the ‘mound 
of repentance,’ from which, the Moslems 

believe, Jonah delivered addresses to !he people of Nineveh 
to the E. of the probable site of that city. Nor must we omii 
to notice that Jonah and a fantastic monster (not a whale) occur 
several times in early Christian paintings in the catacombs at 
Rome. 

For a full conspectus of works on Jonah y e  Kalisch Bib. 
Sf. 2, ‘The Book of Jonah; ’78 ’ Chapman Jonah,’ Shith‘s 
DB(2). or Kiinig Jonah, Hahings’ DB’ vol. 2. Pusey’s 
comm.’ should he ;cad on the conservative &de-a side which 
is now seldom represented. Konig, Einl., 8 77, is of use for 
the linguistic argument, and his article, just referred to, 
comprises a rich collection of facts, though condensation would 
greatly have improved it. G. A. Smith, on the other hand 
(Twelw Prophets, 24938) gives much in a small compass, and 
is very judicious. On 6’s text see Vollers ZATW 3 2 1 9 8  
;4 18 Kleinert’s contribution to Lange’s BibkZ~uerh(~Ohadiah,’ 
Jonah ’ elc. ’68) has an interesting introduction. J. S. Bloch, 

f t .  z. desch.herSammlwrg der Alt. Neb. Lit.,.’75, and Che. 
Jonah, A Study in Jewish Folklore and Religion,’ in Th. 

Rev., 211-219 (‘77), are referred to above. C. H. H. Wright, 
Biblical Studies ’86 argues very ably for the symbolic apart 
from the mythicll thbory. Nowack, Die Bl.  Propl., ‘97, gves 
a thorough exegesis hut is most unsatisfactory in his treat- 
ment of the affinitiesbf the story (175). Winckler AOF 2 z a f i  
(crifically helpful, see above). On the plant called @&iy& see 
Tristram in Smith, DB, and cp GOURD. T. K. C. ’ 

JONAN, RV Jonam ( IWNAM [Ti. WH]), a name in 
See GENEALOGIES 

JONAS ( I )  ( IWNA [B]) I E s d . 9 1  RV=Ezra106, 

the genealogy of Jesus ; Lk. 330. 
ii., § 3f: 

JOHANAN, 2. 
2. (iwavas [El, iwvas [A]), I Esd. 923=Ezra1023. See ELI- 

JONATH-ELEM-RECHOKIM 
among David’s thirty in I Ch. 1134 (@). In 2 S. 
2 3 3 2  the name of Jonathan, without a patronymic, is 
immediately followed by that of Shammah the Hararite. 
But as ‘Shammah the Hararite’ has already been 
enumerated ( z  S. 2311 : see SHAMMAH), there can be 
little doubt (I) that in S. immediately after Jonathan’s 
name the word -19 ought (with L )  to be restored from 
Ch. ; (2) that in’Ch. ?I$ ought (with L. uapura) to 
be read for me (Ba. for the common *?$, uuyv [A], uwXa 
[BK]). Thus in both places ‘Jonathan the son, of 
Shammah the Hararite’ ought to be read. Marquart 
(Fund. 20f.) goes further in reading N ~ N  in place of ;mw 
(6 [u ]wha=~I )~ ) .  Jonathan was the brother of 
Shammah in z S. 2311. 

everywhere]). 

Heh. MSS). 

(I Ch. 2725). 

He is possibly to he identified with 4. 

6. A scribe, temp. Zedekiah (Jer. 37 [@, 441 15 20 38 26, -p [B 

7. h. Kareah, a Judahite captain (Jer. 408, 6 om. with some 

8. h. Jada, the father of Peleth and Zaza (I Ch.232J). 
9. AV JEHONATHAN, h. UZZIAH, one of David’s overseers 

IO. The kinsman (Ti?) of David, a counsellor ( I C ~ .  2732). 

11. EV JEHONATHAN, a Levite, temp. Jehosbaphat (z  Ch. 
17 8). 

12. Father of Ehed (z), Ezra 86=1 Esd.832. 
12 h. Asahel, one of Ezra‘s opponents (cp Kosters, Het 

Herstel; 119f:) in the putting down of the foreign marriages, 
Ezra10 r5=1 Esd. 914. 

14. h. Joiada and father of Jaddua (see EZRA ii., 5 6 b), Neh. 
1211 (IwavaOi [N-]). See JOHANAN (2). 

Two priests, temp. Joiakim (EZRA ii., 55 6 6, II), viz :-(15) 
Head of the Family of Malluchi, Neh. 1214 ( o m  BN*A). (16) 
EV JEHONATHAN, head of the family of Shemaiah (Neh. 12 18; 

om. BN*A). 
17. Father of Zechariah, a priest in the procession at the dedi. 

cation of wall (see EZRA ii. B 13g) Neh. 1235 (iwavav [BN*l). 
18. The Maccabee, son’of Maitathias (I Macc. 25,  ~wvaOqp 

[N*] 919 etc rwvaOqp [A 105g,2 Macc. Szz(A)I wa0av [V* 11 371 
see M A C C ~ ~ E E S  i., 0 5. In I Macc. 25’he is surnamed 
APPHUS (ualr+aus [KV], U@+OVP [AI, u##h?rs [Vg.], cape . ,  
LSyr.1)--i.e., &?en, ‘dissimulator.’ 

19. Son of Ahsalom, sent by Simon the Maccahee to seize 
Joppa(1 Macc. 1311); heis perhaps the hrotherof the Mattathias 
In 11 70. 

20. The priest by whom the prayer was led when the first 
sacrifice was offered up after the return from the Exile (2 Macc 
123, LwvaOop [Val). See NAPHTHAR. 
21. A member of the high-pri-stly family who sat in judgment 

on Peter and John (Acts 46). So D and other ancient authori- 
ties (see Blass, and cp Nestle, EinfUrung, 205). Cp Jos. Ant. 
viii. 4 3 5 3, B/ ii. 12 5f: and see ANNAS. Most MSS, how- 
ever, have ‘ John ’ (so RV). See JOHN, 6. 

JONATHAS, RV Jathan( i p e a ~ , [ B A ] ~  N A ~ A N  [HI). 
brother of the Ananias, Tobit‘s kinsman, whose son 
the archangel Raphael, when in disguise, claims to be 
(Tob. 5 13). 

JONATH-ELEM-RECHOKIM, UPON ( ~ $ 8  nji+g 
h’pR7; h > p  haair 70; inb 7 i v  iyyiwv p c p a x p ” p p 6 ~ 0 ~  
[BKRT] ; ‘ Of the congregation of Israel which is like a mute 
dove ’ [Tg.] . S r b p  a ~ p r w r e p 2 s  QhdAou pan vupLv [Aq.] Sl r lp  r+ 
rep .  Srbp  &i) +v’hav ah& ilrwup6vov &m. ap. Eus!; hut see 
Field] ; h b p  +e m p r u ~ e p & ?  [Theod.] ; 6. T. a. +s poyihdhov 
K . W ~ V ~ ~ & W V  [ed. quintal; ‘pro columha muta, eo quod procul 
ahierit David,’ etc. [Jl). 

A phrase in the heading of Ps. 56, still defended by 
Konig,’ but most probably corrupt. Emending as in 
znalogons cases wemay read : ‘for the Sabbath’ ; ‘for the 
sacrifices. ’ 

njyI)y, AV ‘upon Jonatb,’ is probably a corruption of 
n?@[;il-\Y (‘for the Sabbath 3, or more strictly of the inter- 
mediate reading nrj*~j-5y(EV ‘ upon Neginoth’ ; cp Ps. 54J); 
and O’pfll d J N  (RV Elem-rehokim), of D’Q!;l-I)v (‘for the 
jacrifices ’). That y j n 5  (EV ‘ for the chief musician ’) also= 
yn3r5, is no objection to this theory; in the headings, as else- 
where, dittography comes into play. The favourite modern 
view, however, is that O h  should be pointed Os! (so Bochart), 
md’the phrase explained to the tune of The dove of distant 
:erehinths.” ’ Jewish tradition (see @, Tg.; cp JONAH ii..P 3, T) 
:ook the ‘ dove to he the Jewish people. A r b  7i)v &yYiwv in @ is 

EZER 8. 
3 (cwva [Ti. WH]) Mt. 1239, RV JONAH, q.v. 
4: (Lwavvov [Ti.], -’,vou [WH]) Ju.2115-17, RV John. 

BARJONA, SIMON PETER, JOHN [SON O F  ZEBEDEE]. 
See 

JONATHAN (]G$fi? and in 7, 8, 12-15, 17 ; 
‘Yahwg gives,’ 2 7 ;  IWNAeAN,  lWNA8AC).  

I. Eldest son of Saul, with whom he fell on Gilboa ; 
according to tradition, David‘s sworn brother, I S. 14 6 
and often ; 2 S. 1 12 17 23 25 f. 44 I Ch. 8 33 f: 9 40 
[-p, K] (in a genealogy of BENJAMIN [ p . v . ,  5 g, ii. 
(31 ; see JQR 11 110-113). There is a possibility that 
Jonathan and Abinadab, or Jonadab (see JONADAB, 3). 
are really the same person, ‘ Jonathan ’ and ‘ Jonadab ’ 
being liable to confusion (cp Marq. Fund. 2 5 ) .  Cp, 
however, MALCHISHUA. For the romantic story of 
Jonathan, see DAVID, SAUL ; and on z S. 123 fi see 
JASHER, ROOK OF. 

2. b. Gershom b. Moses,3 head of the priesthood at Dan 
(Judg. 1830 -,u [B]) ; Dan was one of the places (Abel 
being the other) proverbially renowned for the retention 
of old customs (2 S. 2018, a), and that the priests of 
Dan traced their descent from Moses is a fact of great 
interest. For Mosaic priestly families see GERSHOM, 
ELEAZAR, MUSHI. 

3. b. Abiathar, mentioned along with Ahimaaz b. 
Zadok as David’s messenger and spy during his contests 
with Absalom (2 S. 1527 36 171720). He was the person 
who announced to Adonijah and Joab the tidings that 
Solomon had been anointed ( I  K. 1 4 2 3 ,  MT I;$?; ~ W C L V U -  

Bav [A] in n. 42). 
4. b. Shimei, the brother of David who slew Goliath 

(2 S. 21 21= I Ch. 207). He is apparently the same as 
Jonadab (I). See GOLIATH. 

5 .  b. Shage, the HARARITE [p .~ . ] ,  is enumerated 

1 ‘A place where an affair happened whichjerhujs never did 

3 The MT inserts an n over the name to sugg-est that Jonathan 
See T. 

See also MEPHIBOSHETH.~ 

happen’ (Hasselquist Voyages and Trards, 126 [1766]). 

was a descendant of the idolatrous king hlanasseh. 
Bab., Bddri bathrri, 109 6 ; on @ see Moore’s note. 

On Wi.’s view ofjonathan, see SAUL. 
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1 K. \\wild explain, ‘C~lumhi (iilantii=)silens pcregrirorum 
ocorum=inter et prspter peregrinos‘ (Hastings’ Dtr 2 7476). 
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JOPPA JOPPA 
difficult. BB. refers to Lev. 1821, where ‘the name of thy God’ 
becomes in C3 rb 6vo a ~b 2yrov; Neuhauer, more plausibly, 
thinks that E6 read D$N, ‘porch’: cp z Ch.158, ‘the porch of 
Yahwb.’ More probably 6 read Og>, ‘people,’ and took it for 
an explanation of n>i’. Cp, however, Staerk, Z A  TW12 136 [192]. 

T. K. C. 

JOPPA (\q or Nb: ; I O ~ ~ H  [BAL; Ti. W H ;  Jos. 
I O n H ]  ; Phcen. ’59 ; Egypt. Iapu [Maspero], Yepu 
[WMM] ; Am. Tab. Ya-a-pu, Ya-pu; Ass. Yappzi, 
Yapu). The name and site of Joppa havenever changed. 

T h e  biblical passages are : 
Josh. 19 46 IAV JAPHO], 2 Ch. 2 16 [IS] Jon. 1 3  [Lmrqv N‘] ; 

Ezra 3 7 ; J O P ~ E  AV, I Esd. 5 5 5 ;  I Macc. 10 7 j j :  [Lwrrrrq, V 
z. 75 and Va in w. 761 116 [ ~ w m q  Val 1233 13 IT 14 j [cmrov 
x*] 34 15 28 35 z Macc. 421 [rmrqv AI 12 3 7 [ iorx(e)cmc A, -7rat 
V in w. 3, V* in w. 7, ‘men of Joppa ‘1, Acts 9 36 38 4 2 s  10 5 8 
23 32 11 5 13t. 

rhere is no reference to Joppa in any early biblical 
writing; butweknow(Am. Tab. 2143zf.; cp 178 20) that 
1. Earlier an Egyptian officer guarded ‘ the  gate 

of Gaza and the gate of Joppa’ for 
Amen-hotep IV. The place occurs 

in the list of cities in Syria and Palestine conquered by 
Thotmes 111. (RPP) 547, no. 62), and in the papyrus 
Anastasi I., where its gardens with their blooming date- 
palms are specially mentioned. The  ruse, exactly like 
that of Ali Baba in the Thousand and One Nights, by 
which an Egyptian officer was said to have taken 
Joppa, forms the theme of a n  Egyptian folk-story.2 
It is no sport of the fancy, however, when Sennacherib 
tells us that he besieged and took Joppa, then a part of 
the dominion of Ashkelon (KB293). The notice is im- 
portant. I t  is the only hint we have of the political 
connection of Joppa during any part of the pre-exilic 
period of the history of Israel. W e  may assume that 
throughout that period it was either Philistine or 
Phmnician. The  circumstance that Joppa is nowhere 
mentioned in the pre-exilic biblical writings where the 
Philistines are referred to seems to justify us in suppos- 
ing that during the flourishing period of the Phcenician 
cities its political connection was Phcenician, not Philis- 
tine.3 That it. was ever in Israelitish hands, is not 
suggested even by P (Josh. 1946) ; it was Jonathan, or 
rather Simon the Maccabee, who first incorporated Joppa 
into the Jewish territory. In the meantime, however, 
had the Israelites no access to the sea by Joppa? Did 
not Jonah, son of Amittai, go down to Joppa and find 
a ship going to Tarshish (Jon. 1 3 ) ?  The reason why 
pre-exilic Israelites did not ‘go  down’ to Joppa (cp 
JONAH, BOOK O F )  is that there was Philistine territory 
to be traversed before getting to Joppa. In  post-exilic 
times, however, we do hear of timber being brought to 
Jerusalem from the Lebanon by ships which discharged 
their cargo at  Joppa (Ezra 37), and accordingly the 
Chronicler (z Ch. 216[1j]) changes the indefinite ex- 
pression ( I  K. 59[z3]), ‘ to the place that thou shalt 
appoint me,’ into ‘ t o  J ~ p p a . ’ ~  What the place re- 
ferred to indefinitely by the older writer was, is uh- 
certain ; it may have been DOR [ q . ~ . ] .  

In 148 B.C. Joppa was captured by Jonathan the 
Maccabee (I Macc. 1076). T o  keep a coast-town like 

2. Later this, however, was difficult, owing to the 
History. mixed character of the population, and 

Jonathan’s brother Simon had to recapture 
it about six years later (1233,f). I t  was felt to be an 
important event, for never before had the Jews possessed 
a harbour on the Great Sea. ‘And together with 
all his (other) glory,’says the historian (I Macc. 145), 
‘ h e  took Joppa for a haven, and made it an entrance 
for the isles of the sea,’-ie., he opened the door for 
commerce, and perhaps (as G. A. Smith thinks5) for 

1 Chabas, Voyage Ban EgyptieB, ZSOJ ; Brugsch, Gesch. 
A+%-. ccR. 

history. 

a -  22.. ... 
a Maspero Conles $o$uZaires de Z’&gy$te ancienne, 149-160. 
3 So Buddb Urgesck. 336 n. z 
4 So RV, Ezra and Chrdnicles; al:o Kau. HS. AV, less 

correctly, renders ‘to the sea of Joppa. 
5 HG 137. 

the propagation of the Jewish religion. Simon himself 
took a pride in his achievement, for be caused ships to 
be represented on the family monument at  Modin 

For other references to Joppa, see 2 Macc. 12 3-7 I Macc. 
13 11. Pompey, after capturing Jerusalem (63 B.c.), refortified 
Jpppa, and annexed it to the province of Syria (Jos. Ant. 
XLV. 44). Sixteen years later it was restored to Hyrcanus (r’b. 
xiv. 106) : next, it was united to the kingdom of Herod the 
Great (ib. xv. 73), upon whose death it passed to Archelaus 
(3. xvii. 11 4). On the deposition of Archelaus (6 A.D.) it was 
annexed, with the rest of Palestine, to the Roman province of 
Syria. 

Joppa is mentioned several times in the Acts of the 
Apostles (936-43, see DORCAS ; 10523 115, see 
CORNELIUS). No better place could be imagined for 
the vision assigned by the historian, rightly or wrongly, 
to Peter, which showed that Jews and Gentiles alike 
were admissible into the fold of Christ. The city, 
now fanatically Jewish, suffered terribly during the 
Roman war. I t  was surprised by Cestius Gallus, who 
massacred 8400 of its inhabitants (BY ii. 18 IO). Some- 
what later, it was repaired by enemies of the Romans, 
and became a nest of pirates. Vespasian quickly took 
action, and captured and destroyed the city. The 
people had fled to their ships, but a ‘ black north wind ’ 
(phapp6perov; cp WIND) arose, and the ships were 
dashed to pieces on the rocks (2‘6. iii. 9 2-4). 

In the fourth century it 
hecame the seat of a bishopric. During the Crusades it was 
taken and retaken by Franks and Saracens and fell into a state 
of ruin. According to Badeker (PaLPJ,’ 8) the construction 
of the stone quay dates from the end of the seventeenth century. 
That may he; but Hasselquist, in 1751, found that it had lately 
been rebuilt by an Armenian from Constantinople, who also 
‘erected some stone houses and magazines on the shore. 1 
These, he adds, ‘ give the place an appearance from the seaside, 
much preferable to the miserable prospect it formerly afforded.’ 
In 1799 it was taken by the French under Kleber. It had 
already been surrounded by wa1ls.z Fortifications were erected 
by the English and afterwards extended by the Turks. Under 
the name of 9ifi (Jaffa) it is now an important town, partly 
from its trade, but still more from the large number of pilgrims 
passing through every year to Jerusalem; the population is 
estimated (1397) at over 35,ow. 

Joppa is built on a rocky eminence 116 feet high, 
and its name probably means ‘ the conspicuous‘ (cp 
3. JAPHIA) ; on such a level beach the 

smallest eminence is noticeable. It is 
only with qualifications that Jaffa can be 

called a seaport. Josephus (BJiii. 93) remarks that ‘ by 
nature Joppa is harbourless, for it ends in a rough 
beach, straight for the most part, but the two extremities 
nearly converge, and here there are steep crags and 
rocks that jut out into the sea.’ In fact, the harbour is 
formed by a ridge of low and partly sunken rocks which 
run out at  a sharp angle towards the NW. from the S. 
end of the town. Boats can enter it either by rounding 
the point or by a narrow break in the ledge, and even 
this by no means pleasurable entrance is often impos- 
sible, ‘ the  haven being (with some winds) more 
dangerous than the open sea.’ So Josephus truly 
states, adding that on the rocks of which he has spoken 
‘ the chains wherewith Andromeda was bound are still 
shown, attesting the antiquity of that mythus.’ Pliny 
also states that ‘ in front of the city lies a rock upon 
which they point out the vestiges of the chains by 
which Andromeda was bound ’ ( H N  5 14) ; the skeleton 
of some marine monster was also shown (see 
JONAH ii., § 4). Certainly it is probable that 
the dangerous character of the haven of Joppa 
was accounted for in olden times by the presence 
of a dragon, just as a tawny fountain near Joppa was 
thought to derive its hue from the blood of the monster 
slain by P e r s e ~ s . ~  The sea seemed more alive near 
Joppa than elsewhere (cp Jos. BY Z.C.), and the living 
power in certain waters was frequently held to be de- 
rived from serpents or dragons. Some may have said 

(1329f: ). 

Later Joppa rose from its asheq. 

is not equally plausi 
Z. Sem.(zJ, 174. 
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JORAH JORDAN 
mediately opposite Tell es-Sultan are meant. In adopt- 
ing the expression once, and once only, the Chronicler 
( I  Ch. 6 63 [78]) is conscious that it needs a paraphrase ; 
he therefore adds ‘ on the E. of Jordan.’ 

2. Another expression which may now become plainer 
is ]?-i:q m?, EV ‘ the plain (lit. circle) of Jordan,’ Gen. 
13 IO$ (see LOT), I K. 7 46 (see ADAM, ZARETHAN), 
2 Ch. 417, or simply m??, EV ’ the plain’ (Gen. 1312 
19 17 25 28A Dt. 3 4 3  2 S. l823),  to which corresponds 
the phrase 4 lrfplxwpos 700 ’Iop8dvou in the LXX and in 
Mt. 35 Lk. 33. The  Hebrew phrase means, according to  
Buhl (Pal. IIZ), ‘ the middle and broader part of the 
Jordan valley from the S. end of the Dead Sea to about 
the WLdy ‘Ajliin ’ (see GILEAD). This view is based 
on a comparison of Dt. 343 ( ‘  the circle, even the Plain 
of Jericho [the city of palm-trees], as far as Zoar’)  with 
2 S. 1823, I K. 746. In Dt. 343, however, the phrase 
a the Circle ’ (ppn ; cp PLAIN, 4) certainly appears to 
have a narrower reference, and the words 73x1  in 2 S. 
1823 and i i i ~ ~ i 3 ~ ~  in I K. 746 are with good reason 
suspected of corruption (see MAHANAIM, TEBAH). 
The  primary meaning of the phrase ‘the Circle of 
Jordan ’ was probably the district between Jericho and 
ZOAR [ p . ~ . ] .  This suits not only Dt. 3 4 3  but also 
Mt. 35, where the phrase ‘all  the region round about 
Jordan ’ (?rim $ z e p l x .  7. ’Iop8.) seems to mean ‘ the 
country near Jericho and the Jordan.’ 

3. In Job 40 23 ‘ Jordan ’ has been thought to be used 
as an appellative. Most critics (e.g., Dillmann, David- 
son, Duhm) render, ‘ H e  is careless though a Jordan 
break forth upon his mouth,’ explaining ‘ a Jordan ’ to 
mean ‘ aviolent outbreak of water.’ Considering that the 
context points to the Nile, this is hard doctrine, and if 
‘Jordan’ were used a s  an appellative, it should mean 
‘ ford.’ Hence Ley and Budde propose to omit pi> as  
a gloss, and Winckler emends it into ik;  ‘Nile’ (but 
whence comes p?). Certainly the Nile, not the 
Jordan, is to he expected, and perhaps we should read 
thus, fin’! i3g: *? n p ~ ,  ’he  is careless though GIHON 

(Le . ,  the Nile, 11 i??, ;.‘e., the Euphrates) overflow ’ ; for 
v. 24 see Crit. Bib.). 

4. In Ps. 426 (7 )  ‘from the land of Jordan and the 
Hermonites ’ is commonly thought to mean ‘ the neigh- 
bourhood of Dan (Tell el-Ktadi) or Czesarea Philippi 
(BtaniLs), where the Jordan rises from the roots of 
Hermon’ (Kirkpatrick). This view of the text places 
v. 6 (7) in a very pleasing light, and adds a fresh and 
interesting association to the picturesque scenery of the 
Upper Jordan;  but it i s  of very doubtful accuracy. 
See HERMONITES, MIZAR. 
5. On Jer. 125 ‘ t he  swelling’ (AV RVmg., Ew.) ; or 

“the pride (RV) of Jordan,’ see 5 6 and cp FOREST, 3 (6). 
6. Josh. 315. Whether the passage of the Jordan 

was represented in the earlier form of the tradition as 
having occurred opposite Jericho, or at a point farther N., 
such as the ford ed-DEmieh’(some 16 m. above the ford 
near Jericho), need not be’&scussed again (see JERICHO, 
§ 4, I). The  latter view fits in better with the story of 
Jacob’s miqration as it now stands (Gen. 3 2 J )  and 
with the direction given to Moses in Dt. 112gJ: (see 
GERIZIM, 5 I J ) .  Still, whichever theory we adopt, 
it remains true that, if the reporfed passage of the 
Israelites occurred ’ at harvest-time,’ it must have 
synchronised with the overflow of the Jordan. The  
circumstance that this river overflows the narrow strip 
of vegetation on each side of its channel at harvest time 
(ie., at the latter end of March, cp I Ch. 1215, Ecclus. 
2426), is recalled to the mind of the reader that he may 
duly estimate the marvel which tradition has reported.a 
7. Passing over the references in the lives-of GIDEON, 

DAVID (cp FORD), ELIJAH, and ELISHA, we pause a t  
1 See Keim, Jesv uon Naz. 1 494 (ET 2 231J). In Lk. 3 3, 

however a wider reference IS possible. 
a On h e  legendary character of the narrative cp Wi., Gcsch. 

2 Ic6J 
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that the dragon was actually slain, others that he was 
merely confined below the sea (cp DRAGON, § 4). 

Jaffa is beautiful when viewed from the sea, beautiful 
also in its surroundings. The orange gardens are 
modern ; but fruit has always been grown in abundance 
on this rich soil. A11 the Jaffa fruit has a high reputa- 
tion, and, as agriculturc and viticulture spread, other 
parts of SW. Palestine will vie with Jaffa. Antiquities 
are wanting. Dean Stanley’s defence of the supposed 
house of Simon the Tanner (Sinai and PaZ., z77j) is 

JORAH (i@ ; Furst, ‘ harvest-born,’ cp ?Il,b, ‘ early 
( i e . ,  autumn) r a in ’ ;  but see below; oypa,[B], lwpa 
[A], - P H G  [L]), a family in the great post-exilic list (see 
EZRA ii., 9, J Sc), Ezra218=Neh.724 (HARIPH)=  
I Esd. 516 (AZEPHURITH, RV ARSIPHURITH). 
‘ Harvest-born ’ (cp l ln,  ‘ autumn ’) for Jorah and Hariph is 

certainly wrong. The forms are parallel to Haroeh and Hareph 
~ Q I  Ch. 251J;hoth of which (like REAIAH and possibly ELI- 
HOREPH) come from Jerahme’el. In a p m + w p d J  [Bl of I Esd. 
5 16 (see HARIVH) apv(e)L+=Hariph and OUP(E)LB probably= 
Hurith a vatiant to Hariph. See, {owever, Gnthe (on Ezra- 
Neh.) ;I E. Meyer, Enfsl. 144. 

at  least eloquent and chivalrous. T. K. C. 

T. I<. C. 

JORAI (’v’), a Gadite ; I Ch. 513 (iwpse [B], 
t w p e c  [A], , iwapeiM [Ll). ’ Jorai’ occurs among 
other corruptions of tribal names. 

JORAM cay’. shortened from JEHORAM; 4.v. 
Pinches and Hommel, however, compare Ai-rammu, 
an Edomite royal name read by Schrader and Bezold 
Malik-rammu [Taybr CyZ. 2541, Ai being viewed by 
them as = Ya;  cp Del. Par. 163J: It is a questi6n 
whether all these three names have not arisen out of 
Jerahme‘el). 

See JORAH. 

I. Son of Ahab ; see JEHORAM, I. 
2. Son of Jehoshaphat ; see JEHORAM, 2. 

3. A Levite, I Ch. 2625 (07, Lopap [BAL]). 
4. A doubtful reading in 2 S. 8 IO. see HAOORAM Tox. 
5. One of the ‘captains of thodsands’ in iEsd.lg (topap. 

[BA] io<a@S[I;]), corresponding to JOZABAD (g.7, ., 5), ‘chief of 
the ievites,’ in 2 Ch. 359. T. K. C. 

JORDAN (I?,?!. for ITl! [ O k  J 21sG], I O P A ~ N H C  
[@ ; also -avvvs, -avos], - H C  -0c [Jos.]), the chief river 
of Palestine. 

The name was felt by the Hebrews to be an appella- 
tive; hence in prose it almost always has the article. 

I t  is most probably of Semitic origin (though 
Name’ Wi. dissents), and may be connected with 

Syr. yard6 ‘ a lake,’ AT. warada ‘ to go down to water‘ 
(of cattle), wir&* ‘ watering-place ’ ; and hence we 
may explain ]ii* as ‘ watering-place,’ ‘ ford. ’ Iup8aros 
was a river in Crete (Hom. ZZ. 7136, Od. 3392). 

See further Ew. Hisf. 1 245 267; Wi. A T  Unfevs. 186, 
AOF 422. Of the two traditional explanations, one-that 
from l’l:, ‘ to  descend’ (cp OS 169 81 203 98)-has found 
much acceptance, but we should expect rather the ‘swift’ or 
‘sinuous’ stream to he the title of the Jordan. The other, from 
’la; and 19. as  if ]ii’=]nt? meant either ‘river of Dan’ or ‘ the 
river which has two sources, Jor and Dan’ fJer. on Mt. 16 13; 
cp  DAN ii. 5 z), needs no refutation, though it is perhaps 
implied by $Is iopsavqc. By a coincidence the current Arabic 
name of the Jordan (e&Teri*a) means the wateringplace,’ or 
‘the ford’(another syeri’a, from which the Jordan is sometimes 
distinguished by the addition of eZ-Ke6ira ‘the great ’ is the 
YarmGk see 5 6). The name aZ-’Urdunn, however,’is also 
known (Lee Kampffmeyer, ZDPV, ‘92, p. 27). 

rn,? 1311, ‘ the Jordan of Jericho ’ 

(See maps to GILEAD and EPHRAIM.) 

I. W e  now understand how P can use the expression 
(Nu. 22 I 26 3 34 15 . .  . 

a. References. Josh. 1332, etc.), apparently with a 
reminiscence of its original use as an 

appellative ( ford ’). Probably the famous fords im- 
1 Since the above was written, the author bas found that this 

explanation was first proposed by Seyhold, MDPV, ’96, p. IOJ 
261. 

’2 AV gives ‘Jordan by (also, near) Jericho ’ RV ‘the Jordan 
at Jeric‘ho’ (cp C3 Kani Iepcixo). Kautzsc)h (HS) suppIies 
‘gegeniiber’ (opposite). nut  in Gvamm. 125 h he recognises 
chat the genitive (rm>) is added to indicate a particular part of 
the Jordan. Dillmann paraphrases, that part of the Jordan 
which touches the domain of Jericho. 
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stream from it called f f q 6 d n i ,  flows through a narrow glen 
into the plain Hnd falls into the main stream about a mile S. of 
the junction Af the Leddan and BZniPsi. The relative size of 
the three streams Robinson thus estimates--‘ That from,B&njls 
is twice as large as the Hasbani ’ while the LeddPn . . . IS twice 
if not three times the siie df tha; from BPniiLs’ (BR 3395). 

T h e  river then flows southward through the marshy 
plain for 6 m., and then into Lake Hiileh. 

Besides the streams mentioned a considerable stream comes 
down from the plain of Ijon W. of the Hasbani. and two large 
fountains (called Ballt, and’Mellzha), burst forth from the base 
of the mountain-chain of Naphtali. 
the ancient Phiala) which Josephus (B’iii. 107) asserts1 to hk 
the source of the jordan, is at the bottom of a deep basin 
resembling an extinct crater. According to local tradition it 
occupies the site of a village which was submerged to purhsh 
the inhabitants for their inhospitality to travellers cp SODOM 
AND GOMORRAH). With regard to the morass stove Lake 
Holeh it is enough to refer to J. Macgregor’s entertaining 
narrative, X06 Roy on theJordan. That the Lake is not the 
Me-Merom (Josh. 11 5 7) as used to he supposed may he taken 
as almost certain (see h P Y 9 . 5 2 3 4 8  f:; a id  cp MEROM, 
WATERS OF). 

(6) On issuing from Lake Hfileh the river flows in a 
moderate current for about z m. On passing through 

Jisr Bendt Yu‘kzib (‘bridge of Jacob’s 
Jordan. daughters,’ see § 7), however, the banks 

suddenly contract and become steep. T h e  
river now dashes along over a rocky bed in sheets of foam. 
Here and there the retreating banks have a little green 
meadow, with its fringe of oleanders (a characteristic 
plant) all wet and  glistening with spray. Thus i t  
rushes on, in its serpentine course, till, breaking from 
its rocky barriers, it enters the rich plain of Batiha, 
where on the left bank stand the ruins of Bethsaida 
[BETHSAIDA]. The river now expands, averaging some 
20 yards in width. Across its channel here and there 
extend bars of sand, at  which it is easily forded. At 
length the turbid stream reaches the still bosom of the  
Sea of Galilee, where, for a considerable distance, it 
is still visible. This gave rise to the Jewish legend 
(Bey. rudds, 4) that its waters and those of the lake do  
not intermingle. The  fall of the river between Jisr 
BenHt Ja‘kiib and the lake (a  distance of only 7 m.) 
is not less than 689 feet. T h e  total length of the  
section between the .two lakes is about 11 m. as the 
crow flies. 

( 6 )  The Jordan between the Sea of Galilee and the 
Dead Sea flows through a deep depression (65 ni. long) 

6. Lower called in Arabic the GhJY (ie., ‘bottom, 
,Jordan. depth, cavity, valley I ) ,  the A R A S J A ~  [P.v.], 

of the Hebrew Bible and the al;Xhv of 
Greek writers (e.g., Diod. Sic. ii. 48 9). T h e  Gh6r is 3 
m. wide a t  its northern end, but gradually expands 
till it attains a width of upwards of 12 m. at  Jericho. 
Down this broad valley the Jordan has worked out for 
itself a bed about zo ft. deeper a t  the northern end, 
and  zoo ft. towards the Dead Sea ; this bed varies from 
a quarter of a mile to  two miles in breadth, and is known 
as the Z6r. Along its banks is that jungle of. semi- 
tropical trees known in the O T  as the ‘ Pride of Jordan.’ 
T h e  Gh6r itself is to a large extent of exuberant 
fertility. 

On the E. side, N. of the Ze+ (see JABBOK), where 
streams abound, the productivity is great, and the traces of 
ancient canals S. of that river show that the land was in ancient 
times well cultivated. And why should not the desert once 
more ‘blossom as the rose’? A number of the affluents of the 
Jofda? would lend themselves admirably to the purposes of 
1rrigation.2 It is only at the southern end of the GhOr, for a 
few miles N. of the Dead Sea, that the soil is really sterile, 
being covered with a white nitrous crus,  like hoar frost, through 
which not a blade of grass can possibly spring. 

The  Jordan issues from the Sea of Galilee, close to  
the hills on the western side of the plain, sweeping 
round the little peninsula. The fall of the river is at  
first 40 ft. per m. ; but on entering the plain of, Beisan 
it becomes only IO or 12 ft. per m. ; and farther S. 
only 4 or 5 ft. A short distance down are the remains 

The Jordan itse!f runs in too deep a 
But cp Meirill, 

The Rirket er-liam (i.e. 

5. 

1 The statementis onite groundless. 
2 See GASm. HG 4 8 3  

channel to be easily useful for irrigation. 
PEFQ, ‘79, P. 140. 
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the deeply interesting scene of the baptisms of John in 
Jordan. I t  was to the reed-covered banks of this river 
that the one religious teacher of his time whom none, 
as Jesus implies (Mt. 117), Could compare to  a reed, 
summoned his penitents. To a modern observer, 
indeed, the scenery of the Jordan near Jericho seems 
the most appropriate that could have been chosen for 
those solemn events. 

At the same time we must not he too sure that Jesus’ 
baptism occurred there. That John baptized at the great ford 
near Jericho, is likely enough. But that he also baptized a; 
Beth-nimrah (the probable original of the readings ‘ Bethany 
and ‘ Bethahara’ in Jn. 128 ; see BETHANV, $ z), and ‘at B u o n ,  
near Salim’ (Jn. 3 23, see SALIM), are facts by no  means difficult 
to accept, considering that the new Elijah must have travelled 
about like the old. And we may reasonably suppose that the 
scene of Jesus’ baptism was in some district more convenient 
than that of Jericho for Galikearr pilgrims. 

Without such inquiries as  these, a critical geography 
of Palestine is impossible ; but the historical interest of 
the Jordan (in spite of the want of great events in 
political history connected with it) is not seriously 
affected by them. T o  us, as well as to Elisha, the 
Jordan is far more than e Abana and Pharpar, rivers of 
Damascus,’ more even than ‘ the great river, the river 

The  physical interest of the Jordan is hardly inferior 
to the historical. I t  has been well said, ‘There may 

3. be something on the surface of another 
planet to  match the Jordan Valley : there 

1’ ‘features* is nothing.on this. No other part of our 
earth, uncovered by water, sinks to 300 ft. below the 
level of the ocean. But here we have a rift more than 
160 m. long, and from z to 15 broad, which falls 
from the sea-level to  as deep as  1292 ft. below it a t  the 
coast of the Dead Sea, while the bottom of the latter is 
1300 feet deeper still.’ I t  was supposed by Burckhardt 
that the waters of the Jordan originally flowed down 
the whole course of the depression from the Lebanon 
to the Gulf of ‘Akaba. This view, however, has been 
rejected by Lartet and  disproved by Prof. Hull (see 

‘ I am disposed to think ’ says this eminent geologist, ‘that 
the fracture of the JordauiArabah valley and the elevation of 
the tableland of Edam and Moab on the E. were all the outcome 
of simultaneous operations and due to sinlilar causes namely 
the tangential pressure of the earth’s crust due to conhaction-i 
the cqntraction being in its turn due to the secular cooling of the 
crust. ‘As the land area was gradually rising out of the sea 
[at the close of the Eocene period], the table-lands of Judaea 
and Arabia were more and more elevated, while the crust fell in 
along the western side of the Jordan-Arabah fault ; and this 
seems to have been accompanied by much crumpling and 
fissuring of the strata.’% From this time the hasin of the Dead 
Sea must have been a salt lake, the level ofwhich, however must 
have varied greatly at different times. In evidence of this we 
find a succession of terraces of Dead Sea deposits extending 
around the basin of the sea and far up the Jordan valley.3 The 
present level of the waters of the Dead Sea having been reached 
at the close of the Miocene or the commencement of the Pliocene 
period, no material change can have occurred in the course of 
the Jordan dbring historical times. 

The  vallev of the Tordan mav be naturallv divided 

Euphrates.‘ T. K. C. 

PSFQ. ’86, pp. 1458). 

Cp DEAD SEA, $ 2. 

into three parts: (u)  the Upper Jordan from the 
HSphBni to Lake Htileh; ( b )  from Lake 

4v upper Hiileh to the Sea of Galilee ; and (c) from 
Jordan* the Sea of Galilee to the Dead Sea. 
( u )  The reputed sources of great rivers in antiquity 

were often not the real ones. Though supposed to take 
its rise a t  Tell-el-I(&+’ (see DAN) and B&nSs5 (see 
CZESAXEA, § 7), the highest perennial source of the 
Jordan is in the bottom of a valley a t  the W. base of 
Hermon. a short distance from the small town of 
HasbgH (2295 f t . )  and 12 m. N. of Tell-el-KBdi. 

The fountain’is in a pool at the foot of a basalt dliff; the 

1 GASm. HG 468. 
a PEFX Geology 108f: 
3 Dawson, EgVPt a h  Syria 106. 
4 The source at Dan is mentibned by Jos. ( A d .  v.3 I, viii. 8 4 )  

as being that of the Little Jordan, dbauouos ‘Iop&ivov, 705 

5 For the source of the Jordan at BzniPs, cp Jos. Ant. xv 103, 
B/ i. 21 3, iii. 10 7 .  

prxpo3 ’Iop8dvov. 
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'Ford of Jacob' (Vadum Jac06, Will. Tyr. Hist. 1813) is 
mentioned. The bridge was probably built during the fifteenth 
century, when the caravan road was constructed from Damascus 
to Egypt. At MakhHdet el-Hajjla, opposite the Roman Jericho, 
the annual bathing of the pilgrims takes place (see BETH- 
HOGLAH and cp Stanley, Sin. and PuL. 3148). There are 
two fords, one above and one below the bathing-place. 1 bey 
are much deeper than those higher up, and when the river is 
swollen they become impnssable. On the bridges, see Merrill, 
PEFQ, '79, P. 13815 

The Jordan valley is a tropical oasis sunk in the 
I t  is possible to pass in the depth of 

winter from sleet and cold winds at 
Jerusalem to a delightful summer atmo- 

sphere (60"-80" Fahrenheit) at Jericho. In summer the 
heat is equatorial. The climate of the shores of the Sea 
of Galilee, though enervating, is less trying : Josephus's 
panegyric of the natural products of Gennesaret is well 
known (see GALILEE i . ,  4, end). 

Josephus, however, does not mention the graceful papyrus 
(Cyperuspupurus) which flourishes, not only in the marshes of 
the Hnleh but also on the W. shore of the Seaof Galilee. Here 
too b e  fiid the nahk or d&n tree (Zisyphus spina christi), a 
tropical tree, which abounds all along the lower course of the 
Jordan. Below the Sea of Galilee indigo is grown, and many 
trees unknown elsewhere in Palestine crowd the river-banks. 
In the five oases of the Dead Sea region many products of the 
tropic zone including the za&zim, or false balm of Gilead 
(Balanites 'kgyj t iaca) ,  tlie gorgeous scarlet Loranthus, the 
henna (see CAMPHIRE), and the SaZvuadora persica abound. 
Balsam (see BALSAM, $ 2 )  has long since disappeared : but in 
the crusading age sugar was still grown at Jericho. On the 
'rose of Jericho' (Anastutica) see Tristram, NHB 477. The 
plane does not grow any longer at Jericho, hut is found at 
Masada. 

T o  boat voyagers the jungle of the Jordan affords a 
delightful spectacle of luxuriant vegetation (see FOREST, 
and cp Lynch, Nuruutive, 211-zrg), varied not seldom 
by tokens of the presence of wild animals. 

'At one place ' says Lynch ' we saw the fresh track of a tiger 
on the low cla;ey margin (df Jordan) where he had come to 
drink. At another time a wild boar stdrted witha savage grunt 
and dashed into the thicket : but for some moments we traced 
his pathway by tlt, shaking cane and the crashing sound of 
breaking branches. Evidently however, it was a cheetah, not 
a tiger, that the voyager observed. The jackal, fox, hyzna 
boar, ibex, leopard, and cheetah (the two latter both probabl; 
called lp?, see LEOPARD) may in fact easily be met with in the 
Jordan Valley. 

How wonderful, too, is the bird-life of the Jordan 
Valley! One often notices there Indian, and still 
oftener Ethiopian species. The butterflies, too, which 
hover over the flowers in winter are, like the flowers 
themselves, many of them of Nuhian and Abyssinian 
types. What a garden all this favoured land must have 
been not merely in the time of Jesus but in the more 
remote age when the Yahwist (J) wrote the eulogistic 

temperate zone. 

8. 

of a Roman bridge, whose fallen arches obstruct the 
stream, and make it dash through in sheets of foam. 
Below this, says Molyneux, who surveyed the Jordan in 
a boat in 1847, are several weirs, constructed of rough 
stones, and intended to raise the water, and turn it into 
canals, so as to irrigate the neighbouring plain. Five 
miles from the lake the Jordan receives its largest 
tributary, the .$eri'ut eZ-MenZdireh (the Hieromices 
of Pliny, the Yarmak of the Talmud), which drains a 
large section of Bashan and Gilead. This stream is 
130 ft. wide at its mouth. Two miles farther is the 
quaint structure (Saracenic, according to Porter) of the 

'bridge of el-MujHmi'a. Here Molyneux found the river 
upwards of 100 ft. broad and 4 to 6 ft. deep. 

As described by Porter, the ravine now inclines east- 
ward to the centre of the plain, and its banks contract. 
Its sides are bare and white, and the chalky strata 
are deeply furrowed. The margin of the river has still 
its beautiful fringe of foliage, and the little islets which 
occur here and there are covered with shrubbery. 
Fifteen miles S. of the bridge the Wady YAbis (see 
JABESH-GILEAD) falls in from the E. A short distance 
above it a barren sandy island divides the channel, and 
with its bars on each side forms a ford : on the western 
bank, in a well-watered neighbourhood, the site of 
SUCCOTH [ p . v . ]  has been placed. 

About 9 m. lower down, and about half-way between 
the lakes, the JABBOK [q.v.], the only otherconsiderable 
tributary, falls into the Jordan, coming down through a 
deep wild glen in the mountains of Gilea 1. After this 
the jungle of cane, willow, and tamarisk along the 
banks grows denser, and the plain above more dreary 
and desolate. 

As the river approaches the Dead Sea, the mountain 
ranges on each side rise to a greater height, and become 
more rugged and desolate. The  glen winds like a serpent 
through the centre, between two tiers of banks. T h e  
bottom is smooth, and sprinkled on the outside with 
stunted shrubs. The  river winds in endless coils along 
the bottom, now touching one side and now another, 
with its beautiful border of green foliage, looking all 
the greener from contrast with the desert above. The  
banks are of soft clay, in places IO ft. high ; the stream 
varies from 80 to 150 ft. in breadth, and from 5 to IZ 
in depth. Near its month the current becomes more 
sluggish and the stream expands. Where the WHdy 
He3bXn falls in, Lynch2 in 1848 found the river 150 
ft. wide and 11 deep, ' the current four knots.' Farther 
down the banks are low and sedgy ; the width gradually 
increases to 180 yards at its mouth: but the depth is 
only 3 ft. Lynch adds that the extraordinary fall in 
the Jordan is accounted for by its tortuous course. ' In  
a space of 60 m. of latitude, and 4 or 5 m. of longitude, 
the Jordan traverses at  least zoo m. . . . W e  have 
plunged down twenty-seven threatening rapids, besides 
a great manv of lesser mamitude.' " - 

The four main affluents are the Yarmtlk and the Jabbok on 
the E., and on the W. the JHlnd passing BeisLn, and the FHri'a 

rising not far from Shechem. The supply of 
7. Amuents these and other perennial streams, however, 
and fords. scarcely balances the loss from evaporation of 

the river. It is difficult to compute the total 
number of the fords. According to PEFM 2 79 225 385 3 170 
there are 50 fords in the 42 m. of stream above Jisr  Damieh, and 
only 5 in the 25 m. below. Some of them have been historically 
important e.g., 'Abara near Beisan (according to Conder, the 
Bethabar: of Origen), Damieh on the road from Shechem to 
Gilead, and the ford of el-Hajla (see below). The bridge called 
Jisr Benrit l'u'kz&3 may also be  mentioned (see 5 5) : it was long 
the leading pass from Western Palestine to Damascus.8 It is 
first referred to in 1450 A.D., but as early as the Crusades a 

1 'Its name is derived from the Bedawin tribe called el- 
Men5direh-.farari'a being the Arabic word for ford or wateriug- 
place, etc.-who graze their flocks in its valley and cultivate its 
slopes ' (Schumacher, Across theJordan, 8). 

2 Lieutenant Lynch made an adventurous boat-voyage in 1848 
to survey the Jordan from the Sea of Galilee to the Dead Sea. 

3 Robinson, BR 2441 ; GASm. HG 427 429. The origin of 
the name is unknown (but see Kitter, Pal. U. Syr. 269J). Not 
far off is a khan now named after the pit of Joseph. 
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description in Gen. 13 IO ! 

See Suruey of Western Palestine, ' Flora and 
Fauna' (Tristram '89) Molyneux Narratizu and Oflcial 
Reports ('47) ; Lyhch, hurrafiw &the U.S. Ex edition ('49): 
J., Macgregor, Ro6 Roy on the .loudan ('?of; Neuhauer, 
Geop-. 29-31 : Warren in Hastings' DB ii. ; works of Robinson, 
Porter, Tristram, G. A. Smith. 

Liferature. 

I f .  T. K. C. 

JORIBAS (iwpiBoc [BA]), I Esd. 844=Ezra 816 
JARIB, 2. RV has Joribus (so EV in I Esd. 91g= 
Ezra1018 JARIB, 3). 

JORIM ( i ~ p s l ~  [Ti. WH]) ,  a name in the genealogy 
of Jesus, Lk. 329. See GENEALOGIES ii., 3f. 

JORKOAM, or rather, as in RV, JORKEAM (PPRl;), 
grandson of SHEMA ( q . ~ , ) ,  one of the sons of Hebron 
(I Ch. 244, in 6 M T  PR3[1], see REKEM, 3). The  

I ~ P E K A M  [L] suggest that this IS the same name as 
that which M T  of Josh. 1556 (cp aB) gives as JOKDEAM 
(q.v, ). There is no satisfactory explanation of Jorkeam 
( ' pallor populi,' Ges. Thes., may serve as a warning to 
etymologists) ; and the name is most probably a cor- 
ruption of hnny (see JERAHMEEL, § 4). 

JOSABAD. I. I Ch. 124(.l#') AV. See JOZA- 

2. I Esd. 863 (EwtragSor [AI). 
3. I Esd. 9zg (&{ahpaSos [A]). 

readings of d ( IAKAAN,  ieK.,[BI3 I G ~ K A A N  [AI, 

T. K. C .  

BAD, I. 
See JOZABAD, 6. 
See ZABBAI, I. 
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JOSAPHAT 
JOSAPHAT (IWCA+AT [Ti.WH]), Mt. 18, RV 

JEHOSHAPHAT [p .  a]. 
JOSAPHIAS ( I UCAQ, I AC [BA]), I Esd. 8 36 =Ezra 

8 IO, JOSIPHIAH. 

JOSE ( IHCOY [T!:WH]), Lk. 329, AV, RV JESUS, 8. 
See GENEALOGIES n., 0 3f: 

JOSECH ( IWCHX [Ti.WH]) ,Lk. 326 RV, thereading 
to he preferred to AV. TOSEPH ( q . ~ . ) .  See GENEA- 

JOSEPH [TRIBE] 
to abstain from making any use of the Meyer-Groff 
hypothesis. 

The next question is, T o  what sections of the com- 
munity was the name Joseph applied, and when? That 
2. Application. it included Ephraim and Manasseh is 

P tells us that ‘ the children of 
Joseph were two tribes (niDn), Manasseh and Ephraim ’ 
(Josh. 144) ; and a gloss (see below) says the same in 
1717. That this was not merely a late notion is shown 
by its being assumed in the genealogies of J and E. 
The  case of Benjamin is more ambiguous. P excludes 
Benjamin formally : the children of Benjamin settled 
between the children of Judah and the children of 
Joseph (Josh. 1811) ,  with which agrees the southern 
border assigned to the ‘sons of Joseph ’ (16 ;-3 P),  which 
is repeated (with modifications) as the northern border 
of Benjamin (181zJ,  P). That  Benjamin was some- 
times, however, definitely included in Joseph there can 
be no doubt (see BENJAMIN, 0 I ) ;  and that some of 
the ambiguous cases also may have been meant to 
include it is possible. 

In Josh 2432 we should probably (Kue Di. read not ‘sons 
of Joseph” (MT) but, with @, ‘Joseph’ [)Bab h., AL1,-Le., 
the hero himself. In Josh. 17 14-18 ‘house of Joseph’ (read so 
also in v. 14, with Di.) is not improbably correctly interpreted 
by the interpolated gloss in ZI. 17 (om. @BA) of Ephraim and 
Manasseh. On the other hand. in Tude. 122 f: qr: there can be 

clear. 

. _  > -  . 
LOGIES ii., 3f. 

JOSEDECH (?7@il?), Hag. 1 I (etc.) ; AV, RV 
JEHOZADAK ; Josedec ( IWCBABK),  I Esd. 55 (=Ezra  
3 z), etc., AV ; RV JOSEDEK. See JEHOZADAK. 

JOSEPH [TRIBE] (?pi’ ; on name see next article, 
SI), one of the constituent parts of Israel in its wide sense. 

1. Earliest If Joseph was really called a tribe (Nu. 
trace of n a ~ e .  1 3 1 1 , t  P ; np), ’  he differed consider- 

ably from the rest of the tribes. He 
ranked not only with Gad and Zebulun, but also with 
Jacob and the other ancestral heroes of Israel ; indeed 
h e  even stands apart from them. As a legendary hero, 
mainly, he is considered in the next article. Here 
Joseph is dealt with as a community. 

With regard to  the name something must be said 
on the theory of a connection with the place-name 
Y-fa-p-’a-rg,a no. 78 in Thotmes III.’s Ktnu list. 
T h e  question is, Can the interpretation of this as a 
transcription of $ N ~ D * ,  first brought prominently for- 
ward by Edward Meyer in 1886 (ZATW 6 1 8  ; cp 
841 3) .and by Groff (Rev. AgypL. 4 98 150 f : ) , 3  be 
regarded as made out? That  ’u-rg may be $N is 
admitted : it is a regular and recurrent equation (e.g., 
no. 110 ; Bai-ti-Sa-’-ra). The difficulty, as Meyer 
admitted, is in tde sibilint. 

(e.g., no. 38 ; .’?a-na-ma= 
Shunem). The Semitic name would therefore be $NBW’ ratker 
than $ x ~ p .  Noldeke, accordingly, has suggested ( Z A  TW 
8 45 n. 3 [’881) that the Hebrew name to be compared is rather 
Ishpah (33d3, I Ch. 8 16) which occurs in a genealogy of Ben- 
jamm.4 

There has been a temptation to save the original 
hypothesis by adopting some conjectural explanation 
implying differences of pronunciation.6 

W. Max Muller6 thinks it certain that the Rtnu list embodies 
names which the scribe had before him in cuneiform, and 
suggests that although he accommodated his transcription to 
Canaanite pronunciation where the word or its etymology was 
known to him, elsewhere he wrote s for and {for 0, following 
(probably) a northern (Mesopotamian) usage. The name we are 
considering might, on this theory, have been written in the 
source employed approximately Fa-a-si-ji-i-Zi. 

Notwithstanding the prevailing tendency in the con- 
trary direction it seems for the present more prudent 

1 The late passage where the word tribe is applied to Joseph 
is evidently out of order. There can be little doubt that the 
clue is to be found in the name Joseph in et. 7. Igal, son of 
Joseph’ (qm 12 $NY) should be ‘Iga . . . Of the sons of 
Joseph ’ ( q D -  +J>$ . . . ~ 2 9 ;  cp the suggestions of Di. BdZoc.); 
v. f: perhaps represents a MS which gave the tribes in the 
ordler Zehulun, Issachar, Joseph,-i.e., E hraim and Manasseh, 
-Benjamin ; whilst v. rof: represents a %fS that gave them in 
the order Issachar, Zehulun, Joseph-Le., Manasseh, Ephraim. 
I t  is not unlikely therefore that tribe of Joseph ’ ought to -be ‘ sons of Joseph.’ In Dt. 27 12, however, Joseph and Levi are 
treafedas two of twelve tribes. 

Egyptian Z usually represents 

See later. 

3 See also de Roug€ Reu. arcltiool., nouv. s k ,  4355-372 
(‘61). Valdemar Schmidt, Assyriens oz Aegyjfens f a d e  His-  
toric, 2 535 (‘77), rejects without discussion any connection with 
the patriarch Joseph. 

4 On the view of Petrie who adheres to d see next article $ I. 
5 Such as that at  the ti‘me of Thotmes IIi.  the name wa.’&o- 

nounced with d and that the D of the Hebrew p, is due to a 
later peculiarity of Ephraimite pronunciation aided perhaps by 
the explanation from qD?, 1”“‘ (see next article, 5 I). See, how. 
ever, SHIBBOLETH. ‘ O L Z  2 397 r991. 

7 Driver for example, passes over the phonetic difficulty 
(Hastings,’DB 2 5266). 
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little doubt that ‘house of Jbseph’ i&ludes E&jamin, as it 
certainly does In 2 S. 19 20 [ZI] ; and here perhaps would belong 
the ‘ Blessing of Jacob’ if we should adopt the restoration of 
Gen. 49 zz proposed by Cheyne (PSBA 21 242 [‘qg]) :- ‘ Ephraim is an ornament for Joseph, 

for in 2). 26 Joseph seems to be less than Israel-Le., probably, 
Manasseh a bracelet for Israel ’ ; 

N. Israel. 
It was natural, however, that Joseph should give its 

name to the whole of the N. kingdom, as England often 
does to Great Britain : in Amos 5 6 ’ house of Joseph ’ 
is the N. kingdom, and so in 66 ‘Joseph.‘ Perhaps 
I K. 11 28 is similar. 

In Josh. 185 ‘house of Joseph’ and ‘ Judah’ seem between 
them to represent the whole of western Palestine. Similarly, 
in Oh. 18 ‘house of Jo;eph’ is parallel ,to ‘house of Jacob,’ 
and in Zech. IO6 to house of Judah ; compare Ps. 7867, 
where Joseph=Ephraim-i e., Israel. In the other passages i; 
the Psalms the text has heenquestioned.2 
(qDi’ n, ikw) in Amos 515 (on the late date of which see 
Nowack, ad Zoc.) reminds one of the still later idea of a Messiah 
hen Joseph alongside of the Messiah ben David (see EPHRAIM 
B IO, end, and reff. there). 

There is clearly a tendency to apply the name Joseph 
to the whole of the northern kingdom. Winckler goes 
further. He holds (GZ 2 67-77) that Joseph is not really 
a tribal name at all, in which capacity Joseph is repre- 
sented by his son Ephraim. Joseph is a genealogical 
creation, a personification of the northern kingdom, and 
therefore older than ‘ Israel,’ the personification of 
David’s kingdom of ‘ the twelve tribes’ (p. 68).3 How- 

‘ Remnant of Joseph 

1 This is probably now the attitude of Meyer himself (ZA TW 
8 45 n. 3 [’881 ‘ cp also W. E. Crum in Hastings DB 1665a) 
who mentioniwith approval Noldeke’s remark t f t  there i s  
further difficulty in the [probable1 fact that qD1’ would be pro- 
nounced Yausifwith au for o. WMM, however, cites against 
this (in a private letter) the Canaanitish gloss P a 2  ini in the 
Amarna letters. He  winds up his recent discussion of the qnes- 
tion (Z.C.) by saying that the equation y-fa-j-’a-ra = 5 ~ ~ ~ 1 9  

Is not proved, but ‘probable.’ He  now says ‘possibl’e,’ descrih- 
ing as better Winckler’s identification with the old Canaanite 
name Ya-Eu-uh-ilu (see next art., $ I), which Winckler writes 
with 6 (Wi. G l  268 n. 3). 

9 ‘Three times in the Psalms (post-exilic) we apparently find 
Jpseph as a designation of the entire people of Israel, side by 
side with Jacob or Israel. It is highly probable, however, that 
all these passages (Pss. 77 15 [r61 80 I [21 81 4 [SI f.) are 
corrupt. Beyond the shadow of a doubt this is the case with 
Ps. 81 4 [5lf., where MT gives the resolved form ~13’.  None 
of the examples of such forms adduced by the grammarians will 
hear examination (Che. JBL 18210 f: [‘gg]). In Ps. I.c., 
1~13’2 is preceded by a warning Pasek; most probably the 
right reading is > w D  ‘ l:?’ (Cheyne, MS note). 

3 Like Jacob, Joseph has also amythological significance. As  
hero of Shechem he is the Baal-berith of the northern confedera- 
tion, and represents the sun-god to whom the moon and the 
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ever that may be, there is certainly a tendency to equate 
Joseph and the Ephraimite kingdom. The case of 
Benjamin, however, requires special study (cp BEN- 
JAMIN, MAHASSEH). Whatever may be the real facts 
of the earlier history of that tribe,l it appears that in later 
times it seemed unnatural to regard it as forming part of 
the same whole as Ephraim and Manasseh. 

If, 2s is frequently supposed, Joseph was an old name 
for all the clans that settled in EPHRAIM [p.v., i . ,  J I], 
this will account for its not being mentioned in the ‘ Song 
of Deborah ’ : it is represented by its constituent parts. 
I t  seems not improbable that Joseph and Ephraim are 
simply two names, older and younger, tribal and geo- 
graphical (see EPHRAIM, § I), for the same thing (cp 
also RACHEL). 

W e  have suggested that Ephraim was a younger 
name than Joseph : but only as the name of a people. 
3. Other points. As a geographical name it may have 

The  question arises 
accordingly, Were there Israelites in Ephraim before 
Joseph settled there? W e  are hardly entitled to find a 
hint of a theory that this was so in the story of the sons 
of Leah dwelling by Shechem (Gem 37 146, I )  or tend- 
ing their flocks in the plain of Dothan (71. 176, E) before 
Joseph joined them ; this may as easily belong to the 
Joseph-tule. There is more chance of there being a 
legendary trace of such a theory in the story of Gen. 34 
(see DINAH, SIMEON, LEVI, EPHRAIM, 5 7 n. ; cp Wi. 
GI 2 85). 

Nor would it be safe to interpret of the tribe what we 
are told in J of Joseph’s having an Egyptian wife.3 In 
this respect Joseph stands with Jacob and the other 
heroes of legend, in whose case also the name of the 
wife is given. This is so even if we should incline to 
follow Marquart in finding traces of Egyptian names in 
Josephite clans. The point that the names of Joseph’s 
sons are bestowed not by his wife, as is the custom in the 
patriarch stories of J and E, but by himself (Gen. 41 51 
J ,  E), may be taken direct from the source that both E 
and J used (see next article, 

On the notions about the mutual relations as to 
dignity and status of Reuben, Joseph, and Judah ( z  S. 
1943 [44] : with Thenius, read i n 2  for i n z ,  with @BAL ; 
and I Ch. 51$) see REUBEN. 

JOSEPH [in OT] (TDi’, 53# 79, 84, ‘ Fe [Le . ,  the 
tribal god] increases,’cp the fuller form VQDI’, IWCH@ 
passim). 

I .  Son of Jacob and Rachel and brother of Benjamin 
(Gen. 3022-24), the eponym of the tribe of Joseph 

Tradition 
connected the name variously with the ‘ re- 

moving’ (10:) of Rachel’s childlessness (so E ; cp 
Abiasaph, Eliasaph, Asaph), and with her longing for 
the addition ’ (qo’ ‘ let him add ’) of another son (so J).4 
If ‘Joseph’ contains an utterance respecting God, the 
latter explanation approaches the truth. The  multi- 
plication will refer to all the blessings poetically 
described in Gen. 4925. Names like Joseph, however, 
are generally shortened from theoghoric names. Th: analogy of Ishmael and Jerahmeel suggests that ‘Joseph 

been much older. 

4). 

n. w. H. 

1. Name. ( =Manasseh and Ephraim). 

eleven stars how down. On Winckler’s explanation (from the 
calendar) of the two sons and the advancement of the vouneer. 

~ - ,  
see MANASSEH. 
1 For a brilliant discussion of the whole question see Winckler 

GI ii. (jassim), where it is argued that Saul, a Gileadite, made 
himself ruler of Benjamin, which he transformed into a state 
representing roughly what was later the Ephraimite kingdom 
(hut stretching southwards beyond Ephraim). Cp SAUL, JIJDAH, 
and nrticles referred to there. 

2 The mention of the sons of BiIhah and Zilpah as heing not 
with the sons of Leah (?), but with Joseph, seems to he due to a 
late hand (Gen. 372). The Test. rii. Patr. mzkes Gad in 
particular take great blame to himself for ill will to Joseph. 

3 For Winckler’s mythological ex lanation, see GI 2 72. 
4 Cp Milki-agapa (Melki-asaph?) and Baal-iaSupu (Baal- 

yilsaph?), the one, the name of a king of Gebal, in the time of 
Esar-haddon and A&-bani-pal (KB 2 149 241) ’ the other, of an 
Arvadite prince, in the time of ASur-bani-pal (kB 2 173). 
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was originally Josiph-el (cp Josiphiah). There is a 
Palestinian place-name in the Karnak list of Thotmes 
111. (16th cent. B.C.) which in Hebrew letters might 
stand as SNDW (popularly, Joseph-el), and which, if 
rightly so read (see JOSEPH i., I), may have been first 
of all a clan-name (see Ic’P(~J 448). Pinches too has dis- 
covered on a very ancient Babylonian contract-tablet the 
personal name Yasup-ilu (rather YaSup-ilu), which has 
some resemblance to Toseph-el. 

As to Joseph-el, a final decision seems far off. See JOSLPH 
i. 8 I ,  and note that Flinders Petrie reads Yeshephar, and 
identifies the place with es-Sawifir, SE. of Ashdod (see SAPHIR) 
while Tomkins ( L v e  of/osejh,  98) identifies Joseph-el witi 
Yasuf. in a wadv E. of Kefr HBrith and Nehi Nun (see 
TIMNATH-SERAH): All most uncertain. 

On the ethnic use of the name which in pre-exilic 
prose means the same as ‘Ephraim’ in prophetic 
language-;.e., the tribes of N. Israel2 (2 S. 1920 [.I] ; 
I K. llzs), see JOSEPH i., 

In Jos. c. A$. 132 (290) Chaeremon, an Egyptian 
Greek writer, is said to have spoken of Joseph under 
the name I I E T E u ~ ~ ~ ,  and it is plausible to hold that 
Mandtbo simply distorts the name ‘Joseph ’ when he 
speaks (Jos. c. Ap. 126 [238]) of the leader of the lepers 
(see 11) as Ouupu~q5os or O~apurq5.~ The  name 
Osarsiph is properly a divine name (=Osar-sapi) ; it 
denotes Osiris as god of the underworld.4 I t  is possible 
to interpret Peteseph ‘ he whom the god Seph has given,’ 
and to suppose another distortion of Joseph. Still it is 
very possible that I I ~ ~ e q q 5 m a y  be a mere clerical error 
for II~~~+pprls ,  the Grzecised form of the name of Jo5eph’s 
father-in-law. 

The traditional story of Joseph in Genesis (we omit 
the meagre post-exilic abstract of P )  presents a very 

2. 

~. 
2. Traditions. different aspect from that of Abraham, 

Isaac, and Jacob. The hero is no, 
doubt idealised : but the details of his life are such as, 
in a more recent biography, we might accept as to some 
extent an approach to truth ; even in such a point as. 
the age of Joseph at his death (Gen. 5026) the biographer 
does not overstep the bounds of possibility. How 
Joseph came to be regarded as the ‘son ’ of Jacob, and 
how it was that the stream of tradition flowed so much 
more abundantly for’ biographers of Joseph than for 
those of the first three patriarchs, we must consider 
later (§ 4). 

It is evident, however, that, though more credible in. 
its details, the story of Joseph cannot be accepted as. 
genuinely historical, since it comes to us in two forms 
which do not altogether agree, and neither of the two 
narratives can be presumed to be on the whole earlier 
than the ninth or eighth century B.C. It was the life 
of the founder of his people that the Israelite writer o r  
writers called E had to relate; how could we expect 
even a moderate degree of what moderns are pleased to 
call historical impartiality? I t  would be hardly less 
absurd to expect a narrative of well-sifted facts from the 
Judahite writer or writers known as J. The  working of 
popular prejudices, and the plastic influence of the 
popular imagination, which delights to find anticipations 
of later historical facts, can readily be discerned, .and 
who that has any sympathy with antique modes of 
thought could desire it to be otherwise? 

In  fitting the Joseph-traditions into the general narra- 
tive, it was necessary to give some idea of the relative 
3. and E. ages of Joseph and his brethren. T w o  

different views were taken. 
I t  follows from E’s account of the births that Joseph was horn 

not long after the sons of Leah, and at most only twelve years 
after Reuben (Gen. 31 17 47). The fragments of J in Gen. 30, 
however, leave it open to us to suppose that the interval between 

1 Cp Sayce, Pnt. Pa(., Pref. ; Hommel, ANT 96. Elsewhere 
(of. cit. 112) Hommel compares the name YaSupilu with the 
S. Arabian name Yagiipu (from Yahpu-ilu), which he ,explains 
(p. 84) as ‘ He (God) regards.’ 

2 Cp Staerk Studiefi sur R e l -  u. S#~.-geschfchfe etc 1 8 7 8  
3 As if JoseAh were a syncretistic name ‘ YahwS-deph.” 
4 Ebers, Durch Gosen zuwz Sinai(?, 561 ; Tomkins, Acad., 

Sept. I, 1883. 
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the births of Joseph andzehulun was longer than the fragments 
of E would incline us to suppose. At any rate, the extracts 
from the Joseph-section of J represent Joseph as born to Jacob 
in his old age (37 3 41 20). The notice that he was seventeen 
years old when he was sold into Egypt (37 2) comes from P, and 
IS due to learned hut not authoritative calculation. 

This difference of view helps to explain the first 
chapter in Joseph’s composite biography. The  two 
narrators agree that Joseph’s brethren conspired together 
to  kill him; but the reason for this step given by E 
( 8 7 2 6  5-11) is the more intelligible the older we suppose 
Joseph to he. J simply states that the brethren of 
Joseph hated himbecause of the partiality for him shown 
by his father Israel, who had provided him with a 
‘long tunic with sleeves ’ (see TUNIC), such as befitted 
one born to greatness and not to hard toil (37 3, J) .  Thus 
the mischief is traced in J to an act of Jacob ; but in E 
we find it accounted for by an act of Joseph, viz., his 
communication of ominous dreams. In  neither case is 
the act blameworthy according to the writer ; it con- 
duces to the accomplishment of Yahwb’s great purpose, 
which is the exaltation of Joseph for the good of his 
whole family and for that of the country where the 
Israelites are to sojourn. 

The  other differences between the two narratives in 
chap. 37 need not long detain us. That  according to  
J Joseph is sent from Jacob‘s abode to Shechem is 
merely a consequence’ of the statement in Gen. 35 16 21 
(J) that Jacob had settled in the neighbourhood of 
Ephrath (or perhaps Beeroth ; see EPHRATH) ; ‘ the vale 
of Hebron ’ ,(]nm) 37 14, should be ‘ the vale (or plain) 
of Beeroth. Of course, E’s account is the more 
accurate; but J does not alter the tradition that the 
brothers were at  DOTHAN [P.v.], N. of Shechem, on 
the caravan-route from Gilead to Egypt, when they got 
rid of their ambitious brother. Nor is the discrepancy 
between J and E as to the ethnic designation of the 
merchants who convey Joseph to Egypt (Ishmaelites 
from Gilead, J ;  Midianites, E) as important as two 
other differences : ( I )  that the spokesman of Joseph’s 
brethren and the averter of Joseph’s death is Reuben in 
E, but Judah in J ; l  and (2) that, according to E,  
Joseph was stolen (by the Midianites) out -of the water- 
less cistern into which he had been cast, whilst, according 
to J ,  he was sold to the merchants (Ishmaelites) by his 
brethren. The  difference as to the spokesman is of 
interest a s  suggesting the N. Israelitish origin of the 
story as given by E ; J’s version is, in its present form, 
not less distinctly of southern origin. The  difference 
as to how the passing caravan obtained Joseph shows 
the superior skill of E as a narrator. . I t  was important, 
he considered, to show that Joseph was not rightfully 
used as a slave. 

Chap. 39 is mostly due to J. 
Joseph is sold as a slave to an Egyptian,a who perceives his 

worth and places him over his household ; but his master’s wife 
casts her eyes upon the young man, and makes proposals from 
which he can escape only by flight. Falsely accused to his 
master, he is cast into prison. Yah.w&, however, gives him 
favour with the governor, who in his turn sets Joseph over his 
house. 

This plain story, however, is complicated by being 
interwoven with passages from E. According to these, 
Joseph was bought by a s&fs (see EUNUCH) named 
Potiphar, the captain of Pharaoh’s’. bodyguard, ‘who 
entrusted him with the care of all that he had. A 
subsequent passage of E refers to Joseph as being in 
the prison, not for any real or supposed offence, but to 
attend on two high officers pf the Pharaoh who had 
been confined for some fault in the prison in Potiphar’s 
house. 

The  chief butler 
and The chief baker in their imprisonment have strange 
dreams which only Joseph can interpret. Two years 

1 Cp C. Niehuhr Gesch. der Eh. Zeit. 1159. 
a In 37 21 [J] ‘ RLuben‘ should of course he Judah.’ The 

alteration was made by the editor. 
3 The words ‘Potiphar, a siris of Pharaoh, captain of the 

bodyguard’ (39 I), are a harmonistic insertion of R. 

Chaps. 40-42 are mainly from E. 

See Ox/ Hex. 2 5 9  
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later the Pharaoh himself has dreams which, by divine 
favour, Joseph succeeds in explaining. (Dreams are 
frequently introduced by E, though ie happens that a 
belief in the significance of dreams was particularly 
characteristic of Egypt.)* Seven years of great plenty 
are at  hand, which will be followed by seven years of 
famine. Joseph counsels that during the years of 
abundance a fifth part of the grain should be exacted 
from the agriculturists and laid up in storehouses. 
The Pharaoh perceives that a divine spirit is in Joseph, 
makes him high steward and grand vizier,2 and, among 
other honours, introduces him by marriage into a grand 
sacerdotal family. Joseph also receives an Egyptian 
name (4145,  J ) ,  and we shall see later (§ 11) that the 
three Egyptian names in 41 45 have an important bearing 
on criticism. T o  the two sons of Joseph, however, 
born before the famine, pure Hebrew names are given 
(Gen. 4150-52). 

Joseph‘s counsel has been 
carried out, and the Egyptians come to the Semitic 
grand vizier to buy grain, till their money is exhansted 
(41 56 47 15. 5). By a clever contrivance (the narrative 
is J’s) Joseph obtains for the Pharaoh the proprietorship 
of the whole land of Egypt, except that which belongs 
to the priests. ’ Of this, more hereafter (see IO). 

Suffice it to  remark that though the story in 47 1 3 - ~ 6 ~  
can be fitted fairly well into the general narrative (by 
making it the sequel of the description in 4 1 5 5 J ) ,  it 
shows a new side to Joseph’s character which is not 
altogether p l e a ~ i n g , ~  and contrasts with the spirit of the 
fine passage, ‘ God sent me before you to preserve life ’ 
(4558 ,  E). 

Now comes the true turning-point in Joseph‘s life. 
His honours were not for himself alone ; they were to 
prepare the way for the friendly reception of his entire 
family in Egypt. Driven by hunger, all Joseph’s 
brethren except Benjamin come to Egypt to buy corn, 
and do obeisance to the grand vizier (425-7 ; E, but J 
%t end of 8. 7). 

Joseph recognizes them and remembers the dreams of his 
youth. To prove the truth 
2f their story the must fetch their youngest brother to see him, 
Simeon rema:ninzin bonds as surety with Joseph. They return 
home sadly admitting the justice of their fate (v. ZI), and with 
pdditional kxiety because the corn and the purchase-money 
were both unaccountably, in their sacks. T h e y w g  the had 
news to tieir father, who querulously answers, Joseph is no 
more : Simeon is no more : it is I (not you) who suffer from 
these things’ (4236 E). Reuben, however, who has already 
deserved well by adkonishing his brethren (42 22, E), pledges his 
word that he will bring Benjamin hack in safety (a. 37, E). 

I t  is only from a few interwoven passages in chap. 42 
that we gather that J also gave a version of the same 
?vents. Nothing was said in this of the captivity of 
Simeon, for, at  the beginning of the next long passage 
From J (43 1-13), it is implied that the only fresh trouble 
2f which Jacob is aware is the necessity for parting with 
his darling Benjamin. 

From 42.38-44 all but a few lines from E referring to 
3imeon belongs to J, whose dramatic presentation of 
[acts attracted the editor. In a family council respecting 
the famine, Judah (as before) becomes the spolcesman 
3f the brothers. Like Reuben at  an earlier point in E’s 
iccount he pledges his word to his father’krael for the 
;afety of Benjamin (438). Jacob gives way with an 
:ffort, and Benjamin accompanies the others to Egypt. 

They bring double money, and a present for the grand vizier, 
Mho, frugally as he lived in general (see 43 16), ordered them to 

Soon,the evil years arrive. 

He affects to regdd them as spies. 

1 Cp especially the story of the Possessed Princess of Bakhtan 
Maspero, Contes popwlires  de Z E g .  anc. 209-224; cp RP 
L 53-60; Brugsch, Gesch. 2 627641 ; Erman, Z A ,  ’83,  pp. 54-60). 

2 Gen. 4140 (E) shoulfcertainly run, ‘Thou shalt he over 
ny house, and unto thee shall all my people hearken’ (q*i$Jl 

who 
inds traces of both T and E. and holds that the m s s a c e k  also 

&?? 3’V?). 
3 On the analysis of the section see Holzinger, 251 . -  

eceived later interpblations: 

md expended all his generosity on his brethren. 
4 It may of course be replied that Joseph felt as a Hebrew, 
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be received hospitably. So three tables are placed one for 
Joseph, one for his brethren, and one for his Egypt& guests, 
who must not eat with Hebrews (v. 32). Joseph lavishes atten- 
tions on Benjamin, his mother’s son. Then he deliberately 
subjects his brethren to a fresh trial, though it is as much as he 
can do to restrain his emotion. To some extent indeed he has 
prepared them for it. For the mysterious return of the corn 
msney on their former visit, which so much perplexed and 
affrighted them, was due to an order of Joseph. Once more the 
astute Hebrew vizier causes the money to be replaced in the 
sacks, and in Benjamin’s sack he has his own silver divining- 
cup 1 deposited ; by this means he seeks to awaken their con- 
sciousness of guilt (44 13, J). Then he sends after them, and 
on their return accuses them by his steward of theft. The 
riddle has now become harder than ever. Not many hours ago 
they had been assured by the steward that the money restored 
on the former occasion was a gift ; indeed, even now no difficulty 
arises out of the replaced money but only out of the cup. Judah 
:he chief of the brothers, mal&, no attempt at justification: 
God ’ he says ‘has found out the guilt of thy servants’ .2  but 

he telis Joseph how their father’s life is bound up with Benjamin’s, 
and how certainly he will die if his child does not return, and 
offers himself as a bondsman in place of Benjamin. 

The recognition scene (45 1-15), to which E is a large 
contributor, need not be repeated here. Jacob is invited 
to come with his family and his flocks and herds to 
the province of GOSHEN [ q . ~ . ] .  His sons, including 
Simeon and Benjamin, return to Canaan with rich 
presents, and Israel ( J )  a t  once resolves to accept the 
invitation. E,  however, gives us a remarkable detail 
which is passed over by J. The road from S. Palestine 
to Egypt started from Beersheba, so closely connected 
with memories of Isaac. There, E tells us, Jacob 
offered sacrifices, not to Isaac h i m ~ e l f , ~  but to ‘ the God 
(elohim) of his father Isaac’ (461). For the present 
nothing more is drawn from this writer. 

Naturally enough, it is J who tells that Judah was 
sent on in advance to give Joseph notice of the approach 
of his father. The  Hebrew text of Gen. 4628 is not, as 
it stands, quite intelligible ; but with the help of 6 we 
can with some probability restore the text thus : ‘ And 
he sent Judah before him to Joseph to the land of 
Jarmuth.’ Jarmuth (see 11) is mentioned repeatedly 
in the Amarna letters ; it was apparently a district in 
Lower Egypt, either in the Fayyhm or more probably in 
the E. part of the Delta, in the neighbourhood of 
Goshen. Here Judah found the grand vizier, who lost 
no time in preparing his chariot and going up to meet 

1 Apparently J does not conceive divination to be inconsistent 
with the worship of Yahwk. ~ n ? ,  ‘to divine,’ is used again by J 
in‘Gen. 3027 (a speech of Laban). 

2 We are not to compare Ps. 908 [9]. The early ;in against 
Joseph presses on Judah’s conscience. 

3 In 31 53 we may perhaps trace the earlier form of the tradi- 
tion, according to which the hero Isaac was himself worshipped 
(cp Holzinger, ad Zoc.). In 46 I E carefully adjusts the tradition 
to later religious ideas. 
. 4 MT has n w a  1x15 nil+ 1 ~ 1 - 5 ~  l d  n b  nlln’-nHl; but, 

as Lagarde Kautzsch Socin and Ball have seen, v3DL) nirns, ‘to 
point out bkfore him,’)cannoi be correct. Ball (‘96) would read 
>’ID$ n i p ?  (@ ovvavrcuai a h + ) ;  but the sentencedoes not tell 
us whom Judah was to meet, nor does a?‘$, ‘to Goshen,’ follow 
naturally. Lagarde (GGN, ’go, p. 119) and, independently, the 
present writer (in ’80) thought that instead of )*JQ!J niin5 d read 
],5~(?) Heroopolis, as 
Naville has shown, is PITHOM [ .?I‘ ‘Heroo’ may perhaps 
come from the Egyptian ar (=d st&ehonse’ (Siom E& of 
Pithom, 7). Lagarde accepts this as the true reading; but too 
hastily. e’s version needs a more thorough inspection. It runs 
thus in A, ~ b v  62 ’IoQ8av &rdumrhcv gp?rpouBw avrirv lrpbs’Iout~+ 
u u v a v ~ u a c  air+ ~a0’ ‘Hphwv a6hiv €Is ycv ‘Papauq. What is 
E I S  ycv ‘Papeuuq? I t  represents ~ J V J  in MT. pa, however, 
is nowhere else rendered y$ ‘Pap. In spite of Naville’s plausible 
theory (Goshen 17) that y.i ‘PUN. may mean a larger district than 
Goshen, the piesent writer holds that must have read some- 
thin rather different from MT, viz., )yn$ )+& Here 
nny$ is to be taken .as a correction of 1735 (a miswritten frag. 
ment), the right reading and the wron being preserved, as often, 
sidebyside. @, however,supposedlya\tomean ‘toEro’-i.e.,‘to 
Heroopolis’-and nay) to be miswritten for DDnyi+--i.e., ‘to 
(the land of) Rameses. rohably is 
nim! n:,! 1Fi-55 lvm! n>e n;rnTnt+J. n l i ~ i l  >*J is a gloss 
( dn  omits e k  ycv ‘P. both in 4028 and in 4711). i ~ y )  (or ~y i )  
and w at the end of v. 28 and in 21.29 are also insertions. In 
47 I:, :he land of Rameses ’ should be ‘ the land of Jarmuth.’ 

See DIVINATION 5 3 [3]. 

or the like-Le., ‘ t o  Heroopolis.’ 

The true reading of v. 28 
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his father. The meeting is described in few but appro- 
priate words (4629f., J):  such as that colourless writer 
P could never have found. If we may give way to the 
spell of the narrator, and treat the events narrated as 
historical, we may suppose the meeting to have taken 
place near one of the Egyptian fortresses on the border 
of the desert.l After this, according to J,  the whole 
party went up to the court, and Jacob and five of his 
brethren were presented to the Pharaoh (Gen. 47 2-4, J).  
A remarkable honour, for we have just been told (4634)  
that ‘everyshepherd isanabomination to the Egyptians.’s 
The Priestly Writer, generally so concis.e, even gives us 
a conversation held by Jacob with the Pharaoh (Gen. 
467-10). The  patriarch speaks in the tone of Ps. 
9010 [ I I ] , ~  and as Jacob goes out, like a superior being, 
he blesses the Egyptian king. 

Both J and E described the last meeting of Joseph 
and his father. I t  was specially important te  record 
the blessing of Joseph‘s two sons (488-19, J E )  and the 
oath exacted by Jacob from Joseph (cp STAFF) that he 
would bury him, not in Egypt, but in the grave which 
he (Jacob) had digged for himself in the land of Canaan 
(505). Jacob on his side promised that Joseph should 
return to Canaan and occupy the finely-situated hill of 
SHECHEM (4822, E). Upon Jacob’s death his son per- 
formed all the requisite funeral rites ( ~ ~ ~ A B E L - M I Z R A I M ) ,  
both Egyptian and Hebrew, and then returned with his 
brethren, whom he continued to treat magnanimously 
till he died at the ideal age of I I O  (see 5 IO). 

W e  have seen that the pre-exilic story of Joseph is 
made UD of Dortions of two distinct biopraDhies which 

4 -  ‘ , I  

4. Common have been skilfnlly weld+ together by a 
redactor. This is a fact of much im- 

*Ource~ portance. Since there are two records, 
and these (as will appear) are equally accurate in their 
Egyptian colouring, we may assume that there was a 
Still earlier document from which both J and E drew. 

It may be asked, Can we fix the dates of J and E, 
looking simply at  their respective lives of Joseph ? (By 
J and E we mean here members of the schools of writing 
denoted respectively by the letters J and E. )  We may 
presume that J (or better J,) lived after the fall of 
Samaria (722 B.c.), for otherwise, being a Judahite 
writer, he would not have felt free to treat so elaborately 
a northern legend aiming at the glorification of Joseph. 
For the date of E (or E,) we have perhaps a clue in the 
name Asenath, and at  any rate in the name Potiphera 
in 4145. Though a name ofi the type Potiphera has 
been shown to occnr close upon the Hyksos period,6 the 
name referred to (Petu-baal, gift of Baal’) is only half 
Egyptian, and the type first becomes frequently repre- 
sented in the 26th dynasty.‘ The name Asenath may 
also be explained as a specimen of a late type of name. 
It is generally held to be a Hebraised form of Egyptian 
ns-nt-i. e . ,  ‘ belonging to [the Saite goddess] Neith ’- 
and if so may indicate that the editor lived in, or shortly 
before, the period of the 26th or Saite dynasty.8 The  
name, however, is not doubly attested like that of 
Potiphera (cp ‘Potiphar,’ 3736, E), and may not be 
the form which Ez wrote. Let us not neglect to be 

1 So Tomkins Lzye of/ose$h, 75. 
a On Gen. 47 ;$ where the text of Q5 is clearly preferable, see 

3 Herdsmen are caricatured on the monuments as ugly and 
We. CH 53, and c; Bacon, Gen. 212 : Ball, Gen. 104J 

deformed. A reference to Gen. 12 10-20 does not lighten the 
inconsistency for that narrative has reached its present form by 
a misunderstAding (see MIZRAIM $ 2 6). 

Ladv Duff Gordon (Letters h w z  Embn thinks that Gen. 
47 g is j&t the hollow spkech th& a FelT& would make to-day 
to a Pasha. 

5 Not necessarily MACHPELAH [4.v.] ; 47 30 seems to have been 
The remark does not at all hit the intention of P. 

touched by R t o  harmonise it with P (4929-32). 
6 See Brugkh, Gesch. 197, cp 239 ; and especially Tomkins, 

Acad., 31st Jan. 1891 ; Lzye ofJose& 183. 
7 Steindorff ZA’3041J (‘89), 3350-52 (‘92); cp Lag. Mitt. 

3 226-229 and’z82-286 ; Brugsch, Deutsche Randschau, ‘go, p. 
245 ; Cornill, EinZ.(W 41. 
8 So Steindorff IC. Names of this type occur now and then 

earlier, and are fr&uent in the zrst (Theban) dynasty. 
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warned by the wrongly read ‘ Egyptian ’ names, Ano in 
6, I K. U24e  (Swete), and Tahpenes in MT of I K. 
11 ~g (see HADAD). 

If so, we have nothing to depend upon but the name 
Potiphera, and this is a very weak basis for a theory. 
There were learned scribes before as well as after the 
exile, and such an one may possibly have changed the 
original name given to Joseph‘s father-in-law by ’Ez into 
a name of the type which in his own time was more 
fashionable in Egypt ; or perhaps the text may have 
become indistinct, and the scribe may have corrected 
the older name in accordance with the fashion of the 
time. 

Next, assuming (as we must) that J and E drew from 
an earlier Hebrew story, can we form a n  opinion as to 
i t s  probable period? This Hebrew story was certainly 
no mere romance, the scene of which was laid in Egypt. 
The  Egyptian colouring is too profuse, and the details 
too peculiar, to be altogether ascribed tb a Hebrew 
narrator. W e  can imagine that a romantic story of the 
Egyptian sojourn of a Joseph who was merely the 
eponym of the Hebrew tribe of that name would have 
presented some Egyptian features. Such a story, how- 
ever, being mainly a reflection of the fortunes of a tribe, 
could not have been so deeply infused with Egyptian 
elements as the existing Joseph-story. I t  is therefore a 
reasonable conjecture that that earlier Hebrew story of 
which we have spoken was based on a still more ancient 
Hebrew narrative which had no elements of tribal legend 
and related entirely to an individual, and that those 
elements in our existing Joseph-story which are most 
undeniably personal, and by which this story contrasts 
most strongly with the unhistorical tribal legends of 
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, were present in a purer 
and of course a more complete form in that ancient 
Hebrew narrative. 

To what extent this most ancient Hebrew tale may 
have suffered alteration in the course of centuries, it is 
impossible to say. W e  may conjecture, however, that 
it was really based upon facts which, however idealised, 
were yet truly historical, that it was written not many 
generations after the events to which it referred, and 
even that it was derived directly or indirectly from an 
Egyptian source. The number of Semites in the eastern 
provinces of Egypt was so large that this Egyptian origin 
is far from being an extravagant hypothesis. The upper 
limit of the period within which the Hebrew stories, 
which seem to have preceded J and E, have to be placed, 
depends on the date or dates of the events recorded 
idealistically by the earliest of them.’ 

Let us first consider some of the most remarkable 
1. Egyptias phenomena in the Joseph- story (com- 
parallels. pleteness cannot be aimed a t )  in con- 

nection with EgvDtian Darallels. 
U , L  I 

a. The  close parallelism between Gen. 397-20 and 
the Egyptian tale of Two Brothers has often been 
remarked., The Egyptian tale is extant in a copy which 
belonged to Seti 11. (19th dynasty), and was probably 
written early in the 18th dynasty. That such a story 
could have arisen only in Egypt, it would be too much 
to assert; in fact, similar stories have been found in 
perfectly unrelated literatures.2 Still, considering that 
the scene of the tale of Joseph and Potiphar’s wife is 
laid in Egypt, and that the rest of the story of Joseph 
in Egypt is strongly Egyptian in colouring, it is most 
plausible to hold that Gen. 397-20 is based upon a par- 
allel Egyptian story, though hardly upon the tale of the 
Two Brothers, for that has to do m-ith peasant life. Such 
a borrowing would certainly be less surprising than the 
undoubted fact that in early Christian times an Egyptian 
monk named Visa, in writing the life of his father Shniidi, 

1 See, e.g., Brugsch, Gesch. Aeg. 249-251 :. 2. Meyer, G A  
1285 ; Sayce, Cn’f. Mon. zog. For translations, see Renouf, 
RP 2 1 3 7 8  ; Maspero, Contes de Z’i?gypte anc. 3-32 ; Flinders 
Petrie, Anc. Ef. razes, 2 36f . cp Erman, , 3 7 8 s  

a See A. Lang, Myth, Ritzlai, and Re&zon, 2 303.308. 

twice imitates the story of the Two Brothers in some one 
of its forms. 

b. The  rise of Joseph the ,Hebrew from low estate to 
the second position in the kingdom has many parallels. 
Semitic slaves were common at all times in the Nile 
Va1ley.l Often, for their capacity and fidelity, they 
were raised to high positions, and became naturalised 
Egyptians. Meri-RE‘, the armour-bearer of Thotmes 
III. ,  and his brother the priest User-Min, were the sons 
of an Amorite. W e  do not hear that they had been 
slaves ; but there is nothing to prohibit the idea ; and 
the chief point to notice in the rise of Joseph is not his 
having been a slave but his Hebrew origin. So,  too, 
under the Pharaoh Merenptah the office of ‘ first speaker 
of His Majesty’ was held by a Canaanite named Ben 
Mat’ana, and in the Amarna Tablets we meet with two 
Egyptian officials who appear from their names Dudu 
(ln) and Yanhamu (ny19) to be of Semitic origin. 

c. That the honours conferred upon Joseph (Gen. 
41 42f: ) are such as a newly appointed vizier might well 
have received, is undeniable. The royal ‘ seal-bearer ’ 
was the chief government official ; he was the deputy of 
the Pharaoh.a The ‘garments of linen’ (plural), if the 
story is of Egyptian origin, cannot be right ; the first 
narrator may have referred to the royal apron-garment 
(the so-called Jendi- t )  which was worn by others as well 
a s  by the king under the Middle and the New ern pi re^.^ 
‘Garments of byssus’ (d@, see LINEN, 7) were not 
exceptional enough ; all Egyptians of rank had to wear 
them. The  ‘golden collar’ was a highly prized 
Egyptian decoration ; Ahmes, the conqueror of Avaris, 
won it seven times by special acts of valour.‘ 

In the Louvre there is a stele on which the investiture of a 
grandee with a golden collar is represented to the life. Seti I. 
presides over the ceremony and while he makes a speech two 
officers put a magnificent chllar round the neck of Hor-hem 
who lifts his arms in token of joy (De Rouge, Notice sontm&e: 
49 ; cp Pierret, RP 2 105 A). See also Brugsch, Gesch. Aeg. 
426. 

Still we cannot lay too much stress’ even upon this 
decoration ; at any Eastern court such an honour would 

6. Joseph,s have been prized (cp Dan. 5729  and see 

viziership. NECKLACE). What the meaning of ‘ he 
made him ride in the second chariot that 

The text has been injured; we may with some probability 

steeds.’ T o  both words in this phrase there may have been 
corresponding Egyptian terms ; to the first there certainly was 
(wa-Fa-ha-bu-ti); hut both were originally Semitic (see CHARIOT, 
§ I, and cp HORSE, 5 I [si). 

I t  is more important, however, to note the titles of 
Joseph‘s office. ‘They cried before him, Abrech’ (Gen. 
41 43, J).  ‘ H e  has made me an ab to Pharaoh, and adon 
of all his house ’ (45 8, J). Abrech, if the reading is cor- 
rect, is possibly the Ass. abarakkzl, a title of a very high 
dignitary, which like so many other Asiatic words may 
have passed into Egypt (see ABRECH). More prob- 
ably, however, the first three letters represent an , 
Egyptian title-viz., friend (mn)-and in 45 8 ‘ an a6 to 
Pharaoh ’ should probably be ‘ a friend of Pharaoh.’ 
Brugsch, it is true, points out that the Egyptian a6 meant 
a person who gave orders in the name of the P h a r a ~ h . ~  
A lower dignitary would be called adon, though Brugscb 
has once found the the title of a an adon over the whole 
land’ (in connection with the early life of Harenihib, 
afterwards king).6 In any case, however, we could 
not press this. Adon, if not also ab, is possibly a 
Semitic loan-word. d-din is the natural Hebrew word 

1 Ebers, Aegyjten U. die Bechclrer Mose’s, 294 ; Erman, 105, 

513 Flinders Petrie, TeZZ NeJesheh, 16 : Ten Years‘ Diggin& 
66’  Ebers Smith‘s DBP) 1797; Tornkms, Lzfeofjoseph, 47. 

he had ’ (Gen. 41 43) can be, no one has explained. 

n’,?$!?F:! n x i m ,  ‘ in a chariot drawn by choice young 

3’ Erma;, Anc. Eg. 62, 206, 210. 
4 Renouf, RP 6 7 x 0  ; Petrie, Hist. 2 21-23. 
5 Gesch. Aeg. 207, 248, 592. 
6 Gesch. Aeg. 252. 
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for ‘lord’ ; so also, according to the lexicons, is E6 
for ‘ vizier. ’ 1 

For the extent of Joseph’s newly given authority we 
may refer to the descriptions of the two Egyptian feudal 
lords, Ptah-hotep and RehmerE‘. 

‘If Rehmere‘ does not, like Ptah-hotep, bear the title of royal 
prince, he was perhaps of even higher rank since he is called 
‘the double of the Pharaoh,’ animated by his spirit taking his 
place in his absence, governing all Egypt like him: addressed 
by the same titles, and saluted like him by the courtiers. We 
must not be surprised, therefore, at  the royal title given to 
Ptah-hotep. the prefect of the capital was next to the king 
the fiist p e r k  in the kingdom.’z 

Xot less remarkable is the abject servility of the 
letters addressed to Dudu, a high officer of Amen-hotcp 
IV., by Aziri, prefect of the land of the Amorites ; it 
is not easy to decide which is greater, ‘ the  king, my 
lord,’ or ‘my lord, my father.’ Aziri even refers to 
the king and the grandees collectively as ‘ my gods ’ 
,(iZEmya). Does not this remind us of Gen. 41 40, 
‘ Only in the throne will I be greater than thou ’ ? 

a‘. With the viziership Joseph combined the office 
of director of the granaries (Gen. 4148 6). This was 

7. Granaries. u s d y  distinct. It was held, e.&, by 
Beka (19th or 20th dynasty), whose 

sepulchral stele is now preserved at  Kings’ 
sons did not disdain to hold i t B  W e  know, how- 
ever, that RebmerE‘ (see c), who was a vizier, was 
superintendent of the storehouses, which from time to 
time he had inspected. This constant supervision is 
insisted upon by the real or imaginary princely sage, 
Ptah-hotep, in his famous collection of precepts. So, 
too, a chief overseer of the granaries, named Am-n-teh, 
tells us that he never took rest from his responsibilities. 
Such at  least was the ideal. The  magazines had to be 
carefully guarded and replenished, for on this the life 
of thousands might depend.’ This duty, according 
to Gen. 4148 J ,  Joseph, as an ideal vizier, discharged 
in person. The  scene of Joseph’s brethren presenting 
themselves at  the granaries may be illustrated by a 
wall-painting in the tomb of Rehmere‘ already referred 
tO.8 

W e  now come to the seven years of famine (Gen. 
41 5 4 8 ) .  Famines were sometimes confined to Egypt. 

8. 
On one such occasion, as the decree of 
Canopus mentions, the reigning Ptolemy 

imported grain from Syria and Phcenicia. The  story 
of Joseph, however,. refers to one which extended to 
all the neighbouring lands, natives of which came into 
Egypt to Joseph to buy corn (Gen. 4157). It used to 
be thought that a pictorial record of this event was 
still extant. On the N. wall of the tomb of prince 
Chnemhotep on the steep height of Beni Hasan can 
still be seen depicted the meeting of thirty-seven Asiatics 
with the Egyptian. prince-governor. It is not, how- 
ever, a famine but trade that brings them to Egypt, 
and they are nomads from Arabia, headed by their 
prince Abesha (see ABISHAI, n. z), bringing stibium or 
eye-paint (see PAINT) , ’  

In another of the Beni-Hasan caves is the tomb of Ameni 
one of the feudal princes of the Middle Empire. This magnat; 

1 But this is extremely doubtful. In Is. 96 [ 5 ]  and 2221 we 
See should almost certainly read - p z ~  (strong one, protector). 

Crit. Bib. 
2 Virey,KP(?34; cp43. 
3 Am. Tab. 44f: 
4 Flinders Petrie (TeZZ NeZeshelt 16 ‘ Ten Years’ D&-zkz, 

66) suggests a further comparison &th’the ‘chief of the chan- 
cellors,’ or ‘royal seal-bearer,’ who stood at the head of the 
bureaucracy under the Hyksos kings. We must not, however, 
base an argument upon this for placing Joseph in the Hyksos 
period, for the officials at  that period were not Semites but 
chosen from among the native Egyptians. 

5 Chabas TSBA 5459-465. 
6 Maspeio Dawn o fCiz .  286. 
7 Vire 
8 RP($13 TO. 

9 See Beni-Hasan (ArcAaol. Sumeyof En@) Part I p. 69 
The tombs ;re o f d e  rzti 

R>P) 3 7~ (see n. 2, p. 7). 

and cp EGVP;, 5 5 0 ;  MUSIC, 5 8. 
dynasty. 
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is made to relate the chief events of his life, and speaks thus in 
the conclusion. 

‘(When) there became years of famine . . . I made to live 
its inhabitants, making its provision; not became a hungry 
man in it. . . . When thereafter great rises of the Nile took 
place, producing wheat and barley . . . not did I exact the 
arrears of the farm.’l A similar statdment is made by a governor 
named Baha in his sepulchral inscriptions at  el-Kib (end of 
17th dyn.) ; Baha speaks of ‘ a  famine lasting many years,’ and 
Brugsch has recorded his conviction 2 that the inscription refers 
to the identical famine of the Joseph-story. Baba at el-KBb 
was under the native king SZknClnri III . ,  while Joseph lived 
and worked as Brugsch thinks, under one of the Hyksos kings. 
Of a third ;amine which has been brought into connection with 
Joseph it is enough to say that the etyle of the monument proves 
it to he not earlier than the Ptolemies. See Wiedemann, Grsch. 
des AZt. Aegyjfens, 68. 

We now pass on to the policy of Joseph (Gen. 47 13-26, 
The statements in zv. 20-26 have some 

9. Joseph,s affinity to those of Herodotus (2109) and 
Diodorus ( 1 7 3 ) ,  and the probability is 
that all these stories are the attempts of 

later generations to account for the fact that the Egyp- 
tians handed over a fixed proportion of the harvest to 
the king. 

‘Whatever the details may have been, we may accept as a 
general fact that Ta’a and Abmose exterminated the old nobility 
very much as the Mamluks were exterminated by Mehemed 
Ali and as the latter obtained the greater part of all the 
property in the kingdom by the confiscation of the estates of 
the Mamlnks, so the former absorbed the roperty of the small 
princedoms. Thus mose those ahnorma? agrarian conditions 
found in later Egypt, by which all property, with the exception 
of the priests’fields, belonged to the Pharaoh, and was rented from 
the crown by a payment of 20 per cent. In Gen. 47 these con- 
ditions are declared to be due to the clever policy of Joseph.’s 

The  narrator in Gen. 47 is certainly accurate in one 
part of his statement. The land of the priests was 
exenipt from taxation ; no ‘ inspector of the palace ’ 
could enter the sacred domains.4 We do not hear, 
however, that the priests received special ‘ portions ’ of 
provisions. from the king ; this statement is not con- 
firmed. 

One small point alone remains-the age ascribed to 
Toseph at his death. ‘Toseph died, being 110 years 

composite). 

Erman writes thus :- 

- -  - -  
Joseph’s old ’ (Gen. 5026, J). No Hebrew -tale- 
- ... writer would have written thus. T o  
age* reach the age of 110 years was every 

good Egyptian’s prayer ; it was the favour desired by 
the high priest Bak-en-Honsu (19th dynasty) when 
he was 86 years of age.5 Ptah-hotep, whose collec- 
tion of maxims has been called (with doubtfut justice) 
the most ancient of books, says that his virtue has 
brought him to this advanced age, which few were 
privileged to exceed,6 and a strange reminiscence of 
this Egyptian belief meets us in the life of another 
Joseph (see JOSEPH iii., § IO). 

What historical elements are there in the Joseph 
story? W e  are prepared by the preceding inquiry to 
ll. Ristorioal find that there are some, and it will 

be best to go at  once into the heart of 
the question. Let us notice, then, elements. 

( I )  that several names possibly of Egyptian origin 
occur in the families of Moses and Aaron and of Joseph. 
The  name of Moses may possibly be analogous to Ra- 
messu, ‘child of Ra (RE‘) ’ ; the son of Eleazar, corn- 
monly called PHINEHAS (p . ”~ . ) ,  and a son of Eli bear, 
according to the prevalent opinion, the same well-known 
Egyptian name, of which HOPHNI (p .v . )  may be a 
corrupt variation. Eleazar’s father, PuTIhL (p.. . ), and 
the Korahite clan called Osir ( M T  ASSIR) also have been 
thought to bear, the one a partly disfigured, the other 
a still completely Egyptian name. HUR, too, the 
companion of Moses and Aaron, may also possibly be 
added to the list. The present writer probably stands 
nearly alone in looking elsewhere for the true explana- 
tions of these names. But with such a n  eminent 
1 16. 27. 
a Gesclt. Aea. 24;fl. cp Tomkins,Josejh, 56. 
3 L;fe ie Ancient E&t 103. 
4 Naville, The FesfivaZkaZZofOsorkon IZ. (‘gz), 8. 
6 De Horrack, R P  1’3 178 122. 
6 RPPI 3 34. Cp also Plinders Petrie, Am.  E , .  TaZes, 125. 
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authority as W. Max Muller on the other side, he will 
not be so discourteous as to call the above explanations 
impossible. Certainly, if correct, they tend to justify 
the theory that the tribe of Joseph and some part of 
the tribe of Levi once sojourned in Egypt. Whether 
the story of the selling of Joseph for a slave may be 
best regarded as an antedating of the reported subse- 
quent oppression, or as  a feature of a once extant 
biography of a Hebrew vizier, is an open question. 
I t  should be noticed that from Am. Tu6. 55 115 it 
appears that the sons and daughters of the Syrians 
were sometimes sent to Jarimuta to be sold for corn.' 
Not only Joseph, but in an earlier form of the story also 
Simeon and Benjamin seem to have been represented as 
sold into slavery in Egypt, and it has been already 
noted as perhaps significant that the name of a tradi- 
tional grandson of Joseph means ' sold ' (see EPHRAIM 
i., 

Passing now to Joseph himself, we find that in 
Manstho's story of the expulsion of the ' lepers ' (Jos. 
c. A?. 128) ,  the leader of the ' lepers ' is said to be a 
priest of Heliopolis named Osarsiph (see I ) .  The 
kernel of this story, according to E. Meyer ( G A  1.270) 
and Marquart (ChronoZog. Unters. ), is the virtually 
monotheistic reform of Abu-n,aten (Amen-hotep IV. ). 
A similar story is given by Chaxemon (Jos. c. A?. 132); 
who gives the names of the leaders of the 'unclean 
as Tisithen and Peteseph. The  latter name, in one 
way or another, may fairly be brought into connection 
with Joseph (see I), and it should be added that 
Chaeremon too connects the story with Amenophis 
(Amen-hotep). 

I t  becomes natural, therefore, to look for light to the 
Amarna tablets which are concerned u-ith the period 
of Amen-hotep 111. and Amen-hotep IV.;  and we are 
not disappointed. W e  find there an important Egyp- 
tian functionary, whose name is apparently Semitic, 
Yanhamu ( i e . ,  according to Marq. pyy). He is a 
ru6i:u or 'general ( 7 ) '  who has the control of the 
magazines of grain in the land of Jarimuta (see 3), 
and superintends the affairs of the Egyptian dominion 
in Palestine. 

When the Syrian chieftains and governors have a request to 
make of the Egyptian king they often add that he need only 
ask Yanhamu who knows the circumstances well. When Rih- 
Addi of"Gehi1 has grievances against Ahd-&irti of Amurru 
he refers them to Yanhamu (as one of three 8434f.) and h; 
asks the king to say tdYanbamu, ' Behold, dib-Addi is in thy 
power, and anything which happens to him touches thee' (6140- 
42). Another time Rib-Addi asks the king to bid Yanbamu 
take the field at once with troops (75 59-64 87 173). 

Notice 
too that Yabitiri, commandant of Gaza and Joppa, 
speaks of having been brought by Vanhamu to the 
Egyptian court while still small (214 24-26). Yabitiri 
seems to have been a countryman of Yaiihamu ; but his 
name, which looks Egyptian (Ra-hotep?), may have 
been given to him in Egypt. 

The latter circumstance is interesting because Joseph 
too is said to have received an Egyptian name in 
Egypt ; Marquart thinks (677) that the name intended 
is Zaphtan (pi), and that in represents Aten, the 
name of the god of the solar disk, worshipped by 
Alp-n-aten. This is not the present writer's view 
(see ZAPHNATH-PAANEAH) ; but the theory from 
which it springs seems to him likely to be correct. 
Joseph (whose Egyptian name was perhaps Pa-'anh, 
or Pi-anhi,2 indicating that ' life '--'an&centred in the 
bearer of the name) is probably an imaginative 
version of some Semitic courtier of the reforming king 
Amen-hotep IV. The  untranslatable passage in Gen. 
41 43, m x  p n x  l n x ,  should perhaps be read p n y  q, 
' friend of Khu-en-aten ' (Che. OZ.Z, April 1900 ; cp § 4), 
and the nameof Josepli'swifemayperhapshavebeen 'An$- 

I ; cp, however, MACHIR). 

These are by no means all the references. 

* This is Marquart's pertinent observation (678). 
9 Pianhi was a priestly name ; it was current in the family of 

the priest"-king Hri-hor. 
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nes-aten(so Marq. 677). A daughter of Ahu-n-aten, who 
had this name, was married to Tut-'anb-Amun, the 
next king but one after Khu-en-aten. ' Potiphera,' 
too, should probably be corrected into Meri-RE' ; this 
was the name of the high priest of Aten a t  the king's 
new capital of &t-aten (el-Amarna). W e  have also 
found reason to suspect the occurrence of another 
ancient Egyptian name in Genesis, viz., Jarimuta (in 
Gen. 4628, see 5 3). Marquart's theory that Jarimuta 
was in the province now called the Fayyiim-a natural 
depression in the Libyan hills, far more fertile anciently 
even than it is now-seems not quite so natural as the 
view which places it nearer to Palestine, in the East of 
the Delta. 

Some such conjectnres as the above seem forced upon us in 
the light of Egyptian history. As to the names, we must not 
expect too great exactness. W. Max Miiller (OLZ, Oct. 1900) 
objects to 3 as the representative of Kh. But the confusion 
of 2 and n is too common in HShrew to surprise us. The inn 
after 11" is hut a scribe's second attempt to write Aten. As to 
the impoliteness of choosing the name Abu-n-aten, the ohjection 
would have more force if an Egyptian story were in question 

The  ordinary view that Joseph, if historical, is to 
be placed in the Hyksos period, is acquiesced in by 
Fliuders Petrie. Ebers, however, who is in agreement 
with Lepsius, says, ' I n  the whole section there is 
nothing which does not exactly fit a Pharaonic court 
in the best periods of the kingdom, while there is 
much which can never be reconciled with a Hyksos 
court, however much Egyptianised.' a A later date, 
too, makes it easier to believe in the existence of a 
true tradition as the kernel of the story. Following 
Marquart, whose brilliant research3 has poured a flood 
of light on' the Joseph-story, the present writer places 
the great Hebrew vizier now called Joseph in the 
reign of Khu-en-aten or  Amen-hotep IV. 

W e  may now perhaps venture on the statement that 
there are five distinct elements in our present Joseph- 
story :-( I )  the transformed tradition of a sojourn of the 
tribe of Joseph in Egypt;  (2) the tradition, true in 
essentials, of a Hebrew vizier under Khu-en-aten ; 
(3) the story of Joseph and Potiphar's wife, etc. (an 
imaginative appendage) ; (4) the narrative (not historical) 
connecting the changed agrarian law of Egyp! with 
Khu-en-aten's vizier ; (5) the narrative (also unhistorical) 
of the sojourn of the other ' sons ' of Israel in Egypt. 
All these have been skilfully woven together by several 
Hebrew writers. There is something more, however, 
to be mentioned-it is the ideality of the whole narra- 
tive. None of the Old Testament biographies attracts 
such universal admiration as the story of Joseph. 

See in addition to the hooks cited already, F. Vigouroux, 
La i'ible et Zes dicouuertes mode~nes(4 1896, tom. ii. (f?r 
archaeology), and the vastly superior able of Driver ,in 
Hastings' DB 2 767-775, the archaeological exactness of whlch 
is not less than its careful treatment of the Hebrew text. What 
has been omitted here for want of space will be found in this 
very nsefularticle. That there is room for considerahledifference 
of opinion on the difficult textual and historical questions in- 
volved will be readily imagined. 

2. In MT. father of IGAL (Nu. 13 7 rP1): but the real name 
T. IC. C. 

seems to ha;e dropped out : s;e JOSE;; i.-; $ I n. 
3. One of t he  b'ne Asaph (I Ch. 25 2 9). 
4. One of the b'ne Bani in the list of those with foreign 

wives (see EZRA i., $3 5 end) Ezra 1042=1 Esd. 934, JOSEPHUS 
(+ouqrros [Dl r o q $ o s  [AI). 

5. A Dries;. head of the b'ne Shebaniah. temw Toiakim (see - . ,  I _ _  
EZRA ii., $8 6b, TI), Neh: 12 1 4  [om. EN*A]. 

6. h. Zacharias, a Jewish officer defeated by GOXGIAS (I Macc. 

$%e Maccabee ( 2  Macc. 8 22 10 19 rwtmaov [AI, -+ov [VI, 
an ancient false reading for ~ o a v v q v ) ;  see MACCABEES i., B 2, 
ad$n. 

8. Ancestor of Judith (Jud. 8 I). 

1 It depends on the reading and translation of an imperfect 
nassaee of one of the Amarna tablets (101 66). To dace 
jarim&a so far away as the Syrian Laodi'cea (Flinders Petri:, 
Syria and Egvjt 166) is hardly desirable. The view that it IS 
in the Nile delta'is due to the sagacity of C. Niehuhr (MVG 
lz08-z12 ['96]). ~ ' 

seventh supplementary volume of Philologus, 637-720. 

2 Aegyptm u. die B&cherMose's, 295. 
3 Clrronolopkche Untwszdungm (rgco), reprinted from the 
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JOSEPH [in NT] (IWCHC$ [Ti. WH]). I. Joseph 

The passages relative to this Joseph of Arimathza. 
should first be compared. 

As to his description. Matthew says (27 57), ‘a rich man of 
(da6, belonging to) Arimathiea, named Joseph, who himself 

had become a disciple of Jesus (2pa97rsd6q 
1. Description. 76 Iquov).’ M y )  (15 43), ‘Joseph of Ari- 

Gathiea (b  dno Ap.), a noble councillor 
(cQux$p~v  povheyjr ) ,  who also himself was expecting the 
kingdom of God. Luke (23 50), ‘ a  man named Joseph, who 
was a councillor (povhev6p dndpxov) a good and righteous man 
(he bad not given his v o t e - o h  ’9” wvrtarard~pevos-for 
their counsel and deed) of ArimathTa a city of the >ews, who 
was expecting the kingdom of God. John (19 38), Joseph of 
Arimathiea (b  l n b  ’Ap.), being a disciple of Jesus, but a secret 
one for fear of the Jews.’ The Petrine Gospel (3), ‘Joseph the 
friend of Pilate and of the Lord.’ Tradition therefore is not 
entirely unanimous as to the description of Joseph. 

In some respects the simplest accounts in our Gospels 
are those of Mt. and Jn. Both agree that Joseph 
belonged to the wider circle of Jesus’ disciples, and 
Peter probably means the same thing by the peculiar 
phrase quoted above; and neither Mt. nor Jn. is 
aware that he belonged to any Jewish council. 
Mt. indeed says that he was a rich man, whilst 
Jn. is silent on this point; but the fact that, ac- 
cording to Jn., Joseph in the first instance under- 
took the whole of the arrangements for burial, and 
was afraid of the consequences to himself if he 
avowed his ‘discipleship, proves that Jn., too, must 
have regarded Joseph as a rich man. The account 
in Jn. 1941J. however, presents one apparent dis- 
crepancy from that in Mt. 2760. Apparent we call 
it, because it only rests on an  inference; but that 
inference is certainly a very natural one. I t  appears 
from Jn. 194rf. that the body of Jesus was laid in the 
sepulchre adjoining the place of crucifixion only because 
it was ‘ nigh a t  hand ’ ; that Joseph happened to be the 
owner, would he so remarkable a coincidence that the 
evangelist would surely have stated it. I t  is true, 
Mk. and Lk., as well as Jn., are silent as to 
Joseph’s proprietorship of the tomb;  but the pre-’ 
sumption is that Joseph, who was evidently, according 
to them, a man of social standing, and would there- 
fore certainly have prepared his own ‘long home,’ is 
to be supposed to have taken the body of Jesus to his 
own new tomb, which was somewhere near Jerusalem. 

Is there also a discrepancy between Mk. (and 
Lk.) and Mt. as regards Joseph‘s discipleship? Ac- 
2. Discipleship. cording to B. Weiss (Dns Leben /mi, 

2 592 ; Das Matthdusevang. 574) 
there is. Mk. 1543 accurately, though indirectly, 
states that hitherto Joseph, who was a councillor, had 
kept aloof from the circle of the adherents of Jesus, 
whereas Mt. 27 57 expressly affirms that he had become 
a disciple. Weiss also thinks that Mt.’s description 
of Joseph as a rich man was due to his desire for 
a fresh fiilfilment of prophecy (Is. 539). Here, how- 
ever, there appear to be several misunderstandings. 
( I )  Joseph was of course not a close ‘adherent’ of 
Jesus ; but he belonged to that wider circle of disciples 
which Mt., though less distinctly than Mk. and 
Lk. ,  presupposes (see Keim, Jesu won Naz. 222zJ). 
(2) Joseph was scarcely a ‘councillor’ in the sense 
supposed by Weiss. (3)  Neither Mt. nor any 
other early Christian writer thought of Is. 539 as a 
prediction of Christ’s burial. 

Let us pause here and ask if thus far the accounts are 
historical. The statements that the Derson who arranged 
3. Historicitgr. for the burial of the body of Jesus was 

a member of the wider circle of dis- 
ciples, a rich man of Arimathaea (see below, 5 s), 
named Joseph, and that the tomb in which he placed 
the body of Jesus was his own, is questioned by few 
critics. These were points which tradition was not 
likely to have invented. The  notion of Strauss that 
the story of the tomb was suggested by Is. 539 is 
refuted by the circumstance that none of the Gospels, 
nor any subsequent work of the early Christian period, 
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refers to that passage, the obscurity of which evidently 
caused great difficulty to the ancient translators. W e  
may at any rate accept as a historical certainty the 
hi@? ( he was buried ’ )  of I Cor. 154. 

W e  now pass on to the statement of Mk. and Lk. 
that loseph was a ’ councillor.’ If by ‘ councillor’ the7 . .  
4. Meaning of both mean ‘ member of the Sanhedrin,” 
, councillor., we are involved in hopeless perplexity. 

That ToseDhwasnot deficient in courage. 
is shown by his appli&tion to Pilate, for the notion-of 
Evnz#. Pet.  3 that he was a friend of Pilate is clearly 
a late fancy. If a member of the Sanhedrin, he must 
have attended on such an important occasion as the trial 
of Jesus, and must have spoken for him, and have trans- 
mitted the knowledge of this fact and of much more 
important facts to subsequent generations of Christians. 
The  inevitable inference from Mk. 1464, however, is that 
no member of the council was absent, and certainly no 
one can say that the evangelical tradition of the trial of 
Jesus has the appearance of exactness. Does it not seem 
to follow from this that Mk. did not, any more than 
Mt., suppose Joseph to have belonged to the Sanhedrin 
-in short, that Lk. must have misunderstood the 
meaning of @ouheur.i)s? No one can say that the 
epithet ebuX+pwv--i.e., ‘noble’ 2-as applied to a 
member of the Sanhedrin, is at all natural. If, how- 
ever, we interpret ~ b q .  pouhevr.i)s from a Greek or  
a Roman point of view, it becomes equivalent to ‘ a  
man of high social rank’ (=a noble senator), and is 
quite in place in a work intended mainly for Gentile 
Christians. Lk. and Jn., however, may easily have 
misunderstood it.3 John shows special thoughtfulness 
in dealing with it. H e  considered, apparently, that he 
had before him a twofold tradition. According to one 
version, Joseph of Arimathaea, a rich disciple of Jesus, 
paid his Master’s body the last sad honours ; according 
to another, it was a councillor named Joseph of 
Arimathza who did this. He  therefore combined the 
two traditions, only substituting ‘ Nicodemus’ for 
’Joseph’ as the name of the councillor, for which he 
had prepared the way by the statement respecting a 
speech of Nicodemus in the council apparently suggested 
by the parenthetical remark about Joseph in Lk. 2351. 
See NICODEMUS. 

Opinions differ (see Keim, Jesus von mnz. 3513,f) 
as to the place intended by Arimathaea. Most prob- 
5. Arimathrea. ably it is the Ramathaim mentioned 

m I Macc. 1134  beside Lydda. See 
OS 22512 (appadep uEi@a) and RAMAH, 2. From the 
fact that Joseph possessed a rock-tomb near Jerusalem, 
we may assume that he had taken up his abode at any 
rate for a time in the Holy City, and the fact that 
nothing is heard of him afterwards justifies the supposi- 
tion that he may afterwards have left Palestine ; possibly 
he was a merchant. I t  is a weakness, however, in our 
position, that we are compelled to speculate. 

As far as regards the 
entombment itself, not much need be added to what 

The 
simplest statement is that of Mt. ; it 
is difficult to think that the earliest 

tradition referred to Joseph‘s purchase of ‘ linen ’ 
(byopduas atvsbva; see LINEN) for the purpose of 
enwrapping the body. The mention of a garden in 
Jn. 1941 may also be mere amplification ; the Petrine 
Gospel (24) says that Joseph‘s ‘own tomb’ was called 

I Joseph’s garden’-apparently the name of a well-known 
locality in the time of the writer.4 The story of Joseph’s 
interview with Pilate is g i v v  very simply by Mt., Lk. ,  and 
Jn. Mk., in his graphic way, lays stress on the ‘ cour- 

As to the deed of Joseph. 

6. Joseph,s has incidentally been said already. 

deed. 

1 On the text see SBOT, ‘Isa.’Heh., 150, and cp zpr, Ad- 

‘2 See Acts 13 50 17 12. ‘Of noble bearing’ (Edersheim) is 

3 So Brandt, Evanp. GescL. 79. 
4 11. V. Schubert, Die Corn#. des+,. Petv. Euaitg. 62. 

denda : cp also Marti, ad lac. 

surely impossible. 
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age ’ required for Joseph’s act (.roxp+ms), and adds that 
‘ Pilate marvelled if he were already dead, and calling 
the centurion, he asked if he had been any while 
dead ; ,and uhen he knew it, he gave the body to 
Joseph’ (Mk. 1544.f.). None of the Synoptics makes 
any reference to the fact stated in Jn. 1931 that the 
Jews had already asked Pilate that the crunyrugium 
might be performed (see CROSS, 55 4, 6), and that the 
bodies of the crucified might then be removed. Yet 
this certainly makes the whole occurrence more intel- 
ligible (cp Evans. Petr. 5 ) .  It was not usual, according 
to Roman law, to grant burial for the bodies of the 
crucified ; hence the need of ‘courage ’ on Joseph’s 
part. That Pilate first of all asked Herod for the body 
(Eaung. Petr. 3-5) is an unplausible fancy ; and the 
elaborate tale of the imprisonment of Joseph, of his 
miraculous release and of his baptism by Jesus, after 
which he is taken by the Lord to Arimathza, are 
specimens of the inventions of the Acts  ofPiZate (12 15). 

For the English legends on which the abbey of Glastonbury 
is founded see William of Malmeshury, ‘ De Antiq. Glastoni- 
ensis Ecclekie’ in Reu. AqZ.  Scr;Pf. Vet. 1(‘8+), and elsewhere; 
and cp Nutt, StGdies on the Legend of the Fff@ GTuiZ wifh 
Especial Reference t o  the Hypothesis of its CeZffc Omgin, 1888. 

2. Husband of Mary.-The references in the Gospels’ 
must be carefully considered. ( u )  Seven occur in Mt., 
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judah, and apparently does not accept this particular 
tradition. He cannot, however (if we regard the gospel 
as a whole), have been indifferent to the earthly origin 
of Jesus. Though Jesus was pouoyeu.;lr (Gods only be- 
gotten one), yet he ’ abode among us,’ and the evangelist 
makes Jesus invite inquirers to ‘ come and see where he 
dwelt’ (Jn. 1 3 8 3 ) .  One of these inquirers (Philip of 
Bethsaida) seeks out ( E ~ ~ ~ U K E I ,  ;.e., finds after seeking) 
Nathanael, and says, ‘ W e  have found him, of whom 
Moses in the law, and the prophets, did write, Jesus of 
Nazareth, the son of Joseph.’ Elsewhere (641J) a 
Galilean multitude is represented as murmuring at the 
great ‘ Rabbi ’ (a. 25) because he said that he had ‘ come 
down from heaven, and gave life to the world ’ (vv. 33 35), 
although he was ‘Jesus the son of Joseph, whose father 
and mother we know’ (w. 42).  Both these passages 
suggest that ‘ Jesus bar Joseph ’ was a common phrase 
in some forins of the primitive Christian tradition, and the 
latter passage suggests the inquiry whether there is not a 
sense in which Jesus could have been the son of Joseph, 
although the name of the husband of Mary was unknown. 
T h e  phrase ‘ the sons of Jacob and Joseph’ (Ps. 
7715 [16]) does not mean the men called Reuben, 
Simeon, Manasseh, Ephraim, etc., nor does ‘ Shallurn 
the son of Jabesh ’ (2 K. 15 IO) probably mean ‘ Shallum, 
whose father, in the strictest sense, was called Jabesh.’ 
O n  the analogy of such passages ‘Jesus the son of 
Joseph’ may mean ‘Jesus a member of the house of 
Joseph’ (ZecK306). It is true that the Jewish belief 
in a Messiah ben-Joseph, the forerunner of the Messiah 
ben-David, did not exist as a developed scholastic 
doctrine in the time of Jesus (see MESSIAH), but some 
of the germs of it may have appeared even then. T h e  
primitive Christians certainly seem to have traced Christ’s 
origin to Galilee (see NAZARETH),  and to have quoted 
Is. 91 [823] as. vprophecy of his Galilzean birth (Mt. 223 
4143). Even in the latest of our Gospels we seem to 
find traces of a division among the Jews in this respect, 
some affirming that ‘ the holy one ’ and the prophet ’ 
( j a r  ezceZZence) could not proceed from Galilee (Jn. 1 46 
752 ; others that Jesus was ‘ the Holy One,’ and wus 
spoken of in the law and the prophets, although he was 
ulbs TOG Iwu~r$ ,  6 drrb Na@,paprr (Jn. 145, and cp 752). 

According to Mt. 1355  Jesus, when on a visit to his 
T R T ~ ~ P  or fatherland (but Syr. Cur. and Lewis, ‘h is  
9. A carpenter city ’), was called 6 TOO T~KTOUOS u16s, 

It is true that  
this was early understood to mean ’ the son of Joseph.’ 
Not only does Lk. substitute this phrase in 422, but 
the Sinaitic Palimpsest does the same in Mt. 1355. The  
phrase p j  12, however (B&Z Eufhri, 736), simply 
means ‘a carpenter’ = p12 13, and, as Mr. N. Herz 
has already suggested, the phrase, as used in the 
tradition, may have meant no more than this (cp SON). 
In this case, Jesus himself is the carpenter, a result 
which agrees with the statement in Mk. 63, and is in 
accordance with what we should expect and desire. 
T h e  possibility must be admitted, however, that there 
has been a confusion between two Semitic roots 7x3 and 
103. Elsewhere (see GENNESARET, NAZARETH) it has  
been shown that a name for Galilee, or for a district in 
Galilee, was 7x3 or nisi, but that this was also written 
’ ID] or n i ~ i .  Now the Aram. i y  n’sar (Heb. i$* ; c p  
ii&c, ‘ a  saw’) means ‘ t o  saw,’ so that ‘Jesus the 
Nazarene ’ (Nasarene?) might be taken to’mean ‘Jesus, 
the carpenter.’ Possibly, or probably, there was a 
play upon words. A mere carpenter, said the Jews ; 
yes, a carpenter-one of ourselves, said Christ’s poor. 

The usual opinion that Joseph died before 
lo’ Later Jesus’ ministry began seems to be based on views’ 
The accounts .in the Apocryphal Gospels and similar writings 

1 In Jn. 146, for Gdva7a; TL &ya06v read Gdvarar b Byror, and 
See NAZARETE; 

‘ the carpenter’s son.’ 

Mk. 63 ; cp 331 and parallels. 

in Jn.752, for ~rpo$f rqs  read 6 rrpo+frqs. 
GALILEE, 5 5, n. 2. 
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7. References. but all in chaps. If., a section which 
stands apart from the rest of Mt.’s 

Gospel, and has nothing answering to it in Mk. or Jn. 
The-most important is that in 116, because it refers to 
Joseph as a person well known by name to the reader 
as ‘ the  husband of Mary.’ In 1246 (=Mk.  331) Mt. 
mentions the mother of Jesus, but not his father. ( l i )  
Mk. nowhere, directly or indirectly, refers to Joseph. 
(c) Lk. also mentions Joseph seven times, but only in 
chaps. 1-4. It is true that one of these references is 
outside chaps. 1-3, a section which (if we put aside 
221-38 and 40-52, which are unique, and 31-22, which 
corresponds to Mt. 3, and is properly speaking outside 
the prelude of the fuller traditional Gospel) is in the 
main parallel to Mt. If. In the two narratives which 
are here called unique, however, the father of Jesus is 
twice referred to, without being named (233, 6 ?rar+p 
U ~ T O G ,  and 243 oi you& ad.roD [WH, followed by RV]). 
The  last reference (Lk. 422) occurs in a narrative which 
has evidently been expanded and is less accurate than 
the tradition given in Mk. 61-6 Mt. 13  54-58, and may 
perhaps be ascribed to the influence of chaps. 1-3 in 
which Joseph is referred to by name. ‘ Is not this the 
son of Joseph ’ in Lk. corresponds to ‘ Is not this the 
carpenter’ in Mk., and ’ Is not this the carpenter’s son ‘ 
in Mt. (d )  In Jn., Jesus is twice referred to as the son 
of Joseph ( I 4 5  642), in the latter case with the addition, 
‘ whose father and mother w,e know.’ 

Thus the evidence that primitive Christian tradition 
knew anything about the father of Jesus is very slight, 
and considering the high probability that the narratives 
respecting the birth of Jesus in Mt. If. Lk. 1 21-39 
3 23-38 are partly Haggadic or edifying tales like those 
in the Protewungelium 3ucohi (upon which, indeed, L. 
Conrady thinks that the infancy narratives are based), 
partly the offspring of the keen interest which post-exilic 
Jndaism displayed in real and imaginary genealogies (this 
applies to Mt. 11-17 Lk. 3 23-38), it becomes the historical 
student to confess that the name of the father of Jesus 
is, to say the least, extremely imcertain. 

I t  would, however, be hasty to assert that there was 
no element of truth in the expression, ’Joseph the 

Possible husband of Mary, of whom was born 
meaning of Jesus, who is called Christ’ (Mt. 1161.~ 

A hint may perhaps be gained from the 
two references in In. The writer of this Joseph. 

Gospel says nothing of the birth-of Jesus at  Rethlehem- 

1 Cp. GOSPELS 5 22. 

2 The Syriac ’of the Sinaitic Palimpsest, however: gives 
‘Joseph, to whom was betrothed Mary the Virgin. Cp. 
GOSPELS, § 22. 
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JQSEPHUS JOSHUA (BOOK) 
Perhaps Joshua is another form of ABISHUA, which in I Ch. 

6 4  Ezra75 is the name of the son of Eleazar, b. Aaron. 
Ueazar and Joshua are associated in assigning the lands of the 
Israelites (Josh. 19 SI), and the burial-places of the two are 
mentioned in the same narrative (Josh. 24zg-33), are both in 
Mt. Ephraim, and both probably contain the name Jerahmeel 
(see TIMNATH-HERES ; PHINEHAS). If SO, it was originally the 
priestly and warlike tribe of Levi that was represented by 
Joshua. His name is a clan-name and should perhaps be read 
Josheba or Abi-sheba (cp Elishua’and Elisheba), where Sheba 
IS probably an obscure divine name (see SHEBA). This snggests 
a probable explanation of Joshua’s patronymic. p 3  (NUN) may 
he an abridged way of writing !ion] (NAHSHON), which is a 
Jerahmeelite name (cp Timnath-heres). 

Even apart from these considerations the historicar character 
of Joshua as an individual is doubtful. It was natural to 
provide Moses with attendants, and to give a name to the chief 
of these (Nu. 11 28), who was in training to become Moses’ 
successor. Nor could such a successor have a more suitable 
name than ‘ Jehosbua’-cp Eliezer (Ex. lS4), Eleazar (Ex. 6 23 
Josh. 24 33), the names of a son of Moses and of a son of Aaron 
respectively. Naturally too he would he assigned to the tribe 
which had the leadership in early times, and if Joseph was 
originally (as Wi. maintains) a solar hero it would not be 
surprising if details of solar-mythical origin &ached themselves 
to the Joshua tradition; note in this connection the name of 
Joshua’s ‘inheritance’ (see above), if this really means ‘portion 
of the sun. 

At any rate, whether the name ‘Joshua’ is a pure 
invention or has its origin in a clan-name, the actions 
ascribed to Joshua are purely legendary, unless indeed 
the work of critics on the narratives which relate them 
is a failure, cp, St. GVZ 1 1 3 5 ;  We. Cii‘116J, n. I ; 
Wi. GZ296-122. See ISRAEL, 7 ;  ELDAD ; EPHRAIM. 
§ 6 ; JABIN ; JERICHO ; JOSHUA ii. 

2. High-priest Hag. 1 I Zech. 3 IJ . see JESHUA, 5. 
3. A man of Bkth-shemesh (‘house if  the sun,’ cp ‘ Timnath- 

serah’ above), in whose field the ark rested, I S. 614 18 ( o q e  
LwwE [Ll). 
Governor of Jerusalem, temp. Josiah, z K. 238 (&owe [L]). 

JOSHUA (BOOK) 
Name etc. (5 IJ). 
Sourck (I$ 3-6). 
Analysis (8s 7-10). 
Redaction (8 IT). 

Accounts of settlement ($5 12-14). 
Ultimate sources ($ IsJ). 
Chronology (5 17). 
Text ( 5  183). 

Literature (s 26). 
In the Hebrew Bible, Joshua is the first of the four 

historical books (Josh., Judg., S., K. ) which make up the 
1. Place in first half of the canon of the Prophets, 

and are hence called the Former Prophets 

In  Greek manuscripts, Josh., Judg., and Ruth are frequently 
included with the Pentateuch In a codex (Octateuch)’ in the 
Latin Church the same books, with’the omission of RLth, are 
often similarly united (Heptateuch). In all these Josh. immedi- 
ately follows the Pentateuch ; hut in the Bible of the Syrian 
Church this place is given to Job (as the work of Moses), and 
Josh. stands next in order. 

The book of Joshua, in narrating the conquest and 
settlement of Canaan, records the fulfilment of the 
promises to the patriarchs and the completion of 
the great movement of which the Exodus is the 
beginning ; it is thus the necessary continuation of the 
Pentateuch, and must once have formed part of the 
same historical work with the preceding five books. In 
recent critical investigations, therefore, the first six books 
of the OT (Hexateuch) are usually taken together : the 
separation of Josh. from the Pentateuch in the Jewish 
canon was due to the predominance of the legal point 
of view ; the books of Moses were law (Torah), while 
Josh. was only history. It need not be assumed, how- 
ever, that the Hexateuch ever formed by itself a com- 
plete historical work ending with the death of Joshua; 
we know it only as part of a more comprehensive history 
extending from the creation of the world to the destruc- 
tion of Jerusalem (Gen.-z K . ) ,  in which Josh. is hardly 
more closely connected with the Pentateuch than with 
the following books ; and the similarity of,the redactional 
phenomena in Dt., Josh., and Judg. shows that this 
connection is not one of mere sequence, 

(O’llVN7 
Canon. 

1 See CANON, 5 6. 
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(e.g., the Death ofJoseph; see Forbes Robinson’s Copt;c Apo- 
cvyphal Gospels 1896) are not historical traditions at all. See 
(for dates) Lip&, Did. Christ. Biog. 2700. In the Sahidic 
apocryphal Life of Joseph, which is strongly impregnated with 
Egyptian ideas, the age of Joseph at his death is fixed at  III  
years. The ideal age for the close of life in Egypt was ITO 
years (see JOSEPH ii., $ IO). 

3-6. Lk. 3 30 Lk. 3 26 RV JOSECH [q.u I and Lk. 3 24, names 
of individuals in the genealogy of Jesus :&e GENEALOGIES ii., 

7. oseph (Jos. Ant.  xviii. 2 z 43) called CAIAPHAS [fa]. 
8. foseph (Acts 113) called BARSABAS [q 
9. Joseph whose mother was Mary; br 

1355, AV JOSES, Mk. 6 3 ,  EV i6.). Th 
supported by NaRC in Mt and by N in Mk. See CLOPAS, $ 4 .  

IO. Acts 436, RV ; see ~ A R N A B A S .  

JOSEPHUS (IWCH+OC [A]), I Esd. 9 3 4 = E z r a 1 0 4 ~ ,  

JOSES, RV JOSEPH. ( I )  Mt. 13 55 ( I  WCH@ [Ti. WH]) ,  
Mk. 6 3  (roovTos [Ti. WH]). see CLOPAS I 4, JOSEPH III., 9. 
(2 )  Acts436 (cwuvqb [Ti.WHJj; see BARNABAS. 

JOSHAH (ngl9, § 31 ; probably a corruption of 
JOSHIBIAH), a Simeonite ‘ prince,’ I Ch. 434P (IWC[G]IA 
[HI, TIAC [AI, IWAC [L]). 

JOSHAPHAT (a@+, abbrev. from JEHOSHAPHAT 
k . v . 1  ; IUCAC$AT [BKAL]). 

I.  One of David‘s heroes, probably from TIMNAH Lq.v.1, for 
we can hardly help assuming a slight error in the gentilic, 
’I$??, ‘the Mithnite,’ which should be ’ !pm, ‘the Timnite,’ 
I Ch.ll43t (L .  6. j3alBavsr [B], iwuaqbas [U*l [Lwua+ar, NC’al 6. 
peBaveL [N], t.6. paB8avr [AI, r .6 .  par8avL [Ll) ; see DAVID, $ 11 a. 

2. AV JEHOSHAPHAT, a Levite, temp. David, I Ch. 1524 

JOSHAVIAH (Vl@V, 5 31 ; probably a corruption 
of JOSHIBIAH), a name in David‘s army-list (DAVID, 

@BNA favour the reading, ‘ Joshaviah his son’ (133) instead 
MT ‘ Jeshaviah, the sons [?>XI of Elnaam.’ 

JOSHBEKASHAH (W&?@:), according to the 
Chronicler a son of Heman, I Ch. 25424 (IGIBACAKA, 
BAKATA P I 9  CGBA KAITAN, I ~ C B A K A T A N  [AI, IGCBOK 

JOSHEB-BASSHEBETH (nj& zp), 2 Sam. 23 a 

T. K. C. 

5 3f: 

JOSEPH, 4. 

(cwuay5aT). T. K. C.  

§ 11 [a ii.]), I Ch. 1 1 4 6 t  (IWC[G]IA [BHA], CWCIA [L]). 

Cp ELNAAM. 

[L]. IESEACASSA [vg.]) ; but see HEMAN. 

RV. See JASHOBEAM. 

31), 
a Simeoriite (I Ch. 435 ; AV JOSIBIAH, l c ~ B l &  [BA], 
l ac .  [L]). Cp JOSHAH, JOSHAVIAH. 

JOSHUA and (Nu. 1316)  Jehoshua ( Y h :  [P.r~j?I? 
Dt. 3 ZI Judg. 2 71, L ~ Q O U ~  ; I  YahwL: is 
deliverance’; cp NAMES, 55 27, 84, 86; but see below. In  
Nu. 138 16 Dt. 3244 we find YCln [see HosHEn] ; but we cannot 
venture to assume that yu)? is really a traditional form, Nu. 
23 8 16 proceeding from P, and Dt. 32 44 being incorrectly read 
[see Driver, ad loc.1). 

I. Son of NUN [p.~.],  ‘ attendant of Moses, and one 
of his young men’ (Nu. 1128 ; cp Josh. 1 I), traditional 
leader of Israel in the conquest of Canaan. H e  is said 
to have died at  the same age as the tribal hero Joseph 
(IIO),  and to have been buried in his inheritance at 
TIMNATH-SERAH (Josh. 24zg$))-Or TIMNATH-HERES 
(Judg. 28J)-in the hill-country of Ephraim. In Nu. 
13816  he is said to have belonged to the tribe of 
Ephraim, and to have been called Hoshea (see above), 
until Moses, on sending forth Hoshea among the other 
‘ spies,’ changed his name to Jehoshua. According to 
Budde, Judg. 122 states that Joshua accompanied the 
‘ house of Joseph’ in its invasion of Mt. Ephraim. 
Verse ~ g a ,  however, favours M T s  reading ‘ Yahwh,’ 
out of which the reading ‘ Judah’ (~ou8as  @AL, etc.) 
would easily arise. At any rate, ‘Joshua,’ if correct, 
ought in this context to be a clan-name. 

From the time of the 
Maccabees onwards the purely Greek name JASON Cg.v.1 was 
commonly regarded by Hellenizing Jews as an equivalent of 
Joshua. 
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JOSHIBIAH (??W), ‘ God enthrones ’ [?I, 

usually explainid 

1 Whence the name JESUS [q 
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Thebooktakesits title(y$h;, I H C O Y C [ B F ] O ~  IHCOYC 

LibevJosue) from the name of the great yloc NAYH 

JOSHUA (BOOK) 

. - -  2. Title a~~ leader whose achievements it relates (cp 
the books of Samnel).z The  opinion that 
Joshua is not only the hero but the author contents. 

of the book3-if not merely an inference from the title- 
rests, presumably, upon a theory of Hebrew historio- 
graphy like that set forth by Josephus (c. A$. 1 8 ) . 4  
The book of Joshua begins, immediately after the death 
of Moses (Dt. 3 4 ) ,  with the command of God to Joshua, 
who had already been appointed Moses’ successor 
(Dt. 31), to cross the Jordan ; it relates the conquest 
and division of Canaan, and ends with the death of 
Joshua. The book falls naturally into two parts : the 
invasion and conquest ( 1 - 1 2 ) ,  and the allotment of the 
land to the several tribes (13-24). The first part closes 
with a recapitulation of the Israelite conquests E. and 
W. of the Jordan (12) ; the second, with Joshua’s parting 
charges and admonitions ( 233 ) .  . 

The contents of the book may be summarised thus : crossinq 
of the Jordan; capture of Jericho (14). operations against AI 
(73) ’ successful ruse of the Gibeunite; (9) ; victory over the 
coalition of Canaanite kings, subjugationof the South (10); cam. 
paign agaiust the king of Hazor and his allies, subjugation of 
the North (11) ’ recapitulation (12). Divisiou of the land . the 
trans-Jordanic ;ribes (13), Caleb (14), Judah (15), Ephraim’and 
Manasseh ( 1 6 3 ) ’  survey and allotment of the remaining 
territory to the oiher tribes, Joshua’s own inheritance (IS/) ; 
designation of cities of refuge(20); levitical cities (21) ; dismissal 
of the trans-Jordanic contingent (22) ; last exhortations of Joshua 
(23); assembly at Shechem, and covenant there; death and 
burial of Joshua (24). 

Throughout the Pentateuch-from the first promise 
to Abraham down to the vision of the dying Moses on 

Mt. Nebo-the possession of the land of 
3* sources* Canaan is kept steadily in view a s  the goal 
to which the history is moving. The  critical analysis 
shows that this is true not only of the actual Pentateuch, 
but also of all its sources, and of every stage in the 
redaction. 

Thus, in JE (J, E, and RJE are all represented), Gen. l8rq-17 
1613-16 263 2813-15 etc. Ex.38 17 5213 331-3 N u . 1 3 1 7 ~ 1 4  
also JE in Nu. 32 and Dt. 31 : in D (incl. Do, RD). Dt. 31 1-6 7 t f  
138 3 2 1 3  28 cp also 271-8; in P den. 176-8 2 8 3 3  35 &$ 
484) Ex. 62-8 Nu. 2118.23 3350-54 34f: Dt. 349. 

I t  is not conceivable that any of these sources broke 
off with the death of Moses, at  the very moment when 
the fulfilment of these promises and commands was 
about to begin ; the conquest and settlement of Canaan 
must have been more or less fully narrated in all of 
them. On the other hand, the book of Joshua is con- 
nected in the closest way, both materially and formally, 
with the Pentateuch. 

Cp Josh. 11.9 with Dt. 31 1-8 23 ; Josh. 1 12-15 with (Nu. 52) 
Dt. 3 IS 20 ; Josh. 8 30-35 with Dt. 11 29 21 1-8 11-14. Josh. 1 3 8  
with Nu. 34‘  Josh. 146-15 with Nu 1424 Dt. 136: osh. 171.6 
with Nu. 27 i-11 361-12; Josh. 20L kith NIL 35 C6i.j. . .  

Since, furthermore, the book is obviously composite, 
it is a natural inference that Josh. was compiled (in 
the main) from the same sources as the five preceding 
books ; and the critical analysis accordingly set itself to 
distinguish these sources. The problem has proved, 
however, more difficult than might have been anticipated, 
and upon some important points opinion is still much 
divided. 

The hook opens with a deuteronomic introduction (l), 
and has a similar close (2143  [41]-226 23) ; evidence of *. D,s share. deuteronomic redaction is found in both 

partsof the book-much moreabundantly, 
as would be expected, in the narrative chapters (1-12) 
than in the statistical account of the possessions of the 

1 On tht origin of this form see N U N.  
2 [Athmas.: Synojsis scrijt. sacr.; so Theodoret and others. 
3 BEbE h a U v ~ ,  14 b, and ninny. 
4 Confirmation of the opinion, which has been maintained in 

recent tilhes by some Roman Catholic scholars (J. L. KBnig, 
ICaulen), is sought in I K. IS 34 ; cp also Josh. 24 26. 

5 De Wette (/?;nZ.(6) ’45) was the first to extend the analysis 
to Josh. ; see Hollenberg, St. Kr. 47462 3 (‘74), Albers 
Quellen6erichte, 3 3  Geddes and others had seen that Josh: 
was put together in the same way as the Pentateuch. 
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tribes (13&).1  I t  is clear, therefore, that the basis of 
our book is a deuteronomic history of Joshua, as that of 
the following book is a deuteronomic history of the Judges 
(originally including Eli and Samuel). Indeed, the 
two books are connected in such a way as to suggest 
that, at  one stage of the ’redaction, at  least, they were 
united in a single work-a deuteronomic history of Israel 
from the invasion of Palestine to the establishment of 
the kingdom. 

Josh. 1-12 has come down to us substantially as it 
was in the deuteronomic book ; the work of the priestly 
6. p,s share. editors is here limited to some minor 

changes in phraseology and the insertion 
of a few verses (413.19 54-7 10-12 7 1  9156 17-21), some 
of which may be derived from P (so probably 510-12 
915b 17-21), whilst others are additions of RP or later 
diaskeuasts. In  13-24 the share of P is much larger ; 
the description of the territories of the several tribes in 
1 3 - 1 9  is in great part from this source, as are also the 
cities of refuge (20) and the catalogue of levitical cities 
(21 1-42 [40]) ; 229-34 is of still later origin.3 

The narrative in the deuteronomic book is not itself 
deuteronomic. As in Jndg., it is taken from older 

sources, the hand of the compiler or editor 
Older appearing, aside from the introduction and 

sources* close, chiefly in a consistent heightening 
of the colours, and in enlargements on the moral 
and religious aspects of the history.4 The  materials 
incorporated by the deuteronomic historian are not 
homogeneous ; in 1 3 - 1 9  there are considerable fragments 
of an accoiint of the conquest which, like Judg. 1, repre- 
sented it, not as the work of Joshua a t  the head of all 
Israel, but as slowly and incompletely achieved by the 
several tribes; and in 1 - 1 2  (particularly in 1-9) it is 
possible to distinguish an older and simpler account of 
the invasion from a later version of the same story in 
which a tendency to magnify the events and exaggerate 
the miraculous character of the history is conspicuous. 
Since there is a similar relation between J and E in the 
history of the exodus,6 and since, as we have seen above, 
both J and E must have included the conquest of Canaan, 
the natural hypothesis is that in Josh. also the older 
version of the story is derived from J ,  the younger from 
E.6 

To some critics, however, this presumption appears to be 
refuted by other considerations ;7 E. Meyers and Stade,Q hold- 
ing that J knew nothing of Joshua, must for this reason regard 
J as excluded from the greater part of Josh. 1-12. Kuenen, on 
the contrary, maintains that the representation of the conquest 
in Josh. 2411-13 (E) differs so radically from that in 1-12 as to 
prevent our ascribing any considerable part of these chapters to 
that source.10 Kuenen also thinks that the diverse materials 
have been more completely fused than is common in the Penta- 
teuch ; in 2-5 they can in part be distinguished, but in 6-11 they 
are inseparable. 

The  reasons urged for the exclusion of J or E from 
the analysis do not outweigh the strong antecedent 
probability created by the relation of Josh. to the Penta- 
teuch, and the impression which the composition of 
Josh. itself makes. I t  is no more improbable that the 
Judzan  historians (J) should have adopted Ephraimite 
traditions about Joshua than that they should have iucor- 

1 On the deuteronomic element in Josh. see Hollenberg, IC. 
62-506, with whom the modern period of investigation begins 

tcpalso TLZ, ’91, p. ?783);  Kue. Hex.  7,n. 24-31 : Di., Alhers. 
On the deuteronomistic phraseology Kue. Hex.  5 7, n. 26 (cp 
nn. 4 I O  16) ; Holzinger, Hex. 5 34 ; D;. in Smith’s DBF) 1 1814f: 

2 See JUDGES 5 14. 
3 On P in Jdsh. see Nold. Untem 9 5 8  ; Kue. Hex. 5 6, n. 

48-57, cp I16,  n. 12 ; Di. ND3 4 4 0 3  
4 See below. 6 11. 
6 See EXVDK R 3. 
6 J and E are’recognised in Josh. by Schr., Di., Vatke, Co., 

7 See Holz. Hex. 8 1 8  
8 Z A  TWl133f: (‘81). 
9 ib. 147, GFIP)  1136 161. 

lo  Hex.  P 8 n. 16. cp n. 20 $ 13 n. 29. 

Ki., .4lbers, Dr., Bennett, and others. 

Cp also We. CHP) 1 1 8 3 ,  Z/G(? 
ssf:  Against this view see Bu. Ri. Sa. 3 9 3 ;  Kue. Hex. 13, 
I. 14 : Ki. Cesch. l q 7 f : ;  Albers. 

See also Bu. Ri. Sa. 
723, who knds in thk chapel; onl; J, epigoni of the Yahwistic 
ichool, and RJE. 
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~porated the legends of the Ephraimite holy places in the 
patriarchal story.' Even if we should admit that the 
contradiction between Josh. 24 11-13 and the representa- 
tion in 1 - 1 2  is as irreconcilable as Kuenen thinks, E 
is not such a homogeneous and consistent work 
that such a discrepancy is inconceivable in it. The 
,question can be decided only by the analysis itself. T h e  
difficulty of the analysis arises not so much from the 
intimate fusion of the sources, which are not more closely 
united than in many parts of the Pentateuch,-the 
accounts of the exodus, for example,-but from the fact 
that the two narratives were originally so much alike, 
a n d  that the younger version of the story is here de- 
gendent on the older. 

In chap. 1, the deuteronomic introduction to the book, a kernel 
.of older narrative (E) is contained in 13 103 The deutero- 

nomistic element is not all from one hand ; 
7. ha1ySiS- Albers ascribes 7f: 176 186 to DB (the author 

of Dt. 4 293),  the rest to DA (author of Dt. 
31r-8).2 The dependence of the latter 

element on Dt. is to be noted ; 3-5a = Dt. 11 2 4 3  ; 56 6 9* dep. 
on  Dt. 31 1-8 esp. 7f: ; 12-16 coun. with Dt. 318-20 (not Nu. 32 

'% 2, the story of the spies, the words of Rahab 96-11 are a 
deuteronomistic expansion, with reminiscences ofDt. 439 (cp Ex. 
15) and of Dt. 2 31-3 IO, cp also Josh. 5 I ; 24 is also deuterono- 
mistic. The main narrative (1-5 in part, 6 8-9a 12-14 18-21) comes 
from the older source u) ; with this is combined a second account 
(1-5 in part, 7 15f: 2.5 [El); 17 is editorial (? RJE). 

32 seems to connect immediately with 1 1 0 3  (E); the 
sending of the spies stood in an earlier place, perhaps before 
1 1 6  (Albers) or before 1  IO^ In the account of the crossing of 
theJordan(Qf:), 3741421-245 laredeuteronomistic; 46f: seems 
to be later : a connected deuteronomic narrative (Di.) is not to be 
recognised. The conflation of two sources is apparent : at 317 
the crossing is completed, in 4 I I  the narrative has only reached 
the same point ; in 48 (cp 20) the stones are erected at Gilgal 
whilst according to 49 they were piled up in the middle of th; 
river. The fuller narrative is here from E ; remains of the 
briefer account of J are found in 31* 5 loa  II* 13" 14 156 16aa 
6 1 7 ~ ;  4 3 a " 6 ( 6 a 7 a ? R j ~ ) ,  8 a a )  (?17,18 20*?). Additions to 
both sources and harmonistic modifications may be recognised ; 
4 2  3aa seem to be displaced, the words would naturally stand 
(in E) after 3 8. 

3 2 f :  869 contain an account (probably from E) of the 
circumcision of the Israelites ;3 4.7 8n are an editorial amplifica- 
tion (later than @), designed to remove the natural impression 
of the original narrative, that this was the introduction of the 
rite ; 10-12 is from P ; 13f: from J (the sequel a plan for the 
capture of Jericho, is to be sought in 6)' 15 wa6 introduced by 
an  editor (?RJE RD) from Ex.35, i i  conformity with the 
tendency at a certain stage of the redaction to make Joshua 
the double of Moses. 

In 6 the taking of Jericho, Wellhausen's analysis with slight 
rnodifiratious, is generally adopted ; the shorter And simpler 
narrative, rightly ascribed by most critics to J, is found in ( 2 3  

26.4 The other version (E) has been heightened and em!&i%zl 
by later hands ; to E2 may be attributed 5 7a Sua z06p (Albers) ; 
R JE  apears in 156 also (? or RD) in 176 18 246 ; RD in 27 ; the 
untimely - .  horn-bloking in 8f: 13 is probably still later, cp 

chaps, 1-7. 

cp also Josh. 23. 

* * 7 in part, IO II* 14* 15a 166 r7a 19 zoazo6 from 5 

Judg. 7. 
Traces of post-exilic hands are found in 7 I 186 256a (probably 

not from P, but merely late variants to JE). The remainder of 
the chapter, which comes from J, exhibits some redundancies 
(esp. in 1 5 f :  24-26, cp @) ; but these are probably due to repeated 
redaction rather than to the conflation of parallel narratives : 
the expansion of Joshua's prayer and the answer (7-12) is also 
t o  be ascribed to an editor. 

I n  8 - 1 1  the views of critics diverge even more widely 
.than in the preceding chapters ; whilst Hollenberg, 

Wellhausen, Meyer, and Stade make 
:*' Chaps' '-12' the narrative dependent on E, nearly 
lor quite to the exclusion of J, Kuenen and Budde 
derive it mainly from J (and JZ3) ,  and Dillmann, Albers, 
a n d  Kittel trace both sources through the chapters. 

In 8 1-29 the analysis has very slight clues to work with, and 
the results are correspondiu ly uncertain. The chief source 
seems to be J ; the other (Eymay be recognised in IO (traces) 
II* 12 14ap 16a 17a r8* 19ap 206 24*25 2628.6 The work of re- 
dactors is seen in I f: (chiefly deuteronomistic, but not homo- 

1 See below, $15. 
2 On the evidence of a double deuteronomistic redaction see at 

t h e  end of $ IO and $ r I .  
3 SFe Sta: k A T W 6 1 3 2 8  ('86). [The references to previ. 

.QUS circumcision, wain.' 'the second time,' are probably due . -  
t o  RD.] 

t o  J. 

4 Note the variations of @ in this chapter, esp. in vv. 3-5. 
5 Bndde ascribes this strand in a somewhat different analysis 
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geneous), 76 8ap6 226 24n6" 27 (RIE RD), 33 Rp.1 The erection 
of the altar on Mt. Ebal 830.35, stands in an impossible place. 
@B, etc,., introduce the'passage after 92 but with no bette; 
connection ; Josephus and the Samaritan joshua (chap. 21) put 
this ceremony where alone it is historically conceivable, after the 
completed conquest. The verses are a comparatively recent 
deuteronomistic addition to the book ; they have been enlarged 
and retouched by still later hands (33 ; ' the blessing and the 
curse,' 34).2 

IU 9, the ruse of the Gibeonites, 15c 17-21 are of priestly 
character ; a deuteronomistic hand is seen in 13 g(except the first 
words) 1024,f 27 in part. There is general agreement that the 
chief sgnrce IS J ;3  note the resemblance to Gen. 193ofi 3s (ob- 
serve esp. Josh. 9 20.27) and the relation to I Sam. 21 @ (J). 
From 10 it appears that k also related that the Gibeonites made 
peace with Israel ; traces of this source are, therefore, perhaps 
to be recognised in 9 (if:) 3a 8 II* 15a 27* though in themselves 
these verses might be editorial glosses to j. 

In the history of the war in the South (chap. lo), verses lap 
8 12ap6a 196p 25 40-43 are deuteronomistic; slight traces of the 
priestly redaction are also discernible. Since in ~5 the Israelite 
armyreturns to Gilgal most critics ascribe 16-27 to another hand ; 
Kittel and others as& 1-11 15 to E (slight contamination in 
1f:1o6), 16-27 to J ; but the obvious dependence of 16-27 on 
1-11 makes strongly against this partition. Wellhausen regards 
16-27 as secondary in JE, Budde as tertiary in J (later than 
28-39 43). It  is a simpler hypothesis that 15, which should 
stand after 27, has been misplaced (Masius), presumably in 
connection with the intrusion of 12-14.4 Nothing then stands 
in the way of attributing 16-27 to the author of 1-11 (E). The 
poetical prayer of Joshua in 126 13a is quoted from the old book 
of songs;s the setting in which the lines now stand is given 
them by RD, or perhaps Ez, whose fondness for poetical p ikes  
justzxcatives has often been remarked ; nothing points to J. 
Vv. 28-39, describing Joshua's further conquests in the South, are 
obviously secondary, and are usually ascribed to RD, though 
there are no decisive indications of authorship-EZ or RJE 
would be possible ; an underlying source (J2) is surmised by 
Kittel and others ; 40.42 are a deuteronomistic general summary. 
J's parallel to the war with Adonizedek and his allies is preserved 
in an abridged form in Judg. 14-8 (cp also 9-15). 

Chap. 11, a counterpart in contents and form to 10, relates the 
conquest'of Northern Palestine. To the deuteronomistic author 
are attributed z f :  12 14f:, perhaps also 6 and touches in 8 3  ; 21. 
23 are of later origin. The chief sourcelin 1-9& E ; fragments 
of J's parallel to the war with Jabin are combined with the 
history of the struggle with Sisera in Jndg. 4. Vz*. 10-20 seem 
to be a secondary addition to 1-9 (as 1028-39 is to 10 1-27), prob- 
ably hy Ea or RJE subsequently worked over, with the rest of 
the chapter, by Rd. 

Chap. 12 is a d'umd of the conquests E. and W. 
of the Jordan ; 2-6 depend on Dt. 39-12 14-17 ( c p 1 3 )  ; 
c p  Josh. 138-12 ; the superscription of the following 
catalogue of cities resembles 11 17. Both parts of the 
chapter are late and without historical value. 

In 1 3 - 1 9  we find some fragments of J ; 1313  1513- 
1963 1610 1711-1314-18 1947 (6). These are plainly 

9. Chaps. taken from a context similar to Judg. 1, 
and were inserted in their present connection 
by a late redactor. 

131 was the introduction in JE to an allotment such as 
in twice redacted form we have in 1 8 z f l  ; 8-1214 (cp, Dt. 181) 
are deuteronomistic cp Dt. 3 Josh. 12 1-0. the description of the 
unconquered territory in 2.6 is also appa;ently deuteronomistic 
whether by the same hand as 8 8  or not (cp Jndg. 3 3) ; so probi 
ably 7 (cp 65). Verses 15-32 (with the title 146 @) are from P 
and R P '  21-31 has been worked over. 141-5 is from 
P (,cp N;. 34, esp. 13-17), probably preceded by a general title 
which now stands in 18 I ; the corresponding subscription is 19 
51 cp 13 146 ((55) 32 . 6-15, in its present form deuteronomistic, 
aid related to Dt. 1 ;9-36, has perhaps a basis of E ; cp 1513-19 

(J)i51-r2 defines the boundaries of the tribe of Judah, 20-62 
enumerates the cities and towns in its several regions; the 
list is probably based on an older (JE) list, traces of which still 

13-19. 

appear here and 'there. 
In 16f:6(the territories of Joseph), 1610 1711-13 14-18are from 

J ; 16 1-3 17 16 2 8 9ap are at variance with the presumptions of 
P, and must in substance be derived from JE (E); the re- 
mainder is from P, with additions by R r  (164 1753).  

T h e  incomdeteness and confusion of chaps. 16 f .  
compared wit; 15 (Judah) and 18 (Benjamin), br even 
with the description of the territories of the Northern 
Tribes (note the absence of the list of cities in Ephraim 
and Manasseh), must be attributed to late abridgment ; 

1 Note in this chapter also the variations of (55. 
2 See Hollenberg, St. Kr. 47 478-481 ('74); Kue. Th.T 12319 

3 Di. is an exception. 
4 V. 15 is repeated in 43' it was originally lacking in both 

5 See ASHFR [BOOK OF] $ I. 
6 Ondsee Kue. Th. T11:848:()77); I. Sack, REJZi'61-69('93). 

322('78), Hex. $ 7, n. 3 0 3 ,  $14, n. 11. 

places in @ : hexaplar MSS'introduce it su6 ust 
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similar abridgment may with good reason be suspected 
in the account of the conquest ( 2 - l l ) ,  where we now 
find nothing about the conquest of Central Pa1estine.l 

Chap. 1 S J  contain a survey of the land and allot- 
ments to the remaining tribes. 
18 I (P or Rp)originallystood hefore14r(seeabove); 2-10(367 

secondary) conflict with the presumptions of P ; the obviously un- 
historical character of the transaction has led somecritics toascribe 
the verses as a whole to RJE (Kuenen) or DA (Albers); but, the 
representation is not D's, more probably the passage is derived 
substantially from E (Dillminn Kittel etc.) ; the original scene 
of the transaction was Sheched whici has been supplanted in 
I by P s  Shiloh (cp @ in 24 I). 'The idea of a division of land by 
lot (+fore the conquest) comes from J (Judg. 1, see below, § 13), 
and IS successively heightened by E and P ;  it may even be 
conjectured that traces of J's representation have been pre- 
served in 185b; in the present form of the verses both RJE and 
Ru may have had a hand. In what follows (1811-1951) the 
older source (E) may be recognised, especially in the iitlqs 
(18116 19117, and others), further, in 199 and 1 9 4 9 3 ;  but it 
is not possible to partition the material in the lists between E 
and P, probably because P is here directly dependent upon E ; 
it can only be said that E's description of the territories of the 
several tribes was in the form of a catalogue of cities (189 
nqyi). V. 51 is P s  closing formula for the whole, corresponding 
to 18 I. 

Chaps. 20-22, are composite. 
The appointment of the cities of refuge in 20 is from P 

supplemented in 3* 4f: 6a 8 by a very late hand from Dt. 4 4 1 d  
19; cp @.a Chap. 21 1-42 [40], cities as. 

10. Chaps. signed to the priests and Levites, is also from 
P ; 20 and 21 1-42 [40] correspond to the two parts 
of Nu. 35, cp Josh. 144. Vu. 43-45 [41-,+3] D's 

conclusion to the occupation of the land originally followkd 19 
49f: ; 22 1-6, also deuteronomistic and dLpendent on Dt. 318-20 

perhaps not wholly by the same hand; 7f: is of much late; 
ongin.3 Chap. 229-34 belongs to the most recent stratum 
in the Hexateuch; its resemblance to P2 in Nu.31 326-15 and 
to Judg. 20 has often been pointed out ; cp also the late work- 
ing over of Gen. 34 and Ex. 16. 

Chap. 23 is the close of the deuteronomic book of 
Joshua, and originally followed immediately on 21 43 
.[4x]-226. I t  not only corresponds'in position to the 
parting exhortations of Moses, Dt. 4 2 9 J ,  but so closely 
resembles them in thought and diction as to raise the 
question whether they are not by the same author ; 4 

c p  also the farewell address of Sanluel ( I  S. 12). 
Chap. 24 contains the similar conclusion to E's 

history of Joshua. 
This conclusion has reached us only in deuteronomic redac- 

tion, which may most certainly be recognised in ~ b a  (cp 232) 
13 (cp Dt. 610), and 31 (cp Dt. l l) ,  and in slighter touches ok 
deuteronomistic colour in several other verses ; the seven nations 
in II are editorial (? RJE or RD) ; zap 26a are later glosses ; 96 
IOU 6a are perhaps also secondary.5 

The  chapter must have been omitted by tke author 
of 2 3 ,  and restored by a later deuteronomistic editor 
(cp the case of Judg. 1 9  17-21), Its rJsumd of the 
Elohistic history is of great value. V. zqJ  concludes 
E's narrative; 32 J ,  from the same source, is a 
natural appendix. @ contains further additions ; see 
below, 18. 

J and E appear in Josh. 1-12 to have been united, 
not by the deuteronomistic author (Rn) himself, but, 

20-24. 

cp Josh. 112-15), is the conhat ion  of 2143-45[41-43] 

I ~, 
ll. Redaction. as in the Pentateuch, by an earlier, 

redactor ( R r p ) ;  it is not improbable, 
however, that RD, like the'a;Fhor of the introduction to 
Dt., had E separately, and used it, to the exclusion of 
J ,  in 10-12 13x As in the other deuteronomistic 
histories, the religious comment and pragmatism which 
RD introduced invited expansion by similarly-minded 
editors or scribes; and the presence of a secondary 
deuteronomistic element in the book is generally recog- 
nised, though it is not always possible to distinguish 

1 We. (CAT) 133) with much probability conjectnres that this 
mutilation bad its.motive in hostility to the Samaritans ; cp 
Kue. Hex. 8 16 n. 12. 

2 On 20 see h e .  ~ h .  T 11467-478 ('77); cp We. ~ ~ ( $ 3 5 1  
J ; Hollenberg, CAaraRfer, 15. 

3 On 22, see Kue. Th. T 11 4 8 0 8  ('77). 
4 See Hollenberg St. KY. 4 7 4 8 1 8  ('74). 
6 Mention shouldbe made of Holzinger's conjecture that the 

covenant referred to in 2425 (cp 26f:) was made Lpon the 
' Book of the Covenant,' Ex. 21-23 (in its original form); see 
Hex. 179. 
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it with certainty. This secondary stratum is akin to 
the younger parts of Dt. (esp. 4 29f:). A peculiar 
deuteronomistic colour belongs also to the very latest 
redaction of Josh. The union of the deuteronomistic 
Josh. with P was the work of R P ;  nothing in the 
method of combination militates against the supposition 
.that it was effected by the same hand as in Nu., though 
this can hardly be proved. A late addition of haggadic 
character cognate to Nu. 32f: etc. is found in Josh. 
229-34;  cp 20. Still more recent, probably, is the 
mutilation of 163 T o  what stage in the redaction the 
restoration of 24 and the interpolation of the fragments 
of J in 13-19 belong cannot be determined. Slight 
additions and changes in the text continued to be made 
even after the time of the Greek translation. 

The  small fragments of P preserved in Josh. 1-12 
lead us to suppose that in P the conqnest of Western 

Palestine was narrated summarily 
12' in without detail, as was that of Eastern 
Palestine (P in Nu. 218-the war with the Midianites 
in Nu. 311. is later than P)  ; as in the history of 
the exodus, P supposes readers familiar with the older 
narratives. From 181 we see that the whole land has 
been subdued. The congregation (my)  then assembles 
at  Shiloh, and sets up the tabernacle ; Eleazar and 
Joshua, with the heads of families, divide the land by 
lot to the nine tribes and a half (14 I).  The boundaries 
of the tribal territories, beginning with Judah, are 
minutely defined, in dependence on an older description 
with which P is here combined. P s  doomsday book has 
not been preserved intact ; for Ephraim and Manasseh 
little more than the skeleton remains (see above, 9). 
It is characteristic that the priest Eleazar everywhere 
takes precedence of Joshua. 

The older of the two chief sources of the deuterono- 
mistic history of the conquest (in our analysis, J )  gives 
13. In J. substantially the following representation. 

From Shittim, E. of the Jordan, Joshua 
sends spies to Jericho. 

The spies take lodging with Rahah, who saves their lives and 
receives in return a pledge of protection when the city is taken. 
The Israelites encamp on the hanks of the Jordan; Joshua 
orders them to purify themselves for the holy war, and predicts 
that Yahw.5 will work wonders for them. They cross the river, 
the waters being miraculously stayed in their course, so that they 
pass over on dry ground. At Joshua's 
command they take twelve stones from the midst of the river 
and set them up at their first halting-place (Gilgal). Joshua 
has a vision of the 'Captain of Yahws s host ' who reveals to 
him a plan for the capture of Jericho. The fighting men march 
round the city without any demonstration, and return to camp ; 
this manceuvre is repeated for six days ; on the seventh, Joshua 
gives the signal for assault. 

The  Israelites storm the city, which is taken by 
surprise and.falls into their hands ; l they slaughter the 
inhabitants-sparing only RAHAB (q.v. ) and her house- 
hold-and burn the city. 

Spies sent to Ai report that it will be easy to take the place' 
but the division sent against it is badly 'defeated ; Yahw8'; 
anger has been provoked by the Judaean Achan's appropriation 
of part of the spoils of Jericho, the contagious &re772 has 
infected the whole people ; the guilty man is discovered by lot 
and put to death. 

Ai is then taken by a familiar stratagem (cp Judg. 20). 
The Gibeonites deceive the Israelites by pretending to 
come from a great distance, and secure the protection 
of a treaty. 

Thus far, in this source, as in later representations, 
I.srael acts as one body, under the leadership of Joshua ; 
after the destruction of Ai the army returns to Gilgal, 
which is the scene of chap. 9. The remains of J in 
Judg. 1 (and parallels in Josh. 1 3 8 )  represent the 
conquest of Canaan as the work of the several tribes 
independently-Judah and Simeon in the S . ,  Joseph in 
the central highlands. There also, however, the tribes 
set out for the subjugation of the interior from the same 
point in the Jordan valley (Gilgal, Judg. 2 I ; cp Jericho, 

1 Precisely the same stratagem is said to have been employed 
by the Roman general Domitius Calvinus at the siege of Luna, 
a fortified town of the Ligurians ; see Frontinus, SfrafagEmata, 
8 2  I. 

See JERICHO, $ 4. 
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116) ; it is assumed that the region which each is to 
subdue has previously been determined by lot (Judg. 13) ,  
and the order in which they shall invade their several 
territories is decided by the oracle (Judg. 11 f.). 
Judg. 1 must, therefore, have been preceded by an 
account of the crossing of the Jordan by the united 
tribes and the taking of Jericho, and there is thus no 
conflict hetween the oldest narrative in Josh. 1-6 and 
Judg. 1. The operations against .4i (7f.) present 
greater difficulty ; for, as that city was in the immediate 
neighbourhood of Bethel, the war against it would seem 
properly to belong to the particular history of the 
conquests of Joseph (cp Judg. 122 8). Although, 
however, the historical probability that the taking of Ai 
was accomplished by Joseph alone must be conceded, 
it is a hazardous inference that our oldest source must 
have so narrated i t ;  in fact, both 7 and 9 show that 
J represented it as the work of all Israel. 

As has been already noted, J in Judg. 1 supposes 
that their territories had been assigned to Judah and 
Joseph, at  least, before the invasion ; it is possible that 
this source originally contaiqed a brief description of 
these territories; the enumeration in Judg. 1 (and 
parallels in Josh.) of the cities which the several tribes 
were unable to reduce may he thought to presume such 
a description. Fragments of J 's  account of the war (of 
Judah and Simeon) with the king of Jerusalem and of 
the war (of Zebulun and Naphtali?) with the king of 
Hazor are preserved in Judg. 1 and 4 ; the conquests 
and settlements of Caleb, Simeon, and the Kenites 
in the S . ,  and the taking of Bethel by Joseph, are 
related in Judg. 1 (cp Josh. 1714-18) ; and it can 
scarcely he doubted that this source also contained at  
least brief and summary accounts of the movements of 
the northern tribes (cp Judg. 130 8). The  narrative 
may have closed with a general statement of the 
incompleteness of the conquest such as underlies Judg. 
223 32 (see JUDGES, $ 5). 

In  Joshua, as frequently, the earliest written account 
has determined all the subsequent representations. 
14, In E. The second chief source of the deuteronomistic 

history of Joshua is manifestly dependent on 
the older narrative, whose representation it consistently 
heightens1 Thus, the conquests of Judah and the 
kindred clans, and of the Galilzan tribes, are ascribed 
to a11 Israel in two great campaigns ; the gradual sub- 
jugation of the Canaanites by the several tribes as it 
appears in J becomes the complete conquest of Western 
Palestine by Joshua (corresponding to that of Eastern 
Palestine by Moses in the same source), and-at least 
in the later strata of E-the annihilation of the whole 
native population. For the determination by lot, at 
Gilgal, of the region to be invaded by the several tribes (J),  
we have a formal survey, and division of the conquered 
land, at  Shechem, to the seven tribes and a half.a The  
miraculous element in the history is exaggerated, and 
takes on a more magical form, as in the crossing of the 
Jordan (cp JORDAN,  5 z [ 6 ] ) ,  and especially in the account 
of the taking of Jericho, where a military stratagem is 
transformed into a religious procession, and the walls of 
the doomed city crumble into dust at the blast of the 
sacred trumpets and the shouts of the people (see 
JERICHO, 3) .  The relation of the younger narrative to 
the older one here is entirely similar to that w-hich we 
find in .the history of the Egyptian plagues and the 
crossing of the Red Sea (see EXODUS ii., $ 3 [ii. iv.]) ; 
and this fact strengthens the presumption that the 
secondary version in Joshua also comes from E. 
Elements of independent historical value, derived from 
sources other than J ,  are not to he discovered in the 
younger narrative. The  special Ephraimite interest 
appears in the increased prominence given to Joshua. 

1 From the point of view of historical criticism, it is therefore 

2 It is possible that for this last also there was some point of 
of no consequence whether the second source be E or J2. 

connection in J. 
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The redactors naturally adopt E's conception of the 

history, and exaggerate its unhistorical features, the 
deuteronomistic author in particular never failing to 
emphasise the unsparing thoroughness with which 
Joshua obeys the command to extirpate the Canaanites. 
The disposition to make Joshua a double of Moses has 
also been noted. 

Behind the oldest account of the conquest ( J )  lies, a s  
in Gen. and in Ex.-Nu., not a specifically Judean  
15. ultimate tradition, but the common Israelite tradi, 

tion, the product of a fusion which 
doubtless began in the time of the united 

kingdom, in which the Ephraimite element naturally 
preponderates over that which is distinctively of Southern 
origin. In Josh. 2-9 the ultimate basis is probably in 
large part the local tradition of Gilgal (Stade). (The  
particular Judzan  interest is only occasionally to he 
discerned, as, e.g., in 1513-19). In this tradition the 
Ephraimite hero Joshua is the successor of Moses and 
the leader of Israel in the first period of the invasion ; 
all the tribes cross the Jordan at  one time and place ; 
Judah and the allied clans enter their territory from the 
NE.; the Galilean tribes were perhaps thought of as 
following in the wake of Joseph and reaching their seats 
through the highlands of Ephraim. 

The  question how far this representation corresponds 
to the actual facts is one for historical criticism. I t  is 
not only antecedently more probable that Caleb and its 
kindred clans, as well as the Kenites, entered the 
country from the S. ; traces of such a tradition seem to 
be preserved, e.g., in Nn. 13f: Whether the same is 
true of Judah and Simeon (Graf, Kue., Land, Tiele, 
Doorn., and others) is more doubtful. The lower fords 
of the Jordan, opposite Jericho, may have been the 
place of some memorable passage by Israelite tribes ; 
but it is in the highest degree improbable that they all 
crossed there. The invasion was not even in its first 
stage a concerted movement ; it was a series of irrup- 
tions, with varying success, as the catastrophe which 
befell Simeon and Levi in their attempt on Shechem 
(Gen. 34 495-7) proves. 

Thus even the oldest account of the invasion cannot 
be accepted without question as embodying a sound 
historical tradition ; it shows very plainly the working 
of that process of ' concentration ' which is observed in 
all legend, the tendency to ascribe to one man, one 
generation, one stroke of arms what was in fact the 
result of a long development,a 

Of the age of J there are few definite indications in 
Josh. The  curse laid by Joshua on the site of Jericho 
16. Date of J. (626) is connected with something which 

happened (see HIEL) in the reign of 
Ahab (circa 875-851 B.C. ; I K. 1634) ; the treatywith 
the Gibeonites is older than the time of Saul ( z  S. 21), 
and may be probably referred to the period of the south- 
ward expansion of Joseph (formation of Benjamin) in 
the preceding century; the imposing upon Gibeon of 
the supply of wood for the temple-which was, we may 
surmise, the original meaning of 923, cp z7-would be- 
long to the time of Solomon, who imposed various 
charges upon the subject Canaanites ( I  K. 920-22) ; c p  
Judg. 128 30 33 35, and see GIBEON. 

In striking contrast to Judg. the Book of Joshua 
has no chronological scheme. 

We are not told how many years were consumed in the suh- 
jugation of the land, nor how long Joshua lived after the end Of 

the wars. in both cases we read only that It 
17. Chronology. was 'a  Ibhg time' (11 18 23 I). From 147 yf: 

it may be calculated that from the crossing 
of the Jordan to the assignment of Hebron to Caleb (after the 
conquest was completed) there had elapsed seven years ; or if, 
with Josephus, following '&5 in Josh, 5 5,  we allow forty full years 

sources' 

1 This, it should be ohserved, was a necessary consequence 
of the representation in the Pentateuch, in which Moses leads 
all Israel to the plains of Moab. 

a An instructive parallel to Josh. is found in the Greek 
legends of the Dorian invasion of the Peloponnesus ('return of 
the Heracleidie'), partition of the land by lot, etc. 
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from the sending out of the spies from Kadesh-barnea to the 
crossing of the Jordan five years. Other computations are based 
upon I K. 6 I (480 yeak from the exodus to the building of the 
temple). in this way there were reckoned out for Jsshua by 
the earl; Christian chronologists 27 years ; in SZdev ' U l i m ,  28 ; 
by Josephus, 25 ; by Eupolemus, followed by Africanus, 30. 
More probably the author of I K. BI allowed Joshua 40 years ; 
but there is no trace of this system in Josh. 

T h e  Hebrew text of Josh. is fairly well preserved. 
Certain consistent variations in its orthography (in?;, 
Is. Text+ Pent. in,; ; i+? fem., Pent. ~i?)l  show that 

the text of Josh. was edited by different 
hands from the Pentateuch. The  Greek version of 
Josh. was not made bythe translators of the Pentateuch ; 
it is not conspicuously inferior to that of the Pentateuch 
either in knowledge of Hebrew or in fidelity of render- 
ing. The Hebrew text from which d was made was 
not very different from M T  ; but it was free from some of 
the latest glosses in M T  (cp 5 4-7 6 3-5 20 4-6), and some- 
times had an intact text where there is now a Zucunu in 
Hebrew (e.&, in 15 59, where the names of eleven cities 
have fallen out from Hebrew, and 2136f: [MT between 
35 and 361 where many Hebrew codd. and edd. also 
insert the missing levitical cities in Reuben) ; in varia- 
tions d not infrequently exhibits the better reading. 
6 ' s  additions at  the end of chap. 24 are of some 
interest, especially the last, which seems to show that 
the author had a book of Judges which began with the 
story of Ehud (the same,connection is made in the 
Samaritan Josh. chap. 39).'3 

The Samaritans possess an uncanonical Book of 
Joshua in Arabic, professedly translated from a Hebrew 
original.4 

I t  hegins with the consecration of Joshua as Moses' snccessor 
(Dt. 31), after which is narrated (from Numbers) the story of 

Balaam and the war upon the Midianites 
19. S a D f i t a n ( i n  which Joshua is the commander of the 

Josh. Israelite army). Then, with a new title 
('Here begins the Book of Joshua the son of 

Nun'), it relates in its own way the conquest and division of 
the land. to the death of Toshua. and continues to the death of 
Eli. Seriing aride the grc; inter 'oldtion (Shobek, chaps. 2 w ) ,  
and thc syyenJcd chapters 49- If(Nel,uch:idrermr, Alexander, 
Adrian) the chronicle IS baaed solely on the bihlical narwtive, 
which i; s?metimes reproduces verbally, oficn freely cmbcllislws, 
and ocrxsonnlly -=specially in the history of Eli and Samuel, 
whom it makri the arch-ap~st3tcs-wholly didorti. 

This Joshua is n mcdi:nval production and its only 
valiie is to the student of the Samaritan sect under 
hloslcm rule. 

1:or thc titles of works on Introduction, see I)IXJTI;K- 
ONOMY, 5 33. For the history of criticism see 
~ I I ~ X A T E W C I I .  

1. C,,nmrenLnvies.-Andrens hfaiius, I j,;l, reprinted in Critici 
Sari; Jo. Clericus, 1728; Alaurcr, 1831 ; hn., 01 (Kc;lr),P!, by 

JJi. Drut. -Vu. I < .  / J S . ,  'd6;  Ke., 63: 121, '74, 
20. Literature. ET by J. >[xtin, '68; F. R. bay 70  

(1.ange's Hi6~/werk), ET by G. K. bliss, 
'72; T. E. Eipin, '72 (Spenkri's L ' O I ~ I I . ) :  E. Reus, Lu UW/c,, 8, 
L'/risfoit.d s n h i e  e l  Zu hi, '79 ; /)as aNe Testaaim/, 3 ('I j ) .  
J. J. Lias, '81 (Pulpit Comm.); J. Lluyd, '86; S. Oettli,"g; 

2. Criticisnr.--C. Ti. van l Ier  
J o s y  auctove, '26 (frapnent hyp 
Stzur'rm, 1, Aufhentiz db,s UIIL/ IL~S  
Joshua its aiithor); Ilimpel, Kinheit tirid (;l:iul,wiirJigkcit des 
Buclles Jos~in.' in The"/. Quarf.i/k/i??j?, '6.1 A; Kn. Cdmnz., 
'61 ; b:w0 G V f  2323 8 ( 0 5 ) ;  E., Schrder in Lk Wctie, 
l?i~zl.,Oi '69; Nii. 11 7 '  IJnten.,  69 ; Colenio, f'enlntwrh 
awi Eook of foskua, 625e-297 -+,?;'j'3 ('72); Joh. lIollml.erq, 
' 1)ic deutcrunomiicbrn He~ian(ltlieile de, Buches Josun,'J't. KY. 
47467-504 ('74): A. Kay>er, Dns vot.e.ri/isske fjaclr u. s. ?u., 
102 6 ('74); We. C I I 2 ,  118-136 ('89=]/'7', ' 76 ) ;  A. Kuc. 
Y X . 7  114'7-478 ( ' j j ) ,  1 2 3 1 j - y . j ( ' 7 8 ) ;  I h .  Ri. Sa. 1-83 ('90; 
2.4 TIIT, '87J); Ki. Gpschichre dw Ffebrier, lzp-nar, esp. 
z s t J .  ('88): KT Ht.itovy of the f fzhrcws,  1762-311 ; b:. All.ers, 
I?& QueNen6zrrchts ,IL / n u n  1-19 ('91); Socin a n d  Knutizch in 
Kautrch, I I S ,  '94 (miid) &'in the margin); W. H. Ernnctt, 

(KC;k-). 

1 See Di. NDf 439 ; Kiinig E X .  250. 
2 See Egli ZWT 576-96 28;-321"(162). 
3 On the breek version of Josh. see Hollenberg, Charakler 

dcr alexandriniscken Uebersefzung des Buches Josua und ikr 
fexfkrifischer H'ertlt (Programm), Moers, '76 ; cp Z A  TW 

Ckronzcon Samavitanum . . . cui titulmesi Li&y[osua 
Ed. Juynboll '48. 

1 9 1 8  (181). 
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'The Bo:k of Joshua in Hebrew ' '95 (SROT: analysis in 
colours), The Book of Josh. a:id"the Pentateuch,' YQA', 10 
6 4 9 8  ('98); G. A. Smith, art. Joshua' in Hastings' DB 
2 779-788 ('99); J. E. Carpenter and G. Harford-Battersby, Zhe 
Hexateuck, 1900. G.  F. M. 

Zech. 6101, 'God supports' 
[Ges.] ; [for another derivation see Hommel, ANT 83 ; 
cp E-@. T 8562 (May ,9711 ; iuc[aliac). The last 
king of Judah (639-608) before the rapid decline and 
fall of the state (2 K. 22-2330 z Ch. 345). If the 
numbers in 2 1 1 9  and 221 are correct, he was only a 
boy of eight when ' the people of the land' (Le . ,  
perhaps the men capable of bearing arms) placed him 
on the throne in succession to his father Amon. 

Of the first years of his reign we know nothing. 
Probably the earlier events recorded in the annals did 

JOSIAH (97l:gkv 

not, from the redactor's point of view, ad>nz:$ion. deserve to be remembered. Of course 
Assyria was no longer troublesome ; 

but we should like to have been informed as to the 
nature of the cultus in the temple, and as to the 
Scythian invasion referred to by Herodotus2 (1 103-106). 
In the eighteenth year of Josiahs reign, however, 
something occurred which affected the redactor very 
deeply : it was not so much the attention given by the 
king to the fabric of the temple (the royal sanctuary ; 
cp Am. 7 13), as the ' finding ' of a book called a i i m  150 
( ' the book of direction ') in the house of YahwB. See 
DEUTERONOMY, § 2f: 

The account of this 'finding' and of the effect it produced on 
Josiah is very disappointing. The section, z K. 223-20, contains 
some passages which were certainly not as they now stand in the 
original narrative ;,glso, it is silent ab to various point: about 
whlch we feel a legitimate curiosity. The next section(23r-z5), 
which describes the details of the reformation, is much fuller 
but by no means free from difficulty. Without an elaborat; 
investigation, we could not adopt from either section more than 
this-that long after Josiah's accession a recast and development 
of Yahwistic laws was brought from the temple to Josiah, and 
that the king adopted it and imposed it by force upon his people 
having first of all obtained an endorsement of the authorit; 
3f the book by a prophetess of high repute (see HILKIAH, I ; 
HULDAH). 

The  thirteen years which followed the reformation 
were monotonously peaceful. No foreign exactions 
hampered the industry of the subjects, and the king 
won the highest praise as a jnst and God-fearing ruler 
:Jer. 2 2 1 5 5 ) .  

This prosperity, however, arose from circumstances 
which could not last, and in 608 a storm burst upon 

a. Foreign the little kingdom. It was the imminent 
partition of the .4ssyrian empire that 
was the cause. Neco 11.. the young and 

snterprising king of Egypt, had not forgotten the 
:lories of Thotmes and Rameses, and started soon 
xfter his accession to reconquer Canaan, Phoenicia, and 
Syria. His first object was to lay his hand on the 
iorthern territories ; the strong southern fortress of 
lerusalem he meant to leave till his return. Josiah 
dso, however, appears to have had political plans of a 
&-reaching character ; he was probably not such a 
?ure eathusiast as he is represented in the Old Testa- 
nent. The  mortal sickness of Assyria may have given 
iim hopes of restoring the old Davidic kingdom ; it is 
;aid that at the time of the reformation he exercised 
sovereign rights in Bethel and the cities of Samaria 
2 K. 2315-20). This is not impossible, though fuller 
:vidence would be desirable. W e  may also presume 
hat he was subject to a sad illusion relative to the 
:arthly rewards of righteousness. H e  had the courage 
alone or with allies) to meet the Egyptian king, and 
Ne have two accounts of what took place. 

policy. 

1 Kittel, hoyever (Hist .  237g), explains, 'the party of the 
:ountry people ; he supposes that the murder of Amon was 
:ommitted by friends of the reform movement, which ultimately 
iroduced the original Deuteronomy. 

a On this subject and on the possible allusions to the Scythians 
n the Books of eremiah, Zephaniah, and Ezekiel, see JEREMIAH 
i., 8 20 (i.) ; ~CVTHIANS : and cp Che. Jerewzia7is L* and 
rimes, 30.38 ; Guthe, GVI 215-217. 
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The ‘father of history’ tells us (from Hecataeus) that Neco 

‘made war by land on the Syrians and defeated them in a 
pitched battle at Maysohov or Mayswhov, after which he took 
Kadytis, a large city of Syria’ (Herod. 2 159). 
however, have misunderstood his informants, for Magdolos ik 
obviously the Egyptian MICDOL [q.~.],  whither Josiah is not at 
all likely to have gone to seek Neco. Apparently Herodotus 
confounds Megiddo with Magdolon, just as he confounds 
Cadytis-Gaza with the Syrian Cadytis-Kadesh. 

I t  
states that Neco was on his way to meet ‘ the king of 
Assyria’ (see Schr. CI 243f l )  at  the Euphrates when 
Josiah went to meet him and fell in battle at  Megiddo. 
T h e  account is strangely short, and is unfortunately 
not free from corruption.’ A later writer (2 Ch. 35 Z O - Z ~ ) ,  

however, gives a fuller narrative. Neco, it is said, 
sent an embassy to Josiah, explaining that he had no 
quarrel with Josiah, and that he  had been directed by 
a n  oracle to go  to the Euphrates to  battle; Jpsiahs 
fate, if he makes opposition, will be due to his own 
folly. Josiah, however, was bent on war, and though 
Neco’s words were dictated by the true God, he hearkened 
not to them. A battle ensued in the plain of Megiddo 
(Jos. Ant. x. 5 I, says I L E Y ~ ~  [u. Z., p~l869]).~ T h e  archers 
shot at  Josiah, and wounded him fatally. H e  was 
bronght in his second chariot to Jerusalem. 

An inspection of this narrative of the Chronicler shows that 
ZJ. 21 f: (down to ’from the mouth of God’) are oarenthetical. 

Herodotus must 

The  eai-liest Hebrew account is in 2 K. 232gf: 

- .  
3, The account and the analogy of similar pasiages suggests 

that they must have been inserted from 
in 2 Ch. 3520-25. another source. Was that source a trust- 

worthy one? No ; it is too clear that the 
insertion is midrashic and imaginative. The idea of the 
embassy of deprecation is taken from 2 K. 1493  ; that of the 
oracle is characteristic of the Chronicler and his circle ; that 
Neco should he represented as in communication with God 
would not be strange in an age which nourished itself on Jeremiah 
(cp Jer.276); but more probably Neco is supposed to have 
heard of a prophecy of Jeremiah(see 3 Esd. 1 ZS), just as Cyrus is 
supposed to have done in 2 Ch. 3623. The speech ascribed to the 
wounded king is modelled on I K. 2234 (see CHRONICLES, B 8).3 

What  were the exact circumstances which seemed to 
justify Josiah in encountering the Egyptian army, we do 
not know. 

W. M. Muller ventures on the conjecture that theyAssyrian 
prefect of Phcenicia and Palestine summoned Josiah and other 
vassal princes to unite their contingents, and meet the Pharaoh 
(who had reached Philistia) N. of Carmel. But was Assyria 
strong enough to givesuch an order? I t  would be safer to 
suppose that independently several Syrian and Palestinian 
princes combined against Neco under the leadership of Josiah, 
and that on the plain of Megiddo or Esdraelon they tried their 
fortune. The bare possibility must, however, be allowed for, 
that the armies clashed at a spot nearer to Mujedil (one of the 
Migdals, SW. of Y i f i  and Nazareth), on the N. of Esdraelou, 
than to L e j j n  (Megiddo) on the S. ; Lejjon may have been the 
place where the hapless king died. This allows us to suppose 
that Herodotus was correctly informed as to the name of the 
place of the encounter. Reinach’s view (Rev. arch. 27366) that 
the battle of Magdolon was a slightly earlier one (the opponents 
of the Egyptians being neither the Jews nor the Philistines, but 
the Zlipor [Assyriaps]), which transferred the western Asiatic 
Empire to Egypt, and Winckler’s defence (GI 1103, n. 2) of the 
statement of Herodotns,4 are on different grounds highly improb- 
able.5 Whether Neco went by land or by sea to’the neighbour- 
hood of Carmel is disputed : the latter alternative has been 
generally adopted, but unwisely.0 Why Josiah encountered 
Neco at Megiddo also is doubtful. Probably it was because of 
the rapidity of Neco’s movements, and because he had effected 
a junction with N. Palestinian allies. 

1 ink ink?? ‘132 ?an’pJ! is evidently wrong. 1nN at the end 
has been written twice over. We map conjecturally restore 
WILW ?V! ’XI D’Ji) W p ,  ‘and they looked each other in the 
face (zK.1411) by Megiddo: and they shot at Josiah’ . . . 
The corrupt rnn.pr is partly produced by the neighbourhood of 

~ E v S ~  of course = q113 = iyin. Josephus, therefore, bad 
before him an incorrect Hebrew text. Cp WMM ‘ Studien z. vor- 
derasiat. Gesch.’ 54, n. I in MVG, ’98, 3. 

3 A scribe has already indicated this by the substitution of 
‘disguised himself’ for ‘encouraged himself‘ in z Ch. 3522 (cp 
2Ch. 1829). 

4 So too Hommel Gesch. des alten Movgenl 152.  
6 A&& Winckl&, see WMM Siudien ZUY uordevasiat. 

Gesch. 5 5 3  (‘98); against the latter, Prarek, Forsck. zuv Gesck. 
des AZt .233:  

8 On one side,’ see GASm. (HG 405, n. 2); on the other, Che. 
Jeremiah, 96 (‘88) (who mentions the other alternative, however 
and supports it by the historical parallel of the march of Thotmek 

n q h  30). 

See 6, and I Esd. 12s. 

111.). 
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The scantiness of our information is to be regretted. Few 
equal1 tragic events are recorded in the history of Israel.1 
Probafly there were circumstances (not those which Josephus 
[Ant. x. 5 I] imagines) which it cut the ancient historian to the 
heart to mention. Whether the ‘mourning of HADADRIMMON 
(p.u.) in the valley of Megiddo’ (Zech. 12 11) refers to the 
lamentation for the death of Josiah is disputed. At any rate 
the Chronicler’s statement that lamentations were held every 
year for Josiah seems to be trustworthy (cp the contrast in 
Jer. 22 I O I ~ ) ,  even if we hesitate to believe that Jeremiah 
composed the first funeral dirge. 

2. b. Zephaniah, one of the representatives of the 
Babylonian Jewish communities who brought silver and 
gold to Jerusalem, temp. Zerubbabel (Zech. 6 1 0 1 4 ,  

according to necessary emendations of those texts). On 
the whole passace (Zech. 64-15) see ZERUBBABEL. 

See LAMENTATIONS, 5 12. 

The words, ‘ an2 come thou- the same day, and go into the 
house of’ have grown out of a single corrupt or illegible word, 
the orieinal of which was doubtless mni. Several attemots 
were mide to read this corrupt word f Th&e were put together 
by an editor and some apparent sense made by the insertion of 
‘the same dky and.’ So first Wellhausen, who in Kl. Pro#h.(u) 
further tacitl; emends the name ‘ Josiah ’ into ‘Joshua.’ His 
reason must be that 6en Zephaniah is obviously added to 
distinguish the person intended from some well-known living 
personage of the same name (presumably the high priest Joshua). 

JOSIAS ( I )  (eciac [B]), I Esd. 8 3 3  AV=Ezra 8 7 ,  
JESHAIAH, 4. (2) (~ww[c]ras [BAL]), I Esd. 11, etc., Mt. 110 
RV JOSIAH [p.~.]. 

T. K. C. 

JOSIBIAH (n:?t+ir), I a. 435+, Rv JOSHIBIAH. 

JOSIPHIAH (VpD\*, 5s 27 53, ‘ Yahwk increases ’ ; 
iwce@[elia, [BA], iscce$ia PI)!, a name in one of 
the post-exilic lists (EZRA 1. 15 [I] d),  Ezra 
810=1Esd. 836JOSAPHIAS(iwch@iac[BA], iwcs@ia 
[LI). 

JOTBAH (?1’3:, iecsBah [Bl, I E T A X A ~  [AI, IETE- 
Baea [L]),, the native place of Haruz, father of Meshul- 
lemeth ; 2 K. 21 19. On the analogy of Jotapata (once 
nXY, see Jastrow, Lex.) we may safely regard Jotbah 
as  a popular corruption of Jiphtah ‘(God) opens (the 
womb).’ JIPHTAH [q.v.] was a place in the ShEphSlah, 

JOTBATHAH (3Qff ; , c p  JOTBAH), a stage in the 
wanderings in the wilderness (Nu. 3 3 3 3 8  ; €TEBaeA 
[BabL1, BTEB. and ETAB. [Fl, CETEB. [B”], isTaBaeaN 
[A] ; Dt. 107, AV JOTBATH ; T A l B a e A  P I ,  IETAB. 
[AI, ITEB. [Fl, BTEB. P I ) .  See WANDERINGS, 
WILDERNESS OF. 

5 38 ; CP Gray, HpN 154 ; iwAeAM [BNAQrLl). 

2, ii. 

Josh. 1 5 4 3 .  T. K. C. 

JOTHAM (P@, perhaps ‘Yahwk is perfect (sincere),’ 

I. ( i w u h  [B], tuf7up [A in n. 51, iw6’ap [A in n. 21, 

L n. s7]). T h e  sole survivor of the massacre of Jerubbaal’s 
(or rather Gideon’s) sons-of whom he was the youngest 
-at Ophrah (see GIDEON, 5 I ) ;  author of a fable 
(Judg. 95-21). Strictly, however, the author of the 
fable of the trees who sought for a king and the sole 
survivor of the house of Gideon are different persons, 
the former (of whose name we are ignorant) being 
more historical than the latter. The  writer who first 
collected the historical tales about Abimelech, king of 
Shechem, probably knew nothing about Jotham. A 
subsequent editor, however, wishing to account for the 
calamities which befel both the people of Shechem and 
their king Abimelech, represented one of Gideon’s sons 
as  having escaped, and as proclaiming a parable in the 
hearing of the Shechemites (see GERIZIM, z), who 
had assembled to make Abimelech king. To this editor 
v. 56 (escape of Jotham), 6 (popular choice of Abimelech; 
superfluous after nv. 4 sa) 7-16a 198 .of: most probably 
helong.2 His object was to impress upon his readers 
that the calamities of Abimelech and the Shechemites 
were a divine retribution, and this he makes still more 
evident by putting into the mouth of Jotham a curse 

1 Cp Che. Jeremiah, 9 4 8  
2 That uu.166 19a are a late amplification, is pointed out by 

Frankenb. (Comp. des deut. Hichter6uckes, 27) and Bu. 
(Richter, 72).  
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upon both the guilty parties (v. g o ) .  This done, he 
gets rid of Jotham by making him flee to Beer (an 
unknown locality) ‘ for fear of his (half-)brother 
Abimelech’ (v.%I). 

It is the fable which interests us ; Jotham is a mere 
shadow. Some scholars (e.g., Moore) think that it was 
written by the author of vv. 7-21, with reference to the 
circumstances of Abimelech. The fable, however, is 
applicable to Abimelech only in so far as such a bad 
man was sure to bring misery on himself and on his 
snbjects. T o  do it justice we must regard it as an 
independent production, and disengage it from its 
setting. I t  is no objection to this that v. 15b forms a 
somewhat abrupt conclusion (Moore). W e  must not 
expect too much harmony in a Hebrew apologue; 
besides, the true closing words may have been omitted. 
The proof, however, that the fable is not by the author 
of its setting is in the imperfect parallelism between 
v. q b  and the application in vv. 16a 196 20. ‘ I f  in 
good faith you anoint me to be king over you, come 
and enjoy my protection; but if not, beware of the 
ruin which I shall cause you’ ; this is the (present) 
close of the fable. ‘If you have acted in good faith 
and integrity, making Abimelech your king, much joy 
may you have from your compact; but if not, then 
beware of the ruin which Abimelech will cause you, and 
let him beware of the ruin which you will cause him.’ 
The  bramble-king is self-deceived; he thinks that he 
can protect others, and threatens traitors with punish- 
ment. Jotham, however, speaks at  first ironically. He 
affects to believe that the Shechemites really trust 
Abimelech, and wishes them joy of their bargain. Then 
he changes his tone. H e  foresees that they will soon 
become disloyal, and threatens them with punishment, 
not, however, for their disloyalty, but because they con- 
spired with Abimelech to commit murder. That  the 
fable, moreover, is inconsistent both with 823 andwith 92, 
is also manifest. The  idea of 823 is that Yahwk‘s king- 
ship makes any human sovereign superfluous ; that of 
9 2 ,  that the practical alternatives are oligarchy and 
monarchy, and that monarchy is better. On the other 
hand, the idea of the fable is that kingship is a burden 
which no noble-minded man will accept, because it 
destroys individuality. Each noble-minded man is 
either a cedar, or a fig-tree, or a vine. By developing 
his natural powers in his allotted sphere he pleases 
‘gods and men ’ ; it is alien to him to interfere with 
others.’ Compare this fable with that of King Jehoash 
in 2 K. 149. 

2. b. Azariah, first regent (see UZZIAH) and then 
king of Judah (z K. 155 rwaflav [A and v. 321, 32-38 
rwvaeav [B and v. 321, twvaeav [A v. 301, z Ch. 2621 23 
twvaflav [A], 27). The  only facts derived from the 
annals are that he built the upper gate of the temple- 
;.e., perhaps, the upper gate of Benjamin (cp Jer. 202 
Ezek. 9z)-and that in his time ‘ YahwB began to 
despatch against Judah Rezin king of Aram and Pekah 
son of Remaliah’ (cp ILRAEL, 31$, ISAIAH, 5 3). 
T h e  Chronicler states that Jotham fortified cities and 
built castles (see FOREST), and, as a reward for his 
piety, makes him fight with success against the Ammon- 
ites (cp AMMON, § 5 ) .  In I Ch. 312 rwaOav [B], 
cwvaeav [A], rwflap [L]. On the chronology of 
Jotham’s reign, see CHRONOLOGY, § 35. 

3. One of the b’ne Jahdai, belonging to Caleb (I Ch. 

See ABIMELECH, 2. 

247). T. K. C. 

JOZABAD (l;fi’,;.g., JEHOZABAD [T.v.]; I U Z ~ B A A  
[BKAL]). 

1-3. The name of a Gederathite (see GEDERAH) and two 
Manassites, warriors of David; I Ch. 124 UOSA~AD [AV], 
iwa<aSap [BN]); v. 20 (rw<apa8 [BN], and LwuapaiB [B], -pee 
[N], rw<aPe8 [AI) ; see DAVID, 8 11 [a iii.1. 

4. An overseer in the temple: 2 Ch.3113 (c<apae [B], iw<. 
CAI, ma<ap.S [L]) ; perhaps the same as 

JUBILEE 

1 See Smend, A T  ReZ.-gcsch.M 64. 
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5. A chief of the Levites : z Ch. 35 g (iwa<a@aS [Ll); in I Esd. 
1 g JORAM (Lwpafi [BA]). 
6. b. Jeshua, a Levite, temp. Ezra (see E ZRA i. $ z ,  ii. 8 15 

I] 4, Ezra 8 33 = T Esd. 8 63 JOSABAD, RV JOSABDUS (e5 v. 62 
. w u a p e ~ s  LB1, -pSoc [AI). 

7.. One of the b’ne Pashhur, a priest in the list of those with 
breign wives (see E ZRA i., 5 5 end), Ezra 1022 (L<a/3uSaS [Ll)= 
t Esd. 9 zz  OCIDELUS (oxarAvSos [BI WK+AOS [AI). 

8. A Levite in the list of those with foreign wives (see EZRA i., 
3 5 end), Ezra10 z3=r Esd. 9 23 (JOZABDUS, iw<aj36ap [BA]) per- 
laps identical with (6) and the two following. 

9. Expounder of law (see EZRA ii., 13 VI; cp i., 8 8, ii., 
j 16 [SI, 5 15 [I] c), Neh.87 (Lw<af3eS [L], om. BNA)=I Ebd. 
>48 (JOZABDUS, 3). 

IO. Neh. 11 16 in the list of inhabitants of Jerusalem (EZRA ii., 
3 5 [b], 8 15 [I] a) (cw<aj3aS [NC’a ’”P.1, om. Bh*A). 

JOZABDUS ( iwza~hoc  [BA] ; see above). 
I I Esd 923 RV=Esra 1023 JOZABAD 8. I: I Esd: 9 zg (<apSos [B], w<aiaSas [A]), RV ; AV JOSABADa 

3. I Esd. 948 RV, AV JoAzABDus=Neh. 87. JOZABAD, 9. 

JOZACHAR, RV JOZACAR (l;i\’, ‘YahwB re- 
nembers ’ ; cp Zechariah ; l;$’, Jozabar [Ginsb. 

Ezra 1028, ZABRAI, I. 

Following some MSS and edd.];  iezeixap [B]; 
~ U Z A X A P  [AL]) b. Shimeath, one of the murderers of 
loash (2 K. 1221 [ z z ] ) .  In  z Ch. 2426 (ZABAD ; 
12, perhaps for ZACHAR, ; cp Ki. SBOT; zaB~h 
’B, CP ZABAD, 5 ,  61, -Bee, [A]. - B A 8  [L]) ; @.”“ 
makes Jozachar himself, not his mother, an Ammonite 
[see SHIMEATH). See J E H O Z A B A ~ .  

JOZADAK (P:l\’), Ezra 32 8 etc. See JEHOZADAK. 

JUBAL ($$l’), Gen. 421.f See CAINITES, § 11. 

JUBILEE, or JUBILE, THE YEAR OF. Accord- 
ing to Lev. 258-55, at  the completion of seven sabbaths 
1. Principle of years, the .trumpet of the jubilee 

(3pllF 1pW) is to be sounded 
‘throughout the land,’ on the tenth 

and procedure. 
L 

day of the seventh month-ie., on the great day of 
atonement. The  fiftieth year thus announced is to be 
‘hallowed,’-Le., liberty (ini) is to be proclaimed every- 
where to every one, and the people are to return ‘ every 
man unto his possession and unto his family.’ The 
year in other respects is to resemble the sabbatical 
year ; there is to be no sowing, nor reaping that which 
grows of itself, nor gathering of grapes (Lev. 258-12). 
T o  come to fuller detail,-as regards real property 
(Lev. 2513-34), the law is that if any Hebrew under 
pressure of necessity shall alienate his property he is to 
get for it a sum of money reckoned according to the 
number of harvests to be reaped between the date of 
alienation and the first jubilee year ; should he or any 
relation desire to redeem the property before the jubilee, 
this can always be done by repaying the value of the 
harvests between the redemption and the jubilee. The 
fundamental principle is that ‘ the land shall not be sold 
so as to be quite cut off, for it is mine, and ye are 
strangers and sojourners with me.‘ The same rule 
applies to dwelling-houses of unwalled villages. The 
case is different, however, as regards dwelling-houses 
in walled cities. These may be redeemed within a year 
after transfer ; but if not redeemed within that period 
they continue permanently in possession of the purchaser. 
An exception to this last rule is made for the houses of 
the Levites in the Levitical cities. As regards property 
in slaves (Lev. 253g-55), the Hebrew whom necessity 
has compelled to sell himself into the service of his 
brother Hebrew is to be treated as a hired servant and 
a sojourner, and to be released absolutely at  the jubilee 
(vv. 39-43) ; non-Hebrew bondmen on the other hand 
are to be bondmen for ever (vv. 44-46). The Hebrew, 
however, who has sold himself to astranger or sojourner 
is entitled to freedom at the year of jubilee, and further 
is at any time redeemable by any of his kindred,-the 
redemption price being regulated by the number of 
years to run between the redemption and the jubilee, 
according to the ordinary wage of hired servants (vv. 
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47-55). In  addition to these enactments Lev. 2717-25 
gives a supplementary law regulating the price of a 
piece of land that has been dedicated to God according 
to the distance in time between the date of the dedica- 
tion and the jubilee year, and also defining the circuni- 
stances in which such a piece of land in the jubilee 
year either reverts to the original owner or permanently 
belongs to Yahwk. One further reference to the year 
of jubilee occurs in Nu. 364 in the law as to inherit- 
ance by daughters, 

As to origin, the law is plainly a growth out of the 
law of the Sabbath. The foundations of Lev. 25 are 
2. Origin, laid in the ancient provisions of the Book 
date, etea of the Covenant (Ex. 21 ZJ': 23 108) and in 

The Book of the Covenant 
enjoined that the land should lie fallow and Hebrew 
slaves be liberated in the seventh year ; Dt. required in 
addition the remission of debts (see SABBATICAL YEAR). 
These regulations are in Lev. 25 carried over to the 
fiftieth year and amplified. The choice of the fiftieth 
to be the sacred year is evidently in parallelism with 
the feast of Pentecost which is the closing day after the 
seven weeks of harvest. 

A s  to the date of the law, this much at  least has to 
be observed, that no evidence of its existence has 
reached us from pre-exilic times. Certainly in 
Jeremiah's time the law acknowledged by the prophets 
was that described in Deut. 15, according to which the 
rights of Hebrew slave-holders over their compatriots 
were invariably to cease seven years after they had 
been acquired. This appears to follow from Jer. 34 14 ; 
where note that Jeremiah uses the term iii? (vv. 15 17, 
cp v. 8). Another important passage is Ezek. 46 16$, 
where there is indication of a law according to which 
' the prince' is at  liberty to alienate in perpetuity any 
portion of his inheritance to his sons ; but if he give a 
gift of his inheritance to any other of his subjects, then 
the change of ownership holds good only till ' the year 
of liberty ' (iii?? nxj),  after which the alienated property 
returns to its original possessor, the prince. Now since 
Jeremiah makes use of the same expression ( T i m )  with 
reference to the liberation of the slaves in the seventh year 
it is exceedingly probable that Ezekiel also by iim? n?? 
means the seventh year. 

This view of the case gives additional probability to the 
conjecture of Knenen (Hex. 6, n. 28 d)  and Wellhau- 
sen that originally Lev. 25 8 8  also had reference to the 
seventh year. For the law in its present form proves (cp 
Kue. 2.c.) on careful examination to be a revision of an 
older form which probably belonged to H. Thus this 
last, besides the injunction about the year of fallow 
(Lev, 25 1-7), contained also a precept about the year of 
liberation (Ti>?? n i l ,  Lev. 2588, ) ,  by which it under- 
stood the seventh year as Jeremiah had done. That  in 
the year of jubilee in its present form we are dealing 
with a purely theoretical development of the sabbath 
idea which was incapable of being reduced to practice 
becomes evident from the simple reflection that in the 
event of such a year being observed there would occur 
two consecutive years (the 49th and the 50th) in which 
absolutely nothing could be reaped, and a third (the 
51st) in which only some summer fruits could be ob- 
tained, sowing being prohibited in the fiftieth. This 
difficulty, which was perceived even by the author of 
Leviticus 25 himself (cp v. z z ) ,  has led many scholars 
to make the impossible assumption that the forty-ninth 
year is the year of jubilee (so, e.g., Ew. Ant. Zsr. 375, 
and Saalschiitz, Arch. 2229, following older writers such 
as Scaliger, Petavius, and others). In order to meet 
the difficulty Riehm (HWRI2), 17518) regards the com- 
mand about the land lying fallow as one that was 
originally foreign to the law of the year of Jubilee and 
one that was never in force. This last character, how- 
ever, belongs to the whole institution, not merely to 
this particular part of it. For the post-exilic period 
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Deuteronomy. 

. - :  

JUDBA 
also w,e have evidence of the non-observance of the 
law. The Talmudists and Rabbins are unanimous that 
although the jubilee-years were reckoned they were not 
observed. 

As regards the meaning of the name 'juhilee' (\ai*? n$, 
or simply 5 3 i 9 ,  ZvLaurbs aq~crews or i+ecrls, annus judizEi or 
jUSiZ~us), authorities are not agreed. According to Josephus 
(Ant .  iii. 123), it  means ;Aev&pia; but the use of the word $21, 
in Ex. 19 13 Josh. 6 5, makes it probable that the name is de- 
rived from the trumpet sound with which the jubilee was to be 
proclaimed ; and it is not impossible that the old Jewish tradi- 
tional view is right when it says that 5 3 9  means a ram-for which 
there is a probable confirmation in Phcenician-and then, by 
abbreviation for 5 2 9  lip, a trumpet of ram's horn. See Dillmann 
on Ex. 1913. $ai*? nJw would thus mean the year that is 
ushered in by the blowing of the ram's horn (Lev. 25 9). 

For the earlier literature see Dillm. Ex. u. Leu.(z) 6031 
Winer, RWB art. ' Juheljahr'. and PRE art. 'Sabbatjahr. 
Recent authhties are Saalschiitz Arch: 2 2 2 4 3  ' BBhr, 
Syd .  2 5 6 9 s  601 ff ' Ew., Ani. &lsr. 372ff" De' Wette 
AIC/Z.(~) ('64) ' Keil 'h. ArckP) ('75)' WeIl~.'ProZ.p) 11; 
6 ('95). 0ehl;r art: ' Sabbatjahr,' in P R k  ; Riehm, HWB(2) 
art. ' JAbeljahr ' ; Benzinger H A  474 I'941; Nowack, HA 2 165: 
172 ['94% W. R. S. -1. B. 

JUCAL (?J?s+), J-. 381. See JEHUCAL. 

JUDA, RV Judah, City of (Lk. 139) .  See JUTTAH ; 

JUDA ( I O Y A A  [Ti. WH]), I. Mk. 63, RV JUDAS 

3. Lk. 3 30 RV JUDAS (g 
4. Lk. 333: RV JUDAH. 

JUDZA ( I O Y A A I A  [BHA, etc., cod. 87 V ;  Ti. 
WH]=il>Pil? in E z r a l z  aAL; 7Vl' in Ezra and 
in Dan. [b] and Dan. [Theod.] ; in Macc. as well as 
in Ezra-Neh. we find both ~ O Y A A I A  and loyAa). The  
name of the region occupied by the reorganized Jewish 
community in the Persian, Greek, and Roman periods, 
hut extended by Lk. to the whole of W. Palestine (Lk. 
4 44 [?I 23 5 Acts 2 g 10 37 etc. ). 

The  limits of J u d z a  as a province varied at  different 
periods. In  the time of Jonathan the Maccabee (145 
B. c. ) three tetrarchies of Samaria (Aphzrema [see 
EPHRAIM, ii.], LYDDA, and RAMATHAIM) were added to 
Judzea (I Macc. 10 30 38 11 34) ; Judas himself had 
already expelled the Edomites from Hebron (I Macc. 
5 65). According to Josephus (BJ iii. 3 s), J n d z a  ex- 
tended from Anuath-Borkzos (Asouati'ou B O ~ K U L O S ,  now 
Berkit ; PEFQ, '81, p. 48) in the N. to a village called 
Jordas (Z'eZ2 'Ardd?) near Arabia on the S., and from 
Joppa on the W. to the Jordan on the E. The sea-coast, 
a s  far as Ptolemais (Arm), with the exception of Jamnia 
and Joppa, belonged to Jndza ,  and according to Ptolemy 
(v. 169)  some districts beyond Jordan. The  latter 
statement, however, is not to be adduced in illustration 
of Mt. 19 I ( '  the borders of J u d z a  beyond Jordan '),l 
because here Mk. 10 I (Ti. W H )  contains the obviously 
correct reading, K U ~  d p a v  706 'IopSdvou, ' that  is, 
[first of all] the region beyond Jordan ' (cp Mk. 11 I, 
' un to  Jerusalem and unto Bethany'). I t  should be 
noticed, too, that Josephus mentions no trans-Jordanic 
toparchy. On the death of Herod, Judaea, with 
Samaria and Idumzea, fell to the lot of Archelaiis, as 
ethnarch ; but on Archelaus' deposition his territory was 
annexed to the Roman Province of Syria (see ISRAEL,, 
8 89). In the fifth century Judxa  became part of the 
division called Palesstinn Prima. 

Four of the eleven Judrean toparchies mentioned by Josephus 
md Eusehius are referred to in the Talmud -Daroma, Geraritica, 
3ahalena and Sarona.2 Daroma, whdh corresponds to the 
2iblical kegeb (see Onk, Dt, 343), had for its centre Lod or 
Lydda, so that the name Daroma is often used in the Talmud 
nstead of Lod. The Arabs limited the application to a place 
iear GAZA [q..o.l-the Daroma of the Crusaders. The meaning 
if the other names is clear. 

The Judzan  table-land is otherwise known as the 
hill-country of Judah ' ; but J u d e a  is not confined ta 

ZACHARIAS, IO. 

7J. 1. (qL. ( ~ w S a  [Ti. WH]) Lk. 3 26, RV JODA. 

1 As in Hastings' DB 2 792 a. 
2 Neub. Gbogr. du Taitn. 6 z f .  
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JUDAH JUDAH 
this high region ; there are districts outside of it which 
can boast of more varied scenery and of hardly less 
historical interest.’ There is first that wonderful de- 
pression which bounds Judzea on the E.- the lower 
Jordan valley and the Dead Sea, beyond which rises 
the precipitous wall of the mountains of Moab. The  
three. roads into Judaea on this side start from the three 
oases, Jericho, ‘Ain FeSba, and ‘Ain Jidi. 

Next, the southern border must be studied, not, 
.however, here, but in dealing with that extensive and 
but lately explored region-the NECEB ( 4 . v . ) .  Then, 
for the mestem boundary we have-ideally the Mediter- 
ranean-but really, except at intervals, the edge of the 
great plateau itself. The low hills of the ShBphElah [low- 
land] are separated from the compact range to the E. by a 
long series of valleys running S. from Aijalon. This is 
-the western barrier of the hill-country. I t  is penetrated 
by a number of defiles, which provide excellent cover 
for defenders, and opportunity for ambushes and sur- 
prises. The  importance of Beth-zur (cp BETH-ZUR, 
KIRJATH-SEPHER) arises from the fact that it is the one 
fortress on the, W. flank of Judza ,  S. of Aijalon, 
which the physical conditions make possible. In  
conclusion, the last ten miles of the JudEan plateau on 
the north form a frontier which was the most accessible 
s ide  of the Judaean territory, but was well protected by 
the fortresses of Benjamin. See further, J U D A H;  

NEGEB, SHEPHELAH, PALESTINE. 
JUDAH (YI?)?’ ; loyAa(c) [BADEL] ; Ass. 

I’a-‘u-du). 
I. Judah (YBhadah), the eponym of the tribe of 

Judah, is represented as the fourth son of Jacob by 
J ex- 

‘* Name’ plains the meaning thus, ‘And she said, 
“ Now will I praise Yahwk ” ; therefore she called his 

name Judah (Yehudah)’ ; the saying in Gen. 498 starts 
from the same favourite Volhse&moZogie. W e  may 
presume, however, that the name (like Isaac, Jacob, 
and Israel) is a popular adaptation of some fuller form, 
perhaps Abihud or Ahihud (whence Ehud). I t  does 
no t ,  so far as we know, occur in the Amarna tablets. 
Tiele, indeed, thought we might read it in a letter of 
Rib-addi of Gebala (Am.  Ta6. no. 8642) ; but Winckler 
reads here Jada. 

One of the most striking characteristics of J is the 
interest which this writer, or school of writers, takes in 

*. Legends Judah. That in J Judah takes the place 
assigned to his brother Reuben (closely 

in*enesis* connected with Judah, see 5 3) in E in 
t h e  Joseph-story, has been noticed elsewhere (see 
JOSEPH ii., 5 3). According to Gen. 38, Judah went to 
Adullam (?) and married the daughter of a Canaanite (?) 
named Shua (=Sheba) ; his three sons were called, Er, 
Onan, and Shelah. The first-born was married by Judah 
.to Tamar (2) ; but E r  and Onan were wicked, and were 
,slain by Yahwk. As Tamar was not given to the third 
son Shelah, she found an expedient to become the 
mother of two sons, Peres (?) and Zerah, by Judah. 
T h e  other legends relative to Judah (Judges, Samuel) 
will be most conveniently referred to in 3. The  
genealogies of Judah in I Ch. 41-23 will not be con- 
:sidered here. There is indeed much to reward a critical 
examination of the puzzles which they contain ; but to 
condense the results of the special articles in a really 
fruitful way would occupy too much space. See as 
specimens, BITHIAH, CHARASHIM, HAZELELPONI, 
JABEL, JASHUBI-LEHEM, SHOBAL. 

I t  is usually thought that by a special piece of good 

3. Origin fortune we have in the legend of Gen. 38, 
,and histove just now described, a tradition respecting 

the eaily development of the tribe of 
Judah. I Reading the passage ethnologically we learn 

.fUDAH, HILL COUNTRY OF ; BENJAMIN, JORDAN,  

For the gentilic see JEW. 

Leah, born at Haran (Gen. 29 35). 

1 See GASm. HG chap. 13. 
a Wildeboer, Theol. Siudien, 1900, pp. 261f: 
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that Judah had established itself on the W. side of the 
I ‘  Hill Country of Judah ” in the district of Timnah and 
Adullam, that the tribe allied itself to the Canaanites, but 
did not flourish till it united with the tribe of Tamar, which 
dwelt more to the south.’l Accbrding to Winckler,a 
however, the story records in legendary form the con- 
quest of Baal-tamar, where was the sanctuary of the 
original tribe of Benjamin, b y  David, the leader of the 
Judahites. Baal-tamar, he thinks, was the place 
afterwards called, by a strange distortion of the name, 
Kirjath-jearim. This brings us face to face with more 
than one deep and difficult problem which this scholar 
has treated in a strikingly original manner (see KIRJATH- 
JEARIM, SAUL, TAMAR). W e  shall return to Gen. 38, 
later ( 5  4, end) ; it is enough here to repeat that Tamar 
(inn, a word which in some other passages too has arisen 
through textual corruption) as a woman‘s name is most 
probably a corruption of some popular shortened form 
of JBrahmFElith, just as ‘Ir hat-tBmlrim (EV ‘the city 
of palm-trees ’) in Judg. 116 is probably a corruption of 
‘Ir jerahme’el (see JERICHO, J 2). I t  was union with 
the Jerhameelites ( a  tribe of Edomitish affinities) that 
gave vigour to the clan or tribe of Judah ; a similar 
cause seems to be assigned for the expansion of the 
Jacob-tribe (see JACOB, 5 3), and also for the growth 
of the Isaac-tribe, Abraham representing the Jerah- 
meelites of Rehoboth, Sarah the Israelites or perhaps 
Jizrahelites (see JACOB, 5 6). In the earliest times 
indeed Judah, Jerahmeel, Caleb, Kain (Kenites), and 
Sinieon must have closely resembled each other, and 
probably we should add to the list Reuben, which (cp 
Gen. 46912 I Ch. 4 I 53) had clans closely connected 
with those of Judah. It was not therefore altogether 
unnatural for the editor of Judg. 11oJ to ascribe to 
Judah the conquest of Hebron ‘ or rather REHOBOTH 
[P.v.] and of ‘ Debir’ or rather Beth-zur (see KIRJATH- 
SEPHER);  in reality these were the achievements of 
CALEB [T.V.] ,  which did not become one with Judah 
till the time of David. (On Judg. 116 see KENITES.) 
All the tribes mentioned, including Judah, seem to have 
adhered for a long time to a nomadic or semi-nomadic 
mode of life ; a large part of the Jerahmeelites remained 
nomads,quite late (see AMALEK, H A M  ii., JERAHMEEL, 
SAUL). I t  may be remarked here that Reuben (Reubel? 
see REUBEN) very possibly derives its name from 
Jerahme’el. 

The leader who brought about, at  least to a consider- 
able extent, the union of these different clans (so far as 
4. David. they were in his neighbourhood at  the time 

of his operations) all of which were outside 
the Israelitish territory, was David. The steps by 
which he reached his proud position at  the head of a 
great inland Palestinian kingdom require renewed in- 
vestigation. H e  was himself probably a Calebite of 
Bethuel or Beth-zur-;.e., ‘ Debir ‘ or KIRJATH- 
SEPHER [q.v.]. His sister Abigail bears the same 
name as the former wife of Nabal, which probably is 
really a tribal name;  this might suggest that David’s 
family was aware of a connection with another family 
called Abigail (or Abihail) settled near Carmel (= 
Jerahmeel) and Jezreel (cp DAVID, 5 I, n. 2, SAUL, 
5 4, and see below), though it is true that Abigail and 
Abihail are ultimately traceable to Jerahmeel. If so, 
like his sister, David strengthened the connection with 
Jezreel by marriage (see NABAL). In spite of all this 
neither Caleb nor Jerahmeel supplied the name of the 
great tribe produced by a combination of smaller tribes 
-but Judah. No doubt Judah had already been 
extending its influence (cp Gen. 38), so that David only 
recognised and acted upon accomplished facts. .But it 
was at first only a small Jndah that accepted David as 
its leader and prince (cp I S. 3026-31, where note that 
the conquest of ‘Hebron’ or rather REHOBOTH is 
presupposed), nor can we say with documentary pre- 

1 Cp Wildeboer, q g f :  
2 G12 104. 
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cision how David became possessed of the territory 
between the original southern border of Benjamin and 
the northern limit of the Negeb (see NEGEB). W e  
need not therefore hesitate to accept Winckler's very 
plausible view that the present narrative of David's 
adventures during his ' outlaw period ' is based upon 
earlier traditions of a struggle on David's part for the 
possession of the later Judahite territory. Winckler's 
interpretation of the details will of course be liable to 
criticism, partly from the inhereut difficulty of the 
historical problems, but chiefly from the fact that his 
textual criticism is not as thorough and methodical as 
could be wished. 

According to Winckler the ' Cherethites'and 'Pelethites' are 
those semi-nomad gentes of the Negeb to which David by his 
origin belonged ; their chief town was Ziklag from which as a 
centre they went about making raids under &wid's leadership. 
This can hardly be accepted. Though temporarily on friendly 
terms with the ' Cherethites ' and ' Pelethites ' David (a searching 

sm suggests) wasafterwards at war with these tribes 
(i.c. confederations of clans) ; at  a later time again he made 
frieAds with them (see PELETHITES). Nor does the text weadopt 
favour the view that ' Ziklag' was the chief town either of the 
'Cherethites' or of the 'Pelethites.' Winckler is also of opiniou 
that in the present narrative of David's earlier career (which is 
admittedly ofcomposite origin) there have been brought together 
two widely different legends, one of which gave Adullam (a place 
,in the later Judahite territory) as David's original base of 
operations, and the other 'Ziklag' in the land of Musri (see 
MIZRAIM, 0 ah), to which region Achish (who is represented as 
having been for a time David's liege lord) must also have 
belonged. Of these two traditions the latter, Winckler thinks, 
is the original and sole authentic one. Independently the 
present writer has arrived at  similar but much mnre deknite 
conclusions on certain points, and the same method which has 
enahled him to reach greater definiteness on these points has 
led him to conclusions on oints of detail which seem adverse to 
other parts of Winckler's txeory. 

As we have said, David was probablynot (as Winckler 
represents) a Mugrite, but a Calebite ; not ' Ziklag' 
(HalBSah), but ' Debir ' (see above) was his home. W e  
cannot put on one side the Bethlehem-tradition quite as 
readily as Winckler does. ' Beth-lehem ' must spring 
from some more possible name ; that name is found- 
it is Bethuel. 

I t  may be left an open question, however, whether both Beth- 
lehem and Xethuel (or Bethel) are not broken down forms of $ 
primitive Beth-Jerahmeel. This would account for ' Ephrathite 
in I S. 17 12, on which name (= Jerahmeelite) see RAMATHAIM- 

Similarly, though ' Adullam ' is certainly not David's 
true starting-point, the name did not spring from the 
brain of a tradition-monger ; &,y, ' Adullam,' may 
be a corruption of 5ni3, ' Carmel. Carmel was in a 
region friendly to David's family ; it is surely a plausible 
view, that David, if he was a native of ' Debir ' (Kirjath- 
sepher), and closely allied with the clans of Jezreel and 
Carmel, took Carmel as his earliest base of operations. 
Nor is there any inconsistency between this tradition 
and the ' Ziklag ' tradition. Until David gave practical 
effect to his aspiration after the imperial throne of an 
expanded Israel there was no reason why he should not 
be on the most friendly terms with the chieftains of 
MuSrite tribes like the ' Cherethites ' and ' Pelethites.' 
There is a striking little narrative in I S. 223-5 which 
throws some light on this (and so indeed, rightly under- 
stood, does the story in Gen. 38). From the fort (not 
cave) of Carmel (not Adnllam) David, we are told, took 
his father and mother to ' Mizpeh of Moab ' (rather to 
Migrephath of Musur, see ZARwHA'rH), and confided 
them to the care of the king or, as we might say, 
chieftain (see KING). There his parents found a safe 
asylum, all the time that he was in the fort of Carmel. 
I t  should be noticed that Carmel is already a Judahite 
place. 'Abide not in MiSrephath' (read, not a i i s ~ ,  
but na>,!itn) : ' depart, and get thee into the land of 
Jndah, says Gad the 'prophet '  (see GAD ii.). So 
David leaves Musur, and proceeds to the fort of Carmel 
( ' Adullam ' ) ; see HARETH. 

W e  must now return to Gen. 38, assuming here the 
corruptions of the text mentioned under TAMAR. A 

ZOPHIM. 

Judahite family settles at Carme11 (not Adullam). A 
fusion with the Maonites was attempted, but had less 
prosperous results than a Jerahmeelite alliance. T h e  
two clans which arose in consequence were called 
respectively S8rBphath and Zerah. This seems to be a 
record of the friendly intercourse between David when 
at  Carmel and the Mugrites of Sarephath. 

W e  conclude then that David made Carmel his base 
of operations for the conquest of territory for an 

H e  established 
5' David's himself for a time in Ke'ilah, but found it 
progress' necessary to retire, first to the wilderness of 

Ziph, and then to that of En-kadesh (not En-gedi ; see 
KADESH), where he was certainly in the land of Musri. 
From Kadesh we may presume that he made his way 
to REHOBOTH [p.~.], by favour of whose chieftain 
Achish, or perhaps rather Nahash (who, be it noted, 
worships Yahw6, I S. 296), he found new headquarters 
at Hahisah (see ZIKLAG). I t  was from this place that 
he obtained his great warrior Benaiah (see JEKABZEEL) 
and raided those parts of the Negeb which did not 
belong to the Rehobothites and Zarephathites. Mean- 
time the Zarephathites were doing great mischief to  
Saul's kingdom by their incursions (cp especially I S. 
2328 28rf.), and, if our treatment of the text is sound, 
Saul met his death bravely struggling with them on the 
ridge of hills near Carmel or Jerahmeel (see SAUL, 4). 
I t  is possibly to the following period that David's acquisi- 
tion of a chieftainship in the Carmelite district is to be 
assigned; this helps to account for his elevation to a 
greater position at  Hebron (the reading ' Hebron ' 
may be safely accepted). This, however, was not 
agreeable to the Zarephathites, and a fierce conflict 
broke out between them and the new-made king. 
David, however, became the victor,4 ' Gob ' and ' Gath ' 
in 2 S. 21 15-22 being corrupt fragments of ' Rehoboth,' 
and ' Rephaim ' and ' Baalperagim ' in 2 S. 5 18 20 22 

of Jerahme'elini and Baal-Sarephiithim respectively ; 
see also Judg. 110. After this, the Rehobothites and 
the Sarephathites became David's faithful servants ; in 
this character their names have come down to us as  
' Cherethites ' and ' Pelethites.' See PELETHITES, 
REHOBOTH, ZAREPHATH. 

It required doubtless a harder struggle to overcome 
the resistance of Abner, the general of Ishbosheth (or 
rather perhaps Mahriel; see MEPHIBOSHETH, § I), 
whom Winckler, perhaps rightly, regards as having 
been in the first instance king of ' all Israel ' (2 S. 2 9). 
The conquest of JERUSALEM [p.~., $13&] was the neces- 
sary preliminary of this. Being taken by David himself 
from the Jebusites, it formed originally no part of the tribe 
of Judah ; but its possession secured the continuance of 
the family of David on the throne of Judah, and in 
Josh. 1563 (RJE) it is represented as half-Judahite, 
half-Jebusite. On Solomon's supposed exclusion of 
Judah from the departmental division of his kingdom 
see SOLOMON, TAXATION, and cp Kittel on I K. 4gf .  

The tribe of Judah is referred to twice in the N T  
(Heb. 7 14 Rev. 7 5 )  ; but the references require no 
comment. 

The isolation of Judah is its most notable geographical 

1 Note that Timnah (u. 12) is mentioned in Josh. 15 55-57 in 
the same group with Maon, Carmel, and Ziph (which name 
underlies ' Chezib ' in Gen. 38 5). 

2 He was probably 'prince of Ahihail ' (I S. 253, crit. emend.). 
See NAEAL. 

3 The supposed reference to David as 'head of Caleb' after 
he had removed to Hebron can hardly be maintained (see 
NABAL). Tradition rightly describes him as a meZ& ('king,' 
' chieftain '). 

4 This may he implied too in the story of PEREZ-UZZAH and 
OBED-Eunnx the ' Gittite' (Rehohothite) in 2 S. 6.  Perhaps too 
!he 'Rabbath-bne-Amrnon' of 2 S. 12 26 & should rather be 
Rehoboth-bn&Jerahmeel ' (cp REHOBOTH, and see Crit. Bil..). 
5 In this connection it may be noted that in the earlier and 

much briefer story on which I S. 17 is probably based, ' Goliath 
of Gath' was probably 'Goliath of Rehoboth,' 'the valley of 
Elah ',(&a) was 'the ylley of Jerahmeel,' and 'Bethlehem- 
judah was ' Bethel-judah. 

enlarged tribe of Judah. 
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MAP OF JUDAH AND JUDEA 
INDEX T O  NAMES 

Parentheses indicating ayticles that refey to the place-names are in certain cases added to non-bibZicaZ names having no biblical epuivalent. The  aphabetical arrangement usual& ignores 
pveJzxes : ‘a in  (‘ spring’), beit ( ‘  house ’), bir (‘ weZL’), dir ( ’  monastery ’), ed-, el- ( ’  the ’), khan ( ‘  inn ’), khir6et ( ’ ruin ’), nahr  ( ‘  rive?-’), viis ( ‘ summit ’), tell ( ‘  mound’),  umm 
(‘ mother’), wddy ( ‘  valley ’). 

der AbHn, Dz 
Achzib, Cz . 
Adora or Adoraim, Dz 
ascent of Adunimim, EI 

khan el-+mar, E r  (ADUMMIM) 
Kh. beit ‘Ainun, Dz 
Kh. ‘Aifan, C3 (ETAM, 2) 
Kh. ‘AjlHn, Bz (EGLON) 
Kh. wady ‘blin, Cz (ENAIM) 
‘AnHta, E r  
Anathoth, EI 
Anim, D3 
Arad, D3 
tell ‘ArHd, D3 
‘ArHk I s m a h ,  DI (ETAM, 2) 

‘AiHra, C4 
Aroer 3, C4 
wady ‘Arrab, D2 
Ar@s, Dz 
wHdy ArtBs,  Dz (ETAM, I) 
‘Artuf, CI  (ETAM, 2 )  

Aruboth, Dz 
Ashdod, BI 
Ashkelon, Bz 
‘AskalHn, Bz 
‘ain ‘AtHn, Dz (ETAM, I) 
Kh. ‘Attir, D3 
‘ Azeka ’ ? Cz (GATH, $ 2 )  

der el-Balah, A3 (GAZA) 
wHdy el-Bassah, Ez  (BETH-BASI) 
Beersheba, C4 
Berachah (Valley), Dz 
Kh. BereikEt, D2 
wady Bereikut, Dz 
Beth-anoth, Dz 
Bether, Dz 
Beth-haccerem, DI 

Bethlehem I ,  D2 
Beth-shemesh, CI ,  2 
Beth-tappuah, Dz 
Bethzacharias, D2 
Beth-zur, Dz 
wHdy el-BiHr, Dz (CONDUITS) 
Bittir, Dz 

Cabbon, Cz 
Chesalon, DI  

ed-DZhariyeh, C3  (KIRJATH-SEPHER) 
D a k i n ,  Dz (EPHES-DAMMIM) 
Dannah, Cz 
Dead Sea, E I ,  z ,  3 ,  4 
Debir, C3 
Kh. ed-Dilbeh, Cz (ACHSAH) 
Dura, Dz 

Eglon, BC2 
Elah (Valley), C2 
Eleutheropolis, Cz 
Emmaus, DI  

En-gannim, C2 
En-gedi, E 3  
Kh. ‘Erma, DI (KIRJATH-JEARIM) 
Esdud, BI 

Eshtaol, DI  
Eshtemoa, D3 
Elshb, D I  

Etam? Dz 

FHghtir, Dz 
beit Faged, Cz (EPHES-DAMMIM) 
‘ain el-Feshkha, Ez 
r l s  el-Eeshkha, Ez (DEAD SEA, 5 3) 
J. Furedis, Dz (BETH-HACCEREM) 

Gath, Cz 
Gaza, Az 
Gederoth, Dr  
Ghazza, A2 
wHdy Ghazza, A3 (GERAR) 
wHdy Ghuweir, E2 
‘ain el-Ghuweir, Ez  
Giloh, Dz 
GhuwEn el-F6kB, D3 
Ghuwen et-TahtH, D 3  

el-Habs, DI 
Hachilah, D3 

Halhul, D2 el-Kuds, DI  
Halhal, D2 Kuldniyeh, D I  
wady Hagageh, E z  (EMEK-KEZIZ) 
tell el-Hasi, Bz 
wHdy el-Hasi, Bz (GAZA) 
Hazor 3, D3 

el-Kurmul, D3 (MAON) 
KuggHbeh, C3 (ACHZIB) 
Kh. KuwezibB, D2 (ACHZIB) 

Lachish, Bz 
heit Lahm, Dz 
Kh. el-Lahm, Cz 
Lahnian, C2 

Hazor 4, D3 
Hebron, Dz 
‘ain el-Had, EI  (EN-SHEMESH) 
Hudereh, D3 

Laishah, D I  
Lifta, DI 

babr LE!, EI, 2, 3, 4 
Kh. ‘id el-mH, C2 (ADULLAM) 
Idhna, C2. 
el ‘%iwiyeh, DI  

wHdybeit Iskiihil, D2 (see BEIT-KAHIL) tell Matin, D3 
wHdy Ismdin, D I  (ETAM, z )  el-MHliha, DI (MANAHATH) 

Maon, D3 
Mareshah, Cz 
el-Mejdel, B2 
Meiash, Cz 
Middin, Ez  

beit JHlH, D2 (GILOH) 
Kh. JHlH, Dz 
Jarmuth, Cz 
Jeba‘, Dz 
Kh. Jedireh, CI 
Kh. Jennet%, Cz 
Kh. umm el-JerrLr, A3 
Jerusalem, DI 

beit Jibrin, Cz (ELEUTHEROPOLIS) 
‘ a h  Jidi, E3 
Juttah, D3 

beit Kat@, Dz (KEILAH) 
‘ain Kiirim, DI  

Karyat el-Tnab, DI 
Kh. el-Karyaten, D3 
Kerioth-Hezron, D3 
KeslH, DI 
ain el-Kezheh, Cz 
el-Khalil, Dz 
KhHrLs, Dz (HARETH) 
Kh. Kharstun, Dz (ADULLAM) 
Khureisa, D3 (HORESH) 
Kidron, Ez 
Kh. KilH, D2 (KEILAH) 
Kirjath-Jearim, DI  
el-Kubeibeh, C2 

Migdal-gad, Bz 
Kh. el-Milh, D4 (JESHUA) 
wady el-MiW, CD4 (ARAD) 
el-Mineh, A2 
Kh. Mird, Ez 
Kh. beit Mizza, DI 
Mozah, DI 

W. Mukelik, EI  

J. el-Munfar, A3 (GAZA) 

deir Nakhkhas, Cz (IR-NAHASH) 
wZdy en-NBr, Ez  
beit NaSib, C2 (KEILAH) 
tell en-Nejileh, BCz 
Nephtoah, Dr  
beit Nettif, Cz (ELAH, 2) 
NnbH, Dz (ATHACH) 

Phagor, D2 

er-RHm(e), Dz 
W. er-RawHbi, EI (BAHURIM) 

tell eg-SHfieh, Cz 
W. es-Sanf, Cz (ELAH, 2) 

Saia ,  C I  
W. eg-SarXr, CI  (BETH-SHEMESH) 
es-Sawiifir, B2 
tell es-Sdweh, C3 UESHUA) 
Kh. bir es-Seba‘, C4 
w2dy es-Seba‘, B4 (BESOR) 
es-Sebbeh, E 3  (THE DEAD SEA) 
es-Semu‘’, D3 
wHdy SeyZl, D3 (THE DEAD SEA) 
Shamir, B2 
Shaphir, Bz 
lain Shems, CI,  2 
wady esh-Sheri‘a, AB3 
Kh. esh-Shuweikeh, C2 
Socoh, Cz 
nahr Sukereir, BI (AZEICAH) 
W. Sulem, D E I  (ANATHOTH) 
beit Sur, Dz 
wady eg-SW, D2 (KEILAH) 

Taffuh, Dz 
Tal‘at ed-Dam, EI 
Tekoa, Dz 
Kh. Tekb,  D2 
Thogret ed-Debr, EI (DEBIR) 
Tibnii, Dz  
Tibneh, C2 (GIBEAH, 22) 
jebel et-Tiir, DI  

Kh. Umm el-Jerr%r, B3 (GERAR) 
Kh. Umm JinH, C2 
Umm LELkis, B2 (LACHISH) 

Kh. el-YarmEk, C2 
YuftH, D 3  

bir ez-ZHB, Cz (AZEKAH) 
Zahret el-KelH, D3 
Kh. beit ZakHriH, Dz 
tell Zakariya, C2 
tell ez-Zif, D3 
Ziph, D3 
Zorah, CI  



JUDAH JUDAH, HILL-COUNTRY O F  
course, consult the histories of Israel, not forgetting the most 
recent-that of Winckler, to some of whose conclusions the 
above article gives an  independent support. 

2. b. Senuah, Neh. 11 9, doubtless ihe  same as HODAVIAH, 2 

3. A Levitical family, according to the hIT of Ezra3g= 
I Esd.558(Jo~n, coda [A]). Here, a s in  Neh.1S8(rw8ac[NX4]), 
some would read HODAVIAH [y.o., no. $1; poss:bly, liowever, 
the original name was 'Ti? (2 Sam.2325, HARODITE). See 
GENEALOGIES i., $ 7 [i]. 

4. A Levite (the above clan individualised?), Ezra1023 (ro8op 
[Bl, L E ~ O ~  [NAL])= I Esd. 9 23 (JUDAS, oov8ar [BA]). 

(4.v.). 

5. A priest's son, Neh. 12 36 (om. BNA). 

JUDAH, HILL-COUNTRY O F  (ilTlil! 77; 8poS 

T. K. c. 

Iou~u), RV Josh. 11 21 20 7 21 II z Ch. 27 4, and virtu- 
ally Josh. 15 48 18 12 Judg. 1 g 19 Jer. 32 44 33 13, or, 
OF JUDI@A (Lk. 1 6 5 ,  $ dppfiv?j ~ ? j s  ' I o u ~ u ~ ) ,  is the 
special term for a well-defined region to the north of 
what was called the NEGEB [ q . ~ . ] ,  some 25 miles long by 
12 to 17 broad, and from 2000 to 3000 feet above the 
sea. Under the title of Ori i~e  it forms the ninth of 
Pliny's Jndzan  toparchies.' It has for its centre the 
ancient city of HEBRON, between which and the Negeb 
there is a fertile plateau, 9 miles by 3, which forms 
a strong and agreeable contrast to the Judaean table- 
land in the north. It is of this table-land that 
travellers think when they speak of Jndza  as a stony 
desolate region. Apart from some breaks in the 
plateau, which enjoy a rich vegetation, such as Bethany, 
the Valley of Hinnom, 'Ain KBrim, the Wady Ar@s 
(see CONDUITS, 3), the valleys near Bethlehem, and 
especially Hebron, the thinly covered limestone pro- 
duces a very dreary effect ; one cannot help pitying the 
few dwarf trees which wage a doubtful struggle for exist- 
ence with the boulders around them. 

Nevertheless the austerity of this region was not always 
nearly so unmitigated ; it did but call out the art and energy of 
man to counteract it. By a trained historic imagination we can 
recall some of the vanished glory the traces of which, indeed, 
are multitudinous. One may wLnder for many miles in perfect 
solitude in a country of sheep and goats. But the hills are 
crowned with ruins, and the sides of the hills are terraced, and 
by the fountains are fragments of walls and heaps of stones which 
indicate the ancient homes of men. 

The  greatest elevation in the hill-country of Judah is 
attained by the. Siret eZ-beZZi'a (3370 ft.), which ter- 
minates a mountain-ridge between Halhiil and Hebron. 
The chief valleys are the WBdy Halil, which is joined 
by the valley of Hebron, and beginning NE. of 
Hebron, runs first southward, then south-westward, and 
finally unites with the WBdy el-Milh (coming from the 
east), forming the WZdy es-Seba'. W N W .  from 
Hebron begins the W l d y  el-Afranj, which runs NW. 
to join the WHdy es-Sant a t  Ashdod. This is probably 
the 'valley (N;;) northward from Mareshah' (2 Ch. 
1410 ; see ZEPHATHAH) where Asa is said to have 
defeated the Cushite ' invaders. Farther south is the 
broad and fruitful W l d y  e:-Siir, which first of all runs 
north, then turns westward, and under the name of the 
WBdy es-Sant (see ELAH, VALLEY OF) cuts through 
the Shephelah. At ShuwEkeh (Socoh) is the point of 
junction of the WBdy eS-Siir and the WBdy en-Najil. 
This and other wadies issue in a remarkable basin about 
30 miles long, which divides the mountains of Judah 
from the lower hills of the ShephElah. Towards the 
NW. this basin is drained by the broad and fertile 
WZdy SarZr, which near the coast assumes the name 
Nahr Rfibin (see JABNEEL). Not far from Tekoa is 
the great WBdy 'Arriib, where is the ruin called 
Bereikiit, in the name of which some find an echo of 
the Berachah of I Ch. 20 26 (see BERACHAH, VALLEY 
OF). 

The Hebrew text of Josh. 15 48-60 reckons as belonging to 
this region thirty-eight cities, some of which can be identified 
with obvious certainty, such as Eshtemoli, Beth - Tappuah, 
Hebron, Maon, Carmel, Ziph, Juttah, Zauoah, Halhul, Beth- 

characteristic. Its boundaries are given in Josh. 151-12 
6. Characteristics : (P)  ; but these of course have no 

relation to the pre-Davidic period. 
The  N. boundary coincides with 

the S. boundary of Benjamin; only it is given with 
greater fulness. On the E. the boundary is the Dead 
S e a ;  on the W. the Mediterranean; on the S. a line 

geographical, 

drawn from the southern tongue of the Dead Sea to the 
Nal!al MiSraim (rather Misrim; see EGYPT, BROOK 
OF), and passing by the ascent of Akrabbim, Ziu, 
Kadesh-barnea, and other places (consult HAZAR- 
ADDAR, HEZRON, KARKAA).  The idealizing tendency 
of P comes out in his inclusion of Philistia within Judahite 
territory. There is an  inconsistency with regard to 
Kirjath-jearim, which Judg. 1812 and Josh. 1560 make 
Judahite, whilst Josh 18 28 apparently assigns it to 
Benjamin (cp KIRJATII-JEARIM) ; also with regard to 
JERUSALEM [p.v. ,  § 131. It should be noticed that in 
the earlier narratives we hear of LEHI (Judg. 1 5 9 )  and 
ADULLAM ( I  S.225, see above), or rather Carmel, as 
belonging to Judah ; we also read of a Negeb of Judah 
( I  S.  27 IO ; see NEGEB). The natural divisions of the 
territory are-the NEGEB, the SHEPHELAH, and the 
Wilderness of Judah (see DESERT, § 2 [3] and J 3 [3]). I t  
is urgently necessary to get a clear idea of each of these 
without which the full significance of many OT passages 
will he missea. As to the names in Josh. 15 20-62 reference 
must also be made to special articles. Some progress 
has doubtless been made in settling the readings (which 
in M T  are often incorrect), and consequently many 
current identifications have not improbably been criticised 
in the present work with effect ; but much uncertainty 
still attaches to many of the details (see e.g. the names 
of places on the S. boundary). 

Judah is not to be blamed for indifference to the 
great struggle celebrated in Judg. 5 ; a tribe of Judah 

In Dt. 337 (in 
the ' Blessing of Moses '), however, we meet 

with a prayer that YAW& would bring Judah ' t o  his 
people,-i.e., that the great schism might be healed, 
and Judah reincorporqted into the people of Israel ; it 
is the saying of a N. Israelite. The ' Blessing of Jacob ' 
( P n .  499 11 celebrates the fierceness and victorious 
might of Judah and a t  the same time its appreciation 
of the natural advantages of its land (Judah was a 
vine-country ; cp  Joel 1 7 8, 3 [4] 18 2 Ch. 26 IO, and 
HEBRON, 5 3). Later history exhibits this tribe as 
tenacious, conservative, and even fanatical-character- 
istics perhaps not wholly unconnected with its Edomitish 
and  N. Arabian affinities. 

The two ' Blessings' just referred to are the only 
pre-exilic poetical passages in which the name YEhiidah 

8. Use of occurs; even in the exilic and post- 
name. exilic poetry it is very rare. Among the 

prophets it is Jeremiah who uses the term 
most frequently, though the abundance of interpolations 
in his book makes it difficult to estimate the exact 
numbers. The examination of the historical books 
leads to some interesting results. The phrase 6nE 
YehzidaA occurs in Judg. IS$ 16 z S. 118 212 I Ch. 
1226 zCh.1017 2512 2810 316 Neh.11425 1316 Dan. 
1 6 ;  also in Jer.730 323032 [L.433], Joe13[4]6819 
Ob. 12. But some of these occurrences are of small 
account, being due to glosses, and 2 S. 118 is strongly 
corrupt (see JASHER, BOOK OF, § 2). The  phrase &it& 
Yehzidah is not much commoner. Yehzidah is, of 
course, frequent. According to Staerk,2 ' it may be 
inferred from the use of ' Israel and Judah ' in passages 
like 2 S. 3 IO 11 11 and I K. 232 that there was a sense of 
the inner opposition between north and south before the 
separation of the kingdoms. 

The above article on a subject of great difficulty sums up 
some of the chief results of special articles. The reader will, of 

,. Racial, did not at that time exist. 

1 On ZI. IO, which seems to interrupt the connection, see 

2 Sfudien ZUY Re&. u. Sjyacltgcsclt. des AZfen Test. ('99), 03. 
SHILOH. 

1 NH9 15; in the list of Jos. (B3 iii. 3 9 ,  En-gaddi is the 
corresponding name. Schick (ZDPV 23 83 ['qg]) ventures 
to suppose a confusion between En-gedi and 'Ain Knrim. 
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JUDAH, KINGDOM O F  JUDAS 
mr. There are also, however, places which are omitted in 
MT, but have an undeniable claim to be included in the list ; 
and B, after Josh. 15 59, actually gives eleven names which (see 
Di.) must have belonged to the original list. All the cities 
mentioned here by B lay no doubt, immediately south of 
Jerusalem; among them &e the well-known places Tekoa, 
Bethlehem, 'Ain KHrim (see BETH-HACCEREM) and Bittir (see 
BETHER). 

JUDAR, KINGDOM OF. 
JUDAR, THE PROVINCE OF (Ng1'7p lan!), 

Ezra 5 8  RV, AV . . , JUDEA. See JUDBA. 

JUDAH UPON [RV AT] JORDAN (in?;? ?lp?l!), 
the eastern limit of the territory of Naphtali (Josh. 19 34 ; 
BBA simply o I O ~ A ~ N H C ,  6'- ioyAa o 1.1, suggesting 
that a district in the N. by the Jordan belonged to 
Judah. Evidently the text is corrupt. Read p12?, ' and 
(reaches) to the Jordan ' (Gra. ). This was written twice, 
and  one of the 'Jordans' was wrongly emended into 

Jndah.' For a similar case in the Gk. of Jn. 325 see 
JOHN THE BAPTIST, 6. 

Ewald (Hist. 2291) would read j"'a nil??, '(reaches) to 
Chinneroth of Jordan ' and interpret this phrase on the analogy 
of the phrase ' all Chkneroth in I K. 15 20 as meaning the W. 
shore of the Sea of Galilee (see CHINNEROTH). Another sug- 
gestion is to emend ;ninq into 192 '(to) the side (of)'; cp 
Neub. GPogr. 224. .Neither is satisfactory. T. K. C. 

JUDAS (ioyAac' [AWL],  the Gk. form of the Heb. 

See ISRAEL, $5 28-45. 

TUDAH r4.v.i). 
~ I. I E&. 9 2-i (wovSas [BA]). see JIJDAH, 4. 

2 4), see MACCABEES i., 5 4 ; called couhos [A in I Macc. 4 131. 
2. The third son of illattathas, called paKKapaios (I Macc. 

3. Sm of Chalphi, called d a s  [A in I Macc. 1381, a Jewish 
general under Jonathan (I Macc. 1170). 
4. Son of Simon (I Macc. 16 28). 
5.  One evidently holding a high position in Jerusalem, who 

took par: in sending a letter to ARISTOBULUS (9.v.) (2 Macc. 
1 IO). Though identified with the Essene (cp Jos. B] i. 3 5 )  he 
is more probably the same as no. 2. 

6. Lk. 3 30, Mt. 1 zf: [RV Judah] ; see JUDAH, I. 

7. Judas of James (lolisas ~ K & ~ o u )  [Ti. WH], one 
of the twelve apostles according to Lk. 6 16 and Acts 113. 
though not according to the lists in Mt. and Mk., where 
his place is taken by Thaddaeus. H e  is, without doubt, 
the Judas not Iscariot ' of the Fourth Gospel (Jn. 1422), 
who asked Jesus the question : ' Lord, what is come to 
pass that thou wilt manifest thyself unto us, and not 
unto the world?' The expression 'Judas of James' is 
most naturally and usually understood as meaning ' son 
of James' ; but it can be interpreted as meaning ' brother 
of James,' and this is the sense in which it has been 
taken by the author of the epistle of JUDE ( q . ~ . ) .  

Ecclesiastical tradition very early began its attempts to 
harmonise the four lists of the twelve apostles, and one of the 
results (since Origen) was the identification of ' Judas of James' 
with Thaddaus; in late Syriac legend he appears as Judas 
Thaddaeus and is the apostle of Syria and Me5opotamia, ulti- 
mately suffering martyrdom by stoning at Berytus or Aradus. 
The similar Armenian legend claims him also for Armenia. In 
the Roman Breviary (Oct. z8), 'Thaddeus, qui et Judas Jacob! 
appellatur in Evangelio, unius ex Catholicis Epistolis scriptor 
is said to have evangelized Mesopotamia and afterwards to have 
accompanied Simon the Cananaan into Persia where they 
crowned a successful ministry by suffering a glorious martyrdom 
together. It is worthy of particular notice, however, that the 
oldest Syrian (Edessene) legend, which goes back to the 
second (?) century, identifies Judas Jacobi with Thomas (see 
Eus. HE 113 ; 'After Jesus was a%ended, Judas Thomas sent 
to him [Abgarus] Thaddaus the apostle, one of the Seventy'). 

See MACCABEES i., 0 6. 

8. Judas, Mk. 63, see CLOPAS. 
9. Judas Iscariot (16yAac o ICKAPIWTHC [Mt. 

1041, iou.3. LUK. [Mt. 26 141, rou.3. b KaAovpevos cutcap. [Lk. 2231, 
LOU& i m a p i w 0  [Mk. 319 1410 hk. 6161, [b] loud. uipwvog 
i m a p i o r o u  [Jn. 6 71 18 261, cou8. u ipwvor  i m a p i w q s  [Jn. 13 2 * 
not 124, as TR], LOUS.  b W K .  [In. 124: cp 1412,  LOU.^., 06x d 
LUKap.]. In Jn. 671 N gives d m  KapUWTOV; so D in Jn. 124 
13226, but in 1422 b &TO Kap. In Mt.1042614 Mk. 1410 D 
gives u r a p r o r  s in Lk. 223 curaprw.3; in Mk.319 Lk.616 
Jn. 6 7 uKapm07. ' 

Thrice in the Fourth Gosuel ITn. 671 132 26) Tudas is 
1. Name. called the son 0; SiAon, which rnai well be 

a genuine tradition. 

1 Also d a c  I Macc. 1'3 8 [A], and LOUAOS I Macc. 4 13 [AI, the 
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latter a corruption in the Gk. 

As for the name .'Iscariot' (twice applied to the father of 
Judas, Jn. 6 71 13 26), there is a well-supported reading in Jn. 
am KapVWTOU, which, according to Zahn and Nestle,l confirm; 
the view that ru tcap id  and w e a p i w q s  proceed from the Hebrew 
designation ni"!p IL"!, 'a man of Kerioth'; cp 'Iu~opos, Jos. 
Ant. vii. 61=2iP) th, 2 s. 1068 (@B E L U T W ~ ) .  We should, 
however have expected a?ra K ~ ~ L w O ;  -WTOV suggests that the 
phrase [n D is derived from w m p ' w r o v .  Not understanding 
Kapiwr, the scribe thought of xapuwrbs (+ob.$),  'a palm tree 
which bears dates resembling a walnut.'z Apart from this, it is 
a plausible view that i m a p c w q r  is derived from Ish-kerioth, ' a  
man of Kerioth. Such formations of names continued to he 
used, as Dalman shows, in spite of the predominance of Aramaic. 
Most scholars consider Judas to have been a native of the 
Kerioth mentioned in Josh. 15 25 ; hut nrqP, &&Zyyoth, in this 
passage means 'group of places' (see HAZOR 4) and the spot or 
district intended did not belong to Judaea.4 Iieim and Well- 
hausen therefore prefer the Korea (Kerioth) of Jos. A n f .  
xiv. 3 4, etc. which was a beautifully situated place N.  of Karn 
Sartabeh (she ZARETHAN). Since however the evangelists tbem- 
Bebes find the name so unintelhgible, hok much more5atural 
is it to suspect that it may have been incorrectly kransmitted 
(cp Boanerges Kananaios (?), Bar-jona) ! If so, we may not un- 
reasonably coijecture that the true name is ' I E ~ L X W ~ S ,  'a man 
of Jericho.' I t  would readily be remembered that one of the 
disciples came from Jericho. Cp JERICHO, 0 7. 

We 
know, however, that he was one of those whom the 

Of the early history of Judas nothing is told us. 

2. Notices in Preacher of the Kingdom of Heaven drew 
to himself by the power of his will to be 

' And he synoptics' his companions and assistants. 
goes up into the mointain (€Is ~b 6pos) ,  and calls to 
him whom he himself would, and they went unto him ' 
(Mk. 3 13) ; the 00s +j&kv ahbs assures us that every 
one of the persons named was specially chosen by Jesus. 
Twelve are named ; three lists of the twelve are given, 
and in each of the three Judas stands last (Mt. 104 Mk. 
319 Lk. 616 ; see APOSTLE, I). Mt. and Mk. add, 
'who also betrayed h im' ;  Lk. adds, 'who became 
traitor' (8s &+V~TO T ~ O ~ O T ~ S ) .  In  the lists of Mt. and 
of Mk. the eleventh, and in that of Lk. the tenth, is 
Sinion called 6 K a v a v a i o s  or {$br?fs.  Farrar has 
offered the conjecture that this Simon was the father of 
Judas Iscariot, and it is certain that in Jn. (see § I )  
Judas Iscariot is called the son of Simon. I t  is not 
likely, however, that both father and son would belong 
to the Twelve, and Simon was a very common name, 
whilst Kavava ios  is very possibly a corruption of Kavaios  
( ' a man of Cana'), which would make this Simon a 
Galilzan. A11 that we can say is that Simon and 
Judas were probably companions whenever the Twelve 
were sent out ' by two and two ' (Mk. 6 7). 

There is no list of the Twelve in the Fourth Gospel. 
In Tn. 671, however, we receive early notice that Judas - -  
3. Notice in Jn. Iscariot was one of the Twelve, and 

that it was he who was destined to 
deliver up Jesus (Jn. 6 71). 

The notice (08~0s y i p  Zpahhev a h b v  rapaSiSdvaL, d s  BV GK r;Uv 
SBSeaa) is suggested by a saying ascribed to Jesus (v. 70); 
'Have not.1 chosen yon twelve, and one of you is a devil 
(Gia'pohos)? It adds hut little, however, to the historical weight 
of the Synoptic tradition, and the saying in v. 70 appears to he 
inconsistent with the equal confidence in all the disciples shown 
by. Jesus according to the Synoptic tradition-a confidence 
which is maintained unbroken till the last paschal meal. 

The  Fourth Evangelist further tells us (Jn. 124-6) that 
the destined traitor murmured at Mary's costly gift of 
love at  Bethany, when she took a pound of SPIKENARD 
[q.v.] and anointed the feet of Jesus ; he also mentions 
as the secret cause of this murmuring of Judas that he 
' was a thief, and having the box took away what was 
put therein.' 

So at least the traditional text must be interpreted (671 
K ~ & T ~ S  ?v K a l  rb ~ ~ W U U ~ K O ~ O ~  &pv4 ~i j3ahhepLqva spdura<cv) ; 
but the phraseology is very awkward, and it IS strange that 
this habit of pilfering should be mentioned unless it were to 

1 Zahn, EinL 2 561 : Nestle, PhiioZogica Sacra, 14. c p  the 
controversy between Nestle and Chase, Ex$. T (9 140 189 240 
28 f) Dec '97 ' Jan. Feh Mar. '98. 2 C i  Dalman,' Wo& ]d 141. 

3 Wellh. Phar. u. Sau'd. ;52 . Keim, Jesa von Naz. 2 225. 
4 So BDQL, etc.; aixev Kar'(TR) AIIX a purely literary 

correction, CJI Jn. 13-29. The conjeciure of'Peerlkamp(D and 
Bakhuizen, EXOV, is not satisfactory. 
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JUDAS JUDAS 
account for the smallness of the sum which (Mt. at least says) 
Jempted Judas to betray his master. It wouldseemthat here there 
IS a clear case of corruption, and that a very early editor of the 
text may have miscorrected the corrupt passage before him. 
Very possibly we should read 6 n  ~ a A s ? r b s  $v KCLIL ~b K O L V ~ V  
, S ~ ~ A ~ U T L O V  $3duTa<f,1 ‘ becausl he was a harsh man and used 
to carry the common purse’ (KOW. PaA. as E5 Prov. i r4) .  The 
statement about Judas is therefore worthy of ;ore credit than it 
has sometimes received from advanced critics. It may be 
nearer to the oldest tradition than the vaguer statement of 
Mt. 268 Mk. 144.2 

Weiss (Le6en/esu, 2 443) cannot account for the imputation of 
thievish intentions to Judas in Jn. except on the theory that the 
apostle John had found out thefts committed hy the greedy 
Judas, and Godet speaks of some one who has accused John of 
a personal hatred to Judas. The difficulties disappear if the 
reading proposed above is accepted. 

According to Mt. 26 14-16 Mk. 1410 J ,  after the 
anointing in Bethany ‘one of the twelve called Judas 

4. The Iscariot’ (Mt. ; nearly so Mk.) went to the 
Betrayayal. chief priests and offered to betray Jesus to 

them. On receiving their promise of 
‘money’ (dpyfipiprou, Mk.) or ‘thirty pieces of silver 
[shekels]’ (7p idKoum dpyi@a, Mt. ), Judas sought for. 
an opportunity to betray him. Lk. (223-6) altogether 
disconnects the transactjon from the scene of the 
anointing. After noticing that every night Jesus camped 
a u t  ( ~ d X I { c s o )  on the Mount of Olives (2137), which 
prepares the way for the notable statement in 2239, 
&k. mentions that the passover was drawing near, and 
that the chief priests and scribes were seeking for a way 
to effect the destruction of Jesus. Then ‘ Satan entered 
into Judas, called Iscariot, of the number of the twelve’ ; 
the rest of the notice agrees with that of Mt. and Mk. 
Evidently the assumption that Satan had entered into 
Judas is a humane one : treason against the Holy 
One was too foul a crime for a disciple in his right 
mind to have committed. I t  should also be noticed 
that  all the Synoptists (Mt. 1722 Mk.931 Lk. 944) 
mention that after Peter’s confession of Jesus’ Messiah- 
ship, Jesus spoke of his being ‘delivered up into the 
hands of men.’ Mt. says that the disciples were ‘very 
sorry’ ; Mk. and Lk. that they ‘understood not the 
saying.’ We,shonld never have guessed (nor did the 
apostles guess) that one of them was capable of com- 
mitting treason. 

Quite a different account is given in Jn. (13218 21-30). 
Nothing is said of the visit of Judas to the chief priests 
5. Account and of the promised payment of his 

treason, nor of his deliberate search for 
an opportunity to betray Jesus. I t  was 

a t  the Last Supper that the hateful idea occurred to 
Judas, and it was inspired by the devil (13227). Jesus 
openly declared (vn. 1018) that one of his chosen o ies  
would ‘lift up his heel’ against him, to fulfil the old 
scripture (Ps. 419). Yet he gave one more special 
proof of love to the traitor, and it was after this that 
Satan took full possession of his captive. ‘ Therefore 
Jesus says to him, That thou doest, do quickly’ ; Judas 
went out, ‘ a n d  it was night.‘ I t  is a modification of 
the Synoptic tradition that we have here, though Lk. 
h a s  already suggested it by h?s reference to Satan. I t  
was not to any common temptation that at last Judas 
fell victim ; he was taken by storm. How, according 
to Jn., the original suggestion of treason (Jn. 1 3  2) was 
made plausible, there is no direct evidence to show. 
From Jn. 660-65, however, we infer that, according to 
the evangelist, Judas was one of those who entertained 
unspiritual views of Messiahship. When the last hope 

1 Both K ~ C T ~ S  and K a t  yhouuo are based upon a miswritten 
Xahsrros; copov and q o v  have come out of KOLYOV, and PaA- 
Aopva  out of paAhavrLov. ~ A W U U O K O ~ O V  was suggested hy 
Jn. 13 29. 

2 Mt. assigns the niggardlyquestion ‘To what purpose ’ etc., 
to the disciples; Mk. to ‘some’ (of theLuests). Mt. is evihently 
right. In  L k . 7 3 6 8  no mention is made of a murmuring 
against the lavishness of the gift of love. Certainly it would 
have spoiled Lk.’s narrative to have referred to this detail. Zahn 
( E X .  2517) thinks the view that there were two anointings not 
Impossible. It is at any rate more in accordance with our 
experience elsewhire to sup os; that two divergent forms of the 
same tradition were in circuyation. 

in Jn. 

&3d. is one of Lk.’s words. 
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that Jesus would make himself king of Israel by force 
had vanished, the evangelist possibly considered that 
the love which Judas must formerly have had for Jesus 
diminished, and that finally under Satanic influence it 
turned into its opposite-hate. Godet regards the Johan- 
nine picture as more truly historical than that given by the 
Synoptists, on the ground that in the former the relations 
between Jesus and Judas ‘form an organic part of the 
description of the repast, and are presented under the 
form of a series of historical shades and gradations.” A 
very different view is taken by Keim, and a critical student 
cannot fail to admit the force of Keim’s arguments. 

What, then, is the Synoptic description of the repast? 
I t  is the Paschal SuDDer that Tesus and the Twelve 

A L  

The paschal are eating. Jesus has seen through 
Judas before this solemn evening, but supper. has made no chancre in his demeanour ~~ D~ ~ 

towards him. Now, however, he announces the fact, 
One of you will-betray me, even he that eats with me.’ 

‘ I s  it I? ’ asks each man sorrowfully. ‘ It is one of the 
twelve, he that dips with me in the dish . . . Good 
were it for that man if he had not been born’ (Mk. 
1417-21 ; cp Mt. 2620-24 Lk.2221-23). The  accounts 
do  not entirely agree. It is only Mt. who expressly 
states that Judas the traitor also put the question, ‘ I s  
it I ?’-and the way in which the statement is introdnced 
suggests that it is an  addition to the earlier story 
(Mt. 2625). Jn., as we have seen, diverges most 
widely from the simple form of the Synoptic narrative. 

T h e  account of the betrayal itself also is very variously 
given. All the Gospels agree that it was by an armed 

7. Arrest band that Jesus was arrested, and that 
op Jesus. Judas was its guide. .Both the scene of the 

arrest, however, and the circumstances are 
different in the Synoptic Gospels and in Jn. respectively, 
and it is for our present purpose especially noteworthy 
that nothing is said in Jn. of the kiss with which 
according to the Synoptists Judas ventured to greet 
Jesus. Mk. and Lk. give the simplest narrative ; Mt. 
(26 so) makes Jesus answer the traitor with ‘Emipe, e‘@’ a 
&per, ‘Amice, ad quod venisti’ (Vg.), an  untranslat- 
able phrase, while Lk. gives, ‘Judas, betrayest thou 
the Son of Man with a kiss,’ suggesting what is prob- 
ably the true reading in Mt., ~ O K ~ ~ U E L ,  ‘Thou feignest,’ 
‘Thou actest a part,’ ‘Thou art no friend of mine.’a 
T o  Jn. the outward details of the act of Satanic 
treachery are indifferent. 

The end of the traitor is told in Mt. 27 3-10 Acts1 18-20. 
T h e  discrepancies between the two accounts are remark- *. Death able, and the silence of Mk. and Jn. is also 
of Judas. noteworthy. Mt. states that Judas, on 

finding that Jesus was condemned, was 
struck with remorse, and brought back the thirty shekels 
to the chief priests, confessing that he had ‘betrayed 
innocent blood.’ Then he hurled the ‘pieces of silver 
into the sanctuary ( C I S  7bv uabu), and departed ’ ; to this 
is added a further statement, complete in itself, ‘ and  
he went away and hanged himself’ (d?r+y&m)-where, 
we are not tald. The chief priests, however, with 
characteristic scrupulosity, would pot put the money 
into the sacred treasury ( K O ~ ~ U U ~ P ) ,  but bought with it 
the potter’s field to bury strangers in. This field 

1 Cornmenfay on Sf. John (‘87) 3 121. 
2 Holtzmann’s criticism that Li.’s form of the speech of 

Jesus is rhetorical does not go to the heart of the matter. The 
form ,may he rheiorical; but the idea is appropriate t o  the 
occasion. ‘ Friend, (do) that for which thou art come,’ RV’5 
rendering of C+’ 6 mipet, is most unnatural ; Judas Lad done his 
work : the underlinrs of the chief oriests had to do the rest. .~~~ ~~~~ ~ ~~ ~~ 

Yet most moderns agreewith RV, ana  if anything had preceded 
which made such an aposiopesis natural (e.g.,‘and Judas said, 
“What shall I do?”’), it would be right to follow RV. AV’s 
rendering, ‘Friend, wherefore art thou come,’ is much mofe 
natural, but it is ungrammatical. There must be an error in 
the text. Enxipa (an unsuitable word, whether we render 
‘Comrade’ or ‘Good Friend’) should come after e+ o aapa 
(so D a c f Syr  4Ch L c i f). It is a corruption of a dittographed 
o ?rap<&, D in fact gives empaL.  EQ o a a p a  can hardly have 
come out of any other word than V ~ O K ~ L V E L .  
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JUDAS JUDAS 
received the name, ‘ Field of blood,’ and so a prophecy 
of Jeremiah (or rather Zechariah) was fu1filled.l Here 
we have Iscariot represented as a second Ahithophel, 
who, so far as intention went, betrayed David to his 
enemy, and hanged himself (2 S. 17 23). 

The  account in Acts can be separated;with advantage 
to the sense, from the speech of Peter in which it occurs, 
and may perhaps be a later insertion. It is, however, at 
any rate of early date. I t  states that, so far from 
restoring the money, Judas ‘acquired a field ( x w p t o v ,  
see FIELD, 9 )  with his unrighteous reward ; and falling 
headlong (on the field) he burst asunder in the midst, 
and all his bowels gushed out.’ Hence that field was 
called Akeldama, or ‘The  field of blood’ (see 
ACELDAMA). So, it is added, the prophecies in Ps. 
6925 and 1098 were fulfilled. Clearly here is a mere 
popular explanation of ‘Akeldama,’ and not less 
evidently here is the expression of the popular sense of 
justice as regards the end of the traitor. 

A more elaborate and tasteless story is given by Papias 
(Fragm. 111.); it seems to he an independent version of the 
popular legend reminding us partly of Acts 1 18, partly of the 
legend of the edd of Antiochus Epiphanes in 2 Mac?. 9 5 3  

Returning to the two biblical accounts, we note that 
De Quincey ( Works, 6 21-25) endeavours to remove the 
discrepancies, but by purely arbitrary means. This is 
quite needless. Both the modes of death assigned to 
Judas were conventionally assigned to traitors and 
enemies of God, and more especially that given in Acts 
to which there is a striking parallel in the story of the 
death of the traitor Nadan-in the tale. of Ahikar. .I Mr. 
Rendel Harris sugge,sts that .the original,reading in Acts 
118 may have been, not ~ p & s  ~ E V ~ ~ E V O ~ ,  but 7rpquOds. 
‘having swollen out ’ ; the existing reading he accounts 
for by a tradition which identified Judas with a poisonous 
serpent, and he illustrates by ‘ upon thy belly shalt thou 
go ’ in Gen. 3 14. See ‘ Did Judas commit suicide ? ’ 
A:ner. J. of TheoZ., July rgoo. 

The  psychological attempts to explain the character 
of Judas so as to comprehend the crime ascribed to him 

9. Character. are numerous. His despair has been 
regarded as a proof of original nobility 

of character (Hase) ; he has even been regarded as 
having sought‘the attainment of a good object by evil 
means (Paulus). Neander too was touched by the 
same generous anxiety for the misguided apostle. 

‘If Jesus is the Messiah ’ so he considers Judas to have 
reasoned, ‘it will not iiijde him to deliver him up to his 
enemies, for legions of angels will come to his rescue, while if 
he is not the Messiah, he deserves destruction.’ 

Thus the betrayal was merely a test. intended to 
clear up all doubt. Volkniar thinks that ‘ in the heart 
of the zealot who hoped to draw Jesus to battle and to 
victory, the greeting, so fearful to us, ‘ I  Hail, Master,” 
must have meant, ‘‘ I greet thee, 0 king of Israel : now 
show thy power”’ (Jesus Nazavenus [182], 121). De 
Quiiicey considers that the object of Judas was- 
‘audacious in a high degree, hut for that very reason not 
treacherous at all. His hope was that, when at length actually 
arrested by the Jewish authorities Christ would no longer 
vacillate; he would be forced into) giving the signal to the 
populace of Jerusalem who would then rise bnanimously for 
the double purpose of’placing Christ at the head of an idsur- 
rectionary movement, and of throwing off the Roman yoke.’ 

All these theories are entirely contrary to the evangelic 
narratives. If we accept the tradition that Judas 
betrayed his Master, we cannot separate it from the 
statement that he did it either out of Satanic wickedness 
or for money. 

Are critical students, then, really bound to accept the 
tradition as historical? 

1 The passage, Mt. 2 7 g J ,  which shows evidence of Christian 
modification, has probably come from a collection of Messianic 
passages of the OT prophets in use among the Christians. 
(This also accounts for S L ~  r i u  rrpo+qriUv, Mt. 2 2 3  ; cp NAZA- 
RETH.) On Zech. 11 I Z J ,  see GASm. Twelve Projhets, 2 475, 

arris (below). Paoias : i v  iSiw d a d  r w d o  
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‘The fact of the treason of Judas is so unexpected, so 
incredible, so terrible ; it jeopardises so painfully our faith not 

only in human fidelity hut also in the dignity 
10. The Story and greatness of Jesus, in his knowledge, 

his judgment, his keenness of vision, and 
above all, the weight of his influence and of 

that love of his which could melt even ice, and it is such a mark 
for the scoffing of enemies, beginning with the venomous Celsus,l 
that we should have to greet it as the removal of a hundred 
pound weight from the heart of Christendom, if the treason of 
Judas could be proved to have had no existence.’% 

The growth of the story of Judas can also be ade- 
quately explained. Supposing that the original tradi- 
tion left the ease with which the capture of Jesus was 
effected unaccounted for, Christian ingenuity would 
exert itself to find an explanation. Passages in the 
Psalms which spoke of the Righteous Man as treated 
with brutal insolence by his own familiar friend (Ps. 41 9 
55 12-14) would suggest the originator of the outrage ; 
the betrayer of Jesus must have been a faithless friend. 
And if an apostle, who could he have been but Judas. 
Iscariot? For Iscariot was not a Galilean like the 
other apostles; he had a harsh, crabbed temper 
( X U X E T ~ S ) ,  and he carried the purse of the little company. 
The last circumstance suggested a reminiscence of 
Zech. 11 ,,$-a mysterious passage which seemed tc 
become intelligible for the first time if applied to Jesus. 
This view is not altogether new ; in its earlier forms it 
has found little f a v o ~ r , ~  but it may nevertheless in 
essentials be true. 

The objections to it are (I) that the story of Judas’s treason 
has fixed itself firmly in our oldest documents, and (2 )  that in 
Acts1 we have an account’of the appointment of Matthias to  
the, vacant apostleghip. It  cannot however, he proved that 
Judis’s treason fornied part of the oldest tradition; it is separ- 
able from the surest traditions of the life of Jesus, and the 
appointment of Matthias ma perfectly well have taken place, 
even if Judas did not betray fesus. The probability is that na  
one knew how the emissaries of the Pharisees found Jesus so 
easily, and that the story of Judas’s treason was a very early 
attempt to imagine an explanation. Probably Judas did dis- 
appear from view. W e  know that all the disciples ‘forsook 
Jesys and fled’ (Mt. 2656 Mk. 1450); Judas probably returned 
to his home, and never again joined the Galilean disciples, with 
whom he may have felt little sym athy. This view has the 
advantage over that still prevalent, {ecause it does not force us 
to think that Jesus treated Judas worse than Peter, for whom 
he prayed when Satan ‘had obtained him by asking, in order to 
sift him as wheat ’ (Lk. 22 31), or that the prayer r rpddkc  4p;v 
n i u r r v  (Lk. 17 5) was unanswered in the case of Judas. That 
popular mythology gladly releases the traitor Judas from hell 
once in the year (cp Matthew Arnold, Suirtt Bvundun), should 
perhaps stir the critical conscience to examine more fully into, 
the grounds of the received opinion. 

A wild Gnostic fancy may be mentioned, as a singular 
specimen of early s eculations about Judas. 

Epiphan. 38 3.  gome Cainites say that Judas delivered up3 
Jesus because he regarded him as a wicked man ( ~ o ~ p d v ) ,  
who meant to destroy the good law. Others say that he gave 
Jesus, up just because he was a good man. The rulers knew 
that if Jesus were crucified, their ineffectual power would be. 
brought to nought. Judas.therefore made a mighty effort to 
deliver him up for the salvation of mankind, and deserves praise 
as an ‘agent ’ in the events which have led to our salvation and 
enlightenment ( ;Mor  61 76” ahiUu,  &xi, +a&, I M d “  I y a V o v  
a h b v  Bvra l r a p S o r c  Karb .;1v &TOU~LV‘OV y v G u ~ v ~  ayvouav 
y+, +quw, ol G p o w e s ,  676, &iv b ~ p t u r b r  rrapaSoE5 uravp+, 
xevo9ra‘ a&Gv $ au8cvi)c Gv’vapw, ral roCr6, +qw, yvoirs b ’Iod8as. 
&revue rai rrLvra i ~ i v q u e u , .  &sre rrapa8airvat a h b 3  kya8bv 
Cpyov rrorrjuas $piu CIS uorqpiau .  K a l  Se? $pi% &raw& K a l  
IrroGrSdvaL ah+ rbv &raLvov, &L &‘a&oJ KawsKevLuOq Ijpb $ 
703 uraupoi, u w v j p i a  K a l  $ 8ra 71js Torav’vjs QaotlE‘uaws TGV b o .  
&OK~’AU+LS). T. K. C. 

of Judas. 

IO. Judas of Galilee (ioyhac o rahihaioc [Ti. 
WH]), in association with a Pharisee named Sadduk, 
was leader of an agitation which arose in Judzea (on the 
death of Archelaus), when that part of Palestine in 6 or 
7 A. D. was brought under Roman administration, and 

1 Orig. e. CeZs. 2 I I ~ :  Celsus, in the character of a Jew, 
scoffed at Jesus for being betrayed by one of those whom he 
called disciples-a proof that he was less able to attach his 
followers to himself than every general or brigand-chief. 

2 Keim, Jesu von Nazara, 3 242. 
3 Proposed by Bruno Bauer (Kritik d e r  euanpl. Geschichte 

dev Synoptiker u n d  des Johunnes 3 [142l, 2358) and again by 
Volkmar (Die Religion Jesu 260 [‘57]) it has been rejected 
by Keim (Jesu von Naz. 3;pffand 6randt (Die evangel. 
Gesch., 11-18). 
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JUDAS JUDE (EPISTLE) 
Sulpicius Quirinius, the governor of Syria, instituted a 
census of the newly annexed district. In Gamaliel's 
speech in Acts 5 37 it is rightly stat'ed that he ' rose up 
in the days of the enrolment (d?ro-y&~l) '-the only 
enrolment known to Lk.-which had already been 
mentioned in the Third Gospel ( 2 1 J  ; see QUIXINIUS). 

Josephus speaks of Judas at some length in BJ ii. 8 I, Ant. 
xviii. 1 I 6 and also makes brief reference to him in BJ ii. 178 
vii. 81, A h .  xx. 52. The epithet (6 [~ahoipsvosl rahLhaios 0; 
bvbp rdLhaioS)  which he bestows on him, expresses clearly that 
be was of Galilzan origin, and had received from this circum. 
stance the standing addition to his proper name (which was a 
very common onej ; it would be given all the more readily if his 
first public appearance was in Judza, outside of his native land. 
Josephus (Ant.  xviii. 1 I) calls him, more precisely, a man of 
Gaulanitis (Pavhauinp In+), and says that he came from 
Gamala. Gamala was in Gaulanitis not far from the eastern 
shore of the Lake of Gennesareth, and Gaulanitis could be 
reckoned as belonging to Galilee in the broader meaning of that 
word. 

What Judas actually did is not quite clear from the 
account of Josephus. According to BJii; 178 he merely 
reproached the Jews with their subjection to the Romans ; 
according to BJ ii. 8 I he instigated them to revolt ( € I S  
d?rburaurv t+eye) by his reproaches ; according to BJ 
vii. 8 I he persuaded ' not a few ' ( OGK dXbyous) to make 
no returns (p? roreh9ac rds d?roypa$,ds) ; according to 
Ant. xx. 52 he actually caused the people to revolt 
against the Romans (. . . 700 T ~ V  Xabv d?rb 'Pwpufwv 
daour?juavros). The  expression last quoted goes too 
far if we take as our basis the chief passage in Josephus 
(Ant. xviii. 1 I) .  In  that passage he introduces his refer- 
ence to Judas only after explaining how the Jews, yield- 
ing to the persuasions of Joazar the high priest, had 
submitted to the census. Judas indeed, he says, was 
urgent for revolt (firelyero 4 d  drourduec) and the 
movement went far ; but he does not expressly rpentioq 
any noteworthy occurrence, passing on merely to a long 
and vague list of evils extending in the course of time 
to the final destruction of Jerusalem, that had been 
brought upon the nation by the followers of Judas: 
wars, robberies, seditions, murders of principal men, 
famines, and the like. 

In  particular he designates Judas and Sadduk as 
the originators among the Jews of a ' fourth philosophy ' 
(rerdprqv $,thouo$,[av), as he does also in the other 
leading passage (BY ii. 81). where he calls Judas a 
' sophist of a sect of his own ' (uo$,ru+p EGias alp,!uews ; 
cp ii. 17 8 ' a most cunning sophist, ' uo+curi)E Getv6raros) ; 
in both places he takes occasion to characterise the 
three previously existing philosophies ' of the Jews- 
those, namely, of the Sadducees, the Pharisees, and 
the Essenes-but it is only in Ami. xviii. 1 6  that he goes 
into the 'philosophy' of Judas and his companions. 
There he says that in every other respect the followers 
of Judas agree with the Pharisees, but they are dis- 
tinguished by an unquenchable love of liberty-holding 
God alone to be ruler and lord-and by indifference to  
death. The party of the ZEALOTS ( owe ,  Aram. ~;z?j? ; 
see CANANBAN) is intended, from which party arose a t  
a later date the Sicarii or ASSASSINS, who not only 
did not shrink from violence and rebellion against their 
enemies, but also did not scruple to exercise a reign of 
terror over their eo-religionists by secret assassination. 

It is certainly no mere coincidence that one of their most 
determined leaders-he who held the fortress of Masada even 
after Jerusalem had fallen, and with all his companions com- 
mitted suicide when no longer able to keep the enemy at bay 
(73 A.D. ; see ISRAEL, 0 ~ogj-Eleawr son of Jairus was a 
descendant of Judas of Galilee and a relition of his son Manaim 
(=Menahem) a ringleader at  the beginning of the revolt in 66 
A. D. who hidself in turn fell a victim to the fanaticism of the 
Zealots in the same year (B/ ii. 178,L, vii. 8 I ; cp ISRAEL, 5 101). 

It will be observed that in Josephus no word is found of 
what is stated in Acts 5 37, that Judas perished and all, as 
many as obeyed him, were scattered abroad. On the 
other hand, Josephus tells us (Ant. xx. 5 2 )  that the sons 
of Judas ( i . e . ,  two of them), Jacob and Simon, were put 
to death by the procurator Alexander of Judzea (there- 
fore about 46-48). In Lk. there is another noticeable 
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circumstance, the fact, namely, that Judas, notwith- 
standing the express mention of the census of 5-7 A. D., 
is nevertheless represented as coming upon the scene 
a f w  Theudas, whose insurrection was under the 
procuratorship of Cuspius Fadus (Le., about 44-46). 
At the same time it has to be remarked that, as the 
mention of the census shows, Lk. was not in error 
about the period of Judas so much as about that of 
Theudas ; whether this error justifies the conjecture 
that Lk. was acquainted with Josephus will be con- 
sidered therefore unde; the latter name (see THEUDAS). 

The other conjecture, that Lk. confused Judas, so 
far as his end was concerned, with his two sons, is 
certainly forcibly suggested by the fact that his fate is 
mentioned after that of Theudas. Krenkel (JoJe$ltzrs u. 
Lucas, '94, 168-170) has pointed out an analogous 
case ; in I S. 17 Goliath is represented as having been 
slain by David, but in the older account (2 S. 21 15-22) 
this feat is given to Elhanan, while it is another giant 
that is encountered by David (cp ELHANAN, GOLIATH). 
H e  instances similar slips of memory in Livy (xxi. 469f: ), 
in Cicero (Cat0 Major, 2.3, $ 8 3 ) ,  and in Josephus him- 
self; Josephus (BJii.217), among the four men who were 
sent to Jerusalem to stir up the people against himself, 
names Judas the son of Jonathes, whereas in Vit. 5 39 
he names Jonathes himself, thus (after an interval of 
25 years, it is true) making a mistake as to the name 
of a person with whom he had been personally in 
strenuous conflict. Krenkel himself adds, however, that 
even without confounding Judas with his sons, it was 
not unnatural that Lk. should assign to him the fate 
which, practically speaking, befell all the leaders of 
insurrection in those days. In any case Lk. found no 
warrant in Josephus for .his.-.statement that all the 
followers of Judas were hcattered abroad. 

Schiirer, G/Y(z) l406f: (ET, Div. i. vol. ii. p. BI), confidhtly 
identifies Judas of Galilee with the Judas, son of Ezekias, who 
after the death of Herod the Great in 4 B.C. gathered a follow- 
ing in the neighhonrhood of Sepphoris and rendered all Galilee 
insecure, aiming, indeed, it would seem, even at  the crown 
itself (BY ii. 4 I, Ant. xvii. 105). Krenkel however (p. 163), 
rightly doubts this identification, inasmuc as osephus does 
not give to this Judas the epithet of Galilkan, !!nt designates 
him simply as son of Ezekias and moreover expressly records 
the execution of this robber-chief Ezekias by Herod the Great. 

11. Judas called Barsabbas (Acts 1522). See BARSABAS 2. 
12. Of Damascus, with whom Saul stayed in the 'Street 

which is called Straight' (see DAMASCUS, 5 3), Acts 9 11. 
P. w. s. 

JUDE, THE GENERAL EPISTLE OF. The author 
designates himself a s  Judas ' a servant of Jesus'Chdst, 
1. General and brother of James,' and evidently 

wished to pass for a brother of Jesus (see 
JUDAS, 7 ; JAMES). Ithasbeenconjectured 

that he was restrained from so calling himself bntright 
by an exalted idea of Jesus, which did not admit of his 
having a human brother. He addresses his writing to 
' those that are called, beloved in God the Father, and 
kept for Jesus Christ,' thus evidently intending it for an 
sxtended circle of readers rather than for a single church. 
The object of the epistle is declared to be an exhorta- 
tion to the readers to ' contend earnestly for the faith' 
3n account of certain ungodly men whose lives are 
?eprehensible, and whose teaching is a denial of ' the 
3nly Ruler and our Lord, Jesus Christ.' Examples of 
the destruction by divine judgment of those whose 
belief and life were false are adduced from the O T  and 
rewish apocalyptic, and directions are given as to the 
proper deportment of believers toward such persons. 
The epistle closes with a doxology. 

The point ofview of the writer is indicated in D. 17, as that of 
me who looked back upon the apostolic age (' Remember ye the 
words which have been spoken before by the apostles of our 
Lord Jesus Christ '), and the prophecies referred to in w. 18 have 
io close a resemblance to the post-apostolic I Tim. 4 1  and 
I Tim. 3 if: 4 3 as to favour the hypothesis of a dependence 
ipon these epistles. Accords with the Pauline writings are a t  
east probable in v. 12 (cp I Cor. 11 zo), v. 20 (cp Rom. 8 z6), zru. 
io and 19 (cp I Cor. 2 14J), and v. zz  (cp I Cor. 3 IS). 

The  occasion of the epistle was evidently the author's 
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JUDE (EPISTLE) JUDGE 
lively concern about certain ungodly men (due@&, v. 4) - .  
2. &asion. who had ’ stolcn in ’ (xapcr~&~uau), and 

who were ‘ turning the grace of our God 
into lasciviousness, and denying-the only Ruler and our 
Lord, Jesus Christ. ’ He regards their influence both in 
doctrine and in practice as a menace to the well-being 
of the church, and he not only sounds a note of warning 
against them, but also points out the punishment re- 
served for such as they. 

Not only did they deny Christ and God as the only Ruler 
( T ~ V  p6vov 6surr6Tqv) and thus act the part of ‘liars’ according to 
I Jn. 222 (cp Enoch 4510) but they ‘set at  nought dominion 
( K u p t d r q m ) ,  and railed at’dignities (66&s, v. 8)’ They are 
licentious revellers, stains ( u r r r X d k ,  v. 12) in the Christian love- 
feasts, and mockers at sacred things. 

Although the examples>of divine judgment relate to 
wrong conduct, these dangerous persons are not simply 
men of loose morals MThose life is a peril to the church- 
according to Schwegler’s opinion (Nuchap. ZeitaLteter, 
1518f: ) and Ritschl’s ingenious argument marred by a 
somewhat strained grammatical interpretation (St. Kr.,  
‘61, p. 163 J)-but also false teachers, as is evident 
from their ‘ denying,’ from the reference to the divine 
judgment on those who ‘believed not,’ and from the 
exhortation to ‘ contend earnestly for the faith ’ (v. 3). 

The data for a precise determination of their doctrines 
amidst the many so-called heresies of the early church 
are wanting, and expositors differ widely upon the 
matter. Renan stands alone in the opinion that the 
epistle was directed against Paul. Other scholars are 
divided as to whether it assails Jewish false teachers, 
hyper-Paulinians, Nicolaitans, Gnostics of the second 
century in general, or the Carpocratian Gnosticism of 
Alexandria in particular. 

The character and practices of the persons in question resemble 
very closely those of the Gnostics as described by Epiphanius 
(Her. 26 IT). We know that these denied that God was the 
only Ruler ’-that is, the creator and governor of the world- 

and held very lax views as to the divinity of Christ (Iren. HEY. 
1 z5,f). Out of the dualism of their system naturally sprang an 
indifference to all relations to the flesh ; and hence such moral 
looseness as is described in the Epistle appeared in some 
quarters. 

So close is the resemblance of the persons here 
censured to the Cai-pocratians who flourished in 
Alexandria toward the middle of the second century, 
that Clement believed Jude to have written prophetically 
of them (S t~om.  323). I t  is, accordingly,’not improb- 
able that the writer had them in mind as his contem- 
poraries. His denunciations are quite applicable to a 
sect who had established upon lust a ‘ cult of righteous- 
ness.’ With the late date of the epistle which must be 
assumed from this point of view corresponds the author’s 
apprehension of Christian ‘ faith ’ as a system of doctrine 
or a fixed confession (v. 3). 

The writer uses apocryphal apocalyptic works such as the 
Ascensio Mosis in which Origen (De Princip. 3 2) found the 

legend concerning Michael (see APOCALYPTIC? 
3,. Allusions. 5 59), and the book of Enoch (G and lo), from 

which he doubtless derived the story of the 
fallen angels substantially in the form in which he gives it. 
With reference to 2,. 14 see also Enoch 60 (cp APOCALYPTIC, 
0 19). No certain conclusion as to the date of the Epistle can, 
however, be drawn from the citation of these writings. 

It has been argued that the author was an Alexandrian 
Jewish Christian from the fact that he attaches to the 
apocryphal books referred to, a n  equal authority with 
the OT- that is, regards them as belonging to the later 
additions to the canon. 

The epistle was probably used by the writer of 
2 Peter, though opinions are divided as to priority. I t  

I -  - .  
e is not surprising that, on account of its 

brevity and the fact that it is not of 
doctrinal importance, to say nothing of its making no 
claim to apostolical authorship, it did not receive early 
recognition. 
~Y 

Jude is referred to hy Clement of Alexandria (Strom. 3 2 11) 
as a ’catholic Epistle’ written by Jude ‘frater filiorum Joseph 
esstans.’ Oripen (1% Mt. 10 17 23 27) mkntions it as the work of 
Judas the brother of James’ but except in the parts of his 
works which survive only i<a Latin translation he does not 
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designate the author as an ‘apostle.’ Tertullian, on the other 
hand, calls the writer ‘Jude the apostle ’ (De cult. f e w  13). 
The Muratorian fragment makes mention of it in a somewhat 
doubtful test as the work ofJude without designating him 
either an apostle or the brother of James. Eusebius (HE‘ 3 25) 
places it among the dvrrAsy6pcva, and says that ‘ not many of 
the ancients have made mention of it.’ Jerome (De vir. fiZ. 4) 
calls the author of the epistle ‘the brother of James, and 
attributes its rejection by many to its citation of Enoch. 
Epiphanius (HEY. 76) speaks of its author as b dsehgbs ‘Iarc$pow 
K a l  ~ w p i o v ,  but according to the Canon of Athanasius all the seven 
catholic epistles were written by ‘apostles.’ The wavering and 
uncertain character of all this ‘testimony’ is evident. The 
epistle is not included in the Peshitta although Ephrem 
acknowledged it as apostolic. It is not‘ dentioned by Justin 
Theophilus and Irenreus. [The text of the Epistle of Jude, likd 
that of z Pdter, has more than probably suffered in iransmission, 
ns the variant readings sufficiently warn us. See Hort’s remarks 
in .’iotes on Select Passups, NT 2 106. There are no doubt, 
more discoveries to he made by a practised critic. h e n  Hort 
for example, has not said all that might be said on the corru; 
tions of v. 5. Probably we should read, not s l 6 6 ~ a s  &a(‘ m k a  
blri ~ l i p i o s  habv K.T.A. but &%as rrduras &L”I~UOQS &a(‘ habv 
K.r.A.-tbe position of &rat in accordance with N and several 
Church Fathers And Versions. I~uous(a corruption acc. to WH) 
with AB minusc. Copt. Vg. et: Lachm Zahn(EitrL. 2 88) Nestld 
(SinJ 261). On the relation”of Juak’ to Jewish apokalyptic 
writers cp ESCHATOLOGY, especially § go and for a list of co- 
incidences cp Chase, art. ‘Jude, Epistle ’of,’ in Hastings’ D E  
2801$] 

Resides the well-known English and German Introductions 
the followina works and articles mav be consulted : Amaud. 

~ 

Reckerckes c ~ i t .  &r ?f,h. ne Jude (‘51): 
5. Literature. Keil, Pet: u . 3 4  (‘53); Schott, Pet. u.Jud: 

(‘63)’ Spitta Der 2 BY. d. Pet. u. der BY. 
des Jud. (‘85) ; Ritschi, St. 2 ~ .  (‘61) ; v. Soden in HC3 6. 
Schenkel in Bi6. Lex. 3 433 $ (‘71) ; Pfleiderer, Umhriste%: ~. ~ 

tkum(2) (‘87). 0. c. 

JUDEA (ioybaia [Ald.]), in Judith3 g, a false 
reading for DOTAEA (AUTAIAC [BK], -TEAC [A]). 
See DOTHAN. 

Dotiea is defined as situated over against the great strait (RV 
‘ridge’) of Judea (ib. TOG rrplouor 70; peydhou T<F lousaias; 
similarly Syr.): the Gr. translator read l k p ,  ‘a saw,’ instead 
of :l\b*n, ‘plain’ (Reland). This same plain is referred to in 
4 6 (om. N). 

JUDGE. The  words for ‘judge’ will reward in- 
vestigation. 

I. P)DV, &jk@ (Phcen. D ~ W ,  Lat. sufetes [pl.] : Ass. Tuj&tu; 
K P L T ~ ~ C ,  Gwaunjs). See below (JUDGES, ROOK OF, 5 I) ; also LAW 
AND JUSTICE, 5 g$, GOVERNMENT 5 17 ISXAEL, 5 8$, and 
cp COVENANT, 0 4. 

2. ]~i,dayyrin,rS.2415[16l,Ps.685[61(?), Ezra7qt  (I1 ~ E s d .  
8 23 K ~ L T &  #ai &KauTds, EV ‘judges andjustices’). 

3.: $55, j r i Z z Z ,  Ex. 21 22 Dt. 3231 Job31 11 (all these passages 
are insecure ; see Ges.-Ruhl). 
4. p& Zl&kim, Ex. 216 228[71J z8[271 where A?‘ 

‘the judges’ (mg. of 2228); I S. 225, where A$ ‘the judge ; 
in all these cases RV ‘God.’l Other passages have been 
similarly interpreted’ e.g Judg. 5 8  (EV ‘new gods’). Ps. 
82 I [z].  The explanhion ‘iI, old (cp @ Ex. 21 6, ~b ~ p n j p ~ k  TO; 
esoG ; so Pesh.). Dillmann (Ex., ad roc.) thinks that judges 
were called Ebhim, because they gave sentence at holy places; 
but Samaritan Tg. and Pent., Jerome, and probably Vet. Lat. 
(Ex. 228 [7]$), followed by Graf and Kuenen think that one 
of the sanctuaries of Yahwl: is meant, where ’the priests gave 
divinely sanctioned judgments. Eerdmans (2%. T, ’94, p. 283) 
and Marti(Gesch. 29) think that the household god is referred to 
as Elahim ; and this view is archreologically the most probable. 
On Ps. 82 I see ANGELS, 5 4. 
5. p p  @?in, Prov. 6 7 RVmg. (AV ‘Guide,’ RV ‘ Chief ’). 
In spite of Toy’s defence Rickell‘s objections to the passage 

appear to be valid. I t  is &metrical, and does not fit in well 
with what follows. I t  is probably an editor’s attempt to make 
sense of a variant form of v. 6 which had became indistinct. 
The absence of any reference to Prov. 6 7 in ANT (p.v.) is fully 
justified. 

6. The ~ y y ~ . n ~  of Dan. 3zf: (EV ‘judges’) is rendered in 
pVW. ‘chiefsoothsayer’; but itis ‘probablythe Pers. ertdumgar, 

counsellor,” a title which was still in use under the Sasanians 
(Nold. TaJali, 462 n.) and the resemblance with [Z 271 is 
therefore accidental’ (bevan, ad Zoc. ; CD Marti’s Arum. Gr. 

Other words rindere; ‘judge’ are :- 

. .  
[Glossary]). 

Perfectly synonymous (see @, I S. 24 15 [161). 
7. 8. In N T  K P ~ ~ P  (Mt. 5 IS), Swaunjs (Lk. 12 14, see Ti.b 

T. K. c. 

1 Cp DEPOSIT, n 2. 
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JUDGES (BOOK) 
Title and place in Canon ($ I). 
Contents (8 2). 
Sources ($ 3). 
Analysis ($8 4-13). 
Minor Judges (8 9). 

Redaction (8 14). 
Chronology (8 15). 
Ultimate sources (5 16). 
Historical value (5 17). 
Text (5 18). 

Literature ($ 19). 
The title Iudges is a translation of the Hebrew name c 

the book, P’DD~W’(K~ITAI,  H TUN KPITWN BiBAoc; 
1. Title and Liber Judicum), which is given to i 
place in the because it contains the history of certaii 

Israelite leaders and champions who ii 
the book itself (e.g., 2 16-18) and else 

where in the O T  ( 2  S. 7 7 I J  z K. 23 22 Ecclus. 46 II  

etc. ) are called : Judges ’ (&jWtim). 
Those who gave the book this title probably thought of th 

Judges as divinely appointed rulers, forming a continuou 
succession, and wielding over all Israel an authority whicl 
differed from that of the kings who followed them chiefly ii 
that it was not hereditary (see Judg. 10 12 7f: I I  13 15 z 
I S. 4 18 7 15).3 The word S@hY sometimes occurs in syn 
onymous parallelism with m&k, ‘king’ (Hos. 7 7  Ps. 2 IO) 
among the Phoenicians in an interregnum the supreme powe 
was committed to a &Kaur$o (doubtless p ) ~ @ ,  SzZjAeV);4 ii 
Carthage and other Punic cities the sufetes were the chie 
magistrates, corresponding to the Roman consuls. 

The verb ~1~0, however, means also ‘ vindicate,’ ani 
thus ‘champion, deliverer,’ synonymous with ywrn (Judg 
2 1618 3 g J  cp I S. 820 Neh. 9 27 ) ;  and the titb 
could therefore be interpreted, Book of the Deliverer 
of Israel (Ephr. Syrus). 

In the Hebrew Canon, Judges is the second of thc 
Former Prophets, standing between Joshua and Samuel 
in d (followed by Vg. and modern versions), Ruth, : 
story of the times of the judges (1 I) ,  is appended t( 
Judges and sometimes reckoned part of it.6 

The Book begins with a brief account of the invasioi 
of the interior of Western Palestine by the severa 
2. contents, tribes, their conquests and settlements 

the names of the cities which remaiuedGx 
the hands of their old inhabitants ,( 1) ; the disohedienci 
of the Israelites in making peace with the Canaanites i 
rebuked by the Messenger of Yahwb (2 1-5). Ch. 26-7, 
takes up the narrative at the point which has beei 
reached in Jos. 24 27 : the verses are substantiall: 
identical with Jos. 24 28-31. This introduces a genera 
description of the period of the judges as a recurrini 
cycle of apostasy from the religion of Yahwb tt 
Canaanite heathenism, divine judgment inflicted by th, 
hand of the neighbouring peoples, and signal deliver 
ance by a champion whom Yahwb raised up to savl 
them from their enemies; closing with a catalogue o 
the nations of Palestine whom Yahwb, for the sins o 
Israel (or as a test of its loyalty), left unsubdued (2  II  

3 6). The history of the several judges is presented ii 
a scheme corresponding to 2 11-19. 

Thus 37-11: ‘The Israelites offended YahwS . . . and h, 
was incensed against Israel and sold them into the power o 
Cushan-rishathaim, king of Syria, . . . for eight years. The] 
the Israelites cried for help to Yahwk, and he raised them up : 
deliverer, Othniel hen-Kenaz. (Here follows the account of ths 
judge’s exploits.) And the land enjoyed security for fort: 
years.’ 

With other names and numbers, and variations o 
phraseology, a similar setting is given to the stories o 
the succeeding judges. 

Israel is oppressed by the Moabites . Ehud kills the king o 
Moah, Eglon and sets his country ’free (3 12-30) ’ Shamga 
makes a slaughter among the Philistines (3 3 I )  ; ;he )Canaanite 
under their kinq Jabin of Hazof, and his general Sisera 
oppress Israel ‘ $the instance of the prophetess Deborah, Baral 
raises the trides defeats Sisera and delivers Israel (4)‘ tht 
victory is celebrkted in a triudphal ode (5): the M i d i k e  
and their Bedawin allies harry and devastate the land ; Gideoi 

1 Baha hafhra Iqh.  
See Moore, judges, p. xiii. Philo (De confus. linf., S 26 

cites it as 4 TGU uprpci~wu duaypa+opdvq i3iShos (D’p?? ; Orig 
Za4aTeLg): cp the @ title of Kings, pauihriGv. 

3 So the name is understood by Josephus. 
4 Menander of Ephesus (in Jos. c. A). 121). 
6 See CANON, $5 6 IO; and RUTH. 
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by a stratagem throws their camp into a panic, pursues, and 
destroys them (6-8); Abimelech, a son of Gideoir, becomes king 
of Shechem ; the Shechemites revolt and are punished ; Abime- 
lech is killed while besieging Tbebez (9) ; Tola and Jair judge 
Israel (10 1-5) ; the Ammonites oppress the Israelites in Gilead ; 
Jephthah conquers them (106-127): Ibzan, Elon and Abdon 
judge Israel (128.15) . the Philistines are the nia& of Israel ; 
Saqson inflicts many)injuries upon them (13.16). 

Chapters 17-21 contain two stories of the times of 
the judges : the first (17,f) tells of the migration of the 
Danites and the establishment of the sanctuary at  Dan ; 
the second (19-21), of an outrage committed upon a 
traveller by the Benjamites of Gibeah and of the san- 
guinary vengeance taken upon the tribe. 

The preceding synopsis of its contents shows that 

3. t G  book in its present form consists of 
three parts : 

I. 11-25, a brief hiGory of the conquest and settlement of 
Canaan in some way parallel to Josh. 

2. 2 6-16 31 the history of Israel in Canaan from the death of 
Joshya to the death of Samson, set in the framework of a 
consistent religious interpretation and a continuous chronology. 

3: 17-21, an appendix narrating other events of the same 
period, but containing the name of no judge and exhibiting no 
trace of the distinctive religious point of view observed in the 
preceding chapters. 

A .  Deuteronomistic Book of 3udges. -Our inquiry 
must begin with the body of the book, 2 6-16 31. 

The introduction (2 6-3 6) as a whole is unmistakably 
deuteronomistic. 

The sweeping condemnation of the whole period-Israel 
forsook its own God, Yahwk, and worshipped the Baals and 
Astartes of Canaan-and the religious pragmatism which makes 
unfaithfulness to Yahwb the one unfailing cause of national 
calamity and return to him the signal for deliverance, are 
characteristic of the historiography of the end of the seventh 
century and in still more marked degree of the sixth century 
under the influence of Deuteronomy, the prophets Jeremiah and 
Ezekiel, and the Exile itself.1 

The same pragmatism appears, as we have noted 
above, in the short particular introductions to the 
stories of the several judges (3 12-15 4 18 13 I ; more 
fully in 3 7-11 6 1-10 10 6-16), but not in chap. 1 nor in 
17-21. . Judg. 26-16 31 may therefore properly be 
called the Deuteronomistic Book of Judges. 

The  deuteronomistic element is confined, however, 
to the introduction and the setting of the stories ; the 
stories themselves (except that of Othniel, 37-11) are 
not of deuteronomistic concei:tion, and, except on the 
margins where they are joincd to the pragmatic intro- 
ductions and conclusions, show no signs of deuterono- 
mistic redaction. 

ii. Pre-deuteronomic editor.-As in Josh. 1-12, the 
deuteronomistic author manifestly took his narrative 
material from an older written source without to any 
considerable extent recasting it. 

I n  the history of Gideon (6.8) and Abimelech (9) it is plain 
that two accounts have been combined in the same way in which 
parallel narratives are so often united in the Pentateuch and 
Joshua. More or less convincing evidence of the composite 
character of the text is discovered in other stories also (Ehud, 
Deborah and Harak, Jephthah; see below, $ 4.773. The 
history of the judges was, therefore, related in at  least two 
older books. 

These sources were united, not by the deuteronomistic 
author of Judg. 26.1631,  but by an earlier compiler,* 
as is evident from the following considerations :- 

First in the seams of the composite narrative no trace of the 
distincthe deuteronomistic manner can be detected. 

Second, the union of the two strands in 9 and in 17,C (19-21), 
which chapters were not included in the deuteronomistic Judges 
(see below, 5 14), is entirely similar to that in 6-8. 

Third, in the introductions and conclusions of the stories 
there are indications of an underlying editorial schematism 
different from that of Rn. 

iii. His two  sources.-The pre-deuteronomic history 
from which the deuteronomistic author took his material 
was itself made up of two main strands of narrative 
united by a redactor. The case is thus precisely 
similar to that in Josh. 1-12 (see JOSHUA, § 6)  ; and 
since in Josh. we have found reason to believe that 
the two sources are the continuations respectively of 

1 See HISTORICAL LITERATURE, $6. 
a The opposite opinion is maintained by Kittel, almost alone. 
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those which in the Pentateuch are distinguished by the 
symbols J and E, and that they were united by a pre- 
deuteronomic redactor a presumption arises that 
this is true in Judges also, and this presumption has 
furnished the working hypothesis of recent criticism. 

I t  is indeed true that the history of the period of the judges 
is not the necessary sequel of Josh. in the same way that the 
history of the conquest and settlement of Canaan is the necessary 
sequel of the promises to the patriarchs and the history of the 
exodus in J and E .  it is conceivable that an historian should 
close a work with ;he occupation of the promised land, as P 
seems to have done.9 This is hardly probable, however, in 
early historians, who commonly propose to bring the history 
down to their own time ; and, antecedent probability aside, it 
can be shown that neither I nor E comes to an end in Joshua.3 
In Josh. 24, E not only glances back over the preceding history 
(idolatry of the forefathers: God‘s deliverance), but by its 
earnest warnings of the consequences of falling away from 
Yahw6 and worshipping other gods (qf: 22) looks forward to 
the subsequent narration of such apostasy and its results, just as 
I S. 12 looks back over the period of the judges and forward 
over that of the kings. The suitable sequel of these verses in 

osh. 24 is Judg. 2 13 zof: (cp 7= Josh. 24 31 D), which in turn 
[ead ovcr to the stories in Judg. J also, whose account of the 
conquest is preserved in fragmentary form in Judg. 11-2 5 (with 
parallels in Joshua), cannot have ended his history with this 
incomplete occupation of the land of promise : the very form of 
the chapter fairly presumes the intention to tell how in after 
times these cities came into the hands of the Israelites; and 
Judg. 2 Z ~ U ,  3 za, which are recognised by most recent critics as 
the continuation of in Judg. 1 actually lead over to the 
relation of the wars wiich Israel hid to wage with these nations 
in the period of the judges. 

The  affinity of parts of Judg. to  E and J respectively 
has long been observed. 

Stade found E, not only (with E. Meyer, Lc.) in parts of 2 6- 
36, but also in 106-16, which is clearly dependent on Josh. 24 ;4 
Bohme pointed out the striking resemblances to J in 6 11-24 and 
13 2-24 ; 5  Budde carried the analysis through the entire book.6 
Winckler, Holzinger, and Moore have worked upon the same 
hypothesis.7 

Other scholars, while not denying the existence of 
more than one source in Judges, think that there are 
not sufficient grounds for identifying these sources with 
the J and E of the Hexateuch.8 For this division of 
opinion a different definition of the  problem and a 
different approach to it are in part responsible. 

Kittel and those who occupy his position frame the question 
in some such way as this: Did the author who wrote the 
Yahwistic part of the primreval history and the patriarchal 
stories in Genesis also write, say, the stories of Samson, 
or the part of the story of Gideon ascribed by Budde and 
others to J ?  and they find the resemblance in style and diction 
insufficient to establish identity of authorship in this sense. But 
the unity of J in this sense is not affirmed by the critics on the 
other side. Believing that the writing of history begLn in Israel 
in the days of David or Solomon with the recent past, tbeevents 
which led to the founding of the kingdom, and ascended thence 
to remoter times, they recognise that in the first comprehensive 
history of Israel from the earliest times to the days of the 
kingdom there were included not only materials of very diverse 
character, hut materials which had been previously reduced 
to writing by different hands.9 The existence of different 
elements of this kind in J even in Genesis itself is generally 
recognised. 

What  the critics mean, who ascribe portions of 
Judges or Samuel to J is, not that these portions 
necessarily received their literary form from the same 
hand as the stories of the patriarchs or the narrative of 
the exodus, but that they formed part of the same 
comprehensive historical work in which the Yahwistic 
parts of Genesis and Exodus were included ; and that 
they were written in general in the same age and 
surroundings, and in the same spirit. 

1 In  using the word ‘pre-deuteronomic’ to designate this 
redaction. it is not meant to imulv that it was earlier than 
621 B.c., but only that it preceded the deuteronomistic edition 
of oshua and Judges. 

JP, however, it is to be observed, is an archreology rather 
than a history. 

3 First demonstrated by E. Meyer, 2 A T W l 1 4 4 f :  (‘81). 

5 Z A T W  
4 Z A  TWI 740  14: C81l 

0 Ri. Sa. (‘ 
Wette, EinL(8) (‘69). 

7 See Budde Richfer(Kh’C) xi i .3  (‘97). 
8 Kue. Ond.’P) 1 355 f: ; Ki. ’St. KY. 65 44 8 (‘92) ; Gesch. 

2 1 5 8 ;  FrankenbeTg, Corn$. d. deut. Richteyhuches()95) ; KO. 
Einl. 2 j2-254, and in Hastings’ DB 2 8 1 1 8  (‘99). 

V See HISTORICAL LITERATURE, $ I& 
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I t  is manifest also that the problem should methodic- 
ally be approached,’not, as  is generally done, from 
the analysis of Genesis, but from that of Josh. 1-12, 
where the nature of the sources is more nearly the same 
and their relation to the deuteronomistic element 
similar. When we come a t  it from this side, there 
appears to be no greater difficulty in the discrimination 
and identification of the sources in Judges than in 
Joshua, where J and E are generally recognised. 
There is general agreement that Judg. 1 gives us J’s 
account of the conquest, much abridged and glossed by 
later hands. 

B. Additional chapters.-Ch. 17f. and 19-21 contain 
no deuteronomistic element. I n  both, two strands of 
narrative seem to be combined; the character of the 
two versions and the nature of the composition make it 
a reasonahle presumption that the sources are the same 
as in the preceding chapters: in 19-21, the presence 
of a third element complicates the problem (see below, 

Chap. 11-25 is in the main from J, and contains an 
abridgment or epitome of the oldest account of the 
conquest. 

IU (corresponding to Josh. 1 .a) was added by the last editor, 
making the only possible connection-though a false one-with 

the preceding book. The hand of the post- 
4. halJ’ai8, exilic editor IS to be recognised also in 4 8 9 s  
Chap.  11-25. (ascribing to Judah the conquests of Caleb, 

cp 20s) 18 and in various minor glosses ; 2 I a  
connects with 56, the intervgning verses, containing the reproof 
administered by the Messenger of Yahw& to Israel for making 
peace with the Canaanites are the addition of a redactor, 
probably R, ; the passage i: a cento of reminiscences from the 
Pentateuch. 

In 26-36, the Introduction to the Book of Judges 
6. Chap. 26-311. proper, the text is plainly not homo- 

geneous ; but repeated redaction 
has made the problem presented to criticism very 
difficult. 

Vv. 6-10, which connect immediately with Josh. 2427 and 
continue the history from that point (=Josh. 2428-31), are from 
E ; only 7 (=Josh. 2431 cp @)is from a deuteronomistic hand. 
The sequel to this appeirs to be 1 3 2 0 f : ,  and perhaps 34.1 The 
introduction of the deuteronomistic author is contained in II f: 
1419; but 17 and perhaps 16 also is a later addition@,). V. n j a  
and perhaps 236 (reading Zsraer’ instead of Joshua) is from J, to 
which also 32a belongs, the original continuation of the account 
of the conquest in ch. 1 ; 3xu 3 and perhaps 4 are from a 
deuteronomistic hand ; 5 is probabiy wholly redactional (? RJE) ; 
the rovenience of 222 is not clear; the glosses in 316 26 are 
late3 

Chap. 37-11 (Othniel) is deuteronomistic throughout, a 
tvDical examole of the historical scheme set forth in 

5 13). 

, I  

6. Chap.312-31.  2118 The story of Ehud has a 
deuteronomistic introduction (12.15)- 

the concrete facts in which, such as the Moabite occupa- 
tion of Jericho (136), the sending of tribute (156), etc. 
are of course derived from the original beginning of the 
narrative-and a deuteronomistic close ( 2 g J  ). 

In the story itself are some doublets; most clearly in the 
account of the audience (1g:20), perhaps also in that of the 
escape (26a : 266) and the Israelite attack on the Moabites 
(278) .  The atteLpt of Winckler to separate two strands in the 
narrative is not convincing.3 Perhaps the doublets should be 
regarded as evidence not of the existence of a second source 
hut of the conflation df variants in the same source. The stor; 
(or the main narrative) comes from the oldest collection. Ch. 331 
(Shamgar) must have been introduced here by a very late hand; 
at an earlier stage in the redaction it stood after 1631, where it 
is still found in several recensions of B.4 

The deuteronomistic introduction is easily recognised 
in 41-4 : the corresponding close is divided between . .  

7. Chaps. 

and Barak. 

4;3J an; 5 3 1 6 ;  materials from the 
: Deborah story itself are incorporated, especially 

in 4 3J, and traces of an  older setting 
seem to  be preserved. The  main 

and 

1 The verses might in themselves be deuteronomistic and are 
now ascribed by Budde to D1, an earlierdeuteronomistic redaction 
than 1 1 3  (Dz). 

a For different attempts to analyse this introduction, see 
Moore,/ud‘es (‘95), and S B U T ,  ‘Judges’ (‘97), and Budde,Ri. 

3 A TZiche Unters. 5 5 s  (‘92). 
4 See $14. 

WHC,  ’97). 
, 
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narrative relates a conflict with Sisera, his defeat and 
death ; as in 5 ,  Sisera appears in it as an  independent 
and powerful prince. A pre-deuteronomic redactor, 
for reasons which can only be uncertainly conjectured, 
connected this story with the account of a n  Israelite 
victory over Jabin, king of Hazor, superficially harmon- 
king the two by making Sisera Jabin's general ( z  7; 176 
also is harmonistic). 

The account of the war (? of Zebulun and Naphtali) with 
Jabin, which is the basis of Josh. 11 18 also, seems to be derived 
from the same source as the victory of Judah and Simeon over 
Adonihezek (Judg. 15 8 cp Josh. lo), Le., J ; in that case it 
was probably quite brigf. Contamination from the story of 
Jabin may be suspected in the mention of Kedesh of Naphtali 
as the home of Barak and the rendezvous of the tribes (6 IO), 
and the locating of Jael's tent in the same vicinity (TI I?), far 
away from the field of battle in the Great Plain; but the 
premises of this story are so imperfectly preserved that we can- 
not be certain. The story of Sisera is not improbably from E ; 
but there are no decisive grounds for the attribution. v. 176 
is at least redactional ; 5 is a late addition (Rp). 

Chap. 5 is a triumphal ode, celebrating the victory over 
Sisera. The  title (I) was probably prefixed by the 
editor who introduced the poem into the historical 
context (cp Ex. 15 I) ; 31b is D's standing formula ; z is 
thought by some to  be misplaced or editorial ; to  others 
a$ appears to be an invitatory in the manner of the 
liturgical psalms ; 3ra is also questioned (see Budde 
Ri.). Whether the ode was included in one of the 
collections of old Hebrew poetry such as the Book of 
Jashar, and whether it was found in one of the sources 
of Judges (? J), are questions which can hardly be 
answered with any confidence. See further, DEBORAH, 

T h e  usual deuteronomistic introduction is found in 
6 1-6, embodying material from JE, and glossed by later 

§ 3. 

8. chaps, 6-8, 9. hands ; the close in 8 2 8  : 833-35 is a 
brief substitute for 9. which was not *::::tihh. includedinthedeuteronomistic Judges. 
The composite character of 6-8 was 

early recognised (Studer)-848 cannot be the sequel of 
722-83; but the problem in 6 f .  is extremely complicated, 
and a complete solution is scarcely to be expected. See 
P.inrnw 
I -I - . 

Judg. 68-10, the prophet's reproof, is akin to Josh. 24 I S. 7 
10 1 7 3  12 ; the resemblance may point to identity of source or 
to dependence, and the verses may be ascribed accordingly to Ez or 
to a late editor;l the fact that the speech is broken off may be 
urged for the former hypothesis (Budde). The call of Gideon, 
11-24, is from J (Bohme and most recent critics); many glosses 
probably by more than one hand, in 136 14 16 176 18a 20 Z I ~  
anticipate Gideon's recognition of his visitor, and convert his 
hospitality into a sacrifice : it is not necessary to suppose con- 
tamination from a second source ; 25-32 is cognate to 7-11, and 
presumably from the same source (Ez); late glosses in 286 31.p 
326 33 ; 36-40 are with much probability ascribed to E ; 34 IS 
from J ;  35a 72.8 is an addition attributed to RJE (Moore 
SBOT) of to a post-exilic hand (Budde); 6356 is a still late; 
exaggeration. 

Chap. 7g-15 is ascribed by Bndde to E, by Moore and Holzinger 
t o  J. In the description of the night attack on the Midianite 
camp (16-22) two stratagems have been combined-a clear 
analysis is impossible. The horns are probably from E (cp 
Jpsh. 6), the jars and torches then from J ; Winckler with con- 
siderable probability surmises that the latter originally belonged 
to the account of the attack E. of the Jordan (811);z it would 
follow that 8 4 8  was omitted by the redactor who fused the two 
versions in 7 1 6 8  Chap. 7 24f: 8 1-3, form the conclusion of E's 
narrative (harmonistic gloss, in 7 256). 

Chap. 84-21, with the exception of glosses and retouches in 106 
16, is from the oldest source (J); it presumes a personal griev- 
ance whichisnot mentioned in 6 1-83. Chap. 8 z z f : ,  the rejection 
of the kingdom, stands on the same plane with IS. 8 10 17fi 12 ; 
the question whether we have to do with a late addition to E or 
with a deuteronomistic hand is of import chiefly for the history 
of the redaction. The setting up of the 'Ephod' at Ophrah 
(24-27a) is from J (glosses in 26), the comment thereupon (276) 
deuteronomistic. 28 33.35 is RD'S close ;,30-32 were inserted by 
RP (cp 112) wh;n he restored 9 to its original place in the book.3 

The  chapter exhibits no trace Chap. 9, Abimelech. 
of deuteronomistic redaction ; but it is plainly composite. 
Two accounts of the discomfiture of the Shechemites 
stand side by side in 3 4 8  and ; the antecedents of 
both may he traced in the earlier part of the chapter. 

1 Hardly to R D (Frankenberg). 
2 So Holzinger and Budde ; cp Frankenberg. 
3 See 0 14. 
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Both sources must have narrated how Abimelech became king. 
but 1-6 seems to be homogeneous. The story of Gaal(26-40 [41]j 
is in the main, from J;1 Jotbam's apologue (7-21) from E 
(&-19a not improbably secondary) ; zz-25 E (+RJE), from 
which 42-45 also are derived ; 46-55 are ascribed by Moore to E 
(cp 41), by Budde to J ( ~ I = R J E )  ; 56 f :  may be from E or RJE. 

The brief notices of the ' minor judges ' differ in both 
form and content from the stories in the midst of which 
thev stand. 

'fhey speak neither of oppression nor of deliverance; the 
stereotypedformula is, After him" judged 

9. Chaps. I-5, Israel . . . years . . . And NN died and 
128-15 : Minor was buried in such and such a dace. The 

Judges. years of rule (23, 22, 7., IO, 8) differ notice- 
ably from the symmetrical numbers of RD'S 

chronology (40, 20, So). 
'The names of several of these 'judges ' are otherwise 

known as names of clans, and what is told of their 
numerous posterity, possessions, and matrimonial 
alliances seems to be the legendary reflection of clan 
history. 

Many scholars therefore think that these notices were made u 
by a late redactor to round out the number of tweZve judges? 
In confirmation of this view it was pointed out that the sum of the 
years of their rul; (70) is almost exactly thateof the periods of 
oppression (71) in RD.S introductions to the storiesof the judges; 
the post-exilic editor made the succession continuous, reckoning 
the years of foreign domination (in the intention of RD, inter- 
regna) in the rule of the succeeding judge.2 The framework 
in which these names and numbers are set is an imitation of RD. 
Others, observing that the formula of the minor jud es occurs 
also at the close of the story of Jephthah (12 7, note a f o  the SPX 
years of his rule cp 1520 IS. 41s 715), believe that the minor 
judges were contained in JE, and were taken thence without 
change by R D ; the set phrases of Ro are an amplification of 
those of his predecessor." 

The  arguments from the number twelve and from the 
chronology are not conclusive, and even if it were 
certain that the minor judges were not contained in the 
deuteronomistic book, it would still be possible that Rp 
did not invent them, but simplyrestored them from JE;  
that the names are really those of clans is not proof of 
late origin, as we may see from Gen. 38, for example. 

The  introduction to the story of Jephthah, 106-16, is 
much longer than usual, and appears on close examin* 
tion not to be homogeneous. 

In 6-9 the set formulas of RD havebeen expanded by subsequent 
editors (especially in 6ap 86 9a) ; 10-16 is cognate with 68-10 ; 

it looks as if a redactor had combined an 
10. Chap. 106'- introduction to the Philistine oppression in 
127: Jephthah. the days of Eli with that to the Ammonite 

oppression (cp 7); 17j: belongs to the deuter- 
onomistic introduction, the materialbeing taken from the following 
story ; the closing formulas are found in 1133 127 (perhaps pre- 
deuteronomistic) ; in I I ~ :  we have editorial amplification 

In 1017-127, the long diplomatic representation to  
the king of Ammon, 1112-28, is foreign to the main 
narrative; it has in reality nothing to do  with the 
Ammonites : the argument is drawn entirely from the 
history of Israel's relations to Moab. The  passage is 
therefore generally regarded as an  editorial addition 

(?I%!iger, followed by Budde (KHC, Richfeu, 80-8~), con- 
jectures that two stories (J and E) about Jephthah have been 
combined, much as are the two stories about Gideon in 6-8. An 
outlawed freebooter recalled from banishment by the Gileadites 
(11 1-10 in the main . 2 is a late interpolation) ; after seeking aid 
in vain from the trides west of the Jordan (cp 122, and 1129) he 
marches against the Ammonites and defeats them ; the Ephrah- 
ites who come against him seeking trouble are severely punished 
(121.6). In the other (E) he was represented as dwelling at 
Mizpah . the enemy is Moab (11 1 2 8 ,  barmonised by RJE by the 
substitnkon of the name Ammon) ; the victory is purchased by the 
vow which cost the life of the hero's daughter (1130-40).~ 

In the story of Samson the brief deuteronomistic 
ll. Chaps. 13- formulas are found in 131 1520 1631. 
16: Samson. The stories, which are not all of the 

same antiquity,' were in all probability 
found in J ; composition or contamination from E is not 

1 Budde susDects considerable contamination from the other 
source. 

Budde, Izi.Sa. 1348, Ri. 1x8 ;kif: ; Cornill, EinZ.84). 

83J) regard the list of minor judges as pre-deuteronomic. 

2 NSldeke A Tliche Unfers. 190. 
3 See We.'CH(? 216f: cp 356' Stade, ZA.TW133 J ('81); 

4 Both Kuenen (0nd.P) 1351f:, cp 342, 354) and Kittel (Hisf.  

5 See further, JEPHTHAH. 
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at least, he can hardly have failed to record the deliver: 
ance from the Philistines. Confirmation of this adte- 
cedent probability is found in I S.  1-12. 

At the close of the life of Eli (I S. 418) we read the formula, ‘ He judged Israel forty years,’ precisely corresponding to 
Judg.1631 (cp127 1 0 2 s  l291114); Samuel also is represented 
as a great deliverer under whom the Philistines suffered such 
a repulse ‘that th& were subdued and no more invaded the 
territory of Israel ; the hand of Yahwb was against the Philis- 
tines as long as Samuel lived ’ (I S. 7 13 . cp Judg. 2 18 Josh. 1 5  
Judg.331 423f: 828 1133); of Samuei also it is said, ‘He  
judged Israel as long as he lived’ (I S. 7 IS). 

W e  should expect also that the author of the deuter- 
onomistic Judges would bring his book to a close by 
repeating and enforcing the religious lessons he had so 
much at heart, justas thedeuterononiistic history of Moses 
closes with his solemn parting admonitions (Dt. 4 29f:), 
and the deuteronomistic history of Joshua with similar 
exhortations from the leader of the conquest (Josh. 23). 
The farewell address of Samuel, the last of the judges, 
in I S. 12, with its historical retrospect and its solemn 
wmings  for the future, so evidently marking the bound- 
ary between the history of the judges and the kings, is 
just such a close as we should look for from the author 
of Judg. 26- 36  (or 211 8). The  alternative is to snp- 
pose that the passages cited from Samuel belong ex- 
clusively to a pre-denteronomic editor ; which would 
compel us to suppose (with Budde) that the original 
conclusion of the deuteronomistic Judges was omitted 
by the post-exilic redaction ( Rp). 

iii. Pod-exz’Zic (RF).-In Judg., as in Josh. 133, it 
seems that JE was in the hands of the post-exilic redactor, 
who restored from it the chapters which RD omitted 
(1 9 17-21): The splitting of the deuteronomistic formula 
in 424 and 5316, suggests the possibility that 5 also was 
inserted by a post-exilic hand. The  last redactor also 
introduced the midrashic version of the war on Benjamin 
in 19-21 ; many minor additions and changes in the 
text of other chapters are to be ascribed to this redactor 
or .to still later editors and scribes. To RP many 
scholars attributealso the ’minor judges’ (101-5128-15); 
see above, § 9. It is generally agreed that Shamgar in 
331 belongs to one of the latest stages of the redaction. 
T h e  history of the text shows that the verse once stood 
after 1631 (following Samson), where the Philistine 
slayer is in place, and was introduced by the usual 
formula of the minor judges. The  character and form 
of the notice remind us strongly of the exploits of 
David‘s heroes (z S .  23, cp especially Shammah ben 
Agee, 11 A).  Corruption of the name to Shamgar (56) 
led to the insertion of the verse before 4J1 It is quite 
possible that the verse in its original form stood in jE  
after Samson. 

In I K. 6 I the deuteronomistic author makes the time 
from the Exodus to the founding of the temple in the 

Loomon 480 years. 
16‘ chrono10gy’2 ? ~ $ ~ ~ n ~ ~ s & l  computed on the 

The chronology of R,, in Judg. belongs to the same system. 
Othniel’s victory secured peace for 40 years ; Ehud’s, 80 * 
Barak‘s, 40; Gideon’s, 40; Samson judged Israel 10 years: 
By the side of these round numbers appear others which do not 
seem to be systematic ; for the rule of the ’ minor judges’ (23 
22, 7, IO 8) Jephthah (6), Abimelech (3), and for most of th; 
periods i f  dppression (8, 18, 20: 7, 18, 40). The sum of all these 
numbers, together with the times of Moses (40), Joshua, Eli 
(40, @ zo), Samuel, Saul, David (40), greatly exceeds 480, and 
various hypotheses have been proposed to bring the data into 
agreement. The most probable IS that the years of foreign 
domination are not to be counted separately, but to be included 
in the rule of the judges, which are thus continuous. We thus 
obtain : Moses, 40; Joshua x .  Othniel, 40 ; Ehud, 80 ; Barak, 
40; Gideon, 40; Minor Judges’with Jephthah, 76 ; Samson, 20; 
Eli, 40; Samuel,y; Saul, z ;  David, 40; Solomon (to the 
founding of the temple),,4 ; total 420+~+y+z, which leaves us 
60 (or if with QB we give only 20 years to Eli, 80) years for 

basis of twelve generations of forty years3 

demonstrable ; in some cases a later Yahwistic variant 
has been united with the older story (Budde) ; in 1 4  an 
editor has made numerous changes, the tendency of 
which is to remove the offence of Samson’s marriage into 
a Philistine fami1y.l 

As has been noted above (5 3, ii. ). chaps. 17J exhibit 
no signs of deuteronomistic redaction. The repetitions 

Cha~s. l,f: which abound in the story have been 
Migration of ascribed to interpolation by an editor 

Danites.2 whose aim was to throw contumely 
on the famous sanctuary at Dan ; 

more probably they are due to the upion of two closely 
parallel versions. 4 

The main narrative is from J ;  the second version may be 
traced in 172-4 7* 116 TZU 1834* in one strand running throu h 
187.10 15 31 (or 30). The hand: of both RJE and RP may 6 e  
recognised ; the former in harmonistic adjustments, the latter 
chiefly in archseological notes. 

In chapters 19-21 there is a stratum which in spirit and 
language is akin to the youngest additions to the Hexateuch 

and to the historical midrash in Chron. To 13. Chaps. 19-21: the late stratum belong 201 ~ ~ 9 . 4 8  (remains 
of the older text in 14 19 29, considerable 
part of 36-41,44u 47), 212-14 in the main 
16 19b zoa zz* 24. The clder narrative wa8 

itself composite as appears most clearly in 19. The main source 
is J, ContaminLtion from a second version is to be recoguised 
especially in 1966.810~ 13 f5a.; a complete separation of the 
two closely parallel and Intimately welded accounts is not 
feasible. In 21 the rape of the Shilonite maidens (15 
1 ~ - ~ 9 a  21-23, excluding glosses in 2.) comes from the oldest 
source ; the remainder is not homogeneous ; Budde finds (in I 
6.8 I- IS* 13 14* 246) E’s account of the expedition to Jabesh 
combined with the post-exilic version of the same ; others ascribe 
the re etition and confusion to very late interpolation (especially 
in 4f;p, evidence of which is found in 20 also (11 18 23f: 27f: 
etc.). The midrash seems to have been united to JE by a 
redactor : see 5 14. 

h’eduction-i. Pre-deuteronouzistic ( RJE).-As in Josh. 
1-.12, the deuteronomistic author of Judg. found J and 
le Redaction. E already united by an earlier redactor 

(RJE) : there is no evidence that he had 
J or E separately. The earlier redaction was primarily 
harmonistic ; ‘it laboured with more or less skill to make 
one continuous narrative outof two. Its religious stand- 
point was that of the prophetic period ; the moral and 
religious lessons of the history are emphasised, as they 
were also in the younger stratum of E ; it is not improb- 
able that the beginnings of a pragmatism akin to that 
of RD were found in RJE. The  historical standpoint is 
that of a united nation, and it was natural that the 
redactor should see in the invasions of particular regions 
and the deliverances wrought by local champions the 
oppression and liberation of all Israel, thus also prepar- 
ing the way for RD. 

ii. Deuteronomistic ( RD). -The aim of the deuterono- 
mistic author, as has been observed above, was religious 
rather than historical; the experience of Israel in the 
days of the  judges is used to enforce for his own 
generation the lesson that unfaithfulness to Yahw& is 
always punished by national calamity, but that repent- 
ance brings deliverance. This lesson is set forth in the 
introductions to the whole book, and to the history of the 
several judges ; the redactor hardly touched the stories 
themselves. H e  freely omitted, however, what did not 
readily lend itself to his purpose ; chaps. 1 9 (for which 
833-35 is a substitute) 1 7 3  19-21, and perhaps the end 
of Samson’s career, 16 (note the close 1520). Later 
deuteronomistic editors may have added some verses, 
especially in the longer introductions ( 2 6 - 3 6  61-10 
1 0 6 - 1 8 ) . ~  

It is not probable that the deuteronomistic Book of 
Judges ended with 1631  (or 1520) ; the Philistine oppres- 
sion was not at  an end with the death of Samson. W e  
should expect the author to include thewhole period of the 
judges down to the establishment of the kingdom, and, 

1 See Stade, ZATW4~50-256(‘84); V. Doorninck, Th.7’28 I+ 

Outrage at 
Gibeah. * 

32 (‘94). 
2 Oort, Th. T 1285-29 (‘67) ; Halevy, RE3 21 207-ar7 (‘go). 
8 Oort, We. (formerly?, Kue and others. 
4 Vatke Be., Bu. Moore ; :Le now We. CN(3) 3 6 3 3  (‘9.9). 
6 Budd;(RL)finde evidence oftwo deuteronomistlcredactions. 

1 See Budde, Ri. x ; and Moore, SBOT, ‘Judges,’ on 1631. 
Z See NBldeke, ATZiche Unters. 173 8 ; M:ore, Jd‘es, 

Introd. $ 7; Budde, Ri. x v i i s : ’  also Bousset Das chrono- 
logische System. d. biblischen deschichtsbiichdr,’ Z A  I’W 20 
1 3 6 s  (1900). 

3 See CHRONOLOGY, 5. 
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struggle with the Canaanites confirms the impression 
that the picture of the times which the stories draw for 
us is as faithful as it is vivid. 

The  Hebrew text of Judges is unusually well pre- 
served. Only in parts of the Song of Deborah does 
18. Text. any considerable passage seem to be beyond 

In other difficult places un- 
skilful redaction, rather than faulty transmission, seems 
to be responsible for the obscurity. 

There are two distinct, if not wholly independent, 
Greek translations of the book ; one found in the great 
mass of manuscripts (A, etc.), and rendered by most 
of the secondary versions, of which Lagarde’s edition, 
may be taken as a fair representative ; the other in 
B, a group of minuscules, and the Sahidic version. 
The  latter, which is the younger of the two, adheres 
closely to MT, and is consequently of relatively little 
value for the emendation of the tex t2  

A. Com~~entaries.-Sebastian phmid, 1684 ; Jo. Clericus, 
1708; G; L.. Stnder, Richter, 35 ; second (title) ed. ‘42 ; 

Bertheau, ’45, (2) ’83 (KGH) . C. F. Keil is. Literature. ’63 ~ 3 7 4  ET ’68. P. caskel, ’65, (2) 3s; 
(LAnge’s hi6eZ&erk),’ET, ’72 ; J. Bachmann, 

‘68 (unfinished ; chaps. 1-5) ; Hervey, ’72 (Speaker’s Commen- 
tary); E. Reuss, La Bi6Ze, 1, ’77 ; Das A& Testament, 1, ’92 ; S. Oettli, ’93 (KGK);  G. F. Moore, ’95 (Internat. Crit. Comm.), 
98 (SBOT; translationand brief notes) ; K. Budde,,’g7 (KHC). 

B. Criticism-Noldeke Untersuchungenznr Krzttkdes A T, 
173.1 8 (‘69); Schrader, [n De Wette, aid(*) 327-333; We. 
C N d  2f3-238, cp 353-357’ v. Doorninck, Bijnrage fot de 
fekstkritzekvan Rtchteren, <-16,123-128 (‘79) ; E. Meyer, ‘Kritik 
der Berichte iiher die Eroberung Palaestmas,‘ Z A  TW11r7-146 
( ‘ 8 ~ ) .  B Stade ‘ Zur Entstehungsgesch. des vordeut. Richter- 
buch)es,”ZA TI$‘ 1339-343 (‘XI); J. C. Matthes, Th.Tl5593 j? 
(‘SI) ; W. Boehme, Z A  TW 5 251-274 (‘85) ; K. Budde, Zd 7‘W 
793-166 (‘87); Ri.Sa. 166.1 (‘go); Kuenen, Ond.(? 1338-367; 
S. R. Driver, 3QR 1258-270, (‘89). Intro4.(6) (‘97); R. Kittel, 
‘Die Pentateuch. Urkunden in den BB Richter u. Samuel,’ St. 
Kr. 6544fl (‘92), Hist. i. ; also in Kautzsch, HS, ’94 (analysis 
in the margin). G. Kalkoff Zur QueZknkritik des Kichfer- 
duches, ’93 (G$mnas. Progr:) ; Frankenberg, Die Comjositiorr 
des deuferononrischen Richfer6uches, ’95 ; Konig in Hastings’ 
DB, art. Judges’(‘99). See also the commentaries of Studer, 
Bertheau Moore, and Bndde (using valuable unpublished 
investigaiions of Holzinger), and the Polychrome Bible (analysis 
in colours). G. F. M. 

critical remedy. 

JUDGMENT, DAY OF (HMEPA KPICEUC),  2 Pet. 
37. See ESCHATOLOGY, $5 3 4 8  

JUDGMENT HALL ( I T ~ A I T ~ ~ ~ O N ) ,  Jn. 18 2833 
1 9 9  Acts 2335  ; RV ‘palace,’ RVmg. PRBTORIUM 

JUDITH (n’?jTIl, J 76; fem. of JEHUDI, 4.v.). 
(4.n. 1. 

I. Daughter of Beeri the ‘ Hittite’ (or rather ’ Rehobothite,’ see 
REHOBOTH), and one of the wives of Esan; Gen. 2634 [PI 
* 6 [ e ] w  [ADEL]). See BASEMATH. A Jewish clan as 

is a corruption of Borith (wjn). 
daughter’ of a Rehobothite, is not likely. Perhaps ‘Judith 

T. K. C. 2. See below. 
JUDITH, THE BOOK OF (ioyhsle [BKA], ;.e., n’m’), one of the Books of the APOCRYPHA [$5,4] ,  has 

Joshua, Samuel and Saul. Substantially the same result is 
reached by those) who reckon in the periods of oppression and 
exclude the ‘ minor judges’ as a later addition (see $ 9). 

The oldest written history of the period of the judges 
drew its materials from the local traditions ; the story 
16. Ultimate of Ehud is connected with Gilgal; 

Gideon and Abimelech with Ophrah 
and Shechem ; Jephthah with Mizpeh 

in Gilead; Deborah and Barak belong apparently to 
the tribes N. of the Great Plain (though Deborah may 
have been early appropriated by Ephraim). The  
subject of these traditions was naturally the daring 
deed by which an Israelite hero discomfited the’enemy 
and delivered his countrymen ; of the situation only 
enough was recalled to make the achievement the more 
glorious ; there was no motive for preserving the 
memory of the misfortunes of the Israelites in war, or 
the way in which their neighbours got the upper hand 
of them. We may be sure that if the deuteronomistic 
author had found any such details in his sources he 
would have made the most of them. 

They con- 
tain a life of Samson from the announcement of his birth 
to his death, and narrate, not one signal act of deliver- 
ance, but a series of exploits in which the hero, a man 
of gigantic strength, in his own cause, single-handed, 
inflicts many injuries upon the Philistines. The stories 
may reflect a historical situation, the Danite Hercules 
may have been a historical person; but it is evident 
that we have in these chapters not historical traditions, 
in the sense in which we may use those words of the 
stories of Ehud, Gideon, Abimelech, and others, but 
popular tales, in which, as usual, elements of widely 
diverse origin-in part, perhaps, mythical-have been 
united in the imagination of the peop1e.l I t  is note- 
worthy, and not without historical significance, that 
these are the only stories in the book which come from 
the south. 

Chapters 7 7f:, which have for subject the migration 
of the Danites, the origin of the ido1,and the priesthood 
at Dan, are probably derived from the traditions of 
that sanctuary. Of the history of the war over Gibeah 
(chap. 1 9 8 ) ,  we can only say’that it seems to be from 
an Ephraimite sonrce. 

In  estimating the historical value of the Book of 
Judges, we must bear in mind that the stories of the 
17. Historical deliverers of Israel represent only 

certain glorious moments in the history 
of these centuries; of their manifold 

vicissitudes of fortune tradition has preserved but 
fragmentary memories, and of the long, slow process 
by which the nomadic Israelite tribes established them- 
selves in Canaan and adopted the agriculture and arts of 
the older inhabitants, we learn only from the glimpses 
which the stories incidentally afford us. 

T h e  chronological scheme of RD is late and system- 
atic;  we cannot be sure that the order in which the’ 
stories were arranged in JE was chronological. In the 
stories themselves a legendary admixture cannot be 
denied ; this has been successively heightened by later 
authors and editors ; the union of parallel accounts by 
RJE has, in more than one case, wrought an intricate 
confusion which baffles the keenest analytic criticism. 

When all this is recognised, however, it remains true 
that the picture which the book gives us of the social 
and religious conditions of the period which preceded 
the establishment of the kingdom is ’of the highest 
historical value. It is manifest that the traditions con- 
tained in it were fixed in writing before the momentous 
changes which the kingdom wrought had had time to 
make such a state of things as is represented in Judg. 
unintelligible or unsympathetic. 

W e  fortunately possess one contemporary monument, 
the Song of Deborah ; and its description of the great 

sources’ 

Chaps. 13-16 are of a different character. 

value. 

1 See SAMSON, 5 2. 
2 See DEBORAH, and POETICAL LITERATURE, 8 3 (ii.). 
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1. Two versions come down to us in a shorter and a 
longer form, and the text of the 
latter in a varietv of recensions. ofstory. 

The various texts belonging to the longer (the canonical) 
recension show much more pronounced differences than are 
found in those belonging to the other. Even Jerome speaks of 
the number and variety of the MSS of the Judith legend which 
had been seen by him. 

The two forms of the story are quite different in 
tendency and in historical background. The contents, 
which though similar are not absolutely identical, are 
therefore summarised here separately, as comparison of 
the two forms of the story may enable us to arrive at  
sure conclusions as to the date and origin of the book.$ 

1 On the historical character of Judg. 1, see JOSHUA, $0 13 15  : 
also HISTORICAL LITERATURE 5 2. 

2 On the text see Moore /&ges x l i i i s  and in addition to 
the authors there cited, Mez, Die) Bibel dLs Josejhus, ’95 ; cp 
Moore’s critical edition of the text in SBOT Heb., 1900. 

3 The line here taken renders it unnecessary to discuss other 
critical theories; which, resting on mere conjecture, were only 
provisionally useful. They are briefly referred to by Kanig in 
his E X . ,  and discussed at length by Ball in his commentary. 
[Ball himself refers Judith to the time of queen Salome- 
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The longer form of the story is as follows :-Arphaxad, 

Nabuchodonosor 
(Nebuchadrezzar), king of the Assyrians 

2' Longer in Nineveh, makes war against him and 
story (A)* summons the dwellers in all the lands 

between Persia and Memphis to his aid. They refuse. 
Vowing vengeance against them, he marches alone to 
battle with ARPHAXAD (q.v., z), and destroys him. 
After an interval be appoints Holofernes general over 
his army, and sends him against those nations which 
had refused their aid, with orders to spare none who 
should offer resistance, or should refuse to recognise and 
worship Nebuchadrezzar as a god. 

Holofernes occupies all the places along the sea coast, 
and destroys all their gods so that 'all  the nations 
should worship Nabuchodonosor only, and that all their 
tongues and their tribes should call upon him as god '( 3 8). 
The  'children of Israel that dwelt in Judaea,' terrified 
a t  his approach, fortify their hills. Joakim the high 
priest charges the people of Bethulia and Betomesthaim 
to guard the passes to the hill-country, while all the 
inhabitants of Judaea and Jerusalem betake themselves 
to fasting and prayer. 

Achior, the leader of the children of Ammon, tells Holofernes 
who the Jews are and warns him not to attack them, for if there 
is no iniquity among them their Lord will defend them and their 
God be for them. Holofernes and his followers are incensed 
against Achior, and rebuke him, telling him that there is no 
God hut Nabuchodonosor who has decreed the utter de- 
struction of the Jews. Aghior will be destroyed with them. 
Having thus spoken Holofernes causes Achior to be cast 
down and left at the foot of the hill near Betbulia. He is 
rescued by the Jews who after the words of Holofernes have 
been reported to thdm fah down and worship God saying: 
'0 Lord God of heavgn, behold their arrogance a n i  pity the 
low estate of our race and look upon the face of 'those that are 
sanctified unto thee (dr, thy sanctuary [Syr.]) this day' (6 19). 

Holofernes lays siege to Bethulia and stops the water 
supply. The people lose heart and press Ozias and 
the rulers to give way ; these promise to do so, if no 
help arise before five days have passed. Now in those 
days there lived a widow, named Judith, of rare piety 
and beauty. She fasted all the days of her widowhood 
save the eves of the Sabbath, and the Sabbaths, the 
eves of the new moons and the new moons, and the 
feasts and solemn days of the house of Israel. She 
blames Ozias and the rulers for thinking of submission, 
and points out to them that as they are now worshipping 
none other but the true God-and no one among them 
worships gods made with hands as had aforetime been 
the case-they may safely put their trust in God that 
he will not despise them nor any of their race. T h e  
rulers excuse themselves, and Judith promises to do for 
them something that shall go down to all generations. 
When left alone she falls on her face, and at the time 
when incense is being offered in the temple in Jerusalem 
she prays God to help her in her undertaking, recalling 
the deliverances wrought in the time of the Maccabaean 
revolt and on other occasions when God had signally 
discomfited the plans of their enemies for the destruction 
of the Jewish nation. She then decks herself bravely 
and goes to the camp of Holofernes accompanied by her 
maid, who carries a bottle of wine, a cruse of oil, a bag 
filled with parched corn and fine bread (and cheese 
[It. Syr. Vg.]). Arrived at  the camp, she is brought 
before Holofernes, who asks her wherefore she has 
come. 

She tells him that her nation cannot he punished, neither 
can the sword prevail against them, except they sin against 
their God, hut that now they are about to eat all those things 
which God charsed them by his laws that they should not eat 
and that they will therefore he delivered into his hands. Shd 
will show him the way to the town, and will lead him until he 
comes to Jerusalem. Holofernes is highly pleased, and bids 
that his people should prepare for her of his own meats and 
that she should drink of his own wine. This she refuses; but 
in the morning she asks and receives permission to go forth into 

king of Ecbatana, fortifies his city. 

Alexandra (79-70 B.c.), and G. Klein (Actes du VIIfe. congv.$ 
ilzternnt. des OYienfnZisies, sect. sbmit. 287-105, Leyden, 'g3), 
reviving a theory of Hitzig, to the period of the revolt of Bar. 
Cochha (131-135 A.D.).] 
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.he valley of Bethulia*for prayer ; on three successive nights 
iccordingly she goes forth and washes herself in a fountain by 
:he camp. 

On the fourth day Holofernes who wishes to ' deceive' 
[udith sends BAGOAS (4.v.) the eunuch to invite her to 
I banquet. She accepts. He drinks deeply and is left 
done w9ith her. Praying God for strength she smites 
~ f f ,  with his own scimitar, the head of Holofernes, and 
?utting it into her bag of victuals, hastens to Bethulia. 
411 the people run together on hearing her voice, and 
seeing the head of Holofernes, give praise to God, who 
ias not taken away his mercy from Israel. The next 
norning they fall upon the besiegers, who, finding their 
.eader dead, lose heart and flee in wild disorder. 

The Jews spoil the camp for thirty days, and Judith after 
jinging a song of praise and thanksgiving to God accompanies 
:he victors to Jerusalem, where the rejoicings before the 
ianctuary continue for the space of three months. After a 
peat and glorious life she dies at the age of one hundred and 
five years, and is buried in Bethulia in the cave of her husband 
Manasseh. 'And there was none that made the children of 
Israel any more afraid in the days of Judith, nor a long time 
zfter her death' (16 25). (Vg. adds : 'hut the day of the festival 
3f this victory is received by the Hebrews in the number of 
the holy days, and is observed by the Jews from that time 
unto the present day.') 

The shorter form is as follows :-Seleucus besieged 
Jerusalem. The Israelites were fasting and praying. 
3. Shorter Among them was a beautiful maiden, 
story (B). Judith the daughter of Ahitob. God in- 

spired her with the thought that a miracle 
would be wrought through her. So she set out from 
Jerusalem with her maid and went to the camp of 
Seleucus, where she told the king that having heard 
that the town was sure to fall into his hands, she had 
come out first that she might find favour in his eyes. 
The  king, struck by her beauty, desired to have her 
company. She declared herself willing to satisfy him, 
but as she was in her impurity, so she told him, she 
asked his permission to go out unmolested in the 
middle of the night to the fountain of water to 
make her ablutions. The  king granted her request. 
At the banquet he drank much wine and was afterwards 
left alone with her. Taking his falchion she cut off his 
head &d hastened with it to Jerusalem, passing un- 
molested through the camp. The Israelites seeing this 
unexpected deliverance rejoiced greatly, and going 
forth routed their enemies. They established this 
day as a day of feasting. It fell on the eighteenth 
day of Adar, and was observed as a day on which 
mourning and fasting were forbidden. 

Of the two tales the shorter seems to retain the true 
original character most. There is nothing improbable *. Date of B. in a story of the kind. The  names are 

historical, and the besieged place is 
Jerusalem. The mention of the day on which the 
memory of the achievement was celebrated points to the 
fact that we have here a fragment of the Maccabaean 
calendar, which was abrogated officially in the middle 
of the third century of our era, but had fallen into 
desuetude long before. The narrative is probably the 
record of an occurrence during the wars of the Macca- 
bees. There is not a single reference in it to cere- 
monial observances, nor any allusion to sin and its 
consequences for the political future of the nation, 
through forfeiture of the grace and mercy of God by 
transgression, and by the worship of false gods. The 
reason for the visit to the fountain is made perfectly 
obvious, whilst in the other recension it is anything but 
clear. 

The longer tale differs completely in style, tendency, 
and conception. A simple incident in a war of antiquity 
5. Date of A. and the heroism of a Jewish maiden are 

only the warp upon which a later writer 
has woven his richly embroidered tale. He has trans- 
formed it into a tale of comfort and encouragement. 

From the leading features of the story as epitomised above, it 
is evident that the author of the romance laid the greatest 
possible stress upon strict observance of all the religious cere- 
monial in vogue in his time. He manifests his strong belief that 
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God is sure to grant his aid to those who have not sinned. He 
trJ:es the greatest care to emphasise the ruin that is sure to 
follow upon any meddling wxth the tithes or other sacred 
things, he abhors all ceremonial defilement, and dwells upon 
the efficacy of prayer . the prayer of the righteous and pure 
widow is sure to he he&d, and her intercession saves the Jewish 
+ace. Judith scrupulously abstains from touching any of the 
food of the heathen. She fasts all the days of her widowhood, 
except on certain feast days and their eves. 

All these details show that the author of the longer 
story was a Pharisee. One might feel inclined to think 
of him as one of the ASSIDAZANS (4 .v . )  from the very 
great stress he lays on the regular ablution before 
prayer, which is nowhere else heard of. 

A reminiscence of the old orig,inal survives in 129 where we 
read that 'She came in clean hut in what respect is not 
mentioned. We are to undersiand that the whole rabbinical 
ceremonial law has been observed with great minuteness by 
Judith in full agreement with the decisions arrived at in the 
contro$ersy between the school of Shammai and that of Hillel. 
This is equally clear in the matter of food (wine, oil, and bread) 
and in that of the tithes which it is not lawful for any of the 
people so much as to touch with their hands (11 13). 

These rigorous prescriptions point to the end of the 
first century B.C. 

A further study of the additional elements in the 
longer version (A) may enable us to fix its date with 
still greater precision. The chief ruler of the nation is 
the  high priest; no mention is made of a king. 
Nebuchadrezzar has killed Arphaxad. 

It  is easily seen that these names borrowed from ancient 
history, stand for more modern one;, and have been chosen 
for the purpose of giving the book an air of antiquity, since 
,otherwise it would defeat its own ends. Unless put forth as 
.a tale of ancient deliverance it would miss the popular effect it 
was intended to have in times of danger and distress. 

The book also mentions Achior, the chief of the 
house of Ammon, as friendly to the Jews ( 5 5  6 2 3 ) .  

A great danger threatens the people. 
They are uncertain of the issue but are convinced that God 

will not deliver them into the h&ds of their enemies if only 
they do what is right and live piously. I t  appears that they 
are suffering from great drought or scarcity of water. 

Taking these and other data (see, e.g:, JEMNAAN) 
together, we shall find but one period which the author 
can have had before him-the time, namely, 
approach of Pompey to Jerusalem (B.c. 63) .  ?f the 

Aristobiilus 11. had commenced a war against his brother 
Hyrcanus 11. Scaurus (Holofernes), the Roman general in 
Syria, took the part of Aristobiilus.1 Pompey, before coming 
to Palestine, had a war with Mithridates, whom he overthrew 
and slew, exactly as Nabuchodonosor smote Arphaxad. Aretas, 
king of the Nabataeans, assisted Hyrcanus at the instigation of 
Antipater the Idumaean. When hostilities commenced between 
Hyrcanus and Aristohiilus, a certain holy man, Onias by name 
(= Joakim),' prayed that the great drought might cease (Jos. 
Ant. xiv. 2 I). Pompey, taking the side of Hyrcanus, deposed 
Aristobiilus and appointed Hyrcanus high priest. 

Here we find all the leading elements in the tale in 
correspondence with the historical events. BETHULIA 
(4 .v. )  is thus seen to be equivalent to 5Nn-3 : the House 
of God, Jerusalem. This hypothesis is corroborated 
and strengthened if we compare the book with another 
product of exactly the same period, viz., the Psalms 
of Solomon, written shortly after this date, when 
Pompey had already met his death in Egypt. 

The situation as viewed by the two authors is almost 
identical, and the Psalms furnish a number of parallels to 
the leading views expressed by the author of Judith. He too 
knows of a high priest only. He too lays preponderant stress 
on the observance of ceremonial law (38.10) and on prayer 
(224 etc.); the prayer of the righteous is heard (15 I). He too 
dwells on ceremonial pollution and its purification (%zf :  81zf: 
1725-33); God blesses pious conduct (12 87) (see Ryle and 
James, Psalms of the Pharisees, xlviii ['gr]). Besides, 
the tone which pervades the prayers of Judith and her last song 
finds its absolute counterpart in those Psalms. Both reflect the 
same period, viz., circa 50 B.C. 

The  ceremonial prescriptions mentioned in Judith 
render any earlier date impossible: and at  any later 
date the book would have lost its value and importance, 
as being too transparent a fiction. 

Winckler has given an analysis of the sources with new views 
on Holofernes and Judith ( A F 2  2 6 6 8 ) .  He derives the name 
Judith from the Babylonian IStar. 

1 See Schiirer, Hist. 1318. 
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According to Willrich (Iudaica, 33 [rgoo]) the book was 
written in the quiet period between 157 and 153 B).c. The author 
is one of the Assidreans (husidim) who welcomed Alcimus. He 
holds that it was not the Maccabees who rescued the Jewish 
people, hut Yahwl: alone and his instrument Judith. Ozias (= 
Jonathan) plays quite a secondary role. The name Holofernes 
is suggested by Odoarres, Arphaxad by Artaxias, Bethulia by 
Bethalagan (see, however, HOLOFERNES, BETHULIA, BETH- 
BASI). 

If the book was meant to be accepted as an old book, 
and if it was the work of a Pharisee or Assidaean, it 

6. original could only have been written in the 
language of the people-viz., either in 

language' Aramaic or (what is more probable') in 
Hebrew. Jerome mentions Hebrew I&S, and 'the 
addition which appears at the end of his translation 
only proves him to have had access to a text which 
stood in some relation to the more complete Hebrew 
text of what is now the short recension (B). In these 
alone do we find an allusion to the observance of the 
day as a festival. 

I. Of the long recension (A) no old Hebrew text has, thus far, 
been critically edited. Jellinek has merely reprinted a later 

version Hemdath ha-yaminr, 2s 62b-65c (Con- 
7. Editions. stantinople 1/37)=Bet ha-midrasch 2 12.2~). 

A better te'xt is one that has hithertolremained 
Fnnoticed (Ozur ha-Kodesh 6brza; Lemberg [Amsterdam] 

I). A very old version, older at least than the twelfth centur; 
i? not of even much greater antiquity, has been discovered by 
Dr. Gaster in the Chronicle of Jerahmeel (see The Chronicles 
of/ErahmeeZl '99). Both of these agree with Jerome and have 
the same ending. For other allusions to the story of Judith in 
Hebrew literature see Zunz (Gottesdienstl. Vortr.(Y 131, n. d). 
The relation between these texts and that of Jerome requires 
further study. 

The Greek versions have come down in three recensions, one 
of which forms the LXX text (best ed., 0. F. Fritzsche, Lib. 
Apow. Vei. Test. Grace 165-203). The second, more akin 
to the Lat. and Syr., is iound in a MS (cod. 58 Holmes and 
Parsons), and a third in a group of MSS not very different 
from the latter. The Latin versions are: (a) Vetus, ed. 
Sabatier, Bibl. sac. Lat. verss. anfiq. 1744-790 (~743). from 
five codices; (b) Jerome's Vulgata. The Syriac IS given in 
Lagarde, Lib. vet. Test. apocr. Syriuce, 104-126 ('61). For 
further bibliography (Gr. Lat and Syr. versions, etc.) see 
Schiirer GIV2 599.603. 

Comw&tuaries.-The best thus far is that of 0. F. Fritzsche 
in the E x q .  Hunn'b. 2 111-ZII ('53). For other literature see 
Schiirer (as above ; ET, 603), and C. J. Ball, Speake#s Comm. : 
Apocryplta, vol. I, to whose lists add A. Scholz, Coni. 
mentar(?, '96, and Lijhr in Kau. Apokr. 

2. Of the short recension (B) only the Hebrew text has come 
down to us ; see ' The oldest text with introduction and trans- 
lation' by M. Gaster in PSBA, '94, pp. 156-163; where further 
bibliography is given. M. G.  

JUEL ( IOYHA [L]). I. I E s d . 9 3 4 = E z r a 1 0 3 4 U ~ ~ .  
2. (tovqh [A], cwqh [L]), I Esd. 935=Ezra 1043, JOEL (14). 

JULIA (10yAl~  [Ti. WH]) ,  is saluted in Rom. 1615 
in conjunction with PHILOLOGUS (g.v.) ,  who was doubt- 
less her husband (cp ROMANS, §§ 4 IO). She may 
have been a freedwoman of some member of the gens 
Julia; the name is, at  all events, exceedingly common. 

JULIUS (ioyAloc Ti WH]),  the centurion of the 
Augustan band (see A L k ,  5 IO), who had charge of 
Paul when he was sent to Rome (Acts 27 I 3). 

JUNIAS (so RV, but RVmg. and AV have Junia, 
assuming with Chrysostom and other ancient interpreters 
a feminine nominative for l o y ~ l ~ ~  [Ti. WH], which, 
however. more probably represents a nominative 
IOYN IAC,  an abbreviated form of Junianus) is mentioned 
in Rom. 1 6 7  along with Andronicus as being an apostle, 
as a kinsman and fellow-prisoner of Paul, and as having 
been ' in Christ ' before him (cp ROMANS, §§ 4 IO). It 
has been conjectured from the name that he may have 
been originally a slave ; the word ' kinsman ' seems to 
suggest that he was of Jewish birth. 

In the list of the seventy by 
Pseudo-Dorotheus (A) Junias figures as bishop of Apamea in 
Syria. 

JUNIPER (bo?, rcfhem, I K. 194 f. Job 304 Ps. 
12043.) should be 'b room'  (so Job 304 RV, I K. 194 

1 [Cp Ball, 1244.1 
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see a& Wi. AF2 2 6 6 f l  

See, further, ANDRONICUS. 



JUPITER 
RVmg., Ps. 1204 RVmg.), except, probably, in I K. 
194.’ 

The Heb. word puzzled the LXX translators, who render by 
+6v in I K. 19 5 and by i p q p i r o k  in Ps. 120 4 while in Job 30 4 
the translator shortens his text (!jab mg. inf.kA have @hwv). 
Pesh. has ‘terebinth’ in I K. 19 and ‘oak’ in Ps. 120. Aq. 
rendered ‘juniper’ ( b p d t l w  bp .pnhbais ,  paecpw)  in I K. and 
in the Psalm; this is also in bg., which as usual follows Jewish 
tradition. 

In  spite of the versions Ar. ratam certainly means 
‘broom’ (cp Low, 366). The particular species is 
probably Cenista R e f a m ,  Forsk., which, according to 
Robinson (BR 1203), is ‘ the largest and most conspicuous 
shrub ’ in the deserts S. of Palestine. 

a. I K. 195 can be explained by another quotation from the. 
same source. ‘Our Arabs always selected the place of encamp- 
ment (if possible) in a spot where it grew, in order to be sheltered 
by it at  night from the wind ; and during the day, when they 
often went on in advance of the camels, we found them not un- 
frequently sitting o~ sleeping under a bush of Retem to protect 
them from the sun. 

RV renders thus, 
‘What shall be given unto thee . . . thou deceitful tongue? 
Sharp arrows of the mighty, with coals of juniper.’ The mode 
of expression, however, is ‘somewhat artificial, not to say 
Fffected’ (Duhm). The tongue is itself an ‘arrow’’ how can 
arrows ’ be given to it, and how can arrows be n h e d  with 

‘coals’? Travellers tell us, qo doubt that ‘coals of broom 
emit an intense heat (see COAL, 5 2, cd. 854).  This illustrates 
the phrase, but not its figurative application in this context; 
Hupfeld has already seen that ‘coals’ (.$n2) should be ‘tents 
( 7 5 n 3 .  This at once gives a new aspect to the passage ; but it 
creates a new riddle which only a more thorough investigation 
of the text can solve. Probably, for O-Dn,, we should read 
D’gt?, and render 71. 46 (emended text) thus, ‘Arrows of a 
warrior are the tongues of the people of the tents of Misrim’ 
(see MIZRAIM, F, z [!I). 

ob Y O 4  RV, and the roots of the broom are their meat’ (&I{), supposing that these roots were sometimes eaten by 
famine-stricken men. Many critics, however, find this sup- 
position difficult, and propose to read 0,255 or mnl) assuming 
that fires of rathem branches are referred to’(so RVlng. ‘ to warm 
them’). Both f i :F l )  and D@?l) areunsatisfactory.2 It must be 
il?D$F, ‘purslain’ (see PURSLAIN), that is referred to; U?j 
P’flnl should be O n 1  fi’?lY? ; v. 3 is a collection of misread dnp- 
lications’and the last two words a glossatorial comment on the 
corrupt’ ?:i:r,. Light and sense are thus restored to an almost 
desperate passage. Read- 
‘ Who pluck mallow and the leaves (‘$y!, G. Beer) of the &a&, 

But we 

Symm. has u d q s ,  2urocpaupBuww, .$dhow, AypYPiov. 

6. Ps. 1204 is a more doubtful passage. 

Who gnaw the broom-plant and the purslain.’ 
Thus only two passages with o$i can be vindicated. 
need not doubt the word on this account. Cp RITHMAH. 

T. K. C. 

JUPITER (Greek zsyc m a ~ ~ p  = Sanscr. Djdus 
pitdr; from JAi f shining,’ seen in dies), the supreme 
deity of the Greeks, the conception of whom arose from 
the contemplation of the clear sky (cp Holm, G v x k  
Hist., E T 1 1 2 4 J ) .  In Acts1935, therefore, the words 
noD GiorreroOs ( ’ the image which fell down from Jupiter,’ 
AV ; so also RV, with marg. ‘ heaven ’ )  should be 
rendered ‘ the image that fell from the bright sky.’ 

So Euripides rightly explains ‘the same epithet in speaking of 
the image of the Tauric Artemis (I$,+. T. 977, G r o m r Z s  Zyahpa  : 
cp v. 1384, o6pavoQ n B q F a ) .  [For parallels in Hebrew cp Gen. 
1924, ‘brimstone and fire from Yahwk, from heaven’ ( n r n * n ~ ~  
D$Dunn); hlic.57[61 ‘adewfromYahw&’(ni;r>nEcn $a).] 

The title Olympian (’OXlj,umos) was in general use 
throughout Greece as marking the supremacy of Zeus, 
owing to the influence of the Homeric poems, in which 

Jhe  abode of the gods was localised upon the summit of 
Mt. Olympus (cp Farnell, C d t ~  ofthe Greek States, I. iv. ). 

As the god of hospitality and the protector of strangers 
he was everywhere worshipped as Zeus Xenios. In 

1 Here, as @ ( p d p d u  [Bl, or paFa0  [AI, or pa0afreLv ILI) in 0 . 4  
sum-ests, on, conceals the name or part of the name, of some 
lo&iity; otherwise we do not kdow where Elijah halted. For 
nnx o m  nnn we should probably read ni2hl  $I;?, ‘in the 
valley of Rehohoth’ (Klo., however, D!?fp, ‘ Egypt ’). See 
CHERITH. To take -FY in paope” [B] as a misplaced numeral 
would be unwise since @ passes over inN in v. 5. 

2 The use o i  r&mz-branches for fuel would hardly be 
characteristic of the poorest class. 
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JUBTUS 
168 B. c. Antiochns Epiphanes (see ANTIOCHUS ’ 2) 

established the worship of the Olympian Zeus in the 
Temple at  Jerusalem (z Macc. 6 2  ; on the Syriac 
equivalent of Aibs ’ O X u p ~ i o u ,  see col. 23 top, and on 
Dan. 11 31 and 12 11 see col. 22), and that of Zeus Xenios 
on Mt. Gerizim. I t  was this Antiochus who resumed 
the building of the greatest temple of Olympian Zeus, 
that at  Athem’fifteen columns of which still remain: 
Peisistratos had laid the foundations ; but the completion 
of the work was reserved for Hadrian (130 A. I). ). 

The  Jupiter of Lystra (Acts141z) is not the Greek 
Zeus, but the native Lycaonian deity identified by the 
Greek - speaking section of the population with the 
supreme god of the Greek pantheon ; but we have no 
right to draw inferences as to the character of the cult 
from such identification, for identity of name by no 
means implied identity in character (e.g. the Artemis 
of Ephesus was very different from the Artemis of 
Delos). This caution applies also to the use of the 
name Hermes in this passage of Acts. Ramsay 
(Church in R. Emp.(5) 57, n . )  acutely remarks 
that ‘ t rue  to the Oriental character, the Lycaonians 
regarded the active and energetic preacher (Paul) as 
the inferior, and the more silent and statuesque figure 
(Rarnabas) as the leader and principal.’ The idca that 
the deities manifested themselves on earth seems to 
have been prominent in central Asia Minor. Ovid 
(Metam. 8621) relates the Phrygian legend of the enter- 
tainment unawares of Zeus and Hermes by the poor 
couple Baiicis and Philemon (the legend was local- 
ked perhaps near‘ryriaion, near Iconium : see Ramsay, 
Church in R. Emf .  58 n., and Comm. on GaL 225, 
where he refers also to Phrygian inscriptions with the 
words ~ b v  2?rr$av&rasov e&, ‘I the most manifest 
god ”).’ 

In Acts1413 (705 Acbs TOG dwros vpb 6 s  TMEW ‘Jupiter, 
which was before their city,’ AV ; ‘whose temple &as before 
the city,’ RV), Codex Bezae reads roc Z m o s  Aibs xpb rr6hsos 
(or better Il orr6hros as one word), ‘of Zeus who is (called) Zeus-hefore-tf d-City ”Le. ‘Zeus Propoleos. This is preferable.3 
Ramsay (Church ii R. hm$. 51) compares an inscription of 
Claudiopolis of Isauria to the SE.. of Lystra, recording a 
dedication Act I I p o a u r h  ‘to Zeus-before-the-Town.’ I n -  
dependent proof of the eiktenceof the-temple would probably 
be the first-fruits of excavation on the site of Lystra. 

W. J. W. 

JURISDICTION (sfoycla), Lk. 237 (cp 2020). See 
GOVERNMENT, 3 0 5  

JUSHAB-HESED (7Qn 3&, ‘kindness is requited,’ 
5 23 ; A ~ O B A C O K  P I 9  acoBascA [AI, iwcaBse [Ll). 
a son of Zerubbabel ( I  Ch. 3201.). The  name seem9 
improbable; it follows Hasadiah, and is of a type 
which is unusual in Hebrew proper names. 

E L  suggests y~crn,  Jehosheba, of which ‘ Jushab’ would be 
a corrupt fragment, and ‘besed’ a fragment of a duplicated 
Hasadiah. Cp the corrupt names Giddalti, Romanti-ezer, etc. 
(see HEMAN, TOB-ADONIJAH). T. IC. C. 

JUSTICE (Administration of). See LAW AND 
JUSTICE. 

JUSTUS ( i o y c ~ o c ) ,  under the form Just& Jnsti, 
was a common name among the Jews. Josephns men- 
tions three persons of the name, including a son of his 
own. Bar-Kappara, denouncing the practice of taking 
Roman names, says, ‘ They did not call Reuben Rufus, 
Judah Julianus, Benjamin Alexander, Joseph Justus. ’ 
W e  need hardly suppose that he is attacking the 

1 [In Acts1412 in its present form, two reasons for the 
prominence of Barnahas seem to be combined : (I) that he was 
of imposing stature (contrast Paul, Acta Pauli e! T,+c+z, 3), 
and (2) that he was not forward to speak, like Paul. ErrriQ 
L . T . ~ .  (‘because he was the chief speaker,’ EV) may perhaps he 
an early addition (the Fleury palimpsest omits). On the source 
of Acts13f: cp ACTS, 5 IO.-ED.I 

2 Cp SODOM AND GOMORRAH. 
3 [If conjectures are permissible shonld we not read, with 

Valckenir, 6 r c  i e p s k  TOG TOG Bibs ;eboii rn5 dvros K.T.~., ‘and 
the priest of the temple of Zeus which was’ etc. ?-ED.] 

4 Wayyi&r& R a 6 4  32. See Nestle, Ex#. T IO, p7a (‘99); 
Chajes, Markus-sfudien (‘gg), 78. 
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JUSTUS KADESH 
Probably the true name is Tertius Justus, ' Titius ' being 
a corruption of ' Tertius.' The Roman Christian who 
had received Paul during his first visit to Corinth was 
of course still his intimate friend during his second visit, 
and as such was proud to discharge the important 
duties of a secretary. I1, Tertius, who write this 

JUTTAH ( n W ;  Josh. 2116: TANY [B], om. A, 
IETTA [I,] ; IETA),  or Jutah (YQY ; Josh. 15 55 RV ; 
ITAN [B], IETTA [AL]), a place in the hill-country of 
Judah, a Levitical city according to the Priestly Writer. 

By mistake (notice the number in v. 6% Juttah is omitted in 
MT of I Ch. F59[441; it is restored by Be. and Ki who 
have not noticed, however, that @B (away, Zotu) had pr&eded 
them.' 

Eusebius and Jerome describe Juttah as a large 
village, 18 R. m. to the S. of Eleutheropolis (Onam. 
26649  ; 13310). This exactly agrees with the distance 
to the SE. from Beit'/ibrin of the modern Yu&i, 
which lies very highon the S. slopes of a mountain, 
54 m. S. by W. from Hebron (Rob. BR 2628 : GuCrin, 
/udt?e, 3 205 ; PBFM 3 310). 

Reland, Robinson Renan, and Smend have identified it with 
the city referred to )in Lk. 139 (cis d h r v  lov'6a [Ti. WH]), but 
' Judah' there seems to he parallel to the hill-country ' (cp v. 
65), so that no particular city is specified, and, as G u h n  points 
out (Jude!, 188), the attested Greekform of Juttah has a T not a 
6. See also Schick, 2DPV2281& ('99). On the transition 
from the Hebrew to the Arabic form, see Kampffmeyer, ZDPY 
16421. T. K. C. 

epistle . . . ' (Rom. 1622). T. K. C .  

Alexander and Rufus of Mk. 1521, and the Joseph- 
Justus of Acts 123, but the coincidence of the names is 
remarkable. 

I. Joseph Barsabas, 'surnamed Justus,' Acts 123 ; see BAR- 

2. J'esus, Justus a Jewish Christian who unlike most who 
were 'of the circ;mcision ' was a comfort io Paul Col. 411. 
Theophylact identifies him'with 3 below. Accordink to a late 
tradition he became bishop of Eleutheropolis. 

SARAS $ 2. 

3. Titins Justus, see below. 

, JUSTUS (AB3D*, etc.), or (RV) TITUS JUSTUS 
HE) or Titius Justus ( ~ 1 ~ 1 0 ~  loyc~oc [Ti. WH], B", 

bg. I Memph., Arm.), a proselyte (CE~OMSNOC TON 
&ON), whose house adjoined the synagogue, and who 
received the apostle Paul at a critical period during his 
first visit to Corinth (Acts 187). As Ramsay points out,l 
he was evidently one of the coZoni of the colony Corinth ; 
the adhesion of a Roman citizen would be a great help to 
a Christian missionary. When the Christians left the 
synagogue, the house of Justus provided a convenient 
meeting-place. The exact name of Paul's friend, how- 
ever, is disputed. Tregelles inclined to ' Justus ' (AV) ; 
Ti., W H ,  and Blass adopt ' Titius Justus ' ; Wieseler, 
on doubtful grounds, prefers ' Titus Justus ' (RV). The 
decision may perhaps be given by Paul himself, who, 
as Weizsacker notes, (in the present text) makes 
no reference to his Corinthian entertainer. Probably 
not one of the forms given above, to which may 
be added the bare Titus (Pesh., Theb.), is correct. 

KAB (>p), 2 K. 62.5 RV, AV CAB (P.v.). 

KABZEEL (?Ky?p, '[whom] God collects'), a city 
of Judah on the border of Edom, the native town of 

~, . ~ ~. 
In  Neh. 1125 the name .appears as JEKABZEEL 

$w?jy; ; om. BK*A, K U ~ U ~ $ ,  [Wa "g.L]. Most probably 
it is a corruption of JehalleSe'el (SNS$~'), HalleSe'el 
(5N&)--i. e. the important town elsewhere miscalled 
Ziklag, on the site of UalaSa, SW. of Beersheba, towards 
Ruheibeh (Rehoboth). David's close connection, prob- 
ably by birth and certainly by fortunes, with the Negeb, 
and the fact that Benaiah was the commander of the 
Cherethites (Rehobothites) and Pelethites (Zarephathites), 
strongly favours this view. 

I t  must beadmitted that Jekabzeel, Kabzeel are in themselves 
likely forms; the present writer has therefore been reluctant to 
resort to emendation. Wincliler's treatment of the Kirethi and 
PElethi (GI ii. 184#), however, so nearly approaches that 
proposed in this and other articles (especially PELETHITES 
REHOBOTH ZAREPHATH), and adds so much force to th: 
argument fbr deriving David's bodyguard from the Negeb (see 
NEGEB) that it would be misplaced hesitation to withhold this 
conjectdre which is in fact not very much less probable than 
the restorAtion of Qalugah for Ziklag. See ZIKLAG, and cp 

See JUDAH.  

HAZELBLPONI. T. K. C. 

KADESH ( ~ 7 2 .  'holy.' J 98 ; KAAHC [BAL]). 
I. Also called . Kadesh - Barnea (UJTS 'p, peculiar 

to D (R,) and P, K. pap7 [BAFL], once K. TOU p. Num. 
344 [BAFL], on the Targ. 03'1 for Kadesh '' situation* see JERAHMEEL, 4),  one of the most 

important places in the history of Israel previous to 
the ' conquest,' is now identified with 'Ain-k-adis, 
50 m. S. of Beersheba. From its situation it is plain 
that it must always have been a central spot, and Trum- 
bull, with whom Guthe (ZDPY8 1 8 ~ 8 )  in all essentials 
agrees, has shown that the biblical references to.Kadesh 
are best satisfied by identifying it with 'Ain Kadis (see 

1 Sf. Paul fAe TuaveNer, 256. 

85 a649 

NEGEB, and [on the confusion between Kadesh and 
Petra] SELA). In  the O T  it appears as the frontier- 
city of Edom (Nu. 20 16), and in P and Ezek. as 
part of the southernmost border of Palestine (Nu. 34 4 
Ezek. 47 19 [ K ~ S ~ , U  B] 48 28). The surrounding district 
is once called ' the desert of Kadesh ' (Ps. 29 81, and was 
perhaps identical with that of Beersheba (Gen. 21r4).a 
Its name, however, is given by P as PARAN (Nu. 
133 26), and by another writer of the same age as Sin 
(EV Z I N ) . ~  I t  is by no means improbable that the 
district coincided with the N. Arabian M u y i  mentioned 
in Assyrian inscriptions, see MIZRAIM, J z 6. 

The significance of the name Kadesh fully accords 
with all we know of the whole district. In the old 
2. sanctity. patriarchal legends the district of Kadesh 

(see BERED, BEER-LAHAI-ROI,  SHUR),  
enters into the stories of ABRAHAM, HAGAR, and 
ISHMAEL,4 its prominence being no doubt derived from 
its association with the early life of Israel after the 
Exodus, the old accounts ( JE )  of which make Kadesh 
the goal on leaving Egypt, and the centre of the forty 
years' wanderings; see WANDERINGS, 53 3 8  The 
events related of Meribath-Kadesh (see MASSAH AND 
MERIBAH), and the evidence of the name I Well of 
Judgment ' as applied to Kadesh (e?@ i'y, Gen. 14 7 ; cp 
Nu. 3336 [L]), suggest that Kadesh was renowned both 

1 I t  is doubtful whether AL omit ; Ba~fJBqp [AI, pareovp [Ll 
may represent this name or possibly Bethzur, cp preuovp (Ald. 
and 121 HP ad lac.). 

2 According to Eusebius the 'desert of Kadesh' extends to 
Petra, and includes Hazazon-Tamar Hormah, and wva (see 
ZIN); but the statement requires crititkm. 
3 Cp the variation in Nu. 33 36 where after 'Zin' 6P.W reads 

'and they departed from Zin, and came to the wilderness of 
Paran which is Kadesh" @ L  has the interesting reading 'to 
the Wkll of Judgment, wdich is Kadesh.' 

4 The instances where ' Mizraim ' in these narratives refers to 
the N. Arabian Mnyi are to be specially noted (see MIZRAIM, 

6 According to Wi. (GI 2 33) ' En-mishpat ' is localised in Gen. 
14 7 by an arbitrary conjecture and the Kadesh originally meant 
by th: gloss was Kedesh-Napitali (see SODOM). Possibly, how- 
ever, En-mishpat ' is a scribe's error for ' Ir-misrepbath,' <.e. Ir 
Swefath, ' the city of Zarephath ' (Che.). See SODOM, ZANE- 
PHATH, and cp MISREPHOTH-MAIM. 

5 26). 
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KADESH KANAH 
the walls of the Ramesseum at Thebes, and the heroic 
deeds of Rameses 11. before the city form the subject of 
a well-known epic.’ No reference to it occurs in the 
Assyrian inscriptions ; apparently it had been destroyed 
by the Syrians of Damascus. According to some critics 
it is mentioned in the Or, in the account of David‘s 
numbering of the people, 2 S. 246 (see TAHTIM- 
HODSHI). If this view were correct, it would show 
that the Hittites still held Kadesh in the time of David. 
I t  has also been found by critical conjecture in Judg. 
4 2  13 16 (see HAROSHETH), and in Judg. 521f., under- 
lying the corrupt text of which we may probably detect 
something like this :- 

Then fought the Kidgonim : 
KidSon-its mighty ones were stunned. 
The Kidgonim dyed the torrent Kishon, 
The Hadrakkini dyed it like wool.2 

The form GadaSuna may have belonged properly to the 
people of Kadesh; it occurs in a corrupt form in the 
epic of Pentaur and in the treaty between Rameses 11. 
and the Hittites3 The men of Kadesh (the place of 
residence of Sisera, Judg. 4)  and of Hadrach fought in 
the army of Sisera against the Israelites. For another 
Kidshon, see BEZAANANNIM, KISHION. Cp SISEKA. 

(I) S. A. C., ( 2 )  T. K. C. 

KADMIEL ($KWlP, ‘God is in front,‘ as leader, 
KAAMIH.A [BKA], K+ [L]), a Levitical name men- 
tioned with JESHUA (7) in the great post-exilic list ( EZRA 

ii., 55 9, 13d), Ezra24o=Neh.  7 4 3  (KABAIHA [HI, 
AEKMIHA [L])= I Esd. 526 (AV CADMIEL, KOAOHAOY 
[B], -K+M~HAoY [A]) : also among those officiating at  
the constitution of the ‘ congregation’ (see EZRA ii., 55 
12 and 13f.), Neh. 94f. (see BANI, 3) ; also amongst 
the signatories to the covenant (see EZRA i., 5 7), Neh. 

In 
the last-cited passage the son of Kadmiel ’ should be ‘ Binnui 
(or Bani) Kadmiel’ (&e BINNUI, 2). The name should perhaps 
be read in I Ch. 2717 for KEMUEL (3) ; see GENEALOCIES I., 
5 7 [i.] n. 

KADMONITES ( * $ & p L i . e . ,  ‘men of the east,’ 

of the Syrian desert, like the b n e  Kedem (see EAST, 
CHILDREN OF THE), Gen.151g+, R. Cp KEDEMAH 
(amz) ,  a ‘son’ of Ishmael. 

Not improbably, however ‘ Kadmonite’ is a corruption of 
Jerahmeelite (cp REKEM). +his suits their position next to the 
Kenizzites, and, if correct, favours the view that the ‘ Hittites 
of Palestine are the ‘Rehobothites‘ (a textual corruption ; see 
REHOBOTH). 

KAIN (\:7J, Nu. 2422 RV ; RVmg. and AV,, ‘ the  
Kenite(s).’ See AMALEK, § 6Jt: ; CAIN, § 5 ; KENITES. 

KALLAI ($$p ; K ~ A A A ~  [Kc.an’g.inf.], BK*A om., 
K A A M E ~  [L]), a priest in Joiakim’s time (see EZRA ii., 
$5 66 11), Neh. 1220. 

KAMON (OD?), Judg. lo5 RV ; AV CAMON. 
RANAH (”2 ; KaN8aN [B], KANA [AI, K A N A ~ I  

[L]), a place on the boundary of Asher (Josh. 1928). 
At first sight it appears as if Kanah should be near 
Zidon, but the description probably means only .that 
from the former place the border stretches northward to 
Zidon : and that no places requiring to be mentioned in 

1 See Erman, LzYe in Ancient Egypt, 393, n. I. 
2 SeeChe./QX10536(‘98). w.21 aiidzzaretransposed. Read 

Inn$> for rain. q 7 y  is a scribe’s attempt to make sense of 
n’>)nq] (=n*lrb?p). ?(he above is a modification of Ruben’s 
very acute restoration in /QX 10552 f: (‘98). Ruben reads 
D’@~z ,  ‘ men of Kadesh,’ in Z. 3 above, but misses the point in 
lines I and 2. He detected ’al?, ‘the Hadrakkite’ in ’>lln, 
and tt%z!, ‘like wool’ (Ass. na6hsi?, ‘like red-coloured wool,’ 
Del. Ass. NWB 4456 ; cp ASUR.BANI-PAL, 5 6, n. z), in 7y -wg> : 
~ g y ]  (rather ~ ~ 1 s )  he explained from the Ass. inscriptions as 
meaning ‘ dyed it ’ (0, suff. of 3rd sing. masc.). The poem was 
written by some one who had Babylonian culture. Note 500 
ii~, perhaps ‘a howl of bronze’ (Ass. urudo), n.256. See JAEL. 

109 [IO]. 
See also Ezra39 (on yhich see EZRA),, and Neh. 12824. 

Both names may come from Jerahme‘el (Che.). 

KEAMWN. [sic D], KGAMMWNAIOYC [I,]). Inhabitants 

Cp SALLAI. 

3 See As. U .  Eur. 335, cp 94 104 (cited by Ruben). 
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for a theophany (cp also Gen. 1678) and for some 
divinely given decision or legislation. These, un- 
fortunately, are not directly mentioned; but it is not 
impossible that they may be found buried away under a 
mass of redactional matter in Ex. 3 3 3  ,a the antiquity 
of the main part of which chapters is generally admitted ; 
see EXODUS i., 6. 

The covenant in Ex. 34 is admittedly older than 
either the Decaloguc, or the code in 2 3 8  ; and the 
3. ,Exodus, theophany (33188  345) in which Yahw& 

tradition. reveals his name and manifests his 
presence is not only superfluous after 

the preceding history of the Exodus given by J, but is 
in a marked degree cruder and more anthropomorphic 
than the similar theophany in Ex. 3 J  (see esp. 33 20-23).  

The  conjecture that Kadesh was the scene of what 
might appear to be the first manifestation of Yahw& to 
Moses, explains the words of Hobab in Nu. lO30 , ( ‘1  
will depart to my own land and to my kindred ’ )  which, 
on the usual assumption that the scene is laid in Horeb, 
hard by Hobab’s home (Ex. 31), are somewhat .un- 
natural. Moreover, this new importance of Kadesh 
makes it probable that it is to be connected‘with a 
specific tradition, Certain traces of which are to be found 
imbedded in JE’s account of the wanderings. It has 
been shown elsewhere that the details of the journey 
from Egypt to Sinai are borrowed from a later stage of 
the wanderings (EXODUS i., $5 5 f.). Traces of a 
similar tradition following the departure from Kadesh 
may perhaps be discovered in Nu. 211-3, where the 
wanderers have proceeded N. to HORMAH ( g . ~ . ) ,  and 
the continuation of the march (in the same direction) 
finds them in Beer (2116-18a, ;.e. Heersheba to the N. 
of Hormah, or Beer-lahai-roi 7). The  rest of this narra- 
tive is not directly recoverable ; its historical value will 
depend upon the view taken of the origin of the tribe of 
JUDAH (9.u.). 

Accepting Schiele’s view that the ‘city of palm trees’ Uudg. 
116) is to be located in the extreme S. of Judah (cp the name 
TAMAR)-its identification with Jericho being due to mistaken 
glosses-we may be justified in emending the unknown -pi 
n*in,va(‘ way of Atharim,’ Nu. 21 I), on the road to Hormah, into 
nqnnn 1 9 ~  (‘the city of palm trees’).S To .the journeying 
referred to above, which started from Kadesh, we may possibly 
assign the capture and occupation of Hebron and the sur- 
rounding districts (see HEBRON, 5 I, JERAHMEEL, § I). I t  
may he conjectured further that the journey from Kadesh north- 
wards to Jndah is a ‘ levitical ’ tradition. In support of this if 
may be noticed that tradition seems to associate the ‘Levites 
with Kadesh (see LEVITBS), and a close inspection of their 
name-lists makes it highly probable that previous to their diffu- 
sion throughout Israel they had come from the south. The same 
evidences show that ‘Levite’ is no ethnic, hut a class-name 
jHommel perhaps correctly connects with the S. Arab. ladiw, 
temple-servant,’ A H T  278J) applied to special members of 

several closely related clans and families. See GENEALOGIES 

In view of this relation between Kadesh and Judah it may 
be noticed that tradition sends David himself to the wilderness 
of Paran (I S. 25 I, see PARAN), perhaps his original home, and 
that, as Prof. Cheyne suggests, ‘ En-gedi’ eq]-ry7), in I S. 23 29 
24 I, as well as in Josh. 15 62, z Ch. 20 2 ,   should,^ under the 
circumstances, probably be emended to dlT]’Y, cp En-mishpat 
(S 2 above); see also AjSL rgoo, p. 177 n. [See further 

2. Kadesh, on the left bank of the Orontes. The  
most southern city of the Hittites, situated on an emin- 
ence about 5 m. from the lake called in the middle ages 
Buheiret el-I(ades.6 Representations of it are given on 

1 See also JEALOUSY, TRIAL OF, 5 I.  The budding of Aaron’s 
rod in token of the pre-eminence of the Levites is placed at  
Kadesh by P in Nu. 16f: 

2 The necessity for any renewal of the covenant (as these 
chapters have been at times explained) disappears when it is 
realised that the story of the calf-worship belongs to Es. 

3 Verse 20 can scarcely be explained after such passages as 
24105 etc. 

4 Thk wilderness in v. 186 19 is that ofArnon in uu. 13. Verse 
186 follows immediately upon v. 15. 

6 Or, better still, into ”)nN 13 iy ‘ the way of the mountain- 
land of the Amorite ’ (Che.). Kad&h was in fact close to the 
Amorite mountain-region (Dt. 1 20). 
6 See Maspero, StmEgZe of t h  Nations, 140 3 391 8 ; 

WWMM As. U. Eur. 2 1 2 8  

i., § 7 [v.I. 

JERICHO, JUDAH, 8 5, NEGEB,’PARAN, SODOM. ZAREPHATH.] 

Cp LEVITES. 
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KANAH 
this part of the border occur to the writer (so Di.). 
Kanah may therefore be the modern village of Kind, 
7 m. SE. of Tyre. 

Kanah was identified by Eus. and Jer. (US) with CANA OF 
GALILEE. 

KANAH (?lQ ‘ reeds ’ ?), the name of a torrent and 
wZdy ($n& AV ‘river,’ RV ‘brook’)  mentioned in the 
definition of the borders of Ephraim and Manasseh 
(Josh. 16 8 179) .  The same form Kanu appears as that 
of a principality in the Am. Tab. 251. 

6 ’ s  readings are ;rri XehKava, &ri gdpayya  Kapava [B] 6rri 
xapdppovv Kava, gdpayya  KavaL [AI, err; xerpdppou .ad, drri 
9 i p a y y a  [drri Alga  r a d  g i p a y y a  cafrpl [Ll, in vaZZelem amndineti. 

The border of Ephraim ‘goes out from Tappuah 
westward to the torrent Kanah, and ends at  the sea’ 
(ISS), while that of Manasseh ‘descends to the torrent 
Kanah, southward of the torrent’ (179) .  Similarity of 
sound at once suggests that the torrent Kanah may be 
the Wddy  Kdnnh, SW. of Shechem, which, passing 
into the W. Ishkar, joins the ‘Aujii, and so reaches the 
sea. There is indeed one phonetic difficulty ( k  is distinct 
from 4 )  ; but on the whole this theory (which has been 
adopted by Conder) suits the other topographical 
indications best. On the other hand, apart from these 
indications, a plausible case is made out by Gu6rin for 
the Nahr el-FdZik, a little to the N. of Arsiif, the Roche- 
taillie beside which the English crusaders under Richard I. 
tarried on 6th September 1191. a I t  is bordered,’ Gu6rin 
says, and even filled with a forest of reeds of different 
kinds,’ and he goes on to identify this river with the 
Nahr el-Isasab (‘stream of reeds’) of the Moslem 
historian Bahii ed-Din. The latter river, however, is 
rather that now known ar the Nahr el-Mefjir, which 
reaches the sea about 13 m. N. of the Nahr el-Falik, 
and therefore cannot .be  the torrent Kanah. And 
even the Nahr el-FHlik can be identified with the torrent 
Kanah only if En-tappuah is placed where Gu6rin places 
it, to the NE. of Shechem. 

KAREAH (nTi7, ‘ bald,’ 5 66 ; cp KORAH), father of 
JOHAWAN (q.v., 9) ; Jer. 40 8 8  41 1 1 8  4218 4324f.  
( K A P H E  [BKAQ]); also z K. 2523 (AV CAREAH; 
K A P H ~  P A ] ,  K A ~ H E  [L]). 

For another possible Kareah, restored in Judg. 10 I by Hol- 
lenberg, see Moore’s note ad Zuc. Cp ISSACHAR, col. mg3, n. 4. 

RAREM ( K A ~ E M  [BAL]), in thehill-country of Judah, 
mentioned only by @ (Josh. 1559). It is no doubt the 
modern ‘Ain Kdrim, W. of Jerusalem, identified else- 
where with a n o n  (see SALIM), BETH-CAR, BETH- 
HACCEREM. Its ancient name ( ‘  Vineyard ’) was well 
justified. 

KARIATHIARIUS ( K A ~ I A ~ I A ~ I O C  [A]), I Esd. 5 19 
RV, AV KIRIATHIARIUS. 

KARKAA, or (RV) Karka (?lq???;l, with art. and 
the locative ending; T H N  KAT& AYCMAC K A A H C  
LBAL]), apparently a place on the S. border of Judah 
(Josh. 153). According to Wetzstein (Del. Gen.(”) 586) 
the Makrah-plateau is meant (see NEGEB). The fact, 
however, that the 11 passage (Nu. 3 4 4 )  says nothing of the 
Karka‘,’ and the oddness of the expression ( p p p  means 
4 ground,’ ‘pavement,’ ‘ bottom ’ )  provokes criticism. 
For a probable emendation see HAZAR-ADDAR, JERAH- 

KARKOR (lpyg; ~ a p ~ a  [A], -p [BL]), the place 
to which Zebah and Zalmunna had fled from Gideon, 
and where they were surprised by him (Judg. 8 IO?). I t  
is the &-arkar, S. of Hamath, mentioned by Shalman- 
eser 11. (KB 1173). See GIDEON, 2 ,  and cp Niebuhr, 

KARTAR (?Imp), given as a levitical city in 
Zebulun, Josh. 2134, but according to most only a 
variant of KATTATH (4.v.). Kartah, however, may be 
another form of KARTAN (4.v . ) .  bB reads K U ~ ~ S -  
i . e . ,  Kadesh ( ~ a p o a  [A], KaprOa [L]). 

MEEL, § 4. T. K. C. 

Studien, 120. T. K. C. 
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KEDESH 
KARTAN ()??g), a city in Naphtali (Josh. 213.t; 

~ E M M W N  P H I ,  TE. [ ~ ~ b ’ i d ~ 1 9  T H N  NOE. [AI, T H N  
KapeaN [LI), called Kiriathaim in I Ch. 676[61]. It 
has been overlooked that both names may be and 
probably are corruptions of nx?--i.e., the ancient city 
of CHINNERETH [p .~. ] ,  perhaps the later Chorazin (see 
GENNESARET). The  name Kartan does not occur in 
the list of Naphtalite cities in Josh. 1932-38, where 

KATTATR (nyi?; KAT ANA^ [Bit KaTTAe [A], 
KOT. [L]), a town in Zebulun (Josh. 19 15). 

A Talmudic statement (Talm. J. Met. 1 I) identifies it with the 
later Ketonith, which is prohably the modern Kugeineh, W. of 
the Merj-ibn-’Amir. This identification howwer does not meet 
the requirements of the list in Joshua. ’ Kattath’should be near 
Shimron (Sem#n?yeh). Judg. 130 suggests that Kattath = 
KITRON (4.u.). T. K. C. 

KEDAR (772 ; K H A A ~  [BKADL]), a son of Ishmael 
(Gen. 25 13 I Ch. 1 zg), appears as a representative 
Eastern people, Jer. 2 IO (opposed to Chittim), as fiock- 
owning, Is. 607 (11 NebZiiiath), Ezek. 2721 (11 a;;), and 
tent-dwelling, Jer. 4928  (cp v. 29) ; hence its DWY, 
Is. 42 11, are probably encampments ; the tents of Kedar 
are used in figures, Ps. 1205 (with Meshech) Cant. 1 5 .  
Only in Is. 21 16f. (see ISAIAH ii., 5 8 [7] ; a fragment 
of doubtful date) are the men of Kedar spoken of as 
warriors ; here, too, the tribe of Dedan, in contrast to 
Gen. 107 and 2 5 3 ,  is reckoned as part of Kedar. . In 
later times the name seems to have been used so as to 
include all the wild tribes of the desert, who were 
naturally disliked by the peace- loving Judaeans, and 
thus Kedar quite usurped the place of Ishmael. See 

KEDEMAH (?lQlB, ‘east’  ; KEAMA [BAL]), an 
Ishmaelite tribal name, Gen. 2515 [PI ( K G A M A N  [D], 
K E A ~ M ~  [Ll), 1 Ch. 131 ( KEAAM [AI). Possibly a 
corr;dption. Cp KADMONITES. 

To compare the Kdm or Kdma of the story of Sanehat with 
Maspero (PSBA18’106 [‘g61) is rash for Kdm whither the 
wandering Egyptian betakes ’himself, is cleaily a’ general term 
for the region In the SE. or E. of the Dead Sea. 

KEDEMOTR (nbl?) ,  a town which gave its name 
to the wilderness whence Israel sent messengers to  
Sihon, king of Heshbon (Dt. 2 26 K€h[A]MWe [BAFL]). 
It was probably situated on the upper Arnon at  the 
northern extremity of the wilderness, a more westerly 
position being unsuitable since Israel did not enter 
Moab (cp Nu. 21 13, Dr. Deut., ad l a ) .  

The account of the sending of the messengers in Nu. 21 2 1 5  
finds a close parallel in the embassy to Edom Nu. 20 14&, 
where the scene is laid at Kadesh. Are the’two accounts 
derived from one (D and are easily confused)? Elsewhere 
Kedemoth is found only in P, as a city given to the Reubenites 
(Josh. 13 18, g a ~ d p w 8  [B] Ke+.w8 [AI, K a .  [L]),and as a levitical 
city (Josh. 21 37, ~ C K ~ W V  (E] gesuwv [A], K. [ L ] =  I Ch. 6 79 [64], 
K U ~ U ~ W S  [B] ~ a p 7 8 0 8  [A] .a qmtJ [Ll). I t  has been conjectur- 
ally identifiid with Urnmler-resBs, whose ruins prove it to have 
hem at one time a place of some importance (cp Baed.(,) 177). 
See JAHAZ. S. A. C. 

Chinnereth is found. See KARTAH. T. K. C. 

further ISHMAEL, 5 4 (2). F. B. 

T. K. c. 

KEDESR (dl.2 ; for meaning cp KADESH). 
I .  ( K U ~ ~ F  [Bl K&S [AL]) a citv on the extreme southern 

border of JudHh (Josh.15;;). Ii is perhaps the same as 
Kadesh-harnea 1 (see WANDERINGS, WILDERNESS OF), which 
will otherwise have been omitted from the list. Dillmann 
however, identifies it with the Kddza of Mukaddasi, one da; 
S. of Hebron. Hebron, KZdFis, and Zoar were in Mukaddasi’s 
time, stations on the S. caravan-route. Wetzsiein (Del. Gen.(4) 
5 7 4 8 )  wrongly identified KiidBs with Kadesh-Barnea. 
z. ( ~ 6 6 ~ s  [RL], KBSEE [A]) in I Ch.672[571, a levitical city in 

Issachar. The parallel passage in Josh. 2128 (cp Josh. 1920) 
has Kishion ; the name K i d h  (if the view taken in KISHION is 
correct) accounts for both forms:, Conder identifies this Kedesh 
with TeZZ Abu Kud& near Lejjiin (PEFM269) and a critical 
conjecture of WellhHusen’s depends on its ’existence (see 
DEBORAH. S 2). 

, I  I 

3. ( K U ~ T ~  [B], KEBES [AVL]), an ancient sanctuary 
1. References. which preserved its rights of asylum 

even under the Priestly Code ; it is the 
KidSi, Ki-id-:a, Ki-id-%, Gi-id-%, Gid-3 of Am. Tab. 

1 See also CHADIASAI. 
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KEDESHAH 
{see KR 5 4 ~ *  [Index] ; and cp Pap. Anast. i. 191 ; RP 
l r a g  ; As. u. EW. 213 n.). 

I t  is usually called simply ‘ Kedesh ’ (Josh. 1222 ‘ the king of 
Kedesh,’ 1937 KaSsc [B], Judg. 49 K E L S ~ S  [AI, KaSqc [Ll, 410 K d f s  
[A] 411 K&s[B], ~ K . ~ ~ ~ ~ K w E < [ B A L ] ,  I Macc.1163KqSfS [AN] 
73),’ but occasionally also Kedesh-Naphtali (Judg. 46 ~ a S q 5  

[L] Tob. 1 2 K U ~ L W S  [BK] KUSLWV [A]), or Kedesh in Galilee 
(Jokh. 21 32 Ka&S [B], I dh. 6!1[76] K d € S  [B] K a h S  [L], and once 
Kadesh in Galilee, in the hill-country of Naphtali’uosh. 207). 

On the geographical definition in Judg. 411, see BEZAANANNIM. 
It was the home of Barak (see DEBORAH, J z ) ,  and 

apparently the rallying-place from which the war of 
‘liberation was fought. Lying as it did on the northern 
frontier of Palestine (cp TAHTIM-HODSHI), it had to bear 
the brunt of the first incursion of the Assyrians, and 
with other neighbouring places (see ABEL-BETH-MAACAH, 
etc.) it was in 734 B.C. captured by Tiglath-pileser, its 
inhabitants being carried away to Assyria ( z  K. 1529). 
It is twice mentioned ( I  Macc. 11 63 73) in connection with 
the defeat of Jonathan the Maccabee near Hazor, and 
Josephus, who calls it Kasaua, Kdaua. K&ua, Kusaua, 
Kusiua, describes it as ‘between the land of the 
Tyrians and Galilee’ (Atzt. xiii. 5 6 ) ,  as ‘ belonging to 
the Tyrians’ (Bli i .   SI), or as ‘ a  populous and well- 
fortified inland village of the Tyrians ’ (Bliv. 23) which 
was the scene of various warlike incidents in his own time. 
Eus. ( O S  271  55) describes K U ~ L U U O S  as situated 20 in. 
from Tyre, near Paneas. In the twelfth century Benjamin 
of Tudela visited Kedesh, and found there the tomb of 
Barak and several Jewish saints (Ear@ TraveZs in 
P a l  89). 

Kedesh still retains its ancient name (Kaa’es). J. L. 
Porter (Kitto, Bib. Cycl s.z.) well describes it : ‘ High 

KEMUEL 

2. Situ~tion. up among the mountains of Naphtali is a 
little green plain, embosomed in wooded 

hill-tops, On its western side is a rounded teZZ, on which 
the modern village stands. From the tell a low, narrow 
ridge projects into the plain, with flat top and steep sides, 
covered with rank vegetation. Both ridge and tell are 
strewn with ruins. In the plain, at the northern base.of 
the ridge, round a little fountain, lie the most interesting 
remains of Kedesh. A number of sarcophagi serve the 
purpose of water-troughs. Near these are the ruins of 
two beautiful buildings, but whethermausoleums, temples, 
or synagogues, it is difficult to determine. Between them 
is a very remarkable group of sarcophagi standing on a 
massive platform of solid masonry. These are doubtless 
the tombs of which Benjamin of Tudela and Brocardus 
speak (chap. 7 173) : and they show that down to a com- 
paratively late period the Jews still regarded Kedesh 
as a sanctuary. The plain beside Kedes and the 
surrounding hills is thicklycovered with terebinth and oak 
forests, among which the writer saw at several places the 
black tents of a nomad tribe which frequents this region.’ 

See Rob. BR 3 367-369. Stanley S and P 332 282 : Lecfwes  
on]swish C ~ X Y C , ~ ,  317 : baed. P;Z.(S 298 ; Buhi, Pal. 2353 

EEDESHAH (n’@lR), RVn’g, Gen. 38 zz Dt. 23 17 : 
See CLEAN, 

4, 
6, and cp ASHTORETH, RITUAL, SACRI- 

KEHELATHAR (”$?? ; MAKshhAe [B], - € h e  
[.4F], - & A  [L] ; Nu. 3322 j ) .  See WANDERINGS, 
WILDERNESS OF. 

KEILAH (3>??? ; KEEIAA [BHA], KEIAA [Ll: but 
K E E I A A . ~  in Josh. [B], K A I ~ I A A  in Neh. 317 [HI), one 
of the towns ‘ in the Shgphelah’ of Judah (Josh. 1 5 4 4 ) .  
It was an important place in the fifteenth century B. C., 
being several times mentioned as Kilti in the Amarna 
tablets. David found a temporary shelter within its 
‘gates and bars’ (I  S. 231 8). After the Exile it 
gave its name to an administrative district mentioned 
after Beth-zur (Neh. 317J). The Chronicler, after his 
fashion, introduces the ‘father of Keilah’ (whom he 
connects with the clan called the GARMITE) into a 
genealogy in conjunction with Eshtemoa ( I  Ch. 4 19). 

also KADESH (hi)) RVmg. Dt. 2317. 
§ I, col. 837, DOG, 8 3 (end), HIGH PLACES, 
IDOLATRY, 
FICE. 
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Eusebius and ‘Jerome (OS27033  10919) identify 
Keilah with the village of Kela, situated 8 (the Greek 
text by an error has 17) m. from Eleutheropolis, on the 
road to Hebron, which is no doubt the modern Beit 
Krihil, about 4 m. NNE. of Hnlhkl. This place, 
however, is situated on a steep mountain, where there 
is no arable land, and so cannot be the Keilah of I S. 24. 
There is also a ruined village called &Zri (cp the ~ i h h  
of Jos. Ant. vi. 13r) ,  7 m. E. of Beit Jibrin and 
about 7 m. NE. of Halhkl, which is not quite so decp 
in the mountains as Beit KHhil and is identified witli 
Keilah by Guerin (Judk, 3351). The only objection to 
it is drawn from Josh. 1 5 4 4 ,  where Keilah standsalmnst 
at the end of a long list of ‘ cities’ in the ShBphElah. 
Dillmann and Muhlau consider this so serious that they 
are led to reject this identification. It is to be noted, 
however, that not far from KiZi we find Beit Nasib, 
which must be the ancient Nezib, and Mareshah 
(Mer‘asll) is already pretty far to the E. Evidently the 
Shephelah is to be distinguished from the maritime 
plain which it adjoined (GASm. HG 202). This is one of, 
the cases in which travel appears to throw great light 
on the old Hebrew narratives. The terraced sides of 
the hill of K i h  are even to-day covered with corn, and 
their luxuriance must have been greater still when the 
terraces were cared for. No wonder that the Philistine 
raiders (or, as we should perhaps read, ‘ the Pelethites’ 
-Le.,  the Zarephathites ; see ZAREPHATH) swarmed 
up the WHdy es-Siir to rob the threshing-floors. The 
citizens of Keilah were powerless to drive them away, 
and were even poor-spirited enough to plan the sur- 
render of David, their deliverer, to Saul. Ahithophel 
(Ahipelet ?) may perhaps have been the man who facili- 
tated David‘s escape. See GILOH, DAVID, 4, JUDAH. 

I t  is doubtful whether the ‘springs of water,‘ etc., of Josh. 
15 19 Jndg. 1 r j  are really proper names (see GOLATH-MAIM). 
Since the names cannot properly be translated as Hebrew, they 
are supposed to be pre-Israelitish. More probably the text is 
corrupt. The passage contains a statement that the l a d  
of the.Achsah clan being barren (l&), Caleh granted it 
flElp-n’p il!, ‘Keilah and Beth-Tappuah.’ DEBIR 

probably lay hetwedn these two places, which were suliject to it. 
Se; Che. Crit. Bi6. 

oha8pa of Eus. 
(OS(? 245 34), GoZafkamaim of Jer. (3.127 277, and @ in Josh. 
yyha8pacp . . . yoha8 T ~ U  ~ 6 ~ 0  [AI, ywAa8parp . . . ywha8parp 
rqu dum K.  .;lv ywha8parp T.K. [Ll ; .;lv PoO8auw . . . yova8hau . . . yovaLBAaur.~. [Bl).1 

33, cp KOLAIAH [ereadings]) is 
mentioned, with the note ‘the same is Kelita’ among the 
Levites in list of those with foreign wives (see E Z ~ A  i., § 5 end), 
Ezra1023 (Kohfra a6Tbs KWAW [3K*], Kwhaa a&& Kohcras 
[A], Kwhera ahbp Kwhrrav [p vid.], KwhLas a&& KwXcLra [I,])= 
1Esd.923, ‘COLIWS who was called CALITAS’ (KOYOS 0670s 
K d a T a l S  [B], K ~ ~ L O S  ob. &TLU KahLraS [A], xwhLas obror KOA- 
hmas [Ll). See KELITA. 

Golath’ (sing.) is attested by, Pesh.,. by 

T. IC. C. 

KELAIAH (3’7p, 

RELITA ( H P h Q ,  ‘ dwarf’ ? ; KAAAITAC [L]), a 
Levite signatory to the covenant (see EZRA i., R 7), Neh. 
10 IO[II] (KaUTa [B], ~av8av  [N*], KahLTa [KC.=], -Y [A]), mentioyd 
also in M T  amone the exDounders of the law (see EZRA 11.. 

I 

B 13 [AI; cp i. 5 8, ii. $3 16 [ 5 ] ,  5 15 [I] c) Neh. 87; BNA om.= 
I Esd. 948 CALITAS (rderras [BA]). In Ezra 10 23 Kelita 
(=Calitas,’ I Esd. 923) is identified with KELAIAH. 

KEMUEL ($&? ; KAMOYHA [BAFL]). 
I. Son of Nahor by Milcab and father of Aram (Gen.2221 
a statement a t  variance with that in 10mJ (P), and in itselk 

%st improbable. Di. is content with pointing out that Aram 
seems to have a narrower reference here. Gen. 22 21, however, 
is corrupt and should r y ,  ‘Uz his firstborn and Ahibuz, and 
Jerahmeel and Abiram. See JERAHMEEL, i? 4, and note that 
Ahibuz (s,k AHI, i.) and Michael (a corruption of ‘ Jerahmeel ’( 
are brought into connection with Salecah (miswritten ‘ Milcah 
in Gen. 22 zo), and with ‘Gilead in Bashan’ (=Salhad ; see 
MILCAH SALECAH) in I Ch. 5 II 16. Observe, too, that Abiram 
is a Reubenite name (Nu. 16 I), and that Reuben was a trans- 
Jordanic tribe. 

2. ‘ Prince’ of the tribe of Ephraim, temp. Moses : Nu. 3424 
[PI. 

In Judg. @BAL has A h -  
p w u ~ v  88aros (thus associating ii$ with ?h) followed by A h -  
p w u ~ v  perehpwv K a t  A. (+ h. [A]) Tan€Lv&J. 
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KENAN KENITES 
and to Amalek-ie., JERAHMEEL ( I  S. 166), and per- 
sonified as Kain (cp CAIN, § 5) .  They entered Canaan 
(more strictly, the Negeb) with the men of Judah (see 
JERICHO, 2). In all probability they have left a trace 
of their name in KINAH ( q . ~ . ) .  

See Judg. 116, where MT wrongly states that the Kenites 
‘went and dwelt among the people,’ as if the Israelitish people 
were meant-an impossible view doubtless. An important group 
of the MSS of C3 (Moore’s N), with the Sahidic yernion, adds 
aFahqx; probably, therefore, we should read among the 
Amalekites.’l See also Nu. 24zr,f, where the Kenites appear 
in close proximity to the Amalekites (Jerahmeelites). 

Against the supposed connection of the Kenites and the 
Midianites, see Moore, Jua‘ges, 34, note. I t  may be noted, 
however, that in the opinion of the present writer ipyn (Midian), 
in Ex.2 15f: 3 I 18 I, should most probably be yiyn=yrxn, 
and +yyn in Nu.1029 should probably be qxn’ in other 
words Hobah was a t  once a Kenite and a Mugriie (cp MIZ- 

Residing between the Jndahite and the Jerahmeelite 
portionsof the Negeb, theKenitesare equallyintouchwith 
the bne Judah and with the Jerahmeelites (see NEGEB). 
It is strange, therefore, to find them, in Judg. 411, in 
the N. of Canaan ; cp, however, Judg. 12 15 (?), and 
observe that Musur (the region of Kadesh?) is cursed in 
Judg. 5 23 (read, not inn, but i lxn ; see MEROZ) for 
not helping the Israelites. W. M. Muller’s explanation 
of ‘ Heber the Kenite’ (6 mrvaios, L om. ) is plausible, 
but no more. We must at any rate admit that the 
narrative as it stands assumes that Heher was not a 
town-dweller, but a nomad (see HEBER, I). 

Another explanation is that of Sayce-that the Kenites were 
a tribe of wanderin- smiths who were chiefly in the S. of 
Palestine, but might%e led dy their art into northern regions 
(against this view, repeated in Hastings’ DB28346, see AMALEK, 
§ 7). 

He 
recognises the old bond between them and Israel, and 
therefore is not offended at their relation to the Jerah- 
meelites ; but he wishes them to remove from that section 
of the Jerahmeelites which was hostile to Israel (see 
SAUL). From I Ch. 255 (see HEMATH) it appears that 
either a section of the Kenites or the Kenite tribe as a 
whole also bore the name of RECHABITES (g.~.; if we 
should not rather read ‘ Heberites ‘ ) .z It is at any 
rate possible that ‘ Jonadah ’ should he read instead of 
‘HOBAB’ [ q . ~ . ]  as the name of the ancestor of the 
Kenites whose connection with Moses is asserted by a 
trustworthy tradition (Judg. 116,  ep Nu. 1029). In Nu. 
2421 a Hebrew poet plays on the name of ‘Kenite’ 
(Isain) which he connects with le, ‘ nest.’ 

Apparently he anticipates their destruction by the Assyrians, 
for in v. 22 (RV) he continues, 

Nevertheless, Kain shall be wasted, 
Until Asshnr shall carry thee away captive. 

The marg. of RV however warns us that the text is grammati- 
cally obscure. Bkides, Aisyria had nobler prey to clutch than 
the Kenites. 

It was pointed out above that in the Song of Deborah 
the Musrites, with whom the Kenites were closely 
linked, are ‘cursed’ for not coming to the help of 
YahwB’s worshippers the Israelites (Judg. 5 2 3 ) .  This 
confirms a view which has long been considered criti- 
cally probable that the Kenites and the Israelites were 
conscious of the identity of their early religion, and that 
the Kenites were indirectly at least the teachers of the 
Israelites. So, before Stade, Tiele maintained ( VerpZ. 
Geschied. 559 [)72]; ep Che. EB(9 790 [‘76]).4 
progress of critical study of the documents since 1872 
has in fact added considerably to the probability of this 

1 *p>?&l.n? (Budde, Moore, Driver [TBS 931); *jh fell out 
owing to 15.q which follows. 

2 According to Meyer (Ent. 117) we have in I Ch. 2556 the 
remains of a genealogy of Yain (the Kenites) similar to the 
preceding genealogy of Caleb. On a connection between 
‘Salma’ and the Kenites see SALMAH 2. 

3 Che. Ex). T 10 399 (June, ‘99) ; Hommel ( A H T  245). 
4 Robertson (Ear& Rel. o frsr .  274) represents Ghillany as 

the authorityfor this opinion. but the view ascribed hy Robertson 
to Ghillany is decidedly lesi sober than that of Tiele and his 
followers.. 

RAIM,’§ 26). 

Saul’s relation to the Kenites is interesting. 

Hence the couplet needs some emendation.3 

The , 
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3. Father of Hashabiah who was over the tribe of Levi, temp. 
David; I Ch. 27 77  (uapoqh [B], K E F :  [ L I , \ { a S  [Pesh.]). 
See KADMIEL (end). 

KENAN (I;’?), I Ch. lz; also Gen. 5 9 ,  R V ;  AV 

KENATH (n!?, KAANAe [AI; in Ch., K A N A A ~  P I ,  
KANA0 [AL]; in Nu. K A A 0  [BI, KANAAe [L]). A 
place on the other side of the Jordan, also called 
NOBAH (q...) after the clan so named (Nu. 3242). 
In I Ch. 2 2 3 t  it is stated that ‘ Geshur and Aram took 
the Havvoth-Jair with Kenath and its dependencies’ 
from the Israelites. Eusebius and Jerome ( O S  26915 
1.091) identify Kenath with Canatha ( K U V U ~ U ) ,  which is 
described by them as a still existing ‘ village ’ of Arabia 
in Trachonitis, not far from Bostra, and probably this 
place is meant when the Talmud includes Kenath among 
the frontier cities of Palestine.2 

In  Jos. B j i .  192 Kenath is reckoned to Coelesyria, while Ptol. 
(v. 1523) and Plin. (HN v.1874) reckon it to the DECAPOLIS 
(fa., § 2). For its history, see Schiirer (GJVZ95-97). 

Canatha is the modern KnnawEt, on the W. slope of 
the Jebel HaurBn, 4068 ft. above the sea-level, and 16 
or 17 m. NNE. from Bostra on the Roman road to 
Damascus. ‘The ruins are among the most important 
in Eastern Palestine (see plan in Baed. p~Z.1~) 194). 
From the point of view adopted in JAIR, JEPHTHAH, 
NOBAH, there is no hindrance to identifying this inter- 
esting spot with the biblical K e ~ ~ a t h . ~  See, however, 

KENAZ (T!?; KENEZ [BADEL], the original pro- 
nunciation being probably Kink) figures in the genealogy 
of the Edomites as a elan belonging to them-Gen. 3 6  II 
(BNEZ [D1)=1 Ch. 136  (KEZEZ [AI) 15 42 (KENEC [LI) 
=I Ch. 153. On the other hand the Jndzean hero 
Caleb, who is said to have obtained possession of 
Hebron the capital of Judah but in reality is the per- 
sonification of a family originally distinct from the 
Judzeans (see I S. 3 0 1 4  Josh. 1513, and cp IS. 2 5 3 ) ,  
appears as a Kenizzite (RV, AV Kenezite; w?:, 6 
KEYE@?OE [BAL]; Nu. 3212 6 ~ruK€Xwprup~vos  [BAL], 
Josh. 146 14). Moreover, Caleb’s mythical son-in-law 
OTHNIEL (4.v.) is a son of Kenaz: Josh. 1517 ( =  
Judg. 113 K E W X  [A]) Judg. 3 9  II  I Ch. 413. Again, 
in I Ch. 4 15 Kenaz IS apparently a grandson of Caleb. 
From all this we may conclude either that Kenaz 
was originally an independent tribe, of which one 
portion became incorporated with the Edomites and 
another portion with the neighbouring Judzeans, or else 
that a part of the.old Edomite tribe Kenaz settled among 
the Judzeans at a very early period. In any case it is 
tolerably clear that Kenaz and Caleb were at first 
strangers in Judah, afterwards became close allies, and 
finally were absorbed in the surrounding population. 
Such changes have been by no means rare (see EDOM, 

In Gen. 15 19-21 an attempt is made to enumerate the 
various peoples who inhabited Palestine before the 
Israelite invasion ; that the Kenizzites are included in 
the list serves to show that their foreign origin had not 

KENITES (’J’??, 0 1  K[EIINAlOl or o -OC [BAL]); 
Geu. 15 19 (0; Kevaioi [D], x a w .  [Ll), Nu. 2421 (h xwaios [B], 
o K ~ L Y B O S  [AI, -aios [Ll), I S. 156a (b?); but ’q? in I S .  2710 (6 
K ~ W  [AI) should perhaps be V??? (h K ~ Y E < [ F ] L  [BL]); ’1.?3 
’ye, Judg. 116, should he ’p? >?in! followed by (see 
JETHRO); pl. D’p?, I Ch.255 ( o E  KLvaPoL). Also jy, Nu. 2422, 
and perhaps I S. 1566 [We., crit. emend.]. 

A nomadic tribe, allied to the Kenizzites (Gen. 1519)  

1 The treatment of this passage by Bertheau, Clzron.1’4 (‘73), 

2 Neubauer Gdog~.  20. 
3 So Dietriib, Di., Strack, Stade (Gescll. 1149J), Smend in 

On the 

T. K. C. 

CAINAN. 

G. F. Moore on Judg. 8 11. T. K. C. 

§ 3). 

yet been forgotten. Cp CALEB, 2. ‘T. N. 

is very unsatisfactory. 

Riehm (HWBN) GASm. (HG 560 n. 3 ;  579, n. 3). 
other side see S&une ,  Reu. ZibZ., ’d8, p. 6 0 4 3  
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KERAS 
view, which has been lately reasserted by Budde (ReZ. 
of Zsr. to  the ExiZe, 21). See ISRAEL, § 3f:, AMALEK, 

KERAS ( ~ ~ p h c  [BA]), I Esd. 529 RV=Neh. 7 4 7 ~  
5 6. T. K. C. 

Ezra 2 44, KEROS. 
KERCHIEFS (n\n&p, Ezek. 1318 IT EV) ; see 

DRESS, 5 8, col. 1141. 

KEREN-HAPPUCH (qlB3;1 1-12). the name of one 
of Job's daughters (Job 4214 ; a ~ a h e [ e ] i h c  ~ e p a c  
[BXzvid.C], adnot. eyeyMwN y r i a  [B"V'd.ms.], AM&- 
@lac K. [N*], Mh?e€hC K. [AI, CORNusTIBII[Vg.]). 

Can one of Job's ideal daughters really be named 'Box of 
eye-paint '?  Or can we attach the least importance to 
B? Cant.7 8[9] 2 5  suggests an emendation. Read pro. 
bably O'nWn F'l, Re+-tappi+im, 'scent of apples.' B may 
have read p l ?  172. Cp JEMIMA, and see Crif .  Bi6. 

T. K. C. 

KERIOTH. I. A Moabite city (ni9l8, Jer. 4824 
Kapiwe [BPCAQ]; 'p?, Jer. 4841 A K K A ~ ~ N  [BK], 
-piwe [AI, Kapiwe [QI; Am. 22 A v  KIRIOTH, TUN 
I T O A E ~ N  AYTHC [BAQI,, THC Kapiwe [Qmg.1), also 
mentioned in Mesha's inscription, line 13 (n.ip), 
as a sanctuary of Chemosh. Identified by Seetzen with 
KuraiyBt, at the W. end of Mt. Ataroth ('Attiirtms). 
Eusebius and Jerome (Onom. 26910 10827) call this 
place KaptaOa, Coraitha, and place it IO R. m. from 
Medeba, but identify it wrongly with KIRJATHAIM 
[p.~., I]. See Noldeke (Znschr. Mesa, 25). Others 
(cp Driver on Am. 2 2) think that AR-MOAB and Kerioth 
were two names for the same city. More plausibly 
Buhl (Pd. 270) identifies Kerioth with Kir of Moab 
( L e . ,  Kerab) ; indeed, if Kir-heres (undeniably= Kir of 
Moab) was really named Kiriath-hadashath (see KIR- 
HERES) this appears a still more probable view. Cp 
KIRJATH-HUZOTH. 

2. A city of Judah (Josh. 1525, RV Kerioth-hezron, niBlp 
fi i~g), often, but wrongly, supposed to be the birthplace of  
JUDAS ISCARIOT. See HAZOR, 4. T. K. C. 

KEROS (Dice, D i p ;  Kopec [L]), a family of 
NETHINIM in the great post-exilic list (see EZRA ii., $ g), Ezra. 
244  ( K ~ S V S  [Bl, q p a o s  IAl)=Neh. 747 ( K e c p a  [SI, -s INAD= 
I Esd. 529, CERAS, RV KERA5 ( K g p a p  [BA]). 

KESITAH (n@+"), a word recorded in RV*g., of 
Gen. 33 19 [Josh. 24 321, Job42 I T  ; EV ' piece of money.' 
d Onk. Vg. render 'lambs,' ' a  lamb' (Tg. Jon. 
' pearls '). It has been suggested that ~ K U T ~ V  kpvOv in 
6 of Gen. 33 19 was originally $K. yvOv ( IOO minae). 
But since 63 gives kpvd6wv in Josh. 24 32, and kpvd6a 
in Job4211, Schleusner (Lex. in Vet. .Text. 1191) feels 
obliged to reject the hypothesis. Nevertheless it 
appears that @ is nearer the truth than the critics who 
adhere to MT. In Gen. 31 41 6 ' s  6hKa d p d u t v  corre- 
sponds to o 7 i  n l & ;  surely d read p*!p 'minre.' 
Possibly, too, in Gen. 33 19 pvOv stood in the original 
d as the equivalent of p ~ n .  Looking closely at 3319 
we can divine that the text originally ran, l i i g  $:,? p p  

2, npq, ' a t  the hand of the sons of Hamor for a 
mina of Carchemish,' and so too in 23 15, where 
Abraham's purchase of Machpelah is described, we 

.should read w q ~ p l p  nilgl y ? ? ~ ,  'four Carchemish 
minre,' and in v. 16 the same once more with the ad- 
dition of yqip ' (in) gold.' 

In 33 19 o w  ' I N  and a@? are both misreadings of V'D212 
and in 23 16 739 qD3 $pw are, all of them, attempts to make 
sense of dislocated fragments of V'n3y3 ; in& comes from yrin. 

The same emendation is to be made in Josh. 243 
(harmonised in the received text with Gen. 3319). 
Probably also in Job 4211 i n K  zni 011 W'KI nnN nwep has 
taken the place of tjvqs n ~ n ,  'one Carchemish 

1 Comparing 2 Ch. 9 16 (on text, see top of next col.). 
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KIBZAIM 
mina of 'gold.' Duhm trulyremarks that a little piece of 
money and a nose-ring or ear-ring from each of Job's 
friends would not do much to restore his fortune, Yet 
the context (see v. 12) is most intelligible' if we suppose 
that they did each make a considerable present ; the 
ring (on) can well be spared ! 

Note that 2 Ch. 916 gives niNp (read n\m) where I K.10 
17 has D~JD. This supplies an analogy for the emendation of 
niNn in Gen.3319 into nil?. We are thus relieved from the 
necessity of connecting @? with Ar. &%$, ' a  balance,' 
which is unknown in N. Semiti$ and forcing a sense out of 

On the commercial importance of the maneh of Car- 
1n& 12). 

chemish, see CARCHEMISH, $ 2, and cp SHEKEL. 
T. K .  C .  

KETAB ( KHTAB [BA]), I Esd. 530 RV, AV CETAB 

KETTLE (TIT), IS. 214; elsewhere 'basket,' 
' caldron,' ' pot. 

KETURAH (n?lU?, as if ' incense ' ; XETTOYPA 
[BADEL]), Abraham's second wife (Gen. 251 4 I Ch. 
132f. l . '  

She is, in J the ancestress of no fewer than sixteen (Arabian) 
tribes (six d i r h y  and ten a t  one or two removes) on which see 
the special articles. A tribe called Kat&& w h h  dwelt near 
Mecca, with the tribe Jurhum, is meniioned by Ibu Koteiba 
(see Ritter Erdkunde 12 19 8). Glaser (Skizze, 2 450) 
maintains 6 a t  the KetGrah-tribes are the remains of the old 
Minaean people (see iMEUNIk1, and cp SayCe, &it. Mon. 42). 

F. 8.  

(4.v. 1. 

See COOKING UTENSILS, 8 5 (i. ). 

KEY (nnpp), Is. 2222 Judg. 325. 

KEZIA, RV Keziah (?lpYR, $ 71 'cassia' ; 
K ~ C I ~ N  [BHC], K ~ C C .  [A]), the name of one of Jobs 
daughters (Job 42 14t). 

the name is s;richy parallel to Keziah). 

See DOOR. 

See CASSIA 2 and cp KEREN-HAPPUCH (the emended form of 

KEZIZ, VALLEY OF ()"?a ?@'), Josh. 1821 AV, 
RV EMEK-KEZIZ (4.v.). . 

KIBROTR-HATTAAVAH (n15ng n i p ?  ; Evw 
'the graves Of lust'; M N H M h T b  [THC] f l l l e Y M l b C  
[BAL], SEPULCHRA coivcupzscmwx), a stage in the 
wilderness wanderings, for the name of which an 
Etiological legend was provided (see QUAIL), Nu. 11 34f. 
3316f. Dt.922. It has already been noticed that 
Taberah (Nu. 11 1-3) does not occur in the list of stations 
in Nu. 33, and Dillmann rightly holds that the account 
of Taberah in E's narrative corresponded to the account 
of Kibroth-hattaavah in J's. We must, however, go 
further. Taberah (niym) and Hattaavah (niNnn) pre- 
sumably represent the same word in the original story, 
and the real name of the locality referred to was probably 
Kibroth-tab'erah-i. e . ,  Graves of Taberah. Taberah 
(of which Hattaavah will be a corruption) is probably 
the name of a hill or mountain, and the graves are pre- 
Israelitish cairns or stone circles, which either had, or 
were supposed to have, a sepulchral purpose. In 
the Desert of the Tih such primitive stone monuinents 
abound on the hill-sides. 

They are sometimes called nazurirnis, and the current story is 
that they were built by the Israelites as a protection against a 
plague of mosquitoes (E. H. Palmer). See N E ~ ~ E B ,  $ 6 : 
WANDERINGS. 

KIBZAIM ( D ! n p ;  cp, if the reading is correct, 
JEKABZEEL, KABZEEL, and on the form see NAMES, 
5 I07 ; K ~ B C M I M  [A], -CEM [L], B om.), a levitical 
city in the territory of Ephraim, Josh. 21 zzf= I Ch. 
668 [53], JOKMEAM. 

T. K. C. 

1 Such a connection would suggest "i?'@iJ, AZ&&, which 
Ball actually snbstitutes for n ~ ' @ p .  

2 [In the Midr. Bey. raZ6a (61) Keturah is identified with 
Hagar ; so too the Targums (Jon. and Jer.), which explain the 
name 'bound one' (Gram. 'lEp=l@z). Cp Jer. Quresf. in Gen. 
%I).] 
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KID KIDRON, THE BROOK 
' any whither.' The true reading is surely ' by 
any road.'l 

The designation ' Valley of Jehoshaphat ' dates back 
to the fourth century A.D. It also appears in O S  
27389  1 1 1 1 3 .  It is based on Joel3 [4]2rz,  but the 
expression ppy (which means a deep but broad valley, 
like those of Rephaim and Elah, see VALE, I) ,  is 
sufficient proof that the interpretation of that difficult 
passage (see JEHOSHAPHAT, VALLEY OF) is erroneous. 
The constant term for the Kidron valley in the OT 
is h ,  a w3dy or ravine. Popular tradition, however, 
takes no account of such minor matters. It is the 
greatest boon that a dying Jew can ask to be buried in 
the Valley of Jehoshaphat-Le., of Kidron, because he 
believes that this ravine will be the scene of the great 
judgment. The whole of the left bank of the Kidron 
opposite the Haram, far up the W. side of the Mount 
of Olives, is covered with the white tombstones of the 
Jews; the burial-place of the Moslems is on the E. 
side of the mount.' At the resurrection, the valley is 
expected to receive an expansion by the moving farther 
apart of the opposite sides. 

The Valley of Kidron is now called Wady Sitti 
Maryam, or Wady of the Lady Mary. It contains the 

KID ($14, etc.), Gen. 38 17 etc. See GOAT, I. 

KIDNEYS (nib). See REINS. On 'kidney fat 
of wheat,' Dt. 32 14, or 'fat of wheat,' Ps. 81 16 [IT], 147 14, 
see FOOD, 8 T 6. 

KIDRON, THE BROOK, once in AV CEDRON [Jn. 
15 I] ; RVmg. 'of the Cedars' (jillg i F J  ; [ b ]  Xeipippous [r&: 

K C ~ P O U  [BAL] ; in Jer. 31 40 u a x d  K .  [BN], x.  KfspwU [AQ] 
Vg. forrens Cedron (hut convaZZis in z K. 186). 

N T ,  Jn. 18 It d p p i .  TOY ~ W p w w  (NC BCLY, Treg., WH), 
TOO ~ d p ~  (AA . Vg. TOO ~i '8pou [D Tisch.1. Cedri a.6. ; Theb. 
Memph. ; Lacdm. Lightf., Weiss). Probably TOc.K68pwU is th; 
correct reading ; ieing misunderstood, it would easily he cor. 
rected into TOG xL8pou or ~ i v  KC8pwv. 

Gesenius derives from l i p ,  ' black, turbid,' cp Job 6 16. 
But \"3 and p i p  are certainly in apposition ; i t  is the ravine 

which is called Kin'von. 'Black ravine 
1. Etymology. would not be a probable explanation ; hence 

Hort ('Notes on Select Readings,' N T  2 90; 
suggests 'ravine of the dark [trees],' taking i m p  to be ' an 
archaic (? Canaanite) plural of lip' H e  even suggests that 
d p o c  may he of Phcenician orlgin-comparing ~ 1 1 1 3  in 
Buxtorf, 1g76-and adds (cp Plummer St. Jehu, 318) 'that 
' patches of cedar-forest may have s u h e d  from prehistoric 
times in sheltered spots.' This is most improbable. Even 
in a ravine which is quite dry iu summer we do not ex. 
pect to hear of cedars; the cedars on the Mount of Olives 
(Ta'rinith, 44) give no support t o  the theory. The form 
too is perfectly good Hebrew; it describes that which 
belongs to or is connected with yip (whatever yip may be). 
More probably ]l?lp is a phonetic variation of ]ill?, 'a  spot 
with enclosures for cattle'; cp GEDERAH, I, where it is sug. 
gested that ~ s 8 p w v  in T Macc. corresponds to the "27,; of Josh. 
15 36 and to the modern Kayra. It will be noticed that there is 
at  one point of the Kidron valley (where it joins the valley of 
Hinnom) a level tract now devoted to the cultivation of fruit 
and vegetables. Here we can imagine that in remote times 
there were enclosures for cattle. May not Kedar (122, Ass. 
6idrzJ have a similar origin ? 

The remarkable depression on the E. of Jerusalem (see 
JERUSALEM, 3) is referred to in z S. 1523 I K. 237 1 5 1 3  

z K. 2 3 4 6  12 Jer. 3140 z Ch. 1 5 1 6  2916 
2. 3014, and twice in the short title 5nsn, 

z Cb. 3314  Neh. 2 15. 
Josephus twice calls it + +dpayf K E B ~ W Y  (Ant. ix. 7 3  
BJ v. 6 I )  ; in BY v. 2 3  he refers to its great depth. 

In zK.  234 Jer. 3140 (Kr.) we hear, according to the 
ordinary yiew of the 'fields' (nre,d; .@B uahqpwfJ, 6.4 
ua8qpo8, in JLr. @ follows Kth) of Kidron, which might 
refer to the fertile tract in the S. of the valley(see helow) where 
of old was the 'King's garden' (Neh. 3 IS). But th; word 
nlmd being most probably corrupt elsewhere (see GRAPE, 3), it 
seems better to read nigi& (@I.& 76 ; p m p r u p 6  r o c  Xerpippou 
Ke8pwv)- i i .e. ,  furnaces for rnakin'g lime 0; for smelting 
(Klo.). ' The fields of Kidron,' is, in fact, dardly a sufficiently 
clear phrase to have been used, especially in this context. 

It is in the touching account of David's flight that 
we are first introduced to the ' Brook Kidron ' ; and we 
hear of it for the last time in a still more pathetic N T  
narrative. King David 'stood (read i n y  with We., 
H. P. Smith, and most critics) by the ravine Kidron, 
while all the people passed over before him ' ( 2  S. 15 23) ; 
and Jesus ' went forth with his disciples over the ravine 
(RV'"g.) Kidron, where was a garden' (Jn. 18 I ; but 
see § 3). The other references to Kidron (except those 
in the topographical passages, 2 Ch. 33 14 Neh. 2 IS) 
occur in accounts of the destruction of idolatrous objects 
at the mouth of Hinnom (see history of Asa, Hezekiah, 
Josiah), and I K. 237,  where Shimei, that violent partisan 
of Saul's house, is forbidden by Solomon (as the text, 
now stands) to cross Kidron. This is one of the many 
cases where commentators have been satisfied with a 
plausible but not quite satisfactory explanation, instead 
of questioning the correctness of the text. It is said, 
e.g., by Benzinger, that Kidron is mentioned because 
Solomon thinks it most probable that Shimei would 
seek to cross the eastern boundary of the city on a visit 
to his home at Bahurim. But something more would 
certainly have been added to make this clear, and, just 
before, the phrase used is perfectly vague, nra; n;?, 
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-.. references. , the ravine,, 

3. T&ography. bed of a stieamlet; but during the 
whole summer and most of the 

whter, it is perfectly dry ; in fact, no water runs in it 
except when heavy rains are falling on the mountains 
round Jerusalem. 

On the broad summit of the mountain ridge of Judaea, 
a mile and a quarter NW. of Jerusalem, is a slight 
depression; this is the head of the wkdy, which runs 
on for about halfma mile towards the city. It thcn 
bends eastward, and in another half-mile is crossed t y  
the great northern road coming down from the hill 
Scopus. On the E. side of the road, and the S. bank of 
the wgdy, are the celebrated ' Tombs of the Kings.' The 
channel is here aDout half a mile due N. of the city 
gate. It continues in the same course about a quartcr 
of a mile farther, and then, turning S., opens into a 
wide basin containing cultivated fields and olives. 
Here it is crossed diagonally by the road from Jerusalem 
to Anathoth. As it advances southward, the right 
bank, forming the side of the hill Bezetha, becomes 
higher and steeper, with occasional precipices of rock, 
on which may be seen a few fragments of the ancient 
city wall; while, on the left, the base of Olivet projects, 
greatly narrowing the valley. Opposite St. Stephen's 
gate the depth is fully 100 feet, and the breadth not 
more than 400 feet. The olive trees in the bottom are 
so thickly clustered as to form a shady grove; and 
their massive trunks and gnarled boughs give evidence 
of great age. This spot is shut out from the city, from 
the view of public roads, and from the notice and 
interruptions of wayfarers. If Gethsemane was really 
in the wkdy, it would be better to place it here than on 
the more public traditional site some distance farther 
down. From Mk.1432, however, compared with v. 
26, we should rather suppose that it was somewhere on 
the W. slope of the Mount of Olives. (See Keim, Jesu 
von Nuz. 3299, but cp Weiss, note on John 18 I, and see 
GETHSEMANE, 2. ) But we must not linger on this dis- 
puted point. A zigzag path descends the steep bank 
from St. Stephen's gate, crosses the bed of the valley 
by an old bridge, and then divides. One branch leads 
direct over the top of Olivet (cp z S. 15 23). See 
OLIVES, MOUNT OF. Another branch runs round 
the southern shoulder of the hill to Bethany, and has 
3. deep and sacred interest, for it is the road of Jesus 
Christ's last entry (Mt. 21 13 Lk. 19 37). Below 
the bridge the wkdy becomes still narrower, a n i  

-,>i was first 3f 
dl corrupted into '~17; then $32 easily became Snj h 1 .  The 
,est part of the edendation belongs to Klo., who sugqsts 
y>i i  532 nnN, 'anyone ofall the roads'-aneedlessly elaborate 
?hrase. 

1 PzsCk after n'nl indicates a doubtful text. 
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KIDRON KINGS (BOOK) 
ARIMELECH ; GOVERNMENT, 16-22; ISRAEL,§§ 13-44; 
TAXATION ; and on the religious use of 7 ) ~  see MOLECH, 
MESSIAH. 

It is unfortunately doubtful whether the poetical phrase 
ilihSg ?!Q, EV ‘king of terrors,’ in Job 18 14 is correct. The 
supposed biblical parallels will hardly bear pressing, the text 
being very uncertain. On Ps. 4917 see Che. Ps.N ; on Rev. 911 
see LOCUSTS, $ 3. 

See ESCHATOLOGY, Index 
T. K. C. 

KINGDOM OF GOD, 
(col. 1389), s.v. ‘kingdom’ ; MESSIAH. 

KINGS (BOOK) 
General structure (§ I). 
Redactions etc. (8 zJ). 
Chronolog; (8 4). 
Religious principle (B 5 a). 
Later insertions (I 5 6). 
The hooks of Kings, which form the last part of the 

1. General series of OT histories known as the Earlier 
Prophets, were originally reckoned as a 

structure’ single hook (cp CANON, 5 13). 

Divisions ($ 6 J ) .  
Prophetic narrative (§ 8). 
Judzan narrative ($9). 
Literature ($ 11). 

Modern Hebrew Bibles follow the bipartition which we have 
derived from @, where they are called the third and the fourth 
hooks of kingdoms (pauLhsGv), the first and the second being 
our hooks of Samuel. 

Even 
the old Hebrew separation between Kings and Samuel 
must not he taken to mean that the history from the 
birth of Samuel to the Exile was treated by two distinct 
authors in independent volumes. We cannot speak of 
the author of Kings or of Samuel, hut only of an editor 
or successive editors whose main work was to arrange in 
a continuous form extracts or abstracts from earlier 
hooks. The introduction of a chronologicd scheme 
and a series of editorial coniments and additions, chiefly 
designed to enforce the religious meaning of the history, 
gives to the hook of Kings as we now read it a kind of 
unity ; but beneath this we can still distinguish a variety 
of documents, which, though sometimes mutilated in 
the process of piecing them together, retain sufficient 
individuality of style and colour to prove their original 
independence. Of these documents one of the best 
defined is the vivid and exact picture of David’s court 
a t  Jerusalem ( z  S. 9-20), of which the first two chapters 
of I K. are manifestly an integral part.‘ As it would 
be unreasonable to suppose that the editor of the history 
of David closed his work abruptly before the death of 
the king, breaking off in the middle of a valuable 
memoir which lay before him, this observation leads us 
to  conclude that the books of Samuel and of Kings are 
not independent histories. They have at least one 
source in common, and a single editorial hand was at 
work on both. The division, however, which makes 
the commencement of Solomon’s reign the beginning of 
a new hook is certainly ancient ; it must be older than 
the insertion of the appendix z S. 21-24, which now 
breaks the continuity of the original history of David‘s 
court. 

From a historical point of view the division is very 
convenient. The subject of the hook of Samuel is the 
creation of a united Israel by Samuel, Saul, and David. 
Under Solomon the creative impulse has already died 
away ; the kingship is divorced from the sympathies of 
the nation ; and the way is prepared for the formation 
of the two kingdoms of Ephraim and Judah, the fortunes 
of which, down to their extinction by the great empires 
of the East, form the main subject of the book of Kings. 

It is probable, however, that the editor who made 
the division had another reason for disconnecting 

The division into two hooks is not felicitous. 

here traces of a torrent bed first begin to appear. 
Three hundred yards farther down, the hills on 
each side rise precipitously from the torrent bed, which 
is spanned by a single arch. On the left bank is 
a singular group of tombs, comprising those of 
Absslom, Jehoshaphat, and St. James (now so called) ; 
whilst on the right, 150 feet overhead, towers the south- 
eastern angle of the temple wall. The ravine runs on, 
narrow and rocky, for 500 yards more ; there, on its * 
right bank, in a cave, is the fountain of the Virgin; 
and higher up on the left, perched on the side of the 
naked cliffs, the ancient village of Siloam. A short 
distance farther down, the valley of the Tyropeon falls 
in from the right, descending in terraced slopes, fresh 
and green, from the waters of the Pool of Siloam. 
The ravine of Kidron here expands, affording a level 
tract for cultivation (see above), which extends down to 
the mouth of Hinnom, and is about zoo yards wide. 
A short distance below the junction of Hinnom and the 
Kidron is the fountain of Bir Eyyiib, ‘the Well of 
Job ’ (see EN-ROGEL). The length of the valley from 
its head to En-rogel is zg m., and here the historic 
@Kidron may he said to terminate. 

The Kidron Valley was first described accurately by 
Robinson ; hut in recent years fresh points of interest 
have come to light. Such, for instance, are the true 
bed of the Kidron (386 ft. below the present channel), 
and the great rock-cut aqueduct in the Kidron-valley, 
south of Bir Eyyiihb, both found in ’68-’69 by Sir C. 
Warren (Recovery of /erusnkm, 1 3 5 3  2 5 6 3 ) .  

See JERUSALEM, BO 3 s  37 and cp Porter’s art. in Kitto’s 
BiU. Cyd. from which some descriptive passages of the above 
have been adapted. 

KIDRON (KEAPWN [ANY) I Macc. 1539 41, RV. 
See GEDEROTH. 

KILAN (K[E]lhhN [BA]), I Esd. 515, RV, AV 
CEILAN. 

KINAH (n?’?; l K h M  [Bl, K[EIINdr CALI), a 
Judahite city on the border of Edom (Josh. 15 &). 
The name appears in I Ch. 412 in the corrupt form 
TEHINNAH. 

The term mdlek ‘king’ 
has a somewhat wide range of meaning. W e  find it in 
the description of the old condition of things in Canaan, 
when many of the cities were in the enjoyment of 
relative independence under ‘ kings ’ or princes of their 
own (see, e.g., Gen. 142202 Josh. 101 111 Judg. 519). 
Winckler has pointed out that in Tiglath-pileser’s time 
the Syrian ‘kingdoms’ were more like German Gmf- 
schafteen (AOF 119) ; we might also compare the petty 
Syrian kings with the Indian rfijas or the Italian dukes 
of the Middle Ages. This remark may illustrate Is. 10 8, 
where the king of Assyria ironically asks, ‘ Are not my 
generals (-it) altogether kings ( D-?~P),’ perhaps alluding 
partly to the fact that many petty vassal kings served 
under his orders at the head of their respective con- 
tingents. As late as the Book of Job we find & used 
in the limited sense of ‘ chieftain ’ (Job 1925, hut hardly 
1524 [d u~pan~y6s1 which seems to be corrupt). From 
the etymology of the term (Ass. and Aram., ‘ to counsel, 
decree ’) we may infer that the king was originally the 
most gifted and powerful member of a council of chiefs 
or elders (cp Mic. 49 king ’ I/ ‘ counsellor ’). The term 
preferred by the Babylonians and Assyrians was Farm 
(=  Heb. le), which is used both for the divine ‘ king of 
the gods,’ and for the ‘great king’ of Assyria (or 
Babylon) ; see PRINCE, 3. Possibly this term ( J S ~ Y Z Y U  
‘ to he radiant,’ like a star) was chosen in preference to 
m a h h  or m d k u  ( = Heb. q > p  Ar. nzaZiku”) to indicate 
pre-eminence among kings, though mnZihiku is explained 
in the syllabaries by Snrru. It is worth noticing that 
‘princes ($-I&) of Midian’ in Judg. 7 2 s  and 8 3 ,  cor- 
responds to ‘kings (&) of Midian ’ in Judg. 8 5  (cp 
GIDEON). On the history of Hebrew royalty see 
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T. K. C 

See KENITES, NEGER, 5 z (6) n. 

KING (&$, B&clAeyc). 

Solomon from David and treating his 
The most 

notable feature in the extant redaction 
’. Successive reign as a new departure. redactions’ 
of the hook is the strong interest shown in the deutero- 

The verses 
I K. 2 1-12 27 have no connection with the rest of the chapter, 
and are due to a later hand. [But cp Bu. Ri. Sa. 263; Ki 
K#n. 13J] 

1 See the arguments in detail, We. CHI? 260. 
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nomic ' Law of Moses,' and especially in the centrali- 
zation of worship in the temple on Zion as prescribed in 
Deuteronomy and enforced by Josiah. This interest 
was unknown to ancient Israel, and is quite foreign to 
the older memoirs incorporated in the book ; amidst the 
great variety in style and manner which marks the 
several parts of the history" the interest in question is 
expressed always in the same stereotyped phrases and 
unvarying style ; in brief, it belongs to the editorial com- 
ments, not to the original sources of the history. T o  
the deuteronomistic editor, then, the foundation of the 
temple, which is treated as the central event of Solomon's 
reign, is a religious epoch of prime importance (see 
especially his remarks in I K. 3 z f . ) ,  and on this ground 
alone he would naturally make Solomon's reign com- 
mence a new book-the history of Israel under the one 
true sanctuary.' [Burney (Hastings' DB 2 8 5 9 8  ) gives 
a careful list of deuteronomic phrases and expressions 
wholly or nearly peculiar to the editor of Kings.] 

When we say in general that the book of Kings was 
thrown into its present form by a deuteronomistic 
redactor we do not affirm that he was the first who 
digested the'sources of the history into a continuous 
work. Indeed the selection of materials, especially in 
the earlier parts of the narrative, has been thought to 
point to an opposite conclusion. Nor, on the other 
hand, must we ascribe absolute finality to his work. 
He gave the book a definite shape and character ; but 
the recognized methods of Hebrew literature left it open 
to additions and modifications by' later hands. Even 
the redaction in the spirit of Deuteronomy seems itself 
to have had more than one stage, as Ewald and other 
critics recognize. The book was not closed till far on in 
the Exile, after the death of Nebuchadrezzar and Jehoia- 
chin ( z  K. 2 5 2 7 s ) .  The fact that it closes with 
the pardon, not with the death, of Jehoiachin is very 
well explained by Meyer (Entst. 78) as being diie 
to the narrator's looking upon the king's elevation 
as the first step towards the realization of the Messianic 
hopes ; and the fall of the kingdom of Judah is presup- 
posed in such passages as I K. 844 51 91-9  z K. 17 IS$ 
[217-15 2215-20l2 23z6$ These passages, however, are 
mere interjected remarks, which seem to be added to 
adapt the context to the situation of the Jews in captivity. 
The main redaction, though subsequent to the reform- 
ation of Josiah, which supplied the standard applied to 
all previous kings ( '  the high places were not removed '), 
does not point to the time of the captivity. Thus, for 
example, the words unto this day ' in 2 K. 8 22 14 7 
166 are part of the ' epitome ' composed by the main 
redactor (see below, § 7), and imply that he wrote 
before the destruction of the Judzan state. 

Even the second redaction (see fi 2) did not absolutelv 
I - ,  

3. Different fix a single authoritative recension of the 
book, as appears in detail from a com- 
uarison of d with the Hebrew text. 

The LXXLi.  e., dBL ( dA follows MT closely, and is 
perhaps based upon Origen's recension [so Silberstein, 
ZATW 131$ 141 $])-of Kings is not a corrupt 
reproduction of the Hebrew receptus; it represents 
another recension. Neither recension can claim absolute 
superiority. The defects of d lie on the surface, and 
are greatly aggravated by the condition of the Greek 
text, which has suffered much in transmission, and 
particularly has in many places been corrected after the 
later Greek versions that express the Hebrew recepus of 
the second century of o w  era. Still d not only preserves 
many good readings in detail, but also throws much 

1 With this it agrees that the later appendix 2 S. 21-24 does 
not seem to have passed under the hand of the deuteronomic 
redaction. See We. CHP)  302. 

'2 [The following passages also may safely be assigned to the 
second-i.6. to the exilic or post-exilic-deuteronomist (= Dg) : 
I K. 3 3 1 5  54[18]f: 6 1  1196 IO 16 12.f 2 K. 177-17  q - 3 4 a  
24 2-12 15-25 ; pwhaps too all those chronological notice? which 
aim at  estahli3hing a synchronisin between the kings of Judah 
and those of Israel.] 
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light on the long-continued process of redaction (at the 
hand of successive editors or copyists) of which. the 
extant Hebrew of Kings is the outcome. Even the false 
readings of the Greek are instructive, for both recensions 
were exposed to corrupting influences of precisely the 
same kind. The following examples will serve to 
illustrate the treatment through which the book has 
passed. 

I. Minor detached notices such as we should put in 
foot-notes or appendices are inserted soas to disturb the 
natural context. 

Thus I K. 427 [5 71 must be taken continuously with 410, and 
so @BL (inserting between them v. 17) actually reads. In like 
manner @EL omits I K. 611-14 which breaks the context of the 
description of the temple. A&n, in @RL, I K. 9 26 follows on 
v.  14, so that Solomon's dealings with Hiram are recorded con- 
tinuously. The notices intervening in m. 15-25 (in a very 
unnatural order) belong to a class of floating notes about 
Solomon and his kingdom which seem to have got stranded 
almost by chance a t  different points in the two recensions. 

2. There are direct or indirect indications of trans- 
positions and insertions on a larger scale. 

Thus in @BL the history of Naboth (I K. 21) precedes chap. 
20 and in fact chaps. 20 and 22 are parts of one narrative 
odviously quite distinct from the history of Elijah. Again, th; 
story of Abijah's sickness and Ahijah's prophecy is not found in 
@BI. a t  I K. 141-201; a t  1224 appears another version of the 
same narrative, in which there is no reference to a previous 
promise to Jeroboam through Ahijah, and the prophet IS intro- 
duced as a new character. This version (12 24), which places the 
prophecy of the destruction of Jerohoam's house between his 
return from Egypt and his elevation to the throne, is no doubt 
a mere legend; hut it goes to prove that there was once a 
version of the history of Jeroboam in which 11 29-3 had no placr. 
In  truth after 11 26-28 there must once have stoo2some account 
of a rebkllion in. which Jeroboam ' lifted up his hand' against 
king Solomon. T o  such an account (not to the incident of 
Ahijah and the cloak related in vu. 29-39), v. 40 is the natural 
sequel. Thus all that is related of Ahijah falls under suspicion 
of being foreign to the original history. Compare JEROBOAM I. 
I t  is noteworthy that in a passage peculiar to @EL [in the ed. of 
Swete I K. 1224 a-z] the incident of the tearing of the cloak is 
related of Shemaiah and placed at the convention at  Shechem, 
showing how much fluctuation there was in the tradition. In  
2 K. 1322 &5L has an addition which affects both history and 
geography (see APHEK, 8 3 a, HAZAEL) on the conquests of 
Hazael. According to Kittel. (KJn. p. vi) such passages have 
heen inserted by later editors from older sources which were still 
accessible to them in their completeness. 

These instances show that there was a certain want of 
definiteness about the redaction. ,The mass of disjointed 
materials, not always free from inconsistencies, which lay 
before the editor in sCparate documents or in excerpts 
already partially arranged by an earlier hand, could not 
have been reduced to real unity without critical sifting, 
and an entire recasting of the narrative, in a way foreign 
to the ideas and literary habits of the Hebrews. The 
unity which the editor aimed at was limited to chrono- 
logical continuity in the events recorded, and a certain 
uniformity in the treatment of the religious meaning of 
the narrative. Even this could not be perfectly attained 
in the circumstances, and the links of the history 
were not firmly enough riveted to prevent disarrange- 
ment or rearrangement of details by later scribes. 

The continued efforts of successive redactors can be 
traced in the chronology of the book. The chronological 

method of the narrative appears most ** Chronologi- clearly in the history after Solomon, 
methods' where the events of each king's reign 

are thrown into n kind of stereotyped framework of &is 
type :- 

' I n  the twentieth year of Jeroboam, king of Israel Asa bega? 
to reign over Judah and reigned in Jerusalem forti-one years. . . ' In the third $ear of Asa, king of Judah, Baasha began to 
reign over Israel, and he reigned in Tirzah twenty-four years.' 

The history moves between Judah and Israel accord- 
ing to the date of each accession ; as soon as a new 
king has been introduced everything that happened in 
lis reign is discussed, and wound up by another stereo- 
.yped formula as to the death and burial of the sovereign ; 
tnd to this mechanical arrangement the natural con- 
iection of-events is often sacrificed. In this scheme the 
:laborate synchronisms between contemporary monarchs 

1 In  @ A  etc., it is added from the version of Aquila. 
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of the N. and S. give an aspect of great precision to 
the chronology. 

In reality, however, the data for Judahand Israel do not agree 
[260 years of the kings of Judah correspond to 241 years, 7 
months, 7 days, of the kings of Israel], and Wellhausen follow- 
ing Ewald, has shown that the synchronisms were no; in the 
sources, but were calculated from the list of the years of each 
reign ( j D T 6 0 5 f :  ['751). Cp CHRONOLOGY,,$ 6f: It appears 
further that these years of reign are not all derived from historical 
tradition, but are in part due to conjectural subdivision of a 
cycle 480 (twelve generations of forty years) assigned in I K. 
6 I to the period from the 'exodus to the foundation of the 
temple, and (according to the Judaean list of kings) to the period 
fro n the foundation of the temple to the end of the captivity 
(j36 B.c.).~ In the early part of the Judzan history the first 
dates not accessions are connected with the temple, and appar- 
ently derived from temple records. Of these themost important 
is the twenty-third year of Joash, which the chronological scheme 
makes the one hundred and sixty-first year of the temple, 
trisecting the four hundred and eighty years cycle. Other one 
hundred and sixty years bring us to the death of Hezekiah, and 
the last third of the cycle begins with the accession of Manasseh, 
whose sins are treated as the decisive cause of the Exile. Within 
these limits a few dates were given by the sources ; the rest, as 
can easily be shown, were filled in with reference to a unit of 
forty years2 Again, the duration of the kingdom of Israel, 
according to the northern lists, was two hundred and forty com- 
pleted years-&., eighty years before the first expedition of 
Benhadad, eighty years of Syrian wars, forty of prosperity under 
the victorious Jeroboam II., whose first year bel?ngs,to the 
period of war, and forty years of decline. The trisections in 
each case and the round numbers of 480 and 240 point strongly 
to a systematization of the chronology on the basis of a small 
number of given dates, and the proof that it is so is completed 
when we learn from the exactly kept lists of Assyrian chronology 
that the siege of Samaria fell in 722, whereas the system dates 
the captivity from 737 (535+480- 37-241). Cp CHRONOLOGY, 
0 TI. 

The key to the chronology is I K. 6 I which, as Well- 
hausen has shown, was not found in the original 6, and 
contains internal evidence of post-Babylonian date. In 
fact the system as a whole is necessarily later than 535 
B. c., the fixed point from w%ich it counts back. 

Another aspect in the redaction may be called 
theological. Its characteristic is the application to 

I _ _  
Religious the old history of a standard belonging 

to later developments of the OT religion. 
Thus. as we have alreadv seen, the re- principle. 

dactor in I K. 3 regards worship in high places as sinful 
after the building of the temple, though he knows that 
the best kings' before Hezekiah made no attempt to 
suppress these shrines. So, too, his unfavourable 
judgment on the whole religion of the northern kingdom 
was manifestly not shared by Elijah and Elisha, nor by 
the original narrator of the history of those prophets. 
This feature in the redaction displays itself, not only in 
occasional comments or homiletical excursuses, but 
also in that part of the narrative in which all ancient 
historians allowed themselves free scope for the develop- 
ment of their reflexions-the speeches placed in the 
mouths of actors in the history. Here also there is 
textual evidence that the theological element is somewhat 
loosely attached to the earlier narrative, and underwent 
successive additions. 

We have seen that @BL omits I K. 611-14, and that both 
prophecies of Ahijah belong to the least certain part of the textual. 
tradition. So, too, an indication that the long prayer of 
Solomon (I K.814-53), the deuteronomistic colour of which is 
recognized by all critics, did not stand in the oldest account of 
the dedication of the temple is preserved in the fact that the 
ancient fragment, 71. rzJ, which in the Hebrew text is imperfect, 
appears in @BAL after 71. 53 in completer form and with a refer- 

1 Compare Krey's investigations in ZWT, '77, p. 4 0 4 s  
a See the details in an article by WRS;f. Phil vol. x. DO. 20 

[cpalso Stade,GVZlmS; Kamphausen(ZA W3':938[%3] an: 
Clzron. der he6r. Konige, '83) ; and Konig (' Beitr. Z .  bibl. ChLon. 
in ZKW, '83 Heft 6, 8, 9, 12) are more conservative. Riihl 
(' Chron. der Konige von Israel u. Jnda' in Deutsche Zeitschr. 
f: Geschichtswissensch. xii. 1 4jf: ['g4]) adduces weighty reasons 
for the view that we have here not the so-called Babylonian 
method (so We. : cp CHRONOLOGY, $ 9), but the reckoning 
according to which the last year of each king was counted also 
as the first of his successor ; in this way the above-mentioned 
inconsistencies are to an important extent diminished.] Cp 
further T. Lehmann ' Quelques dates importantes de chrono- 
log2 du ze temple' tin RE] 1898 July-Sept. p. 18. Gold- 
schmied, ' znr Chronologie dkr Kinigsbiicher ' (ZDMd, xyoo, 
p. 17fi). 
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encetothe bookof Jasharasitssonrce(B~8Aiovnis $&jr=iwn 1 9 1 ~  
=iw77 ~ B D  : cp JASHAR, Boos  OF, $3). The redactional inser- 
tion displaced it in one recension and led to its mutilation in the 
other. The older parts of this chapter have also been retouched in 
conformitywithlater(even post-exi1ic)ritual andlaw. TheLevites 
who appear at  71.4 in contrast to the priests, in a way unknown to 
the pre-exile history, are not named in @nL, and the post-exilic 
' congregation ' ('Zdah) a t  u. j is also wanting. The processes 
illustrated by these examples were doubtless at  work in many 
places where external evidence fails us, and may oiten be 
detected by a careful use of internal evidence alone. See 
especially Wellhausen's detailed analysis (CH 2698). 

The insertions due to later editors and copyists are 
many and not all of the same kind. 

For insertions made subsequently to the deuteronomistic 
redaction see I K. 446 13 (from nig to is), 65 (the words 2 '2D 

n m  'p-nd, 616 (the 1 s t  two words), 724 ( I D  ownK o*@, 
4zc (from n l D h  onwards), 47-50 81 (from n!! 
to Xh'), 2 1  (as far as \H!py), 4 (beginning a( 
ny!), SJ Cpn'p-h), also probably w. 7f: 65 

(from '9 nyxwr onwards). Add to these 9 22 11 24 (OnK '1 1172), 
123a 12 (1 OD?:), 17 21-24 27c (from 1 1 ~ 1  onwards), 32-13 33a 
1431 (from ow1 to 'nylyn, cp ZI), 15 56 (from 33 onwards), 6 (c 
1430) 161-4 (?), II ('2 'n 15 i * ~ w n - ~ $ ,  cp 14rb), 176 (read : ,$ 
21J2 l W 2 1  lp23), 1819 (113 YZlK 'K;I 'K'211. CP 22 40)~ 31-3za 
19gb-IIa(to', 3 1 9 5 ) ~  2123 z s f :  22zJ(cpMi. 2r),31('~1 o*w$w, 
cp 20 I 24), 35 (from pfl! onwards), 38 z K. 19-17 7 178-20 1066 
(?) 1 1 x 0  1217 (?), 17346.40 213-6 2246-52 6f: g (beginning at  
lmn~l) ,  234 (beginning a t  K*+%7)), 5 7b 14 16-18 2413f: 

The  latest glosses in 2 K. are : 1 1 6  (from *$mn to )y1,2, cp 
6) 215 (11TlWK), 319 (IO l9y-$3l), 5 2 2  f: (113 'h ' Wl) 81 

"' 
insertions. 

(ta-nii), 9q(Kmn iyin), 10 19 ( v iw \ I ,  cp 21 1 1 6 f : ( $ m - h r  
116 13 ( own ) ,  15 (1nn 'iw-nu and 'a$ n m - k d  19 (ay-!n ~ K I  
~ n ) ,  1312f:(cp1415~3 1817(1 'D-> i -ml  ]n?n-nr,cp I s . 3 6 ~ ) ~  
19 ~ o a  (to nirnO, 2011 (n i v  'K n r h n  CP Is. 388), 18 ( i h n  'K), 
224 8 and 234 del. h n  (cp 2210 IZ), 2333 (IT2 +m, cp 2 Ch. 

36& onite another sort and sometimes of great historic value 
are a series of notices and parallel accounts, derived from other 
sources and worked into the principal narrative to the best of 
the edi;or's ability. To this class belong--r K. 923 2 K. 11 13-18a 
1814-16 1910-35 (a parallel to 1813 1p19gn which, as Stade has 
recognized, is artificially united to the preceding narrative by 
1Qy6). 

T o  gain an exacter idea of the main redaction of 
Kings and of the nature of the original sources, we may 

6. Divisions : divide the history into three sections :- 
(I) the conclusion of the 'court history,' 
I K. 13, the further consideration of 

rhich belongs to the criticism of SAMUEL (q.v., ii. 5 6) : 
(2) Solomon, I K. 3-11 ; (3) the kingdoms of Ephraim 
and Judah. 

(2) The main source of this section, as we learn from 
I K. 11 41, was a book called Acts of Sohornon. This work 
can hardly have been a regular chronicle, for the history 
founded on it contains no continuous narrative. All 
that is related of Solomon's reign is grouped round the 
description of the royal buildings, particularly of the 
temple, and the account of the dedication of the house 
(chaps. 6-99) ; and the greater part of the latter account 
is either due to the redactor or largely rewritten. The 
whole section is descriptive rather than narrative, and the 
accurate details might have been arrived at by actual 
observation of the temple at a date long subsequent to 
Solomon. In fact, they are not all due to a single hand. 
Thus we can still reconstruct a shorter text of 617-21, 
which says only that the house before the oracle was 
forty cubits long, and the oracle in the midst of the 
house within where the ark of Yahwb's covenant was to 
be placed was twenty cubits in length, in breadth, and 
in height ; and he overlaid it with gold and made an 
altar of cedar [the table of shewbread] before the oracle 
and overlaid it with gold.' The original author used the 
BOOK OF JASHAR (4. v. 3) for the account of the dedi- 
cation, and had access to some exact particulars as to 
dates, the artist Hiram, and so forth, which may have 
been contained in the temple records. The immediate 
environment of this section, if we  set aside the floating 
elements in chap. 9 already referred to, is occupied with 
Solomon's dealings with King Hiram, who aided him 
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in his architectural schemes and in the commercial 
enterprises which procured the funds for such costly 
works (chap. 5 [515-32] and chap. 91oJ). ' On each 
side of this context lies a complex of various narratives 
and notices illustrating Solomon's wisdom and greatness, 
but also, in chap. 11, his weakness and the incipient 
decay of his kingdom. It is evident that the rise of.the 
adversaries who, according to 11 15, troubled Solomon 
through all his reign cannot originally have been related 
as the punishment of the sins of his old age. The 
pragmatism as usual belongs to the redactor (114). 
W e  have seen that there was once another version of 
the history of Jeroboam. On I K. 111.8, cp further 
SOLOMON, 8, and see the commentaries of Benzinger 
and Kittel. 

(3)  For the history of the divided kingdom the 
redactor, as we have seen, follows a fixed scheme ,. I K. 12-z K. determined by the order of accessions, 

the epitome.. and gives a short epitome of the chief 
facts about each king, with an estimate 

of his religious character, which for the schismatic north 
is always unfavourable. The epitome, as the religious 
standpoint shows, belongs to the same hand through- 
out-ie., to D ;  but so much of it as relates to Judah 
is plainly based on good written sources, which from 
the nature of the particulars recorded may be identified 
with the book of Royal Chronicles referred to under 
each reign, which seems to have been a digest of official 
notices. [A reference to the 'Book of the History of 
the Kings of Judah ' (or, Israel) is wanting only in the 
cases of Ahaziah, of Jehoahaz, of Jehoiacbin, and of 
Zedekiah among the kings of Judah, and in that of Joram 
and Hoshea among those of Israel. Both the Judahite 
and the Israelite work (unless with Reuss we are to 
suppose a single work, cited by different titles) were 
evidently compilations of private origin, prepared shortly 
before the exile on the basis of,older chronicles and 
special treatises.] 

If the chronicle named for the kings of Israel actually 
lay before the editor he at least did not make such ex- 
cerpts from it as we find in the Judzean history, for the 
epitome for Ephraim is very bare of concrete details. 

Besides the epitome and the short excerpts from the 
Judzean chronicles which go with it. the history includes 
8. Prophetic a variety of longer narratives, which alike 
narrative. in their subject-matter and in their treat- 

ment are plainly distinct from the some- 
what dry bones of the properly historical records. The 
northern narratives are all distinguished in a greater or 
less degree by the prominence assigned to prophets. 
In the southern kingdom we hear less of the prophets, 
with the great exception of Isaiah; but the temple 
,occupies a very prominent place. 

The narrative of the man of God from Judah (I  K. 13) 
is indubitably of Judzan origin. Its attitude to the 
altar at Bethel-the golden calf does not appear as the 
ground of offence-is diverse not only from that of 
Elijah and Elisha, but even from that of H0sea.I The 
other narratives that deal with the history of Ephraim 
are all by northern authors (see, for example, I K. 193 
z K .  96), and have their centre in the events of the 
Syrian wars and in the persons of Elijah and Elisha. 
They are not all, however, of one origin, as appears 
most clearly by comparing the account of the death 
of Naboth in the history of Elijah, I I(. 21, and in the 
history of Elisha and Jehu, 2 K. 9. In the latter narra- 
tive Naboth's ' field' lies a little way from Jezreel, in 
the former it is close to Ahab's palace (? in Samaria, 
see v. 18 and variants of d in v. I) ,  and is described as 

1 The expression 'cities of Samaria' (v. 32) appears elsewhere 
only after the deportation of Ephraim (2 K. 17 z6), and seems to 
have come in here from 2 K. 23 19. Even in this passage the 
last clause of ZI. 18, which alone refers to details of the history 
of I K. 13, is clearly erroneous; the old prophet did not come 
from Samaria. [The passage must he of late origin (see Kuenen 
Od.(>) 2 5 25, n. 4 ) ;  it seems not unconnected with the h i s to4  
a f  Amos ; see AMOS, 5 3.1 
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a vineyard. The 'burden' quoted by Jehu is not in 
the words of I K. 21, and mentions the additional fact 
that Naboth's sons were ki1led.l In other words, the 
history cf Jehu presupposes events recorded in the extant 
accounts of Elijah, but not these accounts themselves. 
Moreover, the narrative in z K. seems to ,be the more 
accurate; it contains precise details lacking in the 
other. 

Now it is plain that I K. 21 belongs to the same 
history of Elijah with chaps. 17-19. The figure of the 
prophet is displayed in the same weird grandeur, and 
his words (with the omission of the addition already 
noted in VZI. 206 21) have the same original and impres- 
sive force. This history, a work of the highest literary 
art, has come down to us as a fragment. For in I K. 
1915 Elijah is commanded to take the desert route to 
Damascus-Le., the route E. of the Jordan. He .could 
not, therefore, reach Abel- meholah in the Jordan 
valley, near Bethshean, when he ' departed thence ' 
(v. ~g), if ' thence ' means from Horeb. The journey 
to Damascus, the anointing of Hazael and Jehu, must 
once have intervened : but they have been omitted be- 
cause another account ascribed these acts to Elisha ( z  K. 
87J 9). Cp SHAPHAT. Now there is no question that 
we possess an accurate historical account of the anoint- 
ing of Jehu. Elisha, long in opposition to the reigning 
dynasty ( z  K. 313)~  and always keeping alive the remem- 
brance of the murder of Naboth and his sons (632), 
waited his moment to effect a revolution. It is true that 
the prime impulse in this revolution came from Elijah ; 
but, when the history in I K. represents Elijah as 
personally commissioned to inaugurate it by anointing 
Jehu and Hazael as well as Elisha, we see that the 
author's design is to gather up the whole contest between 
Yahwt! and Baal in an ideal picture of Elijah and his work. 
No doubt this record is of younger date than the more 
photographic picture of the accession of Jehu, though 
prior to the rise of the new prophecy under Amos and 
Hoseaz [For the later criticism of the Elijah-narratives, 
see ELIJAH, 0 4, also Ki. Kiin. 159-162, appendix 
on chaps. 17-19 21.1 

The episode of Elijah and Ahaziah, 2 K. 1, is certainly 
by a different hand, as is seen even from the new feature 
of revelation through an angel; and the ascension of 
Elijah, z K. 2, is related as the introduction to the 
prophetic work of Elisha. 

The narratives about Elisha are not all by one hand ; 
for example, 41-7 is separated from the immediately 
subsequent history by a sharply marked grammatical 
peculiarity (the suffix 3 3 )  ; moreover, the order is not 
chronological, for 6 24 cannot be the sequel to 6 23 ; and 
in general those narratives in which the prophet appears 
as on friendly terms with the king, and possessed of 
influenceat court (e.g., 413 6 9  621 comparedwith 13r4), 
plainly belong to the time of Jehu's dynasty, though 
they are related before the fall of the house of Omri. 
In  this disorder we can distinguish portions of an 
historical narrative which speaks of Elisha in connection 
with events of public interest, without making him the 
central figure, and a series of anecdotes of properly 
biographical character. The historical narrative em- 
braced zK. 3624-72091-1028-infact, thewholeaccount 
of the reign of Joram and the revolution under Jehu ; 
and, as z K. 3 has much affinity to the history of Ahab 
and Jehoshaphat in I K. 22, we may add the earlier 
history of the Syrian wars (I K. 20 22) to the series. 
The evidence of style is hardly sufficient to assign all 

1 The standing phrases common to I K. 21 zod 21 2 K. 9 710a 
belong to the redaction, as is plain in the latter case from 93. 

2 Some expressions that point to a later date are certainly 
added by another hand-e.g., the last part of 1818. In old 
Israel, up to the time of Hosea, the Baalim (pl.) are the golden 
calves which have no place in this context. A late insertion 
also ik the definition of time by the stated oblation in the 
temple at  Jerusalem, 18 29 36. At v. 36 this is lacking in 0 : 
at ZI. 29 the insertion of @ reveals the motive for the interpola- 
tion-viz., to assimilate Elijah's sacrifice to the legal service. 
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these chapters to a single hand (for example, 331 is a 
single chariot in the history of Jehu, but in I K. 20 a 
collective, the single chariot being n x m )  ; but they are 
all full of fresh detail and vivid description, and their 
sympathy with the prophets of the opposition, Micaiah 
and Elisha, and with the king of Judah, who takes the 
prophets’ part, does not exclude a genuine interest in 

.Ahab and Joram, who are painted in very human 
colours, and excite our pity and respect. To  the 
historian these chapters are the most valuable part of 
the northern history. 

In the more biographical narratives about Elisha we 
may distinguish one circle connected with Gilgal, 
Jericho, and the Jordan valley to which Abel-meholah 
belongs ( 4  I - 7  ? 38-44 ; chap. 5 ? 6 I -  7). Here Elisha 
appears as the head of the prophetic guilds, having his 
fixed residence at Gilgal. Another circle, which pre- 
supposes the accession of the house of Jehu, places him 
at Dothan or Carmel, and represents him as a personage 
of almost superhuman dignity. Here there is an obvious 
parallelism with the history of Elijah, especially with 
his ascension (compare z K. 6 17 with 2 11,13 14 with 2 12) ; 
and it is to this group of narratives that the ascension of 
Elijah forms the introduction. 

Of the Judzean narratives there is none to rival the 
northern histories in picturesque and popular power. 

KINSHIP 

9. Judajan The history of Joash, z K. 11 f., of 
Ahaz’s innovations, 16rof. .  and of 

narrative’ Josiah’s reformation, 22 3-23 25, have their 
common centre in the temple on Zion, and may with 
great probability be referred to a single source. The 
details suggest that this source was based on official 
docnments. Besides these we have a full history of 
Hezekiah and Sennacherib and of Hezekiah’s sickness, 

,1813-2019,  repeated in a somewhat varying text in Is. 
36-39 (cp ISAIAH i. 5 6, ii. 5 IS). The history of 
Amaziah and Joash in 2 K. 14 8-14 with the characteristic 
pzrabte from vegetable life, may possibly be of northern 
origin. 1 

When we survey these narratives as a whole we 
receive an increased imDression of the merelv mechanical 

Advantage character of the iedaction by which 
Though editors have 

added something of their own in almost 
everv chaDter. cenerallv from the stand- 

of mechanical they are united. 
redaction. 

, . . -  
point of religious pragmatism, there is not the least 
attempt to work the materials into a history in our sense 
of the word; and in particular the northern and southern 
histories are practically independent, being mer.ely 
pieced together in a sort of mosaic in consonance with 
the chronological system, which we have seen to be 
really later than the main redaction. It is very possible 
that the order of the pieces was considerably readjusted 
by the author of the chronology ; of this indeed @ still 
shows traces. With all its imperfections, however, as 
judged from a modern standpoint, the redaction has 
the great merit of preserving the older narratives in 
their original colour, and bringing us much nearer to 
the actual life of the old kingdom than any history 
written throughout from the standpoint of the exile 
could possibly have done. 

Since Ewald’s History, vols. 1 and 3, and Kuenen’s 0nd.R 
1 33z.,E, the most thorough and original investigation of the 
structure of the book is that in Wellhausen’s fourth (not in the 

fifth and sixth) edition of Bleek‘s E‘inl. (‘78) 
11. Literature. (reprinted in CHi? 266-302)~ with which the 

corresponding section of his Pr0Z.W (z75$) 
should be compared. Stade (SBOT,: cp Gcsch. 1 7 3 3 )  must, 
however be compared. Cp also Kittel Hist. 2 4 9 8  2 0 7 5 ;  
Driver, jntr0d.P) 185.203 . K6nig Einl. 2163 $ (‘93). Holzhey, 
Das Bzch der Kdiniee (‘99). On ;he text-criticisni c i  especially 
Stade, ZATW,  $8; p. 1233 (on I K. 53) ,  ’85, p. z75f: (on 
2 K. 10-14) and ’86, p. 160f: (on z K. 15 -21) * Klostermann 
Sam. u. 28. (‘87) ; F. C. Burkitt, Fragwzenfs 2 the Books & 
Kings accordikg to the translation of Apuila f rom a Cairo 
MS (‘97) ; and Ck t .  Bi6. Among commentaries see those of 
Thenius (‘49; (‘4, ’73), C. F. Keil ( ‘64;Q, $6; ET, ’72); 

1 Note in u. TI  ‘in Beth-shemesh which (belongs) to Judah.’ 
Cp the s i h a r  phikc in I K. 19 3. 
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Bahr in Lange’s BiJeZzuerk (‘68; ET, ’77); Rawlinson in 
the Sjeaker’s Comm., Reuss in L a  Bible vol. 1’ 1.amby 
(‘86-’87) ; Farrar (Expositor’s Ei6k, ’93-’94) Benzinier, KHC 
(‘99); Kittel in Nowack‘s HK (‘goo). See also C. F. Burney, 

w. n. %-E. K. art. Kings’ in Hastings’ DB 2. 

KING’S GARDEN (q>m? 1% o KHTTOC TOY 
B A C I A W C ) ,  2 K. 25 4 Jer. 394 (@ om.) 52 7 Neh. 315 

A plantation between the two 
walls of Jerusalem, close to the pool of Shiloah; see 
KING’S POOL. 

KING’S POOL (q$Q 3 ~ n311, .. ; [H ]KOhyMBHBpA T O Y  

B A C I A ~ ~ C ) :  Neh. 214,  possibly the same as the pool 
of Siloam ; it may have been so called on account of its 
proximity to the KING’S GARDEN. 

KING’S VALE (RV), or King’s Dale (AV), (‘iJ@ 
S>O?), Gen. 1417  ([TO] TTEAION B A C I ~ ~ U C  [ADLI) 
2s. 1818 (TH KOIAAAI  TOY B A C I ~ G U C  [BAL]); CP. 
Jos. Ant. vii. 10 3. See SHAVEH [VALE OF] ; MEL- 
CHIZEDEK, 5 3 ; ABSALOM, col. 31. 

KINSHIP. The bond by which the social and 
political units of the Hebrews-their clans and their 
1. Feeling of tribes-were held together in the older 

historical period was neither more nor 
less than a genuine and operative feeling 

ofkinship (see GOVERNMENT, 5 28). Hebrew theorists, 
like Arab genealogists, understood this kinship in the 
same sense as we understand it,-as due to derivation 
from a common ancestor ; a tribe consisted entirely of 
blood relations (see GENEALOGIES i., 2). 

At the very outset this theory requires at least some 
modification ; for even in historical times physical 
descent was not the only way in which blood relation- 
ship could be constituted. Adoption was equally 
effective. So also was the method of blood covenant. 
Not individuals only, but whole clans could in this way 
enter into a lasting union and become fused into a 
single community. The various ceremonies observed 
in making such a covenant (cp COVENANT, 5 3, and 
Robertson Smith‘s excellent exposition in Kin. 47 8 
261 f., ReZ. Sem.P) 3 1 4 3 )  have all one meaning; 
they were originally intended to create a physical and 
literal community of blood, or, in accordance with later 
ideas, they were intended, at least symbolically, to 
represent the creation of such a bond. This shows 
itself with ‘unmistakable clearness when, for example, 
two men actually open their veins and mix their blood, 
or when the protected smears with his blood the tent- 
pole of his protector ; but it is still discernible, though 
in a more disguised form, in the rule of hospitality by 
which even now the person of the guest who has eaten 
with a ,  host remains inviolable for at least a certain 
time-the time, to wit, during which the meal of which 
they have together partaken is supposed to be still 
sustaining them. In the Hebrew domain compare the 
covenant described in Ex. 2 4 ,  where the people and the 
altar of Yahwb are sprinkled with the same blood. 

There is another point in which the old Semitic 
conceptions of blood relationship differ from those of 

2. Idea of modern times : there was no gradation 
relationship. of relationship. We take account of the 

degrees by which relations are removed 
from the common ancestor ; in the Semitic field relation- 
ship is absolute : a man either belongs to a given family 
circle, or he does not. Relationship is participation in 
the common blood which flows with equal fulness in 
the veins of every member of that circle ; on this idea 
rest all the rights and obligations between the individual 
and his clansmen. There can therefore be no such 
thing as aristocracy of birth in our sense of the expres- 
sion. Within the gens none are high-born, none are 
low-born ; there is no blue blood. This is clearly shown 
in the law of blood revenge (WRS Kin. zzf., and 
elsewhere). The duty falls on every member of the 
clan to which the inurdered person bclonged, and their 

TH KOYPA T. B.). 

Cp POOL. 

kinship. 
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* vengeance seeks every member alike of the murderer’s 
clan. 

This said, it must not be denied that a feeling of 
relationship in our closer sense of the word also began to 
show itself from a comparatively early period. Indeed, 
the Hebrews from the earliest times to which our 
historical records carry us may be said to have been 
distinguished by the energy of their ’ family ’ feeling. 
As the limits of society extended, the primitive concep- 
tion of blood-kinship described above would naturally 
grow weaker ; that of near kinship in our sense of the 
word can retain its vigour and efficiency only within the 
narrower circle. Within the larger federation of tribes 
(the people or nation of Israel) the feeling was never 
very strong ; bloody wars between individual tribes 
were not unknown, and it was long before the sense of 
oneness had thoroughly pervaded all portions of the 
body politic. In the end it was not by the conception 
of blood kinship but by the political organisation of the 
monarchy that this sense was called into being and 
maintained. 

The question as to what constituted national kinship 
was answered by the genealogists. Each individual 
3. National tribe was held to be derived from an 

ancestor whose descendants bore his 
name as their tribal name; the mutual 

relations of the tribe and the varions clans comprising 
it were determined by the relationship of the ancestor 
of each clan to the patriarch from whom all alike 
claimed descent. In other words, the formation and 
development of tribes were held to have taken place 
under the dominion of the patriarchal system (GENE- 
ALOGIES i., § 2). Moreover, it is an actual fact that 
so far as our knowledge goes the patriarchal system 
was prevalent among the Hebrews from the earliest 
historical times. The head of the family is the man ; 
the woman passes over to the clan and tribe of her 
husband, who is master both of herself and of her 
children (FAMILY, 3 3 ;  MARRIAGE, 5 43). Kinship, 
tribe-connection, inheritance, are determined by the 
man. 

Robertson Smith (Kinship, puassiw), however, has in- 
controvertibly shown that among the Semites as well as *. Matriarchy. many other widely separated peoples 

matriarchy must at  one’ time have 
prevailed. By this expression, as distinguished from 
patriarchy, is meant not the dominion of the woman in 
the household, but rather that arrangement of family- 
and clan-relations in accordance with which the relation 
of the children to the mother was regarded as by far 
the more important, that to the father being of quite 
subordinate moment. It is the mother who determines 
the kinship. The children belong to the mother’s clan, 
not to the father’s. The wife is not under the power 
of the husband, but under the guardianship of her male 
relations. The head of the famiry is not the father but 
the maternal uncle, who has supreme authority over the 
mother and her children. Inheritance is not from 
father to son, but from brother to brother, from 
(maternal) uncle to nephew. 

The existence of this matriarchy among the Semites is shown 
(among other proofs) by the existence of ancient words, common 
to various branches of the Semitic family, denoting relationship 
derived from the mother. In like manner there are feminine 
tribal names, and tribal heroines pointing to the same inference. 
With the Arabs downkvcn to the days of Mohammed a kind of 
marriage (see below) was still kept up which entirely belonged 
to the matriarchal system. 

For details as to matriarchy among the Semites in 
general the discussions of Robertson Smith, Wellhausen,2 
and Wilken must be referred to. What specially in- 
terests us here is the fact that in the OT also traces of 
the existence of this institution among the Hebrews can 
still be found. Even if these were not absolutely 
1 Utsupra. 
a ‘ Die Ehe bei den Arabern’ in Giitt. ge2. Nachl;. 4 3 x 8  (193). 
3 ‘Het  Matriarchaat bij de oude Arahieren in Oester. 

kinship. 

Monatsschrlflf: d. Orient, 1884. 
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convincing in themselves, they would’ become so after 
the demonstration of the existence of the institution 
among the Arabs and other Semitic peoples. Alongside 
of the masculine tribal names we have a scries of 
feminine ones :-Hagar, Keturah, Leah, Rachel, Bilhah, 
Zilpah. Stade conjectures that at one time there was a 
genealogical system according to which the tribes were 
all of them wives of Jacob (GZ1146). Such feminine 
names at all events cannot be regarded as mere poetical 
adornments of the legends to which they belong ; they 
must originally have been integral parts of the genea- 
logical system. 

Marriages of brother and sister, that is to say between 
children of different mothers. had nothing offensive to - 
5. Marriage the moral sense of the older period (see 

MARRIAGE, 5 2) ; it is a relic of the $:=;. times when relationship was determined 
not bv the blood of the father but bv that 

of the mother, and when accordingly community of 
descent on the mother’s side was the only bar to 
marriage. This explains also the possibility of the 
custom according to which the son could marry the 
stepmother, the father the daughter-in-law (see MAR- 
RIAGE, § 2). Notwithstanding the express prohibition of 
such unions they seem to have been not unknown down 
to a time as late as that of Ezekiel, although, on the 
other hand, marriages between maternal relations, 
between father and stepdaughter, father and daughter, 
mother and son were from the first regarded with horror 
(cp Gen. 1 9 3 0 8 ) ;  in D express prohibition is not 
deemed necessary. 

How deeply rooted was the view that relationship 
was constituted through the mother is shown bv Dassages - I .  - 
6. Meaning of such as Gen. 42 38 43 29 44 20 27 8 

Judg. 8 19 9 3, where the designation 
of brother in the full sense of the Lbrother., 

word is reserved for sons of the same mother; as  
also by such narratives as that of Judg. 9 zf:, where 
Abimelech is regarded by his mother’s relations, the 
Shechemites, as  one of themselves, and his maternal 
uncles are his natural allies. The prevalence of the 
same view is seen also in the practice of adoption by 
the mother (not the father) (Gen. 30 3),  in the right of 
inheritance through the mother, as implied in Gen. 21 IO 

( ‘  the son of this handmaid shall not inherit with my 
son’), in the right of the mother to give the name as 
shown in the older sources of the Pentateuch, though 
in P it is always the father who does so. In Eliezer’s 
negotiations for Rebekah it is not her father Bethuel 
( ‘  and Bethuel,’ Gen. 24 50, is a late redactional insertion) 
but her brother who is her guardian and carries on the 
transaction. 

Another characteristic feature of matriarchal marriage 
is that it is not the woman who enters the man’s tribe 

7. Tribal but the man who enters the woman’s ; she 
relations. continues to belong to her own tribe. This 

also can be shown to have been the case in 
the Hebrew domain. Too much stress indeed must 
not be laid on the expression n$~(.s!  Mi>, ‘ to go in unto,’ 
the usual phrase in Hebrew and Arabic for the con- 
summation of a marriage; but it is certain that 
among the Hebrews, as with the Arabs, the woman 
always figures in particularly close connection with the 
tent, and frequently as its mistress. In such cases as 
Gen. 2467, indeed, we may be in the presence only of 
I custom which, in the case of wealthy people, allowed 
sach wife (as with a rich sheikh at present) to have a 
separate tent. The narrative of Judg. 4178 (cp 5 248), 
however, is clear enough ; it is Jael who owns the tent, 
who receives the fugitive into it, and who accords to 
him its protection. This is in exact accord with the 
present rights of Arab women as regards fugitives 
seeking protection. The story of Eliezer’s wooing of 
Rebekah also assumes the possibility that the girl may 
not consent to leave her home, but may insist that her 
future husband should marry into her own tribe and 
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came to be regarded as son of the deceased husband, 
and this last finds its explanation in the Hebrew view 
of the evils of childlessness (cp MARRIAGE, 5 5 3 ) .  

Obviously the form of marriage just described must 
be older than nionandrous baal-marriage ; indeed there 
ll. Earliest is not in the nature of things any reason 

for regarding it as more recent than even 
the earliest form of matriarchal marriage. 

Baal-polyandry was originally in any case marriage by 
capture. As such it is hardly likely to have been a 
development of a form of marriage in which the husband 
maried as an alien into the tribe of the wife. It may 
therefore be best to abandon all attempt to make out a 
genetic connection or evolutionary relation between the 
various kinds of marriage, and to concede that marriage 
by capture as well as matriarchal polyandry (which, 
strictly speaking, cannot be distinguished from absolute 
promiscuity) may date from the most remote times. 
One tribe might count kin from the mother, being 
endogamous, or else marrying its young women to men 
of alien tribe only when the men consented to join the 
tribe of the wife and the children remained with the 
mother. Another tribe counted kin from the father 
and therefore sought for its wives, so far as these could 
not be found within the tribe, by capture of such 
welcome additions from other tribes. 

practice. 

For literature, see FAMILY, 0 15. I. B. 

RIR (Y?; KYPHNH etc., see below; CYRENE; 
is mentioned in Am. 9 7  ( € K  Boepoy [BAQ]) as the 
primitive home of the Aramtzans, and warriors from 
Kir are introduced in the description of an Assyriaii 
army threatening Jerusalem in Is. 2 2 6  (om. BKAQI'; 
purietem I. \ 5 a&). 

The name also appears in Am. 1 5 ( X K A V T O C  [BAQl'l, ;.e., n p  
= N?? ; r#f,$qv [Aq.]; 2 K. 169 (om. B ; K U P ~ ~ V S C  [A a:id 
Aq.], dp lroh~u [L]) where it may possibly have been intro- 
duced from Am. 15 'which contains a prophecy of the deport=- 
tions of the Aramzdns to Kir. 

Winckler ( A F 2 z 5 4 3 )  has given reason to think that 
' I(ir' should rather be ' Kor ' (iir), and identified with 
the Karians mentioned by Arrian (iii. 85) with the 
Sittakenians ; see also SBOT, ' Isa.' (Heb.), 197, and 
cp KOA. This people seems to have dwelt in the land 
of Jatbur, the plain between the Tigris and the 
mountains towards Elam (cp Sargon's Khorsabad 
inscr., B. 153, 5 ) .  For other views see Furrer, BL 
3 534, who thinks of Cyrrhestica, between the Orontes 
and the Euphrates (refuted by Schr. NC.VB12) 845), and 
Halevy, RE/ll60$, who prefers S. Babylonia. 

KIRAMA ( K E I ~ A M A C  [Bl, K I ~ A M A  [AI), I Ed.  520 
RV=Ezra 226,  RAMAH. 

KIR-HERES (by! Y?, Is. 16 11, AV Kir-haresh; 
'UM 'p Jer. 48 31 36), Kir-hareseth ( n 9 J  'p, see col. 

2677, n. 2) 2 K. 325, AV Kir-haraseth ; 
n@l,? '3 [var. nEhn '31 Is. 16 7) or Kir 

The 
name is generally supposed to mean ' city of the sun ' 
(b for D); see NAMES, 5 95. When, however, we 
consider ( I )  that this explanation is unknown to the 
ancients ; (2)'that Kir is nowhere supposed to mean 
' city' except in the compound names Kii-heres, Kir- 
hareseth, and Kir-Moab ; (3) that Din, ' sun,' nowhere 
bas a fem. ending ; and (4)  that in Is. 1 6 7  d and Aq. 
indicated, not r, in the second part of the name, the 
question arises whether we should not emend the text 
and read n@!c n;lq, 'new city' (cp HADASHAH). 

Vg. gives mums$c'rtiZis (Jer.), mums cocfi lateris (Is. la), 
and m?wzis A+'oab (Is. 15) ; @, r b  re;xos es Mdwa~[~Iiri8os in Is. 
1 5 ;  BE~EB1(?8EuE[NC.a.!)[BNAQl'] i n I s .167 ;  Tf?XOEb[om. B.] 
&rralvruas [BNAQl'] i6. v. II ; K E L ~ & S  [Kl8apas, K d a p e r s ,  

OT 
References' of Moab (2@D-lp  ; Is. 151j.). 

clan (Gen. 245).' Similarly Jacob fears lest Laban 
should refuse to let his daughters go, but should insist- 
in accordance with his undoubted right-on their staying 
at home; hence his secret flight (Gen. 31 31). The 
phrase, ' shall leave his father and mother and cleave to 
his wife,' in Gen. 2 2 4  may be an old saying dating from 
remote times when the husband went to the house (tent) 
of the wife, and joined her clan. Still the passage may 
be merely the narrator's remark, and even if it be an 
old proverb, we cannot be sure that it really carries us 
so far back in antiquity. 

Another instance of a matriarchal marriage requires 
notice: that of Samson (Judg. 14). The case is 

8. ' Beena ,- thoroughly exceptional ; it is exogamy, 
The husband 

is the alien, and visits his wife, who 
remains in her own home, and it is in the house of 
her relations that the marriage feast is held. Samson 
himself indeed does not become a Philistine; but 
neither does his wife become Israelite ; the intention is 
that they shall meet only from time to time. Parallels 
are not wanting in pre-Islamic Arab history ; as already 
said, such marriages were nothing ont of the common 
u p  to the period immediately preceding that of 
Mohammed. The important point lies here :-the wife 
continues to belong to her own tribe, and the children, 
naturally, so belong also. It is thus the mother's 
blood that is the determining factor. This kind of 
marriage, it is plain, could originally have arisen only 
under the influence of matriarchal institutions. 

From the facts adduced Robertson Smith draws 
the conclusion that this kind of marriage-which (after 
J. F. M'Lennan) he proposes to call beena-marriage 
(from the Singhalese)-had been the form universally 
prevalent among the Semites in the period before the 
separation ;of the tribes. After the separation, the 
Hebrews from the same starting-.point arrived at 
monandrous baal-marriage (cp MARRIAGE, 8 2)  long 
before the Arabs did. 

Such an inference, however, would be too sweeping. 
Robertson Smith himself regarded it as not improbable 

9. 'Baal,- that patriarchy can be carried back to 
primitive Semitic times (Kin. 178) ; and 

ellhausen (09. cii. 479) has proved it. marriage. 
The existence of such old Semitic words as @ u p  for 
wife's father-in-law (see HAMU, NAMES WITH) and 
huZZu for the daughter-in-law is, with other cases that 
might be adduced, conclusive. Wellhausen calls special 
attention to the fact that in the word 'amm, Arab., 
Heb., Syr., and Sab., unite the senses of ' people ' and 
'relations on the father's side ' (see AMMI, NAMES WITH). 
'Whatever the time and place of origin of this mode of 
speech, the father's relations must also have been the 
political ones when it arose.' 

Robertson Smith's concession, it is true, is limited to 
polyandrous baa1 - marriage - a form of patriarchal 
marriage which is well attested for the old Arabians 
(Strab. xvi. 4 2 5 ;  cp WRS Kin. 1 3 3 3 ,  We. 09. cit. 
460 3). In this description of marriage a group of 
brothers or nearly related men had the wife in common ; 
the children belonged to the tribe of the fathers. Smith 

Levirate. finds a trace of this form of polyandry 
still surviving in the levirate marriage of 

the Hebrews (see MARRIAGE, 5 7 f: ). The duty of 
inheriting the wife is originally a right, which, as 
Smith thinks, must have had its origin in an original 
community of possession. Wellhausen (op. cit. 461) 
remarks further that the beginning of the law on the 
subject in D (Dt. 255 'if brethren dwell together') finds 
no explanation in the present context, but would fit in 
well with the explanation suggested by Smith. Hebrew 
levirate marriage, however, admits of sufficient explana- 
tion from the simple fact that in Hebrew baal-marriage 
wives in general are property that can be inherited. 
The right of inheriting became a duty in this one 
special case as soon as the first son of such a marriage 
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marriage. but reversing the relations. 

1 Aq., rolxr ~ U T ~ C ~ K O V '  Syrn., r e l x e ~  T+ ~ U T ~ U K L ' V ~ ;  see 
Deseth, quod Aquila transtulit parietem, Sym- 

Apparently the only refer- 
Field, Swete. 
rnachus murum (OS 116 18 251 79). 
ence to Kir in Onom. 
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etc.1 aAxpoir in Jer. I n  2 K. @ does not recognize any place- 
name (see note 2). Tg., Is. 15 I ,  renders Kir-Moab, > ~ ) f ? ,  ~ 3 1 3 ,  
KZrakkZ of Moab, and Kir-hareseth, pnapn 111, ‘their strong 
ci ty’ ;  Ptolemy (v. 175) has XapdKwpa; Steph. Byzant. 
KaparcpBpa. 

That the three names given above (to which we may 
perhaps add KERIOTH, KIRJATH-HUZOTH) represent the 
same place, is undeniable. When Jehoram of Israel 
invaded Moab, Kir-haresheth (so MT) was the only 
city which held out against the Israelites ( z  K. 325-27) ; 
obviously it was the capital, Le., Kir Moab.’ It was 
famous for its vines. In Is. 1 6 7  mourning is anticipated 
‘ for the grape-clusfeers of Kir-hareseth ’ (see FLAGON, 
5 3);. and in 2 K. 325,  after the description of the 
stopping up of the fountains and the felling of the fruit 
trees, we should probably read, ‘ until there remained 
not a cluster of its grapes in Kir-hareseth ’ (see Crit. 
Bib. \. or. if the above reading of the name is correct. 

EIRJATH-JEARIM 
KIRIATH (n!??), Josh. 1828  RV. See KIRJATH, 

KIRJATH-JEARIM. I (a). 
KIRIATHAIM (PtnlTp), NU. 3 2 3 7 ,  RV, AV KIR- 

JATIIAIM. 

KIRIATH-ARIM (n’?? n!??), Ezra225  RV (AV 
KIRJATH-ARIM)=Neh. ’I 29 KIRJATH-JEARIM (AV). 

KIRIATH-BAAL (5gs-n- ’l?) RV, AV KIRJATH- 

KIRIATH-HUZOTH ( n i y  n!??), N ~ .  2239,. AV 
BAAL, Josh. 1560 1814. See KIRJATH-JEARIM, I. 

KIR JATH-HUZOTH. 

KIRIATHIARIUS, RV KARIATHIARIUS ( I  Esd. 5 
1 9 t  : KApTA&lAp€lOC [B], KbplAe lAplOC [AI, -p€IM 
[L])= Neh. 7 2 9  KIRJATH-JEARIM. 

KIRIATH - JEARIM. (P’?g’ni??), Neh. 7 29 RV, 
AV KIRJATH-JEARIM. 

KIRIOTH (ni,??), Am. 2 2 ,  RV KERIOTH (q .v . ) .  
KIRJATH, RV KIRIATH (nil?), an imperfect place- 

name in Josh. 1828. Di. reads p i y q y p ,  Kirjath-jearim (Lapap 
[B], KaL TOALP rap[eIrp [AL]); but see KIRJATH-JEARIM, 5 I (a). 

KIRJATHAIM,’ RV KIRIATHAIM (Ptn:?p), ‘ two 
cities,’ or ‘place of a city’ ; on form of name see 
NAMES 3 107 ; K A p l A e A l M  [BAWL]). 

I. A town on the Moabite plateau mentioned in 
Nu. 32 37 (Kapiaieap [B], - L U ~ ’ E ~  [L]) and Josh. 
1319,  as having lain within the former dominions of 
Sihon, and as having been assigned by Moses to 
Reuben. Mesha, in his inscription (1. IO), calls it p i p .  
and says that he ‘ built ’ or fortified it ; it is represented 
as Moabite also in Jer. 48 (Jer. 481 Kapaeaip [N”], 
KapiaOaiy [kPa. (?)I, 23 K U ~ L U O W  [N]) andby Ezekiel (Ezelc. 
25 9, a6hews mpa6ahauufas [BAQ]). In OS (108 27, 
269 IO) it is described as a Christian village called 
Coraitha or Kapraea IO R. m. W. of MHdebH. This 
is no doubt the modern KuraiyHt, but whether Coraitha 
is not rather KERIOTH (4.v.) is disputed. Kiriathaini 
gave its name to Shaveh-kirjathaim or the ‘plain of 
Kiriathaini’ (Gen. 145). See MOAB. 
2. See KARTAN. 
KIRJATH-ARBA ( q ~  m y ) ,  RV KIRIATH- 

ARBA, Josh. 1415 etc., anearlier nameof HEBRON (q.v .. 
According to Winckler (Gf ii. 39) Kirjath-arba means ‘city 

of the god Arba“; some god IS intended whose name was 
written with the cuneiform sign for ‘four’ (analogously Beer- 
sheba = ‘ well of the god Shebd ’). Long before him, Tomkins 
had proposed the same view (Lzye of A6raham). Winckler 
bringsthese names into connection with a lunar myth of Abraham 
and Jacob (GI 2 48 57). The original Kirjath-arha, according 
to him, was not Hebron, but a t  or near Dan-i.e., in the far 
north (41, 49). If, however, p n  in Gen. 87 14 is an error for 
niiN2, p n  in Gen. 23 2 may he an error (of P?) for ni2irl. It 
was probably Rehoboth that was the ‘city of four’ (see REHO- 
BOTH), at least if y>iu, ‘four,’ is correct and is not really a 
corruption of njxni, ‘ REHOBOTH.’ 

I 1). 

T. K. C. 

KIRJATH-HUZOTH, RV KIRIATH-HUZOTH (n’?p 
nix? ; rrohs~c ~ U A Y A E U N  [BAFLI-ie., Kerioth 
Hazeroth, ‘cities of villages’), the place to which 
Balak took Balaam first of all on his arrival in Moab, 
according to the Yahwist (J), and where this writer 
probably made him deliver his first prophecy, Nu. 2Z39 
(with which v. 40 [E] plainly conflicts). 

The name (‘city of streets’ or of ‘bazaars’), if correctly read 
in MT, indicates a place of importance. Very possibly the 
Yahwist means the city called in Am. 22  Jer.4824 41 Kerioth. 
Note that Amos speaks of the ‘palaces’ of Kerioth. The Elohist 
has instead ‘the city of Moab, a t  the farthest border’ (u. 36). 

KIRJATR- JEARIM (P’R’n!??, ‘ city of dense 
copse’ ?-Kbplbelbp[€] lM [BAL]), a ci,ty O f .  Judah, 
in the Gibeonite group (Josh. 9 17). 

1 In the list of towns in Palestine against which SoEenk 
(Shishak) warred, occurs the name ffan’tnz. Muller (As. u. 
Bur. 166 n. 3) would emend this to Karfm (1 and 1 beng as 
easily interchanged in Eg. as in Heb.), and identify with the 
Moabite Kirjathaim. 
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I .  I 

‘in Kiriath HGdHshath.’ It stood near 
the Arabic 2* situation’ the S. frontier of Moab ; 

geographers knew it under the name Kerak. Com- 
manding as it did the caravan route from Syria to 
Egypt and Arabia, its possession was hotly disputed by 
the Franks and the Saracens. The former held it 
from 1167 to 1188, when Saladin became master of 
both Kerak and Shabek (6) hrs. from Petra). They 
mistook Kerak for Petra, and established a bishop’s see 
there under the title of Petra deserti.’ At an earlier 
time Kerak had been the seat of a bishopric in the 
province of PaZstina Tertiu (Reland, 705). 

El-Kerak (see fig. in SBOT ‘Isa.,’ 169) is placed 
on an extremely steep rocky hill, surrounded on all 
sides by deep ravines. It is about ten miles from the 
south-east corner of the Dead Sea, and some 3370 
feet above sea-level. To  the N. and S. it is protected 
by the mountains, which are passable only on the N. 
by descending the Mejib (the great gorge of the 
Arnon), which runs E. and W., and on the S. by the 
wild gorge called the WBdy Kerak. T o  the W. there is 
the Dead Sea, since 1897 navigated by a mail steamer 
which plies from the N. bank to el-Lisiin (see DEAD 
SEA, § 5 ) ,  whmce a carriage road is to be constructed 
(1897) to Kerak The city is still partly enclosed by a 
wall with five towers. Originally there were but two 
entrances, both consisting of tunnels in the rock. On 
the southern side stands the citadel, a strong building 
separated from the adjoining hill by a deep moat hewn 
in the rock. It is a fine specimen of a Crusader’s 
castle. Beneath it is a chapel, with traces of rude 
frescoes. The present population of Kerak numbers 
from 20,000 to 22,000, of whom about one-fourth are 
Greek Christians. Their strong position, numbers, 
and daring character made them till a few years ago 
practically independent of the Turkish government. 
Here Burckhardt was plundered, De Saulcy held to 
ransom, and Tristram greatly harassed; Gray Hill’s 
account of his own detention is vivid. ’ 

See Bnrckhardt, Syria, 387 : De Saulcy, Journey round the 
Dead Sea, 1 3 6 9 8  ; Lynch, E.rpedition, 2633, English ed. ; 
Tristram Land of Moab, 7 0 8 .  Gray Hill With the Beduins, 
193-231 ;’Porter, Handbook, 1 ; Baed.’Pal.P) 178s 

T. K. C. . . ... -. 
1 The statement of E. H. Palmer (quoted in Che. Pro#,%. Is. 

1102) that the eminences on which the old Moabite towns stand 
are ‘ invariably called HEritho by $he Arabs ’ does not help us. 
Even if we substitute d for &, some distinctive name is re- 
quired for the capital city. 

2 Read n w y  lp hw? ’It+$;! El5 111 (d? l y  with 
@Land Tg. Jon.). Klo. suggests ‘ p  ‘@I3 9, a weak read- 
ing, nor could MT’s ‘n ’?> I.I’J>N easily have arisen out of it. 
M T  gives n h g  l’?a a’??: l % W ~ l ~ - z ‘ . e . ,  ‘until one left its 
stones in the wall as potsherds’ (Gi. has ndin : but what could 
this mean?). @B &os TOG ra7dLne;v TO%S hib’ous~o8 coL,you 
rCab‘qpp&ous [@A reads Kardansiv, ~ab’qpiuo~sl;  @ L  2ws T .  ph 
Ka/ahin&v hib’ov ;v i o i p p  TCKTOYLK<C. vg., ita ut  muri fantun2 

ctzles remanerent-i.e., nb1.n. 
’3 That  there is no connection between Kir Hareseth and the 
>nip of Mesha’s inscription (Z l .  3 21 
long ago by Noldeke (Inschr. des Kbin. h e m  [‘70], SA). 

24) was pointed out 
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KIR JATH-JEARIM RIR JATH-JEARIM 
The earliest record of the name (if we suppose it to have been 

correctlv transmitted) is Drohablv lude. 18 12. See also Ter. , .  _ ”  - ’ 
26 zo (rca IpLaBcLapeip [HI), Josh. 9 17 (rrohsrs Laic ‘ ,  

1. Names. [B], r.-p [AFL] 1814 f: (v. 14 K a p l a h a p f r v  [B]), 
I Ch. 2 50 52 f: (a. 53 aohers raoip [Bl, KapraBiaeLp - ._  ~~ 

[A] om. L) 135 (rrahcs ~ a p a ~ p  [BNAL]), 2 Ch. 1 4  Ezra225. . . 
( ~ R J A T H - A R I M  [RV KIRIATH-ARIM, raprw0rapOp (B)] should 
he ‘Kirjath-jearirn’); Neh. i z 9  (xapL8Lapeip [Bl). Kir;ath- 
Baal (sp-n:l?; KapLaBpaaA [BAL]), and Baalah, with the cx- 
planation, “that is, Kirjath-jearim,’ occur in Josh. 18 14 ; Josh. 
15960; I Ch. 136 (& a d h ~ u S a u r ~ S ,  BNA). Baalahalone in Josh. 
1510 (herq and in v. 9 ,  @ has ‘Baal’ except in v. TO O B  
~cpaah) .  Baale- Judah,’ without explanation, occurs in z S. 6 2  
(on @,see below); hut Dozy, Kuenen, We., Dr., Ki. read 
‘Baal- ; Klo., Bu. ‘ Baalath-’. 

Evidently the earliest name of the place included the 
divine name Baal ; but how came the same place to be 
afterwards called Kirjath-jearim? It is not a super- 
fluous inquiry. The most obvious explanation-viz, , 
that, in the course of religious progress, ‘ Baal ’ came 
to be discredited as a divine name-is insufficient. We 
should have expected some better divine name to be 
substituted for ’ Baal,’ not the reconstruction of the 
place-name on an entirely different plan. Moreover, 
we do not find that Baal was entirely removed from 
the southern place-names (Baalah, Josh. 1529 ; Bealoth, 
Josh. 1524, both in P). The first step towards a 
solution of the problem is to show ( u )  that the original 
name of the place was Baal- or Baalath- (hag) gibeah- 
i . e . ,  ‘ Baal of the hill,’-and (a) that the full name under 
which the Deity was worshipped in this Gibeah ( ‘ hill ’) 
may have been Baal-yarib ( ‘  Baal contends ’). 
(u) In  I S. ?I (EV) the ark is said to have been brought into 

‘ the house of Abinadab in the hill’ (WJ:?) : cp the same phrase 
in 2 S.63  RV (AV RVmg. have ‘in’ Gibeah’). I t  looks as if, 
in the original writing, ”pi, ‘Giheah,’ was the name of thq 
town where Abinadah lived ; that the description ‘ on the hill 
refers to ‘the hill on which the town was built’ (H. P. Smith) 
is surely improbable. Near the latter of these passages (z S. Bzj 
@ has the strange rendering diib T&Y d p x 6 v ~ w u  Ioda  ;u [ ~ j  
dvapLu6L [TOO povu091; two readings are coinbiaed, viz., 
”J?”: ’?!:? and ”?,’.?I [nln’ly>, the latter of which is mis- 
rendered and really means ‘ to Baalath of the hill.’ Probably 
the la& reading is the original one (see Klo. on 2 S. tiz); 
observe the Pasek after q y r ,  which warns us that the text is 
doubtful. Nor must we overlook the close of the list of the 
cities of Judah in Josh.1828, which runs thus in AV ‘and 
Jehusi, which is Jerusalem,, Giheath, (an?) Kirjath) [RV 
KIRIATHI. The current opinion is that Giheath means 
‘Gibeap of Saul ’and that ‘Kirjath’ is an error for ‘Kirjath- 
jeanm. But i; is more in accordance with the analogy of 
textual errors elsewhere to suppose that ‘ Kirjath ’ is an editor’s 
correction ofGiheath, and that the original readingwas ‘ Gibeath- 
jearim,’ though ‘-jearini’ itself may turn out to be incorrect. 

(6) We have reached the conclusion that an early name for 
the  ,place afterwards called (at any rate by scribes) Kirjath- 
jearim was ‘Baal of the hill.’ Ando,gy entitles ns to assume 
that the local Baal had a fuller title describing his chief 
attribute: cp Baal-hanan, El-iashib, etc. The second part of 
this title ought to underlie the second part of the name Kirjath- 
jearim, for of course such a name as Baal-jearirn (Baal of the 
woods) would be contrary to analogy. We can hardly doubt 
what that second part was ; i t  was either jarim (pirim) or 
(more probably) jarib ( y E ~ i d ) .  d and nr are interchangeable ; 
cp  tapecp (PBB Hos. 5 13 106) for the Heb. >l;, ydr& ‘Baal 
contends’ was the name; cp 2’??7:, Jehojarih, and h 21; 

‘Let the Baal contend with him,’ Judg. 632. Our further 
conclusion is that Kirjath-jearim is a late distortion of an older 
name, Gibeath-baal-yarib, which was current side by side with 
Baal hag-gibeah. It is hardly necessary to suppose that Har- 
iearim (Tosh. 15 IO) is a distortion of Har-haal-iarib : hut this - .  
;s of co<rse a possible view. 

According to Wiiickler (GZ 2 m4), ‘ Kirjath-jearim,’ or ‘city 
of forests,’ is ‘nothing but a half-suggesting, half-concealing re- 
production’ of the name Baal-Tamar (Judg. 2033) which name 
(of mythological origin) was, he thinks, converted’into Baal(e)- 
judah ( z  S. 6 2) in the time of David, when this locality ceased 
to he Benjamitish, and became Judahite. See, however, JWDAH, 
$3, TAMAR. 

In identifying the place which we may conventionally 
call Kirjath-jearim, we must be careful not to lay equal 
, 2. Identifica- stress on all the biblical data. We 

must not, for instance, be too confident 
that Kirjath-jearim and Beth-shemesh 

1 nyzin was corrupted into ”>in, the y having dropped out ; 
this became indistinct, and was misread ;nln, to which * was 
preilxed by conjecture. 

tions. 
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were near one another. The description of Jos. (Ant. 
vi. 1 4 ,  Niese), yelroua ~ b h w  r?js BSBVs K&VS (Naber, 
TOTS BVBuaphrs),  appears to be suggested by the 
narrative in I S.  Sf., as it now stands, and cannot 
be treated as authoritative; Josephus was not writ- 
ing a handbook of geography. Nor is it at all 
necessary that the site of Kirjath-jearim should be 
in a wooded or bushy neighbourhood, jem-im being 
probably only an artificial distortion of ‘ jtirib.’ The 
clearest and most certain of all the data is the statement 
in Josh. 9 17, that the dependent cities of the Gibeonites 
were Chephirah, Beeroth, and Kirjath-jearim. Now 
GIBEON, CHEPHIRAH, and BEEROTH (q4.v.)  are 
securely identified, and Kirjath-jearini must not be 
placed too far o f f  from the other members of the group. 
If in addition to this we require a city on the border of 
Jqdah and Benjamin, there is, it would seem, only one 
site which is available, and that is eZ-Kurya or hZuryet 
el-‘Ennd1 (city of grapes). Eusebius places KapraO- 
m p p  at the ninth milestone from Jerusalem towards 
Diospolis or Lydda. This suits the position of Karyet 
el-‘Enab, which is about three hours from Lydda. The 
high authority of Robinson supports this view. The 
nearness of the mountain Neby Samwil (see MIZPEH), 
which Eusebius expressly states ( OSz) 278 96 ; cp 
13813) to be near Kijath-jearim, is no slight con- 
firmation. The village of el-Karya is but a poor one ; 
there is a Latin church of great interest dedicated 
originally to St. Jeremiah, owing to a mistaken identi- 
fication of the place with Anathoth. Prof. G. A. Smith 
( H G  225 $)  speaks with somewhat more hesitation 
than the present writer thinks necessary. For the 
rival site (Kh. ‘Emnzd) near BEt ‘Aciib, the principal 
argument is its greater nearness to Beth-shemesh 
(‘Erma is about 4 miles E. of ‘Ain Shems). This, 
however, is hardly an argument for critics to use (see 
ARK, § 5 ) ,  and, on the other hand, Kh. ‘ErmSL is too 
near Zorah and Eshtaol to suit the narrative in Judg. 
18 1.f. ,z and also in the wrong direction (S. of Keslii). 
Moreover, for el-Karya it may be urged (but with- 
out laying much stress upon it) that this village 
marks the point of departure of the rough bushy 
country3 (yy:, see FOREST, 3)  ; hence the later name, 
‘city of dense copse,’ was not an inappropriate one. 
That it fits the position of Kirjath-jearini on the N. 
border of Judah and Benjamin, is also beyond refuta- 
tion, though different views as to the line of deniarca- 
tion are no doubt tenable. 

The following is Conder’s description of the new site a t  
Kh. ‘Ernrd. 

‘ The surrounding hills are more thickly clothed, even at  the 
present day, with dense copse, than is any part of the district in 
which the town can be sought. The ruin is situate on the southern 
brink of the great valley which broadens Into the valley of 
Sorek, and it is about four miles E. of the site pf Beth-shemesh 
thus agreeing with the words of Josephus. According t; 
Conder the boundary line W. of ‘ErmB can be drawn in a 
satisfactory manner (see PEFQ, ’79, p. gS$, and cp Henderson, 
‘78, P. 1 9 6 8 3  

Cp H. A. Poels Le sancfuaire de Kiriathgkarirn (Louvain, 
‘94). Kirjath-jeaAm and Gibeon are here thought to have been 
on opposite sides of the same hill; their common sanctuary 
being on the summit of the hill. 

When Kirjath-jearim became an Israelitish city is 
uncertain. It must, however, have been at least partly 

3. Biblical inhabited by Judahites in the time of 
David (2  S. 6 2 8  ; C ~ A R K ,  5). In later 

references* times it produced a prophet in the style 
of Jeremiah, who fell a victim to jehoiakim’s tyranny 

1 The latter name is said to occur first in the fifteenth century. 
A still more modern name is Abii &ish (from a sheikh so called, 
who lived at  the beqinning of this century, and left a name of 
fear). In support 6f this identification cp Clermont-Ganneau, 
ArclrreoIogicaC Researches, ii. (‘99). 

2 Cp MAHANEH-DAN. 
3 ‘There are wanrs on every side almost and somevery 

impracticable pnes N. and SW. of i t’  (Thdmson, LB, ed. 
’94, p. 666). Aujourd‘hui encore on est frappe de l’aspect 
different des deux versants : i3 ce point precis de maigres taillis 
commencent, qui ne demanderaient qu’i  grandir’ (Lagrange, 
Revue didhqre, ‘94, p. 140). 
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KIR JATH-SANNAH 
(Jer. 2620-24 ; see URIJAH). One can imagine that the 
name of the city (was it Kirjath-Jarib, ‘city of the 
[divine] adversary ’ ?) was not without its influence on 
Urijah‘s sensitive mind. Another apparent reference is 
a purely imaginary one. Though Wellhausen and 
Duhm render, in Ps. 1326- 

We have heard that it is in Ephrathah, 
In  the Field of Jaar we found it,- 

and explain the ‘ Field of Jaar ’ as ‘ the country district 
nearKirjath-jearim’ (We.), or as a synonymforthatplace- 
name (Du.), a close examination of the text shows that 
this interpretation is improbable (see Che. F3.r’)). It is 
true, however, that a recollection of the story of the 
fortunes of the ark, and of a passage in Chronicles 
(I Ch. 250), according to which that town was founded 
by descendants of Ephrathah, the wife of Caleb, enabled 
a late editor to draw a semblance of meaning from an 
indistinctly written and corrupt passage. On the 
obscure notice of Kirjath-jearim in I Ch. 2505zf., see 
SHOBAL. T. K. C. 

KIRJATR-SANNAH (;l;e-n!?p ; r r o ~ l c  rpaM- 
MATON [BAL] ; jSudsAQa ; CARCATHSZNNA), 

called also Debir (Josh. 1549), is a most problematical 
name. 

There is no saiisfactory explanation of the name ~ J D ,  and 
no apparent reason why an old Canaanite name distinct from 
Kirjath-sepher should be mentioned in the list. 
precedes it is natural to suppose that njo is a scribal error for 
130, and that we should restore KIRJATH-SEPHER (cp Q5 Pesh.). 

Sayce explains ‘ city of instruction,’ and identifies 
with Bit’sZni, said to he mentioned on the Amarna 
tablets (Sayce, K P ( 2 )  5 73, Crit. Mon. 54 n.), and situ- 
ated W. of Gath. Wi., however, givzs bit(?)-sa-a-ni, and 
leaves it untranslated. See EPHRAIM, Q 7, n. 4. 

Since 

T. K. C. 

KIRJATH-SEPHER (lFD’n,Jp, as if ‘ house of 
books’; nohis [rwv] ypapparov [BAL] Josh.15 1 5 8 .  tapbar- 
uw$ap, noh~sypappa~ov[Bl, noh. yp. [AL], Judg. 1 x 1  ; also called 
KIRJATH-SANNAH (Xpn:??, TOALE ypappa~wv [BAL]), Josh. 
154gtr and DEBIR(T?~ [Judg. I Ch.], l>T, Gapeip [BAL]), Josh. 
151549. 

A place in the hill-country of Judah, mentioned 
between Dannah and Anab (Josh. 154g), formerly in- 
habited by Anakim (Josh. l l n r ) ,  and the seat of a king 
(Josh. 1039 1213). In Josh. 1517 and Judg. 113 its 
conquest is ascribed to OTHNIEL [q.v.], in Josh. 103Sf. 
to Joshua. P includes it among the cities of refuge 
(Josh. 2115 I Ch. 658). 

I t  has often been assumed (e.g by Quatremsre, 1842) that the 
name implies the presence of a d r a r y  of some kind in the place 
(cp the Babylonian city Si para1 [?I)., According to Sayce, if 
was ‘the literary centre of t i e  Canaanites in the S. of Palestine, 
whilst Debir --i e. ‘the sanctuary,’ was ‘the temple wherein its 
library was e)staLkihed’ (Pat. Par. Z Z O J ) .  As Sayce himself, 
however, following Max Muller (As. u. Eur. 174) records, the 
form attested by the Papyrus Anastasi I. is k&t+pa*?, 
perhaps=lrJbn;l?, i e . ,  ‘House of the scribe.’ That the 
Canaanitish archives were centralized at Debir is most im- 
probable. If this were the case, Debir must have been the 
religious capital of Canaan ; hut of this we have no evidence 
whatever. Its name may be wrongly vocalized ; 2  ‘sanctuary’ is 
not a probable name for a city. Kirjath-sepher may be an 
alteration of some half-Hebrew name, such as Khyath sejhdr, 
‘enclosed city’$ (cp ERECH). 

Various identifications have been proposed, but only 
one has much plausibility. First proposed by Knobel 
(note on Josh. 15154g), it has been warmly advocated 
by Conder (PBFQ, ’75, p. 53), who says that the modern 
e$-Doheriyeh (or rather ed-DEhaxiyeh), a village four 
or five hours SW. of Hebron, is the only site which 
fulfils all the biblical requirements. The objections 
are three in number. ( I )  Petrie (according to Sayce, 

1 According to a popular etymology, see Sayce, H%. Led. 
168 n. : Del. Par. 210. 

2 Moore (Proc. Am. Or. Soc., Oct. ’go, p. Ixx) proposed 
l?p71”1,7, ‘frontier- town,’ but he has now withdrawn this 
(ly”. 27). Geographically, such a name would have been very 
suitable. 

3 Ass. su$drrc=‘an enclosure with walls.’ 
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in Hastings’ DB 1 5 7 8 ~ )  found no traces at ed-Dzhariyeh 
of anything older than the Roman period. (2) The 
equivalence of the names Dghariyeh and Dehir (as if 
‘ the back side’) supposed by Knobel and Conder is 
fanciful in the extreme. (3)  The passage (Judg. 1 I X - ~ ~  
Josh. 15 15-19) on which most reliance is placed, because 
it may seem to point to the beautiful springs about 
7 miles N. of ed-QHhariyeh (see ACHSAH), is partly 
corrupt. See KEILAH. 

The question now presents itself whether not only 
Kirjath-sepher but also Debir may not be incorrect. 
Place-names are liable to snffer both by corruption and 
by abbreviation. May not ~ 2 1 ,  Debir, be a corruption 
of i n n  ‘ Tabor,’ and this, like the same word in Judg. 
818 (cp also THEBEZ in Judg. 950), be a corruption of 
Beth-Sur? That such an important city as ‘Debir, 
that is, Kirjath-sepher,’ must have been, should be no- 
where referred to in subsequent history, is scarcely 
credible. We know that it was situated in a dry spot, 
and that it was not far from Hebron. This description 
applies to the famous city of BETH-ZUR [p.v.] which 
occupies an impregnable position on a Tell 4& m. N. 
from Hebron. It is also in favour of Beth-zur that it 
stands between Keilah and Beth-tappuah, the two 
places which (if the suggestion made under KEILAH 
is correct) Caleb presented to his daughter-in-law 
Achsah. That Kirjath-sepher is the true name of 
the city so-called is difficult to believe. It is possi6Ze. 
however, that Debir, or perhaps rather Beth-zur, had 
an additional descriptive title, Kirjath-sephiir, ‘ inclosed 
city.’ It is no objection to this theory that the names 
Debir and Beth-zur both occur in the list in Josh. 15 ; 
such double mentions occur elsewhere in P s  geographical 
lists. See also JABEZ. 

The Anab of Josh. 1549 now becomes more uncertain. 
W. M. Miiller’s suggestion of ‘Anngbeh, SW. of Lydda, the 
Betoannahe yf the Onom., deserves consideration. 
KISH ( V P ,  ‘ lord, husband ’ ? cp KISHON, KUSHA- 

IAH ; K(E)IC [BAL]): 
I. h. Abiel, a Benjamite of the clan of Becher ( I  S. 

1021, crit. emend., see BECHER, MATRI, and cp BEN- 
JAMIN, § 9, ii. [B]), the father of Saul ( I  S. 91, etc., 
in I Ch. 936 K reads K L P ;  Acts 1321, AV CIS). In 
MT of 2 S. 2114 his home is placed at ZELA, but the 
text is plainly corrupt. The clan of Becher (the Bicrites) 
appear to have lived at Gibeah of Benjamin (see 
GIBEAH i., 3). Kishs brother, Ner, the father of Abner 
( I  S. 14 50 f., but see NER) is strangely represented in 
I Ch. 8 33 ( = 9 39) as his father, but the text is in dis- 
order ; ‘ Ner ’ should probably he ‘ Nadab ‘ = Abinadab, 
which appears to be a second name of the father of 
Kish, a rival of ‘Abiel’ or ‘Abibaal’$ (see NER). 
The names may have been already mutilated and cor- 
rupt in the (late) document upon which the Chronicler 
is dependent. We meet with Saul’s father again in 
the fictitious genealogy of the Benjamite Mordecai, 
Esth. 25 (K[E]LUULOU [BKA]) 1 1 2  (CISAI, RV KISEUS ; 
id. BKALaB). See GENEALOGIES i., 6 ; MORDECAI ; 
and cp ESTHER, § I ,  end. 

P. The occurrence of the name in Levitical genealogies is of 
no historical interest. Kish b. Mahli represents an important 

onof theMerarite Levites(1 Ch. 23 ZIJ  2429); Kishi b. 
Abdi is the father of the famous Merarite ETHAN (I Ch. 644 
[=9] ; see also KUSHAIAH), and the same designation attaches to 

1 The phonetic interchange of 1 and n is not unexampled ; c p  
the variant readings i y  and ny in Ezek. 224, 7n.q and nn.q in 
Is. 66 17. 

2 [The interpretation susgested follows RSPI 170, n. 4, and 
Wi. AN21 62, n. I. The name is probably the same as the old 
Ar. divine name Kais (Nab. . q q ,  nu>$, which is found in 
Ar. proper names,’ either alone (cp We. Heid.(? 67, also Sin. 
p>>) or in compounds (e.g., the well-known Imrau’lkais). I t  
is hlausible to connect the name with the first element of the 
Ass. compound Ku-u-xu-ia-da’ on a contract tablet (Peiser, 
ZA TW17 3438 [‘g7]), p,erhaps also with the Edomite Kaaus, o0)p 
(see EDOM, 5 12). Peiser (Z.C.) identifies v’p ( ~ p )  with the 
second element in Elkosh (see ELKOSHITE). 

3 That Abiel (T S. 0 I) is an alteration of Abibaal is pointed 
:ut by Marq. (Fund. IS), who refers to the fragmentary name 
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Baal’ in I Ch. 830 (936). c p  BEELfADA, ELIADA. 



KISHI KNIFE 
' bending ' course (Ar. &&a), but from the old god w*p 
(Kish?)=Ar. Kais. So WRS ReL Sem.PI 170, n. 4 ; 
see KISH, n. 

2. (Josh. 21 z8), RV KISHION @.u.). S. A. C. 

KISS (Pd3 ; @iAso, K A T A @ I A ~ W ,  @IAHMA). 
See SALUTATIONS. 

KITE. I. (TI:&, ' qyah;  perhaps onomatopoetic, 
cp Di. Lev. ad 6'oc.; ~ K T L Y ,  y6+) Lev. 11 146 Dt. 1413' and 
Job 287t, where AV renders by V;LTURE, RV always F&ON 

2. ("7, d8'8h; i.e., n;?; 99; Lev. I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ) , A V V U L T U R E .  
The Red Kite, Milvus iclinus, is common in Palestine in winter 
but during the summer mainlygives place to the Black Kit; 
M. migrans (M. ate?), which returns from the S. ; this species 
is less harmful to poultry, etc., lives more on garhageand fish 
and is a welcome guest. M. rPgyjtius the Egyptian kite, alsh 
occurs but less abundantly' as doe; Zlanas cueruleus the 
b l a c k - h g e d  kite, a singulariy beautiful bird which strays'from 
Africa. 

3. (a;?, dayy8h; n h ,  dayycith: Dt. 1413 Is. 3415t), AV 
VULTURE, VULTURES. See above (2). A. E. S 

(q.v.). 

KITHLISH, RV CHITHLISR (t&na ; MAAXWC 

[BA], KaeaAslc [L]), apparently a place in the low- 
land of Judah (Josh. 15 40). 

Prohably the name is a corruption of Do&, LAHMAS ( g . ~ . ) ,  
which precedes. The geographical lists of P are sometimes 
expanded by the insertion of variants or corruptions. 

T. K. C. 
KITRON (filpp; K E A P W N  [BI,]. xeB. [AI), a n  

unidentified place in the nominal territory of Zebulun, 
tributaryto Israel (Judg. 130) .  From a comparison with 
Josh. 1 9  15, it appears that KATTATH (rather perhaps 
Katrath) was the same place as Kitron. See KARTAH. 

A Talmudic doctor (Me6 6 a) identifies Kitron with Zippori 
ie., Sepphoris (the modern Saffuriyeh ?), and the etymologicd 
Midrash attached t o  the latter name gives no adequate reason 
for rejecting this view which may be correct. At any rate 
there is no finer site'than Sepphoris in the neighhourhood 
marked out by the context (see Rob. BR 3 201 ; Baed.W 275). 

KITTIM, AV except in Gen. and Chron. ; less 
correctly CHITTIM (O'??, so usually, but n';!? in Jer. 2 IO in 
Bab. hlSS and Kt. Palest. of Is.2312, and in Bab. MSS of 
Ezek. 276, &which last the Palestinian reading is Q?; @ 
reads X C ~ T E L V ,  Ezek. 276 [,el ; hut X e r r i c p ,  W [AQ], cp Jer. 2 IO 
[BAQ], I Ch 1 7  [L], I Macc. 1 I [ANV] ; -v, Jer. Z.C. [N] : ~q7ror, 
Gen. l o 4  [ A i '  I Ch. J 7 tA"vid.1; K m o i ,  Gen. IC. [DELI, I Ch. 
2.c. [BA.]. cp [for X ~ T -  KLT- ,  with various terminations] Is. 
23 I 12 [ K ~ T L ~ L ~  AI Dan. 11 30 [Theod. BAQ 1 Q" prefixes X ~ T -  
7 w p ,  for 87 s;e delow], Num. 24 24 I Macc. '8 5. The Phcen. 
form is n 1  or yq3). 

Also 
in six other passages-none of them very early (on 
Is. 231 12 see GEOGRAPHY, § 14). In Ezek. 276 we find 
o'*na y - i . e . ,  Cyprus and other islands of the Mediter- 
ranean, among the traders of Tyre. The identification 
with Cyprus in all these is satisfactory (see CYPRUS). 
The name Kittim is usually derived from the Phrznician 
city Kition (Larngka), on the SE. shore of the island. 
According to Max Muller, however (As.  11. Bur. 345), 
it isa loan-word, originally= Ghattites, Khuttites= gitt2, 
Hittites. From this the city Kit(t)ion is supposed to 
have derived its name ; this implies that Kit(t)ion was 
not a Phcenician city. 

There is a strange reference to Kittim in Nu. 24 24 (not very 
early ; see BALAAM, $ 6). is used for the 
western regions in general (opposed to Kedar the East), and 
P'?? in Dan. 11 30 (see Bevan) has a speciiio reference to the 
Romans (@ K a i  < ~ O U U L  'wpayoi [87]) as in I Macc. 1 I (AV 
CHETTIIM, RV CHITTIM~S 5 (AV CIT~MS) it is explicitly used 
of the Macedonians. F. B. 

One of the sons of Javan (Gen. 104 I Ch. 17). 

... 

In Jer. 2 IO P';?? 

KNEADING-TROUGH (n 
n y ~ , ' p a n ' ? ;  Ex.83[T~8]1234,alsoDt.28517tRV; BEFL 
+$papa in Ex. [for 8 3 [7 281 see Field], iyuaTCh(e)rppa [BAF], 
KaTCX. [L] in Dt.). 

KNEELING (y?? : ronyrreTcw). See SALUTA- 

KNIFE. Five words are rendered knife in EV : 
I. nS3~.,nra'~~~Z~U0*Cxacpa[ADL],  pop$aIa [Bl,but in Prov. 
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See BREAD, B I ; COOKING UTENSILS, $ 2 .  

TIONS. 

a prominent Merarite of the time of Hezekiah (2 Ch. 29 12). 
Evidently the names Kish and Abdi are derived from names 
in I Ch. 8 30 (9 36). We need not correct Abdi into Ahinadah ; 
the Chronicler may already have found the corrupt form Abdon, 
whence Ahdi, in his document (see above). T. K. C. 

KISHI (r*ce), I Ch. 644 [zg] ,  see KISH, 2 ; KUSH- 

KISHION (fi@?, cp ]\Wy?, and see ~KISHON, end ; 
KEICWN P I ,  KBCIWN, KICIWN [AI, KBCIWN [Ll), 
a Levitical city in the territory of Issachar (Josh. 1920 
2128 [where AV Kishon 'I). The parallel passage 
I Ch. 657 [p] has KEDESH ( 1 L i l ~ ) ,  which most critics 
( e ;@,  Kittel) treat as a corruption of Kishion. 
1 he true reading, however, in Josh. and Ch. must surely be 

]?dip. Whether this Kidgun is an echo of Gadaguna, which is 
the name of a principality mentioned in Am. Tab. 267 and 
therefore'of the Kitsuna of the Palestinian name-list of ThAtmes 
III.,1 may be left open. 

Miihlau identifies Kishion (Kidgun) with Tell KeisZn, 
6 m. SE. of Acre. Kishion being in Issachar, we 
shall do better to adopt Conder's identification of Kedesh 
(Kidgun) with Tell Abii KudCs (see KEDESH, 2). 

KIsHON (fid'? ; KB[I]CWN [BKARTL]), a torrent 
famous as the scene of the overthrow of the Canaanite 
coalition under Sisera (Judg. 47 521 ; cp PS. 839 [..I, 
AV Kison; ~ l c c i j  [A]), and also of the destruction 
of the prophets of Baal by Elijah (I K. 1840). It is 
also called the ' waters of Megiddo ' (Judg. 5 19). 

The Kishon (mod. eZ-Muka&z', ' cut ' )  flows through 
the plain of Jezreel, nearly due NW. between Samaria 
and Galilee, and enters the Mediterranean in the lower 
extremity of the bay of 'AkkZ, on the E. of H a i k  It 
is fed by the waters coming from Carmel, Gilboa, 
Hermou, and Tabor. Its exact source is uncertain; 
according to some it rises on the W. side of Mt. Tabor 
(cp Jer. OS2)  11022, who speaks of its being near 
Tabor), whilst others prefer to place it near Jenin (see 
ENGANNIM). 

The battle in which Sisera was defeated must have 
taken place in the winter. In summer the Kishon is 
a diminutive and insignificant stream, but in winter it 
overflows, and floods the surrounding country, turning 
it into a morass. The fate of Sisera's army finds a 
parallel in the battle between the French and Turks 
near Tabor on April 16th, 1799, when many of the 
latter were drowned while attempting to pass the 
morass in their flight (cp Burck. Syr. 339). 

The district of the Kishon in olden times enjoyed an 
especial reputation for sanctity. North of it flowed the 
rivers Adonis (Nahr IbrZhim) and Belus (Nahr NdmBn), 
both famous for their sacred character ; and Mt. Carmel 
itself was a sacred mountain. Hence, just as the above- 
mentioned rivers are named after gods, it is very probably 
that the Kishon may derive its name, not from its 

AIAH. 

T. K. C. 

1 These two names are identified by W. M. Muller, Sayce, 

2 In Judg. 5 21 the phrase 'the torrent Kishon ' is followed 
an$ Flinders Petrie (Hist. of Eg. 2323). 

immediately by the difficult words n'ql,? s!lJ. According to 
an improbable, but well-supported, ancient view, it was the 
name of a torrent distinct from the Kishon &e~pC,@our ~ a S q u [ e ] ~ p  
[A Theod., perhaps thinking of Kedesh in Issachar, cp 'waters 
of Megiddo,' ZI. 19 ; so Klo. Gesch. 123, adopts Vel?, it., the 
planet-gods viewed as givers of rain] ; mz8vpcLp [L] ; fowem 
Cadumim [Vg.] cp fesh. and Ar.; Kauuovwu [Aq. see Field 
fd Zoc.]). AmoAg modern explanation5 may he m h o n e d  (3 

Stream of antiquity' (EV Bachmann cp @E x' lpxa iwv and 
the paraphrase of Targ.): ?z) ' Onwarh-rushing stream'(& A. 
Cooke, Hist. andsongof DeJoovah, 48 I Ew., stream of boldness 
in attack'-a primitive personification) ; (3) 'stream of en- 
counters ' (Briggs, Kohler, after Ahulw.) ; (4) ' stream of the 
holy (Le., divine ones)' (Klost. Marq cp. Symm. ciy~wv 
+pay). For a fifth view for wh&h @A h q m i p  may also he 
referred to see KADESH' 2. Of these (I) (3) and (5) may he' 
classed as historical the' plain of the Kihon'  having been a 
great battlefield, froh the time of Thotmes 111. onwards whilst 
( 2 )  and ( 5 )  have such appropriateness as is involved in refer- 
ence to the circumstances of Uis battle, in the one case to the 
swollen condition of the torrent, in the other to the bloodshed 
which dyed the waters. 
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KNOP RORAH 
Levites (Gen. 4611 Ex. 619 etc. ; only in P and Ch.) ; 
see GERSHON, MERARI. T o  the KOHATHITES (,g;?c, 
6~aaO[e]c  [BAFL] Nu. 2657) belonged Aaron, and hence 
the Kohathites are sometimes subdivided into ‘ the 
children of Aaron the priest,’ and ‘the rest of the children 
of Kohath’ (cp Josh. 214J) .  They were intrusted 
urith the care of the sanctuary during the wanderings 
in the wilderness (Nu. 4 1 5  7g) ,  and their cities are placed 
in Ephraim, Dan, and half Manasseh (Josh. Z.C. 20.26). 
The Korahites (see KORAH, i. 3) were also reckoned in 
this division. 

KOHELETR, the Hebrew title of Ecclesiastes, and 
according to MT the name of the supposed speaker of 
the monologues in that book. Elsewhere (see ECCLESI- 
ASTES, $ I) the word is treated on the assumption that 
MT is correct. The word, however, is admittedly so 
difficult, and so very unlikely as a designation of a 
king of Israel, and the textual errors in Ecclesiastes are 
so serious, that the time seems to have come for raising 
the question whether the reading is correct. Must it 
not be due to an early editor’s attempt to extract some 
meaning out of a corrupt text? 

n$npn (ha&&kdZeth)-for this (see 7 27 [crit. emend.] l28), 
not KbhdZeth, is the earlier form of the wrong reading of MT-- 
may’he the result of a series of changes ; it is plausible to hold 
that ultimatel it springs from the faulty repetition of four words 
in 12. The zook originally began thus,-‘Vanity of vanities, 
all is vanity ($28 $I? p$jn $ 2 ~ ) ;  the two last Hebrew words 
$I> Sjn were miswritten by the next scribe in such a way as to 
suggest n$;rpX. To this the editor prefixed l@, ‘saith.’ In- 
ter olation propagated the error (1 12 7 27 128 but in 1 IZ n felt 
offp; then the writer of 12gJ in the EpiloGe, and the scribe 
who prefixed the title, adopted it (without initial a). I t  is an 
extremely plausible view that ha&&ih&th was also adopted by 
the editor who prefixed the title to the strange little poem in 
Prov. 30 16-1. which title mnst orieinallv have run thus-or very 

See GENEALOGIES i., 1 7 (iii. 6). 

~ o p k  [BC] u ~ o p i s  WAD, Gen. 22 6 IO Judg. 19 29 Prov. 30 141, 
in Gen. add Judg. in the special sense of a sacrificial knife. 
The root $ 3 ~  means not only ‘to eat,’ but ‘ to  tear in pieces’.l 
cp Ass. akaZu, whence makaltu, ‘an instrument chiefly used dy 
Mag-ians’ (Del. Ass. H W B  56 a). 

2. llfl, @re4 so in Josh. 5 2  I K. lSz8, where implements 
of cutting are meant. SWORD rq.u.1 or ‘dagger’ is the usual 
rendering. Cp WEAPONS. 

3. ’I?!, Mar Uer. 3623). The Za‘ar ($up6u) of the scribe 
here spoken of is elsewhere rendered ‘razor ’ (see BEARD). 
4. I-?@,, Sakkilt (an Aramaic word), Prov. 23 za, hut the text 

is corrupt. Read probably ;i>BJg )Jg! [3pl-’?, ‘for thou wilt 
endanger thyself by thy folly ’ (Che.). 

The traditional Jewish 
interpretation is ‘knives’ (so Middath, 4 7 ; ‘Rashi . Saadia so 
Vg.). knife,’ but is ’un- 
known to @ (nap~XhaypQua [AI, -pduaL [Ll,’aapgypba [B]) and 
to I Esd. 2 13 (edurar=ninnQ; EV ‘censers’), and is against 
the context. The true reading must be nin):, ‘dishes’(Che.; 
cp 2 Ch. 35 13) ; the corruption was produced by assimilation 
to the preceding ~ S N ,  cp Syr. of I Esd. 

Thus, of the above words, two are corruptions, one 
(3) refers to the sharp cutting instrument of the barber 
or the writer, and one (2) is confined to ritual (and to 
warlike) uses. The remaining word ( I )  may be used 
either generally or in a special sense. The ritual knives 
spoken of in Josh. 5 2  were ‘knives of flint ’ ( p y  ni2y, 
see AVmS and RV, and cp 79, ‘ the flint,’ Ex. 425). and 
knowing how conservative of old forms ritual is, we 
may safely assume that the flint or other hard mineral 
(obsidian perhaps2) used for ritual purposes was in 
more remote ages in general use for cutting. To  have 
used metal knives, in sacred functions, would have 
seemed irreverent (cp HANDICRAFTS, 2). It is note- 
worthy, however, that, from motives of ceremony, 
flint knives continued to be used in daily life in Egypt 
long after 2000 B.C. (see EGYPT, 5 36). 

Some idea of the various forms of knives used by 
the Hebrews may be gathered from Bliss’s sketches 
of the flint implements found at Tell el-Hesy (Mo2md 
of Many Cities,. 37, r24) and from the specimens of 
cutting instruments. of the ancients which are still pre- 
served, or are fi@red on the monuments. See the 
Romanand Egyptian instruments in Kitto (s.v. ‘ Knife,’ 
nos. I and z), and Rich, Dict., r.v. ‘ culter,’ ‘ cultellus,’ 
and cp SICKLE, PRUNING HOOK. 

That knives were used by the Hebrews during a 
meal has been inferred from Prov. 23 2 (cp MEALS, § IO) ; 
but this passage, being very probably corrupt (see 
above, 4), cannot safely be appealed to. The food 
perhaps was brought to table already cut up ; the flat 
cakes of bread were not cut but broken (Is. 58 7, etc.). 
Herod, however, we are told, was wont to use a knife 
tu pare an apple (Jos. B/ i. 337 ; Ant. xvii. 7 I). 

For kaphtir (llnb>), Ex. 25 31, etc., see 
CANDLESTICK, 2 ; for the pc&i’im (P’Ypb) of I K. 
6 18 7 24,f see GOURD (end), TEMPLE, SEA (BRAZEN). 

KOA @\?; y x o y ~  [B, Symm., Theod. ; ! precedes], 
hoyh [A], KOYE [QI; ; Vg. Princ@cs [CP Aq. 
~opv@aror] ) ,  a people mentioned with Pekod and 
Shoa as contributing warriors to the Babylonian army 
(Ezek. 2323).  Identified by Delitzsch (Par. 236) with 
the Kutu (or Ku, whence the Hebrew form), a nomadic 
people E. of the Tigris but N. of Elam. Very early men- 
tion occurs of a ‘ mighty king of Guti ’ (see TIDAL), and 
somescholars think that Guti or Gutium (whichrepresents 
the same name) has found its way in a mutilated form 
into Gen. 141 (see GOIIM, but cp SODOM). 

KORATH ( l lgP-i .e . ,  Kehath ; meaning unknown ; 
cp, perhaps, Ar. wakihe ‘ to obey,’ Ass. akzi? K a A e  
[BKADFL] but KAAA NU. 317 [A], Kcto NU. 4z), the 
largest and most important of the triple division of 

5. &:p, ma&ZZZ#him (Ezra 1 gt). 

This is suggested by Syr. +iZZ#hLi 

KNOP. 

T. K. C. 

1 Hence in 2 S. 226 Dt. 3242 EV’s ‘devour’ ($3~) should 

2 See knives of obsidiAn figured in Schliemann, Tiigns, 174, 
rather be ‘tear in pieces ’ which suits the sword better. 
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nearly thus,: 
‘ The words of the guilty man Ha&-@h/Zeth 1 to those 

That the poem which follows is controverted in m. ~ f :  is an old 
that believe in God. 

and reasonable opinion. 

Ucal disappear, nor can we lift up a lamentation for them. 
Crztica Bi6lica. T. K. C. 

Thus the mysterious ‘Agur, son of Jakeh,’ and ‘Ithiel and 
See 

KOLAIAH (&A $ 33 ; cp KELAIAH). . .  
I. Fatherofthe prophet AHAB ; Jer. 2921 (BKAQom.; KOUA~OV 

I. In  list of Benjarnite inhahitants of Jerusalem (see EZRA ii.. 
[Qmg., hut attributed to Aq., Theod.]). 

5 56, $j 15 [I] a), Neh. 11 7 (Koala [Bl, rokfia [NL], K’W. [AI). 

KONX (KWNA [Bl, -e [8‘.‘AIv KW>A W*l). 
substituted by RV for AVs ‘ the villages ( KWMAC 
[243, 248, 249 ; Compl. A1d.l; TAC KWMAC [ s ~ I ,  in 
cnstelhz et vicos [Vet. Lat.]), in the description of the 
defensive measures of the Jews against Holofernes 
(Judith 44). 

I<ouaq and ropas must be corrupt. two MSS (19 108) read 
K d a ,  which is but a poor conjectire. Almost certainly the 
correct reading is roua [Bl, =Kwwa=ruapZva. Cyamon occurs 
again in 73, together with Bel-men=Belmaim. (Syr. reads 
‘and to the towns of Bethhoron,’ omitting the second ‘and 
against almost all the Greek MSS.) T. IC. C. 

- 

KORAR (mb, hardly ‘ ice ’ ; cp rather KAREAH 

and Sin. nnip, ? n i p  ; KOPE [BAL]). 
I. An Edomite clan (so in Gen. 36 5 14 18, which belong to 

one of the latest sections of the Pentateuch); in I Ch. 1 3 5  
their ancestor is said to have been a son of Esau, or, in Gen. 36 16, 
a son of Eliphaz, son of Esau, though this last passage is wanting 
in the Samaritan text. 

The 
clan claimed descent from Caleb, who in turn belonged to the 
Edomite clan Kenaz (Judg. 1 13 etc.), and is incorporated with 
Judah. 

3. The legendary progenitor of a levitical guild, the KORAH- 
ITES (W7??3, I Ch. 919 31 12 6 [AV KORHITES]; 02 KOp[F]LTLIL 
[BNAI, 07 Kopvuol [Ll), employed as door-keepers or porters in 
the temple (Ex. 6 ZI 24 I Ch. 6 22 [7] 9 19). Probably the b’nt 
Korah, a guild of singers or musicians mentioned in the titles of 
Pss. 42 44-49 R4f: Wf:, were a subdivision of this guild. See 
WRS OTJC 

There is no reason for separating the above three names. Not 

2. The ‘ son ’ of Hebron, I Ch. 243 (Kopfc [Bl, Kap76 IL]). 

zqf: ; Meyer, Entst. 162 181. 

1 .nin$n ot& q:, 
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KORAH, REVOLT OF 
only do we find that the evidence of the levitical names points 
to a S. Pslestinian origin, and that a close relationship subsisted 
betweeu Edom Judah, and other tribes and clans of the S., 
hut it is impdrtant to note that the levitinngof the clan of 
Korah, and its enrolment in the great levitical division of Kehath, 
represent later stages in the historyof the clan (see GENEALOGIES 
i., $5 5 [cp n.], 7 [ii. v]).l See art. below. 

KORAH, REVOLT OF. In the precedingarticle it has 
been seen that the Korahites, as known in the history of 
Israel, were either Edomites incorporated with Judah or a 
division of the Levites. This double use of the name 
has an important bearing on the story of Korah's 
rebellion as told in Nu. 16 f., which is the subject of 
the present article. 

This story comes, at least in the main, from the 
school of the priestly writer (P), though, as has been 
1. Present text. shown in a previous article (see 

DATHAN AND ABIRAM), the acconnt 
of Korah's rebellion against the priestly prerogative of 
the Levites has been mixed up with .an older and quite 
independent account of the resistance made by Dathan 
and Ahiram to the civil authority of Moses. Here, 
however, an important question arises. P is not an 
inventive or original writer so far as historical incidents 
are concerned. Legislation is the sphere in which he 
finds himself at home, and with regard to narrative he 
is usnally content to borrow and modify the material 
supplied by his predecessors. It is not therefore 
unreasonable to ask whether P did not adapt the story 
of Korah's revolt from some older source, and whether 
any fragments of the story in this primitive form remain 
in Nu. 16. Bacon ( T r i p b  Tradition of Exahus, 190). 
developing a hint of Dillmann's, has contended with no 
small ingenuity but hardly with success that we have 
before us the fragments of such a narrative by theYahwist. 

H e  attributes to him a few words in 16 1-3, the whole of 13-15 
276.31 33a, so producing the simple story that when Korah the 
Edomite and On the Philistine would fain intrude into the 
sanctuary, Moses withstood them, and the earth swallowed them 
up. Apart from other equally decisive arguments, it cannot he 
regarded as certain or even probable that PELETH (g.u.) has 
any connection with the Philistines. 

We may now give the substance of the priestly nar- 
rative in its original form. It is contained in 161azb- 

KUSHAIAH 
The account which we have examined hitherto, comes 

from the priestly legislator, as is plain from its literary 
True, it does not confirm the fav- 

3* Later . ourite and characteristic point of the priestly 
account' legislation,-viz., the essential difference 

between the priests, the sons of Aaron, and mere 
Levites. But of course the priestly code also emphasises 
the general distinctjon between the clergy of whatever 
rank on the one hand and the laity on the other. Here 
the priestly legislator is content to advocate the claims 
of the levitical tribe as a whole. However, a later 
writer of the same school was not satisfied to stop here. 
Moved, perhaps, by the remembrance that there was a 
levitical guild known as 'sons of Korah,' he made 
various alterations in the text and added 76-11 16f: 36-40 
[17 1-51, In this second stratum Korah is unmistakeably 
a Levite, and not only so, his whole company are 
Levites, and their,sin consists in a sacrilegious claim to 
act as priests. The censers of these 'sinners against 
their own lives' are by divine command beaten into 
plates and used as a covering for the altar. They are 
to be a perpetual memorial that no one who Is not of 
Aaron's seed may dare to offer incense. In ,269-11, a 
very late passage-for it must have been added by some 
one who had read 16 and 17 as they stand in our present 
Hebrew text-we are told that the ' sons of Korah ' did 
not perish with their father and his band. The author 
felt that he had to explain the continued existence of 
the Kohathite guild in the temple. 

The N T  mentions Korah only once, viz. in Jude II 
where Korah is the type of Gnostic heretics who' ' set at 
nought dominion, and rail at dignities.' 'The author of 
2 Tim. 2 16f: had Korah in view; at least v. 19 is 
derived from Num. 16 5 26 in 6. 

The division of documents advocated in this article is that of 
Kue. Th.T 12 139, and Hex. $8 6 n. 37 16 n. 12 to which Well- 
hausen now adheres. I t  is also adopteh by Kitiel (with a little 
hesitation) by Baudissin (Priesterthum) and by Dr. Introd.6') 
65. Nor hoes the view of Dillmann 'differ m a t e h l y  here, 
except with regard to the point mentioned a t  the end of the 
article DATHAN AND ABIRAM. 

style. 

W. E. A. 

KORE (Klp:  KWPH [BA], KOPE [L]). A door- 
keeper, or guild of doorkeepers, of the b'ne Asaph, 
assigned to the Korahites (see GENEALOGIES i., 3 7, ii. ). 

The name is given to the father of Shallum (I Ch. 9 19, KCOPTS 
[B], p p q  [A]), or Meshelemiah (I Ch. 26 I, Kmpve [AI). In, 
2 Ch. 31 74 Kore (rap$ [Ll) appears as the son of Imnah (my), 
hut the latter may be nothing more than a slip for Heman 
(i??; cp QIB), who was actually associated with Korahites 
and doorkeepers ; see GENEALOGIES i., $ 7, iii. c. 

S. A. C. 

KORE, THE SONS OF ('nl@ '27 ; oi yioi K O ~ E  
[AL], . . . KA& [B]), I Ch. 2619, RV THE SONS OF 
THE KORAHITES. See KORAH i. 

KO2 (vpg), Ezra261 Neh. 3421 763 AV, RV 
HAKKOZ. 

KULON ( K O Y ~ O N  [BA], -AM [L]), a city in the 
hill country of Judah mentioned by @ only (Josh. 15 59). 
An identification with Kulhiyeh, NW. of Jerusalem (see 
EMMAUS, z), is inadmissible, since this name is derived 
from ' colonia ' (cp Buhl, Pal. 166). 

KUSHAIAH (97I:@qp, 27 : hardly 'YahwB's bow' ; 
Peiser [ZA TW 17 ~48f: ((97)] explains ' KuS is Yahwe ' ; cp 
Edomite divine name K a d  akd Gottheil, 3BL 17 19 202 ('58). 
hut is there a parallel for s&h a name in the OT?)J-father of 
Ethan, a Merarite; I Ch. 15 17 ( ~ [ f l ~ u a ~ o u  [BKAL]. The 
readings of C3 presuppose 13'W'p (?;?$'iJ? Ki. SBUT), with 
which agrees the other fqrm of the name, viz. KISHI ( ' W ' Y  .' 1, I Ch. 
644 [29], KCLUQL [E], -uau [A], KOUUEL [L], i.e., perhaps 'e'?). 
The furm Kishi, which Gray (HPN 297) prefers, is, according 
to Gottheil, anahhreviated form ("~p i.e. l n ' ~ * p ) .  See KISH. 

1 For another suggested etymology, see NAMES, $ 27 n. 
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form. and runs thus. Korah at the head of 
2qo princes of the congregation pro- 

tested against the excinsive rights of the-L&itical tribe 
as represented by Moses and Aaron, and declared that 
the whole congregation was holy. It is quite possible 
that Korah, in the intention of the priestly writer, 
belonged to the tribe of Judah, and it is certain that his 
confederates were by no means exclusively Levites. 
They were princes of the congregation ' as a whole, ' 
and in 27 3 (P) it is clearly implied that, e.g., Manassites 
might be found in his company. Moses invites them 
to establish their claim by taking their censers and 
offering incense at the sanctuary. This they do : the 
people are warned to withdraw from the tabernacle,a 
and the rebels are consumed by fire from YahwB. 
Next day the people murmur because the 'people of 
YahwB ' (not, observe, 'our brethren the Levites') have 
been destroyed. But for the intercession of Moses, 
and the fact that Aaron stands with his censer 'between 
the living and the dead,' Israel would have been swept 
away by the divine wrath. Even as it is, 14,700 perish 
by the plague. Afterwards rods inscribed with the 
names of princes representing each tribe are laid in 
the sanctuary. The rod inscribed with the name of 
Aaron, and that alone, buds and bears ripe almonds. 

1 By the Korahites of I Ch. 12 6 it is uncertain whether the 
Chronicler is referring to Levites or to Edomites who had he- 
come incorporated in the tribe of Judah : cp DAVID, $ IT [a ii.1. 

2 The word pun  is never used in prose of a human habitation, 
and, in vn. 24 27 the original reading seems to have been-' the 
tabernacle of P&w&.' See Dr. Introd. 61. 
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